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THE MONTH OF JULY.

Jolt opens upon us in all the light and heat of summer. Well

might the poet speak of this season in glowing tcnns, and blend

with his strains, referring to its richness, beauty and melody, the

praises of that God to whom we must trace them all. As yet, in

some places, the mower has not stripped the flowery meadow of

its glory ; nor have the myriads of green leaves, which present to

the eye so cheering an aspect, been scorched by tlio summer's

most intense heat ; nor do tliey show signs of tliat decay wliich

mournfully, but certainly, succeeds to maturity. Still, therefore,

wo gaze on the rich foliage of nature, while the flowers of trees,

as they appear at different times, should not be suffered to pass

without notice. Rich indeed is the botanist at this season of the

year! Though humble be his station, knowledge gives him a

property in every flower that meets the eye ! Sometimes flowers

are associated in our minds with some pleasing time or event in

our past lives. But, however that may be, when we once know a

flower, our acquaintance is fonncd for life, and is confirmed by

every fresh interview. Tlie flowers of the last month are greatly

increased by those of this. Catch-fly, columbines, egg-plants,

French marigolds, veronicas, tuberoses, and many more, appear

in the gayest beauty of the season. Nor should we dwell merely

on the most s])lcndid of florid productions
;
not a few of humble

grade ask our observation and acquaintaiu'c. Watching by the

sandy liedge-bank, for example, we may admire the beauty of the

sky-blue flowers of the little speedwell, which last for a consider-

able time. If wo cross a shallow ninning stream, the brooklinc

will catch the eye, remarkable for its bright green leaves and blue

flowers. And by the river side we may find in abundance the

forget-me-not, with its azure flowers. This plant, if taken up with

a little earth, and placed in a pot standing in water, will thrive in

almost any situation. And in the deep shade of the wood, we
meet with the humble woodruff, with its flowers of white. The
leaves sun-ound the stem, standing out like the rowels of a spur,

and the plant is sometimes on this account called the wood-rowel.

Our artist has depicted a truthful picture of haymaking at this sea-

son. The bu.';y ones are in the field hnmedly gathering in their

stock before the approach of a storm, which is slightly indicated in

tlie licavens. The field presents a lively appearance, and tl?c dis-

tant hills and landscape smile in the sunlight. The very air is

redolent with a grateful perfume, and everything aroimd speaks of

liappincss, activity, content and grateful love.
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OR

IlIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.

A TALE OF IT.iliY AXD THE ITALIANS.

BT ben: rERLEY POORE.

CHAPTER I.

THE ARTIST 8 HOME.

Gi-onious Italy ! Otiicr laiifU may contain more hallowed

^ccncs or more relics of past renown—may surpass her crajxjty

1 iiountain-tops or her vine-clad plains—may offer more modern

inprovemcnts or a more advanced state of civilized refinement

—

lit no country, as a wliolc, possesses c<iual attractions to the

ourist. Home, solitary upon the gigantic pedestal of her former

i^reatnees, is still the focus of a mighty denomination, whose

matin-songs ever welcome the sun as the eartli revolves, while its

vesper liymn peals forth in continual funereal tones to the source

of light. Venice, the city of the silent, fades away like a queenly
' beauty, enchanting even in decay, and ever the scat of poetry, and

of passion, and of romance. Naples, whose volcano-illumined

bay has ever l)een adored by sons of the easel and of the lyre, even

as historians worshi]) her lava-buried environs. Florence, where

liberty first found a home, and wliere art has ever trium]>hantly

reigned. Genoa, which still looks superlily fortli upon the sea, as

f to welcome back her maritime sons, with the High Admiral

Cohimbus at their head. Fcrrara, the ducal—Bologna, the learned

—Pocstum, the magnificent—Aosta, the picturcscpic—all, all are

oeheld with lively emotions, and with high delight. Every build-

ing has its legend, and every locality is rich in historical detail

—

beacons, in fact, upon the pathway of emi)ire, at which the poet, the

painter, and the politician gaze with wonder and with admiration.

But to the tmc heart, which loves nature in her solitary beauty,

the shores of Lake Maggiore are more interesting than the crime-

stained cities to the southward. Ruined amphitheatres, or disman-

tled castles, or gothic fanes, may fill the mind with vivid images

of classic glory, or of feudal triumph, or of monastic pageantry
;

but a lovely and picturesque landscape conjures uj) those halcyon

days of pastoral romance, when every thought reflected a hue of

brightness and of heaven. The lake itself, an azure mirror of

limpid purity, seems a fitting home for those fabulous nymphs,

whose mortal beauty derived a chann from the surrounding scenei-y.

The picturesque shores, now rising in crags, now gently sloping

to the water's edge, fonn a panoiama of rich and variegated land-

scape, embracing leafy groves where nought disturbs sylvan medi-

tation—villas, tlie resort of all that is charming in social life—and

wliite hamlets, teeming with population, nestled among the man-

tling foliage. Groves of lemon and of olive trees, vineyards recking

with lu.xuriousness, and a profusion of wild flowers, complete the

beauty of the scene, often rendered more attractive by the silvery

tones of a convent bell, or the gladsome chorus of the vintage

song. In the background, forest-covered hills rise like protecting

ramparts, wliilc close behind them the ice-clad Alps rear their

towering peaks, imparting an increased magnificence to the land-

scape which they overshadow.

At the open diamber window of a small cottage on the very

margin of the lake, overlooking the prospect which we have en-

deavored to describe, there sat, in the spring of the year 1828, a

youth who might have seen eighteen summers. Of a slender, yet

well-formed figure, with olive complexion, and intensely lilack

wavy hair, lofty forelicad and lustrous eyes, he seemed the beau-

ideal of manly beauty—while a shade of thoughtfulncss, playing

around his finely-chiselled mouth, gave him an expression of dig-

nity and of gentleness. His garb was that of a peasant, yet it was

arranged with an air of picturesque elegance, and any lover of the

beautiful would have gazed with delight upon him as he sat at the

window, encircled by a fantastic framework of woodbine, which

covered the cottage with its ambitious tendrils.

The name of this young man was Claude Doria—his birth was

wrapped in mystery—his later life had been a martyrdom of the

heart. When he was an infant, his mother had come—some said

from France—and taken possession of their present residence,

which had been purchased by the village priest, and had endeav-

ored to educate her son for the church. Tliis tlie neighboring lads

ha<l told him, an<l, as his well-loved mother positively refused to

give him any jiarticulars about his origin, this wa,s all he knew of

his own early life. But he did know, that, turning from more
serious studies, he evinced a strong par^ion for drawing, and the

worthy priost, indulging his propensity, the impulse of his genius

soon directed him to painting. A traveling limner, who re-

touched the altar-piece of the village-chapel, tupplicd him with

colors, and the pupil soon surjiasscd his master. His mother at

first regretted to sec her only son forsaking the holy profession

which she liad selected for him ; but the good priest taking an in-

terest in the lad's artistic ])rogres3, so rich in promise, he wa,^ pcr-

mittc<l to indulge his inclination. Claude's ai)plication was in-

cessant, and as ho studied nature, he soon acquired a more pic-

turesque style of laudseajic design, than the most inventive imagi-

nation could have fostered. All the suirounding not)les sought

his pictures, and although their war-impoverished coflTers did not

enable them to pay but small prices, the young artist had alreadv

more than realized his original ideas of fortune. But fame was
far ahead on the future pathway of life, and his genius thirsted for

the galleries of Florence and of Rome, where it miglit drink at the

fountain heads (»f pure art, and lie profited. Strong energies lav

smouldering in his soul, and consuming his heart, untainted by

any truant disposition or weariness of his quiet home. But how
could he leave his beloved, his good, his sorrowful mother f He
hoped—but his hope was faint and saddened.

The attic chamber in which the youth sat, was fille<l with evi-

dences of his taste and of his talents. Sketches adorned the

walls, a guitar stood in a corner, and on the easel was an unfin-

ished portrait of his mother ; for, although Claude preferred the

face of nature, he had found that his patrons were more partial to

their own, upon his canvass. But the palette and lirushes now
lay untouched, and the artist, looking forth ujion the lake, gazed

listlessly upon its placid bosom, which so distinctly mirrored the

treos and the houses upon its banks, while these objects were

themselves blushing like happy brides in the empurpled glory of

an Italian sunset. Slowly, tint after tint faded away, to give

place to the deep shadows of niglit, and then—floating mournfully

and yet sweetly over the waters—came the mellow tones of the

vesper-lx'll. Tlien rose the crescent moon, investing the scene

with a light more beautiful than that of day, while glittering stars

came proudly forth upon the deep blue sky, that hung overhead

like an imperial mantle. Often had Claude witnessed this radiant

change, yet he now again gazed on it with eager delight, while

cnno'iling feelings of admiration thrilled his artist heart.

The door was opened softly, and his mother entered. Past the

meridian of beauty-life, no flatterer would have dared to call her

handsome
;

yet, if she had a foe, that foe could but have admired

the calm and serene expression of her countenance, worn as it was

with the tide-marks of grief. The coarse and gay might have

thought tiiat countenance wanting in expression ; but (as a power-

ful delineator of the sex remarks) there is a stillness in the aspect

of those who have fjlt deeply wliich deceives the common eye

—

rivers are often alike tranquil and profound, in proportion as they

arc remote from the springs which agitated and swelled the com-

mencement of their course, and by which their waters are still,

though invisibly supplied.

The Signora Doria wore a dress of coarse, black bombazine,

plainly fashioned, witli a linen neck-kerchief, white as the fleecy

clouds which spangle the air on a summer d.ay, and her yet un-

blanehed brown hair was smoothly tucked up beneath the quaint,

white head-dress of the country. Seeing, as she entered the room,

that her son was lost in the air-realms of his imagination, she

waited at the door for a few moments, gazing on him with ma-

ternal pride. Then, stepping softly to where he sat, she bent over

and kissed his noble forehead.

" Thanks, mother mine," said the awakened artist, gazing ten-

derly up into his mother's eyes, fi-om whence his love was radiated

back.

" Xay, Claude, I fear tliat in disturbing your reverie, I inter-

iiipted some sweet dream. It was of one of yonder group of

maidens, perchance, who are strolling by the margin of the lake.

Bianca, or
—

"

"Not so—not so—dearest mother," intcmipted Claude.

" I am glad to hear it, Claude ; but at your age the heart, like

a lost dove, seeks bondage, and Bianca
—

"

" Name her not," again interrupted the young man. " Art is

my mistress, and so jealous is slie, that I cannot think of any

other. Just now, the stars were the olijects of my dreamy thoughts,

as, one by one, they rent the veil of early night, and struggled

forth. Some, after twinkling gallantly for a wliile, paled their

fires, and vanished—others, mounting high into the ethereal ex-

panse, increased in l)rilliancy and in glory."

" And so, my dear boy, you would fain rise in the galaxy of

art "! Well, may the saints prosper you, hut it is not the career I

used to portray for you, when you lay an infant in my arms."

And the mother sighed as she spoke. " But our supper is on the

table—let us not seek to unveil the future, but be grateful for the

present."

" Dearest and best," replied Claude, as he rose from his seat,

and followed his mother down the narrow staircase. " Sometimes

I regret that I could not have schooled my wayward heart to the

discipline of the church, for your sake."

" Xo, my boy, that would have been a sin. But let us cat, and

then walk over to Father Geronimo's—that is, if a thunder storm

does not come up."

The room in which they sat down to their frugal evening meal,

was low-studded, and lighted by two hay windows, divided by

thick red-oak frames into small squares, filled with coarse, green

glass. The floor, scrubbed beautifully white, was eovere<l in the

centre by a small, square Turkey cari)Ct, brilliant in color, al-

though thrcadl)are in texture. Upon this stood a round oaken

talile, which bore so high a polisli that it reflected the humble fare

which decked it. The high-backed chairs were decked with cush-

ions of faded crimson damask, while a pair of stools were richly

embroidered, evidently the work of some accomplished needle-

woman. A looking-glass, in a tarnished, gilded frame, hung for-

ward at an .acute angle over the caned, oaken mantel-tree, beneath

which gasped tlie large, antique fireplace, lined with bright red

bricks, and faced with glazed, Dutch tiles, on which majiy a holy

legend was stamped in a blue tint.

Ere tlK'y rose from talile, dark clouds oI)scurcd the splendor of

the evening, and soon rajiid peals of thunder eainc reverlierating

from the mountains, to echo in fainter toiu's around the lake, while

the lightning blazed in sliceted flame athwart the finnnment, or

shot in long, arrowy darts. The wind came m long, rustling

blasts, rising with the storm, and sixin the heavy masses of clouds

poured forth torrents of rain, wliicli danced across the surface of

the lake, hishing it into a sheet of foam, S]iarkling with jiho-^iilioi-ie

brillianey.

Evening had dee|)ened into nig'it, and the storm raged with

uualiated fury. To Claude the scene was one of majestic interest,

and while his mother knelt before the ])ietnre of " Our Lady of

Loretto," which decked her bed-room, he stood at an open case-

ment, enjoying the givandcur of the storm. At length he he.ard

the galloping of horses, and while he w.as pitying .inv who were
exposed to the fury of the tempest, a flash of lightning disclosed

an approaching carriage. It was drawn by four horses, and the

two postilions had apparently lost all control over their steeds,

for they were crying loudly for help.

Without an instant's hesit.ation, Cl.iude nishcd out into the

road, evidently determined to stop the ten-ified animals in tlieir

mad career. But he anived too late. Just before reaching the

cottage, the carriage, swayed to and fro, had been dashed against

a tree on the roadside. The shock threw the postilions to the

ground, and the horses dashed on faster than before, canying with

them the fore wheels, which had become disengaged from the

vehicle. As Claude came up, a door was opened, and a young
man sprang out.

" We ar»overturned, your excellency/' he said, to some one

remaining in the carriage.

"I know that," answered a graff voice; " but are we on the

road—can you see any houses—any people ?"

" Here is a young man, your excellency, and the open door of a

house is visilde through the darkness." Then addressing Claude:
" Come, my friend, and aid me in assisting the Marquis de Bonani

from his caiTiage."

Claude willingly complied, and the marquis was soon upon terra

firma. He was so muffled up that he could scarcely walk, but

accepted the young man's kind invitation, and accompanied him
to the cottage, where the signora greeted him with a cordial

welcome.

" Thanks, good people," said he, when he had disembarrassed

himself of his many outer gannents. " I believe I am uninjured.

Where are the postilions 1 Hasten back to the caiTiage, Ernest,

or the varlets will rob it—perhaps it was their intention."

" Alas, sir," remarked Claude, " the poor follows lay insensible

as I passed them, and I only hope we may find them alive."

" Well," was the cold reply. " I am not injured, and my sec-

retary can remove my valuables from the carnage, whilst you
philanthropically succor the postilions."

The young men went out again into the storm, and, to Claude's

great joy, met the unlucky Jehus, sorely bruised, but with whole

bones. They were bemoaning their fate, and declared that they

must follow their runaway hoi'ses. /

" Never mind," exclaimed the young stranger. " You will find

them safe enough at tlie stable-door, and must return for us to-

morrow—that is, if the carriage be not too much damaged for ser-

vice. Meanwhile, here is some silver to buy ]>Iasters with."

The poor fellows left with a profusion of thanks, and Claude

could lint contrast the generosity of the secretary with the selfish-

ness of his lord.

" Now for the coflTers—but, my kind host, what is your name V
" Claude Doria."

" And that matronly signora is
—

"

" My mother—the only relative I possess."

"An orphan mj-self, Signor Claude, I envy you a mother's

care. Now let me introduce myself as Ernest Devrillc, a young

diplomatist of high hopes and small means, on my way to Rome,
with the Marcjuis de Bonani, ambassador from France. Now let

us take him his valuables."

This frank, cordial greeting won Claude's heart, and they soon

returned to the cottage, laden with baggage. The signora was

alone, but pointed to the door of her room, which was on the lower

floor, saying

:

" The marquis asked for a place to sleep in, and I have given

him yonder room. He desired me, when this young man returned,

to request him to bring in liis portmanteaus."

Claude moved towards the door with Ernest, but as the latter

laid his h.ind on the latch, he appeared to recollect something,

and turning, said :

" Thanks, Signor Claude, but you had better deposit your bur-

then here. The marquis has rather a mysterious toilet, that he

may the better conceal his years, and does not like to have strange

witnesses."

Claude deposited the portmanteaus which he was earning, but

regretted, when Ernest came hack for them, to hear the Mai-quis

petulantly reproving him for delay.

" And now, dear mother, you have given np your room to the

minister, let me relinquish mine to the secretary >"

" No, no, Clande. You may already have taken cold, and the

young man can sleep hero before a good fire, while you enjoy

repose."

This plan did not suit the young artist, and gaining his point

—

he .always gained his points—ho had the pleasure, when Ernest

re-appeared, of escorting him up stairs, and bidding him use the

studio-chamber as if it were his own. Then, ascending by a bid-

der to a low gairet overhead, he wrapped himself in bis cloak, lay

down upon a spare mattress, and was soon sound asleep.

No sooner was all hushed in repose, thiin the signora, putting

on her mantle, left the house, and re]>aired to the residence of the

vill.age priest, at whose door she knocked loudly. In a few mo-

ments the good old man made his appearance, for his slumbers

were often disturbed by calls to administer the sacrament, but he

was evidently suipri.«ed at the aiipearance of his present visitor.

Hastening past him, the signora threw herself upon a chair, and

her concealed emotion found vent iu floods of tears. At length, in

reply to the kind entreaties of the astonished priest, she sobbed

out

:

" I have seen him again—nay, he is within my house."

" Who !"

" Who, holy father ? Who else could thus agitate my heart ?

"" J cou.,1 . - .0 thus hither to ask your counsel, but Bonani-(
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my friend, my lover, my husband, ay, and my deceiver. And

yet, wretch, deceiver, villnin that lie is, ho won uiy youtliful affec-

tions—lie is the father of my Claude."

But we cannot unveil the secrets of the confes;ional, arid must

not now untold the trials of that stricken heart, which sought the

balm of religious counsel. It was late ere the signora returned,

calmer than when slie had left home, but unable to sleep, fur she

felt that it would be hard to conceal her feelings on the morrow.

CHAPTER II.

THE PEPARTURE.

Morning dawned, and Ernest, rising from his humble couch,

knew not whicli to admire most—the exquisite landscape witliout,

or the pictures around him. A deep, warm glow pervaded the

heavens, through which clouds of every form were sailing listlessly

along, while the beams of the rising sun illumined the shores of

the lake, casting long, bright shadows down into the crystal tide.

Glistening drojis luiiig in prismatic radiance from tree, and shrub,

and flower, but all other traces of the last night's temjiest had

vanished. The bells of the convent pealed forth their matin chime,

and then the melodious chant of the nuns came vibrating upon

the breeze, mingling with the gladsome carols of the feathered

throng.

E()ually attractive to the young diplomatist were the works of

art which decked his chamber, and which denoted no ordinary

genius. The landscape without was faithfully reproduced, in

every hue of d.ay. Morn's rosy tint—the sjilendor of noon and of

evening twilight—and the calm quiet of moonlight, were alike

beautifully portrayed, while on other canvasses were the summer

tempest, and the bridal garb of winter. ICrnest was himself en-

thusiastically devoted to art, and he felt that he was gazing upon

the works of a master, who blended colors witli the pencil as a

musical composer harmonizes notes to the ear. While feasting

his eyes, 'there was a tap at the door, and Claude entered.

" Good morrow, sir," he modestly said. " Can I promote your

comfort by ministering to your toilet!"

" Thanks, kind host," was the reply, " but I am arranged, and

return your greeting. I ever awake betimes, and, indeed, I had

promised myself a stroll, but I see the beauties of nature so fairly

portrayed within doors, that I cannot be tempted out."
' You flatter," answered Claude, a crimson blush stealing over

his face. " The productions of my untutored pencil must seem

indifferent indeed to one who has seen the wonders of the Ercncli

galleries ; but I thought you might like a walk before breakfast,

in order to gain an appetite for our humble fare."

" Tell me, first," inquired Ernest, " are those exquisite pictures

really yoiu-s 1"

" These studies are, sir, and I wish they were better."

"Better! Nothing could be more lifelike. But in what acad-

emy did you study—who was your instructor!"

" Come out, sir, and I will introduce you to my master—will

show you the masterpieces of my academy. Nature—her works !

On every side are models of beauty, exquisite outlines, channing

bleiidings of color." And the two young men, descending the

Btaircase, walked along the shores of the lake, Claude, pointing

out new beauties at nearly every step, for Ernest to admire.

On they strolled, and soon they discovered in each other—dif-

ferent as had been their walks in life—a congcnialitj' of sentiment,

and that devotion for art which is like the mystic tie of freemasonry,

uniting strangers by a bond of brotherhood. Each briefly narrated

his history, his happiness, his hopes. And before they returned

to the cottage, a friendship had been formed, destined to endure

for life—one of those beautiful alliances of trusting hearts, rare as

are the flowers of the aloe, which unfold their charms but once in

a century. Happy, thrice happy, are they who enjoy the rarity.

Entering the cottage, they found the breakfast-table laid, while

the marquis was pacing the room. He was rather uHder the usual

stature, with a pompous carriage, and overbearing manner, espe-

cially to those whom he considered his inferiors. His sallow face

had a careworn, avaricious look, while there was an air of cunning

about his gray eyes, produced by their downcast glances, and the

overhanging of thick lashes, as if he made it a practice to screen

their tell-tale glances from hostile observation. Large curling

moustaches, and a full beard, almost obscured his thin lips, which

were protruded by false teeth.

" Well, Eniest," he broke out (speaking in tones somewhat like

the notes of a worn-out flageolet), " is the carriage badly injured !"

" Indeed, your excellency, I have not been near it."

" And where have you been, pray V
" Taking a walk," stammered the young man, who evidently

felt ashamed of his ])osition ;
" but I will at once go and ascertain

the extent of the damage ;" and he left. Claude was about to fol-

low him, but the marquis stopped him.

" Stay, young man. I hear you have some paintings up stairs,

and I wish to see them."

Claude ushered him up stairs, and he began to examine the

paintings with a critical air that made the young artist feel any-

thing but comfortable."

" Grood—fair—well drawn," he deigned at last to remark, and
continued at times to endorse this laconic approval, as lie paced

up and down the little chamber, with his left hand on his hip. At
last, to Claude's delight, they were summoned to the table, and
wont down stairs. The marquis sat down as if at his owij board,
and commenced eating the fresh eggs, new bread, and other coun-

I
try fare provided by the signora. Claude evidently did not fancy
this conduct, but just then Ernest returned.

" Well," said the marquis, " what of the carnageV
" The axle is broken, but a smith is sdrniii^MMy tngsged in

"."prt'-riiig '."

" Very well," replied the marquis, and he continued his repast.

When he had concluded, he leaned back in his chair, using a gold

toothpick. " Ernest," he continued, " this young man has some

very nice pictures up stairs."

"Nice, your excellency!" exclaimed the secretary. "I should

pronounce them admirable ! In my humble opinion, they display

rare merit."

" Yes ; they are meritorious. Indeed, Ernest, I tliiuk them su-

jierior to the iiroductions of your Parisian friend, Margry—the

ungrateful dog. He only painted portraits, but this young man is

equally adept in transferring landscajies to canvass."

" True, your excellency ; but," and Ernest spoke even more

deferentially than was his wont, " Margry was not ungrateful."

"Not ungrateful, sir! Did I not patronize the young dauber,

and then, when I wished him to accomininy me to Rome, he plead-

ed a love affair. But I do not wish to discuss it. I say, lie was

ungrateful." And the marquis, rising from the table, again

ascended the staircase.

" So goes the world," remarked Ernest, after the marquis had

gone. " True, my lord did buy a jiicture of Margry, for which

he paid him half of its value ; and then, because my friend would

not sacrifice everything—above all, the society of her whom he

loved—and go with us to Rome, why—he is ungrateful."

" True, you said," remarked the signora. " Alas, young man,

tnith is seldom found in real life, and justice is ever blind. But

Claude, my boy, you have a visitor up stairs, perhaps a ])ati"on.

Go u]), and do the honors."

" Yes, mother of mine. But let me wait until Ernest has fiu-

ishcd his breakfast."

Going up into his studio, the marquis wished to sec him sketch

and paint. Claude complied, and before dinner had composed a

pretty landscape, introducing a likeness of Ernest into the fore-

ground. His facility of execution, and' c.xcjuisite coloring, evi-

dentlv pleased the marquis, who could really appreciate artistic

talent, if he could not respect artists. At last, he went to the

easel, and said :

" Young man ! I am on my way to Rome, and wish to obtain

sketches of the finest monuments of her ancient glory, for my gal-

lery at Paris. Y^our style pleases me—you please me—and I will

take you with me, if you consent, paying you the same salary I

pay Ernest here, with whom you seem to have become quite

friendly already. You can have until night to decide, and now,

Ernest, come down stairs with me. I have some desiiatchcs to

write."

They descended, and left Claude astonished, as he was delighted.

Rome ! It had been the goal of the young artist's desires—the

ocean to the river of his thoughts ; but now that the means of

getting there, and of subsistence after his arrival, were oft'ered to

him, he hesitated. It would be necessary to leave his mother,

wlio had so long and so kindly watched over him, and who had

sacrificed everything for his welfare.

Meanwhile the manpiis had repeated his oflJ'er to the signora,

and she had ascended into the studio. To her experienced eye,

the workings of her son's heart, indicated by his countenance,

were easily divined, and her nohle nature at once led her to cloak

her own feelings. She felt that, dear to her as her son was, he

was destined to occupy a high rank in his profession, if he could

profit l)y the advantages oflercd. Above all, the Marquis do

Bonani was no stranger to her, although she had given no token

of reaognition, and she felt that Claude could honorably accept

the aid oft'ered as a caprice, but really due as a right.

"Accept the offer, Claude," and her face was clothed with

smiles as she spoke ;
" go to Rome with the marquis, and hasten

back when you have become a great artist, provided you do not

forget your old mother."

"Forget my mother!" exclaimed the youth with vehemence.
" Devoted as I am to art, I would rather burn my palette, dear

mother, than think you really entertained such a thought."

" Nay, dear Claude, I was but jesting. And now, my dear

boy, let us go to Father Geronimo, ere you give an answer to the

marquis. The good old priest has ever given much good advice,

and it would be wrong for you to take such an important step

without consulting him."

Ann in arm, and with many promises of continued attachment,

the mother and son walked to the vicarage, where they found the

priest in his garden, reading his breviary. The signora related

the offer of the marquis, and solicited advice.

"Let the young man go," said Father Geronimo. " I can dis-

cern a providential hand in this, and Claude may thus be able to

rojiair a great wrong."
" Wrong!" exclaimed Claude.

" No, no !" replied the priest, who was warned by a glance from

the signora. " Except it be wrong for your genius to be confined

and pent up in this hamlet, when at Rome you can have such

facilities. Surely it is wrong, if you do not profit by this oppor-

tunity."

This quieted a momentary apprehension that had been awak-

ened in the young man's mind, and he replied :

" But would it not be wrong for me to leave my dear mother!"
" You are a good son, Claude," said the signora, " and now

can give me a crowning proof of your love by embracing this

opportunity. Father Geronimo will be here, and you know that

his care has protected me since—when you were but an infant—

I

came here to reside."

Claude's objections could not withstand the united pleadings of

the priest and his mother, wliili his enthusiastic love of ait urged

him to accept the offer. Returning to the cottage, he soon ])ackcd

his scanty wardrobe, while his mother gave him much good advice

and counsel. At lengtli the hour of departure approached, and

the signora i)ressed her son to her heart, while he, with eyes

bathed in tears, assured her of his devotion.

" Farewell I"

The carriage rolled along, and Claude gazed as if for the last

time upon the scenes through which they i)a.;scd—al) familiar to

him from infancy—and now glowing brightly in the golden sun-

set, as if in mockery of his departure. They recalled pj-infully

to his memory all the careless and hapjty ])astixne of his bcyhood,

and every one recalled some ])leasiiig recollections of his mother.

Soon, new objects met his eye, and his unhackneyed heart found

much to admire, as they rolled along through the fertile fields of

Lombardy. And it was with rapture, as they ei.ieied AJilaii, that

the enthusiastic young artist gazed at the cathedral, with its hun-

dred pinnacles of white marble, and the three thousand statues of

the same material, reposing jilacidly in the full light of the moon.

The home he had left was desolate and cheerless witliout his

smile, but he had lost sight of his mother to ailmire new objects.

So it ever is with man ; and yet Claude Doria loved his mother

as well as mother could be loved by a first-born son.

On, on they journeyed, and as they a)>proachcd Florence, the

centre of letters and of arts, nature became even more beautiful

and ornate, although lacking the majesty of Claude's home.

Hedges of laurel divided the fields, on which grew rows of gi-ace-

ful elm-trees, festooned by the graceful vine, while beneath was

the verdant millet, its rich ears nodding in the breeze. Old cas-

tles, picturesque in their decay, crowned the hill-tops ; villas, sur-

rounded by cyiiross trees, nestled in tlic vales ; and the peasantry,

with embrowned yet beautiful features, and clad in their quaint,

bright-colored costumes, added to the interest of the scene.

The marquis paid but little attention to this rare panorama, as

they hurried along, for he had no idea of the beautiful, nor had ho

in his composition any of that delicacy of feeling, without which

man is not human. Generally, he slept all the way, and the two

young men were thus left to the full enjoyment of each other's

society.

Ernest was a time Italian, in appearance and manner ; his black

hair clustered over an olive complexion, and the serious expres-

sion of his countenance was softened by the friendly look of his

gleaming eyes. Y'et Claude soon discovered that he possessed a

serenity of temper, an extent of information, an energy of deci-

sion and a freedom from bigotry, rarely found in a Roman. His

father had been secretary to the Pope's Legate a; J'aris. and the

young man, cradled in diplomacy, and master of several lan-

guages, was a desirable secretary for the marquis^indced, he had

been recommended to take him by the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

The tone and jjolisli of the young man's manners, the easy grace

of his conversation, and the readiness of his wit, were not less

remarkable than the stores of useful iiiibrination which he had

amassed, and which he ever held in readiness.

At Florence, the marquis determined to make a short stay, and

requested Claude to copy one of the master-pieces in the Martelli

Palace. All day he toiled at his easel, and in the evening, arm-

aud-arm with Eniest, he strolled along the beautiful banks of the

Amo, repeating tlie mellifluous strains of Dante or of Tasso.

One morning, Claude having finished his copy, thought that ho

would visit the Strozzi gallery, of which Eniest had sjioken in

terms of high praise. It was, indeed, a magnificent collection of

pictures, and the young artist could but envy those who were

copying some of them. One thus employed, was concealed behind

his<iCanvass, so that Claude did not see who it was until he had

arrived against the easel. The artist at the same moment turned

his head, and each started with surprise.

"Claude!"

"Ernest!"
" And can it be," said the fonncr, " that you, dear Ernest, are

an artist ! Ah, you rogue ! You have been talking to me about

painting, and apparently listening with reverence to my accounts

of what I could do, and yet you were all the time laughing in

your sleeve. O, Ernest, how you have blinded me."
" Forgive me," replied Ernest, grasping Claude's hand, and

pressing them between his own, while his face was covered with

blushes. " I have not deceived you. I am no artist."

" But this copy," interrupted Claude.

" Ah, my friend, examine it, and you will perceive that ii is

not the work of even a student. No, dear Claude, I have experi-

enced so much gratification in conversing with you upon art, that

I longed to be able to take a palette, and transfer my thoughts to

canvass. And if you have suqirised me in what was intended to

surprise you, forgive me."
" Nay, dear Ernest," exclaimed Claude, "I only spoke in jest

and I am rejoiced at this new alliance of art between us. Surpass

me, and I shall rejoice at your success."

" The idea," said Ernest, " is almost ridiculous ; but if we are

to be rivals, let the rivalry be worthy of our art."

[to be continued.]

CLE.1RNESS OF THE i\ORTHER\ SE.4S.

Notliing can be more surprising and beautiful than the singular

clearness of the water of the northern seas. As we passed slowly

over the surt'ace, the bottom, which was here in general of white
sand, was clearly visible from twenty to twenty-five fathoms.

During the whole course of the tour I made, nothing appeared to

me so extraordinary as the immense recesses of the ocean, un-
ruffled by the slightest breeze, the gentle splashing of the oars

scarcely disturbing it. Where the bottom was sandy, the dift'erent

kinds of esterise, eehnii, and even the smallest shells, appeared at

the greatest depth conspicuous to the eye ; and the water seemed,

in some measure, to have a magnifying power, by enlarging the

objects like a telescope, and bringing them seemingly nearer.

Though in()\ing on a level surt'ace, it seemed almost as if we
were ascending the height under us, and when we passed over its

summit, which rose in appearance, to within a few feet of our
boat, and came again to the descent, which on this side was sud-

denly perpendicular, and overlooking a watery gulf as wo passed

gently over the point of it, seemed almost as if we had thrown
ourselves down tliis precipice ; the illusion, from the clearness of

the deep, producing a sudden stait.

—

Records of the North.
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EXERCISE FOR CHILDREN.
Nothinf; is more conducive to the lic;iltli of youth than jrood

and wcll-f'ollowcd |yhysical exercise. Amonu other very admirable
modes, is tliat of the wand, as represented in the cut I)elo\v, anil

to tlic rifi-ht of this pafre. The wand for tliis purpose should be
light and smooth, but not of a nature to bend. It is first to be
taken hold of near the extremities, by each luuid, with tlic knuckles
outward, as sliown in fig. 2; then raised to tlic peqicndicular po-

EXERCISES WITH THE TVAND.

sition of fiir. 3, the right hand being uppermost : the left then

takes its phice. Tliis should be performecl rapidly for some time.

From the position fig. .3, the wand is to be raised above tlie head,

as shown in fig. 4 ; it is then to be passed behind, as in fig. ."j

;

and, finally, returned into the first position of the wand, by a re-

verse position of the anus, as in fig. G. It would be a work of

supererogation for us to attempt to describe tlie game of battle-

dore and shuttlecock. Wio among our readers, old or 3"oung,

WATER-CARRTER OF QUITO.

has not participated in this de-

lightful house game as represented

in the engraving given at the toj)

of the page herewith ? It is a gen-
tle and noiseless exercise, at least

comparatively so, and is usually
engaged in by one of eitlier sex,

wliose aim i.s to keep (lie shuttle-

cock as long as possible in the air

without its falling to the ground.
Above may also bo found a.

representation of a water car-

rier of Quito. The aguaderos of
Quito .are a poor peo])le, of a very
inferior condition to that of the

water carriers of Europe. At
Quito an aguadero is classed with

the lowest of the ])opulation, and
is hardly more regarded than if

he were a beast of burden. The
jar, in which tlic water is con-
tained, is of considerable weight,
holding not less than 18 or 20
gallons, and the aguadero, who is

constantly obliged to set it down
and lift it up, could not carry a
burthen of this nature on his head
or arms. Suspended to his shoul-

ders it would drag liim down.
He has sought over his wholi^

])erson the most solid point of
su|)port, and one most favorable

to tlie fre(! action of his limbs ; it

is doubtful whether a mathemati-
cian or mechanic could have cho-

sen lietter, although the position

is very singular. For a recom-
pense, he receives the smallest of

current coins—a quaitillo.

BATTLEDORE AND SHUTTLECOCK.

The Tobacco Plant, here sketched, cannot be said to be a rare

one, seeing that, in one shape or another, it is in everybody's

mouth
;
yet its physic-al characters, in the living state, .are by no

means popularly known. The plant is an annual, .and a native

of America. The illustration represents that species of it which
is principally used. Some say that the name tobacco was derived

THE TOBACCO PLANT.

from Tabaco, a province of Yucatan, where the Spaniards first

found it ; others derive it from the island of Tobago ; and Hum-
boldt asserts that the word belongs to the ancient language of St.

Domingo, and that it .a])plies, not to the herb, but to the tube
through which it is" smoked. It is generally supposed that the

plant was brought from Virginia or South America.

The accompanying illustration represents the reverse of an an-
cient Cross or reli(|uar3' found in Ireland. This curious specimen
of ancient art was discovered in a highly sculptured stone coffin in

a church3'ard near Cork, containing also the usual reliques. The
obverse of the Cross gives a representation of the Crucifixion,
with " INRI " over the head of the Saviour; on the limbs of the

EXERCISES WITH THE WAND.

Cross are the first words of the penitent thief, " domine memento
MEi." Three skeletons were in the coffin : tlie Cross was lying
on the breast of one ; the head of another was lying at the feet, as
if decapitated during life. There was nothing remarkable about
the third skeleton. The Cross is arcliicpiscopal, and is ascribed
by the antiquaries of Cork to a very early period : it is of bronze,
and was originally gilt.

ANCIENT CROSS FOUND AT CORK.

THE BARBEL.

THE B.ARBEL.
The Barbel is a well made,

handsome, and powerful fish.veiy

active and vigorous
;

quite the

sort of a fellow to try the strengtii

of the angler's tackle, and the

dexterity of his hand. He is veiy
fond of rajiid waters which run
over a stony bottom, and will lie

for a long time in a boiling cur-

rent under shelving banks near
old stone walls and jjiles, or about
sunken trees or old timber. In
these sorts of places the larger

fish are generally to be found;

and as the barbel dreads alike

fiery heats or extreme cold, ho

commonly lies near the bottom,

and haunts the dcejicst jiarts of
the stream. The barbel is grega-

rious, and is to be found in many
of our rivers; but in England the

Trent and the Thames arc ])er-

haps better supplied with this fislt

than any other British streams.

Stories have been told of the bar-

bel having attained a weight of
fifteen or twenty pounds; but

these are instances of very, very
rare occurrence, as he seldom ex-
oeed.s eight or ten pounds ; and
even this is deemed a very large

size, and by no means usual.

These fish sjiawn early in .June.

They deposit their eggs on the sur-

face of stones in the narrowest and
most rapid parts of the stream.

It is supposed that he never casts

Kjiawn till his fifth or sixth year.
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TUE SPOTTED SNIPE SCOLOPAX GUISEA.

THE M'OODOOCK AND SMPE.
Says a Swiss journiilist,—On a fine, mild nioniinfr, licforc sun-

rise, I set foitli witli my gun on my slioiilder. Moniinj; on our
monntains is a i,'loiious spectacle. Red vays, jjlaneinfr alonj,' the
eartli, were tinf^iny tlie pointed grass. A few violets were already
opening in the hedgerows. Vegetation was springing up, joying
in the warm and moist southeast wind which had hcen hiowing
for some days, and which I heard tremhling in the distance along
the crests of the waves as it tossed them, one by one, upon the
salt seasliore. I was drawing nearer and nearer to tlie seashore,
when I thought I saw something fall and roll behind a thicket of
brambles. I fired, and ran u]). What glory ! my shot in scatter-

ing, had wounded a couple of birds. I secured my game, and,
eager to display it, carried my prize to my wife.

—" What beautiful
birds!" cried she; "and unknown in the country, too!" she

YOUNG WOODCOCK.

added, after having examined them. " Perhaps the first couple of

this variety ever found here. Kothing less than the spotted snipe,

in their bridal jjlumage."—" Wliat !" replied I, " a ram avis—

a

rare bird ! And you know them so (juick ! How 1 by what
signs."—" Are they not mounted on stilts—furnished with three

front and one posterior toe, all four of which they place on the

ground, and withdraw, to allow them to frequ<'nt rivers or marslies,

to walk upon the cpiicksands and sliaking nmd, and to extract from
the long grass and reeds which conceal worms and little moUuseas
their nourishment. The plumage, mottled with varied shade,

from white to brown and black, marked with undulations and
crescents, also belongs, with different modifications, to the entire

family called Scolopax." She then attempted to explain to mo

CO.MMON WOODCOrK .SCOLOPAX RUSTICOLA.

tlic particular differences between
the genus of woodcock and that

of sni|)e. S!ie tol<l me tlnit,

among other chara<'teristics, with
the greater part of woodcocks,
the middle toe is attached to the
outer toe by a slight membrane,
whicli never happens in the other
species. I examined carefully

the greenish feet of the biids I

had just brought in—I raised

tlicm in the air: the middle and
oilier toe were slightly palniated.
" Yet you said these birds were
snipes."—" Yes

; the only varie-

ty which has this character

;

which makes it ajjproach two
other kinds, the calicliis and
woo<lcock. The wrinkles at the
base of the beak, the little mem-
brane on the foot, ranks your
prize in the species, rare in iCu-

rope, but common in the United
States, wliich different natural-

ists call, one, scolnpax ip-isra,

another, the catidiis snipe, and
another, the spotted snipe. Your
birds have all these names, and

^

others besides, thanks to their

winter and summer garbs. All
of them inhabit or seek moist
lands. With their slender bills,

more or less cylindrical, longer or shorter, in which the nostril

traces a furrow, whi<-li approaches the point more or less, they all

search the mud to draw out of it their animated prey. All walk
on the marshes, following the courses of rivers, the .shores of lakes,

or those of vast seas, with their long legs more or less destitute of
feathers. These sliglit differences not only .separate species, but
kinds, in which nomenelators get bewildered. ]f we come to va-

rieties of plumage, the two predominant colors, white and black,

are often united with reddish tints, and a rich chestnut lirown. At
diU'erent seasons, and different ages, the same individual, there-

fore, changes his dress. Every scientific man, in

a new ]5himage, sees a new name, and the scolo-

])ax in bis summer dress has a diU'erent title IVoiu

that which designates him in his plain winter

overcoat. Prom Wilson, I learn that these birds,

of which only one or two individuals have been
found in Europe, reach the shores of New Jersey

early in April in numerous flocks ; thence they

go to build in the north, whence they return in

the month of July and the beginning of August.
These snipes, the most numerous in the United
States, where their flesh is most esteemed, fly in -=-

_

troops, often very high. They form into bodies, iiV

divide, re-unite, and multiply their evolutions

over the marshes, and alight in such numbers,
and so close together, that a single discharge has
been known to kill eighty-five of them. From ---

-;j-:

the midst of a salt niarsli they will spring sudden-
ly into the air, whirling as they ascend, emitting

a shar]) whistle, fly, turn, come down again, re-

ascend, and finally alight again in dense clouds

on the same low grounds and sand banks, wlierc

are found the numerous snails which fatten them,
and make tliein, in the month of September, the

favorite game of sportsmen. On the approach
of winter the spotted sni])c migrate to a southern
climate."—My shot had furnished my wife with
t«o very jiretty models, and I conceived a taste

for a kind of study which became common to us.

1 knew that the woodcock, even when it sojourns

in a country, migrates, according to the seasons: ^
from tlie mountain to the plain in autumn ; and,

in the spring, from the plains to the woody
shores, where it builds in dry places. Seeking
refuge by day in the dec]) woods, it turns up the

fallen leaves for the insects to be fouinl beneath. At niglit it

abandons these shady retreats, and seeks the S])rings, to moisten
its bill, and plunge leisurely into the soft earth. Sportsmen assign

a strange stupidity to this bird, and profit by its daily excursions

in the morning and evening twilight, to set snares for it ; snares

in which it is always taken; nets in which it is constantly entan-

gled. Cuvier speaks of its compressed head and large eyes placed

in the back of it, which give it the singularly stupid air which its

hal)its do not belie. I was no less curious to study the instincts

of this bird closely, convinced that I should discover in it some
traits of that admirable instinct with which God inspires every-

thing that breathes. I watched a couple of woodcocks when they

flew into our thickets, I sawtliem practise, behind the bushes those

tricks which disconcert the sportsman; I heard their //oh, /;•<>»,

f'rou, when pursued ; the ]nolonged whistling they utter when they

rise on high to fall so suddenly ; for, particularly

in tlie daytime their flights are very short, all this

without knowing any more of their habits than

a neighbor had taught me. According to him,

woodcock and snipe were becoming scarcer ; his

father formerly killed a dozen, for every pair

now-a-days. He explained this diminution of the

species by the increase of luxury in the northern

countries where these birds build so largely. "If
the flesh of woodcock, which is dry and meagre,
is little thought of," said my neighbor, "on the

other hand, people are very fond of the eggs."

And he afliinned that they did not build in our

climate. From this moment the height of my
ambition was to find one of their nests—and I

succeeded. In a little, well-sheltered clearing,

buried under the shade of a secular hedge, where

the leaves of fifty autumns fomicd a thick, humid,

and silent carpet, I discovered, among the roots

of an old stump, on the dry gravel, a nest of with-

ered leaves and long blades of grass, carelessly

joined. There were four oblong eggs, clouded

with dull undulations on a grayish red ground. I

had great ditticulty to get a glimpse of them, for

the mother scarcely left them, and sat down at

my approach, unwilling to leave them. Some
sav tills is pure stu|)idity, others that the wood-

cock is dazzled by daylight, and it is in fact a

twilight bird; but my wife did ample honor to

this maternal conduct, which takes the place of

courage with the feeblest creatures. I studied

the litter I had discovered, and often saw the

male bird sitting beside his companion, their bUls

GUEAT SNIPE SCOLOPAX MAJOR.

resting on each other's backs. I saw the father and mother de-
scend into the thicket, and the young, which left the nest as soon
as they were hatched, running along, covered witli a fine down, to
meet the old birds, whose approach was announced \>ytitwit!
twit ! twit ! re])eated with great velocity, and such power that it

was audible to a very great distance. An ancient author asserts
that the woodcock, to save its progeny, carries it away in its liill

—

a strange assertion, which must be seen to be believed ; the flexi-

ble bill of the bird seems to be very ill adapted to this act of de-
votion. My wife said that an English writer had affirmed that

COMMON SNIPE SCOLOPAX GALLINAGO.

he had seen the woodcock flying away with its young clinging to
its back. Another says that it grasp.s them witli its feet. At last,

one day I took possession of the little family, which was almost
accustomed to my presence ; but the male escajjcd me with one of
the little ones which could fly, though the feathers had .scarcely

emerged from their quills. Pressing the birdling between his

long bill and breast, the father carried it off with such speed tlnit I

was forced to al)audon it, having enough to do to secure the mother
and the rest of the clutch, which I fortuiuitely did. My efforts to

take a double snipe—as some call them—were vain ; one neighbor,
more fortunate with his gun, procured us several, nearly as large
as the woodcock, and our collection was enriched by them. The
tongue of the snipe seems expressly made to pierce the worms on
which it feeds. But why those little hollows at the extremity of
the bill, whicli wither and disapjiear as soon as life has left them !

Is it not the seat of a sense to which we are strangers i It may
be that there is some resemblance between this singularitv of tlie

bill, and the wonderful instinct which eau.ses the woodcock and
snipe, constantly engaged in piercing the earth, never to do so in

vain, and constantly to secure their prey—serving the same pui-
pose as tlie sporting dog's nose, in scenting its prey.

^—<c;!ai^>nv,j,,

YOUNG OF THE COMMOK SNli-I.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THE PILG1113I'S RETURN,

BT T. DUCRANAM BBAD.

The pil^riira feet, accustomed long to roam,

Obey the heart which seeks it^ early home;

To these fair valleys and abundant farms,

I turn once more as to a parent's arms;

Fond arms that fold as In the old embrace,

While welcome lights the dear maternal face!

No more for nie the jostling tosvn invites,

The garish days and fever-heatod nij^hts;

The bright *^aloons where hectic pleasure glows

In splendid prisons, and mid gilded woes;

Wlicre gloats the gas-flauie o'er estates in lace,

"While the near street lamp lights a starving face;

Whereat the casement, looking out or in,

Ton still may gaze on vanity and sin,

And find not always your discernment nice,

Can say which side is folly and which vice.

0, rural nature, in thy aspect beams

The light I elsewhere only find in dreamsl

While friends grow cold, or, worse, prove insincere,

Thy steadfast friendship blossoms year by year;

Thy placid smile no cunning malice hides,

But through all seasons still thy truth a >ide8.

Low at thy feet, no other wish is mine,

Let me sit down and hear thy voice divine,

And humbly listen till my soul shall be

Filled with a music only learned of thee;

Till all thy forms within my spirit beam

As deep as clouds within a .»ummer stream.

i .^— r

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE BELLE OF THE SEASON.

BT MATURIN M. BALLOU.

Saratoga Springs have been the locale of more matrimonial

and love intrigues than jjeihaps any other portion of this country.

Being tlie annual resort of a vast number of fashionable people

from all parts of the United States, during tlie summer months, a

great many Ijcaux and belles are constantly being throvNTi toijether

here, and coquetry in its most undisguised garb is constantly ap-

parent to the most casual observer. Wliy the village of Saratoga,

aside from the advantages of the peculiar spring water to be liad

here, was ever chosen as a place of fashionable resort, I am at a

loss to account :—low, sandy and dusty, with not one natural at-

traction, it is still the " watering " place of America. But to our

story.

It is in the very height of the fashionable season that we would

have tlie reader go with us to tliis inland town of Saratoga. It

was thronged with the gaj', liberal Southcmers ; the frank and

manly Westerners ; the shrewd, but cultivated. New Englanders

;

and was, in .short, the resort of fashion and beauty. The belles,

this season, were numerous, and the beau.K as numerous ; every

means of recreation and employment were pressed into the service,

and Saratoga was in all its noontide glory. Of course, every

season has its belle, par excellence, though there may be twenty

fair girls wlio claim and merit the title
;
yet there is always one

who must be, and is considered, the belle. And such was Clara

Howard, of the season to wliich wo refer. It required no argu-

ment to prove this. You had only to observe how every eye fol-

lowed lier movements—liow every gallant strove to anticijiatc her

slightest wish. If slie mounted her horse by her father's side, for

a short ride up to tlie " lake "—a beautiful, clear sheet of water, a

few miles from the Springs—the army of gallant eyes that watched

her was almost innuineralile.

Well, Clara was a fine, noble-spirited, and most lovely girl;

spoiled, to be sure, by being a beauty, or rather spoiled by the

unbounded admiration that her beauty and extraordinary intelli-

gence commanded for her. Slie was a Kentuckian by birth, and

it was said had Indian blood in her veins—an assertion that the

soft olive of her complexion greatly favored. But by whatever

means the blood of the aborigines flowed in her lifc-cbannel.s,

Clara was of a proud stock. Her father, ihe owner of more than

one broad plantation, came of ancient blood, and had inherited

at majority a fortune scarcely less magnificent than that which he

now possessed. Clara, now about twenty years of age, bad kno^Tn

every advantage of a classical education, of travel, of mingling

with much good society, and, in short, was, as we have intimated,

an exceedingly lovely and accomplished girl.

What woman could have blamed Clara Howard for respond-

ing to the constant admiration which she recli^••d from all quar-

ters—who could blame her for a little cofpieti-y with such gallant

hearts a-; strove to do her homage '( Devotion from the humblest

is fascinating to the female heart, and when we rejieat that men of

cultivated minds, elegant persons, and iu)l)le s|)irits, bent in admi-

ration at her beauty and captivating conversation, then the reader

must not be too hard in judging of the real truthfulness of a dis-

position that Has perhaps at times intoxicated by ailmiration. Va-
rious were the conjectures of the gossips as to whom Clara, of

all her admirers, would bestow her hand upon. It seemed to be

understood, by a sort of instinct, that she would make a choice

this season, for was she not of the true American age for marriage '!

There arrived, one day, about this ])crio(l, a young man of very

quiet demeanor, who registered his name on the book of the spa-

cious hotel, where Clara and her father were visiting, as " Ilenry

Morrison, South Carolina." He was pale, moved about with

measured tread, and bad evidently come to drink the medicinal

waters of the Congress Well. His (igure was of that gcntlcmanlj'

mould that generally indicates high birth, and his maimers had

the unmistakable polish which the real gentleman seldom fails to

exhibit. He seemed rather to hold himself aloof from the society

of the house, and to mingle little with any of the comjiany. True,

he walked daily up to the miniature circular railway, rode now

and then on horseliack up to the lake, r.iid strolled throiigb the

main street idly, but it seemed that the most of his time was passed

either with a book, in the shade of the fine large trees that till the

area of the hotel, or in some of the shady walks in the rear of the

house, among the finely cultivated patches of flowers and rare

exotics.

He was a new comer, and tliat was sufficient to make him the

theme of conversation among the gossips, and so he was talked

about, and "guessed" about, until he was made quite a hero of.

Even Clara Howard, having heard so much said about him, began

to wish him to pay her that homage which all who approached her

freelv bestowed. His quiet abstemiousness at table, his unobtru-

sive habits, the low but dignified voice in which he addressed all,

his unaft'ectcd directions to the servants,—who never fail to recog-

nize the gentleman,—and their instantaneous obedience, all tended

to interest the observant girl^who was the object of so much ad-

miration. To suppose that Henry Morrison was blind to the

remarkable beauty of Clara, would be to suppose him little less

than an anchorite. Since he had been at the Springs— as yet

scarcely a fortnight—his health had greatly improved. The color

was returning to his cheek, the brightness to his eye, and the vigor

to his step—tokens that every observant person could but note.

With returning health came more activity, and he had already

been thrown into the company of Clara Howard in a manner that

had led to a formal introduction.

With far more real heart than four-fifths of the young men who

professed so much to Claraof their admiration, Henry Morrison paid

no such flattering court to her ; though his attention was marked,

decided, and bore evciy evidence of sincerity, yet there was noth-

ing of the gallant in his bearing. He had no heartless adulations

to proffer to the beautiful girl, whom every one praised ; but he

thought to himself, O, how I could love that girl if she were not

the coquette that fortune seems determined to make of her. When
in the midst of the gay circle that ever attended her, young Mor-

rison always gave way to those who ardently pressed to her side,

and while he heard constantly words of flattery bestowed upon

her welcome ears, he never spoke one word of this character, but

had even been known to differ, in a polite manner, from Clara, in

an argument about flowers, a fact that could not be stated of any

other gentleman at the Springs. " What," said one, " dared he

to argue with Clara that she could be wrong in anything^"

" Now, of all the flowers, the pure white japonica is my favor-

ite," said Clara, in the midst of a circle of gallants, in the splen-

didly arranged parlor.

" Of com-se, of course, so very charming," repeated a dozen

voices.

" Think you not so, Mr. MoiTison?" said Clara, observing that

he had not spoken.

" Not I, Miss Howard."
" Indeed!" she replied, a little abashed at being crossed in her

fancy.

" No—to my mind," continued he, " the tea rose is vastly its

superior. With its soft olive, like your own cheek (it was the first

comi)limeiit, that might be fairly construed as such, he had ever

paid her), and its soft fragrance, it breathes more of loveUness, to

my mind, than the japonica."

"But the japonica is such a proud flower," interposed Clara,

evidently interested.

" That is the very idea to which I object," replied Heniy Mor-

rison. " It is proud and beautiful, but breathes no sweetness. Did

you ever inhale the flavor of a japonica 1"

" Nay, it has none."
" Such are the proud and handsome—to the eye, they are beau-

tiful, jjure, cold, and sedate ; but rather had I less pride and more

frugruitce. The sweetness of lowly virtues is past all compare I"

Clara bit the handle of her fan, half in vexation at being con-

tradicted in her fancy, half in meditation of the words he had

uttered, and changed the conversation, evidently without being

interested in what she said, and chatted away quite heartlessly,

while Henry Morrison, with a polite bow, turned into tlie long

garden, accessible from the parlor windows.

" She will never speak to him again," whispered one or two of

the party. " Did you see how vexed she was at what he said i"

asked another.

" Yes, I see, but she is looking after him stUl, as he walks down

the path."

" Egad, that fellow moves about as though he was the owner of

the entire town."
" And yet I have heard that he is very poor," said another.

" Do you think that Clara Howard cares anything about him ?"

" Not I," answered the first, " there's not style and fashion

enough about the fellow."

" As to style," said another, "he has enough of that, for though

he just derided the idea of pride, I believe him at heart the jiroud-

est man among us."

It was strange,—and yet not strange, for it is natural for us to

covet that which we cannot have,—that Clara bad rather have

Henry Morrison agree with her, or compliment her, than any of

the gay and fashionable crowd who surrounded her. Somehow,

since she had talked with him a few times lately, she began to tire

of the fulsome adulation of those who pretended so much admira-

tion. She was too sensible a girl, gidily as she was, not to discern

the depth and truthfulness of young Morrison's character, and to

realize, also, the shallowness of the jiretcnders who followed hcr

so assiduously. Yet the secret delight of her many triunqilis over

others of her sex, came across her mind, and she felt that it would

bo a sacrifice to forego all this delightful and intoxicating atten-

tion, though she felt it to be so thoroughly mercenary and heart-

less. " I am young, there is time enough yet," she thought to

herself, " and while I may, I w:Il reign as queen !"

Clara felt a little pride, too, about the matter,—that Henry Mor-
rison should have so openly, and, as she contended, so ungallantly

disagreed with her ; and she therefore resolved to treat him some-

what coldly the next time they should meet, and to evince such

hauteur towards him, in the presence of others, as to make him
realize her power. This she did, and perhaps in a more deci<led

spirit than she had intended—so much so that young Mon-ison

felt it keenly, though he bowed politely, without the least retort,

and withdrew. Clara, in a moment after, would have given

worlds to have recalled the unkind words, the unjust reflection she

cast, but he was gone, and Clara retiring to her own room, gave

way to a flood of tears ! Slie had a heart, after all

!

Kcaliziiig the unfeeling character of her conduct, Clara's pride

came to her rescue, and she declared to herself that he should never

know that she regretted what she had done, and she would oven

treat him still more coldly. Poor girl, with all thy wealth, with

all the homage lavished upon thee, how little of happiness you
know now ! Belicing your own gentle heart, and summoning pride

to your counsel, you perversely resolve to remain in the wrong, be-

cause you have been once guilty of impropriety. Foolish girl,

how many have split upon this sunken rock of pride !

From otlicr ladies of the house Henry Morrison received eveiT

kindness, and, indeed, in a short six weeks bad become a marked
favorite with all whose approbation he cared to win. His unu-

sual intelligence, and fine powers of conversation, won him favor

everywhere, and that was a happy and well entertained circle

which he joined, and with which he engaged in conversation.

Indeed, no one seemed to dislike Henry Morrison, with one single

exception,—Mr. George Clavers, a gay and dashing English-

man, for some unknown reason, seemed to hold a gnidge against

him, and had several times intimated, with emphasis, that he was

a sham, free-and-easy fellow, and a coward. The spirit which

the Englishman evinced towards him was, of coiu'se, in a mea-

sure, apparent to Hcniw himself, but he took no notice of it what-

ever. He knew that George Clavers was a well-bom, but nidely

bred Englishman, on his travels, and so long as he did not per-

sonally annoy him, he eared not.

This George Clavers had paid particular court to Clara How-
ard, and she, perhaps pleased by his fine figure, his foreign expe-

rience, and really fine taste in dress, had rather favored his inti-

macy—that is to say, she had placed him among her followers as

a favored friend. Young Morrison regretted this intimacy, be-

cause he read the heartless Englishman completelj', and saw that

he strove to win Clara merely for the sake of winning, and should

he succeed in accomplishing his purjjose, he could gratify his

pride, having succeeded in carrying off the reigning belle against

such odds, and then would as coolly have left her to find another

for a husband. If Henry Morrison had believed that George

Clavers was sincere, that he was worthy of Clara, and be had

thought Clara liked him in earnest, he would not have taken a

second thought in the matter, but he did himself love Clara, and

for that reason was jealous of her happiness. He read her heart

;

he knew that it was pure at the core, but that flattery had intoxi-

cated her wits.

Realizing that his frank sincerity had caused her, in some de-

gree at least, to dislike him, young Morrison had no idea of pros-

ecuting a suit at heart with her for his love's sake ; at the outset

he did not believe that he could address himself with suflicient

force to her better discernment, to conquer against such an array of

shallow admirers and flatterers. But actuated by a sincere pas-

sion for the beautiful girl, he could not bear the idea that her im-

pnidences should make her unhappy for life. Therefors it was

that he reasoned as we have seen in relation to Mr. Clavers.

" There goes that stupid Morrison," said George Clavers, call-

ing Clara's attention to Henry Morrison as he passed them on the

way towards the Springs, while the two sat talking together.

" Sir, you mistake the gentleman, when you call him stupid,"

said Clara, with some emphasis ;
" though I may not like Mr.

Morrison, no person of sense can be blind to his intelligence and

gentlemanly character."

"Hi! hi! have I raised up a champion for the poor fellow?

Well, you may go on—let's have a full eulogy of his characteristics.

This is delightful."

" You may sneer, sir," replied Clara, indignantly, as she realized

the ungentlemanly remark and reflection that her comjianioii made;
" I only wish that all my acquaintances were as well-bred as Mr.

Morrison !"

As she said this, she tossed her pretty head, and abrujitly turn-

ing fi-om him by her side, she entered one of the lofty windows

that open into the parlor.

The young Englishman turned down the piazza, and sought the

rear of the house, where, as he walked moodily along the flowery

])atbs, he cursed the very name of Morrison.

" What's tlic matter, Clavers ?" said a friend, who met bim at

that moment.
" O, nothing—hang it. Yes, that fellow, Jlorrison,—1 wish

there was some way to expose that fellow—to show him up.

Egad, I'd give fifty guineas to do it."

" What's the matter with Morrison ? He's a quiet fellow

enough, sui'cly."

" Quiet enough ?—hang his quiet—he has played off his dignity

on mo long enough, and there must be a settlement ere long

—

that's all
!"

The inviting coolness of the atmosphere had induced Clara

Howard, and a fi'W of her lady friends, to remove from the ))arlor

to one comer of the broad piazza, which the clear young moon
rendered as light as day. Seated here, the party chatted merrily,
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and now and then sang a duct or trio to the guitar accompaniment

of one of the gentlemen. Ilnrd by, Henry Morrison was seated

with a gentleman friend, quietly enjoying the hour and its asso-

ciations, while a little fartlier down the ])iazza, George Clavers

paced deliberately to and fro, with an assumed air of comjiosurc,

but evidently much agitated. At last he continued his walk until

it brought him up to Clara'.s party, on the other end of the piazza,

and after exchanging a few words with the other ladies, he ad-

dressed her. Of course, Henry Monison's eyes were upon him,

and to his a.stonishment he saw Clara's reserve and even partial

repulse of his advance, which induced him at once to observe

more closely, and of course ho could not but overhear tlic conver-

sation which immediately ensued :

" You must not be afraid of me, Miss Howard."
" I am not afraid of you, certainly, sir."

" It is evident, by your treatment of me this morning, that you

designed to put upon me some insult."

" Sir!" exclaimed the lady, terrified by his unmannerly conduct.

" And I desire to say that I consider you no better than a con-

firmed coquette, and that
—

"

" You need say no more," exclaimed Henry Morrison, seizing

the young Englishman by the tliroat, as though he had been a

mere child, and literally preventing him from articulating, wliilc

Clara, outraged by being thus insulted and mortihcd, burst into

tears.

Drawing Mr. Clavers after him by force, young MoiTison, when

he found himself out of the immediate presence of the ladies,

said :

" You have grossly insulted a lady, sir, and in my presence.

Now, sir, yon may do such things in England with impunity, per-

haps, but not here. I give you a moment to choose : meet me by

sunrise to-morrow, prepared to defend yourself, or I will cowhide

you within the twenty-four hours following
!"

At first, trembling from the violence he had already received at

the hands of the athletic young Southerner, George Clavers was

hardly able to speak at all, hut soon becoming re-assured by the

arrival of one or two particular friends, he gained his .self-posses-

sion so far as to say that his " friend " should meet Mr. Morri-

son's " friend " (meaning his second), within the hour.

" He's a tremendous shot, Morrison," said his second to him,

after all was anangi'd, " and I am really afraid will pick you off."

" Perhaps so," said his principal, coolly, dashing off a brief

letter for home—to be sent, providing he lost his life in the meeting.

" I hope you are in practice, Morrison ?"

" Tolerably so, I've not done much with my pistols lately."

He an-anged some other small matters, and was preparing to

retire, when a servant knocked, and handed him the following note

:

" Mt dear Sir :—Excuse the seeming indelicacy of my address-

ing you, but I am told that it is possible that sonictliiiig serious

may grow out of your manly interposition in my behalf this even-

ing, and I want very much to see you for a moment, if it is con-

venient. I will be in the garden end of the parlor directly.

Clara Howard."

A glow of pleasure ran through the veins of Henry Morrison

as he read this note, and hastily aiTanging his affairs, he hurried

to the appointed spot, wlicre Clara soon joined him. A change

had come over her—there seemed to be a difference in her very

attitude. Her hair, dispelled of its curls, was parted smoothly

from her beautiful brow, in simple elegance ; she was robed in a

loose dress, having evidenth- prejiared to retire, and found it im-

possible to do so until she had relieved her anxiety with regard to

this affair. Hcniy thought he had never seen her look one half

so lovely, and when she came and frankly gave him her little

hand, he could not help retaining it for one moment, while he

looked tenderly into the blue depths of her large brilliant eyes.

" 0, Clara Howard," he exclaimed, involuntarily, " if you but

knew how this tme and honest fcien, this lovely simplicity of

manner, became you, you would never again cater for the vul-

gar tastes of those who love to flatter you !"

For a moment her eyes rested on the floor, while she realized

the half censure, and yet the unbounded admiration that his words

implied. Gently withdrawing her hand, she took the chair he

drew for her, and as he sat by her side she said :

" 0, I hope, Mr. Moriison, that you will not pursue this matter

any further. I am sure I should he very wretched if you should

be banned in my behalf, or even if lie should be injured on my
account."

" Never fear, Miss Howard ; such dastardly conduct dcser\-es

summar)- punishment ; but you may sleep sweetly, for there is no

danger."

" O, thank you, thank you," she said, cheerfully, not obscning

the shadows that crossed young MoiTison's face at the idea of de-

ceiving her ;
" but, perhaps, I should explain to you the first cause

of my disagreement with Mr. Clavers."

" If you please."

" "Well, this morning, as you passed, he remarked, ' there goes

that stupid fellow, Mon-ison.' Now, I never thought you stKjiid,

Mr. Morrison, though, I have thought you loved to jdague me a

little," she said, archly ; "and I blamed him for saj'ing so, and

perhaps reflected a little in my remarks upon him as it regarded

your relative degrees of intelligence. This caused him to make
an ungentlemanly remark, and I left him at once ; we did not

meet again until this evening."

" So, dear Miss Clara, half your annoyance wa.s incnrnsd in my
behalf!" said Henry Morrison, taking her yielding hand. " Ah !

Claia, I do not ask of you any rash promise, any hasty vow, but

let us part dear good friends to-night—shall wo not V
" Indeed, indeed, yes," answered the beautiful girl, blushing

deeply.

Henry Mon-ison pressed her hand tenderly to his lijis, and the}'

separated. The reader will remember that Clara had already

learned to estimate him, and more impressed by an evidence so

marked of liis manliness, she really fi'lt how m\icli he was the su-

perior of those hosts of flatterers who thronged al>out her. As to

Henry Morrison, when he again reached his room he wrote another

letter, the delivery of which was contingent upon his death on the

following morning—this note was addressed to Miss Clara Howard.

As the sun broke in the eastern horizon on tlie following morn-

ing, a party of five gentlemen, in two boats, reached the south

shore of Saratoga Lake, and, landing, proceeded at once to the

an-angements preliminary to a deadly meeting. The ground was

measured off, after an understanding between the seconds ; the

surgeon took his stand with his instruments coolly displayed upon

his case, ready for instant use, and all arrangements having been

finished, the seconds asked their principals whether the matter

couM not l]e arranged. The Englishman, though pale as death,

replied :
" Not unless Mr. MoiTison gives me a full and ample

apology." Henry Morrison said :

" Mr. Clavers, I prefer to address you a few words rather than

to speak to your second. If you are a man of honor, you will in

a cool moment see that I did what any gentleman must have done.

I hear that you arc an admirable shot ; behold, sir, hither comes a

span'ow with the morning light."

As he spoke, a tiny ground-sparrow sailed over their heads, a

mere speck as it were, but Henry Morrison raising his weapon,

with a steady quick aim, shot it through with his pistol ball, so

that its feathers and mangled body fell at the Englishman's very

feet!
" Now, sir, you can easily judge whether I am accustomed to

miss my aim, or whether I should be likely to dwell long enough

upon it to permit you to take my life, at any i-ate before I was

sure of yours. I am ready, sir, to give you a chance for your life.

Sign this paper, sir, and you arc free—refuse, and you probably

die within sixty seconds !"

" I— I—will—sign," stammered the trembling miscreant.

" Pen and ink here, have we got them 1" asked Henry Morri-

son, hastily.

The surgeon was supplied, and reading the paper with a sicken-

ing heart, George Clavers signed it with a trembling hand, and

with eyes upon the ground, and an abashed countenance, hastily

crossed the lake with his party, and, seeking the hotel, was on his

way from Saratoga before the regular breakfast hour.

The paper was neatly folded and sealed. It was addressed and

read thus :

" Miss Clara Howard :—With shame I acknowledge the

ungentlemanly character of my intentions towards yourself, and
hcreliy most hunil)ly beg your forgiveness and pardon for the
gross insult which I offered you in the presence of your friends,

last evening. Most respeetfull)', George Clavers."

Every particular of the affair was as well known to the people

of the town and the hotel the next day at noon, as it was to the

seconds themselves, and the professed fi'iends of George Clavers

were fain to give him up, and acknowledge his cowardice and

want of gentlemanly breeding.

How could there be but one sequel to such a ston,' ? The close

of the summer saw Clara Howard, the belle of the season, Henry
MoiTison's wife

!

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE MIDNIGHT STORM.

Br 6US\N a. BLilSDELL.

.Tehovah is abroad

!

HiB wliite wings sweep the earth with living flame;

The cloud-built arches of the midnight heaven

Echo his mighty name

:

•Now pealing overhead—

-

Now far and faintly in the distance dying,

The deep-voiced thunder rolls among the hills

That fold it in, and with low tones replying,

WorFhip the presence of the great I AM;
And, in their praises, they are not alone,

For, a.«i the stonu dic^ silently away,

A gush of music meets the rising morn,

From some glad bird upon a neighboring spray,

Whose heart is raised in song as mine goes forth to pi"ay.

1 ^ ^ > .

[Written for Glea«on's Pictorial.
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BREAD UPON THE WATERS.
A SKETCH FROM LIFE.

BT AUSTIN C. BURDICK.

"Ah, Jacob, now you see how all your hopes are gone. Here

we are, worn out with age—all our children removed from us by

the hand of death, and ere long we must be the inmates of the

poor-house. Where, now, is all the bread you have east upon the

waters V
The old, white-haired man looked up at his wife. lie wa,s, in-

deed, bent down with years, and ago sat tremlilingly upon him.

Jacob Manfred had been a comparatively wealthy man, and while

fortune had smiled upon him he had ever been among the first to

lend a listening ear and a helping hand to the call of distress.

But now misfortune was his. Of his four boys not one was left.

Sickness and failing strength found him with but little, and they

left him penniless. An oppressive embargo upon the shipping

business had been the first weight upon his head, and other mis-

fortunes came in painful succession. Jacob and his wife were all

alone, and gaunt poverty looked them coldly in the face.

"Don't repine, Susan," said the old man. "Tme, we are

poor, but we are not yet forsaken."

" Not forsaken, Jacob 1 ATho is there to help us new ?"

Jacob Manfred raised his trembling finger towards heaven.

" Ah, Jacob, I know God is our friend ; but we should have

friends here. Look back and see how many you have befriended

in davs long jiast. You cast your bread u|)on the waters with a

free hand, but it has not yet returned to you."

" Hush, Susan, you forget what you say. To be sure I may
have hoi)ed that some kind hand of earth would lift me from the

cold depths of utter want ; but I do not expect it as a reward for

anything I may have done. If I have helped the unfortunate in

days gone by, I have had my full reward in knowing that 1 have

done my duty to my fellows. O, of all the kind deeds I have

done to my suttering fellows, I would not for gold have one of

them blotted from my memory. Ah, my fond wife, 'tis the mem-
ory of the good done in life that makes old age happy. Even now,

I can hear again the wann thanks of those whom I have be-

friended, and again I can see their smiles."

" Yes, .lacob," returned the wife, in a lower tone, " I know you

have been good, and in your memory you can be happy ; but,

alas ! there is a present tipon which we must look-^there is a real-

ity upon which we must dwell. We must hcg for food, or starve!"

The old man started, and a deep mark of jiain was drawn across

his features.

"Beg!" he replied, with a quick shudder. "No, Susan—we

are—"

He hesitated, and a big tear rolled down his furrowed cheek.

" We are what, Jacob V
" We are going to the poor-house !"

" O, God ! I tliought so !" fell from the poor wife's lips, as she

covered her face with her hands. " I have thought so, and I have

tried to school myself to the thought ; bnt ray poor heart will not

bear it
!"

" Do not give up, Susan," softly urged the old man, laying his

hand upon her arm. " It makes but little difference to us now.

We have not long to remain on earth, and let us not wear out our

last days in useless repinings. Come, come."
" But when—when—shall we go ?"

" Now—to-day."

" Then God have mercy on us !"

" Ha will," murmured .Jacob.

That old couple sat for a while in silence. When they were

aroused from their painful thoughts it was by the stopping of a

wagon in front of the door. A man entered the room where they

sat. He was the keeper of the poor-house.

" Come, Mr. Manfred," he said, " the selectmen have managed

to crowd you into the poor-house. The wagon is at the door, and

you can get ready as soon as possible."

Jacob Manfred had not calculated the strength he should need

for this ordeal. There was a coldness in the very tone and man-

ner of the man who had come for hiin that went like an ice-bolt

to his heart, and with a deep groan he sank back in his seat.

" Come—he in a hurry," impatiently urged the keeper.

At that moment a heavy covered carryall drove up to the door.

" Is this the house of Jacob Manfred V
This question was asked by a man who entered from the carry-

all. He wa.s a kind-looking man, about forty years of age.

" That is my name," said Jacob.

" Then they told me truly," uttered the new comer. " Are you

from the alms-house V he continued, tuiTiing towards the keeper.

" Yes."
" And are you after these people t"

" Yes."

" Then you may return. Jacob Manfred goes to no poor-house

while I live."

The keeper gazed inquisitively into the features of the man who

addressed him, and then he left the house.

" Don't you remember me ?" exclaimed the stranger, grasping

the old man by the hand.

" I cannot call you to my memory now."
" Do you remember Lucius Williams V
" Williams V repeated Jacob, starting up from his chair, and

gazing earnestly into the face of the man before him.

" Yes, Jacob Manfred—Lucius Williams. That little boy whom,

thirty years ago, you saved from the house of correction ; that poor

boy whom you kindly took from the bonds of tlio law, and placed

on board one of your own vessels."

" And arc you—

"

" Yes—yes. I am the man you made. You found me a rough

stone from the hands of poverty and bad example. It was you

who brushed off the evil, and who first led me to the sweet waters

of moral life and happiness. I have profited by the lessons you

gave me in early youth, and the warm spark which your kindness

lighted up in my bosom has grown brighter and brighter ever since.

With an artlueuce for life I have settled down to enjoy the remain-

der of my days in peace and quietness, with such of good work

as my hands may find to do. I heard of your losses and your

bereavements. I know that the children of your O'wn flesh are all

gone, but I am a child of your bounty—a child of your kindness,

and now you shall be still my parent. Come, I have a home and

a heart, and your presence will make them both wanner, brighter

and hai)pier. Come, my more than father—and you, my mother,

come. You made my youth all bright, and I will not see your old

age doomed to darkness."

Jacob Manfred tottered fonvard and sank upon the bosom of his

preserver. He could not speak his thanks, for they were too heavy

for words. When he looked up again he sought his wife.

" Susan," he said, in a choking, trembling tone, " my bi-cad has

come back to me !"

" Forgive me, Jacob."
" No, no, Susan. It is not I who must forgive,—God holds us

in his hand."
" Ah," murmured the wife, as she raised her streaming eyes to

heaven, " I will never doubt Him again !"
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[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

MADALINE.

BY ALICE CARET.

.. twilight bowers,
Come, wildbird.'', from '^

.. 1 weep;
Sing for her wK

__^ churchyard flower.,
r»lo, under-

,, ..wiahne, asleep.

Her golden hair, in twsted strands,

Is simply woundA^ay,

And meekly crowed her little hands—

I kissed t)**^ yesterday.

jTje^^n is rising, round and bright,

jdid down the mllows green,

yiffops tenderly her weeping light,

For sweetest Mudalinc.

She died ere came a single cloud

Her blooming grace to chill;

I paw her in her dainty shroud,

And she was lovely still.

I hear the owlet's cry between

The woodland and the fen,

I ve heard it oft with Madaline

—

'Twas not so mournful then.

And from our lonesome cabin door,

I hear the wateh-dog's bay

—

'Twas only yesterday they bore

My Madaline away

!

All pale beneath the churchyard flowers

She sleeps, and will not wake

;

Come, wildbirds, from your twilight bowers,

And sing for her sweet .sake.

-«—••—>-

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

RAISING THE RENT
BY MRS. S. P. DOCGHTT.

"Our landlord called in to-day," remarked Mrs. Wilkins to

her husband, as they seated themselves at the tea-table one cold,

blastering evening in the early part of February.

" Ah ! what did he have to say V was the reply, as with evi-

dent satisfaction the gentleman removed the cover of the dish

opposite to him and contemplated the nicely-prepared oyster stew,

which his attentive wife had riglitly judged would be an acceptable

treat after the fatigues of the day.

" Nothing very agreeable, Henry. He made the usual inquiries

as to our intentions for the coming season, and also informed us

—after a long preamble concerning good tenants, great desire to

do all in liis power for our comfort, difticulty in raising ready

money for repairs, high taxes, etc., etc—that he should be obliged

to ask more rent for the next year."

"Humph!" ejaculated Mr. Wilkins, "I expected as much.

Rents are to be veiy high tliis spring. But it is unwise to risk

losing a good tenant for a trifling advantage. How much more

docs he demand ?"

" Twenty-five dollars. "We now pay two hundred, and he

wishes for two Imntbed and twenty-five. The house is not worth

it, and I told him so ; but he assures me that the difference in

rent will all be expended in repairs. A mean way to make an

old tenant repair the house ; but the old gentleman seems quite

6tiff aliout it, and did not come down at all when I spoke of oui-

probable removal."

For a few moments Mr. Wilkins mused in silence.

" I hardly think it worth while to remove, Ellen. Wc are com-

fortably settled wliere we arc," he said, at length, in rather a

doubting voice.

" Not move ! Wliy, surely you do not intend paying two hun-

dred and twenty-five. Wc often find it difficult to raise two Inm-

dred," exclaimed Mr.'<. Wilkins. " If we have got to pay more,

do let us seek a more desirable residence. There arc many things

wliich render tliis an unpleasant location."

" Why, Ellen, I am sure wc have been very happy here, and

the children never enjoyed better licalth than they have for the

last two years."

" That may be ; but there are other places as healthy. For

my part, I would never submit to imposition. If you pay two

hundred and twenty-five without complaint, you will be expected

to pay two hundred and fifty next year."

"But think of the trouble of moving, the fatigue and confusion

—to say nothing of the expense."

" 1 am willing to bear the trouble and fatigue, Henry, rather

than have you pay so heavy a rent."

" But I doubt if we find a removal any more economical, Ellen.

I am inclined to think that we should save money to stay where

we are."

" And pay the landlord twenty-five dollars ! Impossible ! It

will not cost five to move, and the expense of house-cleaning

would nearly e(|ual that."

" You will have to clean house at any rate, removal or not."

" By no means ; we will look for a new house. Tlierc are an

abundance of neat, little cottages lately erected. Only think how
delightful to leave all the dirt behind us, and have everything new

and clean ; and I am confident that it will be more economical.

Take my advice, and tell the landlord that he may jiut a bill ui)on

the house at once."

" I can do so, Ellen, if you desire it, but I am still doubtful as

to its expediency. I am somewhat more familiar with the hon-ors

of moving than you arc ; for, in tlie only removal which we have

made since our marriage, your health forbade your taking an

active part in what was going on, and your early life was passed

in one pleasant spot. On the other hand, I have been a rolling-

stone from my boyhood, and I can assure you that I have gath-

ered no moss thereby. Moving is to me but another name for

fatigue of body and mind—real vexation of spirit."

Mrs. Wilkins smiled pleasantly, but with an incredulous air.

She had told the landlord they should leave if the rent was raised
;

and this point once settled in her mind, she was not disposed to

admit any difficulties. The idea of quietly paying twenty-five

dollars was preposterous.

So the bill informing the neighbors and the passers-by that the

convenient little house occupied by Mr. Wilkins was to let, was

duly placed in a conspicuous position and soon attracted consid-

erable attention.

Poor Mrs. Wilkins ! This was the beginning of trouble. The

baby was cutting his eye-teeth—a trying period, which will call

forth the sympathy of mothers and nurses. The whole stock of

nursery lore had been cxhaustcd,»and steps and figures rivalling

those of the most agile French dancing-master, had been executed

in tliat little room. These efforts were at length successful—the

weary infant slept. The mother's voice was hushed to a whisper,

as she patiently told story after story, to keep the second child

quiet, while one still older, and perhaps even more restless, was

bribed into the most mouse-like movement by the promise of a

walk to grandfather's in the afternoon.

All was prospering, when a loud peal at the bell absolutely

thrilled Jlrs. Wilkins's frame with horror. Poor baby moaned

and half-opened his eyes ; but there was still a chance that he

might again be soothed to slumber, when the door opened hastily,

and Jenny, with disli-towcl in her hand, appeared.

" Folks to see the house, ma'am," she exclaimed, in rather an

unamiable tone of voice. " I wish they could wait till the dishes

arc washed."

A loud scream from baby, and an involuntaiT groan from the

mother, interrupted Miss Jenny, who, being maid of all work, now
took her place at the cradle, while lier mistress descended to show

the house. Parlors, kitchen and cellar must be inspected, while

loud screams from the baby, and calls from the other children,

almost distracted the distressed Mrs. Wilkins. Upper rooms were

next peeped into ; baby still screamed.

" Sorrj' to trouble you, ma'am, but how are the closets in this

a])artment 1"

" Excellent—^both shelves and hooks," was the reply, with a

secret hope that it would not be deemed necessary to examine

them ; but the gentleman and lady had already advanced into the

room.
" Ceiling rather low—sick child, ma'am ?—pretty good size,

however—open fireplace !—a fine little boy—what rent did you

say you paid, Mrs. Wilkins V
" Two hundred, sir, but the landlord has raised twenty-five dol-

lars. Step this way, and I will show you the .smaller rooms."

" Thank you ; that is sufficient. Good morning. Much obliged

for the trouble you have taken. We will look a little further, and

then decide."

The door closed on the house-hunters, and Mi's. Wilkins re-

turned to the children, and Jenny to tlie dishes. A short interval

of i)cace, and again the bell sounded through the house. The eld-

est boy answered the summons, while Mrs. Wilkins peeped over

the banisters to ascertain if her presence was necessary.

" What's the rent V asked a sharp, high-pitched voice, as the

child opened the door.

" Two hundred and twenty-five, sir. It is on the bill."

" Humph ! high enough for the size," was the ejaculation, and

the inquirer was gone.

" I am so glad he did not want to see it," exclaimed Mrs. Wil-

kins. " Washing day, and the baby sick. I have a great mind

to take the bill down and put it up again to-morrow."

But this was not allowable ; and even as the lady spoke, as she

accidentally glanced from the window, her eye rested on another

group survcj'ing the house with apparent interest. In another

moment they were ascending the steps, and once more the sound

of the bell was heard.

" Can we see the house V
" Certainly ; walk in, if you please. These are the parlors

;

very pleasant rooms."

" Quite so. Have you a good kitchen V
" Vcij. It is washing-day, but if you will excuse appearances."

" Do not mention it. All, yes ; very good kitchen. No wash-

room, I suppose."

" No, ma'am," rci)lied Jenny, who, with rosy face and bare

anns, was busily engaged at the tub. " No wash-room, or the

kitchen would be looking a bit tidier for ycr ladyships."

" No consequence," was the smiling reply, and again iippcr

rooms were visited and commented upon.

Another ring, but this time it was a friend. Baby was sleeping,

and children busy at play. A quiet chat would have been jileas-

ant, but, alas ! the house was to let ; and three or four times dur-

ing that friendly call, poor Mrs. Wilkins was culled to the door to

answer various inquiries, and once was obliged to show the whole

liouse.

" A troublesome business," she exclaimed, as she re-entered

the apartment where her friend still awaited her.

" Very," wa.s the feeling answer. " Tlicre arc few things more

trying. But I tnist tliat this part of your tri;il will soon be over.

The house is a desirable one, and will soon be taken. But there

arc many other vexations to be endured before you will be setlkd

in a new home."
" I dread nothing but this," replied Mrs. Wilkins. " If the

house is once let, 1 am willing to go through the rest."

The happy time came at last. The bill had disappeared ; the

house was taken.

"Now we shall have a little peace," said Mrs. Wilkins to her

husband ;
" and if you like, I will look out for a suitable house

for ourselves, as your time is so much occupied."

" Do so, if you please. It will be a relief to me."

Two or three hours of every day were, therefore, devoted to

house-hunting ; and each time, Mrs. Wilkins returned, weaiw and

discouraged, to sigh over her neglected children, untidy house and

piles of untouched spring sewing, which loudly called for atten-

tion. But at length a suitable tenement was found, rent two hun-

dred, good yard, well-finished house ; or, more projierly spcakinf^,

a house wliich would be well-finished, for it was not yet completed.

"So much better than the one wo are living in !" exclaimed

the elated Mrs. Wilkins. " I am so delighted that we decided to

move. You must step round and see it this evening, my dear. I

know it will suit you."

" I am glad that you have been so successful," replied the hus-

band.

" Such a pretty situation, Henry. A fine view of the water,

which is what I enjoy, of all things. Well, now, we may consider

our troubles as pretty much over. This house is let, and another

one found."

A ring at the door intemipted her.

"Upper part of this house to let, sir?"

"No, madam. The whole house was let nearly two weeks

since."

" The bill states that the upper part is to let."

" The bill, madam !"

" Yes, sir. Step out, if you please ;" and a brief inspection

showed to tlie astonislicd Mr. Wilkins, that another bill was upon

the house, containing the information that the " upper part was to

let."

The hoiTor of Mrs. Wilkins was extreme. To pass again

through the trial from which she had just supposed herself happily

freed, was not to be thought of. Her husband must go to the

landlord at once, and see what could be done. With considerable

anxiety, she awaited his return.

" Well, Ileni-y," she exclaimed, as he entered, " must the bill

remain upon the house V
" It must, indeed, Ellen. Mr. Wyatt has let the whole house,

to be sure, but he gave the new tenan.t the privilege of re-letting

the upper part, and agreed tliat the bill should be put up before

the first of ]May."

" Quite an unwarrantable liberty, in my opinion."

" Perhaps bo; but we have no redress. It is one of the thou-

sand evils attendant upon a change of residence, and we must

bear it patiently. Put certain hours upon the bill, and refuse to

admit visitors at any other time."

" That will make it less difficult," replied Mrs. Wilkins. " Two
hours in the forenoon and two in the afternoon will, perhaps, be

sufficient."

"Ample. It is an unpleasant business, but you must get along

with it as well as you can."

Naming the hours did but little good, for there was always some

pretext for ringing the bell ; and then perhaps the unfortunate

house-hunter had come such a long distance, and would take it as

such a special favor, if she could take the least peep at the rooms

without the tronlilc of coming again, that poor Mrs. Wilkins was

frequently persuaded to inconvenience herself by complying with

the request.

However, it made less difference now, for baby had got so

accustomed to being disturbed, that he did not mind it much ; and

seemed to have quite lost the habit of taking any good nap at all,

and at the least sound of the bell was ready to accompany his

mother and callers in their tour through the upper part of the

house. Patient efforts were again successful, and the bill once

more disappeared.

There was now a little respite. The new house was secured,

and Mr. Wilkins declared himself well satisfied with his wife's

selection. It certainly was a subject for congratulation, that, as

there was no other family to consult, they could move before May-

day; for the initiated in these matters arc well acquainted with

the horrors of moving out and moving in—dirty house, rainy day,

exorbitant cannen, etc., etc.

But then there were some difficulties even in a new dwelling.

Such dclav in giving the finishing touches. There was a positive

promise that all should be ready by the third week in April ;
but

the second week had now commenced, and there was little pros-

pect that the promise would bo fulfilled.

" Plastering not finished yet," remarked Mr. Wilkins, as he

took his place at the table, after a visit of inspection at the new

residence.

" Not done yet !" was tlie rejily. " That is not very encourag-

ing ; but I suppose when they really get to work, it will not take

long. No doul)t the landlord will fulfil his agreement."

" But the walls will be .so damp. I nm fearful that yon or the

children will suffer. We must delay moving as long as possible."

" We have promised to vacate this house at Icivst three or four

days before the first of May, Henry."

" I know wo have; but if the promises which arc made us are

not kc))t, wo cannot keep those which wo make to other people."

" A ))oor rule," returned Mrs. Wilkins, laughingly. " I think

there will be little danger of taking cold, if good fires arc made

tlirou"hout the house ; and it will l>c so much more convenient to

remove by the first of the la.st week in April."

" Much more convenient and much less expensive, also, for the

carmen charge the most extravagant prices on May-day. Never-

theless, I would not willingly risk your health."

" And you will not, ^^ ith proper care. I am not at all alarmed.
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^!owclowcvcr, wo will tiy to hurry the workmen as much as possible.

The sooner the house is finished the better."

The last week of the month arrived, and with a triumiihant air,

Mrs. Wilkins informed her husband that she had visited the new

house, and everythirip; of any importanee was completed. Some

few things still remained to be attended to, but they required only

a few hours' time, and would no doubt be finished immediately."

" We will make a beginning to-morrow, if you like," she added,

after communicating the satisfactoiy intelligence.

" It will be well to do so," was the reply. " Have evciything

you can in readiness, and I will engage a caiman to be here early

on the following morning."

Here Mrs. Wilkins was summoned from the room by Jenny,

who, with a countenance expressive of some important communi-

cation, half-opened the door and requested a word with the mis-

tress.

" Indade, an' I'm soiTy to be after leaving ye, ma'am."
" Leaving me, Jenny ! Why do you speak of leaving?"

" In troth, ma'am, an' I must be going to-morrow. I am to be

raarri'.'d in the evening to Mike Fairley."

Remonstrance and persuasion were in vain. Moving, and its

train of attendant ills were not to be considered, when the priest

had been spoken to, and the expectant bridegroom would be in

waiting.

Jenny took her departure, and a stranger appeared in her place

—a pleasant-looking girl enough, but the children evidently re-

garded her as an enemy. Baby screamed, Georgie loudly pro-

claimed his preference for Jenny, and Henry, the eldest, seemed

resolved to annoy the new comer, by perpetrating unheard-of

mischievous pranks.

So, with one baby in her arms, and another clinging around

her, with the necessity of keeping a careful watch over a third,

poor Mrs. Wilkins proceeded to make preparations for the moving.

Until now she had never been fully aware of the extent of her

own possessions. It would almost seem as if they multiplied as

fehc surveyed them ; and the task of reducing the chaos in the

short space of twenty-four hours to suitable moving order, seemed

almost impossible.

By following the old motto, however, of patience and persever-

ance, much was accomplislied before night ; and worn out with

her unusual exertions, Mrs. Wilkins sought a few hours' repose

in her once comfortable apartment, which now, in the due course

of preparation presented a most uncomfortable aspect of naked-

ness and confusion. The children were a long time in composing

themselves to sleep. Henry was anticipating the delights of the

following day ; George was inconsolable for a favorite plaything

which had unfortunately been parked in some unknown place of

safety ; baby sympathized with his wearied mother, and fretted

incessantly. But all were at length soothed into quietness, and

then came that short state of happy oblivion, too soon, alas

!

dissipated by the beams of the rising sun.

Very early the punctual carman stood at the door, and as early

was Mr. Wilkins ready to assist him. His daily business could

not be neglected, and he must accomplish much in a short time.

All was hurry and confusion. Inexperienced, Mrs. Wilkins

had vainly indulged the expectation of an hour or two of quiet in

the morning, during which she could give the finishing touch to

certain half-completed arrangements ; but this was not to be

thought of.

Uncovered beds, unshaken carpets, half-packed baskets of crock-

ery were tumbled upon the cart in promiscuous confusion, wher-

ever the spaces between sofas, chairs and tables called for some-

thing to Jill in. A certain sum being allowed for every load, it

was, of course, desirable to make as few loads as possible.

In a marvellously short time, everything of any importance had

disappeared, and resting on a solitary chair, which had been left

for her accommodation, Mrs. Wilkins soothed the affrighted

infant, and prepared to depart for her new home.

"I have spoken for a carnage for you," said her husband,

entering in a hurried manner. " It will be here in half an hour.

Meantim.e, just take a look and see that nothing is left behind.

This load must take all, but I cannot stop to see to it. Impor-

tant business must be attended to this forenoon."

" And cannot you go with us to the new house, Henry 1"

" It is impossible. I cannot return from the office until even-

ing. Make yourself as easy and comfortable as you can, and do
not attempt to do too much. I have had the stoves set, and left

our new girl engaged in making fires. She seems well-disposed."

" Very ; but I miss Jenny at this time. Come home as early

as possible."

" Assuredly I will. Good morning to you all."

Mr. Wilkins disappeared
; the odds and ends were collected,

the last load took its departure, and tlic carnage containing Mrs.

Wilkins and her children drove from the door. It was a cold,

spring day, and the dampness of the new house sent a chill over

the whole frame.

"Any fire in my room, Bridget 1" asked the shivering Mrs.

AVilkhis.

" I have tried my best to have one, ma'am, but the smoke will

beat down. Something must be wrong in the chimney. The
woman whom you sent to help me has cleaned up as nicely as

you could wish, and the carpet is down for yourfeet to rest upon."
"But this smoke is intolerable, Bridget. Ai-e you sure the

dampers of the stove are right?"
" Sure and sartain, ma'am. The master showed me himself."

Examination ])roved this to be true. There was certainly some
defect in the chimney; and after various experiments, Mrs. Wil-
kins was reduced to the unpleasant necessity of leaving one of

the doors open, which exposed the children and herself to a per

pctual draught of cold, damp air, not likely to bo very beneficial.

This matter arranged, and the children comforted with a paper

of very doubtful-looking candy procured from a neighboring shop,

the work of inspection commenced.

On the whole, the moving had been accomplished with rather

less than the usual detriment to furniture. Nevertheless, there

was an abundance of scratches and bruises on chairs and tables,

and a sufficient number of broken cups and plates to call forth

lamentation. But worse than all, there was the old-fashioned

miiTor, a relic of olden times, valuable in itself, and doubly valu-

able for its associations, not an inch bit remained—plate, frame

and all presented a sad spectacle of ruin.

" If it had been anything else," sighed Mrs. Wilkins. But it

was nothing else, and sighing did no good.

The great work of putting things to rights now commenced in

earnest. Carpets did not fit, curtains were too short, and much
patience and good management were necessary. Mrs. Wilkins

planned, and directed, and worked herself until quite exhausted
;

she was oliliged to suspend operations until the following day.

Something beside fatigue was now creeping over her. Unusual

exertion and exposure had done their work. Her head throbbed

almost to bursting, and her hands were burning with fever. Even
when all was quiet around her, she could not sleep ; and the next

morning found her so ill, that the attendance of a physician was

necessary.

A suitable person was procured to take charge of the family,

and restore things to order ; but the mother on her sick bed suf-

fered still more from the knowledge that the little ones needed her

care. The dampness of the new house had given them severe

colds, and ill and fretful, they pined for her unwearying patience

and love. Three weeks passed ere she was able to resume her

usual place in the household.

" It is pleasant to have you to welcome me once more, dear

Ellen," said Mr. Wilkins, as his wife met him at the door, on his

return home, one evening.

" It is pleasant to me to be able to welcome you, Henry," was

the reply. " The past month has been a dismal one to all of us,

but the prospect is brightening a little now. We are really get-

ting quite settled in our new home, and I hope we may remain

here for ten years at least."

" Why, Ellen ! I thought you did not dread moving."
" That was before I tried it. E.xperienee is a stem teacher.

Of course, it may be necessary to move sometimes, but as a gen-

eral rule, I have decided that when wc are in a comfortable home
we had better remain there."

" Even if the rent should be raised a trifle. I am much of your

opinion, Ellen. There is little to be gained by moving."
" Very little. I suiijjose wc may have saved a few dollars ; but

what is that compared to all I have endured !"

" You are mistaken in thinking that we have saved anything,

Ellen. Including the expense of a physician and nurse, the mov-
ing has cost us over fifty dollars, without counting anything that

was broken or injured."

" My poor looking-glass !" groaned Mrs. Wilkins. " Fifty

dollars 1 Twenty-five more than it would have cost us to have

stayed where we were ! Well, Henry, this will be a lesson for the

future. Another time, I shall know that worse misfortunes may
befall us than "raising the rent.'

"

[Written for Glccu'on's Pictorial.]

MY HALF-BLOWN ROSE.

BT EDWARD STAGG.

My Father made this rich red rose,

That here before me sweetly blows

;

He formed its stem, its petals, and
Its color painted, with his hand

;

He breathed in it its perfumes too,

He made the flowers for me and you.

Who knows not this, with reasoning powers,

That's heard of God and seen the flowers?

And yet how few there arc who f^fl

Its truth! Our hardened hearts conceal

The lovG displayed, and leave the mind
The fact, we need no grace to find.

O. blest the soul that high uplifts

In thanks for flowers, kind Heaven's gifts

;

The soul that has a wish intense

To give to Him some recompense

For all the sweet, the soft, bright flowers,

The incense of this world of ours.

And this my rose, hut just half-blown,

Tliat no one's hand, save hers, has known—
The child's that plucked it—seems to say

To me, in its suggestive way,

Have faith, and know that this can be,

That I was made for only thee I

. < <»»^ » .

HYEIVA HtllVTING.

Syud Daoud described to me the mode of tying a hyena in his

lair, as follows ;
—" When," said he, "you have tracked the beast

to his deii, you take a YO]ic witli two slip-knots upon it in your
right hand, and, with your left holding a felt cloak before you,
you go boldly but (piietly in. Tlie animal does not know what is

the nature of the danger, and therefore retires to the back of his

den ; hut }'0u may always tell where his head is by the glare of
his eyes. You kce]) moving on gradually towards him on your
knees, and when you are within distance, throw the cloak over his

head, close with him, and take care that he does not free himself.

The beast is so frighteneil that he cowers back, and though he
may bite the felt, he cannot tiu'n his neck round to bite you ; so
you quietly feel for his two fore-legs, slip the knots over them, and
then with one strong pull draw them tight up to the back of liis

neck, and tie them there. The beast is now yom- own, and vou
do what you like with him."

—

Journcij in Northern Intlia.

[Written for Gleaaon'8 Pictorial.]

GKTUSEMANE.

Evening had spread her mantle soft

O'er .Tudah's vales and hallowed hilljs;

While cooling zephyrs bore aloft

The music sweet of murmuring rills;

By Kedron's brook, with anguish rent,

Jesus his lowly footsteps bent.

"Vet on his brow, serene and meek,

A holy resignation dwelt;

More than a thousand tongues could speak,

It told of what the sufferer felt;

Woe more intense than earth could give,

Far more than aught of earth conceive.

Beneath his Father's chastening hand,

IJeholit the Saviour meekly bow!

The guilt and sin of every land

Were gathered o'er that sacred brow

;

"Yet murmured then the stricken one,

"My Father, let thy will be done!"

The bitter, burning cup of wrath,

He swallowed to its lowest dregs;

Yet ere he qualTod the price of death,

In anguish-strains he humbly begs,

—

"My Father, could this cup pass on?

yet thine own will, not mine, he done!"

'T is done—the dreadful trial o'er,

Unscathed the heir of heaven stands

;

Behold him, who your sorrows bore!

Sustained in prayer by angel hands

!

The Father heard the sufferer's prayer,

And heaven's own glory centered there.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
Savin Hill, Dorchester.

Mt dear Companion :—The tree, beneath the broad shadow

of which I am writing, is one of those ancient elms that one ig

apt to regard with much of the reverence which is accorded to the

gray hairs of our grandsires. Its lineage is traced back con-

nectedly for some ccntuiy and a half, and its huge branches stretch

forth their vigorous and luxuriant proportions like the arms of

some fabled giant. Large has been the experience of this lofty

old tree; generations have enjoyed the luxury of its shade, and

have passed away. A hundred and fifty years 1 What a change

has been wrought in time's record during that period. We can

hardly keep from moralizing when looking upon these noble and

suggestive tokens of liy-gone time.

Sitting here, with scarce a league between me and the very es-

tablishment where the Pictorial is published, I am to all intents

and purposes in the country, and paiticipating in the luxury of

enjoyable wealth to be derived from groves and lawns, and quiet

roads, and still walks (always excepting that perpetual railroad,

which, even now, rings in my ear). When the poet sighed "for

a lodge in some vast wilderness," and enumerated the catalogue

of disturbances which he thus might get rid of, he forgot the

engine whistle, so terribly practical in its suggcstiveness, and so

piercing withal. By-the-by, how queerly it must strike the conceit

of the big tree overhead, when it contrasts the quiet old eques-

trian time of a century ago, with the snort of the iron horse, and

the mile a minute of the train of cars, just now passing. Unlike

this old elm, we mortals live fast and die fast now-a-days.

One sleeps sounder, and breathes deeper, away from brick iTalJa

and mortar, where the atmosphere is softened by fragrant flowers,

and the zephyrs reach the lungs through leafy boughs and green

savin trees. I am told that the robins have made a special excep-

tion in favor of this locality, as it regards the annual migration of

their species, and that they tarry all the winter through, in the

friendly shelter of the low but thick foliage of the savin trees

that crown the hill (just the other side of the railroad track from

my friend, the big elm), and giving to it the name it bears—Savin

Hill. Friend Herbert, it reminds one of " The Cedars," your de-

lightful "box" on the banks of the Passaic, nestled so cosily

among the evergreens of New Jersey.

It is not necessary for us to see a rural spot in order to love it,

or to feel as though wc had a half life-time acquaintance with it

;

witness the interest that Willis has throwm about his new home on

the Hudson—Idlewild. Who has not already, in his fancy, pic-

tured the cottage ornee, and the " half tamed " waterfall, the rude

bridges, the artificial lake, formed by the " tenth stroke " of tl)

farmer poet, nature having volunteered the other nine ? And
\

not one in a thousand of the o\raer's friends have ever set foo/

eye on Idlewild !

To me there is something refreshing in the very promptin/"^*

leads a man to seek the countr}-—tliere is a hit of unaduV"""^

nature in it. You shall take any aniinals, but more e.sA"'''"y

birds, and shut them up from contact with green herbs^'^S"*'"'"

bles, and the grass and foliage, and they will pine, evcA" sucli

an extent that if these be not brought to them by artificA rn^ans,

physical illness ensues, and oftentimes death. So is /c'"* ^ ^'^'"

of nature in even' man's bosom, that will dn' up, unlc* sometimes

fed by a view of green fields and leafy groves.

" There ai-e no birds in last year's nests," wrote l/e poet; but I

am satisfied that he did so without due consideratio* ;
fo'' j"'''^ "^•^''

my head is one which, after withstanding a whoky'intcr's "nortli-

easters," is now vocal with the chirps of a cou])lf of juvcM'*^ '^""

breasts, to tempt whose new-flcdgcd wing.* botlyparents kave been

industriously striving this half hour. It is nyftrly twij/pht, and I

think thev have postponed their first flight until to-mt^'ro'*^'-

Always yours, 'M' ^^- ^-
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THE OLD SOUTH CHURCH.
REV. GEORGE W. BLAGDEN, D.D., PASTOR.

BY REV. I-UTHER FAKKnM.

The first objects in our city that meet the rising sun, are the

spires of our churches, pointing to heaven, and thus silently

preaching to the beholder. Of the some one liundrcd church edi-

fices in the metropolis, many are fine structures, presenting to the

eye great varieties of architecture, from the common and unpre-

tending up to the Gothic, the Norman, and the various orders of

the Grecian. There is nothing in our goodly city that more
arrests the attention of the passing traveller, than these same
churches, their number, their variety, their beauty and solidity.

During the first of the Seven Years' War, a church—of this then

town of Boston of ten thousand inliabitants—that externally ap-

peared much as it now docs, internally presented a strange scene.

The sanctuai-y was profanely converted into a riding-school for

Burgoync's cavaliy. The pulpit and the pews, all hallowed by

\

NfA

I'l ^

devotion, had been taken out to light the fires of our
enemies, the library of the good pastor being used for

kindlings. Hundreds of loa<ls of dirt and gravel were
carted into the church, that it might better answer the
strange use to which it was put. A box was suspended
four feet from the floor, over which fierce horses, driven

by furious riders, leaped. The galleries were occupied
not, as now, by those who freely heard the word of
God, but by spectators of the games below, and by
those who sold liquors and refreshments, not having a
reverence for the sanctuary, nor the fear of the Maine
Law before their eyes. The Old South Church, as
even-body knows, was the centre of this dissi]iation—

a

church that has been intimately connected with the his-

tory of Boston from an early period. At the time al-

luded to, Mr. Blackstone's farm was converted into the
town of Boston, containing " about two thousand dwell-
ing-bouses, mostly of wood, with scarce any public
buildings, but eight or nine churches, the Old State

House, and Faneuil Hall." The Old South Church
like the First Church, and the First Baptist,
was organized in Charlestown, by seeeders
from the First Church, who were disatTcctcd

with a call extended to Rev. John Davenport.
The first meeting-house was erected on the
spot where the present one stands, corner of
AVashington and Milk Streets. The site was
the gift of Mrs. Norton, widow of Rev. John
Norton, who was pastor of the First Church.
The first house was erected soon after the
church was gathered in 1669. It was built of
wood, with a spire, and square pews. Tlie
first pastor was Rev. Thomas Thatcher, an
eminent divine, a native of Salisbury, Eng-
land. Besides being an eminent theologian,

he was a physician, and published the first

medical tract that ever was issued in Jlassa-
chusetts. His successors were Willard, the
eminent divine ; Pemberton, the eloquent pul-
pit orator; Sewall, who was known as " Good
Dr. Sewall," who was jjastor of the church
for fifty years, and when his health failed,

near the close of his life, was carried into the
pulpit, and insti-ucted the pco])le from Sabbath to Sab-
bath; Prince, the able divine and learned scholar; Cum-
ming, Blair, Bacon, Hunt, Eckley, Huntington, the first

sole pastor : the devoted Wisner ; the gifted and short-

lived Stearns ; and Blagden, who now ministers to this

ancient church—fourteen in all, and a succession of ini-

comnionly worthy ministers, whose fame is in the church-
es, and whose record is on high. The present Old South

' Chm-ch is a sulistantial structure of brick, of a style of
architecture that is chaste and becoming, thongli not un-
common. It stands, as it has stood for more than a cen-
tury—it having been erected in the year 1 7-30. Tlic last

sermon was preached in the old hou.se, March 2, 1729.

The next day it was taken down, when it was found to

be so much decayed, that it was thought that the congre-
gation, the day before, liad " a very gracicnis preserva-
tion." A curious plan of the lower floor of the present
house is before us, under the licad " Pues on ye lower flore

in ye Mctting-House," evidently drawn soon after the

building was finished, and the pews sold. From this

plan, it appears that the house is eighty-eight feet by
sixty-one, ami that it is substantially now as it was at

_— the beginning. F"ormerly, there was a high elders' seat

~_ directly in front of the pulpit, and a deacons' scat nearly

^ as high. Several of the best i)ews in the house, accord-
ing to the custom of the time, were devoted to the ac-

commodation of the aged—a custom that has become
obsolete. In this ])lan,the names of the pew-holders are

given, embracing some of the noblest names of the time,

H

OLD SOUTH CilUUCH, CUKNKR OF WASHINGTON AND MlhK STREETS, BOSTON.

PORTRAIT OF REV. GEORGE W. BLAGDEN, I).D.

[From a daguerreotype by Masurt & Su.sd£E.]

such as Gov. Belcher, Franklin, Bromfield, Brattle, "Winslow,
Cotton, Elliot, etc. It will be remembered that the world-renowned
Franklin was born under the shadow of this church, on the south
side of Milk Street, on the spot where now stands a noble block of
stores, with this inscription :

" The Birth-place of Franklin." The
following church record will assist the reader in understanding the

dis])Osition of the congi-cgation in the new edifice. "At a meet-
ing of the South Church, in their brick meeting-liouse, August 5,

17.30 : Voted, That the deacons be desired to procure some suitable

person to take the oversight of tire children and servants in the

galleries, and take care that good order be maintained in time of
divine worship ; and that a sntficient rcivard be allowed for the

encouragement of such a person." The Old South Church is a
noble structure, situated now in the very heart of the city, though,
as its name indicates, at the beginning, at its southern extremity.

It is surmounted by one of tlie loftiest spires in the city. Its bell

is large and fine-toned. More eyes are upturned to its clock

daily, we venture to say, than to any other timekeeiier in New
England. Indeed, it is to New England as to the hours, what
Boston is as to business. As we enter the house of God, we find

the same substantial appearance there is externally. The house
is found to be very capacious, and, with its two galleries, will seat,

perhaps, more than any other church in the city. The pulpit is

very high for these times, and is overshadowed by a sounding-
board that makes little children fear for the head of the minister.

This pulpit is the second in the present house, the first one being
what was styled a " tub " pulpit. Tlie organ is a superior instru-

ment, that was procured in London, and it is presided over by one
of the leading organ-players in the city. The choir sing with
much spirit, and express, to a remarkable degree, the sentiments

of the hymns of praise. The whole hou.se has been thoroughly
repaired recently at a heavy expense. The pews, though built

not after the modeni style, ara all the more comfortable ; and it

would seem that the owners never thonght of the fact that the land
beneath them was worth thirty dollars the square foot. Indeed

,

fill the house with people, and then jam it to occupy every inch of

space, as many of our churches are jammed when they are called

filled, and it would contain half as many more. Of the present

sole pastor of this ancient church, Rev. Dr. Blagden, it is not too

much to say, that he eminently fills the place he occupies. He
seems to have been formed to preach in the Old South ))ulpit, and
to minister to the Old South congregation, as is indicated by the

kind Providence that has continued him in his present position

for seventeen years, and that promises to continue him until he
enters the sanctuary above. !Mr. Blagden is a Southerner by
birth, was educated at the schools of the North, and was first set-

tled over a Congregational church in the neighboring town of

Brighton, when he was transferred to the church in Salem Street,

in this city, and next to the present scene of his labors. His
attainments are of a solid rather than of a showy character, and he
has built u]) for himself a permanent and not an e]ihemcral repu-

tation. As a preacher, as a ])astor, as a ripe scholar, as a Chris-

tian gentleman, as a genial companion and friend, he is rarely

excelled. Eminently catholic in spirit, while strongly attached to

the faith and ])raetice of his own communion—-the Orthodo.x Con-
gregational—he is respected and beloved by the whole family of

Christ. Mr. Blagden has done something in the way of author-

ship. He has been called to lectiu'e before the Lowell Institute,

and to deliver a number of occasional discour.scs at home and
abroad, on which labors we cannot dwell. In closing this brief

notice, it is obvious to remark, that much inteirst clusters around
the Old South Church, or " The Sanctuary of Freedom," as it

has been termed, from the patriotic assemblages that were gath-

ered within its walls just (jrevious to the outbreak of the Revolu-

tion. In this church, Franklin worshipped and was baptized.

Here, that prince of preachers, Whitefield, lifted up his voice like

a trumpet. In this temple, " our enemies in war and our friends

in ))i'ace " <lid that which for a moment saddens our interest.

Within these walls the Election sermons h.-ivc been delivered

annually before " the powers that be," and multitudes have been

educated for the church triumpbiint in heaven. To the Bosto-

nian, the very name of the "Old South" brings back chililish

recollections, and hapjiy early associations. Before the city had so

grown as to extend almost out of town, this was a sort of landmark

in the dcsigiuiting of distances ; any given locality was about so far

from the " Old South," this side or that side of the " Old South,"

etc., and so on. Indeed, the church is not only a sort of land-

mark as regards the bearings in our harbor, as considered by the

|)ilots, but is also a point of departure, so to sjieak, on the land

itself. There are few notable localitiei: in the city of notions, bet-

ter known than is this venerable and revered pile, and the site it

occui)ies—a silent remembrancer of scenes and events associated

with all that is dear to Americans.

I \:'
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" Laura Dale, or the Young Wife,"' a story, by Mrs. Caroline Orn«.
" Ideas from I'icturon,'' a prose sketch, by Rev. Uexrt Bacon.

"The Silver Iluminor," a story, by Francis A. Durivaob.
" Euthanasy," a proac sketch, by T. S. Aktuur.
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HISTORICAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

On pages 8 aiul 9 we give two illustrations of American history.'

At the top of the first page at the right hand, is a portrait of James

Otis, who was so instrumental by his eloquent speeches, delivered

to the patriotic multitude in the " cradle of liberty," in procuring

the republican liberty we now enjoy. He was at that time thirty-

six years of age, and advocate-general of the colony of Massachu-

setts Bay. (^n the left of the picture is a likeness of Adams,

another of the movers of the great struggle. In one of his elo-

quent, patriotic harangues, he exclaimed :
" I would advise per-

sisting in our struggle for liberty and independence, though it

were revealed from Heaven that nine hundred and ninety-nine

were to perish, and only one of a thousand were to survive and

retain his liberty." He was a member of the Continental Congress

and a signer of the Bcclaration. Eancuil Hall is also here repre-

seuted, in the centre of the picture, the " Cradle of Liberty," the

scene of so much stirring eloquence, where the bold and fearless

patriots of '75 were banded together to set the example of resist-

ance to tyranny to the other colonies. The Battle of Lexington,

where the first bodily resistance to British aiTogance was made, and

the first blood spilled in the cause of liberty, Aijril 19th, 1775, is

also given. On the right is seen the monument built at Lexing-

ton in 1799, to commemorate the event of the battle, and honor

those who fell. On the left, the monument at Concord—the sec-

ond battle-field of America; built in 1836, on the site of the strug-

gle. At the bottom of the page is seen the Hall of Independence,

in Philadelphia, where the Continental Congress held their meet-

ings, and where the Declaration was signed.

On the top of page 9th, will be found the American emblems

—

the eagle, shield, flag, etc ; beneath, in the centre, the signing of

the Declaration. Only John Hancock, the President of the Con-

gress, signed the Declaration on the 4th of July, 1776 ; but on the

2d of August following, 54 of the delegates signed it, and subse-

quently, two others, making 56. On the right of the picture, be-

low, is a likeness of Thomas Jefferson, who, although the young-

est of the committee appointed, drew up the Declaration. On the

left of the page is a likeness of John Hancock. In the centre is

the likeness of AVashington, to whose patriotism and self-sacrific-

ing spirit is due the consummation of the plans laid l)y the patriots

of the glorious struggle of the American Revolution. The two

pages foi"m appropriate allegorical pictures for the glorious 4th.

SPLINTEES.

.... Some one has defined polite society as being a place where

manners pass for too much, and morals for too little !

.... The Boston Museum has been outraging decency hy re-

viving a vulgar negro extravaganza—Uncle Tom's Cabin.

.... Dean Swift used ever to keep his birthday as a day of

mourning ; so Thackeray tells us in his English Humorists.

.... The Dublin " World's Fair," since it has opened, has

averaged about five thousand visitors daily.

.... Some wag of an editor asks :
" When is a soldier not a

soldior 1" and sagely replies, " When he is 'mustered V "

.... An ox, of an enormous size, and that smokes a cigar at

the command of his keeper, is now on exhibition at Paris.

.... Delicate relations are like the polish of costly cutlerv
;

dampness corrodes, and the rust, though removed, leaves a spot.

.... Some one facetiously proposes that Abby Folsom be ap-

pointed to a chaplaincy in the Navy ! Capital idea, that.

.... We are soi-ry to sec that the vomito, that fatal disease to

foreigners, has been making ravages at Vera Cruz.

.... Gov. Dorr, the indefatigable—and we believe, honest

—

politician, still makes himself heard and felt in Rhode Island.

.... Though the world is some 5,608 years old, it is not old

enough to go alone, for demagogues of all sorts and sizes lead it.

.... Mount 'Vernon has been conditionally sold ; the sale not

to take effect if Congress will purchase it at the next session.

.... In one month, lately, a wooden ware dealer, of Boston,

sold 108,000 pails, to go to various parts of the country.

.... Another statue has been added to the beautiful grounds in

front of the City Hall. It represents Ruth gathering sheaves.

.... The Normal School, in Salem, is to be exclusively for

girls. Tuition ^Yill be free to all residents of the State.

The Newburyport Union says, the Eastern Railroad Com-
pany have at length decided to build a new depot in that city.

.... A bill has passed the Virginia legislature appropriating

$42,000, annually, for removing free persons of color to Liberia.

FLYING ARTILLERY.

The penny wise and pound foolish system is quite as often

grafted upon the administration of public as of private affairs.

As men who are extravagant in dress, equipages and entertain-

ments, sometimes, from motives of economy, deny themselves

some of the necessaries of life ; so governments arc apt to atone

for prodigality in some items of expenditure, by a miserable and

destnictive policy in others. This was exliibited some time since

in an order from Washington to dismount some of the splendid

batteries which did us such signal service in the Mexican campaign.

Sherman's fine battery was one of those doomed, and it was with

unfeigned pleasure that we recorded the rescinding of that order,

and the remounting of the light batteries throughout the service.

We have ever been opposed to a large standing army, and

should regard a large military peace establishment as one of the

most serious evils that could befall the country. The presence of

large bodies of men trained to arms, and necessarily isolated from

the great mass of their fellow-citizens, cannot but be fraught with

the elements of troul)le and danger. Our lawmakers realize this,

and therefore it is that our anny is reduced to a mere nucleus,

around which, in time of danger, to form the volunteer troops of

the country, who are, and must ever he, its true bulwarks. Ten

or fifteen thousand regular troops will perhaps answer to protect

our frontiers, and form this nucleus ; but we cannot spare a single

company from the light artillery corps, us they stood at the close

of the Mexican war.

Large bodies of infantry ami cavalry may be drilled effectively

in a short sjiace of time ; but it requires years to bring light artil-

lery to the degree of ])erfection which was obtained by the gallant

and lamented Ringgold, who was the father of this terribly de-

structive arm of the American service, and who lived long enough

to witness the triumph of his skill in the first battles of the Mexi-

can war. It is saying little enough, to declare that the triumph

of our arms in Mexico was owing, in a great measure, to the terror

inspired by the " winged artillery," as Ilottnian has most happily

termed them. The dread of their prowess rolled through the

ranks of our enemies like the volleyed thunder that decimated them.

On the fields of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma, and in the

deadly strife of Buena Vista, Bragg and Sherman more than once

turned the tide of battle.

The performance of these batteries is little less than marvellous,

often perfonning the following feat : the guns are dismounted, the

men lying down by the pieces ; a blast of the trumpet, and they

start into life—the pieces are put together, the guns limbered, the

hoi"ses put to, men and officers spring to their seats, the guns arc

ntshed two hundred and fifty yards, unlimbcred, loaded, fired,

limbered up again, returned to their starting pohit, dismounted,

and the (vhole affair has occupied but ./?(-"<3 m/niito.' In repelling

an attack, or covering a retreat, with their rolling fire, as rapid as

musketry, and far, far more deadly, these batteries are invaluable,

as has been so lately proven, and their importance has become

matter of history.

There is nothing in the British sei-vice which can compare with

our light artillery ; for, though the English light batteries may be

better horsed, still the men want that agility and recklessness

which are indispensable conditions of the efioctivcncss of the ann.

The French flying artillery may possibly equal our.«i, but we must

have ocular proof before we believe it, and .shall until then insist

that Uncle Sam's troops are the best in the world. We have an

instinctive faith in the superior prowess of our men, and presume

that our light artillerists are as far beyond their transatlantic

brethren in arms, as our riflemen are before the foreign tirailleurs.

BINDING THE PICTORLAL.

This being the first number of a new volume, it is an appropri-

ate time to remind the readers of the Pictorial of the importance

of preserving the numbers of the paper for binding, and thus keep-

ing by them constantly an illumined record of the times. We
are now binding the numbers of the past volume, being vol. IV.,

for those persons who send them in, with gilt edges and backs,

and illumined covers, and elegant title-page, and elaborate index,

at a charge of one dullar each. We can supply any and all back

numbers, even to the very commencement of the work, for the

purpose of completing sets, or suppl3-ing torn, injured or missing

numl)Crs, at a charge of six cents each. Few persons who ha\e

been regularly in receipt of the Pictorial but must desire to pro-

serve it in a durable form.

< ».» »

Costly and Hand.some.—A new and magnificent altar of

rosewood, the material of which cost a dollar a pound, has been

erected in St. Paul's Church, Cincinnati. The Tabcniacle, of

the same material, is one of the most beautiful things of the kind.

The wreathed columns, with their gold Corinthian capitals, are

superb. This savors too much of ostentation.

< .-.».

A SALT Village.—Professor Loomis, late of Waterville Col-

lege, now in Peru, writes that on a salt plain, which he traversed,

the houses are all built of salt,—their bedsteads consist of an ele-

vation of part of the room two feet higher than the rest of the

floor, and that is a wall of salt. Their wells are dug in this bed

of salt, and thev never find water anvwhere else.

< — •» >

Mary-le-doxe TiiEATitE.—Wc obsci"ve that our tOT\nisman,

the very popular young American tragedian, Mr. Davenport,

is now jjerforming a highly successful engagement at this theatre,

in London. He is expected soon to return to this country.

OUR NEW VOLUME.

With the present number we come before our patrons and the

public in an entire new dress, and at the same time commence the

Fifth Volu.'iie of the Pictorial. The success which we have

constantly endeavored to merit, has fully crowned our labors ; and

our unequalled circulation shows us that a discerning and gener-

ous public appreciate the enterprise that has so long and ardently

engaged us. Wc shall not resort to any self-puffing in behalf of

our illumined journal, but trust that it will speak for itself, respect-

fully assuring our readers that the same motto, " Excelsior," shall

float on our banner, and the same effort to please shall characterize

our laliors which have heretofore incited us to exertion.

-4-~»^»» >

Official.—Santa Anna has appointed General Almonte, as

his Minister to the United States. He has served in that capacity

before, and is an able and highly cultivated man.

The Human Family.—From a curious statistical digest just

published in Europe, it appears that the human family numbers

700,000,000, and the annual loss by death is 18,000,000, which

produces 624,400 tons of animal matter, which in turn generates

by decomposition 9,000,000 cubic feet of gases, which are cleared

aw.ay from the atmosphere by vegetable matter decomposing and

assimilating them for their own uses. This is an interesting sub-

ject for persons inclined to philosophy.

Ratiieu queer Business.—A white man was sold forvagrancy

for the sum of twenty-five cents, the other day, in Ogle county,

III. His purchaser not being able to make change, the " chattel"

loaned the necessary sum. The man had a family.

< ».» >

President Pierce.—It is rumored th.-Jt the health of the

President is bad ; so much so, indeed, that he purposes spending

the summer months at Georgetown, with a view to the improve-

ment of his health by a partial rest from labor.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Streeter, Capt. John H. Sparks to Miss Sarah E.

Dunham, of Bowdoinham, Me.
By Kev. Mr. Wiiikley. Mr. John Sarsfleld to Miss Mary E. Burnham.
By liev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Dugald II. Barr to Miss Emma T. Shorcy.

By Rev. Dr. Stow, Mr. Roland T. Packard to Miss Mary Ann F. Swift, both
of Sandwich.
By Kev. Dr. Lothrop. Mr. Henry ITallet to Miss llall, daughter of the

late Joseph Hall, Esq.
By Kev. Mr. Bartol, Mr. Henry T. Green to Miss Elizabeth H., daughter of

Nicholas Little. Esq.
At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Tappan, Mr. .Tames P. Low, of Tinccnnes, Ind.,

to JSIiss Carrie .M., daughter of Thomas Chamberlain, Esq., of Worcester.

At Andovor, by Oeo. Foster, Esq., Mr. Wm. Murray to Misji Llarriet Orrill.

At Haverhill, by Rev. Mr. Livermore, of Clinton, Mr. N. Byron Currier, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., to Miss S. 0. Sawyer.
At Lowell, by Kev. Mr. Eddy, Mr. Charles W. Wentworth to Miss Sarah

Rus.sell, of Danville, Vt.

At Newburyport, Mr. George F. "Williams, of Boston, to Miss Martha Ann,
daughter of Mr. .John G. Tilton.

At raunt<in, Mr. Moses T. Albro to Miss Alice, daughter of Capt. Thomu
Burch, both of Fall River.

DKATjaS^^
In this city, Mr. Geo. A. Bellows, 35; Mrs. Sarah, widow of Capt. TheophiluB

Berry, formerly of Brewster ; Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of the late Mr. Amos Sawtell

;

Lieut. Benjamin P. McNeil. U. S. Army; Mrs. Ann Amelia, wife. 31, and Eliza,

infant daughter of Mr. .loj-eph Winn ; Mr. Edward Howard. 53: Mr. David Mor-
gan, 36, a native of Swaniwa, England; Betsey, wife of Mr. .Job Hallet, 60.

At Watertown, Mrs. Lucy A-, wife of Mr. Bonjiiiiiin F. Cobleigh, 31.

At lieadinp, Mrs. Dorcas, vrife of the late Mr. William Hayward, 85.

At Lawrence. Mrs. Nancy B., wife of Kev. J. 11. .lohnson.

At Salem, Mr. Asaph Morgan, 4<); Mr. John Bird, 85.

At Lowell, Mrs. Mary .1.. wife of Mr. Mn.<;efl W. Hooper. 24.

At Taunton, Mrs. Elizabeth B., widow of Capt. (Jeo. Monroe, of Bi-istol, R. I.

At Nantucket, Mrs. Judith, wife of the late Mr. Uriah Swahi. 78.

At South Weymouth, 5Irs. Eliza Maria, wife of Sir. William Tucker. 85.

At Hamilton," Mrs. Mary W., wife of Mr. Henry P. Lovering. 3*K

At Bradford, of consumption, Mr. Leonard Kimball, 21.

At Scituute, Capt. Luther Jenkins, 72.

At KoyaJston, of conpumption, Mr. John Prescott. 70.

At Burlington. Mr. Francis (J., son of Kov. N. L. Frothingham. of Boston.
At Plymouth, Miss Lucy A. Bartlett, 24; Mis» Mary T. Manter, 20.

At Mar.thtield, of consumption. Mr. William, son of Tilden Ames, Esq., 32.

At Worcester, Mrs. Mary Harrington, 31 ; Mr. Benjamin S. Childs, 38.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIIG-ROOM COMPANION.

A Record of the beautiful and iisefd in Art.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and arailable

form, a wtt-kly literary melange of notnble events of tli« day. lU* columim
are devoted to original tales, sketches and, poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
.ind the cream of the domestic and foreign news; tho whole well spiced with

wit and huiuur. Eacli pupvr is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
viUh. numerous accuroto engravings, by eminent artists, of notable objoetfl,

current events in ail parts of the world, aud of men und manners, altogether

making a p:i|)cr entirely original in its design, in this country Its pngcn

contain viewit of every populous city in the known world, of all buildings of

note in the cistern or west^-rn hemisphere, of all the principal siiips aid
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with line and ai curate portrail.-*

of every noted char.tcter in tlic world, both male and female. Sketfh;-s of

beautiful scenery, taken from life, will al50 tx; given, with numerous ?pecimer..s

fi<na the aninial knigdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of tlie sea. 1 1 n*

printed on fine ?.^tin -surface paper, with new and beauta'ul type, i)resentirg

in its mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and sixty-four Fquare inches, giving a great amount of reading matter

and iUui<tratious—a mammoth weekly paper of sixte«u oi*tavo piiges.

TEKMS'.-IKVARIABLY IK ADVANCE.
1 snb.scriber, one year J^3 CO
2 subscribers, " " 5 lO

4 " '• ' 9 00

8 " " " 16 00

|i;7~ Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00 each,

per annum.
•, • One ropy of the Flaq op our TJnion, and one copy of Ounsos"s Picto.

RIAL, one year, for j?4 00.

Q^^ Tlie Pictorial l)a.\wiNC-RooM Compakiox may be obtained at any of

the periodical depots throughout the country. auj of iiexv»men at six ctnts pee

siDiriocopy. ''

'

PubUtihcd every S.vturdat, comer of Trcmont and CroBifield Streets by

F. GLKASON, Hosion, Mass,

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRF.NCn, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New Vork.

A. WINCH, im Chestnut Street, Pliiladolphia

Vf Si II. TAYLOR, 111 IJaltnnoroandSSouth Sts., Bultimoro.

A. C. BAGLIiY, 11)9 Main Street, Cincinnati

.1. A. HOYS, 4-3 AVoodward Avenue. Detroit. .

S. S. DOTY, 2.36 Camp Street, New Orleans.

K IC WOOPWAKD. corner 4th ami ChosnutStreet-i .«t. I*u:«.
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[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

I DREAMED OF THEE.

BT OALEB B. JOSSELTN.

I dreamed of thoe at the bridal sbiine,

And thy gentle hand was placed In mine

;

A snow-white lily (fraced thy liair,

As pure as an unpoPH Tontnicnts are.

I saw the ti-ar in thy downcast eye,

I felt thy tremulous tide heat hiRh

;

And thy criiiiHDn cheek had a tale to tell

Of a heart that loved, and loved uioat well.

I dreamed of thee at my dying bed,

Thou wcrt young and fair as when we wed;

My hand in thine did softly rest,

Thou wast iHnding o'er my pulseless breast.

I had giized on thy face as it turned above

In silent prayer, to the (lod of love,

And asked no more, could this he given

—

To meet thy smllc^s once more in heaven.

4 **iP >

[Written for Oleasou^s Pictorial.]

AVOMAN'S MISSION.

BY REV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

Uncle Timothy was a martyr to moro.'icncss. One of tlie

strange tilings in this world is the diligcnre with which many peo-

jjle nurse and perpetuate their anger, and the obstinacy with which

they persist in making and keeping themselves, and all with

whom they are connected, uncomfortable. The preservation of a

broil, or difficulty ajjjiears with such persons to be almost a point

of conscience ; and the test of manhood and strength of mind is

implacability. To forgive is a descent from dignity; and, as an

unforgiving and unhapjjy temper seldom lacks causes of irritation,

those who resolve to be unamiablc find little difficulty in adhering

to their determination.

Uncle Timothy had been once or twice wronged and disap-

pointed in his business transactions ; and this loss of pecuniary

capital set him up for life in stock for complaint. It supplied him

with an inexhaustible fund of distnist, of which w'hocver dealt

with him did not fail to be made sensible. To approach him with

any business proposal was to become, at once, the object of sus-

picion. He had lost all confidence in human nature ; and re-

garded no contract or bargain as secure, which had not bill, bond,

and mortgage to warrant and confirm it. Such a suspicious mode

of dealing of course exposed hira to continual quai-rels and bick-

erings. Men do not like even tacitly to be charged with dishonest

intentions ; but uncle Timothy, not satisfied with implied accusa-

tions, sometimes went beyond them into o])en and direct charges.

Such provocations irritated and embittered his acquaintance, till

he rendered that a true saying, to which he often gave utterance

in his spleen—that " he had not a friend in the world."

His own family had more than their share of his fitful and gusty

temper; for morose men are especially disagreeable in their

households. There they can storm in comparative imjjunity

;

and cherish, without the scandal of public rebuke, their evil

tempers. Wives and children are safe objects of their tyTanny.

They seem to think them designed for this very purpose, to give

opportunity for the manly recreation of fatdt-finding and com-

plaint. Uncle Timothy's wife and children lived in a continual

terror of him, and had learned by experience the futility of any

effort to plea.sc or to propitiate him. They hesitated to do even

what they supposed be desired ; because they were certain that

whatever was attempted with the view to gratify him, would be

met with some disparaging and ungrateful comment. To endea-

vor to gratify him was only to provoke his anger, and to neglect

him altogether produced no worse manifestation. All the house-

hold seemed steeped in vinegar. All partook of the temper of the

cross old man. Pleasant words were words almost unknown

among them. It was only when the presence of strangers jiut the

inmates upon their good Ijchaviour, that uncle Timothy's house

made any show of the amenities of life. Even these glcnnis of

sunshine were, however, made precarious b)* imiicnding storms.

The family were always in alann, lest the pent-up wrath of uncle

Timothy, sure to burst forth when the guests were gone, might

break out before their departure.

The children sometimes wondered if all fathers were necessarily

morose and unsatisfied as theirs, by virtue of the paternal office.

They speculated whctlicr good Immor were in all houses a dish

served only to guests, and that with the parade of something pre-

pared for the occasion, while hard looks and hard words formed

the daily fare. Home was weary to them, and all pleasant things

in their minds were to be found abroad. The bonds of affection

existed scarcely in name. The utterance of a request in a kind

tone called uj) a look of surprise; and as to anything like caress

or endearment, tliat met with rebuff, or a derisive laugh. Selfish-

ness was paramount. Kaeli had continually some point to caiTy

at the expense of the rest ; aiul it was to be done either by artifice,

jr bravado—with a high hand or a sly hand. Open kindness was

ot dreamed or thought of, and the commonest and most neces-

ry acts of assistance were peiformed with a careless indilfereiu'c,

Ss-things of course, and of no moment or consequence. ()p])ortu-

nities to gratify each other were not only luvcrsought, but seldom

im])roved when they did occur. And when any member of the

household did what might have been a kind act, it was in such an

ungracious mode as to take away all its pleasantness.

Such wa.s tmcle Timothy's family ; and under such influencas

their home was most miserable. The evil temper of the f.ither

and the sharp retorts of the mother acted upon tlie children, until

lliey were even more ungracious than their parents ; since the

younger people acknowledged no restraint whatever. And yet

both boys and girls could wear aliroad the smiling faces which,

cxccj)t in rude and unkind mirth, they never wore at home. It is

one of the rules of life that men and women arc drawn by their

oppositcs. Therefore the eldest son of uncle Timothy sought, and

wooed, and won a wife, as unlike as possible to himself, and his

contentious and angry sisters. It was remarkable how such a

gentle creature could have any possible sympathy with one so

rude, uncouth and ungentle as he wliom she promised to love,

honor and obey. But the wooer wore his holiday face. Perhaps

if Kdith could have been, though for ever so short period, an in-

mate of his father's house, not all her aflfeetion and his flattery

could have persuaded her into an alliance with such unamiables.

Many parties to the life-enduring promise would remain unpledged,

if they had the same opjiortunity before mari-iage as after to un-

derstand each other's characters and im])eifections. The bonds

once on, the yoke-fcllows must do their best to reconcile them-

selves to each other's infirmities, unless they choose, like uncle

Timothy's household, to exaggerate them and make their home
disagreeable.

The young and gentle bride who was brought into this strange

family, had grown up uiiiler far other aus|)ices. She had been

trained to gentleness and endurance. It was not that she had had

moroseness or unkindness to submit to ; for such unamiabilities

she had rarely seen. But she had been educated by precejjt and

example in a generous disregard of self; and a patient care for

others. The motive of her life was to promote the comfort and

happiness of friends, and therein to find her own reflected. Site

lived in ol)ediencc to the teachings of that heavenly charity which

seeketh not her own, and is not easily provoked. Her mother

would fain have dissuaded her from the alliance ; for she had that

knowledge of life, and tliat experience of the errors of humanity

—

that keen perception, wliich enabled her to detect the true charac-

ter of the suitor, despite his holiday face. ButEditli had invested

her idol with all the virtues which she herself possessed ; and her

generous heart only defended him the more courageously, that he

was declared unworthy of her.

The first few weeks of their union seemed to promise her a rec-

ompense for her daring. Never was husband more like woman's

beau- ideal. But then—all husbands arc charming and self-deny-

ing at first. They concede to politeness what they would deny to

assumption; and cheerfully grant to the new wife what they have

refused to the old mother, and to the sisters who have lived with

them all their days. But the secret could not always be kept,

and ICdith was amazed at the discovery of the unfllial and unpa-

tcrnal state of feeling which existed among her new connections.

She was suqu-ised at their want of gentleness ; and tormented

herself with the thought that her coming among them had in some

maimer opened the fountains of bitterness and anger. Her hus-

band's brothers lacked cordiality and seemed to come to him only

for an altercation ; and he, on tlicir departure, never failed to fill

her wondering ears with tales to their disparagement. Verily, she

thought her lot had been cast among a strange ])eople ; but she

endured in silence ; for to apprize her friends would be to give

them pain, and not relieve herself.

She was alarmed at length by the suspicion that she was be-

coming like the unamial)les among whom she lived. She detected

herself in joining her husband in his ill-natured remarks upon his

coimcctions, and found her heart growing angry and bitter towards

them. And she next perceived a tendency to anger in her fireside

conversations ; and a disposition to retort the unkind remarks of

her husband in a like tone, and even with a more bitter signifi-

cance. She saw the abyss before her—shuddered—and resolved

to turn away from it. Slie struggled with her ])ride—for even the

gentle Edith had pride, which, latent under good influences, had

become strongly developed amid the evil which surrounded her.

It was quite time to reform. The .seeds of difficulty were sown,

and promised a harvest of discontent and unhappincss, like that

which had embittered all the years of her liusliand's family. Exac-

tion on the one side, and rebellion on the other, had commenced.

To the husband this was nothing new or wonderful. If a gleam

of hope had ever occurred to him that in his house there would be

more peace than in his father's—he had not been surprised when

the light disa|)pcarcd, an<l the gloom of discontent settled over his

sky. It was what he had counted on as a necessary condition of

life, and he made no effort to alter or to abate it.

But Edith knew better, and hoped for a more Christian life.

She had lived without bickering and contention, and felt sure that

she woidd again. 5o, as we have said, she resolved to rebuke her

own pride. She determined to try the effect of perfect acquies-

cence in every request of her husband, however unreasonable,

with which there was a possibility of complying. An opportunity

just now was ojiencd for her proposed reformation. A little peace-

maker had arrived ; and as even the shadow of hi." coming had

brought peace, it was complete when father and nuither had in a

new-l)orn .son the bond of hoi)e and love. Here was a common

source of interest and happiness, and iu this, she determined, in

the quiet and silence of her chamber, should be the assurance of

peace and gentleness.

It is a woiulerful thing—the first grandchild. Even old uncle

Timothy looked with jjlcased interest at the stranger, aiul relaxed

the stern c.xijrcssion of his face almost to a smile. He applied the

back of his hard, horny han<l to its cheek ; and almost recoiled at

the soft, downy touch, as if he feared that his rough fingers would

abrade or wear it away. The uncourteous brothers hiiuqihcd a

sullen »ati>faction. The sisters were vmequivocally delighted.

The first lessons of ])eace were taught iu the presence of the placid

little teacher, who really seemed in his calm and quiet repose a

young apostle—sensible of his mission, and quietly i)crforniing it.

Uncle Timothy was very often his nurse, and Edith looked on with

pleasure that her husband's father had at last discovered some-

thing in which he could find unalloyed satisfaction. She did not

like the name—but sacrificed her preferences to her desire to con-

ciliate, and the little babe was called little Timothy. "Now,"
said the old man, in his pleased pride, when the thing was an-

nounced to him, "now," said he, apostrojdiizing the baby, "don't

you turn ungrateful and disappoint me—for, except you, I have

not a friend left in the world !"

" Why, father!" expostulated Edith, "where are your wife and

children. And me, too—am I not your friend ? Aint you a little

ashamed of yourself ?" she continued, placing her fair white hand
on his hai-d and sun-burned face. " It's a scandal to us all that

you speak so
!"

" It's only what the rest say of me," said the old man.
" Am / one of the nsl that you speak of ;"

" Well, Edith—not rjiiite yet. But 3-our turn is coming. You
will fall into the custom by-and-by. Indeed I have thought that I

could sec it already. It is a selfish world, and we who live in it

must look out for ourselves."

" Wh.at, then, is to become of those who must defend them-

selves—baliy, there, fin- instance >"

" (), little Tim ! why those who can protect him must. Natu-

ral all'ection provides for that."

" And must natural affection die out, as he grows old enough

to defend himself?"

" It will, I dare say, whether it should, or not."

" Ami so we are no better than the brutes, our affection being

only instinct, -which ceases when there is no more absolute help-

lessness to call it out I"

" Upon my word it would seem so."

" Come now, father Timothy, you know better, and feel better

—and your enist of ill-humor is oidy thick enough to provoke and

exasperate others, and make yourself uncomfortable. This is plain

talk, I know—but why should you pretend to a bitterness and

misanthropy which you do not feel '! Suppose, having been a

martyr to moroseness quite long enough, you should now try the

opposite ?"

Uncle Timothy looked up in amazement. Forty years had he

been tyrant in his own household, and never had he thus been

spoken to before. He had received angry and disagreeable replies

hastily uttered, while the speaker seemed to be in the fury of despair

at her own hardihood. And they wwe such answers to his unreas-

onable requests, as while they half refused, still always preceded

compliance. But here was a firm yet mildly spoken speech, bold

and yet gentle. Baby itself was not more placid than its mother,

while she thus expostulated with her father-in-law. The old gen-

tleman having no convenient words fortius new phase of rebellion,

could only take his hat and walk. " Martyr to moroseness," he

muttered ;
" martyr to moroseness ! She is very im])ertinent, but

I wonder if she is not more than half right
!"

And in this mood of self-examination he walked home. So

busy was ho with his thoughts, that he forgot to prepare himself,

as was his wont, to enter his castle as if storming an " imminent

deadly breach," and he carried a calmer face into his house than

for many a day he had worn. Mrs. Uncle Timothy looked up

from her knitting, and was actually emboldened to dust and beat

up his chair-cushion, while he placed awa}- his hat and stick. The

old man did not fail to see this little act, and wondered what wind

had blown up such an unusual demonstration. He was certainly

wearied when he came in. So had ho been many times before

—

and neither wife nor daughter cared. But he had not often, as

now, brought in the sunshine with him.

It would be both tedious and unnecessary to note the nameless

little attentions wuich sprang up between the old couple ; and to

tell how they renewed their youth again, all because of little Tim
and his mother. She adhered to her determination, and nipped

in the beginning the growing difficulties between herself and her

husband. She rooted out the brambles, and sowed ])rimroses in

their path. Her husbaitd's brothers and sisters were iuHuenced

by the jjleasant atmosphere of her presence ; and the trifles which

make the sum of life being daily cared for, life became cheerful.

Little thorns fester; and in all our intercourse we should be care-

ful not to plant them ; for while great griefs command patience,

and great injuries challenge forgiveness, the lesser evils of human
life keep up an irritation which is misery. The apostle gave ad-

vice worthy of all men and women to \h- received, when he said,

"Be pitiful—UK coritTEOUs"—for the failure iu courtesy leads to

envy, contention, and all unhappiness.

AVe will not shock probability by asserting that there never was

anymore contention iu uncle Timothy's family; for such tho-

rough reformations seldom occur. But Edith was a true woman,

and never forgot her mission—the mission of all women ; to pre-

vent contention, to seek peace and ensure it. The influence of

her kind voice, her placable temper, her face of sunshine, and her

hivariable good huuuu- daily strengthened, and little Tim wjvs an

able second to his mother. All found themselves tailing into the

same happy humor; and without efi'ort, or pretence, Edith was

the conscious yet modest and unassuming instrument of great and

happy results. She prevailed by concealing her power. She gov-

erned by not parading her intentions. To cmjiloy a figure often

quoted, hers was the quiet and efficient influence of the hidden

spring ; known only by its fruit in the cheerful verdure. She

.sought not " woman's sphere." She looked not for " woman's

mission." Born in one, the other came to her, and she adorned

and fulfilled her destiny. Calm pleasures gathered around her

])atli, as she travelled on ; and when she was ready to lie down to

her last rest, she had the calm joy of one who had not lived in

vain—though her mime was never in print, save twice—once at

her maiTiage, and oiu'c at her death. Her children rose to call her

blessed ; and her monument was in their useful and happy lives.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

Largo numbers of bass have recently taken up their abode in

the Mcrrimae river. An American yadit, named Truant, has

just come off victor in a yacht race in England, from Blackwall

to Gravesend, under the auspices of the I'lince of Wales Yacht

Club. She belonged to the second class boats in the race, but

beat all the fleet easily. Queen Victoria's last baby is to have

$28,000 for its sugar-plums and pinafores ! One thousand

acres of coal lands, situated in the (ieorge's Creek region, Md.,

were recently purchased by some New Yorkers for the sum of

$180,000. The San Francisco critics pronounce the " Hamlet"

of Edwin Booth (son of the late Junius IJrutus Booth), a masterly

performance, and ])rophesy for him a triumphant career on the

stage. The first newspaper in England, made its a])i)earancc

on the 28th of May, 1576. The Washington National Mon-

ument is now one hundred and thirty feet high, and within a f\'W

days the next course is to be commenced, which will add two feet

to its altitude. The number of Americans visiting Europe

this season is beyond all precedent. Every Liverpool steamer

takes out over two hundred passengers. Counterfeit Ameri-

can quarters, of the stamp lately issued by the government, are

in circulation. Some one says, with truth, that a man's dress

has a wonderful influence on his character. Dress like a rowdy,

and in less than a month's time you will commence acting like

one. Mr. Calvin Bartlett, late of Conway, deceased, be-

queathed to the town five hundred dollars, provided it should

establish a high school within two years ;
otherwise the sum

. should go to the Congregational Society. A lump of wet

salcratus applied to the sting of a wasp, bee, or mosquito, will

stop the pain and prevent it from swelling. Straw color for

bonnets is the latest Paris fashion. llev. A. Woollscroft, a

preacher for twenty-nine years, recently died of poison, at I'eoria,

111., in consequence of taking a dose of arsenic in mistake fin-

magnesia. Father Eoothan, General of the Order of Jesuits,

is certainly dead at last. News from Newfoundland inform us

of active preparations, by British cruisers, for the protection of

the fishing grounds, from what they call the encroachments of the

Americans. It is stated that the Cuban slavers intend to im-

port slaves as emigrants, and thus escape the British cruisers. A
Spanish proverb says : "A little in the morning is enough, enough

at dinner is but little, and a little at night is too much." Kcmem-

ber this, and you will be preserved from indigestion and sleepless

nights. St. Nicholas is the patron saint of fishermen and

children. There are one hundred and fifty-six persons em-

ployed in the New York post-office, including one hundred and

four clerks, forty-four carriers, and eight letter collectors. A
Western merchant advertises a lot of buckwheat and other millinery

for sale cheap. A pretty woman is like a great tnith, or a

great happiness, and has no more right to bundle herself up under

a green veil, or any other similar abomination, than the sun has

to put on spectacles. Gov. Brigham Young, of Utah, is the

father of thirty-two children. New Bedford is going again into

ship-building— more after the old fashion than it has been for

some years.

iUajisiiic ©atljcringg.

PARISIAN IMPROVEMENT.
Workmen are engaged in putting two clocks upon the towers of

the Church of St. Vincent de Paul, in Paris ; one to tell the hour

of the day, and the other to indicate the day of the moiuh. This

is the first application of the latter plan which has been made upon

any of the public buildings. At night, several of the jirincipal

clocks arc illuminated, the city having got the idea that people are

as often in need of knowing the hour during the dark as during

the day. A plan vras broached, some time ago, of putting a light

behind the names of the more important streets, to serve as a

guide to benighted travellers. The idea was given up, on aceoinit

of the remark of a municipal coimcillor, to the eflicct that every-

body knew the principal streets, and it was just the obscure ones

that ought to be illuminated, which would have been a very

useless expense.

« ».» »

UNDEMOcnATic.—The Boston Post thinks that to keep up the

titles of "His Excellency" and "His Honor," would be just as

bad as to propose new titles on the President. They confer no

real honor. They are but a piece of vanity ; while they serve in

fact, to detract from the simplicity and diminish the true dignity

of the office and the man.

The Crescent City.—The area of the city of New Orleans

will hardly fall short of forty square miles, and is double that of

New York. The population of Now Orleans, in the business

Bea,son, is estimated at not less than 175,000, whilst there is room
for two millions.

Personal.—Mrs. Bonaparte, the first wife of Jerome Bona-
parte, and who was a Miss Patterson, of Baltimore, still resides

in that city. She is about seventy years of age, very sprightly,

and immensely rich.

< ».» > .

—

iNDnsTEiAL.—The fifty thousand shoemakers of Massachusetts

make, annually, four million pairs of boots, and eighteen million

pairs of shoes ; the total value of the same being fifteen millions

of dollars.

< »»» >

Capital of Canada.—The sum of sixty thousand iwunds
has been voted by the Canadian Parliament to build houses of
Parliament in Toronto.

< »»» >

Revenue.—The revenue of Peni is eight millions of dollars,

of which five millions arc derived from the sale of guano.

The Chinese pirates along the coast of California arc numerous.

Trade in California is somewhat depressed ; the business doing

was consequently light.

Sunday evening concerts are now given by Dodworth's Band, at

Castle Garden, New York.

The Mormons in Utah arc building a temple, which will far sur-

pass in magnitude and splendor that of Nauvoo.

John Dooley died in Williamsburg, New York, from injuries

sustained by the explosion of a canqjiicne lamp.

One hundred and ten consecutive representations of " The
Prophet," have been given at Stockholm.

Miss Hayes is on her way from California ; but it is said she

intends to return in a few months with an English opera trouj)e.

There are at present, in Australia, dry goods enough to last the

colony for the next six years, without another importation.

'J'he gallant stylo in which Father Gavazzi defended himself, the

other dny, at Montreal, from the attack of a mob, is the theme of

general admiration.

The jiopulation of Tlobokcn, according to the census just taken

in getting U]) a nevi' directory, is 5.')27—an increase of 13.30 dur-

ing the past year.

Madame Sontag, it appears, will not sing in opera, in this city,

during the summer. It is also said I hat she is $60,000 richer than

she was when she arrived in the United States.

i\Iiss Martha H. Mowry, M. D., of Providence, Rhode Island,

has been elected Professor of OI)Stetrics and Diseases of Women
and Children, in the Female Medical College of Peinisylvania.

At the earnest request of the Emperor of China, the American,
French, and I'higlish ships of war, in the Eastern waters, have

undertaken to protect Nankin, Shanghai, and the mouths of the

canals, against the rebels.

At (Jreenwood Cemetery, eighteen interments take place daily;

and passing the gateway, from morning till night, is a nearly un-

broken line of funeral processions. During a small portion of the

year the daily numl)er of interments reaches twenty-five or thirty.

The Chinese think that the inventor of ink was one of the great-

est men that ever lived ; that he enjoys a blessed ininiortality,

and is charged with keeping an account of the manner in which
all ink is used here liclow, and for every abuse of it he records a

black mark against the offender.

The New Yorkers are taking measures to prevent encroachments
upon their harbor. The de])th of water and the flow of the ti<lc

has already been conr.iderably al)ridged by the indiscriminate grants

of the Common C'ouncil to build wharves and erect jjiers. State

action is to be evoked to put a stop to the evil.

There are engaged in London between three and four hundred
Germans and Italians, a few Frenchmen, and one hundred Eng-
lishmen, in the manufacture of bird-cages. It is calculated that

each man makes two cages in a day, therefore seven hundred cages

are nuide daily ; or, not including Sundays, 210,000 cages yearly.

The old anecdote was literally verified, recently, by a traveller

in Italy, who, being a very largo person, sent the " commission-
aire " to secure two seats in the diligence, in order to have plenty

of room ; on claiming the .seats, he discovered, to his dismay, that

the agent had approiniated one seat in the coupe below, and one
in the pavilion ou top.

jSanirs of (Bolb.

« ».» >

iTortign Jtcms.

At a recent bull-fight in Madrid, not fewer than eleven horses
were killed.

A young man in England was recently fined £5 for kissing a
lady in a railroad car.

The value of the collection of paintings left by the late Mr.
Turner, R. A., is estimated at 200,000/.

The London omnibusses pay to the government from .300,000/.

to 400,000/. per annum in duty, licenses and taxes ; and employ
five thousand persons.

The sum now actually received as rent for a portion of the

manor of Kensington is twice as much as was paid for the fee-

simple by the father of the present holder.

Liverpool is the first port in the world ; in 1 8.')0, the tonnage of
the shipping therein was .3,786,000, while London in the same
year was Imt 3,280,000 tons.

A trial of interest recently occun-ed in Paris, on an indictment
of an auxiliary surgeon of one of the hospitals, for homicide com-
mitted in the exhibition of chloroform.

The London anniversaries, this year, were attended by a large
number jf pickpockets, w-ho levied contributions upon the multi-
tude, with remarkable success.

The Irish papers announce the recent death of Mrs. Mary
Power, widow of J. Power, Esq., and aunt of the late Hon. R. L.
Shiel, at Cork, at the advanced age of 116 years.

A despatch received at Paris from Constantinople, dated May
19tli, states that the Russian troops were receiving reinforcements,
and the asjiect of afi'airs was considered very critical.

In Ireland, LSI.")/, have been subscribed to the Moore Testimo-
nial. A bronze figure of the poet, on a pedestal, is to be placed
close to Trinity College, Dublin, where Moore was educated.

A Liverpool hotel-keeper advertises that he has engaged " the
tallest and finest woman in the world " as assistant at his estab-
lishment. Tlie lady is Mrs. Macdonald, "the North Highland
giantess."

There exists altogether only sixty-seven species of pouch-bear-
ing animals ; and of those, forty-three are peculiar to Australia,
and the rest—-with two or tliree exceptions in America—are con-
fined to New Guinea and the islands lying to the northward of
New Holland.

The Bav.arian police have been instructed to arrest all persons
who are found with Calabrian broad-brimmed hats. Laige nuin-
l)crs of young men have, in consequence, been anvstcd and taken
to the stations, but they were subsequently liberated, though the
police retained their hats.

An English paper says that A-ustria is in a very difficult position
just now. If she supports Russia, the ])Ossessor of the Sulinah
mouths of the Danulie, she must give great offence to her Gennau
allies. If she resists Russian pretensions in the East, the rela-
tions between the two jjowers must naturally Imj weakened.

A weeping willow, of large size, grown from a cutting of the
willow which overhangs Napoleon's tomb at St. Helena, and
wliich was taken to France, in 1840, by the Prince de Joinville,
has been presented to the emjieror of the French, by M. Mon-
neaux, a nurseryman, of Monlignon. It has been placed in the
garden of the palace of St. Cloud.

.... Bread and salt never quarrel.

—

Russian Proverb.

.... To gain a law suit, alas ! is to acquire a hen and to lose a
cow !

—

Chinese Procerb.

.... In order to do great things, it is necessary to live as if one
was never to die.— Vauoenargues.

.... There are wounds of self-love which one does not confess

to one's dearest friends.

—

A. Petiet.

.... No ago, sex, or condition, is above or below the absolute

necessity of modesty ; but without it, one is vastly beneath the

rank of man.

—

Burton.

.... Eveiy one has before his eyes an end which ho pursues till

death ; but for many that end is a feather which they blow before

them in the air.

—

SiaAl.

.... That which causes us to think is dear to us, as everything
which gives an even imperceptible impulse to our faculties is agree-

able.

—

Lavater.

.... Misfortune has in it at least this good, that it corrects all

those little passions which agitate the idle and coiTuptcd.

—

ilad-
emoiselle de L'-Esjjinasse.

.... The knowledge which we have acquired ought not to re-

semble a great shop without order, and without an inventory ; we
ought to know what we possess, and be able to make it serve ua

in need.

—

Leibnitz.

.... Let your wit rather serve you for a buckh'r to defend
yourself, by a handsome reply, than the sword to wound others,

though with ever so facetious re)noach ; remembering that a word
cuts deeper than a sharper weapon, and the wound it makes is

longer curing.

—

Osborn.

Joker's Bubget.

Life is now supposed to decrease in about the same proportion
that railroads increase.

Why is a man charged with a crime like types "? Because he
should not be locked up till the matter is well proved.

Tliere is a man in .Jersey so lazy that he has an artist, hired by
the mouth, to draw his breath with a lead pencil.

Why should potatoes grow better than any other vegetable ?

Because they have got eyes to see what they are doing.

Bill, on his wife, could not bestow one tear of sorrow when she
died ; her life had made so many flow, that all the briny fount
was dried !

Mrs. Partington recently crossed the East River in a storm,
which caused lier to feel very qualmish. In describing it, she said

jt was a very sic transit.

Vermonters live to a great age, as is well known. There are

two men up there so old that they have forgotten who they are,

and there are no neighbors living who can remember.

Lost !—A small lady's watch with a white face ; also, two ivory
young ladies' work-boxes. A mahogany gentleman's dressing
case and a small pony, belonging to a young lady with a silver

mane and tail.

Lately a gentleman sat down to write a deed, and began with :

" Know one woman by these presents." " You arc wrong," said

a bystander ; "it ought to be ' know all men.'" " Very well,"

answered the other, " if one woman knows it, all men will, of
course."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUIffES L, IL, UX, AND IV^BOUITO.

TTe have Volumes I., II., III., and IV. of the Pictorial Drawing-Room
Companion, eleguntly bound in cloth, with gilt edges aud btick, and illumined

Bides, forming superb and mo.^t attractive parlor ornanients in the shape of a
eeries of books of between Four and Five Hundred Pages each, and each
Volume containing nearly One Thousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and
current Events all over the world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities and beautiful Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fin©

Maritime Views ; and, in short, of an infinite variety ofinteresting and instruc-

tive sulyccts; with Illumined Title-Pages and Indexes of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontispieces to tUo volumes.

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vMt amount
of original Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times; alt<^ether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present epjoy-

ment, both in regard to Reading Matter and Illustrations.

F'or sale at the Publication Office, by our AVholesale Agents, and aCall the

Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, !K3 00; two Tolume»i

$5 00 ; three volumes, $7 00 ; aud four volumes, SO 00.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal^

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prope and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written t-xpressly for the paper. In politics, and on all Fcctarian

questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its columns ; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLK.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, bo condensed aa to

present the greatest possible amount of intelligence No advertisements are

admitted to the puper, thus offering the eutii-e sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader Anunriralled corps
of contributors are leguiiirly engaged, and every depjirtment i^ under the most
fiuiahed and perfect sjslem thut experience can suggest, foradng an

®iBn©ns^iiiL s'iiip
the present circulation of which ftr exceeds thnt of .iny other weekly paper In
the Union, with the exception of Gluso;^ s Pictorial.

TEEMS TO STJBSCEIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, $3 00
3 subscriben, '• 5 00
4 '• ••

. (J 00
8 '• " 11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Ft.ag op our Tnion. nnd one copy of Oleason's Pictorial
S?4 00 per itiiuuiii, iuviiri:ibly in aJvance.

**• Tiie Fla can be obtained nl nnyof'he nnc^pnper depots in the United
States^ aiul of »etc:fpaper carriers, at four cents per singte copy.

1\ GLEASON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

'CoKNER or Tremont and Bromfield Streets, Boston, Masb..
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JULY.
The month of Julius with solstitial fire,

Red as the paruicnt wliich the Cffsar wore,

When smote the blrvde of Brutus in his dire

Ingratitude, and Pompey's statue bore

The rubric of revenue—.July comes o"er

The ripening plain with Ceres' blessings rife.

Earth feels the sunshine in her bosom's core.

And every germ receives redoubled life.

Slumbers the toiled Sun in bis glorious car,

Now that the summit of his path is won,
And genially shines out the Evening Star,

As pouring on our sphere her benizon

!

There may it fall from fleaven's all-bounteous cope,

As Seraph's smile upon the wings of Uope.

Hail to. thee, glowing month ! whose swarthy brow
Views with anxiety the surging plain

RTiencc spring the golden treasures of the plough,
Tlie waving gold of Nature's fair domain.
Honored thou art for traphies of the main.

Of flood and field : yet nobler burns the crown
Wreathed by the hands of Peace without a stain,

And never blighted by a tyrant's frown.
The dark clouds vauish from our sufTcring isles,

The smile of Plenty mantles o'er the earth.

No speck of shame our peaceful flag defiles.

Bravo month 1 fill up the measure of our mirth !

Let Ceres' sickle, rusted late by grief.

]',cap her fair rceompence—the abundant sheaf.

THE VATICAN.
The word " V.itican " is often used, but

there lire many who do not understiind its

import. The term refers to a eoHcetiou of
buildings on one of the seven hills of Rome,
which covered a spaee of twelve hundred
feet in length and one thousand in !)i'eadth.

It is built on the spot onee occupied by the

garden of the eniel Nero. It owes its origin

to the Bishop of Rome, who, in the early

part of the sixth century, erected an huml)le
residence on its site. About the year 11.50,

Po])e Eugenius rebuilt it on a magniticent

scale. Innocent II., a fewyears aftenvards,

gave it up as a lodging to Peter II., King
of Arragon. In 1305, Clement V., at the

instigation of the king of France, removed
the Papal See from Rome to Avignon, when
the Vatican remained in a condition of ob-

scurity and neglect for more than seventy

years. But soon after the return of the

pontifical court at Rome, an event which
had been so earnestly prayed for by the poor
Petrarch, and which finally took place in

1376, the Vatican was put into a state of

repair, again enlarged, and it was thencefor-

ward considered as the regular palace and
residence of the Popes, who, one after the

other, added fresh buildings to it, and grad-

ually enriche<l it with antiipiities, statues,

pictures and books, until it became the rich-

est depository in the world. The library of

the Vatican orijrinated fourteen hnndred
years ago. It contains 40,000 manuscripts.

^*

ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MONTH OF JULY.

THE ELYSIAN FIELDS,
The illustration given below represents

a portion of the charming secnerv on the
Hudson River, the Elysian Fields, lloboken.
New Jersey. It is one of the chief places of
public resort in summer, on account of its

beautiful scenery, shady walks, and cool,

refreshing breezes ; also, for the various
amusements the place affords to wile away
a few hours. In the foreground is the rep-

resentation of a tilt, for the accommodation
of those who wish to enjoy such recreation.

The view around the field is extremely
pretty, from whatever point it may be seen

;

and would well repay the enthusiastic mind
for the short time occupied in promenading
the walks towards the close of a cool after-

noon. Our scene is taken at this hour—the

period immediately preceding sunset—when
the beautiful river looks its best, when the

busy crafts, now in sunshine and now in

shadow, arc combining, as it were, to form a
picture for the artist's pencil. There are

few spots on either bank of the Hudson from
whence the view can be seen to better ad-

vantage than from the Elysian Fields, llo-

boken, from whence we may boast to the

traveller of the extraordinary loveliness of
American scenery. True, in this section of
the river's course, there is not so much of
the grand and imposing as the traveller will

find higher up among what is tenned the

highlands ; but for soft, poetic and peaceful

loveliness, the river should be viewed in its

broad and picturesque course in this neigh-

borhood. Few rivers, if we except the Mis-
sissippi, float upon their bosoms a more pic-

turesijue variety of craft than the Hudson
—from the long, ark-like canal freight boats

to those floating palaces celebrated all over
the world for speed and elegance—the Hud-
son steamboats. Our countrymen a])preci-

ate the beauty of the noble river, and at all

available seasons it is a thoroughfare that

cnjo)'s almost an incalculable amount of
travel. Our own advice to travellers who
are here for the first time, is to ascend the

river by day, and to select a moonlight night

to descend it. You will thus view its glori-

ous scenery under both phases, the latter,

perhaps, the most desirable. People who
have travelled pretty thoroughly abroad, of
large experience and undoubted taste, do
not hesitate to give to oiu' Hudson River the

preference, in point of scenery, to anything
except the Rhine ; and ])ortions of it, too, it

is unequivocally acknowledged, even rival

that queen of beautiful rivers. 'That portion

of the Hudson known as the Palisades or
Highlands is beautiful beyond comparison.

VIHW OF HUDSON RIVER, FROM ELYSIAN FIELDS, HOBOKEX, NEW JERSEY
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TROUT FISHING.

Below our artist has presented a spirited representation of trout

fisliirig—a secnc that will delight that portion of our readers who
are disciples of Izaak Walton. At this season of the year when

so many denizens of our cities fly from the dust and cares of me-

troi)olitan life, to seek relaxation amid the more retired scenes of

nature, in the country, the stream and lake give to the angler

many a glorious season of |)astime and profit. And no sport

gives more agreeable and vigorous exercise aud tone to the physi-

cal system than trout fishing. Next in importance to the salmon

in the estimation of the gennino fisherman stands the Trout. Ho
is the standard commodity of the enthusiastic angler. There are

many expert and experienced fly-fisliers who never enjoyed the

exciting luxury of hooking and killing a salmon ; but no man can

fairly lay claim to the appellation of an " angler," if he cannot kill

trout with the rod and line in some way or other. There is some-

thing about trout fishing which has exalted it in all ages above

every other branch of the art, except, of course, that of salmon

fishing. If we attempt to analyze their preference, we shall find

it resolves itself into something appertaining to the attributes,

qualities, or habits of this beautiful fish. He is an intellectual

kind of creature, and has evidently a will of his own—he looks

sagacious and intelligent—he sedulously avoids thick, troubled

and muddy waters—loves the clear and mountain home—displays

an ardent ambition to explore the rivers to their very source—is

quick, vigorous, and elegant in his movements—likes to have the

exclusive command of the stream—keeps up a rigid system of

order and discipline in the little community of which he is a mem-

ber—exhibits a remarkable degree of nicety and fastidiousness

about his food—is comparatively free from vulgar, low and grov-

elling habits—entices hi.s pursuer into the loveliest scenes of

nature's domains—calls forth from man, his great enemy, the

utmost efforts of his ingenuity and skill—and, in a word, in every

stage of his existence, preserves a superior and dignified demean-

or, unatUvinable by any other living oc<upants of the streams.

These may be styled the social and intellectual qualities of this

glorious fish. His physical constitution is equally entitled to our

respectful consideration. He boasts a prepossessing and fascinat-

ing figure moulded in strict conformity with the movt refined prin-

ciples of symmetrical proportion, sparkles in all the colors of the

rainbow, and holds a high position in the science of gaatronomy.

[COXCLUDBD ON TAOB 32.]
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[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

RIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.
A T.\1.E OF ITALY AXD THE ITALIAKS.

BY ben: PERLEY I'OOHB.

[COKTINUED.]

CHAPTER III.

THE PKIDE OF HOME.

CLAunE DoEiA was in Rome !—tlmt eternal cit)', wliose victo-

rious existence is trpitied by the tiara of licr Catholic pontiff.

The early age, the middle age, and tlio modern age—each has

contributed to her glory, each has constructed gigantic monuments

npon the seven hills, and each has added to her galleries of art.

It was not strange, then, that the young artist lived, as it were, in

a new world, and gazed with rapture upon the treasures of the

"Vatican, the glories of the Fonim, or the grandeur of the Coli-

seum. During the morning, Ernest was engaged in diplomatic

business, and Claude was busy at his easel ; but thej- were free in

the evening, when they enjoyed the wonders of republican, impe-

rial and papal Rome.

One evening, Ernest was forced to remain at the Legation to

copy some diplomatic ])apers, and Claude strolled into the Argen-

tina opera. It was the benefit night of a favorite cantatrice, whose

beauty and vocal talent the young artist aided in applauding ; but

his attention was soon rivetted upon a lady in one of the lower

boxes. Rome, art, the opera, everything else was forgotten, and

when, at the close of the pcrfonnance, he was leaving the house,

his soul filled with the channs of this unknown divinity, he was

startled by hearing his name called. Turning, he saw the mar-

quis, and on his arm leaned the object of his adoration.

" I see," said the marquis, " that Signor Doria has an eye for

beauty as well as for the picturesque, for he has done nought dur-

ing tlie three last acts save gaze at the Signora de Balbi, to whom
I now present him, and who has consented to give him a sitting

to-moiTow morning."

Confused and enraptured, the young artist stammered forth his

thanks, and ere he could recover himself, they went to their car-

riage. So he sought Ernest, and was delighted to find that his

friend had not onlj' seen the Signora do Balbi, but was acquainted

with her history.

Eulalia de Balbi, one of the richest and fairest of Italia's daugh-

ters, had been married when only fifteen to a naval officer in the

Venetian service, who went to sea on the wedding-day, never to

return. Left thus a widow, and with a large fortune, she had now
such a rei)utation for charity and championship of the right, tliat

the populace styled her " the Pddc of Rome." Well did she

merit the title, for her heart was ever full of charity and loving-

kindness for the dowii-trodden—her voice, with rare eloquence,

reclaimed the erring—her touch was gentle as the waftings of an

angel's wings towards those who had erred and strayed. Hers

was not that prudish pliilantIiro])y under whose fierj- feet the earth

groans, but tliat " loving-kindness " which illumined the manger

at Bethlehem, that encircled the hill of Calvary with a crown of

glory, and that dcclareth, " Blessed are flie merciful." Such was

the character of the Signora P^ulalia de Balbi, who was equally

prominent among the belles of Roman fashionable life, and in the

lowest haunt.^ of the Jewish quarter.

On the morning after Claude saw her at the opera, she sat in

her boudoir, a shrine woitliy of so fair an occupant. Stained

glass windows admitted a gentle light, which gleamed over the

rich brocade hangings covering the walls, and encorniced by a

heavy silver moulding. The furniture was of rosewood, inlaid

with silver, and immense mirrors reflected the various objects of

luxury and of art on every hand. Opening out from the room

was a deep alcove, which could be enclosed with sliding doors.

At the foot of this recess hung an ivorj' cnxeifi.x, while in the cen-

tre stood the bed, the pure folds of its white cambric drajjcry con-

triistiug boldly with its carved ebony frame. The pillows were

fringed with dec]) lace, and so soft were they, that one would have

thought them filled with down from Cnpid's ])inions.

Eulalia sat before one of the mirrors, watching the effect of dif-

ferent national head-dresses which her maid tried on, for she had
promised to sit for her portrait for the marqni-i, on 'condition that

lie subscribed liberally to a charitable ])roject in which she was
then deej.ly interested. Besides, she bad been struck with Claude,

and was by no means sorry to have an o])i)ortunity of seeing him
again.

" Sit down a few moments," said she to the marquis, as he en-

tered the room, for she saw liis gaunt foi-m reflected in the mirror.
" I have decided to array my.self as a Venetian, and Rachel will

soon have the network of |)earls in order."

The marquis threw himself nonchalantly upon an ottoman, and
the hand-maiden began to encircle the hair of her mistress with a
network of rare iiearls, the dazzling whiteness of which was jnomi-

nent among the clustering raven locks. Claude, who had mod-
estly lialted at the door, was not reflected in the mirror, and the

marquis did not even invite him to be seated ; b\it the young artist

ilid not notice the slight. lie saw before him one of tliose crea-

tions of love and intellect which bring even the most cankered

heart back to the freshness of life's Eden, and was lost in admi-

ration.

Eulalia de Balbi, " the Pride of Rome," did not jiossess that

voluptuous roundness of fonn, characteristic of classic models, and
generally considered essential to beauty, but the grace of her atti-

tudes more than compensated for luxuriousness of contour. The
decided expression of her countenance denoted intellectual supe-

riority, and when she spoke, her mellow voice gushed forth from

her pouting lijis as if it welled from a deep heart, filled with hu-

manity to the very brim. Beautiful as she was, no one could

hear her converse without thenceforth regarding her loveliness but

as the rich costume of her soul—an external casket enshrining a

j)riceless crystal, micontarainated by the faintest breath of evil.

" O," murmured Claude, to himself, "how I hope she will let

me paint her thus," and he gazed with admiration on the beautiful

widow ; certain tliat he had never seen such an exquisite arrange-

ment of costume. But it did not please Eulalia, and taking off

the network of jjcarls, she made her hand-maiden trj' the effect of

a cha])let of diamonds. This, in its turn, was also rejected, and

she finally adopted a simple wreath of roses, with the Venetian

mantle thrown coqucttishly on the back of the head. At each

change, Claude found her more beautiful than before, and strange

feelings animated his breast, and the originality and feeling which

she displayed in conversing with the marquis but fanned the flame.

Bright wit sjiarkled from her li])S, and her voice was cheerful ; but

Claude imagined that this apparent lightness of heart was shaded

by a sad thoughtfulness, repressed, yet not extinguished.

"Now I am ready !" she at length exclaimed, rising from her

scat. " Where, pray, is your artist ?" and as she concluded licr

sentence, turning around, she perceived Claude.

" Here he is," said the marquis. " He came with me."

"Nay, marquis," exclaimed Eulalia, "it was not well to leave

him standing here, a secret witness of the mysteries of the toilet

which he is to transfer to canvass. Be seated, sir."

Claude mechanically took possession of a chair, and from that

moment a new element was added to his existence. It would

have been vain to call it love
;
yet the emotion throbbing through

his heart was the germ of that jiassion which is the brightest chann

of life, .(lit had thus far reigned with absolute sway in his heart,

but in the fair creature who looked upon him so kindly, art had a

rival.

"And so, sir painter," she said, "you are bold enough to en-

deavor to reproduce my changeful features upon canvass."

" It is the wish of my patron, the marquis," re])lied Claude
;

and for the first time an unpleasant feeling of dependence crossed

his mind, for he felt that it would be almost profanation.

" Eortunate I shall be," said the marquis, " to he enabled to

obtain even the portrait of her at whose feet kneels all Rome—

"

" And his excellency the French ambassador," inteimpted Eu-

lalia. " Well, well. The ])oor inmates of the Hospital of San

Bartholomew are sadly in want of bedding, and if I can thus se-

cure a large donation, who caii object i But mind, my lord," and

here her eyes flashed with expression, " this picture is simply to

be that of a Venetian. Who the original is, is to be a mystery

—

nor is the jiicture ever to be shown where I am kno^vn. Under

these iiledges, and for the consideration, mind, I shall patiently

commit my lineaments to the skill of this young man. And as a

witness to the bargain, I shall regard him as carrying my part of

it into observance."

"Madame," exclaimed the marquis, "your will is my law. I

am too ha])py to have your ])ortrait, not to concede to any tenns

—

even as I would to obtain the original."

" A truce," replied Eulalia ;
" and now, sir artist, go to worlf as

expeditiously as possible."

Claude, blushing, brought in his easel, opened his color-box,

and placed a chair for his sitter in the proper light.

" What is that chair for?" inquired the marquis.

" For the lady, your excellency."

" Sirrah, sir, move it nearer the sofa."

" But the light V modestly remarked Claude.

" He is right," said Eul.alia, " and you must move."

Claude felt deeply mortified, as the marquis, in complying,

grumbled at this apparent want of res]icct, but Eulalia soon en-

grossed bis every thought. The task of transferring to canvass

the melancholy beauties of her countenance was delightful
;
yet

he almost shrank from it. Art, which had ever seemed boundless

in power, now a])pearcd insufficient. How could such a head be

placed u]>ou simple canvass ? Or where could he find colors

wherewith to portray those roseate tints ? Could he have escaped

from the bouse with propriety, the portrait would never have been

commenced; but in a few moments, blushing at liis weakness, ho

seized his crayon, and began to sketch.

Luckil}' for Claude, his fair sitter perceived his emotion, which

she attributed to bashfulncss, and conversed with the marquis,

who felt encouraged at the rapid advances be imagined that he

was making in the wealthy widow's affections. Had he seen the

stolen glances which she cast towards Claude, from beneath the

jetty fringes which veiled her eyes, he might have been less san-

guine.

So passed the first sitting, and the second, but the third appoint-

ment was kept by the painter alone. Important di])lomatic busi-

ness had summoned the marquis to the papal court, and so Claude

found himself alone with his sitter.

" Madame," said he, " will you tuni your head slightly to the

right ?"

" Pray, sir artist," was her re])ly, and she lowered her voice,

"do not call me madame. My name is Eulalia— it is by this

name that my friends address me—and if you would be numbered

among them, call me so."

Did Claude hear aright ? He could scarcely credit his senses,

even fhouL;li, unsophisticated youth that he was, he did not know
that this profession of friendship, in the cloaked tones of the heart,

was the nnsealing of a long-closed and barrcd-up sentiment. There

was ail oiiportunity, then, but he dared not even think of embrac-

ing it, anil he continued his work. I'leasing emiiloyinent. The

solitude in which he was permitted to regard her, drinking in her

channs with mag-netic eagerness ere he could fix them npon the

canvass, but added fuel to the flame.

The cardinal who had the direction of foreign affairs, ]>y one of

those cometic coincidences that dash across the firmament of eveiy

life, kept the marcjuis busy morning after morning. And, what
was yet more curious, the haughty Eulalia had no other spare

hours than those originally agreed upon. So the young artist

was her only companion, and, disgusted with the sycophantic gal-

lants who had paid her court, she was delighted with Claude's

genius, his originality, and above all, his sincerity. Well versed

in the classical literature of Italy, and familiar with the noble

effusions of her more modem baids, her conversation was eloquent

and animated. The picture progressed, and as the artist finished

trait after trait, the fair original became more charmed with his

conversation, and felt that, upon most subjects, his thoughts were

harmonious with her owii.

At length Claude could have no excuse for asking another sit-

ting, for he had touched and retouched his work until it was tho-

roughly completed. The palette and colors were packed, the

easel removed, and the artist sighed, as he thought what a dreary

waste of thought was before him, unrelieved by the bright oases of

happiness which the sittings had afforded.

Eulalia, like a true woman, saw the impression slie had made
upon the simple yet devoted heart of Claude, and felt, too, an

unusual feeling towards him.

" Visit mo often," said she ; "it will always give me jileasure

to see you."
" Thanks, thanks," answered Claude, his voice husky with

emotion.

" And," continued Eulalia, "I hope to hear of your success.

You have rare talents, and may win rank and honor, if you

persevere."

" Madame," said Claude, " I wish to be an artist."

The professional pride with which this remark was uttered,

touched the ])roud yet susceptible heart of Eulalia, and after

Claude had taken his dejiarture, she threw herself upon an otto-

man, lost in thought. " Did she love this young limner?" No.

The thought was absurd. Respect to the memory of her hus-

band—her rank—the difference in their years, and many other

ol)jections, all rose up, like the rapidly succeeding pictures in a

magic lantern. Behind all—supplying the light—was the recol-

lection of Claude.

There was a knock at the door, and ths marquis entered. Eu-

lalia sprang to her feet, and returned his familiar salutation with

chilling stiffness.

"My painter," said the marquis, "has brought home my ju'c-

ture of you, fair lady, and I am delighted at my success. So
much so, indeed, that I double my gift to the hospital." And he

handed her a [lursc, through which was the unmistakable glitter of

gold—not false, yet ever ready to encourage falsehood.

" In the name of the hospital," replied Eulalia, " I thank you.

But for the portrait, your thanks arc due to the Signor Doria."
" Claude is a clever lad," and the marquis, as he spoke, would

have seated himself had he dared, but the lady remained standing.

" Perhaps you can throw some business in his way. I fancy he

will like it, and I will give him a portion of his time."

" It is a luxury," exclaimed Eulalia, with some contempt, " to

be able to give away such time as that. But mine, not a tithe as

]n'eciou3, is bes])oken ; and so, j'our excellency, good morning."

The Frenchman, who had looked upon marriage with the

wealthy widow as certain, so encouraged had he been by her re-

cent familiarity, was somewhat surprised at his cool reception and

his abnipt dismissal. Yet, with the hopeful tcm])eranient so pe-

culiar to his nation, he attributed it to a capricious whim, until an

idea seized him.

" What," he ejaculated, as he approached his home, " if she

prefers some one else ? Can it be ]50ssiblc that I do not stand

first in Eulalia's affections 1 Who can be my rival V

CHAPTER IV.

DREAM AND REALITY.

The Palatine Hill, at once the cradle and the grave of Rome,
w:.s a favorite resort of the young artists. There, seated upon

the vast ruins of the ancient palace of the CjXJsars, they could gaze

upon tlie ])roud monuments of ancient and of modem architecture,

recalling the eventful history of those who, like their former dwell-

ing-places, were now but dust. Or, strolling into the now deso-

late gardens, they could forget the works of man among the har-

monies of unchanging nature. The flowers clierislied by Tibe-

rius no longer bloom, neither can the vines planted by the poetical

I'ope Faniese be found, but tlie wild fig-tree and the cyprcss sliado

the tangled paths, and the cypress waves its funereal shade over

the once flaunting parterre. The far-famed floral loveliness of the

s])ot is among the things that were, and traces of devastation are

vi.'iilile on every hand
;
yet there is a quiet beauty in the unshapcd

wilderness of trees and shrubs, well calculated to soften the imagi-

nation, and to soothe the troubled heart.

Hither strolled Claude on the afternoon after the completion of

his jiicture, for he had foun4 that he had made little iirogress that

moriiing. The fair features of Eulalia rose ever before him, the

dulcet tones of her voice rang ever in his ears, and his heart was

but a mirror, reflecting her image alone, as one sees an overhang-

ing moon iTflccteil at the bottom of a deep well, where all else

gloom. At the mid-day meal he had been rallied by Eniest,

" Why, Claude," exclaimed the secretary, "you look ill. fi.

are as pale as a sheet."

"Nay, nay," was the reply. " I feel perfectly well."

And so he did. A novice in afl'airs of the heart, ho could not
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analyze his newly awakened emotions, or find a solution of the

novel fcclinf>s wliich n^'itatcd liis tircast. Love had alrciuiy im-

parted a tone and a coloring to liis whole existence, and yet he

knew it not.

Enicst, although he had no idea of the real state of the case,

was confident that his friend was in no condition to paint, and per-

suaded him to pass the afternoon in their favorite haunt, on the

Palatine Hill, where he promised to join him. And Claude, pass-

ing through the mined glories of the Forum, was soon (lacing a

walk hordered by cypresses, over which the bright clematis threw

its graceful tracery. Occasionally a peasant would pass, leading

a mule with well-filled panniers to the market, or some young

priest, with shaven head and long cassock, would come with en-

franchised step from the cloistered solitude of the Propaganda

College. The birds sang sweetly, in undisturbed security, and

even the light clouds above floated through the azure vault in ealm

tranquillity.

Yet Claude regarded neither priest nor summer clouds. A deep

melancholy was impressed upon his features, and he moved with

the listless relaxation of despair, recalling the interviews which he

had enjoyed while painting the portrait of Eulalia. They seemed

as the spring time of his happiness, yet the summer had not fol-

lowed them, and now came the winter of absence, with its chilling

frosts. He roealled the beauty of Eulalia's face, the symmetiy of

her form, the exquisite melody of her voice, her entrancing smile,

her ever\' word and act—yet it was only as a friend. Friendship,

parent-like, cherished the seeds of love which lay gemiinating in

his heart, and they were soon ready to s])ring into those bcautiftil

tendrils of affection which can make earthly existence the preface

of heavenly enjoyment. New desires and novel thoughts soon

began to dance humidly through his veins, and a misty, indefinite

glow clothed everything in a new light. Ai't, home, friends, Rome,

evei-ything that had hitherto occupied his mind, was now smoth-

ered by this emotion, and at last he sat down at the foot of a large

tree, careless of all the world save one sweet care. Soon slumber

fell, like snow down, insensibly upon him, and reclining against

the tree, he lay in quiet re])Ose.

How calm is sleep. It is the quiet sanctuary where trouble and

soiTOW never intnide, where every pang is lulled by ethereal obliv-

iousness, and where exhausted nature finds a balm. Yet although

the body is bound, the chainlcss mind rests not. Thought flies

excursive upon rapid wing, bounding o'er earth, ocean and skies,

but generally holding imaginary communion with some dear or

dreaded object. Need it be said that as Claude slumbered, Eula-

lia was his companion, and that he sh.ircd with her the delights of

dreamland.

The sound of clattering hoofs dispelled the enchantment, and

as Claude awoke from his dream, he thought to find himself, Ma-

rius-likc, amid the niins of his pleasant thoughts. But no ! He
started up in amazement ! Did he still dream ? No ! And there,

mounted on a spirited Audalnsian charger, the deep bay flanks of

which were white with foam, sat Eulalia de Balbi.

" Asleep, sir artist," she said, in a sportive tone. " I was wish-

ing this very morning that I could see you, to invite you to join a

party who propose passing a day at Tivoli, and here you arc. I

hope that Roderick did not disturb any sweet dream '."

Never did the countess appear more lovely than when she tlnis

addressed the bewildered Claude. Her bright, glossy "liair, plaited

in broad bands, hung from a jaunty hat, with a drooping feather,

which gave an air of arch-girlishncss to her features, contrasting

strongly with the determined play of muscle around the corners of

her rosy mouth. A black cloth riding-dress clung tenaciously to

the inimitable contour of her form, while from the ample folds of

the skirt, which almost trailed upon the ground, peeped a tiny

boot, armed with a silver spur. The eloquent blood of health,

called to her cheeks by exercise, varied in depth of hue with every

expres»ion, and as she sat upon her beautiful horse, keeping his

restive spirit iu perfect command, she appeared like one who could

sport, heedlessly, with an infant—or who could command, intel-

lectually and regally, a nation.

Claude gazed on licr as if she had descended from the clouds,

and the flush called to his cheeks by her appearance, soon died

away into a sallow pallor. He replied, but the unconnected words

he uttered had little meaning, and the kind-hearted Eulalia took

pity on his evident emban'assment.

" So you consent," said she. " Thanks. Let me sec you at

the palace to-morrow, about sunset, and wo will arrange the ex-

cursion. I hope it will prove pleasant to us all. Adieu !"

Bouuding at the touch of his fair rider's spur, and freed bv the

loosened rein, Roderick shot off with fileon speed, aiul was soon

lost to sight amid the foliage. Claude watched both the steed and
his mistress long after they disappeared, and then almost mechani-
cally sat down again, in an agony of spirit, and with a heart sad-

der than before. Again he slept.

" Up, dreamer !"

Claude sprang to his feet, but a smile that nostlcd around his

lips, as if afraid to jieep forth, disappeared when he recognized, in

his awakeuer, his friend Ernest.

"Is it only you ?" he awkwardly asked, in a tone of evident

disappointment.

"Only mo!" replied Ernest. " Whom did you expect ? Have
you miuie a rendezvous here with some fair lady, that you regret

to see me 1 Did I think it, I would at once retrace my steps,

although I had anticipated a delightful ramble, and have scribbled

so fast to get here that my pen-finger is wearv."
" Nay, nay," exclaimed Claude, now fully awakened, " I have

had a curious dream, Ernest, and a visitor, and—

"

" Did your visitor come on horseback ?" inquired Emest.
" On horseback ! Was it not a dream, then ; Did you .sec

her? And 0, is she not lovelyV

" Why, Claude, are you beside yourself ? Shako yourself,

man, and be sure that you arc awnke now. Here I came, at your

request, and found you asleep. Awakening, you talked about a

visitor, and seeing fresli tracks, with these traces of a gay horse,

who has been reined in, I innocently asked if your visitor came on

horseback. Really this is getting to be quite mysterious, and

your diplomatic silence would do honor to our master."

" Excuse me, dear Ernest, but I am bewildered, and you will

say that I liave bad cause when I narrate my story
—

"

" Wliat ! Claude, the artist who asked no mistress save his

profession, in love !" interrui:^ted Ernest.

" In love !" hesitatingly remarked Claude. " In love I Is it

possible for a fire-fly to love the sun—for a peasant to aspire to

the hand of a queen ?—for—for
—

"

" Let me conclude the sentence," again interrupted Emest.
" For Claude Doria to love the wealthy and beautiful Eulalia,

Countess of Balbf 1. Ha, ha ! friend Claude, have I not divined

your secret ?"

" Spare me," said Claude, "and tell mo how you could con-

ceive such an idea. You never heard anything from me that

would warrant such a tliought."

"No, Claude, and it was your silence which first aroused my
suspicions. When the coiuitess first sat to you for her picture,

how you descanted upon her beauty, how you praised her channs,

how you narrated every incident of the interview. But of the sec-

ond interview you said less—of the remainder scarce a word.

And then how your eyes flashed with delight when you found that

the marquis could not bo present. Ah, j-ou ungrateful fellow.

Did it strike you that I managed to keep the noble diplomatist at

work ?"

" Thanks—thanks, dear Ernest."

" Not a word. Well, you grew more and more abstracted,

and actually jiainted the black eyes of the fair widow in the altar-

piece which the marquis intends to send to the village church at

Bonani, instead of the blue eyes of Rafael's Saint Mary, which

you were to copy. Now, I found you here—you told your own
secret on awaking, and to confirm all, what horse could have such

footprints as these, unless it were the light-limbed, arch-neeked

Andalusian of the countess !"

Claude could but smile. " Ernest," said he, " you should have

been a lawyer, not a diplomatist."

" And I am neither. Copying despatches is dry work for an

artist-apprentice."

" Apprentice !" exclaimed Claude, " whj-, your last painting has

far more hannony of tone than any I ever painted."

"Even did I grant that assertion," replied Emest, "when can I

hope to attain that freedom and originality in which your pencil

revels'? But a truce to artistic compliments. You and I, Claude,

are not old friends, but since we have known each other, until re-

cently, we have been heart-friends. I do not seek to intrude upon

your secrecy, or to raise the veil in which you may choose to en-

shroud your love, but do not, as you value our friendship, estrange

yourself from me."
" Never, my dear Ernest, never," and the young men embraced

each other with the warmth of European youth. " You are my
first friend, whose society has been a golden thread in the warp of

mj- life, and if I have not—if I cannot now unbosom my pre-

sumptuous thoughts, pardon me."

"Thanks, Claude, not pardon, for you have committed no of-

fence. And if you can ever admit me into the sanctuary of your

heart, believe me when I sa}- that no one can rejoice more in your

success, or
—

"

" I know why you halt, dear Ernest, and if ever I seek friendly

consolation, by the overthrow of hopes which I scarcelv dare

raise, you shall bo my refuge. But it looks like rain ; let us

return.

Hand in hand the two friends walked away, Ernest endeavoring

to enlist Claude's attention, while Claude evidently labored todis-

cntrammcl his mind from a weighty load. As they re-entered the

city, the heavy clouds rose above the setting sun, and then broke

up into varied forms, colored with gorgeous tints of crimson and

of gold. It was a night in which the two young artists revelled,

and they entered the Coliseum, at near the elo.se of day, from the

summit of its ruined masses. Descending, after twilight had

come stealing on, they were passing through a vaulted iii'cade,

upon whose moss-covered floor their footsteps fell unheard, when
the sound of voices came to their ears.

" Hush," said Claude, staying his companion's progress. The

tones which he heard wero stamped upon his memory, and he

knew that it was Eulalia alone whom ho heard.

Emest's attention was rivetted also, for he heard the name of

the Duke of Orleans, who was well known to l)e then intriguing,

in order to oljtaiu the throne of France. The manjuis had re-

ceived a despatch from Paris on the preceding day, which Emest
had road, and he remembered a statement that Louis Philippe

had probably an agent at Rome to ascertain how the papal gov-

ernment would regard a resolution, overthrowing the king crowned

by the pontifical authority. The marquis had been instructed to

discover, if possible, who this agent was, and to thwart his schemes,

and Emest thought this a fine opportunity to do his employer a

service.

The speakers came nearer, and the young men retreated into a

side arch, where they listened with breathless attention.

" Now, Fra Paolo," and Claude recognized the voice of Eula-

lia, " I hope to succeed, and have the promise of Cardinal Aeton
that the opinion of the Pope shall be obtained at the next meeting

of the college of cardinals."

" Good, fair countess," replied a gruff voice. It was Fra Paolo,

a man who at that time was a prominent character at Rome, for a

bolder brigand never fought for plunder, or spar-ed the poor.

Originally a monk, he had become so reckless and lawless in his

demeanor that he had.boen excommunicated 1 then his fiery

spirit ran riot. I'ossissing great intelleetual acui-aess, and a firm

spirit of command, he soon cnlictcd a band of desperadoes, and

by excellent disguises would fearlessly visit Rome. There he

would ascertain when wealthy travellers were about to depart, and

then, joining his band, he would take some by-path, and levy his

contribution. Woe unto tho,se who resisted his daring attacks,

especially if any of his band received a wound, in which case a

terrible vengeance was pour«d out upon the perpetrator. It was
also said that he was employed as a spy, and as a tool of desperate

politicians, who scrupled not to remove, by the assassin's dagger,

any powerful rival. Such was Fra Paolo, who was thus, in the

evening, holding a mysterious interview in this secluded ruin, with

.the beautiful Eulalia de Balbi.

" But the papers," he contiinied.

" Ah ! I have found out where they are. You must know that

the ambassador is a vain old coxcomb, whose attentions I have

suffered merely that I could use him at this juncture. Well, he

took it into his head that he must have my portrait, and I, upon

some pretence, gave him pcnnission. This enabled me to sound

him. The portrait was painted by—

"

" Saints protect us I" exclaimed Fra Paolo, " we arc betrayed !"

He had seen the young men by the moonlight, just then stealing

through the rained arcades, and was about to rush at them poig-

nard in hand, when a whistle was heard without. Bounding like

a deer, he vanished in an instant, leaving the countess alone.

Another moment, and the armed police came along the arcade,

with lighted torches.

Eulalia recognized Claude at a glance, and with prompt decision

seized his arm. Ere either could speak, the police came up,

crying

:

" Have you seen a man pass here 1 Fra Paolo, the brigand !"

"No !" said Eulalia, firmly. " I am showing these artists the

effect of the ruins by moonlight, but we have seen no one."

The countess was well known, and above all shadow of reproach,

so the men hurried on, leaving the three standing together. When
all was still again, Eulalia spoke, nor was her voice tremulous in

the least.

" Signer Doria," said she, " you and your friend may think my
conduct inexplicable. Just now it is ; but I count upon your loj'-

alty to the fair sex—upon your honor, for secrecy about what you

have seen and heard here to-night."

Both bowed assent. Claude would have bartered away his soul

at her command, while Ernest was a Frenchman by education.

" I see," said the countess, " that the seal of secrecy is set.

Now, gentlemen, good evening." And darting along the arcade,

she rapidly descended a staircase. The young men hastened after

her, but only reached the ground portal in time to see her, mounted

upon Roderick, cantering away in the distance.

"Let us keep our word," religiously remarked Claude, and

they went home. Ernest was mystified, but Claude was com-

pletely bewildered. His dreams—the two interviews with Eulalia

—liis heart-confession extorted by his friend—all formed a mosaic

of thought, varying like the colors of the kaleidoscope.

[to be continued.]
1~^^^-^

[Written for Glcason's rictorial.]

HAGAR.

BY CAROLINE A. HATDEN.

The proud slave bent hor head,

As with a tearless, flashing eye, she said:

" Not for mypelf I fear to tread yon wild,

Not for myself, God, but for my child!

" I have done thee no wrong,

Though I have brooked thy haughty ppirit long;

'T was tliine own liand gave mc the right to share

With thcc the shelter of his roof—his care

!

" And now thy jealous hato

lias thrust us out to meet alone our fate;

The barren heath to traverse far and wide,

With none to help, with none to shield or guide.

** I would not take from thee

The food now proffered by thy hand to me

;

But for the housele.ss wanderer at my side,

Whose tender age shrinks back from ills untried.

" Look up, my boy." she said,

** It was thy father's hand just touched thy hood;

Not for thy mother's sake, but 0, for thine,

Bid him invoke Almighty aid diviuel"

Sadly she turned away.

Through the dense wilderness with him to stray;

Unmindful of the sultry scorching beat,

Crisping the grass and herbage "ncath her feet.

Watching her bright-eyed boy.

With all a mother's pride, though dead to joy

;

Until at length she saw him drooping, dying.

Like a crushed flower ou the green earth lying.

She pillowed bis fair head,

Where a dark pine its sheltering branches spread;

Then turned away in her deep agony,

She cannot, dare not see her loved one die I

Uush ! could it be a dream ?

Or heard she then the rippling of a stream ?

Great God! for one cool draught of water now.

To quench his thirst—to cool his burning brow!

And God has heard her cry I

The music of the fountain gushing by.

And the soft whisperings of an angel voice,

Have made the Dgyptiau mother's heart rejoice!

«- »»» >

Tliough modesty is so beautiful, and v.inneth so on all behold-
ers, yet a single word, nay, a glance, may destroy its gloi'j'.
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ENGLISH FANCY RABBITS.
The annexed cnpravinp represents a

buek and two does, with tlicir yoiinc, i f

the English Loji-eared Rabbits. Tiiey

were imported hist spring liy Mr. George
P. Bunihnni, of Boston, who is well

known as a suoeessfnl lirceder of fine

poultry, and wlio has given much atten-

tion to this species of fancy stock. Mr.
IJiirnham's ral)bitry contains some sixty

or seventy sjiccimens of breeding stock,

selected for him, especially, in England
and Ireland ; and his hutches are now
occupied witli the largest and finest col-

lection of "lops" ])robably in this coun-
try. These animals arc very beautiful

in color, of great size, and arc direct

from the best establisliments in London,
Dublin, Liverpool, and Brighton—where
they arc now bred extensively both for

tlie markets, and as "pets" for ama-
teurs. The picture is taken from life,

and is a very accurate and spirited draw-
ing of these favorite and beautiful ani-

mals.—The following statement from Mr.
Burnham appears in the New England
Farmer : This tribe are beautiful crea-

tures, are very easily reared, and have
j)roved n most interesting addition to the
Ktock of fanciers who nave bred them.
In England, they receive a good share
of attention, and chilis exist there in all

the large cities and towns, who hold an-
nual cxhibitionu, at which a good deal of
competition is evinced for superiority.

My stock I imported last spring from
London, Liverpool and Dublin ; and I

shall be happy to show it to those inter-

ested, at my residence, in Melrose. The
peculiarities of this race consist chiefly

in their great size, their fine colors, and
their long, pendant cars. They are ex-
ceedingly prolific—breeding six or seven
times in a year—and may be kept ad-
vautageou.sly in a very small space.
My rabbitry occupies a building 12 to .30

feet. The animals arc confined in hutches
three feet long and two feet wide. These
hutches (or apartments) are ranged in tiers, one over anotlier, five

on a tier; and eacli rabliit occupies a separate hutch. The young
are taken from the motlier at four to six weeks old, and are" after-

wards kept together (six to ten) in a larger hutch, in a separate
room of the rabliitry. They are ready for breeding at six to eight
months old. I am not aware that these pretty animals are now
very extensively bred in this country, Mr. Rotch, of Morris, N. Y.,
and Mr. Rodman, of Dedham, being the only gentlemen that I
know, who have fine stock

; yet I think we shall very soon see
more of them, from the fiict that there is at present a good deal of
inquiry for them, at home and abroad.—Mr. Rotch, of Xew York
State, a great rabbit fancier, thus writes to the editor of the
" Country Gentleman," on the demaiul for the famous lop-eared
fiincy rabbits :

" I have, with the most persevering pen-and-ink
assiduity, replied to the multitude of inquiries and orders, which
have thronged in upon me for the last six months, requesting I
would send them rabbits. They have come from almost every
State in the Union ; distance, it would seem, being a:, nothing,
risk of transportation as a trifle, and price as no obstacle

;
but it

is totally out of my power to meet the demand for these little ani-
mals, which thus come upon me from all quarters."

ENGLISH F.VNCY LOP-EARED RABBITS.

THE FA.MILY OF LOUIS PHILIPPE.
The picture which we give below is a representation of the late

royal family of France. It is from a celebrated painting made
some ten years since, soon after the French monarch fled from

Paris and took up his residence in England. Previous to the po-

litical overthrow which Louis Philippe experienced, there were
few happier families in France than his. At this time he had
four sons, the pride and support of his age. These were the Due
dc Nemours, the Prince de Joinville, the Due d'Aumale, and the

Due de Montpensier. They were all brought up at college, among
other children of their age. They followed the same course, con-

tended for the same prizes, and of these prizes so envied and so

disputed, they got their share, but not without great difficulty and
hard study. All these children had been, for the king, a delight-

ful subject of paternal diligence and zeal ; he had followed them
step by step in their studies ; he had directed them one after the

other ; these children were his joy and pride ; he had loved them,

at the same time with passion and prudence. Those who are

dead, he had mounicd in such a way as to draw tears from the

most insensible. By the side of the king, looking like the guard-

ian angel of this royal family, is the queen ; a modest, amiable,

clever woman, who contributed not a little to the popularity of
her family. The queen, a daughter of kings, married the Duke
of Orleans, when he was only a fugitive. Their marriage was
founded much more ujion mutual esteem and aff"ection than upon
interested motives. She was queen, as she had been the motlicr
of a family, without ostentation. Round the king on review days,
when not absent from service, pressed the young lieutenant-gen-

erals whom the army recognized with pride as brave, skilful offi-

cers, worthy of commanding : first comes the Duke de Nemours,
look at him, he is fair, but very reserved. The soldier who un-
derstands men, would laugh at you, if you were to say, as tho

women and deputies say, that the Duke dc Nemours is proud.
As for that beautiful, easy youth, whose mustaches arc yet so fair

and thin, do not deceive yourself, he is a brilliant colonel, who
has smelt gunpowder more than once, and has already proved his

bravery ; it is the Duke d'Aumale, a fine young man. The name
of the Prince de Joinville is familiar to the American public. As
a gentleman and a scholar he is not inferior to his illustrious

brethren; and as a sailor, in the estimation of able judges, he has
been considered one of the most skilful officers that France could
boast. He seems the sailor as his hand rests upon his sword.

PORTm.MTS of the family of LOUIS PHILIPPE, FROM A PAINTING TAKEN TEN YEARS SINCE.
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STEAM-YACHT "FAID RABAXI," BELONGING TO THE PACIIA OF EGYPT.

THK " FAID RABANI."
A beautiful steamer, named "Faid Rabani," or " Divine Fa-

vor," has been built as a river pleasure-yacht, for the Pacha of

Egypt, by an Eni;!ish firm. She is an exquisitely modeled ves-

sel, of the following; dimensions, viz. : Keel and fore-rake, 180

feet ; breadth of beam, 20 feet ; depth of hold, 9 feet. Drauglit

of water, 3 feet. Power of engines, 150 horses. The yucht is

furnished witli oscillating engines ; has feathering paddles ; and
performs thirteen knots an hour, without the slightest perceptible

vibration. These engines are bright with brass and steel work, and
finished with the same taste and care used in turning out a gold
watch. Although the vessel has an ordinary escape-pipe, it will

not be used ; for the steam will be blown into the water from the

sides of the yacht. Slie has three safety-valves ; and a beautiful,

small, brass, donkey engine, quite independent of the others, wliich

is used for sujjplying the boilers with water, when the large engines
are still. The principal features of the Faid Uabani, however, are

her splendid interior furnishings and decorations ; including no less

than 4.50 pictures of separate subjects, set in frames. His Higli-

ncss's reception room, which is in the poop, is an apartment of

unrivalled beauty, fitted ui) with the ricliest losewood bulkheads,

door, etc., the panels of whicii are filled with beautiful pictorial

designs on papier-mache. The divans, whicJi extend round the

saloon, are covered with costly cloth of gold, fi'om the front of

which is suspended gold-embroidered needlework, and massive
gold bullion fringe. Between the windows are pictures of fruit

and flowers, birds, etc., and vases, enriched by precious stoues,

executed by the new patent gem-enamelling process. The ceiling

between the bcam.s—which are of mahogany, French polished—
!• filled with designs of fruit and flowers, on papier maclie panels,

enriched with gold border mouldings. His Highncss's bedroom is

fitted up in a corresponding style ofelegance. The cabins are decked
out in a style of great costliness and magnificence ; the fcn-c cabin
contains twelve apartments for the Paclia's officers and suite. A
beautiful awning covers the main deck and poop. In point of
decoration, the outside of the yacht is worthy of the interior.

Ivound all the windows, from stem to stern, are carved and gilt

architraves ; and tlie bulwarks are ornamented with carved fret-

work, relieved with gold. The paddle-boxes are also highly orna-
mented ; and on a sliield, in the centre, is the vessel's name iu

Arabic. The figurehead is composed of Ids Highncss's crest, sup-
ported by two lions, richly gilteil. The hull is painted a very rich

green color, and is literally one blaze of gold from stem to stern.

This fine steamer is now in the possession of the Paclia.

THE FARM VARD.
Below wc present an every-day farm yard scene, which will call

up pleasant recollections in the minds of manv of our readers. It

is emphatically a domestic scene, and one can casilv run througli
a whole connecting story with the promptings of the picture bifoie
him. There is expression in the very attitudes of the low's and
the gusto with which the swine present Ihcmselves to the trough.
There is good nature expressed in the face of the dame, who, with
her little child is feeding the fowls ; and there is a whole chapter
of strength and industrious application evinced in the "brcadlh of
beam " that the farmer boy shows while dealing out the food to

the swine. The country is imtural, the city is artificial, and it

would be well for the town-bre<l man to visit and look upon such
scenes as this often and thoughtfidly : there is a deal of philoso-

l)hy in the picture, of honest truthfulness, of nature. A vast num-
ber of our readers will not find it necessary to turn their eyes, even
away from home, to see this sketch realized, for our paper is the
visitant of thousands of New England countrv homes, and there
are few niral districts in the country wlierc it is not found. These
slight sketches of rural life are fine episodes to wake uij and givo
elasticity to energies too apt to be unduly engros.sed in the absorb-
ing cares of a busy world by a money-seeking multiiude.

THE FARM YARD.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LINES
SUGGESTED BY PTEINIIAUSER'S GROUP OF "HERO AND LEANDER.'

BY TU0MA8 BUCHANAN BBAD.

LoDg had they dwelt within one breathless cell,

Two souls, by some matl svcorax confined

;

But 0, the unmeant mercy of that spell

Mliich turned those arms to marble, while entwined

In all the passionate woe of tenderness,

And to the uukno\VTi depths of earth consigned;

These radiant forms of Beauty's rare cxceas,

This monmnent of Lovc'g own loTclinesal

UnehronicleU. the centuries rolled on,

And groves j^i'cw ancient on the prison hill

;

And men forgot their parent tongues auon,

And spoke a ditlercnt language, a** a rill

Wearing another channel from its source,

Makes a new song accordant with its course.

Bat suddenly the unexpectant sun

Beheld the swarthy laborers employ

Upon that bill their rude exhuming art,

Like shadowy hopes at some dull, ancient heart,

To free the spirit of long buried joy.

And now they grappled with the stubborn rocks,

Breaking the antique seals which time had set

Upon the earth's deep treasury, that locks

Within its inmost wards such marts as yot

The busy masons of the poet's brain

Ilave builded not.—Anon the toiUng ox

Dragged the white quarry to the peopled plain,

And Beauty's soul h\y sepulchred unknown '.

The crowd discerned it not, till there came one

Who heard the passionate breathings in the stone.

The wordless music of Love's overflow

;

Who heard and pitied, and. like Prosper©,

Released the spirits from theii' living grave;

And when the breathless world beheld them—lo!

The soul of purity, around, above,

Hung in the tremulous air like heaven's own dove;

And fame pronounced the name of him who gave

A marble immortality to Love!

4-^^^^^-^

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LAURA DALE:
—on,

—

THE YOUNO AVIFE.

BT MRS. CAROLINE ORNE.

"Is it tnie, Deiilmm, tliat tou intend to man-y Laura Dale ?"

Baid Edgar Moroland, addressing a gentleman with ivlioin lie was

walking one moonlight evening.

" I certainly have serious tliouglits of it," returned Mr. Dcnliam.

" I am sorry for it."

" I suppose you think the match will be an unsuitable one."

" I do. In the first place, there is too great disparity in your

ages. You are thirty-eight, and she cannot be more than ciglitcen."

" That, instead of being an objection to my marrying her,

forms one of the main inducements. In a wife, I wisli for one

whose habits, tastes and preferences will readily yield to mine,

which I could not expect, if she had arrived at the mature age

which I suppo.se you would consider as suitable. Now, let me
hear another objection."

"I have none, if Laura Dale should prove as yielding as j-ou

seem to e.\.pect; her youthful age, compared with your o^vn,

being, in fact, the root of all my other objections. You seem to

have lost your taste for gay and fashionable society, which she,

with a sense of keen and vivid enjoyment, is just entering. She
is, moreover, the belle of the season—decidedly so."

" If Laura Dale is young, she is not frivolous."

" I agree witli you there, but I don't know why that siiould be

imy reason for her wisliiug to live in almost monastic seclusion.

There is also another thing to be considered. She has always

as an only daughter of wealthy parents generally is—been much
indulged. I doubt whether she ever exjncssed a wish within the

bounds of possibility, which was not gratified. Such being tlic

case, I leave it for yourself to judge, whether you can reasonably

expect that she will, without a struggle, yield implicit obedience

to your wLshes, which seem to promise, for the most l)art, to be

utterly at variance with her own."
" I don't expect her to yield without a struggle ; but when she

finds that opposition is hopeless—that what I say, I mean, the

struggle will end. Give yourself no uneasiness. I am jiropared

for a few little outbreaks of temper; they will not, in the least,

discompose rae."

Laura Dale had first met Mr. Dcnham at a dinner-party, lie

was a remarkably fine-looking man, and as he was known to be

very wealthy, there were few single ladies from eighteen up to

thirty-five, who would not have considered themselves singularly

fortunate to receive the offer of his hand. Laura Dale, for some
time, was the only exception. She, in conmion with every one
thought him very handsome ; but there was a sedatcness about
him, at times approaching to sternness, which awed her. She
did not feel comfortable in Ins presence.

Mr. Denliam, at first sight, was much struck with the apjjcar-

ance of Laura. He saw that she avoided him, and he addressed

himself earnestly to the task of overcoming this reserve. Ho
conld render himself pleasing, even fascinating, if he chose ; and
Laura Dale, though she could not entirely shake ofl' the secret

awe, which ever hanntcd her when in his presence, after some lit-

tle time, felt irresistibly drawn towards him. In three weeks after

they first met, slie was his aflianced bride, and an early day was

set for their marriage.

Laura looked very beautiful in her bridal array, and the dread

with which she had uniformly regariled him to wliom she was

about to be united for life, gave way amid the smiles and congrat-

ulations of happy and rejoicing tVieiuis.

The stately bridegroom looked " sedately glad," and being in

one of his happiest moods, was disposed to exert his talent for

plca.sing to the utmost. No one present, except Morcland, but

thought that Laura was to be enried, and he was the only one who

at all understood Mr. Dcnbam's true character. He well knew that

no one, short of a second Griselda, would possess the patience,

forbearance and self-sacrificing spirit necessary to realize the idea

he had formed of a good wife.

Laura, like other ladies who have the means, was fond of dress-

ing fa-:hiomihly, thougli she had the good taste to modify any

peculiarity which did not suit her style. She had, not long after

her marriage, purchased a Parisian bonnet, exceedingly light and

graceful, and very iiecoming. The wreath of spring flowers

placed inside the brim, harmonized admirably with the fresh, yet

delicate bloom of her complexion. Her husband was at home,

when she put it on to wear, for the first time. She entered the

room where he was, with a face beaming with smiles, fnlly expect-

ing, to say the least, that he would commend her taste. He

raised his eyes from the newspaper he was reading, and regarded

her with a fixed and somewhat stern look.

" Laura," said he, at length, "it is my wish that for the future,

you dispense with flowers and other childish foolery, with which

you are in the haliit of loading your 1,'onnets and other portions of

your dress."

" Is it possible," said she, " that you do not like this lovely

wreath of this lily of the valley ? To my eye, it looks graceful

and becoming."
" It might become a school-girl, or a May queen ; but for my

wife, I consider it very unbecoming."

"Are you really in earnest, Mr. Denham ?" said Laura, with

some difficulty keeping the tears from starting to lier eyes.

"I believe I am not a person who is in the habit of saying one

thing and meaning another. If it be your wish to please me, you

will throw aside all such tinsel and foolery ; and you will remem-

ber that otlier portions of your dress, as well as bonnets, are to be

included."

Laura would have ventured a remonstrance, liad he not, with a

decided and dignified bend of his head, resumed his newspa])er.

This was the first of a course of lessons Mr. Dcnliam intended

to give his young wife. He, in reality, cared little whether she

wore flowers or any other " childish foolery," as he tci-med it.

He rccpiired her to relinquish them, because he thought it afforded

a good oj)portunity for her to show her obedience to his wishes.

He was not aware how very hard and even cruel was the lesson to

one, who, in her father's house, had been a petted and an indulged,

though not a spoilt child. If she had entered so smilingly the

jircsence of her mother, or her father even, with that feeling of

enjoyment at her heart, which lends to beauty its best charm, to

exhibit to them any new article of dress, smiles would have been

given in return for smiles, accompanied, it might be, with kind

words of approval. Not those which would foster vanity, but

sucli as to make her fcel that her pleasures were also theirs, and

that her presence was a light and joy to those she loved.

Laura went to her room, took off her bonnet, and removed the

flowers from the inside. The words, " if you wish to please me,"

were constantly recurring to her mind. Could he doubt that she

wished to please him ? It was that wish which had governed her

in the choice of the very bonnet he had condemned. She could

please him—she knew she could ; for his taste should direct hers,

even if it demanded that she should dress with nun-like simplicity.

The next time her husband saw her equipped for a walk, he

had no reason to claim that her dress was either too ga_yor showy,

yet, aided by her good taste, .she had succeeded in making it very

becoming. And he did not complain, neither did he express one

word of ajiprobation.

"Does he not obsei-vc the changed' she thought, and she ven-

tured to ask him if he did not think her dress, particularly her

bonnet, neat and pretty.

" I see nothing to the contrary," Wiis the cold reply.

Ready to find fault, yet slow to jiraisc. Laura turned sadly

away, realizing, as she did so, that few things can be more dis-

heartening, especially to a young girl just beginning to learn the

stern lessons of life, than to find her best efioits to please met with

coldness, or what is as bad, to find them unrecognized.

Laura's s])irits, however, were too buoyant to remain long

depressed. Hojje, in her case, had not, hitherto, ])rovcd the

deceitful syren she is represented to be, and an hour afterwaid,

her smile was bright as ever.

Everything went well for a week or more. One morning—

a

fresh, dewy morning, such as in the country would make the air

full of song and wild-flower fragrance—Laura sat down to the

piano. Mr. Dcnham had, as usual, gone oi!t after breakfasl, and
she was alone, though she did not feel lonely. Her voice was
clear and sweet, and, like a bird, she revelled in her own music.

She sung song after song—old, familiar songs, which gushed from
her lijis, freely as her breath. She was in the midst of one of
them, when Mr. Denham entered. She was not aware of his

presence, for the door turned noiselessly on its hinges, and his

footsteps were inutHed l)y the thick carpet.

Mr. Denliam did not <lislike music ; he would even Ir.ive taken
ideasure in listening to a voice so sweet, clear and licjuid, had it

floated to his ears within the walls of a concert-room. Now, he
did not feel pleased—for he supitosed that she kn«w he was pres-

ent—that she (li<l not show him so much deference as to cease

playing and singing. He did not intenupt her, but stood immov-

able as a statue, with stern brow and compressed lips, till she had

finished the song and commenced the interlude to another. This

was too much. He stepped forward, though without any appar-

ent impatience in his manner, and made a motion with his hand

for her to cease. She obeyed, though not without a quick, ner-

vous movement at the suddenness of his appearance.

" I think," said he, " that this is the second time within about a

week, that I have been greeted with a tlu-umming on the jiiano,

when I entered the house."

"I did not know," returned Laura, "that j-ou had come."

" Maybe not, but I do not wish to be made liable to such

greetings."

" Do you mean tliat I am to leave off singing and playingV
" You may sing and play at proper times."

" How am I to be able to distinguish the proper from the

improper '."

"Just see that you don't annoy (ne by your singing and plaJ^ng

—this all you have to do."

This amounted to a prohibition, for he might at any time, as he

had to-day, return unexpectedly. Laura had few times in her

life felt so keen a heart-pang. She thought of her father, how,

when wearied with the duties of the day, he used to ask her to

sing him one of her pleasant songs, and how, when she had com-

plied with his request, he would remark, as if to himself, " That

is better to me ten times, weary as I am now, than the brilliant

peiformance of one of the first singers of the day."

And this was her second lesson.

It would take too much time to go on step by step, tracing tha

manner in which Mr. Denham, by those exactions and prohibi-

tions which he looked upon as both necessary and salutary, con-

verted the cheerful, warm-hearted, affectionate girl into the staid,

cold, impassive woman. His work might have been retarded,

had ho not removed from the city whore her parents dwelt, for

there were silent dews and wann sunshine beneath the roof of her

childhood, which, at times, would have warmed and cheered her

heart, and melted away the " icy veil " which, while it chilled her-

self, repelled all who approached her.

At the age of twenty-five, to all appearance, her heart was proof

against external influences. Her husband's stern rebuke, which

once would have thrilled every nerve, and caused her to droop

like a wounded bird, glanced as hanailessly aside, as tha barbed

arrow from a block of marble. Invariably polite, dignified, and

even stately, she was what was called a superb woman, and her

husband was proud of her.

They had been married about eight years, when one day Mr.

Denham fell in with his friend of former days, Edgar Morcland.

After a little familiar chat—for Mr. Denham, though so distant

and reserved towards his wife, was perfectly accessible to most

persons of his acquaintance—Morcland said, laughingly :

" Well, Denham, what was the result of that course of lessons

you had commenced giving when I last saw you i"

" Exactly what I wished and expected. From a child full of

tears, smiles and blushes, Mrs. Denham has grown to be discreet,

sensible and consistent."

" I am glad to hear it—glad that she proved capable of the

indurating process ; for, to confess the truth, I fully expected that

both her health and spirits would break down."
" That was because you weie incapable, from want of opjiortu-

nity, of appreciating her character as I did. You did not give her

credit for the good sense she really possessed."

"Perhaps not; though, aec(jcding to my mind, it was physical

as much as mental strength, which eanied her through the ordeal."

" You must dine witli me to-day, which will give you a chance

to judge for yourself relative to the change which has been wrought

in her."

" There is a great change, no doubt, and I hope I shall agree

with you in thinking it for the better."

Mrs. Denham recognized Morcland at first glance ; and could

her heart have l)C«n unveiled, it might have been seen that old

memories, revived by the sight of one she had so often seen in

her girlhood, stirred, even to then- source, its calm, deep waters.

It was only for a moment.

*' Tho smiled and toara of other years.
The worJs of love then sijoken,"'

were, by the aid of a strong will, swept back again, at least for

the time being, into the oblivion of the jiast. Yet the struggle,

brief as it was, had not been unobserved by Morcland. He would

not liave known Mrs. Denham had he seen her elsewhere. Ho
coidd scarcely believe that she was the lovely, impulsive, fasci-

nating Laura Dale that he had once known. Not that she was

faded in the least. She was, if anything, brigliter and more

radiant than ever. In manners, she was all her husband rejiro-

sentcd her to be. If possible, calmer and more unimpassioned

than himself, yet eminently graceful.

" She is, indeed, a superb woman," thought Morcland; "there

is not another adjective in the English language which would

give JO just an idea of her."

He knew, nevertheless—and to him it was strange that Mr.

Denham did not also know—that life to her had lost all its attrac-

tion. A kiiiil of disilaiiiful ]iride alone kept her from sinking.

Without its support, she would have Income an imbecile, or a

subject for a lur.atie asylum.

"Have I not been most triimipliaiitly successful!" said Mr.

Denham, when ho and Moruland were again by themselves.

"I .suppose you have accomplished what you intended," re-

marked Morcland, gravely.

" I have, and in a manner, which tome is perfectly satisfactory."

" All I have to say is, that you and I are very different. I ilid

entertain a secret hope that I should obtain a glimpse of the lovely
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and bcwitchinjj Laura Dale I once knew, through tlie frozen dra-

pery with whicli you have so sedulously invested her, but I was

disappointed."

" I am sure, to my eye, she is as brilliantly beautiful as ever."

" So she is to mine ; but do you think, if I were in your place,

tliat I would exchange one of those warm heart-smiles she used to

lavish upon you, for the concentrated dignity and statcliuess of

every queen and duchess in Christendom ? You have a marble

statue, beautiful, I grant."

" Why do you speak thus 1"

"Becau.so you have quenched what to me was the true Prome-

thean spark."

"Thank Heaven!" said Mr. Dcnham, " I have no romance

about me, nor never had. To nie, it is altogether more comfort-

able, when I come home, to find my wife sitting qflietly at her

sewing, tlian engaged in singing a love-song. By paying half a

dollar, I can have ojjpoitunity to hear a dozen sung much better

than she could sing them. And I have no doubt, that a resump-

tion of those childish and foolish whims and habits, which you

think wei-e so charming, would appear quite as ludicrous to her

as to me."
" I should be sony to say so, for ^'oiu- sake, as well as hers."

"I certainly do not understand why."

"You may at some future time."

These parting ivords of Moreland proved prophetic, though

their fulfilment was long deferred. Wliilo in the enjoyment of

prosperity, and actively engaged in business, Mr. Dcnham felt no

want of sympathy. Mrs. Dcnham presided at the head of his

establishment with dignity and unequalled grace. All his physical

wants were well cared for, and he was content. Mental gratifica-

tions he sought elsewhere.

Many years after he last saw Moreland, he was tempted to

engage in a speculation, which eventuated in his utter ruin. Even

his house and furniture had been sold in order to meet the

demand of his creditor.?. When he made known the situation of

his affairs to Mrs. Dcnham, she merely remarked

:

" Then, 1 suppose, we must cat our bread in a humbler home.

I neither desire nor dread the necessary change."

She was, in reality, as much unmoved as she appeared to be.

Not so, Mr. Denham. Disquietude of mind soon began to so

seriously affect his health, that he threatened to break down, for

there was nothing for him to fall back upon. In this, his day of

adversity, he felt the icy ehillness which he had himself been the

means of diffusing through his home. He recalled the words of

Moreland, and he realized their trutli in all its force. His wife

was, indeed, nothing more to him than a marble statue, as far as

sympathy was concerned. All the warmer emotions of her heart

had been so long checked and repelled, that her ver}- nature

seemed to be changed. The change, in truth, as nearly approxi-

mated to alienation of mind, as was possible, without actually

overstepping the line which divides the sound from the unsound.

Her only real life was in the past ; the present was a cold and

comfortless voicL When there came a change of fortune, she

continued persevcringly, and to all appearance, unwcaryingly, to

perfonn the same round of duties as before. The circle was a

good deal circumscribed, but she did not seem to notice it, neither

did she appear to mind that she was avoided by many of her old

acquaintances, who, in the hour of prosperity, professed to be her

friends. If she did, it had no effect on her.

Mr. Denham's courage did not forsake him till he found that

he not only was unable to start again in business on his own

account, but that he could obtain po • emplopnent. Then his

energies, both physical and mental, fiiiled him. He became weak

and languid, and at last, was unable to sit up more than half the

day.

Up to this time, Mrs. Denham continued coldly as ever to per-

form her customary round of duties. The illness of her husband

roused her. At first, her attendance on him was timidly offered,

as if she expected to be repulsed ; but finding tliat the necessary

attentions were received passively, and even occasionally with an

I appearance of interest, she gained confidence, and, at length, the

[
idea of affording gratification to another began to be giatifying to

I

herself.

Mr. Dale, Mrs. Denham's father, who was only a few years

\oldcr tlian her husband, was still in vigorous health, and actively

jengaged in business. As soon as he heard of his son-in-law's

failure, he commenced certain arrangements, with a view to re-

JMMbliih him in business, which having put into a successful

trftiu, he one morning set out for the city where he resided, in

prdei' to announce his intentions in person.

1 Mr. Dale, at the time Mr. Denham left the city where he him-

lelf lived, did what he could to prevent it. As he would in no

'cepect be benefited by the change, he saw no necessity of his

emoving to a place so distant as to render it inconvenient for

hm and his wife to see their only child oftener than once a year.

There had ever afterward been a coldness between Mr. Dale and

Jr. Dcnham, as the only reason the former could assign for the

nmoval, was to deprive his daughter of the pleasure of being near

hir parents.

Mr. Dale did not send word that they might expect him, and

wlcn h« arrived it was nearly dark. He started back in\olun-

tajily when ushered into the small and barely comfortably fur-

niJicd apartment, where, by the light of one small lamp, he could

disiem Mr. Denham sitting in an arm-chair near the fire, and his

dailghter busy in preparing tea. The last time he saw them was

in tw> midst of splendor, and for a moment, he felt shocked at the

grea\ change. But he no longer felt so when he beheld the coun-

tenaicc of Lam'a, for in it shone a light which bore some resem-

blan^> to that which used to illumine it in former days.

Mi Dcnham, though not well, was much better than he had

been. His mind was fast regaining a healthful tone, which was

owing, more than he was aware, to the change wrought in his

wife. Instead of sinking under their misfortunes, she was ten

times more cheerful and happy than before. He did not know
how to hold a few kind words at so high a value, as to appreciate

their magical power.

Ilis wife, while they dwelt in a palace, had felt herself to bo

alone. The barrier he had raised between himself and her, she

h.ad never ventured even to attemjit to ])ass. Adversity had

broken it down, and the wealth of the universe would not have

temptcil her to return to her former life of splendor, on condition

that it must again be interposed between them.

During the evening, Mr. Dale said nothing relative to the busi-

ness which had l)rought Iiim there. He reserved its communica-

tion for the morning; but when he rose to retire for the night, he

told Mr. Denham that it was the happiest evening he had spent

with him and his daughter since their marriage.

When, on the ensuing day, Mr. Dale invited his son-in-law to

become a jiartner with him in business, he at first objected, on

the ground that he could furnish no capital.

" I have never yet given Laura anytliing since her marriage,"

was Mr. Dale's reply ;
" and in a short conversation I held with

her on the subject early this morning, I told her that I intended

settling on her a certain sum, so that she might, if she chose, have

a resource independent of you."

" And what did she say !" eagerly demanded Denham.
" Iler words were, ' Make not a scjjarate interest between us.

Do nothing which will sciwc to weaken the bond of sympathy

which now unites us ; a bond which my husband would never

have recognized had it not been for adverse fortune.'
"

" Nothing on earth will have power to weaken it," returned

Mr. Dcnham.
" I hope and believe not. But I have not yet told you all. It

is Laura's wish, that what I intended giving her, should be added

to what I contemplate placing at your disposal, which will make
you a ca])ital e(iual to a third of what I myself possess."

" I ought to accede to your generous intention, and will for the

sake of your daughter."

" And for your own," remarked Mrs. Denham, who had unob-

served, entered tlio room.

" And for mine and my wife's," said Mr. Dale ;
" and we shall

thus, I have no doubt, truly prove that

'Sweet arc the uses of adversity.' "

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

IDEAS FROM PICTURES.
BY KEV. HENKY BACON.

I HAVE been strangely enchanted with a picture I saw, not long

since, in the window of a store in Chestnut street. I visited the

window many times to deepen my imiu'cssion, and to carry away

my copy of its beauty to hang in the halls of memory. It gave

me a new idea. It was entitled, " The Separation of the Apos-

tles," and was a gorgeous French print. It represented Calvary

with the naked cross, and some few of the implements used at

the crucifi.xion, left as though by mistake or haste. The Eleven

were there—some embracing in agony ; others leaving, as though

in the desperation of grief ; others were distributed about the fore-

ground, in various attitudes of gi'ief, devotion, resolution and

despair. It was something new to me, to think of the condition

of the apostles immediately after the burial of the Crucified

;

and there were many imiiressive suggestions which came as I

meditated on their first meeting around the cross to make ar-

rangements where they should meet at nigbt, and then to sepa-

rate—to wander, it may be, like the two where St. Luke gives the

touching story of the walk to Emmaus.
Pictures not only amuse and interest, but they edify. My little

boy, who knows nothing of the Gemian language, readily inter-

preted a series of illustrations in a German book ; and I question

whether the story, could he have mastered the language, would

have impressed him so much as the illustrations did. Who has

not been amused and instructed to see what ideas children will

draw from the engravings in their gift books ? and how few parents

are aware what a multitude of impressions come to their children

in this way, which modify the influence of all the reading of a

life-time. Dr. Doddridge is an example. He delighted to tell

how, before he could read, his mother taught him the past events

of the Bible, from the pictorial Dutch tiles that bordered the fire-

place of the room where they commonly sat. He said impres-

sions were then made that never were out of his heart ; and he

recommended to the parents in his parish this exam])le of teach-

ing by pictures. Such a course trains the eye to observe ; it cul-

tivates a taste for the picturesciue, and those who hav e thus been

educated can best say, when they have been forth into the fields,

and amid the beauty of the bill-side and the streams, " My eyes

make pictures wheu they're shut."

Pictures place us in a new position to look at things. They

transfer to us the artist's insight, and make us the inheritors of

his genius. They give to us the poetic stand-points, and we catch

from these hints how to look on what is about us, as the traveller

often finds the best of views in a laudscai)e to be where the Indian

has reared his tent. Many a man has gone out to a familiar hill-

top to behold new beauty, because of some iiicture that told him

of a beauty he never otherwise would have seen. So in cities :

the busy merchant, and the recluse clergyman, are made to wake

up to the impro\'ements about them, by the miniatm-e of the

mightiness of entei-prise, and they go out to see the wonder ; and

they find these pictures good aids to guide them when they would

show up to the visitor the " lions of the city." Many representa-

tions of the same scene arc desirable, because they give us the aid

of various minds, as some rock, or tree, or stream, or mountain,

the church in the distance, or the cottage in the foreground, is

biought out into a new light, or is made to have a new meaning.

How diflerent the old church-yard, when the artist's design is but

to present it as an apjiendage to the church, to help his jiicturo of

that, from the representation of it, where some monument is to

be brouglit into prominence, and the artist has directed the ray of

moonlight to the name on the little, white stone, where rests the

body of one lie dearly loved I Some give an atmosphere of hu-

manity and religion to everything they touch, and the eye that

looks upon their productions drinks in the inspiration of their

genius.

Pictures give us ideas by i)rescnting us ideals ; by embodying
the beautiful conceptions of the poet, and presenting the ingenious

speculations of those whose imaginations can restore the image of

beauty where but fragments are left to tell of what has been.

Cuvier, the naturalist, could, from a single bone, restore the image
of an animal of ancient times, and could then re-ena<t the vision

in the Valley of Dry Bones. So the arti.st can make pictures

that restore to us the splciulor of ancient architecture ; and, as no
description could do it, we are assisted in estimating the great-

ness of Babylon, with her massive gates, her heaven-towering

temples, her hanging gardens, and her pomp and s|)lendor. Then
contrast the wonders of J'^gyptian art with the marvels that meet

the eye when the Euphrates is crossed, and Nineveh, Palmyra,

Greece, and Rome, become as words of enchantment that open

museum doors, to show a multitude of the wonderful things of

the past. The same circle of friends who could endure history

read but a brief while, can be held together for hours by the con-

versations which arise from ])ictures of the same facts and scenes
;

the hints thrown out as to the meaning of this and that portion

of the representation discussed. And how the craving for pic-

tures abounds is evident from the fact that those historians will be

prefeiTed, who are the most successful in raakin;:; word-pictures
;

and many a poet owes much to the artist who turns attention to

the pictures which a poem contains, obscured to the common
a])]n'cliension by the redundancy of description and imagery. In-

deed, the ])ocm has seemed many times but little worth in com-

parison with the picture made of it, notwithstanding poets main-

tain that painting can do nothing in comparison with poetry.

Montgomery, in his lectures on literature and poetry, maintains

the superiority of poetry above painting, because a picture of

Vienna would need to be labeled to suggest what the poem ex-

pressed ; but the poem is labeled—what it says of waves and

islands, glittering and flashing in the sun, between the towers and

mountains, would be as indefinite in the poem as in the picture, if

the word Vienna did not occur to localize the dcscrijjtion. It is,

indeed, hard to tell to which of the three—poetry, painting, or

music—we should ascribe the predominance. They each have

pre-eminent claims to peculiar moods of minds ; and we like

those representations of them the best that make them compaaion

graces, and not rival powers.

I must not neglect to acknowledge the relation of jiicturcs to

the realities of Scripture history, geography and events, customs

and costumes, ceremonies and festivals, tabernacles and temples.

One of the feto favorite books which the eminent Dr. Chalmers's

kept by his desk, was the Pictorial Bible. Every day, for years,

he wrote some prayer on Scripture passages, to aid him in his

attempt at " a sustained contemplation of divine things." To get

a ]ilcture of any scene, to which a passage refeiTCd, was always a

delight ; it assisted his imagination in forming its own picture,

and we see, constantly, the influence of the Pictorial Bible in the

stimuli it aflbrded to prompt him to make the times and scenes,

the cliaracters and events, of sacred history, vivid as portraitures.

As where in speaking of Isaac, going out to " meditate in the

field at the eventide," he says : "A fine jiicturo this for the imag-

ination to dwell upon—a good and holj' man of old walking forth

among the beauties of natm-e, and engaged in the contemplation

of nature's God."

This theme may point a lesson of charity to Christians, who

bear with opposite interpretations of an event or passage of Scrip-

ture given in pictures, who would be outraged to find such oppo-

sition in language in their home. An argument for baptism by

immersion is illustrated, as I saw a while ago, by a sweet picture

of the Saviour receiving baptism by pouring, or aflfusion. The

love of beauty, delight in the art that wns the eye by its concen-

tration of loveliness, makes them thus tolerant, just as the per-

cei)tion of the beauties of character should make them walk in

charity with those who oppose them in religious opinions.

Let us encourage, then, the pictorial art, by the praise of the

patronage which should only be given where poetic taste .and

moral insight secure the eye against beholding what only serves

to bnitify the mind. Nothing is better than the cultivation of

an intelligent discei-mnent of the beautiful. It freshens life, it

exalts the tastes, it wins from the insipid and the vain ; and

Goethe said right :
" We ought every day to hear a little song,

read a good book, see a Jine picture, and, if it be possible, to speak

a few reasonable words."

— < »•» » •

JAPANESE SNAKE-31EN.

The following method, by which idle people, especially women,

gain moncv, deserves particular mention. They catch a number

of snakes, "of diflerent sizes and colors, from which they extract

the sting so skilfully, that they cannot do any mischief. Then

they stri^> themselves (piite naked, cover merely the parts which

decency teaches even savages to conceal, and wind snakes round

their arms, legs, and their whole liody. In this manner tjiey make

themselves a motley covering of the open, hissing seqK'Uts' heads;

and in this dreadful and brilliant costume, they ramble about the

streets, sing, dance and plav all manner of antics, to obtain a

reward, or rather charity.

—

Keppil.
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SAVANNAH. PRINCETON.
ALLEGHANY. UNITED STATES.

POWHATAN

JNAVY YARD AT NORFOLK, VA.

Tliis, the largest and most impor-

tant naval depot of the United States,

depicted aboTC, is an object of great

interest to every American citizen, as

well as the stranger, and we arc proud
to present onr readers with such an
excellent view of the exterior and
interior of the yard, taken on the spot

for us by our own artist, Mr. Cliapin.

The above view is taken from the east

bank of the Elizabeth River, and rcp-

resenti? the ship-of-the-line Pennsylva-

nia, frig.ite Coluniliia, steamer Pow-
hatan, hulk of tlie United States, and,

in the distance, the masts of the frig-

ate Savannah, and hull of the Alle-

ghany. The first-named is the larg-

est and most costly vessel in the

American navy. She was built at

Philadelphia, in 18.35, mounts 144

{;uns, and cost $800,000, which was
just so much money thrown away.
The only voyage she has ever made
was from Philadelphia to Norfolk,

where she now li-s, and always will lie,

until time sh.all consign her to that

bourn where all other ships go. The
narrow inlet, which is her present
quarters, not allowing her to swing to

her anchors with the tide, and expos-
ing constantly the same side to the
sun, her timbers have decayed, and
would require an immense outlay to

repair. Tiie sand ha.s formed bars
around her bottom, and if she ever
moves again, it will be done by can-y-

jng the country with her. The frigate

Columbia is thouglit to be, by compe-
tent judges, the handsomest ves.sel in

the navy. She is certainly a noble-
looking craft, and justifies all the en-
comiums that have been passed u|)on
her, and is, although by the side of
the Pennsylvania she appears a pi"-

my, one of the largest class frigates.

Between her and the latter vessel, in

the picture is seen the village of Gos-
port, which is a small place, made up
of the residences of the emjjioyces of
the yard,—and the long building,

through which is the principal en-
trance to the yard. The two ship-

houses shown to the left of the frigate,

and on a large scale in the view
above, are the largest in the United
States, and cap.able of accommodnting
vessels of the largest class. Between
them, and beneath the imnicnse
shears, which tower toward the
clouds, is the steamer Powhatan, the
ijag-ship of the Japanese squadron,
taking in her boilers. The United
States frigate, whose hull is now used

^ a store-ship, and is represented at

;r anchors on the left of the picture, ORNAMENTAL SUMMER-HOUSE ON TIIE BROUX RIVER, WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N. Y.

SHIP HOUSES. FRIGATE COLUMBIA.

VIEW OF THE UNITED STATES NAVY YARD

is the same in which Decatur and his

brave tars captured the British frigate

Macedonian, during the last war.

What interesting reunions cluster

around that old hulk, which has brav-

ed for nearly a quarter of a century the
" battle and the breeze," and was one

of the first to teach Old England that

her boast of being " mistress of the

se.as " was merebraggadocia, and that

young America, battling for " free

trade and sailors' rights," Avas invin-

cible even against the bravest of Nel-

son's crews. Entering the yard

through the long brick building with

a cupola, the visitor is at once struck

with the immensity of the works, and
the great number of persons employed

.

On the right, the first objects which

strike his eye and fill hlra with sur-

prise, are the ship-houses, some idea

of which may be gathered by compar-

ing them with the figures nearest them,

in tlie engraving. On the right arc

shown one of the numerous work-

shops, of which he will meet a great

number in his peregrinations around

the yard. Besides the boat-houses,

mast-houses, timber-houses, block-

houses—each of which is three or

four hundred feet in length, by seventy

or eighty wide, there are quarters for

the marines, officers, and residences

for those immediately connected with

the yard, and many others which our

space does not allow us to particular-

ize. Passing these he reaches, at tin

extreme end of the yard, the dry

docks, of which there ai-e three, wliicl-

are built in the most approved plan

and capable of accommodating tin

largest-sized vessels. Without desir

ing to advocate in any way an extrav

agant outlay for the purposes of navi(

constrnction, yet we are firmly coi-

vinced that government is in duty

bound to render its navy yards as pe •

feet and complete in every respect li

can possibly be done. It is true tint

at the present moment there is pu^

haps no positive necessity for calliig

the resources of our naval construclii'S

into active service, but no one (un

say how soon such a contingency nay

occur. It is by being fully ]jrepawl

for war that it may oftentimes be

avoided. The situation of Norfok is

peculiarly favorable for the punose

of a naval depot, and onr readers «-ill

be pleased to know that the yad at

this point is excellent in every repect.

The Gosport and Cliarlestowiinavy

yards are, undoubtedly, the moit per-

fect and complete in all their bdong-

ings of any in the country, and reject

honor upon the nation.
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FAVY YARD ENTRANCE. GOSPORT.

lT GOSPORT, OPPOSITE NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

SUMMER-HOUSE.

I
On the opposite paijc wc

f,
give onr rcadoi-s a view of

U a very dejightfiil summer-
h house, that overlooks the

f
Bronx River, in Westches-
ter county, N. Y. It is a

I

sylvan retreat of rare l)eau-

t ty and surroundings, and
y is of course the property of

g
private taste and posses-

g
sion. One might imagine

n it to l>e a Chinese pagoda,
! on some Eastern river, for

it has a foreign look about
it that is not at all Ameri-
can. We rejoice to see
such taste displayed in the
consti-uction of ornamental
and beautiful resorts of this
character; we like the spirit

that leads the town-bred
man to resort to the coun-
try, and there to build him-
self a home, and to beautify
it. It is of service, too,
not alone to ourselves, but
to others, for us to culti-
vate and improve the soil

;

and a man, who, though
closely cugagdfi in busi-
ness, does this, by devoting
but a few hours of the day
to the object, does well,
ond should be respected for
it. The real benefactors of
mankind, as St. Pierre has
so beautifully said,are those
who cause rivo blades of
wheat to mature where one
did before. The fields

ought to be the morning
and evening theme of ail

Americans who love their
country. To fertilize and
improve his farm ought to
be the pi-ime temporal ob-
ject of every owner of sub-
stantial soil. AH national
nggrandii;ement,powcr,and
wealth may be traced to
agriculture," as its ultimate
source. Commerce and
manufactures are only sub-
ordinate results of the main
spring. We consider ag-
riculture as everv way sub-
ordinate, not only to abun-
dance, industiT, comfort,
and health, but to good
morals, and, ultimately,
even to religion. We shall
ahvaj's regard the Ameri-
«in farmer as belonging to
the first order of men.

PENNSYLVANIA. FOUNDERIES.

THE ANCIENT OAK, AT BRIGHTON, MASS.

ANCIENT OAK,
AT BRIGHTON, MASS.

This venerable tree, a
representation of which ia

here given, is a very inter-

esting object to antiquarian
or to naturalist, and must
an-est the attention of al-

most any one who passes

in its vicinity. It is the

survivor of a very ancient
family of oaks, two of
which remained down to

the time when Brighton
(formerly part of Cam-
bridge) was first settled.

The companion of the one
shown in the engraving,

was cut down many years
since. A measurement,
made two years ago, gave
the circumference at twen-
ty-one feet ; and the cavity

in the trunk is capable of
sheltering more than twen-

ty children .it one time, as

is well known to have been
the case. The old trunk is

al)out twenty-five feet high,

and covered, towards the

iipper part, with great

bunches, from which for-

merly the great branches
grew, and from some of
which the present branches

grow. At the time when
the road from Boston to

that part of Cambridge was
contemplated, it was pro-

posed to open it as far as

"the two great oaks"
(meaning those before men-
tioned in this article), as

that would "probably be as

far as the settlement would
ever extend." The great

size of this tree suggests,

at once, great age, and the

testimony of three genera-

tions of old people who
have lived in its neighbor-

hood, assures us that for

an hundred and fifty years

it has looked the same as

now ; and it is pretty evi-

dent, by comparing its size

with ancient trees iu the

Old World, that it must be

upwards of four centuries

old. It is situated on the

main road iu Brighton,

about a mile beyond the

Cattle Fair Hotel, and close

by the west district school-

house.
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MY FATHER'S BlJJIiE.

BT EET. SIDNE7 DTBR.

Flow on, sweet tears! T needs must weep,

For memory calls from fountains deep.

That treasured store of holy tears

The heart hath garnered up for years

;

Now I behold

My father's Bible ; his of yore,

Than mines of gold

He prized it more!

When (fricf oppressed, and crushing car**

\Vhen death had nipped our loved >-^ ^'^^
i

And dark misfortune's heavy Jv-^J^

Was laid upon our little b.*-"*

In painful los>^

lie then wouU' '^'^ what Jesus bore

Upon ^« Cross—

We wfv't uo more

!

Wb«n pleasure spread her flowery maze,

To lure oar feet from virtue's ways

;

And sin, with fell, insidious art,

Wove fatal spells to snare the heart,

This truthful page

Our doubting footsteps onward bore

Through every stage,

Till doubt was o'er-

When called to seek the distant west,

I craved a father's last behest;

Mid parting pangs wo scarce coold brook,

" Take this," said he, *' this blest old book,

So long, long mine.

And though I give no other store,

'Tis wealth divine,

Prize nothing more!

" Long hast thou known a father's care,

Shared daily in his fervent praj'er,

But now we part—go, go, my child!''

He could no more, but wept, yet smiled,

As pointing still

To this old book, when through the door

I passed the sill,

Crossed nevermore!

Now moonbeams sleep upon his grave.

And pensive willows o'er him wave

;

No more from death's repose to wake.

To plead with man for Jesus' sake

nis sine forbear;

0, as I turn these pages o'er,

Thau jewels rare,

I prize them more!

When death would fright the timid soul

With coflin, shroud, the grave's dark goal;

The parting hour, the dying groan,

A world unseen, a fate unknown;

A light from thee,

Thou Book of books, doth round me pour,

Death's shadows flee

—

life •rcrmore!

Thou 'rt dingy now, and sadly worn,

With crumpled leaves, and binding torn;

Thy value others may not see,

But thou art priceless wealth to me

!

Shrined in my heart

Shall be thy memory and thy lore,

My soul's best chart,

Forevermore 1

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE SILVER HAMMER.
BT FRANCIS A. DUItlVAGE.

The sun was sinking in the west, and gilding with its slant

beams apastoral landscape, as a young soldier, weary and foot-

Bore, slowly toiled along a lonely road that ran parallel with the

course of the bright and winding Seine. A dusty foraging-cap

rested on his dark locks, and his youthful form bent beneath the

weight of a well-filled knapsack. I'iene Lacour had served with

lionor in that gloriou-s little band of licroes, which, under the

leadcrshi]) of the youthful Bonaparte, had crossed the snow-clad

Alps, and fallen like an avalanche upon the plains of Loinbardy,

sweeping before it the veteran troops of Austria, and a.stonishing

ali Europe by unparalleled andacity and unexampled success.

Pierre had marched farther on this day than he liad ever done
while following the cxilors of his regiment—but he was on his way
home, and he longed to see his mother, his fair young sister,

Maria, and a lovely maiden, named Estelle, dearer to his heart

than all beside. They had news of his coming,—at least, Maria
and hi.s mother had,—and he had sent them in advance, bv a sure

hand, a large amount of money, his sliarc of the spoils of battle

honorably won—enough, in short, to give a dowiT to his sister

and enable him to demand the reward of all liis toils and dan"-er.s

the hand of his betrothed.

His heart beat fiuick as he climbed the last vine-clad hill, which

separated him from his native valley. A few stejjs more would
bring him to the summit, whence his eye would rest on the neat

whitewashed cottage, with its surrounding palings, and trim gar-

den ; and there, perhaps, at the rustic gate, he should see the

well-known (igures of his mother and sister. Far as he had trav-

elled, he sprang up the ascent with a buoyant stcj), and soon

caincd the eminence. Tlie cottage lay full in view, but though it

vaa the usual hour for preparing the evening meal, no blue snioke-

iKreath curled ujiward from the chimney. A vague i)reseutiment

Its to dispel the dark and

iim, he hurried down the
of evil weighed upon his heart. H;

chilling fears that came thict
'^''"

slope, and soon passed tjp-^' ^''^ -'^"''^" ""'^ '^""'^ '""'''" ""=

cottage. He called^^--^-"° ^°'<^'' responded to his cry. Ho

nished into Hip-^^^^
room, which served at once for kitchen and

narlor y^-^^^ empty—no fire burned upon the hearth. The

J
^^j<Hiirniture was in strange disarray. The casement, which

>)<5ired out upon the garden, was shattered. The walls and floor

were chaired and blackened with smoke, as if the house had

taken fire and been saved with difficulty. Pien-c sprang up stairs.

In neither of the chambers could he find the loved ones whom he

sought—only the same scene of confusion and desolation. Turn-

ing in dismay from the spectacle, he ruslied out of the cottage to

make his way to the ijearest neighljors, and inquire into this appall-

ing mj'stcry. As he hun'ied along—his brain whirling, his foot-

steps uncertain and unsteady—he stumbled against an aged man
of venerable appearance, who wa.s coming in the opposite direc-

tion. The young soldier halted, and touching his cap, begged

pardon for his involuntary rudeness.

" My poor Pierre," said the old man, " I know too well the

cause of your forgetfulness."

The soldier looked up and recognized the familiar and benevo-

lent features of the good priest of the village, his old tutor and

pastor.

" Pather," he said, pointing to the cottage, " you have been

there—you know all—tell me—where are they i"

The old man's eyes filled with tears, as he shook his head, and

laid his liand kindly on the young man's shoulder.

" Pierre," said he, " you have read ' whom the Lord loveth he

chasteneth V "

The soldier bowed liis head.

" Pierre," exclaimed the good priest, " let us sit down on this

bank. You are a good and brave boy. You can face danger,

and I have sought to funiish you weapons to wage war against

sorrow and trial."

" You have been a father to me, sir," replied the young soldier,

complying with the invitation of his j)a,stor, and taking a seat

beside him. " I will endeavor to listen calmly to all you Ijave to

communicate. Where are my mother and sister ?"

"PieiTe," said the old man, " arm yourself with all your forti-

tude. You wiU never see your mother more till you meet her in

that happier world, where the wicked cease from troubling and

the weary are at rest."

Pierre groaned deeply, and covering his face with liis hands,

rocked his body to and fro as he burst into an agony of tears.

The priest sought not to interrupt him, but turned away his own
weeping countenance, for the anguish of the youth was too pain-

ful to contemplate.

At last, the poor soldier looked np and spoke again :
" What of

my sister V
" I know nothing," replied the priest ;

" she is gone—whither,

none can tell. A gi-eat crime has been committed. By whom,
none knows, save God and the perpetrator thereof. You sent

home a large sum of money to your mother. She was so over-

joyed at your good fortune, that she made no secret of its recep-

tion, though I cautioned her against speaking of it. A fortnight

ago, the village was alarmed by a cry of fire. Your cottage was

seen to be in flames. Tlie neighbors hastened thither and extin-

guished tlie blaze. In the .smoke and confusion it was not per-

ceived at first that murder, as well as incendiarism, had done its

foul work." The priest paused, overcome by agitation.

" On ! on !" shouted Pierre, " I can bear it all now \"

" Your poor mother was the victim," continued the priest ;
" she

lay on the hearthstone dead, and bleeding. Her bureau had been

broken open and rifled of its contents."

" My sister ! my .sister !" cried the soldier.

" She was gone. The whole surrounding country was searched,

but nothing was discovered." -

" Maria ! Maria ! could gold have tempted you ? No ! no !

—

dog that I am, to suspect you ! Miseiy has driven me mad !"

cried the soldier, dashing his band against his forehead.

" The whole dreadful crime," said the- old priest, " is shrouded

in a mystery as appalling as death itself. But God docs not per-

mit such deeds to slumber undetected or unavenged. Sooner or

later they are brought to light."

" May I prove the instrument of detection !" said the soldier.

" Some of the coins that I sent my ])Oor, murdered mother, were

marked—I could recogiii/.o them again. They may prove the

means of unravelling the mystery. Pather, you shall take me to

my mother's grave. One prayer there—one word with Estelle

—

and then I will go to Paris ; it is the resort of every criminal, and

thence it sends forth its crime-blackened ruftians to desecrate this

fair earth with honor. Come, father, come—my mother's grave

—

lead me there at once !"

Years passed away. Save by two or three persons, the great

crime wliich had desecrated the hearthstone of a humlile village

home was forgotten in tliose great liistorical events, of which

Euroi)C and France were then the theatres. In those days of

bloodslied and battle, of victory and triumidi, Pierre Lacour, who
had commenced his military career as a brave young soldier,

might have risen to the highest honors had he followed the victo-

rious eagles of his emperor. Why might not ho rise as well as

Murat, Ncy, Lannes, or a hundred others ? The epaulettes of a
colonel, nay, tlie baton of a inarechal of France, were prizes within

the rracli of the lowliest, ])rovided he liad the head to plan and the

heart to execute daring and chivalric deeds. But his heart no
longer Imunded like a war-horse to tlie charge of the trumijet and
the roll of the drum. He lived for one purpo.sc—to discover tlie

assassin of his mother, and the sister, of whom nothing had been

heard of since the dreadful night of murder and conflagration.

To facilitate his purposes he had procured himself to be enrolled

in the unrivalled jjolice force of Fouchc. That wily minister had

no more able assistant under his cominan<l, and none in that fra-

ternity, of which many were miscreants who had jmrchased impu-

nity for crime by selling the lives and lilierties of former accom-

plices and coinrudcs, who could compare with him for purity of

life and elevation of motive. To punish evil for the sake of

society was the aim of the young police oflScer. None more untir-

ing or intelligent than he in ferreting out the peqjetrators of deeds

of violence. In the criminals, whose arrest he effected and whoso

conviction ho secured, he expected, constantly, to find some cog-

nizant of the offence which had thrown so black a shadow over

his life. He read, with eager avidity, the dying confessions of

the condemned. He caught eagerly every syllable that fell from

the lips of men, who, standing on the brink of eternity, seemed

to be impressed with the necessity of revealing truth. But for

years his expectations were baffled.

At last all Paris was thro\vn into commotion by the murder of

a Colonel Belleville, an officer who had served with distinction in

the grand ami)-, and who was found dead one morning in a room
at house No. 96, Kuc La Harpc. The only mark of violence dis-

covered by the surgeons, was a dark purple spot, about the size of

a five-franc piece, on the left temple. The police were apprized

that on the morning of the day before, a slight, young man, with

fair hair, and polished address, giving his name as Adolph Bel-

mont, had hired the room at No. 96, Uue La Ilai-jie, and paid a

week's rent in advance. It further appeared, that, in the evening,

just after the close of the performances at the opera, this young

man had come home in com])any with an officer of the army

After the Ispse of about an hour, the young man, Belmont, left

the house, telling the porter he should return in a few minutes.

But he never rea])peared. About ten o'clock, in the morning,

the porter went up to his room and found the door locked. He
knocked, and called, without receiving any answer. Looking

through the key-hole he saw the feet and legs of a man, in mili-

tary boots and pantaloons, lying on the floor. Much alanned

and disturbed, he sought out a commissary of police, and that

functionary breaking open the door, discovered the body of Col.

Belleville. This tragedy excited an unusual sensation. Even
the emperor heard of it, and, from his private purse, provided a

large sum of money to be paid as a reward to the discoverer of

the peqietrator of this fearful crime.

Not many days after this occun-ence, and while it yet remained

shrouded in mystery, another murder roused the excitable popu-

lation of Paris to a frenzy of anxiety and horror. An army
commissary, named Captain Eugene Descartes, was found dead

in his lodgings in the Hue Richelieu, with the same fatal purple

mark on the left temple.

Yet a third murder was perpetrated—in the Boulevard des

Italiens. A banker, named Monval, was, in this instance, the

victim. His left temple bore the fatal discoloration of the size of

a five-franc piece, but, although he had a large sum of money on

his person, and wore a costly watch and many valuable trinkets,

and though articles of high price abounded in his sumptuously

furnished apartment, not an article, as his steward testified, was

missing.

On tiic moming of the announcement of this last crime, in the

Moniteur, the minister of police received a summons from the

emperor to attend him. He found him in his private cabinet,

pacing to and fro, in high excitement. His face was more color-

less than ever, except that an angry hectic spot burned upon each

cheek. As the minister entered, the emperor turned upon him,

and exclaimed :

" Fouche, what is the meaning of all this ? Is this Paris, and

are we living in the nineteeth century ? It appears that there is

no security for life in our capital. Mr. Fouche, if such crimes

can be committed with impunity, there is an end of all things
;

and if j'ou cannot ferret out tlie perpetrators of such atrocities as

these, it is time for you to vacate your position. I must appoint

a new minister of police."

" Sire," replied the minister, " how much time will you give

me to discover the as.sassin V
" One week," replied the emperor. *

" I thank your majesty," replied the minister, bowing. " Li

one week you shall have the assassin's head, or my resignation."

" Good," said the emperor, " and to stimulate the activity of

your jieople, I hereby authorize you to ofi'er a reward of twenty

thousand francs, for the detection of the assassin of the Kue La
Harpe, the Rue Richelieu, and the Boulevard, if it prove, as I

imagine, that one individual perpetrated these crimes, or five thou-

sand francs each, if there were three criminals. Good day, Mr.

Fouche ; let me have a report of your doings without delay."

The secret of Mr. Fouehc's confident promise to detect the

assassin was the reliance he placed in the activity, daring and

intelligence of Pierre Lacour. He sent for him and related his

conversation with the emi)eror, enlarging on the munificent

reward promised by Napoleon.
" 1 am poor," said Lacour, " but higher motives than hopes of

reward stimulate me to peiform this duty. Yet, should I be suc-

cessful, a sum of money like this would enable me to wed one,

who, though I voluntarily offered to release her from her engage-

ment, has loved mo as well in my misfortunes as in happier

times. In one week, therefore, Mr. Fouche, 1 will enable you to

redeem your jilcdge to the emperor."

Four days passed away, and yet the minister of police heard

nothing fl-om Lacour. Yet the young man had not been inactive,

and once or twice he had obtained, what he considered, traces of

the ])erson calling himself Belmont, the supposed assassin of the

Rue la riarpe, and by presumption, of the other murders, but

tliese traces led to no result.
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Whether in search of diversion, or that a vague hope whispered

to him that ho mi^ht obtain some intelligence by so doing, Lacour,

on the fifth nifiht after his interview with the minister, went to a

masked ball at the grand opera house, in the costume of an officer

of the Fusilier Guard, which chance led him to select. Weary of

the noise and confusion, sad and discouraged, he had withdrawn

from the crowded circle of dancers, wlicu some one touched him

on the shoulder.

" Captain Lassalle," said a sweet musical voice, " you arc

known, though the uniform you wear is not that of your own

corps."

Lacour turned with the intention of correcting the mistake,

when a secret impulse restrained the disavowal. The ]icrson who

addressed him was a slight, young man, fashionably dressed, with

no other disguise than a half-mask of black velvet, which did not

conceal his light hair.

" I perceive you know me," said Lacour, favoring the mistake;

" though you have the advantage of me. I cannot possibly con-

jecture whom I am addressing."

The masked laughed lightly.

" Perhaps it would be of no use for me to unmask," was the

reply ;
" but if I tell you I have something of importance to com-

municate to you, something in reference to your application to the

emperor for ])refcnnent, you may be disposed to listen to me."

" With all my heart."

" I see you are tired of this noisy scene," said the mask, "and

go in faith am I. Besides, this is no i>laee to talk of business.

What say 30U to a moonlight walk to my lodgings, in the Ifuo

Montmartre ? There we can discuss our atl'airs over a glass of

cliampagne."

" I will willingly accompany you," said Lacour, " if you will

give me a few minutes to speak to a friend, with whom I had a

previous ai)pointment."

" Make haste, then," said the mask ;
" you will find me here

for fifteen minutes."

Lacour hastened to the nearest post and made liimsclf known to

the commandant.
" Quick !" said he, " I want a sergeant and a dozen yens

d'nnnes. In fifteen minutes I shall leave the ojiera house, in com-

pany with a young man, for the Uue Montmartre. Let the squad

follow us without appearing to do so. Keep in the shadow of the

houses. We shall enter a house. As soon as the door has closed,

demand instant admittance of the porter. Let the .sergeant follow

hard upon my heels, and wait outside the door of whatever room

I enter. At a call from me, let him be ready to burst in and

secure the ])erson with whom I am in company."

As soon as he had given these directions, the police officer

hastened back to the opera house, where the mask was still await-

ing him. Arm in arm they left the hall, and chatting familiarly,

entered the Rue Montmartre, and soon arrived at an old house of

seven stories, to which they were admitted by the porter. Lacour's

heart beat as he accompanied his guide, in the dark, up three jiairs

of stairs—but before he had reached the head of the third flight,

he heard the street door open and shut below, and knew that the

sergeant bad obeyed his directions, and that help was at hand in

case his su.«picions proved tnie.

The mask opened the door of a room and ushered in his guest.

It was a small, boudoir-likc apartment, and exquisitely furnished.

Silken hangings fell over gold arrows, from the ceiling to the

floor. Tapestry carpets, soft as velvet, covered the Hoor. Eich

ottomans, sui)erb mirrors, marble tables, and pictures, were

crowded together. A soft light was difi'uscd through the apart-

ment by an alaliaster shaded lamp. An intoxicating perfume

loaded the atmosijhere, and even oppressed the senses. Lacour,

88 he sank upon the sofa, felt overcome by a strange languor.

The mask sat close beside him.

" Captain," said the mask, in a musical, insinuating voice,

" have you ever loved \"

" Before I answer this question," replied Lacour, " I must first

know what prompts you thus to catechize me."
" Because," replied the unknown, " I have deceived you

—

because I am a woman—one who has long known and loved you,

till an uncontrollable desire to make this confession, has impelled

her to a step that you will blame anil, perhaps, despise her for."

Lacour was puzzled, and remained silent for a few moments.
" I see," said the mask, with a sigh, " you despise me for my

very boldness. Yet, 1 am a lady of rank and reputation, and my
affection for you is as pure as that of maiden can Ije."

" Fair lady," said Lacour, " if such you be indeed, you must

permit me to request you to remove that envious mask."
" It may not be," replied the stranger, with a laugh. " Ask

that, or presume to remove this shield, and I vanish like a feiry

or a phantom. But if you i)romise to be very obedient, I may
give you hojies of disclosing my face—perhaps my name—at our

next interview. But in reward for your submission to my behest

I will allow you, like a benignant sovereign, to do homage to my
ungloved hand."

She withdrew her kid glove, and presented, iihiyfuUy, a hand

so white, so delicately veined, and small, that Lacour could no

lon._e; doubt that he was addressing a lady. He raised tlie hand

respectfully to his lips. But he felt now that his suspicions

were groundless, and that he did wrong in deceiving a person,

who, however romantic and unju.stifiable her behaviour might seem,

was still one entitled to respect and honor. But as he was fram-

ing an apology for taking advantage of her mistaking liim, the

stranger suddeidy sprang upon him like a tigress. The delicate

hand he had just kissed now comju'essed his throat like an iron

vice ; the other suddenly brandished in the air a small silvei' hain-

mer, while a fierce voice hissed in his ear :
" Lassalle ! your hour

has come ! Belleville, Descartes, and Monval, have gone before

you to answer for their crimes. You are the fourth and last.

Die, villain \"

But Lacour stn\ggled free, and shouted for help. The door

fell with a crash ; the soldiers ])ourcd in, and the female assassin

was secured and disarmed. Eager to unravel the mystery, the

])oliie officer tore the mask from the face of the unknown, and

recognized in the wild and inflamed features of the assassin of

the Hue La Harpe, the Rue Richelieu, and the Boulevard dea

Italicns, his sister, Maria Lacour !

But Maria Lacour died not on the scaflTold. She was saved

from that doom by unquestionable proofs of insanity. Her sad

story was learned afterwards from various sources, and corrobor-

ated, in the most inijiortant [jarticulars, by Captain Lassalle, who

was arrested for a criminal oft'ence shortly after the above inci-

dent, and made a full confession of his guilt. It appeared, then,

that the house of the widow Lacour, a short time before the open-

ing of our story, had been broken into by four villains, named

Belleville, Descartes, Monval, and Lassalle. They were all men
of bad habits, and urgently necessitous, but yet of decent educa-

tion and family. Hearing a noise in the kitchen, Maria descended

only in time to witness the death-])angs of the mother. The three

first-mimed ruffians, demons who had murdered to rob, wished to

destroy this witness of their guilt, but the fourth interceded, and

her life was spared. But the horror of the deed overthrew her

reason. She fled from the house that night a maniac—whither

she wandered, how she was cared for, for a long time, was, and

nmst ever remain, a mystery. She finally, it seems, became in a

degree tranquillized, found her way to Paris, and there she sup-

ported herself by her extraordinary skill as an embroideress.

But, it was conjectured that her memory of early events had

gone. The casual sight of one of the assassins, all of whom had

prospered and risen in the world, revived the recollection of that

one fearful night of honor, and with it came to her disordered

brain the thirst of vengeance. It did not appear that for a mo-

ment she had dreamed of a])pealing to the interjiosition of the

law. To execute a summary vengeance, personally, was her ter-

rible resolve. With a cuiming that often supplies the loss of

reason with the insane, she contrived snares, into which tiiree of

the assassins fell, and, with the singular implement her fancy had

suggested, was the means of their death. Chance led to the fail-

ure of her ])lans for iiunishing the last of the assassins, Lassalle,

and to her discovery by her brother.

Immediately after her arrest and examination, on proof of the

condition of her mind, she was conveyed to a private asylum,

and carefully attended to. Fortunately, her madness here a.ssumed

a happier phase. She took great pleasure in seeing her brother,

and appeared to have forgotten that her mother was no more, ask-

ing him every day how soon their mother would come and take

her back to the country. But the trials she had undergone had

undermined her health. She sank very rapidly, and soon breathed

her last.

Lacour only remained long enough in the service of the police

to effect the arrest, and witness the condemnation of Lassalle, the

last of the four assassins, who escaped the silver hammer of the

maniac girl, to die by the hand of the executioner.

The sorrows he had experienced would have blighted the heart

and sapped the life of Pierre Lacour, but for the love of one who

had proved true to him through all his trials. Some months after

the death of his sister, he manicd his faithful Estelle, and retired

to a small and ^\ ell-stocked fann, for which he was indebted to

the generosity of the emperor ; and he lived long enough, if not

to forget his sorrows, at least to find consolation in the bosom of

his family.

[Written for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

AN EVENING PRAYER.

Vt «. DWISS BBADWAY, U. D.

Thou God of earth, of air, of sky and noa,

Of the whole universe—to Thee wc raise

Our feeble voice, and join in harmony

With nature, iu our humble meed of praise!

Godflf the morning and the evening—Thou,

In all tliy attributes, art infinite!

And lowly on our bended knee we bow,

At morning's dawn and evening's mellow light.

tV'e hail Tliee as our Father—and we see

In all thy works a father's kindly care;

Thy lowUest child is not forgot by Thee,

To Thee the same—the poor or rich man's prayer,

In the cold regions of the frozen north,

Or 'neath the burning sun on Afric's shore,

"Where fierce siroccos in their rage go forth.

And storms are bleak on wintry Labrador;

Or in the islands of the dark blue sea,

^Vhere, 'neath tlie pahn tree's shade, at set of sun,

The dark-skinned native lowly bends the knee,

And murmurs forth his evening orison.

Thou art the .samel Omnipotent art Thou,

To shield tiiy children in their hour of need;

Within the vaie, or on the mountain's brow,

Thine arm protects them, and thine eye takes heed.

'Tia evening now—we lift our longing eyes

To Thee, in heaven—thy piu"e and blest abode;

And wliile from thankful hearts thy praises rise,

We turn from nature unto nature's God!

Booics — says .Lord Bacon— can never teach us the use of
books ; the student must learn by connnerce witli mankind to re-

duce his speculations to practice. Xo man should think so highly
of himself, as to think he can receive but little light from books;
no one so meanly, as to believe he can discover nothing but what
is to be learned from them.

—

Dr. Johnson.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

BURNS.

DY ALICB CAEEV.

Written on reafUng in tht LETTERS OP BOBNS " W'« hav no JJsMf mi the hotae,

and 7nu3l borrow /or a ftw days."

lie died, he went from all the praiM

That fell on ears unheeding,

And scarcely can we rea^i his lay*

For pauses iu the reading

:

To mourn the buds of poesy.

That never came to blushing;

For who can choose but sigh, ah me,

For their untimely cru.iblng.

And when we see, o'er ruins dim,

The summer roses climbing.

We sadly pause, and think of him.

The beauty of whose rhyming

—

Spread sunshine o'er the darkest ill,

—

Alas it could not cover

The heart from breaking, that waa (till

Through all despairs a lover.

A lover of the beautiful,

In nature's sweet evangels;

For his great lieart was worshipful.

For men, and maids, and angels.

The rank with him was not the man,

lie knew no servile bowing;

But woe things o'er the furrow ran

Unharmed beside his plowing.

Lights flowing out of palaces

Dimmed not the candle's burning.

Whereby the glorious mysteries

Of music he was learning.

And not with envious looks he eyed

The morning larks upgoing,

From meadows that were all too wide

And green for peasant mowing.

For by his cabin door the grass

^\'as plca.^ant with the daises;

And o'er the brao some bonny lasa

Was happy in his praises.

Thou who hear'st my simple strain,

The while I muse his story

;

Here knew he all a poet's pain,

Grant now he have the glory.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR llEADINQ.

* * * To pardon those absurdities in ourselves which we canntft

suffer in others, is neither better nor worse than to be more 'willing

to be fools ourselves than to have others so.

—

Pope.

* * * If a man does not make new acquaintances as he advances

through life, he will soon find himself left alone. A iflan should

keep his friendship in constant repair.

—

Dr. Johnson.

*** It is hard to personate and act a part long ; for where truth

is not at the bottom, nature will always be endeavoring to retuvnj

and will peep out and betray herself one time or other.— Titlotson.

* ** He that gives good advice, builds with one hand ; he that

gives good counsel and example builds with the other ; but he that

gives good admonition and bad example, builds with one hand and

pulls down with the other.

—

Baco 1.

* * * Old a-c is a lease nature only signs as a particular favor,

and it may be, to one only in the sjjacc of two 01 three age.'! ; and

then with a jiass to boot, to cairy him thiougb all the traverses and

difficulties she has strewed in the way of his long carcor.-.il/oii(niV;ne.

* * * Aim at perfection in everything, though, in moit things,

it is unattainable ; however, they who aim at it, and persevere, will

come much nearer to it than those whose laziness and despondency

make them give it up as uuattaina1)le.

—

Vhi-sterjiild.

* * * The first three men in the world were a gardener, a plough-

man, and a grazier ; and if any man object that the second of them

was a murderer, I desire he would consider that as soon as he was

so, he quitted our profession, and turned builder.

—

Cowley.

* * * If we have need of a strong will in order to d.i good, it is

more necessary still for us in order not to do evil ; f;om which it

often results that the most modest life is that where tlie force of

will is most exercised.

—

Le Compte Mole.

* * # To be ambitious of true honor, of the true glory and per-

fection of our natures, is the very princii)le and incentive of virtue

;

but to be ambitious of titles, of ])lace, of ceremonial respects and

civil i)agcantry, is vain and little as the things ai-e which we court,

—Sir P. Sidney.

** * It is the nature of ambition to make men liars and cheats,

and hide the truth in their breasts, and show, like jugglers, another

thing in their mouths ; to cut all fricndshijis and enmities to the

measure of their interest, and to make a good countenance with-

out the help of a good will.

—

Sallitst.

* * * Anger is an affected madness, compounded of pride and

folly, and an intention to do commonly more mischief than it can

bring to pass ; and, without doubt, of all passions which actually

disturb the mind of man, it is most in our power to extinguish, at

least, to suiJjjress and correct our anger.— Clarendon.

* * * There are two distinct sorts ofVhat we call bashfulness ;

this, the awkwardness of a booby, which a few steps in the world

will convert into the jjertness of a coxcomb ; that, a consciousness,

which the most delicate feelings produce, and the most extensive

knowledge cannot always remove.

—

Mackeneie.
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CENTRAL. CHURCH, BOSTON.
REV. GEOUGB RlCHAnDS, PASTOR.

BT REV. HITHER FARNHAM.

What is now one of tlic von' foremost of tlic churclios in Bos-

ton in respect to numbers, intelligence, wealtli and influence, a

quarter of a century ago had not an existence. In tlie year

1834, a little band of active Christians and citizens of Boston

colonized from Bowdoin Street, Park Street and several other

Conjrrc<Tational churches, and formed what was then tenncd

the i'ranklin Street Church and Society. The society wor-

ship])ed for a series of years in a building called the Odeon, sit-

uated on Federal Street. Tlic enterprise was a bold and haz-

ardous one, and none but enterprising and persevering Cluis-

tian spirits could have carried on even so holy a cause to its

present perfection. Fortunately such spirits embarked in the

enter])rise, and have been pillars of strength to the society to

the present day. But who shall be the minister of such a

church ? To be a pastor anpvhere, is one of the greatest and

most difficult of human efforts. But who is sufficient to carry

an infant cluirch, in the midst of a great city, surrounded by

o.i, «v.L..iv and influential congregations, on to triumphant

success ? 'rhe pioneers cf this enterprise, in looking over New
England and the country for the man to lead them on to cer-

tain victory, fastened their attention upon a young, hut gifted

preacher, who had been engaged in the work of the ministry

some live years, in connection with the Congregational church

in Townse'nd, in this State—the Rev. William Matticks Rogers.

He was tlie minister of their choice. His origin, history, edu-

cation and natural powers all seemed combined to fit him for

his new i)ost of duty and honor. He "was born in 180G, in

the island of Aklcrney, one of a group in tlie English Clian-

ncl, in near view of the French coast, but an a])peiidage of tlie

British crown." He had a mother, wbo, hke Hannah of old,

gave her child to God, and to the work of tlic ministry.

Though taken from him when he was two years old, he

received the pious training of an aunt until he was ten years

old, when he was borne over the ocean wave to this city, and

immediately went to his uncle's, Capt. William M. Rogers, in

Dorchester, by whom he was educated for the Cliristian minis-

try. He pursued his academic and professional course at

Andovcr and Cambridge, securing for himself a good reputa-

tion as a scholar, and especially as a writer and speaker—as a

genial companion and generous friend. He was a poet by

nature and by practice, and his appointment when he gradu-

ated at Harvard was a poem, which indicated his honorable

standing, as well as genius. Recognizing the vows that had

been made to God in reference to him, in bis infancy, he con-

secrated himself to the service of tlie church, T.liile at Ando-
ver Academv, and ever after was as decided as a Christian, as

he was in his tastes and in the general traits of his character.

Such is a miniature picture of the first pastor of the Franklin

Street Church, which received the name of the Central Cliurch

from the year 1841, wlien the beautiful and chaste church edifice,

in which "the society now woishijis in Winter Street, opened its

gates to " the multitude who kcjit holy day." Mr. Rogers, ever

after he came to Boston, wa.s a minister and a man of mark. Of
rather tall and graceful a figure, with his frank and ojien counte-

nance, with his fine, bright eyes, his pleasant smile and agreeable

manners, and conversational powers, with his poetical and dra-

matic style of sermonizing, and his captivating manner of deliv-

ery, he soon became a general favorite as a pastor and preacher,

and drew crowds to the Odeon, who sat enchained by the powers

of his oratory. He was so success-

ful in winning friends to the Re-
deemer, as well as to himself, that

the church rapidly grew under his

ministrj', and the congregation be-

came so large and strong that the

present house of worship of the so-

ciety was erected at a heavy ex-

pense. Years passed on in the

new house—the society flourished

with almost unexampled rapidity,

when the pastor's health, never

vciy robust, so far failed that he

proposed to resign his pastoral

charge. The parish would not lis-

ten to such a proposition for a mo-
ment, but generously elected a col-

league pastor—the present sole jias-

tor of the church—and sent the

senior pastor to Europe, to Egypt,
and to Palestine, to recruit for a
year his wasted and overtaxed pow-
ers. He returned invigorated in

health, and improved in mind by
his careful observation of men and
things abroad. He immediately
commenced his duties as senior

pastor of the church, much to the

delight of the congregation, an-

nouncing for his first text after his

return, " How amiable are thy tab-

ernacles, O Lord of hosts ;" in

which discourse he expressed his

pleasure in meeting his own people

in their licautiful temple, for th«i

pure but simple worship of Jeho-
vah, as above all the joy of foreign

travel, and of the more gorgeous
and showy worsliip of cathedral,

temple and mosque upon the con-

tinent of Europe, and in the East.

Mr. Rogers soon after gave a course

of lectures descriptive of his travels

ill Egypt and the Holy Land.
They were extremely popular, and
added to tlie well-earnud reputation

of the gifted jiastor. Senior and
junior pastor labored on together

ill the heavenly work from this pe-

riod, for months and years very

pleasantly. Tlrir friendship for

e ich otlier reminded one of the love

of David and Jonathan. The con-

gregation was overflowing, and as

prosperous and united as it was
large, when the health -of Mr,
Rogers so failed again, that he pro-

])0scd a second time to reliii(|uish

liis sacred trust. As in the first

tance, the congregation could

1 think of having the bond sev-

ered that bound pastor and people in an endearing connection
so strongly together. And while means were being employed to

.so lighten his labors, that he might retain his relation to his peo-

ple, and as he had assented to tlie arrangement, death came sud-

denly and loosed "the silver cord " that bound him to his church

and to earth, clothing congregation, sanctuary, denomination and
city in weeds. From the funeral discourse of Rev. Mr. Richards,

on tlie occasion of his death—to which felicitous production we

other guardians. Along the valleys of Piedmont, and in the city

of Calvin, will it be told that the Waldenses have lost a benefac-
tor. In cabin and forecastle, amid the frosts and along the line,

will the bronzed and weather-beaten tar spare a tear for the sea-

men's friend. The wide circle of hnmanity hath lost a brother—
the earth a man." Of Mr. Richards, it is enough to say, that he
_fitls the station once occupied alone by the gifted Rogers. Catch-
ing the spirit, the policy, and the wisdom of his predecessor, it

may lie said, that his mantle has fallen upon him ; so that tlie

congregation was never larger, nor more prosperous, than at

the present moment. Mr. Richards is a fine scholar, and
writes a beautiful, as well as truthful, sermon. His style, like

that of his predecessor and co-worker, is both dramatic and
poetic. Indeed, his published sermons are about as tiiily

poetry, as the Psalms of David. He is an uncommonly at-

tractive preacher and pastor ; and an acquaintance with him
recalls the words, "An Israelite indeed, in whom there is no
guile." Ho is yet quite a young man. We predict for him
a growing reputation, and increasing usefulness. The Cen-
tral Church edifice is one of the very finest and most costly in

the city. It was constructed of brick, with a granite front,

where may be seen an entablement sujiportcd by two beautiful

fluted columns, thirty feet high, with highly wrought Corin-
thian capitals. Tlie interior presents an attractive and appro-
priate appearance, with its marble pulpit of pure white ; with
it« one hundred and sixty pews, each of which is a picture,

with its uniform trimming and variegated furniture. The cen-
tral location of the church renders it a most convenient resort

for devotional purposes. The moral effect of these sanctuar
ries thus located amid the turmoil of the town is of great benefit

of all. They direct the worldly wa}'farer towards heaven. The
choir is celebrated for its numbers, and for its power of song,
in connection with good taste. Here, for years, Lowell Ma-
son, Esq., known on both sides of the water for his musical
powers, conducted the choir with distinguished success.

Within these sacred walls, too, is gathered from Sabbath to

Sabliath a vast congregation, distinguished for its enterprise,

intelligence, refinement and Christian activities. Of this Jeni-
salem, we will say, " Peace be within thy walls, and prosperity
within thy palaces."

—4 ^* ^ >

PORTRAIT OF REV. GEORGE RICHARDS.
[From a daguerreotype by SouTHwonxH & Uawes.]

are othcnvise indebted—^we extract the following words :
—" But

ours is a grief limited not to church or denomination. It over-
leaps the barriers of creeds. We are all mourners. Death strack
at no common mark. The univcrsitv mourns a son, not ungrate-
ful for her culture, proud of her usefrilness and her f;ime. Hon-
ored with a seat in her councils, he showed himself ever the advo-
cate of progress, the foe of reckless innovation. The communitv
mourns a citizen—energetic, public-spirited, conservative, the
friend of virtue and good order, too much indebted to society not
to uphold her institutions and laws. The tidings of this day's
doings will travel to the Pacific. The absent and distant, who
h.id left treasures dearer than life in his possession, must seek

CENTRAL CHURCH, WINTER STREET, BOSTON.

ANCIENT BABYLON—ITS RUINS.
It may be kno^vn to many of our readers that the French

government has employed a party of gentlemen to explore
the site of ancient Babylon. From reports just received from
them, it appears th.at they have ascertained, beyond reasonable
doubt, that the ruins beneath a tumulus called the Kasr, are

those of the marvellous palace-citadel of Scmiramis and Neb-
uchadnezz.ar. They are in such a state of confusion and de-

cay, that it is impossible to form from them any idea of the
extent or character of the edifice. They appear, however, to

extend beneath the bed of the Euphrates, a circumstance
accounted for by the change in the course of that river. In

them have been found sarcophagi, of very clumsy execution and
strange form, and so small, that the bodies of the dead must
have been packed up in them, with the chin touching the knees,
and the arms being pressed on the breast by the legs. These
sarcophagi have every appearance of lia\ ing been used for the
lowest class of society ; but, notwithstanding the place in which
they were found, the discoverers are inclined to think that they
are of Parthian, not Chaldean origin. There have also been
found numerous fragments of enamelled bricks, containing por-
tions of the figures of men and animals, together with cuncifonn
inscriptions, the latter white in color on a blue ground. Accord-
ing to M. Fresnel, the chief of the expedition, these bricks afford

a strong and almost certain proof
that the ruins are those of the pal-

ace of Nebuchadnezzar, inasmuch
as the ornaments on them appear
to be sporting subjects, such as are

described by Ctesias and Diodonis.
The foundations having been dug
down to in certain parts, it has been
ascertained that they arc fonned of
bricks of about a foot square united
by strong cement, and that they

are in blocks, as if they had been
snapped in all directions. In a
tumulus called Amram, to the

south of Kasr, interesting discov-

eries have also been made. They
appear to be the niins of the de-

pendencies of the palace situated

on the left bank of the Euphrates
;

and they contain numerous sar-

cophagi, in which were found skel-

etons clothed in a sort of armor,
and wearing crowns of gold on
their heads. When toucliGd, the

skeletons, with the exception of
some p.arts of the skulls, fell into

dust : but the iron, though rusty,

and the gold of the crowns are in a
fair state of preservivtiou. M. Fres-

nel thinks that the dead in the sar-

cophagi were some of the soldiers

of Alexander or Seleucns. The
crowns are simple bands, with three

leaves in the shape of laurel on
one side, and three on the other.

The leaves are very neatly execut-

ed. Beneath the bands are leaves

of gold, which it is supposed cov-

ered the eyes. From the quantity

of iron found in some of the coffins,

it appears that the bodies are en-

tirely enveloped in it : and in one
there is no iron, but some car-

rings—a proof that it was occupied

bv a female. The sarcophagi are

aiiont two and three (juarter yards

in length bv between half and three

quarters of a yard wide, and are

entirely fonned of bricks and united

by mortar. In addition to all this,

a tomb containing statuettss in

marble or alabaster of Juno, Venus,
and of a reclining figure wearing
a Phrygian cap, together wiih
some rings, car-rings, and other ar-

ticles of jewelry, has been found,

as have also numerous statuettes,

vases, phials, artielcs of pottery,

black stones, etc., of Greek, Persian

or Chaldean workmanship.

—

Bent-

ley's Mixcelhnii/.
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ADVERSITY RIGHTLY CONSIDERED.

In the matter of lightly constniing the cnsiialtics of life, we

often hem- people, while .smarting under the affliction of the mo-

ment, question the wisdom of Divine Providence in sending

adversity among men, instead of standing up man-fashion to bear

the worst with checrfulncs. Let such people pause for a moment
and think. Doth not adversity detect the coward heart, and ex-

pose it to view ? doth it not draw out the faculties of the wise and

ingenious, spurring on the cunning of invention ? doth it not put

the modest to the necessity of trying their skill to do something

for themselves 1 doth it not awe the opulent, and bend the pride

of the self-righteous ? docs it not make the idle industrious, and

purify the heart of all 1 Then say not that adversity is useless.

Afflictions are sent, doubtless, to purge the moral system, and are

not unlike to Br.andreth's pills, easily taken if wrapped up in the

sweets of patience ; but if a person is so foolish as to sit down and

clieiv upon them, they are bitter and disgusting enough.

What a lively, good-humored and pleasant man is he who bears

the ills of life as if they were blessings, and seems to take the

rough and smooih with an unchanging countenance 1 This sort

of unbending philosophy is the best gift that nature can bestow

upon her children ; it lightens the burden of care, and turns every

sable and ghastly hue of memory to bright and splendid colors.

The happiness of a lifetime is made up of little pleasures, common
blessings, and joyful moments—all very trifling to look at, singly

and alone. But he who waits for happiness until everything

around him turns to liis will, waits long and fruitlessly. Yet we

would not have our readers try too hard to bo happy
;
you may err

as well in this way as in the opposite extreme. Many people run

about after felicity, like an absent man hunting for his liat, while

it is on his head, or in his hand, all the time !

< ».» >

Santa Anna.—This blustering, self-styled hero, having once

more assumed the helm of state in Mexico, is doing all in his

power to oppress the people. He has suppressed some forty pa-

pers, ordered the local revenue of the States paid into the national

treasury, and cashiered all the officers of the army who surren-

dered to the American arms instead of running away as he him-

self did. We fear, with our neighbor of the Olive Branch, that

the Yankees will have to thrash the Mexicans all over again, and

then take care of them for the future by annexation !

SPLINTERS.

.... Fresh halibut has been brought to San Francisco from

Sitka, Russia, packed in ice. It sells for about 20 to 25c per lb.

.... Alvin Adams, Esq., head of the express house of that

name, has been handsomely noticed and received in California.

.... Our exchanges are enumerating many deaths by exposure

to the sun. In New York city there were sixteen in one day

!

.... There are three thousand straw-sewers in New York city,

who turn off, in five months, about 1,200,000 hats and bonnets.

.... There is a proposition before the Connecticut Legislature

to grant a divorce for a year's absence of husband or wife.

.... Several young men have been fined, at the Police Court in

Marblehead, for using profane and indecent language in the street.

.... Several of the de laine mills in Rhode Island are ninning

out their stock, with a view of commencing on cotton fabrics.

.... Tlie heart, like the balloon, is lightened and elevated by

throwing out some of its heavy ballast of money.

.... A lump of wet saleratus applied to the sting of a was]) or

bee will stop the pain in one moment, and prevent it from swelling.

.... At Fort Smith, Ark., they have an idiot boy, 21 years old,

who instantly answers the most difficult questions in figures.

.... The Hon. Robert Toombs has ordered an engine, on the

Ericsson principle, for his cotton gin, in Southwestern Georgia.

.... An effort is being made to rebuild the C.atholic College,

in Worcester, which was destroyed by fire about a year ago.

.... Captain Hickling, who has recently been on trial at Nor-

folk, charged with being a slave trader, has been .acquitted.

.... Frederick II. used to say, that for every appointment he

conferred, he made ninety-nine enemies, and one ungrateful friend.

.... A tunnel is being built tluough the Blue Ridge Moun-

tains, in Virginia, nearly one mile in length.

.... In Paris, black velvet ribbons are now braided with the

hair; and braids of broad velvet ribbons passed around the head.

.... A country editor, puffing a new store, says, in conclusion,

" We get a prime pairof boots for putting this in." Very honest

!

.... Moore's wife was a ballet girl named Betsy Dyke : but not

a word of her is said in Lord John Russell's "Life of the Poet."

STRONG-MINDED WOMEN,

The present age is one of intense activity in every respect.

Reform is the watchword of the day, and change the motto of

every strong-minded woman or man in America. But we must

1)0 careful not to mistake every innovation for an improvement,

and never forget for a moment that there is such a thing as an

" advance backward," after the fashion of the criib. When a cer-

tain ingenious modern theory was submitted to the consideration

of the venerable philosopher, Blumenbach, he replied to the com-

mittee who presented it, " Gentlemen, your theory contains much

that is true, and much lliat is new ; but we must remember that all

that is new is not true, and all that is true is not new !"

But this mania for chiinge and novelty h.is infected not only

the male portion of the species, but that divine portion of the

race who have the privilege of never being ugly, and never grow-

ing old. The women have found but that they are terribly

wronged, and they are up in anns all over the country to obtain

their rights. Their attention was first called to the article of

dress, or rather to one article of dress, which for centuries had

been monopolized by the male portion of community in civilized

countries—the east and extreme north being exceptions. Panta-

loons, or nothing, was the war cry of the strong-minded women.

Bloomerism arose, and made a tremendous stir for a while, but

decency frowned it down ; it was n't becoming.

Having, to use a Yankeeism, caved in on the matter of dress,

the strong-minded women now go for the electoral franchise ; not

satisfied with being the " power behind the throne greater than

the throne itself," they want the privilege of taking an active part

in the elections. A certain philosopher once said, " the women

govern everything ; because they govern those who govern all

things." But our female reformers arc not content with an un-

seen power, they desire to deposit tlieir votes in the ballot boxes

themselves. Just imagine the delicate creatures at the polls in

the fourth ward. New York, at a contested election, or engaged

in a similar patriotic service in the furious ninth, at Baltimore.

Would n't some reasonable minds p.ause, and ask is this the true

sphere of woman f

Alas! we are forced to the conviction tliat this agitating and

uneasy class of women have been but too truly named ; they are

,s/roHf/-minded women indeed ; but we tremble for their modesty,

delicacy, and truthfulness to the purity and sweet characteristics

of their better natures. When woman seeks the notoriety referred

to, when she " oversteps the modesty of nature," then she ceases

to challenge that love and respect which man so naturally accords

to her. Let them be cautious, then, and rather seek retirement

than publicity, and aspire only to roign in their domestic realm,

and over the hearts of their husbands.

LOUIS N.iPOLEON.

The Paris papers tell a very pretty story concerning the Emperor

Louis Napoleon :
" Walking in the grand avenue of the park,

at St. Cloud, the other day, he was presently surrounded by a

throng of children and others, who were enjoying themselves in

that beautiful avenue. Partly to entertain himself, and partly to

entertain the young folks, he bought out one of the small traders

who establish their little booths there, and distributed the whole

stock of whistles, horses, jumping-jacks, soldiers, wheelbarrows,

et id omne, to the children. One can at last believe the Pai/s

when it speaks of the enthusiasm this excited among the juve-

niles." AVe don't see why the emperor shouldn't give way now

and then to a bit of natural impulse, and do a clever thing when

it is so completely in bis power to do as he chooses.

< — »» >

Important Precedent.—Recently an engine-driver and a

stoker lost their lives by an accident on the York and North Mid-

land Railroad. An investigation into the causes of the catastro-

phe was instituted, and the verdict of the jury was nothing less

than manslaughter against the directors of the compantj—so that now,

for the first time, the actual managers of a railway are brought to

personal account for the casualties of the line under their control.

A Curiosity.—The enchanted mountain, in Texas, is an im-

mense oval rock, 300 feet high, situated about eighty miles north

from Bastrop. Its smface is polished, and in sunshine dazzles

the beholder at a distance of three or four miles. Those who as-

cend it have to wear moccasins or stockings, and, like those who

went up to Mount Horeb, must put off their shoes.

Pride in Death.—When the Duchess of Buckingham found

herself dying, she sent for Austis, the herald, and settled all the

pomp of her funeral ceremony. She was afraid of dying before

the preparations were ready. " Why," she asked, " wont they

send the canopy for me to see it 1 Let them send it, even though

the tassels are not finished."

< »«» >

[CF" Our favorite exchange is Glevson's Pictorial, of Boston; decidedly

the handsomest and most mag^nilicent illustrated weekly newspaper in the

world, without a doubt. Its literary contents are aJlmirable—its tinit ensem-

ble unexceptionable. Our readers know that we seldom notice a Northern

newspaper. Gleason's Pictorial desorves all the praise that can lie lavished

upon it. We accord this as its merit. "Honor to whom honor is due."—
C aiborne {Ala.) Southerner.

< ».». -*

Fine Arts.—An exhibition of fine arts was opened recently

at Helsingfort, being the first instance of such an exhibition in

Finland. Out of fifty-two iiictures, forty were by Finlanders,

two thirds of whom were women.

Beautiful.—What an exquisitely delicate precept is that of

the Hindoo law, which says, " Strike not, even with a blossom, a

wife, though .she be guilty of an hundred faults."

A Definition.—Words are leaves—ideas arc fruit.

HUMAN LUCIFER-MATCH.

Lighting gas with the finger is a feat anybody mtiy perform

.

Let a person, in his shoes or slippers, walk briskly over a woolen

carpet, scuffing his feet thereon, or stand upon a chair with its

legs upon four tumblers to insulate it, and be there nibbed up and

down on the body a few times with a muff, by a second individual,

and he will light his gas by simply placing his finger to the tube.

It is only necessaiy to take the precaution not to touch anything,

or be touched by anybody, during the trial of the experiment.

Tlic stock of electricity acquired by the process we have described

is discharged by contact with another object. One person must

turn on the gas while the other fires it.

Itb.m of Art.—-The world-rcnowncd picture of Vclasqnes, the

"Adoration of the Christ by the Shepherds," was bought, recently,

by the Louvre Museum, for the price of 51,250 francs. It for-

merly belonged to the collection of Louis Philippe, called Gal-

lery Staudish, and exhibited at Paris.

< —»» >

Personal.—Com. Charles Stewart ("Old Ironsides,") has

been appointed to the command of the Philadelphia Naval Sta-

tion. The old veteran is a great favorite in Philadelphia, and his

selection cannot but give very general satisfaction.

< »»— >

Monumental.—The legislature of Connecticut has passed a

bill appropriating $1500 for the erection of a monument at Dan-

bury over the remains of General Wooster.
» .».» »

Very odd.—On the evening of May 27th, a meteor fell near

the Grand river in Missouri, which made a report like a cannon.

In this city, by Kcv. Dr. Nealc, Mr. Warren HaskcU to Miss Maria Frances,
daughter of Alvah Packard. E*q., of Randolph.

Ity l{cv. Mr. Hell, Mr. Edgiir N. Lord, of Indianapolis, Ind., to Miss Mary J.,

daughter of the ofliriatinK clergyman.
By Ucv. Mr. Coolidjcc, Mr. Seth Tobey, assistant clerk of the Police Court, to

Mi«s Luciiida N. KiiiK-'^bury.

)ly Hcv. Dr. Adiim."*, Mr. John D. Ilayward to Miefl Helen Cornelia, daughter
of Alexander Stronp:: Esq.

Hv Itev. Mr. Iluntinjjton, Mr. Edward S. Hunt to Miss Caroline C, daughter
of Commander W. S W'ulker, U. S. N.
At Heading, by Kov. Mr. Whiting, Mr. Calvin Ames, of Washington, D. C, to

Miss Lizzie E., daughter of W'arren Perkins. Esq.

At Lancaster, by W^y. Mr. Packard, Mr. Ephralm Wyman, of Rockford, lU.,

to Mi.>*s Caroline Peirce. of Waltham.
At Worcester, by Rev. Mr. Smith, of Shirley, Mr. William Dimond to Misa

Mary E. Healy.
At Portland, Me., by Rev. Mr. Aspenwall, Mr. Nathaniel Rolfe to Mrs. Nancy

Phillips.

At Gardiner, Me., by Rt. Rev. Bishop Burgess, Mr. Benjamin Randall, of St.

George, N. II., to Miss Mary Augusta White.
At Providence, R. 1., by Rev. Mr. Walcott, Mr. John 11. Schcnck, of New

York, to MisR Su.«anna. daughter of T. Hall, Esq., of Boston.
At Johnston, R. I., by Rev. Mr. Sweet, Mr. Francis M. Blake, of Franklin,

Mass., to Miss Maria E. Converse.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mrs. Phcbe, wife of the late Rowland Christy. 87; Cyricl Osgood,

son of Mr. 8cth C. Chandler, 5; Miss Adeline, daughter of Mr. Simeon Bruer-
ton, 25; Miss Nancy Davis, 62.

At East Cambridge, Mr. Amander R. Frost, 21. formerly of N. Appleton, Me.
At \Vatertown, Mrs. Harriet, wife of Tyler Bigelow, Esq., 62.

At :\ralden, Mrs. Lydia Ann, wife of Mr. C A. B. Munroe, 33.

At Salem, Mr. William Appleton Wallis. 23.

At Lynn, Mrs. Mary Murray, 34; Mrs. Mary Buttcrfield, 41.

At Marblehead, Mrs. Martha G. Hammond, 69; Mrs. Deborah Phillips, 67.

At Newburvport, Mrs. Sophia, wife of Mr. John B. Porter, 39.

At Wayland, Mr. Seth Ad.ims, 85.

At New Bedford, Mrs. Eunice Chandler. 57; Mrs. Dorcas S. Sturtevant, 29.

At Foxborough, Mrs. Hannah Paine, 91.

At Springfield, Rev. J. T. Brown, pastor of Unitarian Church, W. Cambridge.
At Buckland, Mr. Ebenezer Forbes, 90-

At Upton, Miss Lucretia M., oldest daughter of Mr. Aaron Partridge, 21.

At Ashby, Mr. George Hartwell, 62.

At Wilton, N. H., Hon. Daniel Batehelder, 72.

At Windsor, Vt., Mrs. Elizabeth B., widowofWm. Harris, Esq., of Boston, 90-

At Sharon, Vt.. Mr. Elias Marsh. 85.

At Harlem, N. V., Dr. J. W. Schmidt, a noted physician of Charleston, S. C.

At Hillsborough, Va., Miss Mary E. Smith. Intc of Mt. Vernon. N. H., 35.

At Louisville. Ky., Passed Midshipman Walter V. Giliis, U. S. Navy.
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[VTritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE DEAD.

BT aBORQE H. COOMER.

The stars that disappear at mom,

O think not they are fled
j

They are not lost, tUey are not gone,

But, mid the glory shed

Around them by the source of light,

They shine more sweetly than at night

;

It is the night that 's dead.

And thus the loved who disappear,

Pass not, perchance, away

;

But walk in light so sweet and clear.

It blinds us with its niy :

On this, to us, benighted clod,

The glory of Almighty God

Smbosoms them in day.

Perchance they follow, fair as dreams.

The rosy morning's flight.

More immaterial than his beams,

And lighter than his Ught:

They sit upon the azure day.

They float on twilight's downy gray.

And on the clouds at night.

deep and wondrous heart of man.

Strange fount of joy and woe;

In this sad life no eye may scan

Thy cun-ent's ebb and flow :

But in the glorious world to come,

The voice of discord shall be dumb.

And thou thyself shalt know.

< ».» > —
[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

EUTHANASY.
BY T. 8. ARTHUB.

" You remember Anna May, 'who sewed for you about a year

»go f" said one fasliioiiabh--dressed lady to another.

" That pale, quiet girl who made up dresses for the children?"

" The one I sent you."

" O, yes ; very well. I had forfrotten her name. What has

become of her 1 If I remember rigluly, I engaged her for a week

or two in the fall. But she did not keep her engagement."

"Poor thing," said the first lady, whose name was Mrs. Bell,

"she'll keep no more engagements of that kind."

" "Why so '> Is she dead V The tone in wliich these brief

questions were asked, evinced no lively interest in the fate of the

poor sewing-girl.

" Not dead ; but very near the end of life's weary pilgrimage."

" All, well; we must all die, I suppose—though it 's no pleas-

ant thing to think about. But, I am glad you called in this morn-

ing "—the lady's voice rose into a more cheerful tone—" I was

just about putting on my things to go down to Mrs. Bobinet's

opaiiii'). You intend going, of course. I shall be so delighted to

have you along, for I want to consult your taste about a bonnet."

" I came out for a different purpose, altogether, Mrs. Ellis,"

said Mrs. Boll, " and have called to ask you to go with me."

"Where?"
" To see Anna May."
" What ! that poor seam.strcss of whom you just spokeV

There was a look of unfeigned surprise in the lady's countenance.

" Yes ; the poor seamstress, Anna May. Her days in this world

are nearly numbered. I was to sec her yestcrda)', and found her

very low. She cannot long remain on this side the river of death.

I am now on my way to her mother's liouse. Will you not go

with me ?"

" No, no," replied Mrs. Ellis, quickly, while a shadow fell over

her face ;
" why sliould I go ? I never took any particular inter-

est in the girl. And, as for dying, everything in relation tlicreto

is unpleasant to me. I can't bear to tliink of death ; it makes me
shudder all over."

" You have never looked in tlie ftce of deatli," said Mrs. Lee.

" And never wish to," replied Mrs. Ellis, feelingly. " O, if it

wasn't for tliis terrible consummation, what a joyful thing life

might he !"

" Anna May has looked death in the fac« ; but does not find his

aspect so appalling. She calls him a beautiful angel, wlio is

about to take her by tlie hand and lead her up gently and lovingly

to her Father's house."

There came into the face of Mrs. Ellis a sudden look of wonder.
" Are you in earnest, Mrs. Bell V
" Altogether in earnest."

" The mind of the girl is unbalanced."

"No, Mrs. Ellis ; never was it more evenly poised. Come with

mcY^t will do you good."

" Don't urge mc, Mrs. Boll. If I go, it will make me sad for a

week. Is the sick girl in want of anyeontfort?—I will freolv

minister thereto. But I do not wi.sh to look ujion death."

"In this a.spcct, it is heantifnl to look U])on. Go with me, then.

The cxj)erienc« will be ijomotJiing to accompany you through life.

The image of a friglitfiit moiiiitcr is in jour mind; you may now
have it displaced hy the form of an angol."

" How strangely you talk, Mrs. Bell ! llow can dcatli be an

angel ? Is anything more terrible than death ?"

" The phantom called death, which a diseased imagination

conjures up, may be terrij)le to look u])on ; but iloatli itself is a

kind messenger, whose office it is to suninidn us from this world

of shadow and changes, to a world of eternal liglit and unfading

beauty. But come, Mrs. Ellis : I must urge you to go w'th mc.
"" ot fear a shock to your fooling.s; for none will be o.\pcri-

So earnest were Mrs. Bell's persuasions, that her friend at

last consented to go witli her. At no groat distance from the

elegant residence of Mrs. Ellis, in an ol)scure ncigliborhood, was

a small house, humble in exterior, and modestly, yet neatly,

attired within. At the door of this house the ladies paused, and

were admitted by a woman somewhat advanced in years, on

whose mild face sorrow and holy resignation were beautifiilly

blended.

"How is your daughter?" inquired Mrs. Bell, as soon as they

were seated in the small, neat parlor.

" Not so strong as when you were here, yesterday," was

answered, with a faint smile. "She is sinking hourly."

"But continues in the same tranquil, heavenly state."

" O, yes." There was a sweet, yet touching earnestness in the

mother's voice. " Dear child ! Her life has been pure and unsel-

fish ; and now, when her change is about to come, all is jieace, and

hope, and patient waiting for the time when she will be clothed

upon with immortality."

"Is she strong enough to sec any one"?" asked Mrs. Boll.

" The presence of others in no way disturbs her. Will you

walk up into her chamber, friends ?"

The two ladies ascended the narrow stairs, and Mrs. Ellis found

herself, for the first time, in many years, in the presence of one

about to die. A slender girl, with large, mild eyes, and face

almost as white as the pillow it pressed, was before her. The
unmistakable signs of speedy dissolution were on the pale,

shrunken features ; not beautiful, in the ordinary acceptation of

beauty, but from the pure spirit within. Radiant with heavenly

light was the smile that instantly played about her lips.

" How are you to-day, Anna?" kindly inquired Mrs. Bell, as

she took the shadowy hand of the dying girl.

" Weaker in body than when you were here yesterday," was

answered, " but stronger in spirit."

" I have brought Mrs. Ellis to see you. You remember Mrs.

Ellis ?"

Anna lifted her bright eyes to the face of Mrs. Ellis, and said :

" O, yes, very well ;" and she feebly extended her hand. The
lady touched her hand with an emotion akin to awe. As yet, the

scene oppressed and bewildered her. There was something about

it that was dreamlike and unreal. "Death! death!" she ques-

tioned with herself, " can this bo dying ?"

" Your day will soon close, Anna," said Mrs. Bell, in a cheer-

ful tone.

" Or, as we say," quickly replied Anna, smiling, " my morning

will soon break. It is only a kind of twilight here. I am wait-

ing for the day dawn."
" My dear young lady," said Mrs. Ellis, with much earnestness,

bonding over the dying girl as she spoke—tlic newness and

strangeness of the scene had so wrought upon her feelings that she

could not repress their utterance—" Is all indeed as you say ?

Are you inwardly so calm, so hopeful, so confident of the morn-

ing ? Forgive mc such a (jucstion, at such a moment. But the

thought of death has ever been terrible to mo ; and now, to see a

follow-mortal standing, as you are, so near the grave, and yet

speaking in cheerful tones of the last agony, fills me wMh wonder.

Is it all real ? Are you so full of heavenly tranquillity ?"

Was the light dimmed in Anna's eyes by such pressing ques-

tions ? Did thoy turn her thoughts too rcalizingly upon the " last

agony ?" 0, no ! Even in the waning hours of life, her quickest

impulse was to render service to another. Earnest, therefore, was

her desire to remove from the lady's mind this fear of death, even

though she felt the waters of Jordan already touching her own
descending feet.

" God is love," .she said, and with an emphasis that gave to the

mind of Mrs. Ellis a new appreciation of the words. " In his love

ho made us, that he might bless us with infinite and eternal bless-

ings, and these await us in heaven. And now that ho sends an

angel to take mo by the hand and lead me up to my heavenly

home, shall I tremble and fear to accomi)any the celestial messen-

ger ? Docs the child, long separated from a loving parent, shrink

at the thought of going home, or ask the hours to linger? O, no !"

"But all is so uncertain," said Mrs. Ellis, eager to penetrate

farther into the my.stery.

" Uncertain !" There was something of surprise in the voice

of Anna May. " God is truth, as weU as love; and both in his

love and truth. He is unchangeable. When, as Divine Truth,

He came to our earth, and spake as ne^cr man spake. He said,

' In my Father's house are many mansions. I go to prepare a

place for you.' The heavens and the earth may pass away, Mrs.

Ellis, hut not a jot or tittle of the Divine AVordciui fail."

" Ah, but the j)roi)aration for those heavenly mansions ?" .said

Mrs. Ellis. " The prejiaration, Anna ! Who may bo certain of

this?"

The eyes of the sick girl closed, the long lashes resting like a

dark fringe on her snowy check. For more than a moment she

lay silent and motionless. Then looking up, she answered

:

" God is love. If wo would be with him, we must be like liiin."

" llow are we to be like him, Anna .'" asked Mrs. Ellis.

" He is love ; but not a love of himself He loves and seeks to

bless others. We must do the same."
" And have you, Anna—

"

But the words died on the lijis of the sjx'aker. Again had the

drooping lashes fallen, and tlio ])alc lids closed over the beau(<fiil

eyes. And now a sudden light shone tlirongli the transparent tis-

sue of that wan face ; a liglit, the rays of wliicli none who saw

them needed to b(^ told were but gleams of the lioiivonly morning
just breaking for the mortal sleeper.

How hushed the room—how motionless the group that bent for-

ward towaids the one just jjassing away ! Was it the rustle of

angel's garments that penetrated the inward sense of hearing >.

It is over! The pure spirit of that humble girl, wlio, in jicr

sphere, >vas loving, and true, and faithful, hath ascended to the

God, in whose infinite love she roiiosed a childlike and unwa>'er-

ing confidence. Calmly and sweetly she vrent to sleep, like an

infant on its mother's bosom, knowing that the Everlasting anna

v.'ore beneath and around her.

And thus, in the by-ways and obscure places of life, are daily

passing away the humble, loving, true-hearted ones. The world

esteems them lightly ; but they are precious in the sight of God.

When the time of their departure comes, they shrink not hack in

fear, but lift their hands trustingly to the angel messenger, whom
their Father sends to lead them up to their home in heaven.

With them is the true " Euthanasy."
" Is not that a new experience in life ?" said Mrs. Bell, as the

two ladies walked slowly homeward. AVith a deep sigh, the other

ans\vered :

" New and wonderful. I scarcely comprehend what I have seen.

Such a lesson from such a source ! How lightly I thought of

that poor sewing-girl, who came and went so unobtrusively ! How
little dreamed I that so rich a jewel was in so plain a casket! Ah,

I .shall be wiser for this—wiser, and I may hope, better. O, to be

able to die as she has died—what of mere earthly good would I

not cheerfully sacrifice
!"

" It is for us all," calmly answered Mrs. Bell. " The secret we
have just heard. We must be like God."

" How—how ?"

" He loves others out of himself, and seeks their good. If wo
would be like Him, we must do the same."

Yes ; this is the secret of an easy death, and the only true secret.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
Savin Hii,l, Dorchester.

My deau CoMrANiON :—The good people have been making
hay luider my window all day long, and in the adjoining lots hard

by. That prince of perfumers, Monsieur Lubin, should be here to

take a dainty lesson from nature for his role of varieties. Some-
how I have fancied that new-mown hay never exhaled half so

much sweetness before—a conclusion in which I am quite con-

finned hy the grateful and self-satisfied manner in which the levia-

than elm, over my head, nods and bows in graceful acquiescence

to the busy sons of the rake and scythe. My host and hostess,

who have reared a numerous and highly-respected family beneath

the shade of this elm, look to it with a degree of affection and

respect, which gives me great confidence in the tree, and I unhesi-

tatingly quote it a,s good authority.

For some days past I have been jjarty to a bit of petty larcenv,

concerning which I think I'll turn king's evidence, make a clean

breast of it, and reveal. Just where I sit (under the broadest

branch of the broad old tree), I can count three fine chen-y trees,

in full bearing, and as true as you and I are friends, I have looked

quietly on and seen the robins come by dozens, old and voung,

and eat not only the cosiest sort of meal, filling their crops to re-

pletion, but absolutely can'ying away their beaks full to the cro'vvn

of the hills yonder, where, I imagine, they have a sort of store-

house somewhere among the thick foliage. Now a stone would

disperse them at an}- time, and though I am firmly satisfie<l in

my own mind that the trees were not planted, cultivated, trimmed

and manured for the benefit of those feathered intruders, yet I

cannot find it in my heart to j>eacli against them for eating cherries,

to the powers that he, and I acknowledge to a little secret gratifi-

cation at every full crop that flies over my head.

The last half hour, of twilight has been enriched in its pregnant

beauties and fragrance by the most delightful sounds of music,

from the hill yonder, crowned by the stately old meeting-house.

A bit of water (an arm of Boston Bay) makes up between us and

the hill, and over this the music of the military band playing

there floats with most bewitching effect upon the ear. The old

elm tree seems to hold its breath, not a leaf rustling among the

branches, and drinks in of the quiet enchantment of the hour.

My dear doctor, that ample vine in the roar of your town-house,

and the luxuriant branches of the mulberry, are very well, and the

fruit most unexceptionable; but think of a brave old tree, capable

of sheltering a regiment of infantry, and forgive the comparison.

We are so open to the sea that one becomes quite maritime in

his feelings by residing here. The bay, witli its emerald isles,

forts and picturesque divisions, ever well dotted with the white

wings of commerce, is not the least of the fine cnjoy.able views.

Speaking of the bay, so light have been the mild southwest winds,

that the crafts in the harbor have crept slothfully along, as though

enervated by the sultry atmosphere; but a welcome east wind

(welcome e.xcept to invalids) sprang up just before sunset, and

the harbor became a lively scone indeed. The larger vessels, be-

calmed below, let fall their courses, set their tojjsails, aiul came

up to town with the evening tide ; while the coasting vessels,

" close-hauled," made long tacks, and reached out of the harbor,

on their voyages along shore.

Dill you ever reside on the line of a railroad, mostdiscriminating

and ])atio;it of readers ? If so, you cannot have failed to observe

tlie i)ertiiiacity with which the trains of cars persist in running

at the most inconvenient hours, starting at all sorts o{ outre j^eri-

ods, and an-iving, consetiuently, at just no available time at all

for business, at the jioint of destin.ation ; and, moreover—with due

respect bo it said,—the cars on which wc Savin Hill sojourners

doiiend as a means of transit to and from the city, have a most

cxtiaorilinary tendency to dropsy,—that is to say, they arc trou-

bled with a most disagreeable ])letliora, and one is very apt to have

the pleasure of standing up during the trip. If you are ever

tempted to purchase a season ticket, take our advice, and, as Mr.

I'linch says of marriage, don't do it

!

Always yours, M. M. B.
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EDITORIAL MEIiAAOE.

Throe men at work on the La Crosse Kiiihoad, at Milwaukee,

died on the 15th ult., of sun-stroke. At Cincinnati n pliysi-

cian WHS called to remove three teeth on a gold plate, which the

owner swallowed in his sleep, and v/liich stuck in his throat, and

came near suffocating liiin. —— Wm. B. Sasscer has hcen acquit,

ted of the murder of Mrs. ICmcline Johnson, in the criminal court

of the District of Columbia. The following is very near as

good as Burke's famous, " What is majesty strijiped of its exter-

nals ?—a jest;"—" what makes reason treason in Ireland?—the

absentee (t)." The fireworks' manufactory of II. G. Clark,

Concord, N. H., blew up on Saturday week. Loss $600. At

Laona, Illinois, on the 9th ult., Mrs. I'hipps, in a fit of insanity,

stabbed her daughter, about 26 years of age, with a butcher-

knife, in the breast, from the effects of which she died in three

hours. The sweetest of all life is that which we live in the

good of others. Laborers wore never so scarce at Chicago as

they are now. Hundreds of good dressmakers might also find

employment there. Yellow fever and dysentery are raging at

llio Janeiro. Speaking of the Chinese revolution, a western

pa])er says :
" The great tea-kettle is boiling." All Kurope is

still agog with table-moving. In Spain the exploits of the ine.sa

girateria (gyrating table) are everywhere set on foot, and regarded

with the liveliest interest. The London omnibuses employ

5000 men, and pay £-350,000 ainmal tax. Louis Napoleon has

restored the guillotine in France for political offences, aliolishcd

by Lamartine and the provisional government of the Republic.

This demonstration of ferocity is regarded as a symptom of weak-

ness by those experienced in French affairs. The offence of

exporting a map of the country is punishable by the laws of Japan

with death. The slave trade in Cuba appears to be flourisliin

with unwonted vigor just now. Since January, 1853, no less tli n

9049 poor Africans have been landed in Cuba ; or an avcra; of

more than 1800 a month. Iron churches are now made in

England and sent out to Australia. If a man could have his

•wishes he would double his troubles. A store advertises for

thin coat-makers—should think they would be thin if they made
many coats such weather as this. " That baby," said the de-

lighted mother, " we look upon as the flower of the family." Being

a boy, and robed in yellow flannel, she ought to have called him

the sun-flower.

«—«•»—»

LITERARY COINCIDENCES.

Cowper said :
" God made the country and man made the

town." The Latin poet, Varro, expressed that very sentiment

before him. Pope says :
" The proper study of mankind is

man ;" but Charron, the Frenchman, said it first. Byron, in

Childc Harold, has the image of a broken mirror to show how a

broken heart multijjlies images of sorrow ; but the same simile

is in Burton. Giordano Bruns said that the first people of the

world should rather be called the youiif/sters than the niicicnis.

Lord Byron—a large plagiarist—makes use of the very same
idea. Gray sings beautifully about full many a gem of purest

ray serene, and many a flower concealed in the mine and in the

sea ; but Bishop Hall first wrote the whole sentiment in prose.

Addison speaks of the stars forever singing as they shine. Sir

Thomas Brown talks of the " singing constellations ;" though

both have followed the idea expressed in the Scripture. Shelley

speaks of Death, and his brother, Sleep. The expression was
Sir Thomas Brown's. It is impossible for a reader to go through

a variety of books without finding plagiarism, or at least coinci-

dences, ou almost every page he pores over.

I^IRST USE OF GAS.

In the year 1792, Mr. Murdoch made use of gas in lighting his

house and ofticc at Redruth, in Cornwall, England., where he then

resided. The mines at which he worked being distant some miles

from his house, he was in the constant practice of filling a bladder

with coal-gas, in the neck of which he fixed a metallic tube, with

a small orifice, through which the gas issued ; this being ignited,

served as a lanteni to light his way for the considerable distance

he had nightly to travel. This mode of illumination being then
generally unknown, it was thought by the common people that

magical art alone could produce such an effect, and the discoverer

actually ran some risk of personal inconvenience from the preju-

dices of his nan-ow-mindcd neighbors.

-«—••"•—»-

A BROAD Hint.—When the case of Chambers, in connection
with the Opera House, wa,s brought before Lord Brougham, the

court was crowded with theatrical persons, many of whom were
foreigners. The hum of conversation seriously interrupted the

business. His lordship complained of it once or twice, and at

last said to the usher :
" If this noise does not cease, I shall be

obliged to speak to yo»r successor." Tlic silence the next moment
was awful.

< ».» > .

Fine Paintings.—There arc a couple of fine portraits, of
Mr. Charles Tufts and lady, painted by G. H. Ballon, artist, at

the bookstore of Abel Tompkins, Cornbill. Mr. Tufts, it will be
remembered, is the individual who gave the grounds for the Uni-
versalist College, at Somervillc, and these portraits arc to be pre-

sented to the institution when the biiilding is completed.

< -»» >

New Mt'sic—George P. Reed & Co., 17 Tremont Row, arc

constantly pulilishing new and delightful music. Among a num-
ber of other attractive pieces, is one entitled the " Crystal Palace
Polka," by Francis Riha.

^VoRTH EKMEJinERiKo.—A littlo Wealth will suffice us to :

we'l, and less to die happily.

lllajisibc ©atljcrings

George Pcabody, Esq., the American banker, in London, is said

to be worth about five millions of dollars.

In Wilbraham, last week, a stone mason foun<l a lumj) of pure
gold, about the size of a bean, in the centre of a block of granite.

It is stated that several fields of wheat, in Cecil county, Mary-
land, to which guano h.id been applied, have escaped the ravages
of the fly.

A potato, twenty fears old, which had been preserved under cin-

ders in a well, was planted a few weeks ago in Albany, and is now
growing finely.

W. D. Porter, U. S. N., contradicts the rc])ort that Amir Bey,
who visited this country a year or two since, as agent of the Turk-
ish Sultan, was an impostor.

The Home Journal states that Thackeray will return to this

country in August, to deliver another course of lectures on the

four Georges—one lecture upon each.

M. Sallandrouzc Lamornaix, who was the French Commissioner
at the exhibition at the Crystal Palace of London, has been named,
in the same capacity, at the exhibition of New York.

A private letter from Mexico, to the editors of the New Orleans
Picayune, says that the new line of steamers between New Orleans
and Vera Cruz, with the mail arrangements, works admirably.

Capt. Berry, of the mail steamship Marion, which nins between
New York and Charleston, cautions captains of steamers against

using wire wheel-ropes, as they part easily without any strain upon
them.

The news from the mines, in California, is of the most favora-

ble character—the yield this season jiromising to exceed that of

any former season. Agricultural prosi^ects were also very fine,

and the crops of grain will be abundant.

At a town meeting, held in Proviucctown, lately, it was voted
to ajipropriate the sum of ten dollars, for the breeding of fish in

that town. This appropriation was designed, of course, only to

test the practicability of such a measure.

In Ilooksctt, N. H., lately, two brothers, by the name of Clem-
ent, one eleven years old and the other thirteen, went into a hole

in a small brook to swim. They got beyond their depth, and one
.^inking caught hold of the other and they were both drowned.

The country seat of Ilciu-y Partridge Kellogg, Esq., on the

East River, near New KocbcUc, has been jiurchased for the resi-

dence of a Polish Prince, who is expected to occupy it soon.

About forty thousand dollars have been paid for the estate.

A farmer, named Ilertly, living near Vassalboro', Maine, on
Tuesday wcik shot a notorious outlaw, named Fox, while in the

act of plundering Hertly's hen-house. Fox died instantly. A
coroner's jury returned a verdict of justifiable homicide.

The Columbus State Join-nal states that the wheat in the Little

Miami Valley is turning yellow, and is about ready for harvest.

It looks well, and we presume it will be a fair yield. Corn is

backward for the season generally, but it appears to be even and
of good color.

The Paris correspondent of the New York Courricr des Etats
Unis, sa3's :

" The numerous passers-by Neuve de Rivole street,

stop near the Hotel de Villc, to admire a new and most magnifi-
cent mansion, which has cost more than half a million of francs,

and which has been built for a man who was formerly a porter in

the market."

1 .»«» >

Joreign Jtcms.

The Earl of Derby was installed Chancellor of the O.xford

University on the 7th ult.

The weather in England was generally good, and most favor-

able for the growing crops.

On the 2d ult., the ratification of the treaties for the renewal of
the Zollvercin were exchanged at Berlin.

The suspension bridge at Pency, near Geneva, Switzerland, fell

on the 27th of May. Seven lives lost.

Karatiguine, the celebrated tragedian, who has been called the

Kean of Russia, died recently of cholera at St. Petersburg.

Piedmont has sustained a severe loss by the death of Count
Balbo, President of the Council, which took place on the 3d ult.

The late returns of the Board of Trade showed that during the

monfh ending May 5th, the value of exports from Great Britain,

exceeded by £2,309,995 the corresponding month of 1852.

The committee of the projected Roman Catholic College at

Dublin had received eight hundred pounds sterling, in subscrip-

tions, from America.

The cholera is still raging with much violence in Moscow, and
letters have been received which announce that the disease has
made its aii]')carancc in St. Petersburg.

The Bank of France has announced that it will henceforth
make advances at 3 per cent, per annum upon wheat, b.arley, rye,

oats, lucerne, colza, and clover seeds deposited in warehouses.

The Patent Gutta Percha Company's ^Vorks at London, were
burnt on Sunday, 5th ult., together with many miles of wire in

gutta percha for the ElJctrie Telegraph Co. Loss, £100,000.

The British Meditcrranciin fleet had sailed for the Dardanelles,
and the Cliauncl fleet had been ordered to the Mediterranean.
The French fleet had arrived in Brescia Bay.

A woman lately died in a village near Madrid, aged one hundred
and twenty-five. She married for the second time at the age of
one hu)i(lrc<l ; she leaves fourteen children, eight grandchildren,
and nineteen great-grandchildren.

Tlic screw steamer Times, running between Dublin and Liver-
pool, burst her boiler on the passage from Dublin on the morning
of tlie 5th ult. She had over three hundred passengers on board
at the time, nine of whom were killed and many others frightfully

wounded.

Telegraphic despatches from Vienna state that the Russian
forces had already conmicnced their march towards Moldavia and
\Vallachia. Tlie Tin'ks were jircjiaring for a vigorous resist-

ance. The Egyi>tian fleet and an army of 30,000 men were \>vo-

creding to the support of the Sultan, v.hilst the Turcoman Chiefs
were raising 100,000 men for the defence of Islamisin. Notwith-
standing these portentous signs, it was generally thought peace
would be prescr\'cd.

The inferiority of France in everything connected with com-
merce is shown by the progress of the commercial navies of other
countries in her own land. In the first three montlis of 1852,
there entered into French ports, 1553 French ships of 178,275
tons. This year there entered but 1424 vessels of 176,439 tons.
On the other hand, in the same period of the vear 1S52, there
entered into French jiorts, 2080 foreign vessels of 207,421 tons,
while in 1853, the number amounted to 2203 vessels of 309,109 tons.

Sanbs of (Bolb.

.... The future destiny of the child is always the work of the

mother.

—

Bvnapa rip

.

.... Wc often quarrel with the unfortunate to get rid of pity-

ing them.— Vauvaiargues.

.... If thou sustain injustice, console thyself the true unhappi-

ness is in doing it.

—

Dcinocrilus.

.... Persons arc oftentimes misled in regard to their choice of
dress, by attending to the beauty of colors, rather than selecting

such colors as may increase their own beauty.

—

Shenstone.

.... 1 have always .preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The latter

I consider as an art, the former as a habit of mind. Mirth is

short and transient, cheerfulness fixed and permanent.

—

Addison.

.... They say it wa.5 Listou's firm belief, that he was a great

and neglected tragic actor ; they say that everyone of u.s believes

in his heart, or would like to have others believe, that he is some-
thing which he is not.— Thw-k^riiy.

.... If the memory is more flexible in childhood, it is more
tenacious in mature age ; if childhood has sometimes the memory
of words, old age has that of things, which impress themselves
according to the clearness of the conception of the thought which
we wish to retain.

—

Dc Bomtdte.n.

.... The commonest and coarsest clocks mark the hours ; it is

only those which are made with the greatest art which mark the

minutes. So ordinary minds feel the difference between a simple
))robability and an entire certainty; but it is only the delicate

minds which feel the greater or les.H certainty or probability, and
who mark, that is to say, the minutes by their feelings.

—

FontenelU.

Joker's Buibgct.

" Have you much fish in your bag '." asked a person of a fish-

erman. " Yes, there's a good eel in it," was the rather slippery

reply.

Did anybody ever know a man that bore malice against hii

neighbor, to possess any brains, or a mind strong enough to think

an idea to sleep "?

There are many ])ickpockcts about to^vIl jvist now. So, he that

would keep his watch—" This let him do,—pocket his watch, and
watch his pocket too."

Once and again, I have fouml that the most cross-grained are

by no means the worst of mankind, nor the humblest in station

the least polished in feeling.

A dashing and fashionable widow up to^vn says she thinks of
suing some gentleman for a breach of promise, in order that the

world may know she is in the market.

It is said that a pair of pretty eyes arc the best mirror a man
can shave by. 'Zactly so, and it is nnqnestionably the case that

many a man has been shaved by them.

Men seem to judge of acting more with their feet than with

their brains. Let an actor make ever so good a point, the first

critic to discover it will be a pair of brogans in the gallery.

A Boston astrologer predicted that an extraordinary literary

work would be produced in New England about this time. The
prediction has been fulfilled to the letter, for a Boston publishing

liouse has " got up " a Quaker hymn book, having heard that no
work of the kind was in existence. It seemed to be a pretty good
opening ; but one unlucky circumstance attending the speculation

is, that the Quakers never siiitj.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L. IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

\re liavo Volumes I., IT., IIT.. and IV. of the Pictobul Drawhtg Room
Companion, elegantly boiiud in cloth, with gilt edges and back and, illumined

sides, forming euperb and mcut attractive parlor ornaments in the shape of »
feries of books of between Four and Five Uundbed Paocs kach, and each
Volume containing nearly Onb Thousand E::gkavi>g8 of Men, Manners, and
current Events all over the world; of Scenery in all parte of the Globe; of
famous Cities and beautiful Viilagea; of Pageants at home and abroad; offin»

Maritime Views; and, in short, of an inOnite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subject*;; with Illumined Title-Pages and Indexes of gre»t bean ty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontispieces to the volumes

Besides the many lllnstrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amotint
of original Tales, Sketches, Poems, ftnd Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Kecord of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel aod elegant scries for future reference and present eugoy-

meut, both in i-egard to ItcAding Matter and Illustrations

For sale at the Pubiication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all tha
Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, ^3 00; two Tolame»,

S5 00 ; three volumes, S^'T 00 , and four volumes, SO 00.

THE FLAG OF^OUI^NIONT
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutral. Notliingof an immoral nature will ever bt)

admitted into its columns : therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MnJJON,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisement* are

admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

T 11 ]<] 31 A 31 JI T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An iinriTalled corpa
of contributor.^ are regularly engaged, and every department i^* under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of wliich fnr exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Gleason's PicroauL.

TERMS TO SUBSCEIBZES.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '• ' 6 00
8 '• '• 11 00

16 ' " aO 00

One copy of the Vi\n or oitr I'nion, and one copy of Oleason's Pictorui.
S4 00 per nnunm, iuv,iriiil,'ly in adv.ince.

%* The Flag can be obtained at any of th* newfjtaper depots in the Vnittd
States^ and of newspaper carrier^ at pour cents per single copy.

F. GLEASON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

CoENER OF Tkejiom axb Bkompteld Jibieis, Bosion, Mass-
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THE TROUT.

The trout, in disposing of its spa^vn, fol-

lows the identical rules wliidi govern the
salmon in this important process. He runs
up rivers, and torrents, and brooks, in the
months of September and Octolier, and
seeks out the most retired water flowing
over gravelly bosoms for this annual opera-
tion. Like the salmon, he leaps over for-

midable obstacles in his progress, although
he cannot cope, in point of muscular agil-

ity, with the prince of the waters
; still, in

proportion to his size, the trout possesses
quite as much physical vigor and daring as

the lordly salmon. The leaps the tiout
will take when ascending the rivers in au-
tumn arc really quite astonishing. If we
examine even the smallest rivulet or bum
which nms into any good trout stream, we
shall find it full of small trout fry, the pro-
duce of the spawn which the parent fish

had, under the pressure of apparcntlv in-

superable difficulties, contrived to deposit.
A trout of a pound weight, will often clear
a leap four feet high. The period of the
year in which trout are in the finest condi-
tion Vjjries in different countries and rivers.

The seasons also exercise a considerable
influence. If the winter has been open and
mild, the trout will be in fine order much
earlier than if there had been long, sharp
frosts and heavy falls of snow. We have,
in some rivers, caught trout in tolerably

good condition in the months of February
and M.irch. In the mouths of June and
July, they are generally supposed to arrive
at their highest degree of perfection in

strength, richness and flavor. The trout
varies in size in different rivers and different countries, from the
small Welsh trout of half a jiound to the giants of some foreign
rivers, which occasionally roai'h a weight of twenty or thirty
pounds

;
but the general run of fish in trout streams averages from

half a pound to a jjound and a half. In waters where thcv are
very numerous, the number caught below half a pound will, in
ordinary cases, far exceed those caught above that weight. It is

nn almost universal rule that where trout are large they are scarce.
The age which trout generally attain has been a long disputed,
and is as yet an undecided question among naturalists and anglers!
Experiments have been made in ponds to settle this point^ but
such tests are not quite satisfiictory, inasmuch as they are, in
some degree, artificial contrivances, and place the fish out of their
usual haunts, habits, and modes of living. There can be little

doubt, we apprehend, that the longevity of the trout v.arics with
the country, and the nature of the stream it inhabits. We shall
here recite two instances relative to the age of this fish, which
have been noticed in books on fishing. The first is a statement
that a trout died in August, 1809, which had been in a well at

REPRESENTATION OP THE TROUT.

Dumbarton castle for eight and twenty years. The other account
is taken from tlie Westmoreland Advertiser of some years ago.
" Fifty years since, tlie proprietor of Bond-hall, near Broughton,
in Furness, when a boy, placed a male Fcllbeck trout in a well^
in the orchard belonging to his family, where it remained till last
week, when it departed this life, not through any sickness or
infirmity attendant on old age, but from want of its natural ele-
ment, water—the severe drought having dried up the si)ring—

a

circumstance which has not happened for the last 'sixty years.
His lips and gills were perfectly white, although his head was
formerly black and of a large size. He regularly came, when
summoned by his master by the name of ' Ned,' to "feed from his
hand on snails, worms, and bread. This remarkable fish has
been visited, and considered a curiosity by the neighboring coun-
try, for several years." Trout pair at the latter end of June and
in July, and are invariably both of the same size. They roam
together, feed together, exist together, and seem to delight in each
other's society ; they also appear to express feelings of commisera-
tion and affiction for each other in times of peril and danger.

GR.4ND NATIONAL, EMBLEM.
We present our readers below with a fac-

simile of the grand closing piece of the
late very brilliant series of Fire Works pre-
pared and executed by that well known
pyrotechnist, Jaincs G. Hovey, Esq., of this
city. We need not remark here how com-
pletely successful the ))iece was—and, in-
deed, the whole exhibition, which was
viewed by thousands upon thousands of
gratified people. The exhibition closed
with a Grand National Emblem, of new de-
sign, und drafted expressly for the occasion,
by Hammatt Billings, E's(i., of this city,
representing our inland intercourse aiid
oceanic navigation, prospering beneath the
fostering folds of our national flag.—Part
first consisted of a Gothic Temple, formed
of three arches, and supported by four col-
umns surmounted by emblems of plenty.
In tlie centre arch was the Genius of Liberty
surrounded by a halo of light, standing
upon the implements of warfare, and uj"
holding the liberty cap and olive branch.
From the centre of the arches, upon either
side, was seen, in graceful festoons, the flag
of the United States overhanging the motto,
" We unite all in brotherhood,"^and gath-
ered in folds to the foot of the columns.
Under the .arch upon the right, at the ba,se
of the piece, was represented a Locomotive
with a train of cai-s resting upon a bridge,
and beneath the arch ujion the left a Stc.im-
ship riding upon the water. In part second,
the locomotive and train moved at the
ringing of the bell, to the right, one hun-
dred feet, stopping at a station house;
wiiile at the same moment the steamship,

rocking upon the bill ws moved to the left one hundred feet
towaids a lighthouse. I'l" whole terminate' amid the flight of
messenger birds running to and fro, the bursting of mines, bombs,
rockets and heavy batteries of Roman candles, which presented
an enormous structure of three hundred feet in length, and sev-
enty-five feet in height, by far the largest ever fired in America,
We are pleased to bear testimony to the excellence of the entire
performance on this occasion, and doubt if any person in the
country could have produced a better exhibition. Mr. Hovev's
large experience and practical knowledge in this line of business
give him a vast advantage over nearly every other pyrotechnist
in the country. Compared with the early exhibitions of this char-
acter, which were given on similar occasions in Boston, what a
vast improvement has taken place. Even within our own experi-
ence, we can remember when a few rockets, Bengal lights, and
revolving wheels constituted the entire' programme of a Fourth of
July Fire Works on Boston Common. Now, these performances
elicit the efforts and skill of known artists, and the results are
brilliant indeed, seeming abnost like the achievements of mao-ic.

CLO.SING PIECE OF EIRE WORKS, GIVEN ON liOBTUN COMMON', JULY 4, 1803.
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THE NEW ST. CHARLES HOTEL.

We present our readers below with a representation of tlio new

St.. Charles Hotel, New Orleans. The old St. Charles, it will be

remembered, was destroyed, two years sinee, by fire, and the ])rc.s-

ent noble building has risen, pha>nix-likc, from its ashes. We
subjoin the following description of its dimensions, etc. Starting

with tlie entire basement story, you enter on the St. Charles street

front, by several doors, a covered hall of moderate dimensions

formed under the broad and deep portico, from which two stair-

cases branch to the ricrht and left, and load by an easy turn to the

space above in front of the rotunda. Immediately below the main

floor is the bar-room. This large and fine hall is much like its

far-famed predecessor, except that its main entrance is from Gra-

vier street, and that on St. Charles street it is closed except to

two small windows. Eijrht massive columns, arranged octago-

nally, su])i)ort it ; nine bronze chandeliers, with thirty-one gas

burners, illuminate it; and a long and elegant marble bar serves

to ornament it as well as to render it useful. Fronting on Com-

mon street, and commencing towards the rear, is the public bath-

room, containing tifcecn cabinets, with tubs supplied with cold

and hot water, and eiglit with shower baths. The floor is paved

with marble tiles. Next to t!)is, towards St. Cliarles street, is a

store ; then comes the ladies' entrance, and then stores and shops

all aroimd the building to the entrance on Gravier street. Start-

ing from Common street, we enter the wash-house, measuring 7.5

by 35 feet—a long, broad and lofty hall. It has twenty-eight tubs,

each snpjilied with hot and cold water. The engine-room contains

a highly-finished, inclined steam-engine, of the simplest form of

construction. The cylinder is of six inches diameter and twenty

inches stroke. Ascending half a story, we come to the drying-

room. One side is occupied by forty-nine moveable drying-frames,

on which wet clothes are hung ; the frames are pushed back so as

to form a close chamber, and the steam from numerous pipes

quickly dries the articles within. The gentlemen's parlor and

dining-room, and the ladies' parlor and ordinary, occupy the same

positions as of old. The gentlemen's parlor is (itted up with mo-

rocco-covered furniture, very comfortable and durable. The la-

dies' parlor is fitted up in magnificent style, the furniture being

made expressly for it in Paris, and costing nearly $1.5,000. The
minors, five in number, are the largest ever imported into this

country. The gentlemen's dining-room has been lengthened and

widened, and is certainly a most splendid saloon. It measures

121 feet by .55. It is lighted by five magnificent chandeliers.

The rotunda, on the second floor, fronting on St. Charles street,

is as large and spacious as the one formerly occupying its place. A
bro.id passage -way leads from it to either wing of the house, and

on each side is a wide flight of stairs, conducting to the upper sto-

ries. Eight columns, octagonally disposed, .support its centre, the

ceiling of which is a stuccoed dome, from which hangs a large

bronze chandelier. This rotunda connects with the rear building

by an iron bridge, latticed over, which gives free access to board-

ers to that part of the house. The entire hotel is furnished in the

most elegant manner. Black walnut, richly polished and adorned,

is used in most of the rooms, which arc all elegantly carpeted.

THE ST. CHARLKS HOTEL, NEW ORLEA.VS, LOUISI.\X.V.

1>
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RIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.
A TALE OF ITALY AND THE ITALL4NS.

BY ben: pekley foorb.

[continued.]

CHAPTER V.

AN AHTIST S FIRST LOVE.

What a strange dream of passion is first love ? Poets have

attempted and will attcmjit to ctironicle its power in their lays

—

romancers have sought and M'ill seek to portraj' its depth in their

pages—but in vain. AVho can truly narrate its bursting forth, at

the sight of one previously unknown, even as light instantaneously

flashed forth at tlie bidding of our Creator when the world was

fonned "! Who can correctly describe its welling up, like a

crystal spring in the forest, from the secret depths of the inner-

most recesses of the soul, to sweep like a mighty river, across

every other feeling? AVlio can mark its increasing intensity,

even as licat imjjarts itself to metal, without a marked difference

between the moment and its predecessor, until coldness reddens

into a genial glow ? Who can tell the hopes, the fears, the

doubts, the anguish, ever attendant upon first love, sweeping

across the possessor, even as the sunliglit gleams over a thick

grove, checkering the mossy turf beneath with light and with

gloom ?

To Claude's great joy, the marquis requested him, a few days

after the incidents nan'atcd in the preceding chapter, to visit the

Balbi palace every raoniing, and give the countess a lesson in

drawing. " It is by lier request," he went on to say, " and I ho e,

young man, tliat you will so conduct as not to dirainisli the fav jr

which I find in the fair widow's eyes. You can say much, in

a quiet way, to advance my suit—do so, and I will surely reward

you well."

Claude colored, but bowed assent. Imperious and haughty as

the marquis was, he entertained strange feelings of respect to-

wards him, almost amounting to love. And although this order

to advance the interests of another in a heart where he began to

entertain slight hopes of reigning, would have enraged him had it

come from any other source, he now rejoiced at it, for it would

enable him to see the object of his adoration. Besides, he loved

her with a purity of affection tliat made all other considerations

mere shadows compared with the thought of her. How he longed

for the hour to airive.

Meanwhile, Ernest took care not to allude to the countess, but

stimulated Claude to commence a picture, as he had, for a coming

exhibition of fine arts. At first, Claude was listless, and declared

that he would not compete; but when his friend spoke of the uni-

versal attendance at these exhibitions, he thought that Eulalia

would see his work, and his ideas changed. Could he but win

her jnaise ?

Selecting a large canvass, he began to sketch his own loved

home, with liis mother sitting in the vine-covered porch, while in

the foreground he left a blank space. There, if he dared, he

would paint Eulalia, mounted on her Andalusian steed. The
idea pleased him, and he made rapid progress, whilst Ernest, who
could only paint when not in the study of the manpiis, painted

away at a group of Flemish peasants, more remarkable as an imi-

tation of Tenier's style, than for its originality.

The time for the first lesson arrived, and althougli Claude had

almost counted the hours before it, his courage failed as it ap-

proadied. On entering the palace Balbi, his heart beat violently,

and his brain seemed on fire. While waiting in the ante-chamber

he strove to master this emotion, but in vain. Love is the master-

key to every sympathy, and vain is it to attempt to force the

locks.

Eulalia wivs in a small consen-atory, filled with rare exotics,

some of which were trained up the ])annellcd walls, and then fes-

tooned from the ceiling. A large cage contained a merry party

of birds, which sang merrily as they swang to aiul fro upon their

perches, or flew about, scarcely imprisoned in their pleasant home.
The floor was of the finest variegated marbles, fancifully arranged

in mosaic work, while from a sculptured alabaster basin in the

centre rose the graceful spray of a tiny fou'itain, refreshing the

air. It was indeed an earthly paradise, and a re'reat well worthy

of the fiiir occupant whose taste had planned its channs. Clad in

a simple white moniing-drcss, she rose as the artist entered, and
he thought her more lovely than she had ever appeared to him
before.

"Good nioi-ning," she said, extending her hand, "I knew not

that you would deign to instruct a novice in your art."

Claude, his eyes fixed, listened to these words as to divine har-

monics. " It was my duty to come," he stammered, " and—and,

my inclination."

" Gallantly said," replied Eulalia, "and now let us commence.
What shall I do first'!"

Tills relieved Claude from his enibaiTassment, and soon she

was seated before a window, co|)ying the landscaije without, while

he, standing by her side, directed her pencil. Thus the lcs.<on

passed, to be repeated on the morrow, and on each succcicting

morning, the hour forming the young artist's existence— Lokcd
for\vard to in the morning, looked back upon in thee. ning.

There was no question of love ; but ere long the enrapture lover

began to scnxtinize every movement and word of Eulalia, i deav-

oring to discover with what feelings she regarded him. Were her

wann greetings prompted by a desire to see him 1 Could he dis-

cern encouragement iu the bright glances of her luminous eyes,

which so lavishly smiled njion him ! Was it a sympathy with his

feelings that sometimes made the roses course over her checks, as

nu)onbeams ])lay ui)on the water, when he conversed with the

object of his devotion I

Ay! Could he but have looked into Eulalia's heart, he would

have seen that his untutored genius had awakened strange feelings,

and that his every thought met with electric response. When she

first felt this, she could scarcely credit it. Was it possible that

she, the noble,tlu' gifted, the wealthy—who had for years received no

impression from the noble suitors who ha<l imjiortuned her with

their love—was it possible that she now was inhertum captivated'?

Yes ! Yes ! She had sought to make her heart a shrine for

ideal love, that, like the birds of paradise, breathed the airs of

heaven, but died on touching earth. But now the lotus fniits of

imagination fiiiled to satisfy her desire for affection, and, insensibly

as it were, she would gaze w^th eager attention upon Claude, her

eyes showing more passion than her tongue could have expressed.

True, he had never spoken of his love ; but, although there was

neither question on his part, nor avowal on hers, she well kiiew

that she was beloved.

One night, after a prolonged lesson from Claude, during which

he had found new favor in her eyes by the ardent manner iu which

he spoke of his home and of his mother—his eyes radiating with

joy, or wearing a mournful look as he thought of the distance in-

tervening between himself and the cottage of his childhood, she

sat at the window of the conservatory, absorbed in thought. Her

former marriage—the icy coldness in which she had lived, passed

in review through her fevered brain. And now (could it be pos-

sible?) she felt that her heart-strings throbbed at the tones of

Claude's voice, like the chords of an Eolian harp stirred by the

south wind. As she thu^ sat musing, and catechizing herself, the

bells of the city rang forth their evening chime. No sooner did

they commence their melodious peal, than a guitar was touched

in the garden beneath her window. She listened. Yes—the ac-

companying voice was that of Claude, who sang, with great feel-

ing and exquisite tone, a simple evening h)'mn, which may be

thus translated :

Ave Maria I

The day star is set,

Ave Maria!

Thy children are met!

Thy sweet name breathing

In accents divine,

And flowerets wreathing

To place on thy shrine.

Ave Maria

!

0, guard those who sleep,

Ave Maria!

Console those who weep.

Each heart-cloud banish,

That hangs o'er them yet,

Bid each thought vanish,

That leaves but regret.

Ave Maria!

0, list to my strain,

Ave Maria!

Ah ! Bless us again.

The delicacy of the singer, in thus selecting words appropriate

to the hour, instead of sentimental ett'usions with which she had

often been favored, was to Eulalia another proof of Claude's real

devotion. " He loves me—he loves mc," she murmured to her-

self, and, burying her head in her hands, she gave herself up to

meditation.

Suddenly the door was opened. Eulalia sprang to her feet, and

was evidently i-bout to reprove the intruder, for she thought it

was one of her servants. But it was no menial. That stahvort

form and those flashing eyes belonged to Era Paolo.

" Eccolo Carissimo !" was his familiar greeting.

"Ah, you daring fellow," replied the countess, going towards

him, and inclining her beautiful forehead for the kiss which he

imprinted upon it. " Tell mc, are you not risking too much, in

thus coming into the heart of the city '.'"

But we shall not only stop short in reporting this conversation,

but must leave our readers in the dark as to the right of the bold

outlaw to thus familiarly enter the bourdoir of the countess. It

must be evident to all, from what we have narrated, that he was

neither a stranger nor an unwelcome guest.

We will pass over the night, and the first hours of the morrow,

which Kulalia passed in her boudoir. Claude was to come at ten

o'clock, and often did her eyes seek the curious clock u))on the

mantel-shelf, whose i)eiidulum appeared to lag on its course.

Once she sought refuge in reading, but she soon closed the book

in despair. Man, when his heart is wounded, can seek and find

diversion; but not so gentle and confiding woman. TIk^ eagle,

with his jjowerfnl wings, may sweep the st(mn-cloud, and float

triumphantly where a dove would perish. And so with woman.

Like flowers, she needs the shade of some protecting tree, around

which she weaves her tendrils, and in return for shelter and sup-

])ort, dift'uses fragrance, beauty and joy. This Eulalia felt, and

felt for the first time. Whatever might be the secrets of her life

—

whatever might be the bonds which fettered her conduct, orclothed

it with an ajiparcntly incxplicalilc mystery—she loved.

No sooner did the silver bell of the clock announce the appoint-

ed hour, than Claude was announced by a domestic, and soon he

entered the boudoir.

" Thanks, sir artist," said Eulalia, " for your last night's sere-

nade. It was so appropriate and well timed, (hat I almost imag-

ined that winged messengers were hovering around, to convey it

to her whose protection it invoked."

Never did rain, falling upon sun-parched flowers, prove more
delightful than did these words to Claude. He stood at flrst as if

entranced, and then a sudden emotion appeared to take possession

of him.

"Ah, countess !" he exclaimed, "how could one help singing

with some excellence, when singing to you ?"

" Nay," she replied, "call me not by my title, Claude, for I

would fiiin have you know mc as Eulalia."

" Eulalia ! Yes, let me call you so, and tell you my dream of

last night. I dreamed that I was at home, with my own dear

mother, when I left to take a stroll upon the margin of the lake.

It was night, and all was still, save a few fleecy clouds, which

passed across the face of the azure, star-bespangled sky. Sud-

denly one of the clouds approached the earth, and stopped near

where I stood. It dissolved into vapor, and a white form emerged

from its midst. She advanced towards me, an angelic smile upon

her lips, and a halo of glory surrounding her head. Adoring, I

knelt, and worshipped this celestial visitor, praying that she would

remain upon earth, to cheer my life, and to hallow my lot. O,

then it was that I recognized the featm-es of this angelic one. It

was one who had tilled my thoughts for weeks past ! O, Eulalia

!

Eulalia! It was you." And as Claude spoke, he sank upon his

knee, gazing up into the eyes which so tenderly encouraged him

to proceed.

" Claude," she replied, mastering her emotion with difficulty,

" why trammel your artistic soul with earthly trammels ? Why
not make your art the object of your love—for it alone can be

worthy of such love as your noble heart can bestow."

"Art! It is in studying art, Eulalia, that I have created the

creature of perfection realized in you. Pondering over the phan-

tasies of poets, studying the masterpieces of painters, dwelling

with raptures upon the glories of sculpture, I built up in my mind
a standard. You, of womankind alone, fill its every measure,

and without you, art will have no charms," fervently answered

the enraptured artist.

"But is not this a mere fancy, Claude ?" asked Eulalia, a flush

of satisfaction playing across her cheek.

" Call it fancy, if you will, or any other name, but doubt not

its intensity—its strength. I see in your form a universe of bliss.

I find no joy save in your eyes, and in your conversation I dis-

cover myi'iads of graces and virtues never marked before. It

may be fancy—it may be love ; but if you spurn my prayer, my
dream of happiness will be dispelled, and life Avill be but a blank

—its hope of a prize gone."

" Rise," said Eulalia, and she extended her hand to the suppli-

cant, whose simple tale of love, told in a heart-stirring voice, had

awakened feelings the existence of which had hitherto been un-

known. Silently she led him to an ottoman, motioned to him to

sit down, and then placed herself at his side, still clasping his

hand.

She essayed to speak, but emotion checked her utterance, and

she burst into tears. To Claude, these tears were like the dew of

heaven, refreshing his fevered brain ; and placing his disengaged

arm around her waist he imprinted upon her lips the seal of love

—intoxicating, yet pure.

Eulalia trembled like an aspen leaf, tossed by an autumnal

gale. "Stay," she e.xclaimed; "this is madness. You have

avowed your love, Claude, and like a true-hearted woman do I

tell you that never have I felt such an interest in any one as I do

in you. But," and she gently disengaged herself, "there are

obstacles
—

"

"Name them!" exclaimed Claude.

" Nay, nay. They are not to be overcome bj' you—they may
not be overcome by me. One thing is certain, Claude. I prefer

you to any and all else on earth, and so preferring, beg you to

banish me from your thoughts."

" Never !" replied the young artist. " Can you give me no

encouragement that I may yet enjoy yotir love, if I can prove

myself worthy of it."

Eulalia paused a moment, in deep reflection. " Claude," she

at length said, " for one year I will be your sister. Will you

be as a brother to me ?"

And the young man, again kneeling before her, clasped her in

his arms iu a long embrace. Happy, thrice happy couple—a new
creation rose before them, and dreamy emotions filled their cups

of happiness. Need we adil that when Claude left, he felt happier,

and better, and nobler, than ever before! Evei^thing appeared

brighter and fairer—evei'ything purer and holier.

Wlule this blissful interview was progressing, an ill-looking

peasant had called at the French embassy, and showed a paper,

which admitted him at once to the cabinet of the Marquis de

Bonani.

" Well, fellow," iuquirc<l the mar((uis, "any news ?"

" The palace was well watched last night, your excellency, and

about midnight a man stole out."

"Just as I feared," ejaculated the marquis. "And so the

haughty Countess de Balbi has a lover, who goes and comes at

all hours of the night. But who is he !"

" That is the question ?" replied the peasant. " Last night we
dodged him to the "tie of San Angelo, but lost sight of him

there."

"Ah!" exclaimed the marquis. "Some officer, I sujjposo.

Well, to-night I will mount giuird myself Here is your gold,

fellow, and let me find you at your post to-night."

The peasant descended the staircase, his pockets resounding

with the novel clink of gold, while he muttered to himself: " Good

!

But if he undertakes to capture Era Paolo, he will have his hands

full."
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CHAPTER VI.

LOVK AND KIVALRV.

Weeks passcil, during which wo leave the details of our ohrou-

icle to the imagination of the reader, for eaeh day's history of

those whose lives we portray, was but the counterpart of its fel-

lows. Claude was up with the sun, and at work upon his picture,

recalling, as he blended the delicate tracery, the previous evening's

interview with the lady of his love. A niystie enthusiast for the

time, he lived in a trance of glowing delight, and a flush of joy

ever played upon his manly countenance. Obstacles were in his

pathway, but he saw them not—a secret was evidently shrouded

around Eulalia, but he sought not to know it. The golden intoxi-

cations of hope arc too ravishing for the exercise of calm and un-

impassioned philosophy, and he but rivettcd, by constant tbouglit,

the shackles which her beauty had twined around his heart. Her

beavity ! But it was not merely the beauty of her form, the deep

expression of her eyes, or the roseate hue of her checks, where

the blush blended with the transparent olive, like the light of an

eastern sky beneath tlie farewell kiss of the morning star. No !

the attraction was other than these glories of person. Eulalia

was not only beautiful because she possessed these charms— for

beauty is not a mere physical formation. Thought, passion, hope,

memory and soul must be united to personal attractions, and age

must temper .all. Until the heart is " unsealed," no woman can

be beautiful

!

It was with no childish passion that Eulalia loved Cl.-iude

—

loved him nomiiuilly as a brother, but really with deep, true feel-

ing, rich as ruddy fruit when at its prime. No calculating, juve-

nile prudery clouded her affection, no sentimental cant debaned

the plain honesty of its tnith, no factitious sentiment [jollutcd the

sanctity of its pledge. Having taken the first step in her new

sentiment, she did not seek to tuni back, or repent of what she

had done, even though she saw an abyss opening between herself

and all her noble associates. The world might scoff at the Coun-

tess de Balbi for loving an unknown artist—but Eulalia was at

heart content. Indeed, she considered herself an excc])tion to

conventional rales. Entangled in political intrigue—daring and

independent—untranunellcd and wealthy, she had so moulded her

character as to give full play to every emotion. Her disposition

resembled an engrafted tree, rich in the graces of civilized refine-

ment, but possessing its wild heart, its natural vigor, its untrained

luxuriance. She loved Claude, and his love was all she cared for.

Meanwhile Claude's great ])ietui-e advanced rapidly, for the

cheering words of Eulalia stimulated his ambition. Perilous and

thankless is the toil of artistic genius, and often do envy and mal-

ice keep back the aspiring pilgrim to the temple of fame—but the

bright halo which surrounds a pure affection dispcLs the gloom,

and renders the journey a pleasant one. Ernest, luckily, was

now able to i)!iss nearly eveiy moniing in the studio, and Claude,

with the confiding disposition of youth, told him all. Happy
young artist—thrice happy in thus ha^ing a friend who could re-

joice with him, hear his wild schemes, and wish them success.

There are no friends in the world like artist-friends, for the noble

occupation in which they are engaged, has an ameliorating and

subduing influence, well calculated to purify the spirit. Unlike

politicians, or lawyers, or merchants, who grovel upon earth,

artists arc conversant only with the ideal, the perfect, the loftiest

phases of humanity. A proud and bohl tone of thinking, an ab-

stracting from all that is virulent and degrading, gives a sort of

sanctity of artist-life.

Ernest, although not a professional wielder of the manl-stick,

was a true artist at heart. And with all the noble virtues of the

studio, he possessed a latent fund of good humor, and a lively

sense of the ludicrous, with a large shai'e of practical sense. Not

only did he sympathize with Claude, but he used every exertion

to keep the marquis ignorant of the progress his friend was mak-

ing in the affections of Eulalia, to whom the old marquis was

paying assiduous court. He also endeavored to fathom the mys-

terious interview at the Coliseum, but although he heard manv
strange tales about Era Paolo, no one connected his name with

that of the lovely countess, upon whoso name and fame not

the slightest breath of scandal or suspicion was imputed. God
help the widows, for their path of life is full of snares, and their

characters, beacon-like, are watched by the multitude, who chroni

cle cveiT flicker, and almost rejoice if the pure flame is obscured

or extinguished. Yet in all carping Home—among disajipointed

suitors and jealous dames—no one whispered a syllable against

Eulalia. Her character, like that of CiEsar's wife, was " above

suspicion." Ernest was sadly puzzled, yet he held his peace.

One pleasant moonlight evening Claude walked with Eulalia in

the garden of her palace, a lovely spot, which flourished as if in

grateful acknowledgement of her fostering care. Immediately

behind the palace was a green lawn, with groups of cj'press trees

drooped here and there, as if to oppose the brilliant surface of the

velvct-clip)>ed grass. Encircling the rear of the greensward was

a coppice of close shrubbery, through which jiaths coiled into the

0])cn parterres beyond, winding round and round through dusters

of trees, and flower-beds, and fountains. Here and thei'e, arbors

and statues, and urns filled with pendant ej^tics, could be seen

through the foliage, tempting the im.igination into a thousand

CDnceit-i, and givii\g to the wliole a breadth and life singularly

agreeable. Few penetrated this sylvan retreat, and in the day-

time it was alive with the cheerful songs of birds, while at night

theie was a jdcasing substitute for their melody in the foliage, as it

quivered in the breeze wafted across the tranquil waters of the Tiber.

On the evening to which we refer, everything was unusually

quiet, and as the lovers strolled through the garden, they felt the

chastening influence of the scene. Neither .spoke, for true affec-

tion is chary of speech ; but each felt conscious of reciprocated

love, of undivided happiness. And yet there is a mixture in all

human joy hard to analyze—an undefined but conscious sense that

an alloy ever mixes itself with enjoyment. This feeling, just then,

evidently impressed both Claude and Eulalia, dimming the bright

dreams of sunny hours, softened by the mellow hue of time's dim

coloring, in which they were wont to revel. Hope's sunshine il-

lumined their hearts, yet sad thoughts, like clouds, flitted across

the mind of each, presaging change, even as the low, murmuring

wind whis])crs a warning ere the lowering tempest breaks forth

from the storm-cloud.

" Claude," at length remarked Eulalia, " do you know that at

times I have often been tempted to resign wealth, rank, and posi-

tion ? Then, retiring into some quiet village, to pass the remain-

der of my life in doing good."

" Hap])y would Jhey be," replied Claude, "who could have

such a miriistering angel to supply their wants." And musing,

they walked on in silence.

After an interval of some moments, Eulalia again spoke.

" Claude, do you know that you are ignorant of my early life '.

You have confidingly opened your own heart-history—but mine,

to you, is a sealed book."

"My heart-history," answered the artist, "was soon told.

Short indeed its conrie appears, and its record is brief; for nought

of all its hopes and its fears is cfierished, save my love for thee."

" Ah, Claude, would that I could say as much."
" Yet, Eulalia, you have never loved before ?"

" No, Claude ! no ! Listen. Although now noble, my parents

were poor—very poor, and often have I toiled at my embroidery-

frame from early mom until late at night, to procure comforts for

my suflfcring father. The marquis saw me—fancied me—mamed
me. Money is the Moloch of this century, and O, how many in-

nocent brides are sacrificed at bis altar. I was his wife, I prom-

ised to love him, I endeavored to love him—but (may the saints

plead for me !) I could not. Hallowed has been his memory,

though. Bitter have the trials been to which I have been sub-

jected to preserve the honor of his name. But now—now that I

dream of happiness, I feel a strange desire to relinquish a title

and wealth, which—must I say it ?—which is not mine. O, Claude,

there you have a secret which clouds my joy, and which will

ever
—

"

Here Eulalia was interrupted by a noise near them, and Claude,

looking towards the spot whence it came, felt his heart sink as he

saw the mysterious stranger who had fled from the Coliseum.

The intruder was evidentlj- surprised, for he drew a pistol from

the folds of the cloak upon his arm, and advanced towards the

lovers.

" Stay," almost whispered Eulalia to Claude, in tones of un-

mistakable anguish of heart. " No, go ! Not a word now, but

leave as he entered." Then, hastening to meet the intnider, she

grasped his pistol.

"Paolo," she said, "you have no cause for alarm. Come into

the house." The bandit, for it was he, cast a look of defiance at

Claude, from beneath his bushy eyebrows, and then, still keeping

his weapon in his hand, he followed Eulalia towards the palace,

occasionally glancing backwards over his shoulder.

For an instant, Claude stood transfixed, undefinable emotions

flashing across his brain, while his countenance assumed the pallor

of death. Then he was about to follow Eulalia, and, at all haz-

ards, unravel the terrible mystery, when, just as she reached the

palace she turned, and waved her hands towards the wall, as if

to urge the artist's departure.

Approaching the wall, Claude's jealous eyes discovered a well-

worn path, leading him to a place where projecting stones, and a

strong grajie vine, enabled him to clamber over with case. It

was evident that Fra Paolo was a frecjuent visitor, and the artist

rcgi'etted that ho had not sought an aftVay with hira on the spot.

Rage filled his breast, and as he scaled the wall, he bit his lip until

the blood streamed forth. Descending into the street, which was

between the Balbi garden and that of another palace, and seldom

echoed with the tread of a passer-by, he found himself surrounded

by a small group of men. They wxrc evidently of the lower or-

ders of society, and the black masks on their faces proved the

criminality of their occupation. The thought flashed across

Claude's mind that it was a portion of the band of Fra Paolo, and

he felt that he was completely at their mercy. It was late in the

evening, bo was alone, nn.armed, and in a spot where there was

little hope of succor.

" So, so, we have found the bird who comes to a lady's cage,"

said one who appeared to be the leader of the band, for the others

paid him a certain deference, and he was more disguised than they

were, by the folds of a large cloak. " Come out from beneath the

shadow of the wall, my gallant clamberer, and let us have a look

at your fair and doubtless captivating proportions."

Did not Claude recognize that voice ? Its tones seemed

strangely familiar, but he could not say whose they were. " No !"

he replied, in a finn voice. " If I must be assassinated, let mc
die with my back to the wall, and my face to my cowardly foes."

"But what business have you in the ])alace of the Countess»»le

Balbi ?"

" Rather," replied Claude, in a dauntless tone, " what business

have you to waylay me thus ! Cowards that you are, I defy you

individually, one and all."

" Gently, gently," exclaimed the leader of the band. " Were
you one of our position in society, such words could not be tolera-

ted. A Frenchman and a gentleman cannot tamely be called a

coward." As he spoke, he made a defying gesture, which threw

off his cloak, and Claude recognized hira at once.

"And how long," tauntingly exclaimed the young artist, com-

pletely maddened by the eoniplicntion of opposition on every

hand, " how long, noble Marquis de Bonani, has France sent

forth noble ambassadors, to skulk around the gardens of ladies, at

the head of desperadoes, to gratif\- some outlaw by protecting his

amours !" It was evident that Claude considered the marquis a

confederate of Fra Paolo, and this allusion, by rciuson of its mys-

tery, only made the declaration of discovery more cutting.

"By our lady," said the marquis, "who are you? Come out,

and if you are a gentleman, I will seek satisfaction for these

insults."

The young artist came from the shadow of the wall into the

clear moonlight, and walking up to the marquis, addressed hira.

" I am Claude Doria, an artist and a gentleman—

"

" In my service," intcrru])ted the marquis. " And while eating

my bread, young man, you have crossed the path of my affections,

and have basely deceived me."

"In your service!" repeated Claude, hissing forth every syllabic

with angry vehemence. " And was I to purvey for your base

passions, to pander for your pleasures ? Even were your passion

an honest one, it was her money, not her hand, you sought ! But

I renounce your patronage. I spurn your society. And here,

before these fitting companions for your nocturnal ramble, I de-

nounce you as a coward, because j'ou waylay an unarmed man

—

as a villain, because you suspect a virtuous woman—as a rascal,

because you are the confederate of brigands !"

The boldness with which Claude spoke, his voice vibrating with

indignation, and his gestures full of force, had its eftect upon the

band of the marquis, for a genuine rascal ever admires courage,

even in a servant ofjustice sent to arrest him. Nor was the mar-

quis unmoved. The tones of Claude's voice touched his hard

heart, and he felt that he was in the wrong.

" Come, come," said he, " I may have been too hasty. Let us

return home, Claude. As for you, fellows, here is your reward."

The artist remained stationary, while the recipients of the gold

began to divide their promised recompense.

" Claude," said the marquis, "this is no time or place for ex-

planations. Come to my study, and we will talk over the matter."

"Master," replied Claude, "your servant obeys." And as the

young man followed the marquis, he muttered to himself, " and

obeys for the last time."

Traversing the city, they reached their home, and Claude wa.^

rejoiced, upon entering the study, to find that Ernest was not

there. The marquis threw otf his cloak, removed his mask, and

bustled about for a few moments, during which time Claude, tak-

ing Ernest's chair, wrote ui)on his friend's open portfolio, " Tell

my mother that her name was last on my lips." Just as he had

traced this line, the marquis put on his dressing-gown, and seated

himself near a side-table, upon which was a supper-tray. Pour-

ing out two glasses of wine, he said :

" Young man, it appears that wc both love the same lady, and

that I have as a rival my quiet artist—the simple-hearted youth,

devoted to his profession
—

"

"Enough," intertuptcd Claude, springing to his feet, and go-

ing towards the mantelshelf There, he well knew, were the

pistols of the marquis, always loaded, and he resolved to avenge

his wrongs. " Enough, you should say, most excellent ambassa-

dor, that you have a caprice for the countess, or for her money.

Would you degrade such an angelic being by such motives for an

alliance ?"

The marquis shrugged his shoulders. " Or, should I sec a

lady of noble family allied to a peasant boy, and sent to cook in

his royal, four-roomed cottage on Lake Maggiore?"

"Brute!" exclaimed Claude. Then seizing the pistols, be

violently cast one into the lap of the marquis, and then crossing

the room, said :
" You spoke, when in the street, of satisfaction.

Marquis de Bonani, I demand it."

"And I refuse it," was the cool reply.

" Refuse it ! You aid in disturbing my hopes—you waylay me
—you taunt me—and now, gallant Frenclnnan, you cowardly re-

fuse me satisfaction. Decide quick !"

"Or, signor artist?"

" Or ! There is but one alternative—I will shoot you as a dog."

Yet as Claude spoke he felt an irresistible impulse to stay his

band.

The marquis laughed

!

This roused the young man's anger to desperation, and cocking

his weapon he presented it.

"Do not give yourself any troul)lc," was the sardonic reproach

of the manpiis. " The weapon is not loaded—the charges were

dra^vn yesterday—but here is one that is. And drawing a pistol

from his pocket, he in his turn presented it to Claude. The young

man did not move, or even tremble, although he thought his last

hour had arrived.

" A truce to this folly," said the marquis. " Sit down and lis-

ten to me." Claude mechanically obeyed—he thought he must

be going mad.
" Claude," continued the marquis. " I will first admit that I

did wrong. You are not my dependent—I am under obligation

to you for your pictures. I admire your devotion—your courage

—your honor. And the thought has occurred to me that the only

reparation I can make is to propose another duel. We both love

the same fair one—start not—^for I love her, although my affec-

tion may not have the purity of yours, mysterious as your nightly

wall-climl)ings are
—

"

" I never climbed the wall before," intertupted Claude, who.se

noble nature began to give way, " and it was your 'friend's in-

coming that sent me out where he entered."

" What," exclaimed the marquis, "did some one come over

the wall—a thick set, active man ?"

" He did
!"

"Ah, Claude, we have each of us a rival, and he is the man for

whom I laid in wait, for he visits the palace Balbi nearly every
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nielit walks with the countess in the trarden, and does not leave

oft-times, until the sun reddens the east V
" Do you know this ?" oaGjcrly inquired CUiude.
" I have seen it, ni<rlit after nijrht. But this mistake—this acci-

dental wall-dimhina; of yours, need not alter a proposition I was
ahout to in ike. AVe are rivals—li.'t us not take any advantage

the one of the other, hut strive for the same object. You have

youth, I li.ive power. Thus we balance, and I will afford you
every facility, every means, satisfied that if I lose a wife, I sliall

win a friend."
" Nolile lienefaetor !" exclaimed Claude, his voice trembling

with hope.
" Not another word," said the marqui-s. " The bargain is

made, and let tis join forces against the other party. Good night."

Taking a candle, the marquis retired,

leaving Claude a prey to varied hopes
and fears. Soon luiture's sweet restorer

came, and he sank into a sound sleep.

The maniuis, as he retired, appeared
delighted with his evening's adventure,

and would occasionally express his

thoughts. " How daring." " I was
the same at his age." " Who can the

other one be ?" " He must be a gal-

lant and daring man too." " AVondcr
which will succeed ?" " Claude really

wants such a bride." " Would that I

had such a noble-hearted son !" And
then, night's nasal trumpet sounded , ^ ._

from the diplomatic pillow. J^^

"I know you would," replied Claude, "and was wrong to ac-

cuse you. And now let us to work, for I do not feci at all satis-

fied witli my picture. The sky is not to my liking, and the foli-

age looks dead."
" Would that my head possessed half its life—I mean my pic-

ture," said Ernest. And in a few memcnts each was before his

easel, hard at work. By noon their pictures were sent away, and
Claude strolled out to the Palatine Hill, perhaps with a secret

hope that he would meet the fair equestrian who had once blessed

his vision there. Ernest went back to the legation, having prom-
ised to rejoin his friend if there was no appearance of despatches.

But just as lie approached the palace, up galloped a courier,

deep in his colossal jack-boots, and cracking his knotted whip as

a signal for all to clear a passage.

CHAPTER Vn.

THE CONSPIRATORS.
" What, Claude here !" exclaimed

Ernest, as, on entering the study of the

marquis in the morning, lie found his

friend, just startled from sleep by the

opening of the door.

The aroused sleeper could not, for

some moments, exactly comprehend
where he was, but soon the startling

events of the previous evening came
across liis mind, and by way of relief,

he related them to his friend. Ernest
was mystified, although he gave the

marquis credit for jiossessing more heart

than they had imagined.
" And your love !" iiKpiired Ernest,

" how is it affected by this curious dis-

toverv at the Balbi palace ?"

" A'ffected \" replied Claude. "Why,
liow can it be aft'ected >. Yesterday the

skies of my existence were bright with

the rainbow of promise—the wind was
fair—and hope's heart-freighted bark
danced proudly over a blue sea, unruf-

fled, toward the haven where centres

every thought. But now, alas, cloud
and storm have lowered, no beacon-

light is visible, and even this strange

generosity of the marquis may be a de-

ceitful surAicc, concealing a dangerous
reef."

"Never mind," said Ernest, in a
consoling tone of voice. " j\fter all,

this Era Paolo may be somehow allied

with the countess in one of tliose po-

litical networks now enveloping this

country, and her connection with him
may be in no ways calculated to weaken
her love for you, or to cloud its purity.

So cheer up—cheer up ! Besides, you
have to put the finishing touches to

jour picture this morning, as the exhi-
bition is to open to-morrow."

The entrance of the marquis inter-

rupted this conversation, and never
had he treated the young men more
graciously. Insisting on having them
breakfast at his private table, he con-
versed with them on art, inquiring par-

ticularly if Claude's picture would be
ready for the cxhibitior. When the

generous hearted young artist announc-
ed that Ernest would also be an exhibi-

tor, the marquis appeared delighted.
" Why, this embassy is a nursery of

art," said he.
" I hope," impiired Ernest," that your

excellency is not offended at my hav-
ing used the palette during my liours

of leisure ?"

" Offended ! By no means. France
is ever proud to encourage the aits,

and, instead of objecting to this new
pursuit of yours, I am delighted to
hear that you have been so successful.
Let me see it—but no! I sliall visit

the exhibition to-moiTow, and it will
appear there to greater advantage. As
for to-day, you can pass it with CHaudc,
in giving your finishing touches, unless
a despatch should arrive requiring an
answer. And should a courier anive,
by-the-way, open his packages. If ih< re

is a letter for mc from M. de Polignac,
open it at once. It may contain a
promised list of the leaders of an insur-

rection now brewing litre, in which
case, hurry with it to the lieutenant of police. These revolution-
ists are cunning, and any traj) for them must be sprung at once,
or they will escape. As for you, master Claude, 1 am going out
to TuBculum for the day. dfcour.se," and he eni))hasized these
last words, "you will not pursue the chase today." And the
mar(|uis, with a profound low bow, left the room.

" rpon my word," said Ernest, when the door was closed, "he
is human, after all—a fact about which I have often had serious
doubts."

"Ah," fighcd Claude, "but is it not cruel to interpose this

barrier between me and—

"

" Era Paolo <" interrupted Ei-nest, with a roguish smile.
Claude's face flushed. " I did not think," said he, "that you

would have jested thus."
" Nay, Claude, it was hut a jest. Best assured, my friend, that

I have your happiness at heart, and "ill ever seek to'promotc it."

" Mini.itry of Foreign AfTairs, Paris, October Ist, 1828.

" To t/w il/f7)Y/i(/s (le Boimni, Aml>nxsa(:/or of' France (it Rome:
" My di;.vr Marquis :—It was agreed at the Congress of Vi-

enna, that each contracting power should inform the others of all

plots and conspiracies against their thrones. In endeavoring to

thwart the ambitious designs of Louis Philippe against our legiti-

mate sovereign, I have found a letter, which not only gives more
facts about a suspected revolution in Italy (of which I have before
hinted), but indicates the leaders and the head-quarters of the
plotters. The letter will be sent by a special messenger, for

greater security, but I now send some information which you will

immediately communicate to the Italian police.
" The chief plotter, or head of the would-be revolutionists, is a

man known to the Roman police as Fra Paolo, a brigand whose
desperate acts ha\e long rendered him
notorious. But, from the letter before

me now, I learn that he is the tnic

heir to the estates of the Balbi family,

who was surreptitiously abstracted from
Rome when an infant, by the father of
the late count. He was sent to the

capital, where he was brought up
among pickpockets and robbers, who,
at an early age, initiated him into their

villanics. Naturally arrogant and quar-

relsome, he soon won an unenviable
reputation, and at the age of eighteen
was forced to fly, on account of a mur-
der which he committed while pursu-
ing his nefarious career.

"He went to Rome, where he soon
became acquainted with the brigands
of the surrounding country, and the

worst features of his character devel-

oped themselvee in a strange combina-
tion of hardihood and malignity of
purpose. A faithful confederate, he
soon aciptired an ascendancy over his

fellows in crime, and rose to be the

leader of a lawless gang, whose hands
have been often imbrued in blood.

" Such is the man who has been
named leader of the present mad at-

tempt to overthrow the temporal au-
thority of the holy pontift', and all the
ramifications of the plot are in his keep-
ing. I enclose a list of his principal

confederates.

[to be continued.]
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'iDespatchcs for the French minister," said he, taking a large,

I well-sealed package from the portmanteau attached to the sadille.

Ernest took the package, and |)aid the postilion the fee which
he demanded.

" So much for being honest," murmured the man, as he rode

off. " That fellow who stopped me at the People's Gate, offered

me one hundred pillared dollars if I would give him that bundle

—

I refused—and now I receive one. But nevermind ;" and crack-

ing his whip louder than before, off he cantered, jack-boots

and all.

Meanwhile the secretary, somewhat vexed at the idea of losing

his walk, had gone into the study, and opened the package.
There was (as the inarejuis had thought there would be) a letter

directed in the well-known hand of M. de Polignac, and sealed

with hia seal. It was marked "private and confidential," but
Ernest did not hesitate to open it, and he read

:

JiKW IRON BUILDING,
ARCH STRKKT, rmLADEM'III A.

By Mr. Devereux's crayon, and the

engraver's skill, we are enabled to lay

before our readers a faithful photo-
graphic view of a handsome store just
completed in Arch Street, above Sixth,
Philadeljihia. The front is of cast

iron, from elaborate and richly-wrought
patterns, which were carved, at great
expense, after drawings by Mr. J.

Hoxie, the architect of the building,

who has succeeded admirably in adapt-
ing a graceful, grotesque, and coni-

jiosite style of architecture to the stem
and practical demands of a business
structure. The front of the lower story

is composed of a row of ornamental
cast iron columns, surmounted by an
iron box cornice, which serves as a
trunk to receive the jiatent iron rolling

sliutters, which work up and down in

grooves in the columns by simply turn-

ing a crank at the side ; these shutters,

when closed, fonn an impenetrable
barrier to either fire or thieves. The
front of the upper stories is constnicted
upon the principle patented by Mr.
James Bogardus, of New York, and
which has been so successfully a])plied

ill the erection of the crystal palaces of
London and New York, as well as hun-
dreds of buildings, the offspring of pri-

vate enterprise in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia. The principle al-

luded to is indeed the only one by
which an iron building over one story

in height can attain the re(|uisite ele-

ments of strength and duraliility—con-

siderations of paramount importance in

the oiitlaj' of capital, for an edifice

suited to the wants of the present day.
The mode of putting an iron front to-

getlier is ingenious and interesting, and
during the progress of the building,

which our artist has here illustrated,

the operations were watched by an ea-

ger crowd of curious spectators. Tlie

iron work was made at the extensive

foundry of Messrs. Bottom, Tifl'.uiy &
Co., situated at Trenton, N. J., thirty

miles from the spot where it was to be

finally put together. It will be at once
seen that great expense and skill arc

necessary to adapt and fit each front to

all tlie rest with mathematical accuracy

;

to insure this the whole front was put

together, and bolted and screwed at the

machine shop where it was made, with
as mucli care and precision as it was

to^eccive at its final and permanent destination. The first story

and basement of tliis buihiing are occupied by Messrs. Benton i
Laning, extensive inaimfaeturers and importers of jiapcr hangings.

The business of w(#papers has grown williin a few years to be

one of vast importance, and Messrs. B. &. L. pursue it upon a very

extensive scale, employing at their factory in the northern part of

the city, nearly 100 workmen. The second story is occupied by

Mr. Robert E. Peterson & Co., book ijublishers. This firm i-i

well known throughout the Union as the iinlilishers of Judge
Bouvier's Institutes of American Law, his law dictionary, and
many other valuable works. Mr. <jeo. W. Childs, the partner of

Mr. "Peterson, also imblishes Welch's magnificent, large portraits

of Washington and Jackson, universally acknowledged to be the

best likenesses extant. 'I'lic buihiing has a front of 2.') feet, and
is 105 in depth ; the location is central, and is the spot where Jona.

Dickinson, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, lived.
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VIEW OF WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA.

MILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA.
Wilmington, the cliicf towni of North Carolina, is situated at

the confluence of the two principal branches ofthe Cape Fear River,

35 miles from the sea, 148 miles southeasterly from Raleigh, the

capital of the State, and 365 miles from Washinfjton. The first

settlements on the CapeFear River wer^ at Fayetteville and Bruns-

wick—the former, above, and the latter, some fifteen miles below

Wilmington. Bninswick was the principal town and seaport of

North Carolina, until the settlement of Wilmington, which first,

from its superior location, became its rival, and then its grave-

digger. Nothing now remains of the once proud seaport of the

State, but the verdure-covered ruins of the old church, and the

foundation of the palace erected and occupied by Tryon, while

colonial governor. There is nothing attractive to the tourist in

travelling through the State of North Carolina ; its sandy soil and
monotonous scenery attbrding but a tiresome pros])ect, and any
change being welcome which relieves the interminable pine for-

ests. Of the western section we cannot speak with so much accu-

racy ; but on a recent trip from Weldon, on the northern boundary
of the State, to Wilmington, a distance of one linndred and sixty-

two miles, we were struck with the unchinrieahleness of the scene.

There was little to relieve the monotony of the interminable pine

forests and cypress swamps, except an occasional log cabin, with

its rude inmates, or an occasional collection of huts with a water-

tank, collectively dignified with the high-sounding name of Wasli-

ington, AVarsaw, or some other euphonious title. This immense
tract, however, furnishes the staple commodities of the State, viz.,

tar, pitch, turpentine and lumber. Wilmington, although it pre-

sents nothing to attract the attention of the visitor, is a rapidly-

growing and healthy place. Its numerous turpentine distilleries

have served to keep ofi' the epidemics which might othenvisc have
been looked for from its near location to swampy lands, and for

consumptives no atmosphere could be more beneficial. The ac-

companying view is taken from Point Peter, opposite to the town.

In the foreground is seen the timbcr-pew of the Point Peter saw-

mills, wliile in the stream are seen a tinibcr-raft, a flat-boat, with

bales of rice straw, a dug-out, or canoe dug out of a solid log, and
other characteristics. The harbor of Wilmington has a danger-

ous shoal at its entrance, but will admit vessels of two hundred
tons. There are two islands, enclosed by difterent channels of

the river, opposite the town, on which are some of the finest rice

fields of the south. Wilmington is at the terminus of the great

scries of southern railroads extending from New York, and
branching in various directions from the main route.

THli WASHINGTON EL.'M, AT OA.MBRIIKJK
Below we give a representation of the Washington Kim, the

majestic tree, beneath whose broad shadows Washington first

pitched his tent, and drew his sword in the cause of freedom, on
the .3d of July 1775. It stands on Garden street, near the wes-
terly corner of the Common ; and may possibly have belonged to

the primeval forest. Amid the changes which have taken place

in the world, and particularly in America and New Kngland, it

ha? stood like a watchman ; and if it could speak, it would be an
interesting chronicler of events. The early settlers of this coun-
try had hardly finished their rude log houses before they proposed
to make the village in w-bich it stands the metropolis of the coun-
try ; and but few years elajjsed before they laid the foundation of
Harvard College so near it that it may almost be shaded by its

blanches. Not far from it was the spot where the public town-
meetings were held ; and also the tree under which the Indian
council-fires were lighted, more than two hundred years ago.
May no unkind hand mar the last tree of the native forest. Though
it may have stood century after century, defying the lightning and
the storm, still let it stand, an interesting and sacred memorial
of the past and the present, and continue to be as.sociatcd, for

many 3'ears to come, with the history of our country.

SJi^si^-H'.

THE AVASniNGTON ELM, AT CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ENDURING BEAUTY.

BY MRS. L. H. 8IG0URNET.

The rose-leaves all are scattered,

They float upon the blast

;

Ye may not gather them again,

Ye may not hold them fast.

The lily droops beside the stream,

And in the garden glade

;

It had its time to smile and charm,

The time hath come to fade.

But there 'p a changeless beauty,

That bides both storm and frost

;

That clings to winter's hoary crown,

\\'hen the forest glory 's lost

;

It gathers richer brilliance,

As Ho\vei*s of earth decay

;

The rose and lily of the soul,

That cannot fade away.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

INDIAN INSTINCT VS. WHITE REASON.

BY IIEXRY WILLIAM HKRBERT.

I HAVE not, at this moment, the smallest idea of entering into

the much vexed question of what is the one, what tlie other of

these two mental powers, what the difference between the two,

whidi tlic superior, whether in degiee or in nobleness.

It suffices to state, for the present, that when any being, or race

of beings, which we, white men of the Caucasian breed, think

proper to assume inferior to ourselves, whether mere animals, or

man as we deem him of inferior nature and organization, possesses

a power to us incomprehensible, and by liimself inexplicable, of

arriving at results which we can liy no means attain, either intui-

tively or by inductiou, w-e call that insthict, and deny to the pos-

sessor of instinct the possession of what we term reason.

Thus it is asserted, that the natives of some one of the Aus-

tralasian islands have the ])ower of indicating, in the dead gloom

of a moonless and starless midnight on the deck of a lonely ship

in the middle of the Pacific, the cardinal points of the compass

with uncn'ing accuracy. This faculty, if it exist at all—for whidi

I, tlie writer, do not vouch—is at once dismissed as an instinct of

an inferior race ; and no doubt or suspicion of his own inferiority,

in this point, to the savage or the brute, appears even casually to

have dawned on the sublimated ass who so pronounces it.

In like manner, we know that dogs, cats, nay, even pigs—ani-

mals semi-civilized, and so bereaved of many of their natui-al

powers necessary to tliem while in their unreclaimed condition,

but no longer useful in their domesticated state—if transported to

many miles' distance from their wonted abodes, to remote and

unknowni places, in close confinement, and by unknown roads, do

possess the power of making their way homeward in a direct air-

line, often across large waters contrary to their wont, in the short-

est possible space of time.

This I am told is instinct ; for that these animals possess no

godlike gift of reason, nor any souls, or other immortal part

—

and that instinct is a thing vastly lower than reason, and that the

fortunate possessors of it arc only brutes, or at most creatures, and

much inferior to us men.

It may be so. But I know that my reason cannot effect what

my dog's or mine Indian's instinct can, and does ; and, therefore,

I cannot so clearly perceive why my reason is worth more than

my neighbor's instinct, because it can less.

Here, however, to come to my point at once, I propose to tell

you wliat mine Indian's instinct once told me—you, my reader,

especially if you bo a great metaphysician or natural philosoplicr,

shall tell me how he told me so, and also why, because it did

much more than mine could, his intellect is much less than mine.

It was in a month of September—the month of September, 1849

—that a party of us being on a cniise jiartly of pleasure, partly

of exploration, partly of sporting, partly of natural investigation

on the north shores of Lake Huron, set out on a canoe excursion

up the river Matchedash to its origin in Lake Simcoe.

We were two canoes, five white men and three Indians, an offi-

cer in H. M. service, whom we shall indicate as " the captain,"

another who must pass muster as the commissary, Frank Forester,

two men-of-war's men, Saxton and Tanner, Anoongezhig, " the

Stan-y Sky," an Ojibwa half-breed; Coconos, "the Yoimg Owl,"

a Pottawatomie chief; and Joseph, the Christianized ..S;neas of

the latter dark complexioned Anchises.

For the rest, we had two capital l)irch-bark canoes ; we had

blankets and buffalo robes in abundance to spread on our hemlock

tips for covu'hes ; wc liad broad axes and bowie knives to cut

back-logs, and fore-sticks, and camp-poles ; we liad camp-kettles,

gridirons, frj'ing pans, tin platters, and tin ])annikins for cooking

in and eating off; we had mess pork and ship biscuit, onions and

])Otatoes, ship's cocoa and ship's rum, sugar and groceries in

abundance ; we bail duck guns, and fowling-jjicces, rifles, and lish-

spears, rauskrat trajis and trouting rods, and all appliances and

means to inveigle or enforce the tribes of earth, air and water into

a near acquaintance with our nightly flesh-pots.

The woods were stocked abundantly with the ruffed grouse, the

little spotted grouse of Canada, the common luire, or rabbit of

our southern climes, the great varying luirc, which turns white in

winter—the deer, the bear, and other large varmints, with wiiom

we were not acquaint. The reed beds of the shallow lakes,

tlirough which we paddled, teemed with mallanl and duck, with

widgeon and dusky duck, with a great nondescript black suhgula,

white banded on his wings and red-legged, to which the oniithol-

ogists have given no name, and with many varieties of sandpipers

and plovers. The waters were alive witli mascalorge, with rock

bass, with yellow perch. The wild rice rained its stores into our

barks, as the Indians hauled them through it, by aid of the thick-

set stalks, through which the canoes passed noiselessly.

No lack had we, thei-cfore, of feasts ; and nights worthy of

heathen gods, or modern angels.

Every night, in some sheltered nook where thick brakes or

windward rocks afforded cover, where water for our cookery and

our baths was plenty, where hard wood for our camp fires was

abundant, we drew our birch bark canoes ashore ; and then, for

an hour, each man plied bis own appointed task, and when that

hour was passed, behold the lumter's camp, built, thatched and

carpeted with the fragrant hemlock tips ; beliold the huge camp-

fire blazing, large enough to roast a dozen oxen whole ; behold

the light-wood torches, six feet each in height, pitched in the

ground, flaring with crimson reflections over our motley group
;

behold the kettle hissing and singing, and the great camj) caldron

steaming on its tripod, and tin potsaiul tin platters spread around,

and mococks* oi)en with their stores of spice and sugar, and last,

not least, the Jamaica cask a-broach, and the expectant liunters

as hungry as it is their right to be.

Pause for a while, a little while, well occupied by the clatter ^f

knives and jjlatters, but little interrupted by the sound of human

voices ; and then behold again, and lo ! outstretched, each with his

feet toward the blazing pile, were blanketed forms, their shoulders

propped on extemporaneous pillows, hunting knapsacks, cloaks,

game bags, what you will, inhaling fragrant happiness from long

pipes of the innocent Indian weed, kinnekinniack and tobacco

mingled; and either peacefully ruminating, or endeavoring with

more or less success to extract ijariis out of the taciturn and

stately Indians.

On one night, after a bitterly cold day, with the wind out of

the northwest, dead ahead, compelling us to paddle double times,

we made a bad camping-place, after the moon was already high.

The Indians bad turned sulky. The captain had called Anoon-

gezhig " a snob ;" a word which he had, of course, never heard

before, but which his instinct translated to him ; and which no

apologies or explanations induced his temper to overlook. So

tliey took us i)ast a dozen good, well-sheltered camping-]jlaccs,

with lots of hard wood, and brought us up for the night at eight

o'clock, where there was not a stick of fire wood thicker than your

wrist, and where there was no light to find them if there had been.

Two hours were consumed in getting the fire to burn, and then it

was a bad one of green wood ; two more in pitching the camp,

coaxing the kettle to boil, and getting supper ready; and when

it was got ready, it was half-cooked, and half cold, and smoked,

and not half enough of it, at that ; and so we supped badly, and

were all sulky, as well as the Indians, and Frank Forester owned

up that he was as savage as a meat-axe.

Then, when bedtime came, it turned out that the camp was

pitched away from the fire, down hill ; so that the heads of the

sleepers would be two feet lower then their heels. And then

everybody cursed everybody else ; and so it ended for the time.

And the other white men went to bed, such as it was ; and the

Indians huddled themselves up in their blankets round the fire,

and either slept, or seemed to do so.

But it was Frank Forester's night to be on the watch, to cut

wood, and keep up the fire, and look to the cocoa for breakfast,

and do the other duties of camp-ground ; and, better or worse, he

did them—keeping up a prodigious blast of kinnekinniack, refresh-

ing himself at times with a small sip from his hunting flask, and,

when he had nothing especial on hand, watching the reflections

of the firelight as it rose and fell, making ghosts of the tall, dead,

white pine stumps in the forest ; or listening to the dismal hoot-

ings of the great barred owl, as it would swoop down on its great,

soft, noiseless wings to admire the wonders of the camp ; or

hearken to the more distant howls of the wolves baying the moon
in the depths of the wilderness.

It was a bitter cold night ; the most impleasant, pcrha])S, that

Frank had ever passed out Jove friyido. By his travelling ther-

mometer, the weather was about fourteen above zero ; and once,

when our watcher had occasion to get some water from the Match-

edash for cnliiuu-y purposes, he had to break the ice, although not

thirty feet above him there was a scries of rapids a qiuirter of a

mile long, witli a stream running over them of fifteen knots the

hour, and just below him another fall of ten feet—a likely place

for water to freeze on the twentieth of Septcinlier !

At last the day began to dawn, slowlj' and sulkily, and it was

colder than it had been all night. And Frank took a sip of the

ship's cocoa to see if it was done ; and as it was done, he began

to think of arousing tlie camp. When, suddenly, Anoongczliig

started up, shook himself like a great Newfoundland dog, sending

the spicules of ice like a shower of silver from his blanket, spark-

ling in tlie tire ; for there was a hoar frost over everything an inch

deep.

Ilu turned his head to the southeast ; everything was as dark as

a wolf's mouth, save the faint, grayish amber streak on tlie hori-

zon, and the northwest wind was howling dolefully among the

pine-tops over head.

Three times he snufl'ed the air audibly, and with visible satisfac-

tion, as if he were inhaling the breezes of Araby the Blest; and

then gave vent to liis infclt satisfaction in a deep guttural atiinn-

ative " Ugh !" " Good !"

" What the deuce do you mean by 'good,' hey ;" cried Fores-

ter, savagely—for he was still mad with cold, and sleeplessness,

and hunger. " Think good, be very cold, hey ? Not good ; heap

• Indian baskets or boxes of blroh-bark.

baddcr. Like to see how Anoongezhig make him badder, any

how !"

" Lie, brother," replied the Indian, " what he call bad, that heap

good! He call Injun summer bad ! No more nor'west wind, he

bad ! No more paddle 'gainst him ; call that bad, hey ? Anoon-

gezhig say him good—know him good. Captain call 'snob'

—

may be. Injun summer come all same. Call that good."

And the other Indians, who had arisen by that time, heard his

words, snuffed the air, and joined the chorus, " Good !"

" Hum !" said Forester, for he did not altogether believe that an

Indian is a mere creature, or instinct the habit of a brute. " So

Indian summer 's coming, hey ? How you know he come, Anoon-

gezhig?"
" Smell 'em," replied the savage.

By this time the rest of the party were afoot, and the two old

men-of-war's men were listening, all agog.

"A clear ram go, that ere, Saxton," said the elder.

" Well, I don't know," replied the other; "they does smell

bloody rum things, sometimes—these here Injuns."

"When he come, Anoongezhig '! When he Indian summer
come 1 You tell me that. Me got heap moree .'*

" He come, next day, morrow, sun so high." And he pointed

as he spoke to the zenith.

" He come, may be V asked Forester.

" Come sartain," replied the Indians.

A cold, bitter cold day followed—all day long they battled with

the wind ; once or twice the ice made so fast, and was so Ihiek,

that it damaged the bows of the birch canoes.

Another bitter night followed, but they were camped in a shel-

tered place, fuel was abundant, ijrog plenty ; so that, as the

Indians said, they got plenty warm, eat plenty, plenty iiim, plenty

smoke ; now, go sleep plenty. And so the prophecy and the

Indian summer were forgotten.

But on the following da}', as they paddled across the upper end

of Lake Simcoe, the wind sank suddenly, and it became sensibly

warm ; but Frank was busy steei'ing, and gave no heed to it, till

on a sudden he heard Saxton say to his shipmate :

"Dang my eyes, Bill, if that bloody Injun did n't smell Injun

summer."

Frank cast his eyes upward—the sun was at the zenith ; the

skies were overspread with soft, fleecy vapors ; the distance was

veiled in golden haze ; the wind wa^ soft, southeasterly ; the ther-

mometer showed fifty-seven. It was Indian summer; and it

lasted, that year, far into December.

To this day, Frank Forester believes that Anoongezhig smelt it

two days ahead ; and suspects tliat instinct is something more, not

less, than reason.

* Moree—ship rum—Jamaica, not whiskey.
« .».» > •

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorbl.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READING.

* * * Any one may do a casual act of good nature ; bat a con-

tinuation of them shows it a part of the temperament.

—

Sterne.

*** Adversity is the trial of principle. Without it, a man
hardly knows whether he is honest or not.

—

Fielding,

* * * Men are never so ridiculous for the qualities they have,

as for those they affect to have.— Charron.

* * * An unjust acquisition is like a barbed arrow, which must

be drawn backward with horrible anguish, or else will be your

destruction.

—

Taylor.

*** All false practices and affections of knowledge are more

odious to God, and desene to be so to men, than any want or

defect of knowledge can be.

—

Sprat.

*** Like dogs in awheel, birds in a cage, or squiirels in a

chain, ambitious men still climb and climb, with great labor, and

incessant anxiety, but never reach the top.

—

Burton.

* * * Conceit and confidence are both of them cheats ; the first

always imposes on itself, the second frequently deceives others

too.

—

Ziinmennan. i.

* # * 'I'hc truly great and good, in affliction, bear a countenance

more princely than they are wont ; for it is the temper of the high-

est hearts, like the palm-tree, to strive most upwards when it is

most burthened.

—

Sir P. Sidney.

«** When we are young, we are slavishly employed in pro-

curing sonietliing wdicrcby we may live comfortalily when we

grow ohl ; and when we are old, we perceive it is too late to live

as we proposed.

—

Pope.

*** Anger is the most impotent passion that accompanies the

mind of man. It effects nothing it goes about ; and hurts the

man who is possessed by it more than any other against whom it

is directed.— Clarendon.

*** It may be remarked, for the comfort of honest poverty,

that avarice reigns most in tho.se who have but few good <)ualities

to recommend them. This is a weed that will grow only in a

baiTCU soil.

—

Hughes.

* * * If you suppress the exorbitant love of jjleasure and

money, idle curiosity, iniquitous pursuits and wanton mirth, what

a stillness would there be in the great cities ! The necessaries of

life do not occasioff, at most, a third jiart of the hurry.— Bnii/ere.

*#* Fools measure actions after they are done by the event

;

wise men beforehand, by the rules of reason and right. The
former look to the end to judge of the act. Let me look to the

act, and leave the cud to God.

—

Dishop ll(de.

*** The fountain of content must spring up in the mind

;

and he who has so little knowledge of human nature, as to seek

happiness by changing anything but liis own disposition, will

waste his life in fruitless efforts, and multijily the griefs which ho

proposes to remove.

—

Johnson.
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FOUR HUNDRED MILKS A AV A Y

.

BY BOLIVAR J. HOWE.

' Ne%v Enjrlancl '. dear New England 1 my birthiilace. proud and frco I

A traitor's cur.<e be on my head when I am false to thee!

While rolls the bright ('oiinecticufc in silvur to the sea,

While old Wachusett rears its head, 1 will remember theel"

From far New England's sunny hills,

Its lakes and rivt-rs fair,

I "ve wandered to the " Creeks " and '' Kills "

Of " Uttle Delaware;*'

Yet fancy brings them all to view,

Go whcix'SoeV-r 1 may

;

I see them now—those '• Hills of Blue," •

Four kundrcd 77ules away!

From o'er the wide, extended plain.

Come .sweet, refreshing gales,

And out upon the rolling main

Are .«een the whitened sails;

Yet, as amid those scenes I stand,

Beside the spreading " Bay,"

My heart is witli my native land,

Four hundred miles away!

'Tis sweet, among the joyous bands.

To stroll along the shore,

Upon the smooth and whitened sands,

And hear the billows roar;

Yet, though mid scenes like these I rove

Full many a .summer day,

Sly thoughts arc with the friends I love,

Four hundtcd miles away!

1 love amid the forest glades,

For hours alone to tread,

Within its dcej) and quiet shades,

With arches ovcriiead;

And yet, though the.se may please me well.

Fond memory oft will stray,

Amid its former joys to dwell,

Four hundred miles away!

I love the waving fields of wheat.

The darkening ranks of corn

;

I love the breezes, fresh and sweet,

At incense-breathing morn

;

And yet, as o'er the fields I roam.

While zephyrs round me play.

My thoughts are on that mountain-home,

Four hundred miles away!

I mingle with the busy throng.

And hear their playful glee

;

Tliough glad the voice of mirth and song.

It has no charms for me.

My mind, with fond devotion, spurns

The careless and the gay.

And to the scenes it loved returns,

Four hundred miles away!

* Massachusetts—signifies Blue Hills.

< ^"^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SCENE IN A VILLAGE CHURCHYARD.

BY AUSTIN C. BCRDICK.

In the spring of 1841, I was travelling tln-ough the western

part of the State of New York. The wcatlicr was extremely pleas-

ant, and the grass had assumed its bright emerald hue, but yet

the roads were in a very bad condition, so much so, that it was

with great difficulty that our horses could drag the lumbering

coach along. Darkness came on some liours before we reached

our intended stopping-place for the niglit ; and as the surrounding

country was thus shut out from our sight, our situation became

anything but ))leasaiit. There was nothing now to relieve the

tedium of the journey but the incessant jolting of the coach, and

that relief was only going from bad to worse.

Some of the passengers endeavored to keep up a conversation,

but it proved a thankless job, and at length all became quiet,

save the creaking of the carriage, the splash of the mud, and the

uneasy tones of the driver's voice. Fifteen minutes might have

passed away after the passengers ceased talking, when the coach

began suddenly to tip towards the left, and from the peculiar

sound of the straining wheels we could understand that tlicy had

sunk into the deej) mud by the roadside. The coachman cracked

his whip, the jaded horses gave a desperate leap, and wc started

on. There Avas for an instant a groaning, rumbling sound beneath

us, the coach was slightly raised nearer to its true position, and

just as we fondly hoped all danger had jiassed, we were hurled

from our seats in one promiscuous, struggling mass, and our vehi-

cle was bottom-side up in a deep, wide ditch. Two of the lady

passengers were slightly bruised, but further than that there was

no one hurt, and save for the mud and water, we crawled out from

the wreck with thankful hearts.

The scene of our disaster was about three and a half miles from

the small village of B , but near at hand there was a farm-

house, and having received assistance from the good people there,

we got our baggage up into the road and conveyed it to the house,

where the driver promised to send for it in the morning. The
ladies were accommodated with comfortable quarters with the old

fanner, and the rest of us set off on foot for the village. When
the driver brought our baggage up in the morning, he told us that

we should have to remain at the village inn another day and night,

the coach being so much damaged that it could not be repaired

before that time, he, of course, becoming responsible for our board.

Nearly opposite the inn stood the village church—a small, neat

structure—ani back of it was the mound-dotted churchvard.

enclosed by a rough granite wall, and adorned here and there with

the juniper and weeping willow. Toward? the middle of the fore-

noon, I saw the old sexton, with his spade and pick upon his

shoulder, passing in througli the gateway. lie kept along till he

ariivcd at the extreme corner of the ground, and there he began

to remove the green sods, which he cut out in squares aiul laid

carefully on one side, after which he commenced digging a giave.

A strange feeling prompted me to go over and join that old man.

It was not of curiosity, but it was rather a sympathy for those

wlio mourned, and a sort of reaching forth of my soul towards the

calm world of the uueartlicd spirits.

There is something in the ((uiet of the churchyard that cannot

hut awaken some pure thought in the mind of man ; and dead,

dull, lieavy and thankless must l)c the heart of him who can gaze

upon the mound tliat ris«s above the last resting-place of mortality,

without turning one thought, at least, toward tlic Father who had

called the spirits home.

I stood by tlie side of the old sexton, and for a moment he

leaned upon his spade, and wiped the sweat from his bald brow.

We passed a few words such as strangers naturally call u]), but

his voice was low and solemn, as though he was feaiful of waking

those who slcjit around. The gra\-o was long and narrow, and at

length it was finished, and tlie old man clambered up to my side.

" Is it sickly here {" I asked, with a desire to bring the old man

into conversation.

" Look about you and see," he returned.

I cast my eyes around through the yard, but the graves were

all waving with long grass. There were none of them new.

" Death has not been very busy with you," I said.

" No," answered the sexton ; and tlien gazing for a moment

into tlie grave he had just dug, he continued, in a low, sympathetic

tone, " This grave is for a woman ; and the sleep she now sleeps

is the first sleep of quiet peace slie has had for years. Most truly

is she gone where ' the weary are at rest,' and God grant that

her soul may be happy !"
^

" Then her lot has been a hard one," I uttered, as I turned my
eyes from tlie grave, and gazed into the face of the old man.

" It has, indeed," said he. " Her name was Danforth. She

was left a widow many years ago, with only one child—a boy,

whom she called George. Her son grew up to be a young man;

and not a Ukelier youth was there in the village. He married one

of our fairest daughters, and in the morning of his life the sky

was without a dimming cloud ; l)ut in an evil hour tlie tempter

came and laid his evil finger upon George Danforth's household.

The intoxicating bowl had been placed to liis lips, and he had

di-ank his own ruin. He was not one of those who could indulge

in drink to a limited extent, but with him the appetite became a

mania. His mother lu'ged and prayed, and his gentle wife wept

and besought him to turn from his destruction. He often jirom-

ised, and as often did he fall back. His social disposition led him

into the society of those who laughed and joked .vith him over

the cup, and he became a sot.

" His wife had bonie him two children, a boy and a girl ; but

even these pledges of affection failed to reclaim him, and in a few

short years his home had become the abode only of poverty and

wretchedness. The noble love of his once generous^ heart was

changed to the gall of bitterness, and all the tender cords of his

affections were snapped in sunder. At length he fled from his

native village. That was eight years ago, and since then, nothing

has been heard of him. Ilis poor motlier will sleep here. His

still poorer wife and children must, I fear, become inmates of the

alms-house."

The old man scraped off the dirt from the shovel, and set it

against the wall ; then he wiped a tear from his furrowed cheek,

and, without another word, he passed out from the churchyard.

For some time after the gray-haired sextan had gone, I stood and

gazed into that deep grave, and I thought, if all the graves in our

land could find tongues for speech, how many of them would

pour forth a story similar to the one I had just heard !

Towards the close of the day, I saw the funeral procession

wending its way into the place of burial, and I joined with those

who went to pay the last tribute of respect to the remains of the

departed. Silently wc gathered around the grave. The cofiin

was placed upon its verge, and I saw a female, not much past the

bloom of womanhood, sink down upon her knees and weep over

the bier, and by her side knelt a boy and girl. I knew that that

woman was Eliza Danforth, and that tliose were her children.

There were deep gricf-mark.s upon her brow ; sorrow and suffering

were stamped there in almost startling lines, and even the children

looked wan and pale from long and acute misery.

The clergyman made a heart-touching prayer, tlie people

stepped back from the grave, and the sexton was about to close the

lid of the coffin, when those who stood towards the road gave way,

and on the next instant a man came bursting into the centre of

the assembled throng. He was poorly, roughly clad, and his

features were wild and haggard. For an instant he gazed upon

the coffin ; then he stalled forward, and his eyes fell upon the face

of her who slept there. A startling cry broke from his lips, and

convulsively he sank down at the head of the bier.

" Mother ! mother !" he cried, in accents that thrilled to the

very souls of all present, " O, speak to me ! Speak, speak to

your erring son ! I am your son—your own son—your George

!

Only one word ! O, do, do speak to me—for Heaven's sake,

speak ! Dead ! O, God ! and you did not live to forgive me !"

The poor man's voice was lost in the most heart-rending sobs,

and, throwing himself across tlie coffin, he cried like a child.

The gentle wife and mother for a moment forgot the presence

of the dead ; she only knew that one in whom her proudest love

was still centered was yet living. She sprang to the side of him

who wep and fondly she wound her arms about him.

" George—my husband," she uttered, " she did forgive you

before she died. Her last words were of you, and the last breath

that left her lips bore to God a prayer for blessings upon her

son. Look up, look up, George ;
your wife and children still live

to spread l)lcbsiTigs in your path."

(icorge Danforth started to his feet, and strained his wife and

children to his bosom. The tears rolled down his cheeks like rain,

but his feelings were too big for utterance. Again the sexton

laid his hand upon the lid of tlie coffin.

" Sto)) ! stop !" exclaimed the returned son, as he started from

the fond cnil)race of his wife, " not yet—not yet."

Once more he sank upon his knees, and he pressed his lips

upon the cold brow of Ids mother's form. Then he laid one hand

upon the coffin and raised his eyes towards heaven.

" Sainted mother," he ejaculated, in a firm tone, "if your spirit

can still linger near the scenes of earth, look down upon your son,

and listen to the solemn pledge his heart sends forth. I have

been wicked, but I will be so no more ; and if the remainder of

mvlife can be passed so as to make any atonement for the wrongs

1 have done, then the good of the future shall wipe away much of

the evil of the jiast. God help me in my resolution, and strengthen

me in ray work of virtue
!"

From every lip present, there burst forth a simultaneous

" Amen," and in every heart there was a love-jjlace for the return-

ed jirodigal. The old clergyman stepped forward, took him by

the hand, and led him from the spot ; and in a few moments more,

I saw the husband and wife, together with their two children,

enter the pastor's comfortable cottage. When they had passed

from my sight, I turned towards the inn and wiped the warm

tears from my eyes and cheeks. Many of tliose who had stood

around the grave went with ine, but no word was spoken upon

the scene that ha<l transpired.

It was nearly four years afterwards that I again passed through

New York on my way to the lakes. It was some few miles out of

the regular course, but still an irresistible desire led me to the vil-

lage of B . I inquired for George Danforth. He had gone to

Albany ; he was a representative to the State Legislature ! I saw

his wife and his children, and they looked the very embodiment of

pure and unalloyed happiness. Their day of life seemed all the

brighter for the dark and gloomy night that had preceded it.

THE M.4RR1AGE ALTAR.

Judge Charlton, in a recent eloquent address before the

Young Men's Libraiy Association, at Augusta, Georgia, thus

sketches the marriage scene : I have drawn for you many pic-

tures of death ; let me sketch for you a brief, but bright scene of

beautiliil life. It is the marriage altar. A lovely female, clothed

iu all the freshness of youth and surpassing beauty, leans upon
the arm of him to whom she ha.< just plighted her faith; to wliom
she has just given up herself forever. Look in her ttye^, ye gloomy
pliiloso))hcrs, and tell nie, if you dare, that there is no happiness

on earth. See the trusting, the heroic devotion which impels her

to leave country, jKirents^for a comparative stranger. She has

launched her frail bark upon a wide and stormy sea; she hjis

handed over her hajijiiness and doom for this world to another's

keeping; but she has done it fearlessly, for love whispers to her

that her chosen guardian and jirotector bears a manly and a noble

heart. O, woe to him that forgets his oath and his manhood !

" Iter dark wins shall the raven flap

O'er the laL^e-heartecl.

His warm blood the wolf shall lap.

Ere life he jtartod.

Shame and dislionor sit

On his grave ever

;

BlesMng J^hall hallow it

Never 1 0, never!"

Wc have all read the history of the husband who, in a moment
of hasty wrath, said to her who had but a few months before united

her fate to his, "If you are not satisfied with ni}- conduct, go, re-

turn to your friends and to your happiness." "And will you
give me back that which I brought to you ;" asked the desjiairing

wife. " Yes," he rephed, " all your wealth shall go with you ; I

covet it not." "Alas," she answered, "I thought not of my
wealth—I spoke of my devoted love ; can you give that back to

me ;" " No !" .said the man, as he flung himself at her feet.

" No ! I cannot restore these, but I will do more—I will keep
them unsullied and untainted ;—I will cherish them through my
life, and in my death ; and never again will I forget that I have
sworn to protect and cherish her who gave up to me all she held

most dear." Did I not tell you that there was poetry iu a wo-
man's look—a woman's word '. See it here ! the mild, the gentle

reproof of love, winning back from its harshness and rudeness the

stern and unyielding temper of an angry man. Ah! if creation's

fairer sex only knew their strongest weapons, how many of wed-
lock's fiercest battles would be unfought; how much of unhappi-

ness and coldness would be avoided !

GOLD WEIGHED BY MACHIXERY.

One of the most interesting and astonishing departments within

the whole compass of the Bank of England, is the weighing de-

partment, in which, with the rapidity of thought, and a precision

approaching the hundredth part of a grain, the weight of gold coin

is detennined. There are six weighing machines, and three

weighers to attend them. Large rolls of sovereigns, or half sove-

reigns, are placed in grooves, and are shaken one at a time, by
the motion of the machine, into the scale. If they are of the

standard weight, they are thrown by the same mechanical intelli-

gence into a box at the right hand side of the person who watches

the operation ; if they have lost the hundredth psftt of a grain, they

are cast into a box on the left. Those which stand the test are

put into bags of 1000 each, and those below par are cut by a ma-
chine, and sent back to the mint.

—

LtMon Times.

Compliments.—The two most elegant prose compliments we
recollect to have ever read, are recorded by Lord Herbert, of Cher-

bury, the celebrated philosopher, as made by himself in his enter-

taining autol)iograpby. At Venice he heard a beautiful nun sing,

to whom he declared, after a ravishing musical performance, that

" S!ie needed neither to change voice nor face to become an angel."

In I'aris he met a distinguished French marshal, who wa.s quite

deaf, and begged him to excuse his infirmity. The chivalric phi-

losopher answered, that it was " for him (the hero) to speak, and

for others to hear : that he was to command, and they to execute

his orders !"

—

N. Y. Mrror.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ABELARD.

BY ALICE CAREY.

Alas, the pleasant dew is dry,

That made so sweet the mom

;

And midway in the walk of life

He sits as one forlorn.

I knew the time when this was not,

When at the close of day

He hrought his little boys the flowers

Ploughed up along his way.

The ewes that browsed the daisy buda

Erewhile (there were but twain),

Are now the grandams of a flock

That whiten all the plain.

The t^igs he set his marriage day,

Against the cabin door,

Make shadows in the summer now,

That roach across the floor.

The birds with red brown eyes, he sees

Fly round him, hears the low

Of pasturing cattle, hears the streams

That through his meadows flow.

He sees the lights of home, the hghts

That once were sweet to see

;

And yet about the wild hills stays

—

A wretched man is he.

And when the hat is out, he starts,

If but a leaflet stirs,

Like some belated traveller,

Afraid of murderers.

The once dear wife his Ungering step

A joy no longer yields

;

No more he brings his boys the flowers

Ploughed up along the fields.

< ^•^ -

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CIRCUS RIDER.

BY MISS LUCT BRADSHAW.

New Orleans presents more the appearance of a European

city than one belonging to the United States, and probably tliere

are more foreigners congregated here, in proportion to the number

of inhabitants, than in any other American city. Particularly

does it present a French aspect to the stranger, and, indeed, in

passing from the new to the older sections of the town, it is like

stepping out of an English into a French population. But of all

the classes in the Crescent City, the most interesting is the Quad-

roon—so designated because tlicy are supposed to combine within

their veins at least a portion of African, Spanish, or even Indian,

blood, with German, American, or Frencli, forming, among the

females of this descent, most beautiful though fragile and short-

lived girls, whose features are almost fabulously handsome.

The characteristics of the face are a soft olive complexion,

large, full eyes, with long eyelashes, a roundness of feature, full,

pouting lips, as red as coral, and teeth as fine as those of an

American Indian—pearly wliitc, and most faultlessly regular.

Generally belonging to a very humble class of the community,

their beauty, so extraordinary, often leads to their ruin, lacking,

as they too frequently do, those strong moral qualities which

alone form the protection of the sex. Hundreds of these beauti-

ful girls, from fifteen to twenty-three or four years of age, may
be seen about the entrances of the public houses, and along the

principal streets, just about nightfall, with baskets of flowers,

most exquisitely arranged, prominent among which is the never-

failing magnolia.

Strangers can hardly pass these charming girls witliout pur-

chasing of their deliciously fragrant and beautiful offerings. I

am no enthusiast, and could scarcely be expected to go into

rhapsodies about my own sex ; but I have often purchased a du-

plicate bouquet, as I passed them on St. Charles street, solely for

the sake of looking into their deep, dark eyes, and pausing to ad-

mire their fonns, only too fragile and beautiful, and to exchange

some kind word with tliem touching the beauty of their flowers,

or of the twiliglit hour.

Why the southern gentlemen do not cultivate and love these

beautiful girls I know not ; but they seem to think them a de-

graded class, and rarely name them. Not so your northerner;

his quick eye drinks in of their feminine loveliness, and recalls

the stories he has read of houris, or of distant Georgians and Cir-

cassians, as exhil)ited in the marts of the Sultan's capital. He
does not remember .to have seen bis own poetical ideas of l)cauty

Bo fully personified before, and wishes at once for pencil and
brush, that he may embody so much loveliness, that he mav give

life upon canvass to so much that would delight a ])aiutcr or

sculptor.

Singularly enough, these girls and their parents are perfectly

decided in their in-inciple with regard to marrying above their

station. It is not an uncommon thing for people to exercise a

most earnest authority over those subject to their direction, to

prevent their forming any alliance below tliem in point of stand-

ing as to respectability, title, fortune, and the like ; but for parents

80 strenuously to oppose an advantageous match for tlieir daugh-

ter, because the suitor is above her in position and wealth, is

somewhat remarkable, to say the least of it. But so it is witli

these Quadroons, and they attach a superstitious fear and lio.-ror

with tlie idea of forming anv such alliances.

It was winter; a fine circus company was performing in New
Orleans. They were known as " The Soutlicni Circus," and,

indeed, originated in the Crescent City, though they had now just

returned from a tour of the States south of Kentucky. It was

considered the best troupe even in the country, and numbered

among its corps some fine performers from abroad. There were

six female riders in the troupe, one a Quadroon, whose father was

also a prominent member of the company. They announced her

in the bills as Mademoiselle Lucille ; and a more perfect mistress

of the mettaye never sat upon a clurrger, even in the olden times

of chivalry.

The horse she rode had been cunningly taught by her father to

dance, to go down on his knees, to rear and plunge, and, in

short to perform all the feats that are taught this sagacious ani-

mal in the ring. Lucille was a peerless horsewoman, and with

the gentlest touch of her hand upon the curb, she governed the

fiery, high-bred animal as one might control a child. The horse,

too, seemed proud of his mistress, and it was said that he would

let no other person mount him. Mdlle. Lucille won immense

applause, and reaped a goldeji liarvest l)y her grace and beauty.

Her father, though somewhat advanced in life, lacing some fifty

years of ago, had yet passed so much of his life in athletic exer-

cises, that he was still a graceful and supple performer and rider.

Tlie most finished and daring rider belonging to the troupe was

a young man of some twenty years of age, who had not been long-

attached to the company, and whom Lucille's father took great

pride in declaring that he had himself taught to perform in the

ring. It was only about four months previous to the opening of

our story that the circus was exhibiting in Mobile, when, one

evening, after the performances were over, tlierc presented him-

self at the manager's door this young man. He was poorly clad,

and seemed like one distressed in circumstances ; but, as his fig-

ure was good, and his whole appearance pleasing, the manager

listened to his stoiy, and acceded to the proposition for him to

join the company, and learn to perform.

Knowing Crompton, Lucille's father, to be an excellent teach-

er, he handed over the new comer, who gave liis name as Charles

Random, to him to teach. Crompton found that his pupil was

already a good horseman, or, at least, he declared that Random
took to his new profession by instinct, and he soon learned the

tricks and management of the ring, so that in a week he was an-

nounced to ride in a double act with Mdlle. Lucille, and did so,

to her great satisfaction, and the delight and profit of the man-

ager.

Young Random went on improving, until lie was soon at the

head of the company, and became the star performer of the

troujje. His acts were characterized by grace, ease, and daring,

and he was the envy of the whole company. But there was an-

other reason for this envy besides his excellent riding, and admi-

rable performance in the ring. In the mean time, while lie was

first being taught by Crompton, and after, as he gradually rose in

his position in the company, he had been cultivating the friend-

ship and affection of Lucille. They were almost constantly to-

gether, and her father, who was very sensitive as to her associat-

ing with members of the company, was far from finding fault

because young Random was with her so constantly.

" Crompton," said the manager one day to him, " don't let

that madcap rider, Charley Random, ntn away with Lucille.

We can't spare either of them ; besides, you don't want to lose

her, I imagiitc."

" Never fear for them ; why, a sucking dove couldn't be more

gentle tlian that Charley Random. He's fierce enough with the

horses, and they know his veiy step. But, bless you, sir, no

mother could be more gentle than he is when lie's with Lucille."

" Crompton, I smell a rat."

"A what?"
" A rat."

" Where, sir t" said the father, very innocently snuflSng the

atmosphere, which was, of course, thoroughly impregnated with

tan. " I don't think there are any rats about. Tom Hammond's
little terrier is too sharp for them."

" Ball—don't you know what I mean ?"

" Deuce take me if I do," replied the performer, honestly.

" Why, Lucille and Random are always together. It will be a

match, wont it?"

" 0, that's what you mean. Well, they must settle matters

between tliemsclves. I'm sure I hope she'll get as steadv and

clever a boy for a husband."

There was no mistake about the matter. Charley Random and

Lucille were constantly together, either chatting, or walking, or

rehearsing their performances, prior to the evening's entertain-

ment, and theiv; was not a boy among the whole troupe who did

not understand the meaning of all this. They were in love. But

what ])uz/.led her father was, that Lucille should seem so much
altered by her connection with young Random. She was im-

proved vastly in her jiersonal appearance, her taste in dress, and

in her modes of occupation—improving much of her leisure time

in reading books that were very like (Jrcck and Hebrew to her

father, who never showed much partiality for letters. The boy

must be a sort of conjuror, thought her father, to sit tlierc and

amuse her so easily by just talking over those book matters.

One day Charley Random beckoned Crompton on one side,

after rcliear.-.ul, and asked liim if be would step out on St. Charles

street with him, as he had a matter he wanted to talk over with biin.

" Certainly, my boy," said Crompton, who always felt honored
l)y bis notice.

" Crompton, you have been very kind to me, and have taught

me all I know of our somewhat arduous calling."

" Why, I did give you the rudiments, as we call them, that's a

fact."

" Well, Crompton, you have not had reason to regret our ac-

quaintance, I trust, have you ?"

"Regret it? bless you, sir, no! Why, Mr. Random, you've

paid me over and over again, in hard dollars."

" I don't mean that."

"Besides reflecting so much credit upon your teacher," contin-

ued Crompton.
" Well, you must have seen that Lucille and myself have been

much together, and, in fact, you cannot be ignorant of my feel-

ings toward her."

" I suppose you love her, Mr. Random, else you are not the

man I take you for, to have been so intimate with her."

"You are right, Crompton. I do love Lucille—ay, most
dearly."

" ^Ve\\, she's a good girl, and no mortal can say aught against

her."

" Will you give your daughter to mc, for my wife, Crompton ?"

" Why, I suppose I have rather looked for some such proposal,

Mr. Random, but our acquaintance has been rather short, and I

don't know anything concerning your character or connections

before you joined ivs."

" That's true."

" I don't mean to question them," said Crompton, hurriedly
;

" but you sec my daughter is all I have and all I care for on
earth, and I want to look out for her happiness, you understand,

Mr. Random."
" You are quite right, Cromjiton ; bat, provided I make my

past life satisfiietorily known to you, shall Lucille be mine?"
" With all my heart ; and there's my hand on it," said Cromp-

ton, lionestly."

" Lucille has already consented, and now our happiness will be

complete."

That night's performance was announced for the benefit of Lu-
cille, and a splendid audience gathered to witness the entertain-

ment. The charming equestrienne was excellent beyond criti-

cism, in fine spirits, and her splendid horse performed his jiart to

admiration. Every one was delighted. Young Random, too,

exerted himself to his utmost ability, to render the whole perform-

ance acceptable and creditable to Lucille. His daring feats with

one, two, three, and even foiu- horses drew forth shouts of admir-

ing applause. Rich was the pecuniary harvest to the fair benefi-

ciary and licr kind-hearted parent.

" Random, my dear boy, you rode gloriously to-night," said

Crompton, after the performances were over ;
" never did better,

I assure you."

" It is my last niglit but one, you know," was the reply of the

other.

" True ; and I hope you may have as good an audience to-mor-

row night," said Crompton, "as we have had to-night. You de-

serve it, Random."
" ' Benefit of Mr. Charles Random,' " read the young man from

a small bill just sent him by the manager, " ' and last appearance.'
"

Thus it had been arranged. Lucille was to take a benefit, as

we have seen, and Random was to do the same on the succeeding

night. Then they were to leave the company, at least for a brief

period, be man-ied, and enjoy the honeymoon in some quiet, un-

ostentatious way, such as real lovers most desjre. It was in

accordance with this arrangement that the bill just handed to the

young performer read, " last appearance."

The morning of the following day, Lucille and her lover sat

together in her little parlor, in the unpretending boarding-house

where she resided, with licr father. Random had been reading to

her, as usual, and explaining much that was new and exceedingly

interesting to her but jioorly-cultivated intellect, when, suddenly,

during a pause, slie laid her baud upon his arm, and said

:

" Charles, you should have been born a fine gentleman
;
you

have all the tastes, and judgment, and knowledge, to enable you

to adorn the highest sphere."

"Nay, dear Lucille. Had I been born in any other class than

the most humble, I could never liave wedded you."

" That is true," she answered, thoughtfully. " I know the

prejudices of my race, and I know how strictly my father heeds

them."
" It is a singular superstition, to imagine that a curse must

hang over any of your people who many above their seeming

rank."

" It is no more singular, however, than true," she replied.

" Father has related to me hundreds of instances of its fulfilment."

" This will be m}' last night in the ring, Lucille," said her

lover, changing the subject, " and I must try to do my best."

" Don't you feel a little regret at leaving the company ?" she

asked.

" I do, indeed ; for they have been universally kind and gener-

ous to me. I came among them without a dollar, and I shall

leave them the master of a thousand."

" And you never rode before ?" continued Lucille, thoughtfully.

" Never on exhibition, but often in ordinary, as I have told you."

" It is vciy strange that you should learn to ride so well in so

sliort a time—that you should become in a few weeks at the head

of the company."

"Have I not often told thee, Lucille, the incentive that made

me do so well ? It was to win thee that I joined the company.

It was to win thee that I exerted myself to master the calling of a

circus-rider. Four consecutive nights I saw you iierform, and I

loved you more and more dearly at each representation. I knew

that you led a roving life. I knew that to be near you, and to win

your love, there was but one course to pursue, and that was, to

join the company. Knowing nothing of their performances, or of

riding, save in my own simple way, 1 ofl'ered myself, as you know,

and the result has been all I cou'.d wish."
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Tliat nif;ht was destined to see all tlic l)cauty and fasliion of the

Crescent City within the walls of tlie well-arranged and very beau-

tifnl ecjuestrian exhil)ition on Camp street. The papers declared

that no such rider as the young American, Charles Kandom, had

ever been among them before. His skill, daring and graceful

performances were highly extolled ; while Mdlle. Lucille came

in for a due share of the praise and high commendation of the

newspaper critics. This being announced as the last appearance

of both, long before the commencement of the performances every

ticket was sold, and a proud array of beauty and fasliion filled the

sijectators' seats for the evening.

It was observed that there were four or five reserved seats unoc-

cupied, in the centre of the house. Hut wlien the pcifonnances

were about half over, these seats were tilled liy a party from the

St. Charles Hotel, consisting of an old gentleman, a young and

most strikingly beautiful lady, and a couple of gentlemen friends,

apparently. There was about the party that quiet self-possession

and striking refinement of appearance, that bespoke the wealthy

southern gentleman, and tlic high-born daughter of a proud house.

The lady might have been nineteen or twenty years of age. She

had a rich, clear complexion, a noble, high forehead, and a beauty

of form and feature altogether that falls to the lot of but few

American w'omen.

Lucille dashed into the ring just after the new comers had

seated themselves, and, on her splendid, well-trained animal,

went through with her difficult but graceful performances. The

young lady and her father were profuse in tlieir applause, and the

gentlemen of the party declared the fair performer to be a most

elegant artiste. It was to be her last jjciformance for a long

period, and Lucille tried to do lier very best. Besides, it was

Charles Random's benefit, and his interest was hers. She suc-

ceeded admirably, and the applause was unbounded. The trum-

pets flourished, the drum gave out its roll, the side curtain was

withdrawn, and, at the top of his speed, her horse was guided

from the ring.

Again the trumpets sounded, and the band poured forth its

combined strains, as there dashed into the ring four tier}' steeds,

whose impatience and suppressed fire were most exciting to be-

hold. Charles Random bestrode them ; with a foot on the two

outer steeds, he guided the four witli a single hand, and gracefully

cracked his long whip with tlic other. Various were the daring

manoeuvres he performed, and witli such speed, too, that it was

even difficult for the eye to follow them. Now he drives one of

his horses ahead, and another follows him, still guided by his

hand ; the third advances, while all are upon the full run ; and,

with one foot upon the neck of the rear horse, and the other on

the crupper of the second, he drives the four upon the dead run

round the ring. Then, gradually resuming his upright position,

he gathers his horses back again, and, having the four under him,

and all abreast, he pauses for tlie clown to toss a somerset, and

crack a joke, while the horses and rider gain breath for renewed

action.

It was a bold and splendid act, and received the simultaneous

applause of the entire audience. At that moment, as he sat

gracefully upon the outer horse, breathing quick and short, young
Random's eyes rested upon the party whom we have already par-

ticularly referred to. He started, and drew his hand across his

eyes, as if to re-assure himself of something, and once more
glanced toward her who sat gazing at liim ajiparently in amaze-

ment. But the stillness was in another moment broken by a

scream from her lips, so piercing as to bring half the house to its

feet in an instant, while the fair object of so much attention fell

back into her father's arras, entirely senseless. Charles Random
was seen to spring from his horses, and approach the box

; but,

as if suddenly remembering himself, he instantly mounted again,

and, ere the house had entirely recovered from the excitement

attendant upon the occurrence described, he was once more at

full speed upon his horses.

The arrangement between Lucille and Charles was, that they

should be married on tlie following morning, and in the after part

of the day should start up the Mississippi, on a tour to the north,

as far as Niagara. But, on the close of that night's performances,

he told Lucille that they must depart at once, by daybreak on the

morrow
; and, though somewhat surprised at his precipitancy, she

consented. They were wedded that night, and, with the rising

sun, on the following morning, commenced their journey north.

They were happy, thrice happy, in each other's love, and eveiy-

thing which they saw received additional beauty and fresh inter-

est, because they shared it.

On the following day, at the hour of rehearsal, a can-iage

stopped before the theatre, and the old gentleman whose daugh-
ter had fainted on the previous evening demanded to see the man-
ager. He was conducted to that functionary, who was engao-ed

with his troupe, dictating and arranging the evening's entertain-

ment. But he received him very courteously, and asked his

business.

" Who is the young man I saw i)erfbrm in this house last

night 7" asked the old gentleman, with rather a haughty air.

" There were several of them," replied the manager, rather

pleasantly.

" Ah, yes—trjie ; but he whom you announced on the bills as

Mr. Random."
" It was Mr. Charles Random, as you say," answered the man-

ager.

" Do you mean to say that is his nameV reiterated the old
gentleman.

" I do," said Crompton, a little nettled ;
" and, moreover, I'd

like to see the man who can or dares say a word against him.
He is the star of this troupe, and a gentleman, every inch of him,
body and mind."

" You seem to be very much interested in his behalf, sir," said

the old man, with a trifiing tone of sarcasm in his voice.

" That's no wonder, since he married my daughter last night,"

was the reply.

" The girl called Mdlle. Lucille, who performed last night 1"

" The same."
" My son marry a circus-rider

!"

" Your son ?"

" Ay, my son—Lawrence Hoffman."
" His son !" repeated Crompton to himself. " Has Lucille,

then, married above her station ? Alas ! the curse of our race

will follow her! You are not deceiving me, sir?" he said, appeal-

ing to the old gentleman.

" Deceiving you 1 It is not my wont, sir. But where is my
son?"

" Heaven save him and her I They are a hundred miles from

here by this time," replied the lialf-broken-hearted Crompton.
" Had I supposed him to be gently born, I would have lost my
life before Lucille should have married him. But all is now lost,

lost, lost
!"

As Crompton said this, he seemed to be broken-hearted indeed,

for the full force of his superstitious dread was upon him. He
left the old gentleman, and went away alone, where he could

grieve by himself.

" And so he came to your doors while in our city, ragged, and

apparently penniless, and begged you to take him V
" He did," answered the manager, who then went on to tell all

he knew of young Random, as he had called himself, of the aston-

ishing facility with which he had risen in the company, and of his

now having left them with fully a thousand dollars of his own
earnings in his purse.

"Did you observe that young lady who fainted last evening'?"

" I did."

" That, sir, was his sister ; and how do you think she must

feel?"

" I know not, and certainly have nothing to reproach myself

with," was the reply.

" Well, well, I do not know that you are to blame," said the

father ;
" but as to the boy, he's no longer a son of mine." Saying

which, he turned away, and left the theatre, with a sad and heavy

heart.

It did seem as though the prophetic spirit of Crompton was

justified, and that evil was sure to follow in the footsteps of his

child, now that she had broken the most imperative rule, and in-

curred the almost certain penalty of the dread and superstition of

her class. And so he told the manager that night, when he heard

that Lawrence Hoffman was disowned by his father.

It appears that Lawrence Hoffman vfas the son of a rich planter

near Mobile, Alabama ; that be bad told Lucille the truth as it

regarded his loving her from the moment he first saw her. But
he knew, as every southern man does, the almost universal super-

stition of her race, and how pertinaciously they adhere to it—

a

superstition growing out of their remarkable beauty, and the

temptations that it is almost sure to lead them into. He knew
very well, that, in his own character, as the son of a wealthy and

proud family, he could not approach her, and, with a mad spirit

of love and romance, he obtained his beloved in the way we have

described.

The Hon. Lawrence Hoffman disinherited his son but for a

short twelvemonth, and the constantly-urged entreaties of his

beautiful daughter reconciled the father to his boy once more

;

and the ha])py family of children that surrounds the board of

Lawrence Hoffman and his Lucille seems to belie the ancient

tradition of the race. Even old Crompton, no longer a circus-

rider, resides at his daughter's home ; and no painter's hand or

poet's pen could depict more sunshine than is enjoyed under the

happy roof of the Quadroon wife.

4 ^*^ >

MARRIAGE.
It may be observed, I think, that women of high intellectual

endowment, and much dignity of deportment, have the greatest
ditfieulty in imirrying, and stand most in need of a mother's help.

And this is not because they are themselves fastidious, for they
are often as little so as any, but because men arc not Immbre
enough to wish to have their superiors for their wives. Great
wealth in a woman tends to keep at a distance both the ])roiid and
the humble, leaving tlie unhappy live bait to be snapped at liy the
hardy .and tlie greedy. If the wealthy father of an only daughter
could be gifted with a knowledge of what parental care and kind-
ness really is, it i.^ my assured belief that he would disinherit her.

If he leaves her his wealth, the best thing for her to do is to marry
the most respectable man she can find of tlie class of men who
many for money. An heiress, reniaiiiing unmarried, is a jircv to
all manner of extortion and imposition, and with the best inten-
tions, becomes—through a bounty—a corruption to her neighbor-
hood, and a curse to tlie poor ; or, if experience shall put her on
her guard, she will lead a life of sus])icion and resistance, to the
injury of her own mind and nature.

—

Taylor's AWcs on Life.

THREESCORE AND TEN.
When I was a boy I used to think threescore and ten years a

very sufficient spell of this world. I wondered how anybody
could grumlile at so liberal an allowance of lite; and indeed, for
my own share, I would no more have hesitated to give up mv
claim to the odd ten years than the gold sellers do at the diggings
to throw the odd ounces into the bargain. That, I sav, was in
my boyhood, when 1 was too far otl' from what I was dealing so
generously with to be alile to understand anything about it. I
know better now. Threescore and ten might have suited the
Israelites very well when they were wandering in the wilderness

;

but I am decidedly of opinion that Moses, when stating the limit,"

in his prayer printed in the Book of rsalms, made no allusion to
us. In fact, the period in itself is objectionable, inasmuch as it is

not a period at all, but more like a semicolon. It is not even an
even number—which is odd ; resembling more a half-way house
than a final resting-place. It makes me uncomfortable to hear
people talking of threescore and ten, as if they thought it im-
proper to fly in the face of Moses.— Chambers.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
Savin llii-i-, Douciiester.

My dear Companion :—Did you ever chance to look out

upon the country on a bright, clear moniing following a rain-

storm of the night previous ? It is a picture to be dwelt upon

and remembered. My friend, the big elm, looks so green and

vigorous, with a thousand diamond ear-drops pendant from his

leafy extremities ; the cherries, yonder, blush twice as deep as

they did yesterday afternoon ; and the gooseberries have taken

most aldcrmanic proportions since last night—not puffed up with

pride, but with good, honest ripeness. Kvcn the thick savins, on

the hill, have washed their faces, and look the better for it ; and

one might traverse the East in vain to find such an atmosphere of

fragrant odors as the roses, sweet brier, honeysuckles, and eglan-

tines are dispensing so prodigally upon this glorious morning air.

There is a weeping willow just down the road, a hundred rods

or so, under whose branches I have lately passed some thoughtful

moments, and silently strove to make friends with it. It is a

thoughtful tree—thoughtful ? Yes, why not \ in its suggestive

fullness. Who ever looked upon its graceful but melancholy

branches, so meek, so bowed down, without an inward turning,

and recalling of those dear, departed ones who have gone before 7

I wonder if anybody ever set u|) a theory founded on the charac-

teristics of trees ? There are those sturdy evergreen savins, never

flinching at the keenest wintry blasts, formed just like a soldier's

tent. Every branch, of the huge old elm, overhead, has grown

out of the main trunk, just as firmly prepared to resist the wintry

wind, as a ship's mast, stayed and chained by the builder's skill.

Acknowledging to a pretty largo degree of admiration for the

canine species, yet I must say, I have had my faith somewhat

tried lately. One of our neighbors has a dog, which, I doubt not,

would perform all sorts of sagacious and humane acts, if he had a

chance, fully equalling any newspaper stories extant, but who,

for several consecutive nights, suggested to my mind a most sum-

mary application of a Colt's revolver to his head. I suspect the

owner and his family have got used to the animal's music, and
" rather like it." If I was a believer in the transmigration of

souls, I should most devoutly pray that I might not be a dog,

they do have such unaccountably restless nights, and so much
howling and barking to do between sunset and sunrise. They
lead a dog's life of it, to be sure.

From the window of my apartment I can reach forth and touch

the branches of our proud old elm. Being so closely located to

its precincts, I have found much amusement in watching the vari-

ous birds who congregate here. Out of them all, I have succeeded

in making friends only with a tiny sparrow, who comes quite tamo

to my sill and eats of the crumbs, turning its little eyes up at me,

now and then, as much as to say, thank ye ! The robins, black-

birds, goldfinches and others, that throng in the elm, though more

than twice the size of my little spanow, are thrice as timid, and

are very careful to keep at a goodly distance. I'erhaps the little

sparrow presumes upon my honor because he is so very petite,

and thinks he wont hurt such a little bird as I am ! Well said,

tiny bird, and while I am here, you and I will be friends.

A friend writes me from Saratoga :
" It is the very gayest of all

gay ])laccs here, just now ; why don't you join us, if only for a

fortnight ?" Newport, Cape May, and Saratoga are all very ad-

miralile and pleasant for those who like to be so formally gay,

and to pay the inconvenient penalty. But it is only too true that

the fashionable watering-places are more conducive to dissipation

than to health, and the migiatory portion of our people visit them

more as a penance than a pleasure. In the meantime, friend W.,

enjoy yourself, and drink the Congress water, while we bask in the

shade of this old elm. Always yours,

M. M. B.
< »«» »

HOME Lll'E IN GERMAN"V.

In the restaurante of Germany, if a gentleman takes a place at

the same table, it is always witli a bow ; if he reaches over for the

paper you have finished, he uses some half-apologetic expression,
" Icli bilte I" The sho])keeper gives the morning salutation as you
come in ; and says, " Eni]ifehle mich !" (" I recommend myself,"
the almost universal formula in Berlin for parting, where adieu is

not ujcd. The old Gernian e.\])ression, " Leben Sie wohl," i. c,
"Farewell!" is seldom heard, except between intimates), as you
leave. No one enters an omnibus or a railway caniage without
saluting the others. I have seen now many classes of the Ger-
mans, from the IJaiidwirLshinscli (apiirentice) on his travels, and
the soldier in the canijis, to the highest literary people, and I find

through all this " luiiiianitij," as tlie Latins used to call it ; this

open-hearted, pleasant, human way, as if men were really, without
any pocti-y, " members of the same family." Men in the lower
classes do kind^sses for you, and neither claim nor accept the

"everlasting shilling," as in England. In a rail-car or public
conveyance, people talk of their own ))rivate matters as if it was a
thing of course that other persons would take an interest in them.—Brace's Home Life in Germunij.

i ^^ >

STATUES IN PUBLIC PLACES.

The temporary exposure of Brown's statue of De Witt Clin-
ton, in front of the City Hall, has daily attracted hundreds of
spectators ; and the remarks made uijon it generally show that
an American crowd has fine instincts of art, and would soon
become appreciative and diseriniinatiiig, if it liad a chance. It

is really too bad that, with all our snobbish ettbrts to imitate
the style and grandeur of European cities, our pojiulation should
not have some opportunities for studying and admiring the beau-
tiful. The ijjfluencc of the constant ])rcsence of works of art of
a high character, upon so quick and apprehensive a people as

ours, would be incaUuhililc for good. By refining the taste and
expanding the imagination, it would do more to promote the

cause of temperance and good morals than all the Maine li(|Uor

laws and moral reform speeches ever invented. A human being,

imbued with a lo\e and knowledge of the beautiful in art, cannot
be grovelling or impure.

—

Sundai/ Times.
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tvavcUing; abroad. His health not becoming fully restored, he

soon after resigned his charf;e, and was succeeded by IJev. George
B. Ide, D.I)., who, for a brief period, ntinistered to the ])COi>le,

when he accepted a call to settle in tlie city of Philadelphia. He
was succeeded by Kcv. Handel (j. Nott, whose ministry was also

brief. The \VTiter, having no knowledge of these clergymen, is

unable to s])cak of them in fitting terms. In 1840, the society

was so fortunate as to secure the services of Rev. William Hague,

]).D., now a distinguished minister of Newark, New Jersey. Mr.
Hague continued with the society for several years, during which
the church was greatly enlarged, the parish strengthened, and the

new and beautiful church was erected, where it now stands, on
the corner of Rowe and Bedford Streets. Mr. Hague wa.s popu-

PORTRAIT OF REV. EVRON STOW, D.D,

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial

BOSTON PUI.PIT.—No. 3.

ROWE STREET B.VPTIST CHURCH—REV. BARON STOW, D.D., PASTOR.

BY REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

Not manv days ago, there appeared a brief article in one of our

daily journals, criticising the custom that has so far obtained, of

placing vanes and chan-

ticleers upon the spires of

our churches to indicate

the direction of the wiixd.

The writer looked upon
the matter as a serious

evil—as one requiring

church reform. In his

view, one half of the mor-

al teaching of spires is

lost by thus secularizing

them, and by thus making
them suggest thoughts

upon so vulgar a topic as

the weather, instead of

the heaven to which they

point, and the way to se-

cure it. It may be in-

ferred that the writer rep-

resents a class of minds

who are opposed to all

secularizing of churches,

from the opening of them
for town meetings and
woman's rights conven-

tions, to the smaller, but

no less important point,

of m:iking them support

weather-cocks. However
this may be, the writer of

the paper alluded to, and

all that class of minds

—

by no means a small

class in our community

—

will be pleased as they

turn their eyes to the tall

and graceful spire ofRowe
Street Church, that rises

one hundred and .seventy-

five feet from the sidewalk

toward heaven, with noth-

ing secular about it, ex-

cept a lightning conduct-

or, which is more sacred

than secular, as it deals

with the bolts of the dread

Eternal, and as it pre-

serves the sacrcdness of

human life.—Al)Out tlio

year 1820, the matter was
agitated in this city, of

forming a Bajitist church

in the centre of the city.

The northern section had

two, the First and the

Second, and the western

section was blessed with

the Third Bapti.^it CImrch,

the laU; Hev, Dr. Sharp's.

8o much success attended

the consideration of the

subject, that the comer
stone of the Fourth Hap-

ti.st Church, or Federal

Street, was laid on tlic

street of thftt uunie in

liiiH, T'le liDUse wa«

opened the next year, and
oouu at'ter, the Uev. How-
unl Malcom, Dl)., Iji"'

cun»e the first pastor of

the church. He minis-

tered to iho society for a

number of years with

very great success, when,

brough imjiaircd health,

i) spent some time iu RiJWfi STREET B.^TTIST CHURt'H, BOSTON.

lar, not only with his society, but with the religious public at

large. While he ministered to this church, a newspaper critic,

who chanced to hear him, tiuis puts forth his opinion on this pul-

jiit orator: "Mr. Hague's discourses deliver well—read well.

They arc full of life, animation, point and ett'ect. He is com-
paratively a young man, of good figure, with a bright and ani-

mated eye, and an ardent countenance. He is perfectly self-pos-

sessed on all occasions ; and would be little disturbed, at any
time, if a sudden gust of wind should take all his notes away from
him in the midst of his best discourse. His voice, which is of a

pleasing tone, is also perfectly under his command, and he can
modulate it, at pleasure, through all the range of the musical
bars. His gestures are too sudden and angular to be considered
altogether elegant; but they harmonize entirely with the character

of his mind and general manner, ' suiting the action to the word,'

in a style which no one can object to, because it is natural and
accomplishes the object." Dr. Stow succeeded Dr. Hague in

1848. As a minister, and a man, he was well known to this com-
munity previously ; for he had been the pastor of the Baldwin
Place Church for fifteen years, which prominent position he left

through the failure of his health. Dr. Stow is a native of New
Hampshire—a State that has ever produced abundantlj great and
good men. His collegiate course was pursued at Washington,
D. C. He was first settled over a church in Portsmouth, N. H.,
from which place he came to this city, where he has been emi-
nently useful ever since. Dr. Stow seems not to jnide himself iu

preaching what are termed intellectual sermons ; but he brings

forth from his " treasury things new and old," to instruct, and to

touch the heart and the conscience. In locking over a list of his

Sabbath texts, kept by a distinguished phj'sician in his congrega-
tion for a series of years, the writer was struck with the propor-
tion of them that pertained to the Saviour, and to the story of the

Cross. In this kind of preaching, we have a key to his success.

He has, as it were, lived amid refreshings from his Lord and Mas-
ter; and under his melting tones, manner and style of preaching,

crowds of the aged and the young, of the men of business and
activity among his hearers, have rallied around tlic standard of

the Cross. Early in 1852, the people to whom he ministers were
blessed with a religious interest. After some hundred persons

professed faith in the Redeemer, he who traces these lines had the

privilege of hearing Dr. Stow in his own pulpit. The church was
entirely filled with those whose whole appearance indicated that

thev were in " none other than the house of God, and the gate

of fieavcn." The Gothic arc! itecture of the church, and the soft,

religious light that was shed from the windows of stained glass,

which was reflected, and refiectcd again, added to the religious-

ness of the occasion. As all were quietly seated and ready to

give audience, the preacher entered his chaste pulpit. As he
stood up and read his first hymn, his manner and reading were

impressive and solemn.
As hesaid, "Letuspray_"
his heart seemed to go

- with the touching words
r of his lips, and all in the

congregation appeared to

respond silently, though
not audibly. As all were
waiting for the words of
the text, he announced in

subdued, j'et earnest
tones, " Lift up thy praj'cr

for the remnant that is

left." After announcing
what God had lecently
done for many in the con-
gregation, he importuned
all who approached a
throne of grace to lift up
their prayer for those who
remained out of the ark
of safety. The appeals of
the discourse, so tender
and pathetic, told with
great power and effect.

There were few dry eyes
and unaffected hearts in

that large congregation.

The society worshipping
at Rowe Street Church is

a select one. It is fit,,

though 7iot few. It em-
braces an unusually laige

mimber of gentlemen of
the learned professions,

and of our most active

and intelligent business

men. It is a favorite

church of the young. The
Sabbath school alone em-
braces more than four

hundred members. Al-
ways blessed with an able

and pious ministrj-, the

result in the congregation
has not been intelligence

alone, but intelligence

coupled with piety, know-
ledge and holiness, union
and peace. The society

has been, by no means,
free from struggles and
difficulties; but, in the

strength of Zion's King,

it has overcome them,

and has this day signal

prosperity. The house

of worship is what is sci-

entifically styled a pointed

Gothic— a favorite style

of architecture in our cit-

ies and villages at the

present time. Its dimen-
sions are ninety-six by
sixty-six feet, with the

tower at the corner, siu'-

mounted by its lofty spire.

The building niateiial

was a dark red sandstone,

while the interior is fin-

ished with black walnut.

Mav the catholic spirit

of minister and people

pervade the great eom-
muuion, of which they

comjiose so honorable

and inrtuential a bramh.
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THE OLD FRUIT VENDER.

It is impossible that any one in the habit of passing through

Franklin street during the day-time, should have failed to observe

the person of an old man, who constantly sits upon the steps of

the Catholic Church, flanked on either side by a basket of fruit,

candies, nuts, and the like. He was the unconscious sulijcct of a

sweet exhibition of feeling, as we were passing that way one

afternoon last week, that seems worth recording. A little boy,

not more than six or eight years of age, who had evidently been

watching the patient old man, came over from the opposite side

of the street, and, after a little hesitation, said, "I'll take two

apples, if ijoii'll eat one!" at the same time proffering tlie two pen-

nies in payment. The old man, too paxse at once to appreciate the

delicacy of the act, seemed a little puzzled, took the child's money,

handed him an apple, and set most vigorously at work to devour

oilc himself Tlie child, being satisfied that the old man was

really eating the fruit, tossed his own playfully in the air, as he

went along, after having shown himself endowed with a generous

and noble, though young and inexperienced heart.

OUR GOOD CITY.

The extreme warm weather has completely emptied the town

of its dwellers, who have gone to find freer circulation of air in

the country, and at some of the watering places. We understand

tliat Newport, Saratoga, Cape May, Naliant—indeed, every estab-

lished resort for the summer season, is filled to overflowing. In

the mean time, the city looks rather deserted ; but the water-carts

proceed very deliberately to make the streets one mass of mud,

and the stores are open, as usual. Indeed, we can sec but little

difference, for the large number of strangers who annually migrate

from the South for a brief period, make good the vacuum caused

by the departure of the permanent residents. How time flics!

It will he but a few days before fall will be upon us, and then win-

ter will follow. It is not a very agreeable idea, this growing old

so fast. When we were a school-boy, the time seemed most

tediously long ; but now one has to look sharp to keep record of

its travel, and know the day of the week and month.

A New Tekritory.—Henry Schoolcraft has discovered a new

territory. It lies immediately west of the Rocky Mountains. It

is well timbered, well watered, and in every respect a beautiful

country. The area is fifty miles broad by two or three hundred

long. It is known by the name of Alharra,

SPLINTEES.

.... The editor of the Springfield Republican was presented

with a plate of eighteen strawberries, weighing nearly half a pound.

.... A man was hung in New York on Friday week. Hang-

ing is getting to be a very common occurrence in this country.

.... At Orient, near Grecnport, L. I., says the Saybrook Mir-

ror, the large number of 4000 shad were lately taken at one haul.

.... In Wilbraham, recently, a stone mason found a lump of

pure gold, the size of a bean, in the centre of a block of granite.

.... It is estimated that the strawberry trade of New York city

will this year amount to one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

.... We disbelieve in fanners who will not improve, farms that

grow poorer every year, and farmers' sons ashamed of their calling.

.... The Common Council of Detroit passed a resolution ten-

dering honors to Hiram Powers, now about to return home.

.... It is now confirmed that Mount Vernon has been pur-

chased by a company of northern and southern gentlemen.

.... Thorwaldsen's celebrated statues of Christ and the twelve

apostles are to be placed in the N. Y. Crystal Palace Exliibition.

.... Twenty-two midshipmen have lately passed their exam-

ination, and become passed midshipmen of our navy.

.... There are already four amply-appointed expeditions en-

gaged in surreys for the Pacific Railroad. Success to the project.

.... Ex-president Van Burcn and son, with Hon. T. Butler

King, were lately presented to her majesty, Queen Victoria.

.... Gov. Clifford and suite spent the Fourth at New Bedford.

Hon. N. P. Banks delivered the usual oration in that city.

.... There is a Bible in the library of the University of Gottin-

gcn, written on 5476 jialm leaves—a most extraordinary curiosity.

.... Why is a watchdog larger at night than in the morning ?

Because he's let out at night and taken in in the morning.

.... One of the fast Hudson river boats goes up and down the

river, both ways, in one day. This is fast, indeed.

THE Ii.\TE DR. SHARP.

"Is death the last sleep ?" asks Sir Walter Scott, and himself

replies " No ! it is the last final awakening !" 'Tis such a thought

as this, such a true realization of the bereavement we suffer, when

the great, the good, the revered, are taken from us, which robs

death of its sting, and consoles the wounded and weeping sur-

vivors. Death is a touchstone that proves the gold, and dishon-

ors the baser metal; it unroofs the worthy character ol envy, and

permits genius and goodness to shine without alloy. Such thoughts

have impressed us as we have realized the late bereavement which

not only this dearly-beloved pastor's own family have experienced,

but the actual loss which a whole community have known in the

same dispensation of I'rovidenee. Tlie late Dr. Sharp was of

that noble, liberal and generous cast of mind that scorned the

petty sectarian divisions of the day, and who saw in every man a

friend and a brother.

It is scarcely more than a year since he officiated as pall-bearer

to the body of our own revered and dearly-loved parent, Hosea

Ballon. Dr, Sharp was a professed Baptist; Hosea Ballon was

the father of Universalism. But did this prevent that sharing of

the social enjoyments of life between them .' No ; nor did the

liberal and white-haired survivor fail to pay his last service to his

brother's remains. It is but a very short period of time since Dr.

Sharp addressed us a most tender and beautiful note upon this

very subject—brief, but so full of heart, that, had we not been

taught from very childhood to revere him, we should love the

memory of the man. And in this we are but one—one of many,

one of a multitude ; for every one seemed to reverence and honor

tliis quiet, unostentatious and pious Christian.

His last moments were such as those who loved him best would

have desired ; surrounded by his own kindred, and with tender

and devoted hands to smooth his pillow. The ceremonies that a

devoted church tendered to his mortal remains were as touching

and beautiful as anything that refined feeling and true hearts

could suggest. The chapter of life—a long, a useful and a glori-

ous chapter—is closed, and with tlie ashes of Channing and Bal-

lon, those of Sharp now slumber in the lovely shades of Mount

Auburn. Peace to their memory !

In our next issue we shall give an accurate and original like-

ness of Dr. Sharp, with an original view of the church where he

officiated for so long a |)eriod of years.

ANCIENT CITY OF JERUSALEM.

On pages 40 and 41 we present our readers with a large and

minute engraving of this famous scriptural city of Palestine, so

intensely interesting from its liigh antiiiuity, but far more from its

intimate connection with the history of the Jews, and the holy

and eventful life of the great founder of Christianity. The pop-

ulation of the city is something under twenty thousand, though at

tunes the influx of Christian pilgrims swells its numbers by thou-

sands. The city stands on a hill, between two small valleys, in

one of which, on the west, the brook Gihon runs a south-east

course, to join the brook Kedron, in the narrow valley of Jchosh-

aphat. Accompanying the picture will be found a carefully-pre-

pared key of the various-localities, the numbers and marks at the

liottom of the engraving corresponding with those on the rcjire-

sentation itself, which points they describe. To render the pic-

ture doubly attractive and interesting, the reader has only to refer

to the Scriptures, and corioborate the faithful diaracter of the

bird's-eye view of this sacred and interesting city.

The Extreme of HuMntG.—A man has been sentenced in

Paris to three years' im]nisonment for selling quack medicines.

Among his compositions were, the " Water of Giants," to hasten

the growth ;
" Water of Financiers," to strengthen the flesh ; the

" Elixir of Arabs," to fortify the voice ;
" Prodigal Son Poma-

tum," composed of the marrow of the fatted calf; and the " Oil

of the Capuchins," to make the beard grow. It was shown that

the waters and elixirs were either pure water or scented vinegar.

< »-». »

The Way.—If you wish to enjoy music, instrumental or vocal,

in its best phase, try the expeiiment under the leafy branches of

an old tree, out of doors, by star or moonlight. A few pairs of

black eyes, sweet voices and merry hearts are, however, a very

necessary accompaniment.
. « — .» »

Musical.—Madame Thillon has augmented her troupe by the

addition of Mr. Frazer, formerly w ith the Seguins, and Mr. S.

Leach, and is about starting on a concert tour through the New
England States. She will be successful.

Handsome Gift.—The Mercantile Library Association, of

Boston, have received from the Messrs. Chambers, of Edinburgh,

through Gould & Lincoln, an entire set of their valuable journal,

18 volumes. A high and deserved compliment.

4 ^•^ »

Bells vs. Belles.—Bells are said to Iiave been invented in

the year 400. Philosophers do not tell us when belles were first

started, but we imagine they commenced about the time of Eve.

< »»» »

Universal Langu.vge.—The savaus of Paris have called a

convention of European pliilologists, to devise an alphabet of a

universal language for the world.

Personal.—The church and society of the "Old South "have

increased the salary of their very popular pastor. Rev. Dr.

Blagden, to $3000 per annum.
<—••»—»

Poetical.—The prettiest design we ever saw on the tombstone

of a child was a lark soaring upward with a rosebud in its mouth.

GENERAL SANTA ANN.4.

It seems almost impossilde that this thrice-whipped cur should

again venture to embroil the Mexican people in a war with

this country ; and yet the wind seems to set in that quarter. The

New Orleans Picayune, which generally takes a very intelligent

view of Mexican affairs, thinks that Santa Anna is desirous of

precipitating a war with the United States. That paper says :

—

" His own personal defeats have rankled in his heart, envenomed

his animosities to the northern invaders who conquered and drove

him from the country, and he is apparently burning to redeem

his lost military character by another campaign, in which he

promises himself a different fate."

4 ^a^ » —
Moxf.MENTAL.—Some of the admirers of Mr. Webster in Ply-

mouth county are about erecting a monument to the memory of

Daniel Webster, in Bridgcwater, on " Sprague's Hill." They
have subscribed several hundred dollars towards the object. In

the mean time, our State Legislature stands abashed in this matter.

An Author's Pride.—Bayard Taylor, a few weeks ago, had

the felicity, which only an author can understand, of detecting

one of his own books in the library of the Ganges Canal, in a

remote and unpronounceable part of India.

Coming Hither.—Miss Bronte, the author of "Jane Eyre,"

contemplates a visit to the United States.

^I A R R lAjOl^S^^
In this city, by Kct Dr IJcecher, Mr. Nath'l Noyes. of the Summit Ilouse,

Mt. Washington, X.II., to Mis« Louba Augusta Hunting.
lly Kev Mr. Clarke, of SpringfieM, Mr. John U. \Uison to Prisrilla C Allen.
lly Kcv. Mr. Sniithctt, Mr. William >Mggin to Mi.<rt .\gnes Chapman.
lly Kev. Mr. ('ruft, Mr. John Deitn to Miss Lydia, eXdeat daughter of Mr.

John S. Emerson.
By Rev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Caleb Congdon, of Providence, R- 1-, to Miss Sarah

P. Kichardson.
By Kev. Mr. Skinner. Mr. Amos Clapp. of Dorchester, to Miss Charlotte W.

Holman : Mr. Jacob Fallow to .Miss Ann .lanis.

At Koxbury. by Kev. Mr. Ryder, Mr. D. Jackson Bigelow, of Boston, to MiflS

L. Helen Bailey, of itoxbury.
At Andover. by (Jcorgc Foster, Esq., Mr. Asa Bailey to Mrs. Tamer Ashton.
At Nantucket, Mr. Henry N. Chadbournc, of East Vassalboro", Me., to Mrs.

Mary V. Perry.
At Portland. Me., by Kev. Mr. A.'fpenwall, Mr. Reuben Freethy to Miss Dor-

ca.s Tyron.
At New Haven, Ct., by Rev. Dr. Cleaveland, Mr. .John Woodruff to Miss Har-

riet Jane, daughter of Timothy Lester. Esq.
At New York, Kev. Robert S. Uowland to Miss Mary W., daughter of the lat«

Charles U'oolsey. Esq.
At Brooklyn, N. Y., by Rev. Dr. Lewis. Mr. Charles T. Packard, of N. Bridge-

water, Ma.'is., to Miss Frances B. Hudson.
At Oakcliffe. N. J., Mr. Oeorge Clark, of Hyde, Otsego co., N. Y., to Miss A.

M., daughter of Hon. D. S. Gregory.

DEATHS,
In this city, Capt. Lyman Hunt, a native of Shoreham, A*t., 59; Mr. George

B. Parlridge, of Philadelphia, 25: Mrs. Eliwibeth, wife of Kbenezcr Francis,
Bsq.. 75; Mr. Alexander Oampbell, 22; Mr. Prince L. UiuckJey, of Hyannis,
24: Allen Crocker Spooncr, E.-;q.. 30; Mis.s Matilda (i. Bbnunn, of Portsmouth,
N. II.. 18; Mrs. Susan C., wife of Mr. Daniel Uutuian, 20; xMr:*. Mary Baker,
wife of F. L. Washburn, E.-*q., 24.

At Roxbury. of consumption, M.irv D.. wife of Mr. James Thomas, 3*5.

At CharlestouTi, Mrs. Elizabeth Klioades, 30; Mr. Jonas Tyler, 80.

At Somerville, Mrs. Lydia Jane, wife of Mr. Isaac Worblcy, 30.

At Medford. Mrs. Hannah, wife of Mr. Henry G. Crockett, 35.

At Sa'em, Mr. Adam Wellmau. 51.

At Northampton. Mr. Samuel Breck, 28; Widow Electa Clark, 82.

At Winchester. Mr. James ('hace. 59.

At Worcester, Mr. William H. Talt, 38. .Mr.i. Hannah II. Peaslee, 34.
At New Bedford. Mrs. Frances A., witb of Mr. Edwin K. Rus.sell, 30
At Chester, N. H., Mrs. Claris.-a Dwtght. wife of John W. Noycs, Esq., 31.
At Wentwnrth, X. H.. of consumption, Mr. Oliver 8 Cole, 35.
At Brunswick, Me.. Mrs. Harriet M., wife of Capt. William M. Otis, 39.
Ai Hallowell. Me., Capt. Samuel Watts, 70.

At Lebanon, Pa., Hon. Thomas M. Bibighjiuse. M. C.
At Baltimore. Md , Capt. A. B. W.-il.ich. V.A. vrmy.
At I^esburg, Va., Wm. B. Benedict, Prof, of Mathematics, U. S. Navy, 42.
At ILivana, Cuba, George F. Guild. E^q., of Boston.
At sea, on board ship Robert C. tVinthrop. Mr. Lcander N., son of Thomas

Hastings, Esq., of East Cambridge, Mass., 19.
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PASTURES IN JUNE.

BY GEORGB CANNING HILL.

Wlien the trees upon the hillsides wear their garniture of green,

And the shadows sleep among them, and around them, and hetween;

When, the grass across the meadows glistens faintly in the sun,

As the waves of wind keep beating—^idly beating, one by one :

—

VThen the cattle in the pastures straggle, browsing as they go,

Creeping upward in the shadows from the open plains below

;

WTien the paths in the woodland vanish suddenly from sight,

In the midst of leafy darkness that defies the morning light :

—

Then across the grassy meadows—then upon the sloping hills,

And beside the dripping fountains, and beside the running rills

;

Then the season is to wander—wander dreaming as you go,

\\Tiere the trees with vines are ruffled, and the upland roses blow.

There is such a soothing softness in the balmy air of June

;

There is such a drowsy music in the brooklet's smothered tune;

There is such a rustic pleasure in the lowing of the kine,

And the odors from the meadows stir the brain like Rhenish wine.

Old brown cottages arc nestled in the clumps of living green,

And the stacks of ancient chimneys rise hke turrets in between

;

From the upland all the orchards look like dark and leafy rows,

And the daisies in the distance Uke a drift of spotless snows.

Trodden footpaths streak the pastures, that would safely lead you blind

;

Now they bring you to a turnstile—now you know not where they wind

;

Margined richly with the turf-beds, and with buttercups and fern,

There are other pictures rising, wheresoever you may turn.

O, a morning on the hillsides, underneath the sky of June,

Is a season when the senses are themselves in perfect tune;

When the brain swims with a vision, brighter far than ever shone,

And the heart swells with a feehng of delight before unknown.

4 ^^ >-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SOCIAL GLASS.
BY DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

" Your face is unusually red, Alonzo ; are you ill ?"

" Not at all ; on the contrary I feel exceedingly well. I was

wholly unconscious that my face indicated an uncommon glow,"

rejjlied the person .addressed.

" Look in the mirror ; that will tell you whether I have spoken

correctly. Your face is certainly flushed and feverish. I rcallj'

hope you are not going to be sick," added the lady.

" Do not pciijlex yourself about it, wife ; it is a phenomenon

for which I can probably account. To be frank, I took a glass

of brandy with William CaiToU, whom I met in the street a short

time ago ; so that the flush you have noticed is nothing serious,

you see."

" Did you take but one glass V asked the lady.

" If the truth must be told, after we had sat and talked awhile,

we drank again," replied the husband.

" Are you sure you did not drink but twice V resumed the wife,

with a smile.

" I never knew you to be so inquisitive, Frances. We had not

met for a long time, and the occasion was not a common one ; so

after conversing for fifteen or twenty minutes upon interesting

subjects, we indulged again."

" Do you think it right to make use of info.xicating drinks 1"

inquired the lady, after a pause.

" I can see no great hann in occasionally taking a glass. A
little good spirit calls the social feelings into action ; it stimulates

the thoughts and gives a keener enjoyment to conversation. If a

person has the blues, and don't feel veiy well generallv, there is

nothing in the world that will arouse him to a more genial life,

than a moderate glass of good liquor. Wliy, it will make him
feel like a new man ! I assure you, I am in much better condi-

tion, both mentally and physically, than I was an hour ago," was
the reply of Mr. Ackerman.

"But is there not danger," remonstrated his wife, "of pro-

ducing an appetite for intoxicating drinks, which cannot be con-

quered without a severe conflict ? How often is it the case that

one indulgence leads to another, and so on, until the unhappy
subject has no longer any command over himself !"

" Drinking with a friend, you know, is a different affair," added
Mr. Ackennan. " I by no means ajjprove of drinking liquor every

day ; but only on special occasions, when old friends meet, etc.

The temperance cause has few more earnest advocates tlian

myself."

" Upon my word, Alonzo, I cannot see the justness of your

conclusions. Your philosophy docs not appear to be of general

application. Why should a licpiid tliat produces so mucli inisci-y

be used at all ? Why not discard it in Mo ? If it is good when
old friends meet, why is it not equally as good on aiii/ social occa-

sion ? Old friends are continually meeting ; thcv meet at all

times and at all places ; they meet at the domestic circle ; at

places of amusement ; at the gaming table ; at the bowliii"- alkv •

in the saloons of the fashionable ; at church, and at places of

national legislation. Now tell me, Alonzo, if you really think

that these ' old friends ' should drink brandy, or any other stimu-

lant, on all tliesc occasions '! Is not liquor a continual promi)tcr

to crime—the conrtant friend of dissipation—the energetic coad-

jutor of all that is low, vile, and reprehensible ? Docs it not,

when it has once asserted its sway over tlie human character, be-

come the most tyrannical of masters, and make its victim one of

the most cringing and alyect of slaves ! It may stimulate the

social feelings, for a moment, but it ends by crushing all the

moral virtues. It may awaken, for the time being, a warm excite-

ment at the heart, and a sensation of pleasure in the brain ; but

it is a factitious glow—a delusive delight."

" Mrs. Ackerman, I believe you are sermonizing," exclaimed

the gentleman. " Do you entertain the idea, for a moment, that

I can ever fall to the degradation of an inebriate f—even providing

that I have an appetite for stimulating beverages, do you not

think I have manhood, also "i I trust I have a mind somewhat

disciplined, and I hope you will give me credit for some self-

government. My pride of character will forever prevent any of

the evils which you may be disposed to fear or anticipate. I can

stand up in my moral might and say, ' thus fiir will I go, and no

farther.' We have been married a year now, and I flatter myself

that you have never yet seen me intoxicated."

" I confess that I have never seen you in a state of intoxica-

tion ; but I have, at various times, detected, by the odor of your

breath, that you had been imbibing alcoholic stimuLants."

" Very moderately— very moderately— for my pride of char-

acter
—

"

" Please don't talk of pritfe of character," inteiTuptcd Mrs.

Ackerman, " for I trust you ha\e too much good sense to assume

the position, that you are stronger-minded than any individual

who has yet fallen a sacrifice to alcohol. Persons gloriously en-

dowed with the gifts of intellect, and with the attributes of man-

hood, have yielded, at length, to the power of the destroyer.

They have fallen in the midst of their years, at the height of their

fame, while their immortal laurels were yet green upon their

brows. Will you exalt j'ourself in moral strength above those

who have succumbed to a degraded and insatiable appetite ? My
reason tells me that you are fallible, like other men. If individ-

uals, more generously gifted than yourself, have perished in the

conflict with a sordid thirst for unnatural stimuli, how can you

flatter yourself that you will prove stronger than they ?"

" Nonsense, Frances ! why will you go on in this way ? You
talk to me just as though I was a child, having no power of self-

government. An occasional glass I know will do me no hurt.

Now don't moralize any more, that's a good girl."

" But I must moralize, Alonzo ! All that is good within me
impels me to speak ; I cannot be silent when I see you engender-

ing an appetite, which, if not checked, must eventuate in your

ruin. AVhcn the human will is conquered, no manhood remains.

A man might as well be dead and entombed forever, as to live on

after he has been subdued by 'an appetite which destroys his

noblest prerogative, as an intellectual being. What is that indi-

vidual good for, after he has sunk and debased himself till he has

lost all influence for good, and exerts no power to bless other

minds ? When one's usefulness has fairly ceased, he might as

well be out of the world as in it, unless there is some hope of his

reformation. Alonzo, I had a dear friend once, who talked about

moderate drinking just as you do ; that friend was my brotlier.

He Ijcgan by taking what he called a ' social glass ' with an ' old

friend.' Somehow or other, his ' old friends ' increased very fast,

and his ' social glasses ' multiplied in the same ratio. When I

attempted to remonstrate with him, he brought up the same un-

sound arguments that you have employed ; he talked confidently

about his pride of character, the strength of his mind, and his

moral power over himself. The habit grew upon him ; his fiice

became red ; his nose assumed the appearance of an unsightly
''

excrescence ; his eyes retreated into his head, and lost their frank

and manly expression. A dull and leaden apathy pervaded his

being ; a moral nightmare bound him with an inexorable chain
;

he ceased to be what he had been in the past ; his acute sense of

propriety, and his susceptibility to the most exalted friendship,

departed. Every feature was imbruted ; the beauty of his coun-

tenance was no more, and his whole nature grew so debased that

his once symmetrical figure appeared no longer to present a reflec-

tion of the image of God. He staggered home nightly to his

young wife to make her miserable ; to fill her ej'es with tears, her

soul with sorrow, her heart with despair ; to look with indifference

upon his cherub boy ; to behold the uplifting of his little hands

without a pulse of paternal delight, without a single quickening

of the heart, or a remembrance of his former love. He gazed at

those who had been his solace and his liope but a few months
before, with eyes that were vacant of meaning, and expressive

only of drunken idiotcy. He heard the tones that once thrilled to

his heart, like gentle music, with apathetic indifference. Swal-

lowed up and engrossed by one overwhelming passion, his intel-

lectual being was cngulphcd in a vortex of dissipation, from which

there appeared to be no hope of redemption. His manhood was
wrecked ui)on a sea so troubled and agitated by tempests of de-

struction, that the possibility of making some port in safety

seemed to have fled forever. He drank up his substance ; the

few thousands \\ Inch he had inherited went down his throat in a

stream of alcohol ; he became a walking recei>tacle of the worm
of the still, and his sjjhere was fetid with the foul miasma found

within the atmosphere of drunkards. A liorriblc blight fell upon
his manhood

; a pestiferous mildew blasted liis affections ; a

scorching flame of alcohol liunicd n]> his generous nature.

" We looked upon him and wept ; we sorrowed over him in

agony ; we laid our hands upon him in pity ; we entreated him
to stop, and stay in his course, with an outgushing eloquence

which cannot be written ; we contemplated his misery and his

sunken brutality, and said, ' he is no longer a man ; he has degen-

erated below the ])lane of manhood. But wc will not forsake

him
; we will follow his footsteps with a tenderness which cannot

be uttered
; we will whisper admonitions in his ear with a loving-

kindness which cannot be known, except it be felt ; we will strive

to redeem our brother.'

" His nervous system at length reacted again,st continued abuses;
delirium tremens gra,spcd him with her strong liand ; she held him
aloft

; she cast him down ; she stretched his miserable form upon

the rack of torture ; she pulled and tugged at his life, until every

fibre of his organism cracked with agony ; she conjured horrible

shapes from the deeps of hell ; she twined serpents about his

limbs ; she made them hiss in his ears, and fix their fiery fangs

into his shrinking flesh ; she filled the sick room with grinning

devils, who mocked at his pain, and exulted in his wretchedness
;

she hurled beasts and veiinin against him, that had never been

limned by the most distorted fancy ; she breathed u]3on him with

sulphurous flame, and caused him to hear the discordant sounds

that resound through the dark arches of Hades. He raved, he

clenched his hands in nameless misery ; he poured forth volleys of

mad blasphemy. The hell of fools was already in his bosom
;

he suffered, and by sympathy we suffered with him. My dear

Alonzo, the memory of that season of son-ow can never bo fully

eft'aecd ; it is a remembrance which will haunt me to the very

confines of de.ath. But, I will hasten to the end of this mournful

story. We loved him, and we saved him. Great was our love,

and great was our reward. By the most assiduous attentions that

were ever lavished upon a human being, he was snatched from the

jaws of destruction. His constitution at length rallied ; sanity

once more visited his soul, and rea,son enthroned herself in his

bi-ain. His convalescence was slow and long, and gave him time

to reflect ; and during that period we brought all the influences

of kindness to bear upon him. He reformed ; in process of time

the vigor of manhood returned ; the debased and insulted divin-

ity arose within him and asserted its dignity. He wept at the

remembrance of his former baseness ; he rejoiced in his salvation,

and is, at present, as you are aware, happy in the love of his fair

wife and boy. He has abjured the ' social glass ' forever ; he will

drink no more of the intoxicating cup with ' old friends ;' he has

seen the folly of moderate drinking. Temperance in foods and

drinks, and manhood in everything, is now his motto."

Mrs. Ackerman ceased speaking, and her husband made no re-

sponse. She glanced towards the spot where he was sitting ; he

had bowed his face upon his hands, and tears were trickling through

his fingers. In a little time he arose, caught his wife's hand, and

pressed it to his lips ; his resolution was formed ; the words of

truth had reached his soul ; Alonzo Ackerman never drank an-

other social glass.

i «».» >

UNOCCUPIED FEMALES.

There are certain unoccupied feniales so over-friendly as to take
the entree of the whole house. These arc, generally, ultra-neigh-

borh' neighbors, who run in at all hours of the day and evening;
ferret out the ladies of the family wherever they may be, up-stairs

or down ; watch all their proceedings when engaged, like good
housewives, in inspecting the attics, the store-rooms, the cellars or
the kitchens. Never, for a moment, do they seem to suppose that

their hourly visits may perhaps be inconvenient or unseasonable

;

or too selfish to abate their frequency, even wlicn they snsi>ect

them to bo so, these inveterate social)lists make their incursions at

all avenues. If they find that the front door is kept locked, they
glide down the area steps, and get in through the basement. Or
else they discover some back entrance by which they can slip in

at the " postern gate "—that is, alley-wise : sociablists are not
proud. At first, the soeiablist will say, on making her third or
fourth appearance for the day, " Who comes to see you oftener
than I ?" But after a while even this faint shadow of an apology
is omitted—or changed to " Nobody minds me." She is quite do-

mesticated in your house—an absolute habitue. She sees all, hears
all, knows all your concerns. Of course she does. Her talk to

you is chiefly gossip, and therefore her talk about you is chiefly the

same. She is au fait of everything concerning your table, for after

she has had her dinner at her own home, she comes bolting into

your dining-room, and " sits by," and sees you eat yours. It is

well if slie does not begin witii " a look in " upon you before

breakfast. She finds out everybody that comes to your house
;

knows all your plans for going to this place or that ; is well ac-

quainted with every article that you wear ; is present at the visits

of all your friends, and hears all their conversation. Her own is

usually " an infinite deal of nothing."

—

Miss Leslie.

KILLING A GRAY LYNX.

A short time since, Mr. S. M. Haskins, of Windsor, white out
in pursuit of partridges, shot a gray lynx, which measured three

feet eight inches in length, and was estimated to weigh thirty or
thirty-five pounds. He was about leaving the woods to return

home, it being after simset, and had just come out of a dense
thicket, when the lynx appeared. The hunter waited until the

animal was within about ten yards of him when he fired ; the lynx
instantly hounded up some six feet and fell, bnt soon got up and
attempted to run. Mr. H. reloaded bis gun as soon as possible,

and gave him a second charge, which quieted him eft'cctually.

The killing of a gray lynx, by Mr. Haskins, will undoubtedly be
considered quite an incident, among the lovers of venery hi this

region. The singularity of the occun'cnce naturally recalls the

changes which one hundred years of civilization has made in the

condition of things in this now Berkshire valley. Prol)al)ly no
portion of New England presented so captivating a field for the

fur hunter iis the region around us. The numerous lakes, dis-

tributing their leaping silver streams through the aisles of the

mountains, to dignify the branches of the Housatonic, furnished

just the facilities requisite for the beaver, the otter, and the lynx,

in their feedings and s])orts. And if tradition is reliable, these

haunts were well stocked Avith those choice denizens. In fact, to

a practised eye, unmistakable " signs " are even now apparent, in

the dams <'onstructed by heaver—"the slides" by the otter—and
the paths by the Acei-.—Piltsjiehl Sun.

TMi; WILL AND
grammar wlieu 1 was a

TIIK WAY.
private soldier,I learned grammar wlieu 1 was a private soldier, on the pay of

sixpence a day. The edge of my berth, or that of my guard-bed,

was my seat to study in ; my knapsack my book-case, and a hit

of board lying on my lap was my writing-table. I had no money
to purchase a candle or oil ; in winter, it was rarely that 1 could

get any light but that of the fire, and only my turn even of that.

To buy a \wn or iiiece of paiier, I was compelled to forego some
portion of my food, thougli in a state of half starvation. I had
not a ninmeiit of time that I could call my own ; and I had to

read and write amid the talking, laughing, singing, whistling and
bawling of at least half a score of the most thoughtless men

—

and that, too, in their hours of freedom from all control. And I

say, if I, under these circumstances, could encounter and over-

come the task,—is there, can there be, in the whole world, a youth
who can find au e.\cuse for the non-performance (

—

CoHbett.

. 4*
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.
The distinguished autlior, Wasliington Irvinjr, and John P.

Kennedy, late Socretarv of tlie Navy, are now on a visit to Jeffer-

son county, Va. M. Arago, tlie celebrated astronomer of

Paris, announces the discovery of another planet. During the

fifteen years ending in 1852, 998 persons were convicted of capi-

tal crimes in Great Britain, of whom 152 were executed, 617

transported for life, and the remainder hud their sentences com-

muted to lighter punishments. The North Kiver steamer

Francis Skiihly is to run from New York to Albany and back

daily. India ruliber trees, which are tapped every other day,

continue to yield sap for more than twenty years
;
and it is a sin-

gular circumstance that the oldest and most frequently-tapped

trees produce the richest sap. Charles Dickens announces

that he is writing, and intends publishing, his own autobiogra-

phy. The receijjts on the Pcimsylvania Railroad from Janu-

ary 1, 1853, to May 13, 1853, exceed the receipts of the corres-

ponding period la.st year by $436,162.89. This looks well. One

of the pictures in this year's exhibition of the Royal Academy of

London is a portrait of an oak tree

—

the size of life ! " It is diffi-

cult to say," says the Athcnreum, " how many acres of canvass

the picture covers." Tliere are over 3000 cabinet makers in

New York city. The famous East India Company consists of

one thousand eight hundred stockholders, who elect thirty direct-

ors, of whom six retire every year. These directors are the

almost absolute rulers of the great Indian empire. The

youngest daughter of General Scott was married on Saturday

week to an oflieor of the United States Army. Rumors of ap-

proaeliing cholera begin to appear in the European papers. The
disease prevailed at St. Petersburg about the middle of last

month. A department for the exhibition of living fish has

been added to the London Zoological Gardens. The fish are

kept in glass tanks. Miss Adelaide Phillips, a young Boston

vocalist, now on a visit for study to Italy, has been remarkably

successful, and is pronounced the best American singer ever seen

in that country. " Erie " signifies in the aboriginal language
" M'ad Lake," from the boisterous character of that sheet of

water. A magnificent frigate for the Sardinian government

has been launched at Ncwcastle-on-Tyne. Slie is called the Carlo

Alberto, is 247 feet long, and mounts 36 32-pouiiders. Near

Bristol, Eng., a murder has been committed by a boy under ten

years old. He pushed his plajinate into the river, and prevented

a companion running for help.

< »m^

A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT.
Shortly after her arrival in Ireland, where Mrs. Hemans died,

she was extremely unwell. When among the mountain scenery

of the fine county of Wicklow, during a storm, she was struck by

one effect in the hills. It was produced by a rainbow diving

do^vn into a gloomy mountain pass, which it seemed really to

flood with its colored glory. " I could not help thinking," she

remarked, " that it was like our religion, piercing and carrying

brightness into the depths of sorrow and of the tomb." All the

rest of the scene around that one illuminated spot was wrapt in

the profoundest darkness.

« »«» »

Fashion.—Bonnets without fronts we are used to ; but the

last Parisian novelty is a bonnet without a crown !
" These bon-

nets," says a Paris letter, " have three great qualities ; light as a

feather, transparent as g.iuze, and hanging on the head like a Ne-

apolitan plateau. This bonnet is an assemblage of flowers, rib-

bons and lace ; a point of taffetas, richly embroidered, serves as a

support to a deep black lace, embroidered in large dots with straw,

which shades the knot of plaited hair which falls on the nape of

the neck."
i »»» >

Not appreciated.—Contemporaries, says Walpole, are toler-

able judges of temporary merit, but often most erroneous in their

estimate of lasting fame. Burnet speaks of "one Prior," and
Whitlock of "one Milton, a blind man." Bumet and Whitlock
were men of reputation themselves. But what say you of Heath,

the obscure chronicler of the civil wars ? He says, "One ^fi/lon,

since stricken with blindness," wrote against Salm.-itius, and com-
jMsed " an impudent and blasphemous book, called Iconoclastcs."

4 ^mm t

Singular Case.—The Rochester American says, on the 19th

of June, 1848, a man named Cornelius Vrooman, of Clarkson, in

this county, went to sleep, since which he has slept nearly all the

time, awakening at long intervals, sometimes four or five months,

and staying awake an hour or two, when he resumes his nap. He
is fed by his atten<lants, during sleep ; when awake, he eats vora-

ciousl)'.
4 ^mm. »

Ten Years for Mail Robbery.—Wm. Price, a youth about

twenty years of age, who recently pleaded guilty, at Indianapo-

lis, to an indictment for robbing the mail, abstracting therefrom

eighty dollars, was by the Court sentenced to confinement in the

state prison for ten years, being the shortest time fixed by law.

A Memorial.—The medal to the mchiory of Oersted, the dis-

coverer of electro-magnetism, which is being struck by the Dan-
ish Academy of Sciences, will be distributed on the day when the

electro-magnetic line is ojiened between Copenhagen and Kiel.

Ulojiaibc (Satljerings.

——^•.»——
Height OF Politeness.—When two goats met on a bridge

which was too narrow to allow either to pass or return, the goat

which lay down, that the other might walk over it, was a finer

gentleman than Lord Cliestcrfiold.

< * <^

Personal.—Page, an American artist at Rome, has painted a

portrait of Miss Cushman lately, which is much admired.

The Mexican standing anny is to be composed of ninety-one

thousand troops.

A mud turtle, weighing forty-five pounds, was fished up in

Lake Winnipisseogce, lately, by a couple of l)oys.

Tbc European peasant, when induced to come to this country,

consumes thirteen times as much cotton as he does at home.

William Boltwood, of Amherst, Mass., has a cow whose live

weight, recently, was fourteen hundred and .seventy-four jiounds.

A young m.au named Rodolphus Wood was sun struck in Fair-

haven, lately, and was rendered insane for a time.

Josiah Taber, of Fairhaven, fell from an upper seat at the hip-

podrome in New Bedford, and injured his spine so that he died in

a few hours aftenvards.

One hundred and thirty-four colored emigrants left Savannah
for Lilieria, recently- They were, with a single excej)tion, from
Georgia or Tennessee.

Rev. Miss Brown, the "woman's rights" clergywoman, has

assumed the iiastorslii]) of a Congregational church at South But-

ler, Wayne County, New York.

At New Orleans, upwards of two thousand dollars has been

subscribed for the relief of the unfortunate passengers of the lost

ship William and Mary.

The directors of the Portsmouth and Concord Railroad have

commenced suits against delinquent subscribers to the capital

stock of the company.

The French butchers lannot buy cattle anywhere but at the

authorized markets ; and they are obliged to kill at the municipal

abbntoirs—of these there are five.

It apik'ars from the pension office report, that land warrants

have l)een issued to the amount of nine millions nine hundred
and thirty-five thousand three hundred and twenty acres.

Late accounts from Mexico state that several of the National

fiunrds who were concerned in the late outlireak at Vera Cruz
had been summarily e.vccuted by order of Santa Anna.

The king of Prussia has, at his own expense, circulated more
than two hundred and fifty thousand copies of the Bible among
the troops of his army; and these are printed in six different

languages.

At the tea and strawben-y gardens, Seedlcy Lane, Pendleton,

England, a woman is now engaged in waUcing one thousand

miles in one thousand hours, for a wager of .£500. Slie walks in

the Bloomer costume.

Beautiful bouquets arc becoming abundant, and make an ele-

gant appearance in the delicate hands of fair ladies. There exists

a liarnuiTiy, a sympathy, we may say, between fragrant flowers

and refined woman, that renders them fit and meet companions
for each other.

The total value of all the India rubber goods made in the

United States approaches ten millions of dollars per annum; and
tliis enormous trade may be said to have sprung up since the year

1844, as, previous to that date, there were very ftiw manufactories
working at a profit.

Sands, the circus perfoi"mer, who walks on the ceiling, head
downwards, recently jjcrfbrming in Paris, fell, and would have
broken his neck, but that the police of the city were more careful

of it than he was himself, and had a matting stretched beneath the

perfoiTOer to break his fall.

t »» >

iTorcign Jttma.

The grain crops in England and Ireland are promising.

Joseph Cottle, the friend of Southey, died recently at Bristol,

at the age of eighty-four.

Silk of a fawn color, with a tinge of gold, is now fashionable in

Paris, and is known by the name of aurifere.

The Emperor Napoleon is getting a beautiful yacht, to be called

the Eugenie, built at Clialon-sur-Saone.
*.

At Lloyd's, the rates of insurance upon risks to Russian and
Turkish ports have been increased from ten to thirty shillings.

Queen Victoria intends to visit the lakes of Killarney this sum-
mer. She will be the guest of tlie Earl and Countess of Kenmarc.

A greater number of ships were wrecked last year than in any
previous one. On the British coast alone, one thousand one
hundred vessels were lost.

Mr. Charles Lockey, the tenor, and Miss M. Williams, the con-
tralto, l)Oth eminent in the London musical circles, have agreed to

sing in matrimonial concert for life.

A delicate and interesting female, a Lapland giantess, measur-
ing seven feet two inches, and weighing twenty-five stone (350
lbs.), is being exhibited at Aberdeen, Scotland.

(icrman journals announce the sudden death of Dr. Kloss, a
noted organist, just as he was sitting down to the organ to per-

form in a concert in the cliurch at Riga.

The university of O.xford has just conferred the title, Doctor of
Civil Laws, upon Sir \\. L. Bulwer, Prof. Aytoun, D'lsraeli, Ma-
caulay, Samuel Warren, Bishop Mcllvaine, and many others.

Rogers & Co., of Paterson, make seven locomotives per month.
They employ eight bundled men. Hence, there are more than
three thousand days' work in one locomotive, even with the assist-

ance of steam.

Moore in his Diary says :
" Mentioned at breakfast a charade of

Mr. Fox's, which Lady "Charlotte Fox had told me, ' I would not
be my first for all my second, that is contained in mv whole—i.e.,

Scotland.' "

The passion for horse-racing does not seem to be on the decline
in England. The London Leader says :

" The ' C)lympic Games '

of England, Epsom Races—our only occasion of ' national ' holi-

day-making—have this year surpassed all i)recedeiit in the spirit

of the running, the interest of the contest, and tlie circumstances
of the gathering."

A good joke has occurred at the Haymarket. In Buckstone's
"Ascent of Mount Parnassus," the spirit of Mont Blanc is done
by Mr. Caulfield, wlio gives a good imitation of Albert Smith.
One day it was particularly good, and it turned out tliat Albert
Smith himself had taken Caulfield's place, and was making fun
of his own performance. Called for by tlie audience, he confessed
the joke amid shouts of laughter.

The London Leader predicts a Euro])can war—and soon.
"England, even," says the Leader, "has not yet earned its

peace." The Leader adds :
" We speak now of specific intern.a-

tional quarrels, which are at present in the hands of diplomatists,
the exjilosion of which will be delayed as long as discreet advice
can jji-evail in the councils of tlie alisolutist powers, but whidi
every day become more difficult of treatment."

JSanbs of ©oli>.

The peasant knows neither gout nor nervous aflfections.

—

A. Petiei.

.... Fortune !—There is no fortune ; all is trial, or punish-

ment, or recompense, or foresight.— Voltaire.

.... He who carries the torch behind him makes a shade for

himself, and a light for those who follow.

—

Italian Proverb.

.... The hunchback straightens himself in the tomb, and the

wicked man under the rod.

—

Russian Proverb.

.... The most enlightened man has always something to learn

from the peasant.

—

A.Peliit.

.... Watch over yourself. Be your own accuser, then your
judge ; ask yourself grace sometimes, and, if there is need, impose
upon yourself some pain.

—

Senei/iie.

.... It is very rare to find ground which produces nothing ; if

it is not covered with flowers, with fruit-trees and grains, it pro-

duces briers and pines. It is the same with man ; if he is not
virtuous, he becomes vicious.

—

La Bnii/ere.

.... If our Creator has so bountifully provided for our exist-

ence here, which is but momentary, and for our temporal wants,
which will soon be forgotten, how much more must he have done
for our enjoyment in the c\erlasting world.

—

Hosea Ballou.

.... Words ought to carry their sense and signification, and
they ought never to be obscure. Word is a habit which we give

imagination, in order to clothe thought, and make it better known
by the color by which it is painted ; but it is a cloak which ought
not to conceal it ; it is a head-dress, not a mask ; it ought to set

it oft', and serve as an adornment, and not hide it from the eyes

and envelope it in a disguise.

—

La Prelieuse.

Sokcr's Bubgct.

A merry but poor man, being laughed at for wearing a short

cloak, replied, " It will be Ioikj tiiouijh before I have done with it."

Dr. Johnson compared plaintiff and defendant in an action at

law, to two men ducking their heads in a bucket, and daring each
other to remain tlie longest under water.

An Irish soldier, who came over with General Moore, being
asked if he met with much hospitaliti/ in Holland, " O, yes," re-

plied he, " l(M mnrli ; I was in the Itospital almost all the time I

was there."

A clergyman, being deprived for nonconformity, said " it should

cost an Imndred men tlieir lives." This alarming speech being re-

])ortcd, he was taken before a magistrate, and examined, when
he explained himself by saying his meaning was, that "he intended

to jtractise physic."

Lord Nelson, when a little boy, was on a visit to an aunt, and
went in search of birds' nests. He wandered so far, that he did

not return till some time after dark. The old lady, who had been
much alarmed by his absence, reprimanded him severely, and
asked him how fear came not to drive him home. " 1 don't

know," said the lioy, with great simplicity, " who Fear is."

A negro in the island of St. Christopher had so cniel a master
that he dreaded the sight of him. After exercising much tyranny
among his slaves, the planter died, and left his son heir to his

estates. Some short time after his death, a gentleman, meeting
the negro, asked him how his young master behaved. " I snp-

po.sc," said he, " he's a chip of the old block." "No," said the
negro, " massa be all block hisself."
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KROOKLINE RESERVOIR.
The delightful town of Brookline is one of the immediate sub-

urbs of our eity, and its line roads and elegant residences are cele-

brated all over the State. It was one of tlic first towns tliat were

set off from Boston, in old colonial times, and was until that time
called Muddy River. The |)ictures whicli our artist has depicted

herewith, represent the Cochituate water reservoir, situated in

this town ; also the very ])icturesque and fine architectural en-

trance, or "gate house," as it is called, which leads to the reser-

voir. This immense structure embraces twenty-three acres of

land, deep, well stoned, and most substantially constructed, and
appropriately ornamented. The beautiful gateway, herewith
illustrated, forms the entrance of the eastern side of the struc-

ture, which is constantly visited by strangers and others.

This extensive reservoir is connected by iron pipes witli the

main supply water ])ipcs of the city, and is capable of furnish-

ing one hundred million gallons of water at any given period,

a quantity of water sufficient to supi)ly the city of Boston for

the space of two weeks at any season of the year. The iron

conductor pipes which lead from this immense reservoir, are

three in number, and measure three feet in diameter, and
are connected at proper intervals witli the main pijjes leading

into the city from Lake Cochituate, so that in ease of neces-

sity, they cau discharge their full force into the main pipes

for the use of the citizens. The inhabitants of Brookline feel

justly proud of this fine structure, and it is exhibited to

strangers with peculiar pleasure. We know of no more de-

lightful region in our environs than is presented in this neigh-

borhood. The town of Brookline lie» on the north branch
of Charles River, and distant from two to five miles from
Boston. Wood, in his "New England Prospect," in 16.3.3,

says :
" The inhabitants of Boston, for their enlari;ement,

have taken to themselves farm-houses in a place called Muddy
River, two miles from the town, where there is good ground,
large timber, and store of marsh and meadow." In Decem-
ber, 1686, the inhabitants of Muddy River had obtained an
order from the President and Council that said hamlet should
" henceforth be free from town rates to the town of Boston,
and have the privilege of meeting annually to choose tliree

men to manage their affairs." The conditions of this grant
were, that the town should bear their own expenses, erect a
school-house, and maintain a reading and writing master.

Brookline was incorporated as a town, November 13, in the

year 1705. It is supposed tliat tlie name was adopted from
the circumstance that Smelt brook was a boundary between
this town and Caml)ridge ; and that anotlier brook, which
falls into Muddy River, was the boundary between Brookline

and Roxbury. Further particulars of the settlement of the

town may be found in the Ceiitiinj Scnixjii, delivered by the

late Rev. Doctor Pierce. He remarks,—" Previously to its

incorporation in 170.5, it formed a part of Boston ; and was
denominated Muddy River, from the stream which is one of

its eastern boundaries. It was assigned to the inhabitants of

Boston, on account of their narrow limits within the jieninsula.

They used to transport their cattle over the water to this place,

while their corn was on the ground at Boston, and bring them to

town in the winter. Finding it highly inconvenient to attend

town business in Boston, and increasing in numbers and in wealth,

they were at length incorporated." Brookline is now noted for

its variety of surface ; numerous gardens, higlily cultivated ; fine

dwellings
;
picturesque views and pleasant drives. It furnishes

some of the most beautiful sites near Boston for the erection of
private residences. Brookline contained, in 1850, 2.35.3 inhabit-

ants, and is constantly increasing in ])opulation. From 1840 to

1 850, its property valiiation increased from S700,000 to 55,400,000.
The town covers al)out 4400 acres, mostlv under high cultivation.

A BRAVE OLD LADY.
Glancing over tlie police reports in a Birminghain (English)

paper the other day, our attention was attracted to the following

account of a "Daring Burglary:" "Information has been re-

ceived here of a most daring burglary perpetrated one night
lately by three or four men on the premises of a person named
Perkins, an elderly man, who, with his wife, oceu|)y a small farm-

house, situated about a mile from Coleshill, on the Birmingham
and Derby railway, and eleven miles from this town. It appears
that Perkins and his wife retired to bed at the usual hour, and
towards midnight, Mrs. Perkins was disturbed by a noise in the

ENTRANCE TO THE BROOKLINE RESERVOIR.

yard ; she arose from her bed, and, looking out of the window,
she saw three or four men standing near the door. In reply to

her inquiry, they said they wanted water. She directed them to

the pump, and told them to go away immediately. One of the

men replied that they wanted to come into the house, and come
in they would. Mrs. Perkins rejoined that her husband liad gims
in the house, and that he would certainly fire if any attempt was
made to enter the premises. By this time the old gentleman was
awake and up, the burglars having, in the meantime, manifested

their determination to do mischief, by throwing stones in at the

chamber window, and by a furious assault on the front door.

The old couple instantly put out their light, and in the dark pro-

ceeded down stairs and deliberately i)repared to meet their assail-

ants ; the burglars continued to batter at the door, but whilst the
old man was making ready his guns, his brave old wife busied
herself in barricading it. She collected a (juantity of furniture
against it, and a piece of timber, whicli she scotched against a
quarry of the floor. Witli tliis help, the force outside could make
no imjiression on that part of the garrison. In the dark, the old
man was .some time in finding his gun-caps, but fortunatelv he
succeeded in doing so at a very critical moment, for the burglars
had given up the assault on the door, and coMimenccd battering
in the window-shutters ; here their efl'orts were successful—they
effected an entrance, getting in, one by one, either three or four

of them. The old couple instantly retreated up stairs, and
from thence warned the burglars that they would be shot if

they attempted to follow them : the scoundrels probalily

thought it was an idle threat that had been held out to them,
for they ascended the narrow stairs one by one. When half
way u]i, Mr. Perkins again warned them that if they set one
other foot in that direction he would fire ; the foremost burg-
lar raised his arm to protect his face, and at the same mo-
ment ascended another step ; the old man instantly fired,

and he liit his mark ; the man uttered a cry and fell back-
wards, severely wounded, upon his companions, and they
shortly bore him away from the house—the inmates mean-
while remaining up stairs. On the burglars taking their de-

Ijarturc, Mrs. Perkins urged her husband to fire again, but
with a forbearance and humanity somewhat out of place he
refused to do so, believing, as he said, that the party had had
enough of it. The burglars made a clear escape for the time,
but after their departure, the staircase was examined, and
the quantity of blood there, revealed the effective cliaracter

of the shot. There was picked up, too, a round jiatch of the
material of a smock-frock, proving, beyond a doubt, that it

had been shot out of the garment worn by the burglar who
had been wounded. On Sunday the affair was a good deal
talked about in the neighborhood ; the constable was on the
alert, and on Monday morning information was received to

the effect that on the ]jrevious day a man had been admitted
to the general hospital at Binningham, suffering from a re-

cent and severe gunsliot wound in the arm. Mr. and Mrs.
Perkins came over and saw theman in the hospital on Mon-
day evening ; but it being dark all tlie time the burglars were
in the house, they were, of course, unable to identify his fea-

tures. But Mrs. Perkins speaks positively as to his voice

—

that he is one of the men who spoke ; and there is other very
strong presumptive evidence of the man's guilt. He had on
a smock-frock at the time he went to the hospital ; the sleeve

of the arm tiirongh whicli the shot ])asscd had been cut oft",

but the texture of the matuial of the other (lart of the gar-

ment exactly corresponds with the piece found on the stair-

case, as already dcscrilied
; and the fellow gives a very im-

probable and entirely uncorroborated account of the circum-
stances under which the accident (alleged) occurred by which
his arm was shot. He says that he had been shooting spar-

rows, or something of that sort. The wound is frightfully severe,

and though still at the hospital, he is in the custody of the police."
. 4 ^mm> >

ATTENTION TO DRESS.
Appearances should not be wholly beneath the consideration of

any man. Nature does not disdain them. Nothing is omitted
that can enhance its beauty. Everything is grouped and arrauiied

with the most consummate skill, and with the direct and manifest

object of pleasing exterior vision. The man, therefore, who jilays

the philosopher, on the strength of neglecting his attire, and who
hopes that the world will rate the superiority of his intellect in

direct ratio with the inferiority of his hat, is no philosopher at all,

because the true wise man thinks from nature, through himself.

THE RESERVOIR AT BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSPni'S.
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FOURTH OF JULY AT INDIAN HILL,
Residence of Maj. Ben: PerUy Poore.

Indian Hill Farm, the ancestral home of our contributor, Maj.
Poorp, was this year the scene of a most patriotic celebration, at

which a lar<;;e number of the citizens of South Boston jtarticipatfil,

escorted by that staunch corps, the ruhi.ski Guards, Capt. A. J.

Writrht. It is beautifully located about three miles from the river

Menimac, and in a richlv-woodcd country, with a picturescpie

variety of surf.'.ce. The Hill itself is highly interestin^r, not only
on account of its historical traditions, but for the beautiful pano-
ramic view from its summit. All around at thij season of tiie

year, arc fields of };rass and of corn, rollinj^ their herbage in the

Bun like the long waves of ocean. The house at Indian Hill, rep-

resented by our artist, is a type of the English countiy pcntlcnian's

residence—without the baronial splendor of the nobleman's castle,

or the stiffness of the merchant's villa—but spacious, comfortable

and picturesque. The entrance to the hall is by a lofty porch,

the forest columns of which arc entwined with roses, and over the

door are brancbiuf^ antlers. The s]Ki(ioui hall, radiant with the

li;;'lit of stained windows, is encircled with a yallery coinmunicat-

iuj; with lateral passages to the second stury, while around the

oaken walls are family portraits, ancient armor, military trophies,

and a rare old clock. On one side are four drawing-rooms, com-
municating by sliding-doors, while on the other side is the spa-

cious dining-room The castellated wing, re]n'escntcd in the

foreground, is the study, where there is a rare library of 2000 vol-

umes, with a cabinet of curiosities, embracing the collections

made by Major Poore daring hit traveU in Egypt and the Holy
Laud. In the other wing is the tenement of the farm laborers,

with the annoi-y of the RiHe Battalion. Three large stone towers,

with the bell, turret, diamond windows, shields of arms, and ir-

regular architecture, give the house a picture6(pie and iiotcI ap-

pearance. It was in front of this quaint, Abbotsford-like resi-

dence that the newlyorgauized HiHe Battalion eucauiped ou the

4th, under the shade of a liberty elm, ]>lanted by Kufus King, and
his Hiuvard ehissmate. Dr. l^oore, grandfather of the nnijor.

There are two companies, uniformed alike, and bidding fair to

excel in this truly national ami of the service. When the music
summoned all to the flag-<lccoraled speaker's stand, it was estima-

ted that there was an audience of three thousand persons. After

an impressive prayer by the Rev. Luther Farnham, some stiiTing

music by the Oharlestowu Brass Band, an ode by the choir of the

First Parish, a most eloquent oration was delivered by Ed. Griffiu

Parker, Esq., of Boston. The exercises at the encampment were
soon followed by a collation. Everprcens, mottoes, garlands,

transparencies and flags gave the spacious hall used for the occa-

sion a beautiful aspect, 'llie whole affair closed with a brilliant

iham fight, nn<i cvorjthinj p.isecd off to the delight of all presem.

INDI.\N HILL FARM, AT NEWBURY, MASS. THE RESIDENCE OF BEN; PERLtY POORE.
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mVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.
A TAI.E OF ITALY AND TilE ITALIANS.

BY r.EN: PERLEV POORB.

[continued.]

CH^^TER VII.—[continued.]

The letter continued :

" These conspirators liave tlieir liead-quarters on tlie Palatine

Hill, in the Farnese gardens. A cottage there is occupied by a

vegetable raiser, but from his barn steps descend into the ancient

palace of Augustus, where rooms have been cleared out, and are

used as powder magazines, armories, council halls, and for other

revolutionary pui'poses.

"I would suggest, marquis, that you lay this matter at once

before the lieutenant of the Roman police, who may deem it ad-

visable to lose no delay, and surround the cottage on the Pala-

tine Hill. If he does so, I think he will assuredly have the satis-

faction of arresting some of the ringleaders—perchance the famed

Fra Paolo himself.

" Recommending you to lose no time in laying this before him,

and then communicating its contents to the cardinal, minister of

state, I am, with high consideration,

" Your excellency's friend,

I)e Polionac."

Ernest read and re-read this document, evidently uncertain what

it was his duty to do in the matter. That Eulalia, and perhaps

Claude, were implicated in the complot, was evident, and he could

not persuade himself that it was his duty to deliver them over to

the well-known cruelty of the Roman police. No ! He would at

all events seek Claude, and caution him.

As he left the palace, a man approached him, dressed as a ped-

ler of fruit. Ernest thought that he had seen him before, but his

doubts were dispelled when the peasant inquired :

" Are you not a friend of the Signor Claude, an artist ?"

There was no one very near, and Ernest, with rather a sar-

castic tone, replied :
" Yes, Fra Paolo, and I know you also, in

spite of your disguise !"

The man's countenance darkened, but he immediately replied,

" You have excellent eyes, young sir, and I'rench wit, for I have

passed at least a dozen of these stupid Roman police, and not one

knew me, although there is a reward of a thousand pillared dol-

lars for my head. But I knew that if you did recognize me, 3-0U

would not betray me, when you learned th;\t I came to inform you

that your friend was sufi'ering."

" Suffering !" exclaimed Ernest.

" Y^es sir ; he has sprained his ankle, and now lies in a state of

anguish at the cottage of Marco Minias, a poor market-gardener,

who cultivates a little patch of land on the Palatine Hill."

This confirmed Ernest's suspicions that his friend was engaged

in the plot, and he at once resolved to warn him of the impending

danger, ere he carried the infonnation to the police department.

Besides, he might make some important discoveries himself. So

he said to Fra Paolo :

" I will accompany you."

They threaded the city, the brigand astonishing Ernest by the

variety and the extent of his infonnation, and soon were on the

Palatine Hill. " Here," said Paolo, "is the cottage of Minias.

Walk in."

No sooner had Ernest entered, than he he.trd a whistle from bis

guide, and before he had time to think what it was, he was col-

lared by two men. His first impulse was to free himself from

their grasp, but they understood their business too well to forego

their hold, and after a sturdy resistance he was securely pinioned.

A handkerchief was then bound ovci- his eyes, and he was huiTied,

or rather carried, out of doors, then into another building, and

down a long flight of stairs. Arriving on a level .surface, he lieard

the sound of many voices, and in a few moments, some one re-

moving the bandage from his eyes, he found himself in the midst

of a strange assemblage.

He was in the vaulted banqueting hall where the imperial Au-

gustus had once revelled, but which has become entombed by

pro.strate fanes and palaces. It was lofty and spacious, and by

the dim light of a few lamps, jjlaced here and there upon broken

statues, Ernest could discern nearly one hundred individuals.

Some were accustoming themselves to the use of weapons, and

among them were several wearing the uniform of the Pope's body-

guard—Swiss mercenaries, ever ready to sell their swords. Oth-

ers were making cartridges, and one group, kneeling around a

small furnace, the fire in which cast a ruddy glow over their coun-

tenances, were moulding bullets. From the quick and quiet

manner in which Ernest had been introduced into this den of con-

spiracy, he knew that his cupture must have been preconcerted
;

but he could not divine why he had been captured, unless Claiule

hatl given information about the despatch.

His doubts were soon removed by Fra Paolo, who rejoined him,

but he had thrown off his disguise, and now wore a handsome

uniform. Ernest thought, as he gazed at him, that his countenance

might once have been handsome—but tlie cares and privations of

a life of perils had cast over his brow a shade of gloomy sternness,

through wlik'h his dark eye flashed like a meteor in a stormy

night. Yet there was nothing of the brigand about him, save a

legible manifestation of untrammeHed freedom, marked on every

lineament of his face, and in every action. Motioning Ernest to

seat himself on a block of marble, he placed himself beside him.

" Docs not this scene surprise you '." ho inquired.

" No !" replied Ernest. " But where is my friend ? And why

this use of force towards one who came willingly."

" Young Doria, sir, is pacingabout somewhere above our heads,

sighing and meditating."

" He is not, then, one of this band—is not m the secret ofyour

enterprise i"

" Not he. We seek no love-lorn swains. Neither was his name

on the list of conspirators which you received to-day."

" Praises to our lady !" piously ejaculated Ernest. "But, how

came you to know that I received any document to-day f Have I

been robbed as I was dragged down here ?"

" Nay, nay, sir," and a proud smile lit up the brigand's face.

"You are among those who, now at any rate, are men of honor.

Other messengers, swifter than your laggard couriers, brought me
a duplicate of your letter yesterday, and it was merely to keep the

contents from the knowled<?6 of the police for a day or two, that I

ensnared you hither. Meanwhile we can move our quarters, and

pursue our plans."

" But," indignantly remarked Ernest, " am I to be imprisoned

here—immured in this subterranean cell—kept like a wild beasf?"

" Ay," said Fra Paolo, " what is your liberty, or even your

life, when the independence of Italy is at stake ? Listen, young

man. Y'ou know well that France, though crowned with flowers,

and gay, dances, as it were, upon a volcano. Europe must soon

be revolutionized ! The wily Orleans will be the chosen instm-

ment, and will commence in France, and then Italy will drive

back her Austrian oppressors, whose tread now pollutes our happy

land. The spirit of our noble ancestry, of indignant patriotism,

of outraged virtue, has found its shrine m every true Roman heart.

Soon we are to arise, in the firmness of resolve and the pride of

strength, to free our land. Let us alone, and we shall succeed.

Will you aid in frustrating our projects, and in rivetting our

fetters';"

" Signor Paolo," said Ernest, "your cause has my sympathy

—

my jjraycrs. -But I am the secretary of the minister of France,

and sooner than betray his confidence, or enter any league against

his allies, I would bare my breast to your poignards. No, no ! I

am poor—I hate oppression—but I must be loyal."

" Well spoken," replied Paolo ;
" I like your sentiments, al-

though I should prefer to change them. But never mind. We
must keep you a prisoner a few days, and we will make your po-

sition a light one if you will give your parole."

" If I must, I promise not to attempt an escape."

" Bravo ! And now good night," said Paolo, with a polite bow.

The men who had blindfolded him now repeated the operation,

and he was again hunied off. Of course, he had no idea whither

he was being led, but he fancied he was ever under ground, for

the atmosphere was damp and close. At length—having walked

some miles—he was led up stairs, and into a room richly carpeted.

" Do I understand that the Signor Ernest promises not to at-

tempt an escape '!" inquired a voice. Its tones were silvery, and

Ernest thought that the speaker must be beautiful.

He repeated his pledge—the bandage was withdrawn, and he

found himself in a richly-furnished saloon, looking out upon a

garden he well knew. Ho was a prisoner in the Balbi palace,

and bis jailor was the fair Countess Eulalia.

CHAPTER VIII.

the exhibition.

The exhibition was open ! The pope, attended by a gorgeously

attired retinue, had gone in person to visit the works of the stu-

dents resident in his capital, and the artillery of the castlo of San

Angelo had sent the tidings in reverberating echoes to the Sabine

hills. Every lover of art in Rome felt proud, and many a stran-

ger, from the Western hemisphere, wished that in his land of free-

dom the high dignitaries of church and of state would thus woo

the cherished handmaiden of civilization. It is vain to talk of

prosperous agriculture, of thriving manufactures, of mercantile

enterprise, or of nautical glory, if art be forgotten. Other topics

may be a nation's pride, may set patriotic hearts a glowing, may

make dull men elociuent, and may call forth a republic's gratitude

—yet they do not call forth the intellect, whilst art, glorious art,

elevates all who study its productions. And it was a proud hom-

age for the pontiff to pay at its shrine, to thus ojjcn a hall in the

Vatican, and to enable the students who ])rotitcd by its glories,

to dis])lay their works—humble, perchance, but rich, periuq)S, in

promise.

Claude was not present when the doors were opened, as he had

been endeavoring to find Ernest, who had remained away from

liome all night. But when, having waited and searched in vain

for his friend, ho entered the palace, he was entranced. Long

galleries lined with rich mosaic, iiillars of porjjhyry and Parian

marble, roofs bright with azure and gold, choice statuary, and

trea- ires of artistic excellence, filled the measure of the young

painter's wildest dreams. Carried along by the crowd, he at

length entered the cxhiliition, and there, to his great joy, saw his

own production in a consiiicuous jjlace, surrounded by an admir-

ing group. There were other landscapes, pictures representing

almost every department of life. In one, fierce armies were con-

tending—in another, a vessel lay becalmed—while a third repre-

sented the crowded Corso, during the mad follies of the carnival.

Besides, there were portrait-s—not tlie red and white delineations

of the Smith fimily and others, such as cover our transatlantic

exhibition walls, but counterparts of the lineaments of good, aiid

great, and gifted men. Each picture, too, was characterized by

luxuriouu ease of touch, melody of tone, er some otkur deuivahle

qualification on the part of the artist, who redeemed the "human
face divine " from the iron grasp of time.

Yet, beautiful as were the pictures, they enshrined a fairer sight

in the brilliant assemblage of the noble and gay ladies of Rome.
They were there, by scores, in that happy phase of female exist-

ence, when lovely women revel in an intoxicating consciousness

of their beauty, their grace and their charms. Confident that they

surpassed in loveliness the works of art aroimd, the fair Romans
encircled their hearts with the admiration offered them, and dif-

fused, in returti, an atmosphere of love, of light, of life. Yet

Claude saw no one, admired no one, until he espied Eulalia. She

had come, as usual, escorted by a train of admirers ; but, to the

artist's joy, she had gazed around, on entering the hall, as if

searching for something—then walked directly to his picture.

The interest with which she gazed at it, and pointed out its beau-

ties to those around her, was to Claude a full cup of happiness,

and, bashfully remaining in a comer, he watched her animated

countenance with delight. All his suspicions vanished at once,

like mist before the morning sun, and he felt assured that, whilst

it was impossible for crime to dwell in those deep, true eyes, so

eloquent in their glances, there was not a shadow of guUt upon

that polished brow.

And Eulalia ! As she gazed upon the exquisite work of her

admirer, she felt that respect for the artist which is such a neces-

sary ingredient in the affection of woman. A man can love mere

beauty, an inanimate specimen of physical perfection. But wo-

man's affection is based upon an unbounding confidence, to which

is added a certain veneration of her idol. Her esteem, her honor,

her ambition, must be transferred unto him to whom she would

transfer herself, and in whom she centres her happiness. This

Eulalia well knew, and her respect for intellectual excellence but

increased her love for Claude, as she gazed upon his gifted pro-

duction. Bright affections, which had dwelt within her heart for

many a year, storing (bee-like) efficient sweets within its secret

cells, now burst forth, like springs from the mountain sides. And
she gazed upon the picture with delight.

"It's quite fine," remarked the Count Foppinono.

"Fine!" replied Eulalia. "Why, count, I should as soon

think of calling the sun pretty, or St. Peter's fane a nice place.

Fine ! Say rather that it is replete with the poetry of female

beauty and of nature. The landscape—the lake—and, above all,

that fair horsewoman, are all the incarnation of the beautiful, that

glorious spirit, whose worshippers ever live on enchanted land."

" Why, countess !" effeminately lisped the coxcomb, "you are

quite enthusiastic."

" Perchance," remarked a dapper cavalry officer, whose waist

was pinched up until he resembled a magnified wasp, " the coun-

tess recognizes the figure whose beauty we all admire, although

she has never before seen it, unless in her miiTor."

Eulalia colored, for the principal figure in the painting was evi-

dently a portrait of herself. It was a delicate compliment, and a

flush of joy coursed through every vein. Some sing of first love !

Why, a love like hers, called forth by admiration of Claude's

mental abilities, was the first chapter of Eulalia's heart-history, to

which her preceding existence was but a preface, with a brief dedi-

cation to her first husband. Her husband ! She had swoni be-

fore the altar to obey and to cherish him—she had mourned his

loss, and had respected his memory—but she now felt that the

young artist was the first who had imprinted the master's brand

upon her affections. But the winter of her solitude was now-

passing away, and like a bulbous plant, peeping forth in spring-

time, she flourished in the sunlight of the soul before whose mas-

tery she bowed down, yet ever turned.

" Indeed," she exclaimed, " I really think that I have been in-

troduced into this channing scene. But there is the painter. He

is a friend of mine, and I must congratulate him. Excuse me,

gentlemen." And leaving her butterfly admirers, she swept across

the room, and approached Claude, her beautiful countenance radi-

ant with emotion.

" My compliments, again and again," said she. " Your picture

is the gem of the collection."

Claude liad watched the effect of his work upon Eulalia, with

intense anxiety, and rejoiced to see her evident admiration. Her

compliment brought a blush, if his countenance might be trusted,

of the most genuine satisfaction.

" I trust," said he, " that you will excuse the introduction of

your portrait."

" Excuse it
!" and Eulalia's tone was of impressive softness,

while their eyes met. " Nay, I have rather to thank thee for in-

troducing me, even in your imagination, to the spot of your birth.

But come, will you escort me through the gallery, and let me

profit by your criticism >"

Claude proff"ered his arm, and it was with mingled satisfaction

and pride that he escorted his lovely partner through the gallery.

They first talked of art—then of the pictures before them—and

then, passing into a deep window- recess, Eulalia listened to the

vouu"- man's reveries of "art and heart," unclouded by any real

"or imaginary " rivalries." Ho portrayed his glorious occupation,

a worhl in which ambition might tire its wildest wings, and the

soul erect its noblest conceptions, mitil they surpassed all things

on earth. Then, after dwelling on the necessity of love, he sacri-

ficed art to heart, and laid his name and his f\imc at Eulalia's feet.

She listened as if entranced, and felt that delicious gush of per-

fect happiness sweeping through her heart, which obliterates in a

moment ihe long vacuum of unsatisfied love. 1

" Claude," said Eulalia, after a short pause, " I would fain be

able to explain sonu^ things which, did you know them, would

appear strangely inionsistcnt. But I ask you to make one

pledge."

" Name it!" cxchiimed the enraptured suitor.
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" Do not credit aught that you may hear said about me, or dis-

cover in my conduct that may seem inconsistent. Frankly have

I avowed that I reciprocate your affection—tliat I love you, wliat-

ever your circumstances may be—and that my once desolate

heart, enlivened by your smile, l)Ioonis witli hapi)iness. But you

must confide in inc—fully—unreservedly. And now let us join

the gay throng. Call at the jjaiace to-monow—no, the day after."

As they loft the window, and came into the crowded gallery, the

Marquis de Bonani came up. "Have you seen Ernesto" he

inquired.

" No, your excellency. Not since yesterday afternoon."

" It is strange where he is. Well, countess, what think you of

our young friend's picture? Is it not admirable t"

"It is indeed," rei)lied Eulalia.

" And such a con'cct landscape, for I have been there. As
for the figure in the foreground, the original is ever reflected in

my heart." With this gallant speech, tlic Frenchman bowed low.

Then addressing Claude, lie continued, with a peculiar smile

:

" Really, my young friend, you are almost progressing too fast.

Be generous unto your rivals, and give each a chance."

The significant expression of the marquis was not lost, and

Claude, thanking him for his kind encomium, took his leave, to

geek consolation in a solitary walk. I<2ulalia, with a sigh, accepted

the arm of the mari|iiis, but ere they had crossed the gallery, a

chamberlain approached.

" I am requested by the de]nity lieutenant of police," said the

official, " to inform your excellency tliat none of the gensdarmes

have seen Monsieur Devrille, your secretary, to-day. Yesterday

afternoon, he received despatches from tlie hands of a courier, and

soon afterwards was seen walking o\'er the Capitol Hill with a

peasant."

" Strange !" ejaculated the marquis, as the chamberlain con-

cluded, made his obeisance, and withdrew.

"What is itV inquired Eulalia, evidently endeavoring to con-

ceal the workings of jjowcrful emotion, and, so far as the mar<iuis

was concerned, successfully.

He, little suspecting that he was conversing with one under

whose roof the missing Ernest was a captive, related all that he

knew about his absence. The length of his recital gave his com-

panion time to recall her thoughts, and, ere he had concluded, the

ready wit of her sex liatl matured a plan, daring, yet the only way

to save the consjiirators from capture.

The manjuis, unsuspecting man, was completely duped. Never

had he been treated so kindly by the countess, and the profusion

of her smiles quite enraptured him. Just as it was time for her

to leave, he said :

" By the way, fair lady, can I never lie one of the favored few

who enter your garden by the side-wall 1"

"Believe me, marquis," was the reply, uttered in a laughing

tone, although the laughter was not exactly natural, " I was

about to invito you to sup with me, to-night, but as it might

offend the staid notions of some, I was wishing I could initiate

you into the entrance used by the admirers of my maid Stella !"

" ho !" exclaimed the marquis, evidently delighted ;
" it is

to see your handmaiden that men scale the garden-wall."

" Of course '." replied the countess, with an air of offended dig-

nity. " But if you will be there to-night, at eleven o'clock, Stella

will pilot you. Until then, good-by !"

The marquis watched her carriage as it drove to St. Peter's,

where the countess attended vespers, and then went home, his

face wreathed in smiles. The mysterious absence of Ernest, at

any other time, would have annoyed him, but now he would look

at his watch, count the intervening hours ere eleven o'clock, and

inwardly congratulate himself.

Eulalia, on leaving St. Peter's, ordered her coachman to drive

to the gardener's cottage, on the Palatine Hill. Here she had an

interview with Fra Paolo, and her last words, as she left, were :

• " Eemember. He will come at eleven
!"

CHAPTER IX.

THE CONSPIRATORS AT WORK.

Conspiracy ! Relielliou ! These are not familiar words to

the citizens of our republic, which for upwards of three quarters of

a century has basked in the peaceful radiance of prosperous hap-

piness—but during the same space of time they have illumined the

populous kingdoms of Europe with electric flashes. For long

ages had the people of that continent been crushed between the

upper and the nether mill-stones of oppression, when the gallant

"declaration" of the American patriots of '76 aroused them.

Ignorance, superstition and wrong had deprived them of their po-

litical rights, and kept them subject to the iron rod of feudal des-

potism in slavish fear, when the magna charta of freedom came

across the broad Atlantic, lighting up their benighted minds like

a beacon from heaven. Waking as if from a trance, they became

conscious of their birthright—of the stupid servility of their sub-

jection—and the triumphs of the united colonial minute-men over

British veterans, nerved their souls with iron resolution, while

their self-liberated hearts beat high with lofty hopes.

Friuice commenced the struggle ; but, alas, she had no Wash-
ington ! Unprincipled demagogues extinguished the pure flame

of liberty with innocent blood, through which the people, mad-
dened with revenge, waded into the darkness of an imperial des-

potism. The victorious tri-color flaunted in triuin])h from Mos-

cow to Madrid, and as old thrones crumbled in the dust, freedom

took deep root. True, monarchies were re-established after the

blood-stained defeat at Waterloo, but there was a vast under-cur-

rent, swaying the masses, and occasionally breaking out.

Such was the state of jiublic opinion at the time of which we
wi-ite, and many noble-hearted Italians hoped that tiie conspiracy

in which they were engaged would deliver the land of Brutus and

of the Gracclii from the papal sway, enforced by Austrian bayo-

nets. Liberty was their need—liberty was their cry—liberty was

the great blessing, the mar^num Dei donum which they plotted to

obtain, and sought to lay their plans so securely that success

would be certain.

Eulalia was by no means the only lady of rank and beauty

who had entered doei)ly into the conspiracy. More adroit in their

conduct, quicker in their perce])tions than the less subtle sex, wo-

men are ever sought in those times when adroitness of conduct

and quickness of perceiition have been the qualities calculated to

en.sure success. Female influence, like the sword, is a formidable

weapon when wielded by those who have courage, and march

boldly on to the assault. And in the Italian insurrection of 1828,

there were those women eiiually worthy of distinction as France

ever produced. The ])ovveiful I)e Maintenon, the winning Pom-
padour, the intriguing I)e Longueville, the ingenious Scuderi,

the epicurean Ninon, the courageous Corday, the heroic Roland,

the intrepiil d'Arc—each luul her counterpart in Rome, and fore-

most among these fair conspirators, who threw wreaths of roses

over their plottings, was Eulalia, Countess de Balbi.

Would that she possessed that title, for here was the secret of

her submission to Fra Paolo ! Ere she had laid aside her widow's

weeds, the liandit introduced himself into her presence, and con-

vince<l her that he was the real Count de Balbi—that he had been

cniclly wronged by her late husband. Fain would Eulalia have

resigned him all—wealtli, honors, title, palace. But this did not

suit the desperate man, for he knew that, an outlaw and proscribed,

he could enjoy nothing. So, liy vague threats that he would

brand the name of her late liusljand with infamy, he had left Eu-

lalia in a .state of submission to his will, and made her a confed-

erate in his schemes. Often and again did she pray for death, for

any relief from this ignoble yoke, but she could not have her hus-

band's shame proclaimed to the world, and Fra Paolo reigned

over her every action. This was the secret of her life—this the

soul-consuming sorrow of her heart—and it was to escape from

this that she had joined the conspiracy with a reckless spirit, that

the excitement might relieve the powerful and uncontrollable

workings of her heart.

Yet Claude knew it not ! Had any one told him that tlie lady

of his love was in reality an impostor, wearing a title and using

wealth to which she had no claim, he wouhl have hurled the lie

back in his teeth.

Leaving the artist to his meditations, which were saddened on

the evening in question by the unaccountable absence of Ernest,

we will shift the scene to the gardener's cottage on the Palatine

Hill. Its exterior was not prepossessing, and within was a de-

plorable picture of poverty and sloth. Agricultural implements

were piled in the corners, while barrels, baskets, and dilapidated

chairs were ranged around the walls. In front of the chimney,

on the evening of the painter's exhibition, was a rude table, cov-

ered with tall bottles and mugs of coarse, green glass, around

which sat a score of men, drinking and smoking. Their outer

garb appeared to be that of peasants, but each wore an embroid-

ered jacket beneath his blouse, and long knives protruded from

the opening on their breasts.

"Is it almost time?" inquired one of the band.

"No," replied the lieutenant. " Fra Paolo will come for us in

about an hour, and then we will spread our net for this French

popinjay."

" Supposing he resist us V said one.

" There your fears are again, Loro, cowardly poltroon. If we

cannot capture a man, and take him out of Rome, we had better

give up our arms. Come, Perez, troll us a ballad."

" Well, lieutenant, here goes, and all of you look to the cholTis :

*' Let others rejoice in the jolly moonlight,

Or be glad in the rising day

;

Our bravest time is the darkest night,

When the traveller rides astray.

" For then to the forest forth we go,

With pistol and brand slung at each saddle-bow,

And with carbines bent we cry to the foe,

—

' Halt ! Stand, and deliver your gold !'

" Let others awake when the lark is heard

To carol full loud and long

;

But the midnight owl is the bandit's bird,

And his shriek is the robber's song.

*' For then to the forest forth we go, etc.

" Let other men sing of the summer so mild,

When sunbeams light the sky

;

Our bravest time Is the winter wild,

Wlien storms are howling high.

" For then to the forest forth we go, etc.

" And this is the life for a man, a man,

And this is the life for me;

The pope may boast if he can, he can.

But he never was half so free.

" For out to the forest forth we go,

With pistol and brand slung at each saddle-bow,

And with carbines bent we cry to the foe,

—

'Ualt! Stand, and deliver your gold!' "

" Bravo ! bravo !" resounded on every side, and Perez was

pledged in deep draughts. Ere the mugs were put back on the

table, Fra Paolo entered, and all rose, carrying their hands up to

their foreheads in true military salutation.

" Thanks !" he tartly said. " Now for work." And he ex-

plained his plans for abducting the marquis, as Eulalia had pro-

posed them. " Now," he concluded, " it is time to start. But
where is Loro"?"

No one knew, excepting that he had just slip-jcd out. " No
matter," said the brigand chief, " he is a coward at heart. Let us

leave him to drain the bottles. One glass more, and then to

work."

While the brigands were making merry, tlie marquis had made

a long and elaborate toilet, and about an hour before the appointed

time, he descended into his study. It so happened that Claude

was there, endeavoring to read, but listening to each approaching

footstcj) with a hope that it might lie his missing friend.

"Any tidings of Ernest t" incjuircd the marquis, as he entered.

" None, your excellency," replied Claude, rising from his chair.

" I cannot imagine where he is, and fear that some evil has be-

fallen him."
" Had he any love affair, that you know oi i"

" None ! His affections were bound up in his art."

" And yet, master Claude, some artists love fairer forms than

canvass can give us. This morning, for example, methought I

saw you wondrously charmed at the exhibition."

Claude made no direct rejdy, although the mantling color

showed that the marquis had probed his heart.

" Well, well," continued the confident coxcomb, "you had

your hour of triumph, and you kept your contract like a man.

But suppose, young sir, that I in my turn should enjoy a tete-a-

tete interview. Supposing, for example, that the blooming coun-

tess should make an appointment with mc—invite me to sup with

her
—

"

" Impossible !" interrupted Claude.

" Impossible ! That is a hard word, and before you are older

you may find it so. Woman's heart, I have heard, is like a sacri-

ficial altar. So long as the adorer feeds the flame, it burns brightly

;

but let him discontinue the supply, and it will falter—perchance

expire. But cheer up. Even if the fair Eulalia prefers a suitor

of more matured age and of a higher rank, you will find enough

dames, less ambitious, but eciuall}- amiable. So do not look to

downcast—and if I do eclipse you, I shall not forget you.

Pleasant dreams."

With this harangue the maniuis left the room, and Claude soon

after heard him go out. " What docs all this mean V thought

Claude. And soon the idea flashed across his mind that the mar-

quis was on his way to sec Eulalia. It could not be, and yet, as he

reflected, the mystery of her intercourse with Fra Paolo dimmed

the brightness of his confidence. At any rate, it destroyed his

peace of mind, and at length, goaded by conflicting thoughts, he

took his hat and went out. The night was dark—no stars beamed

forth from the azure vault with hopeful twinkling—and the night

wind of autumn swept the falling leaves in circling eddies. Un-

consciously, and without any reflection, the young man wended

his way to the Balbi palace.

The marquis was there some time before him, and no sooner

did he ap])roach the palace, than he was accosted by Stella, the

pretty waiting-maid of the countess.

" Does your excellency seek a passage 1" inquired the damsel,

with a perceptible French accent, which lent a charm to her natu-

rally pleasant voice.

" Thanks, fair conductor," replied the marquis, in French.

" Indeed, were I not expected, 1 should feel inclined to tarry

without, for I am positive that you arc a countrywoman."

" I am," said Stella, in the same language. " But our national

gallantry would not pcnnit you to break an engagement, or me

to keep you away, even if nothing else prevented. So let me es-

cort you down this side passage."

The marquis followed, and they were soon in the lane of which

we have before spoken. Reaching the spot where he had seen

Claude and Fra Paolo scale the wall, the happy Frenchman was

about to attempt the ascent.

" Come on," said Stella. " Wliy do you try to get over there ?

There is a less difficult ])lace beyond."

The unsuspecting marquis followed, uttering some rapid com-

pliment ; but ere they had gone many paces, a whistle was heard,

and the brigands started out from the shadow of the walls on either

side. The marquis, not dreaming that lie had been led into a

snare, turned, ran to the climbing-place, and began to ascend.

He had nearly reached the summit of the wall ere the brigands

had collected at the foot, but just as he congratulated himself on

his escape, and was about to cross the coping, a rough hand seized

him with an iron grasp. It was Fra Paolo, and the astonished

diplomatist received a peremptory order to descend.

" Go down at once, and silently, too," growled the brigand

chief, " or I will blow out your brains, if such a popinjay can have

any."

The resolute tone in which this was uttered, accompanied by

the sharp clicking of a lock, made the marquis descend quicker

than he had mounted. Nor had he touched the ground ere he was

seized, gagged, pinioned, wrapped in a large cloak, and hurried

away in less time than it has taken to record it.

" Use him gently," said Fra Paolo, " but mind he does not give

any alarm, or seek to escape. Should he, give him a dose of lead,

and leave him."

The marquis trembled as he heard this command, and the un-

pleasantness of his position was sensibly augmented by the mali-

cious Stella, who came up, and said, in French

:

" But your appointment ! What shall I say to the countess ?"

Having a stick tied in his mouth, the prisoner could make no

reply ; but just then the thought flashed across his mind that per-

haps he was the victim of a plot. And he buried his teeth into

the wood, until two of them, for which he was indebted to art,

snapped off. But he had little time for reflection, as he was hur-

ried away.

Just as they left the house, Claude came up, and would fain

have seen who the party were, but a deep -toned voice called ujjon

him to stand one side, and in a moment they had turned the cor-

ner, and were away. Continuing his walk, he approached the
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climbinR-placc, and there his worst suspicions were excited, by

finding a handkerchief at the foot of the wall, which, from ape-

culiar colored border, he knew belonged to the marquis. Just

then, footsteps were heard approaching at cither cxtreniitv of the

lane. Another moment, and he was sunouiulcd by a band of the

civic irnard. , .

" Where is the French minister?" inquired the scrcecnt.

" Indeed I do not know," replied Claude, astonished at the

questioner aii<l at the question. Up came anoUicr party, and their

leader reported.
. , , , i . ..

" We fi'ar, scrfrcant, that the band has escaped to tlie country,

and that thc'v have really taken the marquis witli them, for a

pany passcd"the Rate of St. Sebastian just before we reached there,

stunning the sentinel with a heavy blow.
^ ... , „

" Perdition !" exclaimed Loro, for he had betrayed his fellows.

" I am lost."

"But who is this?"

questioned the sergeant.

" Search him." And
ere Claude could speak,

his pockets were emp-
tied. " Is there not a

coronet on that hand-

kerchief? Yes. How
came you by this ?"

" I found it just now,

where I stand," was

Claude's indi>;nant re-

ply, for he began to

feel that he was unjust-

ly suspected of some
wrong.

" I know this chap,"

said one of the guard,
" and have seen him ot

late, prowling about the

Palatine Hill, where

this band had its head-

<iuarter3."
" Do you recognize

him ?" the sergeant in-

quired of Lor».

The knave, anxious

to be esteemed even as

un informer, pretended

that he did, and Claude,

despite his protesta-

tions, was carried to

the guard-house, where

he was locked up in a

small, ill-ventilated cell.

To him, the events ot

the evening were a mys-

tery, and he felt at one

time as thougli he

should go mad. Then
arose before his mind
his home, and his gen-

tle mother. The words

of the prayers which

she had taught him
came to his lips, and

he «ank back upon his

straw pallet in a pro-

found slumber. His

Hreams were of Ealalia.

[to BB COSTINUKD.J

CERVANTES.
The destiny of Mig-

uel Cttivantes, the au-

thor of Don Quixote,

was that of all gi-cat

and unappreciated men.
It was only after his

death that inquiries

were made into his life.

Nothing was known of

him—neither his cra-

dle, nor his tomb, nor

the features of his coun-

tenance. When he ha<l

ceased to breathe, as in

the case of the old blind

singer of Achilles and
Ulysses, seven cities

disputed the honor ot

having given birth to

him. But the resting-

place of his ashes was
sought for in vain ; uo
stone, no insciiption

marked it. And though
it wa.s remembered that

Cervantes had twice

been painted, by Jau-
regul, the poet-painter,

and by Paclieco, the

painter-poet, both his '-:~
-

friends, unfortunately

neither of these por- —_—
traits could be found. ^
There only remained a
copy of one of them,

done, it wa-> believed,

in ttie studio of Vicente

Carduclio, or Eugeiiio Cnjos, and on this copy, perhaps not
<(uite a faithful one, not quite authentic in any case, all the suhse-

<|uent portraits current in Spain and the rest of Kuiope have been
based. A portrait of tlic author of Don Quixote, traced by a
pencil like that of Velasquez, and re-produced by the burin of a
skilful and faithful engraver, would therefore be a great discov-

ery, and a precious gift to authors and artists. Let us see If this

discovery has been really made—If this picture can be promised.
Cervantes was born in 1547, and Vela.sque/, in 15'.)'.), and Vdas-
nuez at the age of seventeen, h:ul not yet come to Madrid, where
Cervantes passed the latter years of his wretched and neglected

life. It was therefore imposKiblc for Velas((uez, properly speak-

ing, to have painted the portrait of Cervantes. But this jwrtrait

had bccMi painted by IiIb master, afterwards his fatlicr-ln-law, at

the period when Cervantes, a humble commissary, had come to

8i!ville, to attend to the victualling of the invlucllile Armada of

Plillip II., destined to be destroyed by the tempests and the Kng-
lish. It was there he wrote the greater part of his charming nov-

els, and his increasing celebrity raising him above his humble
position, he was not only welcomed with honor to the studio of

Pacheco which was styled the academy of the wits of Seville,

but his portrait figured "in the gallery of distinguished men which

the pencil of the master had traced. Vclas.|uez, the favorue pupil

of Pacheco, could not fail to know and study this portnut, and

when, after the death of Cervantes, all the traces of this too hit

appreciated and honored man were eagerly sought after, it is very

possible that Vclasciuez re-produced his image after that traced by

Pacheco. What renders this supposition (lultc probable is, that

Vela3(iupz has left many other portraits of persons he had never

seen. The museum of Madrid, for instance, has preserved those

of Manpils Pescara, and the Alcalde lionqulllo, who both died

before the painter's birth, and the corsair Barbarossa, who cer-

tainly never sat to him. These portraits could only be studies,

composed either from traditional indications, or anterior portraits.

That of Cervantes would belong to the second category. Another

motive for admitting it is, the perfect harmony between the fea-

fuU of a vein more sensible than sportive, more prodigal of les-

sons than sarcasms, which contemplates, like an 'indulgent and

appreciating spectator, the comedy of human life. It is really

the father of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. The portrait

previously admitted as genuine—a three-quarters head—does not

contradict in any essential this front face portrait, is more regu-

larly handsome, calmer and gi-aver. It has that somewhat con-

ventional and affected dignity attributed to all illustrious men ;

while the other, that, attriliutcd'to Velasquez, and accurately cop-

ied hi the engraving before us, is more living, more animated,

more expressive. It bears on its face a strange evidence of truth

and authenticity ; it produces more readily the exclamation,

" That must be a likeness !" The original picture, placed in the

gallery of a foreign amateur, passes for one of the very few origi-

nal pictures of Velasquez that have made their way beyond the

boundaries of Spain; but the engraving strikingly recalls the

manner of the great

painter of the reign of

Philip II., of whom it

was said that he " paint-

ed air," and "painted

life." Cervantes was
the author of several

works of poetry, ro-

mance, and the drama,
which were very suc-

cessful in their day.

But the one which has
stood the lapse of time
most completely is Don
Qui.xote—a work which
has immortalized his

fame. This was first

published about 1609.

Cervantes had in view,

by this work, to reform
the taste and opinions

of his countrymen. Ho
wished to ridicule that

adventurous heroism,

with all its evil conse-

quences, the source of
which was the innumer-
able novels on knight-

eirantry. The begin-

ning of the work was,
at first, coldly received,

but soon met with the

greatest applause, in

which, at a later period,

the whole of Europe
joined. Cervantes' true

poetical genius was no-
where so powerfully

displayed as in his Don
Qui.xote, which, not-

withstanding its prosaic

purpose and its satirical

aim, is fiiU of genuine
poetry. While it strug-

gles against the pre-

vailing false romance
of the time, it displays

the most traly romantic
spirit. The extraordi-

nary good fortune of
the work did not ex-

tend to the author. All
his attempts to better

his condition were un-
successful, and he lived

retired, with his genius
and his poverty, and a
modest though proud
estimation of his racritsr.

Tor two or three subse-

quent years he was en-

gaged in literary labors.

He died at the age of
68, April 23, 1616, in

Madrid, where ho had
resided during the last

years of his life. He
was buried without any
ceremony, and not even
a common tombstone
marks the spot where
he rests. In addition

to his celebrity as an
author, he left the repu-

tation of a man of a
firm and noble charac-

ter, clear-.iighted to his

own faults and those of
othei-s.

PORTRAIT OF MIGUEL CERVANTES, BY VELASQUL/.

turos presented by the picture, .and those that Cervantes gave him-

self, when, in the prologue to the complete edition of his novels

he drew his portrait with his pen. We have here, " the a(|ulliiic

face, the keen eyes, the curved nose, the small inoiitli, the large

mustachlos, the smooth brow," and, if wc cannot add "bare," if

the brow, on the other hand, is covered by line clustering hair, we

must remember that Cervantes wrote out iiis portrait in 1C.12, at

the age of 05, anil four years before his death, while Pacheco

painted it years before, 'fliis slight dKrcrcncc Is naturally enough

explained by the difference of age. To these considerations, all

bast-d upon realities, historical dates, the events of Cervantes' life,

and a comparison between the portrait wen and the (lcscn|)ti<m

read, is added another consi.icratlon puwly moral, It is tntc, but

which possesses also its value and Its evidence ; and this Is, that

It Is dlflicult to find a more pcifeet ygrceiuciit, between the coun-

tenance wc have before us, and that we imagjni' «>i' Cervantes on

reading his works. Let one prcseiit thin jwrtralt to tlie first ran-

dom comer who has read Don (Quixote, and we allinii that he

will answer immediately, " That is my author !" There, in fact,

we behold that si<irit, jesting but good, roguish witliout causticity.

CRYSTAL PAL.1CE.

On page 53 we pi-e-

sent a large and superb

oiiginal drawing of this

edifice. The outside of

;.^;i-^ii^i^xsc^|--^s===^^ the building forms a
v5=H£;gi;sig3?-.

" -— Greek cross. Each di-

ameter of the cross is

305 feet 5 inches long.

There are three similar

entrances one on Sixth Avenue, one on Fortieth Street, and one

on Forty-second Street. Eiich entrance is 47 feet wide, and that

on Slxtii Avenue is approached by a (light of eight steps. Kach

arm of the cross is, on the ground plan, 14'J feet broad; this is

divided into a central nave and two aisles, one on each side—the

niV8 41 feet wide—<-ach aisle 54 feet wide. On each front is a

lanrc semicircular fan-light 41 feet wide and 21 feet high. The

nave or central portion is 67 feet high, and is of an arch 41 feet

in dlimcter Ihere are also two arched naves crossing one

another at right angles. The exterior width of the ridgcway of

the nave is 71 feet. The central dome is 100 feet m diameter

—

68 feet inside from the floor to the spring of the arch, and 118 feet

to the crown ; and on ihc outside, with the lantern, 149 feet. At

each an"le is an oct:n;<)iuU tower, 8 feet In diameter, and 75 feet

hl.rh. Kach aisle Is covered by a gallery of its own width, 24 feet

from the floor. This palace is erected on Keservolr Square, New
York, a place granted to the Association at a nominal rent for the

term of five years. It is situated about two miles from the City

Hall, and persons will be enabled to reach it from the lower part

of the city in half an hour.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY BROTHER'S GRAVE.

BT MART A. CLARK.

I 're breathed no 5lgh, I 'Te shed no tear,

WhiTB brother takes his rest

;

I 've never knelt npon the sod

That lies abore his breast.

He sleeps afar from child'* ood's home,

Mid stranger f,-Tave.s— alone

;

And they who pass that lowly monnd,

Repeat the word—" Unknomn."

Unknown to them the mother's hopss,

That centred once in him
;

Unknown to them the sister's love,

Not death itself can dim.

could we but hare closed his eyes,

Rcreived his parting breath

;

And heard him speak one kind good-by.

Before he slept in death ;

—

It would haTe been a pica.sore sad,

To treasure up the scene

;

A piinful lesson fraught with good,

yor memory's band to glean.

Ve -annot place one flowery wreath,

ECibalmcd in sorrow's tear,

To b.eathe it« last sweet fragrance out,

AboTC the lost and dear.

Tet H ill the moonlight, soft and pure,

Ilis conch with l>cauty lave;

And angels from their starry homes,

Kee;i watch o'er brothers grave.

< ».» >

[Written for^Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE riPE MAKER OF PERA.

BY DK. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

Is ranging through the naiTOw, crooked streets of Constantino-

ple, the stranger discovers that a hirge part of the mechanical

husiness of the capital of Turkey is carried on in that vast section

of the city on the Asiatic side of the Bosphonis, called Scutari.

A comparatively limited numher of artisans, for the sake of trade

with iniidels, brave the public sentiment of hatred to the Franks,

and open shops on the opposite shore, at Pcra, which, from an

early period in the history of the Sultans, has boon principally in

the occupancy of the Europeans.

Besides the palaces of the French, English and Austrian ambas-

sadors, Pcra is the residence of humbler natives of those countries.

"Vast numbers of Italians are established on the hillside, and inter-

mixed with them are many Jews and Greeks. The Jewesses, in

their prime, are among the most beautiful and commanding

_women in the world, with noble, expressive features, and eyes,

the brilliancy of which, like the reflected rays of a noonday sun

from a polished mirror, quite overpower even a true follower of

Alahommed.

Besides the great brick tower of Galata, the custom-house at

Tophanna, barracks, the enormous bm'ying-yards of both Turks

and Anncnians, several superb mosques, and the elegant edifice

of the Dancing Dcrvishcj, there is an immense amount of the

smaller machinery of everyday life, in the form of confectionary

establishments, cook-shops, petty money-changers, horse stands,

'nhere noble steeds are kept saddled and bridled for the use of an

enemy, if he will only pay well for the use of them. In a word,

Pcra is a busy spot, al)ounding in anomalies and contradictions.

It is full of asses, barefooted, turbancd lal)orcrs, women in veils,

slaves escorting their masters, and eunuchs clearing the way for

ladies of the harem.

Without descending to topographical particulars, it is sufficient

for the purposes of this narrative, that a very good fellow with a

flowing beard, the glory of a true believer, resided in I'cra. lie

repeated prayers five times a day, kept the Hhamudam faithfully,

without swallowing a morsel between sunrise and sunset, made

excellent pipes, and, notwithstanding his hatred to Franges, they

were his best customers. His name was Mustaplia ; lint on

account of having a lame leg, which incapacitated him from walk-

ing with freedom, he went by the familiar title of Arug, the lame.

Through all the varying periods of childhood, Arug had been a

dutiful boy, hating Christians according to the tenets of tlic most

orthodox sects ; and he never omitted an ojipoitunity of throwing

stones at a Jew, when tlicrc were spectators to applaud liis

exploits. Take liim all in all, Pcra had not a better Turk in it

than Arug. But he was chiefly known l)y the excellency of his

pipes, made of the best materials, with a hu';;e liore in the long

cherry stems, that allowed ilie delicious smoke to draw freely—

a

desideratum witli veteran smokers.

Sometimes a ]>\])C was manufacturtd to order. After the man-
ner of village cobMers, however, the work was never done at the

time appointed. This necessarily obliged the patron to call

again; or, if not convenient to do so, a servant was des])atclied in

quest of the long-promised article. This kind of slackness brought

people so frequently into Arug's little box of a sho|), that an

extensive acquaintance was gradually formed with the inmates of

the multitude of houses in the neighborhood. Finally, everybody

knew Arug, the pipe-maker of Pcra. And that was not all ; the

men liked him, and the women who were favorably circumstanced

for peering through their latticed windows directly into the door,

where he sat upon the lloor engaged in a humbh- vocation, began

to contemplate his mild features with exceeding delit;ht.

Thus one year after another was rolling away, while each

returning morning found the promising ])ipe maker in the same

position, industriously plying the bore drill, fitting on mouth-

pieces, or going through those salanis, prostrations and connecting

observances prescribed by the Koran, which no Jlussulman would

dare omit who hopes to see Mecca.

All this time, Arug, the lame, had never, in a single instance,

entertained the thought of Ijuying a wife. He scarcely dared

to raise his head when those black-eyed houris jieered into the

shop, in their excursions towards the boat ways, for a trip to the

Sweet Waters, at the west of the Golden Horn. Still, whenever

one of them lingered in front, as they often did, to admire the

handsome pipe maker, an indeiinablc sensation came over Arug,

which was unlike the ordinary symptoms of sickness, nor could

be reconcile himself to the idea that the malady of an evil eye

was operating—for all the females who had taken the liberty to

stare over the tops of their veils into his temple of industry, ap-

peared to bo wives of good Mahommedans, and, therefore, free

from the malign power characteristic of unblessed females, such

as Christians, Armenians, Greeks and Jews.

At the close of a long and quiet day, while the streets were

beginning to be crowded by the moving throng, and the soft

zephyrs of approacliing evening were gently fanning the masses

issuing from hot, unventilated lanes, a tall figure, completely

enveloped in a bornouse, that made it difficult to decide at first

view, whether it was a man or woman, stealthily, and on tiptoe,

suddenly tapped Arug on the shoulder, and, as he raised his face,

a single finger met his immediate view, as much as to say, " Still

—not a movement of surprise I"

" How is this'!" muttered the pipe maker, " are you a messen-

ger of the Padisha, sent to murder a poor fellow who never

harmed a human being?"

" Hush !" whisiJCred the incognito. " I am neitlier a janizary,

the bearer of a halter, nor an enemy. Follow me without asking

a question."

This command roused Arug to a show of energy ; but before a

syllable had been uttered in the way of an objection to doing as he

was l)idden by an unknown, in'csponsible visitor, an ominous

shake of that same menacing finger closed his mouth before it

was fairly open. "Follow me," was the imperative order ; "but

if you hesitate, or raise a voice to arrest the attention of passers-by,

death is inevitable. By the Prophet's five mares, this yataghan,

which has tasted the blood of a giour, shall penetrate the inner

chamber of your heart, if you obey not; and, therefore, no delay.

Follow !"

A show of the sickle-shaped instrument had a talismanic effect,

for Arug unconsciously moved towards the threshold ; but, recov-

ering from the stupefaction of surprise, begged to close the door

for the sectirity of the stock and tools.

" That will never do," said the m3'sterious stranger. " Some-

body might notice me, or take cognizance of our movements

—

consequently leave things as they are. No one would suspect you

were away, while the shop remains open ; but, in case of detention

beyond the usual hour of opening to morrow, were the bolt fast,

there would be an uproar of inquiry. Leave as it is," again

shaking that talking finger, which Arug noticed at the same

instant, for the first time, was extremely white, delicate, and

adorned witli a magnificent diamond ring.

"Allah protect me !" replied Arug, as he passed into the street,

leaving all his worldly effects to the chance of being stolen in less

than half an hour. The conductor kept a little in advance, but

manifested a degree of watchful vigilance over the pipe maker, so

strict in character, that he had not the coiu-agc to make a lateral

dodge into a lane, to regain his liberty.

Onward they moved, till they came in sight of the old walls of

the seraglio; and still farther in the distance, the seven mighty

towers of ancient Byzantium, which, if stones could reveal secrets,

would startle the whole world with the horrors that have been

pcri)etrated within their massive masonry.

By the time of arriving at a private entrance near the Porte,

or, as it is technically called, the Gate of Felicity—through which

ambassadors were formerly permitted to i)ass, in order to hold

diplomatic intercourse with the descendant of the I'ro])het, the

manslayer, the mighty Sultan-—it was so near dark, that persons

or objects coidd only be indistinctly discerned at the distance of a

few yards. A sight of the Sultan's paradise—for the minarets of

the edifices within the great enclosure were still above the horizon

—^gavu additional anxiety to the bewildered pijie maker.

From l)oyli()od, in common with children of his own age, jVrug,

the lame, had often strolled about the fountain near the portal,

and remembered to have been told that none but the kadines, the

five mothers of the royal heirs to the throne, were permitted to

pass through the door of pearl. Judge of his trei)idation, when

he found himself pkinip up against the heavy bronze nail heads,

and the guide, without hesitancy, took from the folds of an outer

garment a singularly shapen key, and, throwing back the bolt,

they both steppetl into a profoundly dark passage way. The pon-

derous door, although of small dimensions, closed again of itself,

without producing the slightest degree of noise. " Ah I" ejacu-

lated he to himself, " the hinges were prudently oiled." Ho was

now directed to take hold of the sash of the jiioncer, keep silence,

step softly and fear nothing.

It would be a needless expenditure of i)rccious time to describe

all that the pipe maker said or felt on this extraordinary journey

into the central apartments of the seraglio. From an intimate

ac(iuaintance with the general arrangement of the mural bounda-

ries, and the domes and wide-projecting eves of the various fan-

tastic architectural anomalies constituting the ancient domestic

cstabliAlimcnt of a succession of martial sovcrci;;iis, which are

always to be seen from eminences, Arug knew, to his liorror, that

he must be in the place where no man, save the mighty ruler of
fifty millions of obedient slaves, had ever before placed a profane

foot.

All at once, while feeling their way cautiously along, a panel

in the partition slid, without visible assistance, from its ])Iace, dis-

closing that most dreaded servant, who rules without mercy the

domain confided to his care, the KislahAga—a coal black eunuch,

whose office is to keep the ladies of the seraglio from being even

tainted with the shadow of a human being in male attire.

No tyranny is so complete as the sway of the minister of his

imperial majesty's pleasure. He has argus eyes that never close

in sleep, wliile the possibility exists of being suspected of negli-

gence to duty. He walks the rounds through the private apart-

ment of the sacred kadines ; and, although they may each of them,

in the revolutions of the domestic economy of their abode of

felicity, rise to the distinction of a Sultana Velida, with authority

for cutting off twenty heads a day, during the remainder of their

lives, the black guardian of seraglio virtue gives unmistakcn

tokens of his determination to be master within, while his uncon-

trolled master is without.

Sudden as was the surprise, Ayesha, a beautiful woman, who
was thus piloting the pipe maker, had the presence of mind not

to scream, or seem to be flustered by a meeting so tmexpcctcd and
truly awkward. A mutual stare and an equally eml)arrasscd

manner was discoverable to each other, and particularlv so when
both cast a look at Arug. A glare of light from a dark lantern

held up by the Kislah Aga, exhibited the expression of wretched-

ness that had taken complete possession of the lame bnt hand-

some pipe maker of Pcra. " Bismillah !" groaned the lialf-crazed

prisoner, " God is great ! But what is to become of me and the

shop V
Ayesha, at the faint sound of his voice, was roused to a sense of

the perils by which she was suiTounded. Seizing the eunuch by
the ann with the left hand, with the other she exhibited that

awfully crooked instrument by which the objections to take a

walk were overcome in the sensitive breast of Arug. She imjie-

riously demanded his silence, his obedience and eternal sccrecv,

or the poignard should pin him to the wall like a dead fly. There
was a grandeur in her expression, as seen by the feeble wick that

began to flicker ; and before he was aware of it, he swore fidelity.

On coming to a consciousness of the volcano upon which his

trembling feet stood, a cold perspiration trickled down his dark

face, while a realization of the tortures that followed a discovery

of this trcachei-y to the Sublime Porte overpowered the envied

slave of the harem with unutterable confusion.

A first breach of trust, under any circumstances, must necessa-

rily create a chain of painful reflections. Whether our seiwice is

good or evil for those who use us as instrumentalities, if they

lely upon our fidelity, and we violate a trust, a living principle of

the soul instantly reproaches the disobedient with severity.

" Lead on," said Ayesha, pointing towards the dark, sepulchral

route which lay beyond, still brandishing the sharp steel. Once
he faltered, but a slight pressure of the same pointed prompter

near the region of his vitals, reanimated tlie astonished Kislah

Aga, who soon after reached the terminus of the passage, and

cautiously pushing an iron bar, a key-hole was exposed, and in

another moment all three were in a gorgeous saloon, the private

apartment of the heroic girl.

Magnificent taj^estry, heavy drapery, and a profusion of down
cushions were heaped upon wide divans, attached to three sides of

the room. No other furniture, with the exception of an ottoman

or two, were to be seen. A high ceiling, surrounded by a rich

gilded cornice, together with three lofty grated windows looking

out upon the calm waters of the Bosphorus, were barely discover-

able by the dim lantern.

Ayesha secured the several doors, and while convulsively grasp-

ing the keys, threw off the uncouth outer garment which had

protected her beyond suspicion that she was a person of any
more consequence than a thousand othei-s who were daily skirting

through the bazaars of Stamboul, displaying a figure most lovely

to behold. A beautiful com])lcxion had been enriched with an

additional roseate tinge by excitement, and the exercise of a peril-

ous adventure alone, under circumstances that would consign her

to a red sack and a sudden launch into the Sea of Marmora, with-

out the least hope of redemption, were the slightest knowledge of

the event discovered.

"Remain where you arc, slaves," slowly, but distinctly articu-

lated the intrepid woman, " till my return. The slightest resist-

ance or disobedience will be met with instantjmcous death from a

so\irce least expected ;" and then quietly re-applying a key to a

narrow door near the shell work bath in the westerly corner, she

disai)pearcd, leaving the two bewildered individuals in solemn

reflection to themselves.

Arug softly whispered in the ear of the Kislah Aga, that ho

imagined they were either bewitched, or the spirit of Olrug, the

deceiver of devout Mussulmen, had taken out a license to ruin

two of the best fellows in Constantinople.

Big tears began to roll down the sleek checks of the great offi-

cial. He dared not move, and if he did not pursue his rounds

through the seraglio, and be at the call of the Sultan when he

retired for the night, there would be one licad less in his majesty's

service by the second liour of jjrayer in the morning-.

" Villain, who arc you ?" inquired the great black man, begin-

ning to recover himself. " The Sultan will tap 3 our fountaiiu

of blood directly !" The words were no sooner uttered than

Ayesha returned, actually weighed down with a casket.

In the meanwhile everybody wondered what could have )ios-

ses-^ed the pijic- maker to leave his i)remiscs for two hours uncared

for, and quite exposed to the depredation of thieves. It occurred

to a thoughtful dealer in figs, who kept a stand near by, that
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r, the lame, had met with bad hick not far off, because no dis-

kt mechanic had ever been known to be so perfectly derelict

Vard to his own property.

W ])cople lux! more careful of what belongs to themselves,

tHiey are of the valuables of their neiiihbors. A consideration

oifact disturbed the co<;irations of the fij,' vender. Ho smoked

aMouglit, rolilled the capacious Egyptian bowl with choice

<o\ from Damascus, and again watched the ascending smoke

»sViutifully diffused itself in a silvery cloud above his turban
;

'"M the pipe maker did not return. Bowing himself towards

their city, the fig mei-chant put up a prayer for all faithful

belil.

Tpngcr Murad the tig seller smoked, the tnore curiously

he bUo feel respecting his absent friend; and when the dogs

com^d barking, a signal for all honest denizens to retire for

slumtis own eyes grew heavy. But rather than leave the

shop Wposed, he walked in l)y way of st.anding sentinel till

ArugVld return, which, from the lateness of the hour, could

not beW minutes.

MoKs soon got the mastery over the heavy eyelids of the

anxioiirad. In .short, he squatted on the floor, and profound

sleep skvertook him in the midst of his resolutions to watcli

the prci Murad was famous for snoring. At his own nar-

row gant was one of the amusements of the children in that

region, \ten to the low base of his nasal apparatus. He was
reputed Woisicst sleeper in Stamboul. But all this, however,

was conflto the immediate tenants of the neighborhood. They
loved Ml for his generosity, notwitlistanding his trombone

kept theitke unreasonably.

Sultan Whad Na .la Behan, who was in power when these

incident.s Wd, among other eccentricities, had a fondness for

wanderindugh his capital after nightfall, with a view to hear-

ing and sclwhat the inhabitants were about. Many a narrow

escape fi-ole clutches of the patrol characterized some of his

adventurcsViic coffee houses. No one of bis illustrious prede-

ce,ssors hai^jr heard themselves more freely spoken of than

himself; bi^ was slow to anger, even when the story tellers at

barbers' stii related the faults of His Mighty Highness. " It

must be tniiiid the Sultan, in a soliloquy, " that I am no bet-

ter than othjno*witlistaiiding the ministers of the divan are

perpetually iring my vanity, and declaring my judgment a

reflection of Sne justice. Sublime and imperial a.s I am, still,

these hands, V; feet, my eyes and ears, with an unlawful thirst

for sherbet, cAires me that my frame and organization is of the

same pattern|liose human beings about me. Surely, I am a

man, if I am Iffsboot of the Prophet."

While thuslding bis way, dcej)ly musing on the mystery of

humanity, the p tones of Murad's nose—solemn, and like the

vibrations of jise cord at a distance—aiTested the attention of

the peripatetic Itan. Drawing nearer the exact locality from
whence the unaribed sound had its origin, his majesty discov-

ered the unconJus occupant. He walked in and seated liimscif

by the side of tjig seller, and waited for what might follow.

As there is nisarily an end to all things, so there must be to

a nap, let the slier he ever so drowsy. Whether Murad was
ultimately awakld by the harsh music of his own nose, history

hath not recorde Suffice it, after a reasonable amount of yawn-
ing, ho came to raself, and the .same instant incidentally felt

somebody at his de. It was too intensely dark to see, but the

sense of feeling arely obliterated with the close of day. Not
doubting that A: had rctunied, he embraced liim with a frater-

nal hug, which A )abad Na Ja Behan returned with good meas-
ure. They ha<t ; jrdial, hearty squeeze. " What has kept you
thus unusually fr the shop ?—and why tempt the weak in piin-

ciple to pilfer ? '. thing but my presence has saved the pipes,

the tools, and tl unfinished work from being carried off by
strangers."

Not knowing ai of the circum.stances which led to the ques-
tion, or remarks, e Sultan perceived that he was mistaken for

somebody else ; : d loving a pleasant jest, he concluded to

ndulge himself 1 personating the individual for whom he was
Mistaken. " Beii: weary of the monotony of the shop," said
tie Sultan, "Ihaebccn strolling hither and thither, studying
tie manners of thpinliabitants. Do you suppose they all sustain
tlcmselves by tli^ir honest industiy V
"As to that," inswered Murad, "how can you expect the peo-

ph will practise vWe while the Sultan sets them the example of
doitg wrong V \

"What, the Padijia—the right arm of tli

peetd lliat he fails tc do right?"
" ^es, Arug, lii,s iilajesty has even cheated me. The jiearl of

the ptlace, the fair Aycsha, was mine, but the minions of power
stole ler away on the day our nuptials were to have been cele-
brated. It broke my spirits, saddened my onee buoyant heart,
and, to 'omplete the wretchedness that surrounded me, the Tcf-
tadar Efendi seized all the money accumulated by the genius
and activty of my late father, and thus reduced me to beggary.
These ai-esecrets rarely referred to ; but you have a sympathizing
bosom, ant it is a relief, occasionally, to imburden myself of the
woes that cjng to my existence."

"Howhaie you contrived to live," asked the Sultan, "and
why has not some representation been made to the Source of
Light, respecting the forcible manner in which you were robbed of
the fair A3'eslij, and your inheritance <"

"Alas," said Murad, " it would be useless. A poor fig seller
could not have »n audience with the Agnator Aga, the chief of
the pages, much less with the keeper of the throne, the great Ala-
bahad Na Ja Behan—the blessings of Allah rest upon his head."

^' Then you jiray for him, bad as he is," said the Siltan.
" Because no one dare tell him his sins, I do. They say he

Prophet—is it sus-

has kind affections, loves his children, is inclined to benevolence,

and would deal justly were his mind not corrupted by the court."

"Are you quite sure that the Teftadar Effendi took away your

money V asked the Sultan, eagerly.

" He called himself the morning after my dear, revered parent

was consigned to the ; rave at Eyoub," and Murad sighed audibly

as be uttered the words ;
" but what are piastres in comparison

with the gem of the world, tlie peerless Ayesha?"

This was quite new intelligence to Alabahad, that either the

lady or the cash had been i>laced at his disposal.

" So it appears you are without the means of li^'ing, beyond

keeping this shop," observed the Sultan.

" Are you bereft of 3'our senses, Arug ! You have had a swal-

low of arak, which has quite turned j-our brain. Have I not told

you the whole history of my misfortunes once before, and, closed

by saying, that ratlier than be a weight on the Sultan's bounty,

by taking a loaf daily at the Suleimanye, where decayed gentle-

men are kept from starvation, upon the supposition they cannot

provide for their own stomachs wlien their property is gone, I for-

sook the section of the city where I had been reared in splendor,

and commenced retailing figs, where our pleasant acquaintance

was first fonned. It is no degradation to labor. We were de-

signed to be useful beings ; idleness is a source of mental debility,

and a direct avenue to crime."

" These are sentiments befitting the mouth of the Cliiaou'^h

Basbi—his majesty's minister of justice," ejaculated the Sultan,

as he rose to leave.

" Where now ?" inquired Murad. " Arc yon going to leave the

shop a second time without locking V
He did not wait for a reply, but shot from the step as an arrow

leaves the bow, while Murad sat still upon his haunches, quite sat-

isfied that the pipe maker was partially fuddled, as the only mode
of explaining the singularity of his movements.

By returning to the seraglio, a very different scene was trans-

piring. Ayesha re-entered the saloon at a critical juncture.

" Take these millions of jewels and place tliem where they will

he safe for their owner," said the magnificent Ayesha. " Injus-

tice and cruelty reign here. You have been both a traitor to your

master, and a t3'rant over me ; but, caitiff, your days arc num-
bered, unless 3'ou, on your bended knees, swear by the horse of

the Prophet to deliver me from this bondage, and restore the gems
in this casket to him who was ruined by the loss of them."

* # * * * # #

Shoreb el Gohar, the Teftadar Eftcndi, had ambitious designs

upon the post of Vizier. It was an office nearest the throne, and

one that gave its possessor unlimited control over the resources of

the country. In order to accomplish his purpose of arriving there,

he had a year before snatched the lovely affianced bride of Murad,

who was then known as Murad the rich, and by pretending it was

by command of the Sultan, who having heard of her transcendent

brilliancj- of intellect and powers of fascination, had sighed fur

her, till sighing was no longer a relief, and he, therefore, took

—

what was by law and usage his own—everj' beautiful woman ho

chose. By placing her under the charge of the Kislah Aga, who
had become his tool, he entertained the expectation that he would
tutor her in those accomplishments most prized in the harem,

besides instructing her, on becoming the favorite of tlie Sultan,

which was anticipated, as a matter of course, to repeat on every

occasion in his hearing, " 0, that Shoreb, whom all nations pro.

nounee the wise, were your majesty's Vizier."

Unbeknown to nnj^ one in the seraglio hut the chief eunuch,

Ayesha had been a close prisoner, schooled, as opportunity occur-

red, in the part she was to act when introduced to the confidence

of the Sultan. She loathed the destiny that apparently awaited

her, and mourned ovQr the uncertain fate of Murad, whom she

doubted not had been strangled, to destroy every clue to the tran-

saction. Little did Ayesha suspect that she was not detained by

order of the man whom all were bound to obey
; nor had it even

occurred to her mind that she was not excessively admired by the

Sultan, as the Kislah Aga had a thousand times declared.

Immense treasures, in diamonds, in pearls, and other precious

gems, were given her for diversion, knowing they could not be

carried awaj'. One day the eunucli laid upon the window case a

cluster of keys, which she slipped into a crevice behind the casing,

hoping thej- might be .serviceable on a future occasion. He raised

a tempest of uproar all over the establishment, because thev could

not be found. Fortunately for Ayesha, he had forgotten where

they were left. All search being abandoned, he fell back upon a

set of duplicates, originally prepared in the event of this kind of

contingency, and in a few weeks, all reference to them was aban-

doned.

Being in a wing of a remote edifice reared by the shoe money
of some female favorite in a foi-mcr reign, unknown, and certainly

unseen by any of the royal household but the eunuch and his

understrappers, who, of course, asked no questions, she tried the

keys one evening. To her delight, the bolts flew with a slight

pressure. To be satisfied that the doors were at her control—on

several occasions, when the inmates of the Gate of Felicity were

hushed in slumber, there being no guards stationed outside the

walls—.she ventured out into the open air, but returning- directly,

lest there should be some discovery.

Usuallv, the eunuch gave an hour each moniing, after the first

prayer, coiTCsponding with about tlic hour of five, to the special

business of instructing his ])upil how to ea])tivate her royal wor-

shipper, and hold him still firmer in a trance of wondering d'-light,

whenever the bapjiy summons came to be honored supremely.

She, therefore, by ))racticc became less timid, nioi-e expert and
bolder by experience, till she resolved to gain some clue to a

knowledge of the fi\tc of Murad, the darling of her youthful

aspiration -.

Once or twice, securely enveloped and closely veiled, she even

extended her explorations to Pera, over two miles distant. Pro-

vided with a little basket of pins, needles, silk, thread and such

trifling articles as ladies require for keeping their female slnvcB

usefully employed, Av-esha actually had admission into several of

the best houses in the character of a female pedler. When it

could be done ap])ro|)riatcly, while the fairies of private harems

were inspecting her tiny basket of goods, she made inquiries about

Murad the rich, who once resided in that region. She was inci-

dentally told that he resided at Pera, in wretched eirenmstanccs,

near a particular, well-known shop of Arug, the pipe maker.

Intelligence so direct of his whereabouts nerved her for a grand

expedition. At the approach of evening, on the day referred to

in the beginning of this narrative, Ayesha boldly entered the

premises. Custom forbids that a female, however humble, should

remain in the presence of a man, and much less question him like

a kadi on the bench. If she remained long enough to make the

inquiries contemplated, it might lead to disastrous consequences,

for she knew nothing of the character, temperament and disposi-

tion of the owner. She, therefore, resolved upon a bold expedi-

ent to secure him as a prize, and question him at her leisure.

This explains her conduct, and shows how the astonished Arug,

the lame, was taken an unwilling prisoner to the seraglio.

We left the Sultan in astonishment at the ])erfidy of one of h\»

confidential officers. The Divan was hastily summoned to the

presence of the great Alabahad Na Ja Behan. Each minister

trembled for himself, for each had an internal conviction that

something out of the common order had occurred, to have re-

quired his presence at an hour so uncommonly inconvenient.

When they were seated upon their rugs, " Call in the Teftadar

Effendi !" cried the Sultan, in a tone of thunder that echoed

through the vaulted corridors, striking the throne with the golden

hilt of his sword, still more urgently indicative of an explosion of

royal wrath.

" Let the fig seller near the shop of Arug, the pipe maker of

Pera, be forthcoming," exclaimed the Sultan again, with equal

vehemence of manner.

A breathing time had scarcely come round before both the fig

seller and his antipodes, the envied Teftadar, were in the royal

presence, the gazing points for a brilliant but alarmed ministry.

"Look at each other," commanded the Sultan. "Have you

ever met before >"

A quivering of the lip and a tremor of the knees of the Teftadar

Effendi could not be concealed.

On the other hand, Murad bore the expression of integrity,

wondering what all this awfulness of state could divine. He was

a man ac()uainted with the usages of society, but the court he had

never before seen ; nor beyond a bird's eye inspection of the Sul-

tan's face on a Friday expedition to prayers, accompanied by the

great officers of the empire, had he scanned the royal features
;

but he knew it must be the commander of the faithful.

Little did the humble fig seller suspect that this key-holder of

sepulchres, the unrestrained spiller of blood, had been squatting

with himself on the jiipe maker's floor, the preceding evening.

"Who is that fellow 1" demanded his serene highness, of the

Teftadar Effendi. " If you have knowledge of him, conceal it

not. This is the fountain of truth, and by the Saujak of Mahom-
med, no villain shall escape the vengeance of an outraged law in

these dominions."

A deadly pallor came over the trembling Teftadar, for he recog-

nized in the poorly clad fig seller the victim of his own avarice

and wickedness. At this point in the approaching tempest—for

every brow was knit with fearful apprehension—Murad became

alarmed in turn. " Who knows," muttered he to himself, " but

here is another well-devised scheme for taking my life, to prevent

a development of some kind, by making an innocent man the

scapegoat of an eminent cut-throat in high life."

Falling on his knees, and bowing his forehead to the carpet, he

protested, in the name of Allah, that his hands were unstained by

crime, and tliat bo had, in no way, by thought or deed, harmed

man, woman or child in Stamboul.

" Not a word," said the Sultan, "till requested. Slave—who
is that fellow in tattered garments before yon 1" he said to the

ashy-white Teftadar, who sunk to the floor without the power of

answering, actually bereft of the faculty of utterance, through

excessive fear of the consequences resulting from the answer.

While these extraordinary proceedings were transpiring, another

and equally unparalleled transaction was going on at the seraglio.

Ayesha, accom])aiiied by Anig and the eunuch, had made an exit

from the repose of the houris—the Kislah Aga dared not refuse

while the stiletto was in sight ; and the pipe maker, whom he

looked ujion as a daring accomplice, was in too close proximity

to justify any re])ugnance at whatever might be required. Owing
to the lameness of Arug, the heroine ordered the black Aga to

carry the treasure. He was therefore used in the cajjacity of a

beast of burden.

On arriving in the vicinity of the shop, at Pera, Ayesha bid the

Kislah Aga to go back the way they came, charging him, as he

valued a whole throat, not to divulge an iota of what he had been

compelled to do. Glad was he for libertj' to return. He knew
not but his absence might have been detected, which, of course,

would throw the domestic economy of bis master's household into

unutterable confusion. Excited by the possibility of being missed,

ho ran with all the energ;y his muscles would allow; but to his

consternation, on arriving where the private door in the wall

should be, it was completely blocked up by a multitude of fero-

cious guards, armed to the teeth, with guns, ])istols and yataghans.

Owing to the merest incident, a kadine requiring the eunuch's

assistance to place a little prince of the blood on a morocco

[continued ok p.vce !)S.]
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CITY OF PORTSMOUTH, N. H. VIEW FROM THE NORTH.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

The view of Portsmouth, given ahove, is from the north, hc-
pinniti}; at the left, with the only thoroughfare leading dircetly
over the Portsmouth Bridge from tlie State of Maine, and over
which the trains on the Eastern Railroad also pass. The part of
the road in this view is on what is called Noble's Island, con-
nected with the city hy a short bridge. The first church at the
left is the Episcopal, on Church Hill ; the second is the Old
South, the third the Methodist on State street, the fourth the
Ortliodox in Market Square, the fifth the Christian Baptist on
Pleasant street, the sixth, with the tower, the Unitarian on Court
street, the seventh the Temple on Chestnut street, in the range
of which may be seen, on the yard of Mr. Ravnes, a new ship of
fifteen hundred tons. The strip of land in the foreground, called
Jackson's Point, together with a portion of the waters of the
Piscntaqua river, completes a very |)leasant view of the only sea-
port in New Hamoshire. This city is situated in Rockingham

county, on a peninsula on the south side of the Piscataqna river,
three miles from tlic ocean. It has a fine location, ])leasant and
healthy, the land on which it stands rising gradu?llv from the
harbor. In the central or business part of the city the streets are
mostly paved and the buililings are of brick, liuilt in an old-
fashioned style, which gives some parts of it a very antiquated
appearance, but there are many well built and elegant mansions.
Portsmouth has much trade and considerable wealth, although,
from its situation, it is deprived of much of the trade of the in-
land part of the State, most of it tending to Portland or Boston.
The city is well supplied witli water, brought from a spring three
miles distant, hy a company formed in 1799. The harbor con-
tains forty feet of water at low tide, in the channel, and is pro-
tectcil by islands and headlands from storms. The river opposite
the town is three quarters of a mile wide ; the tide rises ten feet,

and is so rapid as to keep tlie harbor free from ice. The main
channel is on the east side of Great Island, and is defended by

VIIOW OF STATE STKKICT, PORTSMOUTH, N. IT.

Port Constitution, the island and Fort McCIaryKittery, op-
posite. Portsmouth is connc<ted with NcwcasiN. H., and
Kittery, Me., by bridges. The navy yard is siiod on Navy
Island, on the east side of the river, "within the bds of Maine,
anil has every convenience and facility for thcnstruction of
vessels of the largest class. It was here" that therth America,
the first linc-of-liattle ship launched in the wes: hemisphere,
was built, during the Revolution. State streetrewith repre-

sented, is one of the finest streets in the city, sha with fine old

trees. The white building at the left of our viewihe Episcopal
Chapel; the stone church seen at the opjiositc tremity is the
Unitarian Church. Market Scptare, as represcd on the next
page, is situated in the central part of the city, I is the princi-

pal seat of the country trade, where the sale of I, wood, cattle,

etc., is can-ied on. The building with pilasters iie Athenajum,
which was incorporated in 1817, and contains ;brary of more
than five thousand volumes, and a cabinet of mirds and natural

history. Portsmouth I suffered much
from tires. In Bcccmb 1802, one hun-

dred and two buildin]wcrc burnt ; in

December, 1806, fourti buildings, in-

cluding St.John's Epifpal Chnrch,and
in December, 1813, film acres of the

town were burnt ovcilestroying three

hundred and ninetyven buildings.

Among the public l)dings in Ports-

mouth arc five or six ndsome cluirclv

es, two market hou.v, an academy
an athcna'um, an ahhouse, and the

State Lunatic Hosjiita; The Episcopal
('liurch is a large and egant brick edi-

fice, from the cupola f which a very

beautiful view is had f the town, the

river, the harbor, the dands, and the

surrounding country. 5ne of the mar-
kets near the centre (' the town is of

brick, eighty feet Ions and thirty feet

wide, having a spaciou hall in the up-

per story for public uss. Besides the

Athena'um library, tht-c are libraries

belonging to St. John's Chtirch, and to

the Unitarian Church, ofabout five hun-
dred volumes each. Tie people of this

town were early distiiguished as the

j)atrons of literature, fnid their instituy

tions of learning, of every grade, ar^

highly respectalile. Portsmouth hsy

long been celebrated for the skill of iS

naval architects, as veil as for its abul-

<l:int supply of fine white oak timltr

and other material.^ for ship buildi/g.

The men liant service, as well as ;he

Uiiitcd States Navy, is supplied iom
the slii]) yards here with many of neir

finest vessels. The place has ajvays

been noted for its enterprise andcom-
mcrcial spirit, and is the imnediate

centre of a considerable trade The
principal manufacturing cstabliitimentfl

.if Portsmouth arc a machine slop and
c;ir factory, whitli employs a hrge num-
ber of men ; an iron fouiidcry; a man-
nfietory of hosiery, which is ^\tcnsive

;

n mill for the manufaetme of fine twist,

driven by an engine of fifty liorse power,

and the I'ortsmouth steam frtory, erect-

ed in 1846-7 tor making t'le finer class

of cotl<ni fabrics. This mill is located

in a central part of the town, having
the Boston and Portland and the Ports-

mouth and Concord Railroads imme-
diately in the rear. The main build-

ing is two hundred feet long, and six
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MARKET SQUARE, PORTSMOUTH, X. U.

Bforics high, ntid for arcliitcrtnral character, as well as internal

nrrniifrcmoiit, this is one of tiic most attractive manufacturing
establishments in the eouiitrv. At tliis jjort, in tlic sprinjj of

1623, the first settlers of New Hiimp"!hirc made a landinp;, and
commenced tlieir settlements here and iit Dover. Frora.thc pe-

culiar advantages of its situation, Portsmouth appears almost
wholly to have escaped the invasion of the Indians. They could
approach the place only by the isthmus which connects it with
the main land, across which a stockade was extended for defence

against them. The settlement was also compact, and the numl)er
of inhabitants at an early date considerable. As we before men-
tioned, the Eastern Railroad from Boston to Portland, by way of

Salem and Newburyport, passes through Portsmouth. A railroad

lias also been completed to connect this place with Concord, and
thus with the great nortliern route extending to Burlington, on
Lake Champlain, to Ogdcnsburg, at the outlet of the great north-

western lakes, and to the river St. Lawrence, opposite Montreal.
Tliis road, which is only forty-seven miles in length, must open
very important advantages to this port, by rendering it directly

accessible to the northern and western trade, coming from a vast

extent of the interior, with which it has heretofore had little or

no connection. The streets of Portsmouth, though not laid out
mth much regularity, are neat and pleasant, and contain many
beautiful buildings. In many parts of the town are beautiful gar-

dens, and much rur

ably unite the advan
it which lies around
Strawbcny Bank.
its neatness, quictne:

rei-idcnee, and a i)l;

the summer season,

nearly ten thousand
ants will ever be fou

virtues of the old G;

other States of the

in every department

al embellishment. Few places more agree-

tages of tlie town and country. That part of
Clnirch Hill, so called, was originally called

The proximity of Portsmouth to the ocean,
ss, and beauty, render it a desirable place of
iiee of fashionable resort for visitors during
The population of Portsmouth in 1850 was

; and among its urbane and hardy inhahit-

nd worthy representatives of the characteristic

ranitc State, whose sons are fouiul in all the

Union
;
pioneers of industry and enterprise

of social and professional life.

>8>.Vi";J<v'^'

VIEW OF THE UNITED STATES NAVV YARD, AT PORTSMOUTH, N. II.
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cushion, the mutes could not find him. She flew into a hurricane

of passion that he should neglect his duty. This obliged all the

pages in waiting to fly through the apartments in search of him.

Not being found, the assistant deputy of the Ivislah expressed

astonishment at the circumstance, and the inteDigence being

wafted to the guard ban-acks, lost nothing in magnitude on

arriving there.

A show of vigilance was instantly displayed, by stationing sol-

diers at all the entrances to the profane world without. They

arrested him of course. Between struggling and arguing that a

natural necessity obliged him to pass out a moment before, they

would not permit the key-hole to be approached, because a law

had been broken, which was without excuse. Ko predecessor had

ever passed the walls after nightfall before.

While the Divan was in session, and before the distracted Tcf-

tadar obeyed, by answering the question, who it was that stood

there in poverty, a swift messenger came breathless into the royal

presence with the astounding and unprecedented intelligence that

the custode of the women—the confidential slave of his august

majesty—the Kislah Aga, was under arrest.

Formerly, as practised in this age, the Sultan rai-ely convenes

the council of state, known as the Divan, at the seraglio, but at

any one of the many kiosks or palaces on the European side of

the Bosphorus, which may be most agreeable to his highness at

the moment of issuing the call.

Arug and Ayesha, with a burdensome treasure, were standing in

front of the shop, suggesting various expedients for gaining access,

for security, when a file of janizaries, on their patrol round that

quarter of the city, on seeing a man and woman, marched up to

them. The sergeant demanded who they were, and why they

were not at home, where all honest Moslems should be at mid-

night. Their apologies were not precisely satisfactory, yet Arug

told who he was, but being unfortunately without a key, they

were considering how to gain admission. Such was the exceeding

ponderosity of the casket, that it had been placed on the threshold,

and partially hidden by the thick folds of Ayesha's ample bor-

nouse of Aleppo silk. It caught the eagle eye of the sergeant,

however, who drew it forth, for neither dare interfere a finger, or

articulate a remonstrance. " Thieves, thieves !" cried the ser-

geant, and marched tliem directly to the sentry-box at the comer.

By the flickering of an olive oil lamp, the guard undertook to

inspect the contents—for they were convinced, on passing it from

one to the other for an opinion, that either gold or iron was there.

Amazement seized them, and constemation was visible in each of

their bearded faces, when the transcendent richness of their prize

was establi,>hed. No private banker, and certainly not even a

pasha with three tails, could honestly call those diamonds his own.

They were satisfied that no less a personage than the Teftadar

EflFcndi, the grand treasurer of the Sultan, or the Sultan himself,

could possibly be the owner. Their next theory was that they

had l>een stolen from the treasury or the seraglio. Without wait-

ing to settle that point, buoyant with the hope of an imperial re-

ward for what they had done, detaining the rogues and securing

the treasure, as soon as admission could be had to the Vizier, in

the morning, off set the sergeant. Learning that the Divan was

in session, off he posted to the chamber where the council was in

solemn conclave. Declaring that he was the bearer of surprising

news that immediately concerned the Padisha, the grand chamber-

lain ushered him into the presence of the lover of justice, as he

was listening for the answer of the Teftadar Effcndi.

Without circumlocution, the sergeant was told to announce his

business at once. His recital completely dumbfounded the coun-

cil, but no one more than the Sultan. He was directed to have

the prisoners forthcoming, with the jewels, the proof of their guilt.

Shoreb, the Teftadar, which means the treasurer, had recovered

just enough of self-possession to say, in a faltering voice, that he

had some recollection of the turbaned individual opposite. " It is

Murad the rich," and fainted as the last word was articulated. In

walked the alleged thieves at this juncture, with a firmness of car-

riage quite as sur])rising as the nature of their offence. The eyes

of Ayesha and Murad met, and like a flash of electric light, tlicy

were in each other's arms.

" What is our kingdom coming to V exclaimed the amazed Sul-

tan, rising upon his feet, and dropping a crystal pipe.

A returning consciousness of the Teftadar diverted the council

in that direction, while the lovers, still locked in a fond embrace,

were insensible to everything but the ecstacy of their own happi-

ness.
" Most royal master," feebly spoke Shoreb, " I shall not at-

tempt to conceal my misery. Murad tlie rich I reduced to pov-

erty. With his wealth and the idol of his soul who was to share

it with him in acts of benevolence, as almoners of the Projihct, it

was my intention to have purchased a position that I could not

attain by merit."

" And who is this looking on composedly, as though he had no

part nor lot in the matter '." inquired the Sultan. No one answer-

ing, Arug saw no good reason for not speaking for himself.

" May it ijlease your serene majesty, I am called Arug, the lame

pipe maker of Pera. But, dread sovereign "—bowing himself

reverentially, as he said it
—"lam nothing less than Mustapha,

the son of your late father's Vizier, of glorious memory, Avho lost

his head because he was loo popular with the masses. In the

destruction that overtook the family in his downfall, I alone was
saved. By pursuing the bunililc enii)loyment of a mechanic, both

my name and lineage were effectually concealed, and thus my life

has been preserved. Reared with the exjiectation of one day

serving in the councils of the Sultan, the Prophet knew the inidc

of my vain heart, and has thus ilisciplined me in the severe school

of misfortune, till I have learned that bajipiness consists in a con-

tented mind."

" Bismillah !" said the astonished Sultan, as he stroked his

beard, " thou art a philosopher to be envied." The lorcrs heeded

not what was doing, but commune<l with themselves while Arug
was detailing the short history of his life. " And was your family

exterminated," eagerly inquired his majcst}-, " with the exception

of the miraculous preservation of j'ourself ?"

" Pardon my presumj^tion, O, Padisha, shadow of paradise,

when I say I had a sister, who no doubt was strangled on the

same dreadful day our father and mother yielded up their precious

lives at the will of the commander of the feithful, of whose

righteous acts let no one complain. What is decreed must be

fulfilled."

Ayesha heard this,. and screamed, as she flew to the bosom of

Arug, " My brother ! my brother ! Great Allah preserve us !"

" What is coming next 1" eagerly shouted the Sultan. "Our
court to-day is as changeable as the scenes of an infidel theatre.

Pray, who are youl" addressing himself to her.

" I, too, mighty Sultan, am a daughter of the late Vizier. In

defending me from the grasp of a janizary, the rascal gave Musta-

pha a blow on the knee that>disabled him for contending against a

giant in strength, who bore me away in the grip of his arms. He
evidently pitied my helplessness, and fancying he saw redeeming

elements in my face, he nurtured me as he did his own children,

till the pressure of family expenses became so severely burden-

some, that his only prospect of relief was in selling me to keep

the rest from starvation. How the Teftadar became the purchaser,

I know not. He consigned me to the Kislah Aga, as I under-

stood, to become an inmate of the gate of felicity. Judge of my
disappointment, and the insult heaped upon me, when my true

position was discovered. Still, I am your slave ! Slay me for

my presumption, but let it be done in the united arms of Murad
and my long lost brother."

Stern as was the Sultan on ordinary occasions, the recital melt-

ed him to tears. His sympathies were enlisted, for he was a

father.

Vast crowds were gathering about the palace. In came the

officers of the seraglio guard with the Kislah Aga. All but dead

with apprehension, before an intimation had been given of his

sudden appearance in chains, the casket was exposed. Not even

the turban of the Sultan bore more beautiful jewels. They were

not his, and he bid them to be sealed, to wait the demands of their

lawful owner.

" Then, give them to me," modestly requested Murad ; " they

are mine—taken from us by the Teftadar."

This relieved, to a degree, the half-distracted Kislah Aga, who
began to accuse himself of even far greater remissness of duty

tluin could have been substantiated. Having heard him tlirough,

the Sultan acknowledged that he had been sorely tempted. Not
because he wanted money, but a want of sufficient firmness of

character had placed him at the disposal of the treasurer, who
made him his instrument for cariying on a scheme of personal

aggrandizement, at the expense of his integrity. No harm had

been actually done ; but he deserved punishment for the sin of

unfaithfulness, and he therefore sentenced the eunuch to the degra-

dation of a porter of the harem, with a promise to promote his

welfare, when, by tried serWce and fidelity, he merited it.

" Wretch," again cried the Sultan to the Teftadar, " return

those emblems of office, suspended by golden links, and hereafter

make pipes in Pera, in the shop where Mustapha studied the art

of being happy. Mustapha, put on the crescent of brilliants.

You will hereafter sit in the treasury in the capacity of Teftadar

Aga. As for Murad and Ayesha, what Heaven decrees, let no

man attempt to disturb. Love shall not go unrequited, purified,

as this has been, in the furnace of affliction. Go, love and pros-

per in virtue," he continued, in a mild but subdued voice.

In dropping on their bended knees to implore never-ending

blessings on his crown, the veil dropped from the face of Ayesba.

The Divan was petrified with her loveliness. The Sultan gazed

with refined satisfaction on the beautiful creature before him.

" Let this inscription be placed on the palaces of my successors,"

continued Sultan Alabahad Na Ja Behan ;

"
' He who confers

happiness, thereby secures his own.' "

« »•» >

CHINESE PROVERBS.

We present below a few Cliinese proverbs that a learned friend of

ours has sent us. They breathe a deal of philosophy in their

moral, and are very pithy in sentiment.

Who is the greatest liar ? He who.speaks most of himself.

Upon a Imndred projects of a rich man, there are ninety-

nine more for the future.

Ignorance is the niglit of the mind, but a niglit without

moon or star.

A drunkard never admires himself so much ns when he

has done something foolish.

What pleasure like that of giving ! There would be no

rich men if they were capable of feeling it.

He who changes color in seeing gold, would change the

action if he was not seen.

One has never so much need of wit ns when he lias any

intercourse with a sot.

Plough much, sow, water, weed thy field, say the ancients,

and call for thy harvest as if it ought to fall from heaven.

It is not to the theatre that it is necessary to go to grow

tender, it is among the poor and unfortunate ; who goes there to

shed ti'iirs, drops their own.

lie who knows how to study and be silent, to harden him-

self against his faults and bow to all events, to believe liis heart

and distrust his eyes, knows how to live and die.

[Written for Glea-son's Pictorial.]

A RUSTIC PLAINT.

BY ALICE OABEY.

Since thou, my dove, didst level thy wild wings

To goodlier shelter than my cabin makes,

I work with heavy hands, as one who breaks

The flax to spin a shroud of April rings.

With silvery showers—smiles light the face of May,
The thistle's prickly leaves are lined with wool;

And their gray tops of purple burs set full.

Quails through the stubble run. From day to day

Through these good seasons I hare sadly mused,

The very stars, thou knowest, sweet, for what,

Draw their flames together, standing not

About the mossy gables as they used.

No more I dread the winds, though ne'er so rough,

Better the \vithered bole should prostrate lie;

Only the ravens in its black limbs cry,

And better birds will find green boughs enough.

* ^»^ t

[Tranlated from the French, for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ST. SYLVESTER'S DAY.

BY ANNE T. WILBUR.

At the foot of the mountains which separate Bavaria from the

States of Wiemar, is situated a little town called Hoff, which

overlooks a part of the valleys watered by the Main. Ear from
frequented routes, this humble village has retained its ancient cus-

toms, and one may still find there that grave simplicity, partly

effaced from the rest of Germany. So Hoff is known by the

name of The Old Tribe.

There lived, a few years since, a foreigner named LofFen. It

was said he was born in Bohemia, and had foi^mevly served in the

Austrian armies with the rank of major. But the peace of 1815

had disbanded the company he commanded, and he had then ar-

rived at Hoft', with a child called Dorothea, who had since be-

come a beautiful young girl.

Major LofFen was a well-informed man, courageous and capable

of great devotedness. But unfortunately the violence of his dis-

position had disturbed his whole -life, and prevented his advance-

ment in the anny. The slightest opposition threw him into a

passion which he regretted at a later period, but which pride and

shame prevented his acknowledging. He had lost successively

his best friends and his surest protectors.

Meanwhile, what neither counsels nor reproofs could accom-

plish, time effected. This species of inward ebullition which

broke forth in sudden anger, notwithstanding all the resolutions

of the major, died away by degrees ; the blood circulated moro

slowly in his veins, experience rendered his mind less prompt to

condemn others, and he could listen without impatience to an

opinion contrary to his own.

Paternal love completed this conversion. Subdued by the in-

fantile graces of Dorothea, the lion was transfoi-med into a man ;

and he who had resisted for thirty years his friends and his

enemies, became insensibly the submissive slave of a young girl.

Lofifen was therefore no longer the same, but a new man.

Scarcely did some transient irritations recall, from time to time,

the ]5ast. It was like a storm dying away in the distance in faint

and fainter murmurs.

Besides, a gi'eat change was preparing in the major's position
;

his daughter was about to be man'ied. She was to espouse a

young forester, William Munster, whom she had known ever

since her arrival at Hoff, and with whom she had grown up-.

The young man was closeted with his father-in-law, and had

just finished regulating all things for the api:)roaching union.

" So it is agreed," said he, pushing away the accounts presented

by M. de Loffen, and on which he had not even cast his eyes

;

" we will take the house on the banks of the water 1"

" Since it pleases Dorothea," replied the major.

" Then we shall be more comfortably situated than here."

Loffen sighed.

" Does this removal displease you ?" asked William, earnestly
;

" if so, we will remain."

" No, my son," resumed the old soldier, laying his hand on

that of the forester, " I do not regret this dwelling."

" What do you regret, then ? For several days I have seen

tliat you are sad. Ah ! do not conceal anything from me, my
father ! Have I done anj-thing with which you are dissatisfied 1"

" Nothing, nothing, dear child ; but this marriage recalls so

many memories. Then, I am jealous of you."
" What say you '!" exclaimed the forester.

"Jealous," rejjlicd the major, smiling, "for you arc about to

become the principal attachment of Dorothea. It should be so,

and I will not complain. But liabit has rendered me selfish, you

see. Until now I have been the sole object of my daughter's

cares, she has had but me to love and please ; now her time and

affection will bo shared with you, I cannot have her always at my
side, and I dread the hours of solitude."

" Your fears have been divined by Dorothea," said the forester;

" the other day she communicated them to me with tears in her

eyes."

" What say you?" intornipted Loffen; "ah! I will conceal

my sadness, then ; I will not disturb the bajipincss of Dorothea.

Never speak to her of what I have said, William ; it is an old

ma'i's we.-.kness, a folly. Shall I not live near you ? Shall I not

see you every day ? I shall only have to form new habits ; I will

do so."
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William did not reply, and there was a silence. At last, cast-

ing on the major a stcaltliy look, he said, hesitatingly :

" There is one way of i)rovciiting the solitude you fear."

" Wliat V
" A person who was once dear to you inhahits Egra

—

" Enough, enough, William !" interrapted the major, hastily

rising ; " Dorothea must have told you what I have already re-

plied to this suggestion. We must not disturh the ashes of de-

stroyed affections. Never speak to me on that subject, William :

I entreat it as a friend, and as a father, require it."

Munstcr bowed sorrowfully and Loffen went out.

Now the person who lived at Egra, and to wliom the forester

had alluded, was no other than the mother of Dorothea. Married

veiy young to the major, whom she loved, she had at first found

a thousand joys in this union ; but by degrees the character of

Lolfon had diminished this happiness. Charlotte, proud and sus-

cei)til)lc, had not been al)le to endure the violence of his passions.

Far from showing forbearance towards her husband, she had

irritated him by opposition, reproaches, and discontent, until

coolness had taken the place of affection. Then each remained

silent, concealing theh- sufferings from the other, and becoming

more and more exasperated. At last excess of anger occasioned

a violent outbreak. Charlotte had departed for Egra, where slie

had relatives, and Loffen had come to live at lloff with his

daughter.

Hut separation seemed not to have softened his irritation.

Whether the remembrance of Charlotte reminded him of wrongs

at which he blushed, or whether he still retained his resentment

against her, he avoided everything which could remind him of the

mother of Dorothea. Her portrait had been covered with a cloth

and banished to a distant closet ; her piano, carefully closed, was

half hid at the extremity of an unoccupied apartment ; he had

ever required Dorothea to study the harp, as if he had feared a

reminiscence of the past. So all the attempts of the young girl

to combat this species of hatred, had been luitil then useless ; but

her's was one of those hearts to whom kindness imparts courage,

and who arc never weary of trying to do good.

Meanwhile, the day appointed for the maniage of Dorothea

had arrived. The nuptial benediction was not to take place until

after midnight, at the Protestant church ; but tlic friends and

neighbors of the major had been invited to assemble earlier for

the wedding repast.

They arrived before nightfall, and were received by the be-

trothed pair. When they were assembled, Loffen wished to leave

them to ascertain whether all orders had been given ; Dorothea

detained him.

" A thousand pardons, my father," said she, embracing him
;

" but 1 forbid your leaving us."

" And why so V said the major, smiling.

" Because you have to-day no right to command here."

" How 1"

" 1 am the sole mistress."

" She is right !" exclaimed the Counsellor Hotman, laughing.

" This is St. Sylvester's day."

" I had forgotten it," exclaimed Loffen.

"It is St. Sylvester's day!" repeated every voice ; "you are

not master in your own house, major."

St. Sylvester's day, which is throughout Bavaria a period of

rejoicing, is in fact celebrated at Hoff in a peculiar manner. An
ancient custom ojxiains that the order established in families

should be reversed on this day, and that the authority exercised

by the parents should pass into the hands of the children. It is

a sort of a C!n-istian imitation of those Roman saturnalias, in

which the slaves recovered their liberty for a few hours, and were

served, in their turn, by tlieir masters.

The major, who had always scrupulously conformed to this

old custom, replied, smilingly, to his daughter, that he left to

William and herself the direction of everything.

" So," said Dorotliea, " it is clearly understood that you are to

submit to the laws of St. Sylvester's day ?"

" Undoubtedly," replied Loffen.

" And you pledge yourself on yom- honor to be subject to your

children all day V
" I pledge my honor ; but we will see how you use power."

" Our friends shall be judges," said Dorothea, turning towards

the guests ;
" besides, I shall have a counsellor."

" Who ?"

" A lady whose acquaintance I made on my la,st journey."

" You have not mentioned her to me."
" No, but she arrived this morning at Hoff, chance threw her

in my way on my return from church, and I invited her."

" Without consulting me !" said the astonished major.

" It is St. Sylvester's day, father," objected Dorothea.

Loffen could not suppress a gesture of dissatisfaction.

" And may I, at least, know the name of this strangerV
" Here she comes," inteiTupted William.

Dorothea and himself hastened to meet her. The major, who

Vas sitting near a window, rose hastily, leaned from the balcony

—

and recognized Charlotte.

It would be difficult to express what passed in the soul of

Loffen at this sight. Thei'C was at first a mixture of surprise,

trouble and anger ; but the latter sentiment finally prevailed. It

was evident that all had been arranged between Dorothea and

her mother; they intended, doubtless, to effect a reconciliation;

and luid relied ui)on his surprise, his embarrassment, perhaps his

weakness, to impose upon him. This last idea was repulsive to

him. Age liad not so tranquillized his soul but that displeasure

was easily transformed into indignation. His first idea was to

repulse both mother and daughter, and to shut himself up in his

own ajmrtment ; but the presence of the guests restrained him.

He was standing in the same place, hesitating what he should

do, when Chariotte appeared, led by William and Dorothea.

Her look, on entering, met that of the major, and she recoiled.

" I present to you Mailame dc Nugel, father," said Dorothea,

without daring to raise her eyes.

Jjotl'en started.

" Pardon me for having dared " stammered Charlotte. " I

should have given you notice."

" The major does not need previous notice in order to welcome

his friends," obscr\'ed William.

" Besides, it was I who wished it," resumed Dorothea, " and I

had a right."

Her father cast upon her a severe glance.

" This is St. Sylvester's day," continued the young girl.

The guests had approached ; the major comprehended that he

must conceal his vexation. Slightly bowing, therefore, he said,

coldly :

" My daughter is right, madam : she is the mistress hero to-day,

and you her guest only."

" Let us go to the table," said AVilliam.

Each gentleman offered his ai-m to a lady, and the major, left

alone with Madame de Nugel, was compelled to follow their

example.

But on passing through the music saloon on their way to the

dining-room, he perceived that eveiybody paused before a large

picture newly suspended to the wall ; it was the portrait previ-

ously banished to the dark closet, and which represented Charlotte

in all the beauty of her youth.

"Who placed that picture there V exclaimed the major, his

eyes sparkling.

" I," replied Dorothea, gently.

"And who permitted you to do it
^"

" No one, father. But it is St. Sylvester's day."

" She is right," exclaimed all the guests, laughing. " It is St.

Sylvester's day."

Loffen bit his lips.

" Fear nothing, sir," said Madame de Nugel, in a low tone
;

" this portrait represents me young, beautiful, happy—you see

that no one has recognized me."

The major did not reply. They entered the dining-room, and

everybody took seats at the table.

Loffen found himself seated opposite Madame de Nugel, to

whom Dorothea had resigned her place, and who was to do the

honors of the dinner. The major had resolved to avoid scandal,

but not to conceal his dissatisfaction ; he even displayed it witli

the more affectation, that he felt himself, in the deptlis of his

heart, less irritated than he could have wished. In vain he

repeated to himself that ho was the sport of a plot arranged

between Charlotte and her daughter, which his honor called upon

him to render useless ; a sort of indulgent tenderness seized him

in spite of himself; it was the first time he had found himself too

patient and too gentle !

He resolved at least to preserve a silence which should manifest

his displeasure. Madame do Nugel did not attempt to intermpt

it ; but the major could not escape her mute attentions. What-

ever ho did, all his wants were anticipated, all his desires gratified
;

the dishes and the wines he prefeiTcd were alone offered to him,

for Charlotte had forgotten none of his tastes. For the first time

during fifteen years, he found around him that watchful care of

the woman who has shared our life, and whom the most tender

daughter cannot replace.

The repast finished, all the company passed into the music

saloon. Loft'en tlien perceived that the piano as well as the

portrait had been brought down ; it was open, and beside it was

the music-desk of the major. Dorothea herself brought him his

violin, reminding him that he had promised to play. Loffen cast

a glance towards Madame de Nugel, who had approached the

piano, and would have refused ; but the Counsellor Hotman

sunnnoned him to obey, exclaiming that it was St. Sylvester's

day : he was therefore obliged to yield.

The piece selected by Dorothea was one of the duets which

her father had oftenest played formerly with Charlotte. The

latter still remembered the expression given to it by the major,

so it was performed with admirable skill. Those who knew the

talents of Loffen, had never heard him play with so much pre-

cision, charm and power. It seemed as if the instniments under-

stood each other. When they ceased, all the auditors applauded

with transport, and the Counsellor Hotman was in ccstacies.

" There must be but one soul in two bodies," said he, " to put

so much harmony in the expression of the same sentiment
!"

Loffen and Madame de Nugel bowed with embarrassment.

" Ah ! you were made to understand each other," added the

entlmsiast, pressing their hands ;
" music is as it were an emana-

tion of hearts ; and to play so harmoniously together, is almost

to love one another !"

INIadame dc Nugel smiled and blushed, and would have left the

piano ; but Dorothea entreated her to give them one of those

German airs which she sung so well. After a little persuasion,

she assented, and commenced the old ballad of Z(( Hose Bleue.

As Madame de Nugel sang, all the resentment of the major

seemed to die away, and he was seized with powerful emotions.

This song he had heard the first time he had seen Charlotte ; and

later, in the days of their union, she had repeated it to him a

thousand times. The voice of Madame Nugel acted on him like

that of a fairy, and rebuilt the crumbled edifice of his happiness.

As he listened to it, he thought he saw again that little home

surrounded by >incs which they had inhabited together at I'rague,

that garden, with its arbor of honeysuckles and its beds of violets.

He seemed to have become again young, confident, joyous. All

that had been tender and happy in the past seemed revived.

Madame de ' 1 had left the piano long before, and he still

remained in tl' • me spot, his arms folded and his head cast

down. He was i oused from his reverie by the voice of William,

who announced that it was now midnight. lie offered his arm

to Madame de Nugel, this time without observation, and, accom-

panied Ijy the guests, they directed their steps towards the church.

There is in the important act which unites two beings together

forever on earth, and which destines them to live for each other,

a religious solemnity which affects every heart ; but it is espe-

cially for a father that the nuptial benediction has something

grave and touching. It is, as it were, an abdi(!ation of his rights

over the child he has brought up, and whoso happiness ho hence-

forth confides to another.

The emotions which the major had just experienced had par-

ticularly disposed him to tenderness ; so he could not restrain his

tears when he heard the minister pronounce the consecrated form

which gave his daughter to William. By an involuntary impulse

his glance sought that of Madame de Nugel ; she had concealed

her head in her hands, and was sobbing aloud.

This community of emotion dispelled the little resentment

which remained in the heart of the major.

"After all," thought he, " she is her motlier."

This idea, softened him. Her mother !—and she was there as a

stranger, under a feigned name ! Her mother !—and her presence

was not even a pure and complete joy for Dorothea; for it

reminded her that the most sacred ties might bo broken, that all

the happiness dreamed of by William and herself might termi-

nate in isolation and hatred ! The major felt his heart oppressed

as with remorse, and when his daughter rose, holding the hand of

the forester, he cast down his eyes to avoid her glance.

Meanwhile the party had left the church ; the guests took leave,

and, after having embraced the bridal pair, each returned home.

Dorothea had taken her father's aiTn, William offered his to

Madame de Nugel, and all four arrived at the house of the major.

They found the saloon still illuminated, the piano open, the

violin suspended before the desk, and the portrait seeming to

smile at these signs of festival.

Madame de Nugel then advanced towards the major ; she was

pale, and her voice trembled.

"It is the hour for us to separate," said she; "adieu, and

thanks, sir, for having allowed me to cross your threshold. Do
not think I intended to afflict you by my presence. If I came

hither, it was because I could not resist the entreaties of my
child. I was unwilling that she should present herself before

the altar as an orphan, and that in the most solemn moment of

her life she should not at least find us both near her. Pardon me,

therefore, for having entered this house without your permission,

and profited by the authority of a day gi-antcd to this child. St.

Sylvester's day is o\ er, sir
;
you are about to become again master

here, and resume possession of the isolation which pleases you."

At these words she turned towards Dorothea and William, and

embracing them with sobs, said

:

" Adieu, O you whom I love, and whom I shall see no more I

I shall hear away the memories of tliis day as a consolation for

my whole future life—but yon, seek to forget it ! Close this

piano which has remained so long unopened, re-cover the portrait

and all the past with it ; for St. Sylvester's day is over."

At these words, she tore herself from the arms of the young

couple, and advanced totteringly towards the door ; but the major,

who had just closed it, remained standing on the llireshohl, pale

and trembling. Tlieir eyes met, and the entire past, with its

differences and sorrows, was pardoned in this glance.

" Charlotte !" murmured Loffen, extending his arros towax-J*

her.

" Lucien!" replied Madame dc Nugel.

And she suffered b.crself to be clasped to his heart.

At la.-t, after a long embrace, the major gently released her,

and, placing his hands on the foreheads of Dorothea and William,

who had knelt before him, said gratefully :

" Blessed be these children, for they have l>een wiser than their

parents ! Kemain the mistress here, Dorothea
;
you have restored

us to happiness, and it shall henceforth be always St. Sylvester's

Day."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.] .

TWILIGHT.—A SO>NET.

BT C. J1U;50N.

The golden jan finks slowly in the west,

And crimson tints adorn a cloudleps sky
;

Witli hues more gorgeous e'en than those whieh lie

So fondly on the rainbow's arching breaJit,

^Vhen storms are o'er, when tempests are at rest;

The din of life grows faint and fainter still,

As twilight fades beyond some western hill,

And leaves the earth in sable garments drest,

.\s though the hour of final doom had come.

But ah, tii;re is a charm in twilight's ray,

A voiceless language in the wind's low hum,
That thrills the heart and will not die away,

E en wiien the anxious spirit longs for some

Bright realm where love and virtue ne'er decay.

< c » »

.... Man, wi^hcst thou to live happy and wise ? Attach thy

heart only to that beauty which pcri>hcs not ; let thy condition

border thy desires ; let tliy duty precede thy wishes. Learn to

love that which can never be taken away from thee ; learn to leave

all when virtue orders it. Tlicu ibou wilt find in the possession

of even very fragile things a plea^uie which noihing will be able

to disturb; thou wilt ]iosscss them without their po. sessing thee;

and thou wilt feel that man IVom whom all escapes enjoys only

that whieh he knows how to lo.=c.

—

Rousseau.
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(Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.— No. 4.

CHARLES ST. BAPTIST CHUECH.

REV. DANIEL SHARP, D. D., LATE PASTOR.

BT REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

That little adicctive " late " has in this instance a peca-

liarlv mournful significance. It tells us that a prince and

ereat man in the Baptist Israel—in oar American Israel

l,js fallen. He has fousht the pood fight ; he has finished

his course, and now has on his immortal cro\Tii, and "shall

shine as the firmament, and as the stars forever and ever."

Daniel Sharp is no more ! No more shall we behold his

venerable and revered form in our streets. Ko more shall

we look into his benignant face ; no more shall the heavenly

light of that countenance be lifted upon us ; no more shall

we listen to his chaste and eloquent discourses that, lil<e

wine "TCW better and better with age ; no more will the

good minister enter his church, his Sabbath school, and the

vestrv meeting ; no more shall he stand with such unwonted

promptness and devotion by the bedside of tlie sick and

the dving. "No more shall he return to his house," neith-

er shall his place in his family, in his society, in his denomi-

nation, in the Christian community, know him any more.

He has gone—;vU gone! No ; not" all gone. It was only

the clay that was borne to Mount Auburn ; his spirit lives

he still lives. And never did ho so truly live. His life

here, beautiful as it was, was but as death compared to his

present glorious life. It becomes us, then, not to weep for

him, but for ourselves. The name of Daniel Sharp is so

intimatelv connected with nearly the whole history of the

Charles Street Baptist Church, that any adequate notice of

his life and character will give a good idea of his church
;

for it will be forever true, " Like priest, like people." The

subject of this notice was bom in Huddersfield, Yorkshire,

Euf^land, on the 25th of Deccml)er, 1783; so that if he had

lived but a few mouths longer, he would have come to the

good old age of threescore years and ten. He was the son

of a clergyman. In his childhood and early life, by his

marked thouglitfulucss and devo-

tion to books, he gave promise of

his future usefulness, and illustrat-

ed again the adage that "the child

is father of the man." Like many
other sons of clergymen, he did

not originally choose his father's

profession. At the age of nineteen

years, and at the beginning of this

century, he crossed the water, and

was a foreigner upon our shores.

He came under some commercial

engagement, located himself in the

city of New York, and from that

time cast in his lot with us as an

American citizen. Young Sharp

Wiis, at this time, a Christian, and

was so successful in the exercise

of his gifts in the more private

walks of usefulness, and on various

religious occasions, that, through

the advice of judicious friends, he

was induced to give up his mer-

cantile pursuits, and to attend to

the more particular study of the-

ology with Rev. Dr. Staughton, of

Philadelphia. His first pastoral

charge was assumed at Newark,

New .Jersey ; and on relinquishing

that charge, he was settled as the

pastor of the church in tliis city on

the 29th of April, 1812, where he

labored with such signal success

for more than forty years. The
church, when lie became its pastor,

was in its infancy. It was only

five years previous that the sanctu-

ary—the same that now stands,

the only church in Charles Street

—was erected and dedicated, and

that a feeble band of Christians,

from the First and Second Baptist

Churches, were regularly consti-

tuted " as a separate church of

Christ." Rev. Caleb Blood was
the first pastor, remaining some
three years, and then came Dr.

Sharp, whose name will be ever

asBOciated with the church as its

chief founder and shepherd, and
who is deeply lamented while we
write. It would ill become a com-
irativc stranger, however much
e might admire the character of

Dr. Sharp, to attempt his eulogy.

Even those who had known him
long, known him best, and loved
him most, regarded his life as his

best euloey. It is cnougli to indi-

cate a few things that he acconi-

plishad, and the general esteem in

which he was held. Dr. Sharp
has ever bfeen a pillar of beauty

and strength to the Baptist denom-
ination. He has l)cen a Backus,
Stillman or Baldwin, for his day.

The whole communion delighted

to do him reverence, to follow him
as a stand ird-bearer, and to coii-

Bult him as a counsellor. He bore

neotispieuous part in bringing into

existence Waterville College and
Newton Theological Seminary

;

aod he acted quite as prominently
in the formation of the societies

that w ire tlur germ* of the Ameri-
can B iplist Home Missionary and
the Union that aims at the Cliris-

tianization of foreign lands. He
w IS instrum'iutal in the furmation

of the first Sabbath school in Bos-

ton. Indeed, he was ready for

every good word and work in his

own society, in liis denomination,

PORTRAIT OF REV,

[From a daguerreotype by Whipple.]
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and in the ranks of evangelical Christians, and even among
those professed Christians whom he conscientiously be
lieved held grave doctrinal errors. He had the wisdom,
coupled with grace, whereby he could do good to a theo-

logical opponent, and get good from him. An admirer of
Dr. Sharp wrote in the Knickerbocker Magazine of him a
few years ago. In the estimation of this writer, Dr. Sharp
was distinguished for his dignity, simplicity and practical-

Bess, and his manly independence. He was one to

" liftugh at danger far or near,
Spurn at baseness, npurn at fear;

Still, with persevering might,
Speali tlie truth, and do the rlglit."

The writer says :
" A golden thread of purest eloquence has

run through the silvery web of a long professional career
;

but even that is dim compared with the moral sublime of
his life." The following sentences in the same able article

are striking, when placed in connection with the well-re-
membered scenes of the venerable pastor's death and
burial :

" Hereafter, the better and more discreetly endowed
may give vent to their long-treasured encomium over un-
conscious dust ; but, claiming to be as sincere, at least, as
they, and as conscious of indebtedness for adviro and fos-

tering care in the gloomiest hours, we venture in broad
day to put on record here our filial reverence and undis-
guised esteem. Germs long since planted in our young
heart have grown into a handful of flowers, pure, wc think,
and somewhat fragrant, though they are wild. These we
are not ambitious to reserve as a gariand for the tombstone
alone in honor of cnimbling dust ; but because we have
tlirillcd under the living spirit, and been blessed with an
invaluable example, we would approach with an affection
kindred to his own, and lay our rustic wreath on his warm,
manly brow. Qualified beyond most men, by nature and
protracted cultivation, to disturb the repose of the pulpit,
and shake one world by the thunders of the other, Dr.
Sharp's influence will continue to bless mankind long after
his departure to tlic faithful servant's reward ; even as the
light of a star would shine with undiminished purity and
power centuries after its extinction." There is a beautiful
closing passage which is given in the Rev. President Way-

lainrs fiiMciJil sermon that should
be read in connection with the fore-

going. " It would be obtrusive
for me to attempt to delineate his

character. There was scarcely
ever a character which stood so
little in need of delineation, for it

was broad and open as the day.
His intellect was clear and practi-

cal ; the bias of his mind was
strongly conservative in its tone.

As a preacher, his elocution was
solemn, earnest and impressive.
Cowper's truthful portrait of a
Christian minister seemed to be
continually before his mind. His
style was natural, perspicuous and
forcible. He rarely failed to hold
to the last the fixed attention of
his audience. The ancients have
said that the charm of oratory was
in the elements of the character of
the orator. Most true was this of
Dr. Sharp. Forty years had he
labored here, and not a shadow of
a spot had passed across his char-
acter. He seemed suiTounded by
a moral atmosphere, which trans-

formed the minds of other men into

his own character." But the good
minister has gone up higher, to

mingle with more congenial soci-

ety than he found in his Charles
Street—even in the street of that

city which is of " pure gold." A
respite of three months, and the

gales of the balmy South, with all

that Southern hospitality and the

offices of friendship could perform,
could not arouse the weary pil-

grim. He died away from home,
but not among strangers, on the
2.3d of June, and devout men car-

ried him to his burial on the 28th
of the same month ; while such
thousands testified to their grief,

and to the great public loss, that

we were reminded of the late fune-

ral of the statesman by the sea.

He sleeps well, by the side of his

friend and benefactor, in yonder
" city of the de^d," and nought
but the archangel's tnimp shall

disturb his slumbers. Consolation

to her who will most feel his loss,

and to whom, next to his Maker,
he was most indebted for his use-

fulness! Consolation to the smit-

ten church and congregation !

With a iiiMdly lieart, through the laps-

ing years,

lie hatli shared your joys, lie hilth wiped
your tears.

lie hath bound the wreath on the brow
of tlie bride,

lie liuth siood bythe couch when loved

ones died

:

Pointing the soul to a glorious heaven.

As the ties which bound it to earth wer«

riven.

Ye '11 miss him now ; every look and tone,

So fujiiliar once, forever gone,

^Vill hll the heart with inward pain.

And }e'll long and listen for them in

vain:
When a stx-anger form and a stranger

f;ice

Shall stand in your honored pastor's

place.

We have thus humbly drawn a

Iiictuie of this revered and Chris-

tian character, the holy influence

of whose memory should be pre-

served with evergreen freshness,

and his goodly example 1)C cher-

ished and followed.
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

On page 53 wc have given a very large and accurate picture of

the great exhibition building in New York. We liave repub-

lished this engraving at this time, partly at the request of many

old subscribers, and partly because it is so timely just at this

period. The picture will be valued for its artistic excellence and

the faithful character of its representation. Wc have now one of

our best artists constantly stationed at the Crystal Palace, New

York, and others engaged on illu.stratiorss connected with the exhi-

bition. Any persons having really valuable and interesting inven-

tions or articles, which they desire to see illustrated in the Pic-

torial, can make any necessary arrangement by calling on Mr.

Isaac C. Pray, at No. 383 B.oadway, N. Y., who will atl'ord them

evpry facility aud all requisite information.

A Noble Monument.—To honor the memory of the late

Duke of Wellington, a magnificent school is to be established, at

which children of amiy officers are to be admitted free of charge.

The Queen heads the subscription with $5000 ; Prince Albert and

the Duke of Cambridge (the Queen's uncle) follow with $2500

each ; and there are several subscriptions ranging from $500 to

$1000. The entire subscription already amounts to $400,000,

and will probably be increased to $500,000.

« »»» »

Thi Mammbth Pictorial.—It will bo just as we predicted

—

Gleason's Picto-

rial is now triumphant, aud the great gas light is becoming extinguished.

Bamum's NE«e has reached u«. raseed ; that is only half its original size, rt'e

eougratulate Mr. 01eaj>on. and the public, who, perceiving at once the inten-

tion of the great showman, have supported .Mr. taea.'^on. Thi.< is as it should

be—-wiiat enUghtened man but must repudiate a S} stem where wealth will

Reek to annihilate the t.Tjiwit and industry of those who were the tirst to con-

ceive a... d carry into execution the designs exhibited in Gleason's Pictorial?

Honor to whom honor is duc-^^'fw York Picayunr.

DiscoxTENT IN AUSTRALIA.—The accouiits from Australia

state that great discontent is manifest there among the mining

population, in consequence of the imposition by government of

a tax for the right to dig for gold. The miners have in some

places held meetings and resolved not to pay the tax, and have

formed themselves into a league to resist the enforcement of it.

SPLINTEBS.

.... Incipient cholera, in the shape of half ripe fruit, is very

abundant in our market, and freely partaken of.

... A monument is to be erected at Selma, Ala., the late res-

idence of Hon. W. R. King, to his honor and memory.

.... The late bills of mortality indicate 1100 deaths a week

in London. That is 157 a day, or six and a half an hour.

.... The report that the people of Buffalo were about sending

Niagara Falls to the World's Fair, needs confirmation.

— . There is a fig-tree growing in the open air at Charlestown,

Mass., on which there are foity-cight figs, nearly ripe.

Sir Edwin Landseer remarked to an artist, "that he

spoiled many of his pictures by adhering too closely to nature !"

.... Maj. Ben. Perley Poore is to deliver the annual address

before the Essex County Agricultural Society, next autumn.

.... There has lately been discovc^rcd a tin mine in New Hamp-
shire, and it is said to be a most prolific and valuable one.

.... Mr. J. T. Fields has been chosen to deliver the Phi Beta

Kappa Poem at Bowdein College, at their next anniversaiy.

Edinburgh is proposing to have an exhibition of Scotcli

national industry. The ball is moving.

.... Madame Rachel has been performing with most brilliant

success at one of the principal London theatres.

.... Rev. Mr. Hanson, we perceive, still clings to his Bourbon
ho^ix, and is coming out with a whole bookful of evidence.

.... Louis Napoleon recently granted a pension of five hun-

dred francs to Madame dc Bakac, the mother of the novelist.

.... Mr. Vanderbilt has created a most marked sensation in

European ports, by his elegant steam yacht, the North Star.

.... At Wiemar, a committee has been formed for promotino-

the erection of a monument to Schiller, Goethe and Wicland.

.... Mrs. Sinclair (late Forrest) is still performing in Califor-

nia. At last dates she had left San Francisco for Sacramento.

.... The London Times expresses the opinion that England,
at no former period, was as prosperous as at the present time.

The interior of the capitol at Washington is undergoing
very extensive and thorough alterations.

Many of the reported graves on the overland California

route are said to contain buried—wliiskey.

A WORD TO THE PUBLIC.

Far be it from us to obtrude our private interests upon the pub-

lic, or to summons individual sympathy in behalf of wh.at may be

esteemed private Ijusincss : and yet we do think that justice to our

own enterprise requires a plain statement of facts. It is now

pretty well known, throughout the country, that something more

than two years since we commenced to publish a pictorial paper

—

the first sustained and continuous plan of the kind that had ever

been matured in this country. With a feeling of pride, which

carried us far beyond the consideration of dollars and cents, our

object was gradually and carefully perfected, at an outlay of

money that would sound fabulous were it put upon paper without

detailed evidence. Wc were, nevertheless, satisfied ; because a

generous public gallantly supportefl our object, and soon learned

to appreciate an eiitcri)risc that wjus both new and hazardous on

this side of the Atlantic.

With a large investment of capital, wc patiently awaited, what

we felt satisfied wou'.d ultimately come—the generous and appreci-

ating patronage of the people. This we received, this we are still

receiving, to an extent that places newspaper business upon a new

footing. Something more than si.x months since, a gentleman

who is reputed to be worth fully half a million of money, a cele-

brated showman, whose name is connected with every fresh im-

portation of monkeys and Fejee mermaids, called upon us, with

the greatest display of friendship, and desired to look over our

establishment. With the same courtesy that is extended to every

visitor, lady or gentleman, who honors us with a call, he was

shown over the entire establishment, and, to the minutest iiKiuiries

which he instituted about our intricate and peculiar business, the

most unreserved and open answers were given, presuming, as we

did, tha: a gentleman, not a spy, was our guest

!

Sliortly afterwards a flaming prospectus appeared, foreshadow-

ing the result of this visit, and stating that a pictorial paper would

be started in New York, with the celebrated showman of Joyce

Heath, the no-haired horse, and various other humbugs, as the

principal partner, with another name perhaps a little too well

known in connection with certain notorious New Jersey bank

operations, as the business director. The prospectus tf the pro-

posed enterprise promised that the forthcoming paper should be

" the best pictorial sheet in the world ;" but as we had expended

some tens of thousands of dollars in this particular business, we

felt naturally incredulous, and when the first issues appeared, they

corroborated our ideas, inasmuch as they vrere complete abortions,

and entirely beneath notice.

It was but natural that we should feel somewhat sensitive upon

the subject—having carefully cultivated the field—to have another

step in to reap the advantage and harvest. But even in such a

contingency, we should not liave complained, oi', indeed, have

referred to the matter at all, had this showman and ex-bankman

have come into the field on a fair footing—that is to say, if they

had not attempted to run us out of the market by undersell-

ing us, at a rate that their subsequent experience has shown them

was most ruinous to themselves. Anu hero we may as well

inform our readers that no paper of this sort, unless sustained by

the immense edition which we publish, could possibly be afforded

at the rate for which we sell the Pictorial.

Still, believing thatjustice, though slow, was sure, we kept " on

the even tenor of our way," as we shall ever do, wlien our New
York neighbor, with all his boasted wealth and various brags, has

been compelled to reduce the size of his paper one half, and yet to

charge the same price as heretofore, or for his cigld pages to charge

the same as we do for sirteen. As it regards the literary character

of the papers, we leave the judgment of that matter to the public.

Now, where is all the braggadocia of these redoubtable gentle-

men ? What has become of their fuss and feathers ? They have

simply, but entirely faded out ! The large sums of money which

they expected to realize in their contraband purpose, they have

made out of pocket, and now they see their error too late.

Far be it from us to frown at honest competition. We respect

it—it is the life of business. But when men come forward, who
arc frequently bragging that they are already possessed of ample

fortunes, aud strive, surreptitiously, to undermine and injure a

legitimate business, with the hope of profit, wo cannot but feel

gratified at their defeat and utter confusion.
« ».» » — —

" ICixDER f.iN Out!"— Barnum has found Gleason too many guns for him,
and after trying to rival the favorite and original illustrated American paper,
Glk-vsox's PicroKlAL, for the space of six months, has given up the attempt,
and has cut down his paper to one half its former size, or just one half the
size of Gleason's IMctorial. How his subscribers will be satisfied with this,

after pa}iiig for a whole loaf to receive but half a one, is none of our business.
Eight pages, in pljice of sixteen, is a falling olf indeed I In the meantime,
Gleason's Pictorial iceeps on the even tenor of its way, full of fine illustrations
and excellent literary matter. We dou't know Mr. Gleason personally, but he
has acliievcd a success in typographic art worthy of immortahty.

—

i\ew York
Ecening mirror, —— 4 ^^^ > — .

Railroad Speei>.—A locomotive despatched from Laporte,

la., to Chicago, for physicians to attend Robert B. Doxtader, Esq.,

President of the road, who died at that place, of apoplexy, ran

the entire distance and back in one hour and forty minutes. The
distance is fifty-eight miles each way, making a speed of one hun-

dred and si.xtecn miles in one hundred minutes.
< .— »» >

Enterprise.—Mr. W. W. Corcoran is now erecting two

dwellings on Vermont Avenue, Washington city, to cost each

$20,000, without the ground (annual rent to be $3000), and six on

I, between Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets, to form a row, and

cost $12,000 apiece, exclusive of the sites.

A Parent's Pride.—If there be such a thing as pure and
perfect joy upon earth, it is that which fills the heart of a parent

when he hears of the wisdom, virtue, and prosperity of a i hild.

n ^^-»-
Parisiajt Fashions.—Fashion is fashion, in Paris, under an

empress who has youth, beauty, money and taste.

BINDING THE PICTORIAL.

Wc arc constantly binding the past volumes of the Pictorial,

for those who send them to our office, in the beautiful and durable

style described in another column, at a charge of one dollar each,

and ran supply any and all back numbers required to complete

sets, at six cents each. Our agents, Samuel French, 151 Nassan

street. New York, A. Winch, 116 Chestnut street, Philadelphia,

William & Henry Taylor, 111 Baltimore street, Baltimore, and

A. C. Bagley, 169 Main street, Cincinnati, are prepared also to

supply all back numbers of the Pictorial, and to bind them in the

same style, at a charge of $1,25 per volume.

Public Parks.—There are in the city of New York nineteen

parks, valued at $9,000,000. The largest is Tompkin's Square,

the extent of which is not stated. The City Hall Park comes

next, which is worth $2,500,000. The next in size is the Battery,

covering al)out eleven acres, after which comes the Park, not far

from ten and a half acres.

< »»» >

Bound Volumes.—Our fourth volume bound, just completed,

is selling as fast as we can possibly bind them, though fifty ex-

perienced hands are constantly at work upon them in our bindery.

Those who are engaged in selling them through the country, are

drawing upon us for them nearly as fast as we can supply them.

Advance of Christianity.—The Christians in Turkey are

said to be daily increasing in wealth, power, knowledge and enter-

prise, and in the fullness of appointed time, it is not unlikely that

they will supersede the Turks as the dominant race.

Public Avenues in Boston.—There are at the present time

eight hundred and forty-nine streets, lanes and places in this city.

In this city, by Kev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. Sylvanus Bangs, of Brewster, to Mary A.
Conly, of New York ; Mr. Mark S. Manning to Mrs. Elizabeth E. Challii.

By Kev. Mr. Uells, Mr. George McColligan to Miss JIarv Ann McFarUud.
By liev. Mr. Ilandall. Mr. E. A. Taj lor to Mrs. B. F. Pall.

By Itev. Mr. Miner, Mr. .laiues Lee to Miss Mary M'l^arn.
At Woburn, Mr. Benjantin Chalnpney, artist, to Miss Mary C. Brooks.

At Lowell, by liev. Mr. Howe, Mr. David Woodward to Miss Koena Cole.

At Newburyport, by Kev. Jlr. Spalding. Mr. John F. Nason, of South Ber-

wick, Me., to Miss Ellen M. de Rochnumt, of Kingston. N. H.
At Salisbury Mills Village, by Kev. Mr. King, ilr. Orrin T. Hayward to Miss

Sarah S. I'russel.

At .\mesbury, by Rev. Mr. Austin, Mr. .John O. Payson to Miss Mary Dixon.
At Berkley, by Kev. Mr. Eastman, Mr. J«seph L. Grant to Mrs. Mary Com-

mings of New Bedford.
At Blackstono, by Her. Mr. Davis, Henry C. Kimball, Esq., to Miss Lizzie,

daughter of Welcome Farnum, Estj.

At Heat Townsend, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Peter Upton, Rsq., ca,shier of Monad-
nock Bank, to Miss Sarah M. Duncan, both of East Jaffrey, N H.
At Belchertown, by Kev, Mr. Belden, Mr. William S. George, of Charlestown,

to Miss Jane S. Filer.

SJAIJSA:
In this city, Mrs. Mary \twood,84; Luther Russell, Esq., 51; Mrs. Hannah,

widow of Ucv. James Everett, 6*j ; Samuel Putnam, LL.D., 86 ; SUa« P. Tarb«ll,

Esq., 83; Mr. Calvin Walton, printer. 52.

At Chitrle.ttown, Mrs. Alice, widow of Mr. Stephen Lane, of Bedford.
At Concord. Mrs. Mary, rt-iict of the late Mr. N«than Barrett, 82.

At Quincy, Sallv Harris. 84; Mr. Thomas Ilayden, 80.

At .Marblehe;id,"Mr(!. Mary P. Brown, .30; Miss Lydia C Doak, 21.

At Beverly, Miss Elimbeth U'. White, 18.

At Glouce.iter, Mrs. Esther Ijino, TU; Wm. O.. son of Nath'l K. Watson, 8.

At Newburyport, Hon. iVilliam Bannist*'r. 80; Miss Mary Greenleaf, 88.

At Plymouth, Mrs. Mary, wife of the late Mr. .loM.ih Bradford, 68.

At Worcester. Mrs. Grace, relict of Mr. .lohn Bunks. 77-

At Pittstield, Mr. Benjamin Bissell, of West Hartford. Ct., 70.

At Fairhaven. Mrs. Phebe T., wife of Mr. Charges tVrightington, 43.

At Antrim, N. H., Mr. Samuel D. Carr, 21.

At Campton, N. H., Hon. Arthur Liverniore, formerly Chief Jufltice, 87.
At Portland, Me,, Major David Bradish, 6*.

At Buffalo, N. Y., Mr. Franklin A. Kidder, formerly of Boston, 30.

At Philadelphia, Dr. Nathaniel Chapman, an eminent physician, 75.

At Richmond \a,
, Mr. Amos Sumner, formerly of Boston, 65.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWOG-ROOl COMPANION.

A Record of the heanfifid and useftd in Art.

The object of this paper is to present. In the most elegaot and available

form, a weekly liteniry melange of notable events of the ua^; Ito columns
are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the '.

.

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news; the whole will ppiceU with
wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engraving--^, by eminent artists, of notable objects,

current events in all p.irts oi the world, and of men and manners, altugetlier

making a paper entirely original in its design, in this country Its piigea

contain views of every populous city in the known world, of all buildings of
note in the eastern or western hemisphere ot all the principal t^ltipu und
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accumte portraitH

of every noted character in the world, both male an<l female. Sfketches of
beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also he given, with numerous sj>ecinien»

from the animal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the tish of the ^ea. It id

printed on fine satin-surface paper, with new and beautiful type, presenting
in its mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteeu

hundred and sixty-four square imhes giving a -reat aniountof reading matter
and Illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen octavo pagefl.

TEIIMS:-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, one year SP3 OO
2 subscribers, " " 6(0
4 " " 9 00
8

" " " 16 00

flZ/' Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of 82 00 each,
per annum.

*.* One copy of the Flag op our Umon, and one copy of Gle.\80N's Picto-
niAi,, one >ear, for S4 00.

3^ The I'lCTORiAL Drawixg-Uoom roMPAXiox ni.ty be obtained at any of
the periodical depots througliout the country, aud of newsmen, at 5i<c cftas per
sinstle ropy.

Published every Saturday, corner of Tremont and Bromfield Streets, by
E. ULE.^$0\, U03T0.N, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRRXCir, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street. New York.
A UlNCII. 116 Chestnut Stn-et, Philadelphia.
Vr, & U. TAYLOII. Ill liallimoreaud o South Sts., Baltimore.
A 0. BA(il.EV, 169 Main .-Jtreet. Cinciiin.iti.

J. \. KOYS. 43 « oodward Avenue. Deti-oit. ,

S. S. nOTY, "iSfi Camp Street, New Orleans. -

B. K. WOODWAKK, corner 4tli aud Chesuut Streets, St. LouU.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

WEEPING EVERMORE.

BT ELLEN ALICE MORTARTT.

Weeping, weeping evermore,

Stray I by the lonely shore,

flTiere, beloved, vro sat of yore.

Ever does the pensive sea

Seem to speak of thee to me,

Soothing all my agony.

And the sad waves, tenderly

Bow their heads and weep with me,

In regretful sympathy.

Where the wild winds beat and blow,

On the sands I lay me low,

CalUng backward long ago.

And I see thee young and fair,

Holy as the soul of prayer

Breathed through heaven's hallowed air.

With thy blue eyes, chastely meek,

And thy love-reveiiling cheek

Blushing as thy side I seek.

And I see thee, cold and white,

With those calm eyes robbed of light,

And I shudder at the sight!

Weeping, weeping evermore,

Stray I by the lonely shore,

But thou comest nevermore

!

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

A MEAN YANKEE.
BY BEV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

" Now, then, what think you of our friend Williams ?"

" Have you proposed the excursion to him ?"

" Yes, and he ])olitely, but positively dochnes—and that, too,

without troubling himself to make any explanation. He says it

would be very agreeable—that nothing would give him more

pleasure—hut that for reasons of an entirely private nature, he

must deny himself."

"Perhaps he is poor."

" That can hardly be said of him. No—it is a part of the

sordid system of economy which lie has always followed. The
memory of those who have known him longest does not recall

the expenditure of a sixpence for any object not absolutely neces-

sary. He is the very soul and embodiment of penurious and
calculating meanness. His coat is threadbare, and hardly pre-

sentable—hat, boots, everything are of the oldest fashion and of

antediluvian appearance. I wonder that in one so young, avarice,

which is the vice of the old and worldly, should be so predominant

a passion."

Such were the strictures made by two young men upon an

absent acquaintance. It seemed not so much anger as disappoint-

ment and disgust which animated them ; and poor Williams was
unanimously voted a miser by all present—some half dozen,

including ladies. Just in the midst of this discussion,—or rather

as the case had been disposed of,—the subject of their remarks
made his appearance. Whatever might have been their opinions

of him in the abstract, his entrance was the signal of welcome.
All were glad to see him ; and he must be a rare favorite who,
in spite of all such objections as were urged against Williams,
can still letain the cordial respect of his companions. On every

BUDject which presented itself, his opinion was asked and deferred

to. In light conversation, his was the brilliant wit or quiet humor
which enlivened the hour. In more sober topics, requiring depth of

mind, and the exhibition of information, William.s was still at

home. While he conversed, you forgot entirely the disadvantage

of his appearance, except, indeed, when his manner and gestures,

and his peculiar exterior, imparted a quaintness to his tout

ensemble which made the man more interesting.

The charms of his conversation induced the young people but

the more to regret that he would not accompany them. They
pro])Osed what a few years ago was a very fashionable amuse-
ment, the chartering of a large pleasure-boat—a schooner, indeed
—for an excursion

; and his wit and agreeable conversation was
an element in the day's pleasure which they had counted on
securing. The expense to each was a trifle of a few dollars,

which they seemed sure that Williams could afford if he chose.
They knew he cnjoye.l society, and were almost exasperated with
liim for his refusal. The young man who had so confidently
pronounced the cause of that refusal to be avarice, determined"
without consulting the others, that he would endeavor to remove
his objections, and called again upon Williams for that purjiosc.

" Come," he saiil, " we want you very mncli. Indeed we can't

do without you. The party will be incomplete, an<l I have taken
it ujion myself to try to set aside your reasons, or remove vour
objections."

Williams smiled, hut attempted no reply. The smile was,
liowever, forced, and the subject evidently unexpected and dis-

i.grceable. The young man paused, sony that he had com-
menced, but feeling that it was necessary, since he had l>cgun, to

finish, he went on to say :

" I am aware that you have politely but very firmly declined
;

but if your objections are not insupLr.iblc, [ must beg that, as a
favor to us, you will deny yourself,—if it is a denial,—and for the

gratification of others break through the rule for once which you
seem to have adfqjtcd, of partaking of no amusement. Too

close application will injure your health, and defeat the hopes of

distinction which I judge you entertain."

" Pardon me," answered Williams, " if I tell you I am not

without amusement and recreation. There are books over which

I can unbend—moniing walks which I take daily while my friends

are aslcc]), social visiting, to which I owe, I suppose, the too good

opinion of my powers of amusing others, which you attribute to

me. There are thousands of modes of relaxation—too many,

indeed, for one whose time is as precious as mine is to me—quite

too many for a young man who would be respectably prosperous

in these days of competition. Distinction I never have thought

of."

" Wlien a man gives no reasons for unusual conduct," replied

the other, " he must expect that his friends will imagine them for

him. You will not be offended, I know, at what I am about to

propose. Go with us as my guest—let me bear your expenses,

and the secret shall be safe between us. Come, now, don't color

to the temples and shake your head. Distinguished strangers

who are wealthier than their entertainers, are often free guests.

Be ours, and go with us."

" If what you offer were a necessary to me," said Williams, " I

would accept it and thank you heartily. If I were in want, or in

difficulty, suffering for assistance, or at an inconvenience for a

small sum, I would make free use of your generosity. Take

that as an evidence that I am not offended at an offer which,

however well meant, it is not possible for me to accept. I cannot

incur an unnecessary obligation, I cannot break through the plan

of life I have commenced, and I am not obliged to give a reason

for what affects none but myself I am well aware that my sin-

gularity and apparent avarice is the subject of remark ; and have

often been tempted to withdraw entirely from social intercourse
;

and would have done so, only that it would only expose nic to

still farther remark. One cannot be in the world and out of it at

the same time. I know and feel the awkwardness of my posi-

tion—but cannot help it."

Farther ]n-essing of the matter was out of the question ; and

the young gentleman who had intruded it upon Williams deeply

regretted that he had done so. The excursion took place on the

day appointed, and was a source of mingled pleasure and annoy-

ance to all concerned—as all such set attempts at enjoyment arc.

Easselas, Prince of Abyssinia, was not the first nor the last to

whom a determination to be happy proved only laborious ennui.

Williams was not of the party, of course ; and as many other

amusements involving expense were proposed, he continued deaf

to the conversation on such subjects. Yet, while he increased in

what nearly every one of his friends voted "meanness," it was
observed that he was evidently an object of great interest, to the

exclusion of others, with the belle of the coterie. No matter

what efTorts others made to engage her attention—no matter at

what expense they strove to make themselves agreeable—sordid

Williams, without any apparent pains on his part, was, in his

threadbare coat, preferred before them all.

The tei-m jealousy is perhaps too strong a word to describe the

feeling with which Williams soon came to be regarded : but the

dislike was so evident and disagreeable that, under the evidences

of it, he withdrew himself from the society of the gentlemen, who
apparently little regretted his absence. It was obsen'ed, however,

that in the same proportion that Williams avoided general society,

he became particular in attention to the one favored and discrimi-

nating person, who not only received his overtures, but encour-

aged them. Of his talent and acquirements there could be no
dispute

; the fascination of his speech remained as great as ever
;

but his unendurable "meanness" increased every day. And
every practicable opportunity was improved by the malice of

those to whom he had now become confessedly an object of aver-

sion, to expose what was considered his most disgusting avarice.

Objects of fashionable benevolence were referred to him, to be

courteously but firmly refused
; pursuits of taste and refinement

were suggested to him, to be as resolutely passed by ; insults were
aimed at him which he sometimes did not seem to perceive, and

at others turned upon the authors with the wit that made him
formidable. Still he persevered in the calm and resolute tenor of

his way, until people dropped their belief that he was sordid, and
considered him merely " eccentric." The most penurious of men
will sometimes do an ostentatiously generous act. Williams never

stooped to any such weakness. He must certainly be eccentric.

It was the peculiarity of genius which made him indifferent to

opinion ; and as he had been lived down, he now by perseverance

himself in turn lived down those who had sent him to Coventry.

Williams became the fasliion. Nothing is necessaiy to make a

man one of mark amid the .sameness of society, except for him
to act himself, unswayed and unawed by others. And he re-

mained thus a being of mystery and of interest, until upon a day
his secret got wind, and he was noted no more. He was left to

l)ursue his own course as he would ; and everybody discovered

that he was indeed nobody at all—everybody, we mean, except

one, and she had obtained an inkling of the cause of his conduct

long before, without his knowledge.

He was jjoor. That is to say, though he had the command of

more ready money, as his professional income, than most of
those who expended more, he preferred a (piiet conscience to a
new coat ; and the pleasure of doing his duty to that of spending
his money foolishly. He had been educated by the self-denying

aid of a widowed mother ; and he repaid the sacrifices she had
made by devoting his first professional profits to the education of
his younger brothers and sisters. He knew that nothing but sys-

temalie economy would enable him to do this ; and that course,

once commenced, he steadily pursued. His i)atience was re-

warded with success, and his methodical habits, adopted with a
vi'.'w to eavc expense and lo improve the tiiue which, to him, was

money, laid the foundation of reputation and fortune for him.

The discrimination of the young lady who discovered his true

worth and true motives, was rewarded with his heartiest affection,

and the influence which she thus obtained over him, she quietly

employed to remove his peculiarities. In this she had the less

trouble, as these peculiarities of dress and appearance were no

caprices, but the result of what he truly regarded as duty ; and

when the occasion for strict frugality was outlived, he neither

aimed at oddity, nor persisted in it when it was pointed out to

hira. Need we follow f;u-ther his fortunes t The reader may
imagine them.

Indeed we are certain that some of our readers, in New Eng-

land particularly, have passed through the same ordeal. The
laudable ambition of parents confers advantages upon some

evidently gifted child, which he, if liis heart is as great as his

head, takes care to return by caring for others. We fear that

even in New England this good old fashion of sturdy indepen-

dence, and of necessary study of economy, is becoming rare ; but

in our schoolboy days we saw much of it. The Yankee charac-

ter is represented in the portrait we have attempted to draw.

Too proud to be in debt—too independent to account for his

proceedings to those who have no right to demand explanation,

many a man who makes his mark on the age is content in his

beginning to be misunderstood by others,—while sure that he

understands himself. He sees the end he aims at, and he rarely

fails to reach it.

It is related of Daniel Webster, and it is unquestionably one

of the most honorable circumstances in his history, that in his

early years, while by his own exertions ho was aiding his father

in the e.Kpenses of his support at college, taking long vacations

and employing them as a teacher, that ho undertook also the

assistance of a brother through the same course. There was an

unselfishness in this, highly to the young man's credit. So was

also his diligence to make the most of the advantages which by

self-denial Iiis parents procured for him. His college life is

spoken or by those who were his classmates—and the number

now is few—as remarkable for diligence and application. He
counted his privileges as so much abstracted from the daily means

and comforts of his parents, and took care that the sacrifice

which was made for him should not be in vain. Through liis life

it is said of him that he carried the motto, that "whatever is

worth doing at all is worth doing well ;" and great in intellect as

he was, he never ventured upon any public performance without

careful preparation. His speeches were full of facts—facts which

it were folly to suppose that even Daniel Webster could keep

constantly in mind, and ready everyvrhere, and at a moment's

notice to api)ly. They were sought out for the occasion to which

they applied. No doubt he had in his mind a general knowledge

of their existence. He knew where to find them ; and when he

wished to use, sought out and arranged them.

It need not, however, be imagined that in these respects Daniel

Webster was alone or even peculiar. So far as our observation

has extended, he was the type of the New England character.

His superior and truly wonderful intellect produced greater results

by the same means, than a common mind can compass ; but his

genius would have fitted him for a demagogue, and nothing more,

without his industry. Perhaps he would not even have soared so

high as this—for when wc speak of a demagogue we do not mean
a small politician, the light of a little circle of townsmen and

neighbors, but such a popular politician as the many of which we
have specimens ; men who by dint of cleverness are known far

and wide, with nothing really to entitle them to that distinction.

Education derives not only its value but its thoroughness from

the cost with which it is acquired. Brilliant but superficial men
are the product of lavish expenditure, careless and uncounted

;

but he who knows that his training is costing his parents their

comforts, and depriving his sisters of advantages, takes cai'c that

what is so dearly bought is worth the sacrifice made for it.

" Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be long in

the land."
< ».» >

[Written for Gluason's Pictorial.]

MOTHER, I'M GOING HOJIE.

BY MRS. S.IRAH £. DAWES.

[I once stood by the bedside of a little dying boy, of only five years of age,

whose father had preceded him to the heavenly world. He often dreamed

thiit his father was beckoning him away from earth, and as the shadows of

death were stealing over his brow, he sweetly murmured, ^'Mother, I'm

going home!"]

I 'm going, mother, to the beautiful land,

I sec my father's beckouing liand;

He bids me come, in tones of joy,

And dwell with him an angel boy.

I see the seraphs robed in white,

And their crowns are all so bright;

And 1, ere long, with them shall roam.

Mother, dear mother, 1 'm going home

I see a throne, and there a band

Of httle angels round it stand;

And O they seem so bright and fair.

Mother, I go to join them there.

They dwell within their Saviour's fold,

And sweetly strike their harps of gold;

And O niethinks my harp I see,

Mother, 't is waiting there for me.

do not weep, I love you still,

1 go, but 't is my .Saviour's will

;

And think of me in yonder dome,

Mother, dear niotluT, I 'm going home.

To preserve the forehead from wrinkles—Cultivate contentment,
calmness and benignity of spirit ; and never indulge a murmuring,
resentful, or malevolent feeli\ig.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

It is stated that Mr. Joseph Brown of Concord, Mass., sends

to tlie Boston market 350,000 gallons of milk yearly. The

resiilonts of Plymouth, Mass., will hereafter celebrate the embark-

ation of the Pilgrims from l^clfthavcn in August, instead of the

landing. The first celebration will take place this year. The

poultry mania may be defined to be a morbid tendency to brood

over chickens. The wheat crop in Ohio, it is said, never

looked better, and promises a large yield. AH the dolorous state-

ments about the ravages of the " fly," originated in a desire to

get up a profitable speculative movement. Mr. G. F. Lewes,

the clever author and critic, and editor of the London Leader, ac-

counts for the "table moving" phenomenon on the ground of

unconscious muscular action in the parties trying the experi-

ment. Mr. Bunn has gone to Kurope to engage an English

opera company, of which Sontag will he prima donna. The

water in the Straits of (Jihraltar, at the depth of six hundred

and seventy fathoms, is four times as salt as that of the sur-

face. Punch considers that it is veiy well for people to think

they are " somebody," but much better to " be somebody." A
single pound of flaxen thread, intended for the finest specimens of

French lace, is valued at six hundred dollars, and the length of

the tliread is about two hundred and twenty-six miles. One

pound of this thread is really more valuable than two pounds of

gold. Miss Laura Kecne, of Wallack's theatre, visits England

during the summer interval, returning for the fall season. A
little girl named Maria Wilkins was stung to death by hornets

near Fort Ancient, Ohio, recently. Her brothers were throw-

ing stones at the nest, and ran away, while she became a victim

to the infuriated insects. During the entire time the Cape Cod

Railroad has been in operation—nearly eight years—no person

has been killed or injured upon the route. A prize of $500

has been offered by the merchants of New Orleans to the master

of the vessel that between the loth of Juno, 1853, and the same

date. 1854, shall make the quickest run from the mouth of the

Mississippi to Liverpool. As no roads are so rough as those

that have just been mended, so no sinners are so intolerant as

those that have just turned saints. Major Strickland of Port-

land has been presented with the chaise intended for President

Pierce. The most successful whaling voyage, and the one

which amounted to the most money, is that of the ship Montreal,

Capt.'Fish, recently arrived at New Bedford. She was absent

thirty-two months and fifteen days, and during that time she ob-

tained a cargo which sold on her return for $136,023 19.

Custom is the plague of wise men, and the idol of fools. The

Albany E.xpress tells a very good story about a barber's-pole

pantalooncd youth, who recently went on a visit to his grand-

mother in the countrj', and astonished her very much by wearing

such "patched trowsers away from home."

lllajisibc (!5atljcving0.

THE TRUTH.

Mrs. Swisshelm asserts in the Pittsburg Saturday Visitor, that

it is extravagance and improvidence, and nothing else, which

keeps the laboring classes in the power of capital. The way to

become independent, continues Mrs. Swisshelm, is, " for every

man to live on half his wages, or less, if possible, until he buys

and pays for an acre of ground, fences it, builds on it a house

large and dose enough to shelter himself and fiimily from winter

storms. This is his fort. Then let him take all the time he now

spends in taverns and other lounging places to lay in stores of

ammunition and provisions, in the shape of useful knowledge

gleaned from books and papers, grape vines, trees, potatoes, and

cabbages growing in the enclosure. If he jilants every foot of it

with somethi.ig pleasant to the eye and good for food, no tyran-

nical employer can starve him into any degrading submission."

Mrs. Swisshelm's article on this subject ought to be posted up on

the walls of every workshop in the country.

Wonderful Escape.—The East Centre school-house, in the

town of Oakham, Massachusetts, was struck by lightning on

Wednesday, the 29th ult. ; there were about forty scholars in

it at the time. The fluid passed down the chimney, taking out

the bricks on one side, then passing on the stove-pipe, making a

hole in tlxe same, to the floor, where it tore up the boards, and

passed through to the ground in several places ; and what is re-

markable no one was injured ! A little girl but a moment pre-

ceding the stroke, was removed by the teacher from a seat struck

by the liglitning, and thus escaped injury and probable death.

< »»» >

Enlaegement or the State House, Boston.—Workmen
are engaged on the excavations necessary for the enlargement of

this edifice, and the work will be pushed on with the utmost vigor.

The contract for excavation has been given to Mr. Asa Swallow.

The outside of the new building will probably be finished by the

first of October. The sura ap])ropriated by the legislature for

this purpose is $80,000.

Personal.—General Arista, e.x-President of Mexico, recently

arrived at Southampton, England. He is between 60 and 70

years of age. He was ill during the voyage from the West Indies,

and rarely appeared on deck. He was accompanied by an aid de-

camp. He has been banished to Europe by Santa Anna.

Pbnishment of Quackery.—Mr. Wilson, of Flushing, L. I.,

has recently recovered a verdict of $2500 in the Kings County
Circuit Court, against a Dr. Sucll, for mal-practice in treating

the arm of the plaintifl''s son, which was fractured at the elbow
by a fall.

A hog is to be sent to the AVorld's Fair, from Milwaukie, which
weighs 1109 pounds.

Tlie editor of the Albany Transcript thinks that the destinies of

man depend upon woman's eyes.

Mr. John Walker, one of the most extensive brewers in the

Western States, died recently at Cincinnati.

There are aliout .3000 persons of Spanish blood in San Fran-

cisco ; about 6000 Frenchmen ; and about 5000 Germans.

Some queer fellow has defined love as a " prodigal desire on
the part of a young man to pay some young woman's board."

In Massachusetts, by a new law, it is an oft'cncc, punishable by

a fine of $5, for any person to walk on a railroad track without a

cause.

There is a certain constable in Cincinnati, who is thirty-eight

years of age, a stout, hearty man, who has always lived on homi-

ny and milk.

The authorities of Bangor have purchased thirty acres of land,

a i)ine grove, on Carmel road, about two miles from the City

Hall, for a public cemetery.

Give a man brains and riches, and he is a king. Give a man
brains without riches, and he is a slave. Give a man rielies with-

out brains, and he is a fool.

Conrad List, of Pittsburg, went to Indianapolis, Indiana, last

week, to get married, but finding his intended engaged to another,

lie immediately hung himself.

A ])roposition was recently made in the city government of

Washington to tax bachelors over twenty-five years of age, for the

support of the orphans of the District.

A few weeks since a woman named Delaney was convicted at

Pittsburg, of manslaughter. It now turns out she is not guilty.

Another person has just made confession that he was the guilty

party.

By the ninning away of his horse and the overturning of his

carriage near the railroad depot in Winchendon, Mr. Elisha Mur-
dock was wounded in the head and his wife in the back, both

seriously.

James H. Moulton of Rutland, had an altercation with Samuel
Eastabrook, aged 80, of the same town, and beat him so severely

that he has since been confined to his bed. Moulton was fined

thirty-four dollars.

In California a day laborer gets four dollars per day ; in Cen-
tral India he gets six cents a day. But the diflference is not so

great as it seems, the prices of food and clothing being much less

in India than in California.

In Shelby county, Ala., last week, the boiler in a steam saw-

mill exploded, killing the engineer, Mr. Demser Bussey, and an
Irish lad. Two little boys were blown some distance into a tree

top without injury. The boiler was blown to a great distance,

making several evolutions in the air.

The Merrimack Corporation intend building, in place of the

mill recently bunied at Lowell, a new mill sixty-four feet in width
(twenty feet wider than the old mill), with several feet additional

in Icngtli. This enlargement will render it necessary to discard

the water-wheels, and nearly (if not quite) all of the gearing saved
in the basement.

Sauba of ©olb.

~4- ^»x>- -

Jbreigu 3km5.

Sarcastic.—A good old minister prayed for those of his con-

gregation wh» were teo pioud to kneel, and too lazy to stand.

The Sultan's health is very delicate.

Persia declares favorably towards the Porte.

Another miracle-working Virgin Mary is announced.

Crops throughout Ireland look well for an early harvest.

The govennnent of Frieburg has called out the civil guard, in

fear of anotber insurrection.

Agricultural reports from Posen, East Prussia, and Silesian

districts, are higlily favorable.

New Zealand dates re]iort rich gold discoveries at Coromandel
Cay, Auckland and Canterbury. Also copper near Nelson.

Ground acorns, used as a substitute for coffee, are an article of
export at Hamburg.

Richard Gypsom, the ieronaut, has been committed for trial for

stealing a pint pot.

A man named Wardle was lately convicted in England of mar-
rying eight wives, all of whom were present at his trial.

Tbe French Consul at Shanghai has sent home, for the Jardin
des Plantes, a pair of long-eared Thibet oxen.

In Galway, a young servant girl was lately murdered for a five

pound note, which was in her possession.

The Porte has declined offers of service from Polish, Hunga-
rian and Italian refugees, and will have only French or English
officers.

Mazzini being reported again in Switzerland, Austria has a

large camp near Varcsa. It is reported that Swiss troops in the

king's pay will be withdrawn by orders from the republic.

The London Daily News, via. Singapore, learns that at Shang-
hai British residents were greatly alarmed, and had enrolled vol-

unteers for self-defence, and landed guns from ships.

The armed brig Science, manned by Americans, and chartered
by Imperialists, attempted lo pass up the river to Nankin, but
grounded and became a total wreck.

There will be held a Universal Exhibition in Paris on the first

of May, 1855, and all nations are cordially invited to partici])ate

in it.

Tbe following advertisement appears in the London Times :

—

" The American Minister acknowledges tlie rcceii)t of £50 ' to

correct a mistake at one of the custom houses of the Union.'
"

The Susquehanna frigate attempted to reach the city, hut from
want of water had to return. Reports say the whole American
squadron is coming to the seat of war.

A private exploring yacht, the Dolphin, sails from Portsmouth,
to investigate mineral discoveries made in (irccnland by Landt,
a Danish traveller, to whom the king has given the privilege of
mining.

Jasinit, a provincial poet, is at present, in Paris, the "lion" of
every salon and of the literary circles. He is a liair-dresser by
trade, and, in spite of his renown, still carries on his humble
calling at Agcn.

The late events at Constantinople have produced a profound
sensation throughout Arabia. The numbers of jiilgrims that arc
assembled at Mecca, and all the native tribes, wait but the signal
to commence the war. The religious fanaticism has reached the
boiling point.

Wit does not take the place of knowledge.— Vauvenargues.

.... The true way to render ourselves happy, is to love our

duty and find in it our pleasure.

—

Madame de MuUeoille.

... If we could have a little jiatience, we should escape much
mortification ; time takes away as much as it gives.

—

Madame de

Sevitjne.

. . . There is in the voice of a menaced man who calls vou,

something imperious which subdues and commands.

—

M. de ilar-

tii/iiac.

If a misplaced admiration shows imbecility, an affected

criticism shows vice of character. Expose thyself rather to ap-

pear a beast than false.

—

Diderot.

.... The love of country produces good manners, and good
manners also love of country. Tbe less we satisfy our particular

passions, the more we leave to our general.

—

Montesquieu.

.... The good often sigh more over little faults than the

wicked over great. Hence an old proverb, that ilte slain appears

greater according to the brilliancy of what it touches.—Palmiere.

.... The jilcasurc of being master of one's self and of one's

passion should be balanced with that of contenting them ; it will

rise above, if we know what is liberty.

—

Bossuet.

.... Be circumspect in your dealings, and let the seed yon
plant be the offspring of prudence and care ; thus fruit follows

the fair blossom, as honor follows a good life.

—

Ilusea liailou.

jJokcr's Uubget.

" Tom, who did you say our friend B. married 1" " Well, he
married forty thousand dollars

—

Ifori/et her other name."

The difference between a suit of clothes and a suit at law
is this—one provides you with pockets and the other empties

them.

The Lantern tells us of the sad case of a man who was ship-

wi'cckcd, and cast upon an uninliahitcd island, without a shdlinj in

his pocket.

" Would you like to subscribe for Dickens' Household Words V
inquired a magazine agent. " Household words have played the

dickens with me long enough," was tlie feeling reply.

Dr. Dixon says that during his visit to Ireland, he met a mob
of children so ragged, that if they had got entangled it would
have taken their parents a lifetime to have separated them.

A chap out west, who had been severely afflicted with the pal-

pitation of the heart, says he found instant relief by the applica-

tion of another paljiitating heart. Another triumph of homoe-
opathy. " Like cures like."

An Irish advertisement reads as follows :—Lost, on Saturday
last, but the loser does not know where, an emjjty sack with a
cheese in it. On the sack the letters P. G. are marked, but so

completely worn out as not to be legible."

The Earl of Dorset abjured the Catholic religion, and was a

long time ambassador at Paris. He was once teased upon the

subject of his conversion by tbe Duke of Berwick. " Pray," said

he, " Mr. Ambassador, who had most to do in your conversion

—

the minister of state, or the minister of religion ?" " This is a
question," said his lordship, " you must excuse my answering

;

for when I ceased to be a Catholic, I renounced confession."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL, IH., AND IV.—BOUND.

We bavo Volumes I., II.. m.. and IV. of the Pictori.\l Drawing Room
CoMPANiox, elegantly bound in clotb, witb gilt edges and back and illumined

side.s, forming superb and most attractive parlor ornaments in tbe ehape of a
series of books of between Four and Five Hundred Tages each, and each
Volume containing nearly One Thousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and
current Events all over the world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities and beautiful Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; offine
Maritime Aiews; and. in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects ; with Illumined Titlb-Paoes and Indexes of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilhant frontispieces to the volumes

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of origiual Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novelettes, from the best American
autiiors, with a current News Record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to Heading Matter and Illustrations

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
periodical Depots throughout tbe Union. One volume, 8f3 00; two volumes,

S5 00 ; three volumes, 9^7 00 , and four volumes, S?9 00-

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an immoral nature will ever b«

admitted into its columns ; therefore maldng it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO TUE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the moat
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Oleason's Pictorial.

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
3 subscribers, " 6 00
4 *• ' 6 00
8 " « 11 00

16 " '^ 20 00

One copy of the Flag op our Union, and one copy of Gi.EASON's Pictoriai,

S4 00 i»er annum, invariably in a<lvance.

% • The Flag can hf. ohtnined at any of the neivspap^r depots in the United
StateSf and of newspaper carriers^ at four cents /'tr snigle copy.

F. GLEASON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPKIETOR,

Corner or Tremont and BR0MPiri.D Streets, Boston, Mass-
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STANWOOD A CO.

The engraving which
we present herewith is an

accurate representation of

the celebrated store of

Henrv B. Stanwood &
Co., No. 25.3 Washington
Street, Boston. In this

community, the house is

too well known to require

any eulogy from our pen,

but we take pleasure in

subjoining the following

statistics in relation to

their business. The store

is one hundred and four

feet deep, by twenty-two

and a half feet in width.

The floor is composed, as

is seen in the engraving,

of marble, placed in dia-

mond form, and the coun-

ters are panMcd marble,

the only fixtures, we be-

lieve, of the sort in this

country. The show-cases

are silver-plated, and are

of mammoth proportions,

showing the rare and val-

uable collections of dia-

monds, precious stones,

watches, and gold and sil-

ver ware generally, and
rich jewelry, to the very

best advantage. A prom-

inent part of the business

of Stanwood & Co., as

will be seen by the repre-

sentation, is that of fur-

nishing the most elegant

and newest patterns of

gas fixtures, such as
chandeliers, braekets.ete.,

a large and splendid

stock of which may be

seen at their store. We
were shown here, as a

part of the rich stock of

goods, a vast collection

of ornaments in bronzes,

French and Roman, Pari-

an ware. Terra Cotta,

wedge-wood, Dresden
China, and papiermachie,
in the form of tables, la-

dies' writing-dciks, cabi-

nets, whist and work-box-
es, and an immense col-

lection of clocks of the

most beautiful styles and
of all prices. Forming
altogether a stock of great
variety and beautv, and
of heavy cost. One of
the partners of this house
is now travelling in Eu-
rope for the express pur-

pose of renewing this ex-

tensive stock, by adding
the newest patterns and
the richest designs of

goods in this line of busi-

ness that the manufiictur-

crs of the old world can
produce. We might go
on to particulars as it re-

gards the extent of the
business done by this

house in the matter of the
supplying of steamboats,
hotels, etc., with their sil-

ver wares, but suffice it

to say, that Messrs. Stan-
wood & Co. are not only
one of the largest estab-

lishments in this line in
the country, but also one
of the most reliable and
agreeable houses to deal
with within our know-
ledge. Such liberal and
tasteful arrangements in

our business marts and
bazaars for the sale of
rich goods, strikes us as
being particularly appro-
priate and agreeable. It

IS in keeping with the
style of goods dealt in,

and euables the dealer to

display them to the best

advantage. Such tokens,
too, are indicative of suc-
cess and general prosper-
ity, whicli imparts confi-

dence and satisfaction.

It only remains to keep
pace in courtesy and lib-

erality ill dealing of trade,

with this generous and
omanieiital display in ex-
ternal matters. And this

the house we refer to can
claim to have done.

—

Such establishments are
also highly ornamental to

the main artery (Wash-
ington Street) of our
goodly city, and clinl-

lengc competition, as It

reganU cxeellenee and
elbguiiee, with any city

throughout the broad ex-
tent of the Union, IIow
vast the cliiiniie in Wush-
inplon Street of today
•nil Miy j'ettni ugu I

INTERIOR OF H. B. ST/VNWOOD & CO S JEWELRY AND SILVER WARE ESTABLISHMENT, 253 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

'•cr'5imfl|jBir,|jj

yry^^'^^ ^'^

BANNER PRESENTATION, AT MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

MILIT.4RY.
Our artist has depicted

herewith the late presen-

tation of a banner to the

Sutton Light Infantry, of

Marblehead, by the patri-

otic ladies of that beauti-

ful town. The banner
was presented by Misi
Martha Ingalls, who ac-

companied the same by
an exquisite address,
which drew forth the

praise of all. The beau-

tiful gift was received by
Jonathan Home, on be-

half of the Infantry. He
replied in an eloquent

and appropriate manner
to Miss Ingalls, in which

he complimented the fair

speaker, and also the lil)-

erality, consideration and
public spirit of the ladies

of Marblehead. The ban-

ner bears the following

inscription in letters of

gold :
" Presented to the

Sutton Light Infantry, by

the ladicsofMarblehead.

On the reverse is a bust

of Washington, United

States coat of arms, and
Goddess of Liberty. The
whole affair is highly

creditable to the generous

donors. Afterwards the

company sat down to a

sumptuous dinner, pre-

pared by Samuel Good-
win, of Marblehead. As
soon as the good things

had been sufficiently par-

taken of, the tables were

cleared, and a sea.'ion of

speech, sentiment, sjng

and music was enjoyed.

At least four thousand

)ieople were present to

participate in the ceremo-

nies. Among the char-

acu^rs of note were Gov.

Cliti'ord and stati', Major

Geu. Sutton, Hon. Chas.

W. Upham, and many
others. Gov. Clitt'ord and

stall' anived at 10 o'clock,

A.M., and were received

by llie Sutton Light In-

fantry. The Miu-blehend

Artillery, Glover Guards

and Marblehead Light In-

fantry were present at the

festivities. Large num-

bers visited Marblehead

from Salem and oiher

places, and the whole af-

fair was an occasion to

be remembered in Mar-
blehead, whose citizens

turned out un masse, and
took great interest in the

occasion, fully appreciat-

ing the excellenccof these

organizations, which the

presentation was caleu-

latsd to encourage.
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PASSAGE ROUND CAPE HORN.

Our artist has jrircn ns below a spirited maritime picture rep-

resenting a merchantman doubling Cape Horn, by moonlight.

This famous locality has ever been the scetic of danger and ilis-

astcrs to aritimo interests, and many and fearful are the stories

that are told of this region. The forema,st hand, in the middle

watches of the night, keeps his messmates awake by spinning

yams of adventures and hairlireadth escapes while doubling the

cape, ami tells the history of some honest comrade lost at his

post in this stormy and boisterous latitude. A few years since,

before the white wings of commerce had so multiplied, and before

the golden mines of California had lured thither such fleets of

ships, who in the voyage must needs double tliis point, to have

gone round Cape Horn wa,s thought to be little less than having

circumnavig-ated the globe. Now it is an occurrence of such fre-

quency as to be thought little of, and no suliject for toasting.

Cape Horn is a famous promontory of South America, commonly

regarded as the southern extremity of that continent. In point

of fact, however. Cape Horn docs not belong to the continent,

but to a small island of the sajue name, tJic most southerly of tlie

Ticrra del Fucga group, separated from the continent by the

Straits of Magellan, or Magalhacns. Cape Horn is the most

southerly point of the island, and is high, black, precipitous, des-

titute of all vegetation, and having a most desolate appearance.

The dangers attending the doubling of Cape Horn liave, in con-

seqBcnce of the improvements in navigation, been very greatly

diminished. The coast may he approached with comparatively

little danger ; the water being deep, and free from cither rocks or

shoals. DitTcrent opinions are entertained as to the proper season

for passing the cape. Captain Hall prcfei-s the summer (that is,

the winter of the northern hemisphere), on account of the greater

length of the day, and the comparative fewness of icebergs and

floating masses of ice, which arc ahvay-s dangerous. Formerly

vessels made the passage t > the Pacific by the slow and tedious

way of the Straits of Magellan, but this route is now little if ever

resorted 'o. The reason of the passage being so dangerous is

the frequency of tempests, which prevail at all sea.sons of the

year. The shores of the c'pe are inhabited by tribes of Indians

of whom little is UnowTi. The cape was discovered by Jacob le

Maire, a Dutchman, in tlie year 1616, Though cold and lofty,

it is covered with thick forests of wood. In passing through the

Straits of Magellan, vessels are very apt to be strande<l on the

quii-ksands that impede the channel-way, and in several such

cases have been attacked by the natives and murder-d, while the

vessel wa.s robbed, and cither burned or literally cut to pieces, so

that there was no vestige left as evidence of the spot where the

foul deed was done. Science, as we have before said, has ren-

dered the passage of Caps Horn a very different thing from what

it was half a century since, and by proper management our clipper

ships hardly find it necessary to reef a topsail now-a-days ;

—

whereas they were wont to run of yore under bare poles half the

time. In nothing is the great advanci of mechanics and science

so strongly evinced as in the art of navigating the ocean. Clip-

pers sail from Boston, double Cape Horn, and in ninety days, and

sometimes less, land their passengers at San Fiiincisco, an achieve-

ment that woi^ld have been deemed alisolutely impossible thirty

years since. Our picture presents a scene of wild grandeur, and

to the unpractised eye of the landsman a seeming one of ship-

wreck and destruction, but the good ship will weather the cope,

and pass on to El Dorado, tlio land of gold and enterprise.

:»

THE PASSAGE ROUND CAPE HOUN.
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RIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.

A TALE OF ITAIiY AKD THE ITALIANS.
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[continued.]

CHAPTER X.

THE PRISONEE.

Rome was astir ! The occuiTences narrated in the preceding

cliaptcr, partially known, and each rumor increasing (like a snow-

ball rolled down hill) as it was promulgated, gave ample work

to gossiping tongues. Then—and it is the same now—there

were no newspapers, with their " own correspondents," and their

" special reporters," to enlighten the curions Romans, and each

barber's shop had its particular version, echoed by the milk-woman

at tlie next corner. On the " Corso " it was asserted that the

French minister had been imi)risoncd in the castle of San Angelo

—the denizens of the "Piazza di Spagna" knew that the French

minister had been shot, in endeavoring to abduct the Countess de

Balbi—the water-cairiers at the " Fountain de Trevi " had all the

particulars of a fatal duel between the French minister and his

secretary Ernest— while the Hebrew inhabitants of the " Ghetto
"

were sure that the French minister had endeavored to bon-ow

money of Eulalia, and had shot himself when she refused to ac-

commodate him. Evciy one "knew all about it," yet no one

had any idea that the marquis was just then fast asleep in a cot-

tage near the Pope's summer retreat on the shores' of Lake Cos-

tello, guarded by a party of brigands, whose leader was in council

in Castle Gaudolfo itself. Admirably situated for defence, well

fortified, and commanding the city, the rebels had made a good

selection for their head-quarters, nor had tin feeble guard been

able to otFer any resistance to their attack. All the munitions of

war had previously been removed to the vicinity, and the fate of

Rome, to the conspirators, was certain. They even divided the

offices, in anticipation of their victorious occupation of the eternal

city.

Bat there were those, in the papal government, well acquainted

with their plots and their complots. In the upper story of the

Jesuits' College, which adjoins the church of St. Ignatius, there

was a room upon the door of which was painted " Italy." Within

there were a few plain chairs, a table covered with letters, a map

of the peninsula, and some large bird-cages, containing pigeons.

The occupant. Father Louis, was an intelligent, pleasant-looking

old man, with an under-current air of calculation, and at any

time, by day or by night, he could state the political tranquillity

of any city or toAvn in Italy.

On the morning of which we are speaking. Father Louis rose

early, and devoted an hour to the examination of reports laid on

his table by his secret police. The abduction of the count ap-

peared rather to amuse him, but he frowned when he read of

Claude's imprisonment. In the next report, something appeared

to strike his attention, for he knit his brows, and went to a map
hanging on the wall, which he carefully consulted.

" So, so !" he murmured to himself, " the pear is almost ripe,

and now these rebels are going to pluck it, or rather to shake it

into our hands." Then taking some fine silk paper, he wrote

three notes, and successively attaching each under a carrier-pige-

on's wing, he gave the birds their freedom. No sooner were they

in the open air, than after a short circling flight, they started oflT

with arrow-like velocity. Each bird bore a summons, to a briga-

dier-general, to concentrate his troops upon Lake Costello, ready

for action. For weeks had the wily father had daily report of all

that was transpiring on the Palatine Hill, and at any time he

could have crushed the conspiracy with the same ease that a gar-

dener could nip an orange blossom. Yet it never would have

done to punish with any severity those only partially implicated,

and Father Louis waited, until he could obtain sure proof, strong

enough to disembarrass him of these malcontents. So the deluded

men and women met, and compromised themselves, and purchased

arms, and exercised themselves in military movements. Each
act was another mesh in the network of evidence against them,

and each day the proof accumulated in that upper room of the

Jesuits' College. Now, everything was coir.plete, and Father

Louis congratulated himself that in a few days all would be over,

and he would enjoy the quiet of monastic life, for a time, at any
rate.

The Roman police, meanwhile, were profoundly ignorant of all

this, for the more wily emissaries of the Jesuit rather cloaked the

conspiracy than otherwise, and the treasonable information given

by the deserter from Paolo's bands only involved everythin"- in

profound mystery. The chiefs of police, when they met in the

morning, could not divine the connection between an abducted

diplomatist, his missing secretary, a band of robbers, a concealed

deposit of arms, and a fashionable lady ? Luckily they had a

prisoner, and the means of extorting a confession were in tlieir

possession.

The light of the morning, streaming dimly through a grated

window in the castle of San Angelo, fell njxjn the haggard face of

Claude, who sat upon his straw pallet, his hands clenched, and
his eyes fixed. The mystery around Eulalia was to him unfath-

omable, and yet he felt that, enchantress-like, she ruled his every

thought. Was she also imprisoned ? The very thought was

madness, and the young man groaned in sorrow. Just then, a

grating sound was heard in the lock of his cell, the door groaned

on its hinges, and a jailor entered.

" Arc yon ready to confess ?" he incpiired.

" Confess what V exclaimed Claude.

" O, wc know," said the cunning functionary, with a significant

shake of the head. "And I have come to tell you that the lieu-

tenant of pt)lice has ordered the rack to be in readiness in an hour.

So you had better reveal all." Having made this speech, he sol-

emnly shook his head, and went away.

" Reveal all !" repeated Claude to himself, and he mused

thoughtfully. Uncertainty, that most unnerving of all agonies,

had full possession of every liculty, and he almost longed for his

accusation—his trial-—nay, his conviction. Any fate would be

preferable to this horrible suspense.

Time passed slowly on, and the great clock of the castle turret

had struck ten ere footsteps resounded in the corridors. This

time the jailor was accompanied by a guard, who unfeelingly

bound Claude's arms behind him, and led him forth. Their rude-

ness, and the fresh air of the passage after his close cell, aroused

the manly spirit of his nature, and when he was ushered before

the lieutenant of police, he had recovered his resolute demeanor.

The room, although of large dimensions, was crowded with police

ofticials, all of them eager to have the mystery unravelled, and

ready, bloodhound-like, to rush forth after their prey. Claude

fixed his eyes a moment upon the lieutenant, who was seated upon

a platform, and then gazed around the room, but he met no re-

turning gaze of friendship. Yet he quailed not. No sign of

guilt or of fear clouded his brow, and there was a quenchless energy

in his eye that defied his expected tonnentors.

" Your name 1" inquired the lieutenant of police.

" Claude Doria."

" Your occupation V
" An artist."

" You have resided with the Marquis de Bonani, the minister

of France at the papal court "!"

" I have."

" You know Fra Paolo 1"

" I have seen him."

" You have attended meetings of his band at the cottage on the

Palatine HillV
'• Never."

"Never?—beware, young man."
" No ! I have never entered a cottage on the Palatine Hill

—

never attended a meeting of brigands there or elsewhere," reso-

lutely replied the undaunted artist.

" But you have admitted that you know Fra Paolo, the bandit

leader."

" I said that I have seen him—but I do not know him."

" And where did you see him V
Claude hesitated, but he could not introduce the pure name of

Eulalia into such a throng, and he replied, with calm dignity and

firmness, " I do not choose to tell."

A murmur ran around the room, but it was checked by the ap-

pearance of one of the pope's messengers, upon whose buttons

were the keys, that all-powerful symbol. He walked directly to

the lieutenant, and gave him a paper, saying

:

" A message from my lord the Cardinal Mazzofanti, now acting

as minister of state."

" In one moment," said the lieutenant of police. " I wish to

extort some truth from this contumacious witness."

" Pardon me, sir," asked the messenger, " but does not the

message relate to the witness V
The lieutenant read the paper, and, after he had gotten

half through it his face became purple. "Well," he exclaimed,

as he concluded, "my duty is plain; but in surrendering this

voung rascal to you, which is but a step to his" liberation, I set

free one who could disclose a plot which I am convinced has been

long hatching. Far be it from me to question the conduct of my
lord cardinal, but I fear that in this case—

"

"Never mind your fears, sir," interrupted the messenger, "I

claim your prisoner."

Rescued from the cruel hands of the police, Claude was taken

in a carriage through the " Angelica " gate, to a villa, now partly

dilapidated, which was once a masterpiece of architectural beauty.

As the carriage stopped before the door, Claude saw several sol-

diers lounging about, and a fear crossed his mind that he had,

perchance, been redeemed from the civil power to fall into the

hands of the inquisition. But all his doubts were dispelled by

the kind greeting tendered him by Father Louis, wlio was at the

door, evidently waiting his coming.

" A friend and brother of good Father Gcronimo welcomes you,"

he said.

Claude's fears vanished, aiul kneeling before the priest, he im-

plored his blessing. It was granted, and the young artist was

then shown into a suite of rooms. The walls of the saloon were

hung with tapestry, and upon the ceiling was a mythological

fresco, de*igncd by the immortal Raphael. Leading from one

side was a bed-room, and through the door opposite, which was

open, Claude saw an easel, with other conveniences for his art,

spread out before him.

" IIow do you like your prison ?" inquired Father Louis, when

the young man liad tinished his inquiring gaze.

"Prison!" repeated Claude.

" Yes, my son, for so my clerical position authorizes me to call

you. You must not leave these walls, for a time, at least. The
l)olice look ujion you as having been implicated with the roblier-

conspirators, and tlie bandit traitor has denounced you as a si)y.

So it is well that you should remain here, wliere you can pursue

your art, and wait for an opportunity to return home."

Claude was sincere in his thanks, but the good jiriest would not

receive them, and after showing him through the rooms, he said :

" Remember that you are a prisoner. I shall endeavor to visit

you eveiy day, and see that you are comfortable. Adieu !"

Left alone, the bewildered artist arranged his apparel, and then

tkrew himself down vipon a luxuriously-cushioned chair, by the

side of a table, on which were all the new works of the day. Busy

memory recalled the mysterious events wliich had been crowded

into the last few hours of his life, and he vainly sought to unravel

the tangled skein of circumstances in which he was encircled. At
times he would bitterly reproach himself as a dreamer, who should

have remained constant to his profession ; but then the fascinating

image of Eulalia rose up before him. A tap at the door aroused

him.

" Enter
!"

It was one of the guards. " There is a peasant girl below," he

said, "who wishes to see you, sir."

"A peasant girl?" asked Claude.

" Yes, sir. And yet her costume is more like that of Lombardy

than of the Roman States."

"It may be some one from Lake Como," said Claude. "Admit
her."

A few moments elapsed, the door opened, and at the first glance

Claude sprang to his feet. There, wearing a short- skirted gown
of rough serge, a cloth mantilla, and a linen cap, stood Eulalia,

with a rough basket upon her arm. Her large eyes, as they gazed

upon her lover, beamed with expression, a blush suffused her

cheeks, there was an arch smile vipon her rosy lips, and, crossing

her arms, she curtesied with bewitching grace.

[see engeating on page 80.]

Happy, thrice happy Claude ! For a moment he gazed at Eii-

lalia in silence, his looks telling more eloquently than any words

the joy that filled his heart. Then, starting forward, he threw

himself at Eulalia's feet, and carried her hand to his lips. " !"

he exclaimed, " what joy is this !"

" Rise, Claude," said Eulalia, " for I have but a few moments

to spare. Indeed, it was foolhardy in me to come hither, but I felt

that I had not been frank with you—not told you all. Listen.

Year after year have I been the mental slave of Fra Paolo, who
had documents in his possession that would stamp ray former

husband's name with infamy. But now, thank Heaven, I am
free. He promised me when this conspiracy' broke out, that after

one day of success, he would give me these hateful proofs, and

this morning I received them. 'Hereafter, there can be no deceit

—no concealment."

" But is there really a rebellion ?" inquired Claude.

" Hist ! Do you not know V
" Know ? Why, how can a prisoner know V
"I forget;" and Eulalia smiled. " I forgot that you had not

been with the noble marquis, who is now at the head-quarters of a

largo rebel force, well armed, and but waiting reinforcements that

they may march against Rome."
" And is the marquis also a prisoner V inquired Claude, in

great surprise.

"Prisoner! Ha! ha! You would think so, could you see him,

deprived of his toilet apparatus, his whiskers undyed, leaving a

white interval between the jet black curls and his wan cheeks.

He will never come of a night to see me again, I warrant ye, so

disgusted is he with his suite of cells in Castle Gaudolfo."

"And Ernest?" inquired Claude, "is he at the castle, also ?"

" Ernest is with the marquis, for he knows the intelligence re-

ceived from France about the conspiracy, and it is necessary to

keep them both away from the Roman police."

" But do they know what is going on ?"

" Nay, Claude, if they knew, would they have undertaken to

torture )ou with the rack ? You see I am well aware of your

movements, although mine may have been mysterious to you."
" And yet, Eulalia, I have ever loved—I shall ever love you."
" Noble-hearted Claude. The day will soon be at hand when

all will be clear, and we can enjoy liberty."

As Eulalia spoke, she drew nearer to Claude, the fiery glow of

passion sparkling in her eyes, and as he enfolded her in his arms,

they exchanged the first and holiest of all pledges—a kiss. For

a long hour, although to them it seemed scarcely a moment, did

they remain seated side bj' side, their hands clasped. They loved,

and although but few words were uttered, the inner pages of their

hearts were opened to each other. The sun of Claude's genius

lighted up the void hitherto existing in Eulalia's heart, and her

check glowed with novel happiness.

But there is a bound to all earthly enjoyment, and soon the

gruff voice of the sentry admonished the lovers that it was time to

sei)arate. The glowing intoxication of hopeful love was exchang-

ed for the sadness of adieux—Eulalia left, and Claude was desolate

and alone.

Late that night, as Father Lotiis sat reading his breviary_ there

was a gentle tapping at his window. " Ha ! the lost messenger !"

he exclaimed ; and opening his window, a beautiful carrier-dove

flew in, and nestled in the bosom of his robe. Smoothing its

plumage, he disengaged a note from its wing, and then encaged

it. The note read, " My brigade will be ready for action at mid-

night. General Colonna." " So," said the Jesuit, " my plans

have worked admirably," and he soon went to the cavalry bar-

racks. In another hour a large body of horse was defiling out of

the city, and taking u|) a i)osition where they coidd i)revent all

communication between Castle Gaudolfo and Rome. They

were well provided with ball cartridges, and each man had a

strong rope, to bind prisoners with.

Claude, whose slumber was restless, heard the tramp of the

horses, as the column passed by the villa wlicrc lie was restrained,

and his heart told him that they menaced Eulalia's safety. Could

he but put licr on her guard ?
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CHAPTER XI.

THE ATTACK.

Who can portray the inspiring powers of love 1 The parent

of the first tear, shed by Eve over her murdered son—the .spring

of every glorious deed—the very soul of Iminanity—love defies all

human oontrol. Man may bridle the winds, set limits to the sea,

outstrip the birds, and utilize the elements, but love rises triumph-

antly al)ove his control. When the buds of spring can be stayed,

and autumn foliage can be preserved in verdant beauty—when

men can live on air, and motive power can be made self-creative,

then, and not until then, can the cnshacklement of love's golden

links bo cast off, and writers can coolly portray the heart-illusions

that sweep o'er the lover's heart with panoi-amic glow, casting a

shadow of despondency over the brow, or nerving the heart to

victory.

Even the deep-laid plans of Father Louis were doomed to par-

tial frustration through the inducnce of the blind archer. One of

the cavalry officers lingered a moment, in order to tighten his

saddle-girths, and Claude overheard his conversation with the

officer on guard at the villa.

" We are ordered," said the dragoon, "to go out until within a

mile of Castle Gaudolfo, and then to deploy across tlio country.

I have an idea that another body of troops is to make a descent

upon the castle, and we are to intercept lunaways. At any rate,

wo arc well provided with cords. A pest on this buckle—the

tongue has eoratf out. Can any of you get me a piece of cord >"

How often, as society is now constituted, remarks a popular

writer, docs the passing of one simple hour affect the whole of the

hours that gatlier into life. We crowd more into two minutes

than Methuselah did into ten years, and then we wonder that life

is so brief. Thought itself acquires a magnetic rapidity, and

Claude, within a second after he had heard the conversation of the

dragoon, resolved to warn Eulalia of the danger which he felt

was hairging over her. How it was to be done, he knew not

—

cared not—but he resolved to make the attempt. Putting on his

cap and cloak, he opened the door quickly, and found, to his ex-

ceeding joy, that the sentry was fast asleep. Taking his carbine,

he stole down stairs, through a back passage, and as all of the

guard were aiding tlie dragoon, the artist soon reached the garden

wall unobserved. It was easily scaled, and Claude's heart beat

high as he followed the road taken by the cavalry.

How he was to reach the castle, was a question that now pre-

sented itself, and just as he wa.s wondering in which direction it

lay, he licard behind him the sound of a horse's hoofs, coming at a

rapid pace. It was undoubtedly the dragoon, and porchanco his

escape was discovered ! The road at this point descended a steep

hill, and at the bottom turned around an old stone mill, behind

the comer of which Claude posted himself, determined to sell his

life dearly, if necessary.

On came the dragoon officer, urging his horse down the hill, in

order to rejoin his regiment. It was a high-spirited animal, and

when, at the tuni, Claude sprang out, the steed wheeled about so

suddenly, that it stumbled on the loose stones, and the twine-tied

girth snapped like a spider's web. The officer, braced in his

stirrups, was thrown off, saddle and all, while the horse stood

still, trembling in every limb. Again did Claude find himself

inspired, and seizing the bridle, he sprang on the animal's back.

Another moment, and ere the stunned officer had recovered con-

sciousness, the artist was away. Claude was a good horseman,

and the noble animal, recovering from his fright, galloped for-

ward as if proud of the master-hand which grasped his reins.

But soon, the rear guard was in plain sight, and Claude slack-

ened his pace. Just then, there was a small chapel by the road-

side, and before he reached it, a female came out from behind it,

gazing in the direction taken by the troops. Could it be ? Yes !

A moment more, and as the panting steed was reined up bei'ore

the chapel, Claude sprang to the ground, exclaiming

:

" The saints be praised ! You, dearest Eulalia, are safe."

It was the countess, who had braved all to visit Claude, and
who, returning to the castle, had been surprised at the passage of

the military.

"What means this, Claude I" she asked.

" I know not," was the reply ;
" but conjecture that the castle

is to bo stormed. The idea that you would be there, exposed to

the dangers of war—to the insults of soldiers—inspired me. I

escaped. I obtained the horse of an officer who was thrown, and
now, let us fly together."

"And where !"

" Any where. We arc young—let us be happy. What arc

wealth, and honors, and rank ? We can strive together, battle

with fortune, and enjoy the eon(iue.<<t."

"Yes, yes," said Eulalia, in a musing tone. " And yet, would
it be right ? There arc those in yonder castle whom I abhor

—

who have embittered my life. But others have noble hearts and
high resolves. They have sworn, and I lia\c sworn with them,

to redeem our glorious land, now withering under the malignant

influence of Austrian bayonets. Can I desert them ''. No, Claude,

no ! Let us wani them of their danger, and then—then, dear

Claud—I am yours." During tlie first part of these rem?.rks,

Eulalia had seemed inspired with patriotism, but as the avowal of
her love escaped her lips, she droojicd her head, and her voice

faltered.

" Eulalia," replied Claude, in a tone of deep feeling, " a heart

like yours is worthy of any sacrifice—but how can we reach the

castle ?" and just as he spoke, voices were heard on the road be-

hind them. It was evident that Claude was pursued.

"Mount!' said she, and no sooner was Claude on horseback,

than she vaulted behind him, clasping his waist with a grasp that

made his heart thrill with joy. " Now away. Take the path to

the left, and we shall soon be there." On, on they sped, saying

little, for the heart of each was too full of manifold sensations for

conversation, and although sustained by hopeful cndwrancc, Eulalia

was saddened by a fear of failure.

Soon they entered a thicket of evergreen oaks, through which

the wind howled bleak and mournfully, while the path was so

broken that they were obliged to proceed slowly. Beyond was a

grove of olive trees, and emerging once more into o|)en fields, the

massive square buildings of the castle were visible through the

faint twilight of early dawn. Approacliing, two men started up

from beneath a hedge, and challenged them.

" Sperenza !" replied the countess.

"The pass is right," said one of the sentries, and they continued

their journey. " That is a bold woman," remarked the sentry,

after they had gone. " She has prob.-.bly ridden from Rome
bare-backed, through the woods."

" Yes," replied his comrade. " I wish that half of those rant-

ing young nobles in the castle were as energetic. Hark ! is that

the noise of artillery rumbling along on the other side of the lake'!

"

"Artillery! Wliy, man, you must be afraid, to mistake the

sound of market-carts for the rumble of cannon-wheels. No. All

the artillery is a good five leagues off, under old General Colonna.

Before ho can unlimber it against us, we shall have taken Rome,

and have the guns of the castle of San Angolo to point at him."

"Well," replied the other, "I suppose I must be mistaken.

But it does sound like artillery." And they paced up and down,

calculating the time necessary to send all the Austrians north of

the river Po. As to their chance of success, it appeared to be

certain.

The castle is a large pile of buildings, agreeably situated upon

the summit of a hill, and groujicd around by a large courtyard.

There, gathered around fires, were the insurgents, some of them

asleep, and others cleansing their arms.

" Where is Fra Paolo V inquired Eulalia, springing to the

ground, while Claude also dismounted.

" In the square tower, excellenza," was the reply.

" Remain here," whispered Eulalia to Claude, " and keep your

horse with you. I will soon return."

Hastening up stairs, she opened a door, and found the leaders

of the rebellion, forming their plans for an attack upon the city

at sunrise. Fra Paolo raised his black eyes, and inquired, with

an oath, " Who dares intrude ?"

" 1 1 Eulalia de Balbi. The woman you have made your tool

for years, and who has but to-day been freed. Listen ! While

you are here in fancied security, the enemy is approaching on

every side, and at sunrise you will find yourself in their hands.

So do I return good for evil ; not that I love you, or your vile

band, but that, like the old hero—"I love Rome more!"
" Can this be true?" asked one of the conspirators.

Fra Paolo said not a word, but hun-ied up stairs to the battle-

ments, and there his worst fears were confirmed, for his practised

eye clearly discerned the glitter of bayonets, in the gray light of

dawn, as an advancing column wound along the road skirting the

lake. From the other side came the sullen rumbling of artillciT,

and it was evident that the information brought by Eulalia was

too true. Hastily descending, he rushed into the room, and cried,

in stentorian tones :

" To your posts, every man, and prepare for defence. Let the

drums be beat." Then, raising the window, he blew a peculiar

blast upon his horn, which brought his own followers to their feet.

Turning, he found himself alone with Eulalia.

" Woman !" said he, growling like a tiger, " can it l>e that

you have betrayed us V
" Betrayed you ?" replied Eulalia, returning his look with a

smile of contempt. "And is this my reward for warning you of

impending danger ? For shame !"

It was evident to the bandit, well versed as he was in human
nature, that he had been rash in his judgment, and he hurried

down into the court. Here he found his forces, all in confusion,

but endeavoring to get into shape, while their unpractised officers

rather made matters worse, by their ill-timed orders. Each band

had had a post assigned the day previous, and soon the prepara-

tions for defence were completed.

" Whose horse is that?" inquired Fra Paolo, as the cleared

coin-tyard revealed Claude, holding his bridle.

" It brought us here," was the reply.

" Us ;"

" The Countess de Balbi and myself," answered Claude.
" Ah ! Of course you are not afraid to aid in defending her,

then." Turning to a man, he ordered him to " take that horse
!"

" Stop !" exclaimed Claude.

" Take him !" thundered Fra Paolo. " And you, young sir, if

you wish to escape the attack, must do it on foot."

Claude had thrown away his carbine, and was defenceless.

Just then Eulalia came to the turret door, and said, " Friend

Claude, never mind your steed, nor this man's taunts. I myself

shall stand with the company of mv f:icnd De Mola, whom I see

hastening to yonder bastion, and I will enlist you as a volunteer.

Come, we shall find arms there."

It is almost needless to state, t'lat tnis summons was obeyed,

and ere they were half way across the courtyard, tlie bandit had

mounted, and galloped jjast them to the outworks.

The appearance of Eulalia at the bastion elicited a shout of ap-

probation. Seizing a sword, she waved it in the air, exclaiming

:

" Liberty or death !—since one must needs make choice. Com-
rades, lot me present my cousin, Claude Doria, another roluntccr."

"Welcome! welcome!" shouted the insurgents. Who were

mostly young men of family, who loathed their associates, although

they ardently desired their aid in combating a common enemy.'
" Silence there !" shouted Fra Paolo, riding up. "Do you

wish to let those Austrian dogs know that we are ready for them t"

And he galloped off".

His caution was too late, for a moment aftenvards, a rocket

blazed up from the margin of the lake, and diffused a shower of

purple rain. It was res])onded to by another, and another, and

soon drums were heard boating the advance, while batteries open-

ed upon the eastlc, sending a hurricane of shot against its devoted

walls. The sun rose, but was obseui-ed by circling clouds of sul-

phurous smoke, through which gleamed the blaze of the artillery.

All at once, there was a heavy tramp heard in front of the bas-

tion, and all knew that the enemy was near at hand. Everj' mus-

ket was pointed—every carbine aimed, when a hissing noise was

heard, followed by a crash. A howitzer shell had been thrown

into the very centre of the bastion, where it burst, killing several,

and covering the survivors with dust.

" Huzza !" shouted the assailants, as they dashed forward ; but

as they approached tlie bastion, a murderous fire cheeked their

progress.

"Esperenza!" shouted the defenders. "Liberty forever!"

Claude's heart beat wild with excitement, for he saw near him

Eulalia, who had seized the carbine of a wounded man, loading

and firing with cool intrepidity.

The storming ])arty retreated before the steady fire from the

bastion, and Claude began to hope for victory, when he saw a

company of light artillery gallop up to a knoll just in front of

them. To dismount and unlimber was the work of a few seconds.

Then the blazing matches were whirled in the air, and a bright

flash was followed !)y a discharge of grape-isliot.

Claude, wounded in the side, fell to the earth, and lay in a pile

of dead and wounded, in that state of trance so familiar to those

who have tasted Jhe horrors of war. It has been described as a

kind of slumber, in which, when most unaware of what is passing

around him, the diseased imagination of the wounded man sup-

plies the place of sense, and calls up many a recollection of youth

and of home. Sweet visions of his motlier, and of the roses

around her cottage window, flashed across his vision, while he lay

weltering in liis gore.

The battle was a desperate one, but the conspirators, greatly

c.ic inferiors in ; oint of numbers and discipline, were forced to

sun-cnder. Many were wounded, some were killed, and the fort

presented a terrible scone of ruin and havoc, ere the papal flag

again floated from the flag-staff. After all was quiet, a young

man suddenly appeared, fresh and neat, in the midst of the pow-

der begrimmed conquerors.

" Where is your general '!" inquired Ernest, for it was he. An
officer conducted him to General Colonna, who was in command,

to whom Ernest narrated the captivity and imprisonment of the

marquis and himself.

" The scoundrels !" exclaimed the general. " But where is the

minister of his majesty 7"

" In yonder tower."

" Let me hasten to assure him of his safety."

" Nay, general. If you will permit me to send to Rome for his

valet, the marquis will be in a state to wait upon you."

"The idea!" laughingly exclaimed the general. "Is he a

belle, and am I a beau, that he must dress to receive me ? No,

no ! I will go to him at once." And oft' he strode to the turret,

greatly to Ernest's dismay, for ho well knew what plight the di-

plomatist was in. For safety he had clambered up the chimney

when the firing commenced, and his sooty garments but added to

the ludicrous effect produced by his undyed whiskers and wan

face. The general was too well bred to laugh, but he had hard

work to keep his countenance. j

" Outrageoui !" exclaimed the marquis.

"The wretches!" echoed the general, almost choked with

laughter.
" And to think," continued the marquis, " that my rascally

painter led me into this snare, and then came here on horseback

to lead the rebels."

"Sir," interrupted Ernest, respectfully. " Claude is
—

"

" Claude i-i a rebel, sir ! Silence. I saw him offer his horse to

that wretched bandit who ensnared me, and with whom the young

rascal is leagued, and then I saw him down in yonder bastion
—

"

" And then >." asked the general.

" Why—why—being charged with the interests of France, I

thought it best to retire out of the reach of your grape shot. But

general, grant me a fivor."

" Name it, marquis. Shall I send a dragoon for your valet ?"

" Yes—but that is not it. If this Claude is not killed, lot me
deal with him. I would fain have him drawn and quartered."

"I will deliver him to the civil authorities," replied the general,

.
" and they will show him little mercy. Adieu. The dragoon

will call hero for his orders in half an hour."

" Thanks, general, tlumks ! And if you can secure that scamp,

hold on to him."
" I will try," answered the general, bowing himself out. But

as ho descended the stairs, he said to him'^elf : "Better be drawn

and quartered for treason, than turn chimncy-swccj) from cow-

ardice.

[to be continued.]

RELIGIOUS FAITU.
I envy no quality of mind or intellect in others^ be it genius,

power, wit, or fancy ; but if I could choose what would be most
dolighlful, and, I believe, most useful to me, I should prefer a

firm religious belief to every other blessing, for it makes life a

disciple of goodness ; creates new hopes when all earthly hopes
vanish ; awakes life even in death, and from corruption and decay
calls up beamy and divinity ; makes an instniinent of fortune

and shame the huliler of ascent to Paradise ; and. far above all

combination of earthly hopes, calls up the most delightful visions

of palms and amaranths, the gardens of the blest, the security of
everlasting joys, where the sensualist and the skeptic view only

gloom, decay, annihilation and despair.

—

Humphrey Daiy.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF SHIPS.

From the semi-barliarous epoch of the middle ages to the pres-

ent century, which has seen the hirth of steam navijjation, the form

and rig of vessels hare undergone many raoditications. We are

Texth Century Norman Vessel.

about to gire a rapid historical sketch of these, quoting, as far as

possible, those types of naval architecture celebrated in preceding

centuries. Still, we are hardly permitted to go Itack fartlicr than

the ninth century, where we find some certain ideas respecting the

Scandinavian vessels. Before this period all is confusion, and
leaves iis full of uncertainty. We know well that the ancient

Trireme gave birth to a sort of row-galleys known in the fifth ccn-

4. Thirteenth Centurt.—A Galley.

tnry by the name of Dromons ; but we have no positive details

respecting the precise form of those vessels. In the sixth centiii'y,

the Emperor Maurice, in a treatise on the military art, si)oke of
them as vessels particularly contrived for battle. Three hundred
years later, the Emperor Leo, who wrote on the same subject, said

Cakracic.

that the dromon w.as long, and broad in proportion to its length,
and that it carried on each side two banks of oars, one above the
other, of twenty-live each ; but nolhing further to enlighten ns.

As for the Norman vessels from the ninth to the twelfth century,
wc know the drniur (dragon), which was as much of a dragon as
the ancient Pristin v.i\s a whale—that is to say, that at the summit

2. Twelfth Century.—Galley, three rowers to Bench.

of her prow rose a figure carved into a dragon, and that her form

had something that resembled a serpent. All of the dragons were

not of the same size. The dragon of Alnf Tryggrasson is spoken
of in contemporary histories as the

giant of Scandinavian vessels.

Never was one seen larger, finer,

or more imposing in bulk and dec-

oratijn. She had thirty-four oars

on eieh side. If the tradition is

accnate, she must have been as

long ns the galleys of the sixteenth

ccntf.ry. It was, it will be seen, a
vessel of considerable importance

;

for galleys with twenty six oars

only were about one hundred and
thirty feet long. The dragons were
built to resLst a sea more stormy
than the Mediterranean. Conse-
quently they had broad sides and
a vast stern, so as to have a firm

seat on the water. They were Hat-

bottomed, and drew very little wa-
ter. Besides the drakar, the Scan-
dinavians had the stkk-nr, or ser-

pent vessel, which had twenty
benches of rowers. Its form dif-

fered little from that of the dragon.

It was only shorter, shallower and
narrower. All Norman vessels

were alike in bow and stem. But
some war vessels had a little build-

ing on the poop called the castle.

This castle was a little embattled platform, wharc the archers and
slingers were placed. It would be difficult to tell precisely what
the internal arrangements of the Scandinavian vessels were. The
smallest were not probably decked. As for the larger ones, they
doubtless had a deck like the galleys ; and beneath this deck a
hold, ap])ortioned, according to their wants, to rooms, magazines
and stables for their horses. The Scandinavian vessels had only

3. Thiktebnth Century.—Ship of St. Louis.

shorter and swifter, was better sailed for discharging the Grick
fire. For the rest, starting from this invention, the action of the

shock of the calear was by degrees replaced by the hand to hand

5. Fifteenth Century.—Siiirs of CiiRiSToriiER CoLUMnus.

struggle. Among the galleys, which afterwards gave birth to the

galea i/rossa, in assuming more capacity and more amplitude, somo
were mana;uvred by two oars to the bench, others three. It is

Si.\teentii Century..^Venetian Galeass.

one mast, with a vane and four or five shrouds. The sail was
square, attached to a yard, furnished with sheets at its lower
angles, and managed by two braces that belayed aft. The yard
had a halyard passing through

a block at the mast head. As
for the rudder, it consisted of
two blades, large, erntch-

handlcd oars, near the stern,

on the right, and also left of

the vessel. The anchors of
the Normans were like oars,

but they did not have that

cross-bar of wood wc call the

stock. In the twelfth ccnt-.try

we see the galleys, a kind of

galleys, according to Wene-
salf,whieh were only little light

dromons, built particularly f )r

speed, and having only one
tier of oars. The following is

a textual passage from this

writer relating to them ;

—

" What the ancients called li-

hiiniiis, the moderns have nam-
ed galley. It is a ship of no
great depth, armed at the prow
with a motionless piece of
wood, vulgarly called ca'e ir

(spur), an instniment with
which the galley pierces the en-

emy's ships that she strikes."

A diminutive of the galley

was the galleon, which, being

Seventeenth Centuuv—The Great Harry.

even certain that, at a later jicriod, in the six

strongest ones bad as many as live oars, which
Tiie galleys possessed only one mast, which

teenth century, tho

appears incredible,

was stepped rather

10. Seventeenth Century.—A Galley.

A
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Seventeenth C'ENTuitr.

—

Tim Galuass.

forward—that is, in the first third of the vessel. In the thirtecntli

century, the fleet which Saint Ixiuis took with him towards tlie

Holy Land, gives proof of the thorough modifications wliicli naval

stiTictiires have uiidcr);onc. Saint Louis could only collect the

eighteen hundred vessels which composed his fleet, without re-

13. Skvbntkenth Centurt.—The Royal Sun.

course to the marine of ncighhorino; states—Genoa and Venice
among others. Now, the contracts for hire he exchanged with
Venice for many vessels, give us information with respect to one
called the Saint Mary, represented in the engraving. This vessel

had two decks and two masts. It possessed two poops, placed
above each other, two platforms, an upper deck, and a fighting
gallery of four or five feet overhanging the poop. This ship,

manned by one hundred and ten sailors, was one
hundred feet long. The same contracts give us
also information concerning another vessel, called

the Kochefort. Although not sc long as the St.

Mary, she was stronger and broader. She had
two rudders ; one to starboard, and the other to

larboard. Her sparring consisted, also, of two
masts ; one at the prow, and the other amidships.
The mainmast was smaller and lower than the
foremast. It had only twenty-six braces, while
the other had twenty-eight. The sails of almost
all the fleet were of cotton. All the sails were
rcct.ingular triangles with the hypothenuse at-
tached to the yard, and were called aniennal.
Still, it is proper to mention the assertion of some
authors, that the sails of Saint Louis's vessels
were square. Their assertions are only founded
on the form and dimensions of the yards, which
all the documents of the time represent as very
long and slung by the middle. We ought to ob-
serve that, in speaking of the Saint Man- and the
Rochefort, Venetian ships, we have indirectly
spoken of naval constructions coming from the
ports of France and those of other European coun-
tries. At this period, all vessels, Genoese, Cas-
tilian, French, etc., resembled each other; and to
be acquainted with one was to know all. The
galleys of the thirteenth century were thus some-
what changed. Lighter, sharper than those of the preceding cen-
tury, m the fourteenth, the kind called " subtle galleys " were ob-
served to preponderate. These galleys, extremely light and swift
were furnished on each side with from twentv-four to twenty-six
oars, and might have been from one hundred and ten to one hun-
dred and twenty feet in length. Still, in the fourteenth century
and even m the fifteenth and sixteenth, the most celebrated ships

were the cnrrarLt. Their ton-

nage may be estimated by their

cargoes, which sometimes
amounted to fourteen hundred
casks. In l.l.'j;), the Castilians

took a Venetian carrack, which
had three " covers " (decks), and
must consequently have been
as high as tlie great storeshi|)S

of the seventeenth century. In
L'>4.5, a French carrack, the

Carraquon, which passed for

the finest ship and fastest sailer

of the western ocean, was of
eight hundred tons burthen, and
had one hundred pieces of artil-

lery of all calibres for arma-
ment. The carracks of the

fourteenth century had only two
masts ; in the fifteenth, they
took three, and afterwards four.

At first three-decked, they final-

ly reached as high as seven

decks. The poop and prow
were the height of three or four

men above the deck, and looked

like castles raised at each of the

extremities. The castles moui\t-

ed each from thirty-five to fi)rty

guns. In the galleys, the employment of fire-arms did not efiect

material changes; the prow alone, somewhat shortened, was

armed with a gun mounted on a mass of wood destined for its

recoil, and extending amidships through the whole length of the

vessel. This piece of wood was called the coursie, and the gun
placed upon it the

courser. At the sides,

upright carriages

sujiported a few fal-

conets and other
l)ieces of small ord-

nance. The </o/<-ass,

originating in the
ijalea grossa, as the

latter did in the gal-

ley, earned, as well

as the carrack and
other ships, a castle

at the bow and a cas-

tle at the stern. In
the former, there
were twelve guns in

three tiers ; in the

latter, ten only in

two tiers. She had
thirty-two benches of

rowers, and between

each of her benches
rose a swivel on a
])oint. This, it will

lie perceived, was a

formidable arma-
ment. The galcass

had three masts and lateen sails. The Venetians made great use

of this vessel. Their famous Bucentaur belonged to this class.

At the end of the flfteenth century, when Christopher Columbus
armed his vessels at Palos, he formed his little flotilla exclusively

of caraveU. Now, this name of caravel, which in the outset be-

longed only to a common barque, was at this time borne by a ves-

sel of considerable, but not extiaordinary sir-e. The caravel had

Seventeenth Centdky.—The Sovereign of the Seas.

so deficient in proportion and perspective, that it is diflScult to
understand them. Still, as some authentic details respecting the
Great Harry are known, this ship may serve to give an idea of
the navy of the sixteenth century ; and we have accordingly pre-
sented our readers with an engraving of this formidable vessel.

m
Seventeenth Centcist.—Meditehranean Chaft.

16. Seventeenth CExxunY.—Long Bakque.

fom- masts ; the forward one with a square sail surmounted by a
topsail, the three others each carrying a lateen sail. These sails

enabled the caravel to manoeuvre well, and she was as prompt to
handle as the French tartane, much renowned at that epoch. She
came about as quickly as if she had been a row-boat. She had but
one deck, and very little carrying capacity. Still, if the caravels
of Christopher Columbus were smaller than those of a later

period, at the close of the sixteenth century, they were large
enough to contain ninety seamen and the provision necessary for

a long voyage. The flag ship of Columbus was called the Santa
Maria; the two other. La Pinta and La Nina. A passage in the
journal of Columbus himself, gives a detail of the canvass of the
Santa Maria. " The wind," says he, "became mild and man-
ageable, and I set all the sails'of the vessel—the mainsail with
the two studding sails, the foresail, the spritsail, the mizzen and
the topsail." The caravels then had, like all the great vessels of
the period, a castle at the bow and a castle at the stern. They
made, on an average, six knots an hour. Colnmbus was only
thirty-five days in going from Palos to San Salvador—an ordinary
passage even in these days of (juick sailing. The sixteenth cen-
tury was an epoch of progress for the marine ; England particu-
larly gave it the onward impulse. Meanwhile, an important in-
vention, that of gun-ports, was due to a Frenchman, of Brest,
named Descharges. The system then adopted for the arrange-
ment of batteries has never since been changed, and exists to the
present time. Historians and antiquaries have taken great pains
to arrive at a knowledge of the forms of ships of war at this period.
The documents written and di-awn are, some so confused, others

SEyENTBBNTlI CeNTUKT. Sba-GOIK6 CrAFT.

Up to the seventeenth century, one model seems to have prevailed
in all naval constructions. The Spaniards and the Portuguese
followed the example of the Venetians ; the Dutch and the north-
ern n.itious derived their nautical knowledge from the same
sources ; the English themselves, so jealous of their naval supre-
macy, received their Icjsons in improving and strengthening their

embarkations from Italian masters. They were accustomed to

place at the extremity of the prow a sculptured
figure, which served to distinguish the vessels of
one nation from another. The Venetians adopted
a bust from preference ; the Spaniards, a lion

;

the English, especially after the accession of the

Stuarts, the figures of the reigning monarch, eith-
— er on horseback, or riding on a lion. The stern,

above the cabin windows, presented a plane sur-

face or tablet, with apertures for light and air,

starboard and larboard. On Venetian, Spanish
and Portuguese stems some saint or hero was
placed. Other nations had only the arms of their

respective states. Before the end of the sixteenth

century, some Portuguese and Spanish vessel*

carried as many as eighty guns mounted on car-

riages. At this period, the strongest vessel of the

English navy carried but fifty guns or pieces de-

serving that name. The " Sovereign of the Seas,"

built in 16-37, at Woolwich, Kent, "to the great

glory of His Britannic Majest)," as a contempo-
rary description we have before us declares, was
decorated in a style of regal magnificence. On
her bow was King Edgar, on horseback, tramp-
ling on seven kings; on the stern, a cupid on a
lion ; and grouped together, at the bow, six stat-

ues, representing Counsel, Prtidence, Persever-

ance, Strength, Courage and Victory. On the

quarterdeck, four figures, with their attributes,

Jupiter, with his eagle. Mars, with sword and shield, Neptune,
with his sea-horse, and Eolus on a cameleon. On the stem, a
Victory displayed her wings, and bore a scroll with this device

:

Validii incumbite remis. This vessel had two galleries on each side.

17. Seventeenth Century.—Ocean, like of battle ship
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These galleries, as well as the whole vessel, were covered with

tropliies, emblems and scutelicons, of all kinds. Her length froni

stem to stern was 232 lect. She carried tivc lanterns, one of

which, the largest, could contain ten jjcrsons, standing, witli ease.

She had tlirec decks running from stem to stern, a forecastle-

deck, a half-deck, a qnarter-.leck, and a poop-deck. Her arma-

luent was as follows : thirty ports, with large and small guns, in

the lower battery ; thirty i)orts, with culverins, in tlie second b.-.'.t-

terv ; twelve jjoVts in tlie forecastle, and fourteen on the half-

deck'; finally, thirteen or fourteen swivels, a multitude of port-

holcs'for miisketrv, ten bovv-cliasers, and as many stern-chasers.

There were twelve anchors. " The Sovereign of the Seas," says

Charnock, " wa- the tirst large vessel constructed in Kngland.

Splendor and nagniliccncc were particularly kept in view in

buildin" her. She was in some sort the occasion of the serious

complanits made of the expenses of the navy in the reign of

Charles I. Cut down one deck, she became one of the best ships

of war in the whole world." It is certaiit that the suppression

of this deck, and the lowering of her deck cabin, gave her more

stability than she had at first. Now, for sjjced, what she gained

in strength by these changes was compensated by the length

added to her niasts. Topsails at this period were an important

addition to ships. Old engravings show us tlie vessels of the six-

teenth century sailing generally under their courses. After the

building of the Sovereign of the Seas, this only occurred in par-

ticular cases and certain conditions of the elements. Captain

Phineas Pctt directed the work of building and afterwards im-

proving the Sovereign of the Seas. A learned engineer, he de-

serves the credit of iiaving done more than any one else to give

an impulse to the English navy. The artillery was strengthened,

and the crews larger, and better lodged. The entire navy felt

this progress. The Sovereign of the Seas gauged 1637 tons, a

thing which, according to an historian of the time, deserved the

attention of the whole world, since it represented exactly the

date of her launch. Notwithstanding the thrice-fortunate augni-y

which the historian saw in this coincidence, the Sovereign of the

Seas met with the fate of the Great Harry. She was destroyed,

like the latter, by tire, in a slii])-yard, where she was being re-

paired, in 1696, after sixty years' service. Observe here that

i'uUer, in his history of the"" Wonders of England," acknowl-

edges that at the commencement of the seventeenth century, the

Dunkirkers furnished the models of the best vessels built at this

period in the British ports.

When Louis XIV. became king of France, there was no French

navy, properly speaking. Voltaire asserts that in lC64afew
frigates and a liue-of-battlc sliip, in poor condition, constituted

the entire force. After the siege of La Uoclielle, Richelieu, jeal-

ous of the growth of the Englisli navy, had given a sort of im-

pulse to naval ideas by arming immediately fifty ships and twenty

galleys ; but the cti'ect of this impulse was merely momentary.
Colbert was the true creator of the French navy. Under him,

in less than five years, France possessed a triumphant maritime

force. The most renowned of the French ships at this period

was the Royal Sun. This vessel was constnicted partly on

French and partly on Dutch principles. She was 1600 tons, 1.50

feet long, 48 broad, and 16 deep. She carried three lanterns on

the poop. As the flag-sliip, she earned at the main the white

standard embroidered with the flcurs-de-lys, and tlie French coat

of arms surrounded the orders of St. Michael and the Holy Ghost.

The decorations of the Royal Sun surpassed everything before or

since. A model of this ship is contained in tlie naval museum of

the Louvre, at Paris. The Royal Sun mounted 120 guns in three

batteries complete, with stern and bow guns.

The seventeenth century was perhaps the most brilliant period in

the history of galleys. Those of France were commanded by a

general. There were two kinds of thein, the ordinary and the

extraordinary. The ordinary had only twenty-six oars, and

twenty-six benches on each side ; the extraordinary had often

thirty-two. There w'as no difference of model between them,

their dissimilarity only resulting from their relative sizes. All

were extremely long, low and narrow. They carried only two
masts and lateen sails. The armament consisted of five guns for-

ward and two swivels. These swivels were attached to the sides

of the galley, to prevent the recoil. There were generally at least

five rowers to each oar, tlie oars being very long and very heavy.

Between the rowers' benches and the sides of tlie sliip there was
a space, where the soldiers were stationed. Soldiers to fight,

sailors to manteuvre, and a gang composed of galley-slaves, or

Turkish prisoners, made up the crews of the galleys.

Naval architeeturc, in the course of the eighteenth century, ad-

vanced in model, sparring and rigging of vessels. Two deckers

with fifty guns were superseded by frigates carrying the same
number of pieces in one battery. The following were the dimen-
sions generally adopted for the different classes of vessels : For
first class vessels, 164 to 186 feet in length, 47 to 50 feet in breadth,

2.3 to 25 feet in depth ; for second class vessels, 156 to 170 length,

4.3 to 47 breadth, 20 1-2 to 23 depth; for third class vessels,"] 50

to 160 length, 42 to 43 breadth, 20 to 20 1-2 dejjtli ; for fourth

class vessels, 135 to 150 length, 35 to 40 breadth, 17 to 20 depth
;

for fifth class vessels, 102 to 130 length, 33 to 34 breadth, 13 to

17 depth ; for sixth elasi vessels, 60 to 70 length, 18 to 20 liieadth,

y to 10 depth. Among the considerable changes in construction,

the first that strikes the eye is the enormous augmentation of can-
vass. Never did ships carry so much sail.

At the same time that ships of lifly guns became frigates, in

their tuni the light frigates— those, for instance, which carried

from ten to twenty pieces of artillery—formed a new class of ves-

sels, under the name of corvettes. 1'lie corvettes, at the begin-
ning, had three masts, and their guns under cover. Afierwards,
to increase their speed, they carried all ilicir artillery on the ujiiier

deck. Later year, the mizzen-inast was abandoned in the sninll-

fst. This kind of corvette gave place to the brig-of-war. The
bomb-galliot became a bomb-ketch, a sort of three-masted cor-
vette, with ])lalforms between the main and mizzen, and the main
and fore masts. YiK'hts, galliots, gun-lioats, armed some with a
few light pieces, others with one heavy gun, complete the series
of naval forces in use at the eighteenth century, except a few
varieties peculiar to dillerent seas and coasts. As for the lire-

Bhip of the first part of the century, no mention is made of it at
the close; and if, since that time, certain iiifmial inacliincs, more
or less closely fashioned after the fire-ship'-, have made iheir ap-
pe.irance, they have only proved unfortunate atlciniits, and not
answered the expectations of their contrivers. 'J'be Turks alone
preserved these old warlike coiitrivanci's iiji to tlie ijresent time;
and Navarino offered us, for the last time, the spectacle of a ship—the Scipio—engaged with a fi'C-ship. Like the fire ship, the
ancient galley disappeared wiih the eighteenth century. In the
Mediterranean, tlie tiiree-masted bar(|ue has become the xebeck

;

and we find, under the same appearance, all the cmbarkaiions
spoken of in the prccedinij ages. The lateen vessels arc lliose

the least changed in appearance, because, from ilie simplicity of
their rig, they sooner reached a stage bordering on iierf.'clion.

The sliip Ocean, reiaescnted in our engraving:, is an excellent

dpecimen of the science of the eighteenth century. Presented to

Louis XIV. by the estates of Burgundy, noihintr was s])an d to

make tlio f^iga^o worthy of its destiny, llnilt in 1760, it was mod-
ernized, and U still in existonuc.

[Written for Gleason"s Pictorial.]

RESOLUTION.

BT D. KALTIiMAI7.

Room, room from the freed spirit! Let it fling

Its pinions, worn with bondage, once more wide;

And if in earth, or air, there is a. thing

To stay itj? .soai-ing—let tlie heUTeu.s chide!

Away the silken bondage of young dreams

:

No more in gentle dalliance I '11 lay

My hand upon my lute, like one who seems

In half unconscious idleness to play.

But all there is in me of living soul,

Of high, proud daring, or of untried trust,

Shall not be subject longer to control

;

For my desire is upward, and I must

Spurn back the fetters of the slothful past,

Afl a loosed captive tramples on his chain

;

From now, henceforth, my destiny is cast,

And what I iv'U, I surely shall attain.

Onward and upward! strengthening in their flight,

iMy thoughts must all be "eagle thoughts," nor bend

Their pinions downward, until on the height

Thjit nurses Helicon's pure fount I stand.

Onward, my soul ! and neither shrink nor turn,

Be cold to pltasiire, and be calm to pain

;

However much the yielding heart may yearn,

Listen not ! listen not 1 it is vain I

Upward !
" a feeling like the sense of wings,''

A i>roud, triumphant feeling buoys me up
;

And my soul drinks refreshment from the streams

That till forever joy's enchanted cup.

A glorious sense of power within me lies,

A knowledge of my yet untested strength;

And my impatient spirit only sighs

Tor the far goal, to be attained at length.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FLORENCE NOVELLI,
A EECOKD OF CHAKACTER.

BY FRANCIS A. DUKIVAGE.

The following story is given npon the autliority of a reliable

friend, who, though he concealed from me the actual names of the

parties, assured me that the jirincipal incidents were facts. They

form so strange an episode in the midst of commonjilace life, that

I should hesitate to relate them did I suppose them fictitiotts.

But to my tale. The afternoon services of the little Episcopal

church of a pleasant country town not many miles from New
York had just closed ; the benediction of the good pastor had

been pronounced, and the congregation were passing out of the

front door, while the organist touched the keys of his fine instru-

ment for the last time. The grey-haired sexton was waiting to

close the church so soon as the rector and a lady attired in black

who had been sitting in the " Strangers' Pew," should Iiave de-

parted.

As the good rector came down the middle aisle, the lady rose

from her seat, and leaving her pew, accosted him, thro\ying back,

as she did so, the veil which had hitherto concealed her features,

and disclosing to the rector a lovely countenance, at once sad and

ingenuous in its expression, and illumined by large black eyes of

almost unparalleled brilliancy. Tlie Rev. Mr. Watcrford was

not insensible to beauty. He was a poet, and all things fair had

an attraction to his eyes. In early life, death had deprived him

of a fair and promised bride, but, although he was faithful to her

memory, the fascinations of maiden beauty still touched his inno-

cent and widowed heart. He replied with the courtesy of a true

gentleman to the salutation of the lady.

" I Iiave visited your town as a stranger, sir," said the latter,

in a sweet, musical voice, but speaking, notwithstanding the purity

of her English, with an accent which seemed to prove her a native

of the south of Euroiie, " and am now stopping at the hotel. I

have been charmed with the beauty of the scenery and the quiet

manners of the people. Besides, I find a congregation of my
own iiersuasion here, and I am convinced from your discourse

this afternoon, my dear sir, that I shall jirofit by your ministry."

The clergyman bowed, and she continued :

" My name, sir, is Florence Novelli. I am an Italian by birth,

but have resided much in Germany, where I had the misfortune

to lose my dear mother. After that event, my father and my
brother, whose jiolitics rendered them objects of suspicion to the

Austrian government, came with me to tliis country. But alas !

sir, here I have encountered fresh misfortunes. My father and

brother arc both dead, and I am left alone in the world, lo combat

with my grief, and to find that consolation which religion and

nature afford to the sorrowing heart."

" I trust, madam, that uni will find that consolation," said the

rcclc.-.

" Ah ! sir," said the lady, " I can learn to endure, but never to

forget. My object in addressing you, sir, was to solicit your

as.vistance in finding some (juiet family of which I could become

an inmate. I am independent, although my means are limited.

Among your ])arisliioners there is doubtle-s sach a family as that

I seek—one willing to receive a stranger, and with no prejudice

against foreigners."

" At this moment, madiim," i'c]iliid the clergyinan, " I must

confess I cannot call such a one to mind. But in the course of

to-morrow, doubtless, I shall be able lo discover one for you."

Tlie stranger thanked him warmly, and they parted at the

church door.

In ihe course of the following week Florence Novelli was estab-

lished with the Mertons, a respectable family who lived a little

way out of the village. The father was a small farmer and gar-

dener ; the mother, a kind, sensible woman, was well pleased to

receive a boarder. There were three children—girls—at home
;

a grown up son was engaged in mercantile business in New York.

Florence soon became a universal favorite. At first sad and
retiring, she soon recovered her spirits in the pleasant society of

the Mertons and their neighbors. She was never idle. Rising

at an early hour, she tended the flowers in the garden. After that

she assisted Mrs. Merton in light work about the house. In the

course of the day she spent much time at the piano, which she

touched with the skill of an artist. Slie sang Frencli, German,
and Italian songs with exquisite taste ; and notwithstanding her

accent, she rendered simple old Scotch and English ballads with

an expression and beauty that went directly to the hearts of all

who loved true poetry and music. She was also an accomplished

needlewoman.

As the school which the little girls attended was remote and
not very well kept, Florence proposed to the mother to undertake

their education, and so pressed the proposition that it was eagerly

accepted. The little girls, delighted to be constantly with Flor-

ence, made rapid -progress under her tuition, vieing with each

other to sec which of them should most deserve the praises of

their voluntary teacher. Charles Morton, in his occasional visits

to the farmhouse, was much struck with the beauty and accom-
plishments of the fair Italian, and paid her marked attention, but

it seemed as if the void left in her heart by the loss of her parents

and brother, could not be filled by any other earthly attachment.

One day when Florence was sitting alone with Mrs. Meiton,

the latter ventured to broach a subject which she had for a long

time been desirous of accosting.

" My dear Florence," said she, " there is one thing about which
I have been wishing to speak to you for a great while, and Mr.
Morton says it must not be delayed any longer."

The pale olive cheek of Florence colored, and she opened her

great black eyes in earnest expectation.

" O, don't be alarmed, my dear," said the good woman.
" It's nothing very dreadful, after all. But here you are, giving

my girls a brilliant education—teaching music, painting, and the

languages, spending your time and slaving "

" Passing my time very agreeably, my dear madam," interrupt-

ed Florence.
" Let me go on," said the good woman. " Here you are con-

fciring inestimable benefits on us, and yet we are taking your

money for board as if you were a common lodger. It's down-
right robbeiy, and I wont do it any longer."

" When you are tired of poor Florence," said the Italian,

"you have only to refuse the weekly trifle she pays you, and,

with however sad a heart, she will seek some other roof."

" Now, Florence, this is unkind," said the good woman.
" You know we all love you dearly. I'm sure poor Charles is in

love with }0U."
" Hush ! madam, I pray," said Florence, hurriedly, " or yon

will give me an additional reason for leaving. I have never en-

couraged the attentions of your son—never I never ! And if I

thought my continued presence here would lead him to form vain

hopes, I would quit your house this moment."
" What an unlucky woman I am !" cried Mrs. Merton. " I

had no idea, Florence, you were so sensitive."

" Then," said Florence, " let us drop all subjects which might

create a difference between us. The pleasure I take in teaching

your bright little girls is an adequate compensation for what you

consider my trouble ; and I am amjily able to pay the moderate

board you named on my arranging to come here."

So the lessons were continued, and Florence remained an in-

mate of the Mertons' house. Yet it seemed as if, before long, a

change had come over her. She ^yas frequently sad, silent, and

abstracted, took long and lonely walks, and shunned the social

intercourse she had once courted.

One day she came in from walking much agitated. " Mrs.

Merton," said she, " I am going to run away from you a few

days. " I have just had a letter from an old and intimate friend,

a schoolmate of mine, who has married a musician. Signer Bon-

fanti. They are staying at the town of , twenty miles from

here. It is now Saturday. I shall go at once, and you will prob-

ably see me on Wednesday next."

After huriying her preparations, Florence left in the stage-coach

that very afternoon—Mr. and Mrs. Merton being quite aflected at

her hasty departure. As for the little girls—what children ever

regretted a vacation t

Still Florence was missed, and Wednesday, the time fi.\ed for

her return, was eagerly looked for. But Wednesday came and

went, and no Floicnce. Tliursday, Friday and Saturday passed

with the like result. On the following Monday came a letter,

couched in the most affectionate terms, to Mrs. Merton.

jriorence regretted her luotracted absence—but she had a good

reason to give. The Bonfanti's 'ivere very jioor, and had relied

in a great measure upon tlic profits of a concert to be given in

the town hall the evening of the day following that on which

Florence wrote, when suddenly an Italian songstress who was to

be the |)riiici])al feature of the entertaininent, was taken sick. In

this cnurgcncy her friends had implored her to supi>ly the vacant

place. She had reluctantly consulted ; and she, the iro lest, re-

tiring Florence, Ihe elegant and accoin|)lished lady, was to ajipear

ill iiublic. What did Mrs. Merton think of it?

Mrs. Merton was both sorry and glad. She was sorry, for she

had an old-fashioned prejudice against iiublic performer? ; and

L'bid, because the incident showed the goodness of Florence's

heart.

Two (lays afterwards another letter came. The concert had

lakeii jilace. Florence had been triumj>hantly successful. A dis-
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tinguishcd critic from the city had pronounced her performance

admirable, and declared that if she were willing to a<lopt a pro-

fessional career, he would insure her fume and fortune. But

Florence sighed not after fame and fortune. She only sighed to

get hack to her dear friends, the Mortons. But alas ! she said,

her friend's child was taken suddenly sick, and she could not

desert her in her distress.

Weeks passed away without any letter. Then Florence wrote

a sad account of the dcatli of tlie little one—the despair of its

parents—the gloom that over^^hadowcd their luimldc home. But

she would soon be able to leave them.

Another silence, and then another letter. Worn out by watch-

ing witli the sick chilil, Florence herself was ill, but not seriously.

She begged Mrs. Merton not to worry herself about it; and Mrs.

Merton diil indeed credit her account that there was nothing

alarming in her indis])Osition. But this last letter happened to

arrive when Charles Merton was at home on a visit, ami he deter-

mined immediately to start for the town where Florence was

staying.

It was not a large ])lace, and there was liut one hotel in it. Of

the landlord, he being supposed to know everybody in the village,

Charles inquired after a person named Bonfanti. The landlord

knew no such person. He found out the residence of tlie town

])hysician, and made the same inquiry of him. He had had no

patient of that name. The sexton of the church had buried no

child recently. No one had heard the name of Florence Novelli.

The postmaster stated that he had received several letters for a

person of that name, and that a young woman had called for

them, hut lie described a very dilFerent individual from the fair

Italian.

Young Merton was completely astounded and baffled. Com-

pelled to leave immediately for New York, and exceedingly

anxious to learn something of Florence, he at last resolved, after

many straggles, to make a confidant of the physician, who ap-

peared to be a sensible and good-hearted man. The doctor

efitercd into the spirit of the inquiry, and promised to do all in

his ])ower to discover her if she were yet in the place. He coun-

selled Merton to leave a letter for Florence in the post-office, and

promised himself to watch and track the ])erson who should call

for it, and send the young man word immediately of what discov-

eries he should make.

In a few days, the doctor wrote and infonncd Merton that the

letter had been taken from the office by a 3'oung woman whom he

followed ; that he saw the messenger deliver the letter to another

young woman who answered exactly the description of Florence,

but who was working in a factory under the name of Prudence

Smith. He added that he had sought an interview with her so

soon as he had ascertained her residence, but that the very day

after receiving the letter she had left for New York.

This intelligence threw young Merton into a state of violent

agitation. He could not hesitate to believe that the pretended

Prudence Smith was no other than Florence Novelli. But what

conld have induced her to avoid them all, and what^ with her

accomplishments, to go to work in a factory ^ There was a

strange mystery in all this, and he feared the clue was lost for-

ever. He \\T0te, however, to the kind ])liysician, thanking him
for his services, and begging that he would let him know by a

special messenger, the moment Florence returned to . In

the meantime, though with a heavy and desponding heart, he set

about hunting for her in the city of New York.

Neglecting his business entirely, he roamed the city night and

day, scrutinizing every female face he met. One day, as he was
standing opjwsite St. Paul's, about to cross to the Museum, he

felt convinced that he saw her face in an omnib\is going up Broad-

way. He signalized to the driver, but the man either did not see

him, or having a full fare, hurried on. To keep pace with the

omnibus, was the instant determination of young Merton. Rush-
ing madly along, sometimes on the sidewalk, sometimes in the

gutter, jostling dandies, merchants, and even ladies, heedless of
the remonstrances and imprecations showered uijon him, he piu--

sued liis way. Though he never ran faster in his boyish days,

the vehicle seemed to be the best-horsed omnil)us in all New
York, and it kept far ahead of him. He would have lost it en-

tirely if it had not occasionally paused to let out passengers. At
last he saw it stop at the corner of a cross street, and a figure

which was certainly no other than Florence's, sprang down the

steps, and, as if conscious of pursuit, turned to tlie right rapidly
and fleetly.

But with the quarry now in view, the lightest-footed maiden
could not distance Charles Merton. He had nearly overtaken the
lady, when she disappeared into a door which she opened with a
pass-key. Merton came up a moment afterwards, and rang the

door-hell violently. It was answered by a negro weneh.
" Is Miss Novelli at home V
" Miss who, sail ?" cried the girl.

" Miss Florence Novelli."

"No, sail—no such pusson live here, sah."

" Why, I saw her go in this very moment," cried the irritated

young man.
" O, .sah ! dat Miss Smith, sah."

" That's the ladv I want. Stand aside. I must speak with
her."

" Don't know 'bout dat, sah. Don't know who you be," stam-
mered the servant, friglilenc<l at Merton's imj)ctuons manner.

" Show the young gentleman in, Sarah," said a voice that

thrilled to the listener's heart ; and Merton, taking oif bis hat,

walked into the little front jiarlor.

Florence, for it was indeed she, had just laid aside her honnet,
and her glossy dark locks streamed gloriously over her finely

moulded neck.

" Sit down, Mr. Merton," she said, calmly, while she drew up

one of the inner blinds and admitted the light.

"Florence—dear Florence," .said Merton,"! thought I had

lost you forever."

" Perhaps you arc not mistaken, Mr. Alcrton," said the young

lady. She spoke with perfect self-possession, and, what was

strange, tlicre was not the slightest tincture of a foreign accent in

her pronunciation.

" Dear Florence !" cried the young man, seizing the hand

which .she reluctantly and only for a moment abandoned to his

grasp ;
" 1 have been so anxious on your account. And now we

have met, let us never part again. Florence, 1 love 3'ou—I knew

it not till lately—but now I feel that I love you devotedly, and

here I oft'cr you my hand, heart and fortune."

As she listened to these words, a flush passed over the coldly

classical features of the beautiful girl, ller bosom heaved—her

lips parted.

" What !" she cried. " In spite of the mysteiy that envelopes

mc—of my recent singular conduct—would you, without a ques-

tion, marry me V
" I would, indeed !" replied the young mmi, fervently.

" Such generosity deserves a better object," said the girl, with

a sigh, and relaiising into her former coldness of manner. " It is

a characteristic of your age, however ; and, let me add, of your

generosity of heart. But I cannot— will not, take advantage of

it,—for I, too, can be generous. Alas ! yon will gi-ow wiser with

years, and blush at your present eiitliusia.sm."

" Never, Florence, never !"

" Call me not by that name, Mr. Merton. It does not belong

to me. Prudence Smith is a veiy vulgar and commonplace name,

but it is the only one I have a right to."

Merton gazed on her with astonishment.

" Mr. Merton," said she, " to you and yours I owe a full con-

fession. I am an impostor. I have deceived you all. Like most

successful impostors, I have almost deceived myself. 1 am an

American girl—a native of Maine—of very humble and poor

parentage. It was my chance, good or evil, as you may term it,

to be brought up by a very romantic aunt. She had a perfect

passion for everything uncommon, strange, and foreign. She

early inoculated me with her taste, or mania, or whatever v-ou

may choose to call it. I indulged in the most romantic day-

dreams, and dreamed all night the strangest fancies. Now I was

in Venice, a noble and idolized beauty—now the reigning helle

of Paris, Madrid, or Vienna. From these high imaginings I had

to come down to working for a living in a factory. But my
mind wixs keenly active while my fingers were busily employed.

It chanced that in the branch of business at which I was engaged,

I found several foreigners with their families—French, Germans,

and Italians. It jumped with my notions to obtain a knowledge

of their languages. A quick ear, a retentive memory, and the

extraordinary aciitcncss imparted by my kind of mania, enabled

me to make wonderful progress. Music, too, I caught iq) readily.

It flattered my whims to be told that I looked like an Italian

and spoke the language like a native. Since I could not be what

I desired, the next thing to it was to seem so. I was pleased

with the idea of passing for a high-horn gentlewoman for some

months, in compensation for the toil of years in a factory. When
my plans were matured—when I had saved up a certain sum of

money—I left my native State, came to New York, and selected

your village as the scene of my imjiosture. There were no for-

eigners there to unmask me. Kindly received in your mother's

family, I remained there till nearly my last dollar was expended.

I then left, under a false i>rctciice, and went to work again. What
do you think of me now .'"

" I renew my oflcr."

" You are infatuated," replied the strange girl. "Let me i)ut

a stop to this at once. I love j-ou not. I never could love you.

Moreover, I am engaged to another—an Italian musician. You
smile in spite of yourself, and I sometimes almost smile at the

pertinacity with which I have clung to my notions. Believe me,

Mr. Merton, I am not fitted to make the happiness of a man like

you. And that you and yours may enjoy the best and purest

happiness, is the feiwent wish of a strange, eccentric, but I trust

wai-m-hearted creature."

She held out her hand, and Merton pressed it for the last time.

He was a sensible young man, and in due time conquered his pre-

dilection for the fair monomaniac—for such she must be consid-

ered—and married a lady every way worthy of him.

Mr. and Mrs. Merton marvelled very much when thev heard

the history of the beautiful impostor, as did the worthy clergy-

man, who introduced her into the family. But the sexton, who
never scrupled at a moderate fib, pretended that he saw through

her from the very first.

" I know'd," he used to asseverate, "that she warn'tno Eyetay-

lian, nor Egyptian, neither; "cause I've studied these Eyetaylian

organ-grinders, and her lingo didn't sound nateral. Bless your

soul! I know'd she was a Down Easter from the very first on't."

But be that as it may, Florence (we can't help calling her Flor-

ence) man'icd an Italian, and made a vcit good wife, after all.

< ^"^ >

CONVERS.VTION.
He that qucstioneth much shall learn much, and content much

;

but especially if he aiiply his questions to the skill of the persons
whom he asketli; for he shall give them occasion to please them-
selves ill sjieaking, and himself sli:Ul continually gather know-
ledge ; but let his (jiiestions not be troublesome, for that is fit for
a poser ; and let him lie sure to leave other men their turn to
speak ; nay, if there be any that would reign and take up all the
time, let him fiiul means to take them oft', and bring others on

—

as musicians used to do with those that dance too long galliards.
If you dissemble sometimes your knowledge of that you are
thought to know, vou shall be thought, another time, to know that
you know not.

—

tlucon.

(Written for Glca«on"s Pictorial.]

THE SERENADE.
BY PBIEBE CIRET.

Kk« as the sea's wliite botom.

After the wind is gone,

Remouibering his soft caresses,

Keeps heavinj: and beating on

;

Like a,s tlie heart of a blosmat,

Where the bee has lain all night,

la lightly thrilleU and sliaken.

Ry the wing in it^ parting tlighC

Like as the brow of tlie mountaia,

liurns soft with its eriniHon yet,

Wlien th<' sun that bathed it with kiawa,

Cnder tbc sea h»s set. :

60 is my tx>mm shaken,

So does my li^ht heart beat,

8a is my forehead burning

With memories glad and sweet.

And if you vould maiw exisfcenoc

Likt* tlie draught of a charmed cup;

If you 'd have me dream in the day-tinio.

As I dream when the stars ape up

;

Oomo to me silently, softiy,

Again in their he:iutiful light;

And ping to me under iiiy window,

Tli<.- soug tliat you sung laf^t night.

< .».» >

[Gathered for Glea.'wn's Pictorial]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READING.
* * * To reveal its complacence by gifts is one of the native

dialects of love.

—

Sigourney.

*** Education begins the gentleman, but reading, good com-

pany and education must finish him.

—

Locke.

*#* Whatever you dislike in another person, take care to cor-

rect in yourself by the gentle reproof.

—

Sprat.

* * * The certain way to be cheated is to fancy one's self more

cunning than others.— Charron.

* * * He who can conceal his joys is greater than he who can

hide his griefs.

—

Lavater.

*** Censure is the tax a man pays to the public for being

eminent.

—

Sicijl.

*** He is the best accountant who can cast up correctly the

sum of his own errors.

—

Neviiis.

* * * Old age has deformities enough of its own ; do not add

to it the defonnity of vice.— Cato.

* * * Every base occupation makes one sharp in its practice,

and dnll in every other.

—

Sir P. Sidnei/.

*** Fire and sword are but slow engines of destruction in

comparison with the babbler.

—

Steele.

*** The Bible is a window in this prison of hope, through

which we look into eternity.

—

Dwiijht.

* * * Next to accjuiring good friends, the best acquisition is

that of good books.

—

t'otion.

* * * The vanity of human life is like a river, constantly pass-

ing away, and yet constantly coming on.

—

Pope.

*** Poetry and consumption are the most flattering of dis-

eases —Slienstone.

*** Opinions founded on prejudice are always stistained with

the greatest violence.

—

Jeffrey.

* * * Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty spirit be-

fore a fall.

—

Solomon.

*** Method is the veiy hinge of business; and there is no

method without punctuality.

—

Cecil.

*** What men want in reason for their opinions, they usually

supply and make up in rage.

—

Tillotson.

*** The two best rules for a system of rhetoric are, first, have

something to say, and next, say it.

—

Emmons.
. .^»—.
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A SUaOIER CAROL..

BT LIEUT. E. CUKTI88 BINE, U. S. H.

Gay comes the glorious summer,

Soft falls the rosy Ught

On the hills and green leafy tree-tepg,

And everything is bright.

Sweet are the song birds singing,

In woodland valleys fair,

And every breeze is bringing

The odor of flowerets rare.

Now the playful streams run laughing

And singing toward the sea,

And each morning the sun is quaffing

The dewdrops from the lea.

The patient herds stand grazing

Beneath the forest shade,

Where the orb of the sun is blazing.

Or in the streamlet wade

!

that the joyous summer
Could last the livelong year,

That no dull and gloomy winter

Would come with visage dreJirl

Would that the song hirdd ever

Might sing in the greenwood fair,

And the flowers be faded never,

And earth no snow wreaths wear

!

If you have to weigh a seniee with an injuiy, take from

the weight of one and add to the other : you will be only just.

—

Senetpie.
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SORROW'S DISCIPLINE.

BY MRS. L. H. SIGOCR>'ET.

'iie that goeth forth and u-erpeth, bearing preciojts seed."

The quickened seed o'erpowered the thorn,

The weed, the worm, the blight;

While vigornu.'* leaf and ripening corn.

Successive, cheered the sight.

What gave so soon the harvest pride.

To life's unfolding years?

The heavenly husbamlman replied,

" The seed was steeped in tears!"

«—••-»

THE
[Written for Gleason's Kctorial.]

LITTLE APPLE-BOY.

BT MRS. CAROLINE ORXE.

"Wii.i^ you please buy an apple, sir?" said a hoy, adflrcssing

a frcutleman, who was walking along the sidewalk, as if quite at

leisure.

"No, I am not in want," he replied, at the same time putting

out his hand, as if to iTi)el his nearer approach.

" Do, sir, buy one. Tlicy 're only a cent apiece. I 've had bad

luck to-day, and haven't eanied enough to buy bread for supi)er,

besides paying for our lodging ; and if I don't pay, we shall be

turned into the street. I should n't mind it much myself, but

't will be sui'o to make my little brother siek, if he sleeps out

doors."

As the gentleman listened to the boy, he also attentively sur-

veyed him. He was about twelve years old, and though his face

and hands were clean, his clothing was dirty and ragged. His

thin, pale face, expressive of much intelligence, wore a look of

settled sadness, and exhibited lines of care which looked as if

they had no business on so young a countenance.

" Do you have to pay for your own, and your brother's lodg-

ing?" the gentleman asked.

" Yes, sir."

" Have you no father?"

" No, sir ; he died a great while ago."

"And vour mother?"
" She is dead, too. She used to wash, but .she was so ill and

weak, she couldn't cam only enough to pay the rent. I sold

chips to get somcthin' to eat."

" And did you get enough—as much as you all wanted ?"

" Some days I did, and others we couldn't have any supper,

only little Willie. We used to save enough from our dinner for

him, it made us feel so bad to hear him cry 'cause he was hungry."

"And is Willie, the brother you speak of?"

" Yes, sir. He's four years old now—old enough to do as I

tell him. He stays in the place where we sleep, while I'm gone

selling apples. And if I sell 'em all before night, I take hira out

for a walk."

" You used to sell chips, you say. I suppose you can make
more selling apples ?"

" No, sir, I can't. I left off selling chips 'cause the basket was

too heavy for me. I begun to have a pain in my side, such as

mother used to have when she washed."

" How much do you pay for the place you hire ?"

" Twenty-five cents a week, sir. It isn't near so good as we
had when mother was alive. There is n't much light, but Willie

can see to play with the little square blocks I got for him."

The gentleman, whose name was AVaterson, and whose home
was in the West, hundreds of miles distant, had little idea of the

sufferings of the poor, in a populous city like New York. He
could hardly realize that a boy twelve years old, without father or

mother, with a child four years old, entirely dependent on him,

should be able to manage, day after day, to procure bread. He
thought of his own children at home, of how many and varied

were their wants, and with what watchful and untiring care they

were constantly guarded, and ceased to think of the boy's ragged

and dirty clothes, as a reason for rei)elling him.

" You have no father, nor mother, you say. Is there no one to

take care of you ?"

" No one, sir ;" and his eyes filled with tears.

" Will you go with me to the place where your little brother

is ? I should like to see him."

" Yes, sir, but it's a long way from here."

"No matter— I will go. Your little brother's name is Willie

—

what is yours ?"

" My mother used to call mc James, but folks call me Jim,

now. My other name is Floy."

" Well, James, lead the way, and I will follow."

After wandering through what, to Mr. Waterson, ajiijearcd a

perfect labyrinth of narrow streets and alleys, his conductor

stopped at the head of a flight of steps.

" This is the way down here," said he. " I will go first and
open the door. Only a corner of the room belongs to Willie and

mc. Wc have it of a woman that's gone nio«t all the time by

day. She goes away to work, somewhere."

The place which the jioor boy had called a room, could hardly

be entitled to that dignity. A thrifty farmer would be iniwilling

that the least fastidious of his dumi) animals should be confined

to so gloomy a place, and be obliged to breathe air fo dank and

fetid. They approached the corner, secured to the little apple-

boy and his brother by paying twenty-five cents a week. The lit-

tle fellow was lying fast asleeji on a jjile of shavings. The declin-

ing sunbeams had found the o])(ning, crossed by an iron grai.ng,

which lighted tliis subterranean dwelling— a dungeon in every-

thing but the name—and fell directly on the child's head and face.

How so great a degree of beauty could be preserved in the midst

of so much squalor, was a mystery to Mr. Waterson. But it

was, at best, only a sickly kind of beauty. The little arms, one

of which pillowed the cheek, had none of the plumpness which

gathers dimples to the elbows, and spreads over them a rosy

freshness, such as ought to belong to early childhood. The blue

veins of the temples had a weak, flaccid look, and the face, much

paler than it should have been, as well as the general attitude of

the whole figure, was expressive of that languor arising from

debility, rather than that occasioned by the gentle abandonment

of healthful slumber.

His clothing was neither ragged nor dirty, and his little bare

feet, as well as the other portions of his skin exposed to view,

were perfectly clean. The curly hair, too, which was mingled

with the curly shavings, was as bright, soft and silky, as the

golden ringlets pillowed on down in the palaces of the rich.

James stood by the side of Mr. Waterson, and silently looked on

his sleeping brother. There jvas something which expressed

some pride, as well as pleasure, when he broke the silence, saying

:

" You see, sir, if / have to wear ragged, dirty clothes, that

Willie's are clean and whole."

" But how does it happen ?" said Mr. Waterson.

" O, I pay the woman that lives here for washing and mending

'cm. Sometimes I have to go without my dinner or supper for

the sake of doing it, but Willie is so good and so pretty, I couldn't

bear to see him ragged and dirty. I comb and brush his hair

every morning. Does n't it look beautiful, sir ? Here 's his new
cap ; see what a pretty tassel. One week, not long ago, I had

uncommon good luck,, so I bought it for him. Ho had nothing

before, but an old torn hat, that was too big for him, and kept

dropping down over his eyes. You see, too, for such as us, he

has a good bed. I should n't mind sleeping on the hard boards

myself, but I get the nicest, softest shavings I can for Willie.

Some, sir, are a great deal softer and nicer than others."

" And should n't you like to have clean clothes and a nice cap ?"

" 0, yes, sir, but I can't earn enough to get them for both of

us, and I much rather that Willie should have them, than to have

them myself. O, sir, what shall I do ?" said he, starting and

snatching up his basket of apples ;
" the woman that lives here is

come—I heard' her speak. She's coming down the steps. I

must run' and try to sell some more apples, for if I don't get

enough to pay her, she '11 turn Willie and mc into the street."

Before Mr. Waterson had time to make any answer, the little

boy darted fonvard, and attempted to pass the woman, who, per-

ceiving his intention, placed herself before the steps and prevented

his egress. She was a coarse, untidy-looking woman, and said,

while she held him by the arm :

" You don't get off so easy. Maybe you 've forgot 'tis Satur-

day, and that the money is due me for your lodging."

"No, I haven't," said he. "I've had bad luck sellin' apples,

every day this week, and the worst of all to-day, so that I have n't

got enough to pay you by sixpence. If you will let me go, per-

haps I can earn the sixpence before dark, and enough bread for

Willie's supper besides."

" Well, give me the shillin', and I'll let you go. It aint safe

to trust boys with money that's another person's honest due, that

don't know no better than to buy caps with silk tassels and gold

bands."

Mr. Waterson, who having, during this colloquy, stood in the

shadow of the damp wall, had been unseen by the woman, now
ste])pcd fonvard.

" Twenty-five cents is what the boy owes you, I believe," said

he, addressing her.

" Yes," she replied, without manifesting the least surprise at

his sudden appearance, " and a week's lodgin' for two boys with

a decent woman like me, that can be had for a quarter, is dirt

cheap."

" That is a commodity which ought to be very cheap," thought

Mr. Waterson, looking round him, and wondering at the same

time, how James contrived to keep the corner where he and his

brother slept so comparatively clean.

As these thoughts passed through his mind, he handed twenty-

five cents to James, and told him to pay her. With a sigh ex-

pressive of the relief it gave hira to have the means to cancel,

what to him was a serious debt, and a " thank 'e sir," to Mr.

Waterson, made eloquent by the heartfelt manner in which it was

spoken, he obeyed the command.
" Come with me," said Mr. Waterson, as he left the cellar.

A basket was purchased, which was soon filled with meat, veg-

etables and loaves of bread, of good quality, such as did not often

find their way into the wretched subterranean abodes, such as Mr.

Waterson had just visited. Some little delicacies were also placed

at the top of the basket, such as a father would like to purchase

for his own children, but there was nothing among the whole,

which gave so much joy to the heart of the little boy, as a mince-

pie ; for, besides its being associated in his mind witli the nursery

rhyme, respecting little Johnny Horner, and the way, as he sat in

the comer, he pulled the plums from the Christmas-pic, which he

told Mr. Waterson his mother taught him, w. en he was no bigger

than Willie, the thought of how delighted i at dear brother would

be with a ilainty, often seen tJiough nev i tasted, made his joy

overfiow in large, bright tears. Someti es he laughed outright,

as he i)eeped into the basket, and beneath the green kaves which

were used as a covering, and caught a glimpse of the pie, with

its flaky crust, and imagined how snug the large, luscious plums

were lying beneath. When he did not look into the basket, he

kept his eye on it ; for it seemed to him hardly possible, that, con-

taining such a treasure, it could ever arrive safe at its jilaee of

destination.

" What 's in the basket will last you till Monday morning, will

it not?" said Mr. Waterson.
" There 's more than enough for that," replied the apple-boy.

" Then you can give what is left to the woman who lets you
have a corner of your cellar, for I have thought of taking you and
your little brother home with me. Should you like to go ?"

" Yes, indeed ; 'twould be famous. Is it a great way off?"

" From this city, it 's hundreds of miles."

" And aint there any little poor boys there, that have to pick

rags and bones, and sell chips and apples for a livin' ?"

" Not one.''

" How odd 't would seem."
" And there are no dark, dirty alleys, nor cellars and dens,

darker still. All live in clean, comfortable houses, and have

plenty of sweet air and bright sunshine."

" What a famous place ! I thought there were dark, dismal

places for such as us everywhere. Maybe there would be room
enough for Willie to have a rosebush," a sudden light dawning
upon his face.

" Plenty."

" Would there ? A great, famous rosebush, I mean, high as

Willie's head. When mother was alive, she had one in a little

red earthern flower-pot—a very little bush it was, but it had six

roses on it once, and they used to smell so sweet and fresh.

After she died, the flower-pot got turned over and broke one day
when I was gone, and before I got back, the leaves and roses were
all wilted. I tried to bring 'em to life again, but could n't. Willie

and I were so sorry, we both cried."

" There will be room for rosebushes as high as your own head,

as well as Willie's, and if you are good, you shall have time to

cultivate them. Do you know how to read ?"

" O, yes, sir, my mother taught me ; but a great many of the

poor boys don't know how. I have some leaves of a Testament,

and I read in it Sundays. Last Sunday I read the story about

the city with twelve gates of pearl and streets of gold. I read it

loud to Willie, and then we talked about mother, and he said he
guessed she lived there now. Willie says the prayer that 's in

the Testament every night, and / try to say it every night ; but

when I'm very tired, I sometimes go to sleep right in the middle
of it. But do you in real earnest mean to take Willie and me to

that nice place where you live ?"

" Certainly, I do, if you would like to go. You must remem-
ber, however, that you will have to work ; and digging the ground
to raise potatoes, cabbages and squashes, may seem harder to you
than selling apples."

" If it is, I know I shall like it better. There 's on'y one thing

that will make me feel bad to go."
" What is that ?'

" 'Cause I shall have to leave little Jack Fisk. He 's a chip-

seller, and some days he 's so weak he can't carry his basket, and
then I give him a piece of bread to eat. I don't know what he '11

do, if I go away."

" There is a neighbor of mine who might like to take him.

But here is the place where you lodge—is it not?"
" Yes, sir ; I guess Willie will laugh when he sees the pie. He

has seen pies through the window at the confectioner's, but he

never tasted of one. I never did but once, and that was before

my father died. Would you show it to him to-night, or wait till

morning?"

"I think you had better wait till morning," said Mr. Waterson,
smiling at his eagerness.

" To-morrow 's Sunday, so I sha n't have to sell apples. I

always read a story in the Testament to Willie, every Sunday.

He almost always wants me to read about the city with its gates

of pearl and streets of gold, 'cause he says it comes right up
before him, and looks so bright and shining."

" I am glad you find so good a way to spend your time. I will

see you again, Monday morning. Stay here till I come. Can
you carry the basket down the steps without help !"

" O, yes, sir. It makes me strong to feel glad. I guess I

shan't go to sleep in the middle of the prayer to-night."

Mr. Waterson did not leave the city till Tuesday, as a great

part of Monday had to be employed for the pui-pose of obtaining

decent clothing for the little apidc-boy and his brother.

Ho suliscquently, never for a moment, had cause to regret his

benevolence towards the two friendless boys. James proved to

be active, industrious and faithful ; and the face which looked so

thin, pale and sad the day he begged Mr. Waterson to buy apples,

soon became ruddy and cheerful.

Willie, too, who, at first, seemed fading away like a broken

flower, soon looked fresh and bright as the roses on the "great,

famous bush " which Mr. Waterson gave him, and on which

James bestowed the nicest care.

Willie will certainly be a horticulturist, Mr. Waterson says,

and he has already selected a lot of land, with a deep, rich soil for

a farm, which he intends to present to James the day he is twenty-

one, and where, in laying out and preparing the grouiuls which

are to surround the house to be erected, Willie will have full

scope for the exercise of his taste and skill in horticulture, begin-

ning to manifest themselves. James has, also, in addition to all

the pleasures and comforts which he and his brother find in their

new home, another cause of gratitude and thankfulness. Jack

Fisk, the little chip-seller—the thought of leaving whom made

him feel so sad—through the influence of Mr. Waterson, is living

with a near neighbor. He, at first, took him for only a few months

on trial. His diligence and good conduct in every respect, have,

however, thus far .so well reconnnended him, that there is every

reason to believe that he has, during the years of his minority,

found a pcrnnuient home—a real home, which comprehends more

than food and S'helter—ami plenty of hard work.
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THE E 31 1 G R A N T'S HOME.

Bt JESST MAY.

Land of the west! thy scenes are fair,

Thy mountitins grand—thy rivers bright;

Thy flowers prrfunio the balmy air,

Thy skies are steeped in a/.nre light;

Rut fairer still ts each mossy stone.

Fringing the pool near " my Eoglish home/'

Thy streams are fair—the laughing brook

Here dances o'er its pobhly bed,

Hushing its glee in shailed nook,

To kiss the wild rose's blushing head

;

But dearer far is the brook's hoarse tone,

Brawling its song near *' my English home.'*

The daisied meads and woodlands wide,

Arc bright with flowers that drink the dew;

But fairer yet the moorland's side,

MTiere scented tufts of violets grew;

And those ancient woods that have not known

The woodman axe—near "my English home."

"Wafted at morn on breezes bland,

Are sweet and varied melodies

;

Trilled by the softest vocal baud,

That ever sung on greenwood trees;

But sweetvr by far the lark's first tone,

Warbling at morn near ' my English home."

The crimson cloud and azure air.

Thy sky with sunpct beauty fills;

To me they seem not half as fair,

As tho.'ie which tint my native hills;

And bonny moon, from her star-lit throne,

SmilttS brighter far on " my English homo."

Like a caged bird let loose once more

To seek its long-lost nest again,

On faucy's wings my spirit soars,

Across the blue and trackless main;

And afar beyond the ocean's foam,

Meets kindred hearts in " my English home."

-<—^*^ »

[Written for Gleasou'a Pictorial.]

MIRIAM'S CHOICE.

BY REV. HENRY BACON.

Miriam wa.? a happy orcature

—

our Miriam, I mean. A keen

wit, a good mind, a pure, pencrous heart, were hers. I see her

now; lier round, rosy clioek, her Uirge, lustrous eyes, her cherry

mouth, with the sweet dimple on either side, and where smiles

were constantly nestling, but which could most expressively curl

and pout when it wished to. Her laugh was peculiar. It would

bubble and gush, and then roll and echo, like the sound of a

brook among the mountains ; and in the midst of her hilarity

she would clap her hands and dance, as though the pulse of her

heart beat as good a timbrel as did Miriam of old.

Miriam was a splendid sijccimen of health. She never feared

exposure ; and all that the storm got when it beat against her in

its wildest fury, when duty brought her out within its power, was

a good ringing laugh, as a tinkling brook goes singing ou its

way, while the winds roar, and the thunder mutters amid the

dark clouds.

Miriam loved labor. How she would work ! To see her roll

up her sleeves, and stand up to her task, was to see a valiant

spirit that could be grand anywhere ; and when you looked

again, and saw the task performed, it seemed as though a charm

had passed over the place, and that she had won to her aid the

fairies in which she devoutly believed. My admiration increased

when I discovered that the part of the day that now and then was

granted to her was always spent in toil for her mother ; and not

till " the old lady " was " as nice as a pin " in evciything about

home would she sit an hour with her lover, or indulge in a stroll.

Miriam dearly loved a stroll, way round the old burying-ground,

where the pixies lived—the little black, powerful, wizardy crea-

tures, that carried off faithless maidens, and were somehow bene-

factors to the good. On a dark night you could see them, like

fire-flics, flitting hither and thither; but woe to the maiden who
disdained them ; for they would become ugly bats, then staring

owls, and then terrible giants, with eagles' wings ! Miriam dearly

loved the pixies, and thought they were just right. She never

looked more sober than when I laughed at her zeal in their be-

half, and I never repeated it. Everybody has their superstition,

and this was Miriam's.

But not only where this class of the fairies lived did our friend

love to stroll. To her the rocks by the ocean shore were grand

;

and she would play -with the waves as things whose verv strength

was a delight, whose foam was the perfection of beauty; and lier

ringing laugh would sound like a cry of delight, amid the rattle

of the stones that rolled down with the letuniing billow. Stand-

ing in the mooidight, there by the ocean, when about to pass

away to her home, Miriam would cross her arms upon her breast,

and look up with an expression that seemed to say that a nature

which few knew was wakened within her, shining there like the

stars, scarce visible, yet exerting a beautiful influence on " the

attempered mind."

She was a happy creature, and never did sunlight dance over

the morning hill-tops more brightly than laughter sported on her

face at our last meeting. It was the bloom of fruit ripe to the core.

Let me tell you a little story of Miriam's Choice ; and Hr.st, of

how I learned it, or liow it was learned by one who told it to me.
Miriam was at service in a family I well knew, and to her wa*

granted one evening every week for recreation. On one occasion,

as she was going out, she observed that her mistress seemed un-

well, and she turned round, swinging off her light hat, and ex-

claimed, " I'll not go out this evening. I'll stay and keep you

company."

The proposition was received with pleasure ; so Miriam went

for her sewing, and was soon seated at the little round table whose

red covering vied with the roses on her cheeks. There she sat,

with as merry a face as ever beamed, and yet thouglitfully silent,

in true sympathy with her mistress's illness ; for she loved to talk,

as a fountain seems to love to play; and as sparkling and refresh-

ing as the fountain was her conversation, so shrewd were her crit-

icisms on character, and such a fund of anecdote and local history

was in her keeping.

" Come, Miriam, don't keep so still," said her mistress. " Tell

me something that is pleasant ; tell me a story about your lovers,

and how vou like them."

"Lovers .'" laughingly exclaimed Miriam ;
" ought a young

woman to have more than one V
" Yes, if s!ie can't help it," was the reply.

" Well, there tvas a time when I couldn't," said Miriam ;
" but

I've made my choice now."

She was no coquette, and cared not a farthing for all the " con-

quests" she might have power to make. But her good nature

was boundless ; and when the reception of attentions from any

one could make them happy for the time, she had no heart to

refuse them ; and it was easy to sec how often this was done, as

the gracious belle in the ballroom gives her hand in the dance

from politeness, and with none the less of grace of manner.

The question of her mistress, asking her why she couldn't tell

the story of her choice, evidently touched a dcej) feeling ; for her

needle flew more swiftly, till it suddenly went into her finger.

Miriam gave a little scream, and put the bleeding finger into her

mouth, as she threw the broken steel into the fire, exclaiming

:

" There! I wont use a sharp; I'll take a blunt; I like 'em best."

" Did you si)cak of your lovers, Miriam 1" asked her mistress,

with a jest in her tone.

Miriam kissed the tortured finger, as she laughingly answered

:

" Yes, I guess it will do just as well for them, for lovers are

like needles, ' warranted not to cut in the eye,' and yet are all the

time doing it."

"Yes; and I'm thinking," answered her mistress, "that Wil-

liam is your sharp, and Harry your tilunt. Isn't it soV
As she said this, she placed herself more cozily in her arm-

chair, sinking down into its soft cushions most comfortably, as

though sure of listening to a pleasant story. The very expecta-

tion cured her of half her illness, as she sat twirling a little love-

lock round her finger, at her temple.

Miriam turned and gazed straight and steadily into her mis-

tress's face, as though she would assure herself that she was not

being sported with. Then she seemed to hesitate, and, to get

time for deliberation, she broke her thread, bit off a portion of it

two or three times, and then looked through the eye of the needle,

as she held it up to the light, to see if it was clear, and then re-

newed the threading.

It was a pleasant sight to behold mistress and maid, as there

they sat in the equality that true sympathy creates ; and how
much of virtue and happiness might be promoted, were there

more of companionship, and less of command and service, in these

relations in life. Miriam felt elevated by the interest which her

mistress took in her " afl'airs of the heart ;" and there was noth-

ing within her ability which she would not have cheerfully per-

formed for that mistress that evening.

She began her stoiy with a ringing laugh, as though a shower of

roses had been thrown over her by her thoughts, as she exclaimed :

" You know William, but you don't know Harry."

This difference in giving the names told at once where her heart

was, and her mistress touched the right chord when she replied

:

" I wa7it to know Hairy."
" I mean you shall," said Miriam ;

" he's a jewel."

Then came the story of how she made her choice.

Among the many who were " attentive " to Miriam were Wil-
liam and Harry, whose sire names are of no consequence in our
story, and might not prove poetical enough for the times. Wil-
liam was one of your spruce, dainty, always nice and particular

creatures, who seem always " fixed up " for some occasion. One
daguerreotype would represent his appearance for years. He was
the same in manners—smooth, precise, polished and gentlemanly.

Miriam liked that. It suited her sensibilities and taste. She
said that when she looked at his ever-nice wristbands and collars,

the primness of every article he wore, she thought of the work
that must be recjuired to keep all that right ; but for that she did

not care
; it made him look so well, so genteel and nice. Nice

was a great word with her. She was a perfect Philadelphian in

her rage for cleanliness ; she did not make it, as the old divine

did, "nert to godliness," for it was a part of her religion ; and she

was wont to say that baptism should come first, and profession

afterwards, that the vow might be made with clean lips, while

pure hands were lifted up. She had great faith in water, and was
eager to write a poem on the virtues of soaj).

William was so nice that she did like him. All his manners
were clean. And then, too, he w;.ild talk so wise and good

—

would tell her so many things about JS'ature and Philosophy and
Science, and was really educative to her mind, that was so pas-

sionate in its desire for knowledge, having been sadly cramped in

means for early culture. William always had sonic new poetry

for her—he had always been reading a new book, and would tell

her abotit music, and the flowers, and tlie stars, so that she :onnd

life a beautiful thing, and the universe she felt was really informed

by the Divine Spirit. It was tnie bliss to hang on his ann, and

hear him talk so richly and touchingly ; and he seemed to know

so much, and to take such broad views of the fields of science and

art, that she felt it was an honor to be noticed by him.

But there was a lack that affected her not a little. He seemed

to live too mucJi in himself. There was more of politeness than

tenderness, more manner than feeling. He had no heart to make
any effort for the poor or the sick, and he was too critical to find

in church-going any satisfaction. She often found herself asking

whether she loved something about him, or the man himself?

Harry was a wide contrast to bis rival. He was more closely

packed in form than William, and was not so much drawn out.

His round and rosy face was like hers, and there was always fun

beneath that cap that set so jauntily on his head, where the black

curls so abounded. His throat was open to the air by the liberal

collar that was rolled over to let him Ineathe free ; and he would

wear no jewel but an anchor in gold, that, he said, was the sjTn-

bol of all good things—of stability amid storms, and a readiness

to be among storms ; for why should a man or an anchor slink

away into poetic uselessness ? He liked the bird's song the best

after he saw the creature fi;".it for his nest and mate in the tree.

Harry could talk, but it was about democracy and the countrj'

—

what the newspapers said—what the discoveries were that gave

new means for progress ; and he could tell stories of the great

men and the great deeds of our nation's career, till she could

almost worship one who taught her what a greatness it was to be

an American. He had broad views about humanity—the nations

of the earth ; and he would talk over the wrongs of the oppressed

till he struck his cap firmer on his head, and his eyes would flash

with terrilile indignation. He had always a s])rightly, free and

easy remark for young men ; but on the approach of an old man,

he was grave and respectful, eager to say a kind word, cr to do
" the old gentleman " some service. And then, too, on the Sab-

bath Harry's voice was in the choir; and when some grand old

hymn, the jubilant song of an adoring soul, was sung, or some

soft and touching melody expressed the mourner's ti-ust and hope,

there was no voice like Harry's. Once, when she was strolling

with him, they came suddenly to ihe burial-yard, as the last rite

was performed; and liis cap came in a twinkling from his head;

and, as the crowd passed away, he gave a sweet rose to a child,

and hushed her sobbing.

Miriam was undecided between the rival lovers, when an excur-

sion, embracing a large number of the town's people, was to take

place on the neck, a short distance across the water from the

town. As she stood, waiting her turn in one of the row-boats,

she was full of mirth, and her jests flew fast among the crowd, so

that when she entered the boat it was with a jump and a fwco

that would have sent her over the other side into the water, had

not Harry that instant leaped into the water, and prevented so

sad a beginning for the day. William was as near, but was too

hoiTified by the danger to act.

The day was beautiful, and the hours passed with wonderful

swiftness. Miriam was not only a living joy in the midst of the

whole company, but she found her heart pondering on what

choice would be a living joy to her. A person was wounded by

an accident ; Harry was the first and readiest and tendercst to

help. A child was lost ; there was no greater anxiety than

Harry's, till he was found. When the " refreshments " were cir-

culated, there was no everybody's-servant like Harry ; and when
an old lady came, last of all, Hany turned up a box, set it by the

side of a tree, put his sack upon it, and led the old lady to the

seat, with the utmost kindness, calling her " mother," or " aunt,"

as the name came handy. William had been very polite. His

conversations were beautiful, his conduct faultless as a model of

the nice gentleman ; but the wounded man got no sympathy, the

lost child no effort, the old lady no help, from him. He formed

a veiy tasteful bouquet for Miriam, and presented it with a very

apt and highly-complimentary poetical quotation; but someone
else let fall secretly an oak wreath on her hcwl ; she could only

guess at the source from wlience it came, till she found, carved on

the bevelled end of the twig that gave it form, the initial of Hany
and a tiny anchor.

That night, Miriam's choice was m.tde ; and, as she came to

this part of her story, she asked her mistress if she knew Harry

now.
" Yes," was the replj- ;

" I know him as Miriam's Cltoice."

[Written for Gleasou's Pictorial]

9I.\RRIAUE.

BT DR. CH.iIU.E8 BOBBINS.

In early time, ere God*s developed plan

Lit up youn^ Eden, or created man;
Or joys were needed hours to beguile,

Or eartli-lit beauties danced in woman '.Q smile;

God's fiat eanie. and changed chaotic night,

Earth, .suns and systems, rose ujion the sight!

Joys in profusion leaped upon the earth,

And our first parents sUirtt-d into birth!

Theu angels chanted—burning seraphs sung,

No longer twain but in God's name are one!

This loved enclosure— this divine parterre,

With blessings terraced, ever pure and fair,

By Ueaveu approved— God's ever special care.

Thriec happy spirits! bliss-inspiring thought!

Two hearts, two souls, thus into one are wrought.

O blessed home, wheje love and faith reside,

Where dwells the wife—the heaven-appointed bride,

Sent forth by love, and by appointnu-nt given,

KiirthV noblest pledge—a miniature of heaven!

Bernardin thus defines liuc virtue :
" An cft'ort made with

ourselves for the goo . of others, with the intention of pliaiitlg

God alone."
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BBiTTLE ST. CUURCH—Rbv. SAMUEL K. LOTHROP, D.D., PASTOR.

BT REV. LUTHER FARNHAU.

There are about as many eyes upturned from year to year

to an object connected with the Biattlc Street meeting-house

as to tlie Old South clock. What is that object? It is a

large-sized cannon-ball, that is lodged in the brick tower

where it struck the night before the British troops left Boston.

It was thrown by some hostile gun of the rebels, as their ene-

mies were pleased to style them. The shot struck the tower,

where it now rests, and then fell to the ground. It was picked

up by one Mr. Turcll, and was inserted in the wall when
the church was repaired in 1825. The present house is the

identical one that received this black mark of war, rather

than of gospel ])cacc. The first movement that resulted in

the formation of the Brattle Street Church, occurred in 1G97,

when Thomas Brattle gave the land on which the church

now stands, to Thomas Clark and others. At that time, the

population of the town of Boston was but a few thousands,

and the number of religious societies was but six, three of

which were Congregational, namely, the First and Second
Churches, and the Old South, and three of which were the

First Baptist (now Dr. Neale's), King's Chapel (the first

Episcopal church fonned in Boston, amid great o])))osition),

and a society of Friends, that found this no very favorable

soil fi)r the grswtli of their senti«icnts. The first house of

worship stood i«pon the spot occupied by the present struc-

ture. It Wiis tinishfd in 161)9, of wooil, with a tower and bell

on the wtst e»d. The door was upon the south side of the

<hurch, opposite which, was the pulpit, which contained an
hour-gliiss, enclosed in a glass frame. In general plan, the

sanctuary re'*embled the Old South of the present day. The
church wivs never ])aintcd inside or outside. This was termed
the " Manifesto Ciiurch," as the Old South has gained the

title of the " Sanctuary of Freedom." The term Manifesto
was given it, from a doiument called a manifesto, which was
put forth by those who were the originators of the new cnter-

{>rise. It appears, from this manifesto, that is published in the

listory of the church, by its present pastor. Rev. Dr. Lothrop, to

which we are indebted for facts, that the sentiments of this church,

as well as its government, were somewhat freer than those of any
that existed previously in town. According to the manifesto, the

reading of the Scriptures in church, the baptism of children whose
parents were not members of the church in full, the voting of the

members of the parish, as well as the church, and the rej)etition

of the Lord's Prayer once on Sunday, were to be tolerated ; mat-
ters that the Puritan churches of that period generally opposed,
as they were practised by tlfc Episeojial Church of Enghmd, a
church that tliey were not
in a position to love, and
more, that they were posi-

tively prejudiced against.

Another point was, that

candidates forchureh mem-
bership should not be com-
pelled to relate their expe-
rience, though they might
give it, if conscience im-
pelled. The church would
generally he pronounced
orthodox, in these days, as

it was originally construct-

ed, which will specially

appear, from the first arti-

cle of the celebrated mani-
festo, which reads as fol-

lows : "First of all, we
approve and subscribe the

Coiijission of Faillt put
forth by the Assembly of
Divines at Westmiimler."

This church, which has a
history of a century and a
half, has had eight pastors,

all of whom with strict

propriety may bo called no
common,but eminent men.
The first pastor, Uev. Ben-
jamin Colman, wa.s a na-

tive of this city, as were
the next three pastors,

Rev. William Cooper, and
Rev. Samuel Cooper, his

son, and the Rev. Peter
Thatcher, whose united
ministry continued for

more than a century. Dr.
Colman was ordained in

London, and eommcnccd
his ministry across the
water. He was distin-

guished as a minister and
citizen of Boston, but was
not generally popular. He
was connected with this

chureli for a half century
as pastor, and his publica-

tions durinj; his lifetime

amounted to upward* of
eighty. His <ollea(iuc, for

many years. Rev. Willinm
C<Joper,died mu<h lament-

ed ia 1743, "The con-
gregation," wrilc« Doctor
Colman, who survived

him, " met the afienioon

of tUe day he died, luul

voted to bury him by a
subs<'Tiptton, which pres-

ently ruse to nine hundred
|>uunds. They put hi>

whole family and me into

niouniing, and gave ringn

to all the miaistcr.^ of tlie

association ;" a sure evi-

dence of liu good standing

with his people. Dr.

Coo|K;r, his son, was a dis-

tinguished patriot, as well

as divine. It was during
his ministry, that the pres-

ent beautiful and noble

church edifice was erecttfd

PORTRAIT OF REV. SAMUEL K. LOTHROP, D. D.

[Prom a Daguerreotype, by Whipple.]

in 1773. The first movement towards the erection of tliis struc-

ture was made by Gov. John Hancock, the year previous, who
was ever a liberal member and benefactor of this society. The
house cost .£8000, of which Hancock gave one eighth part. Gov-
ernor Bowdoin gave £200, and manifested his greater generosity
by previously offering to the society a piece of land on the corner
of Tremont and Howard Streets, a beautiful spot, on which to

erect the house, which otfer, the parish, it is thought, unwisely
rejected. During the siege of Bostim, Dr. Cooper and his parish

were driven from their beautiful temple, while the British occu-

pied it for a barracks, the house escaping the worse purjiose of

BRATTLE STREET CHURCH, BOSTON.

being converted into a riding-school for the British dragoons
through its huge pillars, while the more convenient Old
South did not escape. On this subject, Rev. Dr. Lothrop
justly remarks :

" This desecration of the churches of Boston
was a wanton and unnecessary outrage. It is some evidence
of progress even in the conduct of war, that except upon the
most compulsory necessity such a thing would not be done
now. Had our army in their recent possession of Mexiwo,
pursued the same course in regard to the churches of that
city, every newspaper published in the English tongue would
have ning with strong condemnation of the sacrilege." Dr.
Cooper, the third pastor of the church, died when peace was
restored to the distracted country, in 178.3. How well he was
loved may be learned by the closing lines of a monody that
was published in the Independent Chronicle, a few days after
his death

:

" Formed to excel in each ennobled part
That burni.shed life, or humanized the heart,
How did thy bright example recommend
The parent, partner, citizen, and friend!
\Varni in affection, wise with fuiished ease,
Intent to reason, or polite to please;
In private path.^, in every public line,

The beat associate, statesman, and divine,"

The next pastor. Rev. Peter Thatcher, who was called
from the Congregational church in Maiden, was extremely
popular. It was said of him, that no young man ever
preached to such crowded congregations. Whitefield called
him " the young Elijah." Others might have called him the
American Somerville. His ministi-y lasted nearly eighteen
years. He died at Savannah, Georgia, whither he went for
ills health in the autumn of 180a. The following incident il-

lustrates the influence of early religious instruction. On lay-
ing down for the last time, in the early part of the evenin"', a
few hours before his death, he repeated the nursery prayer :

" Now 1 lay me down to sleep,

I pray the Lord my soul to Iteep

;

If 1 should die before 1 wake,
1 pray the L*rd my soul to take;"

and turning to his son, the late Judge Thatcher, said, "My
son, this little prayer I have not omitted to repeat on going
to bed for forty years. This may be the last time. I charge

you never to omit it." It is related, that the late John Quiney
Adams was in the habit of repeating this prayer every night dur-
ing his long lifetime. How remarkable, that lisping infants,

equally with the greatest sages, should adopt this 6imi)le form of
prayer, and find in it a true expression of their religious feelings

before closing their eyes to sleep. In bringing this unpretending
notice of Brattle Street Church to a close, there is only space to

observe, that the ancient church, during the last half centui-y, has
been favored with the ministry of the finished scholars, and accom-
plished preachers. Rev. Joseph Stephens Buekminstcr, Edward
Everett, John G. Palfrey, and the present incumbent. Dr. Lothrop,

who has acceptably filled

his responsible station for

nineteen years, which pe-
riod, in these times of
change, is of itself an evi-

deuce of the hold he has
upon the affections of his

people. When we con-
sider, the origin of this

church in independenco
of religious thought and
opinion, its succession of
eminent ministers, who
have been alike authors,
patriots, and statesmen,
and one of whom, at least,

is at this moment, a lead-

ing orator and statesman
of his eountiy and his time
—when we consider, that

its laity have been reiu'e-

sented by a Hancock, a
Bowdoin, a Webster, and
the Lawrences,—when we
consider that the church
has been hallowed by Rev-
olutionary recollections,

and by the trumpet voice
of a Whitefield, we feel

that the words of its pastor
in his closing historical

sentences are appropriate
to his congregation : "All
the past history of this

church and society appeals
to us, and bids ns, by our
honor and peace, by the
mercies of Heaven and the
necessities of man, to be
steadfast, zealous, faithful,

per.scveing. Let each de-
termine for him.self to obey
that appeal. So shall the

Lord God be with us and
with our children, as he
was with our fathers."

It may not bo deemed
inappropriate, in this con-

nection, for ns 10 express

our satisfaction at the uni-

versal approval of these

our pulpit sketches. It is

gratifying to feel that we
are working a vein alike

congenial with our own
feelings and those of par-

ties most interested in tho

descriptions given. The
records, tnithfnl and cor-

rect as we arc able to make
tliem, will doubtless be
preserved and valued by
the descendants of those to

whom they refer, and thus

will be transmitted tangi-

ble evidences of locality

and personality, that can-

not fail to be of great in-

terest in time to c(nne. Im
this view of the subject we
shall continue, for a period,

to give these records of I he
Boston |)ulpit, and to re-

cord all witli a liberal and
Christian hand.
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DEATH IN CHILDHOOD.

How true and exquisitely beautiful i.s the foUowinf; impressive

p.issa^ie, which is taken from an article in the Dublin Uni-

Tersity Marjazinc :

—" To me, few thinp;.'' appear so beautiful

as a very young child in its shroud. The little, innocent face

looks so sublimely simple and confiding amongst the cold terrors

of djath. Crimeless and fearless, that little mortal has passed

alone under the shadow, and explored the mystery of dissolution.

There is death in its Bublimest and purest image ; no hatred, no

hypocrisy, no suspicion, no care for the morrow ever darkened

that little face ; death has come lovingly upon it ; there is nothing

cruel or harsh in its victory. The yearnings of love, indeed, can-

not be' stifled ; for the prattle, and smile, all the little world of

thoughts that were so delightful, are gone forever. Awe, too,

will overcast us in its presence, for we arc looking on death ; but

we do not fear for tho lonely voyager ; for the child has gone,

simple and trusting, into the presence of its all-wise Father; and

of such, wc know, is the kingdom of heaven."

A Golden Feast.—The Queen of England gave a grand

dinner on the 10th of June, which was served on the magnificent

service of gold plate in the AVaterloo Gallery. The plateau of

the table comprised a number of the most beautiful candelabra,

vases, epergnes, and icepails in the royal collection, the St.

George's candelabrum being placed in the centre of the table op-

'posite to her majesty's seat. The colossal wine-cooler, made by

order of King George IV., was )jlaccd on a detached table, at the

west end of the gallery for exhibition.

< »» »

A CHARITABLE Man.—We scc, by n Cincinnati paper, that Dr.

Wesley Smcad, of the Citizens' Bank, lias given $5000 to the

Widow's Home—making, in addition to former gifts, a donation

of $20,000 to that beneficent enterprise. lie also gave a few days

ago, $.'?00 to the Relief Union, iffiOO to the different Orphan Asy-

lums, and f 100 to the Mary and Martha Relief Society. These

noble offerings are only repetitions of what he has often done

before, forming a noble example to others.

« »»». »

Carrier Pigeons.—Captain Inglefield, who commands the

steamer Phoenix, which has juAt sailed for the Arctic seas, in order

to assist in the search for Sir John Franklin, has carried with him

four pair of caiTier pigeons. He intends to release one pair when

he is half way to Cape Farewell, another when ho reaches that

cape, and the othere at some future time.

< ».». > .

SPLINTERS.

.... The Journal of Commerce states that the grave of James

Madison, twice President, cannot now be recognized.

.... Ross Brown, the author of " Yusef," has been appointed

to an important position under the new Minister to China.

.... All the markets of Paris are to be combined into one vast

market, and divided into pavilions, fortified and shot-proof.

.... No one is permitted to join the socialist colony at Nanvoo,

unless he is married, or will engage to got manied.

.... The Sun states that Mrs. Alexina Fisher Baker and her

husband have already realized in California the sum of $.'30,000.

.... The chart used by Columbus has been purchased by the

Spanish government, for two hundred pounds.

.... A Swcdenborgian University has been established in Ohio.

Its present " faculty " consists of two professors.

.... Among the native productions which attract universal ad-

miration in the Dublin Exhibition, is a pig made of lard.

.... The average yield of tea is about 120 pounds to the acre.

' The cost of producing a pound of tea is seventeen cents.

.... No man is a gentleman, who, without provocation, would

treat with incivility the humblest of his species.

.... The Georgia and Alabama pajiers are rejoicing over the

late refreshing showers with which they have been favored.

.... Men are sometimes accused of pride, merely because their

accusers would be proud themselves if they were in their places.

.... General Scott has not yet recovered from the injuries he

received some months since, in fulling on the sidewalk in N. York.

.... John B. Gough is shortly to visit England, by invitation

of the London Temperance League.

.... Mrs. Partington is at Cape May, and will remain during

the season, if the hemisphere agrees with her.

RAISING FRUIT.

If the primal curse proved by man's original tran.<;grcssion

weighs heavily upon all the sons of earth, and makes every physi-

cal and intellectual achievement the result of the sweat of the

brow, still there are merciful blessings accompanying it which

alleviate aini recompense the toil imposed. If the agriculturist

wins his bread by early and late labor, wringing the staples of

consumption and sustenance from a rebellious soil, still there arc

branches of his labor from which he reaps a most abundant and

generous harvest. The fruit that a man raises amply compen-

sates him for the toil he bestows upon its culture—more amply

than any other production of the soil. The labor required to pro-

duce a few bushels of corn, would yield a vast amount of fmit,

worth ten times the amount of the former article.

A clear profit of six or eight hundred dollars has been produced

by a half acre of strawberries. Plums and the best kinds of

peaches yield an enormous profit ; so do pear and cherry trees.

A few acres of land, near to a large city, devoted to fruit culture,

produces astonishing returns, and renders the owner in a few years

independent. We know of several families in the vicinity of

Boston and New York, who are handsomely supported on the

profits of fruit raised in small but well-managed gardens. And it

is worthy of remark, in this connection, that the rise in the value

of fruit is greater even than the rise in the price of staple articles

of culture, notwithstanding its cnltuic has increased in more than

the ratio of field culture. These facts arc worth the consideration

of all people who have land.

Yet we see old homesteads in the vicinity of our great cities

—

places that have been in the same families for generations—totally

destitute of fniit-trces, except, perhaps, a few old and neglected

apple-trees, moss-grown and worm-eaten, and absolutely dying

out from antiquity. The occupants of such places toil on, year

after year, cultivating corn, potatoes, oats and rye, vainly endeav-

oring to compete with the great West, that, from its inexhausti-

ble soil, pours its produce into our markets, over the great iron

ways of inter-communication. Some of these old-fashioned peo-

ple make money every year, but they arc afraid to invest the

smallest portion of it in fniit-trees, with land and appliances for

cultivation. They prefer to let their money at six per cent , to

investing it in growing fruit, which pays one hnndred per cent. I

But a few years ago, there were no nurseries at all in ihe coun-

try, and fruit-trees could be obtained only with great difficulty,

and at high cost ; and if a man wanted fruit, he had to raise it

from the seed, and the process was so slow that we cannot won-

der people were discouraged ; and yet, even under these disad-

vantages, the culture of fruit will pay richly. But now these dif-

ficulties arc removed ; there are plenty of excellent nurseries in

all directions, where fine bearing trees, of all kinds, maj' lie pur-

chased nt all times, and at most reasonable prices. Besides this,

a better knowledge is had in the matter of fruit raising, and some

five or six years have been gained in the time of raising fruit from

a tree.

Aside from the raising of fruit for pecuniary jirofit, and to send

to market, it forms a cheap and delicious portion of necessary

food for family use ; and, in whatever light tho subject be viewed,

the policy of devoting time, land and money to fruit-raising must

be acknowledged to be good and sound theory.

<- ^*^ » —

PANORA31IC VIEW OF TREMONT STREET.

On pages 72 and 73 we present a complete panoramic view of

Tremont street, Boston, on the cast and west side, from Court

street to the Common. In order to understand the view, those of

our readers who arc not acquainted with the locality depicted,

should commence at the top of the page, at the extreme loft, and

follow the line of the picture to Bromlield street ; then commenc
ing at the extreme left again, on the second line, proceed towards

the right as far as Winter street, which is opposite the Common.
Next commence at the bottom of the page, on the extreme left,

and following the line of the street to the Albion Hotel, com-

mence on the section above at the Pavilion, and follow on to Reed's

music store. The accurate manner in which our artist has pro-

duced this panoramic view, gives each portion of the street rc])rc-

seiited, its peculiar characteristics ; but to those acquainttd with

this fine thoroughfare we need not speak of its correctness.

Petrified Man.—The Morris (111.) Yeoman states that not

long since, while some men were digging in a coal bank near the

canal, they exhumed the body of a man in a perfect state of pet-

rifaction. From the corduroy cloth in which the legs were en-

cased, the cords and seams of which are perfectly defined, it is

supposed to be the body of one of the Irish laborers engaged in

the construction of the canal. The limbs are nearly perfect, and

are completely transformed to stone.

Blue Rose.—The horticulturists of Paris, says a correspond-

ent of the New York Express, have succeeded by artificial cross-

ings in obtaining a natural rose of a blue color, which is the fourth

color obtained by artificial means—that and the yellow or tea rose,

the black or i)uiple rose, and the striped rose, being all inventions,

and the result of skilful, scientific gardening.

A Precaution.—The elm trees about New Iltiven, Ct , have

been saved from worms, by placing lead troughs filled with oil

around them. Where this was not done, the tices are stripped as

hire as winter. The remedy is worth trying.

Boston Railkoads.—One hundred and forty two railway

trains now leave Boston daily, twenty-five of them by the Wor-
cester road. This looks jirosperous.

A Hint to Purchasers.—The best is the cheapest.

HEART OF RICHARD C(EUR DE LION.

A correspondent of the Ivondon Times, speaking Richard

Occur do Lion, offers a suggestion for the consideration of the

committee who .are now discussing the subject of a statue to the

lion-hearted king. Every one acquainted with English history

will remember the afllectiiig disposal of the remains of Richard.

His body, by his last will, was directed to be buried at the feet of

his father, his bowels among the rebellious Poictonvins, and his

heart at Rouen. That heart is now without a shrine in the mu-
seum of the town of Rouen, and the writer suggests to the com-

mittee that a deputation should at once be appointeil to wait upon

the authorities of the town, and .solicit this relic, which might be

entombed beneath the proposed statue.

« ^•^ » —

City of Mexico.—This city contains some 200,000 inhabit-

ants. Two-thiids of this population consist of low RJexicaii half-

breeds and Indians, whose morals and habits of life arc similar to

the lil.icks of the south. There seems to be a life and activity

about the city much resembling New Y'ork.

Matrimonial.—Very large wedding cakes, and exceedingly

long trains of bridesmaids, are now the fashion in Europe. Two
hundred pounds is by no means an extroardinary weight for the

cake, and twelve is not an uncommon numlitr of bridesmaids.

Monumental.—A monument to Sir Isaac Newton is to be

erected at Grantham, in 1854, exactly two hundred years after

Newton entered a free boy on the foundation of Sie Grantham
Grammar School.

— « ».» »

California Theatricals,—There arc in San Francisco one

German, one French, and two American theatres.

MAIIRJAG^E^
In this city, by Rev Mr. Blaikie, Mr. David W. Clarke to Miss Mary Brown,

both of West Cambridge.
Bv Key. Mr, Schwara, Mr. Bemhard Bachning to Misi Catharine BeinnuUer,

both of Tavmton,
By Itcv. Dr. (iannett, Horatio R, Storer, M, D,, to Mifs Emily B,, daughter

of the late Addison (^iimore. I>q.
By KcT, Dr. Adams Mr. William W. Colcsworthy to Mrs. Ellen M. Ayer.
By l{ev. Mr. Burlinpham. Mr. Francis A. Coe^roTe to Miss rriscilla Martin.
By Kev, .Mr. Stowe, Mr. Hen.i.Ainin Blaisdell to .Miss Mary Prentiss,
By Itev. Mr Streeter. .Mr. Addison tiroTtr to Miss EhKaheth Donnelly.
At Cambridgeport, .Mr. Tho's O. Barr, of I'ortsmoutli, N. H., to Miss Fanny,

youngest d:4iigliter of Elia.s Howe, Esi]., ol Cambridge.
At Ne>vbur\ port, bv Rev. .Mr. Itnwtn Mr. Oeorge U. PerhlBB to Miss Mary

T. Kuowles. both of .Strath.\m, .\. H,
At Taunton, by Her, Jlr. Col,b, .Mr, Marcus Heed of Dighton, to Miss Helen

Walker; .Mr. Walter H. Atwood to Mrs. .Matilda Aden.
.\t Amherst, Jlr. Uilliaiu Veomans, Jr., ot Delhi, N. Y., to MiM Nancy U.

daughter of the late Col. Zeliina Dickinson,
At Limerick, Me., by Rev. Mr. Tilton, Mr. Jcsfe L, Gould, of Boston, to MiM

Sarah Johnson, of C'ornish Me,

DEATHS.
In this city, Miss Caroline Morris, a native of France, 29: Hon, Saninel Ap-

pleton.ST; Mr. .Viidrew Oibson, formerly of Kalincha, Ireland; Sarah Eli»i-
betli Urubb Tuckeiumn, V2; Mrs, charlotte rt'oodbury Voftor, 51 ; Mni. .tuli»
M.. wile of the late Benjamin Fox, iti.

At .Somerville, .losephinc Blodgett, adopted danghterofDwight Wheelock, IT.
At tVest Camliridge, Mr, James T, Langiey, of Now Orleans, SI.
At Saugus, .Mis. Lucy, wife of the late .Mr. \Vilii,am Sweef-ser. M.
At Waltham, Mrs, Philcnda, wife of the late.loscph Bond,.lr„ 51,
At Concord. Hon, Francis It. Oourgas. delegate to the .State Convention,
At Stoneham, Martha C. W., »ite of Mr. Cushing Fearing, of Boston, 30.
At Uandolph, Mr. Harvey Iteleher, of I'hiladelpliia.
At Xeedham, Deacon Jonathan Nwwcll, 75.
At Ncwburyport, Mi.ss Laura U'., daughter of (Jeorge Oreenleaf, Esq., 27.
At Worcester, Mr Samuel Smith, 72: Mr. AlpheiU) .^tratt<m. H3.
At Fall KiTer, Mrs. Betsey W., wife of llev. Kliiery M. Porter, 19.
At .Icltrcy, N. H.. IViiliam P., adopted son of I . W. l>. l>;ivis, of Boston, 17.
At BiUtol, K, I., Mr. Ebenea'r (iardii. r, of Swanr«y, 71,
At New Vork, Eliyji, wileof UcT Dr. Bullions, til, Ssrah, wife of Itcv. .loscph

Carter. 08; Mr. Uobert B. Smith, first c'erK in City Inspector's Office, 'iS.

At Morrisania, N. V., Mr. Itobert Mur \y, member of N. Y. Typ'l Soc'v, ill

At Conklin, N. V,, Christopher Knight, Ei.q., formerly of Cranston. K.'l., M.
At Baltimore, Md., Hon. John Glenn, Judge of the U. S. District Court,
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A D R E A 31

.

BY 0. DAVIE8 BRAPWAY, M. D.

I dreamed, last night, a pleasant dream

;

Metboup:ht away in fairy land

I wandered by a murnmring stream

That gently flowed o'er golden sand;

I sat upo" its mossy brink,

And as I Ijcnvod me down to drink,

A tboiisiind fairy forms I see

Itt'neJith the water, bright and free;

M'ith matchless grace and air they stood,

Enshrouded in that amber flood.

I gazed with deep, intense delight

Upon that scene so bright ami fairj

And other forms came into sight,

Bright beings of the npper air;

So gentle and so fair they seemed,

I loved them even as I dreamed

;

Tlu'ir golden tresses lightly play

Around a neek rs fair as they

;

And ^pa^kIing in the noonday sun,

"Were amethyst and diitmond.

A softened strain of music, low,

Came floating upward from that stream;

And mingled with it^ amber flow,

O'er gems that sparkled in the gleam

Of tlie bright sunlight, low and sweet;

That fairy song, for angels meet,

Fell on tlie car, and tlien I heard

A silver voice—a gentle word,

" O mortal, if thou joy wouldst know,

Step boldly in the stream below."

AVitU eager haste, at her command
1 stepped into the limpid flood

;

And there upon the bright gold sand,

A thousand fairies round me stood.

I heeded n<)t, though cold and chill

The waters, for a joyous thrill

M'ent through my frame, and I did know
No more of sorrow, grief or woe

;

For every fibre of my soul

AVttS filled with joy, beyond control.

Bright visions of a happy land,

"With verdant fields forever green;

A mingling with a well known band,

And sights by nioituls all unseen

;

And plaintive strains of music sweet,

And balmy gales, the senses greet

;

I saw them all—yet I could see

They lacked one source of joy to me

;

For there was one whose smiling face

I saw not in that happy place.

Again that voice fell on my ear,

" 0. mortal, if thou joy wouldst know,

Think not of those in yonder sphere,

Where mingle every shade of woe!"

I tried to speak—as with a spell

My lips were bound—in whispers fell

My half-formed words; a cold, death chill

Went o'er my frame, and all was still

;

I woke amid the sunlight's gleam,

And found, alaa! I did but dream I

. •^•^- »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AUNT MARY'S SUGGESTION.

BY T. S. ARTHUR.

"John Thomas 1" Mr. Belknap spoke in a firm, rather

Ruthoritativc voice. It was evident that he anticipated some re-

luctance on the boy's part, and, therefore, assumed, in the outset,

a very decided manner.

John Thomas, a lad between twelve and thirteen years of age,

was seated on the doorstep, reading. A slight movement of his

body indicated that he heard ; but ho did not lift his eyes from

the book, nor make any verbal response.

" John Thomas !" This time the voice of Mr. Belknap was
loud, sharp, and imperative.

" Sir," rcspondi'd the boy, dropping the volume in his la]), and

looking up with a slightly flushed, hut sullen face.

" Did n't you hear nie when 1 first spoke V said Mr. Belknap,

angrily.

" Yes, sir."

"Then, why didn't you answer me? Always respond when
you are si)oken to. I'm tired of this ill-mannered, disrespectful

way of yours."

The boy stood up, looking, now, dogged, as well as sullen.

" Go and get your I]at and jacket." This was said in a tone

of command, accompanied by a side toss of the head, bv wuv of
enforcing the order.

"What for?" asked John Tlionias, not moving a pace from
where he stood.

" Go and do what I tell you. Get your hat and jacket."

The boy moved slowly and with a very reluctant air from the

room.

" Now, don't be all day," Mr. Belknap called after him, " I'm
in a hurry. Move briskly."

How powerless tlu' father's words di( d on the air. The mo-
tions of John Thomas were not rjuickcned in the slightest degree.

Jyike a soulless automaton passed he out into the jiassage and up
the stairs ; while the impatient Mr. Belknap could with difBculty

restrain an imjmisc to follow after, and ha.sten the sulky boy's

movements with blows. He controlled himself, however, and re-

sumed the pcrueal of his newspaper. Five, ten uiiuutcs passed,

and John Thomas had not yet appeared to do the errand upon

whi''-- his father designed to send him. Suddenly Mr. Belknap

di' ^(jed his paper, and going hastily to the bottom of the stau-s,

called out :

" You John ! John Thomas !"

" Sir !" came a provokingly indifferent voice from one of the

chambers.

"Didn't I tell you to hurry—say?"
" I can't find my jacket."

" You don't want to find it. Where did you lay it when you

took it off last night ?"

" I don't know. I forget."

" If you're not down here, with your jacket on, in one minute,

I'll warm your shoulders well for you."

Mr. Belknap was quite in earnest in this threat, a fact plainly

enough apparent to John Thomas in the tone of his father's voice.

Not just wishing to have matters proceed to this extremity, the

boy opened a closet, and, singularly enough, there hung his jacket

in full view. At the expi»<4tion of the minute, he was standing

before his disturbed father, with his jacket on, and buttoned up to

the chin.

" Where's your hat ?" now asked Mr. Belknap.
" I don't know, sir."

" Well, find it, then."

" I've looked everywhere."

" Look again. There I What is that on the hat rack, just

under my coat .'"

The boy answered not, but walked moodily to the rack, and

took his hat therefrom.

" Beady at last. I declare I'm out of all patience with your

slow movements and sulky manner. What do you stand there

for, knitting your brows and pouting your lips ? Straighten out

your face, sir ! I wont have a boy of mine put on such a coun-

tenance."

The lad, thus angrily and insultingly rated, made a feeble effort

to throw a few rays of sunshine into his face. But the efl'ort died

fruitless. All was too dark, sullen, and rebellious within his

bosom.

" See here." Mr. Belknap still spoke in that peculiar tone of

command which always stifles self-respect in the one to whom it

is addressed. " Do you go down to Leslie's and tell him to send

me a good claw hammer and three pounds of eightpenny nails.

And go quickly."

The boy turned off without a word of reply, and was slowly

moving away, when his father said, sharply ;

" Look here, sir !"

John Thomas paused and looked back.

" Did you hear me 1"

" Yes, sir."

" What did I tell you to do?"
" To get you a claw hammer and three pounds of eightpenny

nails."

" Very well. Wliy didn't you indicate, in some way, that you

heard me ? Have n't I, already, this morning, read you a lecture

about this very thing ? Now, go quickly. I'm in a hurry."

For all this impatience and authority on the part of Mr. Bel-

knap, John Thomas moved away at a snail's pace ; and as the

former, in a state of considerable irritability, gazed after the boy

he felt strongly tempted to c&ll him back, and give him a good

flogging in order that he might clearly comprehend the fact of

his being in earnest. But, as this flogging was an unpleasant

kind of business, and had, on all previous occasions, been suc-

ceeded by a repentant and self-accusing state, Mr. Belknap re-

strained his indignant impulses.

" If that stubborn, incoiTigible boy returns in half an hour, it

will be a wonder," muttered Mr. Belknap, as he came back into

the sitting-room. " I wish I knew what to do with him. There

is :io respect or obedience in him. I never saw such a boy. He
knows that I'm in a hurry ; and yet he goes creeping along like a

tortoise, and, ten chances to one, if he does n't forget his errand

altogether before he is half way to Leslie's. AVhat is to be done

with him. Aunt MaiT !"

And Mr. Belknnp turned, as he spoke, to an elderly lady, with

a mild, open face, and clear blue eyes from wliich goodness looked

forth as an angel. Slic was a valued relative, who was paying

him a brief visit.

Aunt Mary let her knitting rest in her lap, and turned her

mild, thoughtful eyes u]ion the speaker.

" What is to be done with that boy. Aunt Mary ?" Mr. Bel-

knap icjjcatcd his words. " I've tried everything with him ; but

he remains incorrigible."

" Have yo!i tried
"

Aunt Mary paused, and seemed half in doubt whether it were

best to give utterance to what was in her mind.

" Tried what t" asked Mr. Belknii]).

" May I speal. plainly ?" said Aunt Mary.
" To me ; Why yes ! The plainer the better."

" Have you tried a kind, affectionate, unimpassioncd manner
with the boy? Since I have been here, I notice that you speak

to him in a cold, indifferent, or authoritative tone. Under such

treatment, some natures, that soften quickly in the sunshine of

allVclion, grow hard and stubborn."

The Ijlood mounted to the cheeks and bro«r of Mr. Belknap.
" Torgive nic, if I have spoken too plainly," said Aunt Mary.

Mr. Belknaj) did not make any response for some time, but sat,

with his eyes upon the floor, in hun'ied self-examination.

" No, Aunt Mary, not too jdainly," said he, as he looked at her

with a sobered face. " I needed that suggestion, and thank you
for having made it."

" Mrs. Ilowitt has a liuc ^\hich beautifully expresses what I

mean," said Aunt Mary, in her gentle, earnest way. " It is

' For love hath readier will than fear.'

Ah, if we could all comprehend the wonderful power of love 1

It is the fire that melts ; while fear only smites, the strokes hard-

ening, or breaking its unsightly fragments. John Thomas has

many good qualities, that ought to be made as active as possible.

These, like goodly flowers growing in a carefully tilled garden,

will absorb the latent vitality in his mind, and thus leave nothing

from which inherent evil tendencies can draw nutrition."

Aunt Mary said no more, and Mr. Belknap's thoughts were

soon too busy with a new train of ideas, to leave him in any mood
for conversation.

Time moved steadily on. Nearly half an hour had elapsed, in

which period John Thomas might have gone twice tfl Leslie's

store, and returned
;
yet he was still absent. Mr. Belknap was

particularly in want of the hammer and nails, and the delay chafed

him very considerably ; the more particularly, as it evidenced the

indifference of his son in respect to his wishes and commands.

Sometimes hi would yield to a momentary blinding flush of

anger, and resolve to punish the boy severely the moment he

could get his hands on him. But quickly would come in Aunt
Mary's suggestion, and he would again resolve to try the power

of kind words. He was also a good deal strengthened in his

purposes, by the fact that Aunt Mary's eyes would be upon hira

at the return of John Thomas. After her suggestion, and his

acknowledgement of its value, it would hardly do for him to let

passion so rule hira as to act in open violation of what was right.

To wrong his son by unwise treatment, when he professed to de-

sire only his good.

The fact is, Mr. Belknap had already made the discovery, that

if he would govern his boy, he must first govern himself. This

was not an easy task. Yet he felt that it must be done.

" There comes that boy now," said he, as he glanced forth, and

saw John Thomas coming homeward at a very deliberate pace.

There was more of impatience in his tone of voice than he wished

to betray to Aunt Mary, who let her beautiful, angel-like eyes rest

for a moment or two, penetratingly, upon him. The balancing

power of that look was needed ; and it performed its work.

Soon after, the loitering boy came in. He had a package of

nails in his hand, which he reached, half indifferently, to his father.

" The hammer !" John started with a half frightened air.

"Indeed, father, I forgot all about it!" said he, looking up with a

flushed countenance, in which genuine regret was plainly visible.

" I'm son-)'," said Mr. Belknap, in a disappointed, but not

angry or rebuking voice. " I've been waiting a long time for you

to come back, and now I must go to the store without nailing up

that trellice for your mother's honeysuckle and wisteria, as I

promised."

The boy looked at his father a moment or two with an air of

bewilderment and surprise ; then he said, earnestly :

" Just wait a little longer. I'll run down to the store and get

it for you in a minute. I'm ven' soiry that I forgot it."

" Run along, then," said Mr. Belknap, kindly.

How fleetly the lad bounded away ! His father gazed after him

with an emotion of surprise, not unmi.xed with pleasure.

" Yes—^yes," he murmured, half aloud, " Mrs. Howitt never

uttered a wiser saying. ' For love hath readier will than fear.'
"

Quicker than even Aunt Mary, whose faith in kind words was

very strong, had expected, John came in with the hammer, a

bright glow on his cheeks and a sparkle in his eyes that strongly

contrasted with the utter want of interest displayed in his maiimer

a little while before.

" Thank you, my son," said Mr. Belknap, as he took the

hammer; "I could not have asked a prompter service."

He spoke very kindly, and in a voice of approval. " And now,

John," he added, with the manner of one who requests, rather

than commands, " if you will go over to Frank Wilson's, and tell

him to come and work for two or three days in our garden, you

will oblige me very much. I was going to call there as I went to

the store this morning : but it is too late now."
" O, I'll go, father—I'll go," replied the boy, quickly and

cheerfully. " I'll run right over at once."

" Do, if you please," said Mr. Belknap, now speaking from an

imi)ulse of real kindness, for a thorough change had come over

his feelings. A grateful look was cast, by John Thomas, into his

father's face, and then he was off to do his errand. Mr. Belknap

saw, and understood the meaning of that look.

" Yes—3'cs—yes,
—

" thus he talked with himself as he took his

way to the store,
—" Aunt Mary and Mrs. Howitt are right. Love

liath a readier will. I ought to have learned tliis lesson earlier.

Ah ! how much that is deformed in this self-willed boy, might now

be growing in beauty."

HOW INDIGO IS PREP.4RE1).

The indigo is a shrub-like plant, two or three feet high, with

delicate, blue green leaves, which, at the harvest time—aliout the

month of August—are cut close off to the stem, tied into bundles,

and laid in great wooden tubs. Flanks are then laid on them,

aiul great stones to cause a pressure, and tlicn water is poured

over them, and after a day or two the liquor begins to ferment.

In this process of fermentation lies the ])rincipal difficulty, and
everything depends on allowing it to continue just the proper

time. When the water has accpiircd a dark green color, it is

poured off into other tubs, mixed with lime, and stirred with

wooden shovels till a blue deposit separates itself from the water,

which is then allowed to run off. 'fhe remaining substance, the

indigo, is then i)Ut into linen bags, through which the moisture

filters, and as soon as the indigo is dry and hard, it is broken into

pieces and packed u]). Indigo is cultivated in the East Indies to

a considerable extent.—A'. K. Farmtr.
« ».» »

Barrow said that in Hebrew the word which signified to praise

and lo (ipplaiul, signified at the same time to make proud and render

J'ooliah.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

General Cass is Inboriiig under extreme depression of sjiirits,

in eonscqueneo of tlie recent loss of his wife. Tlie liealtli of

the French Emperor excites the greatest anxiety. Violent swell-

ing of his legs and feet is one of his dangerous symptoms ; but

he still continues to appear in public. A Southern Bank has

just been organized at New Orleans, with a capital of one million

two hundred thousand dollars. We arc informed by one who

knows, that the statement which has Ijcen going about the jiapers

with regard to Madame Sontag's gains in the United States, is

considerably below tlie truth. " The figures," he says, " should

have been $100,000, not $60,000." The New Jersey Railroad

transported nearly 12,000 passengers on the Fourth. A cor-

respondent of a Cincinnati paper says he saw, the other day, in

a pile, ill the basement of a grocery store in that place, a collec-

tion of six or eight hundred toads. It is stated that they, or the

oil from them, is one of the ingredients of a new rheumatic oint-

ment. A pear tree, planted at Danvers Port, Mass., by Gov.

Endieott, two hundred and twenty years ago, is still alive. lie

who takes too many glasses, will himself become a tumbler. It

is stated in a Pliiladelpliia newspaper that State street, in that

city, is five miles long in a straight line from north to south. It

is occupied with retail shops and stores almost exclusively, and is

the largest street, so tenanted and used, to be found in the new or

the old world. Com. Vanderliilt's yacht North Star was visited

by 10,000 |)eople while at Southampton, England. A corros-

])ondent of the London Daily News states that, among the collec-

tion of Japanese articles in the Dulilin Exhiliition, there is a

medallion head, in papier mache, over which appear, in boKl Ro-

man characters, the words "Jean Milton." The Gospel is said

to be preached from the pulpits of Chicago in seven different lan-

guages. The population of tlie city is about 50,000. We over-

lieard the following fragment of conversation, the other da}', says

the editor of the Homo Journal, on board the Alida :
—" I met

Lord Ellesmere and his party at Niagara, the other day. I knew

the ladies were persons of distinction the moment I saw them,

because they wore no jewelry, nor any other ornament what-

ever I" They cannot be on the best terms with God, who are

always quarrelling with mankind. When a man takes a full

morning bath, nine million mouths are open to thank him ; for

every pore of the skin has separate cause to be grateful for its

daily ablution. Pianofortes, with cases of papier mache, are

exhibited at the Crystal Palace. Dr. Mercer, of Louisiana,

"vhilc in Cincinnati the other day, subscribed one thousand dollars

to the Henry Clay monument fund. To secure the regular at-

tendance of a physician, feed your children on the fruit just

from the south, and partake heartily yourself. You may want

an undertaker before you get through, and you may not. Try it

once. The order closing the United States Mint at Philadelphia

to strangers, has been rescinded.

CHINESE PECUH.\R1TIES.

The more we know of the Chinese, the more curious do their

manners and customs seem to us ; they have such an odd conceit

of things, such an original mode of living and supplying the

necessities of life. An instance in hand is their mode of hatching

the spawn of fish, and thus protecting it from accidents which
destroy so large a portion. The fishermen collect with care, on
the margin and surface of waters, all those gelatinous masses

which contain the spawn. After they have found a sufficient

quantity, they fill with it the shell of a fresh hen's egg, which
they have previously emptied, stop up the hole, and put it under

a sitting fowl. At the expiration of a certain number of days,

they break the shell in water warmed by the sun. The young
fry are presently hatched, and are kept in pure fresh water till

they are largo enough to be thrown into the pond with the old

fish. The sale of spawn for this purpose is an important trade.

Luxury for Railroad Travellers.—Mr. Twitchell, the

Superintendent of the Boston and Worcester Railroad, has per-

fected the comfortable aiTangements of the Springfield trains, by
introducing a luxury which is ftiniished to the passengers as

" free as water." A silver urn, with iced water, is carried through

tlie cars at proper intervals of time, by a lad specially employed
for that object—the urn being strapped on the boy's shoulder, so

that passengers, with a silver goblet, with which they are fur-

nished, may help themselves.

< »»» -
Adventukoi;s.—A correspondence has recently taken place

between John Wise, a-ronaut, and Judge Lewis, relative to the

practicability of crossing the Atlantic Ocean in a balloon. Mr.

Wise proposes to do this in forty-eight hours, with an outfit

not exceeding $2.5,000, first proposing to demonstrate its fea.sibil-

ity by a trip from one of the western cities to the Atlantic sea-

board.

Canary Seed and Birds.—The Boston Atlas having men-

tioned that during last year fifty-six thousand bushels of canary

seed were imported, costing 813,500, a writer in the Journal of

Commerce adds the intelligence that forty-one thousand canary

birds are annually imported, costing $17,360, making a total of

nearly $31,000.

tUajisiiie ©otljcrings.

< .»««»

>

Progress of Art.—A Swedish artist, Carlcraann, has made a

new discovery, which he calls photocromograiih}', by means of

which he takes from three hundred to four hundred copies per

day of objects in all their natural colors.

—« -•-•- -^

A NOVEL Idea.—A clothing dealer in New York has an omni-

bus with a fine span of horses running about the city, lettered

" Free ride to our patrous."

There were three hundred guests at the Catskill Mountain
House on the Fourth of July.

The government envelopes are iironounced cheap and trashy,

and the stamp, a burles(|ue on art.

A new guano island has been discovered by Captain Sinclair,

of the Helen, on his voyage from Liverpool to San Francisco.

In Belgrade, Maine, a child of Isaiah Sawtellc, aged two years,

fell into a well, and, clinging to the pole, with its little hands,

was drawn up l-,y the mother a distance of twenty feet.

Saratoga is two-thirds full, we hear. The season began earlier

than usual. Newport is filling up, and Cape May has between

three and four thousand visitors.

If the 937,000,000 of mankind were collected in one place,

every four individuals occupying a sqiuire metre, the whole might
be contained in a field ten miles square

!

Adolphia Carlle, commercial editor of the Mobile Register,

was drowned a few days since while bathing. The deceased was
a native of New York.

Herbert Dow, aged 19 years, was instantly killed in Pittsfield,

N. H., on the 4tli, by the bursting of a cannon which he was
engaged in firing.

The extra pay of oflnecrs of the navy, seamen and marines,

sometime since suspended, has been resumed, in conipliaiicc with

a decision of the Attorney General.

The receijits of the Hudson River Railroad for the month of

June were $94,978 79. Same month 1852, $64,827 78. Increase,

equal to 46 per cent., $.30,151 06.

A gentleman has given $2000 to Bowdoin College to aid indi-

gent young men in getting an education. But no one is to derive

any benefit i'rom the same who uses either mm or tobacco.

Several loafers are now travelling on railroads in hopes of re-

ceiving $50 for a scratch on the nose, or .$250 for a flesh wound in

the calf, these prices being the established tariff'.

Wm. T. Goldsliorough, Esq., residing near Easton, !Md., liad

both his legs nearly cut otf, by a wheat-cutter which ho was tend-

ing, from the eftocts of which he died in a few hours.

Henry Ward Bcecher sweeps up a poetical flower, occasionally,

with his broad seythe-swartli. He said, the other day (in the In-

dependent) that " the sweet brier was the country cousin of the

rose."

It is a curious circumstance that a real magnifying glass, iden-

tified by Sir David Brewster as decidedly and designedly such,

was recently found by Mr. Layard in one of the tcmjiles at

Nineveh.

There are ten persons on faiTus adjoining each other, on the

road from Palmer to Ware, Mass., whose united ages amount to

807 years, and who were born, married, and have always lived

there.

The accounts from the interior of Cuba are quite disheartening.

On one plantation they have lost 280 negroes from cholera. The
Chinese have also suffered terribly. In some instances the whole
number taken on the estate have been swept off.

Jorclgn Items.

In the Italian mints, coin is still made by hand.

The Australian Steamship Company, via. Cavada, has been
chartered.

The Bank of France has declared a semi-aunual dividend of 70
francs.

Two shocks of earthquakes had been felt at the Canaries, but
occasioned no damage.

The London Leader styles Nicholas, the Czar of Russia, " The
Great Lunatic at Large."

The Danish sloop-of-war Saga left Copenhagen in May, for the

West Indies, with orders to touch at Boston.

At Natal, Cape of Good Hope, small quantities of gold have
been found.

The reports from the gold fields in Australia are highly favor-

able.

The Australian steam mail packet Melbourne an-ived at Plj -

mouth, England, on the 1st inst., with a cargo of 83,500 ounces
gold dust.

All soils of nimors are current at Canton, to the ctfect that the

city of Nankin had been recaptured liy the rebels, and that they
have moved in the direction of Pekin.

The French war office has agreed to furnish 60,000 muskets to

the Turkish government, and orders have been sent to have them
despatched forthwith to Constantinople.

Couriers have brought despatches by Belgrade, which assure

the Porte of the union and complete understanding which ani-

mate the western ]iower3.

The Overland Friend of China of May 5, has a rumor that the

expected battle between the rebels and imjierial troops had taken

place, and the Tartar troops had been defeated with great loss.

A letter from Athens announces that the Greek government
had concluded to fit out three ships of war "to protect the Greek
subjects in Turkey in the event of the affairs of the Levant
becoming more complicated."

The breakwaters of Salina have been destroyed by the Russians
in order to close the nioutli of tlie Danulic against mercantile

ships, and unfortunately mor-i than 250 vessels arc caught within,

as ill a trap.

The Turkish government continued actively anning, although

it desired, it is said, to send an ambassador to St. Petersburg.

Austria and Russia remain neutral. The Ellgli^ll and French
fleets were at Tcnedos.

The chiefs of the Patriarchites have made a declaration to Lord
Stratford de Redclitt'e, recognizing the clemency and the good ad-

ministration of the Sublime Porte, and have protested against the

aggression of Ru--sia.

Admiral Lasusse has been superseded in the command of the

Mediterranean fleet by Vice Admiral Hainelin. It is said tliat

Lasusse is tlius degraded for having been twenty-four hours

later than the British Admiral in bringing up his ships to the Bay
of Besika.

The Turkish fleet is concentrated at the northern extremity of
the Bosphorus, from Therapia to the Black Sea, and consists of
35 ships, two of them three-deckers, 10 frigates, 4 corvettes, 8

brigs, and 8 steamers ; this force will be increased by 8 slii])S re-

called from other stations, and 8 others which are in the course of
equipment at the arsenal.

Sanbs of (Solb.

it

. . Justice is the bread of the nation ; it is always hungry for

Chal'-auliriand.

.... Those who lament for fortune do not often lament Jbr
themselves.— Volliiire.

.... Virtue pardons the wicked, as the sandal tree perfumes
the axe which strikes it.

—

Indian suijbi'j.

.... He who learns the rules of wisdom, without conforming
to them in his life is like a man who labored in his iields, but did
not sow.

—

Persian /loet.

.... The niullitude which docs not reduce it.self to unity is

confusion ; the unity which does not depend upon the multitude
is tyranny.

—

Pascal.

.... The word independence is united to the accessory ideas

of dignity and virtue. The word dependeueo is united to the

ideas of inferiority and corruption.

—

Bmllimn.

.... I have never believed that friendship su])poscd the obliga-

tion of bating those whom your friends did not love, and I believe

rather it obliges me to love tliose whom they love.

—

Morellet.

.... It is necessary, in order to do well, to join strength to

justice ; but witli this difference : that strength obeys justice as
feudal dame and mistress, and does nothing in the spite of her
authority, wish, or eomiiianil.

—

Mirlnl I'JJosjjiUd.

.... Decorum of language is the natural expression of honest
manners. The decorum of language should be a law of taste, as

well as a moral law ; and it is for this reason that decorum should
be the most rcs])Cctcd among a nation where corruption of man-
ners is carried to the least excess.—A'«f/t;'er.

lolicr's Budget.

The Logan Gazette says a man recently poked his head out
from " beliind the times," when it was taken off" by a " passing
event."

Spiggles says that his ap]ietite for coffee is always a\)-pens-eA

by one cupful of that beverage as it is served up at his boarding-
hous9.

The great race between a night-mare and a clothes-horse cnmo
oft* recently. The man who entered the inare wasn't wide awake;
so the horse took the prize.

The Pliihulelphia Sjiirit of the Times tells a long story of a
man in that city whose nose is so fiery that his wife uses it to heat
the oven, boil the kettle, and light the candle in the night, when
the child cries.

It was not Snooks' wife who "loved to make bread 'cause it

cleaned her hands so beautifully," nor who wanted a dark-colored
tea-set, tliat " wouldn't show the dirt." It was a base slander
upon Mrs. Snooks ; and we are happy to record the fact.

" Do you believe in second love, Misther McQuadcr?" "Do
I believe in second love ? Humph ! if a man buys a pound of
sugar, isn't it sweet "! and when it is gone, don't he want another
pound ^ and isn't that pound sweet, too ? Troth, Murphy, I be-
lieve in second love."

The most annoying things in the world, says one of our ex-
changes, are " little dogs, little debts, and little men." "Attend
a concert," it proceeds, " and you will find the only person who
wishes to bring his l)Ouqucts into early notice will be a dapper
little fellow, who has to stand on a shingle to jump over a corn-cob !"

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOIiTJICES L, IL, IIL, AND IV^BOXJITD.

TVe have Volumps I., IT., III., and IV. of the Pictorul DRAWiNO-Rooa
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming superb and most attractive parlor ornaments in the shape of a
series of books of between Four and Five Hundred Pages e,\ch, and each
Volume containing nearly Onb Thousand IIngravings of Men, Manners, and
current Kveuts all over the -world; of Scenery in ail parts of the Globe: of
famous Cities and beautiful Villages, of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine

Maritime \'iews ; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects ; with Illumined Title-Paoes and Indexes of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontispieces to the volumes.

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to Reading Matter and Illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and aC all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, 5p3 00; two volume^
$5 00 ; three volumes, ^1 00 ; and four volumes, S9 00.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all .sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutral, Nothing of an immoral nature ^^ill ever b©

admitted into its columns j therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO TUK HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed aa to

present the greatest possible amount of mtelhgence No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

T II E 31 A 31 M T II SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect s^ stem that experience can suggest, forming an

®mn©iis!riva ipiiipiim 9
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Uiiiou, "with the exception of Gleason a Pictorial.

TEEMS TO STJBSCEIBEES.
1 subscriber, one }"ear, S2 00
3 subscribers, '• 5 00
4 ' • C 03
8 " ' 11 00

16 " •• 20 00

One copy of the Fl.vc of oru T'mon. and one copy of Qleasox's Pictorial
S?4 00 per annum, invariably in aJvauce.

*** The Flag cnn bf ohtninetl nt nnyaf'hp nnrspnper dfpoti in the United
States, au'J of iicwsjiajter carriers, at fouk cents pfr siiti;le copy.

T. GLEASON,
PUBLISIIEIl AND PROPRIETOR,V^^

Corker of Trejiont and Bromfield Streets, Boston, Mass. J
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GROWING TASTE FOR MUSIC. -

There is a musical movement in this country.

Our people are trying to become musical. It

has been discoverfd, to the satisfaction of many,

that neither the dull solemnity of psalms, nor

the training up and down of drums and fifes,

nor the ear-tiokling, foot-lifdng fiddling out of

old tunes, innocent of all meaning except release

from care and ceremony, can be decrned true

musical experiences ; and that no very just idea

of the worth of music in the scale of social influ-

ences and of individual pursuits can properly he

predicated upon these three forms of the art. It

IS seen that to a musical soul these are thin sus-

tenance; and (thanks to the myriad-minded

activity which is exchanging all the products,

both material and spiritual, of all the nations,

and so preparing the way for all to become

ONE !) tones have reached us from those ancient

shores, where the goddess of harmony herself

dwells, and inspires her Moxarts and Beethovens

with great emotions and great art to utter them

in strains that haunt all souls with never-dying

hopes and aspirations. Yes! the practical

American begins to respect music as an art, as

a language of the soul, as part of the permanent

revelations of God, and as one of the great di-

Tine agencies by which humanity, even now, is

led on toward the fulfilment of its glorious des-

tiny. Once it was only as an amusement
(more or less refined, it is true, but still as an

amusement), or as a mere church ceremony,

that men thought of music. It is beginning to

be esteemed as art. And (whatever moralists

may say against the German fii.shion of using

the' terms " artist," and " artistical," to denote

highest accomplishments of man in his native

sphere), we msiintain that when anything is

taken up and pursued in the spirit in which a

true artist always lives and works, that thing

becomes the most earnest, the most elevating,

the most religious occupation of which man is

capable, and the most productive of permanent

blessings to mankind. We are beginning to

respect the art, to look to it for such influences

a» we do to poetry, to eloquence, to anything

that comes from the most religious depths of

man. That is something, when we have not

the genius to create. Musical, as yet, we are

not, in the true sense. We have no composers

;

no great performances in our churches ; no well-

endowed and thorough academies to train the

artist, or to educate the public taste by frequent

hearings of the finest compositions, except in a very limited de-

gree. Our conceits are attended more from fashion, it may be,

than from real love. Our daughters are taught the piano as an

accomplishment, to make them " ladies," rather than to inspire

MEETING OF EULALIA AND CLAUDE.

their womanhood with that music which has been termed " the

feminine principle in the universe." Yet these are fine begin-

nings, and will soon displace the other trash in which the music
masters dealt so long.

—

Harbinger.

FOURTH OF JULY AT FANEUIL HALL.
Our artist has given ns below a representation

of the late celebration dinner which took place
in the old Cradle of LibefTy, The hall was
magnificently decorated—more so, to our mind,
than on any previous occasion. The credit for

this is to be given to Mr. R. M. Yille, of No. 5

Commercial street. Over the clock and eagle
was the motto, " Pole Star of Liberty," sur-

mounted by a golden star, on which was inscribed
" 1776." On either side were hung gracefully

displayed flags. In the centre of the hall, at the

ceiling, was suspended a large star of red, con-
taining two other lesser stars, one of white and
one of blue, from which the white and blue bunt-

ing radiated to various parts of the hall, blue,

red and white streamers. On the galleries were
panels inscribed with the names of the Presidents

of the United States, in letters of gold. Be-
tween each panel was a shield, on which was in-

scribed the name of a State. The various win-
dows were also ornamented with the flags of
different nations. Festoons were likewise grace-

fully arranged in different parts of the hall.

The whole appeared finely. At half past four

o'clock, after the feast of sumptuous things had
been fully partaken of. Mayor Seaver arose and
addressed the company. He congratnlatcd his

hearers on tlie happy auspices under which they
had met. A happy allusion to Mr. Webster
called forth three tremendous cheers. The whole
affair was highly creditable to all concerned.

Particularly did we hear Mr. J. B. Smith, the

caterer, complimented in the highest terms, for

the superb table arrangements, and the choice

supply of fare. In all this we rejoice most heart-

ily. It is well thus to commemorate the annual
return of this National Sabbath—this gala day
of liberty. These reunions and general meet-
ings on the memorable Fourth are no longer
confined to our cities ; the inhabitants of every
country town of any size or population, join

now in an annnal festivity commemorating this

day, all over the country, from Maine to Cali-

fornia. Such observances serve to keep alive

the true spirit and fire of patriotism—serve to

keep fresh in our minds the glorious boon which
we have inherited from our forefathers—serve to

remind us of the cost of that boon, and the sa-

cred character of the trust devolving npon us to

keep unsullied and pure the principles and insti-

tutions thus inherited. No fitter place could bo

chosen than that of Faneuil Hall for such a con-

vivial and social assembly as we herewith represent, and on this

occasion the old Cradle of Liberty was clad in freedom's attire.

All the associations of the place were in keeping with the day, and
brought to mind the actors whose portraits grace its walls.

See " Ol\upe the .\rtist.

Chapter X, page 66.

I

I
FOURTH OF JULY FESTIVITIES AT FANEUIL HALL, BOSTON.
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PRINCETON COLLEGE, NEW JERSEY.

The " College of New Jersey " was first incorporated in the

year 1746, and in 1748 obtained, through the aid of Governor

Belcher, an ample and liberal charter from George II., which,

after the Revolntion, was confirmed by the legislature of the

State. The institution was located, first, at Elizabcthtown, under

the direction of the Rev. Jonathan Dickin.soii. Upon his death,

in 1748, it was removed to Newark, and the Rev. Aaron Burr

became its President. In the year 1756, it was permanently estab-

Mshed at Princeton, whither President Burr removed with his

pupils, and wliere for nearly one hundred years it has maintained a

high and unvarying reputation, as a seat of literature ami science,

and with occasional diminution of numbers, haa continued to

command a large share of public confidence and patronage. The

faculty consists of a president, seven professors, and three tutors.

Provision is made for imparting instruction in the Greek, Latin,

French, Spanish, German, Italian, and English languages ; in

mathematics (the study of which is pursued to an extent not ex-

celled by any college in the country), in natural philosophy, in

chemistry, and the various branches of natural history; in belles-

lettres, in mental and moral philosophy, in logic, political econo-

my, natural theology, the evidences of Christianity, and the expo-

sition of the Holy Scriptures, in anatomy and physiology, in archi-

tecture and civil engineering. The libraries of the college, and

two litcraiT societies connected with it, contain about twelve thou-

sand volumes. The college has a very valuable philosopliieal

and chemical apparatus, a museum of natural history, a sma'l

anatomical museum, and a mineralogical cabinet. The principal

edifice, called Na.ssau Hall, is one hundred and seventy-six feet

\<mg, fifty wide, and four stories high, and is used chiefly for the

lodging of the students : another building, erected for the same
purpose in 1833, is one hundred and twelve feet in Kngth, and

four stories high. There are two other buildings, each sixty-six

1^ in length, by sixty-six in breadth, and tlirec stories high.

One of tliesc contains the library and recitation rooms ; and the

oiker the refectory, museum, and chemical laboratory. This in-

stitution has evei taken high ground, and its influence has been

felt in all departments of professional life. Its sons are found

fa every State, occupying the pulpit, the bar and the forum.

VIEW OF THE NEW JKRSEY COLLSQE, AT PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY.

.i
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

OR

RIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.
A TALE OF IT.iiY AKD THE ITALIANS.

BT den: perlet poorb.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XII.

A HEART HISTORY.

The Jesuits, by tlieirinilomitablc yi't silent career, excite ad-

miration, aiul pio\olve curiosity. Vet wliile we hear fabulous

tales of tbe triumphs of the order—of the mesmeric sleep into

ivhich they throw nations, in order to extend their peculiar doc-

trines—or of the fascinating influence which they exert over the

most volatile classes of society, few record their heroic, self-deny-

ing acts of mercy. Only the untutored savage can tell how, leav-

ing behind them the dearest ties and associations, they go into the

untrodden forest, and there rear the cross over schools as well as

chapels. Massive prison walls confine their words of consolation

to the captive, condemned at the human tribunal, but fitted by

their pious zeal to appear triumphantly before the tribunal on

high. And in society, the very Jesuit who may be led to indulge

in political intrigue by a mistaken sense of duty, is the consola-

tion of the atllicted, the protector of the helpless, the support of

the widow, the father of the orphan, the devoted minister to the

happiness of his equals. Ever zealous in canying out their plans,

and sometimes perhaps unscnipulous in acting up to their maxim

that " the end justifies the means," the " order" has its enemies

—

popes, kings and emperors have at times been among them. But

no one can know its brothers, without admiriuL; their learning,

respecting their labors, and looking upon them as a band of men

always worthy of res])ect—often worthy of admiration.

In Claude's case, they had endeavored to repair a wrong. The

Marquis de Bonani, in his early youth, had sought to wed an

English heiress, who visited Paris, and his confessor, fearing lest

he should be induced by his bride to recant the Romish creed,

managed to get the young man sent to the seashore, under pre-

tence of ill health. There, by accident, the young nobleman saw

a young Parisian girl, Beatrice du Barri, who had been reared by

her foster-mother, an honest fisherman's wife, and had also now
come to the seaside, in order to renovate her health. Her mother

had died when she was an infant, and her father, the proud relic

of a noble house overthrown by the- revolution, was too much ab-

sorbed in his legal duties to pay heed to his daughter, or, as he

called and thought her, his " child."

Little thought the unsuspecting girl that the gay and pleasing

young nobleman was an unprincipled libertine, and she gave her-

self up to her new-born pa.ssion with all the trusting confidence of

inexperienced youth. His elegant manners, his eloquent voice,

and his well-feigned devotion, soon won the fondest aflTections of

her heart, and at his serpent-like entreaty she removed all barriers,

and became his victim. Lifting her beautiful countenance to-

wards him, she whispered, in tones of devoted love, and with a

look which was the personification of confident innocence :

" Dearest and best, I am yours."

"Mine before high heaven," hypocritically responded the mar-

quis, " and never will I desert upon earth my bride." No mortal

heard this solemn pledge, but the clear moon lit up the page

whereon the recording angel inscribed it, and tbe stars gleamed

forth their approval.

Weeks passed, and one day there came a young Paris ian friend

of the marquis, to summon him back to the pleasures of the capi-

tal, for the heretical English lady had re-crossed the cbainiel.

"When the welcome message had been- delivered, the maniuis

sought Beatrice, but she had gone to walk. Her absence appeared

to be a relief, and he made instant preparations for departure, and
when she returned, he had gone. A brief note and a bag of gold,

were all that remained as compensation for a life-sacrifice. Alone
and without a tear did Beatrice read that constrained adieu, which
inflicted such a mortal wound upon her good fiime, her love, her

happiness. The inward current of her life was chilled, and she

felt that mental suft'cring had set its ineffaceable seal upon her

lacerated heart.

The very next day after the desertion of the manjuis, came her

father, full of hoi)e and joy—but, alas, he found his child upon a
bed of suH'ering, raving madly about her seducer. Eor many a

day did that heart-broken man watch by the sufiTerer's bedside, and
when she did recover, how he pressed her to his heart, assuring

her of his pardon, of his love. But there was another feeling in

his breast. He thirsted for vengeance.

At last the poor girl was sufliciently recovered to return to

Paris; nor could her father have been kinder or more generously

forgiving. His pride was fatally wounded, for in entering the

legal profession, his only aim had been to gain a dowry for his

daughter ; but his love for her, and his parental sympathy, con-

quered every other feeling. She, jioor girl, who had ever regarded

her father with fear, could hut look upon this kind forgiveness as

the severest punis*imcnt for her error. Regret for the rashness of

her course, sorrow for the grief she had occasioned to her father,

and dark forebodings as to her future life, in tui-n harassed her.

Then, worse than all, came the conviction of the hcartlessncss

with which she had been deceivtd ; and she would recall each

interview, weigh each passionate avowal, and each devoted pro-

teslatien, that the might txtraot from tb«S6 onue clierigluid avi-

dences of de Bonani's love, proofs of his deceitful perfidy. And
then, upon the very heart-altar where he had kindled so destruc-

tive a flame, now extinguished, did the smothered fires of hatred

glow deeply. At times, she felt like seeking him, and taking a

bloody revenge for his wrong, but one thought unnerved her ann

—one thought concealed her hatred, as the thin leaf of gold covers

the rude iron—the marquis would be the father of her unborn

child !

One evening, Jlonsieur du Barri came into tbe room of Bea-

trice, with a flushed face and compressed lips. "My daughter,"

said he, "arc you ready to please your father?"

"To die, if you wish it," was tbe prompt response. " Would

that I could please you."

" You can. Listen. Last year it was my fortune to render a

service to tbe order of Jesuits, in their efl^orts to obtain a restitu-

tion of the property of which they were dejjrived during tbe revo-

lution. The superior professed gratitude, and promised to aid

me whenever I asked his help. At tbe time I paid little heed to

his proffer, fori felt independent of mankind, and had forgotten

that a worm can destroy an oak, or that a drop of poison could

ruin a beautiful form. Now, alas, I know the dependence of man,

and—although 1 blame you not—I know your wrongs—ay, my
wrongs. Weep not, for I feel that you are guiltless in the sight

of Heaven, and surely I should not blame you. Maddened with

revenge, I no sooner returned to Paris, than I bethought of every

way whereby I could punish him, and yet screen you. All at

once I remembered the promise of the Jesuits, and hastened to

their superior. He received me kindly, and beard my recital.

' My son,' said he, when I concluded, ' vengeance belongs to the

Almighty; but a reparation is due to your daughter, and if you

will it, she shall have it !' I consented with joy—the plans were

laid—and now, Beatrice, I come to ask you to re-establish your

good name."
" How !" inquired the trembling girl.

" By marrying the mar—

"

" Never !" she shouted. " Rather would I die in the streets,

an outcast from home, than wed him who ruined my happiness,

to leave me. desolate."

" But stay, my daughter. I ask you to wed him, but not to see

him again. Become his wife—be able to hold up your head

among matrons—and then spurn him from you, as the snake who

crosses the lily, leaving but a foul track behind. Above all

—

think of your child, that must bear the scorned brand of the father-

less, unless you nerve your mind to the ordeal."

For a moment Beatrice made no reply ; then, throwing herself

upon her knees, she raised her hands to heaven. " For your sake,

dear fither, and for the sake of my child, I consent, and pray the

saints for strength, that I may go through the hated ceremony,

but never, 0, never, may I see him more !"

" Thanks, thanks !" exclaimed the unhappy parent, melted into

tears, and, raising her, he pressed her to his heart. " In two

hours," said he, " I shall return for you."

The Marquis de Bonani, that evening, was at the opera, with a

party of gay yoiuig men, and had just been relating his last con-

quest, when the box-keeper handed him a note. It was written

in a delicate hand, on perfumed paper, and after glancing over it,

he read :

" If the Marquis dc Bonani has a heart, and ii a man of honor,

he will come, at nine o'clock, to the church of the Pantheon,

where a servant in green livery will conduct him to one whose

affections he has won."
" Bravo !" said one of his gay friends. " What a lucky dog.

Here he has just had an attachment on the seashore, and now
some titled dame sends a lackey to conduct him to a new triumph."

" Do you dare go ''." asked another. " What if it is a trap V
This raised the young man's pride, while his vanity had already

been stimulated. "Assuredly," he replied, " I shall go. Break-

fast with me to-morrow, and I will report. Good evening."

Leaving the opera-house, he crossed the river, wound his wav
up through the students' quarter, and before the appointed hour,

he was in front of the massive monumental edifice. Nor did he

wait long, for soon a magnificent carriage drove up, with servants

in green livery, and a spirited pair of horses. It stopped in front

of the church, the footman descended, opened the carriage-door,

and looking directly at the marquis, touched his hat. Flattered

with the attention and the appearance of the equipage, the mar-

quis stepped in, the door was closed, and the carriage rolled away

at a rapid rate. In a few moments, tbe young man noticed that

all the blinds were down, and he found it impossible to see whith-

er he was going; but soon the carriage stopped, large gates were

heard grating on their hinges, and then the vehicle moved on for

a few yards. The-door was opened, and the marquis stejiped out

at once ; but before he could see where he was, his eyes were

blindfolded, his arms bandaged, and he was lifted from his feet.

Resistance was vain, and he felt himself carried down long flights

of steps, then along an arched passage, which reverberated with

the tread of his cajitors. At last they halted, and stood him upon

his feet, removing the bandage.

The marquis knew at once where he was. It was a large hall,

hewn from the solid rock, and lined with human bones, arranged

in fantastic forms, peculiar to the vast catacombs beneath Paris.

At one extremity was an altar, covered with the rich insignia of

the Roman faith, the candles lighted, and an attendant acolyte

bu.>-y in arranging for the celebration of mass. At the other end

of this subterranean chapel, the marquis saw {and tbe sight made
him shudder) a rope, with a slip-noose at its extremity, while be-

neath it was an open coffin.

A bell tolled, and ere ito solemn clang had ceased to echo
through tbe vault, there entered a procession of ecclesiastics, walk-

ing in pairs, each one wearing a whita s«apulary over his black

robe, and carrying a lighted taper in his hand. Chanting^ the

miserere, they aiTanged themselves around the altar.

Then came a score of wild-looking fellows, masked, who sta-

tioned themselves around the coffin, while one, who appeared to

be their leader, adjusted the noose. The marquis, trembling with

fear, looked on in wonder. What, he tiiongbt, would be the next

act in the drama ?

Again the bell tolled, and there entered a man, clad in deep

mourning, while to his arm clung a female, also arrayed in

black, with a thick veil covering her head. With them came a

priest, in stole and cingulum, and the trio approached the marquis,

who stood in amazement.
" Young nu.n," said the mourner, in a deep, passion-faltering

voice, " 1 am the father of Beatrice du Barri, your victim, who is

about to become the mother of your child. There is the altar

—

on the other side the hangman. Will you marry my daughter, or

die a felon's death !"

The marquis endeavored to speak, but his thoughts could not

find utterance.

" My son," said the priest, " this is the only reparation you can

make to an oflj'endcd parent. Do not force him to seek vengeance,

and thus ignominiously end a life so clouded with crime."

The bell tolled again. "Decide quickly," exclaimed Monsieur

du Barri, in an impatient tone. " You did not stop to deliberate

when you ruined ray daughter."

Escape seemed impossible. The bell tolled again, and the

young man, trembling like a leaf, walked towards the altar. He
was followed by the Du Barris, while the priest ascended the

altar, and made preparations for the ceremony. Beatrice now
removed her veil, although she kept her eyes averted from her

faithless lover, and his heart was touched by the legible characters

in which sorrow was imprinted upon her countenance. The
nuptials were commenced, but Beatrice looked like a Hindoo wid-

ow, about to immolate herself u))on the funeral pile of her late

lord, rather than a happy bride, and the responses of the marquis

were scarcely audible. At last they were pronounced man and

wife, with all due solemnities of bell, book and candle, but Bea-

trice would not sufl^er her hand to remain in that of the marquis,

and immediately replaced her veil.

"Now listen," said Monsieur du Barri. " You are noble, you
have wealth, you have friends ; but, in every particular your wife

is your ecpial. Not that I court your society, for I scorn it as I

detest you ; but I give you fair notice that if ever you allude to

this marriage, or contract another, or speak disparagingly of your

wife, I swear by the saints that you shall hang as high as yonder

ceiling. Now begone !"

The marquis v.'ould fitin have made some inquiries about hia

bride, but he was immediately re-bound, blindfolded, and con-

veyed through tlie catacombs to the carriage, which set him down
at the Pantheon, almost in doubt whether he did not dream.

From that day, be never saw or heard of Beatrice, nor did bo

dare endeavor to discover who or where she was, for he was im-

pressed with a strong conviction that her father would keep his

threat.

Nor would he have succeeded had he made the attempt, for

Monsieur du Barri immediately retired to a town in the interior

of Switzerland, where he was recommended to the Jesuit fathers,

to whom his story was confided. For Beatrice's sake, he ever

concealed his grief, and became warmly attached to her infant

son, who was baptized with the fiimily name of his wife—Doria.

At length the old man, bowed down with concealed sorrow, was

laid in a peaceful grave, and his daughter, with her infant, sought

the advice of the Jesuits. They recommended her to settle upon

the hanks of Lake Como, where they placed her under the charge

of Father Geronimo, the parish priest. And this brings us to the

commencement of this tale, where Beatrice Doria harbors her be-

trayer—her husband. It is a true saying, that trivial events form

the hinges whereupon the impenetrable gates of destiny inexor-

ably swing, and it was by an accident that her darling Claude

went forth under the care of his own father.

Father Geronimo communicated all these facts to Rome, and

the Jesuits there took great interest in the young man, whose pa-

ternity had been established through their brotherhood at Paris.

They endeavored, as we have seen, to disentangle him from the

conspiracy, and to keep him out of harm's way. His love for

Eulalia frustrated their plans ; but no sooner did the papal troops

enter the castle, than search was made for Claude. Having fallen

at the outer rampart, he was speedily discovered, and ere the mar-

quis had completed his recital, the young man, carefully carried

in a litter, was on his way back to the villa from whence he had
escaped.

On his arrival, Father Louis dressed his wound, and when he

revived, he saw the good Jesuit bending over his couch, with a

kind expres.sion of pity on his features. " Ah, my son," said the

priest, "you will never .see Lake Como again, if you thus seek to

escape from those who are interested in j'our welfare."

CHAPTER XIII.

AVENGE.MENT.

Fka Paoi-0 and his band, forced to suiTender, were locked up
in the old keep of the castle, ami General Colonna, leaving a cap-

tun's guard, pushed on with his forces to Rome, in order to check

any further outbreak. The marquis, having received his apparel,

accompanied the troops, saying but little, and evidently meditating

some plan of revenge. On arriving at the eternal city, this was

manifest, for no sooner was lie in his
| alaco, than he ordered Er-

nest to write a letter to the minister on foreign affairs. The obe-

dient secretary seated himself, took ] aper, and began to write

from the dictation of the marquis, as follows :
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" Kmbafsy of France dt Rome.

"My Lord Cardinal, Minister of Foreign AlFairs :

'< Sir,—A yonnft artist, named Clande Doria, has been

under my protection, whieli I now recall. He has been concerned

in the rebellion, and not only inveigled me into the hands of the

brigands, but joined tlicir ranks, providing a horse for their

leader, Paolo, and acting with that treachery—"

"Your excellency," interrupted Ernest, "are you not in

error !"

" Silence !" exclaimed the marquis, walking up and down the

room. " I am by no means certain tliat you too were not leagued

in the plot, as well as that beggar."

" I am your secretaiT," said Ernest, firmly yet respectfully

;

"but I am a gentleman, a fact which your excellency will bear in

mind."
"Upstart !" cried the marquis, biting at his handkerchief. ' I

will dismiss you ou the spot, if you do not beliave 3'ourself"

"Permit me to remark," coolly replied Ernest, " that I was

appointed ny tlie minister of foreign relations at Paris, and am

only accountable to him."

" Ah ! That's it. Well, honorable lord secretary, pack your

trunks, and prepare to start for Paris by to-night's mail. The

voyage may biiug you to a sense of your position."

" Thanks," replied Ernest, " for I have no wish to remain with

one whose passions lead him to forget what every man owes to

his fellow-mortals—common courtesy. I shall await your ex-

cellency's despatches, and leave to-night, as you have ordered."

And with a low bow, he left the room.

Entirely dependent upon Ernest for diplomatic knowledge, the

marquis felt that he had acted very rashly
;
but it would never

liave done to have acknowledged that he was in error. So he

quafted a goblet of Burgundy, and then wrote a hasty despatch, in

which he accused Ernest of being in league with the conspirators,

and with disrespect to him. Ere he had finished, the sound of

trumpets attracted him to the window, and looking out, he saw a

tquadron of horse, returning from the engagement. At the head

of the column, mounted on her Andalusian steed, rode the Coun-

tess de Balbi, conversing with the colonel.

" Can it be," he muttered to himself, " that a prisoner is thus

escorted?" Nor had the wa.x cooled on the seal of his despatch,

ere he was in the street, on liis way to the Balbi palace. On his

way he met an oiheer of the pope's household, and inquired if the

countess was under arrest.

" No, your excellency," replied the official, " she ha: rendered

the government important services in times past, and last night

was accidentally led into tiie ranks of the insurgents. Besides,

his holiness the pope does not seek to war against women, and it

will be bad enough to have tlic men shot, without sacrificing la

belk Balbi."

The marquis, after all, rejoiced at Eulalia's escape, especially

as he felt assured that Claude was either dead or a prisoner, and

hastened on to her hotel. His presence, at a time when her repu-

tation was clouded, would doubtless be hailed with welcome.

Nor was he disappointed, for on sending up his card, ho was ush-

ered up.

Eulalia, her face flushed with exercise, never appeared more

lovely, and the marquis, proud as he was, almost quailed before

the lofty and disdainful expression of her countenance. She did

not take his profl'ered hand, and before he could speak, inquired :

" How is the young artist, Claude';"

Had she thrown a pitcher of water in the diplomatist's face, he

would not have been more surprised, nor did he know what to

reply. So he stammered out :
" Don't know—treason—ungrate-

ful," and then lookfcd about for more epithets.

" Marquis," said Eulalia, " 3'ou forget that Claude was my
companion at the fortress, and if you have not had the magna-

nimity to seek him out, you arc less human than I had thought.

At any rate, I can dispense with the society of so distinguished,

inhuman and egotistical an old fop. Thatdoor leadsto the stairs,

Adieu !"

Choked with rage, heightened bj' the charms of the countess,

who appeared inspired as she thus dismissed him, the marquis
" wjent at once to the ministry of foreign affairs, and there denounced

Claude as a rebel, who had betrayed the interests of the embassy,

and must be sent to France. This demand was in accordance

with the treaty, and the officials promised that it should be com-

plied with if Claude vjs^ arrested. His name, though, was not

on the lists of those impeifeoned, dead, or wounded, at the castle.

The marijuis, biting his lij) with angry disappointment, left for

his home, and arrived just in time to see Ernest leave. He was

now alone, and felt that, after all, he might have been in error as

to any defection on the part of his secretary, although as to

Claude, his anger was not to be appeased. That night, he drew

up a paper offering a reward for his delivery at the embassy, or at

any French police office, to which he appended a description of

the. young artist's person. Could he but succeed in entrapping

him, he would revenge himself for all the indignities which he

hi d received.

. M 'anwhile Claude cared but little for all these fulminations, for

he lay in a .state of delirium, the result of his exciting escape, and
the loss of blood from his wound. Often he would fancy himself

at home, surrounded by his schoolmates, and would call upon his

mother to keep the marquis from injuring his paintings. Then,
he would imagine that Eulalia was by his side, and expressions

of lo.-e would burst from his parched lips. At times, his diseased

fancy would usni-p the place ofsen.se, rousing him to an imperfect

enjoyment of consciousness, and bring up recollections of the past

in distinct clearness ; but soon there would be a reaction, and he
would relapse into a state of semi-insensibility. The Jesuit f\ithers

acted as his nurse, and were prodigal of their care, so that in

about a week he was convalescent.

One afternoon, as he lay helpless and listless, endeavoring to

connect the incidents of his residence at Rome, he saw a female

form bending over his pillow. Did he dream? No! no! Joy-

ful reality. It was Eulalia. She jiut her finger to her lips, in

token of silence, and indeed it was well, for he coubl not have

found words wherewith lo express his joy. So he gazed at her

loved features, and she, with gentle touch, smoothed back the hair

from his pallid temples. Trouble and grief had also preyed upon

her features, but her face—like a loved ballad—was none the less

lovely for being sad.

Father Louis interrupted this scene of enjoyment. " Listen,"

said the good priest. " Claude is now in great danger of arrest,

and 1 wish you, my daughter, to bid him farewell for the present
!"

Stooping over the bedside, Eulalia imprinted a fervent kiss

ujion the sufferer's wan lips. " We part in sadness, dear Claude,"

she whispered, " but I trust that we shall meet in joy." And the

fervent pressure of his hand, the tender glance of his eye, con-

firmed his whispered [jrayer :
" God grant it !" It was then that

he found, even when wounded, sick, and an outlaw, what can

make life delightful even in misfortune. Love, after all, is a

healing balm for the wounded spirit, and its influence, like that of

the angel of mercy, is a sovereign jjanacea.

But we must retrace the i>ath of time, and return to Fra Paolo

and his band, imprisoned in the old square keep of the castle.

On the afternoon of their capture, eight of the number were

brought out, and ranged before their prison door, to learn their

doom. It was soon made known, and while it left no hope for

thein, it was a])palling to their comrades, who could see and hoar

all that passed through the grated windows of the tower. The

sentence was death—they were to be shot where they stood

!

Horrible fate, and more horrible because the culprits were able

to distinguish all the preludes to their sufferings, drearily length-

ened out before their eyes. Pinioned, yet not blindt'lded, they

watched the muskets of their executionei's, anticipating, deceiving

and torturing each thought, until the distinction between life and

death seemed nearly obliterated. They could not draw a boun-

dary line, and stepping over it say :
" That space which I have

left was my human life—I bid it now adieu with its pains and

pleasures, and witli one foot in this boundless land, I count myself

a denizen in it, for that which shall make me so is but the work

of an instant, and may be done ere I have thought it." No!

The poor wretches were ever pulled back by necessity, and tied to

the remnant of life, which they knew indeed to be lessening, but

which they could not call quite ended, until the muskets of the

firing party were ])rimed and loaded—and then, after a roll of

drums, came the fatal order :

" So perish all traitors to government. ]\Iake ready I Take

aim I Fire !"

All fell save Perez, the jolly singer of the band, who had only

received a slight wound, and who now, by a desperate effort, hurst

his pinions and ran. In an instant scores of Austrian troops fol-

lowed him; but his life was at stake, and he distanced them all.

Crossing the square, he gained the ramparts, hurried on to the

verge of the scarped wall, and then plunged into the ditch below.

There was but little water in the ditch, and ere he could extricate

himself from the deep mud, there was a blaze of fire from almost

every embrasure above, and he fell, riddled with balls.

Paolo and his remaining comrades, unwilling spectators of this

terrible execution, felt that such would be their own fate, and

were maddened by the sight. All at once the bandit chief thought

of a plan, which, at the most, could not augment their dying

])angs, and he quietly communicated it to the rest of \\U fellow-

prisoners. That night it was earned into execution ; and early

the next morning a courier hastened from the fortress to Roiiie to

summon (ieneral Colonna. The prisoners had managed lo

break through the wall between the rooms in which they had been

shut up and the powder magazine, which contained the ammuni-

tion collected by the conspirators. Then they had barricaded the

doors, hghted a match, and informed the sentry on the outside

that if they were molested, they would blow themselves and their

captors into the air.

The general repaired at once to the castle, but saw at a glance

that it would be vain to use force, for the prisoners were desperate

men, and their easy resource would be fatal to all. But his stem

policy prohibited all negotiation, and his only terms were uncon-

ditional surrender, while a strong guard surrounded the tower,

and guarded the castle.

Day after day passed along, and Fra Paolo, dispirited by the

obstinate sternness of the general, and the failure of the scanty

supply of provisions in his tower, began to make proposals for

surrender. A flat denial to grant any terms was the only answer,

and he soon saw, by the haggard countenances of his followers,

that they must become victims of starvation if they held out much
longer. At length, on the morning of the sixth day after the cap-

ture of the fort, the brigands began to lose courage, and Paolo saw

by their pale, emaciated countenances that the decisive moment
bad arrived. Displaying a white handkerchief from an embrasure

in the wall, he asked a parley with the general, and it was grant-

ed. The brigand chief came out upon the balcony of the tower,

followed by his men. Almost skeletons, their uncombed hair

hanging about their em.aciated countenances, and their eyes glanc-

ing wildly, like fires in the darkness of night, they appeared like

denizens of another world.

" General Colonna," said Fra Paolo, " the fortunes of contest

are against us. We were forced to witness the butchery of our

comrades, and we knew too well that an equally infamous end

was our lot. To be blown up will be less painful, and we can

feel in our last agony that we arc not unrevenged. Shall this be

our fate? Starvation now assails us, and we can no longer resist

it ; so I inform you, that unless a supply of food is brought to the

door of the tower and left there, before the setting of the sun,

when the vcsper-bcll of St. Peter's tolls, I shall apply the match.

Think, general, of the consequences, and do not let it be said that

you starved human beings into such desperation that they became

murderers I"

" My answer," replied the general, " is, that you must surren-

der, unconditionally, and were I in the midst of the magazine, in

full sight of your torch, as you came to execute your diabolical

threat, you would obtain no other terms."

" Be the blood of all upon your head, then !" said Fra Paolo
;

and he retired, followed by the emaciated yet resolute brigands.

The general laughed at the idea ; but several times through the

day Fra Paolo came out, and proch.imed his desperate intention.

At last the sun sank slowly in the west, and for the last time the

brigand chief appeared. " Our prayer is refused," he said.

" Now make your peace with God I"

Some of the military began to be alarmed ; but the general wa-S

not to be moved, and all waited, in su^])ense, for the vesper-bell.

At last its peals were heard. A tremendous burst, as if of a thou-

sand riven rocks, echoed the sound, and proclaimed lo tiie inhab-

itants of Kome that the bandits had kept their word. Few of the

garrison survived, and when the first crash had subsided, these

learned from the shrieks of those of their comrades who were not

blown into fragments, that Fra Paolo had not died unrevenged.

The old castle was shattered into fragments, corpses strewed its

ruined battlements, and the fosse was moist with human blood.

It was a sad spectacle, whii-h nearly all Kome came to see, and

there was a general feeling of sympathy for the brigands, who had

heroically avenged themselves.

Yet in this ease, as in many others of everyday occurrence, the

victims, who received pul)lic commiseration, were laughing in

their sleeves, alive and well. In breaking into the magazine,

thev had discovered a subterranean ])assage, which led to a spring

without the castle walls, and after long deliberations, contrived a

plot for liberty and for vengeance. Making it appear that they

were in great want, as an excuse for desperate conduct, they at

last appointed a time for the consummation of their threat. As

the appointed hour drew nigh, they retired 'into the subterranean

passage, and, having affixed a slow match into the centre of the

magazine, Fra Paolo remained behind to light the funereal pyre

of their captors. The bell sounded—the match was lighted—and

ere the echo of the explosion had died away, the band were in the

open air, beyond the reach of death and of suspicion. Ruins

concealed the egress to the passage, and the fallen tower concealed

its entrance, while all suspicion was diverted by the sympathy for

their supposed fate.

" Viva Fra Paolo !" echoed in subdued shouts, and the daring

band dispersed in small groujjs, some of them soon to mingle

with the Roman populace, and hear their courageous deaths be-

wailed. Popular opinion may be fickle, but it is often egregiously

deceived.

CHAPTER XIV.

B A F F I, K D HOPES.
" Rome is again tranquil !" Such was the placarded announce-

ment of the cardinal legate, and all believed it, for revolution

passes over an Italian city like the breeze over a lake, ruffling the

surface for an instant, but leaving no trace behind. The drive-

way of the Corso was again thronged with gay equipages, admir-

ing pronienaders crowded the sidewalks, the artists had returned

to their studios, and even the students at the Propaganda College

were again at their polyglot theology. Peasants came in with

loads of firewood, the water-earners inade the air resound with

their cries, and no stranger, just landed at Civita Vccchia, would

have dreameil that the hospitals were filled with wounded, or that

the prisons were crowded with recent insurgents, had he not

gained the information from some chatty citizen, or read the car-

dinal legate's proclamation. A well-worded document it was,

and as the people read it, or heard others read it, they were de-

lighted with the phrase, " Rome is tiv.nquil
!"

Yet one inhabitant of the eternal city was anything but tranquil.

The Marquis de Bonani, restored to his rank and state, had pro-

fessed perfect satisfaction at the audience accorded him by the

pope, but his heart rankled with revenge. To think that a mere

youth—a dependent at that—should have rivalled him in the af-

fections of Eulalia, was maddening. Then when he thought of

liis generosity towards Claude, and of the cunning by which he

(as he firmly believed) had been lured into the bandit's hands, he

would gnash his teeth with rage. Eulalia, he knew through liis

spies, had been pardoned by the pope for her involuntary share in

the revolution, and was living in seclusion at her hotel. But of

Claude he could obtain no intelligence, nor could he say whether

he was dead or alive. He offered large rewards for his discovery,

or for any intelligence of his wliereabouts since the castle was

stormed, but in vain. The police, who remembered how Claude

had been rescued from their clutches, seconded him, and were in-

defatigable in their researches, but they could obtain no tidings.

One afternoon, as the marquis sat sipping a glass of Bugrundy,

and indulging in schemes of revenge, a domestic announced that

the lieutenant of police was at the door. The diplomatist's eyes

gleamed with joy.

"Ah ha!" said he. "Perhaps he has news for me. .
Show

him up at once." In a few moments the argus-eyed official en-

tered, and was motioned to a seit.

"Well, Orlando, what news (" inquired the marquis, filling a

glass, and handing it to his visitor.

"Thank your excellency," replied the lieutenant, draining the

glass. Then, smacking his lips, he went on. " I think that I

have discovered the refuge of Clr.ude Doria."

" Capital !" cried the marquis. " Pass your glass. Where ia

he ? Can von anest him ?"
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" I can."
" Yoa can ! Really, my pood

Orlando, yonr powers of detec-

tion surpass those of our vaunt-

ed Parisian police. But where
is the scape-prace ?"

Tossing off his wine at a

draught, the officer gave a

knowing wink, and said :
" In

the Balbi palace, vour excel-

Jency."
The Balbi palace ! It was

Eulalia, then, who had secret-

ed him—who had dressed his

wounds— who had harborsd

him from punishment. Tliis

was the secret of her seclusion.

No matter ! Vengeance was in

his power; but stop—was be
certain ?

" Tel? me," he asked, " are

you sure that Claude l)oria is

in the Balbi palace, and that

you can lay hands upon him 1

Will the Jesuits peiniit her

house to be searched, or Claude
to be imprisoned ?"

" Yes, your excellency," re-

plied Orlando, holding out hi«

glass for a fresh snpjily of Bur-
gundy. " 1 am ]>ositive. The
wife of a surgeon informs me
that her husband goes every

day to visit a man, concealed

in the consen-atory of the conn-
tesB, who suffers from the effect

of gunshot wounds. Ko ser-

Tant at the palace is allowed to

go in that quarter of the build-

ing, and I am sure, in fact, that

it is your absentee. Now as a
foreign minister yon have fiill

power over your suite, and if

you will but make out a requi-

sition at once, we will liave the

young conspirator before mid-
night. He was saved from our
clutches once, but I am think-

ing he wont get clear so easily

again."
" Bravo !" exclaimed the

marquis, his eyes gleaming
with joy, and his lips livid with

rage. " Secure him, and I will

give you a thousand crowns

—

let me accompany you, and see

you bind him before her, and I

will double the sum."
" To-night, then, at ten o'-

clock, I will call for your ex-

cellency, with a party who will

make the capture certain."
" And you—^j-ou will all be

armed, Orlando ?"

"To the teeth. But, your
excellency, there will be no
danger whatever. ' Rome is

tranquil
!'

"

" Ha ! ha !" grimly laughed
the marquis. " I liavc no per-

sonal fears, but it is well to be
prepared."

" Certainly. And now, until

ten o'clock, good night."

The marquis accompanied his visitor to the door, and after lie

had gone, returned to the table. Somehow, he did not feel dis-
posed to harm Claude, and yet he looked upon the young man
as a barrier between himself and Eululia, fraudulently erected,
and to be removed at all risks. The bottle was emptied, and but
little remained in an-

other, wlien the meas-
ured tramp of a patrol

was heard without. It

halted, and there was
a knock. Starting as

if from a dream, the
marquis wrapped him-
self in a cloak which
he had ordered his va-

let to bring, put on a
tlouchcd hat, and went
out. There, trae to

his word, was Orlando,
with a score of his men.

" All rca<ly, your
excellency !"

" Good ! Have you
force enough ?"

" Two other detach-
ments started half an
hour ago, and will sur-

round the palace. A
large force is now on
its way to the fioiit

gate, and we, with this

chosen band, will scale

the garden wall."

"It is most admira-
bly planned," said tlic

nmrquis, and they then
started. It was a cold

wintry night, altliou;;li

the winter bla.sts of Ita-

ly do not e(|ual in tem-
pestuousness the Au-
gust gales of more
northern climes. The
sky was overciuit, and
as the wind blew a (it-

ful gust from the dis-

tant Apennines, it scat-

tered over the streets

the withered leaves, or
mournfully re-echoed
through the church tur-

rets. A heavy black

PORTRAIT OF ROBERT MORRIS,

vapor lay like a pall over the house-tops, and seemed to penetrate

with its misty coldness through every garment. The matiiuis was
in high spirits, congratulating the police upon their chances of
success in arresting Claude, and lie should pay the reward gladly.

Ito be continued.]

THJE MORRIS MANSION, PHILADELPHIA, AS IT WAS.

ROBERT MORRIS.
Robert Morris, whose por-

trait is here given, as also a
view of the massy edifice he
built at Philadelphia, was the
chief financier of the American
Revolution, and was born in

Lancashire, England, 1733-4,
O. S., of respectable parentage.
His father embarked for Amer-
ica, and caused him to follow
at the age of thirteen. He re-

ceived only an English educa-
tion, and, before he reached his

fifteenth year, was placed in

the counting-house of ' Mr.
Charles Willing, at that time
one of the first merchants of
Philadelphia. Fidelity, intelli-

gence and capacity gained him
the full confidence of Mr. Wil-
ling, after whose death, he was
taken into partnership by hii

son, Thomas Willing, subse-

quently of the Bank of the
United States. This partner-
ship lasted from the year 1754
until 1 793—the long' period of
thirty-nine years. At the com-
mencement of the American
Revolution, Mr. Morris was
more extensively engaged in

commerce than anv other mer-
chant in Philadelphia. No one
embraced the American cause
with more zeal and firmness,

and few with more infiuence

and risk. He declared himself
intmediately against the stamp
act ; signed, without hesitation,

the non-inipoitation agreement
of 176.'), and, in so doing, made
a direct and serious sacrifice of
trade. In 1775, Mr. Morris
was appointed by the legisla-

ture of Pennsylvania one of the

delegates to the second general
congress. He was placed upon
every committee of ways and
mejins, and connected with all

the deliberations and arrange-
ments relative to the navy, ma-
ritime affairs and financial in-

terests. Besides aiding his

country by his judgment and
talent for business, he borrowed
money to a very large amount,
on his per«onal responsibility,

for the use of government.
This personal credit, growing
out of his reputation for pro-

bity, ability and resources, was
wonderful, and of incalculable

advantage to the American
ciu-se. It rarely failed, when
the treasury yielded nothing for

the public exigencies. In May,
1777, he was elected a thiril

time to Congress, by the legis-

lature of Pennsylvania, and
continued to be the soul of the

financial concerns. Washing-
ton, to whom he was deputed
by Congress in the autumn of

1777, conceived the utmost faith in his patriotism and ability,

which all the suhs.-quent events of their intimate intercourse and

the connection of Mr. Morris with pul>lic affair^ served to perpetu-

ate. At this time, the private fortune of Mr. Morris was ample, but

supposed to be much larger than it really was ;
and he rendered

liis personal credit
subservient to the pul)-

^_ -—- _ "-j^ lie good. He pledged
it whenever his official

resources were inade-

quate. His advances
at particular times, on
account of the confed-

eracy, or of individual

states, were prodigal.

At the conclusion of
the war, ho again de-

voted himself to com-
merce, and was among
the first who engaged
in the East India and

.'"^Cliina trade. In his

VjoM age, Mr. Morris
embarked in vast land
speculalions, which
proved fatal to his for-

tune The man to

whose financial opera-

tions the Americans
were said to owe as

much as to the negoti-

ations of Franklin, or
even the arms of Wash-
ington', passed the lat-

ter years of his life in

prison, confined for

debt. He sunk into

the tomb on the 8th of
May, 1806. Until His

impoverishment the
house of Mr. Morris
w;i.s, for nearly half a
century, a pUvce of the

most profuse hospital-

ity. But his lilMjral dis-

jiositionof his property

made great inroads on
his wealth, and his sac-

rifices for the public

good were enormous
ni their number, and
upon a princely scale,
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though the crowning thing thnt huricd him in

bankniptoy, was the erection of his grand edi-

fice, the grandest ever attempted in Philadel-

phia for the family purposes of private life.

The whole proved to he a ruinous and abor-

tive scheme, not so much from his want of

judgment to measure his ends by his means,

as hy the deceptive estimates of his architect,

Major L'Enfcnt, who, at Mr. Mon-is's tahlc,

first broached the scheme for building him a

grand house for sixty thonsand dollars. Mr.

Morris purchased the whole square extending

from Chestnut to Walnut Streets, and from

Sqventh to Kighth Streets, for £10,000 ; a great

sum for what had been, till then, used as a pas-

ture ground ! Its original elevation was twelvff

to fifteen feet above the present level of the

adjacent streets. With such an extent of high

ground in omamentjil cultivation, and a pal-

ace in cfl\"ct fronting upon Chestnut Street, so

far as human grandeur wa.s available, it must
have had a signal effuct. Immense funds were
expended ere it reached the eurfa<e of the

ground—it being generally two, and some-
times three stories under ground, and the

arches, vaults and labyrinths were numerous.
It was finally got up to its intended elevation

of two stories, presenting four sides of entire

)narblc surfaces, and much of the ornaments
work' d in expensive relief Mr. Morris, as he
became more and more sensible of his ruin in

the above building, w.as often seen contem-
plating it, and liivs been heard to vent impre-
cafions on himself aixl his lavish architect.

He had besides provided, by importation and
otbcrwi-ie, the most costly furniture, all of

which, in time, together with the marble man-
sion itself, had to be abandoned to his credit-

ors. The magnitude of the establishment

could answer no individual wealth in this

country ; and the fact was speedily realized,

that what cost .so much to rear, could find no
purchaser at any reduced price. The credit-

ors were therefore compelled by slow and pa-

tient labor, to pull down by pieco-meal, what
had been so expensively set up. Some of the

underground labyrinths were so deep and
massive as to have been left as they were, to be
discovered at some future ago. Tlic materials

were sold out in lots, and the .square being di-

vided into building lots and sold, gave occa-
sion to employ much of the former material
therein. Mr. VVilliani Sansom soon proeurid
the erection of his " l{ow " on Sansom Street,

thereby procuring a uniformity in building
ranges of similar houses, often since imitatecl,

but never before attemptc.l in Philadelphia.

The magnificent establishment of Messrs.
Glenn & Co.—upon which spot of ground,
fifty-five years at'O, the " Morris Mansion,"
which we have illustrated and described, was
located—cost a sum of money not far hcliind

the amount, the expenditure of which so com-
pletely ruined Mr. Morris. Individual outlay
for an establishment half a century ago, would
he hut a mere Itnrjntelle in these days of sump-
tuous dwellings. A small fortune is now ex-

pended upon a portico, or absorbed upon an
iron store front. And the magnificent and
costlj' stractures now in the course of building

or completion in Philadelphia fully proves our
remark. In connection with the Morris pic-

tures, Mr. Devcrcux has given us an excellent

drawing of Messrs. Glenn & Co.'s store on
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. The interior is

splendid, rivalling, in richness of embcllish-

mcnt.s, some of the palatial saloons of Europe.
The flooring is laiil in Italian tessellated mar-
ble, and the ceiling superbly painted in fresco.

The store is ornamented to the highest degree
of pure taste. A magnificent mirror, sur-

rounded hy a border of richly cut Bohemian
glass, produces an effect at once novel and
beautiful. The rich stock of fancy and useful

articles is in keeping with the store. Here
may he found rich Dresden or Meissen porce-
lain ; articles of every character in china or
glass from Paris, B> rlin or Bohemia ; rich pa-
pier mache goods in the greatest variety

;

goods from Spa Springs, Tunbridge, Wells
and Derbyshire, and a thousand elegant arti-

cles, some of which are entirely new in this

country, the proprietors importing their own
poods direct from Europe. We must not for-

get to refer to the memorandum we made of
the " autotnaton clock " with singing birds,

made for the World's Fair in London ; then
the Persian fakir, and the superb group in

wax, of a court scene in the time of Louis
XIV. This ex(|uisite work of art was made
for the great Frederick of Pnissia, by an in-

genions artist of the day. The whole thing
is beautiful in detail, and the tout ensemUe is

admirable in its effect.

THE RED DEER.
Those beautiful and well-known quadru-

peds called the deer belong to the order peeo-

ra, or ruminating animals. They are distin-

guished from the antelopes hy their horns,

which are composed of u bony substance, ca-

duceous, or falling off annually, and again re-

newed of a larger size than in the preceding
year. These horns or antlers always exist on
the head of the male, and sometimes on that

of the female. In their first or young state,

they are covered by a velvet-like membrane,
through which the blood circulates with great
freedom. At thi.s time, the horn is extremely
sensitive, the animal suffering much pain when
it is roughly handled or struck. The various
species of deer, as well as the antelopes, inva-

riably remain in their original situations, when
left to th'.'mselves in their native wildij.

MESSRS. GLENN & CO.'s STORE, 180 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

T. B.*BlN«TON MACAULAY.
The Right Honorable Thomas Babington

Maeaulay, of whom we present a likeness he-

low, is the son of Zachary Maeaulay, Esq.
He was bom in 1800, was educated at Cam-
bridge, England, and adopted the law as a
profession ; but politics and literature have
withdrawn him from it. He was returned for

Calne in 18.30, and, under the Whig ministry,
has filled the oflBces of Secretary at War and
Secretary of the Board of Control. If a liberal

government is among the possibilities of the

"uture he will hold a prominent position in it.

He represents the city of Edinburgh. Mr.
Maeaulay will be better known to future gen-
erations as a distinguished historian, than as

laying claim to any other line of honor. His
" History of England " has had a popularity

far bej'ond any publication of modern times.

THE RED DEER. PORTRAIT OF T. BABINGTON MACAULAY.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A CHILD'S PRAYER.

BT HORATIO ALOER, JR.

ThoQ who dweliest far aboTe me,

Ifcarenly Fafher, cherish, lore me,

Still surrounrl me with thy care!

J am pnmU, and weak, and lowly;

Tlion art gXf^nt, and wi.^e. and boJy

;

Let me in thy goodness phare.

I am we:ik : 0, Father, guide me,

Xet vhy Sphil wnik >>esJde mc.

Keep me in the path of rifrht,

—

Thiitj when this short life is ending,

1, on an^l wings aprendinjr,

May be aeaCed in thy sishl.

Trom the blue sky bending o'er mo,

Heavenly Fnthei', I implore thee,

Listen to my prayer to-n^bl;

l«t me fpcl that thou diJSt hear me,

I'eel thy holy presence near me,

In the darkness as the light.

[Written for Gleason> Pictorial-]

WAGEK OF BATTLP:.

HY IIEXRY WILLIAM HERBERT.

The tliivl crusade was ended; the niiglity Insts, whieh Iiad

rolled, a dehi,!;c of fjjcars, from the utmost shores o. Europe, fioni

the eold Nonvegiaii mountains an 1 the bleak sliores of Jutland,

the snnny vale.- of Andalusia, and the hlne waters of the Rhine,

the Khonc, the Odei, and the Danube, to the tideless waters of

the Levantine sea, and the sultry sands of Syria, had ebbed re-

fluent.

Mvriads of hones, relics of knifrhts ."ud nobles, palad'ns and

peers, lav bleaching under the blazing suns of Palestine
;

i nd not

a hearth in Ei rope, from the palace cf the sovereign to the hovel

of the villain, )ut had lost a familiar, a friend, broth.'r, lover, son,

or master.

Slowly, by twos and threes, the sui vivors straggled homeward,

often to find themselves forgotten by their own firesides, to find

demesn s usurped, their titles anti' ipated, their maiTiage beds in-

vaded, by feudal enemies, impatient heirs, ti iumphant rivals.

All bonds of society were rclaxe 1, if not dissolved—the holiest

ties had bien broken, and new relationships contracted, under the

pica, a-s oft n feigned as real, of rumored death, or desertion .md

infidelity. True lords and faithful spouses lingered in loathsc mc

dungeons, w'lence they might have been ransomed, but for the

base connivance of adulterous wives and powerful paramours.

Ealse accusations floated on every wind, perjury, treason, witch-

craft and adultery were alleged against all who had aught to lose,

by all who had anything to gain.

In England, disorder and confusion of the maddest ruled pre-

dominant ; for thence t!ie king and the noblest of his peers were

absent, the fierce but generous Coeur de Lion languishing in his

Austrian prison, and his undaunted nobles, dead on the fatal fields

of Palestine or pining in the slave marts of the Saracen.

In France, the wily and sagacious monarch, Philip Augustus,

had returned with forces weakened and decimated, but not wholly

broken ; and, having utterly discarded all cpiixotie efforts for the

future of recovering the holy sepulchre, had prudently determined

to leave to the Templars the affairs of the Temple, and to occupy

himself in righting the rule of his realm, repressing the outrmn-

dance of his fierce feudal nobility, combating the usurpations of

the church, and administering justice, as in those days it was

wont to be administered, more frequently by the sword, than l)y

the scales of that blind divinity.

It was on a lovely April morning, that the hells of Notre Dame
tolled, long and loud, from the early dawn, giving note of one of

the strange cert inonials of feudal days, a judicial combat; and,

ere the sun had fairly risen, the streets and dwellings of the city,

which at that period extended a little beyond what is now known
to antiquarians as the Isle of Paris, were utterly deserted ; while

all the roads from every neighboring town, from Melun, Meaux,

Etampes, Corbeil, and even Clermont in the Beauvoisis, were

crowded with multitudes, of every age and sex and class of soci-

ety, streaming toward the Pres uiix clercs, a celebrated stretch of

m -adowland not far removed from the city, wIiioS .seems to have

been applied, from time almost immemorial to the days of the

league and the reign of Henri Quatrc, to the observance of the

duello, whether as method of obtaining public justice, or of

avenging private wrong.

Under any circumstances, in those days, a judicial combat

would necessarily command such a concourse, us is now-adavs
collected,' in England, liy a famous horserace ; in republican

France, by an imperial progress ; or in these United States by
the reception of some patriot swindler, or loose opera dancer

—

and certainly with as much show of rea.son ; since the pageantry

and display were far more striking; the incidents incou)|)ari<bIy

more picturesque and exciting; and the interest, involving life

and death, infamy and honor; all the bnathless au.xietv, with

none of the cold-blooded brutality of -the gladiatorial arena, tin;

greatest tliat can be imagined.

To all these common inducements there was added, in this

ea.se, the stimulus of curiosity, for there was a decj) mystery and

a romance—of sympathy, for there was a woman, young and ex-

quisitely beautiful, in the controversy—of pity and of cruelty, as

cith:r prevailed in the temperament of the spc( tutors, for there

was a, very reasonable chance, after the slaughter in the lists of

one or the other of the champions, of there being that young and

beautiful woman burnt at the stake, together with her infant child,

should the wager of battle be decided against her.

Emiuerrand de Cliastelmorant, so stood the case, a powerful

baron of the Limousin, finious over all France for his indomitable

courage, untempered with much of chivalrous or gentle valor,

and for his savage prowess, and infamous, even in those dark and

bloody days, for his haughtiness, his licentiousness, his avarice

and his cniel jiride, had tikeu to wife, on the very eve of setting

sail for the Holy Land, Ysculte d'Aloise, known as the Rosebud

of Auvergne, already, though scarce yet a marriageable maiden,

the peerless and admitted beauty of all Langiiedoc.

It was well known, that on the lady's part the compact had

been entered into not reluctantly, but under actual compulsion.

The crusading mania, then at its very height, her father, an aged

knight imjioverished by the heavy ransoms he had on several oc-

casions been obliged to pay as proportionate to his renown in

arms, lacking the means to furnish forth a following suitable t«

his rank, and bent on winning heaven by leaving earth in Pales-

tine, had literally sold hi daughter to the savage Enqucrrand, for

means to equip his men-at-arms^ and secure transportation to the

Holy Land.

]Much wonder and some indignation had been called forth at

the time, and wasted ; and even in the marriage there had been

mystery. For it was notorious, that one condition of that unhal-

lowed comjiact had fi.Ked the hour of the nuptials for that imme-

diately preceding the departure of the Count de Chastelmorant

;

and that he and his 'iride had parted, he sullen and savage, she

half dead and despairing, without one moment's privacy at the

door of the church, where she had been made a bride, protesting

and refusing to the last, though her refusals and reasons were

drowned as much by the objurgations of her father, as by the loud

chanting of the choristc s and the deep diapason of tlie swelling

organ.

They never met again, :ill returned from the Holy Land, wdiere

her father had fallen in l.ie first onslaught with the Infidels, the

cruel Enquerrand found his young bride an orphan, and—a mother.

He had accused her as a foul adulteress ; and, in spite of her

assertion that she was wedded to another—to the young Pcrducas

de Carcas onne—and that she had declared as much even at the

altar—sine e Perducas, who sailed before the hated marriage had

been plannd, with Richard the Lion Heart his liege lord for fiefs

in Guienne and Anjou, had not returned, nor was to be heard of

anywhere, she was con -nned, and must have suffered, but for

her appeal to that last r, ort of the innocent and oppressed, the

iudgment of God, by wager of battle.

A desperate resort it seemed, and indeed the last. For partly

th e world-wide renown for savage prowess and gigantic strength

of Enqverrand de Chastelmorant, and, yet more than this, the

general I lief, that young and lovely and cruelly oppressed as she

was admiiied to have licen, had deterred any one from bucklering

her cause ; and even at the eleventh hour the was unchampioned

and unfriended.

That was a tenible and solemn, yet most gorgeous, scene.

The meadow, for a space of three hundred yards in length, by

half that breadth, had been enclosed by a stout wooden barrier,

covered by splendid tapestries, and overlooked by rows of balco-

nies, like seats in a modern theatre, all blazing with draperies of

cloth of gold and velvet, and overshadowed by the banners of the

ancient aristocracy and chivalry of France.

At one end of the lists stood a huge crimson chair, in which

sat Enquerrand do Chastelmorant, all armed, save his head, with

his godfatherin-arms, sheathed capa-pie in steel beside him, and

three pages, one holding his war-horse, and the others holding his

casque, his lance and his shield, a little way in the rear.

At the other extremity, in a similar chair, but covered with

black serge, sat the beautiful Ysculte, paler than the white eymar

which alone veiled her peerless charms from the gaze of the sym-

pathizing multitude
;
yet as steadfast and serene as if she had

been a mere spectator of the show. On her lap sat the innocent

child—innocent, surely, whether his miserable mother should be

condemned or no—destined to share her fate—a noble looking boy

with bright blue eyes, and curly chestnut locks; though the pro-

fuse unbraided tresses of Ysculte were black as the raven's wing,

and like them glossed with warm metallic purple, when the gay

su)d)eams flouted them ; though her deep, long-fringed eyes were

of the tenderest hazel hue.

Yet those eyes she dared not turn on him, her darling, even for

a moment, though his caressing fingers patting her fair eliceks,

and playing with her dishevelled ringlet.s, solicited her attention
;

and the spectators might observe that, at those soft solicitations,

a quick shudder ran through her whole frame, otherwise so self-

sustained and tranquil ; and that she closed her eyes at each

touch of his rosy fingers, and that her lips moved, as if in silent

l)rayer.

Behind her, black and horrid, stood the hideous stake, with its

parajdiernalia of fetters and iron collars ; and the fagots jjiled

around it, with the grim executioner awaiting her expected doom,'

shocked even the least pitiful of the spectators.

Before her lay the smooth arena, on which her fate should be

decided ; full in her sight frowned, savage aiul unrelenting, her

detested perseeutoi'.

Beside her, was nor friend, nor comforter, nor champion.

Arouiul the lists were collected nobles and knights, and sena-

tors and churchmen, dames and demoiselles, and even lisping

children—her peers, her ecpiils, many of them her friends—but,

though many a nuiiily lip quivered with excitement, and many a

female eye tilled with tears, no one of all that crowd so much as

recognized her by a glance.

High in the centre, right opposite the spot where the cham-

pions should encounter, in a raised lodge of royal decoration, sat

Philip the August ; and all men might sec that his brow was
gloomy

; and that t' e hand in which he held the warder trembled

anxiously. The mind of the great king was ill at ease. He
knew black Enquerrand de Chastelmorant, and he doubted. He
saw that the fair Ysenlte had no champioi-, and he chafed.

And now the bells of Notre Dame clanged for high noon. It

was the fatal hour.

And Enquerrand de Chastelmorant advanced, with his god-

father, to the altar in front of the royal chair, and took the holy

sacrament ; and swore upon that hallowed bread, the mystic body

of the everlasting and all-seeing God, that his cause was just on

earth and in sight of heaven,—so might he, that day, strive or

perish.

Then his godfather laced on his casque and closed his vizor

;

and he vaulted into the saddle of his mighty war-horse without

touching the stirrup ; and, as they placed his lanee in his haiul

ho laid it in rest, with the point slightly elevated, and sat there, at

his own end of the lists, himself and his charger as motionless as

if they had been one solid efliigy of carved steel.

But as this passed, an incident occurred which stirred every

human heart of the beholders to its core. For as Encjnenand

swore, the beautiful boy on Yseulte's lap rose to his feet, steadv-

ing himself with his right hand on his mother's shoulder, while

with his left he shaded his eyes against the sun, and gazed stead-

fastly, but with a frowning brow, full in the eye of the accuser.

Then loud and shrill went up the clear flourish of the trumpets,

and the cry of the French herald :

' Oyez ! oyez ! oyez ! Here stands Sir Enquerrand de Cha.s-

telmorant, good knight aLd true, to prove with his body, dame
Ysculte, called of Chastelmorant, a vile adulteress and traitoress,

so help him God, and good St. Denys."

Then, on the instant, thougii no one of all the crowd expected

such an issue, for no sign was visible of any knight or champion

on the ground, another trumpet answered, shriller and cheerier

than the other ; and casting oflf a coat and flapped cap of serge,

Clarcncicux King at Ai-ras, the English herald, stepped from

among the crowd into the lists.

" Oyez ! oyez I oyez ! Here stands Sir Perducas de Carcassonne,

good knight and loyal, to prove here with his body that Yseulte

de Carcassonne is pure \5'ife, as she was peerless damsel, and that

Sir Enquerrand de Chastelmorant lies in his teeth and in his

throat ; false knight, foresworn gentleman, traitor, and recreant,

and dastard. And this will he prove on his body with his lance,

so help him God and the Holy Virgin. And so S.iint George for

merry England."

And as he made proclamation, wheeling from behind the galle-

ries which concealed them, two knights rode into the lists, armed
in bright steel from spur to burgonet, with the red cross of St.

George upon their sureoats, full of high confidence and spirit, as

were their horses of fiery mettle.

In the younger, though few knew him, such as had fought in

Palestine recognized the best lance of Anjou, the famous Perducas

de Carcassonne ; while in the spare, sinewy frame, and the dark,

stern features of his godfather, thej- had not to look twice ere

they discerned Thomas de Multon, the Lord 'Vaux of GiLslaud,

the wisest head in council, and right hand in the melee of Richard

Ctt'ur de Lion.

Yseulte's dark eyes flashed fire, and her whole face lighted up,

radiant and clear in the presence of certain triumph, as she mur-

mured scarce audibly,—"My glorious husband!" and her boy,

like to the young champion as one drop of water to its sister

drop, clapped his hands joyously as the proud warriors caracoled

around the lists, though all unconscious of their connection with

his fate, and cried " Brave ! brave !" as loud as his little voice

permitted him, his whole face blazing with delight.

Advancing to the altar, Perducas and De Vaux dismounted
;

and the former swore, as the law enjoined, and craved of the king

a fair field whereon with equal weapons to prove EnqueiTand de

Chastelmorant a liar in his throat, a murtherer and a traitor.

Philip assented, and as he raised his fine deep voice and cried,

" May God defend the right !" his eye beamed graciously on the

young Perilueas, and lowered as it fell upon the giant frame of

his antagonist.

One instant, the enemies sat like iron statues, gazing at each

other through the bars of their avantailles. Then as De Multon

tossed his naked sword aloft and shouted " Laissaz alter !" thuy

charged with almost the speed and brilliafiey of the lightning, so

violent was their impetus and so vivid the flashing of their pano-

ply, and met in the centre of the lists with a crash and dang that

made the earth tremble.

For ten seconds, no eye could sec what had occurred ; so thickly

was the dust spurned up by the chargers, checked in their mid

career, and reeling half o'erthrown upon their hauiu:hes. But,

as the cloud cleared away, it was i)lain to see that the lanee of

Perducas was utd)roken, its point having torn away the crest of

Kn()uerrand's helmet, and that he was as firm in his stirrups as

though but a bulrush had touched him. Yet his own shield was

])ierccd through and through, while his enemy's lance, shivered

to the truncheon, showed how tremendous had been the shock,

and how great de Chastelmorant's prowess. That kuiglit, too,

had lost little of his old renown, for, though he was bowed back-

ward till the ])lumes of his helmet were mingled with his charger's

tail, and though one foot had lost a stirrup, he recovered his scat

and spurred up his charger, and exchanged haughty defiance with

Sir Perducas, as they passed each other to regain their stations.

A fresh lance was given to Enquerrand ; but Perducas launched

his own high into the air, and making his charg<'r spring forward,

caught it by the middle as it fell, and had it in the rest already,

before his enemy's was couched to the onset.
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Again, the word was given ; again they met in terrible career

;

whUe every heart stood still, and every frame shivered with the

drexlful excitement—for all felt that tliis must bo decisive.

Itwas decisive.

Again both steeds recoiled, and fell on thfir haunches
;
but

Perducas, although his helmet was torn oft" and driven to the

other end of tlic lists, while his enemy's lance again flew in splin-

ters, easily recovered his brave barb, and brandishing the trun-

cheon of his spear, was dashing forward to engage hand to hand,

when Enqiierrand, who had sat stiffly on his horse, as if uncon-

scious and half paralyzed after the first shock, sprang up in Iiis

seat with a wild, unearthly shriek

—

" Seigneur Dieti! Seir/neur

Dim!" Lord God ! Lord God !—guilty ! guilty !" and fell head-

long from his saddle to the earth, where he lay, with all his pow-

erful frame relaxed and motionless, if it were not for a terrible

convulsive shivering that made every plate of his armor jar and

rattle, till, with another piercing cry, he stretched himself out

rigidly, and all was over.

The justification of Yseulte and the full establishment of her

honor need not be described—though it was shown on evidence

firmer than we should now deem the result of battle. For

Thomas de Multon had witnessed, and the priest was in his train

who had performed, the ceremony. Her meeting with her lover,

husband, champion, and preserver, must be imagined, for words

cannot compass it.

And Perducas de Carcassonne, as he wept tears of pious grati-

tude over his rescued son, forgot not to give thanks to the Lord

of Hosts, that he had shown his presence and made his judgment

known in tlie Wager of Battle.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

HARVEST-TIME.

BT WILLIAM S. CHASI.

Green trees are nodding on the hills,

The lawns tling broad their cloth of gold,

Down-trailing to tlic liciuid rills,

So sparkling, in their brilliance cold.

And far alonjj the pines' dim spires,

That, waving, rend the drooping sky

;

Aurora's transient ruby tires

Burn in illusive mystery.

Gleams dim the half-oped eye of morn,

Night's jewels still enrich the fields;

Now reapers seek the tas.seled corn,

Rich bounty which the red earth yields.

The rumbling cart upon the road,

While crows the cock, and bays the hound,

Creaks onward 'neath its weary load,

Whose ripened tresses sweep the ground.

We tread the long, dim-shadowed way.

To list the sickle mid the wheat

;

Or raving scythe enwrap the hay

In billows, at the reapers' feet.

The golden piles of bannered spears

Lie fallen in their rural prime,

AU drenched with evening's cloud-wept tears,

Undried, a« yet, iu morn's young time.

Sweet olden notes of harvest song

Flee gailj' from the rustic's lips,

While chime each brilliant choral throng

Of bird on bough—and bee that sips

The clustered earth-stars' pleasures rare,

^^llte rose and blue-bcU—one by one

;

Till every high-born blossom there

H&s owned its wreath of pride undone I

Still, like the bees, though blooms will fall,

We gamer food from sea and land.

That, mid coM winter's battle call,

Wc fail not with :i triumph hand.

ye who toil in crowded mart^

Forsak,:, awhile, your sordid ore;

Come forth I revive the soul—the heart

—

In 6Un-bro«ned field and harvest-lore!

AKECDOTE OF DAGUERRE.
M. Dumas related the following anecdote of DagneiTe : In

1825 lie was lecturing in the Theatre of Sorbonnc, on chemistry.

At the close of his lecture a lady came up to him and said :

" Monsifur Dumas, as a man of science I have a ((uostion of no
small moment to me to ask you. I am the wife of Dagucne, the
painter. For some time be has let the idea seize upon him that

he can li-x the image of the camera. Do you think it possible .'

He is always at the thought ; he can't sleep at night for it. I am
afraid he is out of his mind. Do you, as a man of science, think
it can ever be done, or is he mad !" " In the present state of
knowledge," said Dumas, "it cannot be done; but I cannot say
it will always remain impossible, nor set the man do^v^l as mad
who seeks to do it." Tbis was twelve years before Daguerre
worked his idea out, and fi.xed the images; but many a man so
haimtcd by a possibility liiuj»becn tormouled into a mad-house.

—

Lynn News.

CRITERION OF JUDGMENT.
In estimating the worth of men, keep a guaril upon your judg-

ment, that it be not biased by wealth or splendor. At the same
time, there is no necessity for treating with a cynical insolence
every person whom Providence hath placed in an eminent statio'n,

merely because your experience teaehes you tliat very few of the
great are desening of the esteem of the wise and good. Consider
the temptations which besiege the great, and render it almost im-
possible for them to come at truth ; and make all reasonable
allowances. If you sec anything like real goodness of heart in a
pcrsbn of high rank, admire it, as an uncommon instance of ex-
cellence, which, in a more piivatc station, would have risen to an
extraortinary pitch of perfection.—5e?!eca.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ENDURING AFFECTION.

BT JOSliPa n. BUTLKB.

When absence r.-nds the sacred tie

That binds two hearts in constancy,

WTiy flows the tear and heaves the sigh.

To mortal seldom told

;

Why do we prize a gift, though small,

A simple flower—a trt;!t«ure call

A lock of hair, more worth than all

Golcouda's mines of gold?

And should the treasured name be said,

A thrill of pleasing pain will spread.

Mingled with jo}ous hojie or dread,

Pi-ompting the soul to pray

For those, who, absent on the main.

May never greet our eyes again.

Or to their own our bosoms strain.

In life's uncertain day I

'Tis that a sympathetic chord

Constrains the soul, and each dear word

Spoken by those will then alTord

Our heart.s a thrill of bliss;

0, 'tis a rapture angels know.

The purest men may taste below,

God's best and holiest gift when so

AITection meets like this!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE FORCE OF HABIT.

BT MRS. M. E. ROBINSON.

" Beautiful ! elegant ! I never saw anything I liked lialf as

well !" exclaimed Miss Jane Murray, with much enthusiasm, in a

bonnet saloon.

This remark caused an elderly lady, who wa.s standing near the

counter, to turn around to discover the object of such extravagant

prai.se, but she could see nothing particular, except a very pretty

velvet hat, which the aforesaid young miss held in her hand.

" Certainly, those arc the most magnijiceiil flowers I ever saw in

my life ! The shape is sujKrb ; and as for the feathers, nothing

could droop more gracefully. I declare I must have it, cousin, if

I tease mother's /j/t? out. Wont the girls rfi'e with envy?" she

added, turning to a friend, who stood at her side.

" I must say I admire the hat, but I should be sorry to have

that happen," was the laughing reply of the cousin, as the two

young misses left the saloon, after a whispered conference with

the shop-girl.

" She must have a very injudicious mother, or she would check

the use of such strong language when the occasion did not

demand it," thought the lady, as she stepped into the street.

" Wb}', Jane, how long you have been gone 1" said Mrs. Mur-

ray, fretfully, as her daughter entered the house. " I told you to

come back soon, and you've been gone two or three hours. The
baby has cried half the time, and I've had a house full of callers."

Jane excused herself on the score of that " love of a hat," and

tried to make up for lost time; but the facts of the case were not

so bad as had been represented by the parent ; for she had just tico

callers, and the baby had cried only once. The daughter put in

her claims for a new bonnet, declaring " that she hadn't had one

since she could remember," and jjoutingly added " that the one

she then wore was not fit to be seen."

Mrs. Murray frowned, and said " that Jane would ruin her

father yet, as she had had half a dozen bonnet.i within a year, to

her certain knowledge."

" Wby, mother! my straw and the silk one only make two,"

returned Jane, in a positive tone.

" Well, call it two, then ; it don't much matter, but you can get

it, if your father is willing. He'll never forgive me, though, for

giving my consent," .said the lady, tired with Jane's importunity.

The latter was highly elated, notwithstanding the dubious

words relating to her father's unrelenting disposition ; and when

the bell rang loudly, ,slie ran with unusual alertness to answer it;

returning directly with a letter, which she gave to her mother.

" 1 declare, I haven't had a letter for an aye!" said Mrs. Mur-

ray, as she eagerly broke the seal. " We're going to have com-

pany," she added ;
" Grace Andrcwj, an old school-girl acquaint-

ance, is coming tomorrow. But I shall be glad to see her, if she

is the biggest old Betty that ever did live, and does talk so very

correctly. You'll have to be very particular about your dress,

Jane, for I njver saw a bit of dust or dirt about her person iu my
life, and she dreads a slovenly person as she would the cholera."

Mrs. Murray's advice was not much needed, for Jane was a

neat girl, and untidiness was not one of her faults ; and we must

do her mother the justice to add, that she was one of the most

notable, industrious women in the neighborhood.

" Thomas, if you tea.se me any more, I will punish you as long

as I can slaiid!" said Mrs. Murray, to one of her children, a few

days after the ari-ival of the expected visitor.

" Why, Mrs. MuiTay, what a strong cxi)iessirn ! You sui'cly

do not mean what you say," remarked Miss Andrews, rebukingly.

" Well, perhaps I don't, exactly," replied tbe mother, coloring

slightly
;
" but I can't manage my children, without talking right

up and down ; they don't mind me no more than they would a

stone
!"

" They seem quite yieldhig and obedient, I am sure ; but I

think that less emphatic language, and moi'o firmness of manner
would be quite as elfeetual. They are so accustomed to hear you

threaten measures which they know will never be resorted to, that

your words, however severe, are not regarded."

" I can't help it, for my patience is entirely gone. Now look at

little Joe ; he's covered the cai-pet with bits of paper, and Charley

has rubbed his fingers all wer the window."
" I see just four bits of paper on the floor, and there are but two

finger-marks on one pane of glass. Do those include tlic ' whole

carpet,' and the ' entire window V " asked the lady, with a smile.

" Why, of course, I didn't mean that, cxactlj'," replied Mrs.

Murray, smiling in return, as her words were repeated.

" Then, why not say what you did mean ?" inquired her com-

panion, more seriously. " You will not be offended when I assert

that such a course will be far more beneficial to your children,

than whole days of talking; as your example ha.s necessarily

more or less influence upon them."

" You are a dear, good-heartetl creature, Grace, and just to

please you, I'll try and follow your advice the rest of the day

;

but j'ou've got to bear the blame if the children distract us with

noise."

Miss Andrews smiled, and looked meaningly at her friend.

" I supfwse you mean by the word ' distract,' that we may
be slightly annoyed by their talking and laughing?" she said.

"Anything you please, my dear Grace, only don't trouble me
to deSne my words," was the good-natured reply of Mrs. Murray,

as she leisurely pursued her sewing.

A silence of several minutes ensued on the part of the two

ladies, which was suddcnij' broken by tiie last speaker with this

exclamation ;

"O, my head aches shockingly ; I can hardly Mxl ii up!" Yet

she continued her needle-work as though she felt tolerably eom-

fortable,

" You seem to he supporting it without much effort, as I can

perceiv'C," observed Miss Andrews, significantly.

" I really forgot all about my promise, and your pi-esence ; but

I do think this is horrid weather for a person's head," was the

apolog-etical answer.

" The foroe of h.abit is very strong; but I hojie you will make
the attempt in earnest," said Grace, earnestly ; "for believe me,

my friend, that a tendency to enlarge beyond the truth, is a seri-

ous, but too common fault. You are not aware of it, perhaps,

but nearly every sentence you utter, signifies more than you mean
to have it ; and as you waste emphatic language on trifles, you

have no suitable words to use when really important and unusual

cases demand them. Did you ever think of it, Mrs. Murray !"

" O, yes, dear Grace, but I am tweiily times too old to learn a

new way of talking ; but you shall have Jane for a pupil, and

teach her just what you please," replied the lady addressed, good-

htimorcdly.

And Miss Andrews did try, until her patience was nearly

exhausted ; but Jane, whose old habit was daily strengthened by

her mother's example, could not understand why it was not as

proper for her to say " that she was quite frozen," as that she felt

very cold, or why " hateful " was not just as good a term to ex-

press dislike, as disagreeable. For one, she .shouldn't esteem it

any praise at all to hear a person remark that such and such a

thing was " very handsome ;" the words "splendid, elegant, su-

perb, magnificent " pleased her much better. If the moon was

obscured, and the sky cloudy of an evening, to use her own ex-

pression, " it was dark as pitch ;" and if the contrary, " it was a.s

light as day; one might see to read as well as not." A plain

person was called " hideously ugly," and one gifted with regular

features and attractive manners, " as handsome as a picture." If

the music at a concert pleased her, " she was perfectly enchanted

with Madame B.'s divine singing;" and if the performances were

in any degree tedious, " she was bored to death with such insuff'er-

ablc attempts." When her appetite asserted its claims, she was

"almost starved ;" .and if slightly thirsty, "nearly choked." If

an individual was somewhat out of temper, he was " a.s cross as a

bear;" and if in a pleasant humor, "too good-natured to live."

At one time, she declared that " any number of great rats were

seamjiering about the closet ;" a story which was reduced to rea-

sonable dimensions by Miss Andrews, who quietly remarked that

she had seen the " groat rats," which proved to be one innocent

little m()u.sc, who had ventured out of his hole to nibble a bit of

bread. On another occasion, she stoutly maintained " that she

had narrowly escaped being run over by a runaway horse," though

the animal was a dozen yards from her, and leisurely pursuing

his way.

But we will not weary the reader by recounting more of her

foolish exaggerations. Miss Andrews persevered, to the end of

her visit, in trying to eradicate a habit of representing things

beyond the truth. For a time, she partially succeeded with both

Mrs. Murray and her daughter ; but the habit had been so long

formed, and was so difficult to overcome, that each, and more

especially the former, gradually relapsed into the old way ; forget-

ting what every person of taste knows to be true, that (i/ipropriate

language is always the most expressive.

A GOOD MAN'S WISH.

I fiecly confess to you that I would rather, when I am laid in

the grave, some one in his manhood would stand over rae and
say, " Tlicre lies one who was a real friend to me, and privately

warned me of the dangers of the young ; no one knc^^ it, but ho
aided mc in tbe time of need. I owe what I am to him." Or I

would rather have some widow, with choking utterance, telling

her children, " There is your fViend and mine. He visited me in

my alHietiou, and found you, my son, an employer, and you, my
daughter, a liap))y home in a virtuous famih." I say I would
rather that such persons should stand at my grave, than to have

erected over it tlic most beautiful sculptuvetl monument of Parian

or Italian marble. The heart's broken utterance of reflections of

past kiiidiiess, and the tears of grateful memorj' shed upon the

grave, arc more valuable, in my estimation, than the most costly

ccnoiaj'b ever reared.

—

Dr. Sharp.
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE UNITED STATES ARSENAL, AT WATERTOWN, MASS.

V. S. ARSENAL, WATERTOWN, MASS.
This bciiutiful ^[tw, ii torics of pictures relating to which is

given on this and tlie o| positc page, is situated on the hanks of

Cliarlcf River, and contains about sixty acres. It presents a very

finii gcnefal view from ihc railroad on the opposite side of the

river; hut the most pleasing view is on the garden, front o'' the

otTicers' i|uarters. The armory is well worth a visit, and will de-

light the visitor hy the neatness and order with which nineteen

thousand stand of arms aie kejit. The square is stirroundcd hy

storehouses, armory, and olhces, and contains several moitars,

and liowitzcrs, large

cannons, and a great

quantity of shells and
balls. The building in

the centre is the armory,

those on either side are

the officers' quarters,

and the long buildings,

storehouses for ^nn car

riages. Beyond these

are the workshops and
en;;ine house. An ap-

propriate style of fence

surrounds the buildings,

and the whole is V\u

finest government es-

tablishment in our vi-

cinity. The arsenal is

under charge of Maj. E.

ILirding, of the U. S.

army. One of the chief

attractions at the arse-

nal is the armory, here-

with given—a fine bnilil-

ing, situated on the

south side of the stpiare,

an 1 between the com-
nutudant's and the mili-

tary storekeeper's resi-

dences. On entering the

ma.ssive oaken doors,

which require consider-

able ttren.'tli of arm to

swing them on their

gre.'it hinges, the visitor

is struck with the beau-

tiful regularity and or-

der in all he sees. On
the first fioor arc nine-

teen thousand stand of
mu^kels, all percussion

lo'-ks, and in perfoct or-

der and condition. In

the gtory above are

alfoiit the same number
of rifles, iK'sidcs a hiri;e

numlter of pistols. In

connection with the oth-

er appurtenances of war
on the premises, one is

given to know that we
are well provided with

mcuu.s of defence. At
the top of the opposite

page we give a view of
the magazine at Water-
town, and showing the

taking in of powder iTi

Ciusks. At the time the

Mcxicati war broke out,

this magazine was filled

with ciu^ks of powder;
but it wa.s afterivards

taken from there for

service. The view embr.ices Charles River on the right hand
side (with the Western Railroad beyond), and the building u-ed
for making cartridges on the left. There are many delightful

views about the grounds. Th"! view given below, on the opposite

page, presents the enclo^nre between the armory, military stores,

barraeVs, and ofHc'^rs' quarters. The park contains some heavy
fort guns, and also some venerable-looking trophies, consisting of
Frcn -h cannon and mortars some two hundred years old. The
history of these guns is not precisely known beyond the fact that

thsy were taken fiom Fort Adams, Newport, and retained here as

ARMORY AND OFFICERS' QUARTERS, AT THE U. S. ARSENAL, WATERTOWN, MASS.

relies. There arc also four British guns, taken in the last war
with England from the British brig Boxer by the U. S. brig Enter-
prise. These four are seen in the engraving just over the tliree

walking fignres in the foreground. The central building is the
military .storehouse; the arches at the right of the picture arc
part of the armory; in the building next beyond are the officers'

quarters, and beyond this are the barracks. Back of the store-
house is the carpenter's shop, and the engine-house is denoted
by the tall chimney. There is an immense quantity of cannon-
balls, enough to batter Cuba and Mexico into very peaceable stnfra.

In this connection we
give some few historical

items of the town itself.

Watertown was settled

in 16.30, hy a portion

of the Charlestown set-

tlers from the West
of England. It was in

that year determined by
the General Council,
that " Trimonntain he

called Boston ; Matta-
pan, Dorchester; and
the town on Charles

River, Watertown."

—

The prominent names
among the original set-

tlers were Sir Richard
Saltonstall (ancestor of
the families ofthatname
in Salem and other pla-

ces). Rev. George Phil-

lips (the first pastor of
the town, and ancestor
of many families of that

name in Boston and
vicinity),Stone, Brown,
roolidge, Whitney, and
Mayhcw. Mr. Phillips

was succeeded in the

ministry by the Rev.
.Tohn Sherman, one of

the most eminent inen

in the early colonies of

New England ; and
from him are descended
several families of the

name among ns. After

the 19th of April, 1775,

the Provincial Congress
assemhlcd and contin-

ued their meetings in

the old meeting-honse
of Watertown, which
stood on the spot now
used as a burial-ground,

near the village. The
Council met in a house

now owned by theFowle
family, selected for the

purpose on account of
its vicinity to the meet-
ing-honse. Watertown
is 6 1-4 miles from Bos-
ton hy the carriage road
through Cambridge. It

is bounded on the north
hy West Cambridge

;

on the east by Old Cam-
bridge ; on tiie south
hy Charles River and
hy Newton ; and on the

west by Waltham. It

is pleasantly situated on
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WAHHEN
PILLINtB

REPRESENTATION OF THE MAGAZINE, ETC., OF THE ARSENAL, AT WATERTOAVN, MASS.

Ihe north bank of Charles River, which in its beautiful windings
decorates the scenery, while it also confers more substantial

advantages. In extent, Watcrtown is one of tlie smallest towns
in the Commonweullh,—there heing only 3833 acres, incliidin';

land and water. Tliis consists of half of Charles River, 7.") acres
;

part of Fresli I'oiid, 53 acres; small stream and pond, 3 acres

;

land, including roads, 3697 acres. One of the principal objects

of interest is the dwelling of Mr. .John P. Cushinj;, about two
miles from Harvard University. This is one of the most elabo-

rate and costly private ediiiics in New Kngland. The gronnd.s

comprise about sixty acres, commanding a very extensive pros-

pect, and including eveiy tree, shrub, plant and flower that will

live or flourish in this latitude. These grounds are laid out with ex-
quisite taste, in spacious lawns, groves, and walks,—extensive out-
buildings for maintaining a uniform degree of temperature through-
out the year for the cultivation of the flowers and fruit.* of every
country and climate in the world. Portions of Fresh Pond and
Mount Auburn al.so lie on the eastern borders of the town.

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE U^;lTED STATES ARSENAL, AT WATERTOWN, MASS.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO SLEEP.

BT ALICE CARET.

Como gentle, gentle friend, with licavy eyes,

LaoguisliinK earthward—come with pillows white

As rosoleavcs after May—shut all the light

From my low chamber; lay upon my bed

Linen as fair as wedding sheets may be.

And give me sweeter grace to go with theo

Than ere became my life. No lures have I,

Of wit nor beauty that will charm thee nigh,

Nor friends with show.s of mourning. Well-a-day,

%Vhcn I shall cease my rviral pipe to play
;

Happy there is one heart will sigh, alas,

As for a daisy gone out of the gnuss

Wherein bloom better (lowers. If so it fall,

It were an end befitting most of all,

The close of my bad fortunes. Thine, all thine,

0, my last hope, thou know'.«t how true I speak,

There be no prints of kisses on the cheek

That hides against thy bosom—art thou mine I

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ALONZO PARKER:
—OR,

—

THE SOI.niER'S STRATAGEM.
A TALE OF THE EEVOLUTION.

BV LIEUT. E. CURTISS HINE.

Deserted bv the waning moon,
AVhen ."itars ])roclaini nijcht's cheerless noon,

Or tower, fort, or tented ground.
The sentry walks his weary round.— Old Song.

It was winter, and the pure snow lay glittering upon the bosom

of the frozen earth, in all its .spotless beauty, and the bright twink-

ling stars looked down from the arch of a cloudless sky. The

treetops, loaded with their white liurthcn, l)cnt their branches like

the form of some aged man, who jilods along through the road of

life friendless and alone, and the air was erisp and bracing. In

the neighborhood of Fort Putnam, in the highlands of the Hud-

son, a solitary sentinel was jiacing to and fro, the bright barrel of

his musket gleaming beneath the light of the stars, and his rugged

form wrapped in a blanket overcoat, such as were then becoming

common among the soldiers of the American army.

lie was a man of some forty-five years of age, wi^i a strongly

marked and not very agreeable physiognomy, and there was a sin-

ister expression of the eye when he addressed any person, which

would have been likely to excite sus])icion as to the immaculate

purity of his character. He liad joined the garrison at the

" Point," only three days prior to the night in which we have

introduced him to our readers, and this was his first tour on post

ftt the pickets. As he continued to p.aee briskly to and fro in the

little snow-path which he had made for himself, and which by this

time had become pretty well Iieaten, there was a look of satisfac-

tion upon his features, a,s if he had performed some act upon

which lie congratulated himself ; for the smile which curled his

thick lip was one of complacency.

" Well," muttered he to himself, in a tone so low that it scarcely

rose above a whisper, " tlie worst jiart of the task is over. I have

enlisted as a soldier, am acquainted with the peculiarities of the

fortress, and can now impart any information that he may desire.

And if I should succeed, then the ten thousand dollars which has

been promised me will buy me a fine farm on the banks of the

Schuylkill. I have been a tory—that's a fact ; hut it was to for-

ward my own views that I joined their party. And if I only suc-

ceed in this stratagem, then good-by to all war, and I will live in

peace. It is a confounded poor business, any how. But I thought

I heard the sound of footsteps. I think it must be he—it is time

tliat he was here. Who goes there ?"

" A friend !" answered the voice of some one approaohing from

the side of the river, whose gleaming suiface could be discerned,

coated a.s it was with ice, at a considerable distance.

"Advance friend, and give the countersign," replied the senti-

nel, throwing his musket across his body in the position known

among military men as the " aport."

The strange figure advanced, and whispered something in a low

tone, and then paused.

" Countersign 's iiol coiTect ! Pause where you are—you are

my pri.-ioner !" and then, after the lapse of a few moments, during

which the two exchanged expressive looks with eaeli other, lit up

as their faces were by the moonbeams, the sentinel called out in a

loud, shrill tone, " Corporal of the guard number one !"

It is customary when a sentinel is upon a post, and any person

approaches, who cannot give the countersign or watchword, to

detain him, and call for the corporal or some other officer of the

guard, who alone has power to pass him. In this case, however,

the matter seemed to be well understood ; for the new comer stood

there near the sentinel, apparently reconciled to his fate, while

awaiting the coming of the corporal.

" Well, what we have to say, should be said quickly," whisper-

ed the " prisoner " in a low tone ;
" the olheer of the guard will be

along in a few moments, and then we shall have no time to

mature our plans. You are sure that Colonel Lambert's (|uarters

are in the lejl winy."

" Yes, and Miss Florence sleeps in the room next to the guard-

house. It has a long window, opening almost to the ground,

with white muslin curtains festooned on both si<les. You cannot

mistake the place. I will get the countersign from some friend of

mine, and impart it to )-on, and then the coast will be iill clear."

" Ves, but I shudder to think that, if you shoulil |)lay me false,

or there should be any failure of the stratagem, my neck would

pay the foifeit. My life would not be worth a groat should I full

into the hands of Colonel Lambert under such circumstances."

" You must not think of such things ; it will unman you. If

you would reckon U])on my assistance, you must be bold and dar-

ing, and never look behind. But there comes the corporal of the

guard, with my relief You will be taken to the guard room as a

spy, or suspected person, and I shall be near you. Stand off a

little further, so as not to excite suspicions that we have been

conversing together."

Saying this, the sentinel brought his musket to a "charge"

upon the stranger, as if he had fears of his endeavoring to escape.

In the meantime, the corporal and his party came up, and halted

near the spot.

"Well, Rudolph, wlio have we here?" incjuired the corporal of

the sentinel, as he jjoinfed to the prisoner.

" Somebody who attempted to pass without knowing the coun-

tersign ; so I made him my prisoner, and called out for you, so

that you might take hira in charge. I suspect he is a spy, or

some kind of a secret enemy."
" Very like—very like ! But we'll take him to the guard

house, and confine him until to-morrow morning, and then see

what Colonel Lambert says to his case."

The sentinel, whom w'C have first introduced to the reader, hav-

ing been relieved by another, who came with the corporal, the

party started back towards Fort Putnam, whose dusky outlines

loomed up grandly through the moonlit sky. As they proceeded

along the snow-])ath, the sentinel, whom we shall henceforth

know as Rudolph, managed to slip a strip of paper into the hands

of the prisoner, which the latter quickly thrust into his pocket.

The execution of this was so quick, that no one, save the parties

interested, saw it ; and so they marched along without exciting

suspicion, until they came to the main gate of the fortress. There

the usual challenging look place, the watchword was given, and

the prisoner was conducted to one of the cells of the guard house,

where, having been locked in, he seated himself upon a sort of

rude bunk in one corner of the room, drew the paper which

Rudolph had given him from his pocket, and hastily examined it

by the light of a solitary lamp that was burning upon an un-

paintcd pine table. With the permission of the reader, we will

leave him there, and go back a few years ])rior to the breaking

out of the war of the Revolution, and introduce him to other per-

sonages, who, however, are destined to take a part in our drama.

In the vicinity of the city of Philadelphia, just prior to the

affair of Lexington, there dwelt a gentleman by the name of

Thomas Lambert, who had emigrated from the north of England

about the year 1770. He was a man possessed of a large fortune,

an unbounded hospitality and social qualities, which made his

company much sought after by the elite of the neighboring city.

Mr. Lambert had lost his wife—a genuine specimen of English

beauty—some time before leaving the old country, and the educa-

tion of his only child, a daughter, devolved upon himself And
well did he perform the task assigned him. He liad himself

received a finished education at the university of Cambridge, and

had a most happy feeulty of imparting his knowledge to others,

and the young lady could not have had a more energetic instructor,

had she searched throughout the colonics for a tutor.

At this time, Florence Lambert was about nineteen years of

age, and was considered a fine-looking young woman by all those

who saw her. It was none of j'our slight, frail, puny beauty,

which characterizes many of the fair ladies of our own day, and

which is caused from want of exercise in the open air, but it was

the solid, buxom, English style of beauty—a bright, blue, laugh-

ing eye, cheeks in which the red blood seemed rushing as if upon

a wager, a profusion of dark brown tresses, coral lips, a finely

moulded form, and a step as light and elastic as that of a young

fawn upon the dewy lea. She was besides highly accomplished

and amiable, and few girls had more sincere and devoted fiiends

than she.

Mr. Lambert, as a matter of course, was proud of his rosy

daughter, and desired to see her well mated with some one who
was worthy of her; but, though many visited his house, and many
seemed attracted by her beauty, there was but one upon which the

father could look with any degree of favor.

Allen Simpson was a young physician who had taken up his

residence in Philadelphia, and who had already acquired an exten-

sive practice. He was modest and amiable, and possessed of tal-

ents of a high order ; and no one sooner appreciated his worth

than did Mr. Lambert, to whose country seat he was a frequent

visitor. Perhaps I'lorence also appreciated the young doctor; at

any rate, she seemed partial to his society, and the old gossips

altout the neighborhood, who will always have their say, declared

the young couple were engaged, and that a splendid wedding was

ui)on the tapis. How inconsiderate are gossips ! The truth is,

they didn 't know anything at all about the matter; but wo will

inform our readers that, although the gossii)s knew nothing about

the matter, their gue.<<xifs were not so far out of the way, after all.

The truth is, Florence thought very highly of the physician, and

he, on his ])art, didn't think very lowly of her ; and so we will

leave our indulgent friends to form any conclusion they may
think best under the circumstances.

Among the other visitors of Miss Lambert, there was a young

lawyer, alio belonging in the city, by the name of Alonzo Parker.

He was a bold, bad man, of but little principle, and disposed to

have his way in everytliing he undertook at all hazards. The
beauty of Florence had captivated his senses, and inflamed his

passions ; and he resolved to obtain her hand, let the consequences

be what they might. But he for once met with a cruel rebuff,

when he luoached the subject to Miss Lambert. She coolly told

him that he did not suit her taste at all—that she did not fancy

him, and that furthermore, there was somebody else that she did

fancy, and who would probably at no very distant day become

her husband.

We cannot paint to the imagination of the reader the rage and

fury that took possession of the breast of Parker on receiving this

cool dismissal. He had calculated that she would have at once

accepted of his offer; for he was a good looking fellow, and, like

all " pretty " men, was apt to be a little vain. And when ho

found that she not only did not care a straw for him—that all his

smiles, his honeyed w-ords, and his time had been thrown away,

and, what was worse, that she actually preferred another, he

roared like a maniac, swearing vengeance the most dire against

her, and every one in anyway connected with her. From that to

him unpleasant night, he was not seen by either the father or

daughter ; but the neighbors asserted that the figure of a man
might often be seen flitting before the windows of the mansion at

most unreasonable hours, and warned the inmates to bo on their

guard, lest mischief of some kind should be perpetrated against

them.
At length the war of the American Revolution, which haid been

so long brooding, broke out and spread over the entire continent,

as the red fire rushes over the dry stubble of a western prairie.

Mr. Lambert was one of the first to espouse the cause of his

adopted country—which he felt had been deeply injured—and was

appointed to the command of a regiment of the continental troops.

Through his influence, young Simpson obtained the appointment

of surgeon to this regiment, and at once joined the force which

was ordered to do active service in the field.

Many were the battles in which this regiment was engaged.

At Trenton, Princeton and the bloody field of Monmouth their

muskets scattered death among the enemy's lines ; and among
the gallant adherents of Washington in the darkest hours of our

country's histoiy, no one more nobly sustained the spirits of the

great chief than did Colonel Lambert. At length, after many
changes and vicissitudes incidental to a state of warfare, the brave

Lambert found himself with his command stationed as a part of

the permanent force that garrisoned Fort Putnam, which was

justly considered by the enemy as " the key of the Hudson," and

a post of the utmost importance. As the colonel was now in per-

manent and comfortable quarters for the first time since the break-

ing out of the unnatural war of a parent against its children, he

despatched the young surgeon of his regiment, accompanied by a

strong escort, to convey his daughter Florence, who had been

staying with a relative in Philadelphia, to the fort, where she could

be with her father. This service Simpson performed with fidelity

and the utmost delicacy, and aliout ten days prior to the opening

of our tale, the young lady had taken up her abode within the

fortress, where her society added much to the pleasure of the offi-

cers stationed there.

In the meantime, what had become of Alonzo Parker, the law-

yer 1 After the night in which he had met with a blank refusal

from Florence Lambert, he had, if possible, grown even more

moody than he had been before, and used to roam about the

streets of the city, muttering to himself, and scowling like some

ghoul or vampyre. His clients one by one dropped away from a

man so unsocial and disagreeable, and he was quickly in distress

for means with which to liquidate heavy debts that he had con-

tracted. At length, when the war of the Revolution burst over

the land, he suddenly disappeared "between two days," leaving

his creditors to obtain their dues in the manner they deemed best,

and proceeding, as most people supposed, to New York to join

the tory force, which formed an integral part of the British army

stationed there.

The citizens of Philadelphia were not mistaken in supposing

that Parker had gone to New York. That was the very place he

started for, and on arriving, he made himself known to the com-

mander-in-chief, and expressed a desire to enlist in the loyalist

corps, which had just been organized. As it was quickly discov-

ered that he was an educated and a professional man, and there

was a vacancy fur a lieutenant in the tory company, Parker was

at once appointed to it, and, throwing off his lawyer's garb, he

mounted the blue frock coat and gold epaulettes of his grade, and

at once became " a man of note."

Had it not been for the memory of Florence I^ambert, added to

his own gloomy and morose disposition, Parker might have been

happy in his new position. He had always been fond of exercis-

ing authority, and then he found his word was law among his

troops, backed as it was by the " Articles of War," and this gave

him a secret satisfiction. But when he thought how he had been

rejected by Miss Lambert, his brow would contract with a scowl

as black as a thunder-cloud, and he would rush out on the parade

ground, muttering to himself, as he strode rapidly to and fro.

By some means or other, the new lieutenant, after the lapse of

two or three years, became very familiar with Sir Henry Clinton,

the commander-in-chief of the British forces. He was frequently

beheld entering the mansion in which he resided, where he wolild

remain for hours, and sometimes he would be accompanied by

one of his soldiers, a rugged and villanouslookiug fellow, who

had continued to make himself odious to his whole company. As

a matter of course, these things, strange in themselves, attracttd

coiisi<lerablo notice, and various were the comments which they

elicited. The soldier was questioned by his comrades as to the

object of his visits to the house of Sir Hein-y, but always retiimcd

uncivil and churlish answers ; and one morning at roll call, it y'as

found that he had deserted during the night, and gone, no one

knew whither. A few days later, and Parker obtained permission

from the comnuinder-in-chicf to be absent from the city for a

month, and, mounting his steed, crossed the river on its bridge Jttf_

ice, and look his way up its western bank. *-

It is now time that we should return to the " prisoner," who

had been throvrn into one of the cells of the guard house at Fort

Putnam—a circumstance, however, which did not seem to give

i

I
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him the slightest uneasiness. We have said that, on heinp; left

alone, he had taken the picee of paper given him b)- Hudolph

from his pocket, and commenced examining it very carefully.

And well he might, for that paper contained a minutely executed

plan of the interior of the fort, and pointed out every locality, as

well as the houses in which nil the officers resided !

" Well, this will do," 'sail the prisoner, tearing the paper in

small pieces, and scattering the fragments about his cell. " I shall

now be enabled to effect my jiurpose. O, revenge ! dear, swctt

revenge ! I'll have my fill of it !" Saying this, he thicw himself

upon his bed, extinguished the candle, and was soon buried in

slumljcr.

The next morning there was a great commotion at Fort Put-

nam. It was announced in general orders that a si)y had been

arrested in the very act of attempting to pass the American lines,

and it was said that in the course of a few days he would be

brought before a court martial, and would probably he hanged.

Kudolph requested that he might be permitted to attend upon

him, and as he was the one that had stopped him, the rc<iuest was

granted.

Long conferences took place between the attendant and the

prisoner, but the fidelity of the soldier being unquestioned, they

were ta'ten but little notice of.

It was a wild,' stormy night, and tlie wind shrieked through the

gorges of the mountains like the voice of one in pain. All was

quiet within the fortress ; the garrison had retired to rest, and

Colonel Lambert, the then commanding officer of the post, had

also sought his couch.

In front of the guard house one sentinel was pacing to and fio,

wrapped in a heavy blanket coat, and with his musket thrown

carelessly over his shoulder. All the rest of the guard were buried

in profound slumber upon the benches in the guard room. The

sentinel, who was none other than Rudolph, cautiously opened

the door and looked in, and having satisfied himself that all his

comrades were in reality asleep, he unlocktd the door of the cell

in which the spy was confined, and placing his hand upon his

shoulder, led him forth noiselessly into the open air.

" Now," said Rudolph, " is your time. Miss Florence sleeps

in that room where you see the long window, which I know is

never fastened, and may be easily raised. She is sound asleep

before this, and your way is dear. Have you got the gag in your

pocketV
" Yes, indeed. I would not be likely to forget that."

" Well, go ahead, then, but be cautious. One false step would

ruin us. Here is my bayonet," taking it from his musket; "the

watchword is ' Libeiii/!' I obtained it from the sergeant not an

hour ago. With it you can pass the sentinel at the gate, and

then the vast, untrodden wilderness of the highlands is before

you. I shall scale the ramparts, and make the best of my way to

New York, as soon as you arc off."

Florence Lambert was sleeping in her room when she was sud-

denly awakened by some one who stood beside her bed.

" Get up," said a harsh voice, " put on your dress, and follow

me. If you make the slightest noise, or offer to speak, yon are

dead upon the instant
!"

" But, just at this moment, a glare of light shone into the room,

and a body of armed men headed by Rudolph in person, marched

up and surrounded the spy !

" Betrayed ! betrayed !" cried he. " O, villain, why have you
done this '."

" To gratify an old grudge," answered Rudolph. " When you
were practising law in Philadelphia, you were the means of getting

me publicly whipped at the post for a crime which you well knew
I never committed. I swore to be revenged; disguised myself,

followed all your motions, joined the tories in order to be near

you, and have deceived you, and led you on to this. I might have
killed you a thousand times; but that would not have satisfied my
vengeance. I swore to see you publicly hanged, as yoK had seen

vie publicly whii>/KJ, and I shall, too. To-morrow, you will be

tried by a military commission and hung as a ;py, and I shall get

ten thousand dollars for betraying your villany to the commander-
in-chief. You see I can work my cards both ways."

Parker, for he it was who was the spy, would have resisted, but

he was quickly suiTounded, tied, and taken back to his old quar-

ters. Foiled, disappointed, duped, he was now on the verge of
ruin. The next morning, he was brought before a military com-
mission, found guilty of being a spy, and sentenced to be hanged
forthwith. Rudolph acted as provost marshal upon the occasion,

by his own request; and, as he placed the noose about the neck of

the miserable wretch, he whispered :

" You were very anxious that I should be ai)pointed to attend

upon you in the cell, so I thought you might like to have me
attend upon you in the open air. Good-by ! The pain wont last

long—not half so long as the sting of the flogging you obtained

for me. Ha! ha! ha!"

Saying which, he knocked the drop from beneath the .spy, and,
without so much as a struggle, he was launched into eternity.

After the conclusion of the war there was a wedding at the

house of Colonel Lambert, near Philadtlpliia. There, upon a
bright May morning, the lovely and now matured Florence be-

stowed her hand upon Doctor Simpson, who had long possessed
her heart, and who found her one of the best of wives, and one of
the kindest of mothers. As for Rudolph, he obtained his prom-
ised reward, settled down upon the banks of the Schnylkill, and
was not ashamed to own that he had once played the part of Jack
Ketch.

[Written for Gleiwoii's Pictorial.]

ON THE I>K.ITH or REV. DR. SH.\RP.

BT MRS L. a. giaOURXET.

He sleepeth with tlic silent ones,—where smile

And ready prcetin); woke ia every bretwt

Some touch of joy.

—

The sorrow-stricken man
Oathored new strength, and they whom worldlings pass

Unnoticed, felt the weight of poverty

Grow lighter, while the merry child looked up

Into that venerable face with tru.it,

Nor awe struck by the majesty of one

Who taught ilcavcn'.'f [jrccepts,— but by its sweet love

Warmed and made hotter. Yes, the love of Ood

And man viss with him,—ever flowing forth

A bright, glad heart-stream, not impaired or chilled

By aught of bigot sentiment, that mars

Too oft its music in these earthly vales,

Or checks its pure expansion, that would fain

ISctlect the skies and cLeer the lowliest plant

That God hath made —

Devout and holy men

Of varying doctrine, with a common grief

Did bear him to his burial, and the shades

Of green Mount Auburn thrilled with cadence deep

Of soul-prayer, when alTtction's hand

Laid its chief jewel in that hallowed dust.

liOng will he be remembered—long beloved

Mid his own temple, where his earnest voice

Invited wanderers to the Saviour's fold.

Ucaven's work was his ilelight. 'Twas but to rise

And taste its joys. God's will was his below;

'Twas bat to pass death^s intei-vening gate,

And see Him as He is. The piety

Of angels, on his pilgrimage he sought;

'Twas but to put his hand in theirs, and be

At home forever.

~i ^ m m t

Envy cannot be hid. It accuses and judges witbot proofs ; it

exaggerates defects; its conversation is filled with gall, exaggera-
tion and injiirj'. It stands out with obstinacy and with fury against
striking merit. It is hatty, insensible and bnital.— Vaiwenargues.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial
]

SWEET SIXTEEN:
—OK

—

THE FIRST FLIRTATION.

BY MRS. E. WELLMONT.

" M.VMA, have you any objection to my receiving the attentions

of that young gentleman who danced w ith me at last evening's

hop '!" inquired Edith Gray, as she looked out of the window at

the Ocean House, whither for the first time in her life she had

arrived.

" Objections, my dear ; I know nothing about the person you

speak of."

" Why ma, don't you remember Mr. Rodolphus MeOilvery, the

gentleman with long flowing black hair and a bronze face. He

wore those heavy whiskers that wxro just tucked in at the corners

of his mouth, and his hair curled gracefully over his upper lip,

and disclosed a set of the most beautiful teeth I ever beheld.

There he is now, sitting on yonder piazza, smoking with Eugene

Fitzroy."

" You seem wonderfully posted, child, with the names of the

gentlemen about here ; it is but si.x days since we aiTived, and

Edith, dear, you must not make too free with those whose charac-

ters you know nothing about. What, then, of this Mr. Rodolphus

what d'ye call him '<"

" Do call him Mr. McGilvery, mother; he is a splendid young

man, and now I will tell you what I do know about him. The

very first day I came here, just before ' pa ' went away, he asked

to be introduced to me. He is of Scottish descent, and is making

the tour of the United States. Well, in a very familiar manner

he said to me, ' Miss Edith' (for he heard pa call me so), ' I shall

wish to monopolize your society while I am here. I am fond of

young ladies. I had a sister once who strongly resembled you

—

that weed on my hat betokens her decea.se." And he wiped his

eyes and looked so affectionately towards me, ma, I began to love

him at once."

".Why, Edith, you should not indulge in such strong expres-

sions. Remember you are a very young lady, and know but

little of the world. You must be cautious, dear, about accepting

attentions from strangers. Many a young girl has been duped

by their duplicity."

" O, I know all about that, mother," replied the sanguine sweet

sixteen, " but they who deceive foolish girls are not of the stamp

of Mr. McGilvery. He is altogether above such mean conduct.

Besides, did n't I just explain to you why he feels attached to

me ?—on account of my resemblance to his dear sister."

" And it may be that he never had a sister, after all, Edith.

How do we know the fact V
" Ma, I never saw such a doubting person as you are ! What

earthly motive could have induced him to have asserted such a

thing, unless it were true ? Js'ow please tell me, have you any objec-

tion to my accepting his attentions '. He told me to ask you, and

I am sure this argues that he is not desirous of inveigling me
against your will."

" Still, I should have thonght better of the man had he sought

my acquaintance, and asked the question himself. You may tell

him so, as your reply, Edith, to his question."

" But he was too modest, mother, to venture conversing with

you. There he is, rising from his seat. I will ran and ask him

to come to our room."

"No, Edith; you ninst not be too familiar, I tell yon." But
Edith waved her little hand for hio approach, and he came into

the hall, and there stood, awaiting her to join him.

Artless and thoughtless, she ran to him and began narrating

all her late conversation, and after pressing Mr. Rodolphus

McGilvery to go and see her mother, he reluctantly consented to

do so.

Upon entering the room, he was the picture of smiles and the

graces personified. So bland in conversation, so delicate in re-

marks, so apparcTilly diffident, yet resolute, that Mrs. Blithe did

not wonder her daughter was fascinated.

The interview was a long one, and ended in a full disclosure of

the object for which he came to this country ; indirectly keeping

in view all the while that money was no consideration with him,

his father having just died and left him sole heir to a princely

fortune ; that he only pined for sympathy and companionship,

and as Edith so strongly reminded him of his decea.sed sister, he

perhaps had ventured too far in endeavoring to gain the friendly

regard of one young and innocent heart in a strange land.

These thoughts being uttered in a most winning accent, suited

by inflexions and cadences to the major or minor key, as best

suited the pathetic or more lively part of his history, all counted

with Mrs. Blithe, and she ventured so far as to add, that " if

during their sojourn they could do anything to minister to his

comfort, they would most cheerfully perform it." And Edith

was in ecstacy that she had thus won over her mother to become

interested in Mr. Rodolphus McGilvery.

They rode and they walked with the Scotch gentleman, and

even talked, as their intimacy increa.sed, of taking a trip with

him to his native country. To say that he essentially contributed

to their enjoyment while at this watering-place, was not enough.

He made Edith feel a kind of happiness she had never experienced

before.

What did she care for that staid young man, Mr. Lester, from

New York ? or Mr. Fry, the rich bachelor, who had promised Mr.

Blithe to attend his wife and daughter in his absence ? It was

certainly very ill-timed and impertinent in the latter to inquire

what they knew of the character of the gentleman with whom
they were so intimately connected, after he had told them so

minutely his personal history. Truly, Mrs. Blithe, you are as

easily satisfied and as credulous as your daughter.

Mr. Fry, however, took it upon himself to ascertain anthenti-

cally whether the statements made by Mr. Rodolphus were

strictly true. He addressed a letter to a mercantile honse in New
York upon whom he professed to draw for money, and found they

were ignorant of the existence of such a man. He addressed

another to Count Zolvani, whom he taid he knew intimately, and

was answered that " he never heard of the gentleman in ques-

tion." So that when convinced of the falsity of two asseverations,

he began to distrust all others, which sorely puzzled and vexed

Mrs. Blithe and her daughter.

While in the heyday of apparent triumph, having secured the

affections of an artless girl, having flirted and danced in the sun-

beams of fashionable life, suddenly Mr. Rodolphus McGilvery

disappeared, leaving the landlord with his unpaid board bill, and

at the livery stable a large undischarged account " for sundry

drives about the suburbs," in which Mrs. Blithe and Edith had

participated ; and, worse than all, leaving a young and guileless

heart to feel the chagrin which always attends au tuisuccessfbl

flirtation.

But the present mortification wore away when they felt the

escape which the continued attentions of the Scotch gentleman

would ere long have made very doubtful ; and our young friend

now was convinced that a sterling character generally can furnish

testimonials to establish its own assertions. So the mortifying

lesson proved a salutary one.

Mrs. Blithe and her daughter now willingly accepted the pro-

tection of that estimable gentleman (Mr. Fry) whose inquiries

undoubtedly gave the walking-ticket to the Scotch gentleman ;

and feeling as they did that his professions of regard were sincere,

Edith was never questioned by her mother how far nor bow fast

Mr. Fry had proceeded. Still, after their return in the autumn,

she one day inquired concerning the age of Mr. Fry.

" Your father says, Edith, that Mr. Fry cannot be more than

thirty-three."

Editli reckoned. " Twice seventeen is thirty- four; that is not

so very great a disparity after all," said she, thoughtfully.

" Remember, daughter, the old adage, ' Better t)c au old man's

darling than a young fool's pet.'
"

"Old man V indignantly replied Edith, " I'm sure Mr. Fry is

anj thing but an old man. Here is a letter he has addressed to

both you and father."

New Yokk, , .

To my particular frliiids, Mr. and Mr.-i. Blithe :

A very delicate subject will be pre-^cnted for your consider-

ation in this letter. It respects your approval of an intimate con-
nection between myself and your daughter Kdilh. You have had
a perfect knowledge if my character from boyhood. I know
there is a dis]>arity in our years, but only enongh, I apprehend, to
add the test of experience which neutralizes the folly of youth.
Should you, therefore, accept my proposal to wed Miss Edith,
may I hope the event will not long be delayed 1 I trust my pe-
cuniary resources are adequate to common emergencies ; so that
we can commence, and with ordinary success continue in a
rational siyle of living, in keeping with your daughter's former
style. Please answer by return of mail.

Yours, truly, J. Fuy.

" Who is the reigning man-icd belle of the season at the Ocean
House f" I inquired upon my airival the next season.

" A Mrs. Fry, from New York," was the reply. " She is truly

lovely, and her countenance and manners are faultless. Besides,

she has a most fascinating man for a husband."

I gazed at the belle a-s she entered the dining hall. It was she

who one year ago himg upon the arm of that disgraced McfJilvcry,

and I thanked heaven that so bright and beauteous a being had

escaped the snares which attended her first and last flirtation.
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There nrc more thnn thirty different Protestant relijriong

denominations in those United States. Besides these there

arc the Roman Catholics. It has been urp^cd, that a strong

argument air^inst Protestantism is the almost numberless

sects into which it is divided. At first view, the idea might
seem plausible. But it must he remembered, that there is

one bond of union between all these sects, from the Presby-

terian to the Six-Principle Baptists, from the Universalis'ts

to tho Mennonites, namely, the reception of an open Bil)le

as tho Word of God ; or, as Chillingworth hath it, " The
Bihlo, the Bible is the religion of Protestants." All these

denominations unite in making the Bible their professed

rule of faith and practice, and it is well known that there

are but slight shades of difference between quite a number
of Christian communions of different names. Sothat there

may he, after all, as much, or even more, real unity among
Protestants, than among Roman Catholics. Be this as it

mav, uniformity in rites, ordinances, forms and externals

generally there may be, without Christian union, or oneness

of belief and practice. The Universalist is, comparatively,

a new denomination in this country, and in the world. Wo
say new as a denomination, for there have been, doubtless,

many in the Church of England, and in other national

chnrchos, who have secretly, or openly, received the doc-

trine of universal salvation long before there was any Uni-

versalist body in name. It is generally believed tha't Uev.

John Murray was the first Universalist preacher in America.

He commenced in the vicinity of New York, in tlie year

1770, arrived in Boston on the 26th, and preached his first

sermon on the 30th of October, 178.3. Soon after,^he was
settled over tho First Universalist Chnrch in this city. It

is a-ssorted, however, that Mr. Murray aimed to engraft

Universalism upon Calvinism, and that "Father Ballon,"

ns ho has been so long familiarly called, is the real father of

Universalism, as it has been commonly taught and believed.

The Second Universalist, or School Street Church, was
organized in 1817, and on December l,5tli of that year. Rev. Hosea
Ballou—who has been to the Universalist communion what Dr.

Channing was to the Unitarian—was installed its first pastor.

Indeed, the church was built with the avowed purpose of obtain-

ing his ministerial services ; and here he continued to preach to

the people for over thirty-five years. Previous to this, he had
{)reached for twenty-six years, so that for more than sixty years

16 preached what he conceived to be the gospel of Christ, and
during that period delivered over ten thousand sermons. The
first pastor of the School Street Universalist Church, all will

agree, however they may differ as to the particular religious doc-

trines he taught, was a remark-

able man as to his native powers

of mind, as to his genius, and the

inHuenco he exerted over other

minds. No one can read the in-

teresting biography of Mr. Bal-

lou, by his son, Maturin M. Bal-

lou, Esq., without being con-

vinced of this. Born in Rich-

mond, New Hampshire, April

30, 1771, a rough town of a rug-

ged State, which was then a lit-

tle more than an uncleared wil-

derness, he had that natural

scenery around him, which had
an influence m forming the hold

and rugged character that he was
ever distinguished for. " The
site of his birthplace," says his

biographer, " is now a most at-

tractive and lovely valley, scoop-

ed out from the rough hills and
mount.ains of the (Jranite State,

and known as ' Ballou's Dalt ;'

stirrounded by tho most romantic
scenery, the beauties of which he

used to dwell upon in after years,

and to sing their praise in verse.

The neighboring country is of a
hold and nigged character, and
is to this day but thinly settled.

It was here that he first drew
breath in nn humble cottage-

home among the hills. The in-

fluence of nature in the formation

of character has been much in-

sisted on by metaphysicians, and
not without ample reason. The
qnnlitins of men arc found to as-

similate very closely to the ehar-

actcrisiies of the country they

inhabit. Thus the mountaineer
is bold, rugged, hardy, indepen-
<\cnt, and fond of liberty. In Eu-
rope, surrounded on every hand
by despotism, Alpine Switzer-

land has preserved its political

indopondencc for ages. But es-

pecially is the ])Ower of natural

scenery witnessed in the nurture

of deep religious feeling. 'The
groves were God's first temples.'

The first prayer uttered by man
was breathed to his Creator in a
garden, among the olive trees of

li^lcn. The disciples of our Sa-

viour listened to their I>ord in

the deep wilderness, in the awful

solitude of rugged mountains.
In the heart of mighty forests

and by tlic shores of ever-rushing

rivers, the littleness of man, coii-

traiiting with the grandeur of

creation, speaks to his awakened
soul of the omnipotence and
goodness of God. Where men
are banded together in great cit-

ies, in the midst of splemlors

ami triumphs of art, they are apt

to feel a pride and self-reliance

which abandon tliem in the fiicc

PORTRAIT OF REV. ALONZO A. MINER.
[From a daguerreotype, by Whipple.]

of nature. Apart from the frequent .spectacle of man's handi-
work, the dweller in the country learns how all human skill is im-
potent to imitate the smallest feature in the great work of crea-

tion ; to create the lightest blade of grass that bends in the sum-
mer breeze ; to fabricate even the minutest grain of sand that
sparkles by the river shore. Then, as he lifts his eyes from earth
to heaven, and beholds at night a starry host above him wheeling
unerringly upon their appointed courses, his mind cannot but
acknowledge the existence of God, and the immeasurable great-
ness of his attributes." The following tender lines will illnstrate

Lis poetic taste, as well as the beauties of his natal valley ; and

SKCOxND UNIVERSALIST CllUKCll, SCHOOL STItEET, BOSTON.

are selected from a number written by Mr. Ballon upon the
same theme. We copy them from his biography :

*' There are no hills in ITampshlre New,
No valleys half so fair,

As those which spread 1-efore the view
In merry Hjehmond, where

I lirst my mortal race beirun.
And passed my youthful days;

Where fir.it I .<>aw the f^lden sun,
And felt his warming rays.

" There is no spot in Richmond where
Fond memory loves to dwell.

As on the glebe eutspreading there
In Balioa'fl blithesome dell.

There are no birds that sing so sweet
As those upon the spray,

Wliere, from the brow of Orassv Hill,'

Comes forth the morning ray,"

The father of the subject of this notice, Rev. Maturin
Ballou, was a highly respected Baptist clergyman. His
means being limited, Hosea was at work, when he should
have been at school, so that before the age of sixteen, he
learned to read and write by his own exertions, using
" birch bark for paper, and coals for pen and ink." At an
early age, Mr. Ballon made a profession of religion in con-
nection with his father's church. Further investigation

leading him to chajige his religious opinions, he was, in

view of that change, excluded from the church. He now
studied, as best he could, at Chestei-field, N. H., Academy,
and elsewhere, and, at about the age of twenty years, com-
menced preaching in an indifferent manner—giving little

more hope of becoming a successful public speaker, than
did Daniel Webster, when he attempted to speak a piece on
the stage at Exeter Academy and made a complete failure.

He persevered in his efforts to preach, and rapidly improved.
His first place of settlement as a minister, was at Dana, in

this State, where he remained for several years. He was
next settled at Barnard, Vermont, where he commenced
his career as an author, writing his " Notes on the Par-
ables," and other works. He was afierw.irds settled in

Portsmouth, N. H., and at Salem, in this State, from which
place he removed to Boston, where he was a pastor for so

m.any years. When Mr. Ballou commenced his public ca-

reer, his denomination was in its infancy, and embraced a
mere handful of men. When he left the world in June,
18.52, there were established "nineteen annual State con-

ventions, eighty-two associations, eight missionary societies, ten

hundred and seventy societies, seven hundred and ninety-nine

meeting-houses, and some seven hundred preachers." In the

year 1840, Rev. Edwin H. Chapin was elected colleague pivstor

with Mr. Ballon, and remained two years, when he accepted a

call to settle in New York. Mr. Chapin is a native of the State of
New York, was educated there, and, after reading law somewhat,
and some months of editing, entered the ministry at twenty-three

;

was settled in the ministry at Richmond, Virginia, and afterwards

at Charlcstown, Mass. Though yet a young man, he is one of

the most popular preachers in the country. Immediatclv after

the departure of Mr. Chapin
from Boston, Rev. Alonzo A.
Miner was elected the a.ssistant

of Father Ballou. Mr. Miner
brought with him a good reputa-

tion, which he has more than
sustained. Commencing his pub-
lic career at the early age of
twenty-one years, he was en-

trusted with the care of the New
Hampshire Military Academy.
He was first settled as a clergy-

man at Methucn, after which he
was transferred to Lowell, and
thence to this city. He is now,
as he has been for years, a man
of mark in his denomination,
and is respected among all who
have made his acquaintance. In

June of last year, he was called

to the mournful duty of preach-

ing the sermon at the funeral of
his respected senior colleague,

from these words :
" For we

know that if our earthly honso

of this tabernacle were dissolved,

we have a building of God, a
house not made with hands, eter-

nal in the heavens." The meet-

ing for the organization of the

School Street Society was held

at the Green Dragon Tavcni, on
the evening of .laniiary 25, 1817.

Major .John Brnzcr was chosen
first moderator. The standing

committee consisted of the mod-
erator. Dr. David Townsend,
Edmund Wright, Lemuel P.ick-

ard, Jr., D.aniel E. Powers, Levi

Melcher and John W. Trull.

On the 19th of the following

May, the corner stone of the

church was laid in School Street

;

and within it was deposited a
silver plate, the gift of Dr. David
Townsend, with this inscription :

"The Second Universalist
Church, devoted to the worship

of the true God : Jesus Christ

being the chief comer stone.

Mav 19, 1817." The liou.se w.as

a plain, brick building, seventy-

five feet long by sixty-seven

broad. The building was re-

paired and greatly improved in

1837. Within a few months it

has been entirely remodelled at

a heavy exi)cn.se. The church
is now an elegant structure, the

style of architecture is striking,

as well as iincoininon, and the

whole is nn ornament to the

street, as well as to the city

;

while the soci--ty is in tlie most
flourishing and happy condition,

reposing a laruc dcijrce of trust

and art'ection in their pastor, and
evincing a lively and enduring

interest in the welfare of the

church and the promulgation of

its principles.
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PENNY LECTURES.

Why should every good thing he piled, as it were, iiUo prodi-

gious heaps, and Too Much alternate so painfully with Not

Enough ! Why should knowledge, for example, be eloistered at

universities, while the shop, where knowledge is applied, is left

to work only by rule, without knowing the rea.son why ? Some

of the learne<l men of London, says the Home Journal, we per-

ceive— Dr. Playfair among them—have been considering the

question, and writing their answers in deeds as well as words.

They have l)ccn delivering a course of lectures ou various trades,

such as pottery, silk weaving, dyeing, and others, to practical

workmen, at charges for admission varying from one penny to

three pence. The lectures have excited great interest among
workingmen, and they have been very fully attended. The savaiis

of America ought to have taken the lead in dejuocraxiriziruj science.

Is it too much to exi>cct that they will, at least, follow the exam-

ple set them by their European brethren ?

SIXPENNY SAVINGS-BANK.

It IS stated that the e.-ipcrimcnt of a Sixpenny Savings Bank,

in New York, though only a few days old, succeeds far beyond

the most sanguine expectations of its managers. Deposits as

small as five cents arc received. When perfectly honest and se-

cure, any institution which induces the industrious poor to save

their earnings, is of public benefit. Poverty is more than half the

ills of life, and poverty is too often the result of improvidence

and waste. When once a person In'gins to save, and sees the

effect of saving, how it gives him ability to improve his condition

in life, and employ his own industry to the best profit to himself,

he immediately grows cconoraiciU in his habits, which, combined

with his industry, leads to independence. Penny Savings Banks,

doubtless, arc useful institutions, but no person should deposit his

money in them without being satisfied of its security.

Bedford Springs.—This delightful and healthful locality,

situated only alraut fifteen miles from Boston, is becoming a

favorite place of resort, from the medicinal and healthy character

of its waters. From those who have made Bedford Springs a

pliice of resort, we hear brilliant recommendations of the place.

Oleason's PiCTORUi..—It is superfluous to speak in terms of praise of this
Interesting and beitutiful publication. It has been, from its coiuniencement,
iiitinitely superior to auy thing in it.s line ever attempted in tlii'* country. At-
tempts have Ijecu made to imitate it. but tliey have nil been miserable failures.
Each number is an earnest of the dcterniiuatiou of its publisher that it shall
kMe ootbiug lu the public estiiuatiou.— Montgomtry CoiuUy(N. Y.) Whig.

8P1INTEKS.

.... Ex-President Van Buren and his son were travelling in

the north of England at the latest dates.

.... The population of Iceland is diminishing. It once con-

tained a population of 100,000 ; but now the number is 48,000.

.... A wife in Cincinnati has applied for separation, because

her husband would not accompany her to meeting. What ne.Kt '.

The Swiss straw hat, which is all the rage this summer, is

by far the most tasteful thing of the kind yet introduced.

.... In the Italian churches, a fine musical passage is frequent-

ly rewarded by loud cries of Bravo, bravissimo !"

.... The number of cxhibiters who have already displayed tlieir

wares in the New York Crystal Palace, is six thousand.

.... They now print their theatre bills in London in Wue ink,

that dries and polishes, and does not off-set upon the white kids.

.... Biscaccianti, the delightful vocalist, is the rage at Lima.

Her triumph transcends everything ever witnessed i;i that country.

An English clergyman has recently written a " Popular

History of British Seaweeds," with twenty-two plates.

.... The Aztec Children have arrived in London, creating

great curiosity there, and enjoying a large degree of patronage.

.... Lady Blanche, the celebrated trotting marc, is dead. We
presume that " Mac " and " Tacony " have gone into mourning

!

. . . Our readers will learn with the most " jjoignant feelings,"

that the Prince of Wales is suffering from an attack of the measles.

. . Boston is universally acknowledged to be the most cleanly

and healthy city in the Union. Long may this continue.

. . . The fine panorama of Cuba exhibiting at Amory Hall, in

tllis city, is a work of great value and interest.

.... A large quantity of cedar and pine timber has been found

on the Missouri, about 150 miles above Council Bluffs.

.... We are gratified to observe by our southern and western

exchanges, that the present harvest will be an excellent one.

THE CITY OF BOSTON.

When Boston is finished, it will be a nice place to live in ; but

just about that time, we fancy, the greater part of the city proper

will be occtipicd by stores and warehouses, and the " court-end
"

will stand, hyphen-like, between Boston proper and Roxbury.

Alas for the days to come ! There will be no more Back Bay

—

scenes of past skatings, and boatings, and smeltings, and snipe-

shootings ; and then the "neck" will be just no neck at all, but

the side of a great and populous city. But we must content our-

selves with the recollection that all this is indicative of prosperity.

Dear to the eye of the antiquarim., .-.:..! tlic artist, is the aspect of

those old feudal towns or cities of Europe, where nothing has

been changed for centuries, where mouldering battlements and

ancient sjiires are marginal notes upon the page of history.

But to the political economist, the philosopher, the lover of his

kind, these old stagnating ruins tell a different and sadder story.

It is not the mere decay of brick and mortar that they exhibit

—

they portray only too plainly the fallen fortunes of those who once

dwelt therein ; the lapse of energy into listlessness, of freedom

into servitude. Well for us is it that our American cities always

look as new and bright as the little toy houses that children play

with on Christmas nights. The newness and constantly changing

aspect of their architecture are the best evidences of the prosperity

of our citizens. The Boston of today and the Boston of a hun-

dred years ago arc as different as sunlight and shadow, as age

and youth, as smiles and tears.

Truly time works wonders. The gallows on the "neck" is

no longer there, the fortified gate of the entrance has long since

vanished
;
where those splendid twin fountains cool the air with

their crystal jets, stood a few scattered cottages, and the street,

now such a liroad and splendid thoroughfare, and called Wash-

ington Street, was a narrow lane of some twenty odd feet, known
as Orange Street. The pasture grounds tliat afforded sustenance

to cattle, on the present site of Louisburg Square, have given way

to vast improvements, and are now covered with entire blocks of

superb private residences. Blind Lane, Cow Lane, Smith's Lane,

arc now all large and thrifty streets, leading to State Street (then

known as King's Street), where merchants "most do congregate."

The big Powder House, the Watch House, the Beacon, between

which and the water was but a single tenement, all are gone.

Where are those red coats, with white cro.ss-belts, cocked hats,

breeches and garters—those soldiers of King George 1 Where
arc the windmills, the antique houses, with queer gable-ends and

projecting summits 1

All these arc gone, and here before us rises the tri-mountain

city, with near a hundred and fifty thou.saud inhabitants within

tlieeity proper, and, taking in its immediate suburbs, comprising

a population of nearly half a million souls. But let us not boast

;

let us have a care what we say ; for a hundred years hence our

descendants will smile at our asserted grandeur, and contrast the

puny magnificence of which we boast, with marvels of art and

lu.vury that will then throw our efforts into utter insignificance.

GOOD LUCK.

The New Haven Palladium states that " the Emperor of Hayti

caused, through an agent, an advertisement to be inserted in a

New York paper, inquiring for the whereabouts of a colored man
whose name was given, setting forth that he would hear some-

thing to his advantage on making himself known. The person

has been found, and proves to be a very intelligent man and capi-

tal barber in Bridgeport, where he has been for some years doing

a good business. He appears to be the second cousin of the

Emperor, who wishes the barber to reside in Hayti, and accept a

dukcdoin, or some other high office in the realm. It is said that

the fortunate individual is so much of a Yankee, that he doubts

whether he shall accept the offer. Neverthcleis, he intends to

make a voyage to Hayti, and sec how things look there."

" Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have

greatness thrust upon them." Well, Malvolio was about right,

after all.

A CoLoesAL SxAxnE.—An interesting discovery in the valley

of the Nile has brought to light another of the stupendous monu-
ments of ancient Egypt. It is a huge statue, and is supposed to

he the owner of the gigantic fist in the British Museum. Ex pede

llrrcuhim ! tho biggest of the Nincvite bulls would appear a kitten

by the side of this mfinster. He was met with while boring the

strata in pursuance of Mr. Horner's inquiry into the growth and

formation of the banks of the Nile.

% ^^m *

Mount Vernon.—Of the several thousand acres left by Wash-
ington when he died, only one thousand two hundred now belong

to the Mount Vernon property ; and of these the proposed sale

covers but two hundred acres just about the house. For agricul-

tural pui-poses it would hardly be worth five thousand dollars
;

but to the country of Washington it is invaluable.

England and America.—In the late debate on the ballot,

Lord John Russell " would not concede the ballot, if at all, ' un-

less every man in the country should have a vote ;' and Mr. Cob-

den ' would not extend the suffrage to every man without the

ballot.' " Roll these two opinions into one, and the result is the

American system.

< .».». t>—
A DANGEROUS ARTICLE.—Profcssor SillimaH says that the

destruction of human life annually in this country, from the use

of fluid and camphene, is greater than all the accidents by steam-

boats aud railroads.

Squibs.—About fifty thousand boxes of those intolerable nui-

sances, yclept Chinese fire crackers, are annually imported.

VALUE OF RAILROADS.

The Prairie Farmer, in speaking of railways, says that the

eastern railroads which enter Chicago, have added ten to twenty-

five per cent, to every " useable article with four legs," and every

other saleable substance that animals produce. They have also

given a cash value to many other things, which, though they

might be used to a local extent, could not be sold. If animals

have become of more value, of course the grass and grain that

they eat have increased in price, as well as the land they grow on.

All parties reap the benefit. The company prospers by the car-

riage of men, produce and merchandize ; the fanner by the en-

hanced value of his produce; the merchant and professional man,

by the increase of facilities, conveniences, and the general growth

and remuneration of business.

< »«» »

Interesting Letter.—Among the letters which were read at

the Portsmouth (N. H.) celebration on the 4th ult., from invited

guests, was one from a Revolutionary veteran, ninety-three yeari

of ago, in which he says :

—" Portsmouth wius the only city, and

New Hampshire the only State, during the war of our Revolution,

that the enemy did not possess a foot of land in. We captured

their army before they could pass our line."

< ^^^ *

Appropriate Contribution.—Queen Victoria has sent to

the Crystal Palace a striking jiicture by Winterhaltcr, the subject

of which is " The Opening of the London Exhibition." This is

said to be a remarkable painting.

Praiseworthy.—A company with a capital of $1,000,000, for

(lie establishment of a line of steamships betwen Baltimore and

Liverpool, is in course of fonnation in Baltimore.

MARRIAGES.
In this cit< , by Kev. Mr. Skinner, Mr. William S. Pelouis to Miu Laura A.

Loud, foimerly of Pittston. Me.
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By Rev. Mr. CummlrRS Mr. Andrew Hutchings to Miss L\di» D. Randall.
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rah C, daughter of Richard GLeason, Esq.
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Mr. David Baldwin to Miss Miriam D. Whittier, of New London, N. H.
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to Miss Bet^sey T. Ma«on. of Danvers.
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burg, N. v., to Miss Fanny E., daughter of Hon Justus Power.
At Westminster, by Rev. Mr. Whitney, Mr. Crawford A. Titus to Hiu Rown-

nah Mann.
At North Wolfboro'. N. H.. by Rev. Mr. Merrill, Mr. William Beanmont, of

Boston, late of New York, to Miss Ann Maria Bickford.
At Sew York, by Rev. Mr. Stilson, W. J. iStilsou, Eaq., of Savannah, Ga., to

Miss Maria A. Bolles, of Boston.
At Troy, N. Y , by Blder D. Moody, Mr. Peter Deack to Miss Jane Matbeson,

both late of Aberdeen, Scotland.

DEATHS,
In thin city. Mr. Henry J. Bogue. 34: Mr. Simeon Palmer, 68 Mrs Elizabeth

Young, 42; Mr. Edward Carn»«, 72; l*hinea« Spra^«, Itoq. 74; MiBH liannah
Jonea, U8: Mrs. Adeline M. XJigelow. fonncrly of Portsmouth, N. H., 62; Mrs.
Anna Tloveland, wife of Mr. Williiini \i. Keliey, 37; Mr. .lamcw Prince, 43.

At Caoiibridge, Eliza, dauKbttrr of the late Hon. E. H. Uobblns of Miltou, 67.
At .hiiiiaica IMaiiia. Mi^n Hannah Singleton, foraierly of Boeton, 59-

At Newton, Samuel Jcp.'ion, R«fi., fi)riiierly of Boston, 84.

At .Vliltcn, I>tia. t^'illiam L. UirhitrJsou of Boston.
At liinghani. Mr. Henry Barnard, formerly of Bo.«ton. 42.

At W'inchest«r, Mri. Mary L., wife of Mr. Samuel G. Grafton, 27.
At \\>Rtrainster, Mm. Mary, relict of the late Dea. Joel Baker, 70.

At Portsmouth, N. H., Mr. Matthew Bell, &4.

At AndoTcr, N. H., Epiira'm Ea^tuian, K?q., 86.

At Belfa.'tt. Me., Mrs. EliBabeth Durham, 93.

At Middletown, Tt., Mr. Charles E.. non of Hon. Rdv^in Steams, 22-
At Philadelphia. Mrs. Maria Pierce, formerly of Lincoln. Mu^a.
At Norfolk Va.. Maj. FMiici.s C. ilall, of the U. S. Marine Corps, 71.
At v\'arren, Ohio, Hon. Eptiraim i:"tlcr. **7

At Belvidere, ill , Asa Lawrence, Bnq.. formerly of Gr(d«n. Maw., 73.

At Lirerpool, Iftxas. Mr. Klbridtfo (i. PhippH, a native of No* Hamp»hlr0.
At sea, Mr. Charles S., sou of Thomas Gill i£sq.. of BobU>u, 'iL.
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ALICE.

BT ANOIB fl> BIGELOW.

The birds arc sleeping gently,

Swtet Lyra gleameth bright

;

The Diooonra> s tinge the forest,

And all seems glad to-night.

The wind.-^ go sighing by me,

Cooling uiy fevered brow;

The stream flows on as ever,

Yet, Alice, where art thou

!

One year ago this even,

And thou wert by my side

;

Vowing to love me, Alice,

^niatever might betide

;

The silver rain was falling.

Just as it falleth now
;

And all things slept as gently,

Ah, Alice, where art thou I

I 've sought thee by the lakelet,

I Ve sought thee on the hill,

And in the pleasant wildwood

When winds were blowing chill;

I 've looked for thee in forest aisles,

I 'm looking heavenward now

;

0, there, amid the starshine,

Alice, 1 know art thou

!

[Translated from the French for Gleason*8 Pictorial.]

THE LAPLANDERS.
BY ANNE T. WILBUR.

Lapland is one of the countries whic-Ii excites the most lively

interest in travellers. A touri.-t has not gained his spurs until he

has seen the Lilliputians of tlie North.

The fact is, tliat this nation is tlie more interesting as a study,

because it is becoming extinct, or transformed, from day to day.

The genuine Laplanders, the nomadic L.aplanders, the Laplanders

drawn by reindeer, or skating on skie, will soon bo as rare and as

much sought for as white blackbirds.

" We had," says M. Ampere, in his Sketclies of the North, " a

great desire to see the Laplanders. They advance with their

reindeer along tlie mountains which separate Norway from Swe-

den, and where they alone can exist. We set out on the 20th of

August to visit them in their solitudes. It was difficult to do this,

because from time to time they leave the places where they had

settled, and build their huts elsewhere.

This country is apparently the ugliest in the universe. Imag-

ine land entirely barren, with the exception of some dwarfish or

deformed birches, mostly leafless. Some broken by the wind, oth-

ers half consumed, their white bark here and there blackened by

the flame, making them resemble calcined skeletons. This coun-

try produces no vegetation but mosses ; it is composed only of

bogs and rocks. One cannot easily become accustomed to this

difference in the solidity of the soil, which changes at every step.

The foot is altcniately repulsed b}' sharp granite rocks, or buried

in the mire. The whole country is covered with swamps. Water

is really 'he foundation of it. There is also land, but it seems the

exception."

The traveller hoped to meet with a bear, to complete his north-

ern adventures ; he had not this good fortune, but a man was

shown him who proved to him with what intrepidity the Lapland-

ers attack their ferocious enemies. This man had found himself

in a situation from which none other ever returned. Having

fallen senseless in consequence of a combat with one of these ani-

mals, he saw, on recovering himself, the bear occupied in burying

him, as a dog buries a bone that he may find it afterwards. He
did not lose courage, but rose, renewed the combat, and feeble

as he was, succeeded in triumphing over the enemy wliose pro-

vision he was to have been. After a night spent in a Swedish

gaard, "where we slept oq some skins spread on the ground," the

Laplanders at last appeared, and the picture was worthy of the

painter who was in searcli of it. " About ten o'clock, at the foot

of a barren mountain of grotesi]ue form, we suddenly perceived a

herd of about three huiidreil reindeer, and a Lapland family occu-

pied in milking them. These half domestic animals wander all

day among the rocks which are their pasture-grounds. At a cer-

tain hour they are assembled, by means of little dogs of a peculiar

breed. The €Oup d' ail which suddenly jiresented itself was truly

striking. This herd of almost wild animals wlio crowded in dis-

order, some motionless, otliors fighting with their branclies bloody,

or rushing in comjianies towards one point or anotlier, as if car-

ried away by a sudden vertigo
; the cries of the children, the bark-

ing of the dogs which were pursuing them, the men and the wo-

men occupied in milking, such was the nomadic scene which sud-

denly appeared to us in this desert. The Laplanders continued

their operations, without paying any great attention to us, and
without seeming surprised to see us. We entered the herd to ob-

gen'e in what a singular manner the reindeer are treated. A man
or a woman liolds a cord of from five to six feet, bent at the end

like, the lower extremity of the string of a kite, and throws It at the

female reindeer who is to be caught, so as to catch Its horn In a

sort of ininnlng noose, then, without letting go, dexterously i)asses

this cord around the nose of the animal. Then a cbild appioaclies,

seizes the cord and holds it tight, while the reindeer, tlius subjected,

allows itself to be milked without much trouI)le. Kach female

gives but little milk. So she Is easily relieved, and, hardly free,

ordinarily goes off with a wild leap."

The repose of the Laplanders, if repose it la, is not less strange

than their nomadic life. Their family huts are like our colliers'

cabins ; but of incredible littleness ; one must bend doable in order

to enter. Some branches, half covered with coarse serge, this is

all the architecture. A stone for a hearth, an iron pot upon it, a

hole for the escape of the smoke, some pomngers here and there,

some bear, wolf, and reindeer skins, these are all the furniture.

" Our hosts," says M. Ampere, " generously abandoned to us the

shelter of their roof, such as it was, and remained without, ex-

posed to the rain. This small apartment could hardly contain

five of us and two guides. I had never been able to understand

how it could lodge the Lapland family, composed of ten persons,

including the children. It was impossible to think of sitting

down, the roof forming with the ground an angle too sharp to per-

mit of it. Neither could we lie down before the fire, that would

take up too much room ; one must gather up his body, resting on

his side, like a worm during the winter ; now, in this constrained

position, and occupying the least possible space, we filled the hut

very exactly." They thus reduce the extent of their poor dwell-

ings to economise the stuff which serves as a roof. The repast of

the travellers was In keeping with the hospitality of the hosts.

" The preparations were not very encouraging to the appetite
;

fortunately ours did not need to bo excited. The mother of the

family cut a quarter of reindeer in pieces, which she afterwards

took with her fingers to place them one by one in the kettle ; from

time to time she threw to the little dogs, which were nmnlng

about the hut, a piece of raw flesh, which the hungry, almost

naked children, disputed with them like little savages. The Inte-

rior of this hut would have made a picture ; we, crouched around

the fire, and drinking reindeer milk from great wooden porringers,

the good Laplander, stooping over her kettle, and preparing, as I

have just said, our repast ; the dogs and the children raising the

ragged tapestry which served as a door to creei) into the hut, and,

to coini)lete the picture, the impassible face of one of our Norwe-

gians, on his knees outside, his head alone passed within, and in

this attitude imperturbably smoking his pipe.

" Our hostess having finished cutting up the pieces of meat des-

tined for our use, put it into the Iron ])ot, which she covered with a

wooden plate, and left it to cook In the fat of the reindeer; then,

after a certain time, poured it all Into a large porringer also of

wood, from which we ate this extraordinary ragout witli great ap-

petite." There were neither knives nor forks ; the Swedish peas-

ants made up this deficiency as well as they could with their own.

The milk of the reindeer furnishes the Laplander with cheese,

butter and cream ; Its flesh nourishes him ; its skin clothes him
;

its sinews serve him for thread and cords ; its bones give him

spoons, mallets, tools of every species ; finally. Its horns were, be-

fore the conversion of the Laplanders to Christianity, offered to

idols. There are wealthy families who have herds of from ten to

tivelve hundred reindeer. The average range from two to five

hundred heads.

The Laplanders of pure race are neither stupid nor ferocious, as

they have often been painted. They arc not monstrously little.

Their distinctive features arc a sharp chin and oblkiuc eyes.

The costume of the Laplander is of putriarchal simplicity, atid

needs no description. He envelopes himself in skins and furs

from head to foot. He constantly carries witli him his horn spoon

and his little knife.

During the fine season, if one can call the Lapland summer

thus, the families live isolated in their cabins ; the swamps inter-

rupt their communications ; these are renewed in the winter on

the ice, which makes of the whole country a plain of snow. This

is the period of labors, of journeyings, of rejoicing; they assemble

in tribes, they fly on sledges with the rapidity of arrows ; these

sledges are like little boats, drawn by reindeer ; the keel furrows

the snow, and the conductor maintains his eciuilibrium by means

of a stick, which he manages with marvellous dexterity.

Reindeer have been known to travel fifty leagues in a single

course, with sledges which weigh two hundred and fifty pounds.

There Is preserved, at the palace of Dratnlnghalin, the picture of

a reindeer which. In a pressing emergency drew a Swedish officer

during forty-eight hours over a space of two hundred and sixty-six

leagues, and fell dead on its arrival.

The skies (skates) of the Laplanders are justly celebrated. They

are as large as the skaters. These are two narrow planks, from

si.x to seven feet in length ; they glide along as if borne by the

wind. War battalions have been seen to manage this strange

equipage.

On these, the Laplander glides over the snow as rapidly as over

the Ice ; he chases the reindeer and catches him ; he climbs the

highest mountains In a zigzag direction, and descends them resting

on his stick, with his body leaning backward, lea])ing over rocks

and gulfs, and travelling in this manner a hundred leagues a day,

if we may believe the accounts of travellers.

The Laplanders of Sweden have been Christians for two hun-

dred years ; those of Norway but a century. They formerly wor-

shipped Radius, the god of human life ; Ruona, the god of the

fields; Nordugalis, the genius of destruction, etc. They sacrificed

animals to the deities, on the summits of the most grotesque rocks,

called the Holy Mountains. Each family had besides. Its own deity,

which is consulted as an oracle. This was a large drum of birch

bark, covered with the figures of tutelary or dangerous genii.

Before undertaking a journey or an affair of impoi-tancc, they

threw a copper circlet over the drum, then rolled it, and struck

upon it, ])redlcting success or failure, according to the sign on

which tlie circlet li.xed itself.

Th? religious condition of the Laplanders is more than neglect-

ed, their pastors arc at forty leagues from each other ; they pass

as little time as ])Ossible in this retired region, and do not take the

trouble to learn the national language, so that they can preach to

the natives only by the aid of an interpreter, who translates their

sermons sentence by sentence. Judge by this of the eloquence of

these discourses, and especially of their results. The government

has made efforts, almost always vain, to turn the Laplanders from

their nomadic life. The farmers usually end by deserting th<;ir

farms to chase the reindeer over the wild lichen of the rocks.

Where there is llclien, or nothing else, only reindeer can live, and

the Laplanders live on the reindeer. The hospitality of this poor

country is proverbial. The traveller has all the trouble In the

world to Induce those wlio have shared with him their food and

lodging, to accept any recompense ; and when he goes away, they

salute him with noisy shouts.

The Laplander, like all the curiosities of this world, is passing

away. Oidy twelve thousand nomadic Laplanders remain in

Russia, Nonvay and Sweden. Most of those who lead a regular

life, jjerish, regretting their vagabond existence.

< *i.» »

[Gathered for Glea-son's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READING.

* * * He who is always in a hurry to be wealthy and immersed

in the study of augmenting his fortune, has lost the arms of reason

and deserted the post of virtue

—

Ilorarr.

*** Where necessity ends, desire and curiosity begin ; and no

sooner are we supplied with everything nature can demand, than

we sit down to contrive artificial appetites.

—

Johnson.

*** To think well of every other man's condition, and to

dislike our own, is one of the misfortunes of human nature.

"Pleased with each other's lot, our own we hate."

—

Burton.

*** Wise men mingle mirth with their cares, as a help either

to forget or overcome them ; but to resort to intoxication for the

ease of one's mind, is to cure melaneholy"by madness.

—

Charron.

*** While I am ready to adopt any well-grounded opinion,

m_v inmost heart revolts against receiving the judgments of others

respecting persons, and whenever I have done so, I have bitterly

repented of it.

—

Niehbnr.

*** The roses of pleasure seldom last long enough to adorn

the brow of him who plucks them, and they arc the only roses

which do not retain their sweetness after they have lost their

beauty.

—

Blair.

* * * True joy is a serene and sober motion : and they are

miserably out, that take laughing for rejoicing : the seat of it is

within, and tliere is no cheerfulness like the resolutions of a brave

mind, that has fortune under its feet.

—

Seneca.

* * * The greatest parts, without discretion, as observed by an

elegant writer, may be fatal to their owner ; as Polyphemus, de-

prived of his eyes, was only the more exposed, on account of bis

enormous strength and stature.

—

Addison.

*** If it be the characteristic of a worldly man that he dese-

crates what Is holy, it should be of the Christian to consecrate

what is secular, and to recognize a present and presiding divinity

in all things.

—

Chalmers.

« * * Ages of ignorance and simplicity are thought to be ages

of purity. But the direct contrary I believe to be the case.

Rude periods have that grossness of manners, which is as un-

friendly to virtue as luxury itself. Men are less ashamed as they

are less polished.— Warton.

*** The goodness of God to mankind is no less evinced in

the chastisement with which he corrects his children, than in the

smiles of his providence, for the Lord will not cast off forever,

but though be cause grief, yet will he have compassion according

to the multitude of his mercies.

—

Hosc.a Ballou.

*** It is deceiving one's self to believe that it is only violent

passions, like those of love and ambition, which are able to

triumph over others. Slothfulness, .as languishing as it is, per-

mits none to be its mistress ; it usurps all the designs and all the

actions of life ; It destroys and consumes insensibly the passions

and the virtues.

—

Rochefoucauld.

IIiLU.1IlM.VriON OF ST. PETER'S.
Instantaneously, universally, the vast building and the long

colonnades leaped from that soft-<haded light into living flame.

It seemed that the sacred fire had descended upon the cross, which
first blazed forth, or that it had hern lit l)y lightning, (ireat, glo-

rious lights burst out of the darkness in a thousand unsuspected
jdaces, some pointing steadily towards heaven, some streaming
like red banners on the winds of night. They swung between
the pillars of the colonnades, they throbbed among distant shad-

ows, they flashed on near columns and cornices, they made tho

dome look like a globe on fire. There was something so marvel-

lously heautifiil, so almost Incredible in the sight, that I was
quite overwhelmed and bewildered, half questioning If it was not
some splendid illusion of the senses, some gigantic fiury phan-
tom, some wondrous unreality. My frieiul, Mrs. S , ha.s since

told me of a remark made by her little son, in the height of his

childish excitement, which adrniralily expressed this feeling:
" How beautiful I how beautifid ! O, mama, / don't heliire if!"

It was a singular thing, that the farther we went from St. Peter's,

after this, the larger it appeared, till It seemed to have grown into

a great mountain of light. Si'eii from the Pincio, it was grand
and bcaulifid beyond all iin.agination. We remained on this

height till very late, and left reluctantly at last, thinking, with

real sadness, that those glorious lights would burn away Into the

morniuir, and we never see them more.— Grace Greenwood.

DISPARITV OF .\GE IN M.tRRIAGE.
Mahomet's first wife, Kadyah, was at least 40, when he, at the

age of 25, married her. Shakspearc's Ann Hathaway was seven

years Ins senior. Dr. Johnson's wife was literally almost double

his age. The wife of Lord Herbert, of C'herhurv, was six or seven

years older than her lord. Sir Thouias More's was also seven

vears older than her husband. Howard, the philanthropist, at the

ai;c of i."), married a first wife, who was then 52. Mrs. Howe, the

authoress, was fifteen years oldi'r than Mr. Rowe. Hapel, the

(Tcrinan De Stael, was about as much older. The Countess
D'Ossoli (Mrs. Fuller), was nearly ten years her husband's senior.

Jenny Lind, too, is said to be eight or ten years older than HeiT

Goldschmldt.—.V. Y. Mirrer.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

At the late term of the Eclectic Medical College of Cincinnati,

a diploma was presented to Mi-iS Caroline Brown, of Utica. It

is slated, in English papers, that the Earl of ElK-smere does not

go (0 report on the New York Exhibition alone, but to survey all

that is most worthy of being seen in the States, and gather up

the results in the shape of an elaborate resume afterwards. Af-

ter seven years' toil, and many unlooked-for obstacles, the revi-

sion—or rather the re-translation—of the Holy Scriptures into the

Chinese language, has been completed at Sliangluii, by Dr. Med-

hurst and Messrs. Stromach and Milne, agents of the London

Missionary Society. Somebody in Paris offers a reward of

50,000 francs for the Emperor's head, and 30,000 for his ears.

The enthusiastic republican forgot to state " real name and ad-

dress." Iron cliurclies are now made in England and sent to

Australia. The best definition wc have lieard of diplomacy is,

"the art of saying something when j'ou have got nothing to say,

as much as it is in the art of saying nothing when you have gen-

erally got something to say." The Albany Register says the

fare along the entire line of tlie Central Railroad lias been reduced

to two cents a mile. The corporation of the Trinity Cliureh,

N. y., has appropriated $7000 for the construction of a monu-

ment to the memory of the Americans who died in tlie English

prison ships in the war of 1812. The Nevajo Indians, in New
Mexico, have one field of corn fifteen miles square. A merino

buck in Green county. Pa., produced thirty-one pounds and a half

at his sliearing this summer. He had just l)cen sold for five hun-

dred dollars. A young lady of fourteen was last week united

to a youth of eighteen, in Albany. The parties belong to highly

respectable families. There were lying in the harbor of San

Francisco on the 16th of June, 246 vessels, as follows : 32 Amer-

ican and 24 foreign ships ; 34 American and .50 foreign barks ; 74

American and 27 foreign brigs ; and 4 foreign schooners. Hon.

John Appleton, in his Fourth of July oration at Lewiston, said of

Franklin, that " his memory is protected hi/ the UijlitniiHjs of hea-

ven!" The New York Battery is rajjidly filling up. It is said

that about five hundred loads of dirt arc dumped there daily, and

an acre of land has already l)cen reclaimed from the sea. The
air-line road between New York and this city is rapidly approach-

ing completion, and will be perfected during the year. One
hundred and thirty villages around Calcutta have renounced their

idolatry, and Christianity, it is believed, will ere long reign in

India. If you want a favor of a man, laugh at his jokes. If

there be anything that the whole human family have a weakness

for, it is to pass for wits. In a recent debate in the English

parliament. Sir Robert Peel stated that the number of States in

the American Union was thirty-three, and a cabinet minister

called the late " old patriot of America, John Randolph," a states-

man of Massachusetts, and quoted him as having said that, " if

you wished to make the inhabitants of a State a set of scoundrels,

you had only to give them secret voting." Laborers are in

active demand at Stockton, California, particularly harvest hands.

Mowers are advertised for at $100 a month. The first railway

in Asia was opened at Bombay on the 16th of April, amid a vast

concour-se of people, and unprecedented rejoicings. Hiram
Powers is said to have the commission to execute the great Boston

Btatuc of Daniel Webster.

A PR.4CTICAL " SELL."

There is a story current of a nephew of Washington Irving,

who, while recently amusing himself in a boat on the North River,

was angrily ordered by five German.*, who mistook him for a

ferryman, to " row them o'er the ferry." In addition to the order

he received a round scolding for not being at his post, and causing

them to miss the cars. Saying nothing, he meekly carried them

across, charging the unfortunate Teutons two shilling a liead, and

at once returned. The Germans waited two or three hours, but in

vain, for a train, and finally found the real ferryman, who infonned

them that they had been " sold "—that no train was due, but that,

for a shilling a head he would take them all back to their starting-

place, where they could pass the night. With a hearty laugh

they accepted his offer, resolving tliat the next time they would
find out who they were talking to, ere they blew a gentleman up
for not waiting on them.

< ^•^ »

Price of Books.—What an immense reduction has been made
in the price of books by the invention of the art of printing. It

is recorded of Plato, that although his paternal inheritance was
small, he bought three books of Philolaus the Pythagorean, for

ten thousand denarii, nearly $1500. We are also informed that

Ari<totlc bought a few books belonging to Speueippus the philos-

opher, for three Attic talents, a sum equivalent to about $2800.

St. Jerome also ruined himself by purchasing the works of Origen.
. « ».» »

SiNGnL.iR Mountain in Portugal.—In the province of

Antre-Minhoe Douro, there is a mountain called Sidles, which is

remarkable for one tiling which is not easily accounted for. On
the top of it is a lake in which tlie wrecks of ships, broken pieces

of masts, shrouds, and even anchors are found—though the

mountain is at least twelve leagues from the sea.

Schools in California.—There are now in California about

eighty thousand white youths under eighteen years of age, fit can-

didates for schools. The free school fund of the State now ex-

ceeds $200,000. The State recognizes the New England principles

of common schools.

Ulajisibc ©Qtl)crings.

A great amount of property has been destroyed by lightning in

various parts of the country.

In Lynchburg, Va., a hogshead of tobacco was sold at $110
per 100 pounds.

A wall fell at Charleston, S. C, burying five persons beneatli

the ruins.

A new Universalist society has just Iicen formed at the village

called " Milton Railway," in Milton.

The Crystal Palace, in New York, numbers one hundred and

forty-three i))!i.-3.

The weather has been very warm in California. At Shasta the

thermoincter had reached 105.

The receipts of the Baltimore and Oliio Railroad for June foot

up $190,000—I'xccctling the estimates by $40,000.

De Bow's Review says that a Japanese, proud of the minute

cleanliness of his habits, despises the Europeans as a dirty race.

Mr. Jamts Swain, of Burlington county, was drowned in the

Delaware on Saturday week, in his generous attempt for the rescue

others.

The friends of Capt. Robert B. Coleman have presented to him
the beautiful Boston gig, which has been on exhibition for a few

days at the Astor House.

The hull of a clipper ship of 1500 tons, on the stocks at the

yard of Thomas E. Knight, at Cape Elizabeth, in Maine, was
entirely destroyed liy fire.

Gilston, son of Charles P. Swain, postmaster at Nantucket,

aged about sixteen, was found dead in liis bed on Saturday morn-
ing. He retired apparently in good health.

While examining his gun at Birch Point, Wm. Davenport, Jr.,

accidentally shot his wife, and killed her instantly. She was but

eighteen years old, and leaves an infant of four months.

Brock's Monument, on Queenstown Heights, is to be rebuilt.

Workmen are now engaged in dcniulishing the shattered columns

of the ohl one, for the purpose of building a new one.

A man in Chemung county, N. Y., was hired to bury the

clothes of a small pox patient. Instead of doing so, he put them
upon his back, and is now sick with the disease.

A man named Collins died at Placerville, apparently in extreme

poverty. He had evidently starved himself, and declared he was
penniless. Twenty-seven ounces of gold dust were found in his

pocket.

It is asserted that on the 13th day of October, 1797, Sir Benja-

min Hauimit was fined one thousand ])()unils sterling for rcfusintr

the office of Lord Mayor of London. Times have changed

since then.

Julien, previous to his departure for America, was to have in

London a "grHiid testimonial concert," at which an orchestra of

three hundred instruments was announced to perform the whole

of Meyerbeer's Stmtuse.

Lake Superior is getting into high repute as a region for sum-
mer rambles. There the tourist finds the purest and clearest

water, the most delicious fish, a climate invigorating and rejuve-

nating, the scenery tlie most majestic and impressive, the most
lovely and enchanting.

Jorcign Jtcma.

Obtaining Intelligence.—Dr. Franklin says, a man as

often gets two dollars for one he spends in informing his mind, as

he does for a dollar he lays out in any other way.

Count Guzloz was to leave Vienna on a special mission to St.

Petcrsliurg, touching the Turkish question.

The Prince of Servia had offered to place 45,000 men at the

disposal of the Sultan.

The French government has called upon both the Russian and
Austrian governments to define their position, whether warlike

or peaceful.

Notwithstanding warlike appearances, however, hopes were still

entertained that peace would be preserved, as negotiations would
probably continue after the occupation of the principalities.

A despatch to the London Times says that the Russians were
to cross the Pruth at two points, for the occupation of Wallaehia
and Moldavia.

The rumor was denied on the 4th by the Austrian Minister, but

still believed, owing to the fact that the Paris Monitcur had an-

nounced the receipt of the official despatch from St. Petersburg,
decreeing the occupation of the Danubian provinces.

After a protracted cabinet council in London on the 2d, it was
reported that the English and French fleets were to enter the Dar-
danelles, as a eountermove to the expected passage of the Pruth
by the Russians.

The leader in the London Times, of the 1st of July, says :

—

" The last intelligence from St. Petersburg holds out no fresh

grounds for hope that the Emperor of Russia is disposed to mod-
ify the detennination in which he has thus far persevered."

The Russians are fully expected to cross the Pruth. When
ever the news of that movement arrives, the fleets of Great Brit-

ain and France will forthwith enter the Sea of Marmora, and take

the positions assigned to them ott' the Island of Princes.

Several arrests took place at the door of the Opera Comiquc,
in Paris, on the night of the 5th ult., of persons who were founcl

to have weapons secreted. The official police records merely
say that ten or twelve members of old secret societies were arrest-

ed, who were disturbing order in the crowd.

In Italy, Guerazzi has been sentenced to fifteen years hard
labor; Montagia, journalist, ninety months; Montanelli, Mazzo-
ni, Marmoccbini, Franchini and Mordini, ex-ministers of Tus-
cany, to hard labor for life

; RomarcUi, e.x-ministcr of justice, was
acquitted. This severe sentence caused painful sensation.

Kossuth and Mazzini do not expect any immediate pursuance
of hostilities. They regard war as ultimately certain, or at least

as highly probable, but not as likely to begin before next spring.

In forming this opinion they have access to good sources of in-

formation, and we shall soon now be able to judge positively of
its correctness.

In Switzerland, in consequence of the intervention of the Eng-
lish and French ambassadors, it is reported that the Austrian gov-
ernment had consented to abandon the whole of its demands, with
the exception of that relative to the expulsion of the Capuchins,
to whom a pension for life was to be guaranteed by the Tieinese
government.

The Dublin Exhibition advances in interest and popularify.
The gayety of the citv is unprecedented. Over seven tliousand
visitors visit the building on the shilling days ; but it is curious,

though characteristic of the Irish, that on the half-crown days the
attendance is greater than on the days of cheap admissions. It is

said that the Queen's visit will take plaec before the end of July.

J'anba of ©olb.

.... Love reckons hours for months, and days for years ; and

every little absence is an age.

—

Drijden.

. . . Ambition hath but two steps : the lowest, blood ; the

highest, envy.

—

Lilly.

.... Beware of entrance to a quarrel ; but being in, bear it that

the opposer may beware of thee.

—

Shaksimire.

Arguments, like children, should be like the subject that

begets them.

—

Thomas Iktkir.

.... Grace was in all her steps, heaven in her eye, in every

gesture dignity and love.

—

Milton.

.... 'Tis great, 'tis manly, to disdain disguise ; it shows our

spirit, or it proves our strength.— Yoitiiij.

.... When all sins are old in us, and go upon crutches, cov-

etousness does but then lie in her cradle.

—

Derker.

... It is, indeed, a blessing, when the virtues of noble races

are hereditary ; and do derive themselves from the imitation of

virtuous ancestors.

—

IS'abh.

. . . . Affections injured by tyranny, or rigor of compulsion,
like tempest-threatened trees, unfirmly rooted, ne'er spring to time-

ly growth.

—

John Ford.

.... By adversity are wiought the greatest works of admira-

tion, and all the fair examples of renown, out of distress and
misery are grown.

—

David.

.... Preaching is of much avail, but practice is far more po-

tent. A godly life is the strongest argument that you can offer

to the skeptic.

—

IIoscn Ballon.

Joker's Bubgft.

The man who tied a knot in a cord of wood wishes to know if

you ever heard a hay-cock crow.

An editor in Berkshire, having been appointed justice of the

peace, adverti.ses his cooking-stove, a first rate one, and nearly

new, for sale at half price.

" Do you choose Newport this season ?" asked a pretty woman
of old liogcr. "No, ma'am," said he, "I most decidedly prefer

old port." The lady smiled, and so did Roger soon after.

A married gentleman, present at a rapping circle, being in-

formed that the power dcpciiilcd wholly on the will, begged that

his wife might try it, as he bad never seen anything resist her will.

" My brethren," said Swift, in a sermon, " there are three sorts

of pride : of birth, of riches, of talents. I shall not now speak
of the latter, none of you being liable to that abominable vice."

A preacher once said that lailics were very timid ; they were
afraid to sing When tbcV were asked ; afraid of taking cold ; afraid

of snails or spiders—but he never knew one afraid to get married.

The library of a elergj-man lately deceased in England was
valued at £3, while his wine was estimated to be worth $300.

Some one observed that he must have thought as an apostle did,

that " the letter killeth but the spirit giveth life."

An industrious tradesman having taken a new apprentice, awoke
him at a very early hour on the first morning, by calling out th.it

the family were sitting down to table. " Thank you," said the

boy, as he turned over in bed, to adjust himself for a new nap,
" thank you ; but I never eat anything during the night."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
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AUGUST.
All gloriously the brow of August beams
0»er the surging goM of C'eros' plain,

Which with the bounty of th' Eternal teems

Exuberantly On! to the campaign

Of Peace and Plenty I War's fell scythe hath slain

His human hecatombs; but now his trade

No more is kingly ; and the sickle's reign

Succeeds the gory vintage of the blade!

Carols the lusty conqueror of the sheaf,

Ileturning homeward from his worthy toil;

The gleaning widow smiles o'er the relief

Gained for her orphans from no niggard soil,

And the fair fields are breathing from each sod

Anthems and incense to the throne of God

!

0, it is beautiful and blest that sight 1

When visibly the air waves o'er the field,

^Vhose wheaten treasures to the reapers" might
And skilful sickle in abundance yield.

When flourishes the vintage and the Weald
Of Kent, '*th' uuvanquished shows,'' the hop,

her pride.

Worthy to ornament a baron's shield,

Twined with the wheat-ear glowing at its side.

August ! thou art august, if over year
Honored with blazonry his children twelve;

For thou art father of all earthly cheer
To those who rule and those who dig and delve

—

Blake, Blenheim, Albert, owe to thee their days

—

Printing—Napoleon—well may crown thy praise.

THE V. S. NAVAL ASYLUM.
This noble institution was founded in the

year 1835, as a Naval Sohool and an Hos-

pital for Pensioners, but now is used for

the latter purpose only. It is situated on
the banks of the river Schuylkill, a sliort

ilistance below the city, fronting on tlie

Grey's Ferry road. The site is one of the

muKt beautiful in the vicinity of Philadel-

phia, being the highest point of land on the

river below Fainnount. It is the spot on
whicli was located the country-seat of tlie

late Timothy Abliott, E.s(i., a well known
wealthy Friend of Philadelphia, who sold

the property to the U. S. Government.
The Asylum c»nsiats of three structures,

separated from each other, yet forming one
entire and beautiful plan,—the main build-

ing and the residences of the commodore
and surgeon. The main or principal edi-

fice is three stories in height, built of Penn-
sylvania marble, and presents a front of

380 feet, including a centre building of 142

feet by 175 deep; it is embellished with a
beautiful portico of eight columns of the

Ionic order. The wings contain verandas

on each story. On the platfonn are two
field-pieces, captured at the battle of Sara-

toga, and two large marble balls, which
were brought by the late Commodore Elliot

from the Hellespont. The balls are said to

was the last of the daring crew of the Bon
Homme Richard He was one of the two
men who assisted Pniil Jones to lash his

vessel to the British frigate Serapis, in that

memorable engagement in the British Chan-
nel. Each pensioner has an allowance of
thirty-six dollars a year for clothing, and
one dollar a month pocket-money, together

with one pound and a half of tobacco.

They are not restricted in diet,—each man
having as much as he rci|uires. The bill

of fare, as shown to us, is equal to that of

any hotel in the city. The buildings are

surrounded by a beautiful park, containii g
about twenty-five acres, enclosed in front

by an elegant iron riiiling ; it is laid out
into walks, flower-beds, and grass-plott,

and planted with trees and shrubbery.

That portion facing the river affords some
fine views, embracing the Schuylkill with its

shipping, together with the Almshouse,
Woodland Cemetery, Hamilton Village,

etc., on the opposite shore. This institu-

tion will compare favorably with any other

of the kind in the world ; it is worthy of
the country. Long may it continue the

happy home of the brave, who have perilled

their lives, or impaired their health, in the

service of their native land !

ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MONTH OF AUGUST.

THE PIKE.
All the writers who have treated on fish-

ing agree in describing the Pike as the king
or tyrant of the fresh waters. He has ac-

quired this title by his extraordinary and
shark-like voracity. Anecdotes illustrative

of this peculiarity are detailed by numerous
autliors ; and indeed everybody at all fa-

miliar with the habits and practices of this

fine fish, must have witnessed some remark-
able proof of the accuracy of the general
opinion. Hundreds of stories are related,

and may be found in the fisliing-l)Ooks, of
the voracity of this fish ; but notwithstand-
ing the numerous undoubted instances of
his remarkable and fearless character on
record, we have always found the pike a
very dainty fish, and very difficult to catch
in those waters where small silvery roach
are very numerous. When not stimulated
by hunger, he is anything but voracious,

and will mouth a bait and play with it for

a quarter of an hour in sheer sport, without
the slightest intention of swallowing it. In
this condition, he will often allow himself
to be hauled about and quietly pulled up to

the surface of the water, and then, with a
careless flap of his tail, he coolly drops the

have been fired from the celebraied

Turkish mortar, the largest piece of
ordnance in llie world. The base-

ment, or first story, of the centre

building, is divided into a spacious
dining-room, tlie various culinary de-

partments, pantry and washing and
ironing rooms. The wings of this

story are divided into dormitories.

The second story contains the dis-

pensary, and the officers', surgeon's,

and apothecary's apartments ; also a
beautiful chapel, fifty-six feet square,

lighted from a dome. The wings of

this story are fitted up into chamberi
for the accomaiodation o the pen-

sioners, each iKiing neatly furnished

with a bed, table, chairs, etc. These
rooms are well ventilated ; they open
directly on the verandas, and are

kept remarkably clean. The tliird

story contains sleeping rooms, the in-

firmary, baths, closets,etc. The whole
building is heated from furnaces in

the ba.setnent, and plenteously sup-

plied with water from Fainnount.

The Asylum contains about one hun-

drtd and forty pensioners at the pres-

ent time, among whom was Thomas
Johnson, who died a year since—ho UEPHESKNTATION OF THE PIKE.

bait from his jaws, and lazily rolls

down again into deep water. Tiie

pike is generally believed to be a long-

lived fish. Numerous stories are re-

corded, more or less authentic, con-
firmatory of the prevailing opinion.

This fish, however, has too many
enemies to allow liim to survive

many seasons. In March, if very
warm, and in April, these fish leave

their accustomed deep and quiet

haunts, and seek for gulleys, creeks,

broad ditches, and gliallow reedy or

pebbly places, in order to deposit

their spawn, which they leave near
the surface to be acted upon by the

rays of the sun. The pike, like some
other'fish, is supposed to be affected

in his hues by the complexion of the

water in which he lives. However
this may be, it is unquestionably true

that pikes taken out of canals, ri^-ers,

and rapid streams, are generally of a
brighter color, and more brilliant in

their tints, than those which frequent
deep pools and large weedy luk( s.

August and September are fine

months for pike-fitliing but the win-

ter montlis give decidedly the best

opportunities fur taking the large fish
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BARON MAROCIIETTrS STATITE OF M'ASHIKGTON.
Tlic most prominent object of the Crystal Palace, and one

wliicli strikes and tills the eye of the visitor upon his entrance at

cither of the three main doors of the immense build inp, is Maro-
ohetti's Equestrian Statue of Washinfrton. This colossal group,

from the position it occupies, as well as from its immense size,

attracts not only the attention, but the severe criticism of every

beholder. Many of our
contemporaries are dis-

posed to question the per-

fection of the group, and
animadvert u p o n i t s

" want of proportion,"

"commonplaccncss," etc.,

in a very learned, if not a
logical manner. Such re-

mind us of a story told

of the Athenians. A stat-

ue of Minerva was re-

quired hy that city to

adorn a lofty summit, and
two celebrated sculptors

were selected to compete
for the prize offered. Tlie

two statues were com-
pleted, and submitted to

the people for their ap-

proval. The first was of

life size, and peifect in

every respect. The feat-

ures sublime, in propor-

tion exact, with well
moulded limbs, and dra-

pery unexceptionable, it

was pronounced unani-

mously to be nil that

could be desired. The
second was colossal and
uncouth in the extreme.
Its outline rough, with
great apparent want of

proportion, and no ex-

pression or meaning, it

stood no possible chance
with the tirst one, which
was unanimously chosen
to gr.'.\ce the temple, and
was accordingly raised to

its place. But alas for

the mutability of human
foresight. The statue
which, while on the ground
was life size and perfec-

tion's self, when elevated

two or three hundred feet

dwindled to a mere pig-

my, and lost all its sig-

nificance. There was no
semblance of aught but a
puny figure, without re-

semblance to anything
like the wise goddess it

was intended to represent.

Ueluctantly it was lower-

ed to the earth, and the

second one raised in its

place, when, behold ! what
was a sliapeless mass, had
now assumed a grace and
beauty of form which
caused a burst of astonish-

ment, and led them to see

that that which was carv-

ed for the sky should not
be judged by earthly eyes.

Thus it is with " these
wouldbe critics. They
examine and pass judg-
ment upon this colossal
grou)), as they would upon
the Apollo Belvidcrc, or
Powcrs's Greek Slave

—

not taking into considera-
tion the fact that the first

is intended for an elevation of some hundreds of feet, when all

its apparenl want of proportion would soften into a blen led out-

line of beauty and grace. To our eye, it is a work of merit, re-

flecting credit U|)on the artist; and, althougli it has faults, still, as

a whole, it is a fine conception, well worked out. The fore part

of the horse is particularly fine, the action gv.iceful and the pro-

portions good. The position of the figure is that given to a rider

EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF WASHINGTON, ON EJCHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

in checking his horse, a,s the chief is represented as doing, or rath-

er the action is that of pawing the ground on being reined in, as

it might be or\ meeting a body of troops in motion, or in review-

ing troops. The whole attitude carries out this latter idea. The
face of Washington is calm and dignified, expressive of satisfac-

tion and iiWention, while the right hand holds the chapcau care-

lessly against the side, as if just removed at a passing salute.

The grou]) is of colossal

size, about twenty-five feet

high, and is of plaster

painted to imitate bronze.

It stands immediately be-

neath the dome—the post
of honor, as it were, in the

building—where it forms
a part, and a prominent
one, too, of the toiU enx-m-
bU of every view of the in-

terior of the building. It

stands upon a plain base
or pedestal, covered with
a scarlet colored cloth,

which, to our eye, detracts
from its boauU' by too
much glare of CO lor. Hut
we are not disposed to be
too captious. Wc en-
deavor to view it, as it

should be, in the place in-

tended for it to occupy,
rather than in a position
not at all calculated for it.

Tliis fine statue commem-
orative of Washington
must bring vividly before

the mind recollections of
his personal qualities.

Probably the character of
no man who ever lived

has been so critically dis-

sected, both by friends and
foes, as h;is been his ; and
the ordeal has always been
to place it at a higher
point of elevation in the

moral arena. It is fully

settled, that, no man ha.s

ever appeared upon the
theatre of ))ublic action,

whose integrity was more
incorruptible, or who.se
principles were more per-
fectly free from the con-
tamination of tho.^e selfish

and unworthy ])nssions

which find their nourish-

ment in the conHicts of
party. Having no views
which required conceal-
ment, liis real and avowed
motives were the same.
No trutli can be uttered

with more confidence tlum
that his ends were always
upright, and his means
always pure. He exhibits

the rare example of a pol-

itician to whom wiles were
absolutely unknown, and
whose professions to for-

eign governments, and to

his own countrymen, were
always sincere. In him
was fully cxem])lificd the

real distinction which for-

ever exists between wis-

dom and cunning, and the

importance as well as

tnith of the maxim that
" honesty is the best pol-

icy." The trusts reposed
in him were ever unsought
by himself, and he yielded

to the public will, only to

gain his country's good.
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CHAPTER XIV.—[continued.]

A close observer of Imiiian nature, however, could have seen by

the sliade of sardonic virulence on his pallid countenance, and by

the uiKjuiet j^lanccs of his eyes, indications that the fiend of jeal-

ousy reigned in his breast, sujierscding any public ideas of duty.

Nor was the lieutenant of police less eager for the capture, for he

felt like a tiger once disappointed of its prey, and now anxious to

spring upon the victim, before any |)rotection could be aflbrded.

Claude was to be made prisoner, and his cajjturc formed a bond

of union between the haughty diplomatist and the crafty official.

The dust of time, or the touch-stone of interest, will loosen almost

any bond, but the cement of joint pursuit, whether of man, of beast,

of fowl or of fish, is steadfast.

On their way, the party met a solemn sight—a parish priest,

accompanied by his acolytes, bearing the death-sacranicnt to some

dying mortal. All kneeled, as the mission of pardon passed, and

even the lieutenant of police crossed himself; but the demon in

the heart of the marquis was too fully aroused to bow before any

holy influence, and lie but gnashed his teeth at the delay.

"Who comes here V
" Friends

!"

They were near the palace, and the chain of sentinels posted

around the garden walls showed what precautions had been taken.

The sight of the spot where he had been captured by the brigands,

and afterwards repulsed by Eulalia, increased the anger of the

marquis, and he scaled the wall on the ladders which had been

brought, with tlie activity of a youth. A moment more, and the

force stood before the conservatory, the curtains of which were

drawn, but bore shadows of persons within. There was a crash !

Two of the long windows were wrenched from their fastenings,

and the rough horde rushed into that floral sanctuary, whose beau-

ties we have hitherto portrayed.

Eulalia was there. Seated at a table, she was busily engaged

in writing when the intruders entered, aiul she saw in an instant

an armed horde invade her privacy. Instinctively starting up,

she uttered a faint cry of surprise, but in an instant her pride and

energy, aroused by the outrage, animated her trembling form.

Drawing herself up in a commanding attitude, and crossing her

arms upon her breast, she looked steadily at the police, as if to

anniliilate them by her glance. She was ghastly pale, but not

with terror, and the energetic flash of her eyes, gleaming with in-

sulted dignity, repelled, as it were, the violation of her home.
" What seek ye ?" she asked, in a voice whose tones almost

froze the listeners. "Are ye men, that ye thus break in upon a

lady's privacy in the still hours of the night?"

" We regret, countess," stammered Orlando, " that we have

orders from the French minister here, to
—

"

" Ah !" interrupted Eulalia, a burning impulse of indignation

sending the blood coursing through her pale cheeks, " it is to the

Marcjuis de Bonani, then, that I am indebted for this courteous

visit." And as the abashed policeman had fallen back, looking

at the marquis with curious interest, her quick eye discerned him.

Advancing towards him, she continued: "Remove your cloak,

gallant Frenchman, and shine in the full honor of your dignitj-.

Minister of France and police spy ! Ha ! ha !" There was some-

thing in her attitude so heroic, something so beautiful in her

flushed face, and such an air of calm dignity tempering her en-

ergy, that the marquis quailed before her. Indeed, he was about

to order a retreat, when there was a rustling sound at the extremity

of the conservatory, a curtain was drawn one side, and—wrapped
in bed-clothes—his head tied up in blood-stained bandages, I'aolo

entered the room.

"Paolo!" exclaimed the policeman.

" Yes," replied the outlaw, a fierce warfare of jiassion convulsing

his frame. " Escape is cut o(f, and I sidjmit without a struggle
;

but the hour of retributive justice will yet arrive. You, Oriando,

have but done your duty, but as for yonder trembling Frenchman,
there will yet be a Bcttlemcnt."

"But where is Claude?" inquired the lieutenant.

"Not here!" replied Eulalia. "Nor has he been here since

the outbreak. But, thank the saints, he is where he will obtain

justice—justice, too, from the gallant and honorable Marcpiis de
Bonani. Now, gentlemen, if you will i)ennit, I will retire. Adieu,
Paolo ! You have had a hard lot, and I regret that it was under
my roof that you became thus entangled in the meshes of your
captors."

" Stay, madame," said Oriando. " We did not cxjiect to have
the good fortune of capturing I'aolo, but humanity dictates that

we should not attempt to remove him, this stormy nii'ht. Sec
he is now fainting."

Such was the case. The outlaw had regarded his eaptors with

a bold stare of defiance, for he felt that he was beyond the limits

of mercy, but his proud spirit forbore to seek favor, and he was
actually fainting from utter exhaustion. Eidalia hastened to his

Bide, chafed his temples, and directed his removal to the couch

which he had occuiiied since the dispersal of his band. Severely

wounded, he had ventured to Rome after Eulalia's restoration to

herkime, and was txpetting the D«xt morning to Isars for Tivoli,

to meet his band, and repair to the mountain fastnesses of the Ap-
ennines. Already he had begun to dream of fretdom, when his

rest was broken in upon, and he found himself a juisoner.

Such an ini])ortant capture could not fail to delight Orlando;

but he (]uai!cd before the withering contem])t that flashed from

every lineament of Eulalia's expressive features. All at once the

idea occurred to him that he might retrieve himself in her opinion.

" Will the countess permit the prisoner to remain here until

morning '!"

" Permit ?" replied Eulalia. " Did you ask my permission

when you invaded my house, at the bidding of yonder poltroon ?

But I will not, by any inhospitality of mine, add murder to your

crimes. Good night. To j'ou, noble marquis, be dreams as

black and as fiend-like as your own heart." And with a regal

courtesy, the i)eaiuiful woman swept from the apartment, casting

a parting glance of hatred at the marquis.

Soon after the balHed diplonnitist left the palace, his thoughts

darkened by his disappointment. Where could Claude be ? The
thought occurred to him that he might be with Eulalia after all,

and once he turned around, to insist upon a search of the palace.

But then he thought of the reception that would prol)ably await

him, and retraced liis steps. Reaching his abode, he hastened to

his room, locked the door, and soon, by copious libations, drowned

all thought.

At early dawn, Eulalia sent for Father Louis, who promptly

obeyed her summons. " I know it all," said he, as he entered her

room, " for the news of the capture is all over Rome. Now, my
daughter, you have done your part in the extermination of this

band of outlaws and rebels."

" But," earnestly remarked Eulalia, "does it not look as if I

had laid a trap for Fra Paolo ? Brutally as he has tyrannized

over my fears, I would not seek to act the part of a traitor, or of

a police agent."

"Peace, daughter. Is it not the maxim of our holy order, that

'the end justifies the means?'" And by artful reasoning the

logical Jesuit persuaded the countess that she had acted a praise-

worthy part.

"Father," she inquired, after a pause, "where is that young

artist, Claude '!"

" He is in Paris by this time, I suppose."

" In Paris ? Did you not promise that I should sec him again

before he left Rome?"
" I did—and you shall soon see him in Paris instead. This

rebellion is now almost entirely crushed, and then, as a change of

scene will be pleasant to us both, suppose we go thither ?"

" To Paris !" repeated Eulalia.

" Yes, daughter. But I sec they are removing the prisoner,

and I must accompany him to the castle, for I have no desire that

ho should be too communicative. Adieu."

Hastening do'wn stairs, the Jesuit approached the litter on which

Fra Paolo lay, waiting for the escort to wheel into columns. The
sullen eyes of the bandit brightened as the father approached, for

he well knew his power, and 0, how delightful was it to the pris-

oner to hear him whisper one word.

" Hope !"

Magical talisman. Little cared he, as he was borne through

crowds of spectators, that no eyelash glistened with a sympathizing

tear, or that no voice was u])lifted in pity. Freedom was all ho

asked, and the key to freedom was hope ! There were guards at

the castle gates, and massive doors to the passages, and but scanty

rays of light gleamed in through the heavily-barred windows.

CHAPTER XV.

LIFE AND DEATH.

Fra Paoi,o, immured in one of the strongest dungeons of the

castle of San Angelo, felt that his only chance of escape rested

with Father Louis, and he eagerly awaited a visit from him. All

that niglit he expected him, and. by the morning he was in a fear-

ful state of excitement. His past career of guilt began to unroll

itself, like a panorama, before his aching eye-balls. Deeds of

crime, like accusing witnesses, rose before his imagination, and

gnawing his finger-ends in his anguish, he moaned in despair.

All at once the key grated in the lock of the dungeon, and he

sprang to his feet. The door was opened, and Father Louis

entered

"Am I free?" eagerly inquired the brigand.

" Nay, my son," replied the priest, in a calm, trancpiillizing

tone, " you nmst not expect instant liberty. Your many offences,

eoui)led with that frightful explosion at Castle Gaudolfo, have in-

censed the peo|)lc against you, and that love of horror which

led the old Romans to the Coliseum, has created a thirst in the

bosoms of their descendants to witness your death struggles."

"Ha! ha! The fools—did they really believe that I went U))

with old Colonna '!"

" Peace, my son ; do not jest about such horrid crimes. Tlic

time will come when you must repent, and prcjjare your soul for

its final judgment."

"True, but not now. Surely, good father, I am in no danger!

You promised me hope."

" I did—and I repeat the promise. But let mo implore you to

think of death, and to be prepared for any emergency. Now, I

must leave you, but you will find me near you in the hour of need.

Hope—remember—hope."

The Jesuit left the cell in deep tlmught. Tliat the brigand

merited death, and would receive it, he doubted not; but he well

knew that if the abandoned man knew that his fate was sealed, he

would seek to revenge himself upon society, with the same ferocity

which had led him to Baerifiee the garrison. Eulalia would be

deprived ef hor good name and hor property, tho latter reverting

to the state, as belonging to an executed malefiietor. Others
would be denounced as accomplices in the rebellion, and the con-
scientious priest, acting upon the maxim "the end justifies the

means," determined to blind the wretched man as to his fate.

Nor had he deceived him, for surely he stood in need of hope.

When the jailor brought his morning meal, it was accompanied
by a flask of wine, sent by Father Louis. The brigand drank
deeply, and an ethereal ingredient in his potations soon tranquil-

lized him into stupid indifi'crcnce. " Capital wine, this," said he,

"and when I am out of this dungeon, I will ask the good priest

for a dozen flasks of the same vintage."

Soon he was summoned to trial, and as he was led through the

streets to the eapitol, where the sjjecial criminal commission was
in session, the populace came pouring along from every direction,

as the rushing tributes of mountain torrents swell a mighty river.

Even women, with infants in their arms, mingled in the dangerous
pressure, to gaze with a deep yet attractive lioiTor upon the noted
bandit. The bloody acts of his career of guilt, often strangely

magnified, were repeated from one to another, and the deception

of the explosion, which all had credited, enlisted all against him.
Many a cry and execration greeted him, but ho passed along un-

moved, almost carried by the guards on either side.

The hall in which the commission sat, was crowded, and an in-

tense excitement was exhibited, yet Fra Paolo gazed about with

a vacant air, nor did he pay much heed to the long act of accusa-

tion read by the accusator. Treason, murder, rohbery were dis-

tinctly enumerated with that verbose minuteness so peculiar to

the law, but the brigand remained in a partially stupefied state,

gazing vacantly around. He only looked for Father Louis, nor
was he conscious of anything that was going on, until the presi-

dent of the commission, putting on his black cap, sentenced him
to be hung—hung on the ruins of the Castle Gaudolfo.

To be hung ! Surely it was not himself that was to suflfer upon
the scalfold. O no ! And the thought flashed through his mind
that he was to be pardoned upon the scafl"old, or hurried from his

doom by some pre-coneertcd arrangement with his band. At any
rate he had no fears, and when he was carried back to his cell, he
drank freely again. During his absence, the wine flask had been
rc-fiUcd, and more powerfully drugged than before, so that when
Father Louis came to visit the prisoner in the evening, he found

him completely stupefied.

" Poor fellow !" said the priest. " But were he sensible he would
but add to his catalogue of sins, and would perhaps bring ruin

into many a peaceful family." And after kneeling in prayer, the

priest left.

Late that night, the door of tlie cell was noiselessly opened, and
Eulalia entered. Although she had been the object of the brig-

and's oppression, and had for years felt humbled by his tyranny,

her womanly nature revolted at the idea of seeing him upon the

scaftbld, and she had come to save him. Immense bribes had over-

come tho scruples of the jailors, but now that she was in his cell,

she could not get him to speak to her. In vain did she attempt

to arouse him, to tell him that she had brought files wherewith he
could sever his shackles, and a disguise. All that she could ob-

tain from him in reply to her earnest prayers were " Hope," " Fa-

ther Louis," " Tivoli." At last the jailors came to say that it was
nearly daylight, and she left the victim to his fate. It had been

decreed that he should perish—perish with his sins upon his head.

From early dawn the Roman people began to pour forth to-

wards the ruined Castle of Gaudolfo, and by noon it was covered

with a dense mass of human beings, all gazing upon an ominous

looking scaffold, erected on the site of the tower which had been

the death of the gairison. At last trumpets were heard, and a

squiwlron of dragoons came from the city, escorting a carriage

which contained the culprit and his confessor—Father Louis.

The arrival of the culprit was greeted with that savage-like roar

which ever goes up from tlie witnesses of an execution, sounding

like the sullen craving for human life with which the storm king

dashes his waves against a rock-bound co<ist. The attendants

were forced to lift Fra Paolo into a chair, and carry him to tho

gallows ; nor did his fac3 wear any expression save a sullen look

of defiance. This but added to the prejudices of the molten sea of

humanity through which he was borne, aiul execrations of fiendish

malignity rose from its living eddies, as they surged and whirled

about. At length he was visible on the scafrold,and the maledictions,

concentrated into a lava flood of rage, swept over the multitiule.

All at once, a gleam of consciousness flashed across the poor

man's mind, for he felt the rope around his neck. The crowd was

now hushed to silence, unbroken by the faintest whisper, and,

reason hastily returning, the miserable culprit became aware of

his position. But there stood Father Louis, and he felt assureil

that he would save him. Vain delusion. Another moment, and

a cap was drawn over his face, while he shrieked, in tones that

pealed forth as if for dunons to hear: " Save me— you prom—

"

The platform fell, and its clang, as if by an electric shock,

nio\ed every heart. A spasmodic movement announced the de-

parture of the spirit to its eternal judgment, and Fra I'aolo lived

only in the recollections of others. The crowd soon dispersed,

and no one—no, not all the others, had tlie licaviness of heart

which weighed down the Jesuit. Had he done right ? And his

conscience was fully shriven by the ever omnipotent motto :
" the

end justifies the means."

As the sun set that night, a violent storm came SAvccping down

fiom the A])cnnines, and the wild winds shrieked a rcipiiem

around the corpse of the bandit, as it swung to and fro o^Tr tho

scene of his successful stratagem. The rain poured down in tor-

rents, and the soldiers on guard were glad to seek shelter in a dis-

tant portion of the castle, which had eseajjcd the explosion. At

last tho rain ceased, and when the moon was visible among de-

tached masses of clouds, the sentries went to their posts again.
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To their astonislimcnt, however, the body was gone. Some power,

whether mortal or supernatural they could not say, had severed

the rope, and the remains of the brigand no longer graced tlie

scene of his execution.

Near Tivoli, among rude precipices and gloomy thickets, is tlie

Franciscan convent of San Cosimato, and within the bounds of

its land the founder of tlic Benedictine order erected a slninc.

Enclosed in a.decp, rock-bound valley, with thickly-wooded sides,

the aspect of this retreat impressed the writer with gloomy fear.

And here, in accordance with the never-questioned orders of their

cbicf, assembled the brigands on the night after the expiation of

Fra Taolo upon the gallows. True, several of them hud seen

him hung, but there remained a hope in the brcasis of all that he

would re-appear, and again inspire them by his daring. The

storm of which we have spoken, kept them under the sheltering

rocks, but when it had passed, the whole band, with three excep-

tions, were gathered -around the shrine. Eacli had his long gun,

and his knife in his waist-shawl, and each would have laid down

his life to have greeted their dauntless leader. But he came not.

Neither were tlierc any tidings of his lieutenant. The latter, witli

a chosen body, luid gone into Rome at the bidding of Eulalia
;

but he had sent the men back, promising to be at the rendezvous,

if he did not meet them before.

The sound of a horse's lioofs was lieard, and soon the lieutenant

galloped up, mounted on a strong, black horse, who was wet with

foam. Before him, on his saddle-bow, was a bulky object, which

several of the men came forward to take, thinking it was plunder.

" Gently, gently," said lie. " This is no common booty. I

plundered it from tlie gallows, and pray you to lay it down with

care."

Following his directions, they laid the body upon the altar of

tlie shrine, and then, unrolling a horseman's cloak, disclosed the

inanimate form of Fra. Paolo. All knelt, crossed themselves, and

the solemn tones of the ^Ire Alar'ui echoed through that rugged

gU 11, coming from hearts truly touched witli sincere grief

Sadly and in silence, save when necessary directions were given,

a grave was dug before the shrine, and in it was placed Fra Pao-

lo, arraye<l as a bandit, with a gun by his side, and a knife in his

belt. Ilis followers wished to .see him last as he had often led

them to victory, and when, rolling the cloak around his form,

tlu;y filled tlie grave, the soil was moistened by their tears. At

length the sad rites were over, and a cross, rudely fashioned from

the trunk of a sapling oak, marked the last res ting-jilace of Fra

Paolo. A contemner of all laws, whether human or divine, he

was buried without priest or cofKn ; but sincere hearts mourned

his loss, and it will be long ere his memory is forgotten among

the hills where lie reigned.

When everytlting was finished, the lieutenant, sianding upon

tlic gi-ave, re(jucst(;d the band to draw together around him.

" Think not," said he, " that I am aliout to grasp the rule exer-

cised by the martyr interred below (may tlie saints intercede for

him !) You may remain here, but 1 cannot live where I was once

clieered by Fra Paolo's voice, or engage in any undertaking that

1 cannot follow his manly form to success. But liere, before we

separate, swear u])on his grave to avenge his death. Swear the

oath of the brigand."

" Repeat it—repeat it ! We will swear !" replied a dozen

voices."

"Doomed, then," said lie, and all repeated his words, " be the

Marquis de Bonani, wlio betra3'ed our chief. Let a brigand's ven-

geance follow him wherever water quenches thirst—wherever fire

renders food palatable—wherever mothers love their children

—

wherever grass grows, and trees bear frait. And even there we
swear to follow him."

'

" Let this be our pledge," continued the lieutenant, and kneel-

ing, he kissed the cross at the head of the grave. All followed

him. Then they shook hands, and soon dispersed, in small

groups, sorrowfully leaving their muehloved leader alone in his

narrow grave.

CiLU'TER XVI.

SECOND LOVE.

Ai.ONE ! There is a mournful spell in the heart echo of that

simple word, even when the wann blood of youtli bounds through

the veins, and life's onward path, a happy vista, is uncheckered

by the clouds of care. But to one like the Marquis de Bonani,

upon whose brow age has stamped its signet, it has a sad sound,

recalling the past pleasures of association with others. He sat in

liis well-stored library, but Ernest, whose gifted mind had at once

served as an index and as a commentary to its literary treasures,

was not near him—he was alone ! In vain did his housekeeper

spread his board with all the delicacies and the luxuries of the

season, for there was lacking the cheerful smile and the pleasant

conversation of Claude, now estimated—the marquis was alone

!

And where were the friends of his youth ? Some of those with

whom pleasant hours had been passed, mouldered in the cold

ground
; others had had their hearts ossified by a love of money;

others had fallen from the path of rectitude ; suid the marcjuis, as

lie tunied over the pages of his i-ecollections, felt indeed alone.

No gentle tones spoke encouragement, no bright eyes gleamed in

kindness, no listening ear could hear his regrets. Sorrow and re-

morse began to prey upon his mind, and as the solitary thinker's

pulse of thought beat (juicker, he could but [lortray his future life

as an impotent struggle upon the tideless waters of time, ere its

waves should dash him—alone—upon the unknowu shores of

eternity.

Tlitn was it that the marquis began to reflect, and then was it

that a close observer of character, permitted to read his liitherto

clouded heart, could have found many excellent and commendable

traits. Indeed, he was a true tyjic of French character. " Home "

is an unknown woid in the Gallic vocabulary, and the dissolute

habits of victorious camps have eclipsed domestic virtue. Wo-
men, reverenced in our republic as the sanctuaries of the virtues,

and the redeeming glories of humanity, are looked upon as mere

promoters of masculine happiness—flower-wreathed victims, to be

offered up when in their liloom, upon the egotistical altar where the

human lord of the creation worships

—

himsilf. Yet could this false

estimate of female worth bo changed, the French nation would at

once outrank the rest of Christendom in point of social worth, for

among its prominent eliaracteiistics arc social humor, an open

heart, a generous disposition, ai.d a joj'ous spirit. Many of her

sons, like the mar(|uis, may have given free rein to their passions

in early life, and may perchance have lieen led by the impulse of

their affections to do wrong, but beneath the tarnished surface

there is pure, sterling mental worth. Voluptuous clouds may

shadow Paris, but so long as the gay sun gilds the olive groves of

Provence, and rijiens the purple vintage of Burgundy and of

Champagne, so long will the countrymen of Lafayette have warm,

true hearts.

One evening, feeling lonely and di-'jiiritcd, the marquis sought

to amuse himself by looking over a memorandum book, in which

were many records of the past. Ap|iointine.its made at mascpie-

radcs, gambling debts, political promises, and other similar rec-

ords, each had its story—each added to the remorse saddening

the heart of the once gay Parisian. Eveiy pleasure recoi-ded had

long since departed, boon companions had proven themselves

false, and the marquis felt himself a mere living monument, to

attest the folly, the depravity, the ingratitude of man. All at

once, turning a leaf, a word met his eye, and he started from his

seat. Tliere was a date inscribed beneath it, and nothing else

was ujion the page, 3'et that one word awakened a long-buried

train of thought.

" Beatrice !" he repeated again and again, as memory recalled

their first meetings upon the seashore, when .her confiding smiles

had at times almost melted the frostwork that encased his heart.

Now it was all gone, but darkness hung over its desolation, and

there came a remorseful idea that her forgiveness, like the gentle

dew of heaven, could alone bring contentment. It is ditficult to

describe the imperceptible workings of conscience upon the mind,

but certain it was, that after pacing the room in rapid strides for

nearly an hour, he determined to return to Paris, and to seek her

to whom he had so mysteriously been united. No sooner had he

arrived at this conclusion, than everything appeared brighter, and

opening a window that led out upon a balcony, he went forth into

tlie moonlight, hoping that the fresh air would cool his fevered

brow. It was a lovely night, and the radiant beams of the queen

of the firmament gave additional beauty to the antique and the

modern edifices before him. Not a cloud passed over the clear

blue arch of heaven, not a zephyr stirred the blossoms of the clus-

tering myrtles, and all was profoundly trau(iuil. Seating himself,

the marquis recalled his intercourse with Beatrice, and wondered

if she also could be thinking of him.

While the mar<iuis was thus lost in thought, the silence which

had liitherto surrounded him was broken by approaching footsteps.

It was a band of serenaders, which, ranging themselves directly

beneath the balcony where he sat, began to sing some Italian

words adapted to a French air. Their ricli, deep voices, the melt-

ing tenderness of tlicu- tones, and the passionate energy with

which they sang, attracted the marquis to tlie edge of the balcony.

When they had concluded, he was alx)Ut to express his thanks,

when one of them shouted ;

" Remember Fra Paolo !" And his words were echoed by the

report of a pistol. The domestics in tlie house, who had been

awakened by the music, were looking out, and saw with horror

their master throw up his arms, and fall heavily to the floor of the

balcony. Before tliey could reach his side, the musicians hud all

vanished, and the marquis lay in a swoon, the warm life-blood

oozing from a wound in his side. Medical aid was sought, and

ere sunrise the ball had been extracted, but tlie patient was deliri-

ous with a high fever.

Luckily there was a good French physician at Rome, but he

found great want of a nurse, the male servants of the embassy

lacking the tenderness and the watchful care so characteristic of

woman. One morning—it was the third after the attempt at as-

sassiuation—the doctor was recjuested to step into the study. A
lady was there, w'hose appeai'ance and countenance betokened

strong iuteraal emotion.

" Are you a friend to the marquis V she inquired.

" I am liis professional adviser, madame," replied the doctor,

" and have enjoyed his friendship since he has been at Rome."
" Perhaps, sir, you know a young artist in his

—

"

" Claude Doria, madame V interrupted the doctor. " Do you

know where he is '. If he was only here, I could hope for the re-

covery of my patient."

" Alas, sir, Claude was my son, and I came to Rome in search

of him. But if I could repay the kindness displayed towards him
by the marquis by aiding you, I would cheerfully do so."

Half an hour afterwards, the signora was seated by the bedside

of him who had betrayed her happiness, and had so bitterly per-

secuted her, ay, his own son. Alaimed bj' some rumors that had

reached Lake Como of the attempted revolution, and of Claude's

supposed participation therein, .she had come to Rome. Arriving

on the morning after the attempt was made upon the life of the

marciuis, and learning that there were no tidings of her son at the

embassy, .shewent to the Jesuits' College, Father Geronimo having

directed her there. At first. Father Louis was guarded in his re-

plies to her queries, but gradually her jmlse throbbed with joy, as

she learned that hev dwliug Claude was alive—well—happy. But
where i

lie hud been sent to Paris, where he was to pursue his studies

under the auspices of the Jesuits, and room with his friend Eniest.

The ha])piness of the delighted mother may be imagined, and her

only regret was tliat she could not sec her son at once. While

the good priest was telling her his dangers and escapes, a note

was received from Dr. Larochc, the physician in attendance oil

the munpiis, soliciting a nurse. Tlic sisters of charity were all

engaged in their holy work, ami while the priest was meditating

on the ])robability of finding some one, the signora calmly said

:

" I will go."

" How providential !" exclaimed Fatlier Louis. " It has been

ordained, perchance, that he may make that reparation which he

owes you."

" Na}', fatlier, I .seek no re])aratioii, for
—

"

" But Claude," interrupted the Jesuit, " would you not secure

for him the name and the fortu.ie of his father?"

" At all events, I will see the marquis and seek to repay good

for evil." It was then arranged that she should go to the embassy,

inquire for Claude, and the result was exactly as Father Louis had

predicted.

Day after day, and night after night, did Beatrice hover around

the sufiercr's couch, smoothing his pillow, administering cooling

di'aughts, or a]>plying ice to his throbbing tcmiilcs. Generally

the prostrate suifercr raved incoherently, and many a scene of

revelry did he revisit in imagination ; but at times lie would pas-

sionately invoke Beatrice, uiid ihcn call ujion the mysterious in-

habitants of the catacombs to restore her. Then he would cM
for Claude, in earnest tones, and beseech him to remain with him.

TIius three long weeks i)iissed away, and then the marquis

awoke us if from a disturlied slumber. The doctor was sitting by

his side, and his devoted nur.se was standing by a table, an-anging

some medicaments. At first he could not imagine where he was,

or where he had been, but consciousness came gradually, and with

it an indistinct recollection of his illness. Pointing towards Bea-

trice, he whispered :

" She has saved my life
—

"

Joyful tones, and yet, as they filled the watelier's heart with

pure deliglit, the recollection of her wrongs came, like the back-

water of a retreating tide, and submerged her happiness. Natu-

rally confiding, and full of sympatliy, the feelings of Beatrice had

undergone a change during her long vigils by the bedside of the

suifercr, and now, as conflicting emotions agitated her breast, she

listened as he continued :

" It is Claude's mother—poor Claude."

Leavingthe room, she locked herself wit'.iin one adjoining, threw

herself upon her knees, and thanked the Giver of all good gifts

that her boy had, even unconsciously, won a footing in his father's

heart. Meanwhile the doctor hud prohibited any further conver-

sation, and soon Beatrice, with a sweet smile of kindness hover-

ing around her fine countenance, resumed her place at the bedside.

Slowly yet surely the maniuis recovered his health and his

strength, and with it arose a deep sense of his obligations to Bea-

trice, to whose devoted care he felt that he was indebted for life.

Thus indebted, and a witness of her kindness and of her excel-

lence, it was as impossible for him not to love her as it would be

for the spring flowers not to feel the influences of the returning

sun, or the fruits to resist the ripening heats of summer. Well

has it been said, that woman—whom the savage makes his slave,

and the barbarian of refined life looks on as the instrument of his

pleasures—is calculated to refine and reform erring man. True,

she lost paradise to the other sex, but a merciful God, knowing

the temptation of her smile and of her word, took away the heavi-

ness of the curse, and gave her to man as his companion, that in

the bosom of another jiaradise he might forget the Eden he had

lost. The gentle influence of Beatrice, like the fabled thread of

Ariadne, unravelled for the maniiiis the hidden mysteries of the

labyrinth in which his heart had liecn ensnared, and he felt again

as in the happy days of childhood.

The fate of Claude was now his great drawback, for he feared

lest at any moment intelligence should arrive of the young man's

death. The idea that he should reproach himself as having brought

it about was tormenting, and the debt of gratitude he owed Bea-

trice but added to his remorse. As for Eulalia, the doctor informed

his patient that she had gone to Paris, with Father Louis, and

that it was supposed that she intended to take the veil.

Beatrice, meanwhile, anxiously awaited a letter from the wor-

thy Jesuit, for the murcpiis received accounts from Paris of a

threatened revolution there. Tlie Duke of Orleans, a designing

politician, was cloaking himself with republicanism, and secretly

undermining the Bourbon throne, that he might erect his own

upon the ruins. Indeed the marquis would have left for his court,

had his health permitted, and he used to deplore the threatening

aspect of affairs, until the mother's fears were aroused.

One day, as he sat in an easy chair, an emaciated yet rather

fine-looking old man, diflerent altogether from the painted and

dyed coxcomb who had passed the night at Lake Como, a strange

visitor was announced. It was a young man, who had been sent

by the minister of foreign aff'airs to take the station vacated by

Ernest. Introducing himself, he delivered his credentials, and

expressed a hope tliat he would be more acceptable than his pre-

decessor.?

" Yes," replied ths marquis ; "and yet, I blush to say it, Er-

nest was not muc'n to blame, after all. Do you know him ?"

" Slightly."

"And to what embassy is he now attached V
" To iione. He resigned after your excellency sent him home,

and is now a professional artist. His rooms are near the Luxem-

bourg Palace, and he has been fortunate in receiving orders. I

was there a few moments before I left Paris."

[to be continued.]
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D^VLECARLTA INHABITANTS OF RATTVIK.

liiiiitrd to tliis information

—a skilful fanner, au ex-

cellent horse-breeder, an
adroit hunter and fisher-

man, in the midst of forests

and lakes, which abound
with {;anie and prey, the

Swede employs himself
during the lonu; winter

niglits in makinj; household

implements, furniture and
cloth. In a word, all that

is necessary, not only for

the wants of life, l)ut for its

comforts, is done at home,
in the interior of the house.

Men, women and children

are employed in spinnin;;',

weaving and building, and
these habits give them a
really remarkable skill.

We trust tliat the good and
noble Swedes will never be

tem|)ted to exchange their

honesty, morality', patri-

archal virtues, and the mild
peacefulness of their exist-

ence for that thirst of wealth
whici only produces greed
and discontent. Natural
wealth is certainly not want-
ing to their soil, which may
be termed a land of iron,

or, as it is called in Swedish,
jtirnharahwd, in such abun-
dance is the metal found,

sometimes on the surfa<'e,

as in the province of Sca-

nia ; sometimes in blocks,

as in the vast quarry of

Vanemora. In a word,
there is an immense chain DALECARLIA INHABITANTS OF LEKSAND.

SWEDEN AND ITS NATIONAL COSTUMES.
Sweden, at the present day, is perhajis the only part

of Europe—we might say of the world—where manners,
nfagcs and customs have not been modified or over-

turned by innovations. The deserts of this country,

with their mines of gold, have become cosmopolitan.

India, China and Japan are changing beneath the con-

quest of those eager merchants, whom nothing terrifies

or daunts. In the islands of Oceania, they talk French,
and in Hayti, they copy tlie Gazette of Fashion to please

the Emperor Soulouque, that curious ty])C, which seems
created expressly to ridicule modern civilization. The
east, with its reforms, is daily losing its aspect of gran-

deur. Germany, Italy, France and Spain, by their con-

tinual revolutions, are changing their appearance, as

well as character; and, if we add the effect constantly

produced by those great levellers, railroads and mechan-
ics, which cut down mountains, fill up valleys, and trans-

port the same ideas, the same manufactures and similar

usages and costumes from one end of the world to the

other, we shall nndcrstand at what jjoint all originality

is effaced, and how far all modern societies are dcpoct-

izcd beneath this |)itiless uniformity. Russia herself is

forced, on account of her great political influence, to

share in this general movement, or, to s|)eak more cor-

rectly, this unbridled movement. To this day, however,
the vast Scandinavian ])eninsnla has remained outside

of this agitation, <'alm as the great forests of firs—calm
as the grave but loyal and noble characters of the

Swedes themselves. But, because these people have not

been subjected to the ardor of speculation, we must not
conclude thence that they are less cultivated and more
retrograde than other nations. The Swedish peasant is,

without dis])Utc, belter informed than the greater part of
the peasants of France ; and there is not a corner of
Sweden, however near the pole, where the poorest in-

habitant does not know how to read, write and keep
accounts. They are com])elled to this, by the law which
refuses marriage to whomsoever would not fulfil the first

duties of the father of a family, who is responsible for

the education of his children. Their aptitudes are not DALECARLIA GRINDSTONE MERCHANTS OF OESA.

embroidery. The women of Locksend, one of the most
considerable parishes of Dalecarlia, have a black 1)0(1-

diee, lined with scarlet, over a chemise white as snow,
the straight and broad sleeves of which, after the fashion
of the chemises of the East, are often, as well as the col-

lar and front, embroidered with red silk. Here, the
mourning color is yellow ; in Scania, it is sky bine.

The yonng girl represented in the engraving is collect-

ing her flock, by blowing a sort of Ranz des Varhes on
her horn, the melody of which is very charming ; for the

Swedes are gifted with excellent mnsical taste. We
now come to the costumes of Orsa. This country is re-

nowned for its grindstone quarries. The leather belt is

the distinguishing mark of the costume of this country.
The next engraving shows us one of those chalets,

which, in Sweden, as in Switzerland, are very far from
the great centres of population ; only here, instead of
being placed on raountainii, they are found in the midst
of forests, on the borders of lakes or torrents. The flocks

are driven thitlier towards ti;e end of May, and they re-

main till the end of September. We must go there, if

we would study pastoral life in Sweden, and admire the

courage of the }oung girls, who, armed only with an
axe, bravely encounter the bears, which sometimes attack

tlie fleecy charges committed to their care. In the

midst of these solitudes, on the liorders of these fine

lakes, the imagination is imbued with that poetic tinge,

which characterizes, in so remarkable a manner, the in-

hal)itants of the Swedish forests. From these chalets

have issued the marvellous traditions, the Sa</as of an-

cient days, and those charming melodies, which faith-

fully renders the grand, virgin and mysterious scenery
which inspires them. In the parish of Elfdalen—the

River Valley—the inhabitants possess a remarkable skill

in carving wood and porphyry. This precious material

is of a beauty nowise inferior to that of the Asiatic por-

phyry. The country of Elfdal is celebrated also for its

magicians, or, to speak more correctly, its illumiudti.

Let ns now leave Dalecarlia, for the inovince of Sma-
land. The parish of Warend, which occupies the cen-

tre, is the most mountainous, and the richest in pietur-

DALECARLI.V SHEPHERDESS OF KErTGERINQ.

of iron which extends from
the Sound to the heart of
Lapland. These mines, as

well as the copper mines at

Fahlun, in Dalecarlia, the

silver mines of Konsberg,
and many others, arc incal-

culably rich. The rivers

themselves are so impreg-
nati d with these feniiginoiis

soils, that they seem red-

dened with blood ; and this

is not one of the least curi-

osities of the country. In
presenting to the readers of
the I'ictorial some fine en-
gravings of the costumes of
the Swedish jieople, we ni»t-

urally commence with that

]irovince which has preserv-
ed, in its greatest ])urity,

its original type. Dalecar-
lia, in fact, occupies the
front rank in the history of
Sweden. Whenever Swed-
ish liberty has been violat-

ed, that ])rovince has furn-

ished its defenders ; the En-
gelbrekts, the Stures, and
the Vasas have there found
their sujiport, and a safe

asylum during the storm.
The inhabitants of the par-

ish of Kattvik are renowned
aliove all others, for their

stren<;th, beauty and puriiy

of blood. They have a cos-

tume remarkable for bril-

liancy of color, and the rich-

ness of its gold and silver LUDERMANIA INHABITANTS OF WINGAKER.

1
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SMALAND YOUxN'G MARRIED CUUPLE OF WAREND.

beavers, wliioli, as well

as skms and venison,

they exehann-c with

the Swedes and Ilus-

sians for si)iritiious

li(Hiors, meal, salt and
toiiarco. The cloth-

iiiK of these half-civil-

ized tril)es is at>undant-

ly coarse, eonsistin}? of

a woollen eap, a coat

commonly of sheep-

skin, with tlie wool in-

ward, and a };rcat eoat,

either of kersey, or of

reindeer skin, with tlio

liair outward. Tlicy

liavc no stockinnjs, l)iit

a kind of pantaloons
of coarse cloth, or

tanned leather, fitted

close to the lef^s ; tlu ir

shoes are made of rein-

deer's skins, the sole

hein;; taken from the

forehead, and tlic up-
per leather fj'oni the

li-ijs, Tlie women
dress nearly in the

same manner, but with

the addition of some
rude ornaments ; and,

ill theeaseof the more
altlnent, of mantles
and aprons of Russia
linen oreotton. Tlicse,

and leather for the

l)00ts of the men, arc

obtained in the jx'tty

traliie of tlie Laplainl-

ers with the Swedes.
AVIien travv.llin;;, and

*'"/'
•

•

,

»"?«*!

LAPLANDERS.

csquc sites. The monuments found, and the

traditions preserved tliere, bear the stamp of

great antii|uity. The costumes of the women
are remarkable for their richness. The silk

scarf, embroidered with pold, the ends lian;j-

ing over the hi)), is covered by a baldric of sil-

ver, which spans the waist. Tliis war girdle

is a prerogative, which tradition assigns to the

days of paguiism. Tlie Danes having invad-

ed the proviuce during the absence of King
Atle, who had set out with all the men to fight

the enemy, a young girl, named Blenda, con-

ceived a bold ]irojeet for decoying them into a

snare. Aided liy all the women, she prepared
a great feast on the borders of a lake, and then
sent messengers to meet the Danes, to con-

gratulate them, and to say, that being aban-
doned by their huslmnds, they offered them-
selves as brides to the invaders. Finding the

whole valley of Bravalla covered with provi-

sions and liquors, the famished soldiers eager-

ly seized upon what was set befin'e tliem ; then,

soon yielding to intoxication and fitiguo, they
fell asleep without suspicion of danger. Then,
BleiKbi gave tlie signal to her comiianions,
and they all slew their enemies without mercy
and east them into the lake. It was in recom-
pense for this high deed, that the women of Wa-
rend were allowed the privilege of inheriting

an equal share with the men, of having mfli-

tary music at their weddings, and of wearing
the war girdle. They still enjoy the same
privileges. The country of Wingaker is situ-

ated at the western extremity of Ludermania.
The inlr.'bitants were formerly celebrated as

pirates ; their dress is of white cloth lined with
scarlet. The peasants of Upland have noth-
ing particular in their dress. The engraving
of a Lapland cneani]jnient transports us into

the midst of a curious and iiioti'en^ive race.

Their cosuimc and habits arc ijeeuliar. What
particularly strikes travellers in these people,
is their oriental type, and the Mogul character
of their faces, languige and habits. The Lap-
landers are mo-it probably a tribe of Tscboude
or Finns, though difference of situation has, in

the course of iiges, produced a fundamental
difference of character. The Finns, an indus-
trious though unpolished race, were encour-
aged to form colonies in Lapland about a cen-
tury ago ; and their number has since increased
rapidly, while that of the Laplanders has been
stationary, perhaps on the decline. Of the
27,000 inhabitants residing in Norwegian
Lapland, there are not, itis thought,
above GOOD Laplanders. They have
swarthy eomplexions, black hair,

and long and pointed chins. They
arc strong, active and hardy; but ^
they .suffer much from disea?^, and
few live beyond fifiy. Dishonesty
is general among them, and dram-
drinking is often carried to a fatal

excess. They were not converted
to Christianity till the seventeenth
century. Those of the Itussian
))rovinee are professedly of the (ireek
Church, while those subject to Swe-
den are Lutherans. But, notwith-
standing the efforts of the mission-
aries, they are still very ignorant
botli of t'be doctrines and duties of
Christianity, and retain many heath-
en superstitions. The reindeer Lap-
landers live either wholly or princi-
pally on the ])roduce of their herds,
building their rude huts during sum-
mer in the moss pastures of the ele-
vated country, and in winter on the
level tracts inhabited by other na-
tions

; but the fishing Laplanders
confine themselves to the banks of
lukes and rivers, and catch fish and

LAPLAND ENCAMPMENT.

UPLAND INHABITANTS GOING TO A FAIR.

oxpo.^ed to the winter blast, it is customary
for the natives to cast a hood over the head,
neek and shoulders, leaving only a small open-
ing, through which they see ana breathe. The
language of the Laplanders is a Finnish dia-

lect ; but it contains so many obsolete and for-

eign words, that they are not inteligible by the

inhabitants of Finland, nor, indeed, can the

tribes in one part understand the language
spoken by those of another. The Laponic
has been mixed more than the other Finnish
tongues with the German and Scandinavian,
and hence its principal roots and derivations

bear much less afhnity with those in the lan-

guages of Upper Asia. As is well known,
anumg the animals of Lapland, the reindeer
is the most valuable. It serves as the piinci-

])al beast of burden ; its milk is highly valued
;

its flesh su])plies the chief nourishment of the

pcojile during a part of the year; its sinews
are made into thread

; its horns into spoons
and other domestic utensils ; and its skin furn-

ishes a great part of their dress. The reindeer
bears a great resemblance to the stag, but is

niueli smaller, being in general only four feet

in height from the foot to the to]) of the back,
and but two feet long in the body. It is rc-

n)arka))Ie e(|ually for the elegance of its shape,
the beauty of its paliiKite<l horns, and the ease
with which it supports itself during a long win-
ter of nine months. In summer it feeds on
grass, and is extremely fond of the herb called

the great water-liorse tail ; but in winter it re-

fuses hay, and obtains its whole nourishment
from the reindeer moss. It thrives best in the
cold, dry regions of Central Lapland, where
numerous herds roam at large the whole year
round, under the care of shepherds assisted by
dogs. Tlie reindeer, indeed, form the chief

wealth of the natives. Tlie poorer classes

have from fifty to two hundred; the mid<llc

classes from three hundred to seven hundred;
and the affluent often above one thousand
head. The females are driven home morning
and evening to be milked, and yield about as

much milk as the goat. Horses, oxen, goats,

and shec]) are common ; and in the forests are

bears, gluttons, \volves, elks, hares, martens,
S(|uirreh and lemming-rats. Birds of passage
arrive in floiks every summer; capercailics,

grouse, partridges and aquatic fowl are very
jilcntiful near the coast, and lammergeyers
and eagles soar nearly to the line of [lerpetual

ice and snow. The rivers are stored with

salmon, lierring and other fish ; and
in July and August insects abound
in .such enormous quantities, that

Wablenberg has supposed that their

dead bodies serve as an e.xccllent

manure for the soil. The climate
of Lapland is noted for extreme cold-

ness ; but, in fact, it is milder than
that of any other region under the

same parallel. The coasts of Nor-
wegian Lapland and Finm.trk arc

free from ice early in May, whereas
the sea of Siberia is never open till

the end of July. The climate of one
])art of the country, also, differs very
iiineh from that of another. In the

maritime districts, the temperature
is pretty uniform ; the winters arc

not severe, but the summers are raw
and foggy; while, in the interior,

the winter is intensely cold, but the

heat of summer is steady and fructi-

fying. The vegetable ])roductioii8

of the maritime and mountainous
district differ as widely as the cli-

mate. In the low country are large

forests of spruce, Scotch fir, and oth-

er resinous trees; potatoes, turnips

and other vegetables are cultivated.
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[^^^itten for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE TRKASURES OF THE DEEP.

A . M A C E T

.

In the ocean's grn-v tU-pths, 'neath the dark rolling wave,

Where the mermaid and sea-nionstcr dwell;

In the deep, ferret caverns, oft cleansed by its lave.

Are treasures more jirized than the mountain ere gave,

Fast sealed 'neath tli(' billowy swell.

Not treasures of earth, surh as fortune oft gives.

Or in its wild freaks takes away

;

For which the charmed miser in penury lives,

For which the lone beggar in misery grieves.

As ho pa.^sc.'' wealth's dazzhng array.

But treasures more valued than aught el.se of earth,

Are garnered and stored 'neath the main

;

The triumphs of fate, the cold harvest of death,

Alike strew the deep, and the wild broken heath.

With treasures man ne'er can regain.

And what are these treasures? Go a-sk the white surge,

As it ^vrithes on its storm-driven bed;

Go ask the fierce tempest, the ocean's wild scourge.

The winds that rehearse the lost mariner's dirge.

The requiem song of the dead.

They tell thee of |)ros])ects once cherished and bright,

Ere the storm-king in wrath hurried on;

They tell thee of hopes they have risen to blight,

Of glad, joyous days, they have changed into night,

And shrieked o'er the trophies they won.

Beneath the d.ark billows their victims now sleep.

And the tempests, unheeded, pass by
;

Ye wide-spreading waters your treasures yet keep.

Till the trumpet shall summon the hosts of the deep,

And eternity dawns from on high!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TAKE CAEE OF THE I^IINUTES.

BY MRS. S. P. DOUGHTY.

" It is a my.stery to me where the days go to," exclaimed IMrs.

Vinton, as witli a sigh slie fold d up an unfinished garment,

wliioh the approaching dusk of ev ning warned her must now I)e

laid aside. " If any one had told .le," continued the good lady,

"that this jacket wotxld not bo fini.hcd to-day, I should not have

believed them. I promised William Henry that he should have

it to wear to the little party this evening, but it cannot be helped.

O, dear ! it seems as if I never gi>t anything done, and yet I

never have a leisure hour."

Here her reflections were intentiptcd by the boisterous entrance

of the above-named William Henry, a stout lad of thirteen years,

who, skipping up the stairs three steps at a time, burst into his

mother's room, exclaiming

:

"Hurra, mother! whcrc's my jacket ? I'm late home from

scliool, but our sums were so difficult, and Mr. Marston was so

cross, that it seemed as if we never should get away. Our whole

class had to stay an hour after the usual time."

" I suppose you were all thinking so much of Frank Morton's

party, that you could not fix your attention upon your lessons,"

replied tlie motlicr. " I am very sorry that your jacket is not fin-

ished, my son. I liave worked upon it linlil it was too dark for

me to see any longer, but there is still much to be done. The
days are so short, and there arc so many things to attend to, that

it is dark before I think of it."

" You begun it a week ago," murmured the disappointed boy.

" I mean to stay at honu^, rather than wear that old green one.

1 told Bill Smith and Sam Jones tliat I was to have a new jacket,

and I'm not going without it."

" As you please," was the answer ; for, displeased with the

want of respect in his manner, Mrs. Vinton was in no mood to

soothe his troubled feelings.

Quietly [jutting away her work, she descended to the kitchen,

to ascertain if tea was in a state of preparation.

Sally, the maid of all work, looked fluslicd and excited. As
her mistress entered, she exclaimed :

" It's of no use trying to make this oven l)ake. The tea biscuit

will be just good for nothing."

" Why so, Sally ? The stove has never troubled us before."

" But shurc the damper is broken, and one of the plates is

cracked clane across. I have spoken to the n.istcr about it till I

am tired. He says he will fix it when he can find time."
" Well, Sally, you know Mr. Vintou is very busy. He seldom

has any leisure."

Sally muttered something about its being " aisy to find five

minutes if anybody liked," which remark lier mistress passed over

in silence, and then recommenced her vigorous efforts to poke a

little heat out of the lire.

The tea biscuit still presented a rather doubtful ajjpcaranee,

when Mr. Vinton's well-known step was heard in the Iiall, and
both mistress and maid knew that there must be no delay, for

punctuality at meals was with him a cnrdiiud virtue. In a few
minutes, therefore, the family were seated at the, table. Tlie chil-

dren, four in number, were bright, plca.sant looking little folks,

but on the whole they had rather a neglected a])pearance
; fur, as

Mrs. Vinton observed, " there were so many ways to turn, that

she nover could tell where the day went to—night always camo
before she had accomplished her allotted tasks."

Tho father was a sensible, easy-tem])ercd man, and sclilom, as

liis wife often said, made any troidde in the bouse. He saw that

some tilings went wrong, but confessed that he did not wonder at

it. There were so many things to bo attended to in a family,

and the days, especially in winter, were really very short. If bis

meals, therefore, were ready in season, he made no comments on

the domestic arrangements. This was certainly the wisest course
;

for, as some little duties which came within his peculiar jjrovince

were often neglected, rebuke of the failings of others would have

come from him with an ill grace.

Occasionally certain unpleasant visions of dilapidated jiants,

buttonless shirts, and striiigless under garments, would present

themselves to his mind, in painful contrast to the perfect order in

which his wardrobe had formerly been kept by a Quaker mother

;

but ho had become accustomed to these things, and besides this,

there was no one to blame. He could not afford to keep a seam-

stress in his family, and Mrs. Vinton, as everybody knew, was a

hard-working woman, and did not willingly leave anything un-

done. It was all owing to the want of time, and this was an

evil which could not be remedied.

The evening meal was less cheerful than usual. The tea biscuit

were dei id dly clammy, and Mr. Vinton's relish for them was not

improved b • being informed that the stove could not be expected

to bake well until it was properly repaired. It was certainly un-

reasonable to expect him to attend to it, for he could hardly find

time for the transaction of more important business. True, it

would take but five minutes to make it all right, but somehow the

day always .slipped by before he know it. It was easier to talk

about five minutes than to find them.

The countenance of William Henry, their clJest hopeful, wore

a most discontented expression, and in reply to inquiries from his

father, he growled out a disrespectful speech about " old jackets,

and mother's never having any time to do anything," which occa-

sioned is dismissal from the table.

A not was presented to father by one of the little girls, con-

taining a particular request froa their teacher that some of their

lessons might be attended to : t home, in order to facilitate their

progress. This note was duly assed to the mother, and had the

effect of deepening the shadow upon hor brow—for how was it

possible, in the multitude of h:r cares, for her to find time to

assist the little ones in their daily tasks.

On the whole, everybody seemed to feel rather uncomfortable,

and the very table itself partook of the general uneasiness, and

after uttering most unusual groans beneath its ordinary weight of

dishes, suddenly came to the ground with a loud crash.

" Bless me !" exclaimed Mr. Vinton, startled out of his usual

composure ;
" those screws have really given way at last. I have

been intending to fix tl)at table for a month past, but the days are

so short, and my time is so fully occupied."

" I wish you could ever find a leisure moment to attend to little

things about the house," remarked his wife, as still more discom-

])0sed she proceeded to gather up the fragments of the broken

dishes. " However, I cannot blame you, for I am continually

experiencing the same difficulty. Everything is disorderly and

neglected, merely from want of time. I cannot think how some

people manage to bring so much to pass. You know Mrs. Ben-

son. I called to see her the other day. Hor family is larger than

ours, but she keeps only one servant, and very seldom employs a

seamstress. Everything in the house is in perfect order, and yet

she absolutely has some time to spare, reads a good deal, and

even practises occasionally on the piano, that she may not lose

her knowledge of music. They have a large and well cultivated

garden, a perfect contrast to ours. Mr. Benson takes the whole

care of it, although his time is as much occupied as your own."

" Impossible I" interrupted her husband ;
" you must be mis-

taken in this last statement. Mr. Benson has no leisure to attend

to gardening."

" His wife told me herself that he took tlic entire charge of it,

and had no assistance excejjting the little which she could give

him," returned Mrs. Vinton. " I do not know bow they contrive

it, but I wish we had their secret."

" Mrs. Benson's children arc always the first in tlieir class at

school," remarked one of the bright-eyed little girls, who was an

attentive listener. " Their mother helps them with their lessons

every evening."

" I guess she has not so noisy a set to deal with as I have,"

replied the mother, " or she would not feel much like teaching in

tlie evening. Eor my part, I am glad to send you all to bed, that

I may have a quiet moment to sit down and compose myself after

the trials and vexations of the day."

Further conversation was prevented by a loud ring of the door-

bell, and Mrs. Vinton was somewhat alarmed by the ominous

sound of a heavy trunk, as it was deposited upon the ste])S.

" Who can that be '." she exclaimed. " Not a visitor, I hope.

1 am sure I cannot find leisure to attend to my own family."

But now a bustle was heard in the hall, and the door being

thrown wide ojicn by the little girl who had answered the ring at

the bell, a pleasant-looking, elderly little woman entered, whose

(juick steps and air of brisk activity gave evidence that the vigor

and fieshness of youth was retained even in advancing age.

In spite of the discomposure of Mrs. Vinton's mind, and her

dread of a " visitor," she could not suppress an exclamation of

pleasure as she gazed upon the intruder, and hastened to meet her

with warm words of welcome.

" l\Iy dear Miss I'olly, I am delighted to see you—and, indeed,

yon are almost the only jjcrson in the world to whom 1 could say

this with truth at the present time; for, as usual, you find us all

at sixes and sevens. You know how it is in a large family.

Some things have to be neglected."

" No apologies arc neccssarj' to an old friend," replied the lady,

witli a benevolent smile. " I am glad thuf you have a welcimie

for me, fur 1 have runu^ to claim your hospitality fur a few

weeks."

"For months, if you desire it," returned BIrs. Vinton, and she

was quite sincere in this expression of feeling ; for Miss Polly,

or, as she should be more jiroperly termed. Miss Mary Smithson,

was one of those good, useful jjersons, whose presence is always

desirable in a family, and who seem to have a sort of magic power

in overcoming difficulties, " setting all things to rights," and pro-

ducing order out of chaos.

From Mrs. Vinton's earliest recollection. Miss Polly had occa-

sionally ap])eared in her childhood's home, and always, it would

seem, at the time wlien cares pressed the heaviest, and her pres-

ence was ever welcomed as a gleam of unshine on a rainy day.

Since her marriage with Mr. Vinton on or two visits had been

received from the good old lady, but severa > ears had now elapsed

since she had seen her, and she had suppo c that the increasing

infirmities of age confined her to one place. But here she stood,

almost unchanged, with the same bright eye, the same kind smile,

and a step as firm as in her younger days.

Unfinished jackets, heavy tea biscuit, children's lessons, falling

tables and broken erockeiy, all vanished from Mr.s. Vinton's

mind, as with busy hospitality she ministered to the comfort of

hor guest.

Then came that pleasant, cozy hour, when all the little ones

were sleeping, and she could sit down and have such a quiet talk

about old times. Even the presence of Mr. Vinton might have

been felt as an intrusion,—there were so many things to talk

about of which he knew nothing,—but luckily his presence was

required at a society meeting, and with an apology for his im-

jioliteness, he had taken his departure soon after Miss Polly's

arrival.

Much was said of by-gone days, and then came the talk of

present times.

" And so yon are very happy in your married life, Lizzie ?"

remarked Miss Polly, addressing Mrs. Vinton by the endearing

name of her childhood. " A good husband and j^romising chil-

dren arc great blessings."

" Very great," was the reply ;
" and these treasures are cer-

tainly mine. And yet I can hardly say that I am happy, for the

want of time to attend to a thousand little duties is so very annoy-

ing, that 1 am often quite miserable on that account. My hus-

band's income is not large, and of course wo keep but one

servant, and I am called so many ways that it seems difficult to

accomplish anything."

Miss Polly mused in silence, and Mrs. Vinton Continued :

" I wish you could help me about this. I remember that you

used to be a famous person to find out the causes of troubles, and

to apply a remedy. Now if you will discover in what I am defi-

cient, and teach me to be as smart as Mrs. Benson, the lesson will

be invaluable."

" I will ti-y my best," said the old lady, and her face lighted up

with pleasure, for as her memory recalled Mrs. Vinton and Mrs.

Benson in their girlish days, she believed that she had akeady

discovered the secret. " But come, Lizzie, why do we sit hero

idling our time 1 Our hands may bo busy while our tongues are

going so fast. Have you not a basket of stockings to mend 1

That is generally my evening work."

" But you are fatigued after your journey, and, besides, Mr.

Vinton will be in soon. It is hardly worth while to produce our

work at this hour."

" Take care of the minutes, Lizzie. A small portion of time

will accomplish much that is useful in a family like yours."

" You are still the same. Miss Polly," answered Mrs. Vinton,

as the work-basket was jsroduoed. " ' Take care of the minutes '

sounds as familiar to my ear, as if it were but yesterday that I

heard you repeat the words to me, as I throw down my task aiul

ran to chase the bright butterflies on the green."

" It is a good motto for old and young, Lizzie. A few minutes

wasted several times in a day, will soon make an hour."

" Very true," was the ready reply ; and now the fingers moved

swiftly, while the tongues were as busy as over. It was astonish-

ing how that pile of stockings diminished, and Mrs. Vinton

warmly congratulated herself that they were not left until Satur-

day night, as was too often the case.

A good night's rest made Miss Polly appear even more natural

than ever, and her delighted hostess declared that she had not

grown one day older during the last ten years ; an opinion which

the good lady seemed resolved to verity—for it w'as really won-

derful to see with what youthful activity she lent a helping hand

to the various household duties, and with whitt remarkable tact

she set other people to work. Even the youngest child was made

useful, and felt herself amply rewarded by the praises of her new

friend, and the nicely fittcil dress which was presented to her doll,

—a treasure long coveted, but which [loor mamma ne\'cr could

find time to attend to.

The days seemed to have grown longer now, however, for

even mannx had found time to complete many long neglected

or unfinished undertakings. In fact, every one had taken a leaf

from Miss Polly's book, and yet they did not seem to have dis-

covered what was written upon that leaf, but ascribed the greater

order and regularity of the household to the assistance which was

rendered by the busy old lady, and not to any imiirovcment in

tlicir own tuanagement.

A few exam|)les will suffice to exemplify Miss Polly's system :

" Ten minutes before breakfast," she exclaimed, as with quick,

pattering steps she entered the apartment; "time enough to ac-

complish a great deal. My dear little Ellen, bring your book awd

read over your task to me, while I put a few stitches in the pretty

frock which I am making for you."

"And what shall I do. Miss Polly ?" asked aiiulher of the little

girls, as Ellen hastened to bring her book.

" Here is a slate and pencil, dear
;
just try that difficult sum
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which troubled you so much last cveninp:. You are briglit and

fresh, after a good night's rest. William llenrv, my good boy,"

she continued, addressing the lad, who stood idly drumming U])on

the table, " there is time to feed your rabbits before breakfast, if

you wisli."

" And that will give me more time for play on the green," was

the quick reply, and the boy hastened away.

"Anything for us to do ?" playfully asked Mr. Vinton, who,

with his wife, bad just entered, and stood an unobserved spectator

qf the scene.

That peculiarly pleasant smile sjjread over Miss Polly's coun-

tenance, l)ut very readily she answered :

" By all means, my good sir. You will find a button upon the

mantel-piccc, which you have long desired to find leisure to place

upon the cellar-door. Five minutes will suffice. As for you,

Lizzie, just take this old stocking and transfonn it into a bolder,

or Sally's use. She tells me that she is niucli in need of one."

Both husband and wife laughingly obeyed ; and a few minutes

a'tcrwards, when all met at the breakfast table, the consciousness

tht each one possessed that even a trifling duty had boon well

piformcd, gave a feeling of social chccrfulnei^s to the whole

paty, and they had seldom enjoyed a more pleasant meal.

'You have certainly discovered the true secret of finding time

for^hc performance of many duties, Miss Polly," remarked Mr.

Viion, " and I am determined to adopt your motto, ' Tajie care

of te minutes,' as the watchword for our establishment. I will

havfthe words framed and glassed, and hung in a conspicuous

positm, where they will frequently be recalled to our minds."

" i good resolution," exclaimed his wife. " I never discovered

until itely how many idle minutes are passed, even by industri-

ous pople, in the course of a day ;—time enough to attend to

manyittle matters."

" A my renovated wardrobe proves," thowjhl Mr. Vinton
;

but, toiis credit he it spoken, the thought was not expressed, for

there a; some cases where praise implies former blame, and had

better li omitted. For some days he had been exulting in the

good oicr of pants, shirts, and nameless other articles, hitherto

negleeW, and had soon discovered that Miss Polly's motto had

wroughthe change.

And iwas really astonishing what a change it did bring about

in the wole establishment. Miss Polly's visit was soon over, but

its good fects remained. The true secret of an orderly house-

hold liad)cen discovered. Those few little words worked like a

charm, w;n duties were in danger of being neglected from want

of time. Vgrccably to Mr. Vinton's resolution, the motto was

I)laced wh-e it could be read and remembered by all, and father

and mothi, children and servants, soon united in the opinion

that there hs notliing like taking care of the minutes.

«—••«--»

[Gathered for Glcason'8 Pictorial.]

DIAMOND DUST.
rRO>TllE WRITINGS OP I'ASQUIEE fiUESNEL.

Charit is an eternal debt, and without limit.

We o\n the hearts of others when we open our own.

The he.-t ought to give charity when the hand cannot.

We pa.sour life in deliberation, and we die upon it.

There i^o greater punishment than tliat of being alian-

doued to one's sf.

What inaers if one has not gold in his purse, if be ]ia.s

it in his heart ?

Truth irriites tho.se only whom it enlightens, but does

not convert.

The way t<cscapc a fall is to fear one's own weakness,

and not go too fast.

Nothing is iccssary which is not eternal, or which docs

not lead to eternity.

Anger cause«is often to condemn in one what we ap-

prove of in another.

It is not suffi<>nt for desires to be good, it is necessary

that they be regulated

We condemn encrally the passions of others by otiicr

passions either like or alike.

Let us rcmemb- our spiritual biiih obliges us to lead a

spiritual life.

Men are more itlincd to a^k curious questions than to

obtain necessary instruct.

A part of the peection of this life is to 1)elieve ourselves

far from perfection.

Zeal is very blin(or badly regulated when it encroaches

upon the rights of others.

Nothing so rare a that of acknowledging sincerely that

we deserve what we sufFei

We commence by)cing in love with our own thoughts,

and follow by seeking to nke others worship them.

It is easier to dpense with riches when they are not

needed, than not to attachDurselves to them when we possess

them.

We are generally lely, ardent, curious to know the life

of a neighbor ; but slow, i<k and blind to know, to correct and to

condemn our own life.

It is necessary for mn not to love what he ought not to

love, to love what he oughto love, to love no more than he ought

to love, and to love as muclas he is obliged to love.

».» >

The Gospel.—How swc and delicate is the gospel! Not
only the fathers of the OhPestament, but the angels desired to
look into the glorious mystdes of it ; and yet we are cloyed !

This supernatural food is tooight : the bread com of our human
reason and profound discoun would better content lis.

—

Bisltop
Haa.

'

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TWO KINDS OF COURAGE.

BY SYLVANU8 COBB, JR.

Not many years since the good ship Ponto sailed from Boston,

bound to Sumatra. She was commanded by Capt. Isaac Jacobs,

a good seaman, and a naturally good-hearted man, but in his long

career beneath the trident of Neptune he had imbilied many of

those false ideas prevalent among seamen, and he had come to

look upon the sailor's life as one which necessarily did away with

those finer and warmer traits of character that mark the humane

and generous landsman. In this wise Isaac Jacobs sometimes

lost sight of tnie merit whore it actually existed.

Among the crew of the Ponto, on her ])resent voyage, was a

young man named Caleb Baker. lie had shipped only three days

before the ship sailed. He was a slender framed man, with a fair,

prepossessing countenance, light blue eyes, and light brown hair.

Though light in his build, he was yet well stocked with muscle,

and his motions were quick and energetic. His appearance was

calculated to predispose beholders in his favor.

One day, shortly after the sliij) ba<I left port, as Baker was busy

about some matters of bis own in one of the gangways, one of

the men, a rough, uncouth fellow, by the name of Bunkton, came

along and gave the clothes-bag of Baker a kick out of his way,

thereby scattering a number of things about the deck.

" I wish you'd be careful," said Baker, as he moved to gather

up his things.

" Then keep your things out o' my way," gruffly returned

Bunkton.
" They were not in your way."

" Do you mean to tell me I lie V
" i said my things were not in your way."
" And I say they were. Now don't you dispute me again."

" Very well,—have it your own way," calmly returned Baker,

as he drew his bag closer in towards the bulwarks.

" And don't you be impudent, neither," provokingly added

Bunkton.
" jA3ok ye, Bunkton, if you've any business of j-our own

you'd better mind it."

" Eh, lubber ? I'll show ye my business. Take that
!"

As BunTiton spoke, he struck the young man upon the face.

The crew had most of them gathered about the place, and anange-

mcnts were quickly made for a fight.

"Just come forward,—come fonvard, and I'll show ye my
business," cried Bunkton, bristling about with his fists doubled uj).

" A fight ! a fight !" cried half a dozen of the men. " Don't

stand that. Baker."

The young man's eyes had flashed as he received the blow, and

there was a quick quivering of the muscles in his hands, but he

made no motion to strike.

" Aint you goin' to take it up '!" asked Bunkton.

" No. I want nothing to do with you," returned Caleb.

" Then you are a coward !" uttered Bunkton, with a contemp-

tuous tone and look.

Young Baker calmly replied to the taunt, and Bunkton became

still more savage. Those who know anything about ocean life,

will understand the sentiments of the rough crew upon such

matters as the present. They could comprehend but one kind of

couiage, and the moment that Baker refused to fight they set him
down as an arrant coward. At first they had been prepossessed

in his favor, for Bunkton was a quarrelsome fellow, and they

hoped Caleb would flog biin ; but when they saw him quietly turn

away and resume his work, they began to taunt him, loo.

" What's all this V asked Captain Jacobs, who was attracted

to the spot.

The matter was explained to him.

" Didn't resent it !" uttered the captain, looking with mingled

surprise and contempt u\mn Caleb. " Why did n't you knock

him down, Baker '."

" Because I don't want to fight with any man, sir."

" And will you allow yourself to be struck, and not resent it ?"

" I will defend my.self in case of danger, but I will not so

aba.^e myself as to engage in a brutal light when it can be posi-i-

bly avoided. I have as )'et done wrong to no man ; but were I

to figlit one of my shipmates, I should wrong him and invself

both."
" Then yon will have yourself looked upon as one wlio may be

struck with impunity."

A (juick flush passed over the young man's face as the captain

thus spoke, but he was soon calm.

" I mean, sir," be retunied, "to give no one occasion to strike

me
;
yet Bunkton struck me, but you can see that he alrcadv

suffers more than I do."

Bunkton gave Caleb the lie, and again tried to urge him into a

fight, but the captain interfered, and quiet was restored.

From that time Caleb Baker was looki-d u])on by the crew as a

coward. At first they taunted him, but his uniform kindness soon

put a stop to these outward manifestations, and the feelings of the

crew were expressed by their looks. Bunkton took every occa-

sion he could find to annoy the young man, for he had taken his

oath that he would " have a fight out of the coward yet." The
rest of the crew might have let the matter pass, had not Bunk-

ton's continued behaviour kept alive the idea of Baker's cowardice.

None save himself knew the great struggles that went on in the

young man's bosom ; but he had resolved that he would not fight,

except in actual and necessary self-defence, and he adhered to his

principle. He performed his duties faithfully, and Captain Jacobs

was forced to admit that, though Baker was a coward, he wiu; yet

a good sailor.

Thus matters passed until the ship had doubled the Cape of

Good Hope, and entered the Indian Ocean. It was towards the

close of a day that hid been sultry and oppressive, that a fitful

breeze sprang up from the southward. It came in cpiick, cool

gusts, and the broad canvass only flapped before it.

" We arc likely to have a blow soon," remarked the mate.

" Not much, I think," returned the captain, as he took a »ur\'cy

of the horizon. " This spitting will soon dife away, and I think

the wind will then come out from the west'rd. However, it may
be well enough to shorten sail. You may take in t'gallants'ls and

close reef the tops'ls."

This order was quickly obeyed, and, as the captain had pre-

dicted, the spitting gusts died away, but there was no wind came

out from the west'rd. It grew dark, but no wind had come.

About ten o'clock those who were on deck were startled by a sud-

den darkening of the stars, and they saw a great black cloud

rolling up from the southward. It soon hung over the ship like

a black pall, and the men began to be frightened. The captain

was called, but before he came on deck there came a crash as

though the very heavens had been rent in sunder. The old ship

trembled in every joint, and a huge ball of fire rolled down the

mainmast. Another, and another crashing of the lightning came,

and at length the electric light began to play about the ship in

wild, fantastic streams.

"The foremast is stnick !" shouted one of the men. "See
where its head is shivered !"

All eyes were tunied to the spot, and by the next wild flash the

men could see that a dangerous havoc had been made with the

mainmast. The cap was shivered, the starboard cheek was nearly

stripped olf, and the trestletrees were quivering. Of course the

heavy topmast was only held in its place by the dubious trestle-

trees, and the main-top threatened every instant to come thunder-

ing upon the deck, with the long topmast and topgallantmast in

its company. Such a catastrophe would surely prove fatal to the

ship, and all knew it.

But while all hands were gazing at this, another danger arose.

The low, rumbling sound that had been growing in the south-

ward had escaped the notice of the crew, and ere they knew it,

the rushing, bowling wind was upon them. The ship leaped like

a frightened stag before the gale. The mate cut the maintopsaii

sheets, and the sail was snapped into ribbons. The foretopsail

was dewed up, and the ship was got before the wind.

The lightning cloud was swept away, and it was dark as Erebus.

The wind howled fearfully, but there was one sound more fearful

than that. It was the creaking of the shattered trestletrees, as

the fid of the topmast bore down upon thera.

" O God !" ejaculated Captain Jacobs, " if the trestletrees give

way we are lost ! Hark ! Hear them labor !"

Away UJ) aloft, in the inipenetraldc darkness, stood the giant

topmast, and all felt it could not stand there long. The men
crowded aft, and with painfully beating hearts they heard the

mast labor.

" If we could bring the ship broadside to," said the mate, " the

weather rigging might be cut, and the mast would go overboard."

" True—true," returned the captain, " but who shall go aloft

and do the job ? There would be no foothold in the top, for that

will go with a crash. The trestletrees arc already shattered."

" If you will port the helm, I will make the trial," cried a clear,

strong voice, which was at once recognized as Caleb Baker's.

" It will be sure deatli," said Jacobs.

" Then let it be so," returned Caleb. " If I succeed, the rest

of you may be saved ; but now we are all in danger. Port the

helm, and I will go."

Caleb took the axe from the mizzenmast, and soon his form

was lost in the darkness, as he moved towards the starbou--' rig-

ging. The helm was put a-port, and the ship gradually gave her

starboard side to the gale. Soon the blow of an axe was heard

—

The ship heaved heavily over—then

There was a fearful straining and

the cra.sh. The heavy topmast had
Fragments of the trestle and cross-

trees came rattling upon the deck, but all eyes were strained pain-

fully towards the masthead. The dim outlines of the heroic

man could be seen safely hanging by the mizzcn topmast stay !

The ship was once more got before the wind, and ere long

Baker came safely to the deck. He staggered aft to the binnacle,

and there he sank, fainting and bruised, upon the deck ; but he

was (juickly conveyed to the oaI)in, and his wants were all met.

Caleb's bruises were none of them bad, and in a few days he

was again at his duty. The men eyed him anxiously, and they

seemed unea.sy as they met his smiles. The captain, too, changed

color when he met the kind, noble look of the young man, but

he soon overcame the false pride that actuated him, and 8tepi)ing

to the noble fellow's side, he took him by the hand.

" Caleb," said he, " if I have done wrong, I freely a.sk you to

forgive me. I have called you a coward, but I did not know jou."

" Think no more of it," said Caleb, with a beaming eye. " I

once promised to one whom I loved better than life—my mother

—

that 1 would never do a deed of which I might afterwards be

ashamed."

Buikton pressed forward. " Caleb," he said, seizing the hand

of the young man in his hard fist, " you must forgive me for

what's passed. We'll be friends after this."

" Bless you, Bunkton, and friends we will be," returned Caleb.

"Yes," added Bunkton, "an' if you wont fight for yourself,

I'll fight for you, if you ever stand in need of it."

" I tell you, my men," said the captain, " there's certainly lico

Icinrh of coitroije; and, after all, I don't know but that Caleb

Baker's kind is the best. It takes a stronger and bigger heart to

hold it, at all events."

then another—and another,

another blow was heard,

cracking—and then came

gone clear over the side

!
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MOUST AUBURN.
Herewith we prj^ent

an accurate view ot' tlic

entrance of this " citv of

silence." Tho style of ar-

chitecture is Esyptian,

and is very hcautiful in

effect. It is constnicted

of granite, and most suh-

Btantially liuilt, to defy

the ravages of time, and

be.irs this inscription ;

—

" r/c'ii shaU the (IilsI return

to the earth an it wits, aiul

the spirit shall return uii>o

God who (/lire it.' Tlie

porter's lodge and the

o'ficc of the superintend-

ent flank the lofty portal

on either side, as seen in

the picture. Ever since

the completion of Mount
Auburn, it has been a

favorite resort of the

thoughtful, and as a place

wiicre to lay the mortal

remains of dear and loved

ones. It w.is consecra-

ted as a place of burial

September 24th, 18.31,

since which it has been

vastly beautified and im-

proved for its legitimate

purpose. It possesses pe-

culiar advantages for a

cemetery, and is diversi-

fied in its surface and
beautified by a most ex-

traordinary variety of foli-

age, wild iiowcrs, and

rare exotics. It has been

the pattern followed by
'nearly every city in tho

United States, and has

tho honor of being the

first of the character ever

completed in the country.

We give likewise in the

present scries a view of

the Gothic Chapel, erect-

ed within the grounds, on
Central Avenue. It is a very picturesque building, composed of

granite, 6t> feet by 40 in dimensions, being surrounded by octago-

nal buttrc-ses and pinnacles. Here those persons who so desire

it may perform the last religious services over the dead, and the

chapel also forms an appropriate place for the reception of such

statues, busts, and tho like, as would be soiled by exposure to the

weather. In this series is also cxhiliitcd a view of Forest Pond,

and the tomI)S and monuments on its banks. It is on the shore

of this simple little lake that the last resting place of Joseph Story

(Judge) rises its simple ])yranii(bil form. Probably this is one of

the inost beautiful localities in the entire grounds. On tho oppo-

site page may also lie found the well-known Bowditch Statue, of

bronzc"wbich fices the main entrance to the grounds, and com-

memorates tlie name and excellent life of one of New England's

most remarkable and Chris'.ian men. In refi rence to the subject

and the thoughts wbicb it suggests, wo introduce an extrict here,

as being most appropriLUe, from a discourse or lecture deUvered

EXTRAXCE TO THE CEMETERY AT MOUNT AUBURN.

some years since by Dr. Bigelow of this city :
" The manner in

whicb'we dispose of tho remains of our dsceased friends, is a sub-

ject which has begun, of late, to occupy a large share of the public

attention. It involves, not only considerations which belong to

the public convenience, but includes also tho gratification of indi-

vidual taste and the consolation of private sorrow. Although, in

a strictly philosophical view, this subject possesses but little im-

portance, except in relation to the convenience of survivors, yet

so closelv are our sympathies enlisted with it, and so inseparably

do we connect the feelings of the living with tho condition of the

dead, that it is in vain tliat we attempt to divest ourselves of its

influence. It is incumbent upon us, therefore, to analyze, as far

as we may be able, the principles which belong to a coiTcct view

of the subject,—since it is only by understanding these, that we

may expect both reason and feeling to be satisfied. The pro-

gress of all organized beings is towards decay. Tho complicated

textures which the living body elaborates within itself, begin to

fall asunder almost as

soon as life has ceased.

The materials of which
animals and vegetables

are composed, have natu-

ral laws and irresistible

affinities, which are sus-

pended during the period

of life, but which must
be obeyed the moment
that life is extinct. These
continue to operate until

the fabric is reduced to a
condition in nowise dif-

ferent from that of the

soil on which it has once

trodden. In certain cases

art may modify, and acci-

dent may retard the ap-

proaches of disorganiza'

tion, but the exee])tioni

thus produced arc too for

and imperfect to inval^

date the certainty of tte

general law. if we tae

a comprehensive surt^y

of the progress and ru-

tations of animal nd

vegetable life, wo S'lH

perceive that this ntcs-

sity of individual des^ue-

tion is the basis of?cii-

cral safety. The eleients

which have once ipved

and circulated in /ving

frames, do not hponie

extinct nor nselesi after

death ;—they offcihcm-

selves as the m|erials

from which otbc(living

frames are to I con-

slructcd. What is once

possessed life i most

assimilated to tb living

character, ami met ready

U) partake of lif again.

The plant whidsprings

from the earth,ffter at-

taining its grtfth and

perpetuating it( species,

falls to the grftnd, un-

dergoes decomposition, and contributes its remains to tl nourish-

ment of plants around it. The myriads of animals wich raiiizc

tho woods or inhabit the air, at length die upon the su>»ce of the

earth, and if not devoured by other animals, prepare sr vegeta-

tion tho place which receives their remains. Were itPt for this

law of nature, the soil would be soon exhausted, the|arth's sur-

face would become a barren waste, and the whole ri^ of organ-

ized beings, for want of sustenance, would become csnct. Man
alone, the master of the creation, does not willingljftoop to be-

<ome a participator in the routine of nature. In eve^ age he has

manifested a disposition to exempt himself, and to peue his fel-

low, from tho common fate of living lieings. Ahongh he is

prodigal of the lives of other classes, and somotin* sacrifices a

liundred inferior bodies to procure for himself a siiflo repast, y^t

he regards with scrupulous anxiety the destinatioitif li's own re-

mains ; and much labor and treasure are devoted /' him to ward

off for a season the inevitable courses of nature, ^'^nder the ap-
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prehension of postluimous denrn-

datioii, human bodies have heen

eml)alined,— theii- concentrated

dust luis been enclosed in gold-

en urns,—monumental fortresses

have been piled over their dccay-

injr bones ;—with what success

and with what use, it remains to

he considered."— A few efforts

have been taken to protect the

luiman frame from decay, wliich

were found to have been, in some
cases, pariiallv snccessful, in Cill-

ers not so. J\ini; Edward I. of

England died in 1307. His body

was embalmed, and bnried in

Westminster Aiibey. About 467

years afterwards, a number of an-

tiquarians olitained leave to open

the sarcopha^'us, when the body

was found in a high state of pres-

ervation. Another instance of

nearly the same result is recol-

lected in the liody of King Charles

1. This was found by accident

at Windsor, in 1813, in the wall

of the vault of Henry Vlll. The
eofliu bore the inscription " King
Charles, 1648." Sir Henry Hal-

ford examined the body in the

presence of the royal family, and
lias given to the world an inter-

esting a< count of the examina-

tion. These arc declared to be

two of the most successful in-

stances of ])Ostluimous jirescrva-

tion. In other embalmed bodies

there have been very different re-

sults. The collin of Henry VII I.

Wiis in-ipectcd at the same time

with that of Charles, and fonnd
to contain nothing hut the mere
skeleton of the king. During the

present century the sarcophagus
of Kiiic John has also been ex-

amined : it contained little else

than a disorgaiiized mass of earth.

The rapidi.y with which decom-
position takes ))!aco in organic
liodies, depends upon the particu-

lar circumstances under which tl;cy arc placed. A certain tem-
))erature and a certain degree of moisture are indispensable agents

in the common pntrefaction ; and could these be avoided in the

letbitahle parts of our g'olic, human bodies might la^t indctiiiitcly.

IVhfre a grcKt degree of cold exists, it tends ])Owerfnlly to check
th(^ process of destructive fermentation

; and when it extends so

far as to produce congelation, its protecting power is complete,
liodies of men have been fouijd in a state of perfect preservation
amongst the snows of the Andes and Alps; and an elephant of
nn extinct species was found in 181)6, imbedded in an ice-rock of
tlie polar sea, having been first seen in this position in 1799. It

rc(|uii((l five summers to inelt the ice so that the entire body
could be liberated. These facts are sufficient to show that a low
degree of temperature is an effectual preventive of animal de-

composition. On the other hand, a certain degree of heat, com-
bined with a dry ataiospliere, although a less perfect protection,

is sufKcient to chock the destructive process. Warmth, combined

BOWDITCII MOXUMENT, AT MOUNT AUBURN CEMETEilY.

with moisture, tends greatly to promote deeompn-sition
;
yet if the

degree of heat, or the cirenmstances under which it acts, are such

as to produce a jicrftct dissipation of moisture, the further jiro-

grcss of decay is arrested. In the arid caverns of Egypt, the

dried flesh of mummies, although greatly changed from its origi-

nal appearance, has made no progress towards nllimatc decompo-
sition, during two or three thousand years. "In the crypt under

the cathedral of Mi'an, travellers are sho'vii the ghastly relics of

Carlo Borromco, as they have lain for two centuries, enclosed in

a crvstal sarcoplingus, and bedecked with costly finery of silk and
gold. The jireservation of this body is equal to thai of an Egyp-
tian mummy; yet a more loathsome piec! of mockery than it ex-

hibits can hardly be imagined. It will bo perceived that the in-

stances which have been detailed, are cases of extraordinary ex-

cm;)tion, resulting from uncommon c:irc, or from the most favor-

able combination of eircunistanccs,—such as can befall l>nt an ex-

ceedingly small portion of the liuman race. The common fate

of animal bodies is to undergo
the entire destniction of their fab-

ric, and the obliteration of their

living features in a few years, and
sometimes even weeks, after their

dLMth. No sooner does life cease,

than the elements wliich constitu-

ted the vital body become subject

to the common laws of inert mat-
ter. The original affinities, which
had been modified or suspended
during life, are brought into ope-

ration ; the elementary atoms re-

act upon each other; the organ-

ized structure passes into decay,

and is converted into its original

dust. Such is the natural, and
we may add, the jiropcr destina-

tion of the material part of all.

The reflections which naturally

suggest themselves, in contem [da-

ting the wrecks of humanity
which liave occasionally been
brought to light, are such as to

lead us to ask,—Of what possible

use is a resistance to the laws
of nature, which, when most suc-

cessfully executed, can at best

only ineserve a defaced and de-

graded image of what was once
])erfect and beautiful "! Could wo
iiy any means arrest the iiiogress

of decay, so as to gather round
US the dead of a hundred genera-

tions in a visible and tangible

sliajic ; could we fill our houses

and oar streets with nmmmics

—

what possible acquisition could

be more useless—what custom
could be more revolting ? Eor
precisely the same reason, the

subterranean vaults and the walls

of brick, which we construct to

divide the clay of humanity from
that of the rest of creation, and
to preserve it .separate for a lime,

as it were, for future inspection,

arc neither useful, gratifying, nor
nltiinately effectual. Could the

individuals themselves, who arc

to be the subjects of this care, have the ])ower to regulate the offi-

cious zeal of their survivors, one of the last things they could rea-

sonably desire would be, that the light should ever shine on their

changed and crumbling relics. On the other hand, when nature

is permitted to take her course—when the dead are committed to

the earth under the open sny, to become early and peacefully

blended with their original dust, no unpleasant association re-

mains. It would seem as if the forbidding and repulsive condi-

tions which attend on decay, were merged and lost in the sur-

rounding harmonics of the" creation.—We regard the relics of our
deceased friends and kindred for what they have been, and not

for what they are. We cannot keep in our presence the degraded
image of the original frame ; and if some memorial is necessaiy

to soothe the unsatisfied want which wc feel when bcrea\ed of
their presence, it must bo found in contciii])lating the pia"e in

which we know their dust is hidden, and in adorning it with floral

beauties."

VIEW OK KdRtST POND, AT MOUNT AUUUBN.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

NATURE'S HARMONY.

BY MARY A. CLARK.

Fleecy cloud, in azure sky,

Floating slowly, gently by,

Pause, and tell us of the love,

Coming ever from above.

Sparkling star, thou canst unfold

Beauteous tales, before yntold,

Of that radiant, happy laud,

Home of every seraph baud.

Uird, of sweet and plaintive lays.

Thou canst warble forth His praise,

Who hath plumed thy winj^ for flight,

Far from reach of mortal sight.

Streamlet, murmuring through the vale,

Moved by ever> passing gale,

AU thy changing ripples tell,

*' God e'er doeth alt thiugs well."

Lofty tree, on mountain's side,

Standing in thy strength and pride,

P<iint us to that home on high,

Where no beauty blooms to die I

Flower, whose leaves in fragrance 'twine,

Pure thy mission, and divine,

Sent to iuKige forth the heart,

Which can grateful i)r:i)se impart.

Pewdrop, on the verdant ground,

One of thousands, sparkling round,

" Kven thus," thy low tones say,

Blessings come to cheer our way."

Gentle zephyr, linger here,

Breathe into my listening ear

That sweet message to theo given,

" Child of earth, thy home is heaven!"

[Written for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

A YOUNG MAWS TEMPTATIONS.

BY REV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

"Allow mc, gentlemen, to present to you our amiable and

unsophisticated _voung friend, fresh from the verdant shades of

rustie innoeonee, and Iiimself as guileless as the scenes whicli

gave his y«*thfiil tlioughts tlieir jiast employment, and suggested

to his tender imagination its earliest flights. Gentlemen, Arthur

Bruce—not less courageous in the championship of right in moral

tournaments than tlie knightly and illustrious wearer of the name
he bears ; not less exalted in his view of the tyranny of evil cus-

tom than the doughty resistant of English o])pression, whose

patronym lie also inherits. Suffer me to hope that your rude

conduct will not jar against the rules of life and the code of con-

duct which, in the solitude of the grand old woods, he has enacted

as his guides—rules which, I need not assure you, Iiave received

the undisguised and unlicsitating approval of his maternal rela-

tives of two generations. Thej' send liim to us witli a nature

uncontaminated, and with a delicate appreciation of those traits

of character which fonn, too often, the mere ideal of human excel-

lence. To descend from the brilliant language which the tongue

readily employs to paint a youtli so rare, I may conclude my
eulogy in the plain and unadorned phrase of the vernacular, by

summing all in tlie sentence consecrated hy the common use of

our first, fast young men. I introduce him, therefore, as one

whose mother knows he is out—and liojie, therefore, you will not

shock his sensibilities, or disappoint her high expectations."

The uttcrcr of this strange rhodomontade was one of those

good-natured but vexatious persons, who presume upon a hand-

some face, easy manners, fluent speech, and a ready ability at

burlesque, to take all manner of liberties with their friends and
acquaintances. The subject of the oration was a lad, scarce a

j'oung man, who.so ingenuous face mantled with blushes at this

strangest of strange introductions. He was angry, and conscious

of the inefticicncy of his anger against such odds as the speaker,

the hearers, and the place j)resentcd. He met the looks of those

around him with an awkward attempt at an indifferent smile,

which awoke their risibilities into a loud shout of laughter, in

which Arthur was fain to join for the best of possible reasons—he
could think of nothing else to do, and could have done nothing
else if anything had occurred to him in his confusion. So he

slipped into the scat which was courteously indicated to him, and
mentally contrasted himself with his oi)])Osites in dress, manners,
air and general ap])earance, who suiTounded him. The compari-
son—though little flattering to himself, as far as the outer aspects

were considered—was no little complimentary to them, in the

more important requisites. He thought them a set of trifling

fops, and was not so far out in his judgment.

"Waiter!" shouted the mouth-piece of the party, "Waiter!
thou ebony substitute for Ganymede, produce the Hippocrene

!

Mine will be brandy with a bit of ice!" he continued, as the ser-

vant waited for more intelligible directions. The others indicated

their preferences—Arthur Bruce was silent and astonished. It

was his first week in the city, and the young man, who, in the

intercourse of business, had seemed the model of propriety, had
invited him, as be termed it, " to see the lions." And certainly

thought Arthur, lie has introduced me into a menagerie.

Arthur felt and knew tliis was all wrong. The young men
around him were most of them persons whom he rccogni/.cd as in

the like employment with himself As he felt and was sure that

his f.iends could not approve such a mode of spending his even-

ing ; as he knew that his mother would regard him as upon the

high road to destruction, if she could be aware of his associations,

so, he reasoned, must the friends of every one of the party present

feel towards them. He was awakened from his reverie by the

voice of his entertainer.

" What, Bruce—no glass ? I thought you would speak for

yourself, or I would have spoken for you."

" I do speak for myself, and decline everything of the sort."

" What ! have you no choice V
" None whatever, except to avoid all. I have never in my life

drank a glass of wine ; and as to those stronger liquors, I never

have so much as tasted them."

"Perhaps Mr. Bruce would like ale," suggested a young man,

pale with the half nausea of a cigar and the ghastly light of the

gas.

"Not at all," said Arthur. " It is exceedingly disagreeable to

me, and I have not the slightest desire to overcome my re])ugnance."

"But," said our eloiiuent friend, "j-ou owe something to soci-

ety. We cannot have our good fellowship marred by your

anchorite propensities. And you owe something, immaculate as

you yourself are, to poor Imman nature. Wc cannot agree to

have our sins exhibited in such bold relief by your perfection,

estimable young man."
" I may not escape being the object of your ridicule," said

Bruce, mildly. "I will patiently sit for an evening amid the

odious fumes of your cigars, and the vile subterranean smells

which surround us. I will breathe disagreeables for fashion's

sake, but 1 will not swallow draughts which will intoxicate, with-

out gratifying me. On that point I am decided."

" Quite a sage," retorted the other. " But this is a supper on

your behalf, and we must endure your eccentricities, since you

refuse to reciprocate our well-intended politeness."

" Politeness never exacts the sacrifice of a principle. I am
well enough without these things, and since I discover their dan-

ger to others, do not choose to expose myself."

" Take a cigar, at least. Learn to smoke, and the smoke of

others will cease to be disagreeable."

" For the present I can endure, and for the future avoid it,"

said Arthur.

Words followed words, each becoming more angry, until Arthur

Bruce would suffer no more, but taking abnipt leave of the young

revellers, walked forth into the street. He emerged from the

" saloon," as these underground gilded kitchens are called, and

was astonished at the brightness and beauty of the night ; and a

gaze at the unclouded sky made him forget his mortification.

The fresh air fanned his temples, he had a sense of relief and

comfort—of freedom and of self-respect. As to the good ojjinion

of his entertainer, which he supposed he had forfeited, he gave

that not a second thought ; for, be justly reasoned, that what must

be purchased at the expense of principle, was not worth regretting.

After a leisurely and pleasant stroll among objects so new to him

as the evening aspects of the city presented, he went to his lodg-

ings ; and when several hours afterwards his fellow-clerk and

room-mate found his way to the apartment with uncertain steps,

Arthur Bruce was lost in the sound and healthy sleep of youth

and peace. The young man held the light over the sleeper's pil-

low, and admired, for a moment, the serenity of his rest. " After

all," he said to himself, " the boy was right—and I hope he may
have resolution to persevere as he has begun."

But this confession did not prevent the young man from per-

sisting in the course which the conclave during the night before

had resolved upon. When Arthur civilly bade him good morn-

ing, he answered, " You will not need to waste words upon any

of the party whom you last night insulted. Master Bruce. We
have concluded to have no intercourse with so virtuous a young

man, except such questions and replies as are absolutely necessary

in the way of business. It is a pity that such Roman virtue and

Spartan frugality should be exposed to any danger of contamina-

tion."

Arthur felt the blood fly to his face, and an angry answer was

at his tongue's end. But he contented himself with a bow of

mo<'k humility and resignation, and proceeded down stairs to

breakfast. At the table, Jones—for such was his name—managed

to make our young friend uncomfortable by marked disrespect, of

which Arthur took no other notice than to hasten away to his

business as soon as possible. Upon his return to dinner, at noon,

ho found that his persecutor had made so good use of his time,

that all the young men in the house, and there were several, were

parties to a similar cour.sc of social persecution. Still, Arthur

betrayed no consciousness of the instilts directed against him, and,

as at breakfast, hurried away at the earliest possible moment.

The young men—with that common propensity to persecute,

which grows with the discovery that the object is too " mean-

spirited" to resist—were prepared at tea-time to give him a grand

reception. But at tea-time, no Arthur Bruce presented himself.

In(|uiry was made by Jones, in a sarcastic tone, for the " model

youth."

" If you mean young Bruce," said the principal of the estab-

lishment, " he has this evening taken away his baggage, and

changed his residence."

" O !" shouted Jones, and all joined in the chorus of laughter.

" It may be very amusing to you," said the landlady, " that

you have driven a quiet and res])ectable young man out of my
bouse ; but you will suffer me to say, that I regard such conduct

as in the highest degree ungentlcmanly and unkind."
" If Mrs. Smith prefers him to all of us," said Jones, "suppose

wc follow his example and vacate the premises. Tlien the moral
grandeur of his character would have space for its expansion
here— as no doubt be would return upon solicitation. What do
you say, gcnllcnu'U ? It W'ould be quite a clever general jail

delivery."

" And a very convenient one for the jailor, too," retorted the

landlady, " since it would bring about the settlement of an-ears,

for which she has long asked some of you to no purpose."
" Ujjon my word," began Jones, reddening.

" Sparc your words, sir," said the inexorable Mrs. Smith, " and

complete your threat as soon as possible. Rent day falls next

week, and your accounts are ready."

"It is quite a pity," persisted Jones, " that the troublesome

now comer should break up a pleasant circle."

"It is not he, but yourselves. You made the house disagreeable,

and he used the happy privilege, which I am sorry I do not pos-

sess also, of going out of it."

There was no answer to this. How the parties compromised,

and the widow's rent was paid, is not our business. Arthur

Bruce survived the " cut direct " with wonderful composure, as

he turned the designed annoyance upon his persecutors, and would

see none of them, till they called his attention by some question

or remark to which he civilly replied in all cases. One lad, with

nerve to do it, had completely discomfited a confederation of social

" strikers." The victory was complete, as they acknowledged,

by deputing the pale-faced young man as an ambassador to Arthur

Bruce.

"The fellows," said the bleached young man, "did not treat

you right, and I told them so. They say they will overlook all,

if 3-ou will make some acknowledgement."
" What fellows 1—and what acknowledgement ? Certain young

men made overtures of an acquaintance which I did not seek,

and commenced it in such away, that I discovered the connection

would be neither profitable nor pleasant. Tell them / can do

very well without them
; and that if they desire anything of 7ne,

that is their matter."

" O, but come," replied the other, whose forte he fancied was

peace making, "you know it is not pleasant to be on such terras

with your friends."

" Ml/ friends !—what friends ? I am on terms of difference with

nobody. I found here a city of strangers, and shall make acquaint-

ances at my leisure. As to the ' fellows,' as you call them, I

know very little, and have no desire, from my short acquaintance

with them, to know more. Let them seek their amusement, and I

will find mine."

And thu.? was all persuasion lost upon Arthur. He had the

good sense to discern his true course, and the perseverance to fol-

low it ; and the effort of the young men to punish hira was singu-

larly thwarted ; for it resulted in enabling him to escape, in the

easiest way, associations which he saw were unsuitable. He was

relieved from a great deal of trouble, and was not at all disposed

to throw away his advantage.

Tlic pale-faced messenger deeply envied him. He had the dis-

cernment to perceive that Arthur was in the right, and ho longed

for courage to imitate him. Arthur was deeply interested in the

lad, and felt sad at his evident despondenc}'.

" Why do you smoke tobacco ?" he asked. " I'm sure you

don't half like it, and it is preying on you like a slow poison."

" Why—I don't know—all the fellows
—

"

'• Nonsense ! Let others do as they prefer, and you be yourself!

Why should you follow a foolish custom, because your neighbors

doit?"
" But it is such a soothing thing, and relieves one of trouble-

some thoughts."

" Soothing !" laughed Arthur. " Come now, that is all affecta-

tion. What need have you and I of xoothiitij? And whj' should

boys like us, have troublesome thoughts ?"

" Indeed, Arthur, you don't know the half that young men in

cities have to go through."

"Have? That implies compulsion. Were you compelled to

sit out that supper the other night—to go home at midnight half

sick, and wake up quite sick in the morning, like an old de-

bauchee ? Are you compelled to throw away the money in cham-

pagne, oysters and theatre tickets, which belongs to your land-

lady ? Are you obliged to be a full year ahead of your salary all

the time, and blush to meet your tailor 1 Come, Frank, these are

plain questions. If I did not like you, I would let you go with

the rest, without putting these troublesome questions. Do cigars

abate the difficulty, or will dissipation help you!"
" Dissipation !" .said Frank, in a tone of offended pride.

" Precisely that, and nothing else. That poor, bloated ^vretch

over there, is staggering under the same kind of a load that you

are. His perceptions are blunter, his expenses are less, his pota-

tions are more fiery, and bis cigar is odorously vile. But he is

only doing in a dirty shirt and rough jacket what you do in a fine

suit—and all the sneers of your friend Jones couldn't make his

case ultimately woi'sc than yours. Indeed, he has more excuse

than you have."

Poor Frank ! This was plain talk ; and while he resented, ho

had not courage to dispute it. He hurried away without attempt-

ing an answer. But Bruce was both pleased and surjirised, when

in the evening he received a call from his new friend, who wished,

if Arthur was not engaged, that he might spend an hour with him.

It was the beginning of an acquaintance which ripened into afl"ec-

tion. AVithout being intrusive, Bruce managed to guide and to

lessen his young friend's expenses; and to divert what would

have otherwise been wasted in new extravagances into the pay-

ment of old debts. A vacancy occurring in the counting-room in

which Arthur was engaged, ho obtained it for his friend at an

increase of salary ; and no master was better served than he who

had these two milk-soi)s, as Mr. Jones facetiously termed them.

Meanwhile, Jones was doing wonders. In address and com-

plaisance to country dealers there was not his equal. He com-

manded the best salary, for his " influence," and would sell a

larger amount of goods in a season than any other man in the

trade. Ho dined at fashionable hotels, and supped at fashionable
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restaurants. He was aufait to all operatic, dramatic and fashion-

able intelligence ; and common fame did him great injustice, if he

could not initiate his "mercantile friends" into the most elaborate

and elegant haunts of vice. To others he was the pink of st#id

propriety. In a word, Jones was a perfect specimen of that class

of men called, in the cant phrase of business, "drummers" and

" borers." He frolicked to the top of his bent—all in the way of

business—and looked with an air of most good-humored pity at

our young friends, whom be called very excellent and jjatient

drudges, but entirely behind the spirit of the age.

Several vears passed. Arthur Bruce bad become the junior in

a new firm, of which Frank, though younger in years, was the

nominal senior, by virtue of the cajiital which bis friends fur-

nished. Mr. Jones had run a race, short as it was brilliant. The

paper of his champagne-induced customers was more than once

protested, and the large sales which he made involved large

losses. Ilousf after liousc bad enough of his remarkable talent,

and about the time that our young friends commenced business,

Mr, Jones was engaged with a pinclilieck watch and Birmingham

jewelry, as one of the apparent purchasers in a mock auction

store. lie saw the advertisement of the new firm, and begged

hard for employment. lie could "influence" more customers

than any other man in the city, he was sure. Frank would have

employed him, but Bruce positively refused to sanction it. lie

then asked for a commission on sales, which he could make for

them by sei\ding them purchasers ; but this, Bruce as perempto-

rily declined. He then angrily declared that Artiiur was as mean-

spirited a sneak as ever—that he did not deserve to succeed and

would not; for the business which the firm would not pay hira for

sending there, he threatened to divert into other cliannels. But

his threat was never put in practice. In a few weeks more he

was committed for forgery. The firm were advised of the fact in

a letter from the culprit begging them to bail him. Frank was

inclined to com))ly—Arthur steadily refused. "Don't think it

vindictivcness, or mere dislike," he said. " It is principle. Though,

if we bail him, I know he will never appear for trial, it is not the

loss of the few hundred dollars that deters nie. I would willingly

sacrifice that, and much more, if it would do the man any good.

But I will not encourage him in the practice of new knavery, or

lend him the use of our name to deceive new victims. He must

take the consequences of his misconduct." An<l they left him to

his fate.

Sueh is a sketch of some of the characters which young men

may meet on their entrance into city mercantile life. The absurd

and niinous habits of extravagance, which obtain among a portion

of the mcnmntile community, lead their dejjendcnts to follow the

evil example, and employers, as well as clerks, seek to forget the

embarrassments which they should look boldly in the face ; and

persist in reckless expedients and niaUc-slilfts, when a shorter and

honester way would be to acknowledge their bankruptcy. It is

not those who make the most show who have the best business

;

and, although cliance may often extricate those who trifle with

the property of others, the risk is as dishonest as it is dangerous.

A merchant's best cajjital is integrity. A lad's best assurance of

success in life, no matter in what sphere be is placed, is to act in

the spirit of the prayer, "Lead me not into temptation." He
who despises danger, or thinks lightly of the faults and follies

which custom extenuates, if it does not sanction, is entering upon

a dangerous path. And the first wrong step of youth is contempt

of parental counsel.

DECLIVITY OF RIVERS.

A very slight declivity suffices to give the running motion to

water. Three inches per mile, in a smooth, straiglit channel,

gives a velocity of about three miles an hour. The Gauges, which
gathers the waters of the Himalaya Mountains, the loftiest in the

world, is, at 1800 miles from its mouth, only aliout 800 feet aliove

the level of the sea—aliout twice the heiglit of St. Paul's, in Lon-
don, or the hciglit of Arthur's Scat, in Eilinlmrgli—and to fall

these 800 feet in its long ccnirse, the water requires more than a
month. The great river Magdalena, in South America, running
for 1000 miles between two ridges of the Andes, falls only 500
feet in all that distance ; above the commencement of the 1000
miles, it is seen descending in rapids and cataracts from the
mountains. The gigantic Rio de la Plata has so gentle a descent
to the ocean, that, in Paraguay, 1500 miles from its mouth, large
ships are seen whicli have sailed against the eiUTcnt all the wav
by the force of the wind alone—that is to say, which, on the beau-
tifully inclined ])binc of tlie streau), have been gradually lifted by
the soft wind, and even against the current, to an elevation greater
than that of our loftiest spires.

—

Anwtl's P/ii/sics.

M()i\OM.VM.\ OF THE REFORMER.
We have seen a sick man, in moments of hallucination, pre-

scribe for the supposed disorders of his healthy friends around
bim. He administers his fanciful drugs for imaginary disease
with infinite tenderness, according as he conjectures thev are
needed. The sight is extremely touching, and has dissolved whole
companies in tears. Equally sad and melancholy is it sometimes
to observe a poor sick reformer, whose brain has become diseased
by the contemplation of misery and evil, attempting to prescribe
remedies for social disorders, which cither do not e.xist, or cannot
be cured if they do. Society is doubtless sick, and needs physic
and a physician. But care must be exercised, that the phvsician
is not an invalid himself, and occupied in dealing out medicines
for maladies he /J'/.v, but does not see. The good and amiable
mender of nrankind is sometimes unhappily a monomaniac.

—

New-
ark Adcertiser.

The strongest nation is that which counts the most robust
men, interested in tlie defence of the nation, animated by its

spirit, and possessing the feeling of its destiny. The most civil-

ized nation is that which counts the most intelligent men, inter-
ested in the preservation and development of ])ul)lie morality.
The freest nation is that which counts the most citizens liviiig

indeiK'ndently by their work. The richest nation is that where
tlie common level of ease is more elevated, and extends over a
greater number of heads.

—

Buret.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

MIRACLES.

BY ALIOS CARET.

An old man sits be.»iide a wall,

Where grow two hoUyhockH, one tall

And flowerlc^s—one bright and small.

His hair is full of silver streak!!,

The tears are running down bia cheeks,

And his lip trembles as he speaks.

" Come, little daughter Maud, I pray,

And tell me truly why you stay

So often and so long away."

A moment, and two arm.s so fair

Are round his neck—a sunny pair

Of eyes look on him—Maud is there.

'* See, pretty dear," the old man faid,

*' These hoUyhorks, one fresh and red

With yo\ithful bloom—the other dead.

" The stony wall whereby they be,

Is the hard world, and you'll agree

The hollyhocks are you and me.

*' My weary, worn out life is done.

With all of rain, and dew, and sun,

Thine, darling, is but just begun.

" So take my staff and hang it high.

And kiss nic—nay, you must not cry,

I've nothing left to do but die!''

And Maud hatli made her sweet eyes dry,

And in a whisper makes reply,

" And if thou dicst, I must die!"

That night, beside the stony wall,

"Where grew two hollyhocks—one tall

And flowerless—one bright and small

:

Covered with moonshine they were found,

Lying dead to^iether on the ground,

Their arms about each other wound.

"What miracle may not be true.

Since oft the hardest one to do

Is done—the making one of two ?

4 ^w* I

AN EXQUISITE STORY.

In the tribe of Neggdeh, there was a horse, whose fame was
spread far and near, and a Bedouin of another tribe, by name
Daher, desired extremely to possess it. Having ottered in vain

for it bis camels and his whole wealth, he bit at length n])on the

following device, by which he hoped to gain the object of his

desire. He resolved to stain his face with the juice of an herb, to

clothe himself in rags, to tie his legs and neck together, so as to

a])])ear like a lame beggar. Thus equipped, he went to Naber,
the owner of the horse, who he knew was to pass that way.
When he saw Naber approaching on bis beautiful steed, he cried

out in a weak voice, " 1 am a poor stranger ; for three days I have
been uiuible to move from this S])Ot to seek for food. I atn dying,

help me, and Heaven will reward you." The Bedouin kindly
ottered to take bim up on his horse and carry him home ; but the

rogue re)5lied, " I cannot rise ; I have no strength left." Naber,
touched with pity, dismounted, led his horse to the S])Ot, and, with
great difficulty, set the seeming beggar on its back. But no sooner
did Daher feel himself in the saddle, than he set spurs to the

horse, and galloped otf, calling out as be did .so, " It is I, Daher.
I have got the horse, and am off with it." Naber called after him
to stop and listen. Certain of not being ])ursued, he tm'ned, and
halted at a short distance from Naber, who was armed with a
spear. " Yon have taken my horse," said the latter. " Since
Heaven has willed it, I wish yon joy of it; but I do conjure you
never to tell anyone bow you obtained it." ,

"And why not ?"

saiil Daher. "Because," said the noble Arab, "another num
might be really ill, and men would fear to help bim. You would
be the cause of many refusing to perform an act of charity, for fear

of being duped as I have been." Struck with shame at these
words, Daher was silent for a moment, then springing from the
horse, returned it to its owner, embracing him. Naber made bim
accomp.any him to his tent, where they spent a few days together,

and became fast friends for life,

—

Lamartine.

* ^•^ *

THE GOOD OLD AVINTERS.
In 401 the Black Sea was entirely frozen over. In 76.3 not

only the Black Sea, but the Straits of Dardanelles, were frozen
over, the snow in some places rose fifty feet high. In 822 the

great rivers of Euro])e, the Danube, the Elbe, &c., were so bard
frozen as to bear heavy wagons for a month. In 860 the Adriatic
was frozen. In 991 everything was frozen, the crops totally failed,

and famine and pestilence closed the year. In 1067 most of the

travellers in Germany were frozen to death on the roads. In 1134
the Po was frozen from Urcmonato the sea; the wine sacks were
burst, and the trees split by the action of the frost, with immense
noise. In 12.'i(i the Danuiie was frozen to the bottom, and re-

mained long in that state. In 1,316 the crops wholly faile<l in

Germany ; wheat, which some years before sold in England at 6s,

the quarter, rose to £2, In 1,308 the crops failed in Scotland, and
such a famine ensued that the poor were reduced to feed on grass,

and many perished miserably in the fields. The successive win-
ters of 14.3'2-3-4 were uncommonly severe. In 1368 the wine dis-

tributed to the soldiers was cut with hatchets. In 1683 it was
excessively cold. Most of the hollies were killed. Coaches drove
along the Thames, the ice of which was eleven inches thick. In
1809 occurred the cold winter ; the frost penetrated the earth three

yards into tlie ground. In 1716 booths were erected on the

Thames. In 1744 and 1745 the strongest ale in England, ex-

posed to the air, was covered in less than fifteen minutes with ice

an eighth of an inch thick. In 1809, and again in 1812 the win-
ters were remarkably cold. In 1814 there was a fair on the frozen
Thames,

—

Hunt's Mtrcliants' 3fir/azine.

MR. EVERETT AT TRIPLER ll.ALL.

To get into the school-books is one of the coveted distinctions

of American literature. Mr. Everett's orations have so exten-

sively enjoyed this distinction, that probably most of our readers

who have been at school within the last twenty years have learned

portions of them by heart, if not "spoken" tiieni from the terri-

ble platform on exhibition days. Let no one tliink this a slight

or unworthy circumstance ; for it is high excellence alone which

can satisfy the jaded ear of the cultivated man, and charm the

fresh and'siniple soul of youth. Edward Everett is the orator of

American history. American history needed an orator to keep

this generation in mind of its obligations to those that went before

it. Deriving liis own inspiration from the early days and the

early men of the republic, Mr. Everett's chosen task has been to

draw aside the unimposing veil of the bare narrative, and reveal

the great principles which gave rise to, and the sublime conse-

<|nences which are to flow from, the events of our early history.

Most noble is such a task ; for the pride which a nation justly

takes in its history is one of the strongest possible incentives to

valor, and one of the strongest possible bonds of union : is, in

short, the means by which a nation's later ages are kejit worthy
of its former. His address was a jilain, unambitious sketch of

events known to all, interspersed with original reflections, enli-

vened by several new and well-told anecdotes, anil warmed by the

glow of a liberal and unaftectcd patriotism. Mr. Everett is an
even speaker. He does not make many great points ; but his in-

terest does not flag. Witliout manuscript or notes, he speaks

with perfect fluency, with considerable animation, and frequent

gesture. His voice is somewhat rough and inflexible, and has a
shake in it when reciting poetical or oratorical jiassagcs. So has

his band in the accomiianying gestures. Plainly dressed in a
suit of black, from boots to shirt collar, of a compact, erect figure,

of medium height, his head gray, except upon its bald crown, his

face of a uniform rose color—he has the air of a jirosperous gen-

tleman and solid Bostonian. Both himself and his speech were
exceedingly well received by the audience.

—

Iloine Journal.

Persons are not wanting who appear to experience a lively feel-

ing of pleasure when they discover a fault in a superior man. It

pleases them to see him descend nearer to their own level. The
same discoveries sadden, on the contrary, all generous souls. Is

it not a subject for thoughtfulness and humiliation for each one,
to bo obliged to renituiber how ditticult it is for man to approach
perfection !

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THREE SONNETS.

BT W. L. SHOEMAKER.

TO THE EACILE.

Bird of the cataract and boundless wild,

Broad-pinioned, strong, with liercely-glittering eye,

That sail'st a monarch through the azure sky,

—

Child of the sun, by poets fondly styled.

Scorning the lowlands and the meadows mild,

Thou mak'st thy home upon the mountains high,

Wliere meaner wings than thine dare not to fly,

Mid torrents loud and rocks on rocks u[i-piled

!

Nursed by the wind and cradled in the storm.

Thou own'st no equal, and thou fear'st no foe,

For freedom's fire thy dauntless breast doth warm :

well did Itome, in ages long ago,

Make thee the emblem of the brave and free

!

And sueh e'en now thou art, and such wilt ever be!

TO THE OIIIOLE.

Ilal living meteor, darting through the trees,

Far flash thy red wings mid their drapery green

;

And now, once more at rest, an<l dimly seen,

Thou startlcst echo with thy melodie-s.

Sing on, sweet bird—not yet thy deep notes cease,

Swell the glad chorus of the feathered choir;

0, not yet to thy pendulous nest retire;

For well my heart thy strain and plumage please

!

How happy must thy mi>ment.s jrlide along,

As thou, like lightning, glcaiue.^t through the air,

With love, and ligflt, auci liberty, and song,

AN'ithout a tliought of want, or gnawing care;

The lark, in clouds may pour his tuneful soul.

But I love thee far more, thou earth-star, oriole!

TO THE CAT-BHID,

Hail! thou capricious, oft despised bird!

Now from the covert of yon shadowy tree.

Pour forth thy strains of warbling melody,

Liquid, and clear, and artless! On my word.

Thou sing'st as though much joy thy spirit stirred

;

And I am, likewise, joyed to list to thee;

For though all day thou whin'st complaiuingly,

At dewy eventide there scarce is heard

Than thine a voice more musical and fine

:

And there, niethinks, is teaching in that voice,

Bidding all hearts that vexed are, all day.

By the world's cares, awhile to cease to pine.

Forget the world, for God's great gifts rejoice.

And hail sweet evening with a grateful lay.

RELIGION OF CHIN.\.

There are several religious sects among the Chinese, but the
princijial elements of Ijelicf are similar. They believe in three
great existences—two of theiii original, and without beginning or
end, and the third the product of the other two. Of the two first

existences, one is siiiritual, the other material ; the three together
are heaven, earth, anil man. Heaven is spiritual ; earth material,
but everlasting; and man the product of both. The figures and
graven images to which the Chinese pay reverence (uncouth as
they are) do not represent gods, but good men who have eminently
benefited their race during their stay on earth. They suppose
that these men are in heaven, enjoying a spiritual and'carnal im-
mortality, but that the spiritual part ]wssesses the ])Ower of being
present here on earth, and of lieing cognizant of all that passes
among the living.

—

S'otes on China.

SONS OF CRISPIN.

The craft is rich in names which have become in greater or
lesser degree, household projierty. There was tlie eccentric Lack-
ington, who, in the title jiagc of his autobiography, tells us that

he came to London with five dollars in his pocket, and rose to be
a bookseller, having an annual sale of a hundred thousand vol-

umes. He had been a shoemaker in the west of England. There
was Sir Cloudesley Sliovel, the redoubtable admiral. There was
Fox, the real original Friend. There was Hans Sachs, the poet
of Nuremberg, and the friend of Luther. There were the radical

Hardy and the astrological Patridge ; the powerful Giflbrd, and
the gentle Bloomficld. There were Savage and many others—all

sons of Crisiiin before they turned their tbouglits and energies

into new channels.

—

DicJcens's Household Words.
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CHAUNCY PI,iCE CUURCH—REV. RUFOS ELLIS. PASTOR.

BY REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

Everything is comparative in this world. A hill in the

eastern section of our country becomes a mountain in the

western section. A great man in a small town may 1)0

cast into the shade in a large metropolis. An old church

in America would be termed a new church in England.
In an historical account of the nfiv cathedral of Salisbury, in

the south of England, wliich l)r. Johnson says, " is the

most finished building in the world," we find that it was
erected in the thirteenth century, and that the see, of which
it is the centre, was founded during the eighth century.

The First Church of IJoston, and almost the lirst in these

United States, and which stands to all the other churches

of Boston as " mother church," was founded in the year
1630. We call it old—venerable; and yet it is onl}' about
two centuries and a (piartcr old. It is only comparatively
ancient. One of the four men who may be considered as

founders of this church, was Jolm Winthrop, who is styled

the " Father of Massachusetts." There were some sixty-

four men, and about half that number of women, gathered

into the church at the liegiuning, wlio lirst assemlilcd for

worship un<ler the shadow of a large tree in what is now
called Charlcstown, to listen to their first teacher, ]{ev.

Joliu Wilson, who was one of the original founders of the

»liurch. Thus nature afi'ordwd this cluircli its first temple,

and prayer and praise ascended to heaven as devoutly from
out the branches of that con«ccratcd in-c, as from its mud-
walled house, from the " Old Brick," or from the more
coitlv temple of Cliauncy Place. The first house of wor-

ihip was erected in 16.')2, on the south side of State Street,

a street that is divested of every sacred association. The
spot is probalily now covered by what is called " Brazer's

Building." Tlie walls of the house were of mud, with a
tliatclied roof Tiiij was but a small advance upon the

shadow of the tree as a place of worship ; and our good
Methodist friends would say,

that the first was better than

the second place of worship.

Tlie congregation did not

long remain within mud walls,

for we read, that in the year

1639, it erected a church on
the >iite of Joy's Building, at

n co*t of £1000. At this pe-

riod. Rev. John Cotton was
a>:sociatcd with Mr. Wilson
in the care of the church, the

one being what was called

teacher, in the language of

the times, and the other be-

ing styled pastor—the terms

denoting the distinctive na-

ture of their duties. Mr.
Wilson was a good man, and
a successful minister; hut

Mr. Cotton was a remarkable

man, and did more than any
other minister of that early

day to form the religious and
ecclesiastical character of

New England ; indeed, he

was styled the " Patriarch of

New England." He was
born in Derby, England, in

1 .)S4, and was educated there

at some of its best schools, as

were most of the early minis-

ters of New England. Mr.
Cotton was first settled in

Boston, Lincolnshire, Eng-
land, ami from hence was de-

rived (he name of our Boston.

He was a distinguished schol-

ar, conversed in Hebrew with

fluency, and has left behind

him twenty-one publication.?

on dilfcrent .subjects, some of

wliich will live a.s long as

Congregationalism shall live.

He died universally and deep-

ly lamented, in IJecembcr,

ICii. The successors of Wil-
son and Cotton in the pasto-

ral office were Rev. John Nor-
ton, a distinguished scholar,

who wrote a work in Latin at

thirty-eight years, even in the

infant state of the couiitry.

licv. John Davenport, who
was the father of New Haven,
nnd who, wonderful to tell,

was so Calvinistic that a pov-
tionof the chur<h was oH'cnd-

cd, and seceded and formed
the Old South Chnreli, now
Calvinistic, while the senti-

ments of the First Church are

at this time Unitarian. Tlicn
followed Rev. James Allen,

who was installc<l in Decem-
ber, 1668; Rev. John Oxen-
bridge, who became ill while
preaching the Thurs<lay lec-

ture, and died shortly after
;

Rev. Joshua Moodv, who died

in 1692; Rev. John Bailey,

who, like Sliepard, of ('am-
bridge, resolved that every
s<'rmon should "ost him tears

;

Rev. Thomas Bridge, during
whose ministry, in 1711, the

church was burned " by the

iiitemj)crance and careless-

ness of a strange woman."
Thin was called " The (jrcat

Fire" until 1700. During the

]progress of ihc fire, Coiwliiil,

the Town House and u 1 irge

portion of State Street were
destroyed. The pastors, who
sueeccded, were llcv. Thomas

PORTKATT OF REV. RUFUS ELLIS.

[from a Daguerreotype, by Southwortu & 1IaV£9.]

Foxcroft, who was elected to fill his oflSce in 1717, and
Rev. Bvinjamin Wadsworth, a distinguished minister. He
was born in Milton, in 1669, was graduated at Harvard
College, and .iftcrwards became president of his Alma Ma-
ter. Mr. Wadsworth wrote, but did not read his sermonf.
He could quote almost any verse of the Bible from memory,
and was accustomed to give to the poor one tenth of h'is

income. Another eminent minister of thi; church waj
Rev. Charles Chauncy, D.D., of Boston, who was grand-
son of Rev. Isaac Chaimcy, of London. The church in
Chauncy Place is so called, from the circumstance of its
being built on a piece of ground once cultivated as a gar-
den by Dr. Chauncy, one of its celebrated pastors. Dr.
Chauncy published as many as fifty-three works during his
life. The next three pastors were John Clark, I).D.,~Rev.
William Emerson, who wrote a history of the church, and
Rev. John L. Abbott, the last of whom died in little more
than a year after his settlement, at the early age of thirty-
one years. Mr. Wadsworth lived to the great age of
eighty-.six, and Dr. Chauncy lived to be eighty-two years,
while four other pastors lived to he above seventy years.
The only surviving pastor of this church, who is out of
office, is Rev. N. L. Frothingham, D.D., who was settled
over the church in 181.'), and remained in office until re-
cently. He is a fine writer and scholar, and though not an
active pastor, he is actively engaged with his poetic and
prose pen, as the periodicals of the dav will indicate—as
forthcoming books may also. Mr. Frothingham has been
abroad, is highly accomplished, and is respected both in
and out of his denomination. It was pleasant to sec him
the other day taking an active part in the installation of his
successor in office, Mr. Ellis, in the church where he had
ministered for so inany years. Two hymns sung on the
occasion were composed' by him. Tiirce verses of the
hymn of installation are here given, which exhibit a fine
glow of poetical taste, blended with devotional feelitig :

" Eternal Tx)rd ! To thee the olnireh
\Vliere now we prjiee ami [iray,

Tlioiigh old to our historic search,
Is but of yesterday.

" 0, deign to write thy love and
fear

Upon the'ie humble walls;
And speak when sinful inan shall

hear.
And listen when he calls

' With lightandstrength, 0, Fount
J>ivinc.

Fill high thy servant'."' heart,
Who seeks anew the auoinling

sign—
ThcgKwe thou shall imparti"

^^Xv^
Tllli FIRST CHURCH, CIIAUNCIT I'LACF, UOSTON.

We only know of Mr. Ellis,

that he is a brother of Rev.
George E. Ellis, of Charles-
town, a distinguished clergy-

man of the denomination,
who preached an able sermon
on the occasion of his instal-

lation on the fourth of May
last—that he has been, for a
number of years, the esteem-
ed pastor of the Unitarian
Church, of Northampton

—

that he is yet a young man,
with an intellectual and .schol-

arlike appearance—that he
has entered upon his new and
conspicuous field of labor un-
der favorable auspices, and
that his invitation to such a
trust is considered as highly
creditable to him. Mr. Ellis

is an easy speaker, and holds
" the pen of a ready writer."

May he be a worthy successor

of the sixteen ministers who
have preceded him, and aim
to be more devoted to Christ
and the church than the best
of them ! The third church
edifice was built upon the
site of the second in 1712, in

which the society worshipped
for more than a century,

when, in 1807, the present
brick church was built in

Chaimcy Place. It is a sub-

stantial edifice, of the more
common style of architecture

of the day in which it was
built. It was remodeled in

1843. As the writer passed
the church, a (cw weeks since,

a common American robin

rested upon its spire, and
seemed unwilling to leave it,

and was there when the last

look was taken. If the bird

had been a dove, a thought
might have been suggested,

that it Wiis typical of the in-

fluences of the tJood Spirit

that shall rest upon the con-

gregation. And, as the robin

is, next to the dove, a bird of
peace, it may, in like man-
ner, be regarded as a har-

binger of good. Ill this First

Church, the Thursday Lec-
ture was begun as earlv as

1034,aii<l has been continued
—with only an interruption of
a few months during the

siege of Boston—fjom that

(lay to a recent period, wluii

it was suspended for a time.

It is full of sacred associa-

tions ; and may it be filled

with the Divine Presence un-

til time shall he no more!
There are many historical as-

sociations conncfted with this

church, which give it interest

fii the public mind, and it is

a pleasant cffert thus to recur

to some of them.
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RUSSIAN ESPIONAGE IN FRANCE.

The Paris correspondent of the London Times makes the fol-

lowing statements with regat'd to Russian espionage in Franco

and elsewhere :
—" Large sums of money, in addition to the ordi-

nary expenditure for police purposes, arc said to have been paid

for that object. The cost of llie espionage in the Russian interest

in France for the present year, is estimated at more than 2,000,000

of francs ; and some of the persons employed in it, both Rus-

sians as well as French, are those whose position in society one

would suppose ought to place them above such services. One

titled person is at present travelling in Germany, with minor

agents scattered over the country, for the purpose of picking up

information. The scale of remuneration for this not very credit-

able occupation, varies according to the rank and consequent

utility of the party. One person has been mentioned, who is,

and has been for some time, in the receipt of more than 100,000

francs per annum, for sujiplying tlie Russian government with

secret information on matters in general, but particularly with

reference to France and England. But the co-operation of no

one, in however humble a splicre, is rejected, provided he has the

facility for communicating news. Even the most trifling gossip

is transmitted ; and when no valuable information is conveyed,

the rumor* of the saloons, more or less false, and more or less

partaking of scandal, serve to amuse the court of Russia."

A FuENcn Crystal Palace.—A Crystal Palace is in course

of erection in the Champs Elysees, for the French Industrial Ex-

hibition of 1855, which, according to the accounts of our foreign

exchanges, will be one of the largest modern buildings known.

Its length will l)e 255 yards, breadth over 118 yards, height nearly

11.3 feet. The exterior wall will be of a circular form, flanked

with six towers, and Iiaviug 360 arched recesses. The access to

the interior of the palace will be by four large entrances, and there

will be additional ones by some of the towers.

«_•••-

»

I.MMESSE Boiler Pl.vte.—In the Crystal Palace, New York,

there is a boiler plate made of Low Moor iron, which weighs two

thousand seven hundred pounds. It is nineteen feet three inches

long, five feet wide, and three-fourths of an inch thick. It is

larger than any plate exhibited at tlie World's Fair at London.

American Literature.—Among Bentley's announcements
is " English Notes ; or. Impressions of Europe," by Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Also, " Meutal Portraits ; or. Studies of Character,"

by H. T. Tuckerman.

SPLINTEES.

The first railroad built in South America was from Callao

to Lima, the capital of Peru, a distance of nine miles.

A weekly journal, called the Messenger de Tahiti, has
been established in tlie Society Islands. It is printed in French.

The Artesian Well, in Montgomery, Alabama, is 550 feet

deep, and tlie auger is still grinding in a rock.

A new park, comprising fifty-five acres of ground, is about
to be opened near New Orleans. A capital idea.

.... The late Samuel Appleton, of Boston, gave away, for

charitable purposes, during last year, sixty-fivu thonsnnd dollars !

Ex-President Fillmore may be daily seen in the streets of
Buffalo, looking like one relieved from the drudgery of power.

.... Messrs. Bradbury & Evans, of London, announce a new
serial by Thackeray, the first number to appear " in the autumn."

Get possession of the whole world, and if you measure
your own shadow, you will not find it one jot longer than before.

There is a hoi/ at the National House, Charlestown, Mass.,
who weighs four hundred and fifteen pounds.

Commodore Breese will visit Old Point Comfort in a few
days, to receive the President, who intends to make a visit there.

.... One thousand two hundred and eiglity-six tents and mar-
quees were erected at Cobliam, England, for the late review.

Philadelphia, at tlie present time, is remarkably healthy.

The whole number of deaths for the past week was only 206.

The largest sum ($348,000) ever received for duties, in

one day, was taken at N. York Custom House, on Thursday week.
Thirteen persons haw died as victims of the late Montreal

riot. The last was a promising boy, thirteen years of age.

Rev. Dr. Parks, asjistant minister of Trinity Church, died
on board steamship Arctic, during her last voyage from Liveipool.

NEW YORK CRYSTAL PALACE.

The influence of this successful enteq)rise, now that it is in

literal operation, is undoubtedly for good, as it regards more than

one bearing of the matter. Its goodly effect «ipon art and

invention cannot be questioned, and all must allow that it pre-

sents an exhibition which, while it is highly attractive, is also

eminently in.sti'uctive, attracting moneyed foreigners to our shores,

and promoting a cosmopolitan spirit between this and other coun-

tries. It disburses and diftuses money in a thousand channels,

whereby the lower and humbler classes of the community are

pecuniarily benefited, and aids to cultivate among us a taste and

appreciation for all that is beautiful and useful in art.

At first we looked upon the entcr])rise as something chimerical,

but rejoice as heartily as anyone in its ultimate and complete suc-

cess, because we do not look upon it as a company or individual

measure, but as a national object, and a purpose worthy of our

sister city of New York. The opening of the palace, filled with

contributions from all parts of the globe, ay, filled to overflowing,

is the consummation of the hopes and efforts of those most im-

mediately connected with tlie costly and grand design of the exhi-

bition. The thousands of citizens and strangers who eagerly

throng the building during the hours of exhibition, show, also,

the high appreciation in which the public hold the matter.

The Palace is situated in the northwest part of the city, four

miles distant from the Battery, and three and a quarter from the

City Hall, between the Sixth Avenue and the Croton Distributing

Reservoir. It is easily accessible by the avenue railways and

numerous lines of stages. The dome, noble and beautiful in its

proportions, is the chief architectural beauty of the building, its

diameter being one hundred feet, and its height to the crown of

the arch, one hundred and twenty-three feet. When it is remem-

bered that the building covers nearly Juur acfcs of ground, some

idea may be had of its immense extent and capacity.

As far as we have been able to observe from a casual inspection

of the exhibition, the arrangements appear liberal and exceed-

ingly perfect, while the utmost economy of space is evinced in

giving an object of art or a useful invention a proper amount of

room, yet none is wasted. The building, large as it is, jiroves

still too small to carry out the grand design, and to accommodate

all applicants for room for exhibiting purposes. But a rich array

is here spread before the lovers of art and science ; and our artists,

with their busy pencils, shall transcribe all that is notable and

worthy of illustration, for the enjoyment of our readers.

< ^.» >

A DISCOVERY.

A Paris letter in the New York Commercial says that the at-

tention of men of science has been drawn to an extraordinary,

discovery made in a neighboring department. A grave-digger,

in throwing up some earth, came upon a body in a state of per-

fect preservation. On examination, it proved to be that of an

individual buried thirty-seven years ago. He had died from the

effects of the bite of a mad dog. The shroud and the coffin had

fallen to dust, but the body remained intact. This is the third

exhumation mi;de witliin twenty years, of bodies of the victims

of hydroi)hobia, under similar circumstances ; and it would really

seem that they are beyond the reach of decomposition. The
registry of deaths was consulted, but no mention of the embalm-

ment of the body was found.

A CONSIDERATE Verdict.—The coroner's inquest into the

deaths caused by the fire of the military, in Montreal, during the

Gavazzi riot, have returned a verdict, in which they disclaim in-

tending any reproach upon the military, but recommend that in

the next riot where their services may be needed, that the intci-val

between the order to fire, and the discharge of guns, shall be

" long enough to allow all persons exposed to the fire to get safely

out of reach." This is very considerate and humane on the part

of the inquest, but if the troops arc not to fire till everybody gets

safely out of the way, would it not, for economical reasons only,

be better to save the gunpowder by not firing at all 1

4^»..«—»

The Prescott House, N. Y.—The completion of Captain

De Groot's unique and superb hotel in Broadway, known as the

Prescott House, was celebrated a few evenings since by a dinner

to the members of the press. This house is another of those

palace hotels for which Broadway, New York, is becoming cele-

brated, and from the reputation of its host and the elegance of its

belongings, is sure to attract as large a share of public patronage

as its capacity will accommodate.

< '»'»^~-*-

CnuBCHES.—There are in the United States .36,000 houses of

public worship, capable of accommodating 13,849,806 persons

(only half the actual population), and valued at $86,416,639.

The Methodists have the largest number of churches of any of

the other denominations, the whole amounting to 1200 ; the Bap-
tists have nearly 900; the Swedenborgians have only 15.

Worth knowing.—If persons in a house on fire had the pres-

ence of mind to apply a damp cloth or handkerchief to their

mouth and nostrils, they could eii'ect a passage through the densest

smoke ; but the surest mode would be envelope the head and face

completely in the damp cloth.

» »»» >

Musical.—The annual session of the Boston Music Teachers'

Class and Philharmonic Institute will be held at the Music Hall,

Tremont street, through the week, commencing August 15

—

closing with a grand concert.
«—••—

Rapid.—The Sovereign of the Seas has been exactly two
hundred and twenty-eight days at sea, and has made an average

speed of one hundred an 1 eighty knots per day.

SAVAGE TROPHIES.

A correspondent of the Buffalo Express, at Saint Paul, Min-

nesota, recently paid a visit to the Indian village of Kaposia,

about five miles down the river. One of the sights is thus

described :
—" We saw hanging before one of the lodges a fresh

scalp, taken within a few weeks from one of their natural foes,

the Chippeways. It was hung upon a hoop, surrounded by eagle

feathers, and what was most strange, there was also a comb and

scissors hanging by. The skin of the scalp was kept painted of

a blight red, to represent the dropping blood, and the whole thing

was most horrid. The feud between the Sioux and Chippeways

cannot be cured. They are aftaid of each other; only three

weeks since a woman of the Sioux was shot in the streets of St.

Paul, by a party of the Chippeways who were in ambush. The
scalp we saw had been taken in revenge for this murder."

< »» »

Maritime.—The Boston clipper barque Wildfire, Captain

Mosman, has just made the run from Boston to Gibraltar in four-

teen days, the shortest on record; and the Boston clipper Night-

ingale has made another great run of seventy-two days from

London to Angier.
< »»» >

The Fuknchm.vn ls rkjht.—M. Ampere, a Frenchman, con-

demns the practice of a higher charge being made for a patent

right in the United States to a foreigner than to an American cit-

izen, it being an advantage to the country that all the products of

foreign ingenuity should be brought to it.

— 4 »» »

Who would not ?—" I think," said Mr. Thackeray, " I

would rather have had a potato and a friendly word from Gold-

smith, than have been beholden to Dean Swift for a guinea and

a dinner."

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Street«r, Mr. Henry L. Joy to Rebecca J. Goodwin

;

Mr. James II. Kelley to Miss Sarah A. Barnes.
By Kev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Charles Ilardiug, of Ragged Islands, N. S., to MiM

Margaret L. Itipley, of Hartford, Me.
At Xorth Chelsea, by Kev. Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Ambrose E. Barnard, of Bos-

ton, to Mrs. Elizabeth Burnish.
At Weymouth, by llev. Mr. Perkins, DanM Hunt, Jr. to Mrs. Martha Vining.
At Lowell, by Itev. Mr. Eddy, Mr. Cyrus Kiuibiill to Mrs. Mary Long.
At \Vorce.>>tcr, by Kev. Mr. James, Mr. Augustus Kibling to Miss Mary U.

Hastings, both of Jamestown, N. Y.
At Berkley, by Kev. Mr. Eastman, Mr. Nathan O. T. Bowen, of Taunton, to

Miss EIi/.abeth S. Jones.
At North Newport, by Kev. Mr. Koberts, Mr. David A. Patten to Miss Orra

E. l*ratt, both of Newport.
At Kennebunk, Me., Capt. John Perkins, master of ship Uolyoke, of Boston,

to Mis.-* Mehitable L. Dresser.

At New York, by Kev. Mr. Cone, Mr. Thomas H., son of Rev. Bennet Taylor,
of Lunenburg, N. S., to Miss Fanny McCuloch, of Quebec.
At Saratoga Springs, by Kev. Mr. Woodbridge, John A. Bryant, Esq., of New

Y'ork, to Miss Sufao C, daughter of Hon. William L. F. Warren.
At Washington, William Hazzard Wigg, Esq , of South Carolina, to Emtna

Maria, daughter of the late Commodore Holdup Stevens, of the U. S. Navy.

5L5AIiH:
In this city, Mr.<. liachel, wife of Capt. .lohn Smith, 73; Mrs. Mary R., wife

of Mr. Luther I.uut 3U Mr. Edward Crownin, 47; Mrs. Martha Pit^quill, 77;
Mrs. Mary Caldwell, wife of the late Mr. Siuieou Paluier; Jo.-eph Tilden, Esq

,

formerly president of > Columbia Bank, 74; Mrs .lane Noble Clark.
At Charlestown, Andrew K. Hunt, Ksq., cashier of Suffolk Bank, llostOD, 42.
At West Cambridge, Jonathan Call, Esci-, late cashier of .State Bank, Uoston.
At South Danvers, Mrs. Khzabcth, wife of Dea. .lames Brown, 76
At Littleton, Kev. William U. White, pastor of the First Church 2.5 years.
At Gloucester, Mrs. Helen M. C, wife of Mr. OUver Briard, of Boston, 33.
At Newburyport, Mr. .lames Howker, formerly of Bolton, Kng., 4('.

At Shrewsbury, Mrs. Su.«an T., wife of Mr. L." B. VVitherby, 36.
At Sutton, Mrs. Lucinda, wife of the late Mr. Cyrus Putnam, 72.
At Worcester, Mrs. Jeannette N., widow of Mr. Philip U. Kidgway, 44.
At Becket, Kuiily C , only child of Mr. Geo. U. Huntington, 1 year 6 mog.
At New York, Mrs. Harriet wife of Mr. Benjamin C. Butler, 5G.
At Brooklyn, N. Y., of consumption, Mr. .lohn A. Smith, 30 ; he was a mem-

ber of the Junior Chuss of Daj tmouth College, and a resident of Thetford, Vt.
At Quincy, 111., Mrs. Hannah Barton, 44, daughter of the late Nathaniel

Frothingham, Esq., of Boston.
At .Montpelier. Ind., Mr. N. C. Merritt, resident of South Uovalston. Mass.
0.1 board stciimship Arctic Key. Dr. Parks, asst pastor of Crinity Church, N Y.
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IiOVKI> ONE, COME home:

BY REBECCA R. PIERCE.

Loved one, come home ! for 0, our hearts are weary,

And sadness reigneth like a fearful spell

;

Shrouding our home-light with its shadows dreary,

And each familiar scene thou lov'st £0 well.

hasten home, while summer yet is wearing

Her earliest, fairest coronet of flowers

;

While softest foliage the gay old woods are bearing,

And early birds are jiiugiug mid the bowers.

Loved one, return ! thy mother's heart is yearning

Once more to clasp thee fondly to her breast

;

For in her eye the light is dimly burning,

And she is hastening to her long, long rest.

O hnger not ! nor let the gay world longer

Chain thee a captive to her syren tone;

The ties that bind thee to our hearts are stronger.

Then linger not away ! Loved one, come home!

—

^

< ^^^ > .

[AVritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE GOSSIPS OF HAMMERTOWN.

BY DK. J. H. EOBINSON.

Mrs. Walkek, tlic grocer's wife, was an inveterate gossip.

The habit of di.senssinjr the affairs of Iier neighbors, in a very lib-

eral manner, hafl assumed tlie form of a ehronie eomplaint; it

had grown stronger as she grew older, and developed its peculiar-

ities more strikingly as she journeyed down the vale of years.

We cannot say that Mrs. Walker meant to do any person a real

injury by what she said respecting them ; but she seemed to expe-

rience a morbid pleasure in dilating upon the foibles, failings, or

eccentricities of those about her. We would not liave it nruler-

stood that she was the only one in Hammertown addicted to

meddling with that which did not rightfully concern her; she had

a bevy of jjarticular friends, who sympathized and co-operated

with her in obtaining gi-eat secrets, and in keeping them.

Among those choice spirits might be mentioned the names of

Mrs. Black, j\Irs. Brown, Mrs. Green, who were near neighbors

and professedly intimate friends. When anything of unusual

interest transpired in Hamincrtown, Mrs. Walker was usually the

first to hear of it ; she was famous also for making discoveries

;

and when she fancied she had arrived at some important secret,

she hastened without delay to Mrs. Black, to whom she related it

under the most solemn injunctions of secrecy ; and by the agency

of the latter, it may naturally be supposed that,the atfair was not

long in passing tlu'ough the various shades of coloring imparted

to it by the qualities of White, Brown and Green ; so tliat, in a

little time, all Hamraertown was conversant with the matter.

One day Mrs. Walker put on her bonnet and went to Mrs.

Black's, with a face unusually mysterious in its aspect. The

good Mrs. Black perceived at once that something of wondrous

import was passing in the busy brain of her visitor, and she inge-

niously set lierself at work to learn the exact state of her mind.

" I do declare ! I haveli't seen you look so well for an age !"

exclaimed Mrs. Black. " Sit down and rest you, and tell me if

there is anything new over your way."
" There is always something new under the sun, Solomon to the

contrary notwithstanding," replied Mrs. Walker, who was deter-

mined not to be cheated out of her secret, until she had first tho-

roughly excited the curiosity of her friend. " Yes," she added,

BCntiraentally, " there's always something going on,' but it isn't

always best to tell all one knows."
" The very identical words that I said to Mrs. White !" ex-

claimed the other. " I do say for it, it beats all ! But you always

was an exemplary person in that respect, and nobody can say any

hurt of you, far nor near. If there's anything that I like, it is to

Bee people minding their own business. I really consider it

morally out of joint to tattle."

" My dear Mrs. Black, I am happy to find one person that

entertains proper ideas on this subject, when Christianity is so

Bcarce. I suppose I'm foolish, but I was thinking of Mrs. Jones."
" What about her!" asked Mrs. Black, quickly.

" You are such a discreet person, that I declare I'm half tempted
to tell you."

"I can keep a secret," said the other, fimily and importantly.

"Well, pray don't mention it for the world, for I wouldn't
have it leak out for anything !"

" I wont mention it to a living soul
!"

" Then, I don't mind telling you ; the secret is this. Mrs. Jones
has been laking snnjf."

"Is it possible !" ejaculated Mrs. Black, apparently very much
astonished at what she had heard.

" It's true, every word of it," resumed the grocer's wife, gravely.
" Where did she get it ?" queried the inquisitive Mrs. Black.
"From my husband's store," returned the informant, in an

impressive whisper.

"What '11 happen next, I wonder!" added Mrs. Black.

"Hush! not a word more. Your Imsband is coming, and I

would n't have it lireathwl lo anyliody else for the world !" said

Mrs. Walker, hurriedly.

The entry of Mr. Black ]iut an end to this conversation, and
soon after, the visitor returned home. The moment she was
quite out of sight, Mrs. Black tlirew a shawl about her, and hur-

ried to Mrs. White's.

" I can't stop but half a minute," she said. " I've only run in

to tell you the ticws—things work so queer."

" How you do talk 1 Tell me all alxjut it, for I'm dying to hear

something new; Iliunmertown is so dull," rejoined Mrs. White.

" There, what a fool I am ! I promised upon my honor that I

wouldn't divulge it to the best friend I have on earth."

"Lucrctia Black," said Mrs. White, solemnly, "did you ever

know me to be leaky ?"

" Arabella White, your words cany conviction. There isn't a

single woman on earth that I'd sooner trust. You shall know
all ; but if you ever

—

"

" Never, never, as I hope to be saved I" protested Arabella.

"If you should lisp it
—

"

" Lucretia Black, do you wish to wound my sensitive feelings '!"

added the other, deprecatingly.

" Not another word ! You shall know the whole. I hope no-

body will overhear us ?"

Mrs. Wliite quieted the fears of her friend on this subject, and

drawing her chair closer, prepared to hear the announcement.
" Remember, Arabella, that I would not place so much confi-

dence in another human being. Mrs. Jones has been taking snvff

from Mr. Walker's store."

" O, Lucretia !" exclaimed Mrs. White, holding up her hands

with pious horror.

" True as the Bible," added the other, impressively.

" How much did she take V asked Arabella.

" Mrs. Walker didn't say ; but enough, I'll warrant 3'ou."

"And she's been called such a nice woman, too
!"

"And a church member into the bargain."

" Pride must have a fall. She always carried her head pretty

high in the world."

" She wont be apt to hold it up long, if this leaks out."

" That's what she wont. But she always did think herself bet-

ter than the rest of us."

After considerable more conversation of this nature, the two

worthy ladies separated, and Mrs. White took occasion, during

the day, to " look in " upon Mrs. Brown, the baker's wife.

" I'm so thunderstruck !" cried Arabella, as out of breatli from

exertion, she seated herself by the latter.

" Why, Mrs. White, how you frighten me ! I know something

must have happened—somebody's sick, or dead, or going to be

married !" replied Mrs. Brown.
" You might guess a thousand years, and come no nearer to it

than the man in the moon !" retCi-:ed Arabella, confidently. "It's

one of the most singular things that ever happened in Hammer-
town. I shouldn't Avondcr if people found out that those who
pretend to so much gentility, aint any better than otlier folks."

" You make me tremble all over ! I never felt so much on the

tiptoe of expectation, as one may say, in my life," added the

baker's wife.

" Miranda Brown, I'd like to tell you what it is, but I can't.

I'm on my honor."

" I shall really think hard of you, Mrs. White, if you treat me
in this way. Have n't I been on my honor ever since you knew
me?—and did I ever keep anything from you that was worth

knowing V
" But, Miranda, I have sworn—

"

" Is this your friend.ship for me, Arabella White ?"

" Miranda Brown, you have conquered ! I could n't keep any-

thing from you, if I should try. Give me your ear—I must n't

speak above my breath. Mrs. Jones has been stealing snufffrom
Mr. Walker's store !"

"Lucretia, you have given me a powerful change. I really feel

faint—your salts, my dear. Who would have thought it ! It

doesn't seem as though it could be so."

"It's just as I have said, and it affected me dreadful, Mrs.

Brown ; I could n't have felt worse ; I haven't been easy a moment
since. Her husband is to be pitied."

" So he is, I declare ! I shouldn't wonder if he had to leave

Hammertown. This is a miserable, sinful world, really ; truly

honest pco])le have reason to be thankful that they are kept by a

merciful Providence."

"It wouldn't be strange," resumed Mrs. White, confidentially,

" if Mrs. Jones had a monomania for taking everything she can lay

her hands on."

"Such things are common," rejoined Mrs. Brown. "Did she

steal a great quantity 1"

" Yes, indeed, several jars ; and no doubt Mr. Jones had to

come down hand.tomely for it."

" No doubt, no doubt, poor man I I hope it will be hushed up,

and not go any farther ; it will create so much scandal among the

gossips. And, if there's anything I do abominate, it's a busy-

body," added Mrs. Brown, emphatically.

" Just so ; but I mustn't stay a second longer, for I left my babe

wide awake, and he's cried his eyes out by this time," answered

Arabella, as she hurriedly gathered u]) the folds of her shawl, sig-

nifying once more that what she had been telling must be kept as

an inviolable secret.

When the exemplary woman had gone, Mrs. Brown could not

resist the temptation to "run over" to Mrs. Green's, and have a

little friendly talk with her.

" I'm so ftustrated and worked up, that it don't seem as if I could

stay in Hammertown another day, there are such carryings on."

"(ioodness gracious! You don't say so!" exclaimed Mrs.

Green, her eyes expressing clo(iucntly the curiosity which her

friend's language liad excited.

" I've got the most astoundirig news you ever heard of. It

didn't come round Robin Hood's barn, either, but just as straight

as it could come. Cornelia Ann, can you be firm ?" asked the

vi.Nitor, witli a melodramatic air.

" As firm as the Bay of Fundy," was the decisive reply.

" I know you winit credit it, but Mrs. Jones has stolen sir jars <//'

•'"'"".///'<•'" jV''' Walker's grocery, and what else she's taken, the

Jjord only knows !"

"Just such a woman, for all the world, as I always thouglit she

was!" screamed Mrs. Green, elevating both hands, to give her

words proper emphasis. I never did like her, and I was saying

to Mr. Green a few days ago, that Mary Jones was no better than

she should be. It's kind o' strange, but I've had my suspicions

about her character, which I have never before hinted to my most
intimate friend."

" She was not the sort of person that /should have chosen to

make a confidant of," replied the other, " but I confess it never

entered my head that she would steal ; but so it is, for it came
directly from Mrs. Walker, and she had ought to know, seeing

her husband has been the sufferer."

" You don't know cxactl}' what other things she lias taken "?"

inquired Mrs. Green.

"No, I don't; but tea, sugar, coffee, raisins, spices, and all

such things, probably. The fact of the case is, she has got a

monomania, and can't keep her hands off from anything."
" It doesn't surprise me a bit, Mrs. Brown, for she has the

queerest look with her eyes."

Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Green discussed this subject thoroughly

before they parted, and felt that they ought to be grateful that

they had been kept from the evils into wliich Mrs. Jones had fallen.

Before three days had elapsed, it was all over Hammertown
that Mr. Jones's wife was a confirmed thief. There was not a

thing that could be mentioned, but what she had the reputation of

purloining ; she had taken silks, shawls, gloves, etc., from dry

goods stores—rings, pins and chains from jewellers' shops, as

well as teas, coffees, sugars, and six jars of snuff from Mr. Walk-
er's grocery.

This singular and astounding news was talked over in all cir-

cles, and produced universal horror in Hammertown ; for Mrs.

Jones was a lady who had hitherto borne an excellent character,

and been much respected. These scandalous stories at length

reached the ears of Mr. Jones, for his good wife began to be

slighted, and treated with marked coldness by those who had
been proud of her .acquaintance. Mrs. Jones was much shocked

and mortified, but could not forbear smiling, when, among the

articles enumerated as having been appropriated by her, were

mentioned six jars of snuff taken from Mr. Walker's store.

Her husband succeeded in tracing the snuff story directly to

Mrs. Green, and the latter declared that she knew nothing about

it, and had only told it to one or two of her intimate friends, pre-

cisely as she had it from Mrs. Brown, who had informed her on
the "very best authority," as she said, that Mrs. Jones had stolen

six jars of snuff, and a great variety of other articles.

Fully resolved to follow the matter up to its origin, Mr. Jones

called on Mrs. Brown, the baker's wife, who, in turn, avowed that

she had repeated the story just as she had received it from Mrs.

Arabella White ; therefore, the injured husband hastened to the

residence of the latter. Mrs. White was in the same state of

innocence in regard to the subject, and only knew that Mrs. Black

had told her that Mrs. Walker had informed her, confidentially,

that Mrs. Jones had taken a quantity of snuff from her husband's

—Mr. Walker's—grocery. To Mrs. Black, then, as the next link

in the chain, Mr. Jones posted. That excellent woman was also

in a state of paradisiacal purity in regard to the whole affair ; she

had no more knowledge of the subject than an infant, and could

only refer to Mrs. Walker. It only remained for the indignant

Jones to visit Mrs. Walker, and call her to account for her repre-

hensible conduct. That pattern of Christian quietude was " per-

fectly shocked " when she heard that Mrs. Black had reported

that she had told her, in confidence, that Mrs. Jones had taken a

large quantity of snuff from her husband's store. She pronounced

it a vile slander, and was unspeakably astonished at the " wicked-

ness of Lucretia Black."

" I have traced the scandalous story that my wife has stolen six

jars of snutf, directly to you," returned Mr. Jones, firmly. "I
consider Mrs. Jones's character grossly vilified. I shall sift this

matter to the bottom ; and, if no other remedy remains, shall

resort to the law."

" Six jars of snuff!" ejaculated Mrs. Walker.

"Together with tea, coffee, sugar, and so on, ad infinitum."

" You astonish me beyond measure," rejoined Mrs. Walker.
" I only told Mrs. Black, that your wife had acquired a habit of

taking snuff; for my husband told me that she had purchased a

small box of Maccaboy at his store."

"Is it possililc," exclaimed Mr. Jones, " that such slanderous

and exaggerated reports could grow out of a thing so trivial ?

There is certainly a great difl^erenee between taking snuff as a

sternutatory, and stealing six jars of it from Mr. Walker's store.

Behold how large a fire a small matter kindleth. As it happens,

you, also, labored under a slight mistake, Mrs. Walker ; for the

box of snuff that was purchased at your husband's store was not

for my wife, but for her mother, who is atUicted with a catarrhal

affection."

Mrs. Walker made many apologies, and promised to do all she

could to counteract the eflect of the false rumors which were being

promulgated by the joint efforts of Black, White, Brown, Green

& Co.

The surprise and mortification of the parties referred to cannot

be imagiiu'd, when a full e.r/iuse of the subject took jilace, and

they discovered on what a small basis they had erected such a

towering fabric of falsehood.

The moral of this story is quite apparent. Slandei'ous stories -

grow larger tlie oftener they are repeated. When they have

passed through half a dozen lip-;, they can scarcely be recognized

as the same' that were first told. By an easy ascending scale,

taking snuff as a sternutatory becomes stealing sit jars of Macca

Iniy ; and so on, until the unliajipy Mrs. Jones is converted into an

.unmitigated appropriator of other jieople's goods.



GLEASON'S PICTORIAL DRAWING-ROOM COMPANION. Ill

EDITORIAL MKLANGE.

A ratfish wei<;hiiifr five pounds was cimslit in the Susquehanna

last week. A hard-woiking and industrious Amciican family,

tlic father of which is a coal-heaver and the mother a waslicr-

wonian, residing in Boston, has just received information that a

brother of the former recently died in Calcutta, leaving them the

acccpta!)le sum of $52,000 A man down in Maine has heen

slandered. Some one said he liad twenty-two children, wlien he

has only nineteen The Newport Mercury says that land in

that place which was held at five hundred dollars an acre two

years ago, cannot now he purchased at twelve hundred dollars,

and instead of being bought by the acre, it can only be bought by

the foot. We notice in a cotemporary's columns the advertise-

ment of a lady for a Imsband. " None need apply under six

feet." Tlie lady goes in ferociously for Ily-men. Clark Mills,

the sculptor, the Republic says, has purcliased a farm three miles

and a half from Washington city, on the line of the railroad,

whither he has removed his elks, buttalo, and other living models,

and where he intends to locate his studio, and erect manufacturing

works required l)y liis profession. Famine prevails in Spain,

and hundreds of the inlial)itants arc perisliing daily. Recently,

while the cars from Columbus to Cincinnati were going at the

rate of thirty-two miles an hour, a jjassenger lost liis hat over-

board, and jumped out after it without being injured. Three

negroes lielonging to a Mr. Winston, of Hanover, Va., wore killed

by lightning a short time since. Aecounts from Alexandria,

Egyi)t, mentioit the opening of tlie new railroad from that jjlacc

to Cairo, a distance of twenty-five miles. A locomotive run over

the road on the 2Ist of June. A pretty woman, says some

poetic individual, is like a great truth or a great liappincss, and

has no more right to bundle herself up under a green veil, or any

other similar abomination, than tlie suu lias to put on green spec-

tacles. It is not generally known tliat there have been gipsies

in the northern parts of New England for nearly a hundred

years. A sentimental chap in Rhode Island intends to petition

Congress, at its ne.xt session, for an appropriation to improve the

channels of aflcction, so tliat henceforth the " course of true love

may run smootlily." Slieridan's answer to Lord Lauderdale

was excellent. On the latter saying he would repeat some good

tiling Sheridan had mentioned to him, " Pray don't, my dear

Lauderdale ; a joke in your mouth is no laughing matter." The

Worcester folks kecii getting sicker and sicker every day. The

f.ales of liquor at the city agency now amount to over four hun-

dred and fifty dollars a month.

A RETIRED PRESIDEKT.

Foreigners are not more surprised at the elevation of men, pre-

viously unknown, to the presidential chair, than they are sur])rised

at tlie ease and facility with which tlicy resume their former sta-

tions in life at the expiration of their term of otTice. Tlie man
who, as President, would be feted in every town and city througli

wliich he passed, may in one short month travel through the

whole United States without so much as exciting a cheer. This

is republicanism. A carrcspondent of the Boston Courier says :

" While at the Falls, I visited BuH'alo, and did myself the honor

of calling upon tliat great statesman of BuHalo, Millard Fillmore.

It was pleasant to look upon the plain, white, tvvo-story house,

witli green blinds, and a little yard in front, in which Millard Fill-

more resides. It spoke proudly of the man, and of the institu-

tions which formed the man. Calm, dignified, and gentlemanly,

Mr. Fillmore, as the citizen of Buffalo, is not less respected than

was Mr. Fillmore as President of the United States."

Ulagsibc ©atljcringe.

G.lMREIIVe.

Tlie St. Louis correspondent of the Savannah Georgian fur-

nishes the following item, illustrative of the terrible fascination

of gambling. He says that " a singular mode of bctiing is re-

sorted to on Sundays, on the western waters, on which there is no
card-playing allowed. The gamblers sit around a table, each

having before him a lump of loaf sugar ; a stake is put up by the

players, and he upon whose lump a ily lights first, wins the 'pile.'

They also make side bets among themselves upon this important
event. The excitement often waxes high, as the Hy hovers over
and around the sweet morsels, undecided upon wliich to feast."

Kentucky Garland.—Mrs. Harriet C. Lindsey, the editress

of this excellent weekly miscellaneous paper, iiublislicd at Covino--

ton, Ky., luxs been on a visit to our city, for some days past,

soliciting subscribers for her paper. Having lost her husband,
Mrs. Lindsey has a family to support, and has sought by the pub-
lication of this paper to procure the means for an honorable live-

lihood. Her husband was editor of one of the best papers in

Kentucky. Tlie price of the " Garland " is but $1 00, and we hope
our citizens will subscribe generously.

Important Invention.—Mr. Parker, of St. Louis, has in-

vented a ])atent machine tobacco press, which occupies a space of
four by eight f.et. It has a capacity to jiress twenty plugs per
minute, or two thousand pounds per day. Its work is precise
and regular, and altogether the machine must create a tlioiougli

revolution in the mode of tobacco pressing.

Improvement in Fruit.—Mr. C. M. Hovey, editor of the
Magazine of Horticulture, has raised a new seedling cherry,
which is called one of the best ever raised. So says the^Hartfoid
Couraut.

< ».» > .

Cajii-iiene MtTRDEUs.-Scarcely a day passes witliout one or
more fatal accidents from the use of campliene. Let it be ban-
ished, and lives will be saved.

The total amount of duties received at San Francisco during

the last .six months was $l,45.3,0.'j6.

At New Bedford, 1 700 barrels of whale oil changed hands on
Fri<lay, at fifty-two and a half cents per gallon.

Rumors are prevalent in Eurojie tliat the Emperor of Russia

has recently cxliibited symptoms of insanity.

A mud turtle, weighing forty-five pounds, was fished up in Lake
Winnipiseogce lately, by a couple of boys.

A club house is to be built on tlie corner of 5tli avenue and 21st

street, New York, to cost $200,000.

A grizzly bear was killed recently on the south fork of the

American river, California, which weighed 900 pounds.

The authorities of New York arc making a praiseworthy effort

to break up the gambling .saloons established in the vicinity of the

Crystal Palace.

William Cobb, postmaster at Warwick, Mass., died a few days

since, aged eightythree. He was ajipointcd under Jeiferson, in

1804, and held the office until his death.

It is reported at Washington that General Dix has resigned the

snb-treasurcrsliip of New York, and will be appointed to the

French mission.

The report of a correspondent of a New York paper, that Mr.
George Peabody, the London banker, was dangerously ill at last

accounts, is without the slightest foundation.

Something like forty liills of in<lictment have been found by the

grand jury of the United Stares Circuit Court in INlicbigan,

against parties engaged in depredating upon the government
timber laud.

A letter from Tnagna, Bahama Islands, says :
—" Our salt pros-

pects are now looking very promising, and should our present

beautiful weather continue for the season, we may rake two mil-

lions of bushels."

A number of gentlemen in Fall River have ])urcliased a large

lot on the corner of North Main and Franklin streets, upon which
they contemplate the erection of a church edifice for the use of

the Univcrsalist Society in that town.

John Marsh, belonging to Kcenc, N. II., committed suicide at

Hartford, on -Sunday week, by drowning himself in the Little

River, back of the college. He was some 32 or ;3.'5 years of age,

a mason by trade.

The War I)c|iartmcnt has very late advices from Gov. Lane,
detailing tlie history of bis late efforts to introduce pastoral and
agricultural pursuits among the Apaches. He meuis with en-

couraging success.

The number of passengers that arrived in San Francisco, for

six months, by sea, was 2.3,741 ; of whom 19,779 were males,
.3.'!96 females, and 5G() children. During the same time, left

14,.'i2G—showing an addition of only 9415 to the population.

A son of Mr. John Cox, of Saudersville, Ga., was bitten by a
rattlesnake on Thursday week, and died on the following morn-
ing. The snake had so struck liis fangs into the boy that he was
unable to loose himself, and was separated by a gentleman in the
field and killed.

S<'booner Lainartine has arrived at Gardiner from an exploring
expedition to the wreck of an old Spanish ship sunk near the
island of Margarita, on the coast of Venezuela, in 1815, with a
large quantity of specie on board. The silver dollars brought by
the Lamartine are almost black.

< »•* >

Jorfign Jttms.

It is rumored that Lord John Russell will shortly retire from
political life, by accepting a peerage.

England has assembled at Portsmouth the largest fleet ol war
steamers the world has known.

A correspondent of the Trieste Zeitung writes that the Turkish
fleet has 1000, and the Russian Black Sea fleet 1500 guns.

Recent attempts made in France to enforce a proper observance
of tlie Sabbath, have failed.

One hundred and forty million dollars worth of tobacco was
consumed by Great Britain last year—enough to keep a million
boys at a good school.

The French peasantry, it appears, will have the wine shops and
cafes open on Sundays, and so the recent attempt to close them,
in one of the departments, has been given up.

The little, cold, barren land of Norway, is about to erect a Nor-
wegian Pantheon, to riccive the jiortraits, statues, or busts, of all

the men who have illustrated Norway by their virtues or their
talents.

It is said that the Emperor of Russia has oflTercd one hundred
and ninety thousand pounds for the Humboldt and Franklin, the
two United States mail steamers that have hitherto run between
New York, Southampton and Havre.

A large number of Americans were at Stratford-upon-Avon,
on the occasion of the recent three hundredth anniversary of the
Stratford Grammar School, in which Shakspearo received all his
Warwickshire education.

An interesting work now proceeding in the thoroughfares of
London, is the official measurement of its principal streets. This
work is undertaken as preparatory to the day on which the new-
cab law is to come into ojieration.

Dr. Merle d'Aubigne has just received a mark of the King of
Prussia's sympathy with literature and the reformation. A letler,
signed Frederick William, and dated from the palace of Sans
Souci, informs the doctor that his niajcstv has been pleased to
present him with " the large gold medal for science."

The mammoth steamship Great Britain has been fitted with
new rigging and sails of increased capacity, and her owners now
think she is as fine a clipper sailing ship as she is a steamer, and
that it is now indifferent whether she is placed under canva.ss or
steam. She is to make another trip from Great Britain to Cali-
fornia.

The King of Sardinia has established a prize of fourteen Imn-
drcd francs for the best dramatic inoduction of from three to five
acts, represented in the Theatre Royal of Turin, in the course of
this year

; another prize of one tliousaml francs for the second
best, of from two to five acts ; and a third of six hundred francs
for the tliird best, of from one to five acts.

One of the female chimpanzees died last month at tlie Regent's
Park Zoological Gardens. It is believed-although she never
breathed a word of her soitow—that a hopeless passion for a
young gentleman, a constant visitor, with a promising moustache
was the cause of her early decease. A warning tliis for voung
gentlemen with goose-dovni mustacliios. " ^

Qanls of 0olb.

.... Taste is in a way the microscope ofjudgment.

—

Rousseau.

.... A new principle is an inexhaustible source of new views.

— Vauvtnargucs.

.... A noble heart, like the sun, showcth its brightest counte-

nance in its lowest estate.

—

Sir P. Sidneij.

.... Our virtues are dearer to us tlic more we have had to suf-

fer for them. It is the same with our children. All profound
affection admits a sacrifice.— Vaucenar</iu-s.

.... We have more strength than will : and it is often that wc
excuse ourselves because we imagine that the things are impossi-

ble.

—

Im Rochcjhiiriiiild.

.... Three things too much and three too little are pemicious to

man : to speak much and know little ; to spend much and have
little; to presume much and be worth little.— S/mni.sh Proverb.

.... An Indian pliilaso|jher being asked what were, according

to his opinion, the two most beautiful things in the universe, an-

swered : The starry heavens above our heads, and the feeling of
duty in our hearts.

—

Bossuct.

.... A cock, having found a pearl, said that a grain of corn
would be of more value to liim. You should collect together in

a pile all the earthly riches, as the man you would ask for his

pearl, that is to say, the beautiful.

—

Pierre Leroux.

.... .Judgment is not a swift-growing plant; it requires time
and culture to mature it, while fancy often springs U]) and blos-

soms ill a single hour. The fragrance of the first, liowcvcr, is

lasting, while that of the latter is as transient as its stem is fragile.—llosea Ballou.

•< -•••-

Joker's Uubqct.

" A " down east " Yankee has recently invented a rat extermi-
nator, consisting of a sort of powder snuif. The animal jerks
his head off at the third sneeze!

What a pity patriotism takes so to gin and sugar ! The cele-

bration of one Eourtli of July creates a greater demand for cock-
tails than all the other days in the calendar.

A young man advertises in a city jiaper for a place as sales-

man, and says he has ban a great deal of ex])ci-iencc, having been
discharged from seven different stores within a year.

The people of I'eru are so indolent that they open pea-pods
with an oyster knife. In driving horses, they always have two
men to each quadruped—one to hold the reins, and the other to

cry, " whoa !"

"Jamie," said one honest Irishman to another, the first time
he saw a locomotive, "what's that snorting baste, sure!" "I
don't know at all, unless it's a steamboat splurging along afther
watlier," replied Jamie.

" Will you take the life of Pierce or Scott, this morning,
madam 1" .said a newspaper boy to good Aunt Betsey. " No, my
lad," she replied, " they may live to the end of their days for

me—I've nothing agin 'em."

A windy orator once got up and said —" Sir, after much reflec-

tion, consideration, and examination, I have calmly, and delib-

erately, and carefully come to the determined conclusion, that in
those cities where the population is very large, there are a greater
number of men, women and children, than in cities where the
population is less.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
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vacant stare upon many of the articles,

without the least idea of their uses or

ohjects. This is a matter severely to he
reprehended, and it is to be ho]3ed that

serious and early attention will be given
to it by the management. The suit which
stands above the Italian department (the

first on tlie left hand as you enter from
the sixth avenue) appears to be tliat of a
knight of the times of Henry the Eighth.
This figure is clotlied in steel, which is

rendered so flexible by numerous joints,

as to admit of every possible movement
of the body. Below the knee it is clothed

in heavy boots or leggings. Over the

United States department is a suit of an
entirely different date. This suit is com-
plete also, and elaborately wrought. On
the shoulder and n])per portion of the

arm, the plates of steel bear representa-

tions of various scripture scenes, beauti-

fully engraved, or rather raised, by having
the ground eat in with acid. This figure

bears the heavy lance wielded only by the

horseman. The figure over the depart-

ment appropriated to Groat Britain and
Ireland is that of a knight in full armor,
of a date anterior to Henry t!ie Eighth,
and also bears the lance and sword of the

horse soldier. Over the French depart-

ment is a figure of a pikeman, clothed in

the half armor of Queen Elizabeth's reign.

The steel cap is without visor, exposing
the face, and below the middle is the

slashed breeches, heavy trunk hose and
jack hoots of Uiat period. We have also

engraved a fine figure of a Pointer Dog,
by Hoppin, a young artist of considerable

merit, who promises to fill a prominent
place in the galaxy of American talent.

This figure is of bronze, about four feet

liigh, and represents the animal in its

most excited action, just as it scents tlio

game. The position and expression are

good, and the finish is in many points
exquisite. We shall from time to time
engrave such objects in the Crystal Palace
as we may deem worthy of note, or which
shall interest our readers. The field of
curiosities, and of artistic and scientific

inventions is almost boundless, and affords

a rare treat to the lovers of taste and in-

ventive genius. The Palace, of a fine

afternoon, presents a most brilliant scene,

particularly from the galleries, which
command a view of the whole interior.

The presence of a few thousand visitors

merely imparts animation to the view,

without crowding any corner or alcove of
the building. They wander about in scat-

tered groups, as people do in a picture

gallery, bewildered by the multiplicity of
objects, and perhaps bestowing on a whole
department less time and less thought
than would bc^ sufficient for the due ap-

preciation of a single work. And yet,

here and there an object so attracts notice

as to elicit spontaneous exclamations of
surprise. In the Italian department is

one—a wild boar's head in bronze, cast

from the original hea<l, immediately after

it was cut from the body. Of course, it

is as natural as life : every hair, and tooth,

and tusk, and scar, being most accurately
and beautifully preserved. In the English
department there is a display of some ex-
quisite pieces. There is a group in silver

of Sir Roger do Coverly having his for-

tune told by the gipsies, which it is im-
possible not to admire, so well are the
faces, figures, costumes and attitudes ren-

dered. Another group, in the same met-
al, represents an amusing scene from
Don Quixote.

ARMOR OVER THE FRENCH DEPARTMENT.

These very fine specimens, from the Tower,
are contributions of the British government to

the exhibition, and will prove to be objects of
great interest to antiquarians and others who are

fond of gazing upon relies of the past. They
are placed at the four corners of the naves, and
respectively over the departments appropriated

to the United States, Great Britain and Ireland,

France and Italy. We are unfoitunately left in

the dark in regard to their significance, except
that tliey are suits of armor from the Tower of

London. And here we cannot resist the expres-

sion of our feelings of disappointment and cha-

grin, in common with all who visit the exhibi-

tion, at the entire want of labels, or any other

means whereby the looker-on may be certain

of ascertaining the extent or meaning of ninety-

nine hundredths of the articles displayed. Vis-

itors wander from court to court, gazing with

- - —- . _ ^ A CO.

HOPPIn's BRONZE STATUE OK A DOG IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

4IIMOR pVjSB THE UiNITED STATES DEPARTMENT.

THE STORM OF 1703.

For one hundred and fifty years past,

an annual sermon has been preached in

the Baptist meeting-house. Little Wild
Street, London, on the 27th of November,
in commemoration of the extraordinary
storm of Nov. 27, 170.'3, which was con-

sidered the most terrific tempest through-

out Europe, which the world has known
since the universal deluge. Its moral
lessotis were considered so important that

a member of the church left a sum of
money, the interest of which should be
appropriated forever to sujjport a seniion

on each anniversary of the event, which
is n,sually delivered by some of the most
eminent ministers in the British metropo-
lis, and has obtained the name of " 'The

Storm Sermon." Several of them have
been [irinted. The late Dr. Samuel Sten-

nett,',a pastor of the Little Wild Street

Church, and author of the hymns which
bear his name, in his printed sermon on
tlie subject, in endeavoring to account for

the storm, says, that " having most prob-

ably taken its rise in America, it made
its way across the Western ocean, and
collecting confederate matter on its pas-

sage over the seas, spent its fury on those

parts of the world, whither his army of

terrors was principally commissiontd."
A strong west wind set in about the mid-
dle of the month, the force of which in-

eiTased every day till the 27th. On the

24th the storm commenced, which reach-

ed its height three days afterward. The
viohtncc of the wind produced a hoarse,
dreadful noise, like one continued peal of
thunder ; and the excessive darkness of
tlie night added greatly to the horror of
the same. Many lives were lost, espe-

cially in London, not a few meeting death
in its most terrific forms. And great, in-

deed, was the loss of property. In Lon-
don and its vicinity more than eight hun-
dred dwelling-houses were laid in rains,

above two thousand chimneys fell to the

ground, and "the lead which covered the

roofs of one hundred churches was rolled

up and hustled in prodigious quantities,

to great distances." Nor was the devas-

tation less throughout the country. In
one extensive plain on the banks of the

Severn, not less than fifteen thousand
sheep were driven into the river and
drowned ; and in the county of Kent
alone, more than two hundred and fifty

thousand trees were torn up by the roots.

The ravages of this awful storm were at

sea still more tremendous. It was com-
puted that not less than three hundred
ships were entirely destroyed, among
which were fifteen of the British royal
navy, containing more than two thousand
seamen, who " sunk as lead in the mighty
waters." The whole loss of propertv was
estimated at four millions of pounds in

money, of lives about eight thou.«and, and
of cattle without number. Towards the
evening of the twenty-seventh, it pleased
God gradually to abate the severity of the
storm, till it became an entire calm ; and
men left the retreats in which they had
taken refuge, to view "the desolation
which God had made in the earth." It

will he readily supposed that this was
done with a variety of feelings, in accord-
ance with their different characters. In
many cases, those who hud l)een most
filled with terror and confusion, having
had their fears removed, dreadfully pci-

verted its moral tendency, and proved that

ARMOR OVER THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT.

"let, favor be shown to the wicked, yet will they
do wickedly." Shakspeare's plays of the Tem-
pest and Macbeth were twice acted in the week
succeeding this awful event, and one of them ex-
actly a week after the storm had arrived at its

greatest fury. On the whole, however, the gen-
eral impression was salutary, and He who
brought the stormy wind out of His treasures,

caused it to fulfil His word. Boyal authority

appointed a day of humiliation and prayer, and
the sense of the nation was expressed by im-
mense crowds of all classes who attended public

worship on that solentn day. Many reviewed
with humble gratitude the dcliveianee which
God had wrought for them. There have been
indeed many storms which have spread terror

and desolation far and wide, but we remember
none so long continued and so disastrous in its

effects as this one of 1703.— Watchman.

ARMOR OVKlt THE ITALIAN DEl'AKT.Mt'NT.
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SNIPE SHOOTING.

The spirited cnpraving which our artist affords us below, rcp-

nfficnts snipe shootinp as pra -tiscd in tliis country. The delicacy

and sweetness of this l>ii-d's flesh renders it a great favorite with

those who claim to he connoisseurs in the mutter of game for the

table, and sportsmen arc particularly fond of shooting tliem, as it

recjuires both skill in the use of the gun, and practice, in order to

secure even an ordinary mess, where tlie birds arc comparatively

plenty. The snipe lia.s many of the external characters of .he

woodcock, hut differs in having the lower part of the til)ia bare of

feathers, and in its habits. It keeps in marshy places, and docs

lot frequent woods ; and its flight is high, rapid, and very irregu-

lar. We have but one true snipe in the United States, and this

exceedingly rCEemblcs the Europf^an, and p< rhaps is not distinct.

The length is eleven inches, including the bill, which is about two

and a half inches. The bill is very slender, soft, destitute of a

cutting edge, and enlarged at the extremity, where it is smooth

durin V life, but shortly after death becomes dimpled like the end

of a thimble. The tail is rounded, composed of sixteen feathers,

all barred with black at their extremities. The snipe is found at

different seasons of the year in all parts of the United States. A
few breed in Pennsylvania, but the greater portion pas-; on to the

north and the higher regions of the interior for this purpose. In

the winter they are veiy abundant in the rice grounds of the

Southern States, and penetrate far into the tropical parts of

America. They are proverbially difficult to shoot, perhaps the

most so of all onr birds, for they fly in sudden zizap lines, and

very rapidly. In our own State, during certain seasons of the

year, this bird, in common with othor game, is protected by law,

and never i< allowed to be si ot during the time specified. If

this were not the case, eager sportsmen winild inconsiderately

hunt the birds during the breeding season, and ere long would

exterminate the race altogether. Probably nowhere in the United

State.' is the snipe .so abundantly found as in the State of Massa-

chus tts. It is also very abundant still further north, especially

og the sea coast of Maine and Canada. '1 he marshes of the Mid-

dl' and Southern Atlantic States arc also well supplied wlh the

b d, though it i"; not so plenty or so generally hunted as in Mas-

sachusetts or Rhode Island.
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[^Vritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

OR

RIVALRIES OF ART AND HEART.
A TALE OF ITALY AXD THE ITALIAJVS.

BT ben: perley poore.

[COKTINUED.]

CHAPTER XVI.—[cosTixuED.l
The marfjuis pondered a few inoments pensively, and then

raising his eyes, he inijuired :

"And liow did he spcalc of me f"

" In the kindest manner, never alluding to the cause of liis dis-

missal. Indeed I only learned it hy accident, from a fellow-artist

of his. Perhaps, hy the way, your excellency can inform me if

the mother of this young man is in Rome, as I believe she is of

French descent. lie gave me a letter to be delivered to her at

Lake Corao, as I came along, hut
—

"

" Her name ?" interrupted the marqu:s.

" Doria—the Signora Doria."

"The saints be praised!" ejaculated the marquis. "And is

Claude in Paris ? AYell ?"

" He is, your exccUeufy, and save a continual shade of sadness

on his noble hrow, there is not a more gallant youth at the acade-

my of fine arts."

A great load was thus removed from the mmd of the marquis,

and he soon managed to dismis'S his new secretary, that he might

communicate the good news to Beatrice. She was delighted to

hear so directly from her son, although previously assured of his

welfare, and hopes now l)egan to flash across her mind that, after

all, the marquis miglit adopt him as a son. Por herself, the ngc

of romance was passed, and although the su'^erings of the marquis

had obliterated all lier feelings of resentment, she did not feel that

one particle of her former alFection for him had returned. Yet

sometimes, for Claude's sake, she would picture a recognition,

and an avowal of that awful scene whic i had taken pace in the

catacombs.

The health of the marquis now improved rapidly, and with it

came a disinterested affection for the Signora Doria—not a wild

p<tssion, but that refined passion, based upon esteem, which is the

only love capable of standing the test of time. At last, tlie d. ctor

said that he could travel, and one evening he resolved to endeavor

to persuade her to accompany him. She had presided at his table

since he had become convalescent, and never had he before

experienced the pleasures of home, with one beloved to make it

happy.

" Madame Doria," said lie, "should you not like to see Claude?"

"Need your excellency ask such a question V
"Let me then invite you to accompany me to Paris, and there

to make my house your home, with your son as our companion.

I know not how you are circumstanced in life, but as my pre-

server, my life-saviour, I entreat you to accompany me ?"

Here was a successful termination to the well-devised scheme

of Father Louis, and the signora accepted with frankness, to the

great gratification of the marquis. " I feel," said he, " that I can

never repay you for your kindness, but my gratitude will only

cea:e with life. Singularly as it may seem to you, 1 am a mar-

ried man— and niy last resolve ere wounded by the revengeful

bandit, was a determination to seek out my wife, and endeavor to

atone for past ill-conduct. Yet whatever cares may engross my
future life, I should feel that you are its prcsen-er, even as I now
feel that you alone can promote its happiness."

Until this moment Beatrice had not felt the slightest return of

her old feehngs towards the marquis, but his delicate yet jjositive

avowal of a desire to atone for his wrongs, evidently checked by a

personal feeling of gratitude, led her to wonder if she ever should

love him again. "If" It is an old French maxim, "the woman
who deliberates is lost," and when she wondered if she should

love the object of her young heart's devotion again, she began to

think of the marquis as the father of her darling Claude.

At their epochs in life there was no fear of scandal, and soon,

traversing the vine-clad plains of Italy, they threaded the wild

passes of the Alps, and were on their way to Paris. The distance

diminished, and each felt drawn nearer to the o'ho.r, as they pro-

gressed. Again they loved, but not with thcei,si,\ eclipsed fervor

of what is designated "first love," for theirs was a deeper, a

purer, a holier atta<'hment.

CHAPTER XVII.

A It T AND H !•; ART.

The studios of Paris ! Tourists take jdeasurc in describing

the (ourt, the opera, and the boulevards of that gay metropolis
;

yet how few ever visit the region known as the Latin quarter.

In the days of the Romans it was the " court end " of the cily
;

but now it is ennobled hy the presence of those wlio woo the silent

muses. Galleries of art, lecture rooms, and libraries open wide
their portals, and if the young students arc at first ratlu'r eccen-

tric in their conduct, they eventually settle down into hard

students.

Here Ernest, after resigning his diplomatic post, had engaged

a studio, and welcome was Claude to its comforts. It was a large

room, at the very top of a high house, where the pure sunlight

poured in its unrcflcctcd rays, and lit up a medley of casts, and

armor, and sketches, whicli decked the walls. On the fliior were

easels, and a jiair of lay figures, the size of life, often nuide iho

stranger start, upon discovering that they were not human beings,

for their proportions were true to life. Leading from the studio

were two small bed-rooms, and here did (he young friends install

themselves, to pursue tlieir studies with the generous rivalry that

liad marked their iic(|Uiiintance. (Jlorions occupation ! Inspiring

labor, which but seeks to rival nature, and to show mankind her

beauties, brought to light by their genius. The first power of the

artist is in his own pure heart—the second is in his fancy, which

enables him to imitate nature—and the third is the faculty of

conceiving everything that comes from his heart, m from a true,

inexhaustible source, to be afterwards woven liy fancy into images

of beauty.

In vain did their fellow-artists seek to enlist them in t'lerevolu-

tioiuu-y plans then forming for the overthrow of the Bourbon
race. Art was their sovereign, and tliey knew no other sway, al-

1 hough Claude would often tliink of his mother and of Eulalia.

But Father Lotus had promised to bring them both to Paris ere

mid-summer, and the young man h d pure, fond hopes that he

would enjoy their love.

Weeks jiassed, and yet they came not, greatly to the disappoint-

ment of Claude, who began to indulge in melancholy thoughts.

Hour after hour would he stand idly before his easel, recalling the

bright image of her whom he loved, and revelling in recollections

of the past. In vain did Ernest endeavor to excite his aml)ition,

by challenging him to a trial of artistic skill. Claude accepted

the detial, but did not make any progress with the picture, for a

mist appeared to obscure his mind. Soon, his sunken eye and
pallid check betrayed that mental sufl ring, which rests like a pall

upon every energy, and checks all exei lion.

Ernest, on the contrai-y, was devoted to his art—not as a mis-

tress, coy and changeable—but as a true friend. His improve-

ment wii i rapid, and he was soon able to paint portraits enough

to defray liis expenses, occupying a portion of each day in study-

ing the wc;ks of the great masters. One evening, liaving painted

until the sun had disappeared behind the dome of the Invalids'

Hospital, he washed his brushes, and called his friend for a

ramble.

Claude was in his bed-room, tossing about on his narrow couch

in uneasy meditatioi, but on hearing Ernest call, he rose, and

went out into the stud ~.

" Well," said Ernest, " you arc dilatory now-a-days, even when
the hour arrives for our walk. See, my picture is almost finished,

while upon your canvass there is little more than an outline as

yet visible."

" Alas, Ernest, I do not feel like painting."

" Nonsense. Did not the new secretary promise to stop at

Lake Como to see your mother, and to visit Eulalia at Rome 1

And were you not told at the Jesuits' College that Father Louis

is expected here every day. Cheer up ! At any rate, no news is

good news."

"I wish," replied Claude, with a sigh, " that I could forget

those left behind, and imitate you in application and in devotion

to our art. But if you ever love—love madly—-you will under-

stand the pangs of separation. Now you cannot."

" Never," said Ernest, with a smile, " may I experience that or

any other passion, that will interfere with my love of art—that

love of which you, friend Claude, are the parent. Like yourself,

Claude, I have no desire for what is termed pleasure, and would

fain live aloof from the raging passions of the masses ; but while

you are devoted to the fascinating image enshrined in your heart,

I worship the muse. Eulalia may haunt your dreams, and may
distract your waking imagination, but art—glorious art—with

wings like the halcyon, flutters over my heart, and stills its

stormy heavings to tranquillity and repose."

" Good philosophy," answered Claude, gazing with pride upon
his friend; " l)Ut w'c do not think alike."

"And yel, Claude, you thought so once. Did you not instil

these very ideas into my mind ! Nay, did we not agree to be

rivals in art ?"

" Yes, yes ! We have been ; but these two pictures show that

the rivalry is ended. I bow to my master, and only claim the

privilege of changing my mind. After all, man is but the creature

of circumstances, tossing and fretting about upon his petty sea of

nmrtality, while the works of God move on with never-varying

regularity."

" Now, Claude, you are the philosopher. But although you

have no desire to excel as a painter, and thus inscribe your name
upon the architrave of immortality, you have no wish to have a

rival in the affections of Eulalia?"

" Ernest !" And the hitherto pale face of Claude flushed with

excitement, wliile a shadow clouded bis brow.

"Nay, Claude, I did but jest. But who is coming up stairs 7

No one, I trust, who will interrupt our walk." Tliere was a

knock at the door, and Ernest called out, " Enter !"

It was a porter, wearing the government livery. " I have,"

said he, " letters from Rome, sent to the care of the foreign office,

for Messieurs Doria and Devrillc."

Leaving Ernest to recompense tlic porter, Claude eagerly hur-

ried into his room, and tore open the envelope. The letter was

from his mother, and it was all that a son could ask. She told

him that she had come to Rome in quest of him, and that, finding

the mar(]uis wounded, she had taken care of him. The secretary

had inCurnied her of the locality of her darling boy, and she con-

cluded by expressiug a hope that she might soon sec him. Joy-

ous news—to think that he would be cheered by her to whom he

had fled as to an ark of safety in his childhood, when imaginary

dangers threatened, and who had ever watched his interest; with

devoted care. Yet there was something about the letter rather

unsatisfactory—something, Claude fancied, concealed. Was Eu-

lalia unfaithful to him, and had her avowed reciprocation of at-

tachment been but a caprice ? The thought but added to his

former unhappiness.

" Claude !" called Ernest, "when you have read your letter, I

wish to show you mine. It will perhaps astonish you as it has

me."
jMastering hi, feelings, the young man left his room, and cji-

tered the studio. " Who is your letter from '." he inquired.

" Listen," and Ernest read :

" Rome, June Ist. 1830.

" Perchance, Ernest, the sight of this well-known hand-writino'

will not be agreeable to you, but I trust that you will look on it

with kindness. I have suffered much of late, from a wound, and
while upon a bed of anguish, tliought mucli of you. Your atten-

tion to your duties, your kindness, and your patient compliance
with my whims, often unreasonable, rose up before me, and then I

I thought how I had repaid you. Ernest, forgive me I

'

" I do not insult you by offering money, for I hear that you are

prosperous ; but I would ask your pardon for having wrongfully

accused your friend, and for having insulted you. Will you not

call on me when I arrive in Paris, in about a month, and grant

your friendship to your sincere well-wisher ?

"DeBonani."
" How I have wronged that man," said Claude, after a moment's

jiause.

" And I," enthusiasticallv exchii—cd Ernest ;
" for I well know

what a struggle it must have been tor him to have written that

letter. He may have his faults, and may have been warped by
the society in which he has mingled ; but no one but a true-hearted

gentleman could have written that letter."

" You forgive him, Ernest V
" Forgive lj im ! To be sure I do ; and the moment I hear of

his arrival in the city, I shall hasten to assure him of my friend-

ship. But it is getting late ; where shall'we walk V
" Let us go along the quay," replied Claude, " and hear the

vesper chants at the cathedral of Notre Dame."
" Agreed !" And the two friends set out, passing along the

broad, stone embankments which confine tlie puny stream of the

Seine. It was a lovely night, and the whole population was ap-

parently abroad, forming living currents of white caps, dark lion,

nets, red feathers, black hats, and gleaming casques, behind which

rose on either side of the river the old monuments of French art. I
Boats and carriages—pavements, and water-masts and men— '

washerwomen and soldiers—formed a bril liant, panorama, lit up
by the fiiU beams of the full moon. Itinerant musicians made
the air resound with vocal and instrumental strains, while an in-

describable g.aiety reigned on every hand, stealing into the most

sombre recesses of the most saddened imagination. Even Claude,

dispirited as he was, felt cheered by the busy hum of civilization

around him, and joined Ernest in admiring the varied beauties on

every hand.

Crossing the Pont Neuf, they threaded those vice-haunted alleys

since described by the grapluc jien of Eugene Sue, and reached

the old gothic fane just as the vesper-bill pealed forth, inviting

worshippers to enter its cloistered aisles. As they approached, a

travelling carriage left the portal, laden with baggage and covered

with dust, showing that some traveller, thankful for divine pro-

tection during a long journey, had come to offer thanks, ere par-

taking of refreshment or of repose.

Entering the church, they found the high altar brilliantly illu-

minated, which gave picturesque effect to the dim aisles, and to

the grou])s of worshippers who knelt before the various shrines in

humble adoration. Soon the organ pealed forth its solemn notes,

making the very air tremulous with its rich tones, ami then the

loud anthem of praise swept in triumphant melody to heaven.

Then, marshalled by a stately beadle, the officiating priests came
forth from the sacristy, in solemn procession. Incense-bearers

swung their fragrant vessels, small boys bore large wax tapers,

and then came the officiating priests in rich vestments, to celebrate

the evening service.

Are Maria! The cares of the day were over, and religion, like

an angel of peace, descends upon every troubled spirit that seeks

her sanctuaiy as a resting-place. The parent asks a blessing upon

his household, the mendicant feels no shame, the magistrate ac-

knowledges the authority of his divine Judge, the outcast remem-

bers her whom no man could innocently accuse, and the aged, in

feeble accents of praise, chant the joys of renovated life.

Before one of the side-chapels, knelt an elderly gentleman,

wrapped in a large cloak, and a maiden, whose costly travelling-

dress, soiled and dusty us it was, bespoke her rank. Queenly as

Juno, beautiful as night when heaven is bright with stars, gentle

as visions of spotless iiirancy, and ardent as water springing forth

from a forest hillside, was that devout worshipper. AH at once,

as the organ peeled forth its last note, she turned her head, as if

the footstep of one among the many retreating worshippers was

familiar. Springing to her feet, she started forward, and seized

Claule by the hand with an impassioned grasp.

"Eulalia!"
" Claude !"

Ernest considerately stepped to one side, and the two lo\crs

gazed in ca.-h other's eyes, too happy to speak. Earth, with its

hounded fears and interests, was forgotten, and neither seemed

disposed to break the silence, lest this unexpe -ted interview sluiuld

])rove a dream.

Joyous was that evening, as they strolled from the hotel to

which Father Louis took Eulalia, into the garden of the Tuillcries.
,

Each one had pondered over the matter, each one was thoroughly

possessed with the spirit of love, and their emotions thrilled in

unison, even to a passing thought. Their joy was to tell each

other their constancy—their fear that the affections of each otlicr

might diminish ; nor was it until the sentries cleared the garden,

that they returne<l to the hotel, radiant with unalloyed happincsr.
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CHAPTER XViri.

A POLITICAL VOLCANO.

LtBERTT ! The cunning Louis Philippe, in his attempt to

wrest the scejitre from Iiis cousin-king, could not have iwioptcMi a

more popular disguise than the Phrygian cap. Evciy one thirsted

for independence, and while all orators addressed themselves to

the souls, the minds and the hearts of the volatile, Parisians, the

astute plotter called to his aid the lyre, in the master-hand of Be-

ranger. The poet knew the character of his countrymen, and ap-

pealed to their senses—to their passions, and to their appetites.

He mingled together liberty and the pleasures of the table

—

crushed the grand almoner, while he praised the cliarins of Lisette,

and launched his thunder against the Jesuits, while he sang to the

youthful graces of Jeanneton. Combining the talents of Anacreon

and Tyrta;us, he wore a double crown—of thorny laurels and of

thomless roses—and in proportion as his grisettes were of easy

access, was his political aim difficult to divine. All ages found

something to admire in his varied stanzas—the young girl as well

as the revolutionist, drank eagerly from the cup of love and lib-

erty which he presented. Historians, and editors, and lawyers,

thought that they were revolutionizing France by their oracular

eloquence, or their pf)nderous arguments; but Louis Philippe

knew that his best tool was the unpretending "Printer Poet."

Beranger's songs resounded from the English Channel to the

Pyrenees, entering into all memories, and by the force of daring

freedom of thought, fixing upon all iiearts a profound contempt

for Charles X.

While the existence of a great nation was rushing to a catastro-

phe, like the hurried plot of a melo-drama, Claude was leading a

life of quiet joy, happy in daily intercourse with his heart's idol.

Father Louis had placed Eulalia as a boarder in a quiet convent

in the Faubourg St. Germain, whither the young artist directed

his steps every day after dinner, and remained until tin- vesper-

bell warned him homeward. She ever welcomed him with a kind

smile and a well-pleased look, and care no longer shaded her fair

brow. Happiness now reigned in her heart, as before Fra Paolo

oppressed her every thought
;
yet trouble had so cha-tened her

Boul, that her happiness was concentrated, and elevated with

mystery.

Different was the life of Ernest, whose lioii-hcart had been

aroused, and whose every faculty was enlisted in the coming strug-

gle. Desiring to see France politically regenerated, he joined one

of the many clubs formed among the artists and the students,

ready to take u|> the arms which tlicy kept secrtted. Sometimes,

as the two young men stood before their easels, in tlie morning,

busily engaged in painting, Eniest would endeavor to enlist

Claude, and would descant eloquently upon the national wrongs.

But often, after a labored argument, a remark would convince

him that his woitls fell idly upon Claude's ears, for the young

lover would inquire :
" Can you not go with nie to the convent

this afieniooa? Eulalia is so beautiful, now the soft magic of

hope brightens the present, as it gilds the future."

"Nay, but I have been talking to you for half an hour about

the threatened ordinances against the liberties of the press. I tell

you, Claude, their proclamation will be a glaring usurpation

against the chartered rights of Fran<e, and if you will but come to-

night to the meeting of the ' Sons of the Schools,' I will
—

"

" But 1 must be with Eulalia
—

" interrupted Claude.

" What a blessing," said Ernest, in rather a vexed tone, " that

there is but one Eulalia ; for if every young man was as deeply

smitten as you are, the tyrants might shackle our land with chains

more firmly rivetted than those around your heart."

Claude made no reply, and Ernest determined that he woulil

not attempt to make a proselyte of him, for it was evident that all

his thoughts flowed in one channel, to one object. Just then the

door was hastily opened, and a young man entered the room,

almost breathless.

" The charter !" he exclaimed.

" Or death !" replied Ernest ; for such was the salutation of the

society to which they belonged. " What news ?"

" What news 1 Why, the tyrant has pul>li^hcd the threatened

ordinances, and I have come to warn you lo attend a meeting to-

night, at head-quarters. The editors of the ' National ' have

resolved to protest against this abrogation of their rights, and to-

jnoiTow we may expect the dance to commence. Adieu. I have
many to summon."

" Does not this move you ?" asked Ernest, when they were
again alone.

" Move me ! O, Ernest, if you ever love, you will know tliat

polities have few attractions then."

The revolutionist did not deign a reply, but washed his brushes,

and then went over to the Palais Royal, where all the discon-

tented congregated. Claude soon followed his example in leav-

ing his picture, but bent his steps to the convent, where Eulalia

greeted him with a smile more precious tlian would have been the

liberties of a continent to him. A shade of inquiry dwelt upon
her pure forehead, as he took her hand, but so devoted was his

greeting, that rays of love broke out from beneath her long, dark

eyelashes.

" Welcome," said she. " I feared that you might have been led

to the Palais Royal, where Father Louis tells me most of the

young men in the city arc congregating, bent upon some mad
scheme."

" And did you think I would absent myself from here ?" asked

Claude.

" No, no ! I was but jesting; although I had fears lest Ernest
might have enlisted you. Now, to repay you for your fidelity, I

will sing you some new songs, which I have been practising this

moniing."

Opening the piano, and sweeping its ivory notes, she began to

sing, and never had Claude heard such entertaining sounds.

Seated where he could observe the expression of her face, and the

rapid movements of her delicate hands, he gazed and listened with

delight. Indeed, his heart seemed like a hive, whose winged

thoughts stole honey from the sweets of her voice. Tears filled

his eyes when the strain was sad, but he laughed with childish

glee when the notes were gladome. At last, notwithstanding his

earnest entreaties, she closed the piano, and proposed a stroll in

the garden attached to the convent. It was small, but laid out

with great cure, and the bright flowers that graced the parterres

did not drink up the dews of night or the sunbeams of day with

more deliiiht, than did that young couple listen to each other's

vows of unselfish affection. Each word, like the olive-branch

borne into the storm-tossed ark, was a harbinger of nuptial love.

Indeed there was a tacit understanding between them, strength-

ened by remarks made by Father Louis, that when Claude's

mother arrived, the church would sanctify their union, and unite

them by holy bonds.

The vesper-bell tolled. " So soon," said Claude; "why, it

seems scarce an hour since I came." And they bade each other

farewell, with many a protestation and promise, until the morrow.

It was a calm, still night; the moon gliding, spectre-like,

through the cloudless heavens, while not a breath of air rustled

the trees, but a busy hum came from the centre of the city, and

at times the heavy tread of armed patrols was heard in the streets.

Something cast a shade of melancholy over Eulalia, and she sat

by her open window until after midnight, endeavoring to shake

off a heaviness of heart, which reminded of the trials to which she

had been subject at Rome. Long the victim of disappointment,

she feared that something might now happen, to prevent the frui-

tion of her hopes. At length, without undressing, she flung her-

self upon her bed, and after disturbed dreams, fonnd herself sud-

denly awoke. The perspiration stood in drops upon her forehead,

and a vague, undefiuable terror made her blood chill. Turning,

she saw Claude, standing near her door, and gazing on her with a

look of calm repose. The sight so appalled her that she lost all

consciousness, and when awakened by her maid at her usual hour

for rising, she could not convince herself that she had but been

dreaming.

With the daylight, the revolution had broken out. The bells

of Notre Dame pealed forth the tocsin of danger, and dniras beat

to arms in every jiortion of the city. Ban-icades were erected of

felled trees and overturned carriages, while, as the king's troops

moved on through the narrow, obstructed streets, an invisible en-

emy poured forth their fire, with deadly aim, from nearly every

window. The very women, their passions roused, hurled down
fi-om the housetops paving-stones, logs of wood, and bricks, ha-

rassing the soldiers who escaped the fire. All hope of concilia-

tion was lost, and as messenger after messenger came to Father

Louis (who was an Inmate of the convent), Eulalia trembled, for

she feared that the idol of her affections was one of the victims

self sacrificed upon the altar of liberty !

The convent, in former days, had been famed as a.seminary for

young ladies, and upon its roof was an observatory, built for

astronomical studies, from which Eulalia could overlook the city.

At times she paced its narrow floor, then leaning from a window,

she would listen with attentive ear to the confused sounds float-

ing in the air. The heavy discharge of field-artillery— the sharp

ringing of musketry—the trumpet-blast— the loud cheers of the

victorious insurgents— the heavy tread of infantry—all met her

ear. In the immediate vicinity there was no fighting, but there

(as thi-oughout the capital), paving-stones were torn up, and trees

cut down to form barricades, and the groans of the wounded, as

they were borne to hospitals or to their houses, were mingled with

the sharp challenge of watchful sentinels, the gallop of some aid-

de-cam|), or the inspiring rat-a-i)Ian of the rallying drum.

Spcll-bouu'l, Eulalia listened, as if doubt and distance were

subdued, and her ear could bring each phantom of her fear in real

shape before her sight. Claude was perhaps in the thickest of the

fray—nay, she tremhlcd with superstitious dreal, lest he had been

killed the night previous, and appeared to her as his soul .set out

on its journey to the spirit-land. In vain did one of the sisters

endeavor to persuade her to dtscend. She remained until day-

light had departed, and she could not see the tri-colored flags that

bad ajipeared, one by one, upon the summits of the public build-

ings, replacing the white banner of the ill-fated Bourbons. Then,

forlorn and dejected, she returned to her room, with pallid cheeks,

and sorrow plainly written on that formerly radiant face. The
uncertainty in which she remained as to the fate of him in whom
.she felt so deep an affection, WTung her heart with anguish, and a

terrible presentiment of danger saddened her every thought.

Yet Claude was safe and well—out of harm's way. Tlie night

previous he had been awakened from a sound sleep, and starting

up, saw the studio crowded with gens d'armes.

" Come, Devrille," said their lieutenant. " We have a warrant

for you."

"Ay," chimed in one of the gens d'armes, "and proof enough

to convict a dozen artists. Why, here are three muskets, a sword,

and powder enough for a platoon of infantry."

" What does this mean V inquired Claude, rising and hurrying

on his clothes.

" Mean ! Why, it means that you, Ernest Devrille, have been

accu.sed as a conspirator, engaged in complots against the throne

of Charles Tenth, our blessed king of France and of Navarre.

And the arms found in the adjoining bed room, prove the fact."

" But," interrupted the porter, who had been forced to pilot the

gens d'armes up to the studio, "you are mistaken. Tiiat's not

Monsieur Ernest—that's Monsieur Claude."

"Silence!" said Claude, whoie generous disposition prompted

him to save his friend. I am willing to go to the prefecture of

police.

" But there is a mistake," shouted the stupid porter. " I tell

you, officer, that this young min's name is Monsieur Claude Doria,

an Italian."

" Claude Doria !" repeated the lieutenant. " Claude Doria.

Let me look at my memorandum-book !" Then pulling out a

small book—a book of fate to many—he turned over several pages

until he came to one which appeared to interest him. Looking at

it, and then at Claude, he at last exclaimed :

" Bravo I Better and better. Tliese political an-csts don't pay

;

but here I have entrapped a young rogue, for who^e apprehension

the French minister at Rome sent here an oftered reivard of a

thousand francs. Thanks, discreet porter, for j'our warning ; and
as for you, my pri.soner, I don't wonder you wished to p.alm your-

self off as your chum. But come, you must hurry off to the pre-

fecture with us, for I have any quantity of arrests to make. If

the king had begun with the Duke of Orleans and General Lafay-

ette, it would have been all the better for him."

Poor Claude. A strange fatality appeared to pursue him, and

when the key grated in the lock of his cell, he threw himself upon
his pallet, in despair. Soon, the sun streamed through the grated

window, and then, the noise of the conflict penetrated even into

his prison-soliiude. Tnc fighting was near him, and he could

easily distinguish the cries of the combatants, as they engaged in

the fearful struggle. Then he thought of Eulalia, perhaps exposed

to the brutal in.;uUs of an infuriated mob, and felt sitk at heart,

for he could not defend her.

Slowly the day dragged its weary hours along, and as night

approached, the firing increased in the direction of the palace of

the Tuillcries. Dragging his pallet beneath the window, Claude

found himself able to see the square dome, over which waved the

white flag of the Bourbons with its golden lilies. There was a
perfect barricade of fire, above which the drums of the National

Guards were heard, beating the charge. Then a shout resounded

far and wide, followed by comparative silence, and then a man
clambered out upon the dome of the palace. A moment more,

and the white flag was cast down upon the ground, to let the tri-

color flaunt proudly in its place. For years past, it had been

borne in triumph from the sands of Egypt to the snows of Russia,

and had waved victoriously over every Eurojjcan capital, to be

lowered in abject defeat at Waterloo. Now, raised by the people

from the dust, it was again the national ensign of France.

In vain did Claude endeavor to obtain information of what was
going on out of doors, by questioning the turnkey who brought

him food. The man olistinatelj- refused to give him any infor-

mation, or to convey a note to Eulalia. Almost frantic, the pris-

oner paced his cell until late at night, and then threw himself upon
his pallet, where feverish slumber was constantly interrupted by
disturbed dreams.

Little thought he, as he tossed wearily upon his pallet, that his

mother was hastening to Paris, in company with his father ! Or
that, firmly yet unconsciously, the tendrils of her heart were again

entwining around her once worshipped idol.

[concluded next week.]

[Oathered for Glcason's Pictorial.]

GEM^ OF THOUGHT.
FRO.M TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READING.

*** If you would have a faithful servant, and one that you
like, serve yourself.

—

Franklin.

*** What can be more foolish than to think that all this rare

fabric of heaven and earth could come' by chance, when all the

skill of art is not able to make an oyster ?

—

Jeremy Taylor.

*** Misery assails riches as li).litnitig does the highest towers;

or as a tree that is heavy laden with fruit breaks its own boughs,

so do riches destroy the virtue of their possessor.

—

Burton.

*** In all evils which admit a remedy, impatience should bo

avoided, because it wastes that time and attention in complaints,

which, if properly applied, might remove the cause.

—

Johnson.

«** The avaricious man is like the barren, sandy ground of

the desert, which sucks in all the rain and dews with greediness,

but yields no fruitful herbs or plants for the benefit of others.

—

Zani).

* * * A contented mind is the greatest blessing a man can enjoy

in this world ; and if in the prcsert life his hap])iness arises from

the subduing of his desires, it will arise in the next fjom the grat-

ification of them.

—

Aiklisoii.

*** Liberty is to the collective boely, what health is to every

individual body. Without health, no pleasure can be listed by

man ;
without liberty, no happiness can be enjoyed by society.

—

Boliiiijhriikc.

*** The lowest people are generally the first to find fault

with show or equipage ; especially that of a person lately emerged

from his obscurity. They never once eonside r that he is breaking

the ice for themselves.

—

Slicrislonc.

* ** Gluttony is the source of all our infirmities, and the foun-

tain of all our diseases. As a lamp is choked by a superabun-

dance of oil, a fire extinguished by excess of fuel, so is the natural

health of the body destroyed by intemperate diet.

—

Burton.

* * * A good inclination is but the first rude draught of virtue
;

but the finishing strokes are from the will ; which, if well dis-

posed, will by degi-ees perfect ; if ill disposed, \v\\\ by the sujjer-

induction of ill habits, quickly deface it.

—

South.

* ** When money represents many things, not to love it would

be to love nearly nothing. To forget true needs can be only a

feeble moderation ; but to know the value of money and to sacri-

fice it always, may be to duty, may be even to delicacy, that is

real virtue.

—

De Saxanrour.
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BIRTHDAY GIFT OF THE DUKE OF ^VELLIAGTON.
We present herewith a ropy of a fine painting, which is a rep-

resentation of the celebrated pictnre contributed by licr inaiesty

Queen Victoria to the Crystal Palace Exhibition, Neiv York.

The history of the picture is one of interest, and is thus recorded

in our En<ilish exchanf^es :—The scene which the picture illus-

trates occurred on tlie Ist of May, 1851, just after the opening of

the great palace of industry exhibition of all nations in London,
and the day was the birthday of the illustrious Wellinuton, as

well as of the infant Prince Arthur, to whom, by royal invitation,

the duke stood godfather. The gallant hsro of a hundred fights,

after assisting at the ceremony of the inauguration of the great

exhibition, hastened to Buckingham Palace with a handsome
ca.skct selected from amongst the varied and costly articles of
veiiu thrown open to public view on that day, intending it as a
birthday present to his royal godson. He arrived at the palace

before her Majesty and Prince Albert had returned from the Crys-

tal Palace ; but, after Waiting a few minutes, they arrived, when
her majesty was so pleased at the graceful act of attention intend-

ed on the part of the duke, that she hastened to snatch up the

infant prince, en df-slinhille, even from the couch where he lay, to

rcccirc the present ; a present we have no doubt he will dearly

prize in future years. The royal mother, holding her young child

THORWALDSEIV, THE SCULPTOR,
" On the last page of the present number we give a likness

of Thorwaldsen, tlie great modern sculptor, and the artist of the

fine group of Christ and the Apostles, now on exhibition in the

Crvstal Palace, New York. Thorvaldsen (it is thus he wrote his

own name) was born in 1770, during a journey made by hi-s fam-
ily from Iceland to Copenhagen. His father, Golskalk Thorwald-
sen, was a caiver of figure heads for .'hips, his mother the daugh-
ter of a clergyman. The child showed an early disposition for

drawing, and was placed by his jjarcnts, whose circumstances

were narrow, at the Arts Academy of Copenhagen, where he was
received without charge. He began early to exercise his skill, it

is said, ujion the figiire-heads at which his father labored, and at

which the young Thorwaldsen would work when he carried his

dinner to the carver at the wharf. At the academy he gained no
prize, however, until 1787, and the great silver medal two years

later, when the historical painter Abildgaard took a fancy to him,
and gave him further instruction in the general principles of art.

In 1791 ThoiTvaldsen gained the small gold medal for his compo-
sition of " Heliodorus chased from the Temple," and at the same
time the patronage of the minister of state, Count Reventlow.
In 179.3 his mezzo-relievo of " Peter healing a Lame Man at the

Gates of the Temple," obtained for the young man the great gold

Paris in 1792 (the Wounded Lion), he determined to visit the
place where the monument was to be erected, and at the same
time to take the oyiportunity of revisiting his native country.
While in Copenhagen the government ordered from him statues

of the " Saviour," the " Baptist," and the " Twelve Apostles,"
for the Fraunkirehe, then newly built ; and it was with these
works that he occupied himself, especially on his return to Rome.
He returned to Copenhagen finally in 18.37, having completed, in

tlie forty-two years of his labor, about two hundred great works
and a great number of busts. The following is one of the anec-
dotes related of this sculptor :—Thorwaldsen, travelling to Stutt-

gardt, overtook on the road a poor German, heavily laden with a
knapsack. On seeing the carriage pass, the man called to the
coachman to stop, and entreated to be taken up ; but the driver,

giving an insolent reply, would have continued his way, when the
sculptor himself ordered the coachman to stop, saying he would
make room for him inside. He accordingly requtsttd the tired

pedestrian to come in and take a seat. They soon entered into

familiar conversation, in the course of which the stranger said he
was a painter ; and hearing that the great Thorwaldsen was shortly

expected at Stuttgardt, he started from on foot, resolving to

see an artist whose works had made such a noise in Europe.
" And pray, sir," said he, " as you have just left Rome, have you

BIRTHDAY GIFT OF THE DUKE OF WFLLINQTON TO PRINCE ARTHUR, NOW EXHIBlTINa AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

in her arms, contemplates the handsome cadeau with evident sat-
isfaction. The expression of the duke is marked with benignity
and respectful homage. In the rear is Prince Albert, whose
mind—notwithstanding the interesting scene passing before him
seems still to be engrossed with the great national work which he
has this day brouirht to a happy completion ( seen in the distance),
and a plan of which he carries. This picture, which w .s painted
by Winterhalter, at the Queen's express desire, is one of the con-
tributions forwarded by her majesty to the Great International
Exhibition now open at New York. As a work of art alone this
picture attracts much attention, and is deservedly extolled by all
lovers of beauty and perfection; but the fact of its being' her
majcUy's tribute of recognition to our American exhibition, en-
hances its value to a great degree. It is imdcrstood to be a pet
picture with Victoria—first, bcenusc she suggested it, and second-
ly, because of the scene it illustrates,—doubly interesting now
tliat the principal actor in the occasion is no more—and l.istly, as
a work of exquisite finish and great artistic beauty. It is the
only article or token sent by the ipncn to the New York Exhibi-
tion, and it has shown a true interest, in her majesty, to forward
this cherished painting to grace the walls of the New York Crvstal
Pdla^e. Herein aNo is evinced one of the great iirin<ii)res of
pood to be derived from this design of a national exhibition of
the imlustry of all nations— it cidlivatcs a cosmopolitan spirit
Lttwceu monarclis as well as the huinlWcr classes.

medal and the three years' travelling studentship. But before he
took advantage of the means thus afiorded to him for visiting the
wonders of art in the south, he devoted a couple of yeaft to labor

at home, and completed several ))icces of sculpture. On the 2()th

of May, 1796, Thorwaldsen left Copenhagen in a Danish ship of
war; but the voyage of the young sculjitor wa<i so tedious and
dangerous that he did not n ach Rome till May, 1797, having
passed by Malta, Naples, and Palermo. The presence of the
great works of art which here surrounded him, if they inspired

him with energy and emulation, filled him often at the same time
with d(spair; and stories are told of works whicli were com ph led
by the young man, and llieh broken to pieces and thrust aside in

a corner of his studio. However others mi^lit praise him, he was
the last to be contented with himsrif. His thire veiirs' salary
was come to an end, and he had made prep.iratioiis to return li)

Denmark, with the clay model of the Jason statue, which he had
completed for the aca<lemy (after having broken nj) the (list figure
of the natural size), when Mr. Hope ordered the niaiblc of him,
and enabled him, by his inunificciit rcniuiu-nition, to remain in
Rome. It is to this timely jiatronage that we ])iob»bly owe much
that has been left us by the greatest of mo<iern masters. Wealth
and honor now flowed in upon him. All the great patrons of art
throughout Europe were anxious for works from his liaiuls, and
he remained in Rome until the year IS19, <)c<upied with prodigious
activity. Having to make a monument for the Swiss who fell at

seen or do you know Thorwaldsen personally I" " Yes," replied
the sculptor, " I have the good fortune to be very intimate with
him, and promise, on our arrival at Stuttgardt, to present you to

him." At this assurance the German's joy knew no bounds; ho
gr.asped him by the hand, and a silent tear bespoke his gratitude.

The benevolent old man felt sensibly moved at the unsophisticated
zeal of the young artist, and unable to sustain his incognito any
1 )iiger—" My dear good friend," he exclaimed, " I will not keep
you in longer suspense

—

/am Tlmriialdstti !" The splendid co-

lossal group of " Christ and his Apostles," by this celebrated

sculptor, an engraving of which we give on the opposite page,
and which is now on I'xhibition in the New York Crystal Palace,
stands in the Denmark court, between the north and west naves.

It is curious to notice its etl'ect upon dillVicnt persons who exam-
ine it, and the various emotions ilejiicted n|)on the faces of visitors

as their eyes strike it (or the (irst time— siinie willi joy, some with
wonder and astonishment, and, again, others with awe and admi-
ration. All. however, appear 'trnck with it* beautifid significance.

The figure of (Christ is of twice the size of the Apostles, and he
is rcijiescntcd as addressing them in the language of the closing
portion of the last chapter of Luke. His features are serene, and
bear the stamp of sublimity. As we gaze, we are entranced with
the awe-inspiring countenance of the "meek and lowly Jesus."
This is the acme of the sculptor's art. To produce in the human
breast, through the aid of sculptured marble, those soul- thrilling
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emotions only awakened by the coiitenq)! ition

of the sublime and beautiful, is indeed a triumph

far beyond the empty honors of titled warriors

or cunning statesmen. Tlie figures of the

twelve are ranged six on either side of the Sa-

viour, and each in itself is a splendid specimen

of art. The proportions arc exceedingly good,

•while the drapery and the general finish are su-

perb. The grace and ease of positions, too,

are unequalled, while the calm simplicity of all

is in keeping with the general design. Thi.s

group must be seen to be duly appreciated. No
language can convey an ade(|uate idea of the

effect produced upon the mind of the visitor

up^>n first beholding it. Tbe figures are all

eonsiderahlv larger than life, that of Christ be-

ing about 'ten feet high. They are casts in

plaster from the models of Tboi-waldsen, and

occupied the space in the Cathedral at Copen-

hagen intended to be filled by tlie marble stat-

ues. They are ranged on pedestals in a semi-

circular alcove or recess, and guarded by a neat

iron railing. Behind them, and forramg as it

were the walls of the alcove, is a curtain or

hanging of maroon colored velvet, which brings

the figures out in

bold relief, while it

harmonizes beauti-

fully under the sub-

dued neutral tint of

the light, whi<'h is

admitted through a
stained skylight in

the ceiling immedi-
ately overhead. In

the city of Copen-
hagen is a superb

museum, erected

and named after

Thorwaldsen ; and
here we may re-

mark that there arc

few cities better fur-

nished with resorts

of popular amuse-
ment than Copen-
hagen. The collec-

tions and museums
supply the principal

characteristic. On
certain days these

are open for gratui-

tous visitation, and
are important and
effective auxiliaries

in the formation
and refinement of
public taste. Of
these none are more
deserving of special

remark than the

Thorwaldsen Mu-
seum. To the lov-

er of the fruits of
artistic genius, this

collection alone
would amply repay
a long jouniey to

see it. It contains

about tlireehundred

of the works of thij

great native artist.

The building is

con«tructed on the

plan of a parallelo-

gram, in the midst
of which there is a
large eourt-yard. kiss's AMAZON, ON EXHIBITION, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

KISS'S AMAZON.
In pursuance of our plan to fumish tlic renders of the Pic-

torial with views of all that is notable and of general interest

relative to the New York Crystal Palace Exhil)ition, we pre-

sent herewith a view of the famous statue now on exhibition

there, known as Ki.^s's Amiizon. In common with the noble

statue of Washington, exhibiting at the palace, and which

was given in our last week's pajier, this statue is the th<me

of much praise, and attracts crowds of admirers daily. The
same remarks will apply also to the picture given l)elow of

Christ and the Ajjostles, a work of rare beauty and solemn

gi-andeur. The New York Exhibition is cultivating, by its

ex])Osure of these gems of beauty, a love of art, the chasten-

ing influence of which upon civilization and the community
generally is unquestioned. It is thus that one feels deeply

impressed, after having visited the palace and examined its

many beauties and wonders. Tlie Amazon is a figure of tre-

mendous energy ; the manner in wliicli she is represented, as

having thrown herself back out of her ordinary seat, in order

to get out of the reach of the tiger, whose claws are already

deep dug in the neck and flanks of the liorse, whilst she takes

deliberate aim for a single and critical blow at the head of the

savage monster, is admirably conceived and carried out ; the

face, with its mixed expression of terror and determination,

is of itself a study sufficient for an entire work in sculpture.

The horse and tie
tiger a]-e l>oth mas-
terpieces in their

way, but unfortu-

nately more than
divide the interest

with the imman sub-

ject. It was a dog-
ma of .some modern
writer on art, we
think a Frenchman,
that a piece ofsculp-
ture ought to have
eight distinct points

of view. We don't
know whether this

group may present

so many, but cer-

tainly it might l)e

looked at from three

or four different

jjart.s of the room,
presenting almo.-t a
new pictuie on eaeli

occasion. This
work Ls a copy from
the original one in

bronze, erected he-

fore tlie museum at

Berlin. Next to the

equestrian statue of
Washington, this of
the Amazon i.s the

boldest and most
striking piece of
statuary offered to

the examination of
the visitor to the

Crystal Palace, and
our readers who vis-

it the exhibition

will be apt to de-

vote not a small

portion of their al-

lotted time in gaz-

ing upon the su-

perbly delineated

subject. It is said,

particularly, that

the horse's head has

never been surpa.ss-

ed in any attempt
at sculpture.

THOKWALDSEN's "CHRIST AND THE APOSTLES," ON FXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
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[Written for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

ONE SHAIili BE TAKEN.

BT PBCEBB CARET.

Ik*ar friend, whose presence always made

Even tlie dreariest night-time glad;

Who?e lengthening absence darkens o'er

The little sunshine that I had;

My heart is sad for thee to-night,

And GTcry wretched thonght of miua

Keaches across the lonesome hills.

That lie between my home and tliine.

0, woods, wherein our cbiKU.'-h feot.

Gathering; the summer blossoms, strayed;

0, meadows, white ^vith clover bloomp,

0. soft, grcrn hoUcws where we playwl;

Can Tou not cool that aching biow,

With all your shadows and your dew

;

And charm the slow and languid step

Back to the joyous life it knew ?

Most loved, most cherished, since that bonr

When, as she blesw<'d thee o>r and o'er,

Our mother put thee from Iier arms,

To feel tby kisses nevermore;

And [. that scarce were missed, am spared,

While o'er thy way the shadow lies,

Infinite Mercy surely knew

Thou wert the ftttest for th« skies J

[Written Jbr Gleason's Pictorial.]

HELPING THE POOR.

BY T. S. ARTH0B.

" I'm on a begging expedition," said Mr. Jonas, as he came

bustling into the counting-room of a fellow-mercliant named Pres-

cott. "And, as you are a benevolent man, I hope to get at

least five dollars here in aid of a family in extremely indigent cir-

cumstances. My wife heard of them yesterday; and tlie little

that was learned, has strongly excited our sympathies. So I am
out this morning on a mission for supplies. I want to raise

enough to buy them a ton of coal, a barrel of flour, a bag of po-

tatoes, and a small lot of groceries."

" Do you know anything of the family for which you propose

this charity?" inquired Mr. Prcscott, with a slight coldness of

manner.
" I only know that they are in want, and that it is the first duty

of humanity to relieve them," said Mr. Jonas, quite warmly.

" I will not question your inference," said Mr. Prescott. " To
relieve the wants of our suffering fellow-creatures is an unques-

tionable duty. Buttheie is another important consideration con-

nected with poverty aud its demands upon us."

" What is that, pray i" inquired Mr. Jonas, who felt consider-

ably fretted by so unexpected a damper to his benevolent en-

thusia-sm.

" How it shall be done," answered Mr. Prcscott, calmly.

" If a man is hungry, give him bread ; if he is naked, clothe

him," said Mr. Jonas. " There is no room for doubt or question

here. This family, I learn, are suffering for all the necessaries of

life, and I can clearly see the duty of supplying their wants."

" Of how many does the family consist ;" asked Mr. Prescott.

"There is a man, and his wife, and three or four cliildren."

"Is the man sober and industrious >."

"I don't know anything about him. I've had no time to make

inquiries. I only know that hunger aud cold are in his dwelling,

or, at least, were in his dwelling yesterday."

"Then you have already furnished relief?"

" Temporary relief. I shouldn't have slept last night, after

what 1 heard, without just sending them a bushel of coal, and a

basket of provisions."

" For which I honor your kindness of heart, Mr. Jonas. So

far you acted right. But, I am by no means so well assured of

the wisdom and humanity of your present action in the case.

The true way to help the poor, is to put it into their power to help

themselves. The mere bestowal of alms is, in most cases, an

injury ; either encouraging idleness and vice, or weakening self-

respect and virtuous selfdependence. There is innate strength

ill every one ; let us seek to develop this strength in the pros-

trate, rather than hold them up by a temporary application of our

own powers, to fall again, inevitably, when the su.staining hand is

removed. This, depend upon it, is not true benevolence. Every
one has ability to serve the common good, and society renders

back sustenance for bodily life as the reward of this service."

" But, suppose a man cannot get work," said Mr. Jonas.
" How is he to serve society, for the sake of a reward ?"

" Ti-uc charity will provide employment for him, rather than
bestow alms."

" But, if there is no employment to be had, Mr. Prescott ?"

" You make a very extreme case. For all who are willing to

work, in this country, there is employment."

"I'm by no means ready to admit this assertion."

" Well, we'll not deal in general propositions ; because anv-
thing can be assumed or denied. Let us come direct to tlie case

in point, and thus determine our duty towards the family whose
needs we are considering. Which will be best for them 1 To
help th^ in the way you propose, or to encourage them to help

themselves ?"

" All I know about them at pit»eiit," replied Mr. Jonas, who
was beginning to feel considerably worried, " is, that they arc suf-

fering for the common necessaries of life. It is all very well to

t«ll a m«u to help liimself, but, if his arm be paralyzed, or he

have no key to open the provision shop, he will soon starve under

that system of benevolence. Feed and clothe a man first, and

then set him to work to help liimself. He will have life in his

heart and strength in his bauds."

" This sounds all very fair, Mr. Jonas ; and yet, there is not so

much true charity involved there as appears on the surface. It

will avail little, however, for us to debate the matter now. Your

time and mine are both of too much value during business hours

for useless discussion. I cannot give, understandingly, in the

present case, and so must disappoint your expectations in this

quarter."

"Good morning, then," said Mr. Jonas, bowing rather coldly.

" Good morning," pleasantly responded Mr. Prescott, as his

visitor turned aud left his store.

" All a moan excuse for not giving," said Mr. Jonas, to him-

self, as he walked rather hurriedly away. " I don't believe much

in the benevolence of your men who are so particular about the

whys and wherefores—so afraid to give a dollar to a ])Oor, starv-

ing fellow-creature, lest the act encourage vice or idleness."

The next person upon whom Mr. Jonas called, happened to be

very much of Mr. Prescott's way of thinking ; and the next

chanced to know something about the family for whom he was

soliciting aid. " A lazy, vagabond set !" exclaimed the individ-

ual, when Mr. Jonas mentioned his eiTand, "who would rather

want than work. They may starve before I give them a shilling."

" Is this true ?" asked Mr. Jonas, in surprise.

" Certainly it is. I've had their case stated before. In fact, I

went tlirough the sleet and rain one bitter cold night to take them

provisions, so strongly had my sympathies in regard to them been

excited. Let them go to work."

"But can the man get work .'" inquired Mr. Jonas.

" Other poor men, who have families dependent on them, can

get work. Where there's a will there's a way. Dovraright lazi-

ness is the disease in this case, and the best cure for which is a

little wholesome starvation. So, take my advice, and leave this

excellent remedy to work out a cure."

Mr. Jonas went back to his store in rather a vexed state of

mind. All his fine feelings of benevolence were stifled. He was

angry with the indigent family, and angry with himself for being

" the fool to meddle with any business but his own."
" Catch me on such au errand again," said, he, indignantly.

" I'll never seek to do a good turn again as long as I live."

Just as he was saying this, his nciglibor Prescott came into his

store.

" Where does the poor family live, of whom you were speaking

to me ?" be inquired.

" O, don't ask mo about them !" exclaimed Mr. Jonas. " I've

just found them out. They're a lazy, vagabond set."

" You are certain of that ?"

" Morally certain. Mr. Caddy says he knows them like a book,

and that they'd rather want than work. With him, I think a lit-

tle wholesome starvation will do them good."

Notwithstanding this rather discouraging testimony, Mr. Pres-

cott made a memorandum of the ttreet and number of the house

in which the family lived, remarking as he did so :

" I have just heard where the sei-vices of an able-bodied man

are wanted. Perhaps Gardiner, as you call him, may be glad to

obtain the situation."

" He wont work; that's the character I have received of him,"

replied Mr. Jonas, whose mind was very much roused against the

man. The pendulum of his impuls.es had swung, from a light

touch, to the other extreme.

"A dollar earned, is worth two received in charity," said Mr.

Prescott; " because the dollar earned corresponds to service ren-

dered, and the man feels that it is his own—that he has an undoubt-

ed right to its possession. It elevates his moral character, inspires

self-respect, and prompts to new efforts. Mere alms-giving is do-

moralizing for the opposite reason. It blunts the moral feelings,

lowers the self respect, and fosters inactivity and idleness, opening

the way for vice to come in and sweep away all the foundations

of integrity. Now, true charity to the poor is for us to help them

to help themselves. Since you left me a short time ago, I have

been thinking, rather hastily, over the matter ; and the fact of

hearing about the place for an able-bodied man, as I just men-

tioned, has led me to call around aud suggest your making interest

therefor in behalf of Gardiner. Helping him in this way will be

true benevolence."

" It's no use," replied Mr. Jonas, in a positive tone of voice.

" He's an idle, good-for-nothing fellow, and I'll have nothing to

do with him."

Mr. Prescott urged the matter no farther, for he saw that to do

so would be useless. On his way home, on leaving his store, he

called to see Gardiner. He found, in two small, meagerly fur-

nished rooms, a man, his wife, and three children. Everything

about them indicated extreme poverty ; and, worse than this, lack

of cleanliness and industry. The woman and children had a look

of health, but the man was evidently the subject of some wasting

disease. His form was light, his face thin and rather pale, and

his languid eyes deeply sunken. He was very far from being the

able-bodied man Mr. Prescott had expected to fird. As tlie latter

stepped into the miserable room whfro they were gathered, the

light of expectation, mingled with the shadows of mute suffering,

came into their countenances. Mr. Prescott was a close observer,

and saw, at a glance, the assumed sympathy-exciting face of the

mendicant in each.

" You look rather poor here," said he, as be took a chair, which

the woman dusted with her dirty apron before handing it to him.

" Indeed, sir, and we are miserably off," replied the woman, in

a half whining tone. " John, there, hasn't done a stroke of work
now for three months ; and "

" Why not?" interrupted Mr. Prescott.

" My health is very poor," said the man. " I suffer much from
pain in my side and back, and am so weak most of the time, that

I can hardly creep about."

" That is bad, certainly," replied Mr. Prescott, " vcrv' bad."

And as he spoke, he turned his eyes to the woman's face, and then

scanned the children very closely.

" Is that boy of yours doing anything?" he inquu-ed.

" No, sir," replied the mother. " He's too young to be of any
account."

" He's thirteen, if my eyes do not deceive me."
"Just a little over thirteen."

" Does ho go to school ?"

" No sir. He has no clothes fit to be seen in at school."

" Bad—bad," said Mr. Prescott, " very bad. The boy might
be earning two dollars a week ; instead of which he is growing
up in idleness, which surely leads to vice."

Gardiner looked slightly confused at this remark, and his wife,

evidently, did not feel very comfortable under the steady, obser-

vant eyes that were on her.

" You seem to be in good Iiealth," said Mr. Prescott, looking

at the woman.
" Yes sir, thank God ! And if it wasn't for that, I don't know

what we should all have done. Everything has fallen upon me
since John, there, has been ailing."

Mr. Prescott glanced around the room, and then remarked, a

little pleasantly

:

" I don't see that yon make the best nee of your liealth and
strength."

The woman understood him, for the color came instantly to her

face.

" There is no excuse for dirt and disorder," said the visitor,

more seriously. " I once called to see a poor widow, in such a

state of low health that she had to lie in bed nearly half of every

day. She had two small children, and supported herself and
them hy fine embroidery, at which she worked nearly all the time.

I never saw a neater room in my life than hers, and her children,

though in very plain and patched clothing, were perfectly clean.

How difterent is all here ; and yet, when I entered, you all sat

idly amid this disorder, and—shall I speak plainly—filth."

The woman, on whose face the color had deepened while Mr.
Prescott spoke, now rose up quickly, and commenced bustling

about the room, which, in a few moments, looked far less in dis-

order. That she felt his rebuke, the visitor regarded as a good sign.

" Now," said he, as the woman resumed her seat, "let me give

you the best maxim for the poor in the English language ; one

that, if lived by, will soon extinguish poverty, or make it a very

hght thing,— ' God helps those who help themselves.' Tobe veiy

plain with you, it is clear to my eyes, that you do not try to help

yourselves ; such being the case, you need not expect gratuitous

help from God. Last evening you received some coal and a basket

of provisions from a kind-hearted man, who jiromised you more
efficient aid to-day. You have not yet heard from him, and, what

is more, will not hear from him. Some one to whom he .applied

for a contribution happened to know more about you than he did,

and broadly pronounced you a set of idle vagabonds. Just think

of bearing such a character ! He dropped the matter at once,

and you will get nothing more from him. I am one of those upon

whom he called. Now, if you are at all disposed to help your-

selves, I will try to stand your friend. If not, I shall have noth-

ing to do with you. I speak plainly ; it is better ; there will be

less danger of misapprehension. That oldest boy of yours must

go to work and earn something. And your daughter can work

about the house for you very well, while you go out to wash, or

scrub, and thus earn a dollar or two, or three, every week. There

will be no danger of starvation on this income, and you will then

eat your bread in independence. Mr. Gardiner can help some, I

do not in the least doubt."

And Mr. Prescott looked inquiringly at the man.
" If I was only able-bodied," said Gardiner, in a half reluctant

tone and manner.
" But you are not. Still, there are many things you may do. If

by a little exertion you can earn the small sum of two or three

dollars a week, it will be far better—even for your health—than

idleness. Two dollars earned every week by your wife, two by

vour boy, and three by yourself, would make seven dollars a week
;

and if I am not very much mistaken, you don't see half that sum

in a week now."
" Indeed, sir, and you speak the truth there," said the woman.
" Very well. It's plain, then, that work is better than idleness."

" But we can't get work." The woman fell back upon this

strong assertion.

" Don't believe a word of it. I can tell you how to earn half

a dollar a day for the ne.N.t four or five days at least. So there's

a beginning for you. Put yourself in the way of useful employ-

ment, and you will have no difficulty beyond."

" What kind of work, sir V inquired the woman.
" We are about moving into a new house, aud my wife com-

mences the work of having it cleaned to-morrow morning. She

wants another assistant. Will you come ?"

The woman asked the number of his residence, and promised

to accept the offer of work.
" Very well. So far so good," said Mr. Prescott, cheerfully,

as he arose. " You shall be paid at the close of each day's work
;

ami that -nill give you the pleasure of eating your own brcid—

a

real pleasure, you may depend upon it ; for a loaf earned is

sweeter than the richest food bestowed by charity, and far better

for the health."

" But about the boy, sir?" said Gardiner, whose mind was be-

coming active with more iiidepeiKlent thoughts.
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"All in good time," said Mr. Prescott, smiliiiR. "Rome was

not built in a day, you know. First let us secure a l.eginning.

If your wife goes to work to-morrow, I shall lliiiik lier in earnest;

as willing to help herself, and, therefore, worthy to be hcli)cd.

All the rest will come in due order. But you may rest a.ssured,

that, ii'' she docs not come to work, it is the end of the matter as

far as I am concerned. So good evening to you."

Bright and early came Mrs. (Gardiner on tlie next moniing, far

tidier in appearance than when Mr. I'rescott saw her before.

Slio was a stout, strong woman, an.l knew how to scnib and

clean paint as well as the best. Wlicn fairly in the spirit of work,

she worked as with a sense of pleasure. Mrs. Trcscott was well

satisfied with her performance, and pai<I her the half dollar earned

when tlie day's toil was done. On the next day, and the next,

she came, doing her work and receiving her wages.

On the evening of the third day, Mr. Treseott thought it time

to cull in upon the Gardiners.

" Well, this is encouraging!" said he, with an expression of

real pleasure, as he gazed around the room, which scarcely seemed

like the cue he had visited a little while before. All was clean,

and everything in order ; and, what was 'letter ttill, the persons

of all, though poorly <lad, were clean and tidy. Mrs. Grrdiner

sat by a table mending a garment ; her daughter was putting

away the supper dishes ; while the man sat teaching a lesson in

spelling to their youngest child.

The glow of satisfaction that pervaded the bosom of each

member of that family, as Mr. Prescott uttered tliese appioving

words, was a new and higlier pleasure tlian had for a Ions time

been ex])cricueed, and caused the flame of self-respect an I self-

dependence, re kindled once more, to rise upwards in as eady

flame.

"I like to see this," continued Mr. Prescott. "It does mo

good. You have fairly entered tlic riglit road. Walk on steadily,

courageously, unwcariedly. There is worl lly comfort and hajipi-

ness for you at the end. I think I have found a vei y good place

for your son, where he will receive a dollar and a half .i week to

begin with. In a few months, if all things suit, he will get two

dollars. The work is easy, 'and the opjjortunities for improve-

ment good. I think there is a chance for you, also, Mr. Gardiner.

I have something in my mind that will just meet your case.

Light work, and not over five or six hours application each day

—

the wages four dollars a week to begin with, with a prospect of

soon having t!iem raised to six or seven dollais. What do you

think of that f"

"Osir!" exclaimed the poor man, in whom personal pride

and a native love of inde])cndeuce were again awakening, " if

you can do this for me, you will be indeed a benefactor."

" It shall be done," said Mr. I'rescott, positively. " Did I not

say to you, that God heljis those who help themselves ? It is

even thus. No one, in our happy country, who is willing to work,

need be in want ; and money earned liy iionest industry buys the

sATcetest bread."

It required a little watching, and urging, and admonition, on

the part of Mr. and Mrs. Prescott, to keep the Gardiners moving

on steadily, in the right way. Old habits and inclinations had

gained too much power easily to be bro ten ; and but for this

W'atchfulncss on their part, idleness and want would again have

entered the poor man's dwelling.

The reader will hardly feel surprise, when told, that, in three or

four years from the time Jlr. Prescott so wisely met the case of

the indigent Gardiners, they were living in a snug little house of

their own, nearly pai<l for out of the united industry of the fam-

ily, every one of which was now well clad, cheerful, and in active

employment. As for Mr. Gardiner, his health has improved,

instead of being injured by light cmploymMit. Cheerful, self-

approving thoughts, and useful labor, have tem])oraril3' I'enovated

a fast sinking constitution.

Mr. Prescott's way of helping the poor is the right way. Tlicy

must be taught to help themselves. Mere alms-giving is but a

temporary aid, and takes away, instead of giving, that basis of

self-dependence, on which all should rest. Help a man up, and

teach him to use his feet, so that he can walk alone. This is true

benevolence.

[Written for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

THE DESERTED ONE.

BY HATDOIN U. BALLOD.

Take back these toys you've given me,

0, would you could restore

The peace of mind was once my joy,

The calm I know no more

;

How true I "ve loved I may not tell,

^^ I only know I 'vc loved too well

!

Take back these tender tokens,

For another now must share

The smiles that oft have cheated me,

And banished every care

;

Can you be happy and still see

The blight that you have brought on me ?

These letters, too, ay, take them all,

Embalmed with m.any a tear;

I would not have one token left

This heart, now lone and drear;

And yet whatever thy lot may be,

That heart will ever pray for thee!

And though thy love hath faded now,

The heart whei-e it hath lain

And reared so many tender flowers,

Their fragrance will retain
;

I will not blame thee as we part,

Though thou hast broke this aching heart

!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

LOVE.

BY GEORSE R. COOMEB.

What art thou like, 0, gentle LoTe?

Thine innocence and truth

Dwell in the emblematic dove,

Arid thou, to trusting youth.

Art hke the sunrise to the morn.

When every drop of dew

Reflects some jilory newly born,

And seems a mirror true.

Sw€«t idol of this world of ours,

Fair nature, wanting words,

Blooms forth thy praise in all he: flowers.

And sings of thcc in birds.

Thou art the one sweet charm that gives

A worth to all beside

;

And dreary, dreary darkness lives

"Wherever thou hast died.

Each heart must live, in momenta lone.

Some happy moment o'er,

When star and moon liad never shone

One half so bright before.

When twilight clouds, like castles piled.

Hung over hill and dell,

Alid young, confiding .Jessie smiled

More love than lips could tell.

But if thy flowers can he, Love,

So beautiful in time,

How sweetly must thou bloom above,

In yon congenial cUnie!

There shall the hearts, long sundered here,

Meet kindly as of yore;

There youth and truth shall re-aftpear,

To fade away no more.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WINTER SCENERY.
BY REV. HENRY BACON.

At an exhiliition of "Dissolving Views," llie audience by one

consent uttered "Beautiful ! Beauti ul !" when a cottage scene

was re])resented changed from tlie surroundings of summer to those

of winter. The first picture was very beautiful,—the vine-wreathed

cottage, the rustic bridge, the stream with its dipping and shaking

ducks, the field and the orchard, the hills and the church-spire in

the distance ; but when the change came, tlierc was as much
beauty, tliough of a soberer cast, more solemn and more gr.ind.

I could not help remarking that I ho])cd that picture would aid

some of the observers to discover the beauties of winter, and to

appreciate winter scenery. I rcuiember of meeting with a critic,

who said, that ever after seeing one of Claude Lorraine's paint-

ings of a sunset, he was wont to .say when the west was uncom-

monly attractive at the close of day, " Jlicri- is one of Claude Jjor-

ralne's sunsets !" It is better to be drawn to the original by the

copy, than not to be drawn at all ; though it is extremely foolish

to put art before nature, the inspiration of art.

Winter has its scenery—distinct, peculiar, magnificent and

sublime. With what a delight does the child behold the first

snow-storm, and how magically to his sight do the trees and dwell-

ings change ! What clothing do they put on ! How it purifies

the aspect of everything, so saint-like and so sweet. And when
through the long night the snow has continued to fall, and with

the morn the sun comes forth in regal sidendor, was there ever a

scene of enchantment superior to that ! How at first glance,

the glitter of the dazzling snow pains the eyes, as though, indeed,

" another sun had risen on mid noon." The frozen ruts in the

road, the rough stones of the wall, the naked and haggard-looking

trees, the stubble in the fields, the desolate garden and yard, are

all transformed ; and who can but wonder that out of so leaden

a sky as hung above the earth yesterday, so much beauty could

come ! How silent was the process, so like the rain

*• That loves to come at night,

To mske you wonder in the mom,
What made the earth so bright!"

The air is now clear. Diffused through every portion of our

being is the new life that came abroad when " fair weather came

out of the north," and the wit of neighbor with neighbor, as they

exchanged the sallies of the morning, partakes of the clear, keen,

brisk atmosphere. " He giveth snow like wool," is a sacred

metaphor, and passing the application that reminds us of the

warming and shielding properties of the snow-mantle on the earth,

snow is given to the earth like wool because the change created

by it is as great as that which is made when wool is again given

to lank-sided and desolate-looking sheep. Everything seems to

have been shorn by the autumn, and "the melancholy days liare

come, the saddest of the year;" but the snow has made all bright

and glacl again ! Everybody feels cleansed because of the univer-

sal whiteness, and the surliest cannot repel all the magie of the

change. To give amusement to the j)ic.ture, we have only to

look at the rosy-cheeked boy and the laughing girls at their new-

found sports—the dilemmas into which the many adults are

plunged who have been long talking of tlie sjieedy coming of win-

ter and its snows, but never had resolution to get ready for its

approach,—the cart and the plough, the banow and the grind-

stone, the spade, the chain and the drag, arc all just where they

should not be, and "How unlucky!" is the exclamation that

should be changed to " How procrastinating!"

In the city the transformation is seen in the country, and look-

ing from my window abroad over the far-reaching and multitudi-

nous roofs, and domes, and towers, I see novel sights, that well

rewanl the attention that beholds them. And in the streets, where

the early risers have to make their own paths, what comical forms

are seen, and what fantastic ornaments arc added to the doorways

and tlie eves of the houses. Soon the brave boys are abroad with

their shovels, in hope of the dimes, and the more fortunate lads

introduce their new sleds to the grand drawing-room and to the

sleigh-bell concert. How furious the ladies appear with their

enormous burden of furs, out of n'liich their faces shine like Friar

Puck peeping from the disguise. The«treets that yesterday were

so desolate, wlicre every traveller seemed to press on as though

necessity alone would impel him to be out amid the whirlwind of

dust, are now as animated as though some jiroud festival was to

be celebrated. And look, where the snow has melted, and the

falling waters, caught l>y the frost, arc changed to icicles, and

hang like jewelry along the eves, over the doors, by the window-

sill, on the blinds and shutters ; and as the sunlieam shines through

them, what s])lendid jirisms they are ! What beauty springs fiom

that white ray of light ! And, if we have eyes to sec, what beauty

shines all around our paths ! What wonders lie hid in the crystals

of the snow, as various as the beauties of the summer field where

the botanist walks, and as richly alK)«iiding in rewards to him

who studies their forms. 8o with the ice, exhil)iting, as tnily as

the earth, the series of formations of crust upon crust, beautifully

diversified by the suspended globules, each one

*' Like a dew-drop .shrined

Within a crystal stone. ^'

Did you ever hear the ringing of the crystals in the tall pines,

when every branch was glittering with its gorgeous burden, and

the winds begin to rise '. I liavc heard the pines moan and sing

when the autumn winds sighed thiough them, and roar with the

surging of tlie stonn ; but there is no sound more strange and

melodious than when their tall tops and wide branches heave to

and fro in the rocking wind, and the guitar-tinkle of the breaking

and falling crystals comes softer and more magical than the

strokes of the steel amid the music of the orchestra, where the

dancers are moving in "the poetry of motion."

Speaking of the frost bejewelled pines, reminds nie of the river

and the waterfall that in the summer time blend their music with

tliat of the sighing woods. But liow seldom is a word said for

water scenery in tlie v.inter ! Waterfalls, torrents, cataracts, have

asjiccts in winter that no other season can present, and aspects of

splendor, too. The arrested waters in the plunge, the flow, the

foam, the spray, build up wondrous sights for the observer. To
look up through tlie rock-ribbed avenue, and behold the massive

piles of the masonry of tlie frost, is to behold scenery that im-

jM'CS.scs tlic mind with awe—that teaches the soul that tliere is a

symbol of " the beauty of holiness " in the solemn loveliness of

the scene. The beholding of Niagara 'in winter, has impressed

the poet more than its glory in the summer or the autumn ; and,

while gazing on the stujieiidons wonder, when the frost shows

there its might and glory, who can fail to recall the lines of Cole-

ridge in the vale of Clianionny :

" Torrents, methiuks, that heard a mighty voice,

And (-topped at once auiitl th*-ir maddest plunge!
Motionless torrents! Silent cataracts!

Who made you glorious as the gates of heaven
Beneath the keen full moon .' \\'ho bade the sun
Clothe you with rainbows .'

'

Transfixed by the splendor, charmed by the beauty, and awe-

struck by the majesty of the scene, only tlic " still small voice
"

gives the reverent answer.

And then above all, the winter scenciy of the skies—the gor-

geousness of the sunset, and the unequalled splendor with which

the moon rises—the broadening glory of the "Northern Lights,"

and the added sanctity of tlic stars ! But when to what the eye

sees above, we add what, by our warm firesides, we read of, the

regions where the Aurora Borealis has its chief magnificence, and

the very carnival of the air is witnessed where the flashing meteors

cross and re- cross the heavens, tilling space with most fantastic

forms and shapes, we can, in some degree, estimate how great a

rival winter is, when the seasons compare their attractions in the

matter of scenery ; and if we will look about us with a cheerful

spirit, which is needed to ward off the fogs and mists of summer

fi'om the heart, we shall see enough to make us appreciate the

beauty of the winter, with as glad a heart as when the poet wrote

of where
" the red-breast sat and sang

Betwixt the tufts of snow on the bare branch
Of mos.sy apple tree.''

RISI\» OF AN AFRICAN DESERT STRE.WI.
About four o'clock in the afternoon, there was a cry in the en-

campment—"El wany jace !" 'the Wady is coming!" Going
out to look I saw a broad white sheet of foam advancing from the

south between the trees of the valley. In ten minutes after, a
river of water came pouring along and spread all around us, eon-

verting the place of our encampment into an isle of the valley.

The current in its deepest part was very jjowerful, capable of car-

rying away sheep and cattle, and uprooting trees. This is one of

the most interesting idienomena I have witnessed during my pres-

ent tour in Africa. Tlie scene, indeed, was perfectly African.

Rain had been observed falling in the south ; black clouds and
darkness covered the zone of the heavens ; and an hour afterwards

came jiouring down this river of water into the dry, j)arehed-up

valley. This incident of Wady Tinta-glioda explains the scrip-

tural phrase, " Kivers of waters," for here, indeed, was a river of
water appearing in an instant, and almost without notice.

—

Rich-

icu.

water appearing in an instant, and almost wi
ardsun's jS'anative ofa itiantDii In Ci-nlral Aj'ii

True purity of taste is a iiuallty of tlie mind; it is a feeling

which can, with little difficulty, be actpiircd by the refinement

of intelligence : whereas purily of manners is the rtsult of wise

habits, ill which all the interests of the soul are mingled and in

harmony wiili the progress of intelligence. That is why the har-

mony of good taste and of good manners is more eomnion thiui

the existence of taste without manners, or of niannevs witlmut

taste.

—

Rocderer.
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GRAVE OF FRANKLIN.
The drawing which we present below, l)y our artist, Mr. Dev-

ereux, represents the unostentatious restin;;-pU\ee of Dr. B nja-

min Franlilin. It is in Christ Chureh I)urying ground, cor cr of

Fifth and Arch Street?, Phihidclphia, and is an oliject of much
attraction to all str.injrcrs who v-isit tlie "city of brotlicrly love."

Dr. Franklin says in his will :
" I wish to be liuried by the side of

my wife, if it may be, and that a marlile stone, to l)e made by
Chambers, six feet long, four feet wide, plain, with only a small

moulding round the upper edge, and this inscription— ' Benjamin
and Deborah Franklin, 1790,' to he placed over us both."

Strictly to the letter was this will carried out, and there reposes

the ashes of this great man—marked by this unpretending grave-

stone—unostentatious, but we think, nevertheless, distinguished

and appropriate. There is, somehow, a majesty in a modest epi-

taph that sounding titles and classic quotations cannot attain.

Thus, then, rests with this simple but expressive inscription over

their ashes, Benjamin and Deborah, in the spot correctly delineated

below by our artist.

PLATE PRESENTED TO DR. HITCHCOCK.
We present for our readers, on the oppo~iite page, a veiy accu-

rate representation of the elegant service of silver presented to

David K. Hitchcock, D.D.S., by his friends in this city. The
service in its intrinsic value is a most beautiful and choice tribute,

and the very delicnto .cmd friendly manner of its conveyance added
a charm to the whole compliment, and greatly enhanced its value
in the eyes of the recipient. The set is composed of a massive
silver pitcher, teapot, sugar, cream and slop bowls, all made of
pure silver coin, six silver goblets lined with pure gold, and a

large tray, etc. The pitcher is tvvtnty inches in height, with a
cupid neatly seated upon the handle, and the sides bearing the

busts of President Pierce and the Sultan of Turkey, beautifully

developed, with a variety of workmanship ornamentally displayed
throughout the whole body and handle of the pitclier. Upon the

front is richly engraved, in old English, the following inscription;
" To David K. Hitchcock, D.D S. Presented by his friends, as a

token of their appreciation of his public services, and their rexjard for

his private charities. Boston, July 4, 18.53." The tea set is beau-

r^<f^^^k&^ ^/i-

THE GRAVE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

tifuUy deeor.ited, and exhibits rich specimens of scroll work,
evincing great taste in design, and very excellent workmanship.
The goblets are girdled with a neat vine or wreath of leaves and
grap<'ry, being lined with pure gold. The silver ware was made
to order under the direction of Mr. Eben Cutler, of this city, who
is entitled to much credit for his artistic skill in preparing it. The
aliove has been on exhibition a few days at the store of A. Hews,
Jr., 217 Washington Street. No one at the present day will

question the importance of dental surgery, especially in its con-
nection with the health and comfort of the human family. Expe-
rience has proved that the healthful action of the digestive powers
mainly depends on the sound condition of the masticating organs.
That these organs may properly perform their office, it is often

necessary to employ the aid of experienced and aeeomplished
operators. And, in thi.s connection, we may say, that few den-
tists, have had more experience, in this city or elsewhere, or have
done more to improve the art, and ])erfect its many intricate

details, probably, than has Dr. Hitdicock, whose books shovT
an amonnt of business during the last sixteen years approach-

ing to nearly $14(>,U00.

With ample means, deriv-

ed from his extensive busi-

ness, Dr. Hitchcock has
Avon an enviable name in

this community, by his

unostentatious and extend-
ed charities, his liberal

spirit and good citizenship,

<li!alities which have chal-

lenged the admiration of
his fellow-townsmen, and
have elicited this token of
their apjircciation. The
more immediate subject

which has led to the pres-

ent gift, and which ex-
plains, in part, the idea of
introducing the head of
the Snltan of Turkey in

connection with that of
the President of the Uni-
ted States, on the largest

piece of plate in the bril-

liant set, is the fact, that

it has come to the know-
ledge of the doctor's

friends that a few years ago
a young subject of the Sul-
tan anived on our shores,

recommended by a distin-

guished gentleman at Con-
stantinople,' who sought to

learn some'uscful profess-

ion, which, on returning,he
might practise in his native

city. During the last two
or three years, Dr. H. has
carefully taught him the

art of doniistry in every

department, and is now
about to send him back to

Constantinople, to the Sul-

tan's dominions, with all

the necessary implements
of his calling, to practise

an art that no native Turk
has ever yet attempted.

Such a liberal and gener-

ous aet is not to he ro-

giirded in a personal light

alone ; it has n nutiunal

bearing, and will do more
to create a good and friend-

ly feeling among tlic Sul-

tan's subjects, and with
the Sultan himself, to-

wards our country, and
our citizens when abroad,

than the longest and most
important diplomatic
parchment ever drawn up
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in the foreign office at Washington. Wc have examined the list

of ('ontiil)utors to the pUite, and arc ])lpased to see that it embraces
among its names some of our most distinguished citizens, and
also the signature of the liighest offi<ial functionary of the country.

It is the cultivation of such a cosmo]>olitan spirit as this gen-

erous deed, oii Dr. Hitchcock's part, is calculated to promote,
which will eventually hring the principal nations of the earth upon
a general and friendly footing. It is a philanthropic object thus

to disseminate the benefits of any art or science wiile-cist ihrougli

lands that have never known its application, or the remarkal)le

convenience to be derived from its extraordinarv and very peifect

resources. The mere presentation of the beautiful aiul elaborately

wrought service of plate (which, by the way, pays a most delicats

and remarkable compliment to the Sultan himself, in coupling
him thus with the revered chief magistrate of our Union), is sim-
ply the recognition of a great principle, a national, a cosmopolitan
idea, that it IS well to cultivate and hold U|) to general apjireciation.

Science and art should be confined to no one coiintiy, to no single

people, but diffused throughout the length an<l breadth of the

globe. We have already astonished England with our reaping
machines, our locksmiths, and in a thousand different lines of

mechanics, and now it is but in keeping for us to show our cun-

ning in the art of dentistry to the children cf the East. To our

mind, it is one of the noblest efforts of genius to diffuse the knowl-
edge of art to the farthest regions of the earth. Our discoveries

and inventions belong cijually to all portions of the world. There
is no reason why all should not participate in them. The difler-

ent channels of art are liable to be discovered anywhere, and it

is foolish to confine the benefits to be derived from tlienc(' to any
particular interest. We call it discovery ; it is ecpially the

knowledge of truth tliat has existed forever ; it is merely the car-

rying out of a jirinciple already acknowledged, and should be

dcveloi)ed and made manifest to all who may be interested in it.

Perhaps while treating U])on this subject, we should not refer to

one art alone, but add, there is no discovery or no improvement
in wliich tlie principle of <;cneral good may not be ditl'uscd. And
it is the part of a journalist, not alone to make manifest the gooil

of the few, but the grand princijile of good for the million. We
consider such testimonials of appreciation of character, talent and
enterprise as well worthy of record, and at the same time, as

conferring honor alike on the contributors and the recipient of

such tokens of regard and estimation.

THE AR.\B HORSE.
Layard, the explorer of Nineveh, who is as familiar with Arabs

as he is with antiquities, gives, in his late work on Assyria, some
curious details respecting the true horse of the desert. Contraiy
to the jjopular notion, the real Arabian is celebrated less for

unrivalled swiftness than for extraordinary jjowers of endurance.
Its usual paces are but two—a (piick walk, often averaging four

or five miles an hour, and a half running canter, for only when
])ursued does a Bedouin iiut his mare to full speed. It is the dis-

tance they will travel in emergency, the weight they will carry,

and the comparative trific of food they require, which render the

Arabian horses so valuable. Layard says he knew of a celebrated

nutre, which had carried two men in chain armor beyond the

reach of some Aneyza pursuers. This mare rarely had more than
twelve handfuls of barley in twenty-four hours, except in the

spring, when the ])astures were green ; and it is only the mares of
the wealthy Bedouins who get even this allowance. The conse-

quence is, that, except in the spring, the Arab horse is lean and
unsightly. They arc never placed under cover in summer, nor
protected from the biting winds of the desert in winter. The sad-

dle is rarely taken from their backs.

—

N. E. Cultivator.

SERVICE OF SILVER PRESENTED TO DR. D. K. HITCHCOCK.
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[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

DEATH.

BT 8IDNE7 E. CHURCB.

It comes in the mom, ere the cla«ni of day

Has chased tic dai-U shades from the earth away

;

Ere yet in the east Is a radiant light

That brings up the day from tlie darkness of nightj

\\1iile the flickering stars, fading one by one,

As its light goes out 'neath the glorious sun,

Are but types of a mortal light fading away,

'Neath the light of a brilliant and glorious day.

It comes at the noon, "neath the glowing rays

Of the sun, as it looks with au ardent gaze

;

When the grass and the Howers arc all growing bright,

And are glistening still in the warm sunlight;

While the trees, and the rocks, and the mountains old,

Are covered all o er with a web of gold

;

It comes in a moment, to hurry away

The wearying soul from its home of clay.

It comes at the eve, as the lingering day

Is slowly and .silently passing away;

It comes in the night, whcu the sable pall

Is thrown in its darkness o"er one and o'er all

;

It comes in a moment that none may tell

Ere is heard the sound of its dreaded knell;

When the heart is light and the spirits high,

Or the moments are dragging but slowly by.

'Tis a demon dread, or an angel bright,

Wliich the happy flee, or the sad invite;

It sunders the holiest and happiest tie.

Or it lifts the poor soul to a throne on high

;

It will rend the heart as it whispers ''Come,"

Or 't will lead all the weary and desolate home

;

Yet its coming and going no one can tell.

E'er is heard the sound of its-dreaded knell.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

PYRAMIDS OF EGYPT.

BY DR. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

A PERSDSAL examination of those vast monuments of a remote

antiquity gave me a true idea of their ajipearanee, and corrected

many erroneous opinions entertained in regard to the character of

their masonn'.

In consequence of the circulation of a paragraph tlirough the

universal newspaper press, within the last few weeks, relating to

the altitude of those cclehrated structures—the principal glory of

modem Egypt—stating that the Pyramid of Cheops is eigld hun-

dredfeet high, one object of this communication is to correct a mis-

take—for it has not, and, moreover, it never had, such an altitude

—and, in the next place, to give a ])lain history of their origin

and present condition.

Herodotus, the fttther of profane history, a Greek, who was

bom 484 years before Clirist, early in life manifested an indomit-

able love for travel. He went over a large section of the country

between the Black Sea and the mouth of the river Danube, South-

cm Italy, and finally, the land of tlio Pharaohs, at a period when

the institutions of the Valley of the Nile were in a vigorous con-

dition, the government comparatively strong, and the priesthood

in the enjoyment of their ancient privileges.

Prompted by a curiosity which brooked no restraints, and stim-

ulated by a thirst of knowledge, Herodotus collected together from

various sources, but especially from the mouths of the priests,

with whom he appears to have been on terms of social inter-

course, the traditions and the facts, as tliey were stated to him,

illustrative of the origin, object and final completion of the most

remarkable of the jjyramids of Geezeh. Notwithstanding the

researches of modern tratellcrs, and the explorations of Belzoni,

Col Vyse, Mr. Salt, and a host of savans, the representatives of

various sections of Europe, down to the last, most thorougli of

any since ChampoUion left the field—Dr. Lepsus, of Berlin—we
are still obliged to turn to the pages of Herodotus for whatever is

known of the remotest condition of those mighty artificial masses

of hewn stone on the margin of the Lybian Desert.

All the pyramids, wherever found in Egypt, arc cither in the

immediate vicinity of the river, or, if now remote from it—as

some of them arc—the shifting of the stream in course of ages is

the cause of it. With a view to transporting the materials of

which they are built, it was a matter of economy to locate them
as near as possible to the Nile, without endangering the founda-

tions by the encroachments of tlie swiftly-running water.

All the pyramids are square, having immensely broad bases,

with courses of hewn stone, in large blocks, varying, from three to

four feet in width to six and ten in length, roughly cut, but never

smooth and polished.

By giving the exact dimensions of the monster pyramid of all,

that of Cheops, the reader will have a conee]jtion of tlie majesty

of the undertaking by the l)uilders. Of the mind that conceived

the project of rearing such a monument for transmitting his name,
and prowess to succeeding times, little is known beyond the rela-

tions of Herodotus. All records belonging to the archives of the

king's day in whose reign the pyr^miid was commenced, arc for-

ever lost, unless, in after times, something may be discovered in

concealed recesses of this niy.?tcrious structure, that may gratify

the prying curiosity of scholars and adventurers; consequently,

we all fall back upon Herodotus for the scanty materials within

reach upon this particular brancli of in(|uiry.

According to him, Ciieops, also callcil Suphis in the writings of

other ancients, reigned 212.3 years bcfcuc the conuncncemcnt of

the Christian era, and in his reign the greatest in size of all the

pyramids was constracted by his orders. From all accounts, he

was an o' pressor, and a bad ruler in all respects. No name in

the list of the Pharaohs was so odious to the Egyptians, who were

a gloomy, industrious, ingenious nation of religious bigots.

One reason why they detested tlie remembrance of Clicops, grew

out of the circumstance that he shut up the doors of all the tem-

ples, and forbid the people to make sacrifices. A .^econd was

equally calculated to excite their detestation of a constitutional

tyrant. He conipellcd them to labor by compulsion in hewing

stone at the quarries, and dragging them down to the boats.

One hundred thousand men were in service throe months at a

time, when they were relieved by an equal number, and that for

twenty successive years. Ten years were devoted to the con-

struction of an inclined plane or causeway for conveying the stone

to the sj)ot where the pyramid was to stand, and three years more

in levelling the ledge of rock for a pUitforni on which the miglity

pile was erected.

Cheojis was on the throne fifty years, and never relaxed his

characteristic severities in the whole of that long period. When
completed, it was considered one of the seven wonders of the

world, according to Diodorus, who was a contemporary with

Julius Cassar. When he wrote, he stated the curious fact that the

pyramids of Geezeh were a thousand years old. But we now

know they must have been older.

By an exact measurement of the present base of this monster

pile of hewn stone, it covers twelve acres, three roods and three poles.

Owing to a prodigious accumulation of dry sand, which has been

blowing round it for more than two thousand years, to the dei)th

of many pcr])endicular feet, the real extent of the base line cannot

be seen. Bcfoie encroached upon in this manner from tlic Lybian

Desert, the true base covered thirteen acres, one rood and twentif-tico

poles.

This enormous mass is four-sided, sloping on each face till they

meet in a ])oint—having a peqieudicular height, originally, of

four hundred and eighty feet nine inches. The top has been

thrown off by rude hands at a remote date, leaving a ])latfonn

about thirty-two feet square, where several large, loose lilocks of

soft, yellowish limestone are lying, scratched over witli the names

of visitors. The width of each face, close to the sand, is seven

hundred and thirty-two feet. Deeper down at the foundation, the

width of each is known to lie seven himdrcd and fifty-six feet.

B3' the calculations of several eminent engineers, the solid con-

tents of the pyramid of Cheops is 85,000,000 cubic feet. It is the

opinion of accurate surveyors, that there is suthcicnt space in the

masonry for thirty-seven hundred rooms, thirty-four feet long,

seventeen feet seven inches wide, and nineteen feet two indies

high—leaving the contents of every second chamber solid, for a

partition wall.

Sir Gardner Wilkinson and Col. Vyse are the best and most

recent authorities in respect to the dimensions of tliis unsurjiasscd

monument of human labor. " The side, then," says Sir Gardner,

" 378, half of 756, with the angle 51 deg. 50 min., requires a per-

pendicular of 480-9, and deducting twenty feet for the fallen

apex, leaves 460-9 for the present height. The base of the a])ex,

thirty-two feet, by a similar calculation, gives about twenty feet for

its peri)eiidicular, and this deducted from 480-9, is preferable to

any oilier calculation of the present height. It is also evident, by

the same process, that with the base given by Col. Vyse, the

angle 51 deg. 50 min., would requh-e the perpendicular height,

when entire, to be 486 feet, and at present, without the ajiex of

twenty feet, 466 feet."

A little to the west of this, is the pyramid of Ccjilircn, called

after the king who built it—the successor of Cheops, who is also

called Sen-Saophis, who began to reign 2083 years before Vir era,

is equally an object of intense curiosity, although considerably

smaller than its neighbor.

An impression seems to be general, that liie pyramids are made
of great blocks of granite ; but they are not, and on finding stone

of an entirely different character, it was something of a disap-

pointment. All the granite I discovered in the great pyramid is

in the interior. At the entrance, there are four slabs exposed to

view, viz., the posts of the door, and the two jiieees that meet

overhead like the ends of two rafters, sustaining the weight above.

A coarse, porous kind of hard limestone is the bed on which

the whole fabric rests. To level it extensively enough for the

base coverhig thirteen acres was a bold undertaking, and a tedious

process. On this the rough blocks were laid, tier above tier, from

the bottom to the top. Each and ever}' one of the stones in the

courses, as far as I could ascertain by persevering eft'ort, is mag-

nesian limestone. Some of them are harder tlian others, but any

and all that could be experimented upon, could be easily battered

to pieces with a hammer. The color is a dingy white in a fresh

fracture, but on the sides exposed to the weather, a grayish, gran-

ite-like appearance is taken on. Many, if not a major [iart of the

blocks contain sea-shells, perfect as on the day when tlicy were

imbedded in the bottom of an ancient river, in which the animal

lived and died. Some large sized amonites were ijrojecting quite

prominently, in consequence of exterior decomposition of the

stone that holds them. Some of the blocks are ten feet long,

others perhaps fifteen, while many may bo much less; but they

are pretty uniformly three feet in thickness on the side in sight.

Thousands of them lie in heaps—tumbled olT by the exertions of

somebody, nobody knows when—which, on inspection, are about

tliree feet in thieknc-ss, by four in width. The courses constitute

stairs, high steps, to be sure ; and were they not thus laid, it

would l)e literally imjiossible to ascend.

The great pyramid, if Pliny's testimony is credited, had a cov-

ering; not a vestige of it can be detected about the premises,

however, at this late period. Standing at the foot and looking

up, the effect is singular on some persons. They feel a sense of

vertigo ajiproaching, which is arrested by turning from the object.

Walking about the angles, trying the geological character of

the stojics, speculating upon the amazing number of blocks con-

cealed deep doAvu in the sand, as well as the heap that we clam-

bered over to reach the entrance on the north side, we saw two

jackals, or foxes—it was not determined precisely which—some

two hundred feet above our heads, running along on the edges of

the courses. By shouting, they skulked into some crevice, and

concealed themselves in the interior. This circumstance shows

that the joints or openings are not remarkably close.

To visit Egyjjt and not go to the top of the pyramid, would be

like going to Constantinople without seeing the Sultan. Fol-

lowed by a ralible of nearly naked, supi)lc, rude Arabs from a

little village within a mile of the site, they were clamorous to

take us up. In tlie din of voices, three were bargained with for

each one of us. One on each side, one step in advance, pulling

us onward and upward by our hands, while a third in the rear

gave a tremendous lift when the others made the jerk, the ascent

was rapidly accom))lished.

Stopping occasionally for breath, in about ten minutes we were

safely standing on the giddy summit. A fresh breeze was in full

blast up there in the clouds, obliging mc to clench firmly to one

of the loose stones on the platform, which proved a cajjital anchor.

An immense field of vision was before us, up and down tlie Nile,

and into both deserts. Wliile meditating on this elevated plat-

form—which by the way seemed quite too small for safety in a

gale—it was a time for conlrasting the accounts of the condition

of the pyramids given by the ancient writers, heretofore quoted,

with the results of our own observation and experience while on

the spot.

Herodotus informs us that " on the exterior was engraved in

Egyptian characters, the sum expended in supplying the work-

men with raphanus, onions and garlic—and he who interpreted

the inscription told me, as I remember well, that it amounted to

sixteen hundred talents." If he meant the Attic talent of gold,

each of which, in the currency of the United States, would be

$10,555 9.3, the cost exceeded ten millions of dollars.

"If that be true," continues Herodotus, "how much must have

been spent on the iron tools, the food and clothing of the work-

men, etc." It is questionable whether the Egyptians in the age

of the monarch by whose command the undertaking was achieved,

knew anything about the metal. Certainly, at an epoch much

later, other nations used copper tools, which they had the art of

hardening, now wholly lost.

" Reflections like our own were indulged by Diodorus Siculus,

standing perhaps precisely on the same elevation. " The stone is

said to have been brought from Arabia, a considerable distance,

and the building made by mounds—inclined planes, machines not

having been yet invented. What is most surprising is, that,

though these structures are of such great antiquity, and all the

surrounding country is of so sandy a nature, there is no trace of

a mound, nor vestige of the chippings of the stones. So that the

whole seems as if placed on the surrounding sand by the aid of

some deity, rather than by the sole and gradual operations of

man." This was written about nineteen hundred and fifty years

ago, which gives a clue to the external appearances both of the

monuments and the immediate region, which has been modified

since very censiderably by an increased volume of sand. Strip-

ping off the outside covering, by direction of some of the caliphs,

to procure materials for mosques at Cairo, which they probably

never used after being thrown down, on account of the difficulty

of removal over loose sand some distance, and from thence full

five miles further to the river, unless canals were used at high

Nile, which is hardly probable, since stone might have been had

in abundance for the rickety edifices of the capital, far more

economically, in the ledges just back of the city.

Gebel Masarah, a mountain on the eastern side of the Nile,

contains quarries of vast extent, and out of them were the blocks

taken for Cheops, not far from twenty-five miles above Cairo.

On a tablet, in one of the openings, where the old stone masons

wrought full four thousand years ago, is a representation of a

sledge, on which is a mass of stone hauled by six oxen, associated

with the name of Amosis—the king who knew not Joseph, accord-

ing to Wilkinson—a Pharaoh who began to reign one thousand

Jive hundred and scventij-fice years before Christ. He lived twenty-

two years, and while he was on the throne Moses was born, just

four years after Amosis assumed the government.

In another quarry, close to a figure of a king, is the miniature

figure of a workman cutting stone with a chisel and mallet.

From these identical quarries stone is still wrought for floor

stones and flaggings used in the dwellings of Cairo.

A large part of the morning was consumed in reaching the

pyramids, although we left Cairo very early, for the purpose of

having time enough for a thorough exploration. Hours were

also required for reconnoitering the ground, looking at one ruin

and another, and in walking about the gigantic creations before

us, which was no small undertaking, considering we went round

a thirteen acre lot, wallowing in loose sand, or leaping from stone

to stone. After the final ascent, the sun was getting too low in

the west to hazard an exploration inside, and reach Cairo before

the gates would be closed for the night. Hence a second visit

was proposed on another occasion, for comjdeting the examination.

Going to Geezeh and getting away, are about as difficult as

studying the history of the pyramids. Preparations must be

made the day previous, by engaging donkeys, the only mode of

conveyance. They are stupid, little, long-cared fellows, loaded

with large saddles, with a jiomcl in front nearly the size of a tea-

kettle. A driver runs behind, half-clothed, with rarely more than

one «eyc, shulHing over the ground in capacious red morocco

shoes, thumping the asses every few minutes as though the inten-

tion were to crush their bones to powder. Away they start, giv-

ing the rider a sudden jerk that tries the strength of his back.
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After ambling up the streams as far as Old Cairo, foniierly

called Fastat, four miles, amid mounds of rul)l)ish, straw, piles of

grain spread out on the ground, and a ralibie of Aral)S, caniols,

dogs and women, a steep bank is to he descended, where a rickety,

uncouth boat is waiting for customers. Of course, the donkeys

never move voluntarily, and on approaching the gunwale, the

boatmen are obliged to pitch them bead over lieels, the best way

tlicy can, and wlien they liave taken a suflicicnt amount of freight

in the shape of Franks, beggars, muleteers, fellahs, veiled women

and sore-eyed children, they j)usli otf into the nijiid stream.

Those who have never seen better conveniences for ferrying a

broad river, are in no apprehension of danger ; but we were very

prop(Tly alamied at the strange management, torn sail, spliced

oars and constant tendency to collision with other floating mon-

strosities crossing in tbeothtr direction from Ucczeh, the ojipositc

landing.

Wlien we reached the Lybian side, the bank was also steep and

muddy from the constant stamping of human feet; and getting

ashore was quite as much of a feat as entering the cangia at Fastat.

A tremendous e.\citcnient jn-evailed at the land level, on reacliing

it from tlie water. It was an authorized fair, which had Innuglit

together the villagers for miles, who were laden with eggs, fowls,

grain, beans, pods of sweet aeacia—something like string bean-

pods, of which the Arabs are excessively fond—bundles of green

eain, which they al.fo chew for the sweet juice, and, in short,

wl)atevcr they could muster was sjiread on mats far and wide, for

sale.

Just beyond the spot in the occupancy of the pedlers, among
half broken down tumuli of mud, broken pottery, fractured bricks,

superficial cellars, bones, and mangy dogs sleeping in tilth under

the burning rays of a blazing sun, was a drove of cattle, panting

from heat, witliout a green leaf or spear of grass to assuage their

hunger, kept from straj'ing by drivers with sharp goads.

Tliey were driven all the way from Dongola, following the

river for the sake of water. On the shoulders there is a large,

round liurap, giving them a singular appearance. With short

horns, thick-set bodies, and short legs, tliey, on the whole, were

better animals than could have been anticipated, considering the

distance they had travelled from the interior, of something of a

stretch towards the interior of Africa.

We were told tlie spot was a regular cattle mart, where droves

remained, as tliey arrived, till sold. It is not unusual for three

or four of them to be found dead every morning, probably from

excessive heat, hunger and thirst, being goaded by each other,

trampled upon, and other like causes.

An army of miserable, gaunt, yellow-haired dogs, with thin,

sliarp jaws set witli teeth as sJiarp as steel needles, are perpetually

prowling round among the ruins, sleeping, skulking behind earth-

heaps, or hiding in pits, but always within the reach of a death

odor, when one of the poor bullocks drops dead. They appear to

liavc a correct notion of probable events in that direction, by

always being in waiting. When discovered, the carcase is dragged

to the outside, and by tlie time those thus employed fuirly turn

their backs, a posse of savage, nearly faniislied dogs seize it with

mad avidity, and away they run with the body, raising the liglit

dust as they go with the nimbleness of their feet.

As soon as they get their prize in some outof-the-way locality,

where they are not in apprehension of being disturbed, the limbs

are toni off with astonishing rapidity ; and before it would seem
possible, witliout human assistance with knives, the bones are

bared and scattered about where each dog gnaws at liis leisure.

Sitting on my donkey, I looked down into a sort of cellar

where some of those ferocious scavengers were pulling, hauling,

tearing otf strips of muscles, barking and growling over tlieir dis-

gusting mass of putrid food. A more shocking exhibition of pure
animal appetite is rarely witnessed.

When we had fairly cleared all opposing obstacles, striking the

ridge of a dyke, we sped onward towards the pyramids, passing,

of course, more new and strange sights than we had ever met
before. To relate minutely a tenth part of the incidents that

belong to an excursion through Arab villages, palm groves, dove
cotes, veiled females, barefooted, and dressed in a single garment,
camels tied one to the other in long, single files, stepping as cau-
tiously as cats, with no more noise tlian if they were walking
across a cotton comforter, would be tedious. People with but
one eye, besides being minus the fore-finger of the right hand, and
a front tooth on the riglit side of the upper jaw, to say nothing of
painful instances of complete blindness, are constantly presenting
themselves, go in whatever direction wo may.
A convenient day was selected for a second excursion for the

express purpose of threading the interior of the great pyramid

;

and, as before, we made ample preparations to leave Cairo just at

daylight, as soon as persons were allowed to pass through the
gates.

Long before reaching Old Cairo, to our amazement, instead of
the Arab donkey driver who had been engaged, we found our-
selves under the guidance of only one man, who was a stranger,
and a Cyclops. On expressing our disappointment and vexation,
he stated that the contractor was sick, but he knew the way, and
would serve us satisfactorily. As he had arrived at the ferry, it

was on the whole concluded to make the best of the .natter and
proceed.

Several minor adventures were encountered, not worth chron-
icling, however, relating to crossing canals, efforts to drive away
importunate Arabs, who determined to be our attendants whether
\ve wanted them or not, in connection with a perpetual ring in our
ears of hacksheish, a clamorous ci y for a present. Leaving the
donkeys with the one-eyed groom, not far from the line where the
sand comes down on the meadow, we footed it up the steep,
fatiguing rise to the base of Cheops, where we had been before.

A large company of stahvort, half-nude, limber-jointed Arabs

were collected, who, in connection with the gang that encircled

myself and companion, made up a very res])ectal>le sized mol>, of

which we two constituted a nucleus about which all the rest

revolved. Taking the precaution to carry matches and a candle,

a few hard biscuit and < tlicr small eatables in our pockets, we

commenced clambering up to the entrance into the side of the

])yramid, still inconveniently pressed upon by the crowd, vocifer-

ous to be taken into service.

On reaching tlie opening, there sat a sheik of tlie village, de-

puted by the Pasha to watch over the ruins, to jirevent roliberies,

to give safe conduct to strangers, and extort from them, under

cover of law, all he can get. lie was not the guardian on duty

when we made the jircvious visitation. To our consternation,

the old bronze-faced rascal demanded a sum equivalent to half a

dollar each for permission to pass the portal.

This was an outrageous exaction, which he had no authority

for asking. With our best show of spirit, it all amounted to just

notliiiig at all before Egyptians. Having n.Mier canes, pistols,

guns, swords nor jacknives, indeed, no kind of teri'ific apparatus

to make an impressive demonstration with, there we stood awliile,

querying what course to pursue. Finally, cutting a candle in

two, lighting both pieces, for a plunge, the custodc forbid it,

unless the fee exacted was paid. We told the impudent, black-

eyed fellows—wlio were all in the same breath insisting that they

would go in with us—that we would not have any of them, pre-

ferring to run for luck quite alone. In the midst of the increasing

din of liarsli voices, we stepped in a little way, but our feet slip-

ping, down we slid, in a twinkling, quite to the extreniity of a

square stone tube, about eighty feet distant, where we brouglit up

against a wall with a jerk that was anything but agreeable. Look-

ing up from whence we came so hurriedly, tlie sparkling ojjtics of

the Arabs were peering in with the restless activity of the eyes of

a hundred boa-constrictors.

A dark, dismal place it was ; but while re-adjusting ourselves,

straightening up, and, as Siiibad did in th tomb, looking al>otit

to ascertain how to get out, one of the Arabs ainc gently sliding

down to where we stood—with a demurreh, he was engaged to

show the way. Clinching one hand into the girdle round liis

waist, away he strode, while one of us held fast to the other's

coat tail, the internal exploration was properly commenced.

Without attempting a description of the tunis and windings,

the ups and downs as wc progressed, suffice it that, in the course

of events, we reached an apartment called the queen's chamber.

So closely are the joinings of the hammered granite slabs com-
posing the walls, that they can scarcely be detected. That dark,

solitary room is seventy-two feet above the land level, and four

hundred and eight below the apex of the pyramid, before it was
thrown down. Just seveuty-one feet above is another chamber.
Originally, in order to enter, it was necessary to pass four port-

cullises of hard granite, which were raised and lowered by moving
in djcp cut grooves.

Groping about in the king's chamber—for so it is designated

—

a measure. nent gives an extreme length of thirty-four feet, by
seventeen and seven inches wide, and nineteen feet high between
the floors. The walls are of polished granite, two slabs consti-

tuting a wall on each side, admirably joined, making it difficult

to detect the line of contact. Slabs of granite cover the entire

room, constituting tlie ceiling overhead. To have transported

them from Upper Egypt, where all the granite appears to have
been procured, and finally put them in their present position,

astonishes the spectator, and quite throws into the sliade the

grandest engineering processes of this very learned mechanical
age.

In this chamber, entered by a small door, nearly opposite, is a
stone coffin of red granite, which must also have been obtained
by hewing a boulder in the margin of the Desert of Arabia, a mile
or two east of the first cataract of the Nile. This sarcophagus is

just seven feet four inches long, three broad, by three feet one
inch high—being three inches narrower than the door through
which it passed when introduced where it remains. How a mon-
ster in magnitude, so exceedingly heavy and diflScult to handle,
was taken along the gyratory passages, puts even conjecture at

defiancvj.

Neitlier figures, cartouches nor masks are anywhere discern ilile

upon it. "Ventilating tubes lead off to some undiscovered point
from the king's chamber. Overhead is another room. We did not
crawl into it, on account of the difficulty of doing so. Those who
have been in say it is three feet six inches high only—the floor

being the upper side of the ceiling of the one below. In fact,

there are three more similar cavities, one superior to the other,

and each and all of them belong to the economy of the structure,

to sustain a great weight, without being obliged to have a solid

mass of stone.

Notwithstanding the heat of the day without, the temperature
was not at all disagreeable or oppressive within. A fine dust, the

accumulation of a hundred decades, was put sliglitly in motion
by shufiling along the winding passages.

Herodotus learned from the priests that in preparing the rock
to receive the pyramid, an island was formed, around which the
waters of the Nile flowed by means of a canal coramuuicating
with the river. On that was placed the box or sarcophagus for

holding the king's body.

On account of the exceeding unpopularity of the great exacting
monarch, his body is presumed never to have been placed tlicre,

by some, while others fully believe it may still be there, so se-

curely protected y the mountain of stone that it has never been
disturbed by the ruthless hands of robbers or barbarians.

No trace of the canal has been detected on the plain between
the river and the margin of the desert, and hence an opinion is

'

prevalent among explorers, that no communication of the kind

ever existed, and that the story of the priests was only a sheer

fabrication.

After an insjiection of the migltty works looming to tlic heav-

ens, no one questions the ability of the ancient engineers to have

introduced water in a canal, and even construct the island ; but a

majority of topograjihers insist upon it that it could not be that

such a singular and useless rxpenditure of labor and treasure

could have been undertaken. But the building of the pyramid

itself is quite as miraculous as the canal entering through a tunnel

to reach the island.

If at any time tnasures were hidden in the interior, either in

the king's chamber, or, indeed, in any other accessible iilace, they

were stolen more than two thousand years ago. One Aibek IJey,

a famous fellow in bis day, in the year A.D., 1200, was the mas-
ter of Lower Egypt, and it iff conclusively ascertained that tlic

pyramid of Clieojis was pretty thoroughly searched by his direction.

Still earlier, however, in A. D. 820, the first opening seems to

have been made, of wliich there is any authenticated account, by
digging a long passage into the mass of solid masonry, some
considerable distance below the present and only legitimate en-

trance. It must have proved a laborious failure. Th.; workmen
never gained a single apartment.

Very possibly the Persians, under that monster of a conqueror,

Cambysscs, may liavc explored the now empty chambers, and

carried away whatever may have been deposited in them worth

having.

According to the Arabic clironiclcrs, the Caliph Mamoon, one
thousand years since, penetrated far enough to obtain a ricii trea-

sure, without finding one. In the progress of the artisans who
cut the passage, abundant evidences of former researches by some
one who had been there before them were discoverable. Maraoon
saw the disappointment of his people, who had probably been

encouraged to perseverance with an expectation of a great reward
in the wealth they should strike in the course of their explora-

tions. This occurred when the laborers were about abandoning

their undertaking. To prevent a demonstration that might have
been troublesome to a tyrant, tlie caliph had quite a large amount
of money artfully secreted at the extremity of the canal they had
hewn out—the timely discovery of which quelled all the incipient

murmuring, and they no doubt divided the money without know-
ing but it was the coinage of the Pharaohs. Tradition farther

relates that the amount was about equal to the cost his highncs3

had been at in the unsatisfactory enterprise.

At the conclusion of my examination of the pyramid, after a
delilicrate analysis of its ajiparent scheme of architecture, I came
to this result, viz., that the true plan of the interior has not yet
been ascertained. The king's and queen's chambers, and even
the great stone sarcophagus, were never intended for anything but
puzzles.

It was a shrewd and philosophical suggestion of some one con-
nected with the building of Cheops, that by leaving here and there

a few empty apartments, they would battle those who might have
the energy to force their way into the interior in subsequent ages.

They were right in the thought. No sooner have the vacant, dark
places been reached, than all further efforts are generally aban-
doned. A few have occasionally attempted to proceed through
the fortress-like walls, but soon relinquished the undertaking.

If treasures were ever deposited within this jiyra--. id, or on the

island under its base, they are still there in tact. Bui , , is no
substantial reason for supposing gold and silver or precious gems
were hermetically sealed up there, unless a few ornaments were
attached to the corpse of a defunct king ; and even then, if the
li\ing were as chary, under the Pharaoh, of parting with their

money as modem monarchs, no large sums would be likely to have
been so uselessly appropriated as locking it up with the dead.

With these views, I still think tliat the secret liiding-spot—the

cavity of cavities, where memorials of the epoch of the construc-

tion are deposited, has not been disturbed, nor is it likely to be
for some thousands of years to come.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.

1

TILE SHADOW AND THE StiSBli^iM.

BY D. M. P. WALKER.

A shadow chased a sunbeam bright,

O'er liill, and mound, and dale;

From morn till noon, from noon till night,

It would the sunbeam hail.

The sunbeam turned not once around,
Or ever deij^ned reply

;

But tripping ligtitly oer the ground,
It pointed to the sky.

And when the evenirg shades appeared,
It f;iiDt and fainter grew

;

But never more the shadow feared,

For that grew paler too.

And such is Ufe, all shadowed o'er

With gloom, and doutt, and fear;

They chase, and call, and vex us sore,

There is no resting here.

Then lightly .slcim life's billowy sea,

Keep pointing to the sky

;

A morning dawns where shadows flee,

And iunbeams never fly.

Should misfortune overtake, retrench—work liarder—^but nerer
fly the track—confiont difiiculties with unflinching perseverance.
Should you then fail, you will be honored ; but shrink, and you
will be despised.
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[Written for Olca^on's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.— No. 8.

SOUTH CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.

REV. FREDERICK D. HUNTINGTON, PASTOR.

BV KEV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

It was a remark of the wi-iter's rhetorical in-striiotor

—

BOW the minister of the United r,:ates at Portii|j;al—that

" there is nothing so conducive to bciiutiful and true thouglit

as a tit place in which to think." This remark was recalled

bv the sight of the fine residence of the pastor of tlie South

ConTegational Churcli, on the Highlands of Koxbury.

The^situation is removed from the noise and bustle of ihe

town, and yet is easy of access. It is retired, airy, chaste

and beautiful. It would strike a poet's fancy, though too

many of them have been compelled to compose in garrets.

It is a true home ; it is a sweet ho^ne for a minister, where

everything conspires to beautiful and Cliristian tlioughts,

and to their proper arrangement in sermons. This is no

triBinn- matter. It is not true, that a man can think in

one place as well as in another. A couniing-room may
bo good for its objects, and yet not be suited to an autlior.

If it be said, that the youthful poet, with the unpoctical

name of Alexander Smith, has written jioctry in a counting-

house, that has lately produced a stir on botli sides of the

water,' it docs not proVe that he would not have composed

better' postrj- at the scat of Sir Walter Scott. If tlie pastor

of Brattle Street Cliurch writes excellent sermons at the

parsonage in Court Street, it does not prove that the donor

of the parsonage was wise to confine the minister's home to

that spot forever ; nor does it follow tliat Milton Hill is not

a better spot for the composition of sermons. Is it hkely

that Irving or Longfellow would liave written as much, or

as well, if they liad been obliged to compose in Wall or

State Streets, instead of tlieir own lovely liomes ? Would

it have been possible for Jonathan Edwards to have com-

posed his mighty work on the Will, or his " History of Re-

demption," if he had been compelled to live in our Court

Street ? It is only necessary to ask these questions, to

answer them.

"Thecalm retreat the silent shade,

With prayer and praise agree."

They arc alike fitted for

study and composition. It

was but a few days since,

that a prominent pastor of

this city tied away twelve

miles from town to find the

charms of folitude, where he

might write his Sabbath ser-

mon free from the noise of a

commercial city, and the con- ^
stant sounds of his door-bell. i

About a quarter of a century

ago, the erection of the South

Congregational Cliureh was

spoken of. It was at a peri-

od when the controversy be-

tween Unitarians and Trini-

tarians—using names that

were then commonly used

—

was at its highest pitch. Al-

though another church might

have been needed at the

South End, it is quite prob-

able that this unhappy con-

troversy, together with the

erection of Pine Street

Church, hard by, hastened

the construction of this
chnrcli. The comer stone

was laid with the usual reli-

gious services on the morn-

ing of the seventh of August,

1827. The plate deposited

under the corner stone bears

the following inscription :

—

" ' The Lord our God is one

Lord.' South Congregation-

al Church. This stone laid

OQ the 7th dav of August,

A.D., 1827. "BiMinrj Com-

mittee, Ephraim Marsh, Tlios.

Brewer, Walter Cornell, Jo-

seph D. Emery, Josiah F.

Flagg, Henry H. Fuller,

Henry Hatch, Thomas Hunt-
ing, Benjamin Stephens

;

Treasurer, Elisha Copeland,
Jr.; Secretary, Robert T.
Paine ; Architect, Thomas
W. Sumner. Jolm Quiiicy

Adams, President of the

United States, Levi Lincoln,

Governor of Massachusetts.

Josiah Quincy, Mayor of
Boston." In the next num-
ber of the Christian Register

appeared the following re-

marks :
—" The erection of

another Unitarian Church in

a section of our city, where,

it is believed, the ra|)i(lly in-

creasing population demancls
one, must he a subject of re-

joicing to every sincere wor-

shipper of the ' only living

and true God.' May the

blessing of tiiat God crown
the labor of those who liavc

associated to rear another

temple to His name ! May
it go up in beauty, and iii-

durc througli ages, to echo in

their simplicity and purity

I e sublime precepts of Jesus

the Christ." The South
Congregational Church has

a pleasant location on the

corner of Washington and
Castle Streets. It was built

of brick, and was, for its day,

an ai r.icine hous<"-. It cou-

PORTRAIT OF REV. FREDERICK D. HUNTINGTON.
[From a daguerreotype, by Whipple.]

SOUTH CONGREGATIONAL WASHINGTON AND CASTLE

tains one hundred and fortv-two pews on the floor, and
forty-two in the galleries, "the house was dedicated Janu-
ary 30, 1828. Tlie services were of a highly interesting

character. Three original hymns, composed by Rev. John
Pierpont, Charles Sprague, Esq., and by an unknown
friend, were sun^ on the occasion. The sermon was by the

late Rev. Henry Ware, D.D., of this city, from these words :

" Sanctify them through thy truth ; thy word is truth."

The following passage of his discourse may be noticed as

one that nearly all Christians would receive ;

—" How, then,

shall wc determine the truth of doctrines ? Simply by an
appeal to the Scriptures. But men read differently. What
is that to you '( You read for yourself not for others.

But how can I be sure that I read aright ? Is your inten-

tion good 1 That is the important question. But my un-
derstanding and opportunities are small. God requires of
you no more than your circumstances will permit. In read-

ing the Scriptures, however, observe these rules. Study
them with a fair and honest raind, with a single desire to

understand them ; use the best human helps you can ob-

tain ; avoid extremes ; adopt no sentiment inconsistent

with the fundamental and undisputed doctrines of religion.

Admit nothing which interferes with the principles of good
morality. Do not say that here is too much of reason, for

it is a question of interpretaticn that you are required to

examine." On the 21st of May following the dedication.

Rev. Mellish Irving Mottc, who had previously l)een an
Episcopal clergyman in one of the Southern States, was
installed as pastor of the society. Rev. Dr. Channing
preached an able discourse on the occasion, on " the great
purpose of Christianity." Mr. Motte continued with the

society for fourteen years—a long period for one to remain
over a new religious society, which, in a city, is alwaya
somewhat of an experiment. Rev. Mr. Huntington was
the second pastor, and has been in office more than ten

years, his ordination having occurred on the evening of tlie

19th of October, 1842, when Rev. Dr. Putnam preached a
powerful sermon. Mr. Huntington is the son of a clergy-

man. He was horn in Hadlcy, in 1819. He was educated
at Amherst College, and at the Cambridge Divinity School.
In college, he gave promise of his present distinction, and
graduated at the hesul of his class. Not only Mr. Hunting-
ton's congregation, but the public will sustain us in term-

ing him no common man, nor
common preacher. For one
so young, he has established

a really solid and brilliant

reputation ; and we suspect

there are but few instances

in the land where the mutual
affection of pastor and peo-

ple is so great. Under the

devoted and untiring minis-

try of this youthful pastor,

tha society, but small when
he began to preside over it,

has so grown, that the church
is too small to accommodate
those who wish to worship
there, and, it is said, there

are alw,<»ys numbers of fami-

lies and persons in waiting

to procure seats. Under his

ministry, too, a heavy debt,

that the society was burden-

ed with, has been freely paid.

Indeed, this society has been
proverbial for years for its

harmony, numbers, enter-

prise and general prosperity

under a leader who is at once
an earnest and impressive

preacher, a devoted and affec-

tionate pastor, a scholar, a
gentleman and a Christian.

No one can hear Mr. Hunt-
ington speak, and forget the

impressiveness of his man-
ner, and the excellence of his

elocution. He has a finely-

modulated, deep-toned and
rich voice, that has been care-

fully cultivated. His coun-

tenance is full of benignity,

reminding one of what was
said of the late President

Kirkland, " his face is a ben-

ediction." Of all the read-

ers we ever listened to, he is

one of the best. In iced, the

Scriptures as he reads them
are the best of all sermons,

for the hearer has the letter

of Scripture, the spirit, and a
commentary upon the whole.

The course of the South Con-
gregational Society in refer-

ence to the salary of their

pastor has tjeen honorable

and generous on their part,

and reflects credit upon him-

self He was settled upon a

salary of eighteen hundred
dollars, which has been rais-

ed from time to time until it

is now three thousand dollars

a year, and this happened
without the slightest sugges-

tion on the subject from him.

It is no wonder, with such
mutual affection, that other

and inviting fields have not

tempted pastor to leave, nor

peojjle to be willing to give

hiui up. How beautiful and
full of good fruit is such a
pastoral relation! It is a

matter of joy, that the age
for them has not entirely

passed, but that we lu our
day, may liken such rela-

tions, as did our pious fath-

ers, to a happy marriage.

Let this, not the lea-it of

their many virtues, be cher-

ished and followed as a good-

ly heritage to their children !

I

TRF.ETS, BOSTON.

J-^
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A CALIFORNIA LAKE.

Lake Bigler, described by the Placerville Herald, is certainly

one of the curiosities of California. It lie.s at a great elevation,

between two di.slinct ridges of the Sierra Nevada, and but one

and a half miles to the north of .Johnson's route to Carson Valley.

' It is at least fifty miles long, with an average width of from ten

to twenty miles, and is of great depth. It never freezes, though

8urronndcd a great part of the year by snow. It abounds witli

fish of several varieties, among which the speckled trout, many of

large ^izc, and the salmon, real salmon, predominate. They are

taken in considerable numbers by the Indians that resoit to this,

their wildly romantic and beautiful summer retreat. So clear are

its waters, that a stone or other objects can be distinctly seen at

the bottom, thirty or forty feet. About midway between two ex-

tremes of the lake, on the eastern si ie, is a singular over arched

chasm, in the wall of rocks, that lea 'i to unknown caverns and

dark recesses, said by the Indians lo Ik. the abode of spirits.

The Mechanics' Fair.—The seventh exhibition of American
manufactures and mechanic arts, under the direction of the Mas
si.chusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, will open in this city

on Wednesday, Sept. 14th, and clore on Saturday evening, Oct.

1st. Faneuil and Quincy Halls, in which the exhibition will be

held, arc to be joined by a novel suspension bridge, built upon a

similar model to the new structure at Niagara Falls for a raihray.

Apprentices.—At Philadelphia, on the 30th ult.. Judge Kane
gave his opinion in the case of an absconding apprentice from
Delaware, who was arrested in Philadelphia recently under the

fugitive law, and decided that the law applied to all fugitives,

whether white or black
; and the runaway apprentice was accord-

ingly ordered into the custody of his master.

Mount VERyoN.—The Cincinnati Atlas suggests the purchase

of Mount Vernon by Congress for a summer Presidential man-
sion. This would obviate any objection to the purchase on the

score of lack of constitutional powers.

SPLINXEBS.

It is a proverb at our colleges, that the students who grad-

uate with the highest honors, are seldom heard of afterwards.

Dr. Justin Edwards, of Andover, died at the Virginia

Springs the other day. He had filled many responsible stations.

There is an editor in North Carolina with seven bullets in

his body—received in duels and street encounters. Pleasant

!

Mrs. Otto Goldschniidt was at last accounts receiving the

congratulations of her friends on a recent addition to her family.

Hon. Abbott Lawrence gave an elegant entertainment to

the Earl of EUesraere and friends while they were in Boston.
Col. J. P. Wctherell, one of the richest men in Philadel-

phia, died there a few days since.

Julian's gigantic red posters, announcing his appearance
at Castle Garden, adorn the brick piles of Broadway.

Dr. Robert Cutler, for several years treasurer of Virginia,
died recently of cholera morbus at his residence in Richmond.

At Springfield, Mass., a lady sent the following volunteer
toast :—" Spruce old bachelors, the evergreens of society."

It is not enough for a man to have merit and virtue ; but
he must know how to bring himself into play.

In New York 12,000,000 torpedoes were manufactured and
sold by one man, during the six months preceding the 4th of July.

Punch gives the following direction how to rise early :

" Live next door to a house whtre Cochin China fowls are kept."
Lewis Dill, of Fincastle, Va., accidentally killed himself

with his rifle. It was his custom to prime before loading.

The farmers in Iowa say they can hardly sleep at night,
on account of the noise made by the rapid growth of the corn"

The P. O. Department has decided that tlic stamp of the
Nesbit envelope cannot be cut off and used to pre-pay other letters.

Wm. Laurens, a clerk in the Fayctteville, N.C., i)ist-offiec,

has been ari-estcd for robbing the mail.

.
-

.
The King of Prsssia has, at his own expense, circulated

more than 25,000 copies of the Bible among the troops in his army.
Letters from Florence revive the raraor that the Graiid

Dnke of Tuscany was about to abdicate in favor of his son.

. .

.
. Mercauliie advices from Vienna state that a conviction

prevailed that the Turkish question might be considered as settled.

STRUGGLES OF GENIUS.

A peremptory condition of genius seems to be its early environ-

ment by adverse circumstances and ojipressive influencej. Few
of the great men who have left their names engraven deep upon

the tablets of history, have stepiied without an effort into places

of commanding inrtuencc. The tender flower that is born to

gladden a few bright eyes, may bloom in the rich soil and care-

fully tended seelu.sion of the garden, but the giant oak, that

crowns the lofty summit, and spreads abroad its leafy arms, giv-

ing shelter like a monarch, and defying the lightning, like Ajax,

struggles up through storms and hail and mountain blast, clinging

to the rude rock with tierce tenacity, and finding exulting life

where the flower would peiish.

So it is with the master spirits of mankind
;
you can scarce find

a single name of note, either in literature, politics, art, arms or

science, upon whose cradle fortune has smiled. It seems as if the

" primrose path of dalliance " worried the feet that press it more

than the rugged roads where rocks so bar the advancing step.

Strife seems to be the element of genius, and success is wrung,

nine times out of ten, out of a hard battle with the world. The

s])oiled children of what the world calls fortune, are rarely the

s])oilcd children of f.imc also. Are not the proofs of this assertion

multifarious ! Need we specify more minutely a few examples 1

Look at the father of ancient poets, blind Homer, groping his

way through the world, but calling music from his harp-strings

that might charm the gods. Look at Milton, living in stormy,

revolutionary times, and so ill-appreciated that the copyright of

his immortal poems is sold for £10. Look at Columbus, begging

bread for his child at the gate of a convent, and wandering from

court to court to obtain the means to give a new world to the old.

H. member Oliver Goldsmith pulverizing drugs in an apothecary's

mortar—he whose strains were to delight an Augustan era, ;-.nd

perhaps to echo to all time ; Gifl^ord, toiling on a cobbler's bench
;

Crablie, stern poet of life's siriiggles, n hiced to the verge of star-

vation and despair, and only relieved by the noble charity of

Edmund Burke ; Cervantes, the prince of humorists, rich in intel-

lectual wealth, and poor in the world's goods ; Otway, one of the

finest of English dramatists, choked by the crust he eagerly swal-

lowed at the expiration of an interval of famine. But why go

through the list ? Little does the casual reader, who glances over

pagjs sparkling with wit and humor, think of the cankering care,

the physical and mental suffering, by which the intellect that

charms him has been nurtured. Little docs the crowded parquit,

entertained by the apparently easy and natural grace of the smiling

dancer, who bounds and undulates before it, think what physical

agonies she has endured before her muscles have comiuered that

suppleness and airy elasticity.

Even if geniu? has no physical suffering to contend with, it

finds its elements of effort and struggle in tempestuous passions

and disturbing sensibilities. It is amidst the fury of the elements

that the vivid lightning has its birth ; talent may be nurtured in

calm—genius expands only beneath a stormy sky. Byron inher-

ited a peerage when a boy; famous, flattered, courted, admired

—

that rare thing, a noble poet and a ])oet-noble—his whole life was

at war with himself and with the world ; a painful and turbulent

career. Napoleon had a rugged training ; his early life was dark-

ened by misfortune. The Dukede Reichstadt, the son and grand-

son of an emperor, was nurtured amid more than " Cajiuan

delights." Mark the difference of their fortunes ; one was a hero,

the other—nothing

!

—-^^ »

Musical.—It is stated that Madame Grisi and Signor Mario

intend wholly to retire from the stage on the close of their

engagement in America. The days of Italian dearth seem
to be rapidly approaching, unless Mile. Donzelli or Mile. Marie
Lablache should jirove what the daughters of such fathers ought

to be—great and skilful songstresses. A new Jenny Lind, how-

ever, is reported to have turned up in Germany—Mile. Ncy, a

dramatic soprano, who undertakes the parts of Donna Anna,
Lucia, Valentine (in Les Huguenots), and Norma."

-4 -«••--
A MUNIFICENT GiFT TO PiiiLADELriii A—A number of gen-

tlemen of Philade'lj)hia have purchased the lot known as the
" Hunting Park Course," with the view of having it converted

into a public drive and ])Ieasure-ground for the free use and enjoy-

ment of the people. The lot, containing forty-four acres, was
offered for sale at forty- four thousand tloUars. Eleven persons,

contributing each four thousand doll-rs, maele up the price de-

manded, and secured the property.

4 -m*^ »

Convexity of the Eaktii.—A man, six feet high, standing

in the middle of an extensive plain, can see the surface of the

earth around him to the distance of three miles on every side ; he

stands in a circle whose diameter is six miles. A man of equal

size, standing outside of this circle, could not be .seen by the man
stationed in the centre.

« -mmm.

Artistic Idea.—The United States Agricultural Society have
employed the arlist Lossing to sketch a view of Mount Vernon
and objects ef interest there, including the celebrated carved

mantel, sculptured with agricultural devices. The society are

intending to ornament a diploma of membcrihip with the sketches.

Iniiia RiiinKU Boats —A Utter from Camp McClelland, west

side of the Shyenne River, May 3d, says the India rubber boats

imrchascd for the use of the Northern Pacific Railroad Expedition

have worked admirably, and have given entire satisfae.ion.

< .»»» >

Momentahy Ai FLicTiONS.—As snow is of itself cold, vet

warms and refreshes the earth, so afflictions, although in themselves

grievances, yet keep the soul warm, and make it fruitful.

THE WAY WITH PRINCES.

In Florence, a few weeks ago. Prince Lichtcnstein proposed a

member of the Windischgratz family as a member of a club or

reunion there. Now, as the Austrians are all hated in Italy, this

young man, probably very amiable in himself, was black-balled.

The consequence was that Prince Lichtcnstein, like all military

sabreurs, was furious ; he called out the militarj', occupied all the

posts, threatened to interfere with the popular amusements, and

called a meeting of the club to which he said :

—" The ballot is all

nonsense, the ballot is not freedom, let us have publicity." Of
course, with the sword hanging over their heads, the members of

the club could not do otherwise than assent, and the result was,

that the candidate who was the day before black-balled, was then

unanimously elected.

A sufiGESTiVE Memento.—What more touching commentary

upon the misfortunes of Marie Antoinette, than the simple cash

eMitry made by the sexton, and yet to be seen, in the parish records

of the Madeleine,—" Paid seven francs for a coffin for the Widow
Capet I"—Such is life !

Funny, bi;t true.—An exchange paper says—" If a man
were to sell out by calling everything by its right name, he would

be knocked down before he got to the corner of the street." Ho
would deserve to be, at any rate.

Clipper Ship.—The clipper ship "Diamond of the Deep "

was launched from Jackson's yard. East Boston, the other day.

This is the ninth ship, of gigantic proportions, that has been

launched at East Boston within a year.

A Fact beyond Dispute.—Thcie is hardly a man intelligent

enough to know the evil he does.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Schwarz, Mr. Jacob Albrecbt, of Bangor, Me., to

Mi,-<s D. F. fJrinimer.

By Kev. Dr. Neal, Mr George U. Howe to Maria M. Morton, of S. Paris, Me.
By Rev Mr. Strecter. Mr. Saiiuul B. Ilobart to Miss Fanny M. Bowen.
By Itev. Mr MiittT, Mr. Krucst Becker, of Dorchester, to Adelaide Oanimons.
By Kev. Mr. liurlintclmm, John R. Still, Esq., to Misn Abby M. Perkins.

By Rev. Dr. Stow. Stratfoid C II. Bailey, fcaq., of New Vork, to Mi£8 Sarah
Clark formerly of Uubba-rdston

At Salem, by Rev. Dr. vVorcester, Mr. William Shatswell to Mids Mary Eliza-

beth Si'elling.

At North Chelnipford, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. Samuel 3. Roberts, of Benton,
Me . to Mips Nancy P. Oreen, of Lowell.

At Worcester, by Rev. Mr. Adan>f», .Mr. Charles W. Dascomb to Mrs. Sabra
F. Abbott; Mr. Nathnn 3. Hale to Mis.s Anna Par.'son.'*

At Clinton, by Rev. Mr. Bowers, Mr. J. N. \V. Brown to Mifli! Sarah M. Pierce,

both of Sterling.

At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Andrew M. Braley to Miss Eli»-
beth L. Taber.
At Portland, Me., by Rev. Mr. Eaton, Mr. William B. Eaton, of Lawrenco,

Mass., to Miss Marion W. Drinkwater, of Yarmouth.

^KATJHS,
Tn this city, Miss Eliza G. Tompkins. 22; Isaac B. Stone Esq., of Haynes-

ville, Ala., 39; Mrs. Mary Ann, wife of Mr. .lames Powers, formerly of Halifax,
N. S., 34; Miss Mary Ann Oakes 23; Mrs. Abigail, wife of Mr. Harris Ixiw, 60;
Mrs. S.iUy Gammons, 4H; Mrs. Margary, widow of Capt. .lames v\halan,74;
Miss Mary Greenu 87; Mrs. Margaret Simington, 38; Mrs. Louisa Wolcott, 65.
At Roxbury, Mr. Robert (Houston, 70.

At (,'harlestown, Mrs. Hannah Mortran. formerly of Duxbury, 69.

At East Cambridge, Mrs. Rhoda. wife of Mr. J. .^. Breck 40.

At IMyniouth. .lutJgw Nahum Mitchell, of Bridgewater, 83.

At Springfield, Mr. Elijah Porter. 75
At Templerou Dca. 'amuel Kendall, formerly of Clinton 89.
Ai Ellsworth, Me , Major Alfred Uingdon 81.

At Kocklan 1, Me., Mr. Joseph Condon, 59 fclder James Gross, 65.
At Greenport l,. t., Mr. Henry De Camp, 95.

At New York, .Mr. Francis Marsh 34.

At Aurora, Cayuga county, N. Y , Hon. Jonathan Richmond, 79.
At Osweico, Tioga county, \. Y., Mr. James Holmes, 9i).

At Bordeatown, N. J.. Capt. McCall, U. -i. Navy, 70.
At Freystown, Pa., Mrs. Catherine Seider, 102.
At Navy Bay, of yellow fever, Capt. iVatson Ferri.s, late of ship John Staart,

of New York. His remains were brought dome in the steamer Georgia
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

THE I.AND OF THE LIVING.

BT MRS. W. W. CDRTIB.

Call ye this tbe land of life?

Where the shadow fiUeth

Darkly o'er the new miuie graves,

^\'henle our loved cues calleth,

—

M'aroing us, thnuji;h still we tread

Where hope flowers are spriagiug,

Soon will all these joys be lied,

Desolation bringing.

Ytt there is a land of life,

\\'bere sweet flowers bloom ever;

Time and charge may not come there,

There is bliss forever;

Shallows fall not in that land,

Tiouble.s come theie uever;

Endless joy.s await us there,

There is life forever.

^^m-»-m^-t

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AUKT AVHITNEY'S EX^E^JE^TE.

BV MHS. M. E. ROBINSON.

I ONCE had an aunt whose society I vahiod very highly. She

had seen much ot' life and its varied scenes, and her conversation

was both amusing and instructive. The style in wliich she ex-

pressed her sentiments was somewlint peculiar, but the good

humor and kindness which could be perceived in every word,

made ample amends for any freedom of speech that she miglit

exercise.

At the time she was visiting my father's family, an intimate

friend of mine, a young lady who was shortly to be married,

came to spend a few days with me. One day we were alone to-

gether—Louise confidentially cominuni:ating to me her glowing

hopes and anticipations, and I, who felt a sisterly interest in her

welfare and hap|)incss, listening with delight to the untried plans

she was so enthusiastically forming, while at the same time half

regretting that another object should occupy that place in her

thoughts, which I flattered myself I had so recently occupied.

Wliile we were thus busily engaged, my aunt slowly entered

the room, and seating herself quietly in a rocking chair, drew out

her knitting ; not, however, without glancing at us with some

curiosity.

" Don't let me interrupt your conversation, girls," she said,

with a smile, on observing that her entrance had occasioned us to

be silent as mutes. " If you stop talking, I shall think I am
ratlicr unwelcome company."

" O no indeed !" replied Louise, quickly. " Our conversation

was of no consequence at all; I was only filling Helen's head

with my nonsense." And the gay girl gave mc an arch look as

she recollected her last remark, which I must own was rather a

romantic one. " Besides," she added, " Helen and myself would

much rather hear you talk, than talk ourselves."

" I fear all young ladies would not respond to that sentiment,"

was the good natured rejoinder of Aunt Whitney, as we both

moved our seats nearer the rocking-chair, and prepared to spend

an hour very agreeably ; for my aunt had a very fascinating way
of telling stories and giving good advice. She was gifted with a

large fund of that kind of sense usually called " common," but

I think it is, on the contrary, quite uncommon ; it being altogether

superseded now-a-days, b^' the romantic and extravagant.

" I hear that Louise is soon to be married," remarked my aunt,

abruptly, after a short pause.

A deep blush which suffused the face of my friend as she bent

lower over her work, was the only reply.

" Do not anticipate too ranch happiness, my child," she re-

sumed, "for it will inevitably be more or less alloyed with disap-

pointment. I do not say this to dampen the joyousness of your

feelings, but to remind you that even on the bush from which de-

pends a beautiful and fragrant rose, thorns may also be found.

It is an a]>t illustration of the sorrows and pleasures of life, and
shows us that when we least realize it, one may be in close prox-

imity to the other. Do not think I am reading you a dull lecture,

my dear Louise, or conjuring up fancies too gloomy to be allied

to reality."

" I do not, indeed," said Louise, earnestly. " Please to go on,

for I shall prize your advice highly. And Helen, although she

may not have occasion to practise it so soon as myself, can place

it in the storchou.se of her memory for future use."
" I have a great mind to tell you something about my own

maiTied life," added Aunt Whitney, thoughtfully resting her head
upon her hands ;

" and then you will be convinced that my wis-

dom, if I possess any, hius been earned by experience."
" Why, 1 didn't know that you ever had any troubles or trials

in your life. Aunt Whitney !" I exclaimed, in surprise. " You
always look so placid, and arc so kind and good-natured, and
appear to take the world so easy, that I really imagined you were
different from other people of my acquaintance."

" What a list of virtues you have given rac, Helen !" she re-

plied, with a pleasant smile. " To hear you, one might suppose

I was a model of excellence. But to return to the subject; if

you are agreed, I will go on."

Having both signified our assent, she resumed :

" I wa.s married when quite young, and immediately iiinved to

a distant Stitc. I had been petted and indulged, nay, almoft

spoiled, by a doting mother, who neglected <:> tell mc that I

might not possibly find in another (even tliou;.'!) he might be my
husband) one who combined many virtues, l:ut no faults ; much

excellence of character, but none of the weaknesses to which

human nature is subject. In short, I really forgot that, like

myself, he might occasionally lose his temper ; that it was not in

the common course of events that he should invariably wear a

smile ; that his business might perplex him, and that, in conse-

quence, be might look thoughtful and ajjpear abstracted. I did

not take into consideration tbe fact that those little attentions

which arc nothing in themselves, but which are so generally

esteemed during the term of courtship, are discontinued as a

matter of fact after marriage."

Louise and I could not suppress a smile.

" Understand me ; I do not mean that they should be discon-

tinued, but that they are. I do not wonder you smile at the un-

sophisticated ignorance of men and manners which 1 displayed.

Though my husband was unusually kind and attentive to my
wishes, and a better companion than generally falls to the lot of

woman, yet I was foolish enough, during the first year of my
wedded life, to make myself very unhappy about trifles. Remem-
ber, Louise, when you become a wife, don't magnify your hus-

band's faults. Trust me, he will have enough real ones to obviate

the necessity of searching for imaginary failings. Do not expect

too much, and you will not be disappointed. If you discover

some defects of character of which you had no previous knowl-

edge (and you will be sure to do so, for in courtship men and

women, alike, are too apt to misrepresent themselves), consider

that the human heart is deceitful and prone to hide its imperfec-

tions ; and by kindness endeavor to reform those defects, if pos-

sible ; or if that cannot be done, pass them gently over and strive

to forget that they exist. At any rate, never allude to your hus-

band's short-cjmings in the presence of a third person. He will

be inclined to think that you desire to display your own superior-

ity, instead of working his reform. It is a bad plan ; it never

succeeded and it never will.

" But to return to myself. If my husband came home with a

clouded brow, which I afterwards ascertained was the result of

severe disappointment in business matters, I immediately thought

that I had offended him in some unintentional way; my own

face lengthened considerably, my spirits were depressed, and for

that day, at least, we were not very happy. When he seemed

thoughtful or absentmindcd, I instantly conjsctured that he had

repented his maiTiage, or was absorbed in the memory of some

former favorite. Did he quietly leave the house without a parting

word, look, or kiss, I sincerely feared I had become indifferent to

him, and that he had ceased to regard me with feelings of affec-

tion. Did I exert my skill in preparing some elegant trifle, and

he thoughtlessly forgot to notice it, I made myself miserable by

thinking 1 had surely lost the art of pleasing him. Thus, con-

trary to your assertion, Helen, you perceive that it indeed re-

quired but an unimportant matter to viaLe or miir my happiness
;

the scale that balanced joy and sorrow being very delicately

poised.

" I would not have you understand that I was always in this

state of mind, for that would argue but unfavoiably of the mar-

riage relation. I can hardly tell now, when I look back to that

eventful year in my life's history, which preponderated ; as it

needed as little to make me happy, as unhappy. The case would

no doubt have been different had I not truly and devotedly loved

my husband ; but as it was, a kind look, an affectionate word, or

a cheerful smile, was quite sufficient. He unconsciously imputed

my dejection of spirits to a n.atural despondency that could not

be remedied ; but he did not know that it originated entirely in

my ignorance of the human character, or, iu other words, a lack

of experience.

" Thus I went on, being alternately depressed and elated, until

a favorite cousin of my husband's came to visit us. She was a

joyous young creature, full of life and animation, and so modest

and amiable that one could not help loving her. She was well

informed and intelligent, and exerted a good influence upon me.

1 had become somewhat habituated to ray husband's manners,

and they did not trouble mo quite so much ; besides I had taken

advantage of every occasion to note the appearance of other mar-

ried couples, but could not perceive that the demeanor of husbands

in general varied essentially from that of my own.

" At last I became so far reconciled to my lot, that my hus-

band's quiet entrance and departure was not sufficient to disturb

my equanimity ; and I found, upon trial, that when he seeratd

sad and dispirited, the best way of showing my own affection and

securing his, was to express due sympathy, and look as cheerful

as possible. Thu,s, you sec, I was progressing slowly but surely,

when a circumstanea occurred that brought all my doubts and

fears back in full force."

My aunt paused a moment, and we both looked up inquiringly.

I had never heard her refer to her nuirried life, and it seemed

strange to mc, novice as I then was, that a woman possessing so

much good sense should permit herself to be made unhappy by

such .small matters. I did not then realize that "trifles make up

the sum of liunian hapiiiness," and that we are more or less de-

pendent upon others for our weal or woe.

" This young cousin," she resumed, " had been with us about

a month, when one day I surprised her in earnest conversation

with my husband. Upon my entrance they both became silent,

or at least Eunice did, while he tried to introduce a new tO])ie.

But I did not feel inclined to talk much ; I was busy with mv
own thoughts. What were ihcy talking about ? I asked myself.

Was it necessary to practise so much secrecy ? Why could not I

participate in their plans f

One thought suggested another, and after I had heard repented

whi<perings, which sounded very suspiciously to my ultentive

eais, and wliicli suddenly ceased upon my api)earanee, and when
I noted the significant look; and di.-coimected words of both, I

made up my mind that I was a very ill treated wife. I began to

look with suspicion upon Eunice ; but I could not believe that

tinder that frank, winning manner and child-like guilelessncss,

there lurked a spirit of untruth and deceit. I watched my hus-

band, but failed to discover anything unusual in his words or

actions, save those significant looks and confidential interviews

I have mentioned. What those meant, was more than I coidd

fathom ; for not a syllable did either party let drop, whereby I

could gain an atom of information. Yes, I suppose I may «3

well confess it—I was growing decidedly je.vlous of my husband."

" Who would have thought it !" simultaneously cried Louise

and myself, in a breath.
" It may seem very ludicrous to you," continued the narrator,

good humored Iv, " but it was a source of great discomfort to mc.

In fact, I was so anxious and unhappy that my health began to

fail. I kept my bed for a week and was really ill ; though not a

word of my trouble did I breathe to any one. No—I was much
too proud to utter complaints or make reproaches.

"But here I was once more at fault. I heard no more low

talking, nor saw meaning looks, though both Eunice and my
husband was with me most of the time. The former was unrc-

laxing in her attentions, and tried in every possible way to amuse

and cheer me ; while the latter called a physician and displayed

more solicitude than I had given him credit for. ' Surely, this

does not look like deception,' thought I, ' and I may have wronged

them both.' I again grew hopeful, and as my malady was of the

mind rather than the body, I recovered rapidly.

" In a few days I was about the house again, with a firm deter-

mination to let nothing trouble rae that I was not quite sure

originated in something save fancy. But what are human re-

solves ! How little suffices to destroy them ! The very next day

I opened the parlor door suddenly, and heard the suppressed

voice of Eunice say, ' Hush ! she is coming !' What did that

portend 1 Were not my former suspicions confirmed "? Else,

why did she care whether I was ' coming ' or not 1

" I entered, and thought that Eunice looked consciously guilty,

by the blush that covered her face, though my husband seemed

unconscious that anything was at all wrong. I had naturally

great command of my feelings, and you may be sure I did not

suffer them to betray me ; but perhaps you may be able to imag-

ine the state of my mind at that moment, from what I have pre-

viously told you. I wanted no more proof that I was deceived

by one I had always treated as a sister; it was certainty to me."

Aunt Whitney again paused, and appeared very calm at the

relation of such a disagreeable subject, and took up a stitch which

she had dropped, with a great deal of complacency ; at least, I

thought she manifested far less emotion than I had anticipated.

" What did you do next ?" asked Louise, timidly.

" My husband invited me to take a walk with himself and

Eunice," was the I'cply, " and promised that it should prove satis-

factory in every respect. Without demur I complied, and fol-

lowed by Eunice we proceeded to a spot some distance from the

house, which I had not visited for several weeks. In a moment I

discovered what the words, ' Hush ! she is coming !' meant, while

the mystery of the whispered conferences and the peculiar glances

was also explained. Eunice—the little gipsy—stood by my side,

rubbing her hands with glee and triumph, while my husband

smilingly asked ' if I was satisfied.'
"

" I'm so eager to know what it meant !" cried Louise.

" It meant," said ray aunt, demurely, while a roguish twinkle

appeared in her eye, " that I was so exceedingly foolish as to be

jealous of my husband while assisting his gentle cousin Eunico

to get up a tea party in the woods solely for my happiness, and

wholly on my account."

"And you were jealous about a tea party, got up on your

account, too ! O fie, Aunt Whitney !" I exclaimed, as Louise

joined in ray merriment.

" I do fi!el rather ashamed about it, now, I must confess," she

rejoined, pleasantly ;
" but it tanght me a lesson I shall never

forget. Eunice and my husband had intended it all as a pleasant

surprise ; but the former, in two or three instances, came near

betraying her plans, as you have seen. The dear girl had exerted

herself to the utmost to have all things in readiness, and not

make me suspicious of what was going on. She little suspected

how far from the mark I was straying, when that beautiful green

bower was being built, and the table so nicely laid within it. But

I was set right at last."

" I did not suspect such a happy ending," remarked Louise,

thoug'itfully, when Aunt Whitney had ended.

" It was indeed fortunate for me," rejoined the latter, " for my
happiness came very near being sacrificed. I have not given you

this long history becau-e I suppose it likely that you are, or will

be, in like error, but to show you both that we can he, if we please,

the shaiiers of our own destinies, in a great measure. It is tnie,

we may be more or less influenced by surrounding circumstances,

and the errors of education ; but we can at least look at things in

a rational light, and endeavor to coidbrra our sentiments, tastes,

and habits with those of him to whom we are conjoined for life.

As I have tried to show, we shall certainly have trials enough in

this world without imagining them, and so small an amount of

real happiness, that we can ill afford to part with any portion."

" I shall remember your experience when 1 am in danger of

becoming a victim to the 'green-eyed monster,'" said Louise,

gaily, " and shall profit liy your kind advice when placed in cii-

cumstances that may demand it."

" Do so, my dear," was my aunt's cordial reply. " I shall not

regret the exposure of my by-gone follies, if even one, only, is

made better or wiser. Do not forget," she added, with a smile, as

she was about leaving the room, "that in the practice of patience,

gcntlene.'s, and mutual forlwarance, we enhance our own happi-

ness while contributing to that of others."
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EDITORIAL MKLAIVGE.

Daguerreotypes of tlic moon are on exhibition at the Crystal

Palace At Nashville, on the 5th inft., a gentleman jumi)C(l

from the wire bridge into the river, a height of one hundred and

fifty feet, and swam ashore. Foolish proceeding. The Em-

peror of Russia has entered on liis .'SStli year, having been bom

on the 7tli July, 1706. The lioteLs at Saratoga are said to be

doing a poor busini's.s this season, as rompared with the two ])re-

vious years. Thousands of our fashional)le jjeople are now ab-

sent in Europe. The bill abolishing capital puni.hment has

been signed by the Governor of Wisc(m~i-i. Charles Caldwell,

one of the most eminent medical men uf the west, died recently

at Louisville, Kentucky. He was a voluminous author, and well

known to his profession. Measures ajc being taken to erect a

monument to the memory of Kev. Dr. Sharp. The c.xpen.ses

of getting up the play of " Sardanapalus," at the Princess' The-

atre, are stated to have been not less than £3000. Kaimondi,

the composer, who convulsed Rome by a triple oratorio, has fol-

lowed that success by an opera, the first act of which is serious,

the next comic, and the last a performance of botli the first witli

a double scene. Mrs Elizabeth Carmichael lias been fined £5

in London for flogging her husband. A call for a World's

Temperance Convention, to be held in New York city, on the 1st

and 2d of September, is signed by a large number of prominent

persons. A naval college has been established in Quebec, Can-

ada. Mr. .1. V. Thomas has astonished the fashionables at

Niagara Falls by .«wimming across the river just below the cata-

ract, and returning after taking a few minutes' rest on the Canada

side. The silver shovel recently used in the ceremony of

breaking ground for the Mountain Lake Water Company, at S.m

Franctseo, was banded with gold, and cost a thousand dollars.

The same shovel was also employed at the dinner-table in shovel-

ing into the plates of the ladies present, generous quantities of

large ripe strawberries from a half bushel measure, which was

filled with this rich fruit, gathered in the vicinity. Variegated

black marlde is found on the Wliite River, Arkansas, which is

said to be equal to tlie Egyptian. The Portsmouth Journal

says that the terms humhuggrd and liippotlnimid are synonymous,

but the latter is more classical than the former. The " animals "

have recently visited Portsmouth, without giving much satisfac-

tion. The Comptroller shows that New York city taxes for

next year will be $4,0{)6,242, of which ?3.'j0,(100 is for cleansing

streets ! The London Times, it is said, will not, in future, be

admitted into the island of Cuba. Supposed reasons : Its publi-

cation of the debate on the Cuban slave trade, which took place

in the British House of Lords, and severe editorial articles on the

same subject. Judge Hiram Maiilcy, of Florida, is dead. He
was a graduate of Harvard University. A San Francisco cor-

respondent of the St. Louis Intelligencer says tliat the Mormons

are gaining a foothold in the southern portion of California, which

excites a fear with some that after a while they may be found to

be inconvenient neighbors. Being favored by the government,

the Jesuits have been invited to return to Mexico. Santa Anna

is also preparing to u'lite the Church and State. It is stated

that a female at Wheeling, Va., by representing lierself to be the

daughter of a deceased Irish gentleman, and the sudden and un-

expected heiress of a very large legacy, has succeeded in procur-

ing loan^ and endorsements from several of the citizens, amount-

ing altogether to some S9000.

tUatisilic ^atljcringg.

Revevue Ci'TTERS.—The National Intelligencer understands

that the si.x revenue cutters just built at Bristol and Somerset,

Massachusetts, by J. M. Hood, contractor,—the builder of the

celebrated swift clipper ship Pathfinder,—prove to be jierfect

models in their way. They arc called the William L. Many, the

Jefferson Davis, the James (;. Dobbin, the Robert McClelland,

the James C. Campbell, and the Caleb Gushing. They were

to be at once taken to New York, where they will be fitted for sea

as soon as ])ossi>)le, to proceed thence without delay to their sev-

eral stations in the revenue service.

Good Idea.—The Springfield Republican proposes that a

monument to Franklin be erected by the printers of the United

States. The editor concludes his paragraph on the subject with

the following sentence :
—" The printers in the Republican office,

every one of whom 'earns his bread by the sweat of his brow,'

will back up these wishes with a contribution of twenty-five dol-

lars." A good suggestion and a good beginning.

Curious.—The first weeping willow in England was planted
by Pope, the poet. Having received a present of some figs from
Turkey, and observing a twig in the basket ready to bud, he
planted it in his garden and it soon became a fine tree. From
this stock all the weeping willows in England and America
originated.

Opprbission'.—The Countess Blanche Telcky has been sen-

tenced to ten years' imprisonment by a military court in Hungary,
for having communicated with the political refugees abroad

; h-r
goveniess has also Ijcen condemned to undergo three years' con-
finement, and a female servant thirteen months, for the same
offence.

Fast.—Passengers taking the six o'clock morning express
train of the Hudson River Railroad, anivo at Niagara Falls at

twenty five minutes past eight the same evening. This is the
shortest route to the Falls.

The New York Battery, when enlarged, will contain twenty-

four acres.

One half the army of the United States is employed upon the

Mexican frontier.

Seven persons are now under sentence of death in the States of

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Georgia and New York.

Large deposits of coal have recently been discovered on the

bank of the Ohio River, near Newburg, Indiana.

Joseph Grant fell from his wagon, at New Bedford, while reach-

ing forwaid for the reins, and broke his neck.

J. R. BiUingsby was arrested at Memphis for swindling and

defrauding citizens of Nashville of about $.30,000.

. The dry goods' clerks of Providence, R.I., are about to devise

means for reilncing the luimber of liouis of their daily lal)or.

There are thirty-one thousand insane and idiotic persons in the

United States—one to every eight hundred inhabitants.

It seems the Croton Rcserv'oir is well stocked with fish. The
spawn float in ; the fish arc formed, and when fonned cannot get

out.

A PrusMan boy was run over and killed, lately, on the Niagara

Falls Railroad, some tlirce miles from the Susiiension Bridge,

lie was lying upon the track asleep.

The legislature of New York has passed a law requiring railway

com])anies to constiuct and maintain fences along the line of the

railroads in that State.

Capt. Jesse Gcnn, of Provincetown, fisherman, committed sui-

cide recently, by shooting himself witli a jiistol. For some years

he has been insane at times.

A new species of grassjiopjjcr has proved very destructive this

season in the vicinity of Mcrcersliurg, Pcnn.sylvania. It is very

voracious, devouring grass, corn, potatoes, onions, etc.

J. Garvill, a wealthy lawyer, residing in Owen county, Ken-
tucky, took seven slaves to Cincinnati, lately, and gave them their

liberty, with ample means for sustaining them for one year.

The widow of Stejjhcn D. Gray, of Vermont, who was killed

on the Michigan Central Railroad last winter, has received a gift

from the comjjany of three thousand dollars.

If all the money circulating in the United States were divided

equally among the inhabitants, evciy one would rejoice—for

about three miimtes—in the possession of twelve dollars.

The War Department are endeavoring to collect together a

consideral)le detachment of recruits to be sent as soon as possible

to California anil Oregon, to join the 2d and 4th infantry.

There is now a surjilus of within a fraction of $22,000,000 in

the treasury, notwithstanding the Secretary is redeeming United
States Slocks, and otherwise paying the public debt as fast as the

law to that end will allow him.

Jotham Parsons, Esq., of Brooklyn, New York, has recently

made a donation of $3500 to the Freewill Baptist Education
Society, for aid to indigent students who arc designing to entur

the ministry.

The Hamilton (Ohio) Intelligencer states that tlie Rev. Dr.
Tomlinsoii, who committed suicide some weeks since at his home
in Clermont county, was the ninth >uicide in the family, eight

brothers having preceded him in self-destruction.

~A^^^^ >-

J^onign Jtcins.

Unhealthy.—Ten-miuute meals, bolted under continual ap-
prehension that the train will start and leave you before you have
eaten enough, are among the miseries of modern travel.

Mr. Hobbs, the celebrated American lock-picker, has achieved
another triumph in London.

Very serious api)rehensions begin to be entertained that there
will be a bad harvest in many parts of Austria.

A "nugget" of gold, weighing one hundred and thirty-five

pounds, and worth thirty thousand dollars, is exhibiting in London.

Handel's tuning-fork was sold recently, in I>ondon, for sixteen
dollars. At the same sale a violin, of remarkable excellence,
brought twelve hundred dollars.

Mr. Honan, the celebrated Times "correspondent" in Lom-
bardy, and author of a work detailing the campaign of the Pied-
montese army, died recently in London.

It is said, in a letter from Malta, of the 12th ultimo, that Abd-
cl-Kader has proposed to assume the command of a corps of na-
tive cavalry in the Turkish service, in case of a war with Russia.

A letter dated Calcutta, states the season to be very sickly there.

Among the victims of cholera, were Capt. Pike, of sliij) Columbia,
of Boston, and Cajjt. Jones, of ship Eliza F. Mason, of Phila-
delphia.

The authorities of Madrid have deemed it necessary to prohibit
the drawing of teeth in tlie public streets: first, because it is de-

rogatory to the dignity of the dentists' profession ; and, .secondly,

becau.se "it stains the streets with blood."

The French press mostly view the Eastern difficulties as about
over. Tlie Porte luul paid the cash to the French treasury for

40,000 Vincciines rifles, and took the opportunity to contradict
the report that the Turkish finances were exhausted.

The first volume of Ilalliwell's prodigious, two-hnndred dollar
edition of Sliakspere, has ajipeared. It is very severely criticized

in the pajiers ; and we infer, from what we have read of it, that
the work will be valuable only as a, specimen of typography and
illu.stration.

The lord mayor of London is doing the State some service by
judicious hos]iitality. He assembled at a miirersazioiie a great
number of teachers of public schools, and invited to meet them
several persons eminent in art and science. The evening passed
pleasantly in instructive conversation.

They talk of a new avid wonderful pile driver in England. The
plan of it is this ; fix your pile upright on the ground ; load a
twelve-pounder, and suspend it directly over the top of the pile,

muzzle downward ; touch otf the gun," and the shot will drive the
pile in, out of sight.

Tlic new empress has been guilty of showing a little affection,

which, as our readers know, is not'etiqueite at courts. When her
friend Merimce was nominated as .senator—a nomination which
she had long solicited—she ran to the emperor, on his return
from Paris to St. Cloud, and gave him two kisses in the ]jresence

of all his attendants.

A late Paris letter says :
—" The number of emigrants for the

United States is daily increasing ; and on Fri lay last, 042 Ger-
mans, men, women, and children, jmsscd through Paris on thc'r
way to Havre, where they em''arked for the shores of 'the land
of the free,' on Mond:'y last. Since January, 18J3 (six months),
the number of einigiai^'- is calculated to be 200,000; all arc well
otf, going to live as f.ccnien, far fom the bondage of European
desjiotism."

Sanbs of (£^olb.

.... Reasoimolc men arc the best dictionaries of conversa-

tion.— Goethe.

.... Charles V. has said that a man who knew four languages
was worth four men.

—

M. dc Montlosirr.

.... Wish you to know if a soul is of free being and temper,
pnt to the proof his res]ject for the magistrates.

—

liioiiffe.

.... Man is a central creature between the animals, that is to

say, the most perfect form, which unites the traits of all in the

most complete epitome.

—

Ilfrdcr.

.... There are those who prefer the language of the mind to

that of the soul. They are vei-y like those who are indifferent to

the sight of a starry night, and who run to an exhibition of fire-

works.

—

Riclier.

.... When you have need of a needle, you move your fingers

delicately, with a wise caution. Use the same precaution with
the inevitable dullness of life : give attention ; keej) yourself from
imprudent precijiitation ; and do not take it by the jioint.

—

liance,

.... When men are unhappy, they do not imagine they can
ever cease to be so ; and when some calamity has fallen on them,
they do not see how they can get rid of it. Nevertheless both
arrive ; and the gods have ordered it so, in the end men seek it

from the gods.

—

Kjiirtete.

.... Perfect friendship puts us under the necessity of being
virtuous. As it can only be preserved among estimable persons,

it forces us to resemble them. You find in frioiidshii) the surety

of good counsel, the emulation of good example, sympathy iu our
griefs, succor in our distress.

—

Madame de Lambert.

Joker's I3uligtt.

A Boston paper thinks that a man so drnnk that he can't walk,
stand or talk, the best temperance lecture above ground.

The Boston Post says :

—" Naomi, the daughter of Enoch, was
five hundred and eighty years old when she was married. Cour-
age, ladies !"

A boy, whose general appearance betokened the want of a
father's care, being asked what his father followed for a living,

replied :
" He is a Methodist by trade, but he don't work at it any

more."

A new temperance drink is described by the San Francisco
Herald, composed of " three parts of root beer and two of water
gniel, thickened with a little soft squash, and strained through a
cane bottom chair."

Things are pretty evenly divided, after all. The poor man has no
money, while the rich man has no ajipctite. The former lives in

dread of the almshouse, and the latter of dyspepsia and white pine

pudding. Who's ahead '!

A person looking over the catalogue of professional gentlemen
of the bar, with bis pencil wrote against the name of one who was
of the bustling order :

" His been accused of possessing talents."

Another seeing it, immediately wrote under :
" Has t)cen tried

and acquitted."

One of the best things to resist fatigue with is music. Girls

who " could not walk a mile to save their lives," will dance, in

company with a knock-kneed clarinet and superannuated fiddle,

from tea-time till sunrise : while a .soldier, grown weary with
quietness, will no sooner hear a bugle give a flourish, than he
will give one himself.

GLEASON'S PICTOHIAL.
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THE PILGRIM CELEBRATION.

The anniversary of the Embarkation of the PilRrims

from Delft Haven" in 1620, was cclehrated by the Pil-

grim Society, at Plymouth, a few (hiys since, on a very

extended scale. One of our artists was on the spot,

and below we pive a representation of the scene at the

moment when the fjrand procession, escorted by the

military, are about to enter the tent. Tlie mammoth
canvass was erected l)y Mr. L. M. Yale, our enterpris-

ing and liberal townsman. The affair was entered into

with great spirit by the people of Plymouth, each of

whom seemed to vie with the other in their endeavors

to render the occasion worthy of their ancient town,

and the ever memorable event it commemorated. The
success which crowned their efforts must have lieen as

gratifying to tliemsclves as it was to the numerous
strangers who were present to participate in the festivi-

ties. At sunrise a national salute was tired, and the

bells rung out a merry peal. At an early hour the

people of the surrounding towns came pouring in, in

their carriages, the fair daughters of the Old Colony,
dressed in their holiday attire, and with their sparkling

eyes and pretty faces adding the crowning l)eauty to the

scene. AH the public and private houses were ela1)0-

rately decorated, and throughout arches spanned the

streets through which the procession passed. It was
headed by a military escort, composed of tlie following

companies: the Standish Guards, Capt. Churchill, of

Plymouth, led by the Boston Brlt:ade Band
;
the Ab-

ington Artillery, Capt. Thomas Bates, accompanied by
the South Abington Brass Band ; the IltUif.DC Light

Guard, Capt. Sumner; the S.imoset Guards, Capt.

Bumpus, of Plimpton ; the Independent Boston Cadets,

Col. Amory commanding. Following t le Cadets were

the New York Light Guard, Captain Vincent, escort-

ing the delegation from the Neiv Kngland Society of

New York city. Vice President Simeon Draper at their

head. The whole arrangement of tlie military escort

was in the highest degree admirable, and the spirit-

stirring notes from the accompanying bands, as they

alternated with each other, produced a very pleasing

variety of music. Next after the military escort came
the civi(> procession. This was headed by the chief.

marshal, supported by his aids, and immediately sue-

ceo ling, came the dclegatei from the different societies

pre-!cnt. The fire department embraced four compa-
nies, viz., the Niagara, the Fountain, the Rapid, and
the Torrent. Their engines were all very tastefully

decorated with flags and wreaths of evergreens and
flowers, and the drag-ropes were manned by full ranks

in tasteful uniforms, which presented a fine appearance. The
procession marched north by the Samoset House, thence in review
through Court and Main Streets, down Leyden and through Wa-
t>r Street, by the " Rock," thence through North, Main, Market,
High, Bartlett, Sumner and Pleasant Streets, to the Pavilion.

Along the whole route the streets were thronged with spectators,

who seemed delighted with the appearance of the moving pa-

geant. The tent, with the tables spread for 2500 guests, presented

a fine appearance. In the centre were three raised tables, at

which were seated the President and the invited guests. Among

THORWALDSEN, THE DANISH SCDLPTOR.

the latter we noticed on the right of the President, Gov. Clifford,

Hon. Edward Everett, Charles W. Warren, Rev. Dr. Osgood of
New York, the venerable J. Avery Parker of New Bedford, Hon.
Charles W. Upham of Salem, and others. On the left. Rev. Dr.
Adams of New York, Hon. Charles Sumner, Hon. John P. Hale,
Ex-Postmaster General CoUamore, and others. The next table in

front was occupied by distinguished gentlemen. In the centre were
three elderly sentlemen, each over 80 years of age, viz.. Dr. Ken-
dall, Josiah Quiney, Esq., and I. P. Davis. The front table was
occupied by the Governor's aids and officers of the militia, in neat

and brilliant uniforms, presenting a splendid appear-
ance. Arovind t!ie tent were shields, bearing the names
of the different States—and on either side the inscrip-

tions,
—" The Fathers of the country—the men who, ns

they first trod the soil of New England, scattered the
principles of rcpu')lican freedom and national indepen-
dence." " They knew they were Pilirrims, and looked
not much oi these things; but lifted up their eyes to

heaven, theirdcarcst counti-y, and quieted their spirits."

In front of the President was placed a large dish of
parched corn, illustrating the food with which the Pil-

grims were often obliged to content themselves. At
half past one the ladies were admitted to the tent and
scaled under the direction of the marshals. At two
o'clock the head of the procession entered. Some fif-

teen minutes were occupied in seating it. When s\\\

were seated. Rev. Dr. Adams, of New York, was called
on to ask the Divine blessing. The President, after

the company had partaken bountifully of the excellent
fare, made a long, elo(|Ucnt, and appropriate speech,
the opening of which we give, as it explains the object
of the occasion :

" The Pilgrim Society having voted
to celebrate the anniversary of the embarkation of the
Pilgrims from Delft Haven 1620, we are assembled
here to pay our tribute to their memory, and by pon-
dering anew on their virtues, to go out into the world
to perpetuate their principles and to hold them up as

the only ti-ue basis of religious and political freedom.
It is a great event we are commemorating. When
that small vessel left the old world, with those few but
heroic men and women on its deck—then went forth

the word that founded an empire in this Western world
—then did speed well the mighty principles of Robinson
Church, as his followers, casting themselves in perfect

faith on God's goodness, sought thus afar from home
' Freedom to worship God.' "—He was followed by Gov.
Clifford, Edward Everett, Charles Sumner, and John
P. Hale. Following the remarks of Mr. Hale, speeches
were made by Hon. Richard Yeadon, one of the editors

of the Charleston (S. C.) Courier; Hon. Charles W.
Upham of Salem ; Rev. G. W. Blagden of Boston

;

Rev. Dr. O.sgood of New York; Col. Fuller, of the

N. Y. Mirror; and Nathaniel Hinckley of Barnstable.

A letter was also read from Hon. B. F. Hallett, cover-

ing a subscription of S.iOO for the monument. At the

close of the remarks of Mr. Hinckley, the company, at

a little past seven o'clock, separated, highly gratified

with the entertainments of the occasion. The whole
aflfair passed off most brilliantly, and the good people

of Plymouth did themselves infinite credit by the united

spirit of hospitality they evinced, and the extending liberality of

the arrangements. Spurred on by the spirit evinced on all hands,

in relation to the occasion which was celebrated, the purpose of

erecting an appropriate monument upon the spot to commemorate
the story of the Pilgrims, was fully determined upon, and a eon
siderable sum of money was subscribed for this purpose on the

spot. A noble and worthy object, and we wish it complete suc-

cess ; for if any event in our past history deserves such a memorial,

it is that of the first landing of our Pilgrim fathers upon this

" wild New England's shore."

PILGRIM CELEBRATION AT PLYMOUTH, MASS., AUGUST 1, 1853.
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YALE COLLEGE AT NEW HAVEN.

We present below an engraving of this well-known temple of

education. Yale College was founded in the year 1700, sixty-five

years after the erection of the first house in the Colony of Con-

necticut. Ten of the principal ministers, nominated by general

consent of the clergy, met at New Haven, and formed themselves

into a society, the object of which was to found a college in the

colony. At their next meeting each broiiglit a number of books,

and prc«entcd them for the library, and the following year the

legislature granted them a charter, constituting them " Trustees

of i Collegiate School in His Majesty's Colony of Connecticut."

The principal benefactor of the infant institution was the Hon.
Elihn.Yale, Governor of the East ludia Company, from whom

the college derived its name. Among its other benefactors was

Dr. Berkeley, bishop of Cloync, Ireland, who came to America, in

1732, and bought a farm in Newport, R. I. While residing tlicre,

he became acquainted with the circumstances of Yale College, to

which he presented his farm, and sent the trustees the finest col-

lection of books then known in America. The whole amount of

fees of tuition at Yale College is about thirty-five dollars a year.

Board and every expense included, it is thought in New England

that three hundred dollars a year is a sufficient allowance for a

boy at this institution. The course of study embraces four years.

Perhaps one of the best, and certainly one of the peculiar advan-

tages of Yale College, is the extent and excellence of the society

in New Haven, and its accessibility to the students. TIic upper

classes of students mingle freely in the simple and pnre society of

the place, which, it is not too much to say, is one of the most ele-

gant and highly cultivated in the country. Polished manners and

the usages of social life are thus insensibly gained with improve-

ment of mind ; and, in a country like thi.s, where those advantages

are not attainable by all in early life, the privilege is inestimable.

The college buildings of New Haven arc more remarkable for

their utility than for their beauty of architecture ; but, l}uricd in

trees, and standing on tlie ridge of a sloping green, they have

altogether a beautiful cfl"ect, and an air of elegant and studious

repose. Few strangers ever pass through New Haven without

expressing a wish to take up their abode, and pass their days,

among its picfuresijue avenues and gardens.

YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

/I
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CHAPTER XIX.

Itr.COCiNITION.

Confusion roi;5noil in Pai-is ! The roval iioops, wounded

and dispirited, were sliiit. up in their barracks—thy courtic s had

nil flown to the king, who remnincd obstinate in his op;)0.<ition to

the popular will—and the revolutionists were preparing for the

final struggle of the morrow. Even those slain by the troops

were made to play their paits in the sanguinary drama, for their

mangled bodies were carried in procession through the streets, by

the lurid glare of torches. Over those bleeding corpses, like An-

thony's address over the dead body of Ca>sar, incendiaiy harangues

were delivered, which kindled in the people flames of indignation

as inextinguishable as the Greek fire. Those bleeding wounds

and burning words spoke, like fiery tonfiucs, to the popular heart.

" Revenge ! To arms
!"

Such was the universal cry, both deep and loud, and it even

reached Claude in his prison cell, blended with tlie sinister knell

of the tocsin. The stones leaped, as it were, from the pavements

—the stately trees on the boulevards were felled without remorse

—and barricades almost without number obstructed the streets.

Houses were entered for arms, not for plunder—iron railings were

torn from the fronts of churches, to serve as pikes—and the night

was passed in tho.<e terrible preparations which bespoke an evcnt-

fiil mom. This dawned upon a troubled city. Tlie king's troops

(many of them Swiss mercenaries) were silent, sad and hesitating

—the papu'acc full of rage, fire and determination—the more sober

citizens were breathless with agitation. Further bloodshed was

inevitable—^most of the stores were closed—and, as during the

great plague of London, the ejaculation, "Lord, have mercy on

ns !" was chalked upon the doors of che houses where the inhabit-

ants were stricken with the pestilence, so the doori of most of the

tenements in Paris were marked with the inscription, " Ici on o

donne les armss !" as a protection from assault and pillage.

Among the numerous bands organized during the night, was a

1 ody of some three hundred students. They were young, resolute

men, ready to follow with chivalric courage the bold and dcter-

niincd leader of their choice—Ernest Devrille.

" Comrades," said he, as h.e took command, " thanks for the

honor you have confen-cd upon me—I hope I shall merit it. But

let us all light gallantly for freedom ; and, first, let u.? hive our

friends by our sides. Scores of them are immured at the prefec-

ture of police. Shall I hey remain there, cooptd up for opinion's

sake, at a time v.-hcu the liberties of our land are at slake V
There wa? a shout of " En avant !" followed by t!ie inspiring

notes of the Marseilles Hymn, that impersonated anthem of revo

lution, which instils the intoxication of battle into the senses. On
they marched, animated by an enthusiasm that seemed like

madness, and soon reached the prefecture, in front of which was

posted a battalion of gens d'armcs As tl;e serried ranks of the

Ktudents approached, they received a destructive fire, but it did

not check their progress. Pouring in a volley, tliey advanced ere

the troops could re-load, clubbing their muskets. Swords gleamed

high in the air with the rapidity of tlie lightning flash, while above

the din of the contest rang the war-cry of the brave assailants :

" Liberty I Liberty !"

Exciting as was the scene, it was nothing when compared with

the conflicting emotions of the prisoners, who held their very

breath, and almost howled with despair as they vainly endeavored

to liberate themselves, and aid those who were sacrificing life to

rescue them. Among these was Claude, who thought more of

rushing to protect Eulalia than he did of his own safety, and lis-

tened with eager attention. At length there was a shout in the

tourt-yard !—on the stairs !—in the corridor I Another moment,
r.nd the door swung on its hinges, to admit Ernest. The flush of

triumph animated his stern countenance, and to Claude he looked

the picture of a knight of the olden time, redressing wrong, and
encouraging right.

" Free, my friend !" ho exclaimed, in an exultant tone. " Now
I know you will not refuse to fight for liberty

!"

How could Claude refuse ? It would have looked ill on his

part to have shown any indifference to the cause of those who
had perilled their lives for him, yet in his heart he wished that he
could fly to Eulalia. For once fortune favored him, and directed

his steps towards the haven of his heart. Some of the politi.-al

prisouers had been removed, the day previous, to tlie military

prison in the Faubouig St. Germain, and thither was it voted to

proceed. Ernest kept Claude by his side, and willingly consented

to pass by the convent, although it was not in the direct road.

They were not the first in that usually quiet section of the citv,

for a b.rge party of infuriated coal-heavers from the Faubourg St.

Antoine liad jireecded them, in a mad crusade against religious

e*tabli-hmcnts. The convent had been shown them by some
5tPalou3 infidel, and when the students reached it, Claude saw to

his horror th-it the building was in flames. Rusl.ing in, he could

see, through the dense smoke which rolled throuirh the hall, that

the lullians had destroyed all the furniiure and pictun-s. All was

confusion, the poor nuns running frantically lo and fro, while

sheets of flame poured from the upper windows. At length he

reached Eulalia's room. It was locked ; but with almost super-

human strength he burst open the door. There knelt the loved

one, half suffocated by the smoke, evidently preparing to die.

" Save me, Claude ! Save me I" she exclaimed, as he whom
she called burst into the room, for she thought it was one of those

who had violated the sacred asylum.

"Yes! yes I" replied the overjoyed young man, and turning

her head at the well-known tones of his voice, Eulalia recognized

Claude. Catching her up in his arms, he hastened to the door,

but the raging flames drove him back, and he was forced to fly to

the window.
" Ladders ! ladders !" shouted the students, and in a few mo-

ments Claude reached the ground in safety, with his precious

Imrtbcn. One <if the fiiends of Ernest, who lived near by, kindly

invited them to his house; but no sooner had Claude seen Eulalia

in safe hands, than he hastened back, despite her entreaties to re-

main. His heart boating high with joy, and with gratitude, he

rejoined Ernest, and his melodious voice was one of the loudest

in the student-band, as they cheered their march to fresh deeds of

valor with the hcicuc chant of the ill starred Girondins:

By the sound of her cannon alarming,

Fair France to her children outcries;

Huzza! crv the patriots, arming,

' ria the voice of our motiier—arise

!

For country and freedom to bleed,

Ik a lot to be envied indeed

!

With arms for tlie strife—fierce and gory,

Her ntistre33 the lover supplies

;

If he fall, the bright iialo of glory

Shall beam o'er his brow as he dies!

For country and freedom to bleed,

Is a lot to be envied indeed

!

But we cannot chronicle the exploits of that heroic student-

band as they marched from barrack to barrack, subduing the

invincibl,' veterans of the army. Noon came, and with it the

announcement of victory. Charles the Tentii had abdicated, and

although the Duke of Orleans was seating himself upon the vacant

throne, it was as a constitutional king, who would not falsify the

confiding hopes of his countrymen.

The good Lafayette, who was an eye-witness to several acts of

bravery on the part of the students, immediately had them enrolled

as a company of the National Guards, and ordered them to march

to the Earria- da Trone, wheie some discontented radicals were

endeavoring to throw off' all government. Ernest was named

cai)tain, while Claude was honored with a lieutenantcy, so that

the two friends were together. A disarmed regiment of the royal

grenadiers furnished arms and equipments, and the "Students'

Guard" marched oft" amid the cheers of the populace.

Mi'anwhilo the travelling carriage of the marquis was approach-

ing the metropolis, drawn by four galloping post-horses, urged to

their full speed. They met many of the court friends of the mar-

quis, some of whom stopped, and urged him not to go to

Paris, which was becoming a prey to the revolutionists. But he

saw the anxiety of Beatrice to be near her son, and so kept on,

regardless of danger. Approaching the city gates, disbanded sol-

diers began to be seen among the fugitives, many of them wound-

ed, and soon the tri-eolor was seen waving from the city gates.

There was an immense crowd there, chiefly composed of ultra

republicans, who would fain have re-established the revolution of

seventeen hundred and eighty-nine, with its guillotine and its hor-

rible atrocities. They sought for liberty, but would have the

pathway to her temple, like that to the terrible abode of Jugger-

naut, known by the immolated victims with which it was overlain.

" Halloo I" cried one of these bloodthirsty fellows. " Here

comes an aristocrat. Pest, but what business has one citizen to

be wheeled along with four horses, while we have to walk ?"

" Bravo !" " Equality and fraternity I" " Death to the aris-

tocrats !" and similar cries resounded through the infuriated mob,

and no sooner had the carriage of the marquis passed the gate,

than it was surrounded.

" Out with the horses I" shouted one of the leaders, who wore a

red cap, and carried a splendid sword, plundered from the mili-

tary museum. " Let the aristocrats cry ' Long live the charter

—

death to Charles Tenth,' and then trot away on their own pins."

"The oath! the oath!" exclaimed the mob, crowding around

the caiTia^e like a pack of wolves, gloating over their expected

prey. Beatrice sank, almost insensible, into one corner of the

carriage, but the marquis stood boldly at one of the doors. " Vil-

lains," he cried, " what means this
—

"

" Villains I" interrupted the crowd, and already had one drawn

a sword, to extort the oath, when a drum was heard. The noise

made the crowd turn, and to their surprise they saw an armed

band, carrying the tri-colorcd flag.

" In the name of the republic; I order this crowd to disperse,"

said Ernest, for it was the " Students' Guard " that thus oppor-

tunely arrived.

" And who arc you, that i)resumo to interfere with citizens?"

asked a gigantic rag-gatherer. " Wc are about to hang this aris-

tocrat to a lamp-post, in the genuine eighty-nine style, and if you

choose to help us, good—but if not, move yourselves. We are

the people, and the jicople rule." Cheers echoed this dcHance,

and those of the mob who had guns began to chaigc them.

But Ernest gave them no time for preparation. Ordering his

drums to beat a charge, he advanced his command steadily, and

soon their bayonets taught the turbulent "citizens" that discre-

tion would be the better part of valor.

"Cowards!" shouted the rsg-gathcrer, "do you flee before a

parcel of beardless boys? Never mind. I will pick off" yon aris-

tocrat, and then be off" with you." And drawing a pistol, he aji-

proachcd the carriage, aiming at the manpiis. But just as he

pulled the trigger, a good blow of the sword of Claude clove deep

into his skull, and the ball, diverted from its murderous course,

merely grazed the cheek of the marquis.

" Thank God I Thank God !" cried Beatrice. " O, my son,

you have saved the life of j our father
!"

There was no time then for explanation, but soon the lion-

hearted students had cleared the square, and the mob had dis-

persed. Then Claude ntiirncd to the carriage, and was amazed
to sec his mother enfolded in the arms of the marquis.

" Claude, my son," said he, " will you forgive me, even as your

mother has pardoned me V
His son ! Claude stood gazing in wonder and perplexity, for

he was lost in thought. Was he the son of the Marquis de

Bonani t

" Yes, Claude," said Beatrice, who saw his bewilderment.

" The marquis is your father, and I am sure that when you hear

my story, you will not censure me for the ignorance in which I

have kept you."

Just then the postilions returned with the horses, and soon the

carnage rolled away, carrying the parents and child who were

thus for the first time united. The marquis, stripped of his false

pride, narrated his marriage to Beatrice, and expressed a hope
that by his future devotion he might atone for past neglect. Order

now reigned, and they soon reached the " Hotel des Princes,"

where the marquis engaged a noble suit of rooms for himself, the

marchioness and the count.

" Nay, nay," said Beatrice, after they were comfortably installed.

" Claude and myself wish not for these titles, provided you will

grant us your aff"ection."

" To me, dearest, you are, and ever will be, Beatrice—the Bea-

trice whose heart I won—the Beatrice who in later years repaid

my ingratitude by devotion. But the only atonement 1 can make
must be a complete one. Especially as it is necessary fjr Claude

to have his legitimate title of count."

" Why so ?" inquired the young man.

"Because," replied the marquis, " the husband of a countess

should surely be called count. Nay, Claude, do not intenupt me.

I had at first sight a feeling for you win -h I now see was the yearn-

ing of natural affection, and I rejoice that you stood between me
and the beautiful countess. Nay, do not blush. 1 know well how
your heart's affection is bestowed, and, by God's blessing, the

hand of Madame de Balbi shall reward you for all your troubles."

" Noble, generous man !" said Claude, his mind overflowing

with joy, and his fancy busily engaged in building up dreams of

future happiness.

" Ah, my son, if you would but call me—

"

'•Father!" interrupted Claude. "Ay, indulgent father, for,

even unwittingly, I owe all to you. But why did not my mother

confide in me, and let mc enjoy your parental love V
" Because, Claude, she loved you too well to cloud your

thoughts with the baseness of your father."

"Nay," said Beatrice, "I ftlt assured that the hour would come

when I could tell him all without harm."

"But do not tell him all," interrupted the marquis. "I would

not have him know how 1 wronged his mother, any more than I

would revive a recollection of the vindictiveness with which I have

pursued him. Let us all forgive each other, and forget the past."

And approaching Beatrice, the happy marquis gazed fondly on

her face, and then kissed her over and over again. O, how the

joy- tide flowed through her veins, obliterating all the marks made

by desertion and by wrong upon the sands of her memory.
" Selfi.sh mortal that I am !" at last exclaimed the marquis.

" Is not Madame de Balbi in Paris ?"

"She is," stammered Claude.

" Bring her here, then, at once. And if she ^vill accept your

hand, rest assured that lack of fortune shall be no bar to your

union."

CHAPTER XX.

ATONEMENT.

Atonement ! Canaan of the repentant spirit, and Ararat to

the son-ow-ladcn heart. Is it not like the dew which falls upon

the mountains of Hermon, gently nourishing the loveliest and

tenderest flowers ? Is it not like the pixscious ointment which ran

down from Aaron's head to the skirts of his garment, shedding a

rich and healing perfume around ?

The marquis, determined to atone to Beatrice for his long neg-

lect, soon took a conspicuous place in the new House of Peers,

and delighted in introducing his wife into the first society of Paris.

It was at first a matter of wonderment how he could have kept his

marriage so long concealed (for Claude, his newly recognized

son, was a token of its age) ; but the marchioness won all hearts,

and all were charmed with her dignified simplicity of manner.

Encouraged by her counsel, the naturally fine intellect of the mar-

quis blossomed anew in the sunshine of her love, and the onco

intriguing voluptuary became noted for his upright manliness of

thought and action.

Claude, of all others, was delighted with this happy change, and

almost every day he visited the Chamber of Peers, to listen with

delight 10 his father, whose opinion was sought upon almost every

question. Not unto the pleasure loving marquis, whom he had

regarded as a capricious master, did he listen with delight, but to

his father, the thoughtful, wise hearted inheritor of the Bonani

name. The devoted husband soon won the deep love of his son.

But the new-born love for his father did not eclipse or dim the

devoted passion of the young man's heart, and he passed much of

the time with Eulalia, gazing upon her charms. How every fea-

ture of her loved face was imprinted upon his memory, and how

ho drank every word that was uttered by those sweet lips, that
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trembled with every change of feeling, as rose-petals with the

waftings of the evening breeze. Hope, that sibyl of the soul, who

had apparently deserted him but a few short weeks previous, now

came with radiant joys to clieer tlicir moctin,<j;s, with starry eyes,

and a rainbow in her hair. A few weeks more, and they were to

be united by that holy bond uiiseverable upon earth.

The marquis and Beatrice taid but the sad word. Tlioughts of

their own union, and of the subsequent trials to which each liad

been subjected, filled their hearts, although they rejoiced at tlie

happiness of their son.

"Farewell !" The po.stilions cracked their whips merrily, and

the carriage rolled away, amid the congratulations and adicux of

the brilliant assemblage. Soon the streets were passed, and as

the carriage entered the leafy forests of Vincennes, Eulalia threw

her he«l upon Claude's shoulder, and wept like a child. The

past, with its trials and its troubles, was forgotten, and she seemed

overjoyed at Iier advent into a new existence. Ancient springs

of happiness that grief had checked, and care liad concealed, burst

fortli with .swelling current, and watered the flowerets of hope that

sprung up all around.

On they journeyed, traversing the vine-clad plains of France,

and the Alpine peaks of Switzerland, and soon they descended

upon the fertile plains of Lombardy, rich to extravagance in all

the treasures of vegetation. Need it be recorded that the happy

couple tarried a day at Lake Como, where Eulalia visited with

Claude every spot wliich had been one of his boyhood's haunts,

and gazed with interest upon his first sketches. Another week,

and they were in Rome, where they took up their abode at the

Balbi palace, happy in the enjoyment of everything that wealth

could purchase, but richer in the treasures of their love.

While Claude thus revelled in domestic bliss, Eniest, remaining

at Paris, devoted himself enthusia.stieally to his art. The muse
illumintd his soul, as with electric light, and his brow bore God's

briglitcst stamp of intellectual grace, as he bent over liis canvass.

Kor was his labor without its reward. Wealth and honors were

sliowered upon him, his pictures were sought for by the crowned

heads of Europe for their galleries, and soon he paid an annual

visit to Italy, ostensibly for the purpose of enriching his genius

from the priceless gems of art which tell the history of Rome's
former greatness. Yet, while tlu re, he was oflencr at the Balbi

palace tlian at the Vatican. Warm was tlio welcome which ho

received.

While the father and the son were thus enjoying that purest and
hoiiest sacrifice, the devoted love of woman, the wife and mother,

with softened and joyful heart, revelled in the full fruition of her

girlhood's love. Truly lias it been said that man may love twice,

thrice—nay, even woman's constancy may be shaken, but he who
first wins a maiien's heart, ever remains in that pure shrine.

Immortal passion ! Falsehood, or death, or change, may inter-

vene—the wounded heart may be scarred over—but nothing can

usurp the life-reign of a first lover. It is the idealization of afl^ec-

tion, which happens but once in a life time, and which each daugh-
ter of humanity renews as she approaches womanhood, to remain
stamped, signet-like, upon her life-heart. The marquis at times

inwardly regretted that the inexoral)le hand of time had stolen

some of the charms from the Beatrice whom he wooed and won
upon the seashore ; but each intellectual grace which then marked
her youthful spirit's energy, lighted up her smile, and sparkled in

her eye. Her hair was silvered, but never had the brilliant dia-

monds, proud heir-looms of his noble house, sparkled upon a
more regal-looking brow, than as they graced the present Mar-
chioness de Bonani.

Meanwhile Louis Pliilippe, crowned as a citizen-king, had re-

stored peace and prosperity to France, unclouded by those mad
schemes of nepotism wliicli subsequently lost him his throne. No
opportunity was omitted of gratifying the leading politicians as
well as the populace, and among other marks of royal condescen-
sion, was the attendance of the royal family at the weddiuo- of
Claude, Count de Bonani, to Eulalia, Countess de Balbi.

Tlie ecclesiastical ceremony was performed in the churcli of
" Notre Dame de Lorette," in presence of the privileged frequent-
ers of the palace, the ladies vicing with each other in beauty and
splendor of costume. The king gave away the bride, and the
nuptial benediction was pronounced by good old Father Geronimo,
who had been sent for expressly to Paris, and who was rejoiced at

the happy termination of tlic heart-trials of Beatrice. After the
ceremony, there was a sumptuous entertainment at the hotel of
the marquis, wliich was attended by the flower of the metropolis.
Brilliant uniforms, the scintillation of jewelry, the wavino- of
feathers, the rustling of brocades, the romantic beauty and spark-
ling animation of the ladies, proved a magic framework, in which
the liappy couple were enshrined.

A few years had thus passed happily along, when Eulalia,
on receiving her usual montlily epistle from the marchioness,
clapped her hands with joy. The marquis, indignant at the in-

gratitude with which Louis Philippe treated General Lafayette,
had resigned his seat in the Chamber of Peers, and intended to

visit Italy.

" How fortunate !" said Claude, when he had listened to the
letter, " for we can now surprise them."

A few weeks later, a handsome travelling-carriage, accompanied
by a heavily-laden baggage-car, was descending the steep pass of
the Simplon, but at a snail's pace. It contained the Marquis and
Marchioness de Bonani, with tlicir friend, Ernest DcvriUe.
"How slow the postilions ride, to-day," said the marquis.
"Nay," replied Ernest, "you forget that rapid riding, in the

plain beyond, once upset us."

" Ay, but to that accident I owe all my present happiness—the
society of my dear Beatrice—the anticipated pleasure of meeting
my son. Yet I would fain have passed the scene before night.

and take a look at the retreat of my abused- wife during so many
dark years."

It seemed, however, as if the postilions had determined not to

reach Lake Como until after night-fall, and a dark night it v.-as.

Each of the inmates of the carriage gazed out into the gloom, but

could see nothing until they approached a large villa, brilliantly

lighted up. No one recognized this spacious edifice, but, to their

surprise, as they approached, the postilions drove through the

portals of the wide gate- way. The entire interior of the villa,

lighted up, disclosed its noble facade, extending around three

sides of a square. The other side was formed by the well-remem-

bered cottage, and at the door stood Claude and Eulalia, each

holding a beautiful child by the hand, while an infant slumbered

in a cradle by her side.

" Welcome to your old home, dear mother," said Claude, oflTer-

ing his hand ; " nor are you, my kind father, less welcome. As
for you, Ernest, you know we are glad to see you."

Nor had the brilliant assemblage ever gazed on a more noble

pair. Eulalia, in her bridal robes, was an impersonation of her

who bore the ncctared goblet to imperial Jove. The radiant hue

of her complexion seemed borrowed from the morning, and her

hair, studded with pearls, was wreathed around a brow as fair as

Parian marble. Every motion was grace itself, and every thought

that played across her expressive countenance, was the type of a

soul whose inborn radiance illumined all around it. The bridal

veil, with its own shade of placid sadness, tempered the joyful

expression of her face with an occasional blush, adding, if possible,

to her charms.

Claude, too, was in life's joyous spring, and the glow of hajipi-

ness lit up his cheek, while high and pure aspirations loomed,

like beacon-fires, from his true eyes. The chain which linked

him to the maiden of his love, was now rivetttd by the holiest of

sacraments, and he felt that although the world's selfish rust

might mar the brilliancy of its links, it could not imjjair its

strength.

Meanwhile a splendid carriage was at the door, and four impa-

tient steeds could scarce be restrained by the postilions, bedecked

with white cockades in honor of the event. And now came that

saddest of all words—farewell. Mournfully does it echo through

the heart, whether muttered softly at the moonlight hour, or whis-

pered in the broad glare of daylight.

" Farewell," exclaimed Ernest, his ridi deep voice trembling

with emotion. " May love, my friends, throw around vou its

gentle solace for the trials of the past. Sometimes, when admir-

ing the glories of Italian art, my dear Claude, think of your former

pupil."

"Nay," replied Claude, "my rival in art. When you have a
wife, Ernest, so that we can be equal in matters of heart, we will

struggle for the mastery in art again—that is, if I can overtake

you." And the two young men embraced cordially. Happy
were they, in this parting, to think that no cloud had dimmed the

purity of their affection, or impaired its strength.

" Ah, Claude," laughingly remarked Ernest, "what an agree-

able surprise."

" Yes—but I feared that in obeying my orders to detain you
until after dark, the postilions had overturned my father a"-ain.

Walk in."

There was a repast spread upon the table, and the happy family,

as they broke bread together, had much to say about the many
eventful occurrences that had transpired since they had eaten there

before. Indeed, it was with regret that they left the humble cot-

tage for the more imposing structure around it, so many plcasin"

recollections did it awaken.

Ernest returned to Paris in a few weeks, for his art-bride claimed

his presence, and his first act was to make a will, in which he be-

queathed his rapidly accumulating fortune to his namesake, Er-

nest de Balbi. As to the youngster's brother and sister, eich

with the name of a parent, received a title and a fortune.

The marquis has never left Lake Como, where he enjoys the

society of his children and his grand-children, and often do the

eyes of Beatrice fill with tears of love, as she recalls the sad past,

and the happy present.

No less happy are Claude and Eulalia, who live for and with

each other, in the full enjoyment of conjugal felicity. Their chief

pleasures are centered in their children; and, as they watch the

growth of their young perceptions, or enjoy the freshness of their

ideas, they heave not a sigh for city enjoyments. The present is

to thera a bright dream of sunny hours, and the future is softened

by the mellow hue of time's dim coloring, which conceals all

transient showers of disappointment.

Happy, thrice happy Claude. His parents are gently sinking

into an honored old age, children enliven his happy home, and all

join with him in unalloyed love of the bright spirit who contributes

so largely to the happiness of each—the noble-hearted Eulalia.

THE END.

SOCIAL SIAGING.
What is pleasanter than social singing 1 Wlien friends meet,

and the lively word and social jest are intermingled with the voice
of song, the spirit throws off care and thought, and recreates
itself, that it may be better fitted for the hour of toil. Those
who are able to meet at stated times, and spend an hour in the
practice of music, lose much by neglecting to do so. There is

not a hamlet or village, hardly a country-place, where a singing
circle may not be formed, and" music practised ; and this, too, not
as a task, but as a source of deep, heartfelt pleasure. The desid-
eratum for such circles is simple, home music, such as stirs the
heart and causes its depths to well forth in gladncs and joy, or to
sympathize in pensive sadness. And this music should be new,
else wo tire by too much repetition ; and various in kind and sub-
ject, else some chords of the heart are left untouched. What can
supply this desideratum but periodicals devoted to the cultivation
of the art ? And who would forego such advantages, when a little

exertion could secure them (

—

Miisiral Jiiriew.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE PRAIRU:.

nr Da. geobqe w. busoat.

BelioM the prairie, broad, «nd wild, and fre«,

Ocean of emerald gra«fl and golden flowers

!

'Tis God's o»n gnrden, unprotaned by man ;

Tiicre the meek gra.4H ^\ith its green finger poiuta

To Him who feeds it with lu.<i hand iu cloudfl;

And here the rainbow-tinted flowers wjnd up
Th«iT pure, sweet otfering of 8inle..ts bairn;

The yellow bee hums out his drowsy song

IfpoB the bosom of the wild whit<! rose,

To wftste her nectar and her honeymoon.
And steal the radiant drop of crysOil sweet.

As a voluptuous lover stvals the heart

Of a conti'ling maid, then flies away,

To stain with sensual kisses rosier cheeks.

Let fading flowers of fickle bees beware

!

Here, striped with green and gold, the serpent glides

With deadly venom 'neath his tongue of Are,

Dangerous as malice hid in compliments.

Here, showers of insects fluttering in the air,

Ou gauzy wings, so various-d) ed, they seem

The happy olTspnug of the gorgeous flowers.

Oay birds, like winged blossoms filled with soDg,

Pour forth their roundelays from mora till eve;

The robin, bard of birds, whose ardent hymn
Shines out upon liis breast of flame,

Iluilds here his neat round nest, and rears bis brood.

That jewel of the air, the oriole,

[Bright drof e of sky and sunshine turned to song,]

Uangs his moss cradle on the lonely tree,

And there (lod rocks it with his mighty hand,

And watches it with ail the stars of heaven.

The meadow lark, perched ou some towering st^oi.

That lifts its crimson bells above the grass,

As a tall steeple rises iu the town,

Lb prairie sextou ringing up the sun.

And o'er this sea of fragrant beauty skims

The twittering swallow, iu pucsuit of gnats;

Plunging no deeper than the critics dip

In the unappreciated page they cut.

Here chants the blackbird , his sable plumes,

A bit of loAt night tangled in the bush
;

The thrush, the jay, the linnet, and the wren,

Are prima donnas holding concerts here;

While like a dot between the earth and sky,

The soaring eagle, royal king of birds.

Poised on his wings, calmly surveys the scene.

-•»•—»

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial,]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TUUNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR KEADIN .

*** Lean only on thine own talents.

—

Italian Proverb.

* * * Man believes himself always greater than he is, and is

esteemed less than he is worth.

—

Goethe.

*** Cicero has said of men :

—" They are like wines ; ago

sours the bad and betters the good." We can say that misfortune

has the same efftjct upon them.

—

Ricker.

* * * He is a man, who knows how to die for his God and his

country ; his heart, his lips, his arms, are faithful unto death.

—

Ernest Arndt.

* * * To speak well supposes a habit of attention which shows

itself in the thought : by language we learn to think, and above

all to develop thought.

—

Bonslitten.

* * * Experience has caused it to be remarked that in the coun-

try where the laws arc gentle, the minds of the citizens are struck

by it, as it is elsewhere by the most severe.

—

Catherine II.

* * * When a book raises your spirit, and inspires you with

noble and courageous feelings, seek for no other rule to judge the

work by; it is good, and made by a good workman.

—

La Bruyere.

*** Men do not often dare to avow, even to themselves, the

slow progress reason has made in their minds ; but they are ready

to follow it if it is presented to them in a lively and striking

manner, and forces them to recognize it.

—

Gmdorcet.

*** Satire is a sort of glass, wherein beholders generally dis-

cover evcrjbody's face but their own ;—which is the chief reason

for that kind of reception it meets with in the world, and that so

very few are oflfended with it.

—

Su'l/i.

* * * There is a set of harmless liars, frequently to be met with

in company, who deal much in the marvellous. Their usual in-

tention is to please and entertain ; but as men are most delighted

with what they conceive to be the truth, these people mistake the

means of pleasing, and incur universal blame.

—

Hume.
*** Poverty has, in large cities, very diflTorent appearances.

It is often concealed in sjjlendor, and often in extravagance. It

is the care of a very great part of mankind to conceal their indi-

gence from the rest. They support themselves by temi)orai-y

expedients, and every day is lest in contriving for to morrow.

—

Johnson.

*** The bravery founded upon the hope of recompense, upon

the fear of punishment, upon the experience of success, upon
rage, upon ignorance of dangers, is common bravery, and does

not merit the name. True bravery proposes a just end, measures

the dangers, and, if it is necessary, the affront with coldness.

—

Francis La None.

* * * It is not unfrequently the case that old and infirm people

trouble themselves and their children, by indulging the notion

that everything should be done as they sec fit to direct, not real-

izing that the concents of business necessarily devolve on those,

who, being in the vigor of manhood, can exercise a better and

sounder judgment, than they whose powers botii of body and

mind have become enfeebled by age.

—

Hosea Ballon.

/
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THE EIGHT ALLEYS. FOUNTAIN OF THE WINDS, OR EOLUS.

THE CASTLE OF SAN ILDEFONSO, SPAIN.

In 1719 the poor young king Pliilip V., crushed under the

weight of his grandeur, and already meditating tlie abdication of

that pale royalty whose assumption had set all Europe on fire,

and driven i'rancc to the verge of dostniction, Philip V., we say,

half recovered from the scarcely calmed emotions, and the scarce

ended vicissitudes of the fatal war of the Succession, fatigued

with the revolutions and intrigues of the palace, weary of the suc-

cessive and at first united yoke of Madame des Ursins and Cardi-

nal Alberoni, still full of remembrances and regrets for his first

and gentle queen, Maria Louisa of Savoy, having, to crown his

misfortunes, espoused in second nuptials a master in the person of

Elizabeth of Panna, resolved to withdraw himself from so many
agitations, for which neither his feeble nor melancholy soul was
formed, and, like Alceste, whom he resembled only in sadness,

sought in Spain
*' a lone retreat

\\Tiere man the freedom to be naught enjoyed."

He thought he hi;d discovered this site so favorable to repose

of mind and oblivion of princely troubles, on the road and in

the environs of Segovia, fifteen leagues from Madrid, at the foot

of Mount Penalara, in the heart of a rude, arid, wild country,

whose elevated peaks are covered with snow till the months of

July and August, only animated by the rushing of cascades and
torrents of icy and troubled waters, pouring from the mountains,

and clothed with tlie sombre and eternal foliage of the Alpine and
northern pines. In this place rose a cliapcl built by King Henry
IV. in 1450, and dedicated to Saint Ildefonso. The parochial

duties of this chapel were discharged by the Hieronymites, who
possessed a domain there. When the royal residence of Valsain,

half a league from this place, was burned under Charles II., the

fraternity of Saint Jerome offer- d this phantom of a king the

Grange (Granja) or farm-house of San Ildefonso, which tliey had
received from the munificence of Ferdinand the Catholic, at the

glorious epoch of the conquest of Granada. Matters remained
there. The ofl'er of the Hieronymites was accepted by Philip V.,

who gave them in compensation the domain of Rio Frio, and as-

signed them, according to monarchical usage, a portion of the salt

to be taken from the royal storehouses. Even when disgusted

with the things of this world, even in despair, feeble souls cannot
shake off the stamp of native frivolity. Charles V., disenchanted,

and Philip II., near his death, thought of the Escurial. Philip V.
conceived and desired a pleasure-house : he languished far from
Versailles

;
perhaps even this was the deep and intimate cause of

the secret woe that gnawed his heart. He determined to transport

Versailles to fifteen leagues' distance from Madrid, and renewed,

after the lap.se of half a century, the magnificent folly of his an-

cestor, in spite of all the obstacles seemingly opposed to the royal

fancy by a country indomitable in a very different manner from
the sandy soil of the old hunting rendezvous of Louis XIII. All
the lands of Granja and the surrounding space were remodelled,

moved, and turned topsy-turvy. The French engineer, Marchand,
was directed to change the face of nature and construct moun-
tains. The same person, if we mistake not, was entrusted with

providing for the immense hydraulic works which, turning rivers

and streamlets from their courses, were to lead them into a vast

reservoir called the Sea, whence they might flow in different foun-

tains and pieces, to spring thence again in jets, waterfalls and
spouts. Theodore Ardemans, tiie regular architect of his Catholic
majesty, was ordered to construct buildings within the limits of
houses already existing, and forbidden to take anything away

—

another imitation of Versailles, where Mansard was expressly
ordered to respect the brick palace of the

late king. The plan of the gardens w.is

designed by Marchand ; the planting and
care of it were confided to Etienne Boute-
lon ; Firmin and Thierry were entrusted

with all the ornamental ])art of the cas-

cades and fountains, and, to proceed with
more celerity, they cast the statues and
masks in lead, in which Spain abounded,
and which was covered with a simple layer

of gilded copper, in such a way as to im-
itate, without too much expense, and in a
short space of time, the magnificence of
the great king. In 1723 the palace was
in a very forward state. All the ground
floor, which consisted of twelve magnili-

cent apartments, was ready for tho occu-

pancy of the royal propri(;tor. Six were
destined for the residence of the king

;

the other six for a princely collection of
paintings and objects of art. The chapel

was similarly constructed, and Borgia, the

patriarch of the Indies, consecrated it with

great solemnity. The king was so de-

lighted with his work, and the manner in

which his engineers had executed it, that

in the following year, 1724, he abdicated

in favor of his son, Louis I., that he miplit

give himself without reserve to the de-

lights of his happy Granja. But kings

can propose only—God took to himself

young Louis I., after a nominal reign of
a few months only, and Philip V. was
compelled reluctantly to resume the reins
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of power, which he did by the hands of Elizabeth of Parma, and
consoled himself as well as he could, by continuing to embellish

in his way, and to live as much as he could in his chosen site, his

well- beloved San Ildefonso. Thus he added to it a collegiate

church and vast " commons," destined to lodge his household and
guests. By his order, the magnificent gallery of pictures and

THE BATHS OF DIANA.

statues belonging to Queen Christina of Sweden, was purchased
at Roaie, and added to the artistic treasures of the castle of La
Granja. After the death of Philip V. (1746), the Queen Dowager
founded at San Ildefonso the superb glass manufactory, which
still exists there, and which remains one of the most useful and
interesting of its additions. Charles III. put the finishing stroke

to La Granja, where he delighted to reside each yciir in July,

August and September. This example was followed by Charles
IV., and since then all the sovereigns of Spain have been accus-

tomed to spend a portion of the summer at the Versailles of the

peninsula. The site of the palace is a valley enclosed deeply in

naked mountains, of a mournful and grand aspect. The general
view of this castle, masked and hemmed in by a heap of com-
mons, villas, and other private lodges, with which it forms a con-
fused whole, is not, externally, very satisfactory. It stands out
poorly from this discordant heap, and from a distance you would
take it for a cantonment, or an immense manufacturing establish-

ment overlooking the subaltern roofs of an operative commune in

Granche-Comte or Alsace. The steeples and clock towers of the

collegiate church want character, and their rectangular shafts,

capped with slate, remind you of the worst times of the religious

architecture of the beginning of the last century. But the prin-

cipal facade on the garden side is full of charm, without consti-

tuting a work of art worthy of taking high rank in the monu-
mental history of Europe. On the other hand, works of art are

abundant ; they form a very interesting gallery. Around the

palace arc grouped in great numbers the summer houses of the

noblest families of Madrid ; the bureaux of state are also trans-

ported to San Ildefonso during the rustication of the sovereign,

and occupy the commons erected by Philip V. The manufacture
of glasses, some of them one hundred and thirty inches long and
seventy-two broad, contributes to give activity and life to this

august residence. But the magnificence of the melancholy heir of
the unfortunate Charles II., was expended particularly on the

gardens and water-pieces. The fountains, or cascades, in imita-

tion of those of Versailles, are about fifteen or twenty in number,
some of which are of the first class, and we have no hesitation in

acknowledging that they possess a more beautiful and striking

efiTect. The hydronamical part is irreproachable : perhaps some
of them are an improvement in this respect—a seemingly difficult

achievement—on the prodigies of Versailles. All derive their

water from that " Sea " to which we have alluded, and which, sit-

uated in the upper part of the gardens, is itself fed by rivers and
torrents from the Carpetian Mountains. The limits of this article

do not permit us to describe all these pieces, but we have made a
selection of the most beautiful for illustration. 1. The Eight
Alleys.—This is a large circle where eight avenues terminate,

and from which you can see sixteen fountains, including those of
the centre, all equal in size, forming arcades, and each launching
three jets of water, which fall into basins of white marble. The
centre of this fine place is distinguished, if we remember rightly,

by a group representing the abduction of Proserpine, a subject

treated at Versailles, of which this seems a visible but happy
reminiscence. 2. Fountain of the Winds, or Eolus.—An
evident imitation of the Latona piece at Versailles. This foun-

tain occupies the centre of a grove ; it is of circular form, and
surrounded by grassplots, in the midst of which eight masks
launch as many jets upon a rocky island. From the centre of this

island rises the god Eolus, overlooking sixteen heads of winds,
which project the water in all directions. In the midst of this

harmonious anarchy, a dragon, which the god is trampling under
foot, spouts upward a jet of more than sixty feet. These figures

are of bronzed lead. 3. Fountain of
Andkomeda. This fountain is round,
and scatters its waters in a cascade, the

orifice of which is formed of two white
marble vases. In th: centre of the piece

Andromeda, chained on a rock, rectives

her deliverance from a Cupid who floats

over her head, and hastens to sever her
chains. Below, the sea monster extend-
ed, his fins spread and his head raised, is

expiring under the blows of Perseus, who
in one hand holds his sword, and in the

other the head of Medusa. While the

hero makes ready to strike him again, the

impure monster is supposed to pour out
his blood through sixty-three wounds
with which his body is pierced, and which
vomit forth jets in every direction ; from
his yawning, cavernous throat he expels

a final one, which rises to the height of a
hundred and one feet. 4. Baths op
Diana.—This fine fountain is ingenious-

ly and hnjipily attached to a stone front-

ispiece, fifty feet high. Three vases sur-

mount this portico ; the second overlooks
the two others, and between the three two
lions tram]de on two dragons, the whole
launching jets of the most agreeable effect.

In the centre, and above the steps which
lend to the fountain, you sec, in a grotto,

Actaion, the hunter, serenading Diana.
At the foot of the steps, the goiidess her-

self is bathing, sun'ounded by her nymphs,
whose services she receives : other nyinpha
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bathing, people the piece, sporting with dolphins and swans.

—

5. Piece op La Fama (Fame).—This circular piece is bordered

with grass. The horse rearing on the summit of the rock is

Pegasus, who seems unwillingly to support his noble and incon-

stant burthen. The trumpet of fame spouts the water to an

astonishing height. The personages overthrown and falling at

her feet, are unfortunate poets, of course, "unwept, unhonored,

and unsung." This figure of Fame has for supports at the foot

of the rock, the four principal rivers of Spain—the Guadalquivir,

the Ehro, the Gaudiana, and the Tagus. Surrounded with stat-

ues, fine vases, and broad and deep alloys, this piece is one of the

most original and magnificent in the gardens of La Granja.

6. The Basket Foontain.—This fountain has no prototype

among those of Versailles. In the middle, a huge basket (canas-

tillo) of fruits and fiowers is sustained by four swans. Around
these are four Naiads supporting a crown. This arrangement is

simple; but the jets of water in this piece have the finest effect.

They are forty one in number—thirty-two of them obelisks, three

rising to a height of nearly ninety feet. It soraetimes happens

that the jets, launched too forcibly by the facetious hand of the

machinist, fall in a more than refreshing shower on the startled

promenaders. In its usual condition, this piece presents the finest

aspect. Were not the statues and the design of this fountain pro-

fane, one might think that the engineer represents one of those

plumed crests, which on the great festival days of the Catholic

Church, adorn the dais of the holy sacrament. 7. Fountain of
Amphitrite and the Three Graces.—This piece, of which
the Three Graces bathing occupy the lower part, is exactly oppo-
site the facade of the palace. It is very fine, as our readers will

see by the engraving, and the simplicity of its arrangement re-

quires no description. Other less important fountains, but well

worth seeing, enclosed in the shades of La Granja, are the pieces

called Latona, the Frogs, the Fan, Neptune, tlie Dragcms, the

Cups and Latona. It is unquestionably the finest and most fin-

ished imitation in the world of the admirable Versailles of France
;

still, it is a counterfeit. It is never an advantage for a nation to

derive inspiration from the customs, manners, and style of any
other. This is a general remark. The French taste passed into

Spain in the train of the Bourbons, not onlj' in dress and baubles,

but in architecture and style—a more serious affair. The penin-

sula has thus lost in originality, without gaining in point of art.

Yet, as a work of imitation, and for the sake of its situation, the

Castle of San Ildefonso is a very curious place, which every trav-

eller in Spain should make a point of seeing, and which many
will greatly admire. We have said nothing touching the philoso-

phy of fountains, that is to say, we have not referred particularly

to the principle upon which they are produced, whether artificial

or natural. There are various kinds of artificial fountains, but all

formed by a pressure, of one sort or another, upon the water

;

viz., either the pressure or weight of a head of water, or the pres-

sure arising from the spring and elasticity of the air, etc. When
these are formed by the pressure of a head of water, or any other

fluid of the same kind with the fountain, or jet, then will this

spout up nearly to the same height as that head, abating only a

little for the resistance of the air, with that of the adjutage, etc.,

in the fluid rushing through ; but, when the fountain is produced
by any other force than the pressure of a column of the same
fluid with itself, it will rise to such a height as is nearly equal to

the altitude of a column of the same fluid, whose pressure is

equal to the given force that produces the fountain. In Greece,
every principal town had public fountains or conduits, some of
which were of handsome design and of beautiful execution. In
the city of Megara, in Achaia, there was a public fountain estab-

lished by Theagenes, which was celebrated for its grandeur and
magnificence. The Pirene, a fountain at Corinth, was encircled

by an enclosure of white marble, which was sculptured into vari-

ous grottoes, from which the water ran into a splendid basin of
the same material. Another fountain in Corinth, which was called

Lerna, was encircled by a beautiful portico, under which were
seats for the public to sit upon during the extreme heats of sum-
mer, to enjoy the cool air from the falling waters. In the sacred
wood of jEsculapius, at Epidaurus, there was a fountain that Pau-
sanias cites as remarkable for the beauty of its decorations. At
Messina there were also two elegant fountains, one called Arsinoe,
and the other Clepsydra. Pausanius also alludes to several other
fountains in various parts of Greece, celebrated for the grandeur
and beauty of their architectural and sculptural decorations. The
ancient fondness for fountains still exists in Italy and the East.
The French are celebrated for their fountains, but Italy, more
particularly Rome, is still more so. The fountains of Paris and
of the Tuileries, of the orangery at Versailles, at St. Cloud, and
other places in the neighborhood, are splendid structures. The
principal and most admired fountains at or near Rome are those
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THE PIECE OF LA FAMA.

in front of St. Peter's, of the Villa Aldobrandini at Frascati, of
the Termini, of Mount Janicnlum, of the garden of the Belvidere,
in the Vatican, of the Villa Borghese, which has also in the au-
dience chamber a splendid fountain of silver, five Roman palms
in height, ornamented with superb vases and flowers ; the foun-
tains of Trevi, the three fountains of St. Paul, and many others
described in the numerous works on that ancient city.

PECULIARITIES OF GRE4T MEN.
The Duke of Wellington was not remarkably sedulous of dress,

although on grand occasions he made a sufficient display, when
he wore his principal orders and decoi'ations blazing on a coat

more gorgeous than the celebrated habit of Prince Esterhazy,

which, it was said, cost him £200 in repairs and damages every
time it was put on. The duke had a custom of wearing a white
neckcloth in uniform, which gave him rather a slovenly look ; and
a flippant French duchess once called him ' Lc Due dc Villain-

ton," because he appeared at a full-dress party in something less

than qrandi; tenw'. lie was also familiarly called in the army,
" the Beau," from his usual plain attire, and apparent negligence
of outward splendor. That vanity is an inherent compound or
attendant of greatness, is a wide position, which admits of much
argument and endless .demonstration. Many distinguished men
affect or adopt eccentricities, of which vanity may be the inciting

cause. Lord Nelson was fond of exhibiting his stars, and delight-

ed in having his horses taken out, and his carnage drawn by the

mob. The celebrated Lord I'cterborough, though light, and vain,

and proud, had no weakness of this kind. Once, the populace
takiiif^ him for the Duke of Marlborough, insisted on dragging
him through the streets in triumph. " Gentlemen," said he, " I

can assure you by two reasons that I am not the Duke of Marl-
borough. In the first place, I have only five guineas in my
pocket; and, in the second, they are heartily at you service.

So, throwing his ])urse amongst them, he got out of their hands
with loud huzzas and exclamations. Richardson, in his Anec-
dotes, says :

—" The great Earl of Peterborough, who had much
sense, much wit, and much whim, leaped out of his chariot one
day on seeing a dancing-master, with pearl-colored silk stockings,

lightly stepping over the broad stones and picking his way in

extremely dirty weather, and ran after him (who soon took to his

heels) with his drawn sword, in order to drive him into the mud,
into which he, of course, followed himself." All singularities

may be traced home to a certain degree of vanity, of which pre-

vailing weakness, the old leather breeches of Frederick the Great,

the coarse coatj and brass buttons of Charles XII., the small
cocked hat and grey capote of Napoleon, the blanket and tub of
Diogenes, and even the pious beaver and modest drab of the

Quaker, may be included as samples. Philosophy itself has no
olijection to an occasional flourish of trumpets. The ancient

sages taught in the schools, and modem philomaths lecture at

public institutions, but who shall say that they are not as much
incited by the vanity of showing their acquirements, as by the

desire of instnicting their fellow-citizens ? Even Seneca declared,

that if knowledge was bestowed on him on condition that he
should not impart it, he would decline the gift.

—

Sat. Eve. Gouetu.
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BROOM CORN.
In the Mohawk'Valley, N. Y., vast quantities of this crop are

annually grown. Pennsylvania, Ohio and Connecticut, are the

next largest producers of it. Its origin, as a cultivated plant, in

this country, is attributed to Dr. Franklin. It is a native of
India. Franklin saw an imported whisk of corn in the posses-

sion of a lady in Philadelphia, and, while examining it as a curi-

osity, found a seed, which he planted, and from this small begin-

ning arose this valuable product of industry in the United States.

In the same manner, England and America are indebted for the

weeping willow to the poet Pope, who, finding a green stick in a
basket of figs sent to him as a present from Turkey, stuck it in

his garden at Twickenham, and thence propagated this beautiful

tree. Broom cora is of a different genus from Indian com. They
will not mix. In the Mohawk flats, the best cultivators of it sow
with a drill, as early in the spring as ihe ground will admit, in

rows, three and a half feet apart. As soon as it is above ground
it is hoed and soon after thinned to three inches apart. It is

only hoed in the row to remove the weeds near the plants ; the

harrow and cultivator then ran through, to keep down the weeds,

and a small double mould-board plough is run shallow between
the rows. It is not left to ripen, liut cut green. It is not lopped
till ready'to cut. One set of hand>i goes forward, and lops or

bends the tops on one side ; another follows, and cuts thera off

when bent ; a third gathers them in carts or wagons. At the fac-

tory they are sorted over, and put into bunches, each bunch of
brush of equal length. The seed is taken oft' by a .sort of hatchet,

worked by six horses. It is then spread thin to dry on racks in a
building for the purpose. In about a week it can be packed away
closely. The brooms are made in winter—about 7.5,000 to each
acre of land. The stalks are left on the ground, to be ploughed
in next spring. For the handles, a peculiar lathe, turned by horse

power, is used, which manufactures them with great rapidity.

—

Farmer's Companion.
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FOUNTAIN OF THE BASKET. THE FOUNTAIN OF AMPHITRITE.
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JOY AND SORROW.

BT R. T. A. HACET.

If tbere were nought but sunny days,

How dull would sunshine soon appear!

Do not Sors pladdest, s<:»ftept rays

Beam forth while clouds the hearens mar;

And stormy fk'ws, though dark the wliile,

But leud enchantment to his emile?

Life cannot be a lasting fete,

To joy. and flowers, and ftleasure giren
; y

O, no! the thirf^ting sou], replete,

t^oon wearies of its narrow heaven

;

Midst changing scenes will seek relief,

And oft find luxury in grief

Ye, who o'er passing troubles grieve,

Or wrestling, stx'ive with phantom iliaj

Condemn not fate— rathor believe

That every icy breath that chille

The germ8 of hope an<l kindly love,

M'ill inmates of your bosom prove.

But life hath sterner, deeper woes.

Sorrows wliich none may thrust aside;

For these a balui in Gilead grows,

And resignation rolls its tide

;

And though despair the present shroudt*,

Hoi>e shines bcliind its darkest clouds.

«-,d«.»^B>~»

[\Vritten for Glca^ou's Pictorial.]

A KING'S FACE SHOULD GIVE GRACE.

BY IIESKY WILLIAM UERBEHT.

Early day dawiicd over the wild and varied expanse of the

New Forest—tliat lasting monument of Norman insolence and

cruelty—to convert which into a wide hunting-ground for Eng-

land's intrusive monarchs, no less than sixty hamlets had been

depopulated, thirty-six parislies cleared of their inhal)itants, their

churches desecrated and dismantled, and their lands, so well cul-

tivated by the Saxon, afforested and turned into haunts for beasts

of chase.

Early day dawned over that wide district teeming so recently

with an industrious and hardy poimlation, embracing every variety

of land and vegetation. Here, the long slopes were covered with

noble forests, groves of silver-stemmtd beech, and avenues of

stately oak; there, the ground was disturbed and broken into steep

knolls and hillocks wavering with purple heather and the golden-

blossomed gorsc and broom ; here, deep morasses spread their

black miry levels haunted by the snipe, the curlew, and the wild

duck ; there again, the black cock crowed among the heather ; the

stately red deer belled to his hinds from the forest glades and
thickets ; and the savage wild boar whetted his tushes in the

dingle, while the gaunt wolf bayed the moon at midnight from

the bare downs on the seacoast.

The day dawned l)road and bright, and the great sun rushed up
the sky, casting long lines of glowing lustre over the dewy green-

sward, checkered by deep blue shadows projected from the giant

oaks, the trunks of which he stained with a rich, lurid tint, half

light, half umbrage. Thousands of rooks were on the wing,

wheeling their seaward way to the moist meadows and mud-flats

of Southampton water, far aliove the treetops ; while the hoarse,

ominous croak of a huge, grizzled raven, aged as those which sat

of yore by Odin's magic throne, resounding through the glades of

the New Forest, from his ruined and ivy mantled seat on the par-

ish church of Malwood, lent something of solemnity to a scene,

which would otherwise have inspired none but gay thoughts and
lightsome fancies.

The larks were abroad in countless multitudes, warbling aloft,

far beyond the ken of human eyes, in the cloudless empyrean
;

the blackbird, the thi-ush, the linnet, and the nightingale, not as

yet silenced in her shadowy bowers by the advent of clear sun-

shine, vied each with the other until the copses rang with melody.
The hares hopped lazily from their forms to pasture, leaving

long and dark green tracts over the dewy herbage; the herons
and bitterns winged heavily and slowly from their feeding to their

safe coverts in the deepest fens.

But soon a wilder serenade made itself heard, awakening all

the echoes of the woodland ; for, as the sun rose so high above the
treetops as to permit his light to be discovered among the green
leaves, on the esplanade of Malwood, a clear, n- orous flourish of
a well and keenly-winded bugle rose on the li..i! d air, shrilly sus-
tained and musical, then ([uavcrtd merrily awhile, and died away
so sweetly gradual, that, when it sank at "length amid its answer-
ng echoes, you scarcely knew which wa? the real tone and which
its mimic sister.

No sooner was it silent, than another, and another, and another
horn took up the exjjiring cadence, till every arboier's lodge, and
every keeper's walk, and every ranger's jiure through the wide
forest, found a tongue, until, within ten minutes from the swelling
of the first reveille, a hundred forfars, a) the least, were breathing
from the forest bugles with welcome to the coming sun, and hom'^
age to the mortal monarch, who deigned to take his pleasure
that summer's day among his favorite greenwoods.

The lied King lay at Malwood, his favorite forest-castle, with
horse and hound and horn to drive the dun deer from the brakes •

falcons and feathery sp ^niels to rouse and take the winged quarry
of the mere and the morass. The merciless son of the stern and
politic conqueror was, indeed, a tyrant ; not merely a hard feudal

ru'cr, governing with all the powers which the machinery of that

systc.-n permitted to him—in themselves not a little tyrannical

—

but a rapacious levier of unknown dues and assertor of new pre-

rogatives, supported, not by the feudal militia of his own barons

and tlieir vassals, but by a fierce hireling force of mercenary

bands—Flemings, Bretons, nay, at times, even Saxons, the

despised, conquered Saxons—by whose aid he was enabled to

tyrannize no less violently over the barons of the proud Norman
races, than over the unhappy serfs and outlaws, who had once

been the lawful lords and owners of the lovely island. " Against

him were directed," says Michelet, in his eloquent History of

France, " the ' curses not loud, but deep ' of an outraged people.

For him the Saxon outlaw of the New Forest, pursued by the

sheriff^, kept his last arrow. Forests were unlucky to the Norman
kings. As a protection against him, quite as much as ageinst the

Saxon, the barons built those gigantic castles, whose haughty

beauty still attcstj how little was thought of the sweat of men's

brows in their erection."

Neither in his person nor address was he such an one as we

should expect to see the chosen son of the able and ambitious

conqueror ; the first hereditary Norman king of vanquished Eng-

land ; the chief and represent tive of that noblest race of men that

ever trod the earth, the Norm n aristocracy; each gentleman of

whom was the peer of kings, and their king only their first gen-

tleman. Unlike the race of wb ich he came—tall, slender, broad-

shouldered, deep-chested, thin-fla.iked and spare-limbed, with pale,

keen, aquiline faces, and dark brown or chestnut hair—William

the lied was corpulent, and short of stature ; and, as he advan(-ed

in years, became excessively bloated and almost unwieldy,

(hough he strove, by constant exercise on horseback and in the

chase—his favorite occupation—to keep down the ungraceful ten-

dency. In features, he was most unroyal, indeed, almost ignoble

;

his hair was fiery red, his face rubicund and swollen, his eyes

small and of a light gray color, with inconspicuous, if any, eye-

brows. "In ordinary conversation," says Lmgard, " his utterance

was slow and emliarrassed ; in the hurry of passion, precipitate

and uninlcUigible. He assumed in public a haughty port, rolling

his eyes with fierceness on the spectators, and endeavoring to

intimidate by the tone of his voice, and the tenor of his answers,

those who addressed him. But in private, he descended to an

eciuality with his companions, amusing them with his wit, which

was chiefly pointed against himself, and seeking to lessen the

odium of his excesses, by making them the subject of laughter."

Such is a true portrait of one, who, indeed, possessed no one

of the "king-becoming graces ;" not even temperance, the habit-

ual and boasted virtue of his race, who aflfected to despise the

Saxons for their gluttony and drunkenness. Brave he was, indeed,

as he could scarcely avoid being as Norman knight and noble

;

but it was with the rash and reckless bravery of the bull, which

shuts its eyes and rushes headlong against whatsoever it may
chance to encounter, not the serene and tempered valor of the

Christian gentleman and soldier.

And much in this guise he showed, as he rode forth on the last

day of his life—albeit most unconscious of his certain doom—over

the drawbridge of Malwood-keep ; and so he rolled his eyes men-
acingly over the little concourse of spectators, who had assembled

to gaze upon the pomp and splendor of his royal hunting retinue,

which was, indeed, right royal ; and so he glared, with something

of a fiendish light in his small, gray eye, upon Breton and Flem-
ish mercenaries, even although it was upon them alone that he

could depend for protection, whether against his nobles or his

commons. Had a Saxon met his eye on that glorious morning

—

which, to any other heart, could have suggested no ideas but those

of graciousness and pleasure—some deed of cruelty had surely

signalized his going forth on his errand of pleasure. And it was
very strongly indicative of his character and temper, that one who
rode beside his bridle, a tall, dark-featured knight, his favorite

companion, read the meaning of his eye, and asked him lightly :

" What seeks your grace so eagerly—a Saxon swine, for a tar-

get whereat to aim the first shaft from that untried bow you bear

this morning ?"

" Swine or swineherd, my Tyrrcl," he answered with a coarse,

sneering laugh, " what care I whether ? The dogs say that I love

them not, save for the picicing of their leathern money bags ; and,

sith the money bags be empty, wherefore not pierce their bear-

skins ? But, by the splendor of God's eyes !"—his accustomed

oath,—" I trow I should miss a castle gate at fair flight shot dis-

tance. My head still hums with that last piece of malvoisic, and
my hand is most foully unsteady. Besides, this new bow Jehan
Fletcher gave me as I mounted, is far over stiff i' the spring. I

prithee take it, Walter, and handsel it for me. I'll gage a score

of bezants against your first shot, at any noble quany."

" Gladly, your grace—a w.iger, by the light that sliincs on us !

Twenty bezants of gold that I strike my first quarry to the death.

And, before God, your grace, I will waste shaft on nothing less

than a right hart royal
!"

Were bis words intended as of double meaning'? Were they

ominous ?

Onwar.i they rode, with light jests and lighter laughter, their

bridles jingling, their spurs and stirrups clashing merrily, the

hooded falcons fluttering on their fists, their gray-hounds straining

Ml the leashes, the gallant horses struggling against the curb, or

I cunding fiercely at touch of the galling spur. And now to the

joyous din of the cavalcade, were added the shouts of the fcaters,

the occasional baying of the slow hounds, used to arouse the deer

from the fair, and now and then, at nearer or farther intervals, the

blithesome rallies of the hunter's horn.

Fast rode the hunters now, dividing into smaller still and
smaller parties, as they swept past the opening of the various for-

est walks, and rider after rider turned down this or that walk, fol-

lowing his fancy or his sportsman's instincts, till at length the

king and Tyrrel rode alone, all save two pages, who kept up, not

without diflSculty, within eyesight, if not earshot, so hotly did the

monarch and his favorite gallop. Ringwood was passed, and
Boldrewood at headlong speed, and " Deerlcap's groves of tangled

oak," and Mirkwood's holly thicket.

And still the deep-mouthed bay of the staunch talbots filled the

long aisles through which they galloped, with the harmonious

discords of their gallant chicling.

At times, the hunted quarry came so near to the avenue, or

side, along which the Red King and Tyrrcl were spurring, that

he might be heard crashing with his long bounds through the

underwood. At others, he steered his course so far to the east-

ward, that the music of the great pack, a hundred strong, came to

the ears of the hunters only like a faint breeze murmuring amonf
the treetops; and they rather judged of the direction of the chase,

by the fiir distant whoops and bugle blasts wliich came ringing

down the wind, telling them where the quany had been viewed,

or had broken covert, than by their own skill in woodcraft.

At length they lost all bounds of the hunt entirely, and it wag
now high noon ; and though the sun was veiled by a thick mist,

the heat was oppressive and intolerable. The horses were black

with sweat, and embossed with foam ; and the king, feverish with
his late debauch, raved for wine, for a draught of muddy Saxon
beer, nay, even for a drop of water. But of all his train, save the

captain of the mercenaries. Black Sir Walter, none were nigh to

him. Butler and cup-bearer, pages of the body, whose duty it

was ever to minister to the wants of the monarch, following in his

track, as best they might, with light harnessed sumpter horses,

were all afar, thrown out by the chances of the hunt.

At length, to increase their prospects of finding some keeper's

lodge, some charcoal burner's hut, even some spring of water, th^

king and his friend parted, promising each to keep the other

warned of his wlicreabouts, by an occasional mot on his bun-le.

They bad ridden thus apart on parallel lines distant, as the

king judged by Tyrrell's bugle blasts, something above a mile

;

when suddenly, on crossing a small rising ground, Rufus discov-

ered a low, miserable-looking hut in a dark, swampy dino-le

among a growth of scattered birches ; and, at once sounding his

bugle cheerfully, a signal to his comrade, ho put spurs to his

horse, and galloped down toward the place at his best speed.

As b.e approached, he saw a tall man, dressed like a Saxon
woodman in a coat of buft', with a broadaxe in his girdle, look

out of the hovel door, and immediately fly, as if the avengers of
blood were at his heels, into the swamp, where no horse could
follow him. The flight, however, of a Saxon at the sound of a
Norman bugle blast was an occurrence far too common to attract

William's notice; the rather that he reckoned surely on a draught
of the black beer, for which he now thirsted so eagerly, though at

other times he would have spurned it.

In a moment he was at the door; he alighted, and, fastening

his bridle to a ring in the wall, he entered the hut. Somewhat to

his surprise, ho found it empty; but yet mor2 to his delight, he
discovered a board spread coarsely, indeed, but cleanly, and far

more abundantly than the exterior of the place promi.scd.

A mighty black jack of ale was the first object to which the

thirsty monarch's eye was attracted ; and the half of it vanished

in an instant. A huge pasty of boar's flesh backed the flagon,

and of that, too, the king's dagger and his royal fingers were soon
deep in the bowels. A second long draught finished his repast;

and still seeing no person, he was feeling in the gypstre, or em-
broidered velvet pouch, which hung beside his dagger, for a bezant

to leave on the board, when a tall woman of great beauty, thouoh
something jiast the prime of youth, entered and stood before him.

She was clad in the common weeds of a Saxon peasant, yet was
her air and bearing that of a Norman princess.

It was clear that they recognized each other on the instant; for

the lady's face turned pale as ashes, and she sank on her knees,

clasping her hands together—while the swollen features of Rufus
turned almost purple with fuiy, and his eyes flashed fire, as he
stalked up to her, griping his dagger's hilt, as if he would have
stabbed her on the spot.

" So, so !" he stuttered furiously ;
" so, it is here I find you, my

noble Dame Alici.a—and that was, doubtless, the brute Saxon
churl, de Vaux—meet husband, good faith, for a Norman lady

!

The outlawed, banished slave ! It is well, it is well ! But, by the

splendor of God's eyes, as I am a living man and crowned kin"-,

to-morrow, lie shall swing from the battlements of Malwood; and
you, pshaw! you, who might have been a king's love, shall be a
horseboy's queen."
"Pardon!" she murmured. "Pardon, your grace has broken

of our bread and tasted of our salt ; besides, it is the rule ever,

that ' the king's face gives grace.'

"

"May the devil give me grace, if you find any at my face, min-

ion. And—ha! ha! in good time; it is Tyrrel, gallant Tyrrcl."

For, as he spoke, the loud tramp of a horse was heard coming
down the hill, and the shril) bugle blast. But one step the king

made to the door; one spring placed him in the saddle; and,

before a minute had elapsed since the sound struck his car, ho

had cleared the edge of the coppice, and stood in the open avenue,

nearly opposite to a huge oak tree on the farther side, but about

ten paces lower down the hill.

At the same instant, a magnificent deer, black with sweat, the

tongue hanging from its mouth, and the tears streaming down its

hairy cheeks, drove by him ; and dose at his haunches, so blown

that they could not give tongue, two splendid bloodhounds, of the

bla;k breed of St. Hubert, followed.

At once the king became aware, though he scarcely could be

said to see it, that Tyrrel, hot in pursuit, was on the hill-top, in

act to shoot. The wager flashed upon his mind ; and, with the

hunter's instinct, he raised his bow like lightning. The arrow

was well aimed; but it glanced from the antlers of the quarry

without wounding it.
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" Ho, Tyrrel, shoot, in tlie devil's name ! The game is still

afoot, a right hart roval '."

He raised his hand to shade his eyes from a slant sunbeam, and

ere the words had left his lips, the arrow was sped from the

twan<rinfc string, glanced from the trunk of the King's Oak, as it

is still called, and plunged deep, to the very feather, in his

unguarded side. The Uoyal Hart fell dead.

Did the consciousness of guilt, or the dread omen of his own

remembered words, smite the heart of li is slayer? At least, he

turned his horse's head, buried his spurs in its side, and never

drew bridle till he reached the sea, and took ship for France.

The dead king lay there, alone, on the greensward. Four hours

later, when the moon had arisen, the bani.shed Lord do Vaux and

his lady, ignorant of what had passed, stole forth timidly, fugi-

tives by night, until that tyranny should be overpast. Their feet

were almost on the corpse, ere they perceived it. His horse had

fled in ten-or, when the king fell headlong. His hounds had

followed the other hart royal.

" Good God ! It is the king !" exclaimed the lady, whose eye

first discerned the grim, red face, and the bloodshot eyes, wide

open.

"Rufus! Mine enemy!" cried the stern lord, bending over

him. " It is indeed he. Heaven's hand, not mine, is upon him."

" God be thanked—it is God's doing !" retui-ncd the lady.

"And yet his boast is falsified, for it is even now that a king's

face has given grace, though it be a dead king's."

" You say truth, madame ; for Henry Beauchere, who is now
the king, is a good king, and my friend. Our perils are, indeed,

overpast. Yet is it not well that we linger here, lest suspicion

may rest upon us. The charcoal-burners will find him in the

morning."

And so it fell out. Not till tlic morning was the cold clav

found, and carried in a common cart to the castle—whence he

started on the previous morn, so proud and boastful—in which

his stirrup still hangs on the wall to this hour.

Tyrrel confessed his mishap, or his crime—De Vaux won his

pardon. But it was never known that he first found grace from a

dead king's face.

« »»» t

[Writt«n for Oleaeon's Pictorial.]

FOK HALLY.

BT ALICB CARET.

Alone in our cnbin

I'm Bitting
—

'tis night;

A snow shower is falling;,

The roof tree is white

;

The wild wiods are blowing,

They would not bo dreiir,

Witli all their d.irk tumult,

If Ilally were here.

'Tis March, and the verdure

Creeps softly and bright

O'er the forest boughs, lately

Encrusted with white

;

The red wood is sprouting

—

Across the blue wave

I bear the bright branches,

To cover his grave.

'T is Juna, and the thrushes

Fly out of the heat,

But all through the morning

The singing is sweet;

I pufh back my tre.'Jses,

And hush down my breath,

Pining pale for the music

That B faded to death.

The autumn, that corsair

With banners of blood,

Makes war on the

Flowery hosts of the wood

;

Their pale ranks are broken,

I mourn as I see

;

But tlally, my darling,

The grief is for thee.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE TWO ORCHARDS.
BT AUSTIN C. BURDICK.

Solomon Watts and Stephen Green were t*o well-to-do

farmers, and they both owned good orchards. Their fmit was
mostly of a choice kind, and not only found a ready market, but
commanded a high price. One thing vexed Mr. Green exceed-
ingly, and was a constant source of annoyance. No sooner did
his fi-uit begin to ripen on his trees, than nocturnal and diurnal
marauders commenced petty depredations on his choicest grafts.

" It is very strange," muttered Green to his wife, " that those
scamps will continue to rob my orchard so. Only night before
last old Towser tore the clothes nearly all off from one of the vil-

lains, and from the marks of blood that I found on the fence, I
should think somebody must have got pretty severely bitten

; and
yet last night some one was in the orchard again. 1 declare, it 's

enough to make one run mad."
" It is curious," answered the wife, " and I'm sure I can't see

into it. How is it with neighbor Watts's orchard ?"

" That's just what puzzles me. They don't trouble his fruit at

all, and he hasn't got any dog, either ; and what's more, his fruit

is fome of it better than mine, and more exposed, too. Just let

me catch one of 'em, that's all."

" It's too bad, certainly," uttered Mrs. Green, for she knew not
what else to say.

" Father," exclaimed one of the boys, who came running into

the bouse, " Towser's dead. Juvt as stiff as a log !"

"Dead!"
" Yes,—out in the shed."

An oath escaped from Green's lips, as he leaped from his chair

and hastened to the shed. Tliere he found his dog—a real bull-

dog, that he had bought on purpose to bite those who troubled

him,—dead, to use his own exi)ression, "as a door-nail." This

was the most severe cut he had yet experienced, and for a long

time his mingled feelings of rage and chagrin rendered him lit-

erally frantic. He knew at once that the animal had been poi-

soned, by the froth that had collected about the mouth ; and he

vowed vengeance most dire on the perpetrator of the deed, if he

ever found liini.

It was several hours after the above event, that the family were

seated by the supper-talile. It was already slightly duskish, but

yet not so dark but that the distant landscape was visible.

" By crackee, dad," exclaimed one of the boys, whose attention

had been directed towards the orchard, " there's somebody down
in the corner hooking apples."

Mr. Green leaped from the table, put on his hat, and then seiz-

ing a stout whip, he hurried from the house. He distinctly saw

two young fellows under one of his trees, and having gained the

road, he carefully crept down- upon the other side of the wall,

until he had reached a point o|)posite to where the two boys,—for

boys they were,—were filling their pockets with the fruit that had

fallen upon the ground.

"Aha! my young scamps !" shouted Green, as he leaped the

barrier, " I've caught ye, have I V And as he spoke, he seized

one of the unlucky youths by the collar, and commenced beating

him most unmercifully.

" I'll teach ye !" he growled, shaking the crying boy.

" () don't ! I only picked up a few. O, I wont "

" You wont, wont ye ? No, I'll be bound ye wont. There, take

that, and that, and "

Before the next word escaped his lips, Mr. Green felt himself

hit in the side by a stone which had been thrown from the road

by the boy who had escaped. The excited man let go his hold,

and sprang for the wall, but he failed to catch the nimble urchin

who had assaulted him, and in the attempt he lost the one he had

caught. When the farmer reached his house he was not only

enraged, but he was really miserable. The ill-feeling he had cher-

ished had poisoned every fountain of feeling, and his .soul was the

very gall of bitterness. Bi'forc he went to bed that night, he had

sworn that he would get a bear-trap and set it in his orchard.

" Can I have a few of your apples, sir?" asked a traveller, of

Mr. Green. The applicant was way-worn and weary, and he sat

down upon a stone near the orchard wall, where the farmer was

at work.
" No," returned Green. " I don't raise apples to give away."

The traveller aro.se from his seat and kept on his way. A little

further on ho came across the orchard of Mr. Watts. Ho stopped

and looked over the wall. There were many apples laying upon
the gi-ound, and he got over to pick up a few, not noticing that

the owner was near at hand.

" Good day, sir," said Mr. Watts, approaching the spot. '.' Are
you travelling, sir ?"

" Yes sir," returned the stranger.

" I suppose a little good fruit must be cheering such a day as

this, especially when one is weary. Just stc]) this way, sir.

Here are some apples much better than those." And as he spoke.

Watts picked up his two hands full and extended them to the

traveller.
" You are too generous, sir," exclaimed the man, as h* thank-

fully took the proffered fruit.

"O no, sir. I can never see a jierson want for a little fruit

while I have an abundance. That is one of the greatest sources

of enjoyment my abundance gives me,—to minister to the wants

of others."

" Then yours must be a happy heart."

" It is, sir."

The traveller soon resumed his journey, and the farmer again

turned to his work.

" Mister Watts," cried a little voice from the other side of the

wall, " may n't I come over and get an apple ?"

" Certainly, my little man,—just as many as you want." And
so saying, the kind man stepped to the wall and assisted the

urchin—a boy of some twelve years—over into the orchard.

" There—now pick some up."

" Thank 'e, sir."

" Where's your brother John '("

"He's ploughing, sir."

" Then cany a few to him. Ho will like them if he is at work."
" Yes sir,—and I'll tell him that you sent 'em, sir."

"Just as you please about that," returned Mr. Watts, with a

smile ; and as he once more resumed his work, the boy trotted ofl^

with a hat full of a])ples.

That evening Watu and Green met. It was in a small shed
belonging to the former, standing at some distance from the house,

and used in time of washing sheep, there being a huge brook
running by it.

" Watts," said Green, "haven't them infernal scamps troubled

your orchard this season ?"

" What scamps !" quietly asked Watts.
" Why, them fellows that bother me so."

" No one has troubled me."
" Well, that's curious. They're romping around my orchard

most every night. Last night they just about spoiled one of the

best grafts I've got. I wouldn't have taken twenty dollars for it.

0, just let me catch 'em at it, that's all."

" What would vo« do ?"

" I'd flog 'era within an inch of their lives !"

" Then I don't wonder tliey rob you of your fruit."

" Don't wonder ! What do you mean ?"

" I mean simply this : that you are taking just the course to

bring down the revenge of these boys upon you."

" And so I suppose you would have me buy them oflF,—that is,

pay them for not stealing."

" O, no, you don't understand me. You know that these kinds

of early fruit that you and I have are great temptations to the

boys—and to even quite big boys, too. Now, they sec the apples

laying about on the ground, and it does not a]j])ear like real thefl

to jump over the wall and pick a few of them up. They see

them laying there exposed to the bugs and grasshoppers, and I

cannot say that I blame a person for occasionally picking up a

few. It is certainly no palpable loss to us, and affords great sat-

isfaction to them. Now, if you are asked for a few apples and

refuse them, or if you find some one in your orchard merely pick-

ing up a few windfalls, and roughly drive him out, you may
expect they will come when you don't know it, and then a feeling

of pique will leal them to take aj many as they can carry. In

short, your orchard is a kind of a glass house, and the mora

roughness you use to keep people away from it, the more liable

you are to have it broken. You know the nature of boys as well

as I do ; and you know that harsh language and blows will make
many, who are by no means wickedly inclined, do some very

dangerous things. Now no one troubles me. If any one wants

a few of my apples to oit, I give them some ; for I have plenty to

spare while they are growing and droi)ping from the trees. I

take a great deal of real pleasure, too, in doing so, for I love to

see people happy on my bounty."

" But some of them pizcncd my dog."

" I can't say that I wonder at that, citlicr."

" Well, I must say you have some strange notions of right and

wrong," said Green, in a bitter tone.

" I didn't say that I thought it was light. On the contrary, I

think it was very wrong. But then you must remember for what

purpose you purchased the dog, and in what a manner you trained

him. I don't wonder th.it he was killed, for he has bitten a num-

ber of people since you had him."

Mr. Green would have made some further remark, but at that

moment his attention was arrested by the sound of voices from

the path that ran along by the brook, and thinking that he heard

his own n.ime mentioned, he listened.

" Did you know that some of the boys broke one of old Green's

trees last night ?" asked one of the unseen talkers.

"No; did they r'

" Yes, and walked oft' with more than a bushel of his best

apjdcs besides."

"Egad, I'm glad of it—the stingy old curmudgeon. Ete

wouldn't give anybody an apple to save their life."

"That's George Grey's voice," muttered Green.

" I'll tell you a circumstance," continued Grey to his com-

panion, both of whom had stopped upon the little bridge that

spanned the brook back of the liheep shed. " You remember my
brother Frank ?"

" Yes."

"And don't you remember ten years ago, when he was a boy,

how he saved Green's life ? Green had got into the mud-pond,

and had already sunk in up to his chin, and every movement he

made to free himself, only sank him deeper. He had gone out

upon a log to get a duck that he had shot, and slipped otf.

There was no way to reach him, and no one dared venture after

him. Ho cried and groaned for help. His mouth was soon

under the mud, and in a moment more his nostrils would be

under, too. His power to cry for help was gone, and just as we

expected to see him disappear, Frank came running down—he

had started from the house as soon as Green fell in—and threw

off his clothes, and then got a man to help him throw a long

board out upon the soft mud. Then he gave the end of a long

rope he had got to the men who had collected on the shore, and

taking the other eiid he ran out ujion the board, then jumped

upon the log, and then sprang out to where Green was sinking.

He soon made the rope fast under Green's arms, and then, hang-

ing on to the bite, he sang out for those on shore to haul in.

Green's life was saved."

" Yes, I've heard of it often, and I remember it, too, for I was

(luitc a boy at the time."

" Well, to-day, Fiank came home. He has been gone lo Can-

ada for most nine yoirs. He came by where Green was at woik,

and lusked him for an apple, and don't you think the old wretch

turned him hari^hly away, without giving him even one. Of

course. Green didn't recognize him, and Frank didn't then choose

to make himself known. The old skinfl.nt must feel nice whoa

he finds out who it was he turned away."
" I should think so," returned the other.

" But Mr. Watt.s gave him as many as he wanted," coutiuutd

young Green. "That Watts is a noble man."
" That he i.s. You wouldn't find anybody troubling his orchard.

Why, there isn't a boy within twenty miles of here that would do

him harm, or lay a hand upon anyttiiiig that belonged to him,

without permission. I love that man, and everybody loves him.

Come, let 's be going. It 's getting dark."

There was a bright tear in the eye of Mr. Watts, as he turned

to look upon his companion.
" Frank Grfy I" murnuned Gr en, while his face showed tha

mortification he filt.

The lesson that had thus been given to the farmer was not lost

upon liiiii. It had struck him too forcibly, too keenly, to be for-

gotten, that kindness could only be secured by kindness and for-

bearance and a generous hospitality commensurate with his means.
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150IAN AND SNAKE.
This startling group in

bronze is exhibited by A.
Ottin, of Paris, and occu-

pies the corcer of tlie

north and east nave of the

Ciystal Palace. As a work
of art it is excellent, and
enchains the attention of

every visitor. The atti-

tude of the Indi.in, as he

is about to discharge his

barbed aiTow at the fan.frs

of the poisonous reptile, is

admiral>Ie. The expres-

sion of his countenance is

that of cool courage, and
a conscioitsness of giving

a death blow to his mortal
enenry. The horse is

partly thrown down by the

heavy coils of the serpent,

while his head, tossed high
in the air, with distended

nostrils and open mouth,
evince extreme terror.

Some who view this stat-

ue may receive the idea

that the grouping is ex-

travagant, or unnatural ;

but upon reflection, it will

be easy to see that the In-

dian hunter has unwarily
come amidst the rank
grass of a swamp—the

abode of vcromous rep-

tiles—and an enormous
serpent has slowly wound
itself about the horse, and
has suddenly extended its

fangs ready to strike its

victim. But the quick eye
of the Indian has preserv-

ed his own life and that of
his horse also. The artist

has been very fortunate in

thus representing the dan-
gers of the red men of our
western forests, as well as

that calm self possession

in moments of peril, for

which the Indian race are

remarkable. Next to the

Amazon, this statue claims

the admiration of every
one who sees it, and will

long be retained in the

memory as one of the

gems of the exhibition.

It is the size of life. A
strong evidence of the
truthful and natural char-

acter of this work of art,

is the influence that it is

INDIAN AND SNAKE, NOW EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PAL.'\.CE.

sure to produce upon the beholder. One feels incontinently im-
pressed with a desire to aid both horse and rider ; and it is the

most natural thing imaginable to look about one instinctively for

some potent weapon wherewith to deal the deadly serpent a fatal

blow. This is the gieat secret and power of statuary, so to per-

fect its theme as to produce lifelike effect upon the beholder ; and
when this is accomplished, art is satisfied. The mechanical exe-

cution of this group is pronounced by good judges to fully equal

the striking effect it produces upon the eye of the inexperienced,

as well as the connoisseur in art. The representation which we
give herewith is lifelike and true in every particular, and cannot

fnil to iiitercst our readers. Wo have still in hand more of the

articles and contributions to the Crystal Palace, which we shall

illustrate at our earliest convenience, and thus keep our readers

thoroughly infoimed of the gems of tliis already famous and

extensive American exhibition.

THE "NORTH STAR."
This splendid specimen

of American naval archi-

tecture has proved one of
the most perfect-modeled
steamers, for safety and
speed, afloat. In her first

trip, she crossed the At-
lantic in ten days and eiyht

hours. Her owner. Com-
modore Vanderbilt, is a
merchant prince and ship

builder of New York, and
has been on a European
pleasure tour with a party
of friends in this his mag-
nificent yacht. She is a
paddle-box steamer, with
two funnels, and registers

1876 tons; she is capable
of carrying 2500 tons. She
is 260 feet on the keel, 270
feet on the spar-deck, 38
feet breadth of beam, 13
feet from floor timber to

lower deck beams ; seven
feet eight inches between
decks, seven feet six inch-

es between spar decks

—

milking her whole depth
28 feet six inches. She
has four boilers, which are

24 feet long, 10 feet diam-
eter; the engines are upon
the same principle as those
used in our ordinary river

steamboats. Handsome
flights of stairs lead to the

saloon, which is larger and
more magnificent than the

saloon ofany ocean steam-
er afloat. Ranged round
the saloon are beautifully-

furnished cabins, the doors
and panels of solid b-ird's-

eye maple and rosewood.
Mirrors extending from
the ceiling to the floor are

fi.xed in the cabins. The
walls are imitative marble
and malachite, formed of a
conglomerate of marble,
stone and glass—a recent

American invention. It

is flxed on wood peculiarly

seasoned, and bears an
exquisite polish. Tha
"North Star" cost some
$500,000, and her weekly
expenses are about $1700,
exclusive of fuel. Every-
thing on hoard is Ameri-
can. Surprise has been
expressed at the small

quantity of fuel consumed on board the "North Star" when her

great speed is considered. In her passage across the Atlantic she

consumed only fifty tons of coal a day, while the consumption
ordinarily in such steamers is from seventy-five to one hundred
tons daily. She has been enabled to traverse the ocean w.th such
speed at so little expense, by her being driven by what is called a
beam engine—an American invention, which has never before

been used in a steamer to cross the Atlantic.

V/VNDEIIBILT'S STEAM YACHT, THE "NORTH STAR.
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PHALON'S BOWER OF PERFUME.
If there were a god of fra^i^ancc in the heathen mythol-

ogy, we sliould say that the beautiful little temple which
forms the subject of our engraving was consecrated to him.

Flora might be appropriately taken from her niche in the

Pantheon and installed in this superb pavilion ; for here,

amidst graceful festoons and garlands, are grouped the

glass-imprisoned essences of all her sweet-scented offspring

while in the centre rites a

stem of crystal, from whose
branching jets showers of

ea« de coioc/ne shed the most
delicious perfume on the

air. The fountain is larger

than that which played co-

logne water in the London
Crystal Palace, and the

fluid itself cannot be sur-

pa.s3ed in the freshness and
purity of its aroma, by the

veritable Farina from the

city of Cologne. This
tastefully decorated edifice

occupies a conspicuous po-

sition in the eastern nave
of the Palace, and divides,

with the classic sculptures

in its vicinity, the admira-

tion of the public. Nor is

it destitute of claims upon
the attention of the con-

noisseur in statuary. The
busts in seap, of American
statesmen and worthies,

exhibited by Phalon, de-

serve high praise as works
of art, and some of them
surpass, in fidelity of re-

semblance, both as regards

features and expression,

the more elaborate works
in solid marble, which grace

the department devoted to

the tine arts. Mr. Phalon
has entered very extensive-

ly into the manufacture of
every species of perfumery,
and his floral ertmits and
essences rival, if they do
not excel, in delicacy and
richness of odor the most
celebrated Parisian per-

fumes. His soaps, poma-
'ums, oils, etc., are as fine

as any that can be produced
by the perfumers to royal-

ty, in London, and it seems
to us inevitable that these

American aiiictcs will mo-
nopolize the market in this

country, to the exclusion of
the imported preparations.

In its external appearance,
both as regards purity and
vividness of color, the ma-
terial of the Ji(M:ons, and
the stjle of the labels and
wrappers, Phalon's Ameri-
can perfumery ij even more
btautiful than the Euro-
pean. We take great plea-

sure in introducing to the
notice of our reaiiers—and
especially our lady readers
— this new triumph of
American skill. ]f as ex-
quisite perfumes arc manu- PHALON S BOWER OF PERFUME, IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

factured by Phalon as by Lubin, it is easy to foresee that

the American articles will take precedence of the imported.
The ladies, by common consent, are considered the arbi-

ters in these matters. The superior delicacy of their ner-

vous structure enables them to distinguish shades of dif-

ference which might be imperceptible to the coarser senses

of man, and we presume Mr. Phalon will hare no objection

to submit the comparative excellence of his manufactures
to their critical judgment.
Heretofore no «r«u de co-

lor/lie comparable to the
trcrman has been produced
in the United States. One
cause of this inferiority has
been ignorance of the true
nature and proportions of
the ingredients ; another,
the impossibility of obtain-

ing a spirit of equal purity
with that used in the Fari-
na laboratory. Both these
dilficulties we understand
Mr. Phalon to have over-
come. He has the genuine
recipes for the article, and
has concluded a contract
with a scientific distiller in

the West for a supply of
alcohol, made by a new
process, which will be su-

perior to any distilled in

Europe. The samples he
is now naing, and which
we have had an opportu-
nity of examining, fully

bear out the promises of
the manufiicturer. Mr.
Phalon's arrangements are
on a grand scale, and he
has invested a very large

amount of capital in this

new enterpriie. His su-
perb establishment in the
St. Nicholas Hotel, is al-

ready celebrated far and
wide in the fashionable
world for the exquisite
quality of its perfumery,
and the Phalon extracts,

soaps, etc., etc., are very
generally preferred, even
by foreigners, to those
which bear the time-hon-
ored names of the Europe-
an manufacturers. It is

not impossible that Paris,
supreme as she is now con-
sidered in all the depart-
ments of luxury, may yet
send to the United States
for the crowning appliances
of the toilet. We under-
stand that Mr. Phalon is

making arrangements for

the establishment of a large
metropolitan depot of per-

fumery, in a central loca-
tion in New Y'ork. In the
meantime the head-quar-
ters of his wholesale and
retail business is in the St.

Nicholas Hotel, New York,
forming a brilliant collec-

tion of perfumes and cos-

metics, an illustration of
which we gave some tima
since.

BLOCKLY ALMSHOUSE, OPPOSITE PHILADELPHIA. [For description, see page 141.)
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE FIRST SORROW.

BT GEOEOE H. COOH£R.

Upon her soul a shadow lies,

A penciled cloud iu amber skies;

More plainly marked, because the air,

And earth, and sea are wondrous fair

;

Because it float<;th all alone,

The oul> cloud her heart has known.

It seems a trivial thing as 'twere,

A trivial thing to all but her;

Yet never o'er her future bliss

WiU pa5S ft shade so sad as this;

It tella her hwirt the spell must flee;

Like common lives her life must be.

The cloud, though slight, is everywhew

Reflected deep in mirrors fair;

It sleeps in stream and fountain stUl,

Nor half so joyous ^i(igs the rill

;

Nor half so gay the wildbird's tune,

As when he caroled yester-noon.

The fairy charm is fled that wrought

A dreamy world of cloudless thought;

A doubt, a shadow stealeth o"er

The cheerful confidence of yore

;

And changed art all the forms that rise,

To artless Jessie's earue.'=t eyes.

joy, thou pussest like the May,

Yet hope awaits that golden day,

When every soul of bumaukind,

Thy long deparlei light shall find;

Then never storm, aud never rain,

Caa quench thy lighted lamp again.

i ^m^ »

[Translated from the French for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE CITY VISITORS.
BT ANNE T. WILBUR.

A TonsG man and young lady of remarkable elegance were

leaning on the railing of a steamboat plying between Nantes and

Paimboeuf. Both had turned their eye glasses towards the groups

of travellers dispersed about the deck, and were communicating

in a low tone their remarks.

By their recherche toilet and their lisping accent, they might

easily be recognized as Parisians, had not their scornful astonish-

ment at all which struck their eyes sufficiently revealed it.

The young man had an intellectual face, though somewhat

faded, notwithstanding his beard a la Henri III., his long hair,

and his grotesque cap, evidently designed to give him an air of

fashion. He earned under his arm one of those little morocco

portfolios, which designate an artist as certainly as the pen behind

the ear indicates the clerk.

As for the young lady, she was of uncommon beauty, and wore

a singularly studied negli/je. Although she had the freshness of

early youth, some shadows on her brow announced that she was

accustomed to late hours and frequent fetes. Her features were

those of a young girl, but her assurance announced a woman.

She was laugliingly communicating some remark to her com-

panion, when a new traveller appeared at the top of the stairway

which led to the cabin. At sight of him, the two Parisians

uttered a cry of surprise.

" M. de Sorcl!" said the girl.

The traveller raised his head, uttered an exclamation in his

turn, and extended his hand.

" You here, Garin ?" exclaimed he.

" Where are you from ?"

" From Spain."

"And we from Paris."

"And you are going V
" To Pornic."

" So am I."

These questions and replies rapidly succeeded each other, while

M. de Sorel pressed the hand of the young painter and kissed that

of his companion. All three retired apart to converse more at

their ease.

"And what happy chance has brought you to Brittany ?" asked

the new comer, of the two Parisians.

" First, the health of my sister, to whom sea bathing has been

recommended," I'eplied the painter ;
" then the desire of studying

your shores. But how came you to return so soon ? I thought

you were making the tour of Europe."
" I was tired of the role of pilgrim, isolation oppressed me ; I

have decided to lead a more regular life—to settle."

" And you are looking for a comer in which to make your

nest V
" I think I have found it."

" Where '."

" At Pornic."

" At Pornic !" repeated the brother and sister, surprised.

" Yes ; I have there an uncle whom I have not seen since my
childhood, but who has frequently invited me to come and estab-

lish myself near him. He is my last relative—he loves me, and I

have resolved to accept his proposition."

" What ! Monsieur de Sorcl," exclaimed the young girl, " can

you quit Paris, renounce the Tuilerie.s, the Italiens, the concerts

of the Conservatory t"

" I shall have in their place the sea, the nightingales, and peo-

ple who love me," replied the young man, smiling.

" All that will do for a month," said Bcrtlia ; "but what will

become of you afterwards, in a country where there are fields for

strec's, and trees instead of houses t"

" I will give Sorel six weeks to have enough of it," added the

painter. " But you come from Spain, as you have told us ; let us

talk, then, of war ! Have you seen Marsto ? Is it true that the

queen's troops are obliged to make shoes of their hats ? Tell us

what you know, and relate to us what you have seen."

At these words, Garin pointed to Edmond Sorel an isolated

bench, towards which all three directed their steps.

While they are seated there, and Edmond is seeking to reply

to the multiplied questions of his companions, let us make the

reader acquainted with the new personage we have just intro-

duced, and who is to play the principal part in our story.

Deprived very early of his parents, Edmond Sorcl had received

in a Parisian institution an education at once solid and brilliant.

Become master of his actions and of a considsrable fortune, he

had neither abused his liberty nor his wealth. He had an upright

mind, which could be reproached only with a little indecision.

Fashionable society had imparted to him its habits and ta.?tes

;

but he carefully avoided passing the narrow limits which separate

elegance from atfectation.

The uncle to whom Edmond was going was the brother of his

mother. He had a daughter destined from her birth to her cousin,

and whom Sorel was accustomed to look upon as his future wife.

Meanwhile the young man had not visited La Cherriere for eight

years, when M. Dubois wrote him that Rose had left the convent

and was expecting her tittle htisband. Edmond, weary of isolation

and the pleasures of Paris, had replied by announcing his ap-

proaching arrival, and his design to settle near the captain. This

reply might be considered as an acquiescence in the plans of the

family, and the young man looked upon himself as a lover about

to rejoin his betrothed.

But he was not sufficiently occupied with his cousin to render

him indifferent to this meeting with Garin and his sister. A sin-

cere admirer of the talents of the first, he was not less so of the

wit and beauty of the young girl, who passed in the salons of the

capital for accomplished. She had, in fact, all which could

ensure success
;
gaiety, a taste for pleasure, an egotism sufficiently

graceful not to wound, and vanity enough to avail herself of all

these advantages.

The voyage passed in narrative and conversation. Just before

they arrived, Sorel asked Paul Garin whether he had procured

lodgings for the time he was to pass on the sea-shore ; the latter

looked at him with astonishment. He had hoped to find a bath-

house with billiard-rooms, a librai-y, and a ball-room, as at Bare-

ges. He was surprised when Edmond infonned him that there

was at Pornic only one inn, in which a room could rarely be

obtained, and some peasants' cottages, always let in advance.

Garin and Bertha looked at each other.

" We have, then, only to take the road to Dieppe, my sister,"

said the former, in a tragic tone.

"But where shall we sleep to-night ?" asked the disappointed

j-oung girl.

" Fear nothing," interrupted Soiel ;
" my uncle is not expect-

ing me alone ; Desvoisins was to have accompanied me ; j ou can

take his place, and I promise you a welcome. Accompany me
this evening to La Cherriere ; to-morrow we will together seek a

room in the village."

There was no other coiu'sc to take ; Paul accepted.

The day was drawing to a close, when they perceived the habi-

tation of Captain Dubois. This was an old chateau recently

repaired, at the sight of which the young painter uttered a cry of

horror.

" What barbarian has lowered those towers, enlarged the win-

dows, plastered the walls, and made a kitchen-garden of the

moat i" exclaimed he.

" Alas ! I fear it must have been my uncle," replied Edmond
;

" he lived for twenty years in the cabin of a brig, and is better

versed in navigation than in artistic architecture."

" Sacrilege !" murmured Garin ;
" to touch this old manor

crowned with ivy which makes so magnificent a foreground ! To
take from the landscape all its character ! And for what 1 To be

more comfortable. Ah ! we live in an age of selfishness, Sorel

;

poesy and the picturesque have passed away together, and painters

will soon have no otlier resource than to manufacture signs for

our society of advocates or merchants."

At these words he uttered a sigh. He almost repented having

accepted the proposition of Edmond, and felt an instinctive re-

Ijugnanee for the man who had so spoiled the foreground of a

landscape. So he entered the great gate of La Cherriere with the

most unfavorable prejudices against Captain Dubois. Bertha, on

her side, cried out at finding the alleys leading to the manor cov-

ered with stones which cut her satin gaiters, and bordered with

briers in wliicli her muslin flounces were caught. She sincerely

believed herself trans|)orted among a nation of barbarians.

But it was still worse when, having passed the threshold, she

found herself in a court carpeted with tall grass, in the midst of

which twenty chickens were clucking ! The gate was guarded l>y

an enormous dog, chained, who attempted to .spring at her ; the

young girl started with a scream ; but a voice on the steps sud-

denly appeased the irritated dog ; it was that of the captain liim-

self, who had perceived his guests and come to meet them.

M. Dubois was a man of about sixty years, with a weather-

beaten but frank and benevolent countenance. He received his

nephew and his friends with rough cordiality, made them enter

the saloon, and opened the windows to call Marguerite. An old

servant ap))eared in the court, asking, in a tone of ill humor, what

was wanted.

"Tell Pose that her cousin has arrived !" said M. Dubois.

" She knows it," replied the old woman.

" Then why does she not come V
" She has gone to make her toilette."

The sailor burst into a laugh.

" S~>," said he, " the little one is adorning herself. Meanwhile,

we will go, if you please, to take a walk in the garden and gather

some cherries for supper. Marguerite ! bring the basket."

Then, turning to Mile. Garin, he added, with a loud laugh :

" This will be like Montmorency ! You Parisians go there

every Sunday to eat cherries. My cherry-orchard is called the

finest in the country. I furnish all the confectioners of Nantes.

I will explain my method to you. Well ! will you come V
" Here I am, sir !" cried the servant, arriving at a trot.

" At last!" said the captain, hastily taking the baskets.

Then, lowering his voice, he added :

" The old woman no longer navigates under the sails of fortune

;

but she is the wreck of what was formerly a fine ship, and we
mnst not be ungrateful."

He conducted his guests into a garden carefully laid out in par-

allelograms bordered with box or sorrel, and planted with trees in

full bearmg. Arrived at the end, he looked at Garin with a cer-

tain smile of proud satisfaction.

" Well ! what do you say to all this V asked he.

" You have here land which our best gardeners might covet ;"

replied the young painter.

" 1 defy them all to show an asparagus bed equal to this," re-

sumed the captain ;
" and as for my artichokes—you shall eat

some this evening. But they have cost me much care ; the soil,

like all in this neighborhood, was rough and light ; I have im-

proved it, enriched it, transformed it."

" Tliat mnst have cost you much trouble !" observed Garin,

stifling a yawn.
" You shall judge, sir," said the captain, enchanted at having

led the conversation to his favorite subject.

And he began to relate the successive modes of procedure he

had employed ; how many times the land had been turned over,

enriched, and moulded.

Paul and Bertha, overcome with ennui, cast despairing glances

at each other. Strangers to the labors of tlie country, they could

not become interested in them ; beyond art and pleasure, nothing

existed for them ; their ideas having been turned in a single direc-

tion, their intelligence had lost the faculty of perception elsewhere,

and they despised everything they could not comprehend.

They found in the saloon the cajitain's daughter, who had fin-

ished her toilette and was awaiting them. At sight of her. Bertha

made a movement as if she had perceived some strange object ; a

smile hovered on her lips, and she exchanged with her brother a

look equivalent to an exclamation.

To a person accustomed to the extremes of fashion, there was,

in fact, in the toilette of Roje, something singular. Each part of

her dress belonged to a different period, and gave, so to speak, a

specimen of the fnshions wiiich had succeeded each other for the

past ten years. The result was a mingling of forms and colors

singularly destitute of harmony.

Unfortunately her manners did not redeem this defect in dress.

The young girl was awkward and embaiTassed. Even her pretty

face expressed an uneasy restraint, and all her movements, as

Bertha observed, were left-handed.

She blushingly offered her cheek to her cousin, made a short

courtesy to Garin, then sat down, upright and immoveable, in the

most obscure corner of the apartment.

" If I had not touched her hand, I should insist that she is a

pasteboard doll, with enamel eyes and ivory teeth," whispered

Paul to Bertha.

" She wears pranella shoes !" replied the latter.

" And a hair chain !" added Garin.

" Did you hear the captain call her Zozo V
" And she replied :

' My papa.'
"

" I am desolate at not being .able to draw a caricature of her.'

At this moment old Marguerite entered to set the table. She

had a long discussion with the captain to know whether it should

be lengthened, then with Rose on the linen to be used ; M. Dubois

grew angry, and his daughter, embaiTassed, tore her dress in try-

ing to reach a pile of napkins.

Edmond felt a painful constraint ; Rose, on her side, appeared

confused; Garin and his sister with difficulty retained their grav-

ity. M. Dubois alone, amid the general embarrassment, appeared

smiling and at ease. He had recommenced his explanations on

the best mode to be employed for each species of culture, and

soon began to tell of the great storm which he had escaped in

1806, on leaving Manilla. This storm had been the capital event

in the life of the old sailor ; it was the only source of his com-

parisons, his images, his transitions. For twenty years past he

had related to his friends every week, the story of the great stonn

in Manilla, without forgetting a single circumstance, and what^

ever might be the subject of conversation, he always succeeded in

leading it to this subject, and saying : It is as in 1806 ! So his

neighbors at Pornic called him the Great Storm.

He did not fail to relate the narrative to his guests at the com-

mencement of the supper, and was preparing to repeat it towards

the end, when Garin made his sister's fatigue a pretext for asking

permission for her to retire.

Marguerite conducted the young girl to the chamber destined

for her use. This was a large room tapestried with yellow, with

red chairs, high-posted bedsteads, and an enormous fireplace orna-

mented with artificial flowers under glass. The only mirror was

placed five feet from the floor, over a card-table.

This was the chamber of honor, as Marguerite took care to tell

the young Parisian, and was opened only on great occasions. As

for Garin, he was conducted by the captain himself to the ancient

library, whose glazed cases were adorned—instead of books—with
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labelled seeds and bulbs. A ship in full sail, the only work of art

ever executed by M. Dubois, was suspended from the ceiling in-

stead of a chandelier, and some stufted animals decorated a com-

mode. The captain assured the young man that the bed was

good ; he told him to move a chair if he needed anything, bells

being unknown at La Chcrricrc, recommended him to extinguish

his candle, and finished by advising him to put on a cotton night-

cap for fear of taking cold. Garin had seen nothing like him,

and resolved to study the captain.

The next morning there was a knock at his door ;
he started

up, thinking the house W!vs on fire. It was M. Dubois who came,

in clogs, wet with the dew, to ask if he was ready for breakfast.

" Ready for breakfast !" repeated tlic painter with astonishment

;

" what is the hour ?"

" Seven o'clock."

" And you breakfast at seven 1"

" Pardieu ! do you think it is too soon when one dines at

twelve V
The j'oung painter looked at him with stupefaction.

" I'ardon me, sir," said he, at last ;
" but if that is the case, my

sister and myself will not breakfast until dinner-time."

" And what will you do until then V
" I hope to sleep."

" A bad habit !" exclaimed the captain. " I have been up four

hours myself; I have already eaten a cnist of bread and taken a

swallow of cognac. Out of bed, my young Parisian, and come

to the table."

" Indeed, sir," said Garin, out of patience, " I am sleepy."

" I know that ; I must shake you. I was formerly subject to

drowsiness, especially in warm countries. I remember that in

1806, as we were leaving Manilla
"

" Pardon me, sir," hastily interrupted Garin, who saw the r/rcat

stoi-m about to burst upon him. " I will rise ; only do not wait

for me."
" I know what is due to my guests," said the captain. "I will

take a walk around the garden, and when you descend I will tell

you how, in 1806 "

" Pray, do not wait," exclaimed the painter, making a move-

ment to rise.

" It is well," said Dubois, as he reached the door ;
" do not

trouble yourself about us. You have five minutes to dress in.

I will go and see whether Rose has called your sister."

But Bertha had replied by requesting them to breakfast without

he , which had caused a general disturbance. The captain de-

clared that she must ho sick ; Rose timidly proposed to have the

doctor sent for, and Marguerite, on returning to the kitchen,

expressed in a low tone how disagreeable it would be for M.

Dubois to see strangers die at his house. To reassure them,

Garin was forced to acknowledge that his sister never rose until

eleven, and breakfasted at noon.

He afterwards interrogated his host on the means of finding

lodgings at Pornic during the bathing season. The old sailor

informed him that a new establishment had just been built in

imitation of that at Dieppe, and that strangers found there the

ordinary resources of these houses. The young painter, delight-

ed, declared that he would remove thither that very day, and all

the urgency of M. Dubois was useless to detain him.

Meanwhile Edmond had not failed to notice the impression

produced by his relatives on the Garins. He had experienced

mortification, mingled with a certain degree of displeasure, to-

wards his uncle and cousin. He tried to overcome these feelings,

accusing Bertha and her brother of prejudices against provincial

habits ; but these habits wue not less distasteful to himself The

life of the captain seemed mean, his occupations puerile. As for

his cousin, ho had not yet been able to enter into conversation

with her ; Rose spoke only in responses, like a catechism ; he

only acquired the certainty that her education had been limited

to orthography and arithmetic ; and that her days were passed in

sewing or embroidering, and singing airs which she had learned

from an old hand-organ.

SuiTounded until then with cultivated minds and active imagi-

nations, Edmond had become refined in his intellectual enjoy-

ments. Accustomed to the feverish life of Paris, he felt the need

of successive and skilfully excited emotions. So he soon acquired

an invincible disgust for the monotonous mode of life of his

uncle, and regretted the decision which he had made of coming

to settle at Pornic.

The presence of PauF and Bertha contributed especially to con-

firm him in these dispositions. He found in their lively and

capricious minds sources of amusement and distinction which

were wanting in his family. Besides her wit and beauty. Bertha

possessed talents which contributed to render her society charm-

ing. She spoke several languages, painted almost as well as her

brother, and was advanced in music. Besides, her voice was one

of the sweetest and most expressive ever heard. Sorel, who

went every evening to listen to it, returned every evening more

delighted.

These long visits to Mile. Garin, and the involuntary compari-

son of her perfections with the insignificance of Rose, disturbed

the repose of the young man. He began to repent of the species

of engagement he had formed with his uncle, and to regret that

Bertha was not his cousin.

The young Parisian, on her part, neglected nothing to please

Edmond. Marriage seemed to her only an affair of convenience

and position ; Sorel was young, rich ; this was enough. Garin,

who, on his side, saw in this union a method of ridding himself

of his sister, urged the young man on by every means in his

power.

Jlcanwhile the intimacy of Edmond with the Parisians had

become a subject of conversation to the bathers. Some one in-

sinuated that these assiduities must have a cause ; this remark

was repeated, reviewed, commented upon, and the next day every-

body knew that M. Sorel was to espouse Mile. Bertha Garin at

the end of the season.

This news did not fail to reach the ears of the captain. He

was a man of good sense and integrity, though of simplicity.

Wishing to know the truth, he set himself to observe Edmond,

and soon discovered the state of his inclinations. This discovery

saddened him. He strongly desired the fulfilment of the plans of

himself and sister, and the union of two fortunes acquired in

common ; but he loved Edmond disinterestedly. Besides, the

preference of the young man for Mile. Garin was natural, and the

alliance honorable ; he therefore sacrificed his own inclinations to

the happiness of Edmond.

Thus at liberty, Sorel no longer resisted his passion for Mile.

Garin. Happiness even rendered him ungrateful. He began to

notice more readily the absurdities of the captain and his daugh-

ter, sure that he would not have one day to suflicr for them.

Garin and Bertha jested upon them in his presence ; he at first

repulsed their raillery, but ended by being amused with it.

Besides, he no longer saw bis uncle or cousin except by acci-

dent. His days were spent in promenades with the young [lainter

and his sister ; his evenings in reading aloud or hearing Bertha

sing. The captain suffered from this desertion, but without com-

plaining ;
experience had rendered him indulgent. As for Rose,

disconcerted from the first by the disdainful politeness of the

Garins, and chilled by the coldness of Edmond, she dared not

make a remark or address a reproach to her cousin.

Edmond was one day returning from a long ride by the sea-

side, in company with several bathers ; all had descended from

the carriage, and were dispersed on the beach in search of shells

or gathering marine plants. Bertha and her brother only were

walking beside the carriage, which Sorel was slowly driving.

The young painter, raising his eyes, suddenly perceived La Cher-

ricre, whose roof was sparkling in the setting sun.

"Pardieu !" said he, turning towards the young girl, " we owe

the captain a visit. It is a fortnight since we have seen his melon

beds ; he must have made, at least, two or three gatherings since."

" We shall have a great stonn," objected Bertha.

" Perhaps so," replied Garin ;
" the captain promised me last

time, that his daughter should give us the recipe for making

cheese."

" She is an accomplished young lady ! Her fethcr has already

told me that she knows how to knit and to make sweetmeats
!"

" Not to speak of her dresses, which she cuts herself"

" Say invents ! I have never seen such on anybody."

" Sparc my relations," interrupted Sorel, smiling.

" Your cousin is very well," returned Bertha ;
" a form straight

as a reed, a rosy fiice, and great blue eyes, which she raises only

to her soup : one could not be more modest. I hope M. Dubois

will marry her to an attorney."

" And that he will entertain the wedding guests with fruit."

" She can sing over the dessert."

" And the captain can relate the story of the great storm of

1806."

They laughed loudly, and the young painter flourished his

cane. The horses, tormented by the heat, were already uneasy
;

frightened at this movement, they started. Edmond, who was on

the seat, attempted to draw the reins, but too hastily ; they backed.

" Whip them, Sorel," exclaimed Paul. Edmond followed this

advice ; but the now excited horses, shaking their heads, sprang

forward. Sorel attempted to hold them, but the reins broke in

his hands.

Alarmed by the screams of Bertha and Garin, the bathers had

hastened to the spot ; the horses, which were running at full speed,

suddenly turned towards them. At this sight, all dispersed fright-

ened, and the carriage was borne towards the edge of the cliff.

The road was so narrow that the wheels now and then touched

the brow of the precipice ; they had almost reached the top of

the hill, when a man appeared on the opposite declivity.

" My uncle 1" cried Edmond, extending his arms.

The captain uttered a cry, and threw himself before the horses
;

but, imable to resist their impetuosity, was dragged by them to

the very brink of the precipice. There was a moment of terror,

during which he remained hanging to the reins and leaning over

the abyss ; finally the horses made a backward movement, the

carriage recoiled, and one of the wheels, striking the rock, broke.

Edmond, thro\vn out by the shock, was extended on the ground,

senseless.

They raised him ; the blow had been so violent that for an in-

stant he was thought to be dead. When he returned to himself, a

fever, accompanied with delirium, seized him, and he was for

nearly a month in a dangerous condition. At last, his youth and

the care bestowed upon him prevailed ; the fever ceased, reason

returned.

At the moment of recovering consciousness he rose with eflfort

in his bed, seeking to recall the remembrances, still confused, of

wliat had passed. The sun had just risen, and was shedding

through the closed curtains a joyous light. Rose was seated in

an arm-chair at the foot of the bed, sleeping, with her head resting

on the back. Her countenance appeared to Edmond to be paler

than usual, and her eyes were sunken with fatigue. He then

vagueh' remembered having seen, amid his delirium, a gentle

face always at his bedside.

A movement which he made, suddenly awoke the young girl.

" Do you wish for anything, Edmond V asked she, in a caress-

ing tone.

Scarcely emerged from his delirium, and lulled by the music of

the sweet voice, the young man did not reply. Rose undoubtedly

thought he had not hcird her ; for she looked at him a moment

with an expression of sadness, tears came into her eyes, and sho

laid her white and trembling hand on the forehead of the invalid.

Sorel took this hand in his own.
"

I am better, my cou.-iin," said he, smiling faintly.

" lie recognizes "me !" exclaimed Rose, joyfully.

"And I thank you," continued Edmcmd, softened.

The young girrdappcd her hands and ran to the door.
" Father !" exclaimed she, " Edmond understands—Edmond

speaks ; he is no longer delirious. Come, and you also, my good
Margtierite. He is saved !"

" Is it true 1" said Dubois, hastening to the bedside.
" I ho])e so," re])lied Sorel.
" I was sure of it," said Marguerite ;

" I had made a vow to

St. Anne. It was the mass which the curate said last evening on
his behalf which has cured him."
"And the doctor's blood-letting," added M. Dubois.
" Saved !" re|)catcd Rose, witb clasijed hands.
" Yes, thanks to you all," resumed Kdinond, affected. "Thanks

to my uncle, first, who exposed himself to death for my sake
;

thanks to vou, my cousin, who have watched at my bedside like

an angel. Ah ! I did not deserve so much devotion."
" Peace ! peace !" said the young girl ;

" the doctor will not
allow you to talk—he recommended quiet and silence. Leave
him to rest, father. I am easy now. Marguerite shall remain to

let us know if he wants anything. Come."
At these words, she went towards the door ; then returning,

slightly raised the head of the invalid, assured herself at a glanco

that notliing was wanting, and went out on tiptoe with the captain.

Sorel did not attempt to detain them. He felt the need of being

alone, of collecting his thoughts, and coming entirely to himself.

He sought to recall all the circumstances of the accident

which had nearly cost him his life, and suddenly remembered the

young painter and his sister.

" Where is M. (iarin ?" a.'-ked he, of Marguerite.
" The Parisian '!" replied the servant ;

" he went away the morn-
ing after your accident, to draw some views along the coast."

" And Mademoiselle Bertha ''."

" It was she who wished to go, because she was afraid she should

see you die, and that would cause her, she said, too much suffer-

ing."
" My cousin had none of these fears," said Sorel, in a low

voice, as if to himself
" Ah ! when those she loves are suffering, Zozo has courage

like a lion," replied the old servant. " She has ])assed almost all

her nights in this chair, watching you like a sister of charity."

Edmond was touched to the heart. Tlien a sentiment of bitter-

ness sprang up within him. Forsaken in the days of his suffering

by those wliom be had prcfciTcd, he owed his safety to this family
so unmercifully ridiculed. He was ashamed not to have divined

the nol)ility of these two natures, and felt a sort of ambition to

prove to himself his injustice and his error. The long conversa-

tions he had with Rose during his illness, showed him how much
intelligence there was beneath her tiniiility. Encouraged by the
kindness of the young man, she related to him all her thoughts,

without constraint.

(Jne evening as Sorel was reading aloud, Marguerite announced
M. and Mile. Garin. Edmond felt a species of vexation ; but the

young painter entered, followed by his sister ; both hastened to

him with exclamations of joy.
" So you are up again !" cried Panl ;

" dear Edmond, what
hap])iness to find you recovering !"

" We have thought of nothing else for the past six weeks," in-

tcrrui)tcd Bertha, with a plaintive accent.
" What a pity you had not been able to accompany us !" re-

sumed Garin. " Your country is finer than Scotland, my dear
fellow."

"And the inhabitants whom vou rcjjiesentcd to us as savages,
have everywhere received us as friends," resumed the young girl.

" One might be proud to belong to such a country," added
Paul, gravely.

All this was said so rapidly, that Sorel had not been able to

pronounce a word. (July it seemed to him that if she had thought

of nothing but himself, Mile. Garin had at least reasonably tried to

be amused; but, after all, she believed him to be dead or dying,
and must have regarded him as a vciy uncertain aspirant for her
hand.
When they had finished describing their journey, Sorel congrat-

ulated them on having brought away from Brittany such pleasant
memories.

" And meanwhile poor Mr. Edmond was in bed !" said Bertha.
" Too happy to he in the land of the living," continued Paul.
" Ah ! I shall never forget that scene," resumed the young girl

;

" I can seem to see the carriage on the edge of the clift'—it was
horrible !"

" It would make a good picture," said Garin, pensively.
" Would you like to have me sit for it f" asked Edmoud, ironi-

cally ;
" I am still pale enough for that."

" Ah ! here are our Parisians," exclaimed the captain, entering
at this moment, and extending his haiul to Garin. " Well ! our
boy has almost recovered, and will soon be able to put to sea
again ; I came in search of hiiu to show him my harvest of
pears."

" Has Mile. Rose also a recipe for pear conserves ?" asked Paul,
fuming towards Rose, with great seriousness.

The young girl blushed, and Ednujud bit his lips.

" My cousin at least knows one for tolacing tho.se who arc suf-

fering," said he, " and of that, many are ignorant."
" I have never doulrted the eminent qualities of the young

lady," said the painter, bowing ; "}ou have often heard me ex-
press my ideas on this subject, and it seems to me that we then
thought alike."

" I did not know her as well as I do now," replied Sorel,
coloring.

" He is in the right," exclaimed the captain, with a laugh
;

" Zozo masks her batteries, but she is in reality a fine sailer, and
can stand a storm ; like her mother. She destTves" to be happy."
"And will be so," replied Edmond, hastily.

Bertha and Paul exchanged a look.
" Pardon us," said the latter, in a tone of constraint, " we did

not intend to disturb your domestic tran<|ui!!ity. Only as we are
about to de])art, wc came to leani whctlier M. Sorel still intended
to accompany us."

Edmond looked at Rose, then at his uncle, and seemed embar-
rassed.

" I fear M. Sorel has acquired a taste for gardening, and wishes
to complete his education before he goes," said Bertha, with bitter

irony.
" In fact," said the young man, " I have changed my opinion."
"What say you ?" exclaimed the captain; "will you remain

with us ?"

" Always, uncle, if you please."
M. Dubois uttered an exclamation of joy, looked at his nephew,

then at his daughter.
" So,"—stammered he—"you will take our old joke seriously."
" If my cousin consents," said Edmond, tenderly, and holding

out his hand to the young girl.
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BT BET. LUTHER FARNHAH.

This may be termed the children's age. The world has

had its iron age, its brazen age, its ages of war and con-

quest. Those ages have come and have gone. This is the

era of children, when an extraordinary interest is mani-
fested in the moral instruction of the rising generation.

Treasure is poured forth in profusion for educational pur-

poses. The poor are not forgotten. Rich children and
" poor meet together, the Lord is the maker of them all."

It was recently remarked by one of the most distinguished

of American divines, that he "supposed that the chief dif-

ference between the raillcnium and the present would be
the fact that then almost all persons would become inter-

ested in religion in their childhood. In this light, we
plainly see the dawn of the millenium in the religious in-

terest manifested in children, on the py.rt of the Christian

philanthropist, and in the reciprocal interest of children in
" the things which are true, honest, lovely and of good
report." In a morning piper of this city there appeared, a
few weeks ago, the following notice under the head of
" Picnic." " About four hundred and fifty children belong-

ing to Rev. Mr. Barnard's school—Warren Street Chapel
—have a picnic to-day, going by way of the Worcester
Railroad to the lovely grove in Framingham. The neat

attire and correct deportment of these cliildren make them
universal favorites wherever they go." It is well known
that Mr. Barnard has been one of the ministry at large in

this city for many years, and that he has chosen to devote

himself to the work indicated by the injunction of our
Saviour :

" Feed my lambs." He ministers to children, in

the main, at the Warren Street Chapel, and in this connec-

tion, it may be well to give an extract from his fifteenth

annual report, in which he alludes to the innocent pleasures

afforded to the children under his care, and speaks on the

general principle of such pleasures. "An annual visit to

the country, the levees at the Chapel on Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year's and occasional festive evenings—

a

juvenile celebration of May Day, the Fourth of July, the

22d of Febraary, or some other holiday, not only bring us

and our friends nearer together, but also serve to afford a

practical lesson, of the best kind, on the character to he given to

pleasure to render it rational, pure and complete. We pray daily

for more of His spirit, who went to the marriage feast, and turned

water into wine for its enjoyment. Our experience confirms the

sentiment, which is happily gaining ground with Christians of

every name, and must ultimately triumph over the asceticism of

an itnperfect faith, that the church, instead of avoiding or discour-

aging the joys of life, should direct and sanctify them, and keep
them forever as pure as a joung and guileless heart will find

them." The writer has received from Rev. Mr. Barnard, the fol-

lowing brief but comprehensive paper

on the ministry at large of Boston,

which will be read with interest by the

general as well ai the Christian reader.
" l"he ministry at large was founded

in 1826, by the venerable Dr. Tucker-
man, and supported, at first, by the

American Unitarian Association, and
subsequently by the Benevolent Fra-

ternity of Boston churches of that de- ^.r=

nomination. The preicnt ministers are

Rev. Dr. Bigelow, and Rev. Messrs.

Cruft and Winkley. Mr. Barnard was
associated with Dr. Tuckcrman, in

18.32, and still remains in this ministry.

The Warren Street Chapel was erected

by his friends in l;.35-G, with the es-

pecial purpose of providing a suitable

place for the educational objects to

which he wished to devote himself.

The building and estate have always

been held by trustees in behalf of the

original contributors, and the support

of the institution in 18.36-7 was trans-

ferred from the Fraternity of Churches

to a private association under the

auspices of the late Patrick T Jack-

son, Edmund Dwight, Samuel Dorr,
and their associates and successors.

The Pitts Street and Suffolk Chapels

were erected afterwards, and have been

conveyed, and are now vested, in the

fraternity. Their services and objects

arc those of free schools generally,

with the addition of evening schools,

sewing schools, etc., to the exercises of

conference and prayer meetings, Sab-

bath schools and public worship. We
believe them to be of great service in

all their important ends. From the

reports of the Warren Street Chapel,
it would appear that its purposes are of
great variety, and not without interest

to our whole community." The fif-

teenth and sixteenth of the reports,

alluded to above, have been placed in

our hands. The reader who begins to

read such papers, will bs likely to read
them through. He learns anew that

"truth is stranger than fiction," and,
as in rea/ling imaginative descriptions

of joy and sorrow, he is now led to

laugh and then to weep. From the
sixteenth report, which has just been
issued, the following details are gath-

ered : " The sewing school has been
maintained on Saturday afternoons

during the larger portion of the year,

and with unusual success. There have
been received two hundred and sixty

pupils, with an average attendance of
one hundred and thirty. ' Where,'
asked Mr. Barnard of a young lady

who supports herself entirely, and her

widowed mother's family in part, by
her needle, 'where did you leain to

sew V— ' O,' said she, looking up with

a smile, 'in our gewing school, at the

chapel.' Our evening schools have

PORTRAIT OF REV. CHARLES F. BARNARD.
[From a Daguerreotype, by Whipple.]

been open from the first of October to the first of April. ' What
can we do,' inquired the superintendent of the sewing school,

soon after the chapel was oiicncd in 18.36, 'for two of the brothers

of some of my pupils who have little or no education, and who
are obliged to work all day for their living?'—'We can try an
evening school,' was our reply. These were our only pupils at

first. But we saw at once what could be done in this way ; and
their subsequent career has fully justified the sanguine expecta-
tions which we soon learned to feel. One of them has long been
an admirable assistant and teacher in our Sunday school, and

^i^UCyf

WARREN STREET CHAPEL, BOSTON.

both of them have become most useful members of society."
On four evenings of each week, five hundred and sixty pu-
pils wore in attendance last year, and six hundred" and
twenty-eight this year, a larger proportion of them being
females. The report says :

" Our female pupils are more
deficient than the other sex. Many of them, though quite
advanced in life, and sometimes wives and mothers, are en-
tirely destitute of all learning. They cannot read, write or
cipher. They have never been to school—or they left it so
early and so long ago, as to have lost the little 'that they
ever learned. It is quite common for them not to know
their own age with certainty. And more than half of them
begin with A B C in reading, and strokes in writing." It
ought to be said—which will make the above statement less
discreditable to America, and to its institutions—that about
one half of the pupils continue to be foreigners and Cath-
olics, one half Americans and Protestants. The whole
number of scholars in the Sunday school connected with
the chapel is four hnndred and fifty-seven pupils, under the
charge of thirty-four teachers and five superintendents.
The attendance upon the services of the chapel, consisting
of plain, extemporaneous sermons and devotional services,
is, on Sunday morning, from two hundred and fifty to three
hundred ; and in the afternoon, from five hundred to six
hundred. The whole number of families represented is

two hundred and fifty. Mr. Barnard, in the course of his
report, makes an important suggestion on the importance
of a Normal department, that ought to be established in
connection with the cstalilishment, for the preparation and
instruction of Sunday school teachers. 'The meeting of
the association for the support of the Warren Street Chapel
is held annually. In April, 18.52, Hon. Edward Everett
was chairman, and made a thoughtful address, in which he
expressed his approval of the system of benevolence at
Warren Street Chapel, especially in view of the rapid im-
migration that is flowing to this city and to this country.
The following are the closing sentences of his beautiful
address :

" The utterly ignorant person leads the existence
of a brute beast, of a poisonous weed, of a dull clod. Na-
poleon said, that he supposed there were persons buried in
the depths of Paris, who had never heard his name, or had
no distinct idea of who or what he was. I fear that there is

many a poor creature roaming our streets, who has no idea—I do not say of the history or geography of the land in
which he lives—but no idea of moral relations : none of the
duties of parent and child, of magistrate and citizen ; no
idea of life, of time, of eternity, of Christ, or of God.

Who does not feel, that so long as this is the case, true charity is

not to feed the hungry, but to impart spiritual food to the starving
soul ? This, sir, (Mr. Barnard,) is the great object of your insti-

tution and of your labors
; an object compared with which the

benevolence which begins and ends with almsgiving deserves not
the name of charity." Since the above was penned, it has been
my pleasure to visit the Sabbath school connected with Warren
Street Chapel. The day was fine, neither too warm nor too cold,
with sunshine and shade in fitting proportions for the greatest en-
joyment. Our small party neared the chapel. The roses were in

full bloom within the beautiful grounds
in front of the building. The tiny
fountain was sending up its crystal
waters—for the rogue will play on "Sun-
days; and I suppose, in all' candor,
that even the sternest of our Puritan
fathers would not have objected to
such Sunday playing. We entered

i^. the plain building, that, by the munifi-
~r^ cence of our merchant princes and be-

nevolent citizens, is soou to be greatly
-^~ improved and adorned. The lessons

from the Word of God had commenced,
in every part of the chapel, from the
basement to the attic. Everything was
conducted "decently and in order."
It seemed like " the house of God, and
the gate of heaven." We were first

conducted to the basement aparlraent,
to behold the buds of this flower gar-
den. And, as buds in gardens and
bouquets are found to be the most at-

tractive plants, it was not otherwise in
this garden or bouquet. To drop the
metaphor, here were near a hundred
dear little children of both sexes, and
from the ages of three to ten years,
perhaps, all neatly, but not daintily
clad, bright and active, and at the same
time, quiet and well-mannered. They
might have been poor children—speak-
ing after the manner of the ivorld—but
speaking more truly, they are rich ; for
they have learned, what many worldly
and wealthy wise men have failed to

learn, that " a good conscience is the
best estate." 'The Christian Udy who
had the principal charge of this lovely
group of children, exercised them in

our presence in this wise. They first

sang togetlier that immortal prayer
and song, beginning, " Now I lay me
down to sleep." The teacher next of-

fered prayer—a child's prayer, appro-
priate for the occasion—the children
all repeating it after her, word for

word, and sentence by sentence. This
devotional exercise was truly touching
and impressive. A few words were
now addressed to the children ; and, if

"apples of gold in pictures of silver"

Inul been presented to them, they could
not have given more heed to them.
Under the conduct of Rev. Mr. Bar-
nard, who has earned the title of the

chiklrcn's friend, we visited other parts

of the building to witness some hun-
dreds more, as they listened to the story

of the cross, and to other captivating

tales of the Bible, not failing to peep
into the commodious chapel proper,

moderately ornamented with paintings

of Scripture scenes, and with vases of
flo\V(rs, that preach to the eyes of
youth, while the preacher addresses

their understanding. Altogether, the

importance of the work prograssing at

this chapel can hardly be over-estimat-

ed, and the results will be glorious.
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< .»«» >

BliOCKLY ALMSHOUSE.

The extensive range of buildings comprising this almshouse

—

a view of which will be found on page 137—are situated on the

west side of the Schuylkill River, opposite the city of Philadelphia.

They consist of four edifices, each five hundred feet front, three

stories high, including the basement, of regular ashlar masonry,

so arranged as to enclose a rectangular yard. The front facing

the city is ornamented by an elegant portico, in the Tuscan order

of architecture, having six columns, five feet in diameter at the

base, and thirty feet high, giving a grand and imposing appear-

ance to the structure. Looking at its exterior, it is really a pal-

ace for the poor. The average number of paupers maintained

during the past year, was 1813, at an expense of $97,925 5.5

—

being at the rate of $1 04 per week each. The manufactory and

house of employment, during the same period, yielded $21,707 21,

and the farm, $14,857 05. The children's asylum, attached to

the almshouse, contains, at present, about 362 boys and 1498

girls, altogether I860, supported at the expense of $69,525. The
insane department contains 390 of these poor unfortunates. The
hospital consists of eleven wards, each forty-seven by forty-four

feet, and two attics ; altogether containing 432 beds. There are

at present about 349 patients under care. These buildings have

every necessary accommodation that can reasonably be expected.

What city has better ? We may here remark, that the cost of

supporting the poor at the almshouse, and in the city and districts

of Philadelphia, each year, is upwards of $228,000.

< .»»» >

New Silver Coinage.—The Director of the Mint, under the

sanction of the 7th section of the act of March 3, 1853, authoriz-

ing new devices for the silver coinage of the United States, and

with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, invites the

co-operation of artists, engravers, and other persons of taste, to

aid him in eft'ecting that object, and requests such as may be so

disposed to forward to him, before the first day of October next,

such designs as they may deem appropriate to that coinage.

Double Despatch.—Letters from Prague say that Dr. Ginle,

Inspector of Electric Telegraphs in Bohemia, has invented an

apparatus, by means of which two telegraphic despatches may be

sent simultaneously. It has been tried on two or three occasions,

and found perfectly successful.

< ^.^ >

8PLINTEBS.

.... The Dublin Industrial Exhibition goes on prosperously

the daily number of visitors being from 7000 to 10,000.

G. N. Sanders has been appointed Consul to London, and
will sail for England about the last of this month.

The government is about to strengthen the gairison on
the Rio Grande, by despatching additional troops to that quarter.

Who ever knew a man disposed to scorn the humble, that

was not himself a fit object of scorn to the poorest 1

The quantity of water consumed daily in London is equal

to the contents of a lake fifty acres in extent, and three feet deep.

The inventor of the Porter fire-arm has sold one half of

his patent to Gov. J. C. Jones, of Tennessee, for $170,000.

The closer we follow nature and obey her laws, the longer

shall we live : the farther we go from tliem, the sooner we shall die.

The yellow fever still rages at New Orleans to an extent

beyond all parallel. Full 70 per cent, of all the cases prove fatal.

During the past year, 197 lives were lost on the Hudson
River ; more than have been lost on the Atlantic Ocean.

Mr. Niblo, in New York, is having the most prospterous

season he has enjoyed for several years.

.... Economy in our aifairs has the same effect upon our for-

tunes that good breeding has on our conversation.

.... Gold is being found in Oregon in large quantities, and
miners are said to be making from sixteen to fifty dollars per day.

.... A coiTCspondent notices a perfectly white barn swallow,

among a great collection of swallows at Quebec village, Vermont.
Judge Edmonds, of New York, has written a long epistle,

re-affirming his belief in spiritual manifestations.

The lightning-rod manufactory of Lucius Burt, in East
Longmcadow, Mass., was struck by lightning lately and set on fire.

.... There are now at Havana 12 Spanish armed vessels, vary-

ing from 4 to 44 guns each—with an aggregate of 205 guns.

.... A man in Thorndike recently won a wager on counting
a half bushel of berries in five hours. The berries numbering 35,524.

THE FINE ARTS.

Who has stood before the head of Washington, a masterpiece

of Stuart, now in the pos.session of the Boston Atlienxum, without

feeling, more sensibly, perhaps, than in the contemplation of any

other picture, the thrilling magic of that art which, by means of a

few simple materials, has the power of fixing the past and present,

with the force of form, and the beauty of color, embalming historic

greatness in its glory, forever. There is Washington himself

—

looking on us from the canvass, with his serious eyes, and his

sedate, calm, godlike expression, the heart-adored hero of his

country, the benefactor of the whole race. The noble head, the

hand that traced the lineaments, have long ago crumbled into

dust ; but the genius of both is enshrined upon the canvass. So

in the heart of the pyramids, pictures executed thousands of years

ago, still delight the eye of the traveller by their vivid and

unfading colors.

The same may be said of the frescoes of Pompeii and Hercn-

laneum ;' they are at bright as if the artist's pencil had just given

them the final toHch. Venus smiles upon us as she smiled upon

the Grecian artist centuries ago ; Marie Antoinette yet dazzles

with her charms, as when she shone the "bright particular star"

in the horizon of Versailles, ere the mountain waves of a revolu-

tion, stormier and more deadly than the wildest sea, submerged

her throne, and that graceful head fell upon the scaffold. So

beams on us[from the canvass that lovelier Mary Stuart, her royal

sister in misfortune. So glow with almost life itself the beauties

of Hampton ;—queen, sage, poet, warrior, statesman,—all owing

to the painter's art, that they are not mere names—the abstract

images of doubtful chroniclers.

A picture-gallery is, to a man of refinement and culture, a scene

of peculiar enchantment, not bounded by narrow walls. The

pictures are so many windows opening on the past, looking to the

uttermost extent of the earth, or up, through the clouds, and the

blue ether, into things heavenly, and a better world beyond, in-

visible to less ardent ken ; for religion has inspired the highest

perfonnanees of art, and some rays of ineffable splendor have

descended into the souls of Raphael, Guido, and Angelo, and

guided their inspired hands. It needs no argument to convince

the student of art of the truth of this ; he feels it intuitively, and

bows before its potent influence. But the sordid man, he who

estimates all things by their monetary value, coolly assents, per-

haps, but asks " does it pay V
Ask poor, down-trodden Italy, the land of the myrtle and vine,

in its present state of abject depression, from the McditeiTanean

to the Adriatic shore. The sceptre of commerce has passed from

her; Venice is no longer the abode of merchant princes; Genoa

is the shade of what she was ; and what is it that keeps vitality in

her members ?—what circulates a foreign jiopulation, constantly

on the wing, and constantly renewed, scattering gold with both

hands among her own impoverished people t Nothing but her

monuments of art. The liberality of her nobles and merchant

princes has made of Italy the art-museum of the world, appealing

triumphantly for patronage to the universe !

Let those who possess tlie means to encourage art, remember

these suggestions,—remember that art " pays "—that to its patron

it returns a handsome dividend to his mind and heart; and even

in point of investment, the works of art arc enhanced in value by

each succeeding century of their duration, just as money accumu-

lates at compound interest. But let us not be thus sordid ; let us

encourage art for its own dear sake, and not for the pecuniary

return it may command.

A THRIVING CONVICT.

Nineteen years ago, says one of our English exchanges, a youth

named Summers was transported from Southampton for stealing

cloth. His now aged father, a tailor, who resides in the above

named town, has of late years been a pauper. Some time since

a returned convict arrived at Southampton, found out the old man,

and handed him over X30 from his son, and informed him that on

his (the returned convict) writing to Van Diemen's Land to tell

Summers that his father is alive, the latter would receive fifty

guineas a year as long as he lived. A few days ago a registered

letter from Van Diemen's Land was received by tlie father, con-

taining an instalment of the first fifty guineas. The once youthful

convict is now, it appears, a vei-y wealthy man in Hobart Town.
< .»«» >

Monument at Concord.—A marble monument, in the form

of an obelisk, has recently been put up in the old buiyingground

in Concord, N. H., to mark the spot where lie the remains of the

son of President Pierce, who lost his life at the accident on the

Boston and Maine Railroad, near Andover, in January last. The
monument bears the following inscription :

—" Benjamin Pierce :

bom April 13, 1841 : died January 6, 1853. 'Go thy way, thy

son liveth.'

"

< ».» >

Illinois Central Railroad.—There are ten thousand labor-

ers now engaged upon the Illinois Central Railroad. The wliole

work is in such a state of forwardness as to justify the expectation

of its being all completed in less than a year.

4 ».» >

Personal.—N. P. Willis lives on the west side of the Hudson,

about five miles below Ncwburg. There, amid beautiful trees,

leaping rivulets, is his far-famed " Idlewild," his cottage home.

Undoubted Fact.—Death has consigned many a man to

fame, when a longer life would have consigned him to infamy.

Cash.—The Sub-Treasury at New York has $8,063,954 in its

vaults, which is the highest point ever reached.

THINGS IN MEXICO.

Mr. Detmer, a gentleman well known in Mexico, and one of

Santa Anna's brothers-in-law, were at Acajete, near Jalapa, on

their way to the hacienda of Encero, for the purpose of escorting

thence the president's wife to Tucubaya, when their carriage was

suddenly attacked by a band of robbers. Mr. Detmer and the

president's brother-in-law defended themselves courageously. Mr.

Detmer killed one of the robbers and wounded another, and was
himself instantly killed by two balls. The president's brother-in-

law was wounded by a ball in the thigh. The robbers retired,

carefully carrying off their dead and wounded. Mr. Detmer was

buried in the church at Acajete. Of the five persons who were in

the carriage, two were children. They were taken care of by M.
Levasseur, the French minister, who arrived sliortly after the

catastrophe. This is a fair sample of the condition of tliis natu-

rally delightful, but politically miserable country.

t ^.^ >

Legislative Pay.—Comptroller Wright, of New York, has

refused to pay the members of the Legislature their per diem

allowance for the forty days of recess between the regular and

extra session, although $20,000 were added to the appropriation

bill for that purpose.

Giraffes.—Two living giraffes, one measuring seventeen feet,

and the other fifteen feet in height, have arrived at New York from

Bremen. They are said to have been brought from Egypt at an
expense of twenty-five thousand dollars.

« — «» >

Envy.—Envy shoots at others and wounds itself.

Think of it.—People should understand that it is cheaper,

and in every respect much better, to look up neglected children

and educate them, than to hang them when older.

In this city by Rev. Dr. Young, Mr. Dennison Kimberly to Miss Martha A.,
daughter of Mr. Eber Parker.
By Rev. Mr. Fuller, Mr. Amherst A. Alden to Misa Oeorgiana M. Cook, of

Duxbuiy.
By IteT. Mr. Streeter, Mr. George Jackman to Miss Lucy E. Searlefl.

By Kev. Mr. Denison, Mr. Joseph W. Johnson to Miss Helen 8. Pa>De.
By KeT. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Thomas French to Miss Maria Larken.
At Uoxbury, by Rev. Mr. Twombley, Mr. Israel Uuckius, of Boston, to Misf

Jane U'aldron.
At Cambridgeport, by Rev. Mr. Steams, Mr. P. P Folsom, of Boston, to Miss

Helen S. F., daughter of Charles W. Uvermore. Esq.
At Dtrdham, b^ Kev. Dr. Burgess, Mr. Carlos Slafter, principal of the Dedham

High School, to Miss Itebecca BuUard.
At Hingham, by Rev. Mr. Prince, of Essex, Mr. Sewall Pugsley, of Uiram,

Me., to Mis.'! Lydia L., daughter of Henry Cushiiig, Ei*q.

At Salem, by Kev. Mr. Uoppin, Mr. Stephen <jaus» to Miss Rebecca G Cross.
At Marblehead, by Rev. Mr. Huntoon, aesisttd by Rev. Mr. Marsh, of Brook-

lyn, N. v.. Rev. J. Tallmadge Marsh, of Peoria, HI., to Miss Susan M. Huntoon,
son and daughter of the officiating clergymen.
At South Dartmouth, by Rev. Mr. MandeU, Henry M- Haywood, of Benecia,

Cal., to Miss Rebecca W. Uowxand.

5.5AIiL?J
In this city, Nathaniel Qoddard, K.«q , 86; Francisco S. Pendleton, 13. Mi^s

Elizabeth A. Ryder, 20; Mrs. Lucy, wife of air. Thomas Mclutire, 67; Mr. Wil-
liam Walsh, 31, Mrs. Mary Ann, wife of Mr. Antony G. Oakei, 23
At Charlestown, Mr. ft'illiam S., son of Mr Asa B- Barker. 'Jl.

At Chelsea, Elizabeth T., widow of Capt. Geo. Gcrrish, of Lebanon, Me., 76.

At Mcdford, Mr. Benjamin Blaisdell, formerly of Lebanon, Me., 24.

At Neponset Village, Mrs. Rebecca Preston, 86.

At Jamaica Plain, Dr. John Dwight, 18, a graduate of Harvard in 1800.
At Salem, Capt. Aaron Eudicott, 74; Mrs. Rebecca Tipiady, 43.
At Marblehead. Mrs. Hannah L., wife of Mr. John B. Graves, Jr., 87.
At Westminster, Mrs. Nancy Maria, wife of Mr. George \V. Whittle, 19.
At Plymouth, Miss Deborah Bartlett, 75.

At Edgartown, Mr. Rufus Davis, 87 ; Mr. Francis M. Smith, 22.

At Springfield, Mr. Edmund Capen. formerly of Boston. 71.

At Saubornton, N H., Mrs. Eliza M., wife of Mr. Herman T. Hale, 29.
At Salisbury, Vt., Mr. Calvin Goodno, a revo utionary soldier, i^S.

At Lexington, Ky , of inflammation on the brain, Priter S. Noxen, Esq., lat«
engineer on the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad.
At Calcutta, Capt. Mason, of ship Coringa, of Boston.
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[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

THOU HEAREST PRAYER.

BY a. I)AVIE3 BRADWAT, M. D.

TTIien the brain is weary,

And the heart is sick—o'erpressed with cares,

And the coid world looks drenry— all dreary,

God, thou hearest our prayers!

When friends aud hopes are fled,

And none are left to soothe our wounded hearts,

And all our loved one8 mingle with the dead.

Thy love its joy imparts.

When sorrows deep surround,

And the mixed cup if full of bitter woe,

And all silently from out each deep wound.

The life streams ceaseless flow

—

Thou art the same. Our trust

Is in thy providence, and in thy hand

Is all we have and are— for moth and rust

Do waste the golden sand.

We flee to thee, and weep

^Vlaen troubles dark surround us, and we see

Our frail biirk foundering on the stormy deep,

Aud pra}' in agony.

God, thou hearest prayer,

When from the troubled heart it goeth up,

Like incense flouting on tlic midnight air,

To him who drunk the cup.

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

COTTON TOMKINS.
BY DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

Mr. Cotton Tomkiss was a. thin, tall, nervous gentleman.

He had an uneasy, restless eye, wliieh could never fix itself long

at a time upon any given object. There were deep care-lines

written upon his for«Jiead, and the facial muscles seemed to have

undergone some extraordinary elongating process, imparting a

dejected aud unliappy exjjression to the visage. To walk about

Lis apartment ai. 1 utter continual complaints and wailings, ap-

peared to be the only employment of Cotton Tomkins.

He was sick—Cotton was—but nobody knew what ailed him

—

nobody had ever known, nor was anybody likely to. It was evi-

dently a deep-seated complaint ; but neither Mr. Tomkins nor the

doctor could tell what iniiuced it, or at what particular time it

commenced. Some undiaritaljle people thought tliat Madam
Hypochondriasis had got hold of him, and didn't mean to relin-

quish her grasp. It happened tliat Tomkins liad an excellent

wife—^a patient, kind, good, considerate soul, who bore all her

husband's waywardness (for he was a little wayward sometimes,

we fear) without murmuring.

Our subject was a man of considerable property, could afford

to be ill as long as he pleased, and had a right to make everybody

miserable about him. lie never left his room, for he imagined

that a little air blowing ui)ou him would have a dreadful effect on

his delicate organization; and in fact Mr. Tomkins fully believed

that the pure breezes of heaven that often sighed at his window-

panes, were unfriendly and intrusive visitants, which would, if

admitted, fill his whole corporeal being with horrible aches and

racking pains. Every crevice must be stopped, bits of cotton

wool must be stufied about the sashes, doors must be closed, for

fear his sleepless enemy—tlie free air—should find him.

A great many times in the course of his existence had Tomkins

wished that there had never been any winds or zephyrs, including

everything in this idea between the strongest Imrricane and the

lightest air that ever stirred a leaf. He didn't want noise of any

kind around him ; the sound of laughter and of cheerful voices

was discord dire to his sensitive ears. To see other people happy,

aggravated all his com])laints ; it was a mockery of his misery.

" Strange," he said, " that people didn't know any better than

to laugh so men-ily when he was so wretched ; singular that peo-

ple had no respect for liis feelings; extraordinary that he should

be so cut oft' from human sympathy ; marvellous that a single

pulse could beat hopefully when he was plunged into an abyss of

despair."

Tomkins often requested his wife not to make such a Babel of

his hou.se ; he wished her to insist upon the servants speaking in

whispers ; the cook mustn't rattle the stew-pans ; the chamber-

maid mustn't make a turmoil with her brushes and brooms ; the

milkman and baker must be prevented from coming round the

house with such impetuosity; they mustn't thunder upon the doors,

nor slam the gates after them.

" Mrs. Cotton Tomkins!" he exclaimed, at one time, " if you

have the slightest desire to prolong ray precarious existence, be

good enough to take o(f those aliominable boots. What business

have women to wear boots in tlie house !"

" They are nothing but French slippers, Mr. Tomkins."
" French slippers indeed ! You make as much noise getting

about the house as a captain of dragoons, Ijooted and sjjurred !

You can't tell how susceptible I am to anything discordant. My
nature is naturally so harmonious, that I seem wlioUy unfitted to

live among common mortals ; it was an unkind destiny that

placed me in eonjuneliou with such harsh and uncongenial ele-

ments. I ought to have lived on the sunniest side of the moon,

or some other planet wlierc there is less antagonism and more

concord."

"Perhaps you are a little nervous, Sir. Tomkins."
" Well, I must say I mver heard of a greater absurdity ! I

wonder what'll come next '! If there's anything I haven't got,

it's ruTvowt irritabilitij. You might accuse me of almost anything

else with less injustice. There, you've left the door open ! I can

feel a strong current of air coming in here upon me !"

" It is only ajar a little."

" Just hear the woman !" cried Mr. Tomkins, trying to get up

a shiver, which threatened to lie a failure. "If there is a person

about my house wlio is regardless of my comfort, it is certainly

you, Mrs. Tomkins. What arc you going to do with your shawl

and bonnet V
" I am going out to get the air."

" Most astonishing I you make me shudder. Isn't o/V the enemy

of the whole human family ? Isn't it killing me by inches ? Aint

I continually trying to keep it away from me ? If I can live with-

out air, can't you ? Air indeed ! it's only an excuse to get away

from your sick and suffering husband !"

" I believe air would do you good ; it is one of the most impor-

tant elements of life."

" Well, Mrs. Tomkins, is there anything more that you can say

that is absolutely monstrous ? I shouldn't wonder if you should

actually insist upon my leaving this apartment, where I have

taken so much pains to fortify myself against the enemy ! It

wouldn't be at all strange if you should order the servants to take

me out by main strength. I'm glad I've got a hope beyond this

world ; I am really !" And Mr. Tomkins sighed mournfully,

rubbed his hands thoughtfully, and walked the room with the air

of a person who knows that he has been shamefully abused.

At that instant the swinging of a window-blind was heard.

"Ah!" he exclaimed, with the tone and gesture of a tragic

actor. " That detestable blind is creaking again 1 There are

nothing but frightful sounds here from morning till night. Kim
immediately and tell Thomas to nail that back with three large

spikes ; I'll fasten it, if it takes all my property. And tell Jane

to come in and make a little more fire."

" The room is uncomfortably warm, now, Mr. Tcmkins."
" I beg you, madam, to remember that I am sick, and you arc

in robust health !" retorted the husband, with dignity. " It ap-

pears to mo that you never had an ache or a pain in your life."

" Women bear pain better than men."
" Unparalleled egotism ! unfounded assumption ! deduction

without premises ! Women never could bear pain ! Just shut a

woman up here, and see how long she'd live
!"

" I fear she wouldn't live a great while in such a close atmos-

phere as this. I believe that pure air and proper exercise would

do you more good than anything else."

" Mrs. Tomkins," said her husband, in a hollow voice, "I am
rapidly sinking. I shall soon leave these scenes to return no

more ; and then you will think of all your unkindness to me

;

you will accuse yourself of facilitating the catastrophe."

Mr. Tomkins paused a moment, and elevating his finger, added

solemnly :
" There is a country where there is no air !"

The wife meekly observed that she shouldn't want to live there.

" Nor creaking blinds !" resumed Mr. Tomkins, sardonically;

"nor boisterous servants, rattling windows, nor unnatural wives !"

At that interesting crisis, Mr. Tomkins was inten-upted by the

entrance of the cook, who brought him the following edibles : one

sirloin stoak, four large potatoes, four hard-boiled eggs, several

slices of tongue, a plate of toast, and a bowl of chocolate.

" My appetite is fast failing. Jane, you must be more particu-

lar about preparing my food. This chocolate is just like dish-

water, and this beef is tough as sole-leather ! I dare say you

bribed the market-man to bring me the worst piece he had in his

stall ; it's a part of the system of annoyances which you've adopted

to hurry me out of existence," continued the invalid, making a

violent assault upon the articles mentioned.

" Doctor Drugem said you must not eat so hearty, the last time

he was here," observed the wife, gently.

" It is perfectly understood by me, that Doctor Drugem wants

to starve me to death ; I have been conscious of his designs from

the commencement. Life is indeed a dreadful burden when every-

body is leagued against one. Job's aflBictions were nothing to

mine. It's well for you all that I'm of a gentle and docile dispo-

sition. Jane, bring some more chocolate, and be careful to close

the door after you. This toast is as tasteless as sawdust, and

these eggs are by no means fresh. Mrs. Tomkins, I wish you

wouldn't look at me in t/iat way ! You seem to begrudge me
every mouthful I swallow ; wasn't it bought with my money ?

you can't get round that, any way. Money is the root of all evil,

and I suppose you are anxious to get entire control of my prop-

erty; but I've made up my mind to leave it to ^'me benevolent

institution. You wont wear mourning long, I dare say ; they'll

be crocodile tears that you shed I What a farce your widow's

weeds will be
!"

Various were the expedients adopted from time to time to get

Mr. Tomkins into the open air. It was very easy to predict what

the result would be, were he permitted to remain shut up in his

room, eating voraciously, taking no exercise, and nursing his own

eccentric and melancholy fancies. No man could live long in

such a manner, and under such conditions. God made the human

lungs to be the receptacles of pure air, and the limbs for purposes

of locomotion.

But this was no part of Mr. Tomkins's philosophy ; his morbid

imagination converted the most health giving agencies into de-

stroying monsters. One day Doctor Drugem entered his room,

accompanied by three strangers. By his order they brought a

strange-looking machine, and placed it in the centre of the room.

Mrn. Tomkins came in also, bringing a bucket in her hands.

" Mr. Tomkins," said Doctor Drugem, in a grave and impress-

ive tone, " for the last forty-eight hours I have been reflecting on

your case. So deep and earnest have been my investigations,

that I have denied myself food and sleep. But I have worked

out the problem at last ; I can cure you."

" How arc you going to do it, doctor ?" asked the sick man, in

a faint voice, casting a suspicious look at the nondescript machine,

and at the bucket which his wife was still holding.

" Our plan is very simple. I find that there is an inflammatory

diathesis about the membranes of the brain, coupled with a uni-

versal marasmus, and a nervo-typhoid tendency to a diabolico,

preternatural precipitation of niircotic virus into the cellular

tissues."

The doctor breathed, and the invalid groaned in view of his

accumulated disorders.

" I find," continued Esculapins, more impressively, " also an

accelerated action of the eclectic compound forces of the conglom-

erated gland, which threatens, eventually, to destroy the gastric

functions, and produce a sudden collapse of all the cutaneous ves-

sels; consequently, under these circumstances, it is imperatively

necessary to bleed copiously. Doctor Hartshorn," he added,

turning to one of the parties alluded to, " liave you the lancet?"

" I have," said the person addressed, producing a large instru-

ment employed for the purpose of bleeding horses.

" Do you use such an instrumentV inquired Tomkins, uneasily.

" I do, on extraordinary occasions. I shall proceed to make
four incisions ; one in each arm, one in each foot."

"But I have no blood to spare!" responded Cotton Tomkins.
" My dear friend," resumed Doctor Drugem, " believe me, that

it is blood and air that are literally killing you. If we can once

get the blood out of your system, and the air out of your lungs,

decided results will follow. The first indication of cure, we shall

accomplish by bleeding ; the second, by submitting you to a

powerful pressure in that machine."
" I'll never submit to that !" exclaimed Tomkins.

"Ah, sir, we love you too well to permit you to have your ovn\

way. You have employed me to cure you, and I mean to dp so.

Air and blood, you know, are the great enemies of humanity."
" It's absurd, ridiculous ! you'll kill me I" retorted the patient,

impatiently.

" Tomkins," rejoined the inexorable Drugem, with some se-

verity of manner, "we are acting rationally, and by the consent

of your family. Submit yourself like a man. We will com-

mence with your right arm. Hartshorn, this way ; Doctors Hen-

bane and Digitalis, be ready to assist. He may struggle some,

and it's well to be prepared for any eiHergency."

" Good heavens, doctor! You must be mad! I'll never per-

mit myself to be murdered in this way. Begone—leave the house

instantly !" cried our invalid, wildly.

Doctor Drugem turned to his companions, and said in a low

voice, but yet sufliciently loud for his patient to hear :

" Wc must not humor his whims in the least. Perhaps you

had better roll up your coat sleeves, gentlemen. Doctor Harts-

horn, how much pressure do you think we can get on that

machine >"

" About as much as would be exerted by a two horse power

steam-engine," was the whispered reply, which did not fail to

reach the ears of Tomkins.

The parties rolled up their sleeves, and turned back their wrist-

bands. All these proceedings the patient beheld with dilated eyes

and cheeks paled with fear. He perceived that all their move-

ments were grave and methodical, and felt fully persuaded that

they intended to carry their plan into etfoct.

" I can't live without blood !" he stammered, rising from the

easy chair in which he was seated.

" Nonsense ! you can live without blood just as well as without

air; they are both accomplices to your misery. Advance, gen-

tlemen, and seize him firmly."

" I warn you that I will fight ! I will resist this barbarity to

the last !" continued the patient, retreating as his persecutors

approached.

The firm of Drugem, Hartshorn & Company moved toward.s

their victim with determined looks ; but the teirors of the ma-

chine, the instrument that gleamed in the hand of Doctor Harts-

horn, the bucket, etc., had struck a terror to the soul of Tomkins,

which made him desperate. In defiance of his old enemy, the air,

he gathered np all his physical forces, and made a clean leap

through a window, carrying with him the sash and glass in one

general crash.

" Out, and after him !" shouted Drugem, at the top of his

voice. " Head him off—don't let him escape, for your lives !"

And the parties followed the unfortunate invalid, pell-mell.

But Cotton Tomkins was not to be outdone ; feeling morally

certain that death was behind him, he exerted himself wonder-

fully, and, followed by the doctor and his associates, together with

Thomas, in hot pursuit, ran with a speed which would have done

credit to any one who ever contended for a prize at the Olympic

games. He leaped fences, forded a stream of considerable depth,

ran across two intervening fields, and was finally lost to view in a

piece of woods.

After remaining in the woods till night, he cautiously crept

forth, and sought shelter at a neighbor's house. The angur and

excitement of the proceeding gave a salutarj' reaction to the sys-

tem. He discovered that air would not kill him, and that he was

able to take most violent exercise with impunity. He had m.-ido

.such an exhibition of activity before his neighbors, that he was

ashamed to return to his former habits. ]t was a long time before

he could forgive Doctor Drugem ; and not till he had experienced

fully the benefits of his singular proceedings, could be induced to

think of him with any kind of complacency. But finally reasou

triunq)hed, and he discovered that air was as necessary a.s blood,

and exercise as much called for by nature as either.

Mr. Tomkins is now a healthy and rational man ; but never

likes to hear any reference to phlebotomy, or that strange machine

which was intended to cut off his supply of oxygon.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

A large meeting has been hold in Kcwfoundland, in favor of a

free commerce with the United States. The legislature of

Michigan has passed a stringent law for the protection of trees.

Any person who cuts down or injures a fruit or ornamental tree,

not his own, and the damage amounts to twcnty-iive dollars, is

liable to imprisonment in the penitentiary, the county jail, or a

fine not exceeding five hundred dollars ! The maintenance of

the Russian army absorbs far more than half of the gross revenue

of the empire, notwithstanding the very small pay of officers as

well as common soldiers. Tlie taxes in Cincinnati amount to

one dollar and eighty-five cents on the hundred dollars. This is

pretty well up for the Queen of the West. From the New York

Express we learn that the shows, and exhibitions, and gin palaces

in the vicinity of the Crystal Palace, have turned out perfect fail-

ures. Those who go to see the great exhibition do not pay much

attention to the concerns outside. Variegate 1 black mavlile is

found on the White Kiver, Arkansas, which is said to be equal to

the Egyptian. The impulsive character of the French, so pow-

erful an agent of their military success, has seldom been more

strikingly illustrated than in the case of the recent suicide of the

Parisian lady, who destroyed herself because a fever had robbed

her of her hair, in which she liad taken great pride ! There are

over 55,000 volumes in the Boston Athenitum Library, situated

on Beacon street. Isabella Glyn is tlie name of an English

actress who is coming to this country shortly to exercise her voca-

tion. Like all the expected, she is highly praised in advance of

her arrival. Tragedy is her line of business. " Returned Aus-

tralians " begin to be a feature of English society and of English

police reports. German pliysiologists affirm that of twenty

deaths of men, between eighteen and twenty-eight years of age,

ten originate in the waste of the constitution induced by habitual

smoking. Spain has been making eflxirts for years to have her

navy equal ours. She has been constantly counting our ships,

steamers and guns, and has kept pace with them in number. She

has, therefore, a formidalile and well-equipped navy. The fine

monument to Professor Stuart, projected liy the Alumni of the

Andover Seminary, has lately been erected in the cemetery of that

Institution. A college, for the education of negroes, is soon to

be established at Bermuda. The Hippodrome, at New York,

continues to be veiy fairly attended. One of the most attractive

features of the entertainments is the appearance of the elephant

"Tom Timmb," which is only four months old, and not larger

than a sheep. There are 31,000 insane and idiotic persons in

the United States—one to every 800 inhabitants. One of the

projects discussed in the Cincinnati papers, is the tunnelling of

the Ohio River, at Louisville, to accommodate the railroad.

Others present the more feasil)le project of an elevated bridge,

which shall not interfere with navigation. The wants of trade

bring into requisition the highest of engineering skill. Letters

from Washington state that Pierce Butler, ex-husband of Fanny

Kemble, is one of President Pierce's most intimate and confidant

friends. In the year 1823, Niebuhr, the German historian, pre-

dicted that in thirty years Europe would be devastated by a plague.

Niebuhr was rather fond of prophecy. Among other things, he

foretold an impending age of barbarism, and n general decay of

literature. The reported death of Commodore Newton, at Flor-

ida, is denied. It is said he is recovering There seems to be a

great disposition to hurry a man out of the world by the magnetic

telegraph. We sincerely regret to learn that the distinguislicd

author-actress, Mrs. Anna C. Mowatt, is quite ill at Ravenswood,
tlie residence of her father, on Long Island. Her histrionic studies

and literary duties in preparing her own Memoirs, have been

necessarily suspended for the present. Ashland, the home of

the late Hon. Henry Clay, is advertised, in the Lexington Obser-

ver, for sale. Grisi and Mario are reported to have said that

they will not start for America until £4000 ($20,000) is paid them
in advance. Mr. Hackett has gone to Europe

;
perhaps he will

smooth the troubled waters. The little value Providence sets

on riches is seen by the persons on whom they are frequently be-

stowed. Among the items in a bill of fare for a select dinner

party, the other day, we obsei-ved, "roasted peanuts." It was
agreed that the giver of the entertainment had achieved a " bold

good taste." The peanut is a maligned production of the soil,

and is worthy of vindication from those who well know what is

good. Brougham, the actor, is about to visit England, to give

there illustrated lectures, to be called " Ten Years in America."

illagstiie ©atljerings.

« »» >

A GOOD Idea.—The police of Philadelphia arc to clear church
pavements on Sundays, while t!ie congregations are coming out.

This is right. The children with high collars, who line them on
such occasions, stare ladies out of countenance, and make rude
reraai-ks, arc nuisances. There are other cities beside Philadel-

phia subject to the same grievance.

MoDEEN Duelling.—It is said that it is common, in modern
duelling, for the seconds to use balls such as mountebanks do in

legerdemain, which, being rammed down into the pistol, crumble
into dust. If this be trae, the seconds liave infinitely more good
sense than the principals.

<—••—
Odd Habits.—The smuggling of opium has become quite a

business amongst the Cliinese passengers who arrive at San Fran-
cisco, and large quantities of the article have been seized.

Served him right.—A dealer in New York has lost 20,000
rancs, in diamonds, says the Mirror, by somebody on the " other
side" attempting to smuggle them in free of duty.

ExTEi/siv'E:—In 'the Duke of Devonshire's park, at Chatworth
there are kept 7000 deer. The park contains 2000 acres.

They say in Sweden, that the table-moving and spirit-rapping

phenomena were perfectly familiar to Swcdenborg.

A gentleman who registered his name as W. II. Boyd, Boston,

was drowned wliile batliing in Lake George, recently.

George Wiley, son of Dr. Wiley, of Bridgeport, Vt., was
drowned recently, while bathing in the river near Bellows Falls.

Mr. Benjamin Harding, of Cincinnati, has made a valuable dis-

covery in synthetic chemistry, by which he is enal)led to produce

an artificial marble from common pebbles and sand.

H. H. Huntress, an overseer of the York Mills, Saco, sailed

from Boston, August 3d, in the ship Edith Rose, for Australia,

leaving behind debts to the amount of $0000.

In the Organas mountains of New Mexico, about fifty miles

above El Pasco, the Mexicans are working silver mines, the best

of which yield 18 to $21 the 100 pounds.

The next commencement of Columbia College will be the liun-

dredth since its establishment. It will probably be made the oc-

casion of unusually interesting ceremonies and re-unions.

The Saratoga Whig says that the New York reporters are too

lazy to move around and i)ick up news, and therefore manufacture

it one day, and occupy the same space the next in contradicting it.

" Seen from the monument of Bunker Hill," says an English

woman who recently visited America, "Boston looks like a larfe

spider dropped into the water, struggling for the land, in order

that it may spin its web and fulfil its destiny."

The daughter of Rev. Dr. Ncale, who had her shoulder di.slo-

cated by the accident on tlie Western Railroad on the evening of

June 2.'i(I, has received from the corporation $1500, in lieu of

damages sustained.

While cleansing out an old well at Lawrenceburg, Iowa, a few
days since, two buckets of butter were taken from it, which had
remained there fourteen years. The Press says that notwithstand-

ing its age, the butter was not so strong or so bad as some offered

for sale in the groceries of that place.

The postmaster-general has recently given a decision that the

new postage envelopes must be used as a w/io/c, othfrwise they

cannot be received. In other words, the slainp from a govern-

ment envelope cannot be taken and placed upon another envelope

and pass the deiiartmeiit for postage.

The war department has, it is said, changed the disposition of

several militaiy companies, in consequence of the advance of

Santa Anna upon Camargo, who, it is said, has concentrated an
army of six thousand men in that quarter; and of whose move-
ments the government have been fully advised.

Recently, as a train was crossing Hackensack (N. J.) bridge,

the whistle was blown to notify some laborers to get ofl' from the

track. Henry Stetson, of Orange, supposing the draw was ojicn,

jumped from a window, and was instantly killed. Another pas-

senger jumped off the train and was slightly huit.

The u.se of alcoholic beverages has cost the United States di-

rectly, in ten years $120,000,000; has burned or otherwise de-

stroyed $5,000,000 worth of property ; has destroyed .300,000

lives; sent 250,000 to prison ; and 100,000 children to the poor-

house; caused 1500 murders and 5000 suicides; and has be-

queathed to the country 1,000,000 orphan children

< »»» >

iTorcign Hitms.

At Bombay the markets were closed, owing to the setting in of
rains, which are most unfavorable.

It is reported that England is negotiating with Denmark, to

obtain the command of the entrance of the Baltic.

A good deal of excitement prevailed among the population of
the Romagna, and assassinat'ons were becoming frequent.

The state of the crops in Great Britain is, on the whole, con-
sidered to be good. There are no indications of the potato rot.

The number of Russians now in the Turkish territory exceeds
100,000, and will nearly reach 120,000 by tlie time that the occu-
pation is complete.

A letter from Surinam, dated July 16, states that the slaves
there are soon to be emancipated, and that one thousand Chinese
Coolies are to take their places.

A recent discovery of guano is exciting attention among im-
porters and fanners. The deposite is said to be on an island, 20
miles long by 7 broad, between Mauriiius and Calcutta. Some
ships have been sent to bring cargoes home.

Alarming liots had occurred at Bologn.n, Forii, Romini and
Ravenna. The ostensible cause of the disturbances was the dear-
ness of provisions, but it was strongly suspected that this was a
pretext to cover political moves.

The jjope's health is reported to be precarious. He has been
suffering for some time from an attack of asthmi, and from gen-
eral debility. He is Gl years of age, and his death would no doubt
be the signal for important movements in Italy.

The distribution of medals to the su'-cccsful arti«ts of the Exhi-
bition, took place in the grand saloon of t!ie Louvre, on Tuesday,
28th ult. Prince Napoleon presided, and made a speech in which
he flattered the emperor and the artists alx ut C(nu!lly.

Since the attempt to assassinate the emperor at the Opera Com-
ique, neither the emperor nor empress had ;;onL' to a public thea-
tre, but had arranged a scries of representations at the private
theatre of the palaces, the first taking place at St. Clond.

Respecting tlie Turkish question, we have re illy nothing but
strong hopes of peace. The formal protest of the Porte against
the occupation of the princip.alities, had been ])ublishcd ; it is a
state paper, of but moderate ability, and rather tame in tone.

The strike among the London cabmen originated in the passage
of a new act, reducing cab fares in London to sixpence a mile.
The proprietors of hacks and cabs in consequence withdrew their
vehicles from the street. The inconvenience which resulted may
be imagined.

A balloon ascent took place at Mont-de Marsan on tlie 20th
ult., a young woman of 21 years of age, named Emma Vcnlier,
the daughter of a gardener, being the aeronaut. In attempting to
descend, the young woman fell to the ground in about two hours
and a half after her ascent, at Montesquieu, a tillage sixty miles
distant, and was killed on the spot.

The rebels in China captured Amoy on the 19th of M.-iy, after
a severe struggle. They are most friendly to foreigners, and pro-
tected tlie factories and British consulate ; they profess a desire to
trade in all articles except opium. Any decisive success on the
part of the rebels in the north, would apparently cause a gradual
rise, and lead to a convulsion of the empire. An attempt to re-

take Amoy had failed.

giaulia of ©ollr.

.... Little opportunities should be improved.

—

Fenelon.

.... In everything, the ends well defined are the secret of dura-

ble success.

—

Cousin.

Man, man is thy brother, and thy father is God.

—

Lamer-
tine.

.... The first indication of domestic happiness is the love of
one's home.

—

M. di' Monllosit;r.

.... The finest lives, in my opinion, are those who rank in the

common model, and with the human race, but without miracle,

without extravagance.

—

Mo»lait/>ie.

.... We can console ourselves for not having great talents as

we console ourselves for not having great places. We can be
above both in our hearts.— Vauvimaniuts.

.... The law of the pleasure in having done anything for an-

other is, that the one almost immediately forgets having given,

and the other remembers eternally having received.

—

Sentrjue.

.... If we subscribe lightly to certain reputations for probity,

we wither often with a temerity still more blamahle, both passion

and interest. We abuse the misfortune of a man in order to at-

tack his probity. We raise ourselves against the re])iitations of
others, solely in order to give our opinion of his virtue.

—

Oitclo.i.

.... It is sufficient to have a simple heart in order to escape
the harshness of the age, in order not to fly from the unfortunate;
but it is to have some understanding of tlie imperishable law, to

seek thein in the forgctfulness against which they dare not com-
plain, to prefer them in their ruin, to admire them in their strug-

gles.

—

Senancour.

3ol«r*s Bubget.

The attemjit to make flannel dumplings has liecn abandoned, the

inventor having turned his attention to leather oyster knives.

A young thief, who was charged with picking pockets, demur-
red to the indictment, saying that he had never picked pockets,
but had always taken them just as they came.

One of the Chinese jugglers, about being sworn as a witness the

other day, was questioned in regard to his religious belief, when
he replied through an interpreter, " I believe in the President of
the United States and God Almighty."

An Irish carriage-driver made a \cry happy and characteristic

reply, the other day. A ;.entlcman had replied to Pat's "Want a
carriage, sir ?" by saying, " No, I am able to walk ;" when Pat
rejoined, "May your honor long be able, but seldom willing."

The Boston Times advises boys to " Icani to sffoitt." Let them
first learn to run in debt, and "spouting" will come as natural as

mother's milk. For further particulars, inquire of "my uncle"

—

the citizen with three balls over his door.

Ostriches must be cheap birds to keep. Those at the Hippo-
drome, it is said, live on gun-flints and rusty nails. A fresh spike
is a delicious morsel, while an old hinge, with a little oil on it, is

fought for with as much eagerness as a jiair of aldermen would
exhibit over a bowl of green turtle.

As George HI. was walking the quarter-deck of one of his men-
of-war with his hat on, a sailor asked his messmate " who that
fellow was who did not douse his peak to the admiral V " Why,
it's the king." " Well, kingor no king," retorted the other, "he's
an unmannerly dog." " Lord, where should he lear^i manners >."

replied .lar-k. " he was never out-^ide of land in his life."
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CAREWS STATUE OF DANIEL WEBSTER.
The colossal statue of New England's noble son, stands in the

east nave of the exhibition building, in the rear of Marochetti's

"Washington, and attracts a considerable share of attention, not so

much for its intrinsic merit as from the subject. As a work of

art, it is scarcely above mediocrity. In viewing the embodiment
in marble of a great man, one who has left his mark upon the

page of his country's history, and whose virtues or talents are

cherished in the hearts of his countrymen as dearly as are those

of Daniel Webster, we naturally—and we think, justly, too—look

for a semblance of those virtues and talents in the face, form, atti-

tude, and the tout ensemble of the marble counterfeit of the man.
In this we are disappointed in the work before us. There is a
Bad want of vital force and vigor so characteristic of the "godlike
Daniel," when engag-

ed in debate, or deliv-

ering himself of one of

those noble bursts of

eloquence which scath-

ed his opponents, tliril-

led his friends, and
enchained with rap-

tures all who heard
him. We are not of

those who criticize on-

ly to condemn works
of art. On the con-

trary, we would ex-

tend the warmest feel-

ings of sympathy for

art in whatever shape
it may present itself

before us. We know
and appreciate tke dif-

ficulties and disadvan-

tages under which the

artist labors in the

pursuit of his profes-

sion too well, not to

offer every encourage-
ment to aid and assist

him, and smooth the

rough path he too fre-

quently has to travel.

But in the present case

the subject was so re-

cently among us, and
the memory of his tal-

ents and his person so

fresh in our minds,

that nothing short of

perfection in an at-

tempt to represent

them, will fill the eye,

or meet with that ap-

probation which, to

the true artist, goes a
great way to repay
him for the skill and
talent spent upon his

work. Thirty years

hence, when the pres-

ent generation shall

have pissed away, and
there shall be none to

recall to their mind's
eye the form of Daniel
Webster as they have
seen him in his full

strength, such a work
as is Catew's statue

might meet with some
consideral)le meed of
praise. But as it is,

we consider it any-
thing but creditable to

the artist or the exhi-

bition. Mr. Carew is

an Englishman, and
we would be predis-

posed to award him
every credit, for fear

of laying ourselves lia-

bl« to the imputation
of prejudice, were it

not that every one
who tees this work of
his chisel, must agree

with us that it lacks

every essential of a
successful production.

The figure is of plas-

ter, and stands on
an elevated pedestal,

which makes the whole
height about 30 feet.

The left hand of the

figure rests upon a
volume on which is

inscribed " American
Constitution," while

the right is raised,with
the fingers upwards,
apparently in an ap-

peal to Heaven. To
our mind the whole
statue, though it will

be revered for the sake

of the subject it relates

to, is a decided failure, and we are at aloss to understand to whose
judgment we are indebted for its exhibition in this phvcc. We
are not aware ui the modus operandi by which artists secure places
for their specimens in the palace ; but this we do know, that no
committee of men endowed with common sense, would have
awarded a position in the exhibition to this attempt at statuary.

Still, although many of the articles on exhibition arc far from
being worthy of such distinction and prominence as is here given
to them, yet there a|)pcars to be but one voice in regard to the
edifice, and that is, of unbounded admiration. Though not so

vast as its London prototype, it is said to excel tliat wonderful
structure in elegance and symmetry. Were it an original, instead

of an imitation, it would justly be regarded as the proudest
achievement of modern art. As it is, however, we wish it all

success, and doubt not that it will ultimately pay the stockholders

of the same, though the shares vacillate bo much in cunciit value

at the present moment.

COINCIDENCES.
The following singular coincidences will be found interesting

:

Alexander the Great was born on the 6th of April. On that day
he won two of his most important victories, and on that day he
died. On that day his father, Philip, conquered Potiden, and on
that day Parmenio, Philip's general, overcame the Jllyrians.

Pompey the Great was horn and died on the 30th of September,
and on the same day triumphed on his return from Asia. Au-
gustus was adopted by Julius CiEsar on the 19th of August, and
on the 19th of August he died. The wife of Henry VII. was
born and died on the llth of February. Sir Kenelm Digby was
born and died on the llth of June. He conquered at Scanderoon
on the same day. Raffaelle was born and died on Good Friday.
Shakspeare's birthda}' was also the day of his death—April 23d.

STATUE OF DANIEL WEBSTER, ON EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

The 24th of February was thrice memorable to Charles V. of
Spain, as the day of his birth, the day of his victory over Francis,

King of Fruncc, and the day on which be received the imperial

crown at Bonama. Charles II. of Kiighmd was born and restored

to the throne 29th of May. The 3d of September was marked in

the history of Cromwell as the dale of the victory at Dunbar, also

of that at Worcester, and as the day of his death. Days of the

week have sometimes been signalized in a similar manner. Tues-
day was a day of note to Becket, the English saint. On Tuesday
the lords passed judgment on him at Northam))ton, on Tuesday
he went into exile, on Tuesday be Iiad a vision in which his doom
was foretold to him, on Tuesday he returned from exile, on Tues-
day he died, and on Tuesday was canonized. Wednesday was
the lucky day of the celebrated Pope Sixtus V. It was the day
of his birth, tlic day he took orderi, the day he was made general
of his order, the day he was created cardinal, the day be wasslect-
ei pope, and the day he was inaagnrated.

—

C'lirisliun /n/;iilrer.

ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA.
Farmers and watermen of the past generation were noted as

weather prophets : and though science in its pedantic and oracular
boyhood laughed at their prognostications, and at best gave them
credit for being only shrewd guessers, their weather-signs rarely

failed. Now, scientific men are beginning to admit the facts known
to these old readers in nature's book, and to give scientific reasons
for facts once denied. At the scientific convention, which re-

cently held its session at Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. William H.
Thomas, of Cincinnati, read an essay, in which he referred to

the indications of weather, as shown by animals, insects and
plants. This essay was full of facts and scientific explanations.
Birds, it is asserted, invariably show, by the way they build their

nests, whether a season is to be windy, or otherwise. If the for-

mer, they thatch the
nest, between the twigs
and lining. If the

latter, they omit these

precautions. If a dry
season is in prospect,

they build in open pla-

ces. If a wet one,
they choose sheltered

spots. A careful ob-
servation of these pe-

culiarities will afford,

Mr. Thomas says, a
cei-tain criterion, early

in spring, of the com-
ing weather. Snails
also reveal, by their

habits, whether rain

may be expected or
not. Several species

of these animals inva-

riably ascend the stems
of plants two days be-

fore a rain, in order to

place themselves on a
leaf, there to imbibe
the water, for they
never drink. Other
species have tubercles,

that rise from their

bodies, generally ten

days before a rain,

there being a pore at

the end of each tuber-

cle to imbibe the wa-
ter. Others grow yel-

lowish while just be-

fore a rain, returning
to a darker color after

rain. Locusts also

foretell rain, by shel-

tering themselves un-
der the leaves of trees,

and in hollows and
trunks, as soon as, by
the changes in the at-

mosphere, they dis-

cover that rain is im-
pending. Most leaves

of trees are also ba-

rometers, for, if a rain

is to be light, they turn

up so as to receive

tlieirfillof water,while
for a long rain, they
double so as to con-
duct the water away.
Another member. Pro-
fessor Brocklesby, of
Hartford,read a paper,
describing a spring,

near his residence,

whose waters rose in-

variably before a rain.

He suggested that the

diminished atmosphe-
ric pressure which pre-

cedes a rain, was the

cause of the phenome-
non, and recommend-
ed that observation

should be made, over
the whole country, to

ascertain if the phe-
nomenon was general,

or only exceptional.

One of the signs of
rain, obfcrved in the

country, is this : dur-

ing a drought, the

margins of streams
remain dry almost to

the very edge of the

ruuHing water. But,
shortly before a rain,

the moisture will ex-

tend along the surface

of the ground, away
from the stream, for

a distance of several

inches, or feet, accord-

ing to the grade of the

bank, and the porous
nature of the soil. Di-
minished atmospheric

pressure is, no doubt, the cause of this. The natural barometers

that are constantly discovering themselves as wcixther-gaugcs, are

multifarious and very peculiar. We have a friend who seriously

injured one of his knees, by which accident he was very near los-

ing his limb, but from which he gradually recovered, though, as a

matter of course, experiencing much inconvenience and pain at

times from the injured member. Indeed, always before a rain,

oftentimes twelve or twenty hours before, the lii • h will foreshadow

the coming storm by fresh pain, thus forn)ing a most remarkable

and convct human barometer. Another friend whom we could

name, is very similarly att'ected in consequence of a serious acci-

dent arising from a fall, whereby his back and spine were most
seriously injured, and by the pain or case of which he declares

himself able to indicate the weather twenty-four hours in fdvance

of the cunent hour. Of course these matters can be acci initcd

for on the broadest philosophic grounds, but in themselves present

an extraordinary phenomenon in nature.
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THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.
Our artist has here portrayed for us, very artistically, a design

STinbolical of this beautiful month, which we present to our

numerous readers. The consummation, the fulfiUer of all prom-

ises, the fniition of all hopes, the era of completeness, arc here

expressed by the delineator. September is, in general, a very

ajjrecable montli—the distinguisliing softness and serenity of

" fruitificd autumn," with its deep, blue skies, prevailing through

part of it. The mornings and evenings are chill and damp, though

at midday it is tisually warm. Those sweet and mellow-toned

songsters, the woodlark, thrush and blackbird, now begin their

autumnal song. The most useful fruit this country affords, the

a])ple, successively ripens, according to its different kinds, from

July to September or October; but the principal harvest of them

is about the close of this month. They are now gathered for the

purpose of cider-making, which, throughout New England, is a

busy and important employment. The apples are taken, cither

fresh from the tree, or after they have lain awhile to mellow,

are crushed in a mill, and then pressed till all their juice is

extracted. This is set to ferment, whence it becomes cider, which

may properly be called ajtple u-ine.. This is a common drink

where it is chiefly made. The autumnal equinox—when day and

night are again equal over the wliolo globe—happens about the

twenty-third of September. This, as well as the vernal, is gen-

erally attended with storms, which throw down much of the fruit

yet remaining on the trees. Though this is the first stepping-

stone in the ladder of time towards autumn— a season that must
ever bring with it, to the sensitive mind, feelings of tender sadness

I

—^for it is so much a type of our lives, which are as "grass and

the flower of the grass "—yet September is a cheerful and happy

period for farmer and citizen generally, and is looked forward to

with more than ordinary satisfaction by all classei. It is then,

generally, neither too warm nor too cold ; but in this our northern

clime, the atmosphere becomes delightful, the temperature even,

and the excesses of the past summer are no more known or feared.

We ask the attention of our readers to the sylvan beauty in the

middle foreground of the pictuie, as well as to the two miniature

scenes which the artist has introduced on either side of the engrav-

ing. There is a brief hut pertinent story told in the whole scene,

that is suggestive, and, to an artistic eye, very full of beauty and

meaning. The face of the principal figure is one of surpassing

sweetness, and the whole together ia a beautiful scene.
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A TALE OF THE KEVOLUTION.

BT MRS. CAROLINE ORNE.

CFL\PTER I.

THE YOUNG REBEL OFFICER.

You th:it do abet him in this kind,
Cheriph rebolliou. and are rebels all,

If I could, by him that gave mc life,

I would attach you ail, and make you stoop.

Unto the sovereign mercy of the king —Kins; Richard IT.

It wns tlic nineteenth of May, cxnetly one, month after tlio

battle of Lcxinfitou. In the parlor of a larfre and handsome inan-

f ion, a few miles from Boston, Mr. Carwick and his family, to-

gether with a number of invited gnests, were seated at table. A
person unacquainted with the political principles of those assem-

bled, would, on entering, have known at once that the}- were

royalists, the table being graced with an elegant tea-service, while

all present, save one young girl, were sipping the fragrant bever-

age which had long been abjured I13' those who jirofcsscd to be the

true friends of liberty.

Mr. Canvick had for the last live years held an office of trust

and emolument, confjrred by the British government, and had,

on all occasions, zealously advocated those measures which, by a

great number of the colonists, were deemed unjust and oppressive.

The young girl, whose cup of tea sat by tlie side of her plate

untasted, was Mr. Carwick's niece, and the daughter of his only

sister. Though her complexion was rich and blooming, and her

features of the most delicate mould, her countenance owed its

chief charm to its varying and spirited expression. She had

been named Eupheinia for her maternal grandmother, but the

dignified appellation, except by a few, was, by general consent,

sunk in the pretty diminution of Effic, or still more commonly, in

that of Euphio.

" What is the matter with your tea, Euphie ?" said Mrs. Dyson,

one of the guests. " Hero we are, with a second cup all round,

and you have not even tasted of yours, for I have been watching

you."
" You bad better, mother, ask her the reason why she don't

taste it," said Rachel Dyson, licforo Euphie could so far over-

come the confusion produced by the question, as to attempt an

answer, for until she does, I don't see how she can tell whether

anything is the matter with it or not. I should think, however,

you might guess the rea.son."

" I am sure I cannot," replied Sirs. Dyson, " unless like Aunt

Susaimah, she thinks it will make her nervous to dnuk it."

" It is not that," said Kachel. " Euphie is a patriot, or, as we

loyalists would call her, a rebel."

Mrs. Dyson was prevented from making any answer by Mr.

Carwick.

" What's that you say?" said he, turning suddenly from a

gentleman he had been addressing, and speaking to Rachel in

such sharp, abrupt tones as to make her start.

" 0, it is nothing more than some of her nonsense, I'll venture

to say," said Mrs. Dyson, anxious that the subject should be

dropped.

" The terms, madam," said he, " wliich I heard your daughter

make use of, have too much weight and significance to be termed

nonsense. Miss Rachel, have you any reason for applying them

to my niece, except her neglecting to drink her tea ?"

" Excuse me, Mr. Carwick," said Rachel, " that is a question I

should prefer not to answer."

" Your wish to evade it, is answer enough. I was not aware

that my sister Floyd's daughter was an apostate."

" I did not expect this of you, Rachel," said Euphie, in a voice

inaudible, except to her whom she addressed.

"Euphie," said her aunt, "why don't you speak, and clear

yourself from tlie odium of such a charge?"

Euphie raised her eyes to her aunt's, and was about to answer,

when the sound of drum and fife, playing a quick, spirit-stimng

air, arrested the attention of those present. Tlie music approached

nearer and nearer, mingling with wliich the tramp of many feet

v/as soon heard.

Radiel Dyson rose quickly from the table, and took her jilace

at a window, which commanded a view of the road, that pas.sed in

front of the hou.se. A company of young men in martial array,

commanded by one distinguished above the rest,- by his fine per-

son, intelligent countenance and military air, was advancing, and

by the time they had arrived opposite the house, all at the table

had followed the example of Rachel Dyson. Euphie had, at first,

hesitated to go, but if after the rest had approached the windows,

she liad remained behind, she justly feared that she should draw
on herself the mischievous remarks of Rachel. For this reason,

added to another, which she would have been still more loth to

reveal, she stationed herself behind one of her young cousins over

whose shoulder slie could sec the military hand as it passed.

Rachel Dyson had no eyes, except for the young commander.
Slie eagerly watched liis every movement. He looked towards

the window where she stood, but hers was not the face which ar-

rested his glance. It was Euphie Floyrl's, though only for a mo-
ment, and was accompanied by a quick motion of the hand, which,

to a careless observer, might have been deemed accidental, though

well uudcr.stood by her for whom it was intended. Kachel ob-

pcrvcd it, and knew there was some meaning attached to it, which

she felt delermineil by some means to ascertain.

" Does any one know the name of the j-oungster at the bead of

these rebels 1" inquired Mr. Carwick.

" Lionel Ainsworth," replied a gentleman by tlie name of

Bartley.

" Does he belong to a family of any note ?"

" I suspect not. He has, till vei-y recently, resided in Boston,

where I am informed he was a retailer of dry goods, by which he

maintained a widowed mother and a young sister."

" It would have been better for him to have stuck to the yard-

stick, and let the sword alone, unless he can wear it for some bet-

ter purpose than to excite rebellion."

" He is really a fine looking young man," said Mr. Bartley.

" Yes, he looks well enough to be at the head of a company of

the king's troops," returned Mr. Carwick. " It is a pity he has

not some friend to warn him against a course which must soon

bring ruin on himself and all connected with him."

" If so, ruin may come upon one, nearly connected with you,"

said a voice, but, as juit at that moment a movement was made

to leave the windows, it was not known, except to Euphie, to

whom thj voice belonged.

She knew that it was Rachel Dyson, who had spoke.

" What is your opinion, Mr. Carwick?" said Mr. Dyson, as

they resumed their seats at the table; "do you think that the

provincials will have the courage to repeat the experiment of

openly resisting the regular troops ?"

" Thev may liave the fool-hardiness to do it," was Mr. Car-

wick's answer.

" The Americans will most certainly persevere in resisting the

encroachments of the British government," said a gentleman by

the name of Wilmorc, who had entered in season to hear these

last remarks. " It was no temporary excitement which caused

our people to take up arms, but a determination to support our

rights, which will prove steady and unwavering. You should, like

mo, have listened to James Otis, in behalf of the merchants of

Boston and Salem, when, as an evidence that the British cabinet

had determined to assert the sovereign authority of parliament

over the colonies, in cases of internal policy and taxation—an

authority which by right belonged only to the king—the officers

of the customs were enjoined to make application for ivi-its of

assistance to the supreme judicature of the province. Years have

passed since then, but I believe, with a distinguished gentleman,

with whom I recently held some conversation on the subject, that

the provinces arc destined to be independent, and that ' American

independence was then and there born.'
"

" You need not flatter yourself that you will ever see the colo-

nies independent," said Mr. Carwick. " The power of Great

Britain is irresistible, and all who attempt to oppose her designs,

will bring upon themselves certain destnietion. As for James

Otis, he should have been tried for treason. What little influence

I had, was exerted against him, and would have been, had he

been ray own brother."

While this conversation was going on between her uncle and

]\Ir. Wilmore, Euphie cast frequent glances at the old eight-day

clock, which in its case of polished mahogany, ticked in one cor-

m'l- of the room. They were stolen glances, however, for she felt

that evei-y movement was watched by Rachel Dyson.

Soon it began to grow dark, when Euphie rose, and saying to

her aunt that she would order lights to be brought, left the room.

A maid-servant shortly made her appearance, bearing on a salver

four wax candles in tall, silver candlesticks, of elaborate work-

manship. Euphie did not return, nor was her absence particu-

larly noticed, except by Rachel, who, before the servant had had

time to deposit the candles in their proper places, had glided

from the room.

Slijiping on an old bonnet and clo.ik, which she found in a

back entry, she left the house, and crept along by the garden-

fence, till she arrived at a place where she could see up and down

the road for a considerable distance. She soon saw a receding

figure, which she knew must be Euphie Floyd. The road was

silent and deserted, and even if she were seen, she would not be

likely to be recognized in the old cloak and bonnet she had donned

for the occasion. She therefore ran swiftly along the roadside,

till the distance between herself and Euphie was so diminished, as

to enable her to easily keep sight of her.

It was not long before Euphie stopped at the door of a small

farm-house, and knocked. The door was immediately opened by

the mistress of the dwelling. Rachel Dyson knew her well. She

had formerly been much in the family of Mrs. Floyd, Euphie's

mother, where she performed various household duties, and where,

on account of her many excellent qualities, she was treated more

like a companion than a servant, by the mistress of the fiimily.

She had now, for several yeais, been married to a worthy, indus-

trious man by the name of Miles Ellsworth.

Though the window-curtains were drawn, there was a small

portion of one of the lower panes of glass that happened to be left

uncovered, which enabled Rachel to obtain a view of the apart-

ment. She was disappointed. No one was present, except Eu-

phie and Mrs. Ellsworth. She had expected to see Lionel Ains-

worth, the young provincial officer, who with his company had

passed Mr. Carwick's.

Mrs. Ellsworth offered Eui)hie a chair, which she declined,

saying that she must stop only a minute or two. As they both

spoke earnestly, and in no very sujiijressed tones, Rachel, by

standing near the window, could hear most of what they said.

" Lionel," said Euphie, "passed Uncle Carwick's house with

his coin]]auy, and gave me the sign agreed iqion, to meet him

here ; but 1 must not wait lor him, as llicre are a numl.or of gen-

tlemen and ladies at home, and I ain afraid, although I make all

possible haste to return, I shall be missed. Rachel Dyson i'i one

of the guests, who, I_bclieve, suspects that I don't hold Lionel in

the higli disdain fit and proper for the niece of a gentleman who
ranks high in the provincial aristocracy. He is a rebel, too, you

know, and by some means, Rachel has found out that I am a little

bit of a rebel myself, and what is worse still, she was so indiscreet

as to hint something of the kind while wo were at the table, which,

although my uncle was engaged in earnest conversation, at once

reached his car."

" It was not indiscretion, Euphie; she did it on purpose. She

likes Lionel herself, and is jealous of you, and threw out the hints

you speak of for no other reason than to excite the suspicion of

your uncle and aunt, and make them more watchful over you."

" I thought Rachel was my friend."

" Think so no longer. She is incapable of entertaining a tnie

friendship for any one. I have good reasons for thinking thus,

which I will tell you some time when you are in less of a hnn-y."

" I mustn't stay a minute longer. I have been absent too long,

already."

" What shall I tell Lionel when he comes ?"

" You may tell him that I will be here to-morrow, sometime

between six o'clock and sunset, and you can, if you please, invite

him to call."

Eu]>hie delayed no longer, and as Mrs. Ellsworth opened the

outer door, and saw that it was already quite dark, she remarked

that she wished Miles was there to go with her.

" You have your wish, Hannah," said a cheerful voice.

" I am very glad," said his wife. " I shouldn't have felt easy

to have had Euphie go home alone."

As Euphie and Miles Ellsworth turned to go, they saw a female,

wrapped in a cloak, flitting along before them, who, although they

walked rapidly, was soon lost fiom view.

Euphie, when arrived at her uncle's, entered the house by a

back door, and having waited a few moments to recover from the

effects of her hurried walk, entered the parlor as quietly as possi-

ble, and took a seat in the nearest vacant chair, which happened

to be by the side of Rachel Dyson. Her entrance was not jiar-

ticularly noticed by any one, except Rachel, who, with a look of

great demureness, was netting a green silk purse.

" You have been absent a long time," said Rachel. "I hare

been in some of the back rooms trying to hunt you up, but could

not find 3'ou."

Euphie's cheeks, already flushed by her recent walk, assumed

a deeper glow. She, however, made no reply, for she did not feel

called upon to assign the true reason for her absence, and she

would not stoop to a falsehood.

" I shouldn't wonder if you had been out for a walk," said

Rachel. " Some pretend to think that it isn't prudent for young

girls to venture out alone after dark, now there are so many sol-

diers about. All soldiers, nor officers either, are not like Lionel

Ainsworth, you know."
" It is not from those who have been bom and bred among ns

that we have anything to fear," said Euphie. " Those belonging

to the king's troop are the ones we have reason to dread."

" Do you hear that. Major Dillman ?" said Rachel, addressing

a British officer who had entered the room, and approached near

the spot where they sat, without having been perceived by Euphie.

" Miss Floyd refers to the common soldiers, I presume," said

Major Dillman.

" Even officers," returned Euphie, " may sometimes be ai>-

noying."
" Have you been so uirfortunate, as to meet with any such ?"

he asked.

" I have."

" I hope that I have not the misfortune to be included in the

category."

" Whether you are, or are not included, can be of little conse-

quence to yourself," said Euphie, "nor will it he to me, if for tho

future, there is good reason to exempt you."

" Do not mind her. Major Dillman," said Rachel. " Euphie's

not in earnest. Slie is more pleased than annoyed by the polite

attentions bestowed on her by either British or provincial officers."

" Rachel, you know that I am in earnest," said Euphie; "and

Major Dillman will, I think, admit that he knows it, too."

"I don't allow myself to be easily foiled," said he. "3 have

been taught to overcome obstacles, and I find that it can be gen-

erally done by a determined spirit."

Much to Euphie's relief, JIajor Dillman was now appealed to

by her uncle for his opinion relative to some subject under dis-

cussion, which caused him to leave the place where he was, end

take a seat in a different part of the room.

When the time arrived for the guests to withdraw, Rachel Dy-

son, during the slight confusion attendant on leave-taking, found

op])ortuiiity to say a few words to Major Dillman, unobserved by

any one present.

" You have a rival," said she.

"A rival!—what's his name—who is he?" demanded the

major.
" His name is Lionel Ainsworth, and as to who he is, all I can

say at present is, he has recently been chosen captain of a com-

pany of the provincials. Euphie intcnuls to meet him to-mwrow,

sometime between six o'clock and sunset, at the house of one

Miles Ellsworth—do you know where it is ?"

" Yes, verv well."

" She will not go by tlie road. She goes to see Ellsworth's

wife often, and always crosses the pastures and fields, except when

it is near night; so, if you please, yon may find a good oj)portu-

nity for an interview."

" Many tlianks for yonr information. I shall ever remain

indebted to you."

He would have liked to ask her a few questions respecting Lio-

nel Ainsworth, bat Rachel's name was called by her mother, and

it would liavc txcn imprndent to have detained her longer.
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" Wait a moment, mother," said Rachel, " I must speak to

Eupbie I)cforc I go."

S!ie took Euphic asidd.

" Do you recollect those few lines of poetry j'ou showed me the

other afternoon ?"

" Those I told you that I was going to send to Amy Denny ?"

" Yes."
" Will you pive mo a copy of them V
" I have not had opportunity to send them yet, and you may,

if you ])lcase, take them and copy them yourself."

" That will be just the thing-, dear Eupbie. I will cither return

them, or a fair copy of them, tomorrow or next day."

" Either will do," replied Euphie, while Rachel, with an ap-

pearance of great satisfaction put the verses in her pocket.

CHAPTER II.

AN UNWELCOME COMPANION.

In that same place thou hast appointed me,
To-morTOW, truly, will I meet witli thee

Mifhummer-Night's Dream.

It was half an hour later than Euphie intended it should have

been, when, at last, she found herself at liberty to make her in-

tended excursion. It was a thing of almost <laily occurrence for

her to call on Hannah Ellsworth, and neither her uncle nor aunt

had ever expressed any disapprobation of the friendly intercourse

maintained between them ; still, as it was well known that Han-

nah's husband favored the whigs, after what Rachel Dyson had

said the day previous, she half feared that a continuance of her

visits might be forbidden. She felt relieved, therefore, when hav-

ing crossed the garden, she found herself on the borders of the

Mystic River, with a luxuriant growth of hazels and birches in-

tercepting her from the view of those in her uncle's dwelling.

The air was redolent with the fragrance of leaf and flower, and

the river, reflecting the declining sunbeams, appeared in some

places smooth as a mirror of burnished gold, while in others, ruf-

fled by the freshening breeze, it sparkled and scintillated, as if

each tiny wave was crested with jewels.

Even the shaggy bark of the old, primeval oaks was lit up

with a dusky splendor, while their dark, glossy leaves caught the

plaj' of the yellow sunlight, as the air stole through them with a

low, rustling sound, so suggestive of that delicious calmness and

repose, found nowhere in such perfection as in the solemn woods.

The deep azure of the upper sky was undimmed, though a mass

of clouds of the most brilliant and gorgeous dyes hovered in the

west a1x)ve the spot where, ere long, the sun would sink to rest.

Had Euphie's mind been less pre-occupied, she would have

lingered long to contemplate a scene so enchanting ; now she

heeded none of its beauty or splendor, for the shadows of the

trees, lying hi long, dark lines across the sunny slopes, reminded

her of the lateness of the hour, and that she had no time to spare.

She quickened her steps, when suddenly emerging from the

woods, Major Dillman stood in the path before her. Though

woixls could not express how exceedingly unwelcome was his

I)rcsencc at that particular time, she did so much violence to her

feelings as to return his greeting with civility. She even waited a

minute to interchange a few commonplace remarks, and then,

seeming to take it for granted that bis place of destination lay in

an opnositc direction from her own, she bade him good evening,

and commenced hastening forward.

" I will accompany you. Miss Floyd," said he, and turning

back, he placed himself close by her side. " Night is approach-

ing," he added, " and this is a solitary, and it may be, a danger-

ous place, for a young lady to walk by herself, at so late an hour."

" 1 beg you will not troul)lc yourself to go with me," said Eu-

phie. " The way is perfectly familiar to me, and far from being

dangerous. I am only going where I go almost every day, to

make Hannah Ellsworth a short visit."

" Hannah Ellsworth ? Have I not heard that she was once a

servant in your father's family V
" It is not unlikely, for she lived in the family both before and

afttr my father's decease. She was regarded more in the light of

a friend than a servant."

" You must introduce mo to her."

"Pardon me. Major Dillman, but I don't think her ambition

leads her so high as to make her wish to cultivate the acquaint-

ance of a British officer."

"No, I suppose she would prefer to cultivate the acquaintance

of a provincial ofiicer."

" It is not impossible. I again bid you good evening, Major

Dillman, for I may as well be frank with you, and tell you that I

prefer to walk alone."

" And I will bo equally frank with you, and tell you that I

prefer to go with you."

A flush of indignation crimsoned the checks of Euphie.

" Major Dillman," said she, " it is ungcntlemanly in you to

thus force your company upon me."
" In order to insure your safety, from a parcel of ragamuffins,

who call themselves soldiers, and arc prowling about in every di-

rection, I will even venture to incur your anger, and the more

readily, as it gives a brilliancy and piquancy to your beauty,

which renders it doubly enchanting."

" The men you call ragamuffins would not condescend either

to act or speak as you do,—they would consider it degrading

;

and since you seem determined not to relieve me of your presence,

I will return to my uncle's."

" I shall be equally happy to guard you, whether you return,

or proceed to the residence of your friend Hannah."

Euijliie, who made no answer to this remark, commenced re-

tracing her steps, with a rapidity which cost Major Dillman, to

whom the way was unfamiliar, some inconvenience to keep by

her side ; the more .so, as she made several short turns, which

miglu well have been avoided, on purpose to perplex him.

" (lood evening, major—I am glad to see yon," said Mr. Car-

wick, who had been enticed into the garden by the bhmdness of

the air, and the beauty of the sunset hour. "Euphie," he said,

turning to his niece, "I thought you were in the i)arlor with your

aunt, but I cannot blame you for taking a ramble, this charming

evening, with so good an escort."

" I don't think an escort of any kind particularly necessary in

your own grounds, uncle," she returned ;
" and for my own part,

I should deem it a luxury to be permitted to walk abroad with no

other companions than the birds and flowers."

"And," said Major Dillman, "a militia captain."

This was not intended for Eujihie's ear, nor did she hear it,

having, as she ceased speaking, entered the house.

"Was that remark meant in earnest?" inquired Mr. Carwick.

" It was."

"And to whom docs it apply ">"

" To a fellow by the name of Lionel Ainsworth."

" The young man who paraded his company by here yesterday

afternoon '."

" The same."
" Are you certain f"

" I am. My information was received from a reliable source."

" This must be seen to. I had a hint that she favored the

whigs, but I did not imagine that she would descend so low as to

bestow any particular regard on a fellow, who has, I understand,

for some time past, got a living by standing behind a counter."

" Ilis good looks have caught her fancy—nothing more."
" I wish that I could fully concur with you, as preferences which

have no deeper root than the fancy, are generally so ephemeral,

that unless strengthened V)y opposition, they will soon die of

themselves ; but Euphie, though sometimes giddy and volatile as

the most thoughtless of her sex, is not one to be beguiled into

a partiality for one who has nothing to boast, except external

advantages."

" True, but let a man have a winning exterior, and there is not

one woman in a hundred—and I don't believe your niece to be an

exception—whose imagination is not fertile enough to devise for

him every moral and mental excellence under the sun ; and, hav-

ing thus created an idol, she will, in direct ^-iolation of an injunc-

tion of the decalogue, fall down and worship it."

" I believe you are right, but what can I do with the girl ?"

" Contrive some way to take her idol down from its pedestal.

Convince her that his perfections exist nowhere cxcej)! in her own
imagination."

" But Euphie is not one to be convinced without proof, and as

I know of nothing except his poverty, and his being a whig,

which can be brought against him, I am afraid that the task will

be a difficult one."

" Not so difficult but that I am willing to undertake it, provided

I have your leave to win her for myself if I am successful."

" Major Dillman, you must be fully aware, that I have no

higher ambition for ray niece, than to see her wedded to one,

whose lineage is, like yours, unexceptionable, and who is honored

with so high a command in the king's service."

"Many thanks for your good opinion, as well as the privilege

you award me. I believe, if I do not gain Miss Floyd for myself,

I can save her from stooping so low as to accept one who has no

higher pretensions than Lionel Ainsworth."

Major Dillman now took leave, having declined Mr. Carwick's

invitation to go in, and spend the remainder of the evening.

Mr. Carwiek had no very clear conception of what Major Dili-

man, under cover of his approval, had it in his mind to under-

take, for he had neither his cunning nor want of principle. He
had never beard of such a person as Lionel Ainsworth, till he saw

him pass his house at the head of his company; yet the fact of his

being what he and others termed a rebel, was sufficient to so preju-

dice his mind, as to make him accept as truth anything however'

mean and base which might be urged against him. His employ-

ment, too, had, according to his mind, a degrading influence.

Owing to the manner in which he had been educated, it was diffi-

cult for him to imagine a person possessing courage, and those

high and generous sentiments which constitute true chivalry,

who had not been bred a gentleman, or who, in other words, was

obliged by any species of manual labor to earn his living. The
bare idea of a young man like Lionel Ainsworth, acting in the

capacity of a military leader, was, to his mind, preposterous, and

excited his ridicule as much as it did his indignation.

CILVPTER III.

PLOTTING.

0, how this spring of love resemhleth
The uncertiiin glory of an April day;

AVTiich now shows all the beauty of the sun,
And by-and-by a cloud takes all away.

Tico Gtntltmen of Verona.

While Mr. Carwick and Major Dillman had stood talking, the

twilight shadows were slowly gathering. Lionel Ainsworth had,

ever siace an hour before sunset, been at the house of Miles Ells-

worth, awaiting the coming of Eupbie. He beguiled the time by

chatting with Mrs. Ellsworth, who sat at a foot- wheel, diligently

spinning linen. Often did he look down the green lane, half-

screened from view by the intervening trees, hoping to obtain a

glimpse of her for whom he was watching; but nothing was

stirring, save now and then a bird, that flew across a path by

which be expected she would come, catching a flash of sunlight

from the last beams of the setting sun.

At last, when the gloom of evening began to fall darkly around,

he saw some one walking slowly up the Ian J. It must be Euphie,

for there was a gleam of white drapery, as she v,'onnd in and out

among the trees, and she almost always dressed in white. He
would go out and meet her. She had left word for him to remain

in the house till she came, but it was dark now, and there would

be little danger of his being recognized. Even Hannah did not

now oppose bis going.

It was strange that Euphie was so slow in coming forward to

meet him. She even turned aside as if to avoid hira. " Euphie !

Euphie !" said he, as she disappeared among the trees.

At the sound of his voice, she came forward.

"•Captain Ainsworth, I believe," the said, and then he saw that

it was Rachel Dyson instead of Euphie. " I saw some one a

while ago, walking close by the shore of the river," said Rachel,
" whom I took to be Euphie Floyd ; and the evening was so

delightful, that I thought I would cross the fields and walk with

her ; but I bad only gone a short distance, before I saw her joined

by a gentleman !"

" A gentleman ! Who was it '. Did you know him, Miss

Dyson V'

"I think it was Major Dillman. At any rate, I supposed my
presence would not be desirable; and happening to remember that ^
my mother had requested me to do an errand for her to Hannah

Ellsworth, I concluded I would call an<l do it."

" Are you sure it was Euphie whom you saw V
" Perfectly sure. It was not then so dark as to j)revcnt me

from seeing her clearly. Euphie pretends that she dislikes Major

Dillman, but I am afraid that Euphie is a little bit of a coquette

—one of those who arc fond of admiration, let it proceed from

what source it will."

" I believe the meeting between her and Major Dillman to have

been accidental," said Lionel, a little piqued at having Euphic

termed a coquette by Rachel, though an opinion very similar had

formed itself in his own mind.

"It might have been," returned Rachel, carelessly.

At that moment, something white fluttered down, and fell at

Lionel's feet. It had been lodged among the leaves of some

shnibbcry, and, caught by the breeze, was wafted to the spot

where it fell. So it seemed, at least ; and, if human hands had

any agency in the matter, it was neither perceived nor sus])ected

by Lionel. As far as could be judged by the imperfect light, it

was an unfolded letter.

Rachel, after meeting with Lionel, had proceeded slowly

towards iMiles Ellsworth's, and he had continued to walk with

her. Hannah stood at the ojien door, and invited them to go in,

thinking all the while that Lionel's companion was Euphie, till

the light of the candle, burning on the table, undeceived her.

She could hardly conceal her surprise, not unminglcd with cha-

grin, when she saw that it was Rachel. It cost her some eiibrt

to treat her with civility; for, without any reason which would

have been exactly satisfactory to heiself had it bccfi analyzed, she

regarded her with an aversion which she feared was very unchris-

tian, and which she had labored to overcome, with a success that

fell deplorably short of the zeal and earnestness of her efforts.

Lionel, without taking the chair oflTcred him by Hannah, went

directly to the table wheie stood the candle; for even as he entered

the room, a quick glance of his eye at the sheet of paper lie held

in his hand, told him that the handwriting was Euphie's. He did

not see the sidelong glance which Rachel directed to him, nor her

peculiar smile, immediately checked, a;;, without any appearance

of emotion—except that he grew very pale—he slowly and delib-

erately read what the paper contained, which was nothing more

nor less than the poetry which Rachel had requested of Euphic,

the evening previous. The lines—which were an extract from a

poem by Mrs. Howe, whose writings were, at that period, popular

on both sides of the Atlantic—had been copied by Euphic, as she

told Rachel, for her friend. Amy Denny. Instead of writing the

name in full, she had addressed them to A. D.; the initials being

the same as Major Dilhnan's, whose baptismal name was Anson.

The lines, the first six of which we subjoin, though very pretty

and harmless for a girl in her teens to .send to another young lady

of the same youthful age, assumed a grave significance, when

addressed to a British officer, as Lionel supposed them to be.

" Come, dearest friend. 0, come, and with me share

The blooniiuR woodbines and the fl'iigl'ant air;

Together oVr the liowery walks we 11 rove,

Or sit beneath the shelter of the grove:
AVhile tiocks upon the hills around us bleat,

And echoes to the ^trcau]S their voice repeat."

Appended, was, "Your ever affectionate friend, Euphic Floyd."

When Lionel had finished reading it, he folded the paper, and,

without saying a word, put it into his pocket.

" And so. Captain Ainsworth, you don't reveal the contents of

your fairy missive," said Racticl.

"It contains nothing of importance," replied Lionel. "It

probably belongs to Major Dillman, and I shall embrace the first

opportunity to restore it to him."
" May I ask, why you call it a fiiiry missive. Miss Dyson V

said Hannah.

"Because it fluttered down, and fell at Captain Ainsworth's

feet, as if dropped by some invisible hand. I wish some fairy

would be so generous as to drop a letter, or some message at my

feet ; but neither fairies, nor any one else, ever take the trouble to

write to me."
" You would wish it to be a good fairy, I suppose," remarked

Lionel, " otherwise, according to all accounts contained in elfin

lore, the influence might be baleful, rather than ])ropition3."

" Certainly, I should," said Rachel ;
" and give me leave to

express a hope, that it was a good one that bestowed her gift on

you."
" I am obliged to you," said Lionel, coldly.

" I have no doubt that it was a l>ad one," said Hannah.

[to be c >NTINUEI>.]'
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lULlilEN, THE ARTIST.
JuUien, well known in Europe as the founder of

cheap concerts—the first who popularized " music for

the million," is in New York, where he intends giv-

ing a series of the entertainments called "Jullien's

Concerts." He has brought with him some excellent

instrumental performers, and will complete his great

orchestra out of New York itself The engraving here-

with given, is from a daguerreotype taken by Meade
Brothers, of New York, in London, while on a recent

visit to that city. The peculiar merit of this man
can he described in a few words. JuUion, theoreti-

cally and practically, is an accomplished musician
and composer. Ho has a particularly fine ear for

harmony, and this has enabled him so to train his

orchestra, however powerful, as to make their playing
a melodious combination of all sweet sounds,—the

united ctfect produced being that of one great instru-

ment, varying from the lowest to the highest notes,

but always beautifully coiTcet and hannonious in

what may be called its peculiar o/ie»c.ss. .Jullien, who
ii about forty years old, was born in France, of a
Swiss father and a lioman mother. The elder Jul-

lien, himself a professional ntusician of repute, en-

couraged his son's early musical taste, and educated
him to be a singer. His voice failed early, where-
upon he became a violinist. Before he was fifteen,

he entered the French navy, and was present at the

battle of Navarino, in 1827. Afterwards he joined

the French army, in which he served for some time,

but finally went to Paris, where, at ttie Conservatoire.

lie had the advantage of being instructed by Cheru-
bini. After this, his musical education ended ; he
became director of several popular concerts, and
finally started the "Jullien Concerts" on his own
account, with great success. In 1839 he was induced
to visit London, where he gave the Promenade Con-
certs, uniting good quality with unexampled cheap-
ness, which have continued popular ever since. He is

well known, also, as a composer, and, last year, even
brought out an opera of his own (Peter the Great) at

Covent Garden Theatre. He has always collected

the mo't eminent talf nt around him, by paying the

best prices for it, and his present experiment in New
York, based ou the same principle, has everv pros-

pect of success, equal, at least, to that which has
gained him the highest European celebrity. The
daguerreotype from which our picture is taken, repre-

.ents M. Jullien in rather a warm costume for the
present season ; but it was taken in cold weather, the
distinguished musician wearing a coat trimmed with
fur, the texture of which our artist has most capitally

preserved in the picture. We also give herewith an
engraving representing the baton presented to M.
Jullien, just previous to his departure from England
for this country. It was presented as a token of re-

gard by the many friends of the distinguished musi-
cian. The affair took place at the Hanover Square Rooms,
before foine one hundred and fifty persons. The gift consists of
a superb baton, such as is used by musical conductors. It is

valued at two hundred guineas. The stick is of maple wood, and
is mounted with richly chased gold circlets, of different designs

;

and entwined with two gold serpents, each with a diamond in its

head
; next is a circlet of gold, set with seven diamonds ; and the

whole is surmounted with a brilliant, of the value of sixty guin-
eas ; the baton is twenty-two inches in length. Upon a neat
escutcheon is engraved the following inscription :

" Presented to

M. Jullien by the members of his orchestra, the musical profession
of London, and .5000 of his patrons, admirers, and friends. July
11, IS.W." Our readers will be indebted the coming seasons to M.
Jullien for some elegant and liberal concert arrangements in this

country, for which purpose he has especially visited our shores.
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PORTRAIT OF M. JULLIEN.

THE SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS.
Below will be found an excellent engraving of the famous

American clipper-ship Sovereign of the Seas, probably the fastest

sailing ship in the world. She made her last voyage from Hono-
lulu to New York, having a full cargo of oil on board, in eighty-

two days ; and, during it, displayed the highest rate of speed ever

attained by any vessel on the ocean. Within ten consecutive

days, commencing March 11, she ran as follows—.332, 312, 284,

207,246,396,311,430,360, and 267 miles: whole distance in

ten days, 3144 miles ; making an average of 314 miles a day ; and
this being short-handed, and with foretop-mast and jury-topgal-

lant-mast disabled. We have not space further to detail her per-

formances. Among the results—in twenty-two days, with the

wind alone as a propelling power, and but half manned, the Sov-
ereign of the Seas accomplished the enormous run of 6245 miles

(one-fourth the distance round the earth), and making
the daily average of 283 statute miles and 9 lOths

During her recent run from New York, from her
position on the Grand Banks on the 25th ult , in

lat. 49 20, Ion. 50 10, she was 135 hours sailing

thence to Cape Clear—a distance of 1668 miles; be-

ing an averasre of 296 miles per day, or 12 73 knots
per hour. The Sovereign of the Seas was built by
Mr. M'Kay, of Boston, the builder of the celebrated

clipper Flying Cloud, and was named after the re-

nowned ship built at the Woolwich
Dockyard in 1637. The dimensions
of the Sovereign of the Seas are :

length of keel, 245 feet ; between
perpendiculirs on deck, 258 feet;

over all from the knight heads to the

taffrail, 265 ft et ; extreme breadth

of beam, 44 feet; breadth at the

gunwales, 42 feet ; depth, including

8 feet between decks, 23 1-2 feet.

Registcied capacity, 2421 tons. Her
rise of floor at 1 1 feet from the cen-

tre of the keel is 20 inches ; she has
concave water lines, but her outline

on the rail is convex. She has long-

er and sharper ends than those of
any ship or ocean steamer in the

world. Her stern is semicircular in

outline, and very snug, and her
sheer is carried boldly forward, im-
parting grace and lightness to the

bows. Such is the harmony of her

proportions, that, viewed at two or
three hundred yards distance, she
does not appear to be larger than
many full modelled vessels of a thou-

sand tons. Her frame, all her hooks
and pointers, and nearly all her

knees, are of selected seasoned white
oak ; and her deep frames, ceiling,

and flanking, are of hard southern

pine. She is strongly bolted with
copper, and is, as a whole, the most
substantially budt vessel that has
yet been produced in America. All
her accommodations are on the up-
per deck, leaving the hold entirely

clear for the stowage of cargo. She
has two spacious cabins built into a
half-poop deck ; a large house abaft

the foremast for part of her crew

;

the galley, and other purposes ; and
a full top gallant forecastle ; the

space under which is also fitted for

the accommodation of her crew.

Her masts and yards are very stout,

and strongly secured. The lower

masts, commencing with the fore, are 89, 9.3, and 82 feet long;

and her lower yards, 80, 90, and 70 feet square; the topsail

yards, 63, 70, and 56 feet, and the others in proportion ; and she
spreatls about 12,000 yards of canvass in a single suit. Her bow
terminates with the figure of a sea-god, half man and half fish,

with a conch shell raised to his mouth, as if blowing it. Mr.
M'Kay, of Boston, has won a world wide celebrity by the building

of these fleet clipper ships, which have, thus far, distanced every-

thing of the kind in the world. Even the fastest ocean steamers

cannot hold way with them, and the captain of the clipper which
we herewith represent, offered an immense sum of money, which
he was ready and willing to give security for, that he could sail

from Liverpool to Australia quicker than any steamer could per-

form the distance, which was then in the port of Liverpool, nor
could any party be found willing to accept this wager.

THE CLIPPER SHIP SOVEREIGN OP THE SEAS.
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THE GIGANTIC WATEE-LILY VICTORIA REGIA IN FLOWER.

THE VICTORIA REGIA.
This famous nnd novel plant hns created much interest in Amer-

ica, and particularly in Boston nnd Salom, wlierc fine specimens
of it have been [)rodu(ed and flowered. It is nothing more nor
le.'s than a gitrantic water-lily. The earliest public notieo of the
discovery of this extraordinary South American plant was jriven

hv Dr. Poppiji, in 18.32, who speaks of it in his travels throusrh
Chili and Peru. Before this period, however, other botanical
travellers had discovered it—as Haenk, a Spaniard, Bonpland, the
companion and fellowtravellcr of M. Hiiml)oldt, and D'Orbif^ny,
a French botanist. In 18.37, Sir Robert Schomburgk detected it

growing in the river Berbice, in British Guiana, where he was
travcUinf;. He had specimens collected, and drawings made on
I he spot, which were afterwards taken to England, and from which
the first full description nnd figure of this wonderful plant were
published. In 1840, the first seeds were introduced into the Royal
Gardens, at Kew, from which plants were raised. Of late, a« wo

have before said, our horticulturists in this vicinity have been
experimenting, and most successfully, upon the plant. The pic-
ture above, represents the flower iii the tank built for it at Kew,
England, and .shows the flower floating in its natural state. A
child is seen standing upon one of the leaves ; a feat which was
daily performed to show the sustaining power of the plant, and its

great strength. The buds rise about six inches above the suiface
of the water, beginning to open in the evening; the flowers arc
then of the purest white, and measure about ten inches across ; the
following day, towards evening, they begin to exhibit a rich pink
in the centre, and during the night they are fully expanded ; the
111- nnerous outside petals being reflexed and spreading upon the
surface of the water, whilst the fine pink centre is elevated nearly
erect, altogether forming a most singular and beautiful object.
Alter this expansion, the whole of the petals assume a pinkish lint,

and the flower gradually becomes flaccid, falls on one side upon
the water, and, by the third evening, fades awav.

MARKET STREET RAILROAD BRIDGE.
Below, our artist has represented the Market Street Railroad

Bridge, at Philadelphia—formeriy the permanent bridge—which
was altered in 1 800, so as to allow the City Railroad to form a
connectioii with the Columbia and Pennsylvania Railroad. The
structure is supported by two massive stone piers, and two abut-
ments, with wing-walls. The western pier was sunk, at a great
expense, to the depth of forty feet below mean tide. Over seven
thousand five hundred tons of stone were used in its construction.
The railway occupies the north side—the south side being appro-
priated to carriages. Outside of each way are accommodations
for foot passengers, protected by substantial railings. It is free
of toll, and forms a prominent feature in the public works of tlic

Quaker city. An item somewhat appropriate in this connection,
and also somewhat singular, has just met our eye. It appears
that the Henipficld Railroad will approach Wheeling by a tunnel
running under a graveyard.

^ajei-^=^

MARKET STREET RAILKOAU UHlDGb;, I'HILAUELPIUA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

VOICES OF THE PAST.

BY PERSA 8. LEtnS.

Voices of the past,

Whither do ye go—whither go?

Ever iloatint.' dreamily,

With a fwUIoned How.

0, what bring yc from the past?

Dreams that float and fade so fast.

Voices of the past,

Sadly do ye come—sadly come
j

Bringing dreams too bright to last,

From the Eden home.

ye bring the wildwood flowers,

And music of life's early hours.

Voices of the past,

Hasten then away— haste away;

For your siid and solemn tones

Bring tears for each lay.

Hark ! they 're dying, soft and low,

Voices of long time ago I

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BLIND BOY.-

BY REV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

There was joy in the liouse. A young immortal had been

ushered into being ; and the calm and chastened pleasure, mingled

with fear, witli which a birth is welcomed, shone in the faces of

all tlic inmates. The an.xious inquiries of friends created a great

excitement through the day; and at night two grateful hearts

rememl)ered in their orisons that God had miulo them the parents

of a living child.

There was a little girl, the predecessor of the new comer by

four or five summers, who felt richer than Crcesus tliat she could

now number among her possessions a baby brother. She repeated

the word to herself—she said it and sung it, and tried to write it

on her slate—she spelled it, and dwelt over it, as if never since the

world began was there a word so full of pride and Iiappiness.

She reviewed her little possessions, and laid aside in her mind

what was fit for a little l)rother. She looked at the tall trees, and

thought of the fruit that could no more elude her, since the

brother, in her fast anticipations, already a little man, could soon

shake down the hitherto inacccssilile jirize. And as she walked

forth, she looked prophetic defiance at tlic dog which had long

been her terror. Her brother would settle the matter for that ill-

manered creature, slie was very sure, and teach him that he was

not to growl unrebukcd at a little girl who did nothing to disturb

him. It was curious, the turn that her day-dreams took ; for,

while she thought of John as a little man, she did not dream that

she could become anytliing but a little girl.

"What a wonder to Jane was the first actual sight of tlic young

imaginaiy giant that had grown up in her thouglits to man's

estate. Wlien slie said " He is so small," licr mother lauglicd,

not knowing tlic silently cogitated standard of comparison wliich

Jane had erected in her large heart. " And when will he walk ?

And when will he talkl" Jane was sadly discomposed at the

indefinite answers wliich implied a great, long while away, before

her visions of a brother's UM-fulness could lie realized; and she

thought within herself that a lill/e brother was no such r/reat prize

after all ! She could not see the use of a boij baby. Girls might

do, for you could " make believe " that they were living dolls.

But a boy—a little boy tliat could neither throw stones, nor crack

a whip, that could not talk or walk, or so much as sit alone

!

She wondered what anybody could want of such a thing!

However, children's disapiiointnients are soon forgotten, and

Jane was quite reconciled to the state of affairs, when she was

placed at the cradle-head to drive away the flies, and told that she

must be sure and not make a noise. She whispered to her dollv,

which she had brought along to see the wonderful siglit, that it,

loo, must be quiet, or the nurse would certainly send it down
stairs

;
and, between the care of her doll and her brother, Jane

was soberly elated, and quite liuilt up. And, as days passed, she

became more and more pleased—but a new surprise now awaited

her. She obsei-vcd that her mother and her father did not share

her pleasure. There were long-whispered i i.iisultations, which
she perceived were not intended for her car, iM.d, therefore, as a
well-disci])lined child should do, which she avoided. Still was
she very anxious to know why father and mother were so sad, and
wliy the baby was so anxiously watched, and why little things

were waved before its eyes, liy the mother and the nurse, and why
at each trial they still turned sadly away, and shook their heads.

The secret, spared to Jane as long as possible, at last reached
her cars. Tlie baby brother was blind !

When Jane heard this, her heart was too full cf grief to answer
a word. She did not lift up her voice in weeping, but crept si-

lently away to her little chamber, and sat down and shut her eyes,

to sec how it would seem to be all dark and desolate, while the

bright sun Wiis covering the hillsirlcs with shadows, and repeating

tlic trees in the sea of green wliich stretched away, as far as she

could sec, beneath her window. And she thought how onlv that

very morning, when she was out alone on the honeysuckle porch,

she had watched the humming bees from flower to flower, entang-

ling tlieir busy limbs in the blossoms ; and the humming-birds

poising themselves on their wings while their tiny beaks were

buried in the flowers, and not a dcwdrop was shaken down. The
many, many sights which in her little heart she had hoped would

wa't for John, or come again when he could bo carried out to see.

she cared for no more. All the world seemed dark to her now
|

and when she was frightened, and opened her eyes to look, tears

dimmed her sight, and she crejit into bed, and buried her head,

and sobbed.

One by one she pulled apart and overturned all the castles that

her fancy had been building. She destroyed all that her faiiy

thoughts had constructed, and crept into herself, and doubted if

God was good, as her mother had told her, or could be ; since he

had given her a baby brother who could be no happiness and no

companion for her—who could enjoy no walks, and take no part

in her little pleasures. And so she fell asleep.

And in her sleep one thought was si ill jirescnt. She dreamed

that she was blind. The terrible calamity of which she had heard,

but never met before, fell upon her, and she thought in her dream

the sun shone no more, that the green fields, and the bright light,

and the gay colors of the flowers, and the hues of the rainbow, all

were dark. She thought that her father and her mother had

passed out of her sight forever, and that she could no more recol-

lect how they seemed. She screamed in terror, and she thought

an angel hand was laid upon her eyes—and she saw again !
" O,

touch my brother's eyes, too," she said, "that he may see !"

She was awake. It was her mother's hand which had roused

her from that vision. But O, how she longed that the dream had

been true, and that the same angel touch could give light to the

darkness of the blind little babe !

Her mother sat down by her bedside, and talked long and

sweetly to her. What most consoled her of all that was said, was

—that since her brother would never know light, he could never

understand darkness, or know of what he was deprived. And she

was told that while they lived she must be eyes to her little brother,

light to his darkness, and a guide and guard about his steps. And
her mother said that though angels would not come and touch

his eyes that he might sec, yet that they would hover around him

and be her companions in leading him, lest at any time he should

dash his foot against a stone. And, better than all that, the Sa-

viour of men, who when on earth anointed the eyes and gave

sight to the blind in their darkness, would smile upon her labors,

while in her feeble way she followed his example, and alleviated

the deprivation which Power Almighty alone can heal.

Jane was comforted. The mother, too, was strengthened by

her later of parental love. For so we all find strength, and if we

would lighten our own sorrows, we can do it best by solacing

another. Kindness is " twice blessed. It blesseth him that gives

and him that takes." Those who have not known sorrow have

yet to learn the highest and most heavenly emotions of which

human nature is capable. And when it befalls us young, God's

mercy is the greater ; for, says the word of Holy Writ, "It is

good for a man that ho bear the yoke in his youth." Jane was

surprised to find herself gazing at the glowing sunset with a calm

delight, "i/e can never see it !" she said—but instantly added,

" No matter. I can tell him all about it !" Happy temper of

childhood—full of hope and full of expedients !

The blind babe grew, and in due time could stand upon his

feet, and learn with his little hands the way to move, and follow

with his quick cars the slightest sound. Ho was a daily wonder

to them all—the theme of their thoughts, and the constant care of

their hands and their hearts. But Jane was sadly puzzled when

she tried to teach the blind child what she saw, and to tell him of

the scarlet and gold of the sunsets, and of the green and yellow of

the fields. And when he was told that golden was the most

beautiful color, he asked to know if golden was like Jane's face,

or what it was like—if it was sweet like sugar, or soft like his pil-

low bed. Was black, hard and bitter? and what color was sharp

and stinging? The little teacher labored patiently—but to no

purpose. She could not give his mind an impression of things

of which his senses, those inlets to the brain, could take no cogniz-

ance. It was a sad amusement to the little fellow's parents to

hear his hopeless misapprehensions. l)o not " e'en angels weep,"

when men strive to define and describe the spirit world—infinitely

further removed from our perceptions, than is the natural light

from the child born blind '! We know that it is the Father's good

pleasure to give the knigdom to the faithful ; and that in the hour

of his own will, he will reveal what it hath not entered into the

heart of man to conceive. Farther than this we cannot pierce into

the unknown realm beyond the grave. What God doeth we know

not now, but shall know hereafter. And so Jane's simple and

childlike piety taught her to say to her little brother : That though

now he could neither see, nor know what sight is, the hour would

come when the light of the new heaven and the new earth would

shine upon his darkness.

Another child was born. It was a double joy—for it could see.

No anxious experiments required to bo tried to tost its capacities,

and the whole house felt that delight which only such as they,

having tasted grief, could ap])reciate. Like the mother of all liv-

ing, they could say with full and happy hearts, " we have gotten

a man from the Lord."

Little John heard with as much pleasure as any, of the new
comer—but jioor Jane's heart fell for a moment when she thought.

"I cannot sIk/w the baby to him." But the blind boy was brought

to his mother's knee, and his little chubby hands were gently

])laccd on the baby's foiehead, and nose, and mouth, and chin.

His fingers were just for an instant trusted among the hair, and

he was allowed with his arms to measure the length of the little

stranger from heel to crown, and who shall say that his interest

and delight were not as great as any ? And when he felt and

counted the ten little toes, and denied that there were so many
because one was very small ; and when he traced with his thumb
the crooked little ears, and tried his own in comparison, who .shall

say that that little mind in a blind body had not work enough,

notwithstanding?

So passed a few short months—short indeed they seemed, for

the little blind boy was still the centre of all thoughts and cares

—

and, we may add, of all the best pleasures of the household. He
was thoughtful and quiet, and an especial delight he took in the

knowledge that there was something in the house of which even

he could take charge. He could distinguish by the babe's breath-

ing whether it waked or slept—or, if he had doubts, could soon

resolve them by an investigation with his fingers. This 'node of

inquiry almost always resulted one way ; for be the touch ever so

gentle, neither babe nor man can .sleep under a fingering of the

eyelids. And when by chance the little sleejier hapjK'ned to get

John's finger in his mouth, the shout of laughter which followed,

completed the awakening. John was not useful in keeping the

babe asleep—that was certain. Still the last child seemed to the

family chiefly liorn to amuse his brother, and they did not com-

plain very harshly of John's blind but well-meant othciousness.

Only Jane would sometimes wish that tJohn could see ! Charley

looked so prettily.

John fell sick. He was a wonder of patience, that little blind

boy ; and, though the disease was painful, the remedies nauseous,

and the days very long, yet he showed that there are circumstan-

ces under which the want of sight may even be a mercy. Day
and night wore alike to him ; at night he did not wish, "would it

were morning!" nor in the morning, "would it were even !"

Jane was his constant and assiduous little nurse. It was a post

to which she was self-elected, and though she could be entrusted

only to console and watch, yet was her presence better for the

sufferer than all the strictly-timed prescriptions which older hands

dispensed. Many days they waited, wavering between hope and
fear ; now one preponderating, and now the other. Many said

—

" It is better the child should die "—but those who say such things

know not the clinging ties by which even the suftering child is bound

to the parent's heart. The highest act of faith is to say, " The
Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away. Blessed be tub
NAME OF THE LoHD \" Many a martyr has died at the stake who
could not witness so good a confession.

Slowly but certainly life ebbed away. With his emaciated

hand in his sister's, the child would lie for hours motionless, ex-

cept when Jane's hand was withdrawn, and then he uneasily

turned and groped about for the assurance that he was not alone.

A voice seemed scarce to satisfy him ; touch was to him his sight,

and without it he was uneasy.

One summer afternoon he suddenly withdrew his hand from
Jane's. A moment he pressed them ujion his eyelids, then clasp-

ing them above his head, he cried

—

"Pa! I see uow 1 Darkness

is all (jone ! Day has come !"

Father and mother hurried to the bedside. Jane ran away, and
catching up the babe whom the nurse had awakened, held him
over the blind boy's face, that he might realize what had been so

long the wish of her heart.

But the light which liad Ijroken upon the child was the glory of

another world ; and before his sister could return to liira, the blind

boy was folded in the arms of Him who saith, " Sufler the little

children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is the

kingdom of heaven."

When Jane saw the s])Icndors of the setting sun that day through

her tears, she dried them as she thought that he for wlioni she

wept saw the same heaven in "a more excellent glory."

lilTERATURE OF TlIK BIBLE.

A newspaper in the days of which we write, in the town of
Richmond, would have been considered a most rare curiosity.
Perhaps this very dearth of Jitenvy material kd Mr. Ballon to be
the more intimate with that volume

*' Within who.'ie sacred pages lies

The mystery of mysteries,''

with which alone no student can be poor, without which the larg-
est library is incomplete. It has been remarked of the sacred
volume, that, as the fiice of nature is bedecked with colors and
adornments to render it agreeable to the sinscs, so its pages are
filled with that luxury of poetry and language and incident which
commends it to every imagination. Kvcn the lialf'-unbclieving
Byion confessed that nothing in literature was finer than the
poetry of the Old Testament. Thus the word, like the how of
pioinise, is gilded with the fairest hues. The solemn niarcli of
historical narration, the sublime hymns of triumph, of praise and
rejoicing, the records of battles anil heroic deeds, the familiar nar-
rative, the interesting iiarable, the pithy ])roverb, the terse and
vigorous delineation of character, the siihlime visions of inspired
prophecy, arc all there. Of almost every style of literary com-
jjosition there is an example, captivating alike to the hu'mblest
reader and the most cultivated critic. It is the beginning and the
end of learning. In the midst of the sublimcst flijihts of liuniau
genius, amid the most burning words of niodeni eloquence, intro-
duce a passage of Scrii)ture, and how jjoor will seem the language
and the thoughts by which it is surrounded ! Need we count that
house poor in literary jjossessions which contains a Bible ?

—

IJfe
of Jlosca lialtou.

ACTION OF THE BEAUTIFUL.
I will mention an act which appears to me to convey as dis-

tinct a feeling of the beautiful as any landscajie whatever. A
London merchant, who, 1 believe, is .still alive, while he was in
the country with a friend, ha])pciied to inciition that he iiiieiidcd,

the next year, to buy a ticket in the lottery
; his friend desired ho

would buy one for him at the same time, which, of course, was
very willingly agreed to. The conversation drojipcd, the tickit
never arrived, the whole alfuir was entirely forgotten, when the
country gentleman rccciwd information that the ticket iMirchasid
for him by his friend had come up a ])rizc of XlJO.OUO. Upon his
arrival in Ivondoii he inquired of his friend where he had jnit the
ticket, and why he had not informed him tliat it was pur< liTlscd.
" 1 bought them both the same day, and 1 flung liicni both into a
drawer of my bureau." " But how did you distinguish out; ticl^ct

from the other—and why am 1 the holderof tlie fonnnalc lickef?"
" Why, at the time I put them into the drawer, I put a little mark
in ink upon the ticket which 1 resolved should lie yours, and njion
i'e-0|)ening the drawer, I fuund that the one so 'marked was the
fortunate ticket." Now this action a])j)ears to me ]icrlicllv

beautiful.

—

Sidney Smith.
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SUNSET ON THE OCEAN.

BY FRESKRICK J. KETES.

Sweetly sunset showers are falling,

FalUog sweet upou the sea;

Deeps of light to deeps are calling,

'T is the lovely close of day.

Floods of light through air are flowing.

Flowing down to ocean's breast;

Eventide is slowly stealing,

As the sun sinks down the west.

Fountains of the daylight flowing.

Flowing in th*e sun.set hour;

In their golden beauty glowing,

Ocean's breast with crimson o'er.

Sunny showers of light are stealing,

From their sources far on high;

Showers of golden rain descending.

From the western, clouded sky.

1 » I

[Written for Glcason's Kctorial.]

THE DAUGHTER OF BEN HANNIM.*

BT MATURIN M. BALLO0.

Anon Ben Hannim was one of the richest old Mussulmcn of

all who spread their cushions in the bazaars of Constautiuople.

His counters and shelves were heavy with rich silks and other

costly vestments from the far East, that had traversed the deserts

with the caravans, and had a value for their rarity besides their

intrinsic worth. Laces and veils of golden textures were there in

abundance, and the old Turk sat with imperturbable gravity,

parting now and then with his goods for their equivalent in gold

at enormous profits. But with Ben Hannim himself we liave not

so much to do as with Estlier, the lovely daughter of his favorite

wife.

In their harem, which hung over the waters of the Golden

Horn, among a score of lovely creatures, from across the Black

Sea, with those unmistakcablc ehai-actcristics of voluptuousness

and beauty that stamped them as Circassians and Georgians,

Esther was the star ; all acknowledged her pre-eminent loveliness,

her sweetness of disposition ; and no one wondered lu the iniiu-

enoe she exerted over the wislics and feelings of the stout old

Turk, her father. Never did poetry paint a fairer or more fairy-

like figure—never did artist's chisel trace features or form more

classic and graceful to behold.

Strange to say, thongli the pet and acknowledged mistress of

all the household, her mother hciug dead, Esther was not spoiled

by the universal admiration bestowed upon her ; she seemed to

be a good angel in all that tlioughtless group of females, and hav-

ing more by her own inclinations than any suggestion from others

been taught music, and divers womanly accomplishments, her

society was courted by all the harem, the inhabitants of wliich

were idle, indolent, and uncultivated, yet not without those

powers of perception which enabled them to admire cultivation in

another.

Knowing the peculiar institutions of the Mahomedan faith, and

the national characteristics of the Moslem race, one could not

look upon Esther, realiring her sweetness of character, her natu-

ral intelligence, and remarkable loveliness, without a sigh to think

that she was destined to be the plaything of some bearded follower

of the prophet, aud counted a wife with some score or more of

others. But was this to be the fate of Esther 1 Was all that

loveliness to be thus sacrificed f Our task it is to reveal ihe facts

of her after story.

It was one of those soft and delicious evenings that you may
look for in vain, save in Italy or the East. The full moon was
almost dazzling in its play upon the bay of Constantinople as far

as the eye could reach, e'en to its losing itself in the Sea of Mar-
mora. The city of the sultan was still; the opium-smoking
Turks were sleeping off the effects of their favorite narcotic ; the

liglus were gradually dis:\ppearing one by one in the windows of
Stamboul, aud even the gay, dancing lights of Seraglio Point
were gone, all save those in the guards' chamber and at the en-

trance of the golden gate. In short, it was nearly midnight, and
the capital of Turkey was sleeping.

The household of Ben Hannim, like the rest, were dreaming,
and a pebble dropped from the overhanging balcony of Esther's

apartment into the still waters of the Golden Horn, might have
been easily heard. The tall minarets of Tokeni cast long and
delicate shadows over the water, and their gilded summits sjjark-

led like the sea in the soft lunar beams of the night. 'Twas a
witching hour—the very period for love and romance. As the

silver hell of the Seraglio sounded the midnight hour, and its

musical notes floated over the fairy scene, a delicate, high-prowed
caique shot out from the landing of Stamboul, and keeping within

the shadows of the shore, was pulled by a stout arm towards the

Sea of Jlarmora ; but suddenly, as it came within the shadow of
Bon Haniiim's house, it became stationary.

The peculiar notes of a bird, imitated by some one in the Iwat,

was signal enough to bring Esther quickly to her balcony window,
and in a moment more a tiny rope-ladder, constructed for the

purpose, was affixed to the sill, and the young girl, descending a
couple of yards, was seated in the caique beside a young Arme-

• It is oflen the practice with writers to say, as an adjunct to the title of
.heir stories, "founded on fart;" but the story given herewith was related to
us by a gentleman of high respectability, who know6 the pnrtifs. and vouches
for its truth. All embellishment has therefore been avoided in the relation,
and Ihe story is told simply and truthfuUy as it occurred.

nian, at a signal from whom the single oarsman in the bows of

the caique plied his muscles with such good will that the tiny egg-

shell craft shot like an arrow down the waters, until having

reached a goodly distance from the spot of embarkation, it sought

the middle of the bay, when it floated seemingly altogether un-

guidcd, while the oarsman sank his head upon his breast, and

gradually fell asleep. Esther and her lover, for such he evidently

was, with arms entwined, whispered to each other, and drank in

of the gorgeous beauty of the scene around.

Amiond Druff was interpreter, attached to the English mission

at the court of the Sultan. He was young, and an orphan ; but

with a large degree of intelligence, and ambitious of honorable

distinction, he was a person to make himself felt in the world.

By some chance he had casually, some four months before, met

with Esther, and a mutual regard had at once sprang up between

them. But those who know the prejudices of the JIahomcdans

against the Armenians of Turkey, will at once see the prominent

difficulty that existed against any public intimacy between the

daughter of Ben Hannim and Arinond Draft'. It was, therefore,

plain enough why they had sought this stolen meeting in Armond's

caique upon the moonlit waters of the bay. It was not the first

time they bad thus enjoyed stolen moments together ; they had

often thus floated upon the sea at midnight, and fortunately bad

thus far never been detected either by Ben Hannim or any of the

jealous guards that have charge of the harem, and whose duty it

is to watch both day and night over the inmates, who generally

are little better than prisoners, and who, like a caged bird, would

gladly fly away if the prison doors were opened.

How the lovers enjoyed those golden moments, how Armond
breathed into the listening car of her by his side his tale of love,

decked in all the poetical imagery of the Eastern tongue, and how
those full, confiding eyes looked up and drank in the influence of

his own, wo must leave the reader to imagine—it would be a sort

of breach of trust in us, who know these things, were we to betray

the secret to others. Not until the third watch was set at the

sultan's palace, and the silver bell of Seraglio Point struck the

second hour of the morning, did Armond's caique turn its prow

once more towards the Valley of Sweet Waters and the shores of

Stamboul.

But there were eyes—watchful eyes—on the alert in the house

of the old Turk, Esther's father ; and when the rope ladder was

once more affixed, and the beautiful girl ascended to her apart-

ment and kissed her hand to Armond as the caique once more
shot away, prying eyes were watching her, as our sc()uel will

show. But she knew it not ; and throwing herself ujjou her cush-

ioned place of repose, fell asleep dreaming of the soft moonlight,

and the tender language of Armond Druff. Sweet be thy sleej),

innocent girl ; life has but roseate shadows for thee ; no clouds

have ever dimmed the horizon of thy hopes.

On the following day, as Armond Druff was walking through

the bazaars, two stout Turks, in the sultan's uniform, approached

him from behind, and throwing a leather hood over his head,

made it fast at his throat in spite of his struggles, and bore him
into a neighboring guard station, from whence he was conveyed

to the military prison. In Turkey, justice and punishment are

summary, and know not delay. No trial is granted, judgment is

given with little consideration, and punishment follows with fearful

rapidity upon the arrest, oftentimes of innocent parties. So it

was with Esther's lover. He was already condemned to die, for

had not he, an unbeliever, dared to hold converse with a daughter

of the true faith ?

The same evening, after Abou Ben Hannim had joined his

harem in the evening prayer, and had lifted their hands and
bowed their heads towards Mecca, where lies the tomb of the

prophet, he bade Esther to follow him to his cushions in the villa

that overlooked the valley of sweet waters. The child, little

dreaming of the fearful news that was there to be broken to her,

camo, and throwing herself at her father's foot upon the luxu-

rious cushions, looked up into his face lovingly, and touched her

lute with graceful indolence.

" My child, thou knowcst one Armond Druff, an AiTnenian ?"

" Allah is great !" exclaimed the girl, in unaffected amazement.
"And you saw him but yesternight, upon the waters?" con-

tinued the Turk.

"Father!" murmured the fair girl, half trembling, and knowing
not what to say.

"He is a dog of an unbeliever, and for this he dies!" said the

father, sternly.

" Dies ! fiithcr, dies ! What mean you, father?" was the trem-

bling response.

" That as to morrow's sun sinks behind the hills of Tamani,
the body of this slave of an Armenian will find the bottom of
the sea."

"Father!"
" Well, Esther."

" Dost thou speak truly? Is he condemned to die ?" she asked,
with a forced calmness.

" He is."

" Is there no reprieve '."

" None !"

" Tlien you sliall be disappointed !" As she said this her
whole frame seemed nerved with new strength, an unnatural fire

beamed from her eyes and the old Turk withdrew the amber
mouth-picee of his ]>\pe from his lips, half in amazement, half in

admiration at his child.

She left him at once, not responding to his parting salute, and
trouI)le sat upon the face of the Mussulman, but a few additional

grains of opium in his pipe soon put him in a condition of the

most indolent ease and indifference.

Throughout the East, but more particularly in Turkey and its

capital, there prevails a strange and inconsistent dread of what is

termed the evil eye, and amulets arc frequently worn, prayers said,

and even penance performed, to keep off' the dreaded curse of the

evil eye. Any defonned person, hunchback, or old and dccrepid

persons, who i(retend to secret knowledge of medicine and the

like, are ol'ten su])portcd and retained by rich Turks in their fam-

ily households as ])reventives against the evil eye, which, should

it light by chance or design upon any one, he is thenceforth ac-

cursed, and must be blighted forever in body and in soul ! In Ben
Hannim's household there was one of these strange retainers, an

old Arab woman, very aged, and whose large experience gave her

great advantage in mystifying and confounding the judgment of

those about her. To this woman Esther (between whom there

was the very best relationship existing) repaired.

The old Arab woman loved the beautiful child ; she listened to

her story, and gave her just such advice as was applicable to her

situation. She led her lo her own strangely arranged and myste-

rious room, gave her such instructions as she needed for the pur-

pose that she entertained, and finally, when Esther left her, it

was with a light heart and a nervous step, while a close observer

might have detected a slight expression 'of exultation upon her

lovely countenance. Had the old witch been pretending that she

possessed sufficient superhuman power to save her condemned

lover, or what had the old Arab done to work this change in the

appearance of Esther ? We shall see—and in the meantime we
must ask the reader to follow us once more to another locality,

and at an advance in time of some twelve hours, it being already

past the hour of noon on the day subsequent to the scene just

related. It is the siesta hour, and few people throng the thorough-

fares, and scarcely any one, save the military guards, seem to be

fairly awake.

There appeared, at this time, before the doors of the military

prison, an old Arab woman, who was supposed to control the

fearful ban of the evil eye. She demanded entrance. No one

dared dispute her will ; for even military discipline fails before

superstition, and the hag, muttering her mysteries, is allowed to

pass in and to go where she pleases. Now she seems to be invok-

ing curses, now blessings, on various inmates, and soon disap-

pears into the coll devoted to the confinement of Armond DruflT.

What occurred there was of course not seen by the other inmates,

who, however, not long after observed the old Arab woman come

out, and passing the guard as she had entered, disappear. Shortly

afterwards, Esther, the daughter of Ben Hannim, was seen walk-

ing hither and thither, and anxiously inquiring for the Arab

woman, who was known to belong to her father's household, de-

claring that it was all-important that she should see the old woman
at once.

How she had passed the guard was not known, and as she

seemed only intent upon finding the Arab woman, no questions

were asked her, and she, too, went her way.

As the setting sun gilded the minarets of the seraglio gardens,

there came a guard to bear the prisoner, Armond Druff", to his

execution. He was to be " sacked " and drowned in the Bospho-

rus ; so read his sentence. But even the proverbial gravity and
coolness of the Turks was moved by astonishment, when it was
found that their late prisoner was gone ; his chains were removed

and his cell tenantless. How many hours he had boon gone they

knew not, nor had they the least clue to his mode of escape, and

consequently knew not how to direct any plan of pursuit. The
report was regularly made to the governor, but naught was heard

of Armond Druff".

The following day the secretary of the prison had posted up in

the public places and business bazaars of Constantinople, a card,

offering a heavy reward for any information relative to the

escaped Ai-mond Druff, and prohibiting all, on pain of death,

irom harboring him, and in the mean time it became generally

understood that not only was the Armenian escaped, but that the

fair daughter of Ben Hannim was also missing. In vain did the

old Turk, licr father, rave and tear his beard, invoking the curses

of the prophet on the unbeliever who had enticed away his child.

Neither Armond nor Esther was to be found anywhere ; all re-

lating to them was in mystery.

The evening subsequent to that of Armond's escape, a boat

from an English manof-war lying at anchor below the city,

touched at a late hour in the evening at the Stamboul shore, and

a small party from the British Consulate office took their places

in the stern, when the steady, uniform pull of the twelve oarsmen

caused the boat to glide over the waters like an anow, until the

young officer who steered the boat laid it alongside the high bul-

warks and dark hull of the sloop-of-war. It will be remembered
that we have said Armond Druff' was attached to the English

mission and in its pay. The consul had become much interested

in him after having heard his storj', and now offered to send him
to England, and Esther with him, if she would go.

The ship was to sail the next morning, and thus protected,

Armond having escaped from prison in the disguise of the old

woman which Esther wore into the prison, now found himself and
her he loved safely ensconced in the cabin of the English ship.

His story, and the romantic connection between Esther and him-

self, interested influential persons in his behalf, and soon after

their arrival in England the loving young couple were united to

each other, and Armond Druff at this very day fills a pleasant

and lucrative po.it in the war-office in London. While his eastern

flower has borne transplanting without a sigh, and peace and con-

tentment reign in theu" humble but happy home.

Nothing is more ancient than God, for he was never created
;

nothiny; more beautiful than the world, it is the work of that

same (Jod ; nothing more active than thought, for it flies over
the whole universe ; nothing stronger than necessity, for all must
submit to it.

—

2'haks.
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GENIN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE PAIi.4CE.

The beautiful structure represented in this en-

jrrayins, stands in the north nare of the Crystal

Palace in a line with the entrance from Sixth Atc-

nne and, from its great size and gorgeous appear-

ance forms one of the most prominent objects m
the exhibition. Its dimensions are equal to those

of an ordinary parlor, and the colossal globe which

overtops the central pediment, is conspicuous from

all par. 3 of the grand area. Were we asked to

what order of architecture this temple of trade be-

longs, we should say the Ami rican order, which,

according to Mr. Godwin, takes that which is most

pleasing from all the other orders and happily com-

bines them, as the sculptor who execnted the Venus

de Medici, Wended the physical perfections ofmany

women in " the statue that enchants the world."

Be this as it may, the

casket which enshrines

the gems of fitshion from

Grcnin's bazaar, in the St.

Nicholas Hotel, and Ge-

nin's hat store. No. 214

Broadway, is worthy of

its snpei-b contents, and

is constantly the centre

of a crowd of admiring

Tisitors. The celebrity

of the Genin hats is one

of those " fixed facts " in

the chronicles of fashion,

that it wonld be a work
of supererogation to di-

late upon, and the speci-

mens he exhibits at the

Crystal Palace will not

only sustain but enhance

his reputation. In sym-

metry of form, delicacy

of tcxtni-e, and beauty of

finish, they seem to us

unsurpassable. The com-
partment devoted to chil-

dren's clothing, contains

€r\'cry variety of size, from

the infant's robe to suits

for boys of fifteen. A\>-

parel of the finest mate-

rials, and enriched with

the moit rare and costly

embroidery, is here ex-

hibited, and the styles

and patterns, of which

there is a great diversity,

are exquisitely graceful.

The space ajipropriatcd

to children's and iniaiits'

head dresses, is filled with

choice spechncns of fancy

hats and bonnets of tlie

most becoming styles,

designed and manufac-

tured under the supervis-

ion of Mr. Genin, and

rivalling in .shape and
workmanship the finest

fabrics in the same de-

partment, imported from

Paris for Genin's bazaar.

Delicate and dainty-look-

ing slippers, buskins, ties,

gaiter- boots, etc., for la-

dies, are also among the

articles entered by Mr.

Genin for competition,

and this section of the

splendid show case—or

rather show room—which

he occupies, attracts no
little attention. Of furs

the display is magnificent.

It has never been equal-

led in this country. There

is a simple set of crown
allies from Russia which
is worth 82500, and several sets valued

at from 81500 to S4000. Our artist has

go truthfully depicted the unique and
striking edifice which forms the micro-

cosm of the world of variety, embraced
in the upper and lower establishment of

Mr. Genin, that it will be recognized in

a moment by every one who visits the

Crystal Palace. A reference to Mr. Ge-
nin himself may not be inappropriate in

this connection, showing as it will the

complete success of industry and well-

sustained energy, in forming a business

and a fortune. Starting in his business
with scarcely any capital save that of
having a perfect practical knowledge a.s

a manufacturer of hats, Mr. Genin laid

t\\i foundation to success by at once
adopting as a rule—strict business integ-

rity and low prices. Having full reli-

ance in his own capacity to compete with
all other similar establishments in the

quality and style of hats, he directed his

energies to draw the public attention,

and, with that sagacity for which he is

now so celebrated, at once selected the

pl•c^s as the lever bv which he could

move upward in business. In a short

time the name of Genin became " famil-

iar as household words," the hats sold

by l)im covered the heads of families and
the heads of the people, and now he is

probably more widely known, and his

establishment enjoys a higher reputation

than any other dealer in his line in the

world. To appreciate fully the extent

of Mr. Genin's operaiioiis, and the right

he has to claim the title of " the great

American hatter," a visit to his empo-
rium, 214:Broadway, opposite St. Paul's,

will prove most satisfactory to evcry-

bo<ly. Here, the infinite variety of cov-

erings for the head, manufactured of every fabric

that nature and art funiish for such purposes, will

astonish the stranger. Every conceivable style that

combines beauty with artistical finish, adapted to

persons of all ages, sizes and com])lexions, is pro-

vided for the approval of patrons, and none, how-
ever modish or eccentric may be their tastes, can
fail of finding the style they seek for, or, in ex-

treme cases, of being suited if they entrust the order

for manufacturing their hats to tlio care of Genin.

In the department of summer bats, the varieties

offered surpass those of any previous season. He
has recently purchased of the inventor the sole

right to a patent ventilator for hats, by which that

most important requisite to good health, a cool

head, is secured to the wearer of his elegant sum-

mer hats. His assor mcnt of ladies' riding hats,

boys' and misses' caps

and head dresses, is une-

qualled for diversity of

styles and excellence of

materials. As one of the

wonders of this vast me-
tropolis, Genin's immense
hat store should be visit-

ed by every individual

that attends the World's
Fair.

genin's bazaar, in the CRYSTAL PALACE.

ASTOR LIBRARY.
We ventured to take a

pe«p( per impudence) in to

tlie magnificent rooms of

this institution, the other

day, and were gratified

to find the arranging of

the books in a state of
forwardness. More than
half the work is done,

and the various a|)iirt-

ments have assumed the

appearance of dignity

and seclusion peculiar to

a library. We discovered

Dr. Cogf: swell, the assid-

uous lord of this agree-

able region, perched up
aloft, busily employed in

his vocation. It is im-

possible yet to name a

day for ihe opening of

the library, as it is the

doctor's determination to

complete his task thor-

oughly before readers arc

admitted. No one ac-

quainted with such mat-
ters will be surprised at

the delay which has oc-

curred. To purchase, ar-

range, and catalogue a
library of one hundred
thousand volumes, is a

task which not only re-

quires knowledge, judg-

ment and taste, but time.

The day of opening, how-
ever, will not be delayed

much longer ; and ti hen
that day has arrived, we
are confident the studious

public will find abundant

I\.
cause, in the excellcn<'e

I

' of the library, for grati-
" tude to the librarian. In

the number of its vol-

umes, the Astor stands

at the top of the list of

American libraries ; and
in point of compleicncss

and utility, ii has few su-

periors anywhere. One
advantage it has over li-

braries which accumulate
gradually, and that is,

the absence of dead weight, of lumber,

of books which have survived their power

of doino' service, and which are retained

only to swell the number of volumes.

Every book in the Astor Library counts

one, not only in the catalogue, but in ac-

tual value to the student. In this respect

—and it is one of great importance—the

Astor Library may he regarded as une-

qualled.

—

Home Journal.

TlIK SHEI'UEKD .\N0 l'y\NTIIEK, EXHIIHTINU AT THE CRYSTAL PALACK.

THE SHEPHERD AND PANTHER.
This group in bronze is executed by

J. Franz, of Berlin—an artist of great

celebrity in his own country—and cast in

metal by Mr. Gciss, the same person

who cast Kiss's famous Amazon. Ber-

lin is well represented in bron/c groups

of statuary, and, indeed, is one of the

tirst cities of Europe in art and litera-

ture. The subject of this sketch is a

work of life size, and possessing many
i;oo<l points, and attracts a large share

of attention of the visitors at the Crystal

l^alace. The shepherd, thrown to the

ground by the spring of the panther, is

heautifully executed ; his extended arm,

with swollen muscles, shows with what

force and energy he grasps the throi t of
' the famished beist. Thtrc is hiirdly

enough terror or determined resoluiion

depicted in the face of the man, as would

namrally seem to be in such a monient

of peril ; but his position ii natural, and

the muscles well and correctly defined.

The action of th3 dog, as he grasps the

ear of the panther, is perfectly true to

nature, and is perhaps the best point in

the work. The expression of his face,

while it porliays canine courage, chal-

lenges criiicisin.
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JONES, BALL & CO. 8 EXHIBITION OF SILVER WARE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

JONES, BALL & CO.'S SILVER WARE.
Tho engraviiiK which we give ahove represents the contents of the case of silver

ware pontril)UtC(i to tho Exhibition in New Yoric, by Jones,B"" & Co., of this city.

This collection, for costliness, beauty, and indeed splendor of appearance, is not sur-

passed by anythinp; of the kind at the Crystal Palace. The case embraces a vast

collection of gold and silver ware, as tho engraving indicates, sent by this well-

known firm, who deserve the name of being the richest and most enterprising firm of
this line in the United States. They have sent a contribution which does honor to

tho Palace, fully equalling—if indeed it does not surpass—all that has been received
of a like sort from the royal and imperial warehouses of Europe. Cups, out of which
Ganymede might offer nectar to Jovo ; vases that recall thesculptured vessels made
immortal by the genius of Greece ; massive salvers, plate, jewelry, and all those
articles which luxury demands and art can furnish. Bostonians may well bo proud
that such a contribution to the Exhibition has come of this city, though such matters
arc not alone locally creditable ; they rofieet credit upon the whole country. The
three vases, which we represent herewith, are sent by the same house, and are the
Winchester Vase, presented to tho late W. P. Winchester, by his Boston friends.

On one side, that represented in the engraving, is seen a correct picture of Mr. Win-
chcsKr's favorite yacht, the Northern Light, with appropriate massive emblems
wrought around it, and on the reverse side is an appropriate inscription. Another,
as will be seen by the title, represents the celebrated Webster Vase, presented to
Daniel Webster, by the citizens of Boston, and manufactured by this firm, and the
Kiddle Vase from the same house, presented to E. Riddle, by a number of Boston
centlemen, for his active exertions as United States Commissioner to the World's
Fair at London. Very few wish for expensive and useless monstrosities in silver,

although Jones, Ball & Co. hold themselves in readiness to make any article in their
line, however elaborate and expensive. The collection of table forks and spoons,
etc., is allowed to surpass anything of the kind on exhibition, both for elegance of
design and beauty of finish. As a proof of the appreciation of the public, Jones,
Bdl & Co., as we learn, are daily receiving large orders from the samples they have
contributed to the Crystal Palace. There is one feature in regard to the case of sil-

ver, from Jones, Ball & Co., worthy of particular mention. Not a single article sent
with tho contribntion was made for the Exhibition ; but every piece was taken from
the collection in their store, or else ordered by customers, which fact is the fairest
exponent of the business they are doing. We are gratified that Boston is well rep-
resented in this line at the Crystal Palace ; for that our workmen are as skillful, and
our manufacturers as liberal, as any in the countiy, will be admitted by all. Tho

THE WEDSTEK VASE.

THE RIDLLK VASE.

house of .Jones, Ball & Co., is one of the oldest,

as well as the most extensive establishments of
the kind, in this city, and indeed in the country

;

and its name is too widely known to require di-

lated reference to tho subject. The store of the

firm, ^ituated on tho corner of Washington and
Summer Streets, Boston, is an ornament to the

city, and forms one of tho lions of observation to

strangers visiting Boston ; while tho liberality

and urbanity of its proprietors are i)roverbial.

One of the parties is constantly in Europe, select-

ing an(^ forwarding the choicest patterns and
richest goods in their line of business ; and con-
sequently the latest styles and rarest specimens
of jewelry and gold and silver ware of every kind
are to be found in their richly stored cases. The
gorgeous manner in which this store is fitted, its

architectural beauty and com])leteness of detail,

the exquisite taste evinced in the display of the

glittering goods, and the great depth and extent
of the immense hall devoted to the retail trade of
the house, are all matters of constant amazement
and comment ; and when tho establishment is

lighted with gas, it is dazzling in the extreme.

THE CHURCH AT STRATFORD-UPON-AVON.
A more delightful pl.ace could not have been found. It is

Shakspeare in cveiy leaf. It must have been chosen by himself,

as ho stood in the chancel, musing on the dead about him, and
listening to the humming murmur and breezy rustle of the river

and trees by which it stands. The most poetical imagination
could not have conceived a burial-place more worthy, more Eng-
lish, more native for a poet than this—above all, for Shakspeare.

As I stood over his grave, and read tho pathetic entreaty and
blessing on the reader who revered his remains, and curses on him
who dared to touch—as I looked up at his simple, unaffected bu<t,

executed while his favorite daughter was living, and put up by
her husband—as I listened to the waving trees and murmuring
Avon, saw the dim light of the large windows, an<l thought I was
hearing what Shakspeare had often hearil, and was standing where
he had stood many times, I was deeply touched. The church
alone, from the seclusion of its situation, with the rivfr, and trees,

and sky, and tombs, was enough to call out one's feelings ; but
add to this, that the remains of Shakspeare were near me, pros-

trate, decaying, and silent, in a grave he had himself pointed out,

in a church where he had often prayed, and with an epitaph he
had himself written while living, and it is impossible to say where
on the face of the earth an Englishman should be more afl'ectcd,

or feel deeper, more poetical, or more exquisite emotions. I

would not barter that simple, sequestered tomb in Stratford, for

the Troid, the Acropolis, or the field of Marathon The vener-

able clerk, whose face looked as if not one vicious thought had
ever crossed his mind, seeing mo abstracted, left me alone, after

unlocking the door that loads to the church-yard, as much as to

say, " Walk there, if you please." I did so, and lounging close

to the Avon, turned back to look at the sacred enclosure. The
sun was setting behind me, and a golden light and shadow check-

ered the ancient Gothic windows, as the tree*, moved by the eve-

ning wind, alternately obscured or admitted tho sun. I was so

close thiit the tower and steeple shot up into tho sky, like some
mighty vessel out at sea, which, with its gigantic masts, seems to

reach the vault of heaven.

—

Life of Haydon, the Painter.

THE WINCHESTER VASK
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SPAIN.

BV G&OROE H. COOMER.

Thd wreath of thy Ptarry glory

Is withered upon thy brow,

Yet. beautiful land of ptory,

Still dear to the brave art thou.

There 's scarce of thy fame a token,

For time, with his iron wheel,

The might of the don has broken,

Aud the pride of old Castile.

The lijfht from thy bright lamp given,

That shono like a central sun,

Long since in the high mid-heaven.

Grew pale, and thy day was done.

The eagle beheld thy banner,

Ki-om the mountain peaks unrolled;

The .wuth guve her broad savannah,

The rivers of Ind their gold.

'Ti.s gone, it is gono forever.

And nought to thy heart remains,

liut tales of the mammoth river.

And the far-off Aztec plains.

For .^till with a beauty pleasant,

With a sunlight sweetly clear,

To the hearts that have no present.

Does the past seem doubly dear.

i ^mm ¥

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CLARA ST. CLAIR.
& TALE OF THE ISLAND OF SXAFFA.

BV LIEUT. E. CURTISS IllNE.

The island of StafRi, wliioh looms its rocky head from the

bosom of the stormy sea by which it is surrounded, is situated

just a little distance from tlic coast of Scotland, and has ever

been a favorite resort of the gentry of the ucigliboring counties,

who are wont to frequent it for the purpose of hunting for eggs,

which the seahirds dci)osit among tlie frowning crags, and also to

shoot the birds themselves wlienevcr an opportunity occurred.

It was a calm day in the early autumn, and a young man, some

twenty years of age, was engaged in fishing near the coast of

Scotland, and abreast tlie island of Statfa. He was a fine, hardy,

manly-looking youth, and was universally resjiected by people in

his owtt walk of life, and those who knew him best esteemed him

most.

Norris Burdette was the son of a widowed mother, whom he

Bujjported by liis occupation as a fisherman—his father, who was

rIso a fishermsn, having been lost in one of those terrible autum-

nal storms which sweep along the Scottisli coast. A pattern of

filial obedience and aiJ'ection, he was doted upon by his white-

haired and only surviving parent, and never did he leave the

humble cottage in which he dwelt, witliout being followed by an

earnest and fervent prayer for his welfare and safety.

Norris had come down to the beach early in the morning, had

launched his light skiff" upon the still and placid waters, and

having put oif some little distance from the shore, had thi'own

overboard his line, and Ijcgan to angle for the scaly treasures of

the deep. , liut he seemed to be peculiarly unfortunate tlie morn-

ing in whicli we have introduced him to our readers, and not so

tnuch as a " bite," or even a " nibble," could he detect at his

sunken hook.

" This is very strange," said the young man, as he drew up the

hook and e.\aniined the bait. " I do not remember ever having

had so bad luck before. How still and perfectly quiet it is, too.

Yonder is a dark bank of clouds gathering in tlie southeast, too.

I should n't wonder if wc got a storm after this."

" I say—boatman ! boatman !" broke in a light and silvery

voice from the sliore, which young Burdette at once recognized as

that of the Liuly Clara tit. Clair, whom he Iiad often met upon
the beach. " I say, will you oblige me by pulling in your boat to

the shore, and taking a passenger 1 It is a fine, beautiful morning,

the sea is like a sheet of isinglass, and I want to go over to

Staflfa, and hunt for seahirds' eggs."

" With the greatest pleasure," answered Norris, in a respectful

tone, and drawing in his line and coiling it down in tlie bottom of

his skiff', he toolc his oars and pulled directly into the beach,

assisted the lady into the stern-sheets of the boat, and then gave

way for tlie island.

Clara St. Clair was the only daughter of the proud old Earl of

St. Clair, who dwelt in a noble castle, surrounded by deer parks
and miniature forests, within sight of Stafia and the sea. She
was admitted by all who had ever seen her, to be one of the loveli

est of Scotland's aristocracy, and, tliough but nineteen years of
age, numerous were the suitors of noble rank who had sought to

win her heart. Being of a light and joyous temperament, and
withal inclined to be a little hoydenish, she preferred to ramble,

with footsteps as free as those of a young fawn, over liill and
dale, or out upon the waters of the neighboring sea, to bciii"- tied

down to a husband and family, as slie exjircsscd it. So she inva-

rialily dismissed licr would-lie bridegrooms with a kind word and
sweet smile, and never incurred their enmity liy so doing. Many
young ladies would do well to follow lier example.

" I fear wc are going to have a storm," said Burdette to Lady
Clara, after having pulled for some moments in silence; "yonder
bank of inky clouds seem to be coming down very rapidiv—don't

you think we had better put back to the main land again 1"

Clara eyed the hurrying clouds for a moment, and then replied,

" Yes, I believe we shall have a terrible tempest. I did not

observe those ominous clouds when I came down to the beach

this morning. Let us hasten back with all speed !"

The skiff was put about at once, and Burdette gave way with

all his might for the shore. The storm, however, came on with a

fury and rapidity which would have astonished any one not

acquainted with the Scottish coast ; and before the bold rower had

made twenty strokes of his oars, with a blinding shower of rain

and an almost deafening howl, the tornado burst upon the boat,

and in an instant the sea was white with foam !

" The wind is off the land," cried Norris to his companion.

" We cannot hope to reach it against such a storm as this. Had
we not better put the boat before it and run for Staflfa ?"

" Yes, to Staft'a—to Staffa, by all means I" replied Lady Clara
;

and in an instant the light skiff was flying before the increasing

tempest.

Most of our readers, we suppose, are aware that in the side of

the island of Staffa is an immense cavem, styled by the fishermen

upon the coast, the " Cave of Fingal." It extends for some two

hundred and fifty feet under the island, and its entrance at the

surface of the sea is fifty-three feet wide, and one hundred and

seventeen in height. From this entrance the cavern is lighted, so

that the farthest extremity can be seen. It is supported on each

side by ranges of columns, and roofed by the fragments of others

that have been broken oft' in forming it. Into this cave the furi-

ous billows of the ocean rush with a tremendous roar, that may
be heard almost to the main land ; and when the storm king is

abroad upon the face of the waters, it is a fearful sight to watch

those mountain billows bursting within that resounding cave, and

rushing out again white with foam.

The boat in which Burdette and the Lady Clara were embarked,

as we before stated, was put before the wind, and, though no sail

was spread, she flew like a falcon over the billows, which were

every moment increasing in size and fury. Norris, by the aid of

an oar, guided her onward, while the billows curled up over her

stoni, threatening to break and ovei'whelm the trembling little

skiff thus madly driven on.

So thick had the weather become, aud the air so full of spray,

which was blown from the crest of the waves, tliat the island of

Staffa was hidden from the view, and Burdette was compelled to

exercise his judgment as to the course which he should steer.

Pale as marble, but with compressed lips, which told of more than

Roman firmness, did he sit in the stern-sheets and steer that puny

craft, wLile all around was the wildest uproar which storm and

darkness could produce. As for Clara, she behaved like a hero-

ine, and worthy to be the daughter of the proud but brave old

Earl St. Clair. She did not shriek and tremble, and thus dis-

courage the efforts of him on whom she depended for safety, but

with a sweet smile, and a kind look, sat quietly in the bottom of

the skiff, which was being so wildly driven onwai'd over the

foaming sea.

"Listen," said Norris to his companion, "do you hear any-

thing ?"

" Yes," replied the Lady Clara, " I hear a loud, dull boom, like

the sound of a heavy surf breaking upon a rocky shore. It rises

even above the howling of the tempest."

" I hear it, too. It is the waves bursting over the rocks of

Staffii !"

" Yes, yes, it must be so—and now the mist clears up a little,

and I can see the island. And there is Eingal's Cave directly

before us ! What are you going to do 1"

" Run into it. If we attempt to land on either side, we shall

be dashed in pieces against the jagged rocks."

" But the cave-—the horrid cavern—

"

" Trust to me—I know the place well—it is our only hope."

With a steady hand, did the young fisherman conduct his trem-

bling craft within the frowning and awful jaws of that ten-ible

cavern. The waves, having free access to it at all times, were

rolling in and breaking with a sound not unlike that of distant

thunder against the further end, and everything was fearful to

look upon in the extreme.

" Sit still. Lady Clara," cried Norris, " all depends upon our

steadiness and presence of mind. Be prepared to jump out when
I give the signal ; and if you ever showed any agility, do so upon
this occasion. Your life may depend upon it."

" Never fear for me, but look out for yourself," replied the

unselfish and heroic girl.

The boat was borne within the cave, where was gloom and
darkness. Borne onward by the tempest, she was quickly dashed
against the rocks, when, as she first struck, Burdette made a leap

and reached them. The Lady Clara followed iiis example, and
being assisted by her brave deliverer, she quickly found herself

upon a sort of rocky shelf, above the reach of the waves, while

the boat was crushed into fragments at their very feet.

Nonis had often explored the cave, and, well knowing of the

existence of that rocky ledge or shelf, had steered his boat directly

for it. The result proved the foresight and wisdom of the young
fisherman.

Heavily wore on the time within that dreary Cave of Finn-al.

The Lady Clara, however, was so deeply impressed with the

bravery and nobleness of her young companion, that a feeling of
the warmest regard for the preserver of her life sprang up within

her gentle bosom ; and she did not fail to express that feeling, in

words as strong as a high-born lady could do witli proprictv.

Burdette, on his part, was disposed to gaze with admiration upon
the beautiful patrician, and, finding that his words of kindiic.»s

were graciously received, he did not fail to strive to win bor att'eo-

tions, and in this he succeeded, even beyond his utmost hopes.

The storm continued for two days, at the expiration of which

time it gradually died away, and the sea subsided so that nothing

but a gentle swell found its way into the cavem.

The boat of Burdette was gone, but he well knew what to do.

Leaping into the water, he called out to the Lady Clara to follow

him. She did so, and clinging to him, he swam out of the cave,

and soon reached another part of the island, where he landed his

precious charge in safety.

Some years before, a small vessel had been wrecked upon the

island, and her fragments were strown among the rocks. Norris

collected together a lot of these timbers, and having fastened them

together in the form of a raft, the wind having shifted, and blow-

ing now towards the Scottish shore, he embarked with the lady,

and after drifting for ten or twelve hours, reached the beach of the

main land, without accident of any kind.

" Good-by," said Lady Clara, taking Norris by the hand ;
" you

have saved my life—I shall not forget it. One week from to-night,

I will meet you on yonder cliff that overlooks the sea."

" Thanks, many thanks—I will bo there."

The castle, in which dwelt the old Earl of St. Clair, was, as we
have before stated, situated in the centre of a noble park many
acres in extent, in which the tame deer sported, and spirited steeds

were left to run at will. The nobleman was extremely hospitable

to those of his own class, and a large number of guests were ii'e-

quently at the hall. Whether it was the fine old wines stored

away in the vaults of the castle that drew them thither, or the

vivacity and sparkling wit of the Lady Clara, we shall not pretend

to say, as perhaps both causes combined to act as a magnet to the

young aristocrats in that part of Scotland.

But now there was mourning, deep and bitter mourning, within

those ancient walls ; for the Lady Clara, the sole heiress of those

vast domains, was gone—no one knew whither. Three days

before, she had left the castle with the intention, as she informed

her father, of going down to the seaside ; the same day a storm

had sprung up, and the maiden bad not returned. The Earl was

very anxious about her, the more so, that since her absence an

important document in regard to her had been received by him,

and he was eager to acquaint her with its contents. But she

eaiiic not, and the old man was almost ready to despair. The
storm subsided, the sun once more shone out bright and clear over

the hills and dales of Old Scotia, and the earl was about to sum-

mon his dependents and commence a search for the missing Lady
Clara, when she suddenly burst open the door of the library, and,

with a merry laugh, appeared before her father.

" Well, where did you come from, you naughty girl ? Wo
began to fear that you had been drowned, or that something dread-

ful had happened to you. Where have you been, you young

gipsy, eh V
Clara seated herself on a low stool at her father's feet, and at

once related all that had befallen her. The old carl shuddered

when she narrated her adventures in the Cave of Fingal ; but

but when she launched in wannest praise of the noble bearing,

the matchless daring, the skill and the devotion of Noms Burdette,

the young fisherman, the brow of the nobleman took a clouded

expression, and he hastened to change the subject.

" Well, daughter, you have had a narrow escape, no doubt, and

it will learn you to be less hoydenish in future. So now to busi-

ness. Do you know that since you have been absent I have

received a document from the young Lord Marchmont, making

proposals for that fair hand of yours V
" No, I'm sure I did not," answered the Lady Clara, in a slight

tone of vexation, " and what if you have 1 You know I do not

wish to marry any one at present, father. Pray, who is this Lord

Marchmont, of whom you speak t"

" He is the son of m}' old chum at college—a noble youth, pos-

sessed of every quality which tends to make a woman happy. I

have returned him a favorable answer."

" What, ^vithout even consulting me 1 Is your daughter a

piece of merchandize, that she should be disposed of in this man-

ner ? I tell you, Earl St. Clair, that I wiU never become his

wife
!"

" I tell you, you will, or be disinherited. And now let me
inform you that I suspect you entertain a warmer regard than one

in your station should do for that young Burdette, the fisherman,

who you say saved your life. Take care what you do ! Let me
but once hear of your being seen in his company again, and you'll

be confined in the south wing of the castle until you leam to obey

the commands of your father ; and, as for that scamp, I'll have

him impressed and made to serve his country on board one of his

majesty's ships of war ! Your actions will be watched ; so beware

what you do, or woe will befall you !"

Saying this, the stem old earl rose to his feet, and took his

departure from the library, leaving the Lady Clara there alone.

No sooner, however, had the sound of bis footsteps died away

along the echoing corridors, than the light-hearted girl burst into

a silvery and meny laugh—such a one as those librai-y walls had

not listened to for many a long day gone by.

" Ha ! ha ! ha! he '11 confine me, will he? If ho does, I'll play

him a trick which he never had played him before ! How stern

he was, to be sure. But, then, he shan't scare me—not he ! I

told my noble preserver I'd meet him this evening upon the cliflT,

and I u'ill meet him as I promised. It is not seemly for the

daughter of an earl to break her plighted word. Ha ! ha 1 ha

!

he'll confine me, will he ? Let him tiy it, if he thinks best
!"

At length the sun declined, aud sombre shadows began to

gather along the western sky. The moon arose and began to

climb towards the zenith, and the Lady Clara, with step as noise-

less as that of a fairy upon a star-lit leaf, stole from the castle,

and strayed towaids the cliff". She was followed, liut at loo great

a distance to observe them, by the earl and four of the servants,

who cautiously watched her e.-ery movement, as if anxious to
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ascertain the ohjcot of her nocturnal mission. She reached the

clilf at lenjrth, wlicre Norris was in waiting, and scaling them-

selves upon a rock, they conversed for some time undisturbed.

Clara frankly told the youth that lie had, by his noble conduct in

saving her life, inspired her with an affection which should never

grow dim, and that she would submit to any sacrifice—even to

the dwelling with him in his fisherman's cottage by the sea. She

also informed him of the threat which her father had made of con-

fining her, and cautioned him to bo on his guard. He promised

compliance, and a long and whispered consultation then took

place between them. It was, however, rudely interrupted. The

old earl, followed by his four men, rushed upon the lovers just as

they were about to take a last embrace, and Clara was overpow-

ered and quickly bound. As for young Burdctte, an attempt was

made to secure him also, but he knocked his assailants down,

right and left, and made good his escape, kissing his hand to the

lady, who called out after liim :

"Be of good courage, and remember the signal. All will yet

be well I"

" Yes, well is it t You undutiful and disobedient child !" roared

the carl. " I'll make it well for you. You shall be put in close

confinement, and kipt there until you consent to, and are actually

to be brought down and wedded to the young Lord Marchmont !"

" Very well, father, we shall sec," replied the Lady Clara ; and

she was then led off to the castle, and placed in close confinement

in a room, the lofty windows of which overlooked the lovely

scenery that surrounded the proud carl's home.

A few days later, and the old nobleman appeared in his daugli-

ter's room, and informed her that he had just received a letter

from Lord Marchmont, who dwelt in a distant part of the coun-

try, and wliom he had never seen, stating, that he should bo there

upon the next Saturday to claim his promised bride.

"And father, I have decided to marry him !"

"Now you talk like a good and sensible girl, as I always

thought you were. Bnt I shall not trust you out of this room

—

you might play mc anfithcr trick, you know."
" Very well, my dear iiither, act your own pleasure. I am

resigned to my fate," replied she, in a passive tone, but a mis-

chievous twinkle played in her dark eye. "When did you say I

was to be married '!"

"Next Saturday—one week from to-morrow."
" Very well, Marchnlont will find me ready. Good day, dear

fatiier."

The old earl was in ccstacics at the idea of making his stubborn

daughter yield so easily. He ran about tlie castle, giving his

orders, and preparations upon a grand scale were made for the

festive occasion.

Thus wore round the week, and the eventful Saturday was

ushered in. Marclnnont had specially requested by letter that the

wedding should bo as private as possible, that it should take place

within the walls of tlie castle, and that immediately after the

ceremony was completed, he should be permitted to take his

young liridc, and depart with her upon a wedding tour. To this

the earl had readily consented, and late in the afternoon the young

lord arrived in an unpretending vehicle, and alighted at the door.

He could not avoid noticing, however, as he came along, that a

snow white linen handkerchief was hanging from one of the south-

ern windows of the castle, but what it signified he did not stop to

determine.

He was a fine-looking young man, not more than two or three

and twenty, and every one was pleased with his appearance. He
was accompanied by two servants in the livery of the old Lord
Marchmont, and these were his only attendants.

Everything being in readiness, the priest in wailing, and all

prepared, the Lady Clara was conducted from her jirison cliam-

ber, and made to confront her future bridegroom. Slie cast ui)on

him a withering look of contempt—a look which he returned with
one of undisguised admiration, and taking her passive hand, they
stood up before the minister, and the marriage ceremony was
quickly concluded, the old carl giving away the bride. A colla-

tion followed, and then the young lord led his apparently unwil-
ling In-ide to the carriage, several large trunks, containing her
jewels and valuables, as well as her wearing apparel, were placed
on beliind, the Earl of St. Clair kissed his daughter, and the

vehicle drove rapidly off and was quickly lost to view.

That evening, as the old carl and several of the neighboring
gentry were seated in his parlor, one of the liveried servants of the

new bridegroom made his appearance.

"How now—why arc you not with Lord Marchmont, your
masterV

"Because he never happened to be my master. That youno-

man who married your daughter was NoiTis Burdctte. It was all

a contrived plan between them. He went to the town where Lord
^Marchmont resided, wrote you letters and arranged everything."

"And where is the villain now?"
" On his way to America. I drove them down to the pier of

Lonkeith, wlicre a sliip commanded by a friend of Norris was in

waiting, they got on Itoard, and the vessel put at once to sea."
" Duped ! duped !" roared the earl ;

" all her jewels, money and
clothing are with her, and are enough to be considered a fortune

in the new world. 0, that I had hold of that young scamp !"

Truth is, in my opinion, the greatest divinity that nature has
manifested to man, and that to which it accords the greatest
power. TIius, although it may be combattcd I)v all the world,
and though all the seeniiug i)robabilitics, iu certain circumstances,
unite with fraud against it, it insinuates itself, I know not how,
in the minds of men; and soon, by a sudden effort, it reveals all
its strength

; soon, after liaving been for a long time obscured by
a thick darkness, it finishes liy disengaging itself, and triumphs
oxer falsehood.

—

Polijhius.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A DRE.4J>I.

BT ILLEX AUCE UORIARTT.

I dreamed a dear angel was bending above me,

And calmly its clear eyea looked down into mine;

And I said, '* 0, dear angel, if thou wouldst but love me,

My soul would no longer be sorrow's cold shrine."

And I wept in my sleep as I blessed the sweet vision,

For strange to my heart was this fullness of blii<s

;

My trancfrd spirit roamed through a world elysian,

Forgetful of all the deep .sorrow of this.

' 0, angel." I said, while those glad tears were flowing,

" Wert thou by my side through Ufe's care-clouded day,

Would the rainbow of peace through the tempest be glowing,

What joys would be mine that would never decay I"

And methought that those augel-eyes turned not to chide me,

Itut'smiled, and awaking, ray dreaming was true;

An angel had bent in my slumbers beside me,

And Mary, my darling, that angel was you

!

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

VARIETIES ABROAD.
BY MRS. E. WELLMOKT.

TuEKE are a great many rjreen travellers in tliis world, where

everybody is on the move. Going down the Hudson River the

other day, an anxious woman sat on her trank at one of the land-

ings, undetermined which of two boats were the safer. We were

amused at her credulity. One of the runners employed to decoy

passengers for our boat, desirous of securing her money, assured

her that he was fully prepared to insure against accidents. " Our

boilers are all new, the boat most skilfully officered, and the cap-

tain was never known, in fifty years' experience, to encounter a

snag. Besides, he is no racer, but signed his name that the con-

ductors of the ill-fated Henry Clay should be brought to condign

punishment."

T'lie old lady took out her snuff box, looked up and down the

river, and finally gave her consent that lier baggage should be

wheeled into the boat. Just at that moment, however, a s]n'U(!e

young fellow stepped towards her and remarked :
" Madam, I am

sorry you should listen to such statements. That man who just

now gave such assurances of safety, is a paid runner to secure

patronage for his boat. Now, / am a different character. lie

spoke of the new boilers of his boat " being strong and new,"

whereas, in the one to which I call your attention, we haiv. no

boilers at all."—" Well, well," replied the old lady, "you are the

man then. I go with you ;" and so saying, she hallooed back her

baggage, and, at the last moment, was seen following after her

new and safe conductor

!

There arc a thousand methods devised to decoy the inexperi-

enced. Upon arriving at any given point, what can a "green"

traveller do 1 Hack and cabmen, duly labelled, offer to conduct

you to the best hotel in the city ;
" their carriage is now," " drives

safe," and the unwary are caught. One old man accepted of three

different offers, and the consequence was, after being ])ulled

almost in twain by the claimants, the unsuccessful ones clenched

the triumphant one, and had not the jjolice interfered, wo should

soon have witnessed a scene. But these are inexperienced.

Look at that old traveller. See what a stiff upper lip he carries

to all the inteiTogatorie.s
—" have a carriage, sir V " a hack, sir ?"

"a cab, sir?"—and marches on to the end of depot with valise in

hand, until he is ready to be taken, when some cunning driver,

having seen a group of four belonging to him, and who has fol-

lowed him noiselessly all the way, now blandly inquires, " Shall

I take you, sir, to your lodgings 1" And in this way he gains the

object of his search.

Equally amusing is the spruce young beau with his lady, who
passes over his check to the porter of the hotel to secure liis bag-

gage, and then brushes down his " imperial," and takes a turn

down the city. When he retunis to his room, he is minus of bag-

gage. Upon inquiry, it is not to be found—probably gone west,

or was mistaken in the label. And so all the nicely-plaited shirts,

all the perfumery and toilet appendages, indeed, everything which

makes the man—for there is nothing within—has gone, he knows

not where. But what can his lady do? All those flounced dresses

and the under rigging—the fixing of which cost so much labor

and cash—have gone, too, and she is the most forlorn of mortals.

Now, she remembers " papa " told Isaac to have a sharp lookout

for the baggage ; but how could he leave her to encounter tliat

vile crowd that are claiming their baggage? She will telegraph

home that no blame can be attached to her beau, and adds in the

postscript, " Please, pa, remit by next mail sufficient money for

us to proceed on our way, including what my new wardrobe will

cost ;" and receives for answer, " You had better return liome and

take the place of the servant maid, until you learn to take care

of yourself Remember, unless you quit Isaac's society from this

time, I shall disinherit you." The old man is not caught napping.

Isaac returns chop-fallen, having agreed upon a clandestine cor-

respondence, and the lost Iiaggago is reclaimed some six weeks

after. The young lady is since troubled with hysterics.

Another curious specimen of travellers is Mr. and Mrs. Frizzle

and daughter. They are going to " the springs " just for a little

enjoyment, and to see the world. Mr. Frizzle drives to the crack

hotel, but is told there is no vacancy—10 the next, and receives

the same answer. He begins to think they are playing a joke

upon him, and orders the liackman to secure him lodgings some-

where. He finds a quiet home at a respectable house, but is so

continually on the stretch lest he shall no: move about " fashion-

ably," that it abates nearly all his enjoyment. So they take pat-

tern, and do as others do. Some ladies sit on tlie piazza, and so

docs Mrs. Frizzle ; some young ladies make up boldly to gentle-

men, and commence conversation respecting distances, or new

routes, just to excite attention, so little Miss Frizzle takes out

" the guide," and is intent on studying geography, when a flirting

young beau marches towards her, and inquires if he can render

her any assistance in tracing the way. This single interrogatory

leads to a ))rolonged conversation ; before it ceases, they arc well

acciuaiiitcd with each other, and by the next day, Mr. Fondlove is

really seriously jmshing matters, aware of the fact that he was

catering for an heiress. The mother is at first delighted with her

daughter's jirospeets. Her husband is so unaccustomed to " fash-

ionable usages," that the attentive gentleman takes the rough

edge off, and for a few days, Mr. Fondlove, the Soutlicrner, is all

in all. By-and-by, however, the money begins to melt from his

jjockct ; the unjiaid board bill is presented, some feigned excuse

is offered for a destitute pocket, Mr. Frizzle is drawn upon, as his

daughter is now deeply in love ; and all this happens just at the

time her beau is most deeply in debt, which, of course, increases

his aflection vastly more. The party, however, are just learning

the world ; they needed this bit of experience to make them more

cautious among strangers. Yet, on the whole, the journey ends

well, save that the young lady carries a daguerreotype home,

which she weeps over and anxiously conceals, but which time, t

the great moUirter, will eventually repair.

Mrs. Frizzle never speaks in high encomiums of her visit to

" the Springs." She says she saw a great deal of natural beauty

to admire, and of artificial life to condemn ; while the husband

declares, it is more difficult to manage funds abroad, than at

home. Florella, the daughter, has, however, caught the fashion-

able i)hrascology, and exclaims, " How charming !" " O, divine !"

as the climax of all her conversation.

Thus everybody gains something by travelling ; and, if the

experience is not too dearly bought, it pays very well for leaving

home.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READING.

Love.—Love covers a multitude of sins. When a scar cannot

be taken away, the next kind office is to hide it. Love is never

so blind as when it is to sj3y faults.

—

South.

Honor.—The Athenians erected a large statue of jEsop, and

placed him, though a slave, on a lasting pedestal, to show that

the way to honor lies open indifferently to all.

—

Pkcdrus.

Fame.—If a man do not erect iu this age his own tomb ere he

dies, he shall live no longer in monument than the bell rings, and

the widow weeps.

—

Sliakspeare.

Age.—There cannot live a more unhappy creature than an ill-

natured old man, who is neither capable of receiving pleasures,

nor sensible of doing them to others.

—

Sir W. Temple.

Pleasure.—Mental jdca'ures never cloy; unlike those of the

body, they are increased by repetition, approved of by reflection,

and strengthened by enjoyment.

—

Cotton.

Presents.—When thou makcst presents, let them be of snch

things as will last long ; to the end they may be in some sort

immortal, and may frequently refresh the memory of the receiver.

—Fuller.

Christianity.—If ever Christianity appears in its power, it \s

when it erects its trophies upon the tomb ; when it takes up its

votaries where the world leaves them ; and fills the breach with

immortal hope in dying moments.

—

11. Hull.

Dress.—Next to clothes being fine, they should be well made,

and wom easily ; for a man is only the less genteel for a fine coat,

if, in wearing it, he shows ii regard for it, and is nut us ca~y in it

as if it was a plain one.

—

Chesterfield.

Drunkenness.—Some of the domestic evils of drunkenncsa

are houses without windows, gardens without fences, fields witli-

out tillage, bams without roofs, children without clothing, princi-

ples, morals or manners.

—

Franklin.

Injury.—An injury unanswered in time grows weary of itself;

and dies away in an involuntary remorse. In bad dispositions,

capable of no restraint but fear, it has a diftcrcnt efl'ect—the silent

digestion of one wrong provokes a second.

—

Sterne.

Soul.—We may compare the soul to a linen cloth ; it inns', be

first washed to take oft" its native hue and color, and to make it

white ; and afterwards it must be ever and anon washed to pre-

serve it white.

—

South.

Kindness.—Life is made up, not of great sacrifices or duiics,

but of little things, in which smiles and kindness, and small obli-

gations, given habitually, are what win and preserve the heart,

and secure comfort.

—

Sir II. Davy.

Knowledge.—Every increase of knowledge may possibly ren-

der depravity more deiiravcd, as well as it may increase the

strength of virtue. It is in itself only power; and its value

depends on its application.

—

Sidnei/ Smith.

Occupation.—Indolence is a delightful but distressing state ;

we must be doing something to be happy. Action is no less

necessary than thought, to the instinctive tendencies of the human
frame.

—

Huzlilt.

Criticism.—There is a certain meddlesome s]iirit, which, in

the garb of learned research, goes prying about the traces of his-

tory, casting down its monuments, and maning and mutilating

its fairest trophies. Care should be taken to vindi(atc great

names from such pernicious erudition.^ TFus/ii'ni?on living.
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desire was soon manifested that Dr. Kollock might be set-

tled in Bosion. He, on his part, expressed a willingness

to bid adieu to the sunny South, and become a pastor here,

if a church should be formed, and a house erected for God.

As usual, the prospect of securing a favorite minister un-

loosed several purse-strings, and as a result, 840,000 were

raised for this religious enterprise. Emboldened by this

material aid, a little cliurch of twenty-six members was or-

ganized at the house of Mr. William Thurston, on Beacon
Hill, on the 27th of February, 1809. Of tlie spot where the

church was formed, Mr. Stone says, in his sermon on the

forty-first anniversary of the church, " the house of Mr.

Thurston, in which the infant church was thus cradled, has

long since disappeared. The very site of it is scattered to

the winds. Its foundation stones lay at the height to which

the chimneys of the mansions in Bowdoin Place now rise."

On the occasion of the formation of the church. Rev. Dr.

Morse, of Cliarlestown, preached an appropriate discourse.

Of the original twenty-six, several si ill live, and among
them the senior deacon of the church, now more than four-

score years, and ytt engaged in the active duties of a Chris-

tian. On the first of the following May, the corner stone of

Park Street Church was laid with appropriate ceremonies.

PORTRAIT OF REV. ANDREW L. STONE,

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial

BOSTON PULPIT.— No. lO.

PARK STKBBr CUURCII.—REV. ANDREW L. STONE, PASTOR.

BY KEV. LDTHER FARMIIAM.

It is a noticeable fact, that, although we have the most beautiful park on this

continent, and one tliat is capable—with its sevcnty-hve acres, including the

Public Giinlcu, presenting a vari'ty of land, with a little picture of water
nestled between its chief hills— of becoming one of the finest parks in the

world, located near the heart of the city, with dwellings stretching on three

sides of it for a mile and a half, that there arc but two churches, of the scores

in the city, situated upon its lovely borders. Favored churches !
" Beautiful

for situation." St. Paul's and Park Street

—

par nohile. fratrum ! The lofty

gpire of Park Street Church, that stretches heavenward two hundred and sev-

enteen feet from its foundation, an elevated spot, rising higher by several feet

than the top of the State

House, is an ornament to

Boston. It is the first spire

seen by the traveller as he -

approaches the city, by land
or water. It is seen in con- S/
nection with that other cloud-

colored spire—Bunker Hill

Monument—standing in its

majesty, and speaking to the

thonehtful of religion and
liberty, of ideas that should
be forever one and insejiar-

able. It was urged by indi-

viduals, a few years ago, that

this sacred spire should be
taken down, as it might fall

down and destroy human life.

Vandalism did not prevail.

The spire was repaired, and
was strengthened, as it has

been more recently. Its

graceful foi-m still stands to

he admired, and may its

shadow never be less ! It

was during the year 1808,
that circumstances led to the

consideration of forming an-
other Cons;regational church
in this city. It was at a pe-
riod when the people were
not " righteous overmuch."
The churches had not fully

recovered firm the unfavor-
able effect of the Revolution-
ary War. A few were ready
to cry, " Help, Lord, for the
godly man ceaseth ; for the
faithful fail from among the
children of men." It was at
fuch a lime, that a few nicin-

hern of the ( )ld South Church
and others formed a fociety

for mutual religious improve-
ment. Previous to this, an
attempt to establish a weekly
religious lecture had been
crushed, there being a gen-
eral opposition at that lime
to all religious evening ser-

vices. In the summer of
1S08, this religious move-
ment was finned by a visit

to this city of Uev. Dr. Kol-
lock, of Savannah, Georgia.
He preached frequently in

Boston to crowds. " He
spoke," says one who heard
him, "with irresistible energy
and power. Unaccustomed,
at we were, to hear anything
iMoving, his ai)peals oinie!

upon us like thunder." A PARK STREET (JIIURCH, BOSTON.

A plate, bearing the following inscription, was deposited in
the southeast comer: "Jesus Cnrist, the chief corner-stone,
in whom all the building, fitly framed together, groweth
unto a holy temple in the Lord. This churcli formed Feb-
ruary 27th, and this foundation laid May 1st, 1809." At
tliis period, the hopes of the infant church were dashed, as
Dr. KoUoek, who had been unanimously called to be their

pastor, felt obliged to decline the call, through a remon-
strance against leaving Savannah, signed by three thousand
persons. The church was doomed to further disappoint-
ment, as several other distinguished clergymen declined a
similar call. In the meantime, the church edifice was com-
pleted at an expen.se of seventy thousand dollars, and was
dedicated on the 10th of JanuaVy, 1810. Rev. Edward D.
Griflin, stated preacher, and afterwards the first pastor of
the church, preached on the occasion. In the course of his
discourse, after speaking of the places where God was wor-
shipped in Old Testament times, he says :

" The primitive
Christians had no houses set apart for public worship.
They met in synagogues, or school-rooms, or private apart-
ments, or in the open air. In process of time, however, the
humble school-room of Tyrannus was exalted into a splen-
did cathedral. Since then, houses for public worship, with

greater or less magnificence, have been
erecteil in all Christian countries." Near
the close of his discourse, in dedicating the
house. Dr. Grifhn spoke as follows—and
only those who are acquainted with his

impressive manner and power as a pulpit
orator, can imagine the force of the words
on this occasion—"And now, in pursu-
ance of the design of our meeting, we pro-
ceed to dedicate this house to Him for

whom it was erected. May God attend!
Let all the angels witness I We religiously

devote this edifice to the Father, infinite

and self existent, to the Son, the "bright-
ness of His Father's glory," and to the
Holy Ghost, almighty and eternal. To
the honor and service of the ever blessed
Trinity, we solemnly dedicate these walls,

these arches, these columns, this pulpit,

that towering spire, and all that it con-
tains, with all that is contained within
these sacred limit*. For the preaching of
the word, for the iiublic .service of prayer
and praise, for the administration of the
sacraments of the New Testament, and for

the residence of the Eternal God, we con-
secrate this house." Park Street Church
has been favored with able and successful
ministers, though the ministrj- of neither
has been long. Dr. Griflin was succeed-
ed by llev. Sercno E. Dwight, son of the
distinguished President Dwight. Then
followed Rev. Edward Beecher, now pas-
tor of the Salem Street Church, in this

city, Uev. J. H. Linsley, now president of
Marietta College, Ohio, and Rev. Silas

Aiken, now pastor of the Congregational
church in Rutland, Vermont. It is a no-
ticeable fact, that all of these ministers,

down to Mr. Aiken, after leaving this

church, became presidents of
colleges. All who have pre-

ceded the present pastor have
:" been honored with the title

of D.D. Rev. Andrew L.

-f_
Stone, the present pastor of^
this church, was installed

January 25, 1848. He is a
native of Connecticut, and
was educated at our best

seminaries of learning. Th«
Park Street (,'hnrch, after

looking a considerable time
for a pastor, heard of him

—

then a minister of a Congre-
gational church in Middle-
town, Connecticut—and took
immediate measures to se-

cure his services. Mr. Stone
is now, although a young
man, one of the foremost pas-

tors of our city. His natural
gifts, voice, manners and ed-

ucation have combined to

make him an elo(|uent jiiilpit

orator, and an agreeable pas-

tor. His style of writing is

a kind of poetic prose, which,
with his im()assioiied man-
ner, makes his sermons at-

tractive to all classes, and es-

pcciMlly to the young. At
no time during the history of
tlio church has the congrega-

tion been larger, or more
prosperous and united than
under his labors. In review-

ing the history of this church,

we cannot help saying, well

done ! It was formed amid
a bloodless iiersecution ; but

it has lived, and looked
brighter, like gold purified in

the fire. It now has a histo-

ry of nearly half a century.

During this period, more
than 1.348 persons have been

added to the church. Of
these, more than six hundred

have gone out to form other

churches, and to engage in va-

rious Christian labors. Park
Street has been a mother
church to Essex Street, Bow-
doin Street, Mt. Vernon and
other churches. Here the for-

eign and domestic mission-

ary cause, and the education

and temperance enterprises,

have been nurtured with sed-

ulous interest, and Park
Street will long be identified

with these organizations.
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THE ISLAND Ol" CUBA.

That public sympathy is slowly, but surely, being awakened in

behalf of the Creole population of tliis lovely island, is a fact

beyond dispute. A warm-hearted son of this gem of the Ameri-

can arcliipclago palled upon ns a day or two since, and showed

us letters received from bis friends in various parts of the island,

and from his own family and home, from whence he is banished,

because he dared to express a hope for Cuban libcriy. These

letters breathe the right spirit. They are frank, open, and pray,

erful of the future freedom of the island, and state that all that is

needed are leaders—men of judgment and generalship. The peo-

ple, one and all, burn with indignation at the eonUant tyranny

that they endure. Our readers know very well how we feel dis-

posed with regard to this matter. Cuba is as much a part of this

country, geographically, as is Florida, and it should belong polit-

ically to us. Spain neither merits, nor is she fit to possess it.

A Man nine feet high.—A giant, nearly nine feet in height,

is shortly expected to arrive in Madrid. He is a native of Lachar,

in tlie province of Uranada, and is only twenty-three years of age.

He eats as much as five men, walks with extreme rapidity, and
hai been twice married, but both his wives arc dead. His object

in visiting Madrid is, to demand the hand of a female of great

beauty, who keeps a cotfee-bousc. He is described as so great a

coward that he will allow a child to ill treat him. Up to the age

of six he was of tlie ordinary stature, but then he began to grow
rapidly until the present time.

Very singular Accident.—On Saturday week, a peacock

attacked the infant daughter of John Kreuizer, of Summit town-

ship, Somerset county, Pennsylvania, with such fury, that be

peeked out one of her eyes and wounded the other before he was
driven otf. The child had a glass of milk, which, it appears, the

bird wanted. Heretofore the bird had been a pet, and always
harmless and tame.

i ^»^ »

Presentation.—The Irishmen of Cincinnati have presented

the Hon. Thomas Meagher, M. P., a gold-headed cane " cut from
the grave of Washington." Mr. Meagher, accompanied by his

son and wife, have gone Niagara-ward.

8PLINTEES.

Miss Eliza Logan has made a decided hit at the Boston
Mateum. The house is crowded nightly.

The English papers say that Macaulay, the English histo-

rian, is a eontirmcd opium eater ! Hence the delay of his book.

.... The musical season of London, now drawing to a close,

the Athenajum styles the most lucrative in the memory of man.
.... The author of " Wild Oats " says—We know of no lux-

ury like that of winning the love of a proud woman against her will.

Measles has become quite fashionable in Europe since

Queen Victoria and Piince Albert have submitted to an attack.

.... " Diogenes " says ho never witnesses a tragedy from the

upper boxes of a theatre, without feeling inclined to drop a tier.

Kate Hayes, Elise Biscaccianti and Virginia Whiting Lo-
rini, are coneertizing in South America, along the Pacific shore.

Laban B. Wheaton, Esq., of Norton, had made another
donation of 810,000 to the Whcatou female seminary in thiit town.

The capital has been subscribed for a ship canal from Bal-
timore to the ocean, and the work will be immediately commenced.

Some one very shrewdly defines money to be an article

admirably adapted for taking stains out of character. Sarcastic

!

A gardener in New York has succeeded in obtainino- a va-

riety of the priarie rose, as fragrant as the old damask rose.

There is no political freedom worthy of the name, where
the law of the laud is not coincident with the law of the Bible.

Mrs. Anna Cora Mowatt is seriously ill at Ravcnswood,
New York, the residence of her father, Samuel G. Ogden, Esq.

In Austria a conspiracy has been brought to light ; forty-

seven persons have been arrested, and will be shot.

A monument to Justui Lipsius, the great scholar and
critic of Brabant, has been erected at Overyssche, near Brussels.

Variegated black marble is found on the White River,

Arkansas, which is said to be equal to the Egyptian.

There are three hundred and fifty more newspapers pub-
lished in the United States than in all the rest of the world.

We are apt to love those who let us look into their hearts,

if their hearts are worth looking into. This is most natural.

LITERATURE.

The present age is one of intense activity ; all departments of

thought and action possess their devoted, hard-working man ; and

literature is not behindhand in the breathless race. The facilities

for communicating with the public are so great that almost every

man of culture is an author. If not a book-maker, he is a large

contributor to the magazine or miscellaneous press, and does his

part, however little, to swell the voluminous records of letters.

In olden times literary men formed a class by themselves. Kings

were not represented by their written works, like Napoleon the

first. When Charlemagne wished to affix his signature to a

document, he " made his mark," that is, he dipped his hand in

blood and placed it on the parchment. In those days the soldier

scorned to familiarize his hand with the pen, while now we have

subalterns and privates writing, like Caisar, their commentaries

on the campaigns they have made.

The consequence is, that wc have a vast number of books of a

most indifferent character produced ; but there is scarcely one,

written in a pure and conscientious spirit, which does not possess

some value, which does not contribute a mite to swell the stores of

knowledge and fancy ; and, as the aggregation of items makes a

mountain, and the accumulation of small sums a fortune, so these

little rills swell the great seas of knowledge from which the world

draws its supplies. It is idle to turn from the contemplation of a

pleasing picture, because the artist is not a Raphael or a Guido.

It is the same in the family of letters as in the family of mankind
;

we should remember that excellent motto, "despise not the least."

Great autliors, the Ciceros, the Dantes, the Taylors of our age,

are indeed the trees that embellish the landscape of literature,

and cheer the traveller with the richest fruit. But let us not forget

nor overlook the lowlier flowers that blossom in the shade.

The pleasures of literature are pure, plentiful and abiding.

Eartlily pleasures may crumble from our grasp, but the treasures

of the soul are imperishable. The stores of knowledge arc beyond

the control of despots and the frowns of fortune. Many a man,

imprisoned by arbitrary power, has found abundant solace in a

well- stored memory. Mirabeau, incarcerated and deprived of

books of reference, was indel)tcd to his memory alone for the

learned illustrations of his famous works composed in the Bastile.

Wlien the ])oet Simonides was returning from Asia to Ceos, his

vessel stnick upon a reef; the passengers, after securing their

personal safety, busied themselves in rescuing their effects from

the devouring waves. The poet was alone a tranquil observer of

their labors, and when asked why he was not similarly engaged,

replied, "All that is mine is with me."

Thus does literature repay the toil bestowed upon its authors

;

earthly friends may pass away from life, or forsake us, but litera-

ture remains with us to the last; in the shipwreck of our fortunes

it passes not away, but is always with us. Roscoe, the historian,

speaks pathetically in a sonnet of the forced sale of his books, the

parting with his mute but eloquent companions
;
yet their spirit

remained with him, the familiar pages no longer called him master,

but the ideas they represented were engraven on the tablets of his

memoi-y.

MATHEMATICAL GENIUS.

There has been stopping at the United States Hotel, Cincin-

nati, a colored boy, aged about sixteen years, who has evinced

the most remarkable powers in mathematics. In presence of a

party of geutlcraen, the other day, he added a column of figures,

eif/ht in a line, and one hundred and eiyhli/ lines, making the sum
total of several millions, in about six minutes. The feat was so

astounding and apparently incredible, that several of the party

took off their coats, and dividing the sum, went to work, and, in

two hours after they commenced, produced identically the same
answer. The boy cannot read nor write, and in every other

branch of an English education he is entirely deficient. He will

soon visit the World's Fair.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.—Late intelligence states that the

yellow fever is still raging with dreadful fatality in different parts

of the island. The chief victims are the slaves lately imported

from the coast of Africa. On the south side of the island, one

large planter, who had a considerable number, has lately lost

three-quarters of them by this disorder.

A Royal Composer.—The new opera called "Toni," com-
posed by his royal highness the Duke of Saxc- Coburg-Gotha,
will be performed on the 15tb of September at Hanover ; on the

21st of the same month at Munich ; and also at the Court Theatre,

Berlin. It is pronounced very excellent.

4 ^•m- »

"leason"8 Pictorial.—There is no paper hailed with greater delight in our
olTii e, thrin the above >uperhiy ihustrated sheet. It is a ronibination of every-
thing thiit oan attract the firveucy of adniiratioo, or elicit undisguised euco-
niiimis of prai.sc. 'I liis paper has weatliend all storms, sttered clear of the
injury int«ideil by imitation and hotly contested rivalry, and stands promi-
nently before the people a,s the crv liesi of the kind in the Uuiou, or even in
the wotid.— WtiUin Piuntcr, Trenton, Mo.

A NEW Book.—A new and miscellaneous book is in press,

and will soon be published, from the hand of our contributor, Fian-
cis A. Durivage. Mr. Durivage wields one of the most graceful

pens of this literary age. The book will find a large sale.

< »«» >

Dr. Griswold.—We regretted to learn from this gentlemen,
a few days since, of his serious indisposition. Though the doctor
is about, and called upon us at our oflSce, still he is in very feeble
health

; his trouble is of a pulmonary nature.

Personal.—JuUien, the musical leader, is convalescent.

ROYAL FAMILY OF RUSSIA.

The following amiable family picture may be interesting at this

time, when Russia is thrusting her ursine nose into the politics of

Europe : Peter I.—the founder, as he may be called, of the pres-

ent imperial family,—was the murderer of the two daughters ond

the son of his brother Ivan, and the murderer, by bis own hand,

of his son Alexis. He was himself murdered by Menzikoff", the

favorite of his wife Catharine, and who, when united to Peter,

was already the wife of a living husband. Anne, the eldest daugh-

ter of Ivan, put 14,000 Russians to death, and banished twice as

many. A revolution displaced the younger Ivan, to put on the

throne Elizabeth, daughter of Peter I., and her reign was remark-

able for her drunkenness and debauchery. Peter III., the succes-

sor, the offspring of crime, was dethroned and strangled by his

wife, Catharine II., the same infamous woman who had atsassi-

nated the dethroned emperor Ivan, and whose own son, Paul

—

the father of the present Emperor Nicholas—was strangled by his

courtiers. A fearful family history.

i ^M^. »

Thanks.—Some kind friend has laid us under repeated obliga-

tion this season, by sending us, at various times, quantities of

ripe and delicious frait. If the donor will let us know from whence

these favors come, we shall enjoy them with redoubled zest.

Back Nd.mbers.—In answer to numerous inquiries we desire

to say that we can supply all the back numbers of the Pictorial

from the commencement of the work.

Howard Athen.eum.—This te.nple of the drama is again

open and in successful operation for the season.

In this city, bv Kev. Mr. Miner. Mr. Francis A. Young, of Waltham, to Miss
FaTiny E. Spaultling, of I'umbri'lge.

By the same, Mr. l.<ewis B. Goodnow to Miss Martha P. Chandler, both of
Waltham.
By KeT Mr. Streeter, Mr. Nathaniel Hooper to Miss Martha B., daughter of

the late Mr. John Uouiney, of Alexandria, Vt.

By Kev. Mr. Fox, Mr. Leonard W. ilill to Miss Sophia T. Jenney, both of
Kew Bedford.

At Roxhurv. by Uev. Mr. Ilamey. of Plymouth. Mr. Joshua Lovegoy, of Boa-
ton to Miss Matilda J., dauj^hter of CJeorpe Dntnctt. M,!H\.

At Charifstown. by Kev. Mr. Tappan, Mr Ziiiutrlius Grover, of Providence,
R. I., to Miss Hannah S., dau-rhter of C. '. Dean. K.sq.

At Chelsea, by Kev. Mr. Copp, Mr. Albert B. Hall to Miss Mary E., eldest
daughter of Benjamin J. Gerri^h. Vsq.
At Newburyport, by Uev. Dr. Dimuiick, Mr. George A. Choate toMisi Har-

riet K. Tilton.

At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Fletcher, Mr. Samuel V. Wilson to Miss Maiia
C Howland.
At Bristol, R. T., by Rev. Mr. Hobart, Rev. Daniel W. Faunce, of Somerville,

Ma<*^^., to Miss Marv Parkhurst Perry.
At Jacksonville, N. Y , by Rev. Mr. Ilaniilton, Mr. Sidney S. Starr, of Dry-

den, to Miss Ann Mattison.

DEATHS.
In this city. Mr. Joseph Borrowscale, 64 : Mr. Mbert T. Minot. of the firm of

Allen & Minot 34; Mr. Aleott Kcnnard. 66: Ella f ., only child of Mr. J. U.
Currier, 18 months; Mr. William llayford, 63.
At Charle.Htown, Mrs. Mary Storlder, 75.
At Canibridife, Mr. Gorham, eldest fon of Dr. Alexander Thomaa, 22.
At Dorchester. Mr Daniel L. Qibbens, 67.
At Quincy, of consumption, Mr«. Hannah, wife of Mr. Andrew Turner, 44.
At Medford, Mr. John H. Griner, 27.
At Stoneham. Miss Josephine, daui^hter of Rev. John llolbrook, 16.
At Methucn, Mrs Mina W. wife of Mr. Fredeiick Goortre. 46.
At Lynn, Mrs. Sarah F. French, 33; Mr. Benjamin N. i. oates, Jr., 36.
At Salem, Mr. Thomas Hrookini5, 70; Miss Ann Devilt. 2.5.

At Marblehead. Mrs. Kehccca Sinclair, 67; Mr. Joseph P. Brown, 62.
At n'est N.'Wbury, Mr. William Oarr, Jr.. 44.
At Plymouth, Miss Caroline U Lonp, of Newport, N. II., 16.
At Northampton, Mi.s M.iry, daughter of the late Iter. S. WilliunK, 67.
At Portland, Me , Mr. James E. Davis, Zi\ Knoch Crocker, Ksq., 61.
At New York, Capt. John Bacon, furmorly of Natick, Mass
At Fort Ontario, Lawrence SpraRuo, M. D. burgeon U. S. Army, 71.
At Indianapolis. Ind.. Mr. Oliver Storer. of Bangor, Me., 24.
At Appleton, Wis

, Mrs. Lydia II. Stevens, formerly of Warner, N. H., 34.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SEASIDE VISIONS.

BY FRANCIS A. DURTVAGE.

Along the hard, gray beach we strayed,

As sunset meltuj from the sight

;

And stars were, one by one, displayed

Upon the azure flag of night.

The breeze came off the misty main,

With healing in its balmy breath;

Silent above the ghttering train,

Below the hush of death.

Then buried memories awoke,

The phantom glories of the past;

Voices long hushed in music, spoke

To yearning hearts they thrilled at last.

Hands long since mouldered in the dust,

Returned a pressure fond and warm

;

Hearts beat again we loved to trust

Through sunshine and through storm.

And thus our xinsealed eyes beheld

Visions beyond mere mortal scope;

The future Hfe—the buried eld,

A memory and a hope.

These mysteries did nature teach,

As on we moved with noi.<5eless tread;

And thus upon the starlit beach

The sea gave up its dead.

-4- — • ^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ART AND HEART.
A REMEMBEANCE OF PAEISIAN LIFE.

BY ben: perley poore.

Every capital is dclii-ious with merriment, Paris surpassing

them all in reckless revelry, and the " Students' quarter " of thaj

gay city far beyond the other wards in uproarious festivities.

Books are thrown aside, and from midnight until daylight numer-

ous masked balls present scenes of wild hilarity of which no idea

can he conveyed hj- verbal description, so varied are the costumes

—so vivacious the grisettcs—so inspiring the music—and so un-

tiring the excited dancers. Every student has a capital time, and

among the thousands of these merry-heaited young men who

enjoyed the carnival of 1847, no one quaffed more intoxicating

draughts of joy than Eliczar do Blivels.

Nor was there, in the whole " Latin quarter," a finer fellow, or

one more generally known and loved. He was tall and well

made, with a high forehead, large black eyes, and a gallant bear-

ing. Gifted with a powerful intellect, his mind embraced poetry,

music, and painting—magnificent trinity of art—and in each he

excelled, devoting himself cspecialiy to his easel as a career.

His itarents were Crcolc-Louisianians, residing on a fine planta-

tion, and Eliczar, well supplied with funds, passed his time at

Paris in dreamy ease, occupying his thoughts but little with the

present, and never thinking of the future. He wrote poetry

—

composed music—painted landscapes ! 'And at dance or revel,

foremost among the gay-hearted throng, was the young Louisi-

anian.

All at once, however, " a change came over the spirit of his

dream." He neglected his palette and his pen—his piano re-

mained mute. A dark shadow appeared to cloud his existence,

which had been clear as a limpid lake. Eliezar was sad and mel-

ancholy, and his pallid figure announced mental rather than phy-

sical suffering. " He was in love," says some fair reader of the

Pictorial. Kot at all, my bright-eyed friend—he had been in love.

He had loved, with all his heart, and with all his soul, a young
girl named Julia. That is a short sentence which contains many
a long storj-, and all that I will add to it is, that Julia—of a good

family, intellectual, and beautiful—still loved Eliczar with all her

heart and with all her soul.

Why had the affections of the young man become changed ?

Why did tears rest in Julia's beautiful blue eyes ? Why did the

bond between these two young hearts seem about to break 1 Alas,

it was the usual reason. Julia's parents were not wealthy, and

had a large family—Eliczar was introduced to a rich widow-
Erom that day he l)ecamc morose, and Julia soon saw that she no
longer had possession of his heart. What a change !

" Quantum
mutatus ab illo," said two of his student friends who were versed

in Latin, and as for Julia, she made up her mind that life had no
charms for her, and that death would be welcome.

One evening Eliezar (who was going to a masked ball at mid-
night) called—provoked a discussion—lost his temper—and pro-

nounced the fatal woixl of rupture.

" It is useless," said Julia ;
" you have souj^ht this opportunity

for several days, and have shown me that you loved me no longer-

You have made me unhappy, but mark me—you will be more
unhappy yourself."

" Perliaps," re|)lie'I Eliczar, in a sarcastic tone. " But as I

wish to get a naj) before going to the ball, 1 will bid you good
evening. Adieu."

Julia stood motionless, unable to speak ; but when the door
closed, it appeared like the stone of a sepulchre, shuttiu"- out

from life all that was near, and dear, and worth possessing.

Free ! IVee ! And alile to profit by his liberty to address a

countess, rich, young, and a widow. A countess who loved him,

not because he was rich also, but because he possessed talents,

genius, and would be a distinguished artist ! Surely Eliezar was

fortunate, and soon his marriage with the fascinating widow was
the theme of Parisian gossip—the very day was set. But, to tlie

astonishment of all, the countess did not marry Eliezar, and did

man-y the Marquis de Torry. It created quite a sensation.

Poor Eliezar, his star of fortune began to descend the horizon,

and just then, he learned with regret and with reproach, that

Julia had committed suicide. Only eighteen—so fair—so gifted

—

poor girl

!

But why had the widow become the Marchioness de Torry, and

not Madame de Blivels 1 You might as well ask why she was

a woman ! She was a coquette, she loved rank, and she continued

to love art without thinking of the artist, who thought the more

of her. O world ! O woman ! O heart !—Yet it was even thus in

the days of Imperial Rome, and it will be thus when the stars

and the stripes wave over the entire American continent.

Wliile Eliezar was suffering under the effects of this blow, ho

received the sad news that the Mississippi had burst its banks,

and inundated his father's plantation. Both his parents had lost

their lives, and their property had been swept away. He was an

orphan—a beggar.

This calamity diverted the thoughts of Eliezar from the mar-

chioness, and set him thinking how he should henceforth live.

" To be or not to be," as has been remarked several thousand

times each year since it was penned, and in this case the word
" starved " was added. No ! replied Eliezar to his own question.

I will gain money.

This is an easy resolution, but one diflicult to cany into execu-

tion. Eliezar was young—a poet, a painter, and a musician.

But the supply of verses is ever above the demand—pictures do

not find sale, unless they are flattered portraits—and there are too

many old composers whose works can be pilfered, for young ones

to have any chance of success. Poor Eliezar ! There he sat,

hour after hour, his head resting on his hands, his eye fixed, and

the pallor of melancholy veiling his countenance. At last, an

idea struck him. Why could he not sing in opera t

As luck would have it, the manager of the Toulouse Opera was

then in Paris, searching for a tenor singer. Eliezar was presented

to him—sang a few airs—and in an hour's time signed an engage-

ment, which guaranteed him a handsome income. Two days

more, and he was at the scene of his anticipated triumph, where

he immediately began to study and to rehearse. Possessing a

fine voice, and a good knowledge of music, ho made rapid pro-

gress, and was soon announced in the papers as a vocal prodigy,

who would eclipse the famous Duprez himself. At last the eve-

ning came for his debut. The house was packed from pit to dome,

brilliant toilettes gracing the aristocratic boxes, whilst the stu-

dents crowded the pit. Many fair hands carried bouquets, and it

was evident that the debutant would meet with a flattering recep-

tion.

Up rose the curtain, and Eliezar appeared. Loud applause

greeted him, and he advanced with easy confidence to the front

of the stage, but not a sound escaped his lips. In vain did the

loader of the orchestra, with violin-bow upraised, await the first

note of his voice, that he might accompany him. Not a sound

was heard, and the public, at first curious, soon grew impatient.

Hisses, groans, and other signs of dissatisfaction rang through

the house, and at last the curtain fell. Managers, actors and

machinists flocked around the debutant, and all demanded the

cause of his extraordinary silence.

The audience were indignant, and among a volley of hoots and

cries was heard the question :
" Is he dumbV No ! The man-

ager came before the curtain and announced that he had lost his

hearing. Whereupon the public retired, receiving their money at

the doors.

Alas, it was too true. Eliezar de Blivels was as deaf as a

—

creditor. All his dreams of vocal fame had vanished, and refus-

ing a collection which the actors had made for him, he set out on

foot for the capital, almost hoping that some accident would de-

prive him of life. He had but a pittance left, and his misfortune

was a harrier to all employments. One afternoon, after a long

day's walk, he sat down before a village ale-house and began to

sing. The peasants gathered around him, and some threw cop-

pers into his hat. Eliezar do Blivels, the great artist, who had

squandered so much gold, picked up the coppers, and pocketed

them with tlianks.

Thus he made his way to Paris, singing in the evenings at the

little hamlets where he halted, and receiving the pitiful alms

which the public pity accords to wandering minstrels. Once
within sight of the capital, however, he took courage. Paris is

the city of catastrophes and of good fortunes—of revolutions,

happy or unhappy—and it is there that one may be seen rolling

along in an elegant carriage, who the evening before had not a

whole pair of boots to walk in, or vice versa. In entering tlio

gates of the metropolis, the wandering vocalist took heart, and

hoped he might become book-keeper to an apothecary, or measu-

rer to a wood merchant.

Passing down Odcon Square, he saw a large man, dressed in

black, who was al)out to write upon the wall with a morsel of

chalk. This, as Eliczar well knew, was the popular press, where

hatred and malice i)ublish their venom, and by inscribing the

name of their victim, coupled with some epithet, render him infa-

mous. Watching the unknown, ho saw him write—and with

increasing astonishment as each succesiivo letter was formed:

—

"Eliezar de Blivels is liearlless."

Uttering a cry of rage, he rushed forward and seized the writer

fiercely by the shoulder. The unknown turned fiercely around,

shook off his grasp, and retreating to the wall, used his cane to

ward off any further attack. Then, with an air of derision, he

imlled out a card, and offered it with his left hand. Eliezar ac-

cepted it, and the unknown vanished.

The artist, left alone before the inscription, endeavored to efface

it, but in vain. The more he rubbed, the more distinct the white

letters stood out upon the wall, and soon a crowd collected around

him. Some recognized him, and began to shout, in derisive

tones : "Eliezar de Blivels is heartless." He was forced at last to

desist, and to escape from his tormentors.

At sunrise the next day, two men stood face to fiice, in the

wood of Vincennes, near Paris. Each one was armed with two

pistols, and there were no seconds. Vainly had Eliczar sought

to obtain any explanation—the unknown remained as glacial and

mute as fatality.

The duellists placed themselves forty paces apart, and at the

word, given by Eliezar, they were to turn, advance towards each

other, and fire. One—two—three ! Eliezar fired first, but only

the percussion cap of his pistol exploded. At the same instant

a ball shattered his right arm, and his pistol fell at his feet.

Then did the wounded man hear, in tones which echoed through

his heart :
" You have made me unnappy, but mark me—you will

be more unhappy yourself."

A second ball pierced Eliezar's heart.

Nine o'clock in the raoraing struck. The second pistol-shot

concluded his dream, and he sprang to his feet.

I will not attempt to describe the emotions of the young man
as he carried his hand to his heart, and then shook his right arm,

to see if he was wounded. But ho found himself unscathed.

He had slept all night, and had dreamed. It was morning, and

he had awoke young, rich, a happy child, and not deaf or wound-
ed. Then, as he recalled his imaginary misoiy, he thought of

Julia—he remembered her suicide, and he hastened to her house.

The young girl had a violent fever, and had passed a night of

intense suffering. But the sight of Eliezar—his repentant air,

and his protestations of repentance and of affection—soon re-

stored her. The cure was more speedy than could have been

effected by all the physicians in Paris.

From that day, the artist detested the countess, who had made
him for a brief time forget his first love. And I am by no means

certain that he did not repeat to her what Martial said to Sabidius :

" Non amo te, Sabidi, nee possum dicerc quare :

Uoc tantum possum dicere, uon amo te."

The plain English of which is : "I do not love you any more,

madame, and I do not know why—all that I can say is, that I do

not love you more."

Whether he made this classical speech or not, it is certain that

he never cared for the countess afterwards. It was not her who
left him, as he had dreamed, but it was him who left her. Neither

is the countess yet a marchioness, for the noble marquis became

enamored of a countiy belle, at whose feet he laid the fortunes

of the house of Torry.

But Eliezar soon married Julia, and returning to America, they

now pass a happy existence with his parents, enjoying all they

desire, and often calling to mind the carnival of 1847.

THE MIRAGE IN AUSTRALIA.
That curious optical delusion, the mirage, may be occasionally

witnessed on the plains of Australia. I first beheld this singular
phenomenon one hot summer's morning ; the sun was shining,

the wind hushed, and the sky cloudless, when the ))lain 1 was
journeying over apjjeared suddenly transformed into lakes of glis-

tening silver. I rubbed my dazzled eyes, gazed again and again,
stamjicd tlic ground, and peered at the sky. In order to be con-
vinced that I was indeed on terra Jirma, so beautiful, so strange
and so fairy-like was the prospect. Tlic idea of a mirage did not
immediately cross my mind, as I had neither read nor heard that

the i)liononienon had been witnessed in the Australian colonies.

Travellers in the East had recorded that mirages in those parts

have all the appearance of water ; those I witnessed in tlie Aus-
tralian colonies had a somewhat different as))cct ; for, though they
reflected images as distinctly as water, they looked so hard and
metallic that no one would take them for that element. 1 could
learn nothing satisfactory from the colonists as to when or under
what circumstances these illusions take place. 1 myself have
seen them only when the weatlier was hot and calm ; they are
probably induced by the mass of atmosi)liere on the plains re-

maining at rest, while the stratum in contact with the soil becomes
heated by caloric disengaged from the ])arclied earth. I remem-
ber, on one occasion, a breeze sprang up, when the silvery scene
presented a series of undulations, and then suddenly vanished.

—

Australia as It Is.

< .«»«» >

CIVILITY IS A FORTUNE.
Civility is a fortune in itself, for a courteous man always suc-

ceeds in life, and that even when ])crsons of ability sometimes
fail. The famous Duke of Marlborough is a case in point. It

was said of him by a contemporary, tliat his agreeable manners
often converted an enemy into a friend ; and, by another, that it

was more ])leaslng to be denied a favor by his srace, than to re-

ceive one from other men. The gracious manners of Charles
James Fox preserved him from personal dislike, even at a time
when he was politically the most unpopular man in tiie kingdom.
Tbe history of our own country is full of examples of success

obtained by civility. The experience of every man furnishes, if

he will but recall the past, frequent instances where conciliatory

maimers have made the fortunes of jihysicians, lawyers, divines,

politicians, merchants, and, indeed, individuals of all ])ursults.

On being introduced to a stranger, his att'ability, or the reverse,

creates instantaneously a prepossession in Ills behalf, or awakens
unconsciously a prejudice against him. To man, civility is, in

fact, what l)cauty is to woman—it is a general passport to favor,

a letter of recommendation written in a language that every
stranger understands. The best of men have often injured them-
selves by irritability and consequent rudeness, as the greatest

scoundrels have frequently succeeded by their plausible manners.
Of two men, equal in all other respects, the ccurteous one has
twice the chance for fortune.—^V. Y. Mirror.

4 «mm t

The touching image of death does not present Itself to the

wise nnin as a subject of horror, neither to a pious man as a
last end. It recalls the first to the study of life, and teaches him
to profit by it; it presents to the second a future of hai)plness,

and gives him a hope in his days of sadness. For botli death
becomes life. It is nocessaiy to show the young man a ))icture of
a noble old age, and to tbe old man the picture of yoiitli, that

both nniy love to see that eternal circle, and that life is finished in

lite.

—

Goethe.
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EDITORIAL MKLANGE.

The Prussian gOYemmcnt have forbidden the reading of Paul

anS Virninia in the public schools. The news from the min-

ing region in California is,cheering, and rich diggings have been

opened. A negro woman at Richmond mistook a quantity of

arsenic for arrow-root, and made tea of it. She drank it herself

and gave some to her children, two of whom died. The woman's

life was saved. Dr. L. J. Czapkay, a native of Hungary, and

a relative of Francis Pulzsky, has opened a medical oftice in

Boston. Ira Aldridge, the negro actor, is starring it with

success in Sweden, and on Hamlet's native ground in Denmark.

Ho goes to St. Petersl)urg in the winter. The small-pox is

spreading in the Sandwich Islands. It is no wonder the bar-

room interest is so powerful in New York. The receipts of a

bar-room attached to one of the new Broadway hotels, we are

sorry to say, average over $350 a day. The Danish govern-

ment has been officially informed that there are 1.300 Danes on

the eve of emigrating to Utah, America. On the 6th of June

a locomotive was run for the first time five miles on the Egyptian

Railroad, much to the astonishment of the Bedouins, who gal-

loped alongside on their fleet horses for some time, until they found

they had no chance of keeping pace with the locomotive. A
woman's rights convention is to be held at Cleveland on the Mi
and 6th of October, to consider the question of the rights of citi-

zenship, and how far women are entitled thereto. " May you

live in bad company," was the bitterest curse the Greeks uttered

against an enemy. That terrible scourge, the yellow-fever, is

producing awful havoc in New Orleans. Accounts from dif-

ferent parts of the Southern States represent the growing corn,

rice, and cotton crops to be in a favorable condition. Sam.

Lathrop says he goes for abolishing flogging in the navy, and in-

troducing it in Congress ! Mrs. Pierce, the President's wife,

has received as a present from Dublin, a magnificent pocket-

handkerchief, the embroidery said to be equal to anything of the

kind done in France. Chloroform has been administered in

several cases of lock-jaw with perfect success. The splendid

statue of (ioethe, by Steinhauser, has aiTived in Hamburg, from

Rome, and will be erected by the grand duke in the royal gardens

of the palace. The cost of each trip of the Collins and Cu-

nard steamships to and from Liverpool to New York, is stated at

$45,000. Quarantine had been established at latest dates at

Natchez, Mississippi, to prevent the yellow-fever from reaching

that jlace, and in all the towns on the Mississippi sanitary meas-

ures were adopted with a similar view. The population of

San Francisco, Cal., is upwards of fifty thousand. During

two days last week 4002 emigrants arrived at New York. They
came from almost every part of Europe. A writer says that

there are employed on the New York canals .30,000 men and 7000

boys. At a sale of Napoleon relics in Loudon, lately, a lock

of the emi)eror's hair sold for £5 15s., and the hat worn at the

battle of Wagram for £45. The latter was purchased for Ma-
dame Tusand's exhibition in London. The Montreal and

New York Railroad Company have made arrangements to for-

ward passengers from Montreal to New York for three dollars.

Tliis is less than half the sum necessary to reach Boston. In

1841 there was not a railroad which brought the produce of the

State into the city of New York. The good people of Taun-
ton expect to ti(/!it up with gas about the 20th of September. The
mains are laid, buildings erected, and the tank is down. The
anniversary of American independence was celebrated in Sacra-

mento by a procession of the Sunday schools, under the direc-

tion of Francis Tukey, Esq., chief-marshal, and by a fireman's

parade. Coculus indicus, one of the most virulent poisons
known, is imported in immense quantities into the United States,

and it is not known to be used in medicine or manufiictures, except
in that of lager beer. There are but nine paupers in the Bath
(Me.) almshoufc, and those arc old or disabled persons. The
population of Bath 18 upwards of 11,000. A great religious

revolution is going on in Ireland. ' One third of the population is

said to have changed from Romanism to Protestantism. The
man who thought he could edit a paper to please everybody, was,
at the last accounts, trying to " keep the run " of South American
revolutions. Persevering old chap.

us

more

Fkiendly.—Exchange of courtesy is more pleasant than an
exchange of balls. Gen. Trias, the Mexican commander at El
Pasco, accompanied by Col. Lausberg, Capt. Bustamcnto,
aid de-camp, and other Mexican officers, visited Fort Fill

about the 13th of May, by invitation, where they were handsomely
received. A review of the troops of the garrison (third infantry,
and a company of dragoons) was tendered the general, and took
place on the morning after his arrival. The Americans subse-
quently paid a similar visit to the Mexican garrison.

Scientific—We learn that the governments of Sweden and
Norway hav promptly adopted the suggestion made by Lieuten-
ant Maurv

,
for simultaneous observations at sea by the navies of

different nations, with a view to obtaining correct data for can-y-
ing out more completely the lieutenant's system of wind and
current charts.

ExTERPRisE.—They are talking seriously, at Louisville, Ky.,
of tunnelling the Ohio River for railroad purposes. This wou'ld
seem to be a mighty undertaking, but what cannot Yankee inge-
nuity accomplish these days ?

< *» > .

Or couitSE NOT.—Mrs. Partington says that because dancing
girls are stars, it is no reason why they should be regarded a's

heavenly bodies.

True.- -Nothing begets confidence more than punctuality.

Ulajisibe ©atl)erings.

Bedford Springs have been sold for SI "0,000.

Thirteen persons have died as victims of the late Montreal riot.

Preparations are making to lay a second track upon the Central

Railroad across the State of New Jersey.

The science of law has been brought to such perfection in this

country and in England, that it is of very little use to anybody
except the lawyers.

The api)lication for space to Ericsson Caloric Engine in the

Crystal ]?alacc has been withdrawn, owing to some ill-feeling

respecting the number of exhibitors' tickets.

The Bath papers state that in consequence of the long and
severe drought in that section of the State, the rust has struck

many fields of potatoes, and the crop must be very light.

The proprietors of the mammoth tree, California, have been

offered S30,000 for it. The Columbian Gazette says that fifty feet

of the bark, and one block to be taken off, is valued at $10,000.

A small sea serpent, about twenty feet long, was seen oft' Hali-

fax, N. S., last week. It greatly resembled a large eel, had a
very small head raised two or three inches above the water, and
moved with an undulating motion.

The directors of the House of Industry, Boston, recovered of a
master, to wliom they indentured a boy, $300, for bad treatment to

him. A caution to hard masters, that even the friendless are

entitled to humane treatment.

The amount of hemp raised in the Western States, as near as

can be ascertained, is 2',),000 tons per annum ; of this, Kentucky
raises 15,000 tons, and Missouri 10,000. Kentucky alone is

capable of producing 100,000 tons per annum.

The latest s/iiriluid information from the rappers is, that Santa
Anna will make war with the United States, get whipped into

smitnereens, and that, in 1858, Mexico will be annexed to this

country. What is to become of Cuba "?

The potato blight has given unmistakeable evidences of its ap-

pearance in many fields on the peninsula of Halifax, N. S., and
along the shores to the eastward. It has also been noticed in

Charlotte county.

Seventy-six blackfish were driven ashore, at Truro, near Pond
village, a few days since. One hundred men and boys were en-

gaged in the sport with 28 boats. The fish averaged a yield of
one baiTcl of oil to a fish.

The secretary of the navy has modified the regulations in rela-

tion to whiskers. The officers of the navy and marine corps are

now permitted to wear their beards at pleajiure, but when worn
they are to be kept short, and neatly trimmed.

An official estimate gives the following as the mining popula-
tion of Australia: 15,000 at Mount Alexander, 1 2,000 at Bendigo,
1500 at Korong, 1500 at Cairy Hill, 1000 at Ballarrh, and 3000
at the ovens, making 46,000 in the aggregate.

Accounts from the small towns of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, state that the inhabitants are clamorous to have the restric-

tions removed, saying that they would rather be subject even to

the outrages of some of the fishermen, if the trade with them is

restored.

It is said riiat a regular system of drugging sailors, for the pur-
pose of getting them on board ships and taking them to sea, is

carried on about the wharves in San Francisco. Old Jack is

asked to take a drink in some bar-room, and, ere he is awai'e, is

carried off.

« »»» »

J'orciqn jJtEms.

The export of breadstuffs from the Roman States is prohibited.

Severe sentences had been passed at Venice on numerous per-
sons found in possession of arms.

Cholera is on the increase in Persia, and advancing towards
Tabriz. The plague had broken out at Khorassen.

The blind King of Hanover has presented to Moncrieff, the
blind dramatist of London, the Royal Hanoverian Medal of Arts
and Sciences.

Miss Hensler, a young American lady, who is at Paris com-
pleting her musical education, has just received a prize from the
Conservatoire de Musirpie.

All domestic and other servants residing in Paris arc ordered
to register their names at the prefecture of police, under penalty
of imprisonment and expulsion.

There is a talk in London of a decimal coinage being ere long
adopted, on ttie strength of the coming recommendation of a com-
mittee of the House of Commons.

Mrs. Fanny Kemble (Butler) is reading Sbakspcare in England.
It is said she is getting quite fleshy. Tlie papers sav " her mas-
sive and muscular arm is a wonde'r of flesh and blood, sinewy and
brawn."

Mrs. Warner, the eminent English irar/fdienn/', who played with
much success in this country last winter^ it is reported from Eng-
land, can live liut a short time, as she has a canicr which is said
to be incurable.

Journals of Frankfort of the 30tb say th.it Austria intends not
only to demand reparation from the Americans for the Smvrna
affair, but insists that the Pone shall immediately procure the
extradition of Kosta.

Petersburg letters say that when the Czar hca-il of the Kosta
business, he advised Austria to keep as still as possible, and do
anything rather than give the United States a pretence for inter-
fering in the afi'airs of Europe.

A correspondent of the London News savs that " the sultan
ha,s now 290,000 men under arms, a numlicr sufficient to defeat
the troops of the Czar, which are being decimated by the tvpluis
fever, and privations of all sorts."

The measures taken by the Russians in the Danubian princi-
palities, but particuUiriy in Moldavia, are of such a kind as to lead
one to imagine that the Emperor Nicholas has not the remotest
intention of abandoning them soon. Eightv thousand men, up to
the present time, are supposed to have crossed the Pruth.
The details of the ravages of the cholera at Copenhagen are

heart sickening. The accounts state that tlie most frc(|uent pas-
sengers in the streets are the carpenters' men carrying home cof-
fins. Omnibuses convey full loads of corjiscs to the burying
grounds, where hands are iusuflieient to dig the graves, and clero-v
are wanting to read the burial service.

'^'

The Paris correspondent of the Washington Republic says that
the old Greek tragedy, named Ilippolite Stcpbanepliose, of Euri-
pides, is to be pcrfonncd at the Italian Opera. This tragedv won
a crown for its author in the cightv-seventh Olympiad—two"thou-
sand two hundred and eightv-seven vears ago. The choruses will
be sung by pupils of the Consermtoire.

0antr0 of ©olb.

.... Fortune does not change men, it only unmasks them.

—

Madame Rincoliorii.

.... To place wit before good sense, is to place the superfluons

before the necessary.— .1/. de Montlosiei:

.... Let us learn upon earth those things which can call us to

heaven.

—

Saint Jerome.

.... He who leaves nothing to lose, enriches himself the

most.

—

Fenelon

.

.... Let us carry only in this life that perfection which we
have given to our soul.

—

Orjila.

.... Choose the plan of the best conduct, and thy ways will

be rendered more agreeable.

—

Pi/thar/oras.

.... Temperance is a tree which has for a root very little con-
tentment, and for fruit, calm and peace.

—

The Brahmin.

.... It is necessary to do some works and some actions which
live independently of the different passions of men.

—

liance.

.... The good, we do it : the evil, that is fortune ; man is al-

ways right, and destiny always wrong.

—

La Fontaine.

.... Men have made an all-powerful goddess of Fortune, that

they may attribute to her all their follies.

—

Afndaine Nicker.

.... Antigones, being near death, said to his daughter :
" O

my well-beloved child I work at turning the spindle, it is a sufii-

eicnt heritage for the poor ; and if one day thou art united to a
husband, preserve the manners and virtues of the Grecian moth-
ers. That is the richest dower for a woman."

—

Anlipalcr.

lokcr's Buirget.

Why are country girls' cheeks like French calico ? Because
they are warranted to wash and retain their color.

The proprietor of a bone mill advertises that those sending
their orrn bones to be ground, will be attended to with punctuality
and despatch.

Mr. Flaxagon says that he ought to be < onsidered a friend to

the Maine law, for he has made as great personal efforts to put
down liquor as anybody.

A clerk in Troy came to his death recently in a very singular
nmnner. It ajipears from the coroner's inquest, that he wore a
standing collar, starched so stiff, that in turning round suddenly,
he cut his throat.

Obadiah thinks the " Tree of Knowledge " was the birch tree,

the twigs of which have done more to make a man acquainted
with arithmetic, than all the members of the vegetable kingdom
combined.

Mrs. Partington, who has been sojourning a time at Cape Island,

was much struck with the " toot on scramble " of the bathers. Sho
said it looked as if the GotFs and Randalls had made an excursion
upon the island !

Punch remarks that, seeing how extremely difficult it is to get
a complaint listened to at almost any post-ofiice, we think the old
simile, " As deaf as a post," might very suitably bo altered into
"As deaf as a post-master."

An auctioneer, speaking to a horse-dealer abont the situation of
an estate he was to sell, in a level neighboriiood, said : "The
country is exceedingly beautiful, and I do so admire a rich flat."
" So do I, sir," said the grinning jockey.

CxLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Volumes T., IT.. XIT., and IV. of the Pictorial Dr,\wing Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges aud back auU illumined
sides, foruiing superb aud most attractive parlor ornaments in the shape of a
series of books of betwt-L'a Four and Five Hundred Pages each, aud eaoh
Volume containing nearly One Thous.^nd Engravings of Men, Manners, and
current Eveuts all over the world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of
famous Cities and beautiful Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fino
Maritime Views; aud. in short, ofan infinite variety of interesting and instruc-
tive subject';; with Illumined Title-Fagf-s and Ini>ex£3 of great beauty and
artistic excellence, aud foruiing very brilliant frontispieces to the volumes

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a v;ust amount
of origiual 1'ales, Sketches, Poeuis, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News liecord of ihe tiuies; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
xueut, both in regard to Heading Matter and Illustrations

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, 9^3 00; two volumes,
$5 00; three volumes, .'irrOO, and Jour volumes, S900.

THE FLAG OF OUR U^IOI(,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFnTED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, vrit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, aud on all sectarian
questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing Of an immoral nature will ever be
admitted into its columns; therefore making it emphutically,

A PAPER FOR THE MULION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foroi^ and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to
present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No a<lvertisenienta are
admitted to tlie paper, thus offering the entii-e sheet, which is of

T n E 31 A 31 M T II SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly cnKaged,and every department is under the most
finished and perfect syst«u that experience cau suggest, forming an
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the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
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SEPTEMBER.
May of the Autumn! blithe September' thoa
Oomect with boon and blewine to mankind,

Crocus and dahlia smioe thy swarthy brow,
And the groves rinjj with sweete.^t notes, combined

To welcome thee. Thrush blackbird, woodlark find

Again their voices, pouring their wild song
Through searing leaves high rustling to the »ind,

The Boreal breexe now waving keen and strong.

Away ! blithe month ! far o'er the heather hills

Thou boundeat. where the whirring of the grouse
Invites the fatal shot-— or by the rills

Uived by the snipe—or where the partridge house
Their young amid the stubble. There thv voice

Resounding, bids the sportsman's heart rejoice.

But worthier joy the countrv's grateful hejirt

Feels for the bles.sing« Providence hath poured
Abundantly, wherever Ceres' art
Invoked the succour of all Nature's I/>rd. . . .

Dire Famine hath departed, with the horde
Of evils in his tntin ; and plenty crowns

The noble land which always can stford
Munificence, to chase want's withering frowns.

Then welcome, hale September! to our clime.
To yeoman's homestead as to princely dome!

Fearless and free old Albion's brow sublime
Risea, unsullied, o'er broad ocean's foam.

Ever be thus her blazon without blot,

And honor sanctify her humblest cot

!

THE WHITEBAIT.
WliUcbait, a representation of which we

herewith jri^'C, make their appearance in tlie

En<rlish waters, particularly in the Thames,
in the early part of the year, and are then
small, apparently Imt just changed from the
alhuminous state of the young frv; whereas,
the shad do not deposit their spawn till the
end of June, or the heainning of Julv. Dur-
ing June, July and August, large (|uantities

arc consumed hy visitors to the different tav-
erns at Greenwich and Blackwall. Wliitcbnit
arc esteemed very delicious when fried with
fine flour, and occasion, during the season, a
vast resort of the lower order of epicures to

the taverns contiguous to the places where
they are taken. This peculiar fish is not to
be found in this country. The particular
mode of fishing for Whitebait, by which a
constant supply during the season is obtained,
was formerly considered destructive to the frv
of fishes generally, and great pains were taken
to prevent it by those to whom the conserv-
ancy of the fishery of the Thames was en-
tnisted ; but since the history and habits of
this species have been better understood, and
it has been ascertained that no other fry of
any value can swim with t.iem, the men liave
been allowed to continue this part of the oc-
cupation with little or no disturbance, though
still using an unlawful net. Mr. Yarrell de-
scribes the net by which Whitebait are taken
as by no means large, measuring only aliout
three or four feet in extent ; but the rnesh of
the hose, or bag end of the net, is very small. The boat is moored
in the tideway, where the water is from twenty-three to thirty feet
deep

; and the net, with its wooden framework, is fixed to the side
of the boiit, as shown in the engraving. The tail of the hose,
swimmin-j loose, is fiom time to time handed into the boat, the

fins, white." The only food that could b«
found in the stomach were the remains of mi-
nute Crustacea. Mr. Yarrell, the eminent
English ichthyologist, to whom we have be-

fore alluded, proved historically and anatomi-
cally that this little fish was not, as had been
supposed, the young of the shad, but a dis-

tinct species. In its habits, it differs from all

species of clupea that visit the English shores

or rivers. From the beginning of April to

the end of September, this fish may be caught
in the Thames as high up as Woolwich or
Blackwell, every flood-tide, in considerable

quantity, by the particular mode of fishing we
have before described. During the first thrc e

months of this period, neither species of the

genus clupea, of any age or size, except occa-

sionally a young sprat, can be found and taken
in the same situation by the same means. The
young shad of the year are not two and a half

inches long till November, when the White-
bait season is over ; and these young shad are

never without a portion of that spotted ap-

pearance behind the edge of the upper part of
the operculum, which, in one species particu-

larly, is so marked a'peeuliarity in the adult

fish. The Whitebait, on the contrary, never
exhibits a spot at any age ; but, from two
inches long up to six inches, which is the

length of the largest Mr. Yarrell hai seen, the

color of the sides is uniformly white.

THE WHITEBAIT.

end untied, and its contents siiaken out. The wooden frame form-
ing the mouth of the net does not dip more than four feet below
the surface of the water ; and, except an occasional straggling
fish, the only small fry taken with the Whitebait, are stickleliacks
and the s|)ottcd or freckled groby. The farther the fishermen go
down towards the mouth of the river,

the sooner they begin to catch White-
bait after the flood-tide has com-
menced. When fishing as high as
Woolwich, the tide must have flowed
from three to four hours, and the wa-
ter become seusiblv brackish to the
taste, before the Whitebait will ap-
pear. They return down the river
with the first of the el)b tide ; and vsi-

rious attemjjts to ])ieserve them in

well-boats, in pure fresh water, have
uniformly failed. The Thames fish-

ermen, who live at and below (iraves-

end, know the Whitebait peifcctly,

and catch them occasionally, of con-
siderable size, in the small meshed
nets used in the Upper and Lower
Hope for taking shrimps, called trink-

er nets, which are like Whitebait nets,

only larger. The sprat-fishers take
the adult Whitebait fre(]uently on the

Kentish and Essex coasts throughout
the winter. The Hamble, which runs
into the Southampton waters, is the

only other southern river from which
Mr. Yarrell has received Whitel)ait;

but this he believes to be owing rather

to the want of a particular mode of

ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF SEPTEMBER.

fishing, by which so small a fish can be taken so near the surface,

than to tlie absence of the fish itself; which, abounding as it does
in the Thames, Mr. Yarrell has very little doubt might be caught
in some of the neighboring rivers on our south and east coasts.

In the vicinity of the Isle of Wight, Whitebait, from their bril-

liancy and consequent attraction, are used by the fishermen as

bait on their lines when fishing for white ings ; hence their name.
Whitebait have been found inhabiting the Frith of Forth in consid-

erable numbers, during the summer months ; and in the neighbor-

hood of Queensferry he has captured in one dip of the net, about
a foot and a half square, between two and throe hundred fish, not
more than two inches in length, mixed with sprats, young her-

rings, and fry of other fishes. " In their habits," says Dr. Par-

nell, " Whitebait appear to be similar to the young of the herring,

always keeping in shoals, and swimming occasionally on the sur-

face of the water, where they often fall a prey to aquatic birds."

Whitebait being thus added to the delicacies of the Scottish tabic,

it is expected to be hereafter sent to the Edinburgh market in such
(|uantities as to render it as profitable as the Sperling or smelt
fishery. Mr. Yarrell thus technically describes the Whitebait :

—

" The length of the head compared with that of the body alone is

as two to five ; the depth of the body compared to the whole length

of the fish, as one to five ; the dorsal fin commences half way be-

tween the point of the closed jaws and the ends of the short and
middle caudal rays ; the longest ray of the dorsal fin as long as

the base of the fin ; the ventral fin arises from behind the line of
the commencement of the dorsal, and half way between the point

of the closed jaws and the end of the longest caudal rays; the tail

long and deeply forked. The head is elongated ; the dorsal line

less convex than that of the abdomen ; the scales deciduous ; the

abdominal line strongly serrated from the pectoral fin to the anal

aperture. The lower jaw the longest and smooth ; the upper one
slightly crenated ; the tongue with an elevated central ridge with-

out teeth ; the eye large, the irides silvery; the upper part of the

back pale greenish ash ; all the lower part, the cheeks, gill-covers,

sides and belly, silvery whitf ; dorsal and caudal fins colored like

the back ; the latter tipped with dusky
;
pectoral, ventral and anal

THi!. URAYLING.
The Grayling, also given below, is of the

same genus as the salmon and the trout, as it

has the same kind of teeth and the same num-
ber of fins, the second back fin, which is one
of the generic marks, being also fleshy and
without spines, as in all the other species in-

cluded in the genus Salmo. It is a very beau-

tiful fish ; the general color of the upper part

of the body is of an olive brown, becoming
lighter towards the belly, and displaying hues

of green, yellow and blue, as seen in different

lights ; the principal back fin is marked with

dusky and reddish square spots ; and the sides

seem to be streaked with dusky longitudinal

lines, an appearance which is caused by the

junction of the rows of scales. In shape it is

more hog-backed than the trout, and tapers

more towards the tail. It does not grow to

so great a size as the trout
;
grayling, exceed-

ing two pouuds weight, are not common

;

though there are instances of their having

been caught weighing from three to four

pounds. A grayling, about sixteen inches

long, and weighing about a pound, may be

considered as a fair sized fish of the species.

Grayling are not common in this country.

The same kind of flies that will tempt trout

will also tempt gravling ; and the only advice that we have to give

on this point is,
" Use fine tackle and small flies." In the latter

part of the year, after the middle of October, grayling are not to

be caught with the fly, except about mid-day. Grayling lie deeper

in the water than trout, and seem to spring upwards from the

THE GRAYLING.

WHITEBAIT FISHING.

bottom to seize the fly. They take the fly boldly, and are not so

readily scared as troiit ; but when once hooked, they soon give ir.

Grayling also take cad-bait, grubs, grasshoppers, worms and gen-

tles ; and are angled for with these baits both at bottom and mul-

water. In this matter of fishing there are few men who are not

fond of the amusement in some shape

or other. Some spend the best years

of life in fishing for position and pre-

ferment ; not unfrequently in disturb-

ed and dirty waters, belieiug their own
consciences, and trampling on the

rights and hopes of their fellow-men.

Some fish for money, pelf, dross ; in-

different as to the manner how, un-

scrupulous as to the means employed
;

most commonly in other people'.^

pockets, regardless alike of widows'

tears and orphans' wrongs. Others

again, with sleek e.xtcriorand elonga-

ted visage and pious phrase, disguise

the sharp hooks of their sensuality and
worldliness, under insinuating baits,

gathered amidst the glories of futurity

and anointed with the unguents of

eternity, to beguile the feeble and un-

wary, au'' 'o extract from other men's
awaken " or the misdircftion of

their 1 the solid enjoy-

ments >ne which they

affec /hose harmlesn

ple,> .;ir holy indigna-

tio' neir religious zeal.

B A'^ulton understobd

V kind of angling.
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GOV. CLIFFORD AND AIDS.

The eng^ii'^ingr given below represents Gov. Clifford and aids,

as they appeared in full dress uniform at the late encampment at

North Abington, Ma.ss. On page 169, we present an accurate
engraving of the field and troops at the review. The Boston
Lancers, Light Dragoons, and Bridgewater Cavalry leading, fol-

lowed by the various artillery and infantry regiments. In the

foreground of this picture is seen Gen. B. F. Edmands and the

reviewing officers. The tents on the left are those of the Indepen-
dent Cadets, who formed the body guard of the commander-in-chief,
by whose immediate camping ground the troops are represented
as passing. In tho distance is seen the principal line of tents,

beyond the advancing column. With this reference to the en-

grr.vings, we will proceed to give a brief account of the perform-
ances of the camp. The encampment of the First Division of
Maasachnsctts Volanteer Militia took place on the 16th, 17th and

18th of August, at North Abin'^ton. The 'division is under the

command of Major General B. F. Edmands, of this city, and
comprises two brigades made up of the troops in Suffolk, Nor-
folk, Plymouth and Bristol counties. It was the fortune of Gen.
Edmands, when brigadier-general of the Boston Brigade, to com-
mand, in 18+8, the first encampment held under the present law,

and now he has been called upon to command the first division

encampment ordered under the same law of the State ; a some-
what remarkable fact, when it is considered that in each case he
was the junior brigadier, and the junior major-general in the ser-

vice. The task, however, fell into the hands of one zealous to be
a faithful pioneer ; and no pains or expense seem to have been
spared in providing for the troops every facility for a proper per-

formance of their duties. In the selection of the sites for his

cam]), he seems to have made it his chief study to consult the

comfort of his troops, and to secure an ample field for evolutions.

The Abington Camp was most admirably situated directly upon
the railroad, rendering transportation easy, and was provided
with five wells of water, which were dug upon the field expressly

for the occasion. The camp received the verdict of the officers

assembled in the reviewing cortege, as the most perfect and beau-

tiful one ever pitched in the State. His abstract of Camp Regu-
lations—provided in such numbers, that all, who would take tho

pains to do it, might study them—were prepared with much care.

If they had heen more closely studied, many officers might have
avoided exhibitions of ignorance of duties with which they should
have been familiar, even without such an abstract to refer to.

Tlie morning of the first day (August 16th), gave promise of fine

weather, nor did the evening of that day give any forewarnin; of
the " deluge " which fell on the second day. Everything was
bright and beautiful. Nearly one half of the tents had been pitcli-

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 170.]

GOVEBNOR CLIFFORD AND AIDS, AT THE CAMP AT NORTH ABINGTON, MASS,
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

LIONEL ABSWORTH:
—OK

—

°jKiE "Emm :^mmmw§ m^mu
BY MRS. CAKOLINE ORNE.

[CONTIKCED.]

CHAPTER III.—[continued.]

" Seeing that wheel reminds me of my errand," said Rachel.

" I called to see if you had a skein or two of nice linen thread,

which you could spare."

Hannah said she liad plenty of thread, and E.tchcl, after select-

ing a couple of skeins, paid the usual price. She then said she

must go, and Lionel could do no less than to offer to accompany

lier.

" Return here, when you have seen her liome," said Hannah,

speaking in a low voice to Lionel, as he was about to leave the

room.
Lionel did not fail to do as Hannah had requested.

j|E)o not think me meddling or bold. Captain Ainsworth,"

were her first words, when lie re-entered the house, " but some-

thing has gone wrong, 1 know."
" Nothing can bo more obvious," he replied, " for Euphie, who

was to meet me h(;ie this evening, has foiled to keep her

appointment."
" Not voluntarily, I am certain. She has been detained against

her will."

" An hour ago I sho ild have said and thought as you do. Now

I think differently. Look at this ;" and he handed her the paper

he had found while w Iking with Kachcl.

" It is Euphie's haiul-writing," said Hannah, after holding the

piece of paper in various points of view, so as to detect, if possi-

ble, some dissimilitude between the turn of the letters and Euphie's

well-known chirography. " But who is meant by A. D. 1 I can

recall to mind no one whose name begins with those letters."

" There is a certain British officer, whose name is Anson Dill-

man, I believe," said Lionel.

" Yes—so there is—I had forgotten Major Dillman. But Eu-

phie dislikes him—always seeks to avoid him."

" So she pretends."

"No, Lionel Ainsworth, there is no pretension about it," said

Hannah, with a good deal of warmth. " I, who have known Eu-

phie from a child, know also that she does not say one thing and

mean another. She would scorn to do it. Some secret influence

is at work in order to breed distrust between you."

" I wish I could think so."

" Tell me how you came by this paper."

Lionel told her, also how Rachel had seen Euphie and Major

Dillman walking together.

" A proof," he added, " that the lines here written were in-

tended for an invitation for him to walk with her, and that he

accepted it."

" There is a mystery about the matter," said Hannah, " which

I am persuaded Euphie could explain if she were only here. If

you will leave the paper with me, I will send for her to-morrow,

and I know that she will tell me the truth, let it be for, or against

her. One thing I must warn you against. Do not trust Rachel

Dyson !"

" Why not ?"

" I cannot tell you why, and yet I feel as much confidence that

I am right in warning you, as if 1 could give you a hundred rea-

sons. I wish you could have set n the look slie gave you when

you commenced reading those lines. It was an evil, sinister look,

which I did not understand then, nor do I now, though I think I

shall some time. Now, Lionel Ainswoith, promise to obey mo
in one thing."

" I cannot promise till I hear what you require."

" It is only that you will not think ill of Euphie till she has

opportunity to explain what now appears to be so much against

lier."

" You may be certain that I shall tliink as favorably of her as I

can."

" With that I must be content, I suppose. Hark ! I hear

footsteps. Miles is coming, I liope. I was beginning to feel

uneasy about him."
" Where has he beenV
" To Boston, I expect. He intended to go there when ho left

home this morning, to carry a few necessaries for the relief of

some of our friends there, and I didn't know but tliat Governor

Gage might refuse to let him return."

It was not more than a minute before Hannah had the pleasure

of welcoming her husband. She noticed that his cheeks glowed,

and that his eyes sparkled with excitement.

" I am glad to sec you. Captain Ainsworth," said he, shaking

Lionel heartily by the hand. " Have you beard the news 1"

" No," replied Lionel ;
" what lias happened V

" General Gage has issued a proclamation, offering pardon to

all who will lay down their arms, and peaceably resume their cus-

tomary occupations, except Samuel Adams and John Hancock,
' whose offences,' in the words of the proclam.ition, 'are of too

flagitious a nature to admit of any other consideration than tliat

of condign punishment.' All their associates and adlicrcnts, also

—so says the proclamation—will he deemed guilty of treason and
rebellion, and sulycctcd to merited punishment."

" I, for one, then, .'^hall he considered a traitor," said Li(mel,

" for I ghall glory in being deemed an adherent of such men as

the two exempted from ]>ardon."

" And I, too. I wish for no greater honor than to be called

one of ' Hancock's crew.'
"

" Their being proscribed, will increase, instead of diminishing,

their popularity," said Lionel. " Had General Gage wished to

exalt them lo the highest pinnacle of honor and fame, he could

not have hit on a better plan."

" You have heard the news, I find," said Mr. Wilmore, enter-

ing at the door that Miles EUswortli, in the excitement of his feel-

ings, had forgotten to close.

" Yes," said Lionel, " and it inspires us with new courage and

enthusiasm ; for it shows plainer than ever, the necessity of asso-

ciating ourselves against the royal governor and the British

ministry."

" I wonder how Mr. Adams and Mr. Hancock will themselves

bo affected by the proclamation," said Miles.

" They will not be dismayed by it in the least," returned Mr.

Wilmore. " They have, from the first, and thousands of others

might be included, been prepared to brave the consequences, how-

ever tragical they might prove to be, which might attend their

efforts in the defence of liberty. As for the proclamation, all I

have heard speak of it, deem it nothing more nor less than a pre-

lude to hostilities. It was issued merely in conformity to ancient

custom, for every one knows tliat active preparations are being

made for hostilities, and that reinforcements are daily expected to

arrive from Great Britain."

" Where is Mr. Hancock, now V asked Hannah.

" He has just gone to Philadelphia," said Mr. Wilmore, " hav-

ing, as I suppose you know, been chosen president of Congress."

" Yes, Miles told me that ho h.ad been, and though you may

incur danger by doing it, I am glad that you all are determined

to stand by him. I have seen Mr. Hancock many a time in his

coach, drawn by six beautiful bays, and with his servants all in

livery. He didn't disdain to notice the poorest individual that

walked the streets. I never saw a more affable, or a more noble

and graceful-looking gentleman, and his dress, which was always

of the finest cloth, and embroidered with gold and silver lace,

looked fit for a prince."

" Or for John Hancock, who is superior to any prince I ever

heard of," said Lionel.

" lie is rich enough to bo a prince," said Miles Ellsworth.

" While I was in Boston to-day, I passed a large number of dweU-

ing-housos and other buildings, which belong to him."

" The principal part of his property consists of buildings in

Boston," said Mr. Wilmore, " which makes me recall to mind

something I heard about bombarding the town."

" If it would be for the public weal," said Lionel, "he would

be the first to urge the measure, though most of his property would

necessarily be destroyed."

" I wonder what Mr. Carwick will think of the proclamationV
said Hannah.

" O, ho will, of course, advise us all to submit quietly to the

yoke," said Mr. Willmore. " Those who do not, will, sooner or

later, he has no doubt, receive the doom of traitors, as their

reward."

" Speaking of Mr. Carwick, reminds me of his niece," said

Miles. " Have you seen her to-day, Hannah V
" I have not. She told me last evening that she should come,

and I know that she would have kept her promise, if she possibly

could have done it."

" Then you don't know where she has gone this evening," said

her husband.

" No, I certainly do not."

" Well, it may be they have only gone on a little pleasure ex-

cursion, the evening is so fine."

" You say theij—who was with her 1" inquired Lionel.

" Major Dillman, I took it to be."

" Where was it that you saw them V asked Hannah.
" They were just starting from Mr. Carwick's, as I passed.

They were in a phaeton. You know that the major sometimes

drives a pliaeton."

" Yes, but it don't belong to him," said Mr. Wilmo.e.

" You must be mistaken. Miles," said Hannah ; " Euphie

wouldn't go with him."
" No I am not, for she looked back, and waved her h:ndker-

cliief to her aunt, and bade her good-by, and I should know her

voice among a thousand. No one else has a voice so sweet and

musical, though it seemed to me to be sadder than usual."

" It is very strange," said Hannah. "Why should she wave

her handkerchief, and bid her aunt good-hy, if she were only going

a short distance, and expected to return V
Lionel, before hearing what Miles Ellsworth had told them re-

specting Eujihie, had allowed himself to entertain a famr'h'ope

that she would be able to give a satisfactory explanation relative

to the meeting between her and Major Dillman. Now, this hope

was extinguished, and feeling in no mood to bear a part in the

conversation, which had now reverted to the former theme, he

bade a good evening to those present, rnd withdrew. Hannah
Ellsworth followed him.

" The first thing I do to-morrow morning," said she, "after the

breakfast things are cleared away, will be to go ovec to Mr. Car-

wick's. By going, I shall, at least, find out where •jEuphie has

gone to-niglit, and if you have any wish to know, call tomorrow,

if you find opportunity."

"I don't know why I should trouble myself about her," said

Lionel, rather sullenly.

" You can call, you know, just for curiosity's sake," replied

llaiiuah.

When Lionel an-ived at his lodgings, he found a letter for him,

lying on the talile. It was from his mother, and informed him
that she had that moaning received a letter from Mr. Ainswoith.

her brother-in-law, who lived in South Carolina. He had recently

lost liis wife, and liis children wore still young, which made him
very anxious that she and her daughter would come and reside

with him. She had, she said, decided to accept his invitation, as

the prospect where they were daily became more gloomy, and

the means of obtaining a subsistence more precarious. Their

being provided_^with a comfortable home would also relieve him
of much anxiety. She had already applied for a pass, for her and

Ruth, his sister, to leave town, as the gentleman who had brought

her brother's message, would leave the ensuing day, and it was

arranged, if they concluded to go, that they should travel under

his protoctiou.

Lionel, who had experienced much uneasiness on account of his

mother and sister,—for since the town had been in a state of siege,

not only had all personal communication between them and him-

self been cut off, but every letter or note sent by either was care-

fully^ inspected,—was greatly rejoiced at the prospect that had

opened before them. For the time Euphie and the hateful Dili-

man were forgotten.

As Mr. Morland, the gentleman who would accompany his

mother and sister, had friends residing not many miles from Bos-

ton, where he contemplated spending a number of hours the fol-

lowing day, Lionel would have opportunity for a parting inter-

view, and his first care was to make arrangements for that purpose.

By nine o'clock in the morning he was on his way. He met

Hannah Ellsworth, who had, as she intended, called at Mrs. Car-

wick's, to inquire respecting Euphie. She was told that her

mother had been taken suddenly, and, as it was feared, danger-

ously ill, and had sent for her ; but the reason why Major Dillmsui

was selected for her escort, she did not ascertain.

CHAPTER IV.

A CURIOD8 INCIDENT.

Lucetta.—Peruse this paper.
Jutia.—Say, say ; wiio gave it thee?

Tico Gentlemen of Verona*

Then turn your forces from this paltry siege,

Aud fctir them up against a njghtier task.

—

King John.

It was late in the day when Lionel, after spending several hours

with his mother and sister, bade them farewell, and set out to re-

turn. By the time he had accomplished half the distance, the

slant sunbeams were crowning with gold the purple hills that rose

in the distance.

Suffering the bridle to lie loosely on his horse's neck, he pur-

sued his way slowly, while his thoughts, which one moment re-

verted to those with whom he had so recently parted, never, it

might be, to meet them again, would, the next, wander to Euphio

Floyd, whose conduct the last twenty-four hours had been such as

to weaken, if not destroy, his faith in her constancy.

The road, that for the last mile or two had been hilly, and so

open as to command a view of the surrounding country, now be-

came level, and was on one side bordered by a forest, which throw-

ing a dark shadow across his path, made surrounding objects dim

and indistinct. He was aroused from his reverie by some one,

who suddenly rose from a stump by the roadside, where he had

been s'tting.

" Why, Mike Larkin," said Lionel, "what are you doing here?

You came near frightening my horse and mo too."

He whom Lionel thus addressed, was a lad about sixteen years

of age, the tattered state of whose habiliments was indicative of

his vagrant habits, and, though they sometimes subjected him

to the inconvenience of going without a meal when he was hungry,

or of sleeping on the ground with no roof over him, save the

" blue vaulted heaven," there was something in this mode of life,

that habit had rendered far too fascinating to make him wish to

leave it. The various exigencies and shifts consequent on his

precarious way of procuring a livelihood, he being, "for a consid-

eration," willing, at the no little risk of life and limb, to run er-

rands and carry messages, alike for the British, the tories, and the

whigs, had naturally made him quick-witted and shrewd ; traits

that had already written themselves in kgiblo lines on his coun-

tenance. His physiognomy, which was rather a peculiar one,

might have been deemed ugly, and yet there was something in it

not altogether unattractive.

Though, as has been stated, he was willing to serve the British

and tories, as well as the whigs, if paid for so doing, his sympa-

thies were with the latter; nor did he hesitate to communicate to

them such information as he was able to gather relative to the

movements or intentions of the adverse party, which he thought

might be of service to them. In answer io Lionel's remark, rela-

tive to frightening himself and horse, ho said he should have been

sorry to do cither.

" But you see," he added, " I've been waiting for you to come

along, till I got to be kind o' tired like, and so I spose I jumjicd

up rather quick. Here's a bit of paper a gal gave me."

Mike, as he spoke, drew a letter from a repository, wliich an-

swered instead of a pocket, from between the lining and the out-

side of his well-woni doublet, and handed it to Lionel, who eagerly

received it, iK)t doubting that it came from Euphie. Without

stopping to Jook at the superscription, he unfolded it, for it was

without a seal, and, availing himself of an opening in the trees, a

short distance ahead, where the waning light was less obscured,

he ran his eye over the contents, which he found were not in the

hand-writing of Euphie, with rather a puzzled air. It was without

signature, and, after a second and still more careful penisal, ho

was totally unable to conjecture its moaning.

" Do you know the name of the person who gave this to you ?"

said Lionel.

" I know lier well enough by sight, but don't remember her

name."
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" Cannot you describe her to meV
" Why yes, I rather guess I can. You've seen the gal haven't

you, that al'ays seems to be afearcd to look a feller in the face,

and so looks at him out of the corners of her eyes ?"

"Do you mean Rachel Dyson V
" Yes, Rachel Dyson is tlie name."

Lionel once more carefully read the billet, yet the third reading

left him as much in the dark, relative to the meaning, as the first.

The contents, which we subjoin, may, to those who have been

behind the scenes, appear less mysterious :

" You remember what I told you llic other evening about hav-

ing a rival. I think I 'have so managed that you will not have

much more trouble on that score ; but, as there are one or two

little incidents, particularly about some poetry that a certain per-

son supposes was addressed to you, which it may be unsafe to

leave unexplained, please call on me this evening."

" 1 thought 'twould puzzle you," said Mike, appearing highly

amused at Lionel's look of bewilderment.

" What made you think so V
"Just take a look at the back of the letter, and I guess you'll

know."

He did as Mike requested, and read, "Major Dillman."

" I thought you said it was for me," said Lionel.

" You were so airnest arter it, you didn't mind what I said. I

told you a gal give it to me, and 'twas the truth."

"And you knew all the time it was for Major Dillman."

" Sartain I did," said Mike, with a look of meek solemnity.

" Then why did you give it to mc V
" '(^ause I wanted you to know what was in it."

" Do you not know, Mike, that it is mean and low—unworthy

a gentleman, to read what was not intended for his eye."

" Well I s'pose 'tis, but you see /don't pretend to be a, gentle-

man, and i/oii thought all the time that the letter was sent to you.

I took good care not to hint 'twas for the major, 'cause I knew

you wouldn't read it if I did."

" You say you gave it to me because you wished me to read it.

I can make little or nothing of it."

" And I couldn't, I suppose, if I hadn't been hid behind some

bushes, and heard a long talk between the Dyson gal and one of

her mates this morning. I'hey had a deal to say about you and

pretty Euphie Floyd, by which I found out that they were, among

'em, going to try to make you think she liked the major a dread-

ful sight better than she did you ; but I knew, if they tried ever so

hard, they would never make you believe it, for you know she

hates the redcoats worse than p'ison, and I hate 'em too, if I do

run errands for 'em sometimes."

Lionel felt his cheeks tingle, knowing how little he merited the

opinion so heartily expressed by Mike, of his unshaken confidence

in Euphje's constancy. He re-folded the letter and returned it to

Mike.

" You will give it to Major Dillman," said he.

" Sartain," returned Mike. " I agreed with the Dyson gal to

carry it to him for a shilling, and I al'ays do as I agree."

" That is right ; bnt I advise you to be careful how you make
another mistake—such an one as you made to-night."

" I never make mistakes without I do it on puqiose. Mike

Larkin's too keen for that. I'm willing to sarve the redcoats if

they pay me well, and I'll do it faithfully, if it don't cause any

wrong to be done to them that's better'n they be. Good night,

cap'n, and if you want me to carry a message or a letter for you,

I'm the one that's ready and willing to do it, and there'll be no

danger of my giving it to the wrong one, neither."

" It may be, Mike, that I shall want you to carry a letter to-

morrow."
" I shall be ready to do it."

" Do you know where Jlrs. Floyd lives ?"

" The ividder Floyd do you mean t"

" Yes."

" I hope I do. There aint a house in Boston, or Charlestown,

either, but that I know who lives in it. Tnc widder Floyd lives

in Charlestown, close by the fcny."

" Well, call on me to-morrow morning, and I will have a letter

ready for you to carry to Mrs. Floyd's. Here is a shilling for

you, and I will give you another if you will call, after having

safely delivered the letter into the hands of the person for whom it

is intended."

" I don't take pay of them that are on the right side—only them
that are rich. You are going to fight for liberty, and I'd rather

you'd kec]) the shilling to buy powder with. Good night, cap'n."

" Good night," said Jvioncl, in return, and, putting spurs to his

horse, Mike Larkin was soon left far behind.

CHAPTER V.

ainsworth's plans again defeated.

Alb.—Well, you may fear too far.

Gon.— . . . Safer than trust

:

Let me still take away the harms I fear.

—

King Lear.

Sure, one of you does not serve heaven well, that you are so crossed.
Merry Wices of Windsor.

Mike Lakkin did not fail, according to promise, to call on
Lionel in the morning for the letter. It was ready for him, and
in it Lionel bad confessed to Euphie that his jealousy had been

excited by her failing to meet him at Miles Ellsworth's as she had
promised, as well as by other incidents that had taken place the

same evening, and which he detailed. He knew now, he said,

that he had wronged her, and he believed that one she had trusted

was plotting against her ; there were some things, however, that

lie could not satisAictorily account for, and he begged that she
would write a few lines in explanation, and send them by the

aearer of his own letter.

" Be careful not to lose it," said Lionel, hand4|>g it to Mike.

"You needn't be afeared of that," returned he, "and if any of

the redcoats undertake to search my pockets, they wont find it,

for I've a safer jilace than a pocket to put it into—the same I car-

ried the Dyson gal's letter in."

" Rememlier you are to wait for an answer."

" O, I know," said he, and he eked out his answer with a nod

and a wink, quite as expressive as words.

Mike had a light pair of heels, and without seeming to hurry,

he got over the ground at so rapid a rate, that few pedestrians

would liavc found it easy to keep up with him. He beguiled the

time by wl istl ng.a song or two, more patriotic than loyal, when

by a bend in the road he came in sight of a man on horseback,

who was advancing towards him. He ceased whistling, for he

imagined that he had seen him before, and that he was a toiy, by

the name of Ilinkson.

As they approached nearer each other, Mike, finding that he

was right in his conjecture, looked straight ahead, not wislung to

be recognized. But the horseman, who had slackened his speed

for the last rod or two, drew up, when he had arrived opposite to

him.

"Mike Larkin," said he, "you are the very lad I was in

pursuit of."

" Can't stop now," returned Mike.

" And why not, pray V
" 'Cause I've got to go over to Charlestown."

"For what?"
" When I'm employed to go arrants, I don't tell everybody that

jisks mc, what they are."

" Is your employer a loyalistV
"Don't choose to tell."

" Then I shall press you into my service at a venture."

"I don't know, as to that," returned Mike; but, as he was set-

tling in his mind how he could best make his escape. Major Dili-

man and another man, both of them on horseback, made their

appearance. Any attempt at flight would have now been hope-

less, and assuming an air of indifference, he awaited their arrival.

They both halted.

" This boy is wanted to carry a letter into Boston," said Hink-

son ; " for the provincial soldiers, should he meet with any of

them, will let him go where he pleases ; but he don't seem to bo

disposed to go."

"I'm willing to carry your letter," said Mike, "if you'll let me
go over to Charlestown first."

"It wont do to trust you," said Hinkson. "The truth is,"

speaking aside to Major Dillman, " it is suspected that he has

more than once betrayed to the inspection of the rebels written

messages that have been entrusted to him by the royalists, and

that he has, on several occasions, rendered them important ser-

vice, which has resulted in injury to us; it is, therefore, thought

best, in order to keep him from further mischief, that he be the

bearer of a letter to a gentleman in Boston, who has instructions

to detain him when he is once there."

" It is the best thing that can be done," said Major Dillman,

"for I have doubted, myself, whether he can be safely trusted.

Come," said he, turning to Mike, " the message you are required

to carry, Mr. Hinkson tells me, will admit of no delay."

" You hear what the major says," said Hinkson. " Here is

the letter, which you will see is directed to Mr. Clavering, and

here is a passport, which will enable you without molestation to

enter the town."

" But how am I to get clear of the provincial soldiers, if any of

'em should stop me ?"

" If they should stop you, it is not likely they will detain you

long. If they should attempt it, I leave it to your own wits to

get clear of tliein, which, I dare say, have carried you through

worse difficulties than that."

" I shouldn't wonder if they have," replied Mike.
" There is one thing, said Ilinkson, " which it will be well for

you to bear in mind. If the letter to Mr. Clavering fails to reach

him, it is doubtful to mc whether you can have a chance to carry

another, either to him or to anybody else."

Mike, without further parley, set forward in the right direction

for Boston ; not without some secret thoughts of slipping over to

Charlestown, for the purpose of carrying the letter to Euphie,

when, by crossing the ferry, he could convey the other missive to

its place of destination. In this lie was defeated, for Hinkson aiul

Major Dillman, when he had gone only a short distance, turned

their horses' heads in the same direction, and though they pro-

ceeded so slowly as not to overtake him, they kept so near as to

be able to watch all his movements.

Lionel Ainsworlh, who had fully expected Mike to return by

eleven or twelve o'clock, when the sun had passed the meridian,

began to feel some anxiety. As the afternoon advanced without

bringing him, he grew extremely impatient, and when, at last,

night had fairly set in, and he still failed to make his appearance,

ho began to suspect that he had purposely deceived him, at the

instigation, it might be, of Major Dillman or Rachel Dyson.

The ensuing day passed on without bringing to Lionel any tid-

ings of Mike, though he did not fail to make every possible in-

quiry. Another day had come nearly to a close, when he was

told by a man of his acquaintance that he had seen Mike, on the

morning Lionel had employed him to go to Charlesto\vn, in close

conversation with Major Dillman and two others, whom he knew
to be tories. This infonnation only increased his solicitude, and

after a good deal of hesitation, he concluded to call on Euijhie

and seek an explanation, of what appeared to him, her singular

conduct. He had already commenced preparing for his walk,

when he received a note which caused him to alter his mind. It

was anonymous, and ran thus :

" If you have any wish to know how Euphie Floyd spends her

evenings, your curiosity may be gratified by inquiring of Major

Dillman.""

" That I certainly shall not do," he said to himself, while as a

slight gratification to the angry emotions caused by reading the

note, he tore it into minute pieces, which he scattered to tho

winds.

Several weeks after this, as Lionel, late one evening, was sitting

by himself, there was a low rap at his door. Being about to re-

tire, it had been fastened, and without rising from his seat, ho

asked who was there.

" It is I—Mike Larkin," said a voice, in answer. " Open tho

door, and I will tell you something you will like to know."

Lionel complied, though with no very great alacrity, while his

reception of his unwelcome visitor was decidedly cold and un-

gracious.

" Haven't you a glass of water to give me, and a bit of some-

thing to cat V said Mike. " I haven't tasted a mouthful of any-

thing for the last twenty-four hours."

" Why, where have you been ?" asked Lionel, his compassion

being at once excited, for he could sec by the boy's looks that he

was much exhausted.

" Dodging the redcoats and the tories," said he.

"And where have you been for the last three or four weeks'?"

said Lionel, as he took from a cupboard some bread and cold

meat, and set them before him.

Mike's story was soon told. That part of it already known, it

is imneccssary to repeat. When brought to the presence of Mr.

Clavering, he gave him the letter, and was going to withdraw, but

was told to remain till he had read it. When he had fiuislicd, he

told Mike that he would not be ])erinitted to return, and from that

time till he succeeded in making his escape, he was held in close

custody.

" I don't know," said Mike, " that I should have tried to get

away, quite yet, they watched me so snug, if it hadn't been for

what I heard Mr. Clavering and a parcel more telling about,

t'other night. There's none of the rig'lars or tories that'll be

round eves-dropi)ing, is there V
" I suspect not. The walls are thick, and if you speak low,

you cannot be heard, even if there are ; but first of all, tell me what

has become of the letter 1 gave you ?"

" The one I was to carry to Miss Euphie ? Here it has been,

safe as a thief in a mill, ever since the morning you gave it to

me," said he, taking it from its secret depository.

Lionel found, on examining it, that though it was much soiled

and worn, tho seal bore no marks of having been tampered with.

He was very glad to have it back again, for he did not care to

have what related to his personal concerns, and still less, what

particularly referred to Cupid, exposed to the influence of those

who would be likely to make a jest of it.

" Now, cap'n," said Mike, at the same time addressing himself

with a right good will to the business of despatching the viands

before him, " I'll tell you what made me so aii'nest to get out of

the clutches of the tories, and the tarnal redcoats, setting aside the

nateral desire a body has to go and come when it suits him. As
I said, jess now, I heerd Mr. Clavering and a parcel of the same

stamp, talking over something mighty busy, close by the place

where I slept. I s'pose they cither forgot I was there, or thought

I was asleep, for they spoke loud enough for mc to make out the

most of what they said. They talked and argufied a good deal,

but the upshot of the matter was, the Britishers were going to

fortify Charlestown heights, and then, they said, they could have

it all their own way, and the rebels would no longer be able to

besiege Boston, but would have to buckle under, and come to

such terms as they pleased to give 'em."

" That is something worth knowing," said Lionel. " Did you

hear them say when the fortifications were to be commenced V
" Right off, as near as I can fini out—as soon as they could get

ready."

" And when was it that you overheard their conversationV
" Night afore last. I tried to get away that night, but couldn't

find a chance."

" Then thare is no time to lose. I shouldn't wonder if they

commenced tomorrow morning."

" If they were Yankees they would, but the Britishers have the

ordering of things, you know—the tories being nothing more nor

less than their underlings—and, somehow, they seem naterally to

have a way of moving slower than we, who were born and bred

this side of the water. And now, cap'n, that I've got my mind

freed, and made a good hearty meal into the bargain, I feel as if

I couldn't keep my eyes open another minute. You see did not

sleep a wink last night, for 'twas near daylight afore I got clear

of the town, and then I had to keep hid till dark, for fear some of

'em would find me, and carry me back again. Jess let me have a

place on the floor hero, and 1 shall sleep like a top."

"I can do better for you than that," said Lionel, and opening a

closet, he drew thence a sack of straw, and so arranged it, as to

make what to Mike, who so often slept on the bare ground, and,

oftener still, on the soft side of a board, as comfortable a bed as

he desired.

" Shan't I sleep like a prince f" said he, as he took possession

of it, and where he had scarcely time to compose himself in an

attitude favorable to slecji, before his senses were fast locked in

forgctfulness.

Lionel went to the window and looked out. By the aspect of

the heavens he knew it was near midnight. Most of the company

that had chosen him their captain, were at Cambridge, the head

quarters of General Ward, and ^^ here, for the most part, for the

last three or four weeks, he had himself been.

[to be continued.]
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SHAKSPEARE S HOUSE, AT STRATFORD-UPON-AVON.

SHAKSPEARE AND STRATFORD-UPON-AVON.
We present above a correct view of Shakspearc's House, at

Stratford-upon-Avon, and below will be found a view of a cham-
ber in the same, supposed to be that occupied by the poet. On
the opposite page will be found the school-room where Shakspeare
received his early education, and below it an exterior view of
Shakspearc's school and ancient Guildhall at Stratford. On the

last page of the present number will also be found a fine likeness

of the subject of this article, tiiken from a famous and authentic

pnititin}:^. Tlie pleasant and memorable town of Stratford, to

which the genius of one man has given immortality, is situated on
a gentle ascent from the river Avon, in the county of Warwick,
and takes its name, according to Dugdale, from having been the

ford or ])!Lssage over the water upon the great street or road lead-

ing from Henley-in-Arden towards London. Stratford is trace-

able by name to a very early period. Three hundred years before

the Norman invasion we find St. Egwin, the third Bishop of Wor-
cester, and founder of the magnificent Abbey of Evesham, ex-

changed a monastery at Fladbury, in Worcestershire, for the

Stratford monastery, then in possession of Athclard, a viceroy
over the Mercians. The convent appears to have been founded
shortly after the conversion of the Saxons to Christianity, but the

earlier records of its history are imperfect. Meanwhile, the town
of Stratford, which, from a few inhabitants, probably dependent
wholly upon the monastery, began to assume a more flourishing

aspect, was retained by the

bishops of Worcester and their

successors long after the Con-
quest. The report a few years

since, that the house where
Shakspeare is reputed to have
been born was " in the mar-
ket," awakened a natural cu-

riosity in many to know how
far the tradition that ascribes

to jt fhe honor of being the

birthplace of the ])oet, is

borne out by the records of
the time. The strongest cor-

roborative support of the re-

ceived tradition is part of a
court-roll, dated 1552, laudy
published by JKev. Joseph
Hunter, in his " New Illustra-

tions of the Life of Shaks-
peare," in which the poet's fa-

thi,'r,John Shakspeare, is men-
tioned in connection with Hen-
ley street. From 1 55G to 157 1

,

we are in some degree ena-
bled to trace the progress of
John Shakspearein his public
life. During this time, we
find him proceeding through
the accustomed course of mu-
nicipal honors, till he attains

the highest dignity the cor|«j-

ration could bestow. We
infer that at this time he
possessed the respect and es-

teem of his townsmen, and
was athrivingand responsible

man. This Ih corroborated,

too, by the scanty particulars

of his private history which
have been preserved. In 1550
he was admitt(>d at the Court-
Lect to two copy-hold estates

in Stratford. In 1557 or 155H,
he had wooed and won the de-

scendant of one of the oldest

families in the county, Mary
^den, the mother of the poet.

and by this marriage became possessed of the property in Wil-
mecote called Asbies, consisting of about sixty acres of arable

and pasture land, and a house. " A small fortune," as Mr.
Knight remarks, " for a descendant of the lord of forty-seven

manors ; but it was enough for happiness." It is at this period,

1558, that the register of Stratford commences, and turning to the

entry of baptisms in that year, we find the baptism of "Joan,
daughter to John Shakspeare," on the 15th of September. Fonr
years afterwards, on the 2.3d of December, 1562, Margaret, daugh-
ter to John Shakspeare, is baptized. Wo then come to the im-
portant entry, " 1564, April 26. Gnlielmusfilius Johannes Shak-
speare." These few syllables attest the baptism of " William,
the son of John Shakspeare," but, strange to say, no record has
been found to stamp the day, the hour, the moment, when this

immortal son was given to the world. In this, as in almost every
other circumstance of importance in the history of the poet, our
only authority is tradition, which asserts that he was born upon
St. George's Day, the 23d of April, three days before the entry

of his baptism. The subsequent entries in the register give the

poet three brothers and two more sisters. Of these eight chil-

dren which constituted the family of Shakspearc's father, five

only—William, Gilbert, Joan, Richard, and Edmund—reached
maturity. In 1570 we find John Shakspeare, the poet's father, in

occupation of a meadow of fourteen acres, with appurtenances,

called Ingon, about a mile and a half from Warwick, at a yearly

CHAMBER IN SHAESPEARE'S IIOiJ^B.

rent of eight pounds, equivalent to about forty pounds at the
present day. Four years afterwards, in 1574, he purchases the

two freehold houses in Henley street, with gardens and orchards,

of which houses, the tenement represented as the birth-place of
William Shakspeare, is a portion. These facts throw little or no
light upon the controverted point, whether Shakspeare was born
in this tenement or not. As Mr. Knight observes, " William
Shakspeare might have been born at either of his father's copy-
hold hou.ses in Grecnhill street, or in Henley street : he might
have been born at Ingon : or his father might have occupied one
of the two freehold houses in Henley street at the time of the birth

of his eldest son ;" but they tend to show the poet's father, up to

his purchase of the freehold houses in Henley street, actively and
profitably engaged in agricultural pursuits—a grazier, probably

—

a wool-comber, and incidentally even a butcher ; in all of which,
according to the state of society at that time, there is nothing
incompatible with the station of a landed proprietor, or "gentle-
man farmer," as he appears to have been. They enable ns also

to form some idea of the sort of habitation that the respectable

family of such a man would be likely to occupy in the early part

of Elizabeth's reign, and thence to understand the ravages that

time and culpable neglect have made in the traditionary house
of William Shakspeare'* bnih. Upon the death of John Shak-
speare, the freehold houses in Henley street descended to his heir-

at-law, the i>oet; but he i* not supposed to have resided in them
afterwards. In the last testa-

ment of the poet, March 25th,

1616, he devises to his "sil-

ler Joan," for her life, the

house, with the appurtenan-

ces, in Stratford, wherein she

dwelt, under the yearly rent

of twelve pence. His sister

Joitn, whose marn'agc name
was Hart, was residing there

in 16.37,and she probably con-

tinued there till the period of

her death, in 1646. Her house

i» supposed to have compris-

ed the part now shown as

the poet's birthplace, and the

tenement adjoining it on the

western side. In a subse-

quent part of his will, Shak-

speare bequeaths, amongst
the bulk of his property, "two
houses in Heidcy street to

his eldest daughter, Susanna
Hall, with remainder to her

male issue." Whilst this

property remained in the pos-

session of Shakspc:ire's im-

mediate descendants, it was

several times made subservi-

ent to family arrangements.

But the premises, originally

extensive,havebeen gradually

diminished. John Shuksjiearc

in 1757 sold a small ])lot to

George Badger, whicli was

added to what was afterwards

the Swan Inn. Shakspeare

Hart, in 1746, disposed of

a part of the yard or garden.

In 1771, Thomas Hait sold

four tenements, between
Shakspearc's birthplace and

what is now the AVhite Lion

Inn ; and ultimately the house

in which Mrs. Hart lived so

long, was divided into two

tenements, one of which was

opened as a butcher's shop.
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These mutations and subse-

quent neglect liave, of course,

completely cluuigert the aspect

of the building. Of what it was
in 1574, no notion can be gath-

ered from what it is in 18.")3.

There is something, indeed,

most painful in the contrast of
its present wretcholness, and
our idea of its condition as the

comfortable home of Shaks-
peare's parents. The low, cra-

zy frontage—the cripi)le(I hatch

—the filthy remnant of a butch-

er's Bhamble, with its ghastly

hook—on the outside ; and the

squalid forlomncss of the rooms
within, convey together such a
sense of utter desolation as mer-
ges all those feelings of respect

and awe which such a relic

should inspire. Immediately
adjoining the chapel of (he Holy
Cross, or Guild Chapel, as it is

usually cilled, stands the an-

cient stack of building wliicli

comprise the Guild Hall and
the Grammar School. Nothing
can Ik; more unpretending than
the appearance of this (|u;viiit

old structure. The Hall ij a
long narrow room, on a level

with the street, divided, in lat-

ter times, by a wainscot parti-

tion in the middle, but formerly
without any division ; there is

a smaller chamlier leading out
of the Hall, which was used by
the corporation on council and
other great occasions, and here
too w!is the school-room where
Shakspearc received the first

rudiments of his education.—The portrait, which will be found on
the last page, as before referred to, is from one now in possession,
we believe, of the Earl of Ellcsmere, who was lately among us, and
•who won such high encomiums of praise from the Boston and New
York press. The carl gave .l.'j.') guine;is for the painting. Part
of its history is as follows : "The Duke of Chandos obtained it

by marriage with the daughter and heiress of a Mr. Nicholl, of
Minchenden House, Southgate ; Mr. Nicholl obtained it from a
Mr. Robert Keck, of the Inner Temple, who gave (the first and
best) Mrs. Barry, the actress as OMy tells us, forty guineas for
it. Mrs. Barry had it from Betlerton, and Betterton had it from
Sir William Davenant, who was a professed admirer of Shaks-
pearc, and not unwilling to be thought his son. Davenant was
born in 1605, and died in 1668; and Betterton (as every reader
of Pcpys will recollect) was the great actor I)clonging to the Duke's
Theatre, of which Davenant was the patentee. The elder brother
of Davenant (Parson Robert) had been heard to relate, as Aubrey
informs us, that Shakspearc had often kissed Sir William when a
boy. Davenant lived quite near enough to Shakspcara's time to
have obtained a genuine portrait of the poet whom he admired

—

in an age, too, when the Shakspeare mania was not so strong as
it is now." Had daguerreotyping been known in Shakspcare's
time, wc should have an abundant supply of his " counterfeit i)re-
fentment," even as in the present day, when a man can scarcely
show a 8ym|)tom of genius that elevates him above his brethren,
that he is not at once a subject for the daguerreotype.

THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL-ROOM AT STRATFORD.

THE INTERIOR OF AFRICA.
This is almost a terra incognita. We know Europe pretty thor-

oughly. Asia has been traversed in all its length by civilized

travellers. With the geography of America wc may call our-
selves familiar. But how little do wc know of the vast continent
which lies almost wholly within the tropics, and of which the

greater ])art seems shut up as effectuallj' against the advances of
civilization as if it were upon another planet ! Indeed the " moun-
tains of the moon " would be subject to more accurate observa-
tion were they situated upon the satellite from which they derived
their name. The cflTorts of civilized travellers have lieen for cen-
turies directed to the recesses of this continent, yet four-fifths of it

is blank upon our maps. Its whole centre is one broad unex-
plored region, and the infoniiation obtained by recent travellers is

of the most aggravating kind, showing us mines of wealth which
it is impossible to work. Before giving the results of these dis-

coveries, let us look upon Africa as the world has known it, and
as it may be familiar to most of our readers. Egypt, an old and
worn out country, in its antiquities one of the most interesting

places on the continent, occupies a small portion of its northwest-
ern border. The river Nile has been explored to its source by
Bruce and other travellers, who have given us some curious facts.

The Barbary States occupy the northern portion boidering on the
Mediterranean. South of this, and stretching from the Nile to

the Atlantic, is the great desert of Zahara. Along the whole
western coast are small establishments or factories for trade in

slaves, gold dust, ivory, palm
oil, and other vegetal)le produc-
tions. This trade has been mo-
nopolized by the English until

lately, but now American en-

terprise has taken a large por-

tion of it out of their hands. On
this coast are the settlements of
Sierra Leone and Liberia, es-

tablished as colonies for eman-
cipated slaves ; but both, we
have reason to believe, are in a
wretched condition. The Eng-
lish possessions arc at the Cape
of Good Hope. On the eastern

shore there arc a number of in-

dependent sovereignties, which
carry on a limited trade. The
Imaura of Muscat is a prince of
considerable liberality and en-
terprise. Quite recently, the
English have made a settlement
at Aden, near the mouth of the
Red Sea. Having once ob-
tained a foothold, they, English
like, began to push about them,
and one of their first discoveries

was a river where none wa.s

marked ui)on any chart, and up
they steamed three hundred
miles without finding the least

obstruction. Having now pass-

ed round this continent, let us
look into the interior. For half

a century the English govern-
ment have been ex])cnding lives

and treasure in jjartial explora-
tion. They have found that this

whole tract of counti-y is one of
amazing fertility and beauty,
abounding in gold, and all sorts

of tropical vegetation. There
are hundreds ol woods, invaluable for dying and architectural

jiurposes, not found in other portions of the world. Through it

for thousands of miles, sweeps a river, from three to six miles
broad, with clear water, and of unsurpassed depth, flowing on at

the rate of two or three miles an hour, without rock, shoal or
snag, to interrupt its navigation. Other rivers pour into this, trib-

utary waters of such volume as must have required hundreds of
miles to he collected, yet they seem scarcely to enlarge it. This
river pours its waters into the Atlantic, through the most magnifi-
cent delta in the world, consisting perhaps of a hundred mouths,
extending probably five hundred miles along the coast, and mostly
broad, deep, and navigable for steamboats. Upon this river are
scattered cities, some of which are estimated to contain a million
of inhabitants, and the whole country teems with a dense popula-
tion. Far in the interior, in the very heart of this continent, is a
nation in an advanced state of civilization. The grandeur and
beauty of portions of the country through which the Niger makes
its sweeping circuit, are indescribal)le. In many places its banks
rise boldly a thousand feet, thickly covered with the richest vege-
tation of tropical climes. But all this vast and sublime country,
this scene of rich fertility and romantic beauty, is ajiparently shut
out forever from the rest of the world. It is the negro's sole pos-
session. He need not fear the incursions of the white man there

:

for over this whole lovely country broods one malaria, and to the
white man it is the " valley of the shadow of death." It seems
impossible for him to breathe the air.

—

African Repository.

SIIAKSPEARE's SCHOOL AND ANCIENT GUILD HALL, AT STRATFORD.
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[Written for Glfason's Pictorial.]
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JIT JOSEPH 0. BCTLBB.

I y ave a bride ;—T see her not,

Yet when the er^ning sliades deseeiKt

I hear ber gentle voice of loTo,

My bcautifal—my f^pirit friend

!

I Xnow lier fncc is jwssing fiiir,

H«jr eyea wth lioly radiance bright;

Her lips ore formed for rrath and 5mile3,

V^Tiich may the coldest htart excite.

In fancy oft her small, white hasd,

I feel iijxm my wenry )m)w

;

And know her j^iiArdian spirit near,

Watching my footcitepe even no^r.

And this sweet spirit bride I love

With more than earthly passion pnre;

Onr souls are linked by deathless ties,

Unknown in time's dark passing hooT.

When clouds roll on my darkened sky,

And life's wild tempests roand me bcai,

3 look to heaven and her for aid,

And find a sweet and imre retreat.

And when this mortal frame dissoWes,

Commingling with its kindred sod;

Kiitmg above the wrei-k of worlds,

Our spirits shall commaue with God.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BURGOMASTER'S POCKET.

BT DR. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

Those ivho have been in Holland have had their curiosity

excited. The men, women, horses, wooden shoes and canals, are

unlike those of other countries. The men look well fed, with

broad-brinimcd hats, full cheeks, scant breeches—every button-

hole being upon the stretch—and great calves to their short legs

;

one can't resist gazing at them, on first being introduced into that

country. But, if they are objects of surprise, the women are

more so. They wear high caps, immense, red petticoats, and

enormous sabots, which, by interpretation, means wooden shoes,

resembling miniature long boats. Of course, there is a never-

ending clatter wherever they go. Their feet, like their tongues,

are perpetually on the move.

As in London and Paris, there are dandies as well as dandi-

zetts, besides a goodly number of both sexes, who have broken

loose from the costume of olden times, by wearing Christian

clothing—that is, they put on pantaloons having cloth enough in

them not to peril the buttons. Ladies, too—and there are crowds

of them—dress in the ])ink of fashion. But the sturdy old blood

of the dikes and ditches—the people who loan money to distant

countries by millions, with a hope that it may remain at interest

forever—look down with an expression of ineffable contempt

upon the modern popinjays in starched collars. They hate the

sight of willo'-wisp ladies in gossamer. A woman is prized by

them on account of her sul)stantial qualities—such as weight,

diameter and ready money.

Of course, every land has its peculiarities, its anomalies and
characteristics. Holland, however, quite overtops all the rest of

Europe in the amount of its oddities. Why, it would take half

an hour to describe the bells in a single clmrch in Amsterdam.
There is a perpetual ding-dong night and day. Hours, quarters

and halves are struck, one after the other, as regularly as the

planets move in their orbits. And, then, to wind up the noise

with a sort of climacteric, every five minutes more than a hundred

great, awkward, iron hammers, swinging to and fro, as though

they were the strong arms of giants, actually pound out a Dutch
air, as unmusical as the lirayiiig of forty donkeys.

It would be an evening's work to recount all the funny things

in Amsterdam, Kotterdam and other dams in Belgium and Hol-

land ; BO I shall proceed at once with the story of the Burgomas-
ter's Pocket.

Just behind the cathedral of Amsterdam—that museum of

wooden saints—resided a fat ollicial, Hans Van Wez/el, in the

last century, universally res])eclc<l for his wealth. But he really

had other claims u])on the good opinion of his neighbors, for he
smoked the best tobacco of any man in the city, the odor of which
was admired by everybody who passed tluit way.
Now Van Wezzel had a j.retty daughter. The young broad-

brims far and near had made tljc discovery that she would by-and-
liy grow into womanhood, about the same period that a vast

estate in Paramaribo would become her own unembarrassed prop-
erty. Suitors, therefore, paid their respects to the father, for the

sole purpose of getting a peep at the irresistible Winnefreda.
Many a tedious evening was given up to the i)ipe, in the old fel-

low's so<iety, occasionally saying " yaw,m!iilircr," assenting to

all his propositions, however absurd, and laughing, like a Flan-
ders marc, with all their might, at his stupid jokes.

Hans Van Wczzel knew what he was about, as well as the

honey-suckers who were flitting about his premises. Determined
to keep all the money in the family, which had been accumulating
f.)r two hundred years, it was his settled Tletcrniination to make
all that might be gathered ever after, roll into the same iiile.

With that plan in view, he had selected a nephew, Sebritz Van
Steiglcr, a sister's only chili, to be the future husband of the

captivating Winnefreda.

With goggle eyes, as destitute of expression as a mummy, and

with no more energy in his nature than an oyster, bis fair cousin

turned up her little nose at him, with a resolution to become the

jiinq fiaii of somebody she liked very much better. She had her

ear whispered into by Carl Steinburg, several times, while passing

each other at the picture gallery. Sometimes they found them-

selves side by side contemplating a Rubens ; and, although neither

of them discovered the excellencies of the great master, they

found out that they had a growing partiality for each other.

This Carl Steinburg was a poor lieutenant in the army of his

majesty. Where he originated, or how he came into existence, is

not material. For several months he had been on duty at the

palace. While stationed at the Hague, the fine figure of the

sprightly young officer, who was remarkable for promptitude and

gentlcmaidy bearing, had quite won upon the attentions of the

king. When, with the regiment, he was transferred for garrison-

sen'icc to Amsterdam, royalty was heard to express a regret that

the gallant lieutenant had been obliged to leave.

Hans Van Wezzel, besides being rich and having a lovely

daughter, was also a man of ponderosity in other respects—for he

was a burgomaster. In Amsterdam, city officials of that calibre

are principally distinguished for big bellies and a powerful diges-

tion. Brains are out of the question ; in fact, in .selecting burgo-

masters, heads are of no consequence—but stomachs, everything.

Well, by some unexplained necromancy, he discovered what was

going on ; and laying his pipe down one morning just after Win-

nefreda came from the gallery, he swore a monstrous great Dutch

oath that defies translation, ending with " dunder and bli.xen,"

that she shouhl be married to Sebritz Van Steigler, and the lieu-

tenant might go to the "livit!"

Contusion, anger, incipient love and unexpressed resolutions,

were each in turn called into activity by this unexpected explosion

of parental powder. She felt that Steinburg was necessary to her

happiness, the very instant an obstacle was interposed. However,

she bad the discretion to smother the tornado rising in her bosom.

Women always exhibit their superiority over the sterner sex, in

the management of their affections, by concealing their real feelings.

Among other peculiarities of this abrupt old father, he had

established the habit of extreme regularity, so that his movements

were all regulated mechanically for each returning day. After

smoking, breakfast being over, he put on his best coat, and went

straight to the burgomaster's hall. Hans Van Wezzel was an

alderman in function. On arriving, he entered a closet with two

doors, where the coat was exchanged for an official gown. It was

invariably susjjended on a particular nail, and well known to all

gentlemen of the court, as it was to the pages in attendance, on

account of its awfully deep pockets. One of them, however, was

superior in capacity, on account of being exclusively appropriated

to tobacco. It was, de facto, a magazine in which a generous

stock of the best article in market was kept for his own use and

behoof.

In these degenerate days, when smoking is considered in the

aspect of an accomplishment rather than a solemn episode in the

life of a solid man, it is quite impossible to understand the char-

acter of ancient puffing, as practised in Amsterdam. When leav-

ing home, the burgomaster always added a handful of leaves to

the remnant remaining in the bottom, of the previous day's pro-

vision, which was a foresight reduced to a custom ; and, therefore,

he was never made unhappy by finding himself on short allowance

for the pipe.

Young people never lack for expedients when their affections

are called into play. The burgomaster peremptorily and abso-

lutely forbid Winnefreda from speaking or even looking at the

lieutenant. That was not all ; for he one evening told the mili-

tary aspirant how inveterately he hated epaulettes, swords, and

those who wore them. Scarcely had the sentence left the lips of

Van Wezzel, than the brave blood of the Steinburgs began to boil.

High words ensued, and had it not been for the immediate inter-

ference of the daughter, one or the other might have been dam-

aged. The lieutenant was ordered to quit the house instanter,

and never return to it, on the penalty of a broken skull.

Van Wezzel could see as far into a millstone as any man ; and

knowing the perversity of the sisterhood, when their hearts are

palpitating under the influence of a tender partiality for somebody

—who may be a nobody to papas and mamas—resolved to bring

a long-contemplated matrimonial union with Stebritz Van Steig-

ler to a close, without incjuiring whether his daughter would

dutifully oblige him or not, in the proposition?

Here the story can be economically shortened, by passing over

a long series of family events preparatory to the marriage. Steig-

ler was perfectly indifferent, being willing to be hung or married,

as his uncle thought best, for securing the family possessions and a

name that never passed for less than a million of guildei'S among

the Jew bankers.

Winnefreda was neither allowed to continue her visits to the

gallery, nor hold any kind of communication witli her lover, under

a penalty so teiTibly severe, that she was careful not to give rise

to a sus])icion of the true condition of hei heart. By urging and

flattery, the old burgomaster succeeded in lighting up a sliow of

gallantry in Steigler. He knew that money was a god exceed-

ingly worshipped in Holland, and, moreover, he had sense enough

to perceive that marrying a cousin was an easy way of securing

funds.

It was decided, after long meditation by Van Wczzel, that the

day of days which was designed to keep two of the largest estates

together, should be solemnized at a specific period in a (juiet man-

ner, (piite ])rivate, because it would be unattended with expense.

No one was to be invited. The priest and the parties, with him-

self and wife, were considered quite sufficient for all legal pur-

poses ; and as for the world, what people might say, was of no

consequence to posterity.

Sebiit/; Van Steigler became a constant attendant, to the sur-

prise of Winnefreda. In order to carry out a design of some con-

sequence to her happiness, she seemed to acquiesce in the prepa-

rations ; but it alarmed her on discovering that the affianced block-
[

head was beginning to manifest a ray of sense—for he seriously

entertained an opinion that his cousin was a charming girl. Hav-

ing no one for a confidant, and the servants being interdicted from

carrying notes or messages for their young mistress, imder a

declaration of instant dismissal from service, the prospect of ever

again communing with the idol of her adoration began to assume

a hopeless aspect.

The lieutenant was agitated with alternate fears of losing a

prize of inestimable value. He cared nothing for what she might

have, but he loved her for what she was—a woman with a soul.

Men make an awkward show of themselves when under the all-

controlling influence of a tender passion ; and out of a special

regard for the sex, prudence requires that what passed in the

lieutenant's mind should bo suppressed. As he was tip-toeing

backward and forward in the middle of a dark night, before the

prison of his lovely inamorato, deploring that destiny had inter-

posed a barrier between him and an angelic creature, who was

speedily to pass forever beyond his ken, Winnefreda, equally mis-

erable, repining in her dreariness, caught a glimpse of a human
form.

From the circumstance that he walked with the caution of a ,

sentinel, without passing either way beyond sight of the house, I

she saw as only a woman can see, under analogous circumstances,

that it was Steinburg. In a tumult of ccstacy, she kissed her

hand from an upper window, sufliciently audible to arrest his car.

They had but a moment to exchange vows, when she heard her

father approaching the apartment, and she whispered so that the *

lieutenant heard, " search the bottom of the burgomaster's pocket,

daily, at the Hotel de Ville."

Before the old fellow had made ready for his regular promenade,

the signal, when he was about to move, consisted in changing

coats, Winnefreda had deposited, under a heap of tobacco, a frank 1
avowal of her regard for Steinburg, related all the particulars of the

proposed marriage, and concluded by calling all the gods in the

heathen calendar to save her from such impending wretchedness.

The enraptured lieutenant was exceedingly perplexed about

the pocket. He could not divine the meaning of a direction so

signally enigmatical. After pondering upon it till obscurity be-

came more obscure, it occurred to him to call at the municipal

hall, and make inquiries if any one knew anything of the " burgo-

master's pocket." Fortunately, having doffed the gold lace gar-

ments for plain country habiliments, ho chatted with the porter

upon the steps, gained his civilities and an invitation to inspect the

whole establishment, a privilege uniformly accorded to strangers,

by presenting him a fine pipe, with a piece of coin to cover the

bowl.

Every object pleased him ; and the discoveiy that the country-

man was a man possessing an inquisitive mind, induced the por-

ter to be extremely free in explanation of whatever was new to

him. At a ])roper juncture in the ripening acquaintance, Stein-

burg asked him where the burgomaster's pocket was kept—never

for a moment suspecting that it was a real bona fide pocket, be-

longing to a living man. Laughing heartily, he told his generous

visitor that by looking into a closet right before his eyes, he might

see it for himself.

Everbody laughed about Van Wezzcl's groat pocket ; conse-

quently the servants of the municipal edifice knew as much about

it as their betters. With a broad grin of derision, which the por-

ter would not dare to exhibit to any one but a stranger or inferior,

the veritable coat was pointed out, suspended from the nail that

had been thus honored from the day its proprietor hr.d been

elevated to the dignity of burgomaster.

That was sufficient for Stcinburg's purpose, to know that there

was a garment belonging to the father of the enchanting Winne-

freda, and further, that it had an immense pocket. When the

official was called off in the discharge of duties in the interior,

Steinburg, watching for a convenient opportunity, entered the

closet from the area, and thrusting a hand down to the bottom,

quite smothered in tobacco, fouiui a letter to his own address.

Reflection afi'ordcd him topics in abundance for the fabrication

of an answer. It was a plain statement of his misery and com-

miseration for the fair writer, who had thus ingeniously contrived

to have her cruel, selfwilled father the bearer of despatches to a

rival of his favorite Sebritz Van Steigler. His was deposited

where he took the other, below the superincumbent weed, before

Van Wezzel's hour of departure.

In the meanwhile, Winnefreda was tortured with apprehensions

lest there should be some unexpected development, and all her

plans be frustrated by the discoveiy of the message she had

entrusted to a conveyance so extraordinary. Her impatience for

her father's return could hardly be concealed. Regular as the

ticking of a clock he entered the house, hung up his coat, and

retired to an arm-chair in a far-off room for a smoke.

To her ineffable gratification, the post had brought a return

mail. The scheme, therefore, worked charmingly. Thus for

weeks in succession they exchanged letters with a promptness that

must have been delightful to them. Van Wczzel said that his

daughter had better spirits, a more cheerful countenaiue, and

treated him with a wainith of aflcction that convinced him she

had voluntarily resolved to please a parent by renouncing the

lieutenant.

As the longest day has an end, so do human hopes. Winne-

freda began to indulge the idea that a marriage with the abomi-

nable Steigler would gradually die away, and that her fatiier

would forget to urge the ceremony. Ilis perseverance in any

cause wholly depended on the opposition he might meet with in

carrying out a plan. When there were obstacles to he overcome,

his energy was perfectly indomitable ; but be became careless,
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and, indeed, quite indifferent with respect to a favorite project, on

ascertaining there was nothing in the way of accomplishing his

designs.

Contrary, however, to the usual course, Wezzcl one morning

astounded the household, by declaring that Winnefrcda should l.c

united to her cousin the same evening at seven o'clock, in the

cathedral. Preparation had been made by himself, the priest had

promised to be in waiting, but no guests were to be present at the

happy event.

Never was distraction more thoroughly depicted in a human

face ! The poor girl, in tlic depths of her wretchedness, came

near dying with an excess of grief at her impending fate, iler

only avenue to relief was to despatch an earnest note to Steinburg,

tlirough the trusty old pocket, in which she described the intensity

of her misery. One bright thought, however, gleamed a ray of

sunshine. She gave a minute account of the determination of

her unfeeling father, and closed by urging the brave lieutenant,

without failure, to conceal himself in an ante-room of the church,

with a tnisty companion or two, and upon the honor of a friend

and lover, as he valued her life, to be there before the family

party should ann vc. A few other suggestions were parenthetically

introduced, which were not lost upon Lieut. Steinburg, who was

as ingenious as herself in expedients to prevent the union with

her vulgarian cousin.

By extreme activity through the day, and extending his inquir-

ies among the tailors, on the receipt of the contents of the burgo-

master's pocket for the day, he ascertained precisely the kind of

dress that the bridegroom would have on, and procured a fac

simile of each in all respects. Being of the same height, it was

the united opinion of his assisting friends that he might pass, in

the evening, for Stcigler himself.

With the circumspection of a general in an enemy's country,

Steinburg stationed his forces, having previously apprised Winne-

frcda by the return pocket, that under any circumstances, not to

be alarmed at the altar. He cautioned her to give her hand rtad-

ily, make all the required vows, and, in short, do precisely as the

holy man in surplice should direct.

Just as the evening shades were setting in. Van Wezzel having

smoked an extra pipeful on the glorious occasion, the family,

with the affianced bride, walked over to the cathedral. Cousin

Steiglcr returned to the ante-room to arrange his dress, while

Winnefrcda, with her mother and a single bridesmaid, entered

another, which is customary on such occasions. No sooner had

ho pnssed fairly in, than a napkin was thrown across his mouth,

and half a dozen stalwort fellows, by dint of strong anns, carried

liim out of the building, by a back Joor, threatening instant death

if ho even breathed audibly ! Where they went with him was

never known. Even the kidnapped fool, in after years, could

give no account of it.

Personating the abstracted Steiglcr, the bold lieutenant aj)-

peared at the door as the lady re entered from the other. He
walked to her with an air of confidence, and led her to the front

of the altar. Van Wezzel, with his quiet brow, stood back in the

rear, while the solemn ceremony was conducted completely

through, and the priest, in a loud voice, proclaimed :
" What God

hath joined together, let no man put asunder!" "Now," said

the burgomaster, when he saw the twain were one flesh, " I am
the happiest man in Amsterdam, and my dauglitcr the richest

wife." At that juncture, the bride and bridegroom turned round

to greet their friends. The lamps had been lighted, and, to the

confusion of Hans Van Wezzel, ho saw with his own eyes that

Lieutenant Steinburg, instead of Seibritz Van Steiglcr, wa.s the

husband of his only child and heir. He could not speak beyond
faintly uttering, " Dunder and blixen!"

' How they got home, or what was said in extenuation of the

trick that had been played at the expense of his fool of a nephew,
the chronicles of the times do not mention.

Immediately, the whole transaction took wing, which no pre-

cautions on the part of the Van Wezzel family could control; and
the story finally reached the king's cars at the Hague. He en-

joyed it amazingly, and the couit laughed over the afTiiir as being
tlie best joke of the season. His majesty, on inquiry, having
ascertained that Lieutenant Steinburg had rendered meritorious

service, for which he had not received a corresponding recom-
pense from the crown, made inquiry into his historv. He proved
to l>e the heir of a tavorio officer, the late Count Steinburg, of
glorious memory. The king at once directed a commission to bo
sent to the address of " Captain Count Steinburg, of the Royal
Guard."

Hans Van Wezzel saw—for he had sense enough for that his

daughter had a gentleman for a husband, who was honored by the

court. This changed his views, and he declared himself reconciled

to an event he could not control. On being informed how he
had regularly and faithfully been the bearer of their correspon-

dence, he could not refrain from laughing in turn ; but he declared

if he were to live his life over again, his coats should always be
made without a pocket

!

[Written for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

SONG.

FIRST LOVE.
She put down her veil again immediately ; her lips moved in-

voluntarily as she lowered it : I thought I'could see, through the
lace, that the shght movement ripened to a smile. Still there was
enough left to look on—enough to charm. There was the little
rim cf delicate white lace, encircling the lovelv, duskv throat; there
was the figure visible, where the sliawl had" fallen "open, slender,
but already well developed in its slendcrncss, and exquisitely sup-
ple

;
there was the waist, naturallv low, and left to its natural

place and size
; there were the little millinery and jewelry orna-

ments that she wore—simple and commonplace enough in them-
selves—yet each a beauty, each a treasure, on hn: There was all
this to behold, all this to dwell on, in spite of the veil. The veil

!

how little of the woman doe^ it hide, wjieu the man reallv loves iier

!

— Colhns's Basil.

BT J.

Light though the heart ma; eeem,

And void of care

;

Though eyes may brightly beam,

Grief may be there;

Pride may conceal the pain,

Though the heart is snapped in twain.

Though Bmiles may wreathe the cheek,

Gems deck the hair;

Though tongues may rapturous speak,

Grief may be there;

Pride may conceal the pain,

Though hoping ne'er for joy again.

< »««» >

[Written for 01ca«on's Pictorial.]

NO TIME FOR HEADING.
BY MRS. M. E. ROBINSON.

" What are you looking at, Arthur?" inquired Mrs. Memtt, as

she raised her head and found her brother's eyes fixed intently

upon her.

"I was remarking your industry. Do you sew all the time V
he rejoined.

" When I am not attending to other duties ; but I am never

destitute of needlework, there is .so much to be done in a family,"

resumed Mrs. Mcrritt, stitching away faster than ever, and not

noticing the peculiar expression on Mr. Warren's face. She con-

sidered his observation rather a compliment than otiierwise, but

at the same time wondered why he had never remarked the fact

of her industry before.

" What arc you reading now V he a?kcd, after a short pause.

"What am I reading? Nothing particular that I know of; I

cannot possibly get time. O, upon a second thought, I did read

a sketch last week ; but I glanced over it so hurriedly that I'm
sure I can't tell now what it was about."

" Do you always read hurriedly '!"

" I am obliged to do so, when I read at all ; but to be candid, I

don't trouble books and pap.ers much."
" You have no taste for reading, I presume?"
" On the contrary, I am very fond of it ; but you know it takes

up so much time, and I really have not a minute to spare. With
my sewing, visiting, shopping, and family cares, I have no leisure.

Some people have their sewing done, but I think it u needless

expense," said Mrs. Merrit.

" You do no unnecessary needlework, I sup])osc?"
" O, no, indeed !"

" If I may be so bold, what are you making now !"

" This is an apron for Lizzie, as you can readily sec."

" But could she not wear it without such a quantity of trim-

ming ?" queried Mr. Warren, looking at the diminutive article

the lady was working upon.

" I suppose she could ; bnt it would look very plain, and I do
so like trimming or embroidery on children's clothes," said the

lady, glancing admiringly at tlie jiictty vine her fingers had formed
on the delicate goods.

" How much time does it require to embroider an article like

that?"

" Why, how inquisitive you are to-day, Arthur ! But if you
must know, I presume it would take quite a day to do it thorough-
ly, or, at least, in the wav I like it to be done."

" You have allowed that it is unnecessary to embroider it at all

;

and have furthcnnore added that a day is required in which to

complete the important work. Now, would it not be wiser and
better to spend the time named in reading some instructive work ?"

asked the gentleman, looking earnestly at his sister.

" In some cases, it might," was her reply ; " but you must
recollect that I do not embroider all the time ; I generally have
plain sewing in my hands."

" You have rather evaded my question. Supposing you get
but eight hours reprieve from plain sewing in a week

;
you can

certainly devote it to that purpose, if you please," he added, with
a good-humored smile.

" You make a great story ont of a little matter, brother Arthur,"
returned the lady, coloring. " Eight hours a week are hardly
worth taking advantage of."

" Let us look about and see if we cannot increase the number.
Here are six chair scats, all embroidered by yourself; and yonder
are two small and three large jiictures, which originated from the
same source. How long did it take you to accomplish this ?"

" I really cannot tell ; I do not know."
" But you can form some estimate ?" persisted Mr. Warren,

who seemel determined to gain his point.

" Well, perhaps the leisure time of a year," said Mrs. Mei-ritt,

after a short pause.

" And that, allowing eight hours a week, would make four hun-
dred and sixteen houra in a year. That sounds much larger than
our first calculation, does it not, Julia? Ju.st think how many
books you could read in that period. You would not always be
obliged to put in the plea of ' sewing which must b: done,' when
I invite you to accompany me on some of my charitable visits,

where a woman's judgment and penetration are so nuicli superior
to thofe of a man. You could also devote more time for music,
and, in addition, not fepl obliged to give up an interesting and
agreeable coiTcspondence with distant friends, for want of time to
write. Am I not a good calculator, my dear sister '!"

Jlrs. Mcrritt did not reply
; -,ae did nut f.'ol like owning that

her brother had the best side of the argument, though her better

perception told her that he had.

"I like to look at embroidery," he continued. " Beautiful col-

ors are always agreeable to the eye, and the employment denotes

industry, ingenuity and perseverance ; but that is no sign that it

should be carried to excess. Pictures in worsted look very well

;

but your own good sense will tell you that it re((uires no talent to

work them. Any lady, who understands the stitch which is used,

and can make a good selection of colors—which is easily learned

^-can do what denurnds no superior genius or uncommon ability

to peiform. Am I right or ^^Tong in this ? Pray encourage me
a little," he added, laughingly.

" Well, I don't suppose it requires any extraordinary talent to

work picture.>;," replied the lady, after some hesitation.

" Thank you for the admission ; now for something else. Here

arc four curtain tassels tied up very nicely in little bags. I dare

say you consider the latter ornaments, do you not ?"

"There are different opinions on that point; but, admitting

they are not ornamental, they are certainly useful, for they pre-

vent the tassels from being faded," added Mrs. Mcrritt, with an

air that indicated her consciousness of being right that time.

"But was it necessary to ruffle them in so tasteful a manner?"

was the next grave inquiry.

"I have no patience with yDu, Arthur!" exclaimed the lady,

laughing, in spite of herself. "I never knew that gentlemen

noticed,such trivial things."

" Then, you have something still to loam. When a lady a-sserts

that she has no time to spare for reading or charitable visits, or a

correspondence which she is well able to carry on, I invariably

endeavor to find out what employs all her hours. If I see her

working worsted pictures, embroidering numberless articles with

patience worthy of a better cause, trimming children's clothes,

which look a great deal better—in my old bachelor estimation

—

perfectly plain, ruffling bags to put curtain tassels in, manufac-

tiu'ing tall vases out of tiny shells, braiding rag carpets—which

are not needed, and which cannot certainly lay claim to beauty

—

I think that she has mistaken her vocation ; that she does not act

out her principles ; in fact, that she is inconsistent. What think

you, sister mine ?"

" I have not thought about it at all."

" Just as I supposed ; but if you will reflect upon the subject,

you will see the justness of ray conclusions. Where there is a

will, there is a way ; and if you really like reading, I think yon

can find time to indulge in that highly intellectual employment."

Mrs. Mcrritt made no rejoinder, but looked thoughtful, as her

brother ceased speaking. She mused long upon his suggestions,

and the sequel proved that they were not wholly lost upon her.

She did not entirely resign fancy work ; but before she gave her-

self up to its fascinations, she made sure that nothing more

important demanded her attention.

— < »«» »

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
— Perfection is attained by slow degrees ; she requires the

hand of time.— Vultaire.

— Affectation is a greater enemy to the face than the small

pox.

—

St. Evermond.

— He who can advise is sometimes superior to him who can

give it.— Vun K»i;M.

— How can we expect another to keep our secret, if we cannot

kecj) it oursehcs ?

—

La Rochefoucauld.

— Philosojihy does not reg.ird pedigree ; she did not receive

Plato as a noble, but she made him so.

—

Seneca.

— This same philosojjhy is a good horse in a stable, but an

arrant jade on a journey.— Goldsmith.

— First get an absolute conquest over thyself, and then thou

wilt Civsily govern thy wife.

—

Fuller.

— Never marry but for love ; but see that thou lovest what is

lovely.— William Perm.

— Men of genius are often dull and inert in society ; as the blaz-

ing meteor, when it descends to earth, is only a stone.

—

Lon^ifellow.

— The more any one speaks of liimself, the less he likes to

hear another talked of

—

Lavater.

— The surest way of making a dupe is to let your victim sup-

pose you are his.

—

Bulwcr.

— If men wish to be held in esteem, they must associate with

those only who are estimable —Le Bruycre.

— Where love has once obtained influence, any seasoning, I

believe, will please.

—

Plauius.

— The seeds of repentance are sown in youth by pleasure, but

the han-est is reaped in age by pain.— Cotton.

— Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox
and hatred therewith.

—

Solomon.

— Some are unwisely liberal ; and more delight to give pres-

ents than to pay debts.

—

Sir P. Sidnty.

— Cunning pays no regard to virtue, and is but the low mimic
of wisdom.

—

Butinyhroke.

— He whom God hath gifted with a love of retirement, pos-

sesses, as it were, an extra sense.

—

Bida-er.

— Man is the image and glory of God, but the woman is the

glory of the man.

—

Paul.

— Vanity keeps person^ in favor with themselves, who ai'e ont

of favor with all others.

—

Shukspeare.

— Temptations are a file, which rub oft' much of the rust of our

seli'contidcnce.

—

F.mlon.
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CASE OF CLOTHING.
The case of goods that

we represent below, is the

contribution of Mrs. M.
T. Hollander, 458 Wash-
ington street, Boston, to

the Now York Crystal

Palace Exhibition. The
case contains a variety of

parmerrts for children's

wear, the styles of which
are all of Mrs. Holland-

er's own designing; the

principal object in plac-

ing them on exhibition be-

ing, to make public her

ability to design styles

for, as well as to manu-
facture clothing for chil-

dren, and to that alone

she attributes the great

success she has met with

in her business. We can
only brieily refer to the

articles containfd in the

case. The cloth jacket

belonging to the largest

suit, is suitable for a lad

of fourteen. It is open
on the breast to dis])lay a

shirt bosom and neck-lie
;

the collar is very nari-ow,

with neither padding nor

watlding in it, but lying

flat to the jacket, and ex-

tending in one continuous

piece from the neck to

the bottom of the jacket,

and presents a much
neater ajipcarance than

the hard, stiff, and dis-

proportionately large col-

lars usually worn on open
breasted jackets. The
cadet jacket, belonging to

the next largest suit, can

be worn closed at the top

and bottom, opening a lit-

tle on the centre of the

breast, or closed entirely,

to suit the wearer's fancy.

This style was one of

Mrs. Hollander's own de-

signing three years ago,

and is now almost univcr-

silly used by children's

clothiers. The lavender-

colored broadcloth suit

lias been very flatteringly

spoken of by many ])cr-

8ons who have visited the Crystal Palace, and seems to have
attracted very particular attention. It is neat and simple, yet

very rich, and a great amount of labor was expended in the man-
ufacture of it. The suit, comprising a blue velvet jacket, white
satin shirtce, and lemon-ealorcd pants, is rather a fancy suit,

though the colors harmonize well together. The two small velvet

tunics, embroidered in chcneille, arc deserving of particular atten-

RICH & CO. S CELEBRATED SALAMANDER SAFE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

tion. The pattern on the blue velvet represents two sheafs oi

wheat tied together ; it is beautifully shaded, and the colors con-

trast well with the blue velvet. The pattern on the maroon-col-
ored velvet tunic represents a broken stick of wood with two or
three dead leaves on it, alternating with one representing a few
sprigs of grass. An infant's cloak, forming a double circular of

salmon-colored merino, has embroidered on it with blue silk, flow-

ers flowing from a cornu-
copia, and a bird of para-
dise resting on the stalks.

A white merino cloak for
an infant, embroidered
with white silk, has on a
scroll pattern alternating

with a small harp. A
white merino dress, for a
small miss, with three
scolloped folds on the
skirt, is very elaborately

embroidered ; these, with
several other small arti-

cles, sum up the clothing.

The wax figure in fi-ont

of the case, representing

the Goddess of Liberty,

was merely intended as

ornamental. The cos-

tume is thoHght to be in

good keeping. The small
national cradle quilt, op-
posite the figure, was ex-

ecuted for a display of
elaborate cheneille em-
broidery. It was made
at the expense of $100,
and embroidered by a la-

dy who received a medal
at the London Exhibition
for needlework. In the

centre is an American
eagle, holding in his

month the olive branch
and motto, " E Pluribus

Unum." He is resting

on a shield, and nnder the

shield ar'* two flags, one
on either side, looped,

crossed in the centre, and
tied with tassels ; over
the eagle is the head of
Washington, painted on
white silk (by the em-
broiderer) ; a laurel
wreath embroidered
round it confines it to the

quilt. The thirty-one

stars, representing the

States, form a circle

round the outside, and
joined one to the other
by a linked chain, the

thirteen States first form-

ing the Union, are looped
in curtain form over
Washington's head. The
quilt is of azure blue

silk, the border is formed
of red and white silk in stripes and stnfTed—the whole, as regards
colors and emblems, being truly national. This beautiful piece

of work alone should entitle Mrs. Hollander to a medal, for the
chaste purity of its design and the elegance of its execution.

The variety of patterns, and the adaptation to the age of those

for whom these styles are intended, challefige competition, and we
saw not their equal in a late visit to the palace.

[For description,

see page 173.]

- j^^' ^/.'i'/f/V . -i''

MRS. Hollander's case of children's clothing, on e.\ihuition at the crystal palace,, new york.
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[continued trom page 161.

1

ed the nftenioon previous, and upon the first arrival of the troops,
the scene at once assumed the aspect of an active camp. There
was some unavoidable delay in the transportation of so many
troops over the road ; and the arrival of the whole was not effected
till ahout an hour after tlie time at which they had been ordered
to report in line. At II o'clock, however, the division line had
been formed, and—upon the instant of the ijeneral's taking com-
mand—the cainp flaj:, the glorious banner of stars and "stripes,
was raised at head quarters, and the duties fairlv commenced!
The troops were immediately dismissed from the line witli orders
to <oini)lcte their details for guard. Tlio ceremony of guard
niountmg then took i)hicc, under the direction of Lieutenant-Col-
onel F. Boyd, of the division staff, who upon this and the subse-
quent guard mountings, performed his duties with much ability
Of cour.se. It could not be expected that this intricate ceremony
would be performed at the first attempt with precision. Some of
the officers gave evidence that tliev had prepared themselves for
the duties; but some of them were ludicrously ignorant and fully
proved the propriety of that ])art of the general's order (No 4) for
the encampment, wherein he suggests "that as officers maybe
called upon to discharge, suddenlv, dailv duties new to them in
their several grades, and which cannot be put in practice creditably
without previous study, they mav avert an awkward display of
incompetence, by a previous attention to their duties at giiard
mounting. ' The subsequent guard mountings were more credit-
ably performed, as might have been anticipated, especially that
upon the last day. No further duty was required of the troops
till four o clock, the recess being employed in arranging the camp
and providing dinner. At 4 P.M., the brigades were inspected
by the brigade majors, according to law. In these inspections,
the inspectors were accompanied by the insi)ector-geneial and the
division inspector. At least ten of the companies were on the
held for inspection for the first time, which fact will account for
many of the inaccuracies during the pciformance of these inspec-
tions. At sunset, the evening i)aradcs by regiments and battalions
took place very creditably to all. The camp ground was nearly
a parallelogram, 2000 feet by 1 000. Along the rear were arranged
the tents of the regiments and battalions of foot; on the rii'ht the
cavalry of the First Brigade, and on the left the cavalry of the
Second ^Brigade, each facing the right and left of the "Grand
1 arade. On the riglit of each of these coi-ps of cavalry were the
quarters respectively of the brigadier-generals of the 1st and 2d
brigades. While on the extreme right and front of the camp,
upon an eminence commanding a view of the whole, stood the
head quarters of the general in command, with the Divisionary
Corps of Cadets encam|icd around as his guard. From this emi-
nence, the picture presented to the eye was fine in the extreme—
particularly during the evolutions or movements of the troops on
the first day, illuminated as was the scene by a bright sunhc'ht
and upon the first evening, when an ahnos't full moon shone
brightly, and the serenades of the numerous bands at the quarters
of the commandants rose in harmony. It is understood that the
general was his own engineer in arranging the camp. At the
stated hour the tattoo ^yas beat, commencing on the ridit of the
line of tents and repeated to the left, in the different regiments
closing at head quarters. Every light was promptly extinguished
aiid extraordmary quiet and stillness was the ordei- of the nio-ht'
Ihe morning of the 17th commenced with the reveille at .5 o'clock
at which the troops promptly turned out for morning duties under
heavy clouds.with some rain. The company drills were attended
to and at 8 o clock the regiments and battalions were directed to
drill under their several commanders in some evolutions, directed
by the general, and which would have been required in t\wintmd'-d
drill in the ' evolutions of the line " at 4 P. M. Guard mounting
was performed at the appointed hour, 10 A. M., with manifest
improvement over that of the first day. The rain descended at
intervals during the forenoon, and increased so that it was deemed

with orders to make their details for guard mounting, which cere-mony had been delayed, the commander-in-chitf having expressed
a desire to witness it. This day's guard mounting—executed in
tlie presence of the Governor, Gen. Sandford, Gen. Sutton, Gen
J. Andrews, with the suites of these officers, and other guests-
was performed with much imiirovement over those of the preced-
ing days, and elicited much comraendation

; but, now and then
an officer or a soldier would give unmistakeable evidence that he
either had not the will or the ability to learn his duties in connec-
tion therewith. After guard mounting, the cortege rode through
the camp; and on jjassing the guaid tents, the same want of
knowledge of their duties on tlie part of eoinmandants of guards
was e.xhimted. They evidently had not troubled themselves to
read the camp rales, especially that part which reads as follows •

Compliments by guards will always be paid as follows unless
an officer entitled to the salute shall intimate that it may be dis-
pensed with, or passes in rear of a guard

; in which case the com-
mander of a guard will not face his guard about, or beat his drum
but let the guard remain steady at shouldered arms. Guards turn
out and present arms to general officers as often as they pass
them, except the personal guards of general officers, whicti turn
out only to generals whose guards they are, and to officers his
supenors in rank." The general suffered the glaring impropriety
on the part of the officers of the guard while the cortege rode in
front of the guards of the second brigade to pass without remark •

but when the guard of the 1st (Boston) brigade
same error, his indignation, as well it might,
severe rebuke to the officer

next after the

Dinner was next in order.

committed the
might, vented itself in a

It certainly seems unaccountable
that such a cortege should have passed all the guards, except one
without notice. The guard of the 5th artillery, which was passed

guard of the 1st infantry, did turn out properly.
t i» order. The guests, to the number of fifty or

so, dined at head quarters upon the invitation previously extended
by the general. The time allowed at dinner did not admit ofmany speeches or sentiments. Gov. Clifford and Gen. Sandford
only made speeches, both pertinent to the occasion. At 3 o'clock
the line was ready for review. While the reviewing eorte<.e was
in the act of mounting their chargers it commenced raining and
at tlie moment of their starting from head quarters to proceeddown the line, the heaviest rain of the day came on and lasted
about ten minutes, during which all that were not wet before be-came so now. It was, ho^vevcr, the last rain of the afternoon.
Ihe reviewing cortege consisted of Gov. Clifford and his military
suite. Gen. Sandford and his suite. Major Ware USA and
suite; all mounted and in full dress imifbrm. 'These, together
with Gen. Ldmands and his attendant aid, numbered fifteen offi-
cers, and a more imposing suite seldom has accompanied a re-
viewing officer to the field. The review, so far as depended upon
the commanding officers, generally was conducted properly • but
a want of attention on the part of subordinate officers, and of some
comiuiiiies, was here manifesttd as before adverted to But when
it is considered that there had been no preparatory drill of the
division m this ceremony, the general should be exonerated fnany part of the censure for these inaccuracies,
moreover

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A FLOCK OF DAYS.

BT DB. GEORGE W. BCXOAT.

Tliia mom comes like an angel down from heaven,
Its radiant face is the unclouded sun

;

Its outspread wings, tlie overarching sky;
Its voice, the charming mlnftrels of the air;

Its breath, the fragrance of the bright wild flowers.

0, blessed day! ric.i <ift of God to man,
Brimful of beauty to delight the eye,

And thrilling music to enchant the ear.

It lights me to'the unreturning past,

A dreary waste, where othertdajs have fled,

With the dear souls they pioneered to heaven. /

The past is night, in wUch these souls are stars!

X.ik« flocks of migratory birds a-wing,

The by -gone days sweep o'er the sea of time;
On, on to the eternal shore they speed
One is baptized with sad and bitter tjars, ,,

And bears an arrow 'neath its bleedi' cputc^
One crimsoned o'er with battles' gor« claborat
Utters a nation's agonizing shriek

; broider
One scarred and battered by the winu at the C.
Sobs out the grief of shipwrecked maraud embp
Ay, life would fail to name disastrous (dy who *

Days red and reeking with the foulest dd the
''

Days the bright stars mistook for blackest''"''

f<

/this;

impolitic by the general to expose the troops to its violence ; and
thus he was deprived of the opportunity which he had intended to
embrace for ins principal drill in the evolutions of the line. The
storm was so increased that he furthermore directed that the sen-
tries be withdrawn, and everyone make himself as comfortable as
possible, either in such of those tents as stood in comparatively
dry places, or in the barns of the neighbors. The evenincr dress
parades, however, were performed. The rain continued with
great violenje during the night. The general officers all remain-
ed at their quarters

; and most of the field officers, with about one
half of the troops, also did not leave the camp. The mornino- of
the last day was even more inclement than that of the second.ljut
the reveille and the company drills—of those who were in camp-
took place, and the troops which had quartered in the vicinity
were seen wending their way to the camp. After brcakf\ist, brig-
ade lines were formed at 8 o'clock, an.l about an hour was sperit
in drillmg in the formation of brigade squares andoMique squaresby buttalioiis, the gcneral-in-chief riding from one brigade to the
other and directing the movements. This, with the drill by battal-
ions only on the previous morning, was the only opportunity that
he general ha, to prepare for the evolutions f6r the afternoon ofthe grand field d^y, and no opportunity was afforded for drill in
the review parade. His excellency, the governor and commander-
in-chief with his suite, having been at the "King House" durintr
the night, sent notice to the general that he would rceive an cs-

om
... ... On the whole,

.

-except to the eyes of the critics-it was a fine parade
After review, the general in command showed his confidc-nee in
his own ability, and in the troops under his command by dashin<r
into a series of evolutions, which wo will venture to say were alextended as have ever been performed by militia troops

; and the
execution of which was so successful, that the charity he pleadedform view of the difhcnlties under which the inclement weatherhad placed him, needed not to have been asked for in advance
Ihere had been no programme of the evolutions distributed to the
officers; and even the staff of the general did not know what the
evolutions were to be. Tlie evolutions were such as might havebeen called for had the camp been attacked first by a body of cav
y 111 front, and afterwards upon the left flank, with a feint udupon the right flank. After a skirmish by the dragoonscame the fire by battalions in line of battle ' '

-*'"""

on centr

But lo! amid the flying flock I see,

Like doves with rooks, fair golden days )

Filled to the sunset with the song of Irt

And wreathed with roses to the morniP ""

'

Blue with bland sky, and crowned wi^'"™"* ''8^*i

And starred all over with the noblesp'*''

'Tis God who lifts the window, a.uA.I'^ '"''"^

The raven night on its eternal couw

And the fair dove of d,-vy, with lea/"'' P«***

From his celestial Ararat on high

'Tis but a step, on such a day/ "^"^>

From liill-sod to the condtscenf^ ^^y i

And heaven seems near. indec(''''^° ^ behold

The wingless wanderers from '' ^''^' abode

;

For lovely woman in her pur'

Bears on her brow the seal (Angelhood,

And in her heart the Ught Auonchless love.

[Written for GV^'^ Pictorial.]

E D T H :

THE LIGHT q/ cheerfulness.

BT rr/ HENRY BACON.

al

interim

ments by
and 5th' battalions

he general that he would receive

™»„, . V. If
.»"'l accordingly he was received at the encamp-ment at half past 10 o'clock with duo honors. A short time after

cort at 10 o'clock
ment at hi

dispatching the escort for the governor, the general was apprisedof the fact that ficncral Sandford of the Fifst Division ofNewiork Sla e Mililia was also at the " King House," with his suiteand another escort was sent forward. Bo,l, es.'orts were of c v!

du^ .d wf.l f '""'-'^"'T
"^ '^'''' 'li^'i"S»i«lH.d guests were con-ducted with a proper observance of all the honors due. The divi-

^n°l\7'"r"u '"«•'" "•'"" "' '"""'' '"" ^i'h the brigadier-generalsand the held officers in front. The guards were all panuled tl cgeneral m-ch.ef stood on the eminence on the right' and in fro tof Ins head-quarters. The corteges entered the field a" he
,"

nguard, nearly at the centre of the front line of sentries T e s tc

tt'-';";::.';."'':;.' .r,;
" '''""'

'"'f
^'"^ other guards to come ,otne pn si nt, etc. and, as soon as the escorted persoiiatrcs passedthe guard, both bri,.ades, at the order of the 1 riga,lier-4ncra spaid the proper compliments, and the staff offi

>,Lnciais,

guests to ihe general on the right, the bands of the regiment^longing their salutes till ,hey passed in front, and we cby the general incliief, when the prescribed

.,- , next, columns doubled
e, with battalion squares

; then deployments; next ploy-
by brigades, with a view to squares on first division of 2nd
li battalions

; next, brigade squares in echellon ; next re-duction of squares and re-formation of line of battle. Then came
the change of front by battalions, to meet the feint upon the right
flank

;
after which the division line of battle was again formed bya counter change of front by battalions, to resist the attack a-ain

transferred to the front. During these movements, there
"

nriiig by the line and s

dragoons in pursuit of
to be routed by the foi

noon was the crowning evolution. It consisted of a line of "obliViuc
squares drawn up to receive an attack of cavalry upon the left
flank, with a counter charge of dragoons in pursuit of the discom-
fited enemy. I his is probably the first time that a line of obliouo
squares has ever been attempted by militia; at least, at parades intime of peace. '1 hey were formed in a manner which elicited
great commendation from the military men present ; and more-
over, they presented to the eye of every observer the most splen-did coup de (Ji/ probably every witnessed on a field of parade in
th..s country With this movement the ceremonies of the grand
field day ended, and the cortege returned with the general to quar-
ters

;
and the troops were dismissed to prepare for evening paradeand for raising the camp." Shortly after, the guests took their

c epaiture, with renewed expressions of gratification. At evcninir
parade, Gen. Kdmands addressed the officers of the re<riments
etc., approiiriately. Dismounting the guards closed tht^ scene-
the ceremony being performed under the direction of Col Chick-en ng, field officer of the day. And at the last roll of the d-um
after the retreat played at the parade by the band on duty thJ
evening gun was fired, the flag lowered, and the camp endd.ihe tents being too wet to strike, without risk of
left standing, to be struck when dry, which
the quartermastergeneral, and all tl:

(•ers waited upon the

pro-

fi.:ed. It was a sueces;ion of .....pVhm;; ^i;;;..
' ;edZ/tHSwith due regard to propriety and <//«/ ; hut, ocurring duri

"
violent rain some of the intended effect was lessened. The rcl;;ration of the artillery .salute till the last was a most happy da'allowing, as It rlid tl... ,.n...«™^o 1.. _ ... !'. """

.IS It did the corteges to make a graceful and orderiyentice instead of being thrown into confusion by the sudden re-port of artillery immi'diately on cro.-siiig the lines. Had the sun
slione on tnis scene, it would have been unsuri)assinKly beautiful •

as It wius It has rarely be.n excelled. When all .he guests tl

'

escorted had been assembled on the eminence, together with
others of kubordinatc grades of officers, who had
the ruin c<a.sed for a time, as if to alford an opporlunitvfor them
to view li.e camp. The troops w. le soon dismissed froin the line

lUS

niany
invited.

camp
mildew, wtfe

was accompUshcd by>••.- -'e tents removed before ni?lit
All the predictions about Ihe imjiossibility of holding a diwsio.i
cneanipment wuhout a renewal of the well-remembered secies at
tlie Striped 1 ig Muster," have been proved to have been fabc
It IS the universal remark that this has been the most orde'ly nid
qiiiet camp yet held, and Gen. Kdmands may congratuUtc' lim-
scll that such IS the case. That it is so must bo attributilile, in a
great measure, to the judicious management of the occasioi by
himself and his cxcee.lingly efficient staff Indeed,. he tinops,
one and all, seemed lo be imbued with an ardent desir/ to<l< their
duty as well as possible; but as their zeal was not, ^i all cases,
accompanied with hioic/<-d;/«, many mistakes resulted. TI.e staff
of the general Ujion duty, on this occasion, consisted only d three,

\"'i''~i T^'"""" ^'"'l'^''-'''"".
!*'• li">'<l; Quartermasto', J. C. Boyd;

.<Vid, ,). L. Pluinmer. A bare statement of this f.i/t is, in view of
the required ducies, a sufficient coiiii)liment.

T am ill disposed in favor of those schools wlicre the mas-
ters hardly know the n.ames of their puj.ils, too numerous for
t lem to be able to walcli each one of them. 7t would bo l>etfer if
be master never luul more than ten or a dficen pupils, to whom
to ^ivc his care, without being crowded with work.— Gml ins.

Editu, lovely Edith !
""^ t^"" ^ dream, so vivid and bo beau-

tiful it will not leave me ^° '• Y<=' among all the " beings of

the mind " which poetr^'^'^ romance have created, there would

be none more beautifu^i"" t^ou, if thou wort but a dream.

It is night. The cfl-
"i'*' hides the stars, and where the moon

holds her place is Jy known by fragments of glittering fringe

on the clouds abou/er path. But here are the bright streets, gay

with the gas-lightg""! the Christmas windows of the stores, and

the throng of pet/^ saunter along as though the streets were a

vast hall and thy had gathered only for pleasure. The dress

goods, the picti***> the toys, the ornaments and jewelry, the gold

and silver war/ ''^ glitter more attractively in the evening lights

than at day /^^.d as I pass along my rapid way, it seeras as

thouo-h everrufai't was glad and every spirit light and airy. But

here is the /now alley into which I am to tmn, and so great is

the contra/ ff ''s darkness with the brilliance of the crowded

street th/lm'ist P^^^^i *'" the eye fits itself somewhat to the

gloom, 'there in the distance, shining through the mist, is a

small Ki"k''Dg "ght, and I can see the bars of the window, just

about/- That is the house where my pilgrimage is to end, and

as I /ess to the door in my haste, a figure passes me too quickly

to b/arrested for any inquiry.

jp through a narrow and crooked stairway I reached the room

tl^ seemed to be the only apartment used by the occupants, with

^c exception of a little bedroom adjoining. A few coals gave

itit a pleasant heat, as I sat beside them to dry the mist of the

right from my garments, before I could venture to enter the little

•oom where the sick one was. It is best to improve such oppor-

tunities to look about the apartment—to read from the appearance

of things something of the fortunes, and habits, and tastes, of the

inmates, and thus to tune one's self morally for duty to be per-

formed. Few, indeed, were the articles in the room, but what an

exquisite neatness was manifested by them, and with what grace

was the cut tissue paper woven round the frames that hung on the

wall ! The little secretary in the corner shone like a mirror as

the light fell upon it, and the carpet, though tlireadbare, wa« clean

in every fibre. " Here dwells," said my thoughts, " one who
has known more of fortune, and whose extpiisitc sensibilities

must make poverty a bitter and crushing thing ;" but in a mo-

ment more, these tlioughts were checked by airy voices that

seemed to say :
" You see nothing of pride hero—no effort at

show, hut all is quietness, submission and hap|)iness."

" Shall I see Miss Howard '." said I to the lady at my side.

" Yes, sister Edith is in this room," she replied, as she moved
towards the small chamber.

As 1 turned to enter, I found the light sent its raj's into that

room, and a sweet face looked up from amid the snow-white cov-

ering of the bed, and a voice of exquisite softness said :

" I thank you, sir, for coining."

A couple of small chairs, a little toilet table, a niiiTor with a
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carefully covered frame, and a picture hanging opposite the foot

of the bed, were all the things to be seen in the chamber, save a

Bible nnd some small books.

Great numbers in tlie Christian world reject the idea of the

clergyman being admitted any nearer to the Divine Presence than

others of tlie church ; but one thing is certain, nnd that is,—As

the representative of the religion he teaches, he is admitted,

many times, to a nearness to pure hearts and saintly souls that is

granted to no one else ; and where is the Divine Presence, if not

in sucli hearts ^

Here in this narrow room how far removed do we feel from the

world ! A few steps, and the long line of palace dwellings may

be reached, or the brilliant shops with their display of wealth, and

art nnd beauty in the windows, and the halls of music, the shows,

and the theatre. But here they seem hardly to have an existence,

so far away do they seem to be removed. So is it with the power

of the mind that bears the soul away from tlie l)ctraying things

of a life of temptation, and gives it the company of celestial

beings when the child of poverty seems to dwell in solitude. To
the ear that can hear aright, there would be heard footfalls enter-

ing this little room incomparably more to be desired than the

steps of the multitude who pass through the thoroughfare without

ever giving one glance to the narrow and circuitous alley.

AVhat a face was that of the Edith before me ! Attenuated by

sickness, and yet fresh with the beauty of the soul. The large,

full eyes beamed with intellectual power, and the expansive and

jutting forehead shone out like the moon when the dark clouds

are above and on either side. The silken hair was parted, and

drawn over the small cars, with a smoothness that told me that

some loving hand had stroked the temples with the patience of

tcnderest sympathy ; and the delicate hand, which she gave at

the greeting, was scarcely less white than the nan-ow and finely

plaited rutfle that bound the wrist. At once we seemed to be

friends of long years, and I received from time to time the items

of her history—a history that made the name of /?'/('//i the syno-

nyme of all things freshening to the hopes of the soul and beau-

tiful in the human heart. In dark and desert places, where noth-

ing but discouragement comes to the philanthropist, that name
rises like a star to me, and shines as the light that led mc through

the gloomy alley to her humble dwelling.

Edith Howard was the daughter of a physician, whose exten-

sive practice in her iiative town had brought him a large fortune.

Uis mansion was a noble specimen of architecture for the place,

and stood amid the ample grounds as stately as though it had a

j'lght to tower above its neighbors. The large garden in front

was attractive to all passers-by, for it was not hidden by a high

aristocratic fence, but was open to public view, witli just enough

of defence to separate it from the highway. It was under the

care of the daughters, Edith and licr sister Ruth, and the taste

exhibited was most exquisite. A hundred gardens in town bor-

rowed their beauty from this one ; and the fragrance of the flowers

no more truly floated abroad, than was extended to homes far and
near the refining influence of the taste of these sisters. The large

and well furnished apartments spoke of wealth and an eye for

comfort, and preparations for generous hospitality. The broad

hearths, the towering mantels, and the massive wainscotting of

the rooms, were in harmony with the elaborate ornaments of the

ceiling and the high windows and heavy shutters. The centre-

table bore the evidence of a tine taste in literature, and amid tlie

handsome volumes were books of drawings and pressed flowers

and mosse5, and whatever you touched seemed to speak of the

refinement that belonged to " the doctor's daughters."

Kemarkable were those daughters for the pleasantness of all

their sentiments, turning whatever was gloomy to others till a
bright side was found, and opened up to the light. Edith was
always fond of attributing to Ruth whatever her friends or visitors

might speak cf as a beautiful thought, for at such times she would
say, " that's some of Ruth's gleaning !" and her sister happily
answered this compliment one day by saying, " O yes, but not in

the field of Boaz, for I gleaned it in sister Edith's garden." And
it was often true, for Ruth was of a quiet, contemplative turn, and
owed to Edith the thoughts which helped her the most to enliven
her meditations. Many times some happy remark by Edith would
come to Ruth as the flashing out of the first stir at twilight wakes
the dreamer from vague fancies to something definite.

But there were tliosc to whom character was but a thing of cir-

cumstance, who spoke of Edith's pleasantries as dependent on
her good fortune, and doubted whether she would accept all things
as cheerfully, should her outward circumstances be reversed. She
heard of these criticisms, but only replied, "It's a pity a person
must be a beggar before their cheerfulness can please,"" and such,
she said, she must leave on the Egypt side of the bright cloud.
The test was to come, and it came on this wise.

Doctor Howard, sober, calculating, and far-sighted as he was
in all matters of his profession and walk in life, became infected
with a rage for speculating in certain lands, and suddenly it was
discovered that be and several of his wealthiest neighbors had lost

the greater portion of their property. To save the mansion was
the great cfi'ort of the doctor when the crisis came, and for years
no observer could fail to see that economy was practised in every
available form, and yet the same evidences of a refining taste

were apparent. The garden had additions from year to year, but
they all could be traced as gifts ; the stranger would regard the
dress of the daughters as beautiful, while the friend saw the old
materials re-fushioned ; and while hospitality was not stintijd,

there was no apology ofl'ered as though former luxuries were
missed. Change in fortune was not unnecessarily alluded to

;

and when occasion inevitalile caused some reference to it, it caused
no blush, no hesitancy of speech, no awkwardness of manner,
but the remarks were commonly enlivened by some such metaphor

as,
—" It was hardly to be expected that the rose would always

keep in bloom."

Another crisis came, and the mansion had to be yielded. In

an humble tenement Doctor Howard and his daughters were to

be found, for his profession had long since ceased to be of any

income to him, and the daughters said when the removal was

contemplated, " The less rooms we have, the more cosy we can

make them." But soon after this an old friend of Dr. Howard

gave him groat promises of an office in connection with the cus-

tom house in one of our principal cities, and he removed thither,

feeling that it might afford him some relief to remove away from

the memorials of better days. He left the to\vn of his youth and

manhood, after having spent nearly all of a moonlight night, sit-

ting under the shadow of a noble elm opposite his former man-

sion, giving free rein to memory as the past was all reviewed.

But the friend on whom he had made his dependence met with ill

success in the effort designed for his effectual relief, and in the

kindest manner conveyed the intelligence and a substantial gift.

Quietly as shadows depart, the doctor made another remove and

came to the city of my residence, where he had spent a few years

of his minority—years over which he was wont to dwell with the

greatest delight, so that Edith often said, " Father hatl rather

dream of his leetts than enjoy any of the realities of his fnrlii'S."

It was because of this that the daughters were ready to remove

thither, and took courage to go amid a city of strangers, because,

said Edith, " Where no one knows us, we can live as we please."

It was evident that the night which the doctor spent gazing on

the memorial of his fortunate years had left a sad influence on his

brain, and no power could rouse him to anything but very tran-

sient emotion. He would sit for hours with his arms folded and

his eyes steadily fixed on vacancy, with a smile on Iiis counte-

nance that told that his dreaming was of a pleasant nature. When
spoken to, he would answer, " O yes—yes—it's beautiful—very,"

and then he would fall back again into his abstraction. But some-

times for a day or two in the course of a month, he would seem

to revive, and those were days of most exquisite happiness to

Edith and Ruth. They had found employment that afforded them

the means of subsistence, by a little incident;—when they had

entered a store for the purchase of some little article, the lady

storekeeper observed how tastefully some materials, purchased

there previously, had been put together, and by calling their at-

tention to a variety of things, discovered, by their remarks to

each other, that they had a fine eye for the beautiful and a rare

idea of fitness. Some few inquiries led the lady to a knowledge

of their circumstances, and they were furnished with work for the

needle that made them no more dependent on the clothing estab-

lishments. It was through this lady that 1 found my way to their

home a year afterwards.

A fall one sad winter day increased the brain trouble of Doctor
Howard, and for months he was but as a child. When spoken to

he would smile, and a smile rewarded every act that was per-

formed for him. It was beautiful to see how unconscious of his

imbecility were the daughters, for they placed his favorite books

on the table by his side, sat his chair opposite to the portrait of

his wife, who had died in their early youth, by the side of an en-

graving of the college where ho received his diploma. It was, as

my friend pictured it to me, a beautiful sight to see Ruth sit and
hold his hand in hers, while Edith would stand over his chair and
smooth the gray locks over his temples, and talk and chat as

though no shadow had ever rested on their home.
The father now drooped daily, and he passed away, leaving the

daughters more than usually impoverished by the loss of time
and the expenses of the hist sickness, so that they removed to

even humbler apartments, where I had found them. The expo-
sure attendant upon this removal was too much for Edith, and a
slight cough alarmed her sister, who so well knew the tendencies

of her illness. But Edith still continued to pour the freshness of
her thoughts on all the adversities of her lot, and those two rooms
in that poor dwelling which was inhabited only by aged people
besides themselves, put on the aspect of pleasantness, though but

a few shillings would be required to purchase all the materials of
the adornment. But Edith's strength now gave way, and fears

were entertained that her sickness must be fatal. She had had
read to her some thoughts which made her desirous to see the

writer, and I found my way to her room. I saw in her what to

me was the true disposition of the Christian,—a waiting for the

Divine Will, whether its issue were life or death, ready to give
out of the light in the soul a beauty to dark things on earth, as to

behold the bui-sting of the glory that only comes to the sight of
immortals.

" Sir, death is a narrow path that leads out of the woods—but
the woods are heaiitifid .'" she said to me one day. I found I was
being ministered unto, rather than ministering, and my only anx-
iety was for the rescue of so sweet a spirit from the ills of the
body. The physician was exchanged, and the new one was
assiduous in his attentions, because of interest in the case and
friendship for myself, as well as professional duty.

One day when I called, I found he had brought a younger phy-
sician with him, being a visitor of his from the country, and had
left him in the outer room. As I entered, 1 observed the stranger
attentively studying the portrait which hung, as before, by the
side of the father's darting picture of his Alma Mater. With a
smile, intended as an excuse for his question, he asked :

" Is there any connection between those pictures ?"

" Yes," I answered. " Dr. Howard loved the reality of the
one in his teens, as he loved the reality of the other in his twen
ties."

" Dr. Howard ! I thought I had seen that portrait before."

And then he asked certain questions that interested me amazing-
ly, so much so that when his friend came from Edith's room to

leave, I remarked

:

" Dr. Barrett will return with me. He has an old friend here."

Supposing I had reference to myself and a former acquaintance,

the doctor left, and I entered Edith's room alone. In a few

moments I took occasion to speak to her of something new that I

had learned of her earlier years, and, as Ruth was absent from

the house on an errand, I asked her if she had ever known a

family by the name of Barrett ?"

Never were her eyes turned with such meaning upon me as

then—never did a blush so impart to pale features the image of

roseate health. By my tone, or look, or something in the manner
of putting the question, I had made a revelation, and she an-

swered :

" Yes, years ago—but whyV
" I met lately a gentleman of that name—a Doctor Barrett,

who inquired for you."

" I never knew any gentleman of that name who was a physi-

cian," she replied, quickly, as though relieved.

" That may be, as doctors have not always been doctors."

It was now evident that I had some intelligence to convey, and
she asked me to be free. As 1 conveyed to her the brief history

of one who had said in other years, that she " loved her father too

well to love anybody else," she breathed like one awakening from
a trance—the past came back—she lived over one memorable
evening when she had repulsed the only one she ever loved be-

side her father and her sister, and heard those words spoken which

I had repeated, and saying, " Roses will come sometimes in De-
cember," she consented to see one who had recalled her by the

strong resemldance between her face and that of the portrait of

her mother, though he had left his native land before her removal.

I do not know why it was, but to Dr. Ban-ett was very soon

given the care of*he invalid, and despite the letters that called

him home and that complained of his lengthened absence, Edith

was well before he left the city.

In the centre of a town of rare beauty, not fiir removed from a
splendid city, it was said Dr. Barrett is opening an infirmary, as

furniture was unloading at the door of a fine mansion ; but the

reply of a friend was, "It is only for the cure of inveterate old

bachelorism." And there, in due time, entered " the doctor's

Edith,"—doubly pleasant name because it was the earliest she

had ever heard from the neighbors about her early home. There
she now dwells, diffusing the inHuence ot a pleasantness that, like

the wing of an angel, is independent of circumstances for its

.sweetness. And if any prophecies are ever uttered that point to

wedded life for Ruth, her answer is, " I'm contented to be »
gleaner in Edith's garden."

But Edith says, " She'll step over to Boaz when she sees him."
All I can venture to say is, if I see this, I will report the fact.

< ».» >

RKAliITlKS.

There is life and death going on in everything ; truth and lies
are always at battle. Pleasure is always warring against self-
restraint. Doubt is always crying pshaw ! and sneering. A man
in life, a humorist in writing about life, sways over to one princi-
ple or the otiier, and laughs with reverence for right and the lovo
of truth in his heart, or laughs at, these from the other side.
Did n't I tell you that dancing was a serious business to Harle-
quin ? I have read two or tin ee of Congreve's plays over before
speaking of him ; and my feelings were rather like those, which I
dare say most of us here have had, at Pompeii, looking at Sal-
lust's house and 1 he relics of an orgy, a dried wine-jar or two, a
charred su)iper-table, the breast of a dancing girl pressed against
the ashes, the laughing skull of a jester, a (leifect stillness round
about, as the Cicerone twangs his moral, and the blue sky shines
calmly over the ruin. The Congreve muse is dead, and liev sonj<
choked in time's ashes. We gaze at the skeleton, and wonder at
the life which once revelled in its mad veins. We take the skull
up, and muse over the frolic and darings, the wit, scorn, passion,
hoi)e, desire, with which tiuit empty bowl once fermented. We
think of the glances that allured, the tears that melted, of the
briglit eyes that shone in those vacant sockets ; and of lips whis-
pering love, and checks dimpling with smiles, that once covered
yon ghastly yellow frame-work. They used to call these teetli
pearts once. See ! there's the cup she drank from, the gold chain
she wore on her neck, the vase which held the rowjt for her cheeks,
her lopking-glass, and the harp she used to dance to. Instead of
a feast, we find a gravestone ; and in place of a mistress a few
bones !

—

Thackeray's Lectures.

ADDISON'S DKATII-BED.

The last moments of Addison were perfectly serene. His inter-
view with bis stepson is universally known. "See," he said,
" how a Christian can die !" The piety of Addison was, in truth'
of a singularly cheerful character. TJic feeling which predomi-
nates in all his devotional writings, is gratitude. God was to him
the all wise and all-powerful friend, who had watched over his
cradle with more than materjial tenderness ; who had listened to
his cries before they could form themselves in prajer; who had
preserved his youth from the snares of vice ; who" had made his
cup run over with worldly blessings; who had doubled the value
of those blessings by bestowing a thankful heart to partake them

;

who had rebuked the waves of the Liguriau gulf, had purified the
autumnal air of the Campagna, and had restrained the avalanches
of Mont Cenis. Of the Psalms, his favorite was that which rep-
resents the ruler of all things under the endearing image of a shep-
herd, whose crook guides the flock safe, through gloomy and des-
olate glens, to meadows well watered and rich with herljage. On
that goodness, to which he ascribes all the hai)])incss of his life,
be relied in the hoiu- of death with the love which cnstcth out fear.
He died on the 17th of June, 1719. He had just entered on his
48th year.

—

Edinbwg Review.

Bright Hours and Gloomy.—Ah, this beautiful world !

Indeed, I know not what to think of it. Sometimes it is all
grandness and sunshine, and heaven itself lies not far off; and
then it sud<lcnly changes, and is dark and sorrowful, and the
clouds shut out the day. In the lives of the saddest of us there
are bright da, s like "this, when we feel as if we could take the
great world in our arms. Then come the gloomy hours, when
the fire will neiticr burn in our hearts nor on our liearths, and all
without and witliin is dismal, cold and dark. Believe me, every
heart has its secret sorrows, which the world knows tot; and
oftentimes we call a man cold wiien he is only sad.

—

Lonrifetluiv.
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1744." Third bell—"We are the first ring of bells
cast for the British Empire in North America, A.R.
1744." Fourth bell—" God preserve the Church of
England."—A late writer in some city paper calls
loudly for a peal of bells in some central portion of
the city. He urges it as that which would add to
the innocent pleasures of the city. Until that cen-
tral peal is secured, let us hear more frequently

' Sad with memorials of the oldeu time,
The northern minstrel pour her tender chime."

The Episcopal church has drawn largely upon
other denominations for its clergy as well as its
laity. Dr. Cutler, the first rector of Christ Church,
was ordained as a Congregationalist. He was after-
wards President of Yale College. He was at that
time spoken of as the first scholar, and the most
celebrated preacher in the colony. Having con-
formed to the church of England, he proceeded to
England, where he was ordained as deacon and
afterwards as priest, by Dr. Green, bishop of Nor-
wich. He entered upon his duties as rector, and
finished them only at death. Rev. James Greaton,
who was for a time his assistant, was the second

PORTRAIT OF REV. WILLT.-VM T SMITHETT
[From a Daguerreotype, by Southworth & Hawes.J

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.—No. 11.
CHRIST ClIURCU, BOSTOX—UEV. iriLLIAM T. S.VHTHETT, REJTOK.

BY RET. LUTHER FAKNHAM.

Episcopacy in the city of the Puritans! Achurch with a bishop
in Boston, New England I And while there was but one Episco-
pal clergyman in this community within the
recollection of one now living among us,
there are now twenty. six. Shades of Cotton
and Mather, of Winslow and Brewster

!

The Puritans fled away from Episcopacy in
England. They were nonconformists to the
established church in the mother land, and
dwelt for a season in Holland, for conscience
sake. Not enjoying fully their religion and
kindred blessings, they unmoored their frail

barks for these western shores. Though the
wise and prudent of the old world regarded
their voyage as rash and visionary, the winds
and the waves were propitious, and they
found a safe haven. Here they planted the
meeting-house, the school-house, and the
town-house, and our New England civiliza-
tion has been the result. As religious per-
sons they were termed Puritans,"Indepen-
dent?, or Congregationalists. Having with
great cost and sufTuring secured what they
conceived to be their rights and privileges,
thev wore jealous of their liberties, and un-
willing to yield the ground they had won
from the savages, to strangers and aliens to
their faith and practice. The Quakers crossed
the sea, and sat down by their side. They
were not glad to see them. The Baptists
c«mc among them, and were received with
coldness. The Episcopalians came and de-
sired to set up for thcm.sclves on these shores,
and, of course, the old oilinm llmlni/iaim
wpni excited. After a sharp conflict, that we
review from these tolerant times with amaze-
njcnt. King's Chapel arose as the first monu-
ment to Eniscop.aiy in Boston and New
England. iVotn this centre the seed spread,
until at this day the Episcopal is a leading
commnnion of this city. Christ Church is

one of the oldest sanctuaries in New Eng-
land. The very oldest now standing is

the ancient Congregational Church in the
village of Hingham, which was erected in
IfiSO. Christ Church was opened on the 27th
day of December, 1 72{. Its position is at the
extreme northern section of the city on S.a-
1cm street, at the base of Copp's Ili'll. The
budding is seventy feet long, fifty wide, ami
one hundred and seventy-five feet high, in-
cluding the tower. Under the church is the
cemetery, containing forty tombs. The jjaint-

• ings in this church are of a superior character.
'At the cast end of the church is a monument
to the memory of Washington, the first ever
erected to his memory in this country. The
houfje is constructed of brick, and' is both
externally and internally a striking one, and
at the time of its erection mutt have been
very imposing. Around this church cluster
divers revolutionary associations, and it is
said that Gov. Gage from its lofiy tower
witnessed the battle of Bunker Hill and the
burning of Chariestown. It is also ilistin-
guishod for having the only peal of hells in
the city. It was a custom "in former days to
chime them several nights previous U> Christ-
mae, «ad to inerrilv ring the old year out and
the new year in. 'There arc eight bells, and
they are inscribed with such mottoes and de-
vices as these: Firtt bell

—"This peal of
eight bells in the gift of a number of generous
persons to Christ Church, in Boston, N. E.,
Anno 1744, A. R." Second bell—" This
cimrch was founded in the year 172.'!, Timo-
thy Cutler, D. D., the first Rector. A. R.

rector of the church, which ofiice he voluntarily resi-ned after
retainmg it for a brief period. The Rev. MatherB vies Jr d' Dwas the next rector. He had been previously a ConCTeratJonal
clergyman in New London, Connecticut. Ho, alsf SedEpiscopal ordination in England. He continued with the churchup to the period of our Revolution, when the church like themost in Boston, was closed for several years, the gospel of peacaand the clangor of war not flourishing together. Dr Bvles's sue
cessors were Rev. Stephen Lewis and Rev. William Montatrue"On the 29th of May, 1792, the Rev. William Walter D D wasnnanimously appointed rector of this church. He was a'son of aclergyman in Roxbury—was educated at Harvard Colleee wasordained bv the bishop of London, and received a D. I) 'fromKing s Colfegc, Aberdeen. Dr. Walter was a hijrhly esteemedand successful ministor, and died much lamented in 1800 DrWalter was siicceeded by Rev. Samuel Haskell, who continuedwith the church but a short period, when he accepted an invitationfrom the church in Gardiner, Maine. The next rector was heRev. Asa Eaton, D. D., who continued his valuable services formore than a quarter of a century, or longer than any other withhe excepuon of the first, Dr Cutler. In the course^of his mfnis
try he delivered an historical account of the church, which waspublished in 1824. The present rector writes as follows of Zesteemed clergyman

: "Dr. Eaton is still living in Boston, andfrom his venerable appearance is generally well known m theaged cx-rcetor of the Old North. He*' still occa.sionally oflidates
in the neighboring churcljes. His connection with the'parish ter-
rninatcd in the summer of 1827." During the same year Rev.William Croswel, D. D., entered upon the duties of rector, andcontinued abou ten years, when he was succeeded bv the RevJohn Woart, who continued about the same period, and then tookcharge of the Episcopal church in Great Ban-ington The Dresent
rector, the Rev. William T. Smithett, though quite a t^ouul- manhas seen much of the worid, and has had a'pe^uliar hito^.^Hewas born at Dover, Kcmt, England, April 2d, 1822. He spent
his infancy chiefly m France prior to the revolution of 1830-from which period he remained in England until his departure for
tlie dioce.se of Barbadoes, as a missionary of the Societv for the
Propagation of the Go,pel in Foreign Parts^in the winteToHsTl 2Mr. Smithett, after laboring as a lay reader among the abo-•igmes and upon the plantations in British Guiana was ordained
deacon in the cathedral church of St. George, citroV Georgeto^Demarara, by the present bishop of Guiana thi Ri<rht Rev w'P.orcy Austin, D. D. After some years of labor as minister and
assistant minister m this diocese, he removed to the United States
whcre.aftersomcyearsof clerical service in connection with churches
at Hoiiesdale, Pennsylvania, and Ulster County, New York hewas called to his present position in the autumn of 18.51 and 'was

OMNf h'"'*""" •?
*'"'• f<"l°^'"KJ'"'«aT. Wocon^ra'tuTateTheOld North upon its origin, upon its pleasant history, upon itspresent prosperity. The old church, though twice th-rea"ened by
hre the past year, has been mercifully pre-
served, as we trust it will long be, an object of
patriotic pride, as well as of sacred associa-
tions. Long may its graceftil spire point to the
skies. Long may its devoted minister allure
to brighter worlds and lead the way. Lonemay its mellow bells chant the praises of

CHRIST CHURCH, SALEM STREET, BOSTON.

SHEPHERDS IN JUDEA.
Shortly after leaving the city we met sev-

eral flock.s of sheep, preceded by their shep-
herds, walking slowly toward Jerusalem, and
at once the full force of all the beautiful im-
agery, and the many touching similes derived
from such scenes and association, and so
olten alluded to in Scripture, came vividly
before me. These Arab shepherds, clad in
the turi)ans and simple appass worn by their
class, and carrying a wooden crook in their
hands, walked in front. The sheep, which
are a peculiar and very handsome breed, are
mostly low sized

; the fore parts of their bod-
ies of a fiiwn color, the hinder parts white •

they have long, pendent, silken ears and
sweeping tails

; their faces more oval and
longer than the species in these countries,
and they have altogether a more plc.ising,
docile and mild expression of countenance.
Not one of them ventured before the shep-
herd, but stopped or quickened their pace as
he did

;
or if a young and froward creature

lagged behind, or strayed to either side, a
single woid from their leader, often a very
look, brought it back and checked its wan-
derings. A few favorite lambs frisked about
their master, nibbing themselves against his
legs and garments. After the sheep came
some young goats and lambs, and the whole
procession closed with about two d07.cn of
old patnarchal looking goats, which brought
up the rear. These goats have long boms
and pendent ears, that hung almost to the
ground, and their hair is a glossy black and
of the finest graio ; the sheep and goats were
pci-fectly distinct. These shepherds are often
to be seen about sunset slowly approaching
the city from all sides, to seek shelter for
their flocks during the night, in some of the
deep valleys by which it is surrounded, carry-
ing the lambs in their bosoms. It is almost
incredible, the influence that the shepherds
ol Palestine possess over their flocks ; many
of them have no dogs, hut a word is often
sufliiient to make them undeistand and obey
the will of their shepherd. He sleeps among
them at night, and in the morning leads them
forth to pasture ; always walking before
them, guiding them to "those places where
they can enjoy the best food, and resting
when he thinks they have obtained a suffi-
ciency, or during the heat of the day, in some
cool, shady place, where they all im"mcdiatcly
lie down around him. Ho has generally two
or three favorite lambs which do not mix
with the flock, hut follow close at his side,
frisking and fondlin<r about him like dogs

;

indeed the degree of intelligence and under-
standing that exists between the Arab and
his flock is tnily astonishing. " They know
bis voice, and follow him;" and " he caicth
for the sheep." It was probably to such
shepherds as these that the angel announced
fit; glad tidings of the Saviour's birth.

—

Wi/ke's Narrative.
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RICH'S SALAMANDER SAFES.

We cive on pa^o 168 a correct representation of Rich & Co.'s

most remarkable and thoroughly tested salamander safc-thc

specimen hero given being now on exhibition in the Crystal

Palace, New York. Scarcely a large fire occurs in New York,

but that these safes are tested and proved to be perfectly fire-

proof against all efforts of the devouring element. The depots

for the Tale of these invaluable safeguards to property, arc to be

found in ucarly every city of the United States, and the article is

already too well known to require a minute reference. The story

of the first fortunate discovery of the means by which the safes

are rendered entirely fiie-proof, is curious enough ;
like all such

discoveries, it was the merest chance development. In a late

trial in court, at Pittsburg, Pa., for an infringement of patent

upon this safe, it was stated that, in a period of nearly fifteen

years, no failure haa ever taken place in the object of this safe-

guard ; while the editor of the Westchester Gazette says :—

" When we made an investment three weeks ago in a salamander

safe, we know that tliey had obtained such enviable notoriety

;

and wc now feel doubly satisfied that the books and papers of the

V/ost<hcstcr Gaiette arc perfectly safe from the common enemy—

ire ! The extraordinary demand for this article gives employ-

ment to much capital and a large number of hands. The exclu-

sive owners of tlie Rich patent are now Messrs. Stearns & Marvin,

146 Water street, New York city.

< »»» >

Preciods Stones.—The Alta California states that speci-

mens of beryl and topaz of remarkable value and beauty, consist-

ing of emerald, both ftoncs of the first water, have Iwen found on

Tuolumne river, and the present high price of this gem, being

next in value to the diamond, will warrant extensive exploration

in search of tliem. Surely this is the modern Ophir.

< ».— —
Now m Prbss.—A work entitled " Tlio Religion of Manhood,

or, the Age of Thought," by our contributor, Dr. J. H. Robinson.

This work treats of philosophical and religious matters, and vari-

ous topics interesting to the present age.

< »•» > —

-

Pat your Postage.—All letters addressed to the publisher of

this paper must be postpaid, or they will not be taken out of the

post-oiHcc. This rule is strictly adhered to.

. < -.— > —

SPLIKTERS.

NATIONAL COINS.

Numismatics, or the science of coins and medals, forms a study

not unworthy of the learned, though at the first glance, it might

seem an idle and profitless pursuit ; but when wc consider how

often antique coins supply a deficient link in the chain of history—

what an insiglit they sometimes give us into long lost manners

and customs—how they sometimes preserve the name of a sove-

reign, not to be found in written or hieroglyphical record, we no

longer wonder at the value that is placed on them, nor at the

pains taken to collect and preserve them. To understand the

science thoroughly, presupposes a deep and varied erudition. To

well read men, from a fragment—a trace of an effigy remaining

on a coin, it is easy to tell us its exact value, the period at which

it was struck, and when it first came into use as the representative

of so much property or labor. In the hands of such a man an

ancient coin is a spark which lights up a long train of brilliant

ideas, and draws tlic curtain of the past.

As we gaze upon a coin struck centuries ago, fancy takes wings,

and wo conjure up the spectacle of the people among whom it

first saw tlie light, and those of the individuals through whose

hands it passed, generation after generation. Perhaps, in its vir-

gin brightness, emerging from the mint, it graced the purse of a

monarcli, or formed an item of the pin money of a queen
;

it may

have been the beggar's dole, or the soldier's guerdon ; a widow's

mite, or a portion of the miser's hoard ; the wages of sin, or the

earnings of honest labor. What a liistory of splendor, squalor,

joy, sorrow, sin, misery, one of these little coins could tell, had it

a tongue to speak its fortunes ! What pleasant memories are

revived when we look upon an old pine-tree shilling of the coinage

of the Massachusetts Bay Colony ! Wo remember how the wor-

thy mint master when he gave away his buxom daughter in mar-

riage, placed her in one scale, and balanced lier hearty weight by

heaping as many pine-tree shillings in the other as would produce

an equipoise, and we can judge how the thrifty bridegroom exulted

in the reflection that the fair one was no sylph, but a good, sub-

stantial and solid body.

The Greek coins which have come down to us are numerous.

The eariiest coins which bore the heads of sovereign princes, were

those of Alexander of Macedonia ; the coins of the royal family

of the Scleucida; in Syria, and the Ptolemies in Egypt, are very

beautiful and perfect. The commonest coin of the Greeks was

the didrachma, the value of which was about five dollars. Tlie

Roman coins were famous for the chaste simplicity of their devi-

ces and tlieir elegant workmanship. Silver coin was introduced

into Rome about 266 years B. C, and gold coin sixty years later.

The coins of the Roman empire form the most complete series of

ancient or modem times ; no less than three hundred historical

portraits are preccrvcd in this duralile manner.

As coins are taken in some degree as representatives of the condi-

tion of art at the time of their issue, it is much to be regretted tliat

our own coins are, especially the later ones, such poor specimens.

Our Liberty cuts but a sorry figure, and our Eagle is a very shabby

bird as rcpre.'icntcd in the coins of the times. However, wc are a

practical people, and, provided we have a plenty of the gold and

silver representatives of value, we seem little disposed to criticise

the artistic execution of the same.

AID TO NEW ORLEANS.

The prompt and generous manner in which our northern citiei

have come forward and given liberally in money to aid the suffer

ers by the pestilence in the Crescent City, cannot fail to show our

Southern brethren that, in spite of the spirit that certain fanatics

are striving so hard to create, there is but one bond of brother-

hood and union between the citizens of our glorious republic,

whether north or south. This is as it should be; and the open-

hearted liberaUty of the North, at this moment, will do more to

disabuse the mind of our Southern brethren of any wrong impres-

sion relative to the honest and hearty good will of the North, than

renegade politicians and one idea fanatics can gainsay in a cen-

tury. God send to the South the dove and olive branch of peace

in the form of restored health and prosperity.

Naval.—Despatches from Commodore Perry, dated Shanghai,

May 16th, state that he expected to sail for Japan immediately.

He had heard that the Japanese were preparing to receive him in

a friendly manner, though they were increasing and strengthening

their fortifications.

Vert gi-ad to hear it.—The Circassians have again defeat-

ed the Russians, having taken on the night of the 3d of July the

important fortress of Toprac Kale, and dismantled the same, with

a gain of two hundred and twenty pieces of artillery.

Burial Ground for Cambridge.—The city government of

Cambridge have purchased a fine lot for a public cemetery in the

vicinity of Mount Auburn,—a convenience much needed.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by RtV. Dr. Neale, Mr. Joseph W. Slocum to MiB. Elizabeth 0.

*
By"Rev.'^"rXw'^«y, Mr. Jeren.iah S. Dearborn to Mi.s Cl.rinda A. Jo.e.,

By Rev. Mr. Uowe, Mr. Foster Hewitt to Miss Georpana Jordan.

By Itev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Kbenezer Noyes to ««« "«""» P^*'. Kincade.

At North Heading, b^ Kev. Mr. Jones, Mr. C. W. Perkins, of Reading, to MlM.

*
a\'"l^wbul^ton, b7Ke"Mr.^"ab^^,''Mr. John F. Chesley, of N.w^irk.t.

"
a" bfouclrtefb^ KeTS^. Gannett. Mr. Charles C. Smith, of Boston, to Mi«

Geoririana, daughter of Georire Whittemore, Esq. ,xt„t„,v *«
At New Bedford, by KeT. Mr. Stowe. Howard D. Frost, Ksq-"/ New York, to

Mi*s Mary E., daughter of the late Capt. Timothy^ Sayory, of H "eh»^^

At Providence R I., by Rev. Mr Browne, Sidney Oaksmith, U. 8. Agent at

Aux Caves t^FinnvM., daughter of Hon. N. L. t^'oodbury, of Portland Me.

AtChelsia Vt? Mr T. W Bruce, Preceptor of the Academy, at Andover,

N. H., to Miis .Maria E. Foster, Preceptress.
. , , i ,„, «..„_„»

At hordentown, N. J., by Key. Mr. IJoodwin, DrJamuel Appleton Storrow,

of Virghiia, to Miss Rebecca J., daughter of J. L. McKnlght Esq.

At Houston, Texas, Prof. C. W. Sears, of the University of l^u.sianaU, M.Bi

AUce, daughter of the late William F. Gray Esq., of Fredericksburg, \a.

DEATHS.

Captain Ingraham's conduct in the Costa affair, has the

sanction, not only of his own country, but of nearly all Europe.

The American equestrians, Hernandez and Stone have

challenged the world to ride against them for $.5000 to $2.'>,000.

It is positively stated by Mr. Hackett, that Grisi and Ma-

rio will arrive in this country about the middle of November next.

Prince de Joinville has been exposing the designs of a

man who threatened to assassinate Louis Napoleon.

The London Critic says that Alexander Smith, a clerk of

Glasgow, now aged 21, wrote his "Life-Drama" at 19 !

Madame Sontag, the Musical World and Times, is in-

formed, will make the United States her permanent residence.

Thirty sharks, some of them very large, were taken by

one boat, off Cape Poge, Vineyard, one day last week.

Four editors in N. Orleans have died of the yellow fever

—

two of the Picayune, one of the Delta, and one of the Crescent.

The Sultan has sent all the plate which he inherited from

his mother to the mint—valued at 40,000,000 piastres.

The Bavarian government has decided that executions

shall no longer take place in public, but inside the prisons.

Two buckets of good butter were found in a well in a town

in Indiana, after being enclosed in it for fourteen years.

Colored residents of Circleville, Ohio, are about sending

an agent to I..ibcria to seek out a home for them.

Hon. John Anderson, of Portland, died in that city on

Monday week. He was a member of Congress for many years.

The Congress Library, at Washington, was opened to the

public on the 23d ult. It is a most gorgeous and beautiful hall.

The length of the days on the top of Mount Washington,

are abont forty minutes longer than on the ocean level.

If you wish to know the person against whom you have

most reason to guard yourse'f, yoar mirror will show him to you.

.... A battery of lix pounders and other implements of war are

being prepared in the arsenal in Washington, for the Rio Grande.

Emigration from Ireland among the wealthy is diminish-

ing, but thousands of the poor are leaving the country.

EARTHQUAKE AT CUMANA.

By recent anivals from Venezuela we have further particulars

of the earthquake at Cumana, which confirm the previous reports

of the disaster, over which some doubts were thrown by the con-

tradictory statements from the contending parties in that country,

in the civil broils which are always afflicting the South American

republics. The earthqu.ike occuired on the 15th of July, and

was considered the most disastrous that ever occurred in South

America. The first shock was felt only about two minutes :
yet

in that short space of time it destroyed every house but one in the

principal part of the city, called Puente Arriba. Six hundred

soldiers in the barracks were among the victims. The earthquake

was felt in Barcelona, and destroyed three largo buildings includ-

ing the barracks, just after seven hundred soldiers had left them.

All along the coast of Venezuela shocks were felt, but no mischief

was known. The superstition ®f the people, it is said, led many

of them to look upon the earthquake as an evidence of the divine

disapprobation of the revolution in which they were engaged.

A Pioneer.—Col. Fremont has started on an exploration on

his own account, of the country between the Mississijipi and the

Pacific, and esi)ecially to the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada.

He proceeds to the Missouri frontier, and will go over the route

wliicb he proposed in 1848-'49, when he was stopped by the deep

snows. He takes an escort of Indians and mountain men, and

intends to make an autumn and winter expedition.

In this citv, Mr. WilUam Glover, 71 Mrs. Elinor, rehct of the late Charles

Stiinpson, 89; Dr. Piefro Bachi. 52; Mrs Eli«.beth M., wife of tapt. "ben 8..

S "^26 M«. Margaret Ford, a natiye of Halifax. N. 8, 50; Miss Sarah Jane,

daughter of Mr. William B. Munroe; Hannah Wright^^T; Kobert »• R«b«rU,

17; Miss Kate A., youngest daughter of Mr. Charles '«"• J^^,MrJ""""'^
Thing '28 Lydia Jane, daughter of Capt. John Reynolds, of Addison Me., M.

At Dorchester, Mr. John Hill, recently returned from Cahfornia 43.

At Canibridgeport, Mr. Levi Hawkcs, member of BoFton Mus. Edu. So« 7.«
At Hingham, of consumption, Miss Martha Whiting, for the last twenty-two

years Governess of the Charlestown Female Seminary.

At Walpole, Rev. George H. Newhall 27 ,

At Ncwburyport, Dea. Amos Pettengill, 76; Mrs. Esther Flanders, i*.

At Franklin, Additon N., son of Mr. Hiram Pond, 17.

At Portsmouth, N, U., Kliiabeth H , wife of the late Capt. John MooM, H*.

At Dublin, N. H , Isaac Appleton, Esq., a native of New Ipsyneh, yi.

At Middlebury, Vt., Mrs. Mary, widow of Dr Henry Porter, 81.

At Bangor, Me.. Mrs. Mercy R.. wife of Mr. Elisha Mayo, 4i.

At Brooklyn, N Y., Mr Jamis McMurray. 45. recently and for many years

agent in the West Indies of the British and Foreign Bible Society of London.

At Cincianatus, N. Y., Key. Levi Tucker, D. B . of Boston.

At Uarrisburg, Pa., Mary, wife of late Thomas Bancroft, of Salem, Mass., »U.

What next?—A society for hiring out umbrellas in wet

weather, with a cajiital of £25,000, has been started in London.

A sliilliiig is to be deposited, when the umbrella is taken, as secu-

rity, and a penny an hour given for its use.

EifOLiSH Slavery.—A man in Bodmin, Cornwall, sold his

wife to another man for a sovereign. The purchaser and woman

wanted to be mai-ried afterwards, but the law wouldn't allow it.

Revenue Service.—The new revenue cutter Caleb Cushing

is to be stationed at Portland, and Captoin Waldcn is to have

command of her.

Health of Cities.—The inhabitants of our city have great

cause for thankfulness, in regard to the remarkable degree of

health that has so long favored Boston and vicinity.
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"S view, of every 'populous city in the known world, of all bu.iaings of
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BIRDS OF PASSAGE,

B7 QEOROE H. COOHEB.

The bird of pa.<:saf^e, through the sky

Sweeps ou, his houie to find;

There W no track before his eye,

He leaveth none behind.

He leaves no track, except it be

A passing shadow dim
;

That like a .silent memory
One moment follows him.

And men are birds of passage, too,

That fly from shore to shore

;

An hour, a day, and then we view
Their sliadow nevermore.

Anon, with dark or sunny wing.

Not knoiving these have passed.

The birds that future sea-sons bring
Sweep onward Uke the laat.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE COLPORTEUK.
BY T. B. ARTHUR.

"Which way, stranger 1" said a rough looking farmer, to a
man who was carrying a well filled valise. The latter was in
the act of raising the latch of a gate which opened from the public
road into a narrow lane leading to a small countiy-liouse of no
very inviting aspect.

The person thus addressed turned and fixed a pair of mild, yet
steady and penetrating eye.s upon the speaker.

" Which way, stranger ?" was repeated, though in modified and
more respectful tones.

" Who lives there V said tlic stranger, pointing to the house
just in view from tlie road.

" Dick Jones," was answered.

" What kind of a man is he V next inquired the stranger.
" Rather a hard case. You'd better not go there."

"Why?"
" Aint you the man that sells Bibles and talks religionV
" Suppose I am V
" Take a friend's advice, then, and keep away from Bick Jones.

He'll insult you—may be, do worse."
" I reckon not," replied the colporteur, for such he was.
" He will, as sure as fate. I've heaid him say, over and over

again, that if one of you Bible sellers dared to come inside of his
gate, he'd set liis dogs on you. And he's just the man to keep
his word. So, take a friend's advice, and let him alone. JSfo

good will come of it."

" Has he a wife and children ?" inquired the colporteur.
" A wife and two little boys."
" What kind of a woman is his wife'?"

" O, she'll do well cnougli. But neiglibors don't go tlicre much
on account of her husband, who is a very imp of Satan, if the
truth must be spoken."

" Like the blessed Master," was replied to this, " I come not to
call the righteous, but sinners, to repentance. Of all things in the
world, the Bible is most needed at Dick Jones's ; and I am bound
to place one tliere."

" 0, very well. Follow your own bent," said the farmer, slight-
ly annoyed at the other's pertinacity. " You'll remember that I
warned you, when his dogs are at your heels, or his horsewhip
over ycur shoulders. So, good morning to you."
"Good morning," returned tlie stranger, cheerfully, as he

_
threw open the ill-hung gate, and entered the forbidden grounds
of Dick Jones.

Now, our brave friend, the colporteur, was not a strong, robust
man, able to meet and resist physical violence. In the use of
carnal weapons, he had no skill. But he had a confident spirit,
a strong lieart, and, above all, an unwavering confidence in the
protecting ],on-er of Him in whose service he was devoting his life.
Even on the grounds of Dick Jones the birds sung sweetly, the

cool breezes sported amid the leafy branches, and the breaths of
a thousand Howers mingled their fragrance on the air; and, even
as the colporteur trod these grounds, he felt and enjoyed the tran-
quil beauty and peace of nature. There was no shrinking in his
heart. He was not in terror of the lions that crouched on his
path. Soon he stood at the open door of a house, around wliich
was no air of comfort, nor a single vestige of taste

" Who's there
!

What's wanted ?" was the repulsive salutation
of a woman, who hurriedly drew an old handkerchief across her
brown neck and half exposed bosom, on seeing a stranger

" May God's peace be on this house I" said the colporteur, in a
low, reverent voice, as he stood, one foot on the ground, and the
other across the threshold.

A change passed instantly over the woman's face. Its whole
expression softened. But she did not invite the stra er to enter

" Go-go" she said, in a hurried voice. " Go away .piickly j

JMy husband will be here directly, and he "

She paused, leaving the sentence unfinished, as if reluctant to
speak what was in her mind.

" Why should I go away quickly ?" asked the stran-er as he
stepped into the room, taking off' his hat respectfully, ami seating
lumselt in a chair. " I wish to see and si,eak with vour husband
Mr. Jones, 1 believe, is his name '."

'' Yes, sir, his name is Jones. But he don't want to see you."
•|
lion't want to sec ?/ie .' How do you know? Who am I ?"

" 1 don't know your name, sir," answered the woman, timidly;

" but I know who you are. You go around selUng good books
and talking religion to the people."

" True eno»gh, Mrs. Jones," said the colporteur, seriously, yet
with a pleasant smile on his face as he spoke. "And I have come
to have a little talk with your husband, and see if I ean't get him
to buy some of my good books. Have you a Bible;"

" No sir. My husband says he hates the Bible. When we
were first married, I had an old Testament, but he never could
bear to see me reading it. Somehow, it got lost ; I always thought
he carried it away, or threw it into the fire. He wont talk to
you, sir. He wont have your books. He's a very bad tempered
man, sometimes, and I'm afraid he'll do you harm. O sir, I wish
you would go away."

" But, instead of showing any aharm or anxiety at Mrs. Jones's
account of her husband, the stranger commenced opening his
valise, from which he soon produced a plainly bound copy of the
Bible.

" How long since you were married ?" asked the colporteur, as
he opened the Bible, and commenced turning over the leaves.

" Twelve years come next May, sir," was answered.
" How long is it since you lost the Testament V
"Most eleven years."

"Do you go to church 1"

" To church !" The woman looked surprised at the question.
" Dear sakes, no ! I haven't been inside of a church since I was
married."

" Would n't you like to go V
" What 'ud be the use ? I would n't say ' church ' to Dick for

the world."

" Then you haven't read the Bible yourself, nor heard anybody
else read it, since you lost the Testament V

" No sir."

" You shall have that blessed privilege once again in your life,"
said the stranger, raising tlie book towards his eyes, and making
preparation to read.

" Indeed, sir, I'm afraid. I'm looking for my husband every
minute," interposed the woman. " He's always said he'd kick
the first Bible seller out of his house that dared to cross his door.
And he'll do it. He's very wicked and passionate, sometimes.
Do sir, please go away. If I had any money I'd take the Bible
and hide it from him

; but I havn't. Please don't stay any longer.
Don't begin to read. If he comes in and finds you reading, he'll
be mad enough to kill you."

But, for all this, the colporteur sat unmoved. As the woman
ceased speaking, he commenced reading to her the beautiful chap-
ter from our Lord's sermon on the mount, beginning with—
" Take heed that ye do not your alms before men to b"e seen of
them

;
otherwise ye have no reward of your Father which is in

heaven " As he proceeded in a low, distinct, reverential voice,
the woman's agitation gradually subsided, and she leaned forward
listening more and more intently, until all thoughts and feelings
were absorbed in the holy words that were filling her ears. When
the colporteur finished the chapter, he raised his eyes to the face
of the woman, and saw that it was wet with tears. At that in-
stant, a form darkened the door. It was the form of Dick Jones.

" Ha !" he exclaimed, in a harsh voice. " What's this 7 Who
are you ?"

Comprehending, now, the scene before him, Jones began swear-
ing awfully, at the same time ordering the stranger to leave his
house, threatening to kick him from the door if he didn't move
instantly. The tearful wife stepped between her husband and the
object of his wrath

; but he swept her aside roughly, and with
curses.

" Go, before I fling you into the road !" And the strong man,
everj' iron muscle tense with anger, stood towering above the
stranger's slender form, like an eagle above its helpless prey.
How calm and fearicss the stranger sat, his mild, deep, almost

spiritual eyes, fixed on those of his mad assailant.
" Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits."
Low, yet thrilling was the voice in which these words found

almost sj.ontaneous utterance. He had taken no forethought as
to what he should say. Hither he had come at the prompting of
duty, and now, when a raging lion was in his path, he shrunk not
back in terror, but resting in a divine power, moved steadily
onward.

" Clear out from here, I say !" The voice of Dick Jones was
angry still

; yet something of its evil purpose was gone.
" The Lord is my light and my salvation : whom shall I fear ?

The Lord is my strength and my life: of whom shall I be
afraid ?"

Neither loud nor in self-confidence was this spoken; else would
it not have fallen on the ears of that evil-minded man with so
strange a power.

" Why liave you come here to trouble me ? Go now—go, before
I do you harm," said Dick Jones, greatly subdued in manner, and
sinking into his chair as he spoke.

The colporteur, moved less by thought than impulse, opened
the Bilile which had been closed on the entrance of Jones, and
commenced reading. All was still, now, save the low, eloquent
voice of the stranger, as he read from the holy book. His wife,
who hid stood half paralyzed with terror in a distant part of tha
room, whither an impatient ann had flung her, seeing the won-
derful change that was passing, stole quietly to his side, and,
bending lier bead, even as his was bent, listened, with an almost
charmed attention to the Word of Life, as read by the man of
God, who had penetrated the dense moral wilderness in which
they had so long dwelt.

" Let us pray."

How strange these words sounded ! They seemed spoken as
from the heavens above them, and by a voice that they could not
disregard.

I

Brief, yet earnest, and in fitting language, was the prayer, then
tearfully made, and responded to with tears. When the "«mcn "
was said, and the pious colporteur arose from his knees, what a
change had taken place ! The raging lion had become a lamb.
The strong, wicked contemner of the good, was gentle and teach-
able as a little child.

Once more the colporteur read from the holy Book, while the
man and his wife listened with bent heads, and earnest, thoughtful
faces.

" Shall I leave yon this Bible ?" said he, rising at length, and
making a motion to retire.

" If you will sell it to us," said Dick Jones.
" It is yours on any terms you please. The price is low. I

have other good books; but this is the best of all, for it is God's
own Book, in which he speaks to his emng, unhappy children,
saying to them, ' Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest.' Read this first, my friends

;

read it in the morning, as soon as you rise, and in the evening
before you retire. Read it together, and, if you feel an impulse
to pray, kneel doTO, and silently, if you cannot speak aloud, say
over the words of that beautiful prayer the Saviour taught his
disciples,-the prayer your mothers taught you when you were
innocent children,—' Our Father, who art in heaven.' In a few
weeks I will p-^^=. this way again. Shall I call to see you V

" O yes. Do call," said Jones, his voice trembling ; though it
was plain he struggled hard with the flood of new emotions that
was sweeping over him.

" May God's peace rest upon this house !" The stranger stood
with lifted hands and head bent reverently for a moment. Then,
turning away, he passed from the door, and, in a few moments,'
was out of sight.

A month later the colporteur came again that way. How dif-
ferent was his reception at the house of Dick Jones. The mo-
ment the eyes of the latter rested upon him, it seemed as if a
sunbeam ftU suddenly on his rugged features.

"All is well, I see." The colporteur spoke cheerfully, and
with a radiant smile. " A Bible in the house is a blessing to its

inmates."

"It has been a blessing to us," said the happy wife, her eyes
full of tears. " O sir, we can never be done reading the good
Book. It seems, sometimes, as if the words were just written for
us. And the children ask me, many times a day, if I wont read
to them about Joseph and his brethren, the three Hebrew children,
or Daniel in the den of lions. Often, when they have been so ill!

natured and quan-elsome that I could do nothing with them, have
I stopped my work, and sat down among them with the Bible,
and began to read one of its beautiful stories. O, it acted like a
charm

! All anger would die instantly; and when I closed the
book, and they went to their play again, I would not hear an ugly
word among them, maybe, for hours. And Richard, too—" she
glanced towards her husband, who smiled, and she went on.
"And Richard, too,—I haven't heard him swear an oath since you
were here

;
and he isn't angry with things that can't be helped

ijear as often as he used to be. O, yes, indeed, sir ; it ij true.
A Bible in the house is a blessing to its inmates."

" If that were the only fruit of my labor," said the colporteur,
as he walked slowly and thoughtfully away from the house of
Dick Jones, an hour later, " it would be worth all the toil and
sacrifice I have given to the work. But this is not tlie only good
ground into which the seed I am scattering broadcast, as it were,
has fallen. God's rain, and dew, and sunshine, are upon it, and
it must spring up, and grow, and ripen to the harvest. Let me
not grow faint or weary."

And with a stronger heart and a more earnest purpose, ho went
on his way.

NATURE AKD ART.
The verdant lawn, the shady grove, variegated landscape, the

boundless ocean, the starry firmament, are contemplated With
pleasure by every attentive beholder, though the emotions of dif-
ierent spectators differ widely in degree; and to relish with full
delight the enchanting scenes of nature, the mind must be uncor-
nipted by avarice, sensuality, or ambition, elevated in sentiments
and devout in affections. The fine arts owe their choice beauties
o a taste for the contemplation of nature, and from which source
the H'lined and yivid pleasures of imagination are almost entirelv
derived. Painting and sculpture are express imitations of visible
objects; and where would be the charms of poetry if divested of
the imagination ? She borrows from rural scenes. The oeneral-
ity of painters, as their skill increa.«es, grow more and more de-
lighted with every view of the animal and vegetable world ; but
the pleasure resulting from admiration is transient, and to cultivate
taste without regard to its influence on the passions and aflectioiis

IS to rear a tree for its blossoms, which is eapal)lc of vicldin<^ the
richest and most valuable fruit." Actuated by this divine inspi-
ration man finds a fane in every grove, whose scenes contribute
powerfully to in.spire that serenity necessary for the enjoyment of
the beauties and harmony that are contcmplalcd ; for "who can
forbear to smile with nature ? Can the strong passions in thebosom roll, while every gale is peace, and every grove is melody '

llie taste for nature's beauties is subservieiit'to higher purposes
tlian those at present refcn-cd to, and the cultivation of it not only
rehncs but dignifies and exalts the aff'ection. Skcjiiicism and ir-
religion are scarcely compatible with the sensibility of heart which
arises from a just and lively relish of the wisdom .subsistiii"- in the
world around us, and emotfons of piety must spring up spontane-
ously in every bosom, in unison with animated nature. Physicil
and moral beauty likewise bear an intimate relation to each other
and may be considered as different gradations in the scale of ex-
cellence; the knowledge of the former should be deemed a step to
the nobler and more permanent enjoyments of the Im^r.—London
BuiUh-r.

LiiiERTV.-The gods, who have given to the greater part
of incii a tardy ambition, have attached to liberty nearly as much
misfortune as to slavery. But whatever is the p'rice of "this noble
liberty, it is very necessary to pay to the gods. The sea swallows
vessels. It submerges countries, but it is very useful to mankind.—
Monles<jiutu.
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EDITORIAL BIELANGE.

The commerce of San Francisco with all the American and

Asiatic ports, is rapidly increasing. Widow Paulina Newell,

of Newport, N. H., whose son was killed on the New Haven Rail-

road at Norwalk, has received $3000 of the company. The

latest intelligence of the Rev. Elcazer Williams, alias Louis

XVII., is, that he has prepared a prayer-hook, in the Mohawk

language, for the use of the St. Regis Indians. The assessors

valuation of Boston, this year, is about -5206,000,000 ! The

New York Express publishes an extract of a letter from an eminent

banking house in London, which says, " We arc almost certain

to have war." Miss Ella Bruce appears to be a favorite in

MarysviUe, Califoniia. At her first concert, recently, the choice

seat was sold at $1700, to the Mutual Hook and Ladder Com-

pany, No. 1, who presented it to the mayor. This is the largest

price ever realized for a single ticket. The monument which

it is proposed to erect to the memory of the Pilgrims, at Plymouth,

will cost $50,000. It is to be placed near the landing. In

1663, the present site of Wa.shington city was called Rome, and a

small stream running through its centre, the " Tiber." The

owner was Francis Pope, a Catholic. The English govern-

ment is pnzzled to know what to do with the five thousand prison-

ers annually sentenced to transportation. It is not considered

desirable to send them to Australia, or to keep them at home ; or

to found a new penal settlement. But probably the last will be

the course adopted. The New York (city) baifts are fifty-

seven in number. It is stated that Mr. W. E. Burton is pre-

paring an illustrated edition of Shakspcare's works, which will

cost at least one hundred thousand dollars ! A correspondent

of the National Intelligencer furnishes an account of table-moving

eighty years ago, with interesting variations, quite as startling as

modem examples. The last time the yellow fever prevailed

in New York, as an epidemic, was in 1822. From the Sand-

wich Islands the news is up to June 4th. The red potato had

been introduced there and flourished finely. The Paris cor-

respondent of the National Intelligencer says :
" The astronomer

Arago will, ere long, it is to be feared, be numbered among the

illustrious dead. His health is very infirm. A few weeks since

he repaired to the south of France, in hope that his native air

would impart some vigor to his old and nearly exhausted

frame* A Western editor says he heard a young lady at the

table ask for " hen fruit "—meaning eggs. A man attempted

to seize a favorable opportunity, a few days since, but his hold

slipped, and he fell to the ground. A Mr. Robson, a burlesque

actor at one of the London theatres, has taken the town by storm

by the exhibition of unexpected tragic powers, reminding the au-

ditors of the elder Kean. The yellow fever has made its ap-

pearance at Mobile, Ala., and Warrington, Ea., and threatens to

spread generally through the southern cities. Herr Von Par-

mewitz, the inventor of the process for making wool from pine

trees, has recently presented the King of Prussia specimens of

paper made from the same article. We learn that Mr. Greg-

ory, governor of the Bahama, died on the 30th of July, of enlarge-

ment of the heart. The endowed schools and colleges of

Great Britain possess property to the amount of three hundred

and seventy-five millions of dollars. A society has been formed

recently, for the single purpose of investigating and exposing the

abuses in the administration of this vast property. A friend

says, for the benefit of those who resort to gymnastic exercises,

that the easiest way to expand the chest is to have a good large

heart in it. It saves the cost of gymnastics. In the old Eng-

lish ale houses, it used to be the custom to keep the separate

account of each beerbibber by scoring down the pints and quarts—
hence the warning phrase : "'mind your P's and Q's." New
churches for the Baptist, Catholic, and Unitarian congregations

have been commenced in San Francisco. Mr. William Dar-

gan is the great man of Ireland, just now. It was he who ad-

vanced the capital (half a million of dollars) for the Dublin Exhi-

bition, and, for once, all Ireland is united in a feeling of gratitude

to a benefactor. Boston city has just effected a loan through

Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., London, of .£120,000 stcrhng,

about $600,000, payable in twenty-five years at the rate of 4 1-2

per cent, per annum, payable semi-annually. Secretary Marcy
ia deeply afflicted by the death of his son Abraham, aged about

twenty-three years. He died on board the sloop-ofwar Prel)le, on
her way to Fayal, Azores. " In this city," says a New York
daily paper, " rum defies law, defies juries, defies people, defies

God. Its domination is supreme. Time, and its own outrages,

working upon public opinion, are the only influences that will

effect its overthrow."

< »» >

Maine Law in England.—A meeting in Liverpool has been
held with the view of drawing the attention of the friends of tem-

perance to the eflfort now making in Manchester to get up an agi-

tation for the total abolition of the liquor traffic in that country,

and that a bill may be brouglit into parliament similar to that

known as the Maine liquor law. Resolutions were unanimously
passed in favor of the law.

PuiLANTHRonc.—Mrs. Dix has lately made an offer to pay
£1500 towards a lunatic asylum in Newfoundland, provided the

citizens of St. John and vicinity subscribed £2000. This offer

has been promptly responded to.

« »»» >

Costly.—The new English Houses ot Parliament in London,
have already cost nearly nine million of dollars, and are not yet
finished. An enormous sum truly.

< — »»

Stadilitt op Cuaracter.—a change of fortune hurts a wise
man no more than a change in the moon.

Ulagsibc ©atfjcrings.

Utah would make twenty States of the size of New Hampshire

;

Nebraska, fifteen ; Indiana, twenty ; North-west, sixty-five. To-

tal, one hundred and twenty-six States.

Miss Laura A. Sealand committed suicide at Bangor, lately,

by taking arsenic. The deceased was about nineteen years of

age, and no reason is knovni for the commission of the act.

Mary Jane Witham, formerly of Nottingham, N. H., while in a

somnambulic state, jumped out of a second story window in Mer-

cer Street, New York, and was so badly injured that she died.

Near Chicago, a party of young rascals drowned a lioy of ten

years, because he refused to s'tcal fruit for tbein ; but it docs not

appear that the murderers were ai)prclicnded.

For several evenings lately, a comet has been seen in the north-

west, about twenty degrees above the horizon. It has a well-

defined tail, and may be seen with the naked eye.

The Canada crops to the northward of Montreal are very poor

;

the summer drought ripened the grain before the heads had filled
;

the hoppers have eaten the grass ; and cattle have been turned in

to the oats.

The disease which so long assailed the buttonwood tree, appears

to have died out. The Providence Journal notices that the but-

tonwoods by the roadside are apparently vigorous and flourishing,

although bearing marks of their former suliering.

The grape crop in Montgomery and Bucks counties. Pa., which,

until a week or two, promised an abundant yield, has been seri-

ously affected by the rot, which is sjjreading to such an extent in

many places that three-fourths of them can never conic to maturity.

The mayor of Boston has directed that all vessels arriving here

from ports where the yellow fever is now prevailing, or which

may have any cases of this disease on board, shall go into quaran-

tine, there to await an examination by the port physician.

Martin Malvey has been arrested for throwing the passenger

train off' the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, near Wheeling. About
an hour before the train came along, Malvey was seen to unlock

the ball or lever at a switch and leave it so.

A new and very elegant steamer has been contracted for to run

on the Sound in the Fall River line ; she will be thirty feet longer

than the Bay or Empire State, and will have three decks and two

tiers of state-rooms.

The Pawtucket Chronicle says, we know a lady in Pawtucket,

Mass., who is more than eighty years of age, who now resides on
the estate where she was born, who has resided in three towns, and

yet never resided in any other place than the one where she now
has her home.

In the bazaars of Turkey, apples and pears are frequently ex-

posed for sale marked with the impression of a Imf. While the

apple is green, a leaf is glued or fastened upon it, which prevents

the sun's rays from acting on that part, and the impression is dis-

tinctly produced.

The town of Haverhill, in 1G79, voted that Benjamin Webster
and Samuel Parker might live in the town and follow the trade of

shoe making ! Now the principal business of the town is manu-
facturing shoes, and it is estimated that there are more than two
millions of dollars worth of shoes manufactured there annually.

« ».» >

Jorfign Jttma.

The great Dublin Exhibition is still most successful. Between
eleven and twelve thousand people have visited the palace in one
day.

Owing to the general tranquillity in Ireland, the extra police

that have been stationed in Kilkenny since the troubles of 1848,

are disbanded.

Nothing of general importance has been received from France.
The wheat crops were mostly in, and all reported to be only a
two-thirds average yield.

The Earl of Warwick is dead, aged "5. Warwick castle, the

family residence of the deceased earl, is well known to tourists

who visit the banks of the Avon.

An extensive fire had occurred in Oxford street, London.
Kirkman & Son's pianoforte manufactory, with several adjoining
houses, were burned to the ground.

The Countess of Bantry, so remarkable for her many charities

and evangelical piety, died recently, near Cork. Her ladyship
was sister to the Marquis of Thomond, the head of the old kingly
house of O'Bryen.

The " Great Britain " sailed on the 10th ult. for Melbourne.
Bets were taken that the " Sovereign of the Seas " will outsail

her, and that the " Great Britain " will not make the passage out
under sixty days.

Lord Rosse, and a deputation had an interview with the Earl
of Aberdeen, to recommend the erection of a powerful telcHccpe

at some station in the Southern hemisphere, to observe the nebula;

of that region of the heavens.

Lord Brougham has come in for a handsome bequest of nearly
.£30,000, made by the late Mary F''lahcrty, a Haniincrsniith !-i)iii-

ister. The bequest is " out of respect and admiration for his une-
qualled abilities, public conduct, and principles."

M. Drouyn de Lhuys, who was already Commander of the Le-
gion of Honor, has been made Grand Cross by the emperor, for

his diplomatic notes on the Turkish aflair. The grade of Grand
Cross is the highest in the order, and the number is strictly limited
to sixty.

The orders from Australia are so extensive at Birmingham
(Eng.) as to render their execution extremely difficult. All
hands, however, have been set on in the manufacture of general
hardware and hollow iron ware, and large consignments will ere
long be forwarded.

The statue of Marshal Ney, says the Times, which had been
ordered by the emperor some time after the 2d of December, is

about to be erected on the very spot in the garden of tlie Luxem-
bourg, where the sentence of the chamber of peers was carried
into execution.

The French minister of state has caused a circular to be ad-
dressed to the managers of all the theatres of Paris, forbidding
them to introduce into their exhibitions, performances of clown,
acrobats, posturers, or dislocationists. He says that it is degrad-
ing to the dramatic art for such exhibitions to be mingled with
them.

The Shah of Persia has openly declared that viewing as he
does the question between Russia and Turkey as a sacredly just
one on the part of the last mentioned power, he will lend itevery
aid in case of a war; in consequence of which declaration it

is understood that the Russian minister at Teheran was about to
demand Ids passports.

iSanba of ©olb.

.... Better three hours too soon, than one minute too late.

.... It is the worst wheel which squeaks the most.

—

Chinese

Proverb.

Our ancestors have travelled the iron age ; the golden is

before us.

—

Bernanlin de St. Pierre.

.... When pride and presumption walk before, shame and loss

follow very closely.

—

Ltjuis XI.

To love, is to be useful to yourself; to cause love, is to

be useful to others.

—

Lierdnijer.

The highest concejitions of the sages, who, in order to

anive at them have had to live many days, liave become the milk

for children.

—

liidhinrlie.

.... Often pains too long retained increase even to the break-

ing of the heart. If they could be exhaled, we would see that

they do not merit the bitttriiess which tlicy have caused.

—

Fenelun.

.... To give, that is, to love ; to receive, that is, to learn and
love; in delicate souls, that is to love already and much. The
happiness of giving and receiving is tlie secret and life of the

moral world.

—

Dci/iriiiido.

.... Man perfected by society is the best of all animals ; he is

the most terrilile of all, when he lives without law and without

justice. If he finds himself an individual who cannot live in soci-

ety, or who pretends he has need of only his own resources, do
not consider hi.n as a member of humanity : he is a savage beast

or a god.

—

Arii,t(jtle.

Joker's JJubgct.

The chief use of an old bachelor is, to count one in the census.

An adjutant of a volunteer corps, being doubtful whether he

had distributed muskets to all tlie men, cried, "All of you that

are without aruis, hold up your hands .'"

Some lone editor, away out in Missouri, is guilty of the follow-

ing :

—" Why is the heart of a lover like the sea serpent ! Be-
cause it is a secretcr [sea crcetur] of great sighs " [size].

A man got over a fence in Greenfield and stole a watermelon

;

while doing it he lost his pocket-book, containing $500. The
owner of the watermelon found tlie treasure, and offers to restore

it if he is paid for the watermelon, which he values at $25.

A New York editor is under the impression, from the manner
in which shirts are made in that city, that an inspector of common
sewers should be a])pointed. He adds that, having gone to the

expense of a new sliirt a few days ago, he found himself, on awak-
ening in the morning, endeavoring to crawl out between two of

the shortest stitches.

An apothecary's hoy was lately sent to leave at one honi5e a
box of pills, and at another six live fowls. Confused on the way,
he left the pills where the fowls should have gone, and the fowls

at the pill place. The folks who received the fowls were aston-

ished at reading the accompanying direction :
—" Swallow one

every two hours."

In a great storm at sea, when the shi])'s crew were all at prayers,

a boy burst into a tit of laughter. Being reproved for his ill-timed

mirth, and asked the reason of it, " Why," said he, " I was laugh-

ing to think what a hissing the boatswain's red nose will make,
when it comes into the water." This ludicrous remark set tho

crew a-laughing, inspired them with new spirits, and, by groat

exertions, they brought the vessel safe into port.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Volumes I., IT., ITT., and IV. of the Pictorial Drawixo-Room
Companion, elegautly bouud in cloth, with gilt edges and buck, and illumined
sides, forming superb ami most attractive jiarlor ornaments iu the shape of a
series of books of between Four a.vd Five Hundred I'auf.s kmh, and each
Volume contaimng nearly Onb Thousand Enokavi.nos of Men, Manners, and
current Events all over tlie world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities and beautiful ^illa^;es ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine

Maritime \ iews ; and. iu short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects ; with iLLUMiNKD TiTLE-pA(jK9 AND iNDKXKS of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant fronti.-.pieces to the volumes.

Uesides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vjist amount
of original Tales, Sketches, l*oems, and Novelettes, from the best Americaa
authors, with a curivnt News Record of the times; altogether forming an
e.xceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, b(>tli in regard to heading Matter and Illustrations.

For sale at the Publicatiou Office, by our \\holesale Agents, and at all tho

Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One vohunc, 5j3 00 ; two volumes,

S5 00 ; three volumes, $7 00 ; and four volumes, SU 00.

THE FLAG OF OUR UKIOK,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written t-xprvs^-^ly for the paper. In politics, and on all Pectariau

questions.it is f^trictly m-utral Nothiiiir of an immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its eoluuius ; theix-fore uiakiug it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the forei;^ and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the f^eati-.<;t po,-ir.iMe niuount of intelligeiue St) advertisemeuLs are

admitted to tlie paper, thus offering the entire t^lieet, whith is of

T 11 E M A M JM O T II SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department i.-* uinler (he most
finished and perfect sy.stem that experieuce can su^^e:it, foruiini; au

© m sKg- n -^ ii Ed ip^iPniEg,
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Glkason 8 Pictobial.

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, S3 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '• " G 0^
8 " ' 11 OJ

16 ** "^ 20 00

One copy of the Fr.Ao of orn TxToy, and one copy of Gleason's Pictohial
S4 00 per annum, invariably in alvance.

**,* TTie Flao can be ohtainrri at nny of he nfiv^pnprrfJrpot^ in the United
States, and of newspaper carriers^ a! louR cents ptr smtii'' mpy.

F. GLEASOX,
PUBLISHER A\D PIlOPr.IETOR,

CoaxER OF Trexont and Bromfield Streets, Boston, Mass-^
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HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.
The en<;;raving below is a sketch of the City of

Halifox, Nova Scotia, taken from the old Red Mill,

Dartmouth, looking south. In the stream can be

seen the flag ship of the admiral ; on the station

above lies the old Pcrimes, captured during tlie French
war, and now used as a store-ship. In the distance

19 the small island, with a battery attached, called

George's Island. Above the city, on the heights,

stands the Citadel, or Fort George. In the extreme
distance, looking seaward, can be discerned the light-

house, connected with McNab's Island by a narrow
strip of land. Halifax stands on the declivity of a
hill about 250 feet in height, rising from the west
tide of one of the finest harbors on the American
continent. The streets are generally broad ; the prin-

cipal, which runs next the harbor, is well paved, and
most of the others are macadamized. The appear-

ance of Halifax from the water, or from the opposite

shore, is prepossessing and animated. The front of

the town is lined with wharves, alongside which ves-

sels of all sizes, and variously rigged, are incessantly

loading or discharging their cargoes. Warehouses
rise over the wharves, as well as in different parts of

the town ; and dwelling-houses and public buildings

rear their heads over each other as they stretch along
and up the sides of the liill. The spires of different

churches, the building above the town in which the

town clock is fixed, a rotunda-built church, the signal

posts on Citadel Hill, the different batteries, the va-

riety of style in which the houses are built, some of

which are painted white, some blue, and some red

;

rows of trees showing themselves in different parts of

the town, the ships moored opposite the dockyard,

the establishments and tall sheers of tlic latter, the

merchant vessels under sail, at anchor, or alongside

the wharf; the wooded and rocky scenery of the

back-ground, with the islands, and the small town of

Dartmouth on the east shore, are all objects which
strike most forcibly on the view of a stranger. On
the north side of the town is the admiral's residence,

a ]>lain stone building. The dockyard, at the end of

a straggling suburb, is a very fine one ; it covers four-

teen acres, and forms the chief depot of naval stores

in the British North American colonies. It is ])ecu-

liarly fitted for the shelter, repair, and outfit of the

fleets cruising on the American coast and in the West
Indies. The nortJi and south barracks may accom-
modate three regiments ; and attached to them tliere

is a good library. The other government buildings

are the ordnance and commissariat stores, and the

military hospital, erected by the late Duke of Kent.
Tlie naval hospital was burnt down some time ago.

Dalhousie college is a handsome edifice of freestone,

but not yet efficient as a seat of education. There are several

churches, among them a large Roman Catholic chapel, two Pres-
byterian, and four other chapels belonging to different sects, a
poor-house, house of correction, an exchange, some assembly-
rooms, and a small theatre. The markets are well supplied with
provisions, but the inn.? and boarding-houses are reported to be
very indifferent. Several weekly papers and a monthly magazine
are published in Halifax ; the inhabitants arc intelligent and
social, and travellers have remarked that the tone of society is

there more decidedly English than in most other colonial cities.

The harbor opposite the town, where ships usually anchor, and
where, at medium tides, there are twelve fathoms of water, is

rather more than a mile wide. After narrowing to one-fourth of

PORTRAIT OF SHAKSPEARE.

a mile, about one mile above the upper end of the town, it ex-

pands into Bedford Basin. This noble sheet of water, which is

completely landlocked, occupies a surface of ten square miles,

and is capable of containing the whole British navy. Halifax
harbor is accessible at all seasons, and its navigation is scarcely

ever interrupted by ice. The best mark in sailing for it is Sambro
lighthouse, on a small island off Sambro Head, about thirteen

miles south by east of Halifax, with a fixed light two hundred
and ten feet high. Another lighthouse stands on Maghcr's Beach,
a spit extending from McNab's Island, a wooded and cultivated

island at the very entrance of the port. When the latter light is

seen, ships may run in without fear. The passage of the west
side of McNab's Island is for largo ships, the other on the east has

only water for schooners. There are several other
small islands further in, on one of which, nearly op-
posite the town, some strong batteries are mounted.
Some other pretty strong forts defend the harbor.

Northwest Ann, which bounds Halifax peninsula on
the west, is four miles long, nearly half a mile wide,
and has from ten to twenty fathoms depth of water,
with safe anchorage. Near its head lies Melville

Island, some buildings on which, now destroyed, were
formerly used for the detention of prisoners »f war.
A joint stock company's canal, in aid of which the

legislature contributed fifteen thousand pounds, now
connects the harbor of Halifax with Cobequid Bay
and the Bay of Fnndy. Since its first settlement, in

1749, Halifax has continued to be the seat of a profit-

able fishery and trade. The latter, especially, is in

as prosperous a condition as tliat of any town in Brit-

ish America; and this city may be said to engross
the whole foreign trade of Nova Scotia. The chief

trade is with the West Indies and other British colo-

nics, the United States and Great Britain. In 1817,
Halifax was declared a free port to a certain extent,

and has since acquired the privilege of warehousing.
Some ships of large size were employed in the South
Sea fishery ; but, generally speaking, the inhabitants

are less enterprising and successful fishers than the

New Englanders. Halifax has some manufactures,
but they are of no great importance, and confined to

articles of immediate consumption ; as soap, candles,

leather, paper, snuff, rum, gm, whiskey, porter, ale,

and refined sugar. There are two private banking
companies, and a chamber of commerce, composed
of fifteen members. Packets sail monthly between
Halifax and Falmouth, and others regularly to Liver-

pool, Boston, New York, and the West Indies ; a
steamboat and ferry-boats also ply constantly to and
from Dartmouth, on the opposite side of the harbor.
As the English depot for the Cnnard line of steamers,

Halifax has become perhaps more generally known
of late years, than in any other way, and is frequent-

ly made the temporary stopping-place of those who
desire thus to abbreviate a sea voyage. The steam-
ers here take in coal, and do much of the necessary
business in the way of supplies for the return voyage
to J2ngland. To the Cunard line of steamers the

city is much indebted, therefore, furnishing as they
do direct and regular communication not only with
England, btlt with Boston, and thus with the United
States generally. A large amount of business has
sprung up entirely contingent upon this mode of
travel, and great commercial benefit has^bten the

result, particularly to this portion of the British pos-

sessions in North America. The view presented

herewith was drawn by our artist upon the spot, and
exhibits a faithful picture of the present aspect of this thrifty and
growing city. As the headquarters, also, of the English naval
forces on the American station, this place ia notable, and is the

resort of large numbers of officers attached to this arm of the

British service. Halifax probably contains 3000 dwelling-houses

and some hundred and more public buildings, the former being
built mostly of wood. The population is probably some 30,000,

and this exclusive of the military and naval forces, often sta-

tioned here in large numbers. Its commerce may bo judged of
from the fact, that some 200 square-rigged vessels arc owned in

the port and trade principally to and from it. We have other

views sketched by our artists during late nortliem excorsions,

which will be duly presented in our pages.

[For description,

see page lljo J

VIEW OF HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, FROM THE RED MILL, DARTMOUTH.
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WOODCOCK SHOOTING.

Below wc present our readers with a most seasonable and finely

executed picture of a sporting scene, entitled woodcock shooting.

The artist iia.s thrown a life and reality into the picture that is

the very height of art .and beauty, and di.>iplays the true poetry of

the pencil. Though Miissachusetts i.<i now so thickly settled, and

few uncultivated acres, comparatively speaking, are to be found,

still there are parts of the State where good sport is had for a

number of weeks at this season of the year, in woodcock shooting,

and heavy bags of choice game repay the sportsman's toil, which,

especially when in pursuit of this species of bird, is often most la-

lioriom. Few birds arc more universally known or sought after

for eating. On its first arrival in the spring, it keeps to the woods
and thickets during the day time, but resorti to sprinp! and oprn

watery places, for feeding, at the approach of evening. Aboat

the beginning of July, when their favorite springs and inland wa-

tery recesses are dried up, these birds descend to the marshy

shores of our larger rivers, and afford fine shooting. This sport

is eagerly followed, though still more laborious and fatiguing than

snipe shooting, of which we have given a representation in a for-

mer number. The woodcock is properly a nocturnal bird, seldom

stin-ing till after sunset in search of its accustomed food, which

consists of various larva; and aquatic worms. In the evening, as

well as early in the morning, particularly in the spring, it often

rises to a consideral)le height in the air, and hovers round in a

wild, irregular manner, making a sort of murmuring noise.

—

The flesh is highly esteemed. The nest is placed on the ground

in a retired part of the woods, and the eggs are of a dun clay

color, marked with brown spots. It extends its migrations to the

St. Lawrence, and remains in the Middle States till late in the

autumn. The forehead and all the lower parts are reddish tawny
;

the upper parts mottled with black and light brown. The Euro-

pean woodcock is a much larger species. Doubtless our renders

generally partake of the almost universal interest that pervades

the feelings of that class of the community which is possessed of

the strength and skill to use the gun : there is something exceed-

ingly enticing in the sporting occupation. Your true amateur

never thi'ows away his powder and shot by destroying small birds,

he seeks for game worthy of his skill ; he makes the birds he would

shoot his study, knows to a nicety their pc<uliar notes, places of

feeding, the kind of food that supports them, and even their mode

of breaking cover—whether they fly low or high, and in short it

is a part of his business to study the nature of his game. Thus,

he unwittingly finds knowledge for the brain, as well as food for

the palate, iu the pursuance of his sport.
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[Written for Gleajon's Pictorial.]

LIONEL AL^SWORTH:
—OK

—

A TALE OF THE EEV0LI7TI0N.

bt mks. caroline oknb.

[continued.]

CHAPTER v.—[continued.]

It was fortunate, that on this particular night, Lionel had oc-

casion to return to his old lodgings, as othenvise Mike might not

have been able to find any one to whom ho would have been

willing to tell his story, till too late to make it of any avail.

After a few minutes reflection ho determined to set out imme-

diately for head-quarters. Ho made an attempt to rouse Mike,

that he might lock the door after he was gone, an undertaking

which ho soon found to be hopeless. Had the poor lad, as was

often the case, gone to sleep with an apprehension of impending

danger, a single touch or word would have awakened him ; but

now, having abandoned himself to repose with a feeling of perfect

security, ho was as unconscious of external influences as if he had

been one of the seven sleepers.

Lionel, under existing circumstances, did not think it prudent

to leave the door on the latch, he therefore locked it on the out-

side, and concluded that he would leave the key at Miles Ells-

worth's. His voice was at once recognized, when, stopping be-

neath a chamber window, ho called to Miles.

" Stop one moment," said Miles, approaching the window,
" and I will come down and let you in."

" What has happened "i" he asked, having unbarred and opened

the door.

" Close the door, and I will tell you," said Lionel ;
" for it is

Bometbing which I don't choose to given even the birds of the air

a chance to hear."

" I will go to Cambridge with you," said Miles, after listening

to what Lionel had to say. " Our commander will of course

wish to anticipate the British in fortifying the heights of Charles.

town, and for that purpose strong and willing hands will be

needed."

" I shall see you to-morrow, I think, some time in the course

of the day," said her husband, and he and Lionel, after bidding

her good night, set out in a brisk walk for the head-quarters of

the provincial army.

" I forgot to leave the key," said Lionel, stopping short, when

they had gone only a few steps. " Wait a minute, while I run

back with it."

Ho explained to Hannah in a few words the use she was to

make of the key. Once more bidding her good night, ho turned

to go, when she said :

" I forgot to tell you that I heard from Euphie yesterday. She

wrote me a few lines. She says her mother is lietter, and that

although Major Dillman has called several times, she has refused

to see him."

" Did she say anything about me 1"

" Not much, though more than you deserved."

"What did she say?"
" She merely asked if I ever saw or heard anything of you now.

She has twice the reason to bo jealous of you, that you have of

her."

" Wliat makes you think so V
" Haven't I seen you walking with Rachel Dyson more than

half a dozen times V
" Yes, twice that number, if you have seen me everv time I

have walked with her ; but I always came across her accidentally,

and as she in every instance was going tho same Aiay I was, and
always appeared to be in a very social mood, I could not avoid

her without seeming rude."

" I could tell you a few things about Rachel, but I must not

detain you. Of one thing, however, you may bo certain—when-

ever it suits her purpose, she docs not scruple to carry two faces

under one hood."

When Lionel and Miles Ellsworth reached the head-quarters of

the provincial army, the first appearance of dawn was brightening

the earth. The commander, to whom Lionel immediately ob-

tained access, without delay commenced acting upon tho impor-
tant information so fortunately obtained, hi a few hours after-

ward, the diff'erent commanders had issued orders for a detach-

ment of a thousand men to intrench on the heights of Charles-

town. It was the sixteenth of June, and everything, to all ap-

pearance, remained as usual till after dark. It was midnight
when those, who in obedience to orders had assembled for the pur-

pose, went to work. They labored so silently, and with such ex-
pedition, that at daybreak a redoubt had risen, as if by magic, on
the spot where the army and tho shipping of the British could be
most eflfectually annoyed.

It was the first intimation which tho Engli.sh received, that the
Americans had anticipated them in obtaining possession of so
important a spot.

CHAPTER VL
THE BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL.

Ann, arm, my lord; tlie foo vaunts in the Held.—King liirhard III.

A FEW rosy clouds which had heralded the morning, still hov-
ered in tlie eastern sky, when the first beams of the sun, shootin"-

upward like golden arrown, turned them to a rich crimson. The

green hills, also, with the breeze full of gladness and melody,

sweeping over them, began to brighten, while the dark shadows

that lay upon their sides slowly and silently crept downwards

towards their base.

Euphie Floyd liad already risen, and was watching the lovely

scene from her window, when suddenly the report of fire-aiTns

broke the morning stillness. Scarcely had the sound ceased,

when she heard a confused murmur of voices, and, looking into

the street, she saw men, many of them armed, hurrying rapidly

along.

" What can be tho meaning of this firing, and all this noise

and confusion?" said Mrs. Floyd, calling to her daughter from

lier room.

" I cannot tell," replied Euphie ;
" but I can see on one of yon-

der hills, what I should think to be tho beginning of some kind of

fortification, and men seem busily at work."

" Are they British, or Americans V
" I cannot tell.

" Yes you can," said Enphie's brother, a lad of fifteen, who at

that moment entered the room, and approached tho window where

she stood. " Look and sec what color their coats are—that will

tell you."

" I cannot boo very distinctly," said Euphie, " but I believe they

are not red."

" Thoy certainly are not," said he, after directing a keen,

searching glance towards the spot where men were at work.

He darted from the room, and the next moment Euphie heard

him calling her.

" What do you wish, Roland V she inquired.

He came back to the door, and made a sign for her to be silent.

" Come here," said he, in a low whisper.

She followed him to a back room, where he was removing a

fowling-piece from the bracket which supported it.

" Roland," said she, with a startled look, " what are yon going

to do?"
" I am going over on that hill to fight for liberty with the

rebels."

" no—you must not—mother will never consent."

" She need not know that I am going."

"But she will inquire for you, and I must tell her."

"No you needn't. Tell her I have gone out to see what is

going on."

" I shall toll her the truth. It would bo wrong to deceive her.

What if you should never return ? The shock would be greater

than if she knew whore you were, as she would then, in some

measure, be prepared for the worst."

" You are right. I will go myself and tell her what I intend

doing."

By this time, greatly alarmed by the confusion in the streets,

and the continued firing, by which tho British were attempting to

dislodge the Americans, who still went on with their intrench-

mcnts, Mrs. Floyd, though weak—not being recovered from her

illness—had risen and entered the apartment adjoining her

bed-room.

The countenance of Roland Floyd was sparkling with enthusi-

asm as he entered her presence, while tho level sunbeams, glanc-

ing in at the window, wove a kind of halo around the bright,

golden curls which in rich masses clustered round his forehead.

It struck her, that she had never scon her son look so well before,

and for a moment every other thought and feeling wore merged

in those of fond admiration of his fine and intelligent countenance.

" Mother," said he, " I have come to ask a favor of you."

" What is it, my son V
"\ want to join our countrymen and strike a blow for liberty."

" Roland, I cannot let you go."

" Don't say so, mother."

" If you should fall, what should I do ? What would Euphie

do?"
" If my father was alive, would he remain idle on such a day

as this ?"

" I believe he would not," Mi-s. Floyd was constrained to say.

" I know he would not. My mother, suflFer not tho son of such

a father to act the part of a craven."

For a minute or more there was a sharp struggle in tho breast

of Mrs. Floyd. She could not bring herself to tell her son to go,

neither could she find it in her heart to encourage him to stifle his

enthusiasm, and sit quietly down, when she knew that even his

youthful arm might aid tho cause of freedom. Bending her head,

and veiling her face with her hands, she for a few moments re-

mained silent. There was no need of words, for it was to Him
who seeth in secret her heart went forth for strength, aid and

direction in this her hour of trial. Her countenance, though sad,

was perfectly calm when she again looked up.

" Go, Roland," said she ; "I believe it to be right that you should.

Were your father alive, he would not, as you say, be idle on such

a day as this, neither would ho ])revent his son from sharing tho

danger and the glory."

Euphie, with a smilo of encouragement on her lips, though the

bright tears would start to her eyes, had hastily placed a few slices

of ham, some bread, butter, and other edibles upon the table.

" You must eat some breakfast before you go," said she.

" No, I must not stop. Ev«ry moment's delay will increase

the diificulties I shall find in my way, ere I shall be able to reach

those to whom I wish to render my humble aid."

" Where is your knapsack, then ? Let mo put something into

that. If you have nothing to cat, you will long before night be

overcome with faintncss and fatigue."

" I hope to be back in season to eat snppcr with you," said he
;

and, witliout trusting himself to attempt a word of leave-taking,

he left the room.

With emotions of the keenest anxiety Euphie watched tho pro

gross of events, as well as she was able, from the window.

The Americans, though the British did not cease to keep up a

constant fire, went on resolutely with their work, first finishing

the redoubt, and then raising a breastwork.

Mrs. Floyd was obliged to recline in her easy-chair, and turn

away from tho light of the window, which fell with a painful glare

upon her dazzled eyes.

It was about noon, and Euphie, who had never, at any one

time, left the window five minutes, allowed a sudden exclamation

of alai-m to escape her.

" What's the matter, my daughter?" said Mrs. Floyd.

" O mother !" she exclaimed, " tho British are preparing for an

attack."

" Where ? At what pointV
" They have landed only a short distance southeast of what

Mr. Wcllford told me was a redoubt. There are thousands and

thousands of them—three times as many, I should think, as there

are of the Americans."

Tho fears of Euphie, who of course understood nothing of the

mysteries of military tactics, wore, for a while, relieved; for in-

stead, as she apprehended, of tho British troops rushing at once,

upon the provincials, they commenced slowly to form two lines

Three hours were consumed in this manner, when they began to

advance towards the Americans.

" What do you see now, Euphie ?" said Mrs. Floyd, as she saw

that her daughter assumed an attitude of eager attention.

" The English have advanced within ten or twelve rods of the

redoubt."

The last two or three words of Euphie's answer were lost in the

noise made by the furious discharge of small fire-arms in the hands

of the Americans, who, in obedience to the orders of General Put-

nam, reserved their fire " till they could see the white of their ene-

mies' eyes." The shock was so sudden and so deafening, that

they both remained silent a minute or two. Then Euphie joyfully

exclaimed

:

" They turn ! They fly ! All seems confusion and disorder."

" Do you mean the British V
" Yes."

" Can it be possible, when their numbers are so much greater?

But the God of battles is, as I trust, on our side."

Though the thoughts of both mother and daughter turned con-

stantly to the bright-eyed boy, who a few hours before had left

them, and now, they doubted not, was one among the number

whom they saw gathered on tho brow of the green hill, which rose

at no great distance, his name did not pass tho hps of either.

They could not trust themselves to speak of him.

There was another, too, who was ever present to tho mind of

Euphie. Lionel Ainsworth, she felt certain, was there. Ho was

not one of those who would shrink from danger, and if his com-

pany was not included among those ordered thither, he would

himself go as a volunteer. Euphie still retained her post at the

window.
" How goes the battle now ?" asked her mother.

" The British still fly. Tho officers are striving to rally their

men. Their swords flash in the bright sunshine, as they try to

stay their flight. They have accomplished their purpose. They

have compelled them to turn, and they now push them forward to

a second attack."

With beating hearts and in breathless silence Mrs. Floyd and

her daughter awaited the result. And it was awaited not only by

them, but by crowds of anxious spectators, who filled the hills

and steeples of Boston, and every other spot where the eye could

watch the scone of carnage.

All at once, another report of fire-arms, as loud and as furious

as before, proclaimed tho manner in which the British were greeted.

" Once more the English soldiers fly," said Euphie, as soon as

the cloud of smoke which hovered over tlio field of battle had

partially rolled away ; and once more she added, after a few mo-

ments' pause, " the ofiicers strive to turn them back. They obey,

for the swords in the hands of the commanders meet, as before, tho

breasts of those who would make their escape."

At this moment a cry of consternation was hoard in the street.

Euphie looked towards the place whence the cry proceeded, and

beheld women and children wildly hunying to and fro. A few

men were also seen, who by ago or infirmity were prevented from

• oining their countrymen on this memorable day ; and others,

heir numbers fewer still, whose sympathies were with those at

[hat moment engaged in deadly confiict with tho Americans. One

of the men passed so near as to enable Euphie to speak to him.

" What has happened?" said she. " What new cause is there

for alarm ?"

" Word has come that General Gage has issued an order for our

village to be set on fire," replied the gentleman addressed. "A
party from the Somerset man-of-war have boon sent to Copp's

Hill, wlicre a battery has been prepared for the purpose."

He luid hardly ceased speaking, when the roar of cannon was

heard, and several shells were hurled through tho air, all excejjt

one of which fell to the ground and exploded, without doing any

particular damage. This struck the roof of a house and set it on

fire. Others followed in quick succession, and in a comparatively

short time the fiaracs were rising from the roofs of a dozen houses.

Being built of combustible materials, tho fire was communicated

from one house to another with lightning rapidity. The wildest

confusion and alarm prevailed ever^^vhere. At first, those in the

streets betook themselves to tho shelter of tho houses, that they

might csca])e injury and perhaps death, from the fieiy missiles

which were falling around them.

When, at last, the furious raging of the flames showed the de-

itroyors that their work was faithfully done, they remained beside
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their cannon, quiet spectators of the scene of destruction, confusion

and distress.

Enphio could watch the progress of the battle no longer. Al-

ready had the de^•ouring flames seized upon their own dwelling.

She knew not wliat to do. For Iiersclf she cared not. She was

young, strong, and courageous, and could easily make her escape.

But when she looked at her mother, enfeotiled hy licr recent ill-

ness, agitated by the thoughts of her son's peril, and the terrible

scenes enacting around her, her courage almost forsook her. She

ran into the street, and wildly called for Iielp, but those on whom

she called, had, themselves, need of assistance.

Euphie retunicd to her mother's apartment. Tlie house, though

it had been one of the last to take fire, was on one side enveloped

in flames.

"Give me the support of your arm, my daughter," said Mrs.

Floyd, calmly, " and I will try and make my escape."

It was of no avail. Even with Euphie's assistance, she was

unable to rise from her chair. Excessive agitation had deprived

lier of what little strength she had.

"Ely, my cliild, and save yourself!" said she.

Euphie, who had placed herself at her mother's feet, her despair-

ing face looking up into hers, moved her white lips as if she

would have answered, but tenor, mingled with a throng of un-

speakable emotions, chained her tongue.

The fire was rapidly gaining ground. Jets of flame, now and

then, darted past the windows of their apartment, heating the

glass, and rendering the atmosphere within almost sufibcating.

Once more Mrs. Floyd addressed Euphie

:

" Go, my daughter—go—I command you."

Euphie shook her head, witliout making any motion to rise.

All at once, Mrs. Floyd assumed an attitude of eager listening.

" Surely," said she, " I hear voices in the passage which leads

to the staircase."

Euphie heard them, too, and they were voices which she knew

and loved. Springing to her feet, she gained the head of the

stairs almost at a single bound.

" Koland ! Lionel! This way—quick—save my mother !" was

the broken sentence which greeted them.

Lionel, almost with the celerity of thought, rushed up stairs,

and lifting Mrs. Floyd in his arms, bore her into the open air. It

was not a moment too soon. When only a few steps from the

house, fk massive column of flame, hero and there throwing out a

spiral wreath, for a few seconds shot upwards, and then suddenly

sunk. The roof had fallen in.

" Boland, keep close to me, and take care of your sister," said

Lionel, as threading his way among the smoking ruins, and, here

and there, a building still unconsumed, with the hot cinders lying

so thickly in his path as almost to scorch his feet, he bore the

invalid to a place of temporary safety. In a few minutes they

were joined by Miles Ellsworth, who, the moment he could, hast-

ened to the scene of conflagration, in order to seek Mrs. Eloyd

and Euphie, and render them what assistance he was able.

" You and your daughter must go to my house," said he, ad-

dressing Jlrs. Floyd. "We can make you quite as comfortable,

I think, as you would be at your brother Carwick's, for Hannah
is a good nurse, and knows your ways, and what will suit you
better than any one there."

" I should much prefer going to your house," replied Mrs.

Floyd, " but I am afraid we shall make you a great deal of

trouble."

"You wont make us a bit, and if you did, the pleasure of hav-

ing you there would more than make up for it. I will go right

away, and try to procure some kind of vehicle to take you there,

for it wont do for you to stay here iu tlio open air much longer.

The dew will begin to fall by the time we shall bo able to reach

home."

The place to which Lionel had conveyed Mrs. Floyd, was a
short .distance from the road, where, seated on a large, smooth
rock, beneath the shelter of a tree, and, leaning against Euphie,

under different circumstances she would have been quite comfort-

able. Now, desolation and distress surrounded her. Though tlie

fury of the conflagration was past, wreaths of smoke, now and
then brightened by bur.-its of lurid flame at their base, ascended

slowly from the ruins of the dwellings, which had so lately been the

homes of four thousand individuals, who had lived in comfort and
plenty, and were now doomed to poverty and exile. Mrs. Floyd,

after the departure of Miles Ellsworth, remained silent a few min-
utes, witli her eyes fixed on the mournful spectacle.

" We still have one another left," said she, turning her head
away, so as no longer to look on the sad prospect. " It was a
heavier loss than the one we have met with, which I feai-ed this

morning when Koland left us."

" We are better uow without a home," said Euphie, " than wo
should have been to liave it made desolate by losing him. We
have a great deal to be thankful for."

Lionel knew by the look which she involuntarily turned to-

wards him, as she ceased speaking, that he, as well as Roland,
was in her thoughts, and from that moment, the last, lingering

emotion of jealousy was put to flight.

" You have not told us yet who were victorious," said Euphie,
addressing Lionel.

" The Americans, I should say," he retui-ned, " though, as on
account of our powder failing us we were finally obliged to retreat,

I shouldn't wonder if the English claimed the victory."

"Did many fall?" asked Mrs. Floyd.
"A great many of the British," replied Lionel. " More than a

third of the three tliousand that made the first attack."
" And the AmericansV said Euphie.
" Comparatively few were slain, yet among that few one has

fallen, whose loss will cast a gloom over the whole countrj'."

" Who is it ?"

" General Warren."
" General Warren ?" said Mrs. Floyd and Euphie, speaking

both at once.

" Yes, a ball struck his head wlien we first commenced our re-

treat, and he died in the trenches. Though we effected a retreat

with but little loss as far as nuniliers are concerned, when we re-

member that it was then that Warren fell, we must call it a great

one."
" He had held his commission only a short time, I believe,"

said Euphie.

" No, only a few days, and having no command assigned him,

he fought as a volunteer."

" I helped support liim a few moments, after he fell," said Ro-

land, "and I could not help tliinking how much better I could be

spared than he."

" Do you remember how much your life is worth to mo, and to

your sister t" asked his mother.

" I was thinking how much he could have done for our country,

if he had lived," said Koland. " I don't think it would be hard

to die as ho did. His countenance looked very calm and beauti-

ful—don't you think it did, Lionel V
" Yes, I was much struck with the expression of sweetness and

gentlo languor by which it was jiervaded."

" Will he not be greatly missed in our civil councils?" asked

Mrs. Floyd.

" He will ; he was at their head, and as the destined leader of

our military bands, it will be hard to fill his place."

Miles Ellsworth now made his appearance with a covered wag-

on, that he had obtained of a farmer at a considerable distance.

Roland, the moment the wagon arrived, sat out on foot, as by

crossing the fields he could so shorten the distance that he could

reach their ))lace of destination in such season as to prevent

Hannah Ellsworth from being taken by sui-prise.

CHAPTER VII.

THE EXILES AT THE COTTAGE.

Patient of labor, with a little pleased,

Ilealth ever blooming; unuml>itiou3 toil.— T/iomson's Seasons.

" The queen of England would not be half so welcome as your

mother will, and you and your sister, too," said Hannah, after

listening to Roland. " You cannot imagine how glad and thank-

ful I am, to tliink that we have a comfortable house and decent

accommodations to off'or to one who gave me a home, when I was

a poor orphan girl."

" Mother, who is not able to do anything yet, is afraid it will

make your task very hard."

" I am strong, and have a willing heart—two things which go

very far to make labor light. My heart is light too, now, though

sad and heavy enough it has been all day. Every time I heard

the sound of wheels in the road, it made my heart throb, for I

couldn't help thinking that Miles might be brought home wounded,

or perhaps dead. Captain Ainsworth, you say, escaped being

hurt, too ?"

" Yes, but neither he nor your husband escaped because they

avoided danger. General Putnam and some of the other oSicers

noticed how brave they were. They wont be forgotten."

" That makes me feel glad, and proud too, a little. Yet after

all, it has been a dreadful day."

" It has, and a glorious one too, for the Americans. That is

what I heard a great many say."

" How came Charlestown to be burned ? Did the fire take

accidentally ?"

" No indeed. It was burnt by order of General Gage."
" If it seems the same to others as it does to me, it wont prove

to be a feather in his cap. It was mean, I think, to set fire to a

place when all the inhabitants were away except the women and

children. I shouldn't have tliought that there was anybody that

would have been guilty of such a thing, except the wild Indians."

" That is what I think. Do you know, Hannah, that we have

lost everything ? Furniture, clothing, and the library my father

collected at such great cost, and with so much trouble—all are

gone—nothing but a heap of ashes. Father's portrait, too, that

mother valued so liighly, is burnt."

"No, the portrait is saved."

" How can that he ?"

" It seems that you haven't missed it from the library lately."

" I had not been into it for more than a week."
" How glad I am that it happened to fall, and injure tlie frame.

You know that Miles is ingenious—can do almost anything ho

undertakes, and Euphie, without saying anything to your mother

about it, got him to call over one day, and take it home, so as to

repair it."

" It is here, thenV
" Yes."

" There is a little comfort in that ; but don't let mother see it

yet. She thinks it is gone, and the surprise, though a pleasant

one, might excite her too much."
" No, I wont say a word about it at present. Come this way,

Roland, and look at this room. I want you to see if you think

your mother will like it."

" It is a very pretty room, and a pleasant one," said Roland,

after carefully surveying it. " She will like it, I know."
" This, and the chamber over it, are the two pleasantest rooms

in the house, I think. Look out of the window, and see that fine

elm. When the sun rises in the morning, the shadow of those

graceful boughs is thrown against the white wall opposite, and

with the gold of the sunshine intermingled, it looks to me a.s

beautiful as a picture. There, how stupid and forgetful I am,"
said she, starting, and brushing her hand across her forehead.

" About what ?"

"Don't you think that I have forgotten, all this time, to ask

you if you would like something to eat ? Likely as not you

haven't tasted food since the morning."

" O yes, I have. Euphie furnished my knapsack so well, that

I had enough for myself and several others, among whom were

Lionel Ainsworth and your husband."

" How thankful I am. I expected that Miles wotdd have come

home to get something. I had enough all ready for him, but he

couldn't come, I suppose."

" There they are, at last," said Roland, and he and Hannah

were on the door-step at the same moment the wagon drew up

before the house.

Mrs. Floyd was soon seated in a large, cushioned chair, in the

pleasant room ])repared for her. Very cheerful was the voice,

and pleasant the words, with which Hannah greeted her, though

a moisture, do all she could to prevent it, would now and then

dim her eyes, when she thought of the home now laid waste, and

endeared to Mrs. Floyd by memories and associations, that, by

no possible means, could cluster around any other.

Hannah wheeled round the chair, so as to front the window that

looked out upon the fine old elm, and a green, flowery slope, dot-

ted with oaks and maples, which, with a better taste than is often

manifested, had been spared by the owner's axe.

" You see," said Mrs. Floyd, " to what a state of helplessness

and dependence I am reduced."

" Your helplessness," said Hannah, speaking in that cordial,

cheery manner which is one of the best medicines for an aching

heart, " is all owing to your late illness, and will be gone before

you think of it, now that you will have plenty of fresh air to

breathe."

" And as for your being dependent, mother," said Roland, " it

will only be for a little while. I am young, healthy, and strong,

and shall be able, before a great while, to provide a home for us

all."

" I know that you will do your best," replied his mother ;
" but

Euphie and I must, for the present, look out for ourselves. You

have put your hand to the plough, and must not look back. This

morning I consecrated you to tlie cause of freedom. You are not

mine now, but your country's, as long as your services are needed."

Roland's countenance brightened.

"Will you—can you spare mo, then?" he said. "I thought

that now, it would be my duty to stay and work for you."

"I shall claim that privilege now," said Euphie, who, stepping

lio-htly round, assisting Hannah, had entered the room in season

to hear these last remarks.

Tears filled Mrs. Floyd's eyes, but they were tears ofjoy, rather

than sorrow.

" I cannot count myself poor," said she, " as long as I have two

such children."

Lionel, who had been out to procure some water irom one of

those springs whose cool waters are so grateful to the thirsty lip,

and were often found sparkling like diamonds in some green ))as-

ture, or on some hilUide, now entered, and offered some of it to

Mrs. Floyd. Nothing could look more tempting tlian it did

,

throwing up bright, tiny bubbles to the rim of the tumbler of cut

glass. It was the only vessel of the kind in the house, and had

been presented to Hannah by herself as a wedding gift.

" Thank you," said she, as she returned the tumbler to Lionel.

<' The goddess of health must preside over the spring whence that

was drawn."

" Were it not for the war," said he, " the place here, where our

friends live, would be an earthly paradise."

"I forgot to inquire about Mike," said Lionel, entering the

kitchen, and addressing Hannah, where she and Euphie were

both busy preparing supper. " You let him out, I suppose."

" yes. I didn't go till after I had washed my breakfast dishes,

and sat my cheese io whey, and then he had hardly got his nap

out. The poor boy must have been very tired, I think."

" Where is he uow ?"

" I don't know. I persuaded him to stay till after dinner, and

then he said he meant to find you, if he could, and see what was

going on."

" Are you speaking about Mike Larkin?" asked Miles.

Lionel told him they were.

" I saw him before the battle," said Miles. "He worked an

hour or more, helping to raise the breastwork. A part of the

time he was close by my side. After the first onset by the British,

I saw nothing more of him."

" I shouldn't wonder," said Lionel, " if he was killed."

"Poor boy, I hope not," said Hannah. "I know that he has

no relations to lament his loss ; but that makes it seem more

mournful to me. Euphie, we will set the table in your mother's

room, because it will be so much more convenient for her."

" Let me set the table," said Euphie.

" Yes, I shall be glad to have you, and I will take those rye

cakes out the oven. Our rye, this year, is the nicest I ever saw.

Miles raised it on a piece of burnt ground, and the bread made of

jt is sure to be as light as a puff, and full as white as wheat, or if

anything, a little whiter, I believe, l^id you ever taste any liberty

tea, Euphie?"
" No, 1 never did."

" Well, I am going to have some for supper. I gathered and

prepared a good lot of it, and I like it full as well as I do bohea.

You will find my china set in the west room cupboard."

Euphie went to the west room for the china, and Hannah, dur-

ing her absence, took the cakes from the oven, also a custard,

baked in a large, deep plate, which, whett Euphie returned to tlie

kitchen, she told her was done exactly tO' suit her, it being mottled

with a rich brown and a golden yellow, tliat, to her mind, was
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altogether nicer than those pale looking things, that looked as il'

thcv were liaked in the sun.
, , . .

"It seems strange to mo," said Hannah as she stood sk.mmmg

from a pan of milk some of the richest of cream, to eat w.tl> a

dish of wild strawberries, "that I feel so chcerfol as I.'lo. when I

know so many ai-e mourning over their dead, or pamcd by the

,ufferinn-3 of tliose dear to them, who are wounded. But there

was
""/? a weight lifted from my mind, when I found that Mdes

was unhurt, and that the other friends I thouglit most of were

safe, I felt light as a bird, and a gush of sunshine seemed to come

fi'om somewhere and spread all round mo."

The rve cakes, butter with a flavor as sweet as the gi-ass and

white clover-heads whicli the cows fed on, the custard, and the

strawberries and cream, were all delicious, to say nothing ot the

"liberty tea," and the more substantial viancU, provided for

tliose w-ho during the day had seen such hard service.

All assembled round the tabic,

though no one, except Mrs. Floyd,

took^a seat, till the master of the

house, who was deeply imbued

with the spirit of the Puritiin fa-

thers, had said grace. This he did

with a fervor, pathos and devotion,

raised far above the ordinary tone,

by the peculiar circumstances,

some of them utllictive, others call-

ing for devout gratitude, that had

brought them together.

On a less momentous occasion,

so many things crowded upon his

mind, to which he was fain to give

utterance, it niisht have seemed

tedious. Now, the hearts of his

auditors, beating in unison with

hi? own, were carried along on the

tide of his simple yet earnest elo-

quence, and they seemed, as it

were to bo released from a spell,

when, at the end of full fifteen

minutes, his voice ceased.

It liad begun to grow so dark,

that lights were brought in, to eat

supper by. The meal was finished,

and Hannah and Euphie were clear-

in'^ otf the table, when acart, drawn

by" oxen, stopped opposite the

house. The man who drove the

team, came to the door, and rap-

ped a"-ainst it with his goad. Miles

Ellsworth answered the summons.
" Is Captain Lionel Ainsworth

hereV the man inquired.

"He is," replied Miles
" I am glad to hear it. I stop-

ped a piece back of here, where I

ihoucht it likely enough I might

hear from him, and a woman told

me that she rather thought I

should find him here. She was

pretty sure, she said, she saw hiin

come up this way."
" Will you walking" said Miles.

"Thank you—can't stop. Please

to ask him to come to the door."

Miles went back into the house,

and sent Lionel to take his place.

"I've got a boy here in my
cart," said the man, "who says he

wants to speak with you. He's

been over to Bunker Hill, and has

got wounded."
"Hero I am, cap'n," said a

voice from the cart, " and I can't

take a step more'n if I was a baby

three months old."

Lionel, the moment he heard his

voice, knew it was Mike Larkin.

" I am sorry for you, Mike,"

said he, advancing to the side of

the cart. " Are you much hurtV
" Yes, dreadful bad. A musket

ball took me in the knee, and tore

it all to smash, I believe. I drag-

"ed myself along some way, I can't

tell how, till I reached the foot of

the hill, and this man, who had

come with his cart to carry away

some of the wounded, was so kind

as to put me in with the rest. They

all had a place to go to but me,

and artcr I was left in the cart, all

alone by mvself, I thou^rht, maybe,

you wouldn't mind letting me lay

on that bed where I slept so nice,

last night."

"You shall have a better bed

than that, my poor boy," replied

Lionel.
" Yes," said Miles, who finding

that there was some one in the cart

that was wounded, had returned

to the door. " You shall have a

good bed, and in this house, too,

and with Hannah's help, I will

take care of you. Come here,

Hannah, a minute," raising his

voice so that she might hear.
" Why, Mike," said she, looking

over the side of the cart, " you
have got wounded, haven't you'!"

" Ye<—never shall run any more arrants, I'm afoarcd."
" Well, you mustn't lie here any lonccr, that is certain. You

ftrc in a good deal of pain— I can tell tbiit by your looks."
" I thoucht, Hannah," said Miles, " that we mi(;ht have a bed

put in some quiet place for him, till he <oul(l i;ct about again."

"That we can," returned Hannah. " There's a nice room in

the back part of the house—not very large, but cool and comfort-

able, w'th a bed in it. The scent of the clover-fields will come in

at the window, and the hum of the bees, as they fiy about, gather-

ing honey for the hive, will make him sleep, if he does have some
pain. I didn't know what put it into my head to fit up that little

room, and put a cot-bed into it; but now 1 bc(,nn to find out."

Lionel and Miles removed poor Mike from the cart, as ycntly

as they could, and carried him to the bed, furnished with home-

made linen, which, though of a coarse texture, was as white as

snow.

deal

Hannah, who had derived fi-om au old Indian v.-oinan a .liood

of skill relative to the quaii:ies and jiroper applieatiuu of

roots and herbs, was not long in scicctin- f oui her store such as

she thou"-ht would most probably be nec<loJ, for she knew that

surgical aid was in such requisition, that it would be u>=elcss to at-

tempt obtaining anv till morninfi. AsMsf.l by Lion- 1 and her

husband, she did her best, and, in tlie courn- ol an hour or two,

she bad the satisfaction of hearing from tl'c I rs of the patient,

that he was much ea^cr, and should soon l.c it'.l': to sleep.

The eisiiing morning-, about ten o'clocV ,
Hamiali wcnr, to Mrs.

Floyd's room"to let iier know that her broJier, Mr. Caiwick, had

called to see her. Tiio excitement occasioned by the agiiiting

scenes of the day previous, hail kept her wakeful during most of

the night, and, consequently, she did not rise so early as she had

been irccn-.tomcd to since she beg.an to be convalescent.

" Shall I invite him into your room 1" asked Ilauiiah.
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" Not yet—whore is Euphie ?"

" Here I am, mother," said a cheerful voice, and Euphie entered

with her hands full of wild flowers.

" Are not these beautiful '?" said she, laying the flowers on tho

table. "Hannah, I am going to request the loan of that pretty

purple i;lass pitcher I saw in the cu|)hoard, to put them in."

"I'm sure, you arc very welcome ; but wouldn't that beautiful

tumbler vour mother gave me, look better ?"

" I don't know but that it would ; but if you please, Hannah,

we will keep that for the spring-water, I don't liclieve that it would

taste half so delicious in anythinf; less clear and transparent, for

then we couldn't see the bubbles rise and sjiarkle around the rim."
" Did you know, Euphie, that your uncle has called to see us ?"

said Mrs'. Floyd.
" No, I did not," she replied, with heightened color.

" He is in tho other room—so Hannah tells rae. Yqu must
defer arranging vour flowers now, and assist me to dress."

{

" Yes, you assist your mother," said Hannah, " and I will put

the room to rights, for I should like to have everything look as

nice as possible before Mr. Carwick comes in."

" I think that aunt Carwick might have called with him," said

Euphie.
"No doubt she would like to have called," said Hannah,

"but I suspect that your uncle would be afraid to trust her among
such a parcel of rebels, lest she should swerve from her loyalty."

Hannah stepped lightly about, and with ready hands soon put

cventhing in order. Kuphie, too, had accomplished her task,

and "Jlrs. Floyd was seated in the easy chair.

" You may ask my brother to come in now," said she.

" You must have a cup of chocolate first," said Hannah. " I

have some made, nice as it can be."

" Yes," said Euphio ;
" for you wont have strength to say a

word to uncle Carwick, if you don't have something."
" I am afraid that he will be

tired a waiting, but I do feel in

need of something."
"And while Hannah goes for

the chocolate," said Euphie, " I

will get some water in the purple
plass pitcher, and arrange the
flowers. Only look at this spray
of wild roses, mother. Did you
ever see anything so fresh "and

so lovely f 'Phey are just opening,
and every rose holds a dew-drop.
And these little bell-shaped flow-

ers—how very sweet and jjreity

they are. Wfio knows but that a
troop of fairies held a grand revel

last night in honor of the Ameri-
cans' bravery, and drank dew to

their future success from their deli-

cate cups V
" We have as good a right to

think they did, as to imagine some
other things which have been
ascribed to them. At any rate,

Euphie, I am glad that you feel

cheirfal enough to give such play
to your fancj'."

" It is better than to be sad,

mother," Euphie replied, though
if she had confoised the truth, Mrs.
Floyd would have found that for

lif r sake, much of her daughter's
cheerfulness was assumed.

" Docs it suit you ?" asked Han-
nah, when Mrs. Floyd had tasted

of the chocolate.
" Exactly. It could not possi-

bly be better."
" I thought it would," remarked

Hannah, with a bright smile.
" And do try to eat this piece of

toast. It is of the right thickncjs,

I believe, and is nicely browned."
"It is as nice as it can be. I

think I shall be able to eat a part."

Before Mrs. Floyd had finished

her chocolate and toast, the purple

glass pitcher, filled with the wild

flowers, was placed opposite her

on a lightstand, and the spicy fra-

grance of the wild roses, and the

sweet breaths of the violets and col-

umbines, were mingled with the

aroma of the clover fields and the

racy odors of some pines and hem-
locks, *hich floated in at the open
windows.

"Now I am ready to see my
brother," said Mrs. Floyd, hastily

finishing her chocolate. " I am
afiaid he has grown impatient by

this time."
" No, I guess he hasn't," re-

marked Hannah. "He took some
newspapers out of his pocket, and
has been busy reading them ever

since he came."

Mrs. Floyd, though she exerted

herself to appear calm, was not

wholly successful, when she heard

how emphatic were her brother'*

footsteps, as he approached the

door. The moment he entered,

she saw that there wag an angry

sparkle in his eye. She held out

her hand to him. He did not re-

fuse to receive it, though it was

with undisguised coldness.

" Well, Mary," said he, " I am
sorry to find you here in a nest of

rebels."
" Why, yon know, brother," she

replied, " that Hannah used to live

with me."
" That's nothing to the purpose.

You know what Ellsworth's prin-

ciples are, and you know, as a mat-

ter of course, that she thinks the

same as he docs."

"AU I thought of," returned

Mrs. Floyd, " when weak and

helpless, I sat in the open air,

looking at the smouldering mlns

of my home, was Miles Ellsworth's thoughtful kindness, wlio

came on purpose to seek me and my dau.-^ liter, and offer us the

hospitality of bis own comfortable dwelling."

"And when you accepted it, you knew that you had a brother

not a tpiarter of a mile distant from here, who has always shown

himself to be glad to see you."
" Yes, I did know it, but—"
She stopped short, thoui;h she with difficulty abstained from

telling him that although he knew her house was burnt to the

trround, he neither went himself, nor sent another to inquire for

iicr, or olfer assistance. Without doubt, he suspected she was

thinking of something of the kind, for he remarked that he could

not well leave home, and concluded that some friend near by

would take care of her.

" Where is Roland V he inquired.

*< Do you know, Euphie 1" snid Mrs. F'.ovd.

'He went away with Mihs, after breakfast, I cannot tell where.'
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•' lie, I ;im told, was with the rebels yesterday. Was it with

your ai.proliation ho went," turning to his sister, "or did he go

without your Itnowledgc V
" I know that he wa* >;oing."

" And approved of itV
"I did." ,, , . .

" Mary, you don't know what you are doinp;. i ou arc bringing

ruin and dis>;raco on votirselfand on yoiir family."

" Uuin, as far as worldly goods are concerned, is already como

upon us, and that, not through the agency of the rebels, as you

call thcni, but by order of a British general."

"
It is true tliat indiviiluals have suffered, but it will, no doulit,

turn out to be for tlio public weal, as it will show the disaffected

that tlicy have nothing to hope, unless they return to their

allegiance." . .

" A great deal of good must result from it, in order to counter-

balance the evil. For my
own pan, I think it was

nothing more nor less

than a piece of wanton

cruelty."
" 1 will provide a home

for you ami your children,

if you will renounce your

traitorous sentiments, and

teacli tliera to do the

same."
" I can do neither."
" Then take the conse-

quences. My doors will

never bo open to those

who rebel against their

lawful sovereign. How
is it with you, niece"! Are

vou as self-willed and as

stubborn as your mother 1"

" I don't think mother

is either stubborn or self-

willed."
" Yon can make use ot

any terms you please. I

wish to know if you think

as she does V
" I am sorry to differ

from you, uncle, but I

must say that I do."

Mr. Carwick knit his

brows.
" I do wish that Roland

was here," said he, alter

a silence of several min-

utes. " I cannot help

tliinking that he would be

willin j; to hear to reason."
" Your definition of the

word and his might dif-

fer," said Mrs. Floyd.
" He is by his years and

his wisdom prepared to

give a very correct one,

no doubt," said Mr. Car-

wick, ironically. " I

should advise him to go

and offer his services to

the commander-in-chief,

the rebels have chosen."
" Have the whigs cho-

sen one?" said Mrs. Floyd.
" I had not heard of it."

" So I understand."
" Who is he V
" A fellow who is a na-

tive of Virginia. 1 forgot

his name."
" Greorgo Washington,

is it not, uncle?" said

Euphie. " 1 heard Miles

ICllswortli and otlicrs

speaking aliout his lieiiig

ajujointed, tliis morning."
" If it is the same Mr.

Washington who was
present at Brad<li)ck's de-

feat, I don't believe that

they could have made a
better choice," said Mrs.
Floyd. " I have often

heard your fatlicr say,

Euphie, that if (Jeneral

Braddock had listened to

tlio counsels of the young
provincial officer, George
Washington, his own life

and several hundred lives

besides, would have been
saved, to say nothing ot

the disgrace ofthe defeat."
" I dare say," said Mr.

Carvvick,petulantly, "that
he is possessed of every
quality under the <un re-

quisite for a great com-
mander. I snppo-ie Lord
Howe, General BurL'oyne,
and others I could name,
would sink into utter in-

significance when com-
;j>aicd with him."

\ " The time has not yet

aV'^''^''." said Mrs. Floyd, "to compare him with iho-e who have
alheady attained cclebrily as miliiary leaders; but, judjiing from
the'^resent aspect of affairs, a great" commandcrwill he'demanded—grt;ater than either of those yon liave named—and the demand,
according to all precedents recorded in history, will be answered.
Admitting this to be the case, it will not be' strange, if the time
should como, when the name of Washington will be far more

".'fw""'^
t'lin that of any British general now living."

" >vhat you say, mav, to von, seem vcrv good logic : to me it
18 utter nonsense—the "ph uitom of an idle dreamer."

I'

1 ciiimot think I am indulging in an idle dream."
" Then you arc wanting in common sense," said Mr. Carwick,

angrily. "At any rate, the indulgence of snch notions will sink
yoii to the lowest stnte of deiiradation, and vou will dra-vour
(luldrcn down with you. Euphie. before slie went from mv Ii6nse,
began to show a fondness for I

" . >

" Those who hold a lower position in society than we do. In

a word, I choose to associate with none but ,gcntlemeu and ladies.

What is the name of the fellow who was parading a company
round here, armed with fowling-pieces and rusty muskets V
"I am unable to tell—do you know, Euphie?"

"Uncle means Lionel Ainsworth, I suppose."

"Lionel Ainsworth? Why, I owe my life to him, brother.

Amid the confusion, consterna'tion and distress, I must have per-

ished in the flames, had he not, at the risk of his own life, borne

me from my burning dwelling to a place beyond the reach of the

conflairration."

"What prevented you from making your escape yourself?

Had you not the presence of mind to do it
'•"

" Why, my recent illness had reduced me so low, that I was
unable to walk across the floor without support."

" It is a i)ity that there was no one else at hand to rescue you.

NEW ASSEIIBLY HUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

We give in our present number an excellent interior and ex-

terior view of this building, situated on the corner of Tenth and

Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. It is very substantially constructed,

and possesses much architectural beauty, improving to a great

degree that part of the city, now so rapidly advancing towards

the centre. It is erected upon the spot where the old building

formerly stood, which was destroyed by lire in the winter of 1851,

of which conflagration we then furnished our readers a picture.

The present structure is devoted to stores, all of which are ele-

gantly finished, with loftv ceilings, large, liberally lighted win-

dows, and everv other fea'ture peculiar to modern improvements.

The front, on Chestnut Street, is .32 feet, and on Tenth 2.35 feet,

running entirely to George Street. The basement is occupied as

an eating saloon, heautifuUv and expensively fitted up with the

highest taste and care. Upon the second floor you enter by a

spacious staircase to a
most gorgeous saloon,

measuring 32 by 135 feet,

occupying the wliole sjiacc

of the building in front.

This tnily magniflccnt

room, with its rich, crim-

son hangings and costly

chandeliers, lofty windows
and carved ceilings, is

used for dancing and con-

certs, public lectures, and
gatherings of every de-

3cri|)tion. There is also a
baiuiuetinghall attached,

32 by 55 feet, complete
in ail its appointments.

The third floor is used for

exhibitions of panoramas
or paintings of smaller

character. Mr. Perhani

has recently occupied it

with his "Seven Mile

MiiTor." His panorama
was finally disposed of by
lottery, of twelve thou-

sand chances, all of which
drew some kind of a prize,

ten thousand of which
were steel engravings of

the " declaration of inde-

pendence." Well may
the disappointed ones look

upon this building as the

scene of receiving the sec-

ond declaration of indo-

])endence, not (juite so ac-

ceptable to them, perhaps,

as the panorama, or piano,

or a watch, th-y had
promised themselves, but

ten thousand pictures wore
a goodly round number
to be distributed. And
every boy you met at that

time seemed to have a

full supply of declarations

fresh from the halls of

freedom. The Assembly
Building belongs to John
J. Ridgway, Esq., a very

wealthy citizen of Phila-

delphia, now residing at

Paris. It was erected in

1852, under the supervis-

ion of John McArthur,
Jr., architect, and Mr.
Thomas Craven, the at-

fCMitive agent of Mr. Ridg-
way. The property is

now under the especial

ciiarge and direction of

Mr. James H. Farrand, a

I)M)^t excellent and esti-

mable man. The interior

of tlie saloon, which Mr.
Devereux has furnished

us, in fact both views, arc

taken from a daguerreo-

type by Mr. D. B. Rich-

aids—well known inl'hil-

adelphia, not only as an
artist, but a faithful da-

guerreotyjiist. '''ho ball-

roona scene gives a life-

like picture of the modem
jMilka, as danced during
the hop seafon.

I\T^-.(;.i 1- M.; ASSTiMliU UOILUINO, PHIL V'JKI.L' IIA,

w conipanv.
" I was not aware of it. What do you call low company '

If von liad kept Roland at home, whert he ought to have been,
you would have incurri'd no such ri^k."

" 1 dim t regret that I consented to let him go."
" Well, well, I sec tliat you are iiicorrigiide. In your present

humor, it is utterly futile to atlvrspt to reason with" you. Once
more, and for the "last time, I say to you, that my house will be
open to receive you, the moment you arc willing to renounce your
foolj'ih and absurd notions."

" Yon may be certain, thait the moment I am conWnced they are
foolish and absurd, I shall renounce tlicni, and not till then."

" Then I bid you farewell, for if wc meet again, it must be as
strangers."

" Be it so, since it is your wish, but I shall never forget that
you are my brother."

As she spoke, she held out her hand to him, but he either d1<V
not, or would not, notice it. And so he angrily i»ssed out.

Ito be C'>NTIKUErj.|

BARON HUMBOLDT.
Frederick Henry Alex-

ander Von Humboldt {a

portrait of whom is given
on page 192) was bom at

Berlin on the 14th of Sep-
tember, 1769. He was
<'ducated at Gottingen and
Frankfort on the Oder.
In 1790 ho visited Hol-
land and England, in com-
pany with Messrs. (ieorge

I'Vrster and ^'on Genus
;

and in the same year pub-

lished his first work, enti-

tled " Observations on the Bfv--alis of the Rhine." In 1791 he went
to Ereyburg to receive instnictions from the celebrated Werner,
the founder of geological science, and the results of some of his

observations in the mines of that district were published in 179.3.

As the baron's valuable contributions extend throuudi more than
half a century, we have room but for a brief mention here. Of
Baron Humboldt it h.as been said, with equal truth and eloqiioiice.

that, "he has devoted his life, in an especial manner, to the study
of terrestrial philosophy. Not content with discharging the duties
of a traveller, an observer and a collecUir of fxrU,, his philosophic
mind was ever bent on the establishment of general laws ; and in

is to him that we owe the first generalizations regarding the tfiu-

perature of the atmosphere and fhe eattli, its magnetival ct>niH-

tion, and, those great ijeatnrcs of our glolie which mould its exter-

nal form, au(} indicate its internal history." The last European
news informs us that the King of Bavaria has coid'cnrd the (iraiid

Cross of the Order of the Crown of Ba\ aria on this learned wifniif.
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SUMMEK NIGHT.-A PICTURE.

Bt LUCY IIHWOOD.

Sweet Nature sleeps. The moon's pale beams

Fall softly round her couch of rest,

And play amid the perfumed leaves

And (lowers, that nestle on her breast;

Whilo the last ray of sunlight gleams

A\Yay below the fading west.

In innocence and beauty, fair

As the dear life that first she gave,

Sweetly she rests : and on the air

Her graceful tres.'^es lightly wave;

And guardian spirits, hovering near,

Her blushing brow with dewdrops lava.

The stars come smiling forth, to gaze

Upon the fair one where she lies,

And groups of little twinkling rays

Are gathered in the far-off skies;

Sporting and dancing in the haze.

Like infant fauns with sparkling eyefl.

like a rich basket filled with gems.

Gleams the broad ocean, clear and bright;

Encircling shrino and diadems.

The bending skies around unite

;

And 'bove, below, a lieaven seems

Jlejoicing in the other's light

Abroad, through all the shadowy space,

Unnumbered beauties greet the sight;

There 's love in every beaming face

;

There "'s worship in the mellow hght.

Blissful repose I what pen can trace

The glories of a summer night!

i ^-^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

COUNTRY BOAKDING.

BT ALICE B. NEAL.

"
' Love in a cottage ' is certainly an exploded idea," remarked

Mr. James Briggs. For my own part, I must say I prefer the

modem system of 'love in a boarding-house.' No trouble of

marketing, you see, Araminta—

"

" Or with servants," returned the lady.

" No grocery bills staring you in the face at the most inconve-

nient moment," pursued her husband.

" Or dinner to give out ; or breakfast to see to, my dear.

* Up in the mornin 's no for me,
Up iu the morniu' early,'

responded Mrs. Briggs, poetically.

" A])artments with evei-y modem convenience—gas, bath-room

—hot and cold water, and only the trifle of a weekly bill as an

appendage," Mr. Briggs soliloquized, as the novel absorbed his

wife's attention. " I think wo will keep these rooms through the

.summer."

By the middle of June, Mr. Briggs had changed his determina-

tion. He took Washington Square in his way down town, every

morning, and lingered, as long as possible, by the fountain, enjoy-

ing its misty sjiray, and the society of innumerable Irish nurses

and sickly children at the same time. He brought home dozens

of lemons, and ordering ice water, made lemonade through the

evening, to the risk of his health ; he wore a thin coat to the break-

fast table, and remarked wliat a fine, cool morning it was, as he

mopped his face with a pocket handkerchief. But he could not

keep up tlio self deception. He did not think Araminta looked

iialf so well in the white sacque—like an old-fashioned, short bed-

gown, in which he constantly saw her arrayed, with a suffused

complexion, and palm leaf fan, by way of accompaniment—as in

her neat cambric dresses, of the month before, now pronounced

iasufferable, and abandoned, except at meal times or promenades.

He had never been struck with the picturesque air of the areas

and back walls of the houses in the next street; but with the sun

shining on the scvenby-ni'ne court-yards, the view was even less

inviting. None of the cooks or chambermaids of Grange Place

were romantic enough for a box of mignonette, or a pot of horse-

f;hoe geranium. There was not a single'green shrub, or twig, or

leaf in sight, for the eye to refresh itself with ; and a wandering

breath of air would have considered itself thrown away in an un-

known region, and died in despair, could it by any possibility

liave penetrated so far.

Mr. Briggs, as a bachelor, in view of this state of things, would
have gone on a few days' fifhing excursion, and returned to his

business, his evening lounge, tlie opera at Castle Garden, a now
creature. As a married man, who was expected to pass the eve-

nings with his wife—Mrs. Briggs considering Castle Garden opera

democratic and unfashionable—some other remedy must be de-

vised. His income would not allow an entire season at a water-

ing place, or even West Point—that is to say, including milliners'

bills and a private parlor. He was still too much in love with

Araminta to be contented with seeing her sing at, dance with, and
entertain any persons who might Iiuppen to be introduced through

an evening in the general drawing room. Mr. Briggs mentioned
the heat—not exactly as an item of news—and his dilemma to a
raarricd man, who was accommodating him with a slight loan, at

l:i3 counting-house.

" Why don't you take board in tlie country?" suggested Mr.
Green. " We go next week—wife, me and two babies. Splendid

location, nine miles by Harlem Railroad ! Cost you little more
than an omnibus

;
get down town just ag quick—and look at the

saving, my boy ! We married men must be economical ; families

growing up, you see ! Only fourteen dollars—wife, nurse and

two babies—driver for self on Sundays, substantial breakfast and

tea, milk, fruit, and all that sort of thing."

Mr. Briggs reached home in deep thought ; but how to present

the sul)ject to Araminta ! Would she consent to bury herself in

the country, away from Stewart's, Broadway, all her acquain^

anccs, who made so much of her ? No wonder

!

Araminta felt the heat more than usual that day ; the muslin

sacque was discarded, her complexion was two shades deeper,

she fanned herself still more violently, as her husband's step

sounded on the stairs.

"Who had she seen in making calls that day ?" Mr. Briggs

tenderly inquired.

" Not a soul ! Everybody was gone to the country, or packing

to go ; she should n't have a friend in town, next week I Every-

body was going to the country, this summer—it was much more

fashionable than usual."

Happy union of lieart and purpose ! Mrs. Briggs had resolved

not to stay in town another week herself.

" How would you like New Jersey, my dear 1"

" Chills and fevers," responded Mr. Briggs.

" Or some place on the Harlem Railroad—the Greens are going

—nine miles out. Rye for instance." "

" Rye ?" doubtfully.

" Or Statcn Island."

" Or Flushing," suggested Mrs. Briggs. " Julia Dent is at

Flushing." Julia Dent was by no means a favorite with her

husband.

" Flushing—the boats would be inconvenient for business."

" Or Fairfield '!"

Fairfield was too far. He should like to go where Araminta

would be alone all the week. How did people find country board ?

Well, he would inquire among his friends down town.

Mr. Briggs found opinions divided. Jones said, " Go to Rye,

by all means ; Mrs. Jones was delighted with the place." Jen-

kins was sure they would not stay there two weeks ; Mrs. Jenkins

did not like it. Green urged the Harlem Railroad, as cheapest

and most convenient; Brown saved an hour and nine cents a day

on the Long Island ; Wright considered West Chester county a

paradise ; Strong preferred the opposite side of the river ; Lot

advised a farm house by all means ; Abrahams was sure Mrs.

Briggs would prefer a boarding-house. Every night for a week

these various sentiments came under discussion. Meanwhile,

everybody said they were so late in looking for board, there would

not be much choice.

Green promised to inquire in his neighborhood, but never recol-

lected it; Strong could not hear of a place for sixteen miles;

they were full where Jones was staying. Mr. Briggs grew tired

of depending on his friends and neighbors, and passing his eve-

nings in vain attempts to keep cool. Something must be done

—

the first of July was at hand, fire-works were going up in the mar-

ket, preparatory to a more noisy ascension on the Fourth. Mrs.

Briggs, like a sensible woman as she was, proposed consulting

the newspapers. It was a little singular it had not occurred to

her husband before. To be sure, there were plenty of advertise-

ments. Mr. Briggs got as far from the heat of the gas-burner, as

the type would permit, and unfolded the Evening Express. Mrs.

Briggs brought up the morning's " Herald" and " Times."

" Here now," said Mr. Briggs, looking over the top of the

sheet. .

Families or single persons can obtain genteel board, at Wil-
liamsburgh, fourteen miles from New York, on the Harlem Rail-

road, trains running hourly. The house is beautifully built and
shaded by large fruit trees and shrubbery, and is only eight min-
utes' walk from the depot. Good fare, including fresh vegetables

daily from the garden. Apply on the premises to the Misses
Brown.

" Sounds very well, certainly," said Mrs. Briggs. " Here 's

something more promising yet."

Black Lake Hotel, Stjllivan County.—Mountain air, a
lake of crystal, spring water, best fishing—pickerel, trout and
perch—boats gratis, safe bathing, families at home, ini/riads of
strawhn-ries, black and raspberries grow about the lake and mead-
ows, churches near the hotel, post-office opposite the door, fine

rooms, etc., etc.

" Did you ever hear such unrivalled attractions'?"

" Promises too much," said Mi\ Briggs ;
" I know that style of

advertisements very well. Besides, its ten hours from the city,

partly by stage. How 's this ?"

Part of a comfortable farm-house, containing three rooms,
with use of stable and other conveniences, to let, within three

miles of the City Hall, Brooklyn, at the low rent of seven dollars

per month, to resjiectalile people desirous of agreeable society

without children. Eiliijioas persons preferred. Address (post paid).

" I never heard that children were considered an element in

' agreeable society ' before, did you, my dearV
" Here's a man who says he's no objection to them, 'provided

they are tame.' He is advertising for board, however. O, do lis-

ten—happy man ! And Mrs. Briggs laughed merrily, as she

read:

Board Wanted.—A young gentleman about to bo married,

wishes to obtain permanent board for liimself and wife. The ad-

vertiser does not care for splendor or an epicure's table, but an
intelligent and cheerful jirivalc family, of some young perso.ps at

least, and wlicre a refined and accomplished young lady will meet
with syrnpatliy and congenial acquaintances. Any genteel, social

family, possessing the above requisites in an eminent degree, and
who would not expect extravagant terms, might find in the adver-

tisers a pleasant addition to their family, and may address C. H.
H., Union Square post-ottice, post paid.

"Mcdest," said Mr. Briggs. "Shows great consideration for

the future Mrs. H. H. e^toinly; but that does not help us any.

What do you think of this V

,

Board at Randolph, Long Island, on the Long Island Rail-

road. Scenery, magnificent ; house, unsurpassed ; rooms, numer-
ous, well finished and cheerful ; fruits, clioice, various and abun-
dant; water, excellent. For particulars, inquire on the premises.

" Suppose you try, my dear," Mrs. Briggs returned amiably,

" and the Misses Brown. Could you get away from the store for

a day or two, we might make a little excursion of it."

" Just so, Araminta—do you good." And feeling that the im-

portant matter was more than half accomplished, the slumbers of

Mr. Briggs that night were filled with visions of fishing, bathing,

beautiful scenery, fresh fruit and vegetables.

Mrs. Briggs coming from Albany, had never been upon the far-

famed island, except to pay calls at Brooklyn, or for a ride to

Greenwood Cemetery. She had heard it called " a garden " so

often, that she imagined a kind of Eden was about to open to her

view ; and was prepared to be delighted with everything. Secretly

she fancied Randolph was to be the very place for them. It was

within a few miles of Rockaway ; and that recalled a song she

used to sing with great family applause, years ago.

" On Old Ijong Island'-s fea-girt shore,

Many an hour 1 've whiled away,
Listening to the breakers' roar
That wash the beach at Rockaway."

She began to hum it, as she leaned over the side of the Brooklyn

ferry-boat, and planned a week or two there at the very least

;

while her husband balanced her shawl on his arm, and thought

her green crape bonnet very becoming.

The cars of this celebrated railroad could not be described

—

except in an advertisement—as either clean or comfortable. Mrs.

Briggs reflected—as she sat choking in the smoke, which beat

down into the windows, with a prospect of freight cars and sloppy

milk cans before her—that she would be obliged to endure them

every time she came to the city ; and then the road was very

rough, and they moved so very slowly, and the country around

Brooklyn was so particularly uninteresting. When was the fine

scenery going to begin ? How long would they be getting to

Randolph ?—and what was that the conductor said about a branch

track ? Would they have to change cars to go thirty miles ?

The cars shuffled and rumbled on ; the fine scenery was cer-

tainly not on the railroad track. There was a branch road of two

miles to Randolph, though the name of the village was deceitfully

called out by the conductor, as they were deposited on a platform

in company with a large collection of empty milk cans. A single

track extended, like the trail of a serpent, across a boundless plain,

as destitute of shade as the desert of Sahara. A " horse car
"

awaited them, drawn by a dilapidated specimen of the city omni-

bus tribe. The car was peculiar in form and constniction, and

had the appearance of pitching directly upon the poor animal's

heels, at every slide.

Araminta compared this part of their excursion to " going to

sea in a butter tub." The horizon line bounded the view on

either side ; two wandering cows were the only objects between

them and the horizon. Once a carryall passed them ; it was like

meeting a ship out sight of land.

The car paused in the middle of a long, uniform, main street

;

the driver presented his claim for ten cents additional fare eaoh.
,

" A dollar and ten cents a day," Mr. Briggs said thoughtfully

—

not much saving there.

Araminta was tired already ; her spirits had gone down every

mile of the way. Her head ached with the uneasy motion of the

cars. She felt as if " out of humanity's reach "—cut off entirely

by the Randolph Branch ; and yet humanity gave tokens of exist-

ence all around. A butcher's shop, the baker's, grocer's, sad-

dler's, blacksmith's, doctor's oSice, with its new tin sign, two tav-

erns, evidently rivals, and sundry up and down frame dwelling-

houses, with lilac bushes before the front door, comprised the>-iew.

Mr. Briggs seemed to think comment unnecessary, for he made

only inquiries, depositing his wife in the ladies' parlor of the near-

est tavern, with a thin-legged, yellow keyed piano, two portraits,

and a three weeks old Tribune, for companions.

" The butiher took boarders, the doctor's wife had thought of

it—so did Widow Smith, in the yellow house with the lilac bushes."

Mr. Briggs showed the advertisement; the landlord guessed it

must be Captain Van Duzer's, and directed them to "The Ab-

bey," accordingly.

Our readers may recollect the reasons given in "Little Padling-

ton " for Col. Dominate's choice of that title for his place—" first,

because it 's the fashion ; and secondly, because it 's a small, red,

brick house, standing in a cabbage garden."

Mrs. Briggs thought of this as they approached Captain Van

Duzer's residence, though it was a white farm cottage, with severe

green blinds, a poplar tree placed on each side, and the whole

landscape seemed copied from the bottom of an ancient sampler

for grace, accuracy and variety. The rooms were " numerous,"

doubtless ; the two state apartments offered to their inspection

could have been comprehended in the closets of their present

apartments. It was just twelve o'clock, and a strong smell of

dinner pervaded the interior of the " abbey." Mrs. Briggs looked

at Mr. Briggs ; Mr. Briggs returned the glance, and declined reg-

istering himself as a guest of the captain's, particularly as ho

found that, owing to the branch arrangement, he would be obliged

to leave Araminta at half past six, returning at the same hour in

the evening. They were breakfasting at nine, at present.

Mrs. Briggs was not so certain that she should like to go to the

country, after all, when she entered her handsomely furnished

parlor in Twenty-fourth Street, just as the six o'clock dinner-bell

rang ; at any rate, she came to the conclusion Mr. Briggs might

explore alone, in future. It was well Mr. Briggs put such entire
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confidence in his book-ltecper ; lie spent five days and fifteen

dollars before his search was ended.

Araminta was prepared to " do the rural " in its full extent.

In her last shopping expedition down Broadway, she purchased a

broad straw flat, and a pair of thick walking shoes—that is to say,

the soles had the consistency of at least two sheets of i)aper.

She made her selection of books with a view to the same object—

a magnificent edition of Gray's Elegy in a Countiy Churchyard,

and Miss Cooper's "Rural Hours," being among them. She

was fitted for two more wliite dresses at Madame Garett's, and

packed her bridal presents to send to her mother's. She took

only six trunks, two easy chairs, a work-basket tabic, a foot otto-

man, a bird cage, a papier machie writing-desk, a silver inkstand,

and one eteger of cologne stands, and baskets, etc. But then, she

was only going to stay six months.

Mr. Briggs had made a most fortunate selection. Araminta

pronounced it charming—am/^/iin^ looked charming after the

"scenery " of Randolph. The six trunks fitted the entire space

of the chamber floor—the rest of her furniture was deposited in

the parlor for the present. It also contained a chintz-covered

lounge—that was delightful. She made an especial toilet for an

afternoon under the trees, on the river bank—a white muslin

apron, plain cambric collar and undcrsleeves, the new straw flat,

with a bow and ends of green ribbon ; she was resolved to have

everything in keeping. She came out to Mr. Briggs, blushing

and smiling at her own good looks, with a cambric handkerchief

to him, while he read aloud to her. The picture was completed.

Mr. Briggs thought so, and closed the volume admiringly. She

did pcrdi the gold thimble on the tip of her finger, and stitch

away daintily—besides, they had not been married a year yet.

" And so my Araminta likes her new home ?"

" 0, so much 1 Such a nice, lovely old lady, and a chintz

lounge in the parlor ; such beautiful roses, and grass, and trees."

" So near the depot," suggested Mr. Briggs.

" And such a view ! so much sky I such delightful clouds ! such

a heavenly sunset—and the cherries would bo ripe in another

week !"

" Good bread, too—a great thing on a countiy table "—Mr.

Briggs had had twinges of dyspepsia—"and fresh vegetables

from the garden."

" Plenty of currant bushes ; and such a perfect view of the river,

and the swan-like sails of the vessels—the peas tasted like another

vegetable." 0, she should be too happy, Araminta feared.

After all her doubts, since that visit to Randolph, steel forks

seemed to be the only real trouble there was to encounter.

And here a light breeze was followed by a very decided slap on

the cheek from Mr. Briggs.

"My love!"

" Only a musquito, my dear," apologized Mr. Briggs. " I saw

he was going to give you trouble."

Mrs. Briggs crossed one slippered foot over the otlier, and

slightly covered the instep ; the enemy was following up the

attack. Mr. Briggs turned back his wristband and examined his

arm attentively.

"Hadn't they better go int Araminta had been so fatigued,

and the dew was falling."

Mrs. Briggs did not think proper to see through the ruse; the

dew was falling, and had taken the starch out of her muslin apron.

She stumbled over one of the open trunks ; all of thera were open,

and their contents scattered about in making her rural toilet and

finding her sewing materials. It did not add to the comfort of

the ai)artment, which certainly seemed very small. There was

no regular chambennaid to ring in—the one maid of all work was

washing up the tea things. A candle, moreover, made a poor sub-

stitute for the large gas bumcr to which she had been accustomed

;

but the flame was bright enough to attract myriads of insects from

the trees and shrubbeiy. The toilet accommodations were very

limited. One bowl and shallow basin in common, no slop jar, no

foot bath, two very small towels. The work proceeded slowly.

" 0, what IS that V And Araminta crouched behind the foot-

board of the high bed, as a mysterious visitor flapped bis horny

wings in her face, and then against the white-washed wall.

" Only a black beetle, ray love. Wait one moment." And
Mr. Briggs gave chase in a very unpicturosque costume. " The

bed looks very clean and nice. You should see some country beds,

Araminta," he added, encouragingly.

"Feathers—a hot niglit in July!" Mrs. Briggs shrunk back,

and declared it was no use, siie couldn't attempt it.

" Just for to-night, dear. I will order a pal—pal—what do you

call it ?—a palliasse in town to-morrow, or a mattress, if you
prefer it."

" Cotton sheets and pillow cases I" was the next discover^'.

There were more " real trials " than steel forks, Mrs. Bri''gs

thought, as the light was finally extinguished, and she endeavored

to forget them in sleep. Mr. Briggs was breathing a gentle nasal

solo, in accompaniment to the musquitoes. His wife envied the

tranquil spirit that could repose so cahnly. She was conscious

of a disturbed sensation under the sleeve of the left arm. She
thought it must be imagination, at first ; but no, it dreic on grad-

ually to the shoulder—something was in motion there. Mrs.

Briggs pressed her hand tightly over the intruder, with admirable

presence of mind, as she awoke her husband ; a hasty search for

candles and matches ensued, and both were filled with fearful sus-

picions. Mr. Briggs had captured the black beetle ! Strange as

it seems, the discovery was a relief; thai was not what she feared.

" Are you sure it is dead, dearV
"

' Drown-tW,' as Mr. Peggotty would say, 'Minta—perished
in a wash tub. Good night, love !"

" Good night, again !" and a brief trartquillity ensued.
" My dear !" Mr. Briggs bad ulrcaJy relapsed to visions of

the night. He had travelled, and cotton sheets were familiar to

him ; his wife felt the heat and irritation in every nerve. She

felt something more. "My dear, are you awake?" And this

time the voice grew a little more eager in its intonation.

" Yes—no !" said Mr. Briggs. " Fifty shares—black beetle

—

buyers sixty—what is it, 'Minta?"

"Nothing! Perhaps—only dear, I thought—I imagined—vrill

you please light the candle again ? O dear !" And Mrs. Briggs

sobbed out, timid and sleepless as she was.

Mr. Briggs stumbled over a trunk in this second attempt at

illumination, and hurt his ankle. The worst sus])icions were con-

firmed ; there was a still more harassing enemy than the mus-

quito tribe to encounter. Besides, a thunder shower had come

up, and the rain fell heavily on the roof, as peal after peal rolled

over them.

" Never mind, 'Minta—there—never mind ; I dare say it's acci-

dental. It 's well I lighted the candle, though ; here's the rain

beating right into this trunk. I sliall have to shut the windows."

" O, ray winter silks are in there ; they will be ruined, they spot

so—the windows don't let down at the top—we shall bo smoth-

ered. O, hold the light 1 My hand is swelling as if it was pois-

oned—there, under the pillow, quick !" And Mr. Briggs was

thoroughly roused, and gave chase as directed.

The cotton pillow case was wet with tears. Mrs. Briggs thought

of the Croton, cool and abundant, gushing into the marble sink,

with a touch—of the fine linen sheets, the airy rooms, the silver

forks, they had left behind them, as Eve might have done of the

fountains, and flowers, and grassy slopes of paradise. Fear drove

away the least approach of sleep, and for the first time, for many

years, she saw the sun rise. To be sure it was part of her prom-

ised rural happiness ; but she preferred choice, even in nature's

beauties, to compulsion.

But disastrous commencements have proverbially pleasant

closes. The good-natured hostess was quite open to conviction

on the subject of a mattress, and the virtues of scalding water

;

musquito bars frustrated the manoeuvTCs of the other wing of the

army, and effectually excluded all beetles, black or brown. The

little room assumed a homelike air; the town chambermaid's

daily ai-rangements were gone, under the tasteful hands of Mrs.

Briggs, who grew more domestic and wife-like every day, in the

al)sence of parlor gossip and tempting shops. She has even been

known to look longingly at an empty house and grounds in the

neighborhood ; and thinks she should like to make a venture at

housekeeping another season, if Mr. Briggs can bring his mind to

permanent " love in a cottage."

< ••^ >

[WrittcQ for Glca£on^8 Pictorial.]

«0 LET ME DWELL WHERE FREEDOM REIGNS."

BT JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

let me dwell where freedom reigns,

I ask not wealth nor power

;

But life, without her smile, would bo

Like earth without a flower.

Brave hearts have shed their life for her,

On battle-field and wave

;

And nobly chose to breathe her air,

Or slumber in the grave.

For her the field of Marathon,

With blood wa,s deeply dyed

;

And Sparta's ''Lion '' in the pass

Struck down a tyrant's pride.

On deck—on rock—on bastion,

Her stirring cry has rung

;

Mid the wild woods of a thousand hills,

Her songs shall yet be sung.

A Canockbum and Bunker Hill,

Sha'l long remembered be,

And hearts shall burn with noble zeal,

And man shall yet be free.

Heaven bless the efforts of the jttst,

And bid their will be done

;

And grant to each down-trodden land

A future Wasliington.

— 4~-««-w~» —

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CHINESE INSUKKECTION.

Br KEV. JOHN RICHARDS.

From the North China Herald of May 28th, a paper printed at

Shanghai, we gather the following interesting particulars concern-

ing the rise and progress of the rebellion in China.

The insurgent chief, by name Hung-sew-tseuen, was bom about

twenty-five miles from Canton. He took the first litcrani' degree

;

but finding his way to office barrel, he turned his attention to

Christianity, which he learned from a medical missionary at Can-

ton. He then established a community of Christians in the pro-

vince of Kwang-si, next west of Kwangtung, of which Canton is

the capital. From these two provinces his adherents were gatli-

ered ; and hence we have explained the Cliristian and Protestant

character of the insuiTCction—these provinces being most in con-

nection with flie efforts of missionary and Bible societies. The
chief is abo.nt forty years old.

He and^'his followers suflfering persecution for their religion,

took up arms for their defence ; and meeting with almost uniform

success, he conceived the bold design, and declared his divine

mission to be that, of exterminating the Manchoos—the reigning

dynasty—of aboliahing idolatry and selling up a new, even a

Christian dynasty, calling God the Heavenly Father, and Jesus

Christ the Elder Brother and Saviour of the world.

After the first successes, they are found, Nov. 30, 1852, in pos-

session of Chang-sha, the capital of the Hoonan, the province

next north of Kwung-si and Kwungtung. December 13th, they

entered the city of Yo-chow at the northeast corner of Hoonan,
on the great river Yang-tsze, which, flowing by Woochang and
Nankin, empties at Shanghai. The imperialists fled from Yo-chow
in dismay at their approach. They next advanced on Woochang,
invested it, and on the 12th of January took it. Februaiy 18th

and 24th, they took the two important cities of Kew-keang, on the

Po-yang Lake, and Gan-king, the capital of the province of Gan-
hwuy. Here they levied $1,500,000 in silver and 50,000 peculs

of rice.

March 8th, they appeared before Nankin, and on the 19th, they

sprung a mine under the wall, and entered through the breach.

Nankin is a walled city, four miles square, and contains two mil-

lions of people. They proceeded to the inner city, which was
garrisoned by seven thousand imperial troops. These made not

tlie slightest resistance, but threw down their arms, crying,

" Spare our lives, prince I" Nevertheless, they were all, to-

gether with thirteen thousand women and children (Tartars), put

to the sword, one hundred only escaping. This slaughter resulted

from the rooted impression that they are bound to exterminate

the Tartar race. The other inhabitants were not molested. The
imperial fleet fled dovra the river, pursued by the fleet of the insur-

gents, and escaped. They then advanced on Chinkeang, forty-

seven miles below Nankin, and took it March 31st, the garrison

of twenty thousand flying without striking a blow. A long bat-

tery of three miles lined with guns, along the river bank, fell into

their hands, not one of which had been discharged. Two other

cities in this quarter, Kwa-chow and Yang-chow, fell into their

hands. These being on the line of the great north and south

canal, cut off the supplies going to Pekin. From Nankin to

Pekin it is about five hundred miles, and from Nankin to Shang-

hai about two hundred.

The regular fighting force of the insurgent* is from 30,000 to

40,000 men, chiefly from the provinces of Kwangtung, Kwang-si

and Hoonan, all wearing long hair in protest against the religion

of the Tartar race. They are well supplied with cannon, but

poorly with muskets ; they know little about the discipline and
evolutions of European troops. In many respects their discipline

is strict. Their first regulation is, diligently to obey the com-
mands of Heaven ; the next, to learn the ten commandments, the

creed and the morning and evening prayers and thanksgivings
;

and the third forbids opium smoking and spirit drinking. The
proclamation of the chief contains the following :

" Let the forces

of all ranks composing our army acknowledge the true religion,

and act accordingly. God, the Heavenly Father and Supreme
Lord, is the only true God. From this time forth, let the troops

address us as Lord (Sovereign) simply. They must not entitle

us Supreme, thereby ofl"ending against the Heavenly Father and
Heavenly Brother."

At the latest dates the instirgents were in quiet possession of

Nankin and the neighboring cities. They have so strongly gar-

risoned and fortified Nankin, that it is thought impossible for the

imperial troops to take it back again. As the insurgents hold the

grand canal which supplied Pekin, that city is already in great

distress for provisions ; and as the tribute is cut off^ from the

south, the emperor is in distress for funds to pay his troops. The
people, through whose territories the invading army has passed,

have submitted implicitly to the dictation of the chief The boat-

men on the great river, numbering 120,000, being thrown out of

employment by the entire interruption of commerce, and having

no pai-ticular attachments to the reigning power, give manifest

signs of espousing the cause of the chief—not simply as citizens,

but soldiers. All things look as if the rebellion would bo entirely

successful, the Tartar dynasty overthrown, and with it all remains

of idolatry. The idols have all been destroyed in the cities the

insurgents hold, and with them the temples. When the Hermes
was at Nankin, the river was full of floating images of the dishon-

ored gods. Another thing, foreigners are no longer called " bar-

barians," but are saluted as brethren. When the United States

Steamer Susquehannah lay at Shanghai, in April last, hundreds

of Chinese visited her._ One, a teacher of one of the American
missionaries, wrote a graphic description of the vessel, acknowl-

edging, in high terms, the superiority of the so-called barbarians.

Of the engine he says :
" How a contrivance so ingenious, so life-

like, and so convenient, could have been conceived and con-

structed, I cannot comprehend. And then, its cost, who can tell ?

I could only behold and wonder, if, out of ten thousand parts, I

could comprehend and speak of one. To explain the whole

minutely is an impossibility."

l>ROVIDEXCE IKSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS.

On page 184 we give an engraving of this edifice, which was
commenced early last year, and was designed by the Messrs. Hall,
architects, of Providence and Boston, under the sanction of the
building committee, Messrs. Kob't H. Ives, Isaac Brown and Seth
Adams, Jr., Esqs. We thus particularize the committee for their

good taste and judgment in the selection of the design. "Kie
building, on the exterior, h wholly of granite, executed in the best
manner, a^reeal)ly to the plans and drawings of the architects, and
under their directions. The location is on South Main Street, be-
tween the Providence Bank Building on the north, and the man-
sion of Isaac Brown, on the south. The building is, of itself, 37
feet 6 inches frontage, and 55 feet deep, raised on a basement of
about 6 feet 6 inches in height. The basement is in courses of
split granite grooved ashlar; and the fupcrstructure is wholly cf
hewn granite, haminered in the best manner, finishing around ll.o

biildine with a full, elaborative and dental cornice. The end <,f

the build nir facing on the street, finislics sviih a pL-dimtnt, as rip
itsc:'.:cil i;i t.ij (.;:- <..
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PATENT EVE-CUPS.

In the glare and beau-
ty of the Industrial Ex-
hibition, diminutive ar-

ticles of great niility arc

in danger of being over-

looked. Among these,

the Patent Eyo-Cups of
J. Ball & Co., merit
more than ordinary no-

tiee. Our engraving
represents the extemal
character of the inven-

t'on, the object of which
is to restore the lens of
the, eye, after it becomes
flattened by age, to its

original convexity, so

that the sight may be

as strong as it was in

youth. The ball is con-
structed of India nib-

her, and the other ex-

tremity is of wood, so

that it may be ajjplicd

to the socket of the eye.

The India rubber being
pressed, a vacuum is

created, on the applica-

tion of the instrument
to its use ; and the flat-

tening of the cornea is prevented. Although the invention is simple, yet thousands
upon thousands of the instruments are sent by mail to various sections of the coun-
try, and the wareliouse of J. Ball & Co., 100 Nassau Street, Now York, is a scene
of activit}', from early mom till evening—the merits of the invention having been
acknowledged by thousands who have used them. Their construction is based
upon a sound principle in optics, and it is a truly valuable invention.

GROUPS OF CHILDREN AND DOGS.
Among a collection of beautiful bronzes at the Crystal Palace, coming from the

German States and exhibited by Fr. Hoclick, are two groups of children and dogs,
which we have engraved. In truthfulness and expression, we have seldom if ever
seen them excelled, even by Landseer. They are match groups, and stand about
twelve inches high. One represents a girl and mastiff, the latter of whom is stand-

PATRNT EYE CUPS.

E. A. BBOOKS'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.
[For rlepcrriptioD,

see page 187. J

GIRL AND DOG, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

ing in anxious expectation of his dinner, which the girl has in her hands. The
expression on the face of the dog is wonderfully true to nature, and even the most
insensible cannot behold it without emotions of surprise and admiration. The
dilated nostrils and erect cars, in connection with the eye, in which is the principal

charm, are so perfectly correct, and the whole group displays such a thorough

knowledge and high appreciation of art, that we can but feci that it has been a labor

of love with the artist. The other consists of a boy, who is inciting a Newfound-
land dog to the attack. This is by no means behind the other in the thorough

expression and anim-ation displayed in the dog's face. Every muscle seems strained,

every nerve in action, ready to spring in answer to the appeal of his young master,

whoso expression and action are likewise perfect. We have been unable to learn the

name of the artist ; but whoever he is, he deserves the highest meed of praise for

the talent which ho has displayed in those groups.

NEW SAVINGS INSTITUTION, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
[For dewrription,

seepage 183.) BOY AND DOG, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
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FATtaCE PRESS. PRIVArE. SERGEANT. LIEUTENVNT. LIEUT. COMMANDANT

UNIFORM OF THK CRYSTAL PALACE POLICE, NEW YORK.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE POLICE.

Our artist has in the above graphic picture presented a proup
of the Palace police. This force consists of a captain, licut.

commandant, four lieutenants, four sergeants, and four companies
of men, who are on duty night and day in the Palace, to protect

the immense amount of property exposed. Captain Dupont,
U. S. N., is the nominal head, we believe, of the corps, although

the immediate command is in the hands of Lieut. Commandant
Bowycr, the eflicicnt assistant of Chief Matsell, of the city police.

Lieut. Bowyer is assisted by Lieut. Pcale of Company A, Lieut.

Carey of Company B, Licut. Kicard of Company C, and Licut.

Jamison of Company D. The uniform of the corps is a tight,

single-breasted, dark blue frock-coat, navy pattern, and light blue

pants, with a black stripe down the outside seam. The cap is

dark blue cloth, with the letters " Crystal Palace Police" on the

front. The belts are black patent leather, and in a throg on the

left side is a short club of lignumvita or other hard wood. The
star worn is similar in shape to that of the metropolitan police,

and has in the centre a representation of the Pabice, with the
words " Crystal Palace Police," surrounding it. The star, but-
tons, and other metal ornaments of the licut. commandant are of
gilt; those of the four lieutenants are of silver, and a.l the officers

wear white belts, and the first officer wears two rows of gilt lace
outside the stripe on the pants, and two on the cuffs and collar of
the coats. The privates wear a glazed cap when in uniform. A
neat and serviceable fatigue dress consists of linen cap and coat,

with but one belt. One prominent feature in the organization of
this corps is the fact that the remaining members of the 1st regi-

ment New .York Volunteers have been enrolled in its ranks.
This is a gratifying fact, and we hail with joy the attempt to aid
and assist the remaining few of those gallant men who so nobly
sustained our country's flag from Vera^ Cruz/to Mexico. Their

pay is at the rate of $600 per annum. Our artist has represented

the group in the act of "spotting" a'' ])ickpocket, a scene he wit-

nessed while engaged in sketching. Quite a number of the light-

fingered gentry have been detected in their operation? in and
aliout the Palace. Such places invarial)ly draw together all the

pickpockets of the town, as well as a large portion of the better

classes and strangers. Large numbers of persons who are robbed,

desiring to avoid notoriety, never make their loss known to a
third party, consequently the number of pickpockets must be
very large, since we hear enough of their operations to establish

this. Particularly are the Crystal Palace police available in pre-

venting this sort of depredation upon visitors, and their instruc-

tions lead them to keep ever on the watch to detect the culprits,

and bring them to justice. The corps is under the most thorough
discipline and organization, and contributes much towards preserv-

ing order and deconim on the premises.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MOUNTAIN SCENES.

BT MRS- 6ARAH £. DAW£8.

I 've been far up among the mountains,

Mid silTery etreama and flowing fountains,

Where the tall trees wave their giant arms,

And nature wears a thousand charms.

I have climbed far up the rocky steep,

And wandered among the Talleys deep

;

I 've crossed the river's rocky bed,

And stood where foaming waters spread.

I 'tc seen the spring from the mountain's side,

Pouring, in bright drops, its limpid tide;

No drink on earth so pure can be,

As that which flows, sweet spring, from thee

!

sweet and clear is the mountain air,

And bright are flowers that blossom there

;

O Nature I love the bright seashore,

But mountain scenes have charmed me more.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STRATAGEM.
BT AUSTIN C. BURDICK.

Makia Lothrop was a bright-eyed, laughing girl, generous-

hearted and faithful ; but she had one fault : she was sometimes

very obstinate, and upoTi certain subjects she was more apt to be

go\'enied by prejudice than by principle. She had much personal

beauty, and her mind was well stored with general information
;

yet her father often had occasion to regret the little obstinacies

that once in a while would make their appeai'ance.

" Maria," said Mr. Lothrop one evening, as himself and wife

were seated in the sitting-room with their daughter, " to-morrow

Charles Sherman will be here, and it is my desire that you should

be yourself when he an-ives. Now do not—

"

" Stop, stop, father," interrupted Maria, with considerable earn-

estness, " you know what I have said. This making plans for

one's marriage beforehand is not exactly the thing. I have not

even seen the 3'oung man yet, and I know not how I shall like

him."

"Ah, Maria," said the old gentleman, " were you really honest

now, I should ask no more, but you do not mean exactly what

you say."

"How so, father ?"

" Why, you are prejudiced against the young man, and you are

determined not to like him at any rate."

The maiden smiled, and bit her delicate fingers.

" You know I speak the truth, Maria," continued Mr. Lothrop.

" Indeed, father, I know no such thing. I am not prejudiced

sigainst this Charles Sherman. But I don't think it looks very

well in him to set himself down as my future husband."

"He has not done so, my child."

" But you said he was coming to make the necessary arrange-

ments."
" So he is, but thus far it has all been my doings. I know that

he will make you a good husband."

" That is—if he ever is ray husband," added Maria, with a sig-

nificant nod of the head.

Mr. Lothrop looked troubled.

"Maria," said her mother, as she laid down the book which she

had been holding in her hand, " if you wish to please your pa-

rents, you will overcome this prejudice which you have been nur-

turing. Your father and myself both desire that you should be-

co.iic the wife of Charles Sherman, and that desire is founded on

a sincere wish for your future welfare. We know the young man,

and we know him to be one of the most exemplary and upright

young men with whom we have ever been acquainted. His father

was a friend indeed to us, and we know that the son inherits all

the father's virtues. Charles is wealthy, but that is nothing to us.

His other qualities have recommended him to our love and esteem.

Kow you have no prior attachment ; •! know that your heart is

free, and we wish you to marry the man of our choice."

" What ?—Many where I cannot love V uttered Maria.

"No, no, my child. It is our wish that you should love him

first ; and if you will but meet him with a warm, generous, open

heart, and without prejudice, you cannot help loving him."

" I tell you, mother, there is no need that you should say any

more about this matter. If you do not wish that Mr. Sherman

sliould l)e coldly treated, you had better not have him come here,

fori know I shall not like him."

Mrs. Lothrop said no more, but she looked disappointed as she

turned her eyes towards her husband. The old gentleman sat

for some time without speaking. At length an unusual degree of

sternness settled over his features as he looked once more towards

his child. He knew that if she had resolved not to love young

Sherman, she would not do it, though the youth had' been an

angel from heaven. He saw that she was determined to be stub-

bom on the point, and that no reason could reach her.

Charles Sherman was the son of one of Lothrop's old friends,

and during the summer previous Mr. and Mrs. Lothrop liad spent

two months with hini at the home of a relative, while Maria had

remained at home attending school. Charles had seen the fair

girl twice at the theatre in a neighboring city, without being

known by her, and he was far from being unwilling to accept of

Mr. Lothrop's proposal to make the visit which was now antici-

pated. Both the father and mother had made up very strong

liopes of having the young man for a son-in-law, for they knew

that he was all that could be asked for in a husband.

" So you are determined not to love Mr. Sherman V said the

old gentleman, after he had regarded his daughter for some mo-

ments in silence.

" I don't think I shall," returned Maria.

" In short, you mean to be stubborn about it."

"I don't know about that." ** 'k

" Well, I do," repUed Mr. Lothrop, " for I can see it in your

eye, and in your manner. But now let me tell you what I have

made up my mind upon : If Charles Sherman asks me for your

hand, he shall have it."

" He'll be a fool to take an unwilUng hand," said Maria, not

quite believing that her father was in earnest.

" Be that as it may," returned Lothrop, " if he asks me for it

he shall have it, and then he may learn you to love him, or he

may tame you into subjection—just which he pleases."

" Umph 1 We'll see about that," uttered the pretty girl, with

her lips very tightly pressed together. " We'll see."

" Ay,—so we shall see," added her father.

" If he asks you for my hand he shall have it, ehV
" Yes."

" Then we will see."

Shortly after this Maria left the sitting-room and retired for the

night.
" I'm afraid there's no use in pushing this matter any further,"

said Mrs. Lothrop. "Maria will never love him, and of course

you will not force her to marry him. I am sorry, but I don't see

how it is to bo helped."

"I know she is prejudiced," returned the husband, "and that

prejudice results from a mere whim ; but in this case I am not wil-

ling to give way to it. The trial shall be made."

Mrs. Lothrop looked curiously into her husband's face, but she

made no further remark, for well she knew if he had an object in

view he would be very hkely to accomplish it.

It was towards the middle of the afternoon on the following

day that the stage stopped in front of Mr. Lothrop's dwelling,

and two young men alighted therefrom. Two trunks were taken

from the baggage-rack, and in a moment afterwards Mr. Lothrop

met the visitors in the yard. Maria stood at the window and saw

these proceedings, and she knew that one of these young men

must be her quasi lover. The other she supposed to be a young

man by the name of Brown whom her father had also invited to

visit them. A curious smile stole over her face as she stood there

and gazed, and when she turned away she set about preparing

herself for the meeting.

" Mr. Sherman," said Lothrop, as the fair girl entered the room

where the two young men were seated, "allow me to present my
daughter. Maria, this is Charles Sherman."

The young man arose, and in a stiff, uncouth manner Maria

extended her hand. She did not appear bashful, but slie seemed

actually clownish.

" This is William Brown, Maria, one of my young friends

from the city," said Mr. Lothrop, as he turned towards the second

visitor.

Maria extended her hand to Mr. Brown with more frankness

than she had exercised in her greeting to Sherman, but still she

did not appear herself. She had resolved to make Sherman

disgusted witu her and thus frighten him off.

Both the young men were good looking, and both appeared to

be gentlemen in every sense of the word. Perhaps Brown might

have been considered the most handsome at first sight, but on ac-

quaintance there could have been little to choose. Maria, how-

ever, began to discover defects in Sherman at first sight. She

had determined to dislike him, and so she went at work to torture

his appearance in her imagination. She thought he looked at her

too familiarly—that he seemed to regard her as already his own

property, and without any great stretch of her effort she set him

down at once as a bore. Brown, on the other hand, she thought

to be a wonderfully good looking man, and after she had seen him

five minutes she made up her mind that he would make a very

agreeable companion.

Ere long Mr. Lothrop made some excuse for calling Brown out

of the room, and, as Mrs. Lothrop followed them, Sherman and '

Maria were left alone. The young man moved his chair nearer

to the girl's side, and in a familiar, social way, he remarked

;

" This is very fine weather we are having now. Miss Lothrop."

" Well," drawled Maria, with an expression of clownishness

that outdid her most ardent desires, " I s'pose 'tis kind o' (ine.

Excellent weather for growing 'taters."

Sliennan was for the moment completely nonplussed. Hj was,

in fact, thunderstruck ; but he soon rallied, and then he Jooked

into his companion's beautiful features to see if he could not find

some lurking jest there. He was disappointed, however, for she

was as earnest in her look as she could possibly be. Hj ventured

another remark

:

" You have a most beautiful garden here," he said..

"Yee-es. The Si7e is good. There's old Willis—that old cur-

mudgeon what lives right over there. You can scij the chimbleys

of his house through the trees. His garding jincfj ourn ; but, may

I be buttered ef his sile is half 6o good. Lasl year we growed

onions more'n twice as big as he did."

"I alluded to your flover gai-den," gasped Sherman, turning

away to hide his face.

" O, ah," uttered Tjfaria, with the most silly look imaginable,

" yes,—I forgot all About that. Ma'am takes care of them things.

I don't know mrch about 'em, 'cause you see flowers aint of no

use only to \o(,ti at."

Sherman (MJgan to examine his companion more closelj', and

he found 'jiat she was not so beautiful as he Iiad at first taken her

to be. Her features were regular enough, but they had a vacant

look ; and then he noticed that some portions of hor dress were

f-'i!.tfc5, and that her tout ensemble betokened the utmost negligence.

The young man ventured a few more remarks for the sake of

passing the time, and so well did Maria play the part she had as-

sumed that at the end of fifteen minutes Sherman was really dis-

gusted at her ignorance and lack of common sense.

It was a relief to both parties when Mr. Lothrop returned, and

shortly afterwards Maria took occasion to leave the room.

"Well, Maria," said Mr. Lothrop, on the following day, "how
do you like Mr. Sherman f"

" O, I abominate him."

"Why so?"
" Because he looks so independent and familiar. Why, one

would think by the manner in which he stares at me that he was

already a jealous husband of mine."

" That is all prejudice."

" No it isn't. I don't like the man, and what is more, I never

shall."

" It is all stubbornness, Maria, and I am determined not to give

way to it. If Mr. Sherman asks me for your hand he shall

have it."

As the old gentleman thus spoke he turned quickly away, and

a merry light played in the maiden's eyes as she gazed after him.

" Yes," she said to herself, " when he asks for my hand. Poor

Sherman ! He is afraid of me now, and I will take the best of

care that he thinks no better of me. Ha, ha ha, wlien he asks for

my hand."

Three days passed away, and during that time Sherman and

Maria often met, but they conversed but very httle, merely pass

ing the usual compliments of the day, which was done on the

girl's part with her determined clownishness. It was on the even-

ing of the third day, Mr. Lothrop and Sherman had gone out

into the village, and Maria threw on her light shawl to take a

stroll through the garden. It was just at twilight, and the mellow

tints of the departed sun were still lingering over the landscape.

The maiden had taken but a few turns among the flowers when

she heard footsteps near her, and on the next moment she was

joined by Mr. Brown.
" So you love to linger among the flowers as well as myself?"

said he, as he stood by the fair girl's side and presented her with

a blush rose which he had just plucked.

" Yes, sir. I am like all the rest of God's creatures who have

not abused their own natures. I love to linger wherever there is

beauty, especially when that beauty lies slumbering in the lap of

nature."

Maria trembled some as she spoke, for she saw that the gentle-

man's eyes were fastened upou her, and a strange emotion had

entered her soul.

" I, too, love beauty," returned the young man ;
" and I also

love agreeable companionship. Let us walk together. At the

lower end of the garden I have seen a little lakelet. The day-

beams are lingering there yet. Will you walk that way ?"

He offered his arm as he spoke, and with a trembling hand Ma-

ria took it. Soon, however, she regained her wanted composure,

and the conversation began to take an agreeable turn. Beneath

the influence of her companion's agreeable manners and pleasing

words she allowed her whole soul to go forth without disguise,

and under such circumstances, a more charming companion than

Maria Lothrop would have been difficult to find.

It was after nine o'clock when the garden wanderers returned

to the house. They both of them mutually confessed that they

had no idea it was half so late. Rather a significant confession

to be made under such circumstances.

On the next day Sherman looked more unlovely in the maid-

en's eyjs than ever. Twice he followed her and tried to engage

her in conversation, but she repulsed him as usual, and at the re-

sult of the last trial he seemed to make up his mind that he would

try no more to make himself agreeable.

All day Maria wore a rose in her bosom. It was the one her

companion had given her on the previous evening. Brown no-

ticed it, and a bright smile illumined his features as he recognized

his own gift.

The next evening found Maria again in the garden, and again

was Brown by her side. They walked about among the flowers

for an hour, and then they strayed away to the lakelet, where they

sat down upon a seat which had been framed between two linden

trees. The moon was up, and her beams lay brightly upon the

surface of the water, glittering in thin silver light till the whole

scene appeared almost like softened noonday.

" To-morrow I leave you," said the young man, after they had

been gazing for some time off upon the surface of the lakelet.

"To-morrow?" uttered Maria, betraying considerable emotion.

" Yes. I have already made my stay longer than I had ex-

pected ; but it has been most agreeable, and I think I might enjoy

myself here forever. Excuse me, Maria, I have no right to that

enjoyment ; but I cannot help wishing that I were in my friend's

place."

" You allude to Mr. Sherman," said Maria, with her eyes cast

down.
" Yes, to him who is to be your husband."

" My husband ?
'

" Yes. I know how the matter stands, and for that reason

must I hasten away. I will not tell you a lie. The truth is, I

fear to stay longer in your society. AVere you not inevitably

another's I might have some hope for myself, but as it is, I only

wrong my own heart by staying near j'ou. I shall often think of

you when I am away, and I shall look back upon those moments

as among the happiest of my life."

For some moments Maria was silent. Her heart beat with a

strange power, and she kucw that if she looked up, her face would

betray her. At length, however, her mind came back to a propo-

sition that loosed her tongue.
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" I am not going to marry with Mr. Sherman," she said.

" Not going to many with him V repeated the young man,

with some surprise in his manner.

"No. I'lti sure I am not."

" But I thought it was all arranged. I thought he had come

here for that purpose."

" I know not how that may be, sir ; but I am not going to be

his wife."
" Are you serious in this V
" I was never more so."

" And your hand is not engagedV
" No, sir."

" 0, then there may be hope for me. Speak, Maria. May I

hope to hold you as my own 1—to love you, and cherish you, and

call you my wife ? Pardon me if I am hasty ; but such love as

mine can brook no delay. Had I continued to have thought that

your baud was engaged I should never have spoken thus, but now

that I find you untrammelled, I may speak. Tell mo, beloved

girl, may I hope to win your love 1"

Maria bent her eyes to the ground, and her heart beat more vio-

lently than ever. She did love the man who sat beside her, for

he had appealed to her love by every act in her presence. She

knew that he had a wai-m and generous heart, for she had read it

in his every look and word ; she knew that ho was handsome, for

she could see it even now ; and then, too, she knew that he must

be a worthy and respectable man, for her father had said so.

When she first made up her mind not to love Mr. Sherman, she

did not think of loving Mr. Brown ; but the latter had wound

himself into her affections without her will. The maiden felt a

momentary thrill of gratification at this result, for now she would

have a fair excuse for refusing the hand of Sherman, should he

claim her.
" I trust I have not offended you," continued the young man.

" No, no, sir," whispered Maria.

" Then will you not answer me t May I hope to win your

lovel"
" I should not wish to cinish your hopes, sir."

" Then I may hope. You will love me in return."

" Perhaps I may."
" Bless you ! bless you !" exclaimed the happy man, as he

clasped the maiden's hand. " One more word—one more re-

quest. May I not ask your father for your hand ?"

Maria hesitated. At first she feared that her father would re-

fuse ; but hope soon ruled her fear and she looked up into her

companion's face.

" You may ask him," she murmured.

"And if ho says, 'yes,' you will not refuse me."

"No."
The lovers spent another hour in the garden, and when they

returned to the house a close observer miglit have seen that they

looked ratlier bashful. There were blushes upon their faces, and

Maria was forced for a while to hide hers behind the leaves of an

open book.

It was ([uite late when the two young men retired, and as Mr.

and Mrs. Lothrop were left alone with their daughter, the old gen-

tleman seemed evidently uneasy.

" Maria," said he, with some sternness in his manner, " I am
afraid you are trying to make yourself as disagreeable as possi-

ble to Mr. Sherman."
" If he thinks I am disagreeable, I'm sure I can't help it," re-

turned the girl.

" I know not what he thinks, my child ; but I do know you are

trying to deceive him."
" Perhaps he is deceiving himself."

" No, no, Maria, you are deceiving him. You are trying to ap-

pear ignorant and clownish before him. I have watched your

movements, and I have absolutely felt ashamed of you. But let

me assure you that it shall not avail you, and that ho will ask me
for your hand, and you shall be his wife, too."

" We will at any rate wait until he asks you for my hand," said

Maria, with considerable tartness.

" There is no danger but that he will do that," returned Mr.

Lothrop. " He has penetration enough to see through your schem-

ing, so you had better not sink yourself too low in his estima-

tion. He may not have shown much of his love to you, but let

me assure you that I am not to be foiled."

" Perhaps not."

" I knoiv I am not."

" Very well," said Maria.

" I am not going to have you set the whole of your future upon

a mere prejudice," resumed the old gentleman.

" Very well," repeated the fair girl, as she arose from her seat.

" Ay,—so it shall be very ivell," added Lothrop.

Maria said no more, but when she sought her chamber she felt

a little uneasy, for she knew that her father was not a man to be

easily swayed from his purpose ; but then when she came to reflect

she felt confident that Sherman would never offer himself; yet

her soul was moved by a strange mixture of hopes and fears.

It was towards the middle of the forenoon of the following day

that Mrs. Lothrop informed Maria that her father wished to see

her in the library. Mrs. L. spoke in a very deep, mysterious

tone, and the maiden was startled.

" Wliat docs he want V she asked.

" I don't know. You must go and see for yourself."

Maria had some misgivings as she turned her steps towards the

library. She opened the door with a trembling hand, and when
she entered she found her father and Mr. Brown there. They
both looked very so!cr. She tried to read in their looks some-

thing of \vhat had b -en passing, but she could not do it.

"Maria," said t' e old gentleman, "my young friend here has

asked me for yo\r hand."

The poor girl sank into a chair.

" Ho furthermore assures me that you gave him permission."

Maria covered her face with her hands.

"And also that you would accept him if ho could get my con-

sent. How is this 1"

"It jf^P^ie, sir," murmured Maria, gazing timidly at her

father.

" It is
?"

" Yes, sir."

" And do you mean jttst what you have told this gentleman V
" Yes, sir."

" Then I'm sure my consent shall not be wanting. Hero, give

me your hand, my daughter. And yours. There, take her

Charles, and make the most of her."

" Charles!" uttered the bewildered girl.

" Yes," returned the old gentleman, with a smile. " Mr.

Charles Sherman."

"But I—I don't understand," stammered the maiden, gazing

first upon her father, and then upon the young man wlio had won
her heart.

" Astonishing, is n't it ?" chuckled Mr. Lothrop, rubbing his

hands with delight. "I tell you, Maria, the trapper has got

trapped. You see I knew just how far you would be governed by

that prejudice of yours ; and so I met my friends the evening

before they came here, and got them to change names. The real

Mr. Brown, whom you have been treating so shabbily, is the

husband of your cousin Bertha; and the real Mr. Sherman, whom
you theught to be somebody else, has asked me for your hand,

and now he is going to have it. You can't refuse him now, so I

will leave you to settle it with him the best way you can. You
have had your own stratagem for nothing, and I hope you may
never have occasion to make such a fool of yourself again, as you

have done before Bertha's husband."

As the old man spoke, he bounced out of the room.
" You were cruel to deceive me so," murmured Maria.

" But you will forgive me," said Charles, as he drew her to his

bosom and kissed her. " Only forgive me this once, and I prom-

ise that I will never do so again."

Maria looked up and smiled. In two weeks from that time

there was a wedding party at Mr. Lothrop's, at which time Maria

and Charles were married. Cousin Bertha was there, and with

her came the real Mr. Brown. They staid a week ; and before

that time was up, Maria was forced to acknowledge that Mr.

Brown was not only one of the handsomest, but one of the best-

natured, noble-hearted, generous men she ever saw.

" Maria," said her father, as he drew her away from her hus-

band, and whispered in her ear, " are you not thankful I deceived

you out of your prejudice V
" O, yes, indeed I am."
" And you forgive us all V
A tear trembled in the eyes of the happy girl. She stooped

over and gave her father a warm kiss, and then with a joyous

step she bounded back to her husband's side. It needed no mys-

tic art to tell tliat she had no thought of enmity or sorrow in her

bosom.

BROOKS'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE,

Every calling, whether of the utile or ornamental, whether of
art or labor, takes its character from the genius of its develop-

ment. Thus, for example, a painting is not necessarily a work
of art, for the simple reason that it may not have been touched by
the finger of genius. Indeed, painting could not have been re-

garded as an art before the days of Polygnotns, Apollodorus
and their compeers of the Grecian school, yet there had been nu-

merous paintings made before their time. It was the f/enius of

those men that brought the profession out of primitive obscurity,

stamped it with a Promethean glory, and elevated it to the noble

dignity of an art. It was the genius of Fulton that gave charac-

ter to the theory of steam-power. Until his mode of adapting it

was invented, the idea of elev.ating that theoi-y into a science was
a fruitful subject for popular contempt and derision. The princi-

ple of the daguerreotype was known coeval with the discovery of

iodine, yet every endeavor to build an art upon that principle

failed, until Daguerre stamped the process with the light of his

brilliant mind. Thus it is in all things pertaining to art or sci-

ence, from the least in importance to the most grand and impos-

ing. Every calling takes its character from the genius of its de-

velopment, whether it be the making of a coat, a jiicturc, or a

pair of boots, and as faithful chroniclers of our time, it becomes
our duty to record each new transition towards perfection, in all

that contributes either to the necessities of man or the refinement

and elevation of his taste and enjoyment.
The time was when boot making, like painting, was not an art,

and we should as soon think of comparing the veriest daub that

disgraces an honest piece of canvass, with a conception of the im-

mortal Corregio or "Titian, as of placing in the same category an

ordinary boot or shoe and the superb contents of a case of foot

apparel which we saw at the Crystal Palace in New York from the

manufactoi-y of Mr. Edwin A. Brooks. The antipodes of art are

as distinct in one as the other, and the triumph of genius and
taste is equally apparent in the pictures of the great masters and
the contents of the case. The latter we have thought of sufficient

importance to form a subject for the pencil and graver of our art-

ists. It is the misfortune of the enterprising and talented manu-
facturer of these beautiful goods, that it is beyond the power of

art to convey to the eye, through an engraving, the exquisite

workmanship, the delicate texture of the materials, or the intricate

points of skill and taste displayed in their construction ;
all that

the limner's art can do in so small a compass is to give a correct

view of the tout enscndile,—the beautiful aggregate, anil tliis we
have done. But it is not alone of the specimens at tlic World's

Pair that we wish to speak, in doing justice to one who, although

yet young, has done much towards elevating and dignifying the

"character of his calling. It is well known that goods shown at

popular fairs are too often made expressly ./or show, being in qual-

ity and finish far above the standard of those manufactured for

sale. To this rule, the goods of Mr. Brooks present an honorable

exception. We have had the privilege of looking through two
vast magazines of boots, shoes, slippers, gaiters, etc., of which
this gentleman is proprietor, and (*in bear witness to tlie superior

taste and skill displayed in their manufacture. Wc never before

realized the degree of genuine talent required in the construction

of a perfect boot—the adaptation of shape to the human foot, the

delicacy of the stitching, combining neatness and strength, the

taste in curve and bevel, and the faultless jjolish of the unspotted
leather—but there it was revealed to us, and with it something to

gaze on and admire. There we saw boots and shoes of every
pattern, both for men, women and children's wear, which, like a
good picture, it was a pleasure to look upon. Herein we say that
the calling of a lioot and shoe maker has taken an elevated char-
acter from the talents of such men as Mr. Brooks, men who have
the ingenuity to invent improvements and the skill to put their im-
provements in shape.

The gentleman whose establishment we arc noticing, and an il-

lustration of whose contribution to tlie New York Crystal Palace
may be found on page 184, commenced business a few years
since, wth small means, at No. 150 Fulton Street, New York —
His professional talent soon gave an impetus to his trade, and the
reward of his industry and enterjirise was exhibited in rapidly
accumulating profits. His stock was enlarged, his business in-

creased, until at length, in order to meet the convenience of his
customers residing up town, he determined to open anotlier store
in addition to the one already so successfully in operation. To
accomplish this Mr. Brooks obtained the lease of a spacious store
at No. 57.5 Broadway, in the immediate vicinity of upi)er-ten-
dom, which he has fitted up in the splendors of orient, and filled

with as perfect and varied a stock of goods as can be found on the
American continent. We heartily advise our Bostonians and
others visiting the Crystal Palace, to take a look at the case of
goods which we have represented in this number, and also to call

at one or the other of Mr. Brooks's establishments; and we are
fully satisfied that those of our readers who do so, vrill thank us
for thus directing them to the emporium of the boot-maker's art.

[Written for Glea«on's Pictorial.]

A RUIN.

BY ALICE CARET.

A silver mist the valley shroudB,

The summer day is nearly by

;

Like pyramids of flowers, the cloudjs

Are floating iu the sunset sky.

Now up the hills the white mists curls,

The dew shines in the vale below

;

And on the oalt, like beads of pearl,

The white buds of the mistletoe.

The rustling shadows dropt with gold,

Among the boughs of green and white,

Are miLgliug softly, soon to fold

In their embrace the fainting light.

Lone one, above whose smileless brow

The oak leaves wave so green and slow,

Night, gloomy night is darkening now,

Sweet friend, arise and let us go.

The beauty from thy life seems ta*en,

As is the sunlight from the tree

Wherein a bird that knows no nain

Nor care, is come to sing for thee.

Lifting his head a little up
From the poor pillow where it lay,

And pushing from his forehead pale

The long, damp tresses all away

—

He told me with the eager haste

Of one who dare not trust his words,

He knew a mortal with a voice

As low and lovely an that bird's.

But that he saw once in a dell

Separate from that a weary space,

A fragile lily, that as well

Might woo that old oak's green embrace-

As for his heart to hope that she,

Wliose palace chambers ne'er grew dim,

Would leave the loves of royalty,

To wander through the world with him.

For that, once being out to sow

The rows of poppies in the com.

She crossed him, and he kneeling low,

Said, " Sweetest Udy e'er was born

—

'* Ilave pity on my love ;" but quite

Her scornful eyes eclipsed the day;

And piissing, all the hill.-i grew bright.

As if the spring had gone that way.

And ho, scarce knowing what he did,

But feeling that his heart was broke,

Fled from her pitiless glance, and hid

In the cold shadows of that oak

;

^Miere, as he said, she came at night,

And clasped him from the bitter air,

With her soft arms of tender white,

And the dark beauty of her hair.

But when the morning lit the spray.

And hung its wreath about his head,

The lovely lady passed away.

Through mists of glory pale and red.

So bitter grew his heaving sighs,

So mournful dark the glance he raised

;

I looked upon him earne-^tly

And saw the gentle boy was crazed.

How fair ho was ! it made me sad.

And sadder still my bosom grew,

To think no earthly hand could build

That beautiful ruin up anew.

-«—••- —
Who will teach us to know how to be able to taste this sublime

pleasure—pleasure always eipial, always unifomi ; which is bom,
not of the trouble of the "soul, but of itspcacc ; not of its sickness,

but of its health ; not of its passions, but of it-s duties ; not of the

unquiet and always changing fervor of its desires, Imt of the

unchaLging rectitude of its conscience : pleasure in consequence

true, which does not disturb the will, lint which calms—which does

not stupefy the reason, but which bri^Iitcus it ;

—

Bossuct.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.—No. 13.
BETHEL CHURCU.—REV. BDH^ARD I. TAYLOR, MINISTER.

BT KEV. LUTHKR FARNHAM.

Evert HOI)Y has heard of Father Tavlor. His name is a
household word amoii}; the million of seamen in tlie world.

The two hundred thousand mariners of America look to

him as a friend ;
the twenty thousand that sail from Boston

hail him as a father, while many lost sons of the sea have
found him more than a friend and father—a saviour, who
has, with the blessing of Heaven, plucked them as " brands
from the burning." Of the early and per.«onal history of

the venerable and Reverend Edward T. Taylor but few par-

ticulars have been given to the public. It is almost self-

evident, that so remarkable a man must have been remark-
able as a child, and in the days of his youth. It is enoug,li

for our purpose to say, that the subject of this notice was
born in the city of Richmond, Virginia; and that while a
boy he entered that grandest school of earth, the university

of the sea. There, his ship was his gymnasiimi ; his ship-

mates were his companions in study and exercise ; sailing

around the world was his geography ; the chart and com-
pass were his mathematics ; the ocean was his text book on
chemistry and natural history, and the heavens on astrono-

my ; the sublimity and romance of the sea were his classics
;

human nature was his mental, and his Virginia home was
his moral philosophy; while God and nature were his great

tcacliers. A mind so original and susceptible as Taylor's

did not fail to improve such superior advantages ; so that

he graduated the valedictorian of his class, and has remain-
ed at the head of his class in the school of life on shore.

Aoout the time of his leaving the sea, he entered another
Bchool—the school of Christ, which has given direction to

his life, from which he is about ready to griuiuate ; and
these words shall be found written upon his second diploma:
" For I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my de-

parture is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I have fm-

ishcd my course, I have kept the faith. Henceforth there is

laid up for mo a crown of righteousness." In Father Tay-
lor's case, to become a Christian was to become a preacher

of the salvation that he had won ; and the one event hap-
pened about a.s soon as the other. If, as one of the Wes-
leys said, " Methodism was Christianity in earnest," then
•we should have expected to have found the converted Tay-
lor in the Methodist ranks, for ho is deeply in earnest in hjs

religion. From whatever

cause, we find him coming
out as a Methodist preacher.

He, whose mighty voice had
been trained amid the roar

of ocean on the deck and
forecastle, now lifted it up
to publish the glad tidings

that guide to the haven of

eternal rest. We soon hear
of his preaching at Marsh-
field and vicinity, whoso
hill-tops are first seen by
the mariner as he approacb-
ei. this port. There are' those

now living at Marshficld

who speak with entliusiasm

of his first cfl'orts as a preach-

er. He began to preach to

landsmen. This was a field

in which he excelled ; but it

was not the one for his

highest usefulness. That
field was opened to him by
the interest that was awak-
ened about thirty years ago
in the sons of the sea. Rev.
Dr. Jcnks and Father Tay-
lor were pioneers in this

movement. The latter hav-

ing been educated on the

mountain wave, loving the

sea and all " who go down
to the sea in ships, and who
do business upon the great

waters," and liaving his

heart interested in the spir-

itual welfare of seamen, en-

tered into this work with

his characteristic zeal. Hf

,

ftom this time, sailed under
a flag that he loved even
better than his country ; for

on this flag was inscribed,
" Bethel—the House of
God." He began his enter-

prise in behalf of seamen
without a dollar; and now
the society by which he is

employed has church and
other property connected
with it to the amount of

some $100,000, and be can
draw upon lialf of the wealth
of Boston to further his de-

signs. In the year 182'.), the

Boston Port Society was in-

cori)r)ratcd ; a society in con-
nection with which Father
Taylor labors. In ihc y< ar
18.').1, the society erected the

neat and commodious Sea-
men's Bethel, in which he
has ever since preached, on
North S |uare, in the noilli-

em section of this city. The
same society in the year

1847, erected tlie Mariner's

llon*e, on the opposite side

of the sciuarc, which is a
board in.'-house and homo
for seamen. It is a spacious

building, rca'ly furnished,

and has co; njcted wiili it a
chapel for morning and evi -

ninj.' prayer*, and occasion-

al evening meetings, a read-

ing-iooin, a libiary, and

PORTK.VIT OF HKv'. EinVA^vLi f. TAVLOR.

ulmi; Ut.K.il, .NOUIII .-U'j'AUi;, KOSTOV.

stores to furnish sailors with clothes, and such other articles

ex they need. This house has been for some years under the
general direction and care of the Seamen's Aid Society of this

city, composed of ladies, who have betn, like the gentlemen
composing the other society, indefatigable in their labors
and gifts for the good of seamen. The location of the Sea-
men's Betliel on North Square, or triangle—for the ground
is a triangle and not a square—seems to be just what it

should be for the greatest benefit of the class to be reached
by it. It is in the midst of places where sailors most do
congregate, and, we must add, streets, whose very names
have long been associated with vice. It seems as though
that those engaged in this movement had determined to at-

tack the hosts of sin in their strongholds, or rather had de-
signed to carry the gospel to the very dens of wickedness

;

having full faith that it would convert wolves and tigers

into doves and lambs, on the principle »f the gospel itself,

and of those magic words which are derived from it, " Treat
met; gently, trust them strongly, if thou wish their weal.
All may mend ; and sympathies are healing ; and reason
shows its influcneo with the worst ; and in those worst is

ample hope, if only thou have charity and faith." One of
the attractions of our city has long been the preaching of
Father Taylor to his children, as he fondly calls them,
while they address him by the endearing name of father.

If a Dickens arrives on our shores, he is sure to find his

way to North Square, to hear the sailor preacher—a true

successor of the sailor preachers of Galilee. If there is

any student of human nature in town, he goes to hoar him
who ha« made it his life and study. If there are those with
us that go to hear no preacher regularly, they are quite
likely to hear one occasionally, that they may see religion

on fire, and behold " how awful goodness is." Father
Taylor's preaching, and its effects upon the crowds in the
Bethel each Sabbath, have been so often and so well de-

scribed, that we shall not attempt the picture of his " thoughts
that breathe, and words that burn," that cause rivers of
waters to flow down the eyes, and the stubborn to bend and
bow before their Lord, as bend the great oaks before the

mighty tempest. We cannot stop to describe the preacher's
originality, his quaintness, his pleasantry—that may find a
jilace even in a sermon—his pithy thoaghts that one never
forgets, and the melting tones, tenderness and love that
])crvade the whole. We cannot stay to describe, what er-

ery stranger notices, how he wins men into the Bethel by-

being glad to see them, and by beckoning the timid, and the
seekers of seats to his side. We cannot speak of his inim-
itable manner and matter when he baptizes little children,

taking them in his arms and
laying his hands on them,
and blessing them in imita-

tion of his Master. One
service that Father Taylor
conducts deserves more
mention than we have space
to give to it. By invitation,

I attended one of his Mon-
day evening prayer mect-
ines in the vestry of the
Bethel in August. The
weatlier was oppressive, and
anywhere else, rather a
heavy meeting might have
been anticipated. I entered
the consecrated place a little

after sundown. A few faith-

ful ones had assembled

—

sailors with their wives and
daughters—and a sprinkling

of Christian strangers. All
were seemingly wrapt in

holy meditation. The father

not appearing, a simple and
ancient fong of Zion was
commencd by a single
voice, and speedily there
was a chorus of praise. The
soul of the Bethel now en-

tered and took his place in

the little s.aered desk. He
immediately gave out the

beautiful hymn :
" Father, I

stretch my hands to thee !"

which was sung with the

spirit. He then offered such
a prayer as he is wont to

offer— simple, touching, fer-

vent, and in which the sons
of the sea, upon water and
upon land, had a large share
of remembrance. lie now
made a very few remarks
that were just to the point

—

timely, pertinent, affection-

ate and earnest, and then
called upon all present to

teil what the Ijord had done
for their souls, and to tell

whether they received any
food on the Sabbath that

had just passed. There was
an immediate response. A
weather-beaten sailor arose,

anil, with streaming eves,

spoke of his late fall, and
his return to God, and of
his determination to "go
and sin no more." As tiio

sailor sat down. Father Tay-
lor both encouraged and
warned him. Others also

arose and added their share
to the interest of the meet-
ing. But we must leave
these thoughts, our limits

only permitting us to say,

th it the great good Father
Taylor has done is a monu-
ment lo his praise luaven
high. May the evening of

his lifc be without a cloiul

;

and hereafter may there be

an eternal reunion of multi-

tudes that have been won to

the cro<s by bis iilt'ectionate

and uincmitting labors.
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CHLOROFORM.

A sixth part of an ounce of chlorofoim for a common hivo, or

nearly a quarter of an ounce for a large hive, is used in Scotland

for putting bees to sleep while their honey is taken. They put

the chloroform in a shallow breakfast plate covered over with

gauze, then put the hive over the plate, covered with cloths, and

in twenty minutes the bees will be found asleep and out of the

combs on the table. This is considered better than sulphur. We
are very glad that any good use can be made of this article of

chloroform. The French have adopted it lately as a new motive

power, and most successfully, if we can judge from the report

which comes to us from over the water. But from our own

knowledge, we deprecate the use of chloroform as a narcotic to be

given to human beings. It is dangerous and needless, so long as

ether can be procured for surgical purposes.

< <».» >

A SINGULAR WILL.
Leissing, a leading German actor, died recently. By his will,

he leaves all his fortune, which was considerable, to the charitable

institutions of Frankfort. In that document he states that he has

been tormented all his life with the idea of being buried alive ; and

in order to avoid any risk of such a contingency, he ordered, as

soon as his death should he declared by the competent medical au-

thority, that his skin should lie taken from his body, from head to

foot, and that the skin so removed should be given to the Museum
of Natural History of Frankfort. In liis will, M. Leissing named

the surgeon who should perform the operation, and left a large

sum a.'i his compensation. The fcir of premature interment is a

very common one, and, in many cases, friends arc by no means

sufficiently particular in relation to this matter. No body should

be interred until unmistakeable signs of decompositiou occur.

MrsiCAL.—Madame Fiorentini, the vocalist, arrived at New
York in the Arabia. There has been no flourish preliminary

about her in the New York papers, but if we recollect aright she

is classed b}' the best English critics among the very first of living

singers. She is, we believe, of English birth, and not prepossess-

ing in appearance, but has a superb voice and great skill.

Humility.—Rev. David Thurston, of Maine, declines the

honor which the Faculty of Dartmouth College have recently con-

ferred upon him by making him a D. I). He has scruples respect-

ing the propriety of such distinctions among Christian brethren.

"We honor him for his decision.

-«—•••—-

A NEW Line op Business.—A team recently made its appear-

ance at Stockton, California, with a load of snow, four days from

the Sierra mountains. It was sold at twenty cents a pound.

SFLINTEBS.

.... The Duke of Marlborough once declared that he only

knew the history of England from the Plays of Shakspeare.

.... The seamstresses of Cincinnati who sow by the week, have

resolved to work but ten hours per day. That is long enough.

.... Mr. Shillaber, of the Boston Post, contemplates the pre-

paration of a volume of the choice sayings of Mrs. Partington.

.... Grace Greenwood has returned from Europe, and is in

Boston superintending the publication of her notes of travel.

.... The Artesian well, at Montgomery, is now about 670 feet

deep, and is discharging 20 gallons of water per minute.

.... Miss Anfissel, a young girl engaged to be married, was

drowned at Cooperstown, N. Y., a few days ago, while bathing.

.... A fancy ball is announced at New Orleans, in the midst

of the teiTible ravages of death ! This seems truly heartless.

.... The French astronomer, Arago, and the English com-

mander. Sir Charles Napier, are expected to live but a few days.

.... Large and valuable gold fields have been discovered in

Central America. One man took out SI 000 in a single night.

.... John TalliafeiTO, a patriot and good man, aged 85, is dead.

For twenty years he was a member of Congress from Virginia.

.... The N. Y. Evening Post says ex-president Van Buren has

made arrangements to spend the coming winter in Switzerland.

.... The Cochituate Water Works have cost the city of Boston,

thus far, a little over $5,000,000.

.... The late yellow fever panic has materially damaged the

business of our southeni cities, for the time being.

.... Horticulture has made remarkable progress in the New
England States witliin the last six years.

There is a sister, the wife of Dr. Wood, surgeon in the

U. S. Army, and Col. Taylor, son of Gen. Taylor, botli still living.

OLD AGE.
Winter, wliich strips the leaves from around us, makes us see

the distant regions they formerly concealed, says Jean Paul ; and

so docs old age rob us of our enjoyments only to enlarge the pros-

I)ect of eternity before us. There is something very beautiful in

the contemplation of gray hairs, and honorable old age. It is the

harvest hour of mortality, when the ripened experience shines

forth, like fields of golden grain ready for the sickle. There is a

(luict repose and steadiness about the happiness of old age, if the

life has been well spent, that robs its feebleness of all painful sug-

gestions. There is in that still noble, though wrinkled, brow so

much that speaks of wisdom—in that eye, such philosophical

expression—that one feels overpowered with profound respect in

such a presence.

Nature, which does all things well, has wisely ordained those

very peculiarities which we, in our ignorance, might regard as

troubles. Thus, the partial deafness is the result, doubtless, of an

express and wise airangement of Providence in constructing the

human body ; the gradual loss of hearing being intended to give

ease and quietude to the decline of life, when any noise or sound

from without would but discompose the nervous system, and pre-

vent peaceful meditation. He who would pass the declining

years of his life with honor and comfort, says Addison, should,

when young, consider that he may one day become old ; and

remember, when he is old, that he has once been young. It is, of

cour.5e, an undeniable fact, that, while on one old age sits grace-

fully, on another it is far less becoming.

Age is venerable, however, and 'when it is not worthy of our

respect, it as promptly challenges our pity. There is something

surpassingly beautiful in seeing those whose heads are silvered

with age, leaning for support and guidance, in their turn, upon

those children whose footsteps they guided in infancy. It teaches

so forcil)ly the laws of domestic brotherhood, and illustr.ates so

perfectly the fact of our dependence one upon another, at all

stages, from the cradle to the tomb. It is a tender lesson of affec-

tion, also, of the purest kind, unselfish and dutiful. In these

modern " fast " times, old age is getting to be a lease, and nature

is less and less inclined to sign, and there are no tenants at will

!

Rochefoucauld lias cunningly and wisely said, " few people

know how to be old." To be happy and beloved in age, it is

necessary that we should be ever true to nature, and carry our

age along with us, so to speak. We must never forget that we

are old, nor think that younger folks err because they do not look

at life through spectacles like ourselves. We should strive to

look ever on the bright side, that wo may thus keep up a jjcrpetual

spring and season of flowers in our souls. Steele very bluntly

says :
" A healthy old fellow, that is not a fool, is the happiest

creature living
!"

< .».» >

AUTUMN HERE.

The summer is past and gone—gone like a dream away ! How
short its sunny hours, how brief the period since we were heralding

its coming with joyful anticipations I Fall and the harvest time

will quickly be gone, also, and winter will be upon us. Thus

time flics—thus runs the world away. How like our own life is

this division of the seasons ; we have our spring, summer, fall,

and winter—the last leaving us at the grave ! There is a strong

admonition, in such a realizing sense, for us to improve these

fleeting hours, given us here to prepare for a better, a purer world.

With this season of falling loaves, such recollections crowd thickly

upon us, and few are so thoughtless, who habitually look upon

nature in the country, as not to feel with full force the moral lesson

of these successive seasons.

Young Ladies' School.—Mrs. Fitz, of Brookline, Mass.,

has opened an academy, in this delightful subburban town, for

the instruction of young ladies in all the branches of polite litera-

ture, and accomplishments. Her list of assistant in.structors in

the various departments of music, drawing, painting, and the clas-

ics, embraces some of the best talent in the State. ]Mi-s. Fitz as

principal, is every way fitted for this responsible situation.

The Endicott Pear Tree.—The Post savs that a gentle-

man of this city paid a visit last week to this ancient tree in South

Danvers. It is situated upon the farm of idr. Mason, near the

line of the Salem and Lowell Railroad. It is in full bearing, and

contains upon it not less than two thousand pears. It is enclosed

with a fence, and cannot be less than two hundred and ten years

old. A most interesting and remarkable curiosity.

The Sabbath in Paris.—A society has been formed in P.aris

for " Sunday repose." Its principle of action is moral suasion.

The signers of the agreement engage to do no work on the Sab-

bath, nor to cause others to work, and to neither buy nor sell

—

They agree to give their custom to such tradesmen and master

workmen as conform to their ideas on the subject.

CuKioLS AND I'RETTY Idea.—III the bazaiiTS of Turkey, ap-

ples and pears are frcciiicntly exposed for sale, marked with the

impression of a leaf. While the apple is green, a leaf is glued or

fastened upon it, which prevents the sun's rays from acting on

that part, and the impression is distinctly produced.

Lyceums.—We understand that Rev. Mr. Holland, the author

of the " Letters upon Palestine," in our Pictorial, would be

pleased to lecture on that subject, or upon Egypt, before any Ly-

ceum that may desire his services. His address is East Cambridge.

Monumental.—The Universalists, as a denomination, are

about to erect an appropriate monument over the grave of the late

Hosea Ballou, at M(mnt Auliuni.

THE KENTUCKY CAVES.

The announcement is made that another great cave has been

discovered in Kentucky ; and exclamations of surprise and won-

der almost universally accompany the statement. Yet there ia

nothing strange in the discovery. Wherever what is called the

mountain limestone exist.", there caves are certain to be found.

—

In Kentucky this fonnation is almost universal, so that the State

may be regprdcd as a vast catacomb. This ia especially true of

the Green River country, wliich is honeycombed with sink holes

and caves. The popular notion is, that the Mammoth Care is

the only one in Kentucky. The truth is, it is the only one ex-

plored to any extent, but that there are others, though perhaps

with no openings to the upper air, every geologist will admit. It

is not impossible that continuous avenues, hundreds of miles long,

lead under whole counties in Kentucky. Almost every farm in

the tobacco region, stands on hollow gi-ound, even when not

6us[jcited by the occupants of the soil.

Americans abroad.—The number of Americans in Europe

this summer is immense. Parties returning from Italy and Switz-

erland say that it is not at all uncommon to find at the large hotel

tables, a majority of Americans over all others.

< ».» »

Personal.—Hon. Caleb Cushing has been invited and is ex-

pected to deliver the opening address before the Mai-yland Insti-

tute, at its sixth annual exhibition, early in October next.

» ».» I

Fruit.—The present has proved a most abundant and delicioui

fruit year, all sorts being plenty and cheap.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STAGE-STRUCK HUSBAND.

BY DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

" "When will you return, JMr. JeffreyV
"Did you speak, my lady ?"

" I simply asked when you would return."

" Methinks," said the gentleman addressed, in a solemn tone,

" I have grown deaf of late ; and that the typanum of the ear hath

lost its delicate susceptibility to sound. But see, the clock doth

indicate the hour of seven ; I must away."
" Mr. Jeffrey," continued the lady, earnestly, laying her hand

upon his arm, "will you not, for once, endeavor to be rational,

and act like a reasonable human being?"

"Ah! thou speak'st of acting! It is my forte; 'tis that in

which I most excel. My spouse, I'll act the lion's part, which is

to roar ; and I will do ray part so well, that all shall straightway

cry, 'Let him roar again.'
"

" Mr. Jeffrey, I really believe you will drive me distracted ! In

the name of common sense, descend to a level with those around

you. For the last few months you have been little better than a

lunatic ; I begin to entertain serious fears that you will, ultimately,

be reduced to the alternative of the straight jacket. Come, now,

to please mo, be yourself onee more, and do not detract from the

dignity of manhood by any more such follies," resumed the lady,

with increasing seriousness.

" Is this Titania, or Rosalind, or Portia ? Methinks those tones

are not all unfamiliar to mine ears. But whoever thou art, I can-

not stay to bandy words with thee. At half-past seven the curtain

will arise. Farewell—I must be gone !"

Mr. Jeffrey struck a stage attitude, and hurried from the house

;

while his wife sunk into a chair, and burst into tears.

" What is the matter, MargaretV asked her sister, who entered

at that moment.
" Why, James's mania for the stage grows worse and worse ; it

is impossible to get a sensible word from him ; he will not even

answer a simple question in a proper manner. If this state of

things continues, I cannot tell, I am sure, what the results may
be—but complete insanity, I fear. Indeed, I feel very miserable

about it, Charlotte."

" It is not strange that you should feel somewhat startled ; for

I have observed, with pain, that the malady daily assumes a more

malignant form ; and his associations have lately been such as

have a direct tendency to increase the evil ; but believe me, Mr.

Jeffrey is not yet irremediably infected with the dramatic mania

;

neither head nor heart is constitutionally unsound. This inordi-

nate passion for the stage owes its origin mostly, it seems to me,

to a few persons with whom he associates."

" Unquestionably, Charlotte, the company which he keeps has

much to do with his present frame of mind. How ridiculous the

man makes himself ! If I address him about the most common
affairs of life, he will ask, with a dramatic air, ' What, my lord ?

did your highness speak ? is it thou, fair Beatrice ?' O, it's posi-

tively shocking ! How can you smile, when I feel like crying !"

" The fact of the case is, Margaret, that smiling will do as much

good as crying. I believe your husband is not too deeply infected

to be cured. We must set our wits at work to bring him to his

senses."

" It is very easy to tell about setting our wits to work, but very

hard, I fear, to give them a practical turn. I do really fear that

Mr. Jeffrey will yet make a fool of himself on the stage. Just

think of the idea ! Wliy, I am positive he has no more dramatic

talent than a cabbage. He neglects his business. He sees every-

thing through a perverted medium. When customers go into his

store he stares at them, and perpetrates some egregious folly.

Yesterday a young lady entered his place of business ; he instantly

fixed his eyes upon her, and exclaimed :
—

' Is thy face like thy

mother's, my fair child V A gentleman came in to look at some

goods, and with a sudden outburst of stage enthusiasm, he asked

;

—
' Have you such a thing as a strawbeny-mark upon your left

arml' The person addressed said 'No,' emphatically; where-

upon Mr. Jeffrey embraced him in the most alisurd manner, ex-

claiming that ' he was his long-lost brother.' I thought I should

die with mortification ! Going behmd the counter, he looked

steadily at the yard-stick, and inquired ' if it was a dagger that ho

saw before him V The clerks laughed and winked at each other,

and I was half inclined to weep with vexation. An elegantly

dressed lady next ajipeared, and desired to be shown some green

silk ; instead of which he threw down some black. She reminded

him of his mistake, when he immediately replied, in a low, im-

pressive voice—' I am not that which I have been, and my vision

flits less palpably before me.' The woman recoiled in alarm at

his singular manner, and left the store as soon as she could."

"It's very true that such tilings are ludicrous and annoying;

but I would by no means advise you to look at the matter in so

serious a light. I think I can propose a plan that will effect all

those changes in the habits of your husband which you so desire."

" Believe me, Charlotte, if your plan will work but half the

changes which I am anxious to see in Mr. Jeffrey's character, I

shall be disposed to regard you in the light of a benefactress.

Make known to me, without delay, this hopeful scheme of yours,"

added Mrs. Jeffrey, earnestly.

Her sister immediately proceeded to develop the plan which she

had devised for the moral rescue of Mr. Jeffrey, the peculiarities

of which will soon be made apparent to the reader.

Mr. Jeffrey returned from his store, as usual, at the close of the

day. He had been somewliat perplexed with his business during

the afternoon, and evening found him in a mood somewhat more

serioud than ordinary. His wife met him in the hall.

" Good evening, Margaret," he said, carelessly.

" Did you speak, my lordV cried his spouse, with great effect.

" Ha !"

'"Tishe!" exclaimed Mrs. Jeffrey, pressing one hand to her

forehead, and throwing the other towards her husband in a man-

ner highly tragical.

" What !" added the astonished Jeffrey, recoiling a few paces,

and noticing, for the first time, that his wife's redundant tresses

were dishevelled, and floating wildly about her face and shoulders.

" Avaunt—begone ! I would not see thee more ! Last night I

dreamed I was a child again, and playing at my mother's knee.

There floated through my girlish fancy a phantom dark and gaunt

;

I thought at first it was the unlaid shadow of the murdered nun

;

but no, it was not ; t' was thy daguerreotype ! Away, perfidious !

away

—

away ! I hate thee—I scorn thee ! Thy pale, lank cheek

;

thy sunken eye ; thy crooked, Roman nose ; thy coarse, red hair

;

thy yawning mouth, are things that haunt me in my hours of

dreaming!"
" For pity's sake, Margaret, what ails youV
" There was a sound of revelry by night !" resumed the lady,

in thrilling tones, shaking out her loose tresses in a solemn man-

ner :
" and Belgium's capital had gathered its beauty and its

chivalry !"

" Hush !" cried another voice, just as Mr. Jeffrey had managed
to edge himself into the sitting-room, with his eyes fixed in vacant

wonder upon his spouse, whom he begun to imagine had gone

mad. Hearing the tragical " bjish," he quickly turned towards

the comer whence it issued ; he beheld his sister-in-law, Charlotte,

in a striking attitude, her hair also flying about her face, her dress

in disorder, her countenance disfigured with paint, and the dexter

finger of her extended right hand, quivering in a manner indica-

tive of the most intense mental agony.

" Hush ! he comes again ; I see his ghastly visage. It is the

murdered king I A carving knife has cleft his cheek, and left a

ghastly, gaping wound !"

" Come, come, girls, no more of this nonsense !" said Mr.

Jeffrey, who was somewhat at a loss to understand what he saw.

" Canst thou minister to a mind diseased !" hissed Mrs. Jeffrey,

approaching her husband on tiptoe, and grasping his arm fiercely.

"Art thou he of whom fame has spoken trumpet-tongued ?—art

thou Fura-Gum, king of the Cannibal Islands ?—or art thou that

detestable Ski-Hi, from Hong Kong?" screamed Charlotte, ad-

vancing a few paces with measured tread, staring into his face

with the gravity of a star actress of tragedy.

"My lord, I have important matters to discuss; but more 'tis

meet that we should go to meat. My liege, this way—supper

waits," added Mrs. Jeffrey.

" Your royal highness," continued the sister, leading the way
towards the dining-room, " we have thought fit to give you such

reception as our poor abilities allow. We pray that in our castle

you will make yourself content. Eat, your highness ; the mind
shall banquet, though the body pine."

" Ho\v fares our friend Ferdinand, king of NavarreV continued

Mrs. Jeffrey.

"And how does Biron, Longaville and Dumain?" added her

sister.

" Good heavens, girls ! you will drive me out of my wits with

all this jargon !" cried the husband, beginning to feel veiy uncom-
fortable.

" Where lies thy grief, tell me, good my lord," answered the

lady, promptly, as she sipped her tea.

At that moment a child, which had hitherto been sleeping in a

cradle, began to cry.

" Ungrateful wretch ! Charlotte, take your slipper, and straight

repairing to the cradle, smite that disturber of my peace upon the

head !"

" Ha, ha ! 'tis that ill-favored elf—that Caliban of wickedness,

that nerves my ai-m with strength to do a deed to han'ow up the

very blood !" screamed Charlotte, arising from the table. But
whatever her purpose might have been, Mr. Jeffrey thwarted it by

hastening to snatch the child from the cradle.

" Now," said Mr. Jeffrey, seating himself once more at the ta-

ble, " what do you mean by all this strange conduct?"

The bewildered husband had scarcely concluded this very natu-

ral question, when Betty, the cook, appeared, with a regular stage

walk.

" Betty, approach !" said Mrs. Jeffrey, in a startling whisper.

" Ha ! methought I heard a voice," responded the girl, in the

same tone, taking two spasmodic steps toward her mistress.

" Advance—advance !" added the mistress.

"Did yer ladyship speak?" asked Betty, pressing her hand

upon her forehead, and making another advance.

" Poor brain-sick wench ! The handkerchief—the handker-

chief !" cried Charlotte, hysterically.

"The tea-pot—the tea-pot! See'st thou not 'tis empty?"

shrieked Mrs. Jeffrey.

"Art thou the princess of the Feejee Islands?" said Betty,

thrusting her bushy head toward her mistress, and speaking in a

hurried and perturbed manner.

"I am Desdemona!" replied the lady, with dignity, "and thy

presence smothers me. Away, thou foul and unctuous relict of

the kitchen !"

" All, ha ! thou art the mother of Caliban ! I'll meet thee with

the spit on equal ground ; or, if thou hast a choice, with tongs

and shovel, and such other kitchen things as can be used as hurt-

ful missiles !"

While Betty was raving and ranting in a way most inexplicable

to Mr. Jeffrey, a lad, who lived in tlie family for the purjiose of

making himself generally useful, entered the room ; and he, also,

had a stage walk. He deliberately seated himself, drew off his

boots, and placed them carefully in the middle of the floor ; then

assuming a heroic attitude, exclaimed

:

" Whoever does these boots displace,

Shall meet Bombastes face to face!"

Mr. Jeffrey could stand it no longer ; he began to grow very

impatient.

" Margaret, for heaven's sake be reasonable, and tell me what

all this signifies !" he exclaimed, as he arose from the table.

" Bring your chair here, and place it close beside me. Hush

!

no noise—a little nearer—list, list
—

"

"H-u-s-h '." hissed Charlotte, holding up her finger ; and then

Betty hissed "h-u-s-h," and the lad also.

Mrs. Jeffrey, when the chair was at length arranged to suit her,

looked at her husband mysteriously a moment, and then glajcing

about the room in a hurried manner, began, as follows :

" It was a beautiful day in summer, somewhere near the time of

the middle ages, when, just as the sun was rising, a single horse-

man might have been seen spurring his horse up the steep sides

of the Andes. It was our hero ! Directly on the opposite side of

the mountain, a person of the opposite sex might also have been

seen seated in a rude tumbril
—

"

" Fiddlestick, Margaret I what has that to do with it ?" said the

husband, drawing his chair a little away, not quite liking the looks

of his wife's eyes.

" While these two unhappy beings were toiling up the difficult

ascent, a third person was being wheeled rapidly in a wheelbarrow

towards—

"

" Wife, I ask you once more, and for the last time, if you have

any reason, tell me what you are about !"

"Fetch me my stiletto, Betty," whispered Charlotte; "the

wretch shall perish
!"

" Mr. Jeffrey," said the wife of that astonished gentleman,

" having seen the beautiful operations of a dramatic taste illustra^

ted so truthfully, and forcibly by you, in your daily life and con-

versation, we have all been so pleased, delighted and edified, that

we have unanimously concluded to study and practise the enno-

bling art. We have solemnly agreed to put all our common con-

versations into dramatic form, accompanied, in all cases where it

is practicable, with suitable gestures. We have, moreover, agreed

to adopt the stage-walk in doors and out—in our domestic employ-

ments, and when we mingle with society at large. We have fur-

thermore employed an amateur actor—Mr. Fitztinman—to give

us daily instruction in this new and glorious field upon which we

have entered. We all saw what an elevating effect the love of the

drama had upon you, and, to be brief, have resolved to do likewise

—which must certainly be very gratifying to you."

Mr. Jeffrey stared at his wife a few seconds, and then stared at

the fire.

" That which is becoming in you, my dear husband, is becoming

in us, who look to you for example ; consequently, hereafter you

will see every person in this house conforming to your taste, and

imitating, to the extent of their poor abilities, your conduct. I feel

that we shall indeed be a happy family, and a perfect wonder to the

neighbors !"

" Ahem !" said Jeffrey, wriggling about uncomfortably in his

chair.

" Ah, Mr. Fitztinman has come 1" screamed Charlotte, as the

bell rang furiously.

" Mr. Jeffrey you must take the baby and leave the room while

Mr. Fitztinman gives us a lesson ; he 's a capital fellow, I assure

you," added the wife.

"But, Margaret, how absurd that I should leave the room!"

remonstrated the unhappy husband.

His objections were totally unavailable; Margaret, Charlotte

and Betty literally pushed him from the apartment ; and just as

they were closing the door, he heard his wife exclaim

:

" My dear Fitztinman, how glad I am to see you !"

In another room, with the child in his arms, he had the exquis-

ite pleasure of hearing occasional scraps from his favorite authors

for two tedious '.ours, accompanied with tragic shrieks and theatri-

cal screams. During that period Mr. Jeffrey had a great many
new thoughts ; and once or twice he muttered to himself that " ho

had probably been making a fool of himself;" and as no one was

there to dispute the idea, he seemed to take it for granted that it

was true. He said but little to his wife that night, thinking that

she would unquestionably give up her project ; but much to his

consternation, Mr. Fitztinman came again early in the morning,

and the instructions were renewed, apparently with unceasing

earnestness.

Our lover of the drama began to realize how ridiculous he had

made himself for the last few weeks, and had sense enough to ac-

knowledge his folly, and promise to do better in future, providing

his wife and Charlotte would return to their usual habits, and not

confound him with any more stage walk, talk and ranting.

" It is very evident," he said, " that I have made a fool of my-

self, but your ingenious plan has opened my eyes. Be yourselves

once more ; dismiss that detestable Fitztinman, and I will bo a

man again and not an ape."

Mrs. Jeffrey and Charlotte were truly glad to hear this decision,

and the amateur actor was speedily sent on his way rejoicing.

" Acting is good on the stage, and the legitimate drama is, by

no moans, to be despised ; but I feel convinced that it should not

bo dragged into the social circle in the preposterous manner whicji

has characterized my recent conduct," added Mr. Jeffrey. " So

let us all be natural once more, and forget tlie absurdities of the

past."

A complete and radical change took place in the habits of Mr.

Jeffrey ; he never afterward undertook to do what it requires yeai'S

of practice and commanding talent, to do well ; but left the drama

to those who make it the study of theur lives.

»
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editoriaij mela:«ge.

Cliolera and black vomit is still raging very severely at Vera

(jruz. The Detroit Advertiser calls attention to the extensive

and valuable coal formations which are said to exist in Michigan,

which may be mined at a profit in localities within short range of

. the city of Detroit. It is said Bennett of the New York

Herald has been offered four hundred thousand dollars for his es-

tablishment. The age is alive with elasticity. An india rub-

ber omnibus has just been invented, which, when full, will hold

three more ladies, a market basket, a pet poodle, and two or three

|jj^l,igg. The emigration to Oregon this year is set down at

10 000, which makes the entire population about 45,000. All

the members of the Unitarian Society in St. Louis, who were

glaveholders, have lately emancipated their slaves, unconditionally.

The society is one of the largest in St. Louis. The Lawrence

Courier states that the population of that city will this year be in-

creased nearly eight thousand. A magnificent clipper ship

called the " Reporter," was lately launched from Paul Cuitis's

yard, at East Boston. Her figure head is a full length statue of a

reporter, with his book before him, " taking notes." The

grasshoppers are committing ravages upon the grain and other

vegetables in some parts of New York State, to such an extent

as to destroy every green thing. Cowles, in his excellent His-

tory of Plants, notices the virtues of hemp thus incontinently :

" By this cordage ships are guided, bells are rung, beds are cord-

ed, and rogues are kept in awe." In lieu of attaching the pig-

tail quirl "Esq." to men's names now, the letters " S. P." are

substituted, which signify " Some Pumkins." We consider this

an improvement as well as a new fashion. The population of

the Sandwich Islands has dwindled from 400,000 in Capt. Cook's

time, to less than 80,000, as stated by a writer from these Isl-

ands A copper boiler, belonging to the steamship Merchant,

which was wrecked some sixteen years since at Ship Island, in

the Gulf of Mexico, was raised a few days since by the wrecking

and diving-bell boat Dolphin. The weight of the boiler is fi-ora

12 to 15 tons, and cost originally $15,000. The ancient burial

ground' in Marshfleld, in wliich were interred the remains of many

of the first settlers of New England, as well as those of the la-

mented Webster, is to be improved. The ladies of Mai'shfield

held a fair lately in aid of the object. It is said the rot has

appeared among the grape vines near Cincinnati, caused by the

hot sun and cool nights. It is stated that the old line of

battle ship Franklin, which was recently taken up on the sectional

dock at Kittery, Maine, to test her strength and capacity, is to be

broken up, and her sound timbers used in the constniction of a

new first class steam propeller. The bill abolishing capital

punishment in Wisconsin, has received the Governor's signature

and is now a law. The French Government has constructed a

vessel to be driven by chloroform. Its power was tested recently

at L'Orient, and the trial was considered very satisfactory.

< — •— »

ATLANTIC SUBMARINE TELEGRAPH,

It is stated that arrangements are already fat advanced towards

completion for laying down a submarine telegraph between Gal-

way and Halifax. The distance is about 1600 miles. The prac-

ticability of the thing has been guaranteed under the hand of

nearly all the eminent engineers of the day, and various parties

have sent in estimates for the execution of the work. These vary

from £800,000 down to £300,000, and it is a remarkable fact that

some of the lowest have been sent in by many of the most respect-

able firms in England. In connection with this interesting sub-

ject, we liave seen a statement in the London Morning Advertiser

to the effect that a new and much improved class of steamers is

to built, by which it will be perfectly practicable to accomplish the

voyage between Halifax, in three and a half to four days. The
writer says : This is no speculative statement. It is grounded on

experiments which have already been made to test the sailing

capabilities of vessels constructed on the new principle. With
the submarine telegraph which is about to be laid down between

Halifax and Galway, and the passage of vessels in three days and

a half across the Atlantic, America and Great Britain will virtu-

ally become one colossal country.

4 ^•m- >

Improved Car.—A company of Troy have just got up for the

Hudson River Railroad, a car about 45 feet long, and 9 1-2 wide,

the wnole cut up in state-rooms of eight feet square. Each room is

calculated for one party or family, and is furnished with one sofa,

four chairs, a looking-glass, and a small mahogany centre-table.

The panels are painted in landscape, the ceiling hung with silk,

and the floor covered with tapestry carpets.

4 .^a^ »

Rather remarkable.—Herr Hartung, who is condemned
to death for poisoning, has petitioned the King to adjourn his ex-

ecution till he has finished an opera, of which he has written the

libretto, and has almost finished the musie !

A Relic.—A paper mill, in which was manufactured paper

nsed by Benjamin Franklin, in his oftice, is still in operation in

Delaware county. It is named the " Ivy Mill," and was erected

as long ago as the year 1773.

magaibe (3at\}tx'mQ3.

Sandwich Islands.—The administration is adopting moans
for securing the Sandwich Islands station for our mail and trading

ships in the commerce about to be opened with China and Japan.
< ^ w» -

Tub Crops.—The crops in Vermont were never better than
they are this season. Hay, corn, and oats are particularly good,
and the prospects generally are quite flattering.

< »»^^^

True Charity.—Boston has contributed about ten thousand
dollars for the relief of the sufferers at New Orleans.

Sir Isaac Newton lived and died a bachelor.

Adam Butterfield, of Bedford, N.H., hung himself on a tree.

At Charlestown, Richard Runcy fell from a pear tree on Corliss

Street, by which he had a leg and an arm broken.

E. D. Wetmore, musician and loader of a band, was run over

lately by the cars on the Harlem Railroad and killed.

Edward Beny, aged 10 years, was drowned in the Suffolk

Canal, Lowell, Thursday week.

According to present appearances the potato disease will pro-

vail to a great extent in Great Britain the present season.

Overland emigrants are aiTiving in California by the old Carson
River and Johnson routes. They all represent the waters high

and the grass scarce along the Humboldt River.

The crops in the valley of the Great Salt Lake were backward,
and high prices for provisions and vegetables ruled. The parties

that arrived report no sickness on the plains.

A fatal fever has made its appearance in Gilmore and Gordon
counties, Georgia, and already one hundred deaths have occurred

;

whole families have been swept oft' by it.

Dr. Avery, of Windham, Ct., was currying his horse, when the

animal fell upon liim in a paralytic fit, breaking the doctor's thigh

and otherwise injuring him.

The Indianapolis Sentinel chronicles the death from delirium

tremens of Joshua Soule, Jr., a son of Bishop Soule, of the Meth-
odist Chm-ch. He had long been a confirmed dnmkard.

It is estimated that the total amount of subscription to aid the

Howard Association at New Orleans, will foot up about $140,0(10.

Of this sum New Orleans and vicinity have contributed $30,000.

It is stated that Mr. McKay's 4000 ton ship, now building at

East Boston, will be ready for launching about the 1st of October.

He has changed her name from the "King of Clippers" to the
" Great Republic."

Wm. J. Wier, a compositor for many years connected witli the

Commercial Advertiser office, committed suicide in New York,
lately, by hanging himself. Over $5000 were found in his

possession.

Elihu Burritt writes to the Journal of Commerce that if the

American Government will cordially co-operate with that of Great
Britain in the matter of ocean postage, the rates will be reduced
to a penny before the end of the year 1854.

We learn from the Northampton Courier, that Augustus Clarke,

late postmaster of that town, has proved a defaulter to the govern-
ment to the amount of nearly $2500. He left for California about
a fortnight since, leaving nine good bondsmen.

The earnings of the New York and Erie Railroad during the

year 1852, were $8,569,815. For the present year th^ are esti-

mated at about $4,000,000. Estimating the cost of the road at

$3,000,000, this will pay seven per cent, and leave $900,000 for

the expenses of running.

Mr. Aaron Westervelt, a young and enterprising New York
ship builder, has been engaged to Americanize the British steamer
Deo. His workmen are now putting on timbers from the wheel-
houses to the bow, which will lengthen the steamer about thirty

feet forward The new bow will be sharp, clipper-like, and mate-
rially improve the appearance of the huge steamer.

-foreign items.

The Spanish General Pnine, was at Constantinople, authorized

to enter the Turkish service if war should ensue.

Important news had been received from Burmah, to the effect

that peace had been restored. The blockade of the river had
been raised.

A French groom has been sentenced to a year's imprisonment
and a fine of five hundred francs for speaking disrespectfully of
a portrait of the Empress.

" The Czar," says the Leader, " is reported to have a great re-

spect for the United States Government, whose policy is at least

intelligible."

Advices from Italy state that Powers has postponed his visit to

his native country, in consequence of his having so much work.

—

If he waits until he has leisure, he will probably not cross the At-
lantic for many years to come.

Advices have been received from Australia to the 13th of June.
The whole amount of gold received at Sydney during April and
May was 268,673 ounces. The product of the Victoria mine
continues to increase.

Austrian intrigue is active in Scrvia. The state of discipline

of Omar Pacha's army, and the officers' actiWty, are highly spok-
en of. The health of the troops is much better than that of the
Russians, who suffer great mortality.

The reports from Ireland are still most favorable regarding the
cereal crops, and there does not appear to be any anxiety about
potatoes, which are generally sound, well-flavored, anil most
abundant.

Tlie news from France relates entirely to the great fete in honor
of Napoleon I., which took place on the 15th. It surpassed in

brilliancy and splendor any thing of the kind ever before
attempted.

The latest advices from Constantinople are to the 5th of Au-
gust. Private letters announce that the Porte is as resofutc as
ever in its detenninations not to make any concessions to Russia,
in addition to those that are comprised in its tdlimntain, and not
to accept anything wliich does not include the evacuation of the
Danubian principalities.

Letters from Malta of the 12th state that a courier has arrived
at Constantinople with tlie news that 25,000 Austrians would oc-
cupy Servia as a check upon any revohition that might arise out
of the occupation of the Principalities by the Russians. The
Prince of Servia replied that ho should resist such a measure by
50,000 men.

A shocking accident took place at the new Crystal Palace at
Sydenham, on Monday afternoon. The scaff'olding or platform
used in the fixing of the beams of the roof liroke, and fell from a
height of 150 feet, killing on the spot ten men, and so shockingly
mutilating seven others tliat two of them died soon afterwards.

—

The amount of material damage caused by the accident is compu-
ted to exceed £6000.

A late Australia paper states that the supply of labor has
greatly increased, and quotes wages as follows : Carpenters,
good house, town work, per day, 20s to 25s ; blacksmiths accus-
tomed to country work and to horse shoeing, from 18s to 20s per
day; good farm laborers, weekly, £1 5s to"£l 15s, with rations;
plowmen, 30s to 40s per week, with rations ; laborers on the road,
10s per day.

Sanirs of ©olb.

.... If there was no future life, oar souls would not thirst for

it.

—

Eklier.

.... Those who laugh at serious propensities love serious tri-

fles.

—

Vanvenargiw.s.

.... The teacher is like tlic candle wliich I'ghts others in con-
suming itself

—

IlaJian p-overb.

.... He who remem))ers the benefits of his parents is too much
occupied with his recollections to remember their aults.

—

Beranfjer.

.... Example is more forcible than precept. My people,
look at mo six days in the week, to see what I mean on the

seventh.

—

Cecil.

.... Knowledge is not a shop for profit or sale, but a rich
storehouse for the glory of the Creator, and the relief of men's
estate.

—

Bacon.

.... A man's own conscience is his sole tribunal, and he
should care no more for that phantom " opinion," than he should
fear meeting a ghost if he crossed the church-yard at dark.

—

Bidiver.

I am of the opinion that the Bible contains more true sublim-
ity, more exquisite beauty, more pure morality, more important
history, and finer strains of poetry and eloquence, than can bu
collected from all other books, in whatever ago or language they
have been written.

—

Sir William Jones.

loker'0 JJubget.

A dilapidated wit observed on the morning after a debauch,
" Had Leandcr practised swimming with half the perseverance of
my head, he'd never have drowned !"

A man died of apoplexy the other day in Michigan. The
next day the coroner lield an inquest, when the following verdict

was returned :
" Died from a visitation of one beef-steak, eight

cold potatoes, and a fried pie."

The proprietor of a town site in Wisconsin advertises his lots

for sale in this wise : " The town of , and surrounding
country, is the most beautiful the God of nature ever made. The
scenery is celestial—divine ; also, two wagons to sell, and a yoke
of steers."

A story is going the rounds, of a party of young ladies who
were caught in a shower, and had the color washed from their

cheeks. A young lady at our elbow thinks the color in some of
the gentlemen's cheeks will not bo washed out with water at

present.

A man much addicted to drinking, being extremely ill of a fe-

ver, a consultation was held in his bed-chamber, by three physi-

cians, how to " cure the fever, and abate the thirst." " Gentle-

men," said he, " I will take half the trouble off your hands
;
you

cure the fever and I will abate the tliirst myself."

At a large quarter sessions a man was brought up by a farmer
and accused of stealing some ducks. The farmer said ho should
know them anywhere, and went on to describe tlieir peculiarity.
" Why," said the counsel for the prisoner, " they can't bo such a
rare breed—I have some like them in my yard." " That's very
likely, sir," said the farmer, " they are not the onhj ducks I have
had stolen lately."
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IMPERIAL THRONE OF RUSSIA.

AU gjeographers who have spoken of the

Kreml, have committed two great errors. In

the first place they have, we know not why,
called it the Kremlin. Thus they liavc made
of it a monument, a cliateau or a palace. The
Kreml of Moscow, like that of St. Petersburg

and several other Russian cities, is an im-

mense citadel, a sort of fortified quarter, which
contains in its enclosure whatever is most
sacred to the inhabitants—churches, convents,

palaces, treasures, arsenals, the holy synod,

the senate house, the dwellings of the ancient

patriarchs, etc. Built on a hill in the centre

of the city, overlooking at two hundred feet

the course of the Moskora, the Kreml forms a
polygon surrounded by boulevards, the largest

ofwliieh is a nuignifiecnt promenade called

the Garden of Alexander. Let us enter this

Kreml of Moscow, jvhich we will visit succes-

sively in detail ; let us traverse this forest of

churches, convents and palaces, and penetrate

the granovitaia ]>alata (angular palace). It is

thus named because its exterior is cut in /u-

Cfttes. The Moseovites two hundred years

ago regarded it as a wonder of the world.

At present it is not only' a curiosity, but a na-

tional curiosity, venerated as a ])alladium.

This irregular palace is composed of one hall

only, supported in. the middle by an enormous
pillar, towards which converge all the arches

of the ceiling. The most varied historical

reminiscences cluster around it. Let us go
directly to the throne, which stands in the

angle at the right, and whose magnificence
contrasts with the feeble light entering through
the little windows ; it is the seat of the Em-
peror of llussia. It has taken ihe place ot

that of the ancient czars. Its ornaments, all

modern, sufiicicntly indicate this. The ten

escutcheons forming a square, are the arms of
states successively united to the empire, rep-

resented in the centre by a two-headid eagle,

surmounted by an imperial crown. This
eagle is repeated at the top, above the St.

George and St. Michael, which recalls the

emperor personally. The richness of the col-

umns, arabesques and embroidery needs no
description. It is on this throne that, after

the solemnity of the coronation, the czar re-

ceives the homage of the clergy, the court and
the dignitaries of state. It is from thence
that he departs for the grand feast, when, ac-

cording to the ancient custom, he is served
by his first officers and chamberlains. This
throne is for the Russians at once the symbol
of temporal and spiritual power ; for the czar

is at the same time their emperor and their

pope, the chief of their bodies and of their

souls. It is known that such is the origin of
this Greek schism. It is towards this throne,

as towards a double sun, that the eyes of forty million
slaves are repeatedly turned, awaiting the day when their em-
peror shall be the master and the pontiff of the modern world.
This belief explains the absolute devotion of the Russian
people. Perhaps nothing is more striking than the way the

Emperor Nichola.^ quelled the military insurrection which
shook his throne, by advancing alone and unarmed into St.

Petersburg, and by a look bringing to their knees the soldiers

and serfs who were in mutiny against him. During the seven
years' war, the plague ravaged and dispersed the Prussian
and Moscovite army. To prevent this in the Russian army.
Gen. Munnich proclaimed, " In the name of the emperor,
fear being the mother of the plague, his children are prohib-
ited fro7n having it, under pain of being buried alive." The
faith of the serfs in the word of the czar inspired them with
contempt for this scourge, which soon disappeared. The
Russian people do not give to the czar the name of emperor,
but that of Jather, which expresses better their sentiments of
submission. The imperial throne of Moscow is rc-produccd
at St. Petersburg, and In all the royal residences. THE IMPERl.VL TIIUONE OF RUSSIA.

CAROLINA AND CHINESE DUCK.
Man possesses now, in a state of domes-

ticity, but two species of ducks ; the ordinary
duck—an Asiatic and European species

—

whose domesticity dates from great antiquity,

and the Muscovy duck, formerly kaown by
that name, as the Indian, Turkish or Guinea
duck, and now generally known as the Bar-
bary duck, but still an essentially American
species. Nature has located this bird in the
savannahs of Guiana and Brazil ; and there it

would be found in innumerable flocks, wore it

not that the caymans and other carnivorous
animals commit the greatest ravages among
them, slow and defenceless as they are. The
naturalization of Ihe Muscovy duck in Europe
followed shortly after the conquest of Amer-
ica. It was introdxiced, as is generally the

case with first essays, as an ornamental bird,

but the rai)id multiplication of the species

soon placed it among the alimentaiy birds.

In the sixteenth century, Belon wrote of these

birds :
" There is found already such a great

quantity of tliem in all countries, that they
are now commonly bred in the cities, and are

beginning to be sold publicly in the markets
to sei-ve for feasts and weddings." The two
domestic ducks now figure both as ornamental
and alimentary birds. On the one hand, if

the common duck be, in its most usual varie-

ties, one of the most useful of barnyard fowls,

care has produced many races of extreme
elegance, which adorn ponds and streams at-

tached to the most splendid mansions. On
the other hand, the Muscovy duck, simply
ornamental in many countries of Europe, is

of great utility in others ; in many parts of

the south of France, for instance, cither for

the flesh of the young birds, which is wholly
free from the musky odor which banishes the

adult males from the table, or for the excel-

lent products obtained by crossing the Mus-
covy with the common duck. However val-

uable the other two birds may be, it cannot be

supposed that man, through them, has ob-

tained all he can expect from the duck genus,
richer in species, and more various than any
kno\TO kind, and are most universally spread
over the surface of the globe. As the Canada
and the Egyptian goose have been added to the

common and China goose, so many other

birds of the same group will be added to the

common and Muscovy duck ; as for instance,

in the north, the eider, and everywhere, the

two elegant species represented in the engrav-

ing. Whether the Carolina and the China
Fan Duck will ever be bred for the table, we
know not. Perhaps they will always bear

the same relation to other ducks that the

splendid pheasants we obtain from China do
to the common pheasant or the barnyard

fowl ; but unquestionably they will come to be a common
ornament to basins and sheets of water in cultivated gardens.

The djmestication of the Carolina duck in Europe was un-

dertaken at the same time in France and England. In the

former country the experiments, we learn, have been crowned
with success. If the Carolina duck has not the brilliant col-

ors which nature has lavished on the birds of the tropics, in

no other species is found a more harmonious assemblage of

colors, or better adapted to charm the eye ; its beautiful crest

is variegated with green, white and empurpled violet ; the

forehead is bronzed, the sides of the head of steel blue, the

breast nist color spotted with white, and the wing covers of

changeable green. The only duck which surpasses the Car-

olina duck is the Fan duck of China and Japan—a species

with a green and purple crest, an orange brown neck, and a

purplish brown breast. Each wing has a quill with feathers

of extraordinary length—on the intide orange brown, and
steel blue on the outside, forming, as Buftbn says, a large fan

or butterfly's wing townrds the middle of the back. Of both

species of ducks a representation is given below.

_J ^ >^

CAROLINA DUCK, AND CHINESE FAN DUCK. BARON ALKX.\NDER VON HUMBOLDT. '""^/p^-i^'mi™"
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meijODY of the woods.
The beautiful dcsif^n we herewith furnish our readers, repre-

gents that varied scenery of woodland landscape so deli};htful, in

this Huturanal season, to behold. Of all inanimate objects, trees

are the most companionable. Every breath of air makes them

vocal, and they " discourse most eloquent music," apparently

adapting their tones to the mood of the listener. Are we son-ow-

fiil ?—they seem to share our sadness ; are we joyous ?—they join

our mirth ; and if imbued with a rclif;ious spirit, they partake our
devotion. Our artist has well expressed, in this picture, the har-

mony of the woods. A fair, gracefully drilped daughter of Eve
is intently listening either to the wood-notef of the joyous birds,

the soothing hum of insects, or the whispering leaves, fanned and
kissed by the sweet south. How delightfully and musically do
the song of birds and the busy hum of bees fall upon the listening

ear! The balmy fragrant air, so fresh and invigorating, charged

with a thousand odors, calls up in the human heart its full utter-

ance of unbounded thanks to that great God who called them in*o

existence. The pathle.ss woods have enough of their own society

to render it no longer solitude, peopled as they are with " callin:j

shapes," and " airy tongues that syllable men's name>." Be ths

season what it may, trees always excite admiration and awaken
joy. Spring, summer, autumn and winter, all have their apprO"
priate beauty and grandeur in the drapery of the woods.

^\f.O-
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LIONEL AINSWORTH:
—OR

—

A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION.

BY MKS. CAHOLINE OBNB.

[continued.]

CHAPTER IX.

AN EXPLANATION.

Here ia my hand for mj true constancy.— Two Gentlemen of Vertyna.

I do not like tliy look, I promise thee.— Much Ado ahoiti Nut/tin^.

Edphie stood looking out of a window, wlien a liand was laid

gently upon her shoulder. She started, for she thought that no

one else was in the room.
" Lionel," said she, " I didn't know that you had returned.

Did Roland come with youV
" He did. Euphie, here is something I wish you to look at,"

and he put into her hand the poetry he found some weeks previ-

ously, when walking with Rachel Dyson.

" How came you by this V she inquired.

" I found it."

" When V
" Several weeks ago—the evening I expected to find you here

with our friend Hannah."

"And where did you find it V
" In the path near the river—that part of it bordered so thickly

with hazel bushes."

" I cannot imagine how it came there."

"You wrote hV
"Yes."
" It is addressed to A. D. May I ask who is meant by A. D. V
" Amy Denny. You remember AmyV
" Yes, but I didn't think of her. It is strange I didn't."

" I recollect no one else whoso name begins with those letters."

" Not a certain major in the service of his majesty?"

" Do you mean Major Dillman ? I don't know what his Chris-

tian name is. I never had the curiosity to inquire."

"It is Anson."
" Then his initials are the same as Amy's V
" Yes."
" And you thought the poetiy was addressed to him—was it

not soV
" At first I did—subsequently I had reason to think otherwise."

" I could not have thought it of you, Lionel. Had I been going

to address any one, except a girl of my own age, I should not

have selected verses like these. They are too much in the Phillis

and Philander style. What did you think when you read them V
" I hardly knew what to think. To confess the truth, my ideas

were a little confused, and—I was a little jealous."

" That makes me think what I was reading a few days ago,"

and half in jest, half in earnest, she repeated from Shakspearo :

" Trifles light as air,

Are to Ihe jealous, confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ.''

" Considering all the attendant circumstances, it was far from

being a trifle. Only fifteen or twenty minutes before I found it,

you and Major Dillman were seen together in the path by the

river."

" Wlio saw us ?"

" Rachel Dyson."
" She told you so V
"Yes."

"And the evening before that the begged me to lend her the

verses—said she wished to take a copy of them. She must have

dropped them there herself—whether intentionally, or by acci-

dent, it is not for me to say."

"Intentionally, I have no doubt," said Lionel. " I suspected

something of the kind before
;
yet, as there were tome things that

rather puzzled mc, I thought I should like to have an explanation

from your own lips."

"Why did you cot write to me, if you could not call, and

frankly ask an explanation V
"I did write," he replied, and he then told her respecting the

letter which he intrusted to Mike Larkin, that, on account of his

being prevented from going to Cliarlestown, never reached her.

" And now," said Lionel, " one more question, and I have done

—have you any suspicion how it happened that Major Dillman

came for you, when your mother was taken illV
" None in the world. I was so shocked at tlic news of her ill-

ness—for I was told that there was danger of my not reaching

home in time to find her alive—the only tiling I thought of was

being able to arrive there in the least possible time. I cared not

by whose agency."

" I believe I can tell yon. The messenger sent for you, not

knowing where your uncle Carwick lived, inquired, it seems, of

Major Dillman, who volunteered his services to convey 3'ou home,

and sent the man back—probably not much against his will."

"I can hardly see what his motive could be ?"

" His chief motive, I have no doubt, was to give me still further

cau8c to think that you preferred his attentions to mine. It was

the same evening, you know, that you were to meet mc here."

"Which I was prevented from doing by wiceting him. I should

like to know wiiether his meeting me was .occidental or not."

" I am nearly certain it was not. I have reason to think he

had received information of your intended call."

It must have been Rachel that told him," said Euphie, as she

recalled to mind what Hannah had intimated respecting her p.ar-

tiality for Lionel.

" I think there can be no doubt of it," he replied. " A slight

clue will sometimes enable us to trace to their source the tangled

threads of treachery and deceit, however fine and subtle they may

be. I sought an opportunity to speak to you on this subject, Eu-

phie, not because I any longer distrusted you, but rather that you

might have no cause to distrust me ; for I frankly confess, that I

think you have had reason to do so. I ought, as you have inti-

mated, to have sought an explanation at once. I have no excuse,

except pride, for neglecting it, and that is a very bad one—worse

than none, I believe. It is true that I wrote to you, and expected

you would get my letter; but it was not until some time after you

had gone home."
" I must o^vn," said Euphie, " that I thought the distance was

not so very great but that you might have called, or at least sent

some one to inquire for my mother."

" You thought the same, as any one else would, in your situa-

tion. I confess that I had little claim to the character of a true

chevalier. Por the future I shall be more cautious how I judge

by appearances, and as I may, at any moment, be called away, I

will take this opportunity to assure you, that, let what will betide,

I shall remain constant to the vows which have been plighted

between us. Will you promise mo the same V
" I will."

At this moment they heard the door softly open, and, turning

round, they beheld Rachel Dyson. Her demonstrations of joy,

at again meeting Euphie, were too much overdone to appear natu-

ral. Instead of merely offering to shake hands with her, which

was all that at any period their lukewarm friendship warranted,

she threw her arras round her neck with an appearance of raptur-

ous delight. Euphie involuntarily shrunk from her embrace,

which Rachel, however, did not seem to notice.

" Captain Ainsworth," said she, holding out her hand to him,

when, much to Euphie's relief, she had released her, " I was so

overjoyed to meet my lovely friend, and such a crowd of recollec-

tions came pressing upon my mind, that, although I saw you at

my entrance, I almost forgot you were here."

" You are quite excusable," he replied coldly, suflTering her to

take his hand.

" Your friends were very thankful," said she, " when they

found that you had escaped unhurt."

"I am much beholden to them," he returned.

"And Euphie, I must congratulate you. Your brother is safe,

I hear, as is also another dcg,r friend of yours, who, though his

principles lead him to espouse the wrong side, is, I have no doubt,

entirely wortliy of your regard."

" I know of no dear friend, such as you allude to," said Euphie.

" It answers very well for you to say so. Every one knows

that a little deception in affairs of the heart may be tolerated ; but,

you know, that in this instance, you cannot expect me to be

blinded. When a young lady is seen taking evening walks and

evening drives with a gentleman who calls daily at her place of

residence, it may be presumed that they entertain a somewhat

tender friendship for each other. And, to confess the truth, I

believe Major Dillman to be worthy the friendship of any young

lady."

" I don't consider him worthy of mine," said Euphie, " though

I have no wish that my opinion of him should influence that of

others."

" Only hear her," said Rachel, turning to Lionel. " She is de-

termined to assert, what some appear to think the privilege of our

sex."

" May I ask what that is V said Lionel.

" Why, acting the coquette, to be sure."

Lionel looked very grave, but said nothing in reply.

Rachel attempted, in vain, to constrae that look. She could

not determine whether it was intended as a rebuke to herself, or

was occasioned by her having eflfected her purpose, in raising

doubts in his mind as regarded Euphie. She, however, flattered

herself that it was the latter, yet she did not feel quite comfortable

in the chill atmosphere that surrounded her.

" I hear that Mike Larkin is here," said she, after remaining

silent a miuute.

"He is," replied Lionel.

" And is badly woundedV
" Yes."
" Dangerously, do you think V
" His life is not thought to be in danger, though it is feared he

will be lame for life."

" That will be bad. I must see him before ^ go. If he /.s a

a poor little vagabond, I cannot help pitying him."

Rachel, who seemed to possess a kind of instinct, as regarded

localities, without inquiry where he was, or reccivhig the aid of

any one, went directly to Mike Larkin's room.

"Mike," said she, " I am sorry to see you here.''

" I can say the same to you," he replied, with a tone of impa-

tience, and turning his head away from her.

" Why are you sorry ? I am sure I have always been your

friend."

"There arc some folks I don't want to have my friends."

" You are in an ill humor, Mike." ;

" So would you be, if you hadn't slept any ten or twelve hours

for paiu, and then, jest as you were forgetting yourself, have

somebody come in and speak to you, and set your eyes wide open

again."

" In paiu all night, were you '"

" Yes, and all the morning, too."

" I am afraid they don't take as good care of you as they

ought to."

" You needn't be afraid of it."

" 'I'hey do not take good care of you, then ?"

" Yes they do—good as if I want a poor, good-for-nothing boy."
" I suppose Captain Ainsworth and Miss Euphie nurse you?"
" Miss Euphie has enough to do to take care of her mother, I

should think. The cap'n, and Roland, and Miles and his wife

are enough to take care of me, and they do it well, too."

" Shan't I come and watch with you to-night?"

" I'm obleeged to you, but I'd rather not have you."
" Why not, Mike ?"

"I don't know, but I kind o' think I shouldn't fancy to have

you round me, when I am sick."

" I would take good care of you."

" Perhaps you would, but there's something in your face that

don't make me feel good."
" I am not handsome enough to suit you."

" 'Taint that. You are as handsome as Hannah Ellsworth,

and handsomer."
" Can it be possible ? I am afraid, Mike, that you are not in

earnest—that what you said was meant only for a compliment,"

and she tightly compressed her lips, and threw a look at him out

of the corners of her eyes.

" No, 'twant a compliment. Yon are handsomer than Hannah,

yet I want to shrink away from you, for all that. A look from

her bright, smiling eyes takes all the pain out of my knee, and as

for Miss Euphie, when she comes to the door and looks in, and

says with her pleasant voice, ' Mike, I hope you feel easier now,'

a streak of gold sunshine comes right into my heart, and makes

it feel warm and glad as a bird in its nest, with its mother's wings

spread out over it. It makes me laugh and cry too."

" Well, since you think Hannah Ellswoith and Euphie Floyd

are so much better than I am, I'll take care not to trouble you

any more with my presence."

" I'll thank you kindly if you wont."

" And remember when you get well, if I want an errand done,

I shan't ask Mike Larkin to do it."

" Mike Larkin will never do any more arrants. He wont be

fit to do 'em. He'll never be able, as he used to, to run so swift,

and to dash the dew ofi" of the grass and buttercups without hardly

bending 'em. No, Mike Larkin will be lame as long as he lives."

" I, for one, shan't be sorry," muttered Rachel, between her

teeth, and in a voice which she did not intend Mike should hear.

But his ear was quick, and he lost not a word.

" You are just spiteful enough not to be sorry," he soliloquized,

when she had left the room. " Have yod watch with me ! I should

be in fits before morning, only seeing her look at me out of the

corners of her eyes. I don't know what the reason is, but it made

me shudder every time she looked at me, when she was in here.

I didn't mind it, though, when I was well, and suppose
—

"

Whatever his supposition might be, it wa> not revealed, for

before there was time to express it in words, Morplieus had waved

his wand, and welcomed him to his shadowy realms.

CHAPTER X.

THE BAFFLED CHASE.

Impute it not a crime,

To me, or my swift passage, that I slide

O'er sixteen years, and leave the growth untried

Of that \ride gap.— Wiiiter^s Talc.

Though the interval p.ossed over between the incidents already

related and those yet to be recorded, does not make so wide a gap

in the narrative as mentioned in the lines at the head of the chap-

ter, yet the many stirring and momentous events by which it was

distinguished, have left behind them a track of glory that must

ever remain undimmed.

There had been many a well-fought field, where Lionel Ains-

worth, by his courage and good conduct, had merited and received

the approbation of his superior officers. Roland Floyd, also, had

been distinguished for his bravery ; but wishing to escape the rig-

ors of the northern climate, during the winter season, he had ob-

tained permission to join the southern army, of which General

Greene had been recently chosen by General Washington to take

the chief direction. Lionel, induced partly by the solicitations of

Mrs. Floyd, who was desirous that he should take some over-

sight of her son, and partly by his wish to see his mother and

sister, asked and obtained leave to accompany him.

Not long after they arrived at the encampment of the Americans

at Charlotte, Roland, whoso imagination was excited by daily

accounts of the brilliant exploits of the two great partisans, Marion

and Sumter, without consulting Lionel, obtahied leave to join the

former. The first intimation he received of Roland's design, was

from a letter that lie found lying by his bedside one morning, his

young friend having taken his departure from the camp the even-

ing previous. It said :

" Wlien you read this, my dear Lionel, I shall be many miles

from here. I confess that I did wrong in not consulting you, but

I knew that the promise you made my mother would cause you

to use your influence to prevent mo from taking the step I have.

If you ask why I took it, my answer is, I could not be happy

where I was. The fascinations of partisan warfare, such as I

hear it almost daily described, have taken a strong and irresistible

hold of my imagination. It is so different a thing to be drawn up

in a line to be shot at, from being mounted on a fleet horse, sur-

rounded by a dozen or two brave fellows, flying like the wind,

o'er hill and o'er hollow, In order to cut off a straggling party of

the British, or to break up a nest of niggardly tories, that they

should not be named iu the same breath. The one taxes patient
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endurance to the utmost, the other gives free scope to the wild

dreams of romance.

" You would doubtless oppose many grave arguments to all this,

were you present. At any rate, I am willing to take my chance.

If you write to our northern friends, do not mention what I sup-

pose you will call this wild freak of mine, as it would increase the

anxiety of my mother and sister concerning me.
" When do you expect to find opportunity to visit your mother

and sister'; I forget the name of your uncle with wliom tlicy

reside. If you have a chance to send me a line, please advise me,

for if the fortune of war should throw me into their neigliliorhood,

I shall be welcome.

" Had I the least hope of l)eing successful, I would endeavor to

persuade you to come, and make one among the band of Marion's

merry men. As I have not, I must content myself with assuring

you, that whether absent or present, I shall ever, my dear Lionel,

remain your affectionate and obliged friend,

KoLAND Floyd."

Lionel was hurt, as well as a good deal vexed, at the step Ro-

land had taken, not more for his own sake, than on account of his

mother and sister. He well knew that his ardent temperament,

if he was intrusted with a separate command—which he doubted

not that he would bo—might urge him on to raslily encounter

danger, which would eventuate in defeat, when a little prudent

forbearance would have insured success. But it could not now
be prevented, and he was unable to think of anything better than

to write him a letter of advice, that he, however, strongly sus-

pected would be read, laid aside, and forgotten.

Not long afterward, Koland, who had been deputed to be the

bearer of certain orders, to a gentleman who lived distant some

six or seven hours' ride, that it was not thought advisable to com-

mit to paper, was told by General Marion to come to his room at

an early hour in the morning, as he was to take his instructions

from his own lips.

" I think," said the general, when Uoland was about to leave

his presence, "that you will find no difficulty in finding Captain

Morney's residence, but be careful not to inquire, unless you come
across some one you know to be on our side."

" I don't think," replied Roland, " that there will be the least

occasion for me to inquire at all. The description you have given

me of the house is so minute, that I cannot fail to recognize it."

"Even if you feel satisfied as to the identity of the house, re-

member you are not to inquire for Captain Morney, for should

you happen to be mistaken, and call at the mansion of a tory in-

stead ol' a whig, your liberty, if not your life, might be in danger.

You must, therefore, be sure not to fail in giving the token cor-

rectly, which, if you do, Captain Morney will be certain to under-

stand, as will also the ladies of his family, in case of his absence.

At any rate, as it can be interpreted by no one else, it cannot pos-

sibly endanger your safety."

"I think there is no danger of my foi getting. I am to say,

' is the falcon to be kept in jesses V "

" Yes, and the answer must be, ' no, he may now go free.'
"

You must go now, that you may reach your place of destination

before the heat becomes too oppressive."

Roland bade him good morning, and withdrew. Pausing a

moment, to acknowledge, by gently patting his horse's neck, the

neigh expressive of pleasure with which the animal greeted him,

he vaulted lightly into the saddle, and was off with the speed of

an aiTow.

A rosy light was already breaking through the misty vapor that

hung in the east. He was later than he had intended to be.

Those who had not seen Roland Floyd since the day that, with

his light fowling-piece on his shoulder, he volunteered his services

at the battle of Bunker Hill, would not have known him for the

same. Then, rich, golden curls clustered round a brow which had

grown broad and smooth in the light of fifteen summers, and his

lips, red and fresh as those of the youthful cup-bearer of Jupiter,

though expressive of much spirit and enthusiasm, lacked the look

of firmness and decision which began now to give them character,

and which always lends a charm to manly beauty. The lijis had

now lost a little of their round fullness, and lines, with a light

finger, it was true, began to be traced on the broad and slightly

bronzed forehead. But the golden curls that used to wreathe that

forehead—they were changed most of all. They were now dark

;

the gold had become dusky, and they promised, at no very distant

period, to be of a coral black.

In some places, the road was merely a cart-path, cut through

the woods. Here the sun in the early part of the day could not

penetrate, and the dew, which siill lay upon the green turf, and
sparkled amid the foliage of the trees, imparted to the air a
delicious coolness.

Whenever Roland entered upon one of these pieces of road, he

suffered his horse to slacken his speed, for there was a charm in

the dim, old woods, and in the dreamy music of the winds stealing

through the boughs, overpowered now and then by the gushing
melody of the wild bird's song, which for the time caused him to

relapse into that indolent frame of mind that finds pleasure in

indulging in irregular and desultory thought. On the whole,

however, the progress he made was as great as if at intervals he
had not suffered his horse to relax his speed. He had, as nearly

as he could judge, accomplished about two thirds of the distance

to the dwelling of Mr. Morney, when, just as he was about to

emerge from a piece of pine woods, he heard the quick clatter of

horses' feet. As the road diverged abruptly to the left, he could

see no one till free of the woods. He then saw half a dozen men
on horseback, coming towards him. Whether they were friends

or foes, he was unable to tell. If the latter, they would not be
likely to permit him to proceed, and by the time General Marion

could be apprized of his detention, the instructions he had been

deputed to convey to Mr. Morney would not be available.

He rapidly revolved in his mind the chances for making his

escape by turning back, or, when arrived within a few paces of

them, of suddenly putting his horse to his speed, and rushing past

them. Neither of these plans promised to be very successful, for

he could see that at least two of the men appeared to be well

mounted. He checked his horse to a walk, and, for a minute re-

mained irresolute. He finally concluded to proceed, and, assum-

ing an air as careless and indifferent as he was capable of, he went

on, still walking his horse. He had purposely attired himself in

the ordinary dress of a citizen, and was without arms, except a

pair of pistols, that were carefully loaded and placed in the holster.

When the horsemen saw the leisurely manner in which he was

advancing towards them, they slackened their pace. As he drew

near them, he reined his horse to one side of the road, and politely

saluting them, was passing on.

" Stop !" cried one of them ;
" we wish to have a little talk

with you."
" That's right, Sergeant Grisley, make him stop. We must

make him give an account of himself," said one of the others.

"I should be pleased to oblige you, gentlemen," said he, with

an air of courtesy less sincere than polite ;
" but I am anxious to

find myself and my horse under cover, before the heat becomes

too oppressive."

" How far do you expect to have to go first 1" inquired Grisley.

" As I am unacquainted with the road, having never travelled

this way before, 1 am unable to give you a definite answer."

"May I ask if you arc travelling for pleasure, or in some one's

employ?"
" Certainly you may," returned Roland, chafing a little at being

catechised so closely, " though I shall reserve to myself the liberty

of answering your question or not, as it may best please me."

" You are a youth of some spirit, that's a fact," said Grisley,

" and I'm not certain but that you would be a desirable acquisi-

tion to our little party. We are going to spy out the land, and if

we find anything worth helping ourselves to, we shan't be bashful,

but take it without being invited."

" You had better not take me with you then ; for, as I have

already told you, I am unacquainted with the country, and shall,

consequently, be of little advantage to you, while I should add

one to the number of those destined to share the spoil."

"I suppose you would know a silver drinking-cup from a

pewter one, if you should sec it V
'• Possibly."

" Well, we know pretty near where we can find a plenty of

them, and other things to match, and if you will join us, and help

search for them, you shall have your sliare."

" You are exceedingly generous, sir," returned Roland, with a

slight curl of his lip, that ho unfortunately could not prevent

;

" but you must allow me to decline your offer."

" I suspect you are a whig."
" It can, I think, be of little consequence to you, personally,

whether I am a whig or a tory."

" It is, though, of a good deal of consequence. I am for King
George, and am proud to own it. Shame and confusion, I say,

to all who aint for him. Who knows but that you are the bearer

of treasonable papers ?"

" Better search his pockets and sec," said one of Gris-lcy's

companions.

Grisley and two others sprang from their horses, and at once

commenced acting upon the suggestion. His pockets were empty.

They found nothing to gratify curiosity, or to reward them in any

shape for their trouble.

" What if you should swap horses with him. Sergeant GrisleyV
said the man who had recommended searching the pockets.

"That's a bright thought. Si," said Grisley. "His horse is a

fine animal, and if in the right hands, will do the king and country

good service. Stranger, as I've set my heart on having your

horse, you will oblige me by alighting."

" It takes two to make a bargain," said Roland.

"There are times when might is right," said Grisley, "and as

wc are six to one, I should say that this is one of them. Will

you get off of your horse quietly, or shall I come and take you

off!"

" It wouldn't be much of a lift," remarked one of the men.
" Will you get off of your horse or not?" Grisley demanded

again.

" I will not," was Roland's answer.

Grisley said no more, but setting his teeth firmly together, and

knitting his brows, he sprang towards him. Roland, without any

apparent design, had quietly and by degrees increased the dis-

tance between himself and the three, who still remained on their

horses, taking care to have his own horse's head in the direction

to suit his purpose. It was, evidently, Grisley's intention to seize

him by the collar, and hurl him to the ground ; but, at the mo-

ment he extended his hand, a smart cut across his face from Ro-

land's lithe and elastic riding-whip, caused him suddenly to recoil,

and to nearly lose his balance.

" You will have your pay for this," muttered Gx'isley, as he

tried to recover himself.

Roland heard not the tlireat, for almost in the same breath that

he inflicted the blow, saying, as he put his horse to his mettle,

" Come, mv gentle Oberon, do your best, now," he darted for-

ward, and was away several rods, before either of the men sus-

pected his purpose.

There was the report of a pistol, followed by another, and still

another, and then the three who were still on their horses, .set for-

ward in hot pursuit, the others following, after the slight delay it

cost them to regain their saddles. Oberon scejied to understand

the necessity of obeying his master's behest, so kindly urged, and
dashed on, striking sparks from the flinty path at every step.

His pursuers called aloud for him to stop, telling him, the longer

the chase he led ihem, the more severe would be his punishment
when they did overtake him. But he neither answered nor looked

back.

During the time they had detained him, he had taken a carefnl

survey of all their horses, and he felt confident that there was not
one among the whole equal to his own, either for fleetness or en-

durance. Even the two that were really rather superior animals,

he had found, on close inspection, were inferior to his own.

It was not long before the noise made by his pursuers grew
fainter, yet he did not venture to check his own speed, even to the

value of a second, by looking round ; for he well knew, that if they
did overtake them, he could expect no mercy at their hands.

When, after some time, he ventured to look back, all except one,

whom he knew to be Grisley, and who had exchanged his own
horse for one of those Roland had thought the best, had fallen far

behind. He was still so near, that he deemed it hazardous to

slacken his pace, and as his horse did not appear to be at all wor-
ried, requiring neither wliip nor spur, but only cheering words, he
continued to go on swiftly as ever.

Barely half a mile more was accomplished, when Grisley could

urge his horse no farther, at the speed he was then going, and,

when Roland again looked back, he was proceeding slowly in the

opposite direction.

The morning was now fast wearing away, and had not now a

still greater part of the road been shaded by forest-trees, Roland
would have been compelled to seek a place of temporary shelter,

and wait for the coming on of evening.

CHAPTER XI.

A PLEASANT SURPRISE.

1 go with all convenient speed.

—

Merchant of Venice.

By thia good light, a lass of matchless mettle!
Thw were a lcaguer-la.s.s to l»ve a soldier

—

To bind hi.^ wounds, and kiss his bloody brow,
And sing a roundel as she helped to arm him,
Though the rough foeman'a drums were beat so nigh,
They seemed to bear the burden.

—

Old Play.

Though Roland occasionally passed a bouse, none answered

to the description which had been given him of the one belonging

to Mr. Morney. He, at last, began to be afraid that he had missed

his way, when, on attaining the summit of a hill of considerable

elevation, at some little distance, he saw a dwelling, which he

knew must be the one he was in pursuit of.

It was a stone building, two stories high in front, though only

one in the rear ; the roof descending from the ridge-pole in a regu-

lar slope of the same angle of that in front, till it reached within

eight or ten feet of the ground. Judging by the moss that cov-

ered the roof, and some architectural peculiarities, it had probably

been erected soon after the settlement of that part of the country.

An out-house was situated a little back of the building, and a

rustic seat of rude construction, yet with an appearance quite

comfortable and inviting, and half surrounded with luxuriant

shrubbery, which ran the whole length and breadth of the house,

was placed at the foot of a forest-tree, a number of which threw

their grateful shade over and around the unpretending mansion.

Roland had checked his horse, that he might the better satisfy

himself that the house corresponded with the description that had

been given him, and found that not only the main building, but

everything around, even to the rustic bench, agreed with it, in

every particular.

A man with a loaded cart was passing the house, and he, for

some time, being the only human being he could see, he began to

imagine that it was deserted of its inhabitants. Shortly, however,

he discovered, standing in front of the out-house, two women,

apparently engaged in chit-chat, remarkably interesting to them-

selves. He was somewhat encouraged by this, and emerging

from behind some trees by the waj'side, which, without obstructing

his view, had alike screened him from the sun and the observa-

tion of those in and around the house, he again started forward,

and soon arrived at the precincts of the grounds by which the resi-

dence was surrounded.

Leaving his horse, sheltered from the sun by trees and shrub-

bery, and at liberty to crop the green herbage, he knocked at a

back door, after a vain attempt to obtain admittance at the front

entrance.

" My knuckles will have to do penance," said he to himself,

after a second vigorous application of them against the half-open

door, for there was no kijocker, and when he alighted from his

horse, he had carelessly tossed his riding-whip upon the green-

sward.

The second summons proved successful, being soon answered

by a young mulatto girl, of genteel appearance, with a crimson

kereliief of some light material, tastefully arranged, resting above

her brow, its bright hues harmonizing well with her complexion.

She greeted him with a low courtesy, and with the question :

" Would you like to see the mistress, sirV
Roland, who merely bowed in reply, was ushered into a some-

what spacious and delightfully cool apartment.

His patience was not severely tried, for in less than five minutes

a middle-aged lady entered the room, whose appearance was such

as to strongly prepossess Roland in her favor. Her demeanor,

without being haughty, was remarkably dignified, and there was

something in the expression of her features, which were finely cut,

and inclining to the Roman contour, which seemed to say that

she was admirably fitted to act, or to suffer, in any cause which

she approved, if required to do either by the exigencies of the
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times. The clear, bright eve, in a particular manner, thoujrh

there was notliinj; in it boW or masculine, denoted courajje in its

possessor, while its glances, as if endued with some inysterioiis

influence, seemed capable of inspiring heroism in the hearts of

those on whom they fell.

Roland rose at her entrance, and while he felt the color mount
to his check and brow, he pronounced the cabalistic words, " Must
the falcon be kept in jesses '."

" No, lie may go free," was the unhesitating response.

"I am so fortunate as to have calleil at the right place, I find,"

gaid Roland. " Is Captain Morncy at home ?"

" He is not, though he will be hero without fail, this evening,

unless prevented by some untoward event."
" That is fortunate, as I am the bearer of a message from Gen-

eral Marion, which should be promptly acted upon ; and as the

message is verbal, and my orders strict not to intrust it to a third

person, but to communicate it to him, in order that I may receive

his answer, I must be indebted to your hospitality till he returns."
" Even were it not so," said the lady, " we should claim you

for our guest, at least till to morrow morning, if your leisure will

permit you to remain for so brief a period."

Roland intended to make, and as he hoped, did make a cour-

teous and becoming reply to this polite invitation to protract his

stay, though he was not exactly clear in his own mind respectiug

the matter, as just at that moment something took place that

caused his tlioughts to wander from the subject. This was noth-

ing more nor less than the sudden entrance of a maiden, appar-

ently about sixteen. She wa-i evidently ignorant of his presence,

at the time of her entrance, for when she had advanced two or

three steps into the apartment, she stopped abruptly, and would
liave turned back, had not the lady addressed her, saying, with a
smile: " You need not go—remain with us."

At first, Roland was conscious of nothing, except of the en-

trance of what appeared to him a bright vision. When he had
recovered himself a little, he saw that she was of real flesh and
blood, slightly below the medium height; with a figure sufficiently

full to indicate perfect health, while at the same time it was ex
quisitely graceful. Her liands and arms, in a particular manner
the latter, according to the fashion of the times, being bare to the

elbows, except a fall of snowy lace, were, in color and shape,

models of beauty.

A shower of ringlets, bright as if "dipt in sunset"—a blue

ribbon re5training their too exuberant flow—clustered round a
l)row white and pure as the water-lily, and fell like a golden veil

round her face, heightening its delicate and varying bloom.
It took Roland only a few seconds to observe all this, while at

the same time he had succeeded in getting a little the better of his

bewilderment, when the lady said :

" This is my daughter—her name is Ruth. My own name,
too, is Ruth—Ruth Ainsworth, as I suppose you are aware."

" Ainsworth V repeated Roland. " I most certainly was not
aware of it, and I hope you will pardon my neglect—rudeness,
perhaps I should say—in not informing you of my own name. I
believe you have, through a friend of mine, heard of Roland
Floyd."

" I have indeed," said Mrs. Ainsworth, with warmth, and offer-

ing him her hand. " My son never writes to me without mentior-
ing your name—often in terras of high praise."

" Higher than I deserve, I am afraid. I am very grateful,

however, for his kind remembrance."
" I had the impression that you were together," said Mrs.

Ainsworth.
" We u-ere together, till within a short time since," said Roland,

evincing some embaiTassment.
Mrs. Ainsworth noticed this, and refrained from asking any

questions.
" The truth is," said Roland, after remaining silent a minute

or two, " I heard so mnch said of General Marion, that I could
not rest satisfied till I had obtained leave to join him. I regret

being deprived of the society of your son, but in every other re-

spect I am better suited than before."

[to be continued.]

THE SISTERS.—FROM A CELEBRATED GERMAN PAINTING.

THE SISTERS.

Met in the time of life's young confidence.

To ponder o'er their secrets of the heart.

And revel in the sweet and solemn sense

Of sisters' truth—exchanged without an art.

A full and free disclosure of the soul

Kach to the other ;—so that both may share

The IJappy thought, that brings a bright control,

T^e gushing sorrow, or the silent c^rc !

So if one grieve—and have for grief deep cause.

The other t/lad,—and with gay tune for gladness
;

The glad,—by sympathy's fond mutual laws.

Will hide her joy, and wear her sister's sadness.

Each of the other is a living part,

An<l, ready for the other's sweet receiving.

Keeps the affections of her gentle heart

Truthful alike for gl.idncss or for grieving !

Yes ! sistei-s' love is of the holiest kind

;

Blended without a single false dcsir«,

—

No passion-god, with his own madness blind

(Like the young Phienix sprung from Cupid's fire),

Rut of the chaste, the beautiful, the fair,

With force of kindred sliining in its eyes

—

Soft as a whisper, solemn as a i)rayer,

And clear as moonbeams under summer skies !

So that, if one dear sister be too glad

With sunny bliss, the other's heart, to-day,

Shall cease beneath her su;isliine—to be sad,

Aud catch some gleaming from the /<«/'/'// ''O'

'

Yea I if the other melancholy wear

—

Bathed in the sunshine of a sister's bliss,

The joy of love shall snatch away the care.

And !iown the sorrow in a sunny kiss !

This is a holy interchange of lore

Which only sisters know—(unless, indeeil.

We name that higher fountain from above.

Which rolls life's river through its fairest mead
;

And flows in filial streams, and interweaves

I'arents' and children's feelings, gushing free

—

Making the green, young glory of the Imrea

Seem as it only grew to bless the tree !)

Here arc two sisters whom fond art would prove

Young .sybils of the soul—of such a kind

Discoursing witli the beauty of such love,

And with such gentle truthfulness of mind!

Mixing the confidence of trusting hearts

Ueciprocaling hope or joy, or sorrow;

And Ijoth prepared to blend the changing parts

Oionr's lii-dai/ or of the other's morrow !

1 .
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ANCIENT COSTUME AND ARMOR.
Upon this papc we give two representations of the costume and

armor of the ISth century. Tlic (irst is taken from a lar^o tapes-

try in tlie National Lilirary, at Paris, and is designed to give an

idea of the mafrnificence of ancient times, and, tlionch destitute of

artistic effect, flie details arc minutely rendered. We have here a

young prince, armed liy his grand equerry, who is huekling on

his sword-belt, while his valet attaches his spurs. The date of

the design is the year 1470, and the costumes are those of Bur-

EQUESTRIAN STATULTTE OF NAPOLEON.

gundy. The prince is dressed in half-armor ; a jack of velvet,

pricked with golden nails attached with guards to the arms and
shoulders. Knee-pieces, greaves and dcmi-cuishes, or taslets, arc

fastened over his hose. A gorget of mail completes his armament.
He wears on his head a litlle sal in cap like that worn by the

knights of the Holy Ghost in the time of Louis XIV. The grand
etpierry wears a velvet cap upon his head. He is armed in com-
plete harness. A dalmatiiuc or tahardof gold embroidery covers

his anaor. The velvet baldrick, worn like a scarf, is to sustain

the dress sword, which the equer-
ries carried at times of high festival

before kings and sovereign princes.

Among the pieces of his harness the
globular form of the guard attached
to the shoulders is noticeable—an
Italian method, general not only in

Burgundy, but throughout all France.
It distinguishes in a particular man-

ner the period of Louis XI. Let
ns pass to succeeding reigns.

That of Charles VIII. is the

poorest we know of by way of

memorials. Tojudge from some
very impetfcctly executed fig-

ures, there was no change in

knightly armor; only a few pie-

ces were perfected. Then was
adopted the system afterward-s

used for the articulation of the

shoulder-pieces. Jt is difhcult

to determine what fashion

brought ba<-k from the first Ital-

ian expedition : perhaps the

plumes falling from the crest to

the back of the neck, and a sort

of tunic called .sfiyons or sacks.

The equestrian figure of Louis
XII. which is given immediately
below, represents the king in tlie

costume he wore on the 28th of
April, 1507, the day of his tri-

umphal entry into Genoa. Ho
is armed at all points ; over his

cuirass a crimson sack, embroi-
dered with golden crowns and
the letter A, the cipher of bis

dear Anne of Bi ittany. We ob-

serve a visor to the helmet, a
j)iece of which the casque was be-

fore this destitute ; the crown of

pearls and plumes surmounting
the crest; the short sword, or
(stoc, attached to the saddle-liow,

besides the fighting-sword passed
through the belt ; the harness of
the horse ornamented with pearls,

his chamfrau of steel, saddle and
housings of velvet, laced with
gold and comparisons like those

of a knight. Armor would star.d

no chance whatever against the

modes of modem warfare ; bullets are

too searching, and too headstrong an
argument to heed such barriers ; but
in olden times, when the primitive
modes of warfare only were exercised,

and oU'ensive and defensive weapons
might he summed up by two worols

—

the sword and battle-axo—armor was
a powerful protection.

ANCIENT COSTUME ANO ARMOR 15TH CENTURV, GRAND EQUERaY, ETC.

ANCIENT COSTDME AND ARMOR Of LOUTS XIL

STATUE OF NAPOLEON.
The design given above on the ' ir

i.s after a model by M. de Nieuwcrkerki'.
for a statue ordered by the city of Lyons.
The emperor is represented as wearing
the famous and celeliratcd historical

costume, the gray coat and the little

cocked hat, whicJi are inseparably
associated with our commonest idea of
the man. This
dress was his fa-

vorite and habit-

ual costume, and
distinguished bim
from tlie splendid
military costumes
of his marshals
and stafT, con-
trasting singular-

ly with the almost
theatrical splen-

dor of some of
them, Murat, in

particular. The
thoughtful and
melancholy air of
the great emjicror
h a s been faith-

ful ly preserved.

These images of
Napoleon served
to keep his mem-
ory fresh among
the French peo-
l)le, whom he con-
trived to ins])ire

with a love and
veneration such
as no chief mag-
istrate, cxcei>ting

Washington, ever
secured from a
great nation. The
idolatry of the
French for Napo-
leon is pushed to

excess, and it is

owing to this gen-
erous failing that,

in honoring his name and blood,
they have fallen under the heel of a
treacherous and unprincipled despot.
The present ruler of France owes bis

position and power solely to the fact of
his being the favorite nephew of Bona-
)>artc. His conduct, however, has con-
vinced the French people of the folly of
relying on a Napoleon dynasty. The

greatness of the name began and ended
with their great emperor—he has be-

queathed no legacy of talc:i( ind glory

to his successors.—There is, likewise,

a statuette of Dorothea in Parian,
by Bell, of London, exhibiting in the

Crystal Palace, Now York, a reprc-

scnfation of which is given herewith.

It is a charming and graceful pro iuc-

tion, impersonat-

ed from " Don
"> Quixote," from

which the follow-

ing quotation in

explanation i g

copied :
" They

espied a youth
dressed like a pea-

sant, stooping to

bathe his lovely

feet in a rivulet

that run by. The
lovely maiden
looked up on
hearing them ap-

proach. In doing
this, so excpiisito

a fa<'e was dis-

played that Car-
denio said to the

priest in a low
voice, ' Since this

is not Lucindu. it

can be no hum.in
creature.'" This
is a high point of
excellence to at-

tain ; hut, in the

statuette, the pur-

ity and loveliness

of the features are

exquisitely beau-

tiful. Their ex-

pression of sur-

prise is perfect

;

whilst the cos-

tume and drape-

ry, as also the

graceful lower

limbs, alike attest th3 mastery of the

sculptor. It has attracted much atten-

tion, and elicited the most marked de-

monstrations of satisfaction from many
among the thousands of visitors to the

exhibition. And as a work of elabo-

rate skill and taste, reflecting honor up-

on the artist, it is well worthy to chal-

lenge artistic criticism.

DOROTUEA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

VESPER BELLS.

BT FREPEBICK J. KETES.

Tesper bells their beads are telling,

Telling to the even-time;

O'er the dnsky landscape pealing,

Pealing forth their mellow chim«.

VeFper bells their beads are ringing,

From their convent cloisters dim

;

On the breath of nightfall singing.

Singing low their evening hymn.

Stealing oVr the slumbering vales,

And rippling fair along the shore,

The vespers' chanted song of praiso,

The anthem of the evening hotrr.

List I they seem like voices calling

Softly from another sphere,

i\otes from angel harps seem falling,

Falling sweetly on the ear.

-< -^•^- >-

[Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE QUEEN'S DAUGHTER.
BT ANNE T. WILB0B.

A FEW years since, the journals of Madrid annonnced the fol-

lowing intelligence. The young queen of Spain, Isabella II., on

passing with her suite through the Rue Alcala, met the holy

sacrament borne to a sick person by a priest of Madrid. In con-

formity with the immemorial custom of the Spaniards in similar

cases, her majesty descended from her carriage and knelt in the

street ; then the priest carrying the viaticum took her place in the

equipage, which she followed on foot to the dwelling of the sick

person. This was a house of modest appearance, situated in the

narrow street of La Zarza ; the young queen entered it in com-

pany with the minister of God. At the extremity of a poor cham-

ber, white-washed, furnished with a few straw chairs, a bed cur-

tained with yellow linen, and a fir chest covered with articles indi-

cating former wealth, her majesty found a young girl of sixteen,

of admirable beauty, enfeebled by a languisliing sickness, and

watched over by a man of fifty, with nolile and martial figure.

At sight of this young girl, the surprise of Isabella was as great

as that of the young girl herself. Both looked at each otlier with

an emotion that struck the spectators ; then, kneeling beside the

bed of pain, her eyes fixed on the face of the invalid, her majesty

did not cease to shed tears during the whole ceremony. She went
out of the chamber, leaving her purse, and saying au revoir to the

young girl. She immediately sent to her the two chief physicians

of the palace, and it is asserted that she even visited her incognito.

But suddenly the young girl and her guardiiin disappeared as if

by magic. Neither their names, birth nor previous history could

be ascertained. The most profound secrecy enveloped this affair

upon which all were lost in conjectures.

This mystery effectually concealed a most affecting stoiy, of

which the public has remained in ignorance to this day. At the

risk of being indiscreet, we are about to relate it to our readers, as

we heard it from a former officer at the court of Spain. If we are

fortunate enough to render the impression as we received it, it

will be found to be a characteristic episode and summary of the

bloody discords which agitated Madrid so long.

It was the 12tli of August, 1836, the day of the famous revolt

of La Granja, whicli overthrew the alisohitists or moderados in

favor of the ultra-liljerals. It is known that the leaders of the

former were the ministers Galiacio, Rivas, Isturitz and General

Quesada. The instrument of the record was that terrible Sergeant

Garcia, who dared to engage in personal conflict with the regent.

La Granja is a royal residence, built l)y the grandson of Louis

XIV., in the centre of a forest of pines, at ten or twelve leagues

from Madrid, beyond the mountains of Guadamara. Christina

was hoping to find there repose with her child, then aged six

years, when, on the evening of the day named above, her own
guards rose at the Climit of Iiie;/o (Spanish Mar.=cllaise), liurst the

doors of her apartment, and surrounded licr witli a circle of swords
and bayonets, summoning her to dismiss her ministers, and to

take an oath to support the constitution of 18)2. The intrepid

regent did not lose courage upon this irruption of an armed force.

" Bo you know, my friends," said she to the rebels, " what is

the constitution of 1812 V
"Faith, no!" replied Garcia; "but they tell us it is excellent

—

that it will double our pay and lower the price of salt. Canacho !

wc ask no more."

And the sergeant was about to join to this reasoning that of

gunshots, had not the (juecn mother signed the formal promise
exacted of her

;
which did not prevent the soldiers from guarding

her until morning, and dismissing from the doors of La Granja
the ambassadors of France and England.

At the same time a scene less boisterous but still more terrible,

had taken place in another room of the jjalace. This- room, which
opened on the gardens, was that of the little Queen Isabella.

Ignorant of what was transpiring at a few paces distant, she was
without defence, with two chambermaids, who were undressing her
to put her to bed. One of the latter went every quarter of an
hour, tremblingly and on tiptoe, to look through the galleries at

wliat was passing in the room of the regent.

We have said that Isabella was si.x years old. This queen

thought therefore only of jjlaying with her sceptre. The compan-
ion of her sports, at this moment, was a little girl of her own age,

with black Andalusiau curls, charming under her national cos-

tume, and who answered to the name of Filipa. She was also

sumamcd, the ijxem'): (lain/liter.

Who was the child ? Whence came she ? No one at La Granja

knew. The Senora Montcmoro, the widow of an officer of the

guards, then inhabiting the Rue St. Ildefonse, had found her one

evening at her door with a purse full of gold, and a letter thus

worded

:

" Here is a child presented at her birth, who is doubtless already
fatherless, and who will to morrow be motherless. According to

the ancient national custom, the queen of Spain is the mother of

oqjhans. Pray her to have pity on this one. I go myself to

implore God for her and for you. A Mother.
" P. S. If, contrary to all expectation, a man should present

to you some day, a gold medal like that which is suspended from
the neck of Filipa, you will surrender the child to this man, for it

will be her father."

The medal rciircsented on one side a coat of arms carefully

effaced ; on the other, an anclior of a Spanish admiral, with the

letters C. V.

Dangerous as this cipher appeared, identical with that of Don
Carlos (Charles V.), the Senora Montemoro received the child

whom God had sent her, and brought her up tenderly, under the

auspices of Isabella, whose waiting-maid she herself soon became.

Thenceforth, domesticated in a jjalace, the orphan was called the

([ucen's daughter, and was the more beloved by her that a grace-

ful resemblance of features was joined with the conformity of age.

This is the way Filipa came to be, on the evening of the 12th

of August, in company with her adopted mother, in the sleeping-

room of her majesty, Isabella II. When the latter had laid aside

the silks and laces which formed her royal costume, she took a

fancy to put on the garments of Filipa, and to see the latter

dressed like a queen. It is well known that nothing amuses little

girls so much as these transformations. Isabella wished to make
of the orphan a doll. The waiting-maids in vain opposed this

caprice ; they were obliged to assist in it.

The scene was delightful to behold. During the exchange of

the robe for the basquine, the national comb for the French cap,

the pelerine for the mantilla, embroidered slippers for Andalusian

shoes, the two little girls found themselves half dressed in white

muslin, less white than their plump limbs, and the moonbeams,

parting the clouds and piercing through the curtains, caressed

this infantine group in its most charming attitudes. Then there

were, on the disordered couch, laughter contests, chatting and

familiarity, in which the regal majesty was entirely forgotten.

At last the double masquerade was accomplished ; the queen

could play the cameriste, and the cameriste could believe herself

a queen—for a quarter of an hour. And while the children were

thus playing with the crown of Spain, the captive regent was dis-

puting it with the rebels whose furious shouts shook La Granja.

" What is that noise ?" suddenly asked Isabella, interrupting a

loud laugh.

" It is the sentinels relieving one another and chanting the song

of Riego," stammered the terrified gouvernantes.

But this contrast troubled them so much that they supplicated

the little queen to retire to rest. Filipa remained as if struck by

a terrible presentiment, and knelt herself while Isabella said her

evening prayer. Neither had yet laid aside her garments.

When the royal child asked God to pardon her enemies, to pre-

serve the days of her mother, to watch over the kingdom of Spain,

the maids turned away, concealing their tears. At this moment,

a new noise made them start. Voices were speaking low in the

garden, beneath the very windows of the chamber. This is the

dialogue which these voices were exchanging, and which imfortu-

nately the gouvernantes could uot hear.

" You see. Count Terrido, that lighted window ?"—Terrido de

los Valles y Montes, etc., was one of the most noble and most

formidable ca])tain3 of Don Carlos, long before executed in effigy

—" You will scale that window with two men. You will open it

by breaking the second square at the left. The tsparjnohtu—sash

fastening—tums from left to right. You will find in the chamber

a child of six years, guarded by two women. This child will

wear a robe of white brocade, a lace cap, and slippers embroidered

with gold."

"But, senor, is this child the queen ?"

" Hush !"

" You will seize this child
;
you will gag her, if necessary, and

bring her to us at the end of the garden."

" You would n«t kill her, senor?"

"No matter! that concerns us."

Terrido looked at the window, put one hand over his eyes, and

exclaimed resolutely, " It is imposiiblc ! Senor," resumed he,

brandishing his sword, "I am under your orders, but I have seven

generations of nobility. Give me an army to fight—a fortress to

take—you shall see whether I will conquer or die ! But to attack

two women ! to carry off a child—to gag her—address yourself to

the executioner
!"

Terrido was about to retire, when his interlocutor whispered

three words in his ear, and i)laced the ladder agahist the wall.

The vanquished captain climbed it, f()llowe<l by his two men, ask-

ing pardon of God. On reaching the spot, he heard the little

queen in prayer, saw the tranquillity of this graceful interior,

stopped again, and repeated, in a stifled voice :
" Swear to me,

senor, that you will not harm the child !" An imperious gesture

re])lied. The pane of glass flew into fragments, a cry resounded

through the chamber, and the three men entered it.

But imagine the surprise of Terrido, on finding two children

instead of one. While his men detained the cuiiurislcs, he ran

like a madman from one child to the other, demanded their names
without hearing them, uttered an inexplicable cry as he seized

Filipa, stammered a thousand questions to which he awaited no
ri-])ly, had nearly killed one of his companions who wished to gag

her, uttered various expressions of joy, grief and rage, passed

thus some minutes in a perplexity which almost deprived him of

reason, and at last darted on Filipa like a tiger who is seizing his

prey.

A quarter of an hour afterwards, the young girl with the silk

robe and slippers embroidered with gold was in the power of the

chiefs of Terrido ; but they soon learned that by some strange

chance the latter had carried off a simple orphan in the clothing

of Queen Isabella.

The regent was consoled for her loss of authority by the safety

of her daughter, and could not discover the authors of the attempt

so happily defeated by Providence. It was j)roved that this coup

de main was not connected with the revolt of the liberals, and it

was supposed that a band of Carlists, informed of this revolt, had

essayed to fish in the troubled waters. It was thought prudent to

keep the adventure secret, and the government and the police

were alone acquainted with it. As for the queen's daughter,

traces of her were sought in vain, and she was heard of no more.

It is known how from La Granja the insuiTcction spread to

Madrid. The next day, the whole population in arms cried out,

on the Puerba del Sol, " Vira la Cimstitacion ! Death to the min-

isters ! Long live Queen Isabella !" In vain did General Que-

sada, struggling alone against the crowd, crush them for an hour

beneath the gallop of his battle-steed, and by this torreodor's suc-

cess arrest the revolution until evening. lie was involved in the

route of his colleagues, and in his turn crushed by the populace.

On the evening of the 13th of August, a cavalier, exhausted

with fatigue and covered with dust, his face concealed by a large

sombrero, was taking some refreshment in the posada of the Croix

Veste, in the environs of Madrid. He was holding in his lap an

object carefully wrapped in his mantle, the folds of which he was

opening with painful precaution, when there entered the same inn

a band of the national militia, returning from they»nciO« (revolt).

They were dancing and singing these horrible words :

' Que es lo quen baja—por a quel cerro ? Ta^ra-ra.

Son los huesos de Quesada—que los trae un perro. Ta-rara.

( What is it which is descending the hill ? It is the bones of Que-

sada dragged by a dog.)

They ranged themselves around a large bowl of coffee, and one

of them suddenly exclaimed: "El panudo! El panuelo!" (the

handkerchief!) A blue handkerchief was given him, which he

opened ; he drew from it a bloody hand with some broken fingers,

which each dipped in his cup, repeating the refrain :
" Son los

huesos de Quesada." The chief perceived the man with the som-

brero, and presented to him one of these bloody cups.

" Celebrate with us, cabaltero, the national victory."

But the cavalier broke the cup into a thousand pieces, and de-

clared that he was not a cannibal. At this word, the whole band

was about to fall upon tlie spy of Quesada, when the unknown,

showing his noble features disfigured by a sear, and drawing an

enormous sword of Toledo, said :

" Back, traders in constitutions ! Here is a rapier which struck

Quesada five times, and which fears none of your rusty sabres."

The most insolent recoiled before the circle described by this

terrible weapon, and the cavalier tranquilly resumed his burden,

from whence a sighing voice escaped.

"What have you there 1" exclaimed the soldiers, in whom
terror had given place to surprise.

" I have a victim of such as you," replied the unknown, allow-

ing them to see a child, whose rich garments were sullied with

spots of blood. " The absolutists and the constitutionalists arc

alike," pursued he, with gloomy fuiy; "those drink the blood of

men, and these the blood of children. Shame on Spain and the

Spaniards ! People who have hearts have only to break their

swords !"

At the same time the cavalier broke his rapier in pieces, over-

threw the beverage of the militia, shook off on the threshold of

the hostelry the dust from his boots, sprang upon a horse fastened

in the street, and disappeared in the direction of the mountains.

The soldiers looked at each other for a long time in silence

;

then their leader, raising the handle of the sword, exclaimed

:

" Here is a coat of arms and a cipher which I know. This

man is Count Terrido, the famous (/iicriUero of Don Carlos V
Nearly ten years had elajjsed since the occurrence of these

events ; Terrido, the queen's daughter, and even Don Carlos

himself had been forgotten, the Senora Montemoro no longer

existed. Spain had three or four times changed her constitution,

and fifteen or twenty times her ministers ; she had elevated and

overthrown the Regent Espartero, banished and recalled the

Regent Christina, when the encounter above related took place,

which led the queen to the Rue de la Zarza.

A single word will now explain the surprise and emotion of

Isabella. She had believed—very vaguely, doubtless, but with

that eye of memory which looks back on so early a period of life

—that she had found, in this dying young girl, the orphan of La
Granja.

Was this a presentiment of the heart, or a deceptive resem-

blance ; The queen wished to ascertain the fact without saying

anything to those around her. Explaining her inquiries by a

caprice of generosity, she informed herself of the names of the

invnlid and her guardian. The fonncr was called Dolores, and

the latter Antonio. They were not relatives, it was ."aid, but

Dolores had been confided by her family to the care of Antonio,

who passed for an cx-pliysician of the army. Her malady was in

consciiuence of a serious accident in childhood. Nothing more
was known respecting them. During the year in which they had

inhabited the Rue de la Zarza, the young girl had not left their

room, and the doctor went out only before day to obtain provi-

sions, or on Sunday to mass. A crisis having the night before

alarmed the invalid, she had demanded the offices of religion, and
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her ncitclibors, as well as tlie queen, had, for the first time, entered

her doors along with the holy sacrament.

Sometimes, it was added, a young man entered the house of

Scnor Antonio. This was the haehelor, Leon Diego, secretary of

the alcalde-major, the handsomest cavalier in the neighborhood

—

but also the least fortunate, in his quality of third son of a wan-

derin" hidalgo, who called himself Don Balthazar Diego de la

Sagra, and who begged in the evening at the doors of churches,

draping himself like a Spanish grandee in his ragged mantle. As

to the motives of Leon's assiduities, it will be divined that he did

not court Antonio for his wealth.

This was all the knowledge the queen could obtain respecting

the inliahitants of the Rue dc la Zarza. These details disturliod

her presentiments, hut did not leave her without hope. She devised

a decisive method of aniving at certainty.

The court physicians had already several times visited Dolores,

and their prescriptions had revived her at the moment when she

believed herself about to die. On the morning of the third day,

extended on a lounge, she was blooming in the sunshine which

gilded her chamber, and the hope which was reviving in her heart.

She was still very weak and pale, but the roses were returning to

her cheeks, the fire to her eyes, and coquetry, that symptom of

convalescence, had resumed its rights over her person ; she had

spent an hour in combing her hair and beautifying herself before

licr Utile Venetian min'or. Antonio was on her right hand, and

Leon on her left, both contemplating her with divers sentiments

—

the young man with a quiet joy, the reflection of that of the young

girl, the doctor with a secret anxiety, which the benefits of the

queen seemed to increase. So his first impulse had been to re-

pulse these benefits ; one would have thought he was assisting in

his own ruin in assisting the safety of his ward, and yet he had

never been so tenderly devoted to her.

" Here then is the end of all our misfortunes !" exclaimed Do-

lores, with an expression of hopefulness. " How happy are queens

to be able to do so much with a look ! That of her majesty has

raised me from the tomb ; it has penetrated my body like a mirac-

ulous balm, and my soul like a divine light. I am expecting,

besides—I have had a beautiful dream—you know, Antonio ? you

know, Leon ?—that angel, who appeared to me so many years

since, with the face of a child and a crown on her head, like a

friend whom I had lost, and whose name I could not recall t

Well, this angel hail visited me the preceding night. It said to

me, ' I come at last to console you and to heal you, and we will

part no more !' Then it carried me in its arms to a palace sur-

rounded with magnificent gardens, where I recovered strength in

walking beneath tlic tall trees. This was the Providence which

announced to me the arrival of the queen. You will laugh at me
;

would you believe that when I saw her mnjcsty, I was struck with

her resemblance to my angel ! Rejoice, therefore, Scnor Antonio
;

and you also, Leon ! You were in my di'cam
;
you called mo

your wife
!"

Dolores paused, blushing, and put one of her white hands over

her eyes, while Leon kissed the other with delight. But what

was the surprise of the young girl on raising her head, to see fear

on the features of the doctor, and a tear in the eyes of the bachelor.

"Holy Virgin! My friends, what is the matter?" resumed

she, with anguish. "Am I still dreaming? Why do yon weep

when I am saved ? You must conceal from me some grief.

Speak, let us share each other's sorrow and joy."

Antonio stammered a vague excuse, but Leon could not wi'h-

hold his secret.

" Since the day of favors has dawned upon you," said he, in a

supi)licating voice, " ask of her majesty one more."
" What ! Are not your desires mine '("

" O," continued Leon, " these words open heaven to me, and I

cannot again despair. Hear me, Dolores ! Since you have ])cr-

mitted me to sing at evening beneath your balcony, and to pray

at morning beside your bed—in fine, since wc have loved each

other, and the Scnor Antonio has promised us marriage, you

know whether I have neglected anything to merit this happiness.

I had but for a fortune my cloak and sword ; I have carried off

from a hundred rivals an office whicli will support us. You en-

treated me to wait for your recovery; I have hastened it by my
attentions and tenderness. Thcdoctor has made me swear never

to interrogate him on your family ; he knows whether I have kept

my oath, if it ha.s sufficed me to know that you loved me. I was

nearly deranged when I learned of your relapse. And when
Providence scut hither the queen of Spain, when a miracle re-

stored you to life and me to happiness ; when I went, in my joy,

to open my heart to my father and confide my plans to him, he

drove me away, declaring that he would never consent to our

marriage !" And Leon fell at the feet of Dolores, shedding a

torrent of tears, and exclaiming :
" Pardon! pardon !"

The young girl became pale and had not strength to reply, but

Antonio turned like a wounded lion.

" What does this mean ?" replied he, majestically folding his

arms. "I believed Senor Diego was not in a ])osition to despise

any one. He is burdened with a family whom his idleness cannot

maintain, and, saving the respect I owe you, I have myself

bestowed alms upon him beneath the porch of St. Isidore."

"It is but too tnie !" stammered Leon, coloring deeply. "My
father lives by my assistance and public charity. This is not, in

his opinion, derogatory. No gentleman, according to an old Cas-

tilian prejudice, should labor ; and more than a hundred hidalgos,

you know, follow his example. The bread which is given him,

he says, alters not the blood of our ancestry in his veins ; but it

would be tarnished were it mingled with any less noble. Then
he enumerates our ancestors for eleven generations—admirals,

Spanish grandees—and would rather my wife would not have a
maravedi than not to boast three quarters of nobility. Once

more, Dolores, pardon this folly. I detest it, and trample it

beneath my feet, but I cannot cure my father of it."

" Tell your father," exclaimed the doctor, beside himself, " that

the Senorita Dolores—" But he stopped short, writhed his

arms, sighing, and concealed his face in his hands. " Your father

is right," resumed he with dull despair. " In his place, I would

have said the same. You wish a name, a family—and Dolores

has none !"

The two young people were looking at each other with emo-

tion, when a knock was heard at the door of the chamber. It

was a major donio of the court, who had come on the part of the

queen. The jihysicians had ordered for the invalid country air,

under pain of a fatal relapse ; and her majesty placed at the dis-

posal of Dolores the palace of La Granja. Two equipages were

coming for her in an hour ; Antonio and Leon were to accompany

her.

Before this new and incredible act of kindness, the two young

peojjle wept, but it was with gratitude. The doctor remained

mute and confounded. Leon recovered hope at the animated face

of Dolores, and the latter murmured in a sort of ecstacy :

" Always my dream and my angel ! The great gardens where

we wandered together ! You see, Leon, that we shall be hapjjy

;

your father will not be more powerful than the queen !"

Then, without consulting any one, she promised to be ready at

the appointed hour, v/hile Antonio, after a hasty movement to

detain her, turned away his head, stifling a sigh.

The same evening Dolores was installed at the palace of La
Granja. Antonio, alleging business as a pretext for not accom-

panying her, had embraced her aflTectiouatcIy, ])romising to rejoin

her. But Leon made vain efforts to tear him from Madrid.

" You do not wish my death ;" said he to the young man.
" Well, I shall not return alive from La Granja. Your love will

deceive Dolores respecting my absence, and your pity bring me
intelligence of her. If you should one day lose sight of me, for-

get me, and be happy."

An attraction so invincible had di'awn Dolores towards La
Granja, that she did not yet remark the grief of Antonio, and

contented herself with taking a casket of Cordovan leather, from

which she was never separated. All the road was for her a suc-

cession of confused and delightful impressions. As she approached

the palace, these impressions became more distinct and vivid.

On crossing the gardens, her heart beat violently. She saw the

ap.artments only through a cloud of tears ; and when she entered

the room prepared for her, she fainted. Wlience came these

strange emotions ? The young girl herself could not have told.

She thought tlic phantoms of her imagination embodied. It

seemed to her that her past days iuid been a sleep, and that she

was slowly awakening to life.

So, when she returned to herself, her strength was doubled, as

after a long repose. Her whole being experienced inexpressible

tranquillity. The waiting-maids and physicians had left her.

She believed herself alone, and cast an enchanted glance on the

window opened to the perfume of flowers, on the rich furniture of

velvet and gilded wood, on two fine portraits of the Regent Chris-

tina and the Queen Isabella, and |)articularly on a rosewood

couch, surrounded with a child's playthings. Suddenly she uttered

a faint cry on seeing near her a young girl, and recognizing the

queen.

" Madame," exclaimed she, " am I dreaming or awake ? Am
I in heaven or on earth 1" And she would have thrown herself

at the feet of her majesty, had not the latter arrested her move-

ment, and taken her hand.

" You are with Isabella, whom God has charged with your

rcco\cry and your happiness."

" Ah, yes, I remember," said the invalid, recovering her recent

memories, and kissing the royal hands.

" You know," resumed her majesty, " that the queen of Spain

is the mother of orphans. I ought, therefore, to watch over you

as my daughter. And then this duty is for me a great pleasure.

Queens are not always happy ; they need friends. Now, I had

one whom I lost long ago, and whom you arc about to replace.

May I confide to you my sorrow?"

" I entreat you to do so !" said the young girl, listening with

all her soul, and feeling her visions spring up anew.

The queen sat down beside her, took her hands, and observing

her with her eyes, related the story of Filipa. This story had

been, for ten years, too often recalled to Isabella for her to have

forgotten the slightest detail. The scene of the reciprocal dis-

guise and the cajiture was especially described with such accuracy,

that Dolores uttered a cry of terror as though she herself had

been the victim. Then giving iiersclf up entirely to the halluci-

nation, hanging tremblingly to the lips of her majesty, she asked

:

" And since that fatal day, what has become of the queen's

daughter
!"

" Alas ! I have never heard of her ; but I still weep for her,

and I have carefully preserved this relic of her."

At the same time Isabella put aside the curtains of the couch,

and showed the little hasquine and the Andalusian shoes, the

shell comb and the mantilla of tafFety—all the pretty costume of

Filipa in its original freshness.

" Great God !" exclaimed Dolores at this sight, " and what gar-

ments did you exchange for these ?"

"A robe of white brocade, an English cap and some slippers

embroidered with gold. My good Montemoro told me so a thou-

sand times before her death."

Dolores fell ba(-k speechless on her couch, and had only strength

to draw from her girdle a little key which she gave the queen, as

much moved as herself, pointing to the casket of Cordova leather.

Isabella opened it and found there her childish toilette. The
queen and the orphan simultaneously uttered a cry, arul threw

themselves into each other's arms, where they remained bathed in

tears, and devouring each other with kisses.

" It is then you, Filipa, whom Provijlence has restored to me."
" It was then you, madame, whom I saw in all my dreams ?"

Tlie recognition was completed by the examination of tho

medal with the cipher C. V., which Dolores still wore with tho

key of her casket.

Then the two co.itumcs were placed side by side, like two

friends. But the queen suddenly turned pale on seeing the spots

of blood on the royal robe. Then Dolores, or rather Filipa,

related that the scenes of her infancy had been as carefully con-

coaled from her as they had been recalled to Isabella. She knew
ncitiier her name, country nor family ; she only knew that she

had nearly perished in a revolt; that she had always suffered from

this accident ; that she had one day worn the rich clothes kept by

her as a treasure; that, in charge of Doctor Antonio, she had
v.-andered through Spain before falling ill at Madrid, where she

would have died forsaken, had not God sent the queen to her

assistance. She related all her surprises, all her presentiments,

all her hopes, all her emotions, from the providential interview

until the moment which had just restored to her her royal

protectress.

The two friends embraced each other again with emotion, and

knelt together, as they had done ten years before, to thank

Heaven for their reunion. After which the queen made the young

girl re-enter tho carriage and visit with her all the haunts of their

childhood in the gardens and woods of La Granja. Dolores had

found again the key of her memory and her heart. Every object

recalled a souvenir, and her past life rolled away before her eyes

as if by enchantment.

To complete her happiness, she found, on re-entering, Leon,

who was awaiting her, and who promised the ajiproaching arrival

of Antonio. The queen, before setting out for Madrid, gave the

most minute orders to the physicians, the waiting-maids, the valets,

the guards, and even to the peasants of the villa, charged to pre-

pare twice a day a bath of warm milk for the convalescent. At

last, she left the latter with her attendant and her lover, telling

them that she was going to plan for their happiness, not forgetting

Doctor Antonio.

Things were in this state, and all seemed to smile on Dolores,

when the next day Leon returned to La Granja, pale and out of

breath, announcing the most unforeseen of misfortunes. Antonio

had been in the morning arrested and imprisoned; the queen her-

self had unintentionally betrayed him. The bachelor had learned

all as secretary of the alcalde-raajor.

On returning to the Escurial the night before, Isabella had

naively related to her ministers the discovery of Filipa, not with-

out recommending to their favor Senor Antonio. But remember-

ing that they had not been able to discover at the time the con-

spu-ators who had failed to carry off the queen, and caring little

how they threw a veil of sadness over tho beautiful romance of

her majesty, her statesmen—men without mercy—seized tho per-

son of the doctor, in order to discover through him traces of tho

criminals. The mystery in which he had enveloped himself

inspired them, besides, with grave suspicions. Now, Antonio

was no sooner before the chiefs of the police, than one of them

exclaimed :

" Here is the person who attempted to carry off tho queen.

This pretended physician is no other than Count Terrido, the

Carlist captain executed in effigy, and so long believed dead. I

had known him in my childhood at Seville ; and the last time I

saw him was at the gates of Madrid, the day after the affair of

La Granja. I was returning with my comrades from extermi-

nating Quesada, and we took coffee at the inn of the Croix Veste.

The count was canying in his mantle a little girl, clad in white

silk, whom he doubtless believed to be the queen, and who was

fortunately only Filipa He refused to drink with us to the Con-

stitution, and left us, breaking his sword, the ornamental guard

and cipher of which I preserved. Ignorant, like others, of the

aff'air at La Granja, I could suspect nothing ; but to-day, that I

know all, I defy Senor Terrido to contradict me."

And Antonio had, in fact, acknowledged all, proudly resigned

himself to death, and asked only an audience of the queen.

The stupor and despair of Dolores at this frightful intelligence

may be imagined. After an hour of suffering, which made those

around her tremble anew for her life, she recovered strength in

her courage, and caused herself to be carried to the Escurial.

When she arrived in the presence of the queen, Antonio was

before her majesty, with the alcalde and the ministers. Seeing

irons on the hands which had so carefully tended her for ten

years, Filipa bathed them with her tears, and threw herself on her

knees, exclaiming, "Pardon!"

Isabella raised her, weeping with her, and the statesmen could

scarcely conceal their emotion.

" Gentlemen," interrupted Terrido, with a gloomy air, "let us

abridge a scene which will kill this child. I am your political

enemy, and I have made war against you, without quarter, for

twelve years. Conquered, like my master, and twice condemned,

I expect from you only tho death of a gentleman. But your

queen must know what she owes me, in order to pay her debt to

Filipa. I am not tho captor of Isabella, but her deliverer."

And turning with nobility towards her majesty, he pursued :

" Yes, it is to me that you owe your name and life ; and I have

made, in order to preserve them to you, tlie greatest sacrifice of

which man could be capable. Conducted on the evening of tho

12th of August, 1836, beneath tho windows of La Granja by a

leader to whom I had sworn absolute obedience, I was ignorant

what an unworthy mission was reserved for me. I consented

only after a terrible struggle, and in older not to violate my oath,

[coNTlSUJiD ox IMGE :il)2.]
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VIEW OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, MAINE, FKOM THE HARBOR.

PORTLAND.
This city is

situated on a pe-

ninsula at the

south-west ex-

tremity of Casco
Bay, Maine, and
is surpassed in

beauty of loca-

tion by no city

in the Union.
It extends three

miles from cast

to west, and is

of an average
width of three-

fourths of a mil •.

The harbor is

one of the best

in the United
States, it being

protected on ev-

ery side by land,

while the water

is deep,and com-
munication with

the ocean is di-

rect and conven-

ient. It is de-

fended on oppo-
site sides of the

ship channel by
Forts Preble and
Scaramell. On
a point at the

entrance of tlio

harbor, called

Portland Head,
is a fine stom
lis;hlhouse, built

in 1790. Tho
first settlement

of the point whereon Portland now Ftands, was in 16.32, by two
Knglishmen, George Clccvcs ami Iticbard Parker, who for want
of a jiroper title had been obliged to abandon a clearing they had
made at the mouth of the Spur-wink River. For forty years tlie

settlement made but little progress, and during the inilian wars of

lG7.'')-6 it was entirely destroyed. It was again settled in IfiSO,

and in 1689 there were from 600 to TOO inhabitants in the settle-

ment. On the 20th of September, 1689, an attack was made on
llie place by about 400 Indians, and a desperate battle was fought
between them and a party of whites under the celebrated Major
Church, in whidi the Indians were entirely defeated. In the fol-

lowing spring tho hostilities were renewed by the French and
Indians combined, and, after long and harassing warfare, succeeded
n second time in destroying the settlenncnt at Falmouth Neck.
For nearly twenty three years, Falmouth Neck remained desolate.

In the spring of 1716, another settlement was made, and in July
of the same year, there were fifteen men, besides women and chil-

dren, in the settlement, which continued to increase, and in twenty
years after was tho principal port on the coast where the Englihh
navy were supplied with masts and spars. At the commence-
ment of the Ucvolutioiiary War, the jiopulation was 1900. occu-

pying 230 houses; but in 1775 it was bombarded by a British

fleet, and one hundred and thirty six of the principal bouses de-

stroyed, including the <ourt-house, town-bouse, etc. Immediately
on the close of the war, Portland increased rapidly. Portland

was connected with Falmouth until 1786, and went by the name
. f Falmouth Neck. In that year it was incorporated and received

its present name, and in 18.32 received a city cbnrter. From the

summit of Munjoy Hill there is a fine view of the city and sur-

rounding country. There is here an observatory or telegraph

station, 100 feet high, represented on this page. The White

Mountains, eighty miles distant, are plainly visible, and the sight

is much aided by a splendid spy-glass, bought at a cost of S.500.

The court-house, also here given, in Congress Street, is a fine

building, in the florid style of architecture, so much used for sne'i

buildings in the early part of the present century. Its location o i

the street is very pleasant, and is easy of access from all directions.

•/:, ,i»FtO(f-<vTrit=K-- :ir'T

OBBERVATOBY, MUN.K)T HILL, rOKTLAKD.

COURT IIOUSF, PORTLAND, MAINE.
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CUSTOM-HOUSE, PORTLAND, MAINE.

The custom-house, pivcn above, is a fine granite building with a
rpacious dome, wliich forms ti prominent feature in the outline of
ihe eity. The lity-h^ll, on Market S(|uarc, represented below,
has a fine loeation. The Lanoaster Hall, prominent in our view,
is a fine new building. In our view of the city, on the right, con-
fpicuously seen, is the observatory on Munjoy Hill ; below, over
the water, is the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad depot.

Near the centre of the view rises the dome of the customhouse,
and at the left is the large sugar refinery of Mr. J. B. Brown.
There are eighteen churches in Portland, belonging to nine dif-

ferent denominations. The public schools of Portland, embracing
about .3000 children, are of a high order of excellence. A new
impulse has been given to the prosperity of Portland by the in-

troduction of railroads. Her advantages as a seaport, and her

relations to the surrounding country, are such, that her intelligent

capitalists and merchants were not slow to perceive tlieir induce-

ments for enlisting earnestly in this branch of internal improve-
ment. And as the consummation of their inlerprise, the Atlantic
and St. Lawrence Railroad has opened channebi of business and
profit which ha^c materially added to the prosperity and wealth
of Portland, as a commercial city.

CITY-HALL, MARICET SQUARE, PORTLAND, MAINE.
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[concluded from page 199.]

to caiTy off a child whose dress was described to me, without

telling me her name. I knew too well that this child was your-

self, and that immediate death awaited you. Such was then the

fury of the Spanish parties—a fuiy which Don Carlos disavowed
;

but how can we restrain unchained tigers 1 In short, I penetrated,

overwhelmed with remorse, your chamber, followed by two deter-

mined men. You see that I still blush at this remembrance—and

certainly it would cost me less to go to execution. Meanwhile,

judge of my embarrassment, when, instead of one child, I found

two. Impatient to have the disgraceful scene over, I seized her

who wore the clothes indicated But, notwithstanding my dis-

turbance, I recognized that it was not yourself, and I divined the

change of garments. You will soon learn by what token—and

God only knows the torture of that moment !"

At these words, the voice of the accused faltered, a cold sweat

bathed his brow ; he continued with effort

:

" I will not describe the conflict which took place in my soul.

My head still swims with the recollection. My conscience cried

out, ' Carry off this child, who will be taken for the queen ; and

instead of delivering up the victim, you will have saved her, with-

out breaking your horrible oath.'
—'But if this child should be

killed through mistake or revenge !' added another voice—and

what a voice ! Just Heaven ! I thought myself becoming mad !

I still behold the scene," resumed the count, with emotion, look-

ing by turns at Isabella and Filipa. " You were both there as I

8ec you now. I went, bewildered, from one to the other. At last,

I said to myself, I will save both my honor and my queen ; I will

afterwards save this child if I can. And I left you, madame, to

your happy mother, and poor Filipa to your enemies. And

—

three sabre strokes," finished Terrido, yielding to his emotion,

" three wounds, of which she is not yet cured, and which I have

for ten years bathed with my tears, were inflicted on the poor child,

before I could exclaim to the executioners, It is my dauijhter !"

" Your daughter !" exclaimed the queen, the alcalde and the

ministers, while Filipa threw herself on Antonio's neck, and the

latter fell back into the arms of his guards.

" Yes ; my daughter 1" resumed he, amid the sobs of the audi-

ence. " I had recognized her from the first by her family medal,

encountered by my trembling hands, as you may recognize her

father by this token "—and he drew from his breast a medal like

that of Filipa's, and bearing also the cipher C. V. (Count de

Valles).—" Her mother, believing me to be dead, and seeing her-

self about to die, had placed her, as you know, in the guardian-

ship of Senora Montemoro ; the latter had confided her to the

queen, and Providence had done the rest. You will comprehend

now my delirium, madame, on finding near you at La Granja,

my child whom I believed lost. You will comprehend the extent

of my sacrifice- in giving her up in your stead to the mmderers.

And far from revenging upon you this misfortune, I broke my
sword the next morning, that I might not longer fight against her

whom my child called mother. Suspected thenceforth by my
own party, and condemned by yours, I have wandered ten years

without refuge and without resources, watching over Dolores

under the name of Antonio, concealing from herself and from all

this noble name of Tenido, which was once our glory, and would

have been our ruin. Since God, who has shown his finger in all

this, to-day restores to you Filipa in taking me from her, give a

little happiness to her who has paid with her blood for your crown

and your life. Educate her as the child of the Seuor Terrido, and

not of Terrido the proscribed. Lot her not be punished for the

secret that has escaped me, after having been so long concealed !"

" You shall neither of you be punished !" exclaimed her maj-

esty, wiping away her tears. " Count Terrido, I restore to jou

your titles, your honors, and your Andalusian estates. We will

share only Filipa, who shall always be called the queen's

daughter
!"

Antonio fell at the feet of Isabella, Dolores into her arms ; and

this time, contrary to the custom, the ministers agreed with her

majesty.

An hour afterwards the bachelor, Leon, re entered his father's

house vnth uplifted head. The illustrious Senor de la Sagra,

draped in his pointed mantles, his moustaches, wearing his rapier

at his side, and his sombrero over his ear, was promenading in

the midst of twenty family portraits gnawed by the worms, mak-

ing his twelve children recite the list of their ancestors, from the

Koman coii(|uest to the ^Vbcncerrages, and from the A)icncerrages

to himself, the chief of tlie thirtieth generation of the Diegos.

None of his sons had any dinner—when perchance tliis word was

not an irony—before having repeated this genealogy, with all the

alliances, armorial bearings, devices, war-cries, etc.

" Well," said the hidalgo to the bachelor, " since you have re-

appeared before me, I suppose you have renounced this marriage

with a nameless giil?"

" Yes, my father ; and as a proof of this, I come to ask your

consent to my marriage with the only daughter of the Senor

Count Terrido de los Valles y Montes y Burgos, etc., a former

grand chamlierlain to Ferdinand VII, former captain of Don Car-

los, to whom her majesty has just restored the honor of the court

and Ills Andalusian estates."

Don Diego was bewildered. Tlicn he replied :

" Has the Count Terrido had grandees in his family V
" I do not know ; but he has had a<lmiralty."

" The one is nearly equivalent to the other. ] consent to your

marriage, my son, and give you my benediction."

After having completely recovered at La Granja, the queen's

daughter is now the Senora Diego. Leon, governor of the resi-

dence to which he owed his happiness, visits, with his young wifj,

the court of Isabella and the domains of the Count Terrido; and

all forget (he bloody conflicts which luve agitated their existence.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

ASPIR.4TIONS.

BY ALICE CAHET.

The temples, palaces and towers

Of the old time, I may not see

;

Nor 'neath my reverent trejid, thy flowers

Bend meekly down, Gethsemane!

By Jordan's wave I may not stand,

Nor climb the hills of Galilee

;

Nor bi-eak, with my poor, sinful hand,

The emblems of apostacy.

Nor pitch my tent 'neath Salem's sky,

At! faith's impassioned fervor bids;

Nor hear the wild bird's startled cry,

From Egypt's awful pyramids.

I have not stood, and may not stand,

Where Ileruion'e dews the blossoms feed;

Nor where the ilint-sparks light the Baud,

Beneath the Arab lancer's steed.

"Woo for the dark thread in my lot,

That still hath kept my feet away

From presiding toward the hallowed spot.

Where Mary and the young child lay.

But the unhooded soul may track

Even as it will, the dark or light,

From noontide's sunny .^^plendors, back

To the dead grandeur of old night.

And even I, by visions led.

The Arctic wastes of snow may stem

;

The Tart^ars' bla<!k tents view, or tread

Thy gardens, Jerusalem!

O'er Judah's hills may travel slow,

Or ponder Kedron's brook beside,

Or pluck the reeds that overgrow

The tomb which held the Crucified.

And does not IIo, who planned the bUss

Above us, hear the praise that springs

From every dust-pent chrysalis,

That feels the stirring of its wings ?

« •mmm. >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

rOPULAll HISTORIES.

BY HENEY WILLIAM HERBERT.

What is a jjopular history ? Here, we may perhaps again

have need of reference to Trenche's admirable work " On the

Study of Words ;" for, beyond doubt, a popular history, as repre-

sented by what now bears the name, is neither that which the

words, duly interpreted, convey, nor that, in any sense, which it

ought to be.

A popular history, according to the true sense of the English

words, is a history which has become a favorite and a standard,

by the judgment of the people, in its highest, largest, and most

liberal sense, as including all classes, not as excluding the well

educated, the wise and the conscientious, and limited to the igno-

rant, the injudicious, and the lowly. It is a history which has ac-

quired popularity, after being submitted to the test, according to

its intrinsic merits.

But, by the sense now attributed to the phrase, a popular his-

tory is held to mean a history adapted to the popular comprehen-

sion ; brought within the scope of the most simple and undisei-

])lined understanding, whether of the actual child, or of the adult,

childlike in intellect from lack of culture—and such a work, when

conscientiously and capably executed, is one of the highest utility;

and one, I may add, which can only be even moderately well

executed by minds most clear and vigorous, and by most practised

pens.

There is, however, yet another signification, which can be at-

tached, and which docs in truth too often attach, to the words, at

this day and in this country ; though probalily the authors could

never be willing to accept, or admit, tlic interpretation, according

to which a popular history means a volume, or set of volumes,

intended to acquire favor with the populace, by pandering to

jjopular prejudices, promulgating po|)ular falsehoods as facts, and

manufactured apologies as admitted opinions, in the hoiJC of

catching pulilic notoriety at least, and commanding large sales of

successive editions. And this, it is greatly to be regretted, the

last class of popular histories, for the most part succeed in doing.

To illustrate my meaning more distinctly, and to define more

accurately the three classes, I will state, that, in the true sense of

the English words, Mr Irving's "History of Columbus," Mr.

Prcscott's " Ferdinand and Isabella," Mr. Bancroft's " History of

the United States," and other works of this nature, are j)opular

histories of the first class.

Tlicy were written with the view to laying something, which

the world did not know before, and that something the truth,

before the people in an agreeable, correct, and classical form, in-

tended to survive the day, and to jjiocurc perdurable reputation

rather than present pelf.

In that they have ])crfcctly accomplished all these conditions,

they have acquired that degree of present and, to all appearances,

enduring favor, with the people, in tlie highest sense of the term,

both of America and Euro))e, wliich justifies the calling tlicm

Ii<)])ular histories.

The second class of popular histories, according to the modern

and spurious sense attached to the words, as history ])opulari/.ed,

is well characterized by Mr. .lacob Abliott's scries of historical

narratives; inteudcil, it is understood, [nimaiily fjr the use of the

young, but also for that of all who, possessing neither scholarship

nor the leisure to acquire it, may be disposed to learn something,

if offered in any easy and familiar style, of matters which would
otherwise remain a sealed book to them.

The name, only, is now applied in regard to this class; the

idea is meritorious, the object excellent, and the works, if executed

with judgment, skill, and truth, deserve to be, what they arc

styled, by anticipation popular.

The latter class is illustrated, in different degrees of merit or

rather demerit, by such works as Thiers' " History of the Con-

sulate and Empire;" Ingersoll's "History of the Late War;"
" The Napoleon Dynasty," by the Berkeley men ;

" Napoleon

Bonaparte," by John S. C. Abbott, in course of publication in

Harper's Magazine ; and, to conclude, all the pamphlet lives of

contemporaneous native presidents or generals, writted ostensiblj'

to serve electioneering purposes, and not pretending to much
more than passing and partisan popularity.

Of this class, the latter s])ecies are perhaps the most harmless,

as their partisan character is so clearly visible, through their trans-

parent historical exterior, that one can hardly say they are in-

tended to deceive, as in fact they do not deceive, one in a thousand

of their readers.

Again, between such works as the " Consulate and Empire "

and " The Late War with England," and such as the " Napoleon

Dynasty " and " Napoleon Bonaparte," though all deserved to

be stigmatized as seeking popularity through prejudice at the ex-

pense of candor and truth, there is a vast distinction to be made.

The two histories, first named, between which again there is a

broad difference in the degrees of inveracity—if it be admissible

to coin a word where none offers itself ready-made—were both

written by men naturally, I may say, partisans, as members of

belligerent nations, writing against national enemies, and in some
sort against political opponents also. So that a large margin must

be allowed for natural, and therefore in some sort honest preju-

dice in favor of their own country, and hostility to their enemies,

in both these authors. The same palliation may in the same

manner be suggested, in favor of Mr. Macaulay, whose brilliant

romance, entitled " The History of England," was composed

under the influence of a whig bias so strong that it probably did

actually prevent him from perceiving, that it was precisely the

same crime in Algernon Sydney and William Russel, the whig

leaders whom he justifies and lauds to the seventh heaven, to take

bribes from Louis the XIV. in order to dethrone King Charles,

as it was in Marlborough whom he blasts with words of fire, as a

tory general to take bribes from the Prince of Orange in order to

dethrone King James.

Still there is a limit to this allowance, in behalf of that pseudo

patriotism, which holds it right to justify his country "right or

wrong "^-and the historian, who wilfully manufactures what

Lord Castlereagh with a felicitous hibernicism was used to call

false facts, who suppresses the real truth, or knowingly insinuates

a false deduction from a true statement, cannot be held a writer,

if a man of veracity.

A person, who should do so in private conversation, ivould be

scouted from society; and to commit the same offence to a larger

audience, and with the grave authority of the literary cathedra, is

to offend in a greater, not in a less, degree.

The impudent mendacity of M. Thiers, whose only modesty is

evinced by his never pretending to quote an authority, has been

so completely shown up, and is so fully admitted, even by his own

countrymen, that even that degree of falsehood which appears to

be inherent in, and almost allowable to a Bonaparte or a Bona-

partist, cannot shield him from scorn and reproach as a historian

and a man.

I am happy to be able to acquit, so far as I have had leisure to

read his work, the author of the " Late War with England," of

any deliberate manufacture of false facts, or suppression of truths.

But of more than a just national bias he is clearly guilty, of a

seeking to put the worst construction on every act of the enemy

however justifiable, of a determination to defend every American

action however wrongful, of claiming everything for his own side,

and denying everything to the other, he cannot be acquitted.

Nor is this all—for he cannot be called other than disingenuous,

who states a fact in .such a manner as to make it be understood,

by his readers, as a falsehood—and this Mr. IngcrsoU indisputably

docs in stating—" that the action between the Chesapeake and

Shannon was almost the only one in which there was a shadow

of equality l)Ctwcen the English and American naval forces en-

gaged "—or words immediately to tliat cfl'cct.

The fact is indisputably true ; but the superiority lay invariably

on the American side, in size and scantling of ships, weight and

number of guns, and numerical force, as well as quality, of crews,

except only in the cases of the Chesapeake and Shannon, and one

sloopof-war action, I believe, that of the Pelican and Argus, in

which the forces were nearly balanced.

The capture of the Guerricre, Macedonian, and Java, were cap-

tures of eighteen pounder by twenty-four jioundcr frigates, tlie

number as well as weight of the American guns being superior.

Tlic same disparity in metal and men existed in the Wasp and

Hornet over the Frolic and I'eacock, and it is further notorious,

that the gallant and successful officers who took those vessels,

never, for an instant, claimed to have conquered shi))s of superior

force, but frankly admitted the reverse ; as docs the late regretted

historian of the United States navy, Mr. Fcnimorc Cooper,

—

whose nolilc work is as perfect a specimen of ])atrioticiil feeling,

combined with chivalrous impartiality, and manly love of truth,

as is to be found in any tongue.

Thus, by his manner of stating an indisputable truth, " that the

action between the Chesajicako and Shannon was almost the only

one in which thcic was a shadow of equality between the combat-
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ants, Mr. Inpcrsoll conveys directly the reverse of truth to the

mind of the reader ; since no one, of whatever country or opinion,

could read the passage with its context, without understanding

that the English ships were almost invariably superior to those of

their antagonists.

Surely, in " the late war with England," America gained lau-

rels enough, without endeavoring to depreciate the courage or

manhood of her late antagonist ; nor if it were otherwise advis-

able, is it either wise or politic, much less justifiable, to do so
;

since a victorious enemy cannot detract from the courage or con-

duct of the vanquished, without detracting from his own. Cow-

ards and fools can be overcome by any one, the brave and wise

by the brave and the wise only ; and magnanimity and truth, for

the most part, go hand in hand with capacity and valor.

Of the books, last named, I have scarcely the patience to speak

—the latter of the two having been recently shown up by a con-

temporary as the most impudent and flagrant i)lagiary that has

yet appeared here or elsewhere, beating D'lsraeli's notorious petty

larceny, by as much as a wholesale dealer goes beyond a retailer;

and being, beyond this, in itself, the coolest and most imperturba-

ble falsehood, from first to last, that ever was penned by a [jur-

chased partisan. The opinions put forth in regard to Napoleon's

virtue, morality, tnilh. Christian virtue, and the like, have shocked

every righ^thinking man in the countiy, who has read them ; and

it is not too much to assume, that the statements of facts were

made up, the sophistical arguments elaborated, and the untenable

opinions sent abroad, under a very false and overrated estimate of

the comparative hatred to England, and liking toward France, ex-

isting among a class in this country, whom it was tliought desir-

able to conciliate, at the expense of truth, justice, morality, and

religion, for the petty end of selling a thirteen cent piratical

magazine.

Neither the author of this work, nor he of the Napoleon dynasty,

could have any just national animosity to justify their course

—

they both write on subjects on which, if on any, an author of any

country may be, as he ought, honest and impartial—the wars of

two countries, with neither of which their own country has any

entangling alliance ; and for neither of which, she needs to have,

having no cause for it, any preference or dislike.

If they have chosen, as by common consent they have done, to

become partisans, apologists of evil, and putters forth of falsehood

—whether from malice aforethought, or from conflicting state-

ments, or even from inability to discover between truth and false-

hood—they have to plead no benefit of clergy, since as authors

they are as much bound to seek for, and to understand the truth,

as to put it forward fearlessly, when once discovered.

Of the remaining class of popular histories, those I mean, which

might be more properly characterized as popularized histories, it

was my intention to have treated more largely ; but the limits of

a newspaper article, must limit me now to a few observations only.

The great object of works of this class being perspicuity and an

easy, yet correct and classic, style, the qualities most required in

an author arc a quick insight into causes and eftects, a critical

judgment, and laborious research into all that is to be said on all

sides of the question he has selected to elucidate ; and a good and

discriminating taste.

As he is supposed to be narrating events, for the benefit of an

audience unfitted, either by want of years, or of instruction, to

ponder and weigh for themselves, he has not to do with argu-

ments, but with facts only—therefore, his responsibility is great

in searching and vouching for his facts. He must remember,

always, tiiat, as it is far more difficult to eradicate an error from

the tablets of a young and untutored memory, than to inculcate a

truth, he is doing very serious mischief if he establishes an error

as a fact, or a myth as a history, in the mind of his learners.

Again, a-s his main aim is, to be understood by those who do

not understand readily, or at least rapidl}', he should use the sim-

plest Saxon words, always, by-theby, the most forcible, he should

choose the least involved and most direct phrases, and he should

avoid with care all puerilities of diction, all vulgarisms, which

many uninstructcd instructors use with their pupils ; as silly moth-

ers are wont to talk hahy to their babies, or as 1 have heard block-

heads talk broken English in order to render themselves comprc-

liensible to foreigners.

How far Mr. Jacob Abbott has fulfilled all these conditions, I

have not had the leisure as yet to examine ; but it is but fair to

say, that the style, on a cursory examination, seems to be nearly

all that it ought to be.

It appears to me, however, that something very different "from
following precisely the story which has come down to us from

ancient times," is required from the intelligent author of modern
times. It was not so, that Niebuhr and Arnold eliminated truth

and life out of fables and ashes. Nor do I apprehend it either

judicious, or right, to teach the young, the ignorant, or the super-

stitious, that oxen talked whenever Home Wiis in danger, a.s it

"comes down to us from ancient times ;" while I somewhat doubt

the propriety of calling the fible of Romulus a history ; in as

much as he probably never existed at all, and certainly did not

found Rome in 752 B.C., any more than he was the son of Mars
Aurinus, the Roman war-god, than he was suckled by a she wolf,

or translated to heaven in a flash of fire.

It is true, that these things are not exactly vouched for as facts,

but they are gravely stated. In the case of the wolf, reasons are

adduced to show why a she wolf might well so have suckled chil-

dren—and the very circumstance that, in alluding to the orations

of the different gods, demigods, heroes, etc., given in this history,

on the authority of Virgil, Eutropius, Ovid and Livy, Mr. Abbott
states, that the authenticity of the words cannot be established,

leads to the induction that the events can.

Upon the whole I think that Mr. Abbott would do better to

abstain from putting forth the histories of Romulus and the elder

Cynis, as equally authentic with those of Julius CiEsar, Queen
Elizabeth, and Mario Antoinette. And I am quite sure, that he

would do better not to create more confusion, where, Heaven
knows, enough exists already, in the human brain, as to the

essence of greatness and goodness, by attributing the same title

" great " to the Saxon Alfred, the cruel and rapacious Macedonian

conqueror, and the savage, imbecile, barbarian, Xerxes, a title in

the latter case, I fancy, of this author's exclusive bestowal.

i m»^ ^

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE SKYLARK.

BI SR. GEOROE W. BUNQAT.

T love the lyric of the soaring lark

;

AngeKs might gather round the gate of heaven,

And hush their harps to hear that minstrel eing.

He builds a pircliug st-iir of sweetest song

Between the green earth and the golden sky,

On which a poet's soul may climb to God.

I 've seen the laureate of the air Hy up,

From his soft, low nest in the grassy field,

With heavenly hymns to grett the maiden mom,
As she came blushing from the hath of uight.

Crowned with the sun, and robed in rosy Hght;

Around and up—up and around he flew,

Until he faded from the eager eye;

E'en then his rich strains filled the listening space,

While music lained down from the charmed cloud,

That clasped the sky-bard in its arms of air

;

Then like a winged sUir, he slowly cjuue

In sight, filled with the music of the spheres.

The drowsy and voluptuous bee, that slept

Within his waxen walls, on couch of gold,

AVaked by the notes, spre^ out his gauzy wings,

And blew his tiny horn to wake the flowers.

that I could fly upward with the lark,

And take the air-line to the angel land I

Amba.ssador of song at heaven's high court,

Lend me thy wings, and fill my soul with .song;

Then I will leave my lonely dwelling here,

And soar above the niinbow's radiant rim,

And sing and sail in the swift-moving clouds,

*i hat seem like ships bound for the coasts of bliss,

Beyond the shining sea of golden hght,

VVTiose waves this morn quenched all the glowing stars.

. 1 Mi I

[Written for Gleason^s Pictorial.]

THE SLIGHTED SCHOLAR.
BY SYLVANUS COBB, JB.

Casks like the one I am about to relate arc much too frequent

in our coantry, and they arc such, too, as should be guarded

against by all who have an interest in education. The incident was

brought to mind by hearing a complaint made by the parent of a

poor boy, who had been grossly neglected by the teacher of the

village school, — neglected simply because ho was poor and com-

paratively friendless !

Many years ago, when I was but a small boy, I attended school

in the town of M . Among the scholars there was a boy

named George Henrv- His father was a poor, drinking man, and

the unfortunate boy had to sufi'cr in consequence. George came

to school habited in ragged garments— but they were the best he

had ; he was rough and uncouth in his manners, for he had been

brought up in that maimer ; he was very ignorant, for ho had

never had opportunity for education.

Season after season, poor George Henry occupied the same

seat in the school-room,— it was a back comer seat, away from

the other scholars,— and there ho thumbed his tattered primer.

The ragged condition of his garb gave a homely cast to his whole

appearance, and what of intelligence there might have been in

his countenance was beclouded by the " outer covering " of the

boy. He seldom played with the other children, for they seemed

to shun him ; but when ho did, for a while, join with them in their

sports, ho was so rough that he was soon shoved oS' out of the

^vay.

The teacher passed the poor boy coldly by in the street, while

other boys, in better garbs, were kindly noticed. In the school,

young Henry was equally coldly treated. The teacher neglected

him, and then called him an " idle blockhead " because be did

not learn. The boy received no incentive to study, and conse-

quently he was most of the time idle, and idleness begat a dis-

position to while away the time in mischief. For this he was

whipped, and the more he was whipped the more idle and careless

ho became. lie knew that ho was neglected by the teacher simi)ly

because he was poor and ragged, and with a sort of sullen indif-

ference, sharpened at times by feelings of bitterness, he plodded

on in his dark, thankless way.

Thus matters went on for several years. Most of the scholars

who were of George Henry's age had passed on to the higher

branches of study, while he, i)Oor fellow, still spelled out short

words of one and two syllables, and still kept his distant seat in

the corner. His father had sunk lower in the pit of inebriation,

and the unfortunate boy was more wretched than ever. The look

of clo'wniBh inditference which had mai-ked his countenance, was

giving way to a shade of unhapjiy thought and feeling, and it Wius

evident that the great turn-point of his life was at hand. He
stood now ui)on the ste'p in life from which the fate of after years

must take its cast.

At this time a man by the name of Kelly took charge of the

school. He was an old teacher, a careful observer of human na-

ture, and a really good man. Long years of guardianship over

wild youths had given him a bluff, authoritative way, and in bis

discipline he was strict and unwavering. The first day he passed

in the teacher's desk of our school was mostly devoted to watch-

ing the movements of the scholars, and studying the dispositions

with which he had to deal. Upon George Henry his eye rested

with a keen, searching glance. But he evidently made little of

him during the first day, but on the second he did more. It was
during the afternoon of the second day that Mr. Kelley observed

young Henry engaged in impaling flies upon the point of a largo

l)in. He went to the boy's seat, and after reprimanding him for

his idleness, he took up the dirty, tattered jirimer from his desk.

" Have you never learned more than is in this book ?" asked

the teacher.

" No, sir," drawled George.

"How long have you attended school ?"

"I don't know, sir. It's ever since I can remember."
" Then you must be an idle, reckless boy," said the teacher,

with much severity. "Do you realize how many years you have

throwi^ away ? Do you know how much you have lost ? Wliat

sort of a man do you think of making in this way ? One of
these days you will be too old to go to school, and then, while

your companions are seeking some honorable employment, you
will be good for nothing. Have you any parents '!"

" Yes, sir," answered the boy, in a hoarse, subdued tone.

" And do they wish you to grow up to be an ignorant, worth-

less man V
The boy hung down his head, and was silent ; but Mr. Kelly

saw two great tears roll down his cheeks. In an instant, the

teacher saw that ho had something besides an idle, stubborn mind
to deal with in the ragged scholar before him. He laid his hand
upon the boy's head, and in a kind tone, he said :

" I wish you to stop after school is dismissed. Do not be afraid,

for I wish to a,ssist you if I can."

George looked up wondoringly into the master's face, for there

was something in the tones of the voice which fell upon his ear

that sounded strangely to him ; and he thought, too, as he looked

around, that the rest of the scholars regarded him with kinder

countenances than usual. A dim thought broke in upon his mind
that, from some cause, he was going to be happier than before.

After the school was dismissed, George Henry remained in his

seat till the teacher called him to the desk.

" Now," said Mr. Kelly, " I wish to know how it is that you
have never learned any more. You look bright, and you look as

though you might make a smart man. Why is it that I find you
so ignorant?"

" Because nobody ever helps me, sir," replied the boy. " No-
body cares for me, for I am poor."

By degrees the kind-hearted teacher got the poor boy's whole
history, and while generous tears bedewed his eyes, he said :

" You have been very wrongly treated, George—very wrongly

;

but there is yet time for redemption. If I will try to teach you,

will you try to learn ?"

" Yes,—0, yes," quickly uttered the boy, in earnest tones.

" Y'es,—I should love to learn. I don't want to be a bad boy," he
thrillingly added, while his countenance glowed with unwonted
animation.

Mr. Kelly promised to purchase books for the boy as fast as he

could loam to need them, and when George Henry left the school-

room, his face was wot with tears. Wo scholars, who had re-

mained in the entry, saw him come out, and our hearts were

warmed towards him. We spoke kindly to him, and walked with

him to his house, but his own heart was too full for utterance.

On the next day George Henry commenced studying in good

earnest, and the teacher helped him faithfully. Never did I see a

change so radical and sudden as that which took place in the hab-

its of the poor boy. As soon as the teacher treated him with

kindness and respect, the scholars followed the example, and the

result was, that we found in the unfortunate youth one of the

most noble-hearted, generous, accommodating, and truthful play-

mates in the world.

Time passed on, and the boy's mind expanded with the approach

of budding manhood. He learned rapidly and easily, and he fairly

outstripped many of those who had had long years the start of

him in the intellectual race. He grew f loquent as he grew older,

and with his cabn, kind eloquence he saved his father from the

slough of intemperance, and raised him up to be once more a man.

Long years have passed since those school-boy days. George

Henry has become a man of middle-age, and in all the country

there is not a man more beloved and respected than is he. And
all this is the result of one teacher's having done his duty. You
who are school-teachers, remember the responsibility that devolves

upon you. In this country of free schools, there should be no

distinction between classes. All are alike entitled to your care

and counsel, and the more weak the child, the more earnest should

be your endeavors to lift him up and aid him.

< ^w^ »

IDEAS OF SCHOOL BOYS.
Almost every gentleman -who docs me the honor to hear mc,

will remember that the very greatest character which he has scon
in the course of his life, and the person to whom he has looked
up with the greatest wonder and reverence, was the head boy at

his school. The schoolma.ster himself hardly inspires such an
awe. The head boy construes as well as the schoolmaster him-
self When he begins to speak, the hall is hushed, and every
little boy listens. He writes off copies of Latin verses as melodi
ously as Virgil. Ho is good-natured, and, his own masterpieces

achieved, pours out other copies of verses Jbr other boys wiin

astonishing case and fluency ; the idle ones only trembling lest

they should be discovered in giving in their exercises, and whip-

ped because their poems were too good. 1 have seen great men
in my time, but never such a great one as the head boy of my
childhood : wo all thought he must be prime minister, and I was
disappointed, on meeting him in after Hie, to find that he was not

more than six feet high.

—

1 litirhcruy.
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A clergyman in a large city has liis advantages, and his

disadvantages. IIo may labor under disadvantages from

not having that retirement and communion v/ith ij^turo

that have ever been considered favorat)lc to successful

Btudy and composition. His time is more likely to be

frittered away in the pciformnnco of endless duties and
engagements, not only within the bounds of his parish, l>ut

bcvond them, so that be will have little left for study. He
feels the absence of the purest air, and beautiful and sub-

lime scenery. Ue finds the voice of Mammon louder in

the town than in the countiy, and that men are so deafened

by its din, as to have a less ready ear for the fjospcl. And
the voices of pleasure are louder, and more numerous and
fascinating in a city. A congregation in a city, too, is not

so uniformly together during the whole year. Many in it

may have a country as well as a city residence ; others

epcnd portions of the summer at watering places, in home,"

or foreign travel. These influences and customs may bo

considered as unfavorable to a minister's personal improve-

ment, and to his greatest success. On the contrary, tlic

city pastor has his advantages over his brother pastor of

the rural district. He lives more among his people. He
can more readily see them ; they can more readily sec him.

In a sparse seltlement, a congregation is nothing, or next

to it, on a siormy Sabbath, while a city assembly is lets

influenced by tlic weather. In the country an evening ser-

vice is but thinly attended ; while in the city there may be

a throng, from the more easy access, and the charm of gas-

lighted streets and clmpel, that is so like sunlight as to

have a pleasant ctlect. And, then, if men are more earn-

est in business in cities, are they not more earnest in reli-

gion ? If they arc active in worldly things, are they not

nctive in religious things'? If they are wise as children of

this world, are they not wise as children of light? Cities

nrc tlio great centres of influence. Jeflcrson once spoke

disparagingly of them, but I do not know that he spoke

quite truly. There is much wickedness in cities ; there is

much, also, in country places. In the one case, much is

found within a naiTow compass densely populated ; in the

pthcr, much is found over a broader space less densely pop-

ulated. Tlicre liave always been cities, and there are

always likely to be. They seem necessary to the very ex-

istence of a high civilization. The Most High ordered his

own temple to be built, and roliuilt in a city. By His

order the gospel was first preached in cities.—Tlie Rev.

Edward N. Kirk has spent most of his life in cities in this

country and in Kuropo. He was bom in the metropolis

of tlie new world. He spent

the most of his play and
school days in his native city

of New York. He graduated
at Princeton College, and im-

mediately directed his atten-

tion to the law as his profes-

sion. Nearthis time, through
the providence and grace of

God, he became interested in

the gospel, which he in fu-

ture made his study instead

of the law. Returning to

Princeton, the ancient seat of

an excellent " school of the

prophets," ho studied divin-

ity. Ho first became known
to the American churches as

a preacher in behalf of mis-

sions, under the auspices of

the American Hoard of Mis-

sions. So favorable an im-

pression did ho make while

engaged in thi? work, that he
received a favorable call to

settle over a new church in

Albany, New York, which he

accepted. Hero he labored

for some ten years witli re-

markable fucccss, when he
anccpte'd an appointment to

yisit Europe as the represen-

tative of a society in this

country, whoso object was to

infuse Christian life into the

Roman Catholic countries of
Europe. Mr. Kirk spent sev-

eral years abroiul, in which
\ie made good use of his time
in ailvanciiig the interests of
this society, and in self cul-

ture. He returned to this

country about the year 1841),

and preached in dirt'erent cit-

ies with such power and ef-

fect, that it seemed as though
a younjr Whitefield bad ar-

rived upon our shores, and
liad entered our pulpits. IIo

labored as an evangelist from
city to city, and fiom town
to town, for a consideralile

time, crowils hanging on bis

lips l>y day nnil by night,

while he gained more dcci-

Bive proof that he was not
laboring in vain. While thus

cngage<l in 1840-1, several

active Christians of the Or-
thoilox Con);ref;ational
Churches hud their eyes fix-

ed on him as a suitable per-

son to become the pastor of

a new church, which they

conceived should be formed
in Boston. Several meetings

were held to forward this ob-

ject, when, on the morning
of Wednesday, June 1, lS4:i,

a new church of fortysrven
members was orj.'ani/,cd in

I'ark Street Church, and up
on the same day, ^Ir. Kirk

PORTRAIT OF REV. EDWARD N. KIRK.
[From a Daguerreotype, by Masury & Silsbee ]

MOUNT VERNON CHURCH, ASHIJURTON PLACE, BUSTuN.

was installed its pastor by the same ecclesiastical council
that assembled to organize the church. For more than a
yeir the society worshipped in the lecture room of the
Masonic Temple, when on the 4th of January, 1844, just
six months from the day on which the corner-stone was
laid, the chaste and beautiful church in which the congre-
gation now worship was solemnly dedicated to Almighty
God. The society has nothing to do now but to go for-

ward and prosper under the smiles of a kind Providence.
The site chosen for the church is one of the finest that
could have been selected—elevated, quiet, and surrounded
by a dense and intelligent population. The name chosen
for this church—Mount Vernon Congregational—and the
name by which the place is now known—Ashburton—are
boh noble names, that pleasantly suggest America and
the fatherland. The holy men and women engaged in this
religious enterprise were kindred spirits, just such as the
preaching of Mr. Kirk would set on fire; and his life and
character would win to himself, and through him to a closer
walk with God. The chosen band of forty-seven were
favored with ardent piety, intelligence, wealth, talent, and
more than all, and above all, a disposition to use them for
the furtherance of Christ's kingdom in the earth. The
Nestor, or rather the Nehemiah in this enterprise, was the
pastor, who— with a thorough education, with ten years of
pastoral experience, with the benefits of some extensive
travel, with an unusual acquaintance with men and things,
with burning devotion to his work, with the combined ac-
complishment of the gentleman and Christian, the orator
and the pastor—was entirely qualified to lead on this in-
fant church, under the glorious Captain of its salvation, to

a ripened maturity in the course of a single decade. The
TWrk has been done. During the eleven years of the histo-

ry of the church, it has had, perhaps, unparalleled success.
More than eight hundred persons have been added to its

communion, and in ,June, 18.52, there remained connected
with the church, five hundred and seventy-three members.
It has sent out hundreds to aid in forming other churches,
and to perform various good offices in the church and in
the world. On Sunday, June 5th of this year, Mr. Kirk
preached in his own church his eleventh anniversary ser-

mon. The occasion was doubly interesting as it was also
a farewell discourse previous to his departure for a few
months of study and travel in Europe. His text was in
the 24th chapter of Luke, the 49th verse :

—" And behold,
I send the promise of my Father upon you ; but tarry ye
in the city of Jenisalem, until ye be endued with power
from on high." What rendered the discourse the more
interesting was the fact that he preached from these same
words ele-ren years previously, when he first took the over-
sight of the church. In the course of his late discourse he
is reported as stating as follows :

—" In the year 1852, more
united with this church than in any previous year, there
being fifty four added on profession of their faith. Since

ihc organization of the
church—and that, too, in a
time of universal drought

—

more than four hundred have
been hopefully converted,
and two hundred and ninety-

nine have joined us, coming
out from the world, and seek-

ing the things that pertain to

eternal life. We have also

done much in the way of
conquering our covctousness.
During the last year the sum
of $9,100 had been contrib-

uted by this church for benev-
olent objects, and so far the

amount has been increased

this year." It is stated, on
good authority, that the

church during its history has,

besides bearing its own ex-

penses—which arc quite
heavy—contributed some
$70,000 to various benevolent
objects ! The church struc-

ture is neat and tasteful, of
brick with a granite front.

The exterior does not war-
rant one in expecting to see

so fine an interior as he he-

holds when he enters the

building. Here he finds every-

thing fitting, beautiful and
attractive from pulpit to or-

gan, from basement and low-

er floor to gallery and ceil-

ing. The church will scat

1270 persons, and every one
while seated can see the

preacher, which gives about
half the power to a discourse.

If our object embraced criti-

cism—as it happily docs not
—we could not stay to look

at Rev. Mr. Kirk erifically as

a preacher, though few could
better bear the trying eye of

the critic. He has for years

been in the front rankof'|)ul-

pit orators in a field as wide
as that where the English
language is spoken. Viewed
by the popular mind, his style

of preaching would be set

down as fjiultless. Weighed
in a more severe school, it

might api)ear less so. As a

writer, Mr. Kirk discovered

himself some time since that

practice makes perfect, and
that his style might be im-

proved. To the work of sclf-

iniprovemcnthcdevoted him-
self, until now, as a writer,

be is seldom excelled. Hav-
ing the highest stamlards of

excellence of every kind con-

stantly before him, be is nev-

er satisfied with himself, or

with his efforts, liut he is

constantly |ircssing fiirward

to attain tp the goal of per-

fection.
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PROFITABLE AND PLEASANT EMPLOYMENT.
Now is the season for those who desire to travel and see the

country, to avail themselves of the opportunity offered by selling

the hound volumes of our Pictorial. The work is now uuiver-

sally known and appreciated as a standard illustrated history of

the times, and few families that arc cnalilcd to examine it arc wil-

ling to do without it. The volumes are elegantly and durably

bound, with gold edges and backs, and illuminated covers, con-

taining a superb illustrated title-page and carefnlly prepared index

of contents, forming, in themselves, with their thousands of orig-

inal and perfect engravings, and letter-press explanations, with

abundant contributions from the best American pens, a perfect

library. To those persons who wish to purchase these popular

volumes to sell again, a most liberal discount will bo made, and
those who have engaged in the business thus far, arc making a

highly profitable thing of it to themselves, realizing far more ac-

tual remuneration thereby than could be obtained in anv other

way. It will give us pleasure to answer any communications in

relation to the busines.«, either by letter or to any person who may
call at our office of publication.

Look out for them.—There arc a set of swindlers travelling

through the country who pretend to I)0 agents for this paper and

others, who are cheating the inconsiderate out of their money.
Now wc wish to have it distinctly understood that we employ no
travelling agents to obtain subscriptions for our jjaper, nor do we
authorize any person to take subscriptions on our account. More-
over, there is but one Icfiitimale ami snj'e way to subscribe for a pa-

per, and that is to enclose the money in a letter, and address the

. same by mail to the publi^cr direct.

« »«» »

RF,r:onD OF THE Bo.STON Stagk.—Munroc & Co., of this

city, have just is.sued a most readable book thus entitled, by W.
W. Clapp, Jr., editor of the Saturday Evening Gazette. The
author has done himself much credit by the thorough and excel-

lent manner in which he has treated his subject, and has produced

a valuable work, filling a place In the libraiy bitherlo entirely va-

cant. The book must find a ready sale, especially among all

mi mbers of the profession.

. ^^ »

Arpnornt.xTE.—Friday was observed with Fasting and Prayer
' Ih New Orleans, and with a degree of solemnity never before

known. The whole city presented a scene of solemn gloom and
mourning, for the atlliction has been great.

SPLIKTERS.

.... A trip across the Atlantic, in six days, is among the pro-

j.gi'esslYe topics. The steamer is building that is to do it.

;, .... The temperance men of Ohio purpose securing the pas-

sage of such a law as will prevent the making of Catawba wine.

.... At the recent election in Louisville, $188 74 was collected

..jBpr the Washington Monument, in ward boxes at the polls.

i;i. .... Miss Dix, the eminent advocate for the amelioration of

-the condition of the insane, is laboring in the British Provinces.

.... English papers say that Rachel, the celebrated Frencli

;^^ptrcss, is very ugly—but her genius is matchless.

": • •. . . . Some wonderful silver mines, said to be the richest in the
' wtirld, have recently been discovered in New Mexico.

. . . . The Chinese rebels have discarded pigtails, and taken to

wearing their hair long and flowing.

.... Mr. Edwin Forrest has been rusticating in New England.
' He will soon appear on the Broadway stage, New York.

Mrs. Phebe Patterson propcses to establish in New York city a

printing office, where type setting will be done wholly by women
. . . The great gun of American temperance is creating a pow-

ful sensation in England, by his lectures.

.... A forwarding house in the interior of Pennsylvania has

.^nt this year 1 18.3 bead of horses to Philadelphia by railroad.
'" In Munich, the School of Arts has just lost the oldest of

its professors, Von Kobell, famous as a painter of battle-pieces

.... The Chattanooga Gazette mentions a watermelon, raised

m Middle Tennessee, weighing seventy-five pounds.

.... A beautiful young heiress eloped from the convent in

Georgetown, D. C., recently, and it is feared she is married.

.... " Father," said a shaver, about the size of a pepper-box,

"I can do without shoes, but am suffering for a bosom- pin."
The city of Charleston, S. C, which suffered so severely

by yellow fever, last year, has been very healthy this summer.

EPlDESnCS.

The solemn tnith that " in the midst of life we are in death,"

urging a constant preparation for another world, is daily brought

to our notice, more or less forcibly, by the sudden loss of friends,

casualties by land and sea, and other unforeseen events ; but

never is the " handwriting on the wall " so luminous and appalling

as when the land is ravaged by one of those ei)idemics which rage

among a people like the sword, and, as in a great battle, strikes

down the strong and hopeful, almost instantly. When Death

rides in the company of such terrible allies as the yellow fever,

the cholera and the plague, he reaps abundant harvests. Then
arc performed tragedies in which whole communities arc the

actors and viciims ; and while desolation is carried into the heart

of families, the story of woe is graven so deep in the tablets of

history that time cannot efface the record.

The ravages o^pideraics cannot be forgotten ; men may for-

get, as years roll on, or remember only dimly that such fields as

even Marathon or Waterloo have been fought and Avon—but who
can forget jhe plague of Athens, the plague of Florence, the

plague of X/ondon, the yellow fever in New York, or the cholera

of 1882? The truth is brought home to us by scenes that daily

eome to our knowledge through the medium of the telegraph, and

which, though recorded with the brevity of.that mcditijn, are fear-

fully distinct and iuipressiVe. Human suffering has always a

claim upon our sympathy ; but when the cup of human woe is

heaped to overflowing, the interest we feel is almost agonizirtg.

!f .iich be the sentiments of distant auditors of these events, wlii'tt

must be the sensations of those who live within the fatal precincts ?

New Orleans is still suffering under the fearful visitation of one

of these terrible scourges. The papers arc filled with lists of the

sufferers, the hospitals are crowded to overflowing, the epidemic

seems to level all ranks, the rich man is hardly bettor cared for

than the poor; indeed, ])ul)lic charity is oftentimes more cHicacious

than hireling service—for at such a fatal time, few things are

inOTe striking than the nothingness of wealth. It-i'annit shield

its possessor from the fatal stroke, and the safety of tlicservant'is

of more value than the gold which would bind him to the danger-

ous bedside. It is at such moments of trial that the noble quali-

ties of the human soul shine forth in all their lustre—qualities

that wealth can neither develop nor reward ; resignation on the

part of the sufferer, devotion on that of the friend.

Now it is that we learn what true heroism is, and how far the

civic virtues outshine those on which the world lavishes its laurels.

The skilled and true physician—who knows no rest nor fear, but

goes from bedside to bedside, administering and assuaging, if he

cannot avert, the pangs of death—is as much above the blood-

stained hero, whose horse's hoofs trample out the life at every

bound upon the battle field, as the sky is holier and higher than

the earth it overarches.

Let the bigot read how the sister of charity fulfils her noble

mission, sinking often at the bedside of the sick the victim of her

pure devotion. We care not what her religion may be, she is a

saint in earthly form. There may be no record of her virtues on

earth, and she may lie among the mouldering mass of unclaimed

bodies; but there is a volume where her good deeds arc recorded

in letters of light, and angel eyes grow brighter a^ they rest upon

the page

!

-« -•»»^>-

An Indian Battle-—The California Express says there was

a fight between the Indians, at the Empire Ranch, a few days

since. They were drawn up on a plain, in regular battle array,

the chiefs mounted, and all the rules of war observed. Some
three or four hundred were engaged in the fight. Three were

killed and seventeen wounded, when victory perched upon the

banners of one of the parties, who remained on the battle-field,

built fires, sang, danced, and evinced many other signs of joy

over their triumph. The weapons chiefly used were bows and

arrows, but there were a few guns brought into requisition.

4 ^•m -»

North and South.—The late spontaneous movement in

Northern cities for the indigent sick at New Orleans, has called

forth deep expressions of gratitude, not only from that city, but

from the whole South. And it is indeed a gratifying reflection

that, how much soever party or sectional spirit may at times con-

trol, there is ever an undercurrent of kind, brotherly sympathy,

flowing steadily, from North to South, and from East to West, of

this great community of States and interests.

Saratoga Springs.—The Saratoga Whig states that the

whole number of arrivals at the nine principal hotels at the

Springs during the season 1853, which was sixty-eight days in

length, was 19,609 ; the most being at the United States, where

there were 5887, and at the Union Hall, where there were 5008.

Last year there were 17,570 arrivals at the same houses in sixty-

four days, the extent of last season.

«—*•«—»

Perfumket.—There is now exhibited at the Crystal Palace,

New York, fine samples of Cologne water fi-om Chicago, 111.

Truly we are getting along fast in the extreme West, when the

luxuries and superfluities of life arc sent from there to the Atlan-

tic cities to find a market.

< »»» ^

Antiquity.—The Neapolitan government has at length re-

sumed its excavations ot Ilerculaneum.

yet been dug over.

Only a mere corner has

Always remember this.—Every one who bears the name of

gentleman is accountable for it to his family.

Mortality.—The weekly deaths in London exceed one thou-

sand, but the births are more than this.
, , ,.,,..„ ^.f ,,-»(,,.

REMARKABLE DISCOVERY IN RUSSIA.

M. B. Larsky, the engineer, lately deceased, made a discovery

of the greatest importance in White Russia—a discovery brought

to light when his papers were examined after his decease. Be-

ing occupied in making a road in that province, he found it neces-

sary to drain off the waters of a lake into another at a lower

level, and in the course ot the operation he discovered in a forest,

several feet below the surface of the soil, a road paved in antique

Roman or Mexican style, with traces of a stone bridge of pecu-

liar construction. In Mr. Larsky's opinion, 2000 or .3000 years

must have elapsed before the face of the country has been trans-

fonncd to such an extent as he observed, and if this supponitlon

be wcll/ounded, the district must have been inhabited before the

time of the Scythians by a more civilized nation. M. Larsky'*

discovery will doubtless not pass unnoticed, and may lead to im-

portant results. •• >''., •. '
., •.,,"'..

,

—

» »'

««. >
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E.XTENSiON OP Patent refused.—The Patent office has re-

fused an extension of Colt's patent fire-arms, on the ground that

he has already made $1,000,000 from their sale. The patent has

yet four years to run.

« »«» »

Opening Veins.—A surgeon writes from the gold fields of

Australia, to say that he has now quite discarded the lancet, and

opens the vein with a pickaxe.

< »» >

Censorioits.— Queen Victoria has lately i)rohibited the polka

being danced in her presence. Wonder why.

Idols.— The Ghineso are erecting idols to worship n California.

Tn this city, by Rev Mr. Grimes. Mr William Edwards to Mi»s Ellen Coglan

;

Mr William Ferril to Mrs *nn K. .lames.

I'y l!ev Mr. Howe. Mr Frednick Webber to Mrs. Marg.aret Pollock.

Itv Ucv Mr. Studley. of Chnrlestown, Mr. James L. Carpenter to Miss Carrie

K Driscole of Derby Line. Vt
At Marblehe.-ul. by Rev. Mr. Lawrence, Mr. W. H. Knowlton. of Boston, to

Miss Sarah .1. Standley.
At lx)well, by Kev. Mr. F,ddy, Mr. Moses T Crown to Miss T,aTina V. Crown,

of fopshani, Yt. ; Mr. Sumner Soule to Miss Marjjaret O Brown.
At West ^mcsbiiry, Mr. Samuel *.. KeUy, of Haverhill, to Miss Elizabeth A.

Palmer, of Salem.
At Fitchburg, by Rev. Mr. Jennings, Mr. James Wilson, Jr., of Gloucester,

to Miss Maria Prescott.

At Vine Ville (New Bedford), by Rev. Mr. I,eland, Mr. 'eth L. Nickcnon, of

Pruvincetown, to Mii^s Eunice (I., dau<;hter of Mr. Humphrey Davis, Jr.

At «'orcester, by liev. Mr. Wliite, Mr Stephfn B Aldricli, of ProTi4«nce,

R 1.. to Mi.ss .M. Maria Child.

At Charleston, S. C. Capt Jacob W. Plummer, of Newburyport, M«M., to

Mis^ Louisa M., daughter (»f Capt. W A. Paine.

At Brooklyn, N. Y., by Itev. .Mr. Marsh, Mr Edward Emerson, formerly of

Boston, to Mi.ss Orlena, daughter of the late .Stj'phen Chafliu, of Ilauipdea, Me.
By llev. R. ,S. Storrs .Ir.. Mr. Samuel A. Avila to Mis.s .lane M. Avis.

At Cincinnati. Ohio, by Rev. Mr. Shepherdson. Mr. William S. ILirwood to

Miss Martha A., eldest daughter of Mr Burton Uarrley, formerly of N. York.

DEATHS.
In this citv, Mr. Henry S Burr, formerly of Hingham, &2 Mrs Sarah, wife

of Mr. George Hale, 35 Mr- V> illiam F. Kelly. 20; Mr. Chandler P. Babb, pri-

vate soldier of the V. S. Army, ^l; Arthur, son of Mr. Jo,seph Hale, Principal

of Johnson School, 1.3; Miss Murv Elizubeth, daughter of Capt S. Stevens 24;

Mr. William Henry Campbell, a native of Scotlanil, »!, Mrs. Anna, widow of

Mr. Jacob Homer, 79; Mr.s. Catharine R Alexander, i>ti.

At Chelsea, of consumption, Mr. Slephen C. Kenniuston, 22.

At Somerville, of consumption. Miss Mary E. Dorr, 2ij.

At Jamaica Plain, Mr. I'aul Gore, 87-

At West C.anibridge, suddenly, Mr. Ephraim Tufts, 84.

At Lynn, Mr. William Hollis, fi7 ; Mrs. Mary A., wife of Mr. Wm. Hoso, 2Ct.

At Danvers Lucy A. (J., wife of Jlr. David S. Osborn, of Detroit. Mich., 'if.

At .Salem, Mrs. J. L. Cbishnim, of Saco, Me., 35; Augustus P. Thnniilike, SO.

At nil gliani, Tumar Augu-sttt, daughter of Mr Abner D. Sto««U, 2. 'i

At Bridgewater. of apoplexy. Hon. I'hilo lieach, 40.

At Newburyport, of ty phoid fever. Mr Albert Woods. 41.

At Soutlibridge Jolin iMerton, only sou of .Mr. John K^lwardfl. 10 monthp.
At Fall Liver, Israel Anthony, K.sq., 76; Mr.s. Minerva C Holmei', of Boslon,

31 Daniel Stiiiwell. Lsq., formerly of I'rovidenee. U. 1., OS.

At Uxbridge, Frank II., youngest son of Mr. Cb/.les K Wheeler, 13 ntODtlui.

At Wells, Me., of southern fever, Capt. James J,-cobs, 58.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIIVG-ROOItt COMPANION.

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art,

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and aTtllable

form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Its cqluuius

are devoted to original tales, sketches aud poems, by tUo

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news; llie whole w«U aploed with
wit aud humor. Eacli paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminetit artists, of notAble objects,

current events in all parts of the world, and of men and manners, ttltogetUwr
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[Written for Gleason^s Pictorial.]

A MOTHER'S TRIAL.

BY B. T. A. MACEY.

0, turn not away with a look of scorn,

From her pale, sad face, and her smile forlorn;

There 'b a burning tear in her tender eye,

And thy mother's bosom throbs wild and high;

Bhall the voice which hath soothed thy childish cares,

Now mourn o'er the crimes of thy riper years?

0, turn not away ! there 's a whispered prayer

In the sighing winds and the viewless air

;

And a warning voice which commands thee stay,

Ere thy feet grow old in the downward way

;

Ere the days arrive, when thy tortured breast

May return no more to its bourn of rest.

0, turn not away ! 'tis thy mother's voice,

Which entreats thy heart to its better choice;

Wouldst thou hush the tones which will bless thee still.

Though the glance of the world be cold and chill

;

Ah! look yet again on her care-worn brow,

'lis thy work begun! wouldst thou close it now?

0, turn not away ! there 's remorse and pain

In the guilty cup which thy soul would drain

;

There are weary days, whose refreshing night

Cometh not to thee with departing light;

Have thy sin-bought pleasures become so dear,

That thy soul would make its hell even here?

0, turn not away ! there are angel eyes,

Which imploring look from the distant skies;

And guardian souls, to restrain thy feet

From the paths of vice, and its poison sweet;

pause and reflect! for this choice may be

Thine eternal choice—thine eternity I

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BARGAINING COUPLE.

BT MRS. M. E. ROBINSON.

Some people imagine that they possess a remarkable talent for

bargaining, and are more capable of making " a little go a great

way," than the generality of their neiglibors. Mr. and Mrs. Jo-

seph Small were of this class. Each had a favorite hobby, and

professed but little confidence in the wit or wisdom of the other.

Mr. Small was a jeweller, in veiy good circumstances. His

family numbered ten : himself and wife, five children, an appren-

tice, and two domestics. At least, Mrs. Small intended to keep

two, but her constant desire to make " good better," had the effect

to make " bad worse," and caused her kitchen to be vacated very

often. She had a mania for hiring " cheap help," and if by any

chance she obtained a girl with good abilities, who desired only a

reasonable compensation for her labor, she was forthwith dis-

charged, and one hired who was scarcely able to walk about the

house, on the plea that the latter would be " the cheapest to

board."

But Mrs. Small's favorite pursuit was in attending auctions of

every description. She never considered the true value of an ar-

ticle, but only bid for its cheapness. No matter whether she

needed it or otherwise ; it was going for a song, and it was really

too bad to see property thus " sacrificed." So one article after

another was added to her store, until the house was lumbered

from attic to cellar with things entirely useless to herself and others.

Here was a chair min js a leg and back, there one with loose seat

and unsteady lower aiTangements, while in the distance could be

Been bureaus with scratched and ill fitting drawers, sinks without

covers, broken mirrors, shattered bedsteads, worn out tables, in-

firm stoves, cracked vases, and other ornaments in a like condition,

besides numberless pieces of ware of every conceivable color.

We shall not particularize Mr. Small's weaknesses, as they will

be made apparent as we go on.

" Just see what a capital bargain I made to-day, husband,"

said Mrs. Small, with great apparent satisfaction, as she drew

forth a large rocking-chair, on her return from her usual morning

visit to the auction room.
" You need n't look at it so scornfully !" .she ad<lcd, as the gen-

tleman glanced in a somewhat contemptuous manner at its huge

dimensions.

"What did you buy that bungling thing fori" he asked.

" There's no less than six in the house, already."

"Don't find fault," was the quick rejoinder. "It is worth

every cent I gave, and will be useful sometime or other. Per-

haps we may all be sick at once, and need a rocking chair apiece.

At any rate, it is best to be provided for sickness. Just sec what

A broad, soft scat it has, and it is warranted to be stuffed with the

best of curled liair. One don't make such purchases every day."
" I hope not," growled Mr. Small, at the same time, with his

foot giving the new purcliase a violent push, which threatened

its entire dcmolishment.

" Mr. Small, if you da break that chair !" exclaimed his wife,

with a significant gesture.

" I'm only testing its workmanship. Pray do n't be so fidgefty.

If it wont bear that sliglit push, it is n't worth much."
" Slight push, indeed ! If it had been a common chair, it would

have been broken into inch pieces !" exclaimed the lady, who con-

sidered a slight to her purchases a slight to lierKclf. " It's of no

use for you to pound that back, or try to make a. iiole through

the liair cloth ; for it's as sound a-s the day it was made."

" WtU, well, wo wont dispute about it," replied Mr. Small,

quietly. " Shall I lielp you carry it to the attic ?" he added, with

ft smile.

" No, Mr. Small, this chair will never be consigned to an attic.

It will remain in a comer of my parlor, as a sample of my skill

in bargaining. My purchases will mostly bear inspection, an ob-

servation which, I am sorry to say, will seldom apply to you."

" Please yourself, and you'll please me," replied the gentleman,

as he liurricdly stepped over a quantity of packages which an ex-

pressman was throwing into the entry, and walked away in the

direction of his store.

But a short period of time had elapsed after this, when Mrs.

Small was seen attentively examining a nice carpet, wliich cov-

ered the parlor floor. As slie took up corner after corner, her

perplexity did not seem to abate, but rather to increase. While

she stood considering the subject. Iter husband entered the room.

" Please look here," observed the former, " and tell me what

you think of this carpet."

"Well, as near as I can judge," replied the gentleman, deliber-

ately, " I sliould say that the carpet was decidedly full of holes

;

especially tliis corner."

" I do n't understand what has occasioned them," added Mrs.

Small, doubtfully. " It was quite whole when put down."
" It's no mystery to me," resumed tlie husband, after a moment's

pause. " Has n't that clumsy rocking-chair stood in this comer

since you bought it ?"

" To be sure it has," replied Mrs. Small, "but you do n't sup-

pose tliat it made all these holes, do you, if it is heavy V
" Certainly I do, but not in the way you suppose. You may

thank your splendid bargain for the ruin of your carpet," added

the gentleman, with an air of triumph.

A look of extreme incredulity was the only reply of Mrs. Small.

She evidently considered the suggestion as one beneath her notice,

and soon after left the apartment.

When she had gone, Mr. Small carefully closed the door, drew

a pen-knife from his pocket, and deliberately slit open the cover-

ing of the chair from top to bottom. The mystery of tlie holes

in the carpet and the " astonishing bargain," was now accounted

for. It was stuffed with tow instead of liair, and was literally

swarming with moths. Having satisfied himself, he laid the cov-

ering back with care, and awaited his wife's appearance.

" Shall I prove my assertion respecting the chair, Mrs. Small ?"

he asked, with a smile, when she entered.

" I have no fear that you can," was the self-satisfied reply. " It

was my purchase, and of course you are prejudiced against it."

" And with cause as you shall see," and he raised the covering

before the eyes of his astonished wife. " Fine curled hair, is n't

it ? and a most remarkable bargain, as your spoiled carpet can

testify."

Mrs. Small made no reply, but continued to gaze in silent won-

der and mortification at her disfigured chair, an article which, in

reality, was worth nothing, but which had been highly praised for

its exceeding cheapness, and now proved the means of spoiling a

valuable carpet, as well as depreciating, in the eyes of others, her

capability of making good bargains. The offending chair was

soon removed, but not before Mr. Small had enjoyed a hearty

laugh at the expense of his wife.

" I thought that new covering was not put on for nothing.

People are not usually so careful of old furniture. But it was

a good joke after all, for we can sell the hair at a fair price," added

the gentleman, mischievously, as he passed out, leaving his wife

standing in the same attitude, contemplating the spoiled carpet.

But this bad luck did not prevent the latter from trying again.

She remarked that " accidents would happen in the best of fami-

lies," but that one unfortunate trade should not prevent her from

" making the most of her money." It was her duty to do so, and

ihe thought it the best way to patronize pedlcrs, who were accom-

modating enough to receive clothing, old silver, etc., in payment

for their goods.

" Hovsr do you like my new spoons V asked Mrs. Small, as her

husband seated himself at the tea-table.

" Where did you procure them V
" Of a pedler ; and I must say that I never saw a set of silver

spoons sold so cheap in my life. I wish you could have seen his

beautiful stock of goods," resumed the lady, enthusiastically.

" But you have n't told me how you like them."

" Tell me first what you gave in payment."

" Nothing but an old worn-out coat of yours, and six old bent

spoons, that were of no value," answered Mrs. Small, compla-

cently. " They only lumbered up the house, you know, and

these are an elegant pattern."

"And for that coat, which was probably a good one—

"

" It was n't fit to wear !" interrupted Mrs. Small.

" No matter if it was all rags," he continued. " For that coat,

I say, and six spoons whose only virtue consisted in their being

silver, you have received half a dozen plated things, not worth a

quarter part what you gat^e. I thought the rocking-chair would

have a better effect."

" Half a dozen plated things .' They are warranted pure silver,

Mr. Small, and will compare with any you sell."

" Very unfavorably, I fear," he replied, and, producing the

same pen-knife which was instrumental in uncovering tlie chair,

he speedily showed her the brassy looking substance under the

plating.

The lady declared she was not convinced, though she was much

too proud to own she had been again deceived, if she was satisfied

such was the case. The idea that she had been imi)0sed u|)on by

an itiiienuit sharper, was not by any means a pleasant one, and as

the latter was beyond her reach, slic resolved to retaliate a little

upon lierliusbaiid, who had been the means of exposing licr error.

She had hardly forgiven him in the affair of the rocking-chair, and

now to have her self-importance lowered, and her bargaining qual-

ities underrated again so soon, was very disagreeable. From that

day she was ever on the alert to discover some defect in the pur-

chases of her husband.

Mr. Small was unusually fond of buying secondhand clothing.

Not for himself, O no, but for his apprentice. Besides, he expe-

rienced considerable satisfaction in seeing the walls of a room

hung around with clothing purchased at a small outlay. The
devoted apprentice sometimes made a most ludicrous figure in a

pair of unmentionables originally intended for a portly gentleman,

and a coat of the same proportions, while at another time the case

would be reversed. He was the laughing-stock of his companions,

who ridiculed him without mercy, causing him to walk the dis-

tance between his employer's house and place of business quite

early in the morning and late at night.

" Now here is a bargain worth talking about," observed the

worthy husband of Mrs. Small. " When I make a trade, I am
very careful to examine whether there be any defect about the ar-

ticle which would have a tendency to decrease its value. I never

take the word of an owner, for it is his business to get as much

as he can, and in this way people mai/ be argued into the belief

that brass is silver, and the moon made of green cheese."

" Nothing but a seedy old coat !" replied the lady addressed,

with a scornful curl of the lips.

" You are mistaken, Mrs. Small," he continued. " It is, on

the contrary, a very nice coat for the price, and that, you know,

is a great desideratum with me. It is but little worn, not soiled

in the least, and Tom really needed a Sunday coat. I secured it

just in time, for the clerk assured me, upon his honor, that he had

an offer of several dollars more immediately after I resolved to

take it. There's nothing like Inck, after all. Now, wife, just

make a rough guess at what I paid."

" Fifty cents," replied Mrs. Small, abruptly, after a short pause.

" Half a dollar ! why, woman, you must be crazy !" cried Mr.

Small, in a voice that indicated no little surprise. I have always

given ten dollars for a garment like this when new, and to-day I

obtained it for the wonderfully low price of six. I'll wager con-

siderable that it has n't been worn a dozen times," he added,

decidedly.

Mrs. Small took the coat and examined it. While doing so, a

look of extreme satisfaction appeared upon her face, which finally

changed to one of complete triumph.

" And you gave six dollars in cash for this V she demanded.
" I did, and thought myself quite fortunate in so doing."

" I congratulate you," resumed the lady, with a meaning smile.

" I have the extreme pleasure of informing you that this is the

identical coat which I exchanged for a certain lot of spoons. Wliat

do you think of that, Mr. Small?"
" My coat! a lot of spoons ! No such thing; I don't believe

it," retorted the gentleman. "It was a good idea, Mrs. Small,

and with some innocent persons it mir/ht have succeeded ; but I'm

a little too cunning for that."

" See for yourself," said the wife, as she turned one of the

sleeves and exposed a piece of cloth with " Joseph Small " writ-

ten in legible characters upon it. " Look for yourself," she added.

" There is your name on a coat which, to my certain knowledge,

you have worn a year, and which, by means of a little sewing

and cleansing, has been made to look considerably better. The
pedler had some connection, no doubt, with that clothing store,

and the coat that I sold for one dollar, and you bought for si.r, has

come back to its former owner. What a speculation, Mr. Small

!

I feel amply repaid for all the vexation occasioned by rocking-chairs

and silver spoons."

We must confess that some sarcasm was evident in the words

of Mrs. Small. She found that her husband had been equally

" victimized " with herself, that they stood on equal ground, and

that his ridicule was no longer to be dreaded.

Mr. Small had nothing to say for himself. He was quite as

silent as his wife had been under other circumstances, and never

again, of his own accord, alluded to his " wonderfully cheap "

purchase. Still he would slily gratify his old propensity, and it

was not until his apprentice, and even his whole family, came near

having the genuine small-pox through the instrumentality of old

clothing, that he took the subject into consideration, and seriously

resolved to break ofi' a practice so detrimental to his purse— ho

was satisfied of that— and the general good of his family. He
was strengthened in this resolve by an additional circumstance.

He was about removing to another house, and while superintend-

ing the packing of furniture, was really astonished at the quantity

of useless rubbish which had been accumulating for years. Ho
found that he had no room for it, and seeking his wife, who was

naturally a sensible woman, he proposed that it should immedi-

ately be sent to an auction room.

Mrs. Small made no objections, and though she cast a lingering

look after some favorite article, she candidly acknowledged that,

in obtaining that and others, she had uselessly wasted her monc}',

and lost much valuable time. The house imderwcnt a complete

transformation. The delighted apprentice was no longer obligtd

to wear clothes made for his grandfather, and could walk the

streets in the daytime without feeling an unconquerable desire to

hasten his steps or hang his head. The old coat was consigned

to oblivion, and the mention of " plated spoons " and " worm-

eaten rocking-chairs " was studiously avoided. Mrs. Small re-

fused to trade with pedlcrs, and Mr. Small to patronize second-

hand clothing establishments. In time the mania for buying

articles which were not re<iuired for present use was corrected,

and both coiuludcd it to be the best policy to purchase good arti-

cles, and those only when really needed.

--»••—>-

A frequent intercourse and intimate connection between two
persons makes them so like, that not only their dispositions are

moulded like each other, but tlieir very face and tone of voice con-

tract a certain analogy.— Lacaltr.
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BDITORIAIi MELANGE.
Ground was broken at Utica, lately, on the Black River and

Utica Railroad. Counterfeit coins of the denomination of fifty

cents have made their appearance in Richmond. Mr. Wolfolk,

late sheriff of Tioga county, New York, committed suicide a few

days since. Prices still range high at San Francisco—board,

from fourteen to tliirty-five dollars a week ; flour, twenty dollars a

barrel ; attendance of a nurse, five dollars a day. The new

Music Hall, in Boston, has been engaged for the winter by the

Germanians. The Herald estimates the real property of the

city and county of New York at $600,000,000. Dr. Tobert de

Lamballo, a distinguished physician of Paris, announces that a

shock of electricity given to a patient dying from the effects of

chloroform immediately counteracts its influence, and returns the

sufferer to life. The fact is worth knowing, if it l)e a fact. A
western editor, copying a story of a drowning man who had a

wonderful memory of every event of his life, advises some of his

subscribers to practise bathing in deep water. The cholera had

sensibly diminislied in Denmark, on the 10th of August. It had

appeared simultaneously in Sweden and Norway. Horseradish

infused in milk is said to be a good cosmetic. The Crystal

Palace will henceforth be open for visitors daily (Sundays ex-

cepted), until 10 o'clock, P. M. The directors have resolved to

issue tickets good for one week at one. dollar. The government

expenses of Mexico, for the year ending next June, are estimated

at $5,74.3,880. Prof. Agassiz exults in the fact that he has dis-

covered a fish without ventral fins, in one of our Southern rivers.

Happy is the man to whom so trifling a eircumstanee affords

delight. Among other surprising things that have turned up

in Oxford this year, we find mention, in the Norway Advertiser,

of a cucumber /our /ec< long. Miss Coombs, of Clark county,

Indiana, has recovered a verdict of $5000 damages against R.

Walker, of Carroll county, Kentucky, for breach of promise of

marriage under aggravating circumstances. Place a bone

across a pork rind, and you have " Bony-part crossing the Rhine."

This is termed " illusttated history." Two ladies walking

under the telegraph wire in Cornwall, Orange county. New York,

were struck by lightning, lately. Miss Gilmore was instantly

killed, the other is recovering. At the time there was no appear-

ance of a thunder storm in the immediate neighborhood. Yale

College has existed one hundred and fifty-three years, and " edu-

cated " six thousand students. Austria has increased her in-

debtedness since 1845, something like $170,000,000, mainly in

suppressing liberty in Hungary and Italy. In Cincinnati,

lately, a little boy forced a small splinter into one of his feet. He
was subsequently seized with lockjaw, and after two hours' intense

suffering he died. Mosquito bites and bee stings, it is said,

may be cured, by rubbing them with the plantain leaf, bruised.

The plantain is a weed growing wild in most yards and grass

plats. Mr. Ben. Stephens of Boone county, Missouri, lately

killed five turkeys at one shot, with a small single barrel shot

gun. A young lady is never more happy than when she has

just put her sparkling eyes under a new " love of a bonnet." It

is reported in New York, that a large purchase of Porter's revolv-

ing rifles has been made in that city, by parties interested in the

affairs of Cuba. The number of rifles purchased is set down at a

thousand. Six cliarges to each will make this stock equivalent to

six thousand muskets. Mrs. Curry, of Galena, offers a reward

of $500 for the arrest of her husband, who ran off from her, taking

with him all of his wife's jewels, and a large sum of her money.

Convenient —At Chicago one can buy a house in all its parts,

framing timbers, shingles, doors, window sashes, shutters, floor-

ing all planed, tongned, grooved, numbered, and ready to be put

up upon the prairies to which the many railroads will convey it,

so that the farmer from those wide extended plains may come in

one day, buy his house complete, and take it out next, and with

the assistance of his neighbors put it up within a week.

Ulagsibc ©atljcrtnga.

4 ^*» »

Emigration to Iowa.—It is stated that Iowa is rapidly in-

creasing in population. The whole interior is said to be full of

settlers. A hundred emigrants were met in one day, recently, by

a traveller. $34,250 were received at the land office in about six

weeks over and above all lands entered with warrants, whidi will

reach a very large amount. The entries were all by actual settlers.

Alms giving.—The Boston Post quotes very pertinent remarks

upon the judicious policy of those rich philanthropists, who be-

stow their charities themselves, in life, and in death are their own
executors—thus making sure that their wishes will be fulfilled,

instead of being posthumously thwarted by the folly of pin-headed

proxies.
< »«» >

A BouuBON REALLY AMONG r.s !—The Rev. Mr. Hanson, in

a letter to the New York Times, declares the evidence which he

has collected of the identity of the Rev. Eleazer Williams with

Louis XVII. is irresistible, and stakes his reputation as a man of

common sense and common discernment on the issue.

< ^w i* >

Spiritualism.—We see it stated that the celebrated infidel

philoso])hcr, Robert Owen, of England, has investigated the so-

called phenomena, and become satisfied of its truth.

White Slaves.—There are eight millions of human beings in

England and Wales who cannot read nor write ; about one-fourth

of the whole population of Great Britain and Ireland.

Go AHEAD.—The citizens of Portland have got np a petition to

the Post Ma.stcr General for a daily land mail between that city

and New York.

The population of Worcester, Mass., in round numbers, is

21,000.

Measures have been taken to form a cavalry company in the
vicinity of Salem.

Newjjort was lit with gas for the first time on Saturday evening.
The natives were in a maze of admiration and astonishment.

A nobleman wiio painted reinarkaldy well for an amateur,
showing one of his pictures to Poussin, tlie latter exclaimed,
" Your lordship only requires a little poverty to make you a com-
plete artist."

Mr. McKay, the celebrated Boston ship-builder, received a con-
tract by the Europa to build a clipper ship of 2300 tons for an
English house. He is also to build one of 2000 for Messrs.
Baines &. Co., of Liverpool.

A stallion seized Mr. Boyington, of Oberlin, Ohio, in his mouth,
and threw him into the air ; when he struck the ground the horse

jumped upon him with his forefeet, seized him by the head, and
broke his neck short off, severing the jugular vein with his teeth.

The conductor of a freight train on the Vermont Central Rail-

road, was instantly killed on Saturday week, at Waterbury, Vt.,

by falling from his train and being run over by five cars, crushing
his body in a most hoiTid manner. He belonged in Concord, N. II.

One of the huge granite boulders on the summit of Mount
Washington has been selected and set aside for the apex or crown-
ing stone of the Washington Monument, and measures will im-
mediately be taken to have this gigantic stone on its way to the

National Capital.

The Foreign Imports for the month of August at the port of
New York, show an increase of $4,885,086, as compared with tlie

same month of last year. Of the increase, nearly half a million

of dollars is in specie, and $1,800,000 arc in goods entered for

warehousing.

A freight train on the Michigan Central Railroad ran off the

track on Wednesday week, nine miles from Niles. The locomo-
tive and tender were badly smashed, and the frieght cars and
goods piled in a heap. A fireman named Goodrich was killed,

and the engineer injured.

It is stated by the Nashua Gazette that the administrator of the

late Hon. Robert Rantoul, Jr., of IMassachusetts, has received

$350,000, or certificates to that sum, as his share in the Illinois

Central Railroad, the bill granting public lands for the construc-

tion of which road was strenuously advocated by Mr. R. while in

Congress.

A recent writer says, should poultry breeders continue increas-

ing the size of their stock at the present rate, the housekeeper
will have occasionally to choose between a leg of fowl and a leg

of mutton ; we shall have chicken cutlets and capon steaks ; and
as to the " merry tliought," it will become so heavy as to be
no joke.

The Shipping List says that the prospect of trade was never
more encouraging. The goods cannot be manufactured fast

enough to supply the demand, and the season will close with no
stock on manufacturing hands. The shipments since January
have been 190,000 cases; 19,000 cases over the corresponding pe-

riod of last year.

< »»^ > .

jSanbs of ©olb.

The population of the Australian colonies is estimated at about
700,000.

The Emperor of Austria is affianced to the Princess Elizabeth
of Bavaria.

The Duke of Brabant has married Princess Marie, sister to the
Emperor of Austria.

General Montholon, who shared the Emperor Napoleon's cap-
tivity at St. Helena, died in Paris recently.

A terrible cloud of locusts is ravaging southern Mexico, de-

stroying the indigo and com crops for a space of 400 miles.

Admiral Sir George Cockburn died recently, aged 82 years, and
Sir Charles Napier is reported to be at the point of death.

A grand ball was given recently on board the frigate Cumber-
land, at Spezzia, to the queen of Sardinia.

The Tunis government warns foreign merchants not to negoci-
ate Tunis bank bills, or export permits for oil until further orders,

there having been frauds committed on the government.

Parliament was prorogued on the 20th by commission. The
queen's speech was entirely congratulatory. America was not
mentioned.

The Emperor and Empress of France had gone to Dieppe, and
all the ships of war in the cliannel have been ordered to assemble
at that port.

The peace congress at Edinburgh is now fixed for the 1 2th and
13th of October, and a very large attendance is expected from
both the old and new world.

Major General Lord Soulton is dead, aged GO years. He was
one of the Duke of Wellington's intimate friends and a brother in

arms, and served with General Sir John Moore in the campaign
of the Peninsula.

By a new law, just passed by the British Parliament, every in-

fant born in England and Wales, after AugU'it 1, 1853, must be
vaccinated (under a heavy penalty, payable by the parents) within
three months after its birth.

The text of the Austrian protest against the Smyrna affair is

published and sent to all foreign ministers ; it takes the ground
that Captain Ingraham has broken the international law as ex-
plained by Vattcl and other jurists.

A decree of Napoleon fixes an uniform rate of duty on bread-
stuffs of twenty-five centimes until December 31, and to the same
date no tonnage dues on ships importing corn, and pro rata for

parts of cargoes.

An honorable arrangement of the eastern question will speedily
be accomplished. Lord Palmcrston stated in the House of Com-
mons that he is confident that the Czar will evacuate the princi-

palities without any unnecessary delay.

Advices to June 13th say that the total amount of gold received
at Melbourne, from the Victoria gold fields, during the first four
months of the present year, was 689,429 ounces, being an increase
of 449,066 ounces over the same period of last year.

Baron Humboldt, in a recent letter, states that he was the first

who brought guano to Europe, of which Klaproth and Vauquelin
published an analysis. During forty years he preached, but
always in vain, the usefulness of this substance ; but it is only fif-

teen or eighteen years since it has at last become a great article

of commerce.

.... It is astonishing how little one feels poverty when one
loves.

—

Bidwcr.

.... If there was no load-stone, the magnet would not turn
towards it.

—

Richer.

... A man's reception depends upon his coat, his dismissal
upon the wit he shows.

—

Beranger.

.... The force of selfishness is as inevitable and as calcniable
as the force of gravitation.

—

Ilillard.

.... It is better to be the builder of our own name, than to bo
indebted by descent for the jjroudest gifts known to the books of
heraldry.

—

Uushi Dallvu.

.... Error is a hardy plant ; it flourisheth in every soil ; in tho
heart of the wise and good, alike with the wicked and foolish

;

for there is no error so crooked but it hath some lines of truth

;

nor is there any poison so deadly that it servcth not some whole-
some use.

—

Tupper.

Sophistry may perplex truth, ingenuity may warp the de-
crocs of justice, and ridicule may raise an nndesen-ed laugh : but
where free inquiry prevails, en-ors will be corrected, justice will bo
revered, and ridicule will be retorted on those who have abused
its influence.

—

Juisor.

.... Leibnitz has obtained this fruit from his great reading,
that he has a mind better exercised for receiving all sorts of ideas,

more susceptible of all forms, more accessible to that which is

new and even opposed to him, more indulgent to human weak-
ness, more disposed to favorable interpretations, and more indus-
trious to find them

—

FonteneUe.

loker'o Bubget.

A man who retires from business and lives on the interest of his
money, may be said to be resting on his oivers.

The boy who undertook to ride a horse-radish, is now practising
on a saddle of mutton, without stirrups.

Why are the snows of Mount Blanc like a ship-builder ? Be-
cause they can avalanche (have a launch) whenever they get ready.

The latest report of Paris fashions says:—"Bonnets are veiy
small, and are more worn about the neckthan on the head." Wo
suppose shoes will be tied round the ankles before long.

" What is the difference between me and a new novel ?" inquired
a highly-rouged damsel of her beau. "It is this," said he : "a
novel is read because it is interesting

; you are interesting because
you are red."

Great men make mistakes as well as little ones. This was
illustrated once by Mr. Calhoun, who took tlie position that all

men are rorf" created free and equal." Said he, " only two men
were created, and one of these was a woman."

Tom Moore said to Peel, on looking at the picture of an Irish
orator :

" You can see the very quiver of his lips." " Yes," said
Peel, " and the arrow coming out of it." Moore was telling this

to one of his countrymen, who answered :
" He meant arrah com-

ing out of it."

Doctor Lathrop was a man of genuine piety, but much opposed
to the noisy zeal that seeketh " to be known of men." A young
divine who was much given to enthusiastic cant, one day said to

him, "Do you suppose you have any real religion V "None to
speak of," was the excellent reply.
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FACADE OF ST. PETER'S, ROME.
Herewith wc give a representation

of the beautiful terrafc of the faeade

of Saint Peter's Church, at Kome.
The upper line which terminates

this facade is ornamented with a bal-

ustrade, supporting the thirteen stat-

ues of Christ and his disciples.

When advancing towards the temple,

in the midst of tlie square decorated

by the obelisk of Sixtus V., and the

fountains built under the direction of

the Chevalier Bernini and Charles
Fontana, you look at these statues,

they do not seem to surpass the or-

dinary natural dimensions. But if

you ascend the terrace whence the

majestic cupola rises, you arc aston-

ished at having been the sport of
such an illusion. A man's head
liardly rises al)out the pedestals of
these stone colossi. But the specta-

tor is .soon diverted from his surpri-e

by the admiration caused by the view
of all Rome unfolding before him.
It is from this spot that we niu.st

contemplate and study the Eternal

City, if wc would form a just idea of
its ancient and modem buildings,

t'lcir situation and the distances

which separate them. Below, you
see the castle of St. Angelo ; far off

at the left, at the extremity of the

city, the eye rests with emotion on
tlie promenades of Piccino, and the

palace where young artists are dream-
ing of home and glory ; to the right

you distinguish successively the Cap-
itol, the Forum, the Coliseum, num-
berless churches, vast palaces, ruins

and tombs, and beyond all, that sol-

emn Campagna, which resemldes the

sea, vast and swelling beneath tlie

eternal breath of God. Any person

who would be thoroughly infor.ucd

of Rome as it is, should read Mr.
Hillard's " Six Month? in Italy." TERRACE OF THE FACADE OF ST. PETER S, AT ROME.

WHlTEHALIi.
The engraving whi<-h wo present

herewith represents the well known
locality in New York city, designated
as Whitehall, and shows the South
and Staten Island Ferries and tha
Revenue Barge Office. Whitehall
is situated at the foot of Broadwav,
in conjunction with Front Street aiid

the Battery, and forms a spacious
rendezvous for the vast number of
vehicles, omnibusses and carts that
throng the place, and is the grand
inlet and outlet between New York
city and Long Island. The boats
cross the harbor between Brooklyn
and New York city every five min-
utes. On the Staten Island Ferry,
one or two boats run every hour
during the summer, and generally go
thronged with people to escape |he
dust of the pent up city. The priee

for foot passengers is only 6 I.4

cents for eight or nine miles. The
Revenue Barge Office is a beautiful

building, and was built by Alderman
Daniel Vandcrvooit, under a con-
tract from the government by Cor-
nelius Bogardus. It is very conve-
nient, not only for the tide waiters of
the customs, but to the press and the

merchants. It has a large revolving
light at the top, which answers to

Robins' Reef and the Narrows. The
improvements in this part of the city

of New York have lately been exten-
sive. Among the rest, the Battery
itself is being much enlarged and
beautified, by filling in to the water
of the bay to a considerable extent,

on a line running nearly even, sea-

ward, with the water bastions of Cas-
tle Garden. Large storehouses of
granite also are fast taking the place
of low and rickety tenements in this

district, and Whitehall will ere long
present a most creditable aspect.

WHITEHALL, SOUTH AND STATEN ISLAND FERRIES, AND REVENUE BARGE OFFICE.

THE RED PARTRIDGE.
The red partridge, of which we present a fine engraving, be-

longs to one of the finest species of this bird. The upper part of
the body is of reddish brown, the breast of dull blue, the pure
white of the throat is relieved by the bonier of deep black which
encloses it, and meets at the eye, the brilliancy of which is height-
ened by this contrast. The bill and claws arc red, and the regular
and transverse spots of crescent shape, shaded with black, white,
and maroon color which cover the sides, adorn the bird, and dis-
tinguish it at a glance. Brought into the Knglish parks in 1834,
wliere it was called the Guernsey partridge because it came from
that island, the red partridge has multiplied ; wherever it suc-
ceeds it drives out the common partridge, and the pairs which
escape will soon acclimate this fine bird through all the southern
part of Great Britain. The red partridge, larger than the gray,
which builds in the fields and hedges, its nest, built of grass
and IcAves, without art, is also sheltered by a tuft of turf. Both
kinds lay the same numl)er of eggs—from fifteen to twenty—but
instead of being greenish like the eggs of the Perdix Cinprea,
those of the Perdix Rubra are of dull white, dotted with red. In-
stead of the large plains, which the other bird inhabits, tlie red
partridge frequents hilly districts, and prefers southern to north-
em latitudes. Although it is easy to tame, it lives less in society
than the gray i)artridgc, and is consequently more difficult to
breed. The young exact greater and more minute attention.

The first moult, at the age of three months, a time of crisis with
all varieties, is particularly so at this i)eriod. Even the gray par-
tridges "take the red "—that is to say, a reddish spot apjjcars be-

tween the eye and ear, at the bare part next the temple, and the THE RED PARTRIDGE.

young birds must then be kept very warm, and require animal

food to support their strength. Those that are being domestica-

ted are given bullock's heart chopped up witli lettuce, hard eggs

and crumbs of bread steeped in wino. Wilson, the ornithologist,

has written some interesting details concerning the American

partridges {Perdix Viu/inieusis) , which begin to build at the com-

mencement of spring. The female begins to lead the little ones

as soon as they come out of the shell, which is at the eiid of 8

month, and calls them by repeated cries, resembling the chirping!

of a pullet. " Like all the gallinaceous tribe," he says, " tho

I)artridge and quail make a great noise, caused by the concavity

and rapid movement of their wings, which are short in compan-

son to the size of the body. The continuity of their horizontal

flight renders them an easy mark for the hunter's gun." Wilson

relates that their eggs, often placed under hens are successfully

hatched. " More .active and wandering in their natures than

chickens, partridges are sometimes lost, therefore it is necessary

to give them a good and steady hen. With this precaution they

are reared very easily, and become as familiar as pullets. By a

few years' perseverance they are completely domesticated. Two
young partridges, brought U[) in this way by a hen, and aban-

donee? by their adoptive mother when they came of age, formed

an acquaintance with the cows, which they accompanied regu-

larly to the fields, returned with them at evening, remaining near

them while they were milked, and following them again to pas-

ture. They passed the winter in the stable, and disappeared again

at the opening of spring. Partridges lay sometimes in each

other's nests, and sometimes in the nests of other birds. One lay

her eggs in a. common hen's nest, by which they were hatched.

J
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PARTRIDGE SHOOTING.

The series of sportinp scenes which we have lately given, illus-

trative of the present field sports of the season, we are pleased to

know, have given great satisfaction. They were drawn expressly

for us hy Mr. Croome, of New York, who loves the theme, and

therefore docs it full justice. The scene which we present below

is tliat of partridge shooting, and is fully equal to any of its pre-

decessors. This agreeal)le and profitable sport is much practised

in the Eastern and Middle States, and is indulged in also in this

State. The partridge was formerly classed with the grouse, but

is now divided into a separate genus by naturalists. It is found

in the temperate parts of Europe and America, and is said to be

ratlier more abundant in England than in this country ; the British

game laws protecting it, save from the hunting of the nobility or

landed proprietors. The birds pair early in the spring, and the

female lays from fourteen to twenty eggs, in a nest composed of

dry leaves and grass. The young can run about as soon as they

are excluded from the egg. The afi"eetion of the partridge for her

young is very strong, and in taking care of them, she is much

assisted by the male. They frequently sit close to each other,

covering the young with their wings, and, when in this situation,

are not easily roused. Tlie principal food of the young partridges

are ant-eggs and insects ; but, when full grown they feed on all

kinds of grain. The red or French species of this bird is larger

tlian the common American, though both arc found in this coun-

try, and have red feet and beak, is brown above, and its sides are

beautifully variegated with ferruginous and ash color ; the neck is

white, with a black margin. The red partridge lives on higher

grounds than the gray, preferring hills. The flesh is whiter and

less juicy. There are many other species inhabiting Europe and

Asia. The scene l)elow tells its own story, aud is expressive in

every portion. The afl^riglited birds just breaking cover, the well

trained hounds awaiting their master's signal, in the left fore-

ground, and the sportsman himself with his deliberate aim and

steady figure, is sure of his mark, tangible evidence of which is

seen in the two jjartridges already disabled and falling. There is

yet a reserved barrel, and more must fall with the second shot I

The fascination of this sport to the hunter can neither be fully

described nor imagined ; it must be experienced to he fully ap-

preciated. Like the angler, the gunner must be patient and per-

severing, for a few moments of favorable opportunity will reward

him for long hours of labor.

P
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial]

LIONEL ALSSWOETH

A TAIE OF THE EEVOLUTIOrr.

wmm.

bt mrs. caroline ornb.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XI.—[CONTINUED.I

" I had hoped tliat Lionel would have been able to make us a

short ^isit, ere this," said Mrs. Ainsworth. " He has just sent us

word that we must not expect him under several weeks."
" Mr. Morney, I believe, is your brother V
" He is."

" I had heard Lionel mention the name of liis uncle, but it had

entirely escaped my memory; hence, I had no suspicion that the

message with wbicli I was entrusted would introduce me to the

presence of those I have long wislied to become acquainted with."

" The wish has been reciprocated on our part, I assure you,"

said Mrs. Ainsworth. "The last time we were speaking of Lio-

nel's contemplated visit, my brother remarked, that he hoped he

would bring his young friend with him."

Roland thought he should like very well to know if Ruth par-

ticipated in the wish, which caused him to steal a glancs at her,

where, in a remote comer of the room, she sat flirting a tiffany fan,

glittering with spangles, with a gravity suited to the importance

of the employment. .

Though she certainly was not looking directly towards him, at

the time he turned his eyes on her, her heightening color, and an

adroit movement of her fan, by which she entirely hid lier face,

might be interpreted as signs of her having an inkling of his mo-

mentary regard. Perhaps Mrs. Ainsworth noticed the look, for

she immediately remarked

:

" Though you see my daughter and me so idle now, during the

heat of the day, we are vei-y industrious all the morning, and I

regret to be obliged to lose as much time as we do. We are at

present busy spinning yam, which is to be woven into cloth to

make garments for those soldiers who may need them most,

whether at the north or south, and though Ruth is by no means a

tyro at playing on the liarp, she is certainly a much greater adept

at turning the spinning-wheel."

Here was an opportunity for Roland to make a very gallant

speech, and he did go so far as to frame one in his mind, though

somehow, when he came to offer it, instead of saying how happy,

and how much honored he should feel, were he permitted to wear

garments made by such fair hands, he merely remarked, that un-

doubtedly they would by their industry prevent much sutFering.

Mrs. Ainsworth now left the room, and Roland tried in vain to

think of something to say, which might be interesting to the young

girl, who still h.td nothing to busy herself with except her fan.

A look of peculiar archness that lurked in her large, hazel eyes,

showed that she noticed his awkward perplexity and guessed its

cause
;
yet, though words by the dozen were ready to come trip-

pingly from her tongue, actuated by a slightly mischief-loving

spirit, she appeared to be in no haste to come to liis relief. All at

once his eye fell on a harp, that stood leaning against the wall, and

he at once seized upon it as a theme for conversation.

" Your mother," said he, " mentioned that you played upon the

harp. It is a very ladylike accomplishment."

Ruth probably thought this remark needed no answer, other

than a slight bow. But Roland cleared his throat and proceeded :

"It looks like an instmment of some antiquity," said he.

" Was it made in England V
" I am unable to tell," she replied. " It was formerly in the

possession of a Scottish lady, wlio presented it to my grandmother

when she was about to come to this country. It was even then,

I am told, an ancient instrument. Many a hand is dust now that

used to sweep its strings."

Roland looked at her with some surprise, for her "mirth-beam-

ing smiles" had given place to a look of sadness, which accorded

well with the accents in which were spoken these last words. In

a subdued voice he repeated a line or two from Ossian :
" Thou

hast heard the music of departed bards in the dream of thy rest,

when sleep fell on thy eyes, at the murmur of Moruth."
" The hunter shall come forth in the morning, and the voice of

my harp shall not be heard," said Ruth, quoting a few words
from the same bard.

" I trust I sliall have the pl«asure of liearing it tliis evening,'

said Roland.

" You sliall hear me play, if it be your wish, though if you have
a critical ear, it is by no means certain that it will afford you
pleasure."

" As I have listened to little music except that of the dram and
fife, for the last five or six years, you may judge how much of a
musical connoisseur I am. I should think you were fortunate in

knowing how to play on the harp, for I imagine it is rather lonely

here."

"Formerly it was—it is much less so now."

"Why?"
"Because wc of late have visits from the redcoats or the tories

more frequently than formerly."

" And the whigs—do not they visit you '!"

" Yes, but their visits nfford us little or no excitement. When
a British officer and twenty or thirty soldiers, or a party of tories

make us a call, and search every cranny and chest, cupboard iind

closet, not forgetting the cellar and the attic, for plate and otiier

valuables, it gives us a fine opportunity to exercise our wits.

Once, however, I came near dying with heat, from playing the

invalid, and reclining in a largo easy-chair, with a dozen silver

])lates under the cushion. And what was worse than all, I was

almost suffocated with suppressed laughter, at seeing Nessy, our

mulatto girl, who, when she saw the enemy coming, put a large sil-

ver basin on her head, and though she had concealed it very ingen-

iously, by winding her kerchief round it, turban-fashion, she had

to walk as upright, and hold her neck as stiff as a grenadier, to

keep it from slipping off."

" That makes mo think of the barber's basin, spoken of in Don
Quixote, which the knight of La Mancha mistook for a helmet.

I should think you would have some safe place where you could

conceal your plate and other articles of value."

" Wc do have ; but we had some distinguished guests to dine

the day before, and so disinterred the plates I spoke of, and a few

other articles. As they needed a little furbishing, they were not

returned to their place of concealment that night, and the next

morning the redcoats were upon us so suddenly, we were obliged

to hide them tlie best way we could. The plates were put under

the cushion—the basin on Nessy's head, and a dozen spoons into

a pillow-case mother happened to be making, and which she had

to treat as gingerly as if they had been made of glass, to keep

them from jingling. Once they did make an unlucky clash, and

the leader's ears, which naturally lapped a little, at once assumed

tlie perpendicular."

" And what was the consequence ?"

" Priam, the butler, came to the rescue. 'Massa's spurs,' said

he, 'are ob de real silber, or dey nel)ber would jingle so.' The

remark flattered the officer's vanity and quieted his suspicion, and

as nothing could be found of a portable size, valuable enough to

can-y off, he contented himself with ordering breakfast of ham
and eggs, and hot buckwheat cakes."

" And was the order obeyed ?"

"To be sure it was, and glad to come off so. Mother, giving

the precious pillow-case into my charge, with a request, if I felt able,

to sew a few stitches, superintended its preparation. It proved

a wonderful mollillcr—that breakfast did. From being savage as

bears, at not being able to find any plunder that suited them, after

they had finished their meal, they were as good natured as so

many kittens. The leader of the party even went so far as to

hint that he should use his influence to prevent our receiving

similar visits from others."

" If his influence will prove sufficient to exempt you from any

more such, you may consider your ham, eggs and buckwheat

cakes well bestowed."

" Very true ; but we count on no such exemption, inasmuch as

his influence, were he disposed to use it in our favor, would not,

in all probability, have the least weight. He is merely permitted

to head a marauding party, and is, without doubt, held in light

estimation by the superior oflScers, and in very little better, by the

men placed temporarily under his command. It is with more re-

luctance than I can express, that we give a party of the enemy a

single meal, for we cannot help thinking how many there arc on

our own side suffering from want. It is hard indeed, to be com-

pelled to defraud our defenders in order to minister to the comfort

of those who oppress us."

" Do you know that I was much struck by something your

mother mentioned V
" What do you allude to ?"

" The manner in which she said that slie and her daughter

spend their mornings."

" You moan what she told you about our spinning ?"

" Yes."

" IIow did it strike you '>.—as being an employment either re-

markable or unsuitable V
" No, it was nothing of that kind. It struck me, because it

shows such tme devotion to the cause, and in such a quiet, unpre-

suraing way. In short, it seems to me like true heroism."

" Do you think so ? It never presented itself to me in such a

li"ht. I pity the sufferings of the poor soldiers, and to promote

their comfort, I am willing to devote the time, that, under differ-

ent circumstances, might be given to more congenial employ-

ment. If there be any praise due, it is to my mother—not to me.

I derive all my courage and devotion from her. If there was ever

an individual in the world, animated with the trae spirit of patri-

otism, it is my mother. I know of no danger she woiild not be

willing to encounter—no self-sacrifice that she would shrink from,

if she thought it would benefit the cause of freedom. I have read

of the Roman matrons, and do not believe, that one among llicm

all, was ever possessed of a more truly noble spirit."

The feeling and enthusiasm with which Ruth spoke, caused her

countenance to light up, while, at the same time, bright tears glis-

tened in her large, hazel eyes. Her filial ardor touched a chord

in Roland's breast, and caused his own eyes, which were of that

kind " which melted in love, and kindled in war," to grow some-

what misty.

" Your modesty and self distrust," said Roland, assiduously

brushing his hair from his forehead, to conceal his emotion, "by

causing you to underrate the value of your services, and to liglitly

estimate the sacrifices which they involve, only go to show tliat

you arc of the same spirit, and are worthy to be the daughter of

such a mother."

" I am afraid that there is more flattery than truth in what you

say
;
yet an unmerited compliment may sometimes have the effect

to aw.ikcn an ambition to deserve it."

" You will allow mc to say, tliat I had not tlic least intention to

flatter—nothing could have been farther from my thoughts."

" That only shows that you give me credit for being somewhat

of a martyr, when in good sooth I am as happy and merry, and, I

might add—not to keep back any part of the truth—as heedless a
lass as ever breathed the air of our Arcadian clime."

"Arcadian, do you say?"

" Yes. Does the expression surprise you 1 It always appeared

to me, that this part of the Carolinas, where my uncle has cliosen

his place of residence, must far surpass the Arcadia the poets love

to celebrate. A gentleman from France, who dined here not long

since, compared it to the Languedoc of his own country ; and my
mother, who, as you are aware, has spent most of her days in

New England, says, that even there the air is not purer—the

streams more sparkling, or the hills more picturesque, while the

luxuriance of our forest-tree foliage, and our floral treasures, either

for profusion or gorgeous lieauty, are not to be named in tlie same
day. As for the New England winters, I cannot help regretting

them, cold as they are."

" Then you remember them."
" Yes, I was nine or ten years old when I came to the south.

I shall never forget them. Nothing could bo more comfortable

and more cheerful than the long winter evenings, when the win-

dow-curtains were drawn close, and a bright wood fire was blazing

in tbe large fireplace."

Dinner being now announced, Ruth conducted Roland to the

dining-room, where Mi's. Ainsworth was awaiting them.

"If our dinner had not been nearly ready," said she, addressing

Roland, "I should at once have offered you some refreshment

after your long ride. I hope the time has not seemed long to

you.""

" Contrary from that—it has seemed very short. It cannot be

more than half an hour since I arrived."

" A little more than that," she replied. " I did not know but

that your anxiety for my brother's return might cause the time to

drag heavily."

" To confess the truth," said Roland, slightly coloring, "you
left me with such good company, that I neither thought of him

nor the message. I have heard my friend Lionel speak so fre-

quently of his sister, that after we once commenced a conversation,

1 felt as if I had always been acquainted with her."

" It is scarcely necessary for me to say," said Ruth, " that your

feelings in this respect were reciprocated ; for now tliat 1 have

time to reflect a little, I believe I must have nearly overwhelmed

you with words, that I am sure I should not have ventured to do,

had you seemed at all like a stranger."

" I expect every day, when the inhabitants of our poultry-yard

will fall a prey to some company of marauders," said Mrs. Ains-

worth, as she helped Roland to the wing of a chicken. I can

hardly imagine how they have escaped as long as they have."

" After they have seized upon them, if they don't order them to

be dressed and served up in this very room, we may consider our-

selves fortunate," said Ruth.

"And more fortunate still, if some of them do not, one day,

drive us from our home," said Mrs. Ainsworth.

" mother, they would not do that."

" They have driven others from their homes, my daughter, and

we can hardly hope to be exempted. Under the name of British

subjects, they act the part of so m.iny brigands'"

" This state of things cannot last much longer," said Roland,

" if the judgment of those older and more experienced than I am,

can be depended on. General Greene has expressed his determi-

nation to recover South Carolina, or die in the attempt, and the

heroic efforts of Marion, Sumter, and Lee, will tend to bring about

the same result."

" The want of all kind of supplies," said Mrs. Ainsworth, "is

what perplexes and renders nugatory the exertions and best laid

plans of our officers. The men under them, when suflTering from

hunger, cannot, at all times, be expected to feel hopeful and cour-

ageous ; nor is it to be wondered at that some are tempted to re-

nounce any farther attempt to win a cause, which seems to them

utterly hopeless."

Just at that moment some one near the house was heard sing-

ing a little ditty, so much in the spirit of what they had been eon-

versing about, that it seemed as if tlie performer must have over-

heard what they had been saying, and purposely adapted his song

to the subject. Ruth jilaccd her finger on her lips, as a signal of

silence, and the windows being open, they could distinctly hear

the words of the stanza, which tlie individual without was singing.

" Carolina south and north,

Is fillcii with pain and woe

;

The torie.i take tlutir neighbors' worth,

And away a whig must go.*'

Roland, who sat facing one of the windows, saw that the singer

had entered tlic grounds near the house which were enclosed with

shrulihery. Looking at him attentively for a moment, he ex-

chiiuied

:

" Mike Larkin, as I live ! I thought he was in New England.

What can have brought him hither?"

" Tbe name sounds familiar to me," said Mrs. Ainsworth.

" Your son, without doubt, has mentioned him in some of his

letters," remarked Roland.

" Yes," said Rutli, " Lionel alluded to him in the first letter he

wrote us after the battle of Bunker Hill. He said he was so badly

wounded that he would always be lame, and see, he who has just

treated us to one of onr rustic songs, uses a staff to assist his

steps."

"A pretty stout one, too," .said Roland, "which might, if occa-

sion required, answer all the purposes of a cudgel."

" lie is going to call," .said Ruth."

" I hope so," remarked Mrs. Ainsworth. " lie must be very

weary from walking in the heat of the day, and stand in great

need of refreshment ;" and rising, she went to the door herself,

and invited him to come in.
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" Is Mr. Morney at home ?" asked Mike, hesitating to comply

with the invitation.

" He is not."

"But this is his house V
" It is ; and is always open to the weary traveller, who comes

as a friend. You are tired. Stand no longer at the door, but

come in."

" Thank you, ma'am, I shall be very glad to ; but I felt a little

shy, before I found out sartain 'twas Mr. Morney's house, for if I

should get into a nest of tories, I reckon 'twould go hard with

me."
" I will undertake to be your guarantee that no harm shall be-

fall you, wliioh it is in the power of those belonging to the house

to avert," said Roland, stepping towards the door.

" You here. Sergeant Floyd V said Mike, a Hush of pleasure

brightening his sunburnt countenance. " I never was so glad,

many times before in my life, and I must shako hands with you,

if it is only for the sake of that smile, which looks so much like

MisB Euphie's."

" And for the sake of my own individual self, I hope," said

Roland, giving him his hand. " I have no wish to survive the

day when I shall no longer feel it to be a jileasure to shake hands

with one who did good service at the battle of Bunker Hill, much
more with one who brought away honorable marks with him, that

ho will carry to his grave."

" That Major DiUman was partly the means of making a true

whig of me. I was a little wliillliug before I had a chance to see

how mean he was. Arter that, I was as firm as a rock. And
then there was Miss Euphie and Hannah Ellsworth—they were

enough to make one think the rebels were right, they took such

good care of me when I wasn't able to do anything. Why, either

of 'em would go witliout a meal of victuals anytime for the sake

of feeding a poor soldier, or would sit up till midnight to make
clothes for him."

"Did you see my mother and sister, after Lionel .and I left for

the south V Roland at last found opportunity to incpiire.

" No, I started right off myself, as soon as I beard that you
and he had gone. The last time I saw Miss Euphie, she gave

me this doublet I have on. She made it on purjiose for me, she

said, and for that reason I value it higher than one made of silk

or velvet, and trimmed with gold lace, if some folks had given it

to me."

They had so nearly finished their meal at the arrival of Mike,

that they had no disposition to resume their places at the table,

and ho was invited to take a seat at the still well-furnished board.

Before accepting the invitation, he took Roland aside, and whis-

pered a few words to bim.

"I've something I want to tell," said he, " only I'm afraid

'twill frighten the ladies more than if Mr. Morney was at home.
Do you think it will V

" I can judge better when I have heard what it is," returned

Roland.

" Well, it's something about what the redcoats and tories have

threatened to do, and I came on purpose to let Mr. Morney know.
Are these ladies his wife and daughter ?"

"No—cannot you guess who the elder lady is by her looks V
"Why, 'tis Cap'n Ainsworth's mother, aint it? Strange I

didn't think of it before. There's somctliing about her mouth
exactly like his. It's a proud look, and it aint a proud look nei-

ther. It don't make her look scorney, or as if she felt too good
to speak to a poor fellow like me, but as if she had courao-e

enough to be a gineral, in case of need. I don't think 'twill make
her afcarcd, if I do tell, nor the young lady, neither; for though
she's as delicate as roses and lilies, and her hair and eyes are so

Wght it kind o' dazzles my eyes to look at her, she looks as brave

IS a lion."

Mrs. Ainsworth, who had overheard enough that Mike said to

lomprehend that he had something to communicate that he
bought would alarm them, now interposed.

" If we are threatened with danger," said she, " the sooner we
enow its nature, the better."

I thought, ma'am," sail he, " that maybe you wouldn't be so

nueh scared and tlurried like, if I waited till Cap'n Morney come
lome. So I tliought I would ask the opinion of Sergeant Floyd
a to what was best to do."

"You need not be afraid," said she, smiling, "sotiikoyour
ilacc at the table, and while you eat your dinner, tell us all aliout

it."

"You make me think of Jlrs. Floyd, the .sergeant's mother
lere. She's al'ays as calm as a clock, and i)leasant as a summer's
aorning, let what will happen. Well, yesterday, about noon, the
iun beat down terrible hot, ami I was glad enough when I came
•0 a spring where I could quench my thirst. Arter drinking
fiom a cup made out of an oak leaf, I crept in behind some bushes,
tliat grew close to the edge of a piece of woods, to take a nap, and
It want many minutes, before I was fast asleep. How long I'd
slept, I don't know ; but all at once I was waked up by the clat-
tering of horses' feet. I peeped through the bushes and saw six or
seven men on horseback, coming at a full gallop. When they
got right against the spring, they jumped off of theii- horses, which
they let drink, arter they'd dipped up some water to mix with
ome whiskey for themselves. They were mighty jovial, arter
hey'd taken two or three good drinks of the whiskey, and talked
md laughed a good deal. At last they began to brag about what
;ood pickings tliey found lately. Gold and silver, and plate, and
adies' jewels, were thick as blackberries, according to their tell,
l-'hey found plenty of other things too, they said. At one house,
hey boasted how they tore up the tioor, and found a good lot of
otton clotb, and, hid away in other places, they came'across ten
T a dozen bushels of meal, which they put into the bed-ticks.

arter they had emptied 'em, and carried 'era all off. One of 'em
said they .shouldn't have to drink whiskey much longer, for he

knew where there was a plenty of good wine, which they might
have if they'd take the trouble to go arter it.

" ' Well, sergeant,' said one of 'em, arter they'd got pretty well

through telling their famous exploits, ' where do you mean to go
next V

" ' I've some thoughts of taking a ride over to Morney's,' said

he.

" ' You mean the stone house we passed a while ago V said one

of 'em.

" ' Yes,' he answered. ' I'm told we shall find as good pickings

there as we did up to old Dame Harrowby's plantation, and she,

you know, was as rich as a Jew's eye, before we honored her with

a visit, but she's a plucked pigeon now—that's a fact.'

" ' Well, my advice is,' said another of the men, ' to let Morney
rest a day or two. There's good plunder at a place up above

here, in the provision line, and we can take Morney's plate, and

the nice linen damask they say is hoarded up, and the ladies'

jewels, when we come ba<-k. They'll be jest as good then as they

are now—wont spoil by keeping, you know.'
" ' Come to think of it, I reckon that will be the best way,' said

the sergeant. 'It's Tuesday today, and Thursday morning we
shall be ready to be down upon 'em.'

" He then made use of a great many oaths, and said if the fam-

ily refused to toll where the things were, he shouldn't mind it

much if one of his men put a pistol ball through the head of one

of 'em, jest to let the rest see they want going to be trifled with.

Then they all laughed, and said they shouldn't want no better

fun."

" Thursday morning they thought they should be here ?" said

Mrs. Ainsworth.

" Yes, ma'am, that's what they said."

" That will be to-morrow. As well then as later. If they find

the plate, or the linen damask they spoke of, they will be more
successful than I think they will."

" Yet there will be a great many things," said Ruth, " that it

will be very inconvenient for us to do without, and which it will

be impossible for us to conceal."

"Should Mr. Morney return tonight," said Roland, " there

will be three of us to defend the house, if our friend Mike will be

so good as to remain, without including the servants."

" Or my mother and myself," said Ruth ;
" but I suppose you

consider us to be nought," pouting her red lips a little, and trying

to assume an offended air.

" We shall need Mrs. Ainsworth for counsel, if not for action,"

said he.

" I thank you for your good opinion of my mother's wisdom,"

said Ruth—" an opinion which shows that you are not altogether

destitute of discretion yourself ; but your allowing her to be re-

ceived into your councils, will not make me the less of an

nonentity."

" Far from being a nonentity," said Roland, falling into the

same tone of pleasantry she herself had assumed, " your presence,

as well as your mother's, will inspire with courage those who
take an active part in conducting the defence."

" You never said a truer word than that, sergeant," said Mike.
" If the pretty mulatto girl—Nessy, I think you called her

—

could only have her head defended with the same unique helmet,

that on one occasion gave such a spur to your risibility, she might

do good service by watching through some loop-hole the move-
ments of the enemy, and reporting accordingly," said Roland.

" You forget," said Ruth, " that if put on service like that, the

helmet would need a visor. Ncssy's bright eyes would be a good
mark for the besiegers, and might tempt some one of them to

make an example of her by siiooting her through the head, to

show the rest of us they were not going to be trifled with ! Now
Ncssy's patriotism is undoubted, yet she can hardly be expected

to carry it to such an extent as that."

"And cannot Priam's wit, if not his wisdom, be brought into

requisition 1" asked Roland.

" Ah, you are thinking about the way he flattered the gallant

officer's vanity, about his spurs ringing as if ' dey were ob de real

silber.' Well, it certainly shows, that if he cannot pretend to be

a sage, he has a genius for strategy, and there is no knowing but

that he may do good service by the exercise of his gift."

They were now suddenly inten-upted in their playful discussion

by the sound of a horse swiftly advancing. Rutli started, and
her color heightened ; for, not observing that the sound indicated

the approach of only a single horse, her first thought was that the

ruffians had anticip.ated their contemulated visit. The next mo-
ment she uttered an exclamation of joy. Mr. Momey, her uncle,

had arrived.

CHAPTER XII.

A TREACIIEUOCS GUEST.

Aul.—If t had a mind to be honest, I see fortune would not sufTfir me; she
drops booties into my mouth. 1 am courted now with a double occasion

;

gold and a means to do the prince, my master, good; which, who knows how,
may turn back to my advancement.— Il'infei-'s Tale.

"Yoo were never more truly welcome than at this moment,"
said Mrs. Ainsworth, meeting her brother at the door. " Your
presence is much needed on several accounts."

" And I am glad to be home once more," said Mr. Momey,
" though had I not heard news that caused me to hurry, I should

not have been here till late this evening."

Mrs. Ainsworth now introduced Roland Floyd to him, nor did

she forget to tell him who IMike Larkin was, and that he had
come to bring them tidings that they might tm-n to good account.

"The letters of my nephew have made me and all of us familiar

with your name," said Mr. Morney, addressing Roland, " and it

gives me much pleasure to have an opportunity to make your
acquaintance."

" A pleasure, that, while it does me honor, give mc leave to say,

is fully reciprocated. I was ignorant, however, till after my ar-

,
rival, that it was to the uncle of my friend Lionel that General
Marion had entrusted me with a message."

" When 1 last saw the general, it was agreed between us, that

if he needed my co-operation, he should let me know by a special

messenger, who was also to be the bearer of a verbal token, lest

some imposition should be practised, as has been the case in sev-

eral instances."

" A token, that, I was told, the ladies of the household would
understand, if you should chance to be absent. I therefore re-

peated it when introduced to the presence of Mrs. Ainsworth, and
was instantly welcomed."

" The phr.asc was selected," said Mr. Morney, " as being one
that would stand no chance of being adopted or understood by
any one else. Wlien I was a score of years younger than I am
now, I dabbled a little in falconry, and recalling that circumstance

suggested it to my mind."

" I thought falconry a sport long since out of date—at least in

England," said Roland.

" And so it is, and was then. It gradually grew into disuse, as

the country was more and more cut up with hedges and fences
;

but I imagined it might be revived with advantage, where there

was such free and ample space as there was here."

" And how did you succeed ?"

" I did not give it a fair trial. As I could not persuade any
one to enter into my project, I soon abandoned it."

" O uncle," said Ruth, "why didn't you persevere? I should

be so delighted to follow the chase, with a falcon on my wrist

—

and I would teach him to fly at so high a lure."

" There is something fascinating in the sport, without doubt,

my fair niece, but we have fallen on times when graver and more
momentous affairs demand our time and attention."

" Have you dined ?" asked Mrs. Ainsworth, addressing her

brother.

" Yes, I called at our friend Barclay's, just to look at my boys,

and found the family at the table."

" How did you find them ? George and Alfred, I mean."
" Well, as respects their health ; I never saw them look better.

Their tutor, however, complains that they begin to take more in-

terest in warlike exploits than in Greek and Latin, which reminds
me that their father should be influenced by their example, and
show more eagerness to ascertain what has cost our young friend

so long a ride. As it is confidential," said he, rising, and ad-

dressing Roland, " we will seek a place of greater privacy."

Roland followed him to a small apartment, fitted up as a
library.

" I could formerly spend a few hours eveiy day with these silent

friends," said Mr. Morney, handing Roland a chair, and taking

one himself ;
" but now, as far as I am concerned, they remain

undisturbed on their shelves."

"My father," said Roland, "collected a very valuable though
not extensive library, when ho was alive ; but when Charlestown

was burnt by order of General Gage, it was destroved."

" A fate mine may be destined to share. The only chance it

has to escape, is its utter worthlessness in the estimation of the

banditti, who make it a daily business to rob, murder, and lay

waste the country. And now, my young friend, what says

General Marion ?"

" Ho commissioned me to inform you, that he has received in-

formation that a party of the British, from twenty-five to thirty,

all told, will be sent out by Colonel Tarleton to cut off a small

party of our men—a dozen or so, in the whole—who have been

somewhat successful in collecting supplies for General Greene."
" And he wishes me to interrupt the party of the British '!"

" He does. They will pass one of those swamps, impervious

to them, but where. General Marion says, yoti will l)e perfectly at

home, and where, he says, a dozen rifles will be amply sufficient

for your purpose. The only question is, he says, whether that

number can be obtained."

" That partly depends on how mucli time I have. Wliat route

will the British take?"

Roland took a piece of paper, that he had concealed between

the outside and lining of bis coat sleeve, and handed it to Mr.

Morney.
" I have there traced a few lines," said he, " that I imagined,

even if they fell into wrong hands, would be unintelligible, but

which, I believe, I can explain so that you will be able to under-

stand the particular locality intended to be marked out. I was,

of course, indebted to the description given me by General Ma-
rion, and when I submitted it to his inspection, he was so good as

to point out such alterations as he deemed necessary."

The rude and slight delineation, with a few words of explana-

tion from Roland, were at once clearly comprehended by Mr.
Momey, who was perfectly familiar with that region to the extent

of hundreds of miles.

"And now," said Mr. Morney, "we must see how much of a

fortress we can make of our house here, for a hint my sister gave

me, relative to the intelligence brought by Mike Larkin, convinces

mc that something I heard myself, and which hastened my return,

was no idle rumor, and we must think ourselves well off, if instead

of a half dozen, we do not have twice or even three times that

number, down upon us."

[to be continued.]

< »»» I

O Death, what art thou ? nurse oi dreamless slumbers freshening

the fevered flesh to a wakefulness eternal.

—

Tujiper.
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TUTTLE'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE PALACE.

The neat and tasteful structure represented in the accompany-

in" engraving, stands near the head of the staircase leading to tlie

gallery of the eastern nave. If it is less pretending than many
others in outward embellishments, it is, nevertheless, replete with

sterling and appreciated excellences, as is manifest from the con-

stant crowd of visitors who throng around it with delighted faces.

Herein lies a bit of curious evidence touching taste and the habit

of mind and observation

that governs different

people. Some persons

visiting the exhibition,

have no eye save for

ponderous machinery,

or engines of great pow-
er in active operation

;

others pass everything

by to examine with en-

raptured eyes the oil

paintings of the collec-

tion ; another thinks

nothing comparatively

worth a moment's con-

sideration exce])t the

statuary ; while many,
without the requisite

taste to lead them to ex-

amine any department
in detail, wander about,

seeking positions to re-

alize the best general ef-

fect. To the world of

womanhood throughout

babydom, which embra-

ces mankind and Chris-

tendom, the baby-jump-

er has long been known
as an indisputable nur-

sery appendage. Phy-
sicians, in both conti-

nents, have spoken in

its praise—scientificmen
have recommended it

for the health and en-

joyment of children, and
for the relief of nurses

;

and the thousands who
have used it bear willing

testimony to its excel-

lence. Each mother, as

she looks upon it here,

instinctively pictures her

darling as its delighted

occupant. Lost to all

the wonders that sur-

round her, she for the

moment sees only the

gleeful tossing of its

rosy arms, the quick
dancing of its tiny feet

—hears only the music
of its happy laugh, till,

in the fullness of her

mother-heart, she ex-

claims in the expressive language of the lamented Mrs. Osgood :

" A health, inventor of blest baby-jumpers

—

A health in the richest and rarest of bumpers!
The sage and the seer are foretelling a year
MTien all shall be peace in this sad little sphere.
When the humble may rise, and the bondman go free,

But the &IOTUER shall owe h^r millennium to thee!"

The specimens of dressed dolls here exhibited certainly sur
pass anything we have
ever seen, both in taste-

ful design, and beauty
of decoration. We won-
der not that youthful

eyes dwell upon them
with almost envious

thought. The furnished

reticules for ladies form
another interesting fea-

ture of this contribution.

Tuttle may be said to

lead the van in the ex-

tensive importation of

this useful and beautiful

article. So indispensa-

ble, indeed, have they
become to ladies travel-

ling or at home, so great

has become tlie demand
for them, that in order
to satisfy it, Tuttle has
been compelled to em-
ploy the first artists from
abroad to manufacture
them here ; and those
now on exhibition rival,

if not surpass in stylo

and workmanship, the
finest specimens of Pa-
risian manufacture, and
at prices defying all

competition. From his

unequalled 'emporium'
or museum of curiosi-

ties, .'14.5 Broadway, Mr.
Tuttle has presented for

exhibition only those ar-

ticles strictly of Ameri-
can manufacture, and
expressly intended for

the ladies and children,

whose favorite he un-

doubtedly is. "Ameri-
ca is remarkable," savs

Dc Tocqueville, "for the

numl)er of citizens she produces who attain to the highest accom-
plishments and Imsiness success in youth." One illustration of
this critical Frenchman's assertion is" found in the history of Mr.
George W. Tuttle. H" is a striking specimen of the intelligent,
go-ahead spirit of the are. A few years since, by way of divert-
ing an infant sister, he invented the famous haby-j'umi)er—the first

indicator of his futun' distinction. Its recognized excellence and
usefulaess suggested a patent, and the manufacture of it for the

public. The patent was secured, a small store opened, and in

one year 100,000 jumpers were distributed to every corner of the

Union. Success so astonishing induced him to take out patents

in Europe, and o|)en establishments in London and Paris. He
did so, visiting Europe for the purpose, in person ; where the

same success rewarded his energy and enterprise. He remained
in Europe several years, tiavelling a portion of the time, over

England, France and Germany, and while there, he conceived the

TUTTLE S CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

idea of establishing in New York a grand bazaar, after the manner
of the Orientals, in which he might blend the trade in baby jump-
ers, with that of rare, useful, and fancy articles, gathered from all

parts of the world. Having, accordingly, established business

connections with the principal manufacturers in England, and on
the continent, he returned to New York, with a rare freight of
bijore and fancy articles—papier mache, porcelain, ivory, shell,

alabaster, pearl, silver, etc.—from ladies' toilet cases, fit for a Per-

CAST IRON STATUETTES FROM VIENNA, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE

sian princess, to tiny fans and trinkets, suited to such fairies as
dance in the cups of violets—and opened a splendid " emporium "

at ;J4.'') Broadway—where be still continues to (lis|)lav for sale; the
largest, most varied, and remarkable collection of fancy articles
in the New World. He has already ae(|uirc(l a world-wide repu-
tation by his enterprise and integrity, and as ti. favorite with the
miblic and the press, has a splendid career before him. In fine,

let all visit his magnificent "emporium " in our sister city.

CAST IRON STATUETTES FROM VIENNA.
Some of the most beautiful specimens of the fine arts in the

Crystal Palace, may be found among those which, in point of
size do not attract a tithe of the attention and criticism lavished
upon works of more colossal dimensions but inferior merit. To
those who view the contents of the exhibition with the eve of a
connoisseur, and who have the time and patience to examine
closely, there will be a great many objects presented, which will

afford them the highest
satisfaction, and which
more cursory visitors
might pass over in a too
gfnoral examination —
Of such are the children
and dogs, that we pub-
lished a week or two
since, and the two statu-

ettes we this week give.
The latter are simply
beautiful. The .action

is very good ; the horses
p.articularly so. One
represents a contest be-
tween what appears to

be a Roman soldier and
a demi- savage, and the
other an Amazon de-
fending a wounded com-
lade. Each stands on
an arabesque pedestal,

and is about 1 2 inches
in height, the pedestal
being 4 feet. They are

of a dead black color,

nearly resembling ebo-
ny, and are among the

finest specimens of cast-

ing we ever saw. They
are from the royal iron

foundry at Vienna, and
stand in the German de-

partment of the exhibi-

tion. There could be
no finer ornament to the
library or parlor than
works of art like these,

and we hope that among
the many Ijenefits which
the exhibition is calcu-

lated to confer upon us,

will be the creation

among our wealthy citi-

zens of a taste for the

fine arts, and a conse-

quent fostering and en-

couragement of our ar-

tistic talent. We are

far behind the old world
in works of this nature

;

not that we lack the tal-

ent, but that the talent

lacks support and aid

which wealth alone can
give. We trust, ere

long, to see the d.awn of a better day, when genius and skill will

be fostered and appreciated higher, and the more elaborate works

of art find still warmer and abundant supporters among us.

« »»» >

INFLUENCE OF COMMERCE.
On the benefit of commerce, its influence upon the mental and

moral nature, or upon the intellects and hearts of men. It ever

tends to stir the minds of a community, and produce activity in

the business, and at the

same time fosters and
disseminates Christiani-

ty. The first is proven

from the history of Tyre,

and the second from the

reign of Solomon, so re-

nowned both for science

and religion. Whatever
increases mental vigor,

or purifies and elevulei

the afi'ections of men, is

so much gain to the

community. The his-

tory of the mechanical

arts, the improvement
in agriculture, of insti-

tutions of learning and

religion, clearly shows

that they have been fos-

tered and promoted by

commerce. Since the

day that Paul went to

Rome in the merchant

ship laden with wheat,

wherever commerce has

spread her sails, reli-

gion has lifted her ban-

ner. The missionaries

of our country have gone

to their respective fields

of labor in merchant

ships. So, in all ages,

commerce has been the

handmaid of religion.

Who are the most in-

telligent, active-minded

and religious men in all

communities, but mer-

chants? The agricul-

tural population of a

country, arc, perhaps,

generally more steady,

uniform.careful and per-

manent; but they arc

seldom so active-mind-

ed, practically useful and enterprising as our merchants. Where

are our great national improvements projected, and carried mto

effect, but in our cities * "Whose merchants are princes, and

whose traffickers are the honorable of the earth ?" Who are the

chief su|)porters of our great schemes of benevolence, the boards

of our churches? Who are the most active in endowing our col-

leges and institutions of learning'! The answer will be given by

every one.

—

Hunt.
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BALL, BLACK & CO.'S EXHIBITION.

Hurrying passers on Broadway have been so

often arrested hy the flashing splendors of Ball,

Black & Co.'s Treasure House of Silver, Gems
and Gold, they are not surprised to find, among
the masterpieces of the world's art in the Crystal

Palace, nothing so surpassingly gorgeous and ex-

quisite as the originals we illustrate on this page.

But what artist can paint the silver of Golconda,

or the gold of the Sacramento, after they have

passed from the fashioning hand of genius, all

radiant as the moon in her zenith, or the sun at

his setting 1 Never was such a sight seen on this

continent, as the visitor finds in these two cases.

A word of description :—The smaller case, repre-

sented herewith, is devoted exclusively to a single

worlc of art. It is the most beautiful and costly

service in solid (California) gold ever made in

America, or imported from abroad. The twelve

cups, saucers and spoons encircle a broad, massive

plateau of the purest silver, from which rises the

eperrjnr, magically wreathing itself in branching

columns, nearly four feet high, holding the golden
vessels in its glittering recesses, supported and
adorned hy silver statuettes of the four seasons,

the whole surmounted by a classic urn, on which
the American eagle—as over all the works of this

house—with bending beak and hovering wings,

stands vigilantly. The first glance at the whole,

through the pure plate glass, recalls to our fancy

the image of some enchanted castle built on a
crystal mountain by the hands of the fabled genii

of the east. The cost of the service is Sl.'i.OOO.

It would win admiration in the most select circles

of Europe. The large case, given below, looks

like the buffet of nn emperor prepared for a ban-
quet of kings. We could not find space for the

mere enumeration of what it holds, much less de-

scribe any considerable portion. Upon all the

pieces are engraved appropriate and artistic de-

signs, either entirely new or freshly combined.
Among the principal objects are a solid service

in gold, presented by the New York merchants to

their " sea king," Edward K. Collins, for his

Neptune triumphs; two very elaborately executed
services in silver for dinner, worth $4000 each

;

two exquisite tea and coflfee sets, superbly finished

in the antique; another in the rustic style, wreath-

ed with the leaves, sprigs and boughs of the old

English oak ;
another still, in the basket pattern,

which is now, par excellence, la mode du beau iiionde ;

several fruit bowls, of new and rich designs, in

silver net-work, enclosing different colored glass,

ground on the outside and polished within—one
especiallv for ice ornamented with Arctic em-
blems, the white boar and the Lapland reindeer

;

and then the most graceful of all, perhaps, are

the strawberry bowls, whose tracery is encircled by the vine and
the silver berry, and lined with opal-hued mirror glass; and a
hundred other bricht and beautiful things, all of which arc both
splendid and useful. There is nothing in the whole palace more
thoroughly American than this gorgeous, niiueral and artistic dis-

Broadway, would show how little it would be
impoverished by crowding these cases with im-

ported gems ; varying the intense splender of pa-
rures of diamonds by the mild radiance of neck-
laces of oriental pearls, and whole clusters of
dreamy opals. The wealth of their endless col-

lections could easily have spared those European
treasures. But they preferred to exhibit only
what came from American soil, and what was
elaborated by American genius. This imparts to

their exposition the charm of the unique, and the
enduring type of nationality. It commands the
admiration and respect of foreigners, because it is

free from the servility of imitation, and breathes
the vital air of American freedom.

GOLD TEA SET EXHIBITED BY BALL, BLACK & CO. AT THE CP.YSTAL BALACE.

play. All the gold, and much of the silver, came from the mines
of the occidental world. Every article was made here, by our
own artists, under the immediate supervision of Messrs. Ball,

Black & Co. No unmanly nwe has been resorted to by these

exhibitors. One brief visit to their sumptuous establishment, 247

ALFRED THE GREAT.
No king or hero of antiquity or modern times

can be compared with Alfred for so many distin-

guished qualities, and each so excellent. Princes
more renowned for power and glory, and reigning
over greater nations, have always had some defect
in their moral character, which forcibly contrasts
with our high estimation of their mental quali-

ties ; and although by the side of Alfred, ruling
in his narrow Wessex, their forms appear to tower
high amongst the stars, yet his figure, in its

smaller proportions, remains one of the most per-

fect ever held up by the hand of God as a mirror
to the world and its rulers. As such a noble ex-
ample he has lived in the memory of a thousand
years, and during that period the people whom
he governed have spread over the earth, making
homes for themselves, and establishing freedom
and independence of thought and deed to its most
remote bounds. That tree, which now casts its

shadow far and wide over the world, when men-
aced with destruction in its bud, was carefully

guarded by Alfred ; but at the time when it was
ready to burst forth into a plant, ho was forced to

leave it to the influence of time. Many great

men have occupied themselves with the care of
this tree, and each, in his own way, has advanced
its growth, from William the Conqueror, who,
with his iron hand, bent the tender branches to

his will, to the Stuarts, who, with their despotic

ideas, outraged the deeply-rooted Saxon individ-

uality of the English, and by their fall contributed

to their surer development of that freedom which
was founded so long before. The Anglo-Saxon
race has already attained maturity in the new
world, and, founded on these pillars, it will tri-

umph in all places and in every age. Alfred's

name will always be placed amongst those of the

great spirits of this earth ; and so long as men re-

gard their past history with reverence, they will

not venture to i)ring forward any other in comparison with him
who saved the West Saxon race from complete destruction, and
in whose heart the virtues dwelt in such harmonious concord.

His image will stand brightly in the world's history, never defaced

by malice or dimmed by his own errors.

—

Bohiis Library.

tVJLSU/V OL C .

CONTRIBUTION OF BALL, BLACK & CO., TO THE NEW YORK CRYSTAL PALACE.
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[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

LINES
ON THE BUILDING OP A CHURCH.

BY PARK BENJAMIN.

[The church, the building of which prompted these verses, was founded

in an ancient place of tombs, whose tenants, for more than a century, were

Buffered to repose undisturbed, while the inscriptions on their head-stones

were transferred, after the old custom, to the marble floor of the consecrated

edifice, raised in " the beauty of holiness " above them.]

Break we up this sacred sod,

Build a temple to our God;

Place its sure foundations deep

In the dust of saints who sleep

Till the Resurrection day,

Cahnly in their kindred clay.

On the aisles the names record,

Of those servants of the Lord,

\Vho, beneath these stones repose.

Vaulted safe from i-ains and snows;

Ko more Hght shall on them shine.

Till they see the light divine.

Solemn, sad will be the base

Of this consecrated place,

Telling mortals of their doom,

Of the dark and silent tomb;

"WTiere, when life's brief journey 's o'er,

M'e must rest till time's no more.

Here, from " dust to dust " shall rise,

Spirits plumed for purer skies

;

Prayers shall waft them like the wings

Of angels to celestial springs.

Bathed in who.<:e eternal wave.

They shall triumph o'er the grave.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE NEW MINISTER:
OR

CHARITY BEOINS AT HOME.

BT WILLIAM T. ADAMS.

CHAPTER I.

" It is abominable hj-pocrisy for you to talk so, Susan
;
you

don't care any more about the missionaries than you do about the

fifth wheel of a coach," exclaimed Louise Percy, the village sdiool-

mistress, to her friend Susan Maylie, at whose father's house she

boarded.

" Wliy, Louise, how rude you are ! You wouldn't like it if I

should talk so about you," replied Susan, an angry flush gather-

ing upon her cheek.

" Perhaps I shouldn't ; but if it were true, I don't know that I

could blame you for it."

" It is not true, Louise."

" Why it is only two months since you refused to put anything

into the contribution box for the missions
;
you said you thought

they were a set of lazy vagabonds, who had a good deal rather

preach than work for a living. Now, since the new minister has

come, all of a sudden you are a strenuous friend of missions and

missionaries."

" Can't a body change their opinions, when they are found to

be wrong ';" replied Susan, petulantly.

" Certainly they can ; but is your opinion really changed ?"

" How strangd you talk, Louise !"

" May be I d(B ; truth is stranger than fiction."

" You must confess that our new minister's eloquence has been

quite enough to convince any reasonable person that the propaga-

tion of the gospel among the heathen is a holy and beautiful

work."
" Undoubtedly it is a good work ; and if you really feel called

upon to labor so earnestly in the cause, I am sure I should be

the last one to reprove you for it."

" You uon't believe I am sincen;, then V
" I think you are very fond of the new minister. If an old

man, with a wife and half a dozen children had preached those

missionary sermons, I hardly believe you would have felt so much

interest in the work."
" Why, Louise, you astonish me ! I really believe you hate the

missionaries."

" On the contrary, I have the highest respect for them. I have

always contributed my mite to sustain them. 1 think I was quite

as strongly attached to the cause before this young and handsome

Mr. Rogers made his appearance among us, as I am now," and

Louise laughed merrily.

"He is handsome, isn't hc'(" said Susan, catching the playful

spirit of her companion and confidant.

" I grant that with the greatest pleasure ; but if you expect to

catch him, you had better moderate your missionary ardor, and

act yourself."

" Nay, Louise, I really feel an interest in the cause," and Susan

looked as sober as though she had been a missionary herself, just

on the point of starting for the interior of Africa.

Louise laughed merrily again, as she looked doubtfully into the

face of her friend.

A knock at the door started them from the reverie into which

both had fallen.

" Mr. Rogers, as I live !" exclaimed Louis*, as she caught a

glance at the now minister, as he stood on the door stone.

" Pray do not be rude, Louise," said Susan, as she adjusted her

dress before the glass.

" Be rude ! of course not ; but I shall say just what I think."

" Don't, Louise ; be a friend of missions, for my sake."

Susan opened the door and Mr. Rogers entered the house.

" I have called, Miss Maylie, to propose a plan for a tea-party

in aid of the missions," said he, after the common-place introduc-

torics had been disposed of. " I look to you, who have been first

and foremost iu this good cause, for sympathy and co-operation."

" I shall bo very glad indeed to do all I can to forward the good

work," said Susan, demurely, " and so will Miss Percy."

" You must excuse me ; my time is so much occupied that I

do not think I shall be able to render any essential aid," mterposed

Louise, scarcely able to restrain a laugh at the prompt tender Su-

san had made of her services.

" Perhaps you arc not interested in the missions," suggested

Mr. Rogers.

" To some extent, I am, sir."

" I trust, tlicn, we shall be able to enlist your sympathies. Cer-

tainly the heatlien, perishing in their sins, demand a noble effort

on the part of the Christian world."

" I do not question the lofty character of the missionary enter-

prise, but I do think charity ought to begin at home."
" Why, Louise, how strange you talk !" exclaimed Susan.

" True, Miss Percy, but it ought not to end there. I see you

favor the home missions."

" I do ; I favor a mission nearer home than any society has

been formed to advance—in our village, at least—the mission to

the poor and destitute."

" Tlie gospel is preached for all," said the minister.

"Fur all, but not to all. There is poor Mrs. Weston, who can-

not afford to buy clothes to send her children to meeting."

" Indeed !" ejaculated the minister.

" Her husband is a poor miserable drunkard," added Susan.

" You don't think her a worthier object of charity than the poor,

suffering, dying heathen, who are perishing in their ignorance and

sinV
'• Indeed I do !" returned Louise.

" Her case ought to be attended to immediately," said Mr.

Rogers.

" She ought to go to the poor-house ; the overseers offered to

take her," continued Susan.

" The poor-house ! Mrs. Weston has seen better days, and I

doubt not would rather die than be subjected to such a bitter

humiliation."

" Her own fault, then ; if she wont let the town help her, what

more can be done V
" She went to Deacon Hapgood, who owns the hovel in which

she lives, to get him to take off' ten dollars a year from her rent.

But the deacon didn't see how be could afford it, and the poor

woman left him, to continue alone her struggle with the demon of

poverty as licst she might. Yet the deacon can afford to give a

hundred dollars a year to the missions, and says he never feels the

sacrifice."

" I will see Deacon Hapgood," said the minister, musingly.

" I hope you will teach him that ' charity begins at home.'
"

" The hungry can be fed, the naked clothed, the houseless shel-

tered, and still there will be means left to carry on the missions.

We are commanded to ' preach the gospel to all nations.'

"

"And reminded that the poor are always with us. There is

Farmer Jones ; he can't afford to buy a spelling-book for his

daughter, but he gives large sums of money to the missionary

society."

Mr. Rogers, who was an earnest seeker after truth, and who

nolilv endeavored to do his duty, began to feel that there was a

great deal of practical wisdom in the remarks of the school-mis-

tress.

After a little more conversation, in relation to the proposed tea-

party, he took his leave.

CHAPTER IL

Louise Percy, without being very beautiful or very bewitch-

ing, was a very sensible, earnest, straight-forward girl. With a

warm heart and a generous disposition, she was free, open, and

sincere in her intercourse with the world.

Just the o))i)Osite was her friend and confidant, Susan Maylie,

though, as the world goes, she passed for a good-hearted person.

She lacked that transparency of motive whidi was so eminently

the characteristic of Louise's temperament. Where no strong

prejudice actuated her, she was generally prompt in her choice of

the "ood from the evil, though the most intimate friend was invol-

untarily led to suspect her motive.

Six months before we introduce them to the reader, the village

in which they resided was thrown into commotion by the arrival

among the people of the new minister, who had been called to of-

ficiate in the parish church.

He was young, handsome, and, more than all, unmarried.

Straightway, one half of the eligildc maidens in town became in-

terested in " serious things." The prayer-meetings and llie con-

ference meetings were all at once found to be seasons of special

interest. All the charitable societies connected with the church

suddenly became prosperous. The missionary society, whicli was

composed of ladies, who met once a month at the sewing circle,

received a new im])Ctus from the aiTival of Mr. Rogers.

The young clergyman made it a \mnt to attend these meetings,

for he was particularly absorbed in tlie the enterprise of sending

the gospel to the heathen. He had preached several sermons on

his favorite topic, and his exertions were rewarded by the creation

of a strong and unusual feeling on the subject.

Susan, all at once, found her mind intently engaged in the en-

grossing subject. It is true she had learned from her father to

ridicule and despise the missions ; but then her heart was l.ard.

and the ministrations of the handsome young clergyman had
turned her mind from the vanities and vexations of life, to the

lofty and substantial realities of " serious things."

Louise could not help noticing the sudden and remarkable

change ; but then Susan so con.stantly spoke of the minister's

handsome face, so often sneered at the thought of sundry village

belles, whom she was malicious enough to accuse of attempting

to " catch " him, that she readily fathomed the occasion of the sin-

gular transformation.

Louise got out of patience with her friend's duplicity, but sus-

pecting that it might be involuntary, or at least, without proper

consideration, she had plainly pointed out the inconsistency. Su-

san could hardly deny the fact, and feeling that Louise was a true

friend, one who would not proclaim her infirmity to the world, she

suffered the charge to pass unrcfuted.

" I am going to set up an opposition to the missionary society,"

said Louise, after Mr. Rogers bad gone.

" Pray, what mad scheme have you got in your brain nowV
asked Susan.

" I am going to do something for the relief of Mrs. Weston."
" How foolish you are

!"

" Am IV
" You are, very foolish ; it is the town's business to look out

for paupers."

" It is my business, too, and yours, Susan."

" I am sure I shall not meddle with it."

" We have each of us reserved five dollars for charitable pur-

poses, you know."
" Well V
" I shall give mine to Mrs. Weston."
" And I shall give mine to the missions. I thought you were

going to do the same."

" I have altered my mund. I cannot send my money across the

ocean, when there is an abundance of heathen growing up in ig-

norance around us. Now, if you will put your five dollars with

mine, it will just make up the amount the poor woman asked the

deacon to abate her rent."

" I shall do no such thing, I assure you : I am too much inter-

ested in the missions to throw my money away upon the town's

paupers."

" Very well ; I will not urge you."

" What do you suppose Mr. Rogers would say if I should give

nothing to the missions?"

" Axu you beholden to him to render an account of your stew-

ardship 1 For my part, I shouldn't care what he thought. Do
your duty, Susan, let folks think as they may. If I had money

enough, I would contribute handsomely towards having the gos-

pel preached to such heathen as Deacon Hapgood, Farmer Jones,

and some others who support missions, while they starve their

own souls and those of their families."

Susan, knowing how obstinate Louise was when excited, re-

frained from opposing the purpose she had announced, and Louise

retired to her room.

" Five dollars," said she, musingly, " it is more than a week's

pay, but she shall have it
;
yes, and more too. Since Susan has

refused to join me in this work of charity, I will give another five

dollars, and then how happy the poor creature will be I"

The face of the gentle-hearted girl lit up with an involuntary

smile, as she opened her drawer and took therefrom the ten dol-

lars. It was a large sum for licr, but she cheerfully resigned the

pleasures it would purchase, and looked forward to the joy she

was about to carry to the cottage of the drunkard's wife.

With a light heart she trijjpcd down the road to execute her

charitable mission. As she entered the hovel, her heart shrunk at

the scene of wretchedness presented to her view. The poor wo-

man, pale and haggard with care, apparently with one foot in the

grave, was surrounded by half a dozen ragged children, whom
her utmost exertions could hardly feed with the coarsest fare, and

clothe, even with the miserable garments that only half covered

their nakedness.

Stating the object of her visit, Louise handed to her the ten

dollars.

Mrs. Weston started back in amazement. Such unheard-of

liberality overwhelmed her with confusion. If Deacon Hapgood

could not afford to take off ten dollars from her rent, how could

a poor girl afford to give her that sum outright ?

Before she could recover her self-possession sufficiently to

exjiress her gratitude, the young minister entered the house.

Mr. Rogers was almost as much astonished at the generosity of

Louise as Mrs. Weston had been, and wlien he took his leave, he

gladdened the poor creature's heart by adding another ten dollars

to the gift.

CHAPTER III.

ArTER their departure from Mrs. Weston's, Mr. Rogers walked

by the side of Louise towards her residence. The conversation

was earnest, and, at times, warm, for Louise had opinions of her

own, and was not diffident in maintaining them, even ag.aiust the

eloquence of the parson.

Mr. Rogers was not less pleased with the spirit and indepen-

dence of his companion, than he was with her warm heart and

charitable disposition. And when he bade adieu to her at the

gate of Mr. IMaylic, he could not banish her from his mind.

The following day was Sunday. Oddly enough for him, the

minister bad not a word to say about missions or tlie heathen.

His text was, " Tke poor ye have always with ijoii."

It was a noble sermon, showing that the ])Oor, by being con-

tinually before the eye, came to be regarded with indifference and

neglect, while objects of charity far removed by distance, excited

the liveliest synqiathy and commiseration. Hcdcmoustrated that
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the first duty of all was to relieve distress in their midst—in fine,

that " diarity begins at home." It was shown, very much to the

edification of Deacon Ilapgood, who sat on the broad aisle, won-

dering " what the minister was driving at," that a rich man could

not blind the eye of his JVIalicr by giving large sums to the mis-

sions, while he oppressed the poor, and turned a deaf ear to their

prayer for help.

Louise was deeply interested in the sermon, while a majority of

the congregation arrived at the conchision that Mr. Rogers had

gone crazy. It was a reflection of her views, and a feeling of proud

satisfaction pervaded her mind, as slie reflected that she had been

instrumental in calling the minister's attention to the subject.

The effect of the sermon was immediate and substantial. Ev-

ery one of the " eligible young ladies " straightway emptied the

contents of tlieir purses into Mrs. Weston's lap. A society was

proposed for ameliorating the condition of the poor, whom tliey

always had with them. But Mr. Rogers cruelly vetoed the mea-

sure, not thinking an organized eflTort necessary to complete the

work, especially as Mrs. Weston, wlio was, perhaps, the only des-

titute person in town, had money enough to pay a year's rent, and

three months' provision in lier cellar.

In the meantime, Mr. Rogers manifested a laudable interest in

the welfare of the village school, and even preached a sjrmon on

the duty of parents to their children. He visited the school three

times in one week, besides conferring four distinct and separate

times with the school-mistress at her boarding-place in the evening.

Well, everybody—except the eligible young ladies—said it was

tlio minister's duty to look after the school, and sec that the mis-

tress did her duty ; so everj-body—with the exception mentioned

—

agreed that Mr. Rogers was particularly faithful in the discharge

of his duty.

Susan was intensely astonished at the course of events, and

most especially was she pained at the comparative neglect with

wliich the missions had come to be regarded. Other charities,

nearer home, shared the sympathies of the young and handsome

pastor, and she suddenly realized that her extraordinary exertions

in spreading the gospel among the heathen, had failed to accom-

plish the purpose she had in view. But hope had not yet deserted

her. Her eyes were not as wide open as they miglit have been,

and she did not yet fully appreciate the " signs of the times."

" What a blessed field of usefulness is open to the teacher of

the district school !" exclaimed she, one day, to her confidant, the

school-mistress.

Louise looked up from tlie book she was reading, astonished at

the remark—not at the important truth involved in it, but tliat it

sliould proceed from such a source.

" It is, indeed, an interesting field of labor to those who can

appreciate it," replied she, a smile of intelligence crossing her good-

natured countenance.

" I liave been thinking, Louise, that / might be useful in that

capacity."

" I do not doubt it."

" And I understand that the school in the south district will be

vacant in a few weeks ; don't you think I could procure the ap-

pointment ?"

" Why, Susan, you do not really intend to become a teacher,

do you V
" I certainly do ; I feel that I have suflTered too many years of

my life to pass away in idleness ; I mean to redeem the time."

" You cannot mean it
!"

"I am in earnest; do you think I could get the appointment?"

" I can point you to a jilace nearer home, if you are really de-

sirous of becoming a teacher."

" What place V
" You may have mine in the course of a month or two."

" Yours, Louise !"

" I shall send in my resignation next week."

" Why, Louise, I had no idea that you intended to abandon

teaching," said Susan, with undisguised astonishment, and, as

she had regarded the attentions her friend received from the hand-

some young minister with a jealous eye, perhaps the announce-

ment was received with some small degree of satisfaction.

"I had no such intention a few days ago. But if you wish for

my place, you can have the opportunity of making tlie first apjili-

catiou."

" I shall be delighted to get it."

"I will mention the subject when I send in my resignation."

" But, Louise, you have never told us anything about this.

Pray, what is going to happen V
"I suppose I must tell you the secret. Of course you will not

betray my confidence V
" Certainly not."

" I am going to be married this fall ;" and Louise blushed up to

her eyes.

" Going to bo married ! Jly goodness 1 And we never even

found out that you had a beau."

" It has been rather sudden."

"I should think it had. Who is the fortunate gentleman'!"
" Mr. Rogers."
" Mr. Rogers !" exclaimed Susan, starting back in blank amaze-

ment, while the color deserted her cheeks, and her bosom fluttered

with emotion.

"Just so. From the time we met at Mrs. Weston's, when I

gave the poor woman my money, he has been very attentive—and,

in short, the matter is now settled."

" Well, I an astonished !"

Susan was astonished.

" I cannot wonder ; I am astonished myself But, Susan, I

think I shall carry in my resignation to morrow, and you had better

have a written application ready."

Susan bit her lips with vexation, and even wondered that she

had not " been fool enough " to give her money to Mrs. Weston,

instead of the missionary society.

" I think, on the whole, Louise, tliat I shall not become a teacher

at present," said she, as she turned, and abruptly left the room.

In the fall, Mr. Rogers and Louise were married. The parson-

age is the home of peace, love, and charity. Mrs. Rogers is a

model minister's wife, and though the missionary cause receives

an earnest support, she still believes, and acts upon the belief, that

" CUAKITV BEGINS AT HOME."

[Written for Oleaeon's Pictorial.]

EUITH'S M'hODING.

AS DESClUBliD BV Sill E. L. BOLWER.

BT ALICE CARET.

Leave counting of thy ro.'ary,

Sweet K'lith, leave the cloister shrine,

And all the shelter tliat was thiue,

—

Thy heart's lord calloth uuto thee.

Softly the abbess kis.sed her brow,

Two priests before her torches bear,

Their light is on her golden hair,

She ha-steth to her wedding now.

" Ood shield us," saith the foremost priest,

And streaming far across the uiglit,

They saw the red and Haunting hght

Whereby the Norinau kept his feast.

She pauses, and her senses swim,

Low at her feet Lcofwine lies,

The light still laughing in the eyea

That never in their life were dim.

Now stoops she over him whose worth,

That day of doleful doom had tried

;

Ilim who, fco bravely fighting, died,

Tho last man at the standard—Gurth.

Whore lie the thickest heaps of dead

They find the b«ffner of her love;

The banner Hilda's maidens wove.

Near is she to her bridal bed.

"The king! the king! the search is past,"

Edith, the fair betrothed, cried,

And falling on his bosom, died,

Saying " Mine, all mine now—wed at last!"

* »»— I

[Translated from the (Jcrman, for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

CAPTAIN AND MADAME VON WEBER.

BY SARAU F. BEECHEK.

Sometime in the month of May, 1824, Captain Von Weber, a

young oflicer in the Prussian service, made a visit to the dilapi-

dated town of Wctzlar, to gratify a desire he had long entertained

of viewing the scenes immortalized by Goetlie, in the most pa-

thetic story ever penned by mortal hand. Wetzlar itself is a place

of no great consequence ; but its associations, and the scenery in

its vicinity, are highly interesting. Garbenheira, a small village

situated half a league from Wetzlar, was one of the places to

wliich the captain made repeated visits. The foot path leading

to Garbenheim stretched along tho edge of a precipice, with the

waters of the Lahn near its base, aftbrding numerous delightful

prospects to the lovers of picturesque scenery. Captain Von

Weber was something of an artist ; and it was his custom to stop

by the wayside, occasionally, to make sketches of such portions of

the landscape as struck his fancy. One morning, while thus en-

gaged, he noticed a party of pedestrians approaching him from

the direction of Wctzlar. One of the number was dressed in a

blue coat, buff waistcoat, buif smallclothes, and ftur top-boots,

the identical costume in which Goethe depicted the hero of his

novel. This coincidence was instantly noticed by Von Weber,

and ho watclicd the approach of the party with renewed interest.

When they came up, salutations and cards were courteously ex-

changed, as was tho custom of the time ; and the person in blue

and buff turned out to be a young lady of rare beauty, whose tall

and elegant figure appeared to singular advantage in the mascu-

line costume, a species of di'ess which was, at that period, fre-

quently assumed by ladies in Germany as well as in France.

The captain's new acquaintances jiroved to be English tourists

—a Mr. Wilson, of Liverpool, with his wife and daughter, and

Miss Lydia Hastings, his niece, it was the latter who wore the

male attire, a caprice w'hich seemed only tho more strange to Von
Wel)er when he learned that she belonged to the most rigid of all

religious sects, the society of Friends. Tho dress of Miss Has-

tings, notwithstanding its English style, was evidently of Parisian

manufacture. The small-clothes and waistcoat wore of the finest

buff-colored kersej-mere, the former fitting the figure with wonder-

ful exactness, and the latter decorated, almost to excess, with plain,

flat- surfaced, gilt buttons, of immaculate brilliancy. The same

kind of buttons, but of larger size, decorated the coat, which was

of dark blue broadcloth, and in the close-bodied form. The rest

of her attire was correspondingly elegant.

The captain, upon learning that the English totu'ists were on

their way to Garbenheim, at once replaced his drawing materials,

and proposed to bear them company. He walked \>x the side of

the young Quakeress, whose vivacity and intelligence charmed

him quite as much as her attire confounded him. They loitered

away nearly the entire day at Garbenheim, contenting themselves

with a lunch in the tea-garden ; and it was nearly night when the

piuty returned to Wct/.l.tr.

During the remaining days that the English remained, Von
Weber was their constant cicerone. When they finally departed,

he was supremely miserable. Neither Wetzlar nor Garbenheim,

the Lahn nor the Dislc, presented any further attractions to him.

Charlotte, and Albert, and Werner, and Goethe himself, were

alike forgotten.

It cannot be said that Von Weber and Miss Hastings loved each

other at first sight. This was impossible, for two reasons : first,

because the Quakeress had a national prejudice against all kind of

foreigners ; and, secondly, because Von Weber had an eciually

strong dislike to seeing women in men's attire. Their brief ac-

quaintance, however, completely dissipated these prejudices, and

it was hard to say which of them loved the more when they

parted.

In six weeks tho English party were back to Paris, where Cap-

tain Von Weber rejoined them. He married Miss Hastings in

that city, in Sei)tcml)er ; and shortly aftervvards the young couple

set out to visit the bride's friends in England. It is said that Cap-

tain Von Weber saw his wife in female apparel for the first time

on the day they begun this jouniey. They returned to Paris dur-

ing the winter, and resided there until the death of Captain Von
Weber, which occurred witliin two years of his nuptials.

M'Ue Ilelene Marie Weber, the well-known reformer, now re-

siding in Belgium, is the daughter of this marriage. When the

foregoing fads in the mother's history are considered, it is not sur-

prising that the daughter should evince a fondness for male attire.

M'Ue Weber's dress is essentially the same as that worn by her

mother.

Madame Von Weber is still living ; and it is to her method of

training that the daughter is indebted for the strange union of

masculine and feminine qualities which has made her so cele-

brated.

A characteristic anecdote of Miss Hastings, which happened a

short time previous to her marriage, is still told by her acquaint-

ances of that day. Being present at a large party, a young cox-

comb annoyed her a good deal by impertinently staring at her

clothes. At length he ventured to speak to her. " Miss Has-

tings," said he, " I certainly do admire your taste in dress ; and

yet I cannot say that I approve of our countrywomen putting on

the—excuse me—but I must add that few persons, meeting you

casually, would take you to be an English woman." Miss Has-

tings gazed contemptuously at the young man ; and as she did so,

she deliberately stretched down her waistcoat, to give the utmost

effect to its glossy buttons, which, as she perceived, the impudent

fellow was intently admiring. " Sir," she answered, " you may
be right; but those who might not take me to be an English wo-

man would certainly mistake me for an English gentlcimin—an

error into which they could never fall in regard to yourself" The

young man withstood tho lightning flashes of her waistcoat but-

tons without winking, but was utterly annihilated by the thunder

of the retort that followed.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
He that walkcth with wise men shall bo wise ; but a com-

panion of fools shall be destroyed.

—

Solomon.

No man can possibly improve in any company, for which

he has not respect enough to bo under some degree of restraint.

—

Clieslerjield.

Some men are called sagacious, merely on account of

their avarice ; whereas a child can clench its fist the moment it is

born.

—

Shenstone.

Man is an animal that cannot long be left in safety with-

out occupation ; the growth of his fallow nature is apt to run into

weeds.

—

IliUard.

Wo should give as we would receive, cheerfully, quickly,

and without hesitation ; for there is no grace in a benefit that

sticks to the fingers.

—

Seneca.

True glory consists in doing what deserves to he written ;

in writing what deserves to be read, and in so living as to make

the world hapi)ier and better for our living in it.

—

Pliny.

Tlierc is no use of money equal to that of beneficence
;

here the enjoyment grows on reflection, and our money is most

tntly ours when it ceases to be in our possession.

—

Mackenzie.

Nature loves truth so well, that it hardly ever admits of

flourishing. Conceit is to nature what paint is to beauty ; it is

not only needless, but impairs what it would improve.

—

Pope.

Satire is a composition of salt and mercury; and it

depends upon the different mixture and preparation of these ingre-

dients that it comes out a noble medicine, or a rank poison.

—

Jejhy.

There is nothing of which men arc more liberal than their

good advice, be their stock of it ever so small ; because it seems

to carry in it an intimation of their own influence, importance or

worth.

—

Young.

Religion is a necessary, an indispensable element in any

great hmnan character. There is no living without it. Religion

is the tie that connects man to his Creator, and holds him to his

throne.

—

Daniel ]VeLster.

All reasoning is retrospect ; it consists in the application

of facts and principles previously known. This will show the

very great importance of knowledge, especially of that kind called

experience.

—

J. Foster.

The richest genius, like the most fertile soil, when un-

cultivated, shoots up into the rankest weeds ; and instead of ^^nes

and olives for the pleasure and use of man, produces to its sloth-

ful owner the moat al/uud.'.nt crop of poisons.

—

Hume.
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THE NARROWS, FROM STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK.

THE NARROWS, FROM STATEN ISLAND.
We present herewith a picture which many of our readers will

at once recognize as illustrating the Narrows, at Staten Island,

New York harbor. Busier waters than the Narrows could scarcely

be found ; and it is difficult to imagine, amid so much bustle and
civilization, as characterizes this spot in 1853, the scene that pre-

sented itself to Hendrick Hudson,
when the little Halve-Mane stole

in on her voyage of discovery

two hundred years ago. Huvjf'-

den, or the Highlands, as he then
named the hills in this neighbor-

hood, " were covered with grass

and wild-flowers, and the air was
filled with fragrance." GroujJS

of friendly natives, clothed in elk

ekins, stood on the beach, sing-

ing, and oflFering him welcome,
and, anchoring his little bark, he
explored with his boats the chan-

nel and inlets, and penetrated to

the mouth of the river which was
destined to bear his name. It

appears, however, that the Indi-

ans on the Long Island side were
less friendly ; and in one of the

excursions into the Bay of Man-
hattan, his boat was attacked by
a party of twenty-nine savages of
a ferocious tribe, and an English
sailor, named Colman, was killed

by an arrow-shot in the shoulder.
Other unfriendly demonstrations
from the same trilie, induced
Hudson to leave his ancliora-ic at

Sandy Hook, and he drew in to

the Bay of New York, which he
found most safe and commodi-
ous, and where he still contiinied

his intercourse with the Indians

of Staten Island, receiving them
onl)oardhis vessel, dressing them,
to their extravagant deliglit, in

red coats, and purchasing from
them fish and fruits in abundance.

At this day there stands a villa

on every picturesque point ; a

thriving town lies on the left

shore ; hospitals and private san-

itary establislimcnts extend their

white edifices in the neiglibor-

hood of the quarantine-ground
;

and between the little fleets of

merchantmen, lying with the yel-

low flag at their peak, fly rapidly

am' skill ully a constant succes-

sion of steamboats, gaily painted and beautifully modelled, bear-
ing on their decks the population of one of the first cities of the
world. Hendrick Hudson, could he return to us, would hardly
recognize in the present picture the rude, uncleared land ho
looked upon of yore, so diflFerent in contrast from what it now is,

the leading commercial metropolis of the new world.

STEAMBOAT LANDING, FOOT OF LAKE GEORGE.

STEAMBOAT LANDING, FOOT OF LAKE GEORGE.
Travellers up and down Lake George, cannot but recollect with

pleasure their trip on that excellent little steamboat, the "John
Jay," nor the dock at which she lays, near the foot of the lake

—

both of which are finely represented in our sketch. The " John
Jay" is the property of John Jay Harris, Esq., of Queensbury,

one of the most energetic and
enterprising men that the county
of Warren has produced. The
boat was built under his own im-

mediate supervision, and is in

every respect a fine staunch ves-

sel. It is managed with much
liberality, evincing a just appre-

ciation of the wants of the travel-

ling community, and under the

careful c.iptnincy of Hozca B.
Fwr.—Lake George, or Horicon,
New York, lies between Washing-
ton and Warren counties, though
mostly on the latter. It is thirty-

six miles long, and generally

from two to three miles wide.

It is said to contain as many isl-

ands as there are days in the year.

One of them, called Twelve-mi •

Inland, it being that distance from
Caldwell, situated in the middle
of the lake, contains 20 acres,

elevated thirty or forty fcst above
its surface. The scenery on the

shores of this lake is exceedingly
wild and jiicturesque, and is much
admired, as it is often visited by
travellers. The waters are un-

commonly clear; and the French
called it Lake Sucrnmoil, and
they were accustomed to trans-

port its waters, on account of

their purity, to use in thfir

churches as holy water. Its

shores contain the remnants of

old forls, memorable in the revo-

lutioTiary and French wars. Its

elevation is 24.3 feet above tide-

water. Salmon-trout, weighing
from twelve to twenty pounds,
and other fish, are taken in the

lake. A steamboat plies from
Caldwell, at the head of the lake,

to its foot, whence people arc con-

veyed by stage to Ticonderoga,
where is a steamboat landing on
Lake Champlain. It is, doubt-

less, the movt beautiful sheet of

water in the United States.
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AN IMMENSE TREE.
For some time past the papers of the day have

been chronicling; the discovery of an enormous

tree in California, of such gigantic proportions,

as to be at once a wonder and curiosity to he-

hold. The first reports that reached us eonccm-

ing this immense giant of the forest seemed fah-

nlous, so extraordinary were the particulars; hut

the largest ttory did not exceed the truth, as the

result shows. We have hecn kindly furnished

with an original picture of this wonder of the

world liy Moses Kimhall, Es(|., of the Boston
Museum, and hasten to lay it before the readers

of the Pictorial, as an exceedingly interesting

engraving. The tree is a cedar, and was first

discovered by some miners in the mountains of

Calaveras, California, in a forest called the Red-
woods, on Trinidad Bay, some twenty or thirty

miles from the mouth of Klamath River, on the

northern seacoast of the State—a region that has

been hut very little explored. A correspondent

of tlie Sonora Herald, who recently made an ex-

cursion to see it, thus describes it :—At the

ground its circumference was ninety-two feet;

four feet above that, it was eighty-eight ; and ten

feet above that, it was sixty-one feet in circum-

ference ; and the tapering of the shaft was
very gradual. Its height, as measured by Cap-
tain H., is three hundred feet, but we made it

but two hundred and eighty-five. This tree i.s

by no means a deformity, as most trees with
large trunks are. It is tlnoughout one of perfect

syrametery, while its enormous proportions are

inseparable concomitants of its grandeur. I

have said that this is the largest tree yet discov-

ered in the world. It is so. The celebrated tree

of Freemont would have to grow many centuries

before it could pretend to be called anything but

a younger brother. It is said that a tree was
once found in Senegal, in Africa, whose trunk
measuied ninety feet in circumference. But no
other has ever been able to find it since its first

discover)'. It is called by the natives, Baobab
;

by botanists, Adansonia dit/itata. But it is ad-

mitted by all that none can now be found with

a circumference greater than eighty-one feet.

There is a tree in Mexico called the Taxodium,
which is said to he one hundred and seven-

teen feet in circumference, bwt some have said

that it was formed by the union of several trees.

The height of all these foreign trees is not more,
in any case, than seventy feet ; and none of the

trunks are more than ten feet. The age of this

mammoth cedar of California, if each zone may
be reckoned one year, is about two thousand five

hundred and twenty years. A section of the

wood which I brought home with me, exclusive

of the sap, which is only about one inch thick,

numbers about fourteen zones or grains to the

inch. At that rate, if it were permitted to grow,
it would increase its diameter one seventh of an
inch every year. In eighty-four years its diame-
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tcr would be increased one foot ; in eight hun-
dred and forty years, ten feet ; so that it would
then be forty feet in diameter, and one hundred
and twenty feet in circumference.

To our mind it seems a cruel idea, a perfect

desecration, to cut down such a splendid tree.

But this has been done, not, however, without a
vast deal of labor. It was accomplished by first

boring holes through the body with long augers,
worked by machinery, and afterward sawing from
one to the other. Of course, as the sawing drew
to a close, the workmen were on the alert to no-
tice the first sign of toppling, but none came j

the tree was so straight and evenly balanced on
all sides that it retained its upright position after

it had been sawed through. Wedges were then
forced in, and a breeze happening to spring up,
over went the monster with a crash which was
heard for miles around. The bark was stripped
from it for the length of fifty feet from the base,
and is from one to two feet in thickness. It was
taken off in sections, so that it can bo placed,
relatively, in its original position, and thus give
the beholder a just idea of the gigantic dimen-
sions of the tree. So placed it will occupy a
space of about thirty feet in diameter, or ninety
feet in circumference, and fifty feet in height. A
piece of the wood will be shown, which has been
cut out from the tree across the whole diameter.
We are told that this piece of wood shows a ves-

tige of bark near the middle, and that this bark
was evidently charred many centuries ago, when
the tree was comparatively a sapling. At last

accounts the tree was at Stockton, on the way
to San Francisco, where it was to be exhibited
previous to its shipment to the Atlantic States.

Probably it will not be very long, therefore,

before our readers will be abl( to get a view of
this monster of the California woods for a trifling

admission fee. In Europe, such a natural pro-

duction would have been cherished and protect-

ed, if necessary, by law; but in this money-mak-
ing, go-ahead community, thirty or forty thou-
siand dollars are paid for it, and the purcha.ser

chops it down, and ships it off for a shilling

show 1 We hope that no one will conceive the

idea of purchasing Niagara Falls with the same
purpose I The Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, ig

comparatively safe, being underground ; and then
it would be impost iblo to get it all away through
the limited size of the entrance I So, for the

present, at least, we need not except the c.ive

this way. But, seriously, what iu the world
could have possessed any mortal to embark in

such a speculation with this mountain of woodl
In its natural condition, rearing its majestic

head towards heaven, and waving in all its na-

tive vigor, strength and verdure, it was a sight

worth a pilgrimage to see ; hut now, alas ! it is

only a monument of the cupidity of those who
have destroyed all there was of interest connected
with it.
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[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

WE BIAY ROAM ROUND THE WORLD.

BY J. D. JOHNSON, M. D.

We may roam round the worid,

Yet we only find rest

On the spot where the feet

Of our mfancy prest

;

And we turn to the haven,

Though distant it lie,

In the evening of life,

For 'tis there we would die.

Dear home, thy lone Image

Lives on in the breast,

Though misfortune or crime

May have darkened the rest;

And broken and dried

Though its fountain mAy be,

In its depths there 's a tear

Still remaining for thee!

Youth floats back again,

As we gaze on the spot;

Blighted hope, broken frame,

Weary years are forgot

;

Memory kindly returns

Thy bright vibions of yore,

And 0, blissful moment,

We are children once more I

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WIFE'S GIFT:
—OE,

—

TWO GLASSES A DAY.

BY MRS. S. P. DOUGHTY.

" No, no, Tom ; it is of no use to persuade me. I am no teto-

taJler. Two glasses a day is my rule, and a good one it is. Just

enough to make a man feel lively, without upsetting him in the

least. I leave signing the pledge to those who fear to trust them-

selves. No danger of John Wilder being seen reeling in the

streets."

" But we have such fearful examples before us, John," urged

the friend who was endeavoring to persuade Wilder to take the

pledge of total abstinence. " There is but one safe course for us

to pursue."

" For you, perhaps, but not for me," was the reply. " Every

man is his own best judge. Don't be offended, Tom; your coun-

sel is well meant, and I thank you for it. But you magnify the

danger. Here is my little wife ; she is not afraid to trust me
without my signing the pledge. Say, Catherine, my darling."

Catherine had been a wife but two short weeks, and it was hard

for her to say anything which might seem to differ from the opin-

ion which her husband had advanced ; but she was very truthful,

and Tom was an old friend, so that his presence was little

restraint, and she answered frankly :

" No, John, I am not afraid to trust you ; and yet I would

rather that you resolved never to taste another drop of ardent

spirits, unless the doctor ordered it. Make me a present of the

two glasses a day."

" Indeed, I will not, little woman, for I could not got along

without an occasional drop of the needful. If you wish for a

present, you must think of something else."

" Nothing else will do," replied Catherine, smilingly.

" Only hear that, Tom," said the husband, in a jesting tone.

" Nothing less than two glasses a day will serve my wife for a

present. You had better talk of the pledge to her. But never

mind, Catherine, it shall never be said that I treated myself better

than I did my wife ; and, therefore, I promise to allow you two

glasses a day as long as I take them myself. Bear witness, Tom
—every evening on my return from work, I will hand to my
beloved wife the price of two glasses, and she may eat, drink or

wear it, just as she likes."

" You are a sad fellow, John, or you would give her what she

asked for," said his friend, as he bade tliem good evening.

"And you are unreasonable, or you would see that I have done

so," replied Wilder, laughingly, at the same time tendering a

small piece of silver to Catherine, which she at first seemed dis-

posed to reject, but on second thought accepted, saying quietly :

" It will come in use some time."

" No doulit it will, Catherine," said the advocate of temperance,

looking back as he passed down the little lane which led to the

main road. " Take my advice, and keep all you can get. Two
glasses a day has brought many a man to want."
" Tom is a raven, and you must not mind his croaking, wife,"

remarked the husband, as the two re-entered the cottage.

The moon shed a pleasant lustre through the clustering vines

which shaded the casement, and made the little room with its

pretty though simple furniture, look even more attractive than

was its wont. It was the honeymoon, besides, therefore no one
can wonder that Catherine should think, as she looked around, that

it was the very softest, most lovely moonlight she had ever beheld,

and that the little cottage and all it contained, lm.sl)and included

were among the most choice of God's blessings. And no one can

wonder that she slipped her little hand into John's broad palm,

and nestled close to his side, as she whispered :

" It would take more than a raven's croaking to shake my faitli

in you, dear John."

Her husband drew her still closer to his bosom, and pressed a

kiss on her white forehead, but he did not speak, and for awhile

they sat together in that pleasant stillness, busy with their own

thoughts. At length Catherine again broke the silence by saying

in a slightly tremulous voice :

" And yet I would rather that you meddled not with edged

tools, my dear husband."

" Still harping on that subject, little wife. I thought not that

Tom's idle talk would affect you so much."
" It was not alone what he said, John ; but his words brought

sad remembrances to mind—my own miserable childhood, my
poor heart-broken mothiir, and more to be pitied than all, my
wretched, misguided father. And yet my mother has often told

me of the first happy years of her married life—of a kind husband

and a pleasant home. Intemperance changed her happiness to

misery, and harsh treatment from him she loved brought her to

an early grave, and left me the lonely being that I was imtil I

knew you, dear John. No wonder that I dread the sound of even

two glasses a day."

Deep feeling had given to the once simple village maiden an

unusual degree of eloquence. Her blue eyes beamed upon her

husband with such earnest and imploring tenderness, that his

sterner nature could hardly resist the appeal. But false pride

came to his aid ; lie had withstood the arguments of his friend,

and he would not yield to the pleadings of his wife. That others

had fallen, proved not that he would do the same. As a man,

he would stand forth and prove to all that the moderate drinker

and the drunkard were not to be classed together ; that one might

stand on the brink of a precipice without danger of plunging in

the abyss below.

And thus in his own vain strength he stood. Human strength !

Alas ! it is but weakness ! The power to resist evil—nay, the

very consciousness that evil exists, and the desire to shun it,

belong not to man. In God also must we trust.

Our tale lies but in humble life. John Wilder was the black-

smith of the pleasant little village which had been his birthplace,

and wliich was endeared to him by all the tender and endearing

associations of infiincy, boyhood and youth. His father had pur-

sued the same occupation ; and it was with pride and pleasure

that he placed the hammer in the hands of his boy, and directed

his first awkward attempts at the anvil.

" It is a respectable and useful trade, Johnny," he would often

say, " and one which will always ensure you an honest living.

This is all you want ; the lawyers and doctors could desire no

more."
So John grew to manhood as thorough a blacksmith as his

father; and in due time, as the old man's health declined, the

business came altogether into his hands, and old Mr. Wilder was

content to smoke his pipe and watch the progress of the work in

which he had once taken so active a part.

" What a blessing it is," he would sometimes say to his wife,

" that our Jolm is a sober, industrious lad, and works at the forge

as well as I could do myself. A good trade is worth all the new-

fangled notions that the boys have now-a-days."

It was a joyful day with the old folks, when sweet Catherine

Gray was introduced to them as John's future wife. It was at

first proposed that they should make but one family ; but there

wore other sons and daughters now nearly men and women, who

could well fill the vacancy in the homestead, and that pretty little

cottage, half hid in the clustering vines, was at but a stone's

throw, and the young people preferred a home of their own.

So all was made ready, and when the wedding day came, it

was, as all wedding days should be, a bright and happy one. The

modest, pretty little bride, and the manly-looking bridegroom,

plighted their faith in the village church one lovely Sabbath morn-

ing, and as they walked together to their new home after the

usual religious services were over, many were tlie cordial greet-

ings, the kindly smiles, and the heartfelt blessings bestowed upon

them. Then followed for the next few days the usual amount of

village gossip concerning the appearance and behaviour of groom

and bride. This over, and the affair was among the things gone

by. All went on as usual ; the customary busy sounds were heard

in the old shop ; the young blacksmith had taken new cares upon

himself and must not be idle. The father smoked his pipe as

vigorously as ever ; the mother plied her knitting needles, and

superintended the household concerns of both families—for the

distance was short, and Catherine loved to come for advice to the

kindly old lady, and was quite sure that John's favorite dishes

could not be i)roporly prepared unless under her special direction.

And thus all went on quietly and happily for days and montlis

and even years.

The little cottage was less lonely now, and Catherine deemed

not the time so long when John was absent at his daily work.

A smiling babe was in her arms, and a lovely little prattler ran

by her side, as she took her usual walk to grandpapa's. A kind

welcome always awaited her.

" Lay by your bonnet, Kate," said the youngest sister, " and

give me the baby. You are to take tea with us this evening

;

mother was just sending mo with an invitation. Your little maid

has a holiday, you know, and it is not fitting for you to attend to

household cares with a child on each arm."

" Not quite so bad as that, Mary, for Johnny runs bravely by

my side, and little Kate can creep around tlie floor. However, I

would gladly accept your invitation did I not think that John

would return from work and wonder at my absence."

" He will know very well where his birds have flown, and can

follow tliera, if he likes. Come, no more excuses ; I know what

you would say. It is the fourth anniversary of your wedding day,

and you wish for a cozy little time at home. No matter, that is

selfi.sli, and you must learn to deny yourself."

" Hush, Mary, do not run on so," said the old lady, reprov-

ingly, " Stay with us, Catherine, my child, and you can step

home for John when he returns from work. Your father is at the

shop this afternoon, and they will no doulit leave together."

The hours passed quickly by, and old Mr. Wilder was seen at

the gate before they had thought of its being near the hour for tea.

"Has John gone home, father !" asked Catherine, as she re-

turned his affectionate greeting.

" Not yet, dear. He was obliged to go to a neighboring town

on business, and will not return until in the evening. You can

stay with us to tea, and have time to prepare for him after you

go home. I promised to send Mary to tell you of his absence,

but now I have done the errand myself."

" And you will have that cozy little chat, after all, sister Kate,"

whispered the lively Mary. " The babies will be asleep, and noth-

ing to disturb you."

Catherine smiled cheerfully, and acknowledged that it would

be very pleasant, and then turned her attention to the little ones,

who were already climbing upon grandpapa's knee.

The abundant country tea was prepared, and soon after it was

over a kind good night was said, and the mother and children

returned to their own pleasant home.

Fatigued with the plQasures of the afternoon, the babies soo

slept, and, as Mary had prophesied, everything bid fair for the

quiet evening chat. The husband's supper was ready, the house-

hold cares for the day were ended, and, seated at her little work-

table, Catherine busily plied her needle, casting ever and anon an

expectant glance along the shady lane which led to the cottage,

and indulging, in the meantime, in a very delightful retrospective

view of the events of the past four years.

No clouds had as yet obscured the sunshine. The moonlight

looked as pleasant now as it did long, long ago, even in the hon-

eymoon itself. John was still the kindest and best of husbands,

and the most loving and indulgent of fathers ; and when this was

said, it mattered little to speak of troubles, for with a good hus-

band, much sorrow may be cheerfully borne. But thus far there

had been no sorrow. Worldly riches had increased so that the

little place in which they lived was now their own, free from all

debts. The blacksmith business was still thriving, and would

become more so, as the •s'illage increased in size, and he still con-

tinued his old habits of active industry. Everybody pronounced

him a rising man, and what everybody said must bo trae. Even

his old friend, Tom, had ceased to urge the temperance cause so

strongly upon him, and had nearly arrived at the conclusion that

John Wilder was one of the very few who might with safety

indulge in the " two glasses a day."

Regularly were the two glasses taken at the bar-room of the

village inn, which stood so near to the blacksmith's shop, and as

regularly was a sum equivalent to their cost handed to Catherine

upon his return from daily work. At first, it was done in joke,

but at length became a thing of course—a fixed habit, which it

would have been difficult to break up. No question was ever

asked as to the disposition of the money. " Here are your two

glasses," Wilder would say, and a quiet " Thank you," was the

wife's reply.

Catherine's pleasant reflections were interrupted by the sound

of footsteps. She listened ; it was certainly John. Yes, it was

his step ; and yet it fell on the wife's ear with a different sound

from usual, and it was with an uncertain and almost hesitating

feeling that she rose to open the door.

" Is it you, John V she asked, before she turned the key.

" Wlio else should it be ? Open the door quickly, and not keep

me standing on the steps all night."

Never before had John spoken in so abrupt and hasty a manner,

and Catherine looked at him in astonishment as she hastily did as

he desire d.

"What is the woman looking at?" he exclaimed, in the same

harsh voice. " One would think she never saw a man before.

Cannot you give me some supper?"

" Your supper is ready, John," the wife replied, mildly. She

said no more, for her heart was very full, and she could with diffi-

culty restrain her tears. A moment's reflection, however, restored

her composure. Something very unusual must have occurred to

irritate her husband to so uncommon a degree. It was her duty

to endeavor to soothe him—to divert his mind and bring him into

a better stale. With this view, after placing his supper before

him, she chatted cheerfully concerning the littlo incidents of the

afternoon, of the pleasant tea at father's, of her disappointment

that he could not join them there, and how little Jolinny had

wished that father had a piece of grandma's nice cake, and baby

Kate had seemed to miss him when they returned home, and

would be carried from room to room as if searching for something.

To all this and much more. Wilder listened in silence, and

made no kindly response. Catherine was sad, but not discour-

aged ; and when he left the table and threw himself into an old-

fSishioncd chair, which was his favorite seat, she seated herself

upon a low stool at his feet, and resting her head upon his knee,

looked afi'ectionately in his face as she whispered :

"What is the matter, dear John? This is the anniversary of

our marriage, and you have not spoken one kind word to your

poor little wife."

This appeal in some degree restored Wilder to himself, and,

indeed, the nice cup of tea had already done him good.

" Never heed me to-night, Kate," he said. " I am tired and

out of sorts. To tell you the trulli, I was persuaded to take an

extra glass or two where I have been this afternoon, and it was a

little too much for mo. My good supper has nearly set me right,

however, and a night's rest will make all well. What is the mat-

ter now, little woman ?" he asked, as Catherine sat motionless,

and made no response. " I will treat you as well as I have done

myself. Here is the price of four glasses."

Tlie money dropped upon the floor, as with clasped hands the

wife exclaimed :

"My husbau'l, my dear husband, will you not give it up alto-
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gether ? It would be but a little sacrifice now ; and, O believe

me, it is the only safe course ! Think of our dear children.

Surely you will do it for their sakes."

" No, no, foolish child ; I will not give it up, but I will take

care to keep within my allowance in future. Two glasses a day

never harmed any one."

Catherine would have urged him still farther, but a look of

impatience checked her, and with a secret prayer that he might

never again be led into temptation, she locked her fears in her

own bosom. Long after her husband slept, her tears fell fast upon

the pillow, as she looked at her little ones and remembered her

own miserable childhood, and her poor mother's unhappy life and

early death.

This was but the beginning of sorrows. For another week all

went well ; then came a second excess. There was still some

good excuse—some peculiar circumstance which Wilder said

might never occur again. But the path down hill is a slippery

one, and of quick descent. Before another year had passed, his

unsteady habits were known and commented upon by those who

had once respected him as a thriving, industrious man. Several

times he had been seen in the street in a state little short of abso-

lute intoxication, and his work was often neglected, even at the

most busy season of the year. The parents had remonstrated,

and his wife had pleaded in vain. Opposition seemed to servo but

as fuel to the flames.

" "We can but fdo our duty and trust in God," said Catherine,

sadly, as, after the most trying scene that had yet occurred, she

took her cliildren to their grandfather's for an hour or two, think-

in"- that a change would be useful to them and to herself

" But tell me, my poor child," said the mother, to whom the

remark was addressed, " is my son very unkind to you and the

little ones 'i Sm-ely he cannot forget himself so far as to use

personal violence."

" No, mother, he is rather surly than violent. At such times

he dislikes to be spoken to, and is angry if the children make a

noise. The poor baljes used to spring with delight when they

heard his step. Now they shrink from him with fear. Last eve-

ning when I bade Johnny say his prayer for poor father because

he was sick, the little fellow wept and said, ' Johnny will say the

prayer for poor father, but father does not love Jolinny any more.'
"

Tears fell fast from Catherine's eyes as she spoke, and the

mother wept also. John was her eldest born and had ever been

lier pride and delight. It was, indeed, hard to know that he had

thus gone astray.

" And is there no hope for the future !" she said bitterly. " Will

he thus wilfully pursue the road to ruin, until it is too late to

retrace his steps !"

"We know not the end," replied the wife, "but I fear that

things will become worse and worse. May God help us !"

Catherine's fears were but too well grounded. The dark cloud

about them became more dense. Dissipation led to idleness

;

work was neglected ; debts accumulated ; and poverty stared them

in the face.

Deeper grew the shadow on the brow of the old blacksmith,

as he watched the gradual decline from virtue of his son. For

hours he would sit at the door of his own cottage, apparently in a

state of moody abstraction, and then mournfully shaking his head

would say, as lie roused himself, "All is silent now; the black-

smith's hammer is no more heard in the old shop. 0, my boy,

my boy ! Would that I could have stood beside thy grave, ere I

had seen thee thus !"

Suddenly he seemed to have formed some new resolution.

Rising one morning earlier than had been his wont for several

years, he took the well known path to the shop. It was closed,

and the entrance well secured. For a moment he paused irreso-

lute, and then walked with quick steps to a small house in the

neighborhood.
" Is Mr. Griffith in ?" he inquired of the little boy who answered

his knock at the door.

The man in question, who had long been in Wilder's employ,

immediately stepped forward.

" The shop is locked, sir," said the old man. " Have you the

keyl"
" I have," was the reply ;

" but Mr. John is so seldom at his

work, now, that I never open without his orders. I am about

seeking employment in a neighboring town myself. Working

one day in seven will not support a family."

" It will not, indeed, Mr. Griffith ; but if you will rely upon mo,

I will see that you are paid as usual. Open the shop at once,

and be ready for whatever may oiFer."

"But I do not feel myself quite competent to take the whole

charge, Mr. Wilder. I am willing to work under orders."

"I will be there myself," was the reply, "and we will see

whctlier time has robbed my arm of its strength."

In half an hour, all was bustle and activity at the blacksmith's

shop. The wondering neighbors—who had for months past been

obliged to go to the next village when anything in that line was

required—heard with surprise the busy strokes of the hammer.

Bob Jones almost rejoiced when his horse lost a shoe, because

it gave him an opportunity to satisfy his curiosity. He was a

rough lad, but his heart was touched when he saw the old man
hard at work, and it was with almost an air of deference that he

asked if his horse could be shod immediately, as he was in haste

to go to town.

" Without delay, Bob. Here, Mr. Griffith, will you attend to

this ?—or stay, I will do it myself. It is twelve years or more

since I have shod a horse ; but I know the right way yet, if I

mistake not."

The job was but half completed, and the old blacksmith, with

all the interest and activity of former years, was bending over the

uplifted foot of the animal, when anotlier person entered the shop.

For a moment he stood unnoticed, but an attentive observer of

what was passing. The hand of the old blacksmith trembled, as

he performed the unusual labor, and he paused, as if fatigued.

" Father," said a well known voice at his elbow, " what means

this ? This work becomes not your gray hairs
;
give me the

hammer."
" I have made a vow, John," was the reply, " that your wife

and children shall never want while I can raise a hammer ; nor

your good name be disgraced with debts, if I can earn the means

to pay for them. God will give me strength."

More ail'ectcd than he eared to own, the young man walked to

the further part of the shop, and busied himself with some work

which stood ready. For many days he had been absent from

home, and had returned at a late hour on the previous evening.

His feelings had been a good deal softened by the appearance of

absolute poverty his little cottage had assumed. Something must

be done; and after an anxious and restless night he fell asleep

just before the day dawned, with the full resolution to work stead-

ily for three months, at least, and then see how things would go.

The liright morning sun streaming in at the window awakened

him. He sprang up, and the first sound which fell upon his ear

was the busy stroke of the blacksmith's hammer. He listened in

surprise ; Griffith was not wont to go to work without orders.

Hastily dressing himself he left the cottage and sought his shop.

Pride, shame and self-reproach struggled in the mind of John

Wilder, as he watched his aged father steadily pursuing his un-

wonted task. The two latter feelings at length gained the mastery.

"Rest yourself, now, father," he said, as the old man paused

from very exhaustion. " Fear neither for my family nor my good

name, for, with God's help, both shall be cared for."

" Bless you, my boy, bless you I" was the agitated reply.

" Your words give me new life. Be yourself again, John. The

dark cloud is passing away."

At the little cottage nothing was known of what had tpken

place. With her mind filled with her own sad thoughts, Cather-

ine noticed not the sounds that showed all were iictively engaged

at the shop. Her husband did not return at noon—and, indeed,

she scarcely expected him, for he was seldom with them at meals.

She had a lingering hope that he might come in the evening ; but

even this was very doubtful. Her heart beat quickly, when, just

after the sun had sunk behind the western hills, his step was heard

at the door. The little ones clung to her dress as he entered, for

they had learned to fear his approach.

" Are you not coming to see father V he said, kindly. " You

are not afraid of me, Johnny, my man?"

"Not to-night, father," replied Johnny, boldly. " Come, little

Kate, come to father; he will not hurt us."

Catherine trembled lest the reply should in-itate him ; but he

only sighed deeply, and took the children in his arms without

speaking. With more of cheerfulness than she had felt for months,

Catherine busied herself with preparations for the evening meal.

" Father tells me there is to be a famous lecturer in the village,

this evening," said Wilder, as they took their seats at the table.

" Can 3'ou go with me to hear him, Catherine ? Never mind the

children," he added, as his wife glanced towards the little ones.

" Sister Mary lias promised to come round and look after them."

" Then I will go with pleasure, John," replied Catherine, and

the untasted food stood before her, for she felt too happy to eat.

" Take some supper, mama," lisped little Kate; and Johnny

seconded the petition by saying :

" Yes, mama, take some supper. Does it not make you glad

to have father home with us ? You always cry when he is gone."

There were tears in Catherine's eyes, now, but a loving glance

from her husband sent a thrill of happiness through her heart, to

which it had long been a stranger.

It seemed almost like a dream to Catherine when she found

herself actually walking through the little village, leaning upon

her husband's arm, for it was long since they had been seen to-

gether. She was silent, for her heart was too full to speak, and

Wilder seemed busy with his own thoughts.

Catherine started with surprise when she found the subject was

temperance ; and she would have given much to have known if

John was aware of this before he invited her to attend. The

speaker was an able one. Most eloquently did he speak of the

miseries of intemperance, of the perfect thraldom in which it

holds its victim. Admirably did he portray the home of the

drunkard. The wretched wife and the miserable, neglected chil-

dren. Then followed an earnest appeal to those he was address-

ing—to those, in particular, who stood on the brink of the fatal

lirecipice, but who had not yet precipitated themselves into the

gulf below. " Pause," he said, " pause, and while there is yet

time, pledge yourselves to shake oft' the yoke that binds you. Be

true to yourselves, and to the dear ones who gather around your

household hearth."

The pledge was produced, and young and old pressed foi-ward

to affix their names.
" Are there not more who should come 1" continued the orator,

as the last signature was enrolled. " Aie there not those who are

still hesitating between life and deatli ? Remember, this pledge

binds you not to slavery; it is but the token of freedom."

Calmly and deliberately John Wilder left his wife's side and

advanced to the table. There was a general murmur of pleasure

throughout the assembly; but Catherine S|)ake not, and, to an

indifterent spectator, might liave appeared unmoved. The name

was firmly and fairly written, tlie assembly dispersed, and each

took the road to his own home, or joined the numerous little

grSups who stood conversing upon the events of the evening.

As Catherine passed out, leaning upon her husband's arm,

many a congratulatory smile or kind shake of the hand was re-

ceived, but ajiparently tliey were almost unnoticed. Not one word

was spoken until they had passed through the shady lane and
were rapidly approaching the cottage. The sight of her house

broke the spell ; a full realization of the change which might now
take place came over her. The cloud had passed away. Her
husband, the father of her children, was restored to her.

" John ! dear, dear John !" she murmured, and burst into tears.

" My own Catherine ! my dear, true-hearted, little wife !" he

said, tenderly, as he encircled her with his arm.

No more passed between them, for Mary was watching for their

approach ; and with many assurances that she had been faithful

to her charge, said that she must bid them good night without

delay, for father and mother would be weary with waiting for her.

Her brother and sister stood watching her, as with light steps

she passed down the lane and across the field which led to the
" old place," and then entered the cottage.

The babies slept quietly ; and side by side, as in days gone by,

they sat down near the open casement, and talked long and freely

of the past, present and future.

" It has been a long night, dearest," he said, " but with God's
help, the day will now dawn upon you. You have ever been a
faithful wife and mother. I have caused you much suffiaring, but
in future it shall be my endeavor to be what I ought to be, both

to you and my children."

Catherine pressed closer to his side, and looked confidingly in

his face, but she made no reply ; and after a short pause. Wilder
said, hesitatingly

:

"Perhaps, Catherine, you are not aware that we have still

some trials to pass tlirough. We are in debt, and unless I can

make some arrangements with my creditors, wo must part with

our pleasant home to satisfy their claims."

" Do we owe so very muchV asked Catherine, a shade of anxi-

ety passing over her countenance.

"A mere trifle to those who have riches ; but a large sum to

those who have nothing," was the reply. "About two hundred

dollars,*I believe."

Catherine gently disengaged herself from the arm which her

husband had thrown around her, and entered the little room where

the children were sleeping. In a few moments she returned, and
placing a small box in her husband's hand, said, smilingly

:

" Here is a gift for you, dear John."
" And a heavy one, to say the least," replied Wilder, as he

raised the lid. " Why, Catherine !" was his astonished exclama-

tion. " Where did this money come from ?"

"Have you forgotten the two glasses a day which you indulged

me in for so many years f replied Catherine, smiling at the look

of amazement with which her husband surveyed the large collec-

tion of sixpences and shillings which formed the contents of the

box.

"Is it possible that you treasured it up in this manner, Cath-

erine?"

" I saved it against time of need, John ; it is all yours, now.

There is more than two hundred dollars there. We may keep

our own dear home."
" And I am a free man, once more, thanks to my own dear

wife," exclaimed Wilder, as he clasped Catherine to his bosom.
" I accept your gift, love, as freely as it is given. Strange that

both sorrow and gladness should be caused by the ' two glasses a

day.'

"

Years passed on. The busy sound of the blacksmith's hammer
was still heard in the little shop. The gray-haired man still

smoked his pipe, as, with a complacent air, he watched his indus-

trious son at his work ; and both at the homestead and the cottage

all was sunshine and happiness. The dark cloud had indeed

passed away.
< ».» >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AT SUNSET.

When the evening gliadowit gather

In the valley, where the river

Silently doth flow

;

And the silvery mist doth rise,

As if to meet the glovring gkieo,

From the vale below.

When the hue, far in the west,

Lighteth just the mountain's crest

Of stalwort trees

;

Whose every bough, in radiant vest

Of green and golden color dressed,

Waves in the breeze.

When beauty, on her cloudy car.

At length perceives the evening star,

As sinks the sun,

Kmbowered in flaming clouds, to rest,

She draws the star unto her breast,

The twain made one.

THE PLEASURES OF IJOXATVV.

The humblest flower that grows is really a wonder of the crea-

tion. Whether we re%'iew it simply as a temporary part of the
vegetable whose use is the re-production of the species proceeding
from the plant, but to form a new race of vegetables, or whether
we look at it as one of those beautiful creations of a bountiful

Providence, who, not content with ministering to our substantial

necessities, " hatli made all nature beauty to the eye," still, in

either sense, these gem-spots of nature form a delightful subject

for the study of a contemplative mind. But how much is this

pleasure enhanced, if we call in the aids of scierce to assist us in

examining the more obvious beauties of the vegetable kingdom.
It will then be seen that every part of the flower, from the gaudily

painted and expanded corolla, to the !iair-!ike filament which
serves for its feciindution, have all tlieir obvious and essential

functions to perfonn. What can be more delightful than to walk
with our Creator in the kingdom of his works ? The more we
study them, the more we must iidmire tluir perfect adaptation to

the truly godlike end of universal good.

—

i'mtington's Botany.
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What is now South Boston—composing Ward XII., of our

good city, with its some 16,000 inhabitants and ten diurches

had, in the memorable year, 1776, but nine dwellings, and

twelve families, and the number was not increased fifty years

ago. This spot was the Indian Mattapannock. It was a part

of the ancient and respectable town of Dorchester, and went

by the English name of Dorchester Neck. It is a peninsula

of about two miles in length, and contains six hundred acres.

The eastern section of this peninsula is particularly picturesque

and beautiful. The views to be obtained from " the Point,"

the hill surmounted by the House of Reformation, and Dor-

chester Heights, of Revolutionary memory, are unequalled by
any in this city. On the 6th of March, 18.54, will have been

completed a half century since old Mattapannock was set off

from Dorchester, and became a part of I5o3ton. Many less

important periods have been considered worthy of a public

celebration, and our southern friends may regard this epoch

of their history as the set time for a triumph. It would be

pleasant to dwell upon the civil history of South Boston

;

upon its wonderful progress in half a century from a handful

of people, to contain more inhabitants than many of our cities
;

upon its beautiful situation, and its advant<ges as a watering-

place ; upon its struggles to secure our liberties ; upon its

penal, reformatory and charitable institutions, that are cele-

brated over the world ; upon the even greater triumphs of its

various manufactories, from whence issue more marvellous

horses than those of Troy; upon the untiring industry and

indomitable energy of its citizens—but in the language of the

pulpit, we must hasten to our text. The oldest church at

South Boston is that of Hawes Place, the land having been

given for it by Rev. John Hawes, as early as 1807. Next
was established the St. Matthew's Episcopal Church. The
St. Augustine (Catholic) Church was the third, which was
succeeded by the Phillips Congregational Church. The fifth

church in age is the Baptist, of which we are briefly to speak.

The first efforts toward the fomiation of the South Baptist

Church, in Boston, were made under the auspices of " the

Baptist Society for the Promotion of Religion and Morality,"

in the year 1827, so that the history of the church extends over

a quarter of a century. The name of Mr. Ensign Lincoln

was first associated with this movement. He occasionally con-

ducted public worship there, in which he was aided by several

Baptist pastors of Boston. The beginning of this enterprise was
a day of small things, that some might have been led to despise.

All were not faithless—and one in particular, who purchased a

small house that had been occupied by the Methodists, and gave

the use of it to liis Baptist brethren for religious worship. This

identical house is still in existence on Broadway, opposite to the

present church, and is occupied as a dwelling house. From the

time of the purchase of this house there was stated preaching, and
soon the subject of the formation of a church was agitated.

At length, in the summer of 1828, twenty-seven members
of the Federal Street Baptist Church, in this city, were duly

constituted into a Branch Church of the Federal Street.

Six of the original members are still connected with the

church. Soon after, Mr. Thomas Driver was engaged to

supply the pulpit for a year. The enterprise was now
fairly on its way, and could take " no step backward."

The house was too small, and immediate steps were taken

to secure, by purchase, the church of the First Baptist

Society in this city, which was removed and erected on its

present favorable site on Broadway. The house was dedi-

cated in 1830, on which occasion, as at the formation of

the church, the sermon w.is preached by Rev. Howard
Malcom, D.D., then at the head of the Federal Street

Baptist Church, and now of the city

of Philadephia. The next step was
to become an independent church,

which event occurred on March 27,

1831, on which occasion Mr. Malcom
again preached ; the late lamented
Dr. Sharp extended the hand of fel-

lowship, and Rev. James D. Knowlcs
addressed the congregation. Thus
from small beginnings a separate

church of fifty-two members was
formed, a large and neat house of

worship was dedicated, a respectable

congregation was gathered in a part

of the city then sparsely settled, and
now all things are ready for a pastor,

and Providence is ready to furnish

them one in the person of Rev. R.
H. Neale—now Dr. Neale, of the

First Baptist Church of this city

—

who was then pursuing his theologi-

cal studies at the Newlon Theological
Seminary. Mr. Neale was acting
pastor for three years while a student,

and finally became the first resident

p.T8tor, Sept. 15, 1833, when he was
publicly installed, Prof Knowlcs
preaching on the occasion. The so-

ciety at this period was unusually
prosperous, many were added to the

church, and there was a mutual and
uncommon affection existing be-

tween pastor and people. But all

things arc mutable, and this pastoral

relation was reluctantly sundered in

a few months, that Mr. Neale might
accept a call that he had received to

settle over the First Baptist uhurch
in New Haven, Conn. The church
parted with their loved pastor with

sadness ; but " though cast down,
they were not destroyed." Another
pastor was sought and found in the

person of Rev. T. D. Crcssey, then

of Hinghara. The discourse at his

installation was preached by Rev.

Dr. Stow. Mr. Crcssey, finni-ig it

difficult to gain the affections of the

people that had been so strongly

placed upon Mr. Neale for several

years, and that could not be easily

changed, voluntarily resigned his

charge after one year of labor. The
parisli was now left for three yeard

PORTRAIT OF REV. GEORGE AV. BOSWORTII.
[From a Daguerreotype by Soutuwokth & H.\WES ]

in the wilderness. As the people had drank freely of the waters
of prosperity, they must now drink those of adversity. Light
from heaven returned in 1838, in answer to the people who cried

for Divine help, and a pastor was sent to them—Rev. Thomas
Driver, then of West Dedham, whose face was not an unfamiliar
one among them. He maintained a successful ministry with them
for more than four years, when he was succeeded by Rev. Duncan
Dunbar of the city of New York, whose pastorate was brief, as

various agitating subjects—such as Millerism, slavery and new
measures—had introduced a season of unhappy controversy into

SOUTH BAPTIST CHURCH, BROADWAY, SOUTH BOSTON.

the church, that, at this period, had its share of "wood, hay
and stubble," as well as of " gold, silver and precious stones."
The church, having passed through several scenes of fiery
trial, is prepared to " arise and shine, her light having come.

'

Just as in temporal enterprises, the first movers are often
pecuniary and mental sufferers, while those who come after
them gain a rich reward, and the enterprises move on to tri-

umphant success. And if those who suffer in such enterprises
that build up our city in wealth and population can rejoice,
that, though they have lost, the city has gained, much more
ought those, who have been called to suffer for a church in its

earliest straggles, to rejoice that, through its straggles and
their losses, it was made to triumph and become the light of
the world. Soon after the resignation of Mr. Dunbar, the
church of which we treat secured as pastor the present incum-
bent, who has successfully maintained his position for more
than seven years, his public labors having commenced on the
birthday of the father of our country, 1846. The Rev. George
W. Bosworth was born in Bellingham, in this State, Sept.
30, 1818, was nurtured under the paternal roof, pursued his
academical and professional studies at Waterville College and
Newton Theological Seminary, and was first settled over the
Baptist church in Medford, a sul)urb of this city, where he re-

mained for nearly five years. He was publicly introduced to

his present charge on Sabbath evening, March 29, 1846, the
first pastor of the church preaching on the occasion, and the

venerable Dr. Sharp giving the charge to the pastor. During
his ministry, peace, that had sometimes been a stranger in the
parish, has prevailed, the congregation has increased, the
church has been consolidated, and contributions for various
sacred charities have been multiplied, so that the church has
occasion to say, " Hitherto hath the Lord helped us." An-
other thing that is creditable to the society was its successful
move last summer to extinguish a debt of S5000 that had loiig

burdened it. The church now numbers 270 members, the

congregation is crowded, the Sabbath school is well sustained,

and, what is an evidence of prosperity as well as of the right

spirit, a missionary station has been projected at "the Point,"
where it is purposed to erect a chapel to accommodate a Sab-
bath school and religious meetings. The church edifice is in

a good condition, is neatly frescoed and painted inside and
out, has a baptistry, organ and bell, all of a good quality, and
each adapted to each. The history of this society, in fine, is

both instructive and interesting. It teaches anew that we
cannot have the oak without the acorn ; that trials rightly im-
proved are only healthful discipline, a kind of spiritual gym-
nastics, that " all things work together for good to them who

love God," and that patience and perseverance conquer all things.

Time and labor are required to perfect every worthy purpose, and
perfection cannot be obtained save by degrees. Addison says our
real blessings often appear to us in the shape of pains, losses and
disappointments ; but let us have patience, and we soon shall see

them in their proper figures.

OPINION.

Unity of opinion, abstrac'Iy considered, is neither desirable nor
good ; although considered not in itself, but with reference to

something else, it may be both. For men may be all

agreed in error, and in that case unanimity is an evil.

Truth lies within the Holy of Holies, in the temple of
knowledge, but doubt is the vestibule that leads unto it.

Luther began by having his doubts as to the assumed in-

fallibility of the pope, and he finished, by making himself
the comer-stone of the Reformation. Copernicus and
Newton doubted the truth of the false systems of others,

before they established a true one of their own ; Columbus
differed in opinion with all the old world, before he dis-

covered a new one ; and Galileo's terrestrial body was con-
fined in a dungeon, for having asserted the motion of those

bodies that were celestial. In fact, we owe almost all our
knowledge, not to those who have agreed, but to those

who have differed; and those who have finished by making
all others think with them, have usu-
ally been those who have begun by
daring to think with themselves ; as
he that loads a crowd must begin by
separating himself some little dis-

tance from it. If the great Harvey,
who discovered the circulation of tfic

blood, had not differed from all the
physicians of his day, all the physd-
cians of the present day would not
have agreed with him. These re-

flections ought to teach us that every
kind of persecution for opinion is in-

compatible with sound philosophy.
It is lamentable indeed to think how
much misery has been incurred from
the intemperate zeal and bigoted ofln-

ciousness of those who would rather

that mankind should not think at

all, than think as they do. Charles
the Fifth, when he abdicated a throne
and retind to the monastery of St.

Juste, amused himself with the me-
chanical arts, and particularly with
that of a watchmaker ; he one day
exclaimed: "What an egregious
fool must I have been, to have squan-
dered so much blood and treasure in

an absurd attempt to make all men
think alike, when I cannot even
make a few watches keep time to-

gether." We should remember, also,

that assent or dissent is not an act

of the will, but of the understanding
;

no man can will to believe that two
and two make five, nor can I force

upon myself the conviction that this

ink is white, or this paper black.

If we arrive at certain conclusions,

and act conscientiously upon them,
a judge, that is both just and merci-

ful, will require no more. Colton
says: "It will be possible to have
one set of opinions for the high, and
another for the low, only when they
cease to see by the same sun, to re-

spire by the same air, and to fee! by
the same scnsorium. For opinions,

like showers, are generated in hifih

places, but they invariably descend
into low ones, and ultimately flow
down to the people, as the r.vun

unto the sea, and chnngc with lime

and circumstance."

—

London Leader.
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" Very Poor," a story, by T. S. Arthur.
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INTERESTING RELICS.

Ircnosus, of the Observer, states that Br. Raffles, a noted dis-

senting miiii.ster of Liverpool, lias in his possession a volume ele-

gantly bound in Turkey morocco, and gilt, containing an original

letter from each one of the signers of the Declaration of Ameri-

can Independence, and each one of the successive Presidents of

the United States. These are illustrated also with engraved por-

traits of most of them. The same gentleman has the identical

table on which Lord Byron wrote Childe Harold and other poems,

and has put it to use in writing many a sermon on it. The table

shuts up so as to be conveniently stowed away in a carriage, and

was Byron's travelling secretary while he was in Italy.

« ».» >

CHANGES OB' TIME.

The immense strides in progress and general comfort, which

civilized men have made within the last two centuries, are really

incredible until the subject is thoroughly considered. Yet we do

not exaggerate when we say that a journeyman mechanic, in the

present day, lives substantially better than a noble did four centu-

ries ago. There still survives a household book, kept by one of

the great Dukes of Cumberland, which leave no doubt on this

subject. From that volume we learn that his grace breakfasted

on ale and herrings, dined usually on boiled beef, and was as

ignorant, at supper, of the luxury of tea or coffee, as he was, in

his household furniture, of carpets, sofas, or hair mattresses.

4 ^M^ >

As IT SHOULD BE.—Both the French and the English papers

speak approvingly of the conduct of Mr. Sanford, the American

Charge at Paris, in appearing at court, on the day of the emperor's

fete, in a suit of citizen's clothes, without badge or decoration of

any kind. His unassuming costume presented a striking and

significant contrast with the glitter of embroidery and the blaze of

stars and crosses by which he was snnounded. It was the topic

of conversation at Paris for several days after the fete.

Remabkablb —Near Middletown, Ohio, a few days since, a

meteoric stone, about the size of a man's head, with a fiery train

two yards long, was seen by several persons, some hundred yards

in the air, which exploded with the noise of artillery.

SPIINTEBS.

.... The U. S. arsenal grounds at Memphis, have been pur-

chased by the corporation for a public park. Price, $27,000.

.... A highly educated lady at Ballston Spa has become a

raving mmiac, through the influence of so-called " spiritualism."

.... In addition to other accomplishments, the French empress

is a pretty good shot, and frequently has " a day's shooting
!"

.... Father Mathow has recently administered the pledge to

some 10,000 inhabitants of Limerick and the neighborhood.

.... It is stated that there arc 201 omnibuses running in Bos-

ton, including those that come from adjoining towns and cities.

.... Mrs. Mowatt is recovering her health, and will appear on

the stage in November. Her marriage is set down for April.

.... Some of the larger hotels of New York accommodate a

portion of their guests, every night, in the parlors.

.... Ticknor, Reed &. Fields, arc stereotyping the fifth edition

of John G. Saxe's poems. A just compliment to the author.

.... A translation of the Old and New Testament, in the Irish

language, will shortly be issued for general distribution.

.... The open air preaching of the English missionaries has

been the occasion of riotous proceedings in various parts of Ireland.

.... Dodworth's Band has been engaged to perform every eve-

ning at the Crystal Palace. This will complete the attractions.

.... We, too often, make our happiness depend on things we
desire, whilst others would find it in a single one we possess.

.... It appears from a Parliamentary report that Great Britain

has to pay rither dear for her Canadian whistle !

.... A splendid ship of one thousand tons, named the Edwin
Forrest, was launched the other day at East Boston.

.... Mr. Edward Brown, of Eden, Maine, has discovered an

extensive and very rich iron mine on his estate.

.... The principal librarians of the United States have held a

convention in New York city, lately, for mutual benefit.

.... A philosopher being consulted as to the best method of

destroying one's enemy, said, " Make him your friend."

.... It is said that more Americans have visited Europe the

present year, than ever before in any twelvemonth.

.... The trial of Bishop Doane has dragged its slow length

long enough ; the farce is growing quite ridiculous.

AUTUMN.

It was only in our last week's paper that we gave a picture,

entitled the Melody of the Woods, illustrative of the present pe-

riod of the year,—the long, lingering farewell of the fine season,

the delightful prelude to that of frost, storm, and snow,—and, in

northern latitudes, the most enchanting portion of the year; for

spring has its cold, bleak winds, summer its excessive heats, and

winter its piercing severity ; but with September opens a period

of bright skies, and invigorating airs, that bring out the full vi-

tality of every healthful organization. This used to be a favorite

season for travel, when travel required a good deal of physical

exertion—at times when long journeys were performed in the

saddle, or even on foot. Few, however, in these fast days, can

afford the time for pedestrian or equestrian journeys, when a day

on the rail accomplishes as much as a fortnight on foot, or in the

saddle. Our modern tourists, moreover, rush home, now-a-days,

just at the time the country is the most delightful.

There are no loungers now at the Catskill Mountains ; the

White Mountains have long since been deserted ; the summer

tourists whom you met on the summit of Mt. Washington, or gaz-

ing on the broad and gorgeous panorama that expands at the

base of the Hudson Highlands, are now patronizing town pleasures,

promenading the streets, or sitting out the opera; they cannot

think of facing keen mountain blasts, and bracing highland

weather. But the true lover of nature postpones his departure

from the country much longer; he watches all the changeful

phases of autumn, for each has its peculiar glory. We p.iss

through golden gates from gorgeous summer to rigid winter, and

the threshold is a mosaic of all bright and beautiful things. Sep-

tember and early October beam upon us with skies brighter, bluer,

deeper, than those of summer. They are of a peculiar hue—they

are farther off, and more transparent.

Heed now the foliage, too ; it has a different green, and the

slightest possible indication of change The air is vigorous and

bracing ; there is nothing of that fierce simoon heat, that withering

blast, that threatens to dry up the fountains of life in midsummer.

Creeping along the surface of gliding streams, cold mists coil,

smoke-like, in the early day ; but they soon rise to the upper re-

gions of air, become golden clouds in the sunbeams, and vanish,

sparkling, from the eye. Cultivated gardens now present their

gayest aspect, for the flowers of autumn are dazzling in hue—gold,

brown, scarlet, blue, mingle in rainbow profusion ; while the trees

are laden with golden fruit. The yellow corn covers broad acres,

and 'neath the sere stalks, are seen the orange pumpkins, scattered

in lavish profusion. If winter be at hand, at least there is the

wherewithal to keep the wolf from the door through its long and

dreary period.

But the charms of the season are not yet exhausted ; a magic

power is yet to work a wonderful transformation ; in one night

the woods are changed. A mighty magician is the frost king

!

The unvaried green of yesterday is a garment of many colors—

a

rainbow glory—a prismatic illusion. The scarlet maple, the

golden walnut, are in their gaudiest costume ; one by one, and

day by day, the hardier shrubs and trees submit to the same influ-

ence, till the wooded hills are seas of fire, with here and there a

cool, green billow of evergreen rising in their midst, like towers

unscathed in the midst of a general conflagration. Such is the

autumn ; such its phases ; such its picturesque and changing mode.

The last of October and November are still, in spite of their

increasing coldness, pleasant months. That fantastic, beguiling

illusion, the Indian summer, comes to mock us, smilingly, with a

phantom of past glory, and thus we come upon winter, well pre-

pared by the passage through the autumnal season. "Russet"

is the epithet by which the old world poets distinguish the decline

of the year ; but here " Rainbow Autumn " is more appropriate.

. . 4—»•—> —
Look out for them.—There are a set of swindlers travelling

through the country who pretend to be agents for this paper and

others, who are cheating the inconsiderate out of their money.

Now we wish to have it distinctly understood that we employ no

travelling agents to obtain subscriptions for our paper, nor do we

authorize any person to take subscriptions on our account. More-

over, there is but one legitimate and safe way to subscribe for a pa-

per, and that is to enclose the money in a letter, and address the

same by mail to the publisher direct.

< ». — >

Liberia.—A project is on foot for the settlement of thirty-one

rural districts in the ten-itory of the republic of Liberia, by the

thirty one States of the American Union. It is jiroposed to settle

three hundred families in each district, each family having a faim

of its own, making, in all, an aggregate of nine thousand three

hundred farms, and about forty-six thousand five hundred

inhabitants.
. . «^v.»->

Boston Museum.—Mr. Kimball has much improved the ex-

ternal appearance of his magnificent building, and the crowds

that attend the nightly dramatic performances, attest how well

the business of the interior is conducted. The Museum was never

more profitable than at the present moment.

Personal.—Accounts from Broussa state that Abd-el Kader

passes the greater portion of bis time in meditation and prayer.

This life of inactivity, it was thought, was wearing him gradually

down ; his spirit chafes in bis confinement.
«—»>

Theatrical.—The Howard Athenaum of this city has been

presenting a succession of stars to its patrons. Barney Williams

and his wife have been very pojjular in their delineations.

Mioxoxette.—This "Little Darling," for this is the English

of its French name, is one of the most sweet and amiable of flowers.

PROFITABLE AND PLEASANT EMPLOYMENT.

Now is the season for those who desire to travel and see the

country, to avail themselves of the opportunity ofltered by selling

the bound volumes of our Pictorial. The work is now univer-

sally known and appreciated as a standard illustrated history of

the times, and few families that arc enabled to examine it are wil-

ling to do without it. The volumes are elegantly and durably

bound, with gold edges and backs, and illuminated covers, con-

taining a superb illustrated title-page and carefully prepared index

of contents, forming, in themselves, with their thousands of orig-

inal and perfect engravings, and letterpress explanations, with

abundant contributions from the best American pens, a perfect

library. To those persons who wish to purchase these popular

volumes to sell again, a most liberal discount will be made, and

those who have engaged in the business thus far, are making a

highly profitable thing of it to themselves, realizing far more ac-

tual remuneration thereby than could be obtained in any other

way. It will give us pleasure to answer any communications in

relation to the business, cither by letter or to any person who may
call at our office of publication.

PtTRE Water.—The Providence people are moving to obtain

a supply of pure water from Ten-Mile River in Seekonk, five or

six miles distant from the city. The total cost of the work, in-

cluding reservoirs, is estimated at $926,000.

4 ^m^ -» ——

.

Monster Steamer.—The new steamer now building at Green-

point for the Fall River line, will be the largest boat ever built.

She is 3,'!2 feet in length, and will measure 2300 tons ; her cost

will be three hundred thousand dollars.

In this city, by Rev. I>r. Barrett, Mr. George N. Bigelow to Misa Louisa W.
dauf^htur of the late George Lane Esq.
Ry Rev Mr. Miner, Mr Joseph D- Wilde to Mi!>s Helen M , daughter of Sam-

uel \V. Litch, Esq.

By Kev. Mr Sessions, Mr. Joseph Henry Leavitt, of Salem, to Miss Maria 0.
Winchester, of T>anvors.

By Kev. Dr. Waterbury, Mr. Elliot C Cowdin, of New York, to Miss Sarah
Katharine, dauphter of Samuel W. WalJron, Esq
By Kev. Mr. Burlingbam. Mr. Jo.<.iah M Brown to Harriet M Littlefield.

By Kev. Mr. King, .VIr. WilHara B. Webster to Miss M- Amanda Webster.
By K*-v Dr Jfnks, Mr Alexander Wentworth to Miss C Augusta, daughter

of Mr. John Federhen, Jr.

At New Ipswich, N.H.. by Kev. Mr. Lee, George Buck, Esq , of Hartford, Ct.

to Miss Lucy Fairar, daughter of the late Kev. Kichard Hali.

At Ruuiney, N. H., by Kev. Mr. Davis, J. Everett Sargent, of Wentworth, late

Speaker of the House of Representatives, to Miss Louisa Jennie Page.
At Portland, Me., by Kev. Mr Pratt, Mr. O. Safford, of Trinidad de Cuba, to

Miss Sarah K., daughter of the late Mr. Benjamin Wbltmore.
At New York, by Kev. Prof Bush, Rev. Alfred C. Ford, of Morristown, N. J.,

to Mrs. Cornelia K. Sumter, of Boston.
At ^laitiand, Canada West, by Rev. Mr. Blakey, Mr. Henry F. Rice, of Bos-

ton, to Jennie E., daughter of the late Capt. Ja s Hume, of Brockville, C. W.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr William A. Park 48; Mrs. Mary L., wife of N. P. Freeman,

22; Mr. George Iv. Shaw, 26; Mrs. Marv Wiswell, 30; Mr George Pierce, 62;
Mr. William C. Chase, formerly of Cornish N. H., 24
At Roxbury, Mrs. Hetty Jane, wife of Mr, Dudley Hall, 31.

At Charlestown,',Mr. John Emerton, GO; Rev. Elias Wells, of Sandwich, 44.

At Newton Upper Falls, Mrs Jane, wife of Mr. Daniel G- Marden, 23.

At Ljnu, Mrs Ann Prav, 42; Miss Elizabeth Breed, 36.

At Salem, Mr. William Gerrish, 73; Mr. John Dolan. 41.

At Marblehead, suddenly, Capt. John Proctor, a well-known shipmajtor.
At Groton, Mrs. Margaret, wife of Mr. George Brigham, 68.

At Taunton, Mr. John P Metcalf. of Cambridge, 35
At Worcester, Mrs. Sarah, widow of Caleb Wall, 73; Mrs. Mary Stevona, 36.

At Fairhavpn, Miss Hannah Taber, OS; Mr. Charles W. Kempton, 49.

At Ashby. Mr, Jonas Trowbridge, formerlv of Boston, 80.

At Bri*tol, K. I,, Mrs Rachel, wife of the late Capt. Ladieu, 92.

At Little Compton, R. I., Mr. Owen Wilber, 67-

At Mississippi. Mrs. M. S. Weaiherston, formerly of Charlestown, Mass.
At St. Ix)ui8, Mo., Mrs. Charlts L. Tucker, late of Saxonville, Mass., 3*5.

At Sheffield, Ecgland, James Sanderson, E^siq., senior partner of the hou«o of
Sanderson Brothers & Co.
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A liecord of the beautiful and useful in Art.

The ohjpot of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and ayallable

form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Its columns
arc devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign nevis ; the whole well cpiced with

wit and humor. Kach paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engmvings, by eminent artists, of notable objects,

current events in all part* of the world, and of men and manners, altogether

making a paper entirely original in its design, in this country ]ts ynxgca

contain views of every populous city in the known world, of all buildings of

note in tlie eastern or western heuiisphere of all the principal ships anU
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[Written for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

THE MIND.

A. MACET.

Thou subtle essence, intangible, unseen

;

Li{;:ht of this house of clay— immortil mind!

Wanderer uiid storms, dweller mid skies serene,

Yet ever in mj'sterious jn^andeur shrined,

A link of earth with the dread future twined.

As well may the frail faculties essay

To grasp the idea of infinite space,

—

Eternal, boundless! stretching on alway,

WTiere the lost reason vainly seeks a trace.

Nor thought can find a single resting-place.

For thou, too, art immeasurably vast,

A thing of air and space, of gloom and light;

Nor here, nor there, nor yon thy dwelling hast;

But touching all in thy mysterious flight,

Ne'er halts by day, nor hails refreshing night.

A moment thou art there—by yonder stream.

Which to the ocean wends in ceaseless flow

;

Perchance that moment o'er its breast would dream,

Kissing the flowers which on its borders blow.

Prying into its pebbly depths below.

Thence upward mounting in thy airy course,

Where yon blue mountain rears its azure dome,

Would at its foot inquiring seek the source

Whence these glad waters burst their prison home

;

Henceforth mid light and upper day to roam.

Would fain descend into the depths unknown,

Where nature holds her secret, silent sway

;

And grandeur sits mid utter gloom alone.

In earth's dark caverns, where excluded day

Forever shuns the solitary way.

Would seek the springs, whose wondrous power moves

The vast machinery of this outer shell

;

Explain a plan whose sUghtest detail proves

A boundless field, where human sense may dweU

In endless trance,—nor learn the lesson well.

Yet earth, with all her glorious majesty,

Her mounts and vales, her lakes and shoreless sea;

Nor augUt here present to the wondering eye.

Can chain the soul ;—the mind, immortal, free.

Claims the wide limits of eternity

!

Seeks its high place beyond the narrow bound,

Where feeble vision, halting, turns aside;

Its revels holds amid the realms profound,

Where stars and suns in the dim distance hide,

And time and space roll on their viewless tide.

Tes, there are times when the immortal part

Leaves its vile prison, and with eager wing

Essays its flight beyond earth's busy mart;

And sits where stars their heavenly chorus sing,

Forgetting earth, its joy and suff'ering.

Perchance preparing for the coming hour,

When disenthralled, freed from its mortal clod,

The franchised spirit, conscious of its power.

Shall soar through realms by mortal foot untrod,

To life's great centre, the Eternal God.

i ^m^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WAYFARER.
BY KEV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

A MOTHER wept for her first-bom, and refused to be comforted.

She thought that never in the world was grief like her grief The

very sunshine was a mockery, for it appeared to her selfish sor-

row that everything was unkind which looked cheerful while she

mourned. Friends came to comfort her, but their efforts availed

little. She regarded them as enemies, since they would wrong

her, if they could, out of the luxury of woe, and deprive her of

the right to be inconsolable. The words which they said, she did

not hear, for she dwelt unceasingly on the memory of her child.

She thought over all the little incidents of its brief career, and

remembered each alarm and each delight, which a mother only

can feel and recollect. And she rebelled in heart that all the pain

she had suffered, and all the an.^iety she had endured, were but

to rear a little tenant for the tomb.

The hour came at length when she must relinquish even the

poor consolation of keeping the lifeless form of her darling before

her. She looked with strange wonder on those who could place

the little body in its coffin. And yet she knew it must be, and

she could neither resist nor consent. And so they bore it forth.

As the little child was carried from the door, those who bore,

and those who followed, passed under a strange review. An old

wayfarer, with a heavy burthen on his hack, rested on his staff

and stared earncKtly at the coiTin, and then at every face as it

passed before him. And when the party reached the grave, the

same old man was there before them, and, leaning on his staff,

waited as they came up. He stood at the foot of the grave, and

seemed to be reverently attentive to the funeral service. Still his

eye wandered from person to person, and from facx; to face. Not
a word was said that he did not hear; not a tear fell that he did

not observe ; not a gesture, not a change of attitude, not the

trembling of a sigh escaped him. As the clods fell upon the

coffin, he watched and hearkened; and when all others had re-

tired, the old man stiii remained, until t'; last spadeful of earth

was piled upon the grave. And then he slowly walked away

—

slowly and unwillingly, as if the place had for him some strange

f;isci nation.

Many inquiring glances liad been directed towards him, seeking

something by which his presence there could be explained. No
one could recognize him. There were none witli whom he could

claim kindred or acquaintance—none with whom he had afSnity,

save in the common bond of human pain and human sorrow. He
was dusty and road-weary, with a countenance bronzed by expo-

sure, and as passionless as parchment. The glances of others fell

unheeded upon him, while his own bold stare seemed to have a

spell in it, which defied interference. His presence was an hour's

wonder; and then he was forgotten by all except the mother of

the child, to whom his face came up, as a strange accompaniment,

whenever she thought upon the burial of her babe.

Thus went he on his way. Though none who saw the old man
could read his thoughts, we have an author's key to them. He
was living over a painful passage in his own life again. Callous

and uninviting as was his exterior, there beat a warm heart be-

neath, and for every sigh which he heard, in his heart there was a

response. Many years had he wandered among strangers, and he

had ceased to look to man for sympathy, or to utter his feelings

aloud. He carried his own world locked up in his bosom, and

held communion only with himself. As he gazed at the mourners

and at the grave, his thoughts ran Iiack to his own youth, and to

his own first great grief, when ho laid his first-born down to rest.

He was innocent of any intention to intrude, and careless what

others might think or say—for what was the opinion, good or ill,

of the world to him ?

And so he wandered on, watching all, though seeming to have

part in none. And yet all the joys and all the griefs which he

witnessed recalled his own again. He had lived out his life, and

passed its joys and soitows, and smiled with a cynical unconcern

upon those who were eagerly seeking delights, as if they were

unchanging, or bitterly indulging grief, as if it would not wear

away, in spite of the determination of the sufferer to perpetuate it.

He lived in the experience of others as it passed under his notice

;

and as picture succeeded picture in the still moving panorama of

life, he dismissed each with as much unconcern as a man turns

his back upon the canvass which he knows he shall see again. It

was all the same thing over and over.

The Sabbath bell summoned a country congregation to the

house of prayer. The little old church stood in the midst of gen-

erations of the dust of its old worshippers ; and one, anxious to

be ever a door-keeper, had been entombed, at his own desire, at

the entrance of the building, and the broad slate which bore his

name served as a step to enter the porch. The feet of his descend-

ants had almost obliterated the record of his memory. It was an

allegory done in stone ; for ever thus the busy footsteps of the

living wear out the remembrance of the dead. The worshippers

came gathering in ; and our old man, with the same face, the

same pack, and the same staff, passed them all in review before

him. And when the last tardy comer had entered, he reclined

at the door, and listened with the same impassable face to the

services.

Here, too, a young mother formed one of the objects of his

scrutiny. There was an uneasiness among the juveniles, which

betrayed that something more than ordinary was in expectation.

The impatient cry of a child, and the smothered " hush, hush !" of

the mother took away the attention of the thoughtless and the

curious from the clergyman's voice. He, as well as others, was

not displeased when, at the proper place in the service, the little

one could be called up, received into the church, and, after its

initi.ition, dismissed till it could be taught to reverence the place.

The rite performed, the organ played the Benedictus ; and as the

mother turned, she confronted, suddenly, the old man with the

pack. He had obeyed his impulse of more than curiosity, and,

regardless of custom and of the suppressed mirth of the younger

people, and the astonished glances of the old, had entered the

church, and followed the sponsors to the fount.

What right had that old man there 1 He did not stop to weigh

or to inquire. He once had tremblingly responded to the ques-

tions of the minister, in behalf of his own child—and then, the

thought that he would ever be a poverty-stricken wanderer, home-

less and childless, did not enter his mind. He forgot the lapse of

years and the change of his condition, as he listened to the familiar

words ; and when the touching ceremony was over, he resumed

his place at the door again, and hearkened to the words of the

ambassador, as if he felt the truth that the words were as much
addressed to him as to any.

And again the old man wandered on, having first waited and

watched the congregation as it separated. Ho had an eye for all,

and looked on all as one familiar—and yet none knew or could

imagine who he was, or why he lingered there. The foolish were

uneasy ; and one old lady—who had cherished and preserved, in

.spite of modern innovation, the superstitions of her youth—was

sure that he had subjected the baptized babe to the evil eye. Evil

eye ! As if there could be an eye more evil than that with which

fat and supercilious selfishness looks upon the poor and the for-

saken ! The old man was unconscious of all these surmises and

suspicions ; or, if he was conscious, was indifferent. He was

walking through the world a veritable stranger and a pilgrim
;

and cared nothing for the thoughts and opinions of those whom
he met, only to pass them by.

The turf knit its roots, and the sods grew compact and firm

over the baby buried; and the child baptized grew old enough to

cause its mother deeper sorrows than the little anxieties for its

proper demeanor at the christening. The old man was still

without a house or home, but his stc]) had grown weaker, and his

daily walks less long. A short journey served to wcaiy liini ; and

his hold on earth, through tlie lives of others, grew daily more
fLcble. Yet still ho wandered ; for there seemed no ark to which

he could ret nn, having no rest for the sole of his foot. He had

revisited the home of his youth ; and none there recognized or

comforted him. So he had only to turn again ; and with the me-

chanical habits of an old wanderer he retraced his steps, and

amused himself with striving to recollect the objects which he had

passed on his long journey from the far West to the Atlantic sea-

board. His simple story was that of many. Disappointed in his

early plans of life, he had sought to find a more propitious field

in the new regions of the West. His first-born, as we have hinted,

he had placed in its narrow bed ; and in the West he trusted to

find a home for his wife and surviving child. Scarce had he

realized the beginning of this hope, when the news followed him

that she for whom he toiled had ceased to need the shelter he had

found for her. His wife was dead ; and thence he lived on, aim-

less and dejected. The journey was too formidable for him to

attempt a return—and why should he ? It was tnie that he still

had living a little child—"but," he said, "why become knit to

her ? Let some one else do that for me ; for, as the others have

gone, so will she go."

But a yearning for something urged him, and, as we have in-

troduced him to the reader, he presented himself again among the

scenes of his youth. He looked upon his wife's grave ; but he

found none who could tell him of his daughter. His heart smote

him that he had neglecled her ; and he could only trust that the

duty v/hich he had not performed, others had done for him. So

he wandered on his way back, and again he seated himself on the

in memoriam threshold of the old country church. He was no-

ticed and remembered, and some of the villagers pitied and oftercd

him shelter—an oflfer which he was now too feeble to decline.

They drew from him his simple story, and even the old lady who
had suspected him of an evil eye, now turned a pitying glance

upon him. She thought, and thought, and thought—as she after-

wards always related it, and then declared that she did believe,

that she did remember, some orphan child of his name, who mar-

ried somebody, she could not tell who. But she was sure of such

a person, and sure of such a marriage. The old man smiled

incredulously, but hope was awakened. And hope, and rest, and

the intention of consolation were cordials to his old heart ; and

again he wandered, but with better courage.

It was a beautiful morning in spring when he reached again the

grave of the little child. The buds of early roses which aficetion

had planted there, were striving to expand—and one which had

too early forced its way, was nipped by the frost—and died ere it

had opened : fit emblem of the babe who reposed beneath. And
could the old wayfarer discern the emblem f It does not require

costly raiment to indicate true poetical feeling and appreciation.

He saw the blighted bud, and felt it.

He was about to leave the spot forever, and wander on, still on.

But before he left, he paused to read the inscription which had

been placed at the head of the little grave. It was mere aimless

curiosity—for what could the name matter to him 1 It was Alice.

And the mother's name was Alice, too. The old man sighed, for

so had his neglected daughter been called.

He was joined at the churchyard gate by the mother of the

child. She saw him enter, and readily remembered him. A cor-

dial invitation to wait and refresh himself he could not refuse

;

and as he followed to her home his manner was more absent—but

his gaze was closer than ever. She caused food to be placed be-

fore him, and sat down herself opposite to minister to his wants.

Thinking that her presence disturbed him, she rose to go, but ho

interrupted her purpose. " It may seem a strange question," he

said—" but it would please me very much to know what was

your maiden name."

The lady smiled at his curiosity—but readily informed him.

He replied by a volley of questions : hurried and incoherent.

And she soon p.artook of the excitement of his manner. In their

confusion they embarrassed each other ; but the father coming in,

undertook the direction of the examination, for such it was. And
the result introduced to each other a father and a daughter who
had never hoped to meet—never dreamed of seeing each other

upon this side of the grave.

Shall we call it instinct which had thus drawn these people of

kin together? Shall we say it was accident—or rather deem it

Providence ? The short evening of the grandfather's days were

made calmly happy—not always at the side of the dead, for there

were living children born to claim his thoughts. None seemed to

him so dear as the departed Alice whom he had never seen, for

she was linked in his thoughts with the child whom he had buried,

before the daughter, now a matron, was bom. He could talk to

the mother of her mother, and to the children of their grand-

))arent—prettier, he averred, than any of them. But then he saw
her through young eyes, and love had " kept her memory green,"

through all the weary waste in which he had wandered.

And when his time was come, they laid the old man down be-

side the little grave. His story has passed into a local legend,

and with due embellishments makes the staple of many a low-

voiced conversation in the village graveyard, in the long summer
Sabbath noons. And those who hear feel towards the wanderers

in the thoroughfares, that they have minds, and souls, and hearts;

affection and tender ties—binding them to the past, if not to the

])resent, and uniting them to the common brotherhood in which

God has created all the nations of the earth.

4 ^"^ »

GENIUS AND TALENT.

Talent is, so to speak, a hand to do things with
;
genius is an

eye ; hence the impersonality of the one and the persotnilitv of
the other. There are men of talent without genius—adroit, use-

ful, able men ; there arc also men of genius without talent—bung-
ling, inarticulate, neglected, wailing, unhappy victims, with
inordinate ambition and little power. Dc Quincey is a man of
genius who has many talents, but wanting the one faculty which
would render them perfectly efiicieut—Pegasus without a curb-
rein, galloping aimlessly.— Vivian.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

The Mormons of Utali have contributed a block of stono to

the Washington Monument. Snails fed on strawberries are

the last invented delicacy. They are brought to Paris from Ulm,

on the Dnnube. The flavor is said to be—unutterable ! " It

is a fact," says the Bombay Gazette, " that the entire population

of India do not spend sixpence per head a year in clothing. It

is a novelty to see two women pass each other in the street, with-

out turning round to see what each has on. " Twenty-four

hundred claims," says the National Intelligencer, " have been

made for pensions under the act of 1853, granting pensions to the

widows of officers and soldiers of the Revolution who were mar-

ried subsequent to the year 1800." How pleasant is a lovely

thing a little out of season—a rosebud in winter, for instance, or

a kiss in church. It is said that more than half the Enniskil-

len Dragoons are Englishmen, and that more than half the

Scotch Grays are Irishmen. When General Washington was

in New York, a year or two after the Bevolution, he had a set of

false teeth inserted by the only dentist in the city. There are

now practising, in New York, nearly a thousand dentists. A
tea-spoonful of salt thrown into the water, will soften from three

to four pails of hard water—so says the Maine Farmer. The

favorite colors of Mexican and American ladies are indicated in

the trade orders. In printed lawns the colors are bright and

showy for Mexico, and for America, blue, chocolate, purple and

pink. Ohio now sends daily to New York quantities of meat,

ready dressed, in refrigerators, via Erie Railroad. An excellent

notion. There is to be a statue erected in Rome to the English

Pope, Adrian IV. The Boston Post, speaking of the pro-

posed oceanic telegraph, wonders whether the news transmitted

througli salt water will be fresh. Quack doctors thrive in

England. The census of 1841 showed 21,43.5 persons practising

one or more departments of medicine without qualification. A
Madrid journal asserts that a game-keeper recently killed a hare

with two heads and five feet, which weighed eight pounds, and

ran with extraordinary rapidity. Punch states that " a propo-

sal has been under consideration in the magnetic circles of Lon-

don, to form an expedition for the purpose of moving Table

Bay." " Sir," said a justice to a culprit, " you are an arrant

knave." " Just as your worship spoke," said the culprit, " the

clock struck two." Nine thousand, eight hundred and forty-

nine steerage passengers had embarked from Liverpool since 1st

August, for America. The Irishman who informed Maij

that he was " sitting on the stile," arrived in this country last

week, and made track for " those grand old woods." Com-

modore Vanderbilt and his party were recently in Florence, where

the commodore sat to Powers for his bust at a cost of one thou-

sand dollars. Ladies manifest a praiseworthy insensibility to

ridicule, by continuing to wear their bonnets round their necks,

and dresses which sweep the pavement. " John, did you find

any eggs in the old hen's nest this morning'?" "No, sir : if the

old hen laid any, she has jHi'sIaid them." Gold bearing quartz

has been discovered in Blair county. Pa. At a recent meet-

ing of the Tract Society in New York, it was stated that 38,448

Germans arrived in that city in the six months from the first of

January to the first of July. Liverpool, with a population of

four hundred thousand is yet without a daily paper. An inge-

nious young Benedict, yclcped John Mcintosh, taken before a

justice at Washington for whipping his wife, argued his right to

do so on having a good cause ; and asserted that he had a good

cause in her having "refused to say her prayers." The total

value of produce which reached New Orleans the past year, was

$104,000,000. The Savannah Courier says the planters on

the Savannah and Ogechec rivers have been for several days en-

gaged in harvesting rice. The crops are represented to be very

abundant. Ornamental trees to the number of nearly one

hundred have been planted this season by the South Boston Tree

Association, and they have on hand one hundred and sixty more

ready for setting. The report that the man who couldn't con-

tain himself was about to issue a supplement, has been contra-

dicted. The express train from Syracuse to Rochester, over

the direct route, on Saturday afternoon, made the trip in one hour

and fifty minutes, which is claimed to be the best time ever made

on that road. The distance is 84 miles. There has been but

ona death in the village of West Longmeadow, thus far in

1853. The handsomest building in Staimton, Va., is the jail.

A palace for rogues, and an ordinary mansion for honest folks.

Ulagsibe ©•atfjcrings.

Fixe Mos.iic.—The Pope's contribution to the Crystal Palace

exhil)ition was unpacked a few days ago, and was found to be

uninjured by the voyage. It is the same mosaic copy of Guer-

cino's picture of St. John that was exhibited at the World's Fair

in London, and is valued at more than £12,000 sterling. This

precious work of art was executed in Rome.
< <»*i——

A MIR.4.CLE OF F.4T.—A young man in Savannah, whom the

physician calls a " miracle of nature," died last week of a rapid

accumulation of fat. He weighed, at the time of his death, six

hundred and forty-three pounds. He had been gaining fat at the

rate of two pounds per day for some weeks before his death,

weighing five hundred and sixty-five pounds when he commenced.

4 ^•i^ >

Something New.—The Plymouth Journal (England) an-

nounces the discovery of a mode of transmitting articulate sounds

to a great distance by means of an instrument termed the telephone,

water being the agent or medium of transmission.

The person who " dropped a remark" is expected to pick it up
again.

The average number of daily visitors at the Ci-ystal Palace is

seven thousand.

Mr. Nathaniel Nichols, of Haverhill, was drowned on Friday
week, at Plum Island.

Gen. Cass liai been chosen pro tem. president of the Oakland
and Ottawa Railroad Company in Michigan.

An earthquake has occurred on the lake shore at New Orleans,

rocking houses and causing great alarm.

The height of the Washington National Monument is now 140

feet, and another course will be commenced in a few days.

The health of the Isthmus is good, and much less rain fell in

the month of August than is usually experienced during that por-

tion of the wet season.

Michigan City has now a population of 2353 inhabitants, show-
ing an increase of 1.33 per cent, since the taking of the United
States census of 1850.

Four editors in New Orleans have died victims of the yellow

fever; two of the Picayune, one of the Delta, and one of the

Crescent.

Mr. Tufts of Medford, who gave the site for the Universalist

College on Walnut Hill, lias made his will, giving two hundred
thousand dollars to the College.

Fanny Ellslcr, the celebrated dauseuse, is still living. She re-

sides principally at Vienna, in a magnificent mansion purchased

by the proceeds of her professional engagements.

Mrs. Asa Holbrook, who was so seriously injured on the Old
Colony Railroad lately, died of her injuries on Sunday week.

She remained unconscious from the time of the accident until her

death.

In the vicinity of Bangor, on the 7th ult., a toraado destroyed

a large number of trees, and in North Dixmont the house and
barn of Mr. Stevens were blown down, and another house in the

vicinity was unroofed.

While a party of young men from Medway were fishing in Pop-
ulatic pond, in Franklin, on Wednesday week, one of them, Dan-
iel Darling, the son of a widow in Cumberland, R. I., aged 18

years, was drowned.

Miss Dix, whose philanthropy in the cause of the insane has

made her celebrated, is now at Nantucket, for the purpose of ex-

amining the life boats there, and devising means of aiding ships

wrecked upon those shores.

Elihu Burritt writes to the New York Journal of Commerce,
that if our government will cordially co-operate with that of Great
Britain in the matter of ocean postage, the rates will be reduced

to a penny before the close of 1854.

Charles Wise, aged seventeen years, son of Mr. John Wise, the

well-known aeronaut, ascended in his father's balloon, the " Irene
"

from Shannondale S])rings, a few days ago, in the presence of a

large concourse of spectators.

There are two girls in Hanover county, Va., it is said, who
make si.x tliousand shingles per week, at four dollars and fifty

cents per thousand. They supply tlie demand in that part of the

country, and sell many in Richmond. They have purchased a
piano, and are capital peribrmers.

Jortngn JtciuB.

Extensive Libraey.—The catalogue of the British Museum
Library contains twelve hundred volumes, and has cost half a
million of dollars. The library contains 520,000 books.

Some popular demonstrations against the authorities have been
made at Leghorn.

Females are prohiliited from serving as waiters in coffee-houses,

etc., in Berlin, by the police.

The London Morning Chronicle ridicnlcs Lord Stirling's claim
to the Fisheries, as the Times had before done.

The Wellington Fund, for erecting an asylum for widows and
children of military officers, has .£100,000.

Tlie receipts at the Dublin Exhibition are now close up to the

paying point. 8000 to 9000 visitors is about the daily average.

The number of applications for patent* for new inventions, dur-

ing the present year in France, amounts to three thousand three

hundred and fifty two.

The Times, venturing on a prophecy, says—" If Pius IX.
reign ten years longer he will bring Europe to the verge of another

great reformatory movement, extending, perhaps, to the overthrow
of the Papacy itself."

The Liverpool Mercury states that a Mr. Cooke, of Leicester,

intends starting an excursion train to Scotland, wliich he intends

shall stay sufficiently long at Gretna Green to admit of passen-

gers being married.

Mr. Joseph Rostern, an eminent manufacturer of Manchester,
England, was recently blown by a gust of wind ofl' a cliff 200 feet

high, near Power's Court, the seat of Lord Ciistlereagh, county
Wicklow, Ireland, and instantly killed.

Macaulay says—" During the latter ]iart of the seventeenth

century, there were only two minds in England which possessed

tlie imaginative faculty in a very eminent degree : one of these

minds produced Paradise Lost—the other Pilgrim's Progress."

There have been nearly four thousand deaths in Copenhagen
from the cholera. The association for preventing its spread have
erected a vast quantity of wooden sheds for the accommodation of
patients removed from infected houses. Large numbers of per-

sons are living under tents, exposed to hardships from the rainy

weather.

A new sort of carriage has been constructed for the Orleans
Railroad, France. It is a complete house, consisting of a draw-
ing-room, bed-room, kitchen, and ^vine cellar, with icing appara-
tus for fifty bottles of wine ; in fact, apartments furnished ele-

gantly and comfortably. It was built under tlie immediate direc-

tion of the Comte de L , and he can now travel " at home"
from one end of Europe to tlie other.

" It is impossible," says the London Court Journal, " for any
one at all acquainted with court matters not to be conscious of
the warm friendship existing between the heir presumptive of the

Prussian throne, and our own royal family. That this cordial

union of feelings will be cemented by an alliance tliere does not
seem to be the slightest doubt ; as also that the betrothment ivill

take place at the earliest fitting period."

Twenty thousand season tickets to the Dublin Exhibition have
been sold. The net ])ioceeds have reached the sum of S320,000,
and it is thought, will reach double that sura. The largest number
of visitors in one day was 18,103, and the largest receipts in one
day were $4600. It is considered certain that Mr. Dargan will

be repaid the half million of dollars which he advanced for the
building and other preliminaries.

Sanbs of (Solb.

.... We are all slaves of the laws, to live free of power at

last.

—

Ciiero.

.... The shadow of human life is traced upon a golden ground
of immortal hope.

—

Jlillard.

.... Ambition thinks no face so beautiful aa that whi:h locks
from under a crown.

—

Sir P. Sidney.

.... To destroy the idea,s of immortality of the soul, is to add
death to death.

—

Madame de Souza.

.... Friends are as companions on a journey, who ought to aid
each other to persevere in the road to a happier life.

—

Pythagoras.

.... Friendships which arc bom in misfortune, are more firm
and lasting than those which are formed in happine s.

—

D'Urfe.

Determine with yourself to employ a certain stated time,
in order to acquire the virtue to which you are least disposed.

—

Jtan Paul.

.... Alike to the slave and his oppressor comcth night with
sweet refreshment, and half of the life of the most wretched is

gladdened by the soothiiigs of sleep.

—

Tiipper.

.... By the degree of thy joy in seeing the joy of thy fellow-
creatnre, and that of thy pain in his sufi'ering, thou canst be able
to judge of the degree of thy goodness.

—

Lavater.

.... Man is born for action ; he ought to do something.
Work, at each step, awakens a sleeping force and roots out error.

Who does nothing, knows nothing. Rise ! to work ! I thy
knowledge is real, employ it; wrestle with nature; test the
strength of thy theories ; see if they will support the trial ; act 1

—

Aloys.

loker's Uubget.

" Is that dog of yours a cross breedV asked a gentleman of a
canine vender. "No zur, his mother was a very gentle and affec-

tionate creature."

Old Stickinthemud, of the Westcliester Journal, says he never
reads the detailed virtues of the dead upon their tomb-stones,

commencing with "here lies," but he thinks so does tlie inscrip-

tion 1

George Selwyn once affirmed in company that no woman ever

wi'otc a letter without a postscript. " My next letter shall refute

you !" said Lady G. Selwyn soon after received a letter from her
ladyship, when after her signatme stood : "P. S.—Who is right

now, you or I ?',

An old gentleman who used to frequent one of the coffee-

houses, being unwell, thought he might make so free as to steal

an opinion concerning his case ; accordingly, he one day took an
opportunity of asking Dr. Buchan, who sat in the same box with
him, what he should take for such a complaint. " I'll tell you,"
said tlie doctor, sarcastically ;

" you should take advice."

A gentleman who canvassed for a surgeoncy at the Bristol

infirmary waited upon a grocer who happened to be a subscriber,

and, making his bow, as is usual on these occasions, said, " Sir, I

have taken the liberty of trouliling you, to request that you
would—" at which moment, perceiving, by the stem brow of tlio

grocer, that he was aliout to receive a flat refusal, with great
promptitude the applicant changed his tone, and ended his sen-

tence with " weigh me a pennyworth of plums 1" and laid the

money at the same time on the counter.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, n., IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Volumes I., 11.. III., and IV. of the Pictorial Da.\wiNo-UooM
Companion, elegantly buuud in cloth, with gilt edges and back and illumined
sides, foniiing superb and most attractive parlor ornaments in the shape of a
eeriea of books of between l-'ocR a>d Jj'ive Hlndkbd Pagks each, and each
Volume cont^uning neiirly One Thocsand E?.uravings of Men, Manners, and
current Kveuts all over the world: of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of
famous Cities and beautiful Villages ; of I'ageants at home and abroad; of fine

&Iaritime Views ; and. in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects: T\ith iLLUMfNED Tii'LE-PAGEfl ANT) INDEXES of grwU beauty aiid

artistie excellence, and fonning very brilhant frontispieces to the volumes
Be.-^ides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a va,st amount

of origiual Tales, Sketches, i*oems, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Kecord of ihe times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
lucnt, both in regard to Ueiiding Matter and lllustvatioDS

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depot:! throughout tlie Union. One volume, *3 00; two volumes,
So 00; three volumes, S7 00, and four volumes, S9 00

THE FLAG OF OUR TTNIOl^,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gemft, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In poUtics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutnil. Notliing of an immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its columns ; therefore making It emphatically,

A PAPEE FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest pos.sible amount of intelligence. No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which, is of

THE 31 A M M T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department i?i under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

the present cirrul.ition of which far exceeds that of ."iny other weekly paper In
the Union, with the exception of Glea80:<'8 Pictobial.

TERMS TO STJBSCEIBERS.
1 fubsciibcr, one year, S2 00
3 subscribers, ** 5 00
4 " "

(10

8 " " 11 00
16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Fi,.\o op opr T'nhon, and one copy of Gleasox'8 Pictorui
$4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

*,* The Flao can hf obt/tfn^fi at any oftfif nn'-'spap^drpofs in the United
States^ and of newspaper carriers, at four cents ptr single ropy.

r. GLEASON,
PTTBLISUER AND PROPRIETOR,

Co&iraB OF Tesmont and BBOsiniLD Stbebts, Boston, HIabb-
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AMERICAN YACHT SYLVIE.
Brother Jonathan has lately sent

over another yacht to astonisli the

English in their own waters. Her
owner, Louis Depau, belongs, we
believe, to New York city, and is a
gentleman of fortune. He has sent

the Sylvie to England to sail against

anything that offers, not excepting

the pioneer craft, the " America."
The Sylvie, though she somewhat
resembles the America, is integrally

unlike her, being cutter rigged, with
an immense breadth of beam, and
carries a false, or dropping keel.

This enables her, in light weather,

to draw but vei-y little water; but if

occasion require her to stand under
a very heavy press of canvass, then
she can drop her keel for the time,

and gain all the advantages which
it will afford. This keel can be
lowered about 15 feet. Her tonnage
is 105 tons, her mast 82 feet long,

72 feet beam, from the end of the

bowsprit to the mast 50 feet, and the

jib-boom 18 feet out. The length

of her deck is 80 feet; beam, 24 fl-ct

6 inches ; depth, 7 feet ; and draft of
water, 5 1-2 feet aft, and 3 1-2 at the

fore. Slie has a tremendous beam,
when observed end on. She is cer-

tainly a most curious-looking craft.

Every one who has seen her, has
given a definition of her deck plan

—

some thinking her to resemble a
pair of bellows, with the handles cut

off and nozzle remaining, while oth-

ers compare her to a turbot, with
the sheer that such a fish would re-

semble with its head and tail triced

up. Notwithstanding this, she is

very saucy-looking, and by no means
unsightly, and has challenged al-

ready the admiration and elaborate

comment of our English brethren of
the press. The advent of the swift-

keeled yacht America in the Eng-
lish waters has given a fresh impetus
to the boating club interest, and re-

gattas have since been more frequent
than ever, while the improvement in

boat building has kept pace with the growing taste for this species
of aquatic sport. In all these trials, America is still ahead of her
transatlantic competitors, and it makes John Bull open his eyes
when he is beaten by a crack yacht, and another comes over from
Yankee land that can beat her. There is no disguising the fact,

we have evinced our supremacy on the water in a hundred differ-

ent ways, and we shall be excused for bragging a little over the
victory, since heretofore Brittanv has so long boasted of ruling
ths wave. The Sylvie will probably be sold for a round sum to

some Englishman, and then her model will be copied, and thus
John Bull will try to follow when ho cannot lead. Success to
every effort which goes to complete the triumph of Yankee enter-
prise in the dominion of the seas !

THE NEW AMERICAN YACHT " SYLVIE."

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE, LONDON.
The fine picture which we give below represents the Eoyal

Exchange Building, London, with a view of the busy thorough-
fares that immediately surround it. In the foreground is seen the

equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington. The architectural

beauty of the Exchange Building is famous all over the world
;

and the general effect is finely exhibited in the illustration, the

whole being on a scale of unrivalled magnificence, and such as

well becomes the capital of a rich and civilized nation. The
Rjyal Exchange is, of course, one of the permanent lions which
every stranger resorting to London will visit; and it will also

richly repay the tourist's time and labor to give the building a
careful examination in every part of its great extent.

PROGRESS OF RUSSIA,
There is something really grand

and imposing in the'steady march
of Russian dominion since Peter the
Great first consolidated his empire
into a substantive state. On his ac-
cession in 1689, its Westeni bound-
ary was in longitude 30 deg., and
its southern in latitude 42 degrees

;

tliese have now been pushed to lorn
gitude 18 deg., and latitude 39 dcg.,
respectively. Russia had then no
access to any European sea: her
only ports were Archangel ip the
Erozen Ocean, and Astrakhan on
the Caspian. She has now access
both to the Baltic and the Euxine.
Her population, mainly arising from
increase of territory, has augmented
thus :—At the accession of Peter the
Great, in 1689, it was 15,000,000;
at the accession of Catherine the
Second, in 1752, it was 25,000,000;
at the accession of Paul, in 1796, it

was 38,000,000 ; at the accession of
Nicholas, in 1825, it was 58,000,000.
By the treaty of Neustadt, in 1721,
and by a subsequent treaty in 1809,
she acquired more than the kingdom
of Sweden, and the command of the

Gulf of Finland, from which before

she was excluded. By the three

partitions of Poland, in 1772, 1793
and 1795, and by the arrangementa
of 1815, she acquired territory nearly
c([ual in extent to the whole Austri
an empire. By various wars and
treaties with Turkey, in 1783, 1794
and 1812, she robbed her of terito-

ries equal in extent to all that re-

mains of her European dominions,
and acquired the command of the

Black Sea. Between 1800 and 1814,

she acquired from Persia districts at

least as large as the whole of Eng-
l.ind, and from Tartary a territoiy

wliich ranges over thirty degrees of

longitude. During this period of
150 years, she has advanced her
frontier five hundred miles towards
Constantinople, six hundred and
thirty miles towards Stockholm,

seven hundred miles towards Berlin and Vienna, and one thou-

sand miles towards Teheran, Cabool and Calcutta. One only
acquisition she has not yet made, though steadily pushing towardu

it, earnestly desiring it, and feeling it to be essential to the com-
pletion of her vast designs and the satisfaction of her natural and
consistent ambition—namely, the possession of Constantinople

and Roumelia ; which would give her the most admirable harbors

and the command of the Levant, and would enable her to overlap,

suiTound, menace and embarrass all the rest of Europe. Though
steadily progressing in her designs upon the Ottoman empire, at

this moment the other states of Europe seem intent on such a

balance of power as shall maintain the Porte's dominions from
possession by Russia.

—

Economist.

TIIK ROYAL EXCHANGE, LONDON.
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LA PIERRE HOUSE.
Our Philadelphia art-

ist, Mr. Dcvereiix, has

this week furnished us a

mo^t excellent drawinjj

of thi? new and beautiful

first-olass hotel. It open-

ed a few days since, under

the most flattering au.s-

piccs. Mr. Talier, its

gentlemanly proprietor,

wo have long well known,
and from the usual spirit

and determination he has

ever manifested in cvery-

thiup: he has undertaken,

we feel fully confident

that, in this new enter-

prise, his efforts will he

crowned with deserved

success. Boston was the

field of his early labors,

and from the troops of

friends he ever had at his

beck, we do not for a mo-
ment doubt he will draw
towards him the best por-

tion of the eastern travel.

More recently, Mr. Taber
has kei)t the American
Hotel, New York ;

and
there fully sustained the

well earned reputation of

that house which it had
under the administration

of Mr. Cozzens. The La
Pierre House is delight-

fully situated on Broad
Street, the " court end of

the town." It is rapidly

becoming the grand cen-

tral point forelegant man-
sions and costly putdic

buildings. George W.
Edwanl.<, Esq., a wealthy
and influential man of

Philadelphia, has, almost

with the wand of an en-

chanter, reared a number
of magnificent structures

in and about the city.

Among them may be enu-

merated the Girard House
and the La Pierre House.
And now his eye is direct-

ed to the best improve-
ment of Broad Street in

artistic adornment and
attractions. It is in con-

templation soon to take

up the railroad to make
way for elegant parks,

fountains and colossal

statues ; and when these

improvements are con-
summated according to

the beautiful plan sub-

mitted some months since

by Mr. Devereux—em-
bracing four squares from
Chestnut to South Streets

—Broad Street will be-

come, in truth, a boule-
vard. The street runs
from Delaware on the
south to the Delaware on
the north, a distance of
thirty miles ; and while it

i' well mimed for its

width, being one hundred
and lifty f 'Ct or more, it

could Hi aptly be called a
long-way as a hroad-way

;

for such another length
of street could not be
found in any other city LA PIERRE HOUSE, BKOAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

on this continent. The
La Pierre House is built

of brown stone, 98 feet

front, 92 feet high, and
extends in depth to the

R'ar of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, which
adjoins the hotel on the

south. The front is ricli-

ly ornamented, and is

adorned with a massive
verandah across the first

story, and a large eagle

on the top, immediately
over the main entrance.

There are three entrances

in front of the hotel, and
one in the rear, leading

from George Street. The
main entrance is in the

centre, 12 feet wide ; the

ladies' private entrance
at the north end is 7 feet

wide, and the private en-

trance for gentlemen, at

the south end, 7 feet wide.

The main and ladies' en-

trances communicate with

continuous walnut stair-

ways extending to the

sixth story, while in the

rear the servants' en-

trance leads by another
commodious stairway to

the bath houses, of which
there are twenty-five, pro-

vided with hot and cold

water, and shower-baths.

The;e are on the second
and third stories of the

western portion of the

building. The basement
of the hotel contains in

front the bar-room and
barocrshop—entrances to

which are from the front

as well as the interior

—

and a vault under the

pavement provides f o r

the storage of wine, gro-

ceries, ice and coal. Gn
the opposite side of the

hall, one of the range on
each floor that divides the

front part of the house,

arc several marble wash
basins, for the accommo-
dation of the male guests

of the La Pierre, as well

as other desirable conve-

niences In the rear base-

ment (south) arc the wash-
ing, drying, linen, ser-

vants' rooms, and engine-

room, containing a five

horsepower steam-en-

gine. Under the north

wing is the kitchen, bake-

house, paltry-room and
chief cook's apartment,

and betv/een the wings is

a comfortable dining-
room for the servants.

The kitchen is a decided

feature of the establish-

ment. It is G2 feet long,

22 feet wide, and supplied

with an extensive and
improved range, superior,

it IS said, to any before

used in Philadelphia.

The 'Onstruction and ar-

rangement are such tiuit

no liiat oroftensive smell

aiises from th-j cooking.

(CuHiiiui-'J oil fjoyt: 239. J
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[Written or Gleason's Pictorial.]

LIONEL ABSWORTH

:
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—

A TALE OF THE KEVOLXITION.

BT MRS. CAROLINE ORNB.

[continued. 1

CHAPTER XII.—[continued.]

Mr. Morney and Roland now left the library, and all were soon

busily employed. The doors, except one which was left for pres-

ent egress and ingress, were strongly barricaded, and evcrytliing

in readiness to secure that, at a moment's warning. Every spare

cushion and mattress in the house were used to secure the win-

dows, a window in the dining-room alone being left undarkened,

so that artificial light, in every other apartment was as necessary

as if it had been midnight. The fortifications being completed,

arms and ammunition were the next things to be thought of.

Three rifles, a fowling-piece and a pair of pistols were brought

forward, in addition to which Roland produced his pistols. A
sword and two or three cutlasses also were providentially placed

with the other arms by Priam, the hunter, who by the affectionate

manner in which he eyed the sword, might have been presumed

to entertain serious thoughts of gracing his own person by wear-

ing the well burnished weapon, when came the " tug of war."

By the time these arrangements were finished, it was sunset,

and after a slight evening meal, conversation and music were en-

joyed, with apparently as much zest as if no danger was impending.

Roland did not forget to remind Ruth of her promise to play

on the harp.

" You must remember," said she, " what my mother told you

—

that the spinning-wheel, not the harp, is the instrument on which

I most excel. Not long ago, I versified, without adhering very

closely to the original, perhaps, a few lines from Ossian, so as to

suit a favorite air. Shall I sing and play that, or would you pre-

fer something livelier !"

This was addressed to Roland, who replied :
" The versificar

tion, by all means."
" I have named it ' The Wind-swept Harp,'" said she, " and as

I find by your quotation from Ossian, this morning, that you are

familiar with bis poems, you will readily recall to mind that it was

the belief of the Celtic nations, that when the wind swept over the

strings of the harp, awaking its melody, that their friends, who

had gone forth to battle, had fallen."

" Yes, I remember it well," was Roland's answer. " ^V^lon I

was about twelve or thirteen years old, and should have been

studying mathematics, I used to steal away to my father's librai-y,

and pore over Ossian and a few other favorite volumes. I could

repeat more than two-thirds of them by heart."

After a short prelude, Ruth began :

" Dark spirit of the mountain,

Thy voice is on the gale

—

Low rustling through my lonely halls,

Thou com'^t with thy midnight wail.

0! wildly sweet and mournful,

As thou passed with thy dark \ving,

The music of the harp arose,

From every slumbering string.

But not with notes inspiring,

Like those with giftifd hand,

The bard strikes forth from every chord,

To cheer the warlike band,

Nor the deep and thrilling numbers,

He wakes with soul of flitmc,

Above the hero's narrow house,

AVho passed with all his fame.

Nor tones, mild, sweet, and pensive.

Waked 'neath the evening star,

To soothe the maid h'jr warrior left,

To join the pomp of war.

No, melancholy music

!

I well thy warning know

:

The voice of death is in each note

—

My heroes! ye are low.

Yet ye shall not lie forgotten,

On the ruddy biittlc-plain,

From the harp's wild strings a hundred bards

Shall sweep the lofty strain.

Your deeds of might and glory,

A thrilUng voice shall find,

That will your wandering spirits givo

To the free and deep-toned wind." \

Mike Larkin, who had unconsciously kept time to the song with

both head and foot, while tears coursed down his sunburnt cliceks,

when the music ceased, gave a start and a sigh, as if released

from the spell of an enchanter, and liastily wiped away the tears

with a comer of his doublet.

"Did the song suit you, Mike V inquired Mr. Morney.
" Yes, cap'n, it did. I have many and many a time been waked

up at daybreak with the singing of birds, when I slept in the

woods, and thouglit tliat nothing on this airth could beat it—that

and the rustling of the fresh morning wind, filling up the spaces

between—but when the young lady was singing, I thought if I

should ever fall in battle, how kind o' mournful and pkasant

'twould be, to have some one that looked like lier, come and sit

by my grave, ami ling with such a sweet voice. But when poor

Mike Larkin is gone, there will be no one to care. He hasn't a

single relation on the face of the airth."

"But you have friends, Mike, if you have no relations," said

Mrs. Ainsworth. " Roland Floyd is a friend to you—so is my son."

" Yes, ma'am, I know they are, and there's nothing I could do

for the sake of either, which I shouldn't thiak a privilege."

" Come, Ruth," said her uncle, " you have sung us rather a

mouniful ditty, and I think it will be nothing more than fair for

you to give us something livelier."

" No, we shan't consent to be put off with one song," said Ro-

land, while rising, and assuming a heroic air, which, it must be

confessed, was not illy suited to his style of countenance and gen-

eral personal appearance, he reiterated his own and Mr. Morney's

request, in the language of his favorite bard :
" ' Sing on, sweet

voice, for thou art pleasant, and carricst away my night with joy !'
"

To this Ruth imnjediately responded :

" ' But it is a joy covering a sigh, that dwells in every breast.'

Seriously, to speak in plain prose, though I believe I am not defi-

cient in courage, the idea of receiving a visit from a pared of des-

peradoes, such as we expect in the morning, inspires me with a

dread that I strive in vain to banish. It haunts me like my own

shadow."
" That will all vanish," said her uncle, "when they make their

appearance. To tell tlic truth, my niece has courage and spirit

enough to make as good a soldier as ever fought for liberty. On
horseback sl»e is as fearless as I am. You should see her ride,

Roland. Come, Ruth, now for that song you were to give us, and

then, if we wish to prolong the evening, we will claim the soldier's

privilege, and fight o'er again some of our battles."

Leaving Rutli and her auditors to the enjoyment of the lively

air she selected for their mutu.al entertainment, we will take a look

into a back apai-tment, where the household servants were assem-

bled, amusing themselves in a different way, though quite as

much to their own satisfaction. While a young mulatto, who was

suspected of being partial to Nessy, and who, though his name

was .Jack, had some years previously received the cognomen of

Hotspur, was giving to his delighted listeners an account of some

of his adventures and " hairbreadth 'scapes," when, as the per-

sonal attendant of Mr. Morney, he was present at the ambuscade,

or foray, some one was heard rapping against the door, which, as

has already been mentioned, was left unbarricadcd, though it was

fastened on the inside. Hotspur was cut short in his eloquent

and interesting narrative, and they all assumed .the attitude of

listening. In a few moments the rapping was repeated a little

quicker and sharper than at first.

" Who be darV said Priam.

"A friend," was answered by the person without.

"An' what be dat frin's name'?" demanded Priam.

" John Bicklestaff, though I'm commonly called Honest John."

" Don't know noftin' about Honest John," said Priam.

" Well, I do," said Hotspur, jumping up, and advancing to-

wards the door.

" Did you ever see him'!" said Nessy.

" No, but I've heard of him often enough. He's a pedler."

"Is that the one?" said Nessy. "I've heard of John Bickle-

staff, the pedler. O, how I should like to see the inside of his

pack."

" Well, you can see the inside of it," said Hotspur.

" Come, aint you going to let me in'!" said John Bicklestaff. " I

want to show tlie women folks the fine things I've got in my
pack."

" Tliere, 'tis the pedler," said Nessy. " Come, Hotspur, undo

the door, and let him come in."

" Better not—dat's my advice," said Priam, with a sagacious

shake of the head.

" An' mine, too," said Dinah, who was the wife of Priam.

" Who's afraid of John Bicklestaff'!" said Hotspur. "Nessy

wants to see what he's got in his pack, and I want to buy a few

trifles for my own use."

" I s'pose dat half crown massa gib you tother day, will bum a

hole in your pocket, if you keep him much longer," said Priam.

Hotspur, who was engaged in unfastening the door, did not

—

fortunately, perh.aps, for its author—hear this sarcastic allusion

to the difliculty be had in retaining those slight perquisites that

sometimes fell to his shiirc. Having unfastened the door. Hot-

spur tlircw it wide open, and a short, thick-set man, with a huge

pack on his back, entered. Placing his pack on the floor, ho

seated himself in a chair, politely handed him by Nessy.

" You are a well-mannered lass," said the pedler, "and I will

show you my wares, even if I didn't expect to sell you a far-

tliing's worth ;" and without saying more, he undid his pack,

and commenced displaying its contents.

" Here's a fan," said he, addressing Nessy, "with the picture

of a shepherd and a shepherdess tending their flock."

"O, this is elegant," said Nessy, taking the fan, and examining

it. " Look, Hotspur, and see what a beautiful red gown the shep-

herdess has on, and the she])herd's doublet—what an elegant

yellow."

"Better buy it," said tliC pedler. " It's the mate to one I sold

to General Washington's lady."

On hearing this, the eyes of those who had gatliered round

Honest John dilated with astonishment, and even the staid Dinah

confessed she had a hankering after the fiin. But their attention

was soon diverted from the fan by a variety of showy trinkets,

that the pedler sjjread out before tliem, among which were ear-

rings, finger-rings, bracelets, necklaces and hair-pins, that were of

little intrinsic value. V/hen he i'nagincd that they had pretty

well gratified their curiosity by looking at these, he drew a small

casket from his pack, and opening it, look thence one or two of

the articles ofjewelry that it contained, and held them in such a

manner as to cause them to throw out brilliant sparkles in the

lamplight.

"I don't believe," said he, "that the lady of the house has any-

thing more magnificent than this necklace, and this pair of car-

rings."

At this, Dinah, who had a very excellent idea of whatever be-

longed to her mistress, gave her head a disdainful toss, wliile

Nessy, who in this respect showed her sentiments, said:

" You'd better try to make us believe that black is white."

" If the lady's jewels were only here," said the pedler, " so that

I could compare them with those I have, which as great a whig

lady as there is in the country, sold me because she wanted money
to buy clothing for the suffering soldiers, you'd have to give up

that what I say is true. I know what nice jewelry is. Look at

this diamond breast-pin. It's worth twenty-five guineas. The
stone is of the first water, and the setting is, as it were, of the

gold of Ophir "

" There's one in Mrs. Ainsworth's jewel-case worth twice as

much," said Nessy.

Hotspur, who had, in the meantime, been so busy in examining

a pair of shoe-buckles, that he had paid no attention to what had

been said, now asked the price of them. The pedler, after telling

him, appealed to him to know if he thought there were any jewels

in the house equal to those he was exhibiting.

" I calculate tliere is," said Hotspur, while Priam uttered an

exclamation significant of the utmost contempt.

" Well, there's no way to decide the question, unless we see

them together," said the pedler. "You know where your mis-

tress keeps her jewels," he continued, addressing Nessy, "and if

you'll bring them forward, so as to compare them, for I don't like

to have my wares rated below their value, I'll give you the fan

you like so well, and this coral necklace."

" I couldn't show 'em to you if you'd give me everything in

your pack, for I couldn't get the consent of my mistress."

" She keeps them in her own room, I suppose '?"

" Yes," replied Nessy.

" An' de ibory box she keep 'em in sets on de table, ready to

put into her pocket," said Dinah, "if de tories and redcoats

come."

On receiving this information, there was a slight twinkle in the

pedler's eye, which was, however, immediately banished, while he

hastened to say

:

" I see that you cannot get them, btit you shall have the fan and

the coral necklace all the same. And here's something for you,

said he, handing a blue and red handkerchief to Dinah.

" Tank you tousand times," said she, making a low courtesy.

" As for these slioe-buckles," said he, turning to Hotspur, if

they suit your fancy, take them and welcome ; and here's some-

thing for you," carelessly tossing a pair of knee buckles towards

Priam.

Dinah's eyes glistened, as she examined the handkerchief, and

the gleam of the knee-buckles, which were of polished steel,

glanced like a ray of sunshine into the very core of old Priam's

heart.

" Does that girl belong to you !" inquired the pedler of Dinah,

and indicating by a nod of his head a damsel of fourteen, and as

black as ebony.

" Yes, massa," she replied, " dat be all the dafter I hah."

" Then here's a pair of silver cp.r-rings for her. They'll become

her mightily, I'm thinking."

" Go take 'em, Sibby," said her mother, " and try see if you

can't make your manners like a leddy."

" I can no make my manners fit to be seen," said Sibby, ad-

vancing towards the pedler to take the ear-rings, "when I hab oa

this limpsey gown. When I hab on my new one, I make him

Stan' out just as round as a great new-milk cheese, when I make

courtesy."

" Never mind," said the pedler, " I'll take the will for the deed."

Dinah held one of the ear-rings against her daughter's jetty

cheek, to mark its effect, which according to her mind was so

perfectly charming, that when taken into consideration with the

red and blue handkerchief to be appropriated to her own adorn-

ment, and the knee-buckles of ])olished steel, intended to decorate

the person of the sage Priam, all suspicion, as to any sinister in-

tention on the part of tiic pedler, melted away like frostwork in

the sunshine of a l)right morning. Even Priam's confidence,

tbougli he had acquired a habii of being cautious, was completely

won, after Honest .John BickloslatF had related several adventures,

when, according to his own account, he had assisted in defending

a number of whig families against the predatory incursions of the

British and tories, at the imminent risk of his own precious life.

Hotspur fearing that bis own patriotism might be tlu'own into i

the shade, had an adventure to put against each of the pedler's,

somew;hat embellished, perhaps, by a lively imagination. The

enthusiasm of t.io auditors mounted higher and higher at each

fresh recital, and had they been called upon to express their honest

opinion as to who wfre the three greatest heroes in the world, it

woiiH, without hesitation, have been given in favor of Hotspur,

John Bicklestaff, and General Washington.

"I wish," said Nessy, at the close of one of the narrations, for

her patriotic emotio;is, liowever glowing, could not prevent her

thoughts from wandering to the pedler's ])ack, " I wish," said she,

" that Miss Ruth could see some of your fine things. I think she

would like a few trinkets."

" I should luivc asked leave to display ray vi^vci to tiie ladies,'

said the pedler, " if, wlicn I approached the house, I had not

heard the sound of music, which made me think they would not

care to be intcrnipted. The morning will be a better time. For

the present, if you are well agreed, wo will content ourselves with

driuking their health."
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Bicklestaff opened a carefully arranged compartment of his

pack, displayinj^ several dark green bottles.

" Here arc claret, port, and Madeira. All exceedingly choice

of their kind, and were a present from a whig gentleman, as a

slight return, he said, for a ser\ice I rendered him. Which do

Tou choose^" said he, addressing I'riam, whose age and acknow-

ledged wisdom entitled him to the precedence.

" Mc like JIadeira best," said he. " Long time sin' I tase any.

Massa had plenty, but do British olf'cers drink him all up long

ago."

"Pity it hadn't been poison," said Bicklestaff, producing a

larn-c, richly chased silver goblet. Uncorking one of the bottles,

he filled the goblet to the brim, and ofl'ercd it to Priam.

"After you, massa, 's manners," said he.

The pedler rose, and assuming a theatrical attitude, said :

" Here's a health to the ladies of both kitchen and parlor, and

confusion to our enemies."

Ho drank a small portion of the wine, and refilling tiio goblet,

handed it to Priam.

" Me pledge you, Massa Bicklestaff, and ask leab to toas' do

gemmen of de parlor, and de kitchen, as well as de ladies," said

Priam, flourishing the goblet, so as not a little to endanger its

contents, and imitating, as well as he was able, the pompous air

of the pedler.

Bicklestaff bowed in acquiescence to the proposed addition to

the toast, and having received the empty drinkiiig-vcssel, once

more re-tilled it. It was now Hotspur's turn.

"Ladies and gentlemen," said he, taking his place in the centre

of the apartment, and making a profound bow, "give me leave to

propose Mr. John Bicklestafl", the prince of pedlcrs, and, as we

this evening have had tiie pleasure of learning from his own lips,

a hero among patriots."

Dinah, Nessy, and Sibby, who showed a decided approbation

of Hotspur's toast by their broad smiles, and the delight that

sparkled in their eyes, were, in their turn, so warmly pressed by

Honest John, to taste of the wine, that they found it impossible,

without being rude—so Nessy said—to refuse. Their hearts

warmed more and more towards the pedler, and every moment

they became more communicative. Bicklestaff's munificence kept

pace with their increasing confidence, and after awhile, he ex-

pressed his determination to bestow the silver goblet on Priam, in

token of the higli estimation in which he held him, he having, to

the best of his belief, at all times been a faithful and willing ser-

vant to a worthy gentleman, honestly performing his duties as

butler.

Flattered by the praise bestowed on him, and a little excited by

the wine he had drank, Priam having assured the pedler that the

goblet exceeded in size and beauty anything of the kind Ijelonging

to his master, went on to describe the manner in which he had so

cunningly concealed the plate, that though several bands of ma-

rauders had made diligent search for it, their attempts to discover

it, had, in every instance, been baffled. This comnmnication was

substantiated by the united voices of Hotspur, Dinah, and Nessy,

and was declared by Bicklestaff to manifest the most astonishing

and praiseworthy craft on the part of Priam.

" Now, Massa Bicklestaff, we tell you dis as a frin," said Dinah.

"Don't 'spect you'll tell noftin' about it."

" )3o you suppose that I would betray the confidence reposed

in me ?" said he, in accents more expressive of sorrow than anger.

" No, me tink no sich ting," said Dinah, her susceptible heart

touched by the plaintive sound of his voice.

"Nor me, nudder," said Priam.

" I'm deeply aftected by your generosity," said he, wiping his

eyes. He now rose, placed the silver goblet on the table, and ar-

ranged his pack.

" I believe it is growing late," said he, " but I seldom fall into

company so much to my mind. I will now bid you good night."

But this was not to be thought of, they all said.

" Well," said he, " if you'll allow me a place on the floor, with

my pack for a pillow, I can be very comfortable. I wont say but

that I should esteem it a privilege to stay, for I need both rest

and sleep. Don't let me keep either of you up a single minute

longer," and without any moreetremony, placiijg his pack against

the wall, and leaning against it in a halfrecumbent posture, in a

few minutes he was, to all appearance, sound asleep.

CHAPTER Xin.

VISIT OF THE TOIHES.

Ilerc ptoml a ruffian with a horrid face,

Loiding it oVr a pile of massy plate,

Tuiubltd into a heap.

—

1 here was another, makinj; villanous jests

At thy uiuioiny: : he h:id ta'en pn-judice

Of all thy ancient, most domestic ornaments.- Otwaij.

The rosy footsteps of morning had not yet begun to brighten

the distant hill-tops, when Mr. Morney, whosB slumbers had been

rather light, thought he would rise and make himself sure that

nothing liad been omitted or overlooked for the pioper reception

of the anticipated visitors.

Having dressed, he went to a window, which had been left open

to admit the air, and looked out. Everything around was, as yet,

in a state of profound repose. Even the earlier birds had not

commenced their song. All at once, he started, and bent eagerly

forward. He could not be mistaken. Though dimly descried

through the dark and misty shadows of night, he was certain that

ho saw some one moving stealthily in the direction of a piece of

woods, at no great distance from tlie house. He had requested

the servants to be astir early, and it might bo one of them. Flint

and steel were at hand, and quickly striking a light, he went be-

low, and entered the kitchen. Everything there was quiet, and

the old clock, which at that moment struck two, showed him that

it was yet half an hour to daybreak.

There was no need, he thought, of disturbing any one at so

early an hour. He could not see that anytliing was neglected.

Tlie fire-arms, the cutlasses, and sword that Priam regarded with

an eye of so much favor, lay on the heavy oaken table in tlie same

manner they were placed the preceding evening ; but on re-enter-

ing the kitchen, he was sur])rised to see what had before escaped

his notice. The outer door had not, according to his orders, been

barricaded, before the servants retired to rest. Had he examined

it still more closely, he would liave seen that even the bolt had

been suffered to remain undrawn.

Ho called upon Priam and Hotspur to rise, but received no an-

swer. He repeated the call more loudlv, and with somewhat bet-

ter success, for it roused Hotspur from his deep and heavy sloop.

A confused perception of the visit of John Bicklestaff came to his

mind, and as he commenced dressing with as much alertness as

the benumbed state of his faculties permitted, he was unable to

decide in his own mind whether it was the pedler or his master

he had heard calling him. He did not remain long in a state of

uncertainty, for the moment he entered the kitchen, the sight of

Mr. Morney, and the vacant place where he had left the pedler

loaning against his pack, proved a s.atisfactory elucidation to the

question.

" Go call Priam," said Mr. Morney, somewhat stonily, "and
then come and help me secure this door."

Hotspur, who was now oft'cctually roused from the state of stu-

pidity, caused by the funics of the wine that he had quaffed a few

hours previously, and which, unsuspected by him and his fellow-

servants, contained a liberal admixture of brandy, quickly obeyed

the order. Priam, however, was not to be roused by mere words.

Hotspur was obliged to shake him pretty roughly by the shoulder,

before he could be made to coinprehoiid that ho was required to

rise. Even then he imagined it was the pedler, and rubbing his

eyes, he said

:

" If Massa Bicklestaflf want to go, all he hab to do is to draw

de bolt."

" It is I," said Hotspur, giving his shoulder a still more vigor-

ous shake, and then, whispering in his oar for him to be silent, as

he was anxious to prevent him from again alluding to the pedler,

for the moment he found that he had withdrawn so unceremoni-

ously, he began to suspect that his visit was made with no good

design.

At any rate, ho knew that they had been imprudent in admitting

him at that particular time, and still more so in suffering him to

remain alone in the kitchen ; and what still more increased his

uneasiness, ho began to have a vague idea that some indiscreet

disclosures had been made, which, if his intentions were evil, he

might turn to his own account.

All this made Hotspur fool very uncomfortable, and he hardly

knew whether to confess to Mr. Morney what had taken place,

without delay, or first endeavor to ascertain if everything remained

undisturbed. He was endeavoring to settle this point, as he

assisted to secure the door, when they were joined by Roland.

Almost at the same instant Mike Larkin made his appearance.

" The noise we are miking disturbed you, I am afraid," said

Mr. Morney, addressing Roland.

" It waked me, I confess," he replied, "and I am glad it did,

for it is better to be half an hour too soon, than a minute too late."

"And hero are my sister and niece," said Mr. Morney.
" And none too soon, I believe," said Mrs. Ainsworth, " for if

I am not much mistaken, I saw from my window several meii on

horseback, just at the edge of the woods."

" You arc not mistaken, mother—I am certain you are not,"

said Ruth, " I saw them too."

" Ought not the chamber windows to be secured i" said Mrs.

Ainsworth.

" I think that closing the shutters will be sufficient," replied

her brother, " as I took care to have all the ladders put out of

the way."

Priam, during this short colloquy, had, with much consternation,

discovered that the silver goblet that the pedler had presented him

as a token of his esteem, for the faithful discharge of his duty,

was missing, as were also the steel knee-buckles. He shook his

head mournfully, but his thoughts he kept to himself.

Ruth, who was taking a peep through one of the loop-holes

ingeniously arranged between the cushions and mattresses which

screened the windows, at this moment exclaimed

:

" They are coming ! No," she added, " I am mistaken—they

have tmned back."

" How many can you see ?" asked her uncle.

" Only four. Yes, there are six of them. More than that

—

they still emerge from the woods."

By this time Mr. Morney and Roland had each stationed him-

self at one of the loop-holes. The eastern sky was now fast bright-

ening, though the horsemen, who still kept within the deep shad-

ows cast by the woods, could be only imperfectly seen. There

appeared, however, to be a dozen or more of them, who were

carelessly grouped together, as if holding a short consultation.

Mr. Morney, Roland, and Mike, had each taken possession of a

rifle, leaving the fowling-piece for Hotspur.

Priam, whoso solfesteem sunk nearly to zero, when he recalled

the incidents of the preceding evening, though he mechanically

seized the sword, showed by his countenance and his movements,

that he possessed little alacrity of spirit. Had he been obliged to

carry the plate on his shoulders, which by his skill and cunning

had passed safely through divers perils, but that now, ho had no

doubt, was destined to be seized by the plunderers, it would have

weighed less heavily than the upbraiding thoughts that he tried,

in vain, to sliake off.

" They are now coming in good earnest," said Mr. Morney.
" Say not a word, and make no noise of any kind. Let them
have the impression that we have not yet risen."

In the deep stillness of the morning, more than a dozen horses,

beating the ground as they advanced with furious speed, made a

noise like the rushing of a strong wind, while their riders, most of

them wild, uncouth looking men, some of them wearing bearskin

caps, in which was stuck a bunch of eagle's feathers, after the

fashion of the aborigines, others with a tuft of horse-hair, stream-

ing back upon the wind, presented an appearance indescribably

wild, as imperfectly seen through the misty shadows of the

morning.

The two foremost rode directly up to the door, which, till within

a short time had been left unbarricadcd, and threw themselves

from their horses. One of them, who would have hardly been

recognized as the smooth looking John Bicklestaff", with the fiilse

hair that now fell in dark elf-locks about his face, lifted the latch,

in the full expectation that there was nothing to impede the en-

trance of him and his companions.

" How is this (" said ho. " The inner works of the rascals'

heads must have been as strong as their outer defences are said to

be, or the cautious manner in which I loft the house could not

have aroused them, after their deep potations. The door is

bolted."

" And barricaded, too," said his companion, striking the door

with his fist, which gave a dull, heavy response, instead of the

hollow, ringing sound that would have been emitted, had tiiere

been no obstruciion placed against the inside.

They now returned to those who still remained on their horses.

There was a whispered consultation of a few minutes, and then,

all except one, who probably remained as a sentinel, sprang to

the ground. The apparel of one of them, whom, as he gave

some orders in a suppressed voice, they took to be the commander,

was, in some respects, superior to that worn by the rest, his cap

being made of the skin of some more delicate animal than the

bear, while an epaulette of green worsted, or some such material,

was displayed on his shoulder. Their consultation finished, they

disappeared round the comer of the house.

" I suspect they intend to enter by a window," said Mr. Morney.
" If they do, we will bo ready to receive them," said Roland,

springing towards one of the windows, while at the same moment
Mr. Morney placed himself at another.

They soon found that they had been mistaken in their conjecture.

" I believe that they have entered that small shed," said Ro-

land ;
" for although I cannot see them, I can hear their voices "

"They have," was Jlr. Morney's answer; "and it is well for

them that the open side does not face the windows."

This announcement caused Priam to groan audibly, and Dinah

and Nessy, who had now risen, their dreams of jewels, laces, rib-

bons, and gay 'kerchiefs, having been broken, at last, slowly and

mournfully shook their heads, in token that they undersiood the

cause of his sadness, and sympathized with him in his alTiiction.

" You arc thinking of the plate, Priam," said Mr. Moniey

;

" but I think there is no danger of their finding it. They will

never suspect that it is concealed in that old, open shed."

Priam was not to bo consoled. He knew very well, that the

description he gave John Bicklestaff of the place where it was

concealed, giving, in the fullness of his self-complacency, the most

minute particulars, was such, that he could not fail to find it.

That worthy personage had, in truth, visited the spot, when he

first stole from the house, and had not the old oak chest, filled

with bits of iron, and other materials equally worthless and

weighty, that concealed the trap-door which gave access to the place

where the plate was deposited, been too heavy to be removed by

his own unaided exertions, he would have secured the treasure

before leaving the premises.

It was not many minutes before a loud shout told that their

search had been successful. The plate was brought out, and

placed in a pile on the lawn, till Bicklestaff, by tying up the open

end of a sack, and ripping a place midway of the scam, prepared

a kind of impromptu pair of saddle-bags for its reception, so that

when tiu-owu across a horse's back, one end would balance the

other.

The leader of the gang, now, in a loud voice, called upon those

in the house to open the doors and admit them, or otherwise they

should force an entrance, being, he said, in want of provision and

clothing, of which, he had been told, there was plenty, that was

intended to be distributed to the enemies of their lawful sovereign.

" We shall open no doors," was Mr. Morney's answer; "on
the contrary, we shall shoot those who venture within reach of

our rifles."

This finished the parley between the besiegers and the besieged.

" They are dragging along a piece of timber," said Ruth.

" What can they be going to do with it ?"

" They intend placing it against one of the doors, I suppose,"

said her uncle, "expecting to either force oft" the hinges, or break

the panels. They are afraid to approach the windows, lest they

should be saluted with our rifles, and I suspect they will not es-

cape them as it is."

"They are going round to the front door," said Roland.

" That will give us a better chance," returned Mi-. Morney;
" but we must alter our arrangements."

Mike Larkin and Hotspur were stationed at a different window,

and Mr .Morney, while he selected a place for himself, told Ro-

land to do the same. Ruth took charge of the ammunition, and

was to convoy it from one to the other, as it was needed. She,

and even Mrs. Ainsworth, turned pale and trembled, when Mr.

Morney gave the word to fire. They could not, without emotion,

listen to a command that might destroy the life even of an enemy.

[to be continded.]
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COSTUMES OF TUE VALLEY OF TUE DANUBE.

from the heights which
crown the Kallenberij;

road. yhenco the eye

embraces at once the

blackened mass of its

biiiklinsrs, the towers of

the castle, the Damibc,
whose banks are united

by a bridfie, and all round,

like a vast panorama, the

extent of the valley, dosed
in the distance by an am-
phitheatre of hills of the

most graceful form, their

sides checkered by the

shadows of the passu;;

clouds. Still the road is

only for the artist who
explores these mountains
on foot, and, before reach-

ini; Beuron, rests at the

ruins of Kallcnberg and
Brunnen. Carriages must
take the road to Friciul-

ingen, formerly a part of

the county of IIohenl)crg,

and beyond which you
ascend the plateau which
separates the two vallevs

of the Danube and the

Beer, in the depth of wliich

the eye delights to plunge.

The slope which leads to

Bauron, laid out a few

years ago by order of

the Prince Sigmaringer,

whose estates commence
hero, presents a gentle

and commodious descent

through the forest. Be-
fore you reach the loiver

side, which extends a

league in length, you per-

ceive the buildings of the

ancient abbey church,

seated, with the houses

which surround it, oa a
COSTUMES OF TUB VALLEY Off THE DANDDB.

VALLEY OF THE DANUBE.

One of the finest and most in-

teresting valleys of Swabia is,

doubtless, that watered by the

Danube, at its source, whoso

course, formed by the two torrents

of the Breg and Bricgach, united

at the springs of Donaueschingen,

is engulfed beyond Tuttlingen,

between the rocks of Beuron and

Weronwaag. Beuron is the spot

which principally attracts the

stranger. Thanks to the estab-

lishment of the little dairy founded

there in 1837, and which has con-

tinued to prosper, this picturesiiuo

country, previously so little kn^wn
and visited, has become the resort

of a throng of persons of every

condition, who, on returning to

their families, before the enchant-

ment of nature's beauties, as im-

posing as they are wild, are worn
away, excite the enthusiasm of

their friends and countrymen by

their descriptions, and induce

them to take their turn in breath-

ing the pure air of this valley.

At Mulhoim, a little town of Wur-
temherg, the valley begins to as-

sume that austere aspect which

renders it so remarkable. Thence-

forth it is nothing hut a chain of

calcareous rocks, tliiit rise every-

where like vast obeliiks or im-

mense pyramids from the bosom
of dark woods, sometimes descend-

ing to the banks of the river, whose
windings are lost in the midst of

the richest verdure. Mulheim,
with its castle inhabited liy the

baronial fimily of Enzberg, is

especially picturesque when seen TUK CONVK.NT

little hill on the shore of the Dan-
ube iu the centre of a basin, bound-
ed on all sides by walls of rock,

and sternly commanded at the

extremity by the fortifications of
Wildenstein. Beuron, if we can
credit the old chroniclers, was
founded in 777, by Duke Gcrold,
of Swabia, Count of Boussen, a
branch of the princely family of

Hohenzollern. Ho erected this

abbey, not on the spot where wo
now see it, but on a pile of rocks
beyond the valley which still bears

the name of Alt-Buren, and wiiere

excavations yet show the traces of

buildings. The convent, destroyed

in 907 by the Hungarians, in the

course of their invasion of the im-

perial territory, was restored in

040 by Abliot Hatto, of Wilden-
stein. Still, says the legend, a
descendant of Gerold, Count Pere-

grine, having pursued a stag in

the forest which then covered the
.

whole vallay, was surprised to see

it halt and defy all his aiTows, and
all of a snddcn, beholding a celes-

,

tial light illuminate the wood, he
recognized in this vision a warn-

.

ing from Heaven, and, haviner'

taken counsel of the monks, whom
he consulted respecting this ad-

venture, he built on the very fpot
^

where the stag had halted, a now
monastery, which wa= consecrated

in 1077, on the day of tiie assump-

tion of the virgin, in the church of

which Peregrine himself was bu-

ried, on the !<tli of August, 10'J2.

The abbey, ricblv endowed, was

afterwards directed by a succession

of prelates, all sprung from the

wsifi

-cs^^
^l^jftt^^-^^i^ /^-^

PIERCED ROCK ROAD FROM BEURON TO WERENWAAG. WERENWAAG, ON THE DANUIJK.
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first fomilies of the country, and

who all enriched it with their gifts.

The ahliots wore the cross and mi-

tre, and even extended their juris-

diction over many suiTOundinf;

places, and obtained from the em-

perors divers privik-pes that in-

crcafed their power. For four cen-

turies, the fortunes of Beuron were

on the increase, till the reverses

which marked the close of the 1.5th

century, when the ravages of the

plaf;ue, the jealous cupidity of an
impoverished nobility, and the ex-

actions of the sovereign, caused so

many evils to the community.

Now all is lifeless beneath the roof

of the temple and the arches of the

cloister. The curate of the place

and a forester with his family are

the only inmates of the convent.

The church is forsaken, and but n

few benches of the nave are filled

on Sunday.s by the parishioners of

Beuron. The organ, whose tones

accompanied the chant of tho

monks, has been sold ; the library,

once so rich, has been scattered

;

and there remains, in fact, nothing

of all that made the splendor and
glory of this abbey, which was one
of the richest and most renowned
for learning and piety in all Swa-
bia. But nature is still as beautiful

as CTcr—and it is she who wooes
tho stranger to this valley. During
tho twelve years of the existence of

the sanitary establishment formed
beside the old buildings of the clois- WII.DENSTEIN AND WfiRKNWAAQ, ON THE D\NUI!E.

few years ago, a great number of
human bones and amis belonging
to the Celtic epoch. These objects

were transported to Sigmaringen,
and placed, by order of the prince,

in the cabinet of that city. The
grotto which opens under the rocks
(if Wildenstein, on the shores of tho

Danube, is now the goal of a long
walk, and should be explored with
a torch, to enjoy tho brilliant effect

produced in this its innermost and
darkest depths, by the walls of sta-

lactites which they enclose. On
the summit of the rocks which ris<!

perpendicularly above it, rest, on
an immense liasc separated from
the idatform of the mountains, the
colossal walls of Waldenstcin. Of
all the strong castles of the middle
ages, this is one of the most inter-

esting, because its preservation is

])crfcct. A pillar of masonry, of
rare boldness, sustains the draw-
bridge, by which alone when it is

lowered, you can cross the immense
space which separates the fort i)ro-

pcr fiom the external works. Walls
of twenty-four feet thickness,pierced
by a low and narrow archway, ad-
mit you into the interior of the
casrle. Other arches, sometimes
hollowed in the rocks, sometimes
cemented by art, everywhere dis-

play to the curious eye tho old ar-

rangement for provisioning and
defending the place. All these
works are of more recent date than
the first building of the castle itself,

COSTUMES OF TUB VALLEY OF THE D.INDBE. ENTRANCE TO THE CASTLE OF BRUNNEN.

Si.., ..,„;, ;.;,t

COSTUMES OF THE VALLKY OP THE DANUDE.

tor, its reputation has been increas-

ing, and it already realizes that of

Gais and Weissbad, which, on the

score of tho aromatic herbs with
which their Alps are covered, do
not exceed Beuron, and which, in

relation to poetic position, yield,

perhaps, to the latter. The walks
which surround the establishment
are very numerous, and all offer an
interest m«re or less powerful, ac-

cording to the tastes of those who
visit them. Everywhere they pre-

Bcnt something worthy the atten-

tion of the botanist, the geologist,

the historian, and the man for

whom median'al legends have a
charm. There are picturesque
points of viev/, natural grottoes,
ruins dating from the feudal times,
and various scenes and subjects of
emotion. Among the nearest grot-
toes, are three which richly repay a
visit. Those of St. Peter and St.
Paul, which arc reached by a deli-

cious path along the flank of the
mountains in the midst of the dense
forest, once served as abiding-places
to the men of old time, and an asy-
lum to tho monks of Beuron.
The first, whence a fine view of the
cloister and its pretty environs is

obtained, tradition signalized as
the asylum which concealed the
monks during the persecutions they
were subjected to in the 17th cen-
tury. In the second, less spacious,
but more remarkable in a geologi-
cal point of view, were found, a THE CASTLE OF KALLENBEKG.

and date, doubtless, from the times

when, as in the Thirty Years'

AVar, the valley of the Danube
served as a communication between

the military operations of Switzer-

land and Swabia. Seated on these

battlements we recall an instance

ol the audacity of tho period, the

i[itercst of which is enhanced by a

view of the scene itself. During
the occupation of Hohentwiel by
the Swedes, a subaltern oiiicer who
was scounng the country with a
small detachment, obtained posses-

sion of this fortress for several days.

Schwartz (that was tho name the

country people gave him) had
learned that the Furstembcrg oth-

cess and the Bavarian troops that

composed the garrison, had re-

paired to Moeskirrk, and that only

women and children remained
within the walls of Wildenstein.

The drawbridge was raised. But,

having reached, by the aid of a light

ladder, the crosstimbcrs, lie clung

there with such tenacity, that he

soon tilted the bridge, and found

himself at the entrance of the fort-

ress. His appearance so terrified

the women, that they fled for safety,

not one of them having presence of

mind enough to close the gate.

Gtdy three men had followed. Ei-

ther from a disinclination to share

the rich booty he found, or afVaid

of being surprised by tho return of

the enemy, he shut himself up in

the castle" wicliout summoning, tUe
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rest of his comratles whom he had left in tlie woods. The Bava-
rians soon returneil, in fact, and I'ound themselves compelled to

call on the neijjhlioring garrisons for assistance to render them-
selves masters of the place again. The Swedish subaltern found
it imiio^sible to hold out any longer, so he submitted the terms of

a eajjitiiLition, by which he and his comrades were allowed to

march out with all the honors of war and as much booty as they

could carry. Yet Schwartz narrowly escaped a court-martial, so

severe was the discipline of the Sncdish troops at the time—KU.'i.

A subterranean passage furmerly led from the castle to the val-

ley, and you are yet shown in the rock an Ojjcning covered with
brambles where it must liave issued. The entrance was in the

chapel, under the steps of the altar; you can still descend about
fifty steps, but the rest of the way is choked up with stones.

Werenwaag is a league farther on the left bank of tlie Dajiubo.

Two roads run thither from Benron ; one under the walls of Wil-
denstein and in the forest, which follows the windings of the river

on the right bank ; the other, crossing the covered bridge behind
the convent, and winding at the foot of the mountains, beneath
the overhanging rocks, and traversing the tunnel of one of them,
which touches the river, forms the principal coramimication into

the valley. Here, avalanches of stones, there, calcareous pyra-

mids, the height of which the eye can hardly measure, and, on
the mountain side, groves of beecli, liirch, larch and pine, vary, at

each turn of the road the perspective of the landscape, the rich

verdure of the meadows and the lucidity of the water completing
the scene of enchantment.
But as you approach Werenwaag the valley enlarges,and the

rocks, shaded witii ancient ash trees, recede from the Danube, and
lift their high and blanched heads far above the forests. In the

lower part, you sec an imposing mass protruding into the valley,

as if to command its two sides, and on its summit you distinguish

the high tower of the old castle, under the walls of which the

hamlet of Langcnbrnnnen extends its rustic dwellings. Above
the river is seen the bridge which joins the two banks on the Moes-
kirck road, and in front workshops and a mill give an air of life

and animation to the scene.

Werenwaag is the most picturesque part of the whole v.alley,

and nowhere else do you enjoy so brilliant a general view. Rome
doubtless raised upon this spot a fort of observation which, being
dismantled after the departure of her legions, was afterwards made
use of by the German nobility who rebuilt it. It is at least cer-

tain that a Koman road which, frcra Leptingen, passed by Won-
dorf, Buckheim, Leiberdingen, and Kroehenheirastettcn, descended
by a lateral valley to the Danube, whence, ascending tlie opposite
slope, its traces have not entirely disappeared, led to the plateau

of Heuberg. Altstall, near Altheim, several leagues in the rear

of Werenwaag, was the principal castle which protected this road,

and it is to be presumed that the position of the rock on which
Werenwaag stands, in the centre of the valley and commanding
its whole extent, was not neglected.

The present possessor laid out the fine road which leads thither,

and by which carriages can drive to the castle gates. But the

walls are abandoned, and one wing of the buildings has already
been demolished. A few years longer of neglect, and the finest

tower of the Danube will be nothing but a ruin.

From the height of Werenwaag you see the village of Hausen
in the depth of the valley. Although the road which leads thither

is monotonous enough, you traverse it to see, m a lateral valley,

the remains of the ancient castle of that name which, on a scarped
rock, forms one of the most picturesque episodes of these environs.

The sojourners at Beuron commonly take the road by Thiergar-
ten, passing to Neidingen, under the walls of Falkenstein, another
tower, the base of w hiirh it is impossible to reach. Falkenstein,
who.se position, on the point of an inaccessible rock, is perliajis

the boldest of all the castles we have just mentioned, was an ap-

purtenance of the ancient family of Magenlnich, quoted in the

documents of the thirteenth and fourteendi centuries. It passed,

on the extinction of these knights, to the barons of Zimmern, who,
in 1529, being raised by Charles V. to the rank of counts, divided

into two branches, of which one kept the castle. This house, as

we have seen at Wildenstein, was extinguished in l.')94, and Falk-
enstein, with their other property, passed to the counts of Helfen-

stein, and from the latttr, in 1G27, to the house of Furstcmberg.

Let us retuni, and, passing beneath these crumbling battlements,

ask what was the life of those who once dwelt here. Who will

relate the adventures which disturbed the peace of these shores,

when rapine, and, too often, fraud dv/elt with them within these

ramparts ? Who will again recount their quarrels and their com-
bats ? They are all dead, and their names scarcely survive ; but a
fewfragments of their abodes prove that they once existed.

Beyond Beuron, and ascending the Danube, two more old cas-

tles are objects of interest. The farthest, Kallenberg, is wholly
in ruins, and worth visiting only on account of the wild S( enery
around it. It formerly belonged to the barons of Ulm, and was
held by persons who bore its name.
Bruunen, a little castle wliich belongs to the barons of Enzberg,

presents a picturesque aspect from whatever point it is viewed.
From the Friedingcn road, it rises majestically before you on the

immensity of the rock which sustains it ; from the Buckheim
road it is defined in the midst of the woods which surround it;

from the Danube it rears into the air its lofty tower ; from the

bridL'C which affords a passage to its base, it displays its stones,

its triple gate, its battlements, and as a whole, forms one of those
delightful pictures which captivate and surprise the artist.

This (astle, in former days, was of great extent, and was then
the seat of a seignory belonging to the Imrons of VVeitingen. The
view it commands, over all the surrounding places, the valley, the
inoiintain plateau, even to the whitened peaks of Switzerland,
which show themselves among the clouds of the horizon, amply
repay the trouble of reaching it.

Beyond the plateau, of which the eye takes in the whole extent
to the east, is discerned an isolated cone, covered with forests. It

indicates the place formerly occupied by the castle of Pfanncnstiel,
whose ruins are lost in the wood above the valley of llie Beer.
This valley which, by its proximity to that of the Danube, can
be easily explored by the residents of Beuron, is doubtless less
picturesque than theotlier, but yet it offers some interesting routes.
Opposite Pfanncnstiel was the castle of Krcidenstein, which has
also entirely disajjpeared. Beyond the valley of Beereuthal, re-

markable for its quarry of petrifactions, is the mill of Eusisheim,
where tradition also locates an ancient castle, and where, in fact,

are found some old subterranean arches, and old foundations.
From these places you perceive, in the distance, some remains of
Kraneck, which, in the fifteenth centm-y, was ruined by the bur-
gesses of Rotwell, and opposite, the site of Greifenstein, a wild
position, whose immovable base is swept by the impetuous Beer,
and wliich, doubtless, the Romans imjirovcd, when their ditlerent
strong places corresponded to those on the Danube and protected
their establishments in the valley.

The wild and beautiful scenery of the places wc have rapidly
sketched with the pen, and more liberally illustrated with the pen-
cil and graver, are enhanced by the pi< turcsquc costume of the

inhabitants of both sexes, specimens of which are herewith pre-

sented to the readers of the Pictorial, that they may have a com-
plete idea of the valley of the Danube.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SILENT lllVEK.

BT 0. DAVIE8 BRADWAT, M. D.

Silent river, passive never,

Still you onward, onward flow
j

Ever flowing, ever going,

Making music as you go.

Hippie, rippling, like some stripling

Wandering o'er the downy lea

;

Mlien, at twilight, soft the starlight

Falls upon a summer's sea.

While beside thee, I would chide thee

For thy grave and solemn look

;

"Why not laughing, nectar quaffing,

Like some gay and happy brook?

Is not pleasure (priceless treasure),

AVhat we mortals seek below

;

And enjoy it, or destroy it,

As our passions ebb and flow?

If it is so, why is this so?

Why art thou so sad and still?

JloA some wooing been thy ruin?

Is thy faithless lover ill?

I have watched thee oft, to catch thee

In some better mood than this

;

And have blessed thee, while I pressed the©

(Soft I say it), for a kiss.

Still my wooing and my cooing

Both have ended, and I sing

Now at twilight, 'neath the starlight,

Thee and thy lone wandering.

< -»— >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

VERY POOR.

BY T. S. ARTHUR.

" What has become of the Wightmans 1" I asked my old friend

Payson. I had returned to my native place after an absence of

several years. Payson looked grave.

" Nothing wrong with them, I hope. Wightman was a clever

man, and he had a pleasant family."

My friend shook his head ominously.

" He was doing very well when I left," said I.

" All broken up now," was answered. " He failed several years

ago."

" Ah ! I'm sorry to hear this. What has become of him 1"

" I see him now and then, but I don't know what he is doing."

"And his family 1"

" They live somewhere in Old Town. I haven't met any of

them for a long time. Some one told me that they were very

poor."
This intelligence caused a feeling of sadness to pervade my

mind. The tone and manner of Payson, as he used the words
" very poor," gave to them a more than ordinary meaning. I

saw, in imagination, my old friend reduced from comfort and

respectability, to a condition of extreme poverty, with all its suf-

ferings and humiliations. Wliile my mind was occupied with

these unpleasant thoughts, my friend said •

" You must dine with me to-morrow. Mrs. Payson will be

glad to see you, and I want to have a long talk about old times.

We dine at three."

I promised to be with them, in agreement with the invitation
;

and then we parted. It was during business hours, and as my
friend's manner was somewhat occupied and hurried, I did not

think it right to trespass on his time. What I had learned of the

Wightmans troubled my thoughts. I could not get them out of

my mind. They were estimable people. I had prized them above

ordinary acquaintances ; and it did seem peculiarly hard that they

should have suffered misfortune. " Very poor "—I could not get

the words out of my cars. The way in which they were spoken

involved more than the words themselves expressed, or rather,

gave a broad latitude to their meaning. " Very poor 1 Ah me I"

The sigh was deep and involuntary.

I inquired of several old acquaintances whom I met during the

day, for the Wightmans ; but all the satisfaction I received was,

Wightman had failed in business several years before, and was

now living somewhere in Old Town in a very poor way. " They

are miserably poor," said one. " I see Wightman occasionally,"

said another—" he looks seedy enough." " His girls take in sew-

ing, I have heard," said a third, who spoke with a slight air of

contempt, as if there were something disgraceful attached to nee-

dle work, when pursued as a means of livelihood. I would have

called, during the day, upon Wightman, but failed to ascertain

his place of residence.

" Glad to see you !" Payson extended his hand with a show

of cordiality, as I entered his store between two and three o'clock

on the next day. " Sit down and look over the papers for a little

while," he added. "I'll bo with you in a moment. Just finish-

ing up my bank business."

" Business first," was my answer, as I took the ])roffered news-

paper. " Stand upon no ceremony with me."

As Payson turned partly from mo, and bent his head to the

desk at which he was sitting, I could not but remark the sudden-

ness with which the smile my apiicarance had awakened faded

from his countenance. Before him was a pile of bank bills, several

checks, and quite a formidable array of bank notices. He counted

the bills and cheeks, and after recording the amount upon a slip

of paper, glanced uneasily at his watch, sighed, and then looked

anxiously towards the door. At this moment a clerk entered has-

tily, and made some communication in an undertone, which

brought from my friend a disappointed and impatient expression.

" Go to Wilson," said he, hurriedly, " and tell him to send me
a check for five hundred without fail. Say that I am so much
short in my bank payments, and that it is now too late to get the

money any where else. Don't linger a moment ; it is twentv-five

minutes to three now."

The clerk departed. He was gone full ten minutes, during

which period Payson remained at his desk, silent, but showing

many signs of uneasiness. On returning, he brought the desired

check, and was then despatched to lift the notes for which this late

provision was made.
" What a life for a man to lead," said my friend, turning to me

with a contracted brow and a sober face. " I sometimes wish

myself on an island in mid ocean. You remember C V
" Very well."

" He quit business a year ago, and bought a farm. I saw him

the other day. ' Payson,' said he, with an air of satisfaction, ' I

haven't seen a bank notice this twelvemonth.' He's a happy

man ! This note paying is the curse of my life. I'm forever on

the street financiering

—

Financiering ! How I hate the word

!

But come—they'll be waiting dinner for us. Mrs. Payson is de-

lighted at the thought of seeing you. How long is it since you

were here ? About ten years, if I'm not mistaken. You'll find

my daughters quite grown up. Clara is in her twentieth year.

You, of course, recollect her only as a little school-gu-l. Ah me I

how time does fly I"

I found my friend living in a handsome house in Franklin

Street. It was showily, not tastefully, furnished, and the same

might be said of his wife and daughters. When I last dined with

them—it was many years before—they were living in a modest,

but very comfortable way, and the whole air of their dwelling was

that of cheerfulness and comfort. Now, though their ample par-

lors -were gay with rich Brussels, crimson damask, and brocatelle,

there was no genuine home feeling there. Mrs. Payson, the last

time I saw her, wore a mousseline de laine, of subdued colors,

a neat lace collar around her neck, fastened with a small diamond

pin, the marriage gift of her father. Her hair, which curled nat-

urally, was drawn behind her ears in a few gracefully falling ring-

lets. She needed no other ornament. Anything beyond would

have taken from the chicfest of her attractions, her bright,

animated countenance, in which her friends ever read a heart-

welcome. 1

How changed from this was the rather stately woman, whose

real pleasure at seeing an old friend was hardly warm enough tc

melt through the ico of an imposed formality. How changed

from this the pale, cold, worn face, where selfishness and false

pride had been doing a sad, sad work. Ah ! the rich Honiton lace

cap and costly cape; the profusion of gay ribbons, and glitter of

jewelry ; the ample folds of glossy satin ; how poor a compensa-

tion were they for the true woman I had parted with years ago,

and now sought beneath these showy adornments in vain !

Two grown-up daughters, dressed almost as fiauntingly as their

mother, were now presented. In the artificial countenance of the

oldest, I failed to discover any trace of my former friend Clara.

A little while we t.alked formally, and with some constraint all

around ; then, as the dinner had been waiting us, and was now

served, we proceeded to the dining-room. I did not feel honored

by the really sumptuous meal the Paysons had provided for their

old friend ; because it was clearly to be seen that no honor was

intended. The honor was all for themselves. The ladies had

not adorned their persons, nor provided their dinner, to give me
welcome and pleasure, but to exhibit to the eyes of their guest

their wealth, luxury, and social importance. If I had failed to

perceive this, the conversation of the Paysons would have made

it plain, for it w"as of style and elegance in house-keeping and

dress—of the ornamental in all its varieties ; and in no case of

the truly domestic and useful. Once or twice I referred to the

Wightmans ; but the ladies kne'VN' nothing of them, and seemed

almost to have forgotten that such persons ever lived.

It did not take me long to discover that, with all the luxury by

which my friends were suiTOunded, they were far from being

happy. Mrs. Payson and her daughters, had, I could see, become

envious as well as proud. They wanted a larger house, and more

costly furniture in order to make as imposing an appearance as

some others whom they did not consider half as good as them-

selves. To all they said on this subject, I noticed that Payson

himself maintained, for the most jiart, a half-moody silence. It

was, clearly enough, unpleasant to him.

" My wife and daughters think I'm made of money," said he,

once, half laughing. "Bnt if they knew how hard it was to get

hold of, sometimes, they would be less fi-ee in spending. I tell

them I am a jioor man, comparatively speaking ; but I might as

well talk to the wind."

"Just as well," replied his wife, forcing an incredulous le.ugh;

"why will you use such language ? A poor man !"

" He that wants what he is not able to buy, is a poor man, if I

understand the meaning of the term," said Payson, with some

feeling. "And he who lives bejond his income, as a good many

of our acquaintances do to my certain knowledge, is poorer still.'

" Now don't get to riding that hobby, Mr. Payson," broke in

my friend's wife, deprccatingly—"don't, if you please. In the

lirst place, it's hardly polite,, and, in the second place, it is by no

means agreeable. Don't mind him"—and the lady turned to me

gaily—"he gets in these moods sometimes."

I was not in the least surprised to hear this, after what I had

witnessed, both in his store and in his house. Put the two scenes

and circumstances together, and how could it well be otherwise?

My friend, thus re-acted upon, ventured no further remaii. on
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a subject that was so disagreeable to his family. But while they

talked of style and fashion, he sat silent, and, to my mind, op-

pressed with no very pleasant thou<;hts. After the ladies Iiad

retired, lie saiii, with considerable fccliii);- :

" All this looks and sounds very well, perhaps ; but there are

two aspects to almost everything. Jly wife and daughters get

one view of life, and I another. They see tlie romance, 1 the hard

realitv. It is impossible for me to get money as fast as they wish

to spend it. It was my fault in the beginning, I supi)0se. Ah !

how difficult it is to correct an error wlien once made. 1 tell them

that I am a poor man, but they smile in my face, and a.sk me for

a hundred dollars to shop with in the next breath. I remon-

strate, but it avails not, for they don't credit what I say. And 1

am /»or—poorer, I sometimes think, than the humblest of my
clerks, who manages, out of his salary of four hundred a year, to

lay up fifty dollars. He is never in want of a dollar, while I go

searching about, anxious and troubled, for my thousands daily.

He and his patient, cheerful, industrious little wife find peace

and contentment in the single room their limited means enables

them to piocurc, while my family turn dissatisfied from the costly

adornments of our spacious home, and sigh for richer furniture,

and a larger and more showy mansion. If I were a millionaire,

their ambition might be satisfied. Now, their ample wishes may

not be filled. I must deny them, or meet inevitable ruin. As it

id, I am living far beyond a prudent limit—not half so far, how-

ever, as many around me, whose fatal example is ever tempting

the weak ambition of their neighbors."

This, and much more of similar import, was said by Payson.

When I turned from his elegant home, there was no envy in my
heart. He was called a rich and prosperous man by all whom I

heard speak of him, but in my eyes, he was very poor.

A day or two afterwards, I saw Wightman in the street. He

was so changed in appearance that I should hardly have known

him, had he not first spoken. He looked, in my eyes, twenty

years older than when last we met. His clothes were poor, though

scrupulously clean ; and, on observing him more closely, 1 per-

ceived an air of neatness and order, that indicates nothing of that

disregard about external appearance which so often accompanies

poverty.

He grasped my hand cordially, and inquired, with a genuine

interest, after my health and welfare. I answered briefly, and

then said :

"I am sorry to hear that it is not so well with you in worldly

matters as when I left the city."

A slight shadow flitted over bis countenance, but it grew quickly'

cheerful again.

" One of tlie secrets of happiness in this life," said he, " is con-

tentment with our lot. We rarely learn tnis in prosperity. It is

not one of the lessons taught in that school."

" And you have learned it ;" said I.

" I have been trying to learn it," he answered, smiling.

" But I find it one of the most difficult of lessons. I do not hope

to acquire it perfectly."

A cordial invitation to visit his family and take tea with them

followed, and was accepted. I must own, that I prepared to go

to the Wightmans with some misgivings as to the pleasure I

should receive. Almost every one of their old acquaintances, to

wlioin I had addressed inquiries on the subject, spoke of them

with commiseration, as " very poor." If Wightman could bear

the change with philosophy, I hardly expected to find the same

Christian resignation in his wife, whom I remembered as a gay,

lively woman, fond of social pleasures.

Such were my thoughts when I knocked at the door of a small

bouse, that stood a little back from the street. It was quickly

opened by a tall, neatly-dressed girl, whose pleasant face lighted

into a smile of welcome as she pronounced my name.

" This is not Mary 1" I said, as I took her proticred liand.

" Yes, this is your little Mary," she answered. " Father told

me you were coming."

Mrs. Wightman came forward as I entered the room into which

the front door opened, and gave me a most cordial welcome.

Least of all had time and reverses changed her. Though a little

subdued, and rather paier and thinner, her face had the old hr-art-

warmtli in it—the eyes were bright from the same cheerful spirit.

" How glad lam to see you again!" said Mrs. Wightni.an.

And she was glad. Every play of feature, every modulation of

tone, showed this.

Soon her husband came in, and then she excused herself with a

smile, and went out, as I very well understood, to see after tea.

In a little while supper was ready, and I sat down, with the fam-

ily, in their small breakfast room, to one of the pleasantest meals

I have ever enjoyed. A second daughter, who was learning a

trade, came in just as we were taking our places at the table, and

was introduced. What a beautiful glow was upon her young

countenance ! She was the very image of health and cheer-

fulness.

When I met Wightman in the street, I thouglit his countenance

wore something of a troubled aspect— this was the first impres-

sion it made upon me. Now, as I looked into his facr , and lis-

tened to his checi-fiil, animated conversation, so full of life's tme
philosophy, I could not but feel an emotion of wonder. "Very
poor!" How little did old friends, who covered their neglect of

this family with these commiserating words, know of their real

state. How little did they dream that sweet peace folded her

wings in that humble dwelling nightly ; and that morning brought

to each a cheerful, resolute spirit, which bore them bravely through

all their daily toil.

'• How are you getting along, now, Wightman V I asked, as,

after bidding good evening to his pleasant family, I stood with

him at the g.atc op' ning from the street to his modest dwelling.

" Very well," was his cheerful reply. " It was up hill work

for several years, when I only received five hundred dollars salary

as clerk, and all my children were young. But now, two of them

are earning something, and I receive eight hundred dollars instead

of five. We have managed to sive enough to buy this snug little

house. The last payment was made a month since. I am begin-

ning to feci rich."

And he laughed a pleasant laugh.

" Very poor," I said to myself, musingly, as I walked away

from the humble abode of the Wightmans. " Very poor. The

words have had a wrong application."

On the next day I met Payson.

" I spent last evening with the Wightmans," said I.

" Indeed ! How did you find them '; Very poor, of course."

" I have not met a more cheerful family for years. No, Mr.

Payson, they are not ' veri/ poor,' for they take what the great

Fatlier sends, and use it with thankfulness. Those who ever want

more than iheij posseas are the very poor. But such are not the

Wightmans."
Payson looked at me a moment or two curiously, and then let

his eyes fall to the ground. A little while he mused. Light was

breaking in upon him.

" Contented and thankful !" said he, lifting his eyes from the

ground. "Ah! my friend, ii 1 and mine were only contented

and thankful
!"

" You have cause to be," I remarked. " The great Father

hath covered your table with blessings."

" And yet we are poor

—

very poor," said he, " for we are neither

contented nor thankful. We ask for more than we possess, and,

because it is not given, we are fretful and impatient. Yes, yes

—

wc, not the Wiglitmans, are poor—very poor."

And with these words on his lips, my old friend turned from

me, and walked slowly away, his head bent in musing attitude to

the ground. Not long afterwards, I heard that he had failed.

" Ah !" thought I, when this news reached me, " now you are

poor, very puur, indeed !" And it was so.

<—•»»- —
[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

PARSON SURELY 'S EXPERIMENT.
A SKETCH FOB WEATHER GEUMBLEES.

BY AnSTIN C. BURDICK.

The small parish at Fallowdalo had been for some time with-

out a pastor. The members were nearly all farmers, and they had

not much money to bestow upon the support of a clergyman

;

yet they were willing to pay for anything that could promise them

any due return of good. In course of time, it happened that the

Rev. Abraham Surely visited Fallowdale, and as a Sabbath pass-

ed during his sojourn, he held a meeting in the small church. The

people were pleased with his preaching, and some of them pro-

posed inviting him to remain with them, and take cliarge of their

spiritual wclfaio.

Upon the merits of this proposition, there was a long discus-

sion. Parson Surely had signified his willingness to take a per-

manent residence at Fallowdale, but the members of the parish

could not so readily agree to hire him.

" I don't see the use of hiring a parson," said Mr. Sharp, an

old farmer of the place. "He can do us no good. If we've got

any money to spare, we'd better lay it up for something else. A
parson can't learn me anything "

To this it was answered, that stated religious meetings would

be of great benefit to the younger people, and also a source of real

social good to all.

" I don't know 'bout that," said Sharp, after he had heard tlie

arguments against him. Sharp was one of the wealthiest men

in the parish, and'consequen'.ly one of the most influential. " I've

hearn tell," he continued, " of a parson that could pray for rain,

and have it come at any time. Now if we could hit u])on such a

parson as that, I would go in for hiring him."

This opened a nesv idea to the unsophisticated minds of Fal-

lowdale. The farmers often suffered from long droughts, and

after arguing awhile longer, they agreed to hire Parson Surely

upon the condition that he should give them rain whenever they

wished for it, and, on the other hand, that he would also give

them fair weather when required. Deacons Smith and Townsend

were deputised to make this arrangement known to tlie parson,

and the people remained in the church while their messengers

went upon their errand.

When the deacons returned, Mr. Surely accompanied them.

He smiled, as he entered the church., and witli a graceful bow he

saluted the people there assembled.

" Well, my friends," he said, as he ascended the platform in

front of the desk, " I have heard your request to me, and, strange

as it may appear, I have come to accept your proposal ; but 1 can

do it only on one condition ; and that is, that your request for a

change of weather must be unanimous."

This appeared very reasonable, since every member of the par-

ish had a deep interest in the farming business, and ere long it

was arranged that Mr. Surely should become the pastor of Fallow-

dale, and that he should give the people rain whenever they

asked for it.

When Mr. Surely returned to his lodgings, his wife was utter-

ly astounded upon learning the nature of the contract her husband

had entered into ; but the pastor only smiled, and bade her wait

for the result

"But you know you cannot make it rain," persisted Mrs.

Surely ; "and you know, too, that the farmers here will be want-

ing rain veiy often when there is none for them. You will be

disgraced."

"I will learn them a lesson," quietly returned the pastor.

"Ay—that you cannot be so good as your word ; and when you

have learned it to them, they will turn you off."

" We shall see," was Mr. Surely's reply, as he took up a book

and commenced reading.

This was a signal for the wife to desist from further conversa-

tion on the subject, and she at once obeyed.

Time flew on, and at length the hot days of midsummer were

at hand. For three weeks it had not rained, and the young com
was beginning to curl up beneath the effects of the drought. In

this extremity, the people bethought themselves of the promise

of their pastor, and some of them hastened to his dwelling.

" Come," said Sharp, whose hilly farm was sutt'ering severely,

" we want some rain. You remember yom- promise."

" Certainly," returned Mr. Surely. " If you will call for a

meeting of the members of the parish, I will be with you this

evening."

With this the applicants were perfectly satisfied, and forthwith

they hastened to call the flock together.

" Now you'll see the hour of your disgrace," said Mrs. Surely,

after the visitors had gone. " O, I am very sorry you ever un-

dertook to deceive them so."

" I did not deceive them."

" Yes, you surely did."

" We shall see," responded the pastor.

" So we shall see," added the lady.

The hour for the meeting came around, and Parson Surely met

hia people at the church. They were all there—most of them

anxious, and the remainder curious.

" Now, my friends," said the pastor, arising upon the platform,

" I have come to hear your request. What is it ?"

" We want rain," bluntly spoke Farmer Sharp ;
" and you know

you promised to give it to us
"

"Ay—rain—rain," repeated half a dozen voices.

" Very well. Now when will you have it
?"

" This very night. Let it rain all night long," said Sharp, to

which several others immediately assented.

" No, no, not to-night," cried Deacon Smith. " I have six or

seven tons of well made hay in the fleld, and I would not have it

wet for any thing."

" So have I hay out," added Mr. Peck. " Wo wont have it

rain tonight."

" Then let it be to-morrow."

" It will take me all day to-morrow to get my hay in," said

Smith.

Thus the objections came up for the two succeeding days, and

at length, by way of comjiromise, Mr. Sharp proposed that they

should have rain in just four days. "For," said he, "by that

time, all the hay which is now out can be got in, and we need not

cut any—

"

" Stop, stop," uttered Mrs. Sharp, pulling her worthy husband

smartly by the sleeve. " That is the day we have set to go to

Snowhill. It mustn't rain then !"

This was law for Mr. Sharp, so he proposed that the rain

should come in one week, and then resumed his seat. But this

would not do. Many of the people would not have it put off so

long. " If we can't have rain before then, we'd better not have

it at all," said they.

In short, the meeting resulted in just no conclusion at all,

for the good people found it utterly impossible to agree upon a

time when it should rain.

" Until you can make up your minds upon this point," said the

pastor, as he was about leaving the church, " we must all trust in

the Lord." And after this the jieople followed him from the

place.

Both Deacon Smitli and Mr. Peck got their hay safely in, but

on the very day tliat Mr. Sharp and his wife were to have started

for Snowhill, it began to rain in right good earnest. Sharp lost

his visit, but he met the disappointment with good grace, for his

crops smiled at the rain.

Ere another month had rolled by, another meeting was called

for a petition for rain, but this time the result was the same as

before. Many of the people had their muck to dig, and rain

would prevent them. Some wanted the rain immediately—some

in one, some in two, and some in three days, while others wanted

it put off longer. So Mr. Surely had not yet occasion to call

for rain.

One year rolled by, and up to that time the people of Fallow-

dale had never once been able to agree upon the exact kind of

weather they would have, and the result was, that they began to

open their eyes to the fact that this world would be a strange

place, if its inhabitants could govern it. While they had been

longing for a power they did not possess, they had not seen its

absurdity, but now that they had, in good faith, tried to apply

that power, under the belief that it was theirs, they saw clearly

that they wt.re getting beyond their sphere. They saw that Na-

ture's laws were safer in the hands of Nature's God than in the

hands of Nature's children.

On the last Sabbath in the first year of Mr. Surely's settlement,

at Fallowdale, he offered to take up his connexion with the par-

ish ; but the people would not listen to it. They had become at-

tached to him and to the meetings, and they wished him to stay.

" But I can no longer rest under our former contract with re-

gard to the w-eather," said the pastor.

" Nor do we wish you to," returned Sharp. " Only preach to

us and teach us and our children how to live, and help us be so-

cial and happy."

"And," added the pa,stor, while a tear of pride stood in his eye,

as he looked for an instant into the face of his now happy wife,

" All things above our proper sphere we will leave with God, tor

' He (ioeth all thinrjs in II."'
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BAILEY & CO.'S EXHIBITION OF SILVER WARE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, NEW YORK.

BAILEY & CO.'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE PALACE.
We present to our readers in this number an eneravinp of arti-

cles of silver ware presented for exhibition at the Crystal Palace,

New York, by the long known and well established firm of Bailey
& Co., of Philadt'lpliia, formtily Bailey & Kitchen, No. 1.36

Chestnut Street. The collection represented in the engraving is

taken and copied from the articles as they present themselves to

the eye of the visitor, they having been taken from among their

stock on hand, and not manufactured for the purpose of exhibit-

ing. Their manufactory is one of the most extensive in the

United States, and the siyle and beauty of their product speaks
lor themselves. That it compares favorably with any now on
exhibition is admitted by all who have given time for comparison,
and we feel assured that any article in their line of manufacture,
however elaborate, can be as well executed by them as by any
foreign house. Among the contributions of this firm are a silver

tea set with water-kettle, richly chased with Chinese landscape
and figures, and matted all over ; four pieces, including coffee urn,

part of a large set, richly engraved with military devices ; a silver

get, richly chased with hunting scenes, and gilt, each piece with a

different device on each side ; a silver set, six pieces, Roman urn
shape, chased with flowers and leaves, and birds-eyo all over ; a
silver castor, cornucopia
foot, and rings for bottles,

richly ornamented vrith

fruits, flowers and vegeta-

bles, to represent the con-

tents of the cruets ; the

castor can be removed,
leaving the foot or cornu-

copia as a rich llower-

Btand ; a dinner set of four

vegetable dishes, two oys-

ter dishes, two pitchers,

one soup tureen, two gra-

vy boats, one castor, four

salts, richly chased, a rich-

ly caparisoned elephant

on the top, which can bo

removed so as to use eight

dishes in place of four; a
silver coffee urn, richly

chased with sporting

scenes; a silver water-

kettle on stand, with spirit

lamp, and tray richly cha«-

1(1 with Chinese landscape

and figures; a chemically
jiure silrer butter tub, rich-

ly chased with grapes and
leaves, and ivy loaves and
berries ; a silver cake bas-

ket, richly chased with
grape leaves and stalks

;

a tea set, six pieces, an-

tique form, and rich an-

tique engraving ; two milk
pitchers, antiipie form, scr-

))ent handle, and richly

chased bodies ; a sugar

liowl, with stag's head han-

dles and hunting cnibel-

L.shments, chased onk and
a"orn ; two richly chased

claret pitchers ; a tetea-

Ute set, three pieces, richly

cngravtd; two goblets, on
grape vine stand, gilt in-

Bide, chased grapes and
leaves ; two goblets, old

style, antique engraving

;

a patent ice pitcher, made
doulile and air tight to

presirve ice a length of

timf ; a set of salt-cellars

— Niiutiliis on rock ; a set

1 alt cellars— Nautilus on

coral ; table bell- ; a plain Roman border coffee urn, with heater;

sugar basins and baskets ; milk pitchers with covers; spoons in

great variety of patterns ; also ice tongs, snlad tongs, olive spoons,

strawberry scoops and shovels, ice-cream spoons, twisted shaidc,

fruit knives, crumb scrapers, pastry knives, ice-cream knives, ham
holders, cheese scoops, etc., etc. Every article in the case is of

standard silver, and none made especially for the exhibition, but

all in the general way of business. This is a matter worthy of

remembrance in examining the contributions of the exhibition. In

England, probably, there was scarcely an artirlcof ordinary manu-
facture contributed to the London Crystal Palace, that was not

expressly designed for the purpose ; whereas in the New York ex-

hibition there are probably very few articles that are not taken at

large from the stocks of those who contribute them, and, conse-

quently are a fine representation of what the contributors are aide

at any time to furnish or manufacture. The exhibition on this

account, and in this particular, is, therefore, much more faithful

and true than its great model. It is highly creditable to our

country, that we have no longer to go abroad to procure those

beauties of workmanship, which, not long ago, were altogether

imported, but which are now as elegantly produced in this country

as they can be done in Europe.

IIERRDJO'S PATENT FIRE-PROOF SAFE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

HERRING'S PATENT FIRE-PROOF SAFE.
Silas C. Herring, of No. 13.5 Water Street, New York, hn.s

placed in the Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations the largest

and most beautiful assortment of tire and burglar proof safes ever
exhibited in this country. 'I he largest and most costly as repre-

sented by the engraving below, is of the most superior and expen-
sive finish, and the interior fitted for the reception and protection

of valuable jewels and diamonds (a fitting receptacle for such gems
of art, and is, in fact, nightly selected for the lodgment of the

most costly and valuable jewelry and diamonds now on exhibi-

tion at the Palace, and the keys placed in custody oT Captain
Bowyer of the police.) The whole body of the safe is incased, or
lined, with thick plates of chilled iron. The inner doors arc com-
posed of heavy plate iron, lined the same as the body with chilled

iron, and over this a heavy grate of bar iron placed crosswise, and
riveted in the most substantial manner. The panels are highly
ornamented with raarbleized iron, the hinges, knobs, keys, and
various ornaments are heavily silver plated, and throughout chal-

lenge competition with everything of the kind ever manufactured.
The inner doors are secured with Jones's patent permutation bank
lock, and the outer doors with Hall's patent powder and thief-

proof bank lock, and is the same as was on Mr. Herring's safe

that took the premium at

the World's Fair in Lon-
don, in 18.51, and the only
powder proof lock that

y/as awarded a medal at

that exhibition—the patent

for which Mr. II. is solo

owner for tiie whole Uni-
ted States. Mr. Herring
has a number of smaller

firei)roof safes in the ex-

hibition that arc beautiful

gems of their kind ; but

all these, for elaborate fin-

ish as well as strength,

are far eclipsed by his

burglar proof safe, that

looks more like burnished

silver than anything <;lse,

and might readily be mis-

taken for a silver bureau,

strayed from the show-
cases of the Messrs. Ball,

Tompkins &, Black, or

some other exhibitor of

splendid silver ware, and
unless we had ocular de-

monstration of the fact,

we could scarcely believe

that iron was susceptible

of so high and beautiful

finish. This safe, or burg-

lar proof chest, is secured

by a new and most ingen-

ious powder proof lock, of

recent invention, the pa-

tent lor which Mr. H. ha.i

also secured, an<l in fact

he has availed himself of

(piite n number of theniost

renowned locks in the

world, and will not hesi-

tate lo place from SIOOO

to $5000 behind his lock

on exhibition, as a reward

to the picklock who can

opeu them. This, as is

the case with all the nrti-

( Ics we have selecfd for

illustration, is a subject of

general interest, and richly

worthy the careful notice

of all persons who viai

the Crystal Palace.
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SPECOIENS OF HAIR WORK.
Amonc the more delifate fancy articles at the

Crystal I'ahice, in the department of personal
mlornment, there are few specimens of bijouterie

that attract more ad-

miration than the ex-

quisite hair jewelry of
Linherr & Co., .577

Broadway. The or-

naments in the case

depicted by our artist,

consist of bracelets,

necklaces, brooches,

chains, and every con-

ccivalile variety of

decorations for the

dress toilet of a lady,

which would come
under the head of
jewelry, if fabricated

of gold and gems.
The mountings arc of
gold, but the material

of the ornaments is

hair wrought in every
kind of braid, dispos-

ed in every graceful

shape, and applied in

n thousand ways of

which ordinary taste

and skill would never dream. We all preserve

the hair of deceased or absent friends as a pre-

cious memento, but to Linherr & Co. belongs

tlie merit of turning the plain souveuir hito sets

bition these articles have created a just degree

of praise, always mingled witb unfeigned sur-

prise at the fhow of skill and patience that has

necessarily been employed to produce the mi-

LINIIERR & CO.'S UALK BRACELET, AT CRYSTAL I'iVLACE.

nute and elegant ornaments. It is but com-

paratively a short jieriod of time since the wear-

ing of hair ornaments was introduced into this

country; the old stylo of wearing a friend's

LINIIERR & CO.'s HAIR TEA SET, AT CRYSTAL PALACE.

LINHERR & CO. S IIAIR JEWELRY, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE,

STATUE OF COLUMBUS.
In front of the stairs at the northwest intersection of the tran-

sept of the Cryttal Palace, and forming a portion of the Italian
d<-pnrtment, stands a statue in Italian marble, of Christopher
Columbus, which certainly is deserving of the highest meed of
commendation. As a work of art it is truly beautiful, and at-

tracts the attention of all who have any taste for those sublime
cftbrts of the chisel when guided by the hand of genius. The
great navigator is represented as before the council of Salamanca,
endeavoring with all the energy of his character to convince the
benighted and pre-

judiced monks of
the feasibility of
his plans of reach-

ing the Indies by
travelling a west-
erly course. The
face is expressive

in the highest de-

gree of those feel-

ings which might
readily be sup-

f)osed to actuate

lim under the cir-

cumstances in

which he wasthcu
and there placed.

His left band rests

upon a terrestrial

globe to which his

right is pointing.

The drapery is ju-

diciously manag-
ed, and the acces-

sories well chosen.

The statue is of
life size, and is

from the chisel of
Del Medico, ot

Carrari. At least

so we are informed
by the label at-

tached to the ped-
estal, and we re-

gret to say, that

we have found no
other means of ob-

taining informa-
tion regarding ob-

jects in the exhi-

bition than that

nfForded by a sim-
ple card announc-
ing the title of the

subject and the

name of the exhi-

bitor, and not un-
frequently even
these are omitted,
leaving the visitor

at a loss regarding
many subjects.

of ornaments of the most be-

coming and beautiful charae-

Icr. The bracelet and ten set

—think of a tea set made of a lover's hair!—arc really wonders

of art, and must have required great labor to perfect them. By
the aid of Linherr & Co., a belle might appear in a full suit of jew-

elry, shorn from her own flowing tresses, and "turned into shape

by the dextrous fingers of these extraordinary artists. In none

of the many representations which we have given of the fancy

articles in the New York Crystal Palace, have we represented an

article, or specimens of delicate and curious workmanship, that

could exceed in minute and general excellence these specimens of

hair work from the establishment of Linherr & Co. In the cxlii-

STATUE OF COLUMBUS, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

hair in a locket has been common enough from time immemorial,

but it is a very modem fashion to so braid and form the hair as to

make not only an outside ornament of itself, but also to produce

the most beautiful and delicate ciTcct. The perfection to which

this new art has been brought, has led to the general adoption of

these ornaments by the ladies, and they are now .almost as much

worn by the " upper ten " as arc golden ornaments ;
and that the

cjfect—to say nothing of the pleasant idea of thus wearing the

hair of those we love and cherish—is incomparably superior to

metallic jewelry, no person of good taste will venture to deny.

Let those of "the readers of the Pictorial who visit the Crystal

Palace, not forgot to examine the orijinals of the pictures we pre-

sent herewith, and they cannot do better, if in search of orna-

ments of a truly

beautiful and del-

icate character,

than to call pon
Linherr & Co.,

577 Broadway,
New York. Wo
know of families

in this city who
have largely in-

troduced this now
style of orna-

ment, and of mo-
thers who flius

wear bracelets of
their children's

hair, most ingen-

iously wrought,
and in some in-

stances even, ot

elaborate ncclin-

ws of the lamo.
Children, too,

wear the hair of
departed parents,

or of those still

with them. To
our mind fhis is

a very beautiful

and tender id?a,

and we can hard-

ly conceive of a

more agreeable

or interesting to-

ken or keepsake
than can be pro-

d u c e d in this

manner by the

skilful hands of
those who have
acquired this cu-

rious art of man-
ufacture,and who
now practise it

in such perfection

in this country,

producin)^, as our
engravings will

evince, forms and
designs of any
desirable pattern

or character.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY GRANDFATHER.

A REVOLUTIONAHV MEMORIAL.

B7 CHARLES L. WHELSR.

WlJen the spring was all a-glow,

And the flowers 'gan to blow,

How dear was his delight to sit before the door,

While the blithe, irreverent air,

Trifled loosely with his hair,

All whitened vith the snows of ninety years and o^er.

Facing to the southern view,

Stood his home of sober hue,

And hence the sunshine ever streamed along the yard,

Crimsoning the lilac trees,

Ere the half awakened bees,

For early forage 'gan to search the greening sward.

Many are the spring-times past

Since his place he held the last,

But yet, to memory's eye, he sits forever there;

Linkiug well our timple days

A\'ith the outre dress and ways,

That make our graudsircs seem so wonderful and queer.

Quaintly dis^lit with carvings rare

Was his antiquated chair,

And eke his old, three-cornered hat, besilvered round,

As it hunj^ upon his knee,

Was a fitting; company

To buckles, silver-bright, that kept his hosen bound.

And his polden-headed cane,

From an Luglish oak was ta'en,

That cast its scanty shade the grave of Uampden o'er;

And a mark was on its side,

That could start a thrill of pride,

A pilgrim name outraccd two hundred ytars before

Thereon are deeds of his to tell

;

Under doughty Pepperell

He stemmed the icy sleet from stormy Labrador,

Till the brave New England fire,

Mounting higher up and higher,

Victorious bhued upon the Breton shore.

He was there upon the moru
"When the rampant Unicorn

Waa hunted from the plains of rural Lexington

;

And on Saratoga's field

lie beheld the foeman yield,

Nor saw he once bis borne until the peace was won.

Honor to bis simple name!

Would that I could give it fiiroe,

In measure to the deeds and honest worth he bore;

But, ah me I this brave intent

Ends—a paper monument,

That soon will rot, and leave him nameless as before!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MILK-MAID OF MARATHON.

BY DE. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

Jdst before the Kevolution broke out which resulted in the glo-

rious emancipation of Greece from the brutal despotism of Tur-

key, the people of Athens were ground to the earth by tlieir polit-

ical oppressors ; l)ut more particularly so by the pashas, who, as

governors of the ancient divisions of the country, set no bounds

to their exactions.

Such was the state of society men dared not to think. To en-

tertain an opinion was a crime, provided it could bo detected by

the vigilant servants of Malimoud II., whose energy was indom-

itable in crushing what he could not cure. It was difiicult, how-

ever, to suppress the natural impulses of the heart, in the midst

of the horrors that were practised by the barbarous minions of

pashas who were infinitely more cruel than their man-slaying

master, the Padisha. The fettered and shackled Athenians whis-

pered what could not be spoken. True it was that the blood of

ancient renown in tlie veins of the descendants of those who wor-

shipped the unknown gods boiled and foamed, but their degrada-

tion forbid even aspirations to heaven for relief, for fear that it

might bring a still heavier burden of personal misciy.

Wretchedness was irn])ressod upon every object, from the Par-

thenon to the hovel of the timid peasant. Domestic comfort was
wholly unknown ; morals were shadows of past virtues ; and the

remnant of civilization, that once had its empire among the

islands of the ^gean Sea, was put to flight by the murderous

Bcimetars of a merciless army of semi-barbarians.

Such was Greece, and such, too, was the real condition of the

capital, with its few degraded citizens, wlien a desolating war,

like a sweeping pestilence, commenced its destructive labors. It

is the express business of soldiers to slaughter and conquer ; and
none loved it better than the ferocious Albanian troops at the

banacks.

At the northern root of Mount Pentelicum—tliat mighty maga-
zine of ancient l)uilding materials, from whence all the marble

was taken used in the construction of tlie Parthenon, that crown
of Acropolis, t!ie temple of Jupiter Olympus, whoso vast ruins are

the wonder of travellers—there is the remnant of a small village.

It is called eight liours' ride from the city ; but on a sj)iritcd, gal-

loping horse, it may be reached in less time. Not far to the east

of the decaying hamlets, is the fai'-famed plain of Marathon, of

classical renown, on wliich the Greeks under Miltiadcs defeated

the invading Persians. Without going into a geographical detail

of the region, it will answer every puqiose in this connection to

simply state that the locality is of some interest in the modern

history of Hellas.

In this humnle retreat, in the obscurity of a sequestered cabin,

overgrown with creeping vines, resided the honest Anacharsis

Bozzi, a man of forty, who possessed nothing that anybody would

be likely to covet, but his long-barrelled Albanian gun and two

daughters. One of them had a romantic disposition, such as

wild scenery, and the wilder condition of those with whom she

usually associated, was likely to inspire. This was Thcorita, a

plump, rosy-cheeked, resolute gii'l of si.Kteen, who loved her

father, as she loved everything else that came into immediate in-

tercourse with the family. The other, Olympia—tall, majestic in

carriage, with eyes that flashed fire when she was excited

—

equalled in beauty the most celebrated females of her race, whose

names have descended to us on the page of Grecian history.

She used to wander about the monuments of the paiit—broken

and decaying memorials of the independence of the Grecian States

in the bygone centuries of distant ages. Even the tumulus, mak-

ing the burial-place of those who fought bravely at the battle of

Marathon, developed a high degree of undefined enthusiasm.

Tradition had furnished her with the leading facts ; but the true

details of the cause, the results, or the epoch of the event which

the mound commemorated, were unknown to her.

Anacharsis had a few fine goats, which his daughters watched

through the day, and yarded them at night, while he was abroad

in fishing, trapjjing game, and making occasional trips to the me-

tropolis to dispose of such eatables as could be conveniently

spared. In that way he raised sufficient money to pay the annual

capitation tax.'

European strangers, eager to contemplate the sites on which

heroes have bled and died, sometimes found their way to the plain

of Marathon—the principal object of au excursion in that direc-

tion—through the village ; but such incidents in the monotonous

life of the Bozzi family were rare. However, no individual ever

took th.at route without being struck with the magnificence of the

oldest sister, Olympia. She took charge of the domestic affairs

in their poverty-stricken abode ; and because those who asked for

a draught of sweet milk—one of the luxuries of the rural districts,

which Olympia usually brought out in a brown jug—the graceful-

ness and dignity which characterized every movement, captivated

those who had seen her. In time she was oven known extensively

as the beautiful milk-maid of Marathon.

At the period of this narrative, the district of Athens—which

eml)raced a circuit of about forty miles, including several islands

—was confided by the Sultan of Turkey, the ferocious Mahmoud
II., to Shacton Aga Pasha, a brute in character, but faithful to

the interests of the court at Constantinople.

From various sources this bearded old veteran of many an

Asiatic butchery, under the more common term of battle, had

heard of the marvellous beauty of the peasant girl ; and the rela-

tions of visitors to Marathon, in their ofiicial intercourse with his

highness, when questioned, were lavish of their encomiums on

the extraordinarv charms of Olympia, the milk-maid.

It is one of the mental pursuits of Mussulman dignitaries to

imagine there are beautiful women in the world, not in their

harems ; and when, by accident or otherwise, the residence of a

handsome female is mentioned, they at once make preparations

for possessing her.

While An.acharsis was vending a basket of eggs near the curi-

ous Temple of the Winds on one of his customary visits lo Ath-

ens, as already observed, he was arrested and immediately carried

into the presence of the pasha. Nothing could have been more

unlooked for, or calculated to terrify the poor fellow, unconscious

as he was of any act that could be an apology for such an event.

" Villain !" said the pasha, at which a row of bare-legged Ar-

nout soldiers cocked their muskets, as though the next word

would be a command for blowing his brains out, " I have a know-

lodge of your movements ! There is discontent among your coun-

trymen ! Ha!—a bow-string will soon quiet the murmuring vag-

abonds ! Away with him to the prison, and wait my further

pleasure \"

The two sisters watched impatiently for the return of their

father. Not a leaf rustled at the extremity of a twig that did not

give them a hope of his near approach. But they were doomed

to disappointment ; and night wore away without being gladdened

by his affectionate kiss.

Their apprehensions were heightened from one day to anotlicr

till a whole week had cx))ired, and yet no intelligence could bo

gained of Anacharsis. Intercourse was not frequent between the

scattered laborers of the village and the city. Unless urgent busi-

ness obliged them to leave their retreat, they rarely left their out-

of-the-way homes, lest their presence among the invaders of their

count!-}-, the exacting Mussulmen, should involve them in dilli-

cultics. Their safety depended, in a good degree, on keeping out

of .-^iglit of their task-masters.

On the morning of the sixth day of their father's absence, a

troop of mounted horsemen came bounding up to the door of

their poor cottage, inquiring for Olympia Bozzi.

Her heart fluttered, and she turned ikiIc with fear on hearing

herself called ; but Olymjiia was no coward. No explanations

were given by the captain why the inquiry was made. It was not

the custom then, nor is it now, arhong Mahommedans, to exhibit

even a show of civility to a female—they are considered inferior

beings, articles of merchandise, expressly created for the amuse-

ment of tlie favorites of the Prophet. They are commanded but

never solicited.

In ten minutes the sisters were placed on spare hoi-scs heading

for Atiions. Rudely required to go, they had no opportunity for

asking why or wherefore, and before six hours had elapsed, they

were ushered into a small apartment of Uic pasha's palace. Their

costume was wretched at best, but made worse in the haste of the

unpremeditated jaunt to the city, which they had never before

seen, except at a distance above the horizon, from elevated sta-

tions on mountain ranges, where they frequently led the goats.

Every pretty girl, whether in Greece or some other country, has

a lover. Olympia had one, who was one of nature's noblemen in

embryo, without his being conscious of it. It was necessai-y, in

the economy of Divine Providence, that occasion should bo found

for developing his powers.

Alexaphorus Dimaomados, a fisherman in the Bay of Mara-

thon—whose life to the age of twenty-three had been passed in

the alternation of sailing a boat, and hawking fish from one village

to another in that particular range of neighborhood—had formed

an early attachment to Olympia, which spoke well for his good

taste. She reciprocated it with a fervency that belongs to honesty

and innocence. Without attempting to define their feelings, it

was enough for them to know they liked each other far more than

anybody else.

Alexaphorus did not always wait till he had a fare of fish to

sell, as an apology for going frequently, by a path of his own

wearing through the underbrush, to chat away the remnant of a

day with the milk-maid of Marathon. Wliethcr any one knew it

or not, or cared about the matter, if they did, they had vowed

solemnly to live for each other. When the promise was passing

their lips, the moon was peeping above the water of the jEgean

Sea, to be a witness, as they imagined, of their plighted faith.

But there is neither leisure nor inclination for describing the

aspect of the heavens when this event transpired. To others, had

their attention been directed to the firmament, no disturbance

would have been detected in the solar system. Young lovers,

however, perceive signs in the movements of the stars, and lunar

indications of the approval.

On one of the customary calls he was chatting with the sisters

under the shade of a spreading oak as the horsemen drew near.

Instinctively, at the first sight of the Turkish soldiers, he instantly

retreated among the foliage, and Olympia and Theocrita, under a

similar impulse, stepped into the cottage. Alexaphorus had lis-

tened to the story of the unusual absence of Anacharsis, and sym-

pathized with the daughters in their fears that the treacherous

Turks had either killed or kidnapped their affectionate father.

From the place of his concealment, the excited fisherman wit-

nessed the interview of the captain with the sisters. He saw them

mount, against their will, bathed in tears
;
yet, without a weapon,

it would have been the height of temerity to have contended with

an armed force to prevent the abduction of those unresisting,

frightened, half-distracted females. A slight manifestation of un-

willingness to partwith them, either in the form of a remonstrance

or by intercepting their return, would have been the signal for his

death.

With the agility of a gazelle, and the earnestness of a lion in

search of prey, Alexaphorus roused every Greek for miles with

the story of the outrage he bad witnessed, without the ability to

intci-fere. They had not a doubt in regard to the destiny of the

girls, nor was it imj)robable that the non-appearance of the honest

father was, in some mysterious manner, associated with the

forcible abduction of his children.

Before nightfall of the next day, by indomitable vigilance and

eloquent appeals to those by whom he was surrounded, a minia-

ture army had collected, burning with revenge against a govern-

ment that tolerated such violation of the rights of the people.

Other and bloody precedents were familiar to them of the despotic

acts of the servants of the pashas, in trampling upon their already

down-trodden countrymen, in robbing parents of their female

children to stock the laires of human beings below the brutes in

character.

Led off under the marshal guidance of Alexaphorus, the force

made up in vociferous demonstrations of wrath, what they lacked

in arms. On approaching the town, the commander concealed

his associates in a thicket, and proceeded alone towai-ds the citadel

to explore and commence researches respecting the Bozzi family.

He had taken the precaution to carry a basket of eggs, that in the

humble employment of a country bumpkin, as he would of course

be considered, he might the more advantageously conduct the

purposes of his enterprise, unsuspected of being a spy.

Hours were wasted in fruitless efforts to gain a clue to the

mystery that enveloped those for whom he was searching. Among
others, he entered the guard room of the palace. No one wanted

eggs ; but being in a social mood—most of the soldiers lounging

about the premises, or cross-legged on the floor, were smoking

with their backs braced against the wall—they insisted that Alex-

aphorus should join them in a pipe. Said one of them :

" The pasha has no remedy for obstinacy short of amputating

the head. That goat-tender declares that he never menaced tho

government, nor has he any knowledge of a conspiracy, as laid

to his charge."

" What confessions have his daughters made to the friends of

the pa.>haV asked another.

" Ridiculous I" quoth a third. " If the frangi beauties are in-

sensible to the distinguished honor conferred upon them by being

introduced into the select society and privileges of his highness's

harem, let the Greek r;uscal be bastinoed till the silly daughters

relent. It is a woman's trick to gain an ascendancy over the

pasha, that she may reign triumphantly over the mothers of his

childi-en."

At that moment, a severe, cruelly-wicked Albanian—if history

has not belied him—came hastily to the door and ordered a

parade. " Charge to tlie muzzle, my brave boys !" spoke the fel-

low, in a tone of evident exultation. " Another Greek's hcait is

lo be a target for you to practise upon today."

Alexaphorus gratified a burning desire to ask what was to hap-
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pen 1 A communicative caitiff—who was honing a scimetar, as

tlious'i preparatory to some human butchery—told him that " a

knave from Marathon had insulted the pasha upon his divan, by

prcsuminf? to declare thai, he was himself the rightful f;uardian of

his own daughters. But the aggravation of the offence by a houri

of a woman, who claims him for her father, has thrown the vice-

roy of the Sultan into a savage rage. He swears by the minarets

of Stamboul that Anacharsid, a wild dog as he is, shall be tamed

before sunset."

" But what has the daughter been doing, to madden his high-

ness ?" asked the village generalissimo.

" Wlien told that the pasha had condescended to admit her into

tlie place of felicity—an honor which any woman, not bereft of

reason, would hail with gratification—she threatened to be re-

venged, and called on the name of her God and her father to save

her."

In an adjoining room, manacled, was the exasperated herds-

man. His soul chafed for liberty in vain. He heard tlie terms

prescribed to his darling Olympia, while Theocrita was assured

that she should bo waiting maid to tlie mother of the pasha. In

the frenzy to which Anacharsis was wrought by tlio threats of

l)unishment on the slightest refusal of Olymjiia to be a peaceable

subject of the harem, ho threatened death to the tyrant—defied

him ; and as for death, it had no teiTors for him.

Such representations of the surjnvssing elegance of Olympia

inflamed the imagination of the old governor. Knowing the

hatred of the Greeks, and their repugnance to allowing their

daughters to be seen by their conquerors, he gave directions for

arresting Anacharsis—a pure act of despotism—and when he ut-

terly refused to give his daughter to the polluted arm of the wick-

ed old reprobate, he ordered the sisters to be brought to the city,

that he might not only triumph over a poor, harmless Christian,

but torment him for not obsequiously rendering her up, by mak-

ing him a personal witness of his power to take what had been

haughtily withheld.

In the midst of these transactions, a huge ship-of-war camo

majestically into the harbor of the Pirxus. Of course, everybody

ran to the highest eminences to seo the gallant vessel round to in

the still water of the ancient marine basin, where the triremes of

the Greeks, in the days of Thcmistocles, were moored on return-

ing from sea.

Tlu'ough the whole period of Turkish rule in Greece, scarcely a

foreign vessel ever visited their port, unless it was for the purpose

of seeking redress for wrongs, wliich could be obtained no other

way tnan by the terror of artillery. All the officials were put on

the qui vive to ascertain her intentions, and to make inquiry re-

specting the force on board—which prodigiously interrupted the

preparation for cording the neck of the humble Anacharsis.

It proved to be the British ship-of-war Tliunder, whoso express

object in calling was to make inquiry into the grievances of the

Greeks, which from various sources had reached the British Par-

liament. Humanity forbade that the descendants of a heroic race,

to whom the world is mainly indebted for its civilization, should

be exterminated by semi-barbarians, to whom they were unfortu-

nately in subjection.

On account of the suddenness of the demand upon the pasha

for official civilities, and the necessity for taking all the disposable

force from the citadel that could possibly be spared, to attend his

highness to the Piraeus in order to receive with distinction the

admiral, orders were given to suspend the execution. Besides,

the pasha had penetration enough to perceive that an execution

so abominably cruel, which had no reference to the infraction of a

single law or usage, would, of all others, call forth the anathemas

of the English visitors. He judged very rightly.

While the citizens and soldiers were hastening in disorder to

the harbor, five miles distant, Alexaphorus flew from one Greek

Imt to another, relating the circumstances. He obtained a pretty

clear understanding of afiairs ; but how he could rescue Olympia

before she entered the accursed barem to which she was doomed

was a perplexing thought. However, oppression is always a bad

cause, and those who fearlcss;ly attempt to redress the sulferings

of those who suffer through the abuse of individual power, gen-

erally succeed triumphantly.

Almost at the same moment when the guard were on the point

of loading out the wretched Anacharsis for decapitation, as we
have related, a noble ship-of-war rounded into the Pirieus ; and,

as the ponderous anchor plunged to the bottom, a broadside of

heavy guns announced that a distinguished stranger had arrived

in port. There was immense commotion at the foot of the Acro-

polis. The Paixhans echoed and re-echoed from the sides of

Hymettus, to the amazement of the stupid inhabitants, and the

still more sleepy garrison, who rarely heard any sound louder

than their own muskets, such was the extreme monotony of

Athens.

The sympathies of the Greeks were excited for revenge. All

were willing to leave home, but Alexaphorus improved his oppor-

tunity in stating the facts, and bid them assemble on Mars Hill, at

the signal of a white flag, which he raised as soon as the troops

were fairly out of sight, on their dusty march with the pasha. The
signal—a mere cotton rag, the remnant of one of his own gar-

ments—was no sooner floating in the air at the top of a pole, than

four hundred able bodied, athletic men came at his bidding.

Guided by the brave Alexaphorus, in less than half an hour

they took possession of the citadel, disarmed tlie sentinels, and,

without a shot or killing a man, they were masters of the city.

Care was taken that no runners started for the Pirseus, well know-

ing that all the disposable force of the Turkish governor would

be brought to bear upon the rebels before they were in readiness

to receive them.

T!ie next care was to relieve the prisoner and his two daugh-

ters, who were removed to the ancient rock of the Acropolis, and

securely guarded.

Civilities were exchanged at the harbor. The English com-

mander made a patriotic si)eech, not a word of which wjft under-

stood by his turbancd auditors, although the pasha salamed re-

peatedly, and gave orders that the soldiers should do the same.

After proper delays—having reference to the dignity of the nation,

whose representative must be treated politely, whether his visit

was agreeable or not—his highness emj)tied the ashes from his

pipe howl, stroked his long beard, gazed round on the gathering

crowds upon deck, muttered a presumed prayer, asking Mahom-
mcd to protect him against the malign influences of the evil eye,

had the pipe re-filled and passed it to the admiral. This was eti-

quette prolonged most happily for the poor Greeks of the city.

Their success depended mainly on the protracted interview of the

two great men.

Success is no criterion of a sound judgment, nor is a want of

it an evidence of cowardice. Men must be influenced l)y strong

personal motives to appear at the best advantage as public bene-

factors. Heroes have often commenced a career that ended in

honor, that had its origin in hunger; while some in pursuit of

imaginary glory have died of hunger.

When the vessel hove short, immediately on the return of the

commander, the official interview having been satisfactorily con-

cluded, the cohort was forming into platoons to return, when

alarming intelligence of some kind was communicated to the

pasha, which threw him into a state of fury. Orders for a quick

march back to town were rapidly passed through tlie ranks.

Intelligence was also sent the other way to the rebels ; and

knowing the utter impossibility of maintaining a contest ten min-

utes against so large a number of veteran soldiers as would be

upon them forthwith, Alexapliorus wisely insisted upon an escort

to the old port, on the southeast side of the Pir;cus, where boats

were in abundance, and the land, being thrown into high swells

and deep ravines, was favorable to passing their foes without

being noticed.

As anticipated, a large number of suddenly-raised friends em-

barked with Alexaphorus, who was satisfied their only escape

from the vengeance of the pasha would be on the water. The

Greeks are particularly expert at sea, while the Turks entertain a

natural horror of water and maritime discipline.

Long before the main bod}' of the escort arrived, rumors had

apprised the government officers of what had transpired. Mingled

rage and shame, to have been thus out-gcneraled by a boy, mad-

dened the pasha beyond expression. Horsemen were upon the

gallop in every direction to intercept the escaping criminals ; but

with their utmost exertion, they had the mortification, on arriving

at the beach, to see the rebels tugging at their oars, triumpnantly

beyond the reach of their guns, shouting defiance to those on

their trail.

Perhaps the loss of the magnificent Olympia preyed more upon

the pride of his highness than he was willing to acknowledge.

Tyrants disregard honor, but the gratification of their selfishness

is a predominant trait m their character. He would not have

cared for the loss of a thousand men, but the release of the beau-

tiful girl from his grasp, by her lover, exasperated Shacton Aga.

There was a foreboding in it of coming events, disastrous to his

administration at least, as the present circumstances were to his

ambition.

In the course of a few hours, tlie boats touched at several land-

ings, and at each the story of their arbitrary captivity and escape

was rehearsed, and appeals made to the national enthusiasm.

All the way from the inviting bay of ancient Sunium, to the still

more memorable border of the plain of Marathon, the identical

spot of embarkation of the Persian, they gave intelligence of what

had occurred, and might be anticipated.

Swift as eagles the huts of Marathon were notified to muster

for mutual protection and resistance. It was natural to suppose

that soldiers would be sent off from Athens to intercept and arrest

the party in the boats. Alexaphorus called upon his neighbors,

as he had besought the Greeks all the way on the short voyage, to

rise and resist oppression. More boats were procured, and by the

time the troops were discovered from a high eminence, a very

respectable force had embarked under command of the brave fol-

low, whose star and hope was rising. Again the little fleet sped

awaj'—not a ball harming them. On the route to the first island,

a gallant Turkish corvette was riding at anchor. Knowing noth-

ing of what had been transpiring, and seeing females in the boats,

the sentinel at the gangway saw nothing worth waking the sleep-

ing officers and crew for. They came alongside, and, without

exciting any emotions, soon covered the deck. In less than a

minute after the young admiral had ascertained the snoozing con-

dition of the few seamen and officers, he snatched the musket

from the tame guardsman, sprang to the cabin door, and took

possession.

Half an hour had scarcely elapsed before the crew, captain and

subalterns were sent on shore, and the adventurers were in quiet

possession of a staunch vessel, well armed and found. He sailed

directly to the Piraius, where, with a little skirmishing, govern-

ment stores were seized and the vessel well stocked. A succes-

sion of brilliant victories at sea soon made the welkin ring. A
more daring seaman never paced a quarter-dock. From this

small beginning, other craft were taken, and the rebellion began

to extend to the islands.

Out of these early incidents, a Revolution—distinguished for

bloody barbarities and '.Tuelties unexampled in the annals of war-

fare—had its origin, which eventuated in the inde])endcnce of all

Greece. History has no parallel to the scenes that transpired

before the Turks were fairly driven from the soil. The matchless

Helen was the cause of the destruction of Troy, and the peerless

Olympia Bozzi gave rise to the freedom of her enslaved, demoral-

ized country.

It would be no difficult ])ursuit to trace from the cabin of Ana-

charsis Bozzi, the rising elements of a movement which excited

the sympathies of Europe, and even roused a ffceling of enihusiasm

in America. From one adventure to another, the fire of patriotism

kindled, till every Grecian breast burned for freedom. Alexapho-

rus became a distinguished naval commander. His name operated

talisnianically in the camj) and field—for his victories were splen-

did, and did more towards achieving the independence of his

debased country, than the combined exertions of the best generals.

Olymiiia became the wife of the admiral, of course. Her ex-

ample of heroic suffering, and the patriotic energy she infused

wherever her presence was recognized, proved a blessing to tho

often dispirited Greeks during their protracted struggle.

Theocrit.a, scarcely less enthusiastic, and certainly fully equal

to her sister in all that gives a charm to the society of a cultivated

woman, was united to a native citizen, wliose illustrious actions

in the cabinet of Greece, at the organization of the government,

constitutes a brilliant page in modern diplomacy.

Anacharsis paiticLpatod in all the ditficulties and glories which

alternately swayed the Grecian States, during a trial for liberty.

His naturally vigorous mind, like that of his great .son-in-law, wan

developed and strengthened by the mighty friction of events to

which the Revolution gave rise, of which his family were the ex-

citing cause. At the close of the war, such was his character for

prudence, sound judgment and a ready perception of truth from

error, he became an eminent judicial functionary—bearing a namo

at his demise, a few years ago, of which the nation was proud.

In conclusion, it is obvious that great events fruvi Utile causes rise

—a proposition abundantly illustrated in this history of a poor,

obscure family of three persons. A resentment of their wrongs

led to the emancipation of an enslaved kingdom. The principles

of liberty, like the seeds of plants, retain their vitality a long

while. When they begin to germinate, their growth is nourished

by tlie tears and blood of patriots. So it was in regenerated

Greece.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SUMMER r li O M' E R S.

BT ANNA M. LOWBY.

Ah, poon, ye beauteous gems of earth,

Must perish and decay

;

The autumn's cold and chilling blast

Will cut your short life's day.

But should we sigh that summer's bloom

Will early fade and die ?

We know that it will bloom again,

When summer gilds the sky.

And like the frail and transient floweri,

Are mortals here on earth

;

Blooming a few short weary hours

In danger from our birth.

Bui Uke the flowers again are we,

To spring, beyond the grave,

And t;iste immortal joys, when past

Death's dark and lonesome \^ave.

< ^•K* >

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
PROM T0KNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUK READING.

.... Pleasure can be supported by illusion, but happiness rests

upon truth.

—

Cluwifort.

.... Shame is like the weaver's threiul ; if it breaks in the net,

it is wholly imperfect.

—

Cyranus de Buri/aac.

.... Happiness is a bowl aftor which we run wherever it rolls,

and we push it with our feet when it stops.— Goethe.

.... Reflection is a flower of the mind, giving out wholesome

fragrance ; but reverie is the same flower, w^hen rank and running

to seed.— Tapper.

.... When one is transported by rage, it is best to observe

attentively the elfccts on those who deliver themselves up to the

same passion.

—

Plutarch.

.... After the pleasure of possessing books, there is hardly

anything more pleasant than that of speaking of them, and of

communicating to the public the innocent richness of thought

which we have acquired by tiio culture of letters.

—

Ch. Nudier.

.... The sea, as well as air, is a free and common thing to all

;

and a particular nation cannot p.cetend to have the right to the

exclusion of all others, without violating the rights of nature and
public usage.— Qimen Elizabeth.

.... Tho moral conscience is a truly primitive faculty; it is a
particular manner of feeling which corresponds to the goodness of

moral actions, as taste is a manner of feeling which corresponds

to beauty. Love men, immolate error.

—

Saint Aiu/ustine.

The Dutch painter, who, when he looked out of the win-

dow, saw a meadow, a windmill, a willow-trco hanging over a

brook, or a rainy sunset behind a row of trees, felt himself com-

petent to grapple with such themes, and set himself to work

accordingly; but what artist would not fold his hands in despair

before the glories of a sunset in the bay of Naples ?

—

Uillard.

.... Take the title of nobility which thou hast received by

birth, but endeavor to add to it another, that both may form a

true nobility. There is between the noliiliiy of thy father and

thine own the same difference whicli exists between the nourish-

ment of the evening and of the morrow. The food of yesterday

will not serve thee for to-day, and will not give thee strength for

the next.

—

Jamakchari (Arabian port).
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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MAVERICK CnURCU.—RBV. RUFUS W. CLARK, PASEOR.

BY REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

It is often said that the oliorch is mnoh indebted to the

world ; that many sanctuaries must be eloscd wtre it not

for tlio donations of the world; that some of the most lib-

eral supporters of religious institutions neither jirofess to

be, nor are called, Christians. This is quite true. We
gladly yield this honor to liuman nature. But the obli-

gation is not wholly upon one side. The world is more

largely indebted to the church. AVell informed men
ascribe our national prosperity to the influence of the

Christian religion, as the prime cause. A town cannot

be built up and flourish, unless the meeting-house be add-

ed to the school-house and the town-house. This is the

trinity tliat has made one New England in the world, and

that shall make New Englands wherever its full and be-

nign influence shall bo enjoyed. The Worldling, who is

much conversant with the value of real estate, knows the

value of the church, and the church-going bell. If he in-

vests largely in land, ho is quite sure to patronize the

neighboring churches, or to encourage the founding of

them, if they are not. Indeed, every real estate owner is

familiar with the fact that the popularity or unpopularity

of his parish minister is so much per cent, added or sub-

tracted from the value of his estate. These remarks may
not be an unsuitable introduction to the consideration of

the Maverick Church, and the remarkable growth and

prosperity of East Boston, which .«eems to have been so

intimately connected with it, and the seven other churches

in that most thriving portion of the metropolis. Twenty
years ago, East Boston was simply Noddle's Island—not

so important as Long Island now, excepting it was larger

and a little nearer the city. It had barely one house, and

the whole revenue of the island was scarcely as many
hundreds, as it now is millions. It was probably covered

with forests originally, as were the islands of Boston har-

bor generally—and who does not long to see some of

those old trees restored, or others planted in their stead ?

So far as the ancient Noddle's Island is concerned, the

benevolent work of tree-planting is begun, and well be-

gun. We read of this island hundreds of years ago, as

somewhat connected with religion, by affording an asylum

to some persecuted Baptists, who were active in the for-

mation of the First Baptist Church in this city. Since

the year 18.34, the increase of the population of JEast Bos-

ton has been rapid, and it is still growing faster than that

of any other portion of this city. It would now, v/ith its

14,000 inhabitants, be a respectable city by itself No re-

ligious denomination has the supremacy, as there are

eight churches, belonging to as many diflferent com-

munions. The Maverick Church, although of recent

date, is the oldest church at East Boston. The popula-

tion of the place increasing rapidly from the beginning of

its settlement, the subject of forming a church and of

holding religious worship was seriously agitited in t'ne

spring of 18.36. The church constituted at that time,

consisted of ten persons only. From this small begin-

ning, the church has grown to bo quite large and flourish-

ing—three hundred and sixty-two persons having been

added to it since its origin, while two hundred and sixty-

five are still connected with it. During the brief period

of Mr. Clark's ministry, the large number of about one

hundred and forty have been added to its membership.

The first place in which public

worship was held was simply a ^
small vestry built for the purpose.

This was succeeded by a meeting-

house, which was dedicated on the

19th of July, 18.37, at which time

the Rev. William W. Newell was
installed as the first pastor, on
which occasion the sermon was

preached by Rev. Hubbard Wins-

low, of this city. The first church

built by the society not proving

permanently adequate for its uses,

the present large and elegant edifice

was constructed, and was occupied

by the congregation early in 1845.

It is pleasantly located in the very

heart of East Boston, on the corner

of Summer Street and Maverick

Square. It is a substantial edifice

of brick, is finished in modern style,

and is furnished with those neces-

sary accompaniments of a modern
church— a bell and an organ ; and
that other convenience, both to the

society and the public, a clock.

The interior of the house is ex-

tremely neat and attractive ; the

general style and size resembling

that of the interior of Mr. Kirk's

church. The Maverick Church,
during its brief history, has settled

four ministers, all of whom were
either young men, or in middle life.

It is no uncommon thine, neither

is it one at all unaccountable, that

a young church that must bo built

up amid a growing, miscellaneous

and changing population, should
often change its pastors. The truth

is, that in the early history of any
church thus situated, the diflicultica

that the pastor as well as the

church will be obliged to encounter

are neither few nor far between.

There m.iy be people enough in a

. rising place to fill a church, and peo-

ple enough of the .same commun-
ion, but these persons, coming from
different churches and sections of

the country, must bo assimilated

and consolidated, which requires

labor, and, above all things, time.

As a child speaks as a child, under-

stands as a child, thinks as a child,

it is much so with an infant church.

And as the one needs special care

and nurture, so docs the other, until growth and strength

shall come by age and judicious training. Mr. Newell,

not finding his health adequate to the work required in

this new field, Requested a dismission from his pastorate,

which was granted him, by advice of council, July 21st,

1841. lie was afterwards settled, honorably to himself

and useful to others, in the State of New York, where,

wo believe, he continues his mniisterial labors. In the

spring of the following year. Rev. Amos A. Phelps was
installed as pastor, on which occasion, Kov. Dr. Adams,
of Essex Street Church, was the preacher, and the late

Kev. Wm. M. Rogers gave the charge to the pastor. Mr.
Pliclps, while pastor, gave one half of his time to city

missionary labors in Boston, and was the while actively

engaged in the philanthropic movements of the day. His
abilities wcro undoubted, hut througti such an accumula-
tion of duties his health failed, and, in the summer of

1845, he was dismissed from his pastoral charge. He
was at one period the minister of the Pine Street Church,
Boston. A largo circle of friends were called to mourn,
a few years since, his premature death. After an inter-

regnum of nearly a year and a half. Rev. Robert S. Hitch-

cock, who had been previously the pastor of the Congre-
gational church in New Bedford, now having at its head,

Rev. A. Eldridge, was invited to the pastorate of this

church, and was installed on the evening of November
18th, 1846. His own father. Rev. Dr. Hitchcock, who
was for so many years the pastor of the Congregational
church in Randolph, preached an earnest and affectionate

MAVERICK CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, EAST BOSTON.

PORTRAIT OF REV. RUFUS W. CLARK.
[From a Daguerreotype, by Soutuwortu & Hawes.]

discourse on this interesting occasion from these words :

"Preach the word." Mr. Hitchcock was educated at

Amherst College, and at Andover Theological Semi-
nary. He, in turn, was put to flight by the climate of
East Boston, which has proved to be quite adverse to

the ministers of the parish. The present pastor, Rev.
Mr. Clark, was installed December 3d, 1851, and,
judging from his present hale appearance, he is not
soon likely to be a victim of ill health. Mr. Clark is a
native of Newburyport, and one of a family of S0Ti»,

most of whom became ministers of the gospel. He
was educated at Yale College, and at Andover and
New Haven Theological Schools. On entering upon
the duties of his profession, he preached for some time
in the city of Washington, and from thence was called

to be the pastor of the Orthodox Congregational Church
in Portsmouth, N. H. From this

place he was called to his present

position, where he finds himself
happily situated, and where his la-

bors are crowned with success. In
addition to his duties as pastor and
preacher, ho has found time to do
considerable in the way of author-

ship, and to be active in the vari-

ous reforms of the time. Mr. Clark
is remarkable for his industry and
perseverance, and is blessed with

large share of what among Yan-
kees is called tact. His congrcgii

tion is much the largest of any in

East Boston, and embraces a large

share of men who are distinguished

for their energy, enterprise and tal-

ent. Connected with the society

is a flourishing Sabbath School of
about 300 members. The house,

that will seat more than 800 per-

sons, is well filled on the Sabbath,

and probably never before were the

]n'Ospccts of the church and parish

so bright. East Boston, of all the

busy places the writer ever visited,

has the precedence In passing

through its streets, lately, not an
idle person was to bo seen. The
place is a perfect hive of industry,

without a drone. I suppose there

is not a more industrious and thriv-

ing community on this continent,

not excepting those on the Pacific

coast. In truth. East Boston is a

great workshop twelve stories high.
" It is a haven of ships." Its tribe

is the Zebulon of the Scriptures.

The pco|)le of East Boston have

for many years been engaged in

shipbuilding, and some of the finest

specimens of naval architecture

have been constructed here. All

over the world their magnificent

clippers are well known for their

speed, beauty and durable build.

At the present time, a colossal

structure of four thousand tons has

just been launched from this place,

and will indeed be a prince of its

kind upon its future element, and

stand out unrivalled in the annals

of maritime architecture. The peo-

ple rank among our most enterpris-

ing business population in all the

marts of trade and commerce.
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RASCALITY.

The Spanish autliorities of Cuba, not content with indulging

in the African slave trade to the extent they do, have now resorted

to a new plan for supplying their banacoons near Havana, and

for fillinii; the treasury with cash. They have commenced to kid-

nap the Yucatan Indians, and arc selling them to the planters, in-

land, for slaves. What a beautiful form of government Cuba

enjoys ! Under what delightful auspices is this gem of the Amer-

ican archipelago. Tiie sooner this island belongs to America, the

sooner will it be Christianized, and the sooner will a stop be put

to tho unholy and reckless doings of those in autliority there. We
concur entirely in Mr. Everett's national and practical ideas in re-

lation to this island of Cuba. It is geographically ours, it com-

mands our southern commerce, it challenges our sympathy, and

pitifully implores our protection, and ere another year passes by,

it should add another star to our glorious constellation of States I

Windfall.—Uev. Mr. Clawson, of the Methodist Protestant

Church, who in many places is called tho " wild m.in," in conse-

quence of his eccentricities, is left heir to an estate in England

valued at one million of dollars. Mr. C. was very poor, and has

had to struggle, thus far, with a large and dejiendent family. The

estate comes to him by his wife, and the business is so completely

settled up, that ho can draw tho amount through bankers, either

at New York or Philadelphia. He is travelling through a circuit

near Clarksbuig, in Western Virginia.

LiTEiiATDRE.—Literature is potent in blessing others, small as

its power is to bless those who create it. A little fiction entitled

" Hot Corn," written by one of the industrious City-Itcmizers of

the Tribune, touched the hearts of its readers to the amount of

nearly eleven hundred dollars, subscribed to Mr. Pease's Five

Point Mission. The story chronicled the life and death of a little

girl who sold hot corn in the streets.

4 *» ^ -K-

LiQtron Retailehs.—Tho leading retail dealers in liquor, in

New York, are moving to advance the price from six to ten cents

a glass. If they were to make it twenty-five cents a glass, the

community would benefit by it.

Vekv True.—A sage has remarked tliat a m.nn attains to the

highest position in the shortest time by early rising.

-«-••«.—•—

SPLINTEKS.

.... Our National Land Office is pushing surveys in California,

Oregon and the extreme Northwest, with the utmost vigor.

.... Four of the largest States have " pronounced " against

Santa Anna, and ho himself is raising a force of 91,000 men.

.... Happiness is as a butterfly, which, when pursued, is just

beyond your grasp ; if you will sit down, it may alight upon you.

.... Jullien's Concerts at Castle Garden have been incompara-

bly the finest of their kind ever given in this country or Europe.

. . . The latest advices from New Orleans show a most grati-

fying decrease in the number of deatlis from the pestilence.

.... Grisi is not quite five-and forty ; is stout, with fine eyes,

doi'k hair, and the cast of features which mark tlie Hebrew race.

.... It is stated that tliere are twenty-one hundred miles of

railroad in New York State, and ten hundred more under contract.

. . , One sentence of Mr. Choate's eulogy of Webster, contains

thirteen hundred words, and occupies four and a half printed pages.

.... Mr. Charles Kean has behaved with great liberality to

Mrs. Warner, the actress, who is in London, destitute and sick.

.... The children of the New York public schools are .all going

to the Crystal Palace. Five thousand are admitted daily.

.... It was a maxim of Gen. Jackson's :
—" Take time to de-

liberAte, but when the time for action arrives, stop thinking."

.... An exchange says ;
" The politician snould not be not

only a great but a good man."

.... A man in the Washington City market laid a S5 bill on

his basket, when a hungry duck snapped at and swallowed it.

.... An exchange says :
—" A toad was killed in our village

during the past week, by a lady weighing nearly seven pounds."

.... Some of the land ol)tained by draining Lake Ilarlaera has

been sold for enough to defray the expense of draining.

An elderly lady died almost instantly, lately, at Palmyra,
Mo., from the sting of a hornet inflicted on her wrist.

MORAL OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

The Crystal Palace, of New York, the contents and exterior of

which wo have variously represented, and continue to represent in

these pages, ranks as one of the wonders of tho age, on this side

of the Atlantic. Nothing similar, of such vast extent, so costly,

and so comprehensive in its object, has heretofore been perfected

among us. Tho triennial fairs of the American Institute, at New
York, and the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association, at

Boston—admirable pioneers in the path of industrial exhibitions

—yet fall fiir below this gigantic enterprise—this world's fair, this

rallying point for the industry of all nations. Doubtless there is

much to criticize in the Crystal Palace. The critical eye can

detect imperfections in the arrangements ; there has been much
lack of practical efi'ort and energy in the director's board ; but the

grand result is truly magnificent, truly delightful.

In spite of the many delays, it sprang at last like magic to its

consummation, forming a I.uilding more elegant and gorgeous

than the imagination conceived for the dwelling of Aladdin, far

more elegant than any ever before erected in America ; and this

has been the result, not of years, but of months only, of energetic

labor and libeial outlay. A temple worthy of the industry and

wealth it shrines, has started up like a splendid and perfect flower.

As wo stray beneath its vast airy dome, as we wander among

costly goods and glorious statuary, and noble pictures, and curi-

ous machinery, by which human intellect seeks to lift the burthens

of human toil, the eye and mind are dazzled with the wonderful

munificence around, and the patriotic heart throbs with emotion

at the consciousness of national growth and prosperity.

It was very proper that tho chief of the nation and his chosen

counsellors should give tone and dignity to the opening of this

Exhibition, by their presence and participation in the inaugural

ceremonies ; for it was an event of great moral magnitude. It was

the response of the New World to the Old ; not, ;is she has some-

times been compelled to answer, by the lips of her cannon, but in

the genial voice of brotherhood and friendship. It welcomed

fearlessly to a generous competition, rivals not in the deadly

strife of war, but in the liberal emulation of talent and enterprise.

Thus the opening of the Exhibition marks an era in the history of

good feeling and internationality. So in the case of the London

great Exhibition, all remember how our country stood there.

Though little effort was made to fairly represent us there, yet tho

United States made their mark, and it will never be effaced

!

We were somewhat known there before, but not fully ; the masses

knew that we had secured our independence, and maintained it

for more than seventy years ; they knew that only a few years

before, while coping with a fierce enemy on one hand, we had fed

a starving people on tho other—that we had conquered Mexico,

fed Ireland, and grown richer and richer, at the same time ; but

still they regarded us as semi-barbarous. Educated people knew

better ; but tho people of Europe believed little less than we have

stated. The Greek Slave, the reaping machine, Hobb's locks,

and the yacht America, opened their eyes. They were a new

revelation of the genius of our country ; and those whom we sur-

passed and distanced on their own ground, nobly acknowledged

our victory. This triumph of good feeling over national pride

was worth all the rest.

These world's fairs and industrial exhibitions will do more to

promote a spirit of universal brotherhood, than all the abstract

homilies that all the peace societies in existence ever preached.

They will infallibly produce a kind feeling between nations, they

will elevate labor to its true standard, and clothe it with dignity
;

mere wealth will sink to its proper level—for, what is gold ? The

street loafer, who can work his passage to California, scoops it out

of the sand, and comes home a millionaire, perhaps ; but can he

carve the "statue that enchants tho world !" can he produce those

triumphs of mechanism that supply tho place of thews and sin-

ews ? Let the miser, rich only in his hordes of glittering coin, go

to the Crystal Palace, and learn how poor a man he is !

< ^..^ »

Glbason's Pictorhl.—We have great pleasure in brinpng before the notice

of our readers the above moj't erediiable specimtn of native American art and
cut.;rprire. We have hitherto been accustomed to rank the prodnt tions of our
traus-atlantic brethren as unapproachable, and Uke .Jovo. beyond the possibil-

ity of successful competition. V\'e are, therefore, happy to accredit our nei^^h-

bors witu the proiluctiou of au original hotne paper, supported by home talent.

Us ongraviugs are of the highest order of wood cuts, presenting us ^vith a selec-

tion of views of home icenery of the most attractive and tasteful character.
'I'lie iilustnitious do not conijiri-^e all the merits of " GleasoD." The fltorie.* are
of an excellent moral, salutary character, worthy of their gifted contributors.

The '' Pictorial " is worthy .a place in every family, wh?re its engravings alone
will be found a source of easy and delightful coiture for children, not iiiftrior

to tho more laborious process of the pedagogue. Gleason d^seri'fs succcvs . he
has labored to please ijy honest and industrious ei<terpri.^e, and not by clap-

tray, ^yecious Uarnumiziug humbug. The terms are within the reach of all

—

bciug o,il^ 8.i 00 per annum ; and we would taruestly and respectfully recom-
nicnd Madame to buy a f<^w less {but no— ladies are nut extravagant), and to

Monsieur to buy fewer ci^—caps for his\*ife,aDd less ru—ribbons for his daugh-
ters, aud .straightway suuecrtbe for the Pictorial Drawiug-Koom Companion.--
WeiUi/ A'eivs, ist. Jolmi, ( C. E.

)

'

Bbadtiful Effect.—A party on the summit of Mount Wash-

ington, on a very fine morning, a short time since, counted one

hundred and sixty sail of vessels on tho blue Atlantic; the spires of

tho churches in the city of Portland, eighty or ninety miles dis-

tant, were distinctly visible ; over forty lakes, including Winnipi-

seogee and Moose Head, lay like gems of molten silver set in

emerald.

Beakded Wo.man—In 1726, the Carnival at Venice was re-

markable for a dancer of the first-sin sex, who astonished the gay

world no less by her remarkable grace than by the black aud

profuse beard upon her chin.

Juvenile.—There are three thousand children in tho city of San

Francisco, i nd school accommodations for but seven hundred.

« »» >

Something new.—Acorn cofi'ee is much used in Europe.

Life of Franklin.—Epes Sargent, Esq., has been engaged

for some months upon a life of Franklin, to- embrace choice selec-

tions from his writings, etc. In preparing the memoir, Mr. Sar-

gent has procured some valuable materials from recent French

sources, which will bo new to readers in this country. He has

also obtained facts from the diary of John Adams, which are

found in no previous life of Franklin. An elegant portrait, now
engraved for the first time, from a picture in the gallery of Ver-

sailles, accompanies the volume.

« ».» »

Printers' Literary Union.—The printers of Cambridge,

Mass., we are pleased to see, have formed themselves into the

right sort of a " union ;" not for the purpose of a " strike " for

higher wages, but a "strike" for increased intelligence and men-
tal improvement. The "platform" of this society, over which

Max Greene, Esq., presides as president, is before us, and evinces

discrimination, good taste, and a purpose of self-improvement

and thorough organization. May complete success crown your

efforts, gentlemen I

The Late Dcke of Wellington.—Those personally ac-

quainted with the late duke speak of him as having been for some
time past, exceedingly testy, aud oftentimes most insufierably

arrogant and insulting 1

So it seems.—Are wo no( a wine-drinking people? During

the first year of the existence of the Metropolitan Hotel, its con-

sumption of wine was nearly seventy thousand bottles

!

Personal.—Longfellow and Hawthorne were classmates, and

graduated, in 1825, at Bowdoin College.~
MARRIAGES.

Id this city, by Ilev. Dr Stow, Mr. Joseph Bonacina, of Milan, Italy, to Miss
Lucretia Benson, formerly of PortaraoutU, N. II.

Hy Rev. Dr. UaU-rburj', Mr. <J. P. Crainc to Mary \ Quimby. of Salisbury.

JJy Uev. Mr. Winklcy, Mr. W. E. IJarney to Miss Mary !C. Ingallfi.

By Jlev. Mr Bosworth, Mr .Iud.';on Gk*a.<'on to MJQs S-^rali Jane Clayton.
By Kev. Mr. Stowo, Mr. William P. Lawrence to Miss Maria Webster, of

Northficid, Vt.

By Itev. Mr. Clinch, Mr. Alfred S. T^wis, ate of California, to Misfl Mary H.,
daughter of the Irvte Mr. rhoma>f Farnhaoi.
By Rev. Dr. Barrett Jo.shua (i. Wilbur. Ksq., to Mi.^s Martha E Plummer.
At South Iteadiug, by Ruv. Mr. Stone, Edward T. Woodward, Esq., of Mid-

dletown, Omn.. to Jliss Either M. Carpt'Dter.

At New BeiJfDrd. by Rev. Mr. How, Mr. William G. ?ish to Misfl Uhoda Ann
Manchester. Mr. Sylvester Harlow to Mis.i J.ane llimcs.

At Nantucket by lUv. Mr. Talbot, Mr. William C. Hart, of Portland. Me., to
Miss Mary A. Jones; Mr. Alfred J?'. Heaking to Miss i'rances H. Coffin, both of
Gallipolis. Ohio.
At Westminster, Mr. Ezra Osgood to Mis.-f Harris* t Gates, both of Gardner.
At New York. Rev. John Wo.*it, Rector of St. Jauius Church, Great Barring*

ton, Mafn., to Mrs. Elizi N. Uewev, of Sandy Hill, N. Y.
At Cold Springs N. Y.. Licnt. Henry b\ Witter, U. S. Army, to Miss Ida W.,

eldest daughter of George P. Morris, Efq.

5J?j^ZJH:
In this city, Mr Gilbert Parmelee. 36; Mrs. Hannah, widow of Mr. AupuRtua

Crosby, £9; Mias Sarah H. Barnes. 30: Mrs. Mehitable, wife of Stan ey Gore,
40; Capt Miehael Dugan, 59; Mi.«fl Margaret Whitwell, dau>(htcrof the lato

Mr. Samuel Foster: Mies Elizabeth W., daughter of Mr. John G Rcberts. Mm.
Almira Taylor, wife of Mr. Edward W. I'uttle. 34; Mra. Abigail, relict of tho
late Capt. Silas Whitney, 75; Patrick Kcnon 50.

At Charlestown, Dr. Benj. Stabury, 09; Mr. I^aac C. Frothingham, 68.

At Chelsea, of typhoid fever, Mr. Charles H Gilbert, printer 27.

At Dorchester, Mrs. Beti'ey, mother of Dr. Marshall 3. Perry, of Boston, 82.

At Cambridgeport, Mr. Humphrey Alden late of New Bedford, 74.

At ^o^th Danvers, Lucy A., only child of Mr. Nichols Lincoln, 2.

At Winchendou, Mra. Sarah, reiit't of Uev. Levi PiUsbury, 77.

At Dover, N.II., Mr. Cha'a A Osgood, conductor on S. Ki;ading Br. R. Tl., 31.
At Tufronborough, N. H., Mrs. Eunice W., wife of Dr. J. Chapman. 82
At Chelsea, Vt., Major Anauiah Bohonon, a revolutionary pensioner, 88.

At Kairtieid, Conn., Mrs. PhsciUa. widow of Mr. Wm. Ofiboru, of N. York 65.

At Brooklyn, N. Y , Mr.'*. E. A. Hotchkiss, wife of Mr. i\ W. Hotchki«B.
At Montgomt^ry Co., Tenu., Mr. Robert Armstead, 94.

At Monti^omery, Ala., Mr. Gto. Washburn, formerly of Plymouth, Ms., 25.

At Pen.sacola, Kia., Mr. William Parks, of Newburyport, Mass.. 21.

At Uuvre Francf Mi«M Fanny Hudson Appietou. oi Cambiidjie, Mass., 27.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY FATHER,

BY CAROLINE A. HAYPEN.

[Mr. Chaeles A. Beck, died at Tx>ng Island, Bostou Harbor, August 12, 1853,

aged 73 years.]

TTe have bowed our heads in silence, for a mighty voice hath spoken,

And the strongest, earliest, earthly tie that bound us, death has broken

;

By slow degrees the wasting band of sickness bowed t y frame,

But to the last life's glowing lamp burned on, undimmed, the same.

A long, eventful life was thine, oft touched by rapid change,

IIow deeply tinged the glad and gay, the sorrowful and strange;

In storm or sunshine, calm or sfei-ife, on battle-field or main.

Dark peril never once appalled, or duty called in vain.

I may not lift the veil that ehrouds thy proud, ancestral name,

Alike the living and the dead no sympathy would claim

;

Another might not ask thee why, self-exiled and unknown,

Tiay brave, undaunted spirit ckose to bear its lot alone.

Enough that neither stain nor blot thy name or fame may brand,

That, strong in its undying love for thine adopted land,

Thy latest breath went out in prayer that God would guard the right.

And that never hostile foot have power to wound, or crush, or bhght.

TVe have lain thee in a quiet grave—a sweet, sequestered place,

Where tree, and shrub, and gentle flower, the cherished spot may grace
j

And though no martial sound bespoke the veteran soldier's fall,

Thy country's banner shrouded thee, a fitting funeral pall.

Farewell! a last, a long farewell! in reverence be it spoken.

The last loud trump shall sound ere thy sweet, peaceful rest is broken;

We sorrow not without a hope, though tears may wet the sod.

Beneath it sleeps an honest man, the noblest work of God.

4 ^mrn. »

[Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE HEAVY CROSS.

BY ANNE T. WILBtTK.

Robert Hope and Samuel HuUins had lived neighbors for

more than twelve years; and it is probable they would always

have been on good terms, had not Samuel, who had served under

Admiral Nelson, gained at Trafalgar a small pension, which he

had paid for by the loss of one of his legs. Tliis leg less, and

this pension more, were for Robert a continual source of jealousy
;

he accused fate for having left him his two feet, and complained

bitterly that he had not been able, as he said, to sell his legs at

the same price with Hiulins. Every time he went to pay his rent,

he repeated grumblingly that his neighbor was very fortunate

;

that he was in a condition to meet his bills, since the king gave

him a good pension ; while he, poor fellow, had hard work to

make both ends of the year meet, without taking into the account

his creditors.

Robert at first contented himself with making these reflections

inwardly, but by degrees his dissatisfaction was expressed aloud,

and became his habitual and favorite theme of conversation.

One week that his rent had fallen behind-hand, and he was sadly

advancing towards the house of Mr. Taylor, in order to make his

excuses for this delay, he met Neighbor HuUins, who was as regular

as a clock in paying his rent, and had just been for that purpose.

The very sight of Samuel produced on Robert the effect of a

fit of sickness ; so, when he bowed in reply to the salute of Hul-

lins, his glance singularly resembled that of a bull shaking his

horns at a dog.

Arrived at the house of the proprietor, Hope did not fail to be

reprimanded. The cx.ample of his neighbor was cited, who

always paid punctually, and to the last penny.

"Yes, yes," murmured Robert; "some people are bom with

a silver sjwon in their mouths. Hullins is very fortunate, and I

am not surprised that he pays punctually with such a pension."

" Hullins has a pension, it is true," replied Mr. Taylor ; " but

his infirmity is a heavy cross, and if you were afiiicted with it, I

should pity you much more."
" Not so," said Hope. " If I had been bo fortunate as to lose

a leg like him, twenty years ago, it would liave been a productive

day for me. I would sell all my limbs at the same price. Do
you call his oak leg a heavy cross 1 I think his pension should

render it light. The heaviest cross that I know of, is to bo obliged

to labor incessantly."

Mr. Taylor was a man of joyous humor, but a close observer.

He had for a long time noticed tlie envious disposition of Robert,

and resolved to convince him that the lightest cross might beeomo
heavy to a discontented mind.

" I see," said he to Hope, " that you are disposed to do nothing.

Well ! I will exempt you from this obligation to labor of which

you complain so bitterly. If you think the cross of your neigh-

bor, Simuel, so easy to bear, will you accept a lighter one, if I

will engage to give you your rent!"

" That de])ends upon what kind of a cross it is," said Robert,

anxiously, for he feared that the proposition would not be

acceptable.

" This," said Mr. Taylor, taking a piece of chalk and tracing

a white cross on Robert's jacket. " During the time that you

wear tliis, I sliall not demand a penny of your rent."

Hope lliouglit, at first, that his landlord was jesting ; but being

assured that he 6f)oke seriously, he exclaimed :

" By St. George ! you ma}' say that yon have seen my last

money, for I am willing to wear this cross all my lifetime."

Robert immediately went out, congratulating himself on his

good fortune, and laughing all along the road at the folly of Mr.

Taylor, who had let him off so cheaply from paying his rent.

He had never been so joyous as at the moment of returning

home ; as he found nothing to complain of, and his dog came to

sit down at his feet without his punishing him for his familiarity.

As he seated himself on his arrival, his wife did not, at first,

notice the white cross which he had on his shoulder ; but having

passed behind her husband to wind up the clock, she suddenly

exclaimed, in a shrill voice

:

" yVhv, Rol)ert, where have you been ? You have on your

back a cross a foot long. You have been to tlie tavern, and some
drunkard among your friends has played you a trick to make you
ridiculous. Get up and let me brush off this cross."

" Away \" exclaimed Hope, hastily ;
" my clothes do not need

your brushing. Go knit your stockings, and let me alone."

" That shall not be !" exclaimed ..ir^. Hope, in a voice more
shrill. " I will not have my husband become the laughing-stock

of the whole village, and if I tear your jacket to pieces, you shall

not wear that ridiculous cross."

As she spoke thus, the wife attempted to brush Robert's shoul-

der ; and the latter, who knew that resistance would be useless,

walked off, shutting the door after him violently.

" What a fury !" muttered he, as he went away. " if she had

been more gentle, I would have told her of my good fortune ; but

she docs not deserve to know it."

" O ! O ! Robert," exclaimed old Fox, at the moment when
Hope turned the corner of his house, " what is that white cross on

your back !"

" Take care of your own clothes," insolently replied Hope,
going on his way.

" Mr. Hope," said little Patty Stevens, the grocer's daughter,
" stop one moment if you please, that I may rub out that great

white cross you have on your shoulder."

" Go and sell your herrings, lazy girl," replied Robert, " and

do not concern yourself about the passers-by."

The little girl, silenced, hastened to re-enter her mother's shop.

At this moment, Hope arrived at the house of the butcher, who
was conversing on the threshold with his neighbor, the blacksmith.

" You are just the man I wanted," said the latter, stopping

Robert ; and lie began to speak to him on business ; but hardly

had he commenced, when old Peggy Turton arrived, in her plaid

gown and blue apron.

"Mercy! Mr. Hope," exclaimed she, taking up her apron,

" what is that on your back ;"

Robert turned to toll her to let him alone, but the blacksmith

then perceived the mark made by Mr. Taylor.

" Heavens !" said he, laughing, " he might serve for a sign to

the White Cross."

"I suppose," said the butcher, "that his wife has marked him

thus for fear of losing him."

Hope felt that there was for him but one method of escaping at

the same time from the apron of Peggy, and the jokes of the

butcher and blacksmith, so he hastened to leave the spot, not

without some abusive language to his neighbors ; but the cross

had begun to weigh more heavily upon his shoulder than he had

at first supposed.

The unfortunate Robert seemed destined this day to provoking

encounters, for he had gone but a few steps when he found him-

self opposite the school-house. School was just out, and the

scholars were at this moment issuing from the door, ready for

any fun that might present itself. Hope was terribly uneasy, and

imagined he already heard cries beliind him. His fears were soon

realized ; he had scarcely passed the school-house door when a

long shout was heard, and fifty scholars at least began to pursue

him and point at him, throwing up their caps in the air.

" Look, look," exclaimed one; "there is a sheep marked for

the butcher."

"Don't you see," replied another, "it is a crusader just setting

out for Palestine."

And the sliouting and laughter rc-commenced more loudly.

Hope became pale with anger ; he turned like a cross dog pur-

sued by children, and, perhaps, would have cruelly revenged him-

self on his young persecutors, had not Mr. Johnson, the school-

master, suddenly appeared at the door of his house.

Robert advanced towards him, complaining of his pupils as

being insolent. Mr. Johnson replied that he would not for the

world encourcge impertinence in them, but that the white cross

which he had on his back might make wiser peojjlc than boys

laugh.

" What is this cross to you?" replied Robert, crossly. "Is not

my back my own property ?"

The schoolmaster smilingly assented, and Hope went on his

way. But the cross was growing heavier and heavier.

|i He began to think that it would not be so easy to pay his rent

in this manner. So much raillery had already been heaped upon

hira, what would it be if the cause were known ! His landlord

might as well have written on his back a receipt in full.

As he reflected thus, Robert arrived at the tavern. He was

passing by when he perceived Mr. Taylor himself at a few paces

distance, and on the other side his neighbor Hullins, dragging his

wooden leg, and conversing with Harry Stokes, the carpenter.

Harry Stokes was the wit of the village, and Hope would not

have encountered him before Hullins for the world. He therefore

took refuge in the tavern.

But the place was not long tenable. The drinkers did not fail

to perceive the cross, and to rally Hope, who grew angry ; the

quarrel became violent, and the innkeeper, fearing some serious

result, turned Robert out of doors.

The latter had left home with the intention of examining some

work which had been oflcied to him in the neighboring village, but

hi< mind bad been so disturbed by old Fox, Patty Stevens, the

blacksmith, the butcher, Peggy Turton, and the school-boys, that

he resolved to return home, thinking that would be, after all, the

most peaceable place.

Have you ever seen, in the month of September, a young par-

tridge, the last of the brood, fluttering along through the fields

with a wounded wing 1 Such was Robert on his way to his home,

at the other end of the village. Now he walked rapidly lest he

should be overtaken, now slowly lest he should meet some one

;

now in the road, now in the fields, gliding behind the bushes,

climbing the walls, and shunning glances like a gipsy who has

stolen a chicken from a farmer's )ioiiltry-yard. At this moment,

the white cross was an insupportable weight.

At last he reached his dwelling, and this time hoped to find a

little rest. But as soon as his wife perceived him she began to

cry out

:

" Are you not ashamed to come back as you went ? Five or six

of our neighbors have asked me if you had lost your senses

!

Quick, lot me rub out that cross."

" Away, woman !" exclaimed Robert, exasperated.

" You shall not remain so, Hope ; I will not have any one

belonging to me so ridiculous. Take off that jacket ! take it off

this minute, I tell you !"

As she spoke thus, Mrs. Hope attempted to seize her husband's

arm ; but the latter rudely repulsed her. Mrs. Hope, who was

not remarkable for patience, replied by a blow, and the result wr g

a scuffle between the two, to the great scandal of the neighbors,

who ran to separate them.

Everybody blamed Robert, who when he became calm, under-

standing that there was no hope of rest or peace for him otherwise,

effaced the cross of hi» own accord.

The Monday following, he carried his rent early to the house

of bis landlord.

"Ah! ah! Robert," said Mr. Taylor, on perceiving him, " I

thought you would soon repent of your bargain. This is a good

lesson for envious and impatient disi)ositions, who are incessantly

complaining of God and of life. Remember this, Hope; he who
has created us has proportioned oiu- burdens to our strength. Do
not complain of being less fortunate than others, for j-ou know
not the sufferings of your neighbor. All crosses are hea^'y; the

way to render them light is to bear them with patience, covirago,

and good will."

< »»«»—»-

[Written for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

THE SHADOM'.

BY PH<EBE CARET.

The merry robin's blithest call

Is not a merry sound to me,

The rosy sunshine on the wall

Is darker than it used to be.

No fragrance comes out of the rose,

I know not where its sweets are hid

;

And though its leaves are crimson still,

I cannot see it as I did.

The little runnel by the door,

That once went shoutin;; on its way,

Is shouting on its way no more.

But wails through all the livelong day.

I saw them sewing, yesternight,

A bridal dress— and thought of shrouds

;

The stars looked out of heavy mist,

The moon was wading up through clouds.

The sun went down, a dismal gun,

With all his banners round him furled;

And thus the shadow of one grave

Ha^ darkened over all the world.

. • A M ——»

A BEAIJTIFUL PICTURE.

The man who stands upon his own soil, who feels that by the
laws of the land in which he lives—by the laws of civilized na-
tions—he is the rightful and exclusive owner of the land which ho
tills, is by the constitution of our nature under a wholesome influ-

ence not easily imbibed from any other source. He feels—other
things being equal—more strongly than another the character of
a man as lord of the inanimate world. Of this great and won-
derful .sphere, which, fashioned by the hand of God and upheld
by his power, is rolling through the heavens, a part is his—his

from the centre sky. It is the space on which the generation be-

fore moved in its round of duties, and he fuels himself connected
by a visible link with tliose who follow liiui, and to whom he is to

transmit a home. Portiaps his farm has come down to him from
his fathers. They have gone to their last home ! but he can trace

thtir footsteps over the scenes of his daily labors. The roof that

sheltcis him was reared by tliose to whom he owes his iH?ing.

Some interesting domestic tradition is connected with every enclo-

sure. The favorite fruit tree was planted by his father's hand.
He sported in boyhood beside the brook, which still winds througli

the meadow. Through the field lies the path to the village si-liool

of earlier days. He still hears from his window the voice of the

Sabbath bell which called his father to the house of God ; and
near at hand is the spot where his parents laid down to rest, and
where, when his time has come, he shall be laid by his children.

These are the feelings of the owners of the soil. Words cannot
paint them—gold cannot buy them ; they flow out of the deepest

fountains of the heart, they are the life-i-prings of aft'osh, healthy

and generous national character.

—

KJivard Everett.

RHlNli IiANl>.

Pleasant Rhine gardens ! Fair scene of peace and sunshine,

noble purple mountains, whose crests arc reflected in the magnifi-

cent stream—who has ever seen you that has not a grateful mem-
ory of those scenes of friendly repose and beauty ? To lay down
the pen, and even to think of that beautiful Rhine land makes
one happy. At the time of summer evening, the cows are troop-

ing down from the hills, lowing and wilh their bells tinkling, lo

the old town, with its old moats, and gates and spires, and chcst-

riut trees, with long blue shadows stretching over the grass ; tliu

sky and the river below flame in crimson and gold : and the inoou

i< iibcady out, looking pale toward the sunset. The sun sinks

behind the great castle-crested mountains, the nightfalls suddenly,

the river grows darker and darker, lights quiver on it fiom tlio

windows of the old ramparts, and twin,kle peacefully in the villa-

ges under the hills on the opposite shore.

—

Thackeray.

\
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liA PIEKRE HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA.

[continued rnoM paoe 225.]

The first story is divided into a ladies' jinrlor, reception parlor,

gentlemen's parlor, offiee, dining and tea-rooms, all large and

well arranged. The parlors are neatly furnished with everything

desirahle, and the office, with one of Andrew Rankin's Patent

Annunciators, is one of the most i)leasant to be found. The
dining-room is .^0 feet wide and 72 feet long, and, like the tea-

room, is well lighted and decorated. A large room in the rear is

provided with numerous shelves, drawers, and steam tables, for

carving purposes, and the preparation of side dishes for the table.

This comniunieates with the kitchen by a wide stairway. The
second story has a range of live parlors across the entire front, 92

feet long, which can be nsed as a whole or divided into smaller

apartments, as may be desirable, with folding doors. Above
these fine parlors is a range of rooms on each floor similar in size.

The second floor also contains the bridal chamber, at the north

end of the hall, and governor's room at the south end. These

apartments are magnitieently furnished with polished iron and

marble nuxntles, chandeliers of entire new design, velvet carpet-

ings, and elegant window hangings. Back of these are two ranges

of chambers on the south wing, and larger chambers on the north

wing. JMany of these communicate with doors, so as to adbrd

the greatest conveniences to family and friends. The stories

above—the third, fotirth, fifth and sixth—arc divided in precisely

the same manner, with rooms admirably ventilated by means of

windows and large transoms from the spacious halls throughout

the building. The proprietors of the La Pierre have been liberal

in furnishing their new establishment, and, with but few excep-

tions, all their purchases were made in Pliiladelpbia. Messrs.

Cornelius, Baker & Co., made all their elegant chandeliers and
gas fixtures ; Henkels, the furniture ; Cariyl furnished the win-

dow hangings, and Orne, the carpetings. On the first, second

and third floors all the furniture is rosewood ; and on the fourth,

fifth and si.xth floors, black walnut. AU the bureaus, tables and
wash-stands have white marble tops. The parlors are all covered

with velvet carpet, of diflerent styles ; and the chambers with

handsome ta])estry and brussels ; the window hangings are bro-

chatels, lace and damask ; and throughout, the good taste and
judgment of the proprietors are happily displayed. The several

halls are carpeted, except on the first floor, where the variegated

encaustic tile is used. The whole number of chambers is 148
;

to these can be added eleven parlors, which together will attbrd

accommodations for about 300 persons. Good care has been
taken to have this hotel well ventilated ; and for this purpose, a
ventilator, 12 feet wide and four feet long, has been arranged at

the southern end of the main hall, and one of nearly the same di-

mensions at the west end of the building. The Chilson and Em-
erson system of heating and ventilation has been applied to the

parlors and dining-rooms, with ornamental grates in nearly every

room. The cost of furnishing the La Pierre, complete, is upwards
of $100,000. The hotel has been named after the daughter and
sister of the proprietors, Messrs. J. Taber & Son. An observa-

tory on the hotel, 106 feet above the street, affords a fine view of
the city, and all the public buildings, institutions, churches, water
and gas works, &c., in Philadelphia, as well as the beautiful

scenery up and down the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers.

EDITORIAL MELANGE.
A mail which lately arrived from Australia by the Harbinger

at Liverpool, consisted of nearly 4.50,000 letters—making a post-

ofiico revenue of nearly $150,000. A government commis-

sion has been appointed, in France, to examine and report upon

the Ericsson caloric engine. Rum has completely ruined Wil-

liam Campbell, formerly an esteemed and influential citizen of

"Wilmington, Del. Glass can be easily and neatly drilled with

a small drill, operated by a bow, and kept moist by spirits of tur-

pentine. The Vermont Standard, temperance organ, sum-

ming up the results of the late election, concedes that a majority

of the house will be in favor of the repeal of the Maine law. It

is said that at Croton Lake, the people in the vicinity bathe and

wash in the water, which is afterwards brought by the aqueduct to

Kew York. The experiment of lighting London with elec-

tric gas is about to he tried on an extensive scale. The ice-

dealers in New Bedford and Fairhaven have completely exhausted

their stock, and have to procure ice from abroad to accommodate

their customers. Considerable quantities of it are received from

Gardiner, Me. The New York Jlirror thinks that before long

we shall have steamers crossing from Nova Scotia to Ireland in

about three and a half days ! A horse, a liorse ! Well,

there are four millions of them in the United States, according to

the last census. In Ohio there is one horse to every four inhabit-

ants. Thomas Connor, who was assaulted and stabbed in

Winchester, last week, by Michael Fitzgerald, died from the eflfccts

of the wounds. Complaints are made that the prices of re-

freshments at the Crystal Palace arc exorijitant. A cup of coffee

costs a shilling, and other things in proportion. The business is

monopolized by one man. Three hundred years have elapsed

since the last war lietween England and Russia The anni-

versary of the execution of Lopez was observed with great pomp
in New Orleans. Whisfcey is the key by which many gain an
entrance into our prisons and almshouses. The remark was
once made to Moore, the poet, that it was supposed his verses

slipped off his tongue as if by magic, and a passage of great ease

was quoted. " Why sir," Moore replied, " that line cost me
hours, days and weeks of attrition before it would come." The
1st of December next is the day on which the Act for the Sup-
pression of Betting Houses will take effect in England. The
American Methodists, according to a statement in their ofHcial

journal, have built churches at the rate of three per week, and
printed books at the rate of one a minute, during the past sixty

years. Rumored— that the orator who " came to the point,"
went back by the next train.

The awful Aggregate.—The New Orleans Bulletin of the
9th publishes statistics of the yellow fever, showing the aggregate
deatlis from that disease alone to have been (from the 20th of May
to the 8th of September,) 10,111.

Logic—Cicero said that nobody dances while sober,
was right, every dance is a reel.

If Cicero

tDagsibc (Satljcrings.

At Greenland, N. H., Edwin Pickering, aged 20 years, was run
over by an ox team and fatally injured.

Helen McDonald, T.'i years of age, while in a state of somnam-
bulism, fell out of the third story of a house in New York, and
was instantly killed.

The coldness of a region, independent of its latitude, is in di-

rect ratio to its height, and a height of 500 feet is equivalent to a
degree of latitude nearer the poles.

The Louisville Courier says that Mr. John McQuillin, of Green-
up county, has sent to market a watermelon weighing 57 pounds,
tliat being over the average in his patch.

The citizens of Tbomaston have contributed $500, wliich was
forwarded to the Mayor of New Orleans on the 14th ult., for the

relief of the sutt'crcrs by the late epidemic.

Dr. Poor, of Windbaden, confirms the statement of several

other German practitioners, that warts are rapidly cured by the

internal use of carbonate of magnesia.

The work of re-building the College of the Holy Cross, at

Worcester, which was destroyed by fire last year, has so far pro-

gressed that the regular term commenced on the 1st inst.

A new fire engine, belonging to Protection company. No. 2,

Waterbury, Ct., was lately tested through a length of three hun-

dred feet of hose. It threw water 16.'i ftet high.

Samuel T. Adams, wire-worker, died at the Boston Insane Hos-
pital on Saturday week, from insanity, the effects of a sun stroke

received some time since. He was ;58 years of age.

A fire occurretl at Michigan city on Thursday week, which de-

stroyed forty buildings on the square. Loss $50,000
;
partially

insured. The ofliees of the Transcript and News were both burnt.

Eliza Cook, the authoress, very truly says, that " To appreciate

the value of newspapers, we have only to suppose they were dis-

continued for a month I" The idea is horrible.

Wild rice in abundance is found upon the upper branches of the

Mississippi, often attaining tlie height of twelve feet. Its grain

differs but little from the ordinary rice of the Southern States.

A new Episcopal church is about to be erected on the comer of
Maple and Park Streets, New Haven, as an auxiliary to Trinity

Parish. Three sisters, principals of a young ladies' boarding
school, are said to be its originators and chief patrons.

A physician living on the margin of a western railroad adver-

tises to sell out. To a person who wishes to acquire a knowledge
of surgery, the location, ho says, is superior to any in the country.

Flattering notice that.

The first sod of the European and North American Railroad
was turned on the 14th ult., at St. John, N. B., by Lady Head,
assisted by the Lieutenant Governor, in the presence of about
twenty-five thousand persons.

The speedy retirement of Santa Anna to his cock-pit and "ele-
gant leisure" at Carthagcna, may be looked for. Dates from
Mexico to the 9tb ult. say that four of his largest States have
declared against him, and that a general revolution will follow

his arbitrary course.

A prisoner who was detected trying to escape from Sing Sing
prison by secreting himself in a sewer connected with the railroad

culvert, and for which he was severely punished, hung himself in

his cell a few weeks since. He had at the time a ball and chain
attached to his leg.

Jorcigu ittnis.

Turkey still continues her armaments, and a decree of the 16th
calls out 80,000 reserves.

A Madrid journal states that the number of nunneries in Spain
is 803, and the number of nuns in them 20,613.

An ambassador from Morocco is expected in London, to settle

difficulties between Great Britain and Morocco.

The British iron clipper ship Gauntlett, of 693 tons, sailed

from Gravcscnd 4th ult., for Australia, and is to compete with the
American clipper Sovereign of the Seas.

The disease in the grape, in Portugal, is spreading, and the

product of this year's vintage will be considerably less than that

of last year.

A slight emeute occurred recently at Rennes, Brittany, respect-

ing the high price customs and indirect taxes, which show a mil-
lion and a half over the corresponding month of last year.

A riot occurred at Liege, a few weeks since, owing to the high
price of grain, but was speedily suppressed. Vain attcmjjts were
made to excite similar disturbances at Ghent and Brussels.

A change of the Turkish ministry is looked for immediately
after the settlement of the present crisis. Friendly autograph let-

ters have passed between the Emperor of Austria and the Sultan.

A royal order has been sent to the governors of provinces, pro-

hibiting the circulation of the London Times in Spain, on the

ground that the enemies of peace have employed the writers of
that paper to promote their criminal designs.

The crops throughout England have suffered comparatively lit-

tle from the recent heavy rains. With a few exceptions, wheat is

of an average quantity and quality, and barley, oats, and beans
promise to yield fairly also.

The Queen's movements in Dublin occupy the ncwspapei-s.

All very satisfactory. The Queen had visited the exhibition two
or three times, witnessed a review of eight regiments in Phoenix
Park, and paid a visit to Dargan, at his house at Arnille.

One important practical result of the Ciiobham camp, will be a
reform in the dress and accoutrements of the English soldiers.

They arc to be dressed in a lighter and more convenient costume,
and several painful relics of barbarism are to be abolished—the
leather stock, for example, the steel breast-plate, and heavy helmet.

Irish t.ax-gatherers ai-e bold and ingenious men. On the Dub-
lin and Belfast Junction, a short time since, the train was " ar-
rested" for county tax due from the company, and although steam
was "up," and tlie passeugei-s furious, the tax-gatherer stood fii-m

until the debt was paid.

Reliable information has been received from Hamburg that the
cholera is now assuming an epidemic form thti-e. There have
been fi-om 160 to 180 cases, two thirds of which have proved fatal.

It prevails in the more filthy and over-crowded piu-ts of the town
where the sailors lodge.

Letters from Constantinople of the 22d ult. state th.at the Turk-
ish ministry doom the modifications made in the Vienna note in-
dispensable to their acceptance of it ; and further, that Turkey
desires that the four powers enter into a guaraittce that the Porte
shall in future be preserved against Russian aggression.

Sanlis of ©olb.

.... Everything in its time is easy.

—

Ange Pandolfini.

When beggars die there are no comets seen.—^Aafc/jcare.

.... Nature never says that which reason will contradict.

—

Juvenal.

.... No liberal man would impute a ciiarge of unsteadiness to

another for having changed his opinion.

—

Cicero.

.... Time has been given only for us to e.xchange each year of

our life with the remeinbram-e of truth.

—

Sniiil Martin.

.... If idleness be the root of all evil, then matrimony's good
for something, for it sets many a poor woman to work.— \anbruijh.

... It is necessary in this life, at first honesty, then usefulness,

which follows nearly alv^ays, for they cannot be separated.

—

Palmieri.

... None is poor but the mean in mind, the timorous, the

weak, and unbelieving ; none is wealthy but the affluent in soul,

who is satisfied and floweth over.

—

Tupjnr.

.... Give nature a place to stand upon, and she cannot be en-

tirely subdued by art. An orange tree in a box is still a tree, and
even a yew cut into the shape of St. George and the dragon is

more of a growth than a manufacture.

—

llillard.

.... The wonderful foi-tune of some writers deludes and leads

to misery a great nunrberof young people. It cannot be too often

repeated tliat it is dangerous to enter upon a career of letters with-

out some other means of living. An illustrious author has said

in these times ;
—" Literature must irot be leant on as upon a

crutch ; it is little more than a stick.—./. Petit, iSen.

Joker's Bnbgct.

Mrs. Smith says that the rtotices of "stick no bills," seen on
all fences, has inference only to bank bills.

The individual who " stole a ma.-ch" has been put in the .same

cell with Procrastination, the thief of Time.

The member who attempted to " catch the speaker's eye" with
a steel-trap, was made to take the floor by the sergeant-atarms.

A wag observirjg a fellow steal a fish and put it under his jacket,

which was too short to conceal the theft, liallooed to the pur-

loiner to wear, in future, a bntjer jacket, or steal a slwrter fish.

An Irish girl, seeing her mistress feeding a pet Canary, asked,
" How long it tuck them crater-s to hatch V " Three weeks," she

replied. " Och, sure, that's as long as any other fowl except a
pig."

To reduce the temper-ature of a dining-room—bring a friend

home to tea some afternoon when your wife wishes to " fix early"

to go to the opera. The coolness with which yourself and friend

will bo received, will give a refrigerating tone to the whole house.

This is evidently an age of r-cfinement. The old adage, that
" you should not count your chickens before they are hatched,"

has been thus rendered by a professor of etiquette :
—" The pro-

ducers of poultry should jiostpone the census of their juvenile

fowls, till the period of incubation is fully accomplished."

A boiler exploded on a Mississippi steamer, last week, with
some considerable power. It passed into the adjacent countrj-,

where it fell upon a steeple with such force as to " run it into the

ground " away up to the weather cock. Nobody injured but the

passengers, and they would not have been hurt had they taken the
" other " boat. When will people learn wisdom ?

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL. IIL, AND IV.—BOUITD.

We have Tolumcs I., IT., IIT., and IT. of the Pictorial Drawing-Room
CoMi*ANio>'i elej^antly boiiuii in clofh, with gilt edges and bat-k, and illumined

pidf s, forming supuib and nio.-t attractive parlor ornaments in the shape of a
series of books of bet\M'(>a Four and Vive Hundred J'auks each, and earU
Volume cont-aining nt-arJy O.ne TnousAND KNtjRAViNns of Men, Manners, and
current Kvents all over the world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities and beautiful Villages j of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine

Maritime Mews; and, in t*hort, of an infinite variety of interesting aud instruc-

tive subjects; with Illumined Title-Pagks and Indlxes of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontisjjieces to the volumes.

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Kecord of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to Heading Matter and Illustrations.

For pale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and a« all the

Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, ^3 00; two volumes,

$5 00 ; three volumes, S^T 00 ; and four volumes, S9 00.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the jmper. In politics, and on all sectarian

quostions.it is strictly neutral Nothing of hu immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its columns; therefore malting it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE IHLLION,

AND A TTELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus offeriug the entire sheet, which, is of

THE JI A JI M T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department i<i under the most
finished and perfect system that experience ciiu suggest, forming an

the present ciix;ulation of which far exceeda that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Gleason 3 PicToaiAL.*

TEEMS TO StTBSCKIBEES.
1 suhscriber, one year, S3 00
3 subscribers, '* 5 00
4 '• " 6 00
8 " "

. .
11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Flag op ovr T'mon. anil one copy of Gleason'8 Pictoriai.

$4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

*»* The Flao cnn he ohtninrd nt ri'ty of 'h^ nfjmpapfr depots in the Vnited
States, and of newsj^aper carriers, at four cents j"r stii;^!e copy.

;

F. GLEASOK,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

COBITEK OF TrEMONT AKD BROSlfllXD SlOEETS, BOSTON, MASO-J

I
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TORONTO BOAT CLUB COMING INTO THE HARBOR.

TORONTO BOAT CLUB.
We have been favored l)y a marine artist from Toronto, in the

neijihboring provinces, witii a representation of a few of the boats

of the Toronto Club coming into the h;\rl)or from a cruise on tlie

lake. They are passing tlie Queen's Wliarf, wliich forms the

boundary of a narrow channel into the harbor, and the only

entrance. On the end of the wharf is a lighthouse. This is a
regularly established yacht club, and consists of about twenty
vessels of various sizes, of from three to twenty tons. The scene

on the bay—always a busy one, with steamers, propellers and
merchant vessels— is much enhanced by these beautiful little ves-

sel<i, with their lofty masts, and always under a press of canvass,

so that one is alarmed for their safety. Yet no accidents occur,

as they are skilfully and well handled, though chiefly l)y lands-

men. Their fairy forms and white sails may, at all times, distiu-

guish them from others. They have regular regattas, prizes of
considerable value in silver cups, etc. On the bank, at the foot

of the Queen's Wharf, may be seen a first-class locomotive, built

in Toronto, at Good's Foundry, and it does him great credit.

The Toronto and Huron Railroad runs along the bank in front of
the town. There will shortly be railroads running into Toronto
in every direction, and it is destined to be ere long a city of first

magnitude. Part of the garrison may also be seen, and the

lunatic asylum, in the distance.

) » » >

MARINE HOSPITAL, CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS.
This establishment, of which wc give an engraving below, is

situated on lofty ground in the neighboring suburbs of Chelsea,

overlooks the bay, and makes a fine appearance from the harbor.

It is designed as a place of refuge for sick and disabled mariners.

and is supported by a tax of twenty cents per month levied upo'i

all seamen's wages. The hospital is under the immediate care ot'

the collector of the port of Boston and Charlestown, a physician

and surgeon being appointed by the President of the United
States. The chief ofhcer of the hospital is dei.ouiinated a steward,

who makes the necessary pureba-^es, and keeps the accounts.

Ten acres of land belong to the institution, a portion of wliich is

used for the purpose of a garden for the raising of necessary vege-

tables. The institution is a credit to the general government, and
a worthy charity. From the great variety of diseases here treated,

it forms an excellent school fur the young surgeon and physician
to gather experience in his intricate and very i)eculiar profession.

In a report before ns, we see sixty-six cases of diftcrent disoasi 8

that occurred at the institution within the ]ieriod of three montha.
The situation of the hospital is very pleasant and agreeable.

(!V<iV -—^.

\:m'%W\\\
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UNITED STATES MARINE HOSPITAL, CHELSEA, MASSACHUST-.TS.
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THE BATEMAN CHILDREN.

Below we present our readers witli sketches of tlic two famous

prodidcs known as the Batoinan children. Their late perform-

ances at the Howard Athenajum in this city have rendered them

quite familiar to our citizens, who will herein find them faithfully

depicted, as they appeared hefore the lar<je and fasliionable audi-

ences that greeted their performances. We can hardly say any-

thing; new relative to these far-famed cliildrcn, whose names have

become household words in Europe and America. Their late en-

gagement in London and the Provinces was one series of brilliant

tritunphs, and their purses have been richly stocked for a lifetime,

by this tour alone. Culture will do much, indeed perseverance

will accomplish mnrl;/ all things ; but unless the genius was innate

with these young girls, they could never have been taught to per-

form the long and difficult parts in which they appear. Their

versatility of talent is also remarkable, for though we have repre-

sented them below only in tragedy, yet they play equally well,

and appear to equal advantage, in genteel and low comedy, as was

alnindantly proved in this city. In Miss Ellen as Richard Third,

we find much of the style, expression, and genius of a Booth,

while Kate as Richmond often reminded us of Vandenhoff. It is

really surprising what command of countenance and expression

these children possess, and how much they seem to realize the

character which they portray. Our artist has succeeded in delin-

eating this fact, as will be seen by reference to the engraving.

The children are now engaged in a highly successful tour of our

principal cities, and we need not bespeak for them the generous

reception which is sure to greet them wherever they perform. We
hoard the remark made by one of the profession the other day,

that oven old and experienced actors might improve by a careful

observance of the acting of the Batemans, a fact which is cer-

tainly a high compliment, as evincing their complete appreciation

of the spirit and power of the drama.
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[Written for GleMon's Pictorial.]

LIOML AINSWOHTH:

A TALE OF THE KEVOLUTION.

bt mrs. caroline ornh.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XIII.—[continued.]

Hotspur, who had detected him through his disguise, aimed at

Bicklestaff; the others were actuated only by ihe wish to repel

the invaders. Each shot told. Four of them fell, but whether

they were killed, or only wounded, could not be known. Those

who remained unhurt, dischavped their fire-arms, without doing

any damage, however, and then turned and fled, until they had

attained such a distance that a rifle-ball could not reach them.

The leader, then, in a voice loud enough to be heard by those in

the house, . informed them that though they should leave them

then, they should return at a time when they were least expected,

when they might count on their being fully revenged for the man-

ner in which they had been treated.

Roland, who had not before had an opportunity to obtain a full

view of the leader, thought he recognized in him the i-uffian who

the day previous had insisted on exchanging horses with him.

At this moment Nessy burst into the room, and said that she

had just seen a man with the young gentleman's horse.

" Do you mean mine ?" said Roland, springing towards the

window to look out.

Nessy replied that she did.

" Yes, they have made a prisoner of my gentle Oberon," said

Roland. " I believe, if he were within range of my rifle, I should

rather shoot him, than to have him in the hands of such a gang

of ruffians."

One of their number, who had taken it upon himself to pack the

plate in the canvass saddle-bags, having finished, threw them

across one of the horses. He then assisted to convey those who

had fallen to the edge of the woods, where, of the limbs and

boughs of the trees, they constructed some rade litters, on which

they could can-y them to some hut or other place of shelter ; a

circumstance which caused Mr. Moniey and the others who were

watching their movements, to conclude that neither of them had

been slain.

" I am fortunate in one thing," said Mr. Morney, addressing

Roland, who had stood watching his horse till it disappeared

behind the trees.

" What do you refer to V said Roland.

" My horses. They were in a range of stalls somewhat remote

from the one occupied by yours, a circumstance, that, I suppose,

caused the thieves to miss them. I have half a dozen excellent

saddle-horses, either of which, except the one that belongs to my
niece, is at your service."

"I am greatly obliged to you," replied Roland, "and will

gladly accept your offer, temporarily, at least."

"It is very singular," said Mrs. Ainsvi'orth, re-entering the

apartment, after a short absence, and .^peaking in a low voice to

Ruth.
" What is singularV asked her daughter.

" That the box containing the family jewels should be gone."

" I certainly saw it last cvenir^ on your dressing-room table,"

said Ruth.

" And I not only saw it, but opened it, to put in a locket con-

taining your sister's miniature."

" Then some one must have entered the chamber and taken it.

Is it possible that Mike Larkin could have done it?"

" I think not," replied her motlier. " It may be that Nessy re-

moved it to a place she thought was safer."

" Come this way," said Ruth to Nessy, wlio was busy removing

the mattresses and cushions from the windows.

"Did you remove the ivoiy box from ray ilros.>ing-room table?"

said Mrs. Ainsworth.

"Do yon mean the box where you keep vour jewels ?"

"Yes."

"No, I never meddled with it," said Nessy, looking down to

avoid the eye of her mistress.

" Well, some one has meddled with it, for it is no longer on the

table. Neither could I find it in either of the drawers."

" Then that old, good-for-nothing Bicklestafi'has carried it off,"

said Nessy, forgetting, in the heat of her indignation, that she and
Priam, and Dinah and Hotspur, had hastily made a compact
among themselves, not to disclose the secret of his visit.

" Bicklestaff? Whom do you mean ?" said Mrs. Ainsworth.
" Bicklestaff', the pedler," said Nessy, looking down, for she

saw that she had committed herself, and might as well confess the

whole.

" Did he make you a visit last evening ?" inquired Ruth.
" Yes, he called to see if we would buy some of his trinkets."

" But he could not have gone up to my mother's room without

your knowing it."

" I, at least, must have known it," said Mrs. Ainsworth, " for

I didn't go to sleep till the clock struck twelve."

Nessy, bursting into tears, confessed that, after he had given all

of"them presents, and treated them to a plenty of Madeira, they

consented to let him remain all night. When once she com-

menced making her confession, »he kept nothing back, but told,

how, in the fullness of their hearts, they had disclosed to him

where the box of jewels was, also where was suorctod the plate.

" It will teach you all a good lesson, I hope," said Mrs. Ains-

worth, gravely, when she had finished. "I shall, for the present,

say notliing to my brother about it, for at such a time as this, I

don't care to have him harassed by finding that the servants

have not proved trustworthy."

Nessy's gratitude for this promised forbearance caused her tears

to flow still more copiously than before.
''^'

' "-'^

" Go away by yourself, Nessy," said Mrs. Ainsworth, " and

when you have succeeded in composing yourself, you may put

the mattresses and cushions in their proper places."

" Tliank you thousand times," said Nessy, and with much
al.icrity she availed herself of the welcome permission.

When she was gone, Mrs. Ainsworth, on looking round, saw

Mike Larkin standing so near that he must have heard all that

had been said respecting the jewels and the plate. She regretted

this, and was considering whether it would be best to request his

silence, when he said carelessly, as ho turned to leave the room,

" I tell no tales."

CHAPTER XIV.

MIKE I-AKK1N'8 ADVENTURES WITH THE TORIES.

' lu my time, T h.ive seen a boy do wonders."

T am a rogue, if I was not at half-sword with a dozen of them, two hours
togethtjr I have "pcaped by mii'.acle. I am eight times thru.st through the
doublet; four through the hose; my buckler cut through and through; my
sword hacked like a handsaw. I never dealt better since I was a man : all

would not do.

—

Fhst part of King Htnry IV.

It being desirable that Mr. Morney should be on the alert as

quickly as possible, in order to successfully perform the piece

of service assigned him by General Marion, breakfast was ordered

at an early hour. When ready to sit down to the table, they

found that Mike Larkin was missing. Inquiry was made for him,

but no one had seen him after he left the apartment where he had

overheard what was said respecting the missing box of jewelry,

except Dinah. He came to her, she said, and requesting some-

thing to eat, she gave him some bread and a slice of ham, when
he immediately left the house.

" It seems a little strange, that he should go away so abruptly,"

said Mrs. Ainsworth.

"He probably could not content himself to remain in the same

place, twenty-four hours at a time," said Roland.

" It was my intention," said Mr. Morney, " to invite him to

join our expedition—that is, if I found that he was capable of

managing a horse."

" There would have been no trouble on thai score," said Ro-

land ;
" for I have seen him ride swift as the wind, without either

saddle or bridle. I don't believe that one of the wild horses of

the desert I have read about, could throw him."
" That makes me the more regret that he should have slipped

away so unceremoniously. He would have made an excellent

aid."

" Do you expect to have trouble in finding as many men as

you think will be necessary?" asked Roland.

" The number I shall be able to collect will probably be less

than I could desire, thougli I hope to make it answer the purpose."

" I have been thinking of ofi'ering my poor services," said

Roland.

" But has not General Marion something else in hand that will

require them?"
" Shortly before I left him, he told me to do as I pleased—ac-

company you, if you were short of men, or return as soon as I

had delivered my message."
" Then go with me, by all means, for I shall be obliged to di-

vide my men into two parties, and I can think of no one to whom
I should like to entrust the command of either party. If you will

consent to take charge of one of them, it will free my mind from

much anxiety."

" Though I should be glad if some one older and more experi-

enced could be found to fill the place," said Roland, "after what

you have said, I cannot well refuse."

Breakfast was now soon finished, and Mr. Morney ordered three

horses to be led from the stable, for the accommodation of him-

self, Roland, and Hotspur.

Having bid adieu to Mrs. Ainsworth, for a few days only, as

they both hoped, Roland took leave of Rulh in a manner, that,

though there was little regret expressed by words, was eloquent

in that silent language of which the countenance is the best inter-

preter. Had the service in which he was about to engage, been

frauglit with less danger, Ruth miglit have aifccted not to under-

stand this mute demonstration of regard on the part of the hand-

some young soldier. Now, though she only said the single word,

"farewell," and that with a show of cheerfulness, he well knew,

tliat, should he fall while engaged in his perilous enterprise, she

would give him tciirs, and piiy, and true thouglits.

Mike Larkin, eating what Dinah lia<l given, as he went, crossed

some fields, that he could see would bring him to a part of tlie

woods that would be screened from the observation of the maraud-

ers, who liad just entered them. It was his object to ascertain

where they intended to stop for the night, and as those who had

in charge their wounded companions were obliged to proceed

slowly, he imagined he might, by using proper caution, keep near

enough to them to effect liis purpose.

It was not long, before, guided by their voices, he was able to

approach them within so short a distance, as to sec as well as hear

them. They had just arrived within a small glade, where, at the

command of their leader, they halted. It was agreed among

themselves that a sufficient number for the purpose should convey

the wounded to a house belonging to an acciuaintance of one of

the men present, that was situated on the opposite side of the

woods ; while iho others waited nt a place that was named, till

rhey wci-o ready to rejoin them. They were then, with all possible

despatch, to prosecute their journey, hoping to arrive, at no very
late hour in the evening, to a post fortified by the British. Mike
Larkin, who well knew where it was, having passed within sii»ht

of it, two days previously, doubted whether they would be able to

reach it as soon as they intended. If they did succeed in reaching

it, he would, he was afraid, be foiled in his purpose, which was no
other than to recover Roland Floyd's horse, and if possible, the

plate and jewels belonging to Mr. Morney and Mrs. Ainsworth.

He stood for a few moments, irresolute, when apparently hav-

ing in his own mind settled what he thought the most politic

mode of procedure, he gained, as quickly as possible, the high

road, and then pursued his way at a moderate speed, like one who
has a day's journey before him. In half an hour or more he

heard the party approaching. When by a glance over his shoul-

der, he could see they had come in sight, he commenced walking

very rapidly ; for, though lame, there were few pedestrians who
could keep pace with him. He soon succeeded in gaining a

thicket, that skirted the roadside, into which he crept. The leader

and one more, who were before the rest, arrived almost immedi-

ately, and drew up their horses close to the spot where he had

concealed himself

" Halloo," said one of them, " come out and show yourself, if

you don't want to taste of cold steel."

As he spoke he drew his sword, and bending down, made a

feint to thrust it in among the bushes, that were far from present-

ing an impervious barrier between himself and Mike.

" I'm ready and willing to come tfut, now I see you don't be-

long to Marion's men," said Mike.

" No, we are all good loyalists, and have nothing to do with

that old fox. Has it ever been your luck to see him ?"

" It never has."

" You may count yourself a lucky dog, then, for if he had got

you into his clutches, he would have made you fight against good

King George, whether you were willing or not. If you'll como

along with us, you'll have a merry time. We take everything

from the rebels we can lay our hands on. H.ave some good pick-

ings with us now, and a lot more in a safe place. Some of 'em

may find their way to the king's chest, if there's more than our

captain thinks we want ourselves, but there aint much danger of

that, I reckon—is there, captain ?"

"I shant suffer for want of 'em myself, nor let my men suffer,"

was the answer.

" Then I don't care if I go along with you," saM Mike, nimbly

clearing himself with a single bound from the bushes.

" That's right," said the captain. "Now mount one of these

horses."

There were several that had no riders, and Mike, after running

his eye over them, went up to the one he thought was the most

spirited.

" You'd better not meddle with that beast," said one of them,

whom the captain called Si.

" I thought I kind o' liked the looks of him," returned Mike.

" Yes, he looks well enough, but if you aint used to riding, he'll

throw you. He belongs to one of our comrades, who's got a rifle-

ball lodged in his side, and will tip anybody off, except his owner,

as quick as I can snap my finger."

" I guess I'll try him," said Mike, " for there aint one in the

whole lot that fills my eye equal to liim, except that the cap'n 'a

on."
" Let him try him. Si," said the captain, " if he likes. His

neck is his own property, you know."
" Remember I fairly warned you," cried Si.

Before he had half finished the sentence, Mike was seated in the

saddle, which the animal acknowledged by springing to the oppo-

site side of tlie road, and then doubling, and wheeling, and per-

forming all manner of mad, fantastic tricks, with sucli rapidity

that the eye could scarce follow bis movements. Throughout the

whole of this mad caracoling, the horse and his rider formed what

might have been deemed a good picture of one of ihe ballad cen-

taurs, with such precision did the latter sway himself to the mo-

tions of the former.

The cunning animal, as well as the spectators of the scene, was

soon satisfied that throwing his dcxtetous rider was a feat not to

be accomplished, for the old man of the mountain never adhered

to the shoulders of his victim with more tenacity than did Mike to

the saddle. With more wisdom, therefore, than is sometimes ex-

emplified by those who account themselves rational beings, he

made a virtue of necessity, and all at once standing perfectly still,

with a low neigh, seemed to concede to his new rider the victory.

" He's a keen one," said Si, nodding his head, and looking at

Mike.

"Yes," said the captain, "and if I'm not mistaken, will need

to have a sharp eje kept on him."

" That he will," was the remark of one of the others.

At any rate, it was manifest that he had greatly risen in tho

estimation of all, that was not lessened by the docility witli which

the fiery steed, that had received the sobriquet of " Tiger," from

that moment obeyed the most gentle impulse of the hand that

guided him.

They went on at a brisk rate, till the increasing heat warned thera

to slacken their speed, and seek some spot wliero they might re-

pose themselves till tho sun bad so far passed fl-.e meridian as to

cause his rays to fall more obliquely. The more leisurely manner

in which they now pursued their way, permitted a little chat, and

Si, who rode by tho side of Mike, took the opportunity to ask him

how he came to be so expert a horseman.

" 0, it come kind o' nat'ral to me," returned Mike.

"I reckon you aint a native of the South."

" No, 1 was born in New England."

" In Massachusetts, perhaps ?"

" Yes."
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"Then you've come from a nest of rebels*"

" Yes, a good part of 'em have little liking for King George or

his officers either."

" And so you thoiiglit you'd come south !"

" Yes, I kind o' thouglit I should like here better than at the

Nortli."

" There can be no doubt of it. A youngster that can manage

a horse like you, is just fit for the wild life wo lead. It is true,

we have some pretty narrow escapes, but it is far easier to have

gold for the taking, than to earn it at the blacksmith's forge, as I

used to be obliged to. A short life and a merry one, is my
motto—what say you ">"

" I can say that I think a merry life better than a sad one,"

replied Mike, who had his eye fixed on the horse rode by the

captain.

" That hor.se," said he, after a minute's silence, " is what I call

a beauty."

" Yon mean the captain's ?"

" Yes."

" That's what he is, and the captain may thank me for him."

" Why so V
" Because I just led him out of Morney's stable, when the balls

were whistling round my ears thick as liail-stones. Do you know

Morney V
" I've heard of him."

" And do you know he is one of the rankest rebels that was

ever suffered to live V
" I never heard that said."

" Well, he is, and is hand and glove with Marion."
" Was the horse his V
" No, I think he belongs to a youngster, that will one day be

made to taste of our captain's revenge."

" Why '? Has he done any injury to your captain V
" Look him in the face."

" Well," said Mike, having obeyed the command.
" Did you see that purple mark across his face ?"

" Yes, I saw that when I was hid in the bushes, and thought

he'd look better without it."

" And feel better, too, I'm thinking. Well, that was laid on

his face by tlie young upstart's riding-whip, who was the owner

of the captain's horse."

" Now that seems to sound as if he was kind o' quarrelsome,

—

that is, if there was nothing to provoke him."
" Perhaps he thought there was, but the captain only wanted to

exchange horses with him. Never mind, he'll get his pay some

day. Our captain is a gentleman that never forgets to be revenged

when he receives an insult."

Mike, at the word gentleman, with a slight shrug, and some-

thing like a smile of scorn on his lips, both of which were hap-

pily unpcrceived by his interlocutor, cast a quick glance at the

captain, whose sinister and forbidding countenance,— its expres-

sion by no means rendered more amiable by the mark left by the

riding-whip,—was in good keeping with the rest of his personal

appearance and his general demeanor.

" Maybe, he'll have no chance to be revenged," said Mike.

" You don't know him so well as I do, or you wouldn't say so.

He'll keep on his tracks like a sleuthliound, day and night, rather

than be balked. Were I to affront him I shouldn't count my life

worth the light of a farthing candle. They do say," added he,

lowering his voice, and leaning on one side, so as to bring his face

closer to Mike's,—" they do say he has Indian blood in his veins,

so that if he should never have a chance to be revenged on him,

himself, he'll bind his boy, now a chap about ten years old, with

an oath, to give him his pay after he's dead and gone. I tell you

this in the way of friendship like, for the way you got the better

of the horse you're on, that looks more like a lamb than a tiger,

as we always call him, makes me have a kind of liking for you."

By this time they had reached a piece of pine woods, which, for

more than a mile, skirted one side of the road. Riding slowly

along, they watched for one of those openings, which, sometimes,

with a graceful sweep, led into the very heart of the woods.

They were not long in coming to one, which gave promise of

leading to one of those .sylvan recesses, so grateful on account of

their verdure and delicious coolness, to those who have been ex-

posed to the sun and dust of the high load. Fearing, however,

that some hostile party, actuated by the same motives as them-

selves, might already have been tempted to trace the windings of

the dim old forest aisle, especially as the grass and herbage seemed

to be somewhat trampled at the entrance, one of their number
alighted, and, with cautious footsteps, went forward to reconnoitre.

He soon returned. The marks, which had excited suspicion, ex

tended only a short distance, and had. undoubtedly, been caused

by a few horsemen, having drawn up in the shade to breathe their

horses. The cavalcade was, therefore, soon beneath the shelter-

ing branches of the pines, which, shooting out in a nearly horizon-

tal direction, were so thickly interlaced, far above their heads, as

to form a ceiling of dark verdure over the narrow glade they had
entered, and through which, here and there, glittered specks of

sunlight, wliich shone like stars in a midnight sky.

To a romantic imagination it would have seemed a more fitting

haunt for one of those chivalrous bands of the olden time, led by
some adventurous knight, whose object was to succor those in dis-

tress, and rescue the weak and helpless from the hands of the op-

pressor, than for the gang of miscreants, whose visages seemed to

grow more savage and lowering 1)y the dim, uncertain liglit of the

glade, and whose avowed object was rapine and plunder. Some
of them, in more instances than one, had not even scrapled to

redden their hands with the blood of women and children.

The gleam of water, proceeding from a branch of one of the
larger rivers, was seen at no real distance. Mike Larkin volun-

teered his services to lead the horses to drink, after having, with

great alertness, assisted to unload three of them, whicli had been

em])loyed to carry the baggage, and to unsaddle the others. He
kept a sharp eye on the canvass saddle-bags, and succeeded in so

adjusting them among the ])ile of other .articles, mostly provisions,

that they could be readily removed. But he could nowlicre sec

anything which answered to the description which he had heard

given of the box, containing the jewelry, which had been taken

from Mrs. Ainsworth's dressing-room.

Cold hoe-cakes, and some cheese, sufficed for their noon-day

meal, for they were too near the road to venture on kindling a

fire, the smoke of which might have betrayed their proximity to

some adverse party, that might chance to pass. They had just

commenced eating, when they were startled by seeing some one

lurking among tlie trees, near the entrance of the glade. One of

them at once raised his musket to fire, when the man stepped for-

ward into the enclosure.

" Is it you, Joey Tumbolt V said the man, lowering his mus-

ket. " Why didn't you show yourself without ceremony, instead

of skulking behind the trees, and running the risk of being shot ?"

" Didn't know, at first, whether I'd fallen in with friends or

foes," was his answer.

" What brought you here 1"

" Why, I heard that a squad of Marion's men was expected

along between this and night, so I thought I might as well keep

out of sight till they'd passed."

" A squad of Marion's men, did you say'?" said the captain,

rising, and advancing towards him.

" Yes," returned Tumbolt. " Why Captain Grisley, how do

you do ? I'm glad to see you."

" I'm well enough," growled the captain.

" Come, Joey," said Si, "sit down on the grass with us, and

eat a piece of cold hoe-cake and cheese."

" Don't care if I do. You mean to stay here all night, I

reckon."
" No, we thought of pushing on, when it gets to be a little

cooler. We want to reach tlie British post, up by the river."

" Better not venture till Morney and his rangers pass."

" But I will, though," exclaimed Grisley, " if Morney is at the

head of 'em. He's just the one I should like to come across. I've

a long score against him, and should like to s(iuare accounts."

" Take another time for it, then. There are too many for you

to cope with now."
" How many 1"

"From twenty-five to thirty, I understand. He didn't expect

to get half that number, but he was joined by a party of a dozen

or more he happened to fall in with."

" Then we must keep out of their way, I suppose. Who was

at the head of the party that joined him V
" Don't know, but was told that Morney had a young chap from

the North with him, who would take the command of a part of

'em, in case of need."

" I know who that is," returned the captain, grinding his teeth,

"and I'll have his heart's blood one day."

" Why, I never saw the captain look so savage in my life," said

Tumbolt, in a low voice, after Grisley had turned away. " It

seemed to me that living sparks of fire flashed from his eyes. Do
you know. Si, what ho has against the young man, besides his

being a rebel V
" Can't tell you now," said Si, shaking his head,—" will some

time."
" Though we shall hear Morney and his rangers when they

pass," said Grisley, " one of you must stand sentinel, so near the

road as to see them. I want to know their number."

No one was better satisfied with this arrangement than Mike

Larkin, who earnestly hoped that they would pass at so late an

hour as to compel them to remain where they were till after dark.

Their meal being finished, most of them disposed themselves

on the gras3, so as to pass those hours in sleep which might inter-

vene before it might be prudent for them to venture forth ; while

the others, grouping themselves together, related talcs of their past

adventures, where each, according to his own account, had per-

formed prodigies of valor. None, however, shone so conspicuous

as the feat ot Si, who repeated to Turnbolt the story he had told

Mike, relative to his leading Roland's horse from the stable, in

the midst of a perfect shower of balls.

Mike Larkin, a little apart from the rest, lay at length on the

grass, though without the most remote idea of indulging in sleep.

At another time, for his temperament was decidedly poetic, his

fancy might have found free play in listening to the deep, wild

minstrel notes of the wind, as it swept through the tops of the

pines, their monotony now and then relieved by the sweet melody

of the thrush, or the clear, liquid song of the blackbird.

The deep, motionless shadows, too, that lay on the grass,—for

the inflexible foliage of the pines yielded not to the sway of the

wind,—witli here and there a patch of sunshine, so well defined

as to resemble a fragment of goid, together with the fiowers that

looked forth from the mo^s and leaves, might, at a more propi-

tious season, have served as food for his imagination. Now he lis-

tened only for the coming of Morney and Roland, with their ran-

gers, while his thoughts were such as he would not have cared

to disclose to those present.

Hour after hour wore away. Those who had fallen asleep,

slept on, for they had rested little the preceding night, while those

who had found amusement in glorifying their own exploits, began

to grow weary.

" Turnbolt," said one of them, " I believe you sounded a false

alarm."
'• Wait and see," returned Turnbolt.

" I think we've waited about long enough," said Grisley, rais-

ing himself on his elbow.

" That's what I think," said Si.

" Don't you see," said the captain, " that the sun has got so

low that it shines in among the trees, so as to lay athwart the

ground in long streaks t Come, rouse yourselves, all of you, and

be making ready to start. The sun will be out of sight in fifteen

minutes."

" Now, captain, take the advice of Joey Tumbolt, and stay

here a little longer. Starlight is as good a light for such as us to

travel by as any in the world."

" So be it, then," said Grisley, " but if it turns out that we've

been waiting for nothing, you may expect pretty rough treatment.

I don't choose to be trifled with. Si, keep an eye on Turnbolt,

and see that he don't give us the slip, and I'll see if I can't get a

little more sleep."

The silence which now succeeded remained unbroken by a sin-

gle word. The sun went down, the shades of twilight fell around,

whicli, in time, gave place to the darkness of night. Stars shone

brightly in the heavens, but their light did not penetrate the dark

and almost palpable gloom that hovered beneath the tall pines

that encircled the glade.

At lai-t all of them yielded to sleep, except Mike Larkin. It

might have been nearly an hour and a half after sunset, when
Grisley, and several of the others, among whom were Si and

Turnbolt, were suddenly roused by the quick, heavy tramp of

horses, intermingled with which was a faint clang of the arms,

produced by tlie rapid and bounding motion which was borne by

their riders.

Like the rush of a whirlwind the noise passed by and was gone,

so that only a faint murmuring sound was heard by the time those

who slept most soundly were fairly awake.
" There go Morney and his rangers," said Tumbolt. " I knew

they'd be along."

Preparations were now made for immediate departure. Several

being engaged in placing the luggage on the pack-horses, it was

not observed tliat the canvass saddle-bags were missing, each im-

agining that one or the others had taken care of them.

" Saddle my horse, and lead him this way," said Grisley.

" I've been trying to fiud him this good while," said Si, "but I

haven't come across him yet."

" Maybe he's got loose," said Tumbolt.
" Light a torch, and search till he's found," said Grisley.

" Here's Tiger," said Si, " and where's the imp that's to ride

him 1 Mike—Mike Larkin—where are you V
There was no answer.

" Perhaps he hasn't waked up," said one of them.

" The last time I saw him he was close to the pile of baggage,

and fast asleep, or appeared to be," said Turnbolt.

At the word baggage, Si held the torch close to the pack-horses,

so that he could distinguish the different articles with which they

were loaded.

" It is my opinion," said he, after he had made a satisfactory

examination, " that when the captain's horse is found, Mike Lar-

kin and the canvass saddle-bags will be found with him."

CHAPTER XV.

THE TORIES' BOOTY RETURNED.

Such change is wrought by love alone I

Tn friendship's smile and home's caress,

Collecting: all the heart's sweet ties

Into one knot of happiness.

—

Lutta Rookk.

How calm, how beautitul comes on
The stilly hour.— Ifiif/.

The evening, with its stars so clear and glittering, yet without

the power to pierce the folds of the dark, soft veil which had fallen

over surrounding objects, investing some with awtird-like beauty,

and giving to others a gloom so deep as to awe and startle, found

Mrs. Ainsworth and her daughter in the same apartment, and

each seated at an open window. Both were silent. Mrs. Ains-

worth's thoughts went back to the years that were gone, not with-

out glancing to the brother, who had left her that morning, and

the young and handsome Roland Floyd, and more frequently still

to the son, whom she had not seen for so many years.

And the thoughts of Ruth—they were less easily defined. So

vague and dreamy were they, that they could not well have been

shaped into language. The music of her harp, when its chords

thrilled with music, wild, sweet and desultory, to the careless touch

of her fingers, would have given them a truer expression. Never

had a calm, clear, starry evening appeared to her so wondrously

beautiful. There was magic in its dim loveliness, and in the low

murmur of insect voices, which ever floats through the air in the

stillness of a summer evening. Yet through all the mist of these

wavering, dimly defined thoughts, was one object, though she

hardiv realized it, to which they flowed as to a centre, and which

shed over them a soft enchantment. Thus, when after a silence

of more than an hour, which to Ruth, with her bright woman fan-

cies, had seemed hardly a tithe of that time, her mother suddenly

asked the question, " How did you like him ?" her mind was so

full of Roland that she answered as if the inquiry was sequent to

some remark tli it had already been made concerning him, in-

stead,—as might have been excusable in the newness and timidity

of a first awakened affection,—of affecting not to understand who

was meant.

" If Lionel," said she, " is only as handsome, and appears as

brave and noble as he does, I think that you will have rea,son to

be proud of your son, and I of my brother."

" Yes, Roland appears to be brave, and he is certainly extremely

handsome. His beauty is, moreover, of that noble, heroic cast,

which makes one forget to dwell on the faultless mould of each

particular feature. Yet, fine-looking as he is, he does not, in per-

sonal appearance, surpass your brother."
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" I cannot perfectly recall my brother's looks, yet I lememlier

I use i to v/alcU him "when he spoke of British oppression, to ob-

BC ve his dark eyes flash, and to note a look about his mouth,

that I tliousht Ycry proud, and, at the same time, very bjautitiil."

" The ijircstion is not whether he is equal to Holaiid Floyd, but

whether Rohmd, makin<c all due allowance for his greater youth-

fulness, is e(iual to him."

Ruth thouich in her secret heart she believed there could be no

doubt that Roland was equal to her brother, di 1 not sive full ex-

pression to her belief in the answer she made her mother.

Co persons unaccustomed to those sudden and hostile visits

contingent on partisan warfare, it might seem strange that two

females, with no one to protect tlieni

except a few servants, among whom
Priam might bo deemed the mo^t

elficicnt, could, after so recent an

attack, be so calm and collected as

to yield to thof-e serene influences,

which seem naturally to flow only

from a sense of domestic security.

On the part of Mrs. Ainsworth, it

was owing to almost perfect self-

control, joined with a lofty courage,

which was as much the reuilt of

moral training as of physical vigor
;

her mind, at the same time, was

cheered and sustained by an un-

wavering faith that those who had

her best wishes and her fervent

prayer* would, in due time, i)rove

victorious.

As for Ruth, she had, at so early

a period , become familiarized to war-

like exploits—her uncle frequently

going forth at the head ot a jjarty

of men, every one of whom, in

many inscancc", she was personally

acquainted with—that scenes, such

a< she had witnessed in the morn-

ing, did not inipire her with the

same terror they would liave done

hid her knowledge of war been de-

rived from the history of the past,

rather than her own observation,

and the personal experience of those

with whom she was almost daily

conversant. The example of her

mother, also, no doubt, had the ef-

fect to inspire her with couraire, for

w?! are prone to imitate what we
admire.

There was but little more said,

either by mother or daughter.

—

Each was busy with the thoughts

and memories which came throng-

ing to them in the stillness of that

calm, starry evening.

It was late when they retired to

rest, yet, when morning came, they

did not break in upon their habit of

early rising. It was the custom of

Ruth, as well as of her mother, to

be up in season to see the siin rise,

and it was no uncommon thing for

her to watch from her window the

first appearance of " mom, in rus-

set mantle clad."

As she stood at her open window

she heard the sound of a horse's

feet. It was very faint at first, so

much so that she thought she might

be deceived. Gradually, however,

the sound grow louder and more

distinct, and then, with some alarm,

for she could not yet expect her

uncle, she drew back behind the

window curtain, so as to screen her-

self from the observation of any one

without, though not in a manner to

prevent her from seeing who was
. abroad at so early an hour. She

did not long remain in suspense.

In a few minutes the horse of Ro-

land Floyd, bearing on his back

Mike Larkin, and a pair of canvass

saddle-bags, galloped into the yard,

in front of the stable. Ruth hast-

ened below and opened one of the

doors to admit him, for, as yet, none

of the servants had risen. Having

properly attended to the tired .steed,

Mike issued from the stable door.

" Good morning, Mike," said she.

He returned the salutation, and,

taking up the saddle bags, advanced
to the door where she stood.

" Here's some property that be-

longs here, I believe," said he, "and
I've took the liberty to bring it home
on Sergeant Floyd's horse. I meant
to do it when I went away from
here, this morning, and I have done
it."

" And at the risk of your life,

perhans ?"

" Well, I suppose if I'd been
caught my life wouldn't have been
worth much, but I looked out sharp

for that."
" My mother will be down in a

minute, and you must come in and
tell us all about it. We will have

gome breakfast ready for you di-

rectlv."
" Here's the pi ite—all safe and sound, I believe," said he, as he

followed her into the house, " but thai ivory box, I heard Mrs.
Ainsworth telling about, I could find mithing of."

Mrs. Ainsworth, who heard her da-.ighter in conversation with

some one, soon joined them.
" Now, "n'ara," said Mike, after Ruth had briefly explained

what had taken place, " I wish you would be so kind as to see if

any of t.ie silver stuflF is missing, it is tied up close enough, at

any nitc."

knots which could not be readily untied yielded to the keen

edtco of Mike's jacknife, when the first thing that presented itself

wiis the ivory jewel-box. The plate, also, was all safe, and it

almost seemed as if it must possess some magnetic influence over

him, who, for a long scries of years, had bestowed so much care

on it, for, by the time i" was fairly displayed to view, Priam was

standing by it, with eyes glistening as bright as the silver, and an

exhibition of ivory, vliich those, who knew him best, never ex

]icctcd to see so broadly revealed again. After the first ebullition

of delight WHS somewhat subdued, he stood regirding ir, wirh a

kind of revercnti il joy, too great for words.
" I believe," said iNIrs. Ainsworth, "that we must take an early

opportunity to place this phite at the di-ijiosal of General Marion.

It was offered 'o him some time ago, but he reijuested us, for the

present, to retaiu it—his wants at that time l)eing supplied

—
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thinking it might serve as a resource, when other means failed.

" I'd work my hands off, up to dc elbows," said Priam, " sooner

dan hab it go."
" Then, should there be a requisition," said Mrs. Ainsworth,

smiling, "I suppose the jewels must go."
" Come, Mike," said Ruth, " you haven't told us yet, the ad-

ventures you met with, after you left us so unceremoniously, yes-

terday morning."
" I didn't meet with much trouble in getting clear of the pine

wood.s, for they were all a-^leep, sound as a top," said Mike, after

having related the incidents already known.
|to be continubd.)

JULES HAUEL & CO'8 PERFUMERY STORE.
The manufacture of perfumery, the use of which has now be-

come so general, dates back to the remotest antiquity. A large
number of perfumes were known at a very early day, and a pro-
digious amount of labor and money was expended in the prepara-
tion of treatises on the subject. 'The ancient Egyptians, as well
as the Greeks and Romans, had whole libraries filled with works
of this kind. They were used for flavoring as well as scenting-
were employed at fetes and festivals, funerals, and in the worship
of the gods. The priests of ancient Memphis, we are told, burned
perfumes three times a day in honor of the sun ; benzoin at its

rising, myrrh at its meridian, and ki/phi at its jetting. .Mummifs
also were embalmed with myrrh
cinn.Tmon, aloes, and various other
aromatic, resinous and anti resinous
fubstanccs. By refereiice to the
New Testament, we find that the
Hebrews and Orientals in later days
used perfumes of the most costly
and precious qualities. The Jews
inherited their taste for them from
their ancestors, as far back as the
days of Moses and Aaron, David
and Solomon. What particular
kinds were most acceptable to the
ancients, we do not clearly know;
violet, however, was early quite
popular, as it is known, for scenting,

and rose for flavoring. The Greeks
and JRomans brought the use of
perfumes to such a system, that
ditterent parts of the body had their

distinct ointments. Halls and vcs
tibules were perfumed with myrrh
and frankincense, and the toilets of
the ladies abounded in all the vari-

eties of extracts then known. The
decline of the Roman empire
brought with it a gradual abandon--
mcnt of luxury ; and hence per-

fumes, one of its concomitants,
went into disuse. However, with
the dawn of civilization on the con-

tinent, and especially in the days of
Queen Elizabeth and Louis XIV.,
an immense variety and large quan-
tities were used ; but so costly were
tliey at this period, that they were
found only in the abodes of rank
and wealth. Men used them as

well as women to excess, of which
we have abundant evidence in the

history of the times, and in ttie

writings of poets and novelists. It

is said gallants selected the peculiar

perfumes which their lady loves

fancied, and they scented their

mouchoirs with violet, rose or musk,
as the olfactories of their dulcineas

prompted, who used the one or the

other as faithfully as they wore
their colors. Gradually, perfumery
has come into more general use,

and many large establishments are

now in successful operation for its

manufacture. The l.nboratories of

the Old World, as well as the New,
have been laid under heavy contri-

bution to supply the demand. In

no country, perhaps, have such

rapid strides been taken as in this,

and no whera else have well direct-

ed efforts been crowned with great-

er success. In fact, the old estab-

lished houses of Lubin and Chard in

in Paris, of world-wide celebrity, are

cast completely in the shade by
American enterprise, capital and
skill. Believing our readers gen-

erally would be interested, and per-

haps profited in learning some of

the details of so large a business,

as well as the modus operandi by

which materials at first so uncouth

and unpromising in appearance are

transformed to fit accompaniments
to a lady's toilet, we have selected

one of the largest establishments of

the kind in the country for the sub-

ject of our illustrations. The hou.se

illustrated is that of Jules Hauel &
Co., of Chestnut Street, Philadel-

phia, said to stand unrivalled as the

most successful manufacturing es-

tablishment in the country, as evi-

dence of which we have only to

call the attention of our readers to

tiie fine xylographie views our art-

ist has succeeded in taking of both

the exterior and interior of the

splendid edifice now occupied by

tliem. In passing up or down
Chestnut Street, it presents an ex-

ceedingly imposing appearance, be-

ing five stories in height and built

of the famous Coimecticut free-

stone, after a Florentine style of

architecture, at once chaste and

beautiful in the extreme. The
windows are composed entirely of

French plate glass, the panes of

which on the ground floor being

eleven feet in height by nearly eight

in width. The main'fjature, how-

ever, of this establishment is the grand retail sales-room on the

first' floor, in the furnishing and decorating of which, no expense

to have been grudged and no pain* spared to renderseems ._ _ , .

it not only an attractive place of resort, hut also an ornament

to the city of which it might justly be proud. This room, one

hundred and forty-five feet in length by twenty-three in width, is

fitted up with inarble counters throughout, covered with plate

glass cases—with chandeliers of the richest and most expensive

kind, while the walls are decorated iu fresco, with a blending of

colors so tasteful and pleasing as to reflect great credit on the

skill of the artist employed. The rear is supplied with light by »

magnificent dome of stained glass, which connects this with the
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stories above. In short,

our sister city is well dc-

Bcrvino; a visit from the

man of taste and leisure,

if for notliinp else than

to witness for himself the

rapid strides which civil-

ization is taliinj; in this

country, which clearly

proves that republican-

ism tends more to im-

prove the tastes and hab-

its of the citizen than all

the splendor of lej^al

courts or the natural con-

comitiints of princely life.

In regard to tlie excel-

lence or superiority of

the different articles of

tlieir manufacture, it is

not in our province to

speak, as doubtless most

of our readers are as well

acquainted with, and as

poodjudgcs of, their qual-

ity as ourselves ; but this

much we may be allowed

to say, that so far as the

reception of a fjold medal
from the World's Fair in

London is concerned, as

wcllasfrom the evidences

of success as enumerated
above, we should think

them entitled to rank as

chemists and manufac-
turers amonj; the first in

the world. The second,

third, fourth and fifth

stories of this building

are used as wholesale

rooms, while the rear, ex-

tending through to Mor-
ris Street is occupied as

a laboratory and manu-
factory. It is, compara-
tively, but a brief period

since we depended solely

upon a foreign market
for nearly all our varieties

of perfume ; but now we
actually supply the de-

mand at home, and ex-

port large quantities to

different parts of the

globe. It is a fact, that

we took occasion to men-
tion, some days since, in

tlioso columns, that col-

ogne and perfumes gen-
erally, are now manufa;-
tured on a large scale, as

far west as Chicago ; from
whence, indeed, not a
small amount is shipped
to our Atlantic cities, for

retail trade. Thus we
progress. " Straws show
which way the wind
blows ;" and it is not
merely in the matter of
perfumery that our man-
ufactures arc thus ad-

vancing, but the same
spirit and success may
be traced in every branch
of industry that goes to

make up the business
and commerce of a great
nation.

THE COCK.
A cock is the proudest

and most majestic bird

which was ever feather-

ed. Let the gay tJamin-

go flap his wings, and
the peacock flirt his gau-
dy fan, and all the song-
less flock which make
the tropic groves so bril-

liant. The bird of para-

dise may be esteemed a
marvel and a paragon of
the most ecstatic beauty,

with all its train of soft

and melting heavenly
colors, the blending of
that holy Hand, which,
whether shown on the

serial bow, or in the sun-
set skies, or on the cheeks
of fruit, or in the bloom
of flowers, is far beyond
all imitative pencil ; one
of those forms of love
divine which never yet
have ceased to grace our
natural Eden. Kven as
a dove, just parted from
the leash, the carrier of
some hopeful message, it

seems to have been flung

down, already fashioned

from the rery groves tliat

hang over the flashing

waves that roll hard by
the golden city. But for

these birds of gorgeous
plumage, it may be said

that they live too near
the sun. They are where
the tendency of all dust

to take on, also, the

more disgusting forms of
life ; where the lizard

lurks amongst the choic-

est perfume, and where
the basilisk lies along the

branch. They arc sym-
Iiols of a perfection of
beauty which is not of
earth. Now, the cock is

a representative of the

erect inherent dignity of
nature. His race is to

be found eve ryivhero. He
loses not caste among the

tropic birds. He walks
along the equatorial belt;

he has his coop in Terra
del Fueijo, as well as in

the icy north. He flies

wild through the primi-

tive forests, over the-

great moors and prairies

of the western continent.

He peoples all the islands

of the Bca, from New Hol-
land to Pitcairn's Island,

occnpied by the descend-

ants of the mutineers of
the "Bounty;" he is in

Europe, and A^ia, and
Africa; and, perhaps, in

the suburbs of Jerusalem
may be found the lineage

of the cock which crowed
the third time before

"Peter went out and
wept bitterly."

—

Post.

ENGINE ROOM OF JULES HAUEL & CO. S MANUFACTORY.
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Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A D K O P OF WATER.

BT MRS. R. T. ELDREDOB.

t p a little thing, 'tis true,

But o"er the aching, burning brow,

It fills with healing power;

One cooling drop may life impart,

Ami bring puliation to the heart,

^\Tiere all was still before.

One drop may soothe and ease a pain,

And bring back joy and life again,

And tranquillize the mind

;

That little drop we deemed so small,

Of little worth, if prized at ell,

Will live in memory's shrine.

'Tii« thus one kind and soothing word,

Soon as its lutelike sound is heard,

'Twill soothe the careworn breast;

One well-timed word, when whispered low,

In friendly voice, may banish woe,

And lull each care to re&t.

One teardrop shed on sorrow's shrine,

Will dwell within the thinking mind,

for days, for months, for years;

No gem could e'er be shrined so dear,

As that bright drop, that pearly tear.

It flowed to soften fears.

And O, if all could know the power
Of little things in sorrow's hour,

There might be less of grief;

One word may wound or break a heart,

Or add a pang to sorrow's smart,

One word may bring relief.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

IDLE WORDS.
BT ALICE B. NEAL.

" Time to me this truth hath taught,

—

'Tis a truth that's worth revealing

—

More offend from want of thought,
Thau from auy want of feeling."

" There's Lucy Mathews in Mrs. Anderson's pew," whispered

Jenny Low, to her cousin, as they took a survey of the congrega-

tion while the bell was tolling.

" So it is—she must have come last night ; what a sweet bonnet

she has on," returned Kate Appleton, in the same smothered

voice, almost lost in the rustle of hymn books, the ori.'c. :i.g of

pew doors, and settling of the little people in their proper pij.ces,

up and down the broad and side aisles of the Milton Congrega-

tional Church.

"Just notice her mantilla—I'm so glad she's come before ours

are made; I'm so tired of this old style. She's looking round,

Kate." The three young ladies exchanged glances of recognition

just as the Rev. Mr. Towner ascended the high pulpit stairs,

—

and their faces settled into the demure, proper look so many peo-

ple put on the instant the minister arrives, and mistake outward

decorum for inward devotion.

Coming out of chuich, they managed to meet each other in the

lobby or porch, where a general squeezing of hands, nodding and
smiling was going on. The girls were sincerely glad to see Miss

Mathews, who paid a yearly visit to her married sister, Mrs. An-
derson, at Milton, and they had once passed a winter month in the

city at her father's house. Mrs. Anderson was one of those mar-

ried ladies that young girls are always fond of. She did not think

it too much trouble to listen to their numerous confidences, and
never betrayed them. Her advice was just and sensible, and
many an unfortunate attachment had been " nipped in the bud "

througli her silent influence. As far as our own experience and
observation go, much unhappincss would be saved young ladies

in general, if they chose a sensible married woman for a confi-

dant, instead of one as giddy and inexperienced as tliemselves.

Their knowledge of the world, and its deceptions, as well as of the

realities of life, acts as a check upon the sentimental, headlong
enthusiasm, which invests a foolish love affair witli the charm of
romance.

ICate and Jenny greeted Mrs. Anderson almost as gladly as

their newly arrived friend, and accepted her welcome invitation

to pass the next day with them.

" Come early," said Lucy, at parting ; " and bring your sew-
ing," Mrs. Anderson added, smilingly, as they turned do^vn the
locust walk that led to her brown cottage.

It would have been considered very "early" indeed by city

people, though the society of Milton holds much more primitive
hours—when the cousins came down Locust Lane, looking as

fresh and bright as the morning itself. They knew the whole
household would be in order, and, though the mysteries of "wash-
ing day" might keep Mrs. Anderson from the sitting-room until

dinner, it would be an excellent opportunity to survey Lucy's new
mantilla and dresses, if not to take patterns of them.
The sitting-room looked out upon the garden, which was blush-

ing with June roses, and fragrant with sweet syringa. The honey-
suckle and clematis clambering over the trellis, were not yet in

bloom, but made a grateful shade for the piazza with their closely

twined foliage. Arid here were sewing chairs, and low seats in

abundance—Mrs. Anderson's piano, and her books; She reversed

the usual Milton fashion, and made a sitting room of her parlor,

saying that she could not alVord to keep the pleasantcst room in

her house shut up for company, and sit where she must be dis-

turbed three times a day by setting tables, "iid the odor of food

from the adjoining kitchen, even before it was dished up. By the

same rule her own chamber was the nursery—where she usually

passed the morning with her children. After the mid-day meal

and bath, all came to the sitting-room, to await Mr. Anderson's

return from business, the little people having their playthings on

the piazza or in the garden where they could enjoy themselves,

and still be in sight.

Lucy was busied in arranging her drawers when the girls ar-

rived. So the fasliions, and the patterns occupied them a long

time. Miss Mathews had brought up the first basque waist ever

seen in the village, collars an inch or two deeper than they had

been worn for many years, and several varieties of new under-

sleeves. Such very important changes of course created a great

deal of discussion and "trying on." Besides, Lucy said aprons

were to be worn again—she had a beauty, with pockets, and broad

strings. Jenny, who had a light, childish figure, was very glad of

this piece of intelligence, but Kate did not consider aprons be-

coming, and never wore them.

Finally the trio came down to the sitting-room, with their work

baskets, and settled themselves comfortably, for a morning's chat.

" Are there any new engagements ?" Lucy inquired, as she

took up the skirt of a child's dress. " I'm going to sew for sister

this morning. I begged her to let little Lucy wear white di-esses

all summer, and she has promised on condition that I make her a

set. I like to see children wear white, don't you ?"

" 0, very much !" Jenny said. " If ever I have children, they

shall always wear white from the time they are born till they are

six years old at the very least."

"Boys and all !" suggested Mrs. Anderson. She was passing

through tlie room, and an amused smile played about her mouth,

as she heard Jenny's open-hearted intentions.

The young girl blushed a very little, as girls will when older

people chance to hear them talking of such matters.

" Wont you come and sit with us, Mrs. Anderson t it will be

so pleasant."

"Not just yet; I have the peas to shell for Eunice, and some

other little things to look after ; I dare say you have a great deal

tj ... -"i about by yourselves."

I ic girls protested against all secrets in which Mrs. Anderson

(,')K;J not share, but she went on her way .to the light household

tWcs, and they were alone again.

" O, about the engagements," said Kate. " Yes, has Mrs. An-

derson told you Julia Knowles is to marry John Nichols after all."

" No—is it possible
!"

" Yes," said Kate, again. " After all the fun she made of him

last summer."
" You know what queer speeches she used to make," added

Jenny. " It's well he doesn't. I don't think they are in the

least suited to each other."

" And besides she's so extravagant."

" And he's only a clerk, my dear."

" I did think she'd look higher," Lucy said ;
" have you any

tine cord in your basket, Kate V
" Will this do '! So did I. You know her sister married very

well
"

" Bat they quarrel like everything, Jenny. Mrs. Smith lives

close to them, you know, and I heard her tell mother that they

threw cups at each other. He is always holding up his first wife

as a ])attern—I don't blame her."

" Nor I," said Lucy. " I think I shall tuck this skirt, wouldn't

you'? Three fine ones, and then one the width of the three."

Jenny thought it would be lovely, and suggested pointing the

wide tuck by way of further embellishment. Kate was making

yards of very fine points herself, that fashion having just reached

Milton, when up till tliis time the young ladies had not been ac-

customed to a display of under-skirts whenever they crossed the

street, or came to the semblance of a damp place on the sidewalk.

" But then Mrs. Smith can't say much," resumed Jenny.

" Everybody knows how she manages her husband. She frets

the whole time at him, because he wont move to Boston. Milton

is not large enough for her ladyship."

" I never liked her," said Lucy, " and I don't believe sister

does."

" I notice she doesn't call very often
;
just hand me number

fifty, Jenny—my spool is out. Siie's made herself so busy with

our affairs ; she told Mrs. Lane, that Jenny and I thought nobody

in Milton was good enough for us to marry. Didn't she, Jenny t"

" Yes, and George Lane and Edward EockwcU did not call

for two months, nearly, until Frank Morgan found out, and came

and asked us if we had said so, he didn't believe it."

" I /ia(e busybodies," said Lucy Mathews, energetically. "It

seems as if some people had nothing to do but talk about their

neighbors' affairs. O, girls—you remember Miss Wilcox, who

used to sit in the middle aisle at our church, last winter V
"With the green velvet cloak, and stone martin set; very tall,

wasn't she?" asked Kate.

" Yes—well, she married just after you came away. Such a

wedding you never heard of Slie married one of the Maxwells
;

and had six bridesmaids, and a real Brussels veil. His mother

sent her the veil, and she had the most splendid presents—they

were the town talk ; I heard she had a whole trunk full of silver.

Well—it's the most mysterious thing. She's gone home to her

father's, and he's sailed for Europe. The family pnlend he's

gone on business, but everybody knows that's onlij a pretence.

They say she flirted terribly before she was married, and wanted to

keep it up, and he wouldn't have it."

" I don't blame him, I'm sure," said the prudish Kate Apple-

ton. " I have no patience with any one that flirts."

" You needn't look at me," Jenny retorted, good naturedly.

" Lucy, she lectures me half the time about flirlinir. I say, it isn't

everybody that can," and the saucy eyes threw a sunny glance at

her cousin. " She thinks I flirted with young Lyons, when he
was here in vacation. Do you know anything about his family?

they live in Beacon street, I believe."

" Yes—I know them all by sight. His sister married Dr. Ran-
dolph. Tliei) are not on the best of terms, people say

; but all the

Lyons family have high tempers. I don't believe it's his fault.

We have never visited them."

" He does not look as if he had," said Kate, quickly.

" 0, of course you'd take his part. Lucy, I believe she's made
up her mind to be Mrs. Lyons yet."

"But about Mrs. Wilcox," asked Kate, her face flushing in

spite of herself, as she tried to turn the conversation. " How did

the family take itV
" There was all sorts of stories flying. Some said he had been

very gay, and she reproached him with it, and then he retorted

about her flirting. They say his mother went to see Mrs. Wilcox,

and complained about her, and Mrs. Wilcox asked her if she had

'got through' after a while. Mrs. Maxwell said 'yes.' Mrs.

Wilcox rang the bell, and when the servant came, told him to

show her the door. Cool, wasn't it t"

" Very," said Jenny. " I think these points are a great im-

provement, don't you, Kate ? Ah, I must tell you how Annie

Lane has been going on. She is the vainest piece I ever saw.

She always wears gaiters, thin solefe, too, rain or shine. She

thinks she has the prettiest foot and hand in Milton. Sunday before

last, our pew was full, and I went to aunt's. Well, you never saw

anybody witch so. First she put her arm on the hymn book, and

leaned her head on her hand. Then she changed, and put it

on the mahogany rail, you know, around the top of the pew, glove

and all. Well, that didn't satisfy her ladyship—so after a while,

off came her glove, and she moved her rings around to show them

to advantage, and then it was paraded on the pew door again.

Of course in that position it looked very white against the mahog-

any. Thank goodness, I'm not vain!"

There was a minute's silence, and the young girls stitched

away industriously. Idleness certainly could not be laid to their

charge, whatever faults they were guilty of.

"O, are there any new songs ?" Jenny broke in, after a while.

" I meant to have written to you to bring me some. I'm tired to

death of all my old ones ; Annie Lane catches everything I sing,

and I always give up anything the minute it becomes common."

" Everybody has got a ballad fever, since Catherine Hayes sang

in Boston. You don't hear anything else but Kathleen Mavour-

neen, and The Harp that once—

"

" What, those old things ! Esther used to sing them as long

ago as I can remember. It does worry me so, when Esther takes

a musical fit. I wont go near the piano. I believe she thinks

she sings better than I do now, and she tries to be so young. I

declare, if ever I'm an old maid, I'll own up to it ; and not expect

attentions from gentlemen. I couldn't have a white bonnet this

spring because she was going to have one. I do think it looks so

foolish."

" Mrs. Anthony has the handsomest bonnet in church," re-

marked Kate. " Did you notice her, Lucy ? She sat in the third

pew from ours. It's one of those very open lace gimps."

" Yes ; I saw a strange face, and asked sister who she was.

What a sweet little girl she has. I noticed her undersleeves, too,

that they were trimmed with real Valenciennes."

" 0, she dresses splendidly," Kate rejoined.

" So much the worse, for her husband failed just before they

came here—very dishonorably they say, and I don't think it looks

very well to see her dress so much. Somebody said her father

was very rich, and Mrs. Anthony lost her money too. I think I

should die of mortification to have my husband fail, if I was

married."

" Girls ?"

It was Mrs. Anderson's voice from the next room, and the three

started as if tliey had been surprised in some hidden plot.

"' Have you finished?' as Mrs. Wilcox asked her guest. It

seems to me it's most time."

" Have you been there all this while, sister 1" asked Lucy, as

Mrs. Anderson came in with her neat willow basket of freshly

shelled peas. " I did not hear you."

" I dare say, you were talking too fast, all of you, and not very

profitably either, I imagine, from what I heard of the conversa-

tion, imless you intend to take useful warning by Miss Wilcox

and her flirtations, and the domestic unhappiness half the world

seems to suffer from." Mrs. Anderson leaned against the mantel

as if she had not quite finished. "I wonder if you know what

you have been talking about?"

" Our sewing—partly," Lucy said.

" A very little partly."

" And new music, Mrs. Anderson."
" Yes, Jenny, seasoned with not very flattering remarks upon

your own sister."

" But we have accomplished a great deal," said Kate Appleton,

coming to the defence.

" I only inquired if you knew what you had been saying, Kate.

Suppose I should be paying a visit to Mrs. Smith, and should tell

her, ' I think Kate and Jenny, and Lucy Mathews, three of tlie

most gossiping girls I ever heard. They talked one whole morn-

ing about their neighbors' att'airs—they said you were a great busy-

body, and Annie Lane as vain as a peacock. They must be very

ill-natured girls.' I should certainly have thought so, if 1 bad not

known all three of you as well as I do."

" O, Mrs. Anderson !"

" Certainly—what else could I think? for Lucy has only hecr-

sny about that affair of Miss Wilcox, I know—our families nevir

visited ; it was no personal affair of hers, and I dare say the whole
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thill" lias been exaggerated ; and how can she know the whole

Lyons family here had bad tempers, when she has never been in

their house. If any one had thought of marrying into it, such a

report might make a great deal of trouble."

Kate Appleton's eyes fell, and her color rose again, as the con-

science stricken Jenny said :

"I'm sure we did not mean to be ill naturcd, Mrs. Anderson."

" So am I, or I should be very much ashamed of my sister, and

my guests. It's a tlwufjhlhss habit people yet into of ta/lchi;/ about

their neighbors' affairs, and when such things are repeated, mischief

comes of it in reality, just as much as if it had been intended.

You wouldn't like to have Mrs. Smith's reputation as a gossip,

I could make as much trouble as she did for you, with those young

gentlemen, if I should repeat what you have said."

" But what shall we talk about, sister ? We can't sit dumb a

whole morning."
" 1 don't believe you could, Lucy. Don't look so miserable,

jgnny—I know it's very hard work to keep off such doubtful

ground in conversation. I know it by experience ; and yet, you

know, gossip—thoughtless or unkind—is our great trouble here

in Milton. Lucy might have told you about the concerts, and

lectures of the winter ; they would have interested you as much

as the scandal about people you never meet, and in the country,

your books and gardens, and household employments, come up

naturally. Dear girls—you can't have forgotten that ' eocrij idle

word' is to be brought into fearful scrutiny, even if thoy pass un-

noiiicd and harmless in this life ! Try and be a little more

thoughtful," their kind monitor added, turning to leave the room,

" for this reason, if not for the feelings of others, and the effect it

has on your own characters."

[Written for Oloason'8 Pictorial.]

THE WILD BIRD'S CAROL.

BT CAROLINB A. HAYSXN.

The plaintive notes of the prisoned bird

May be sweet to the listening ear

;

But the fount of the pitying heart is stirred,

And it calls forth a sigh or a tear.

Wherever the breath of Ufe may glow,

In whatever form it may be

;

Ihe sweetest music it ever can know,

Is the feeling of Uberty.

Then give me the wild bird's gushing song,

As it springs to the upper sl^ies

;

Or rings through the forest all day long,

With a fervor that never dies.

It comes with a merry, gleesome trill,

With a melody clear and strong

;

And it strikes the ear with a joyous thrill,

Then give mo the wild bird's song.

< .».» »

^Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LAST OF THE FAIRIES.

BY ANNE T. WILBUR.

Simon was an orphan frera his birth, and consequently brought

up in great poverty. One of his uncles, a poor man who had

more good will than resources, had adopted and nourished him as

long as he was too young to earn ; then he had served as a shep-

lierd, with the hardest master in the country, where, for want of

anything else, he had learned submission and patience. But Si-

mon had now reached his twentieth year, and it was time for him

to seek some permanent occupation. He had heard that Pierre

Hardy wanted a laborer ; so he started for Birchwood farm, whore

he hoped to make an arrangement with the master, and obtain, as

one of his companions said, " a good bed, a good porringer, and

good wages."

It was autumn, but on this day the air was as warm as in har-

vest time. Large clouds were hovering between heaven and earth,

and not a breath was stirring among the leaves. Simon felt the

effects of the weather. In spite of himself he was slackening his

pace, when, at a turn in the road, he overtook old Fasia, laden

with a large basket and two heavy parcels. The youth knew this

peasant woman, who had, in the counti-y, the reputation of being

a witch and a fortune-teller. Half from fear, half from respect

for age, he had always been polite to her, and this time took off

his hat, and inquired after her health.

Fasia stopped, out of breath.

" You come very seasonably, young man," said she, " and can

relieve me of a part of my load."

" Willingly, if we are travelling the same road," replied Simon.
" Take these parcels," ixjplied the witch ; " 1 know where you

are going."

And as he appeared surprised :

" Do you not hope to obtain a place with Pierre Hardy ?" con-

tinued she. " He needs a laborer. Attach yourself to this fam-

ily ; it will be a great satisfaction for you, for its masters have

property, and their daughter Annette is not yet promised. If you

are faithful, perhaps you are now on your way to your wedding."

Simon repulsed this idea as too ambitious a one for a poor

youth without friends ; but in spite of himself he continued to

think of it. Fasia continued to talk of the Hardys, and to tell

him what he must do to please them. The youth listened without

appearing to do so ; he even thought that the old peasant might

make him succeed if she chose, for everybody in the parish knew
that she had power over persons and things like the fairies of old

;

but he did iwt ask such a service of her, not knowing whether it

w is lawful.

Meanwhile both advanced slowly, owing to the parcels and fee-

ble limbs of Fasia. Simon, who had left his old home at a late

hour, began to fear that he would be unable to reach Birchwood

until the middle of the night. The peasant divined his impa-

tience ; she pointed out to him a foot-path across the fields. It

was wonderful how much the distance was shortened. At the ex-

piration of an hour, Simon perceived that they had left behind

them villages which he had thought to be still far away. Unfor-

tunately, the sky had become cloudy, the thunder was rolling in

the distance, and as they were crossing a heath, all the sluices of

heaven were opened at once.

Simon wished to gain a grove of poplars on the right; but the

old woman prevented him, saying that it was to throw himself in

the way of danger.

" Nevertheless we must seek a shelter, Mother Fasia," said the

young man, soaked to the skin.

"Let us descend on this side," replied she, following the fur-

rows which turned towards the ravine. But the water followed

the same direction, and both were quickly over shoes. The storm

increased, the lightning flashed incessantly, and the thunder rolled

in every direction. Simon, who was sinking deeper and deeper in

the mire, was beginning to regret not having followed his first im-

pulse, when Fasia suddenly turned and pointed towards the grove

of poplars under which he had wished to take refuge, which iho

lightning had just struck. She encouraged him, at the same time

to quicken his pace, pointing out to him that they were in a cart

path.

" The white tracks show that we arc approaching a lime-kiln,"

added she, " and, dark as it is, I tliink I can perceive one below

there. A few more steps, and we shall find what we need."

They arrived, a few minutes after, at the quarry, where the

lime-burners gave them a place under their shed, before a fire

which dried them in a twinkling. Only the storm continued,

and it was necessary to be patient. They entered into conversa-

tion with the workmen, who, when the soup was brought, gave

some to the belated travellers.

This refreshment arrived opportunely, for the journey had sharp-

ened the appetite of the young man. Fasia perceived the pleas-

ure with which the young man approached the smoking bowl.

" Well ! it is my opinion that it was better for us to gain the

ravine than the little grove of poplars," said she, ^vinking.

" That was your doing. Mother Fasia," replied Simon, almost

respectfully; "you know more than the rest of us, and your

advice should be followed."

The soup eaten, night drew on ; but the storm was still howling

in the distance. The old peasant declared that it was time to start

again, and, after having thanked their hosts, both resumed their

journey. The sky was still cloudy, there was a fog so dense they

could hardly see ; only a few stars appeared here and there through

the mist. The peasant and the youth arrived at the marsh of Fon-

ceaux, which it was necessary to cross. Simon knew this place

of old. He looked for the footpath which formed a solid road

amid the miry ground. The small house at the opposite side of

the Fonceaux, served as a landmark to jioint out its direction.

He perceived a light in the distance, and directed his steps towards

it, but he was soon sinking in the mire. He raised his head—the

light was at his right. He turned in that direction and advanced

again. This time be was above his knees in water. Sur])rised,

ho looked towards the other side of the marsh ; the light was now
at his left I It seemed flying along the edge as if to delude him,

so he remained standing among the reeds, weary and discouraged.

Fasia, who had until then said notliing, but stood leaning on her

staff, now laughed loudly.

" Well ! so my poor young man is bewildered," said she, " has

he forgotten that there are jack o' lanterns V
"Jack o' lanterns !" repeated Simon, a little frightened; "I

took it for the light of the house opposite. But if that does not

shine, how are we to recognize our road V
"By looking at tlio lights of the good God, which are always

shining in theh' places," said the old woman, pointing to the polar

star.

And she turned to the right without licsitation, and reached the

hard footpath, which they followed to the other side.

.

Simon marvelled more and more. All this confirmed his pre-

vious ideas about Fasia, who seemed to be intelligent beyond her

appearance, and he thought within himself that the old woman
resembled less a poor peasant than one of those powerful fairies,

stories of whom he had heard related in winter evenings. Mean-

while both continued their route along the marsh, until they

reached the New Mill, where Fasia advised her companion to pass

the night.

" The valley roads are under water at this hour," said she.

" You will not reach Hardy's until after midnight ; everybody will

be asleep. People who awake us are scarcely ever welcome.

Rest at the mill, and at daybreak I will conduct you to Birchwood

by the most direct road."

" Your proposal is very reasonable," replied Simon ;
" but it

remains to be seen whether the miller, whom I do not know, will

give me a lodging willingly."

Fasia began to laugh with confidence, and advancing towards

the mill, knocked at the door. A boy came to unbar it. On rec-

ognizing the old woman he welcomed her, summoned the master,

who arrived hastily, took, oft' his cap respectfully, and called to his

wife to bring some of the best cider and a loaf of bread.

Fasia received all these civilities without surprise. She intro-

duced her companion, saying that they wished to obtain lodgings

at the mill, then inquired what had happened siiice her last visit.

The miller related everything in detail. Fasia advised him what

to do ill a tone that seemed like command.
At'*cr «npper 8iiuou was talicu lu tlie bed of the miller's boy,

where he slept soundly until morning. Before starting the mil-

ler's wife gave them breakfkst, and they set off refreshed. Old

Fasia left her basket at the mill. After having followed a foot-

path for some time, they came to ploughed ground, and the roof

of Birchwood appeared above the hill. As they were jiassing a

marshy meadow, they perceived six fine cows which had left their

pasture, and were browsing in the grass of the swamp. Fasia

stopped :

" Quick, quick, my boy," said she ;
" turn those animals and

drive them to the stable, or in two hours the Hardys will have

nothing but their skins. The swamp grass is poisonous, and

would kill the cows."

Simon did as the old woman commanded ; he went to collect

the cows, and drove tliem to the farm. The daughter, who was

crossing the court, was surprised to see them.

" Thank this young man," said Fasia ; " he has driven your

cows from the swamp."
" Is it possibleV exclaimed the young girl. " If any misfor-

tune had happened to them, I should have been blamed, for they

were left in my care ; but my little brother Henry is so sick that I

forgot all about them."

As she spoke thus, the eyes of the pretty Annette were filled

with tears, and, in order to conceal them, she drove the animals

to the stable.

Simon entered the house ; but the master was absent, and his

return was not expected until the next day. As Annette was

obliged to carry milk to the village, he proposed to take care of

little Henry. The young girl thanked him, and after explaining

what was to be done, went away with fuU heart and weeping eyes.

Simon had watched beside the invalid about half an hour, when

he saw old Fasia enter with a bowl of smoking tea made from an

herb which she had just gathered. She told the young man to

give it to the sick boy to drink, showing him the plant, that he

might repeat the remedy if necessary ; then, taking leave, recom-

mended zeal and patience. Simon executed the orders given so

faithfully, that when Annette returned, little Henry was sitting up,

with his eyes wide open, and almost smiling. In the evening he

was still better, and, thanks to the herb-drink, he slowly recovered.

When Hardy returned, Annette did not fail to tell him what

Simon had done for the cows and her little brother.

" I think," said she, "that the young man is attentive, intelli-

gent and kind. If he is always as profitable as he has already

been, he will be of great assistance to us."

" We shall see," said Pierre Hardy, who did not like to express

his opinion of people until he had tried them. But, notwithstand-

ing this, his daughter's account had prepossessed him in favor of

Simon, and he gave him more wages than he expected.

The young man did not disappoint him. He labored hard, and

his advice was always of service to the Hardys. To tell the

truth, this advice was often suggested by old Fasia, who passed

Birchwood every week, and did not fail to communicate some use-

ful iufoi-mation. The old woman allowed the young man to re-

ceive all the credit of these services, so that he grew in favor with

the Hardys daily. Annette, especially, preferred him to all the

young men in the neighborhood. This Simon had divined, and

was not ungrateful, but as she was beautiful and rich he cotdd

not hope to obtain her hand, which gave him no little sorrow.

Old Fasia, perceiving this, guessed the cause. One day as he

was returning from his work, with his spade on his shoulder, she

stopped him near the house, and said abruptly that she knew what

had made him so discouraged for some months.

" You think the name of Hardy is not the most suitable for the

pretty Annette," added she, " and you would like to have her

change it for yours."

" Speak lower !" exclaimed the young man, terrified.

" Why so V said she.

" Because if they hear you I shall be dismissed from Birchwood."

" Do you think so i Well, my boy, you must explain yourself

without delay. Annette is attached to you ; if you are not to be

married, this inclination must not be suffered to increase. Show,

therefore, that your intentions a)-e honest, and express them."

" I am very willing to do so, Fasia, but how shall it be done?"

" You must go and find Mother Hardy, who is in the barn ; an-

nounce to her that you are about to leave Birchwood, and as she

will ask your motive, tell her bravely."

Simon was a little alarmed at this expedient ; but the old peas-

ant declared it was the only thing to be done, and as he felt that

it was his duty he resolved upon it. At the first announcement of

his departure. Mother Hardy exclaimed loudly, as might have

been expected ; but he avowed the true reason for this resolution,

and the peasant stopped short. When she had heard all the rea-

sons of the young man, she said to him in a friendly tone, that

what he had just told her increased the good opinion she had al-

ways had of him ; that she could not give him a reply, because

it belonged to the master to decide ; but she would speak to him

at night.

Annette and her mother had a long conversation, after which

the latter went in search of her husband, who, the next morning,

took Simon to the field with him, and, after having made him re-

peat what he had said to his wife the day before, declared, pressing

his hand, that he should be happy to be his father-in-law.

The wedding took place amid great rejoicing. Simon invited

Mother Fasia, to whom he presented a basket of provisions and a

cloth cloak. " I know you do not need these. Mother Fasia," said

he, " for I have seen that all obey your will."

" Thenyou.also believe me to be a vritch," said she, "but you

are mistaken. God has given me no more than he has bestowed on

all his creatures, only I have used it more carefully. It has been

truly said tfeat I am the last of the fairies, but it should be added

that my name is ExrERitNCE."
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EXHIBITION OF BELLS.

The attention of our readers is called to

the bells now on exhibition at the Crvstnl

Palace by Messrs. Meneely & Sons, West

Troy, N. Y. It consists of a chime of eight

bells, weighing together ICOO ponuds, and

one church bell weighing 2000 pounds. The
latter is seen in the centre with its accom-

panying hangings. The ciisting is perfect,

and the tone very clear, vnth an extraordina-

ry vibration. The tenor of the chime weighs

404 pounds, and is on the key of G. The
tones ascend in regular snccession, one o<,--

tare ; an ingeniously constructed frame sap-

ports the whole. The Messrs. Meneely, in

view of the ftrst allotsnent of roora ai the

Palace, had prepared a large and splendid

peal, the tenor weighing 2.^0U pounds, key of

E. The unexpected demand for space, how-

ever, compelled Ihe managers to rediiee their

previous allotment from ten feet by fifty, to

five feet by ten. By e.-itcnding in height,

they have been enaUed to make the bemitiful

display as represented in the engravin;;.

This establish meat has been iti snccessfiil

operation for the past thirty years, and theiv

patterns, which have been improved upon

from time to time by expensive expciirsents,

as well as comparison with those of the most

celebrated European founders, are said to

be unequalled. This hitherto extensive es-

tablishraen! has recently been ranch enlarged

and improri-d, by the addition of a new fur-

nace, the largest (for hell casting) and most

complete in the United States. To them

belongs the credit of bringing into successful

use the iixrn cases over which the clay i,*

placed, to form the moulds. This is a very

great improvement over the former method,

securing very smooth castings not only, hut

a very superior tone. They now tnrn out

annually about one thousand bells, averaging

600 pounds each. These find their way not

only into every State in the Union, bnt also

the Canadas, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

the West Indies, China, and in fact wherever

the .sound of the "church-going bd!" is

beard. Of these are most of the finest and

largest church and fire alarm hells in the

country. Persons unacquainted with the

business mav wonder, perh.ips, where all the

bells go. When we consider that ours is

comparatively a new country, and very rajv

idly increasing in population, new communi-

ties constantly springing up, each of which

must have its one or more temples of wor-

ship, it becomes evident, that there must he

a great demand. Compared with Eastern

nations, we are not characterized by the num-

ber and weight of our bells. In Europe there

are many heavy bells, " swinging slow with

sullen roar," and in Germany and England

the chimin^ of bells, has become, so to speak,

one of their most cherished institutions. The
English and Germans have paid especial at-

tention to the casting of bells, and from the

fact that the churches erected even in the

small villages arc considered incomplete

without its "merry peal," their manufacture

has been brought to a high state of perfec-

tion. We hope soon to see their example

imitated in this country. The demand for

Messrs. Meneely's bells from the principal

cities has been such, that they have estab-

lished many agencies, where, as well as at

the foundry, a supply of hells of all descrip-

tions is kept. In New York, at Messrs.

Hitchcock & Co. 's, 116 Broadway; in Bos-

ton, at Messrs. Kellogg, Cobb & Co.'s, 51

Water Street, bells of Messrs. Meneely's

manufacture can always be found.

SPECIMENS OF BELLS, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

MAR15LE MANTEL.
The engraving below accurately represents

one of the most beautiful contrilnitions to he
seen in the Crystal PaUce—a contriliution
char.acteristic of this nineteenth century, in
which the offices of art are enlisted iri 'the
service of domestic comfort. Tlie Itearth has
long been celebrated as the scene of our pur-
est enjoyments— the shrine around which the
affections and the memories of a familv most
foniily cluster: to decorate that hearth, and
add the charm of material loveliness to the
associations of the mind, is a task which the
loftiest genius might proudly undertake

; and
the sculptor's art a.s it is the simplest, adorn-
ed with no meretricious ornament of color-
ing, sell-contained, and dcpi nding for effect
on the ideal it embodies,—so is it also a form
of poetry, the highest and the purest that the
intellect of man can aspire to. But wo wan-
der from our subject; this chimney piece is

of the whitest marble, without spot or blem-
ish,—its style what is called the Rrnaisanrc,
a mixture of various ancient orders—the
classic, the gothic, and the arabesque, into
one harmonious picture. On either side will
be seen a classic vestal, standing under a
canopy of elaborate workmanship, and thug
forming the supports of friezes of foliage,
through which squirrels, paroquettes, chame-
leons, and grotesque heads peep out upon us

;

in the centre of tlyj friezes is a shield sup-
ported by the stems of the foliage, and sur-
mounted by a griffin's head. The whole
presents that perfect balance and proportion,
without whicli no satisfying beauty can bo
created or exist. This chimney piece is de-
signed and manufi\ctured by Mr. John Ken-
nedy, of Twenty-Third Street, New York,—
if not the first, one of the first and most ris-

ing marble workers in the United States.
His life is a lesson of what may be done in
this republic by genius and industry; a few
years ago he was a poor mechanic, rich only
in hope and the best wealth of an energetic
character. lie is now, though still young,
the proprietor of a vast business, and is rap-
idly distancing his competitors by the supe-
rior quality of the work which ho turns out.
It is needless to add, that one gre.at secret of
Mr. Kennedy's success is, that he oversees
and practically leads his workmen,—that he
himself understands his business by experi-
ence and study, and that he ivill have what-
ever order he may have on hand executed in

the best style, or not at all. The visitor to

the Crystal Palace must not permit himself
to depart after a cursory glance merely at

what might generally bo temied the gems of

the exhibition, for among those articles that

can lay less claim to the right of being clashed

among the list of illustrated fine arts, he will

nevertheless find many articles th.".t more
truly represent art, than will at first be real-

ized. Thus in making our selections for

illustration in the Pictorial, wo have taken
our designs from all grades of the articles

exhibited. The engraving given below of

the marble mantel, is in fact a rich specimen
of artistic talent and true skill of the sculp-

tor's genius, and the observant and thought-

ful will not pass idly by such articles, though
they be surrounded by statuary and famous
pictures. There is a charm in the fact that

any article combines in its construction not

only artistic beauty, but also mechanical use,

and to our mind there is much more reason

in going into rhapsodies over an article of

this sort, than over the imaginary excellence

of some restored painting, executed ccnturiej

ago by some unknown artist.

MARBLE M.VNT£l, EXIIIBITINQ AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

J. O'BRIEN, AGED 102 YEARS.

T. O. Brien, son of the sister of the great Indian chief,

Kcnandogh, was born in Shcflield, Berkshire County, Mass.,

April IGth, 1752—now in his 102d year. At the commence-
ment of the Kevolutionary W.ar, he entered the American
army as assistant surgeon, and served until the close of that

war. In 1812 he took sides with the Americans against the

British. He now resides in Syracuse, N. Y. The engra\ing

is from a daguerrootyi)e by Thompson & Davis, Brooklyn.
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SEWING MACHINES.
The improvements in sewins Sy

machinery that have been nuvlo

during the past years are really as-

tonishin<^ ; and the nice precision

which is now obtained in forming;

seams, as w.^ll as stitch inj upon
every kind of fabric, and in such

the foot at nearly twice that rate " Lookinj; at this gre^t Ameri-
can invention," says the " Eriinburg Scotsman," "while at woik,

it is impossible to resist the conclusion that it is destined com-
pletely to supersede all ordinary plain hand sewing, and that such
sewing, as an occupation for cither men or women, tailors or

seamstresses, is gone forever." There is no question that this

machine is one of vast superiority, and the very extensive sale of
them at I lis time is evidence of this fact. Wc are informed that

THE WOUNDED HERON, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

DAY <& NEM'ELL'S PATENT I5ANR LOCKS.

These gentlemen have placed a very interesting case of their

manufactures in the Crystal Palace, and presented the public

with a tine specimen of their skill in the locksmith's art. Among
a multiplicity of ariicles for door-fastenings, etc., we notice their

marvellous bank Lock This is the loi'k that was exhibited by

their agent, Mr. A. C. Ilobbs, at the World's Fair, London, and

which created so much excite rnent, defying the most skilful me-

chanics in their endeavors to pick it. It was submitted to their

hands, and after an unsuccessful trial of one humlrcd <ii)d thirUj-fu-i:

days, stimulated by a large reward, they were cotnpelled to pro-

nounce it impregnable. We are informed by Messrs. Day & New-

ell that this is the only American lock ever tested in Euroi)e,

which has proved a perfect barrier to the tools of the picklock
;

and the most consummate skill in mechanics could not jiroducc

its superior. This lock is susceptible of an intinity of changes,

from thousands to billions, enabling the possessor to change or

vary it at pleasure, simply by transposing or altering the position

of the key before using it to "unlock the door; thereby frustrating

the skill of the inventor, should he be inclined to make the attempt

at opening any lack of his manufacture after it had passed out of

his possession. Too much praise cannot be awarded to the in-

ventor, Mr. Robert Newell, for giving to the world such a master-

piece of me<lianical skill. This lock is now in use in the princi-

pal hanking institutions of our country. The United States gov-

ernment has adopted it for their treasuries, and the British gov-

ernment has approved of it for the Bank of England, State Paper

Ofllce, etc. The construction of these l"cks has become quite an

extensive business, and the manufactunrs, Day & Newell, at 589

Broadway, New York, are reaping a lucrative remuneration.

endless variety as is now
iittainablc by the American
Sewing Machine, is among
the practical v.'onders of the

day. Above we have n draw-
ing of Grover, Baker & Co's
elegant and unique sewing
machine—an entirely new
article, in this way, one of
which may be .seen in opera-

tion at the Crystal Palace.

The advantages of this pat-

tern is that it may bo m:ide

use of in the sitting room,
for family sewing of any kmd, and serves the double purpose of
an ornamental table and a most useful botisehold implement.
This patent sewing machine promises to effect a complete revolu-

tion in the business of the seamstress, as great as the power-loom
effected in that of the weaver. This is in truth a moderate state-

ment, for the cai)abilities of the machine have not yet been fully

tested, and it is impossible to say how far its influence on the

labor market may yet extend. Tiie machine is extremely simple
in construction, and is very readily adapted to being driven by
the foot of the worker, after the fashion of a turning l.atbe ; and in

sewing other than simple straight lines—for the machine can
stitch in circles, or zig-zag, or any other way that may be desired

—this is a great advantage, as it leaves both hands of the worker
free to manage the cloth. This mode of working also secures a
much higher rate of speed—by the hand the machine may be

driven at the rate of sixty to seventy-five stitches per minute, by

T.VBLE SEWING MACHINE, AT TIIE CRYSTAL PALACE.

there is now no controversy between the proprietors of this patent
and that of Elias Mowe, Jr. Mr. IIowo and the patentees of
this machine having arranged all questions between them satis-

factorily and forever. This agreement saves all further chance of
litigation to parties purchasing of Grover, Baker & Co., it being
known that these tiro patents were the two Jirst issued in this

country and England, upon the sewing machine. The engraving
below represents one of Grover, Baker & Co's ordinary sewing
machines, such as are used in binding and stitching boots and
shoes, and upon all sorts of cloth and leather. The framework
of the machine is of cast-iron, but it must not be imagined to be a
huge, clumsy affair, like a band-loom ; on the contrary, it occupies
a little more space than two cubic feet, and might stand on the
top of a lady's work-table. The right hand of the worker turns a
small wheel, which puts in operation two needles, one an upright
needle, the other a sort of semicircular one ; and on a strong
tabular surface, at the left hand extremity of which these two
needles work—the upright above and the circular under— tho

cloth is laid with the left hand, and propelled between the needles
as the machine ])roceeds with its stitching. This it does with
amazing rapidity, running off in something less than a minute a
lino of stout sewing which an ordinary seamstress would scarcely

overtake in the course of half an hour ! It costs from $75 to $100.

DAY & NEWELL'S case OE LOCKS, IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

SHOE MACHINE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

THE WOUNDED HERON.
Messrs. Duplau & Sallcs, of Paris, contribute to the Exhibition

a large and magnilicent collection of bronzes, among which ore
some beautiful and really artistic gems." We have selected for
illustration this week from their collection, and give above, the
" Wounded Heron," which, for force of design and skill in work-
manship, we have seldom seen equalled, and far less frequently
excelled. Nothing could be more perfect than the action of the
bird, as he, in his death agony, grasps with one claw the shaft

which, buried deeply in his vitals, is rapidly letting out his life's

blood, while with the other outstretched he clutches the ground,
as the drowning man grasps at a straw. The head, with its ex-
panded bill, the eye, and, in fact, every muscle and feather indi-

cate tho agonizing throes of death, while the convulsive grasp of
the arrow exhibits to the life the awful struggle with which he en-

deavors to tear from its wound the death-dealing messenger.
The vigor with wliich this beautiful piece is designed is only
equalled by the exceedingly perfect manner in which it is cast.

Every individual fe.ather has a character, and where some have
been disengaged in the struggle of the bird, they are rendered with

nn accuracy tliat is really surprising ; and if we had not seen tho

boar's head in bronze, we should say that the "Wounded Heron"
was the finest piece of casting in bronze, or any other material,

that we had ever seen.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

MY ISLAND HOME,

BT MART A. OLAKK.

Fow proud thy sparkling waters seem,

St. Lawrence, in the farewell beam,

The kiss of So\ ere taking leave

Of thy fair fare, this autumn eve.

'Tis well to hvish a breath too loud,

"WTiile fancy's terms around us crowd;

'T is well the brow with joy should glow,

And from the eye its soft light flow;

And well to ^?Teathe the Up with smiles,

For we are mid the ' Thousand Isles."

Those fairy lands, that seem as sent,

Bright fragments of the firmament,

To show to mortals, worn viith care,

How fair a home awaits them there.

See! yonder, mid the waves' caress,

\\Tiere bending boughs their shadows kiss,

The loveliest isle of all is seen,

Enrobed in varied hues of green,

MTiere towering rocks and gentle slopes

Are mingling like our fears and hopes.

How sweet 'twould be to leave behind

The anxious cares and toiL^ that bind

Our souls in thraldom to this earth,

Till they . orget their heavenly birth,

And seem content to hve and die,

M'ithout one thought aspiring high

Above the forms which fashion gives.

As tyrant queen unto her slaves.

How sweet to leave all these and seek.

With cheerful hearts and spirits meek,

A quift home in that fair isle,

"Where nature wears a constant smile,

Aud beauty lends enchanting power,

To morning dawn and midnight hour.

Together there we 'd gaily look

For flowers, in every scented nook

;

And listen to the birdUng songs,

Which Echo, in her glee, prolongs.

At sunset hour, as side by side,

We'd float along the sparkling tide;

No brilliant hail, adorned by art,

"Where fathion*,? minions act their part,

Could tempt my heart to yield one sigh,

For pleasui'es that are bom to die.

And where should come the spirit call,

That soon will summon each aud all;

I there could sweetly yield my breath,

And pass into the arms of death

;

'T would seem so near the clime above.

The land where dwells undying love.

In these sweet visions rapt the while,

M'e've floated past thee, fairy isle;

Thine outliae with the waters blends,

And distance novel beauties leuds.

Soon, soon we '11 gaze for thee in vain,

One Ungering look, and yet again

My thoughts to thee wiU often roam,

Farewell 1 farewell ! my island home

!

4 -^m^ »

[Translated from the French of A. Dumas, for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE RAVEN CATCHEK.
BT E. T. A. MACEY.

One morning in the month of March, 1848, on passing from

lay sleeping chamber into my study, I found, as usual, upon my
bureau, a pile of journals, and upon this pile of journals a pile of

letters. Among these letters there was one wiiose large red seal

attracted my immediate attention. It bore the stamp of no post,

and was simply addressed to iVI. Alexandre Dumas, Paris, which

indicated that it liad been forwarded through a third person. The
cliaracters were of a singular style, floating between the English

and German caligraphy; he who traced them must have been

habituated to command, and possessed of a certain firmness of

resolution, mitigated by impulses of heart and caprices of thought,

which, at times, rendered him quite another man than the man
apparent.

I like very much, when I receive a letter in an unknown hand,

and which seems to me to come from some person of importance,

I like very much to form in advance, from tlio insignificant lines

traced by him in the superscription, an idea of liis rank, his habits,

and his character. My reflections made, I opened the letter and
read as follows

:

" The Hague, February 22d, 1848.

" Sir,—I know not whether M. Eugene Vivier, the distinguished
artist who visited us during the present winter, and whose ac-
quaintance 1 have been so happy to make, lias told you that I was
one of the most assiduous of your readers. I can assert as much,
however numerous they may be ; for. to say that I have read
Mademoiselle (111 BiJle-IsIf, A ma uri/, tho 7'm/.s Moiisiiiulriires, Vinijt

aus aprrx, Braijeloiine, and Monle V/in'sln, would be paying you too
ordinary a compliment. I have long desired toofi'er you •nwureuir,
and at the same time to introduce to you one of our greatest na-
tional artists, M. Backinsen. Permit nie then, to address you, in
connection with tliis, four designs by this artist, re])rcsentmg the
most striking scenes from your romance, the ' Three Guardsmen.'

"Adieu, sir; pray consider me your affectionate

"William, Pkince of Orange."

I acknowledge that this letter, dated the 22d of February, that

is to say, the day on which the revolution in Paris burst forth, and

received a day or two after I liad almost fallen a sacrifice to the

fury of the mob, under pretext that I was u friend of jiriwcs, gave

me sensible pleasure.

In truth, for the poet, the foreigner occupies the place of pos-

terity. Placed outside of our little literary wranglings, our petty

artistic jealousies, the foreigner, like the future, judges the man by

his works, and the crown which passes the frontier is wreathed

with the same flowers with those which are thrown upon a tomb.

Curiosity, however, was more powerful than gratitude. I began

by opening the pasteboard box, which was deposited in a corner

of my bureau, and found enclosed, in fact, lour beautiful designs:

one representing the arrival of Artegnon and his yellow horse at

Meung ; another, the ball at which milad;/ severs tlic ferret of dia-

monds from Buckingham's doublet ; a third, the bastion of St.

Gervais ; the fourth, the death of milady.

I then wrote my thanks to the prince.

I had long known the prince as an artist, and a distinguished

composer. The Duke ot Orleans and the Prince Jerome Napo-

leon, two princes who have studied mankind and the arts, have

often spoken of it to me. It is known that the Duke of Orleans

engraved beautifully. I have proofs from his own hand which

are models d'eau forte and arjua tinta. As to Prince Napoleon, I

have (a thing he has probably forgotten) some republican verses

of his composition, which cost him a severe punitory task at the

college oi Stuttgard, and which were given to me, in 1839 or

1840, by the lovely Princess Mathilda.

I have especially heard the Princess of Orange spoken of as

one of those superior women who, when they are not Elizabeths

or Christinas, are Sevignes or de Staols.

When the Prince of Orange was called to succeed his father to

the throne of Holland, I naturally desired to visit Amsterdam, to

assist at the coronation of the new king, and to present my thanks

to the Ex Prince of Orange.

I set out on the 9th of May last.

On the 10th the journals announced that I was going to Amster-

dam, to write a report of the festivities of the coronation. The
same thing was announced on the 9th of October, 184C, when
I started to Madrid.

I beg pardon of the journals which seem so anxious to busy

themselves concerning me ; but when I go to the nuptials of prin-

ces, I go as guest, not as historian.

This settled, I return to my departure.

Besides the pleasures of locomotion, and the necessity of respir-

ing from time to time a different atmosphere from that which one is

accustomed to breathe, a pleasant surprise was in reserve for me.

As I was about to pass from the waiting hall to the depot, I felt

some one pull the skirt of my great coat.

" Where are you going V inquired the person who had just

attracted my attention by the aid of so hasty a gesture.

I uttered an exclamation of surprise.

" And you V
" To Holland."

" And I likewise."

" To see the coronation V
" Yes."

" And I too."

" Are you directly invitedV
" No ; but I know the king as a prince artist, and as, since the

death of the Duke of Orleans, such princes have been scarce, I

am anxious to see this one crowned "

My travelling companion was Biard.

Two years had passed since we had seen each other. A strange

life is ours ! When we meet we overflow with love ; we pass

hours, days, a week, in the joys of a chance reunion ; we take

places in the same car, return by the same coach ;—we grasp each

other's hand, and exclaim, with the most serious air imaginable :

" Ah, 'tis sad to be separated from each other ; let us see each

other oftener." And we never meet again.

For each returns to his own existence, plunges again into his

peculiar work, builds his ant hill or castle, to which posterity alone

may assign the true height, and time its true duration.

It was a pleasant night Biard, my son, and myself passed to-

gether on our road to Brussels. There were five or six other per-

sons with us in the same diligence. Did they comprehend our

conversation f I doubt it. At the end of fifty leagues of route,

and fipe or six hours travel, did they regard us as men of intellect

or fools ^ 1 know not. The mind of one is so strange to an-

other ! It bounds so rapidly from the heights of pliilosophy to

the shallows of quibble ! has a stamp so peculiar, so individual, so

eccentric ! It belongs so exclusively to a caste, that a long initia-

tion into that mind is necessary in order to comprehend it.

But as we became weary of everything, even of laughing, to-

wards two o'clock the conversation ceased ; towards three, we were

asleep ; towards five we were roused to look to our trunks ; and

lastly, towards eight, we arrived in Brussels.

At Brussels everything was perfectly quiet, and if one had not

heard, in French, so much abuse of France, one might have for-

gotten that France existed. We were again in full monarchy.

A singular country is Belgium—a country which keeps a watch

upon its king because he is always ready to abscond. It is true

Leopold I. is a man of fine talent. At evcryrevolution in France,

or at each mob which thunders in Brussels, he ruslies to his bal-

cony, hat in liand, and makes a sign that he wishes to be heard.

The people listen.

"My children," ,says he, " you know that I have been made
king in spite of myself Before I became your king I had no

desire to occupy the post, and since I am such, I would prefer

being so no longer. If, then, you are as myself, and have that

much royalty, give me one hour; I ask no more. In one hour I

shall be out of the kingdom. I have encouraged railroads only
for that purpose. J5e prudent, at least, and break nothing—you
see it would be useless."

To which the people reply :

" We do not want you to leave ; we only felt like making a lit-

tle noise, that is all. We have done so, and are satisfied. Vive

le Koi !"

And the king and people separate, better satisfied with each

other than ever.

" Be easy ; when we reach Brussels I will take you to see some-

thing you have never seen."

And in my pride I shrugged my shoulders at each repetition of

this promise.

I have been, perhaps, ten times to Brussels. In these ten trips

I saw the Park, the Botanical Garden, the palace of the Prince

of Orange, the church of St. Gudule, the boulevard of Waterloo,

the magazines of Meline, and Cans, the palace of the Prince de

Ligne. What could remain for me to see ?

So scarcely had we arrived, when I said to Biard :

" Come, let us go and see what I have not yet seen."

" Come," replied he, laconically.

And Biard, Alexander, and myself set out.

Our guide conducted us to a tolerably handsome house, situated

in the neighborhood of the cathedral, and stopping before a gate,

rang the bell without hesitation. A servant came to admit us.

His appearance struck me instantly. The ends of his fingers

were bloody, and his waistcoat and pantaloons were literally cov-

ered with feathers, or rather, with down from the remains of all

sorts of birds. He had, moreover, a singular movement of the

head, a semicircular motion, similar to that of a toreol, a bird

resembling the pigeon, called " toreol " in France.

"My friend," said Biard to him, "will you have the goodness

to inform your master that some strangers, passing through Brus-

sels, desire to visit his collection V
" My master is not here, sir, but in his absence I am charged

with doing the honors of his cabinets."

"Ah! the deuce !" exclaimed Biard. Thenturning to me ; "It

will not be so curious," said he ;
" but no matter, let us go in

notwithstanding."

The domestic was waiting, we nodded to him, and he led the

way.
" Notice how he walks," said Biard to me, " 'tis a curiosity

already."

In fact our brave conductor had the gait of a bird, not of a

man, and the bird from whom he seemed more particularly to

have borrowed his gait was the magpie.

We first crossed a square court inhabited by a eat and two or

three storks. The cat seemed suspicious ; the storks, on the con-

trary, standing motionless upon their long red feet, seemed full of

confidence.

While our guide was crossing the court, I remarked nothing

extraordinary in his conduct except the tm'ning of the head I have

mentioned, aud the grave manner in which he placed one foot be-

fore the other. In truth, he walked like a magpie, when a magpie

walks gravely.

We reached the garden. It was a kind of miniature jardiii des

plantes, square like the court, but larger, containing a multitude of

ticketed flowers, arranged in numerous borders, separated by walks,

so that the borders could be easily dressed.

We were scarcely in the garden when our guide completely

changed his manner ; from walking gravely he passed to leaping.

Three or four paces distant he perceived an insect, a caterpillar or

coleoptere ; instantly, with a movement of the reins which noth-

ing can render, he made, with his feet joined, two or three short

jumps forward, then a side bound, fell upon one foot, leaned for-

ward at the same time, seized the insect between his thumb and

forefinger, without ever missing his aim, threw it in the walk, and

came down upon it with the foot he held in air, with the whole

weight of his body. There was not a second lost between the

discovery, arrest, and punishment of the insect. The execution

terminated, an easy side bound brought him again in the same

walk with us.

Afterwards, at the sight of any insect whatever, he went through

the same operation ; but, I repeat it, so rapidly, that, without halt-

ing, we could continue our walk towards a pavilion which seemed

to be number one of the exhibition. The door was wide open.

The pavilion was square, and surrounded with small recesses

resembling pigeon-holes, or rather, the small square boxes usual

in post-offices. .

At first sight it seemed to me that these recesses were filled with

seeds. I concluded I was in the sanctum of some knowing horti-

culturist, and was in expectation of seeing interesting varieties o£

beans, peas, lentils and vetches ; but on approaching and regard-

ing attentively, I perceived that what I had taken for dried vege-

tables were simply the eyes of birds ;—eyes of the eagle, the vul-

ture, the paroquet, hawk, raven, magpie, starling, blackbird, spar-

row, chaffinch, tomtit—eyes, in fine, of every species of bird.

One might have said, balls of every size, from those of twelve to

tlie pound to the finest shot.

Thanks to some chemical preparation, invented, doubtless, by

the proprietor of the establishment, all these eyes had preserved

their color, their solidity, I may almost say their expression ; only

that being torn from their sockets and dej)rived of their lids, they

had assumed a ferocious and menacing expression.

Above each recess was a ticket indicating the species of bird to

which the eyes belonged.

O Coppelius ! Doctor Ooppelius ! fantastic child of HoiTman !

you who were always in search of eyes, pretty eyes, if you liad

come to Brussels, how easily you might have found what you sought

with so much perseverance fur your daughter Olympia!
" Gentlemen," said our guide, when he thought we had suffi-

ciently examined the first collection, " will you pass !o the raven

gallery ?"
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Wo bowed assent, and followed our guide, who introduced us

to tlie (jalerie des corh&iux.

Never was a gallery more worthy of its title. Picture to your-

self a long corridor ten feet wide, twelve feet high, lighted by win-

dows looking upon the garden, and completely tapestried with

ravens nailed with their backs to the wall, the wings, neck and

feet extended.

Tlic ravens formed, along the wall, the most fantastic wreaths,

and tlie most extravagant designs. Some were falling into dust,

others were in every degree of putrefaction ; some fresh and others

still struggling and crying. There might have been eight or ten

thousand.

I turned to Biard, full of gratitude to him ;
in fine, I had never

seen anything to compare with this.

"Your master," I inquired of the domestic, "takes upon him-

self the trouble of tracing these cabalistic figures upon the wall?"

" O, yes, sir, no one touches his ravens but himself Ah ! he

would be in a pleasant way if any one meddled with them."

" I suppose he has raven furnishers throughout all Belgium V
" No, sir, he takes them himself"

"What! takes them himself ! where?"
" Yonder, on the roof."

And he pointed to a roof upon which I saw a species of mech-

anism, the ingenious details of which I could not distinguish.

I am a considerable bird hunter myself, althougli I never pushed

the love of ornithology to madness, as did our worthy citizen of

Brussels.

" But explain how ho goes about it," said I to the domestic.

" The raven is one of the most crafty, subtle, cunning and suspi-

cious of birds."

" Yes, sir, in respect to the old means, the gun, nux vomica

;

but not against the bass-viol."

" How ! against the bass-viol ?"

" Certainly, sir ; a raven may be suspicious of a man who car-

ries a gun, and even of a man who carries nothing, but how would

you have him suspicious of a man who is playing the bass-viol V
" So your master, like Orpheus, charms the ravens with his

music?"
" I did not say that precisely."

"What do you say, then V
" I'll explain the thing to you. My master has a traitor

—

"

"A traitor !"

" Yes, a tame raven. Yonder, that old knave walking in the

garden." .

And he pointed to a raven that was hopping about the walks.

It had a sort of collar on its nock, and was almost white with age.

" He rises at four o'clock in the morning."

" The raven V
" No, my master. Ah ! yes, the raven ; do you think he sleeps ?

Day and night are the same to him—his eyes are always open.

He ruminates evil. I believe he is not a genuine raven, but a

demon.
" My master then rises at four in the morning, before light ; he

comes down in his robo-dechambre, places his old scoundrel of a

raven in the middle of the net you see upon the roof there, on the

other side of the garden ; fastens to liis foot a twine string which

is connected with the net, takes his viol and commences playing

unejie.vrc hntlant (a burning fever). His raven croaks—the ravens

of St. Gudule hear, and they descend. They see a comrade eating

cheese, and a man playing the bass-viol. You understand—these

animals suspicion nothing ; they alight close to the traitor ; the

faster they come down, the faster the ron-ron-ron of my master's

bow. Then, all of a sudden, ring ! he jerks his foot—crack ! the

net closes, and the simpletons are taken."

" And your master then nails them to the wall V
" O, do you see ? my master then is no longer a man, he is a

tiger. He throws down his viol, unfastens the twine, rushes to

the wall, climbs the ladder, takes the ravens, springs to the ground,

fills his mouth with nails, seizes a hammer, and pan ! pan ! pan

!

there is a raven crucified. In vain he cries coua ! coua ! coua !

Ah ! good—that only excites my master. The rest you see."

" How long since your master was taken with this disease V
" 0, sir, for ten years it has been his life ; if he was three days

without taking ravens ho would fall sick ; if eight days, he would

die. Do you wish to see the tomtit gallery now V
" Willingly."

This tapestry of feathered corpses, this air impregnated with

the miasma of a dry decomposition, those convulsive movements

and cries of agony, all revolted my heart.

We crossed the garden again, and it was then, while looking at

the old raven with one eye, and our domestic with the other, that

I perceived the similarity of their movements in the search and

punishment of insects.

It was evident that the raven had copied the domestic, or the

domestic had imitated the raven. As for myself, since, from gen-

eral report the raven was one hundred and twenty years old, and

the domestic but forty, I suspected the domestic of being the

plagiarist.

We entered the tomtit gallery. It was a little pavilion situated

in the other angle of the garden, completely hung around with

the wings, heads and tails of tomtits. Imagine a gray back-

ground covered with blue and ytUow designs. These designs rep-

resented wheels, Nvreaths, arabesques, in fine, everything which a

diseased imagination with the bodies, claws and beaks of birds.

In the intervals of the designs were the heads of cats fastened

to the wall, the jaws open, the face wrinkled, and the eyes spark-

ling. Beneath these heads were the feet of cats, crossed in the

same manner as the bones which usually accompany and orna-

ment a death's head. Above these heads were inscriptions couched

in the folio A'ing terms :

"MisouF, condemned to death, January 10, 1846, for having

mangled two chardonnerets and a sparrow."

"Le Docteur, condemned to death July 7, 1847, for having

stolen a sausage from the gridiron."

"Bluchek, condemned to death June 10, 1848, for having

drank from a bowl of milk reserved for my breakfast."

" Ah !" exclaimed I, " it seems that yoar master, like the old

feudal lords, has arrogated to himself the right of justice high and

low !"

" Yes, sir, as you see ; and uses it without challenge. He says

if every one did as he, and destroyed j)lunderers, thieves and assas-

sins, there would soon remain upon the earth only kind and docile

animals, and that men, having before them only good examples,

would thereby become better."

I inclined myself before to this axiom. I respect coUectioners

without understanding them. At Ghent I visited an amateur who

was making a collection of buttons. At first the thing appeared

ridiculous, but finished by becoming interesting. He had divided

his buttons into series from the ninth century to the present. The

collection began with a button from the robe of Charlemagne, and

finished by a button from the uniform of Napoleon. He had but-

tons from every regiment which had existed in France, from the

Free Archers of Cliarles VII., to the Tirsylleurs of Vincennes;

he had buttons of wood, lead, brass, zinc, silver, gold, rubies, em-

eralds, and diamonds. The material value of his collection was

estimated at 100,000 francs ; it had cost him perhaps .300,000 !

I knew an Englishman in London who was making a collection

of ropes which had been used in executions. He had travelled

over a portion of the globe, and in otiier parts he had correspond-

ents ; through himself and his correspondents he was in commu-

nication with the executioners in the four quarters of the globe.

When a man was hung in Europe, Asia, Africa, or Ajnerica, the

executioner immediately cut oif the end of the cord, and sent it

with a warrant of authenticity to our collector, who, in exchange,

sent back the price of the article. He had one cord which cost

him one hundred jiounds sterling. It is true it had the honor of

strangling Sclim III., an execution which, as is well known, Eng-

lish politics were not entirely ignorant of.

I had just finished copying the epitaph of Master Blucher, the

milk drinker, when the clock of St. Gudule struck the half past

nine ;—we had only half an hour to reach the Anvers Railroad.

I added my oflfering to that which Biard had given on entering,

and we started in a run from this necropolis. We reached the

depot just as the whistle of the engine announced the moment of

departure.
4 .*» ^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

INDIAN SUMMER.

BY CHARLES STEWART.

The blush is off the flowers fair,

The crystal from the slumberous blue

;

Yet moss and wild weeds scent the air,

And passage birds are passing through.

A dreamy gauze hangs over stream,

As if the summer's pall they wore

;

The dews are April dews, I dream,

Although the morning mists are frore.

The unobtrusive mountain brook,

With meeker plaint now flows along,

As if the wrath of winter shook

The museful tenor of its song.

Far to the west, in fancy's eye,

Yon line of hills that stretch away,

Seem but a portion of the sky

That clouds with spectral hills array.

I wish that I might lay me nigh

By some clear rill, and gaze away

Into the stainless azure ^ky,

From dawning until dawn of day.

Ah I humble wish, how vain ye are.

To dream that sunshine e'er survives;

To-morrow winter mounts tht- throne,

And chains the world with icy gyves.

Poor painted leaves, how sad ye seem

To wear thy gorgeous garb—dost know,

Poor captives, it is but a scheme

To usher in with pomp thy foe?

Then wherefore dost thou try to cling

With such despair, to yonder bough?

A few more blasts thy fate will bring,

If die you must, why perish now ?

But no I a human fmblem true,

Ye '11 shrink and shiver in the gale,

Till pain and woe will gra^p ye, too,

And end thy sad and transient tale.

E'en like the heart with woe distraught,

The .silent bird's nest, in the tree.

Is now with age and ruin fraught,

Whtre once lived love and melody.

Farewell ! ye Indian summer day,

A few more suns will shine for thee

;

And then, with birds, and leaves, and spray.

Thou 'It close thy sad, sweet destiny.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ON A GRAND SCALE.

BT MES. E. WELLMONT.

EvEBTTHiNO for thc last year seems can ,ed on a most mag-

nificent scale. The wholesale rather th n the retail business

seems to be the demand of the market. A block of warehouses

is to be erected—witness on what an c i .urged plan the architect

is designing them. A young couj)' are to be married ;—mark

you the costly presents which are i very day bestowed, and the

extravagant taste that marks the outlay in selecting both honso

and furniture ? Then glance at the spirit of enterprise that bores

through mountains, and fills up the mighty ocean, making it as

solid land. Notice the heavy risks that are assumed, so that even

bankruptcy is on the same level with other transactions !

Extend your vision a step farther, and look at the frightful

wholesale calamities of the last half year. Were ever accidents

carried on a greater scale ? When did ever railroads sacrifice so

many victims ? when did fever rage so alarmingly as in our south-

ern cities ? when were conflagrations so devouring ?

Nature, too, seems desirous of keeping pace with thc same on-

ward march. She musters her strongest artillery, and sends her

lightning bolts with sweeping desolation. In the twinkling of an

eye, she prostrates the king of the forest, and upheaves its mighty

roots ; thence she runs with furious strides to yonder dwelling,

and smites the inmates at a single touch, making them forever

powerless ; anon she rends the earth, and throws open her yawn-

ing cavities, accomplishing in a moment what men could not

work out for months.

And are we not in danger of losing sight of the stupendous

scale upon which we and all about us are working? When did

science ever make such giant strides ? When did literature ever

reap such large rewards? When wore such vast projects con-

ceived, and such important results realized ?

And when before was there a time when no boys or r/irls could

be found? You need not point me to that young clerk of eighteen.

He carries a cane, smokes his cigar, sits cross-legged in an arm-

chair, or takes two common ones to support his puny frame. He
drives the fastest horse, expects to marry the prettiest girl, and to

board at some fashionable hotel at the rate of twenty or thirty

dollars per week

—

on liis salarij!

The young girl, too—where is she ? Surely it is not that miss

who wonders " why her parents do not keep up with the times ?"

for she has been engaged some years to a little white kid-gloved

hand, that is obliged to ride in the omnibus if he is to go half a

mile, because walking fathjues him. But then the little couple

have grand ideas on board. They mean to go abroad one of these

days, when the " old folks " are out of the way ; and they talk

about a large granite house in the city, and an " Italian villa " in

the country, where they can keep hounds and pet dogs, and have

artificial lakes, and a coachman, and a troop of gay friends, and
" live," as they call it.

Such a couple are as much older than their parents as they are

wiser than they ; they keep pace with all thc extravagant ideas of

the times, and intend to carry them out on just as high a principle

as nature or the most romantic adventurer. Truly all things are

in good keeping.

Excellence in art is to be attained only by active effort, and

not by passive impressions ; by the manly overcoming of difii-

culties ; by paticMit struggle against adverse circumstance ; by the

thrifty use of moderate opportunities. The great artists were not

rocked and dandled into eminence, l)ut they attained to it by that

course of labor and discipline which no man need go to Rome or

Paris, or Loudon to cuter upua.

—

Ilillard.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
.... All orators are dumb when beauty pleadeth.

—

Shakspeare.

.... We ought not to quit our post without the permission of

him who commands ; the post of man is life.

—

Pi/thagoran.

.... How poor, how rich, how abject, how august, how com-

plicate, how wonderful, is man !

—

Young.

.... The increase ot a great number of citizens in prosperity

is a necessary element to the securit}', and even to the existence of

a civilized people.

—

Buret.

.... The world is full of poetry. The air is living with its

spirit ; and the waves dance to the music of its melodies, and

sparkle in its brightness.

—

Perciml.

.... Cease, trifiers : would you have me feel remorse? Leave me
alone—nor cell, nor chain, nor dungeons speak to the murderer

with the voice of solitude.

—

Maturin.

.... If two men are united, the wants of neither are any

greater, in some respects, than they would be were they alone, and

their strength is superior to the strength of two separate men.

—

De Senancour.

.... When all is done, human life is at the greatest and the

best but like a froward child, that must be played with and hu-

mored a little to keep it quiet until it falls asleep, and then the

care is over.

—

Sir Wm. Temple.

.... A writer, charged with composing a speech for the lord

mayor, asked pleasantly for the measure of the mouth of his lord-

ship. There is certainly a relation to be observed between the

words and the mouth which pronounces them.

—

Le Brut/ere.

.... To mourn deeply for the death of another, loosens from

myself the petty desire for, and the animal adherence to, life. We
have gained the end of the philosopher, and view without shrink-

ing the coffin and the psll.

—

Buhrer.

They that have read about cvcrj'thing are thought to un-

derstand everything, too ; but it is not aliyays so. Reading fur-

nishes the mind only with the materials of knowledge; it is tliink-

ing that makes what we read ours. We are of thc ruminating

kind, and it is not enough to cram ourselves with a great load of

collections—we must chew them over again.— C/iamun^'.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.— No. 16.
FIEST TJNIVERSALIST CHUSCH.

REV. SEBASTIAN STREBrEll, PASTOR.

BY REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

Rev. Sebastian Sti-eeter, who may be called Father
Streetcr, since Father Ballou is no more, is the oldest

Universalist minister now in the field of active service
;

he is settled over the oldest church of the denomination
in America—the mother of all ; he has been the pastor
of his flock for nearly thirty years, or during a whole
generation ;

but he is specially distiniiHishcd as the
foremost of his profession at the hymeiicid altar. And
this certainly is no mean distinction, for the Maker of
all married the first human pair, and the Saviour of the
world performed his first miracle to make glad a wed-
ding. Besides, that a minister is a favorite on such oc-

casions is indicative of his talent, and his amiability.

As wc are to beware of that man whom children flee

from, so it may be well to withhold our confidence from
that minister that young and sensitive candidates for the

holy bonds of matrimony shun, and virf nrsa. Father
Strecter has actually married over seven thousand per-

sons, and more than thirty-live hundred couple. From
these numbers it appears th.it Father Strceter has mar-
ried more than two couple a week on an average in the

whole course of his ministry. Of late years he has been

so occupied with this sweet toil (judging from those

tell tales, the newspapers), that he must have joined a
pair, "for bettor or worse," about everyday. How
pleasant it must l)e for this father in the ministry to fol-

low the seven thousand that he has blessed at the mar-
riage altar, into the world. As they received his bene-

diction, they wire full of hope and joy. Some have had
their path strewed with flowers : others with ihorns.

Some have returned to his house sad; others more
joyful than they left it. Death has often ]jut asunder
those he joined together. One class that he dismissed

poor, have gained fortunes ; another class began with
wealth, and have lost it. If, as Madame de Stael has

said, the life of every individual would furnish material)

for an interesting tale, wh it a reader of stories our mar-
rier has been. As already intimated, the First Univer-
salist Church was not only the first in Boston, but in

America. The denomination can look to it as an Alma
Mater. This society is about

the age of our nation. It

became permanently organ-

ized in 1785, when Messrs.

Shippie, Townseiid, James
Prentis, Jonathan Stoddard,

John Pago, and Josiah Sncl-

ling purchased a church edi-

fice th:'t was built for Kev.

Samui 1 Mather, who was for

a time pastor of the " Old
Korth" church, but owing
to troubles there arising,

preached in a new house that

was built for him by a jior-

tion of the church that with-

drew from the " Old North
"

with him. This church long

went by the name of Mather's

Church. On the death of

Mr. Mather, his society, that

was at that time very small,

became extinct. Previous to

the purcha.sc of this sanctua-

ry, a small congregation of

Univcrsalists fi.ad been gath-

ered in this city, mostly by
the efforts of John Munay,
and Adam Strceter. After

the house was purchased, it

was greatly enlarged and
improved at difl'erent peri-

ods. At one time the con-

gregation worshipped in Fan-

,
euil Hall, while the improve-
ments were perfected. It

was in the ) ear 1 8.38 that the

old house, which was the last

of the old wooden sanctua-

ries that disa|)peared from
the city, was taken down.
On the Sabbath previous to

it.sdemolishment, Mr. Strect-

er preached an interesting

discourse appropriate to the

oc'casion from Psalm 77lli :

11th—" I will remember the

works of the Lord ; surely I

will remember thy wondi rs

of old." The discourse is

written in a chaste and vi;j-

orous style, and we are in-

debted to it for some inter-

esting historical details that

follow. The following pas-
sages will be specially inter-

esting to large numbers in

the denomination, and will

indicate to all readers the

style of the principal subject

of this notice. " Wc have
a.sscmblcd in this ancicit
house of worship for the last

time. We have come to hid

it firewell ; to take the last

Sabbath-day look at these

venerable walls and devotion-

worn seats ; to bend together,

for the last time, in humble
prayer and praise before this

paternal and time-honored
altar. Thcold and the young,
the fathers and the sons, the

mothers and the daughters,

the liabitual occupant and
the sti-anger, arc here ; but
iii-ithcr the one nor the other

shall come here to worship

PORTRAIT OF REV. SEBASTIAN STREETER.

\^v\-

FiRST UNIVEKSALIST CHURCH, IIANUVER STREET, BOSTON.

again. The foot of no suppliant will hereafter steo
reverently over yon long-fre(|uented and worn threshold
Before the church bells of another Sabbath shall be
heard, the.ie familiar old walls, those antiquated singine
seats, from which the anthem and the song have so lone
and so devoutly been lifted to the throne on high this
whole venerated structure ; this cradle of Universal'ism •

this nursery of all that is truly liberal in religion; this
patriarch among the (i;\v remaining sanctuaries of olden
times in our good city, will have been levelled with the
ground upon which it now stands." The present brick
edifice, occupied by the society, succeeded the old house
upon the very spot where it stood for so many years on
the corner of North Bennet and Hanover Streets. It is
a neat, though plain, church, surmounted by a steeple
on the top of which is represented an angel sounding a
trumpet, and, it may be presumed, the gospel trumpet
proclaiming good news—" Peace on earth—good will to
men." Since the organization of this society there have
been five settled ministers. Of the first mini<ter, Mr.
Strceter speaks in the discourse above alluded to, and
that has been published, as follows :

" The late Rev.
John Murray, the ever lamented father of UniTcrsalisni
in this country, was the first pastor. He was installed
October 24th, 1793. No clergyman oflSeiated on the
occasion. The solemnities were performed by Deacon
Oliver W. Lane ; and as the history of the transaction
informs us, in a very appropriate and aflecting manner.
Mr. Murray's pastoral relation continued till iiis death]
which occurred on the 3d of September, 1815; and
never, probably, was a minister held in higher estima-
tion, nor more generally and cordially beloved by his
people, than this eminent servant of the Most High
God." In the year 1810, September the 12th, the Hev.
Edward Mitchell, lately of New York, w.c.s installed as
junior pastor of the society. He dissolved his connec-
tion with it on the 6th of October, 1811. His successor
in the same office was Rev. Paul Dean, who continued
his labors till April 6th, 1823, when the relation was
dissolved at his own request. The installation of the
present senior pastor occurred on the 13th of May, 1824.
Thus it will appear that the duration of Mr. Murrav's
pastorale was twenty-two years; that of Mr. Mitchell
one year; Mr. Dean's nine years and a half, and Mr.
Strceter nearly thirty years. Of Father Strecter it is

not necessarj' for the writer to speak. He is well known
in this community, and has been known to the citizens
of this whole generation. He is quite generally known

as a public and professional
man abroad. His labors have
been, by no means, confined
to his own church. He has,
by his position and talents,

been called to do much for
the general advancement of
his communion, in which he

:^^
is greatly esteemed, and out

_^^
of which he is much respcct-

ja^'; ed. His face is about as fa-

^-^ miliar in our streets, and as
well known, as Faneuil Hall,
and Boston Common, and
he has lived much longer
among us than Bunker Hill
Monument. But his face
will not endure evfr with ihe
unspeaking granite. Rogers
is gone. Ballou is no more.
Sharp has seen " the last of
earth." And it will .«oon be
said of others, " The fathers,
where are they?" But the
best of ti.e dead still live,

and shall lire forever. Ow-
ing to the age and increasing
physical infirmities of F,ither
Strecter, liev. Sumner Ellis
was settled a? colleague pas-
tor with him. Father Strecter
has been a faithful and indus-
trious laborer in his Master's
vineyard, and in common
with the elder brethren of the
denomination to which ho
belongs, has had the satisfac-

tion of seeing the faith th.it

he has promulgated largely
spread over the country in
the nnmbcr of its believers
and adherents. When Fa-
ther Ballou first advocated
Universalism, the sect as a
sect might hare been s.-.id to

hardly liave formed for itself
" a local habitation and a
nime;" bnt now it requires

no words from ns to establish

the fact of its respectability

in retard to numbers and
standingthrougbouithe land.

Mr. Ellis, the colleague of

Father Strecter, is a young
minister of talent and fine

cultivation, and is beloved

by not only the society over
which he assists to preach,

but by .ill who know him.

He was horn in the western

part of this State, and after

an academic course of edu-

cation, studied for the minis-

try under the direction of

Hosea Ballou 2d, of Medford,
who has lately been chosen
president of the new Univer-

salist College now building

at Somcrville Soon after

being admitted to the minis-

try, he assumed the duties of

his present position, which

he has faithfully discharged

to the present date. In clos-

ing our article, we heartily

wish that the society may
continue to "grow in grace

"

and knowledge of the truth.
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FEMALE TYPE-SETTERS.

Wc observe by our southern and western exclianges, that it is

thought somethin}!; very peculiar to employ girls for type-setters

in printing offices, with them. Here in Boston it is very common,

and wo may add that half of the type-setting done in our office

has been performed by girls for several years. There is no good

reason why this should not be very general. Females are better

adapted to this sort of work than men, they are fully as intelli-

gent, quite as quick and correct as men, while the character of the

work, in all respects, seems to be more properly in their province

than belonging to strong and healthy men, whose natural occupa-

tion would seem to be of a character to call into action the thews

and sinews that Providence has given them. We obscn'e that

the plan of employing female type-setters is being very largely

adopted in New York, Philadelphia, and other large cities, and we

most heartily approve of the object. It is an intelligent, pleasant

and profitable employment.

< tmm^ -*—

Cemetery in Medford.—The town of Medford has pur-

chased a piece of land of Edward Brooks, Esq., located on High

Street, near Winchester, which is being walled in and fitted up as

a cemetery. The area includes thirteen acres (for which the sum

of S5000 was paid), thickly wooded, and will be, when completed,

a beautiful resting place for the dead.

«-^»..v_>

The Atmospheric Telegraph.—Acompany, with a capital

of S-'>00,000. is being formed in this city, for the purpose of con-

structing a line of telegraph from Boston to New York, having a

cylinder two feet in diameter, by which means it is believed that

packages may be transmitted from one city to the other in fifteen

minutes. Wonders will never cease.

* ^•^ *

A Profitable Obituary.—The Journal du Midi, a French

paper, stales that a wealthy person has bequeathed its editor the

sum of 20,(X)0 francs (about $4000), on condition of his publishing

a biographical notice of the testator after his death.

4- ^ w^ t

SPLINTEES.

.... There are .37,062 persons out of the population of France

who cannot see—being one to every one thousand.

.... The entire crop of potatoes in Hampton, N. H., will bo

denroyed by the rot. The loss is heavy.

.... The London Times thinks England should not be flattered

when Americans consider court dress the measure of barbarism.

.... John B. Gough is to remain in England until next June.

He is delivering temperance addresses to large audiences.

.... An advei'tisement in the London Times " To literary men
of some capital," has astonished Diogenes some.

.... At a celebration of the friends of Ireland, this toast was

given :
—

" Woman—she needs no eulogy ; she si)eaks for herself."

... A Mr. Hill is building a Methodist Church in New Or-

leans, to cost $1,50,1)00, and to seat an audience of 3000 !

.... Greely, in a recent lecture on the American Congre.'^s, said

that God never made a man so wise as Judge Collamer looked.

.... The Mercantile Library Association, of this city, will give

two courses of lectures in the Tremont Temple, this winter.

.... The contributions for the Washington Monument at the

Crystal Palace, up to last week, amounted to $3808 77.

.... He who hates you without cause, pays you a high compli-

ment. The superiority you do not claim is admitted by jealousy.

.... A grape-vine in this city, at the present time, has upon it

grapes nearly ripe, green grapes, grape buds and grape blo.ssoms.

... Mrs. Catherine Cosner, of Hardy county, Va., caught two

large bears this summer in a trap. She is expert with a rifle.

... In the State of Pennsylvania alone, according to the last

census, there were not less than 1448 idiotic persons.

.... It is estimated that 12,000 persons have visited the grounds

and tomb of Webster, this season.

.... The new Crystal Palace at Sydenham, it is said, will cost

$5,000,000—twelve times more than that of New York.

.... Workmen are engaged in painting the exterior of the State

House, and the additions to the structure are progressing rapidly.

. . . The town of Kelsey's Diggins, California, was burnt

down on the night of August 25th. Loss, $40,000.

.... The navigation dues have been repealed till December
next on all vessels passing on French rivers or canals with corn.

A pleasant thing is a " bit of a garden " to the pent-up

inhabitant ofa city—that is, if he has "a soul above buttons."

Mr. Marcy's views of the Kosta question occupies eighty

manuscript pages; it will be the document of the administration.

THE FUTURE AND THE PAST.

In the first of that series of noble pictures—which he entitled

the " Voyage of Life "—the lamented Cole depicted, it will be

remembered, was a youth embarked in a boat, and gazing eagerly

upward and onward upon a huge fantastic pile stretching athwart

the sky almost from the horizon to the zenith. The painting of

that phantom palace was admirable. To us, the initiated, the

material was evident enough, it was of unsubatantial vapor; yet

we see why the youth eagerly embraced it as a fact in his wann
(Tedulity, and made the airy creation his promised goal. Nowhere

else have we seen the dreams of youth so beaulifuHy and forcibly

typified. Who is there among us who has not stretched forth his

hands in imp.atient desire to some cloud palace of his ovrti crea-

tion 1 In early youth we are most of us as wonderful architects

as Aladdin's magician.

But are there no taxes to be paid on these aerial mansions 1

Alas ! the rears and sighs of weightier years are the hard coin paid

into the hand of the stern tax-gatherer. Time. Sad havoc makes

the old scythe-swinger with the " cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous

palaces, the solemn temples," wc have reared on high. AiriveJ

at mid life, we cannot find a vestige of these chateaux (TEsjxrjue

which we erected for our accommodation, and fondly hoped to

occupy upon our pilgrimage. It is a very sad hour that in which

we wake up to a sense of the reality around us, and find that «e

have been dreaming. A very tangible doeumerit, pcrliaps, jirc-

sents itself to our gaze, showing us a debit and credit accoant,

whereby we find ourselves owing some miser of a landlord a quar-

ter's rent of a miserable brick and mortar tenement in some by-

street, being pretty stiong evidence that we are not lodging in any

Aladdin's palace, rent free. We bid good-by to the dreams and

illusions of the jiast ; wc look no more on the future, or, at least,

not with such bli id credulity.

Still there is illusion in all of our pursuits ; were it not for the

gilding ray 3 of fancy, how revoking would the naked reality of

life appear ! But tliero is a time when the fancy grows dull,

when the illusion-! of youth, passion, business, war and ambition,

have vanislied; when the head is frosted, and the limbs are tremu-

lous, and the blood courses slowly and trick ingly through the

veins, in place of dashing on like a courser roused by the blast of

the trumpet. What is left us '! The high hope of the great here-

after is not alw,ays present to sustain us, for no mind can con-

stantly dwell on so high a theme. There are ..ours when the eye

must rest on mortal visious, and it is at such a time, by a wise

provision of nature, that the past assumes winning shapes and

hues, and old age gazes as delightedly upon the picture of mem-
ory, as the youth has done upon the visions of hope.

Bathed in the light of memory, the pasi, while losing little of its

actuality, appears as chai-ming as a morning dream. Thus in

lliis pilgrimage of life, as in the pilgrimage of the great desert,

our senses are the sport of the mirage. Looking onward, we he-

hold pleasant waters, palm-trees, ai.d verdure, making a paradise

of the sandy waste,—arrived at the spot, we find it f;one ; but

jooking back, far, far away, behold the same illut-ory spectacle.

The traveller in the desert kncws it is vain—life's traveller, that

it i-i i- pos ible to turn back. But the latter, though he beholds

no longer the c!oud-pal.ice that gladdened him at the outset of his

" voy gc of life," yet beholds with the ey of faith the bow of

promise, and the covenant of a glory to exist forever!

— 4—*•-»--»

The Bow in the Cloud : or Covenant M<rcy for the AJflicted.

This is the title of a work just issued from the press of E. H.

Butler & Co., Philadelphia, elegantly illustrated and really got

up in very beautiful style, superior, in this respect to anything of

the sort that we have met with for a long wliile. It forms a most

appropriate and elegant gift book.

Egeria : or Voices of Thnitr/hl and Counsel, is the title of an-

other work, from the same house, by that favorite southern author

W. Gilmore Simms— a book of aphorisms and gems of thought,

of a most philosophical and interesting character. The theme of

the book is a novel one for the author, but he has acquitted him-

self most creditably.

For sale by Gould & Lincoln, 59 Washington St., Boston.

Cool.—At a church in Boston, on Sunday morning, the cler-

gyman who supplied the pulpit, in the absence of the regular pas-

tor, rather surprised the congregation by stopping in the middle of

his discourse, and remarking " that he was so constituted that it

was unpleasant for him to observe any one reading while the ser-

vices were going on."

) -m^^ »

MoRMONiSM.—The New Y'ork Times says that Mr. Ferris late

Secretary of the Treasury of Utah, just returned, reports that the

Mormon rulers are even more profligate and depraved than has

been represented. Brigham Young, he says, has forty wives.

Men, and women too, generally, are utterly debased.

4 .^*-^ >

Gleason'b Pictorivl Prawing-IIoom Companion. i.s one aninn^ the mnnv
valuable literary publications thut (-nine rt-^ruliiriy to the "Southron.*' It i«

liot only a valuable literary periodieal. but it is an artis-iiral work without a
parallel in the whole country. Attempt-* have been uiade to create forniiilable

rivals, but Gleasou stands far above all such futile productions.

—

Southron,
HolmtsvilU, Mtii.

A large Yield.—Nathaniel Stevens, Esq., of Andover, has

harvesttd forty bushels of winter wheat from one acre and a quar-

ter of ground. It was sown in September of last year, and har-

vested in July.
4 -»—

Very Just.—Captain Ingraham is fully sustained by the Pres-

ident in the course he took at Smyrna.

Generous.—Thomaston, Me., gave $500 to the New Orleans

sutterers. A large sum for a small place.

JUST PUBLISHED.

"LiFE-ScKNES, sketched in Lights and Shadows from the

World around us." By Francis A. Durivage. With illus-

trations by S. W. Rowse. Boston : B. B. Mussey & Co. pp.

40S. Such is the taking title of a collection of ron-r.ntie and hu-

morous stories and .--kctihes from the pen of one of our favorite

cDTitribators, a gentleman long connected with the pres,s of this

country, and justly noted for his contributions to periodical litera-

ture. Many of the stories hei-c collected were written originally

for this paper, and have been stamped with the seal of popular

approbation. There is enongli of the tragedy of life— its darker

shades—in this volume to re ieve the gay and brilliant liL'.itc, but

the preponderating impression left on the mind of the reader at

its close is htalthy and agreeable. The author promises to follow

up his literary venture with a more serious elfort, and we trust ho

will redeem his pledge, for we know of no one better fitted to pur*

sue with honor the career of letters.

4 ^.>i» »

American Charity.—The amount rait-cd for the sufferer) by
yellow fever in New Orleans and other places, is an evidence of

the great charity and humanity of the American people. About
one (jiKirtir of a million of dollars have been contributed for this

purpose, and transmitted to the proper persons.

4 — i* I

Good Idea.—It is suggested by a eon-c>q)(>ndent of the Tribune

that the olive tree be introduced into the United State.-*. The
suggestion is a good one, and we should be glad to »cc the experi-

ment tried on a liberal and proper scale.

Strange.—Manchester, (Eng.) with a population of 400,000,

has only three newspapers, neither of them daily.

Tn thif city, by Rev. Mr. CunimiDgs, Mr. Farriagton H. Marshall to MUb
Marv K. Avlro.s
By Itev Tir. "Veils, Mr. .Tosiah Bennett to MKs Maivarot Perrott.

Kv T^rv. Mr. Sfreetpr Mr. Jn»tin C. Dnutv to Miws lilizabt-th Clemens.
AtMcdfotil, by lifv. Mr. Pierpont, Capt. A. L Cfove of Auf^usta Me., to

MiT Fllndra Smith, of Jjowton.

At IJr;iiiitr-'e. by Uev Mr. Sforrs, Mr. Edmand 3. Iluct of U'cymouth, to
Mis.^ Aniiip W. Poole, of IliD^hain.
At Uoburn, by Uev. Mr. Kicker, Mr Jamea Uait to JIra Mary Chanipncy,

both of Boston.
At Siilem. by ReT. Mr Kirhmond. of Marblfhe- d *^enrKe A. Fienrh. Ksq , of

MancliH.ster, N. II.. to Louise M.. <'anfrhtfr of the late C:ipt '^'m. Fabens.
At Toi Htield, DeA .lohn \^ ri^ht Lo Miea Lacy Ann, eldeat daughter of David

Sandfr.-*on. Esq . of Ne\v:.rk, N.J.
At Dudley, by Kev. Dr. Hates. Mr. Samuel K. Stevens, of Portland, Me., to

Miss ^i^irali M., daughter of Dr Samuel P. Kni;;hts
At Wareham, by Uev Mr. Uemi.''. Bradford L HaH t.o Mif-f" Harriet. N. Qibbfl.

At Lowell, by Kev. Mr. b^ldy. Mr. Charles W*. Kaller. of NVw York to Misa
Eliziibeth M. Whitney: Mr Henry Me.serTfi to Miw.-i Lxirina Chamberlain.
At Montreal, Mr. Sidney T. \Velt.«it^r. agent of the Vtlant c and cit. La\rrence

Railroad, tft Miss Georgiana E , d-iUf^hter of Hev. William Scott.

DEATHS,
Tn this citv, Mirs Lucv Carr. 26; Marv rtonghty, a native of Birmlnphfrn,

Eng., 32: Mrs Elizn FUen, wife of Mr. Charlt-s P Il»rdin»,23; Mr. Walter
\Velsh, 76; Mr. John li'^k, a native of Vairiiey, Scotland. .18; Mrs Klizabr-th

Perkins, a revolutionary pensiontr, 99; MisH lliirriet A., daughter of Mr. .Inba
H.'.de 20; Major Azor Onie, GH; Mrs. Charlotte (iray. a native of Halifax,
V. S , 73: Mr. Koger Herring, 54; Mr fJforge J., son of Dr John .erf-ieft, i:,2j

Mr. t-'redcrirk Bense. 39; Mro. Ann T., wif*; of Mr. B. F. Washburn, ol.

At Charlestown, Miss Anna E . daughter of Mr. AUiu Uonndy 17.

At Taunton, Mr. George Hadelford 77 ; Mrs. Marv A Staples, 18.

At South Natiek Mrs. Mary, \dfe of t'-e l:ite Phari^ Swain, 8G
At Shrew.sbury, Mrs Lucy Cushintr. wife of Paul Whitney. G8.

At ^nn Arbor. Mich., of "dysentery, Miss Aun '^neluirn. C8
At Lexington, Ky.. P( v ^^ illiaui (iunn.of the Meth hpip. Church, South.
At Oj/letliorp, Ga . Pev. Rrnjauiin Fuller, of i-'lcrence, Oneida Co., N. Y.
At Lowell, of typhoid fever Mr. Allen Hageelt, 45
At Fall River, Mrs. Klizaheth, wife ot Mr hllrry (iray, 37.

At Portsmouth, N. H., Mr. -teorge Colbatb. 94 Mm. Lydia F«rDald, 90.
At Portland, Me., Deacon William Hwan, 75
At Camden, Me.. Hon. Jonatuan Thaver. 75.

At Galveston, Texas, of yellow fever, Capt. Chnrles P. Colbum. of Boston.
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[TVritten for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

BOARDING-HOUSE SCANDAL.

BT MRS. M. E. ROBINSON.

Ix the richly-furnished parlor of the fashionable and well kept

boarding-house of Mrs. Angier, a trio of ladies were seated,

engaged in discussing the fashions, and criticizing the conduct of

those of their fellow-hoarders, who were not present.

" I really wish that pert Mrs. Perkins would stay away a month

longer!" abruptly exclaimed Cornelia Gilbert, a young lady with

a sallow complexion, and eyes of a leaden hue.

"So do I, with all my heart! I enjoy myself so much better

when she is away. For my part, I don't understand why gentle-

men seem so fond of her society ; for I think she is very plain-

looking," replied Mrs. Tales, a stout personage, who dressed like

a young girl, and wished to be thought much younger than she

really was, and who also felt herself much shglited !iy gentlemen,

when she was passed by for ladies fairer and more youthful.

" And, pray, don't you know the reasonV asked Miss Rowena

Rogers, a thin looking maiden lady, of an uncertain age. " Wid-

ows are artful enough to bewitch anybody ; and no wonder they

all—aiul Edward Shirley, in particular—are taken captive by her

wiles. And to think of her trying to make people believe that

she is only twenty-four, when I dare say she will never see thirty-

five again !"

Mrs. Fales looked at the speaker attentively, for she was unde-

cided whether Miss Rogers meant more than the said, or whether

her remark was exclusively intended for Mrs. Perkins. But per-

ceiving nothing to strengthen her quick suspicion, she replied :

" Never ; and to see her attempt to appropriate the society of

gentlemen, and especially that of those younger than herself, is a

great piece of assurance, in my opinion."

" Most people think she has fine teeth ; but I never could agree

with them," said Miss Gilbert.

"You can see plenty just like them in any dentist's shop,"

rejoined the maiden lady, contemptuously.

" Do you think so "?" exclaimed Mrs. Fales.

" I 've had my suspicions, before," added Miss Gilbert.

" Do I think so ?—I know so," was the decided response of

Miss Rogers. " Art had much more to do than nature in the

formation of such white and regular teeth as those she is so fond

of displaying."
" Well, 1 declare ! Human nature is very deceptive ; and we

can't be too thankful that we have escaped such temptations,"

remarked Mrs. Fales, complacently.

" Perhaps she wears false hair, too," suggested the sallow-com-

plexioned young lady; "and I shouldn't wonder a bit if she

bought a little rouge, now and then, merely to brighten up her

jewelry," she added, glancing significantly at her companions.

" Of course, she does," replied Miss Rogers. " I never was

foolish enough to imagine, for a moment, but that her ' beautiful,

wavy hair,' as some smitten goose ridiculously termed it, was

once the property of a hair-dresser ; and, as for the other matter,

it is a self-evident fact."

" I pity her, I'm sure," said Mrs. Fales, pathetically.

" What can you be talking aboutV asked a lady, who entered

the room as the last remark was being made. " Take me into

your confidence."

Miss Rogers knew the weak points in the speaker's character,

and to make her party stronger, like a skilful general, hastened

to take advantage of them.

" We were speaking of Mrs. Perkins," she replied, " and her

monopoly of the attentions of both single and married gentlemen.

Don't you sometimes think her actions rather strange, Mrs. Fos-

ter, to say the least 1"

"Most certainly I do ; and husband knows my opinion on the

subject very well. I consider it extremely immodest and unlady-

like for her to keep a married man in close conversation for nearly

an hour—as I have often seen her do—without seeming to notice

his wife and half a dozen young ladies, who may be close by.

For one, I think it an imposition !"

Mrs. Luke Foster spoke quite indignantly, for she happened to

be a little jealous of the praise which her Imsband had so lavishly

bestowed upon the subject of the foregoing remarks. She had

not owned it, even to herself, but her tone of voice expressed

more, perhaps, than tlie words she had made use of. Besides,

the pointed hint of Miss Rogers slie could not entirely overlook
;

for she did not wish to be thought blind, by any means, or as one
to be easily duped.

" She thinks herself irresistible, no doubt," resumed Miss Rog-
ers, with a half smile, half sneer, " and if pertness, flippancy, and
self-conceit arc the requisites, she certainly is."

Mrs. Foster was about replying as several gentlemen belong-

ing to the house -made their appearance, when she desisted.

" When does Mrs. Perkins return. Miss Gilbert?" asked one,

throwing himself into an easy chair.

" 1 do not know," was the reply.

" Soon, I hope," he added, " for I think she has a happy way
of making herself very agreeable."

A violent ring at ttie bell, and a bustle in the hall, prevented a
rejoinder on the par; of Miss Gilbert, who felt no regret at the

occurrence, as, for certain reasons, slie wished neither to speak in

terms of praise or disparagement of Mrs. Perkins.

" 1 believe I know that voice !" exclaimed Mrs. Fales, hasten-

ing to the door, followed by the other three ladies we have men-
tioned. In the centre of the hall stood a lady with a '^nre so

faultle';->, and features so regidar and handsome, that we 'lardly

wo'ider that she was the suljject of envy. Her complexioji was

beautifully clear and rosy ; and when she spoke, to give directions

to a porter, teeth of pearly whiteness revealed themselves.

" O, my dear Mrs. Perkins, how rejoiced I am to see you !"

said Mrs. Fales, warmly embracing the lady.

" And so am I !" echoed Miss Rogers, following her example.
" And I," added Mrs. Foster, aff'ectionately linking her arm

within that of the new comer.

" Thank you, all ; and be assured that I am very glad to find

myself at home again," was the reply of Mrs. Perkins. " But

you will excuse me for the present, ladies, as my toilet is in sad

disorder," sh-; added.

"Never mind your dress," said Mrs. Fales, persuasively.

" There are no strangers here, and we all have so much to say."

" But, Mrs. Fales—"

"Let me persuade you," interrunted Mrs. Foster, earnestly

;

" and that charming riding habit is so very becoming, too."

" It fits her to a charm," added Miss Rogers.

And so the unwilling Mrs. Perkins was almost forced into the

parlor, dusty as she was, and fatigued with travelling, to receive

the congratulations of those within.

" We have missed you so much," observed the last speaker, rap-

idly exchanging significant glances with one of her confederates.

" And lonely enough we have felt, I assure you," remarked

Mrs. Fales, blandly, as she returned the glance.

" We were speaking of you but a short time ago," pursued

Mrs. Foster, smiling sweetly. "All our gentlemen seem to have

been very anxious for your return, and Mr. Shirley not the least,"

she added, looking archly at a young man, who was patiently

w.aiting for a chance to speak.

" Ah, Edward ! then you had a spare thought for me," replied

Mrs. Perkins, with more real earnestness than she had yet mani-

fested, and shaking the young man cordially by the hand.

" How familiar !" thought Miss Rowena, pursing up lier mouth

with offended delicacy, as the lady seated herself near him, and

made inquiries for friends.

"I declare, Mrs. Perkins, this is very fortunate !" exclaimed

another new comer, which proved to be no other than Mr. Luke

Foster. "I had set my heart on a whist party tonight, and I

never have good luck unless you are my partner."

Mrs. Perkins welcomed him cordially, and replied with a fasci-

nating smile, " that she should be extremely happy to oblige him."

Mrs. Luke Foster contracted her brows slightly, bit her lip, and

firmly resolved that the " artful widow " should do no such thing

;

had not her mind been made up all day to spend the evening ouf?

Mrs. Perkins, who knew that her dress was far from becoming

and agreeable to the eye, now made her excuses and hastened to

her own room, sorry that she had been persuaded into anything

so much against her will ; but though the lady had penetration

and discernment enough to perceive how matters stood, she was

too amiable and ladylike to make it evident. She knew, however,

who were sincere in their words of welcome, and who felt real

pleasure at her return. She had noted the jealousy of Mrs. Fos-

ter, the envy of Mrs. Fales, the malice of Miss Rogers, the ill will

of Miss Gilbert ; and though neither artful nor a coquette, as she

had been represented, Mrs. Perkins treated all kindly and politely,

and pursued, as usual, the even tenor of her way.

" I wish you would not wear that blue dress again, Louisa,"

said Mr. Foster, a week or two after the arrival of Mrs. Perkins,

as he glanced at his wife.

" This kind of goods is very fashionable this season, husband,

and I wonder at your dislike."

" But that is no good reason why you should wear anything so

extremely unbecoming. Mrs. Perkins never—

"

" Don't quote Mrs. Perkins," interrupted the lady, tartly.

" She wouldn't suit me for a model, by any means."
" I was merely going to remark that Mrs. Perkins's taste in

dress was unexceptionable," he added, quietly.

" But she wears the same color," resumed Mrs. Foster, with an

air of triumph.
" That is possible ; but she is a blonde, and you a brunette,

and that makes all the difference in the world," replied the hus-

band, in the same indifferent manner.

" She a blonde, and I a brunette ! Nobody ever called me dark

complexioned before, Mr. Foster; but that artful widow would

make any man, who was silly enough to talk with her, believe

that black was white !" retorted Mrs. Foster, indignantly.

The gentleman commenced whistling " Old Folks at Home,"
for a reply, which so vexed his wife that she immediately left the

room and entered the parlor, where Mrs. Fales and Miss Rogers

were conversing together.

" I was out shopping this morning, and who do you suppose I

saw V asked the latter, in a tone which implied that they were all

much abused.
" Do tell us !" exclaimed the li-iteners, in a breath.

"Mrs. Perkins and Edward Shirley; and they both were in-

tently engaged examining a beautiful i)iece of white satin, and

afterward, a superbly embroidered handkerchief."

" Shameful I" cried Mrs. Foster.

" Insulting to us all !" echoed Mrs. Fales.

"Now, what does thaf mean >" asked Miss Rowena, with com-

pressed lips and scowling brow. " I can tell you ; it means that

the urifiil jtkr.e has carried on a courtship riglit before our faces,

and is aliout to be married to Edward Shirley, withour asking

the advice of those so much older, and so much more competent

to judge in these matters," she added, forgetting that in her last

remark she had alluded to the age of the " artful piece " in a more
favorable light than she had intended.

" I thought Edward Shirley had more wisdom
; but men wilt

make fools of themselves, and that is certain," added Mrs. Foster.

" But if they remain in the house, I shall certainly persuade Mr.
Foster to leave ; for I've too much spirit to bear such unhandsome
treatment without noticing it."

" Now I propose that we wateh her closely," suggested Mrs.

Fales. " I shouldn't wonder at all if she contemplated an elope-

ment ; and if such a thing should happen here, it would be scan-

dalizing."

" I, for one, could never hold up my head after such an event.

In fact, I should never recover from the blow, for reputation is

everything," said Miss Rogers, dropping her eyes to the carpet.

It was finally agreed that Mrs. Perkins should be looked after

closely ; and Miss Rogers volunteered to take the lead and report

as often as she deemed necessary ; as too much scrutiny might

make the lady suspicious and render their plans abortive.

Scarcely a week had elapsed after this arrangement, when Miss

Rogers and Mrs. Foster were shocked to see a handsome carriage

drive up to the door, and Mr. Shirley alight and enter the house.

This betokened something ; and seating themselves by a window,

they awaited his return with much curiosity, and prophesying

very imprudent conduct on the part of the subject of their remarks

.

" There she is, I declare !" exclaimed Miss Rogers, as the lady

ap])cared and was assisted into the carriage, by Mr. Shirley.

" And in the identical white satin, too !" she added. " It's an

elopement, sure enough, and I'll put on my bonnet and run and

tell her sister all about it ; she don't know a word about the mat-

ter, I'll be bound; for a woman who will conduct in that way,

wouldn't be likely to tell her plans. Be on the lookout, Mrs.

Foster, and I'll be back soon."

And Miss Rogers, who seemed to forget that her " rejjutation
"

was at stake, quickly put on her bonnet and hurried towards the

residence of the lady she had named. She stopped suddenly,

however, on seeing the same carriage which had just left tho

house, in front of a church. Histily changing her pl.an, she

asked a gentleman who was passing along, what was going on

inside. He replied that a marriage ceremony was being perform-

ed between Mr. Edward Shirley and a lady whom he did not know.

This was sufiicient for the qnestioner, who forthwith hastened

home again to announce the all important news to those in wait-

ing; for by this time. Miss Gilbert and Mrs. Fales were on the

spot, eager to learn the result. Their minds were hardly made
up which way to proceed in the scandalous affair,' when the car-

riage returned, and Mrs. Perkins stepped out and quietly pro-

ceeded to her own room. All three ladies looked at each other

in astonishment.

" She's trying to deceive us !" said Miss Rowena, firmly; and,

followed by her companions, she sought the good-humored land-

lady to urge her to see Mrs. Perkins, and expostulate with her on

the extreme impropriety of her conduct. The good woman was

much shocked at the news, and declaring her willingness to do

what she consistently could, knocked at the door of the young

widow's room, and was told to enter. She did so, and after a few

commonplace observations, looked inquiringly at Mrs. Perkins.

" You are surprised to see me so much dressed," observed the

latter. "I have been to a wedding this morning, Mrs. Angier,

and I fear you will lose one of your boarders."

" Ah !"

." Yes ; I did not mean to go, but Edward insisted, and I

thought it my duty to gratify him," said the pretty widow, push-

ing back a stray curl.

" You might have put a little more confidence in me, however,

Mrs. Perkins," said the lady of the house, rather reproachfully.

" I really didn't think it worth mentioning; besides, sister Ella

wished it kept a secret, and so we humored her," was the reply.

"But the subject was an important one," continued Mrs. An-

gier, " and the advice and assistance of a friend should be valued."

" Of course ; and when I am in a situation to need it, I shall

certainly apply to you. But I am really at a loss to know why
you should take such an interest in my sister's marriage," replied

Mrs. Perkins, in a surprised voice.

" Your sister's marriage !" cried the other, with astonishment

depicted on every feature.

" Yes. Is there anything very mysterious in that ?"

"No; but—but
—

" stammered Mrs. Angier, puzzled at what

she heard, and at a loss how to go on.

" But what 1" queried the widow, smiling at her embarrassment.

"Wasn't you married today?" said Mrs. Angier, abruptly,

determining to come to the point at once.

" Me ! No ; what a strange question !" replied her companion,

with a gay laugh.

" And who was, prayV pursued the landlady.

" Why, sister Ella and Edward Shirley. I thought you under-

stood that long ago ; why, it has been a settled thing for more

than a year. Who has been imposing on your credulity, my dear

Mrs. Angier?"
" I'm a fool !" said the latter, decidedly, " and I think I know

of two or three more. Don't mention this ridiculous conversa-

tion, Mrs. Perkins, and I promise you never again to meddle with

what does not concern me."

Mrs. Perkins readily gave the desired promise, and the landlady

left the room, wondering why some of her boarders couldn't be as

pleasant and amiable as the pretty widow, and busy themselves,

principally as she did, about their own affairs.

Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Fales, and Miss Rogers were deeply morti-

fied at their mistake, and did all they could to keep the matter

among themselves ; but the story leaked out in some way, and for

a long time occasioned much mirth and ridicule.

On tho whole, however, it did some good ; for if the beauty of

Mrs. Perkins was still unacknowledged by the ladies we have

named, she was at least treated with more cordiality and polite-

ness than she had previously been
; although they were by no

means sorry when she left the boarding house to take up her res -

dence with her newly-wedded sister, whose courtship and marriage

had been the innocent cause of so much anxiety and ill natureil

gossip, on the part of those who had really no interest in tho matter.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE,

No less than 7650 miles of railroad, now in course of construc-

tion, centre at Chicago. The son of Guizot has recently taken

a " crowned " prize from the French Academy for an essay on the

writings of Menander. It is styled " A Student at Law." It

seems to he a settled fact that any person can light a gas-bunier

with the tip of his finger. The only condition necessary is, to

stand on a board insulated by glass tumblers and hold a handful

of nails or other iron in the hand opposite to the one which is to

touch the buiTier. The Missouri River has opened for itself a

new outlet into the Mississippi. The govemment suiwey of

the Sioux purchase is progressing rapidly. Tlie Emperor of

China is now in possession of a fleet consisting of six ships of war

with English names, and commanded by Englishmen An

American lady writing from Paris, speaks of attending a party,

where Bosio and Gardoni sang delightfully, and the ladies all

danced with their bonnets on. An ancient pyramid has been

discovered upon the Colorado desert. Should the population

of the United States progress for one century more as it has done

for the past sixty years, and the Union continue, the number of

its inhabitants would exceed 300,000,000 In all France not a

death has been caused by a railroad accident since the summer of

1851 I A member of the New England Humane Society, for

the prevention of cruelty to animals, has invented a machine to

prevent cruelty to piano-fortes. The expression, " How do

you do V is expressed in Chinese by " Have you eaten rice V
and to take a meal is chih fan, " to eat rice." Miss Apollonia

Ludlam, the guitarist, is among the victims of yellow fever at

New Orleans. Ireland is almost become a Protestant country,

owing to emigration and the vigorous efforts of missionaries, sent

over by the Protestant churches m England. The Romish papers

themselves admit the fact. A western paper remarks, with

perfect truth, that " there are some things in this country well

worth seeing, that will not be in the Crystal Palace ; for example :

the Mammoth Cave, Niagara Falls, and Lake Superior." An
earthquake recently occurred on the lake shore, near Ntw Orleans,

rocking houses and causing great alarm. The Emperor of

Russia never appears out of uniform. The seizimj seems not

yet to have closed at Cape May. A colored fellow, Thomas Pu-

sey, was arrested a few days since, for the larceny of a watch at

Cape Island, and committed for trial. The New York Mirror

has undiminished faith in the Ericsson caloric ship. Major

Noah says that a hazel eye inspires at first a platonic sentiment,

which gradually but surely expands into love as securely founded

as the Rock of Gibraltar. Melbourne, in Australia, is a finely

laid out city. All it lacks is the Yankee enterprise. Its banks

are well loaded with gold, and all the business and working men

have plenty of the same. But there is a tremendous want of

building materials, produce, and goods of all kinds. An Irish

correspondent in Oi'egon, wiites that the precious metals are so

scarce out that way, that all the five-dollar gold pieces are made

of copper. Mrs. Maria Hatch, of North Leverett, has raised

the present season, a dahlia which is seven feet and seven inches

in height—measures four inches round the trunk, and has on it at

the present time seventy buds and blossoms. It was raised in a

box. Branches of a feraily was a term first popular, when the

three daughters of Phoebus and Newrc were turned into poplar

trees upon the Po, according to Ovid. When trade is profit-

able, why don't the trivde winds get rich 1 Because they do noth-

ing but hloio. A child has been born in Exeter, England, with

thirteen perfect fingers on the right hand. A fellow out of

health went to Saratoga to pick up a little, and picked up enough

to send him to the State Prison for three years. That is recruit-

ing with a vengeance. JuUien has made arrangements to give

a series of concerts in this city about the last of October. He is

meeting with great success in New York. Dr. Franklin, in

speaking of education, says :
" If a man empties his purse into

his head, no one can take it from him."

CHINESE COSTUME
The Chinese are spared all trouble as to fashion in dress. Not

that foppery is any more rare than in other quarters of the globe,

or that the toilet and the proper arrangement of ornaments is by
any means neglected, but all matters of dress come under two

categories. The summer and winter arrangement constitute the

only changes which the Cliinese, from the emperor down to the

meanest peasant, ever adopt. And this, too, does not depend on
individual caprice. The board of rites, which regulates customs,

costumes, religious observances, and etiquette, has the entire su-

perintendence of the affair. At the proper time they notify the

viceroy of each province that spring or winter, as the case may be,

has come, and he accordingly assumes the summer or winter cap,

without any regard to the state of the weather, and the people

follow suit.

Theatrical.—The Tribune says, that Niblo's Theatre holds

more people, by at least eight hundred, than the world-renowned
Academic de Masique of Paris—one of the largest opera-houses in

Eui-ope. Niblo's will seat seventeen hundred persons, and hold

twenty-five hundred.

Curiosity.—A roll of papyi-us, purchased from the sepulchral
diggings about Luxor, turns out to contain some pleadings at the
Greek bar. They are three centuries older than the Christian
era, and are said to be older than any known MSS.

Ulajisitie ©atl)£rln(|3.

At Natchez, since the middle of July, tlicre have been two hun-

dred and ten deaths from the prevailing epidemic.

The centre of the population of the New England States is very

near the city of Lawrence.

Four companies of infantry have been ordered to establish mili-

tary forts opposite El Paso.

Five colts were kdled by lightning on the farm of Mr. Brown,

in the town of Owen, Illinois, lately.

By a premature explosion of a blast in one of the limerock pits

at Rockland, Maine, two men were fatally wounded.

Samuel Milton, an old gentleman residing in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, fell from a ladder, and was instantly killed.

Mr. Gore Green, son of Col. Green, of Winslow, Maine, was

killed by a bull, lately. His body was terribly mutilated.

John Ryan, a newsboy, aged 17, fell between the cars, and was

instantly killed, lately, on the Dedham train, near the toll-gate

depot, Jamaica Plains.

Hereafter the price of admission to the Crystal Palace, on Sat-

urday, will be twenty-five cents. This reduction is made for the

benefit of the working classes.

Two thousand dollars have been subscribed by deaf mutes, to-

wards the erection of a monument to the late Dr. Gallaudet, at

Hartford, Ct., on the grounds of the American Asylum.

In Littleton, New Hampshire, John Smith got caught in a re-

volving shaft at Wallace & Kimball's sash and blind shop, and
was so severely injured that he died a few days after.

Rev. Ralph Emerson, D.D., after occupying the chair of Eccle-

siastical History in Andover Seminary for twenty-four years, has

resigned his place, which has not yet been filled.

A saw and grist mill belonging to Chapin & Collins, of Somers,

C'., were destroyed by fire in ihat town, lately. Supposed to be

set on fire. Los's from $3000 to $4000 ; insurance, «1000.

When the admiral of the British fleet in Besika Bay heard of

Ingrahara's gallantry in the Kosta affair, he manned all the yards,

and the seamen gave nine hearty cheers, while the guns belched

forth a royal salute.

The Irish girl who discovered a skeleton in the cellar of a house
in Leverett Street, three or four weeks ago, has never recovered

from the fright received on that occasion, and is now in the

Insane Asylum, in consequence.

Bear,«i have turned up near North Adams, and killed several

sheep of Joseph Canada, of Sta.nford. One was caught in a trap,

which, with a log, he carried forty rods, and then left a part of

his foot and made off.

Advices from Baton Rouge to the 21st ult., report fifty-three

deaths by yellow fever, since the breaking out of the epidemic.

In the parish of St. John the Baptist, eighty persons have fallen

victims. In a family of twenty persons there were fifteen deaths.

The lands occupied by the Hungarian exiles at New Buda,
Iowa, granted to them by President Fillmore, subject to the ap-

proval of Congress, were recently about to be put up at public

sale by the United States officers, as Congress had not taken ac-

tion on the subject, but the exiles asked for delay until the next
Congress could have time to act, and it has been allowed to them.

Sanbs of C^olb.

A ^^m-

Relict of Barbarism.—The original Robespierre guillotine
—the machine, framework, knife and basket—was sold at auc-
tion, a few rays ago, in Paris, for fifty francs, and burned
directly af i rwards.

Jorcign JJtcma.

The cholera was progressing in England.

There was an increased pressure in the money market.

The harvest is good throughout Austria ; the rice crop in Italy

is magnificent.

It is estimated that the armaments of the Porte up to the middle
of August must have cost 120,000,000 piastres.

The weather in Kngland was again unfavorable for the harvest,

in consequence of which breadstutfs at Mark Lane were firmer.

Of the whole supply of animals, nearly 8000 per week, at the

Liverpool cattie market, Ireland contributes much the larger part.

The accounts from the Sulina are as sad as ever. Vast quan-
tities of corn are lying prepared for exportation, but the bar is,

as before, almost impassable.

Advices from St. George, Bermuda, of the 18th, state that the

yellow fever was still spreading there, and had become very fatal.

The governor of the island had fallen a victim to the disease.

Dates from Turin of September 8th, state that some days since

a number of refugees, about fifty, it is said, were arrested by the

gens d'i rms on the frontier in the neighborhood of Sarzana, under
suspicious circumstances.

The Turkish government had entered into a contract for the

supply of 300,000 great coats, lined with leather, for the troops,

and this was thought indicative of a further complication of the

question, and consequently ttie probability of hostilities.

A telegraphic despatch had been received from Berlin, with the

news for which all Europe was waiting, viz :—That the Emperor
of Russia had rejected the Tui kish modifications of the note wh ch
he had accepted at the suggestion of the four powers.

The corps of General Ludcrs, which hitherto had been station-

ary in Bessarablc, crossed the Russian frontier into Moldavia on
the 28th of August. On tliat day one regiment marched in, and
two more followed on the 29th, and entered Briii la. Other troops
are to follow.

The SutcHit learns that the reserve troops under Omar Pasha
begin to grow restive. These men, who have all served before,

insist on being led against the Russians. The Turkish com-
mander is unwilling to damp the ardor of his troops, but on the

other hand he fears that their enthusiasm will degenerate into

licentiousness if they are kept long in suspense.

The Cronstadt Zeitung has advices of the 8th August from the

Lower Danube. On the 28th one, and on the 2yth two, Russian
regiments arrived at Craila. After informing us that the Turkish
array is " m..d for war," the correspondent says :

" If it comes to

blows, the campaign could noi last long. The Russ ans moved
slowly but surely, and even ihose who are hostile to them do not
doubt that their advance to Constantinople would be little more
than a parade march."

By the council of war sitting at Milan, of ixty-four persons
implicated in the insuiTcction of the 6th of February, twenty were
condemned to death, two tu confinement in irons in a fortress dur-
ing tweu y years ; one to eiglitcen years' confinement in irons,

and so forth. All are held accountable for the costs and the re-

paration of the damages occasioned by the revolt. The sentence
was approved by Marshal Radetzky, who commuted a number of
penalties. The empero. sub equently pardoned several of the
culprits, and ordered that none of the "capital sentences should I o

executed.

The bashful virgin's sidelong look of love.

—

Goldsmith.

Alas ! innocence is but a poor substitute for experience.

—

Bulwer.

.... To be proud and inaccessible is to be timid and weak.

—

3fassillon.

.... Ambition is the germ from which all growth of nobleness

proceeds.

—

T. D. JCn;/lish.

.... It is only necessary to give to each thing the time which
it claims.

—

Ani/e Panduljini.

.... Rash, fruitless war, from wanton glory waged, is only

splendid murder.

—

Tkoinf.on.

.... Conversation enriches the understanding, but solitude is

the school of genius.— (iihhon.

.... Many persons feel art ; some understand it ; but few both
feel and under' tand it.

—

Ilitlard.

.... On' Dates an author that's all author; fellows in foolscap

uniform turned up with ink.

—

Byron.

.... In order to improve the mind, we ought less to learn than

to contemplate.

—

Desrartts.

.... The face of Truth is not loss fair and beautiful for all the

counterfeit visors which have been put upon her.

—

Slmflshury.

.... There are some kinds of men who cannot pass their time

alone ; they are the flails of occupied people.

—

M. de Bonaid.

.... Affliction is the wholesome soil of virtue, where patience,

honor, sweet humanity, calm fortitude, take root and strongly

flourish.

—

Mallet.

i »«» >

ioker's Suiiigtt.

The poet whoso feelings weie so "wrouglit up," has been
obliged to renew liis stock.

The young lady who was " filled with rapture" has been
relieved by the use of the stomach pump.

A wag out west says that whiskey punch would be a great bless-

ing to the human family if tliere was no to-morrow morning.

A tailor in Broadway has a bill in his window like this :
" Want-

ed, several thin coat makers." This is a fine chance for spare

tailors.

When a steamboat gets aground in any of the western rivers,

she waits until she gets the fever and ague, and then shakes her-

self off.

A young lady, intending to paint her cheeks with ronge, put

all the paint on her nose, and did not discover her error until she

was requested to sign " the pledge !"

A young poet out west, in describing heaven, says :
" It's a

world of bliss fenced in with girls." Where's the man that wont
repent now.

A Parisian robber, who was seized for stealing snuff out of a
tobacconist's shop, by way of excusing himself, exclaimed, that
" be never heard of a law which forbade a man to take snuff."

A disappointed author, indulging in a vein of abuse against a
successful rival, exclaimed, " He is, without exception, the most
superficial, self-sufficient, ignorant, shallow creature that ever

made any pretensions to literature." " Gently, my dear sir,"

interrupted a gentleman, "you quite forget yourself."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES I.. IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Toluines I., II., III., and IV. of the Pictorial D.tAmNivRooM
COMFAMOX, elegantly buuud JM cloth, ^Nitii giiteJ^esaud biick auj. iUuminecl
side.s, Ibruiing superb and most attractive parlor ui-nauients ia the shape of a
perifs of bookv^i of between Kuua a>d Five lluNDRiiD R\Oi:s each, and each
Volume containing ncjirly O.ne Thijcsa>d EMiKAVi>G3 0f Men, Manners, and
current Events ail over the world, of Scenery in all part* of the Globe: of

famous Cities and beraitiful Villages : of Pageants at hon.e and abioad; of fir e

Maritiuie \ iew.%; and, in short, ofan jnQnice variety of iutcrestirg and instruc-

tive subjert-* ; with iLLiTMi.NED TiTLE-PAGFa A>D Indesiis of gieat bcauty aiid

artistic exct-Ueut e. and forniintr -very brilliant froriti^spieces to the volumes
BeMde--? the nuny iiUi.^iratiors. they cmbi-ace in their pages a vast amount

of orij^inal Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novelettes, from the best American.
authors, with a current News Ilecord of th«? times; aitogethir forming aa
excLtjdini;!v novel aud cleti'tnt series for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in rt';;ard to Ki-mling Matter aid Jiiu.'trations

For Pa'.e at tiie Publication Office, by our W ho esale Agents, and at all the
ppriodicnt l)epr.t;i thr(»u[rhout the Union. One ^t^hlme, t3 00; two volumes,
S^dOO; three voiUme.'J, lirT CO, and four \o!nme> " - 00

THE FLAG OF OUR FNIOK,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and hnmor, pro^e and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. Tu politics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an imiuoral nature will ever be

admitted mto its columns ; therefore makin.- it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOU TO TUB HOME CIKCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest p(i.s.<ihle amount of intelligence. No advertisements are

admitted to the puper, thus oSeriug the entire sheet, which ia of

T II E 31 A :\I :M T H SIZE,
for the instruction andamusementof the general reader. Anucrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the moat
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming au

the present circulation of which far exceeds that c»f a,ny other weekly paper in

the Union, with the exception of Gleason's Pictoeiau

TEEMS TO GTTBSC5IEEES.
1 subscriber, one year, 92 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 ' " 6 00
8 " " 11 "00

16 " " ^ 20 00

One copy of the Fun of ofr Tniox. and one copy of Glkason's Pictorial

$4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

*, * Tlie Flag can be ohtahntj at rmvnftht^ iieivxpapPT fiepnts in the United

StaceSj and of newspaper carriers^ at ruUH cemts per single ropy.

F. GLEASON,
PtlBLISITER AND rROPKIETOR,

- — COBNIR OF Tremost akp EROitinxc Strects, Bobton, Mass-
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JAPATSESE SCENES.

Herewith we give a pic-

ture representing Japanese

fishermen engaged in their

calling. Anything relating

to this strange people i; ex-

ceedingly intercsting-ofien-

times exhibiting them as

possessed of a rfniarkahle

degree of mechanical skill,

and as often exposing them

as being far behind the rest

of the world in machinery

and general improvement in

civilization. While we write

there lies open before us a

Dutch work relating to this

curious race. We copy from

the book a royal edict, read-

ing as follows :—" Know
you people, that you shall

not suffer any of our Japan

vessels to freight themselves

to any other foreign coun-

try ; or if any such offend-

ers stealing away be taken

by you, kill them, only re-

serve the commander, with

the ship and goods, till our

farther order ; and after thi <

our edict, whosoever of our

subjects return from abronH,

punish them with death.

Make strict inquiry after all

priests that are spreaders of

the Christian fiiith. Who-
soever apprehends one of

these seducers shall have a

hundred boats of silver ; and

he that informs where he is

shall also be rewarded. If

any ships of ours coming in

shall not obey these orders,

call to vour help some of our

garrison at Omcra. No
merchandise shall be en-

grossed to any one, but sold

to many. None of our no-

bles or soldiers shall deal

with any strangers, but shall

buy it at i he , second hand

from the Japan merchants.

The cargo, or bill of lading

sliall he showed to our offi-

cers before they break bulk,

or make sale of any parcel

thereof. The maiket price

shall be settled upon all sorts

of raw silk, and then pro-

claimed in five cities before

the vendition therf of." A curiosity certainly. Below we give a

representation of Congoxuma, tin; lirst city where the Portuguese

landed, and got footing in Japan, by the means of a Japan youth

called Angier, who, fearing the cruelty of his persecutors, secured

himself iiTa Japan cloister, where he made his escape to Malacca,

whither he sailed in a merchant-man , r-omm anded by tlie Portuguese,

George Alvares, in 1547. The Jesuit, Francis Xaverius, coming

acquainted with him there, he not long after went with him to

Congoxuma, where being kindly entertained by Angler's friends,

he had an opportunity to plant the Homan religion. After this,

the Portuguese made the city of Congoxuma their staple, for which

it lay very convenient in the kingdom of Sax:uma. The foresaid

beacon, square on the top, with a turned ball, stands on a thick

FISHING IN JAPAN.

cedar pole, supported with two great pieces of timber, which on

the top are fastened to the pole with great iron hooks
;
a high lad-

der, of which tde round.s jet out beyond the sides, stands against,

and leads up to it ; below is a watch-house, and on the other side

several houses built on the hanging of the mountain, only in some

places the tops of the houses appear above the hills. This beacon,

seamen can discover about seven leagues off at sea, because the

rock on which it stands is of an excessive height. At the foot

thereof, a little towards one side, is a fishers' village, and before

that, "ood ground to anchor in, close under the shore. A swift

fiow'iiig river runs through the middle of Congoxuma, from a har-

boring"raountain, and runs into the Corean Ocean, its current lar

more rapid than the great rivers of Europe.

R0.1IAN WO.MEN.
The features of the Ro-

man women are' gcnerallv
regular, and the shape of
the face more inclined to the
square than to the oval.

The hair, rich, black, and
full, is braids d and knotted
in a becoming and pictur-

esque fashion. The fore-

head is low, broad, and firm,

answering in its expression
to the lowest part of the

face, which is massive and
compact. The eye is large
and finely set in the socket.

The teeth, arms, and bust
are fine ; but the hands and
t'ctt, especially the latter,

large ; and the whole frame
somewhat sturdy and com-
pact. Tlie nose is large,

p. nd almost invariably

straight and aquiline. A
clever Scotch woman once
remarked, in a mixed party
ot Italians and English,
tliat she and her country-

men looked like restored

b\ists, with the noses too

small. The upper lip is of-

ten shaded witti something
in »e than the suspicion of

a moustache. What is most
wanting in the Roman wo-
men is an expression of soft-

ness, delicacy, and refine-

ment. As the men are like

women, so the women are

like men. The complexion
is more like the rich rind of

a ripe fruit than the transpa-

rent veil of passing emo-
tions which play and vani>h
like auroral gleams. The
eyes shine with a fixed, ex-

ternal light, like that of pol-

ished metal or glass, and do
not darken with sensibility.

The lips are firm and are

not tremulous. I have often

s'.opped to look at the nur-

ses who were in attendance
upon their young charges,

in fine weather, upon the

Pincian Hill. Their heads,

never defaced with a bon-
net, seemed made ard dress-

ed to go into a picture.

The hair, of rich, lustrous

black, lay in massive braids, and was gailuied into a knot behind,

pitrced with a silver arrow. The complexion, of a glowing, gip-

sy yellow—such as only Titian could paint— was in harmony
vvith the gay boddicc and Jtreamiiig belt nbbon. The face, square

in outlines and compact in coiistructure, wore the impressive ex-

pression of a marble bust. But the krj;e brown eyes were illumi-

nated with a strange mixture of animal tenderness and animal

tierceness—like those of a tigress fondling her cubs. Passion and
peril lay slumbering in their depths. It was a volcanic face,

which, at a moment's warning, might break out into explosions

of love, hatrid, jealousy, or revenge. Thus Scmiramts might

have looked, while yet a shepherd's daughter; or Charlotte Cor-

duy, while dicaming in the woods of Normandy.

—

Uillnrd.

'-''
pini''<'

1 Uigh Mountain, Trith a Beaton. 2. Fishermen's Houses 3. Holland Ambas.sadors' Junk. 4 Water Castle. 6. Stone WaU, with Iron Kails. 6. The Haven. 7. r.ate of City Store-House. 8. Temple for Dead Bodies.

9. Store-Houses, with Country Tributes. 10. Temple for the Forest Gods. 11. Great Watch-Uouses. 12. Custom-Houses. 13. lUvor. 14 Stately Temple. 15. Place of Execution. 16. High MounUin, four leagues from city.

VIEW OP CONGOXUMA, JAPAN.
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RUFFED GROUSE SHOOTING.

The fine picture, which we present below, was drawn for us by

Mr. Crome, of New York, and is another of the favorite sporting;

8cene6, of which wo have given a series from this gentleman's

pencil. The RulFjtl Grouse,—Pheasant, or Partridpe, as it ii

variously called,—builds its nest early in May. Tlis is placed

on the ground, at the root of a bush, old log, or other sheltered

situation, well concealed with leaves. The eggs arc from nine to

fifteen in number, of brownish white, without spots, and nearly

as large as those of a pullet. The young leaves t'le ntst as soon

as hatched, and are directed by the cluck of the mother very much
in the manner of the common hen The (irniiso i< in the best

order for the table in September and October. At this season

they feed chiefly on whortleberries, and the little aromatic partridge-

berries, the hist of which give the flesh a peculiar delicate flavor.

The drumming, as it is usu illy called, of the Pheasant, is another

singularity of this species. This is performed by the male alone.

The sound is produced by striking its sides with his stiffened

wings in short and rapid strolces, somewhat in the manner of the

domestic cock, but mucli more loudly, and with so much rapidity

of motion as to cause a rumbling sound, not unlike distant thun-

der. In a calm day this drumming may be heard half a mile off.

This elegant species is well known in almost every quarter of the

United States, and appears to inhaliit a very extensive range of

country. The favorite jilaees of roort are hill-^ide<, covered with

pine, hemlock, aad other evergreens. It always prefers the woods,

and is seldom or never found in open plains. When flushed the

Pheasant usually springs within a few yards, with a loud whirr-

ing noise, and flies with great vigor through the woods, beyond

reach of view, before it alights. With a good dog, however, they

arc easily found. Shooting them is allowed, by law, from Octo-

ber till the first of January, '''he large quantity of this game

with which our market now abounds, shows that the species are

very abundant this year, and, we are told, that the birds are of

remarkably fine quality and flavor. The game laws of the State

protecting them, as they do for a certain period of the year, has

had an excellent effect, as it regards their multiplying, and aUo

enabling them, unmolested, to ])ick up a good livinsr in the fields

and woods until fall has fairly set in, and sportsmen turn out.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

LIOML AmSWOKTH

:

—OK

—

A TALE OF THE EEVOLUTION.

by mrs. caroline ornb.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XV.—[continued.]

Having finished tlicir recital, he continued :
" I had a narrow

escape from a party of redcoats. I was riding slowly along, for I

didn't want to tire my horse any more'n there was need of, when
a tnm in the road hrought mc within pistol-shot of as many as

twenty horsemen, who were stopping to rest their horses, I ex-

pect. Though I couldn't see 'cm so plain as if it had Ijeen day-

light, I could tell well enough that they were chiefly, if not all,

British. It wouldn't do for me to turn back, and I didn't know
how 1 should manage to escape 'em, if I went forward. I couldn't

spare time to consider much, so I just gave my horse a hint, and

it was well for me I did, for one of the voices that called after me
to stop, belonged to a man I've no great fancy for."

"Who was'tl" inquired Mrs. Ainsworth.

"A British officer by the name of Dillman. He is a bad man.

I had a chance to know something about him a number of years

ago. He was at the North then—a major under General Howe."
" Lionel told us something about a Major Dillman, in one of

his letters once," said Ruth.

" 1 shouldn't like much to meet him alone, and unarmed, if I

was in your brother's place," said Mike ;
" because he holds

malice against him—the major does."

" On what account ?"

" Why, you see he took a fancy to Miss Euphie Floyd, and

Captain Ainsworth stood in his way."
" That was Euphie's fault, more tlnvn Lionel's, I should think."

" That's true. Miss Ruth, but it made no ditference with the

major. I heard him take an oath that he would be revenged on

him"
"But he is unworthy to hold a commission in the British

army," said Mrs. Ainsworth, "if he would take advantage of a

man's being unarmed, in order to gratify his revenge.'

" Major Dillman hasn't a bit of honor in him, ma'am—would

stab a man in the dark, if t'would serve his purpose, as quick as

he would in the light, and quicker too. I hope your son, and

Sergeant Floyd will have the good fortune to keep out of his way,

unless they can meet hira on fair ground. He s a bad man—

a

dreadful bad man, and I'm sorry he didn't keep away from here."

Ruth had by this time placed such viands on the table as would

be likely to be acceptable to one, after spending a great part of the

night on horseback, and leaving Mike to dispose of them at his

leisure, she went to another apartment, and commenced turning

the spinning-wheel ; while her mother, being one of those women
who " looketh well to the ways of her household," withdrew in

order to assign to the domestic servants their appropriate tasks.

" Miss Ruth, I believe I'll be going now," said Mike, about

half an hour afterward, looking into the room where she was

spinning.

" You had better stay here, to-day," she returned, stopping her

wheel. " You need rest—you had no sleep last night."

" I don't mind going without sleep a night now and then. It

is what I'm used to."

" You prefer to go, then V
" Yes, Miss Ruth. I've a mind to hunt up your brother. I

kind o' mistrust that I feel as people do when they're homesick,

I want to see home so. He's about the best friend I ever had."
" Well, Mike, wait a minute or two, till I go and call mother.

She will like to see you before you go."

After an absence of about five minutes, Ruth returned, accom-

panied by her mother.

" My daughter tells me you think of going," said Mi-s. Ains-

worth.

" Yes, ma'am, I've made up my mind to go."
" Remember that you will always find a welcome as long as we

have a home, an 1 be assured, that we shall never forget the signal

service you have rendered us."

"It was a great pleasure to me, ma'am, to be able to do it."

" Here are a few light articles of clothing, that you v/ill not find

cumbersome, I think, and which you may need before we see you
again."

With many thanks, Mike bade them farewell, and departed.

CHAPTER XVI.

A VISIT FROM A BRITISH PARTT.

Here we atanil, wounrlless and well—
M/»y Heaven's high name be bless'd for 't.- -Decker.

The expedition of Mr. Momey had not only been successful in

preventing tlie supplies intended for the American army from be-

ing inlercepted, but he also succeeded in making prisoners of sev-

eral of the party by whom it had been undertaken, as well as in

capturing a seasonable supply of ammunition.

Roland Floyd, who had moat ably seconded his commander,

was not a little pleased, !is well as RurprLsed, when they arrived at

Mr. Morncy's residence, to find that through Mike Larkin'a

agency, his steed, the gentle and spirited Obcron, was restored to

him. Most gladly would he have accepted ti'c invitation of hi«

host, warmly seconded by Mrs. Ainsworth, to remain a few days,

had he not received an order from General Marion to return with-

out delay. He believed that Ruth would not be displeased to

have him protract his stay, though now that he had safely returned,

and there appeared, for the present, to be no particular danger

impending, a slight manifestation of the same volatile and capri-

cious spirit, that had a little vexed and embarrassed him at their

first interview, caused him to feel far less sanguine than he did

the morning he parted with her, as to her entertaining for him any

regard, separate from that she bestowed upon him as a devoted

and enthusiastic champion in the cause of freedom. A conscious-

ness that she did prefer him to any of those gentlemen—some of

them of no mean pretensions—who from time to time had shared

her uncle's hospitality, might now influence her conduct, fearing,

perhaps, if she sulfered him to discover her real sentiments, he

might think she was too quickly won.

As it was after dark wlicn Mr. Morney and Roland arrived, it

was decided that the latter should not start for the head-quarters

of General Marion till after a few hours of repose. As he would,

however, leave by the break of day, he took leave of the ladies

over night.
" My dear young friend," said Mrs. Ainsworth, taking his

hand, "I regret that you are obliged to leave us so soon. My
brother tells mc that you have behaved nobly, displaying in the

late encounter the skill and courage of a veteran, rather than the

r.ishness, which, as I have heard, some men much older than your-

self have mistaken for valor."

" I may well be proud," he returned, " to receive such praise

from such a source, and hereafter, it will at all times be my am-

bition to deserve it."

Tears started to his eyes as he said this, for the commendation

of one he so highly esteemed as Mr. Morney, as well as the kind

manner of Mrs. Ainsworth towards him, touched him more deeply

than he could express. Overcoming his emotion as quickly as

he could, he turned to Ruth. Ilis voice trembled a little as he

bade her good night, and it must be confessed that the voice in

which she replied, though gay in its tones, was a trifle unsteady.

" I may not bo worthy of you now," said he, " but I mean to

be, if my life is spared."

These were his parting words, that were heird by no one but

herself. When week after week passed away, and Ruth saw

Roland Floyd no more, she might regret that the last evening

they spent together she had treated him with so much indiffer-

ence. Roland, however, young as he was was not aliogether un-

learned in the lore of the human heart. Hence, when he recalled

her apparent indifference, he at the same time thought of the emo-

tion expressed by the slight tremor of her voice at the moment of

parting, also of something that sparkled very much like tears,

through the long, drooping lashes, as she bent her eyes to the

floor. These, he thought, ho might, without any great assump-

tion, construe as a pretty clear indication that she was not wholly

inditTcrent to his welfare.

The weeks at last grew into months. Lionel liad been to see

them, and staid more than a week. He and Roland had never

once met since the latter left the army of General Greene, yet he

had often heard hira mentioiied. He was ever spok:;n of as

brave, and though naturally hasty, as knowing how to curb his

impetuosity within reaionable bounds. He had received a cap-

tain's commission, since when he had been the leader of many a

foray, where, as fortunate as he was brave, he had uniformly come

off victorious, unless the number of the enemy greatly exceeded

his own. Even when this was the case, he always managed to

escape with little or no loss.

One day— it was the middle of September—as Mrs. Ainsvorth

and her daughter were making some of the cloth they had been

manufacturing into such garments as would be likely to be lrl0^t

needed by the ioldiers, Ruth, who sat by a window, on raising her

eyes from her sewing, thought she saw something quicki_, pass an

opening among some trees that intervened between her and the

road. The distance was such as to prevent her from hearing aay

.sound, while the trees were so dense, except at that o.ic point, as

to entirely obstruct the view.

Though she did not know but that she might have been deceived

by the waving of a bough, or something equally trifling, she could

not help thinking that it might have been one of a party of Brit-

ish soldiers, whom she had seen, more especially as slic imagined

she caught the gleam of a scarlet coat. She thought it best to

mention the circumstance to her m ilhcr, and they at once put

aside the large roll of cloth that lay on a table, and tlic half-made

garments they had on hand.

They had hardly finished doing this, when a large party of Brit-

ish cavalry ciiiergcd to view. They were led by a.i orti<'er, whose

scarlet uniform and waving plumes shone gaily in tlic bright sun-

shine. As they coul 1 not hope to escape a visit from them, they

prepared for their reception with calmness.

"I must say that they make a gallant appearance," said Mrs.

Ainsworth ;
" but brave hearts do not always beat beneath brave

ajjparel."
" Nor does a scarlet coat make a man courteous," said Ruth,

" if we may judge by those who have seen fit to visit us."

By this time, the leader of the parly had arrived opposite the

house. Here he stopped, and gave orders for his men to dis-

mount, and turn their horses into ii field of grass that was seen

waving a short distance from the road. The uproarious shouts

with which this order was received, showed that the men were not

under that strict discipline common among the English troops.

At this, a slight paleness overspread the countenance of Mrs.

Ainsworth, hut it instantly subsided, and Ruth, when .she turned

from the window, felt her own courage revive, at seiing the clear,

steady light that shone in her motlier's dark eyes, and marked the

serenity of her noble brow.

And she was, in reality, as calm as she appeared. Her lips

which were slightly compressed, showed courage and determina-

tion, and indeed, there was something so truly noble in the fen-

eral bearing of her whole person, that it would have done honor to

the proudest queen that ever sat on a throne.

Ruth could not do otherwise than regard her with admiration

a sentiment which was shared by the servants, who, with Priam
at their head, had huddled into the passage communicating with

the apartment where she and her daughter were awaiting the en-

trance of tlicir rude visitors.

The leader entered first, a youthful ofSccr, the second in com-
mand, following closely upon his footsteps. There was a bold-

ness and an audacity in the demeanor, as well as in the counten-

ance of the first, that was excessively repulsive. The appearance

of the younger officer, whom they afterward heard addressed as

Lieutenant Willljpnk, was mode.st and courteous, and he evidently

felt mortified at the rudeness of his superior.

Mrs. Ainsworth advanced a few steps to meet them, with a

grace and dignity that for a moment checked the insolence of the

leader, and made his bold eyes seek the floor. By this time the

soldiers began to swarm about the door, and commenced crowding

into the apartment.

" Cannot your men be persuaded to remain outside, under the

shade of the treesV said Mrs. Ainsworth. " If they will, thoy

and all of us wotild be more comfortable."

Upon this, the lieutenant addressed those near him in a low

voice, and endeavored to prevent them from pressing into the

room, but the leader called out to hint in a rough voice :

" Let them alone, Willbank," said he. " This cursed southern

sun's enough to broil an Englishman, or anybody that belongs to

a decent country."

" The sun is extremely hot, I know," returned Willbank

;

"but, as the lady observed, in the shade of the trees it is more

comfortable than in the house when there is a crowd."

" Try it yourself, then," was the gruff reply.

Willbank, however, for the present remained where he was,

owing, it might be, to the appealing glance that Ruth involuntarily

cast towards him.

" I believe, madam," said the leader, " that you are a sister to

Mr. Morney, or I suppose I should call him Colonel Morney, for

I understand he has had that title recently bestowed upon him by

some of the rebel chiefs."

" It is perfectly immaterial," said Mrs. Ainsworth, "whether

you give or withhold the title, as long as I understand who is

meant. I am a sister to the gentleman you named."

"Is he at home?"
" He is not."

" I am sorry for that. The rebels are growing more and more

troublesome, and I am under orders to push them towards the

frontier as far as I can, and as I am short of men, I thought he

might be persuf.deil to join me."
" I think you would have found yourself mistaken, sir."

" I don't know as to that. I should not have lacked for argu-

ments. In such cases I have plenty of them—some rough, and

some smooth, and where the smooth ones don't answer my pur-

pose, I'm not very shy of using the rough ones."

" Though your arguments may difl^er in quality," said Mrs.

Ainsworth, ' I can assure you that in efficacy, as far as my brother

is concerned, they would have proved much the same. They

neither could persuade or compel him to raise his hand against

his country."
" If 1 can find him, I shall see. Where is he now V
"In General Marion's army."
" You will see him before long, I suppose ?"

" Perhaps I may."

"Well, madam," said he, assuming a manner a little more

courteous, "your own good sense must teach you that the royal

cause will finally triumph, and as a woman like yourself must

have a great deal of influence over those with whom she is con-

nected, you can, without doubt, easily persuade your brother to

join the right side."

" You overrate ray influence, sir. My brother's principles are

not to be warped, and even if they are, it should not be done by

my influence. I would not degr.ade myself so far."

"By withholding it, he may, one day, receive the traitor's re-

ward. You may then, possibly, repent your obstinacy."

" Never! I would rather he would perish, than prove recreant

to his duty and his country."

Exasperated at this undaunted reply, a dark frown clouded the

officer's brow, and without being aware of it, perhaps, he laid his

hand on the handle of his sword. One of the soldiers, who might

ctinsiiler it a signal for violence, darted forward, seized Mrs.

Ainsworth by the arm, and held a pistol to her head.

" It's my opinion," said he, " that you've lied about that rel)cl

brother of yours being with Marion. He's lurking round here

somewhere, and if you don't want me to shoot yon through the

head, you'd better tell where he's to be found."

Ruih, the moment the soldier seized hold of her mother, sprang

forward.
" Can you permit t\\U, and call yourself a man?" said she, ad-

dressing the leader. She was perfectly pale—excess of teiTor

alone preventing her from fainting.

He did not answer her—he might possibly feel ashamed to—but

he maiie no attempt to interfere. Ruth, finding he did not heed

her, knelt at his feet, and in language made the ino/e pathetic

from its wildness and its incoherenec, entreated him to save her

moiher's life. Mrs. Ainsworth made no struggle to free herself,

for knowing, pcrh;ips, that the effort would be unavaiHng, she

would not so fu- compromise her dignity.

" My daughter," said she, " do not debase yourself by kneeling

to one so unworthy."
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At this moment tlie young lieutenant, who had boon staniling

.lutside the door, finding what was going on, quickly thrust those

aside who impeded his cntranoe, and springing forward, snatched

the pistol from the ruffian's hand, and rescued Mrs. Ainsworth

from his grasp.

"Excuse me, Major Dillman," said he, "hut I cannot stand

by and see decency and humanity outraged in tliis manner."

"I need not tell you," said Mrs. Ainsworth, addressing the

young officer who had interfered in her behalf, " that you have

my grateful thanks, yet more for this poor frightened child's sake

than for my o^vn, as I cannot but think that my life, taken by

snch ruffianly hands, in the presence of the commanding officer,

might have opened the eyes of some of my countrymen wlio im-

agine the British so humane and generous. I think you called

year commander Major Dillman ?"

"I did, madam."

"I have heard of him before, and regret to find that he more

than makes good the character which was given him."

"You had better take care of your own concerns," said Major

Dillman, addressing young Willbank, " and leave the lady to at-

tend to hers."

Lieutenant Willbank bowed in answer to this uncourfeous

speech in a manner perfectly respectful, yet with an air which

showed that while he acknowledged himself his inferior in military

rank, he felt his own superiority as a gentleman. Not that Major

Dillman could not, if he chose, appear affable, but it was a con-

straint that his rude nature rejected, whenever he thought he

might venture to throw it oft' without compromising his position

in society.

" We must have some supper," said Major Dillman, speaking

to Mrs. Ainsworth, " and if you don't wish us to take up our

quarters here for the night, you had better have it prepared pretty

(|uick."

" It shall be prepared with all convenient expedition," she re-

plied.

"Let there be a ])lenty, and of good quality," said he, "for my
men have had nothing to eat since ten o'clock."

" It shall be as plentiful and as good," she replied, "as the

state of our larder will permit."

"I will satisfy myself as to that," said he, following her as she

left the room, to scS to the execution of his orders.

"That will be quite unnecessary," said she, stopping and turn-

ing round. " The best wo can give so large a number is milk,

Indian cakes, and some bacon, which shall be prepared without

delay."

" Very well—see that yon make good your promise. There is

a butler somewhere, I suppose."

" There is," she replied.

Priam stood within hearing, but he looked neither to the right

nor the left.

Well, then," said Major Dillman, " order him to bring for-

ward a few bottles of Madeira."

" We have none."

"Some port, then—port will answer."

" We have no wine of any kind."

"An assertion you expect me to believe V
Mrs. Ainsworth, without deigning to answer this insulting in-

terrogatory, turned away, saying as she did so :

" It is time to be at work, or the supper will not be prepared in

season."

"Here, Caisar, Pompey, Mark Anthony, or whatever your

name is, come this way," said Major Dillman, calling to Priam,

who was preparing to make his exit.

"Nobody hereby dat long name," said Priam.

" No matter what your name is. I want you to put a couple of

bottles of your best Madeira into the wine-cooler."

" Massa's wine all gone—ebery drop of it. De British off 'cers

drink him all up."

"Don't lie to me, you black rascal—if you do 'twill bo the

worse for you."

" Dat be true, what I speak. Ebcry drop of de wine be gone.

De las' time de off'cers come here, day drink, and drink, and
drink, till dcy didn't know nuffin'. De cap'n couldn't bold on to

his chair, so he fell down under de table and slept dare all de

arternoou jess sound as a long of wood."
" You needn't stand chattering here—go along about your

business."

" Tank you, massa—me be bcry glad to go where der be better

company."

Mrs. Ainsworth, while she gave directions to the servants, as-

sisted with her own hands, as did Ruth also, in preparing the

meal.

The indignant feelings that they experienced, while thus cm-
ployed, may be well imagined, and once, when Mrs. Ainsworth's
eye fell on a scarlet vessel containing poison, a voice seemed to

whisper in her ear, urging her to mingle it witli the food that was
being prepared, and thus save her friends and neighbors from im-

pending outrage and depredation, and perhaps the life of her

brother, who, at the head of a small party, was, she feared, in a
situation to be surprised by the superior force under Major Dili-

man. But her noble nature revolted at such a deed, and a little

after sunset, she had the satisfaction of seeing them depart.

CHAPTER XVII.

A BRAVE AND GENICIIOUS DEED.

To-morrow ? 0, that's sudaen.—Spare him, spare him.
Measurefor Measure.

"Do you bring any news, Captain Floyd 1" inquired a gentle-
man by the name of Melbourne, at whose house Roland arrived
late one evenino*.

" I do, and very sad news, too."

" What is it ?"

" You remember the word General Marion gave out, not long

since, as to what the British and tories might expect, if they con-

tinued to execute those they took prisoners under such frivolous

pretexts 1"

" Yes, they were to be paid in their own coin, I believe ; and in

my opinion, it will be the most cftectual way of putting a stop to

such cruelty."

" There can be no doubt of it, and yet
—

"

" When it comes to be reduced to practice, it seems to be severe."

" It does, and yet there was no altcmaave. Ever since those

—

among whom were a number of worthy men, who filled a high

social j)Osition—were so unwise as to accept what is called British

protection, all who are taken prisoners are accused of having

broken their faith, whether they accepted the protection or not,

and this is made a plea for executing them. A little more than a

week ago, as you may have heard, five were murdered under this

false pretence, among whom was an estimable man, a personal

friend of General Marion, and a boy of fifteen, the only son of a

widow, who having occasion to travel in tho same direction,

thought the men would be a protection. This is what roused

General Marion to give the order."

" I am tliankful that it did."

" It was right, inasmuch as retaliation is the only thing that

can have any effect. Unfortunately, however, among the very

first prisoners that were taken, after the order was issued, is a

young gentleman whose life I would give much to save."

"Is he an Englishman or a tory
?"

" An Englishman. The tories are too mean to excite sjrmpathy."

" Wliat is his name V
" Willbank."

" Quite a young man ?"

" Yes, about my age, I should think."

"I've seen hira—he holds a lieutenant's commission?"

"He does."

" Well, I believe him to be an amiable young man, and I am
sorry for him. When is the execution to take place ?"

" To-morrow morning, at ten o'clock."

" Have you spoken to General Marion about him 1"

" I have, and used every plea in his favor I could think of. I

told him that those who best knew him, gave him the name of

being good and amiable, and that he had a mother and sister in

England, whose lives would ever afterward be embittered by his

suffering death in so ignominious a, manner."
" You could not move him V
"No. His answer was, that no such consideration ever influ-

enced our enemies, which might be proved by numerous exam-

ples, among others that of his friend, who had been ruthlessly

murdered scarce a week ago, and of Edward Wayland, who was

a lad of uncommon promise, and whose loss could never be for-

gotten, or made up to his mother."

" How came you to be acquainted with Lieutenant Willbank ?"

" I cannot say that I am much acquainted with him, for I never

saw him till after he was taken prisoner ; and yet the painful cir-

cumstances under which we met, removed from between us all

ceremony and reserve, so that it appears to me, that a dozen in-

terviews, such as might otherwise have taken place, could not

have given me half the insight into bis character as the few hours

I have spent with him."

As Roland finished speakirg, there was a rap at the outer door.

" Is Captain Floyd hereV was asked of the servant who an-

swered the summons.
" He is," replied the servant.

" Here is a letter for him. Be so good as to hand it to him."
" Yes, sir."

Roland opened the letter, and glanced at the signature.

" It is from Willbank," said he. " Shall I read it aloud V
" Do," was Mr. Melbourne's answer.

"Dear Sir: Since you took leave of me this afternoon, I have

been told that you arc a particular friend of a lady by tlie name of

Ainsworth, who is a sister to Colonel Morney. A few weeks ago

I was so happy as to be the means of saving her life, and as I un-

derstand she possesses a good deal of influence with General Ma-
rion, to which she is justly entitled by her superior intelligence,

noble virtues, and above all, tho personal sacrifices she has made
in aiding the cause of her countrymen, I have been thinking that

she might succeed in moving him in my behalf. She would, at

least, I believe, make the attempt, could she bo made acquainted

with my melancholy situation. You, my dear sir, are the only

one I know of, whom I dare hope would feel sufficient interest in

my sad fate, to make it known to the lady I have mentioned. If

you will undertake to do it, something whispers me that I shall

be saved, while on you, as long as you live, will attend the bless-

ing of the widow and the fatherless, and of him who was ready to

perish. Farewell, and may God bless you, whether I live or die.

RiCHAKD Willbank."
" Poor young man—you will not refuse his request "i" said Mr.

Melbourne.

"I hope not; but there's no time to lose. What's the hour^"
" Eleven."
"And Mrs. Ainsworth is, at least, two hours ride from here."

" Full that."

" So that by the time I can obtain a hearing from her, 'twill be

half past one."

" You can reckon on nothing short of that."

"Let me see—one, two, three. Yes, it will take me three

hours after I start from Mr, Morney's, to reach the place where

General Marion is, or, I should say, rather, where he was, when

I left him this evening. What I'm afraid of is, that he will leave

before I can arrive there."

" I will order your horse to be brought to the door, or, if he has

travelled much to-day, you shall have one of mine."
" Thank you ; but there's no need. With the exception of an

hour or two, Obcron has been in the stable since last evening."

In a minute or two, the horse was ready, and Roland was riding

at a swift rate in the direction of Mr. Morney's. It was a pleas-

ant night, cool enough to be comfortable, while the waning moon,
that had just risen, afforded sufficient light to guide him on his

way.

Whenever bo passed tlirough a piece of woods, he knew there

was danger of being challenged by some of the enemy, who might
have bivouaced there for the night, that caused him to accelerate

his speed. Fortunately, however, he passed on unmolested, and
without hindrance of any kind, and drew rein at the residence of

Mr. Moi-ncy at the time he had anticipated.

Roland knew where Hotspur slept, who was then at home, and
soon succeeded in rousing hrra. He let him in, and, at Roland's

request, went and rapped at Mrs. Ainsworth's door—told her who
bad arrived, and that he requested an immediate interview. In a
very short time Mrs. Ainsworth entered the parlor.

" Do you bring mc bad news ? Has anything happened to

Lionel V said she, in an agitated voice, for she could not think

why else he should seek to see her at such an unseasonable honr.

" I've no bad news concerning your son," he hastened to reply.

" I have sought you at tho request of a young man by the name
of Willbank, who is a lieutenant—or rather was—in the British

army."

" Willl)ank, did you say ? It is a name I shall not .soon forget.

To him I owe my life."

"And now his own life is in danger. He is to be executed to-

morrow morning at ten o'clock."

" How is that ?"

" It so happened that he was among the verj- first prisoners

taken by our men after the order issued by General Marion—

"

" To return like for like," said she, finishing the sentence.

" Can nothing be done for him 1 Cannot General Marion be

moved in his favor?"

"7 cannot move him. A rigorous execution of his orders he

considers to be the only means that will put a stop to the cruel

and lawless execution of prisoners by the enemy. Valuable Uvea

are almost daily sacrificed."

" That is true, and yet there may be ca.scs where mercy should

be extended."

"And Willbank's—so it appears to me—is one of them. Here
is a letter I received from him. \V ill you be so kind as to read itV

" Unfortunate young man," said she, re-folding the letter, when
she had finished reading, and returning it to Roland. " All his

earthly trust, then, is in a poor weak w-oman. I will do what I

can for him. How far is General Marion from here V
" Full three hours' ride for me. You would hardly be able to

ride fast enough to perform the distance within that time."

" Yes, I think I can. I have the reputation of being a good
equestrian."

" Wont it be bettor for you to wait till morning ? If I go first

and tell the general that you are going to make him a visit, he

will certainly wait for you."

" If he can, he will. Ho may be under some engagement, that

he cannot well break. It will not do to risk it. In a case of life

and death, there must be no delay."

" Then you will go with me?"

"I will. In fifteen minutes I will be ready. I will tell my
brother you are here—he will like to see you."

Mr. Morney rose at once, when he found Roland was there.

By his advice, he concluded to take one of his horses and leave

his own.

So expeditious was Mrs. Ainsworth in making herself ready,

that even in less time than fifteen minutes, she and Roland were

on their way. He soon fotind, that any fear on his part, that she

would find it difficult to keep up with him, was quite unnecessary;

for the address with wliich she managed her liigh spirited steed,

showed that the reputation the had of being a good horsewoman

was not unmerited. Could they have banished from their minds

the unhappy affair that had made their night ride necessary, it

would have been keenly enjoyed by them both, for aside from

the exhilarating effect naturally produced by the rapid motion, to

one who is at home in the saddle, there was a cool, delicious

breeze, redolent with the perfume of autumn flowers ; while the

moon, without a single cloud to dim its effulgence, shed down
upon their path a shower of silver radiance, far more grateful in

that southern clime than the light of the sun.

Few words passed between them. An inquiry which Roland

occasionally addressed to his fellow-traveller, to know if she wished

to slacken her speed, and which she uniformly answered in the

negative, constituted the substance of what was said. Once, in-

deed, Roland ventured to make some allusion to Ruth, which

Mrs. Ainsworth answered in a manner which did not in the least

damp his hopes.

There was a faiut appearance of dawn glimmering in the east,

when they arrived at the mansion of the planter, where General

Marion had been staying for the last few days, engaged in prepar-

ing for one of those sudden and well planned attacks, that had .so

signally served the American cause. Yet, early as it was, the

general had probably already risen, as a light partially obscured

by the intervention of a thin curtain, shone from liis window,

darkened now and then by some one crossing the apartment.

A smart looking mulatto lad, who came to the door to sec who
had arrived, was much rejoiced when he heard the voice of Ro-

land, who was always as much a favorite with the servauts as

with their master.

|tO be OONTINnED.]
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RAISING OF JAIRUS'S DAUGHTER.
In the cast gallery of the Crystal Palace there is a painting of

extraordinary beauty and efFeot, being a representation of the
si-riptural text relative to the raising of Jairus's daughter. Our
artist has finely depicted the painting herewith, and we present it

to our readers with much pleasure. We need hardly refer our
patrons to the chapter and text that tell the story of the picture,
but still it is proper to do so in tliis connection. Bv turning to

the fifth chapter of Mark, the reader will see under what circum-
stances this miracle
was wrought, and be

tlius enabled to fully

enter into the spirit

of the picture. A
father had sought the

Saviour and entreat-

ed him to heal liis

child, who was very
low and sick. Even
while he thus be-

sought Jesus, there

came one toliim from
his child's bcd>ide,

and said that she was
dead. But Jesus en-

tered the house, and
said, " Why make ye
this ado and weep (

The damsel is not

dead but sleepeth."

And the unbelieving

throng laughed him
to scorn. But he qui-

etly dismissed tlie

spectators, save his

immediate followers
;

he called the fatlur

and mother of the

girl, and, taking the

child by the hand, lie

said, " I'alitha cunii,"

which signifies, I say
unto thee, arise!
"And straiiihtway

the damsel arose and
walked;' and great

was the amazement
of all and the Loid
called for food for her

that she might he

nourished. In the
picture the artist has

chosen the moment
to depict when the

damsel walks forward
with her hand in the

Saviour's ; and he has

fully succeeded i n
throwini; into the
countenances of the

whole group the nat-

ural surprise that
must needs attend

such a wonderful de-

velopment of tuper-

huraan power. To us, the picture possesses peculiar beauty, and
we give it here wilh more than ordinary satisfaction, believing

that our readers will also participate in our appreciation. Thus
to mnemonize upon the genera! mind those beautiful tabhanx of

sacred history is a pleasant and Christian task; and we indulge

in the satisfaction of thus representing one of the sacred scenes in

our Saviour's Life with particular satisfaction. No"- do we wonder
that European churches are largely ornamented with such scenes

as these, illustrated liy the painter's genius, for such ])ictures serve

to fix upon the mind li.e doings and precepts of Jesus.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
The engraving which we give herewith, represents the contri-

butions of Messrs Parker & White to the late ii-'n in Fancuil and
Quincy Halls, in this city. This house has won an enviable fame
by the excellence and variety of its sgricultural implements, and
is at ihis time doing an immense business in this lino, at their

establishment, 8 and 9 Gerrish Block, Blacksione Street, Boston,
where all orders for seeds, trees, and farm s(o"k gencviilly. may
be addressed. It would be impossible for us to go into particu-

THE R.\ISING OF JAIRUS S DAUGHTER.

lar.= in the description of each article represented ; but, to the

practical eye, and to these especially, will the engraving recom-
mend itself, the picture will tell its own story. The vast iin-

lirovemcnts which have been made in agriculture within the last

few years, has invested the calling with fresh interest, and the en-

tire role of field labor and cultivation has been wholly changed by

the im])rovcmenls introduced in machinery and farm implemcnis
It would be almost impossible to enumerate all the articles which
this firm exhibited at the fair, but we will give a glance at them.

The eagle plough is used eitlier as a sod or stubble plough, and

will generally require four cattle. It is admirably adapted
for breaking up rough ground and for trench ploughmg, and is

the best plough for covering up a great growth of weeds, stubble
and grass that can be found. Among other ploughs exhibited by
this house was their improved expanding cultivator. Among
the large number of implements we find this one of the most suit-

able. It can be expanded at pleasure, and acts very much like the
plough. The seed-planter cortains but one hopper, but is a most
admirable machine. In using it, the operator takes the handle, as

in using a wheelbar-
row, and walks off

erect, the machine
making its own fur-

rows, counting and
meafuring its own
quantity of seed, de-

positing it in hills or
drills at ple.'sure,and

at any distance apart.

The hay-cutter,which

may be seen in the

right foreground of
the picture, is a most
excellent machine ; so

are their patent grain-

cradles, corn-shellers,

fanning mills, corn-

crackers, garden and
fire engines, improved
hydraulic rams, pat-

ent grindstones, cyl-

inder-churns, cattle-

tie or chain, cranberry

rake, apple parer,

patent bee-hivos. jn

short, this house pre-

sents every sort of

farm utensil, in its

most improved shape,

and the engravmg
which we give here-

with, being an exact

copy of the articles

which were exhibited

at the late Mechanieg'
Fair, in this city, pre-

sents a fine array of

the full stock which
their ware-room; ex-

hibit. We were par-

ticularly struck in the

examination of their

stock of tools, to ob-

serve a labor-saving

machine, called a

post-hole auger; the

use of this machine is

to expedite the dig-

ging of holes for
posts in sandy,loamy,
or simply gravel soil-

ly land. Jt will be

found wonderfully
useful in saving and
alio expediting labor.

With one of these tools a man can bore a hole ten inches in diam-
eter and three feet deep in five minutes. We might go on, and
enumerate various other articles depicted in the engraving : the

fruit gatherer, garden syringe, grass or edging knives, hedge
shears, sliding pruning shears, tool chests, pruning saws and chis-

els, barn and carriage-house door rollers, etc., etc, ; scythes, rakes,

shovels, ladders, and the like, will be found also represented, and
all of these are of the very best quality. And we may say that

any article of agriculture desired in its excellence, and newest
and best form, may be found at this establishment.

%^ FARMING TO^|.j^ & MAGHIMES.

PAUKER & WIIITK\S ICXlillilTlON WF AGRICULTUIIAL MACHINES, AT THE LATE MEOHA.XICS KUll i.N" lifiSiO.V.
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SI'tClMEN OF FLINT WAKK.

The fine cnpraving given herewith relates to the

United State depurtoient of the Crystal Palace, and

shows the articles contriluited Ijy the Bennington

(Vt.) Pottery Company, including a groat Taricty of

useful articles and ornaments, such as can he made of

earthen and stone ware. The articles here given are

of Porcelain, Parian, Lava and p^namel Flint Wares.

The articles are not only manufactured in this coun-

try hut the materials from which they are made are

of this continent exclusively. Indeed, we have not

only no lack of good delft and porcelain material, liut

a surplus of mineral matters of a character very supe-

rior to the European minerals, and which have now

become an article of export trade to England. The

neighborhood of Bennington, Vomiont, is one well

adapted for the establishment of a pottery manufac-

ture, as there is a considerable deposit of plastic clay,

which is met with in large

quantilicf, and of great pur-

ity, in at least a dozen other

places in Vermont. Indeed,

there is no State in the Union

better adapted for manufac-

turing porcelain and other

carthem wares, containing

all the mineral elements, and

also ores of iion and man-

ganese These, however, in
"

themselves, constitute hut a

portion of the success of any

branch of manufacture, and

it is to the untiring industry

and skill of Mr. C. W. Fen-

ton that this country is in-

debted for the establishment

of this art, at Bennington.

Ho has labored over thirty

years to advance the manu-
facture, and, with great pe-

cuniary expenditure, has ad-

vinced it to the condition in

which it is exhibited in this

collection from Bennington.
At the sacrifice of time and
health he has also succeeded

in introducing the manufac-
ture of Parian Ware in this

country
;
produced the Flint

Enamel Ware, for which he

has secured a patent ; and is

engaged in extension of por-

celain manufacture — which
ha' been tollowed by other

establishments in this coun-
try, hut by no means to the

same satisfnctory devclop-

jnent as by him. The Unit-

ed States Pottery Company
arc now erecting a very large

manufactory at Bcnninsxton,

which, when completed, will

furnish Porcelain or Parian
wares, tqual to French or
English, at a more modcriitc

price, owing to the cheaper
cost of the materials, the fa-

cilities possessed to prepare
them, and the superior con-
itruction of the kilns, in

which an economy of fuel,

with a more steady ami
clearer heat, is obtaiu'd. To
the artist and superintendent

of the premises,—Mr. 1). W.
Clark,— the company owe
much of their success in the beauty and execution of the designs
and articles. The nrticlcs exhibited by this company are of Por-
celain and Parian Ware, Lava and Enamel Flint Wares. Among

sulators are in the collection This ware has been
etnployed on the telegraphs in the vicini'v of Boston :

among these specimens is a patented form, recom-
mended by Mr. Bacliclder, which has a shoulder with
a re-entering angle of forty-five degrees ; this angle
causes the wind and rain to pass downward, and ji'e-

vents the inside of the insulator from being wet. This
Enamel Ware cotnpriscs a variety of assorted articles,

candlesticks, pitchers, spittoons, i)icture-frames, tea-

pots, etc. Tlii.s ware has become a favorite article in

New England, and deserv-es much merit as cottage
furniture. The Lava Ware is a combination of clays
from Vermont, New Jersey, etc. ; Carolina, composed
of silica and felspar, intermixed with the oxides of
iron, manganese, and cobalt. It is the strongest ware
made from pottery materials ; the glaze upon this lava
ware and upon the flint ware, is chiefly of flint and
fcUpar, and has, therefore, to be subjected to such an

intense heat to fuse it, 88
would destroy the glaze up-
on common crockery. The
colors upon the flint ware
arc produced by diflTercnt

metallic oxides applied on
the glaze, which latter serves
as a medium to float them
about upon tlic surface, while
in a state of fusion, thus pro-
ducing the variegated tints.

The depot for this ware, in

Boston, is at No. 62, Broad
Street.

PORCELAIN AND FLINT WARE, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE,

liTTrr—

* liiiafill^:
'the FIRST STEP," IN THE CRYST.\L PALACE.

the articles the most prominent is a tile floor, which underlays the

whole of the articles, embracing a spa e of seven stjuare feet.

The tiles are inlaid with variegated c>lors, the borders displaying

the American flag. Upon the centre of the floor stands a monu-
ment, ten feet in height. The first or lower section represents the

Lava Ware, or variegated stone ; the second section their Flint

Ware; the third, open colums, inclosing a bust of Fcnton, the

designer of the articles on exhibition ; the fourth section crowns

the monument, and is a Parian female figure, presenting a bible to

a child, on a inonument, by her side. Around this monument arc

displayed table and scale standards, Corinthian capitals, figures,

vases, urns, toilet sets, and a creat variety of other specimens in

Porcelain, plain and inlaid. The pitchers in Porcelain are deserv-

ing of notice, as a branch of national industry ; though not decor-

iited, beyond a gilt moulding, and, therefore, not so attractive as

China, yet they possess the first elements of good ware—that is,

a uniform body without any waving, and of well mixed and fine

materials. It is upon such -ware, only, that decorations and orna-

ments can succeed, and Mr. Fenton has overcome the great obsta-

cle in the producing of ornamental China, namely, the formation

of a ware having the essential properties of good Porcelain, den-

sity, whiteness, and transparency. The Parian Ware of this com-
pany is remarkably fine, especially in the form of pitchers. They
are light in material, of graceful outline, and of two tints—one
fawn colored, from the presence of a little oxide of iron, and the

other white, from its absence. To us, the former appears the more
pleasing to the eye. These are made of the flint from Vermont
and Massachusetts, the felspar from New Hampshire, an(f tlic

(yhina clays from Vermont and South Carolina. This company
h.as the credit of first producing Parian Ware on this continent.

China has been heretofore made in Philadelphia, and, also, at

Green Point, Long Island ; but the manufacture is now only car-

ried on to a small extent, and that in the latter locality. The
United States Pottery Company are at present enlarging their

works, at Bennington,—owing to the increased consumption of

their wares,—where they are fitting up a main building, 160 feet

in length, and giving employment to one hundred operntivcs,

using water-power for grinding the materials, and six kilns of an
improved construction, for tlie firing of the wares. With the in-

creased facility of manufacturing, which this extension aflTords,

this market will lie supplied with China wares, of a snpcrior kind,

manufactured at home, and which will, no doubt, remunerate the

company for the outlay incurred, and add another to the new man-
ufactories established among us. The superiority of the Flint

Enamel Ware, over the English, consists in the addition of silica,

contbined with kaolin, or clav, from Vermont, wliich, when in

properly adjusted proportions, produces an article possessing great

streuiith and being perfectly fire-proof Telegraph insulators, in

white flint, arc on exhibition,—this m.atcrial being one of the best

electric non-conductors that can be found. Various foims of in-

" TIIE FIRST STEP,"
Which our artist has rep-

resented below, is a little gem
in marble, now on exhibition

at the Crystal Palace, New
York, and illustrates the idea

of the first step taken in

childhood. The little oiie

is timid, and holds by the

mother's dress, while it es-

says the first ett'ort at walk-
ing. Its little face shows
surprise at the very idea of
its own temerity in attempt-
ing to walk, while its fat

limbs seem like anything but
suited for the purpose of per-

ambulation. This statue has
been highly praised, and has
attracted much attentiot} from
visitors. The same may be
said of the "Cage of Cupids,"
also given below, being an
admiiable little group, in

marble, and evincing the

most exquisite workmanship
and skill. It is a novel idea,

that, of caging up a bevy of
Cupids, and the little rogues
are represented as tired of
their confinement and striv-

ing to escape. The picture

gives an excellent idea of
the group, but to realize all

the excellence attached to

this piece of scul]iture, one
must examine it in the origi-

nal. The number of gems
of this sort, which the palace

contains, is the secret of its

attraction to people of taste,

and those who go thither for

the purpose of improvement
Though the New York exhibition

may not equal the great London exhibition, j'ct it is the most
magnificent thing of the kind over attempted in this country.

and intellectual enjoyment.

fSr^

CAGE OF CUPIDS, AT THE CR\STAL PALACE.
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[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

THE FIKST FROST.

BT I ANTHONT HOXDS.

Scarcely had the summer parted

From her Jiappy reign with time,

Ere I heard, with mournful cadence,

Like a sad- returning rhyme,

Winds a-coming :ind a-wailing,

I'roDi the Morthlaiid s frozen clime.

Then, the day3 more clear and cooler,

And the sky serener grew;

Mantling all the starry spaces,

With a still intenser blue;

And the even's shadow lengthened.

Farther mid the morning's dew.

I went out at early nightfall,

Gazing at my garden tlowers,

As my wont was— never deeming

That, ere dawn should greet the hourB

With its kindling kiss of sunshine,

Fatal feet should tread their bowers.

Night went by— and frosty-footed

O'er the green hills came the morn

;

Whitening all the upland pastures,

And the jmrple-plumed corn;

But my ropes—ah, my roses!

Drooped like } oung Love met by Scorn.

See them now! my summer beauties,

Desolate each shining fold

;

Shrinking from the very sunhght

—

0, that first frost came too cold!

They must perish
—

'twaa so ever,

Since the autumn came of old.

Yet, I love you, roses, dying,

For when summer days were long.

Oft you brought me bloom and beauty,

AVhen [ found elsewhere but wrong,

Filling all my soul with sweetness,

IJke some nectar-laden song.

Love you, for 'twere sinful not to,

my dear, departing flowers

;

Since you seem like those above you,

Whom we fondly christen "curs;"

Brighter blossoms—Heaven shield them,

Blooming in domestic bowers.

Ah, full oft jour fate reminds me,

'Tis a tale too often told;

Of a heart that would have loved you,

Now, alas! so ftill and cold;

Were not all its beating smothered,

For a Ufe of angel-hood.

Now when leaves begin to languish.

And the rotes droop and die,

Memories of a bitter anguish

Round about us thickly lie,

As the autumn's shifting shadows.

When the first frosts linger nigh.

[Written for Gleason'8 Pictorial.]

WHAT'S IN A WORD.
BY HENRY WILLIAM HEBBEBT.

Far from the busy mart and the gay haunts of fashion, there

stands yet in the outskirts of a large city in a free, civilized and

happy land, a tall, dilapidated-looking building of red brick. By
no means devoid of pretension in the style of its architecture

^though it had evidently never been completed—with many
rows of large and handsome windows, it was probably intended

by some speculator, more enterprising than sagacious, for a holcl,

or summer boarding-house ; but there needed but one glance to

sec that it had degenerated into a mere hovel of the poorest and

most squalid of the laboring poor. The doors were warped and

shattered; and one leaf of the principal entrance swung by the

lower hinge alone, and seemed as if the slightest shock would

wrench it from that likewise. The windows, not one of which

was entire, were stuffed with all kinds of substitutes to shut out

the keen air of an American December night, which was setting

in with more than usual rigor ; a half-starved pig lay stretched

out in a cavity which yawned under the wretched wooden steps,

that gave access to the wide doorway, where, to carry out the orig-

inal design, there should have been a splendid marble stair and
terrace ; two or three gaunt and wolfish-looking curs were prowl-

ing to and fro about the entrance; and a dirty, crop-eared, discol-

ored cat was seen watching their movements with a jealous eve
from th.' broken hand rail, wliich offered but a frail support to the

hand of anv one ascending the slippery and sordid stairs.

It wanted a little while of sunset, and the sky was still full of

light ;
but the very sunshine was cold and ungenial in its aspect.

The northwest wind blew, cutting and keen, from the neighboring
river; and if a drop of water was spilled by chance on the pave-
ment, it was converted on the instant into a globule of solid ice.

Every one who was abroad that evening—even if he were
wrapped up in the warmest garb of wadded broadcloth and rich

fur—felt the severe and biting cold even to his bones, as it seemed
;

and walked as fast as he could to keep his blood alive, and his

flesh unfrozen.

But there was one man, who, though not cloaked against the

weather, nor indeed covered sufficiently to enable him to face the

mildest breath of winter, so far from hurrying along the street

loitered with a sad, pensive and yet restless air, as if he were

afraid or unwilling to reach the end of his wanderings.

It was a man in the prime of youth, who would have been nat-

urally well looking and powerfully framed, though his features

were now so much sharpened by care, and perhaps by want, that

almost every trace of comeliness had vanished from their outlines
;

while the expression that pervaded them was so wild, haggard

and painful that it was actually unpleasant to behold them. His

figure, also, though the breadth of the shoulders and -lymmctry of

the ])roportions could not be concealed, was so terribly emaciated

and shrunken, that his threadbare and jjatched though scrupu-

lously clean surtout, of what had been once tine black cloth, flut-

tered about him like the fantastic draperies of a scarecrow. Not

a shred of linen was visible at his cutl's or collar; a rusty, black

neckcloth, twisted about his neck, alone appearing above the col-

lar of his closely-buttoned frock. A more disastrous and lament-

able object could not be well imagined than this young man, who
should have been, it was plain to see, one of the noblest and most

athletic of the great Maker's creations.

Yet lamentable and frightful as it was, there was, with all the

poverty, nothing that looked like a trace of vice or profligacy, or

an}'thing depraved or low in the character of the man. O'l the

contrary, his bci ring and demeanor were those of a gentleman,

and the expressio n of his features, although they were pale and

pinched and almost distorted, would have been fine and noble,

but for the wild anxiety which gleamed from the bright, blue eyes,

and quivered in the muscles of the mouth.

Bitter and pierchig though thenight wind was, and insufficiently

as he was clad to face it—for his path lay in its very teeth—this

man, as I have said, loitered ; and at times stood quite still, look-

ing up with an expression half-melancholy and imploring, half-

reproachful, to the bright stars above him. Then he would clench

his hands and gnash his teeth, and stride off ten or a dozen paces,

and again stop and gaze about him anxiously, as if he was in

search of something which he expected but could not find.

At last he muttered to himself: "No hope—there is no hope!

Home—neither in earth nor in heaven ! No hope, nor help, nor

pity !" He paused for a moment or two and laid his thin hands

on his brow, as if he were in deep thought. "No!" he said,

" no ! no ! that were but cowardly, if I were in the world alone

;

but with her—it were mere baseness and infamy to fly from my
misery, and leave her to die alone ! No, no, I must bear it—bear

it iill 1 have closed her eyes, and then—then—rest!"

He said no more, but hurried on his way as fast as the weak-

ness of his limbs permitted, as if some new thought had struck

him, and soon reached the desolate and dilapidated looking house

I have described. Without stopping at all, he mounted the filthy

steps, and passing into the open doorway, ascended flight after

flight, each darker and more gloomy and more sordid than that

below it, until he reached the attic; there he stopped for a moment
at a low doorway, and listened before he entered. " She sleeps,"

he said, in an under voice, before he opened the door, and entered

with a light and noiseless foot.

That was, indeed, a melancholy chamber. There was not a

particle of fire om the cold hearth, only a little pile of whitcwood

ashes ; there was not a piece of furniture in the room but two

crazy chairs, a deal table, and a miserable bed, scarcely half cov-

ered by a sort of rug and a colored horse blanket, a man's great

coat, a pair of tattered pantaloons, nay, even the shut which that

wretched being should have worn, were laid upon the bed—most

vain and sad attempt to eke out the scanty covering of the poor

invalid, who lay there so still and calm, yet so cold, that even in

her sleep she sliivcred, and her teeth chattered, though she knew

it not.

She was a delicate, fair girl, not above nineteen years of age,

with a skin whiter than the driven snow, and a profusion of rich,

auburn hair, which had escaped from her coarse but clean head-

gear, and fell in rich silky masses over the harsh ticking of her

uncovered pillow. She, too, was, like the man, extremely thin

and attenuated, but in her the tliinness appeared to be rather t c

result of disease than of hunger ; for there was an ominous flush

on her transparent cheek, and the blue veins stood up like cords

over the poor, thin hand, which lay upon the pallet's edge, so

wasted, that you almost might have seen the light shine through it.

For a moment the young man stood looking at her, as she slept,

with a face of unutterable anguish ; then he stooped down and lis-

tened to her breathing, and then, drawing himself up again to his

full height, HTung his hands bitterly, while a large tear rolled

down his wasted cheek and fell upon that little hand.

Instantly the fair lids uprose, and a pair of the brightest and

loveliest blue eyes that ever beamed upon mortal man the bliss of

most pure affection, shone out upon him full of gay and cheerful

hope, and a smile of ineffable sweetness played round the ruby

lips, which had preserved their freshness to the last, to greet his

coming.

" Dear, dearest Arthur I" she said, in a faint, low voice, that

still spoke unaltered and unalterable love, " How long is it that

you have come back? How long have you been looking at niel"

"But now," he replied, "dearest, and now in vain—

"

" No, darling, not in vain," she answered, " say not in vain, for

is not your coming all in all to me f When you are with me, I

feel neither want nor sorrow—all is bright happiness and hope, as

it was years ago at home. O, never say that it is in vain that you

come back to your poor Ellinor. Stoop down and kiss me, love
!"

And he stooped down and clasped licr thin frame to his breast,

and her white arms were clasjjcd around his neck, and their lips

met in the hallowed kiss of pure affection—affection true to the

end, through misery and more than mortal anguish.

" Dearest, how cold you arc," she iiiurmured, forgetful of her

own bitter sufiVrings. " How you shake—you, who are so strong

and brave and manly! O, take your great coat, I implore you !

1 am not cold at all—indeed, I am not. I had a long, sweet sleep.

with many pleasant dreams, and I feel quite refreshed, and better

than I have felt these many days ; and I am not in the least hun-
gry, either. I believe fasting is good for me ; but I am very much
afraid that you are famishing, too, as well as almost perishing

with cold."

" No, I am not," he replied, " Ellinor—no, I am not, indeed.

I was given a little food while I was abroad seeking for work and
I have brought you part of it. No, indeed, I am not hungry, and
the chilliness will pass away immediately, now that I am out of

the night wind."

And he produced two little rolls of bread, and gave one of them

to the poor invalid, with a little water in a cracked teacup ; and

alas ! the brightening of her poor eye, and the avidity with which

she broke and ate the miserable food, told but too plainly that the

tale she had told him of her improved health, as the result of com-

pulsory fasting, was but a kind and pious fiction. And he, while

his vitals were devoured with the keen agony of famine—for he

had scarcely eaten in three days—looked on with arms folded on

his breast, and a well pleased smile on his features, rejoicing that

she could partake and enjoy the miserable meal, which alone ho

had been enabled to bring home to her.

Which was the greater hero—he who stood there with wolfish

appetite suppressed, his tongue cleaving to his palate, and his

throat almost convulsed with hunger, yet with no selfish thought

in his sad heart, or he who rode in sullen triumph, and smiled

when the dead lay thickest, over the charnel plains of Austerlitz

and Jena ?

A little talk of better days, a few sweet memories of the past

sadly recounted, and with a fond smile on her lips, the sick girl

sunk again into a calm and gentle slumber; and he, the husband

of her youth, stood watching her, heart-stricken and desjuiiring.

After a little while, her deep and regular breathing announced

that she was fast asleep ; and then having gazed for a little space

upon the remaining roll with wistful eyes, he hurried to a little

cupboard at the farther end of the room, and, laying it on the

shelf, closed the door hastily upon it, exclaiming, "No, no! I

will not be tempted ! No, I wilt not !—at least she shall have

wherewithal to break her fast to-morrow."

Then he groped about in the drawers of the table for a scrap of

candle to replace the morsel which was now just expiring in the

socket ; and having found and lighted it, he sat down, resting his

folded arms upon the table, and, burying his face in his hands,

remained for nearly an hour plunged in the turmoil of rapid and

conflicting thoughts.

His was a very sad, but, alas ! not unfrequent story. A youth-

ful artist of high promise and unwearied industry in the old coun-

try, he had, as men say, marred his fortunes and brought ruin on

himself, by making a love-match with a sweet, virtuous and lovely

girl, the daughter of a stout, thrifty farmer in the neighborhood

of the town in which he pursued his profession. The parents on

both sides were dissatisfied. The girl's father—a rude, ignorant,

hard-tempered man—complaining bitterly that Ellinor should have

thrown herself away upon a beggarly jjainter man ; while the rich,

miserly tradesman—whose man'iage bed had been honored by the

birth of the noble and intellectual youth, whose mind he was no

more capable of comprehending than is the dull tortoise of meas-

uring the eagle's flight—set no bounds to his fury, when he learn-

ed that his son, for whom he had destined the hand of a cross-

grained and skinny spinster, the daughter of a green-grocer alder-

man, had demeaned himself to marry v^hat, in the purse-proud

insolence of trade, he dared to call a mere clod-hopper's child.

Prejudice on the one side, and insolence on the other, soon led to

an open breach, high words passed, and it was only by the young

artist's active interference, that farmer Goodwin was prevented

from laying the weight of his sturdy arm and silver-mounted

horsewhip on the shoulders of the pert linen-draper—an interfer-

ence which, while it averted nothing of his own father's small,

spiteful rancor, completed the alienation of the more manly agri-

culturalist, and ended in his being speedily and formally dis-

owned by both parties and thrown unassisted on his own resources.

Sickness and want soon followed ; and in an evil hour, listening

to tales never to be fulfilled of the immense facilities of living,

and the certainty of employment in the transatlantic world, he set

sail for America with his young and lovely wife, their passage-

money and the price of their outfit having consumed nearly the

whole of their slender means.

It is notorious that in the United States, even in the most pros-

perous state of the commercial world, while every handicraft and
j

mechanical pursuit, and even the use of the spade, commands a

ready market and high rates of compensation, all intellectual

labor is ill paid—unless it be of the very highest grade of excel-

lence—and all employment of that nature is precarious and uacer-
j

tain to the utmost.

It happened, moreover—as appears frequently to be the case

with the events of human life, misfortune following hard upon

misfortune at one time, and at another, joy succeeding joy in

quick succession—that the period at which Arthur Aston landed

with his fair young bride in America, was one of singular and

almost unexampled depression, even in that land of rapid vicissi-

tudes and continual fluctuations. Hundreds, nay, thousands, who,

a few little months before, had been rich in every earthly good,

were now reduced to more than comparative poverty; and men,

who, half a year previously, would have lavished thousands of

dollars on a picture, or an article of furniture, were now obliged

to look carefully to the expenditure of every dollar.

A few days made it evident to Arthur that his Utopian dreams

were little likely to be realized; and a few weeks—of which every

hour was spent in fruitless endeavors to obtain employment, or

what is called by the ignorant and heartless rich men of great cit-

ies, i)atronage—convinced him that if he would not starve him.^^ >,
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and see his sweet wife starve before his face, he must be content to

descend to a lower sphere than the ideal— to apply his talents to

some purpose less elevated and more utilitarian than the repre-

sentation of fair forms and glowiii}; landscapes, and to exchanfjo

his ardent aspirations for eternal fame, to the mere struggle for

that daily bread which is not given for the mere asking.

After a while he was glad, at a mere pittance, to engage with a

card engraver on a salary so small that, with the closest economy,

it sufficed barely to procure the merest necessities of life for the

young couple.

Still, they were happy and contented, and grateful to the Giver

of all good, and found, in each other, that amplitude of perfect bliss

which the world giveth not nor can take away. During the sum-

mer months and delicious autumn time, that loveliest season of

America, they struggled on, still happy, cheerful, and full of

hope; and many a pleasant walk by the calm river's side, when

the day's toil was over, brouglit back to the mind of the joung

bride the happy time when the first love of her fond lieart was

won by the green banks of that small, brimful, English river,

which, flowing through the loveliest of England's lovely land-

scapes, had soothed her infant ears to sleep on her lost mother's

bosom ; and banished, by the grateful recollection, all thouglits of

care or present sorrow, lost in the fullness of past happiness and

present love.

A little longer and cold winter came, and with it sickness and

fresh sorrow. The keen, piercing cold of America, added to want

and suffering and sorrow, smote the frail, delicate form of tlic

young girl, and silently and uncomplainingly she wasted day by

day—and tlie hectic flush crept over her pale cheek, and the

unnatural brightness of the eye awakened dread suspicions of

the presence of that fiend, which ever preys upon the loveliest and

the best.

Then, to complete the ruin, Arthur's employer failed—and

failed, too, indebted to the wretched man above one half of bis

most miserable three months' pittance; no part, however small,

of which was there a hope of ever more recovering. And yet

worse !—of so base a nature was the bankruptcy, that it created a

sort of secret prejudice, if not suspicion, against all persons who
had been in any wise connected, even as sufferers, with the dis-

honest artizan's affairs.

His wretched means were all swept away—his poor employ-

ment was at an end—his character was, in some sort, blighted

—

he was completely, hopelessly destitute—his wife was dying.

Could any man be more wretched—be more sternly tempted ?

Yet had he striven bravely against fortune
;

yet had he borne

up manfully and with a resolute heart against the spite of his des-

tiny ; and she, that delicate, frail comforter, had ever smiled most

brilliantly, and spoken rajst hopefully, when matters looked the

darkest. Still, it was all in vain ! Evci-y small ornament, evei-y

dear relic of better days long flown, had been pawned, or sold to

buy medicines or bread ; and now, for two long days, there had

been nothing left to sell, except the clothes each wore upon their

person, and bread itself, had failed them, as everything but bread

had failed them long before.

Daily for weeks, Arthur had been a beggar for employment, till

he had begged in vain. Even the poor boon of laboring to the

utmost for the smallest pittance had been denied to him. In his

own beautiful profession he could obtain no work; he had no

skill in handicraft, he had no strength to dig.

That night, for the first time, he had begged for bread. Ho
had met contumely, insult, mockery, hut no comj)assion. At

length, as he was returning home hopeless and starving to his

starving wife, a very poor Irish woman, standing at the door of a

wretched -looking shanty, was struck with the misery and famished

look of the unhappy man, and ran in and fetched out the two

rolls which he had carried home, as a rich prize, and thrust them

into his hand, with a tearful eye and a few kind words, and re-

fusing all thanks, shut the door in his face when he would have

returned them.

Five minutes before that the richest man in the city, whose

autograph signature he had engraved not a week before on a ])latc

for a visiting card, Iiad cursed him for a drunken dog, and bid

him work or go to the almshouse.

Alas ! that it should so often be the poor who feel the most

compassion for those poorer yet, and stint themselves of their

own wretched sustenance to minister to the wants of their breth-

ren, while the rich are contemptuous and harsh and haughty.

This night, as he sat alone, all these things rushed at once in a

torrent over his soul—his wretchedness, his struggles, his despair;

and she—she dying ! Dying of want, when perhaps a few paltry

dollars might preserve her. Then he thought of the rich man,

and his brow was heavily contracted, and his hand clenched, and

his teeth grinded together, as he remembered the supercilious

sneer and cruel, taunting laugh, with which he had listened and

replied to his plainly delivered tale of sorrow.

Then, in an instant, as if by electrical impulse, the autograph

flashed on his mind, and at the same point of time, the name of

the bank wherein the rich man kept his huge deposits occurred to

him. At any other time he could not have recollected it, per-

haps, had it been to save his life. He had once carried a check

thither for his employer, who had kept his account in the same
iuotitution—then he remembered that he had seen a blank check

of the same bank in his own drawer the day before—and he re-

membered even the very nook of the drawer wherein it lay con-

cealed, and the chance by which it had got there.

Thought suggested thought with the speed of light; and almost

before the first idea of sin was resolved in his agitated mind, the

plan was matured, the plot half execnted.

The rir-li man's severe and cruel word htid changed the inno

cent and honorab:e sufferer into the knave and felon. The hl.ink

cheek was filled up with rare skill, and the haughty merchant's

autograph was appended. No eye could have detected the im-

posture, so brilliantly was the deceit executed. No, not the eye

of the man himself, whose signature was counterfeited. It was

for a small sum—a very small sum— for even in sin and deceit

this honorable point yet remained to the sinner, that he would

owe nothing to his fraud but the merest and most absolute neces-

saries of existence.

The sneer and bitter taunt had turned his life-blood to gall

—

had changed the whole tenor ot bis thoughts from right to wrong,

in a moment—ay, in the twinkling of an eye !

He looked—so completely had passion led him astray—upon

his intended crime not merely as a deed justified by circumstances,

but as one in itself almost praiseworthy; as a sort of moral retri-

bution, a licensed spoiling of tlie Egyptian, and taking vengeance

in kind on the oppressor. He was in fact for the time, and on

that subject, insane. Men will say, " What 's in a word (" Of-

tentimes, I reply, felony, murder, madness !

He actually knelt down and prayed when his forgery was com-

pleted, and then, without undressing, laid himself down beside

his sleejjing bride, and after lying awake for a little space antici-

pating, with a strange sense of satisfaction, the certainty of hav-

ing food and medical attendance for his EUinor to-morrow, he,

too, sunk into a deep slumber, and awoke not up until the sun

was high in the clear and frosty heavens.

Then he rose up and brushed his threadbare garments, and per-

formed his ablutions with assiduous care; and then, without

breaking his fast, after bending down for a moment and imprint-

ing a light kiss on his fair wife's pale brow, he left the wretched

chamber bent on his evil errand.

An hour later, he might have been seen walking among the

busy crowds that thronged the mart of that proud city, towards

one (if the chief banks, but with a step_that faltered, either from

weakness or irresolution. His face was ghastly pale, and his

whole frame shivered between the cll'eets of nervousness and cold,

and at times he almost staggered in his gait, so worn was he, and
wasted by fierce famine, and yet more fierce excitement.

Several of the bystanders gazed at him earnestly, so strange

and sad was his appearance ; and one or two, who were passing,

paused in their haste to stare at him, but h.aving stared their fill,

they went their way silent and pitiless.

He had now reached the broad flight of marble steps leading

the votaries of mammon up to the great shrine of their hourly
worship—a slnine vaster and nobler than any temple to the livino-

God—when, as he paused at the base of the ascent, two men came
down from the doors in earnest conversation.

One—Arthur's eye recognized him at a glance—was the young,
burly, heartless merchant, whose sneer on the preceding night had
almost maddened him, whose simulated check he was about to

offer at the counter. His stalivort frame was wrapped in a pelisse

of wadded broadcloth, trimmed with rich sables, a well-contented

smilefplayod over his thick, sensual lips, which, as he^ passed the

starving artist, uttered with pleasant emphasis the, to him, hal-

lowed words, "Millions of dollars."

The other was a pale, old man, with hair as white as snow,
keen, twinkling eyes, as bright as stars on a frosty night, a broad,

hale, raddy face, from every line and dimple of which smiled out

benevolence and good will toward men. His dress was plain,

though well made and of excellent materials ; and, notwithstand-

ing the keenness of the wintry morning, he wore no ujiper gar-

ment over the old-fashioned blue coat closely buttoned to his chin.

He had no need of surtout or wrapper—that gay-hearted, good
old man. There was warmth enough in every thought and feel-

ing of that kindly old soul to render his body proof to all the cold

of Siberia.

His eye fell on the face of Arthur, as he passed, scanned all his

features, for a second or two, with quick and decisive intelligence
;

and then, as if satisfied, he stopped short, and said, in a loud,

cheery tone

:

"What's all this? AVhat 's all this, my poor fellow ? You
look like a sober, honest man, and you are cold and hungry, I am
sure. What is the matter ; Are you sick ? Upon my life and
soul," he added (|uickly, as Arthur turned yet paler at the sound
of kindly words, while his brain reeled, and his heart beat so

quick that his breath seemed lo fail him, and he would have
fallen, but for the pedestal of a tall marble column. " Upon my
life and soul, I believe the man is peri.^lllng with hunger. What
a shame ! What a shame—in the centre of our rich community !"

" Pshaw ! pshaw ! Mr. Brothcrton !" replied the other. " Your
tender heart is always leading you astray. lie is a wretched,

drunken vagabond, who begged of me last niglit in the street.

But I knew too much, I can tell you, to give him money to spend

in the grog shop. Come along; come along. I cannot waste my
time here."

" Then go away," answered the other, " nobody wants you. I

shall stay here with this poor fellow ; he is no more drunk than

you are—it is wretchedness. Alas ! that there should be so much
of it in this world ! Come, cheer up ! cheer up ! You look bet-

ter now; I will take care of you. Now, stand away, my good
friends," he went on, for a crowd had begun to gather, " nothing

at all remarkable—nothing to stare at, I assure you—onlv a poor

sick man. Call me a cab, my good boy, will you not ? That is

it ; we shall do very well, now."

And in a moment, as the vehicle drew up to the side of the trot-

toir, he helped Arthur Aston in with his own hand, and stepping

nimbly in beside him, desired the man to drive rapidly to his own
house.

Once there, a little proper food and a glass of wine restored the

faculiies of the joung man, as it were, nliraculo^^ly. Nor, as he

re-ained his strength, did his heart, which had been unlocked

instantly by the first cheery tones of the good old man, close again

stubbornly, or harden itself against the voice of conscience and of

better thoughts upspringing from the seed sown by the first kind

word.
All his sorrows, all his sufferings, and his first meditated sin

were soon recounted to the friendly listener—nor did a few tears

flow from the eyes of either during the piteous tale. It needed

not a long time to prove the truth of the recital ; and that once

proved, Arthur nor Ellinor had any reason more to blame the

spite of fortune.

By that judicious patron the young man's talents were em-

ployed, and, not long after, the glowing and harmonious offspring

of his teeming fancy were seen decorating the walls of the good

rich man's stately mansion ; the giddy train of fashion crowded

the artist's studio ; and it was deemed a favor, by the fairest and

the proudest of the land, to bear off a picture from his easel.

His beautiful young wife's disorder—which had arisen from

want only and the ills of poverty—speedily yielded to the sedu-

lous attention of her devoted husband, and the more genial days

which thenceforth dawned upon her. Nor had a year passed since

she lay upon the untended couch of almost mortal sickness, before

she was the boast .and belle of the great city.

Never from that day forth were Arthur Aston and his fair wife

tempted beyond their power to bear. They lived happy, and fond

of making others happy. Honored of men, and, so far as we

may judge, acceptable to the Most High was their way of after life.

But Arthur never from that day when the good man saved him,

ceased to rememlier how much of good there had been to him,

how much of good or evil there may be to every man, in the most

trivial word that falls from the lips of heedless and indifferent

speakers.

[Written for Gleason's PietortEd.]

"MY UURIEI) liOVE."

BT MRS. SARAH B. DAWES.

Bay not, Annie, he 's buried now,

That noble form—that mauiy brow

;

The casket only lies entombed,

The gem hath long in heaven bloomed

;

And now methinks from yonder skies,

Ue watches you with angel eyes.

Thy wedded life, how short its stay,

Like morning clouds it passed away

;

And now thy sad and widowed heart

Is blushing .still beneath the smart

;

But, Annie, hearts still live to cheer

Thy lonely path with blessings here.

" My buried lovel" 0, say not so,

Although his form sleeps here below

;

The soul—the bright, immortal soul,

Hath reached in peace its heavenly goal

;

And now no more with care opprest.

It dwells iu bliss among the blest.

When thoughts of him steal o^er thy soul,

And grief's dark wavelets o'er thee roll;

Then heed not, Annie, the sombre gloom.

That dwells around his earthly tomb

;

But lift thy beaming eyes above,

"Where dwells thy fond, thy ^' buried love.*'

« »•— »

[Gathered for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FIIOM TUUNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OCR READING.

.... The expression of truth is simplicity.

—

Seneca.

.... Time well employed is Satan's deadliest foe ; it leaves no

opening for the lurking fiend.— Wilcox.

.... Malice scorned, puts out itself; but argued, gives a kind

of credit to a false accusation.

—

Massinger.

.... Heaven's gates arc not so highly arched as princes' pala-

ces ; they that enter there must go upon their knees.— Webshr.

.... Such as thy words are, such will thy affections be es-

teemed ; and such will thy deeds as thy affections, and such thy

life as thy deeds.

—

Socrates.

.... Feeble i)eople are the light troops of the army of the

wicked ; they cause more evil than the army itself; they infest

and they ravage.

—

Chatn/ort.

.... Seek not proud wealth ; but such as thou mayst get

justly, use soberly, distribute cheerfully, and love contentedly.

—Lord Bacon.

.... Extinguish vanity in the mind, and you natiu'ally retrench

the little suiierfluities of garniture and equijiage. The blossoms

will fall oft' themselves when the root that nourishes them is

destroyed.

—

Steele.

.... Most men take least notice of what is plain, as if that was

of no use ; but puzzle their thoughts to be themselves in those

vast depths and abysses, which no human understanding can

fathom.

—

Slierlock.

.... Of all the passions, jealousy is that which exacts the

hardest service, and pays the bitterest wages. Its service is to

watch the success of our enemy ; its wages, to be sure of it.

— Colton.

.... Morality, without religion, is only a kind of dead reckon-

ing—an endeavor to find our place on a cloudy sea by measuring

the distance we have to run, but without any observation of the

heavenly bodies.

—

Longfellow.

.... All that nature has prescribed must be good ; and as

death is natural to us, it is absurdity to fear it. Fear loses its

purpose when we are sure it cannot preserve us, and we should

draw a resolution to meet it, from the impossibility to escape

it.

—

Sletle.
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MRS. BARNEY WILLIAMS AS THE "YANKEE GIRL.' MR. BARNEY WILLIAMS AS "RAGGED PAT."

MR. AND MRS. BARNEY WILLIAMS.
It gives us pleasure to be enabled to lay before our patrons an

artistic representation of the character of "Ragged Pat" (in the

drama of " Ireland as it Is "), as personated by the eelclir.itcd

Irish comedian, Mr. Barney Williams. Also, an excellent and
lifelike design rcpre.-enting Mrs.
Barney Williams in the character

of " The Yankee Girl." The de-

signer and engraver hare admir-
ably done their duty, as all who
have witnessed these artintes in

these characters—so peculiarly

their own—can testify; and, in

proof that the public fully appnv
ciate their efforts, wc have hut to

state that they have performed
these parts upwards of Jice lain-

dred ni(jhts in nearly all of the

leading theatres of the country
;

and on each occasion before

erovvded audiences. " Ragged
Pat " is truly a rich and original

chiracter, and affords fine scope
for the inimitable powers of Mr.
Williams,—enabling him to de-

lineate with wonderful effect

many of the leading traits in the
characters of the beU specimens
of the sons of the Emerald Isle.

But it is not only in " Ragged
Pat" that Mr. Williams's irre-

sistible humor carries the audi-
ence with him,—he plays the
Irish genilcm.in with equal ef-

fect
; and in nearly the whole

range of Irish characters he has
enjoyed more marked success
than ha,>. been achieved by any
o'hcr actor in his time since the
days %vhen Tyrone Power (alas,

he is no more!) was among us.

Mr. Williams is yet a young
man—wc believe not more than
thirty-two or thirty three—and he
is yet rising rapidly in his pro-
fession ; even now there is no
one, in what is technically termed
the " low Irish comcily business,"
who is his equal, or pretends to

dispute his claims to superiority.

He commenced his professional

career in the most luinilile capa-
city in one of the New York
theatres, without the assistance,

or scarcely the encouraging voi-

ces of friendi; but he has, l>v

hard study, energy, and strict

sobriety, advanced step by stop,

until he has reached, if not the

foremost rank in the dramatic art, certainly a very enviable posi-

tion in the estimation of the public. Mr. Williams, apart from
his professional merits, has so many benevolent traits and social

qualities, that he has won the friendship and esteem of all ivho know
him. But we must not exhaust our limited space in encomiums

ODD FELLOWS HALL, NEW ORLEANS.

upon him, thoujfh deserving much more than wo can write at this

time. He has a " l>efter half"—a morit estimable wife—who
likewise deserves much more than our praise. No lady of the
dram.itic profession in our land, has, to so great a degree, tha
meritorious faculty of Mrs. Willi ims in keeping an audience in

the best possible good humor.
Her personation of " The Yan-
kee (lirl," is unrivalled and un-
approach.able; indeed, no other

J/ actress hag ever attempted to

make it the prominent part—the

heroine of a play. We have lis-

tened evenings to the eccentrici-

ties and comic drolleries of the

lamented Yankee Hill and Dan
Marble, and also to the broad
and clever yankceisms of Ilack-

ctt, Silsbee, Addams, Valentine,
and Locke; but the vivacious,

the sparkling and bright person-

ations of Mrs. Williams, in our
opinion, eclipse them all. Yet,

Mrs. W.'s talents and genius are

by no means coiifii cd to the

lights and shades of Yankee char-

acter. She shines preeminently

in portraying the Irish girl— in

fact, her brogue is '' quite a.i

rich," and she can rattle it off

more glibly than even Barney
himself; besides, her Hassernc,

the leader of the "Ecmalj Forty

Thieves," and in many other

parts, requiring unusual versa-

tility, she is perfectly " at home."
That she has sustained fully and

triumphantly her well-earned rep-

utation, during her recent en-

gagement in this city at the

Howard Athcn.Tum, may t)0

judged from the fact, that, at its

brilliant conclusion, she was pre-

sented with a magnificent service

of plate, valued at $42.5, by hor

sincere f^riends and ardent admir-

ers. Take them all in all, wo
know of no greater card of at-

traction to any theatre than Mr.

and Mrs. Williams. In testimo-

ny of this, we may state, that

they performed thirty five con-

secutive nights in New Orleans,

and their actual reccip's were

upwards of t/iiitt/-jive tho\is(ihd

dullur^! Their engagement at

the Broadway Theatre, in New
Y'ork, continued five weeks, when
the extremely hot weather made
it necessary to close the theatre.

[Kor dBi»crii)tion, see \m'^>e 20'J.]
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CROSSING OF THE ALLKCillANY, PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

CROSSING OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
We present herewith an accurate sketch of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, as it appears at the point where it ascends the Alle;;ha-

nies, hy the inclined planes, between Harriibnrpr and Pittsbur;;.

There are some two planes on the ascending side, towards Har-

risburp, and three beyond, towards Pittsburg. They are on an

angle of some twenty-live degrees, making it somewbat perilous

at ibis point of travel, from fear of the breaking of chains, or

other contingencies. About three weeks since our artist witnessed

an accident of this kind, wliile travelling on this road, at wliich

time this sketch was made. The scenery around is exceedingly

beautiful, and, along the whole route, deliglits the traveller by its

wild and pictures(|UO beauty, and the novelty of ascending such

hciglits by means of railroad cars. When it was first proposed

to surmount the diiricuky of the passage by the means now em-
ployed, whereby the cars arc raised over the inclined piano by

means of stationary engines and immense chain rahlcs, the propo-

sition was considered to be all<'g<ther beyond the power of engi-

neering; but perseverance and a liberal expenditure has at last

coni-ummated a piece of work that is justly esteemed a modern
wonder, second only to the celebrated Simi)Ion road, over the

famous Euroiiean heights of that name. Our artist has repre-

sentfd the train in the very act of the ascension over the inclined

plane, forming a most grand and novel sight.

LALTs'CTI OF " THE GREAT REPUBLIC," THE LARGEST MERCHANT SHIP IN THE WORLD. (For deecription, ore pdge 2G9.)
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TRIBUTE TO THE 3IE>IORY OF EDMUND BIARCY,

A Bon of the Hon. William L- Marct, Secretary of State, who died while on

his passage to a warmer clime, July, 1863.

BY MH8. L. a. 8I00URNET.

Ah! is it so?—
I well remember him,

The earnest beauty of hia thoughtful brow,

And his calm, manly presence, while he sought

The wealth of learning, with a student band

Amid yon classic halls.

And when he took

The well-earned plaudit, and went forth to bear

His part upon the battle-field of life,

I little thought how soon the sleep would come,

That hath no wakening here.

The good ship bends

Her course serenely o'er a southern sea;

The hoarse waves hold their breath, and all is peace

;

But meekly helpless, on a brother's breast.

Reclines that youthful form.

From his pale lips

Sighs forth, in tender tone.-; •• mother's name,

With the love-message. A/i a mother's name!
How sweetly mournful, ou the far. deep sea.

That faintly uttered sound. Will the next be

A Saviour's name, amid tke bliss of heaven?

And meet it is—a mother's nurturing care,

With all its emphasis of zeal and hope,

That knows no change save death, should have a place

Next to the patience of redeeming love.

So thus, amid unfaded charms of earth,

In the fiist flush of manhood he hath fled.

A cloud of weeping settleth o'er his home.

Yet shall it show a silver edge, and bear

The glorious colors of the bow that sprang

First from the Deluge, bidding chastened hearts

Adore God's perfect wisdom, and be still.

< —•- >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A LITTLE DEED.

BY REV. HENKT BACON.

" Sir, can you tell me wliere the telegraph office is V
" Yes ; do you know where Chestnut Street is >."

"No, sir; I am a stranger here."

" Then look up the street—you see that yellow omnibus ; fol-

low that, and the first time it turns it will turn into Chestnut

Street, and vou will see the telegraph office on the right hand side

immediately."

She passed ou—the stranger lady. Her countenance betokened

preat anxiety, and the gentleman to whom she directed her in-

quiry saw that she could recollect no circuitous direction, and he

therefore gave her the guide which led her direct to the door of

the office. It was a little deed. Any one might have performed

it who had the disposition, instead of hurrying past, with the an-

swer, " Up the street, round the corner." It was a little deed, but

let us trace out some of its issues. Little and great are but rela-

tive terms. The littlest become the greatest sometimes, when we

trace out the issues, and see that that which appears too trivial to

notice is, after all, the germ of the mighty result—the mustard

seed of the great tree, the acorn of the spreading oak. When
Mahomet wjis once pursued by his foes, he retreated into a cave

;

the next instant his pursuers were there—they noticed the cave,

but they saw a little bird sitting on the branch of a tree that hung

down in front of the mouth of the cave, and concluding that if

Mahomet had gone in there he must have disturbed the bird, they

flew on, and Mahomet was safe. The bird had alighted there just

as Mahomet passed in, and what an unconscious, tiny guardian

was that bird ! What issues depended on his resting on tliat

branch at that instant of time ! So a little deed may turn away

evil from the home of a truer heart than Mahomet's, and be reg-

istered by the telegraph of heaven, as great in its issues.

The " stranger" lady was Mrs. Carson, and she was eager to

get a message from her husband that would determine where she

might expect to meet him. She found the office of the telegraph,

and there she found a message from him stating that he would

meet her in Pittsburg. She had just time to reach the cars as they

were starting on their way, and it seemed fortunate to her that

they immediately moved out of the station house, so exhausted

was she by anxiety, and so stifled was the air in that hot house.

Several times on tlie way thither, the carriage in which she rode from

the telegraph office was delayed by the blockades in the streets

where "improvements" were going on, but the goodhcartcd

coachman encouraged her with the assurance that he should get

there in time, and by his adroitness he managed to do so.

She was now fairly on the way. A long way it teemed indeed

from the beautiful city where she was a stranger, over the moun-

tains to where the city would seem home because her husband

would be there. He was flying over the iron roads of the far

West, and had sent, from a point beyond the Queen City, the

electric speech to bid her on. How strange it seemed to her to

think of the rapidity of their advance towards eacli other, and she

almost regarded the iron monster as a thing of life, and it seemed

to her more beautiful than Aurora's chariot, or Juno's, when

*' At ber (.ommand rush for*h the 8t<*d« divine.

Rich witli immortsl gold their trnppicgs 6hino."

She had an eye for all things grand and beautiful, and remem-

bering that though she might pass by the same scenery many

times, yet there was something in the aspect it then wore, wliich

it would never wear again, she was on the look-out for all ihe

attractions of the river, earth and sky.

The cars were crowded, and she noticed a lady entering at Har-

risburg, who was at a loss for a seat, and she invited her to take a

portion of her chair, which was done most readily.

Tiiere was an unpleasant haughtiness about the new comer's

manners, but Mrs. Carson was resolved to make the journeying

pleasanter, if possible, by inclining the lady to converse. She

succeeded gradually, and the lady was evidently interested in the

conversation of her unknown companion. Mrs. Carson was a

])erfect guide to the finest points in a landscape. The " art of

seeing " was possessed by her most completely, and the pictures

she made constantly, by grouping just enough to suit the painter's

eye, were exquisite specimens of a rare taste for the picturesque.

Mrs. Lyde, as we will call the new comer, found herself looking

with a new insight upon the scenery around her, and the hours

were spent most happily which she feared would have dragged

heavily. She felt that she must go to Pittslnirg that day, though

she would gladly have deferred it. She felt certain of there see-

ing her son from the West, without having to behold his wife,

whom she had learned was in New York, or farther east. Strange

purposes were in her mind, born of that hauglitiness that gave so

unamiable an aspect to her bearing, and frc(iuently she would drop

into a fit of abstraction as though buried in thought, deaf to any

remark that might be made by her companion. But her passion

had wakened a morbid condition of the brain, and she was little

aware how ill she was when she left Harrisburg that noon. Now,

the noise of the cars, the sounds of the steam, the ringing of the

boll, the hurrying to and fro of the people, and the constant

changing of the scene about her disturbed her excessively. She

began to regret that she had started on the journey ; her real pur-

pose of heart condemned her ; she felt terribly alone ; she did not

dare to attempt to return, lest she should break down from the

disappointment of her darling purpose ; and so, sick at heart,

trembling in every nciwe, smitten in conscience, and alone, she

went on. A strong will supported her some time, but it was a

relief to her when the night came, and she could cover some of

her sad feelings by the plea of sleep, and she arranged herself

as well as she could to give her head some relief. She did sleep
;

and when she awoke, she found she had changed her position, and

her head was resting on the shoulder of her companion in travel-

ling, and she had dreamed that she was sleeping on the bosom of

her daughter.

She excused herself for intruding, but was answered by Mrs.

Carson, that she should be glad to aid her, as she saw that she

was quite ill. " Moving the hair that dropped over your face,

madam, I found your temples were hot, and I hope you will let

me serve you. It will be a pleasure to me to perforin any of these

little deeds."

Mrs. Lyde was too sick to reject the proffered kindness, and

once yielding, she began to discover what kindness there was in

the heart of Mrs. Carson. To the offices of sisterly sympathy

she was found as apt and ready as when she pointed out the most

attractive points in the scenery along the banks and in the neigh-

borhood of the Juniata ; and Mrs. Lyde discovered that half her

illness had gone since she accepted the proffered kindness.

The night wore on. At times it seemed awful to gaze down
into the vast depths above which the cars were passing, and wliich

were made still more oppressive to the sight by the moonlight,

that was just brilliant enough to add to the awful grandeur of the

scene. Fear would not lessen any danger, nor relieve any scene

of its horror, and therefore Mrs. Carson, with a mind that readily

turned to the best side of everything, enjoyed the grandeur of her

mountain journey. Nature never looked more beautiful and sub-

lime than on that memorable night. Was it because she was so

ready for all the offices where the little deed could alleviate a woe,

or lessen a pang ? It may be so. Life is full of compensations,

and when the heart is right, and the kind act is readily performed,

it is as though a light were lit in a dark place, to illuminate some-

thing beautiful which we would not have wished to miss. Once,

by suddenly throwing over Mrs. Lyde a large cloak, she was de-

fended from being injured, during the stage ride that intervened,

at that time, between the two portions of railroad, on the western

side of the mountains, and east of Pittsburg ; and so many were

the little deeds of that one night on the part of her companion,

that Mrs. Lyde began to think that it was wonderful that she

should have chanced to meet one so kind.

But the smoke-crowned city now came in sight, and as the cars

drew near, preparations were made on every side for disembarka-

tion, as though the night's voyage was ended. " Do you expect

friends at the cars ?" asked Mrs. Carson of Mrs. Lydo.

" Yes, my son will be here, I expect. I shall stop in the cars

till all the passengers arc out, and he will be sure to find me.

That is what I wrote him."

Sati.^fied with this, Mrs. Carson left her companion, who was

greatly revived, and seemed anotlier being than she was during

the night ; and receiving acknowledgements for her kindness, Mrs.

C irson left the cars, which were now in the station-liouse of

Pittsburg.

How quickly tlie eye goes through a vast multitude to the one

wished-for face ! quick as the gaze of the astronomer to the de-

sired star amid the vast hosts of the heavens. Mrs. Carson saw

her husband, and almost his first words were :

" I liked to have missed you, liut the kindne.s,-, of a gentleman

assisted me to a little ride that brought me here in time. Did n't

you see my mother in the cars ?"

" Your mother ? is she expected 1 You know I have never

met her, and how should she know me ? And would she know me,

Clarence, if she were to have me pointed out ?"

The clerk of the St. Clair Hotel chanced to be with one of the

coaches, and Mr. C.irson entrusted to the care of that gentleman

bis wife, and hastened into the cars to scarcli for Lis mother, who

was to visit, as she wrote him, an old friend in Alleghany City

across the river from Pittsburg.

He found his mother quietly waiting for him, and soon they

met, and were in the carriage, on their way to the desired home of

her friend. When the carriage came to the bridge, the noise les-

sened as the coach slowly rolled along, and the mother was elo-

quent in praise of the lady she had met in the cars, and who had

been so kind to her. The son was sure, in his own thoughts, that

that lady was his wife—it was so like her ; and with this supposi-

tion, he was delighted to hear the enthusiastic praise bestowed

upon her.

" I had a good mind, many times, to ask her name," said the

mother, " but I hardly thought it right to venture, and so I do not

know to whom I am indebted."

" Do you r/uess she was marriedV asked her son.

" That's a matter you need not be curious about," she answered,

with something of her old haughtiness. "How is your wife?

Have you heard lately ">"

" Yes, quite lately. She was very well the last time I heard.

But was the lady you speak of married, as you think V
" I should really think you were making preparations against the

want of a second wife; but, to ease your mind, I think she is

married."

" What do you judge from ">" he rejoined.

" From her plain speech that her husband was to meet her at

the cars," answered the mother.

" And did you see him ?" was the next question.

" No, she left to look after him, as too many wives have to look

after their husbands."

He was confirmed in the supposition, that, unknown to each

other, his wife and mother had been journeying together, and he

had buoyant hopes that all would soon be made harmonious in

the relations which his marriage had created in the family.

The can-iage stopped at the residence of Mrs. Lyde's friend,

and her son, pleading special business, immediately returned to

Pittsburg. Never did he look so happy as when he entered the

St. Clair Hotel, and rejoined his wife. He told her his suspicions,

and all doubts were removed by the description given of her dress

and appearance b}' his wife. What made the matter still more

certain, was the fact that Mrs. Carson had noticed, on a handker-

chief, the name of Lyde—the name taken by Mr. Carson's mother

by her late marriage to the captain of one of the Liverpool line

of ships, of which marriage her son had not heard till since he

had last written to his wife.

The question now was to arrange a meeting that should be suc-

cessful for unity. After much planning, arrangements were made

for Mrs. Carson to go over to Alleghany City in the afternoon, to

the house where Mrs. Lyde was visiting, in company with a friend

of her husband. Mr. Carson went over to the same residence

early, and it was then that his mother found occasion to open all

her store of dislikes in reference to his marriage. Her great

trouble was, not that she had heard anything evil against his

wife, but she had not heard of the things she wished for his com-

panion—wealth, social position, and beauty. He tried, first, the

force of pleasantry, and said no one could expect to have wealth,

social position, and beauty all in one wife, and so, as he had got

beauty, he was determined to get the others by his own efforts to

give to her. The controversy grew warm, and many times the

son was tempted to speak of her own recent marriage, without

consultation with him or her other sons in the West, but he kept

all these tempters at bay.

By some remark he bad touched her feelings to some little ten-

derness, when a carriage drove up, and as the door was opened,

out stepped a lady. She was seen by Mrs. Lyde, who exclaimed,

" There she is—the lady I journeyed with in the cars."

Of course Mr. Carson rose to meet her, and to return thanks

for the kindness bestowed on his mother. Mrs. Lyde imagined

the gentleman in company wi th Mrs. Carson in the carriage was

her husband, and when they came in, what was her surprise to

find the lady introduced to her by her son as, " Mother, my wife,

your daughter."

For a moment she was confoimdcd; she raised her fingers to

her lips, as if to hold back the rising words ; and then, bursting

into tears, she most affectionately embraced the wife of her son,

and spake nothing but the lessons of the journey, and how deeply

impressed she was by the many little deeds of a kind h*art.

That evening, in a private parlor at the St. Clair, a happy cele-

bration was enjoyed.' It was the new marriage feast ; and those

who were able to follow the after fortunes of the mother and the

happy couple, saw them in the dearest of harmonies. Captain

Lyde being absent, Mrs. Lyde was able to accompany her children

to their home, where, in the steady development of the resources

of a rich mind, and in the performance of " the little deed" as the

great thin-; in social life, Mr. Carson became popular and wealthy,

and his wife only adorned life the more, the more extended became

her onportunities to aflfect the well-being of those about her.

< »—
NEW VORK.

Do not believe that New York is the heartless seat of worldli-

ness and ostentation sometimes so described. Believe that tlicia

is much of cordial (rnod-will, much of sincere piety and charity in

our citv. If we ha e more than our share of vice and misery

which "visit us from • viry quarter of the fflobe, appreciate, I pray

vou, the energy ami urinciplc that hold these social dangers in

(heck, and restrain -.reign violence, whilst tluy rebuke and de-

throne municipal i-oniiption. It sometimes seems to nie as if

certain critics of our ways and manners in the east, judged as

some unskilled spectator judges the barn where the farmer is ply-

ing liis v«-iiini)wing-niachiiie. He stands at a distance, blinded by

the chaff, and sneezing iit the tingling dust borne by the wind lo

bis sensitive nostrils, whilst he is not near enough to sec the goldeu

gr.,iu that falls quietly into the garner.

—

Rev. Dr. Osgood.
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A CUKE FOR ENNUI.

BY DR. J. H. KOBIN80N.

"My mind is completely unsatisfied," said Mr. Hamelin, yawn-

ing. " My whole mental being demands something which it has

not, and even my physical is paralyzed by strange lassitude, and

aches with an unknown dissatisfaction. What hinders me from

being happy ? I have wealth—I own this costly dwelling, with

all its magnificent belongings. I am able to gratify every whim

of tlie fancy, and every caprice of the appetite. And yet I cannot

but confess, and every day brings the truth home more palpably,

that I am an unhappy man."

"Mr. Hamehn," returned a lady, who was reclining on a luxu-

rious lounge near liim, "I fear you ai-e selfish. Absorbed in your

own unhappincss, you forget that I am the most wretched of

women. I take no pleasure in contemplating these costly furnish-

ings, or in reposing idly upon a sofa, dozing in an easy chair,

yawning upon a lounge, or in a tedious drive. My inward nature

feels the same cravings for an unknown something, for which you

complain so pathetically. Yellow-eyed Melancholy has visited

me with her mournful visage, and places her grim hand coldly

upon my heart. I sigh for some otlier enjoyment, and yet I know
not what it is. It strikes me that there must be something wrong

in such a state of things. Why should the human soul, when
properly guided, feel a want which cannot be gratified '> I had

always supposed that wealth would confer happiness ; that luxury

and magnificence would eft'ectually dispel sadness and misery."

Mrs. Hamelin sighed and ceased speaking.

"My dear Eliza," resumed the gentleman, "you describe well

my own emotions. The same mysterious and silent graspings

after an unknown enjoyment distract all my waking moments.

The common round of fashionable amusements no longer gives

me any pleasure. The ball-room disgusts me with its empty

glitter ; cards are hateful to my sight ; drives are unenduiable

;

walks are absolutely terrifying, one meets so many beggars and

poor people ; theatres are a monotonous drug ; operas, to mo, are

discordant mummeries ; concerts became stale long ago ; newspa-

pers are all alike and not fit to be read ; new works by celebrated

authors arc ditto ; theology is dry and dusty, it does not satisfy

one of the inner cravings ; summer tours have lost their novelty,

and travelling is an old story—I never wish to hear the names of

fashionable resorts again ; the continent is a bore ; the world is a

blank, and I am weary of existence."

Mr. Hamelin arose and paced the floor with a disconsolate air,

while Mrs. Hamelin, producing an embroidered handkerchief,

wiped away the tears that gathered in her eyes.

"Now, Mrs. Hamelin, if there is anything that I particularly

dislike, it is weeping ; and if you wish to fill quite to the brim the

measure of my wretchedness, just cry ten minutes. It has always

been a mystery to me what comfort a woman can find in tears
;

but I suppose they know that others can be made miserable by it,

and that gives them a morbid pleasure."

" George, I really believe you will be unkind to me before

long," replied the pretty and youthful Mrs. Hamelin, weeping

more profusely. " If you should, I assure you that I should take

steps to put myself out of the way. My own unsatisfied nature

makes me miserable enough, without the conviction that yon aie

ceasing to love mc, as you formerly professed to do."

" Do not make yourself uncomfortable on that account, for it is

very evident that you are the best companion that I could possi-

bly have had ; and all my friends know that I idolize you because

of your beauty, amiability, and intelligence, but if you should once

acquire the habit of crying, I think I should "

" Should what, Mr. Hamelin V
" Well, I don't exactly know ; but something desperate, I'm

sure. But look; there go seveial poor people to their lalrors
;

their faces are cheerful, and their voices have a happy tone. I

declare it's wonderful ! What can be the meaning of it? It must

be that riches are given to people to make them wretched. Wliat

remains for a person to do, after he has acquired wealth enough

to Si\tisfy his ambition'?"

" Positively I don't know, George," replied the lady. " It's a

question I have often asked ; but I suppose we must walk up and

down the earth in state, and keep aloof from the poor and vulgar."

" That appears to be all that is required of us ; and the only

business of our lives is to make the rabble stare by the magnifi-

cence of our outward show, but 'tis fit employment for fools alone.

I believe I should be ten times happier in a cottage, earning an

honest livelihood from a few paternal acres. My wife Eliza, some-

thing within keeps telling me that there is a wi-ong somewhere.

Tlie laws of Nature have l)een violated in some way or other; I

have philosophy enough to discover that."

" That is my own opinion precisely, and it only remains to us

to solve the mystery. We are rational beings ; what hinders us

from working out this moral problem ?"

" Sensilile remark, my charming little woman ! The idea is

worthy of a Plato or a Socrates. I propose that we spend the

next two days in solitary confinement, striving with all our men-

tal fjrcc to discover wherein we have violated the laws of our

being. I propose, furth.ermore, that if we suppose we make any

important discovery in regard to this matter, we respectively put

it on paper, together with what we may decide to be the means
of cure. What do you say to this !"

" The idea is a novel one, and I approve of it ; bnt I would
venture to suggest an amendment, which is, that we remain clos-

eted until we have made some discovery or other, whether it be

two vfcoks or two hours."

" I accept liic uaitudraent," said Mr. Hamelin, " and now I

will retire to my chamber, to puzzle my brain with this anomalous

subject."

" Very well, George ; I will observe the agreement religiously,

and shall expect you to do the same. And let it be distinctly un-

derstood that we will not see each other again until we shall arrive

at what may appear to us, individually, some reasonable conclu-

sion in regard to our mutual unhappincss," rejjlicd Mrs. Hanjelin.

"Here's my hand, Eliza. The preliminaries are arranged.

Adieu."
Mr. and Mrs, Hamelin separated to put their singular plan in

operation. The former passed the remainder of the day and

night in his chamber, having his meals brought up. His mind

was very active during the time, and he slept but little. At ten

o'clock on the ensuing morning, some one knocked at his door; it

was a servant who came to announce that his lady desired to sec

him in the library. Eager to know what the result of her medi-

tations might be, he hastened to the apartment indicated. He ob-

served, at a glance, that the features of his handsome wife were

more placid than usual. She held in her hand a folded paper.

" I perceive, Eliza, that you have not been idle," said Mr. Ham-

elin, with a smile.

" You are right, George ; my thoughts have indeed been active.

You will doubtless feel inclined to consider me an egotist, when I

tell you that I have discovered the cause of our discontent,"

returned the lady.

" I am impatient to see the contents of that paper," added Mr.

Hamelin, " for I confess that I have, as yet, arrived at nothing

definite."

" You shall hear what I have written immediately ; but you will

reject it on account of its simplicity. My first proposition is as

follows :

" That the term of human life is not to be wa.'Sted in idleness.

" My second and last, that to be happy ourselves, we must

strive earnestly, sincerely, and unceasingly to make those around

us happy.

" These two propositions are all I have written ; but by studying

them, we may draw many wholesome inferences :

" Eirst, that we have lived only for ourselves, and that exist-

ence is actually thrown away in doing absolutely nothing.

Secondly, that we have never tried to assist those in the lower

walks of life, according to the ample means which Providence has

placed at our disposal.

" And thirdly, that we are merely drones in the great hive of

humanity, consuming that for which we have not labored, pro-

ducing nothing, and doing no good to a single fellow-being.

" Taking this view of the case, is it wonderful that we are ren-

dered miserable by ennui, and made wretched by cravings which

cannot be answered without action?"

Mrs. Hamelin paused, and glanced anxiously at her husband

;

but that gentleman remained silent for at least five minutes, and

she did not feel disposed to disturb the current of his reflections.

" Read the propositions and inferences again, if you please," he

said, at length, and the lady did so.

" There is a world of wisdom in what you have written," he

resumed, thoughtfully. " A new light begins to shine into my
brain. Yes, it must be that life was given for use. Why should

these strong arms grow weak from inaction 1 Why should this

busy mind consume itself with its own morbid rust ? Why
should the whole physical system grow weak and puny for want of

that exercise which gives development ? Why have I never

thought of it before ? I am, in reality, but a fungus growing out

of humanity, eating its vitality, without affording it any equiva-

lent. It is very true, wife, that we have lived only for ourselves
;

we have been shamefully selfish ; in ministering to our own ap-

petites, we have forgotten that there are thousands around us who

are treading in the thorny paths of want and poverty. Yes, I

perceive it, as an inevitable conclusion, that in conferring happi-

ness upon others, we benefit ourselves, and reap an exalted pleas-

ure in contemplating smiling faces which we have made. We
must try this plan ; we must begin our lives anew ; for it is never

too late, I have heard say, to reform."

" You have seized my idea at a single grasp," returned Mrs.

Hamelin, with vivacity. " You feel within your soul the applica-

tion of my simple propositions. It is really time that our dronish

lives should take a more rational phase. We are responsible

beings. The Creator will hold us accountable for wasted years,

and wealth misapplied. Nature and conscience will rebuke our

sloth, and frown at our selfishness. Why, we might as well be

vegetables, as to be what we are and have been. We do not act

in a genial manner upon the mass of mankind, nor do we feel and

acknowledge the bond of brotherhood which binds all human

hearts together. It is now time for us to begin to observe what

other people are doing around us, and to see if we cannot make

ourselves felt for good. I propose that we go and visit the poor

in our neighborhood
"

" Most willingly. I t'link the excursion will do us good,"

replied Mr. Hamelin.

" Our man John was speaking, the other day, of some destitute

families in E Street. It would be well, perhaps, to have him

accompany us," added the lady.

The person alluded to was lung up, and made acquainted with

the nature of the service required of him. He stared at his mas-

ter and mistress in undisguised astonishment.

" And are you really going into that dirty sti'Cet ?" he asked,

incredulously.

" Sfrange as it may appear, that is our purpose," said Mr.

Hamelin, with a smile.

" Shall I order the carriage?" resumed John.

" No ; we prefer to walk, on this occasion. Now lead the way,

and show us how poor people live," rejoined the gentleman.

"I know it will make your heart ache, lua'auj," added John,

addressing himself to Mrs. Hamelin, as he led the way towards

the street indicated.

" It has ached for a long time," returned the latter, with a sigh,

" and it had better ache with sympathy than with ennui."

The parties reached a smoky and filthy locality. F Street

was narrow, and crowded with old and tottering tenements. An
air of desolation seemed to pervade the spot; poverty and want

spoke from every broken pane, and found an eloquent voice in

every haggaid face they met.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamelin felt like persons entering a new world

;

they were not inured to such places ; they were strangers to the

darker realities of life ; they had never or seldom seen grim hun-

ger written upon human visages ; they had always shunned the

contemplation of misery ; their thoughts and desires had centered

within themselves ; they had not wished to look upon gloomy
pictures, for fear their delicate nerves might be shocked.

" If you please, we'll go in here," said John.

Mrs. Ilamelin's cheeks turned pale a little when she perceived

what kind of a dwelling they were about to enter. She could not

help confessing to herself that she felt very much out of her ele-

ment, but remembering the new course of life upon which her-

self and her husband had resolved, she summoned all her firmness

and followed their cicerone. A narrow and rotten flight of steps

descended from the sidewalk to some kind of a habitable place

below. The steps groaned beneath their weight as they passed

down, one after the other, for the stairs were so narrow that two

could not go abreast.

Mrs. Hamelin gathered her dress closely about her person, and
waited with a sickly expectation for some movement within re-

sponsive to John's knock. A dilapidated door swung creaking at

last upon its hinges, and the uninvited visitors passed into the

cellar. The air that met them was damp, and loaded with un-

healthy gases, which always haunt those subterranean abodes of

poverty and wretchedness found in large cities. A pale and fee-

ble looking woman, with a puny child in her arms, sat crouching

over a Jew embers that glowed with but faint intensity, in the

cheerless fireplace. The garments that hung about her person

were such as the miserable ones of earth are well acquainted

with ; they were torn, mended, faded, inefficient, and could not

well subserve the purposes of comfort and decency, but there was
obviously an attempt on the part of the wearer to make them as

tidy and useful as possible.

The natural instincts of the woman for neatness, fitness, and

order, were everywhere apparent in that abode of poverty. The
little girl that had opened the door, and the bright boy that stood

near her, bore witness to her efforts to make them comfortable.

Their scant clothing was not filthy, and their pale faces were scru-

pulously clean, while their silken hair was combed out smoothly.

She reddened to her very forehead, when she perceived her well-

dressed, yet unexpected visitors. She would have otTered them

seats, but there were but two shaky chairs in the room, and shs

was ashamed to proffer them. She bowed her face upon the

child's head, and awaited with emotions best known to herself for

the strangers to announce their purpose.

Mrs. Hamelin, who was at first speechless with astonishment

and pity, soon recovered her self-possession, and placing one of

the broken and ricketty chairs near the poor woman, ventured to

trust herself upon it. Perceiving her sensitive nature, Mrs. Ham-
elin did not at once inquire into her history, but strove to win her

confidence, and make her feel that inquisitive impertinence was no
part of her nature. She played with tlio child's soft carls, caressed

its pale little face with her hand, and quietly inquired its name
and age. In a short time she had elicited the woman's history,

and discovered that she had once been more favored of fortune.

Her husband had deceased suddenly, leaving his business unset-

tled, when, by the artful management of one of his relatives, all

the property had passed into other hands, leaving her with her

children destitute.

" What was your maiden name ?" asked Mrs. Hamelin.

"Emily Graham," was the reply.

" You attended a boarding school at H , in the year 1846 1"

resumed the lady, quickly.

" I did," replied the other, with a start of surprise.

" We were then friends," continued Mrs. Hamelin. " I was at

that time called Eliza Arlington."

At this announcement the woman covered her face and wept.

" You must leave this place," said Mrs. Hamelin, taking her

hand kindly ;
" I ask it as a favor ; allow me to have my own way."

" I cannot consent to be a burden to any one."

" Hush ! don't sjieak," retorted the lady.

"John, run for a carriage !" cried Mr. Hamelin, who had been

listening to the conversation, while he was pretending to play with

the boy.

" I cannot go ; I am already indel>ted to the landlord for this

place, miserable as it is !" exclaimed the female.

" Hurry, John, hurry !" uttered Mr. Hamelin, impatiently.

" Please sir," said John, as he stood in the open door, "you
have a vacant house on D Street."

" Thank you for the suggestion, my good fellow. We will per-

suade Mrs. Strickland to occupy it."

It is not necessary to prolong this narration. Before night,

Mrs. Strickland and her three children were comfortably installed

in a pretty house belonging to Mr. Hamelin, which had just been

vacated. The comforts of life flowed in upon her as if by magic.

Her heart expanded with hope and gratitude, and the faces of her

little ones were wreathed with contented smiles. Mr. and Mrs.

Hamelin acknowledged that that day's work had made them hap-

pier than they had been for many months. But their charities did

not end here. Thenceforward, in living for others, they found

that inward peace whicli cold stlfiibness can never impart.

r
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Methodism is of recent origin. We hear nothing of

it in the early history of the country on cither side of tlie

water. It was about the year 1766, or soon after its rise

in the old world, that it was introduced into New York

city, by a company of Wesleyans from Ireland. The
first preachers were Philip Embury and Thomas Webb.

The last -was a captain in the British army. Two years

afterwards, the first Methodist chapel in America was

consecrated. Francis Asbury, subsequently a Metho-

dist bishop, who came to this country from England, in

1771, was the loader of American Methodism. It was

in the year 1784, that the Methodist Episcopal Church

in the United States was formally organized. Its his-

tory, therefore, is only about as long as that of the con-

stitution of this Union. Though of so recent date,

Methodism has spread and taken root in this country,

until it ha.-, become the foremost communion, as to num-

bers, embracing 12,467 churches, or more than a third

of all in our land of every sect, and about a third more

than the Baptist denomination, the next most numerous

religious body. Jesse Lee was the father of Methodijm

in New England. He first preached it in New Haven,

Norwalk, and other places in Connecticut, in 1789. It

was during the same year, that the first New England

Methodist society was formed in Stratfield, a parish in

the town of Stratford, Conn. Massachusetts first wit-

nessed Methodism in Lynn, where a society was formed

in the year 1791. Here the first chapel was built. Of

its erection, Lee says :
" They began it on the 14th of

June, raised it on tlie 2l5t,and dedicated it on the 26th."

This reminds us of early house building in California.

It ia stated that this same building is now used as a

public school-house. Lynn, to this day, is a favorite

home of that earnest Christianity which it so early enter-

tained. Wo come now to consider what it most con-

cerns us f) know, how this new doctrine was introduced

into the ci y of the Puritans. We read, that as early as

the year 1768, when the British regiments were quar-

tered in B )<ton, there were some of the soldiers who
were xMethodiSts and soon gathered meetings. Though
Richard Boardman, Wil.iara Black, Freeborn Gallett-

son and Mr. Lee preached

at ditfetont times in Bos-

ton for a period of more
than twenty years, it was

not until August, 1792,

that the First Methodist

Episcopal Church was
formed, that had its first

chapel in .Methodist Alley,

North Boston. The in-

troduction of Mr Leo to

this city wo give in the

words of Rev. Mr. Cura-

raings.ofBromfield Street

Church. "Jesse Lee ar

rived in this city, July 9,

1790. All his efforts to

secure a house of any kind

in which he might preach

on the following day hav-

ing failed, he determined

to preach on the common.
Accordingly, at 6 o'clock,

on Sunday afternoon, he

took his stand upon a ta-

ble under the veneral)!e

" Groat Elm " of the com-
mon. He opened his ser

vices in the presence of

four persons, and closed

surrounded by three thou-

sand. He left the city the

next day, but he retui-ned

the same week, and con-

tinued about a week in

Boston, preaching in sev-

eral private houses, and
in one Baptist church, but

chiefly on the common,
where, on one Sal)bath,

his congregation number-
ed five thousand." The
Brorafield Street Church
was the second Methodist
church that was formed in

Boston. The corner stone

wa.i laid by llev. Peter

Jayne, April 1.5, 1806, and
it was dedicated the fol-

lowing November, by Rev.

S. Mcrwin. The home
was rebuilt upon the spot

of its predecessor, in the

year 1848, and wa,s dedi-

cated by the late Stephen

Olin, D.L). His scinion

on the occasion, the writer

happened to hear, from
these words, " We arc la-

borers together with God."
The discourse justified all

that had been heard in

refircnco to the power of

Dr. Olin. There i.s noth-

ing of extravagance in

Baying that it wiw a mas-

terly |>roduction. The
preacher, in commencing,
opened the Bible and an-

nounced his text, and then

closed it, and did not re-

fer to it, or to any notes,

for the hour he spoke.

The discourse delighted

and electrified a large au-

dience. It has been pub-

lished with Dr. Oliii's

works. Dr. Olin wa* a

POETRAIT OF REV. JOSEPH CUMMINGS.
[From a Daguerreotype, by Southworth & Hawes.]

BROMFIKLD STKKLT CIIUUCII, BOSTON.

great pulpit orator—a kind of sacred Demosthenes
; and

he may bo rocKoned among the few great writers our
country has produced. The exterior of the house dedi-
cated on this occasion, though of a peculiar stvle of
architecture, may not displejise a correct taste, while the
interior is decidedly pleasing. The lofty ceiling, the
handsome pulpit, the fine organ, the elegant pews', the
rich church furniture combine to make this one of the
most attractive sanctuaries in the city. This society
like Methodism in Boston, had, in its early stages, many
struggles. When it was formed, there were biu two
hundred and thirty-seven of the denomination in Bos-
ton. Now, this church numbers five hundred members
and is described by Rev. Abel Stevens in his " Memo-
ries of Methodism," as " the most efficient body of
Methtjdists in New England, ready for every good word
and work, firmly conservative in respect to the general
principles of Methodism, and as strongly inaccessible to
the novelties of innovators." This society has been
harmonious and prosperous from the beginning. It has
been favored with the most prominent and talented min-
isters for its pastors, and has been intimately connr-ctcd
with the progress of Methodism in New England. It
was within the walls of this church that the great general
conference of the Methodist clergy of the United States
assembled last year, and impressed New England, for
the first time, with the extent of Methodism, and with
the eminent lights in its church. The slow progress of
Methodism in Boston—a soil not the most favorable for
its growth—may be indicated by the following figures :

In 1800, the whole number of members in the citv were
but seventy; in 1822, there were only six hundred and
eighty; «nd at the present time, about two thousand.
It must he remembered, however, that many of the
members have removed into the suburbs of our city to
build up there the churches of their polity, discipline
and articles of faith prepared by the great founder of
Methodism, Wesley himself By the itinerant system
of the Methodist church, it is ascertained that the whole
number of ministers that have been stationed over the
Bromfield Street Church has been forty-four, during a
period of less than half a century, or about one on an
average for each year. If the names of all these were
mentioned, it would be seen what an uncommon share
of pulpit gifts this church has enjoyed. Wo have only
space to say, that among them are found the names of
the original founders of the church, witli those of Pick-
ering, Sabine, Hcdding, Merriit, Webb, Charles Adams,
and others of like eminence, whose names are not only

household words in the
Methodist church, but are
known to the church uni-
versal. It was not uniil

the year 18.30, that this

church had an exclusive
pastor for one or two
years, at its option, ac-

cording to the usage of
the body. Previous to
that date, the churches in
Boston were connected to-

gether, forming a Metho-
- dist circuit, each minister

preaching in rotation in
-- each church. Theprc>-ent

pastor of the Bromfield
Street Church, Rev. Jo-
seph Cummings, is a n.a-

tive of Maine. He grad-
uated at the principal

Methodist college of New
England, the VVcslei an
University, of Middle-
town, Ct.,in 1840, having
secured his collegiate edu-
cation by his own exer-

TT tions. He has been for

several years connected
with the useful profession

of instructors, and had for

a considerable time the

charge of one of the larg-

est seminaries under the

patronage of the Metho-
dist Episcopal church.
Mr. Cummings has been
known favorably in this

vicinity for a considerable

period. He has been pas-

tor of the Maiden, Park
Street, Chelsea, and the

Hanover Street, Boston
churches for two years

—

the long and most honor-
able ))criod that a clergy-

man of this communion
can remain connected with
any one church at one
time. In his present po-

sition, he is, wo believe,

beloved, honored and use-

ful—a trinity that makes a
clergyman's paradise. Af-

ter :ill, there is no happier

man on earth than the suc-

cessful minister of the gos-

pel, the publisher of good
news to all people And
why should he not be hap-

py '! Helms the profes-

sion of prophets, apostles

and martyrs ; of men of
whom the world was not

worthy, and of the Lord
of lite, the Prince of glory.

He is an ambassador, not

of any earthly court, but

of the court of heaven, of
the Kinc of kings, and the

Lord of lords. And if the

American patriot may say

with cni])hasis, " Thaiik

God, I also am an Ameri-
can !" much more may the

Clnistian minister cry out,

Thank God, I am a minis-

ter of the gospel of Christ.
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ODD FELLOWS' H*LL, NEW ORLEANS.
This beautiful edifice, depicted by our artist on page 2C4, ranks

among the g eatest ornaments of New Orleans, and is the result

of the combined clForls of the order of Odd Fellows, in the Cres-

cent City. It is located on the eorner ot Camp and Lafavette

Streets ; measuring 104 feet on the former, and 171 feet on the

latter—opposite the City Hall and other elegant buildings, public

and private—fronting on Lafoyette Square. In the infancy of the

order in New Orleans, but little room was required for its accom-

modation ; but, as the principles that governed it became better

known, and their intiuence u])on the moral and social character of

its members better appreciated, large accessions to its member-
ship were made, which rendered it necessary to secure more ample

accommodation. The necessity gave impulse to the public spir-

ited character of .«ome of the members, and an Odd Fellows' Hall

was projected. The tusk was an herculean one, but every obsta-

cle was promptly met and overcome, and the linished structure

now stands, a proud monument to the untiring perseverance of its

projectors, and the taste and talents of Mr. George Purvis, the

architect, under whose supervision it has been conftructed. The
architectural design is from the Temple of Diana, at Ephesus

;

the interior is finished in a style to correspond with the character

of the building, and presents to the eye the most pleasing ctfect of

the chaste and beautiful.

< ^•m' >

MENTAL AND CORPOREAL SUFFERING.

There is a very pretty Persian apologue on the difference be-

tween mental and corporeal suffering. A king and his minister

were discussing the subject, and differed in opinion. The minis-

ter maintained the first to be more severe, and to convince his

sovereign of it he took a lamb, broke its leg, shut it up, and put

food before it. He took another, shut it up with a tiger, which

was bound by a strong chain, so that the beast could spring near,

but not seize the lamb, and put food also before him. In the

moniing he carried the king to see the effect of the expetiment.

The lamb with the broken leg had eaten up all the food placed

before him—the other was found dead fioni fright.

< »«» >

Alamode.—The newest pocket handkerchiefs (says the Court

Joiinial) are frilled with an embroidered band; and many of those

made for the troiisHcau of the Duchess of Brabant were three cor-

nered, with a deep border of Mecklin lace laid on very full. One
corner is m.ade to pass through the ring of the smelling-bottle, and
the handkerchief hangs thus in security from the finger.

-4' ^ » -»-

Incbeasing fast.—The taxable property of San Francisco

city and county, has increased in value within a year, upwards of

eleven millions of dollars.

-«--•••--»-

SPLINTERS.

Miss Bremer's work on America will make a stir among
our notabilities, as the authoress has indulged in portrait painting.

... Charles Laninan, Webster's private secretary, has resigned

his position in the state department, to devote his time to literature.

Mr. A. Gait, a young Virginia sculptor, has just completed

a bust of Christopher Columbus, which is highly spoken of.

.... The San Francisco Shipping List of September 1st, gives

a list of seventy -six vessels due at that port from Europe.

Mr. Forrest has lived down all editorial opposition in New
York, with a single exception, whom we forbear to name.

.... The London Jew^— to their ci-edit be it said—have eleven

establishments for the almost gratuitous education of the poor.

In Cincinnati, instead of asking " What's the news '(" they

incjuire, " What's the Uto't streak?" (by telegraph.) Fast people.

.... At the Crystal Palace there is an embroidered likeness of

Henry Clay, the hair of which was taken from his head.

.... G. V. Brooke has made a great hit in London, in Shak-
spearean charieters. He i< said to have fully recovered his voice.

.... Mr. Bennett, of t!ie New York Herald, with his fiinily,

has just returned from aliroad, after a loni: stay in Europe.

.... Chevalier Hulsemann, the Austrian minister, has lately

been on a visit to Boston. He is a gentlemanly m«n.
A submarine telegraph between Cuba and Florida, we see

by the p:»pers, is proposed, and will be perfected. Progress !

.... Matters still look ([uite warlike between Russia and Tur-
key. The tone of European affairs is by no means ])acitic.

• . . On the 8th of .Janum-y next there is to be a convention of
the soldiers of the war of Ii<l2 gatlier-ed at Philadelphia.

A CHAPTER ON LOVE.
It is surprising to realize how much of the thoughts, of the

yc'ung, especially, are given to love, how much poets and philoso-

phers have written about it, and how much it forms a part of our
very existence. Men are made happy by love, unhappy by love,

go crazy for love, die for love ! And young m irdens do all of

these, only with a lai'ge degree moi-e intensely than the sterner

sex ever realize. Anrong the stern realities of life, love springs

irp like fragrant flowers in our path fi-om amid the rough and
stormy way, gladdening our eyes, and assuming the position of

the morning glory of our existence. It robs the heart of selfish-

ness, i-efines the feelings and seirsibilities of the heart, quicKi irs ti,e

power-s of percepiion, and throws a halo of romance and beauty

o -er every jjurpoi-e and evei-y action. These are some of the true

phi'ses of love. Poets and philosophers have uttered much arrd

many truths upon the subject. Let us hear some of them speak.

Vdlcrais Maximus says: "Where thci-e exists the most ardent

and true love, it is often better to be united in duUh than separ-ated

in life" This is a principle rather too pungent for our philoso-

phy. It might do very well for the French, who seem particularly

fond of suicide, but v/ould find few practical followers in this

country. Now, Roche/oucauld's idea would suit very well as an

answer to the above. He says :
" A man of sense may love like a

madman, but not like a fool." This, we apprehend, is pretty

good pliilosophv; for, though a man may go into ecstaeics over

his passion, to bite his own nose off by committing suicide in

oi-der to die with one whom he cimnot live with in the bonds of

love, is decidedly Quixotic. We think Mr. Maximus was very

incorrect in his philosophy.

Looking upon love in another light, Addimn says: "Ridicule,

perhaps, is a better expedient against love, than sober advice
;

and I am of opinion, that Hudibras and Don Quixote may be as

efl'eetual to cure the extravagance of this passion, as any one of

the old philosophers." Herein Addison shows a want of heart

and appi-eciation, and counts without his host, not realizing the

true power and force of love He who has reallv felt the passion,

could easily silence the philosopher. Sir P/Ulip Sidney could

htvve done it, for he truthfully sa\s :
" True love can no more be

diminished by showers of evil than flowers are marred by timely

r-ain." And as "the course of true love never did run smooth,"

opposition to it but nourishes and strengthens its power and per

severance. No, no, Mr. Addison, you cannot ridicule man or

woman out of their affection ; for, as you have yourself admitted

in another place :
" The pleasantest part of a man's life is gen-

ei-ally that which he passes in courtship, provided his passion be

sincere, and the party beloved kind, with discretion"

The true poetry of love is to elevate its object, and to rob our

own breasts of selfishness. Hazlilt realized this ; he sajs :
" It

m:ikes us proud when our love of a mistress is returned ; it ought

to make us prouder still when we can love her for hei-.self alone,

without the aid of any such selfish reflection. This is the religion

of love " Ay, the sort of love that we commend most heartily
;

a love that ([ueriches all cold philosophy, and creates an atmos-

phere for itself; that lives, moves, and breathes for love alone,

that finds sacred promptings in the ab.sorbing passion that actuates

the heart. Htn-ne sav.s :
" It is .sweet to feel by what fine-spun

threads our affections are drawn together." That is, it is not

only liappiness to love and be beloved, but it is sweet to realize

that we are thus exercised by the power of love.

Then to be actually in love, and fulfil love's promptings, is

such a d-lightful occupation; it involves such activity ; as Odd*
sajs :

" Let him who does not choose to be considered a lazy fel-

low fall in love"— he will surely find activity enough in iis mul-

tiftir'ious requii-etneuts, and duty, too, of the most delightful char

acter. A man cannot fall half in love; he must be over "head

and ears "— to use a vulgarism— or not at all. A man either

loves devotedly, or not at all. Gucthe says :
" Hate makes us

vehement pai'ti.-ans, but love still more so;" and this our own
experience will prove, for who ever saw two lovers that did not

seem to act as though half crazy, without discretion, and often-

times- it must be said—without decency. Then "vehemency"

runs avvay with them To prove how overcome one is by the

passion, let a budget of love letters be produced ; thoy will soon

settle the matter as to whether the parties are exercised by calm,

practical wisdom.

But of all who have writ'-en of love, we can learn less than our

own hearts can teach us ; it is a passion in which experience is

liy fur the best teacher. I'l'obably no one has placed love in a

purer or truer light than Lamartine, who says :
" To love in order

to be loved in retunr, is j/i«;i; but to love for the pure sake of

loving, is almost the characteristic of an angel."

<^_.a-~«

SiNGDi.AR Co.NUUCT —Raucli, the German scnlptor, recently

made three statues, representing Faith, Hope and Charity, a pres-

ent to the church of his native town. The clergyman however,

refused to I'eceive thent stating that the design of these figures

was evidently coirceived in a sjjirit opposed to Christianity.

Iron Ckowx of Hiin'gary.—A corrcsiiondents writes us from

Vierrna, that the iron crown of Hungary has been diseovei-cd.

fhe emperor was to receive it in Vienna with demonstiattons of

great magnilreence. The much coveted emblem was found on

the banks of the Darrube in an ir'on chest.

4 ^»»^ -%

Tins IS THE NixETEENTii Century I—A man was lately ar-

rested, fined and imprisoned in Qaebec, for neglecting to take his

hat oft' in the streets, as the procession of High Mass was passing.

Theatrical.—Edwin Forrest will play this season in New
York Piiiladelphia and Washingtou. lie will not, iu all proba-

biiil\
, visit Boston.

LAUNCH OF THE GREAT REPUBLIC.
On p.age 265 we present a view of the " Great Republic," as

she appeared on the occasion of her launch. This triumph of

marine architecture was launched from Mr. M'Kay's shipyard, in

East Boston,, at precisely twelve o'clock, on Tuesday, the 4th

inst. The ceremony of introducing the noble fabric to her des-

tined homo occurrcrl in the presence of an immerrse crowd of

spectators, and she passed to her mission on the deep amid the

crash of cannon and the cheers of the people Visitors were in

town from the hack country, and from along the coast, to witness

the launch, particularly from Caiie Cod, delegations fr-om which

arrived by the morning trairrs. The wharves on both sides the

stream, where a view was attainable, were thronged with people.

.Men, women and children vied in interest to get a look ; and
boys and men clung like «prders to the rigging of the ships, and
the sides and roofs of stores and houses, to get a glance at the

magnificent vessel. Captain Alden Gifford christened her in

pur-e Cochituate, the Great Republic, as she left her cradle aird

took to her watery bed. The Great Republic is one of the most
beautiful crafrs that ever floated. She is 325 feet long, S.T feet

wide, her depth 37 feet, and her capacity 4000 tons—the largest

merchant ship, probably, that ever tasted salt water. The Great

Republic thus stands in the front of the ships as the great repub-

lic she was named for does in the front of the nations, and we
hope her prosperity may be in an equal degree with that of her

great namesake. Next week we shall give a full page picture,

representing the monster ship as she appears full-rigged, and

shall also give a full description of her dinrcnsions, etc.

MARRIAGES.
In t!iin rity. by Uev. Mr Stowe, Mr, W'iniara F. Kpnfield to Mi?s Oeor(rianft

Auitin, Mr S't^ru'HH V llcnton to Mis.^ Mary A. Whitney; Mr. Aiulre« Iluof-

uian to Caroline Sliippv ; Mr. Wm. S. Dixon of Cambridge, to \UKii*'t;i Coflin

Itv lU'V Mr. Miner, Mr. 8. \. Stttson to Mits Susauua youngest daughter
of Mr. .Tolin K Kurtz.

Jty Itev. Mr. King Mr. George Bruce Brown to Miss Marianna, daught«r of
Mr. .Io?t(*pb Sprnj;tiH.

By Kt I rv Bi.ihop Manton Ea.<!tburD, Williim Jarvis Eaton £f>q., to Mrs.
Vlary .1 I.cvcrett, daughter of Levi Berj-imin, E.^q , of Kind^re, N H.

Af -^otith llostou, bv Kev. Mr Dao^on, Mr Thomas Marshall, of Dorchester,
to Mis.'- M:iry D. Davenport, of Ea>t Bridj<ewater

At W'yst Hoxbury, by itev Mr. Iteynolds, Krank Vincent, E.«q . of New York,
to Mrs Helen M. Clark, daughter of John Ballard, Esq., of Ho.vton

At Medford. by llev. Mr fuller, Mr. Nathaniel D. Tobey, of Eliot, Me , to
Mi.-!H \nn Maria Dunn, of East Boston.

At Melrose. 5th in«t.. by Itev. Mr. Parsons, J. Wesley Jones, Esq. (of tho
Pantoscope of California) to Miss Clara J., daughter of Leonard .Jackaou, tt.'^q.

Mav joy attend this happy union, and our thanks be received by the >ouug
coupe for polite rcnieuiCraoce.

At Kail Kiver. by Ilev Mr. Kelyea Mr. Orin R. Blaisdell, of the Adams House,
Boston to Mirts \nne, daughter of Mr Newell Towle.

At Taunton, by Kev Mr. Maltby, Mr. Thomas Taylor, of Gardiner, Me., to
Miss ffarriet L U'Hshburn.

At Nashua, N. 11 , Oct. 5th, by Rev. Mr. Fay, Mr. Charles G. Saiton, of
Nt'W York, to Miss Arabelta K. Burke, of Nashua.
At New Ifork, Mr. l*re.-*cott E. Harris of Boston, to Mi-s- Margaret A. Button,

of Charleston, S C. ; Mr. E. O. Bogert to Olivia, duuj^hter of Jltv. Dr. Ha\^ks.

DEATHS.
In thw city. Mr Edwin A Carr, b2\ Charles Augustus, only son of Mr. Asa

M Saveltf. 7; Dr. Denni.'' McGowan a native of Ireland: Mrs, Circia 1> , wife of
JhoniHS Kjckerton. 24 ; Miss Harriet Carter 57: Pclham VVin^low, «oii of Sir.

Charles L. May ward. 5, Mi;^ Sally Haley, formerly of Biddeford. Me., f^
, Misa

Maria A . MrCa.«f-ey 18; Mr. Frederick Bense, 31^; Mr Michael Darby 3il. Hon,
James C. Merrill, 69.

At Medfoid. Seth W. Vining. 43 Maine and WiRconsin papers please copj.
At Marbleliead Capt. John llirdler, a well known shipmaster, 47

At Hj.vtrhili Mrs. Susan Morss. daughter of late S. I'ear.soi , nf Newburyport.
At TauntoL, Mrs. Phebe relict of tbe late Mr. Setli D* an 89.

At Newbur port. Miss Eliza B. A'heeh^right, of New York, 21.

At >«ew Bfi'Iford Mrii. Hannah H. Albert 52 Mrs. Lucy Q. Washburn, 51.

At V'^icester Mrs. Lucy, relict of Mr. John Blake, Go.

At f-iaco, Mc, Mr.^. Mary 0. Chase. Gl; Mr Stephen Sawyer, 72.
Ar Rrookl>n, N. Y'., John Lawrence. E q . formerly SherilT, 57.

At Burlington, N. J., Lucretia Greene, Uaoghter of Ben}, vvinslow, of Boston.
At VIobile, of yellow fellow, Mrs Cecilia L. F» x. late of Boston 34.

At lV:is;trola, Mi*s W'ilhelniene C, wife of Charles A'iuter.i, K.<q.

4t Palatktt, Florida, of quick cousuinption, Mr .loseph B. Greeley, fornierly
of Palermo Me., 27 jears G months. Maine and Mass. paper«i p eaife copy.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAAVIiVG-ROOM COMPANION.

A Record of the hemUiful and useful in Art,

Tlie object of this paper is to present, Sn the most elegant and available
form, a ^^ecUly literary melange of nnt,iV>le cvunt-sof the day. Its columns
are devoted to origiuul talcs, skctclies aud poems, by tho

BEST AMERICAN ATTTHORS,
and the croaTu of the donie.-^tic and foreign news ; the whole well Kpieed with
wit and humor Each paper \i

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate en;;niving,'i, by cniiuent artists, of notable object-),

current events in all v>arts of the world, and ol men and manners, alt*)gether
making a paper entirely original in its design, in this country. Its pages
contain views of every populou±> city in tiie known world, of ail builiUuga of
note in the eastern or western licmisphero of all the principal t^hips and
steamers of the navy and merchant .-icrvice, with fine and accurate portraitft

of every noted character in the world, lK>th male and female, gketrhes of
beautiful srt-nery, taken from life, will also bo gi\'en, with nunu-i-ous fjH'cimcns
from tlie animal kiugiloni, tho bJi-ds of the air, and the fish o! the t^ea. ) t is

printed on fii»c satin-sui-lnce pajKT with new and lH;;uitiful tyjje, prcicntin^:

in its mechanical executnm an elegant specimen oi art. It contain.s fifteen

huTidrcd and sixty -four square ineJies. giving agriiit amount of reading matter
aud illustrations—a mamuioth weekly p;iper of sixteen octavo pages.

TERMS-.-INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 KubscribiT. one jA-ar S3 00
2 subscvibm-s, *' •' 6(0
4 '• '• " 9 00
8 " " " IC 00

IXy" Any caiucs m.ay Lo added to Ihc last DumlMr at the riiUj of S2 00 eath,
per annum.

•, • One copy of tlie Flag of our Union, and one copy of CiLe.\son's Ticto-
niAL, one .\car, fi>r 8^4 CI

l;_7^'rhe I'lCTORML IJRAwrNO-RooM Companion ni;iT be obtJiined at any of
thu i)cnodical deputi throutfbuut tlie country , and of newsmen, at mx rruts per
sin;^le copy.

published eTery Satuedat, coiner of Treinonl and Broiufleld Slivuts, by

1'. (JLll.^SON, liusiox, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
5 FRKNCTI, \h\ Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.

A WINCH, lit) Clie.stuut t>treet, Philadelphia.

W Sc \l TAVLOK. Ill Baltiiiioreand .'i South »ts . Ualtimorc
A. C. U.ViLliV, li;9 Main Stivet. Cincinnati

J. A. IIUVS, 4,T \l'oodw.ii'd Aienue. Detroit.

TIIOM.V-* l.rXN. roniir of Oranjre and Tchonntouljn ptrwli, New Orlcnni.

E K. WOODWAUB, corner 4tll and OlieKiiut Streets. SI. Ixiuid.
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[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

THE BRIDE.

BT PH<EBE OA&ET.

How her white breast heaves and trembles,

Half in hope and half in fearj

Long and sad has been her vigil,

Him for whom she waits is near.

Yet upon her face the crimson

Burns not like a lovelit flame;

And her eyelids are net dropping

With a thought of maiden shame.

No, her cheek grows white and whiter,

And her heart beats faint and low;

This is surely not the bridegroom

That should come a year ago.

Ah ! it is no earthly lover

Takes her to his bosom now.

And no human passion answers

To the kisses on her brow.

Bring the new robe—bring the roses

On her forehead to be laid

;

Bring the white sheet, spread it over,

Let her bridal bed be made.

Bliss nor anguish, joy nor sorrow,

Any more her bosom stirs

;

Never mortal maid that slumbered,

Knew a calmer sleep than hers.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LOVE IN DONGOLA.
BT DR. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

Without argumentation, it will, of course, be admitted that

complexion has nothing to do with moral or mental emotions.

In matters of the heart, people of all races are subject to those

impulses, which novelists portray in imaginary scenes of high-

wrought passion. And why should it not be so, since the social

relations, whether in a palace, a wigwam, or under the shade of a

palm tree, are essentially the same ? Whether a man resides in a

cave, or on the apex of a lofty mountain, he loves his family, and

the hue of his skin has no modifying influence over the affections.

While in Africa, it was a source of pleasure, and sometimes of

astonishment, to study the evcry-day condition of society. '\Vhile

Bome parts of that vast continent bid defiance to European occu-

pancy, others are of the most inviting character. The balmy at-

mosphere in elevated regions of the Nile ; the deliciousncss of the

fruits ; the variety of birds ; the beauty of the insects ; the splen-

dors of the unclouded heavens ; and, above all, the freedom, sim-

plicity, and kindness of those unsophisticated tribes that travellers

sometimes visit, leads him to wonder what the curse is, and why

there is one, resting like destiny, over such a magnificent country.

But it is my intention to relate an adventure, instead of philoso-

phizing. Still, when sitting alone, meditating on the strange in-

cidents, to which I have been a personal witness, in Africa, an

almost irresistible desire to revisit the date groves comes over

me, and I sometimes resolve to make another long voyage, peril-

ous as the sea is, to study over again the geology, the resources

of the soil ; the ancient institutions of barbarians, and, in con-

nection with them, humanity, in its lowest and most deplorable

condition.

In one of my explorations over and through a mighty desert of

sand, under the special guidance of a well-developed Arab,—who

had drunken camel's milk till it failed to make him grow any

larger,—a Dongola slave had assigned him, by his master, the

special function to follow in the rear, in order to pick up whatever

might fall from the saddles of the camels. Further, at night he

fed out the provender, beat the dromedaries when they attempted

to quarrel with each other ; and from the alacrity with which he

sprang to his feet, in the dead of night, when a hyena, a jackal,

an anaconda, or a lion, approached the ncighborliood of our puny

caravan, he seemed to slumber with one eye open.

For want of a more elevated topic, it occurred to me, one even-

ing, as we sat smoking round a tiny fire, in wliich Abdallah had

baked a sheet of bread,—black, tough, and studded with bits of

coal, like Zantc cun-ants in a Christmas pudding,—to ask Maka-

tolo where he originated.

He could not speak English ; and a limited knowledge of the

Arabic, which barely enabled him to express hunger and thirst,

with a few elementary words besides, was about as much as he

knew of that language, it being difficult for him, also, from the

short time he had been from the dear home of his boyhood, to

converge fluently in it. However, we daily improved in conversa-

tional power, and before we were fully aware of the improvement

we were making in pure Desert Arabic,—reputed to be altogether

superior to that spoken in the cities,—we could understand each

other. This discovery was mutually gratifying.

" Now, Makatolo," said I, one evening, his pipe being out,

" tell me how, and liy what means, came you to be the slave of

Abdallah ?"

" You must know, in the beginning," said he, " that I am a

native of Dongola, the paradise of earth, if there is one on the

globe."

This sentence flowed off so smoothly that I began to marvel

how a mere slave, a cnracl driver, sc^vrccly twenty years of age,

could chat so understandingly, when he continued, thus :

" My father is the great priest of that happy land. His intelli-

gence is far above the masses, whom he controls liy the sacred

character of the Fetisl^'-s he holds in custody, as an engine of

state, by which the king rules the ignorant ; while the privileged

classes are the instrumentalities by which he enforces his com-

mands."

Still more astonished at the orderly cast of his mind, ani the

care with which he selected expressions to convey a correct idea,

it was quite impossible to refrain from exclaiming, even within

the hearing of his big-beardod master :

" Here is an intellect in prison."

Regardless of my occasional ejaculations of astonishment,

Makatolo proceeded with his narrative, and, in the end, it proved

to be very much like a love affair in Christendom.

" At the extremity of my native town," continued the slave,

" was the house of the chief. He was, in fact, supreme ruler, and,

to all intents and purposes, a king. Of a severe countenance,

large in stature, and rich in cattle, his resources were equal to all

emergencies of the tribe. When there was a war he could feed

the soldiers from his own herds, without being obliged to peril

the lives of the soldiers in stealing the necessary supplies fro n an

enemy. In short, the people of Dongola are not thieves, but

strictly agriculturalists.

" Well, King Fotazba had a hundred sons, and daughters nu-

merous as the spots on a leopard ; but only one of them was a

favorite with his majesty. She was extremely delicate in her

organization,—tall, with a placid countenance, and distinguished

throughout the domain of her royal father for two qualities, viz :

kindness and generosity. Many a poor culprit had his shackles

taken off at her intercession, and accused women, who were about

to drink the fatal sassa-wood, regained their liberty, and lives,

too, through the unwearied intercessions of the sympathizing

Nalashebat.

" We often saw each other, and seeing is not without its advan-

tages in Dongola. We gradually discovered that we had a grow-

ing partiality for each other. On fairly becoming conscious of

that fact, a speedy effort was made to smother the development of

those seeds of affection, intimately interwoven in the texture of

our nature ; but germination went oq in spite of me. There was

no concealing the sentiment, but the idea of making her my wife

was hopeless.

"For ages,—indeed for a period vastly remote, beyond which

the traditions of the tribe cannot reach,—a law, certainly the law

of custom, has required the king to bestow his favorite daughter

only on a hero. The man who, by his own unassisted prowess,

has brought home as many heads of the enemy as will make a

column of skulls, when laid one above another, that will reach to

the chin of the princess, has a right to demand in marriage. Nor

would the king dare withhold the gift. Even the stability of the

government depends upon honoring old customs.

" As for slaughtering a hecatomb of human beings, it was quite

out of the question. I had neither physical ability to contend

with hostile men ; a daring spirit for bloody adventure beyond

the borders of our common realm ; nor a reckless love for the

odor of blood ;—but I really had an ardent partiality for the

king's favorite child. In consequence of being the son of a

priest, and more especially the offshoot of the one most in the

confidence of the king, an opportunity was afforded for frequent

interviews with Nalashebat."

Beginning to puff with more activity, the slave perceived that

the narrative had excited my curiosity. A preacher certainly

speaks with more animation, and fervency, too, if the congrega-

tion listen attentively,—so it is in story-telling in the East. An
Arab cannot relate a thrilling scene of horror, dead camels,

slaughtered beauties, or intrigues in the harem, without good

listeners.

" We used to sit under the shadeof some wide-spreading cocoa-

nut, viewing the moon, and wondering what was going on up in

the sky. Now this was all f jr the purpose of concealing the real

subject of our conversation, which related to having a tent of our

own, where we could while away life to the singing of birds,

and—"
At that moment Abdallah wanted a calabash of millet for mak-

ing a batch of bread. Just as Makatolo began to infuse a little

modicum of interest into the recital of his experience in love,

without knowing what it was, to be thus interrupted and ordered

on service, quite provoked us both. However, ho acted upon

principle, slave as he was ; never, in a single instance, being even

slack in his obedience. Everything being completed, according

to Abdallah's command, the tale was resumed :

" I shall not dwell upon our imagined schemes in the future.

We could not be happy apart, nor dare we be too much together,

lest a suspicion should be excited in her father's breast that a ten-

dor passion was developing. This may seem quite ridiculous to

a Frangee traveller, a Christian, too, that the heart has tender-

ness or susceptibilities in Dongola. Still, such is the fact, for

civilization, as my father has often told me, is nothing but refined

hypocrisy. Fetish priest as he is, in early manhood he followed

the ivory merchants down the Nile, to Cairo ; from thence crossed

the Arabian desert, by the Hadgi road, to Damascus, and onward

to Bagdad. He there learned of the wisdom of Sultan Alrasehid.

Days upon days he explained to me the marvels of the Orient.

There he saw the infidels—very remarkable for their knowledge,

yet opposed to the doctrines of the Prophet.

" At Bagdad he heard of England, and saw pictures of mon-

strous ships, with guns. Nor was that all, for he fell in with a

man who gave him an account of the many books made by the

Frangecs, altogether at variance with the Koran. He described

the females, with little waists, large feet, and unveiled faces. One

relation surprised him more than all this, as it did the great peo-

ple of Dongola, on his return. It was this : That there was a

law among the Christians that forbid them to have more than one

wife at once. Of course, everybody, who had any sense, thought

it a ridiculous regulation, and particularly so, when they further

understood it was not a command of their rulers, but a voluntary

regulation, established by themselves, to which time has given the

sacredness of a law."

I began to be impatient, assuring Makatolo that this was wan-

dering from the subject. How the love matter terminated was

what I was most curious to know. As for Frangee customs ho

could give me nothing new.

"As I was about saying, the fear that Fotazba should penetrate

the state of our hearts, betrayed it, and a mightier tempest of

wrath never settled on a king's brow in Dongola, than rested

upon his. That same night, Nalashebat and myself determined

to escape the impending storm that must inevitably overwhelm us

with destruction.

" Without any definite knowledge of the regions about, beyond

the immediate circuit of the town in which we resided, and having

never been permitted to accompany scouts or war parties, in their

predatory excursions against adjacent tribes, on account of being

destined to the priesthood, hand in hand we rushed into the wil-

derness of spreading palms, acacias, prickly pear, and brush,

—

the favorite haunts of beasts, of which we were less afraid than of

the terrible Fotazba.

" We wandered about, ignorant of the dangers that menaced

us ; but love sees no obstacles to happiness till it is too late to

retrieve a false step. Early the next morning, just as the sun

began to open his great eye, an elephant came rushing through

the thicket, breaking down every obstacle, and mowing a ])ath as

he went by the mere weight of his huge body, pursued by a fierce

lion of enormous size. Involuntarily I sprang to the body of a

small tree, so strong is the instinct of sclf-iireservation, but at tho

same instant the bloody monster, directed by a shriek from Nala-

shebat, from the fleeing animal he was driving, turned, with a

bound upon her, and awful, even to remember, seizing my soul's

jewel by the waist, his long, sharp teeth penetrating her vitals,

leaped away at a single bound. It was the last time I saw her."

A full gush of tears flowed down the cheeks of poor Makatolo,

as the last words were uttered. He wept aloud in an agony of

distress. Abdallah had finished his pipe, and had taken a short

doze while this still shorter story was being told. Tho sobbing of

the slave awoke him, and he might have made a demonstration of

his suspicion that I had ill-treated Makatolo, had he not kissed the

hand of the master.

" Parties were sent in every direction,—as I afterwards learned

by a river trader,—to find us, it being certain that we were to-

gether. X slid down the tree, and for hours followed the trail of

blood that indicated the course of the murderous beast, without

discovering the spot where he rested to devour his beautiful prize.

A second night was approaching. Fatigued, suffering for food,

and parched with thirst ; terrified and half-distracted with a per-

petual thought of what had occuiTcd, I was still travelling rapidly

onward, not knowing, or caring, where, when a large gang of tho

enemies of our tribe incidentally saw me. At first they drew

their bows, apprehending that a body of my countrymen were

near at hand. However, one of them boldly walked up and

claimed me as his property.

" There is not a particle of mysteiy or romance connected with

the subsequent history of my condition. Being conducted to the

kraal of the owner, he disposed of me in a few days to a merchant,

who placed me with others he had been collecting for the Egyptian

market, and we were boated down the river. On arriving at Far-

shoot I was again sold, to Abdallah, for a thousand piasters."

So much for once. Makatolo said nothing further about dis-

appointed love, although he astonished me exceedingly, as occa-

sion permitted, at our evening encampments, with accounts of the

customs and manners of Dongola. He bad acquired, in the hum-

ble station of a slave, a minute acquaintance with the domestic

economy of the Arabs, of which he was free to discourse ; and

contrasting the ways and wisdom of Mohammedans with those

in his father-land, animated him exceedingly. Abdallah treated

him tenderly, feeding him from his own dish. With a hope of

restoring him to cheerfulness, he had intimated that he might,

hereafter, buy him a wife. Makatolo, however, abounded in sen-

timent, and stood quite alone, and above his master, and, no

doubt, also above a majority of his countrymen, in point of men-

tal acumen and genius. He fully believed that he should again

see Dongola. With his intelligence, improved and strengthened

by intercourse with other minds, superior, from being removed

from gross idolatry,—the wretched fetishisms of a large portion of

the immo.ise continent of Africa,—on my second visit I am hop-

ing, and even expecting, to find Makatolo the hero of grand

achievements.

WRITERS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.
The wi-iters were few and intellectual ; and they addressed them-

selves to leamed, or, at least, to studious and diligent readers.

The structure of their language is in itself an evidence that they

counted upon another frame of mind and a different jkico and
speed in reading, from that which can alone be looked to by the

writers of these days. Their books were not written to be snatched

up, run through, talked over and forgotten ; and iheir diction,

therefore, was not such as lent wings to haste and impatience,

making everything so clear thit he who ran or flew might read.

Rather it was so constructed its to detain the reader over what was
pregnant and profound, and compel him to that brooding and ])ro-

lific posture of tho mind, by which, if he hiul wings, they might

help him to some more genial and profitable emplovraent than

that of running like an ostrich through a desert.

—

Taylor's " Noks
on Life."

< ^»» >

Ambition is frp<|iu'ntly the only refuge which life has left to the

denied or mortified affections. Wc chide at the grasping eye,

tlie during wing, the soul that seems to thirst for sovereignty only,

and know not that the Hight of ibis ambitious bird has been from

a bosom, or a home, that is tilled with ashes.— IF. G. Simms.
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EDlTOKIAIi MELANGE.

The Empress of France, it is reported, dotes _upon jet orna-

jQgnts. In Mexico, war with the United States is considered

inevitable. In consequcnoc of this, powder crackers nt Vera

Cruz have gone up three cents a jjack. The American sewing

machines are attracting great attention in England^ Gen. Mor-

ris, of the Home Journal, thinks that the corporation of New

York has a friend who has just embarked in the lime business,

owing to the profuse supply of lime sprinkled in thestreets "since

the hot weather has passed." Very likely. The Hippodrome

man, who tried to balance the N(,rth pole, got seriously cut l)y the

axes of the earth. It is a significant fact that the English pa-

pers in China no longer talk of the " rebels " or " insurgents," the

general phrase being, " the patriot army." Mr. A. H. Daven-

port of the Broadway Theatre, was seriously injured a few nights

since by the explosion of a camphenc lamp. J. S. Bridges, a

scene painter from New York, in a fit of delirium tremens, cut his

throat on Friday week, at Louisville, Ky. A man asked a ser-

vant, "Is your master at home?" No, sir; he's out." "Your

mistress'!" "No, sir; she's out." " AVell, I'll just go in and

take the air of the fire till they come." " Faith, sir, that's out

too," replied the servant. The trip of the "North Star" is

said to have cost Com. Vandcrljilt §250,000. Out of every

hundred men who were married in England in IS.'JO, thirty-three

signed the marriage register with their marks, and out of every

hundred women forty six ! Col. John C. Fremont, we are

sorry to see, has been obliged to abandon his overland journey of

exploration to California, and to return to St. Louis, on account

of ill health. The most approved railway brakes in England,

can stop a train at 50 miles the hour speed in 50U yards. A
silk-worm is one of the greatest gormandizers in creation. When

first hatched, they require 48 meals a day. Dr. Wood of East

Windsor recently killed, at a single shot, eleven ducks—all that

were in the flock. The gun was single barrel ; the distance seven

rods. Mrs. Thompson, a widow lady, recently obtained a

judgment against C. Barnes, at Bardstown, Ky,, for $2000. He

had publicly impeached her chastity. Hiram Powers, the

sculptor, has been appointed commercial agent of the United

States, at Florence. Fruits of all kinds are said to be unusu-

ally abundant in Iowa this year. Peaches and apples are selling

in that State, it is said, at 40 and 50 cents per bushel. Deacon

Elijah Tryon died in West Haven, Vt. on the 8th. He had lived

with his wife 67 years, and was a soldier of the revolution. It

is estimated that not less than four millions of dollars have been

spent by Southerners during this summer in sight seeing at the

North. Significant and characteristic :—In the English de-

partment of the Crystal Palace, the label on the goods reads

" Hands off." In the French department, " Ne touchez pas

s'il vous plait." An Irishman being asked which was the

oldest, he or his brother, said, " I am the oldest, but if Teddy

lives three years longer, we shall then be both of an age. Our

esteemed friend, T. Buchanan Read, is residing in Florence, Italy,

pursuing his labors and his studies. Reports on the new

comet from nearly all the principal observatories of Europe, have

been received. It has been distinctly visible at Dieppe, France.

The astronomer Hin J assigns it a diameter of 8000 miles. Mrs.

Sarah Levy has been appointed keeper of the lighthouse at Havre

de Grasse, Md., in place of her deceased husband. A good

anecdote is told of Dibdin, the poet. " Charles, my dear," said

his wife, " the wind is dreadful." " Put a peppermint lozenge out

of the window, my dear," said he, " it's a capital thing for the

wind." The license for retailing liquor has been raised to

$1500 in Marion, Ala., by the town council. Every Ameri-

can bookseller who has travelled in Europe during the present sea-

son will join in saying, that to be known as a member of the trade

from the United States, has been to secure an immediate and cor-

dial welcome. The rage for cattle breeding has reached an

extreme point in England. For a cow and calf the sum of five

thousand dollars was lately paid. An eagle, measuring seven

feet from tip to tip, was shot and captured alive at Lewiston Falls

last week. The Journal of Commerce suggests that the over-

long skirted women should be called "Broomers," since they

sweep the streets oftcner and more efl'cctually than the contrac-

tors. At the Annual Fair which recently took place at Day-

ton, Ohio, 100,000 persons were in attendance.

A GLASS COLUMN.

The popularity of glass as a building material— -arising out of

Sir Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace and conservatories—will

cause glass to be employed in a thousand ways, to which no one

dreamt it was applicable a few years ago. The Prussians have

just resolved to make it serve for public monuments. A column,

consisting entirely of glass, placed on a pedestal of Carrara mar-

ble, and surmounted by a statue of Peace, six feet high, by the

celebrated sculptor. Ranch, is about to lie erected in the Garden

of the Peace, at Potsdam. The shaft will be ornamented with

spiral lines of blue and white.

tDaiisiiiE (Satljeringg.

-< »-» >

Santa Anxa.—It is stated that great discontent with Santa

Anna's government prevails among the intelligent portion of the

Mexican people. Conspiracies and plots abound, though notices

of them are suppressed in the papers, which Santa Anna hits

gagged with an efficacy only second to that of Louis Napoleon.

A SAD Joke.—A publisher of a newspaper out West, in the

first issue of his journal, returns thanks to those who have loaned

him pecuniary means, and gratitude to heaven that there is no law
in that State enforcing imprisonment for debt.

Hon. Rufus Choate will deliver the anniversary address before

the New York Historical Society, on the 15th of November next.

The name of the Water Gap Railroad Company has been
changed to tlie North Pennsylvania Raili'oad Company.

The cholera has made its appearance at Sharpsburg, Md., and
in a few hours numbered six victims.

The steam fire engine has been so successful in Cincinnati, that

it is proiwscd to increase the number, so as to suspend entirely the

old mode of putting out fires.

The recent Pennsylvania State Fair is acknowledged to have
been the finest ever held in the State. It is estimated that fifty

thousand strangers were in the city during its continuance.

Recently one hundred and fifty-six bags, each containing over
five bushels of dead letters, were burnt at Monument Place,

Washington.

Moses A. Poarce, of New York city, has been arrested for fraud

on the Pension Ofiice. The charge against him is forgery of tes-

timony.

It is now stated that Grisi and Mario, the great opera singers

engaged by Mr. Hackett, may not be expected in this country
until next season.

The position of Minister to China is said to be awaiting the

acceptance of Hon. George M. Dallas. The rumor that the mis-

sion had been ofi'ered to Attorney-General Cushing is pronounced
erroneous.

About one thousand slaves were landed on the south side of
Cuba, by the traders, in September. Many of them came in a
most wretched condition, occasioned by suffering on board the

slave ships.

A silver eel, measuring three feet five and seven eighths inches

in length, and eight inches in circumference at the largest part,

and weighing three and a half pounds, was taken from the Croton
water pipe, in New Yoik, lately.

Upwards of two hundred unlicensed dealers in liquor were fined

lately in New York city from SIO to $50 each, and eleven of the

worst offenders were sentenced to short terms of imprisonment in

the penitentiary in addition.

Rev. Dr. Bellows's (Unitarian) society in New York are about
laying the foundation of a splendid church edifice on the corner of

Fourth Avenue and Twentieth Street. Its spire, it is said, will

be higher than that of Trinity.

A sewing machine has been invented by Charles Miller, of St.

Louis, which makes a stitch like " backsutching " in hand-sew-
ing ; making also a complete transverse button-hole stitch. It is

on exhibition at the Crystal Palace, New York.

Advices from Valparaiso to September 1st, state that Miss
Hayes was still in Chili. She had given iwn concerts at Santiago,

which netted about two thousand dollars. She was to visit Val-
paraiso on the 5th of September, give four concerts there, leave

for Copiapo on the 15th, and from thence to Callao and Australia.

The receipts for the National Monument at Washington during
the month of September amounted to $.'5017 99, and the expendi-
tures to $2811 10. Of the receipts, $500 was the fourth instal-

ment of the corporation of Washington, and $345 15 from visitors

to ihe monument. From the special agents, $1883 were received,

with various collections at the polls, the highest of which is $29
from Austin, Texas, and $18 from Warrbnton, N. C.

Jorcicjn Jtcms.

The Asiatic cholera is spreading in England.

The Hungarian regalia is to be lodged in the Vienna Museum.

The critical condition of breadstuff's continues, with prices tend-

ing upwards.

The Chinese revolution is extending, but no decisive action has

yet been reported.

The Servian charge had notified the Porte that Servia would
remain neutril in the event of a war.

A London letter says,—" It is a remarkable fact that the bank
of England now holds no silver bullion."

It is understool that the Pacha of Egypt will send Rouchdy
Bey as commissioner to the New York Exiiibition.

The calculation among corn-dealers is, that, after estimating

the produce of the present harvest, Great Britain will require an
importation of 15,000,000 quarters of grain of all kinds

The French government has taken a strong and decided step in

fixing the maxiinmn price of bread in Paris. The bakers are, of

course, exceedingly di'isatisficd.

Letters from Madrid say that another ministerial war was com-
ing on in Spain, and in private political circles the propriety of

deposing the queen was freely discussed.

The seventy-seventh anniversary of American inde|iendence was
duly celebrited at Melbourne on the 4th of July by a banquet, at

which upwards of one hundred and fifty guests, mostly Americans,

were present.

Grisi and Mario were privately married a few days since at St.

Jotin's Wood, England The recent death of .\I de Mclcy (Mine.

Grisi's late husband) had on dil, hastened the union of these two
celel)rated artistes.

The pecuniary gratuities which are so often bestowed on Rus-
sian troops, are never paid down to them, but go to a fund, from
whicli the soldier on quitting the service receives in a lump all

that he has become entitled to during the time he served. Incase
of death, it is paid to his heirs.

On the 27 th of June, there were in the harbor of Melbourne, 8

steam vessels, 73 ships, 89 barques, 55 brigs, and 58 schooners,

all lying at anchor, either delivering or taking in cargo, in the

port of Melbourne alone. The whole makes a total of 283 ves-

sels, which if averaged at .300 tons each, would make a total of

no less than 84,900 tons of shipping at one time in that harbor.

Accounts from Ningpo extend to the 13th June. All was then
quiet there, but alarm was felt regarding the rumors of the rebel

movements in the neighborhood. The opium vessels which here-

tofore had never been allowed to go up to the city, were now en-

( ouraged by the mandarins to come as close as possible, and the

present state of things rendered opium virtually a free article of
commerce.

The aspect of the Turkish difficulty is more threatening than
ever. The Turks are roused to the highest pitch of fanaticism,

and even call on the sultan to declare war or abdicate his throne.

Meantime the great European powers are cndeavorin,ir to induce
the sultan to accept the original Vienna note, but Austria shows
symi'toms of backing out of the alliance with France and Eng-
land, and siding vrilh Russia.

jSanb0 of ©olir.

.... It is difficult to grow old gracefully.

—

Madame de Stael.

. . . The night shows stars and women in a better light.

—

Bi/roit.

.... If you would not have aflSietion visit you twice, listen at

once to what it teaches.

—

Buir/h.

.... People may bo taken in onre, who imagine that an author
is greater in private life than other men.

—

Jolmson.

.... Deliberate with caution, but act with decision ; and yield
with graciousnoss, or oppose with firmness.

—

Cotton.

.... Adversity has the effect of eliciting talents which, in pros-

perous circumstances, would have lain dormant.—Z/orace.
.... Affectation is certain deformity ; by forming themselves

on fantastic models, the young begin with being ridiculous, and
often end in being vicious.

—

Blaii-.

.... Wiirii anger rushes, unrestrained, to action, like a hof
steed, it stiii[;l)les on its way. The man of thought strikes deep-
est and strikes safely.

—

Savaije.

.... A slave has but one master; the ambit'ous man has as
many masters as there are persons whose aid may contribute to
the advancement of his fortune.

—

La Hruyere.

.... As for being much known by sight, and pointed out, I
cannot comprehend the lionor that lies withal ; whatsoever it be,

every mountebank has it more than the best doctor.— Cowley.

.... Angry and choleric men are as ungrateful and unsociable
as thunder and lightning, being in themselves all storm and tem-
pest ; but quiet and easy natures are like fair weather, welcome to

all.— Clarendon.

-«—•••—-

Joker's Uubgct.

" There isn't a mite," says Lavatcr, " but what fancies itself the
cheese."

The only motive for tmiting the Mississippi with the Atlantic is

the loco-motive.

If the " spirits " were " up to snuff," what kind would they
prefer ? Rappee, of course.

Punch thinks that carriage drivers would make the best soldiers

in the world, as no troops could sland their charge.

A new process of " filling " teeth has been discovered by a " pro-

gressive " down east dentist. It is in bii, ' as follows—"Eat
green corn roasted in the tar."

When an Irish girl w.is asked, a few days ago, where her mis-
tress was, who had gone to a water-cure establishment, she replied

that her ladyship had "gone to soak."

Many persons are led by their vices as there are many who are
led by their noses : but there are a far greater number who follow
both without any leading at all.

The days of the highwaymen are over ; but that need not be
lamented by the adinirers of the robbers of tlie good old times.

The highwaymen have been succeeded by the railwaymen.

Madame de Stael, one night, expatiating on the merits of the
French langujige, and illustrating her meaning by the word " sen-

timent," which has no exact equivalent in English, Lord Palmers-
ton answered her that we had a phrase which to a nicety expressed
the " sentiment" of the French—namely, "'Tis all my eye and
Bettv Martin."
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THE LAMAS OF PERU.
The engraving below represents

a group of Peruvian lamas in the

midst of their native mountains.

As much ha> been said on the sub-

ject of introducing and domestica-

ting these animals here, and in

Europe, the remarks of an intelli-

gent foreigner on the subject seem

to be peeuliirlv appropriate and in-

teresting. When shall we beliold,

he says, a troop of lamas on our

mouiitains 1 When shall we gather

in our Alps, our Pyrenees, the

Cantal, or the Jura, that fine wool

which wo now import from Eng-

land, and which is sent from Peru

and Bolivia'! It will not, doubt-

less, be a great while. AVe have

only, we trust, to anticipate a little.

Those of our rca.lcrs who have

visited the museum of natural his-

tory at Paris, have seen there a

little rtock of lamas, half of them
born in Paris and the rest perfectly

acclimated. While these experi-

ments, so conclusive in favor of

naturalizing the hitna with us, arc

being accomplished in Paris by the

care of the administration of the

museum of natural history, others

are being pursued with e<(ual suc-

cess and on a grander scale in dif-

ferent parts of Europe. Mr. Ste-

phenson, in Scotland ; i^ord Derby,

in t!ie magnificent menagerie he

has founded in his park of Knows-
ley, near Liverpool, have produced,

either the lama properly so called,

or the variety, yet more valuable

for the abundance and beauty of

its wool, known by t!ie name of

OPIUM SMUGGLING IN CHINA.

alpacca. There seem to be some
pair in Germany, but the most cu-

rious experiment of all, from the
circumstances under which it has
been tried, is that made by the
King of Holland, William 11., in

one of his parks near the Hague.
On the flats of Holland, ai in Paris,

in England, an i in the mountains
of Scotland, the lama and alpacca
have succeeded perfectly, and in a
few years a flock of more than thir-

ty individuals has been formed.
The time is therefore near at hand,
—everything warrants the conclu-

sion,—when we shall witness the

naturalization in our mountains, of

a spicics destined to rank at once
with the most valuable of our do-

mestic animals. Peculiar among
all of them, it will serve at once as

a beast of burdf-n, and furnish food

or wool. Each of the varieties

having its peculiar advantages

:

one, for instance, the lama, being

most robust and best adapted to

carrying burdens ; the other, the al-

pacca, laden with a fleece as re-

markable for beauty as for abun-

dance ; sometimes growing to such

a length as to sweep the ground.

In 176.5, Buffon wrote, " I imagine

that the lama, the alpacca and the

vigogna would be an excelleijt ac-

quisition for Europe (particularly

for the Alps and Pyrenees, he siiys

elsewhere) ; that they would pro-

duce more real wealth than all the

metal of the new world." And
tlii-i great man remarked, a few

years later, in 1782 :
" The minis-

ter who shall have contributed to

useful, would be applauded as the

B<t the minister to whom Button

to him. The great naturalist re-

enrich the country \^ith an animal .'O

hero of a most impoitant conquest."

api)ealod in these woids did nui listen

ceived for answer the criticisms of half-learned men. He was accused

even of having misconceived the principle-i of science in having imagined

its naturalization possiblf- in France. Where can we find, people said,

localities among us like those the lama inhabits in the Cordilleras ? Where

can we find that particular herb, the ichn, on which it is accustomed to

feed? Miserable objections, to which Butfon, then more than seventy

years old, replied ; "I persist in believing that it would be as possible, as

it would be important, to naturalize among us those three si)ecie: of ani-

mals so useful in Peru.'

presentiment of all the

great ideas now prevail-

ing in natural history,

Buff'on was right in tliB

face of all opposition.

Time has justified the

predictions he so firmly

presented and sustained.

Now that the possibility

of naturalizing the lama
has been demonstrated
conclusivi ly, the French
government have sought
to perpetuate the stock.

On this occa>ic)ii, as well as where he had a
'^

OPIUM PACKAGES.

THE OPIUM TRADE.
The engraving below represents a Chinese indulging in the intoxicating

use of opium by means of the pipe. The Turki-ih opium is made into

flat cakes, and was at one time the only kmd of the drug in usc^. The
article is pressed up and usually bound with hides, making small bilfs, of

immense cost, of the appearmce represented herewith. The baneful

effects produced upon the liuman constitution by an immoderate indul-

gence in smoking this drug aroused the attention of the better disposed

amongst the Cbine-e autho'ities, and about the yeer 1796 the importation

of opium was not only entirely prohibited, but a severe punishment was
ordered to be inflicted upon all who were detected in smoking it. But the

traffic had now as a pecuniary matter become of considera'ile national

importance, for, as the Chinese made us pay for bU our teas in hard cash,

so also, in return, the opium-dealers received back that money in payment
for tlie opium.
War-junks,
were, never-

theless, fitted

out expressly

to put a stop

to the trafli'-.

As the trade

attained to an

extent wliich

made it par-

ticularly valu-

able, a num-
ber ofremark-
ably fine ves-

sels were built

expressly for

the purpose,

having, with

great beauty
and symme-
try, the more
essential (lual-

ity of excel-

lent sailers,

which gained

tor them the

name of opi-

um clip]>erK.

armed. The

OPIUM SMOKING.

THE LAMAS OF PEKU.

They were well mnnned, and, in some instances, not biidlv

avgcW :ire l>ar'|HC-ripi'Cfi, rescuibliiiL' the illiistratinn which

we give at the b. ad of this page. Tln^ high prices ciuis '.i by prohibiiioii,

and the di'tcrmiimtion of the people themselves to indulge m this perm-

i-ious luxury, enabled the fmugiilcrs to irive liirtrc bribes to the miidarms

atid ofticcr.s'of customs; so that the trade, instead of decrcasmg, became

every succeeding year more and more extensive Hnd lucrative. The num-

ber of Chinese adiiii'tcd to ilie habit of opium smoking and chewMig h;is

been variously estimated, but may. on a moderate comptitation, be taUcii

at three millions, though in all iirr.bability that an'ount is greatly exceeded

in reality. All acioimts from China rc|ire<cnt the people as bcinj.' to a

"reat ex"tcnt exfcssivcly addicted to it« us.-, and it- iidbicn-e is descrilx'd as

!i.b:;siiig end iMutali-ir'Mo the lowi'si degr.e. No wonder the muioii is

so weak and elfVmiiia;e!
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MOUNT VERNON.

Mount Vernon, Fairfax County, Va., is the political Mecca of

this country, and enshrines the ashf s of him who was " first in

wir, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen."

It is iitnatcd, as represented hy our engraving, nine miles below

Alexandria, on the west bank of the Potomac River. The river

is here two miles wide, and Mount Vernon is some two hundred

feet above the surface of the river. Below will he seen the former

mansion house and the present tomb of Washington, a spot not

only the constant resort of Americans, but wliich is annually

visited by large numbers of foreign travellers. Of late there have

been several propositions brought forward for the purchase of this

spot by the government, and for its preservation as a national

monument to the great departed chief. The property has been

for some time in the market, and a company of individuals have

endeavored to procure it for the purpose of erecting a spacious

hotel upon the grounds as a summer resort for the neighboring

cities. But this plan, we sincerely tru5t, may not be consummated
;

it should be the nation's property, when it passes from the hands

of the Washington family. The idea is so vulgarly mercenary

that we cannot for a moment entertain it with the least degree of

complacency, that Mount Venion should be turned into a water-

ing place, a la Sdratoga. This is ore of the besetting sins of

this age, and this country ; we count every foot and every acre of

ground, and calculate just what it will bring, and how much per

cent, we can get for the money afterwards well invested. No
matter how sacred the spot may be to history, no matter how dear

the ground may he from past associations, the question is, how

much will it bring per foot ! We may shut our eyes to these

fa^ts, but they arc nevertheless true—too true ; and there are

utilitarians now among us who would divide off Bunker Hill into

building lots, and knock it down to the highest bidder ; only re-

gretting; that the Monument was in the way. Away with such

mr rcenary thoughts ; let Mount Vernon be preserved in its present

rural and suggestive simplicity ; let a more liberal spirit pervade

the public; give us pirks, and open squares, and let its hallowed

grounds be preserved and protected, and our children shall bless

us for the liberal spirit thus evinced. It was here that Washing-

ton was bo-n, here he was engaged in the peaceful employment of

an agriculturist, and here be died. As we look upon the spot,

some of the characteristies of the " fat! er of his country " very

naturally suggest themselves to our mind. Wisdom was the pre-

dominant feature i i his ch iracter. His patience, his forbearance,

his firmness, in adverse as well as in prosperous events, proved of

more solid advantage to his conntry than his bravei-y and talents.

No man has ever appeared upon the theatre of public action whose

integrity was more incorruptible, or whose principles were more

perfectly free from the contamination of those selfish and unworthy

passions which flrd their nourishment in the conflicts of party.

Having no views which required concealment, his real and avowed

motives were the same : and his whole coiTcspondence does not

furnish a single case from which an enemy would infer that he

was capable, under any circumstances, of stooping to the employ-

ment of duplicity. No truth can be uttered with more confidence

than that his ends were always upright, and his means always

pure. The whole life of Washington was a model of judgment,

honor, manliness, and devotion to his country.

MOUNT VERNON, THE BIRTHPLACE ANli ^ESip.ENOE OF QKORQE Ay.ASiq.NQT()N-.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LIONEL AINSWORTH:
OR

—

A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION.

BT MRS. CAROLINE ORNB.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XVII.—[coNTiNtJED.l

" I must speak with General Marion," said Roland. " He has

risrn, I helieve—has he not, Timon V
"He has," was the lad's answer.

" Are you not a little chilled with this morninp; air, madam '"

said Roland, turning to Mrs. Ainsworth, who, hcfcre he could

proffer his assistance, had alighted from her hor.se.

" 1 felt a slight shiver pass over me as you spoke," she replied.

" There is a fire in the parlor, that was ordered for General Ma-

rion," said Timon. " Will not the Isdy walk in, and sit hy it V
" I will speak to General Marion myself," said Roland, when

he had seen Mrs. Ainsworth seat"d hy the fire.

Scarcely a minute had passed, before she heard footsteps

drawing near the door, which she knew by their peculiar alertness,

were General Mf rion's.

" My dear madam," said he, advancing towards her as she rose

from her chair, and shaking hands with her, " what can have

brought you here at such an early hour ? Why, I should hardly

care to be abroad myself in the night, with only one attendant,

when there are so many ruffians prowling about "

"It would be more dangerous for you than for me, to venture

out thus attended, for, peihaps my sex might prove a protection
"

" If what I have heard is true, you have little reason to say that.

Did one of the gang of villains that called at your house a while

ago, really threaten to take your life V
" He did."

" And the commander was present, and saw all, without at-

tempting to interfere V
" Yes, and had not a young gentleman, the second in com-

mand, interfere^! in my behalf, at the risk of being reprimanded,and

perhaps cashiered, he would doubtless have executed his threat."

"A young man like that should be among our friends, rather

than our enemies."

" I am glad to hear you say that, as it is exactly what I think."

" At any rate, I should be happy to rank him among my per-

sonal friends. But you have not yet answered my question

—

what brought you here so early?"

" I have come to crave a boon."
" The sister of Colonel Morney, who is one of the bravest of

my officers, and among the best and most valued of my friends,

has a right to exact, rather than beg a boon, not only on her

brother's, but her own account."

" If so, spare the life of young Willbank, your prisoner."

" Willbank, do you say 1 Would you have me, by an act of

ill-timed mercy, make void what I have done to protect the lives

of our citizens and friends V
"Let that be done by inflicting punishment on the guilty."

" Our enemies make use of no such forbearance."

" And is their example worthy of imitation ?"

" If we have no other means of saving our best and worthiest

men, we must imitate it."

" I am then to understand that you will not grant my request 1"

" Had I a kingdom at my disposal, I would say to you as Ahasu-

erus of old said to Esther, but I cannot grant you what you ask

—

it would not be right It would annul the effect intended to be

produced, and cause still greater license to be taken"
" It may be as you say, but—

"

" You may be certain it will. The lives of your brother and

your son may depend on my deciding against you "

" It don't appear dxactly so to me, and even if I fully coincided

with you, I could not be otherwise than atllictcd, that the life of

an estimable young man, to whom I owe my own life, should be

sacrificed for example's sake."

" To whom you owe your life ? Is Willbank the young officer

who saved you ?"

" Certainly he is. Did I not tell you so ?"

" No, you merely said that it was a young British officer. You
did not mention his name.'"

General Marion remained silent a moment or two.
" I could wish that it had been anything else you had asked,"

ho at length said, " but I will not deny you. I will write an
order to stop the execution, and our young friend, Captain Floyd,
shall be the bearer of it

"

General Marion went to his room, wrote the order, and return-

ing, put it into Mrs. Ainsworth's hand. Her eyes shone with a
clear and beautiful expression as she received it.

" It appears to mo," said she, "that I speak in the spirit of
prophecy when I say, the preservation of tliis young man's life

will, at no distant period, he a matter of joy to us all
"

"I shall be very glnd if it so turns out," returned ho, smiling;
"but I must confess to being rather incredulous."

"If you only knew how much gratitude you carry with you,"
s*Sd she, giving him her hand

" At any rate, I cannot say but that I feel tolerably well satis-

fied with myself Having it in one's power to perform an act of
grace, is rather pleasant, after all," and bidding her good morning,
he withdrew.

Roland, who wan impatient to know the result of their inter-

view, entered the apartment the moment he found that General

Marion was gone.

"The pardon," said Mrs. Ainsworth, .stepping forward to meet

him. and displajiiig the paper containing the revocation of young

Willbank's sentence. " You must be the bearer of it."

" And that without delay," he returned, looking at a clock.

'• Yes, for we can well imagine how much agony a little haste

may save him."

CHAPTER XVIII.

ROLAND A I'RISONER.

Die! perish!

Take Diy dt fiance:

Mtamtre for M^asuTf.

Roland accompanied Mrs. Ainsworth home, after having seen

the prisoner set free.

Willbank's temperament was naturally calm. Though his joy

and gratitude did not overflow in words, it manifested itself in

a manner f;ir more ear.icst and impressive. Henceforth the n.ames

of Mrs. Ainsworlh and Roland would l)e among those as fondly

and deeply cherished as the life they had saved.

In the evening Roland was to meet General Marion at a place

th- t had been designated, so that he had only an hour to give to

his fi'iends. Ruth, whom her mother h.id awakened from a sound

sleep, to inform her of her intended journey, and its cause, had

sutlVrcd much solicitude lest her efforts would have proved un-

successful Now, when she found that her fears had proved

groundless, she literally danced for joy.

' Ruth," said her mother, gravely, while at the same time a

smile just perceptible, hovered on her lips, "do you remember

wo are not alcyie, and that j'ou have not given a word of welcome

to our friend !"

Ruth's footsteps were instantly arrested, while the flush on her

c'neeks, occasioned by the exercise, assumed a deeper tinge.

" How could I think to welcome him in words," said she,

" when I was so very glad and thankful for what he has done'?"

" Your manner of welcome may be uniciue, yet it is certainly

delightful," said Roland. " I could have wept for joy, when I

saw young vVillbank standing free, beneath the blue sky ; and I

could dance for joy now at the thought of it, were my steps as

light and airy as yours."

' Come," said Ruth, " let us be done with this trifling, and tell

me all about Lieutenant Willbank. Thoughts of hitn, now that

the first joy of knowing that he is safe, h.as passed away, bring a

sadness with them. He has relations in England, no doubt."

" Yes, and it was that more than all else which gave bitterness

to the thought of the ignominious death which was impending

over him ; as I could well see, during my last interview with him,

previously to your mother's interposition in his favor. There

was another, too, he spoke of. Her name is Alice— one of the

sweetest names I know of, except Ruth."

Ruth looked round, partly to hide her heightening color, and

partly to see if her mother was present. They were alone Un-

perceivcd by her, though not by Roland, Mrs. Ainsworth had left

the room.

"Alice was not his si.ster?" said Ruth.

"No. his affianced bride. Look at this ring. He gave it to

me, with the request that I would send it to her the first opportu-

nity after the closing scene, and he then did not expect to live

twenty-four hours. It was her parting gift, received in exchange

for one he gave her. Unfbitunatcly I forgot to take it with me
this morning, and was thus prevented from restoring it to him."

Ruth took the ring and examined it. It was ornamented with a

small locket, not more than the eighth of an inch in diameter.

Yet small as it was, it contained a minute portion of hair, which

looked as if it might have been clipped from the curly locks of

some beautiful fairy.

Roland could have lingered by Ruth's side till nijjJit, without

taking any note of time, but Mrs. Ainsworth, who knew how ne-

cessary it was for him to be at the appointed place in season, did

not fail to let him know when the hour, wbicli was all the time

that he could spare, had expiicd. He rose and prepared for his

dc])arture. As he was about to leave the room, he took Ruth's

hand.

" I have obtained leave to ask this hand of you," said he, ad-

dressing Mrs. Ainsworth, " when we have made good our right

to rank as an independent nation."

" I always make it a rule," said she, smiling sonie«hat archly,

" to grant any reasonable request
"

His horse was awaiting him at the door, and vaulting into the

saddle as lightly as " a feathered Mercury," in a few minutes he

was lost to view behind the trees.

It wanted about an hour of sunset, and the air, for the season,

was clear and cool. As he sped swiftly along, he never, in his

whole life, experienced such an exhilaration cf sjiiiits— such an

exuberance of joy. This state of feeling was naturally produced

by the incidents of the day, while the clear, elastic atmosphere,

together with the celerity with which he was borne along, pre-

vented that reaction, which causes melancholy so often to i)ress

closely upon those hours which have yielded the most pleasure.

Just a-i the twiliglit shadosvs began to fall, Roland entered upon

a part of the road that lay through the pine woods. He had al-

ready passed through these same woods three times within the

Isist iwenty-fo,ur hours, without having seen anything to lead him

to suppose any hostile pai-ty had taken up their quarters within

them. He therefore felt perfectly secure, as to any hazard incur-

red from such a source, and continued to ride on, without observ-

ing that his horse had changed from a brisk trot into a walk, so

full were his thoughts of those sweet and brilliant fancies, that

passed before him in rapid succession.

All at once his horse pricked up his ears, snorted, and sprang
to the opposite side of the road ; and had not his master been
more deeply plunged in reverie than himself, he might have eluded

the three horsemen, who were partly within the covert of the

trees. As it was, Roland, not being able to account for his horse
starting so suddenly, instead of aiding his efforts to escape, he
checked him so sharply, as to bring him back on his haunches.

Almost at the same moment, Roland felt a vice-like grasp upon
each of his arms, by some one who had come up behind him.

"Bring the cord. Si— quick— and pinion his arms close to his

sides," said a voice, that Roland knew to be Grisley's.

" Better take him off this animal first, I reckon," said Si.

" Well, it will be best. Turnbolt, hold the horse by the head

or the beast will give us the slip before we know it."

" I'll take care of that, captain," replied Turnbolt.

" It's rny opinion, young sir," said Grisley, after he and Si had

finished binding Roland's arms, ' it's my opinion you wontmake
your e-cape, nor flourish your whip, this time

"

" My advice," said Turnbolt, " is to let him swing on a limb of '

one of these trees."
|

" You are a foo', Turnbolt. Do you suppose I'm going to let

'

him off as easy as that V
" Shall we put him on one of the horses, captain V asked Si.

" Yes ; what do you crpect to do with him V
'l reckon then you'd better let me ease off the cord from his

bridle-hand a little."

" Well, do as you are a mind to about it. We'll put him on
i

the old nag that Turnbolt i de, so there'll be no great danger of

his getting clear of us
"

" I reckon not," said Si.

" I suppose you didn't expect ever to fall in with me again,"
i

said Grisley, speaking to Roland, " when you showed up yonr

horsemanship so, a while ago? You didn't know me as well as

you will. I've never lost sight of you since. I could have took

you to-day, when you passed with that woman, only I didn't want

the trouble of taking care of her."

" Where do you think of stopping to-night ?" said Turnbolt.

"At Bicklestaff 's," r-eplied Grisley. "That's the nearest

place I know of. Ever since he received that leaden favor, in the

shape of a bullet, at Morncy's, he hates the whigs worse than

poison."

It was quite dark when they arrived at an opening in the woods,

in the midst of which was a log-house. It was a rude but sub-

stantial edifice, and of much lai-ger dimensions than such build-

ings usually are, different parts of it exhibiting the appearance of

having been constructed at different times. It was, on three

sides, enclosed by the woods, while on the other, as could be seen

by the red glare of a blazing pitch knot, which shone from an nn-

glazed window, was a stream of water, at a distance of not more

than twenty or thirty feet. This was, for the present, the habita-

tion of Bicklestaff, who, on hearing several horsemen stop near,

came to a window, and demanded who was there.

" Friends," was the answer of Grisley.
|

"O, is it you, captain ?" said Bicklestaff. " Who else is there?"

" Only two, besides a prisoner. We want you to keep us to-

night."

In a minute Bicklestaff appeared at the door, with a burning,

pitch-knot in his hand. They had by this time all alighted from'

their horses, except Roland, whom be approached so near, as toi

let the I'ed, smoky light of his pine-knot fall directly upon him.

" Then you've caught the young hawk at last," said he. " Well,

that's good luck." I

" You'd better say raven," replied Grisley ;
" for he has proved'

to us and our friends a bird of ill omen. It's my opinion that the

bullet that came so near finishing jou, was shot from his rifle."

" That's what I think. Well, he shall be paid the old debt and

interest besides."

They were conducted by Bicklestaff into a large apartment, in

one corner of which sat a woman of about forty, and a girl so

young as to be still hovei'ing on the verge of childhood. They

were both busily engaged in knitting, and ajjparently took little

notice of the new comers
;
yet Roland, more than once, when shei

found that she was unobserved by the others, saw the girl cast to-

wards him keen and inquiring glances.
|

There was no resemblance between the two females, otherwise!

he might have taken them for mother and daughter. The wo-j

man's features, though masculine, were still quite handsome. Shei

boi'e a somewhat haughty expression of countenance. She couldi

not be the wife of Bicklestafi", Roland thought, for a more wheed-

ling, hypocritical knave, as far as outward appearance went, it

never had been his fortune to fall in with. Something in her de-

meanor, and in the cast of her features, made him certain that she

would not stoop to mairy a man like him.

The girl was one of those black-eyed, rosy lipped damsels, who

wear their heart outside their bodice, and Roland felt sure of het

sympathy, if she dared not express it by words. There was some

comfoi-t, as he sat with his arms still bound, a subject for the rude

jests bandied from one to the other of his savage captoi's and

hateful host.
" Aint you going to give the gentlemen some supper, Jeannette

Thornbury?" said Bicklestafi', addressing the woman, after tho

lapse of some ton or fifteen minutes.

' If they desire it, I will give tlicm some," she replied.

" Shall I go with yoa, aunt Jeannette ?" said the girl, as Mrs.

Thornbury rose to go to prepare it.

" Yes, Mabel
;
your assistance may bo needed."

They withdrew together, and entered a kitchen a little detached

from the apartment tirey had left, though on tho outside the scpa.

ration would hardly have been observed. Here, with the assist

ance of a colored servant, Mi'S Tlrornbury and Mabel prepared

supper for the eutertainmont of Bicklestafi's guests, a wild fow:
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nastn-, just drawn from tlic oven, forming an item so important

as to greatly lighten tlicir labor.

" Will the gentleman sit at the table with the others V inquired

" Yoa mean the prisoner. No, I shall give him .somctiiing to

eat by himself. Take care how you speak of him in the presence

of John BicklostafF. Call him the iirisoner, not the gentleman."

"He looks like a gentleman."

" That's true ; but 'twill do him much more harm than good to

call him so."

" What do you think Captain Grisloy moans to do with him V
"Don't ask me, child—how should I know?"

"Aunt Jcannette, you think they'll kill him— 1 know you do."

" That's their intention, no doubt ; but He who suffereth not a

sparrow to fall to the ground without his leave, can deliver him

out of their hands."

•' Then the young gentleman will be saved, wont he "!"

"If it is right, he will be."

This answer made Mabel feel very hopeful, for she could not

think such a handsome, pleasant looking young man could de-

serve death at the hands of a set of ruffians.

"Do you know what his n-ime is, aunt?"

" If he is the same young man I heard John BicklestafF and

Grislev talking about a while ago, his name is Roland Floyd."

" Roland Floyd is the one that struck Captain Grisley across the

face with a whip. How sorry I am. He will never forgive him."

" No, he never will. I should sooner look for mercy from a

wild beast of the forest."

" But something may happen to save him—don't you think soV

Mrs. Thornbury only shook her head, and the poor girl felt far

less hopeful than before.

"Mabel," said her aunt, " take out a piece of the pastiy by it-

self, and I will hand it to the young man. John will not care to

interfere, if he sees me do it."

The viands being prepared, Mabel pla"ed them on a deal table,

in the apartments where were Bicklestaff and his guests.

As soon as they had foirly addressed themselves to the pleasant

task before them, Mrs. Thornbury approached the corner of the

room where Roland sat, and placed the piece of pastry Mabel had

selected with so much care, on a small side-table near him. Hav-

ing done this, she went to the table where sat Bicklestaff and his

guests, and took a sharp knife that lay on one corner.

" Wliat are you going to do with that !" said Bicklestaff.

" Release the hands of the prisoner, so that he can cat some

supper," she replied.

" I reckon you wont do any such thing," exclaimed Grisley,

springing up from the table. " He's a dangerous fellow."

"Captain Grisley," said she, "you are surely not afraid of him,

when you have three stout men with knives and pistols in their

belts to do your bidding, while he is unarmed."

" Without even a horsewhip within reach," said Si, though he

took care to speak so as not to be heard by Grisley, who at pres-

ent was rather sensitive on the subject of whips.

" He's my prisoner, and I think I shall have the control of

him," said Grisley.

"John BicklestafF, remember!" said Mrs. Thornbury, looking

him steadily in the face.

His eyes fell before her glance, and he appeared confused and

agitated. The word "remember" must have possessed some

secret potency.

"Come, captain," said he, in a conciliatory tone, "don't you

know that a woman will always have her own way? Besides,

you know the young chap can't live without eating."

" I have not the least need of food, I assure you, madam," said

Roland to Mrs. Thornbury. " Suffer me to remain bound, as I

greatly prefer to endure whatever pain and inconvenience it may
occasion, to exposing you to indignity of any kind."

" They dare not venture bej-ond a few rude words," she re-

turned, "which, from such as they, I heed not ; but since the

brave Grisley's feai-s are so much excited, it may be best that he

finish his meal when he and his coadjutors can stand guard over

you."
" There's no great fear of his starving," said Bicklestaff; "for

I've a nice, snug place, where I intend he shall take up his quar

ters, where there will he no danger of his making his escape,

bound or unbound, and where he will liave plenty of bread and

water."

" Why wasn't he put there at once, then V said Grisley.

" Because there's a parcel of stuff packed away in it now, that

must be removed. In half an hour after supper it can be made

ready for him."
" You don't intend to put !iim in that damp, unhealthy place >"

said Mrs. Thornbury.
" Why not? As good as he have lived there months at a time."

Mrs. Thornbury said nothing more, though had she considered

it judicious to e.xercise the control she evidently held over Bickle-

staff, she might have prevented Roland from being incarcerated in

the place proposed. She had her secret reasons for not pressing

the point, which she hoped to make available in the prisoner's

favor. Mabel whispered to her aunt, and begged her to again

interfere in his behalf.

"It is best that I should not," was her answer ; and with ftiat,

so great was Mabel's confidence in her wisdom and discretion,

she felt satisfied.

" Come," said Bicklestaff, when they had finished their meal,

" we may now as well trim up Captain Floyd's room."
" You mean Captain Floyd of the first division of the ragged

cavalry, don't you?" said Si.

"Atteud to your own concerns," said Grisley. "Bicklestaff,

haven't you a pair of bracelets for the prisoner ? You know that

you deal in jewelry on certain occasions."

" I shouldn't wonder if we come across a pair."

They now, with the exception of Si, left the room. Ho was

left to watch the prisoner.

In something over half an hour, Bicklestaff, accompanied by

Grisley, returned.

" Your lodgings are ready for you," said the latter.

" And I am ready," said Roland, rising. i

"Lead the way, Bicklestaff," said Grisley, "and I'll have an

eye to the prisoner."

Bicklestaff preceded them, carrying a blazing pine knot. The
cell to which Roland was conducted, was at the back part of the

house, and being partly under ground, was damp and mouldy.

It was entered by descending several steps. It was walled up on

each side with coarse and solid masonry, and the floor consisted

of rough, uneven flag stones. The furniture consisted of a pallet,

a thrceli-gged stool, and a small table, while a circuUir aperture,

about twelve inches in circumference, that showed the wall to be

more than a foot thick, a" >rded the only means for light and

ventilation.

The smoky light of the Mazing pitch knot, flaring and wavering

in the current of air admitted at the unclosed door, gave motion

to the gigantic shadows, cast by Grisley and his companions upon

tlic wall, as they stood grouped together near the entrance, which

might, by a lively imagination, have been thought to resemble

some grim spectral band of the Plutonian shades, "whose robes

were the cloud of the hills " Roland's arms were now unbound,

though the handcuffi which had been alluded to, could not he

found. Perhaps Jeannctte Thornbury, had she been so disposed,

might have given some account of them.

" This is a snug place—not one easy to escape from, as you

see, my young sir," said Bicklestaff, " as long as you have me
for a jailor. And now, as we are about to leave you for the night,

I think it a duty to tell you that your time is short, so that you

can have it to meditate upon. Now some people I've known,

wouldn't remind a prisoner that his lime was short ; but, as I

said before, I look upon it to bo a duty."

" Come, Bicklestaff, if you've got through with your palaver,

we'll be off. The air isn't over and above fresh here," said Grisley.

" I am ready to go," he replied. " I shall be easy in my mind,

now I've done ray duty."

They left the cell, and Bicklestaff closed the door, which he se-

cured with a strong padlock. When they leturned, Jeannette

Thornbury and her niece had left the apartment, and, drawing so

closely together as to enable them to talk over their plans, with-

out, as they imagined, any danger of being overheard, they lit

their pipes, and prepared to sit till midnight. Though at first

cautious about raising their voices, they gradually Ijecame less

wary, and among other things, the best manner of disposing of

the prisoner was freely discussed.

Jeannctte Thornbury, when she found that they had disposed

themselves for a long and confidential chat, stole softly from her

room, which was shared by Mabel, who, with tears still on her

cheek, shed for the sad fate of Roland, had lost all remembrance

of her sorrow in sleep. Noiselessly she glided along through a

passage that led to a closet, separated by only a thin partition from

the room where they were seated. Here she could distinctly hear

every word that was said. Having listened to as much of their

conversation as she cared to hear, she retraced her steps to her

own apartment. Mabel continued to sleep soundly, and hastily

putting on a short cloak with a hood, which she could at will

dj'aw over her head, she went out at a hack door.

The clouds that in the first part of the evening had been so

dark and dense, were now broken, and the moon, just emerging

above the horizon, though at times partly obscured, would, now

and then, shine in full etfulgcnce, so that without any difficulty,

she was able to distinguish her own favorite horse. Her voice,

however, in the darkest night would have brought him to her side,

and she neither needed nor wished for assistance to make the requi-

site preparations for a ride of ten or twelve miles. In less than

five minutes, after she had, in consequence of what she overheard,

added to a few words that Roland found opportunity to say to

her, determined on what course to pursue, she was riding at a

speed that few women would have ventured on, even in open day.

In about an hour, she arrived within sight of a small encamp-

ment. The white canvass of two or three tents gleamed in the

moonlight, and, on approaching more nearly, a number of men
could be seen lying on the grass. She checked her horse as she

drew near the outposts. To the challenge of the sentinel, she

gave the correct pass word, and was at once permitted to come

within the lines. •
"I wish to see Lieutenant Willbank," said she, addressing the

sentinel. " Where can I find him '."

" In the left hand tent ; but I rather think he wont be up, this

time of night."

" I didn't much expect that he would. You are sure that he

lodges in the tent you mentioned ?"

" Yes, I saw him there at ten o'clock," said he, trying, as he

spoke, to obtain sight of her face, which was, however, so well

concealed by her hood, as to baffle his curiosity.

To a soldier who had been roused by the sound of their voices,

she handed a slip of paper, on which were written a few words,

that she requested him, without a moment's delay, to give into

Lieutenant Willbank's own hand. A rather liberal douceur that

she slipped into the man's hand, enforced prompt obedience to

her request.

A dim light was burning within the tent, and Willbank, instead

of having retired to rest, as supposed, was engaged in writing let-

ters to his friends in England. Having read the few words con-

tained in the note, he immediately sought its bearer. Drawing

her a little apart from those who were lying on the ground, he

told her that she might communicate what she wished, without

any fear of being overheard. In a.s few words as possible, she in

formed him of the capture of Roland Floyd, who, according to a

conversation that she had overheard, after having undergone the

ceremony of a trial, was to be executed.

"Did you hear them say when 1"

" Yes, next Monday."
" And to-morrow will be Friday. Is there no possibility of

your being able to aid his escape I"

" None. Could the day for his execution be deferred, I might,

as in that case, John Bicklestaff, who is his jailor, might be com-

pelled to be absent a short time. There is only one hope. Gris-

ley, who is as avaricious as he is cruel and revengeful, might be

induced to accept a ran.som, but it must be a heavy one."

"If we could have a little time, I think a sum might be raised

that would satisfy him; but in the short time that will intervene

between this and Monday, I am afraid it will be out of the ques-

tion. I am, unfortunately, destitute of funds, yet in six or eight

weeks, I expect a remittance from England, though the sum, I

suppose, will be such as to constitute a very inconsiderable part of

what will be demanded."
" He has friends here and in New England," said Mrs. Thorn-

bury.

" Yes, but they are poor, as he himself told me. The war has

deprived them of almost everything."

" Did you ever hear of a young provincial officer by the name

of Lionel Ainsworth?"

"Yes, he is the son of Mrs. Ainsworth, to whom I owe so much."
" He is, as you may know, Roland Floyd's particular friend.

The young man begged me to find some means of letting him

know his situation. He also mentioned you, and a gentleman by

the name of Morney."
" I will myself communicate with both of them. I will either

go myself, or send a trusty messenger "

" What is done must bo done quickly."

" I will attend to it before I sleep."

" If Grisley will accept a ransom, should the sum which can be

obtained fall short, I can add the widow's mite. I must go now.

I left home unbeknown to any one, and the slightest suspicion of

my having come hither, might be attended with serious conse-

quences
"

" Yon mentioned that Captain Floyd was in the custody of

John Bicklestaff. Is it in his house that he is a prisonerV
" It is beneath his roof He is confined in a dungeon."
" He is Grisley's prisoner ?"

" Yes ; if he were Bicklcstaft's, I could compel him to release

him." •

" I wish Grisley could be persuaded to remain where he is, till

to morrow. It may be difficult to find him, should he leave.

Either Ainsworth or I must, if possible, negotiate the matter of

the ransom with him in the course of the day."

" I think he intends to leave early in the morning, yet I will do

all I can to induce him t ) remain. I must go now. Good night."

" Good night, and expect to see either Ainsworth or mo some

time tomorrow."

CHAPTER XIX.

A VISIT TO THE I'RISONER.

Friends that have been forward in my right,

I thank yo'u all. Tims Arvlroniem.

" So you arc going to let Floyd escape, after all," said Bickle-

staff, addressing Grisley, the evening after the latter had agreed

to accept a ransom.

" That seems to be the understanding, at present," replied

Grisley.
" Then revenge isn't so sweet to yoa as I thought it was."

" Maybe I shall have it yet ; for, to tell the plain truth, I don't

think there's much chance for him. It would take a larger sum

than Ainsworth and the rest of 'em have agreed to pay, to hire

me to stand in his shoes."

" You've set the price so high, you don't think they'll ever bs

able to pay it."

" It's my opinion they wont. The expenses of the war, and

the liberal manner that such as you and I have levied upon the

rebels, have made them poor as church mice. They might pos-

sibly scrape it together if they had time enough."

"
I should think there was no lack on that score."

" You arc mistaken in that respect. Ainsworth confessed that

they should be obliged to apply to their friends at the North, to

obtain a part of it, and if anything should happen to cause any

delav, it cannot possibly arrive here within the time I have agreed

to wait."

" And failing to do so, annuls the agreement?"

" Y'es."

" I hope it will fail. I suppose you don't tell how much you

are to have ?"

" No, but I will tell you this much—if I do get it, I shall be

richer than I ever was before."

" If I were ia your place, I could play the card so as to get the

money and have my revenge too."

" There's no knowing but what I shall. Ifs a bright thought,

and I'm glad you mentioned it."

" Do you expect him to rema n where he is V
" That depends on you. Sha lyou be able to take charge of

him so long V
" I can see to him wlien I'm a" hand, and if I have occasion to

go away, I can take the key with me."
" That would not do. If yoa should bo absent, the woman

would help him to escape."

" I hardly think she would ; bu' I cannot be sure'y for her,"

" I should like to know, Bicklestaff, how such a woman as
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Jeannette Tliornbury comes to live under the same roof with you."
" You think she's too good, I suppose. Well, I'll tell you.

Her husband, who died about a year ago, was my halt brother—

he wasn't much like me—and we owned the property here be-

tween us. So we both have a right here, and Jeannette, havipt;

no other home for herself and niece, is obliged to stay. There's

no love lost between us—you might he sure of that. I dislike

her, and she most cordially despises me."
" It appears to me, BicklestaiT, that you are afraid of her."

" Well, I amt, if it does appear so lo you," he replied, with an

appearance of some confusion, and hastening to change the sub-

ject of conversation. '• Upon the whole, Grisley," said he, " I

think the prisoner better be removed from here. 1 shall be obliged

to be away a good deal."

"I think, mjself, it will be the most pnident course. I'll see

about it to morrow. I reckon there'll be a chance for him in

Camden jail," and rising as he spoke, he pulled his cap over his

brows, and buttoned his coat-

collar, for there was a brisk,

chilly wind blowing v%'ithont.

" Hadn't you better stay to-

night V said BicklestafF.
" Xo, I have an engagement."
" I am glad of it," muttered

Bieklestaff to himself, after he

was gone. " I am going to put

on my considering cap, and if

John Bieklestaff don't form a

plan about that ransom'ng that

don't oveiTcach you, I'm mi->-

taken. You wont get sommh
richer as vou expect to."

But before he had time to put

on his considering cap, he heard

a horse coaling from the oppo-

site direction, from that taken

by Grisley. He went to the

door, and in a few minutes Lio-

nel Ains worth stopped before it.

" I believe," said Lionel,
" that this is the residence of Mr.

Bieklestaff."

"It is."

" Is he at home V
" I answer to the name of

Biiklostaff."
" There is a prisoner here in

your care—Roland Floyd."

"There is.'

" I wish to see him."
" All I can say is, that it is a

pity you came so far on so fruit-

less an errand."
" Cannot I see him, then V
" My orders are strict that no-

body be admitted."
" I have ridden fifty miles for

the sake of half an hour's inter-

view, and I cannot go without

seeing him."
" Too much trouble—he is

locked up for the night."

"Here's a half crown—'twill

hardly pay you for unlocking

the door, but it is all I have."

"Well, I suppose I must let

you in, but you wont find it a
very inviting place. Come this

way.
In a minute more Lionel stood

within the cell. With a cry of

joy, Roland sprang forward to

meet him.
"I did not expect this, dear

Lionel," said he, throwing his

arms around his neck.
" You knew that I would come

if I could."
" Yes—that I ilid not for a

moment doubt. I thought yon
would not be able to obtain leave

of absence longenoughtocome."
" Fortunately, I could be spar

ed for a short time, so I have
come to say a few words to you,

to encourage you to keep up a
good heart."

" I have done my best to be
cheerful. Your presence does

encourage me to be more so than
I have been. To dayis Sunday ("

" Yes."
" And it is now five o'clo'-k,

as I know by that sunbeam that

has found its way into my dun-
geon. I have long been watch-
ing for it, as I would for the

coming of a friend, and now the
friend and the sunbeam have
both come together."

" Your sunbeam is a true in-

dicator—it is as you sav, five

o'clock."
" See, it is creeping up to-

wards the ceiling, and will soon
he gone. It is the last sunbeam
1 shall ever look upon, for I shall leave my dungeon in the gray
of the morning and when the sun rises again, I shall be at re

U

with the dust for a covering "

" The wretches !" excliilned Lionel. " Have they suffered you
to remain in ignorance of what WiUbink and I have'boen doing ("

"Bieklestaff told me thnt the lime was to bo an hour before
sunrise to morrow morning '

" But d'd not tell aou that a negotia'.ion was pending for your
release. Grisley's avarice, we have good reason to hope, wi"ll he
turned to gO)d account. He has agreed to wait a certain time
for the sun to bo collected, whi'h he demands for your ransom,
,and I n^fd not tell you thnt nothing will be left undone—no exer-
tion spared to obtain it. Bieklestaff must have known about the
agreement Grishy made with us, hi't evening."

•'And purposely kept rne ignorant, to gratify his spite against
we. H", thinks it was I who wnundi'il him at the time the attack
wa« made on your uncle Mornev » no ! •. B it W3 will not waste
our time in sp-jaking of him. Your mother and your sister—have
you seen them since I was here "i"

[concluded xext week.)

THE EMPr_ROR OF CHINA.
We herewith present our readers with an authentic portrait of

Tao-Kwang, Emperor of China, taken from an original Chinese
drawing on rice-paper by a "Celestial" artist. "ITao Kwang, it

will be remembered, died not long since, and his portrait becomes
of importance, since history will probably record him as the last

sovereign of the Tartar dyna.'ty who enjoyed uninterrupted power,
the present monarch being in all human probability destined to

lose, if not his throne and head, certainly a large portion of the

vast possessions which came to him by the death of Tao-Kwang,
for each arrival from the East informs us of the continued success

of the rebels, and the inefhciency of the imjicrial troops to with-

stand their progress. If we estimated the grandeur of a sovereign
by the extent of the counliy he governs, or by the number of sub-

jects who obey him, the Emperor of China would be certainly the

greatest potentate of ancient or modern limes ; for the Roman
empire itself, in the days of its greatest fplendor, when it com-

Tlli: EMPEROR OE OillNA.

manded Egypt, Mauritania, Spain, Gaul, and the German prov-

inces, comprised not so vast a territory as China ; and the colos-

sus of our epoch, with all her colonics, reckons among the hetcro-

geceous peoples subject to the domination of her trident, hut

about a third of what the most reliable statistic; register of indi-

viduals in the celestial empire. If, on the other hand, we meas
ure the grandeur of a prince by the beneficent action of his au-

thority, the zeal he manifested for intellectual, moral, and indus-

trial progress, and the examples of virtue and disinterestedness he

sets his people, the Emperor of China is then lost in the throng of

crowned heads and rulers of peoples, who have displayed in their

own persons the good and bad (|ualitics of human nature. If we
cast, in fact, a slight glance on the two hundred and seventy em-
perors who have reigned, from Fou Hi to I'ao-Kwang, what do

we behold, if it he not often tyranny, cruelty, and coiTuption ^

oftencr yet those negative ((ualitics which iiiii)Ose equal silence on
blame and praise; but very rarely lliosc transcendent qualities

which command the love and gratitude of nations, and the respect

anil admiration of posterity. This comes, without doubt, from
the form of government adopted in China from lime imnicinorial.

and from the ideas which the Chinese have always attached to
the imperial anthorily. The sovereign is not subjected to the
control of any one. The sil pro ralione, vohin'as (the will for the
reason) puts an end to al those discussions which the abuse of i

supreme power might provoke. The government of China we '

are told, is patriarchal on the largest scale of which there is 'any -

record, for the fiimily consists of nearly two hundred million '•

members. China may be considered as a huge schoolhonsc the
roaster having the birch constantly in his hand, frequently using
it, and delegating his authority to thousands of ushers, who are
equally liberal in its application. But the rod, although the chief
is not the only instrument of punish.nent. There is the canque
or wooden ruff, a kind of portable stocks or pillory, very conven'
icnt to the executors of the law, but exceedingly inconvenient to
the wearer, who can neither sleep nor lie down for it. Then there
is imprisonment in cages

;
furthermore decapitation, not, however

very frequent ; and in extreme cases, their crucifixion, or as it is

technically termed, the death by
painful and slow means. Tl.e
grand panacea, h( wever, a(\n
all, is the rod. The general ap.
plication of this vigorous instiu-

ment of administration, is by no
means confined to China, hut
embraces the other lountrics of
the East, from Japan to Bengal,
including about .iOO,000,000 of
people, or nearly one half the
human race, 'i'hcre the rod.
under its various appellations of
hiimboo, cane, cudgel or birch,

is actively at work, from morn-
ing till night, and afterwaids,

from night till morning. '1 he
grand patriarch eanes his first

ministers; the prime minister
canes his secretary of state

; the

secretaries of scate admonish the

lords of the treasury by belabor-

ing their backs ; these enforce
their orders to the first lord of
the adisiralry by applying what
is equal lo the cat o' nine- tail>.

Generals cane field oSiccrs, and
field officers the captain and sub-

alterns. Of course, the common
solders of the celestial empire
are caned by everyl ody. 'The

husbands cane their wives, ond
the wives cane their eliildren.

Of course the Chinese and their

neighbors may truly bcdeseribfd
as well flogged nations. On
their parr, the Chinese people
see m the person of their empe-
ror the representation of heaven
upon earth, not in a religions

point of view, and in an order
of ideas which attaches to future

life; but only in the point of

view of the necessary relations

which nature has established in

the material and social world.
The subjects depend on the em-
peror as the earth depends on
heaven . Society does not exist

;

it is a moral and political chaos.

For this reason the Chinese give

the emperor the name of Tien-

Tze (son of Heaven), or that of

Yuen Chcou (original chief).

This is why they surround him
with a respect so profound, and
place in the rank of sacred things

all those objects which, directly

or remotely, attach to his person.

Nowhere is subordination more
voluntary, cxcei^'t in the family,

of which, according to Chinese

theories, the central empire
ought to be the political expres-

sion. Nowhere, until lately, was
there more stability in power,

notwithstanding the alternatives

of justice and oppression, energy

and effeminacy, glory and abase-

ment, which must essentially

characterize it. Still, although

the Chinese nation has hitherto

bowed before the imperial msj-

estv, and never a.sscrtcd their

rights, even when deeply wrong-

eel, we should not conclude that

they ate animated by Ihc same

spirit of sen'ility as the most of

the other Asiatic nations. The
Chinese has ideas as liberal as

most of the Europeans, when he

ceases to look upon the throve

and only regards his nationality

;

but in his eyes all political truths

arc perfectly reconcilable vrith

the existence of the ah.solutc

power of the emperor, because,

once for all, he r-'gards it as a

social nicessity inherent in (he

very* nature of existence, and mcreover he supposes it always

cmbrnccd within the limits of right and reason. 'I'ao-Kwang,

whose portrait is before us, was a son of the Emperor Kien-Lounp,

and was born in 1780. He ascended the throne in 1820, Little

is kaown concerning his long reign : in fact, the intcrieir of China

has been almost a sealed book to the "outside barbarians." But

it seems now, as we reinarke<l in the outset, decided that the mys-

teries of the " Central Flower land " shall be o])oned to the cyei

of the worid. A vast empire has too long been shut up in i.sola-

tion, and an intelligent, active, and ingenious peojjb dcbsm-d

from the benefits of civilization and science. VVImt the guns of

the British in a bad cause, e-ommcnccd a hw years since, seems

now being carried out in earnest by the rebel for. cs who arc wag-

ing war against the present emperor. Tl>e poliiy of 'ho rebels is

war to the rulers, and peace to the people. If it be indeed true

that intelligent Europeans and Americars are guiding the hands

of the insurgents, we may look for a speedy and complete triumph

of their arms, and then iiuleed will a new page bo opined in tnc

history of the worid. The gates of China will be opened when

commerce is able to reap its best fiults.
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A CHINESE lUOL.

RELIGION OF THE CHINESE.
Upon this page we irivc some illustrations, from authentic

sources, of CiiiiKso peculiarities ; nnd some notions of the (jods

and worshij) of the Chinese. Vast temples rise in the cities

throughout China, and are consecrated to the puhlie divinities.

They commonly comprise many halls and interior courts : are

built of brick covered with colored tiles, frequently glazed, and
are distinguished froivi other buildings by a great height, and by
the bolder relief of their roofs. The architecture is almost every-

- where the same ; the only ditlerence is in the luxury of the orna-

mentation. To give an idea of these temples, we describe that of

Honan, the handsomest and largest religious establishment of

Canton. The l)uildin!.;s, principally of brick, are numerous, and
occupy, with the gardens attached, six or eight English acres.

These grounds are surrounded by a high wall. Oossing the

river before the Canton factories, you find yourself at the outer

gate, on which the name of the temple is inscribed in large char-

acters. There, near the door, are two colossal statues, the images
of deified warriors, placed, one on the right, and the other on the

lift, to guard night and day the entrance of the inner door.

Entering another court is the palace of the four great kings of

heaven, figured by images of ancient heroes. Further on, in the

principal building, are three Boudhas, superb statues, representing

the past, the present, and the futuie Boudha. The hall in whi 'h

these statues are placed is about a hundred feet square, filled with

private altars and statues of all kinds. In the neighboring halls

are other statues of gilded wood : that of the goddess of mercy is

the moit remarkalile ; in the midst of the most shapeless crea-

tions, are occasionally models of grace and taste, ranged around
the walls, and divinities of all kinds. Before the principal altar,

as seen in our en^'raving, are ranged the ornaments of worship.

Large vases filled with flowers or fruits offered to the divinity, the

censers in which incense is burned, the bell, commonly covered

with antique inscriptions, the gong, whose grave and sonorous

tone mingles with the bell tint announces the hour of prayer or of

ceremony, the bamboo which holds the little bits of wood by which

the purposes of fatJ are interrogated ; the sacred books which it

is given to no one to understand, not even the bonze who regu-

larly rci)eats the prayers. On both sides of the altar are inscrip-

tions in charaters of gold, and from the ceiling hang enormous
circular lanterns, covered also with inscriptions in honor of the

fjods. If we leave the halls exclusively consecrated to worship,

wo reach the narrow cells of the bonzes, wretched retreats, naked
and dilapidated, of which on the ground is the only furniture.

On the other side is the printing-ollice, where prayers sold to the

faithful, are stmck off on white, red, or yello.v paper; then a

room for the reception of visitors, a public dining-room, the

kitchen, etc. ; the whole in a state which indicates the utmost

wretchedness. Religion is disappearing, and the priests can no
longer live by the altar. Behind tie temple stretches a spacious

(garden ; at its extremity is a mausoleum where the aslies of the

priests are deposited annually , a furnace to burn bodies, and a

little cell designed to reeeiv.; temporarily the urns which contain

their ashes, until the annual opening of the mausoleum. There

are also tombi for private persons who leave money to be buried

in the sacred place. The temple of Honan is attended by about

A CHINESE THRONE.

A CHINESE WAR GOD.

one hundred priests. The description of this buildmg will apply
to all others which have been examined in China. Having
sketched the religious edifices of China, lot us notice the gods who
inhabit them. Fo was brought from India under the Han dy-
nasty. His worship, protected by the emi)erors, extended gradu-
ally throughout all China, and became the dominant religion. A
thousand fables are related of his introduction into the celestial

empire, and the origin of the bonzes. There is a curious legend
attached to Kuan-yn, one of the most sacred goddesses of llie

Chinese people, whose statue our engraving f.iithfuUy depicts.

This legend will serve to give an idea of the others. Kuan-yn
was born in the province of Ssechuen, in the western part of
China. Her father was named Miao-chantr, and her mother Pc-
ya-xi. Miao-chang was at first only a chief of robbers, but he
succeeded in being acknowledged king in his country. He had
three daughters : Miao eing, Miao-yn, and Miaoxeu. The last

was afterwards called Kuan-yn. These three sisters, from their

youth, led very irregular lives. The eldest eloped, and repairtd
with her lover to the city of Ching ton. The second hid herself

in the temple of the mountain Gu-mu, without her parents being
ever able to discover the place of her retreat. The third, at the
age of eighteen, one day obtained the permission of her mother to.

go and visit the temple of Pe-cio-tseu to worship Fo. This tem-
ple was very large ; it contained three hundred bonzes, who, smit-
ten with the beauty of Miaoxeu, retained her by force, and would
not permit her to "return to her father. On hearing this, Miao-
chang hastened to the place, killed all the bonzes, and burned the
temple, as well as her daughter, who was shut up in it. Shortly
afterwards, Miao xeu apjjeared in a dream to Miao-chang, and
addressed him thus : When the temple was burning, I climbu)
into the tree Lieou, holding a branch in my hand. I was thus

KOUAX-VN, A CHINESE GODDESS.

saved from the conflagration, and was changed into a goddess. I

come under this figure to ihce, my father, that thou may.st raise a

statue to me, and order thy subjects to render me divine honors."

Miao-chang obeyed, and introduced the worship of his daughter,

who was adored under the name of Kouan-yn. The ceremonies

performed in the temple are numerous, and bear a strong resem-

blance, externally, to tho.sc of the Catholic religion : thus the

bonzes form processions round the altar, they chant i)salras, and
their religious chant is distinguished, like those of the Catholics,

by grave and monotonous intonations, entirely contrary to the

screeching and noisy habits of Chinese music. The Chinese are

not accustomed to assemble in their temples to pray in common.
The bonzes are obliged to worship Fo on the geiieiwJ account. It

requires an important event to induce an individual to address the

deity. When he hopes for a blessing, or fears a ctwse, on the eve

of a journey, the Chinese approaches the altar, barns gilt paper

and sticks of incense to render heaven propitious, and consults his

fate. It is well understood that the oracles which are consulted,

all promise a marvellous fortune ; for the bonzes deliver them,

and they never let slip so fair an opportunity for getting some
alms contribution out of the solicitor, who is commonly delighted

with the good auguries he has obtained. Fortune-tellers are the

same in all countries ; their gains are from the credulity or tha

fears of their viclisis,.

A CHINESE VASE FOR BURNING INCENSE,
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ANGELS* VISITS.

BT DR. OEOROE W. BUNGAT.

The sun rollf?''! dovrn the steep, blue bank of sky,

And dropped into the sea which (iuenched its light.

It eeemed a.s though a king had ffiUt-n from

His thi'one, into the hosom of the ^axe.

And left the realm of space to his fair spouse,

The queenly moon, and iiarUament of stars.

There were no ruts upon the royal road

TTbere rolled the monarch's cliariot of fire;

No azure pyramid, whose apex pricks

The highest heaven with points of light, to mark

The llaming highway of the king of day.

Like a discrowned and banished king he fell,

But he will rise in regal splendor, when
Infant to-morrow, nursing now upon

The veiled bosom of its mother night,

Springs fW)m its ebon arms to laugh in light.

Each blessed day lends every mortal wings,

With which he flies toward the eternal laud.

But few more night*i, each studded thick with stars,

And lined with golden day, ai-e folded now

Between us and the radiant realms of bliss.

We look up at the overarching heavens,

And know God watdies with uoslumberlng eyes,

The welfire of the sleeping world below,

And sends his angeU down t'^e starry stairs,

To rock the sparrow in her humble nest.

And light the wild flower in the silent wood,

And visit chiWren with sweet dreams of heaven,

And dry the tears that bleach the face of youth,

And kindle hope in the de.-jpairing breiwt,

And drive temptation with a sword of tlame,

And ward off danger with their snow-white shields,

And drop rich blessings on the road of life,

And lend the distmbodied spirit wings.

And optn all the crystal gates of heaven.

« »m^ V-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.}

K I S H - W A - K E E

.

A LEGEND OF THE PAWNEE INDIANS.

BV MRS. SOPHRONIA CDKRIER.

The Kish-wa-kee, rightly so called (for the stream into which

it empties,—a tributary of Rock Kiver,—has for years past been

known by that name), is, at the present season of the year,—mid-

autumn,—scarcely more than a rivulet. The hum of a single lit-

tle mill, below its natural falls, is, however, still heard ; the most

inteaee heat of summer never drying its bod ; and, in early spring,

it is a rude, noisy stream, gushing out from the dark, thick grove,

in which it finds its source, swift and free ; and, overleaping its

natural boundaries, it often sweeps over the strong bridge thrown

across it, dashing its waters far out upon the prairie ; and so

madly rushing to its goal, that far down the peaceful water into

which it flows, the hurrying cuiTCnt may be traced.

Years ago, it is said, the waters of the Kish-wa-kee were, in

early spring, of a deep crimson hue, and, in the murmuring of the

stream, there were often heard low, stifled groans, as of a proud,

powerful being in his death throes.

At the present time, tlie writer is told, a slight tinge of red is

perceptible when the waters are high ; and, when the stream flows

most smoothly, at a certain point in its course, there is always

heard, when every other sound is hushed, a low, plaintive mur-

muring. The hue of the water is easily enough accounted for by

the wearing away of a bank of red earth, and that low murmur-
ing by the appearance, at the place where it is heard, of several

large bowlders ; but the facts will long serve to keep alive the

tradition, told by the Indians, to the earliest settlers of this re-

gion, and recently repeated to the writer by a Pawnee. There is,

however, another circumstance, more confirmatory—so the Indian

thinks—of the truth of his story, than these peculiarities of the

Kishwakcc. There is, in the neighborhood of the stream, an

ash tree, of very singular appearance. From whatever point it is

viewed, it presents the figure of a woman ; and so strikingly, that

I dare say no one who has travelled the mail route, from Cliioago

to Oregon City, has failed to observe it.

Whether the aborigines of the West believed in transmigration

or not, I am uninformed
; but the tradition runs, that a woman,

or a demon,—the Pawnee knew not which to consider her,—named
Kishwa-kee, was transformed into this singular tree. To what
tribe she belonged is not told, but she is said to have possessed

uncommon beauty, though her form and features were scarcely

feminine. Among the Pawnees and the iMish-a wa-kecs could be
found but one whose head towered above her own ; and in the
chase no arrow 1 ut his so seldom missed its aim ; and no voice
but that of the young chief of the Pawnees could sing out the
war-whoop so loud and shrill as could Kish-wa kee,—for the
young squaw always made one of the himting party, or the band
of braves, and she always took her place there as by right, though
no one knew how that right was obtained. In the circle,' around
the council fires, sat Kish wa-kee, and no one but Orono'o spoke
of such deeds of daring as did she.

Very proud was the young stpiaw of her beauty, her dexterity,
and of the ornaments with which she was able to decorate her
person and her wigwam. In the whole tribe of the Pawnees there
was no one who excelled her in the number and beauty of her
ornaments, not excepting, even, the young cliicf hlmscU'. And
Kish-wa-kee was as ambitious as she was proud and vain ; she
aspired to become the bride of Oronoo. Cut the young chief had
no love for the squaw.

" The feeble sapling," said Oronoo, " might peek shelter from

the hurricane and the storm beneath the branches of the tall,

strong tree ; but the young oak would sti.iid alone ; it loved best

the tender vine, which, in its helplessness and trustfulness, so

clung around it.

Yet Oronoo, though his fame as a v/arrior and a hunter was

already known through all the country the Great Spirit had given

to the red men, would do notliing without the advice of the wise

old sachem—his father.

But when he said to the old man :
" Kish-wa kee has spread a

soft mat on the floor of her wigwam ; beside it is a pipe, fashioned

with her own hands, and moccafons, wrought in bright colors and

shining beads, for the warrior when the hunt is over ; and she has

dressed herself I'ke a bride !"

The old man replied :
" If the Great Spirit should dry up the

waters of the Pawnees, and the buffalo should forsake the prairie,

can Kish.wa-kee say, ' Come to • y lands, they are broad and fair;

enough is here for thy people and mine V "

He had long coveted, for himself and his son, the land of the

Mish-a-wa-kces ; hut the old sachem loved peace, and, above all,

justice. He would not war with his more feeble neighbor to oh.

tain possession of hi land.

The words of the i Id chief reached the ears of Kish-wa-kee,

but she was too prou i lo re\(althe thoughts they gave rise to,

and too wily to make k own t,.e bold project she formed to win

the young Oronoo.

The chief of the Mish-a wa kees was, at this time, an old man,

and, though he had once been brave, his eye was now so dim, and

his step so feeble, that he led not his people against their enemies,

even when their hunting grounds were encroached on. His war-

riors loved the good Manatou, or they had never sat so silent and

motionless when he counselled, peace
;
perhaps there was another

reason, equally powerful, why they concealed their feelings of

revenge within their own breasts. The Great Spirit would, with-

out doubt, soon call the good Manatou to the land of the blest,

and then his only child, the sweet Euruiiua, must choose, from

among the chiefs, a leader for the tribe ; and every one knew that

he only, whose words to the old sachem were soft and few, could

hope his voice would find its way to that timid heart.

The mother of Euruqua had gone to the spirit land, many and

m:'';_v a moon ago, yet Manatou had never thought of bringing to

his wigwam another bride ; but, in an evil hour, he looked on the

wondrously beautiful face, and listened to the syren voice of a

stranger, who came by night to his dwelling, escaping, she said,

from the powerful and base Oronoo ; and, kneeling at his feet,

with sobs and tears, besov.';ht shelter and protection beneath his

roof. It was the wily Kis wa-kee, and she found her way to the

heart that age had softene 1 ; and, notwithstanding the entreaties

of Euruqua, the jiroud wcman became the bride of the old chief;

and he promised her, and each of his chieftains were compelled to

do the same, that when he was called to the spirit-land, the gov-

ernment of the tribe should be given to her.

After Manatou had eaten of the food dressed by her, and slept

on the couch she had spread, an evil spirit seemed to possess him.

The old man took down the scalps that hung in his wigwam
;

since the mother of Euruqua died he had not looked on them

before, but now they were told over one by one, and that dim eye

showed some of its ancient fire as he gazed on them.

" The Pawnees were always the greatest enemies of the Mish-

a-wa-kccs," he said, " and yet fewer of their braves had died by

the hand of Manatou than of the tribes most friendly to him
;

and when he went to the spirit-land, Manatou must walk with

uncovered feet down steep valleys, where the ice is thick and

smooth, and over hills, covered with sharp, flinty stones. His

trail would be marked with blood."

" The father of Oronoo is an old man, and his hair is white
;

but it is yet thick and soft !" said Ivish-wa-kee.

And Manatou smiled at her words ; it was a terrible smile, for

it was the evil spirit within him, looking through his features
;

and he sent to Oronoo a few bits of broken shells,— such a present

as only the squaw would give to her little pappoose,—and his mes-

senger was bidden to say thus to the chief:

" Manatou would see the moccasons he will put on when the

Great Spirit calls him to the hunting grounds, where never a Paw-
nee will come. Oronoo will send him the scalp of his father, for

Manatou is an old man, and feeble ; he will have the covering of

his feet soft and warm !"

The fath9#of Oronoo dropped his head upon his breast, and a

mist gathered in his eyes,—lor he knew an evil rpirit had entered

into Manatou ;— but the young chief declared that thereafter his

father's bed should be made of the scalps of the Mish-a-wa- kees
;

and, though he had never disobeyed him before, Oronoo now, con-

trary to the old sachem's wish, sent back lo Manatou a blanket,

that had been stripped from a tomahawked Mish-a wa-kee, and a

parchment, on which be had drawn, with his own hanil, the figure

of a young hawk, with broken pinion, yet whetting her beak to

pounce upon n strong, proud eagle, which, at the moment, was
half hidden in the clouds.

This reference lo his young bride—Kish-wa-kee—completely

maddened Manatou. A council was held, to which were invited

all the chiefs ever friendly to the Misha-wa kees, or who had been

known hostile to the Pawnees ; and every warrior accepted the

token sent him,— less, however, because he intended to interest

himself in the quarrel of Manatou, than to look on Kishwa-kee,

whose fame, by this time, was extended far and wide.

The place of meeting was beneath such a dense canopy of trees

that not a gleam from the moon or the stars looked upon the

scene. The young fquaw stood among the warriors. She was
clad in a robe,—of fashion strange to the Indians, but light and
graceful,—setting off to advantage the exquisite beauty of her

form, and so skilfully arranged as more than half to conceal the

masculineness of its proportions. Her hair, so artfully dressed that

it seemed to fall naturally over those fair, round shoulders was
decked with a variety of ornaments of strange beauty and bril-

liancy
;
yet their lustre was dim compared with the flashings of

those eyes, looking through the flood of tears Kish-wa-kee forced

to flow from them.

In her hand she held a burning torch,—it was the only flame

that lighted up the place, for the squaw well knew what effect

a blaze of light had on her wonderful beauty,—and, as she ad-

dressed that circle of warriors,—most of whom were young
chiefs,—while her right hand was tightly pressed to her heart, as

if to still its throbbings, with the left was swung to and fro that

glittering torch, in wild, frantic gesture. There was nothing of

the brave in Kish-wa-kee that night; she was but the deeply in-

jured, helpless, despairing woman.

The tale of terrible wrong, received from the young chief of the

Pawnees, was told with such strange, burning, impassioned elo-

quence, that an electric shock ran through the frame of every

listener ; and when, with a show of agony, truly frightful, she

added, that not content with what he had already made her suf-

fer, he was determined to tear her from the arms which, it was

evident enough to every one else—though the charmed Manatou

saw it not—she had thrown herself into only to escape his perse-

cution, to massacre the old chief, and carry her back to the coun-

try of the Pawnees,—each warrior silently vowed that if Manatou

should be slain, he would protect her not only against Orono o

but every other red man.

In the midst of her speech the squaw suddenly paused, and,

sinking her torch half-way to the ground, stood in the attitude of

a listener. Many of the assembly marked the extreme pallor

that overspread her face, and the now unfeigned agony expressed

by each feature ; but no one heard the sound that fell on her car

;

and, when she staggered halfway to the ground, dropping the

torch so suddenly that it became extinguished, every one supposed

she was overcome with terror at her impending fate. The torch

was re-lighted, but Kish-wa-kee had, with a violent eflbrt, recov-

ered her strength, and moved slowly away. But enough had been

said to interest every Indian in her quarrel ; all Manatou had to

do was to propose the time and the method of attacking his foes.

While the warriors were deliberating, Kish-wa kee was thread-

ing the mazes of the forest, with the instinct of a hungry wolf,

close upon the trail of one whose footsteps fell nimbly as those of

the young stag, and scarce less lightly than the leaf drops to the

earth. Hope and fear, lovcand hatred, were struggling in her

breast ; and the agitation of her soul rendered her senses pain-

fully acute. The path widened, and a form was relieved against

the sky. It was his !—and, for an instant, Kish- wa-kee paused.

There was no human eye upon her in the dark forest, but terrible

passions must have been written on that expressive countenance.

At length she moved on again, but, if possible, more cautiously

than before. A few minutes' walk brought her to an 0])Cning in

the grove. It was the burying ground of her husband tribe, and

beneath a tree, that spread its low, drooping branches over a

grave where the sod was tufted over with sweet-scented plants, sat

the daughter of Manatou—the gentle, fawn-like Euruqua. She

had sat there, since the sun went down in the west, upon her

mother's grave. It had always been a favorite spot, hut, since

Kish-wa-kee had come to her father's wigwam, most of her time

had been spent there ; for no sooner had the wily woman won the

confidence of Manatou, than she sought to turn away his heart

from his daughter.

Since the sun went down had she sat there, praying the Great

Spirit to banish from the heart of her father the tlcmon that pos-

sessed it; to preside in the council of warriors that night, and

defeat Manatou's purpose^ ; for she believed that a war with the

Pawnees would ruin him and his people,—there was an old tradi-

tion to that eftect among the Mish-a-wa-kees,—and this was her

most fervent petition. She prayed that if her fither was soon

called to the spirit-land, she might precede him there to prepare

for him a lodging, and to dress his food,—for a dearer love the

sweet girl had never dreamed of than that of a child for her

parent.

There was one near lier, however, who caught the words of iliat

lowly murmured, fervent prayer, who knew to its whole depth

and intensity another love; and when Euruqua lifted her head

from the earth, tliat stately, towering figure that had approached

her so noiselessly, knelt at her feet, and, in a voice low and sweet,

as that in which the turtle wooes its mate, and with words gentle

as those the fond mother breathes over the babe nestling in her

bosom, he whispered the story of his love.

The young girl dreamed not it was the powerful and bravo

Oronoo, for the young chief knew her heart must have been pois-

oned against him ; he only told her he was in favor with the old

sachem of the Pawnees, whose character no red man dared tra-

duce ; and he entreated her to allow him to carry her to some
place of safety, until the war was over ; when, if Manatou lived,

he would return her to his wigwam, and honorably ask her of

him ; and, if her father fell in the figlit, be would shield her from

Kishwa-kcc, from whom she had everytliing to dread, by msiking

her his bride.

The sweet Euruqua listened, not unmoved, to his words, whose

sincerity could not be doubted, and her little heart began to beat

with an emotion unfelt before ; but she replied that she would not

leave her father. Her words were earnest, but the young Judian

believed that her heart was turning to himself, and his tones were

more deep and impassioned, and, when the language of love

failed, he assumed that of fear.

Uid Euruqua remember the words uttered long ago by a Mi^h-

a wa-kee, to whom the Great Spirit had spoken ?

She had never heard all that fearful prophecy. It had or.ly
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been told her that when the chief of her father's tribe should call

toeetlier his warriors to fight with their brethren,—the Pawnees,

—

the Great Spirit would be very angrj' ; she did not know it was

told too, that his anj^cr would never be nppeased uniil the sacri-

fice was made him of the fairest woman in the tribe.

Kish-wa kee was the most beautiful woman that ever lived, but

Ihe sun had never looked upon so sweet a face as that of lOuru-

qna; so whispered the young chief; and it was in dread of a ter-

rible fate for her that he had chosen the present time to tell of his

long cherished love ; and the proud warrior pleaded, even with

tear;, that she would place herself unrler his protection.

Sweet was the answer of the gentle girl ; Orwnoo forgot it not

to his dying day, though it was the death-blow to his hopes :

"Love is stronger than fear !"

And the young chief asked with trembling lips :
" If he, who

loved Euruqua, returned from war to a cold and silent wigwam ;

if there was none to dress his food after the successful chase ; to

stretch the skin on the floor when he was weary, and to lull him

to sleep with her gentle voice ; would he be unblest, too, when he

went to the spirit-land V
Kish-wa- kee had not, thus far, lost a word they had spoken

;

but she heard no more Till some rods were passed over, she,

very cautiously, retraced her stops, and then a frightened deer had

not outstripped her in her flight. In a brief space of time she

returned to her husband's lodge. The old chief was already

there, and Kish-wa kee, calming her agonized brow, and forcing

those pallid, convulsed lips to wear their accustomed smile, sat

down on the mat at the old man's feet.

Manatou's dim eyes brightened as they gazed on the beautiful

face ; his trembling hand toyed with her thick tresses, and he

murmured a blessing on the young creature who, he believed, had

given her heart to him ; and, when he saw that tears were glisten-

ing in her eyes, he uttered a terrible curse on all who should seek

her injury.

" Were it the only branch that had ever sprung from the old

tree," he said, "which scattered around the beautiful Kish-wa kee

aught but the cooling shadow and the sweet perfume, and did the

zephyr amid its leaves awaken aught but the softest music, he

would, with his own hand, sever it from the trunk, and let it fall

and perish."

The wily woman feigned an attempt to interrupt his words.

" No, no !" she shrieked, " let not Euruqua he punished, though

she had plotted with the Pawnee the destruction of her life. Let

them rather take the life of Kish-wa-kee ; it could not be avoided

now, since Euruqua had promised to reveal all the purposes of

her father to Oronoo. It would be enough for Kish wa-kee that

she had looked in the face of Manatou, and that liis blessing was

on her. The Great Spirit would forgive the chief if his words

should fail."

" The words of Manatou never fail !" said the chief, sternly;

and, at the moment, the mat, that served as a door to the wig-

wam, was lifted, and Euruqua entered the ap.artmont ; but so ab-

sorbed was she with the thoughts that so lately bad birth in her

heart, that she did not observe the dark, frowning looks directed

towards her.

" Whom walks Euruqua forth in the darkness to meet V asked

tlic old chief of his silent, abstracted daughter.

The young girl started, and a deep blush overspread her face

and ne<k, and, before she could answer, he continued :

" And whence came that circlet upon your arm !—tlie mark of

Oronoo, the young chief of the Pawnees, is upon it
!"

Terrible grew the face of the old man, for he thought,—as his

daughter was so much suqirised and distressed by the mention of

that name that she sank down upon the floor,—that it was guilt

which brought that pallor to her cheek, and that weakness to her

frame, and he added ;

" The anger of thy father and the prophecy is fulfilled—that of

the Great Spirit is upon thee. Neither can bo appeased but by

thy death. Drink !" and be held to her lips a drugged cup,

"drink, and tlien go forth and die !''

Euruqua raised her eyes to his face ; but t'.e madman saw in

his gentle, loving child only the enemy of his beautiful bride

;

and she silently swallowed the draught and went from her father's

presence.

The moon bad gone down in the west, and tlie stars were turn-

ing their eyes to heaven,—for the strong wind, sweeping across

the prairie, had brought with it a dark cloud,—hut the Indian

girl thought not of the scene around her, thoug-li the thunder be-

paa to roll heavily above her, and the forked lightning was dart-

ing across the sky. Nor were her thoughts wholly absorbed by

the fate she believed so near her. Death could have no terror for

that pure, gentle heart ; but she grieved for her father, whose
agony, she knew, must be terrible, when the evil spirit, that now
possessed him, had dej)artcd. And there were other thoughts,

loo, in her mind, not all bitter,—for she remembered it was only

Kish wa-kee who had spoken ill of the young chief of the Paw-
nees,—and as, when the dark forest wis again threaded, she re-

seated herself on her mother's grave, and chanted the death-.song,

there was blended with the pain of parting from the dearlj'-lovcd,

the hope of a meeting that .should never end.

It was at early dawn, on the second day after Manatou had
called the council of friendly chiefs, that a young squaw was seen

hastily approaching the encampment of the Pawnees. The hos-

tile tribes had not yet met, though it had been agreed on that the

Mish a wa-kees should attack their enemies on the previous even-

ing. No one but Kish-wa kee knew why the old chief had failed

to meat his allies at the place where the ambush was to be laid.

The mental agony, that took from him the power of action, she

suffered no one to wimess —fo-, with the ravings of remorse and
despair for the ciime iic had committed, he mingled the bitterest

curses on her whom he saw was his instigator to the deed. All

her arts were lost on him now ; and, when Kish wa-kee perceived

it, she revealed herself in her true character to the old man.

It was never known v/hnt passed between them that night, but

the ne.\t morning, a few moments after she had left the wigwam,
as one of the tribe ventured into the dwelling of Manatou,—per-

ceiving by the volume of smoke issuing from it that it was on
lire,—he found the old man lying on the floor, in the last agonies

of death. The blood was slowly oozing from a deep gash in his

side, and his scalp had been torn away. lie had not been con-

(juercd, however, without a struggle ; for his tightly-clenched fin-

gers were wound around with long, dark hair, and fragments of

Kish-wa kec's dress were found scattered al)Out the hut. There

was in her countenance, too, evidence of the struggle she had

passed through, when she stood, in the early dawn, before the

young chief of the Pawnees. Terrible evidence ! The eyes were

wild and dilated ; the cheek ghastly pale ; and the lips, which she

attempted to encircle wiih smiles, made but a horrible grimace.

The demon within her looked tlnough her features, and, when
she spoke, the tones she would have made so winning and sweet,

sounded like the notes of the death chant.

Sihnt and awe-struck,— for he saw that the hand of the Great

Spirit was laid in anger upon her,—did Oronoo listen to the

words of Kish wa-kee, as she stood before him with the scalp of

Manatou in her uplifted hand ; but when, mi.naking the cause of

his emotion, she bowed at his feet, and added :

" The lands of the Mish-a-wa kees arc broad and fair, the springs

are never dry, and the bufi'alo and the deer never forsake them.

Green are they as the hunting grounds of the blest, and Oronoo,

as he wanders through them, with Kish-wakce by his side, will

never sigh for another land."

Terrible was the regard of the young chief, and dark and

frowning were the countenances of the warriors,—who, by a mo-
tion of his band, he drew around him,—as they listened to the

story of the guilty woman ; and when she was silent every eye

asked :
" What shall be the doom of the wretched Kish-wa-kee ?"

But no one could think of a punishment terrible as that she

merited.

" Let the young bride of the chief answer !" said the wise father

of Oronoo.

And, strange to tell, the sweet, gentle Euruqua came forth, and

stood beside her husband. Many of the Mish-a-wa kees came
too,—for a token was sent them by the daughter of the murdered
Manatou,—and with them many of their allies ; and they said :

" The prophecy was fulfilled. It was an unjust war that the

Mish-a-wakees would have waged with the Pawnees. The Great

spirit was angry, and nothing would turn away his wrath but the

sacrifice of Kish wa-kee."

" Let Euruqua, so good and pure that the deadliest draught

can have no power over her, say how the murderer of her father

shall die
!"

But the young bride answered that, " The Great Spirit alone

had a right to take life. Let her still live
!"

" She shall still live !" said the father ot Oronoo, in a prophetic

tone ;
" till the Pawnees shall leave their hunting grounds to jour-

ney towards the setting sun, she shall live, the cursed of the Great

Spirit, and the terror and the warning of all who look upon her !

The fire, that sweeps over the prairie, shall surround, but not con-

sume her; the hurricane, that uproots the forest, shall lightly

pass her by ; and the lightning will leave her unscathed. But,

before that unending, terrible life begins, she must suffer an ago-

nized death !"

Kish-wa kee heard her doom, and a loud, wild, unearthly shriek

rent the air as she broke through the circle in which she had stood,

and rushed madly towards the stream that run past the encamp-

ment of the Pawnees. For a moment she stood on the water's

edge, and then she dashed herself headlong. There was a vio-

lent struggle, and terrible shrieks rent the heavens, and then Kish-

wa-kee sank beneath the water, afterwards called by her name.

But on the spot where she had stood when her doom was pro-

nounced, soon after appeared a tree, whose outlines bore so strong

a resemblance to her distorted features, that all who gazed upon

it doubted not but it was the wretched woman.

This belief was strengthened by the fact that when the Indians

fired the prairie, the widc-sprea<l conflagration came not ni-ar the

spot ; and, consciiuently, a grove sprang up around it, called by

some Indian name that the writer cannot now remember, but

which si<;nifies— the curse of the Great Spirit.

Long and happily lived the brave Oronoo and his gentle Euru-

qua, and the Pawnees and the Mish-a-wa-kecs became one tribe.

Tlius juns the legend as related by the old Pawnee, lately come
from the far West to look once more on the hunting grounels of

his fathers before he goes to the sjiirit-land. So strong was his

belief in the truth of his story, that he travelled a score of miles

to avoid crossing the Kish-wa-kec, and nothing could induce him

to enter the grove, past which the stream flows, lest his eyes

sboul.l fall on that wonderful ash tree.

A HANDSO.liE OtI-tK TO SIIKKIDAN.
I had an opportunity of knowing that Mr. Sheridan was offered

.£1000 for that spi<cch, by a bookj-eller, the day after it was spoken,
provided he would write it out <'orrectly, from the notes taken, be-

fore the interest had subsided ; anel yet, althougii he certainly had
occasion for money at the time, anel assented to the proposal, he
elid not take the trouble of writing a line of it ! Tlic pul)lisher

was of course displeiustd, and insisted on liis performing his prom-
ise, upon which Sheridan laughingly replied, in the vein of Fal-

siatf; "No, Hal ! were I at the strapado, I would do nothing by
cnmjmlsion!" He did it at length, hut too late ! and, as I heard,
was—reasonably enough—not ))aid.

—

Barrinrjton's Skxtrhes.

Hj that blcKS the conls in quarrels bj l-as nothing to do with,

ha- iio ri^..l ti; ^o:iij;li:n if tiic sp,uv.s fly ia hi^ f.ice.

—

FrjulJin.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE IMDI.4N SVItllVIER.

BT HR8. B. H. E. EIMEnSON.

'Ti8 the saddest—'tis the sweetest,

Tis the loveliest of the yeer

;

The time of summer's lost, sa4 smile,

Ere she > laid upon her bier.

Methought she had departed,

With all her r^idiance wild:

Gone, stranger land(« to gladdea

With her balmy airs and mild.

But no ! ah, still she tarrieih,

She .smileth once again

;

And from the fore«^t echoeth

A low, sad, mournful strain.

Sweet soDgs of rich, glad melody,

Hath she been ringing long;

And now, with strangely warning tune,

She chants her own death-song.

Gray hill, and bleak, wild mountaiai

Woodland, and glen, and vale

;

Resoundeth with the requiem,

The solemn, dirge-like wail.

All gorgeous is her winding sheet.,

Green, golden-hued and red

;

O^er which a shadowy dimne.-is reigus,

A& o'er the features of the dead.

Ifer voice, like the seer's, now soundeth

In her sorrowful, parting lay

;

And methinks it loudly speaketh,

Of the coming of decay.

It tells that the lovely fadeth.

That the beautiful lasts not long

;

Such to me the burden seemeth,

Ot the dying summer's song.

< »m^ »

[Written for Oleason's PlctoriaJ.]

AN UNFINISHED SKETCH.

BY MRS. E. WELLMONT.

" What makes you so dull, Agnes ?" inquired a fond mother

of her daughter, as they were about preparing to return home,

after a summer's sojourn at a fashionable watering place.

" Why, mother," replied sweet sixteen, "I have been thinking

how dull it will seem when we get home. It is so delightful to

live as we have lived the past three months— always on the wing.

To-day enjoying a ride, to-night a "hop," tomorrow to become

one of a pleasant party who are to lamble by the mountain side

;

and then there are so many pleasant beaux here to chat with, who
have such agreeable companions with whom I have such rare

frolic and sport, that the very idea of going home makes me sad,

as well it may."
" But, my child, you know we ought not to make life one pleas-

ure day, wherein we seek only our own gratification. It is well

to recreate a while because we can then endure the every day cares

and vexations of life with better humor."
" And do you think ])apa will he belter nattircd for this relaxa-

tion 1 You know how he regretted it the last year, and com-

plained how illy he could afford the extravagant outlay in which

we indulged, and, it seems to me, we economized all the year af-

terwards, for he refused me my birthday party, and a new dress

for the exhibition at Papanti's ; and ma, you said yourself, you

wished }ou had never urged that pleasure trip, because you so

dearly paid the penalty."

" Hush, Agnes ; why, you frighten me ! Remember, child,

you have one of the best of fathers. Think what an outlay he

has made upon your education. Your father, dear, has a pecu-

liarly nervous temperament, that sometimes causes a little irrita-

bility, but you should never speak of him but with the most sin-

cere love and esteem."

" But, mother, I have heard you say a great deal more than I

have u'.tered. You remember when our January bill was sent to

us from the dry goods establishment, that you felt obliged to

witbliokl from father the fact of our purchasing those brocade

drosses ; and you know they were erased by the clerk because you

preferred to pay for them out of the pin money father would give

you for necessary expenses, and it kept you short all the year

afterward
—

"

" Agnes ! what do you mean, thus to harass my minel with old

events, that ought forever to be buried in oblivion t You should

never allude to such things, my dear, when they have passed.

You have many things to learn yet from the experience of life."

And the mother breathed a heavy sigh.

" But what I already know, mama, is what makes mc so un-

willing to go home. I can foresee it now. We shall find the

house all dust and dirt ; a new cook and chambermaid is to be

procured, and old Mrs. Lester will "be forever complaining about

the cleaning process ; and you will close the door for a month

with 'Not at home ;' and father wont come home to dinner, and

we shall all have the ' blues ' so that every evening will seem a

month long ; and, O dear, my vacation will be ended, and then I

must go back to my hateful Latin lessons, and my vexatious

music-master, who has kept me on one trill ever since I can re-

member. There wont be a bit of enjoyment till the opera season

opens, and the concerts and lectures begin, and then, mother,

if
—

" and Agnes hesitated,
—" if Mr. Flimsy should invite me to

accompany him, shoiild you have any objection ? You know ho

is respectably connected, and has lots of money that will just suit

fithcr."

Agnes's mother at t'r.is time wondered vhjrc she laid her fan,

evidentiv wishing to turn t.e couversaiion.
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DARTAIOUTH COLLEGE, HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE.
Th's institution, of which we ijive a representation above,

stands on the right bank of Connectirnt River, about 140 miles

from Boston, north-west. It stands in the south western corner

of the town of Hanover, on a tract one mile squ.ire, given by John
Wentivorth, colonial governor of the State of Sew Hampshire, in

the year 1769. The common, around which the college buildings

stand, contains five and a half a'Tcs. On the ea'-t side are the

college buililings. First, Dartmouth H ill, surmounted by a cu-

pola, an edifice of wood, one hundred and twenty feet in length

and fifty feet in width, in wliich are the chapel, lecture rooms and
dormitories for the students. This was built in 1784, and is the

only building whicii remains of those erected previous to that

time. On eitlier fide

of this hall stands a
brick edifice ; on the

north, Wentworth
Hall, called after Gov.
Wentworth ; and ou
the south, Thornton
Hall, named from
John Thornton, of
England, a patron ( f

the college. These
were built about the

J ear 1820, and are ap-

firopriated exclusivc-

y to students' rooms.
The funds for the erec-

tion of these were
raised chiefly by ihc

enterprise cf Rev. Dr,

Tyler, then president

of the college. On the

south-west of Thom-
ton Hall ftands Reed
Hall, so called in

honor of Wm. Reed,
of Marblehead, by
whose liberality it was
built. The basement
!< devoted to the cab-
inet of minerals, the
ph loiophical Icdura
room, and the library

of the Northern Acad-
emy of Arts and Sci-

ences. In the second
story are the college

library and the libra-

ries of the literai-y k)-

cietics—the " Soii il

Friends," and the
" Brothers in Unity."
The t'lird story is oc-

cupied by student".

Thi* building stands

on the spot fwrraerly

occupied by the o'.d

president'o house,

nuilt for Eleazer
Wheelock by John
Thornton. About 40
rods north of Went
worth Ha'l stands the

Medical College ed r

fioe.Jbuilt by the Stale

of New Hampshire. It is of brick, and contains the necessary

rooms for lectures, laboratory, museum, etc. Between the Med-
ical College and Wentworth Hall, on a commanding swell of

ground, they are now erecting an observatory, which will be fin-

ished the present year. This building is erected by the liberality

of Dr. George C. ShattucU, of Boston. It is to be well furnished

with instruments for astronomical purposes. The telescope is

one third the size of the one at Cambridge, from the same manu-
fa",tory, and like it in every way except the size At the north-

west corner of the common stands Moore's Charity School, so

called from Joshua Moore, of Lebanon, Conn., who made the

first considerable donation for the esiablishinont of the scho.il at

Lebanon for the education of Indians. This was the origin of

'^'^-i^^i^

THE CAPITOL OF RHODE ISLAND. AT NEWPORT.

Dartmouth College in the mind of Dr. Wheelock. He desired

the conversion of the Indian tribes, and for ten years pursued that

ohje.'t successfully at Lebanon, by instructing Itidian youth from

the tribes in the vitinity and in New York. Thinking a nearer

vicinity to the tribes of Canada and New York desirable, he re-

moved his school to Hanover, having conceived al.so the plan of

uniting with it a college for educating English youth. The first

plan f ,iled, but the second succeeded The building erected for

the Indian school was long since demolished. The present edifice

is now used for the new department of the college called the

Chandler School, from Abiel Chandler, late of Boston, who gave
fifty thousand dollars for the instruction of jonth in the sciences,

with particular reference to the practical arts, engineering, archi-

tecture, agricultuie,

etc. The course is

three years, and the

pupils are received

from the higher class-

es of the common
schools. On the oth-

er sides of the square

stand the houses of
the professors, the

Dartmouth Hotel and
the college church,

where the studtnts

and citizens worship
in common. The
square is suiTounded
by ornamental ttee.s,

and the whole pre-

sents, in the verdant
season, a beautiful ap-

pearance. The vil-

lage contains about a
hundred dwellings,

and, exclusive of the

students, about eight

hundred inhabitants.

It has no facilities tor

business of any tort,

and will continue to

be a quiet, retired vil-

lage, most favorable

for the morals and
literaiy improvemint
of students. Some
years >ince the col-

lege was embarrassed
pecuniarily, and its

existence threatened

by the unhappy con-

troversy with the
State. It was then

that Daniel Webster
stood forlh, and was
both its defender ard
saviour. Thecol'cge
is now well secured

its premises in law,

and established in the

affections of its sev-

enteen hundred living

alumni. Long may it

send forth its sons as

tokens of its influence

I
tor aescripliou, ete pago :iS6 1 tO blcss the land !
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[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.)

IN MEMORY OF MV MOTHER.

BT IKA WAREEM, M. D.

Near to my office, in her bed,

My blind, old mother lay

;

And passed, with restless, aching head,

Her sleepiest nights away.

Fourscore and seven had been her years,

Her sorrow s not a few

;

From sightless eyes her silent tears

Fell gentle && the dew.

She often called my Christian name.

With silTtr-noted tongue

;

Ihat sound to me was just the same

As when my life was young.

0, how I longed to hear, once more,

Her firm, elastic tread.

Upon that old, unpainted floor.

Close to my boyhood's bedl

But that can never be again

Upon this mortal shore

;

Her ye.ars are past, her day hath been.

Her pilgrimage is o'er.

Sad were my thoughts, my words but few,

When, on her heavenly way.

She left the world, and silent flew

From darkness up to day.

I watched her long, with tearful eyes.

To see when she was dead

;

Then traced her up those shining skies.

Where, joyful, she had fled.

And now, dear mother, fare thee well 1

No more thy form I see

;

But I will oft thy virtues tell,

I will remember thee.

And thou wilt, too, remember me,

[ 'm sure 't will give thee joy

;

The guardian angel true to be

Of thy dear, youngest boy.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LITTLE OLD COUPORAL.

BY MARY A. DENISON.

" You sha\l be rich, dear, artcr I'm gone
;
you're a good girl,

Winnie, darlin' !" And the little wheezy old man doubled up,

as Winnie shook his pillow, and went about tlie pleasant room,

"setting it to rights."

" Dust him kerful, kerful, Winnie," he continued, half turning

his queer little head, as the jjretty girl wound her dusting cloth

round the neck of a stuffed image, " and tliink jest as much of

him arter your old grandfer's gone as you do of me ; there aint no

friend so true as him."
" Except me, grandfer," said Winnie, her smile brightening

the withered old face that was raised fondly to her.

" Bless your mother's blue eyes," he answered, "yes; but I

mean of my own kind. lie don't trouble me with clattcrin'—he

neither eats my bread nor borrows my money. He don't wish me
well with his tongue, and my old bones in the dust with liis heart.

I'm a strange old man, Winnie, as mayhaps everybody thinks.

But let your graudfer alone for knowing the vally of a friend like

him."

Winnie cast a furtive glance at the mockery of manhood, and

laughed, as she had a hundred times, to see tiie whimsical oddity,

done up in rags and the wreck of a uniform tliat had once been

the pride of her old grandfather when parade day came. For

then, in all the glory of corporal, he marched to the soul insi>iring

drum and the cracked fife, that made dubious music for the Stone-

hedge Light Infantry.

Catching the glance of her grandfather, she noticed a peculiar

twinkle that was not unpleasant, and yet it puzzled her sometimes,

it seemed so very cunning. But Winnie was too thoughtless and

light-hearted to care for anything of that kind. She was willing

to humor all her grandfather's strange little ways ; so every day

she carefully cleaned the old uniform, bursting into tatters at the

knees and elbows, and in which the aged veteran, now nigh to a

hundred years, seemed to centre all his pride.

Winnie Winter was beautiful—beautiful with soul beauty.

Winnie was a russic belle—gentle-hearted, noble minded, and sev-

enteen. For five years she had been an orjihan, and for nearly

that time she had had two suitors for her hand, first as school-

boys, then as promising robust young men. One was Hal West,
the son of the village schoolmaster—frank, roguish, handsome and
— poor. The other was Rodney Barker, dark, dignified in man-
ner, suflicienlly good-looking, and withal the heir of the richest

nian in Slonehedge, or for fifty miles round.

Which did Winnie Winter love ? Wliy, to be sure, the sunny
Hal, whose open heart miglit be read clearly in tlic undrooping
hazel eye ; who is known and i)rized in the village as the king of

daring, and the "noblest Roman of tliem all." Hal and Rodney
hated each other. I am wrong; Rodney hated Hal—the latter

bidding fair to win the prize, could afford to be magnanimous.

But it quite set pretty Winnie trembling, when soiiittimcB, as she

stood breaking the crisp leaves from the woodliinc, and co(|uetting

a litile with Hal, to see Rodney approaching, for his eyes were set

on his rival, sharp as daggers ; at <1 by tlie motion of his teeth, it

seemed tu> if lie were grinding them.

One morning, the old grandfather called Winnie to his bedside.

" I can't last long, now," he said, with failing breath ; and his

tone and manner made Winnie weep. "I feel," he continued,

"as if old grandfer's going from his poor little one; so Winnie

make haste and get a husband, child, for 1 don't want to leave

you alone in the world. And Winnie," he repeated, with empha-

sis, " take care of my little corporal. I cliari;e you, child, let it

stay just where it is; and unless trouble comes, and you have to

leave the old house, don't touch him. Now, Winnie, I charge ye

remember an old man'.s dying words."

Day after day did Winnie watsh after that by the old man's

bedside till he died. Nor did the possession of the house, which

fell to her after his decease, nor a small purse containing a few

hundred dollars, console her much. Slic mournc<l long and sin-

cerely, for the old grandfather had been all the father to her she

had ever known.

It might have been six months he had slept in his green grave,

and Winnie was regaining her lost roses, and her accustomed

vivacity. Hal had been very constant in his attentions—as con-

stant as he well could be, for he was now employed by old Squire

Barker in superintending the erection of a largo, new building,

which was going up in tlie suburbs. Hal, considering his youth,

was extremely capable, and this was the first time he had been

entrusted with a job so valuable. Much depended on it; indeed,

all the business of his future, for the squire's was to be a model

house, and so situated as to attract the attention of all travellers,

who might pass the oft-frequented road. Hal determined that

they should also admire the mansion ; and he directed all his ge-

nius, all his tact and knowledge, to the consummation of this dar-

ling plan. He was now well paid, had laid by a not inconsider-

able sum, and tliere seemed no reason why he should defer his

long contemplated marriage with Winnie Winter.

Winnie had taken supper with the old relative who, since her

grandfather's death, had come to live with her, resumed her neat

little French apron, twisted a few fragrant flowers in the thick,

sunny head-curls that fell so carelessly about her faultless neck

and shoulders, and sitting by the low window that looked out

upon a well stocked garden, and from thence over sweet-scented

shrubs beyond, she waited as patiently as she could, the visit of

her lover. It was Thursday eve, the trysting night. Down by

the silver-footed stream that swept broadly through a valley of

elms, was the place where Hal and Winnie were wont to go, and

there hold "sweet communion." "To-night there will be a

moon," tliought Winnie, " and how beautiful ' Happy Lake '

—

that was the name they had given it—will look. And here comes

Hal, but with such slow step, and he is not watching for me."
" Wliat has happened, dear Hal?" she cried, springing towards

him, with the freedom of a betrothed maiden. " I never saw you

look so unhappy."
" Has Rodney Barker been here of late 1" asked Hal, gloomily,

seating himself.

" He was here only last night," she answered, blushing. " But

you know, Hal
—

"

" I know that he has wealth, power, influence," muttered Hal,

bitterly, " and he is determined to use them all against me. Here

last night, was he? Well, he comes again tonight, and for a

purpose," he added, with emphasis. " I had better not be pres-

ent;" and he arose from his seat again, to go.

" Stop, Hal," cried Winnie, pale with fright, "I cannot endure

this. What have I done ? How acted ? Do you suspect me of

trifling ? O, Hal, you mistake my love, if you do ! Why will

you be so silent ? Why treat me thus ?"

" Winnie," he said, taking her hand, " Rodney Barker has

wealth and power, as I said before. He has threatened that if I

win you, he will ruin me. How he can get me in his toils, I know

not ; but I am poor, and in a measure dependent. If we should

marry, and by the arts of this wicked man be thrown into poverty,

how could I endure the thought, that by me you would endure all

the misfortunes that might befall us ? Winnie, if you can, forget

me ; if you can, love him. Think how wealth—how much ad-

mired you may be, and I
—

"

A bright flush colored Winnie's cheek, a brighter fire sparkled

in her eye. "Never while you live, Hal, breathe such words again.

Rodney cannot—will not harm you. When he finds at last there is

no ho|)e, his sense of justice will triumph—yes, you had better go

and let him come. Stay near, however, and when he has left the

house, come in, and I will tell you all that has passed. If there

is a spark of manly feeling jn_his bosom, he will not seek to harm

you, after what I shall say."

Alone and pensive, Hal sought the " Happy Lake," and threw

himself Ijtneath the trunk of a goodly elm. His reflections were

not jjlcasant, for he dreaded the enmity of one who was yet to he

the ridiest man in his native place, and he knew that Rodney

would stake fortune, life and all upon the issue of his suit witli

Winnie, for his lovo was an insane passion. And to be refused

—

he, for the poor housc-carpentcr—he would dearly pay in revenge

for his humiliation.

Rodney Barker came, and departed a rejected suitor. With

smiles, he left Winnie, but a deadly fire burned in his heart. The

flame of hate, black with a foul, venomous smoke, welled uji to

the thought of the poor house carpenter.

"Let them marry," he hissed between his teeth, " but they

shall both regret it. I'll live yet to sec them humbled." And
looking back he watched, while Hal slowly and cautiously re-en-

tered the house.

The sight almost drove him frantic; he hurried on, ge^iiculat-

ing fiercely, and by the light of the moon stood surveying the new
houte upon which the scjuire, his guardian, alnxuly began to pride

himself He then ascended the temporary steps and entered. A sil-

ver light played on the white boards ; some frames—masterpieces

of firm yet delicate workmanship—stood leaning against the fresh

lathing. Upon the long bench in the centre, one or two blinds of

very beautiful style and finish laid ; and the floor was strewn with

curled chips that, in the white lustre of the evening, glittered like

silver. Of every minute part Rodney Barker took careful obser-

vation, then ascended the staircase and stood in the spacious room
above. Without, nature was refulgent with beauty ; hill, valley

and lake shone in the amber glitter of that glorious moonlight.

But of nature, this selfish young man knew little; cared nothing

for her sweet voices, her chaste pictures, her sevenfold charms,

where the heart worships as it gazes. He was busy in peering

over the walls, passing his hands across the chimneys, that felt

like velvet to his palm. Once he took out the pocket clasp-knife,

and opened the long, ugly blade. But slowly, as if revolving un-

pleasant thoughts in his mind, he closed it again, turned and left

the chamber and the house, a fiendish smile cleaving his thin lips,

and playing with an infernal lustre over his dark face.

Hal walked home that night as if treading on air. Again and

again did he clasp his hands and pause to enjoy the thrilling

beauty of the landscape. And in all his joy were mingled half-

delirious thoughts of Winnie. But, happy delirium, how dost

thou lightly sit upon the young, life-full heart, dashing thy warm
colors over the canvass of hope, tinting and blending, with beauti-

ful harmony, the summer visions of a future bright as heaven !

In one short week, Hal and Winnie were to be married. The

seven days rolled round, as all seven days do—to the happy, every

hour is fraught with joy; to the miserable, lagging on leaden

wings. In the little church upon the hill, Winnie, the village pet,

was given away by the old minister who had held her in his arms

when she was a babe, and prayed with tears and trembling over

the bodies of her dead father and mother.

They returned to Winnie's home, now their joint possession,

and never couple sat down to a wedding supper with brighter

prospects, or holier mutual love.

Th-ec months had passed, and nothing seemed likely to occur

to mar their happiness. It was now the beginning of a severe

winter, but the cellar was stocked with comforts, and the little

parlor, with its bright-hued furniture and ruddy coal fire, seemed

almost the cosiest, prettiest place in the world.

Hal, who was more ambitious in his tastes, often asked Winnie

why she did not take the cheerful square room up stairs, where

the sun laid all day, for her sitting-room. But she always answered

him that it was sacred, and should always be, to the little old cor-

poral ; that her grandfather's dying wish was gospel, and if she

disobeyed him, she should expect to be haunted of nights. So

Hal, laughing, always gave up the point.

Rodney of late had seemed changed. He was more frank and

merry with Hal—^joining him at his leisure, and playfully insist-

ing that he must learn the trade. And he was very handy with

" sharp-edged tools," and with a natural facility, really performed

some creditable things. But he watched Hal closely with his

eagle eve.

The night was inky black, and a storm raged with tenfold fury

over the meadows and fields contiguous to " Happy Lake." Win-

nie sat watching for her husband, too nervous to work ; the sup-

pcr-clotli was spread, and the kettle spluttering and singing over

a hot flame. It was later than usual when Hal made his appear-

ance. He dashed off his hat, tore his dripping overcoat from his

shoulders, and, letting them lie where they fell, turned his hag-

gard face to Winnie. She could not forbear to scream at the

sight, for his eyes were bloodshot, and their expression terrible

beyond anything she had ever witnessed before.

" Something has happened ! O, Hal, what is it ? What have

you done ?" she cried beseechingly, with clasped hands and tears.

" I am ruined, that's all !" be said, huskily, bending over and

leaning his broad forehead upon his shut hands. " I am ruined !

—and I see through it all, but to no purpose ! I am in his power

;

I am ruined !" And then, with a manner akin to madness—so

irresolute, .so sometimes fierce, then smothered it was—he told

her, that in the morning, when he had gone to put a few finishing

touches to the house—his pride, his guarantee for the future—he

found, to his absolute astonishment, that thick heaps of snow had

drifted in under the door-sills and through the windows ; and the

wind, blowing fresh, rattled evci-y casement that he had left so se-

cure but two days before. He told her the squire had been there
;

how he had cursed him in his anger, and asked him if that was

the way he did his work, and what custom he expected to com-

mand. Confused, crazed, how he could answer nothing, but that

" he had left them secure ; that this was the handiwork of some

enemy, or the evil one."

But all this was Greek to the S(|uire. A victim of gout, he had

not for three months been to his elegant mansion. And this was

his ixward—his beautiful papfr soiled, his windows crazy as an

old century ruin, and, looking further, the moulding was uneven,

as if cross cut with a penknife, and awkwardly smoothed. In

fine, all over the hou.sc, Hal had the mortification of seeing his

labor of a year dcfactd, though so cunningly that it invited the

closest ins])eclion.

Now, what was to lie done? He had offered to replace and

renew, but the squire would hear nothing of it ; and lastly, in his

anger, he rashly charged his neptiew and heir with the perpetra-

tion of the mischief, Jitid so incensed the old squire, tliat he had

almost forcil)Iy put him from the house.

Winnie wept with her husband ; but soon drying her tears, she

ofi'cred the sweetest consolation, and made arrangements to see

the old squire herself But he would not be pacified. He de-

dared that he would deduct half of Hal's wages, and get some one

who knew his business to make all necessary alterations ; in fact.
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go violent was he, that Winnie left the house weeping, as only a

sorrowful woman can weep.

The young couple had depended wholly upon the forthcoming

sum, and it was a sad disappointment to find it thus curtailed.

But what could they do '! It was useless to complain. " Who
would helieve their report ?" The story went forth with the usual

exaggerations, and few would employ poor Hal through the long

winter months. Still they were comfortably off, and but for one

heavy debt hanging like a mill.stone about their hearts, they might

have kept want from their door. That, it was useless to think of

paying now, for Winnie's little savings must still be eked along

to buy food, and provide for the coming illness, which would

bring with it heavy expenses, as well as love and rejoicing.

A babe was born ; and Hal, who liad changed from the gay,

light-hearted fellow, to a sad, almost desponding man, roused up

for a while after this event, and began to put on an air of cheerful-

ness. Still, it was easy to read, in his occasional dejection, the

blasted hopes of a disappointed man. Day after day he came

homo with some additional aggravation to recount; for Rodney

Barker followed him with the vigilance of an Indian sjiy, always

cunning, always revengeful.

The debt that to him was such a burden, was unfortunately

contracted on account of the new house. Wishing to give as

much elegance as possible to the new parlor, he spoke to the

squire one day about some ornamental carving, to border the ceil-

ing in light wreaths. Mistaking the old man's vacillating hu-

mor, and half-willing, haU-grumlUing assent, ho ventured to en-

gage the services of an eminent carver on his own responsibility,

trusting to the old man's honor, and certain that the delicacy and

beauty of the work would more than satisfy him. After his failure

—though we should not properly call it such—the debt was thrown

upon him, and that, witb his continued struggles for a decent

livelihood, injured his spirits, and made inroads upon his health.

" You are not sober again to night, Hal," said Winnie, drawing

her child closer to her side. The little fellow had as usual gone

to his father for his evening frolic, but in lieu of the gentle em-

brace, or rough caress, had received an angry reproof.

The room in which they sat was the smallest in the house. No
carpet of bright color and neat pattern covered the floor. The

chairs were of the poorest and cheapest kind ; the table, pine, with

a dark cloth instead of the beautiful linen covers that Winnie's

mother had left her. Scant half curtains hung at the two small

windows—a loaf of coarse bread—some milk in an earthern jug,

with a few cups and saucers of delft, were all that garnished the

humble supper table—poverty was painted upon the walls. Three

years had passed, and left Hal utterly discouraged. They had

let the house—for such was the tenor of possession, it could not

be sold- for two years back, and occupied only the meanest part.

But now it was empty ; for, as in other thinfjs, tliey had had poor

luck with their tenants, two of whom had left them without paying

a farthing of rent.

And worse and more discouraging, for several weeks past, Hal

had taken to drink, and sometimes came home so disguised, that

his wife and child stood in fear of him.

To Winnie's exclamation, he answered :
" I know it, little wo-

man—but I'm just good for notliing now, and can't tell what'U

become of yoti or the boy. 1 can't stand it to go about doing

loose jobs when I know what's in me—and to look at you, wear-

ing yourself out with fine stitching and sewing till midnight—and

to think of that villain
—" he hissed between his shut teeth

—

" hounding me from day to day—ay, and he'd follow us to the

end of the world. God forgive me—but some time when my bad

blood's up—nothing but a rope will go between me and the con-

sequences
"

"You must leave the village, Hal," said Winnie, sorrowfully
;

" leave it in such way that the wicked Rodney can get no clue to

your departure. It's no use saving up any longer for the debt

—

take what there is ; I can trust jou—go and work elfewhere. I

can get along with the boy, and next month, please God, we are

to have two good tenants—never fear for me—but O, Hal— that

fearful b.abit
!"

Long was the conference that night of the gentle wife and the

discouraged liushand. Hal, with many tears, and manly tears,

too, made the resolve to abstain from strong drink. It was ar-

ranged that he should go in the morning—take what little money
there was in the drawer, and try the dift'erent towns—seeking for

employment. If he could establish himself, as hope began to

whisper he might, he was to send for Winnie and the boy.

Morning came— and a beautiful morning it was, "fresh, fair,

and gay." For the first time for many weeks, Winnie had pre-

pared a warm breakfast, and though tears were in her heart,

smiles, for the sake of htr husband, sat in her eyes. After the

meal, Winnie stood leaning lier hand on her husband's shoulder.

He had his arms about her slight form—they were whispering the

half choked " good by "—when a sudden knock came at the door,

and before Winnie could answer it, it was flung wide open. In

the eElranco stood Rodney Barker, striving to conceal the malig-

nant triumph that flashed in his hard eyes—and by his side an

officer.

Hal sprang forward, crazy with passion. " How dare you enter

my house, cold blooded villain !" he cried, his voice hoarse and

shaking.

" Are you ready to pay this debf!" asked Rodney, calmly

showing the carver's bill. " Yesterday it was made over to me with

all the fees and costs, and if the money is not forthcoming imme-

diately, you go to jail."

With a wild shriek Winnie hurried to her husband's side. He
slooii motionless, like one turned to stone. "Rodney Barker!"

she cried, turning upon him her beautiful eyes, shining through

tears, " have you the heart, the soul to further injure one you have

already ruined by the vilest slanders f God will repay you for

your wicked acts, though you may prosper now. Ilal shall nri;er

go to jail—take him if you dare."

" And how will you help it ?" asked the demon, with a cold

and heartless smile ; the words were scarcely out of his mouth,

when a loud crash startled them, overhead, succeeded by a thrill-

ing scream. It was the voice of their child. Casting one despair-

ing look upon her husband, Winnie almost flew from the room,

as Ilal sank down in a seat, overcome with this new and greatest

trial.

It was scarcely a moment before ra])id footsteps were heard re-

tracing their way down stairs and through the passage, and a

voice strained, unnatural, and yet wild as wita joy, shouted with

laughter—" it is ours, all ours—dea> old'grandfer—look, Hal !"

shouted Winnie, bursting into the room—" all ours, ours, you
shall not go to jail. Leave my house, wicked man!" she cried,

turning to Rodney, and stam])ing her foot with all her woman's
strength. "Here is gold, plenty—we are rich—go—and when we
pitajic, we will pay you."

She ungathered her apron—it was glittering with gold. Rod-

ney held a low conference with the officer, and with face pallid,

and venomous as malice could make its expression, slowly left

the house.

" Hal, dear Hal," cried Winnie—" look up. You don't seem

to know what good fortune has befallen us. Look, look at this

money. All will be right now, if only it please God to keep us

humble."

" I can't understand it at all, Winnie—how, in Heaven's name,

came you in possession of that gold '?"

" Why, the corporal—the little old corporal
—

" said Winnie,

half beside herself with transport; "you heard Harry scream

—

you heard that terrible fall—well, it seems little Harry had found

his way to the great chamber, and in playing about the corporal,

pulled him down—and the coat you know, and the old uniform

being rott«n— it all burst, and out rolled this gold. There it was,

in the centre of his queer little body, all in coins—and there are

hundreds of them up stairs. I left Harry playing with them.

And so you see," she continued, rapidly, " that's what grandfer

meant when he used to say, 'you shall be rich, Winnie, when I'm

gone;' and Hal, isn't it the strangest thing in the world, that of

all times—this very darkest, saddest hour should be the time of

our finding this treasure 1 Dear old grandfer, it seems as if his

spirit took little Harry up there—don't you know he said on his

death-bed, ' unless trouble comes, and you have to leave the old

house, don't touch him.' O, how strange ! how good ! how

delightful !"

The debt was paid with rejoicing. Everybody in the village

except the old squire and Rodney, seemed pleased at Hal's good

fortune. 0, it was so easy to congratulate him noiv—so easy to

" crook the pliant hinges of the knee "—just as easy to laud and

exalt, as it had been before to " give him another thrust," while

he was down. Just as easy to talk of his smartness, and prompt-

ness, and genius, as it had been to call him a lazy, thriftless fellow,

who lived on the earnings of his wife

—

so easy to alter with his

altered cireumstnnees.

Numberless delicate questions were submitted to Hal after this.

Even notes of gilt-edged paper, soliciting his custom—the honor

of his custom, mind you, found their way into Winnie's laughing

presence.

How she did laugh, meiTy little soul—how she would creep up

to her husband, and say, " Hal, poor fellow—how could you ruin

the squire's great house ? I dare say he has never forgiven you."

It was "everybody's" business of course, when "everybody"

knew that Hal had bought the lot next to the squire's, and was

intending to put up an elegant house, a fac simile of that of which

the squire had spoken as "clumsy," and " botch- work." And

beautiful it was, perfect in every part—watched over with the

most jealous care by Hal, who even boarded up the doors and

windows, lest " an enemy " should get in. But he needed not,

for Rodney, completely foiled, interfered with him no longer. He
left the village, mortified and crest-fallen, for the report of his

baseness and injustice was in every mouth— it having been dis-

covered that he was the " bad carpenter," who had defaced-and

left exposed to the elements, the squiie's new house. When
Winnie heard it, she was giving directions for the muslin hang-

ings of the windows, and admiring the delicate ornaments about

the ceiling. AH she said was—and very quickly—"joy go with

him."
" Ay, if he can bear her company," echoed Hal.

And how happy they lived, years and years, in their beautiful

new house.
-••»

PUIiPIT ZEAti.

No man was ever scolded out of his sins. The heart, corrupt

as it is, and because it is so, grows angry if it be not treated with

some management and good manners, and scolds back again. A
surly mastirt" will bear i)erhaps to he stroked, though h'.- will

giowl even under the operation, but if you touch him roughly, he

will bite. There is no grace that the spirit of self can counterfeit

with more success than a religions zeal. A man thinks he is

fighting for Christ, and he ii fighting for his own notions. He
thinks iie is skilfully searching the hearts of others, when he is

only gratifying the malignity cf his own ; and charitalily supposes

his hearers destitute of all grace that he may shine the more in

his own eyes by comparison. When he has performed this notable

task, he wonders that they are not converted : he has given it to

them soundly, and if they do not tremble and confess tliar, (Jbd is

in him of a truth, be gives tliein up as reprol)ales, incorrigible and
lost forever. But a man that loves me, if he sees nie in an error,

will pity me, and endeavor calmly to convince mc of it, and per-

suade nie to forsake it. If he has great and good news to tell me,
he will not do it angrily, and in much heat and discomposure of

spirit. It is not, therefore, easy to conceive, on what ground a
minister can justify a conduct which proves that he does not un-

derstand his errand. The absurdity of it would certainly strike

him, if he were not himself deluded.

—

Cou-ptr.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SWALLOW'S FARKWEL.L, TO SUMDIER.

BT LOUISE A. WORTUEX.

Now, farewell, gentle Buiumer,

I am going o'er the pea.

Where the sliifg are ever glowing,

And the woods are full of glee.

Awhile 1 'd tarry longer,

But I could not brook the change

They say steals sadly <»'er thee,

\\Tien the free winds wildly range.

There is eadnesa on the zephyr,

Which I never marked before

;

I 'm alone—each gentle 8ummer bird

Ilath sought a milder shore;

And if I tarry longer,

I .shall join thy plaintive wail,

And be a leading mourner

Of the tlowerets of the vale.

I loved thy flowers summer,

for they welcomed, every mom,
The swallow's swift and arrowy flight,

But now the fields are shorn

;

And only now and then I see

An exile of the spring,

But 0; so pale and .sorrowing,

It doth my spirit wring.

tell me gentle summer,

Where have ye laid the flowers,

Like angels watching o'er the birds,

That nestled mid thy bowers?

Where hast thou banished humble l>e©.

So social and so merry ?

And where the song of robin bold

Who loved the red -ripe cherry?

All have fled—I know not whither.

See they shun my hour of gloom

;

And only with me tarry

Through the morning of my bloom;

But away, free-winged swallow,

follow—quickly flee,

If ye would not see the wild winds

Of autumn strip each tree.

But come with me, sweet summer,

Together let us go

To isles of bloom and beauty.

Where bright waters ever How.

Proud old winter lords it well,

But we will not own his sway

;

Bird of passage I am called,

1 'U conduct thee on thy way.

Now away, gentle zephyr,

Quickly waft thy freiglit along;

Soon we '11 join with streamlets dancing

To the merry woodbird's song

;

Here again you 'U hear my twitter,

When in death old winter's lain,

And I '11 guide the (lueen of summer,

Back again to her domain.

She will deck the earth in Iwauty,

Wake her Howecets with a kiss;

Loose the chain which bound the streamWto,

If'oaming, dancing in their bliss.

Ye will hear my happy twitter,

From my clay nest, 'neath the eave;

While the sunbeam and the zephyr

Song and beauty daily weave*

[Gathered for Glenson's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
.... Ah ! if the rich were ric h as the poor fancy rivhes.

—

R.

U'. Emerson.

.... Poetry is the art of substituting shadows, and of lending

existence to nothing.— Burke.

.... Let thy child's first lesson be obedience, and the second

may be what thou wilt.

—

Fuller.

.... To endeavor to work ujjon the vulgar with fine sense, is

like attempting to hew blocks with a razor.

—

Pope.

.... The great happiness of life 1 find, after all, to consist in

the regular discharge of some mechanical duty.

—

Schiller.

.... There is no author so poor who cannot be of sonte service,

if only for a witness of his time.— Cluudi- Faucliet.

.... Reason ! how many eyes hast thou to sec evils, and how

dim, nay, blind, thou ail in preventing them.—<S(V P. Sidney.

I could never think well of a man's intellectual or moral

character if he was habitually unfaithful to his appointments.

—

Einiiions.

.... Travel gives a character of experience to our knowledge,

and brings the figures upon the tablet of memory into strong

relief— //. T. Tuekermnn.

.... Rags, which are the reproach of poverty, arc the beggar's

robes, and graceful insignia of his profession, his tenure, his full

dress, the suit in which he is expected to show himself in public.

—Lamb.

.... Never believe to be right those who, having but a piece

of metal in their chests, would persuade you that to be cold is to

be wise. Warmth is the vivifying infiuenee of the universe, and

the heart is the source of noble deeds.— Kossuth.

.... What we call genius may, perhaps, with more strict pro-

priety, be described as the spirit of discovery. Genius is the very

eye of intellect and the wing of thought. It is always in advance

of its time. It is the pioneer for the generation which it precedes.

For this reason it is called a seer—and hence its songs have been

prophecies.— 11'. G. Simms.
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theological studies at Cambridge. Mr. Barlol has, for

some time, performed most of the duties in coanectiou

with the oversight of the church, f.ora the incredsing

age and infirmities of the senior pastor. He is a very
gentlemanly and scholarly man, and is endeared to a
large circle of friends. He has published two volumes
of sermons, and many single discourses. He has a
beautiful and retired residence on Chestnut Street, and
seems to be altogether one of fortune's fai orites. We
merely have seen Mr. Bartol. His whole appearance
is quite prepossessing, and we should at once set him
down as the man and minister of many friends. Dr,
Lowell is now old and full of years. He lives a prince

in Israel, retired at his elegant country seat, called Elm-
wood, near Mount Auburn, a beautiful place in which
to pass the evening of a well spent life. Dr. Lowell
has been eminent as a preacher in his day, and greatly

beloved as a pastor, which the reader might infer from
his intelligent and interesting face, which we present,

representing him as he v»'as a few years since. It is

from an engraving that graces almost every residence

of his parishioners, and will be easily recognized by his

friends. The venerable pastor has survived almost all

of his contemporaries, and nearly, if not quite .all, of

both the clergy and laity who took an active part in his

settlement. Of the fourteen ministers who were in

tlie council at the ordination, five were living in 1837,

namely, R<v. Drs. Ware, Harris, KIrkland, Pierce and
Chauning, but now, " they are gone—all gone." The
])redecessors of Dr. Lowell were Rev. Wni. Hooper,
Rev. Jonathan Mayhcw, D.D., and Rev. Simeon How-
ard, D.D. Mr. Hooper, the first pastor, was ordained

in 1737, the same year the church was gathered. He
preached his own ordination sermon, which was not

very uncommon at that early period. Mr. Hooper after-

wards became Rector of Trinity Church. Dr. Mayhew
was one of that celebrated family that instructed the In-
dians of Martha's Vineyard for the long period of one
hundred and sixty years. He was a Harvard graduate,
and was settled over this church in 1747. The salary
voted him "for his support, and occasional supply of
the pulpit," was, "fifieen pounds, old tenor, per week,
inclusive of house-rent and fire-wood." He died in

1766, aged but 46. He is spoken of as one of the
brightest luminaries of the church, and is ranked with
James Otis, as a kindler of the fire of the American
Revolution. His successor, Dr. Howard, was a native
of what is now West Bridgewater. He was a graduate
of Harvard, was settled in 1767, and died in 1804. The
first house of worship of the West Congregational
Church was erected in 1706, of wood. It stood just a
century, when it was taken down, anil was succeeded
by the present substanlial and elegant structure of brick,

on the same fpot, on Lynde Street. The handsome
square in front was formerly owned by the society, but
it lately made the generous gift of it to the city of Bos-
ion, by which it has been enclosed with a handsome
fence, and ornamenied with trees and a (ountain. It

appropriately bears the name of Lowell. The artist

has presented the church as it is—a large and noble
structure, with its graceful spire pointing to heaven, and
leading the way by the moral lessons it teaches. It has
stood for about a half century as a prea ^her to our west-

ern denizens, and it is good for another equal period,

and thus it shall come up to the good old age of its

predecessor. Those who " keep holy time " here are
among our most intelligent, opulent and church-going
citizens.

PORTRAIT OF REV. CHARLES LOWELL, U. D

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BOSTON PULPIT.-No. 18.

WEST CHURCH.
KKV. CHARLES LOWE ',L, D.D, SSN'IOR PASTOR.

BV REV. LUTHKR KARNIIA.M.

Dr. Lowell has the honor of being the old-

est settled pastor in Boston. Ever since

January 1st, 1806, or for almost half a cen-

tury, has he been the pastor of West Church.
So long a pastorate is remarkable in a rural

parish. In a city, it is a great marvel. Such
pastorates fifty years hence will be unheard
of, if we judge from the piesent, when
" nothing is fixed but change." What
changes has this venerable pastor witnessed

in this the city of his birth since his ordina-

tion. At that period, Boston was merely a
town of less than 30,000 inhabitants. East
Boston was nothing but Noddle's Island,

almost without an inhabitant. South Bos-
ton had just been annexed from Dorchester,

and had not inhabitants ( nough for a church.

On the peninsula leading to Roxbury there

were but few inhabitants. Most of the church-

es, school-houses and other public buildings

that adorn our city thea were not. At that

period, there were but thirteen churches in

the town, nineof which were Congregational
Massachusetts, too, then had not a single

city, and, though embracing the District of
Maine, had but a comparatively small pop-
ulation, and there are two States now that

have more population than the whole country
had at that time. Now, the venerable Dr.
Lowell beholds his native town a city, and
the third in size, wealth and business in the

United States. He finds nearly a hundred
churches, and schools and various institu-

tions of mercy and charity that are celebrat-

ed the worldover. He finds bis native State
with its twelve cities, and with a million of
people, and Maine rapidly approaching an-
other million. He finds his country stretch-

ing from sea to sea, with about twice the
number of States, and wiih fouror five times
the population. This pastor, too, in his
professional life, has witnessed a large por
tion of the improvements of modern times
which have been crowded into the past half-
century—the application of steam to the
propelling of boats and railroad cars ; the
introduction of the telegraph

; the rise and
progressof American missions

; the uprising
of cities in a day, as if exhalations of the
soil, through the introduction of American
manufactures ; the wonderi'ul expansion of
commerce and improvement of our agricul-
ture, and the advanccnient of our young na-
tion of less than a hundred years, to become
one of the treat leading powers of the globe.
Rev. Dr Lowell was graduated at Harvard
College, in 1800, and received his theologi-
cal education at Edinburg. From the time
of his ordination up to 1837, when his col-

league was settled, one thousand three hun-
dred and forty -one (one hundred adults) had
been baptiied, five hundred and forty three
received as communicants, and eleven hun-
dred and fifty funerals, exclusive of those
attended out of the parish. At the above
date, owing to his ill health, Mc.v. Cyrus Au-
gustus Bartol, a native of Frecport, Maine,
became a colleague pistor. He is a gradu-
ate of Bowdoin College, and pursued his WEST CHURCH, LYNDE STREET, BOSTON.
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TROUBLE IN MEXICO.

Letters from Mexico state that Santa Anna has foiled in every

effort he lias made to raise revenue. The attempt to create a

national bank to furnish the government with monej' has been

abandoned, and the government is destitute of means to pay its

daily expenses, notwithstanding the si.\ millions of dollars received

from the church. The church have successfully pleaded inability

to furnish a second loan, that was demanded to the tune of

$17,000,000. The proposition to raise an army of 100,000, which

Santa Anna contemplated when he came into power, has also

been abandoned, and it is hardly possible to raise 40,000. Living

is becoming more expensive, and the people more discontented.

So numerous have the robberies become of late, both on the

highways and in the cities, that the civil code has been suspended

and a military law taken its place, which is being enforced with

the utmost severity and rigor ; and whenever los ladroiies are

eauglit, which is nearly every day, they are immediately sentenced

to death by the garote. One Monday morning three were caught

robbing a store, and the next morning they paid the penalty of

their crime by being garoted near the spot where they were

caught. Some sixty were garoted in one day for like offences

Poor, distracted Mexico, unfit and incapable of governing her-

self, must be torn and distracted by dissensions, until she is made

a part of our own republic. This is no object to the United

Stales as a country, but of immense importance to the country in

question, whose people are distracted by continual revolution and

personal tyranny.
« »»» >

STATE HOUSE, NEWPORT, R, I.

On page 280 we present a view of the State House, at New-

port, Rhode Island, one of the most growing and thiifty ,'^pots in

New England. The edifice is an exceedingly neat one, and ad-

mirably arranged internally for the purposes to which the house is

devoted. It is situated on elevated ground, with a spacious yard

in front, adding much to its beauty and general effect. This Cap-

itol is moderate in size, but quite sufficient, in this respect, for the

necessary business purposes of the State. There are few towns

in this section of the country that have grown so rapidly as New-

port, and, as a place of public resort, it is decidedly die watering

place of America.

Agricultcre.—Major Ben: Perley Poore, of West Newbury,

Mass., delivered a most eloquent historical address before the ag-

ricultural society, at North Kennebec, Maine, a few days since.

The address was marked by sound, good sense, wit, and applica-

tion. Major Poore is well known to our readers as a regular

contributor to the Pictorial.

SFLINTEBS.

.... Secretary Dobbin, after inspecting the principal navy yards

of the country has again returned to his post in Washington citv.

.... Kossuth, it is said, has been making overtures for permis-

sion to return to Turkish territory, but unsuccessfully.

.... Madame Sontag has been giving concerts in Brooklyn

and the vicinity of New York, with good success.

.... Ole Bull's late professional operations in Boston were lit-

tle better than downright failure Who managed his business ?

. . . Whon the Stone Chapel, Boston, was half completed, it was

said that Quincy would not produce granite enough to finish it!

.... Garrison, the fanatic, has been making himself ridiculous

out west, and has had his nose wrung in public, as he deserved.

.... The amount subscribed at the Crystal Palace for the Wash-
ington Monument fund is about S.JOOO, and is increasing daily.

.... The girls in the mills at Lowell and Newl)uryport uow
work eleven hours a day instead of thirteen. As it should bs.

.... The Earl of EUesmere WTites that the most gratifying hour

he spent in America, was at the school celebration at Fancuil Hall.

.... There were 691 books published in the United States dur-

ing six months ending.June 30; 169 were reprints of English works.

.... The present season, 47,000 persons have crossed the bridge

leading to Goat Island, Niagara Falls, and paid 25 cents each.

.... Government contemplates purchasing Mr. Vanderbilt's

steam-yacht. North Star, to send to Cliina with the neiv minister.

. . . The War Department has contracted for the steamship

San Francisco to convey six companies to Oregon and California.

.... Near Cincinnati a person has a six acre lot of grape vines,

which will yield 1000 gallons of grape-juice to the acre.

CLIPPER SHIP GREAT REPUBLIC.

Last week we gave a representation of the launch of this levia

than, and in the present number we present to our readers, on

page 281, a large and accurate engraving of this seventh wonder

of the world, full-rigged, the largest, sharpest and most magnifi-

cent ship thnt has ever been produced by any age or nation. She

is 32.') feet long, has ."j.^ foct extreme breadth of beam, and .'iS feet

depth of hold, with four complete decks fore and aft, and she will

stow over 60no tons of cargo. She is much sharper than any ship

or ocean steamer, and is designed to outsail everything upon the

"world of waters." Her forefoot, instead of being angular, like

that of other ships, rises from a straight line, and forms the arc

of a circle ; and the rise and surface of her floor are models of

excellence for buoyancy and speed. Notwithstanding her va.st

capacity, when fully laden she will only draw 24 feet water; con-

sequently her displacement, in proportion to her size, will be one-

third less than that of a ship of 1800 tons. She is built of white

oak and hai'<l pine, and is coppered up to twenty-five feet, and

copper fastened. Her frame is all of white oak, and of this wood

there are 2C.'J6 tons used in her construction ; 1,.500,000 feet of

hard pine, 326 tons of iron, 56 tons of copper, exclusive of her

sheathing, and she has 1658 knees. Her entire frame, all her

keelsons, waterways, and thick work are coaged, and her frame is

al-to diagonally cross braced with iron, and bolted through it, and

most of her ceiling is double, and 21 inches in thickness. In a

word, she is the largest and strongest ship ever built.

This noble craft has material enough to build two such ships as

the Pennsylvania, the largest three-decker belonging to the United

States navy. Her lines are slightly concave forward and aft up

to the load displacement line, but above these they are convex, to

correspond with her outline on the rail. For a head she has the

American eagle emerging from below the bowsjjrit ; and her stern,

which is semicircular in outline, is spanned by another eagle, 36

feet between the tips of his wings. Instead of bulwarks, her

upper deck is protected by a rail on turned stanchions, which

looks finely. She has four masts, the after one fore-and aft rigged,

and named the spanker mast, and the others, the fore, main and

miz/.en mast, as usual. She has Forbcs's rig, and consequently

has double topsails, and will spread over 15,000 yards of canvass

in a single suit of sails. The fore and mainmasts are 131 feet in

length and four feet in diameter; and her main yard is 120 feet

square and 28 inches in diameter, and the others in jjroportion.

All her accommodations arc on the upper between d.-cks below

the spar deck, and she has two spacious cabins aft, and exi client

quarters for her crew forward.

Among the many details of the equipment of this splendid ves-

sel, are a fire engine, four hold pumps, a new capstan of her cap-

tain's invention for purchasing the anchor, one of Allyn's patent

capstans, and a steam engine of twelve horse power, designed for

taking in and discharging cargo, pumping ship, hoisting topsails,

or doing any other heavy work. She has Crane's selfacting

chain-stoppers, four bower anchors with chains of two and one

half inch, and 120 fathoms in length, and she has eight boats, two

of them longer than some of the vessels which have doubled Cape

Horn since gold was discovered in California. We might fill our

paper with the details of this wonderful ship, and still the story

of her greatness would be but half told. Suffice it, therefore,

to say that this mighty fabric of mechanical genius is not the

work of a company or of a wealthy mercantile firm, but of a me-

chanic, and that mechanic is Donald McKay, a name already

famous on every sea for all that is fleet and beautiful, but which

now stands alone as the greatest naval architect in the world.

Every time we look at the Great Rspublic, or that we inspect

her in detail, we become more vividly impressed with the great-

ness of the comprehensive mind that first designed her, and the

matchless skill which produced her. She is original and beauti-

ful beyond compare, and will be the pride of America wherever

she throws the stripes and stars to the breeze. Captain Lachlan

McKay, brother of hor builder and owner, and formerly of the

Sovereign of the Seas, commands her. To say that he is worthy

of the ship is the highest praise that can be awarded him. She

will carry a crew of 100 men and 30 boys, and will load in New
York, either for California or Australia. Good luck attend her,

for she is the best and most beautiful ship in the world

!

Hook's CiinRCit Dictionary.—A revised edition of this val-

uable work has just been issued by E H. Butler & Co., of Phila-

delphia, and is for sale in this city by Gould & Lincoln, 59 Wash-

ington Street. The work is got up in the usual admirable style

of this publishing house, in Philadelph a, with clear, distinct type,

on su|)erior paper. E. H. Butler & Co. are earning an enviable

lepulation in their line of business.

«--»•»-»

Personal.—Professor Neumann, of Munich, one of the most

renowned Oriental scholars, thoroughly conversant with the Chi-

nese language, is about to emigrate to the United States. He is

one of those men who, both by character and scholarship, are a

valuable acquisition for America.

< .» •» I

A WoKK OF AnT,—Mr. Powell's great painting,
—"De Soto

Discovering the Mississippi,"— intended for the Rotunda, at

Washington, is on exhibition at New York. Critics speak of it

in warm terms of commendation.

* ^ . » >

Ornajiental —The best and costliest ostrich feathers are taken

from the African ostrich Thereby the bird loses a natural appen-

dage, and humanity gains one not so natural.

< ».» »

Europe co.ming over the Sea!—The number of emigrants

who arrived in New York, last month, was 33,245.

MISS ADA PHILLIPS.

The readers of the Pictorial will, doubtless, remember that we
presented a likeness of this young Bostonim in our paper, not

long ago, previous to her departure abroad, for the purpose of

obtaining musical instruction. It is particulaily pleasant for ua

to learn that intelligence, of the most gratifying character, has

been received in this city, in regard to her progress. Signor Gar-

cia, her teacher, and, probably, the best teacher of the present

day, writes from Florence, where he and Miss Phillips arc at

present, that liis pupil is now ajinixhed vncalist—that he can teach

her rothing more. This is truly gratifying. After perfecting

herself in the Italian language, the fair, young Bostonian will

make her debut in opera in Italy. It will be remembered that

Jenny Lind, when last in Boston, heard Miss Phillips sing, and

at once contributed a princely sum to send her to Europe, where

she might realize the necessary instruction. We feel no little

pride in this young lady's complete success.

ART IN AMSTERDAM.
An interesting exhibition is about to open at Amsterdam. The

citizens of this commercial depot have resolved to hold a series

of public exhibitions, illustrating the past and present state of

the great departments of industry. Each year will be devoted to

a particular sulyect—sculpture, painting, architecture, ship-build-

ing, manufactures of v.trious kinds, and so forth. The present

exhibition, announced to be open on the fifteenth instant, has for

its subject architecture. It is proposed to exhibit specionens of

building materials, instruments .and utensils, machines for raising

masses to great elevations, ancient and modem plans of struc-

tures, fancy designs, models of all sorts of edifices—churches,

temples, mosques, palaces, pagodas; ornaments used in decorat-

ing, and the like.

?LA?iL^5J^ ?.•

Tn thifl city, by Rev Mr. Rtreeter. Mr. Henry H. Boardman to Miss Mary,
J^niRhter f^f James Brown. Ksq. of Litchfield, Me.

lU Kev Dr. Blii^den, Mr. v^lMam R. Itrown to Miss Mary A.nn Arnold, both
of .Montreal. C E

8v Kev. Dr. Barrett. Mr Alexander >Theeler to Miss Mary Francia, daughter
of I'hHrles Leifrhton E^q.

At Newton, bv Uev. Mr. B.inrister, Mr. Sam 1 G. Carry, of Providence, R. I,,

10 Miss Carrie G. Bacon.
\t ^akiii, by Rev. Mr. Thnnip«on Mr. Samuel R. Howe, of Mobile, to Misa

Marv *'
. yornge.^t diinprht*!' of Nathan Erdicott Esq

At Taunton bv Rev Mr. Knipry, Mr. Robert S Washburn to Miss Charlotte
A , daiifrhtfT of Hodges Keed, K.-q.

At Middleboro'. by Ilev Mr. llorton, Mr. A. J Partridge, of Abington, to
Misa Priscilla P. Sargent.
At Rindge, N. H . by Uev. Mr. Burnham, Mr. B. H. Sheldon, of Boston, to

Mi^s I M. UndiTwood.
At Vernon, Vt , by Rev. Mr. Bice, of Brattleboro' Mr. William F Glaflin, of

Boston, to Miss Mary Avis, dausjhter of Noyes Streeter. Es-q.

At New York bv Rev. Mr Scudder. Mr. Prescott K. Harris, of Ro^ton, to
Mi.ss Margaret \. P. Hutton of Charleston, 3. C, late of Baltimore, Md.

DEATHS,
Tn this city, Mrf. Eliza M., wife of Mr. Henry A. Uice; Mr. William Gleasoo,

65: Bam:ib.is Bate-* K-q . of New York, fiO.

.\t Saleji, Dea. Thaddeus Osgood. 49; Mr Samuel B. Ilanover, 27.

At Beverly, >lr3 Bet>*y H., wife of .lohu I Baker, Estj.

At Portsmouth. V. II., Mi.ss Hannah C. daughter of .Mr. Thomas Mo'e«, 38.
At Brooklyn, N. V . Rev. .la's McUonough pastor of St. Janies Church, 60.

At Galveston, Tex.. Major F. K. Sanderson, U. S. A.

At Stockton, Cal., Oapt. Andrew I'ratt, of N.intucket, Mass.. 4-3.

At Newton Corner Mrs Mary .4. Light, 42; .Mr. Stephen \V. Trowbridge, 51.
At Winchester, Mrs. Elizabeth li. Bridge, 44.

At ?cituate, Mr. Henry I... son of Mr. Knoch r.itohfield, 23.

At Wenham, Ilev .Moses ^Velch, formerly of IMaistow, N. rt . 70.
At Gloucester, Mr. Mark Somes. 5*,; Mrs Mary Nelson, 20.

At Gill. Hev. Solomon Cushman. 49.

At Pittsfield. \\'idow Mary k\'ood, 9.3.

At East Windsor Ct , Mr. Reuben Pasco, a revolutionary Foldier. 90.

At Rochester N. Y. Mr. Neheniiah Tinker, 79, and .Martha his wife, 74.
At Newark, N .1.. Mr-. Henrietta S., wife of Kev David R. Meektr.
At .vorth East. .Md.. Rev. Levi Storks, of the Meth. Episcopal Church, 60.
At Plaqulmine, La., Mr. A. H. P. Sprague 20.
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LOJVGINGS.

BT ALICE CABBT.

I am weary of the mystery

Of life and death, and long to see

Into the great eternity

:

The locked hands loose, the feet untied}

The blank eyes re-illumined,

The senseless ashes deified.

For us the ages come and go.

The tides of being flow and flow.

From light to darkness, ending go.

A little gladness for the birth,

For youth, a little soberer mirth;

For age, a looking toward the earth

;

A listening for the spirit's call,

A reaching up the smooth, steep wall

Of the close grave, and this is all.

Hoping, we find that hope is vain;

Are pleased,»and pleasure ends in pain;

Loving, we win no love again.

We bring our sorrow, a wild weight,

Praying inexorable fate

To comfort us, and when we wait

—

Winning no answer to the quest,

Madly with angels we contest,

Asking if that which is, is best.

So life wears out, and so the din

Goes on, and other lives begin

The same as though we had not been.

True, here and there in time's dead mould,

There stands some obeli.'-k of gold.

For which, God knoweth, peace was sold.

For they must meet their fellows' frown,

And wear on throbbing brows the crown.

O'er whom death's curtain shuts not down.

Others for fame may do and dare,

For me it seems enough to bear

The ills of being while we are;

Without the strife, to leave behind

A name with laurels intertwined,

To be of evil tongues maligned.

And had I power to choose, to-day,

Some good to help me on my way,

I truly thiuk that I would say

—

" thou who gav''st me mortal breath,

And boldest me here 'twixt Ufe and death,

Double the measure of my faith!"

< *•» >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WORSE ENEMIES THAN LIONS AND TIGERS.

BY T. S. AKTHUR.

" Bad thoughts are worse enemies than lions and tigers."

Worse enemies ? Yes, worse, a thousand fold ! You may

keep away from tlie path of a lion—you may avoid the spring of

a tiger ; hut, if you cherish bad thoughts, a brood of stinging ser-

pents is warmed to life in your bosom.

You hate that Erskine'i Well, who is most injured by j'our

hate ? You'll make him feel it ! He can never know a tithe of

the evil consequences you will experience from that bad passion,

my friend. Have you ever heard the old Spanish proverb,

" Curses, like chickens, come home to roost !" If so, it were

well for you to ponder its meaning.

Perkins is an unhappy man. Why 1 Is he in extreme poverty t

No; his basket and store have been largely increased, year by

year. Is he in affliction 1 No ; the finger of death has not yet

rested on any of his household treasures. Why, then, is he un-

happy '? Because enemies to his peace are kept alive in his bosom

—enemies that destroy more than lions and tigers. Bad thoughts,

you mean. Yes ; evil thoughts against his neighbors. Poor man !

he is in the strange delusion that all generous thoughts and kind

deeds towards others will be so much abstracted from his own
enjoyment. He does not comprehend the meaning involved in

the act of lighting a neighbor's candle. Light and warmth are

not diminished, but more widely diffused. Perkins would laugh,

Bneeringly, at the man who spent half an hour in planting a tree,

from which he had no hope of gathering fruit. Yet, while the

other felt a glow of pleasure in the act, he would be unhappy
because a neighbor's tree bore better fruit tlian his own.

Such a man was Perkins. He rarely smiled, except at some
practical joke played otf to the annoyance of somebody he did not

fancy. Anything like tliis, he enjoyed amazingly. At home, he

was usually a silent, moody sort of man, greatly annoyed by
trifles, and more disposed to interfere with his children's sports,

than to encourage playfulness and hilarity. Tlicir noise and rest-

lessness disturljcd him. He loved bis wife aliout as well as a man
like him is capable of loving anything out of himself; but he

never studied how to give her pleasure, and was easily fretted, if,

through her neglect or forgctfulness, his comfort was interfered

with in the slightest degree.

Mr. Perkins had a neighbor named Ehrman, who was, from

some cause, particularly otfensive to him ; and yet Ehrman was an

unobtrusive man, and more inclined to think well than ill of

others. Perhaps this was the very reason why Perkins did not

like him—for good and evil are in natural antagonism. It so

happened that the pleasant grounds of Perkins and Ehrman lay

side by side. This g.ivc the former occasion for much captious

and ill-natured observation of his neighbor, whose doings were the.

subject of thought and comment far beyond anything that he

imagined.

One day, in passing homeward, Perkins called at a neighbor's,

and said to him, " I believe I'll take that yellow rose you told me
you wished to sell. I've been thinking since I saw you yesterday,

that it will just match the one I have in the oval grass plat bj' the

front door, and produce a very tine effect. Don't you think so ?

Two dollars is the price you asked."

"It's too late, now, Mr. Perkins," returned the neighbor. "I
sold it to Mr. Erhman, this morning."

" You did !" The countenance of Perkins changed instantly.

" Yes ; I understood you to decline taking it."

"You didn't understand any such thing !" Mr. Perkins was

already partially blind with passion.

" Beg your pardon," said the neighbor, with very natural indig-

nation. " I did so understand you. And when Mr. Ehrman

called this morning, and said he would like to have it for the

rosery he was making in front of his house, I sold it to him with-

out a thought of your desiring to possess it."

" He's making a rosery, is he ? Humph ! that's because I

talked of it."

" I don't know anything about that, Mr. Perkins. Though it's

my opinion that Mr. Ehrman never heard of your intention."

" Well, I know that he has heard of it. He couldn't have

helped knowing my purpose, because I spoke of it to half a dozen

people. And he knew I wanted this very rose. But, he'll be

sorry for crossing my path. Now mark my word for it
!"

In this temper, Mr. Perkins turned his steps homeward, his

mind so full of bad thoughts, that there was not room for a single

good one to find entrance.

" O, Edward," said Mrs. Perkins, as she met him at the door.

There was a smile of welcome on her face, and gladness in her

tones, for she had something very pleasant to tell her husband.

But the moment her eyes rested on his face, her countenance .fell,

and she remained silent.

Not a word of greeting passed the lips of Mr. Perkins, nor did

a single harsh line of his rigid features relax. Jostling his wife

almost rudely, as he passed by her, he went through the house into

the garden beyond, with the manner of one who had some despe-

rate purpose to accomplish. Taking up a spade, he returned

through the house to the ornamental grass plat in front, where

stood a large yellow rose-bush, the buds of which were full and

almost ready to break into blo.ssom.

Wliat is he going to do ? Not destroy, in an outbreak of selfish

passion, this beautiful flower because a neighbor, whom he does not

like, has become possessed of one equal in beauty ? No ; not so bad

as that. He knows that transplanting the other rose, at this partic-

ular season, will check its growth. If he can't be the owner thereof,

he is resolved that his rose shall be far more luxuriant, and so

means to give it an extra share of culture. His purpose now, is

simply to loosen the earth about the roots, so that sun, air and

dew may penetrate more freely. This he designs doing daily,

and, by all human means, to incite it to a more vigorous growth.

" What are you going to do, papa ? What are you going to

do V asks a sunny-haired child, coming close after her father, who

has failed to give her the usual kiss on returning home. She is

following him as much for the desired kiss, as from a feeling of

curiosity in his movements. A dear, good child she is, and loves

her father with all the tenderness of a young and guileless heart.

"Papa! papa!"—her hand is tugging at his garment—"what

are you going to do 1"

" Go back into the house !"

How pale and frightened the dear child looks ! No wonder.

Was it her father's voice—so full of cruel anger? Was that dark,

frowning brow, were those evil eyes, the brow and eyes of the

parent towards whom her pure heart was gushing over with love ?

Alas ! bad thoughts are worse than lions and tigers. How ruth-

lessly they destroy the gentle, loving, innocent things born of

good affections in the heart. Filial tenderness—where is it now ?

Tlic lions and tigers have destroyed and driven it far away from

the bosom of Mr. Perkins.

Frightened, disappointed, unhappy child ! Slowly she goes

back into the house, tears falling like rain over her cheeks and on

her bosom, and her little heart almost bursting with sobs.

And now, under the excitement of his bad feelings, Mr. Perkins

commences digging about his valued rosebush. There! His

unsteady hands have made an unskilful stroke, and the largest

and most beautifully headed stem has been parted from the root,

and lies a ruin, with all its wealth of bursting buds at his feet I

A moment Mr. Perkins stands, as if paralyzed ; then, with a bitter

imprecation, he flings the spade madly from his hands. A yell of

pain follows instantly. What now ? Unhappy man ! The ene-

mies he has taken into his bosom have wrought, through him, a

further injury. Poor old Neptune ! It is scarcely a week since,

faithful animal, you plunged into the river and bore safely to land

the dear child, whom her father has just driven away with frowns

and angry words ; aiul now your master, who caressed you then

with grateful tenderness, has broken your leg with a blow

!

" O, Edward, Edward ! That was a cruel act !" said his wife,

in a rebuking voice. The unexpected repulse and harsh temper

of her husband had soured her feelings, and now she was moved
by a hard and accusing spirit. " Thus have you rewarded the

noble saviour of our child !"

" Peace, woman !" was his angry retort ; and as be spoke, he

passed hurriedly into tlic bouse. A moment after ho returned

with a loaded gun in bis hand. There was a loud rifle crack. All

is still ! With that sharp report the poor dog's yells of anguish

died on the air, for a leaden messenger of death had entered his

generous heart. Not in anger was the deadly weapon aimed ; but

in sorrow and stern mercy. Ah, what an anguish of regret was
at the heart of Mr. Perkins ! How bitter was the sorrow that

overwhelmed him like a flood. The enemies he had admitted

into his bosom have already done a sad work of destruction.

What gloomy shadows rested on the household of Mr. Perkins

at the going down of that evening's sun. Usually, as the curtains

of darkness were drawn slowly over the jewelled sky, heart-rays,

blending with the clear lamplight, made all within his dwelling

brighter even than when daylight was aljroad. But there were no

heart-rays to go forth on that evening ; and the lamp burned low

and feeble, unable to disperse the enshrouding darkness that fell

on every spirit like a pall.

For more than half the night, Mr. Perkins lay awake, striving

in vain to steep his senses in forgctfulness—striving in vain to

banish thoughts that deeply disturbed him with their unwelcome

presence. Much as he suffered from self-condemnation—much as

he blamed himself for the unkind spirit he had displayed towards

his family—he did not in the least soften towards Mr. Ehrman,

whom he regarded as the real cause of all the unhappy events of

the previous day. It was perfectly plain to him that this "miser-

able fellow," as he mentally called Ehrman, bad heard of his de-

sire to possess the yellow rose, and meanly anticipated him in its

possession.

" I'll never forgive him for that act, a5 long as I live," he

mentally exclaimed more than twenty times, as he moved, rest-

lessly, on his pillow through the night. " He's the cause of all

that has happened, and I'll make him repent of it, ere he's three

months older."

Perkins had suffered the sun to go down upon his wrath, and

when it arose in the clear blue heavens, the fires burned as fiercely

as ever. Still were the enemies cherished, that had already de-

stroyed so much—those bad thoughts which, quickly exciting kin-

dred purposes, produce evil actions.

How silent and gloomy—wo might almost say, sullen—passed

the morning meal, usually a season of pleasant intercourse.

Sleep, alas ! had not calmed the elements which bad thoughts had

lashed into unwonted disturbance. The child was still grieving

for the death of the noble animal she had loved since light first

dawned on her opening mind ; the mother grieved also for this,

while pain from other causes oppressed and saddened lier feelings.

The father was angry with liimself for his half-insane conduct, but

more angry with his neighbor Ehrman as the cause. And all this

unhappiness arose in consequence of letting a few bad thoughts

come into the mind ! In truth, the moralist was right wlien he

said, "Bad thoughts are worse enemies than lions and tigers."

Forth from his shadowed dwelling went Mr. Perkins. No lov-

ing kiss or tender words were left behind him, as a blessing

through the day for the loved and the loving.

Who is that entering through the gate ? Not Mr. Erhman,

surely? Yes ; it is the neighbor against whom Mr. Perkins has

permitted himself to cherish so many bad thoughts and angry

feelings. There is a manly unconsciousness of wrong in his face,

and a pleasant smile, that tells of kind and neighborly feelings,

about his lips. It is in the heart of Mr. Perkins to insult him

with words of bitter denunciation. But a certain self-respect and

regard for appearances, restrain him. The most that he accords

is a cold and repulsive civility, which the other seems not to notice.

"I did not know," Mr. Ehrman says, " until I went over to

Mr. Grant's last evening, that you had expressed a desire to have

the yellow rose he offers for sale. When Mr. Grant told me of

this, I at once declined taking it, and have called in this morning

to say so. It will match tlie one you have in the other end of

that oval grass plat, beautifully ; and make a finer effect than any-

thing I could produce with it. Don't think it will be any disap-

pointment to me, Mr. Perkins ; my heart is no way set upon it.

Indeed, at the very time I was buying it from Grant, I half

regretted that you were not the purchaser instead of myself; for I

saw, at a glance, that it was just a match for yours, and was the

only thing your beautiful oval wanted to balance the arrangement

of flowers, and make the effect perfect. So, consider the rose as

your own. As I come home this evening, I shall stop to admire

it in its right position. Good morning !"

And ere Mr. Perkins can frame an answer, or give it utterance,

the kind, generous, unselfish neighbor, against whom he had so

causelessly indulged evil thoughts and envious feelings, is beyond

the reach of his voice.

Reader, we have nothing further to relate. We close abruptly,

and leave our story and its lessons with you. " Bad thoughts are

worse enemies than lions and tigers." We pray you beware of

them.

< »»» >

HAPPINESS.

Happiness is to be attained in the accustomed chair, hv the fire-

side, more than in tlie honorary occupation of civic office ; in a

wife's love infinitely more than in the favor of all human beings

else ; in children's innocent and joyous prattle, more than in the

hearing of flattciy ; in the reciprocation of little and frequent

kindnesses between friend and friend, more than in some occa-

sional and dearly-bought indulgence ; in the virtue of content-

ment, more than in the anxious achievements of wealth, distinc-

tion and grandeur ; in change of heart more than in change of

circumstance ; in full, firm trust in Providence, more than in ho/z-

ing for fortune's favor ; in a growing taste for the beauties of na-

ture, more than in the feesini|)le inlieritancc of whole acres of

land ; in the observance of neatness and regularity, household

virtues, rather than in the moans of ostentatious, and, tlierefore,

rare display ; in a handmaiden's cheerfulness, more than in the

improved tone of politics ; and in the friendship of our next-door

ncij^libor, more than in the condescending notice of my lord duke.

—Marlyriii.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

In the ofBcc of the Green Castle Banner, published at Gosport,

is a blind printer who sets from SOOO to "OOO cms a day. The

recent sale of cattle in Paris, Kentucky, in one day amounted to

$150,000. Punch says, an astronomer being asked what the

use of an eclipse was, replied : " O, 1 don't know. Perhaps it

gives the sun time for rcdection." The fare between Albany

and New York, on both the Hudson River and Harlem llailroads,

has been raised to two dollars. In the various lilirarics of

New York there are an aggregate of 261,."00 volumes, or one to

every three inhabitants. When may a beggar's coat be said

to be on military parade '! When it is out under arms. The

CKiorous matter of (iowcrs is inflammable, and arises from an es-

sential oil. The fraxintlla takes fire in hot evenings by bringing

a candle near its root. According to late Mexican papers the

Indians are, as usual, pursuing a career of unchecked atrocities

in all the frontier States—especially in Uurango and Ciihua-

hua. There has just been discovered, between Scafati and

Sarno, at no great deptli from the surface, a villa of ancient ar-

chitecture, similar to that of Pompeii. The Philadelphians

are discussing plans for city railroads. The queen of Sar-

dinia, who recently paid a visit to the U. S. frigate Cumberland,

at Nice, was so pleased with what she saw that she gave an order

to distribute 4000 livres among the crew. It is almost as diffi-

cult to find a house to live in, in Cincinnati, as it is at Melbourne,

Australia. Commodore Tatnall, whose death was recently

reported, in a letter to a friend, at Augusta, says he has read his

own obituary with great pleasure. There is now residing in

Bowling Green, a woman of color, who is the mother of nineteen

children, the youngest of whom is now in his G8th year. A
number of Mormons were precipitately driven by the populace

from a fashionable watering place, near Bristol, England, re-

cently. Cotton umbrellas are worth ten dollars and fifty cents

apiece at Panama. William T. Sterling, postmaster at Mt.

Sterling, Wisconsin, has been committed to jail for robbing the

United States mail. He was detected by a i-pecial agent of the

post office department. The gas factory attachc<l to the St.

Nicholas Hotel, N. York, exploded on Tuesday week, but without

injuring any person, though the immense quantity of escaped gas

came near suffocating many. The loss is about $8000. Five

hundred and seventy crazy men and women are crowded into

quarters that can accommodate four hundred and fifty only, at

the Insane Asylum, on Blackwell's Island, N. Y. A new

grand opera house is talked of in Paris, where we perceive the

same rule exists as in New York, when one opera house is a fail-

ure build another ! The young lady who has been in a som-

nolent state for over a month, at Harrisonburg, Virginia, died on

Thursday week. The physicians pronounced it a paralyzation of

the sloraach. The exporting of bees to the Sandwich Islands

is very near a failure. The Matanzas, from Boston, had only

part of a hive living when she arrived out, the rest of two swarms

having been destroyed by the moth. Another counterfeit

establishment has been discovered near Dayton, Ohio, and two of

the party have been arrested. Mrs. Susan, wife of Capt. Lu-

ther Hildreth, of Riverhead, L. I., committed suicide by hanging

herself—the third in a family of sisters who have destroyed their

ovn lives. The receipts at the Metropolitan Hotel, in New
York, in one month, recently, exceeded $60,000. One of the

severest penalties to which criminals in Holland were in ancient

times condemned, was to be deprived of the use of salt. Mrs.

Worcester, aged eighty years, fell into the fire at Tewksbnry, on

Saturday, and was burnt to death. Commodore Stewart,

" Old Ironsides," is said to be dangerously ill at his residence in

Bordentown, N. J From the 22d of May to the 3d of Octo-

ber there were 10996 interments in the cemeteries of New Or-

leans, of which 8215 were reported as yellow fever deaths. A
coal mine is said to have been discovered on Mt. Sina. Lead

ore, in considerable quantities, has been found at Freyetown, Pa.

MOUNT ETNA SNOW.

The snow on Mount Etna furnishes a source of wealth to the

Catanians, by no means inconsiderab e. Above a certain height

it^ found in congealed granulated masses, and, in this state, is

fit for conveyance to all the large towns in the island—and even

as far as Malta. Constantinople and the vicinity arc, in like man-

ner, supplied with this article, of paramount necessity in a warm
climate, from the cavities near the summit of Mount Olympus,

where the snow lies throughout the year. This last is the princi-

pal ingredient of the far famed Turkish Sherbet, said by travellers

to be One of the most grateful drinks to a thirsty palate that can

be conceived. To our mind, however. Fresh Pond ice can hardly

be improved upon, or that of Rockland Lake.

Minister to Asia.—It is stated that Attorney General Gush-

ing has been appointed Minister to China, or, indeed, to the whole

of Asia. Mr. Gushing was appointed Commissioner to China by

President Tyler, and negotiated the treaty with that empire. He
will now go as full Minister, with extraordinary powers, such as

no other American diplomatic agent ever had, to China, Japan,

the Dutch East Indies— in fact, a roving commission to all parts

of Asia.

Monumental.—The monument to Watt, in the city of Edin-

burg, will be completed and inaugurated on the nineteenth of

January next—the anniversary of the birth of the illustrious in-

ventor of the steam engine.

At Washington.—The National Monument has attained a

height of one hundred and forty-two fc^t. The last contribution

,*ceived was a block of stone from Utah Territory.

ttlansibe <E»atl)cring3.

It is said 10,000 negroes have died of the present yellow fever,

_in Cuba.

Cholera is reported to be spreading along the river at Martins-
burg, Va., and the citizens are becoming alarmed.

Joseph N. Lewis, of Massachusetts, lias been appointed Com-
mercial Agent of the United States, at Port au Prince, in the isl-

and of Hayti.

The Newport season is over, but a few of the cottagers linger

still. Sites for building upon, next spring, are held at very high

prices.

The city authorities, of Boston, liave ordered tlie removal of the
" floating tippling shop," that has been anchored near Bird Island

for several weeks.

The application of one J mcs Thomas, for an inn-keeper's

license, at Liverpool, was urged on the ground that he had thirty-

four children, five of which were born in two 3'cars.

At Camden, N. J., Nathaniel J. Bird, convicted of bigamy,
and wlio acknowledged that he had married twenty wives, was
sentenced to ten years hard labor in the penitentiary.

Bath is growing fast. Houses are in good demand. Every
ship-yard is to be occupied, and every street dug up. And the

health of Bath for the whole season has been remarkable.

James (). Hudson, resident in the rear of .')56 Commercial St.,

Boston, was found in that street on Wednesday evening, in a dy-

ing condition, and expired soon after being taken to his home.

We learn from the State of Maine, that while three young men
were gunning in the woods, near Liberty, on of their number, a

son of Mr. Knowlton, aged sixteen, was shot by the accidental

discharge of a gun, and killed.

A despatch from St. John, N B., announces the wreck of the

steamer Fairy Queen, and the loss of three of the female passen-

gers. The officers and crew, with two of the passengers, escaped

in the boats, and eight passengers afterwards floati- 1 ashore on
the wreck.

Two hundred troops, in Toronto, have been ordered to hold

themselves in readiness to proceed to Montreal, on the 11th of

October, at which time the persons indicted for participation in

the late riots arc expected to bo put under trial. Of course trou-

ble is apprehended.

Pearly in the present year, the conservatoire of Brussels, offered

as a prize, a gold medal, to the value of 1500 francs (.£60) to the

composer of the best Symjilionies. Thirty-one works, it appears,

were sent in, and the medal has been awarded to an amateur

—

Hcrr Ulrich, ef Berlin.

Hon. Samuel H. Ayer died, recently, at Manchester, N. H.
He was one of tlie most distinguished young lawyers in that State,

and a politician of great energy and influence. He had already

been Speaker of the House of Representatives, and seemed to

have before him a brilliant future career.

The mounds, covering the ruins of Nineveh, having, in the

opinion of Mr. Layard and other competent judges, been very
superficially explored, and government being unwilling to grant
more money for the purpose, the Literary Gazette states that a
society has l)een formed, having Prince Albert as a leading mem-
ber, for raising money to carry on the work of discoveiy.

< ^*9f »

J'orfign Stems.

Cholera had entirely disappeared at Copenhagen, September 2.3.

The revolutionary army at China, by last accounts, were main-
taining their position.

The Eastern question shows new features of alarm, but as yet

there has been no act of hostility.

The French government had received a pacific communication
from the Emperor of Russia at Olmutz.

General Inan Do La Pezucla is appointed Captain-Cieneral of

Cuba, and General Peria Governor of the Philippine Islands.

Five days quarantine against the cholera has been established

at Odessa, and a sanitary cordon is drawn from Widden to Salina.

The Emperor ami Empress of France were well received on their

visit at Amiens and along the route, and pretty well at Boulogne.

Nevs bad been received at Glasgow that the American ship

Southerner foundered at sea on the 10th ult., on her voyage from
Glasgow to New York. The crew were saved.

Tlie Chincha Islands of Peru are proving to be richer than had
been expected. Great discoveries of guano have been made in

the interior of the islands, and the supply is inexhaustible.

The London Daily News of the 29th states that Admiral Dun-
das has received orders from the British admiralty to move with

the whole English fleet from Bosika to Constantinople.

In Egypt Abbas Pacha prohibited the exportation of grain from
September 28th, but on the foreign consuls' remonstrance, he

promised to extend the date of the leave to export to Nov. 30.

France will shortly possess a more formidable navy than at any
period of her history. She will have afloat before a year fifty

sliips of the line and as many frigates, of which fifteen are of the

first class, and most of them fitted with screws.

The Emperor Nicholas of Russia, and the Prince of Prussia,

arrived at Olmutz, September 24th, to meet the Emperor of Aus-
tria. Since then there had been great military displays, and long
private conferences between the two emperors.

In China the insurgents continue their advance on Pekin. The
imperial government was in great want of money. Provisions
were becoming scarce at Pekin. The hired fleet blockading Chin
Kiang consisted of English and American vessels.

All sorts of alarming rumors were circulated on the Bourse of
Paris. The Russian minister was said to have demanded his

passport, but the representation was untrue. It weis also said that

Austria had notified France and England that if they gave active

aid to Turkey, the Austrians would side with Russia, and would
occupy Sarvia. This statement wants confirmation.

On the 25th and 26th ults., there was a violent storm along the

British and Dutch coasts, wliich caused much loss of life and
property. Rotterdam and other Dutch cities were inundated, and
a screw steamer of Amsterdam was lost in the Zuyder Zee, with
one hundred lives. Also the iron steamer Cammeston, from Hull
to Hamburg, with some lives.

The sultan had refused to sign the warlike declaration against
Russia, and there was some possibility of a riot. The French and
British ambassadors bad sent f.r assistance to protect the sultan
and the Christian residents. I'our steam frigates, two French
and two British, immediately passed the Dardanelles and came to
anchor before Constantinopl • where they now remain. The four
ships were under command of Rear Admiral Barbier Detina.

Sanba of <S>o[b.

.... Seek well that all dissimulation be discovered.

—

Dem •

philus.

.... Happiness and virtue reach upon each other—the best
are not only the happiest, but the happiest are usually the best.
— Biiltvi-r.

.... Is the world all grown up ? Is childhood dead ?—or is

there not in the bosom of the wisest and the best some of the

child's heart left, to respond to its eailiest enchantments.

—

Lamb.

.... There is one peculiar imperfection connected with our
want of correct information, which we should particularly guard
against— I mean that of being positive in proportion to our igno-

rance !

—

Iloiea Bitllou.

.... The accepted and betrothed lover has lost the wildest
charms of his maiden in her acceptance of him. She was heaven
whilst be pursued her as a star—she cannot be heaven if she stoops
to such a one' as he.

—

It. W. Emerson.

.... Great men, said Themistocles, are like the oaks, under
the branches of which men are happy in finding a refuge in the
time of storm and rain. But when they have to pass a sunny
day under them they take pleasure in cutting the bark and break-
ing the branches.

—

Gixlhe.

.... I know that there is one God in heaven, the father of all

humanity, and heaven is therefore one. I know that there is one
sun in the sky which gives light to ..Itthe world. As there is unity
in God, and unity in the light, so is there unity in the principles

of freedom. Wherever it is broken, wherever a shadoiv is ca.st

upon the sunn}' rays of the sun of liberty, there is always danger
for free principles everywhere in the world.

—

Kossuth.

jJoker's Bubget.

What piece of carpentry becomes a gem as soon as finished ?

A-gate.

It is said that whi.skey is a sure cure for the bife of a rattle-

snake. What will cure the bite of whiskey?

The young lady who " fell dmd—in love with a young man,"
revived on being asked to name the day.

There ave two reasons why we don't trust a man : one because
we don't know him, and the other because we do.

There is a skipper, in New York, who has been so often acro.sa

the Atlantic that he knows every wave by sight.

A gentleman, just married, telling Foote he had that morning
laid out three thousand pounds, in jewels, for his dear wife,—" She
is truly your dtur wife," replied the wit.

Why can a person cook eggs sooner in England than in Amer-
ica ? Because in England all that he has to do is to steal them,
and they immediately become poaihed eggs.

It was tolfl Lord Chesterfield that Mrs. M , a termagant
and scold, was married to a gamester ; on wliich his lordship said,
" that cards and brimstone made the best matches."

The attention of the mistress of a family was lately called to

the fact that a little colored girl was constantly .seen lying on the

grass-i)lat, with her fa"e turned up to the sun. Upon being ques-
tioned why she assumed that posture, .she answered :

" Why, mis-
sis always lays de tings on de grass what she wants to make white.

I want to get white, too."
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GULLIVER IN lilLLIPUT.

The orig-inal of this amus-

ing scene, of which wo give an

illustration, is a plastic model

made hy A. Fleischmann, in

Sonneherg, Saxony. From the

opening till the dose of the

exhibition there is a constant

crowd of visitors around this

case, and there certainly is a

grtat deal to admire in the ex-

ecution of this work. Most
every one is familiar with the

history of the famous "Man
Mountain," and those who are

will readily recognize the scene

as very truthfully represented.

Gulliver is shipwrecked, and
thrown upon an island, called

Lilliput, where, from fatigue,

he falls asleep. On awakening

and attempting to rise lie finds

himself unable to stir ; his hair

is tirmlj fastened to the ground,

and strong ligatures bind his

hands and feet ; he hears a con-

fused noise, but can see noth-

ing. Presently he Iccls some-

thing alive moving on his body,

and advancing towards his

chin ; and, bending his eyes

downward, he perceives a hu-

man creature, not six inches

in height. In the meantime
he feels a great tramping all

over his body, which cau.ses

hira great astonishment. He
roars so loud that they all run

back in atfiight, and some of

them in leaping from his body
are severely hurt. He feels a

volley of arrows discharged at

>-

GULLIVER IN LILLIPUT, EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

If an express requires extraordinary despatch, the Man
Mountain shall be obliged to carry in his pocket the mes-
senger and horse, a six days journey, once in every moon,
and return the said messenger to our imperial presence. 6th,

He shall be our ally against cur enemies in the island of
Blefuscu, and do his utmost to destroy their fleet, that is

now preparing to invade us. 7th. That the said Man Moun-
tain shall, at his time of leisure, be aiding our workmen to

raise certain great stones, towards covering the wall of the

principal park, and other of our royal buildings. 8th. That
the said Man Mountain shall, on two moons' time, deliver

in an exact survey of the circumference of our dominions,
by a computation of his own paces around the coast. Lastly,

that upon his solemn oath to observe all the above articles,

the said Man Mountain shall have a daily allowance of meat
and drink suflncient for the support of 1724 of our subjects,

with free a-cess to our royal person, and other marks of our
royal favor. Given at our palace, at Belfaborac, the twelfth

day of the ninety-first moon of our reign."

fal, as with raised finger she
seems to check some enthusi-
astic remark from her lover.

The expression in both th<se
faces is very true to nature.

That of the girl exiiihits con-
fidence in the oft -repeated
vows uttered by him wlio has
wooed and won her licart The
face of the lover expresses a
mingled feeling of happiness
and anxiety. His whole man-
ner even indicates this ; bend-
ing forward in an earnest

attempt to impress the lovely

being at his side with some
unttiought of proof of con-

stancy
;
gazing so happily, so

intently into her face ; as if by
those brilliant eyes he could

read the thoughts that are cher-

ished in her hfart. Embodied
in this cold marble one sees

and feels the atmosphere of

true love, and for t'le moment
all surrounding olijccts are lost

to view, for the sentiment here

expressed is insensibly con-

veyed to the beholder, as he
watches the almost moving
figures, and turns away, fear-

ful of interi-up ing the; happy
pair, or, of being discovered

eavesdropping. The group
was sculptured by Tommaso
Lazzerini, of Carrara, from the

original mou'd, hy Prof Hens-
chell. The figures are of life

size and stand in the west nave.

This portion of .he palace con-

tains mtiny beautiful specimens

of sculpture.

TWO LOVERS GOING TO THE WELL.
This group of statuary is regarded as one of the most

beautiful in the exhibition, and it certainly displays great

skill in execution, as well as a pofound knowledge of the

human form. The attitude of the girl is exceedingly grace-

THE INDUSTRIOUS GIRL AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE,

his left hand, that prick like so many needles ; and oth-
ers arc discharged at different parts of his body ; but
their potent weapons cause him no trouble. In the pic-

ture may be seen two of the Lilliputians mounting, hy
me.'ins of a ladder, the fearful helirht of his knee ; others
have been exploring the mysterious depths of his vest
pocket, and are making a precipitate retreat. One, evi-

dently an artist, seated on the elbow of the giant, is en-
gaged in sketching his profile. At the extreme left of
the picture is seen the king of the island, mounted, and
issuins orders for the capture of the monster. At the
hca<l of Gulliver is seen a regiment of the king's soldiers
preoarcd for the attack when the imperial order is given.
In fact, everything, that ingenuity could invent, is called
into requiMtion, and is here portrayed with a great deal
of skill. These Lilliputian figures ate exceedingly well
represented

; the faces are carefullv colored, and show
the features and expression admirablv. They are about
an inch and a half in height, and the" figure of Gulliver
is about two feet in length. Small as they were, how-
ever, they succeeded in capturing the great man, and the
emperor causf d certain articles to be drawn up to govern
the actions of the great monster, which we publish, as
very amusing, and may not be uninteresting to our read-
ers :

" His most sublime majesty proposes to the Man
Mountain, lately arrived to our celestial dominions, the
following articles, which, bv a solemn oath, he will be
obliged to pcrfurm : 1st. The Man Mountain shall not
depart from our dominions without our license under
onr great seal. 2d He shall not presume to come into
our metropolis without our express order; at which
time th'; inhabitants shall have two hours warning to

keep wrliin doors. M. The said Man Mountain shall

confine his wal^s to our p incipal hiirh roads, and not
offer to valk, or lie down, in a meadow or field of corn.

4th. As e walks the said r' ads he shall take the utmost
care not t> trample upon tl e bodies of anvof our living

subjects, th ,'ir horses or Ciiiriaires, nor take any of our
subjects nto his hands without their own consent. .5th, THE TWO LOVERS GOING TO TlIK Wi:i,[,.

THE r.UST OF PRAYER AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

On the page herewith we present a copy of " The In-

dustrious Girl," now on exhiliition at the Ciystal Pal-

ace, New York. This statue, by R. Magni, of Milan
(life size), is an interesting little Roman girl, in the act

of threading her needle— her work basket by her s'de,

and her work on her knee. All the peculiarities of'tlie

Roman costume are na'urally .and trutl'.f'ully given ; and
then! is a pleasing expression and a simplicity whii'h

rivet the attention. In the Italian .and German depart-

ments of the exhibition the visitor will find many works
in marble and bronze, that will cliallenge his admiration

and study. Indeed, a whole day could be advantage-
ously devoted to this section alone. On the onposite

side, of the present page, to the ' Industrious (iirl," «e
have presented our readers with a fine copy of the bust

of " Prayer," by Antonio GuUi, of Milan ; it is of quiet

and unobtrusive beauty. The simplicity of the compo-
sition, and the pensive expression of the features, com.
bined with a slight tinge of sorrow, all join to render

this bust an object of great attraction, tliiiui.'h placed at

the back of one of the Italian courts. The composition

reminds one of those severe, though beautiful, creations

of Dclaroclie. There is a silent beauiv about these fine

specimens of statuary that never fails to impress the

beholder with a sense of awe, and he will find himself

almost holding his breath, lest he shall in some way
impair the spell. Few persons will be met with here

talking above a whisper ; while in various other sections

of t!ie exhibition one might imagine one's self in Paris,

among the volatile Fn'iich. From letter.; that we have

received from our subscribers, we arc highly gratified to

know that we have been able, in so many instances, to

direct their attention towards the gems of the Ciystal

Palace, and to enhance the interest ihoy Imve experi-

enced in a personal visit to the same. It will be curi-

ous, after the exhibition closes, to know how m.any per-

sons have visited it. All parts of the country have been

fully represented there, and scmie days over twenty

thousand persons have been admitted.
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ARNOLD'S FALLS, WALLKILL, NEW YORK.

Below, we present a picture from one of our best artists, Mr. W.
R. Millor, of New York, reprcfcnting Arnold's Falls, on the VS^all-

kill River, Ulster county. New York. The Wallkill River, rising

in the Jersey hills, wanders through a goodly portion of Ulster

county, finally mingling its waters with tlie Rondout Creek, a lit-

tle above Edievillc. For a great distance, it is a slow, sluggish

stream, until approaching a fork of the Shanghyan mountains it

assumes a wilder and more impetuous character. Pent in by

high and i)ictiresque banks, wichin a distance of two miles, it

makes three noble leaps. The first at Dashville, which, during

the spring freshets, is wild and grand ; the second at Arnoldton,

as represented in our sketch ; and the third, a short distance below,

usually called the Buttermilk Falls, possessing much beauty, but

not so fine, we think, as the one engraved. New York State pre-

sents hosts of such scenes—beautiful spots that few persons, not

born near them, have ever visited, save (he strolling artist on his

summer tour. Spots thai would profitably employ the most

gifted pencils in portraying them, and which produce pictures of

scenery unsurpassed for wild and picturesque beauty in any part

of the world. The denizens of our cities should indulge more fre-

quently in pedestrian tours inland, in order to enjoy the treat that

is affordefd by such sights as only the foot traveller can see. No
railroads or turnpikes run to these rural spots where nature seems

to revel in all her wild luxury. Thick population and open clear-

ings would spoil the effect that is only perfect in the deep shad-

ows of the silent wood—silent, save from the music of limpid

streams, falling waters, and the anthems of the birds. These are

the kind of choristers that excel a Jenny Lind, or a Sontag ; and

yet their concerts are free to all who have the taste and persever-

ance to visit them. It is in realizing this, that we commend a

visit to these falls of the Wallkill to our readers. With the next

season store your wel'-arranged pack, take with you a cheerful

companion or two, and off to this rare and beautiful bit of wild

natural scenery. If you take a gun or fishing-rod with you, they

will not come amiss, and you may have some line sport taking

the inhabitants of the streams and ponds that intersect the land

in all directions, and enjoy a goodly repast afterwards from the

proceeds of your labor, with a fine appetite iu the bargain.

Arnold's falls, on thk \v.\ll!vill, dashville, Ntw york.
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LIONEL ALS^SWORTH

:

— OK

—

A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION.

bt mrs. caroline ornb.

[concluded.]

CHAPTER XIX.—[continued.]

" I parted with them last eveninj^. They did not know that

you were a prisoner—that your life was in danger, till they knew

also that there was hope of your being saved. Here is a letter

for you, partly written by my mother, I believe, and partly by

Kuth."
" I will not read it till you are gone," said Roland. " There is

comfort in it, I know ; and I sliall need it wlien you have left me."
" And the thought that you will soon be free—will not that also

cheer youV
" Yes ; but do you really think that Grisley will suffer me to

escape him t"

" How can I think otherwise V
" Because, that though he may like money, he will like revenge

still more. You recollect what I wrote you some time ago, about

my escape from half a dozen men, one of whom I struck across

the face with a whip V
"I do."

" Well, Grisley was the man."
" He wont be likely to forget it, and it will be well after you

escape him, to be careful how you again fall into his hands."

Roland dwelt no longer on the subject, yet knowing the fero-

cious character of Grisley, and the cunning and duplicity of Bick-

lestaff, lie felt less hopeful than Lionel.

" This is the first time," said he, " that we have met, since I

left General Greene's army."

"Yes, I know it is."

" I did wrong ; I should have remained where I was ; but I be-

held not in the perspective of the brilliant picture that fancy

painted, a dungeon and the gallows-tree. I did not shrink from

the contemplation of the risks and casualties that I knew I must

encounter, for the star of glory .shed over all a splendor so daz-

zling, as to obscure what might otherwise have appeared repulsive.

Well, I have tasted of the tempting fruit, and it turned to ashes."

" Things will assume a more cheerful aspect when you regain

your freedom. Your spirits are now weighed down by breathing

the unwholesome air of this dungeon. I will try to have you re-

moved to a place where the atmosphere is purer."

" H.irk ! Did you hear that V
"I heard nothing—what was it?"

" The key turning in the lock. I know the sound well. I

watch for it and dread it, for when the door opens I know that I

shall see BicklestafF, and he grows more and more hateful to my
sight every time I see him."

" He has altered his mind—he is not going to unlock the door

yet."

"And in the meantime I would speak one word of my mother

aijd my sister. They will not, at present, know that I am a pris-

oner. I could wish that they might hear of it, and my liberation

at the same time."

" It cannot be. Without the aid of your northern friends, the

money for your ransom cannot be raised."

" I am sorry that it is so. Much pain would have been spared

them could it have been otherwise. Well, they are too familiar

with adversity, to sink beneath its weight, like those who have

plucked only the flowers of life."

" Or like tho.-ie who have no higher trust than man. Of your

mother, Roland, it is enough to say that she is like mine ; and

Euphie, she is one of those wliose presence always brings with it

a sense of joy and gladness. I say always, for even those sorrows

in which she herself shares, her self abandonment, by giving little

prominence to her own grief, makes us feci that she can solace

ours."

" And have you no praise to bestow on your own sister?"

" Ruth is yet very young—a being of tear.? and smiles. My
uncle's home might be happy without her ; but with her, it is en-

chanting. She will, one day, 1 trust, my dear Roland, be the

star of ^our home. She will be one to make your hearthstone

bright, when our country is at peace; for then, like nic, you will

say, in the words of Goldsmith :

" ' Where'er I roam, whatever realmii to see,
My heart, untravellod, fondly turns to thee.'

"

" When our country is at peace, Lionel, it may be that 1 shall

be at peace, too, even where the wicked cease from troubling, and
the weary are at rest."

" Why should you be so despondent? We know, that in this

world, nothing is certain, yet there is every reason to hope, that
in a short time you will be free."

" I know that tliere is, and yet, when I try to look forward to
the bright prospect, which but now you held up before me, a
gloom settles down over me, and blots it from my imagination.
Shall you sec Willl)ank soon f"

" Yes, I expect to in a few days."

" I have a ring which he confided to my care, when like lue he
was in prison ? Will you take it, and return it to him, when vou
see him ?"

"I will. He intends to visit you soon. The last of this week

he thinks he shall have an opportunity. If he does not come, you

may know that it will not be for want of will."

" Should he come, I can thank hira in person for what he has

done on my account, yet that must not prevent you from telling

him how deeply grateful I am for the inteiest he takes in my wel-

fare, and the exertion he has made to avert the melancholy fate to

which I am doomed."
" Was doomed, you should say, my dear Roland."

" Yes, was doomed," said Roland, with a faint smile. " There,

that key again !"

" Yes, I hear it now. Wc cannot hope to be uninterrupted any

longer."

" You must know, dear Lionel, what I would say to your

mother and sister, and I will, therefore, make no attempt to ex-

press it in words. And yet I might tell you how. No, no, I can-

not. Say to them what your own heart dictates. And your un-

cle, too—both of your uncles. Did j ou not mention that your

uncle Ainsworth has interested himself in my favor?"

" Yes, he has contributed more than any one besides him,

among your friends, has been able to."

" Well, give him my thanks—him and all my friends."

Bicklestaff had entered before they had ended their conversation.

" Come," said he, '• I liave been waitiii a long time, and it's

no use to wait any longer, for I've foun that in such cases as

this, there arc always more last words to s v. I suppose you've

told the prisoner that he's reprieved. 'Tvv.i of no use—he'd 'ave

found it out, when the time come. Thinkin 'twas so near would

'ave made Itiui spend more time in solemn meditation. 'Twould

'ave done him good, I think. But I advise him not to be too

much puffed up about it now. Many a slip between the cup and

the lip, you know."
" I hope to see you again, soon," said Lionel, addressing Ro-

land, without paying any attention to Bicklestaff's speech ; and

warmly pressing each other's hands, the young friends parted.

The shades of evening were already gathering, when Lionel

left the cell. He had left his own horse, fifteen miles back, at a

friend's, where he contemplated spending the night, and in a few

minutes he was pursuing his way along the path that wound

through the woods.

CHAPTER XX.

A GLANCE AT AN OLD CHARACTER.

Take this same letter

And use thou all the ende.avor of a man,
In speed to Padua: see thou render this

Iiito my cousin's hand.

—

Merchant of Venice.

Mrs. Floyd and Euphie, whom we left at the cottage of Miles

Ellsworth, are still there. Miles and Hannah have often said

that their presence makes their home so delightful, that they dread

to look forward to the time when a change of circumstances and

prospects may render it necessary for them to reside elsewhere.

The evenings had now grown cool enough to make a fire com-

fortable, and as Mrs. Floyd sat in her accustomed corner with her

knitting, and Euphie and Hannah at the work-table, with their

sewing, Miles being glad of the opportunity to rest, after a day of

severe labor, the conversation naturally turned on those who were

absent. From time to time they received letters from Roland and

Lionel, and by wliat each said of the other, they knew that they

were brave, and successful, whenever the command devolved on

them—a circumstance that often occurred, as respected Roland,

and that they were held in high esteem by their superior officers.

Though everything around them wore an aspect of so much
comfort, as they sat conversing of the two who were absent, it

was dark and gloomy without. The wind moaned as it swept

round the corner of the house, and occasionally a wild, fitful gust

drove the rain violently against the windows. While those seated

around the bright fire were dwelling with so much pride and fond-

ness on the heroic conduct of those so well licloved, a stranger on

horseback, muffled in a cloak to shield him from the inclemency

of the weather, rode up to a house about a quarter of a mile dis-

tant, and rapped against the door witli his whip. The door was

opened by a young woman, who, by the flaring light of the candle

she held in her hand, might have been recognized as Rachel Dyson.
" Can you tell me where I can find a young lady l)y the name

of Euiihic Jloyd ;" said he.

"I can," replied Rachel, "she lives quite a distance from here."

" I am sorry for that, for I am cold, wet, and weary, and should

like the shelter of the comfortable looking inn I saw a little dis-

tance back of here. I must have misunderstood the directions

they gave me tliore, for I thought this was tlie house where Miss

Floyd lived. I have a letter for her, that it is necessary she should

have immediately."

"I am well acquainted with Miss Floyd," said Rachel, " and if

you will leave the letter with me, I can send it without delay."

" It would save me a good deal of trouble, but I don't know as

I ought to leave it with you, for I promised to either give it into

Miss Floyd's own hands, or to some member of the family."

" I should be happy to save you the trouble of riding so far in

the rain, the more so, as she will get the letter much sooner than

if you undertake to carry it yourself. The evening is so dark,

that I shouldn't wonder if you missed your way ; but you had

better go with it, if you think it right that you should."

" If you apprehend that I shall meet with difficulty in finding

the way, I believe, on the whole, it will be better for mc to leave

it with you. I hope you will not fail to send it as soon as you

possibly can."

" Give yourself no uneasiness on tliat score," said Rachel.

At this moment a heavy gust of wind swept by, dashing the

rain full in the stranger's face, and extinguishing the candle Ra-

chel hold in her hand. Hesitating no longer, he hastened to take

the letter from his pocket, which he handed to Rachel, and which

she could barely discern by the faint light that came through the

unclosed door of the parlor.

" Good night," said the stranger, glad to be able to turn hack

which would prevent the rain from beating in his face. In a few

minutes he arrived at the house of entertainment, the purpose for

which it was intended being indicated by the creaking sign-board

on which a head intended for King George, had recently given

place to one meant by the artist to represent George Washington.

Rachel continued to stand at the door, which she kept ajar, till

satisfied that the bearer of the letter had no intention of turning

back and reclaiming it. Re- entering the parlor, where there was

no one present except herself, she approached the lamp burning
1

on the table, and looked at the superscription of the letter.

" It is, as I thought, from Lionel Ainsworth," said she, to her- >

self. " It is mighty important, I dare say, that it should be de-

livered immediately. Love letters are always important to the

parties concerned."

While thus soliloquizing mentally, she examined the seal. Jt
I

was of wax, and on it were stam[)ed the initials of Lionel's name.

Had it been sealed with a wafer, she could, she had no doubt,

'

open it so carefully that it would never be discovered. She had

fcad more than one letter that Lionel had sent to Euphie, without

'

having been detected.

She tried to peep into it, but it was folded in such a manner

that she could read only scraps of sentences, and these, instead of

gratifying, inflamed her curiosity.

" I must and will read it," said she, speaking aloud, and as she

spoke, she broke the seal, and at the same time, in her agitation

and hurry, tore the letter. !

For this she was sony, as she imagined by the use of a little ad-'

ditional wax, she should be able to mend the seal. But there was

no remedy now, and it was no matter, she said to herself, if Enphie

Floyd did not receive a love-letter every five or six weeks. She

should be glad to have her disappointed. i

By this time she had unfolded the letter, and while the paper

rustled in her hand, which shook with eagerness and agitation,'

she commenced reading it. As she read on, her hand became

more unsteady, and immediately her white lips moved, thou"h

they uttered no audible sound.

" Roland," the letter said, " has fallen into the hands of a mis

creant, whom he, some time previously, was so unfortunate as tc

offend, and would, after an interval of a few days, have died by tin

hands of the executioner, had not a young British officer and mv

self succeeded in extorting from him a promise that he wouli

spare his life, while we, and a number of Roland's friends, mad-

an attempt to raise money to ransom him. The sum deraandu

by the wretch is so exorbitant, that we shall find it impossible t'

make it o jt, unless his friends at the north are able to assist.

kno>v that neither you nor your mother have the means to d(

anything for him, but Miles Ellsworth may be able to contribiiti

a little, and I know he will influence others to do the same; yet

after all, my chief reliance is on your uncle Carndck. It appear

to mc, that he cannot refuse to lend his aid in saving the son u

his only sister from a doom so dreadful.

" My uncle. Colonel Momey, had, a short time previously i'

Roland's being taken prisoner, sent the family plate to Gcner,*

Marion, to enable him to purchase supplies for his army. Soni.

articles ofjewelry, belonging to my mother and sister, were alst

disposed of in the same manner, so that, unhappily, they have i

in their power to contribute but very little. A young gontleiiii

by the name of Willbank—the British officer whom I nientioiii

—has made personal application to Lord Rawdon, hoping that 1

would interpose in Roland's favor. He was extremely polite, im

professed to be very sorry for the young man, but said that li

could not pretend to interfere, as a trial had been granted bin

and he had been found guilty of treason. It was in vain tha

Willbank told him that the testimony which had condemned hir

was false—and that he could prove it to be so. He thought, .

pretended to think, that Willbank must have been misinfoniu'

I am, therefore, compelled to repeat, that our chief hop« must h

in Mr. Carwick. Most of what has already been obtained, ha

been given by uncle Ainsworth, with whom, as you now remenil

her, my motlier and sister resided till after his second marriage.

" If there was the least probability of raising the necessary sin

here, I should not for the present have written to you, thus sul

jecting you to that most harrowing of mental tortures—suspense,

The letter contained much beside what was embraced in th

above extract, which it is unnecessary to transcribe. Amon

other things, he named the sum it would be necessary for them t

raise, and gave directions as to the manner of sending it, whicl

if strictly adhered to, would insure its reception within the tim

which Grisley had agreed to wait.

When Rachel had finished reading the letter, she for some mil

utes stood irresolute. She saw that the life of Roland Floyd d<

pciided on its being received by his sister without delay; but thi

could not be done, she was afraid, except by exposing herow

meanness and culpability. She still held the letter in her ham

when she heard a carriage stop before the house. Her parent

who had been to spend the afternoon and evening with som

friends, had returned, and without having come to any decisioi

she hastily refolded the letter, and thrust it into her pocket. SI

had barely time to do this, wlicn her father and mother enterc

the room.
" Why, Rachel," exclaimed her mother, as soon as she hi

taken a scat by the fire, " where have you been 1"

" Why ?" said Iladiel, starting.

"Just look at your gown—see how wet it is."

" I suppose the rain drove in and wet it, for I was obliged to
;

to the door to give directions to a stranger, who called to in(|iii

the way."
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Well you had better exchange it at once, or jou will take

I."

No I shan't," replied Rachel, "if I sit I)y tlie fire and dry it."

he now perceived tliat the cloth slippers she had on were per-

ly saturated. In her eagerness to ascertain whether the stran-

kept on his way, she for a moment stepped out upon the

ind which at that particular spot was flooded with water, and

suhsequont excitement respecting the letter prevented her

1 realizing tliat her feet were l)oth wet and cold. Slie even

• hardly thought of it. She was endeavoring to settle in her

d what she had best do with the letter. Had it not been for

intelligence contained in it relative to Roland, she would not

3 hesitated to destroy it ; for she had never ceased to indulge

ope, that she should ultimately succeed in estranging the

itions of Lionel Ainsworth from Euphie ; an object which she

idncd might already have been accomplished, had not many

le letters that had passed between them, escaped falling into

hands. But now, its destruction would involve the sacrifice

human life, and she was not prepared to plunge so deeply

guilt as that.

ftcr long and painful indecision, she came to the conclusion,

in the morning she would mend the seal as well as she could,

send it to Euphie, with word that it was left at Mr. Dyson's

i stranger. It wanted only an hour or two of morning when

finally decided ou this, after which she fell into a broken and

bled sleep.

uring the night the storm passed away, and in the morning

iun rose in unclouded splendor. It shone in at Rachel I)y-

s window without rousing her from her unquiet slumber. The
kfast hour arrived, and Mrs. Dyson began to wonder why
hel did not rise. Having called to her from the foot of the

s, and received no answer, she went to her room. Approach-

lier bedside, she saw that her face was flushed with fever. She

led bewildered when her mother woke her, and murmured

ething to herself about a letter, which to Mrs. Dyson was

telligible.

I thought, last night, that you would take cold," said her

lier. " I am afraid that you will have a fever."

no, I shan't," replied Rachel. " I shall feel quite well after

e. I often have a headache in the morning. Don't wait for

-I will be down in five minutes "

rs. Dyson hesitated to leave her ; but Rachel, who was accus-

ed to having bcr own way, manifested so much impatience,

,
after trying the effect of a little more persuasion, she left her.

moment her motlier had withdrawn, she raised her head from

pillow, and attempted to rise, but the effort she made increased

pain, and made her sensible that it was something much more

re than a common headache.

''hen, after an interval often or fifteen minutes, Mrs. Dyson
rned to her daughter's chamber, Rachel confessed that she felt

ill, and for the present, was unable to rise.

But I shall be well by to-morrow," said she. " I know that I

1," and she then added, to herself, " it will not be too late, if

^ets the letter to-morrow. One day cannot make any great

rence."

lie tried hard to believe that she should be well, and after her

her again left the room, she said many times aloud, as if hear-

the words would strengthen her belief, " Yes, I shall be well

lorrow—I know that I shall be."

Your father has gone for Dr. Orford," said her mother, when
ancc more returned to Rachel's room.

1 a short time the doctor arrived.

Don't tell me that I shall have a fever," said she, perceiving

he looked rather grave. " Do not tell me so," she repeated,

e her countenance expressed the keenest anxiety.

One thing I can assure you," said he, evading a direct an-

, "and that is, the best preventive will be perfect quiet.

tal excitement of any kind must be carefully guarded against,

extreme anxiety that you manifest to escape disease, will

: a direct tendency to induce it."

fter Dr. Orford was gone, though Rachel lav perfectly still,

her eyes closed, she could not control her thoughts. She
decide what course to take with respect to the letter, and

• she uncloi--ed her eyes, raised herself in bed, thinking that

would tell her mother about it, and request her to stnd it to

hie.

uddenly she checked herself. She would wait till to monow,
then, if she was unable f) leave her bed, it would be time

igh to humlilo herself and tell her mother what she had done.

morrow came, and with it the loss of reason. The letter on
h so much depended, was still in her pocket. The pockets
11 by females at that period were separate from their dress,

when she retired for the night, she placed it under her pillow,

which now, that her mind was wandering, she held in her

1 with so tenacious a grasp, that her mother had vainly en-

ored to take it from her.

Irs. Dyson felt certain that the pocket contained something
ell Rachel considered of great importance, and which she could
lielp thinking, joined with the sudden cold she had taken the
ious evening, was the predisposing cause of her illness. More
I once, when she thought that Rachel was asleep, did she en-
or to get possession of it ; but in every instance the fingers
-il still more tightly together.

ho mother sat by her daughter's bedside during the whole of
light. Rachel grew extremely restless towards morning, and
:d incessantly.

It is morning now," said she, " and I muit defer sending it

>nger."

What do you wish to send ?" asked her mother.
No one must know," she replied ; "but Euphie Floyd mu^t

have It. I will carry it to her myself," and she made an at-

tempt to rise. " It is of no use," said she, falling back upon the

pillow. " I can't go now, I'm so tired. I must wait till I'm

rested."

Suddenly it occurred to Mrs. Dyson, that it might be a letter

her daughter referred to, for in attempting to remove the pocket

from her hand, she perceived that there was one inside of it.

Wliat it could contain to cause her so much anxiety and pertur-

bation of mind, she could not imagine. At any rate, she thought

it to be her duty to ascertain, if it were possible.

Dr. Orford called in the morning at an early hour, and finding

how restless and uneasy his patient was, administered a somewhat

powerful opiate, which he was, however, unable to effect, without

having recourse to artifice. After taking it, Rachel, for a while,

struggled to resist its infiuence, appearing to have an intuitive per-

ception that the power of exercising the vigilant watchfulness

necessary to guard the letter, was fast failing her. But she yielded

at last, and long before the efTects of the opiate had passed away,

Mrs. Dyson had obtained possession of the letter, and by a rapid

perusal of its contents, comprehended ho.v mucli depended on its

reaching, without delay, the person for whom it was destined.

Though it might be too late now, she wasted no time in calcu-

lating the chances for or against its being received in se^on to

answer the desired purpose. She found that her daughter con-

tinued to sleep quietly, and summoning some one to take her

place at her bedside, she herself went with the letter to Miles

Ellsworth's. Mrs. Eloyd and Euphie were both at home.
" Here is a letter for you, Euphie," said she. " I found it torn,

and with the seal broken, as you see it now, and a glance at a few

words irresistibly impelled me to read more. Here is a ten-pound

note—all the money I have. When you read the letter you will

see what it is for, and may God bless and sustain you, for much
will you stand in need of his aid ;' and without saying more, she

turned and left the bouse.

No time was lost in the indulgence of unavailing grief. The
exertion necessary to raise the sura required, prevented them from

sinking beneath the weight of their aflSiction.

So numerous and warm were Roland's friends, that application

to his uncle Carrick was unnecessary. Each gave of the little

that could be spared, and so quickly was the money collected, that

it was placed in the hands of the person named in Lionel's letter

just in time. A few more hours and it would have been too late.

CHAPTER XXr.

CONCLUSION.

One fciut, cue hou^e, one mutual happiness.
Two Gentlemai of Verona.

Mrs. Floyd and Euphie, in a state of the most anxious sus-

pense, were awaiting news from Roland. Both be and Lionel

had written them several times, but the person intrusted with the

money demanded for Roland's release, had not, on the receipt of the

last letter, arrived. They and Hannah Ellsworth were sitting by

the bright fireside, sad and silent ; for even their hopeful and ever

cheerful hostess bad begun to despond, and could think, after tax-

ing her utmost ingenuity, of no good reason why so long an inter-

val should have elapsed, without bringing tidings of some kind

respecting him who was ever in their thoughts. She could not

help fearing the worst. The messenger might have failed to ar-

rive, and she could not help thinking, when she brought to mind
what she had heard of the many lawless and desperate men who
were constantly swarming the country, singly or in bands, whose

chief object was plunder, that the chances were against him.

Thoughts similar to these likewise obtruded themselves upon

the minds of Mrs. Floyd and Euphie, though they wrestled hard

to banish them ; a vague, undefinable feeling continually haunting

them that their indulgence was ominous of the fatal termination

of the event which had so long agitated them with alternate hopes

and fears.

Suddenly some one knocked at the door.

" There, a letter has come at last—I know there has," said

Hannah, jumping up, and hastening to open it.

Euphie rose from her chair involuntarily, and Mrs. Floyd's

face suddenly flushed, and as suddenly turned pale. The next

moment Roland Floyd was in the room, with one band clasped

in his mother's, the other in Eupbie's. There were tars and

smiles, and many questions, but at first, few answers. When, at

last, the tide of joy began to flow calmer and more serenely, they

all seated themselves by the fire, and there began to be some co-

hcrtncy to their thoughts, and their manner of expressing them.

Roland told them bow Lionel and Willbank, the young English

officer, were themselves permitted to open his prison-door, and

that General Marion had insisted on his resting a while from ac-

tive service, in order to recruit his health, which had sufi^ered

greatly from his long imprisonment.

"And what will increase the happiness of us all, tenfold," said

he, " will be the presence of other dear friends. Lionel, and his

mother and sister are, as I expect, already on their way."

"It will indeed add to our happiness," said Mrs. Floyd. " The
presence of none on earth besides, except yours, could so gladden

our hearts."

"I've one thing more to tcli -^^n," said Roland. " Grisley, as

soon as he had received the i -j . for ray ransom, being deter-

mined, as it seems, not to be b.^l\ed of his revenge, secreted him-

self, in company with half a dozen desperadoes, in apiece of woods
through which he knew that Lionel, Willbank and I would be

obliged to pass. Fortunately Willbank received some intimation

of their design to waylay us, and several of our friends, well-armed,

volunteered to be our escort. An encounter took place, and Gris-

ley fell, mortally wounded. His companions fled, and we thus

obtained possession of the money, which only a few hours previ-

ously he had received, and which he had obtained by treachery

and falsehood, and by bribing the witnesses who appeared against

me, at what might well be termed my mock trial. We offered it

to General Marion, to be expended in the service of our country,

but he refused to accept it. The present necessities of the army,

he said, had, by the noble munificence of a few individuals, been

well supplied. Those among my friends at the south, who so

generously stepped forward to my aid, refused, to have the money
refunded, and so I was obliged to retain it."

" And are you not going to tell us a word about Ruth ?" said

Euphie.

" Dear Euphie," he replied, " all I need say about her is, that

she is as good, and as beautiful as my sister. She visited me in

prison—she and her mother—and I hardly need tell you how
much consolation they brought with them. I could never have

appreciated the dear girl's love, for I could never have known
how devoted she was to her poor soldier, had he not been a pris-

oner, and doomed to an ignominious death."

Lionel, accompanied by his mother and sister, arrived at the

time they were ex])cctcd. Never had so many happy hearts beat

in unison under the humble roof of Miles Ellsworth as on this

occasion. He and his wife were subsequently heard to say, that

they would not, on that evening, have exchanged places with the

king and queen of England, nor even with General Washington

and his lady. The only thing that troubled them was, the delica-

cies, which in great abundance Hannah bad taken unwearied pains

to prepare, were almost untasted, there were so many delightful

reminiscences called up, and so many absorbing incidents to

relate.

Euphie and Ruth, who, as soon as the colonies were acknow-

ledged by his Britannic majesty free and independent States,

which, according to the aspect of the times, could not be far dis-

tant, would be sisters by the double marriage which was then to

take place, were already sisters in heart ; while th« i»fteetion sub-

sisting between Lionel and Roland, tried and strengthened as it

had been in the furnace of affliction, was as true and as fervent as

if they had been brothers.

As the prospect of peace prevented either of them from return-

ing to the South, they employed their time in laying plans for the

future. A new house was to rise on the ruins of the old one, at

Charlestown, for Roland's northern friends were as firm as those

of the south, in their refusal to receive back the money they had

furnished in his hour of need.

Lionel, by a donation received from his uncle Morney, was en-

abled to build a fine summer residence, near the cottage of Miles

Ellsworth. Here, during the warmer part of the season, Mr.

Morney, after his nephew's marriage with Euphie, was ever a be-

loved and honored guest, and here the circle of friends was often

cheered and adorned by the presence of Mrs. Floyd, Roland, and

Ruth.
THE END.

< mmm >

Written for Qleason's Kctorial.J

A SIMILE.

BT OEOROE W. DEWET.

The rain sweeps over a garden brier.

The rain of the wayward May

;

But drops, like pearls from the folded bud,

When the shower has passed away

;

As on the folded heart of a child

No drop of a grief will stay.

But in the odorous days of June,

On the bud's maturer birth

The rain-drops lodge till a wanton broese

Has shaken them to the earth

;

As from a maiden^s breu£t a woe

Is shaken by breezy mirth.

Now the rose that stands in its perfect prime,

When the days of summer are past,

The storm beats down in its pride of place,

And its leaves to the winds are cast;

As the heart, by grief, in the autumn of life

Is crushed by the rain and blast.

4 <» >

HOW DUMAS ^VRITES.

In his way of working he is as eccentric as in everything else.

Whether owing to his African blood, or to some peculiarity of

constitution I know not, but he is afflicted with great natural heat

of body, and has ditticulty in bearing clothing upon him. So he
strips to his shirt, very often discarding even that, and sits naked,
with the exception of short thin drawers. He establishes himself

at a large table, which he sprawls upon rather than sits at—in the

middle of a large room, and before him are large sheets of paper of

a uniform size. From i)ractice he knows exactly how much /eii-

illetoii each of these sheets will make. Over this paper he
crouches, in his state of almost nudity, looking like a huge, half-

bleached negro as he is, and scribbles away with the speed of a
locomotive. He writes clearly, and rarely makes corrections, or
even alters a word. As each sheet is full, he throws it from him,
until the room is littered with manuscript. In this way he will

get through half a volume in a night—French volumes, certainly,

with very few lines in a page ; but still the quantity is enormous
for the time. On one side of him he will have a heap of oranges,

on the other a plate of raisins—those being his favorite refresh-

ments when working. From time to time he takes a bit of an
orange, and then on again, toiling against time.

—

London paper.

.... There arc some minds which have only surface without

depth ; there are some which have dcptli without suiface ; there arc

others, finally, which have both advantages. Ths first deceive the

world and even themselves. The world deceives itself in the

second, by not taking them for what tliey really are ; but they do

not deceive themselves. It is only the "last who de.;eive neither

the wor'd nor themselves.—AVm/e.
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CASTLE OF EISfcNSTADT.

At a few posts from Vienna,

near Pottendorf, in Hungary, riios

the little town of Eisenstadt, on

the southern side of Leytha};e-

birg. The first huilding you meet

there is the church of the Brothers

of Mercy, whose roof, of an odd

architecture, and sloping, on the

street side to the ground, is full of

windows, and sub-divided iiilo

little roofs surmounted by statu-

ettes, the whole rounded into a

cone terminated by the symbol of

Jehovah. Eisenstadt contains

nearly five thousand inhabitants,

and belongs, as well as the sur-

rounding territory, to Prince Es-

terhazy. Formerly this petty sov-

ereign kept 150 grenadiers in his

service ; he has reduced their

number to 33. Their uniform con-

sists of red pantaloons, blue coals,

and cocked hats. The Castle of

Eisenstadt, built on an eminence

at the eastern extremity of the

town, has the appearance of a

rojal residence. Its somewhat
heavy architecture is in the Italian

style. It was built by Prince

Paul Esterhazy, then palatine of

Hnngaij, in 1683. The bust of

this prince is placed above the bal-

cony of the principal facade. Be-

neath are these initials, C P.E.R.

H. P. (Comes Paulus Esterhazy

Regni Hungaiia; Palatinus

—

Count Paul Esterhazy, Palatine

of the Kingdom of Hungary.) Un
this facade are also seen busts of

the kings of Hungary. White
columns sustain two vast balconies

at the two extremities of the edi-

fice. The part of the edifice that

faces the garden has been added

by Prince Nicolas, and built under

the direction of Mr. Moreau, a French architect. The apartments
'

consist of one hundred and six rooms, among which are an im-

mense ball room, two stories high, and half the length of the cas-

tle, and an armory containing some fine guns, among them one

of elaborate and ingenious workmanship enclosed in a common

cane. The garden which covers the southern slope is the most

magnificent in the empire, ai d contains several ponds with an

immense reservoir, provided w th a steam-pump, which supplies

the palace and the fountains w th water. The earth excavated ni

forming the ponds, ha> served in constructing a little bill, which

supports a small temple opposite the southern facade of the cha-

teau. It is a pretty rotunda with columns, in which is to be seen

a fine statue of the Princess Lopoldina Liechtenstein, d lughter of

Prince Nicholas Esterhazv, and mother of the Princess Schwait

zenbcrg and the two Princesses Lobkowitz. This statue is by

Canova, and is of Carrara marble ; the artist received two thou-

sand ducats for it. The princess is in the attitude of a person

drawing ; in her album you read :
" Leopoldina Esterhazy, 1805.'

This young person was then seventeen years of age, and remark-

ably beautiful. She died in the month of September, 1846, at

Liebesehitz, near Leiimeritz, in Bohemia. The temple cost thirty

thousand florins. In 1845, a young baroness, who fed the fishes

every morning, advanced too near the edge of the water—her feet

slipped, and she fell in. A few minutes afterwards a guvdener

saw an arm above the surface of the deep pool. Terrified, he

shouted for assistance—the unfo.-tunate lady wivs drawn from the

ADEN, ON THE RED 8EA.
Aden, of which wc gi> e a re pre

THE CASTLE OF EISENSTADT, HUNGARY.

lake—but it was too late to save her life. Beyond the temple of

Leopoldina are the finest greenhouses in Austria, next to those of

Schoenbrunn. They contain 60,000 species or varieties of plants.

Of vines onlv the garden contains 743 species of ditferent plants.

The Alley of Rose leads from these greenhcuses to an eminence

which commands a view of the pretty Lake of Ncusicdl. ThT

whole vast extent of territory the eye embraces, with the excep-

tion of a little royal town, belongs to Princi Esterhazy. At some

paces from the castle, near the eastern part, rises the Church of

the Franciscans, where the prince palatine built a burial vault in

16.')5. The monument of this prince is of marble, square, about

four feet in height, and ornamented with some figures in alio-

relievo. Opposite this monument, in a glass niche, is preserved

the body of Princess Ursula Esterhazy, who died of poison in

1655, at the age of forty-one. She is dressed in the garments she

wore when living. It is a moving but very painful spectacle, the

bad taste of which is indefensible. In the enclosu.-e of the park,

which is many leagues in extent, on a hill covered with pines,

outside the English garden, rises a temple built about the year

1806, after designs of Mr. Moreau, to the memory of the Princess

Maria Liechtenstein, the wife of Prince Nicholas Esterhazy, who

died at Vienna in 1845. It contains, besides the keeper's rooms,

a dining hall, and two furnished cabinets. From this temple you

overlook the town of Eisenstadt, the Lake of Neusiedl, and, when

the weather is clear, the fine Castle of Esterhazy at the southeast

extremity of the lake.

sentation below, is called the Uilv

raltar of the Red Sea, from ir

similarity to the entrance of th

Mediterranean Sea. Its mom
forms an exceedingly picture;q\i

and remarkable appearance Thi
town is built in the crater of a

exhausted volcano, and is situai:

at the extremity of a small penii'

sula formed of volcanic matte

and attached to the continent soli

ly by a low neck of land from 5(

to 600 yards wide, and whii

might be easily isolated by acaiis

The harbor is a maeniticent basi

capable of containing an immen
fleet, and is entered by a narro

passage between two other craiei

It would be easy to establish d

fensive works on the rocks st

rounding these craters, whi'

would place the port in safe

against any attack. One rcdou

has been already raised as a set

rity against the Arabs, ever rea^

to attack the English in their
\

sition. From this point to i

gate of the town has been reccn

traced a road of about a league

length, by which the defile

reached, which forms the entrar

to Aden. This defile, which 1

been fortified with a gate eviden

constructed to resist other atlae

than those of Arabs, is about c

hundred yards long and four

five wide. It is cut out of are

which stands one hundred a

fifty yards above the level of
^ '

sea. A formidable battery, co

manding the entrance of the to»

is in process of beinj erected alu

the rock on the left of the del

A covered way with an a

thrown from one rock to another unites the system of dcfe

which the batteries commenced on the summit of the rocks on

left will complete. The other side is absolutely unasgailal

Aden has the advantage over Gibraltar of possessing a hat'

which is perfectly secure, and capable of containing the most .

midable squadron, and, consequently, of holding the key of !

Red Sea against any power that exists. Recently three Brii

cfticers of engineers went to Aden to study a general systenf

defence, of which the works executed at the entrance of the t(i

are the commencement These works of defence appear to h;

been done 1o resist the formidable attacks of some plundei;

Arabs, who would otherwise have realized enormous fortnnejf

stealing the English coal At present the rocks of Aden e

crowned with cannon. The only entrance to the town is fortil

,

and the garrison is already composed of two regiments of infair

and two comnanies of Indian and European military. Whene

English first seized upon Aden, it will be remembered that itpe

rise to considerable speculation in Europe, being considere.i

giving them the key of Egypt. Mr. Cushing, then ouramba-

dor to China, wrote home to our government a long letter, w li

was generally published, relating to it, and showing the im):-

ance of the movement. But a spirit of apathy has since lee li

to hang over the intended English movements here, and litthf

importance has been done in the way of fortifications or se'-

ment, the place having proved unhealthy, and the soil nnpn>>

tive and unsuxessful under the tillage of the husbandman.

ADEN, THE GIBRALTAR OF THE RED SEA.
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THE EGYPTIAN CAMP AT UNKIAR, SKELESSI, ON THE UOSPHOKUS THE TURKISH FLEET AT ANCHOR.

THE BOSPHORUS.
["he passage from the Bhuk Sea to Constantinople is throii<:li

! of the most picturesque and interesting channels it is possihle

the imagination to conceive—displaying a sort of double pano-

la, which no description can overrate. The Bosphorus, which
arates the continents of Europe and Aiia, and connects the

ick Sea with the Sea of Marmora, is about fifteen miles in

ith, and varies from three quarters of a mile to a mile and a

f in breadtli. The openini; between the two lighthouses and
;3 at the entrance of the Black Sea is about two miles wide

;

rtly afterwards the mountain ranges on cither side close in,

lewhat abruptly, till the distance between them becomes less

n a mile. Taking a winding course, there are seven principal

montoriee, and as many bays on either side ; the bays stretch-

out respectively opposite the promontories. In the narrower
ts of the channel the pressure of water produces rapid currents

ine of which, known as the " Conrant du Diable," is about
f way to Constantinople, beneath the ancient castle of Rumili
isar. At these parts, when towards the Black Sea, in an ordi

y boat, the rowers throw aside their oars, and are towed against

current by a cord thrown by men who station themselves there

the purpose. In the deeper bays there is good anchorage, well

protected from the winds which usually prevail, being those from
the north or the south ; the best spots are at Buyuk-Liman and
Buyuk-Dere on the European shore, both within five miles of the

Black Sea, and between the promontories of Cum-Burnn and
Kiva-Burnu, on the Asiatic side. It is here that the Turkish
fleet, which includes some very fine vessels of the first class, has
been for a long time anchored in line along the edge of the cur-

rent, in a position to defend the entrance to this important pas-

sage, as represented in the engraving above. Below we present a
view of the Sultan's Marine Arsenal at Constantinople, which, we
are told, is well stored and finely conducted by French engineers.

The blue waters of the narrow channel, as seen above, are held in

on both sides by continued ranges of undulating hills, which here

and there attain a considerable height ; and anon are crossed by
sloping valleys of delicious verdure, clothed with Oriental trees

and flowering plants. The Ottoman residences on the Bosphorus
are more numerous on the Asiatic than the European shore, which
is tenanted in common by Turk and Christian, and is by far the

more thickly populated of the two. Here and there frown castel-

lated ruins, mementoes alike of the struggles of the last eight hun-
dred years, and of tlie declining days of the Byzantine empiie.

From the Bay of Buyukdere we obtain a glimpse of the famous

aqueduct built by Mahmoud I. (1732) to supply the suburbs ot

Pera, Gelata and Beschiktash with water. At the northern ex-

tremity of the same bay is the magnificent summer palace of the

Russian embassy; and at the other extremity, in the little village

of Therapia, the palaces of the British and French embassies, their

broad bay-windows overhanging the water's edge, both being sur-

rounded and backed by extensive gardens and terrace walks.
Near at hand is a small kiosk, nestling in delicious and variegated

foliage, belonging to the Sultan, and to which he sometimes
resorts for a picnic. Opposite, on the Asiatic shore, is a new and
splendid kiosk, built of marble, and surrounded with verandahs.
At this spot, on the slope of the Giant's Mountain, were (August,
1853) to be seen the tents put up for the reception of the Egyptian
troops—the light green canvass of which gives the camp somewhat
t'ne appearance of a large cabbage garden. On this very spot, in

18.3.3, bv the way, were encamped tlie Russians, when they volun-
teered their aid against the revolted Egyptians ; and upon this

spot wan, at that same critical period, signed the notorious treaty

of Unkiar Skelessi, which, if it had been acted upon, would virtu-

ally have given Russia the command of the Bosphorus and the

Dardanelles, but which, as it happened, never was acted upon,
and is now no longer in force.

THE MARINE ARSENAL AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE COUUfiTTE.

B7 CAROLI>'£ A. HATDEN.

Lady, fair lady, I leave thee forever,

Harder than death is the chord I now sever;

Dearer than life was love's beautiful spell,

It has gone, and forever, lady, farewell

!

Too long I have knelt a proud slave at thy feet,

Too long I have courted delusion most sweet;

There was life, there was light in the glance of thine eye,

There was witchery, too, and from it 1 fly.

Go boast of the conquest thy coquetry made.

Make the mopt of thy beauty, believe me, 'twill ftide;

Weave a spell for some other one, trusting as me,

Thou art welcome to do so, fair lady, I "m free.

It were vain to deplore thee, far worse to regret,

I have learned to despise thee ! I 'U learn to forget

;

Thou hast taught me to know I can love, and how well,

Many thanks for the lesson, then, lady, farewelll

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BIBLE AT THE PAWNBROKER'S.

BY REV. H. HASTINGS WELD.

" I WISH," said a young man, petulantly, " that I had not a

friend in the world ! Fathers and motliers and sisters are only a

check upon one's movements, and a bar to one's comfort!"

"Are those your candid opinions ?" asked a bystander.

The young man turned at the voice, and attentively regarded

the speaker. He was surprised tliat any stranger should have

mingled in the conversation, and was not disposed to be pleased,

or to answer the question. The mien and a])pearancc of. the

speaker commanded, however, his involuntary respect. Perhaps

"respect" is not the term. " Interest" would better express the

sentiment which was felt by the dashing and well, but carelessly,

dressed Harry Barker toward the poverty-stricken stranger. The

person who had spoken to him was a foreigner, and, as his accents

betrayed him, an Englishman. If Harry had been disposed to

quarrel with him—as was evidently his first impulse—he would

have been restrained by the cadaverous and unhappy look of the

Englishman, and his appearance of entire friendlcssness and de-

sertion. So he thought better of his anger and dismissed it. But

instead of answering his question, he said, " We are just going to

drink, will you join us V The conversation was in a public house.

" Thank you ; no, sir," said the other. " But as you appear

disposed to be friendly, I will trespass on your kindness for a

breakfast."

There was something in the ready frankness of the Englishman

which pleased Harry in spite of himself. He was a young man
of impulses, and, turning to his companions, said, "Drink you,

fellows—I wont. I'll take some breakfast instead with this gen-

tleman, if he'll allow me."
" I could not think of refusing my host a seat at his own table,"

said the other, with a smile. " Besides, the honor of his company

is something I am only too proud of."

Harry ordered breakfast. The waiter speedily opened one of

the boxes, dusted off the crumbs of the last customev, and the

Englishman took his seat. He was soon joined by Harry, but

not until the young maa's friends had taken him aside, and whis-

pered a caution against "thimble rigs," "watch stuffing," and

various other practices in small knavery. Harry assured them he

could take care of himself, and sat down by his new friend, while

his companions retired in unconcealed disgust.

" You see, sir," said the Englishman, "one of the inconveni-

ences of having no friends, no vouchers for our character, and

Bobody to endorse you. I am in that predicament exactly, and

do not wonder at the suspicions of your companions."
" Did you overhear them V
" O, there was no need of overhearing to know the subject of

their conversation, and the tenor of if, too. Destitution is quick-

witted. I am perfectly sensible of what feelings my presence in-

spires. But I am neither surprised nor angry. It is a natural

and unavoidable consequence."

" You are a mystery."

" 0, no ; there arc plenty such. I am just discharged, conva-

lescent, from the hospital at the almshouse, and, like thousands

of others who come from that place, have neitlier home nor occu-

pation. I have both to seek, and under sad discouragements, too.

My best efforts may only result in getting back to my old quar-

ters, for my present appearance does not carry a letter of recom-

mendation."
" Go to the St. George's Society."
" And ask alms ? No, no ; I am in strong hopes to do better

;

and if it comes to that, I may as well take my fare with the multi-

tude at Blockley. There I have no need to make interest, or to

expose myself by declaring my connexions. I hope to find em-
ployment, and am ready to attempt anything honest. Meanwhile,
I must eat, and you must pardon the freedom with which I

addressed you this morning, and my strange request. There was
something so sadly wrong in your exclamation—so like my own
former pervcrseness—and I have so completely jjroved its folly,

that I could not forbear si)caking. Xever desire to cast off the

guardianship of your friends, young man, whatever you do."
Breakfast was now served. The manner in which men feed is

the best test of their breeding, and Harry Barker was convinced
that he was entertaining a gentleman. He burned with curiosity

to know more of him, but could not presume upon any question-

ing of a beggar so dignified. The Englisliman, for a wonder, was
not reserved, and volunteered so much information as furnished

out the following sketcli of his adventures.

He had come to America with the same sentiment practically

guiding his steps, as Harry Barker had uttered in his hearing.

And this feeling is far from being uncommon among young men.

The desires and wishes of youth are so world-wide, and they are

so ready to fly off in pursuit of the first whim, that the peremptory

checks which their young ambition so often receives from the autho-

rity of parents, and the gentle but firm dissuasives which they meet

in the affection of sisters, becomes a sad burden. It Is not that they

have less affection, but more self-will. They are anxious to test

the world for themselves ; and, in that respect, differ from daugh-

ters, who cling to the house as long as the roof tree stands ; and

look back to it, even after they have formed new ties, with a still

green affection. Having this " truant disposition," young men are

perplexed to understand why the home they are willing to leave for

a season is not as ready to release them. They are apt also to pic-

ture to themselves a fixed something in the future, to which they

feel confident of finally attaining ; but, in the meanwhile, would

go capering and frolicking through the intermediate steps with

the wildness and abandonment of the largest liberty. They are

reckless of present character, and desjiise temptation ; and when

checked in these erratic inclinations, wish that there was nobody

to feel that fear and care for them which they do not feel for them-

selves. With girls, as we have said, it is different. There is no

parable of The Prodigal Daughter.

Arthur Melton—for so the young Englishman called himself

—

had been educated to a profession, that of medicine. But he was

restive under the slow progress which the conservative customs of

the old world impose upon a " rising young man." He wished

to bound at once to a high position ; and finding it impossible,

was irked at the sage advice of his father, and rebelled. He
changed his residence repeatedly,%t each change making his pros-

pects worse, which increased the difference between himself and

his friends ; until at last he determined to free himself entirely

from their interference, and expended his last funds in procuring

a passage across the Atlantic His hopes were high and sanguine

as to what he could effect when once beyond the reach of inter-

ruption from ill-judged kindness ; and he landed in New York

with a gloomy pleasure that there were none among the thousands

of that city wlio might presume to offer liim advice, or to control

his conduct.

But he soon discovered that there are greater evils in the world

than the partiality of one's family, and more troublesome obsta-

cles to encounter than the control of father and mother. While

his little stock of ready money lasted, he enjoyed the selfish pleas-

ure of the "welcome of an inn," and delighted in the mercenary

politeness and subservience of those who knew no other rule than

to follow his directions so long as he could pay them for so doing.

His small capital, however, was soon exhausted. And then he

found that there are eyes more prying and jealous than a mother's

or a siiter's. The first indications of a narrowing purse were the

occasions of wise looks from those who had abridged its circum-

ference; and Arthur Melton was enraged to discover that certain

" agreeable fellows " cooled down to zero in their friendship, when

he attempted to obtain a " trifling loan."

The need of money was something entirely new to him. He
had anticipated in the new world such a demand for his medical

skill, as would leave him neither want nor leisure; but he was

met with the disagreeable fact that the professions are overstocked

here as well as elsewhere. He could find abundance of gratuitous

practice; but this neither paid his board nor his office rent, and

he was compelled to give up both board and office, by the pertina-

cious manner in which demands were pressed upon him. He had

no home to fall back upon ; he felt the oppressive solitude of a

man entirely alone amid thousands. What could he do '! What
but emigrate again ?

A wise man in his predicament would have remained in New
York. But even in his short stay there he had made some ac-

quaintances to whom he did not like to betray his poverty— as if

they had not already suspected it. So he came to Philadelphia.

He came with the determination—graduate of Oxford though he

was—to accept any employment that he could find, however

humble. He tried several advertisements in the "want" columns

of the newspapers. He would be teacher of languages, clerk,

book-keeper, porter, anything ; but to none of these public applica-

tions did he receive a syllable of answer. No letters came to

" X," or " Q," to " Oxford," or " M. D." He apjilied personally

to every drug store w.iich he passed to obtain employment; but

alas ! the " wretched conventionalisms " of an " old, worn-out

world" were in his way in the new. Nobody had employment

for a man who could give no references. His valuables I ad been

pawned or disposed of one by one, till he was left at last without

money, or the means of procuring any, and was compelled to

leave the house wliere he lodged, cheap as it was, and find accom-

modations still cheaper. A slight blush passed over his face as

he acknowledged that the first remunerative ])ursuit to which he

brought his talents was to the wielding of a broom in the street-

scavengers' corps. In this occupation sickness interrupted him.

They write that such reverses arc common in California and

Australia. We need not go to the ends of the earth to find the

depressions and make-shifts of poverty and obscurity, however.

Arthur Melton's was not an uncommon case in our large Atlantic

cities. Misery, which makes men ac([uainted with strange bedfel-

lows, makes us familiar with strange employments. Here was a

man of good parts and good address, without, it would seem, any

glaring vices, reduced to a condition to which he would have

thought it impossible to descend.

" What will you do'?" inquired Harry, as he finished his story.

" Ueturu to Liverpool."

"But you are not in funds."

" Very little will suffice me, and certainly I can find some
mode of earning it."

" Permit me to advance it to you."

" I beg your pardon—no. I have breakfasted at your expense

and though I am very much obliged for the brief opportunity that

it has given me to forget that I am an outcast, still it has cost

you only the same courtesy that you are ready to extend to any
acquaintance who can readily breakfast without your assistance.

Consider me one of those gentlomen, and do not tempt me to put

myself in the attitude of a canting beggar."

" Shall I never see you again ?"

" I don't know. Look hard at the broom corps when yon meet

them, but if you see me, don't speak ! Character is something to

a street-sweeper even ; and, if I am suspected of being a broken-

down gentleman, there is no knowing that I may not lose my
situation !"

" But, my dear sir," said Harry, with much earnestness, "yon
do not intend that this, our first, shall be our last meeting'!"

" Here," said Melton, pointing to the advertising columns of a

daily paper, which had just attracted his attention, " if you really

wish to serve me, as no doubt you do, attend today this sale of

' forfeited collaterals.' In your Quaker city that is another

phrase for unredeemed pledges at a pawnbroker's. There is

among those goods, perhaps, a Bible which my sister gave me. I

Her name and mine are erased ; but you will find in the book, if

it be mine, those familiar lines, commencing

' iVithin this sacred volume lies

The mystery of mysteries.'

If you see a small 0.\ford Bible with that mark, buy and preseive

it% Give me your address, and when I can, I will call for it. If

I never call, keep it as a memorial of this meeting. Good morn-

ing, sir, and think of me as one who will never forget the kind-

ness which, trifling as it may seem to you, has given me new

hope; since I find that I have not yet forgotten how to meet a

gentleman."

The stranger was gone. Harry sat a few moments thoughtfiilly.
|

He then went to the pawnbroker's, and without waiting for the

book the stranger so much valued to be put up to form the subject

of unfeeling jokes, redeemed and carried it away with him. The

quotation to which Melton had referred was there; and it looked

as if the page had been blistered with tears. Henry carefully

placed the book away ; for it seemed to him almost a profanation

that any indifferent eye should see the memorial of his unknown

friend.

Months passed away, and Harry Barker had nearly forgotten

the stranger. For a few weeks he had looked curiously at the

street-sweepers, and scanned carefully every decayed or seedy

gentleman whom he passed. But he did not encounter the stran-

ger. For a while, the influence of his story checked young Bar-

ker in his follies ; but his dissolute companions had regained their

influence over him, and his friends verily feared that he was on

the fast path to ruin. As he was one evening about turning aside

to enter one of the places of evil rendezvous, where the scomer's

seat is established, he felt a hand laid upon his arm. He followed

the signal to a lamp, and theie stood Arthur Melton. The Eng-

lishman was restored in health, and if he was sad in countenance,

it was more for his friend than himself. They stood a moment

in silence.

" Excuse a friend's liberty," said Melton, " but I fear that you

have found a mode of forgetting father and mother and true

friends, without crossing the sea."

An angry answer sprang to Barker's lips, but the other had

already gone. He followed the footsteps for an instant, but Mel-

ton was lost in the crowd. Once diverted from his purpose, Bar-

ker's steps turned homeward, for he felt rebuked and ashamed in

spite of himself.

" I am so glad you are here," said his sister, coming out of the

parlor, and following him to his room. "We have, quite unex-

pectedly, visitors this evening, and you are just in time to enter-

tain them."

At any other time, we are sorry to saiy, Harry Barker wouldi

have ungraciously refused ; he hated " woAien gatherings," as hel

called them. But he was not unwilling this evening to have his!

thoughts diverted, and passively submitted, while his sister, as'

only a sister can, made him jiresentable. Her ready hands found

his coat and cravat ; and though there was the slightest suspicion!

of Havana in his hair, that is too common a nuisance among

Ameiican gentleman to be heeded.
|

He found in the parlor two friends of his sister whom he had|

met, and a lady whom he had never before seen. Nor had he|

eveti heard of her—the graceless fellow !—though, as the guest of|

his si.-- ter's friends, she had been for some weeks on familiar terms'

with his family. It is most wonderful how some young men of

depraved associations will manage to ignore completely the better

circles into which their sisters might lead them.

But Harry was plca.sed in spite of himself. The stranger was

not beautiful, but she was accomplished. The piano, under hci

skilful touch, was a new instrument ; and in conversation, she put

him upon his recollections. The topics to which the discourse

turned were so much above the slip-shod small talk of too many

young people, and she was so evidently the life and soul of the

party, that Harry would have been glad to listen—only that she|

would not suffer any one to be silent. With well-bred grace, she

drew out all ; and, as she talked, the young man was still funhci

entranced by the tones of her voice, and a nameless something ir

her manner, which made him half think that he had met am

known her before, though he could not conceive when or where.

The beautiful volumes, often more elegant than useful, whicl

ornament drawing room tables, naturally passed under review

The stranger lady admired all that she saw, but declared tha

there was one parlor-book which she prized aljove all others

" To say nothing of its value as a book," she said, " there is noth

i
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jng more stately in its beauty, or more acocptable as a memorial,

than a perfectly plain, but elegantly printed Bible."

" I have such an one," said Harry.

" Where f asked his sisters. " Did you get it for meV
" Or for me ?"

"For neither; it was a present—but not exactly a present,

though it is a keepsake. I am to retain it till called for."

The two sisters pressed him with questions. He was not sorry

to have this convenient opportunity of relating what had been

freshly brought to his mind. He had said nothing of it before,

for it would have led to awkward suspicions about his bachelor

life—that sometimes abominable life, of which mothers and sisters

suspect much, and know too little.

" Come, Harry, wo must know who gave you the Bible."

"Mordecai, the Jew," said Harry, smiling.

"Come now, that wont do," said his sisters. "The Hebrews

are not Bible distributors."

" Well, if I must, I must," said Harry. " ' Thereby hangs a

tale
!' " And he proceeded to relate, with fuch careful omissions

as a young man at such family confessions knows how to make,

the story of his first interview witli Arthur Melton, of his purchase

of the book, and of his treasuring it away. He was guardedly

silent about that evening's meeting with the mysterious stranger.

While he talked, if the sisters and their friends had not been very

intent upon listening, they might have seen the trembling of the

prints which the stranger lady atreeted to bo turning over; her

back was turned to them, but not a word did she lose. And

when he closed, all made some comment except her. She did

not trust her lips with a word in relation to what he had been

saying. But, as she turned from the table, her face betrayed the

exceeding interest which she took in the narrative. Conversation

flagged, and the ladies rose to depart.

" You 7nnst show us this young nobleman in disguise," said

they all, excc])t one, " when he calls for his book."

" I can't promise ; he is all mystery. He raa^^ be another Bour-

bon lying /xicc/ue, or an undiscovered descendant of the Stuarts,

the last hope of the Jacobites. I can't promise."

But Han-y did secretly promise two things that evening. The

first was to call upon the stranger lady the next morning, and the

second was to say nothing of his appointment, and to bring the

Bible in his pocket. And we may as well add that he scarcely

slept through the night. He dreamed of the Bible, and that it

changed to a man, with the features of his unkuown friend, and

that those features changed again, and that the lady who wore

them repeated the whole of the poetical quotation on the fly-leaf.

We need hardly say that he awoke in the morning unrofreshed,

and very much puzzled. He kept his appointment. The result

of the conference was an advertisement in the papers appealing to

"A. M.," who left Liverpool in the Columbia, in July 18— , to

call at a place designated, aud hear something in which he was

deeply concerned.

What a world of hopes, fears^ joys and sorrows are liiddon from

the uninitiated in the "want columns" of a daily paper! It is a

world of wants, and its selfish inhabitants rushing past and over

each other, for their own ends, glare coldly on their brethren in

perplexity and suffering

!

The reader divines the rest. But Harry Barker's sisters never

knew from him the sequel of the story of the Pawnbroker's Bible.

Nor did they ever see the book in question. Nor do they believe

to this day that Harry's story was anything more than a tale, not

true but well imagined, invented by him to keep that clever Eng-

lish girl from pushing him hard on divinity, as she had already

done on belles-lettres and the classics. In a few days she an-

nounced that she was hourly expecting her brother from New
York. And he did come from New York, too, for thither his sis-

ter despatched him to save (entre nous) other articles which he had

pledged from a " sale of collaterals," or, as they say in plain, out-

spoken New York, a " pawnbroker's sale." It was vanity, but it

was pardonable in the young man, that he did take pains to show

his old friends in New York that he was still alive, and in bettor

case than ever. In due time the " brother " arrived in Philadel-

phia. If Harry's sisters could have been surprised at any of his

movements, they might have been at the sudden intimacy wliich

sprung up between the two young men, almost instantly upon

their introduction. They had no cause, however, to regret it.

The " brother," having been proved and established, acknowledged

that a sister is of some real service, though sometimes straight in

her ideas of what is proper and improper ; and we are glad to say,

that Harry Barker has become a convert to the same opinion, and

that he is none the worse for it, in his morals or his manners.

A sister's love bore her over the Atlantic—no great feat in these

days of steam, it is true, but she would have walked as far over

Arctic ice had it been necessary. She did not come without the

proper protection and vouchers for her introduction among her

e(iuals. Providence guided her search, and the Bible, which was

the gift of her affection, led her to the fugitive.

Now, to close, we should make one wedding, if not two. But
we leave that to the future. Further this deponent saith not, ex-

cept that the other day, as the young men walked up Chestnut

Street, the Englishman suddenly turned his companion down
Sixth Street.

" I thought you were going to the Academy," expostulated

Barker.

" Yes ; but we'll go a square or two up Walnut Street. I can't

abide the dust those fellows make !"

Harry looked up at the advancing brooms, and smiled—and so

may you. But if you don't wish to stack your future paths with

beacons to Ije avoided, take care where you step

—

alwdi/s. Never

wander to-day in the confidence of finding your way back to-

morrow.

[Writt«n for Glea«on'8 Pictorial.]

THE PERISHABtiK AND ETERNAli.

BT MRS. t. H. SIQOURNET.

They ehall perish, but Thou remaineat.

—

St. Paul.

What shall perish ? Plants that flourith,

Blossoms fre.sh with dewy tears

;

Ruslies that the brooklets nourish,

Oaks that brave a thousand years.

What shall perish ? Thrones shall crumble,

Centuries wreck the proudest walls

;

And the heedless traveller stumble

O'er the Cesar's ruined halis.

What shall perish ? Man, the glory

Of this sublunary spot,

Like an oft-repeated story,

Shall be buried aud forgot.

What shall perish ? In their (^ourses

Stars shall fall, aud earth decay;

And old ocean's mountain forces

Like a bubble flee away.

All shall perish but their Maker,

While the soul that trusts His grace,

Shall be of His strength partaker,

And in heiiven behold Kis face.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial ]

LIZZIE DALE'S EXPERLMENT.

BY AUSTIN C. BURDICK.

" If ever I marry," said Bertha Drake,—and Bertha patted

her little foot upon the floor most expressively as she spoke,—" if

ever I marry," she repeated, "ray husband will do just as I wish

him to do."

"Perhaps he will," returned Lizzie Dale, with a quiet smile,

"because you would not, of course, wish him to do anything to

which he was really opposed."

" I am not sure about that, Lizzie. These men need to be gov-

erned some, I assure you ; and if I am ever married ray husband

will do as I tell him."

" //"you are ever married ?" repeated Lizzie Dale. " Why, you

are to bo married very soon, Bertha."

"Yes, I suppose I am; but not untiM am assured that Mr.

Henry Wilder will bo a dutiful husband."

" I think there will be no danger about that, for Henry has the

name of being a very kind, generous, noble young man."
" 1 know all that," said Bertha, with another very expressive

pat of her foot ;
" but those qualities he gives for the benefit of

all. He must have some virtues for me alone."

" And what more can yoti expect ?" asked Lizzie, with a touch

of seriousness in her manner.

"I'll tell you what," returnei Bertha, with real determination.

" In the first place he shall leave off smoking. O, I do so abom-

inate that filthy tobacco ! He must promise me this. Tlicn

there are his club meetings ; he goes there once a week, and

spends half his time there ;—his ' Literary Club,' he calls it,—but

it's only for the purpose of smoking tobacco, and telling stories,

that he goes there. He must put a stop to that, too. In short,

he will go where I go."

Lizzie Dale smiled.

" I am in earnest, Lizzie," continued Bertha, " and let me advise

you to try the same experiment. You, I suppose, will be married

as soon as myself. Now, Mr. Sumner Dean smokes, and he goes

to his club, too ; and, if I'm not much mistaken, he -will want to

go to the theatre once in a while without you. Y'ou'd better put

your foot down before you are married." And again Bertha's

foot came down to give strength to her raeaning.

For some moraents Lizzie Dale remained silent. She was a

loving young girl, with a soft countenance, light brown hair, and

large, lustrous, blue eyes. She did not look as though she could

have faced a very heavy difficulty, but gradually there stole over

her sunny countenance a sort of determined expression, and, with

a meaning look, she said :

" Bertha, I shall try the experiment."

" Good !" exclaimed Bertha, clapping her hands. " O, how

we will teach them."

But little more was said by the two girls. Bertha Drake rat-

tled away in her usual happy, careless style ; but Lizzie was

thoughtful, and ere long they separated.

It was but a few evenings later that Sumner Dean called in to

see Lizzie. He had come to arrange for their marriage.

" Stop," said Lizzie, after some of the preliminaries had been

arranged. She looked sober and stern—a most strange look for

her. " Stop," she said, " there are a few things that I have never

spoken to you about."

" Ah !" uttered Sumner, with an expression of surprise.

" Yes," returned Lizzie, with a slight tremor ; " you know I

dislike the smell of tobacco."

" I was not aware of it, Lizzie. Y'ou have never mentioned it."

" Because it was not my place ; but now that we are to be mar-

ried the case is altered. Y'ou must promise me that you will leave

off smoking."

Now, Lizzie Dale was what the world would call rich, while

young Dean had only an opening profession, with a bare compe-

tency. Perhaps the young man thought of this.

" What else is there '>" he at length asked.

" Y''on belong to one of the city clubs."

•• Yes."

" Their meetings continue till near midnight."

" Yes."
"And you smoke there, and tell stories."

"Sometimes."
" Then you must promise me that you will go to the club no

more after we are married ; and you must promise me, too, not to

go to the theatre without I go, too."

" Are you in earnest, now, Lizzie f"

The young man spoke with a tone and look of deep concern.

" Certainly, I am," returned Lizzie.

" Lizzie, I fear you do not rightly understand me. I have

sought you for my wife because I believed you to be a pure-

minded, loving, virtuous girl. I love you with my whole soul,

and 1 can give you a whole, generous heart, an honest name, and

an untarnished honor. If you become my wife it shall be my
highest aim to make you happy ; but if light whims are to be set

down as matters of grave moment, and if pledges of future con-

duct arc to be given, then, I fear, we should neither of us be

happy ; for in no way can you sooner injure a husband than to

distrust him. All reasonable things I will do to make you happy,

but I cannot promise you one thing you have just required. Do
not think me obstinate, but I should lose sight of my own just

pride were 1 to take the pledges you have named."

Sumner expected to have seen a dark-looking frown upon Liz-

zie's face, but ho was surprised to see in the stead thereof a bright,

joyous, beaming, and half roguish smile.

" I have tried my experiment," she cried, as she laid a hand

upon her lover's shoulder, " and I am happy in my success. I

knew you loved your social club meetings, for I have often heard

you speak of tho intellectual treats you there received ; and, what-

ever may be the real character of smoking, I knew that it was a

favorite habit with you If you had promised to give these up to

please me I should have thought you bad not that manly indepen-

dence that belongs to a noble-hearted man. I should have feared

that for the sake of conciliating me, you would deceive me. No,

no, Sumner, seek just such enjoyments as your own good judg-

ment shall tell you are right, and fear not that I shall find fault."

Sumner Dean was a proud and happy man, and, at that mo-

ment, he took a silent pledge,—but one deep in his heart,—that

he would never do a thing that could make Lizzie unhappy.

Lizzie and Bertha had been married nearly a year. One pleas-

ant winter evening Sumner Dean and his wife called at the dwell-

ing of Henry Wilder. They entered and found Bertha all alone.

" Where is Henry "?" asked Lizzie, as she laid off' her things.

" He has gone to his club," returned Bertha, in a low tone. '

" Then you remain here, and I will go and bring him home,"

said Mr. Dean, speaking to his wife. " Now that wo have come

we must have his corapan}'."

As Sumner spoke he left the apartment.

" Ah, Bertha," said Lizzie, in a half-playful tone, " I thought

you were going to put a stop to this."

Bertha's eyes filled with tears, as she said :
" He did promise

me, but he has deceived rac. And just smell the filthy tobacco

smoke in this room, too. I wish I had never trusted him."

" Did you ever trust him ?" asked Lizzie, in a low, meaning tone
;

" fully trust to his manly honor and love V
" Why, what do you mean, Lizzie ?"

" I mean to ask you if you ever trusted Henry as a loving wife

should trust a fond husband. Did you ever give liim to know that

you had the fullest confidence in his honor ?"

" Certainy I have," retunied Bertha.

" Then," said Lizzie, " Henry has also deceived me, for I al-

ways thought him a really kind-hearted man."
" But you see how kind he is," uttered the atllicted wife. " Ho

promised me, before we were married, that he would cut the club,

and quit smoking."
" Did Henry make these promises freely V
" He made them."

"Ah, that may be ; but they were forced, were they not V
Bertha was silent.

" Then, when he fell back after your marriage, you were petu-

lant, and, perhaps, accused him of deceiving you ? Let me tell

you the experiment I tried before I was married—you remember

I promised to try one." And Lizzie related what tho reader al-

ready knows. " And ever since my marriage I have pursued the

same course. My husband knows I place entire confidence in

him—seeking only to make him happy ;—the consequence is, he

anticipates me in works of love and good will. He sometimes

drops in to the clulvroom, but henever remains late This evening

he asked me if I had any other engagement for him ; I told him

I thought of visiting you, but -w^ould put it off if he wished to go

to his club. But he would not think of the club for a moment
when I had an engagement for him like this. Ah, Bertha, you

know not what a jewel you may be crushing in the heart of your

husband. Trust him. Bertha. Make him feel that you honor and

respect him. Hark !—here they come. For Henry's sake ; for

your own sake, try my e.Tperim(tU."

At that moment the two husbands entered the apartment.

Henry Wilder looked at his wife and found her in tears. A bit-

ter curl half gathered about hi s lips, but the presence of his friends

aroused him to a sense of pro; riety, and he asked :
" Are you not

well, Bertha ;" The fair wi *; returned her husband's look, and

placing her arm about his neck, she imprint'^d a trembling kiss

upon liis lips. Henry Wilder was puzzled, but it was the happiest

puzzle that ever fell to his th ughts. The eve ning passed on, and

Bertha grew bright and spaikling in her wit, while her husband

seemed almost bending beneu'h the weight of a new-found joy.

Months rolled on, and Bertha was a happy wife ; she had found

in Henry a truly noble and kind husband. The longer she lived

the more reason had she to bless tho time when she first tried

" Lizzie Dai^^'s Experimknt."
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BRITISH A>0 FREKCH FLEETS IN BESIKA BAY.

On this page, below, we give an extended view of the British
and French rieets, as ihey lately appeared, in Besika Bay. It is

a panoramic and very tnitliful view of the scene then presented
by the combined fleets—beini,' a superb array of tirst class ship-
ping, probably never rivalled in actual strength and excellence.
Besika Bay is very snu;;ly situated at the mouth of the little river
Scamaiider, whose waters are celebrated in the fables of old as a
cosmetic, but wl'.ich arc now very .scanty in supply, and by no

simple amusements of various kinds. Meantime, the buildings
which, at our first entrance from the Bosphorus, were few and
scattered, present a more imposing array, and are at last crowded
together, as in a thickli, -populated city. Let us now stop and
look upon the queen city of the east.

" "We are beneath the walls
of Constantinople

; its countless minarets and domes surrounding
us on all sides. The first coup d\nl is as perplexing as it is im-
posing

; for we appear to be in the midst of three cities instead of
one, scp.arated by distinct arms of the sea; and it is only by ex-

will take you to any part of the city or suburbs. In shape they
are somewhat remarkable—without keels, the line of the base from
stem to stem is that of a segment of an ellipse, only more rounded
towards the stem, so as to sink deeper into, and rise higher above
the water at that point: whilst the prow tapers,off to a fine point!
They arc of extremely light construction, built of thin planks of
walnut wood

; arc polished, carved, and in parts gilt. There are
no cross benches, or teats for the passengers, who sit in the bot-
tom upon cushions or carpets. Such is their feeble hold of the

t^^ a^ y^—j, ^1—J, |i

means brilliant in quality. In the distance, beyond the line of
the tlcets, are seen, on the right, the island of Imbrois ; on the left,

that of Tenedos. The names of the various ships are given at
the foot of the engraving. While upon this subject, we cannot
ocMipyour page to more advantage to the readers of the Pictorial,
than by giving some interesting items relative to Constantinople
rnd its vicinity, now the locale of so much of interest to all the
world. Between the point of the Bosphorus, as seen in our rep-
resentation on page 293, and the capital, are, at least, a dozen im-

amining the map, and identifying the seraglio, crowned by the
mighty dome of St. Sophia right in front of us, the Tower of Ga-
lata on our right, and the Tower of Leander in the midst of the
water on our left, that we distinguish the Imperial Istamboul, or
Constantinople, from the European suburban quarters of Pera
and Galata, and the Asiatic suburb of Scutari. Turning to the
west out of ,t.he Bosphorus, we enter the far-famed Golden Horn,
one of the most magnificent harbors in Europe. Its surface is

crowded with vessL-:s of all sizes and nations, from the small craft

rilE LATE FIREMEN'S THIRD AN,:

water, that considerable adroitness is necessary in getting into
them, and even afterwards, in sitting in them, not to overset them.
Skimming only upon the surface of the water, thev are easily pro-
pelled with wonderful rapidity. Their make well adapts them fc r
the short seas which play upon the waters of the Bosphorus ; the
prow leapmg lightly over them, and the stern, with its greater
breadth and higher quarters, successfully weathering the broken
surf which is tlirown up in the passage. Thus they are easily
piloted through eddies, covered with sharp-edged miniature bil-

•ANSP.iRBIL (OAPT. DACRG8.)

FURtOU* (CAPT. LORNT.)

TRAFALGAR (CAPT. 6REV1I,LB.) BBLLBROPHON (lOKD G. PAULET.

)

.SA.NB. ALBION (CKVX. lUSHINOToN.

)

NIGRR (COMDR. HEATH.) TIGER (CAPr. lit FldR I).

)

HRI rANNIA—FLAU Jlt-I

VIEW OF THE BRITISH M
perial palaces Four of these are on the European side ; of which
the two last, facing the bend to the Sea of Marmora, are the most
magnificent

: the one having been built of wood, by the late Sul-
tan, but in the pseudo ela.ssic style ; the latter, in course of build-
ing under the present monarch, of marl)le or stone, and in the
I*:ilian style. Nor must we forget the beautiful " Valley of Sweet
\yater8," on the Asiatic shore, midway between the sea and Con-
stantinople, where the MohameiiKii population resort on Fridays
(tjjeir Sabbath) ta enjoy a sort of holiday enlivened by music and

of the fisherman to the noble three-docker; besides steamboats

—

some from England, Fran-e, Austria, Russia; others belonging
to the place, and employed in a busy passenger-traffic along the
shores of the Bosphorus to Scutari, Therapia, Buyukdcre, and
other parts—in amongst all which innumerable light caiques are
constantly skimming about—the whole constituting a scene of
perpetual motion and excitement. As we have to land in one of
these caique-s, we may here properly describe them. They are the
ordinary passage boats of Constantinople, and for a few piastres

lows. The oars have a large bulb or swelling near the handle,
the weight of which assists in lifiing them out of the water. The
boatmen are of good stature, well built and active. Their dress
is extremely picturcsiiuc. It consists ordinarily of a white calico

petticoat, folded in broad plaits, and fastened round the waist
with a crimson silk scarf; a light jacket of thin, white cotton, or
muslin, the material of which is sometimes ribbed ; with long
hanging sleeves, pointed from the elbows ; and, to crown the
whole, a red fez, always a most becoming article.
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THIRD ANNUAL PARADE OF THE NEW YORK FIREMEN.

We present below a spirited picture of the late firemen's parade,

in New^York city,— it bcin^ the third annual parade of the New
York Fire Department. The scene was one of great interest, and

it was computed that the profession numbered ten tliousand. The

streets on the route, through which the procession passtd, were

lined with delighted and eager spectators, and the entire parade

passed off with harmony and great eclat. Such exhibitions of this

brave and hardy class of the communily deserve encouragement,

Company, No. .3. Officers and Trustees of the New York Fire

Department Fund. Chief Engineer as Grand Marshal, with As-
sistant Engineers, M. Eichell and P. N. Cornwell as Special Aids.

First Division—John Baulch, Marshal—Engine Company, No. 1,

Hose Company, No. 1, Hose Company, No. 2, Hose Company,
No.f.3. Whitworth's Band—Engine Company, No. 2, Engine
Comjjany, No. 4, Hose Company, No. 4, Engine Company, No.
f>.—Second Division, J. A. Cregier, Marshal—United States

Bund ; Hose Company, No. !), Hook and Ladder Company, No. 2,

21, Engine Company. No 22, Hose Company, No. 22, Engine
Company, No. 23. Yorkville Brass Band—Hose Company, No.

23. Hose Company, No. 24, Hook and Ladder Company, No. 8,

Engine Company, No. 24 Band—Engine Company, No. 25,

Ho.se Comi)aiiy, No. 25, Engine Company, No 26, Hose Com-
pany, No. 27.—Sixth Division, Charles A. Brown, Marshal

—

Doiiworth's Band ; Engine Company, No 28, Hose Company,
No. 28, Engine Company, No 2'^, Hose Company, No. 29, Hook
and Ladder Company, No. U. Washington Band—Engine Com-
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IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.

for thejtiremen count among th^ ir ranks some of the truest of na-

ture's noblemen. The tbllowing was the order of the procession :

John Gillelan, Marshal. Newaik Band. Hydrant Company, No.
4, escort to visiting companies. Visiting Companies, including
the California firemen, the Moynmensing Hose Company, of Phil-

adelphia, and the Rochester Ergine Com|)any, No. 6, of that city.

The following was the order of the California firemen, with the

names of the members present, and the number of their compa-
nies : Marcus D. Boruck, California Engine Company, No. 4,

Engine Company, No. 6, Hose Company, No. 6. Manahan's
Baud—Engine Company, No. 7, Hose Company, No. 7, Engine
Company, No. 8, Hose Company, No. 8. Wallace's Band—En-
gine Company, No. 9, Hose Company, No. 9, Engine Company,
No. 10, Hook and Ladder Company, No. 4.—Third Division, Mo-
ses Jackson, Marshal—Metropolitan Band ; Hose Company, No.
10, Engine Company, No. 11, Hose Company, No. 11, Hose
Company, No. 12, Engine Company, No. 13. Skelton's Band

—

Engine Company, No. 14, Hose Company, No. 15, Engine Com-

panies, Nos. 30 and 31, Hose Companies, Nos. 31 and 32. Win-
ntmacher's Band—Engine Companies, Nos. 33 and 34, Hose
Companies, Nos. 33 and 34.—Seventh Division, John H Fore-
man, Marshal— Rohn's Band ; Hook and Ladder Company, No.
12, Engine Company, No. 35, Hose Companies, Nos 37 and 39.
Bloomfield's Band—Hose Companies, Nos. 30 and 40, Engine
Company, No. 41, Hose Company, No. 41. National Guard Band
—Hose Company, No. 38, Hook and Laddi r Company, No. 13,
Hose Company, No. 42, Engine Company, No. 43.—Eighth Divis-

GOMER.AGNE. NAPOLEON. VILI.E DE PARIS—FLAG (ADMIRAL HAMBLIN.) JCPITER. BAYARD. HENRI QUATRE
'LB (CMR. POPPLBWELL.) CARADOC (LIEUT. DERRIMAN.) RODNEY (CAPT. GRAI^AII.) FURY (CMR. TATHAM.)

VENGEANCE (LORD E. ROSSELL.

)

TRITON (LIEUT. LOTD.)

ARETHU8A (CAPT. SYMOND8.)

FLEETS, IN BESIKA BAY.

Marshal ; Empire Engine Company, No. 1—Geo. J. Hobe, Asa
Hull, D. T. Vanorden ; Califotnia Engine Company, No. 4—J.
McFarland, .John M. Dermott ; Knickerbocker Engine Company,
No. 5—William Y. Douglass, Benjamin Loutrel, P. M. Havertv,
W. B. Carpenter, Geo. A. Hazard

; Sansorae Hook and Ladder
Company, No. 3—R. Van Valenburgh, G. H Boughton, J. V.
Cornell,^ William Story, D. S. Lord, A. Muir, E. R. Reese, E. R.
C".—Ihl's Band. Association of Exempt Firemen. Navy Yard
Band. Fire Department Banner, in charge of Hook and Ladder

pany, No. 15, Hose Company, No. 15.—Fourth Division, Henry
H. Howard, Marshal—Union Brass Band ; Hook and Laddi'r

Company, No. 5, Engine Company, No. 16, Hose Company, No.
16, Engine Company, No. 17. Heller's Band—Hose Company,
No. 17, Engine Cotnpany, No. 18, Hose Company, No. 18, En-
gine Company, No. 19. Manahan's Band—Hose Company, No.
19, Engine Company, No. 20, Hook and Ladder Comp.any, No. 6,

Hose Company, No." 20, Hose Company, No. 21.—Fifth Division,

John Decker, Marshal—Adkins's Band ; Engine Company, No.

ion, John C. Oliver, Marshal—Shelton's Band ; Engine Com'j,
No. 42, Hose Companies, Nos. 43 and 44, Engine Company, No.
45. Williamsburg Band—Engine Company, No. 4 4 Hose Com-
panies, Nos. 45, 47, 50 and 54. Kidd's Band—Hose Company,
No. 55. The whole affair was conducted with much order, deco-

rum and discipline. The firemen's organization in New York is

now very effective and very well managed. One could hardly

have witnessed the parade, without feelings of pride to realize how
many hardy sons of Young America this organization embraces
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[TTritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FAIRY-IiAND.

BY ELLEN ALICE MORURTT.

0, 1 was once in Fairy-landl

It seemeth long ago

;

When first life's blossoms 'gan to blew,

I wandered through the Fairy-land.

How beauteous was the Fairy-land!

A wilderness of blushing Howerfl,

That bloomed through all the golden hoara

That shone upon the Fairy-land.

And every face in Fairy-land

Wore ever t»uch a pleasant smile;

Methinks one ne'er was sad the while

He tarried in the Fairy-land.

How blessed was T in Fairy-land!

My joung life never knew a care,

Or felt what grief and sorrow were,

So cloudless was the Fairy-land.

Remembrance shrines the Fairy-land;

When life is strewn with withered hopes,

Fond meiMory the dear portal opes,

And stray I through the Fairy-land.

"Ah! where is now the Fairy-land?"

I asfe with many a bitter tear,

And seem a low response to hear

—

" Twas youth made earth a Fairy-land."

< *» »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SCHEMER FOILED.

BY SYLVANtTS COBB, JR.

" There, Sarah, that will do. No, no—stop ! Wliy, you

careless creature, you've left a blotch as big as a dollar on my
left cheek. O, what a frightful object. Now fix it as it should

be. Look in the glass and see your own cheeks. There ; now I

want mine something like that. Do you understand ?"

" Yes, ma'am."
" Then hurry about it."

LoTina Gilbert sat down again in her chair, and Sarah Pabor

took the rouge-cup and began to remodel the offensive cheek.

There was a chance for study in those two girls. It may be an
" old story,"—but it is, nevertheless, a true one, and one, too,

which true humanity gives not occasion for. It is a false, evil,

pernicious system of things that makes such stories true.

Lovina GilbeiT: was reputed to be an heiress. She was the

daughter of a widow who was thought to be rich, and she passed

for a " prize." Yet she had not been " drawn." She was still

in the groat lottery-box of life, waiting for some eligible man to

come and draw her out. Slie had passed her twenty-fifth year,

though she seemed to have forgotten that she had lived so long.

She had a peculiar memory about some things, and with regard

to years she remembered to have seen only nineteen, admitting, as

a natural conclusion, that she " might be twenty in a short time."

She had, in fact, become a desperate husband-catcher.

Miss Gilbert possessed some beauty, and though long years of

fashionable dissipation had taken away the color of health, and

dragged down the form of beauty, yet the rouge-cup remedied

the one, and the milliner hid the latter. She thought not of re-

forming any evil of life—she only sought to hide them. Her

mind was more unhealthy than her body. Of the true joys of

virtuous life she knew nothing. She had only floated along upon

the surface of fashion, gathering bubbles and surf, never having

looked down after those heavier treasures that lie at the bottom of

life's ocean. Then she had some qualities that were positively

bad. She was overbearing and proud, quick-tempered and ner-

vous, morally base and deceitful. In former years she had shown

these qualities, so that prudent men had avoided her ; but lately

she had been schooling herself to hide them, and, at the present

time, she had fairly learned to appear the very opposite of what

she really was.

Lovina Gilbert's waiting-maid was, in reality, much more beau-

tiful, and a deal better, than her mistress could possilily appear.

She bore witU.meekncss and patience all the imperiousncss of the

would-be belle. She had been with Miss Gilbert two weeks—

a

longer time than any girl of fine feelings had staid there before,

for some years.

" There—I see not how I can fix it better," said Sarah, as she

laid the rouge-cup and pencil upon the dressing-table. " Those
who did not know the deceit would think 'twere your own blushes

that thus—"
" Stop, hussy ! Deceit, indeed ! Learn manners before you

speak to me ;" and thus speaking Lovina Gilbert arose and sur-

veyed herself in the glass.

" That will do better," she continued. " You arc improving

Now place these things out of sight, and then hold yourself in

readiness to answer my call, for I may want you."

With the.se words Miss Gilbert left the dressing-room. A look

of calm contempt curled about the lips of the pretty waiting-maid,

and something, almost like a smile, broke over her features, but

if it was a smile, it wa.s one of bitterness.

" And this is the being who would palm herself off upon Cap-

tain Lincoln, as a woman fit for a wife. Ali ! she little dreams

what a crashing there may be among her wicked hopes. She. be

the wife of a kind and virtuouj man ! (), Heaven ! help the poor

unfortunate who falls into her meshes."

All the time that the girl was handling the rouge-cups, flesh-

powders, perfnmo-boxcs a:id bottles, hor features wore that same

look of contempt, and when she had finished the arrangement,

another bitter smile passed over her face, and then she left the

room.
It was nearly dusk when Lovina descended to the drawing-

room. Her mother was there, and so was her brother, Watson,

who had just come in from his business. Watson was a year and

a half older than his sister, and as his character had been mostly

formed away from home, he was a noble-hearted, upriglit man.

The very example of his mother and sister had made him dis-

gusted with the deceit he found in society, and he had, conse-

quently, learned to take things for their intrinsic value. He had

inherited a few thousand dollars from his father's estate, and

was now engaged in a lucrative business of his own.

"Ah, Lovina, I give you joy," exclaimed Mrs. Gilbert, as her

daughter entered the room. " Upon my soul I never saw you

look better. Such a charming freshness about your cheeks. I

declare, the lily and the rose outvie each other. Doesn't she look

beautiful, Watson V
Now the young man would have said nothing if he had been

left alone, but, since his judgment was thus called for, he felt at

liberty to speak.

" She may look beautiful to those who know her not," replied

the brother ;
" but paint cannot hide—

"

" O, you brute !" interrupted Lovina, with a look and tone of

passion.

" There, my sister, your paint cannot hide that disposition,"

said Watson, with a faint smile.

" Get out ! you miserable torment."

" O, 0, Lovina ; that makes you look worse still."

" Watson," spoke the mother, " such conduct is unpardonable.

" Have you no sense of delicacy V
" Yes ; and so have I a sense of truth and honor. Ah ! my

mother, let me tell you that ere you can make my sister beautiful

you will have to commence deeper down into the soul. You may
cover up noxious weeds as much as you please, but they will only

gain strength until they are rooted out."

" I wish you would go out of the house, and never como into

it again as long as you live," uttered Lovina, as she stamped her

shoe-pinched foot with rage.

" Now that is a wicked wish, sister. You know I speak the

truth."

" No, you don't speak the truth."

" Wherein do I not V
" No matter."

" Now, sister, be honest for once, and tell the truth What
would you give if you could but possess the rouge that dwells

upon the cheeks of your fair waiting-maid ? Ah, that is the God-

given rouge of health and sweet content. When you can but

gain that, then will you be indeed beautiful."

" Watson, I command you to leave the room," peremptorily

pronounced Mrs. Gilbert.

" With pleasure," returned the son ; and suiting the action to

the word he arose and turned towards the door.

" Dirty brute !" he heard his sister say, as he passed out.

" Don't think anything of what your brother says, my daugh-

ter," urged Mrs. Gilbert, after her son had gone. " You know
his nature."

" He comes to set himself up as a pattern," chimed the offended

Lovina. " But only think, mother, of his bringing up my wait-

ing-maid. How abominable !"

" It's only one of his ridiculous ideas, my child. But, n' im-

porte, we must turn our attention to other matters. Captain Oli-

ver Lincoln will be here before long, and you, Lovina, must se-

cure hira. It does seem to me that you have been reserved for

him, and he for you. If you do manage to secure him, you may
consider it a blessing that you have not got a husband before

this. You know his disposition and I hope you will manage him

rightly."
" O, never fear for that, mother."

" Ah, you must not be too sure. You must be careful, very

careful, for he is a peculiar man to deal with. I have conversed

with him, and I noted his peculiarities well. He has spent much
of his time at sea, and you know he was poor once. In fact,

though his family was a very good one, yet he has been poor most

of his lifetime. Consequently he has some very curious notions.

He is what is commonly termed a noble-hearted man, and he loves

to think that everybody is as good as he is—everybody whom he

calls honest and virtuous. Now I have extolled your amiabilities

to him, and I have told him how charitable you are, and all that

sort of stuff. Now you must carry it all out. You must not put

on your fashionable airs, for he wont appreciate them ; but lie off-

handed and sociable. It would be a good plan to shudder at the

vices of fashionable life, and, if you think you can do it natur-

ally, you might speak favorably of honest virtue ; and a few

words on religion might not be out of place, if you think you can

bring them in without exposing yourself. The captain has a con-

fiding disposition, and he will be easily taken if you only keep the

right side out."

Lovina smiled as her mother finished.

"Leave it to me now, mother," she said. " I know him, and

yoti may be assured that I shall not lose him."

" Hark !" uttered Mrs. Gilbert, suddenly starting. " There is

some one in the other room. Go and look."

Lovina hastened to the folding doors and threw them open, but

she could sec no one, and she closed them again and resumed her

seat. She.had not looked as carefully as she might have done,

for scarcely had she drawn the doors together, when her waiting-

maid moved out from behind a heavy window-curtain, and glided

noiselessly from the room.

At eight o'clock Captain Oliver Lincoln was announced to the

occupants of the drawing-room. He w.is a comparatively young

man, being only eight and twenty years of age ; very handsome
in his external appearance, and just such a man as a true-hearted

woman might have loved. He had been left an orphan at an
early age, and most of his life had been spent upon the sea, where
he had proved himself a capable and tntstworthy man ; but lately

he had been the recipient of an immense fortune, by the will of a
deceased uncle. Thus was he at once made the object of all sorts

of flattery by the would-be fashionables, who thought more of the

money than of the man, and, in his honest, confiding nature, he

believed all this friendship to be true. He had never known those

hearts that, Judas-like, could smile to betray.

Mrs. Gilbert and her daughter had been among the first to wel-

come hira into society, and so well had they managed their plans

that he believed he had found in them a worthy widow and a

modest, retiring daughter. He felt flattered by their delicate at-

tentions, and ho was grateful for the kindness they professed.

On the present occasion the young captain was received with

the utmost show of grace and cordiality. Lovina fairly outdid

herself in modesty and prettiness of manners, and as soon as

Mrs. Gilbert found that her daughter was in the right track she

made an excuse for leaving the room.

Oliver Lincoln was left alone with the schemer. O, how per-

fectly she had learned her trade. She knew all his essential points

of character, and she ministered to them in the sweetest, fondest,

and most pleasing manner. The young man was completely en-

chanted ; the words that he heard were so full of goodness and

purity that he thotight she, who spoke them, could be little less

than an angel. The schemer saw the impression she was making,

and she followed up her success with renewed efforts.

When Captain Lincoln left the widow's house that night he had

resolved to make Lovina his wife, if the thing were possible. Mrs.

Gilbert had contrived to meet him just in season to press upon
him an invitation to call again, which invitation he had gladly

accepted.

" Well, Lovina," uttered the widow, when they were alone in

the drawing-room, "how goes on the work ?"

" Ah, bravely, mother. He is trapped, trapped. His wings are

clipped, and he lays at my feet. I didn't miss one single play
;

I moved up my men most properly, and he has surrendered."

" Not proposed V
" O, no ; I wouldn't have had him done that to-night. But

he's good for it. I shall let him propose the next time he

comes."

" Be careful, Lovina. Don't let him run too long, for you
know there may be other influences brought to bear upon him.

It is your policy to secure him as soon as possible."

The daughter agreed with her mother on this subject, and then

they separated for the night.

At a short distance from the great city, in a quiet, lovely spot,

there stood a neat, white cottage. It was the home of Widow
Atkins. Her husband had been a sea captain, and, on his death,

he had left property enough to support his wife and only child

comfortably, though they were forced to be economical ; and they

labored some to gain the means of procuring a few of those en-

joyments that come not under the head of bare sustenance. Car-

oline Atkins had seen her twenty-first year, and she was one of

those kind, good beings whom everybody of moral worth and dis-

cernment loves. It was on the same evening that Captain Lin-

coln was at the dwelling of Mrs. Gilbert, that Mrs. Atkins and

her daughter sat in their comfortable sitting-room—the former en-

gaged in sewing, while the latter had just laid aside her work.

They had been consulting about Oliver Lincoln, and Kate s hands

trembled so that she could not well ply her fine needle.

"I really hope he will come and see us, just for old acquain-

tance sake, if nothing more," said Mrs. Atkins. " Your father

was the first man with whom he sailed."

" Perhaps Oliver does not know where wc live V suggested

Caroline.

" Very likely ; but then he might inquire."

" And then he is rich now," continued the fair girl, as her eyes

were bent to the floor. " Perhaps he would not wish to renew an

acquaintance with those as poor as we are."

" I do not believe that riches could change Oliver Lincoln into

such a man as that. If they do, then I will never trust in charac-

ter again. No, no, Caroline, I believe ho will come and see us

yet."

" I hope he will."

" And I know he will."

" Mother," said the daughter, after a moment's hesitation, and
while her voice trembled, " I heard that he was quite familiar at

Mrs. Gilbert's, and one of the girls who used to work there told

me this afternoon that Lovina was going to be his wife."

"Mercy sake alive," ejaculated Mrs. Atkins, raising her eye-

brows in utter astonishment. " Don't think for a moment that

Oliver would bo such a fool. " What ! marry that thing of paint

and nonsense. Heaven help him if he falls into her trap. But
really, my child," added the woman, with a smile, " we have no

occasion for trouble on his account, only it would be a shame to

see him thus throw all his happiness away."

Carohne said no more, but she took up a paper and tried to

read. Mrs. Atkins watched her a moment, and then a flash of

the truth, for the first time, came to her mind. A question trem-

bled upon her lips, but when she saw how much her daughter

was already moved she refrained from asking it. She had not

dreamed that Caroline felt any other attachment for the young

man than the mere friendship that might linger with the memory
of playmates ; but now she saw that there might be a deeper,

firmer attachment. She spoke not of it, however, then ; but a

pang shot through her heai t as she thought that her noble child

might suffer from bitter disappointment.
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" Watson," said Mrs. Gilbert to her son, one morning, just as

the latter was going out to Iiis l)usiness, " whore were yon last

night, while Lovina and myself were at the opera ''."

" At home, mother mine."

"Ay, I know you were at home. But who did you have for

company?"
" Most delightful company, I assure you. When I came home

I found you and my sister gone, and Miss Pabov was here in the

drawing-room ; so I sat here and conversed with her. Upon my
soul, dear mother, she is a sensible, intelligent girl."

"And have you no sense of propriety '." uttered Mrs. Gilbert,

perfectly astonished at the frank avowal of her son. " If you

wish to carry on such conduct, you must find some other place for

your plans."

" You do not understand my irotives, mother. I find in Sarah

Pabor a very excellent girl, and as such I enjoy her society."

" Ridiculous ! Enjoy her society, indeed ! A tine pass you are

coming to."

" You will, at least, allow me the right to be judge of my own

opinions," said Watson, without betraying any ofi'enee at his

mother's remarks.

"As you please about that; but allow me to tell you that I

shall be mistress in my own house. As for Miss Pabor, she will

soon leave my employ, and then you may follow her if you

choose. She is getting to bo too independent, altogether."

" Have it as you will, mother mine ; ojily let me assure you

that I shall treat Miss Pabor with respect whenever and wherever

I may meet her, even though it be in your own house. Let me
tell you, too, by way of expressing an hones-t opinion, that she is

worth a whole nation of your laced and painted belles."

" If you have business, Watson, you had better go about it."

" Certainly, mother, I was going when you called mo back."

" He's the very torment of my life," impatiently uttered Mrs.

Gilbert, as her son left the room. " But I'll turn the hussy oflTas

soon as I can find another to take her place. A pretty pass we

are coming to. Treat her with respect, indeed ! I shall have

Watson find another dwelling. I can endure him no longer."

With such thoughts and expressions the scheming mother

threw herself upon a sofa and began to fan herself. During the

day Sarah Pabor received a very severe lecture for the part she

had acted on the previous evening but she did not seem to wince

a bit beneath the indignation of the offended woman. On the

contrary she was very bold and indejiendent, and informed Mrs.

Gilbert that at any moment when her conduct did not suit her she

was ready to leave.

The widow was taken all aback by the manner of her maid, for

the girl not only spoke very jjlain y and boldly, but she looked

very calm and dignified at the same time. When she left her

mistress it was with the understanding that her place would be

filled by another very shortly.

That evening Captain Lincoln was to call again, and Lovina

had e.xercised more than usual care in her personal appearance.

The rouge had been most tastefully applied, and, acting from a

hint she had received from her mother, her dress was very simple

and neat. She did not fancy the tuitt ensemble herself, biit then

the end she had in view made the means more bearable.

At length Mr. Lincoln came. With a smiling welcome he

was ushered into the drawing-room, ar.d once more Lovina's love-

batteries were opened upon him, as Mrs. Gilbert left them alone

together.

An hour passed away, and, at the end of that time, Oliver Lin-

coln was completely smitten. He had just taken one of Lovina's

hands within his own, and she had let her head droop forward till

it rested upon her companion's shoulder. She bad acted her part

to perfection, and she was trembling upon the brink of her hopes'

consummation. In another moment Lincoln would have pro-

posed, for he had pressed her fingers, and was upon the point of

passing his arm about her waist. But, alas ! the moment was

lost, for just then Watson Gilbert entered the apartment.

Lovina sprang to her feet, but the color could not forsake her

cheeks, for it was fast.

" Ah, captain," said Watson, without seeming to notice his

sister, " did you wish to see me'!"

"Really, Mr. Gilbert," stammered Oliver, while the blushes

arose to his face, " I am happy to sec you, but 1 had no particu-

lar desire at the present time."

" Ah, then the e is some mistake. Miss Pahor told me that

you wished to see me."
" 0, the infernal, lying jade !" exclaimed Lovina, totally una-

ble to contain herself.

Heavens ! how Oliver Lincoln started as he heard that voice

and those words. He gazed up into Lovina's face, and he could

hardly realize that she was the same person with whom he had

been conversing. Those features, that had looked so beautiful,

were all passion-wrought, and looked demoniac in their expres-

sion. In an instant she saw the eflfect she had produced, and

thinking that the quickest method of undoing the mischief would

be to awaken sympathy in her behalf, she moved to a convenient

place and then fainted.

" Stop, stop," said Watson, as Oliver started towards the pros-

trate girl, " she is used to that sort of thing. I'll ring for her

maid." And suiting the action to the word he gave the bell-cord

a pull.

In a few moments Sarah Pabor came in at one door, and Mrs.

Gilbert at another.

" What ! Sarah !" uttered Oliver Lincoln, starting towards the

maid, and rubbing his eyes in astonishment.

Mrs. Gilbert stood aghast. Lovina started from out her swoon
and gftzod aSout her. Watson, for the first time in his life, felt a
pang of jealousy shoot through his heart.

" Yes, Oliver, this is mo," returned the girl.

" Why, I thought you had gone away to the country," con-

tinued the young cajitain. " What does this mean V
" It means that I have staid here to watch you," said Sarah,

with a smile.

" To watch me !" repeated Oliver.

" O, the vile, deceitful man ! The hypocrite !—the base pol-

troon !" fell from Lovina's lips. " O, you abominable ! how many
more poor girls would you deceive V

" Mr. Lincoln," said the widow, with great and severe dignity,

" what is the meaning of all this ?"

" Upon my soul, madam, I cannot tell. My sister must ex-

plain it."

" Your sister !" uttered Mrs. Gilbert.

" Sister !" chimed Lovi7ia.

" Sister !" mused Watson.

" Yes, his sister," said the fair girl, in a calm tone,—" Miss

Sarah Pabor Lincoln."

" But, Sarah, what—

"

" Stop, my brother, and I will explain. AVlien you came home

and inherited your share of our great fortune I knew that you

would be made the object of all kinds of scheming. I knew your

generous, confiding nature, and I knew how easily pretended

friendship would deceive you. I saw that you were drawn this

way, and I thought that here your affections might turn. I had

heard much of what rumor had said concerning Mrs. Gilbert and

her daughter, Imt I dared not advise you on the strength of that;

and as soon as I became assured that you were really setting your

afl'ections here, I resolved to satisfy myself of the true character

with which jou had to deal. To that end I told you I was going

into the country. I did go—but I came back on the very next

day and engaged myself to serve Mrs. (jilbert, as a waiting-maid.

I have seen more here than I shall ever tell. I did not mean,

however, to have made the exposure quite so public ; but it can-

not be helped now. I did not know till about half an hour since

that you were to have been here this evening, or I should have

seen you before you came ; but, as it was, I had to do the best I

could, for I feared that you mi^t make a promise to night that

could not be easily broken ; so I sent Mr. Gilbert to break the

way."
" O ! curses on you !" uttered Lovina ; and then she fainted

again.

What could the mother do ? She saw herself exposed with not

a word of explanation to offer. She had too much prudence to

exhibit all her anger, so she fainted, too.

" Upon my soul," said Watson, " this is the end of a grand

scheme."
" But the women," said Oliver ;

" they must be attended to."

" O, bless you, captain, they are too much used to that sort of

a thing to have it damage them. They wont want to come-to till

you are gone, I can assure you. So if you really pity them you

will leave them to themselves as soon as possible."

"I will run and get my bonnet and shawl and accompany

you," said Sarah, as she left the room.
" Come, captain," resumed Watson, " let's withdraw to another

room."
" Mr. Gilbert," said Oliver, as the two reached the hall, "I am

hardly myself yet. I can hardly realize what all this means."

" Why, since the exposure has been so strangely made," re-

turned Watson, " it may not be undutiful for me to speak. I

couldn't have found it in my heart to expose my sister, but since

your sister has done the business, let me assure you that you have

escaped a trap that had been set with much care."

At this moment Sarah returned.

" Miss Lincoln," said young Gilbert, in a low, soft tone, " may
I not accompany you V

Sarah hung down her head for a moment as if to fix her shawl

;

but she made no objections to the proposal, and on the next mo-

ment Watson had drawn her arm within his own.
" Come, captain," he said, "you must lead the way."

Watson Gilbert must have said some strange things to Sarah,

during the walk, for when they reached the captain's quarters she

was all blushes, and a most sti-angc light was dancing in her eyes.

On the next morning Sarah revealed to her brother the real

character of Mrs. Gilbert and her daughter. The young man
was astonished. Ho shuddered to think of the lasting evil he had

escaped, and he blessed his sister for the service she had done.

" But," said he, " why did you not tell this to me before V
" I meant to have told you before you made a second formal

visit."

" But you should have told me directly after my first one."

Sarah's eyes fell, and she blushed.

" Aha-a-a ! I sec it now. You had not trapped yourself, eh ?

Mr. Watson Gilbert—"
" If you love me, Oliver

—

"

" O, I do love you, and I think I am not the only one, eh ?

What did Watson say to you last night V
" He asked me to become his wife."

" Zounds !—you are frank. And what did you tell him V
" That I would speak with you."

" What a dear, good sister you are. So by your management

I lose a wife, and you gain a husband."

" But Miss Gilbert may yet
—

"

" O, the Lord deliver me."
" Then I have another for you."
" Eh V
" Don't you remember Caroline Atkins V
" Sweet Kate. Alas ! she has moved away off."

" Not over a mile."

" What ? Why, Mrs. Gilbert told me she had gone off south V

" That was a falsehood. She is now in the suburbs of this

city."

" Then I'll see her to-day. You shall go with me."
" Most certainly I will."

They went, and the result was that both Caroline and Oliver

were made very happy.

In a fortnight aflenvards there was a double wedding in a mag-

nificent mansion, in the great city. Oliver Lincoln held sweet

Caroline Atkins by the hand, and Watson Gilbert led Sarah Pa-

bor Lincoln to their side. It was a glorious time. Mrs. Gilbert

and her daughter were both invited, but they did not come.

Lovina soon recovered from the shock she had received, and set

at once about setting her trap again ; but though it has been set

for years, yet no one has been so unfortunate as to get cau;:b* in

it. Poor Lovina ! she is getting old without a husband, and snc

begins to mc that if she had long ago learned to trap her own
follies she would have been happier than she now is.

4 '»mm> »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO MINME.

BY HE^RT C. FORD.

The first gray hair! it cannot bo^

That grief has touchud thy heart

;

Or time has wantoned mid thy locks,

?o beautiful thou art;

What 80IT0W, IMinnie, could surround

Thy youtliful sou! with care;

That waving o'er thy lovely brow,

We see the first gray hair.

The gentle and the beautiful

—

They are the first to know

The world is full of misery,

The world is full of woe;

As rolling years bequeath to each

A heritage of care;

Then glancing o'er each fading brow,

We see the first gray hair.

But thou art young! upon thy brow

No ^^ Tinkling furrow lies;

And clearer than a summer sky,

The lustre of thine eyes

;

The lovely bloom upon the rose,

In morning light so fair,

Would blush before thy healthful cheek,

Then whence this first gray hair?

The aged tell us wisdom comes,

With all approaching care,

And wiser still are they who note

The whitening of their hair;

Then Minnie heed its warning voice,

Prepare thj self to meet

The woe or bliss of future life.

The bitter and the sweet.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOrGHT.
FROM TUUNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUU READINS.

.... Malice drinks one half of its own poison.

—

Seneca.

.... Be thou as chaste lis ice, as pure as snow, thou shalt net

escape calumny.

—

Shakspeare.

.... There is no use of money equal to that of beneficence
;

here the enjoyment grows on reflection.

—

Mackenzie.

.... Distinction is an eminence that is attained but too fre-

quently at the expense of a fireside.— iV. G. Sinans.

.... A little philosophy inclincth men's minds to atheism ; but

depth in philosophy bringeth men's minds to religion.

—

Bacon.

.... Physic, for the most part, is noiliing else but the substi-

tute of ixcniiic or temperance —A:/ili.t'in.

.... 1 have met with mos-t poetry on tiunVs ; so that I am apt

to consider the trunk nuiker as the scxcon of authorship.

—

Byron.

.... Love is but another name for that inscrutable presence by

which the soul is connected with humanity.— W. G. Simms.

.... It is always a sign of pov< rty of mind, when men are

ever aiming to appear great; for they who are really great never

seem to know it.

—

Cecil.

.... Some characters are like some bodies in chemistry ; very

good, perhaps, in themselves, yet fly off and refuse the least con-

junction with each other.

—

fyord Greville.

.... All those things that are now held to be of the greatest

anti(|uity, were, at one time, new ; what we to-day hoi up by ex-

ample, will rank hereafter as precedent.

—

Tacitus.

.... Associate with men of good judgment; for judgment is

found in conversation. And we make another man's judgment

ours by frequenting his company.

—

Fuller.

.... With many readers, brilliancy of style passes for affluence

of thought ; they mistake buttercups in the grass for immeasur-

able gold mines under the ground.

—

JMugfillow.

.... As ceremony is the invention of wise men to keep fools at

a distance, so good-breeding is an expedient to make fools and

wise men equals.

—

Steele.

.... The first ingredient in conversation is truth ; the next,

good sense ; the third, good humor ; and the fourth, wit —Sir

Wm. Temple.

.... Marriage is the best state for man in general ; and every

man is a worse man in proportion as he is unfit for the married

state.

—

Johnson.

.... The avarice of the miser may be termed the grand sepul-

chre of all his other passions, as tlicy successively decay. But

unlike other tombs, it is enlarged by repletion and strengthened

by age.

—

Colton.
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BOSTON PULPIT.— No. 1».

TRINITY CHURCH.
RIGHT KEV. BISUOP MANTON EASTBORN, D. D., RECTOR.

BT BEV. L0THEK FARNHAM.

Among the forty or fifty thousand worshippers who
enter the churches of Boston each Sabbath, the large and
highly cultivated congregation of Trinity Church must
not be forgotten. If, in treating of the churches, and
their pastors, living and dead, we had introduced them in

the order of their importance, this church would not have
been so long unmentioncd. But no order has been pur-

sued, except that which resulted from the time of procur-

ing the materials of a given parish, which have some-
times been obtained with ease, often with diliiculty and
delay, from books, manuscripts, church records, stray

leaves of history and memoranda, from numerous cour-

teous clergymen and laymen, and from personal observa-

tion. It is understood, that the tirst steps towards the

formation of Trinity Church were taken in the year 1728.

There were at that date but two Episcopal churches.

King's Chapel, and Christ Church, one in the southern
part of the town of Boston, and the other in the extreme
north. The particular reason assigned for the erection of

Trinity was the fact, that "the chapel was full, and no
pews were to be bought by new comers." The subscrip-

tion succeeding, after some delay, the corner stone of the

first building of wood, that was erected by this parish,

was laid by Ilev. Roger Price, of King's Chapel, commis-
sary of the Bishop of London, the diocesan. This build-

ing, which was the only predecessor of the present one,

and on the same spot, the corner of Summer and Hawley
Streets, was an elegant structure for the time, the interior

being more highly ornamented than almost any other

church in the town. The house was first occupied Sep-
tera>)er, 1735, The old church stood for nearly a century,

when the present more glorious house arose in its place.

Rev. Addington Davenport, assistant minister of King's
Chapel, was chosen the first rector of Trinity. He was
inducted "in the manner of a donative church." This

was in 1750. During his rectorship, Peter Faneuil, Esq.,
whose gift of a hall to the town of his residence, so con-
nected his name with our liberties, offered one hundred
pounds towards buying an organ. The organ, which cost

three times that sum, arrived from England in 1744.

About this time. Gov. Shirley presented to the church
communion plate, tablecloths, prayer-books, itc. The
year the organ arrived, Rlr. Davenpoit went to England,
where he died soon after, in the city of London. In 1746,
Rev. William Hooper was chosen minister, but on being
presented to the Bishop of London for ordination, he was
unsuccessful. Commissary Price opposing him. He,
however, relumed the next year, and was inducted into

office by the pew proprietors a< patrons, in the manner of
a donative church. The principal events that occurred in

the parish in the period of Mr. Hooper's ministry, was
the donation of -£S0 by William Price, towards painting
the inside of the church,— the lending of the use of the

church to the proprietors of King's Chapel, while they
rebuilt their church in 175.3,—the reception of a bell taken
at the capture of Quebec, which was bought and erected

on the church,—and more important than either, or all,

the founding of what was then, and what is now termed
the Greene Foundation, for supporting the assistant min-
ister, which is used for that purpose, we believe, to this

day. On the 26th of October, 1763, Rev. William Wal-
ter was chosen first assistant, and was presented to the

Bishop of London for ordination. There being no bishop
in the colonies in the infant state of the Episcopal Church
on these shores, the clergy were ordained acres the sea.

On the death of Mr. Hooi)er suddenly, in 1767, Mr. Wal-
ter was " elected rector, and was inducted as former rec-

tors." We read that in the memorable year 1775, theie 0r^^^
were no records, Mr. Irving having carried them to Eng-
land. Mr. Walter, who at this date had become Dr.
Walter, also went away with the royalists He subse-

quently settled at Shclburne, Nova Scotia. He finally

returned to Boston, which was very unlike the Boston he
forsook, and in 1 792 was settled as rector of Christ Church.
In 1773, Rev. Samutl Parker was chosen assistant minister

of Trinity, and was presented, according to the custom of
the times, to the Bishop of London for ordination. In
the year 1779, we read that Dr. Walter not having re-

turned, " Mr. Parker was chosen rector, and was inducted."

RIGHT REV. BISHOP MANTON EASTBURN, D. D,

TRINITY CHURCH, SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.

He afterwards became a doctor and a bishop,

the last honor being conferred upon him
the very year he died (1804). The fifth

minister of Trinity was Rev. John Sylves-

ter John Gardiner, afterwards Dr. Gardiner.

He was boin at Harverford-West, South
Wales, July 12, 1765. He became assist-

ant minister in 1792, and was chosen rector

in 1804. As a scholar he is said to have
been worthy of Parr, his celebrated master.

He was for about forty years a minister ot

this church, and, finally died on a visit to

his native land, July 20, 1830, aged 65.

He was buried in Pannel churchyard, near
Harrowgate, Yorkshire, England. A mar-
ble tablet, on the walls of the church, of
pure white, celebrates his deeds and virtues.

The next rector was Rev. Geo. W. Doane,
now the Right Rev. Bishop Doane, of New
Jersey, to which last office he was conse-

crated in 1832, and whose name has been
sufficiently brought before the public by
recent events wilhin his own diocese. The
seventh rector was Rev. J. M. Wainwright,
now Dr. Wainwright, of New York, whom
the public at large will remember as the

author of divers useful and popular books,

and as the clergyman who ottered prayar

at the opening of the Crystal Palace in the

city of his professional labors. In 1 842, the

present rector became Assistant Bishop of

Massachusetts, and at the same time was
placed over this church. The venerable

and patri.irchal Bishop Griswold died the

next year, when he became sole Bishop of

the Diocese of Massachusetts, one of the

foremost in importance in the United States.

The Right Rev. Bishop Manton Eastbum
was born in England, February 9, 1801.

Early removing to the city of New York,

he graduated at Columbia College with its

highest honors. Pursuing his theological

studies in his adopted city, he was admit-

ted to deacon's orders on May 17, 1822, by

the Rt. Rev. John Henry Hobart, D. D.,

Bishop of New York. He soon after be-

came a>sis;ant minister of Christ Church,

New York, and in 1827 was elected rector

of the Church of the Ascension, in the

same city, with which church he remained,

we believe, until his removal to Boston.

Bishop Eastburn is too well and too favor-

ably known, both at home and abroad, to

need one word of commendation from us.

His preaching, life and character,—his be-

nevolence, gentlemanly manners, his social

and pastoral qualities remind one strongly

of the portrait of a Christian bishop drawn

by the Apostle Paul in his first epistle to

Timothy. He is truly " a workman that

needeth not to be ashamed," a fit associate

and successor of the sainted Griswold,

whom none knew or heard but to love,

—

alike respected and beloved in his own
communion, and among all Christians of

every name. Bishop Eastburn has had for

his assistants Rev. Mr. Watson, and Rev.

'Thomas M. Clark, now of Hartford, Conn.

His present assistant is Rev. John Cotton

Smith, recently of Bangor, Maine. He is

yet quite a young man, but already excels

as a preacher and pastor, and gives promise

of eminent usefulness. The present Trinity

church is a noble and elegant gothic struc-

ture of Quincy granite, which was erected

in 1828. Asa specimen of church archi-

tecture and finish, externally and internally,

it is an ornament to the city, and worthy

of the congregation who worship within its

massive and statelv walls.
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MAINE LUMBER.
There are sixty or seventy thousand logs, worth a million of

dollars, on the west branch of the Penobscot, that cannot be got

down in consequence of the want of water. There are also about

one hundred and fifty rafts, making twenty cargoes, from five to

ten miles above the city of Bangor, waiting for a freshet sufficient

to bring them down. The demand for lumber is great and can-

not be supplied. What there is in the market of course com-

mands a high price. The export of long lumber from Bangor

this year is stated at 2,000,000 feet; of short lumber, 152,000,000

feet. This queen of the eastern cities is yrowing rapidly in

wealth and importance, and probably employs more capital in

the lumber business than any other place in the country.

--••—-
COUNTERFEI11NG IN FRANCE.

The Paris correspondent of the New York Commercial states

th»t counterfeiting is now executed in such perfection in that

country that the coins cannot be detected without cutting them in

two. The manufacturers seem to be content with a very slight

profit, for in a tsvo franc piece there are not over three or four

sous worth of spelter. The touchstone declares them to be silver,

the scales reveal a diflference almost insensible, the ring appears

genuine to all but very practised and delicate ears. The file alone

discovers the secret, which is hidden at the very core in the shape

of a nucleus of base metal. This nucleus is thickly silvered by

the electrotype process.

One Vote.—One simple vote sent Oliver Cromwell to the

Long Parliament, Charles Stuart to the scaffold, revolutionized

England, and made Great Britain free. One vole gave us Texas,

made war with Mexico, purchased California, turned the tide of

emigration, and will change the destiny of the world.

i ^a^ >

SiNOCLAR—A colored man had his hand badly bitten by a

camel at the managerie, in Westchester, Pa. It is sa'd that when
these usually docile animals become irritated, they are very fero-

cious, and often kill their keepers.

—< -•••-^~

SFLINTEBS.

.... At a late exhibition of squashes in Paris, the premium wis

awarded for a specimen weighing over 274 pounds.

.... There is supposed to be about forty-eight millions of square

miles of land in the world, about forty of which are habitable.

.... Recently, twenty-three Chinese women arrived in Califor-

nia. They have, before, been prevented from leaving China.

.... In Michigan, 38.5 miles of railway have been completed,

and, it is said, that by March next, 1252 miles will be finished.

.... Florida is said to possess the soil and climate to make it a

great wine-producing country. Wheat is a better product.

.... Miss Caroline Lehmann, of whose singing in this city last

winter many will recolUct, is giving concerts in Philadelphia.

.... A citizen of Berlin has invented carpets of wood. The
Qicen of Prussia has ordered a carpet of the new material.

.... The French Mission is at last filled, Hon. John Y. Mason,

of Virginia, having accepted it, as ofBciallj' announced.

.... On one of the branches of the Colorado, in Texas, falls

have been discovered one hundred and twenty feet in height.

.... The old " Green Store," on Boston Neck, has been demol-

ished to make way for a handsome block of dwelling-houses.

.... Gottschalk's concerts in this city proved highly successful

and gratifying. Gottschalk is himself a musical wonder.

.... A proposition has been made to Jullien and his band to

take the Crystal Palace for the two closing weeks of the exhibition.

.... Jullien gives twelve of his monster concerts in Boston,

and twelve in Philadelphia, from thence to other cities.

.... We obsen'C that a New York house is engaged in getting

up a man-of-war, of the first class, for Emperor Nicholas.

.... Shubael L. Norton, of Edgarlo^vn, has a potato weighing

1 1-2 pounds. It has five distinct heads and a well-formed body.

.... The orator for the next commencement at Yale College

is to be William R. Seward ; the poet, John G. Saxe.

.... Miss Julia Dean made a host of friends during her profes-

sional engagement at the National Theatre, in our city.

.... Matters still look lowering and warlike throughout Europe.
We sympathize heartily with the Turks, and wish them success.

OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
The genius of the nineteenth century was at one time so puffed

up with self conceit, and shouted so lustily about progress, and

against " old fogyism," that it really seemed as if the brilliant

literary lights of the last century were about to be extinguished

forever ; and if the " fonografik " reform had been carried through,

and the new-fashioned mode of spelling universally taught, an

extinguisher would certainly have been put upon the literature of

the last century, for no one would have been found willing to take

the risk of publishing all the standard works of English cla.ssical

literature translated into the new " langwidg." We think, how-

ever, dear old Oliver Goldsmith would have escaped. His essays

might have perished, but the " Vikr of Waikfeeld " would cer-

tainly have survived in the barbarous garb of " fonografik " char-

acters, for there is not a living language of civilization into which

it has not been rendered.

We meet it in the facile French, the sonorous Spanish, the

musical Italian, the flexible and powerful German, and the bar-

barous Sclavonic tongues. It is as familiar on the banks of the

Neva as on the shores of the Mississippi. We dare say many an

American miner on the spurs of the J^evada has a diamond edition

of the " Vicar" stowed away somewhere among his "traps," in

his shanty or in his tent. If Ihis be not fame, what is it? Little

did the author dream when Johnson was glancing at the manu-

script, in the presence of Goldsmith's irate landlady and the bai-

liff, and ruminating the possibility of raising money on the work

to save him from prison, that it would make the tour of the world,

and be as popular in America in 1853 as in London in 1770. Nor

would his successful comedy, " She Stoops to Conquer," and his

charming poems, the " Traveller " and " The Deserted Village,"

have led him to anticipate the permanent fame they enjoy. Even

rough old Ben Jonson could compliment Goldsmith, and said

he was one " who left hardly any kind of writing untouched, and

touched nothing that he did not adorn."

But Goldsmith is one of those writers whose personality we

cannot separate frcm his works ; we cannot read him without

seeking to know and loving the man. We love even his foibles

and his weaknesses, for there was in him such quality, such true

benevolence, such artlessness, that his errors are excused, or van-

ish in the light of his admirable qualities. True he was careless

of money, and died in debt; these are grave commercial and

indeed moral faults, since the indebtedness was voluntary; but

then he gave with a liberal hand to the needy and distressed, and

charity is a broad mantle.

His character was tarnished by no low vices ; we may regret

his weaknesses, but we are never called to blush for hi.s sins.

Prior says of him :
" Sitting at cards one day, Goldsmith suddenly

rose from the table and rushed into the street, from whence he

immediately returned. Op being asked the reason of this strange

conduct, he said that he had been so struck with the misery in the

voice of a woman who was singing ballads before the house, that

he could not rest until he had relieved her !" The others had

noticed nothing but a woman singing ; Goldsmith's keener ear

had delected the suft'ering of a fellow-creature !

CRAZY PEOPLE.

Miss Dix, the philanthropist, states that among the hundreds

of crazy people with whom her sacred missions have brought her

into companionship, she has not found one individual, however

fierce and turbulent, that could not be calmed by Scripture

and prayer, uttered in low and gentle tones. The power of reli-

gious sentiments over those shattered souls seems miraculous.

The worship of a quiet, loving heart affects them like a voice

from heaven. Tearing and rending, yelping and stamping,

singing and groaning, gradually subside into silence, aud they fall

on their knees, or gaze upwaids with clasped hands, as if they

saw through the opening darkness a golden gleam from their

Father's throne of love.

Piiv.sioLoiiiCAL Fact.—In the recent epidemic which devas-

tated New Orleans, we have been informed that few, if any, of the

sufferers were among the blacks ; and a gentleman who lived for

several years at Mobile, during which time the yellow fever twice

attacked that city, tells us that he never knew a negro to die of it.

Theie is an aptitude, an adaptedness of the African to high tem-

peratures, that is as immutable a fact as any other natural law.

--•••—-

California Almond.—We have been shown some beautiful

specimens of California almonds, discovered by that indefatigable

naturalist,—Dr. Trask,—growing wild in the mountains, back of

San Jose. They are, at least, half as large again as the imported

nut, and are represented to be of delicious Havor. The tree, upon

which they grew, was about nineteen feet high, and loaded

with fruit hanging gracefully.

« »»» >

Happy Night.s at Hazel Nook : or Cottar/e Stories.—We
have received a diamond edition of a very neat little book, thus

entitled, from the authoress— Harriet Farley. We trust that it

may receive the patronage that the industry and merit of the

authoress richly deserve.

< »«~ >

Music.—The French journals mention that the Singing Soci-

ety of Cologne Gentlemen, so favorably received in London,

have received magnificent offers to give concerts in America,

which there is some possibility of their accepting.

—«—•••-+-

Lkaving Legacies.—The mistake of the many is iha' they

leave executors to do what would be better elone bij themselves.

VERY SIMl'LE PLOT.

The new farce of " Trying it On," shows what a practised hand

can do in the way of making much of little. The incident of the

piece is simply and solely this : A lover waiting in the drawing-

room for the entrance of his mistress, tri<s on her diamond neck-

lace, and in doing so accidentally lets it slip down his back. Be-

fore he can recover it some members of the family en,ter, and all

the fun of the farce is owing to the ridiculous embarassment of

the lover, in attempting to keep the necklace from slipping down
further, and in getting it again, when it has dropped into his boot.

The idea has, at least, the merit of novelty.

«--*•«—•

Love at First Sight.—Love at first sight is not often a royal

experience. But, according to a continental paper, the emperor

of Austria saw the Princess Elizabeth, of Bavaria, at a ball at

Ischl ; was charmed, requested to be allowed a few minutes' con-

versation with her after the ball, and returned with the princess

leaning on his arm, presenting her to the company as the fumre

empress of Austria.

. < »» »

Uncle Sa.m's Palace : or. The Rei<imnrj Kinrj. This is the

title of a hook, by Mrs. Emma Wellmont, lately issued from the

press of B. B. Mussey & Co., Cornhill. A story calculated to

exercise a moral influence.

-«—•••—»-

Col. I. H. Wkighc's DitACioONS.—That splendid cavalry

company, the Boston Light Dragoons, lately celebrated their first

anniversary by a parade and dinner at the Revere House.

_MARRIAGES^
In this city, by Rev. Mr IVorcester, Mr. Charles Marsh, of Beloit, Wis. to

Miss Mary K. Leaeh, of Winchester.
By "ev Mr. Barnard, Mr Washington Irving Oranger, of Chicago, 111 . to

Miss Ellen \. Loring.
By Ki V Mr Kinu, Mr. Hilliam 11. Brigham to Miss Frances A. Morje, both

of Marlborouf^li.

By Hev. Mr. Stowc. Mr. \Villiam G. Rollins to Miss Hannah E. Dorr Mr. E.

G. Campbell to Louis.^ JI. Kellev : .Mr. Clia's K. Leach lo I! izaheth M Cabot.

By Hev. Mr Wiuklcy Mr. John P. Buiiten to Mi.s Hannah K Bodwell.

By Kev. Mr .Miner. Mr .\bner Libby to Miss Harriet \. Wadling.
By liev. Dr. Spnisjup. Mr. Augustus F. Pond, of St. Louis Hotel, New York,

to Miss .Marv Klizabeth Hcnly.
AtNe'.vton, by Kev. Mr. Cropwell, Mr .Augustus C. Wiswell. of Columbus,

Ohio, to Jliss Klii-n F.. daughter of the I ite Oliver Hill, Esq.
At Nanturket, by Rev. Mr. I'albot, Mr. Georjie T. Pnrkharst, of Raltimore,

Md.. to Mi.^s Sophia K., daughter of Capt George C. Ray.
At *lljion, Me., Mr. Cha's F. (ireene, of Athens, Me., to Catherine S. Sniith.

At Bath, N H , by Rev. Mr. BoutweU, Mr. Jesse Mann to Miss Catharine C.

Couch, of Compton, Canada East.

^t Danbury, Vt. by El ler E. .M. Jack.son, Mr. ^lexmder Hall, of Ne'* Fair-

field, to Miss Sarah E. Bradley Mr, John Signor to Miss Harriet B Pieice.

At Norwich, Ct., Mr. Henry W. Witter, of Worcester, Ms., to Miss M. II. R.
Bentley, dau^jiter of Itev. D. N. Bentley.

EUE^ATJffS^
In this city, Mrs. Harriet Eliza, wife of Mr. John Chater. 23 Mrs. Suran

Aniazei'H, formerly of Newcastle. N. H., 60. Thomas IIa>kina, Epq., of liox-

burv, 79: Mr I'homas Kemper ['avis, 45; Widow Sarah ilobart, 71; Mr. \Vm.
vVebber, 07; Mr John Hanegan. 37.

At Ch.irlestown. Mr. James \. Nichols 22 Mias Ellen :SI. Brarlley 19.

At Lynn, Mr. Adam Wilson, 20; Mr William B. Purinffton, 31
At South Danvera. of congestion of the brain, Mr. Bt-nj tmin Upton, 49.

At Salem Mr. Henry W. Smith, 34 Mr. Charles Palmer. 41
At Marbleiicad Mr?. Marjpiret Tnpalls 80; Mr.-^. Uuth Gregory, 50.

At Taunton. Mr.-*. Mary, relict of the late Mr Abiezcr Dean, 92.

At Fall Kiver, Widow Hhoda Bliffius. 87.

At Newburyport, Mrs. Sarah, wife of the late Maj Daniel Plummer, 48.

At Olouct ster Mrs Mary, wife of Mr. lUchard V\ ilson, 56.

At Melro e, MfH. Hannah Lynd', 70
At Beverly Deacon Josfph iVill'anis, C-t.

At Nantucket, Mi.^0 Kowena Bunker. 81 . Capt. Jonathan C. BrigRs 88
At Meofield, Mr William Lander, formerly of Boston. 73.

At North Middleborough Mr. James (J. 'I'hompson, of Concord N. U . S**.

At New Vork, Mrs Annette W , wife of the late Mr. N \V. Fisk.
At Oswego. N. 1^ Mrs. Lucy, wHowof >Vm. Ausiin, of Charl«.stowu, Mj 50.
At Philadelphia. Mr. Sc^lon B. Houghton, furmerly of Bcston 21.

At Khn Uail, near New Origans. Mi.-js' Kniily C. Cheever. 31
At Paris. France, Mr. TLomas Iltnry Dixon, of Boj^ton, 33
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[Written for Gleasou'a Pictorial.]

WHEN I AM GONE.

BT HORACE G. BOUOUMAN.

When I am gone, the same blue sky-

That drapes the sleepiug worM to-night,

Will hang, as it hath huug, on high,

And look as joyous and as bright.

The same pale, modtst moon, that now

Sheds trembling rays o'er hill and lawn.

Will wreathe with light the mountain's brow,

When I am gone—when I am gone.

When I am gone, the far-ofT sun.

With many a golden, lustrous ray

;

Will kiss the waves a.s it has done.

And dazzle as it did to-day.

Stars, gaily twinkling stars, will beam,

And sweetly run their courses on;

And in night's (jueenly halls will gleam,

When 1 am gone—when I am gone.

When I am dead, the waves will lash,

With crested foam, the lonely shore;

Thefniil. lost bark the sea will dash,

As seas have dashed frail boats before;

The balmy breeze will Hoat along,

Full oft o'er many a Horal bed,

And bear the sweets of llower and song,

When I am dead—when I am dead.

When T am dead, the busy bee

Will seek, as now, the honeyed llower;

And birds will carol, lij^ht and free,

As long ago, in buhh and bower.

The pensive maid will skip the hills,

Those grassy hiils with graceful tread,

And listen to the whispering rills,

When I am dead— when I am dead.

When I 'm no more, proud vice ^vill walk,

And wear his wild, demoniac smile

;

And poverty in rags will stalk,

And Satan with his snares begnile.

The banker still will count his '' odds,"

The miser tell his tre;isure o'er;

The devotee will love liis gods.

When I'm no moi*e—when I 'm no more.

When I 'm no more, the gay will laugh,

The bigot never cease his sneer;

The sot will yet his potion quaff,

And parting frient^s still drop a tear.

The solemn funeral b^'U will toll,

The murderer steep his blade in gore;

But virtue still will find its goal,

When Pm no more—when I'm no moro.

[Translated from the freach for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LITTLE SAVOYARD.
BY ANNE T. WILBUK.

Everybody in Paris still remembers the brilliant wedding of

M. Andrew J., one of the wealthiest bankers of the Chausse d'

Antin, with M'lle de V., only daughter of the Marquis de V., for-

mer ambassador and peer of France—a wedding celebrated a few

years since with so great pomp at the chapel of the Palace of the

Luxembourg, and in the niagni(icent hotel of M. J. But every-

body does not know the singular and charming episode which

attended the entertainments of the aristocratic marriage, and

which acquired for the husband, in the banking halls, a reputation

for unequalled originality.

It was the morning of the wedding. The equipages of M. An-

drew J. were awaiting him in the court, and he was awaiting his

witnesses in a saloon gilt from floor to ceiling, when a valet de

chambre announced the tailors of Monsieur. In fact, ten tailors

entered, each bearing a laige parcel under his arm, and all, like

Koman soothsayers, unable to look at each other without laughing.

These ten tailors bore fifty costumes of Savoyard chimney-

sweeps, for statures of from eight to fourteen years, which they

deposited on the brilliant fauteuils of the saloon. M. J. examined

as a connoisseur this collection of waistcoats, jackets and trowsers,

declared himself satisfied, and distributed two thousand francs to

the tailors, who retired with a stupefied air.

After the tailors came the halters, with fiftv caps ; then the che.-

misiers, with fifty shirts, the shoemakers, with fifty pairs of shoes,

and at last, the musical-instrument maker, with fifty hurdy gurdys.

All went away well paid, but more and more mystified, and ask-

ing whether all this was done for a wager.

M. J. then summoned all his clerks, and spoke to them in this

manner

:

" You will traverse all the quarters of Paris, and invite all the

chimney-sweeps you meet to dine with me. You will jjromise a

louis to all those who accejjt, and when you have found fifty you

will bring them here. You will find in my hatliingroom all that

is necessary for washing them from head to foot. This ojjcration

ended, you will make them put on these costumes, each according

to his stature ; then seat them at the table in this saloon, while

our other guests dine in the adjoining one."

The clerks were amazed, made him repeat the order to assure

themselves that it was not a dream, and went to execute it with-

out understanding it.

It waa one of the coldest mornings in winter. Frost had suc-

ceflded to snow. A pale sun was illuminating the ice without

dissolving it. It was fine weather for sweeping chimneys, and the

messengers of M. J. soon found the number of chimney-sweeps

required. Imagine their surprise when they were promised a

louis each, on the sole condition of accepting an invitation to a

wedding dinner. The good news ran from chimney to chimney,

like a telegraphic despatch ; and in less than two hours, there was

scarcely a Savoyard to be met with in the streets. All the chim-

neys which were to be swept that day were threatened with a con-

flagration.

Having only the embarrassment of a choice, the emissaries of

the banker bravely seized the blackest, dirtiest, and most ragged
;

and when they made their entree into the beautiful hotel of M. J.,

one would have thought it the palace of Jupiter invaded by Vul-

can. The contrast was the more striking, that our messengers

encountered the file of ecjuipages which were bringing back the

wedding party from the Luxembourg. On one side, liveries of

gold and silver, dresses of silk and velvet, laces and jewels, the

most elegant dandies and the prettiest women in Paris ; on the

other, faces covered with sweat and smoke, hair in disorder, rags

or half-naked bodies.

While these brilliant guests turned away their eyes, asking

what this signified, M. J. fixed on the Savoyards a melancholy

glance, and seemed to say within himself, "Is happiness to be

found here or there V
" It is here !" replied his lips, as he pressed them upon the hand

of his charming wife. And he introduced her as a queen into his

palace, not without liaving made a sign to his people to take care

of the chimncy-swec))S.

An hour afterward, a stream black as ink crossed the court and

emptied into the street gutter. It was the washings from fifty

Savoyards, who, at the same instant, emerged from the bath so

much fairer and whiter, plumper and fresher, that they had liter-

ally new skins, and the latter, for the first time, saw the air and

sun. One would have thought a company of frightful demons

had been transformed into cherubs and cupids.

Meanwhile, the hour for the entertainment arrived. A thousand

lights, sparkling from gold and bronze, illuminated the hotel.

After having traversed the apartments of the newly married

couple, enriched with all which the taste of a millionaire could

devise, the guests had just arranged themselves around a tabic,

and had entirely forgotten the apparition of the chimney-sweeps.

Suddenly, the two leaves of the large folding-doors flew open.

The adjoining saloon was seen also illuminated, garnished with a

splendid banquet, and filled with a throng of joyous guests. It

was like a scene at the theatre, or the stroke of a fairy's wand.

Everybody uttertd an exclamation of surprise, except M. An-

drew J. and his wife, who exchanged a smile of intelligence.

But they could scarcely believe their own eyes and ears, or recog-

nize the frightful little Savoyards of the morning changed into

pretty children, all in new jackets, new shoes, new caps, dancing

and singing to the sound of their hurdy-gurdies, and about to eat

from silver and drink from crystal.

It was like a vision of Savoy, as the poets and painters repre-

sent it. Nothing was wanting but smoking cabins and snow-

covcrcd hills. M. J. pressed his wife's hand, and concealed his

eyes filled with tears.

"My friends," said he to his rich guests, "pardon my fantasy.

Finding myself to- day the most fortunate of men, I wished to

share my happiness with the most unfortunate."

This noble explanation was applauded by all ; but they sus-

pected that only a corner of the veil had been raised, and while

awaiting the denouement of the scene, little and great dined their

very best. The little ones, especially, made amends in an hour

for all the days of fasting which had already marked their short

lives. The juicy dishes, the delicate game, the exquisite ragouts,

the exotic fruits and even wines found a ready market. Attended

by servants, not one abused plenty ; and all had nearly had their

fill, when M. Andrew J. arose amid the most profound silence.

" Well, my children," asked he of the chimney-sweeps, " have

I attained my object 1 Are you happyV
The children replied by applause and joyous exclamations,

whiffli left no room for doubt.

" We are amused for our whole lives," cried one of the largest,

who did not think he was saying anything sad.

" Not for your whole lives !" replied the banker ;
" for you may

be as fortunate yourselves, and make, in your turn, the happiness

of others, if hap])incss is in wealth. I will prove this to you by

relating a story, which will teach you how chimney sweeps may

become millionaires."

At this electric speech, the hundred little ears became erect,

like those of young horses ready for the combat.

" Yes, my friends," pursued M. Andrew J., " it rests with your-

selves to have also a grand hotel, gilded saloons, rich equipages,

and to dine every day as you have just done. Listen to the story

of a Savoyard, who was more miserable than any of you. This

lesson is worth a wedding feast.

" There was a littlechimcy sweep of your age. He was called

Sans-ftu-ni-lieu, because he had neither father, mother, nor homo.

The people of his village gave him a scraper, a cage and a spar-

row-hawk
;
put a loaf under his arm, and a staff in his hand,

showed him France in the horizon, and said to him, ' March !'

Saiis-fcuni-licu departed contented enough, lost sight of his

steeple, was saving of his bread, shared it with his bird, but soon

found the end of it. He lived thus from village to village, sing-

ing for a sou, dancing for two, sweeping a chimney for a little

soup, and sleeping with the cows, or in the open air.

" He had travelled thus moro than a hundred league.'), when ho

was surprised by a snow-storm in the middle of a vast forest. In

vain he marched on, on ; he could not reach habitations. The

snow lay on his path in heaps; hunger was joined with fatigue.

He had eaten for three days only roots. In short, he believed

himself forsaken of God, placed his cage on the ground, dropped

at the foot of a tree, hid his benumbed hands in his breast, and

fainted with exhaustion. It was all over with Sans-fcu-ni-lieu.

The snow was falling and threatened to bury him, when a sharp

pain awoke him for an instant ; his hawk was biting his ear. He
thought the bird was trying to eat him, and this fear revived him.

But what was his surprise at seeing suspeudcd from the beak of

this bird a quarter of roast hare, still smoking. The affrighted

hawk had opened its cage and stolen this prey from the dinner of

some colliers. Judge of the feast of the child and bird. Sans-

feu-ni-lieu saw that he must never despair of Providence ; he
thanked him on his knees, resolved to make one more effort, and
at last reached a neighboring city, where he worked so well that

he earned a new hurdy-gurdy. With this he earned a new jacket,

and joyously entered Lyons. He found there a kind master; he
saved twenty francs, with which he learned to read, write and
cipher. Now, one day when he was sweeping a chimney, he saw
a boy of sixteen weeping because he could not do a sum which

his father had requested him to do. The chimney-sweep laid

down his scraper, did the sum in five minutes, and went singing

upon the roof. But, on descending, he found the father, who had-

discovered all. The latter looked at him from head to foot, and

asked him, ' How much do you earn per month V—'From ten to

twenty francs.'— ' Well, I will give you a hundred francs, if yon
will come and work for me.' The next day, Sans-fen-ni-lieu had

a nice jacket, and a pretty room. He entered as a clerk with this

citizen, who was a great machinist. When he was eighteen hig

salary was doubled. Very soon he perfected a machine invented

by his master, and the latter made him a present of the patent,

which brought him fifty thousand francs. Then, at the death of

the father, he became a partner of the son, and both realized a

hundred thousand crowns. You already envy the chimney-sweep,

do you not, my friends ? Well, the failure of an associate ruined

him, and he found himself again Sans feu ni-lieu. Would you

know what he did then ? He returned to the source of his fortune,

became a workman with a machinist, and so good a workman
that he became a master, and instead of a hundred thousand francs

gained a million. With this sum he came to Paris and engaged

in financial operations. To-day he has doubled his million, he is

one of the principal bankers in Paris ; but he has forgotten neither

his origin nor his misfortunes. And the proof of this, my children,

is, that he has invited you to his wedding to relate to you his his-

tory, for Sans-feu-ni lieu is today called M. Andrew J. He has

just put the climax to his happiness by espousing the daughter of

the Marquis de V.'

"And this happiness he owes also to himself," exclaimed Mad-
ame de J. nobly, extending her hands to her husband.

This public confidence, which was no news to the wife and inti-

mate friends of M. Andrew J., had been made by him wi h so

much dignity and good taste, that his proudest guest embraced

the former sweep, and the voices of the peers of France mingled

with those of the Savoyards in one common acclamation.

"And now, my friends," resumed the banker, "I must show

you, before you take leave, the instruments of my fortune; you

shall judge for yourselves whether it is within the reach of all."

Everybody followed M. J. into his study. He opened a great

bronze coffer, divided into two compartments.

" These are my millions," said he, " and there is what produced

them."

They saw in the upper part thirty portfolios filled with bank-

bills, and in the lower part a poor chimney-sweep's costume, a

stuffed bird, a hurdy-gurdy, and a pair of wooden shoes; then the

tools of a mechanic—files, hammers, compasses and other instru-

ments, all arranged and carefully kept by INI. Andrew J. himself.

"Unite with these, my friends," said he, "two other admirable

tools, perseverance and economy, and you will, like myself, raise

your fortunes, of which here is the first stone."

He gave each child a louis, and an order for five hundred

francs ; and, after another performance of the dances of their

country, the fifty Savoyards withdrew, exclaiming, " Long live

M. Andrew J
!"

From that day all showed themselves worthy of their good for-

tune. Some entered into business, others learnt trades ; several

entered as clerks with this banker, to learn more intimately how

chimney-sweeps become millionaires. The most skillful has just

earned five tlious .nd francs in negociating some business of the

Northern Railroad.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.)

FAR AWAY-FAR AWAY.

BT REV. SIDNEY DTER.

Music by E. Z. Wehsifr^ Est].

Far away, far away, I am wandering with thee,

O'er desert, and mountain, and dark rolling sea
;

Where'er in the \ride world thy lot may bo cast,

My spirit goes with thee, and loves to the last.

Far away, far away, where'er thou shiilt rove,

My heart will go with thee, unchanged in its love

;

The ties that have hound us no distance can rend,

For hearts that love truly will love to the eud.

Far away, far away, when others shall smile,

llemcuiber there s one who is sad all the while;

Whcse spirit was near thee each step thou hast traced,

As true as when last we so fondly embraced.

Far away, far away, if doomed still to rove,

tell me thy heart is uuchanaed in its love;

Though disUuce may sunder, our spirits will blend,

For hearts loving truly will love to the end.

He who does not see what the worid is, docs not sec where he

is
• he who does not know why he is born, does not know what he

is
i
and he who wants one of thcsU'knowledges, cannot tell why ho

was made.
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EDITORIAL MELAKGE.

Tlie Chinese destroy the mosquitoes by burning the sawings of

the resinous juniper tree. The discovery has been made

by a modern writer, that without a mouth a man could neither

eat, drink, talk, kiss the girls, nor chew tobacco. " Did you

ever see Forti 1" asked a travelled gentleman, at the Royal Ital-

ian Opera, of a middle-aged lady. " See forty !" said she, with

an indescribable air, " 1 aint thirty-five yet, sir !" A million

copies of the New Testament are to bo sent out to China, by the

British Foreign Bible Society, at a cost of .£20,000. The

population of Russia is gstimated at 7.5,000,000. A bird,

standing five feet high, five feet eight inches from tip to tip of the

wings, has been shot at Ozaukee, Wisconsin. Its color is blue,

with a green tuft on the head. New Orleans despatches state

that the weather is fine and cool, and the city healthy. Two
parties, of thirty men each, loft Amherst, Mass., a sliort time

since, on a squirrel hunt ; one party killed 1454, and tlie other

898, before night. The empress of Russia is a distinguished

needle-woman, as is also the exquecn of France. The mar-

rying mania is raging at Lafayette, Indiana. The Journal thinks

it is all owing to the increased railroad facilities for carrying

them on their bridal tours. Yale College has existed one

hundred and fifty-three years, and educated six thousand stu-

dents. In the Roman dominions, daring a single reign of

thirty-eight years, a credible writer says, one hundred millions fell

victims to a fearful pestilence. It is said that we use in Span-

ish cigars the amount of our foreign exports in wheat ; and drink

in French cogniac, our entire export in Indian corn. There

was an interesting ceremony performed at Tarrytown, New York,

recently, on the occasion of the dedication of the monument com-

memorating the capture of Andre. The race run by time on

the " course of human events," has been fairly won by the tele-

graph. A private letter from Ireland stales that Father Ca-

hill, the celebrated Irish Roman Catholic priest, is shortly to visit

this country, with a view of checking the defection of the Irish

from Romanism. At Camden, New Jtrsey, Nath'l J. Bird,

convicted of bigamy, and who a: kuowledged that he had married

twenty wives, was sentenced to ten years hard labor in the peni-

tentiary. Irish papers stale that emigration to America is in-

creasing in all parts of Ireland, and that it would seem as if the

entire Irish race were doomed to be transplanted ftrom their native

land. The editor of the Harrodsburg Ploughboy has just been

presented by his lovely partner with Iwo deeply interesting " arti-

cles," to be "set up "in "sm.vll c.m's !" France will have

afloat, before a year elapses, fifty ships of the line, and as many
frigates, of which fifteen are of the first class, and many of them

fitted with screws. A question for those "learned in the

law :" If they split matches at the rate of 60,000 per minute,

why is it so difiicult to get a divorce 1 Mr. Ap-Thomas, the

Welsh harpist, who assists Mr. Gottschalk, in his concerts, is a

truly wonderful perfoimer. The rush of travellers is unpre-

cedented. The conveyances east from New York are crowded to

excess. The Chinese have some curious sarcastic expressions.

Overdoing they call " a hunchback making a bow," and a blus-

tering, harmless fellow, they denominate a " paper tiger." A
selection from the state papers of Cardinal Richelieu is about to

be published in Paris. Charles Dickens computes that one-

sixth of the English people gain their livelihood from the trade

with the United States. Official intelligence has been received

of the death of Dr. Edmund Du Barry, late fleet surgeon attached

to the East India Squadron. The French Engineers are busily

employed in perfecting the bold project of excavating a tunnel

under the Alps, to connect the Piedmontcso railways with those

of France ! It is to be eight miles in length, and ttie estimated

cost is a million and a half pounds sterling. Mrs. Emma R.

Coe, of Bufl^alo, has pursued legal studies for some time, and will

be admitted to the bar. " Emma R. Coe, AV/." The Junius

controversy is still carried on, in the English periodicals, with un-

abated spirit. A more frivolous question than that relating to the

authorship of the Junius letters, has seldom been discussed liy

men of sense. Youth writes its hopes upon the sand, and

Age advances, like the sea, and washes them all out. Miss

Mary Marble, daughter of the late Dan Marble, made her first

ajipearanco on tlie stage, at Chicago, last week, for the benefit of

her mother. A quantity of liquor was seized at Concord,

Mass., on Friday week ; it was borne off in triumph to Mary-

land, where it was to be tried. At an auction, in London, a

few weeks ago. a lock of hair from the foolish head of Charles I,

sold for twenty six dollars ; while a lock of Newton's hair only

brought three dollars and seventy-five cents ! ! !

-« »» »—

CURIOUS FACT.

The New Haven Register states that towards the close of the

Revolution the owners of the North Church, in that city, sent to

Boston for nalU to make repairs with, when one of the kegs sent

in return for the order was found to contain Spanish silver dol-

lars. The deacons wrote to the Boston merchant that there was
" an error in shipping the goods ;" but he answered that the nails

were sold as he bought them of a privateersman, and he couldn't

rectify mistakes. So the silver was melted up and made into a

service of plate for the church, which is in use at the present day.

. 4 ^•iW >

The Gondola..—Mr. Hillard, in his book of travels, in speak-

ing of the gondola, says :
" No form of locomotion ever gratified

so well the two warring tendencies of the human soul—the love

of movement and the love of repose."

A BASK Teiii'er.—It is a base temper in mankind that they

will not take the smallest slight at the hands of those who have
done them the greatest kindness.

iDagsibe ©atljeringa.

Mr. Forrest is jdaying an engagement at the Walnut Street

Theatre, Pliiladeljihia.

Lemons and arrow root are now cultivated in South Florida,

and sent to southern markets.

At Cincinnati coal is very scarce, and a number of manufactur-
ing tstablishments have stopped in consccpience.

Marshal Tukey, late of Boston, has been appointed foreman of

Eureka Engine Company, of Sacramento, California.

The present English coinage will be called in ne.xt January,
and a decimal coinage (now being struck off at the mint) will be

substituted.

Mr. Shaw, well known as the editor of the London Mark Lane
Express, recently emigrated to Australia, fell into poverty, went
to the diggings, and died.

The " Association for the Preservation of the Sabbath," in

Pittsburg, continues to bring suits against omnibus drivers, who
run their vehicles on the Sabbath.

There are now built, and in ])roce»s of building, no less than
seven Roman Church edifices, in Chicago. One of these, now
building, will be worth $100,000.

The first premium on woolen yarns, at the Plymouth County
Agricultural Fair, was awarded to Miss Betsy Holmes, of Marsh-
field, a lady ninety-five years of age.

The west bank of the Rio Grande is lined with troops, and it

is supposed that not less than fifteen thousand troops are now sta-

tioned in the towns east of the Sierra Madre.

A man, named William Kcw, hung himself, recently, in his

chamber, at No. 2 Eutaw Street, East Boston. He was about
thirty years of age, and leaves a wife and three children.

The press of New Orleans is justly indignant at the vile slan-

ders of the English press in regard to the state of morals in that

city, during the recent prevalence of the epidemic there.

A Virginia farmer has introduced, successfully, a beautiful va-

riety of wheat, called the White Mediterranean, from which he

has obtained the extraordinary yield of forty-two bushels to the

acre.

The lakes and the Mississippi are now united by the Chicago
and Rock Island, Illinois Central, and the Chicago and Missis-

sippi Railroads, enabling the traveller to pass from Chicago to St.

Louis in twenty liours I

Governor Seymour, the newly appointed Minister to Russia,

has resigned his office of Governor of Connecticut, a'ld Hon.
Charles II. Pond, the Lieutenant Governor, has been sworn in as

chief executive of the State.

In digging a well for the use of the Pacific Railroad Company,
at Franklin, Mo., recently, at the distance of thirty feet below the

surface of the earth, the men came upon large limbs of trees,

that seem to have been there for ages.

The Portland Argus announces the death of Isaac Ilsley, which
took place in that city on Monday week. He was eightyci);:ht

years of age. He was appointed Collector of Portland by JeHer-

son, and held the office till some time after the close of John Q.
Adams's administration. He left a large estate.

« »-»-^-

Jorclgn Jttma.

Mr. Soule had arrived at Madrid, Sept. 29th, and would be re-

ceived Ijy the government in a friendly manner.

A letter from Rotterdam, of the 5th of October, says the cholera

is still carrying ofi' many victims in that city and Amsterdam.

The cholera still continues in the northeastern districts of Eng-
land, although the mortality is beginning to decrease. Its ravages
have been terrible.

It is authentically stated that the Czar, at Olmutz, declared his

strong wish for peace, to enable him to back out of the difliculty.

Nothing is really known with certainty.

From the Principalities, it is stated, that Omer Pacha has, at

the present moment, nearly 115,000 men under his command, and
before the winter he expects to raise it to 150,000.

Whitworth's and Co.'s extensive mills, at Lee Bridge, York-
shire, are burnt down. The loss is from $.i00,000 to $400,000,
and 1400 hands are thrown out of employment.

In Austria, the emperor's marriage with the Princess Elizabeth,

of Bavaria, has been fixed for the 24th of April, 1854. It is un-

derstood that the bridal tour will be in the Tyrol.

A terrible accident happened on the (Jreat Southern and Wes-
tern Railroad, near Dublin, by which fourteen persons were killed

and fifty wounded, many being horribly mangled.

In Spain— advices from Madrid are to the 1st ult. The gov-
ernment was not considered very stable, while the reconciliation

with General Narvaez was not looked ujion as sincere.

The ship Annie Jane, of Quebec, l.'UM) tons, with a valuable

cargo, and 400 souls, passengers and crew, was wrecked ofi' the

Hebrides, and 300 persons perished ; she left the Mersey, Sept.

9th, for Quebec.

According to the best accounts, which are yet imperfect, it ap-

pears that the Sultan has not signed the declaration of war, but

the Cirand Council has voted that war against Russia be declared,

leaving to the discretion of the executive to proclaim hostilities.

In Liverpool several cases of cholera had occurred. On board
the Isaac Wright, an American vessel, which returned to port on
account of an accident, on the coast of Ireland, fifty deaths had
occurred, and the passengers were taken from the vessel in a most
wretched state.

There have been riots in the province of Naplous, Syria. 200
persons were killed, and quite a. many were wounded. The au-

thorities had not the power to interfere. The Christian population

of the Lebanon is in a state of anarchy, and the Druses refuse to

obey the government.

Commnnder Englcfield, who was despatched in her Majesty's
steamer Phoenix, in the spring of the year, with supplies to Sir

Edward Belcher's squadron, has arrived at Liverpool. He brings

no news of Franklin's expedition. Inhabitants have been discov-

ered further northwards than known previously ; they were very
friendly, and great quantities of copper were found, apparently in

a very ])ure state.

The news from the East continues warlike. The combined fleets

have been ordered to enter the Bospborus, whither some of the

vessels have preceded the main body of the squadrons. It is said
the French government has ilecided to hold 30,000 men in readi-

ness to send to Constantinojile— 10,000 of whom are to be drawn
from Algeria, and the rest from the home troops. The number
England is to furnish will not be more than 10,000, and are to be
embarked at several of the Channel ports, under Gen. Canibei t.

JSanbs of ®olb.

.... Idleness often takes the name of repose, and thinks to

shield itself from the just blame that it merits.

—

OxciislUrn.

.... One of the first observations to make in conversation, is

the state, or the character, and the education of the person to

whom we speak.

—

Madame Nerker.

... If thou wishest for night-fall to have for thee the brilliancy

of the most beautiful day, illumine this life with the torch of good
actions ; it will precede thee in the other.

—

Ptrsian poet.

.... Those who speak always, and those who never speak, are

equally unfit for friendship. A good jiroportion of the talent of
listening and speaking is the base of .social virtues.

—

Ijwater.

.... Embellish the soul with simplicity, with prudence, and
eveiything which is neither virtuous nor vicious. Love all men.
Walk according to God ; for, as a poet said, his laws govern all.—Marcus Aureliiis.

.... The secret of pleasing in conversation is not to explain too
mncli everything ; to say them half and leave a little for divina^

tion is a mark of the good opinion we have of others, and nothing
flatter their self love more.

—

La linclujbiivauld.

.... Precepts are like seeds—they are little things which do
much good ; if the mind which receives them has a disposition,

it must not be doubted that his part contributes to the generation,
and adds much to that which hits been collected.

—

Senet/ue.

.... Beauty is only truly irresistible when it shows us some-
thing less transitory than itself, when it makes us dream of that

which charms life beyond the fugitive moment which seduces us
;

it is necessary for the soul to feel it when the senses have per-

ceived it. The soul never wearies ; the more it admires, the more
it is exalted.

—

Madame tie Kruilnn-.

3oktx's BubcjEt.

Why is a blacksmith like a counterfeiter ? Because he makes a
living by forging.

People who " fall in love," generally injure themselves for life.

Injuries to the ribs are perpetual.

Which are the two letters in the English langnagc most disa-

greeable to ladies f D K—decay.

The man who couldn't " trust his feelings," is supposed to do
business strictly on the cusli principle.

Flattery is like a flail, which, ii' not adroitly used, will box your
own ears instead of tickling those of the corn.

The man who "got off" a speech is endeavoring to get on
again. His train of remarks was the wrong one.

The man who was " struck by a remark," had his sknll frac-

tured. It is his intention to bring an action for assault and battery.

A modern writer has discovered that the human hair is a vege-
table. He does not say how it should be cooked. But it should
bc/rizzlrd in oil, of course

The following is a copy of a bill posted on the wall of a coun-
try village :

" A lecture on total abstinence will be delivered in

the opoi air, and a collection will be made at the door to defray
ex])enses."

The head of the Chinese rebellion is extremely indignant with
the conduct of the Comet who has lately been rushing about his

dominions. He has despatched a near relation of the moon's to

arrest him in his flight, and, wherever he may find him, instantly

to cut off his tail.

GLEASON'S pictorial;
VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOXJND.

We have A'olumeg T., IT., IIT., and IV. of the Pictorial Drawino-Room
C'oMPAMo.N', clegautly buund in cloth, with gilt edges aud back, and illumiued
pidt'S. fonuiiJg superb and most attnu'tive parlor oruauients iu tlie shape of a
Hcries of books of betwi-t-u Four and Five Hundred Pawls each, aud eacli

Volume containing nearly O.ve Thous.v.nd Kngravlngs of Men, Ma.nners, and
current Events all over tlie world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Citit's aud beautiful Villages, of Pageants at home and abroad ; office

Maritime Views; and, iu >liort, otau infinit* variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects; with Ilujminkd Title-Pagks A.vn J.nijuxes of great beauty and
artistic e.velleuce, aud forming very brilliant frontispieces to the volumes.

Be.^iides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original Tales, Sketches, Poems, and Novclcttt^s, from tiie best American
authors, with a current News Kecord of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference aud present eujoy-

ment, both in i-egard to Keading Matter and Illustrations.

For eale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and stall the

Periodical Depots througbout tha Union. One volume, ^3 00; two volume*,

$5 00 ; three volumes, ii?7 00 , and four volumes. SU 00.

^E FLAG OF~OUR uFl^fT
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit anj liumor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, writtfii expres.sly fur tlie paper. In polities, aud on all seetarian

<jue.«tion.'». it is strietly neutral Xotiiin^i of an ininioivil nature will ever be

admitted into its columns ; therefore uiakiuy it emphatieally,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOIl TO TUB UOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic new3 of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest pussihle amount of intelligence No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus offering the eutire .^heet, which is of

T H E M A M .AI T II SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

©mnc&nsr^iL] iFii,i?iim 9
the present circulation of wliich far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Uleason 8 Pictorial.

TEEMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, S3 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '• •• 6 00
8 " " 11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the V]..\r, of oru rsiox, aurl one copy of Gleason^s Pictori.il

$-i t)0 per annum, invariably iu advance.

*,* The Flag can br ohiaintd at nn'jofhr ntw^pnvrr iltpot% in tlie United
Slates, and of newsiiaiinr carriers, at four cents per stiiirle copy.
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PUBLISHER AND I'KOI'RIETOK,

CoRSER OF Trimost .^^•D Broutuld Streets, Bostok, Mass.
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OARFORD'S CONTRIBUTION.
We present herewith a repre-

sentation of Mr. Charles Oak-

ford's case of hats, caps, cha-

peaux, etc., contributed to the

Crj-stal Palace, from Philadel-

phia. This gentleman has a high

reputation not in the Quaker
City alone for the excellence of

his hafs, but the article he manu-
factures finds constant customers

m many of our principal cities.

There is no article of dress, for

men or children, soldiers or civil-

ians, which makes so largely a

part of the general costume in its

appearance as the cap worn on

the head ; for this reason the

proper manufacture of these ar-

ticles has been studied and re-

duced to admirable rules of unity,

lightness and grace ; at least, we
know that these qualities are all

embraced in Mr. Oakford's cele-

brated beavers. The case which

is here represented, is one of the

most chaste and elegant charac-

ter, both in iticlf and the very

beautiful and perfect articles it

contains. These articles show the

utmost neatness, excellence of

finish, and beauty of style, and
have elicited high encomiums
of praise from all beholders,

CHAMLES OAKFORD FMIL^

COMPLIMENTARY.
Steele paid the finest compli-

ment to a woman that, perhaps,
was ever offered. Of one woman,
whom Congreve had also admir-
ed and celebrated, he says that
" to have loved her was a liberal

education." " How often," he
says, dedicating a volume to hi.s

wife, " has your tenderness re-

moved pain from my sick head

—

how often anguish from my af-

flicted heart ! If there are such
beings as guardian angels, they
are thus employed. I cannot be-

lieve one of them to be more good
in inclination, or more charming
in form than my wife." His
breast seems to warm and his eyes
to kindle when he meets with a
good and beautiful woman, and
it is wi;h his heart, as well as

with his hat, that he salutes her.—ThackLiaij.

'ii:.iiiiisiaiii

ANCIENT ARMS, AT THE UKVSTAL PALACi:.

OIIAKLES OAKFORDS CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL P.VLACE.

ANCIENT ARMS, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
We published, some few weeks since, a repre-

sentation of the four suits of armor which were
sent by Queen Victoria, from the Tower of Lon-
don to the Crystal Palace; since then several
other articles have been added to the collection,
all of which are of great historical interest. The
collection which we now represent is placed be-
tween the columns of the south-east staircase,
and among them will be found some very ancient
implements of warfare ; if the history of each
weapon could be known, what events would be
unfolded, which perhaps have never been chroni-
cled. The helmet at the top of the group was
worn in Henry the Eighth's time, aSout the year
1520; it is very heavy, and, no doubt, has re-
ceived many a hard blow from mace and battle-
axe. There is an ancient shield in the centre,
near the top, with a " gonne " or gun attached'
which loads at the breech, that ' ' "

King Edward IV., A. D. 1.547.

To the left is the helmet of a
pikeman, elaborately engraved
in -arabesque ; this is of the
time of Elizabeth, about 1 560

;

there is also a pikeraan's lance
or spear, 18 feet in length.
This corps of infantry was es-

tablished during the reign of
Elizabeth, and proved a for-

midable force to arrest the ad-
vance of cavalry. Beneath
the helmet of the pikeman is

a very ancient iron stirrup,

which has the appearance of
being cast ; a gauntlet of the

same material hangs on the

opposite side; these two arti-

cles are very massive, and it

seems a wonder that such pon-
derous armor could have been
worn with any facility. The
helmet at the top is supported
by a double handed sword

;

the blade is about five feet in

length, but not wide in pro
portion, as are modern swordt
were in very general use during the early wars of
the Scotch and English monarchs. In the centre

of the group is a piece of armor for a horse, called

a " chanfron," which was made to protect th&
horse from the blows of sword and axe. On the

right of the collcfction at the bottom is a very
heavy breast plate, called musket proof; it is

about one quarter of an inch in thickness; the

date on this piece of armor is A. D. 1685. There
arc also large ball« of stone, which were probably
used in lieu of iron, during the early attempts to

use ordnance; missiles of this character were
also used to project from ponderous machines
made for the purpose. The breast-plate at the

left has what is (••illcd a " placcatc," a plate of
steel to fasten on the breast-plate, rendering it

more effective in resisting the point of a lance.

At the top is seen two cross bars of very great

power ; the one at the right is strung by means

of a contrivance for the purpose
;

small bolts of iron were discharg-
ed from them with such force
sometimes as to crack a helmet
or breast- plate. Above the breast-
plate are two ancient Scotch pis-
tols

; one of them is marked
" Elgin," the other has an iron
stock with a flint lock. There
are some very interesting speci-
mens of muskets of ancient oii-

gin ; one, a flint lock with a plug
bayonet, which was used during
the jeign of King James II., AD.
1 686 ; also a musket with barrels,

to contain seven charges each.
There is also a musket or gun
with a match-lock opened by the
trigger. Among the rest we no-
ticed a " carbine Victoria," in-

troduced A.D. 1840 for the use
of the regular cavalry, and a
lance for cavalry introduced A.D.
1839; this is seen in the picture
with the pennon attached. There
are other collections of arms and
armor from London in the exhi-
bition, all of which have their

meed of interest, and they silently

tell the history of Great Britain
during the long and bloody wais
of those times.—As a record of
the past, these weapoos and an-
cient armor are exceedingly in-

teresting to the curious, and those
who love to familiarize them-
selves with the belongings and
the tangible evidences of the past.

They evince the steady progress
of mechanics, and the principles

of civilization as distinctly as any
records or tokens that can be
culled from the past. On a re-

cent visit to the Crystal Palace,
we were exceedingly interested

in seeing how many persons
paused before these specimens of

historical memories, and alsato a

noiice the varied degree of inter-

est which they inspired in differ-

ent spectators. Some looked on
them, as they really are, gems of

the exhibition, and seemed to

dwell with peculiar and growing
interest upon their significance,

while others passed them care-

lessly by, and little heeded the

depth of ancient lore which they
• . recalled to the more observant

and intelligent visitor. This ar-

mor, as has already been remark-
ed, is an English contribution, from the agents of
the government, and was taken from that well
known depository of relics, the Tower of London.

BRACRETTS VILLA, QUINCY.
The environs of Boston have long been cele-

brated as the most beautiful of any city in Ameri-
ca; and it is gratifying to perceive, that art is

still progressing, in a degree waiTanting this old
and much loved city the maintenance of a justly

awarded pre-eminence. The architect and land-
scape gardener are busy at work, devising new
improvements. In every direction the eye is

greeted with beautiful residences, convincing by
silent yet truthful argument, that love in

*' .V villa, mid tlie quiet country's shades,
With lengtheniD^ vistas, ever .sunny glades;
IJeauty and fragrance clustering o"er the wall,

A porch inviting, and an ample hall," ^

IS of the time of ig no fiction. Among the recent improvements

IIILLSIDK RESIDENCE OF JEFi'REY K. BRACKETT, J SIJ

these weapons in this vicinity is Hillside, in the old and honored

town of Quincy ; the villa residence of JctTrcy

R. Brackctt, Esq. This seat is finely located

upon gradually rising ground, commanding ex-

tensive prospects of the surrounding country. It

was executed from designs made by G. J. F.

Bryant, Esq., in the Tudor style of Gothic archi-

tecture, and reflects much credit upon the artist,

for the fine taste and juflgment displayed through-

out the stiHK'turc. The interior is arranged with

special care to domestic convenience and comfort,

and is finished characteristic of the style. The
drawing-room is of atnplc dimensions, and exhib-

its great beauty in design and finish, and every

portion is weil and thoroughly bu'lt. The on-

graving which we give herewith is an accurate

representation of the external appearance of the

house, and will readily be recognized by those

persons who travel tlu' Old Colony Railroad as

far as Quincy and beyond.
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MAJOR POORE'S RIFLE B.4TTALION.

Below we have given, for the pleasure of the readers of our

paper, a representation of a military scene, that occurred a few

days since on Boston Common. The occasion was thai of the visit

of Maj. Ben: Perley Poore's battalion of rifles, fiom Newhuryport.

The troops were in an admirable state of discipline, and exhibited

a most soldier like and effective appearance. The Newburyport

Kitles were nccived by the Columl)ian Artillery, of this city,—

a

larj^e, splendidly equipped and well drilled corps of citizen sol

diery,—who escorted them through our streets and into the Com-

mon, where both companies exhibite 1 some movements of interest,

both as infantry and as riflemen. By some accident, Col. I. H.

Wright's Dragoons, who were out on their first annual parade,

chanced to be on the ground at the same time, and presented a

most martial and spirited sight. At the moment of entrance into

the grounds, by the infantry and rifles, the dragoons had been de-

tached into four stiuadron", under their lieutenants, and were

scouring the large extent of the open field in different directionf,

now at a trot, now at a hand gallop, now upon a ("cad run, and

now again whirling and coming abruptly, but steadilj', in the

quiet walk. These sections of horse, with theii regulation uni-

forms, and expfrienced riders, hovered on flank and rear of the

infantry and rifles, as a band of Mamelukfs might have done

upon the skirts of a caravan in the desert, while the steady, mea
sured and martial tread of the two companies presented a most

interesting and soldier like picture. A single note from the bugle

of the dragoons brought the scattered s<(uadrons to the colonel's

stand, when tiey instantly wheeled into line, while the infantry

and rifies took possession of the field for their exercises. It wai

a fine impromptu scene, entirely unpremeditated, and the pres-

ence of the dragoons added materially to the interest of the occa-

sion. Major Poore and his riflemen were subsequently received

and escorted by the Pulaski Guards, of South Boston, one of the

b(st infantry corps in the State. While the Newburyport Rifles

were in Boston they received the utmost courtesy and hospitality

from all quarters—a compliment that the commander and them-

selves richly merited. The admirable military spirit which now
pervades the city and enti'e State is worthy of all honor and en-

couragement ; and it is gratifying to see the State authorities giv-

ing the matter that official countenance which is so essential to its

well being—a point of encouragement that this service has long

felt the want of, ai.d without which it mutt need') decline.

FIR.ST BATTALION OF RlFLEvS, OF WEST NEWBURY, ON H08T0N COMMON.
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THE PATRIOT CRUISER.
!2l Utoolutionaru Storji.

BY SYLVANUS COBB, JR.

CHAPTER I.

THE YOUNG PATRIOT.

The year of otir Lord 1775 had dawned upon the American

colonies, and it found them upon the eve of their Revolution

—

upon the eve of that struggle which has since filled the noblest

pa;e in the history of nations— a struggle which owed its noble-

ness to the right and justice which gave it birth, and the holy zeal

of the brave hearts thit carried it through the bright victory track

that God had marked out for it. The coast and bay of Massa-

chusetts were at this time the theatre of the movements upon

which hung the destinies of a nation. The British army was

quartered in Boston, while a naval force was in the harbor, and

from this point the king's troops scouted forth as occasion might

require. Their track was marked by anything but soldier like

deeds, and their trophies were more' befitting the outlawed bandit

than the trained soldier. The people of the colonies had now

become thoroughly divided on the great question of their political

relaiions. There were no half-way opinions now—they were

either loyali-ts or patriots ; and though the latter may have had

no fixed plans for the future, yet they were indignant at the pres-

ence of the tyrant's troops, and they were ready for any plan that

might be devised for the removal of the evil.

It was on a Sabbath afternoon—the twenty-sixth of February.

The day had been remarkably pleasant for the season of the year,

and though the ground was mostly covered with snow, yet the air

was mild, and the sunbeams lay warmly upon the winter clad

earth. The good people of Salem wtre returning from church.

Apart from the rest, and walking very slowly, was a girl who had

been one of the last to leave the house of worship. She was a fair

creature, not over twenty years of age, with a countenance full of

loving simplicity and kindness. Her eyes were of a bright blue,

and the few ringlets that escaped from beneath her closely fitting

bonnet were glossy aubutn. Her dress seemed to indicate that

she was wealthy, for it was of rare and costly material ; but yet

those who passed her gazed earnestly into her face, and there was

cehainly much of pity in their look. They gazed sympatliizingly

upon the beautiful girl, and when they had gazed, they turned to

their companions and spoke in low tones of her whom they had

passed.

Such was O'ivia Tievctt ; and tho;e in Salem who knew her,

knew her for her goodness as well as for her beauty and accom-

plishments. She had not walked far from the church, wh^n a

quick footstep sounded behind her, and juit as she was upon the

point of turning her head, she heard her name pronounced. The

speaker was a young man, habited in the garb of a seaman, and

his bearing, as well as the peculiar cut of his dress, spoke him an

officer. In age he niiiht have been three andtwenty, but in the

bold lines of his frank countenance there were marks that would

seem to make him older, but they were evidently only the marks

of long and rough experience. Ho was of medium size in his

frame, and at the first glance the observer would have noticed

nothing about his frame different from others ; but upon closer

observation one woul i have noticed an uncommon thickness and

breadth of chest. This muscular development, however, took

nothing away from the symmetry of the young man's form, but

rather added to it in manly beauty.

"Olivia," he said, as he reached the girl's side, "did yon ex-

pect that I would meet with you today?" His voice was low

and tremulous, and his countenance was worked upon by consid-

erable emotion.

" I hoped you would meet me," replied the maiden, frankly,

and without hesitation.

'• You did ? Ah, bless you, Olivia, for that," continued the

youth, with animation ; and then, in a changed tone, as though

some new thought had come over him, he added :
" It was for

my Bake you would see me."

"Ay, Vincent; for both yours and mine own."

The young man cast his eyes about him, but there were none

others near enough to overhear him. He returned his gaze upon

the face of his companion, and in a lower tone than he had before

used, he said :

" You love me yet. Olivia."

" Yes—yes."
" O, I knew you would not forget me. Ah, Olivia, I cannot tell

you how much of joy I have derived from that simple assurance.

It has been with mc through storm and through tempest—in my
day-walks, and in my night-watch, and now I have come home to

find that my love has been true. You have thought of rac often,

OliviaV
"Yes, very often."

" And now about your father," continued Vincent Gray, in an

anxious tone. "How do you think he will receive me ?"

" Alas," returned the maiden, while her voice trembled, " he is

worse than ever before. He even forbids mc now from mixing in

the society where I Ufcd to spend much of social time. He grows

more and more morose every day."

"But he does not really ill treat you?"
" Not personally ; but he ha« almost shut mc fitit from society.

He will not allow me from his sight if he can help it. He allows

me to attend church, and that is about all."

"But how about myself?" asked Vincent.

"I dare iiot even mention your name in li is presence," returned

Olivia, with a show of sadness which she could not repress.

" When I chance to speak of you, he instantly turns pale, and

threatens some dire revenge if you ever cross his path again."

" I know he always treated me slightly, and yet I see not why

he should have done so. My father, while he lived, was his best

friend, and surely I have never given him occasion to think ill of

me. In this last cruise I have done well for your father. I have

taken his !-hip safely home from the Indies, and though I have

performed the duties of commander for more tlian half the cruise,

yet I only take my pay as second officer. In everything I have

been honorable and upright, and have never failed to look well to

my emplover's inurests."

" I know all that, Vincent ; and so does my father know it

;

and for that very reason is he the more bitter against jou."

"
I see not wliy lliat should be," said the young man, with a

puzzUd look.

" Then I will tell you," resumed Olivia, with a slight hesita-

tion in her tone. " My father is determined that you shall r;ot be

my husband, and the fact that you are so well worthy of my band,

leaves him without any other pretext than such as he can bring

from his strained prejudices."

For some distance the two walked on in silence. What the

young man had heard made him thoughtful. Vincent Gray was

an orphan, and at an early age he had commenced to follow the

sea as a profession. His father had formerly been a warm friend

of Mr. Trevetl, and hence he had entered the service of the latter

gentleman shortly after his father's death. Trevett had growij

rich upon the results of his mercantile pursuits ; but yet Vincent

Gray bad not hesitated to love his beautiful daughter, and the

tendency of this love was by no means checked when the young

man discovered that his love was reciprocated. Vincent could

now remember that old Trevett always treated him with uniform

kindness until the first signs were developed of the love which

sprang up between the two young hearts ; but from that moment

the old man had been changed towards him.

Vincent had just returned from the Indies, having commanded

the ship on the homeward bound passage, and this was his first

meeting with Olivia since his return.

" I must see your father," he at length said, in a determined

tone. " I will tell him of our love, and if he is a man, he will not

cast me off without some cause. Even a father has no moral

right to make a child needlessly unhappy."

Just as Vincent spoke, and before the maiden had chance to

reply, the companions were startled by aloud noise ahead of them

— a noise which seemed to proceed from towards the North Bridge.

While the voung man was trying to make out the occasion of the

disturbance, he saw a man running towards him in all haste, and

of him Vincent asked the reason of the noise.

" The British have come to take our stores," hastily cried the

man. " They are on the other side of the bridge, and there is

likely to be a fight."

As the messenger spoke he fled on with his errand, and Vincent

turned towards his companion.

"You must hasten home, Olivia," he said. " Hasten home at

once, for 1 must go down to the bridge."

"You will not expose yourself to danger," earnestly entreated

the maiden.

" No, no. But I must go, for there's trouble brewing. Haste

thee home, dearest. I will see thee again."

With another anxious admonition to her lover to be careful of

himself, the maiden turned her steps homeward, and Vincent

hurried away towards the bridge. When he reached the spot, he

found that the draw of the bridge was raised, and that a Bri ish

colonel with a body of soldiers was upon the other side. A Urge

body of the citizens had collected, and the patriots seemed deter-

mined to resist the passage of the troops. The military stores

were upon the north side of the bridge, and Colonel Leslie, who

commanded the soldiers, demanded a passage; but it was stoutly

refused. As there was no passing the bridge, the soldiers made

a movement towards two large gondolas that lay in the stream
;

but here they were again baffled, for the owners of the boats leaped

into them, and began to scuttle them. The soldiers tried to pre-

vent this, and the result was a general melee. The patriots

leaped down to the assistance of the boatmen, and the British

fixed their bayonets, and made a charge. Several of the Ameri-

cans were wounded, but none were killed, and before matters be-

came more serious, the old clergyman appeared upon the spot,

and the result was, that a compromise was effected. Colonel

Leslie saw that the patriots were rapidly collecting, and to avoid

further trouble he pledged himself that if he were allowed to cross

the bridge he would not trouble anything beyond it. The draw

was lowered, and the .soldiers passed over, and then, without

molestation, they passed back again, and just as they started to

leave the town, the patriot minute men began to assemble upon

the ground, one company having come from as far as Danvers.

Vi lien Vincent Gray turned from the bridge, he stopped at a

point where a party had collected about the per,«on of a young

man who had been seriously wounded. The poor fellow was

groaning with pain, and though a physician who happened to be

present assured the people that there was no mortal danger, yet

they trembled with apprehension.

" That blood comes from a patriot heart," said one.

" Ay," added another, " and 'twas British steel that let it out."

An involuntary movement of indignation ran through the

crowd, and long after the wounded youth had becn'carried to his

home, the people remained by the bridge and talked over the

affair. But upon none did it make a deeper impression than upon

Vincent Gray. When he turned towards his abiding place his

soul was wrought upon by fierce emotions. He had seen the pat-

riot's blood spilled by the foe—he had seen the hireling soldiers

of the tyrant king trampling upon the dearest liberties of his

countrymen, and from that moment his life was pledged by an

oath to the cause of that liberty which all true hearted Americaiu

prayed for.

CHAPTER n.

THE MAN OF-WAh's PASSENOEH.

On the morning following the advent of the British troops at

Salem, the people were aroused at an early hour by the .booming

of a heavy gun at the mouth of the harbor, and on hastening

down to the wharves, they were not a little astonished at seeing

two heavy English men of war just coming to off the harbor. At

first the people were alarmed, and after more mature thought

they quieted their fears and watched the movements of the ships.

They were both of them standing slowly down towards the capes

of Marblehead under their flying-jibs, with their courses hinging

in the buntlines, and their topsails merely drawn up by the clews.

Ere long the ship farthest astern fired another gun, and at the

same time a signal was seen to wave from her poop.

[SEE ENGRAVING.]

" She wants a boat to come off," said an old man, who stood

upon one of the wharves. " That's what she's firing for."

" Ay," added Vincent Gray, who stood near at hand, " that is

surely what the fellow wants. Here, boys, let's put off one of our

boats and go out."

lie turned to three of his men as he spoke—men who belonged

to his ship—and they quickly agreed to go with him. A fourth

man was easily obtained, and having leaped into a boat with his

crew, our hero put off for the man-of-war which had fired the gun.

There was an expression of wonderment among the men as to

what could be the design of the ships in thus stopping, and though

Vincent shared in the feeling, yet he expressed no opinion upon it:

When he reached the ship, he brought his boat up qndcr the

starboard quarter, and an officer from the deck hailed him.

" Can you take a passenger on shore V asked the officer.

" Ay," returned Vincent.

" Then haul up to the gangway, and we'll send him down."

Vincent accordingly hauled his boat up, and shortly afterwards

the passenger appeared over the gangway, the man-ropes having

been thrown over for his accommodation. He was a young man,

apparently about four and- twenty years of age, with dark brown

hair and blue eyes, not very stout in his build, but possessing

much manly beauty, together with a good degree of firmness and

resolution inHhc for.-n and exptgSsion of his countenance. Vincent

Gray was at once predisposed .Ui-liis favor, and he received him

with a kind.greeting as he came aft. After the young man had

come down, a heavy chest was lo*ered into the boat, and then

Vincent was told that he might shove off. The captain of the

Englishman very kindly bade the young passenger farewell, and

in conclusion he said :

" We may never meet again, Edward. I have somewhat over-

stepped my orders in putting in here to set you on shore ; bnt h

is the last kindness I may ever have the chance to do you, and I

trust that you may prosper."

" I thank you kindly. Captain Montague," returned the young

man. " From the bottom of my heart I thank yon ; and if.we

never meet again, I can only assure you that by me you will ever

be held in grateful remembrance. Adieu."

The captain again said the word of parting, and in a moment

more the boat was rowed away from the ship. Shortly after this

both the ships made sail and stood towards Boston.

When Vincent turned towards his passenger, after they had

left the ship, he noticed.that there were big drops in his eyes, and

from this a new fueling of sympathy was awakened in his bosom.

The young stranger gazed long after the receding ships, and when

he could see them no more he wiped his eyes, and turned his gaie

towards the town he was approaching.

" What part of Salem do you wish to visit V asked Vincent.

" None in particular," returned the young man.
" Then you have no friends here ?" continued Vincent.

"Friends?" iterated the pissenger, in a tone of strange sadness.

" Some acquaintance," suggested our hero; "for I can land

you wherever you may wish."

" I am not ac-juainted here, sir. I only seek for the pressent

some place where 1 can find a home—some well arranged inn

where money will find me an abiding place."

"Then if such is your wish yon can stop at the same inn with

myself," said Vincent. " I have found it to be the best in the

town, and I think you will be suited with the accommodations."
" Thank you, sir. Tnat is the best I could wish. If you have

no objection I will accompany you there at once."

Of course Vincent assented, and he did it with a peculiar grati-

fication, too, for he had seen just enough of his companion to wish

to know more of him. He thought it strange that the young man
should have been at so much ti-ouble to be landed here, and yet t

be an entire stranger in the place. But it was not altogether the

strangeness of his coming that made him curious ; there was

something in his very appearance and manner that was calculated

to excite attention and curiosity.

When the boat reached the wharf, the people who had stood

there watching the movements of the ships and the boats, gath-

ered about the spot, and Vincent was literally overwhelmed with

questions ; but he merely stated that there was a passenger on

boai'd one of the ships who wished to land, and further than that
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he knew of nothing to tell. Whilst one of Vincent's men went

for a barrow upon which to carry the passenger's chest, the older

portion o( the people busied themselves in asking the young stran-

ger all sorts of questions ; but his answers were short and point-

less, and by the time the man came with the barrow, he had been

given up as a hopeless case of laconicism.

" It's Jo fired strange, anyhow," muttered one, " that two Brit-

ish seventy-fours should 'ave put in here just to land a passenger."

" So 'tis," added a second. " Blow me, if there aint sumthin'

in it."

"Just my idee," chimed in a third, with more than common

shrewdness. " S'pose 'era ships would 'ave put inhere just to

land a single man if there wasn't sumthin' in it ? No, not by a

plaguy sight. Depend upon it, there's sumthin' in it!"

By the time this last "idee" was advanced, Vincent and his

passenger had started to leave the place, and those who stood

upon the wharf watched them till they had passed from sight.

"You mustn't think hard of my countrymen if they appear a

little boorish," said Vincent, with a smile. " The fact is, these

are times of peculiar excitement, and the movements of the British

are narrowly watched and quickly suspected. Your coming was

strange, and in the present state of affairs I do not wonder that it

should excite remark, at least."

" 0, of course," returned the young man ;
" I expect all that

;

but you spenk as though there was trouble."

"Ay—and so there is," returned Vincent. " Trouble enough,

I ween. The people of these colonies are beginning to tire of the

insolent presence of these British troops."

" I do not wonder," said the other, in a frank tone. "They
certainly have no business here. But you do not mean that there

has as yet been any open trouble."

" Yes, there has. In this very town there was blood spilled

last night. British troops were sent here to seize upon our stores,

and they were resisted. Ah, let me tell you, sir, that this state

of things cannot last much longer. Either the English king must

withdraw his troops and concede to the reasonable demands of the

colonies,, or else
—

"

" Whati" asked the young stranger, with a look and tone of

interest, as Vincent hesitated.

" Else the colonies will make their own bargain, even at the

point of the bayonet."

Gray spoke in a low, firm tone, and the deep flash of his black

eyes told that he folt what he said—that the sentiment which he

uttered was not taken from the voice of others, but that it had

its rise in his own bosom.
" Well," thoughtfully murmured his companion, after a few mo-

ments of silence, " I do not know but that it is all for the best that

it should be as it is. I may make it my home in America, and if

I adopt the country I must give my heart to her interests."

" And these interests," added Vincent, in a low, thrilling tone,

"are liberty and nationality!"

" And I pray to God that America may possess them."

Young Gray seized his companion by the hand as he heard this

generous sentiment. The cord that bound his sympathies to the

straiger was strengthened anew, and he felt sure that he had

found a congenial heart and soul.

Wben the two reached the inn where Vincent made it his home,

the young stranger entered his name as Edward Thayer. He se-

lected a loom adjoining that of Vincent, and thither he had his

chest conveyed. After this Vincent Gray went down to the

wharf where his ship lay, and attended to the removal of the last

part of her cargo. After the ship was cleared, Vincent called

the men about him, and informed them that for the present the

vessel would not go to sea again.

" And now," said he, " I have something of importance to com-

municate to you. I know that I may trust you, and that, if you

do not join me, you will not betray me. You know that the Brit-

ish cruisers are committing all sorts of depredations upon our

colonial vessels, and I know that the sentiment of our countrymen

will sustain us in resisting the outrage. If I can possibly get a

vessel, 1 shall set forth upon the broad track we have just left on

my own responsibility. I mean to strike a blow for the liberty of

the colonies. How many of you will join me f"

There was but one answer from the brave seamen who stood

upon the ship's deck. They pledged themselves to a man that

they would join the young hero heart and hand.

Again Vincent enjoined upon the men that they should be se-

cret about the matter, and when he turned his steps towards his

irin once more, he had fully resolved that he would seize the first

opportunity to possess himself of an armed vessel, and raise the

flag of defiance to the foe.

CHAPTER III.

MICAH TREVETT.

It was on the very evening succeeding the events last recorded

that Vincent Gray went to the dwelling of Mr. Trevett. He was

determined to see Olivia in her own home, and if her father was

opposed to his visits, he wished to know it,—not that he intended

to be governed by the old man's will, but could he but learn it, he

might then better know how to govern himself. He found Olivia

at home, and she at once conducted him to the sitting-room,

where a warm fire was glowing upon the hearth.

" Your father is not in, then," said Vincent, as he took a seat

near the fire.

" No," returned Olivia. " He has gone to a meeting at the

residence of Mr. Simon."
" But that is a meeting of the royalists," uttered Vincent, with

considerable surprise in his manner.

"I know it," answered the maiden. " My father told me that

they were going to take some measures to crush this spirit of

rebellion among the people."

" I knew not tliat your father belonged to tliat party."
" Yes, Vincent ; he is a firm supporter of the king's cause, and

he hates all those who oppose the royal authority."

The young man was silent for a few moments ; but at length

he said, in a tone made tremulous by deep anxiety :

"Pardon me, Olivia, but I must ask you one question, and I

trust you will answer me plainly. How rest your sympathies in

this case ?"

" Do you not know me well enough to tell that without asking ?"

said the fair girl, with a slight tinge of reproof in her tone.

" I think I do, Olivia. My own confidence in your nobleness

of soul tells me that your sympathies cannot be with your father's."

" Of course they cannot," quickly and energetically replied

Olivia. " I love the cause of freedom too well to wish for a

tyrant's rule. No, no,—if to be a friend of the colonies, and to

wish tlieni independent, constitutes a rebel, then Olivia Trevett is

a rebel."

" Spoken like yourself, dearest," exclaimed the young man, as

he caught his companion by the hand. " O, I shall love you
more now that I know you are so fearlessly noble."

" Not altogether fearless," added Olivia. " My father knows
not my real feelings, and I almost fear to have him find them out."

" And have you really occasion to fear your father?"

Olivia raised her large blue eyes to the face of her lover, and

two tears stood upon their long silken lashes.

"Alas !" she murmured, "you know not how—

"

The maiden hesitated, and after a moment's thought, continued :

"I will not speak of him now. He is not what he was, Vin-

cent. I am not as happy as I used to be when I was younger."

The young man had too much delicacy of feeling to question

Olivia further upon the subject of her father's character, for he

saw that it made her unhappy ; and, besides, he could see enough

to assure him that Trevett was far from being a kind parent. He
was reflecting upon this matter when a footfall was heard upon

the door stone, and Olivia trembled as she noticed the step of her

father. In a few moments more the man entered the room.

Micah Trevett was a man between fifty and sixty years of age.

In form he was somewhat tall, but his height was slightly less-

ened by a contracted roundness of shoulders. His countenance

was one not easily to be read, for at the first glance the practised

physiognomist would have seen that the lines of his face were the

result and marks of characteristics not his by nature. There was

a peculiar look of moroseness about the expression of his face

;

but then it had too much of restlessness about it to be really natu-

ral. In short, the very appearance of his countenance told that

he was a man whose nature had been marked by extraneous cir-

cumstances. His eyes were keen and quick, and his hair, was

more silvery than is usual with those not yet three-score.

When Micah Trevett entered the room, he appeared consider-

ably surprised at seeing young Gray there, and there was a look

of fear, too, mingled with that surprise. Our hero had watched

the old man's countenance narrowly, and he could not fail to see

this fear-mark, so plainly was it developed.

" Captain Gray," he said, after he had recovered somewhat

from his first emotions, at the same time advancing towards where

the young man had arisen to his feet, " I did not expect to find

you here. I understood, sir, that when my ship's cargo was dis-

charged our contract was at an end. I believe I have settled with

you in all that relates lo any pecuniary affairs between us."

" Yes sir," returned Vincent, hardly knowing what answer to

make.
" Then, sir, what can be the object of this visit?"

The young man was puzzled. He had not expected so abrupt

a reception, and he was hardly prepared for it. He cast a furtive

glance upon Olivia, and he saw that she was pale and trembling.

Mr. Trevett noticed the direction of Vincent's look, and he or-

dered his daughter to leave the room. The tone and manner of

this command, and the look that accompanied it, together with

the painful effect it had upon Olivia, called a quick sensation of

indignation to the bosom of Vinctnt, and his brow burned as he

saw the maiden depart.

" Now, sir," resumed the old man, after his child had gone,

" H»»y I know the object of this visit V
" Mr. Trevett," commenced Vincent, striving to keep back his

justly excited passions, " I hardly know how to interpret this

reception. Are there no other relations between us but those of

mere business*? Does your heart hold no other tie but that which

binds it to your money-box ? Can you not conceive of other

causes of friendship but such as result from business?"

" I did not ask for your catechism, sir," coldly returned Tre-

vett. " I asked you a very simple question, and that question

you have not yet answered. I wish to know the object of this

visit."

" Then, sir, I came as a friend to visit those whom I had reason

to suppose were my friends."

" Very well," said the old man, half sarcastically, but yet with

some hesitation ;
" that answer is fair enough ; and now I must

inform you that your visits are no longer desired. If you have

the feelings of a gentleman you will not trouble me again."

" Then you would turn me away from your doors ?"

" I simply request that you will not enter them again."

" Mr. Trevett, I had not expected this," said the young man,

in a firm, decided tone. " Towards you I have ever been faithful

and obliging, and you cannot say that I have ever been remiss in

my duty."

" And for all that I have paid yon according to contract. What
more can you ask ?"

" To be treated as a man—to be received with that friendship I

which is due to me. My father, when he lived, was one of your
firmest fi lends, and I am surely at a loss how to read your heart,

if you can thus easily tear away all the ties of that friendship

now."

Micah Trevett regarded the youth for some moments in silence.

There was a look of bitterness upon his face, and his hands were

clutched upon the rail of the chair by his side. At length a slight

gleam shone in his eyes, and with a peculiar look he said ;

" That is all very fine, young sir; but the truth lies yet behind.

You have not told me all—you have not told me what I asked.

You well know it is no friendship for me that brings you here. It

is my daughter you are after !"

It was now Vincent's turn to hesitate, but he was not long in

framing an answer.

" You have a right," he said, "to judge of my feelings towards

yourself as you see fit."

" Ay," quickly added Trevett ;
" and by the same right I judge

of your feelings towards my daughter. But you have not yet an-

swered my question."

Vincent Gray was obliged once more to hesitate. His feelings

were excited—his soul was stung by the old man's manner, and
yet he knew that he must speak calmly. He knew that to betray

his passion would ruin his cause at once. He soon grew calm,

however, and gazing steadily into Trevett's face, he said :

" You know, sir, that towards your daughter I have ever enter-

tained the warmest feelings of respect and esteem, and it is no
wonder that those feelings should have ripened into love. I do
love the fair Olivia, sir, and I trust that there is nothing connected

with my habits, my character, or my circumstances, that should

prevent me from hoping that I might gain her hand."

" Now you have spoken to some purpose, sir," replied Trevett

in one of the coldest tones imaginable ;
" and the sooner you

know my opinion upon the subject the better. My answer to

your implied request is very simple : you must give up all ideas

of my daughter, and from this time forth you must see her no
more. I trust you comprehend me."

" I certainly comprehend what you say, sir," returned Vincent,

in a tone made trembling by agitation, " but I cannot think that

you mean all that your words ^piply. You do not mean—

"

" Stop," interrupted Trevett. "I mean just what I have said,

and I think you can understand it without further explanation."

Vincent Gray made no reply. He saw by the old man's looks

that he meant just what he had said, and for a while his heart

sank within him. But gradually his lips became compressed,

and a bright fire sparkled in his eyes.

" I trust," continued Trevett, " that I shall have no further

trouble on your account. You know my decision, and 1 think

you will abide by it."

" I shall make you no promises, sir," returned Vincent. " In

my future conduct I shall be governed by my own sense of justice.

You may have a legal, physical right to do as you please with

regard to the future prospects of your daughter, but you have no
moral right to control her against her wishes. She is of age, and

she possesses a mind strong enough to govern herself properly.

If she loves me as I love her, I shall not pledge myself to your

conditions."

" Then," said Trevett, while his face grew pale, " you will

place yourself upon your own peril. Approach my doors again,

and you may suffer more than you are aware of."

"Very well, sir," returned Vincent, as he took his hat, "we
now know each other, and time will show which of us in the right.

I, sir, can lay my hand upon my heart, and look toward God to

prosper me in my opposition to your will. I doubt much if you

can do the same in reference to your own designs."

The old man trembled, and there was something more than

passion in the emotion that moved him. His hand loosened from

the chair which he had been holding, and he took a turn across the

room. When he stopped, he gazed fixedly into the youth's face.

" Go," said he. " Leave my house, and never let me see yon

within its doors again. Go. I want to hear no more of your

speech."

Vincent knew that what more he might say would be productive

of no good, and without another word he left the room. When
he had gone, the old man sank into a chair, and gazed vacantly

into the fire that was beginning to smoulder upon the hearth. His

mind was evidently ill at ease, for the dim light of the coals re-

vealed a face that was worked upon something very much like fear.

Whatever may have been that old man's feelings, they were

surely not such as a soul upright in its intentions would have

given birth to.

CHAPTER IV.

A STRANGE SECRET.

For several days after his interview with Micah Trevett, Vin-

cent Gray spent his time in looking about among the shipping at

the wharves, and also in making the acquaintance of many of the

seamen who were thrown out of employ by the tyrannical acts of

the British. Of one thing he soon made himself assured, and
that was, that he could at any time find able men sufficient to man
a patriot vessel, when he should be so fortunate as to find one that

suited him; and, more than this, he found that the majority of

the seamen were with him in his desire to make a mark on the

page of history in favor of his country's independence.

With Edward Thayer our hero had spent much of his time

during the week, and the more he became acquainted with the

young man, the more he liked him. There was something about

the young Englishman's countenance that had aiTCSted Vincent's

attention from the first, but what it was he could not tell. At
times he felt sure that he had seen him before.
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" Tell me," he said, one day, as they sat

together in onr hero's room, " is it not possi-

ble that we have met somewhere before?

When I look at your face, and hear yon
speak, I cannot divest myself of the idea

that I have seen yon in years past."
" I know not, Mr Gray," returned Thayer,

" but 1 do not think it probable. I have
been in the East Indies ; bst, according to

your statement, not at the same time you
were there. If you spent any time in Eng-
land when you were a boy—

'

"I did," quickly interrupted Vincent.
" I spent three years there."

" How long ago was that V
" Let's see. It must have been eighteen

years ago."
" And in what part of England were you ?"

"I spent most of the time in London. I

was there with my father,"
" I mu5t have been in London during part

of that time," said Thayer, after some little

reflection; "but I have no recollection of
yourself. Indeed, we were both too young
to have laid up much for future memory."

"True, true," murmured Vincent, gazing
half vacantly into his companion's face.
" And yet 'tis strange how your countenance
awakens dull memory in my bosom. How-
ever, if there is any substance to my imagin-

ings I may yet call it to mind."
"Really," added Thajer, with a smile,

" I hope you may succeed in calling me to

mind as you wish, but I fear I cannot help

you."
" Never mind," said Vincent.

And yet by the way he looked, it was evi-

dent that he did mind very much, for he not

. only gazed very fixedly upon his compan-
ion s countenance, but he also betrayed a

great deal of anxious interest as he did so. _."^
" Do you intend to go to sea again at pres-

""

ent?" asked Thayer, seemingly more for

the purpose of breaking up the uneasiness

occasional by the reverie into which Vin-

cent had fallen, than from any real desire to gain a knowledge of

his movements.
" No, I think not," returned our hero. " Or, at all events, I

shall not go again in a merchantman for the present. My old

employer, Mr. Trevett, will not send his ship out again under the

present aspect of affairs."

" Trevett, did you say ?" asked the young Englishman, starting

as he heard the sound of that name.
" res."
" What is his given name V
"Micah."
" Micah Trevett .'" repeated Thayer, half starting from his seat,

' and then sinking back again, as if seeking to recall some thought.
" Yes," said Vincent, re-

turning his companion's in-

quisitive look with one of
wonder.

" How old a man is he 7"
" He must be near sixty."
" MiC'ih Trevett !" again

uttered Thayer, starting up
from his chair, and taking

a turn across the room.
"Micah Trevett!"

" Ay, and do you know
himr'

" Know him V iterated

the young Englishman,
trembling violently. " I

know him not so well as I

wish to. If you know him,

tell me of him."
" I can only tell you that

he is rich and hard hearted."
" Ay—go on. Has he a

family V
" Only one child."

"And what is that?"
" A daughter."
Edward Thayer stopped,

and sank down into his

chair again. His face had
assumed an ashy paleness,

and he trembled at every

joint. But this state of feel-

ings could not last long.

The young man soon re-

covered from the first effects

of the strange shock, and
when he was once more
calm, his countenance had
assumed a rigid expression,

and he gazed vacantly upon
the floor.

" He must be the man "

he murmured to himself;
and then raising his eyes to

his companion's face, he
continued :

" You may be
surprised at what you have
seen, but you must not ask
me for an explanation now.
I shall be ol)liged to dive
still deeper into your in-

debtedness, for I must get

you to introduce me to Mr.
Trevett."

" Ah, sir," returned Vin-
cent, allowing his mind to

leave for a while the excit-

ing scene he had just wit-

nessed, " I fear that I can-

not accommodate >ou lo

that. The old man has for'-

bidden me to ever enter his

bouse again."
" Ah." uttered Thayer.

"Yes," coniinucd Vin-

cent, seeing that his com-
panion looked inquisiiive,

"and I know not why I

THE TWO ENGLISH MEN-OF-WAR. See Chapter TT.

of " Olivia Trevett ']

should fear to entrust you with the secret, and then jou will see

the peculiarity of my position. It is on his daughter's account
that I am banished."

" I understand." delicately replied Thayer. " I understand

your meaning; and I will seek some other means of an introduc-

tion to him."
There was a silence of some moments, during which time both

the young men seemed unusually meditative. At length Vmcent
remarked :

" I am at a loss to conjecture why Mr. Trevett should have
tui;ned me off as he did, for I can call on God to witness that in

no point of my character or habits can he find objection to me."
Ito be continued.!

EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT OP THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.

THE EMPEROR OF RUSSIA.
Nicolai Paulovitch, or " Nicholas the son

of Paul " (now standing forth so prominently
in European politics as it regards the Turk-
ish question), according to the usual habit of
Russia nomenclatures, is now in the prime
of life. He is of commanding stature, and
presents not only the most imposing aspect
of any living sovereign, but, as perfect as he
is colossal in the proportions of his form, he
may really be ranked among the handsomest
men of Enrope. When the whole of his

guard, consistine of si.xty thousand of the

picked men of his empire, is reviewed by
him in the Champs de Mars, the eye of the

spectator may vainly wander over the ranks
to find any one worthy of comparison with
him for figure, for manly beauty, or for maj
esty of mien. When he gives the word of
command, the deep and sonorous tones of

his voice thrill, distinctly audib'e over the

vast plain where an army is manoeuvring, cr
a crowd looking on, as different from the

voices of his numerous commanders as the

notes of an organ from the treble of a child.

He is seen, however, to more advantage on
foot than on horseback, because, being a stiff,

and it is said, a very timid rider, the chargers

he rides in public have alwa\s been "man-
eged " into the rocking-horse canter of the

pitiable beasts which figure in the theatrical

circus ; so that in the e>es of the American
this circumstance qualifies very materially

the admiration which his splendid equestrian

figure would otherwise excite. Of the ex-

tent of his general knowledge and acquire-

ments few have the privilege of judging ; but,

like most princes of the present day, and
like all Russians of high rank, he speaks

fluently, and without accent, several lan-

guages. French and German are as familiar

to him as his mother tongue ; the English he

has learned, like all the other members of

the imperial family, in the pa^t and present

generation, from very illiterate Scotch nurses

and ^'.ttendants, whose homely fidelity has always been appreciated

in their nursery. Domestic and moderate in his habits, very few

princes have borne a more unblemished private character than the

present emperor. Apparently, earnestly desirous of improving

the condition of his people and empire, and not contented, like

his brother Alexander, with the barren good wishes of an inactive

philanthfopy, whose indolence rendered the reign of the most be-

nevolent of men sometimes as oppressive as that of his father

Paul, Nicholas I. not only rei</ns, but, undismayed by the labori-

ous duties such undertaking entails upon him, actually yoverns in

person. On the other hand, he seems to entertain the most ex-

alted ideas of the sacrednets of his high prerogative and divine

right, and the first consideration that actuates him seems to be the

maintenance of its integrity.

Severe and vindictive, clem-

ency has never shown itselt

among his virtues. The
character of Nicholas in all

these particulars differs

widely from that of his mild

and liberal-minded prede-

cessor, who, appreciating

the right and suffering the

wrong, because the indo-

lence of his disposition sank
from the task of clearing

out the Augean stable, must
have entailed upon himself

only the more fearful re-

sponsibility. Many instan-

ces are given, since the ac-

cession of the present em-
peror, of his unforgiving

spirit, which even the com-
pletest triumph over his

enemies does not apparently

disarm : witness his treat-

ment of those of the con-

spirators who disturbed the

commencement of his reign,

and who were banished to

Siberia— to whose condi-

tion, though years have

elapsed, no alleviation has

been allowed This con-

tinuing to make the con-

demned suffer, where his

sufferings can be no exam-
ple, shows, at the least, a

vindictive severity. 'To-

wards the Poles, also, his

conduct, always harsh, has

been in some instances pain-

fully severe. That the em-
peror is in the wrong in the

present instance of attack-

ing Turkey there can be no

doubt ; his march upon the

Danubian provinces clearly

establishes this fact, and all

of Europe is ready to testify

as to the justice of the Mus-
sulman's cause. In this

country there is but one

opinion, and that is against

Russia, and in favor of Tur-

key. The Turks are strong-

er than is generally con-

ceded, and, backed by reli-

gious fanaticism, there is

no knowing what they may
be able to do in defence of

their rights. We unhesi-

tatingly express the warm-
est hopes for their success,

and that Russia may be

made to feel that might and

riiht are not alwajs sepa-

rate, however often might

may infriiige upon the rights

of the weaker nation.
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THE GOOSE.

Herewith we give an engraving

representing two species, ihe Can-

ttda and Egyptian Goose, derived

from one genus which has furnished

man, from time immemorial, with

one of tlie most valuahlc alimen-

tary birds, from the facility with

which they are reared and multi-

ply the excellence of their flesh,

and the utility of many of their

products. For instance, their down,

which is the uderdown of the poor,

and the quills of the win^s, the

suppleness of which art, though

employing steel, gold, and glass,

imitates with difficulty. The time

of the domestication of the com-

mon goose is entirely unknown
;

we can only affirm that it is very

ancient, without being as great as

that of the hen or pigeon. We
will add that the goose is of the

small number of domestic animals

regarded as originating in Europe.

Tlie wild species from which it

springs U, in fact, European ;
aiid

its migrations in the s-pring and in

autumn have fixed the attention of

the most unfamiliar with science.

Many centuries ago another spe-

cies of goose took rank in Europe,

beside the common goose—this is

the China Goose, sometimes im-

properly called the Guinea Goose.

This bird is a native of Asia, and

not of the western coast of Africa.

Hence it extended, at first, in the

domestic state, over diflFerent parts

of the Russian Empire ;
then in

Poland and tne north of Germany,

and later, into Central and South-

ern Europe. This bird is remark-

able for a large tubercle that sur-

moiiits the base of the bill ;
its

phtmage is a whitish gray, very

si.nlar to that of ihe common
goose. Nature has been less avari-

cious of her favors towards the

two kinds we have represented,

and while they multiply with suf-

fi'uent rapidity to make their flesh

an article of consumption, rank

justly among our ornamental birds.

The Canada Goose displays only

three colors, — black, white, and

gray,—but they are very harmoni-

ously combined, and relieved by

contrast with each o;her. It alao

stands higher and has a longer

neck than the common goose, and

it is not without reason that more

than one author clashes it among
the swans. The Egyptian Goose,

on the contrary, has nearly the

proportions of the common goose,

but it is adorned by those lively

colors that illuminate the plumage

of almost all the inhabitants of

warm countries—white, tawny, tan

and rust color are distributed in

great mis-ies over the different re-

gions of its body, and its wings

are partly of a bronze green chang-

ing to violet. The feet are bright

red ; the beak, rose-colored, vtith a

black tip. It is not surprising that

a bird, so richly adorned, should

have arrested the attention of the

ancients. It is the Chenalopex, or

Fox Goose, of the Greeks, and it

was the emblem of paternal love

among the Egyptians, who often

represented it upon their monu-

ments, and dedicated to it one of

the cities of the Thebais. The
Canada Goose is common, in its

domestic state, in many parts of

North America, and figures in the

number of alimentary species. It

is still rare in Europe. Buffon,

who wrote the history of the bird

in 178.3, tells us that, at this pe-

riod, it was bred in a few royal or

princely parks to such an extent

that some hundreds were seen on

the great canal of Versailles, and

a great quantity at Chantilly. But
these two flocks, by which it seem-

ed that the naturalization of the

species was ensured forever, were

exterminated by the peasants dur-

ing the first years of the revolution ;

and France is no-v at the point, with

regard to them, where it was in the

middle of the eighteenth century.

The naturalization of the Egyptian

Goose, in France, is a work of re-

cent enterprise. It presented much
greater difficulties ; for they had

not to introduce a bird domesti-

cated elsewhere, but to bring away
birds from their native climate and
savage stale. It was at the mena-
gerie of the Museum of Paris, that

experiments, continued persever-

ingly for many years, realized a

progress that Geoffroy Saint-Hil-

aire had predicted at the com-
meocement of the century. Under
its native sky, on account of the

extreme mildness of the tempera-

ture in winter, the Egyptian Goose
lays its eggs about the time of the

new year, and during the most ri-

gorous season the yonng are reared.

THE CANADA GOOSE AND THE EGYPTIAN GOOSE.

WHAT YOU FIND ON THE SEA-SHORE.

THE CHUB.

THE SEA SHORE.
How many persons tread the fine

sand of the beach, at the moment
when the tide abandons it, without

seeing anything else but the lim-

pid receding water and the white

foam it leaves behind. At most

they only notice the long tresses of

the fucus, or tea-weed, indicating

the limit which the waters could

not pass with their utmost efforts.

How many others pass without

even turning their heads through

the fish markets of our maritime

titles, which are so many museums
of natui-al history, renewed each

day and animated by various re-

flections of life, while collections

of the same things otfer nothirig

Vut the remains preserved with dif-

ficulty from the destruction, the

seal of which they bear. What
strikes the eye first is the immense
quantity of brown sea-weed, as seen

in fig. 1. In some plac«s this is

used only for manure ; in other

places it is burned to form iodine,

so extensively used in medicine

and the arts. But an.ong this fucus

you can distinguish readily several

species. The one represented in

the engraving is the Fucus serratus,

or saw-toothed. Tlie Fucus vesicu-

losus is covered with bladders, about

the size of a pea, which, being filled

with air, sustain it on the water.

On the Brown Fucus you frequent-

ly find little grayish crusts formed

of verjf small cells, which we have

represented as seen through a mi-

croscope (2). These are very fine

polypi, that can only be seen by

observing a branch of fresh fucus

dipped in a bowl of sea water.

Each of these little polypi puts

forth through the opening of his

cell a bunch of feelers that sen-e to

seize its prey. The Brown fucus

exhibits little white shells (3).

These are xpirorbi. The animal re-

mains fixed in his shell. Figures

6 and 6(( represent the coralline

plant, much magnified. It is cov-

ered with a thick calcareous coat

of carlionatc of lime, and has been

taken for the habitation of invisi-

ble polypi. The Sertulary (7 and

7(1 ) is formed of little flexible, yel-

lowish semi-transparent twigs, and

placed ill water display the little

polypi starting from their cells like

eo many flowers. Let us now look

at some of the bivalves abandoned

on the shore. Here are the Scal-

lop shells (4), cf which there are

many species ; and one, larger than

the rest, vulgarly called the Pil-

tp-im, because the pilgrims, who
formeily went to the shrine of St.

James of Coinposfello, wore them

in their hats. The smallest species

is .sometimes found in oysters. One
called the Ducal Mantle, on ac-

count of its rich embroideries, is

only found in seas of a warm lati-

tude, and is much sought after.

The largest of these often have a

little shell in the form of a twisted

worm (4 and 5). This is the ser-

pula of various colors, and resem-

bles a flower. The Porcelain shell

(8 and 8a) is commonly found with-

out the animal that lives in it, or

ratherwhich produces it. The Mol-

luscas, which climb on one foot,

like the Porcelain we have just

mentioned, are named in general

Gasteropodes. They are almost

all clothed with a shell ; but some

are entirely uncovered, like the

Doris (9), that is found among ma-

rine plants. The Loligo (10) swim

freely instead of climbing, and are

characterized by a head, surmount-

ed by eight or ten arms, that serve

to grasp their prey. The sea heaves

also on the beach di^crent kinds of

Sea Stars (11), the shape of which

enables us to teil them at a glance.

They have generally five branches.

The Crabs (12) are too well known
to require description. The Shrimp

(13) resembles a small lobster, and

is similarly organized. It i^ a deli-

cious fish and comanapda a high

price in the market.

THE CHUB.
The Chub is caught in most of

the rivers of Europe and America.

A young Chub bears a consider*^

ble resemblance to a Dace, but is

more " chubby," and thicker about

the head. Chub weighing from

three to four pounds are not unfre-

qnently taken. The most tempt-

ing bait for him, from June to Sep-

tember, is a grasshopper or a cock-

chafer, dropped gently on the water

by means of a short line. They

generally bite best when the water

is rather clear, and, as they are

gregarious, where one is caught

the angler may calculate on catch-

ing more. Large Chub are some-

times taken by spinning a mionow.
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THE BRIDK'S SACRIFICE.

BY BET. StDSIBT DYER.

I lore the blissful month of May,

\Vhen openinj; buds reveal the floffer?;

And all aroand, melodiously,

The wild binjs sing in vernal bowers

;

For 0, It briuji;s the cherished hoar,

When thou (JIdst breathe thy vows to m»,

And fondly lean upon that breast.

Which yields up all Its wealth for thee.

Then, when a tear-drop dewed thy cheek,

And glistened, pearl- like, in thine ey«.

And frcnn thy pale and trembling lips,

Fell one regret and parting Mgh

;

I did not chide that thon didst weep,

And to the pa"-t give one more tear ;

Ah, well I knew the sacrifice

To sunder ties to thee bo dear.

Bat when thy band was plocel in mine,

And fervently thy vows were given

;

O then that sigh from off thy lips

Was, with the tear-drop, home to heaven;

There He, who ever deigus to bless,

When guilelcas iovc implores his aid

;

Received the hicense of thy vows,

And bade thy trembling heart be stayed.

Should we live on through maiiy years,

And ail aroond look dark and dreaT,

In thee X know I still shall find

A changeless love, a soal jiincere;

And this, in darkest scenes of life.

Shall be to me a solace nigh,

To soothe the grief which rends the heart,

And wipe the tear-drops from the eye.

4 ^^- »

[Written for Gleason'e Pkto lal.}

SIR JOHN CAv^ENO:
OR, THE

—

MYSTERIES OF STANDISH CASTLE.
A TALE OF FEUDAL DAYS.

BY LIEUT. E. CURTIS8 HINE.
^

The traveller in En -land, as he wends along the hawthorn-

'hedged roads by stage coach, or is whirled witli hurricane speed

by railway through the gicen and flowery fields, often notices old,

time-stained, gray and venerable castles, lifting their grim battle-

ments above the giant elms by which they are surrounded, and

awakening reminiscences of bygone days. It is of one of these

ancient structures that we now purpose to write.

I was once travelling by railroad from Liverpool to London,

the world-renowned metropolis of the British empire, and, like all

new joumeyers, watched with the most eager interest the various

objects that are strewn with infinite variety along the way. Now,

the cars would dart over some sleeping stream, spanned by a

noble-arched bridge ; then off through green, luxuriant fields,

where the sleek and well-fed cattle lowed as they snuffed the

scented breeze ; then past rustic peasant cottages, their white walls

glittering in the sunlight from amid their flowering shrubbery, or

noble mansions standing giimly among their old ancestral trees,

under whose shade the sleek-haired deer with branching antlers

quietly reposed ; everything was deeply interesting to me, in which-

ever way I chanced to turn ray eyes.

Opposite to me sat an old man, perhaps some sixty-five years

of age, of a florid complexion, and with a keen, gray eye, which

shone like wintry planets in the cold, midnight sky. 1 had fre-

quently observed him attentively regarding me, but whether he

was speculating within himself as to what manner of country I

belonged, or whether he was amused at the earnestness with

which I gazed from the car windows upon the scenes through

which we were so rapidly passing, I could not determine. How-
ever, he seemed a jolly, good-natured, old fellow, and I lesolved

to accost him.

" A very pleasant morning, sir."

" Very," and then he sunk back into his seal, drew his cap

down over his eyes, like some luckless wight upon the drop of

the gallows at Newgate, as if to cut off chance of further famili-

arity. This was a " pretty considerable of a rebuft'," as the Yau
kees would say, but I was a bit of a sailor in those days, and was

not to be " bluffed off" in that way any how. So I returned to

the attack.

"A lovely country this, sir, through which we are travelling."

" Very," and again my friend hauled down his cloth cap, and

sunk like a terrapin further within the shell. Confound the fel-

low, thought I, there is no talk in him; however, here's at him
again.

" I think this country is more highlv cultivated than America,

sir."

" Ah, you're from America, then ?" and the little florid terra-

pin withdrew from his shell, lifted his cap, and bent his keen,

gray eve upon me with the peculiar look he had cast upon me
when I first entered the car.

"Yes, I'm an American."

" And what think you of the land of your forefathers '!"

" A most delightful country—full of old castles, lazy streams,

pretty women and romantic legends."

" A volume in little. You should have assisted Wilson, in his

' Tales of the Borders.' But, speaking of old castles and legends,

do you see that venerable pile, away off yonder among the trees,

lifting its gray and crumbling battlements through the fragrant

I loo'ced in the direction pointed out hf my fellow-traveller,

and espied a grim, old castle, with bastions, keep and venerable

towers, which were half hidden by the enormous rocks by which

they were surroanded, and which, if possible, gave a still more

solemn and aged aspect to that quaint old pile.

" Yea, I see it ; and I am thankful, sir, to you for pointing it

out. It seems an imposing structure."

" And well it may, for it dates back almost to the time of Wil-

liam, the Conqueror. There is, besides, a strange, wild legend

connected with that old pile of masonry which has often, when a

boy, made my hair to stand on end, ' like quills upon the fretted

porcupine,' as Shakspcare has it."

" Ah, a legend 1 Pray, tell it to me ! I always take great in-

terest in such things."

" Well, the story is a long one, but as you are an American,

and a stranger, I will relate it to you, provided you will give me

your whole attention. But come over and sit beside me. Some

of the boors in the car have overheard me, and are staring at me,

as if I were a wild beast on exhibition."

1 changed my seat, when my travelling companion continued,

in a low tone, so as not to be overheard by the other passengers.

" That venerable structure which jou now see is called Stand-

ish Castle, and for more than foity years it has remained uninhab-

ited. Indeed, although it has been offered rent free to any one

who chooses 10 make it his dwelling, no one has as yet been found

hardy enough to brave the sights and listen to the unearthly

noises which haunt that grim, mysterious pile."

" What is it ? What is seen and heard there V inquired I.

" How impatient you Americans are ! I never saw one yet

that was not anxious to come to the conclusion of a story before

it was fairly begun ! Well, about six hundred and fifty years

ago—so the legend runs—the hall was inhabited by Sir Rupert

Standish, the last male of the name and race. At the time of his

death, as also that of his son—both of whom were found stabbed

in the waters of the river—a daughter, an only child by the name

of Viola, was left behind ; and a most lovely and accomplished

girl she was. Lances were often broken by the young knights

and squires for the honor of her smiles, and Viola Standish

became the toast throughout all this section of England.

" There were, however, two knights, who, more than all others,

did homage to the lady's charms. These were Sir Herbert Ellery

and Sir Roland Caveno, both full of fire and spirit, and neither

disposed to yield an inch to his adversary. Which was the favor-

ite o? the Lady Viola, it seems was not at that time fully known,

but it is supposed that she alternately preferred the one and then

the other, as by deeds of prowess in the courtyard of the castle,

they proved their devotion and loyalty to her person. But things

could not always go on in this manner, and a time was near at

hand in which an awful tempest, which had long been gathering,

was about to burst with terrible violence.

" It was a dark, wild, stormy night in the latter part of Novem-

ber, and the waters of the swollen and angry river that flows be-

neath the castle's walls rushed madly on towards the tempestu-

ous sea. The dwellers in Standish Hall had all retired to rest,

with the exception of the faithful warden, who kept watch in a

little lodge beside the principal gate opening into the paved court-

yard of the castle. The Lady Viola was lying upon her downy

couch in her apartment in one of the angles of the old pile, listen-

ing to the wild and wizard voices of the storm without, which

howled and shrieked, as if mourning for the lot of men. All

around her apartment were hung old portraits of departed knights,

who, encased in steel armor, looked grimly down from their oaken

frames with stony eyes upon the sleepless maiden. Directly op-

posite to her hung a life size portrait of her father. Sir Rupert

Standish, who had built the castle, and whose dust reposed in an

ancient tomb or vault at a little di-tance from the river's bank,

from which his remains had been drawn. The painting was so

dim that it could in the day time with difficulty be discerned, but

when lit up by the rays of a chandelier, which fell directly upon it

during the night, the wrinkled visage of the old warrior—with its

flowing grizzle beard and its cold, stern look— was brought out

in bold relief from the sombre background of the picture. For

many an hour had the young Viola lay upon her couch and gazed

upon those rugged features of her sire, and at times a feeling of

superstitious awe would creep over her, as she turned from the

ancient painting, and sought to woo the god of slumber.

" On the night to which I refer, the lady had remained awake

for several hours, alteniately gazing upon the portrait and listen-

ing to the wild shrieking of the tempest, and it was now upon the

stroke of midniglit. Every one had long since retired for the

night, and the awful solemnity of the time may well be imagined.

Viola was a girl of strong mind, and not much given to supersti-

tion, but as the great bell of the castle chimed twelve, sending its

tones over hill and dale, and rising above even the roaring of the

blast and the rushing of the tullen river beneath the time-stained

walls, she trembled as she gazed upon the grim features of the

old knight, and more than once she fancied that she saw him

move towards her bed ! Again she looked, and this time she was

certain—yes, absolutely certain—that the figure advanced from

the wall towards her ! Her blood seemed almost to congeal in

her veins, and she gazed with a sort of horrid fascination, while

her cheeks were colorless as marble, upon the strange phenome-

non. But as she gazed, suddenly the aspect of the portrait

changed, and a figure clad in a suit of mail, shining beneath the

folds of a great black coat, stood beside her bed

!

" ' Arise,' said a low, stern voice, ' don your garments and fol-

low me.'

" Viola could not utter a word. A spell seemed to rest upon

her which chained her tongue ; and rising from her couch, she

hastily threw on a few garments, and noiselessly as a fawn pre-

pared to follow the mailed figure, who stood grimly regarding

her, with eyes that shone like balls of fire through his closed hel-

met, and seemed to read her very thoughts.

" ' Let not a word be uttered,' said the intruder, ' follow me and

mark well what you shall see ; but never dare again to seek the

apartment to which I am about to lead you, or a fate the most

terrible may await you !'

" Viola would have screamed out for assistance, but she seemed

to have lost all control over her voice, and with a kind of bewil-

derment she followed the footsteps of the bold intruder, who

passed out of an aperture over which the portrait of the old knight

hung, and which she now saw was made to swing upon hinges

like a door.

" Onward, onward, along gloomy corridors, through dark and

winding passages, the trembling Viola followed her strange guide,

and anon found that she was in a part of the castle which she had

never before visited, and which in fact from superstitious motives

had been kept closely locked for more than a hundred years. As

her conductor came to the heavy door-opening into this unused

portion of the building, he produced a rusty key from his pocket,

and unlocking it, threw it open, and the two at once passed into a

suite of apartments more gorgeous than the maiden had ever be-

held before. The walls were richly carved with grotesque figures,

whose costume was that of a day long gone by, and were splen-

didly colored, while heavy curtains of silk hung before the stained

glass windows, and drooped upon the marble floors. Old banners,

too, were hanging from their mouldering staves along the walls,

inscribed with fantastic images and uncouth battle-scenes, and, as

the midnight winds crept around them, they rustled like the hones

of some human skeleton hanging in the closet of an anatomist.

" On they went, the maiden and her grim guide, through apart-

ment after apartment, until at length they came to a glass door

opening into a large banqueting hall, and there they paused.

" ' Draw aside that red curtain from before the door,' said the

figure, 'and look within.'

" ' I see nothing,' replied Viola, turning towards her guide, who
had borne a lighted lamp in his hand, but she found him gone.

The lamp was standing burning upon the cold marble floor, bat

the figure had vanished as noiselessly as a spirit from her sight.

" Finding herself alone, the lady again drew the red curtain

aside, but this time she did not turn away. A mellow light had

been suddenly kindled in the hall, and gazing through the glass

door she saw this sight.

" At a long table, extending the entire width of the apartment,

was seated a large company, as if at a banquet. They were all

dressed in the style of some seven hundred years ago—the men
in suits of shining steel armor, and the women in garments

thickly embroidered with golden flowers—and the festal board

was laden with a sumptuous feast.

" At the head of the table was seated a man dressed in a suit of

mail, over which was thrown a heavy black cloak, and who Viola

at once knew to be the one that had conducted her thither. But

his helmet was now laid aside, and what was the terror of the

maiden, on beholding his face, to recognize in his features the

very counterpart of those of the old portrait of her father, hanging

in her apartment, and which she had so often gazed upon with

superstitious awe ! The thought suddenly struck her that there

was something supernatural in that midnight banquet, and al-

though she trembled in every limb, she resolved to watch its

progress let the consequences be what they might.

"
' I have come at your solicitation,' said the mailed figure,

seated at the head of the table, ' to partake of a feast with you.

What may have been your object in thus honoiing me, 1 know
not, but as master of this castle, I cannot but congratulate you,

my brave retainers and you gentle dames, upon the recent victory.

Let us drink to the health of our most gracious king.'

" In an instant every glass was raised. But watch that dark

figure stealing into the banquet-hall ! With cautious steps, he ad-

vances behind the knight who has just spoken, unseen by him

alone, and in his right hand he carries a bright dagger ! All the

guests at the table see the assassin, but no warning word is spoken,

and the next instant, while the glasses are being re-filled after

drinking the health of the king, the brave knight has fallen pierced

to the heart, while his life blood gushes out upon the pavement.

" ' Bravely done, Sir John Caveno !—bravely planned and

bravely done !' shouted several of the retainers of the murdered

knight. ' Now we will have a new master, and woe to the son

that Sir Rupert Standish has left behind ! It were better for him

that he were never bom !'

" Again the door opened, but this time the son of the murdered

knight entered the banqueting hall. On seeing the dead body of

his father, the youth uttered an exclamation of horror, and the

next moment the steel of the assassin was buried deep in his

breast, and he fell beside his sire.

" ' Off with the carcasses ! Down with them to the river, and

throw them in !' shouted the knight, Sir John Caveno, to the re-

tainers !
' My plans are now complete ! These lands, this castle,

is mine, and you are now my vassals. Drag off the bodies, and

let the feast proceed !'

" The corpses of the murdered father and son, the rightful own-

ers of the castle, were rudely hauled out of the hall by the attend-

ants, and the revel was continued, as if nothing had happened

—

Sir John Caveno taking the seat just vacated by his victim.

Songs, jests and revelry arose upon the air, and all was life and

gayety.

" But in the very midst of the revelry, while every heart beat

high, the great door of the banquet-hall swung slowly open, and

the figi'.e of the murdered knight—clad in his suit of shining
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»nnor, over which was thrown a sable cloak, even as he had ap-

peared to Viola—suddenly entered with martial stride, and stood

confronting the horrcr-stiicken band !

•' 'Murderer!' said the phantom, shaking its finger at Sir John,

who sat in his chair speechless with terror, 'you plotted with yon-

der traitors, my dependents, to take my life, promising them a

greater license than my conscience would permit me to allow

them. They readily entered into all your plans, invited me to a

banquet in order that, when I was (Itislied with wine and off my

iruard, you might have an easy conquest ! You have accomplished

your object, and slain the man you hate ! But think you, that I

will permit you to occupy this castle in peace 1 Make but the

attempt, and a terrible fate will await you ! Foiled is your black

aml)ition—no kindred of mine shall ever wed with kindred of

jours! They will have warnings which will make them loathe

your race, and spurn every offer that may come from such a

Boarce. And from this time out, there will be sights seen, there

will be noises heard, in this castle, that were never heard before !

Beware ! beware ! beware !'

" There was a. sound, as if a thousand gongs had been roused

at once ; the castle shook like an aspen leaf for a moment, and

then all was still and utter darkness. Viola sank backward f. om

the glass door, through which she had witnessed so many horrors,

and found herself within her own room, and in her own bed.

Whether she had ever left it on that eventful night, and had actu-

ally been to the uninhabited part of the castle—where she had

been warned by a vision of the murder of her father, in order that

she might not contract an alliance with any one of the kindred of

Sir John Caveno—or whether she had only dreamed, the Lady

Viola was never able to determine. Certain it is, that on the

next day. Sir Roland Caveno received hi^ dismissal from the fair

maiden; and it is said, that the painted features of the grim, old

warrior smiled as Sir Roland left the hall. In less than a month,

the Lady Viola became the bride of Sir Heibert EUery; and

after many years of wedded happiness sunk to sleep, and was

buried in the courtyard of the castle."

"And why has the old pile remained uninhabited so long?"

"0, the people say that it is haunted; that lights are seen at

midnight dancing through the dim apartments, and that unearthly

noises arise upon the autumn breeze."

" And you believe all this '!"

" No, not a word. ' I told the tale as 'twas told to me.'
"

"Sir, I thank you. And now, will you permit me to inquire

your name ?"

The stranger slowly drew a card from his case and handed it to

me. Just at that moment the train stopped at a small town, and

my travelling companion shook me by the hand, and bade me a

kind good morning, as he left the cars. No sooner, however, was

the train in motion again, than I glanced at the card. It con-

tained but one word, but thct word was full of meaning—it was

" Wordsworth."

< •m-m. >-

[Written for Qleason'B Pictorial.]

THE BETROTHED.

BT PUI£3£ CARET.

Ofcourse I said I 'd marry him,

Twill only change my name;

Perhaps I said I loved him, too,

Or what was much the same.

And if I bad n't told him so,

I 'm sure T might as well

;

I like the fellow well eQ0\igh,

For aught that I can tell.

He *8 got a beautiful moustache,

A handsome hand and bead

;

We'll live in tolerable style,

1 think, from what he said.

I shouldn't call him charming,

And be'ij not a millionaire;

But yet &s men and matches go,

I tliink he 's pretty fair.

That sounds a little cool, but still

I must have clothes to wear;

And sentiment and poetry

Are unsubstantial fare.

You think I 've loved another more,

That still perhaps, [do;

Much good that "s ever done me yet.

Or ever 's likely to.

Besides, I haven't time to wait,

You know as well as I,

How quietly, for several years,

My birthdays have gone by.

And pretty soon my friends will say

—

No, that they shan't, I vow;

" She 's been a rather pretty girl,

A little passe now !"

< »— >

FAT SPAKTANS.

The ancient Spartans paid as much attention to the rearing of
men as the cattle-breeders in modem England do to the breeding
of cattle. They took charge of the firmness and looseness of
men's flesh, and regulated the degree of fatness to which it was
lawful, in a free state, for any citizen to extend his body. Those
who dared to grow too soft or too fat for military exercise and the

service of Sparta were soundly whipped. In one particular in-

stance, that of Nauclis, the son of Polybius, the offender was
brought before the Ephori and a meeting of the whole people of
Sparta, at which his unlawful fatness was publicly exposed, and
he was threatened with perpetual banishment if he did not bring
his body within the regular Spartan compass, and give up his
culpable mode of living, which was declared to be more worthy
of an Ionian than of a son of Laceda;mon.

—

Mr. Bruce's Classir
and Historic Portraits.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

How Joel Newman was Cured of a Water-Cure.

BY DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

JoKL Newman decided that he could not be a farmer. His

father was devoted to agricultural pursuits, and seemed to like

the business ; but that was no reason why he (Joel) should adopt

that branch of industry, as a vocation. He asjjired to something

higher, regarding all ordinary manual labor entirely below his

consideration. At the age of seventeen Joel concluded to choose

a profession, and consumed the remaining years of his minority

in dttcrmining what it should be.

On the very day that he was twenty one he decided that all-im-

portant question, and solemnly consecrated himself to the healing

art. This was certainly an era in his existence, and destined to

exercise a lasting influence upon his future life.

But there was yet another vital point to be determined—what

particular medical platform would it be best for him to stand upon.

Should he embrace Allopathy, Hydropathy, or become a regular

vegetarian 1 It was no easy matter for Joel to choose between

Galen, Hahnemann, Presnitz, and the various systems of botanico

medical ]>racticc.

Having considered the intrinsic value of water as an element,

he finally threw a casting vote for Hydropathy.

Mr. Newman, his father, willing to gratify his son's wishes, ac-

cordingly packed him ott' to a "'water-cure" establishment, where

he might learn theory and practice at the same time.

Joel entered upon his duties with an awful sense of its respon-

sibilities pressing upon him. He realized, or tried to, that hence-

forth he was to deal with that potent agent, water, which would

kill or cuie, according to the way in which it was applied.

"Place a patient in the water up to his chin, and he may re-

main there fifteen or twenty minutes without sustaining injury
;

but," added the professor, with increasing solemnity, "just re

verse the method of application, and put his head in for half the

time specified, and the conseciuences will be scriuns
"

Joel ventured to suggest that dtatli might be the result of such

a procedure.

'• You are correct," returned the professor, encouragingly, "and
that proves that water is a powerful element, and requires to be

handled cautiously. Many lives have been lost by water.
'

" At the time of the flood for instance," resumed Joel, timidly.

" Precisely, sir ; but it was used in that case to effect a moral

cure. It will be well to observe, perhaps, that we do not prescribe

for such complaints at this establishment. We deal wholly with

physical evils."

The doctor paused a moment, and then pointed to a large man-

ufactory not far distant.

" There is another wonderful application of water," he re-

sumed, " and will give you some faint conception of its power."
" It buoys up great ships, also," added Joel.

" Ah, jes ; it is truly an impoitant element in commerce."
" Sailors literally live ou it," continued our hero.

" Young gentleman, you are to learn at this instit'jtion the sub-

lime art of applying this great power to the cure of diseases. I

shall not develop this science to you all at once, but gradually, as

your mind expands. You may now go and put half a dozen wet

sheets upon tbat delicate young man who came this morning."

" Shall the water be entirely cold V asked Joel, with a shiver,

for it was a freezing January day.

" Apply it in its natural state, Dr. Newman," replied the in-

structor, with a gi'aci jus smile, " and don't heed any squeami>h

objections that any patient may make. In all cases you will

please follow directions to the letter. The young man, who will

be made the su iject of your treatment, is somewhat deranged in

liis mental faculties, consequently his eccentricities and peculiari-

ties are not to be noticed You will find him in number four."

Almost overwhelmed with the contemplation of the power of

water, Joel sought the room indicated. He found there a young

min, about his own age, who, although somewhat pale, did not

manifest any particular symptoms of illness. He acknowledged

the neophyte's ])resence by a formal bow. The obvious meaning

of which was :
" Will you be good enough to tell mc your

business V
Our incipient doctor perciived at once that this patient was not

exactly right in the upper works, and took measures accordingly

;

he deliberately locked the door and put the key in his pocket.

This proceeding, on his part, caused the patient to dilate his ejes,

and favor him with a long, and by no means friendly, stare.

" Pray, sir, why do you lock my door V he said, at length,

striving to speak calmly.

" So that we may be secure from interruption."

" And why do you desire to be secure from interruption in my
room V asked the patient, with some severity of manner.
" I, at present, have the control of this institution," returned

the other, resolving to suitably impress the mind of the invalid

with a realizing sense of his importance.

" The devil you do !"

" Please, don't be profane, sir ! Prepare yourself for treat-

ment," said Joel, with dignity.

" Treatment !"

" Exactly—peel."
" Peel I"

" Yes
;
take off your clothes, I mean."

" Me !"

" You—can't you comprehend?"
" And what do you intend to do V
" '^PP'y s''^ ^^'st sheets in succession

;
give you a copioTis show-

er-bath ; soak your feet in cold water ; wrap your head in a satur-

ated towel ; and—

"

" Let me inform you, sir, that I am not in the right mood for

jokitrg at present ; so you will please vacate the premises immedi-

ately," interrupted the invalid, savagely.

'• Take off your coat, that's a good fellow," added young water-

cure, soothingly.
" Will you go, or shall I thi-ow you out of the window !" reit-

erated the patient, threateningly.

" Come, let us be reasonable. You have come here to be cured,

and the jirofessor has given the treatment of your peculiar case

into my hands ; so let us proceed at once to business. Here, you
perceive, are the proper materials to work with—cold water,

sheets, and so forth."

" Are you a fool, or a wag ?" asked the person thus appealed to.

" I am an humble disciple of Presnitz, and hope to be the

means, with the blessing of heaven, of restoring you to perfect

health. Prepare for the sheet."

" You are an entire stranger to me, and, perhaps you are igno-

rant of the fact, that I am one of the principals of this establish-

ment," resumed the patient.

Joel had heard that it was a good plan to humor insane per-

sons, so he concluded that it would be the best policy to let the

invalid have it his own way.

" I know you are a man of consequence, but that does not

touch the present question, or prove that you do not need to be

treated according to the rules of the house "

By this time Joel had prepared a sheet in which to wrap the

sick man, and the icy water was trickling through his fingers.

The patient, as if struck with a new idea, began to take off his

coat ; but the embryo doctor could not help remarking that there

was something sinister in the expression of his eyes. The gar-

ment was thrown with a jerk uimn the back of a chair, wliilc its

owner commenced to roll up his shirt sleeves in a resolute and

ominous manner.
Dr. Joel began to have suspicions that the man's intention was

not quite friendly, and not knowing how far his insanity might

carry him, concluded that there was not a moment to be lost, and

so opening the saturated sheet, with a sudden movement, ran for-

ward and threw it over his head, and clasped his arms about his

victim, thus effectually pinioning him.

The sick man was for a moment rendered helpless, and was in

a partial stale of suffocation, wltile the chilling element, which

had been subjected lo a January atmosphere, was pouring down
his person, striking a deadly shiver to the marrow of his bones.

The poor crazy gentleman, finding his position was dreadfully

unpleasant, made a tremendous effort to recover his liberty. The
doctor and his patient both went down together, the latter kick-

ing, struggling, and swearing to the extent of his abiUties.

They rolled over and over, upset chairs, bowls and baths, pro-

ducing a general furore among the moveables in the apartment.

Joel, thinking his reputation was at stake, persisted with a perti-

nacity, worthy of any cause, in keeping the highly medicated

sheet over his patient's head, notwithstanding his gm-gling, mut-

tered imprecations, and continued flounder-ings.

Rendered completely desperate at length by the agonies of suf-

focation, the deranged gentleman succeeded, by a mighty convul-

sion, in shaking off his persecutor, and then rang the bell furiously.

The peremptory summons was instantly answered, and steps

were heard on tbe landing.

" Burst open the door !" shouted the lunatic.

The order was immediately obeyed, and two attendants enter-

ing, found the parties staring at each other, pan dng for breath.

" Seize this man, and prepare him for the wet sheet," said the

patient, authoritatively. " He is a maniac, and has just had a vio-

lent paroxysm of madness."

No sooner said than done. The two attendants fastened upon

young water-cure, like poverty to an honest man, and he was

soon divested of clothing, notwithstanding his vehemetrt protes-

tations that there was some mistake.

A terrible chill shook his frame when he saw the sheet approach-

ing, fresh, and drijipiiig from the water. He could not, for the

life of him, suppress a nervous scream when the freezing shroud

was unceremoniously wrapped about him, and he was bundled

into a bed and strapped down.

" There, my fine fellow, I'll learn you what it costs to play off

jokes upon me," said the crazy man, with a malicious grin, at the

same time taking his coat upon his arm, and leaving for more
comfortable quarters.

" Who is he V asked our hero, of one of the attendants.

" Why, that's Dr. Flood, one of the principals of the establish-

ment !" was the prompt rejoinder.

Upon hearing this piece of information Joel's teeth chattered

more violently than ever, and he felt cheap enough to be sold for

a very small sum of ready money.

He was kept under treaturent nearly all day, and had ample

time and opportunity to reflect on the beauties of water-cure.

Before night the affair " leaked out," reached the ears of the

professor, and was soon known to all the inmates of the house,

producing much talk and merriment.

When our aspirant was fairly released, he had changed his

mini in regard to Hydropathy, and concluded to adopt some
other profession. He was fully convinced tbat water was a po-

tent agent, but must be applied judiciously ; and was quite as

certain that he had mistaken number five for number four. At
any rate, in his own experience, he had found it, as he affirmed,

"powerful cold in January."

A little after dark the ensuing night, a young man, of just Joel's

size and complexion, was seen to enter a stage coach, that passed

the elder Newman's farm once every twenty-four hours; whether

that individual was our hero we will leave the reader to judge.
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BIRU'S-EY'E VIEW OF THE GROUND AT THE GREAT NATIONAL HORSE EXHIBITION AT SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

NATIONAIi HORSE EXHIBITION.
On this and the opposite page we have given a scries of views

taken hy our artist on the spot, at the hite National Exhibition of

Hones, at Springfield, Mass. Bi-ntath the engravings of the

horsi B, which are likenesses, the names may be found ; also the

prizfs awarded to each, and its owner's name, and from whence it

came. The general or bird's eye view of the ground is a compre-

hensive and interestins one, as grivin? our readers, at a glance, a
map of the spot and its appearance, durirg the height of the ex-

hibilion ; and was taken by our artist from a point overlookinsf

the whole scene. The credit of originating and getting up this

exceedingly uni(iue idea, which complete success has stamped
with such universal favor, is due to Mr. G. M. Atwatcr, of Spring-

field. It was not the work of a day, nor a week, but of many

weeks to perfect and brine: to consummation the idea of the origi-

nator and his advisers, Some fears were expressed that the whole
matter would be anything but creditable, and would be but a vul-

gar miscellaneous gathering ; but this was far from being the

case—the whole affair having been participated in and presided

over by some of the first citizens of the Bay State and of the

country. The grounds, as observed in our bird's eye view, pre-

'''CriZOfv-
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CABsn^R M. CtAT-l^t premium of S200-owt.ed by .1. H. Godwin, of New York. Morreil IIo«.«- 2J premium of SlOO, to V MorreU, of Danville, Vt.
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2d I'reniiam of S60, to Doty & Hubbard, of Montpelier,.Vt.

/lawy\,VV\C

1st Premium of $100, to D. Sanderson, SomerTiUe, N.J.

^^
FANCY MATCHED HORSES.

sented a beautiful appearance, and were laid out on what is called

Govcrninint Sijuarc. The Mammoth Tent in the centre, flags

waving from various point, horses bestridden, and horses followed
by skeleton chairs and buggies, coursing gaily around the track

;

groups collected around favorite horses, scanning their merits and
listening to the praises of the enthusiastic grooms or owners—:ill

formed a scene of the most beautiful, unique and inspiriting char-

acter. Favorite stallions were playing here and there, each to his

little coterie of friends. " Mary Taylor" was there, looking as
gaily as she of the Bowery. " Cassius M. Clay " was surrounded
by his political friends. Young " Black Hawk " was there, hut
without the slightest appetite for chickens ; "Flying Morgan,"
but without his wings

;
" Canadi n Leopard," but without his

claws ; and, altogether, more Jenny Linds than Otto (roldschmidt
could provide for. At times the horses stretched around the en-

tire half mile circuit, numbering two and three abreast for the

whole distance. Some of the horses were attached to skeleton
buggies ; others to phantom gigs, others to phaitons and " what
Dots," of every vaiicty of build and color. The air was vocal
with the neighing of the splendid animals, who entered into the
spirit of the occasion with as hearty a zest as their owners. The
fast ones now and then let out a link or two, and went as rapidly
as it was safe to do considering the crowded condition of the track.

Gigs went dancing by, dodging here and there, and fancy horses
went their own graceful gait. One of the first objects that caught

the eye upon the track, was a pha:ton, drawn by four splendid

Morgan hori-es, harnessed with a lavish magnificence of style,

never before seen in these parts. The establishment belonged to

F. Cordis, of Longraeadow, and elicited univeisal praise and ad-

miration. In the grand collection there were upwards of seventy-

five stallions, principally representations of the Morgan and Black
Hawk breeds. Among this large number of noble animals, it is

almost imposi-ible to individualize. There was the favorite horse

Cassius M. Clay, and his mother, who tiad several other likely

sons present. "Bob Logic," an English thorough-bred " Oscar,"
all the way from Michigan—a Kentucky horse; the American
Eagle, from Flushing, N. Y.—a beautiful bay stallion ; and Clyde
Briton," a noble stallion from Canada, weighing 1600 pounds

—

these, and a number of others, really too numerous to name here.

The editor of the Springfield Republican, describing a portion of
the scene, says : "After all had passed twice around the track,

more than half of the horses suddenly pulled otf upon the grounds,
and ran races " across lots." This was the most beautiful scene

of the day. Franconi's Hippodrome is no more to be compared
with it than the Spunkville Artillery with a rattling, rolling thun-

der storm. The dumb show of the Crystal Palace, brilliant and
valuable as it may be, would stand no chance by the side of such

a show of high, active, and rejoicing life. All enjoyed it to the

very quick of appreciation. Sii.nding upon the elevated seats, and
taking in the whole scene at one view— the throng upon the

grounds ; the darting, whirling, rattling carriages ; and the fast

horses going around the tiack at their full gait—one might well

exclaim, as hundreds did enthusiastically exclaim, that it exceeded
in life and beauty all the lively and beautiful scenes within their

memory. And when it was remembered that on the grounds were
the equine representatives of twenty of the United States, as well

as the Canadas, the exhibition appealed to the mind in its true

beauty and magnitude. In looking over the list of entries, we find

that the Morgan and Black Hawk breeds prevailed in the exhibi-

tion to an extent far beyond what we supposed to be the fact. In
many cases the breeds are not distinctly stated—or present such
mixtures as not to belong to a distinct family. Among the breed-

ing mares we find 22 Morgans, 8 Black Hawks, and .3 Messen-
gers. Among the Geldings .31 Morgans, II Black Hawks, 9

Messengers, 4 Hambletonians, and English and French, 3 each.

Among the stallions of all ages, there were 50 Morgans and 22
Black Hawks. It will thus be seen that the Morgans are very

largely the leading family, while the Black Hawks are second on
the litt. Had we room we should take particular pleasure in giv-

ing the many excellent speeches and sentiments that were given
on the occasion. Among the speakers were Abbott Lawrence,
of Mass , Governor Seymour, of New York, Ex-Governor Colby,

of New Hampshire, John M. Botts, of Virginia, Marshal P. Wil-
der, and a host of other witty and eloquent orators, whose senti-

ments have been fully published in the prints of the day.

Breeding Mare—Isl premium of $100, to Charles W. Sherman, of Vergenncs, Vt. Mare with Foal by her side, 2a premium of $50, to Jackson Nichols, of flashing, Long Island.

BREEDING MARES.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BY THE SEASIDE AT DAWN.

ST PARK BENJAMIN.

I stand upon the silent shore,

The ocean stretches far away

;

And many a soft and tnowy sail

Comes mut«ly glancing up the bay.

Slow roll the waves
j the clouds above

Scarce move along the blue serene

;

And all is fair on earth, in air,

To beautify the Bcene.

I long for wings to cleave this air,

And o'er these brilliant billows fly
;

Now stooping down to kiBB the sea,

And now remounted to the sky.

0, sea-gull! what transporting bliss,

What joy of liberty is thine;

As from thy plumage fresh and fair,

Thou tossest off the brine

!

From slumber on the rocking deep.

Thou wak'st to meet the early day;

And, restless, wanderest bear and far,

With none to guide thy devious way

;

Emblem thou art of all that ^s free,

. That's gay and joyous, strong and bright;

AVhen all around is shadow, thou

Still seem'st one tlake of light.

I love this silver hour of dawn,

These azure skies, these waves more blue;

"Von glittering wings and sails that wear

The same unstained and cloud-Uke hue;

And though I may not, like the bird,

Career and sweep from sea to sky,

There are no fetters en the mind,

My thoughts can mount as high

!

1 ^m^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A MARHIAGE OF CONVENIENCE.

BT ALICE CARET.

It was the April-time ; the atmosphere dewy and fresh as you

can imagine
;
young birds and sprouting greenness everywhere.

The farmers were all busy repairing old fences, clearing up

patches of new ground, threshing the last oats, and doing other

little jobs preparatory to the busy season.

" I think it will do to plow next week," said Farmer D., to his

son, as, with axes over their shoulders, they crossed a piece of

stubble land, to fell, in the adjoining woods, an oak tree, which

they designed having sawed into boards for the repairing of the

bam.
" Yes, it will do to plow next week," answered the young man,

" the ground is almost dry enough now."

Many a sentence, as careless and as harmless as that, has been

the death-blow to the fond hopes of some poor wretch ; and these

were then. A rabbit, lying snug in his burrough, had hoard them,

and, before the youth ceased speaking, was galloping away, his

long ears set back, and his whole frame trembling,—not so much
because of the danger at that moment, as from that to be appre-

hended, for the expected plowing would destroy her home. It is

a hard thing to be friendless and homeless in the world, even for a

rabbit.

Now it happened that previously to taking their axes for the

felling of the tree. Farmer D. and his boy had been to the barn

to see to what extent repairs were needed.

" Why, it's worse than I thought it was," said the old man
;

" half the boards are warpt and loose."

" Yes," answered the son, " it is worse than I thought it was

—

fall half the boards are warpt and loose."

" I think," said the old man, resting his hand on a pitchfork,

and looking up, " I will shut out these confounded birds with the

new weather boarding—they do no good, but a vast deal of

harm."
" Very true," answered the son, " they do more harm than

good, and I have thought so for a long time— there is one of the

plaguy things now ; shu !" And with the exclamation he threw

a corncob in the direction of a pretty brown dove, that was sitting

high up on a dusty beam and thinking about the new nest she

would make.

There was a fluttering, first against this board and then against

that, and, at last, the frightened dove found the little heart shaped
entrance, that had been for so many summers her door- way, and
escaped.

" I am sure I will not stay where I am not wanted," was her

first thought, and straightway across the hills, to a neighboring

bam, she bent her course—perched on the eave, and picked the

feathers from her bosom, as though it spited others more than

herself

After a time she grew calmer and began to look about ; but

though the barn was new and all snug as might be, a lonesome,

homesick feeling came over her, such as she had never known
before.

True, there were four little diamond shaped openings in the

gable, just large enough to admit her person— she would certainly

be welcome, and yet it was a long time btfore she could think of

examining the premises, with a view to settling.

At last, however, as if gathering all her energies, she made a

sudden plunge and disappeared within the barn. But, evidently,

things did not please her there, for she presently re-appeared, arid,

with a slow and unsteady flight, returned to the dilapidated quar-

ters from which the prospects of ejectment were so disheartening.

It was quite useless to think of ronairins' the nest, and after an

half hour's revery she flew to the ground and walked soberly

down the lane ; her head nodding up and down thoughtfully, and
her tail almost dragging in the dust. She had no object in the

walk— probably she didn't think of what she was doing, at all.

" What shall I do ;" was the burden of her musings. "I have

no home and no friends in the world. I wish there was somebody
to care for me. I wouldn't care much who it was ; really, a poor,

lone creature, like me, might just as well be dead. I am half dis-

posed to fly madly against the old barn and dash my brains out 1"

" Good morning, miss," said a voice, singularly sweet and in-

sinuating. " Can I be of any service to you V
Erecting head and tail, the dove looked about her, and was not

long in espying the rabbit, before mentioned, who had paused by
a blackened stump in the lane, and was breakfasting on the ten-

der leaves of a seedling turnip.

" Ay, sir, you are very kind," replied the dove, " but I have no

need of assistance," for she was piqued that she should have be-

traye<l her sorrowful condition.

Plump and sleek looked the rabbit, and well to do withal,

feeding so daintily in the sunshiny lane.

"I'll wager he has a home somewhere hereabout, and that

every dog in the farmyard is his friend," mused the dove ; and

fluttering coquettishly on to the stump, she made some remark
about the beauty of the morning, after which, elevating herself

on tiptoe, she declared the neighborhood was the loveliest she hid
ever seen.

"Beautiful indeed; I never am weary of it," replied the rab-

bit, thus insinuating that he was a resident of the parts.

" Not fond of turnips V he asked, after an awkward silence,

during which the dove had been thinking of some pretty thing to

say.

Now the dove had never eaten such a breakfast in her life, and
to say the truth had not much fancy for tasting it ; but she had
probably heard the saying that the truth is not to be spoken at all

times, and politely assured the rabbit that there was nothing in

the world of which she was more fond, but that having just eaten

heartily of barley, she felt obliged to decline.

" Barley !" replied the rabbit ;
" how I envy you—you are one

of the favored of the earth."

" 0, no," the bird answered—as though she meant " O, yes ;"

" but I have no reason to complain."

After a little further pretence on both sides, the dove, begging

pardon for so long an intrusion on the precious time of her new
acquaintance, and hoping she would have the pleasure of meeting

him very soon at her own house, fluttered lightly away as though,

for herself, she was a person of elegant leisure and had nothing

special to call her anywhere.

" A beautiful creature," soliloquized the rabbit, as hopping in

the sunshine he watched her graceful fluttering, here and there.

" And the barley, too ; she must be rich. I wonder if she is a

marrying bird V
Half an hour or more he mused with an abstracted and melan-

choly air, at the end of which time, the noisy calling of the barn-

door rooster, to his feathery dames, arrested his attention.

" Lucky fellow, you are," he said, turning toward the cock,

who, by this time, was surrounded by four or five hens, speckled,

brown, and black, all pecking in the dust for a single worm.
" You have but to call, and from every direction wings are

stretched out to greet you ; while not a soul in all the world

cares for me."
" Good enough for you," replied the rooster jocularly ;

" why
don't you marry and lead a merry life, as I do. There is no need

that you should go moping through the world," and flapping his

shiny wings two or three times, he stretched his long neck and

crowed lustily.

" Upon my word, you are too hard on me. You should rather

pity than laugh at the misfortunes of a fellow-being."

" Misfortunes !" repeated the rooster, ironically ;
" how can you

say that, when not only the beasts of the field, but half the birds

of the air, are in love with you?"
" Really, sir, you are flattering ; for not a bird have I ever seen

so poor as t ) think of me."
" Pshaw !" said the rooster, and affected to be deeply engaged

in searching for worms, for he was not aware of any bird that

fancied the labbit.

There was a brief silence, but a match with a bird was not

likely to be suggested to him again, and the opportunity of mak-

ing .some inquiries concerning his new acquaintance, was not to

be lost, and hopping a little nearer to the rooster, he inquired

whether there were many swallows about the bam, and then care-

lessly added :
" There are no other birds about there, I suppose?"

" Why, yes," said the rooster, "there is a whole family of

doves, and, by the way, I saw one this very morning, as I set out

for my walk, that would be worth having."

There followed a description, and the rabbit congratulated him-

self on having already made the acquaintance of so desirable a

bird.

But he went on to say that he was poor and would not dare to

offer himself,—more to bring out what the rooster knew about the

dove's fortune than for any other purpose.

The result of the trick was perfectly satisfactory. The dove

was rich beyond all question. Why, was not the barn full from

year's end to year's end, of all good grain, and was it not all her

own as you might say ? And then the good, nice home in which

she had been bom, and where she was likely to live and die—it

was not often a nest was found so nicely feathered. Then fol-

lowed an account of the extensive improvements which the dove's

hal)itation was about to undergo, and advising his bachelor friend

to make overtures speedily, the rooster went pecking his way
along the dust, and presently met the dove, wlio, by this time,

was returning slowly homeward.

Of course the conversation he had so lately had with the rabbit

occurred to him on seeing the subject of their talk, and, redden-

ing a little in the comb, he informed the dove that she was, at the

moment of meeting her, uppermost in his thoughts.

" Really, I feel flattered," she answered ;
" but what was the

nature of your thoughts I"

" Most agreeable," said chanticleer; and he went on to say he
had just had the happiness of meeting a rich friend, a rabbit, who
lived in the neighborhood, and their talk had been of love and
marriage, and, of course, they could not but think of her, whom
everybody was desiioiis of winning, and whom no one dare

approach.

The dove modestly hid her head beoealh her wing for a mo-
ment, and then answered in a tone that might have been jest or

earnest, that she felt flattered in having been mentioned in con-

nection with a subject so deeply interesting to them all.

" You are ironical," replied the rooster ;
" but I assure you, my

friend, the rabbit, who, to say truth, has lost his heart to you, is

worthy of more serious regard."

" 1 know his great merits," she said ;
" and then he is wealthy,

too—is he not i" and she eyed the rooster curiously as she spoke.

Now the rooster was a proud rooster, and he wished the dove to

believe that his friends were very rich ; so he replied, without hesi-

tancy, that he had everything heart could desire, with the excep-

tion of a wife ; and, he trusted, bowing to the dove, he would not

long lack anything.

" You are obliging," she replied ;
" but such happiness as you

suggest stands not within the prospect of belief."

After some further conversation, in the same vein, they parted
;

both in high good humor—the dove pleased with the prospect of

becoming the wife of a rich rabbit, and the rooster more than

usually inflated because of the active part he had taken in other

people's aff'airs.

That day the rabbit could not rest well in his burrough ; the

next week the farmer would plow, and then he would be homeless

in the world. The only alternative was a rich wife ; he would

rub up his coat and, on the coming morning, walk in the lane

and see if he should meet any one he knew.

No less restless than he was the dove. She could not stay in

the barn nor out of it—what would she do ? Nobody in the world

to care for her,—true, the rooster had complimented, but what of

that, she couldn't live on compliments. She would scorn to put

herself in the rabbit's way, but she had as good a right to the

lanes as he, and she would just walk out in the morning, and if

she met him, why she would be civil ; that would not be asking

him to marry her, she was sure.

So the day and the night passed, as all days and nights will,

—

whether we have homes or are homeless ; whether we have lovers

or not,—and the morning came up bright, aad the rabbit and the

dove—for the sake of their healths, I suppose—walked in the lane

about the same hour.

Of course they met, and, as they had resolved to be, were very

civil to each other.

Their next meeting was not by accident, and it might hare been

noticed, as they separated, that both looked well pleased with the

world and with themselves. And why should they not '.—they

were both going to do so well, as they supposed.

Neither made any very strict inquiries as to the fortune of the

other ; they counted on appearances and on the recommendations

of the rooster, who was a most respectable and credible person.

Necessity is a wonderful stimulus to passion, and, after a few in-

terviews, the dove and the rabbit were married.

There was a great deal of talk, not only about the barnyard,

but through all the woods and fields. A few persons, who were

invited to the wedding, said they wished the pair happy, but hoped

they would get along without drawing any upon them ; everybody

had enough to do to take care of themselves ; but most of the ac-

quaintances of the happy party said they were about fit for each

other; they guessed nobody else would have either of them, and

the like, and some went so far as to whisper suspicions of an un-

happy life ; ending with the declaration that they would not have

long to endure the society of each other, unless the age of mira-

cles returned ; and these allusions to the downhill of life fell heav-

iest upon the poor dove. After her marriage all her friends sud-

denly discovered that she was a very old bird.

But let us leave gossip and follow the fortunes of the curiously

mated pair, and see if they were really " kindred spirits," or

whether, even until this day, an ox and an ass may not be yoked

together with impunity.

The marriage had been delayed until the last moment ; the

bam had been repaired, and for two nights previous to her nup-

tials the dove had lodged with a friend, a mile from her warm
home. " She could not rest," she said, " on the eve of so great

an event—she must have company."

The plowing was begun, and when the rabbit left his burrough

for the altar, the probability was he should not be able to retnm

even for a single night.

Not much like a bridesgroom's was his face as he set out ;
pres-

ently he halted and seriously contemplated the prospect before

him ; then, with a heavy countenance, he went forward a little,

stopped again, and, with a flash of light in his eyes, as if he said,

" I wont and can't do it," he turned and hopped the way he had

come with great alacrit}'.

He struck upon the new furrows directly, and bethought him

not only of his homeless state and the riches of the dove, but aisO

of his honor. .

Across the fields he saw two or three squirrels chattering, as

they leaped nimbly along the fence- rails, toward the lane,—they

were bound for his wedding. He must not be thought a laggard,

and, turning about once more, he went forward by tremendous
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great hops and arrived at the stumps in the lane, the place of as-

signation, quite out of breath, and looking, as he thought, very

happy, but really as one smiles with the toothache. Seeing the

ungraceful jumps at which he came, the dove hesitated, and, for

a moment, turned away her head ; but presently, bending her

neck as if she swallowed something she did not like, she went

forward to meet him with feminine tact, walking clumsily, as

though she had no wings—she had made up her mind to renounce

the "sage and serious doctrine of virginity," at all hazards.

A fox that had been sent for, from many miles away, stood up

and said if any one knew of any reason why that dove and that

rabbit should not be joined in wedlock, let them speak, or forever

after hold their peace. No one knew any reason ; the rooster gave

away the bride, and they became, in the eye of the law, one.

The day passed happily enough, as most wedding days do, I

suppose ; and the night fell, and with it came its own needs.

More than once the dove complained of weariness, and right

well the rabbit understood the suggestion—yet he hesitated ; the

plowshare might have laid his home in ruins.

" Really, my love," he said, at last, looking wistfully toward

the snug looking bam, " as we are so much nearer your palace

than my poor home, and you arc so tired, my darling
—

"

" no, sir, not at all ; I shall enjoy the walk. I can't allow

yon to forego the pleasure of resting in your own home ; I am
not so selfish, I hope."

" To confess truth, my house is not in such order as I could

wish. I have been expecting to remove to better quarters ; but

you know, sweet, how my time has been engaged." And the rab-

bit looked at his bride as though there was not another creature

in the world so worthy of regard.

It was an uncomfortable walk Ihey had together. The rabbit

seemed to regard his bride as an intruder ; and she, poor creature,

felt that he so regarded her, and walked silent, if not sullen, by

bis side.

On arriving at the new home she saw nothing to induce a hap-

pier state of feeling ; a little, dark burrough, with a few mouldy

leaves for a carpet ; no nuts, no fresh vegetables, no evidences of

comfort, even, to say nothing of wealth.

The husband said he was sorry ; it was not in his power to

make his lady more comfortable ; but, as he had suggested a dif-

ferent course of procedure, he hoped she would not blame him;

but the tone seemed to indicate that he didn't care a straw what

she thought of him.

And having thus spoken he dashed himself into the middle of

the bed, hoping his wife would excuse him from further talking

—

he was too much fatigued.

A long time the dove sat pouting, thinking of birds' rights and

birds' wrongs, and of what a grand convention might do to mend

the matter ; but seeing, at lasi, that her lord was not likely to

address her,— for, though he was awake, he affected to be asleep,

—she timidly requested to be shown to her chamber.

Two or three times she repeated the request, when, all at once,

the rabbit sat upright in his bed, looking as though he could not

believe his own cars.

Chambers !—he had no chambers. What did she suppose he

wanted of chambers. Didn't she know that rabbits always slept

in basements ; it was contrary to their nature to suppose they

could sleep anywhere else ; she was an unreasonable bird to think

of chambers ; besides, she must expect to accommodate her

wishes to his, and share his bed and board wherever he chose to

place them. If she pioposcd to do this he begged she would retire

without further ado—he must not be disturbed again, as he should

have to be on the watch constantly after midnight ;—the farmer

was plowing near them, he saw, and they might both be buried

alive ; in shoi-t, nothing was more likely.

The dove was terribly frightened, and crouching on the foot of

the bed remained wide awake the whole night.

In the morning, as some excuse for his silence, the rabbit com-

plained of indisposition ; when it was breakfast time he didn't

want any breakfast,—at least, he said he didn't,—and the dove,

hoarse with cold, from having slept on the ground, hid her head

beneath her wing, muttering something about having been used

to different fare in her own home.
" Really, my love, it's too bad," said the rabbit, with some ap-

pearance of concern. " I am afraid you will be down sick ; sup-

pose we remain at your house for a day or two, till I can look

•bout and buy a place to suit us."

The dove was not able to walk, she said? in fact, she felt her-

self growing worse every minute—nothing but a skilful physician

and the best nursing could save her.

" I will carry you on my back," urged the rabbit ;
" it is peril-

ous for you to stay here, I see."

But no, she could not be moved on a litter, for birds will be

perverse as well as women ; but, on this occasion, there was good

cause for declining his proposition—she had no home to go to.

fhe rabbit thought her disobliging. He was vexed and hun-

gry, and, seating himself as far from his bride as well might be,

they remained for an hour in disquiet, if not misery.

The silence was broken by a crashing and rushing noise—the

rabbit leapt out, and the dove flew out, and, a moment after, the

plough passed through the burrough and the pair were homeless

in the world.

By a sort of tacit understanding they betook themselves to the

lane. The rabbit leapt nimbly along as though he had no one to

care for but himself; seeing which the dove said he was a selfish

brute, and, spreading her wings, flew across the field before him
in proud defiance.

In the course of the afternoon, however, they met at the stump
and passed the time together till sunset—tht ir hunger having, in

some way, been satisfied, w liile apart.

At nightfall the rabbit suggested the dove's palace again. No
eva!?ion or equivocation could avail now, the dove felt, and, after

some blushing and stammering, owned the truth—she had no pal-

ace, nor, indeed, any home of any sort.

Then came a quarrel ; mutual recriminations and accnsations

;

till, finally, the dove flew at the eyes of the rabbit, with intent to

pick them out. At length their voices were lifted so loud the

neighbors heard them, and flocks of chickens gathered together

and talked the matter over ; while the more gossiping hens flew

on to the fence and cackled the matter aloud.

The rooster said he would mediate between them ; but the

watch-dog barked resolutely against interference, asseverating that

if husband and wife could not agree, no third party could help

them.

The fox thought it would be advisable for the rabbit, when he

married an heirets again, to look into the palace of his bride

beforehand.

At the first session of the court, both the dove and the rabbit

made application for divorce, but as no ground could be shown

except mutual dislike and abhorrence, the jparital bond remained

a bond, indeed—the jury in their deliberations determining that if

a beast would marry a bird, he must suffer the consequences, and

if a bird would marry a beast, she must suffer the consequences.

The applicants were, of course, dissatisfied, and are living sep-

arately ; each believing in the supremacy of the individual.

« »«» >

JLLE8 JANIN AT HOME.
From M. Janin's rising until he retires at night, he is constantly

surrounded by visitors. No man is more industrious than he

—

few produce more. But, pray, when does he work > Sunday, of
course, his door is barred, and no one is seen on that day dedi-

cated to the JeuilU'ton ! No such thing ; there is a room full from
morning until night. He rarely commences the formidable y«(i7/«-

toii of the Dcbats before noon, and before six o'clock it is finished.

He writes with miraculous rapidity. You will see him in slip-

pers, bending over his table ; manager after manager pours in,

then the dramatic writers, diminutive M. Michel Masson, bald
M. Jules Sandeau, and the new generation, for all the young lit-

terateurs make a pilgrimage to M. Janin, if for nothing else, to

be encouraged with his benevolent smile, or his good-natured
commendation. Nor are gentlemen the only guests of that too
hospitable room : it is a boudoir where the Opera, Vaudeville
iVancais, Gymnase, Variates, Palais Royal, send their most beau-
tiful actresses. That laughing, talkative, wasp-waisted beauty is

Mile. Seriwaneck, of the Varieties ; that animated statue is the
queen of the drama, Mme. Guyon ; that blonde is the beauty of
the Gymnase ; that's Mile. Plunkctt ; next to her is Mme. Cerito ;

wait a moment, and you will see Mile. Ozy, proud of her shape
;

Mile. Berlin, so proud of her hands, and the Oriental beauty.
Mile. Page, and the rest of the stage queens of Paris. If those
walls could speak, what tales, what sparkling wit, what flashes

of merriment they would relate ! Madame Janin rarely adven-
tures her grace and good humor in that giddy circle. She knows
the feuilleton must have its ample elbow-room. The only rivals

she fears are Elziver editions, dominos and tobacco ! Every man
has his weakness. M. Janin's is dominos ; double six is his pas-

sion ; and you may tell M. Janin he cannot write a feuUleton ; yon
may quote to him Bulwer's insulting epithet, " spewed up a
.Janin,"—but if you daicd hint a doubt that M. Janin was the

best domino player in France, he would not forgive you, unless,

perhaps, you gave him some rare book. He is the greatest biblio-

maniac we have, after Brunet. His excuse is that he has no
children—therefore he smokes !

—

Boston Atlas.

[Written for Oleason's PietorlKl.]

THE HARP.

BT JOHIf K. LESLET.

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

LOVE IS A FliOWBR.

BY PINIEY JOHNSON.

Love is a pure and holy flower,

A plant of heavenly birth

;

Far purer than the fragile ones,

Which take their root on earth

;

A flower watered by the tears

Of angels bright and pure,

And one which, to the end of time.

Forever shall endure.

Like autumn leaves, the buds of hope

But wither and decay
j

And joys of lifelike morning dews

But swiftly pass away

;

But love shall live within the heart.

E'en to the end of time

;

Then with fresh vigor bloom again

In heaven's holy clime.

As buds which on one stem are bom.

Share every thorn around

;

So hearts that love share every grief

Which may in life abound;

And death itself cannot divide

The golden chain of love

;

Who^e links are forged by angel hands,

Within the courts above.

As ice, in closing o'er a stream,

While storms are in the air,

Prevents the baser things ofearth

From freely mingling there
i

So death but guards the loving heart,

And makes it purer teem

;

Yea, even as the ice protects

The surface of the stream.

If tlie most virtuous are those who pretend to have been strongly
enticed by their vices before submitting, we could better say that

the soldier, who suffered all the agony of terror, and finally fled

before the enemy, is more worthy of esteem than the soldier who,
without fear and without resistance, remained firm at his post.

The bravest is he who does not hesitate before danger; the most
upright he who does not hesitate to do that which is right. How
then, in other circumstances, the most virtuou.s would he he who
has struggled before succumbing, and not he who remained pure 1— V. Guichard.

Beside his harp a child lay sweetly slef ping,

And o'er his brow the silk-winged zephyr stole;

And round his bed the angels watch were keeping

As if in music still he poured his tout

Up to the muses, in their sunny bowers.

Till they came down to glad his lonely hours.

O, child of sorrow ; think of stars once paling,

When first Orpbeus tuned the magic lyre,

With sounds of joy to sweet, and never failing

To wake the bosom's patriotic fire;

And think of Tasso, in thy solitude,

Whose scalding tears the prison's gloom subdued.

Yes, think of him with e^erj fcrrow riven,

Thrust from that high station where be should have stood;

fle afiked for light, and light came down from heaven,

And he was nise and is imputed good.

Old Petrarch's harp had ne'er a thrill like his,

Nor Dante's, holy music as it is.

Far through the air and up the mist-like mountain,
He passed great numbers on the steepy side;

And, stooping, drank from Helicon's famed fountaiit.

That rolls along a pure and rapturous tide
;

Then felt his soul o'erflow with manly thought,

And looking up, the stream of glory caught.

Far on he winged his flight. Upwhirling,

O'er dangerous cliffs, along the mountain's Teig»,

Where darkly were the tierce storm clouds, unfurling

Every flash of hidden fire, to urge

Him farther onward, where a purple gleam

Shot redly up —it was Fame's temple's beam!

Then spake the goddess, " Here 's where gods and muMa
Keep fairy music in these pillared halls

;

And bleeding twilight all its joys diffuses.

And plays half visible upon these waits.

Where congregated gods and muses pour

Such music as was never heard before.

" This huge colossus of the flowing ether

May be the home of mortal man no more

;

But he cares not, on being once here, whether
The journeyed fable of his life be o'er

;

And gladly gazes on each maze again,

Whose shimmers fill with light the distant plala.

"I pray you drink from yonder fountain, flowing

From the bright pool where fancy laves her wing;
'Twill set thy soul with inspiration glowing,

For here's the fountain whose enfabled spring

Gives the glad music to the poet's lyre.

And touches softly his high soul with fire!"

Be drank, and rose with fancy's touch romantic.

Snatching the harp, and with a trembling hand
Swept o'er the chords, till growing well nigh frantie,

He, shouting, flung his harp upon the sand;

And building for himself a funeral pyre,

His soul burst forth and set the pile on fire.

Down through the eternal space the muse, deaoendijB^

Brought the sad news. A tear was in her eye;

Her brow was pale with purple, softly blending,

She seemed not then a daughter of the sky

,

Slowly rewinging back her weary way,

She sought the place where her lost minstrel lay.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THUtv;. '^.

.... A boaster's virtues are on the surface.— Chinese proverb.

Marriage is a feast where the grace is sometimes better

than the dinner — Co/ton.

.... Penetration seems a kind of inspiration ; it gives one as
idea of prophecy.— GrevVle.

.... The sufficiency of my merit is to know that my merit i»

not sufiBcient.— .S'(. Aiujustine.

.... Good breeding shows itself most where to an ordinary

eye it appears thejiau.

—

Adilisun.

.... The vanity of human life is like a river, constantly pass-

ing away, and yet constantly coming on.

—

Pope.

.... Bodily labor alleviates the pain of the mind ; whence
arises the happiness of the poor. —La RocUffoucatild.

.... It is possible that a man can be so changed by love, that

one could not lecognixe him to be the same person.— Terence.

.... The mob is a monster, with the hands of Briarens, bnt

the head of Polyphemus—strong to execute, but blind to perceive.

—Colton.

.... You cannot give an instance of any man, who is permit-

ted to lay out his own time, contriving not to have tedious hours.
—Johnson.

.... If virtue does not seem amiable to thee in thy enemy, and
vice hateful to thee in thy friend, canst thou tell whether thou

lovest virtue or hatest vice ?

—

Lavater.

.... Since the generality of persons act from impulse, much
more than from principle, men are neither so good nor. so bad as

we are apt to think them.

—

Hare.

.... The life of a truly good man consists in the perpetual

enjoyment of an intercourse with the good, in the seeking for

good, and in the contemplation.

—

Laiater.

.... Under the influence of music we are all deluded in some
way. We imagine that the performers must dwell in the regions

to which they lift their hearers. We nrc reluctant to admit that a

man may blow the most soul-animating strains from his trumpet

and yet be a coward ; or melt an audience to tears with his violin,

and yet be a heartless profligate.

—

HUlard.
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BOSTON PULPIT.— No. yo.
ST. PAUL'S CHTJKCH.

KI5V. ALEXINDER H. VINTON, DD, RECTOR.

BT REV. LUTHER FARNHAM.

Thirty-three years apo steps were taken towards the organ-

ization of St. Paul's Church, in this town of Boston of aboat

44 000 inhaliitants. It is stated, that one distinguished citi-

zen said to another, " Let tis aid in establishing an old-fash-

ioned Episcopal Church in this town." Be this as it may,

the original founders of this church were distinguished citi-

zens ; and the parish has maintained a rank among the very

highest in respectability and character. The original propri-

etors of this church were Dudley A. Tyng, Benjamin Greene,

William Dehon, John Odin, VVilliam Applcton, Henry Cod-

man, David Sjars, William Skinner, Francis Wilby, George

Odin and George Sullivan, all of Boston. At the first meet-

ing of the proprietors on the 28th of February, 1820, William

Gray, Lucius M. Sargent, Daniel Webster, and others, signi-

fied their wish of becoming members of the parish, and were

received. Mr. Webster was subsequently one of the building

committee. At the same meeting, Rev. Samuel Farmer Jar-

vis D.D., of New York, was elected the tirst rector of the

church. Dudley A. Tyng and Stephen Codman were elected

the first wardens, and John Amory, Dr. John C. Warren,

Elbridge Gerry, and Henry Codman were among the first

vestrymen. The very list of names already mentioned will

indicate to the reader how much talent, wealth and character

were embraced among the founders and early supporters of

the church under consideration. In this same year the beau-

tiful stone church now occupied by the parish was erected at

an expense of nearly SlOO, 000. It fronts upon what was then

called Common, and now Tremont Street, a situation sur-

passed by that of no church in this city. The architecture of

the house is known by the general order of Grecian ; and cer-

tainly the structure, at the time of its erection, was quite in

advance of most church edifices in the country. The interior

of the house has been greatly improved and beautified the

present season at an expense of nearly 812,000. There have

been ne<v windows of stained glass, a fine new organ, and

other ornaments and comforts, so that now when we consider

the situation of the house, opposite the Common, in the heart

of the city, and yet enjoying the wholesome air and sweet

scenery of the country ; when we consider the quiet as well as the

loveliness of the spot, the chastencss and beauty of the building

externally and internally, it must be numbered with the first

churchts in America

St Paul's was conse-

crated June .W, 1820,

by Bishop Griswold,

assisted by Rev. Drs.

Gardiner,"jarvis, Car-

lisle and Crocker.
The sermon on the

occasion was by Dr.

Jar vis, the rector,

from Gen. 28th chap-

ter, Ibth verse, as fol-

lows :
" And Jacob

awaked out of his

sleep, and he said.

Surely the Loid is in

this place, and I knew

it not." There was a

very large attendance

on this occasion, em-

bracing Gov. Brooks,

the lieutenant-gover-

nor, several officers of

Harvard College, etc.

Dr. Jarvis remained

in his situation about

five years. He was a

learned man, but did

not prove to be quite

qualified for all the

duties that devolved

npon him in so re-

sponsible a situation.

We believe he has

since died. He was
succeeded by Rev.

Alonzo Potter, of

Schenectady, N. Y.,

who proved to be a

man after the heart

and mind of the par-

ish. He was invited

to the rectorship in

1826, and remained
with his people a num-
ber of years, when
they unwillingly gave
him up to other ser-

vices in the church.

This former esteemed
rector of St. Paul's is

now the well known
Dr. Potter, Bishop of

the Diocese of Penn-
sylvania He is at

the present moment
one of the most prom-
inent and useful cler-

gl^men in America.

He has done much for

the cause of educa-

tion; has prepared sev-

eral valuable books,

and has been very

successfulas a popu-

lar lecturer, besides

attending to the more
particular duties of

his ministerial office.

He has frequently giv-

en courses of lectures

before the Lowell In-

stitute, on natural re-

ligion, or tome simi-

lar topic, and always

to the great delitrht of

his hearers. Dr.|Pot-

PORTRAIT OF REV. ALEXANDER H. VINTON, D. D.

[From a Daguerreotyjie, by Whipple.]

ter was snoceeded by Rev. John S. Stone, D.D., who was, also, a

great favorite as a preacher and pastor. Dr Stone is spoken of

by many as the best writer in the Episcopal Church of America.

He is a profound thinker, and yet he has the rare faculty of mak-

SAINT PAUL 8 CHURCH, TREMONT STRKET, BOSTON.

ing his deep thoughts perfectly clear to the popular mind
After his removal to New York, he was considerably known
as an author, and his memoir of the excellent Rev. Dr. Mil-
nor, alone has made him widely known. Dr. Stone has re-
cently, to the gratification of his friends in this section, taken
the pastoral charge of a new and beautiful church erected at
Brookline. The following sentence at the close of Dr.
Stone's memoir of Dr. Milnor, late rector of St. George's
Church, New York, will give an idea of his style, and of his
estimate of a great and good man—of one who was " only
great as he was good." "In this world are many kinds of
greatness. There is a greatness which is terrible, and a
greatness which is splendid, and a greatness which is pro-
found. Perhaps the best idea of a great man is this : one
who has enough perspicuity to discern the truth, though it has
become enveloped in a fog, and enough love for truth dis-
cerned, to follow it, though it lead into a fire. This is the
real mari.yr for Christ, as distinguished from the man who
fancies himself ' persecuted for righteousness' sake,' when he
is merely punished for self-righteousness. Of this true great-
ness, Dr. Milnor had more than a common share. Certhinly,
his greatness was neither terrible nor splendid ; but it was, if

not in the fullest sense profound, at least, in the truest sense,
lovely. It wants not that which commends him to our re-

spect ; but it has most of that which wins our affection. His
was the greatness of beneficent action, of a loving benevo-
lence, and of an enlarged Christian sympathy. If he aston-
ished not by deep discoveries in science, by brilliant displays
of genius, or by profound acquisitions in learning, he never-
theless blessed by a noble example, by a beneficent life, and
by yielding freely and being ready to submit practically to the
highest claims of the greatest truths." Eleven years ago,
Dr. Vinton was called from Providence, R I., to his present
important position. He was blessed, we believe, with the
training of a gifted and pious mother, an invaluable blessing
to one who would become great or good. It is believed that
he studied law and medicine, the last of which he practisrcd

for some time. Added to these useful studies, he pursued
theology— the crowning profession—which he doubtless found
to be advanced by the s-tudy of the other two. Dr. Vinton is

a worthy successor of the eminent ministers who have pre-
ceded him in St. Paul's. As a pulpit orator, he is equal to

either, and ranks among the very first of living preachers.
His commanding person, his rich, melodious voice, his digni-
fied and easy manners, his graceful elocution, combine to

m.ike him both a powerful and pl-a.sing speaker. And then, too,

the matter of his discourses is of itself eminently worthy of the
bearer's attention. Take a few sentences, as an example, fiom a
New Year's sermon of his published at the beginning of tie year,

entitled, " Life a Va-
por," from words in

St. Jdmes, iv : 14.

—

" The merchant has
adjusted his balances

;

the artizan looks for

his payments; the
householder has be-

gun to forecast the ex-

penditures of another
year; partner, hips

have been formed or
broken up ; ths har-

vest ha.s been reaped

;

and the old year, with

its gathering together

of time's fruits and
trophies, has just
flown away in the long
career of departed
things. We have a
momentary pause ; a
breathing spell; a
thoughtful opportuni-

ty ; a recruiting place

;

a position for pros-

pect and retrospect.

Let us make the best

use of it. You are

busy, almost as one
man, in fixing the or-

der of your secular

plans. I wish to call

your attention to an-

other theme. You
have appraised your
worldly wealth, the

worth of those things

which are the product

and interest of life ; I

wish to direct your re-

gard to that which is

their foundation and
principal—life itself.

You have catered for

a dying time, think

now of immortality.

You have adjusted

your accounts with

each other, how stands

the balance with
God^' Dr. Vinton
has recently relumed
fromatourin Europe.

In the matter of trav-

el, he has heeded the

suggestion of Cicero,

that " one should not

travel until he is forty

years of age." Re-

turning now from
those grand schools,

the old world and the

sea, both of which he

was so well prepared

to profit from, the rec-

tor of St. Paul's will

be able to bring forth

from his treasury

many new things, as

well as old, for the ed-

ification of his people.

He is now in the very

prime of life, and able

to give his hearers the

best fruits of study

and culture.
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A TRICK ON BEGGARS.

At Florence, some yeara ago, it was proclaimed that every beg-

gar who would appear in the grand plaza at a certain memyoned

time would be provided by the duke with a new suit of clothes,

free of cost. At the appointed time the beggars of the city all

assembled, and the grand duke, causing all the avenues to the

square to be closed, compelled the beggars to strip off their old

clothes, and gave each one, according to the promise, a new suit.

In the old clothes thus collected, enough money was found con-

cealed to build a beautiful bridge over the Arno, still called " The
Beggar's Bridge," and the city, for the time being, was relieved

of the beggars by which it had been previously overrun, as none

Tould give to the well dressed individuals who implored charity,

not believing their tale of distress.

< »mm- »

Fighting by Tklegrxi'ii.—The Vienna Lloyds describes

three omnibus looking vehicles in the camp at Olmutz, each of

which contains a complete telegraphing apparatus, with a con-

trivance for laying an insulated wire along the ground by the

mere locomotion of the vehicles, the wire being so protected that

it remains uninjured under the pressure of the heaviest artillery

paising over it. By tliis means orders are to l)e instantly convey-

ed from the Emperor's station and that of the chief commanders,

to troops at almost any distance on the field of the manoeuvres.

We are living in a progressive age !

-< -^*^^->~-

Horse Exhibition at Springfield.—We regard this fine

affair, which is fully illustrated on pages 312, 31.3, as a new era

in this age of progress. We have our horticultural societies, our

tree societies, our " hen conventions," etc., etc., and why should

that noble animal, the horse, be longer neglected 1 We look for

ward, in future years, to see these exhibitions regularly continued,

and no one will fail to realize the benefit and improvement to the

breed generally tiat this must result in. It is only a wonder that

we have not before had horse exhibitions.

< ^•^ >

Gold.—It is estimated that this present year, the yield of gold

in the world from all sources will amount to £40,000,000. In

1846, the production of gold in all the mines of the world
amounted to only X5,846,752.

Back Nu.mbf.rs.—We can always supply all or any of the

back numbers of the Pictorial, up to the very commencement of

the work, at six cents per copy.

^w >

SPLINTEBS.
Jnllien's nightly expenses with his troupe are said to

amount to the sum of one thou!>and dollars.

All the locomotives and cars used on the railroads of Rus-
sia are manufactured in this country.

Mr. J. E. Murdoch, the favorite actor, is now in CalifoN
nia, where his engagements have been profitable.

There are ninety-two hotels in New York, and they are all

full to overflowing. This is an indication of the growth of the city.

Baron Humboldt celebrated on the 14th ult. the 85th

anniversary of his birth, at his estate at Regel.

Lord Campbell has engaged a female teacher to instruct

the daughters of his Irish teriantry in sewing and embroidery.

Madame Alboni is still at Paris. The papers say that

her demands, in the way of salary, are more exorbitant than ever.

.... Commander .McClure has sailed through from Behring's
Straits to Davis Straits, thus proving the Northwest passage.

Ichabod Bartlett died at Portsmouth, N. H., a few days
since, aged 07 years. He had been a member of Congress.

A sixth incendiary attempt was made lately to burn the

premises of G. P R. James, Esq., British consul at Norfolk, Va.
It is authentically stated that the czar at Olmutz declared

his wish for peace to enable him to back out of the diflSculty.

The house in which Cooper, the novelist, lived at Coop-
erstown, N. Y., was burnt by an incendiary a few nights since.

.... Thirty thousand dollars have been contributed in Ken-
tucky, towards the erection of a monument for Henry Clay.

The New York Crystal Palace is to be closed some time
during December—that is, probably, when it ceases to "pi\y."

. .
.
The cholera, at last accounts, was committing great rava-

ge* among Russian troops on the Danube.
. .

.
The Maine Farmer suggests the planting of chestnut for

useless ornamental trees in the towns in that State.

During 1 16 days ending 24th ult., the number of sailing
vessels and steamers which arrived at New Bedford was 817.

GOOD LIVING.

Shakspeare makes Caesar express a wish to be surrounded by

gentlemen in good condition—persons of a fair rotundity of

paunch ; and not " lean and hungry " men, like that same Cas-

sius, who afterwards, aided and abetted by certain other " lean

and hungry " gentlemen, amused himself by putting his knife into

his friend's ribs at the " base of Pompey's statue," whereby " the

foremost man of all this breathing world " was stricken down.

To play a good knife and fork at the festive board is obviously a

much more rational and innocent amusement than to use the for-

mer implement upon your fellow creatures. Cwsar was right in

his view. Who ever heard of a fat assassin ? Rcgicidi s are noto-

riou.<Iy living skeletons—ferocious Calvin Edsons. A sanguinary

Falstaff would be a monstrous anomaly. In fiction, he would be

disallowed; on the stage, he would certainly be hooted.

Some people have a morbid squeamishness about eating, and

fancy that it is very unrefinfd to confess to an appetite ; but we

can see nothing so highly poetical in a condition which areues

dyspepsia. The Hon. Frederick Froth says :
—" I'm quite of my

Lord Byron's opinion, it's a most disgusting thing to see a woman
eat. Horses cat, pigs eat—all sorts of creatures eat. I never

eat." But Milton had a healthier tasto, and makes the angel who

visited our first parents sit down with a hearty relish to that hos-

pitable board where Eve ministered. Some verdant youths, who

see a lovelorn damsel at the dinner table, daintily picking at a

pigeon's wing, fancy that women live, like the chameleon, on air
;

but let such mistaken verdancy be corrected—let these angelic

creatures be observed at luncheon time ! Our word for it, the

delusion will thenceforth be dispelled ; for the daintiest of them

eat, and thrive by eating.

A contempt for the pleasures of the table is by no means a

common fault. Our countrymen are certainly a nation of good

caters. When a patriot returns from Congress to his native

Bunkumville, we give him a dinner; when an ambassador comes

home from serving his country abroad, we feed him in public.

Where would be the eloquence of a Fourth of July oration, but

for the Fourth of July dinner in perspective? That much abused

liird, the American eagle, takes a broader flight in the flowery

langtiage of the speaker, when the mind of the latter glances for-

ward to that othir national bird, the turkey, that ornaments our

tables as profusely as his fellow does our rhetoric. For our own
part, we hold to a moderate degree of good living; and believe it

productive of good, both to man's mental and physical health.

WOMEN OF GENOA.

We were impressed strongly with the beauty and dress of the

females of Genoa, says a late traveller. Light in frame, with

dark hair and eyes, and finely proportioned, they seemed, in the

gleaming of the day, rather to float than to walk before you.

They wear no bonnets—a bonnet is a sure sign of a foreigner.

Their bead dress consists of a piece of muslin, folded across the

top of the head elegantly pinned to the hair, and gracefully fall-

ing around the neck and over the shoulders, in the form of a

shawl. Their ear rings arc usually large and elegant. Their

countenances are brilliant and expressive, and, although singular

in dress and appearance, you remember only their taste and

elegance.
« »«» >

SUCH IS DESTINY.

The young Duke of Burgundy, while playing wi h one cf his

attendants, fell from his rocking-horse with great violence. He
was apparently unhurt, and the gentleman entreated him not to

mention it, thinking there was no danger. From that time, how-

ever, he became ill, and the physicians were unable to discover his

malady. At length he died. This Prince gave promise of a

noble disposition, great talent and sensibility. Had he lived,

Louii the Sixteenth (his younger brother) would not have been

King. Thus a child's plaything, a rocking-horse, perhaps,

changed the destiny of all France, and that of all Europe.

An excellent Idea.—The Boston physicians are adopting

the plan of special practice, or attending exclusively to one branch

of professional business. It is said to be advantageous to the

physician, making him more skilful, and the work less laborious,

and that patients seriously ill prefer to consult the man who gives

his time to the study of one malady, in preference to another,

however celebrated as a physician, who divides his thoughts and

efforts among thousands.

Singular Fact —There wai kept in former times, in the

city of Marseilles, a poison prepared from hemlock at the public

charge, for those who had a mind to hasten their end, they having

first, before the Senate, given an account of the reason and

motives of their design. It was not, otherwise, lawful for the

citizens to do violence to themselves.

The poor Orphan.—The Howard Association, of New
Orleans, announces that they have now about three hundred

orphan children under their charge, whose parents have fallen

victims to the epidemic, and that the Association will have a

surplus of about $100,000, after settling all their liabilities.

The Customs.—The United States is now engaged in build-

ing custom houses at New Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, Louis-

ville, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Richmond, Norfolk, Wilmington,
Del., and Bath, Me.

< ».» >

The best Business.—The business of agriculture was appar-

ently nevjr more prosperous than now, in this country.

< »-» >

Good.—The gun that " went off" has come Ijick again.

SCENE IN CHELSEA, NEAR BOSTON.

Our artist has given on page 320 a fine representation of a point

of scenery in the neighboring see-tion of Chelsea—a spot which,

in this vicinity, will be at once recognized as familiar and truthful.

It is taken from Mount Bellingham, in the town. This thrifty

suburb of our city is fast growing in importance and wealth, and

its number of inhabitants have probably doubled in the past five

years. We sec that it is just now being agitated to make the

long bridge that connee-ts Chelsea with Charlcstown, free. If this

is done, the great benefit to the former place is incalculable. The
present and best mode of travel l)etwicn Boston and Chelsea is,

however, by the excellent steam ferry at the bottom of Hanover

Street ; and this is a great thoroughfare for all sorts of travel,

being the main route to Lynn, Salem and the eastward.

Charleston, S. C.—There has just been opened in Charleston

a fine hotel named the Mills House, situated on the corner of

Meeting and Queen Streets, covering the site of the old Mansion

House. A first class hotel, and under the control of T. H. Nick-

erson, an experienced landlord and a gentleman.

Texas.—The value of sugar and molasses alone, exported

from the county of Brazoria, Texas, is not less than $450,000

or $500,000. The value of cotton is much more.

MARRIAGES.
tn this city, by Hev. Mr. Richards, Mr Charles K Chamberlain to Miss

Mary C. Park, botb of Uoston.

By KfT. Mr. Strceter, Mr. Isaac Po'ter of Boston, to Miss Dmsilla Monlton,
cf Charlestown ; Mr. Henry K. Danforth to Miss (jeorgiutia Brackett.

Bv Rev. Otis A. skinner Mr. Bela S. Fisk, Teller of the Bank of Brighton,
to Miss Lizzie C. Robinson, of Boston.

By Kev. .lohn Cotton Smith, Mr John B Thompson, of New York, to MisB
Jennie M. Clark, daufjhter of John Clark, Esq. of Boston.
By Rev. Mr. Smitbett. Dr. Robert I'roker to Mias Eliza Biggins
By Rev Dr. Lothrop. Mr. Edward B. Everett to Miss Helen C Adams.
By Rev. Chandler RobbiLS. Mr. George H Monroe of Bedbam, toMisaAUc«

Maria, daughter of the late W illiam lugails. M. D
At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Studley. Mr. Joseph B. Alex&nder to Misa

Frances Stuart ot Matick
At Wett Cambridge, by Rev. Mr Horton, Mr. GforjeM: Smith to Mies Clara

D. Cook, both of Boston.

At Lynn, Mr. Ira M. Clark to Miss Anthasie M. Uiller; Mr John Burcitt,
Jr to Mrs. Mary \ Melinda.
At Ipswich, by Rev. Mr. fritz Mr. Jacob Dodge, of Wenham, to MiB^ Mary

A. Appleton.
At Salem, by Uct. Dr. F.int Mr. William F Perry,of Danv rs, toMiss Alice

V. W. Brown, by Rev. Mr. Braman, Mr. Fianklin Osborn, ol OaLVtrs, to Mis.
Saiah Wheeler.
At Marblebead, Mr Thomas 9. Casnell to Miss Saiah Jane Goodwin.
At New iptwich. y. H., Mr. Charles ii. Swtetser, of Reading, Mass., to Mi B

Mary 4. Davis.

At Philadelphia, by Rev. Mr Wheat, Mr. ^ illiam C. Steinmet to Miss Prls-

cilla C. rteoivertoU; both ol Kenemgtoi , Pa.

DEATHS.
In this city, Miis Sophia Matilda Abbott 27: James C. Tallman. Etq.. for-

merly of Bath, Me . 49 Mrs Maiy Na(on, 57 Mrs Lidis U. Bordmau. wife
of tbe late William Bordman Esq.. 81 ; Mrs. Klimlieth, wife of Jamu d. Sav-
age 21 ; Mr Uriah J. Clark, 48.

At Mil'on. Jane wife of II. M. Lreds.
At Lyon, Mrs Lucy Austin .5ti, widow Elizabeth Breed, 84.

\t Salem, Mr. U>ury W. Smiib 34; Mr. CLarles Palmer, 41. Mrs. Abigail,
wife of Lhomas Needbam E..q., 77.

At Beverly, Martha, wife <f WiLiam Odell, 68; Mrs. Rebecca Robinson 80
At Newbury port, Mrs Judith Kjes. G8.

At Gloucester. Mrs. Betsey lluben, C5 Mr. Stephen "Sanger* tt- , 67.
At Auburndale, Mrs \bigail. widow of the late tiev. Dr. EiLmons 91.

At Northboro , Mr. H nry Brijibam, 86; Mr. Luther Rice, Jr . 37.
At New Bedford, Mrs Piudecce P. Christian, 67, Mrs. Roby Ulffuid, 96.
At Amherst, Mr. Tbouias Jones, 6*3

At Northampton, .Miss Ann Butltr. 50.

At Portland Mrs. Lucy, wife of .Mr. John Crocker. 45.
At Lancaster, N. H., Mr. William Hardinir, of Uiston. 60.
At Cambridge, Vt , widow Mary French 88.
At Wallingfcrd Conn . Hon John D. Rej nolds G6
At Brooklyn, N Y., Jane U., daughter of the laie Rev T. H. Gallaudet.
At Detroit, Mich., Mr. Uanici Stuart, 86 He was onj of John Jacob Astor'l

Fur Company ana visited the moutti of the Columbia in 1816
At vlobile, George iV L. Hilton 2'J.

At New Orleans, Mr. Wm S Uood, of Salem, Ist ofllcer of ship Cha>ca 34
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[Written fcr Gleason's Pictorial.]

ITALY.

BY B. T. A. MACET.

Land of the sun and summer skies,

Whose sparkling lakes and placid sea

Reflect the sweetest brightest dyes,

Which tint this earth— fair Italy

!

Thy balmy breezes softly blow,

Borne down with sweets which on them ria«

;

Thy murmuring streamlets gently flow,

And earth, with thee, is Paradise.

Art smiles amid thy Tine-clad hills,

Her statued forms of beauty greet

The languid eye, while music fills

The sated ear, from each retreat.

Enchantment wreathes thy smiling brow,

With all that charms the ear and eye,

Till the rapt senses weakly bow

In enervated luxury.

Yes, land of beauty, thou art nought

—

A plaything, or a toy, at most;

Whose gaudy beauties, dearly bought,

But glosses o'er thy grandeur lost.

The giddy rounds of joy and mirth,

>Tith heeoless levity of tread.

Profane thy consecrated earth.

And mock thy great, immortal dead.

Shades of the heroes who have trod.

With manly pride and coi scions strength.

Thy vales and hills, till every clod

Was sacred, through thy breadth and length

;

Say, rove ye still the fallen land?

Or sit ye mid the ruins gray,

Where visions rise on every hand.

Of glory long since passed away ?

0, no ! methinks the lofty soul

* Which dwelt in noble Cetar's frame,

Roves not where Tiber's waters roll.

Nor broods o'er Rome's departed fame.

Nor he, from whose immottal lyre.

The loftiest themes like music fell

;

Nor Dante, whose impassioned fire

Unfolded dreams of heaven and hell

—

Revisit more their land of birth.

Whose grandeur like a passing song,

Has echoed, till its pride and worth

To echoes now alone belong.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BATTLE OF AMPHIPOLIS.

BT HENRT WILLIAM HERBERT.

To the traveller in the romantic and historic regions of Upper

Qrecce—regions rich in remain? and legends, not only of the

classic times, when " Delos rose and Phoebus sprung," but of the

later days of the Byzantine empire—there are few districts fuller,

both of wild, picturesque scenery and old and glorious reminis-

cences, than the deep-indented shores of Thrace and Macedonia,

with their gulfs and triple rock-bound promontories, the chief of

which is the far famed Mount of Athos, the holy mountain of the

Christian eremites of the Latin church, whose convents to this day

cover its huge barren sides.

On rounding this gigantic bluff, or crossing its narrow neck

from the inlet or Bay of Aghionorcs to that of Resdina, or more

classically, from the Singitic to the Strymonic Gulf, observing, as

you pass along, parallel to the ragged mule tiack, the still visible

remains of the old canal of Xerxes, you come upon a grand and

striking panorama, and every step you take, your foot is planted

on historic ground, perhaps on heroic ashes.

The winding shores t) your left were the scone of the frightful

shipwreck of Darius's grand armada, the scene of his son Xerxes's

outward march of triumphant millions, and homewiird flight, van-

quished and alone; before you, are the mouths of the sacred Stry-

mon, the crags of Mount Pargoeum, rich in gold mines ; the pass

of the " Nine Ways," so many times the battle-field of Athens

and of Sparta ; and, a little way beyond it to the right, the famous

isle of Thasos, and, bordering the circular bay behind it, the field

—never, while Shakspeare lives in the mouths of men, to be for-

gotten—of Philippi.

It is not now, however, with the shade of the dictator presaging

death to the conscience-stricken Brutus ; nor with the strong sol-

dier, Antony, in later days, the Mad Triumvir ; nor with the boy

Octavius, that I have aught to do. For as I pass the deep head

of the Gulf of Resdina, and cross the strong, dark, rushing waters

of the Strymon, by the coast road from Sabonihi to Constantino-

ple, once the great Roman causeway betweea the capitals of the

eastern and the western empires, I see before me the ruins of the

seaport town and naval station, Eion ; 1 see the broken crest of

Mount Cerdyllium; the isolated and half-insulated knoll which

was once Amphipolis, the fortress key of the pass of the " Nine

Ways ;" and, to the right, the towering ledges of PargKum, ridge

above ridge, a commanding mountain, and I bethink me of that

ancient battle-day, when fell before the mountain fort, as in that

famous conflict on the plains of Abraham, both generals of the

two great nations—Sparta and Athens—Brasidas and Cleon—

a

battle famed through ages ! So, while our mules rest them at the

khan beside the ferry, and our grim Tartar, bristling with yata-

ghans and pistols, smokes likes an innocent volcano in the shade

;

and our guides and guards and grooms, pickpockets one and all

under various names, prepare our noonday meal, or lounge in

blissful indolence, we will foot it up to the lake once known as the

Strymonic, and famous for its eels ; the excellence of which re-

mains, although the glory of the place has passed away, and the

very name of Strymon is lost in the Turkish Karasu.

How many years have flown on the wings of joy or sorrow,

since thou didst pen, Thucydides, the wondrous narration, to be

indeed an everlasting possession, Itema es aei, a model of contem-

poraneous history, t>ue of to day, and bearing its truth on its face,

the more plainly the more deeply we examine it, as of the hour

when it was written, above two thousand years ago.

It is a walk of about three miles, nearly due northward from

the Gulf of Resdina, to its issue from the lake of which it is the

outlet. At first, for about a mile or a little better, we follow up
the river, which follows here nearly due north and south, a strong,

impetuous, yet navigable stream, having the lower ledges of Par-

gaeum close on our right hand, which leave a mere stripe of

marshy meadow, between the last roots of the hill and the torrent.

At a mile's distance from the ferry, the Strymon is deflected, and

compelled to make a great semi-circle to the west, on the right

hand, as we ascend the gorge at the foot of Pargseum, by the steep,

isolated knoll, on which stood the city fortress of Amphipolis
;

a strong, steep, circular hill, with precipitous, scarped sides,

nearly impregnable one can well believe before the days of gun-

powder, but now completely untenable, as completely overlooked

and commanded, within less than a mile's distance, by the second-

ary crest of Pargaeum, where the "Nine Ways " meet to the east-

ward, and by the heights of Mount Cerdyllium, beyond the river

to the west. We still persist along the pass due northward, be-

tween the hill of Amphipolis and the mountain's base ; the gorge

between them maintaining its width, and occupied by a road from

the bridge above, one of the " Nine Ways " from which the pass

has its name, to the ferry at the site of Eion. We persist, and

arrive at the end of our three miles ; and behold, right in front of

us, the broad, deep bav, the base of the Strymonic Lake between

its ridgy hills, and the powerful outlet of its waters rushing darkly

through the piers of the very bridge over which Brasidas marched

on that eventful morning. At first, the Strymon darts from the

lake due westward, until it meets a powerful tributary, the Bisal-

tes, and is immediately afterward forced round into a perfect semi-

circle by the concave flanks and projecting southern shoulder of

Mount Cerdyllium. In this semicircle it embraces, within its own
concavity, the isolated knot of Amphipolis, which is in itself a

sort of concentric nucleus, though inferior in height to the sur-

rounding ridges of Cerdyllium and Pargaeum.

We examined the ground closely, and saw, almost at a glance,

how the town had been fortified, how the battle was fought—in a

word, the scene was before us ; and, as we turned to tlie pictured

page of Thucydides, the marches and countermarches, the sacri-

fice on the Acropolis, the magnificent manoeuvre, the impet lous

sally, the hero's death and the coward's daughter, were pictured

on the tablets of our minds, as if in the mirror of our eyes. Al-

most we heard the screaming din of the Athenian trumpets, and

the ordered Spartan march tuned to the Doric mood of soft

recorders.

Across the isthmus, as it may be called, of the semicircular bend

of the Strymon, in a right line north and south, from the point

where they now left the lake, to that where after its short deflec-

tion it assumed its true southward course parallel to the Pargasum,

ran a high, turreted and battlemented wall, along the bottom of

the gorge, nearest Amphipolis, and commanded by the rude es-

carpments of the hill. To the westward, or new part, the city

had no wall. On that side its precipices, with a stout wooden

palisade encompassing the entire knoll, were defence enough.

The city proper stood on the flanks and the summit of the hill,

and on its highest peak arose the temple and Temeros, or sacred

enclosure, of Minerva Polias. As we gazed on it, the scene was

bleak and barren, yet not devoid of a sort of sad and savage

beauty.

The bare, rugged hill of Amphipolis in front, of a yellowish

gray stone, without a bush or blade of green grass, only a few

whitewashed walls, whether of Turkish sepulchres or Grecian

marbles most uncertain, with the two modern towers that guard

the bridge and pass, once within the circuit of the city walls ; be-

yond Amphipolis, the rocks and ruins of Cerdyllium, the slopes

clothed with sparse, arid-looking brushwood ; to the left the blue

wattrs of the lake, blazing under the fierce sun between its tree-

less hills ; and behind us the open downs, swelling, bare ridge

above baie ridge, partly in cornfields, partly in brown yellow pas-

tures, with the minarets and white huts and cypresses of two or

three Turkish villages—Orfara, Alibassa and Longuri—showing

themselves at long intervals along the uplands.

The sun scourged the scene with intolerable heat ; there was no

breeze on the land or water, the cicada thrilled in the leafless

bushes of Cerdyllium, the broom pods snapped and burst, matured

by the hot sunshine, in the hedges towards Phagres ; and you

might hear the sullen gurgling of the swift Strymon around the

piers of the bridge below.

I climbed to the ridge of Pargseum, near to the spot where I

judged, from the make of the land, the " Nine Ways " must have

met—near to the spot where I fancied the coward demagogue,

Cleon—hot in the forum, cold in the field—fled first and fell

inglorious.

The whole array, the whole battle was before me. I felt as if I

saw it. There sat the gallant Brasidas on his proud perch of

Cerdyllium, whence he commanded either pass, by the bridge and

the Strymonic lake, by the seashore and the ferry. Thence he

could rush down and succor his garrison left with bold Clearidas,

within Amphipi lis, or strike a blow at Eion, where timid Cleon

lay, expectant of Thracian and Odomantine reinforcements from
Pcrdiccas, in far Thrace.

Their numbers were about equal, but Cleon had so greatly the

advantage in the quality of his men, that the battle ought not to

have been in doubt for a moment. Of the Athenians there were
in the field no less than three thousand hoplites, the heavy infan-

trv, whose shock no equal force had ever brooked unconquered
with at least five hundred Attic horse. Brasidas, on the contrary

had but two thousand heavy Greek foot, and three hundred
cavalry.

It was a bright, clear, blazing day, as that on which we gazed

on it, when, in an evil hour, Cleon broke up from his quarters at

Eion—forced to do so by the murmurs and clamor of his men
impatient to be led to battle—and moved up along the heights of

Pargseum until he nearly reached the lake with the head of his

column, which became his right as he formed line of battle, facing

the city walls to the westward.

He had no thought of fighting, but believed not that Brasidas

would dare engage, with troops so inferior; but while he stood

there, he saw the crimson cassocks and large round brazen shields

and gleaming casques of the Peloponessian hoplites, winding in

serried order adown the flanks of Cerdyllium and the spears and
standards thronging the brilge over the Strymon; and he heard

the shouts of Clearidas and his garrison at finding themselves

reinforced, and the city impregnable by an assault.

Still Cleon tarried—fearless through tolly. He had no such

thought of glory as compared with danger, as should lead him to

believe any one so mad as to sally from a strong place, with inte-

rior forces. So he would make a demonstration, and insult the

Spartans until sunset, and then draw off secure.

But Brasidas saw something more—for his coup d'csil was a

general's. He saw that the Athenians would not stand, for he

marked how their spears shook and wavered, like cornstalks in a

breeze, divers ways, and how the men's heads moved unsteadily.

Then he offered sacrifice to Minerva in the sacred temples before

the Acropolis, and slew and burnt white oxen to the goddess, all

armed, except his head.

And Cleon saw him there, and suspected what was coming;

and the spears wavered, and the heads moved, more uncertainly

than before. Then Cleon ordered his left wing to file off, and

march by their left flank on Eion, which was the only way how
they could march thither.

But Brasidas's plan was already taken. This was to break out

himself, with a hundred and fifty picked men, by the first gates

of the long wall, which were the southernmost next to the pass

towards Eion, and so fall perpendicularly on the right flank of

the enemy's left flank—now become his van. Clearidas's orders

were, so soon as he marked the impression made by that charge

to rally in force from the bridgeward by the Thracian gates, and

attack Clcon's right and centre by a direct rush.

But word was brought to Cleon that the feet of men and horses,

in great numbers, were visible through the chinks under the Thra-

cian gate ; and having satisfied himself of that fact by ocular

proof—never thinking of Brasidas's stratagem, and only antici-

pating a charge on his own right—he began to become very

anxious, and to think the progress of his left wing very slow. It

became quick enough a minute afterward, when Brasidas and tiis

hundred and fifty broke out, like a flood of compact spears, cut

them in two, and dispersed them in a moment. But, in the mean-

time, eager to be gone, Cleon made his centre and right file off

and follow by the left, at their best speed ; exposing thus, not

merely their flank, but their right flank, uncovered by their great

shields, to their enemy.

Almost before he saw the full success of Brasidas at the col-

umn's head—who, having dispersed the van like a thunderbolt,

was wheeling on the disordered centre—out poured Clearidas,

horse and foot, targeteers and archery, pell-mell, direct on the

unguarded flank of the rear and centre. Cleon was the first man
who ran away, and almost the first who fell, knocked on the head

cowardly by a Tuyrcinian targeteer. Almost at the same instant,

pierced by a chance javelin shot, fell Brasidas, leading the charge,

in the arms of victory and glory.

The scene changed. I saw no more of crimson cassocks or

bronze shields ; heard no more trumpets. Only the bare, burnt

hillside lay before me, and the gruff voice of the Tartar filled my
ear, shouting that dinner was spoiled and the horses saddled. So,

adieu, Amphipolis

!

4 ^•^ »

THE ALPINE HEIGHTS.
The pen and the pencil may attenipt, anl not unsuccessfully, to

reproduce the soft gradations of the beautiful, or the abrupt con-

trasts of the picturesque, but they are alike powerless and para-

lyzed before the awful grandeur of the Alpine heights, where there

is neither life nor motion ; where a stern, unsmiling sublimity

has moulded every form, and stamped upon the scene the frown

of a perpetual winter. 'There is nothing in the ordinary aspect of

nature that prepares us for what we see when we have entered the

regions of perpetual snow. Here is no hum of insects, no rustle

of foliage, no pulse of vitality. There is no provision for animal

life in the pitiless granite, ice and snow that make up the land-

scape. The solitary eagle, whose slow, circling form is painted

on the dark sky above, seems but a momentary presence, like our-

selves, and not a part of the scene. Nature is no longer a boun-

teous and beneficent mother, but a stern and awful power, before

which we bow and tremble, and the earth ceases to be man's farm

and garden, and becomes only a part of the solar ayslcm.-Hillard.

< — »» »

ADDtsoN.—Is the glory of heaven to be sung only by gentle-

men in black coats ? Must the truth be only expounded in gown
and surplice, and out of those two vestments can nobody preach

it
'> Commend me to this dear preacher without orders—this par-

son in the tye-wig. When this man looks from the world, whose

weaknesses he describes so benevolently, up to the heaven which

shines over us all, I can hardly fancy a human face, lighted up

with a more serene rapture—a human intcUe t thrilling with a

purer love and adoration, than Joseph Addison's. —Thackeray.
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Capt. G. W. Cutter, author of the " Song of Steam," and

arious other poems, has hcen divorced from his wife by a recent

decree of the Kenton circuit court of Kentucky. Some weeks

since a lad in New York picked up in the street a piece of metal,

which he supposed to be steel, and sold it to a yonn'^ man

for sixpence. It proves to be platina, wei<;hs over twenty ounces,

and is worth about one hundred and forty dollars. A per-

son who don't read the papers having heard that a landlord in

England has cleared S20,000 by a " Bleak House," thinks renio

must be rising! The Dardanelles, though tifty miles long,

are only two miles wide. It is stated that Ole Bull's Nor-

wegian settlement in Potter county, Pennsylvania, has proved an

utter failure. Mr. Bull has been victimized to the tune of

$40,000, by sharpers and speculators. Mayor Park, of Al-

leghany City, and all his police, have been arrested and holden

to bail for trial in compounding felonies. Mr. I'owell's great

painting, " De Soto Discovering the Mississippi," intended for

the Rotunda at Washington, is on exhibition at New York.

Crilies speak of it in warm terms of commendation. Mr.

Cockton, the author of Valentine Vox is dead. A radical

editor out west asserts that the principles of his party are

A3 progressive as the eternal rock of Gibraltar ! The precise

rate at which the eternal rock of Gibraltar progresses, is not

given. Nicholas of Russia is a patron of American talent.

He employs Whistler, a Massachusetts engineer, to protect his

railroads ; Ross Winans, a Baltimore mechanic, to construct his

locomotives, and Orsamus Eaton, a carriage-maker of Tro} , to

construct his cars. Lady doctors seem quite the rage in some

of the western cities. Cyrus T. Clark, of Bangor, has pur-

chased the standing timber at the head waters of the Saint

Franfcis, and has contracted to send six million feet over the

Portland and Montreal road in 1854, and seventeen millions

in 18.55. Schooner Lookout, Capt. Littlcjohn, at Portland,

on Sunday from Bay Chalcur, reports having had 90 bbls.

mackerel taken from her by the British cruisers, on account of

alleged fishing within limits. The taste for the antique is

carried to an extreme in Paris, this season. Furniture in the

style of Francis I. (a d. 1515) is the ruUing passion, at pres-

ent. New York has one hundred and twelve piers, of which

fifty-five are on the North River, and fifty-seven on the East.

Some of them extend out nearly an eighth of a mile into the

river. An English review says:—"There is talent now on

the daily and weekly journals which, fifty years ago, would have

raised the possessors to the highest rank among the best au-

thors." The fact is little known that a considerable portion

of the brandy imported from France to the United Kingdom is

extracted from beet. A spirit rapper in Iowa says that Dr.

Franklin has opened a circus in the other world. It is no

more use for a young man to try to get along among the girls

without cash than to attempt to beat a locomotive with a saw-

horse. Calico is emphatically a cash institution. A terrible

accident happened on the Great Southern and Western Railroad,

near Dublin, by which 14 persons were killed and 50 were wound-

ed, many being horribly mangled. Seventy five tons of

Bibles (15,000 copies) have been circulated in Wisconsin, Minne-

sota and Northern Illinois, during the last six years. An
adopted citizen wrote home that he was employed by the State.

On coming over they found it just as he had stated. He was up

at Sing Sing "serving out a sentence for life." The Old

Colony Railroad Company have had a lawsuit with a poor man
for breaking ten dozen of his eggs, and been beaten. They

have a stump of a grape vine at Norfolk two feet in diameter.

When cut down, it contained a swarm of bees and ten pounds of

honey. Bear hunts are regularly advertised in the California

papers. Statistics, just made public, show that thirty-two

thousand children are born in Paris in a year, and that exactly

one third of them are illegitimate! A Virginia farmer has

introiuced, successfully, a beautiful variety of wheat, called

the White Mediterranean, from which he obtained the extraor-

dinary yield of forty two bushels to the acre. The man whose

conscience smote him, has had the critter bound over to keep the

peace. Motto for the leader of the Chinese Revolution—Heads

I win. Tails you lose. Mr. Soule had arrived at Madrid on

the 29th ult., and would be received by the government in a

friendly manner. They are building a steamboat in Ohio, so

long that it will take two captains to command her, one at each

end. There is a capital of $80,000,000 invested in the culture

of cane in the States of Florida, Louisiana and Texas. In

Belgium there is a nunnery which contains nine hundred nuns.

Ulajisilie (£>atl)£ring8.

Something new.—A church is about to be built in Liverpool

on a somewhat novel plan—novel, that is to say, to Protestants.

The accommodation will be, not for sitting, but for kneeliny.

There will be no galleries, no pews. " The poor are to have

equal rights with the rich. The requisite expenses are to be

defrayed by the weekly offertory."

Plenty of Change.—The directory of the mint at Philadel-

phia gives notices that silver coins will be paid out at the mint in

exchange for gold coins, in suras not less than one hundred dol-

lars of any denomination of coin, and in larger sums at the

option of the directo'.

< »»» >

More Japan Expeditions.—It is said that the British Govern-
ment intend to follow the examples c'' the American and Rus-
sian Governments in sending a squadron to Japan.

Dr. Wm. L. Warring, of Essex, Va , was shot dead by a crazy

man while riding along the road on the 20th ult.

William Eldridge, of Dartmouth, seventeen years of age, acci-

dentally shot himself on Thursday week. His life is despaired of.

De Tocqneville designates the valley of the Mississippi as "the
most magnificent habitation that God ever designed for men."

More than one thousand hags of wheat were purchased a few

days ago in Pittsburgh directly for France—the first transaction

of the kind ever known there.

Two fine clipper ships of 1500 tons each, were launched in our
waters on Saturday—the " Romance of the Sea," at East Boston,

and the " Au>-ora," at Chelsea.

The editor of the Winsted Herald has been shown an American
eagle, killed by Mr. Hopkins, of that village, which measured
seven feet from tip to tip of wing.

The New Orleans Bulletin sayS, that tho exports of raw cotton

from that port direct to Russia alone, have increased over one
hundred and fifty per cent, within the last year.

About fifty barrels of wine from native grapes will be made in

Des Moines county, Iowa, this fall ; and hereafter farmers will

turn their attention to the culture of the grape.

A marriage took place in Manchester, N. H., in which the parties

were respectively seventy and sixty years of age. Immediately
after the ceremony they started on a bridal tour.

The demand for machinery in Boston and its neighborhood is

as great as that for stores and dwelling houses. Most if not all

the workshops have orders for maay months ahead.

Mrs. Rowley, of Dansville, New York, slowly recovering from
the etfects of a broken limb, was shot through the heart by the

accidental discharge of a pistol in the breast pocket of a nephew
while lifting her on to a bed, a fuw days ago.

Two children are now exhibiting at Baltimore, who are joined

together at the back by the union of two spines in one. Often

while one is sound asleep the other is wide awake and playful,

and the connection is such that whilst one sits erect the other can
lie down.

By the «teamcr Texas, from Vera Ciuz, we learn that the revo-

lution in Yu;'atan had been suppressed after a loss of three hun-
dred men. The Spanish minister had suspended his relations

with the Mexican government, and left the capital. The cause is

unknown.

Tne Traveller estimates that the city of New York, with its ad-

jacent ciiies, towns and villages, must now contain 850,000 people,

of which only about 650,000 reside in the city. This will un-

doubtedly be increased to over 1,000,000 people ere another

census. The population of this city and suburbs is about 220,000
of which thWcity contains 150,000.

The people of the town of Essex are talking of building a rail-

road from that town to tlie new road in Topsfield, intersecting

the Eastern near the Hamilton meeting house, about six miles.

Should that road be built, and those completed that are now char-

tered, there will not be a town in Essex county without a railroad

passing through its territory.

0onii0 of ®olb.

Jonign Jtem0.

« »» >

Music in Germany.—There is not, in all Germany, one
self-supporting opera house. This is certaioly very remarkable.

Russian agents are actively at work stirring up insurrection in

Turkey.

A corps of 18,000 troops was to leave Toulon to reinforce the

French army in Rome.

The queen and the prince consort continue to enjoy the invig-

orating air of their home in the mountains of Aberdeenshire.

A vigorous conscription for the army is going on throughout
the Southern provinces of Russia. Parents are held responsible

for the flight of their sons.

A mysterious person, under the name of " Nil Desperandum,"
has made contributions towards the restoration of the St. Mary
Redclitfe Church, amounting to .£2400.

Madame Celeste and Mr. Webster have been performing with

great success at Birmingham, where "The Green Bushes," " Fly-

ing Colors," " The French Spy," have attracted crowded houses.

An order has been received at Dcvonport for the discharge of

an able seaman of her majesty's ship Leandcr, who has come into

possession of a fortune of some .£60,000.

A manufactory of imitation Champagne wine, made from the

rhubarb plant, has just been established near Epernay. It is to

manufacture four or five thousand bottles a week, at forty-five

cents a bottle.

Johanna Wagner recently made her debut at Vienna in Bel-

lini's Roimo Her success was not over great. Madame Mar-
low, on the contrary, who played the part of Juliet, was called

four times—after her death.

Everybody in France has an almanac. French ladies have an
almanac of ihe festivals and fasts of the church in their card

souvenirs, and the men in France generally have a small almanac
about their person.

No one knows what may be found in the Thames, that grand
repository and tdni r- rum. A laborer lately found " a rod of

gold coiled by a curious process of workmanship." It may have
been an " Aaron's rod " dropped from Lambeth Palace.

A Paris letter says :—The bread crisis still continues. The
bakers are to be reimbursed for the losses which they sustain by
the governmental inter ferencc in the price of bread once a fort-

night. This loss is calculated to amount to over ^200 per day.

Four chain bridges are to be built across the Tiber at Rome by
a joint stock company. The first of these bridges is already fin-

ished, and though situated at the least favorable spot, near Ponte
Rotto, pays at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum.

The British army, at home and abroad, numbers about 140,000
troops of all descriptions. The number of regiments, including
the rifle brigades, is one hundred. There are nine colonial regi-

ments, independent of the army of the East India Company.
During bis visit to Boulogne, Louis Napoleon presented the

military medal to the gendarme who arrested him in 1840. The
emperor, in presenting it, said to him, " I admire men who obey
orders." A coast-guard, who aimed his musket at the adventurer
on the same occasion, was presented with five hundred francs, by
Napoleon's command.
A party of ladies and gentlemen recently proceeded to the

plains of Flodden. They had with them an infant four months
old, who was baptized with the waters flowing through the fields.

They came from America with this object, on account of an
ancestor of the father having been slain with James IV. at the
battle of Flodden.

. . . Friendship is like one soul in two bodies.

—

Aristotle.

.... The idle always have a mind to do something.— Vauven-
argnes.

When we seek after wit, we discover only foolishness.

—

—^Tontexqnien.

.... He who thinks for himself, and imitates rarely, is a free

man.—A lojistork.

.... There are some minds of which we can say, they make
light ; and for others only, they are warm.

—

.luul>ert.

.... Before putting yourself in peril, it is necessary to foresee

and fear it ; but when one is there, nothing remains but to despise

it.

—

Fetf-hn.

.... For present grief there is always a' remedy. However
much thou sufferest, hope. The greatest happiness of man is

hope.

—

Lio/iold Srhfffer

.... The -^ijirit of the world incloses four kinds of spirits, di-

ametrically opposed to charity. The spirit of resentment, spirit

of aversion, spirit of jealousy, and the spirit of indifference.

—

Dossuet.

.... Formerly thy soul was great, ardent, vast ; the entire cir-

cle of the universe found place in thy heart. O, Charles, that

thou hast become small, that thou host become miserable, since

thou lovest no one but thyself !

—

Srhiller.

.... If conversation be an art, like painting, sculpture, and
literature, it owes its most powerful charm to nature ; and the

least shade of formality or artifice destroys the effect of the best

collection of words.—//. T. Tuckerman.

Joker's JBubgct.

If, according to Sam Weller, a soiree be a leg of mutton and
trimmings, what is a aoiree dansante ? Ditto, with capers, to be
sure.— Diof/enes.

The authorities of the prison at Bath, England, advertise as

follows :
" Wanted, a respectable man to act as turnkey in a

county prison. One who understands music, can play the organ,

and sing base, would be preferred !"

A young widow, who had married an old man, was forever

speaking of " my first husband." The second husband, at last,

gently remonstrated. " I guess," said the young wife, pouting",
" you'll want me to remember you when you're dead and gone !"

" More aggression !" says an American writer. " A day or two
since—our blood boils as we write it—several smacks were taken
by a British naval ofiicer in Boston harbor ; and, what is wor-e
than all, the smacks were taken from a young lady I Where's
President Pierce V

" With full assurance in the arm of the Almighty," says the

emperor of Russia, " we go forth to fight for the orthodox faith."

And, accordingly, twelve thousand muskets, and the usual pro-

portion of sabres and bomb shells, are sent on in advance, to pro-

mote the spread of Christianity among the heathen Turks.

A philosophic and self-possessed ship captain was passing
through a churchyard at midnight, when a sheeted ghost rose up
behind a tombstone, and approached him with menacing gestures.

The ancient mariner coolly raised his stick and gave him a crack

over the side of the head, asking him :
" What he meant by being

out of his grave at so late an hour !"
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COLT'S FIRE-ARMS.
We present on the page herewith a pic-

ture of the case of guns and pistols, ex-

hibiting in the Crystal Palace, New York,

and contributed by Col. Colt, from his

large and famous establishment in Hart-

ford, Ct. Promn nt among the articles

here represented will be found the repeat-

ing piitol, a species of firearms that has

actually revolutionized manufacture in

this line of business, and the immense im-

portance of which is susceptible of illus-

tration to ihe simplest understanding.

Col. Colt's fire arms are now introduced

all over Europe, and are superseding the

old style of weapons altogether—a fact

which has opened the eyes of governments
who have either already partially adopted

them in th^ir war departments, or are

preparing to do so. The peculiar excel-

lences of these " revolvers " are well

known. For safety, simplicitv, durability,

accuracy and celerity of fire, force of pen-

etration, and security against moisture,

th( y possess important advantages both

for "public and private service. The barrel

is lifle-bore. The hammer, whtn at full

cock, forms the sight by which to take

aim, and it is readily

raised to full cock by the

thumb, with one hand.

And it has been tested,

by long and actual expe-

r ence ; this arrangement
is superior to those weap-

ons in which the hamm(r
is raised by pulling at

the trigjer, the stri ngth

of the pull necessary for

this purpose, interfering

with the correctness of

aim, which is of so much
importance. The ram-
rod attached to these pis-

tols consists of a very

clever but simple com-
pound lever, which, forc-

ing the ball effectually

home, hermetically seals

the chamber containing

the powder, and by the

application of a small

quantity of wax to the

nipple before capping,

the pistol may be im-
mersed for hours in wa- '

ter without the chance of

a miss-fire. The move
ments of the revolving

chamber are admirably
provided for. The breech

containing six cylindri-

cal cells for holding the

powder and ball moves
one-sixth of a revolution

at a time ; it can only be

fired when the chamber
and the barrel are in a
direct line. The base of

the cylindrical breech be-

ing cat externally into a
circular ratchet of six

teeth—the lever which
moves the ratchet being
attached to the hammer
—as the hammer is rais-

ed in the act of cocking,

the cylinder is made to COLTS PISTOLS, ON EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

rtvulve in one direction only. While the
hammer is falling, the chamber is kept
firmly in its position by a lever fitted for
the purpose ; when the hammer is raised,
the lever is removed and the chamber re-

leased. So long as the hammer remains
at half cock, the chamber is free and can
be loaded at pleasure. The rapidity with
which these arms can be loaded is one of
their great recommendations, the powder
being merely poured into each receptacle
in succession, and the balls being then
dropped in upon it without any wadding
and driven home by the ramrod, which,
of course, is never required to enter the
barrel. While carried in the pocket or
belt there is no possibility of an accidental
discharge of these pistols. Whenever it

is required to clean the barrel and cham-
ber, they can be taken to pieces in a mo-
ment, wiped out, oiled and replaced. As
regards the liability of the revolving pis-

tol to get out of order, this was satisfactori

ly disproved by a severe trial instituted by
order of the Board of Ordnance of the
United States, who directed a hoUter pis-

tol to be discharged twelve hundred, and a
belt pistol fifteen hundred times, cleaning

tl etn but once a day
j

uf.er which ordeal, neith-

er of the pistols appeared
to be in the least injured.

With respect to the cost

of production, as almost
every part is formed by
machinery, hand labor

being only required in

the finishing department.
Col. Colt seems likely

permanently to retain in

his hands the business

which his ingeruity has
created, for he will, of
course, always be in a
position to undersell any
imitators that may ap-
pear. Greater security

is also obtained from the

same cause, for we find

that upon " proof," only
one barrel and e'vlinder

burst out of 2082 furn-

ished to the ;;ovemment
and tried by the inspect-

or in 1850. The most
perfect uniformity of de-

tail is attained from the

mechanism employed,
for the several parts of
each class of weapon are

precisely similar, so that

if any become damnged
on service, a great num-
ber of available arms can
be immediately com-
pounded of those which
hive been partially in-

jured. Col. Colt has re-

e^ently establisheel in

London a manufactory
for his revolvers. The
building he has fitted up
for the purpose is the one
at Thames bank, near

Vauxhall bridge, lately

occupied as a workshop
for making mouldings
for the Crystal Palace.

(JllKLSEA, MASSACHUSETTS, FROM MOUNT BELLINGHAM. (i-or (J««(triptton. «w p>Mp. 317 1
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DEER SHOOTING.

We present below, for the gratification of our readers, another

of the fine series of sporting-pieces which have been drawn for us,

by Mr. Croome, of Ne^ York. These illustrations possess deep

interest alike to our city and country subscribers, being pictures

of actual life in this country, and illustrating a subject that is uni-

Tersally captivating to each and all who have a sense of apprecia-

tion for nature, and the glorious sports and resources she offers

for the amusement and sustenance of her children. Some people

seem to think that sporting is but little known in this country

;

that cor land—teeming with plenty in the farmer's hands, and

domestic stock—affords little encouragement for the sportsman.

But this is a great miitake. Few countries on the face of the

globe afford a wider range of game than is found in North Amer-

ica ; and this gimf!, too, is of a useful cast—not such as the hunter

kills merely for the eclat of counting the scalp—like an uncivilized

Indian—which he has taken. If one would pursue this sort of

hunting and sport, he had better bury himself in the wilds of

Africa, and run a continued risk of being himself eaten up by

wild beasts. Here, the sportsman not only pursues the pleasures

of the field as a healthful, exhilarating and attractive sport, but

the result is alike profitable and exceedingly palatable. The
native resources of our country, in this respect, have been much
underrated. Our woods and rivers are teeming with wealth that

the sportsman's labor may win. The common deer, of North

America, is a most beautiful animal, and abounded formerly in

every part of the continent, from the extreme northeast to Mexico.

A few years ago, deer were plentiful in the State of New York

;

and they are f till tolerably abundant in the northern parts of Ver-

mont and New Himpshire. In Maine, they are still quite plenti-

ful in the great evergreen forests. When in good condition, the

venison of the American deer is a very favorite meat. Deer hunt-

ing commenc3s in August and lasts till the first of January. But
two mode's of hunting deer are practised north of the Potomac

—

driving and still-hunting. The first, the most common, the ani-

mal being driven by drivers and dogs, while the hunter lies con-

cealed near the deer-paths and runaways, and the deer is shot as

he passes. Still hunting pirtakes more of the character of deer-

stalking, as practised in Scotland, in Virginia and the Carolinas.

Regular packs of hounds a'e used, and the method of deer hunt-

ing i« very similar to that which is practisfd in various parts of

Europe, by the lovers of the chase.
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by svlvanus cobil, jh.

[continued.]

CHAPTER ]v.—[continued.]
" I shall find him out," said Edward Tliayer, " and I hope

that I may be the means of helping you. Ah, Micah Tre^^ett,

you are on a
—

"

The speaker hesitated as he .saw that Vincent's eyes were fixed

keenly upon him.

"Excuse rae," said our hero, "for regarding you so particu-

larly, but I'm sure I cannot help it. I looked upon you with

somewhat of anxiety l)efore, but now I am almost nervously so.

My own connection with Trevett is peculiar, and I am not all

quieted by finding that
—

"

" I also have some connection with him," said Thayer, seeing

that Gray hesitated. " Well I have some little to do with him if

am no', much mistaken, but I cannot explain myself to you at

present
;
you must not expect it, nor must you blame me for keep-

ing my own secret."

" 0, not at all," returned Vincent

Shortly afterwards young Thayer arose and left the room, and
nfti>r he had gone Vincent remained for some time meditatmg

upon what had passed. lie arose and put more wood upon the

fire, and then sat back again in his chair to think of the strange

youth who had just left him.

The wind was howling without witli a cold chilling music, and

the streaks of frost upon the inside of the windows told how cold

it was ; but Vincent Gray noticed it not. He thought of Edward
Thayer, and of Micah Trevett ; and anon his mind would stop

to rest upon the sweet face of Olivia. He was engaged in this

manner when his landlord appeared at the door and informed him
that there was some one below who wished to see him.

" Who is it V asked Vincent.

"A man," laconically returned Boniface.

" Ay,—but what sort of a man ?"

" An old man—a sailor, I should say."

" An old sailor t Then he must lie an honest man. Send
him to me."
" He's rough dressed."

" Never mind. Send him up at once. Ijet me tell you, my
good host, that in these times I look for honest hearts beneath

rough dresses."

CHAPTEK V.

THE OLD PATRIOT, AND HIS MISSION.

Vincent Gray had not long to wait after his host had gone,

for in a few minutes he returned and ushered in the individual

whom he had announced. The new-comer was an old man, and
his appearance at once bespoke him to be a coast fisherman.

He was very short in his stature, and though by no means cor-

pulent, yet he was very large for one of his height, looking

somewhat as though he had at some time received a blow upon
the head that had literally knocked bis frame into a more solid

mass His face was very brown from constant exposure, and
his hair, which had evidently once been red, was now of a grizzly

hue. His eyes were very small, very gray, and very bright His

hands Wure huge in their p-oportions, and as he grasped the brim

of his hat with one of them he extended the other to our hero.

" This is Capt'n Gray, I take it," he said.

" Yes, sir,"' returned Vincent, regarding his visitor with a

carious look.

" Well, my name 's Durkee—Obadiah Durkee. Them as

knows me calls me Obed And let me tell you, sir, 'at I've seen

a good deal of salt water in my day."

"I don't doubt it," returned Vincent, viith a smile.

The old man took a sent, and having hauled his chair up to

the fire, he unbuttoned the great pea jacket, in which he was
enveloped, and then turned his attention again upon our hero.

" You 're kind o' Uyin" on your oars now, I take it," was his

first observation after lie had made himself at home.
" For the present," answered Vincent.
" Yes," responded Obed. " There's a good many in the same

fix " He cast a furtive glance uljout the room, as if to assure
himself that no one was li.,tcning, and then he continued :

" There's no puttin' up with this soit o' things much longer.

These inlarnal Britishers are gittin' wuss and wuss every day.

Only last week they robbed me of all my fish. By the great

horn spoon, Capt'n Gray, we must n't stand it."

" It is rather hard," said Vincent. He would have smiled
again, but he saw that there was a vein of deep feeling" beneath
the old man's rjuaintness, and he began to conceive a icspect for

him. " It seems wrong for us to submit to such treatment,"

he continued.

" Ay, capt'n. An' 'tis wrong. I don't b'lieve God ever

made the colonics for England's footstool. Them's my senti

mcnts, an' I don't care who knows 'em."

Vincent saw that the old man was in earnest, but yet lie had no

clue to the object of his visit, so he remained quiet, in hopes that

hewonW explain himself. Our hero's silence had the desired

effect, for ere long tbo old man opened the subject.

" Capt'n Gray," he commcuced, "I unlerstaiid 'at you want

to get hold of a good vessel— one 'at '11 do for a reg'Iar cniiser."

" Weil," said Vincent, beco.Ti'ng at once interested.

"Am I right?
'

" Suppose you are, what then V
" I'll like to know first if 1 am."
" Well," said our hero, aft^r r.:!garding the old man for some

time, and feeling that he could trust him, '' you ar<> right."

" Well, then," resumed Obed, drawing his chair nearer to Vin-

cent, and speaking in a lower tone, " I think I know of just the

craft you want It's the same one 'at robbed me of my fish. She's

an English brigantine, an' had bee.i cruisin' off the coast here for

mire 'n a week."

Vincent was now all attention. The idea of capturing a vessel

from the enemy had not before entered liis inind, but it was none

the less welcome for that.

" Do you tiiiuk slie could be captured '" he asked, with much
earnestness.

" if it is tried soon," returned the old man. " She 's cruisin'

about the coast here, an' if she keeps on robbin' our fishermen

she may get caught."

" What sort of a craft is she V
" O, a beauty," exclaimed the old man, with animation. " As

saucy a looking thing as you ever saw. She carries a square

mainsail, an' a good heavy boomsail to back it. She's got ten

guns, an' she slips around through the water as though her heels

was greased. By the great horn spoon, capt'n, she must be

took. I'm yer man if you ken only find enough more to carry

the thing through."

" But there is no knowing how long she will remain here,"

suggested Vincent, in a thoughtful mood.
" O, there's no kind o' fear 'bout that," confidently returned

Obed. " She's been knockin' about oft' Nabant an' Marblchead,

an' so down towards Lynn, for a week, an' she '11 stay more'n

a week longer if she aint drove oft'. I know she ken be taken if

we ken only get the men to do it
"

' And where would you gather your force 1"

" O, you must do that, capt'n."

" Well, but where?"
" Down on Swampscott beach would be as good a place as any."
'• Very well," relumed Vincent, after having thought the mat-

ter over; " and now I should like to ask you if you have thought

of any plan by which the vessel can betaken."

" Vfhy," said the old man, without hesitation, " we must have

men enough to do it."

" I know all that, my dear man ; but you are aware that there

must be something more than merely men enough to do the fight-

ing. It is no very easy job to get your men in a fighting position

against a craft of that description."

" O, I know what you mean," said Obed, elevating his shaggy

eyebrows. " Yes. yes, you want to know how we are goin' to

get a board the ftllow. Well, we'll have to study up some plan

for that ; but I don't think it '11 be very hard work, for you know
when a chap is up to all sorts of mischief he's very apt to git into

trouble. I think we can fix a trap for liim. At any rate, if we
git the men down on Swampscott beach I'll venture but ihat we'll

make some plan work."

" If we could be sure that the brigantine would remain about

the coast, perhaps we could," responded Vincent, thoughtfully.

The old man looked a little uneasy as Vincent made this last

remark.

" Well, look here, capt'n," said he, " if you don't think the

matter is worth running any chances for, I wouldn't have any-

thing to do wi;h it When I come to see you I thought you

wanted to get hold of a good vessel, and I didn't know but jou

would be willin' to run some risk, for in such times as these /'d

be willin' to run a good deal. Howsomever, it don't make much
difference, for if you wont—"

" Stop, my good man," interrupted Vincent, appreciating the

reproof he had received ;
" I did not mean that I would run no

risk, for, on the contrary, I expect to have to run much before I

accomplish all I wish ; but this is an important affair, and I wish

to understand it thoroughly before I enter upon it. Now, sir, this

very evening I will set about enlisting my men, andvto morrow I

will be at Swampscott. '

" That's right," uttered Obed, his countenance brightening as

he s|.oke. " I'll go right away an' have all the matters fixed

that I can."

" Perhaps you can raise some men among your ac(|uaintanee,"

suggested our hero.

" 0, sartia. I ken raise a dozen, I guess ; and they'll be

good ones, too
"

Vincent expressed his satisfaction at this, and then he went on

and made such arrangements witb the old man as he could He
promi.sed that he would be at the de.'ignated place by noon on the

next day, and pernaps before, and in the meantime the fishermen

were to make what provision they could for capturing the

brigantine.

It was nearly dark when the old man left the inn, and as soon

as Vincent could obtain his supjier he set forth to hunt up his

men. He had expected to find this part of the task an easy one,

and he was not mistaken. From his previous conversations with

the .seamen he had learned whom he might trust, and the most he

had now to do was to liunt them up and notify them that they

were wanted. Before ten o'clock he had found seventy five men
who were ready and anxious to join him, and all of them, too,

had pledged.themselves to meet him on the ne.xt morning with

arms sufficient for the enterprise, each one promising to find

his own.

When Vincent Gray returned to his inn his heart was alive

with,/hc most ardent hope. He looked forward to the moment
when he could place his loot upon the first prize from the enemy
with a longing in wiiieh wa,s centered the whole pitrioti.sm of his

zeal. And he was not alone in this feeling. All the seamen who
had joined him were equally zealous with himself. They knew ihat

the fcf lings they entertained towards i:.ngland and her king were
held by the best and most a'sle men in the colonies—they knew
that the clergymen of the land were with them in heart—and they

filt, too, that the (lOii of justice would uphold them in striving to

shake oft' the chains of the oppressor.

It was with such feelings as these that our hero-patriots planned

their operations against the enemy, and with such feelings,

too, they determined to win the prize— the dearest, holiest prize

of life—Liberty.

CHAPTER VI.

THE SLOOP AND THE BRIGANTINE.

The morning of March 7th, 1775, was calm, clear, and

frosty. Tlie air was sharp with its icy breath, but by no means

uncomfortable to those who were clothed for a New England

winter. At an early hour the hardy seamen begtvn to repair

towards a point south of the town—a place secure from observa-

tion—and when Vincent Gray arrived he found most of his men
already assembled, and before ten o'clock they were all there.

They were reviewed and equipped sufficiently for all practical pur-

poses, and without any unnecessary delay they set off for Swamp-
scott, going in parties of six or eight each, and taking as many
different routes as they could.

Vincent went ahead, and at about one o'clock he reached the

high headland of Swampscott. The first thing that attracted his

attention after he gained a view of the sea, was the English brig-

antine. She was just inside of Egg Rock, and was standing in.

" Upon my soul, Munn," he said, turning to one of his men
who stood by his side, " she is a beauty."

" No mistake," was Munn's reply, as he stopped to gaze upon

the vessel " She's a saucy looking craft, any how."
" I should like to have the management of those batteries,"

continued Vincent.

"You »i»s( have," responded the other. " If your old fisher-

man can contrive a way to put us on board we can do the rest."

" Let's go on," said our hero, whose thoughts at that moment
were not formed for speech. " Let's go on and find old Durkee.

There come more of our boys over the hill. By the mass, we
must not be found thick up here in sight, or the brigantine may
be making us out."

With that Vincent and his party started on, and having reached

the cove above the beach they found the cot of Obadiah Durkee,

and the old man himself at the door.

" So you've come," cried O'oed, as he recognized our hero.

" Yes," returned Vincent.

" By the great Moses, Capt'n Gray, I was almost afraid you'd

be too late."

" Ah, and have you any plan studied up 1" uttered "Vincent,

with energy.

'Part of one," said Obed, "but where are the rest of yotii

men ?"

" They'll be along in a few minutes—seventy-five of them."

" Jerusalum, that's goad Now come in, come in, capt'n, an'

I'll tell you just what's turned up. By the great horn spoon, it

does seem as though the fates were working for us."

When Vincent entered the fisherman's cot he found ten men

already assembled there. They were all of them younger than

Obed, but yet all middle-aged men, and men, too, whose frames

were put together for strength and endurance. The old man

introduced them as friends of his who were ready for the expedi-

tion on hand, and after Vincent had greeted them, he turned

towards his host.

" Now," said he, " what have you done ? You speak as though

you had found some sea room to work in."

" Ay," exclaimed Obed, witli a brightly sparkling eye. " The

Englishman's given us the course himself, and 1 don't see what's

to hinder us from taking him. Here's Dick Powell, here, hap-

pened to put out after fish before dayliglit this morning. He
ketghcd only a few, an' was corain' in with 'em when the brig-

antine overhauled him. They took what fish he had, an' then

told him that if he would come out this afternoon an' ketch a

lot they d buy 'em. Dick, jer see, knowed all about our plans,

an' so he just promised cm 'at he would. He told 'em 'at he'd

take his smack an' go outside and git all he could, an' they

might have 'em if they'd be sure an' pay him. Yer see he pre-

teiided to be very 'tieular 'bout the pay so 's to make it 'pear as

though he was in earnest 'bout it. Of course the Englishman

don't mean to pay for any of the fi:>h, he only said that so as to

gum us ; but he '11 find where the gum comes in afore another day

eh, capt'n."

" I hope so," returned Vincent.

" (), I know so," added Obed, with much confidence.

By this time all of Vincent's men had arrived, and as many as

possible had crowded into the cot, while the remainder staid in

the yard. Our hero had gained a pretty clear idea of what old

Durkee meant, and this he explained to his men. Some of them

were well acquainted with Dick Powell, and they knew him to be

a shrewd, calculating man.
" Now, Durkee," said our hero, addressing the old fisherman,

" how large a craft is your smack ?"

" (), big enough for our use. Come, we'll go and look at

her, for it's about time we were off. Come on, uU hands."

The party followed on after the old man as he led the way to a

place which had been scooped out at the upper end cf the beach
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on purpose to receive the smack, and Vincent found the» craft

laieer than he had expected. She was a sloop, and of some sixty

or seventy tons burthen; and upon examination lie found that

his men could easily be accommodated in lier hold.

" Now," said he, turning to Obed, " if I understand you rightly,

•ou will put us alongside of the brigantine if we will hide our-

selves here in the hold V
"Exactly," returned the old man ;

" and the sooner you do the

thing the better. We '11 put the old smack alongside o' the Eng-

lishman, an' we'll help 3'ou do the rest, too."

Our hero explained all to his men, and they were eager for the

onset. Each man had his arras ready for use, and they were anx-

ious to try their merits. Tliey got on board of the smack as soon

as possible, and when they entered the hold six of the fishermen

joined them, leaving only Obed and four of his companions in

charge of the deck. Our adventurers found themselves in rather

close quarters, but by knocking away the bulkhead of the little

cabin they managed to make good breathing room, and if they

found their situation slightly uncomfortable, the oliject they had in

view made it bearable.

As soon as Vincent Gray and his men were safely packed away

below, Obed got his sloop off and made sail. As he passed out

the brigantine hove down and hailed him.

" Where are you t)ound now !"

" After fish," returned Dick Powell, who stood by the quarter-

rail.

" That's right," shouted the Engli.sbman, " I'll see you wien

you come back."

" Yes—hope you will," responded I'owell, as the sloop dashed

on, while tlie brigantine passed under his stern. " And a mighty

pretty sight you'll get I'm thinking," he continued, as he gazed

after the Englishman."

"By the powers, I guess he will," added Obed, giving the helm

a push to the leeward.

For over an hour the sloop stood on, and then she hove to, and

the fishermen threw over their lines. They caught a few fish

—

cod and haddock—and after waiting about two hours, Obed

broaelied the idea of returning.

" If we start now," he sold, having called Vincent on deck, " it

will be nearly dusk by the time wo get back. Yes, it'll be most

dark, for the sun aint sartinly morc'n half an hour high."

" Then let us start," said Vincent. " Let us start at once, for

I want to see this business done."

" So do I,". resumed Obed. "Now in less'n au hour I'll be

alongside o' the brigantine, an' you must have jour men ready.

" I'll do my part," said the young man."

The sloop was ac.-ordingly put back for the shore, and Vincent

returned to the hold, where he informed his men of what was

being done, and at the same time bade them be in readuiess

to follow him.

The wind was nearly north, and consequently the sloop had

it nearly upon her starboard beam. At the end of half an hour

the brigantine was seen standing in, but shoith' afterwards she

went about and stood out upon the huboard tack, heading across

the sloop's course.

" He wants his fish," said Powell, who had now taken the helm.

" Av," returned Obed, breathless with anxiety and excitement

" Mind the helm—mind the helm, Dick. Here, boys, let's give

the sheets a pull,—and you irijy luff a little, Dick. T wont do

to 'pear too anxious to fall in with him. I'd rather seem as though

I was goin' to run in by him."

Powell made no answer, for he had his eye upon the brigantine.

Everything was now quiet upon the fisherman's deck, and the

men were anxiously watching the coming vessel. The sloop had

not yet crossed the course of the Englishman, and as Obed could

calculate, she would not, it being evident that the latter would

pass under the sloop's fore foot if both vessels kept on as they

were now. And so it turned out ; for in less than fifteen minutes

the brigantine came dashing across the Yankee's bows, and as

she was clear she went about, and by the time the sloop was up

with her she had everything snug and taut 011 the starboard side.

"My soul!" uttered Powell, as he witnessed the evolution,

" what a thing to work. May 1 be blessed if she don't cut about

in the water like a dolphin."

" She's a beauty," responded Obed, " a beauty, and no mistake."

And thus speaking, he went to the hatchway and looked down.

" All ready there ?" he asked, in a clear, earnest tone.

" All ready," returned Vincent.

" Then be on hand. I'll give you the word when it is time."

" Hallo, there !" at this moment shouted the Englishman.

" Hallo !" returned Obed.
" Got any fish V
" Yes—plenty."

" Then heave to, and we'll send a boat."

" You know you promised to pay for 'em," cried Powell.

" O, certainly. Come, heave to, quick."

The brigantine hove her main-topsail aback, expecting, of

course, that the sloop would also heave to at once ; but instead of

that the latter tautened her sheets and luffed.

"Avast, there, you lubber!" yelled the Englishman, in alarm.

" You'll be afoul of us."

"Starboard! starboard!" shouted Obed, turning to Dick, who

had the helm. "Good gracious sakcs alive, what yer thinkin'

on, Dick. Look out, now."

But Dick had no thoughts of moving his helm. He held it

almost hard aport with a perfect disregard of Ids commander's

injunctions, and the result was such as might have been anticipa-

ted. In a minute more the sloop's bowsprit went poking in

amongst the brigantine's larboard fore rigging, and on the same
instant the olU fisherman leaped to the main hatch and gave the

signal to those below.

CHAPTER VII.

THE P.\TR10T CKUISER.

" Now see what you've done, and be blowed to )-ou !" yelled

the commander of the brigantine, as he rushed forward to where

the fisherman's bowsprit was ]iokcd up over his bulwarks.

" Now don't git mad, ea])'n," expostulated Obed, "forliythe

great Jcrusalum, I couldn't help it."

" Then you must be a confounded lubber. Now—

"

The Englishman ceased speaking, for at that moment he saw

the heads of half a dozen men appear above the combing of the

sloop's hatchway
; in an instant he ,«eemed to suspect that all was

not right ; but he had no time to collect his thoughts for ac-

tion, for before he could faii'ly think of what he saw, the sloop's

deck was literally covered with armed men, and on the next in-

stant they began to pour over the bulwarks of his own vessel.

The Englishman leaped back to the wheel, whore his sword

hung in its beckets, and having seized the weapon, he shouted for

his men to arm themselves He did not stop to count the host

that had thus come upon him, but when, a moment afterwards, he

saw the invaders still pouring in upon him, he began to tremble

with something besides excitement.

The brigantine's men were all of them upon the deck, but it

was not an easy thing for them to arm themselves. To be sure

the arm-chests were on deck, and the lids were thrown open, but

the Americans easily beat off those who had gathered about them,

and thus they gained a decided advantage. The next movement

of the British sailors was towards the pikes which were arranged

arouinl the ina^ts, but here they were agaiu nonplussed.

" This briganiire is mine !" shouted Vincent, as he leaped upon

the quarter deck.

" Net quite yet," returned the English commander, at the same

moment crossing swords with his young invader.

" ( >, hut you must yield," said Vincent, parrying a tlirust that

was made at his bosom. " I have made up iny mind that this

vessel is mine."

"Not yet—not yet," hissed the Englishman, beating furiously

at the young man with his sword.

" Look out—look out," said Vincent, throwing his weapon

carefully about, " you are no match for me at this game."

And so it proved ; for, on the third movement from that the

Englishman's sword went whizzing over the rail.

" Now yield to me ! Yield at once !" shouted Vincent, point-

ing his sword at his- adversary's breast. " There's not a moment

to spare. Speak the word, or you die on the spot. / am in

earnest
!"

The disarmed captain was bewildered ; but he had enough of

sense to see that his young conqueror was not to be trifled with,

and in a sinking, painful tone he spoke the word of surrender.

" Then call off your men," ordered Vincent. " I do not wish

to spill more blood than can be avoided. You sec my men have

the advantage."

This order, however, was not necessary, for the Englishmen

saw that their captain had surrendered, and instinctively they

drew back from ti* hopeless conflict in which they were engaged.

Our hero ordered his own men to desist from the conflict, and

then he proceeded to have the brigantine's men disarmed.

Bv this time it was fairly dark, and after a short consultation

among the Americans, it was arranged that the brigantine should

stand ofi' a few miles, and there lay to till morning, while Powell

and three of his companions should take the sloop back to Swamp-

scott. Accordingly the smack was got clear from the brigantine's

fore rigging, and the crew that had been appointed for her went

on hoard, and sailed her off' out of the way.

Seeing that the brigantine was to remain out over night, Vin-

cent thought it prudetit to put his prisoners in irons, and having

found those that belonged to the vessel, he at once set about the

job. All the Englishmen were thus secured excepting three of

the officers, and tliey, upon giving their pledge of honor that they

would not engage in any disturbance, were allowed to go at large.

Our hero found that in all he had seveniy-eight prisoners.

Only three of the enemy had been killed in the mcloe, so that the

vessel's crew had amounted to eighty one men, while his own

force, all told, had numbered eighty seven.

As soon as the brigantine's head was put about, and some half

dozcH battle-lanterns lighted and arranged about the deck, Vin

cent went aft, and having called Obed and one or two of his own

men to accompany him, he went down into the brigantine's cabin.

He had but little time to take a survey of things before he was

joined by the prisoner captain. The latter stood for a few mo-

ments and regarded his captor in silence, and at length he sat

down upon a rich divan that was arranged in the after part of the

cabin.

"You, I suppose, sir, are commander here now," he said, ad-

dressing Vincent Gray.

" Yes, sir," returned the young man.
" Well, sir, if it would not be impertinent, I should like to

know what you mean to do now that you have got command of

one of his majesty's vessels ?"

" You mistake, my dear sir," said Vincent, with a smile.

" This is now a Yankee vessel ; but if you wish to know what I

mean to do with her, I will tell you Henceforth she is to be a

pafriol cruiser."

" You mean a pirate," returned the Englishman, with bitter

sarcasm.

"No, sir. She has been a pirate nnti! now, but she will be so

no more. You forget yourself, sir."

"Do I ? I'm thinking 'tis you who have forgotten yourself.

It may be a very pretty thing now to find yourself in command of

this vessel, hut it will prove a sore job for you before it ia finished.

You know how piracy is punished."

" Ay, I do know," returned Vincent, boldly ;
" and your tyrant

king will know how it is punished. Don't talk to me of piracy.

Look to your own hands, sir. What have been your deeds since

you have been cruising about this coast '. You have been robbing

our people whenever the opportunity was alfordcd. You have

driven honest men from their voc.-.tion—you have robbed them of

their hard-earned store—you have invaded the sanctity of our peo-

ple's houses, pilfered from their flocks and broods
;
your king and

his parliament have shut up our harbors, placed a navy to infest

our waters, quartered an insulting army upon our shores, and
driven our people to starvation and want ; and now you talk to

me oi' pirarj/! Out upon thee and thy wliole race of hirelings !

By the heavens above me, sir, there be hands and hearts in these

colonies that are nervous. This is but a beginning of wliat is yet

to come Pirates, eli ? O, you shall know how your own pira-

cies shall be punished This craft is now in the hands of those

who have bitter wrongs to redress, and sweet liberty to gain."

The Englishman shrank from the burning gaze of the young
patriot, and for some moments he was speechless; but at length

he said, with some hesitation in his manner:
" Do you mean that you are going to cruise against the king V
" Of course I do."

" Then your race will be a short one."

" it may be," returned Vincent, with a flashing eye, " but," he

added, in a low, solemn tone, "I say, witli thousandsof my coun-

trymen, my life and liberty shall go together
!"

"Ay," uttered old Durkee, whose enthusiasm was equal to

Vincent's, but whose language was not so ample for its expres-

sion, "that's the idee. Whdst we live we'll have liberty, and

when we can't have that we may as well die as not. By the

crown of old Neptune, Mr. Englishman, you may tell your king

that the patriots aint afraid to die, but they wont be trod upon."

The Englishman said no more, and shortly afterwards Vincent

went on deck.

In the morning Vincent (jray had a better chance to examine

the proportions of his prize, and he was agreeably disappointed

upon finding her much better than he had expected. In every

way she was proportioned to meet his most fastidious taste, and a

few experimental evolutions convinced him that she was every-

thing that he could desire. She carried ten guns, all of them

eighteen-pounders, and the two bow guns were long ones. She

was well armed in other respects, and when our hero put his ves-

sel's head towards the shore he felt well pleased with his fortune.

Before noon he had landed all h'n prisoners, leaving them at

liberty to go where they pleased, and as soon as this was done he

put back to Swampscott, wlierc the four men who had taken

charge of the sloop came on board.

Vincent's next movement was to organize his crew. Lyman
Munn was chosen for the second in command, Dick Powell for

the third, while old Durkee took the oftice of boatswain, leaving

the gunner to be appointed when the most suitable one could be

determined on.

Before night the patriot cruiser was ready for action, and with

nine hearty cheers the men assumed their respective stations.

They had a vessel in the qualities of which they could trust—they

had a commander in whose skill and judgment they reposed the

utmost confidence, and they had hearts that were longing for the

first blow that could be struck for the honor of their flag and th9

good of their country.

CHAPTER VIII.

A STARTLING MISSIVE.

It was a week after the capture of the English brigantine that

Micah Trevett returned from a visit to Boston, where he had

spent two days. It was just dark when ho entered his house, and

having eaten liis supper, he sat down by the fire in bis sitting-

room.
" Olivia," he said, addressing his daughter, who was alone with

him in the room, " have you heard from any of your acquaintances

who that young man was that landed here a few weeks since from

the man-of-war that put in here '."

" No, sir," returned the maiden.

" You knew there was such an one."

" I heard something about it, for it was made the talk of the

whole town."
" Ay—I know it," said Trevett ; and then he fell into a thought-

ful mood. But his thoughts were evidently uneasy ones, for he

moved nervously about in his chair, and his face looked pale and

haggard. At length he seemed to arouse himself, and turning

again towards his child, he said :

" Well, Olivia, tliat young Gray has turned out just as I ex-

pected."

The maiden looked at her father inquisitively.

" He has turned out to be a regular pirate," resumed the old

man. " I never thought him much better."

At first Olivia turned pale, but she knew that her father's last

statement was fulse ; for she was well aware that he had ever

placed the utmost confidence in the young man's integrity, and

fiom this she thought that the whole might be untrue.

" What do you mean V she at length asked.

" I mean just what I say. Vincent Gray has associated himself

with a band of desperadoes, and they have seized upon one of hi.s

majesty's vessels, and are now cruising about on a regular ))iruti-

cal expedition."

" You mean, then, that he has taken up arms against England."

" Ay, against his lawful king and master ; but he will soon bo

caught, and then his head wili answer for his crime."

There was a shudder passed through the fair girl's frame ; but

yet h..r countenance showed that she felt thankl'ul for what she
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had heard. She knew that her lover

had wished to obtain a vessel, and
she knew why he had now gained

one. In her heart she sympathized

with him, and she inwardly prayed

him Godspeed on his noble mission.
" What do you think of his do-

ings V Trcvett asked, after watch-

ing his daughter for a few moments.
" I do not know that I could ex-

press an opinion," returned the

maiden. " Mr. Gray has appeared

to be an honest, virtuous man, and
if he has now taken up arms against

the king, I suppose he has done
only what he thought was right."

" Ah," uttered the old man, gaz-

ing fixedly upon his child, " do you
mean to excuse the fellow for what
he has donel"

" I do not know that there is any
need of my excusing him, sir."

"Perhaps jou think he is doing
right."

Olivia saw that her fiither's eyes

were fixed upon her, and for the

first time in her life she resolved to

speak her mind when she knew it

was in opposition to his. His own
acts of late had been such as to tend

towards the eslrangement of his

child, and she felt that the sooner

she expressed her honest opinions,

the better. Hor father's whole
cour.'e of conduct in relatii n to

Vincent Gray had deeply wounded
her heait, and the love which a
child might feel for a parent was
fast growing dim and cold in her

bosom. She trembled when she

thought of it, but she could not hide

the truth—she could not put out of
sight the fact that respect for her

father was losing ground in her

soul.

"Perhaps you think he is doing
right," Mr. Trevett repeated.

" I hope he is," tremblingly re-

turned Olivia.
" Ay ; but what is your opinion

in the premises ?"

" Then, frankly, I think he is do-

ing right."

Trevett started back aghast. He
had not expected that the girl

would dare to avow such opinions.
" Do you know what you say '."

he asked, in a hissing tone.
" Ves, sir," returned Olivia, more

emboldened now that she had brok-

en the ice.

" I should like to know if you
are a rebel at heart ?"

' If to pray for the national free-

dom and independence of these

colonies makes a rebel, then I am
one."
"Now, girl, I shall know how to

treat you," exclaimed the old man, in a tone of deep passion.
" I had suspected that you had a rebel heart, both against your
father, and against your king ; but I shall look out that you suffer
the penalty of your sin. You may not l)e aware of the fact that
my liiyalty can overcome the parent in mv bosom."

••(), do not profane that sacred subject," said the fair girl.
" Do not talk of a parent's love until you can exercise some of it."

" Sill nee, girl !

'

Just as Micab Trevett uttered that exclamation there came a
loud rap upon the door. He started from hi i se it, and went to

sec who was tlicre.

" Does Mr. Trcvett live here V
asked the applicant. _

" Yes. I am he."

"Ah. I have a letter for you,"
" Then conic in."

The old man led the way to the

sitt-ng-room, and he was followed
by Edward Thavcr.

" A letter, you say," said Tre-
vett, after he had motioned his vis-

itor to a seat.

" Yes, sir," returned Thayer.
" Trcvett, your name is

—

Micah
Trevett."
" Yes, sir," answered the old

man, gazing sharply into his face.
" Then the letter is for you, sir."

As Thayer spoke, he handed the
letter to the old man.

"'Tis from England!" uttered
Trcvett. looking at the superscrip-
tion, and turning pale.

ics, Sir.

"Are you the man who landed
from the man-ofwar a few weeks
since V

" Yes, sir," calmly returned the
young man, at the same time re-

turning his interlocutor's look with
a sharp steady gaze.

Micah Trcvett lore open the let-

ter, and while he wan reading it

Edward Thayer turned hiv look
upon Olivia. She met his gaze,
and for a moment her eyes (ell to

the floor. There was a bright
spark came to the youth's eyi s a^

he looked upon her band ioine coun-
tenance, and when she again looked
up he spoke to her.

" A coi)\ evening," said he.
" Yes, sir," tremblingly returned

the maiden
Th iyer's gaze became more earn-

est than before, but Olivia bent not
her eyes before it again.

[to IIB (• VTINI'Kt>
1

A FRUIT-SELLEPv OF RIO JANEIRO.

FRUIT SELLER OF RIO JANEIRO.
In many of its quarters, the capital of Brazil, in the structure of

its edifices, the arrangement of its public squares, and the display

of its shops presents the appearance of an European city. Paris-

ian fashion, that coquettish sovereign, whose empire no revolu-

tion desttoys, has extended even thither the power of her light

sceptre. You see now very few women, wearing, as in our en-

graving, the Spanish mantilla. Almost all affect the Parisian hat,

and to see Ouvidor Street, with its colony of French tailors, jewel-

lers, booksellers, bootmakers, and barbers, one might fancy him-

self in the heart of a French eitr.

But on the side of the promenade
(Piisseo Publico), there is a traffic

which, by its singularity, still sur-
prises stranger.3. This is the peo-
ple's market, filled with turtles,

fish, and vegetables, for the most
part unknown in Europe. Various
kinds of watermelons are heaped
up there, with spices imported from
India by the Portuguese, and u.e
fruits of African colonics. Parrots
and parroquets exposed for sale

mingle their shrill voices with those
of the traders ; other birds attract

the passenger by their notes, and
unfold to his eyes their azure and
purple plumage, as if they knew the
worth of their beauty Amidst all

these productions of sea and land,
these clouds of beautiful birds rear-

ed in the virgin forests of Brazil,

you can embrace at a glance a cu-
rious assemblage of the different

individualities of which the Brazil-

ian population is composed; black
and white, Indians and Portuguese,
the mulatto born of the alliance of
the negro with the European, the
mnmehteo, the issue of that of the
European with the Indian, and the
culm-lo, the descendant of the negro
and the Indian. The negroes com-
pose there, as in all the provinces
of the empire, a majority. In 1825,
Humboldt calculated that there
must be, in the immense country of
Braz 1, 4,000,000 inhabitants," of
whom 920,000 were whites, 1,900,-

000 negroes, and 1,120.000 individ-

uals of mixed race. According to

more recent documents, which,
however, are not so accurate as
might be desired, the population of
Brazil amounts to five or six mil-

lion sonls, of which there are three

million slaves, divided into different

classes, viz., slaves employed in

agriculture and the mines, 1,500,-

000
;
servants, 100,000 ; slaves with-

out employment, 200,000; slaves

on hire, 200 000. The greater part

of the slaves found at Rio Janeiro,

come, says Mr. Spix, from Cabinda
and Benguela. 'I'hey are exchang-
ed for European productions by the

chiefs of their tribes, and before be-

ing surrendered in trade, are brand-

ed with hot irons on the back and
forehead. They are put on board
with a fragment of woolen stuff for

their only raiment. As soon as they

reach Rio they are quartered along
the street called Vallongo, which
extends along the seaside. An ex-

perienced negro is entrusted with
their maintenance, and their rations

are very moderate. Their food con-

sists of a little Indian meal boiled with water. From time to time

a morsel of salt meat iJ added. An able-bodied man can be

bought for two or three hundred dollars. As soon as the bargain

is concluded, the purchaser can do what he pleases with his slave.

In case the latter should attempt to escape him, the polic* under-

takes his recovery and punishmeft. Still, it must be acknow-

ledged that European c vilization in penetrating Brazil, has

spread some sentiments of humanity. The poor wretches, torn

from their native soil to be subjected to a stranger's will, do not

undergo as much suffering as might be imagined. "In the ma-
jority of plantations I have visited,"

says Mr. Gardner, " the slaves were
-;_ well treated, and teemed satisfied

with their condition. In some of

the establishments where I stopped,

there were three or tour hundred of

them. If I had not known their

condition beforehand, I should not

have guessed it. To si^e them in

their little hut,<, surrounded hy fresh

gardens I should have taken them
for free and peaceful laborers. They
are generally well dres.sed and w< 11

fed, and I have seen the sick onu
tended with touching solicitude by

the wives and daughters of their

masters."

THE CAVALITTO, OR WICKER BOAT OF PKUU.

WICKER KOAT OF PERU.
This kind of boat, a representa-

tion of which is here given, is used

ujioii the coast of Peru, at the point

of embarkation for Truxillo. The
sea, almost always heavy at this

point, swamps boats built afcr the

u>ual fa hion. The lioaiinen sub-

stitute a kind of raft called the eav-

alitto (or little horse), on account

of farm, and the occasional necessi-

ty of bestriding it The cavalitto

is made of ttie torlora, a reed which

grows in abundance on the banks

of fresh water streams, and which

posses.ses the properties of cork.

On the coast of C".oroinandel they

make a similar use of a little struc-

ture of bark, which glides over the

surface of the waves, or bends with-

out breaking under their pressute.

At Senegal, on the whole length of

the coast of Guinea, between the

mouths of the (Jainbia and Sene-

gal, where the surf l>eats on the

shore in va t nrdicd rollers, a little

raft is employed, the admirable

flexibility of which allows it to fall

from the surf to the /shore without

any inconveni'.Tice. Tlve natives of
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Oceania make use of floats quite as

frail and supple, to go without dan-

ger from one point to the other of

their shoies, bounded with reefs of

coral, or to cross the channels that

separate their islands from each

other. " At the moment we were

ahout to cast anchor," says a trav-

eller, " two Catamarans suddenly-

appeared on the deck. They were

entirely naked, with the exception

of a narrow rag and a sort of palm
leaf hat which served them to keep

their despatches in. They were at

Ica-st two leagues from the shore,

and it was on nothing but a piece

of wood, and armed with a single

oar, that they had made the pas-

sage. Braving the dreadful suif

which extends in a vast breadth,

and managing the oar to the ac-

companiment of a cadcnced chant,

thete natives frequently venture
considerable distances." The nav-

igator who for the first time men-
tioned these strange beings, thus

chronicles the event in his log-book :

" One o'clock P. M.—before the

principal city of Coromandel (Ma-
dra-i), saw two devils playing with
sticks on the surface of the ocean.

God send it be not an evil omen !"

Thi< nift generally serves for com-
municating between vessels at an-
chor and llie shore.

^EW GRENADA.
We find the text of our engrav-

ings in the journal of Mr. de Lattrc,

a traveller who, in 1846, explored
the less known portions of New
Grenada. The story of our travel-

ler begins at Pasto, a little town of New Grenada, situated in a
fertile valley. He was very well received by the governor, the
bishop, and the commander of the garrison. When he announced
that the purpose of his journey was scientific, the bishop offered
to send for twenty five Indians from a little Indian village named
Saint Jago, as well as the curate of the place, Don Fernando, who
would serve him as a guide, at Ua-t for the first few days. The
bishop's oflfer was eagerly accepted. The same day a courier was
sent on to Saint Jago, which is three days journey from Pasto.
The 1st of March, the curate of St. Jago, Don Fernando, came
into Mr. de Lattre's lolging, accompanied by twenty five nearly
wild Indians, among whom was a young woman. " The twenty-
five men," says our traveller, "were not very large ; no one was
over five feet fiur inches ; hut they had vigorous limbs and hand-
some facjs. Their hair was long "and black. It serves to shield
them from the rain, for they wear no kind of covering upon the
head. The married men were distinguished by a little blue rib-

bon, going ronni the upper part of the head—a ribbon wfoveti by
their wives, which they never fail to renew when it is worn or lost.

As for the married women, they wear a necklace of red or blue
glass beads, eniiched with large pieces of mother of pearl. This
necklace is given them by their husbands on the wedding-day.
They wear also large ear drops of red pearls, which arc pyrofortn
and in a large shell. Their costume consists of a large piece of
stufl^calUd ticnse, which has two openings through which to pass
the arms, and which they attach to the waist to form the petucoal.
They drape the upper part of it with taste. The color of this

race of men is a neutral tint ; they are neither red, black, nor mu-
latto. These twenty-five men and the woman established them-
selves under a g-illery before my door, took their meals, and slept

there. I formed aquaintance with the curate who shared ray
dinner, and it was agreed between us that the next morning, at

daybreak, we should organize the departure of the Indians, who
wire to bear the chests and all the baggage. The next raorninc,
accordingly, at six o'clock, eighteen Indians set out, laden with
provisions necessary for a month, ard all the objects indispensa-
ble for the expedition. The curate appointed thiee corporals,
who were to command the rest, and at the same time sustain their

.
courage in time of need. It was agreed that this vanguard should
await us at St Jago, a village where most of them lived. There
remained with us hut six Indian men and one woman. The four
more robust men were to serve me, when necessary, as estriveros,

that is to say, to carry me, by turns, on their backs, as the second
engraving lepiesents. The fourth
was to be employed in the service
of the cncauro, that is to say, to
carry the rations of the day, and
the last was entrusted with "all the

' sleeping ariangements. He is call-

ed the ranuro. Tlie woman had
only to carry a large cage, divided

' into compartments, containing hens
\linA chickens. On the .'jth of Marcii,
we left the last village of the civil-

ised part of New Grenada. One of
my Indians made me up into a
bundle of the easiest form for him-
self, without troubling himselfabout
my own painful and fatiguing pos-
ture, and threw me on his back as
a porter does his pack. One of the
esl.riva-os treated the curate in the
same manner, and we set forth,
knowing that in future our road
wonld be no other than that of the
tigers and bears through the woods.
This maimer of travelling is desig-
nated by the name of kihlilh, on
account of the little plank on which
you are seated, and which in Span-
ish is called tabta much less com-
modious than the silla. a rude chair
in which you scat yourself, and
which the Indian also places on his
hack. The two engravings faiih-
fiilly represent these two modes of
conveyance. The second method
of transportation is made use of in
many parts of South America for
difficult passes. It would be im-
practicable to the country I had to
traverse, where the Indian has need
of all his balance, of great strength
and much skill, and to reduce as
niuih as po.ssible the vo'ume of his

burthen. My dress consisted, as

the engraving shows, of plain wool-
en breeches, a hat of banana leaves,

manufajtured at Lebundoi, a straw
cloak, wjDven by the inhabitants of
Mocoa, and twine .-.andals." The
third engraving of our series repre-

sents an Indian woman of Lebun-
doi, and a Mocoa Indian. The
latter is employed in killing game
with the sarhacane, a hollow tube
of reed through which they blow
poisoned arrows with great force

and dexterity. They make use of
two vegetable poisons for their ar-

rows One kills instantly ; the oth-

er produces intoxication and vom-
iting, followed by death in a few
minutes. Salt is an antidote for

both poisons ; and a man having
salt in his mouth, can, it is said,

receive twenty-four poisoned darts
without sutFeringany inconvenience
but the pain. It is not so at Uio
Hachc, on the Atlantic Ocean,
where the Guayros employ a poison
for which there seems to be no
antidote.

TRAVELLERS IN NEW GRENADA.

LILLA MANNER OF CARRYING TRAVELLERS,

^vS^t^

INDIAN OF LEBUNDdl, MiM LM^AN WOMAN OF MOCOA.

CO.U.MERCE AND PEACE.
The pacific influence of com-

merce is a subject which has of en
engaged the attention of the friends

of civilization and progress in all

parts of the work'. In an article

in a recent num.bcr of Hunt's Mer-
chants' Magazine, we find the fol-

lowing truthful reflections on this

theme :
" All commercial commu-

nities have been the friend . of peace,

and the strongest opposers of war,
except for protection and self de-

fence. The Tyrians never made war upon the Israelites, like the

rude Philistines and other nations. The longest, most prosperous
and glorious reign of th" kings of Israel was that of Solomon,
which was characterized y peace and commerce. David had been

a man of w t, and was, therefore, not allowed to build the temple.

But Soloirm was not disturbed by war, and was commanded to

undertake that important work, in an age of great commercial
prosperity, when the riches of the earth were poured into his king-

dom in great abundance. The policy of Carthage was almost
exclusively commercial, while that of Rome was exclusively war-
like ; and consequently the influence of the one was peaceful and
purifying to society, while that of the other was disturbing and
corrupting. Carthage and Rome sustained the same relations to

the ancient -world that England and France do to the modern. It

is an interesting question, worthy of considiiation, what would
have been the influence upon the nations of antiquity had Car-
thage conquered Rome, or Napoleon conquered Wellington at

Waterloo ! Who can doubt for a moment that the former would
have been far more beneficial to the old world, and the latter far

more injurious to the modern ? None will question that the influ-

ence of England, is far more elevating, consuvative and beneficial

to society, than that of France, or modern Rome. The one is

straightforward, wise, and the strongest government on the globe,

while the other is fickle, unwise, and the weakest. Had Carthage
triumphed, the commercial spirit would have prevailed every-

where, and penetrated every corner of the globe, and i's peaceful

influence have changed the whole face of society. War has been
the master passion of the people, and the main-spring of all the

governments of past ages, save those cities and nation.- that have
been commercial, which have been invariably pacific in their policy.

The line of commerce is from Tyre to Alexandria, thence to Ven-
ice, Amalfi, Genoa, Florence, Antwerp, Amsterdam, London, and
Ameiica, and the influence of each and all has been pacific. Com-
merce stimulates the farmer and manufacturer, nurses the arts and
sciences, educates and christianizes man. War takes the farmer
from the soil, and the workman from his trade, cripples the aits

and sciences, and brutalizes the human race. Just so far, then,

as commerce excels war, would the iifluence of Carthage have
surpassed that of Rome. The same appears from the history of
the cities of Italy, and the Hansctowns of Geniirny. Commerce
invariably humanizes the savage, civilizes the Larbarian, polishes

the rude, enlightens the ignorant, fosters the social virtues, and
shows man wherein his true interest lies; while war, the law of

ii'l nee, ever tends to produce dia-

jnetricaliy the opposi:e cfl^ecis. We
- -. trust that the influence of com-
' ,;-' ,,

.

nurce will soon mukc the policy of
all nations pai ific, by sending them
the Gospel of the Prince of Peace."
Ill its most general sense commerce
embraces the whole subject of the

tniltie and intercouisc of nations,

and shows how mutual wants, oc-

casioning the exchange of natural

riches for the creations of art, unite

savage nations with civilized, and
spread moral and social cultivation

over the earth. In former times,

eommerce subdued the sftjijxs of

Scythia and the deserts of Libya,

and it is now clearing away the

primitive- forests of America, and
draining the waters of Australia.

For thousands of years, it has per-

vaded the interior of the ancient

world ; for centuries it has had its

path on the mighty ocean ; and, of

late, it has studied how to cut

through the isthmus of Darien, and
to break through the ice of the

poles. In the history of the na-

tions, it is a perpetual Argonautic

expedition, and, from the first pe-

riod of commerce down to our own
times, its Colchis has been India.

Providence seems to design, that

commerce, in its aims lo girdle the

globe, shall be the handmaid of civ-

ilization, and that ultimately its

potent power shall throw open the

seclusion of the most isolated na-

tions to its influence, and thus hast-

en the time when all the dwellers of

e:irth shall rejoice under the sceptre

of a universal brotliei hood.
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TO A DEAR MKMORY.

BT PARK BENJAMIN.

Beaatiful spirit! why should we lament thee

—

Why should we uiouro that thou hast departed?

Thou art au angel in heavtn now dwelling,

Even as thou wast an angel while on earth.

Fair was thy face aB it beamed uitb affection^

Soft were thine eyes lit with love's tender ray

;

Oftentimes in dreams l behold them serenely

And sadly and sweetly painted on the void.

Low were the tonts of thy voice, beloved one!

Low as the summer wind at the twilight hour;

Oftentimes 1 hear them murmur through the darkness,

Speaking the fond words they once spoke to me.

Alas and aHs ! thou art folded deep In slumber,

In the slumber of the ^ravf is thy lovely form reposing,

And the sighs of regret and repentance cannot wake thee,

Nor redeem thy perfect features from the silence and the gloou.

Vain are now our tear? though theT fill like tropic shewere,

Rain after drought cannot lift the withered rose

;

Thy fair form in the dust has dissolved like the vapor

Clothed in rich colors by the early smiles of morn.

Farewell and farewell ! let the words in solemn music

Float all around and above thy dreamless rest,

And let echo send it back by di^ ance sweetly softened,

Till the semitive air pulsates w th '-farewell!"

Enough for ui- to know that thy most happy spirit

Is taken back to heaven, whence it came for a season

—

The atmosphere of eartn was too surcharged with sorrow,

Aud thy childlike gladness sought for its sympathetic home.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING:
• OR

—

THE DOCTOR'S FEE.

BY MRS. S. P. DOUGHTY.

What a vast difference between a simple country village and

the crowded city;—a difference not only in the structure of build-

ings and the width of streets, but in the manners and customs,

and even in the thoughts and feelings of its inhabitants.

We do not pretend to judge where the greatest degree of happi-

ness may be found. Perhaps not in one more than in another, for

happiness is not confined to place, and is less dependent upon

external than upon internal associations.

But it would sometimes seem as if there were more .f sympathy

with the fellow-beings around him, in the unpretending villager,

tl'.an in the busy citizen. True, this benevolent interest in the

concerns of others may at times become annoying by its prying

inquisitiveness, but the heart craves sympathy, and even this is

preferable to the fashionable indiffeiance and tutal ignorance of

neighbor and neighbor.

What a sensation is caused by a birth or a death,—a wedding

or a funeral in the little world of a country village. All seem to

participate in the joy or the sorrow. To find a person ignorant of

the event, would be a source of exceeding surprise and wonder.

News spreads like wildfire. The very birds of the air seem to

carry tidings.

Sam Brown, an intelligent, active little fellow, well known in

the village of F , has been seen to run at full speed from the

machine shop to the doctor's ofBce, and apparently not finding

that worthy at his poit, darts across the way to a house where

some new fangled practitioner has lately hung out his sign, and, in

a moment, with the last mentioned personage at his side, takes his

way to the shop again. This is enough. Every one in that part

of the village knows that some sad accident has happened, and

curiosity aud sympathizing interest are expressed on every coun-

tenance.

Good Mrs. Walton, as she peeps from her door, is " thankful to

Providence that none of her folks work at the shop," and " hopes

to goodness " that it is not the engineer, " poor Mr. Whitcman,"

because he has such a large family dej^eudent upon him.

Anxious wives and mothers, who aie less fortunate than Mrs.

Walton, and have husbands or sons exposed to tlie danger, wliat-

ever it may be, are seen hastily approaching in different directions,

•wishing to put an end to suspense, and know the worst at once.

All is suon told. In spite of Mrs. Walton's liopes. it is indeed

poor M . Whiteman who has met wiih the accident, and a serious

one it is likely to prove, for hii right arm has been entangled in the

machiniry and is shockingly n angled.

What sympathy and sorrow is felt by all, when the unfortunate

man is carried nearly inseniible from the shop to his own home,
which fortunately is near by. There is no lack of assistants.

Men, women and children stand ready. Every one is desirous to

do something.

But there is one source of almost universal regret. Good old

Dr. Pembroke, the experienced physician who for a long series of
years has been the only one to look to in an emergency of this

kind, being, in fact, the only medical man in the village, and of
course regarded as an oracle, has, as it were, been defrauded of his

proper rights by this young Doctor Lansing, a new comer, whom
nobody knows, and who for some unheard-of reason (for surely

he was not wanted in a place where Dr. Pembroke had ruled su-

preme for nearly half a century) has lately cstabli.'-hed himself in

the pleasant village of F .

The young man certainly had much to contend with, for with

the exception of a few enlightened minds who ha<l a glimmering

perception that the science of medicine might in the lapse of years

have left the old doctor somewhat in the rear, he was universally

regarded as a very unnecessary inttrloptr.

And now to think of his having the charge of poor Mr. White-

man. Surely if he was any gentleman he would not take advan-

tage of the family physician's havirg been absent at the time of

the accident, but would politely resign the case into his hands.

This was the opinion of all the good wives of the village, and

publicly and privately was it expressed.

Dr. Lansing might have heard it, at any rate he must have Jilt

it, but it appeared to make little difierence in his proceedings.

He was unremitting in his attentions to the injured man, and so

established himself in the good graces of him and his wife, that

they were quite deaf to tiie remonstrances of their benevolent neigh-

bors, who earnestly desired that they should dismiss him at once.

" The arm is certainly doing better than we could have expect-

ed; why then should we dismiss the doctor ?" asked the sufferer,

as a deputation of tlic village worthies appeared at his bedside, and

again began their remonstrances.

" Why, you see, neighbor, the case is this," commenced Philip

Benton, who was to be chief spokesman on the occasion. (Philip

Benton had received some early advantages of education and was

regarded as having a "power of learning.") " You are a poor

man, and having met with a severe accident, endangering life and

limb, or I may justly say, injuring limb if not life, your i:eighbors

holding you in high estimation, are willing to lend you a helping

hand, for which purpose a subscription was set on foot, and quite

a sum raised for your relief Now this money we of course wish

to be expended for the benefit of yourself and your family, but we

do not feel willing that a laige portion of it should be paid to this

smart young doctor."

" Now if it were good Doctor Pembroke, the case would be dif-

ferent," chimed in Isaac Dobbs, the miller ;
" we should not mind

paying him a moderate bill, and indeed he would have charged

you little or nothing, and everything would have been properly

attended to. I have it from his own lips. He feels greatly for

you, neighbor Whiteman, and regrets that you were thrown into

ignorant hands. In his opinion the limb should have been ampu-

tated at once."

" Thank God that Dr. Lansing differed from him," exclaimed

the sick man, with an energy which startled them. Then speaking

more calmly, he added :

" I am very grateful for your kindness, neighbors, and with my
large family, there is indeed need of assistance. As to turning off

the young doctor, I cannot see my way clear to do it, because he

has done and is doing well with me. In all probability he will

save my arm and restore its use, when, as you yourself admit, Dr.

Pembroke would have taken it off at once. Surely it is better to

have two arms than one."

There was a force in thii argument which none could gainsay,

but after a short pause, Philip Benton replied

:

" This may be all very well, neighbor. I am sure I do not wish

to say anything against the young man's skill, but it does not look

well to see him trying to lun you up such a great bill. Why, I

have counted three and four times a day that he has entered your

door. I understand he charges high—a dollar a visit, or some-

thing like that. Such imposition ! just for looking at a man. Now
you can easily see that it would be trying to the feelings of your

fritnds to think that they were raising money to pay this stranger.

I am empowered by Dr. Pembroke to say that if Dr. Lansing will

give up the case, he will attend you gratis, and if you desire, I will

call upon the young doctor and state this in a polite way. No
doubt he will consent to the arrangement at once."

Very reluctantly, Mr. Whiteman agreed to this proposal. It

was really strange how he clung to the joung doctor, and how
much he felt that he should miss his kindly words and smiles, and

his gentle touch and light tread,—so different from the bustling

way of portly Doctor Pembroke.

But there was no help for it. He might be dependent for a long

time, and it was not for him to dictate how his neighbors should

befriend hira.

So with his best coat and his most dignified m.nnncr, Philip

Benton, or Squire Benton as he was commonly styled, waited up-

on Dr. Lansing, and politely stated his errand; but, to his unut-

terable surprise, the request was as politely declined.

Dr. Lansing " regretted that he could not oblige Mr. Benton

and the friends whom he represented, but the case had progressed

so successfully under his charge that he could not conscientiously

relinquish it to another."

Preposterous ! And to speak of conscience in the matter, when

it was perfectly evident that it was a mere avaricious desire to get

all he could from the poor man.

It was the talk of the whole village. The minister, from the

pulpit denounced in very strong terms those who defrauded the

poor. The old doctor gave a more expressive shrug than usual

when his young rival was mentioned. Dobbs, the miller, gave the

bags of grain an extra shake, and the worthy blacksmith wielded

his hammer with unusual energy, as they thought of Dr. Lansing,

while the au!d wives raised their hands and eyes with indign.ation

when they saw him pass their door, and the young maidens avoid-

ed returning his courteous salutation, although they indulged in a

sly peep at his handsome form and fashionably cut coat, and sighed

as they thought of the popular Dr. Pembroke.

Still everything went on swimmingly at neighbor Whiteman's.

The young doctor continued his visits, and the patient was mak
ing rapid progress towards health. It would be long, however,

before his arm regained its strength, and fears for the future would

sometimes arise. In spite of the subscription which had been

raised for him there were still many wants unsupplicd, and nothing

more could be expected from the neighbors, for they " had no no-

tion of raising money to pay that spruce j oung doctor." In fact

they were somewhat indignant that neighbor Whiteman did not

insist upon his dismissal.

At length, however, when the children were actually seen bare-

footed as the cold weather came on, and it was observed that the

wood-shed was still unfilled, and a rumor wa.s abroad that the cow

was to be sold, charitable feelings were again called forth, and a

special meeting was appointed at the vestry to see what could be

done.

The room was well filled. Facts were staled, and expressions

of opinion were desired. The great question was how to assist

their neighbor without placing it it in his power to pay the doc-

tor's bill.

This all agreed was not to be thought of. The young man, as

everybody knew, was well off, and by no means dependent upon

his profession ; and even if he were, it was but just that he should

be a loser in this case, for had he not declined to resign the case

to Dr. Pembroke, who had offered his services gratis 1 So after

much consultation it was decided that a committee should be ap-

pointed to receive subscriptions, and expend the money in any

way which they might judge to be for the benefit of the family.

Fifty dollars were raised on the spot, and the wortliy villagers

went to their own homes well satisfied with the result of the meeting.

The committee were men of business, and two or three days

passed before they were at leisure to attend to the duty which had

devolved upon them. But at length they fixed upon an evening,

and agreed to meet at neighbor Whiteman's and ascertain from

him what was most needed.

They found him comfortably seated in his arm chair, with the

youngest of his children climbing upon hrs knee. He gave his

neighbors a cordial welcome, and appeared so cheerful anil con-

tented that they hardly knew how to speak of the errand upon

which they came.

At length after a few preliminary efforts, such as clearing the

throat, poking the fire, etc., etc.. Squire Benton who was as usual

foreman on the committee, remarked, that he was glad to see

neighbor Whiteman so smart once more, and supposed he would

soon be at work again.

" Very soon, I hops," was the reply. " I am out of the doc-

tor's hands at last. He gave me my discharge yesterday."

" And a round bill with it, I'll warrant," exclaimed the three

committee men in a breath.

Neighbor Whiteman smiled with a very meaning look as he

quietly replied, " He did, indeed."

" I knew he would. I always said as much," cried Squire

Benton, almost exultingly. " A mean piece of business it was,

and what no gentleman would have been guilty of Excuse me,

Mr. Whiteman, but if I had been in your place I would havesenc

hira mart iiing quick enough."

" I might have been a loser. Squire."

" Not in my opinion. Dr. Pembroke would have done better

for you than that youDg upstart. But as to his bill. Plain speak-

ing is best, neighbor. At a vestry meeting the other evening, wo
raised fifty dollars for your benefit, and we are prepared to expend

it for you in any way yo i see fit, always excepting paying the

doctor's bill. That w must absolutely decline having anything

to do with."

" It is not desirable that you should," replied neighbor White-

man, again smiling. " Seriously, gentlemen, I am exceedingly

grateful for the kindness which has been shown me, but I would

not willingly take what might perhaps be better bestowed upon

those more needy than myself I have just received a little gift

which will enable me to purchase what comforts are really neces-

sary until I can go to work."
" Indeed !" was the somewhat disappointed reply of the aston-

ished auditors. " You ate fortunate, certainly ; but your doctor's

bill, how will you settle that ?"

" O, the gift disposes of that for me. Read this note, gentle-

men, and you will understand the whole affair."

As he spoke he handed them a neatly folded envelope, contain-

ing the following note :

Mt dear Sir ;—I am happy to say that it will no longer be

necessary for me to visit you as a medical adviser. As a friend I

trust you will continue to welcome me at your fireside. You

have requested me to hand you your bill. The enclosed is the onlj

bill which I could conscientiously offer you. Accept it as freely

as it is given, thanking Providence who enables us to be mediums

of good to one another. Very truly yours.

F. Lansinu.

" This is the bill enclosed," continued Mr. Whitcman, produc-

ing a bank note for fifty dollars. " You see, therefore, that I am

well provided for the present, as your kindness when I was first

injured has prevented my running in debt."

For some minutes the committee made no reply. The " doc-

tor's bill " had turned out so differently from what they expected

that they were (juite dumb with astonishment.

At length, however. Squire Benton stammered out that he was

((uite sure the neighbors would insist upon Mr. Whiteman's keep-

ing what had been contributed for him, and there would be ways

enough to spend it in his large family. As to the doctor, he was

free to say that he had been mistaken in him, and for one he would

bear witness that he had behaved handsomely, and as became a

gentleman. The three visitors then bade neigh>)or Whiteman good

evening and took their leave. The news spread through the vil-

lage in the usually rapid manner. The miller ground it in his

mill, the blacksmith hammered i at his anvil ; Dr. Pembroke left

off shrugging, and the minister looked full at Dr. Lansing as he

pronounced the text, " He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the

Lord."
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OUil XiAOY UKA.

B7 ELLEN LOUIBK CHANDLER.

Lady Una, pure and saintlike.

Wondrous mother— perfect wife,

O'er my heart there fiills a shadow,

From the deep calm of thy life.

And I bow my head in homage

To thy matron beauty fair.

For I know some angel braided

B'ick the dark waves of thy hair.

Surely seraphs strajing outward,

Underneath the starsat night,

Kissed the lips and forehead lingering

With a thrill of deep delight.

Leaving there a peace so holy,

Mortal hearts are hushed in awe

At thy wisdom, pure and lowly,

Type of God*s ixiost perfect law.

Lady Una, childlike kneeling

At thy feet, I breathe a prayer;

Let but once thy hand in blessing

Gently full upon my hair.

So shall I, who blindly traverse

Paths which angel feet have trod

;

Sometimes see from far the glory

Of the far-olf home of God.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LITTLE LIZZY.

BT T. 8. ARTHUK.

" If they wouldn't let him have it !" said Mis. Leslie, weeping.

" 0, if they wouldn't sell him liquor, there 'd be no trouble ! He's

one of the best of men, when he doesn't drink. He never brings

liquor into the house ; and he tries hard enough, I kcow, to keep

sober, but he cannot pass Jenks's tavern."

Mrs. Leslie was talking with a sympathizing neighbor, who re-

sponded by saying, that she wished the tavern would burn down,

and that, for her part, she didn't feel any too good to apply fire to

the place herself. Mrs. Leslie sighed, and wiped away the tears

with her cheeked apron.

"It's hard, indeed, it is," she murmured, " to see a man like

Jeuks growing rielicr and richer every day out of the earnings of

poor working men, whose families are in want of bread. For

every sixpence that goes over his counter some one is made

poorer—to some heart is given a throb of pain "

" It's a downright shame !" exclaimed the neighbor, indignantly.

" If I had jny way with the lazy, good for-nothiug fellow, I'd see

that he did something useful, if it was to break stone on the road.

Were it my husband, instead of yours, that he enticed into his

bar, depend oa't he'd get himself into trouble."

While this conversation was going on, a little girl, not over ten

years of age, sat listening attentively. After a while, she went

quietly from the room, and throwing her apron over her head,

took her way, unobserved by her mother, down the road.

Where was little Lizzy going? There was a purpose in her

mind—she had started on a mission " O, if they wouldn't sell

him liquor!" Those earnest, tearful words of her mother had

filled her thoughts. If Mr. Jenks wouldn't sell her father any-

thing to drink, " there wovild be no more trouble." How simple,

how direct the remedy. She would go to Mr. Jenks, and ask him

not to let her father have any more liquor, and then all would be

well again. Artless, innocent child ! And 'his was her mission.

The tavern kept by Jenks, the lazie.'t man in Milanville—he

was too lazy to work, and therefore went to tavern keeping—stood

nearly a quarter of a mile from the poor tenement occupied by the

Leslies. Toward this point, under a hot, sultr)' sun, little Lizzy

made her way, her mind so filled with its purpose, that she was

unconscious of heat or fatigue.

Not long before, a traveller alighted at the tavern. After giving

directions to have his horses fed, he entered the bar-room and

went up to where Jenks stood behind the counter.

"Have something to drink ?" inquired the landlord.

" I'll take a glass of water, if you please."

Jenks could not hide the inditference at once felt towards the

stranger. Very deliberately he set a pitcher and glass upon the

counter, and then turned partly away. The stranger poured out

a full tumbler of water, and drank it off with an air of satisfaction.

"Good water that of yours, landlord," said he.

"Is if." was returned, somewhat uncouiteously.

" I call it good water, don't you ?"

" Never drink water by itself" As Jenks said this, he winked

to one of his good customers, who was lounging in the bar. " In

fact, it's so long since I I'rank any water, that I forget how it

tastes. Don't you, Leslie ?"

The man to whom this was adilrc^ised, was not so far lost to

shame as Jenks. He blushed and look confused, as he replied :

" It might be better for some of us, if we had not lost our relish

for pure water."

" A true word spoken, my friend V said the stranger, turning

to the man, whose swollen visage, and patched, threadbare gar-

ments too plainly told the story of his sad life. " ' Water, pure

water, bright water;' that is my motto. It never swells the face,

nor inflames the eye, nor mars the countenance. Its attendants

are health, thrift and happiness. It takes not away the children's

bread, nor the toiling wife's garments. Water !—it is one of

God's ehiefest blessings! Our friend, the landlord, here says ho

has forgotten how it tastes ; and you have lost all relish for the

refreshing draught! Ah, this is a sad confession—one wliich the

angels might weep to hear."

There were two or three customers in the bar besides Leslie, ti

whom this was addressed ; and all of them—in spite of the land-

lord's angry and sneering countenance—treated the stranger with

attention and respect. Seeing this, Jenks could not restrain him-

self; so, coming from behind h's bar, he advanced to his side, and

laying his hand quite rudely on his shoulder, said, in a peremptory

manner

:

" See here, my friend ! If you are about making a temperance

lectuie, you can adjourn to the Town lliW, or the Methodist

Chapel."

The stranger moved aside a pace or two, so that the hand of

Jenks might fall from his person, and then said mildly

:

" There must be something wrong here, if a man may not speak

in praise of water without giving oflence."

" I said you could adjourn your lecture !" The landlord's face

was now fiery red, and he spoke with insolence and passion.

" 0, well, as you are president of the meeting, I suppose wc
must let you exercise an arbitrary power of adjournment," said the

stranger, good-humoredly. " I didn't think any one had so strong

a dislike for water as to con.'^ider its praise an insult."

At this moment a child stepped into the bar-room. Her little

face was flushc^, and great beads of perspiration were slowly

moving down her crimson cheeks. Her step was elastic, her

manner earnest, and her large, dark eye bright with an eager pur-

pose. She glanced nfiilicr to the right nor the left, but walking

up to the landlord, lifted to him her sweet young face, and said,

in tones that thrilled every heart but his :

"Please, Mr. Jenks, don't sell papa any more liquor !"

" Off home with you, this instant !" exclaimed Jenks, the crim-

son of his face deepening to a dark purple. As he spoke, he ad-

vanced towards the child, with his liiiiid ujjlifted in a threatening

attitude.

" Please don't, Mr. Jenks," persisted the child, not moving

from where she stood, nor taking her eyes from the landlord's

countenance. " Mother says, if you wouldn't sell him liquor,

there'd be no trouble. He's kind and good to us all when he

doesn't drink."

" Off, I say !" shouted Jenks, now maddened beyond self con-

trol ; and his hand was about descending upon the little one, when

the stranger caught her in his arms, exclaiming, as he did so, with

deep emotion :

" God bless the child ! No, no, precious one !" he added
;

"don't fear him. Plead for your father—plead for your home.

Your petition must prevail ! He cannot say nay to one of the

little ones, whose angels do always behold the face of their Father

in heaven. God bless the child !" added the stranger, in a

choking voice. " O, that tlie fatluer, fur who.ii she has come on

this touching errand, were present now! If there were anything

of manhood yet lefc in his nature, this would awaken it from its

palsied sleep."

"Papa, O, papa !" now cried the child, stretching forth her

hands. In the next moment she was clinging to the breast of her

father, who, with his arms clasped tightly around her, stood weep-

ing and mingling his tears with those now raining from the little

one's eyes.

What an oppressive stillness pervaded the room ! Jenks stood

subdued and bewildered, his state of mental confusion scarcely

enabling him to comprehend the full import of the scene ; the

stranger looked on wonderingly, yet deeply affected. Quietly,

and with moist eyes, the two or three drinking customers, who

had been lounging in the bar, went stealthily out ; and the land-

lord, the stranger, and the father and his child, were left the only

inmates of the room.

" Come, Liiczy dear ! This is no place for us," said Leslie,

breaking the deep silence. " We'll go home."

And the unhappy inebriate took his child by the hand, and led

her towards the door. But the little one held back.

"Wait, papa; wait!" she said. "He hasn't promised yet.

O, I wish he would promise !

'

" Promise her, in Heaven's name !" said the stranger.

" Promise !" said Leslie, in a stern, yet solemn voice, as he

turned and fixed his eyes upon the landlord.

"If I do promise, I'll keep it!" returned Jenks, in a threaten-

ing tone, as he returned the gaze of Leslie.

" Then, for God's sake, proniiae .'" exclaimed Leslie, in a half-

despairing voice, " Promise, and I'm safe
.'"

"Be it so ! May I be cursed, if ever I sell you a drop of drink

at this b.ar, while I am the landlord of the ' Stag and Hounds !'

"

Jenks spoke with an angry emphasis.

" God be thanked !" murmured the poor drunkard, as he led his

child away. " God be thanked ! There is hope for mo yet."

Hardly had the mother of Lizzy missed her child, ere she en-

tered, leading her father by the hand.

" O, mother !" she exclaimed, with a joy-lit countenance, and

in a voice of exultation, " Mr. Jenks has promised."

" Promised what!" Hope sprung up in her heart on wild and

fluttering wings, her face flushed, and then grew deadly ]>alc. She

sat panting for a reply.

" T!iat he would never sell me another glass of liquor," said

her luisban^.

A pair of iliin white hands were clasped quickly together, an

ashen face was turned upwards, tearless eyes looked their thank-

fulness to Heaven.

" There is hope yet, Ellen," said Leslie.

" Hope, hope ! And O, Edward, you have said the word."

" Hope, through our child. Innocence has prevailei over vice

and cruelty. She came to the strong, evil, passionate man, and,

in her weakness and innocence, prevailed over him. God made
her fearless and eloquent."

A year afterwards, the stranger came again that way, and

stopped at the " Stag and Hounds." As before, Jenks was be-

hind his well filled bar, and drinking customers came and went in

numbers. Jenks did not recognize him until he called for water,

and drank a full tumbler of the pure liquor with^ hearty zest.

Then he knew him, but feigned to be ignorant of his identity.

The stranger made no reference to the scene he had witnessed

there a twelvemonth before, but lingered in the bar for most of

the day, closely observing every one that came to drink. Leslie

was not among the number.

" What has become of the man and the little girl I saw here, at

my last visit to Milanville ?" said the stranger, speaking at last

to Jenks.

" Gone to the devil, for all I care," was the lanolord's rude

answer, as he turned off" from his questioner.

"For all you care, no doubt," said the stranger to himself.

" Men often speak their real thoughts in a passion."

" Do you see that little white cottage away off" there, just at the

edge of the wood. Two tall poplars stand in front."

Thus spoke to the stranger one who had heard him address the

landlord.

" I do. What of itV he answered.

" The man you asked for lives there."

" Indeed !"

" And what is more, if he keeps on as he has begun, the cottage

will be all his own in another year. Jenks, here, doesn't feel any

good blood for him, as you may well believe. A poor man's

prosperity is regarded as so much loss to him. Leslie is a good

mechanic—one of the best in Milanville. He can earn twelve

dollars a week, year in and year out. Two hundred dollars he

has already paid on his cottage ; and as he is that much richer,

Jenks thinks himself just so much poorer—for all this surplus,

and more, too, would have gone into his till, if Leslie had not

quit drinking."

"Aha ! I see ! Well, did Leslie, as you call him, ever try t)

get a drink here, since the landlord promised never to let him

have another drop ?"

" Twice, to my knowledge."
" And he refused him ?"

" Yes. If you remember, he said, in his anger, ' May I be

cursed, if I sell him another drop.'
"

" I remember it very well."

" That saved poor Leslie. Jenks is superstitious in some

things. He wanted to get his custom again—for it was well

worth having—and he was actually handing him the bottle one

day, when I saw it and reminded him of his selfimprecation.

He hesitated, looked frightened, withdrew the bottle from the

counter, and then, with curses, drove Leslie from his bar-room,

threatening at the same time to horsewhip him if ever he set a

foot over his threshold again."

"Poor drunkards!" mused the stranger, as he rode past the

neat cottage of the reformed man a couple of hours afterwards.

" As the case now stands, you are only saved as by fire. All

law, all protection is on the side of those who are engaged in

enticing you into sin, and destroying you, body and soul. In

their evil work they have free course. But for you, unhappy

wretches, after they have robbed you of worldly goods, and even

manhood itself, are provided prisons and pauper homes ! And
for your children "—a dark shadow swept over the stranger's face,

and a shudder went through his frame. " Can it be a Christian

country in which I live, and such things darken the very sun at

noonday V he added, as he sprung his horse into a gallop, and

rode swiftly onward.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

OCTOKER.

BY LUCY I.INWOOO.

Bummer's dying now I 'Tis surely

A presentiment of deatli,

When at once the spirit brightens,

And revives the fainting hreath.

We have seen her glory waning,

And her transient beauty fade;

Still her sweetness fondly lingered,

As a sad adieu she said.

But her d.ay is shortly ended

;

Soon the blight will be complete;

For her brightest sun is beaming,

And her flowers were ne'er so sweet.

Saw ye e*er a dying taper

As it dwindled into night

—

Burst from out its wasted ashes

With a gleam of brilliant light?

So the gorgeous hues of autumn
Give the world a parting cheer

;

And the glorious ' Indian Summer'*
'Notes the death-bed of the year.

i 'mmm- »

Philosophers have very justly remarked that the only solid
instruction is that which the pupil brings from his own depths

;

that the true instruction is not that which transmits notions
wholly formed, but that which renders him capable of forming
for himself good opinions. That which they have said in recard
to the intellectual faculties applies equally to the moral faculties.

There is for the soul a spontaneous culture, on which depends all

the real progress in perfection.

—

Degerando.
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VIEW OF THE STATE JIOUSE, AT AUGUSTA, MAINE.

^^^.'sfic w^

AUGl'STA, i»lAK\F.

Angusta, the capital of the State

of Maine, is hoautifully situated on
the Kennebec River, at the head of
sloop navigation, forty three miles

from the sea. It lies on both sides

of the river, the two portions being

connected by a covered bridge, 520
feet long. The principal business

portion is on the west tide, while

on the ea'-t is some of the most
beantifnl and romantic scenery to

be found in the State. The streets

being shaded by trees, and the nu-
merous, beautiful public buildings,

built of white granite, give Augusta
a charming appearance. The State

House, of which an engraving may
be found above, is a beautiful and
spacious structure of white granite,

and is elegantly located on an emi-
nence at the south of the city. It

was built about twenty years ago,

and contains spacious an 1 excellent

accommodations for all state purpo-
ses. The grounds about the build-

ing are finely laid out and decorated
with trees. Immediately in front of
the State House is the Common, a
beautiful and extensive plat of land,

lying between that builillng and the

Kennebec River. At the foot of the

Common, on the margin of the

river, is Gov. Lincoln's monument,
a representation of which we give
on the opposite page. It was erect-

ed by the State, and contains the
following inscriptions :

" E. Lin-
coln, of Portland, Governor of
Maine, died Oct. 8, 1829, aged 40.
Member of the Senate— W. I)e-

lesdernicr, of Baileyville, died June
16, 1842, aged 49. Members of the
House—J. Cushman, of Winslow,
died Jan. 28, 18.")4, sged 70; C.
Waterhouse, of China, clerk, died
March J, 18.J9, aged 38." Directly
opposite the Common, on the east
bank of the river, is the United
States Arsenal, consisting of sev-
eral fine stone buildirg^, and beau-
tiful grounds, a view of which will

he found on the opposite page. The
United States Arsenal buildings are
chiefly constructed of stone, and
present a very fine appearance The
grounds are extensive, beautifully

arranged, and surrounded by a cost-

ly iron fi-nce. Tliere are at prestnt

about 2000 stand of arms deposited
here, besides cannon and other mu-
nitions of war. Immediately below
the anenal is the State Insane Hos-
pital, a beautiful and spacious white
granite building, which is herewith

represented. It is an honor to the

State and to humanity, and occu- INSANE ASYLUM, AT AUGUSTA, MAINE.

pies a plat of elcvateiJ ground of
seventy acres, on the east side of
the river. Its situation is unrivalled

for the beauty of its scenery. It is

much admired for its external ar-

chitecture, and also its internal ar-

rangement. The centre building

and wings are 262 feet long; the

centre building being 82 feet in

length, 46 feet wide, 4 stories high,

besides the basement and attic, hav-

ing a chapel in tlie attic 80 by 40.

The wings are 90 feet long in front,

and 100 in the rear, 38 feet wide,

and 3 stories high, divided into 126

rooms, 120 of which are designed

for patients, with halls between the

rooms 12 feet wide, running tt-e en-

tire length of each wing, and com-
municating with the dining rooms
in the centre building. On the 3d

of December, 1850, the buildings

occupied were destroyed by fire.

Twenty-seven of the inmates, and

one of the keepers, falling victims

to the devouring clement. The fire

oiiginated about fonr o'clock in the

morning, in the hot air chamber in

the soath wing, and spread with

great rapidity, destroying every-

thing in the two south wings and

part of the main building. The
books and papers belonging to the

hospital were safely removed, and

a ])art of the furniture, in a dam-
aged state. The re-erectiou of the

buildings destroyed immediately

commenced, and they are now in a

nearly complete state. This insti-

tution is under the superintendence

of Dr. Henry M. Harlow, who fills

his arduous situation with much
ability. There are excellent public

houses in Augusu, the chief of

which are the Augusta House, near

the State House, and the Mansion

House. About half a mile above

the village, a mas,sivedam has been

erected aiToss the Kennebec, with

locks, for the purpose of improving

the navigation of the river above,

and of creating a water power of

great capacity. The length of this

dam, exclusive of the stone abut-

ments and lock, is 584 feet, and

the height fifteen feet above ordin-

ary high water mark, forming a

j)0iid of the average depth of six-

teen feet, and sixteen and a half

miles in extent. The immense body

of water, and the great and unfail-

ing supply thus hionght into appli-

cation for manufacturing purposes,

are almost UDsurpa«fed The first

cost of this great woi k was about

$300,000. This water power is al-

ready used to a very considerable
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extent in propelling various kinds

of marhinerv. Several saw mills,

a large flouring establishment, sash,

door, and hlind manufactories, ma-
chine shops, and a cotton factory,

with 10,000 spindles, arc in success-

ful operation. Augusta presents

advantages for manufacturing es-

tablishments e(|ual, if not superior,

to any in New England. It is lo-

cated in the heart of a large and
pow.;rful State, rapidly increasing

in population and wealth, surround-

ed by a fertile country, rich in every

necessary agricultural product, and
stored with granite, clay, lumber,

lime, iron ore, and every building

material. The facilities afFoided

here for transportation are of ines-

timable value to a large maimfac-

turing toivn. Cotton and other

raw materials, and manufactured
goods, maybe transported by water

to and from the very doors of the

mills. The great Eastern Uailrond

from Boston and Portland passes

through this town in its course to

Bangor. Steamboats pass from
Augusta to Boston in eleven hours.

A steam! oat plies daily on the

river, above the dam, to Water-
ville. This place cannot fail of

becoming, at no distant day, the

site of very extensive and ))r(>fita-

ble manufacturing operatiors. The
State of Maine, of which Augusta
is the capital, and from whence we
have d awn the present series of
selections, is, in extent of territory,

the largest of the New England
States. Its lengthened sea coast,

indented with harbors almost innu-

merable, and extending more than
200 miles, point it out as oft'cring

advantages of navigation and com-
merce superior to any coast of
equal extent possefised by any of
the States of our broad confederacy
—advantages which have been
availed of by many of its adven-

turous and energetic citizens, who
have for a long time frequented the

We.H Indies, as well as our own
ports, W'th lumber, cattle, and pro-

visions of various kinds. This dis-

tinction occasioned a late President

of the United States (Martin Van
Buren) to express the opinion, that

in process of time the peculiar fa-

cilities of Maine would inevitably

raise her to a commercial prosper-

ity greater than that of any State in the Union. Her climate is,

indeed, uninviting to the inhabitant of more southern regions.

So great a portion of the year is occupied by the months which
may be termed wintry, that a dread is felt of experiencing its ri-

gor. But little reflection, however, is necessary to evince that

such a climate is favorable to health, and promotive of vigorous

action. An old inhabitant addressed a foreigner of distinction,

{Count Polerecski, a noble of Poland), who had taken up his

abode in it after the revolution, saying, " I wonder how you, who
had a choice of all the country, should seat yourself here." " You
have here," he replied, " the tetter end of the whole region, with

a pure, gravelly soil and clear springs." Maine is comparatively
healthy. It has lost, however, a large number of its vigorous
young men in the trade with the West Indies, as in fact has been
the sad experience of most of the Northern States.

TlllC UNITED STATES ARSENAL, AT AUGUSTA, MAINE.

AN ARCTIC BANQUET.
It is, I believe, with nearly all people nearly in a primitive con-

dition, the first and paramount duty of hospitality to provide the

visitor with food immediately on his entrance, and such was the

rule in Tuski customs. First was brought in a huge wooden tray

and a number of small fish, uncooked, but intensely frozen. At
these all the natives set to work, and we essayed to follow their

example ; but, found ourselves, at a loss how to commence. From
this dilemma, hovvever, our host extricated us, and wc shortly

became more expert. But a new difliculty soon presented; our
native companions either made a hasty bolt of each morsel, or
had a relish for the flavor of the viands. But it was sadly repug-

nant to our palates, for knowing that the fish were in the condi-

tion as when taken from the water, we discovered we could neither

bolt nor retain the fragments which, by the primitive aid of teeth

and nails, we had rashly detached
from our piscatorial share. It was
to no purpose that our host pressed
us to " fall to ;" we could not man-
age the consumption of this favor-

ite preparation. The next course
was a mess of green stuff', looking
as if carefully chopped up, and this

was also hard fiozcn. To it was
added a lump of blubber, which the

lady presiding, who did all the
carving, dexterously cut into slices

with a knife, like a cheesemonger's,
and apportioned out, at diflicrcnt

quarters of the huge tray, before
mentioned, that was used through-
out the whcle meal, together with a
modicum of the grass like stuff, to

the company
; the only distinction

in favor of the strangers and guests
of high degree bein^ that Ihtir sli-

ce.'! were cut much thinner than for

the rest. We tasted this compound
and we didn't like it ; at this no
one will wonder ; as the blubber
speaks for itself, and the other stuff',

which, really, was not very unpala-
table, we diH'Overed, in after times,
to be the unruminatt d food of rein-

deer, that bad been slaughlcrcd at
least, so wev/cre told, but I am not
quite cUav on this point. Our dis-

like to the dish had no off'enfivo

effect upon our host, who only
seemed astonished at our strange
want of taste, and, with the rest of
the guests, soon cleared the board

;

the mansiging dame putting tlie

finishing stroke by a rapid sweep
of her not too scrupulously clean
fingers over the dish, by way of
clearing oft' the fragments, to pre-

pare for the reception of the next
delicacy. After this interesting op-
eration, she conveyed her digits to

her mouth, and, engulfing them for

a brief peiiod, wiil.drew them quite

in apple-pie order once more. The
board was now again replenished,

this time with viands less repcllant

to our uminrturcd tastes Boilid
seal and walrus flesh appeared, and
our hospitable friends were greatly

relieved when tiiey l.cLeld us assist

in the consumption of these items,

which, being utterly devoid of fla-

vor, were dista^ttful only from their

extreme toughness and mode of
presentation, but we did not, of
course, desire to a; pear too singu-

lar or squeamish Next came a
portion of whale's flesh, or, rather, whale's skin ; this was perfect

ebony in hue, and we discovered some apprehensions respecting

its fiinets as an article of food ; but our fears were groundless.

It was cut and re cut crosswise into diminutive cubes ; venturing

upon one of which, we were agreeably surprised to find it possess-

ing a cocoa-nut flavor, like which, also, it ate, " very short ;" in-

deed, so much astonished were we on this occa.sion that we
had consumed a very considerable number of these diminutive
cubes, and with great relish, too, before we recovered from our
wonder. This dish was ever afterwards a favorite with me. On
its disappearance a very limited (juantity of boiled reindeer meitt,

fresh and fat, was served up, to which we did ample junice ; then
came portions of the gum of the whale, in which the ends of the

bone lay still imbedded : and I do not hesitate to declare that this

was delicious, its flavor being like cream cheese.

—

Hooper'sl'ravtU.

.reHtxi:K.sc.

t.S^yA-'-

COURT HOUSE, AUGUSTA, 5IAINE. GOVERNOR Lincoln's monument, augusta, maine.
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[Written for GleasoD'S Pictorial.]

RINALDO.

BY ALICE CARET.

A flsherman''9 children, wo dwelt by the sta,

My good little brothor lUualdo and me,

Contented and happy as happy could be

—

Of blossoms no other

Was fair as the bright one that bloomed on his cheak,

And gentle— nevtr a lamb was so meek^
I wish he were liring and heard what I speak,

My lost little brother.

One night when our father was out on the sea,

We went through the moonlight, my brother and me,

And watched for his coming beneath an old tree,

The leaves of which hooded

A raven, whose sorro^vful croak in the shade

So dismally sounded, it made us afraid,

And knetUng together for fehelter we prayed

From the evil it boded.

At the school on the hill not a week from that day

The thick cloud of playing broke wildly away,

And the laughter that lately wert ringing so gay

Was chauged to a crying,

And leaping the ditches and climbing the wall

'Twixt home and the schoolhouse came one at our call,

And told us the youngest and best of them all,

Rinaldo, was dying.

There vas watching and weeping, and when he was dead,

'Neath that tree by the seaside they made him a bed,

A stone that was nameless and rude at his head

—

Hi-^ feet had another,

And the schoolmas-ter paid though we laid him so low,

And so humbly and nameless, we surely should know
For his beauty where only the beautiful go,

My good little brother.

[Written for GIea.son''s Pictorial.]

THE " UNACCOUNTABLE " MRS. WEYMOUTH.
A FIVE ACT COMEDY Of FASHIONABLE LIFE.

BY AUGUSTINE J. H. DDGANNE.

Acr r.

Mrs. LoniSA Weymouth, a widow of less than forty, sat in

her drawinj^ room, busily engaged in working an elegant purse

with the name—not of a lover, but of a favorite nephew and her

heir, Frank Weldon, who was now absent on his travels. Whilst

thus employed, the fair widow heard announced the names of two

fashionable female friends.

Mrs. Louisa Weymouth was a very " unaccountable " person

to the majority of her lady acquaintances, and there were some

who did not scruple to apply the term " singular" to the really

natural and womanly character, which she never for a moment
sought to conceal. Though moving in the first circles of society,

and looked upon as the particular star of whatever galaxy she

might appear in, she was yet so amiable in her manners, so affa-

ble without condescension, that it is no wonder she became an

object of envy and jealousy to many of her fashionable friends.

Extraordinary as it seemed to several antiquated maidens and

pUthoric widows, who anxiously scrutinized her every action,

Mrs. Weymouth never appeared to imagine that opulence gave

her any peculiar claim to respect, or that a lovely face could be-

stow on her any legitimate title to be arrogant. And it was a

notorious scandal to all the drawing-room and tea table gossips,

within ten s(iuares, that the " unaccountablo " Mrs. W. had been

heard to assert that slie considered sweetnc&s of temper to be one

of the most essential ingredients in the lemale character, and that

a woman should endeavor rather to merit the love of her friends

than to challenge Iheir admiration. The first of these proposi-

tions wa-i gi\ll and wormwood to Miss Cynthia Tart, who was

famous for her satirical turn ; and the second was rated as sheer

hypocrisy by Mrs. Dorothy Slywink, who always dressed in satin

and wore red ribbons in her hair.

Neverthelesi, Mrs. Louisa Weymouth was not destitute of either

friends or admirers. The charms of her person and her gentle

manners irresistibly attracted both young and old ; and an admir-

ably cultivated understanding and captivating sprightliness, ren-

dered her, what she ever shrank from being considered, a belle

and a toast. Can we wonder, then, that she was almost smoth-

ered with the kisses of her two visitors, and that they were secretly

hating her with a most astonishing cordiality ?

" O, you charming creature, Louisa, how sweet you look," was
the first salutation of Mrs. Mary Crane, aecompanitd with a most
theatrical embrace, and a kiss which sounded like the crack of a
wet leather strap. " O, dear me, liow can you shut yourself up
in this gloomy house, when everybody is out on Chestnut street ?

I declare, Louisa, you are making a nun of yourself"

Mrs. Mary Crane possessed a remarkably long and not very
delicately- moulded neck, that she was in the habit of wriggling in

imitation of a swan. She wore corkscrew curls, which presented

a dry appearance, though her hairdresser will stake his word that

he oils them every night and sends them home moist. She was
quite a tall Jady, was this Mrs. C, and kept a full length picture

of Juno in her dressing chamber. To my certain knowledge (my
informant is Miss Cynthia Tart) ihrec JUU a des chamhre.s -were dis-

charged from ^er service for presurainLj to make in'idious com-
parisons between their mistress and the goddess. Mrs. Mary C.

affected gay spirits at times ; in fact, she fluctuated between the

chirncters of Juno, I)i Vernon, and Lady Gay Spanker.

" You shan't have our dear Mrs. Weymouth all to yourself,"

exclaimed the other visitor, in an exceedingly thin and watery

tone, as if there were very little room in the lungs to manufacture

a voice. This speaker was a small, delicate creature, wiih lacka-

daisical eyes and an ominously sharp nose. There was a con-

tinual melancholy expression upon her face, for an explanation of

which she referred to " early triils," and she seldom smiled, on

account of having bad teeth.

Mrs. Weymouth, with some difficulty, extricated herself from

the overpowering caresses of her two friends, and prevailed upon

them to be seated. But they bad so much to say al)out the trans-

parency of their dear Louisa's complexion, and the brightness of

her eyes, that the poor woman scarcely knew whether to laugh or

be angry at their pertinacious flattery.

" But have you heard the news ?" at last asked Mrs. Mary
Crane, with a mysterious toss of her head. " Mark Joneson has

failed, and will have to give up everything to his creditors."

" I am deeply sorry to hear that, for I have always esteemed

Mr. Joneson," remarked Mrs. Weymouth. '' He is an honest,

upright man, and his wife and daughter are truly amiable

women."
" 0, as for that part of it," rejoined the small lady, who re-

joiced in the maidenly appellation of Miss Augusta Bridle, "some

folks think dift'erently For my part I never liked Mrs. Joneson's

ways. She was always too haughty and confident to please me ;

and the daughter was her perfect counterpart. Pride must have

a fall."

" I have always considered Mrs. Joneson and her daughter as

models of the true lady," quietly answered Mrs. Weymouth.
" 0, Louisa, you are so strange

; you speak well of every one,

no matter how they conduct themselves."

" I have no right to judge others, Augusta ; but, in this case, I

shouFd do myself injustice if I did not speak my opinion as re-

gards Mrs. Joneson. A more amiable, well bred, and perfectly

lady-like woman I never met ; and her daughter, as you say, is

her counterpart."

"Well, there's no accounting for tastes, dpnr Louisa," said Mrs.

Mary Crane, with a twirl of her neck. " You think everybody

good—that's your only fault ; but, proud or not, Mrs. Joneson

and her daughter must come down pretty low now. I hoar that

the sheriff is to sell all their furniture on Monday."
" All their magnificent sofas, couches, and raiiTors," chimed

Miss Bridle.

" And paintings, and carpets, and curtains," continued Mrs.

Crane.

" And the carriage and horses," proceeded Miss Bridle.

" You must have been reading the inventory, ladies," said Mrs.

Weymouth, with a smile. " But, seriously, is it so bad as this V
" Why, he's over head and ears in debt," exclaimed Mrs. Crane.

" And can't pay one half," said Bridle.

"I regret this very much," answered Mrs. Weymouth, with a

sigh.

"What! is it true, then—that story?" cried Mrs. Crane, lift-

ing her hands and eyes in unison with a toss of her neck.

" Yes, dear Louisa

—

is it true 1" echoed Miss Bridle.

" I am really at a loss to divine your meaning, ladies," said

Mrs. Weymouth.

"Why— don't you know? Report says that your nephew,

Frank, was—not quite, but almost—engaged to Lucy Joneson."

" I am sure," interposed Miss Bridle, " I heard they were to be

married, and that the wedding-day was to be fixed as soon as

Frank returns from Europe."

" But, do tell us, dear Louisa," cried Mrs. Crane, wriggling,

—

" is it so ? Was Frank really paying her attention '."

" I think it very likely," replied Mrs. Weymouth, quietly.

" Indeed ! But, of course, it will be broken up now? '

" I really do not know."
" Why, Jjomsa— don't know ! Why, Miss Joneson is penniless

now. Iler father is completely ruined, and will never lift up his

head again in the city, my husband says. 1 shouldn't wonder if

Lucy Joneson goes into a store
"

" Or becomes a seamstress," said Miss Bridle.

" Not if Frank should marry her, certainly," remarked Mrs.

Weymouth, with a smile.

" O, now I can see you are jesting, Louisa," said Mrs. Crane.

' Your nephew, we all know, will have a fortune, and can marry

any girl he pleases. There's not much danger of his throwing

himself away."
" No, indeed," echoed Miss Bridle, with an eye to the matrimo-

nial future.

" Ladies, I entirely agree with you," said Mrs. Weymouth
;

" my nephew, while I have influence over him, shall not throw

himself away."
" Vcrv right, Louisa," rejoined Mrs. Crane, encouragingly.

" Perfectly," acquiesced Miss Bridle.

And then, with a brace of explosive kisses, and two sentimen-

tal embraces, the agreeable visitors concluded their " call," and

migrated elsewhere, with their morning budget of the latest

scandal.

ACT IL

About the same hour of the morning in which the above-men-

tioned call was in operation, a very different and busier scene was

presented at ihe house of Mark Joneson, late a thriving merchant

and respected citizen, who, by a series of calamities and unfortu-

nate speculations, had been involved in pecuniary liabilities, from

which he could extricate himself only by the surrender of his en-

tire worldly possessions. And this he resolved to do.

Such a resolution appears (and we regret to say so) rather for-

eign to the custom of the majority of those who, by rash specula-

tions, have plunged themselves headlong into diflioulties. It is

much oftener the caac tliat a bankrupt is by fkr the lightest suf-

ferer through his own failure, and the " winding up " of liis af-

fairs often enables him to retire into comfortable privacy at the

expense of half-paid creditors. Bat Mr. Mark Joneson was a
strictly honest man, and chose rather, by a timely sacrifice, to

preserve his unspotted name than to make use of any of the thon-

sand shifts by which bankruptcy is averted to the last moment,
only to bring wid.'r ruin to all concerned. Consequently, on this

morning, the spa:ious house of Mr. Joneson,—excepting the pri-

vate family apartments,— was the scene of great bustle and con-

fusion, occasioned by the presence of the sheriff and his assistants

engaged in making an inventory of all the goods, chattels and
appurtenances of the merchant.

This ceremony of seizure might, and would, probably, have
been dispensed with, as there was no one among the bankrupt

creditors who did not respect his misfortunes, and really sympa-

thize {malf/re their own pockets) with his reversed position. Bat
he hal made up his mind to the surrender of everything ; resolved

to pay, if possible, every dollar on the hundred of all his liabili-

ties. Therefore when those, in whose hands was his legal busi-

ness, would have avoided the sale of his dwelling and furniture,

Mark Joneson said " Go on ; the furniture and house are unsuited

to my altered fortunes. They must be sold at any rate ; so let

them be sold for the benefit of my creditors."

Under this view of the case, the sheritf and his aids made short

work of the schedule of goods and chattels. " Sofa No. 1," and
" Mirror No. 2," wore chronicled with due exactitude ; and

when the family sat down that day to dinner, it was with the

comfortable consciousness that they were resting on other peo-

ple's chairs, and dining off other people's table, plates, and

dishes.

Mrs. Joneson's usually placid face began soon to wear an anx-

ious, care-worn expression^; an 1 Lucy, her daughter, grew sud-

denly, from a light-hearted, laughing girl, into a quiet, serious wo-

man. But this was only in each othir's company ; for when at

evening the husband and father came wearied and feeble from his

counting-house, the smiles of wife and daughter were bright as

ever to welcome him ; and the ruined merchant, clasping them to

his heart, murmjired to himself: " I have lost a fortune, but I

have still great wealth left, of which none can deprive me."

Nearly a week passed, and the merchant's wife, it could be no-

ticed, grew thinner ; and Lucy Joneson lost the ro-e from her

cheek. At length Monday arrived—the day when they should,

indeed, have no part in their present home ; when the hammer
of the auctioneer would mingle with the striving voices of pur-

chasers, eager to scatter and sep irate forever all these household

and familiar objects of her love. And not with sympathy or pity

came the Cranes and the Bridles to the sheriffs sale, to dispute

for articles of vertu, and contest the possession of rare paintings

and works of art. It was more with the cruel satisfaction of sel-

fish natures, delighting in the misfortunes of those whose virtues

they are forced to respe?t, but know not how to emulate. And
yet the Junonic Mrs. Crane, and the spirilueUe Miss Bridle were

loud in their condolence, as they purchased a beautiful vase and a

magnificent mirror at precisely one third of the real worth ; they,

were loud in their condolence, although, as Mrs. Crane observed,

and Miss Bridle echoed,—" If people will be extravagant, why

—

they've nobody to blame but themselves."

The sale was at last over. The various lots and pieces of su.

perb furniture were raxrked and ticketed with the names of their

respective purchasers. Rolls of carpets, and piles of tables, and

groups of chairs, occupied the large dining-room, where the auc-

tioneer had expatiated upon their merits and sacrifice. The chande-

lier's pendants were wrapped in tissue paper, and the mirrors de-

posited between thin boards. Everything about the house denoted

the fact that Mr. Joneson's establishment was " broken up."

But no one who might have looked iu upon the little group,

surrounding the tea table upon the evening of thxt eventful day,

would have suspected from the demeanor of Mr. Joneson, and his

wife and daughter, that they had parted with all their worldly

goods, and that the merchant was, at this moment, as poor as

when, twenty-five years before, he had entered the city, with the

dust of long travel upon his homsspun clothes, and his entire

wardrobe contained in a bun lie strapped to his baek. I say no

one would have suspected tuis from tie appearance of the little

group around the tea table ; for the benevolent and intelligent

face of the merchant was radiant with good humor; the calm and

lady-like features of his wife were lit by a sweet smile ; and the

countenance of Lucy wore a gayety that was the reflex of her

guileless heart.

" I am a poor man, my dear wife," said Mark Joneson ;
" but,

thank God, I owe not one cent in the world ; the sale of all I pos-

sessed has happily satisfied every claim."

" 0, how thankful, indeed, should we be, Mark," returned the

high-minded woman, taking her husband's hand, and gazing into

his face with a look that rewarded him for all he had suffered ;

"you have Wronged no one through your misfortunes, and you

are still, as ever, Mark Joneson."

" How could I be otherwise than strictly just with you for my

adviser ?" said Joneson, affectionately pressing his wife's hand.

" And with you, and this dear child," continued he, bending down

to kiss his daughter's forehead, " I am as truly rijh as ever."

" You are my own dear father," cried Lucy, bursting into tears,

through which her bright smile still gleamed like sunshine. " I

would rather be tlius poor than to have all the wealth of the

world."
" But we may yet regain, ray Lucy, if not our former wealth,

at least enough to enjoy the comforts to which wo have been ac-

customed. I have already effected an arrangement with my cred-

itors to advance me goods and means to commence business again,

and the experience I have bought is worth half my fortune. Trust

mj, we shall yet retrieve ourselves. I begin life once more, and
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must ask both of you to assist me in retrenchment and economy.

We may not have luxuries now, Lucy, but, with the blessing of

Heaven, we shall not want for comforts. And now, my cliild,

read uic a cliaptcr from that Book wherein all may look for con-

solation in sorrow, and encouragement in all good works."

Lucy, while the last domestic of the house removed the doth

and tea equipage, drew out a little stand from its corner, and,

shading the astral lamp, spread the Holy Bible open before her,

and began reading aloud, in a musical voice, the words of hope

and peace that gleam forever upon that blessed page. Mark

Joncson sat in his ea.sy chair, with his head bent back, while his

quiet wife occupied a seat l)eside him, holding still within her

own the merchant's hand. All was calm and peaceful in that

apartment, while the low tones of the young girl's voice fell softly

upon the ears of the listeners.

It was a scene well calculated to shame the hollow sympathy of

such false atid meretricious natures as Mrs. Orane and her maiden

friend. Bridle. Perhaps, indeed, had they witnessed it, they might

have learned of how little moment was such friendship as they

could offer to hearts so rich in mutual love as these. And, per-

haps, too, they might have collected, in viewing such a sight, an

abundance of material for scandalizing the /ii/jiwiisij of the world
;

for never will the Cranes and Bridles of society allow the exis-

tence of such a quality as true piety or happy humility.

" Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven !" fell from the lips of Lucy, as she repeated the glorious

enumeration of the beatitudes. And, at the same moment, a

startled exclamation from Mrs. .Toneson, and the hurried ejacula-

tion of " Husband !" caused her to glance anxiously toward her

parents.

Mark Joneson's head was still leaning back, his hand clasped

tightly in that of his wife, who gazed avith an alarmed look into

his face The merchant's eyes were closed, but the smile still

hovered upon his lip.

" Husband !—dear Mark !—are you asleep 1 AVhat ails you ?"

cried the wife, now pressing her hand upon Joneson's forehead,

from which a thick, beady sweat had suddenly started.

" Father !— dear father !" exclaimed Lucy, flying to the arm-

chair and kneeling beside the merchant. " Good heaven, mother,

how cold my father's hands are !"

And those hands grew colder, and the brain more chill and

rigid, with the thin, gray hair falling motionlessly over it. Ko
answering pressure of her husband's lips returned the wife's con-

vulsive kiss ; no pulsation of the heart answered the daughter's

wild embrace—Mark Joncson was dead.

Calmly, as a child falls asleep, had the merchant's spirit passed

away, even while the beautiful promise of Scripture fell softly on

his ear. That terrible and sudden stroke, which shatters at once

the citadel of life, had stricken the strong man silently to the

j,rave ; and the widow and orpl an, destitute and desolate, knelt,

sobbing together, with their hopes broken, and their hearts bowed

in uttermost affliction.

The physician, who was speedily summoned, pronounced the

death to have proceeded from disease of the heart. The funeral

took place ; the purchased furniture was removed; and, at last,

the widow and her child departed fiom their own happy home.

Strangers occupied the aparlnunts
; new faces appeared at the

windows; and the family of Maik Joncson, the ruined merchant,

were no longer known among the wealthy and gay of their former

acquaintances. Mrs. Crane and Miss Bridle mentioned their

names no longer, and, in the fashiocable world, they were as if

they had never been.

ACT in.

Nearly a year after the event chronicled in the last scene and

act, a young man dismounted at the dcor of an old-fashioned

family mansion, in one of the loveliest districts of Virginia, and

was immediately almost thrown from his equilibrium by a sudden

embrace which he received from another gentleman, of apparently

his own age, who, lushing out of the house, grasped the stran-

ger's hand, and cried in a loud, hearty voice:

" God bless you, my boy !—how are you ?"

" Upon my word, Harry, you intend to give me a real Vii-inia

welcome," said the other, wajmly returning the friendly greeting.

" That shake of the hand is one of the old fashioned sort."

"Frank, my dear fellow, I'm rejoiced to ste you. I heard of

your return from Europe and knew you would keep your promise,

made somewhere near the Hartz Mountains, I believe, was it nof?"
" On the Broeken itself, Harry ; do you not recollect where we

parted, like wandering knight errants, each in search of adven-

tures. My quest, however, has been, I confess, extiemely barren."

"And I, like the pilgrim who sought a shadowy happiness

through all the climes of the world, have at last come home to

find the substance itself, hiding very demurely among these old

ancestral oaks."

" You do not, surely, mean that you are married V
" Not yet; but I hope you have come in time for the ceremony.

I am not married, but I am on the eve of—

"

" Marrying—

"

" No, proposiiiff
.'—and to a perfect miracle of maidenly propri-

ety. 1 tremble at the thought."

"Faith, Harry, you speak in riddles. Certainly, you are the

last man to tremble in a lady's presence. But where is this para-

gon of whom you speak ? She must, indeed, be a miracle of wo-

mankind to have captured the heart of my volatile, proud HaiTy
Danville, who has avowed a thousand times that

—

"

" Stop, Frank, ' an' you love me ;' array not my youthful fol-

lies against me in retribution
"

" But who is this Circe ? Doubtless the beauty of some neigh-
boring plantation, with any amount of bullion and broad acres to

enhance her attractions."

" Not a bit of it ; she is as poor as a sister of chaiity,"

" Then she must inherit the blood of Pocahontas, which is the

sangre azid of your Virginians."

" On the contrary, she ii one of your i)lebeian northern families,

who derive their blood from Adam and their nobility from Heaven.

To be plain, Frank, she's a little hazel eyed governess here, in

father's family, the pet of all the children, and the pride of a quiet

old mother, who holds the station of my father's housekeeper."

"And you intend to marry her, Harry ;"

" 1 intend to propose. But hang me if I know whether she'll

accept me. For six months 1 have been madly in love with her,

and yet I've not received a dozen smiles ; and sho persists in call-

ing me Mr. Danville, though I assured her I delighted in the

simple name of ' Harry.'
"

" To my mind, Harry, your young governess is a very sensible

woman, and properly discreet. " But pray, how have you con-

trived to fall in love in the jpace of six months V
" Zounds ! I fell in love the day I returned home and caught a

glimpse of her, walking with her mother—a good sort of an old

lady, but very distant and reserved. If it bad not been for this

mother, I should, no doubt, have succeeded in a capital plan I had

arranged."

" What was that, Harry V
" Eloping with the daughter, and marrying her in spite of her

teeth ; but I never had an opportunity of proposing it."

" Unfortunate Harry ! But who are these mysterious ladies 1

I must see them."

" You shall. But who they are I don't know and don't care.

Father knew their family, and has a great respect for the old lady,

and—but, egad, Frank, I have an idea !"

" Well, my dear fellow, out with it."

" You shall be my mediator in this affair. I confess, Frank, I

am a coward in the matter, and can no more make up my mind

to pop the question to this little governess, than I could to—hang

it, I could do anything first !

"

" Well, what's your idea V
" You shall be my pilot, guide, proxy, in popping the question.

You shall prove your friendship by courting her for nie, and get-

ling her consent to marry. You'll thus save your friend's mod-

esty, and, perhaps, bis life."

" I see, Harry, jou are the same rattle-pate as of old. But, my
dear fellow, you must show me this paragon, and then we'll see

what's to be done."

" And I may count on you V
" O, of course."

" Come along, then, my dear Frank ; I'll make my father ac-

quainted with your ai rival, and then we'll lay siege to the gov-

erness and her mamma. Come along, Frank."

So saying, the young Virginian led his friend to the library,

and iiresentcd him, with all due form, to his father, a portly old

gentleman, who " lived at home at ease," and, eonsc(|uently, grew

fat and owned to the gout. He welcomed the young man with

true hospitality, and immediately made over to his free use the

house, servants, horses, dogs, guns, fishing-tackle, and all things

appurtenant to enjoyment on a southern plantation.

" And now, my dear Frank, let us seek the ladies," said Harry

Danville, taking his friend's arm and hurrying from the library.

They passed along the wide hall, garnished with portraits of cav-

aliers in ruffles, and ladies in stomachers, and drew near a room,

from which the sound of youthful voices arose in musical jargon.

" That is the school-room," said the young Virginian ; "and

there our little governess is beating French grammar into the dull

brains of my incorrigible brothers and sisters, of tender years and

tough voices. Come, let us enter."

The group presented to the eyes of the stranger-guest, as he

crossed the threshold of the school-room, was one which Rubens

would have delighted to transfer to canvass. Near the window,

through which the soft light, mellowed by its passage among the

leaves of a tall shade-tree, fell upon her mild forehead, sat a wo-

man of about forty-six years, whose countenance bore the marks

of chastened sorrow She was intently engaged upon a lace

frame, while a little girl of ten was watching her fingers as they

plied the bodkin. Opposite to her sat the young governess, with

a perplexed expression upon her perfectly charming face, as she

strove to impress upon the memories of a boy and girl at her

knee the necessity of the articls and adjective agreeing with the

substantive, and changing, like a harlequin, to suit all characters.

She looked up as the two visitors passed the threshold.

Harrv Danville was, at that moment, studying the face of his

friend Frank, in order to see what impression a first view of "the

little governess " would make upon that young gentleman. And
we may fancy the Virginian's astonishment, when his companion,

hastily disengaging his arm, stood, for a moment, as if spell-bound

upon the floor, and then, with one hound, reached the side of the

governess, and caugi.t her in his arms, while she incontinently

fainted right away ; and the old lady, letting fall her lace-woik,

clasped her hands together, and started from the chair.

It was a scene calculated to make an excellent tableau for the

close of a comedy's third act. Harry Danville knew not whether

to rush from the door, or jump out of the window. He saw that

something had happsned ; but there was a confusion in his brain

that prevented him from knowing exactly what it was. Under

the ciicumstances, however, he fancied a walk would exliilarate

him, and so, turning about, he quickly found himself ou'side the

house, and measuring the piazza with the most military quick-

step imaginable.

ACT IV.

"I can't woo the little governess for 3-ou, Harry," said the

voice of Frank Weldon, as that gentleman suddenly appeared

upon the piazza, and locked his arm in that of liis friend.

" Zounds, sir ! what do you mean by this conduct V exclaimed

Harry, growing alarmingly red in the face.

" I want her my.self
!"

" You !—and by what right do you—

"

" By a prior right, my dear Harry ; that you will presently

acknowledge. Three years ago I wooed her for myself, and,

though unconscious of her having returned my affection, I have

worn her image in my heart ever since. Through the long period

of my absence in Europe, I cheri 'icd the hope that I might find

her on my return still unmarried, and, perhaps, disposed to le-

ccive my addresses."

" By Heaven ! Frank, you dispose of my intended in a most

summarv manner. You were old lovers, then ("

" She was the daughter of an affluent merchant, who, ruined

by speculations, died a year since, leaving hi.'* wife and daughter

in poverty. This I learned since my return, from my Aunt Wey-
mouth, and also that the unfortimate widow had retired with her

daughter from their native lity. Thank Heaven! Harry, your

kind invitation drew me hither to find her whom I have deeply

loved so long."

" Egad, Frank Weldon, you talk very coolly. And so, I sup-

pose, I must thank Heaven for having given me a friend to steal

away my intended wife. But how do you know she loves yott

now ' But, pel haps, my choice is as good as yours still."

" Unfortunately, Hairy—

"

" Zounds ! you don't mean that
—

"

" She loves me!"
" And, no doubt, you have—

"

" I've pro/iosrd to the lady, and her mother besides."
" And she has accepted you. So much for courting by proxy I

Hang me, if I'll ever engage a friend to do my business again !"

" Stop, Harry, she has not accepted. She, and her mother,
likewise, have rejected me !"

" Zounds !"

" It's too true ; and, though I clearly perceive and must respect

their motives, I am not the less overwhelmed with sorrow. The
mother is, in spite of her altered fortunes, a high-spirited woman,
and she will not consent that Lucy shall marry, in her poverty,
one who was scarce admitted as a lover in her days of fortune."

" She's a foolish, old
—

"

" Stop, Hany ; I respect—I must respect the motives of these

amiable ladies, knowing, as they do, the iirejadiees of many of
my wealthy relations. But I hope yet to conquer their objections."

" Egad, you shall ! I'll endeavor to heal the breach in my
heart by contriving to unite yours with the little Lucy's. Faith,

I'll be your proxy, and serve you more faithfully than you did me."
" What do you n^ean, Harry 't"

" What I say ; I'll be your mediator. Hang me, if I don't feel

as courageous as a lion. I could pop the question for i/ou, Frank,
as easily as 1 could wing a partridge ; and I'll do it, my boy !"

" Harry, you arc the same noble, generous fellow
—

"

"And you're a false friend, you scamp ! But I'll be revenged
on you ! And now come with me to the library, and we'll talk the

matter over with my venerable father."

I know not what influence the co-operation of the old gentle-

man, and the intercession of Harry Danville, might have had in

the matter ; but that very evening, Frank Weldon and " the little

governess" might have been seen walking arm in-arm beneath
the " old ancestral oaks," with as happy countenances, and' as

low, soft whispers, as ever denoted a brace of united lovers. And,
just within the drawing room, engaged at a game of piquet, sat

Harry's father and the mother of Lucy, ever and anon glancting

out of the window at the two young people wandering up and
down the moonlit walks.

ACT V.
It was a month after this that Mrs. Louisa W^eymouth sat again

in her drawing-room in company with the two ladies who figured

in our first act. They had just entered, and Mrs. Mary Crane had
just begun to intimate a desire to speak with her dear friend, Lou-
isa, on a suliject that had given her great uneasiness

" And, pray, what is it
'!" asked Mrs. Weymouth, quietly.

"It is a very delicate matter, Louisa; but, as a friend, yoa
know, I cannot refrain from doing my dii-y.

"

" Of course not," remarked Miss Bridle, with an approving
smile upon her friend.

" I shall be much indebted to you, if you will at once acquaint

me with the cause of your uneasiness," said Mrs. AVcymouth.
" Well, Loui.'-a, you must not take it ill of me, but, really, the

conduct of your ne|;liew, Mr Weldon, since his return from Eu-
rope, has become the talk of all your friends."

"A perfect scandal," exelaime<l Mi-s Bridle.
" Indeed, ladies, you alarm me. AVhat has Frank been doing ?"

"Astonishing you sbculd not have remarked it, my dear Lou-
isa. But you are so unsuspecting. Why, every one knows that

your nephew pas.-es nearly all his time with tlat Lucy Joneson,
and her moiher, at their hou.-e."

" Yes," eorioborati d Miss Bridle ;
" and he has been seen enter-

ing that house at all hours of the day, and, perhaps, night."

"Indeed !" e.xelaiiiicd Mis. Weymouth.
" Too true," continued Mrs. Crane ;

" and I thought it my duty
to lose no lime in telling you. Everybody knows that old Jone-
son left nothing, and yet Lucy dressfs as liehly as ever."

"And strange stories arc told about the absence of that person,

you know ; she was not seen in the city for several months. De-
pend npon it, something is wrong," said Miss Bridle.

" You astonish and grieve me," said Mrs. Weymouth. " Yon
tell me that my nephew is almost constantly at the house of Mrs.
Joneson 1"

" It is too true," replied Mrs. Crane.
" Indeed it is," murmured Mi-Js Bridle.
" But, ladies, there is one circumstance of which you are both

ignorant, and which it is proper for you to know," said Mrs. Wey-
mouth, with a pc( uliar smile. " My nephew, Frank, while absent
in the South, was married"

"Married !" exclaimed Crane.
" Married !" echoed Bridle.
" And here he comes, with his wife," continued Mrs. Weymouth,

as the parlor door opened, and Mr. Frank Weldon entered, with a
lady leaning upon his arm. It was the merchant's orphan, " the

little governess,"—Lucy Jonestm.
"And now, I trust, ladies, you are satisfied."
" Perfectly," answered Mrs. Crane, growing a bright scarlet as

she hastily seized her parasol.
" O, of course," assented Miss Bridle, following her friend, with

alacrity from the room. And I have it from the best authority

(Miss Cynthia Tart is my informant) that neither of the two in-

teresting visitors ever made another " call ' upon the " nnaccount-

r.'ulo" Mrs. Wevmouth.
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FIFTH UKIVEESAXIBT CHTJECH.

REV. OTIS A. SKINNER, PASTOR.

BY KEV. LBTHBR FARNHAM.

Said a college classmate, now a lawyer, to me the

other day, " How is it that the advocate at the bar, how-

ever often he may speak, has crowds to hear him, and

is never troubUd with either sleepy or uninterested

hearers, while the preacher often has a thin audience,

and one so listless and uninterested ? How is it that if

anything is termed particularly dull, it is called 'as dull

as a sermon?' ' It was replied, that "the old' Dart-

mouth text-books on rhetoric that we used to study ex-

plains the whole. The advocate at the bar speaks on a

subject of present interest ; on one that pertains to this

life ; on one that excites human passion, and that is tan-

gible and sensible ; on one that is immediately to be de-

cided. The preacher, on the contrary, has for his

themes those on which men naturally do not feel much,

or think muA. They pertain much to an unseen

world. Tlie preacher tells his hearers of their faults.

He requires of them benevolence, self-denial, humility,

patience, deadncss to the world ; in a word, holiness,

virtues and graces that men generally are not much in

love with. The preacher, too, refers his audience to the

decisions of a future, and not a present judgment."

Tfic advocate at the bar speaks on a subject on which

there usually has been much excitement and discussion
;

upon which large present and worldly interests arc at

stake. He speaks not twice, thrice or four times a week
week after week through the year, but only when an im-

portant case arises to call forth his powers, and the ca.ses

on which he addresses the court and jury are so unlike,

as to call up the discussion of now principles, and to

awaken all liis oratorical powers. The pulpit orator

has usually to address men who have been interested

and excited on other things than those upon which he

addresses them for the previous six days ; upon themes

that give them no light, as to their loss or gain of an

earthly estate, or upon the investments that will be the

most i)rotitable and safest for the next six months. He
addresses them not occasionally, but several times a

week, and upon tlie same subject—Christianity. It has

been accounted a great marvel, that a gifted temperance

orator has been able to inter-

est a Boston audience two

hundred times in the course

of a few years. How much
more wonderful, that the pul-

pit orator has so often been

able to address a Boston au-

dience as many times in one

year, and upon one subject,

religion, and this for succes-

sive years. Mr. Skinner has

done this for thirteen years,

besides the performance of

other duties that would have

given two other common men
full occupation for the whole

time. Rev. Otis A. Skinner

was born in ROyalton, Vt.,

in the vear 1807. We learn

little of his boyhood and early

education. According to the

custom that prevailed a half

century ago, he studied theol-

ogy privately. His teacher

was Rev. Samuel C. Love-

land, of his native State, a

very superior scholar. At
the early age of twenty years

he i3oramenced preaching. It

is seldom that one enters the

pulpit at so early an age.

iitlward Everett was settled

over Brattle Street Church at

nineteen years. The first

regular settlement of Mr.
Skinner was in Wobum, from

which place he removed to

the city of Baltimore. Dur-
ing his five years' settlement

there, he edited a paper, the

Southern Pioneer, and had a

long written discussion with

K»v. Joseph MiRee, an able

controveriiial writer, on Uni-

versalism. After an accept-

able ministry in Baltimore,

he returned to Massachusetts,

and preached for about a year

in Haverhill. In January,
18-37, he was settled over the

society that he now has charge
of, then worshipping in Boyls-

ton Hall. The parish was
then in its infancy; but under
his care it has come to be one
of the largest in our city. It

was just two years from the

time of his settlement, that

the congregation removed to

a new church erected in War-
ren Street. The building is

of brick, of good size, and
raakei a very good appear
ance, externally and inter-

nally. It will seat about one
thousand people. Besides the

main building, with gallery

all around, there is a large

vestry, with fine accommoda
tions for the Sabbath School,

and for the conference that is

held twice a week. The Sab-

bath School embraces three

hundred scholars, and about

sixty teachers. The library

connected with it contains

over twelve hundred volumes.

The pastor takes much inter-

est in this school, and visits
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it every Sabbath. There are connected with Mr. Skin-
ner's church, two hundred members, that celebrate the
Lord's Supper every month. The congregation is large
on the Sabbath, and in it are found some of the most
agreeable families of the southern section of our city.
The church is furnished with a good organ, that is ac-
companied with a full choir of singers, that together dis-
course excellent music. Mr. Skinner has remained with
his society from the first, with the exception of three
years, when he had charge of the Orchard Street Church
m the city of New York, where he was the successor of
Rev. Dr. Sawyer. He found in New York a very strong
and kind parish, and fulfilled a successful and agreeable
ministry. After he had been there a year, he was invited
to return—an unusual occurrence—to the parish he had
just left. This invitation he declined, but accepted a
second one that was proffered to him at the end of about
three years. During this time. Rev. J, S Dennis, now
of Lowell, had charge of the Warren Street Church as
pastor. While in New York, he was one of the editors
of the Christian Messenger, of that city. He also edited
the Universalist Miscellany, a monthly magazine, for six
years. Added to his labors as an editor, Mr. Skinner
has been quite an author. He has published a volume
of doctrinal sermons, and another, controversial ; also a
volume on Universalism, illustrated and defended, and
one on the Knapp excitement, in the form of letters.

Added to these, may be mentioned his Prayer Book, and
his Letters to Parents. He has, moreover, published
numerous sermons in a pamphlet form, and has written
much for the Quarterly and Universalist Review His
friend and parishioner, Mr. A. Tompkins, has published
the most of his works. Mr. Skinner has toiled in an-
other field quite distinct from any already mentioned,
where his success has been almost miraculous. In five

years, by lecturing in various large towns, north and
south, east and west, he has raised, we are informed
$100,000, to endow a college for his denomination, in
process of erection in Medford. This college is likely to

be one of the .best endowed in the United States. Its

site cannot be surpassed for beauty, and the retirement
so congenial to the student. All the students are to

board in families, as they always should. We are not
done with Mr. Skinner's works, as they are spread he-

foi« us. For many years he has served on the Grammar
School Committee, of Boston

; has preached numerous
charity sermons ; has labored much for the poor, as an
officer of the Boston Provi li nt Societv, and otherwise,

and has been actively engaged
in the cause of temperamc.
Among the discourses of the

clergyman before us, that have
been published, is one on the

death of Daniel Webster.
It seems to us, that it is one
of the most aMe di^course8

that have been printed on this

fruitful subject. Mr. Skinner
is too much of a man not to

be an admirer of Webster.
His text was in Isaiah, chap.

3: 1st, 2d and 3d verses. A
few sentences of his introduc-

tion will give to onr readers

an idea of the strength and
clearness of the author's style

:

—" Some speak as though
preatness was confined to ofti-

cial stations, or to the learned

professions. Such, however,
is by no mean* the fact. Isa-

iah, in his enumeration of

great men, mentions the man
of war, the judge, and the

prophet, and the prudent, and
the honorable man, the an-

cient, the craftsman, the coun-

sellor, and the eloquent ora-

tor. We read, in substance,

the same in other portions of

the sacred volume. It speaks

of mighty men of valor,

mighty men of wealth, mighty
men of war, i nd mighty men
of power. Thus great men
are not found exclusively in

any one department of life.

They belong to all depart-

ments, and in all greatness

has its mission. A great mer-

chant is one of the principal

benefactors of a nation. A
great mechanic Ls also a bless-

ing of equal importance. He
gives labor to vast nnmbcrs

;

he turns the raw material of

a country into rich and useful

articles, and he makes wealth

nhound where poverty had its

dismal home. It is the same

with the manufacturer and

the farmer. These three, the

mechanic, the manufacturer,

aud the farmer, have rontrol

of all the sources of wealth

;

and if their labors were to be

discontinued, our prosperity

would come to an end.' We
have only space to add, that

from some acquaintance with

Mr. Skinner, we judge him to

be a man of uncommon pow-

ers of mind ; of noble im-

pulses, and of great good na-

ture. That his pC' pic are at-

tached to him is not strange,

from the interest h? takes in

them, and from his labors in-

ccsant in their behalf. In-

deed, no one can cime in

contact with Otis A. Skinm r,

however much he may differ

from him in religious opin-

ion, without finding much iu

his mind, character and per-

sonal appearance, both to ad-

mire and esteem.
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ENTHUSIASTIC ARTIST.

Mr. Parris, an English painter, is now engaged in the restora-

tion of the frcscoe, by Sir Jannes Thornhill, which ornaments the

cupola of St. Paul's, and which represent, in eiglit panels, scenes

taken from the life of St. Paul. One day, in order to judge of the

effect of his painting, Sir James, entirely absorbed in his art, and

forgetful of his position, walked backward step by step to the

very edge of the scaffolding ; one step more, and he would have

fallen from the height of two hundred feet upon the pavement of

th e church below. Fortunately a friend who was with him saw

the danger. Instead of calling him, or going to him, he seized a

brush, and made a motion, as if about to draw a streak across the

picture. At this, Sir James sprang upon his friend and was saved.

< »*» »

A LITTLE FAULE.

The sword of the warrior was taken down to brighten ; it had

not been long out of use. The rust was rubbed off, but there were

spots that would not go—they were of blood. It was on the table

near the pen of the secretary. The pen took advantage of the

first breath of air to move a little further off. " Thou art right,"

said the sword, " I am a bad neighbor." " I fear thee not," re-

plied the pen, " I am more powerful than thou art, but 1 love not

thy society." "I exterminate," said the sword. "And I per-

petuate," answered the pen. " Where are thy victories, if I re-

cord them not? Even where thou, thyself, shall one day be— in

the Lake of Oblivion."

< ^jj. >

Freak.s of FoitTUNE.—Mr. John Remington, inventor of the

Remington Bridge, died recently in Galveston, Texas. He erected

a model of his bridge in the Zoological Gardens, London, where,

at one time, he was so poor, that he slept in a cage formerly

occupied by the bear.

A LARGE BosiNEss —Taylor's great restaurant, in New York,

cost over half a million of dollars. It will accommodate eight

hundred persons
; the daily expenses are $600, and the average

receipts, $900 per day.

4 -mmm- »

GtEASON's Pictorial— Continues its welcome weekly Ti^itfl, ladened with the
choicest pictorial euibelli^hnients. and well writttn mi cellaneous and descrip-

,jtive uiatter It is not only a valuable literary periodical but also au arti*iical
^Ofk wiCLOut a parallel in this country.— Dtmocratir Sentinel, Cudiz. Ohio.

4 -m*^ »

SPLINTEBS.

^' Miss Davenport is fast claiming rank with the first dra-

oinatic artists of the present times. She is admirable in her role,

in .... Jullien and his unequalled orchestra make more out of

•'Yankee Doodle, than we ever realized of it before hearing them.

.... The Boston Museum has been improved and beautified,

.,externally and internally. Enterprise and success go hand in hand.

L Park Benjamin very pithily says, that we are the slaves of

•%wo kings—King Caucus and King Convention.

g, ^
.... The new opera house in New York is not yet roofed ; but

;
jfhe walls, whi(;h aie of brick, are nearly finished.

1o A private letter from San Francisco states, that an expedi-

H I??*
'''"' '"^'"K forcible possession of Sonora is alicady organized.

8),
. . The number of persons annually killed in the United

s.?^*** by explosions of burning fluid is computed to be aliout 2.50.

! ... The newspapers of Mexico are not allowed to publish any
''ipolitical news whatever. Liberal country that.

L, The lOth of May, 18.54, is the day fixed upon by the

• Millcrites for the destruction of the world.

.... The entire square opposite Hudson's hotel, in Milledge-

'Ville, Georgia, was lately burnt, leaving but a few stores in town.

The comet has got ahead of the sun, and an exchange
says that it may be seen before sunri.se in the eastward.

'^' Madame Sontag's concert in New York for the benefit of

-^?*''""*^ orphans of seamen, realized $4000 for the beneficiaries.

,, .
. . . . In the Clicrokee marriage ceremony, the couple join hands

over running water, indicating that their lives are to mingle.

Mr. Thomas Clark, of Fredonia, N. Y., has raised this sea-
son from one potato, seven eighths of a bushel of good potatoes.

The Bostonians talk of reclaiming "Back Bay." There
are about 400 acres that can be made most desirable property.

.
.
The available means of Kenyon College, Gambler, Ohio,

amount to Sl.'^O.OOO. This is creditable to its patrons.
. .

.
New York is divided into two classes—those who keep,

and those who inhabit hotels. So says a pithy observer.
.

.
Thousands of railroad hands have been discharged at the

West, in consequence of the stringency in the money market.

THE OLD WORLD.
While this country is pursuing the even tenor of its way, in-

creasing in wealth, power, and moral influence, the eastern half

of this great globe is in a state of fermentation. Far away in the

east, the barbarous natives of Japan are astounded, and somewhat
enraged, to see the broad pennant of a Yankee commodore float-

ing over their tabooed and hitherto inviolate waters. In China,

his celestial majesty, Hien-foung, the son of heaven, brother of

the moon, and cousin-KCrman to the planet Jupiter, is peeping

outof Pekin, with his " invincible tigers," shaking in their clumsy

shoes, and trembling until their " pig tails " are convulsed with

emotion, prepared to fly with their household gods the moment
that the usurper shows his flat nose at the outer gate.

One cannot but hope, for chivalry's sake, that the Tartar prince

will not evacuate his capital without striking one gallant blow for

the throne of his forefathers. We believe that the bamboo and

rattan, applied vigorously in the rear, will yet bring out some

sparks of valor from these "tigers;" for they will rush to the

combat, displaying the most hideous faces on their shields, and

making more hideous ones behind them. In order to terrify the

enemy, they will, undoubtedly, fly huge paper kites, iu the shape

of dragons with terrific tails ; they will rush madly forward, and

perish for their prince, amid the explosion of thousands of bunches

of fire-crackers, and a lavish expenditure of Roman candles and

Bengola lights

!

As for the rlapanese, wc think their sovereign, whcn'hc finds our

commodore resolute to perform his enterprise, and force a way
into his kingdom, will politely invite him to walk in and make
himself at home. Perry, evidently, supposed his instructions, "to
open the ports," as meaning to open his pod-holes—and this is an

interpretation which Yankee merchant captains and sailors will

be very likely to applaud, for it \i about time that the murder or

imprisonment, in cages of American sailors wrecked on the coasts

of Japan, should be put an end to or atoned for. Wc think the

affair will end amicably, however, and that, ten to one, the em-

peror will compliment the expedition by presenting a bottle of

Japan blacking to every warrant officer !

In the meantime the czar, as Thanksgiving time approaches,

is preparing to help himself to a slice of Turkey, justifying the

outrage, by declaring before the face of the world, that the old

gobbler began the quarrel. Will England and France allow the

insatiate gorraand of the North to eat his dinner in peace '! The
French empire seems disposed to interfere in the matter, but John

Bull, after all his bluster, is disposed, according to apjiearances,

to take a retrograde step, or, in other words, back out—at least we
gather as much from the tone of our English exchange papers.

But, whatever hapi)cns in the old world, this republic, fortunate

in its isolation, cannot be shaken by distant convulsions. So long

as we are true to the principles our fathers bequeathed to us, true

to ourselves, true to our destiny, " there's no such word as fail
!"

4 ^^^ >

AFRAID TO TRAVEL.

A gentleman residing in Newburyport was summoned as a wit-

ness to attend the court recently in session in Lawrence. Being

summoned in the afternoon, he remarked, " If I am to go there

to-morrow morning, I must start immediately." On being in-

formed that a train of cars would leave in the morning to arrive

at Lawrence in season, he said he preferred to walk instead of

risking a ride in the cars ; and he did actually walk to Lawrence,

rather than incur the risk of the railroad. He never sails in boats

or vessels ; and would not ride in the cars to Boston, or go to New
York in a steamboat, if he could have tho cities by doing so.

. 4 »»»
AMERICAN CASHMERE.

The New York Herald acknowledges the receipt of a quantity

of snow white cashmere wool, raised in South Carolina, by Dr.

James K. Davis, from goats brought by him from Persia. Dr.

Davis went out to Turkey some seven or eight years ago, on invi-

tation of the sultan, to attempt the cultivation of cotton from the

best seeds of the South. He failed in the trial, but he brought

home some beauiiful Persian goats, which produce the Cashmere

wool, and from thom he is raising up a flock of goats, that prom-

ise to be a valuable addition to our domestic stock, and may make
his return voyage more profitable than his outward one was.

Mummies.—Mr. Buckingham thinks the catacombs of Egypt

contain more human bodies than there are people now living on

the globe. They are taken from the catacombs to be exported,

and to be used for fuel. The finest are exported whole as objects

of curiosity for museums. Certain parts, as the inside of a head

and chest, are sold a.s a drug, and the back-bone is ground into a

powder, which is highly prized by artists.

EiROPEAN Affairs.—The Turkish question still remains un-

settled, and both the sultan and the czar are in a belligerent atti-

tude. It is getting too late in the season to commence an active

campaign, and before next spring there is a good chance of the

questions in dispute being amicably settled.

Howard Athen^iim. — This popular and well-conducted

house has, we are pleased to learn, met with the high degree

of success this season, thus far, which its liberal management

merits.
4 »»— >

Expressive.—In ppeaking of Kosta's liberation. Rev. Mr.

Chapin, of New York, said :
" Freedom looked straight into the

face of imperial impudence through forty muzzles."

4-~^^^-*

Theatrical —Mr. Davenport, the young American actor, has

carried the London stage by storm ; and the press universally

commend him.

TUNNELING THE FALLS OF THE OHIO.

The falls of the Ohio are attracting much attention at present

from various quarters, as to the best plan for making them pas-

sable for the immense trade and travel of the Great West. The
directors of various railroads, building and in contemplation, are

making their calculations, estimates and plans for connecting

their roads with Louisville, and continuing them to both sides of

the river. The idea of the " iron horse " and its train crossing the

falls with the speed of light, and making the waters of the Ohio

as easy of passage as the plains of Indiana, is a grand one, which

could not be too quickly consummated. A tunnel made of cast-

iron cylinders, fifteen feet in diameter, is proposed—a good plan.

-—••»—»-

Escape of a Nf.v.—Great sensation has been cansed in Gali-

cia, Spain, by what is considered a great crime by devout Catho-

lics—the flight of a nun from a convent at Compostcllo. A nun
in the Carmelite convent of that place let herself down from a

cell, by means of napkins sewn together, and formed into a cord.

She is only twenty-two years of age, belongs to one of the moat

distinguished families of Galicia, and is remarkable for beauty

and talents. We congratulate her, and hope she will get a good

husband.
--•••^»-

Service of Silver.—The fine service of silver, which we
lately gave in our pages, the present of a host of appreciating

friends, to Dr. D. K. Hitchcock, of this city, wc observe took a

medal at the Mechanics' Fair, of Boston, for excellence and

beauty of woikmanship.

^_JOl^JR][AGJE^^
In this city by Rev. Dr. Adams, Mr. Klia» L. Lunt, of Derby Line, Vt., to

Miss Mary A. Adams.
By llev. Mr Bourne, Mr. Thomas Phillips to Miss Susan Rocsiter.

By Kev. Mr. Mason Mr. Walter Trcsilian, of Manth.ster, N H., to Misi
Elizabeth M. Downing
By llev Mr Streeter Mr. Edward H. Petcbell to Miss 3ophia E Fester; Mr.

Warren S. Marden to Mi-ss ^letba Question.
Uv llev. Mr. vForcester. Hon. Luther S. Cushing to Miss Bliisbeth Dntton,

daughter of -Vm. Cooper, Esq., of Jooper, Me.
By llev. Mr. .Smithett. Mr. JameH Gray to Mis*" Mary Hoyt.
By Kev Mr. Stone, Mr. I. F Dobson to Miss Clara B. Shattuck.
At Newton Corner, by Rev. Mr iniith, Mr. Albert Phlpps, of Newtonville,

to Mrp. Nancy K. Danforth, of vVon-ester.

At West Koxbury, by Rev Mr. Liucoln, Mr. Henry HiUa to Miss Ann Eliik

Crane, both of West Cambridge.
At Woburn by Ktv. Mr I'airchild, Mr. VCIiliam F. Taylor to Miss Lanra F.

Mclveen.
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Cailton Mr. Samuel 4yr«s to Miss Mmry C Spiller.

At Taunton, by Kev. Mr. Maltby. Mr. Albert P. Ltonard, of Digbton, to
Miss .loanna A. Busbee.
At Providence K I., by R*T. Mr. Cook. Ednard A. Iteed, l!sq , «f Waldo-

boro', to Miss Bertha S. Arnold, of Calais.

DEATHS.
In this city. Mr. Kmery Goss. 40; Mrs. Mnrtha Ann daughter of the lat«

John W. Abbott, of Port-mouth, N. H. ; Kugeoe A. Metcall' 17. Mr Archi-
bald Brown. 44 . Mary K. Flint, 22; Klla Jane, second daught4*r of John W.
and Maria Lord, aged 4 years, 1 month, and 28 days; [North Star, Danville,
Vt., please copy .

At Uoxbury. Mrs, Ann R Appieton wife of Charles Appleton, 50.

At Charlestown Matilda ParkhiU^ 38.

At Eatt CambridETt, Mrs. Mary Kebtcca wife of Mr. Uenry Smith 32.

At Dorchester, Mrs. L>dia IS. wife of Edward H Rldredge E.«q-, 21.

At Swampscott, Mr. Joseph Warren Blany. 23 years 4 months.
At Newton Louisa Senall, wife of Charles r. Hubbard. E.>q.

At Salem, William Webb, 20; Mrs Strah E. CUCFord, 19 years 8 monthl.
At Newburyport, Mr Thomam Perkinp, 80.

At AttLeborough. Mr Joseph Field 81.

At Berlin, Captain William Rarues, bO years 6 months.
At Nantucket Captain BMrzillai Coffin 76 ^ears 9 months.
At Newark, N.J , Itev Cbiulea dall, D. D., Secretary of the American Home

Miationary Society.

At Sunbury. Delaware Co., Ohio, Oliver EULs Ticknor, son of the late Wm.
Ticknor, oi Lebanon, N. H.

At New Orleans Lewis Orowell, late master of barque KJIby. 27, a natlTe of
South Yarmouth, Mass.
At [ndianola, Texas, Lieut- George C. Barber, IT S. armv. Lieut. B. had

been but a few week^ married to the daughter cf Majjr Babbitt
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[Written for Gleason's Pictoriid.]

lilJVES ON THE DE4TH OF JOSEPHIKE WILCUTT.

BY C'AOUNE A. BATDEN.

Ye have watched her day by day,

With a thrilling sense of pain

;

For we ktew the rose upon her cheek

Would never bloom again.

The step, so weak and tremulouA,

Spoke volumes to the heart

,

0, from the very first we knew

The loved one must depart

!

It was hard that one so lovely

Should so soon be called away

;

But 'tis ever thus— earths fairest flowers

The soonest know decay

And now where many a weary one

Would gladly sink to rest,

You have lain your darling down to sleep,

The green sod on her breast.

And while at sorrow's fountain,

Vour cup of grief you fill

;

There comes a gentle whimper,

" Peace! troubled soul, be still!"

I will heal the broken spirit,

I will soothe the aching heart;

I will help thee bear thy burden,

Until thou, too, Shalt depart.

And the fair young bud, now sheltered

By ray love, in paradise,

Shall be thy guardian angel,

Thy treasure in the skies.

-»**»-»-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LETTERS FROM EGYPT.
No. I.

BY KEV. F. W. HOLLAND.

Modern as well as ancient Egj'pt has a peculiar interest. A
perfect contrast to all our European ideas, it lies handy to our

European feet. No other part of Africa can be visited so com-

fortably ; no other part has anything like the treasures of art with

which the Nile-valley rewards the intelligent " Howadji." No
approachable city—certainly not Constantinople, not Jerusalem

—

startles one with such strange customs, transporting the visitor

into the midst of the society of ages ago, giving him more than

one authentic glimpse of the earliest social life, convincing him

how childlike humanity then was. I do not wonder Harriet Mar-

tineau found herself passing into dreamland continually, as she

rode the Cairo-streets. A moniont after landing at Alexandria,

and you are in the midst of the Arabian Nights' Entertainments

—

the spell of romance is cast over every object, the daily panorama

of Arabian life seems a thing of enchantment. The camels are

kneeling under piles of rich India stuffs, the latticed windows

betray the quick movement of some female form, strange cries go

up from the half naked crowd, women of rank move by entirely

hidden in a sort of balloon of silk, the stately Arab from the des-

ert marches past with an Indian like contempt of the effeminacy

of civilization, the Sultan-looking Turk sweeps slowly along, the

muscular Moor, the effeminate Persian, the wily Greek, the Abys-

sinian eunuch, and the savage Copt mingle in the ever-shifting

scene.

Who can mistake the aroma of antiquity in all the modem
usages of Egypt ? You cannot cnier a mosque unless your shoes

are left at the door
;
you may wear a steeple-hat, if you like, but

you must not have on even a slipper that has touched the profane

ground. And, do we not find in the very earliest history that the

servant of God was bidden to put the shoes off his feet before he

approached the sacred presence ? The custom you are compelled

to observe in every Turkish house, every Mahomedan place of

prayer, belongs to the beginning of the human race, and carries

one right bark to Moses, and those who bathed their feet prep ora-

tory to Divine communion before his time, as the Turk does

everywhere to day.

One day, as Dr. Smith and myself were riding home from the

Pyramids, we encountered a " weeping and wailing," which

dagucrrcot- pcd the primitive manners of ancient Israel. A pil-

grim had died o i his way to Mecca, and here were his wife and

all her friends getting up a fierce excitement in the middle of the

street, tearing clothes, rending hair, casting up ashes, and making
the public as aware of their misery as possible. It was with great

difficulty that we made our way through the melancholy company
—probably, when their excitement reaches its height, they would
rather be trodden under foot than give way at all. A little while

after, and we saw the reception of a " Hadji," returned from this

sacred shrine of the Arabian Prophet. It seemed as if the people

would devour him before he could get into his house ; right in the

midst of the street they laid hold upon him with a frantic joy,

embraced him as a bear hugs its young, shouted out their grati-

tude for his preservation, or their reverence of his consecrated

character; then hastened to make ready a feast—poor enough, in

our estimation, but a very grand affair in the eyes of this simpl-

rn "c

.

The same day we encountered a nuptiiil party. The bride

groom preceded on horseback with his friends ; after them cnnie

the closely-veiled bride with her friends ; then a party of musicians

and singers, and, last of all, a very miscellaneous rabble, who
expected to share at least the crumbs of the wedding feast, and

had evidently taken care to " be ready when the bridegroom Com-

eth." Even amongst the poorest poor, and where"there arc sev-

eral previous wives, no man pretends to be married without this

music in the streets, and the best dinner he can provide for all

well-wishing friends. Talking with our boatmen, I found that

the feast was the grand expense which they had to prepare for in

becoming heads of families ; dress and furniture are not to be

named in comparison, for there is very little of either. One blue

calico robe besides that which the ladj' wears, a straw mat, an

earthen jar for water, and another lor grain, with a coffee cup and

coffee-pot, are considered enough for common people.

Wherever we turned, up or down the river, in Egypt or Nubia,

we encountered two special pests—the dog and the fly. Such

dogs as those of Egypt, such a concentration of the cur and the

wolf, of the scavenger and the watchman, such unclean, noisy,

insolent, ferocious nuisances can hardly be known elsewhere.

At Constantinople, I did not find them near so bad, and in Syria,

they seldom " speak unless spoken to," as well-mannered children

were wonted in former times. But in Egypt they spring upon a

stranger from every hand and at every hour; they give him no

quarter, permit him not so much as to look into any yaid, are

always yelping from the rooftops, and make night perfectly hid-

eous with their incessant noise. They never seemed to meddle

with natives, but woe unto any foreigner of their own kind !—he

is hunted to the death at once. An English gentleman, on his

way to India, having brought a favorite spaniel, allowed the ser-

vant to take him into the street for air. After a little time the

man returned, and, with an expression of horror, laid down poor

Carlo's hind leg before his bereaved master. This was all he had

been able to save from the fierce battle with which these savage

natives arrested the steps of the new comer. The people of the

country do not protect, nourish or respect these their firmest

friends ; they merely tolerate them. And yet, where the police is

so imperfect, and where no effort is made to cleanse the streets,

even in time of pestilence, these curs render an important service,

and deserve something better than the extinction which threatens

their race under any more intelligent dynasty. It is the only

malice I plead guilty to. But, having suffered everything by

them during the night as well as the day, 1 could not forbear giv-

ing every one of them that I could reach such a tap of my cane,

as reminded him feelingly that the account stood unsettled

between us.

But the flies are far more to be dreaded. Their habits are

wholly peculiar; they will not notice sweetmeats, they will not

linger for meat, but attack the human face, where they have been

accustomed to find free pasture, and especially that most sensitive

and. precious organ, which in Egypt seems to be always in a suf-

fering state, the eye. Unless you keep in a current of wi d, a

cloud of these creatures—descendants, no doubt, of Moses's plague

—pounce upon the middle of your face, and after sundry lesser

attacks upon the nostril and the lip, settle down into the eye ; and,

if driven off, return in larger numbers to a fresh assault. Coming,

as they do, right from the unwashen, diseased organs of the half-

blind natives, giving you the jjromise of that disease which infests

this country, the Egyptian opthalmia, I own to a peculiar feeling

of disgust and horror, such as the fleas of Ivome and the mosqui-

toes of American marshes never inspired. The thoughts of be-

coming stone-blind, through such vile instrumentality, is almost

enough to banish one entirely from the land of the pyramid, the

obelisk, the catacomb and the sphynx.

But, a fixed fact is, the people do not know what cleanliness is.

This " custom of the country " of putting on a dress, and wearing

it unchanged night and day, until it drops off, settles the question

at once. They might be the cleanest nation in the world—a river

flowing by their doors, the climate inviting to the bath winter as

well as summer, the fewness of their occupations securing un-

hounding leisure for the toilet. But, never whitewashing their

houses, seldom bathing their bodies, unacquainted with linen,

lying at night close upon the ground, it need not be said that

they are infested with vermin, and that every one who appro iches

them has to suffer in consequence ; nor tliat some dainty travellers

have abandoned the voyage upon the Nile, because overrun with

insects of every sort. One little anecdote will suffice. For fear

that the other towels might be lost, my companions only furnished

the cook one of these cleansing implements at a time. Our inge-

nious little cabin-boy found a very convenient substitute. His

one pair of pantaloons, which were quite white when he started

with us, I noticed were continually assuming a darker, greasier

hue. One day my dinner-plate being decidedly too bad for use, I

handed it to Ali to clean. Very unwisely, I turned round during

the process, and there was the monkey moistening my plate with

his mouth, and wiping it upon his pants ! Imagine what became

of my appetite ! I threatened hii.'i with condign punishment.

But it is in vain to virrestle with deeply-seated customs. A week

after. Dr. Smith had the same difficulty at dinner, and the plate

was taken out of the cabin for purification. Hearing a peculiar

noise, I crept after the boy, and there it was again, the same short-

hand operation, which does not need to be described in detail. It

was evident enough that we must shut our eyes, or starve

!

The delicious little fowls, which make the traveller's principal

food, require butter for their preparation ; and, as I made all the

purcha.ses for the party, I found the universal habit was, for the

native woman to ladle out, with unwashed hands, so much of a

honey looking mixture as she could spare from a little earthen

crock, which almost never had any cover. Of course, no one

uses this unguent upon bread. The stomach of an ostrich would

hardly stand that. It was bad enough to have to rook with such

stuff I made the discovery that good butter was a sign of high

civilization, and a type of dome.-iic neatness; and I respected

England and America the more, for taking the lead in its manu-
facture, and its universal use as food.

The cows of the country are of the buffalo breed, and though

very gentle are ferocious-looking, and very tough meat. But, it

is curious to see them yoked in with a camel or a donkey to a

plough. Sometimes a jackass no bigger than a Newfoundland

dog shares this business with the tall, graceless, whining, slabby

thing, named by poets, " the ship of the desert." It is like a full

grown man of war moving alongside of a little jolly boat ; or, the

" World's Clothing Emporium " in a Broadway cellar seen just

after the mammoth Crystal Palace ; or, better yet, some one-

roomed Arab hut upon an almost endless Theban temple.

But, still a fuimier sight is frequently presented by the buffalo

bathing. There is but one bridge upon the Nile, and the penniless

fellahs are obliged to resort to every contrivance for crossing from

one bank to the other. There are a few rude ferry boats at the

large towns, but very commonly the native bundles up his clothes

upon his head, and paddles over on a bunch of millet-stalks. The
richest scene is where the farmer attempts to cross with his herd

of cows, hanging to the tail of the beast in the rear, who, loving

the cool stream better than her master, will often keep him dang-

ling at her extremity, unmindful of shonts and threats, and be-

yond the reach of any serious blows. At a little distance, the

huge, dark hump would only be seen above the water, suggesting

a porpoise at his gambols, or, where there was a herd in some-

thing like a line, our own veritable sea-serpent.

In my next, I propose to speak of the temples, and afterwards

of the tombs, of Egypt.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A PROSPECT OF THE SPIRIT LAND.

BY JOSEPH H. BOTLES.

I know that I co more shall see

Ttie summer's golden prime,

For I shall like a shadow pass,

And leave the scenes of time.

The sun shall tinge the morning cloud,

The moon as sweet shall be

;

The starry ho^t of heaven shine on,

But never more for me.

The winds are moaning through the trees,

The flowers are pale and dead

;

For autumn's wand hath touched the woods,

And turned the forests red.

0, but 'tis sadly sweet to gaze

Upon the dying year,

A thrilling 6en.«e I feel within.

And in my eyes the tear.

Thou fluttering leaflet, like to thine

Shall be my certain lot

To battle with the storms of time,

Then die—-and be forgot

!

No matter, for the past has gone,

I wish it not again
,

I 'Te numbered years enough to find

That all on earth is vain

!

-»—•—-»-

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TUItNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READINfl

.... Thou mayst esteem a man of many words and many lies

much alike.

—

Fulhr.

.... He that would have fine guests, let him have a fine wife.

—Johnson.

.... We hope to grow old. yet we fear old age ; that is, we arc

willing to live, and afraid to die.

—

Bnii/tre.

.... Religion is the best armor in the world, but the worst

cloak.—Newton.

.... Quarrels would never last long, if the fault was only on

one side.

—

La Rochefoucauld.

.... Self-will is so ardent and active, that it will break a world

to pieces, to make a stool to sit on.

—

Certl.

.... Temperance, indeed, is a bridle of gold ; and he who uses

it rightly, is more like a god thun a man —Burton.

.... The first draught serveth for health, the second for pleas-

ure, the third for shame, and the fourth for madness.

—

Anarcharsin.

.... He that hath a trade, hath an estate; and he that hath a

calling, hath a place of profit and honor. A ploughman on his

legs is higher than a gentleman on his knees. —Franklin.

.... If sensuality be our only happiness, we ought to envy the

brutes ; for instinct is a surer, shorter, safer guide to such happi-

ness than reason.

—

Cohon.

.... When the idea of any pleasure strikes your imagination,

make a just computation between the duration of the pleasure,

and that of the repentance that is likely to follow it.

—

Kpidetus.

.... Men spend their lives iq the service of their passions,

instead of employing their passions in the service of their lives.—

Stede.

.... Consolation indiscreetly pressed ujwn us, when we are

suft'ering under affliction, only serves to increase our pain, and to

render our grief more poignant.

—

liousseau.

.... Nothing can we call our own, but death ; and that sm^ll

model of the barren earth, which serves as paste and cover to onr

bones.

—

Shahpeare.

.... It is observed in the conr.sc of worldly things, that men's

fortunes are oftener made by their tongues than by their virlues

;

and more men's fortunes overthrown thereby than by vices.

—

Sir

iV. Raki<]h.

.... The talent of turning men into ridicule, and exposing to

laughter those one converses with, is the gratification of little

minds and ungenerous tempers. A ycung man with this cast of

mind, cuts himself off from all manner of improvement.

—

Addison.
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EPITORIAL MELANCi:.

Mr. Meclii computes that the invention of a really grood steam

plongh would cffei t n savina; of tlAy millions of dollars a year to

the farmers of the United Kingdom. The " JuUien Hat " has

made its appearance. It belongs to the slouch gonus of head cov-

erings, and differs from other (species chiefly in name. In

Russia, one person in two hundred and twenty receives instruc-

tion at a school of some kind ; in the United States the propor-

tion is one in five. The Atlienaeum wonders that some enter-

prising American has not etfected the passage of the Atlantic by

relays of sea serpents. Bracelets of ribbon or velvet, fastened

with steel or jewelled buttons, are much worn in Paris, at the

present time. Edward Everett is fifty nine years old. In

the three years, just passed, Philadelphia has been nfllicted with

1500 fires. Take a company of boys chasing butteidies, and

put long-tailed coats on the boys, and turn the butterflies into dol-

lars, and you have a beautiful panorama of the world. One

would have supposed that the people of the United States had

advanced far enough in the arts to make a carpet for the White

House. It seems not, however ; and they had to send to Scot-

land for one. The Scotch papers say that it is extremely gorge-

ous, and cost five hundred guineas. The Boston Post states

that the poet who attempted to plead a "poetical license" for

"verses of spirit," was informed by the court that, under the

Maine law, he must produce tlie license in court. A French

chemist—M. Despretz—has been trying hard and long to make

diamonds. He reports to the Academy of Sciences, that he has

succeeded so far as to make diamond dust, and hopes, ere long, to

knead it into gems. The Going Snake Temperance Society,

Cherokee Nation, has for officers, Hon. Six Killer, President

;

Young Squirrel, Vice President ; and Sara Grasshopper, Secre-

tary. At a time when public affairs were in a very unsettled

state, a gentleman, who squinted terribly, psked Talleyrand how

things were going on. " Why, as you sec, sir," was Talleyrand's

reply. The number of persons who have ascended Mont

Blanc, is thirty-four. Since the passage of the merciful min-

ing law in England, Shetland ponies have been employed in do-

ing the work which was formerly done by women, namely, that of

drawing the loads of coal to the moutli of the pit, oil'the " under

ground railroad." "An egg to-day is better than a hen to-

morrow." This is a new way of expressing, " A bird in the hand

is better than two in the bush" The Sandwich Islands

—

twelve in number—embrace a superficial area of about six thou-

sand and one hundred square miles. Four of the islands are

rocky and uninhabitable. China news, by the way of Califor-

nia, represents the insurgents as still successful. The Home
Journal, in speaking of Gottschalk, the great pianist, says :

" We
can think of no unhackneyed adjective by which to characterize

his execution. He exhausts worlds of diificuity and then imag-

ines new !" Hon. J. P. Kennedy and Washington Irving are

still sojourning near Charlestown, Va. One of the traverse

jurors, proceeding to Machias, Maine, to attend the last term of

the court there, was arrested by a pack of wolves, who planted

themselves in the road He turned his horse and ran away from

them, followed by their unearthly yells. The Washington

National Monument is "now one hundred and fourteen feet in

height. A little female terrier, named " Rose," recently, in

Cincinnati, killed, on a wager, fifty rats in two minutes and thirty-

five seconds !—the greatest rat feat ever performed. In Kew
York, during the month of September, there were 1640 births,

and 196.5 deaths ; at which rate, without foreign emigration, it

would soon be depopulated. Why must your nose necessarily

be in the middle of your face ? Because it is the ^renter ! It

is rumored that the Porte has appointed the Hungarian generals,

Dembinski and Klapka, to high commands in the army. The
Turks are concentrating an army of 100,000 men on the fiontiers

of Persia. The Persian and Ottoman soldiers fraternize, and

large number of refugees, Hungarians and Italians, have joined

the army. The demand for breadstuffs, in Europe, does not

warrant any material change in prices, which have a stationary, if

not retrograde, tendency. The Fox girls " rapping mediums,"

have permanently settled in the new city of Harmonia, Chatauque

County, New York,—having amassed a fortune. Mrs Lob-

dell, who was crazed by religion, stole naked from her house, in

Westchester, New York, recently, having an infant only three

months old. Mr Wm Clark, of Lynn, has raised two crops

of strawberries this season, from the same \dnes, and in the open

air. The Taunton Democrat says the surest way to get well

is to throw all your quack nostrums out pf doors, and vote your.

self a neiv Constitution. The Tennessee Senate has passed a

resolution prohibiting smoking in the Senate Chamber, during

business hours. Aiother step ! Dr. J. L. Vattier sole sur

vivor of the Society of the Last Man, at Cincinnati, has this year

eaten the anniversary supper alone. Mr. Soulo, while in Paris,

sent his c^rd to, and had. no doubt, a delightful interview with

M'lle. Rachel, the French Melpomene.

lUageibe ©atljirings.

Sevkre Weather.—Mount Washington is covered with snow
to the depth of two feet, which is drifted in some places to the

depth of eight feet. It has also been snowing in the towns around
the mountain for several days past. The thermometer stood last

week, on the mountain, at zero.

Personal.—M'lle. Rachel's hotel is still on sale; she asks
$100,000 for it. No one believes she ever intended to sell it ; her
only object in advertising it being to occupy public attention.

The introduction of female waiters into the New York hotels

works well, and the new fashion is spreading.

Mitchell, the Irish iiatriot, sailed from Sydney on the 'ilst of
July, in the barque Orkney, Liss, for the Sandwich Islands.

A new-fashioned brir-?; machine, at the Maryland Agriculiural

Fair, was made, with the aid of one horse, to " turn out " bricks

at the rate of 16,000 per day.

The circuit court in Broome county has awarded $4000 dam-
ages to Mrs. Primrose .lohnson, whose husband v/as killed by an
accident on the Erie Railroad

It is stated that the New York Central Railroad has over twenty-

six miles of freight cars in constant use. Yet even this does not
accommodate the vast biisiuEss.

Mrs. Mackenzie, in her " Six Years in India," tells us of a poor
little boy, who was born with such fragile bones, that they broke
thirteen times befoi-c he was five years old.

Fresh clover fields are exceedingly valuable as ranges for large

herds of swine ; they may be wintered on good clover hay, although
corn, peas, oats and roots are cheaper winter feed.

The aggregate valuation of the real and personal property in

Michigan, as fixed by the State Board of Equalization, is

$120,.'!7.'!,474—nearly four times as much as in 18.51.

Letters have been received from England announcing the ar-

rival of the Grinnell expedition at U))pcr Navick, in Greenland,
and its subserjuent departure for Smith's Sound. All well.

In the United States Circuit Coui't, sitting in New York, a ver-

dict of not guilty was brought in recently, in the case of the own-
ers and officers of the steamboat Henry Clay, burnt on the Hud-
son last year.

The Bank of the State of New York was rolrbed recently of

S.37,000 in bills of its own issues. A reward of $5000 is offei-ed.

Among the bills are seventeen of the denomination of $1000, and
eight of $500.

Mr Henry C. Bowen, of the firm of Bowen & McNamee, of
New York, has just ordered six hundred dollars' worth of ever-

greens to he set out in the streets of South Woodstock, Conn.,
his native village.

It is stated that since the first of September, the fever and ague
has been very general and unusually severe in all the counties on
the Illinois River, and also near the Indiana line. Bilious fever

has also prevailed to a considerable extent.

Dr. Muspratt i-ecommends, as a preventive of the potato dis-

ease, the discontinuance of the use of animal manures, and the

eraploymeivt of mineral composts containing a great deal of
common salt.

The directors of the Crystal Palace announce that the exhibi-

tion will continue through the winter. From the first of Septem-
ber to the present day the receipts have averaged $4000 or more
per day, while the expenses are ?600. The palace is to be heated
with stoves.

Elliot, who made a balloon ascension at Baltimore, recently,

landtd at Christina, Pa., making a distance of eighty miles in an
hour and ten minutes. The last thirty miles was done in the

almost incredible time of twenty minutes. He says he reached
an altitude of four miles, and was hur-ried along by a heavy gale
nearly the whole distance.

< ».» >

Jorcign Items.
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A Word op Advice.—Remember that the wheel of 1 rovidence
IS always inmotion, and the spoke that is uppermost will be un-
der

; therefore mix trembling with thy joy.

Naples is threatened with scarcity and the government contem-
plate buying grain.

Numerous anests have recently been made in the Venetian
provinces. The prisoners were taken to Verona.

Two persons, sujiposed to be revolutionary agents, were ar-rested

at Inspruck, with 40,000 florins in their possession.

Turin papers mention the discovery of Mazzini plots at Sar-

zana, to invade Piedmont, but the story seems fabulous.

Char-les Dickens is announced to read two of his Christmas
tales, the " Carol," and the " Cr-icket on the Hearth," for the ben-

efit of the Literai-y and Scientific Institute, at Birmingham.

At the latest accounts from India there was a great famine at

Burmah, and an epidemic disease is committing great ravages in

the upper provinces of India. Trade is becoming daily more de-

pressed, owing to the rebellion in the commercial cities of China.

Recent accounts from Rotterdam describe a large portion of the

town as inundated, by the br-eaking of the embankment of a har-

bor on the Nieuvewerk. The breaking of the dykes of the Haar-
lem Lake, the drairriiig of which has cost upwards of 12,000,000

francs, is also named.

M Schall. a young artist of Berlin, has just succeeded in guag-

ing the intensity of the sun's light, after more than fifteen hundred
experiments with photographic paper, and has r-cccived the per-

sonal congratulations of Baron Alexander Von Humboldt, M. de
Littnow, M. Dove, and M Pongendortl'.

Mdme Mendelssohn Bartholdy, the widow of the lite illustri-

ous composer, has just died at Fr'ankfort, at the age of thirty-five.

She has left four orphans, all offender years. She was of delicate

health ; and the shock caused by her husband's untimely death

brought on the consumptive malady which caused her death.

The Turkish sultan tells the various foreign ambassadors that

he desir'cs to settle the presput difirculties peaceably but, that as

their ancestors gained their empire by the sword, the Turks would
perish in its support. And if fate ordained that Turkey .should

fall, another master would put Europe as the Turks entered it

—

S'X'ORD IN HAND.

The London Morning Advertiser speaks of a new and improved
construction of vessels, by means of which it will be perfectly

pr'aciicahle to accomplish rhe voyage between Ir-cland and Amer-
ica irr three and a half days, between the ports of Galway and
Halifax ; and the Advertiser adds that the truth of his statement
has been thoroughly established by experiment.

The great seal of England is no wafer and sealing wax affair,

such as suffices in this republican country, but a solid cake of wax,
some six inches in diameter-, by two in thickness and weighing at

least three pounds, enclosed in a tin box, and tied to the docu-
ment by two or three yards of ribbon, and the whole concern
packed in a wooden case about one foot square.

Mr. Mitchell, of the St. James's Theatre, London, has inter--

ested himself to tret up a subscription list, and, from a fund, to

provide for Mrs. Warner's future subsistence. In reply to his ap-

plication, her Majesty has subscribed £100, and many of the Eng-
lish nobility have each put down their .£20, .£50, .£60, or £100
each ; so that Mrs. Warner is likely to realize sufficient to support
her during the remainder of her life.

QanbB of (BaU),

.... Raillery is a disccurse favoring wit at the expense of
good nature.

—

Mvnt<s(/uieu.

.... Hope is the only good which is common to all men ; those

who have nothing more possess hope still.— ritales.

.... Nature, which has given us one organ for speaking, has
given us two for hearing, t'-at we may learu that it is bette.' to

hear than to speak.

—

Sihi Effi-mli.

.... Weakness has many stages. There is a difference between
feebleness by the impotency of the will, of the will to the resolu-

tion, of ttic r.>iolution to the chriice of means, of the choice of 'he

means to the application.

—

Cardinal de Kitz.

.... The mind of the greatest man in the world is not so inde-

pendent but that he may be subject to being troubled by the least

jumble which is made around him—it nctd not be the noise of a
cannon to distitrb his thoughts ; it need only be the noise of a
weather-cock or pulley.

—

Pascal.

.... We can Icani to read and write, but we cannot learn rail-

lery ; that must be a particular gift of nature ; and, to tell the

truth, I esteem him hajrpy who does not wish to aiquire it. The
character of sarcasm is dangerous ; although this ([uality makes
those laugh whom it does not wound, it, nevertheless, never pro-

cures esteem — Oxcnstitrn.

... Avoid situations which put our duties in opposition with

our interests, and which show us our good in the misfortunes of
others ; sure that, in such situations, whatever sincere love of vir-

tue we have, we weaken, sooner or later, without perceiving it,

and we become unjust and deceitful in deed, without having ceased

.to be just and j-ood in the soul.— Itousseau.

Joker's Bubget.

What is more soul-harrowing than pegs in one's boots ?

What relation is the doormat to the scraper t A step /arMer.

Sam Slick says :
" Consait grows as nateral as the hair on one's

head, but it is longer comin' out."

A Yankee has invented a machine that will churn, pump water,

and pound clothes, and when complete will milk the cow, get tea,

and whip the children.

Solution of haunted houses—A haunted house is a tenement of
any number of oidin'ary stories, to which is added an extra-ordin-

ary one, in the form of a Ghost Story.

The man who made a shoe for the foot of a mountain is now
engaged on a hat for the head of a discourse—after wl.ich he will

trrannfacturc a plume for Gen. Intelligence.

Matches are now split by the most approved mat bine at the rate

of 60,000 a minute. An exchange thinks ibis will be gratifyirg

news to persons about applying for a divorce.

An Irishman, the other day, bid an extraordinary price for an
alarm clock, atrd as a reason he said " that a-i he loved to rise early,

he had itow orrly to pull the sti-irtg and wake himself"

The clergyman in a certain town, as the custom is, having pub-
lished the banns of matrimony between two persons, was followed
by the clerk, reading the hymn, beginning with these words :

" Mistaken souls, who dream of heaven."

A witty lawyer once jocosely asked a boarding house-keeper the

following questions :
' Mr. if a man gives you $.500 to keep

for him, and dies, what do you do for him? Dojou pray for

him ?" " No, sir," he replied, " I pray for another like him."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We h.ave Volames I., 11., III., and IV. of the PiCTORHL DRAwr>o-RooM
COMPAMON, elegantly bmiiRl in cloth, vith gilt edges aud ba<-k, .ind illumined

sides, forming .sujjerb and most attractive parlor ornamenty in the sbape of a
series of books of between Focr am) I-'cve I1i-.i>ks» I'.iurs each, and each
Volume containing nearly OvE Thous.vnd Knuu.\vin(JS of Men, iManners.ard
current Kveuts all over tin- \w 'id; of Scenery iu all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities aud beautiful \ili....cs, of Pageants at home and abroad : offine

Maritime Mews ; aud. in short, ot an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects; with iLLL'Mi.vED Title-Pauds a.vd J.vdexes of gnat beauty aud
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontispieces to the volunies.

ISesiJes tlie many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
" May good digestion wait

on appetite, and healtli on
both," is tlie sentiment ex-

pressed liy one of the crea-

tions of the Immortal Bard
of Avon, and truly a gener-

ous one it is ; for with health

come happiness, amiabili-

ty, domestic comfort and
wealth. But what is the last

without the Jirst ? Worse
than naught. Look at the

dyspeptic man ! Does he
ever get an appetite ^ No !

Can he digest his dinner?
No ! Can he sleep >. No !

Docs he enjoy health ? No !

But why ask these ques-

tions, when everyone knows
their truism. Simply to

show, that in obtaining the

three requisites alluded to,

by the poet, one antecedent

is necessary, viz.,

—

Exercise.
" True," says the merchant,
the lawyer, the literary man,
the clerk, and others, "but
how are we to obtain it ?

We can't spare the time.

The store, the study, or tho

office claims our constant at-

tention ; and although exer-

cise would be serviceable,

without doul)t, yet time is

precious, and, in fact, time
is money, and that we must
make." Granted all this,

yet the reply is simple ; so

simple, that—so to speak

—

it lies in a nutshell. To procure that amount of exercise which
shall benefit your health, and that of your children, without en-

croaching on your time, you must advance the science of physical

education in the same ratio as mental culture ; so that, from the

boy at school, who labors hard to obtain honors at college, to the

divine, the merchant, etc., they may adopt some system suitable

to their requirements. Some may say, " O, I'm too old to go into

that sort of thing !"—others, " At my time of life, and in my po«i-

tioB, it would be infra diij. to undertake such things." Wrong
again. In a properly conducted school of physical education,
with an efficient professor to direct it—rather a scarce article now-
a-days—both old and young would be able to meet with such exer-

cises as would tupply their wants. And now a word about the

fair sex—those beings who refine man's coarser nature, and ren-

der him gentle and tender ; who subdue all tendency to vulgarity

and brutality, by their sweetness, their loveliness, and their virtue.

But, alas! it frequently happens, that some being, possessing all

the qualifications that can adorn the sex, is prematurely cut otf,

either in the bud, the blossom, or the bloom, from neglecting a
due course of exercise, or from forcing the mental faculties at the

expense of the material composition of the human frame. The
brain overtasked, loses its power; long-continued positions and
sedentary pursuits prevent the circulation of the blood ; costume
—dictated by fashion—impedes respiration, and the result is

disease, deformity, or early death. An old adage, and a true one,

says, "prevention is better than cure ;" yet the cure may some-
times be effected, though fiequcntly the attempt is made too late

to be effectual. Now, the city of Boston—the model city of

you come to a satisfactory
conclusion. Our want of
space obliges us, for the
presen;, to take leave of this

interesting subject; but, in
justice to the gentleman to
whotn we allude, viz , Dr.
J. H. Hammersley, formerly
of the Saville House Gym-
nasium, Leicester Square,
London, we have given an
admirable cut (designed and
drawn from the life, by a
native artist, Hammatt Bil-
lings, our fellow citizen,) of
the different gymnastic ex-
ercises for men and hoys, as
taught at the doctor's estab-

lishment, in Chapman Hall.

A corresponding view of a
ladies' establishment, or or-

thosomium, may be given at
a future period. The pro-
fessor comes well recom-
mended to some of our most
respectable citizens ; and as
to his capabilities, let those
who doubt, go and test him.

'%JP*S»-':^SS<\-'*OfiKSC

DR. HAMMERSLEY S GYMNASIUM, CHAPMAN PLACE, BOSTON.

the United States, the modem Athens, where education takes the

lead of every ether city in this country— strange to say, but alas,

most true, has allowed the cultivation or education of the physical

powers to languish for the last few years. But one of the reasons
for this fact is, that this art or science—for such it is de. facto—has
been in the hands of ignorant pretenders, quacks, charlatans and
low, vulgar and illiterate persons, whoso associates and associa-

tions prevented the better class of society from entrusting their

children to their blundering presumptnousness, most justlj' trem-
bling for the result of low and debasing examples, which they

could not fail to encounter, at the same time missing the master
spirit, with the wand of science in his grasp, to guide them in the

right course. Following their own inclinations, what could be
the result ? Frequently injuries, and some of a lasting character.

Is there any reason, then, why our city cannot support a genuine
and legitimate professor of physical education ? None. "Then let

us take advantage of the opportunity now afforded to us and our
ofTspring, of benefiting our health, and extending life's brief span,

by supporting and encouraging a gentleman of education and tal-

ent in his profession, a graduate in medicine, etc., and a practi-

tioner of many years standing in his particular department, and
ready to impart health, strengtii, grace, elegance, etc., to all who
may confide themselves to his care. Give him the opportunity of
proving his capabilities, and substantiating his claims to our con-

fidence ; and let us not allow him, like many of real talent, to fail,

while humbug and charlatanism flourish. Go examine his system
and plans, investigate for yourselves, judge for yourselves, and be

influenced only by what you yourselves see and hear; then will

TURKISH SOLDIERS.
The Sultan ofTurkey and

his people just at the present

time are very prominent be-

fore the eyes of the world.
Nicholas, of Russia, with his

hordes of blind followers,

will find the Moslem no mean
enemy, if they come to opeij

fight. We give below a rep.

resentation of Turkish sol-

diers taken from life, and thus affording a correct view of the

troops. They are a rough and hardy set of fellows, but well dis-

ciplined and accustomed to obey orders implicitly. A grand re-

view of the Turk ish troops took place a short time since, to which
both the English and French ambassadors went in company, at-

tended by their respective suites, and presented their respects at

the same time to the Sultan. At Therapia, the residences of the

English and French ambassadors are close together, and on the

day of the review a man-of-war neamer lay off each place, with

yards manned, waiting to convey the representatives of France
and England to San Stefano, where the Turkish troops were en-

camped. When the ambassadors landed, they found hand.'ome
carriages and gaily-caparisoned horses waiting to convey ti.era

and their suites to the ground where the review was to take place.

About two miles in front of the camp a line of tents was pitched.

On the right of the line was one of crimson satin for the Sultan,

and in the centre was one lined with rich brocade for the reception

of the diplomatic body. Here the minister of foreign tffairs re-

ceived the ambassadors. The troops, of which there were 50,0(10

present, were supposed to be in front of an enemy, and went
through the usual evolutions of a review. All the cavalry carried

lances; and though they charged repeatedly, and, at <ime8, in

considerable masses, not a single accident occurred. The artillery

is considered not inferior to any in Europe, whether in point of
discipline, horses, or accoutrements. By the latest accounts

from Constantinople, the Sultan and his minister continue to pre-

pare calmly for every emergency. The Sultan has himself exam-
ined into the state of the army, the navy, and the commissariat.

GRAND REVIEW OP TURKISH TROOPS, BY THEIR OFFICERS.
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MILL-POND, SLEEPY HOLLOW, TARRYTOWN.
Some months ago, we gave two views from this interesting

locality, by our artist, Mr. Miller, of New York. We now append

a third one by the same gifted artist, which we think in pictur-

esque beauty can scarcely be surpassed. Its combination of artis-

tic material, though simple, is none the less effective—as witness

the noble group of trees on the left, the shadows of which encircle

the pond, which again reflects like a mirror the footbridge, the

old mill, the dwelling-house, shaded with stately trees, whilst the

eye is carried still further away by the retiring creek, across the

Hudson River to the distant mountains, and to finally rest only

on those noble clouds of an afternoon sunlit sky. Such is one of

nature's own lovely scenes ! To render the scene still more inter-

esting, we have only to refer the reader of Washington Irving's

deUghtful story relative to "Sleepy Hollow," and which has ren

dcred the spot classic ground. In a former number, as referred

to above, we gave a representation of the old Dutch Church,

which is so intimately connected with the story referred to, and

which still stands, as of yore, being a peculiar object of interest,

as the oldest church in existence in the State of New York.

It was erected, as we are told by an inscription on its time hon-

ored front, by Vredryck Flysen (Frederick Phillips) and Cather-

ine, his wife, in 1G99. The old vane, with the initials of its foun-

der cut out of it, yet turns upon its steeple, and in the lower hangs

the old bell, bearing this inscription : Si. Dels Pbo Nobis.

Qdis Covtk.v. Nos. 1G85. The ancient commurion-table, im-

ported from Holland, still graf-es the interior. " The sequestered

situation of the church," says Irving, in his Legend, " seems al-

ways to have made it the favorite haunt of troubled spirits. It

stands on a knoll, surrounded bv locust trees and loft/ elms,

from among which its decent whitewashed walls .'hiue modestly

forth, like Christian purity heaminc;- th-ough the shades of retire-

ment. A gentle slope descends to it from a silver sheet of water,

bordered by high trees, between which peeps may be caught of the

blue hills of the Hudson." There is a fine view of Castle Phil-

lips, as the ancient manor house of Frederic Paillips was called,

from the circumstance of its being originally fortified against the

Indians. It is the original of the Van Tassel mansion described

in the Legend. At the time when we gave a view of (his lovely

spot (in No. 2 of Vol. IV, of the Pictorial), we promised, in a

future number, further to illustrate the subject, and the picture

which we give in the present number is in unison with the idea of

illustrating a theme which Irving has rendered familiar upon every

American hearthstone, as it regards locality and romantic interest.

No man, perhiips, better than Washington Irving has understood

from where to choose the subjects for his romance, and no one,

certainly in this country has better succseded in rendering the lo-

calities upon which he has treated, treasured and classic ground.

If there is one of our readers who has not seen Irving's Legend

of " Sleepy Hollow," there is a rare intellectual treat in store for

him or her, in the same, a perusal of which would alto greatly

enhance the interest and value of the present beautiful and artistic

picture given below. The sketch cannot fail to please the eye,

while it also portrays the charms of our native scenery.

THE MILL POND, SLEEPY HOLLOW, AT TARR'JTOWN, NEW YORK.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

OR

—

THE PATRIOT CRUISER
% Ucrolutionarg Storg.

BY 8TLVAXCS COBB, JK.

[continued.]

CHAPTER VIII.—[continued.!

Olivia returned the look of the young man steadily, until her

eyes became dim, and then she bent her head as if in deep

thought.

The young man started when he looked again upon Micah

Trevett, for that individual was ashy pale, and he was trembling

like an aspen. He caught the gaze of the youth and his daughter

fixed upon him, and in a quick, excited tone, he bade the latter

leave the room. After she had gone he turned to his visitor.

" Do you know the contents of this letter, sir %" he asked, try-

ing with all his power to appear calm.

" No, sir," returned Thayer.

"Do you know its import ?"

" I only know that a gentleman in London banded it to me, and

asked me to deliver it to you."

" And was it for that purpose that you came to this place ?"

"Partly."

" Then you have other busin ss in Salem."

"Perhaps so."

Trevett hesitated, and looked uneasily upon his visitor. He
was evidently worked upon by some deep, powerful emotion.

" Did that man-of war put in here expressly to land you V he

asked, after a few moments of thought.

" I couldn't tell you, sir, I'm sure, whether the two ships would

have come-to off here or not if I had not been on board. I only

know that I wished to be landed here, and the commodore granted

my request."

"Who was the commodore ?"

"Montague."

Micah Trevett arose from his chair and began to pace the room.

At length he stopped in front of the place where the young man
sat.

" What is your name V he asked.

"Edward Thayer."

Trevett looked hard at the youth, and again he crossed the

room. When he came back again, he sat down.

"Look ye, sir," he said, in a quick, excited tone, " do you know

one idea that this letter contains V
" Why do you ask me that question again \" returned the young

man, with considerable severity.

" Because I would have some explanation from you, if you

could give it."

" Then I fear you will not get it, for I know nothing of it
"

" Neither do I," said the old man, as he folded the letter and

placed it in his bosom ;
" I know nothing of it. Either they have

mistaken the man, or else— "

" O, sir," interrupted Edward, "if you think the letter was

not intended for you, I will take it again. 1 will take it, sir, if

there has been a mistake."

" No, no," quickly retumed the old man, at the same time

placing his hand upon his bosom, as if to assure himself that he

had not lost the missive. "I think the letter was intended for

me, but yet I am unable to analyze its meaning. Why have you

not left it before V
" Because I had not found you out."

Again Trevett gazed into his visitor's face, and he could not fail

to detect the look of contempt that rested there. He was sure that

he was not mistaken in the nature of the look, but the assurance

did not serve to make him any more (asy. Thayer guessed what

was passing in the old man's mind, and without further remark he

arose from his chair.

" I think I will take my leave," he said, as he buttoned up his

coat.

" Where do you stop V asked Trevett, as he, too, arose from

his chair.

" I am stopping at Pollock's inn, at present."

" Then I shall know where to find you, if I wish to see you."

Micah Trevett conducted the young man to the door, and after

his visitor had gone, he returned and sank down into his chair.

For a long time he sat there and gazed into the fire. Deep shad-

ows flitted across his countenance, and in every look he plainly

showed that he was tortured by some agonizing thought.

"By heavens !" he uttered, starting up from his seat, " I'll not

trust that man. He knows more than he chooses to reveal. He
is—oh !"

It was a stunning thought that at that moment flashed across

the old man's mind, and with a tottering step he went back to his

chair, where he bowed his head upon his hands, and thought deeply

and long. At length he raised his head and looked about him.

His face was pale as marble, his features were rigid, and his eyes

were fixed and glassy. Again he opened the letter and read its

contents. The pallor of his face gave place to a deep flush, and

his hands were clutched.

" I'll know him !" he gasped, as he thrust the now crumpled letter

back into his bosom. " I'll know him ! By my soul's redemption,

I'll know him. The rjawe shall not be won fr.im me now .'"

Micah Trevett looked terrible now ;—he looked like one who

enters a liit where cither Limbclf, or another, must die.

CHAPTER IX.

THE SOUL-BARTER.

O.v the next morning after Edward Thayer's visit, Mr. Trevett

met his daughter in the sitting room. His face still looked pale,

and his brow was dark and contracted; his whole appearance

showing pretty plainly that he had not slept much during the

night. Hb mot the maiden's look with a troubled expression, and

when she bade him good morning he returned her no answer. He
went and stood with his back to the fire, and gazed down upon

the carpet. At length he raised his eyes to the face of his child.

"Olivia," he said, "do you know that young man who was

here last night with that letttr ?"

" No, sir," returned she, gazing carefully into the old man's face.

" Don't you remember ever to have seen him before ?"

" No, sir."

" Is there nothing about his countenance that looks familiar to

you V
" Not that I know of. I surely did not notice any such."

Micah Trevett eyed his daughter sharply for several moments,

and then he turned away towards the door, and took his hat.

" Breakfast is almost ready," said Olivia, as she saw that her

father was preparing to go out.

"Never mind," returned the old man ;
" you may eat when you

get ready ; I may not be back in season."

He spoke in a husky tone, and his hand shook when he laid it

upon the door latch, In the hall ho put on his over coat, and then

started out into the street. The air was biting cold, but the old

man noticed it not. He moved on with a quick, nervous step,

and when he reached Pollock's inn he stopped and tried to look

through the windows of the bar-room, but the thickly gathered

frost prevented him. He stopped upon the door-step a few mo-

ments, irresolute, but at length he gathered resolution and went in.

He felt relieved when he entered the barroom to find no one there

but a boy, the rest of the people having gone to breakfast. He
called for spirits, and having drank nearly a tumblerful, he turned

towards the small desk where lay the register of the inn. He
opened it and looked over its contents until his eyes rested upon

the name of Edward Tha\\er. With a trembling hand the old

man shut the book, and then hastened away. Several times he

stopped and gazed down upon the snow-crust, and then kept on

again. In this way he walked until he reached the outskirts of the

town towards Danvers. Here, situated at a little distance from

the road, was a small hut among the bushes, with a beaten foot-

path leading to it. Towards this hut Trevett took his way, and

having reached the door he gave a rap.

" Who's there'?" cried a voice from within.

"A friend," retumed Trevett.

" Av,—that's a very easy word to speak," came from (he per-

son inside ;
" but it don't often mean much. Who are you?"

" Micah Trevett
"

"Aha! All alone?"
" Yes."

In a moment more the door was opened, and the old man was

admitted. The individual whom we thus find was a peculiar look-

ing being. He was a short, thick- set man, somewhere about forty

years of age, and of that peculiar cast of countenance where

character is not easily read. He looked shrewd, and if he was a

villain he had the power to hide it from his face.

" You are out early this morning, Mr. Trevett," said the man,

as he pulled a chair up to the old stone fire-place, and motioned

his visitor to be seated.

" Yes, Ithemar," returned the old man. " I am out early, for

I hive important business on my hands."

Ithemar looked sharply at his visitor, but he made no reply

Micah Trevett looked cautiously about the room— it was the only

one in the house—and then he turned towards his companion.
" Are we alone ?" he asked.

" Yes. I don't have many visitors here."

" No, I suppose not. There are but few who know you."
" As many as need be."

"Yes,—of course," returned Trevett. And then, after a mo-
ment's pause, he added, "it wouldn't be vei-y safe for you to be

generally known."
" Ah !" uttered Ithemar, with a sudden start.

" O, don't be alarmed. I only want to let you know that I

understand your position. I know that you have been a pirate,

and that
—

"

" Stop, stop. Look ye, Micah Trevett ; when I sailed on board

your ship, I did my duty, and with what I did before, or with what

I have done since, you have nothing to do. I don't think," he

continued, in a lower tone, "that you would betray me, at all

events."

" Of course not," retumed the old man, slightly shrinking be-

fore the threatening look of the pirate. " I have come for a very

different purpose, I assure you."

" Well, then, let's know what it is."

" Do you want to earn money >." asked Trevett, with a tremu-

lousncss in his tone which he could not avoid.

" That depends upon circumstances. First—how much ?"

" Why, as for that matter, it shall be almost your own price."

" Well, that's fair, certainly. Few men could object to that

part of the arrangement. Now for the rest."

Micah Trevett was not ustd to the kind of business in which he

had engaged, and he hesitated. He was now entering upon a

path he had never trodden before, though he had long been trav-

elling in the road that led to it. He had once tumed out from the

true path of life—he had left the road of Right—and now he was

fast entering upon ways that were dark and dreary. Had he,

years before, been pointed to the ground on which he now stooti,

he Would have .'shuddered with horror, and his soul would ha\e

shrank from it as shrinks mankind from death. But, short- sighted
grasping man, he had leaped forth into the .quagmire, and now he
was wallowing in its very depths.

" Ithemar," said the old man, while his lip trembled, and his

eye wandered uneasily about, " you must pledge me that you will

not betray me, even if you do not accept my proposal."

" You may rely upon my secrecy, sir," returned Ithemar.
" Then," said the old man, with an effort, " I want you to—"
" Go on, Mr. Trevett. No one hears or sees you but mvself."

Ithemar forgot the Great Eye that looks through all things, and
perhaps Micah Trevett forgot it.

" There is a man in Salem who is in my way," continued Tre-

vett. " I want him removed "

" Ah,—now you talk. Who is he ?"

" 1 do not think you know him. He has very recently arrived

here from England."

" Not th3 man who landed from the English man-of-war?'' said

Ithemar.

" Yes—the same. But how did you know ?" asked Trevett

regarding his companion in surprise.

" O, I chanced to be down on the wharf when he came in, and

I saw him go off with Vincent Gray up to Pollock's inn. I have

my eyes about me, sir."

" So it would seem," said the old man, in a troubled mood.
" You say he went with young Gray ?"

" Yes—because it happened to be Gray who went out after him."

"Ah, that's the reason, was it?" retumed the old man, appear-

ing to be somewhat relieved by this explanation.

" I suppose so."

" Young Gray has got himself into hot water," resumed Trevett,

seeming desirous to rest from the subject he had broached.

" Ah !" was Ithemar's reply, as he looked into his companion's

face.

" Yes,—he's seized one of the king's vessels, and changed ker

into a rebel cruiser."

" What?" uttered Ithemar, starting from his seat; "Vincent

Gray seized an English vessel ?"

" Yes,—a brigantine—the Spark."

" I know that craft, and a beauty she is, too. And he has com-

menced cruising against the king ?"

" Yes, the villanous rebel."

" He must be a rebel to do such a thing as that," returned Ithe-

mar, with a look and tone which Micah Trevett could not analyze.

" So he is," said the latter; " but I do not think he'll run long

without being brought up."

"I don't know," thoughtfully replied Ithemar, sinking back

upon his seat, and putting more wood upon the fire. " He's got

a smart craft under him, and 1 know he is a good sailor. If there's

a man in the colonies that can sail his vessel, young Gray is the

man. But go on with your business, sir. I want to hear the

last of it."

" Well, Ithemar, I want you to dispose of this Edward Thayer,

as he calls himself; and I want it done quickly, too. Now, will

you do it ?"

" How do you want him disposed of?" asked the pirate, with a

keen, searching look.

Again Trevett hesitated.

" Come, come, sir, if you want me to do yon a favor, you must'

surely tell me how it is to be done."

" I want the fellow killed !" uttered the old man, with a shudder.

" Now you talk."

" And will you do it ?"

" That depends upon circumstances. What will yon give me ?"

"Name your price."

" Say a hundred pounds."

" I will pay them to you," uttered the old man, with avidity.

" I will pay them now if you will promise to do the job."

" No, no,—I'll not take your money now. You shall pay me

after I have done the work, and then there will be no grumbling."

" But will you do the work ? May I depend upon you ?"

" Of course I cannot promise that I will do it. The most I can

promise is that I will try."

" Well, Ithemar, if you will try, I can ask no more. When will

you make the attempt ?"

" As soon as possible, and when it is done I will come and let

you know."
" Do not come by daylight."

" O, no. I'll come, if I come at all, when none will see me \o

know me."
" Then I shall trast the affair with you," said Mr. Trevett,

arising and buttoning up his coat. " Be careful in the matter,

Ithemar, and if harm is likely to come to you, I will help shield

yon from it."

" Never mind that, sir," retumed Ithemar, with a strange smile.

" I will look out that no danger comes to me."
" Very well ; only do the work quickly, and let it be done surely."

Micah Trevett hastened away from Ithemar's hut, as though be

would escape from the business he had been doing. He walked

back towards the town like one who flees from some danger; but

he fled in vain. He could not escape the demon he had courted.

The evil spirit was with him— it was part of him ; it had a home

in his soul, and there it was gnawing at the very vitals of the man

!

CHAPTER X.

THE OUNNEK.
There was a wide, wild sensatioirproduced by the seizure of

the English brigantine by the patriots. The loyalists were

startled with wonder and indif;nation, and the patriots were a»«l--

cucd more keenly to a sense of their own powers and retpouiiL.l-
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ities. General Gage offered a large reward for the re-capture of

the brigantine, and Admiral Graves despatched two corvettes and

a brig to cruise after her.

Vincent Gray was aware that the most strenuous exertions

would be made to take him, and hence he kept out of the way

until he could systematically drill hi-i men ; for before he fairly

entered the lists against those who might be more powerful than

himself in regard to might and numbers, he desired that his men

should at least have the advantage of thorough discipline. One

thing alone needed more practice than all else, and that was, the

handling of the guns, but he hoped soon to perfect his men in that

branch of naval warfare.

The Spark (Vincent did not see fit to change the vessel's name)

had been a fortnight in the pitriots' hands when our hero felt a

desire to visit Salem. It was after dark when he came to anchor

off the town, and having left the vesiel in charge of old Durkee,

with injunctions that a strict watch should be kept, he lowered his

boat and went en shore. He landed around on the north side of

the town, and then told his boatmen that they might return to the

brigantine, and also that he wished them to come for him at mid-

night, and if he was net there at that time, to wait for him.

Our hero's first movement was towards Pollock's inn, for he

had left his trunk there, and he had papers and clothing which he

wished to obtain. It was eight o'clock when he reached the inn,

and having noticed that there weie quite a number of people in

the bar room, he went at once lo the room he had formerly

occupied, but he found the door locked. He thereupon went to

the next door and knocked, and it was soon opened by Edward

Thayer.
" Upon my soul !" uttered the young Englishman, as he recog-

nized his visitor, " where upon earth did you come from V
"—sh !" returned Vincent, casting his eyes quickly over his

shoulder. " I think some one has followed me up stairs."

Thayer quickly brought a light, but no one was to be seen.

" I surely heard some one," said Vincent, gazing carefully

bbont.

" It may have been one of the boarders going to his room,"

suggested Thayer.

"Ah, yes; I did not think of that," returned Vincent, as he

followed his friend into the room and took a seat by the fire, hav-

ing first, however, taken the precaution to lock the door upon the

inside.

" Now, my dear Gray," uttered Thayer, as soon as they were

seated, "tell me where you have been—what you've been doing,

and what you are going to do. I declare, I've been lonesome

since you have been gone."

" And have you not heard of my doings V asked Vincent.

" Yes,—O yes. Everybody has heard of it ; but I want the

particulars from your own lips."

"First, tell me if my things are safe in the other room."

" Yes. When you had gone I locked the door and took the key

myself."

" I did not know as our host would allow that."

" O, as for that matter," returned Thayer, with a smile, ' I

promised him that I would see that the rent of the room was paid,

and so he let me keep the key. Now don't go lo wasting thanks,"

continued the speaker, as he saw that Vincent was about to reply,

" but tell me of your adventure, for 1 am anxious to hear it."

Vincent did thank him, nevertheless, and then he went on and

related all the circumstances connected with the capture of the

brigantine, and also of his subsequent movements. After he had

concluded, Edward Thayer remained for some time silent, but at

length he said

:

" O, Vincent, I should lore to join you in your cruisings."

'' By my soul, Edward, you have the chance. Come—there's a

berth for you."

" No, no ; I should love to do it, but circumstances at present

forbid."

At this moment there was a tap upon the door.

" Who's there ?" asked Thayer, rising from his seat.

"A friend," returned the applicant.

" But who ? What's your name V
" I'll tell you when I come in."

" Who do you wish to see V
"Both of you"
" Both," repeated Vincent, in a whisper ;

" it must be somebody,

then, who knows that I am here."

"—shI I'll see," returned Thayer, and then turning towards

the door again, he a^ked :

" iVIin is it that you wish to see V
" Vincent Gray, and Edward Thayer. Come, let me in, for I

may benefit you both. I am alo.ie."

" Let him in," said Vincent, " I am well armed, and if he

means evil, he may get the worst of it."

Thayer unlocked the door, and the applicant entered. He
approached the fire, and having thrown back the collar of the thick

pea-jacket which he wore, and removed his h.it, he turned his gaze

upon our hero.

" What ?" exclaimed Vincent, starting up in surprise, "1th-

emar!"

" Yes, Capt'n Gray," re'.umed the new comer. " So it seems
you know me."

" Who would ever forget you ?" said our hero, in reply, at the

same time reseating himself.

" I shoul In't suppose you would,—at any rate, not so soon as

this."

" Are you acquainted with Mr. ThayerV
"No; I only saw him when he landed with vou."
" O, I thought you knew him," said Vincent. And then turn-

ing towards Edward, he coutinurd,— ' This Is Iihomar, Mr.

Thayer. He sailed in the same ship with me several years, and

though I cannot recommend him to your friendship, yet he is one

of the best seamen in the colonies."

" Not very coinpUmentary, at all events," said Ithemar, with a

slight smile.

"And yet as much as I can afford to be."

" Well, perhaps you are right ; but I ween that Mr. Thayer had

better take mo to his friendship than to his enmity."

" Of course I had," said Thayer, who had been regarding

Ithemar with considerable interest ;
" I would make an enemy of

no man if it could be honestly avoided."

" That's the safe doctrine," added Ithemar; and then turning

to Vincent, he continued :
" There's no use in looking too critically

upon what's passed. I have come here to night to see you on

particular business. I have watched here by the inn every night

for a week, for I knew you would be likely to come here when you

came ashore. Now I know just what you've been doing, and I

want to join you. I want to ship on board your cruiser. Give

me any berth you choose, only give me one of some sort."

Vincent Gray did not hesitate for a moment, for at that instant

he knew not of anotlicr man whom he would rather ship than the

man who now applied to him. Ho knew the man to be an excel-

lent seaman, a cool, brave fellow, and one who could be trusted

on duty. He knew that Ithemar had been at some period of his

life a rover of rather a questionable character—that he had, in

fact, been a freebooter ; but yet he felt that there was nothing

positively evil in his disposition.

"Do you understand handling heavy guns "?" asked Vincent.

" I should like to sec the man who can beat me in arranging a

battery, or in aiming a gun. I flatter myself on that particular

point, sir."
" Then you are just my man," exclaimed our hero, with con-

siderable satisfaction.

" And you will give me a berth."

" Yes,—you shall be ray gunner."

Ithemar arose from his chair and extended his hand. There

was a strange light in his eyes—a light that was the brighter for

the drops of moisture that were gathered there.

"Vincent Gray," he said, with a slightly trembling lip, "you

are the first man who has trusted me for a long time, and you shall

not regret it. There are men," he continued, in a deeper and

more meaning tone, " who would trust me, but they do not know
me, and in their trust they would make me a villain. I will accept

your offer, sir, and all I can hope is, that I may live to leave a

name behind me when I am gone, that some men, at least, shall

honor. By the heavens above mc, sir, you shall find that Ithemar

can do his duty."

Both Gray and Thayer gazed upon the man with strangely

swelling feelings. The former grasped him by the hand, and

warmly said :

" I am not afraid to trust you, Ithemar, for I know you to be a

man who never neglected his promised duty. And now when will

you go on board the cruiser !"

" When you go."

" That will be tonight." —
" Then so much the better. And now," continued Ithemar,

turning to Thajer, " I have a word to say to you. I think you

can be secret and judicious."

" I think I can," returned Edward, with indications of wonder

upon his countenance.

' Are you acquainted with Micah Trevett >"

" I have seen him."
" Ay,—and he has seen you. I wish to tell you in a sort of

confidential way that you must beware of that man."

"Ah !" uttered Thayer.

" Yes," returned Ithemar, " you must beware of hin. I will

not leave you in the dark. Micah Trevett seeks your life !"

" Seeks my life ?" iterated Thayer, starting from his seat. " Do
you know this to be a fact ?"

" Yes, I do."

"How?"
"I ought not to tell you that."

"O, stop not now; tell me all; for if this be true I would

have the proof."

IthciTiar hesitated.

" Will it implicate any one else ?" asked Vincent.

" None but Trevett."

" Then why should you hesitate ?"

" I do not know that I should," thoughtfully returned Ithemar.

" I surely do it for the sake of justice, and I may as well out

with it."

" Ay, tell me," urged Thayer, "how you know of this.'

" Well, I will," said Ithemar, speaking in a low tone. " Micah

Trevett offered me one hundred pounds to kill you !"

Edward Thayer turned pale with excitement—an excitement

that sent the blood all away from his face, and made him tremble.

" By my soul, I can hardly think that of Micah Trevett," said

Vincent.

" But I can, though," returned Thayer. " I can believe it," he

continued, the color coming bask to his face. "Aha, the villain

knows me

"

" I speak the truth," said Ithemar. " Micah Trevett came to

me— he told me that I had been a pirate, and he thought to engage

me to do his murderous work ; but his man was mistaken. It

was he who to'.d me that Vincent Gray had become a rebel cruiser.

I did not refuse to do his work, for I resolved that I would warn

his intended victim, and that I would also try to join the patriot

cruiser. I have now done all that I could wish, and. Captain

Gray, T am at your service."

" My dear sir," said Thayer, " 1 do not wish to insult you, but

yet 1 will ask you to accept
—

"

" Stop, stop," interrupted Ithemar, " I do not sell my friendship,

but if you will accept it, it is yours freely."

" I do accept it, sir," warmly answered the young Englishman,

"and I hope I may see the day that I can repay you."
" Perhaps you may," said Ithemar. "You are on your guard

now, and I advise you to be wary."
" Don't fear on that account," returned Thayer ;

" I will look

to the fellow."

" Edward," said young Gray, with considerable earnestness in

his tone, " may I not understand more of this 1"

" No, no, Vincent ; not now. Don't ask me. Between myself

and Micah Trevett there is a deep account to settle, and if I were

to reveal it to you I should break a solemn promise, and not

benefit you, either."

Vincent asked no more. He was racked with curiosity, but ho

had too much good sense to impose upon his companion's friend-

ship, so he turned the conversation upon another topic.

At length the landlord was sent for. He expressed much
surprise atsecing Vincent, and after his vocabulary of wonderment

was exhausted, he was engaged to procure a team to carry our

hero's effects down to the wharf This having been done—one of

his own wagons being the vehicle, Vincent paid up his bill and
superintended the removal of his things. Having promised that

he would call upon Edward Thayer upon the first opportunity,

our hero fet off with the wagon, accompanied by Ithemar.

It was nearly ten o'clock when the party reached the place

where the brigantine's boat had landed. Vincent saw that his

trunks were safely unloaded, and then he sent the wagoner off.

" Now, Ithemar, what say you to keeping guard here for a

while ?"

" Anything you please, sir."

" Then I wish you would remain about here. I may not be

back much before midnight."

Ithemar promised to look out for the trunks, and Vincent tamed
back up into the town.

CHAPTER XI.

A F .4 T H E R 8 CORSE.

Whilst the scene recorded in the last chapter was going on,

Olivia Trevett was alone in the small sitting-room of her father's

house. She looked paler than when we first saw her, and

the marks of care were now clearly defined upon her brow. She

had a book in her hand, but she had ceased reading, and the

volume had fallen upon her knee. She was alone, for her father

had gone, as he had told her, to attend a meeting of the loyalists,

and the servants had retired.

The maiden gazed upon the flame as it curled up from the

hearth, and her eye followed each fantastic wreath of smoke as it

took its way up the wide-mouthed chimney. She murmured short

sentences to herself—sentences full of grief and sorrow, and anon

she would cast her eyes towards the windows as some gust of

wind rattled the shutters. She had just put more wood upon the

fire, and had sat back and re opened her book, when her attention

was anested by the sound of footsteps without. At first she

thought it was her father, but as they did not approach the door

she concluded that it must be some one else. While she was yet

hesitating to see if she could hear the footsteps, she thought she

heard her name pronounced. In an instant the blood rushed to

her face, and she sprang to the window. She saw the outlines of a

man revealed against the white snow, and she knew that it was

Vincent Gray. She went to the door and called his name.
" Olivia," said our hero—for it was really he—" I must speak

with you a moment."

He spoke ii^ low tone—almost a whisper—and at the same

time cautiously approached the door.

" I am alone," returned Olivia.

In a moment more the young man was by her side, and she led

the way to the room she had just left.

" Alone, did you say >" asked Vincent, as he entered the sitting-

room and gazed about him.

" Yes. My father has gone away, and will not be back till

midnight."

" O, that is fortunate," uttered the young man, as he pressed

the maiden to his bosom and kissed her. " I feared that I might

not see you," he continued, as he took a seat, " for I cannot remain

long upon the sh^re, and yet I should not have been happy to

have gone away without one word of blessing from you."

" And I shall be happier now that you have called to see me."

Olivia had seated herself by her lover's side, and her head was

reclining upon his shoulder.

" You look very sad, Olivia," said Vincent, as he gazed into

his companion's face.

" And why should I not be sad '." returned the maiden. " Alas

!

you know not what I suffer."

" Yes, I do. I know that you must suffer much—more than it

is right you should suffer, and I have come now to oft', r you help

from the trials you here pass through."

Olivia gazed up into her lover's face. " How can you help me ?"

she asked.

" How ? Why, you shall leave the place where you are so

miserable
;
you shall flee from the roof where all is harshness, and

accept the boon of peace from me. I can find you a house, dear-

est girl—a home where you shall be safe till I can furnish a house

for us both. Come, will you accept my proposal ?"

The fair giri was thoughtful, and the tears that had started to

her eyes dried away. Her head was bent for some moments, and

when she at length raised it tliere was almost a smile upon her

features.

fro BK CONTISntD
1
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TEN MILE RACE FOR $10,000 AT CENTREVILLE, L. I., BETWEEN " PRINCE AND "HERO,

TEN MILE RACE IN CENTKEVILLE, L. I.

Above we give a correct representation of a ten mile race that

lately came off on the Centreville course between ch g. Prince

(trotter), and g. g. Hero (pacer), witnessed by from six to eight

thousand spectators, in and outside of the track. The day was

fine, the atmospliere clear, cool, and bracing ; the track in most

excellent order ; and, in fact, everything was in favor of the horses

for speed. They both appeared in superb condition, and capable

of going the ten miles with ease. Hero was the favorite, and one

hundred to eighty and a hundred to seventy five were staked on

him in very large sums, probably to the amount of forty or fifty

thousand dollars. The horses went in harness, carrying 16.5 lbs.,

the trotter being driven by Hiram Woodruff, and the pacer was

handled by George Spicer. At the time appointed to start (2 12
P. M.), the horses made their appearance on the tiack, and were

Eoon after called up by the judges for the race. They were started

at six minutes before three "o'clock, the pacer having the pole, and

leading round the first turn. On the backstretch he waited for the

trotter, and let him take tides w'h him, it being apparent at this

early stage that Spicer did not intend to go any faster than the

trotter would make him, at the same time keeping iho trotter on

the outside all the way round, thereby making him go a greater

distance in the race. They lay

side and side until they reached

the lower turn, when the trotter

fell in behind Hero, and waited •

until he reached straight work on
the homestretch, where he drew
out, and the horses came to the

score with the hubs of their wheels

as close together as it was possi-

ble to get them without touching.

The first mile was done in 2:44.

Leaving the stand on the second
mile, the trotter struck his quar-
ter and broke up, losing a length

or 80, but trotted the faster afiir

he recovered, and was yoked
again with the pacer at the (|uar-

ter pole. The pace of both horses
now became accelerated, and it

was evident that Hiram intended
to force his adversary to a break-
down, believing that his horse
would prove the longest liver.

SpicJr kept the pacer in hand,
and would not go any faster than
he was absolutely compelled to.

The trotter again fell in behind
on the lower turn, and again made
a brush up the homestretch, com-
ing to the score head to head.
The lime of this mile was 2:.3l>.

On the third mile. Woodruff put
on more steam round the turn,

which compelled the pacer to add
a little more pressure, and away
they dashed round the upper turn

and down the backstretch at a
killing pace. Hiram, instead of
dropping back on the lower turn,

as he had previously done, kept
his horse up at the top of his

speed, and used every ett'ort to

take the lead. The pacer still

had a little left, whenever he was
called on, and they came up to

the staud yoked, Hiram exclaim-

ing as he passed there, "I've got him, sure!" The time was
2:3.3 1-2. The gray was opened as he left the score on the fourth

mile, and he drew away from the trotter a few lengths on the up-

per turn ; but there was no let up for him. The trotter was even

with him again at the ((uarter pole, and without falling off in the

slightest, forced him onward. On the lower turn the pacer again

dashed away from the other ; but he was collared again before he

reached the homestretch, and an excited struggle ensued to the

score, the two passing there side and side, making the mile in

2:39. Both nags now began to show the effects of the ."peed at

which they had been going ; but as it was a ' do or die " affair

with the trotter, he keiit up his speed. This was the fifth mile,

and, instead of fallinc off, the horses went the faster. They hnng
together, side and side, all the way round, and crossed the score

in 2:37, with as much apparent vigor as previously. On the sixth

mile the trotter became the favorite. Any amount was offered on

him, without takers. He took the pole on the upper turn, in spite

of Spicer's efforts to force the pacer onward, and the latter began

to show symptoms of distress. He struggled on ; but the trotter

opened the gap at every stride. It was now evident the affair

was near a close. At the half mile pole the trotter was fifty yards

in front, without the slightest abatement to his speed ; but on the

lower turn Hiram let him up, and took it more moderately np the

homestretch, crossing the score in 2:46, having performed the six

miles in 15:55 1-2—an average of less than 2:40 daring the six

miles. When the pacer reached the score, it was evident that he

had given it up, and he was stopped at the upper draw gate. A
more exciting race, as long as it lasted, was never seen. The
trotter was then stopped to a very slow gait, as it was unnecessary

to drive him np to his speed any longer, and he was walked and

jogged for the next three miles, keeping as fresh as possible for

the last mile, his owner having a wager of five hundred dollars

that he would perform the tenth mile in less than three minutes.

The time of the seventh mile was 5:08 1-2, the eighth, 6:18, and

the ninth 6:19 ; but he was let out on coming to the score, and

started to dcide the wsger, dashing off at an astonishing rate of

speed, which he kept np throughout the mile, performing the dis-

tance in 2:39—the greatest feat ever known.
« —«»

or
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FITCIIBUBQ DEPOT BUILDING AS DECORATED FOR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FESTIVAL.

SONS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE FESTIV.*!..

We represent in the large view on the opposite page a compre-

hensive illustration of the late festival, held by the " Sons of New
Hampshire, in the hall over the Fitchburg Depot, in this city.

The decorations, as will be at once observed by the engraving,

were of the most pleasant and
agreeable character, and were got

up by Mr. William Beals, of this

city, who is an artist fully com-
petent for this business. The view

given here is an exterior view of

the Fitchburg Pepot, at the ter-

minus of the road, in this city, in

which the festival and banquet

was liolden. It has never been

our lot to see a tiner body of men
assembled together, to represent

any interest or locality, than was

the case in this instance. The
exterior of the building was hung

with Hags and streamers ; the four

turrets had each a flag staff, with

a banner bearing the words, "Sec-

ond Festival of the Sons of New
Hampshire, Nov. 2, 1853 " From
the turrets were extended long

streamers of bunting, and across

the streets on each side of the de-

pot were suspended flags of vari-

ous nations. t)n entering the

ante room, o outer hall, the eye

of the visitor was attracted by an

arch of American flags, from

which diverge along the ceiling

festoons of evcrgrem, with cir-

cles of flowers suspended. The
windows were draped with lively

colored curtains. Pas.sing through

the outer hall we came to a tri-

umphal arch, tunnel shaped, fif-

teen feet in height and twenty

feet deep, that opened into a ro-

tunda, or vestibule, of most beau-

tiful form and tastefi-l design.

From the rotunda an entrance to

the hall is made. Above this en-

trance were the words : "A Wel-

come to the Sons of New Hamp-

shire. The arch and rotunda were

constructed of cloth of various

hues, beautifully blended. The
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interior of the hall was mo^t elegant and imnosinjr in its appear-

ance, and the arrangcm-^nt of evervthin;; indirated the best judg-

ment and the most refined taste. The tahle^ for the officers of the

festival and speakers were upon a platform midway upon the south

side of the hall, and were most elegantly set with China ware, rich

table ornaments, vases, silver urns, silver and gilt candleabras,

and huf'e boquofs. Running from end to end of those taSles, and

a length of seventy five feet, was an arch on which was hung thir-

ty one shields, each bearing the name of a State. In the centre of

the arch, as a key stone, was placed a gilt bust of Daniel Web-

ster with the word " Union " beneath it. The arch was trimmed

with evergreens, and behind it was a gilt eagle. Opposite these

tables, on the north side of the hall, was the mtisic gallery, taste-

fully trimmed with various colored cloths. It was decorated with

several paintings, mottoes, shields and banners. Opposite the en-

trance to the hall was a beautiful painting of the Battle of Bunker

Hill, surrounded by a canopy of evergreens and fl^gs, and had on

it the following extract from Mr. Webster's speech, at the former

festival, in 1849 : "From Bunker Hill to Yorktown there was not

k battle in which New Hampshire blood was not shed." From

Wilder presided. At his right hand was the Rev. Baron Stow
;

and at his left the Rev Ephraim Piabody. Among the dis-

tinguished guests were Gen. Charles H. Peaslep, Mayor Seaver,
Hon. John S. Wells, Professor Sanborn, of Dartmouth College,

Gen. Henry Wilson, and some sixty others. The president wel-

comed them in a speech of much power and eloquence. Speeches
and sentiments were given by Gen. C II. Peislee, Collector of

the port of Boston, Hon. .lohn S. Wells Ex-Governor Kent, of
Maine, Hon. John H. Wilkins, Geo. Wni. Gordon. Esq , Prof.

S inborn. Dr. J. V. C. Smith, the two venerable editors,—Pren-
tiss, formerly of the Keene Sentinel, and Boylston, formerly of
the Amherst C-\binet,—and many others. Had we room we shouM
be gratified to give these speeches in detail, but this we cannot

do. The festivities of the occasion were kept up with scarcely

abated spirit, until a quarter past eleven o'clock, when after join-

ing in singing "Aidd Lan<j Syne," the company separated. The
festival, taken as a whole, equalled in interest and brilliancy the

former gathering, the whole occasion being one of a most convi-

vial and joyous character
;
goodly in its influence, and commend-

able in the excellent manner in which it was carried out.

themselves liccns'd to be di-ordcrly, or whether the northern cen-

tipedes are a different and more good natured branch tf the fam-
ily, I will not attempt to determine. But this I am sure of, that

I never in my life heard of a centipede—or, as we used to call the

insect, a thmisond h-iis—biting, or attempting to bite, any of the

good citizens of Connecticut. In the West Indies, however, as

naturalists tell us, the case is (|nite different ; and I recollect see-

ing centipedes in the southern part of Italy, which the natives told

me would bite most unmercifully, when they considered their

rights invaded. In South Amcri<a, and in Koine of the West In-

dia Islands, the utmost care is necessary to prevent these wretches
from getting into the houses, and doing immense mi-chit f. They
love to live in soft and decayed timbers, and arc much more nu-
merous in old houses than in new ones. Their practice is to lie

still in the diy time, and steal out of their hiding-places at night,

in search of prey. In spite of all the people can do, in those

places where these pests are most abundant, they will find their

way into sleeping rooms, and even into bedc, to the great annoy-
ance, and often the danger of the sleepers. When a light is

brought into the room they always attempt to escape. Though

SONS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE FESTIVAL AT FITCHBURG HALL, BOSTON.

t*ie centre of the building, and from the pillars, long festoons of
hunting nnd evergreen were arranged in every po->ible and con-
ceivable manner that taste could suggest or ingenuity devise

; and
fiigs from a hundred nations were seen pleasingly displayed in

gnveful folds throughout the vast hall. In the space between the
windows were paintings illustrative of the life of a son of New
Hampshire, commencing with his departure from his humble home
ainong the Granite Hills with a bundle on his staff, and ending
with his entran 'e into the White House The vicissitudes which
attend energy honesty, industry, and an indomitable will, in the
lives of men, were pleadingly and somewhat humorouslv deline-
ated. Each picture had a motto above and below it, and manv
of them were exceedingly apnropriate and significant. The
procession, to the number of fifteen hurdrcfl, which were accom
paiiied by two bnnds of music, mHrched through the streets and
Arrived at the hall nt the hour previously advertised. The tables,
laden with the most excellent repa-t, and decorated with vases of
fl<>wers, presented a beautiful appearance. The three tables occu-
pied by the ofticcrs and invited guests, were ornamented hj' a rich
prnfusioii of silver and golden candelabra, and rich nnd beaufi''ul
vases, giving it a most splendid appearance. Hon. Marshal P.

THE CENTIPEDE.
I suppose that most of those who live in the country have made

the acquaintance, more or less intimate, with a family of insects

called rriitipedcs. They are a curious family, and worth a little

attention. The centipedes who live in the United States—cer-

tainly the Northern States—are, for the mo-t part, harmless, I

believe. But the same cannot be said of multitudes of the race

residing in the West Indies, and other warm climates.' In these

places, the bite of the centipede is not only very pamful, but often

dangerous. I confess that I never was a great friend of the in-

sect. Though taught to consider him quite an innocent sort of
bully, I never could divest myself of the suspicion that, if he were
thoroughly provoked, he would hite. Like some other animals,

his appearance is against him. Many a time, when I have turned
over a stone in the garden, or dug up an old and decayed stump
in the woods, and one of these insects has scampered out, I have
run as if forty snakes were after me. Still, I never heard of a cen-

tipede biting anvbody in that part of Connecticut which was my
home in my bo;, hoed. Whether it be owing to the fact that Con-
necticut is the "land of steady habits," and that the lower ani-

mals, as well as men and women, consequently do not consider

they run with considerable swiftness, they are quite ready to Stan I

on the defensive sometimes, when they arc attacked, and whei
they consider themselves in danger. Their disposition to bite, as

you may well suppose, renders them rather troublesome bed-fel-

lows. When they get into a bed, the least movement of the

sleeper, over whom thev may be crawling, and who can hardly
fail to be disturbed by their sharp pointed fiet and claws acting on
his skin, is almost sure to provoke a venomous bite, which will be
fieqnently repeated, if the midnight visitor is not removed from
the bed. The bite of the centipede is exceedingly painful for the

moment, and is followed, unless the wound is taken care of in

season, by great inflammation and high fever. If the insect is a
large one, and the bite is severe, life is not nnfrequfntly lost, es-

pecially if the patient is of a delicate constitution. Bishop Heber
speaks of centipedes as being very large and poisonous in differ-

ent parts of India. These insects have occasionally been brought

to this country in cargoes of hides from countries where they are

abundant, and where their bite is po'sonous. Some years since,

a man, who was employed in unloading a vessel in Boston, lost

his life, in consequence of a bite receivtd from acentipede brought

to the countrv in this wav.— Woodu-nrth.
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THE DEEP BLUE SEA.

BT MRS. SARAH E. DAWi>S.

I love it SO well, the deep blue sea,

With its bounding waves so wild and free;

And whether they gently lave the shore,

Or madly divih with deafcnjnf; rofir,

I love them the sauie, for ever to me
The song of the wavts hath u eouiid of glee.

1 love to be boriio on their heaving breast,

Or gently lulled by their voice to rest;

And when they ri.-*e to a Diountain form,

And onward sweep in the van of the storm,

1 love them still, for they say to me,

With their thunder tone.*?, • flod miu!e the sea!''*

Ita briny depths are all teeming with life.

And its bed is with corals and sea flowers rife;

And treasures untold iu its storehouse lie.

That ne er will be seen by the human eye;

who can tell the sum of its worth,

As it bears on its bosom the commerce of cartht

1 love to gaze on the watery main,

As it stretches afar o'er the vast domain

;

And my thoughts arise on wings sublime,

And I see before me the ocean of time;

And far away is the haven of rest,

The glorious port of the land of the blest

I love it FO well, the deep blue sea,

For its voice sublime hath a charm for me

;

And while others dwell on the inland plain,

I would live by the side of the heaving main,

And list to its roar, for, ever to me,

The song of the waves hath a sound of glee.

. 4 ^m^ »
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THE PKOPHEOC DKEAM. •

BY KEV. HENRY BACON.

A MOONLIGHT evening in the tropics is perfect enchantment.

With the setting of the sun comes the never-failing breeze to

renovate the air ; odorous as though the world were one vast or-

ange grove, and the ocean its fountain. There is a sparkle in the

brilliancy of the moonlight as it gives to the scene all the beauty

of day without its glare ; and the beholders, seated in the balcony,

or ou the roof of the dwelling, looked out on the quiet water

where rapture s-lumbered in the embrace of beauty. A genial

good humor and the spirit of frank communicativeness take pos-

session of every spirit, and there is moonlight and beauty in the

heart.

Thus were seated two frifnds on an ample roof, weaving the

only clouds visible from the curling smoke of their cigars, and

talking over the remembered scenes of their native land, where

both had left the chosen of the heart.

Adding to the sociability of the hour, came the agreeable hos-

tess, who knew well how to blend with matronly dignity the

amenities of the home. Haywarde, one of the gentlemen, was

holding in his hand a beautiful miniature, as he had often done

before, in the same place ; but his countenance now wore a

Bhadovv that had not been there at any other time.

" What is the matter ?" inquired Madame Martique, as she ob-

served the shade of melancholy on the face of her guest.

" Nothing but a dream," he replied. " I dreamed last night,"

he continued, " that this miniature fell from my hand, and wlieu

I found it again, I took it up to find the features all changed into

indescribable ugliness."

There was silence for a moment, and then Madame Martique

responded :

" I am sorry to say it, but you will never have that lady, Mr.

Haywarde."

He looked up into her face with surprise. The undefined im-

pression of his dr<am had found expression in those words of his

worthy hostess, and laugh as he might, he could not shake off the

sad feeling at his heart.

He reasoned and argued against dreams. What were they but

the fantasias of sleep, the turning of the kaleidoscope of the fancy

in the hours when reason slumbered and the brain floated like a

helmlcss ship on a shoreless sea ? Still the impression clung to

him. It weighed heavily on his spirits, and he often recurred to

it by the expression of the wish that he had notdieamed thai

plaguy dream. His fritnd attempted to dispel the influence of

the mperstition, as it was called, but, in spite of all eff'orts, the

miniature would change its look as often as he gazed upon it, and
there, to his fancy, were the icpulsive features he to hated to

behold.

Thus continued the imaginings of Haywarde's mind till he and
his friend set sail for the United States. The ocean had its charm,
but not for him. The return to one's native land after an absence
of yeais, was an occasion of delightful thought, but it was not
unmixed with dread. And yet why should the professions of wo-
manly devotion, the tokens of attachment, and the instincts of
his own affection, give way to a dream ? He could reason as well

as any one concerning the foolishness of such impressions but
still he remained alone in the feelings which possessed hira.

But now the voyage was past and he soon would know some
little more of the workings of fate. He was on shore, and again

he trod the streets of his native city
;
and the memories of the

past came crowding thick around him to renew the freshness of

young hope and revive the ardency of expectation. He saw

around bim many evidences of change, but he still trusted that

tirre and circumstance had been baflfled in one direct i in, and that

there he should find a heart unchanged, save in the increase of

its love.

The dream had gone. Haywarde's spirits had recovered their

buoyancy. His eye wore its former brightness, and the music on

hii lip told that the heart was ycung again. He was ready to

charge the artist with a want of skill in transferring the loveliness

of his Emelia's face to the ivory, as he gazed on the miniature
;

and he was pressing forward to mi et her. when a letter came—

a

letter of dismissal—a letter that spoke of changed feelings—of

mysterious circum^lancts—of ad'cction not being a thing to be

schooled and trained, and that the said act she performed was

one of duty to him as well as herself.

In the solitude of his chamber—the solitude of a deserted heart,

than which there is none more drear to which man can be exiled,

Haywarde ponden d on the letter and gazed on the miniature.

Thcie were some few little words in the letter that made still pre-

cious and lieautiful the lineaments of that countenance. The

miniature was not )ct clianged. There was a fall, but not a

transformation.

Time passed. There were those who felt iu their piide all that

he suffered in his affection. They distrusted where he believed
;

and as woman is the best interpreter of woiran, he learned from

those who felt dishonored where he felt wounded, the real cause

of the letter.

Emelia was about to take a foreign tour with her father and

some friends ; in their company was a young naval officer, whose

manners had captivated her taste, and whose profession had cre-

ated a romantic interest in her heart. The epaulet and sword

had an unaccountable charm to her sight, and she felt that a con

quest there would be a shining victory. She evidently had drawn

in the cord of affection from Haywarde's heart, to fish elsewhere

;

and when this proof came home to Haywarde's reason, his feel-

ings yielded ; and though he took up the fallen miniature, he did

not now find it unchanged. It was repulsive. The eye wore a

leer, and the lip a pride, and the mouth a scorn, that were unen-

durable. It was put away as rubbish.

Again the white sails were spread to the ocean winds, and, with

his fricLd, Haywarde returned to the West Indies, with an undi-

vided heart for business and fortune. Life was enjoyed in a ra-

tional manner. He was no recluse and no voluptuary. He held

fast to the restraints of reason, and fortified himself against the

evils of the luxuriousness around him by the preservation of the

pure habits of his early years. It may be, he felt one restraint,

from the thought that any moral weaknesses on his part might

be known to Emelia's friends, and would be quoted in behalf of

the wisdom of her decision.

Again in the enchanting moonlight of the tropics the memories

of other yeais were talked over by the two fritnds, and Haywarde

confessed that he had heard that Emelia had not succeeded in her

eff'orts at the conquest, where sunny France and the soft skies of

Italy were supposed to add to the chances of success. Beauty,

wealth, and accomplishments, have sometimes to take humiliating

lessons, and they learn too late that the heart, pure in its affec-

tions and spontaneous in its sympathies, is more attractive than

the unnurabertd adornments, which are but as gorgeous clouds

that give no rain.

But Haywarde had learned more than this. He had learned

that Emelia deshed to renew the attachment of other years ; and

the little, but rich symbols of the working of that affection, which

she knew before she learned to be ambitious, were, it must be

confessed, pleasant to him. But sa often as his heart yearned to-

wards any attempt at the reunion of broken ties, he heard of the

unabated feelings of his indignant friends. She was still "the

heartless," to them. She was eager only for a conquest. It was

less for her to take what she had rejected, than for him, the re-

jected, to be available. Again, there was with him a fierce strug-

gle between reason and feeling, and he could not talk down the

yearning to be as he once had been—the [.ossessor of one of life's

most beautiful ideals, luring him on to the hope of domestic bless-

edness, whose every wish would be answered, and earth become

an Elysium.

Again he is with his friend voyaging to the United States. His

heart was now peculiarly susceptible from the fact that his friend

was on his way to be married— the consummation of a boyish

love, united with the true and abiding affection of the man. Why
might not his foitune be as beautiful '! Haywarde dwelt much on

the thought. He confessed his feelings. He owned the strength

of his attachment, and told how magnetic was the charm, that

grew more and more powerful as ho ncarcd his native land.

They arrived in safety, and were passing a few days in Balti-

more. As Haywarde's friend was sitting quietly in his room one

day, Haywarde came in, and with hushed, but strong voice, ex-

claimed :
" She's here in the house."

His meaning was evident. There was but one ever cotstant to

his mind ; and, by examining the book of the hotel, there was

found the evidence that Emelia and her father were guests at the

house.

Haywarde must now operate. He found the maid who had

charge of Emelia's room, and obtained from her the promise to

manage to bring Emelia past the room which he occupied. This

was effected by an invitation to see some curiosity in a portion of

the house, the passage to which led by Haywarde's room. He
placed his desk in front of the door, as though desirous of all the

air possible while he wrote, and as Emelia passed she could but

see hira, and see him full in the face.

Whetr she returned she remembered only that face. T/iiit was

the greatest curiosity in the house to her ; and totally unsuspicious

that her chambermaid had served the gentleman at all, she desired

her to discover the name of the gentleman who occupied No. .

The maid soon returned and furnished the desired name, and
Emelia found she was not deceived in the face she had seen nor
were the quiverings of her heart nnexplainable.

She now obtained the assistance of the maid towards a meeting
with the gentleman, and her wish to meet him was, of course

duly communicated in great secrecy to Haywarde.

At a favorable time he left his room, shutting the door with

some force, and Emelia came, at the same time, forward, as

though intending to leave her room, and thus they met—alone

directly face to face, and their hands were together before their

tongues moved.

They passed into the ladies' private parlor; and there the cir-

cumstances which led to the sending of the fatal letter were re-

cited, with all that added fascination which a story receives from

voice and tears, the pressure of the hand, and the resting of the

head on the trembling shoulder of the hearer. She traced the

whole to outward it fluence—that she was overruled by parental

influences—that the wrong done him was a greater wrong to her-

self, and she implored him to look upon her miniature, and into

her face, and see if there was any change but su 'h as sorrow for

his estrangement had caused.

He heard. His heart melted. All that had been frozen became

fluent to the magic of her pleading, and he wept, as a child wept,

when some great son-ow, and some great mystery, have united ui

the same hour.

When they were aroused to know where and what they were,

they found hours had passed in that conference ; and Emelia,

begging Haywarde to see her father, to renew the happiest days

of life, went out with him to her room, and there he left her.

Haywarde sought his own room. When his friend returned, he.

confessed to him the interview and the details.

" Forget the past and bo one," was the liberal advice of that

friend.

Reason and feeling again warred. The dream came back with

tenfold power. Madame Martique's prophecy was heard, full

and clear, as she uttered it. And then the full tide of feeling

poured in its strength. All the visions and hopes of young love

;

all the drcamings of rapture over the beautiful miniature ; all the

nights it had lain on his heart and felt the beatings of the pulse

of life ; all that he had suffered from estrangement, centered in

one mighty impression on his soul, and he arose, pale and quiver-

ing from emotion, exclaiming

:

"I must away! One more interview with her, and I am
gone."

" And why shouldn't you go ''" asked his friend ;
" the affec-

tion of years has prompted you to union ; so smother pride and

yield to love."

While Haywarde was thus deliberating, Emelia sat in her room

with the most contending emotions in her breast. The only pure

love she had ever known had flowed toward Haywarde He now
came up before her imagination as he was when he bore away her

image, and praised its smile and look of purity ; and she cursed

the hour when she began to ask for more of show and social po-

sition, without a thought of what she might lose by the exchange.

The vainest of all her friends had been with her just previous to

the time she penned her letter to Haywarde ; and never, perhaps,

in her whole life had she felt so unlike herself as then. She now
recalled how coldly she addressed Haywarde in that letter in the

salutation with which it began ; and how coolly she had reasoned

her case, giving him over to a new love without any apparent re-

gret. But still she had hope. He had told her how constantly

she had been in his mind ; how his heart had yearned towards her,

despite her coldness ; and, therefore, she began taking up one af-

ter another of the silken threads she thought she had fastened to

his heart, and braided them together, till they seemed a powerful

cord to hold him from roaming, and, in due time, to draw him

effectually to herself. Thus musing, stie took courage to array

herself for the evening, and spent hours in arraying her hair and

costume to recal her appearance when they dreamed not that love's

star had ever a settir g.

" Come, Haywarde, dress for the evening," said his friend,

gaily ; but he was surprised to find that the response was
" No, we must leave immediately for Philadelphia. I cannot

see her again. My friends have no trust in her truth, and terrible

to every sensibility comes back the memory (if the cold and bitter

common places in that fatal letter. No, Madame Martique nevtr

deceived us, and her prophecy is fulfilled. Let us away."

Bat, though thus refolved, he was overpowered by his compan-

ion, and, once more in the presence of Emelia, all was forgotten,

all forgiven, and now the Monumental City contains not a happier

family circle than that whica has sprung up by the union of these

two loving hearts.

•mmm- >—

MANNERS IN rilE MIDDLK AGES.
Kutle were the manners then : man and wife ate off the same

trencher; a few wooden handled knives, with hlad^B of rugged
iron, were a luxury for the great ; caudles unknuwrf, A servant

girl held a torch at supper ; one or at most two, mugs of coarse,

brown earthen ware formed all the drinking apparatus in a house.

Huh gentlemen wore cloths of unlined leather. Ordinary persons

scarcely ever touched flesh-meat. Noble mansions drunk little or

no wine in summer—a little com seemed wealth. Women had
trivial marriage portions—even ladies dressed extremely plain.

The chief part of a family's expense was what the males spent

in arms and horses, none of which, however, were either very

good or very showy ; and grandees had to lay out money on their

lofty towers. In Dante's comparatively polished times, ladies

began to paint their iljicks by way of finery, going to the theatre,

and to use less assiduity in spinning and plying their distaff'.

—

llistonj of the Onkr of iil. John.

The enemy of art is the enemy of nature; art is nothing

but the highest sagacity and exertions of human nature ; and
what nature will he honor who honors not the human?

—

Lavater.
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THE FALLEN LEAVES.

WILK1N8.

Sad remnants of the bygone days,

Upon the earth ye lie.

Tos&ed by each blast which onward strays,

And ruthless eweeps ye by.

When bioomiDg Spring, with footsteps free,

Danced o'er the happy earth,

Upon each then rejoicing tree,

The sunshine gave ye birth.

The breezes floated soft along.

The bnmches lulled to rest,

The birds there sung their morning song,

And built their mossy nest.

And lovers mt;t beneath the shade

To plight their vows again,

And listen to the music made

By cightingales' sad strain.

When Summer with her golden vast

Upon the earth was seen,

The woods were by her fingers drest

In robes of brightest green.

Long shady arches then they made,

Above the dusty way,

To shield the traveller who strayed,

Beneath the heat of day.

When o'er the fields the sickle keea

Cut the tall harvest down,

September changed your robes of green

Into a dusty brown.

Till now October's chilling blast

Sweeps with a mournful tone,

And scatters, as it rushes past,

The leaves on eirth alone-

Bo do our joys and pleasures last

But for a tleeting day.

Blown by each gust of Sorrow's blast,

Like Autumn's leaves away.

The hopes that are to day as bright

As spring-time's earliest bloom,

As soon are touched by Fortune's blight,

And haste us to the tomb.

4 ^•^ »
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LIFE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF THE MARONITES.

BY HENRY WILLIAM HERBEBT.

At three o'clock in the afternoon we took horse, and took our

way into a valley, through the bottom of which runs a small

stream. For a time we followed its course,—which tends toward

the sea,—and then turning upward to the region of precipices and

pine trees, passing from time to time through fertile glens, en-

riched with mulberries, with olive plantations, and cotton fields,

and intermediate stripes of wheat or barley land, we found our-

selves at length on the tracks of the Nahr-elkelb,—literally trans-

lated the Dog's River, the Lycus, or Wolf River, of antiquity,

—

which pours dowa its scanty waters among redish-colored rocks

and thickets of bay trees. This river,—which in summer is

scarcely a rivulet,—has its source in the snow crests of the upper

Lebanon, as have, indeed, all tlie water courses which traverse

this coast in parallel lines and fall into the sea of Syria. On our

left arose the lofty terraces of the convent of Antoura ; and its

buildings appeared lo be close at hand, although we were separ-

ated from them by deep and precipitous valleys. Other convents

— Greek, Maronite, or of the European Lazarists, as the begging

friars designate themselves—appeared here and there among the

crags, overhanging villages and hamlets, and all this, which, as

here described, might pass simply for a picture of the Appenines,

or the Lower Alps, has, in fact, the effect of the strangest con-

trast, when the spectator remembers that he is in the land of the

Mussulman, not many leagues removed from the desert of Da-

mascus and the sand-scorched ruins of Baalbec. Lebanon has,

moreover, in this, the aspect of a small, industrious Europe, free,

and endowed with something of the intelligence of Europe, that

the dreadful heats, which enervate all the Asiatic races, prevail

not here. The Scheiks, and better class of inhabitants, have,

suited to the seasons, residences, which, situated in the valleys of

the higher or lower regions of the mountains, give them the

enjoyment of perpetual spring.

The district, into which we entered just as the sun was setting,

was at a great elevation above the plain, but, situated between two

chains of richly wooded summits, enjoyed a most delicious tem-

perature. Here, as Moussa, my guide, informed me, commenced

the demesnes of the prince I was about to visit. I judged, there-

fore, th.at I had nearly reached the end of my journey ; it was

not, however, until night had fairly set in, and we had passed

through an old woods of sycamores, where it was no easy task to

guide ourselves, that we distinguished a group of buildings,

perched on a lofty peak, around which a steep road wound its

way in different escarpments. It wore all the appearance of a

Gothic castle. Some windows, brilliantly illuminated, clearly re-

vealed the sharp-cut outlines of their narrow ogees, forming the

only exterior decoration of the great square tower, and the wide

flanking walls. Nevertheless, as soon as a low browed gate, be-

neath a heavy moulded arch, was opened to us, we found our-

selves in a vast court, surrounded by galleries supported on long

ranges of cloistered arches.

Numerous blacks and other grooms, and Eorse boys, flocked

around the cattle, and I was immediately introduced into a large,

lower hall, or sirdar,—very spacious and adorned with divans,

—

in which we took our places till supper should lie Eer\'ed.

When refreshments had been set before u.«, the prince made his

excuses for the lateness of the hour, which forbade his introduc-

ing us to his family; and immediately entered that part of the

building, which among Christians, no less than Turks, is set apart

to the use of the females. He merely drank to us from a golden

cup, at the moment when supper was served.

I awoke on the morrow at the noise made by the black slaves

and grooms busied about the horses. Among these were many
mountaineers having provisions, and not a few Maronite monks

in their black hoods and blue robes, observing all that passed with

their calm, unmeaning smile h\ a few moments after my de-

scending to the court, the prince came down and conducted me
into a sheltered garden, flanked on two sides by the castle walls,

but overlooking from its terraced site the valley of the Nahr el-

kelb, which flows through it at the bottom of vast precipices.

Here were cultivated, in this narrow space, bananas, dwarf

palm trees, lemon, and all the fruit trees common on the plain,

but which here, at this great elevation, were luxuries and rarities

the most difKcult and expensive.

I mused a little, it is true, of the fair chatelaines, whose grated

windows, one might suppose, looked down upon this mountain

Paradise, but they were not so much as mentioned. Yet the

prince talked to me for awhile of his family, of the travels of his

grandfather in Europe, and of the honors which had been paid

him. Ho spoke Italian correctly and fluently, as do most of the

Emirs and Scheiks of Lebanon, and talked of his intention of

visiting I'rance at some future day.

When the hour for dinner came,—which is, as in ancient days,

high noon,—I was led up into a lofty gallery with balconies in

front, open to the court, but terminating at the other end in a sort

of alcove, surrounded with divans, having the floor elevated as a

dais. Here there were seated on the Dioar two women, very

splendidly attired, with their legs crossed after the Turkish fash-

ion, and a little girl, who was beside them, advanced and kissed

my hand, according to the custom of the country. I would wil-

lingly have performed the same ceremony to the two ladies, but

that I knew not the usages of the people. I therefore con-

tented myself with bowing and took my place beside the prince at

a table enriched with marquetry, and supporting a large tray

loaded with meats.

As I sat down to table the little girl brought me a long napkin

of silk, richly wrought at the two ends with embroideries of silver

;

but the two ladies sat on their elevated dais, motionless as idols,

until, when we had dined and the table was withdrawn, we took

our place opposite to them, and, at the command of the elder,

were accommodated with narij/iilcs, the perfumed Syrian water-

pipes, that are used throughout that region.

These ladies were arrayed, above the jackets, which cover their

bosoms and their long plaited cheytians or trousers, in long robes

of striped silk, with heavy girdles of goldsmith's work, while rich

necklaces of diamonds and rubies bore witness to the splendor

which is prevalent in Syria, even among women of inferior sta-

tion. That singular national ornament, the horn, which the mis-

tress of the house wore on her forehead, balancing it with some-

thing like the undulations of the graceful swan, was of silver,

richly gilt and carved, witb turquoise ornaments ; her hair trained

in long ringlets, intermingled with bunches of seguins, flowed

down over her shoulders after the fashion of the Levant, in great

luxuriance. The feet of these ladies, folded under them on the

rich divan, ignored the use of stockings, as is usual in the East,

and lent another form of attraction and coquetry to beauty itself,

which seems, at first, a little strange to our ideas.

Women who rarely or never walk, who are accustomed several

times a day to make use of perfumed footpaths, and who never

suffer their feet to be compressed by tight shoes, soon arrive at the

art—as we can easily conceive—of rendering their feet no less

charming than their hands ; the tincture of henna with which they

gild the nails, and the rings of jewelry with which they adorn

their ankles complete the grace and charm of that portion of the

female person, which, with us, is too often sacrificed to the repu-

tation of the shoemaker.

The princesses made many inquiries of me concerning Europe,

and told me of the travellers whom they had seen. They were,

for the most part. Legitimists, whom they had encountered on the

pilgrimage to Jerusalem ; and it may well be imagined how many,

and how contradictory, ideas have been sown broadcast, as it were,

among the Christians of Lebanon, concerning the state of France.

Suffice it to say, that our political dissensions have but little

weight among a population that differs so largely from our own
in its whole social constitution. Catholics, who are compelled to

recognize as their superior the emperor of the Turks, cannot

readily form any clear ideas concerning the state of our politics.

Nevertheless they, in truth, consider themselves only in the light

of tributaries to that monarch, regarding as their true sovereign

the Emir Bechir, who was delivered up to the sultan by the Eng-

lish,* after the expedition of 1840.

In a very short time I found myself entirely at my ease in this

family, and had great pleasure in observing that the ceremony and

etiquette of the first day soon subsided into pleasant familiarity.

The princesses, simply attired like the ordinary women of the

country, mingled in the occupations, and even in the labors of

their domestics, and the youngest descended daily to the founlain,

among the village girls, like the Rebecca of the Bible or the hau-

sicae of Homer. They were, generally, occupied in the collection

and cultivation of silk, and they showed me the lightly-framed

•Iliis alludes to the tripartite action of Russia, Austria and England against
Mehetnet \li, at Acre and Beirout. to prevent the subversion of the Turkish
empire. The French were at the time encouraging Muhemet and tampering
with Kevptian affulrs

cabins, as they called them, of which they made use as manufac-

tories In certain apartments I saw the silk worms in the act of

feeding on frames ranged one above the other ; in others the floor

was outspread with branches of thorny plants cut from the bushes

and scattered there, whereon for the worms to undergo their trans-

formation into the chrysalis ; and on these the cocoons sparkled

out like golden olives among the knotted branches of these fanci-

ful thickets of which they formed the precious fruits. It bciomes

necessary afterwards to detach these from the boughs and expose

them to the fumes of sulphur, in order to destroy the chrysalis, the

almost imperceptible threads of which are disentangled and wound

off for use on reeds of simple formation. Hundreds of women
and children are employed in these light tasks, under the superin-

tendence of the princesses, whose chief occupation lies in these

innocent and patriarchal employments, recalling us, I know not

whether most to the records of the Old Testament or to the

legends of the old Arabian tales.

The amusements of the men are equally antiquated, equally

patriarchal. The chase, principally followed in the form of fal-

conry, feats of horsemanship, the simple counciU and unpretend-

ing judgment seat, the banquet and the narghile, varied with now
and then a foray against their neighbor enemies, the Druses, or

an iuL'ursion of the Turkish pacha with his Albanians, on the

plea of enforcing peace between the belligerents—such are the

u.sual occupations, such the domestic tenor, and such the wildest

incidents in the life of the Maronites of the mountains.

Here, it will be remembered, are the holi/ places, of which Louis

Napoleon has recently assumed to himself the protectorate—these

the singular, old fashioned, innocent, childlike people—actually a

relic of the early mountain Christians of Palestine, not only sur-

viving unchanged, but bringing down unaltered not a few of the

usages of the Latin Crusaders, not a few of those of Saladin and

his enlightened chivalry, from the thirteenth to the nineteenth cen-

tury, over whom the newly manufactured autocrat would claim

—

for reasons imagined only to himself, but boding, we apprehend,

no good to the Maronites of the Holy Mountain—some influence

or authority, whether temporal as of king, or spiritual as of Saint

Louis—time only will elucidate

* ^•^ »

A SERIOUS ESTABLISHMENT.

This paradise, five miles from the standard at CornhiUs, was
separated from the outer world by a thick hedge of tall trees, and
an ivy-covered porter's gate, through which they who travelled to

London on the top of the Clapham coach could only get a glimpse

of the bliss within. It was a .serious paradise. As you entered

at the gate, gravity fell on you ; and decorum wrapped you in a
garment of starch. The butcher boy, who galloped his horse and
cart madly about the adjoining lanes and common, whistled wild

melodies (caught up in abominable playhouse galleries), and
joked with a hundred cook maids, on passing that lodge fell into

an undertaker's pace, and delivered his joints and sweet-breads

silently at the servants' entrance. The rooks in the elms cawed
sermons at morning and evening ; the peacocks walked demurely
on the terraces ; the guinea-fowls looked more quaker like than

these savory birds usually do. The lodge-keeper was serious,

and a clerk at a neighboring chapel. The pastors who entered at

that gate, and greeted his comely wife and children, fed the little

lambkins with tracts. The head gardener was a Scotch Calvinist,

after the strictest order, only occupying himself with the melons
and pines provisionally, and until the end of the world, which
event he could prove by infallible calculations, was to c me off in

in two or three years at furthest. Wherefore, he asked, should

the butler brew strong ale to be drunken three years hence; or

the housekeeper (a follower of Joanna Southcote) make provi-

sions of fine linen and lay up stores of jams ? On a Sunday

—

which good old Saxon word was scarcely known at the Hermitage
—the household marched away in separate couples or groups to

at least half a dozen of religious edifices, each to sit under his or

her favorite minister; the only man who went to church being
Thomas Newcome, accompanied by Tommy, his little son, and
Sarah, his nurse, who was, I believe, also his aunt, or his mother's

first cousin. Tommy was taught hymns very soon after he could

speak, appropriate to his tender age, pointing out to him the inev-

itable fate of wicked children, and giving him the earliest possible

warning and description of the punishment of little sinners. He
repeated these poems to his step mother after dinner, before a

great, shining, mahogany table, covered with grapes, pine-apples,

plum-cake, port wine and Madeira, and surrounded by stout men
in black, with baggy white neckcloths, who took the little man
between their knees, and questioned him as to his right under-

standing of the place whither naughty boys were bound. They
patted his head with their fat hands if he said well, or rebuked
him if he was bold, as he often was.

—

From Mr. Tltackeray's New
Work, " The. Newcomes."

1 ^ *^ >

THE WORLD A TRIBUNAL.

A man passes for what he is worth. Very idle is all curiosity

concerning other people's estimate of us, and all fear of remain-

ing unknown is not less so. If a man knows that he can do any-
thing—that be can do it better than anyone else—he has a pledge

of the acknowledgement of that fact by all persons. The world
is full of judgment days, and into every assembly that a man en-

ters, in every action he attempts, he is guagcd and stamped. In

every troop of boys that whoop and run in each yard and square,

a new comer is as well and accurately weighed in the conr!.e of a
few days, and stamped with his right number, as if he had under-

gone a formal trial of his strength, speed and temper. A stranger

comes from a distant school, with better dress, with trinkets in his

pockets, with airs and pretensions ; an older boy says to himself,

"It's no use; we shall find him out to-morrow."

—

Einerson.

t ^. ^ »

THE PAPERS OF THE POETS.
Gray's papers, after sixty years of neglect, are now mounted on

drawing paper, bound in the richest sea-green morocco, and en-

closed in purple cases of the same material. Bums's correspon-

dence with Thomson now forms part of the far-famed Ashbum-
ham MSS. Cowley's letters were destroyed by Sprat, because

that coxcomb of a bishop thought them too good for publication.

The sweepings of Pope's study are known to have contained

literary treasures of which we now lament the loss ;
while the

long-lost treatise of Milton—the paper that settled the question of

the character of his religion—was found within our own time, in

the State Paper Office, and published by the desire and at the ex-

pense of a king of England ^Alhma-'ini

.
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A ROSARY.

BY OBOEQE W. DEWET.

Come, draw your wheel beside me, Jane,

I'll rhyme, and you shall spin,

And from the burden of my song

A mutual solace win

;

And, though the flame upon our hearth

With age is waning low,

Beneath the ashes soft and gray

The embers brightly glow

!

Thus sat we, by the chimney-place

,

When first we joined our hearts

Id bonds which only true love bindB,

Aod only stern Death parts

;

Your hand in mine lay fondly then,

The busy wheel had stopt.

While LoTe kept spinning out the thread

Which you had idly dropt.

That cord is twisted closer. Jane,

Few hands are at the toil

—

Our children ply the spindle, now,

That winds Affection's coil!

They are not all around us, Jane,

Yet still the reel turns on,

And lengthens out the ties which reach

Wherever they have gone.

In distant fields one leads his team

With jocund Plenty's store;

Another listens to the wheel

Where millstreams blithely pour

:

And one beside the river stands.

Where freighted arks depart

Upon the ever shifting tide

From inland to the mart :

—

The other, half a truant, takes

Our hopes across the seas,

And fills our breasts with trembling fears,

When rude winds shake the trees!

And she, the last— the fairest one,

Who shares a husband's toil.

Afar with dariog heart encamps

On Californian soil :

—

With these we'll pass the night away

—

Recalling bygone hours,

Such memories of our home shall be

A rosary of flowers

!

And when we tell our scented beads

—

Some withered ere the bloom

—

Our tears shall mark the vacant place

For those within the tomb.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE JEW-BROKER OF DAMASCUS.

BY DR. JEROME V. C. SMITH.

" BiSMiLLAH !" whispered Omad El Harshan, the aged Pasha

of Damascus, to himself, while slowly walking his splendid Arab

courser through the bazaars of the ancient city. " Bismillah !

—

God is great." And thus he kept repeating the word in the full-

ness of a grateful heart, that his sublime master, the Grand Seign-

eur, had thought him worthy to be entrusted with the government

of the coun.iess thousands of the faithful followers of the Prophet,

who mhabited the branching streets in every direction, as far as

the vision of the pious governor extended.

Those only who have had the happiness to have surveyed the

natural beauties of the oldest city in the world, located in the

centre of a vast plain, embowered by lofty trees and trailing vines,

can comprehend the meaning of the pasha's feelings, in fully real-

izing that he alone was invested with the care of the lives and

properly of the busy inhabitants. Omad enjoyed a distinguished

reputation for wisdom and integrity of character, and, at an ad-

vanced age, was gratified with the acknowledgement of his sove-

reign, that faithful services should not go unrewarded.

Not far from the harem of -the pasha, in plain sight, in the

door of an humble dwelling, sat Ben Israel Tchuda, a venerable

Jew, who seemed to have grown to his seat, he was so constantly

on the spot from early dawn to evening gray. His business was

to exchange the moneys of strangers ..hich they had brought from

foreign countries, for coin of the .rue believers, that was far better

in making purchases. Another, and perhaps more profitable

branch of trade, in which the broker was particularly expert, con-

sisted in loaning large sums to the needy, at extravagant rates of

interest. With an expression of candor and sympathy for those

who were unfortunate, it was notorious, that he ground the faces

of the poor without mercy.

Through the latticed windows of the abode of felicity, the pasha

saw so many people call on his money-lending neighbor, that he

began to imagine Damascus was not the opulent metropolis of

Syria it had been represented. " There must be concealed pov-

erty," said his highness to his favorite wife, " when so many per-

sons of reputed wealtli visit the stall of that Jew."

What surprised him more than anything else he discovered,

was the constant arrival and departure of females. " Surely,"

exclaimed the pasha, " when women bonow, their necessities are

urgent." Among the number whom he had frequently seen ap-

p;ircntly chaffering with the broker, was a stately woman, of unu-

sual symmetry of form, whose general aspect stru<k him as being

superior to tlie others. No sooner had that idea taken possession

of the great man's mind, than he scrutinized her with vigilance,

whenever she renewed a call.

" You are hard, indeed, Ben Israel Tchuda, to extort the last

jewel within my control," said the fair Brodalasan, as her veil fell

from as lovely a face as Circassia had ever produced. " Knowing

my secret, you drain me of every sequin, and now threaten expo-

sure to the pasha, if I presume to refuse the commission of a

murderous crime to gratify your insatiable appetite for gold."

But he did not urge her, therefore it is not known what he pro-

posed.

In the immediate neighborhood of the largest caravansary,

widely celebrated for its lofty arches, spacious court and strong

gates, resided a retired merchant, Selim, sometimes designated by

his own craft, Selim the rich. He prided himself in buying hand-

some wives and slaves scarcely inferior to houri. Others of equal

means and elegant taste in that department of domestic economy,

were sadly puzzled to know by what means he invariably obtained

a beauty, while they as often as otherwise, found they had bought

ugliness instead of fascination.

Among all the inmates of his numerous harem—the gem of the

casket, the fairest of the fair, for whom he had paid a sum scarcely

less than the Sultan gave from the treasures of Stamboul for the

ornaments of the royal seraglio—Brodalasan surpassed even the

imaginations of Safi the poet. Her figure was stately, her com-

plexion beyond the painter's skill in imitation. Such eyes—so

intensely black, and yet soft as the timid gazelle's—mortal man
never before saw out of the paradise of the Prophet. Even Selim

himself could not stand the penetrating gaze of her penetrating

optics, when they were brought to bear, like heavy artillery, with

the force of a thousand eyes.

Contrary to the common sentiment of Oriental monopolizers,

Selim had not discovered that this fair creature was necessary to

his happiness, but he had the prudence of self-respect, and the dig-

nity of an Osmanli, to conceal it. His pride of position forbid

that a single weakness of his nature should be discovered, for the

derision of a gossiping world. To the neglect of many, who
were secluded in closely-latticed apartments, Selim lavished upon

the enchanting Brodalasan whatever was precious within the

reach of his ample resources, hoping to win her regard.

An envious feeling on the part of the neglected ladies of the

household could not be concealed. They pined in seclusion at

the estrangement of their lord ; but the organization of society

permits no remonstrances, in the East, from a woman, whatever

destiny awaits her, at the hand of her purchaser. Jealousy degen-

erated into rage, till they resolved either to drive Brodalasan out

of the household, or take her life. Murder was too hazardous,

but blood or no blood, go she must, and they concerted measures

accordingly.

Conscious as she was of engrossing a large share of Selim's at-

tentions, Brodalasan was unconscious of the turmoil in the

bosoms of her associates.

Korasha—a bold, proud-spirited, noble Circassian—braving the

dangers of a long and dangerous way, with the geography of

which he was totally ignorant, determined to find his two sisters,

who had been taken from the mountain home of their childhood

by one of those travelling factors, known all through the east,

whose business consists in picking up all the marketable girls in

Circassia and Georgia, to be disposed of at great prices in the

cities of the Turkish empire. In their childhood, they had fondly

and affectionately played together ; drank fresh milk from the

same bowl, and reposed under the shade of majestic trees among
their almost inaccessible Alpine regions.

His thoughts were perpetually dwelling on the recovery of these

dear sisters, and he hoped to recover them, the customs of the

country to the contrary notwithstanding. By tracing the wind-

ings of the merchant who carried them away, and finally, through

the recollections of an old slave in Constantinople, ascertaining

that the sisters were disposed of in Damascus, he ultimately made

his appearance in that renowned city. By a perseverance which

nothing but death could resist, he traced out the abode of both.

Fatima was the pearl of a mollah's harem ; while the other shed

a halo of brightness, with a single flash of her sparkling eyes, in

the splendid residence of Selim the rich.

Through the mediation of mischief making old women, who

from immemorial time have had tlio privilege of ranging from one

harem to another, retailing scandal for the amusement of the la-

dies, the astounding fact was communicated to Fatima, that she

had a brother who besought Allah to restore her to his arms.

But, as females can rarely be had in no other way than by pur-

chase, she was taught to assume the malady of madness, and rave

with all her powers of deception.

A similar piece of intelligence had also been cautiously an-

nounced to Brodalasan, with the additional information that she

must provide the means for the purchase of herself and her sister.

Korasha could scarcely command enough to bribe the haggard

female expresses, through whose hypocrisy he expected to redeem

the two ladies.

By the indulgence of Selim, Brodalasan had more privileges

than her feminine companions. Among the duties supposed to

engross her attention, long and frequent prayers at the mosque

were presumed to be prominent On those pious excursions,

closely enveloped in a coarse bomouse, and veiled to conceal

every line of a transcendentally beautiful face, she invariably called

at the stall of the Jew-broker with jewels, which she exchanged

for money, but at ruinous sacrifices. Brodalasan knew nothing of

tne true value of the costly baubles which adorned her person.

They were her own—the spontaneous oTerings of Selim, which

she conceived she had a right to dispose of as she chose.

Considerable sums were collected in that manner, which bad

been sunt to the ()rother, together with clusters of diamonds, by

whom ncgociations were conducted with a view to a re-purchase

of both. She was selling a rub) when the pasha caught sight of

her angelic form, as already stated.

Ben Israel had cheated her outrageously, by obtaining jewelry

of rare workmanship, at his own price, besides pearls, diamonds,

rings and chains of the finest gold, on which had been exercised

the highest skill of the goldsmiths of Damascus. Her last jewel

was parted with ; she was satisfied of the cheat that was practised

upon her, and in parting with it, appealed to the broker's sense of

justice.

Having placed funds at the disposal of Korasha, the next foat

was to feign sickness that would endanger her beauty—the only

quality for which females are estimated in the East—and thus

make Selim willing to part with her. For that purpose, she

pricked the tips of her ears and the under side of her chin, with

the point of a needle dipped in the juice of a poisonous vino.

Strange events were occurring. Two ornaments of separate

harems in the same neighborhood were suddenly attacked with

distempers of an alarming character. One was presumed to be

insane, while the other was shockingly swollen, disfigured and

loathsome. Hakem Bcrashemcl, the first physician of Damascus,

shook his venerable head. He was of an opinion that Fatima's

madness was beyond the reach of medical skill ; and as for Broda-

lasan, her distemper was declared to jeopardise the whole house-

hold, since there was no knowing who might be prostrated next.

This Arabic doctor was not frightened at the sight of a thou-

sand sequins. He played his part with profound dissimulation

—

charging his patients, at every visit, never to relax their feigned

sufferings till their brother had succeeded in getting them within

his fraternal protection. Consequently, Fatima screamed, to the

annoyance of the whole street ; while the no less active Brodala-

san, re-punctured her chin, as often as the inflammation began to

abate, alarming the harem excessively, lest all the ladies should

become victims to the new plague.

In the midst of these family afflictions, the public crier passed

through the streets from morning till night, heralding the arrival

of a holy Santon—which means saint—from Persia, who inter-

ceded with the Prophet for favors that were never withheld. His

miracles were astounding. Such was his innate benevolence, too,

that he purchased the sick, the aged, and those laboring under

mortal sickness, for the luxury of raising them to health. There

was a similarity in the proclamation of the crier to that of the

seller of old lamps for new, in the Arabian Nights.

Both establishments, on hearing this novel proposition under

their windows, gave their lords no comfort till they consented to

send the afflicted patients to the Santon. In this, the Hakem
Bcrashemel represented that it would be meritorious to place

them within the pious influence of the saint, whose prayers might

be efficacious with the door-kcepci of paradise, now that medicine

was of no earthly avail.

Both husbands waited on the Santon, salaaming in the most

approved style of gentlemen. Pretending to have an exalted

opinion of his pious benevolence, and acknowledging that he was

a favorite of the Prophet, they besought him to exert himself by

intercessions for the restoration of the sisters. They congratulated

themselves on leaving, in over reaching him in a good bargain

—

as both women would die inevitably, according to the decision of

Berashemel ; but, if the saint was fool enough to take them off of

their tiands, it might be set down to the score of good luck. If,

however, by any unforeseen contingency, they should recover, fad-

ed and despoiled of those charms on which their value depended,

they would only be incumbrances.

Properly veiled, borne on litters, the two ladies were conveyed

by slaves within the gate of Korasha's humble residence to receive

the benefit of his prayers, at the same time he was to be encum-

bered, as the proprietors thought, with the thankless expense of

providing for them till death relieved him of the burden.

When all this had been accomplished, it occurred to Selim the

rich, to gather up the precious jewels that could no longer be of

satisfaction to the distorted Brod.alasan—not doubting they had

been left in her apartments. A rigid search was ineffectual in

detecting the secret place in which they were imagined to have

been hidden. Off he posted, much more in haste than he was

ever accustomed to move before, to question the dying favorite as

to where the diamonds and golden ornaments were to be found.

Shaking her head, not a syllable could be gathered respecting

the great treasure. Almost in despair at the loss—for Brodalasan

had literally been covered with costly gems—he accused the ladies

and slaves of the harem of having robbed him. Innocent, as they

were, of even the shadow of a fraud, their alarm was excessive

—

knowing, as they did, that their lives were not their own, but that

each and all of them were purchased property, at the mercy of

the purchaser, according to the usages of the country.

The brother was destitute of means for supporting his sisters
;

and from the commencement of the design of liberating them from

Mussulman thraldom, no better or easier pretext for raising sup-

plies could be devised than the one adopted. Being nominally a

Christian, he reasoned after the fashion of many religious sectari-

ans, that it was justifiable to do a little wrong that a great good

might be accomplished. He therefore imposed upon Brodala-

san's sympathies, and, by inducing her to raise funds for the pre-

tended liberation of Fatima, actually provided for the support of

both, when they should bo dependent upon him. Nothing like

theft, or the appropriation of Selim's ])roperty, was entertained

by the Circasian beauty. Those elements of Christian principles

instilled into her by her affectionate mother, in her own wild

mountain home, had not been wholly obliterated in the harem,

although weakened. First impressions abide through all the

phases of human life, especially those relating to individual ac-

countability to God and society when taught atid illustrated by a

kind parent.

Nothing being found which was missing, the therefore quiet

household of Selim the rich was thrown into an uproar of confu-

sion that could not be eoncealed. A robbery was heralded abroad
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which lost nothing of its importarce by lieing propagated through

the baths, the smoking shops and bazaars. When the intelligence

came to the ears of Oraad El Harshan, the pasha, his amazement

was expressed in a loud determination to detect the criminal, if

he was within the dominions of the Sublime Porte.

Sclim would have preferred to have hushed the matter; but a

wide-spread notoriety had been given to his loss before he was

fully aware of the amount taken away. Korasha, the Santon, was

constantly seen at the door of the house not far from the khan

where the Persian caravans unlade their splendid fabrics, by the

multitudes of passers by, deeply engaged in prayer, kissing the

Koran, and touching his closely shorn head to the ground, in

token of humility, and an earnest of his devotions. An odor of

uncommon sanctity was attached to his name, which gave him

every facility desirable for conducting ihe plot to a successful

termination.

Accounts of robberies, the finding of gold, and the beauty of

ladies, like slander, lose nothing by being repeated. So it proved

with respect to Selim's loss. Nobody suspected him to be the

enormously rich man the theft represented him It finally got

wafted by the zephyrs to the ears of the pasha.

His highness reflected long and deliberately on the crime. lie

would rather have had it himself, to having the money and jewels

put away beyond the prospect of recovery. One day, while med-

itating on the uncertainty of that kind of happiness which is based

exclusively on possessions, looking through a window from which

he had formerly seen Ben Israel Tchuda pocketing the profits of

a lucrative business, he was led to inquire of his pipe-bearer into

the character of the broker. In consequence of having suffered

severely by borrowing of Tchuda, he gave no favorable account

of him.

Having his suspicions roused, the pasha gave immediate orders

for the arrest of the Jew, whose alarm was excessive. He had

the property by purchase, but at low prices. Instead of denying

all knowledge of a theft, or admitting that Selim's jewels had

been bought without the supposed owner's free consent, he effectu-

ally closed the mouth of Omad El Harshan with a magnificent

bribe.

With all their high sense of honor, pious ejaculations of the

Prophet's name, and upturned eyes towards the zenith, a Turk is

not above receiving a present, provided the circumstances con-

nected with it are perfectly secret.

" Come in, Tchuda," said his excellency, " and sit upon a rug."

This invitation was given at the outer door of the palace, at which

the broker stood awaiting the decision of the pasha, whether he

would remain firmly and inflexibly the friend of the Sultan, or

sell himself to the devil, through the efficient agency of the broker.

He did go in, holding out a sparkling diamond, the brilliancy of

which astonished the pasha.

" Most excellent governor," said the broker, in a low tone of

voice, " may the delights of paradise be your inheritance !"—hand-

ing him, as the last word left his lips, the brilliant stone, bowing

to the floor when the ruler of Damascus took it from his avari-

cious fingers.

" Mashallah !" mumbled the pasha. " The Prophet is the

strength of believers. This is, indeed, a treasure, and enough to

purchase a housing for the holy camel ; but the caravan has de«

parted for Mecca, and if you design to place it in my keeping for

a future occasion, sacred as the Sanjuck of Mahommed, no one

shall know the religious disposition made of it but yourself and

me."
Scarcely had this short dialogue been completed, before Selim

the rich came into the pasha's presence, salaaming and humbling

his proud neck to the very ground. He whispered a long wliile

in his excellency's capacious ear, took his leave, and the pasha

exploded in apparent wrath. " Wretch, after receiving stolen

gems, darest thou pollute the hall of justice with thy presence

!

Leave mc before a bowstring encircles thy profane throat ! Away,

and if thou art discovered in Damascus at the rising of to-mor-

row's sun, by the beard of Omar, thou shalt die."

Ben Israel Tchuda availed himself of the vice-royal permission

to make a sudden exit, without explaining why the diamond was

brought, or what was his intentions were respecting it. When
once in the pasha's embrace, he knew that was the last he should

see of it; and the governor saw the only method of keeping what

ha had, without the knowledge of any one, was to drive the broker

off instantly, or put him to death.

Tchuda acted wisely by accepting the ofli'er of instant leave.

Flying on the wings of fear, all the valuables of the strong box

were quickly gathered, and kissing his Rebecca, his loving wife,

whom he consigned to the protection of the patriarch, in two

hours after he was climbing the snow-capped mountains, on the

route to the mighty ruins of Baalbec, on the plain of Crelasyria.

When the bazaars opened the following morning, a singular

commotion pervaded the population. Selim the rich had been

robbed of enormous treasure, the most precious of the gems being

a diamond transparent as the dews of Hermon, and of inestimable

value. The public crier shouted that it would have purchased the

Sultan's daughter, or bought a firman of the Mufti of Stamboul

for an entrance among the houris of Genneh, where all devout

Mussulmen expect to go, as a reward for hating Christians.

This intelligence dumbfounded the pasha, for he not only dis-

covered the intrinsic worth of what he had, but it fortified him

with a determined resolution to keep it, let what might be the

consequences.

When it was discovered that the Jew-broker had not been at his

stall, and further, that the strong chest which had been covered

by many a needy inhabitant of Damascus was empty, the uproar

became universal—no one doubting he was the robber. A first

impulse of rage prompted the excited populace to slaughter all

the Jews of the city. At this epoch in the history of events,

Omad El Harshan appeared on a spirited charger, and besought

the gathering masses not to proceed to acts of lawless violence, to

bring down ifpon their heads the vengeance of the enraged Sultan,

who had solemnly promised protection to all orders of his sub-

jects, without reference to their faith, complexion or country.

" Whoever dwelt in Damascus, whether permanently or tempora-

rily, should be safe in person and property, while he—the pasha

—

had a sword in the scabbard, or an arm to wield one."

This resolute demonstration, like a volume of oil on a troubled

sea, lulled the people into partial repose, which the cantering of a

body of mounted cavalry miraculously completed. When the

soldiers were seen to charge their long, wicked tabagiats, vulgarly

called pistols, the turbulent rabble instantly sought their homes,

the smoking shops and the mosques. Damascus was again quiet,

when the pasha, seated upon a golden-fringed ottoman, took a

whiftat his amber-mouthed nargilah.

All this while the Santon—ihe Saint Korasha—had the sagacity

to perceive that he must be otf next. What with the curiosity of

the gossips—those devout mischief-makers, who abound also in

other communities— together with another set intent upon prying

into everybody's concerns, there was evidently no time to lose.

Before the gates closed at dusk, by dressing his sisters in the garb

of donkey-drivers, himself personating their sid, or master, all

three were safely entered upon the great plain, in the centre of

which stands the most ancient of cities. Concealed in the centre

of dried figs, in the heart of apricots, with a handful of pearls and

small diamonds in little silk bags, carried between their cheeks

and the teeth, in each of their mouths, fortune favored their escape

towards the land of their birth.

When Korasha contemplated the bewitching expression of his

redeemed sisters—for they exposed their sweet faces to him with

a confiding air, having quite recovered from their artificial mala-

dies—he did not wonder they were relinquished with regret, or

were called moral ipierasa, or mirrors of beauty. Day after day,

they toiled at a slow pace, ascending elevations and descending

into deep valleys, avoiding the ordinary course of travel.

In the midst of their encamping preparations for the night,

when far beyond the line of apprehension of annoyance from the

public runners of Damascus, in the centre of a winding gorge,

who should they light upon, but the alarmed and fleeing Ben

Israel Tchuda, the broker. He had in service several resolute-

looking fellows in tarbouschcs. In attitudes of sudden surprise,

both parties eyed each other with wondering astonishment, with

carbine stocks in hands.

Brodalasan recognized the broker, and judging rightly what

brought him into the gloomy recesses of the forest, quietly lisped

his name to her brother. " Ah, my fine fellow," exclaimed Ko-

rasha, " there is nothing to fear. Our cause is a common one

—

life, money and liberty is the prize ; another, we shall pass the

Rubicon, and find protection in the muzzles of Circassian guns."

This was acceptable intelligence to Tchuda, who at once came

forward and paid obeisance to the two ladies, who, even in the

rags of peasants, had a grace in their movements to call forth the

homage of the broker.

Selim the rich relinquished all expectations of recovering his

lost treasures. He thanked Allah that he had a plenty left, and

consoled himself in his tribulation, by purchasing all the hand-

some women in market. The pasha's health seemed to the ka-

kem, whom his excellency consulted, to be affected either by the

heat of the climate or some other cause equally perplexing.

He had enough to gratify the most inordinate appetite for

wealth, in the diamond which the broker brought to the palace.

At his own solicitation, the divan at Stamboul, on a represen-

tation to the Sultan, gave him honorable permission to retire to

private life—a course he preferred to adopt before the court heard

of his riches, it being the custom to take both the money and the

owner's head, when such a discovery has been made.

Most fortunately, while moving leisurely along the next day, a

Circassian scout fell in with the little band of adventurers, and

escorted them in triumph to the identical village, in a mountain-

pass, from whence Brodalasan and Fatima were originally sent to

the Mussulman market.

A happier greeting was never witnessed than awaited them

from their family and friends. Years had changed two angelic

children into splendidly developed women. Korasha, for the

daring achievement of rescuing his sisters, became the hero of the

tribe. Rejoicings, bonfires, the report of artillery, and the pro-

longed shouts of the mountaineers, indicated the measure of their

satisfaction. Ben Israel Tchuda participated in the festivities of

the occasion ; and well he might, for his security was no less com-

plete than that of the fair female companions.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

STANZ.4S ON THE DE.\TH OF MY MOTHER.

BT tlEDT. I. CCBTI88 HINI.

THE HEART VS. THE HEAD.
Indeed, with most men the affections take the lead of all the

spiritual powers ; only they act in a confined sphere of the family,

class, sect, or nation. Men trust the heart more than the head.

The mass of men have more confidence in a man of great affec-

tion than in one of great thought
;
pardon is commonly popular,

mercy better loved than severity. Men rejoice when the murderer

is arrested ; but shout at his acquittal of the crime. The happi-

ness of the greater part of men comes from alTectional more than

intellectual or moral sources. Hence the abundant interest felt

in talk about persons, the popular fondness for personal anecdotes,

biographies, ballads, love stories, and the like. The mass of men
love the person of their great man, not his opinions, and care more

to see his face, and hear his voice, than to know his ideas of truth

and of justice. It is so with reliL'ous teachers. Men sympathize

with the person before they take his loctrinc. Hence the popular

fondness for ];ortraits of great men, for their autographs, and even

for relics. The person of Jesus Christ has left a much greater

impre sion on ihe hearts of men than his doctrines have made on

the mind a' d conscience of Christendom.— Theodore Parker.

Wben the wings of Night are throwing

Shadows dark in passing by,

And the 8tar8 are faintly showing.

Through the curtains of the shy,

Like the moan of some great river,

(lliding onward to the sea,

Voices of the past come sweeping

O'er the waves of memory

!

Voices that in youth were dearest.

Voices loved, remembered long.

Come like anthem, sweetest clearest,

Or like pa.<4sing angels' song.

And among them comes that gentle

Voice of one I lovea to hear,

When life's morning sun was rising

On my wayward, wild career!

Dearest mother, thou hast left me,

I thy face no more shall see

;

Many a hope is thus bereft me
Many a joy hath gone witii thee.

Yet I feel thy spirit ever

Gazes downward from on hipii,

That thou wilt forsake me never,

And I dry my tearful eye

!

Never more shall I behold thee,

On the changing shores of time,

And my heart is lone and weary.

As the hill of life 1 climb

Looking backward sad and wistful

Where my journey first began.

Mournful fancies rush toward me,

And dejection leads their van

!

We ask advice, but we mean approbation.— Cohan.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
... He who has no opinion of his own, but depends upon the

opinion and taste of others, is a slave.

—

Klopstork.

.... The proper means of increasing the love we bear our

native country, is to reside some time in a foreign one.

—

Shenstone.

.... Our happiness in this world depends on the affections we
are enabled to inspire.

—

Duchess de Praslin.

.... The original of all men is the same ; and virtue is the

only nobility.

—

Seneca.

.... When a king creates an office. Providence creates imme-

diately a fool to buy it.— Colbert.

.... Passion may not unfitly be termed the mob of the man
that commits a riot on his reason.

—

Penn.

.... It is one of the worst of errors, to suppose that there is

any other path of safety except that of duty.

—

Nevins.

.... Envy feeds upon the living ; after death it ceases—then, ev-

ery man's well-earned honors defend him against calumny.

—

Ovid.

.... We seldom find people ungrateful, so long as we are in a

condition to render them service.

—

La Rochefoucauld.

.... Death is a black camel, ivhich kneels at the gates of all.

— Oriental Maxim.

.... Order in a house ought to be like the machines in an

opera, whose effect produces a great pleasure, but whose ends

must be hid —Madame Kicki r.

.... It is with narrow-souled people as with narrow necked bot-

tles ; the less they have in them, the more noise they make in

pouring out.

—

Pope.

.... I pity the man who can travel from Dan to Beersheba,

and cry, " 'Tis all barren !" And so it is, and so is all the world

to him who will not cultivate the fruits it ( ffers.

—

Sterne

.... There is little pleasure in the woild that is true and sin-

cere besides the pleasure of doing our dutv and doing good. 1

am sure no other is coo)|>arable to thi-.— Ji'otsoii.

.... Employment, whi''h Galen call" " nature's physician," is

so essential to human happiness, that indolence is justly consid-

ered as the mother of misery.

—

Burton.

.... Take heed of jesting; many have been ruined by it. It's

hard to jest, and not sometimes jeer, too; which oftentimes sinks

deeper than we intended, or expected.

—

Fuller.

.... People who are always taking care of their health are like

misers, who are hoarding up a treasure which they have never

spirit enough to enjoy.

—

Sterne.

.... The irresolute seize with eagerness all overtures which

show them two roads, and which, in consequence, do not press

them to choose

—

Cardinal de Retz.

.... There are some books that the man only of the greatest

mind could be able to do without, a glass coach, that is tj say,

wiihout going to consult men, things, libraries and manuscripts.

— Chamfort.

.... It is necessary to make great efforts with talents to inter-

est while they remain in order, than to please by passing all

bounds ; it is less easy to regulate the heart than to trouble it.

—

Chateaubriand.

.... Whoever has seen the masked at a ball dance amicably

together, and take hold of hands without knowing each other,

leaving the next moment to meet no more, can form an idea of

the world.— Vauvenargues.

We think there is shame in doubt and ignorance, and we

like better to decide at hazard, than to be conscious that we are

not informed enough of things to give judgment. We are full of

ignorance and errors ; and nevertheless we are at the greatest

trouble in the world to draw from the lips of men this confession,

so just and so conformable to theii natural condition :
" I am

mistaken, and I know nothing."

—

Nicole.
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BOSTON PULPIT.— No. a;3.

FIKST BAPTIST CHURCH.

REV. ROLLIN H. NtALE, D.D., PASTOR.

BY BEV. LCTHER FARNHAM.

A pleasing sight meets the eye of the Christian stranger,

as he enters the parlors of Dr. Neale, in Crescent Place

—

the images of several of his pnfieressors in office, living and

dead, hanging upon the walls, and looking down with seem-

ing nterest upon the labors of their worthy successor.

Tiitrc is the venerable fac* of Stillman, that giant minister

of this church ; there is Clay—commonly called Judge Clay

who, after an acceptable hut brief niinistiy, was cut off in

the midst of his days; there is Wincbcll, the devoted Chris-

tian, the beloved pastor and faithful minister, who, fiom dis-

tinguished usefulness, was called to enter into his rest at the

early age of twenty eight years ; there is the intellectual

Wayland, now president of Brown University, whose praise

is in literary circles, in schools and colleges, as well as in

the churches; and there are other pictures of beloved minis-

ters, good men and true, with whom the pre>ent pastor lives,

and finds in such a presence a stimulus to duty, and an in-

centive to copy their example, >o far as they imitated the

Ma-ter. The" idea is a beautiful one I>et the freat and

good ministers who have pre>iclie(l in Brattle Street Church,

and the " Old South " thus look down upon the present pas

tois, as they study and converse and they will be all the

better for such heavenly witnesses, with faces all divine.

Why may not every pastor's house in the land become radi-

ant with such a presence V The churches would have a rich

reward, if they would generally undertake to make the walls

of thfir pastors' dwellings shine with such a divine light, and

speak, as it were, with a superhuman power. The history

of the Fiist Biipiist Church i< as remarkable as that of any

other in Bo-ion. Its early history was one of conflict. It

pas-<d through the fires of adversity, and came ouf as gold

puriti d in ihe lire. This chuich, like several other chunhes

of the iii\, was ortraiiiztd in Charkstown. The first record

on the ch'unh book is as follows :— " The 28tli of the third

month. 106."), in Charlestown, the church of Christ, com-

mon'Y, though falsely, calh d Anabaptists, were gathered to-

ge'heV'aTid entered iuto fellowship and communion with

tach other, engaging ^^
to walk together in all

th^ appointments of

taeir Loid and Master,

t le Lord Jcsus Christ,

as tar as he should he

pleased to make
kiunvn his mmd and

will un'o ihcm by bis

worU and Spirii ;
and

t II e n was baptized,

Thomas Gould, John

George, Thomas Os-

borne, Ed ware Drink-

er; and joined wiih

Richard b'oodall, Wil-

liam Turner, Robert

Lambert Mary tjood-

all and Mary Newell,

who had walked in

that order in Old Eng-

land ' By this pro-

ceeding, which waa

ajnsidered a high-
handed and illegal act

by the cli rgy of the es-

tablished (Congrega-

tional) church, as well

as by the magistrates,

Gould, who was the

first minister of the

church, and other lead-

ers, suffered from fines

and actual miprison-

meiit, being threaten-

ed, also, Oanishment

from the colony. For

it must be remember-

ed, the Btpiisis did

not consider that any

but practical believers,

who had been baptized

upon a profession of

faith, could be visible

members of ihe cliun u

Of Christ, which was
subversive of that of

the established church.

Under these embar-
rassments and persecu-

tions, the infant church

lived for several years.

The church was perse-

cuted, but not forsak-

en ; cast down, but not

destroyed. Though
the members were " in

perils by their own
countrymen, in perils

by the hcaihen, in per-

ils ill ilie wilderness,

in perils among false

biethren," they did not

faint, nor become
weary of their cherisli-

ed principles. For
fonrteen years the
church were destitute

of a i)lacc of public

worsliip, and were
obliged to assemble in

private dwellings at

Charlestown, Boston,

and Noddle's l.-land,

(now East Boston,)

where Mr. Gould re-

sided. During most
of this period, Mr.
Gould, a chief founder

of the church, was tue

pastor thereof It is

recorded that he died

in 167C. Little is

PORTRAIT OF ROLLIN H. NEALE, D. D.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, COKNEK OF HANOVER ANU UNION STREETS, BOSTON.

known of him, more than that he wa,« a sufferer for his reli-
gious principles, and that he was the founder and first min-
ister, or principal speaker of this church, "which included
almost the whole of the Baptist interest in the colony of
Massachusetts for more than forty years." It should be
.stated here, to the honor of the cdony, and of human nature,
that this church had a little sunshine, even in its very early
history, for it is recorded that " in 1673, Mr. John Leverett
who bad always been opposed to the measures used against
the Baptists, was chosen governor, and they were permitled
to enjoy their liberty for nearly six years " After the de-
cease of Mr. Gould ^ Rav. Isaac Hall and Rev. John Russell
became pastors of this church. They were assisted in their
labors by Rev. John Miles, one of the two thousand minis-
ters ejected from their livings in England, in 1662 Mr.
Miles died in 168.3 Mr. Russell, to whom the term Elder
was applied, was by trade a shoemaker. He was ordained
as a preacher in 1679, and died the next year. " Ju>t before
his death he wrote a history of the sufferings of his little

dock, which was printed in" London, in 1680. To this an
answer was published by one of the Bos'on ministers, en-
titled " Cobbler, stick to your Last." In the vear 1678, a
meeting house was erected by the society on Back Street,
now Salem Street, on the corner of Stillman Street. The
following church re(Oid is found under date of February,
1679 :

" At a church meeting upon ye 9th of Februarv, 1679,
itt was unanimously agteed upon by ye church, to niake im-
provement of the new house built for the public worship of
God, and to erfer it the 1.5th day of this instant, it being the
next First Day." The church has now entered its new
house, after being in the wilderness and in prison for four-
teen years. There were but two other churches in the then
small town of Boston. It would seem, now, that the perse-
cuted band of Christians would have peace. But the set

time for true Christian liberality had not come, and the
church must be once more bound in fetters and irons,

and then it shall br forever free with the " liberty wherewith
Christ makes free." We read that the opening of the meet-
ing-hou.se so offended the civil aulliorities, that on the 8th
day of March, 16S0, they caused the doors to be nailed up,

and the following notice to be posted on them :
" All persons

are to take noticf .hat, by order of the court, the doors of
this house are shu. up ; and that they arc inhibited to hold
any meeting, or to open the doors thereof, without license

from authority, till the
General Court take
fiiriher order, as they
will answer the con-

.^r^„ trary at their peril."

The wiiter has dwelt
so lonif on th( se strik-

ing histoi ical facts,

that he has only room
to say, that the clurch
was rebuilt in 1777

;

that it was finally sold
ill 18i'9, and a new one
of brick was ert cted at

the coi ner of Hanover
and Union Streets.

This church is about
yielding to the march
of modern im[trovc-

ment. It is a matter
of congratulation, that

the soiiety in patting
with their old church,
are about to enter a
new and eligible place

of worship, in Somer-
set Street, now in pro-

cess of erection. The
names of the ministers

of this church, that

have not been men-
tioned, arc Rev. John
Emblem, who died
about the year 1699;
Rev Ellis Callender,

pastor more than ten

years ; his son, Rev.
Elisha Callender, a
graduate of Harvard
College, at whose ordi-

nation several Congre-
gational ministeis offi-

ciated ; Rev Jeremiah
Condy, who was pas-

tor of the church a
iUaiier uf i ceiuuiy,

previous to the pasto

rate of the eloquent

Stillman. After Dr.

Wavlaiid, came Rev.
('yrus Pitt Grosvenor,

during whose ministry

the present house of

worship was erected

in Hanover Street;

alter whom came the

Rev. Dr. Hague. Dr.
Hague was succeeded
by Rev. Dr. Neale, the

(resent pa-tor, who
was installed over his

))rcseiit charge, in Sep-
tt mber, 1837. Rev.

Dr. Neale is a man of

mark in appearance, a

Christian clergMnan,
scholar and gentleman
—of warm-hearted pi-

ety, a man after the

heart of " troops of
friends." Here we lav

down our pen, and
make our bow to the

vast audience that has

been a good listener to

our discourse. For
your attention we
praise you, for your
indulgence we thank

you. Tears for your
iove, honor for your

I
atience, and life for

your tailb.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NVMBEK.
" Love on the Ro"phorus," a story by Ren : Pebley PonRE.
*' The Forest Ij^-a'" (.'hapltit,^' a tale by Mrs. Caroline -June.
" The Rroken Windows " a story by Mrs. Caroline A. .SouLE.
" Letters from E(fjpt, ' No. 3 by Hev. F. W. Holland.
*' An EvtninK Sketcti." verses bv Joskph H, Bltler.
*',Second Lf.ve," a poem by Phieue ('arey.
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CONSTANTINOPLE.
On pages 344 a.id 34.'5, we present to .our readers a large and

gnperb view of this Oriental capital, at this moment so especially

clothed with interest, as it regards the question of war with Russia.

There are few spots in the world so peculiar and beautiful as this

" Queen of the Orient," the locale of so much of romance and
poetry. Constantinople was founded bj th-' Argives and a colony

of the Athenians, between 658 and 670, B.C. It was anciently

called Byzantium, and received its present name from Constan-

tine the Great, who removed there the seat of the Eastern empire

in 193. It was taken from the Greeks by Mahomet If., who slew

the emperor and 60,000 inhabitants. This event put an end to

the Eastern empire, which began with the reign of Arcadiup, in

395, and continued 1055 years, to 1463. It has been the capital

of the Turkish empire ever since. The reason why the Russians

covet Constantinople is plain enough to us. Before its conquest

by the Mussulmans it was the gr<at capital of the Greek Church.

The Emperor Nicholas is very religious after his fashion; and
believes its restoration to the faith of the Greeks would be a ser-

vice that would make hira worthy in the sight of God. Our read-

ers know very well in what light wc view this political question,

now so rife in Europe and the East, and that we heartily say,

God speed the Mussulman ! The noble view of the Sultan's cap-

ital which is given, as above, and in connection with several oth-

ers relating to Turkey and the Turks, which we have lately given,

cannot fail vastly to interest the army of subscribers who weekly

receive the Pictorial. This fine view is taken from the old tower

of Galata, the ruins of which will be observed in the immediate
foreground of the picture.

THE FORCES OF RUSSIA.

A London correspondent of the National Intelligencer says

that a late calculation, respecting the mili'ary power of Russia,

makes the force which the czar could employ in an European
war, without the reserve, the local garrisons, or the army in the

Caucasus being in any way reduced, to consist of 368 battalions

of infantry, 468 squadrons of cavalry, and 996 guns ; or, in other

words, in the eventuality of a European war, Russia could oper-

ate with a force of 500,000 men and 1000 guns, without laying

itself open to Great Britain, Sweden, or to the Caucasus. In

case of a r/reat war, Russia could operate, by means of her first,

second and third reserves, and the Cossack and Tartar forces,

with 1,000,000 of combatants and with 1800 guns. This is the

estimate of a Prussian officer of great experience.

-.» ^•«*. *-

SFLINTEBS.
A new edition of the Biography of Rev. Hosca Ballou, by

the editor of the Pictorial, has just been issued from the pi ess.

.... The Louisville Journal, edited and pulilished by Prentice,

the poet, has been destroyed, paper and all, by fire.

.... Grisi and Mario have not been married, nor has their visit

to America been indefinitely postponed, but merely deferred.

.... The newest Parisian fans are of ivory, inlaid with unpol-

ished silver, with the appendage of a tassel made of silk and silver.

.... The small pox is said to be very prevalent and fatal at the

Sandwich Islands, rapidly depopulating them.

The mayor of New Orleans states that the whole amount
received by him during the period of the epidemic was $38,312.

.... Kate Hayes and Biscaccianti are doing a thriving business

in South America, the former at Valparaiso, and the latter at Lima.
Explorations show that the coast of Greenland is rich in

copper; silver and lead mines have also been discovert d.

.... Waterbury, Ct., has now more than $3,000,000 invested in

manufacturing establishments, and a banking capital of S600,000.

.... Within the past month there were twelve boats destroyed

on the Upper Mississippi, both by fire and snagging.

.... The American actress. Miss Fanny Wallack, is playing

Miranda, in Shakspcare's Tempest, with much success in London.

.... It is estimate! that there are about eighty thousand Jews
in New York, where they have thirteen synagogues.

.... It was reported of Catalina that she said, she sung in

France for charity^ in England for monei/, in Italy for fume.

The salary of the king of the Sandwich Islands is

$16,000 a year. Moderate for royalty !

.... Ex-President Van Buren and son were at Florence on
the 14th ult., making the tour of the continent.

M'lle Rachel receives $80,000 for an engagement of six

months in St. Petersburgh, besides perquisites.

.... Butter, in large quantities, now comes from Canada over
the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad.

CHILDREN'S TOVS.

What a proper microcosm is a toy-shop ! We often catch our-

selves pausing before a toy- shop window, and gazing at the many
marvels there displayed, from the shining array of Chicete mar

blcs, looking so tt-mptingly in their variegated varnished coats, to

the complicated pieces of mechanism, such as rope dancers going

through a variety of motions, and almost cheating the spectator

into the illusion that he is gazing on life itself Nothing displays

the advance of luxury so decidedly as the costliness and complex-

ity of children's to}S. And an examination of these ware ex

hibits another curious fact, viz., that the children of to day have

older heads than those of our contemporaries many years ago.

The "spotted barrel on four legs," that passed muster for a horse

with us in our juvenile days, and gave entire satisfaction, being

symmetrical enough to our taste, and sound and kind in any har-

ness, would not satisfy the premature knowledge of horse flesh

exhibited by the young amateurs of the rising generation. The

toyraakers of tod^^y have to be very particular in the breed of

their horses, and in the finish of their nags must follow nature

closely. Some of these animals are furnished with works which

give them an easy and graceful motion quite wonderful to behold.

There has also been a great improvement in Mumbo Jumbos,

which, on the removal of the covers of the snutl' boxes, ascend to

an alarming height, and are of most terrific aspect. The Mumbo
Jumbos, that used to frighten ourselves, would be laughed to

scorn by the urchins we see around us—fellows of six and seven,

who are already studying psychology and physiology. Of course,

infants, who can explain the internal anatomy of iheir fathers and

grandfathers, are not content with ordinary images. Hence there

is a manifest elaboration of jointed dolls. The architecture of

wooden villages is also improved, as we notice—although they

are still accompanied by the pyiamidal trees of wooden shavings,

dipped in verdigris, or coftee green, which imparts so lively an

idea of natural foliage. Noah's Arks have increased in capacity,

and coatain ample menageries ; and the Shems, and Hams, and

wives have more character and individuality. We observe that

the toy figures pursue much the same avocations as of old
;
young

gentle lien in scarlet jackets and blue pantaloons ascend fences for

the insane purpose of plunging headlong from the summit ; open

headed earthern gentlemen go through a daily purgation of mar-

bles, and sharp-pointed shepherds and shepherdesses drive wooden

merinoes into sentry-boxes. Cats, also, issue from the interior of

boxes on wires in the same old parabolic curves. But tin soldiers

have iinpioved in drill and equip (nent.

It may be asked, are children made happier by this luxury and

elaboration of toys ? We doubt it. The imagination of children

is the most active of their faculties. Give a boy a stick and a

paper cap and he will fancy himself a warrior, and revel the live-

long day in the performance of imaginary exploits. Supply him

with a better v.'capon and equipment and he will eujoy it less, be-

cause there is le^s play for his imagination. The reality of his

arms shows him the unreality of his military assumption. He
knows that he is really no soldier—the wings of his fancy are

broken—he soon tires of his equipment, and passes on to some-

thing on which his fancy can build.

But why all this talk of toys and toy shops to grown-up peo-

ple ? Because the world is one great toy-shop, and we, "chil-

dren of a larger growtli," go through it in search of trifles to amuse

our hours. One half the fellows who enlist in marching regi-

ments, do it for the sake of the gilt button and the feather. The

courtier bows, fawns and flatters for the sake of a bit of ribbon.

The height of a Chinese aspirant's ambition is a red button and

a peacock's feather. We open a box in search of some fancied

treasure, and a Mumbo Jumbo flies in our face. We mount our

hobby horses and fly whip and spur, but though we oscillate tre-

mendously we never go beyond the spot from which we start.

Laugh not at the little folks about the toy shop windows—we are

all like them.

PUBLIC ARTISTS.

Things are not what they seem, particularly in the theatrical

world. It is said that Mr. G. V. Brooke, who is playing with such

extraordinary success at Drury Lane, London, is now ihe pm/irrti/

of three speculative Califernian gentlemen, to whom he is under

an engagement to peiform for eight hundred nights, which will

run over a term of four years—and for which, exclusive of travel-

ling and other expenses, he receives $80,000. During this en-

gagement he visits London, Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham,

Dublin, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Ne.v Orleans, Mobile,

Charleston, Havana, San Francisco, Sacramento, Rio de Janeiro,

Valparaiso and Melbourne. We have also been informed that

the American engagement of Mr. Anderson is effected on similar

terms, and that Mr. Jullien is not, for the time being, his own
property.

4 ^•^ >

Rather Queer.—The Society for the Encouragement of Na-

tional Industry, in France, has offered a prize of one thousand

fiancs for the best treatise on " the evils attending the universal

consumption of the potato as an article of food."

Gleason's Pictorial.— When we say ttiat this is the best iUustrated news-
paper publi.-4hed it is only sa\ ing half, for as a pictorial, Gleason is far ahead
of his cotemporarie:s, and justly deserves the patronage of the public. Its
reading matter is of the highest literary character.

—

Eaton Democrat.

« »»» >

Architecture.—The Grerraan architects, numbering three

hundred and sixteen, recently held a meeting at Brunswick.

They partook of refreshments on the scaffolding of the new
cathedral.

For beauty and inter*^st Gleason's Pictorial is far superior to any work of the
kind ever publishtd ia .imerica — Union (iV. V, ) News.

COST OF A LOCOMOTIVE.

Our first-class narrow guage engines, says the Ledger, weigh,

empty, 44,000 lbs., and are worth sixteen cents per pound. They

will consume one cord of wood and 1200 gallons of water per

hour, and will generate 265,000 cubic feet of steam per hour, of a

pressure equal to that of the atmosphere. The heating surface is

of the extent of the bottom of a boiler, twenty-four feet in diam-

eter. The strain upon the iron of the shell of a boiler, is from

6560 to 11,000 lbs. per square inch under ordinary pressure.

There is also an additional strain of about 4000 lbs. per square

itich exerted lengthwise of the boiler to pull it apart crosswise.

The whole pressure exerted against all the internal surfaces of

the boiler amounts to 20,000,000 of pounds, or 10,000 tons ! The
usual distance travelled by the locomotive, being in motion but

one-eighth of the time, is equal to once around the globe every

year. In going sixty miles an hour, eighty-eight feet are traversed

per second, five revolutions of the driving wheels are made, re-

quiring strokes of the piston, and twenty intermediate periods of

action in the valve, equal to the division of a second into forty

parts.

Necklaces.—In Paris, this season, necklaces, which have so

long been forgotten, are revived by the jewellers, and of a novel

design, or being made to fit the slope of the neck, and to lie flat

all round. Stars and rosettes of colored stones encircle the throat,

and between each, tassels of gold descend lightly, and ditninish

the stiffness of the ornament.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Strceter Mr. William Roberts, of Machias, Me., to

Miss Maria Gnimiin.
By Rev. Mr. Blainie, Mr. Donald Henderson, of Richiboto, N. B. to Mis«

Catherine, daughter of Richard Gunn. E^q., of Washington, D. 0.

Bv Kev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Charles II. Baker, of Scarboro , Me., to Miss Mary
W. Wiley.

By Rev. Mr. Bartol, Mr. George Ilcnry Williams, of Boxbury, to Ellen,

daughter of WiUiam D-ivi-*. Jr.

At Charle town, by lUv. Mr. Hempstead. Mr Stephen Merrill to Miss Caro-

line A. Emery.
At Chelsea, by Rev Mr. Langworthy, Mr. Comtantine B Uansfield to Misg

Marie E. Johucion.

At Salem by Itev Mr. Elton. Capt. John Mullen to Mrs. Mary Ann Bolles

At Newburyport, by Rev. Mr. Richardson Mr Stephen I. Noyes to Mias

Sutan H Alley.

At Uaverhill by Rev. Mr Train, Mr. Moses W. Dodge, of Ipswich, to Miss

Mary T. Boyuton, ol Kowley.

At Fitchbuig, by Rev Mr. Jennings, Mr. William Barnes to Bliss Mary M.
Osborne.
At Portland, Me., by Rev. Dr. Carruthers, Mr Nathaniel L. Webber to Miss

Donna Maria, daughter of Hon Joshua Herrick, of Alfr*d.

At RockUnd, Me. by Rev. Mr. Fessenden, Mr Gustavus A. Hilton, of Boston,

to Miss Celeste J. Beattie.

On boaid ship A>illiam Tell, on the passage from Havre to New York, Mr.

L. Finder to Miss Ann Mdria Lebzer, booh of Boston.

DEATHS.
In this city, Miss Lucy Wellington, aged 63; Martha Ann Ward, daughter

of Thomas VV. rt'ard; Mr. John Nazro, 75; Mi>s Charlotte M. Welch, 19.

At Charlestown, lleien M. Mathews 21 Widow Abigail Meniam, 85.

At Cambriiig., Sampson Tarbell, E-q , 73

At vVest Cambridge, at the residence of his son-in.law, Rev. J. Banvard, Dr.

Nathaniel !. Prer tiss 87.

At Westboro', Mr. Burleigh Collins, 33

At Lynn, Mr. .Ubert Gove, 54; Mr. Kverctt E Lpwis, 29.

AtS.ilem. Mrs .Mary Colstcr, 85 , Capt Benjamin Upton 67-

At Newburyport, Wistal Scovell, of Binghampton, N. Y.

At r^owcll, Mr, Francis S. Srilmon, 48.

At Harvard, Miss Harriet Bateman 38.

At Urewster, Mr John B. Berry 30.

At Wellfleet, Mrs Hannah D., wife of Dr. Thomas N. Stone 84.

At Worcester, Aug. 20th, Miss San»h Jane, only daughter of the lat* Mr.
Laban, and »Irs Jane A Maynard, aged 18 yenrs [New Hampshire and Ve^
moot papers please copy.]

At Santucket, Mrs. Elizabeth Elkins widow of the late David Elkins, 64.

At Fitzwilliam, N. H , Martha Saunders, widow of E. Saunders, 90.

At Portlaod, Me , of consumption, William Seals, 22.

At New York, Thomas Pictou, late editor of the New York Era, Sachem and
American, 31

At Jeiemie, St. Domingo, William Montrose, of Massachusetts, seaman of
barque Clara Windsor.
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[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

HOPE FOR THE BEST.

BT EUZABETB A. BLINK.

Cheer up. cheer up, desponding on«,

Look on the sunny side

;

Though thy frail bark be tossing now
Upon a boisterous tide

Cheer up, cheer up, though madly rave

The storms around thy way

;

Remember, that the darkest night

Precedes the fairest day.

Cheer up, cheer up, away with grief,

And all corroding care

;

The sun will surely shine again,

And make each scene more fair.

Cheer up, cheer up, and smile at fate,

Though cruel it may seem,

In taking from thee friends so dear,

And blasting each fair dream.

Cheer up, cheer up, spend not thy time

In Tain regrets and grief,

Remember, that " the robbed who pmiles,

Steals something from the thief."

Cheer up. cheer up, and trust in Him
Who loves and cares for all

;

The One who doeth all things well,

And marks the sparrow's fall.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

L ETTERS FROM EGYPT,
No. II.

BT BEV. F. W. HOLLAND.

The temples take time to see, but they repay all they take.

You must be your own landlord, housekeeper, sometimes your

own cook on the way ; must submit to perpetual delays, and wait

humbly upon the wind ; must bend to native superstitions and be

patient with childish fears , must lie liard at night and work hard

by day ; must fare monotonously enough on eggs and chickens

this week and chickens and eggs the next, and all the while be

infested by vermin thick as Pharaoh's plagues, and hungry as if

they had fasted ever since the days of Moses, and yet, there is a

feast spread before you such as the world at large hardly suspects.

While you are lying upon your Persian rug, battling with a cloud

of flies, chasing some alderraanic cockroaches, or hurling

your boot at the audacious rat who has just got his nose into your

rice-bag, the sunniest possible sky is flooding the busy, mysteri-

ous, ever-renowned, all-beneficent Nile with golden light. For

two months of winter there was but one clouded day. While

Boston friends were shivering in the howling night-wind, crouching

over the sinking fire of a December eve, shuddering at the thought

of what might be the suffering in some half built, unwarmed garret

or cellar, we were basking in perpetual summer, regaled by deli-

cious oranges from the Pasha's palace, surfeited on finer dates

than I ever imagined could grow, freshened by the acrid pome-

granate and cloyed bj' the luscious banana, or juicy sugar cane.

And then, the river sweeping along with such a majestic flow

towards the waveless Mediterranean, what a perpetual curiosity!

here its subsiding waters revealing the fresh green of the seed

which had been cast almost literally " upon the waters," and which

a little farther up the bank is a millet crop twelve feet high ; here

its clay masses breaking in the sun into regular blocks precisely

like the pillars at the Giant's Causeway ; here half-naked natives

shaping them into huge bricks which the straw binds firmly

enough together to answer for their homely huts ; here more

ingenious workmen fashioning this same Nile-mud into stone jars,

just as they did in the prophet's days, when Egypt was known as

" the land of pots ;" here the wretched fellah (('. e. peasant),

baling up water in a leaky basket to a little well above his head,

which another half clad creature empties by another basket into a

mimic canal that spreads fertility through a vast field of waving

canes ; here, as you step ashore, a group of naked children run

screaming away from the indigo-pans which they were keeping

hot with a fire of wild grass or dried stalks ; here, again, females

carrying loads of brick and mortar up a lofty scaffolding for a new

sugar factory ; here at early morning a crowd of village maidens

filling their huge jars from the river, having first bathed their

hands and feet and all their face save the eyes, and showing the

utmost dexterity as they marched along through the jolting streets

with the great water-pot unsuoported upon their heads; tlien, this

Stream from an unknown source, is never idle, is always at its

tricks like a spoilt child ; here leaving kennels two miles away
from the bank on which it once flourished ; there undermining a

Manfaloot, and tumbling houses and walls bit by bit into its ma-
rauding arms ; here retreating before the sand from the Libyan

Desert and leaving a yellow waste behind ; there girdling the

Memnon-5tatue with the greenest possible field of pulse ; here

washing the base of the Philo-obeli.sk, and there bathing the un-

quarried limestone mountain ; here wafting along a strange tower

of straw chaff for the camels' food at Cairo, and there giving way
to the regular stroke of some Pasha's boat rowed merrily along,

sometimes to music by fourteen oarsmen. It i.s time that that

little steamer came along which a western captain said he could

run whenever there was a heavy dew. Few travellers can spare

the necessary time to sail up and row down a distance of seven

hundred miles ; stupidly, timidly and lazily as the work is always

done. It is customary, though very useless, I think, to draw up

a contract for the whole trip at jour consul's office in Cairo. We
handed to this national representative what he pretended to

put word for nord into Arabic ; but, the first time there was a

dispute, we found we were cheated, and that the stipulation ran
" from sunrise to sunset," not as we had ordered, for twelve hoars'

cruise per day. The consequence was that in the middle of the

afternoon old Abnzed swore we had reached a safe place, and he

dared not go any farther, and there the men ceased rowing, or pull-

ing, or took in sail ; a stake was driven into the bank and we
were moored to the shore, with a melancholy-looking native squat-

ting on the bank as a guard. This latter gentleman was no doubt

richly rewarded by his five cents for his valorous guardianship of

our person and property; for, on one occasion, it was duly com-
municated to the crafty captain that if he stopped he should "pay
the piper " himFclf, as the sun was still quite high, and our indig-

nation too. In the morning I happened to be the only one of the

company who was up, when the word came that the captain would

not pay the guard, the guard would not let the rope go, and of

course there was no chance of getting on I never thought of

having no coat on, and not even a switch in ray hand, but made a

dive at once at the refractory watchman, only to discover that he

could run faster than I through the yielding sand. But we were

off, and the principle was established that, detaining us where he

had no business was to be at the captain's expense, not ours. At
last our sufferings became intolerable ; there was almost a mutiny,

and we determined to do, what every boat does once, complain to

the government. So, one fine morning, we marched up in our

best dress, with the captain and our dragoman to a native court.

Under a huge plane-tree sat a white-bearded old man, smoking

his amber-mouthed pipe, surrounded by slave, and guards. The
contract was produced and read aloud : his excellency decreed

that the captain was i ,ght by our own agreement, " signed, sealed

and delivered " by the chancellor of the United States, but, that

his business was to lake care of travellers, and if we wished him
whipped it should be done at once ; if not, the next pashalick would

give us a similar pleasure. As we looked at the well dressed,

portly, but crest fallen Abuzed, it seemed rather too bad that he

should be made to bite the dust before his whole crew, so we
requested that he might be severely threatened. But, fearing that

our newly-established authority needed confirmation, wc pointed

out the only saucy fellow in the crew, and in an instant his heels

were in the air and severe blows fell thickly upon his bare soles.

He marched off looking sullen enough to eat us all up ; and I own
to a little apprehension when we returned to Cairo and found he

would receive none of the money distributed among the sailors as

a present, at the end of the voyage. It was some satisfaction, upon

a proper representation of the matter at Washington, to know
that the opium-eating Greek who was abusing his office to rob and

cheat American travellers, was promptly sent back to his original

obscurity. Our countrymen, who follow in the same track, will

not know whom to thank, nor from how vexatious a nuisance

they have been delivered. But the punishment of this poor sailor

at the mere word of a foreigner, and the offer to flog our reis

without even the shadow of justice, shows how exactly the proph-

ecy lias been fulfilled which declared that Egypt should be the

basest of all kingdoms.

A servile timidity seems to characterize all the common people.

Dr. Smith, in his Book of Travels, relates one striking instance

in which we were mutually concerned. The management of the

voyage had been entrusted to me, and after a breakfast-table coun-

cil, it was left to me to execute the plans of the whole party. We
intended to spend the day in the immeasurable Temple at Karnak,

but a couple of well armed guides came upon us and insisted upon

disturbing our meditations with their magpie chatter. " The
Pasha would not suffer any stranger to go alone ; it was very

dangerous. There were robbers, snakes, and wild beasts. Their

lives were responsible for ours. They should not suflFer us to

sit without them." Talking did no good, they talked so much
faster and in more languages than we. I remembered the brave

American adventurer, and drew a line in the sand ; if they crossed

that, I hardly knew what terrors were to come upon them. And
these stout, well armed men marched like lions to the line—there

they stopped, and we were molested no more. Once again there

was an attempt at imposition ; but I remembered how each trav-

eller who gives up to these rogues makes trouble for the next, and

I brushed oft" the nuisance like a musquito, as a subsequent letter

will show.

The temples need pictures to describe them, and even then jou

fail entirely of conceiving their colossal proportions. The Crys-

tal Palace in London, with its twenty-six miles of tables, was a

monster, but in one of the temples of Thebes even this monster

would hardly be seen ; and a single room of that endless pile

would accommodate several of the largest cathedrals in Europe.

They were intended to overawe the mind by the idea of immensity,

and they do it most effectually ; their vast height all covered with

sa'^red hieroglyphics ; their unknown antiquity ; their almost un-

broken spaces ; their darkened sanctuaries, make the profoundest

impression. Those near Cairo have probably all been destroyed

for building purposes ; those up the river occur at intervals, say of

forty miles, where crowded cities once stood ; where armies en-

camped, sovereigns held their courts, and the world's destiny

hung trembling on a monarch's will.

The general plan of a complete temple was this : first, where

there was room, a long line of sphinxes, intended to solemnize the

mind of the worshiper as he drew near the deity ; at Karnak there

were four such avenues ; then two obelisks, carved on the four

sides all the way up, intended for a similar purpose with our

church spires; tiicn, or within, colossal sitting figures, represent-

ing the monarch, aid perhaps his wife; then a couple of strong,

square, tapering tovx rs, containing the priests' rooms, intended

for defence, and not ini robablv used like tlie tower of Antonia in

Jerusalem, to overawe tlic people : between these towers arose

the lofty gateway of which lliat at Mt. Au' ,irn is an uncarved

miniature—for, all the temple, except the floor, within and with-

out, was covered by cut and painted hieroglyphics of the nation's

history and the history of its gods : within this gate, called the

propylon, came the largest court, like the court of the Gentiles

which surrounded the temple at Jerusalem ; columns eighty feet

high, with lotus-shaped capitals, each column differing from its

neighbor, lined this half roofed hall ; then came another gateway

opening into an every way smaller enclosure, but all carved and

ornamented, even the ceiling of its roofed sides ; then, another

entrance to another spacious square ; and finally, after more or

less of these introductory halls, which prove how stately their re-

ligious service must have been, and what an army of priests par-

ticipated, you see before you two or three low, dark chambers,

where the Most Holy place was, and where the sp.ace is so confined

that none but the high priests could have been permitted to enter.

Let it not be supposed that there is any sameness amongst these

giant shrines. Even the same building does not correspond in all

its parts ; and no two are alike in their arrangements, in the size

or number of their courts, not even in the appearance of their in-

most sauctuaries. Instead of confounding the mind with conflict-

ing details, I have given, as faithfully as possible, the grand idea

which breathes through all these wonders of ancient architecture,

to which some conform more closely than others. But part of

their beauty is their varietj'. Philoe, for instance, at the end of

our pilgrimage, is a little island entirely covered with diflTcrent

temples—the principal one overhanging the river at a most roman-

tic point, just above the first cataract; but the other structures

were parts of cities, and two at least that we visited were united

with the monarch-builders' palace. Some are fresh as if just dis-

interred, which is very much the case, and others have nearly

perished. They were erected at different periods, in ruder and

richer styles of architecture. As with the European cathedrals,

one generation's wealth was not sufficient to embody in stone its

sublimest thought, but the sacred duty was entrusted to the piety

of a succeeding generation, and by them executed often better

than it was conceived. In some the work is not quite complete
;

the wall is only half sculptured ; the hewn obelisk still lies at the

quarry ready to move ; the tombs themselves are often unfinished.

The spoiler must have come unawares : destruction, either cap-

tivity or massacre, must have interrupted their work in its midst.

The veil seems to fall suddenly over the scene, and to give ns hut

scanty glimpses within, until some Christian power shall open the

unexplored treasures of this oldest civilization, and bring it a

future more glorious than its past.

« — »» >

SHAKSPEAREAN GEMS.

That strumpet— fortune.

Friendship's full of dregs.

Who is't can read a woman ?

In a false quarrel there's no true valor.

What's more miserable than discontent 1

The silver livery of advised age.

Melancholy is the nurse of frenzy.

Let gentleness thy strong enforcement be.

[Death.] The blind cave of eternal night.

A giving hand, though foul, shall have fair praise.

Though patience be a tired mare, yet she will plod.

Let every eye negotiate for itself, and trust no agent.

Come, civil night, thou sober-suited matron, all in black.

Now Jove, in his next commodity of hair, send thee a

beard !

See, see, what showers arise, blown with the windy tem-

pest of my heart.

To be honest, as this world goes, is to be one man picked

out of ten thousand.

Speak of me as I am ; nothing extenuate, nor set down

aught in malice.

RKFLECTIONS ON A TOAD.
Poor pedants that we are, so much better read in books than in

nature, what a shame it is that we have not been taught to inter-

pret the wonders that are all around us ! How few of our best

scholars can tell of the stones in the ravine, the flowers in the

meadow, the insects upon the bushes, or the birds in the trees !

In the little arbor where I read I have a pet tree toad, who is

perched on a joist under the eaves, and who seems to look down
upon me with something of the same wonder that I bestow upon
him. Undoubtedly some learned man has spent years upon the

study of this creature's history and habits
;
yet he is a mystery to

me, probably, far more than I am to him. I only know that he

makes a strange noise, and have an idea that he lives by catching

flies. He is content to turn his funny eye at me ont-e in a while,

satisfied that the great lump in the chair is not hostile, and that

the rustling thing in his hand is not anything unfriendly to tree-

toadi or their trade. In one essential of the highest philosophy

he is decidedly superior to our own race—he is content to fill his

own place, and not desiious to be what God never meant him for.

O, little tree-toad, how would the world be regenerated if thy

unconscious instinct could urge its wisdom upon our restless

humanity !

—

Rtv. Samuel. Osr/ood.

OENTLE.IIANLY.
People say he isn't gentlemanly ; but when I sec the style of

man thrt is called gentlemanly, I am very glad he is not. All the

solemn, pompous men, who stand about like owls, and never

speak, ror laugh, nor move as if they really had any life or feel-

ing, are called " gentlemanly." Whenever Tabby says of a new
man—" but then he is so gciitlemanly !" I understand at once. It

is another case of the well-dressed wooden image. Good heavens !

do you suppose Sir Phi ip Sidney, or the Chevalier Bayard, or

Charles Fox, were "gentlemanly" in this way ? Confectioners

who undertake parties might furnish scores of such gentlemen,

with bands and feet of any required size, and warranted to do

nothing " ungcntlemanly." For my part, I am inclined to tl;ink

that a gentleman is something positive, not merely negative.

—

And if sometimes my friend, the Pacha, says a rousing and

wholeso-ne truth, it is none the less gentlemanly because it cuts a

little.

—

Putnam's M<ifja:ine.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

The Vermont horses took five of the seven $100 prizes at the

late horse exhibition in Springfield, Mass. It is said that

15,000 persons visited Mt. Washinf,'ton, the past season, and that

8400 went up to the summit. A man in St. Louis, who was

rescued from drowning, swore terribly at his preserver because he

would not rescue his hat also. A consultation was held among

the bystanders, as to the propriety of throwing him into the river,

but he was at length allowed to depart. Popularity in politics

is to see your name in large type posted to a fence. Somebody

will inquire as to who you arc, and when the first rain comes you

will disappear. Rev. Eleazer Williams, the would-be Dauphin

of France, has been appointed missionary to the Caughnawaga

Indians. There are two things which everybody should do

—

marry early as you can afford it, and keep your life insured. One

keeps misery from yourself, and the other from your wife and

children. It is said, McKay has been ofl^ered $.'!00,000 for his

ship, the " Great Republic." In Washington, D. C, a license

cannot be given, under the new law, without the assent of a

majority of the housekeepers on both sides the street, on the

square on which the restaurant or tippling-honse claims its princi-

pal front. The New York Central Railroad has advised the

millers of an advance in freight on flour to sixty live cents per

barrel to Albany, an increase of twenty cents over last year's

rates. The superior profit of the new postage system is illus-

trated by the returns of the Chicago post-office, which show a

receipt of S42,000—an increase of thirty per cent, over the corres-

ponding quarter of last year. If you want favor of a man,

laugh at his jokes. If there be anything the whole human family

have a weakness for, it is to pass for wits. Mr. Thomas

Jones, of Amherst, seeing the glare from the burning of a neigh-

bor's knitting-factory, and mistaking it for his own mill in flames,

died almost instantly from the intense excitement. An unsuc-

cessful lover was asked by what means he lost his divinity.

"Alas!" cried he, " I flattered her until she was too proud to

speak to me !" In Lynn, a man named William Clark has

raised, this season, two crops of strawberries fi-om the same vines,

in the open air. There is one suicide for every one hundred

deaths in New York. In the month of April last, there was a

small army of 20,000 persons in the different houses of correction,

in England. The railroad between Alton and Chicago is now
completed, and in good running order, so that we have now an

uninterrupted railroad communication between New York and St.

Louis, in less than fifty hours running time. A load of hops

at Sheboygan, Michigan, product of three acres of land, sold for

$1400. Henry Hopkins, of Providence, died near West Kil-

lingly, a few days since, of hydrophobia. He had been bitten by

a dog not known to be rabid, some three months ago, and felt

very much alarmed for a long time, though his fears, it appears,

had subsided before he was attacked by the complaint. At
Salt Lake City they have a theatre, which cost $20,000. The
Artesian Well, recently completed at Montgomery, Ala., continues

to furnish water of excellent quality, and in sufficient abundance,

to meet an immense consumption. Soto, the Spanish dan-

seuse, is engaged at the Varieties, in New Orleans. The rich-

est discovery lately made in California was that at Wood's Creek

of 815,000 in gold, it being one half the amount stolen a few

weeks since from Adams & Co. 's express rider. Quails are

very abundant in the vicinity of Madison, Iowa, the present sea-

son. The Nicaragua Company expect on the 1 st of February,

to put spring coaches on the twelve milts of land transit, for the

conveyance of passengers. The Providence Museum, recently

destroyed by fire, is to be rebuilt immediately. Man conceives

fortune, but woman conducts it. It is the spirit of man that says,

"I will be great," but it is the sympathy of the woman that usu-

ally makes it so. The blacksmiths of Manchester, N. H.,

have struck for higher wages. The Alta California states

that about twelve thousand Russians are about to emigrate to the

Sandwich Islands, under the auspices of the' emperor. The
cholera continues to ra ^e on the estates in the vicinity of Carde-

nas, Cuba; and on some of the plantations half of the slaves are

dead. Divorces are nowhere so easily obtained as in Sweden.

If a man leaves his wife for six months, they can be divorced
;

and the same if, after trying it a while, the tempers are found to

disagree. The comer stone of a Jesuit College, for the educa-

tion of youth, was laid at Havana on the 10th ult. Trying to

farm without capital, is like trying to run a locomotive without

fuel. Money and wood both must be consumed, if they are to

move the machine, or the farm, or the rail. The daughter of

one of the Ohio senators, before the introduction of railroads,

accompanied her father five hundred miles on horseback, from

Chilicothe to Washington.

tDaggibc ©atl)mng0.

< »»» >

Michigan Copper.—It is said that Mr. Wilson, Commissioner

from Great Britain to the World's Fair in New York, has written

to the Michigan Agricultural Society to ascertain if they are dis-

posed to part with the magnificent specimen of native copper now
on exhibition at the palace, from that State. He desires to pro-

cure it for exhibition in the mineral department of the new
Crystal Palace at London.

i ^*m- >

Tub Cot ton Crop.— According to the returns of the Treasury

Department, the value of the portion of the cotton crop of the

United States exported the year ending the 30th of June last, was

$100,000,000, against $87,000,000 worth exported during the

year ending on the 30th of June, 1852.

Counterfeit 2's on the Saugatuck Bank, Westport, Ct., have
lately made their appearance in Boston.

The net amount of money in the sub-treasuries and mints, is

about S2fi ,000,000, ot which nearly 88,000,000 is in the Boston
sub-treasury.

Ladies, l)e cautious ! A lady in the south of France, who wore
a cap mounted on wires, was recently struck by lightning, whi.;h,

in the opinion of the doctors, was attracted by the metal.

It is no joke to be a New York fireman. One company has

been known to expend, in a single year, as much as six thousand
dollars, in entertaining their brethren from other cities.

Massa, a Si ilian author of credit, says, that he was at Catania

eight years af. r the eruption of Vesuvius in 16C9, and that he

still found the lava in many places was not cool.

About $700 have been contributed for the erection of a monu-
ment to the memory of Knud Iverson, the Norwegian boy who
was lately drowned by his companions for refusing to steal fruit.

The sum wanted, including the above, is $1000.

The erection of a monument to Junius is among the odd ideas

now current in London. " Who," asks the Athena;um, " will

undertake to put ' the tall, thin, gray- haircel figure ' imagined by
Byron, and described by no one, into marble ?"

Andrew Jackson Allen, the great American costumer, and the

friend of Forrest's boyhood, died in New York, lately, at the age
of sixty-five. His debut on the stage occurred at the age of six,

as one of the incense boys in Romeo and Juliet.

We learn that the trustees of Lawrence Academy, at Groton,
have appointed July 18th, 18.54, as a day for a Jubilee Gathering.

An invitation is extended to all the former teachers and scholars

to be present.

Chevalier Bocco Martuscelli, Charge d'AflTaircs from Naples,

died at New York, on Tuesday wc*k. The deceased had resided

in this country for the last fourteen or fifteen years, and had re-

cently visited his native country for the benefit of his health.

Commodore Perry arrived in the Bay of Yeddo, on the 8th of

July, delivered his letter from the president, and, after exchanging
presents, promised to call ;igain in the spring, and left for Hong
Konj. "The natives were highly delighted with the steam-frigates,

the first they ever saw.

We learn from the New York Herald that a young man named
Patrick Ryan, a clerk in the post-office in that city, being sus-

pected of robbi'g the mails, was arrested a day or two since, and
subsequently made a full confession of his guilt, and restitution to

the amount of $4,100.

The Bangor Whig states that the lumber docks of thit city are

crowded with lumber, and surveyors and their assistants are over-

run with business. Fifty cents an hour is given to laborers in

getting out the lumber on the tide. There is a great scarcity of

vessels for removing the lumber which is ready for forwarding.

The detention of the coal at Pittsburg, by the lack of water in

the Ohio River, has been the cause of serious inconvenience in all

the river towns. In St. Louis, the scarcity was so great, that sev-

eral of the iron founderies were closed, and but few if any were
making full time. It was feared, also, that unless a rise should

shortly take place in the river, the gas company would be obliged

to suspend operations.

Washington Monument.—The total of the contributions in

aid of the Washington Monument, received at the Crystal Palace,

Now Yoik, amount) to the sum of $6266 41.

iToreign Jtcms.

The Papal Government has forbidden the exportation of wine.

The Caspian is 306 feet lower than the Baltic, and 345 feet

lower than the Euxine.

The inauguration of a statue to Sir Robert Peel has taken
place at Manchester, England.

The expense to the public for printing for the Houses of Par-
liament last year was £54,030.

The late Lieutenant-General Sir Charles Napier's property has
been estimated for stamp duty at £200,000.

The ex queen of the French is at Geneva, suflTering from an
attack of the pleurisy, from which, however, she was recovering

by the last accounts.

A telegraphic despatch from Turin reached Paris, on Wednes-
day, giving an account of a corn riot. After the arrest of some
of the perturbators, order was restored.

The Trieste Zeitung, an Austrian paper, states that American
cotton goods have beaten British manufactures completely out of
the field, on the shores of the Black Sea.

The Munich official journal publishes the regulations drawn up
for the " General Exhibition of German Industry and Trade Pro-
ductions," which will take place at the Bavarian capital next
year. The king will lay the first stone of the building.

The London Times, in speaking of the Turkish manifesto, fays

it is one of the strongest and most unanswerable state papers is-

sued during the present century. The Post says that, morally,

Russia is already defeated, and that she will be so materially.

Prussia and Austria both give indications, though not formally,

that they will maintain a neutral position in case of a Turkish
war. "^he Fl*nch and English diplomatists, therefore, consider

that the war, being confined in the Turkish frontier, will not

spread in Europe.

A letter from Vienna, dated October lOlh, says : "All there-
cent intelligence from the East confirms me in the belief, that the

enthusiasm of the Turks is constantly increasing. They believe

that Islam is in danger, and are determined at all hazards to

stand by the flag of the Prophet."

A letter from Bucharest, which has been received in Paris,

states that the weather there is very dry and fine, and that there

is nothing to prevent lhc crossing of the Danube by the troops of

Omar Pasha. According to this letter, the Russians are not in

sufficient force to resist the Turks, if they should advance at once.

The Vienna correspondent of the London Times is now being
tried for high treason against the government of Austria. He
has long been a resident of Vienna, and, in consequence of mar-
rying a Catholic wife, took the necessary steps to become a natu-

ralized citizen. Like others similarly situated, the Times corres-

pondent has reflected somewhat severely upon the acts of the

government.

The extensive coal-field called " La Terrible," and situated at

Belmez, near Cordova, in Spain, has been recently purchased by
an English capitalist for ,£40,000 sterling. It is near the railway
from Seville to Cordova. The coal is said to be of the first qual-
ity, and to answer admirably for the manufacture of coke and
gas. The seam now in working is forty yards thick, and within
bixiy feet of the surface.

Sanbfl of ®olb.

.... Humor is wit and love.— Thackerai/.

.... Nature cannot be surprised in undress. Beauty breaks in

everywhere.

—

R. \V. Emersvn.

.... The soul, by an instinct stronger than reason, ever asso-

ciates beauty with truth.— /^ T. Tiichrman.

.... Floral aposiles ! that in dewy splendor weep withoat
woe, and blush without a crime.

—

Horace Smith.

.... O, beware of jealousy ; it is the green-eyed monster,
which doth mock the meat it feeds oi.

—

Shakspeare.

.... Let us not love those things much which we are not sure
to live long to love, nor to have long if we should.

—

Fuller.

.... I am a man of peace. God knows how I love peace.
But I hope I shall never be such a coward as to mistake oppres-
sion for peace.

—

Kossuth.

.... When I look upon the tombs of the great, every emotion
of envy dies within me ; when I read the epitaphs of the beauti-
ful, every inordinate desire goes out.

—

Acltlison.

.... There is a gloom in deep love, as in deep water ; there is

a silerce in it that suspends the foot ; and the folded arms and the
dejected head are the images it reflects.— LanJor.

.... A genius and great abilities are often wanting, sometimes,
only opportunities. Some deserve praise for what they have
done, and others for what they would have done.

—

Bruyere.

.... The truly great consider first, how they may gain the ap-

probation of God ; and secondly, that of their own consciences
;

having done this they would then willingly conciliate the good
opinion of their fellow-men — Cotton.

Joktr'0 Bubget.

Mock Turtle.—Calling a husband " my dear " in pnblic, and
" you brute " in private.

The man who took the responsibility is requested to return the
same forthwith, or suflfer the consequences.

Dffrivalion of Buss —Buss—to kiss. Rebuss—to kiss again.
Blunderbuss—two girls kissing each other. Omnibus—to kiss all

the girls in the room.
" It is very curious," said an old gentleman a few days since to

his friend, " that a watch should be perfectly dry when it has a
running spring inside."

" As big as a piece of Chalk."—The piece of chalk that fell from
Dover Cliff's, in England, was fifty feet long, forty feet wide, and
sixty feet deep, and is estimated to weigh two thousand tons.

A judge, out West, ha,s decided that " kissing a body " while
" coming through the rye " is legal. This has an important and
interesting bearing on the rye culture, and on the happiness of
mankind in general.

An urchin, not quite three years old, said to his sister, while
munching a piece of gingerbread, " Siss, take half up dis cak to

keep to afternoon, when I get cross !" This is nearly as good as

the story of the child who bellowed from the top of the stairs,
" Ma, Hannah wont pacify me !"

Sterne, who used his wife very ill, was one day talking to Gar-
rick in a fine, sentimental manner, in praise of conjugal love and
fidelity. " The husband," observed Sterne, " who behaves un-

kindly to his wife, deserves to have his house burned over his

head." David replied :
" I hope you are insured then."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL. '

VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.
We have Voluircs I., It.. III., and IV. of the PicTOBiAi, Drawtno Room

CoMP.\MO>, t'leg;tntly bnuuJ in cloth, vitli piit C'lgctauJ bdck and iltnmiue>l

sides, forming supui-b and mo.st attractive parlor oruauients m the shape of a
scries of books of bet-vccu FocR and Jt'ivK IIundkkd I'aoes each, and each
\olume containing nearly One Tiiousa.nd ENURAVi.N«sof Men, Manners, ami
current Kvcuts all OTer the world_ of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famous Cities and beautiful A'illares; of I^ageants at home and abroad, of fin*

Maritime \ iews: and. in short, of an infinite 'variety of interesting and jnstnir-

tive .subjects ; with li.LfMi.xED Title-Pages and Indexes of great beauty aud
artisti-- exteltcnce.ar.d foi niiiiR >ery brilliant frontij^picces to the volumes

Besides the many Illustrations, they embrate in their pages a T;Lst aznoonk

of original 'I'ales, Sketches. I'oeuiR. and Novelettes, from the best American
autiiors. with a current Ncas l.ecord of ,he times; altogether fonning an
exciH'dinzly novel and elegant series for f-.uure reference a..d present enjoy-

iiient, botli in regard to Leading Matter ard lllnstrations

For sale at the I'uh iratioa OfBcc, by our \\hoIesalc Agents, and at all th»
Pcriodiial Pepot.i throughout the Union. One volnme, *3 00; two volumea,

S.3 00; three volun.es, 5? I 00, aud lour volumes fOOO

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neiitnil. Nothing of an immoral nature will ever b«

admitted into its columns ; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPEH FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO TUE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest po-sihle amount of intelligence. No advertisements ar»

admitted to the p.-ipcv, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

T HE JI A M M T n SIZE,
fcir the instrurtion and nmMScmontof the gcneml reader. An unrivalled corpi

of contributors are regularly engaged, aud every department is under the most
finished and perfect s^.^tem that experience can sugge.«t, formlog an

®mII©III^JAIL iPAiFiiiB d
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union, with the ciception of Gleason's Victorial.

TEEMS TO SUBSCEIBEBS.
1 subscriber, one year, ., S2 00
3 subscribers, '' 6 00
4 '• •• 6 00
8 " " 11 00

16 " •• 20 00

One copy nf t^e Fun o? n>'R Cmos , and one copy of Guason's Pictorial

S4 00 per annum, iiiTariably in advance.

•^* 77ip Flao ran h^ nhtninrft at nnyo/t/tf newspnp^ depots in the United

Stales, and oj ntits)>uptr carriers, at routt CE.VTS per single copy.

F. OLE A SON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPIilETOR,

COLXSa Oi IlOilSM i.\i BUOSlfli!.!) £lK££IS, BosiOK, MiSS-
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OMAR PASHA, THE TURKISH GEKERAL.
Omar Pasha, who commands the Turkish

army of the Danube, now so prominently before

the "public, in the Russian and Turkish ques-

tion, and of whom we herewith give a capital

likeness, is an Austrian subject, and a native of

Coroalia. He was born in 1801, at Vaski, a
village situatid in the circle of Ogulini, thirteen

leagues from Fiume. His family name is Lat-

tas. His father was lieutenant administrator of

the circle ; his uncle was a priest of the United
Greek Chuich. Admitted, when very young,
into the School of Mathematics of Thurm, near
Carlstadt, in Transylvania, nfter having com-
pleted his studies with distinction, the young
Lattas entered the corps of the Pouts et Chaus-
sees, whidi, in Au^tria, is organized on a mili-

tary footing. ]n 1830, in consequence of a mis-
understanding with his superiors, he left for

Turkey, and embraced Islamism. Khosrew
Pasha, who was then Seraskier, took him under
his protection, procured him admission into the

regular army, and attached him to his personal

staff. He then gave him his ward in marriage,
who was one of the richest heiresses in Con-
stantinople, and a daughter of one of the J.aii-

zaries, whose head he had caused to be cut olf

in 1827, when that corps revolted against Sul-

tan Matimoud. In 18.33, Lattas, who had taken
the name of Omar, was chief of battalion, and
was appointed aide de-eamp, and interpreter to

General Chrzanowski, who had charge of the

instruction of the Ottoman troops encamped
near Constantinople. Omar was thenceforward
actively employed in the re-org.nization of the

Turkish army, and, i-till protected by Khosrew
Pasha, obtained successively important missions

and commanl in the army. The troubles of
Syria, and the Albanian insurrection of 1840,
gave him occasion to distinguish himself, and
attracted to him the attention of tlie Sultan.

He was sent to the Kurdistan, and succeeded in

obtaining the submission of that province, which
was nearly independent of the Porte. Named
in 1848 to the command of the army, sent to the

Danobian provinces, he made the authority of
the Sultan respected, while at the same time he
respected the susv^eplibilities and privileges of

those provinces, placed, as they were, under the

double protection of Russia und Turkey. The
year 1851 was the most brilliant peiiod of the

military career of Omar Pasha. Named Com-
mander in chief of Bosnia, the principal chiefs

of which had refused to recognize Tanzimat

—

that is, the new organization of his em])ire—ho
combated successfully, though with an inferior

force, the Beys of that country. At last he was
sent to Montenegro, where he found himself for

the first time commanding an army of 30,000
men. The intervention of Austria, as is known,
put a term to that expedition before decisive oper.itions could be
commenced. At the present date, Omar Pasha is at Sihumla, at
the head of nearly 100,000 men. He is described as displaying
great activity in its organization, and is occupied with fortifying
the country, which may become the theatre of war. Omar Pasha
k about fifty-two years of age, below the middle height, but with

OMAR PASHA, GENERAL OF THE TURKISH ARMY.

a martial expression of countenance. He speaks with the same
facility the Servian, the Italian, and the German tongues. Afier
the insurrection of Hungary, he undertook the defence of the refu-

gees, whose extradition had been demanded by Austria and Rus-
sia. He proceeded to Schumla, where he made acquaintance with
the principal refugees, and on his arrival at Constantinople, he

interfered zealously with the Saltan in their fa-
vor. He took several of them with him to Bos-
nia and Monte, egro, and confided to them im-
portant post5. Some of them have distinguished
themselves greatly, and have remained in the
service of Turkey. The writer of a work, re-

cently published, entitled " Ihe Frontier Lands
of the Christian and the Turk," gives some ex-
tremely interesting particular,; of Omar Pasha's
campaign in Bosnia, which redound highly to
the credit of the latter in his ofticial capacity.
Throughout the campaign his military achieve-
ments were of the most biilliant kind ; but we
prefer quoting a few instances illustrative of the
fine sense of justice and clemency with which
he treated those whom the fate of arms had sub-
jected to hii will. After the taking of Jaitza,

deputations of submission, praying for pardon,
and promising obedience, arrived from the two
districts of Bania Luka and Klintsh ; and Omar
Pasha exercised no vindictive feelings towards
them, or the inhabitants of Jaitza, all those who
submittfd to the Sultan'j authority being at

once forgiven. At Jaitza, the rebels had forced

the Christians of the surrounding villages, as

well as of tlie town, to bring everything they
possessed—money, provisions, household uten-

sils, and other movable property—into the fort

;

and. when they evacuated it, they carried all

this away with them. Most of the women and
children had been removed from the town to

the more distant villages for safety ; and they
now returned, half-starved, to their rifled homes,
where they found no means of subsistence.

Omar Pasha distributed among them 30,000
okas of Indian com, and 50,000 piastres in

money. When this sum was exhausted, he
gave them 100,000 piastres more : and an equal
amount was subsequently divided among the

Christians of Bania Luka, thtn similarly situ-

ated. In both these cases, lists of their losses

were taken, and Omar Pasha made the rebels

refund them, by levying an indemnity from all

those chiefs who had signed manifestoes and
proclamations calling on the Sipahis to take up
arms. There is little doubt, in short, that Omar
Pasha is a brave and gallant soldier, fully com-
petent to command the advance guard of the

Sultan's soldiers.

U. S. NAVAL HOSPITAL, CHELSEA.
We present below, an accurate engraving of

this establishment drawn by one of our artisto

on the spot. The Naval Hospital is situated in

Chelsea, on a beautiful elevation of land front-

ing on the bay, and the picturesque islands that

dot it here and there. The enclosure of ground
belonging to the establishment contains fome
fifty acres of land, purchased by the agents of

the government at a time when land was very

cheap in this locality. The view which we give is one represent-

ing tlie building as fronting the southeast, though the proper front

of the establishment is presented towards the southwest. The
same officers preside over this institution as over the Marine Hos-

pital, of Chelsea, devoted to the mercantile interest of the com-

merce of the country.

UNITED STATES NAVAL HOSPITAL, AT CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS;
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RAIL SHOOTING.

The fine sporiing picture given below is another of the favorite

series from our artist, Mr. Croomc, of New York. Of all our

land or water fowl, perhaps none affords tlic sportsman more

agreeable amusement, early in August, when the reeds along the

shores of the Delaware have attained their full growth, than the

Rail. It resorts to them in great numbers to feed on the seeds of

this plant about two hours before high water. The sportsman in

a light skiff, and a stout, experienced boatman, enter the reeds

—

the sportsman standing in the bow, ready for action, and the

boatman on the stern seat pushing her steadily through the reeds.

The Rail generally spring singly as the boat advances, and at a

short distance ahead are instantly shot down ; while the boatman,

keeping his eye on the spot where the bird fell, directs the boat

forward and picks the bird up, during which time the gunner is

loading. This marking is a ditficuk task for the pusher, as the

reeds and the herbage are so thick, and similar in color to the

plumage of the Rail, that unless it is marked with great accuracy

it is useless to look for it, and in order to get good sport no time

is to be lost. In this manner the boat moves steadily through and

over the weed^, the birds flushing and falling, the gunner loading

and firing, wliile the boatman is pushing and picking up. The
sport continues an hour or two after high water, when the shal-

lowness of the water, and the strength and weight of the floating

rcfds, as also the backwardness of the game to spring, as the tide

decreases, oblige thcra to return. Several boits are sometimes

within a short distance of each other, and a perpetual cracking of

musketry prevails along the whole reedy shores of the river. In

these excursions, it is not uncommon for an active and expert

marksman to kill ten or twelve dozen in a tide. His success,

however, depends greatly in the strength and experience of the

pusher. During the greater part of the months of September

and October, the market of Philadelphia is abundantly supplied

with Rail, which are sold from half a dollar to a dollar per dozen.

Soon after the 20th of October, at which time our first smart frost

generally takes place, these birds move off to the South. In Vir-

ginia, particularly along the banks of James River, the Rail are

in prodigious numbers. It is rarely to be seen cast of Massachn-

setts. Those who have indulged in this captivating sport will

fully enter into the spirit of the scene given below, and to all

it mnst form an interesting illustration of our native sporting

resources in this coontry.
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CHAPTER XI.—[coNTiNnED.l

"No, no, Vincent," murmured Olivia, " I would rather stay

where I iim for the present. 1 a;)])refiato your kindness, and I am
grateful for it, but I cannot accept your proposal now. Go on in

the path you have cho«en, and be assured that I shall not forget

you Whenever I hear of your success, I shall be happy, and at

some time—when you can -ettle down—when you can offer me a

home by your side—then—then I will be yours."

"I bless you for that assurance ; but even then you will have to

flee from your father, for he will never consent to our union."

" Then I shall not hesiiate to disobey him," (juickly returned

Olivia ;
" and if in that I do wrong, may God forgive me."

" It can be no wronir," earnestly added Vincent, " for it is but

the securing of a boon which God himself hath meant for all his

creatures. O, I wish you would leave this place now ; but if you

really think you ought not, I will not urge it, for you would not

be happy ; but—forgive me if I speak too plainly—Micah Trevett

is not—

"

"—sh !" interrupted the maiden ;
" he is my father."

Vincent Gray did not say what he intended to have said. He
felt the gentle rebuke, and a moment's reflection showed him that

Olivia suffered enough already from knowing the truth, without

having it spoken by other lips.

" I will not speak a word to hurt your feelings," he said ;
" but

yet I do not think yon know your father so well as I know him."
" Ah, Vincent, I know him well enough. God forbid that I

should know more."

Olivia shuddered as she spoke, and buried her face in her lover's

bosom. Vincent spoke kindly to her ; he whispered words of

love into her ear, and « re long she looked up and smiled again.

It was some time ere our hero thought of Micah Trevett again,

for the fountain of his heart's love was opened, and he poured

forth such sweet, tender words that the maiden's cheeks glowed as

they were wont to glow in years gone by. Time flew on unheeded.

Minutes dwindled away so swiftly that even hours were unheeded,

and the first startling summons that aroused young Gray to his

senses, was the clanging of the clock-hammer behind him. He
looked up, and it was midnight

!

" My soul, how the time has fled !" he uttered, as he started up

from his seat.

The maiden gazed tremblingly up at the clock.

" I knew not that it was so late," she said. " My father will be

back ere long. O, he must not find you here."

" No, he shall not ; but one question I must ask before I go. I

forgot it till now. Edward Thayer has been here ?"

" Yes."
" And what of him ? What do you know about him ?"

" Nothing at all : only he came here and left a letter with my
father."

" Di 1 your father speak of him after he had gone ?"

" Yes. He was considerably moved by the letter, and so he

was by the young man's appearance. There is a mystfry about

the affair, but it is all dark to me."
" I would like to know what it is, but it must pass now."

"You can be no more curious about the affair than I am,'"re-

turned Olivia, " for I know that my father fears that man."
•' Yes,—I know he does," said Vincent, with a shudder, '^ut

I mnst go now. When I come again I will not fail
—

"

" Hark 1" uttered Olivia. " 0, there is my father's step. Hast-

en,—hasten by the other door."

But before Vincent could reach the back entry, he was confident

that Micah Trevett had entered the hall, and if such was the case,

he could not avoid being seen. His soul shrank from the idea of

being detected in the act of sneaking away from the premises.

"It is too late," he said, turning to Olivia and imprinting a

hurried kiss upon her pure white brow. " I would rather this had

not have happened, but it cannot be helped."

The maiden had no chance to reply, for almost before her lover

had done speaking, her father entered the room. The first object

that met his eyes after he entered, was Vincent Gray. He stopped

and gazed a moment upon the young man, and then he took anoth-

er step forward. His face was pale, and the sudden anger made
him weak. It was not until Vincent had started towards the door
that Mk recovered himself

" Hold, you young villain," he gasped. " Stop where you are.

Now what brings you here, creeping into my home when I am
gone ?"

The eyes of the young patriot captain flashed, and his bosom
heaved with indignation.

" Speak, sir, and tell me why you are hero," exclaimed Trevett,

still pale with rage.

" I came here to see your daughter sir. Now what hoots it?"

" Yon forgot that I forbade you ever to enter my doorj again."

" No, sir. I remembered it well ; and I also remembered that

I did not promise to obey you."

" By the saints above me, young rebel, I have a mind to
—

"

" Hold, Micah Trevett. Beware how yon threaten ! I, too,

may have a mind, and if I should, 'twouid be a Jbitter one for you."

Trevett quailed a moment before the glance of the young man,

but it was only fortbe moment. On the next he had regained

himself lie looked once more upon the intruder, and then he

walked nervously to the door and opened it.

" Now, dog!" he ultercd, " there is the door! Go I Come
here again and you shall rue it, go !"

Captain Gray was for a moment completely paralyzed. It did

not lav in his power to obey such an order as that. His whole

soul shrank fiom it with loa'hing. He saw that Olivia was trem-

bling with fear and apprehension, and he knew thai the sooner he

left, the better it would be ; but he could not go under that com-

mand.
" Are you going ?" cried Trevett, taking a step towards the

young man, and still pointing towards the door.

" Not by your order, sir," quickly returned our hero, while his

eyes flashed more brilliantly than before. " Of my own free will

I shall go ; but never for suih a command as you have given."

"Aha!" gasped the now raving man, between his clenched

tenh, " I'll help you, then."

Micah Trevett forgot himself; he sprang upon Vincent and

seized him b)' the collar, and as he attempted to drag him towards

the door, he cursed the young man with a bitter oath. Vincent

Gray had been driven as far as human endurance could go before,

and this vile outrage went beyond the bearing power of his impul-

sive soul. With all his wondrous strength, he seized the villain

by the throat, and hurled him off. Micah Trevett struck with a

stunning crash upon the opposite wall of the room, and then fell

senseless to the floor.

Olivia uttered a quick cry as she saw the form of her father set-

tle upon the floor, and both she and Vincent reached the spot at

the same instant.

"
! God knows I could not help it !" groaned the young man.

"He drove me to it. 0, Olivia, can you forgive me for this ?"

" Yes, yes, Vincent," at once returned the fair girl. " You
were not to blame. Go, now. I forgive you, for I feci that you

did no wrong."
" God bless you !" It was all the young man could say, for he

saw that Micah Trevett was moving, and he wished to avoid

another encounter ; so, seizing his hat, he left the place.

" Is he gone '." whispered the old man, after he had found a

chair and sunk into it.

"Yes," tremblingly returned Olivia.

Micah Trevett was pale as marble, and his hands were clutched

firmly together. Slowly he turned his eyes upon the fire, and then

he looked again upon his child.

' Olivia," he said, in a tone of dreadful calmness, " never speak

with Vincent Gray again. If you ever dare to listen to one word

of love from him—if you ever think of giving him your hand—if

you dare to break my orders again, then
—

"

But we will not ^vrite the words which that mad old man spoke.

It was a terrible curse ; and, when he had done speaking, the poor

girl sank fainting upon the floor. The curse was so fearful that it

fell upon her almost with a death-stroke.

CHAPTER XII.

THE OAKEN BOX.

When Vincent Gray reached the spot where he had left Ithe-

mar in e;harge of the trunks, he found that the boat had been some

time waiting for him. Ithemar had already placed himself on

good terms with the boat's crew, and the luggage was all on

board.

" I've kept yon waiting longer than I expected," said our hero,

as he stepped on hoard the boat. "Have you managed to keep

warm, Ithemar ?"

" O, yes ; I've had excitement."

" Ah," uttered Vincent, detecting something peculiar in the

man's tone.

" Yes. I'll tell you as soon as we put off."

As soon as the boat was well out into the stream, Ithemar

turned towards our hero, and speaking in a tone so low that the

oarsmen could not hear him, he said :

" I have had a visit from Micah Trevett. He stumbled across

me accidentally, though I found before he left me that he had

been out to my old quarters to night on purpose to see me. I had

taken a turn up into the street, and was pacing carelessly along,

when the old villain crossed my hawse, and run bump afoul

of me."
" And what was his business ?"

" About young Thayer. O he swore right jolly because I had

not killed the youngster; and he even began to threaten me, but

I clapped a stopper on that, I can assure ye. I told him, finally,

that .'d given up the job, and I think he'll take another tack, now.

He heard the men coming up from the boat, which landed while

we were talking, so he up helm and steered off. I hope Thayer'll

be on thelookout."

" So do I," returned Vincent ;
" and I think he will. He seems

to be a shrewd fellow, and I hope he'll prove himself so."

"He's got fair warning, at any rate," returned Ithemar;

" though I must say he's got a dangerous row to hold, for such an

enemy as Micah Trevett is worse than a real bold villain. Of all

enemies, the downright coward is the most dangerous."

" You are right there, Ithemar
;
you are right there. Upon my

soul, I pray that Edward Thayer may be upon his guard. I have

half a mind to turn back now, and warn him of this new danger."

" O, I have attended to that. I went into the pot-house on the

corner, and wrote him a letter, and the tapster promised to put it

into the office in the morning. So the young gentleman will not

suffer for want of information."

" I am really glad you were so thoughtful, Ithemar."

" So am I, and I hope 'twill he the means of helping Thayer
too"

" No doubt of it," said Vincent.

Ere long, the boat reached the brigantine, and shortly after the
ves.sel was got under weigh, and stood off to the eastward. On the
next moining, Ithemar was introduced to the crew, and when he
took his station as gunner of the cruiser, there was not a dissent,

ing voice to his appointment. As soon as opportunity offered, the

new gunner went at work to drill the men at the guns, and he
showed himself to be not only perfectly acquainted with all the

minutise of gunnery, but he also gave some valuable hints with re-

gard to the rigging of the guns. In short. Captain Gray had
reason to be thankful for the acquisition he had thus made.

Leaving the patriot cruiser to pursue her course in quest of

adventure, let us return to the inn at Salem. It was the third

morning from that on which Vincent Gray had last been there,

and Edward Thayer was alone in his chamber. He had been pe-

rusing the letter he had received from Ithemar, for the twentieth

time, at least. The missive was coarsely written, in chirographv,

but the language wa^ pure and good, betraying the writer to pos-

sess not only a good education, but also much originality and

genius.

Thayer was sitting at his table, and had just pushed Ithemar's

missive from him, when some one knocked at his door, and quickly

taking up the letter he had been re-perusing, he thrust it into his

pocket, and then asked who was there at the door.

" The landlord," came back in Pollock's blunt tones.

" Ah—then come in."

" A letter, sir," said mine host, as he laid the missive upon the

table, " and with a lordly looking seal, too."

" Ah, how did it come ?" asked the young man, as he picked

the letter up.

" By the post, to night, from Boston. A shillin' to pay."

Thayer handed Pollock the shilling, and as soon as the latter

had gone, the young man opened the letter, and began to read.

It was from the commodore who had landed him at Salem, and

run as follows :

" Province House, Boston, March 30, 1T75.

" Dear Edwaisd,—I received yours of the 23d, and have taken

some pains to look up the intelligence you need. Micah Trevett

is your man ! You had better proceed against him at once. The
papers you possess are all pure, and you need not fear for the re-

sult.

" I am ordered back to England at once, and I am glad of it,

for I have seen just enough of matters here to assure me that there

must be a struggle between the colonies and the king, and with

that struggle I would have nothing to do. My oath of office

would not let me fight for the colonies, and God would not let

me fight against them I hope and pray that it may be a bloodless

struggle, but I fear that it cannot be so.

" If you have letters to send to England, get them to me by the

tenth of next month. See me when you can.

Yours, Montague."
" P. S.—Tear this as soon as you have read it, or I may be

thought a rebel. M."
' Ay, Montague," murmured the young man to himself, as he

twisted the letter and then threw it into the fire, " I'll deslr", the

Utter, and people shall not know that you are an honest ..n. I

know you, however, for an honest fellow, and I pray that you may
be blessed wherever you go "

Thayer watched the paper he had thrown into the fire until its

last particle was reduced to ashes, and then he arose from his

chair and went to his trunk, from whence he took a small oaken

box, the outer suiface of which was almost covered with its bind-

ings of burnished metal. Having gone back to his chair, he laid

the box upon the table and unlocked it. It was full of papers, and

one after anather he took them out and read them. Most of them

bore heavy seals, and had the appearance of being legal documents.

" Ah, Micah Trevett, you have run your race," soliloquized

the young man, as he placed the papers back into the box, and

turned the key. " Yon have missed the hour of your triumph."

As Thayer ceased speaking, he gazed thoughtfully into the fire.

One hand rested upon the cover of the box, and the other was

pressed upon his brow. In this position he was sitting, when he

thought he heard a noise at one of his windows. There were two

windows to his room, one of them overlooking the street, and the

other looking out upon the passage way that led from the inn to

the stable. It was at this latter window that Thayer thought he

heard the noise, and thither he hastened. He looked out upon the

roof of the passage way, but he could see nothing.

" It was only the flapping of some loose shingle," he muttered

to himself, as he returned to his seat ;
" that was all."

Again he heard something that sounded like a scrambling upon

the roof, and again he went to the window, but could see nothing.

This time he opened the window and looked out, but everything

was as it should be, so far as he could see. He ought to have

opened the window before !

At eleven o'clock Thayer retired, but before he did so, he care-

fully loaded his pistols and placed them under his pillow. The

noise ho had heard at the window occasioned him to take this

precaution. He set his candle upon the mantelshelf, and left it

burning.

For a long while after he laid his head upon his pillow he re-

mained perfectly wakeful. The information he had received with

regard to the intentions of Micah Trevett made him soracwhtf

anxious, to say the least, and he desired to close his business with

that man as soon as possible. He could not help wi.shing that he

had received Montague's letter at an earlier date ; for. brave though

he was, yet there was a mysterious fear upon him which he could

not exorcise—a fear that made him wakeful and uneasy.
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At length, however, Edward Thayer slept, but his sleep was by

ao means a sound one. It was troubled by bad dreams. Once

!ie dreamed that .some one was trying to force his window ; but he

iwoko and found everything as he had left it, and again he sank

nto a slumber.

When he next awoke, he had been startled by a sharp, rattling

aoise, and he found his candle had gone out and left him in almost

:otal darknes.s. He felt a current of air strike his face, too, and

le quickly comprehended that his window must be open. It took

Um but a moment to call his senses together, and without noise

le reached under his pillow and obtained both his pistols, one of

ifhich he carefully cocked.

This being done, the young man silently raised his head and

listened. For some time all was quiet, save the fitful gusts that

aiine in at the window, which Edward knew now to be open.

Bre long, however, he heard a slight rustling noise near the foot

jf his bed, and in a moment more be was .«urc that some one was

Boying there. His first impulse was to leap from his bed, but a

I
noment's reflection showed liim that such a course would by no

ncans be a judicious one, so he remained where he was.

j

It might have been- a minute after this that Edward saw a dark

)bject pass between the foot of hi.s bed and the street window. He
'aised his pistol, but l)eforo he could fire, the object was lost in the

larkness, and as he did not wish to risk a shot, he determined to

wait and take advantage of the next favorable opportunity, for he

lad not the least doubt that the individual in his room had come

assassinate him. The next sound that met his ear, however,

<ansed him to start up with a new fear. He was confident that

lis strange visitor was getting out at the window !

Edward Thayer leaped from his bed and hastened to the win-

low, which was really open, and he saw a maii just jumping from

he roof of the passage-way. For a moment he thought of follow-

ng, but that was a wild thought, and it passed quickly away. He
vould have given the alarm, but tliat would only make an affair

mblic wliich for the present he luui reasons for keeping private.

The young man was becoming chilled at the window, so he shut

t down and turned towards his bed, where he sat down to think,

le had no doubt that the man who had been in his room was an

emissary from Micah Trevett, and that he had come to murder

lim, but that from some cause lie had become frightened, and

lence had fled.

As soon as Thayer thought he had satisfied himself on this

loint, he went to the fire-place and raked open the embers, and

laving found- a coal large enough for the purpose, he re-lighted

he candle, which had been blown out by the gust from the open

rindow. Having done this, he proceeded to draw on his clothing,

or it was very cold ; and he had about half dressed himself when
16 noticed tl\^t his trunk was open. He was sure that he had shut

t and locked it, after he had returned the box of papers back to it.

With a startling fear the youth sprang towards the trunk. The
ock was broken, and the contents were all in confusion. He
earched the trunk all through—he looked into every corner of

he room—he examined his other articles and boxes— but he could

lot find what he sought. The oaken box, with all its priceless

loatents, was gone.

Edward Thayer gazed for a moment upon the spot where ho

lad last placed the box, and then, with a groan of anguish, he

>ank upon a chair. The loss he had sustained could not be

oanted.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE PRICE OP CRIME.

It was not yet daylight ; it lacked a full hour of dawn, when an

ndividual emerged from a low pothouse near one of the wharves,

ind took his way up into the town. He was muffled up in a great

bearskin coat, and his cap was pulled down over his face. There

iwas no need of this precaution for the sake of concealment, for it

jwas so dark that features could not be recognized by the nearest

basser, but the man seemed to hide himself instinctively, as though

fie feared even his own presence. He hurried on with quick steps,

liometimcs walking ankle-deep in the slosh of the late March
thaw, and often slipping upon the half meltpd ice, but never stop-

ping to take note of his mishaps, or to guard against their repe-

::ition.

I

Thus the pedestrian kept on until he reached the dwelling of

iMicah Trevett. Here he stopped, and having stood a moment at

jihe door, as though he was undecided as to what course he should

pursue, he gently touched the metal knocker. In a few moments
[the sound of a footstep was heard in tlie hall, and then came the

jvoice of Mr. Trevett asking who was there.

I
"It is me," returned the applicant, in a low, hurried tone,

icrouching nearer to the door as he spoke.

" »v ell, and who is 7ne ?" asked Trevett, from within.

"Jonas Pool," almost whispered the pedestrian, placing his

ips close to the key-hole.

The door was slightly opened, and the eye of Mr. Trevett

peered out upon the applicant. As soon as the old man seemed

to have gained a view of his caller, by the aid of a small lamp
which he held in his hand, he opened the door more widely, and
bade the man come in. Having closed the door and locked it,

Trevett beckoned his visitor to follow him, and then led the way
ap stairs to a small room in which was the merchant's library.

Here there was a large lamp burning upon the table, and there

were numerous boxes and packages lying about, looking as though
they had been recently packed up.

Micah Trevett motioned his visitor lo a seat, and then sat

lown himself near the small stove that heated the room. As soon
is the new-comer was seated, he threw back the collar of his coat,

and laid his cap upon the floor by his side. He was a young man.

not over thirty at the farthest, and his face was pale in the ex-

treme, lie had a very intelligent look, and bad if not been for

marks of dissipation upon his features, he would have been de-

cidedly handsome.
" Well," nervously spoke Trevett, after he had gazed awhile

upon the pale features of the young man, " have you been to the

inn?"

" Yes," whispered Jonas Pool, resting his left hand upon the

table at which the old man had been writing.

" Ha !" uttered Trevett, " there's blood upon your hand !"

"No, no," gasped Pool.

" Yes there is. You should have washed it before you came
here."

" Blood ! where V said Pool.

" Upon your hand. See !"

The joung man looked at his left hand, and he saw where the

blood had trickled down upon the under side of it, from the fingers

to the wrist.

" But never mind now," resumed Trevett, "you shall wash it

before you go fi-om here. You found the young man's room ?"

" Yes."

" You disturbed no one."

" Only Edward Thayer."

" Ye ; of course. But he made no outcry—no noise ; he started

no one else
"

" Not that I know of."

" Good ! And you are sure you finished him."
" Finished him !" repeated Pool.

" Ay,— killed him."

"No, no, I did not do that ; I could not."

" What?" uttered Trevett, starting forward in his seat. "Did
you miss the stroke?"

" No, no ; I did not try it ; I could not take his life."

" Fool ! coward !" bitterly exclaimed the old man, as he clenched

his fists and fank back into his chair.

" Hold, sir," cried the young man brought back to himself by

the merchant's taunts ;
" do not spit upon me now."

" But why did you not do the work you engaged ? If you did

not attempt the job, then how came that blood upon your hand 1"

" I cut it on the ice when I got down from the stable-roof."

" And «jp that's the only blood you've spilled ! O, what a

coward !"

" Call me a coward if you please, sir," returned Pool, with a

flushed cheek, " but I should have been a coward if I had killed

that man in his bed. You know I am poor, and you know I have

been a dissolute man, and when you offered me so large a sum to

do the murder, I thought I could do it ; but, sir, I could not.

Hold one moment," he continued, " as ho noticed that the old

man was about to speak, " I did not come away entirely bootless.

See if there is anything in there that can be of service to you."

As Pool ceased speaking, he drew a small oaken box from be-

neath his coat, and placed it upon the table. The key was in the

lock.
" Ah,—what means this V asked Trevett, drawing the box to-

wards him, with a look of amazement. Where did you get it ?

What is it?"

" I'll tell j'ou, sir," returned Pool. " 1 got up on to the shed,

where I could look into the young man's window, and I just saw

him opening this box. He took out a lot of papers, and after he

had looked them over and put them back, I heard him tislk to him-

self about you, and I found out from what he said that in those

papers he had some strong evidence against you. I saw him put

the box back into his trunk, and then he locked it. And he must

have heard me, for he came to the window and looked out, but I

crouched down, and he did not see me. And afterwards, when I

got down off the shed, he must have heard me again, for he came

to the window, and this time he opened it, but I was out of sight.

After I knew he had gone to bed, I got on to the shed roof again

and looked into his room. He had left hie candle burning, but I

made out to hoist the window without noise, and the wind blew

the candle out. When I got into the room I meant to have killed

the sleeper, but my heart was too strong for me."
" Too weak you mean," interrupted Trevett.

"No; too strouf/ : for it held out against the temptation that

had turned my brain. If my heart had been weak, I could have

overcome it. I could not do the bloody deed, but I resolved that

I would do something for you, so I took my knife and broke open

the trunk, and got this box. When I snapped the trunk-lock I

must have startled Thayer, for I am sure I heard him move ; but

I got off without being detected, though it was a narrow chance.

And now, sir, if those papers are of any value to you, jou may
pay me what you will ; but not for all the gold you possess would

I now take a human life in cold blood. I have this night learned

a lesson which I shall never forget."

It may have been that Micah Trevett also had received some

glimmerings of bitter truth from what he had heard, for his lips

quivered, and his eye fell to the floor; but the puncture of his

conscience was not very deep, for he soon recovered himself, and

without speaking he drew the oaken box to his lap and opened it.

The first thing that met his gaze was a bundle of papers, neatly

folded and tied with red tape ; these he began to examine. At
first he trembled, and for some time his emotions seemed to be al-

most overpowering, but at lergth he became calm, and what of

feeling he experienced was all inward, for he expressed none of it

upon his countenance.

Carefully he examined each paper that the box contained, and

when he had finished the task he replaced the documents, and

having locked the box, he placed the key in his pocket.

" You have done well !" slowly and emphatically pronounced Mi-

cah Trevett, as he looked the young man in the face.

" I thought the papers wotild be of value to you."

" They are," replied the old man, without betraying any feeling

save what his words might <onvey.

As he spoke, he placed his hand in his pocket and drew forth

his purse. He counted therefrom ten golden guineas, which he
handed to the young man.

" Here," he resumed, "take these, and use them as 3'ou see fit.

Will that pay you '<"

" Yes, sir,—O, yes," said Jonas Pool, a.s he grasped the money
and put it in his pocket.

" Then I hope vou will be secret about this matter. Your own
safety demands it."

" 1 shall not mn my neck into daiger ; and I enow there are no
means of detecting mo."

Micali Trevett knew from the young man's manner that hig

secrecy could be relied on, and he ftlt safe.

" You had better go now," he said. " It will be daylight ero

'long, and you must not be seen here. If I want you again, I shall

kni. w where to find you."

Ji nas Pool made no reply, but he arose from his seat and put

on his hat. The merchant lighted him down stairs, and having

bade him once more to be secret, he let him out at the door.

When the young man reached the street, he hurried on towards

his humble home with quick, nervous strides. This was the first

time he had ever done a wrong deed for hire. He had long been

a spendthrift, and once, in a drunken brawl, he had stabbed a

man From such causes he had gained a notoriety, and Mr. Tre-

vett had hit upon bim as a fit person to do the work he had in

hand. At the first oft'er of a large sum of gold. Pool had prom-

ised to do the deed, but when he did so, he did not know his own
heart That heart had been so long scared and overrun by jiCtty

crime and debauchery, that even its owner did not know its real

worth, but when he thus dragged it up from its resting-place, he

found more of humanity in it than he had expected.

Jonas Pool hurried on and the gold jingled in his pocket. He
had always thought that the music of gold would be pleasant, but

he did not find it so now. He saw the pleasant face of the young

man whom he had robbed, and he contrasted it with the face of

the bad man whom he had wickedly served. His heart smote

him. He had awakened from a moral sleep of years to find that^

he still had a soul.

Jonas Pool hurried on, but he pressed his hand upon his pocket

to stop the jingle of the gold. l;s sharp music was painful to

him, and he hushed it

!

CHAPTER XIV.

THE U I O II W A T M E N .

As soon as Micah Trevett was once more alone in his library,

his face assumed an exultant look, and he placed his hand upon

the oaken box with a decisive movement.
" You may live, my young man," he muttered to himself, while

his eyes gleamed with satisfaction. " You may live, so long as

you do not cross my path again. But you have lost your

hoarded documents—you have lot-t the proof of the story you

would tell. And yet," he continued, sinking into a chair, and

bowing his head upon his hand, " I am not wholly safe while you

live. I would rather you were dead, and these papers were with

you. But while you live I'll keep these."

It was broad daylight when Trevett aroused himself from the

reverie into which he bad fallen, and his first movement was to

hide the box he had received from Jonas Pool. Next, he v/ent at

work to finish packing up some articles which he had arranged

for that purpose before Pool came in. By the time this was ac-

complished, his breakfast was ready.

After he had eaten his morning's meal, he called Olivia to his

librarv. She was struck with amazement at the state of things in

her father's room, for she knew that some radical change in

affairs was about to take place.

" My child," said the old man, " what things you possess sep-

arate from my store, you must at once pack up. Get your jew-

elry and clothing together as soon as possible."

" But why this movement, father V asked the fair girl, looking

up with painful wonder.

" Because I am going to leave this place at once. I have sold

the house and all the furniture, and at the hour of noon a carriage

will be at the door to take us away."

" And whither are you going ?"

" Never mind. Be you ready to accompany me, and ask no

questions."

" But do you mean that you will go at the noon of to-day V
" Yes ; and there must be no delay. Whether you are ready or

not, you will go ; so you had better hasten and do the most you

can."

Olivia knew that further words with her father would be useless,

so she withdrew from his presence and went to her own chamber;

but it was some time before she set about obeying her parent's

commands. She sat down in a chair by the side of her bed and

gave way to the painful thoughts that came crowding upon her.

In regard to the movements of her father, she had a faint glim-

mering of the truth. She felt confident that it was in some way

connected with the r pearance of Edward Thayer—that her father

feared that young man and that his present movement was but to

escape him. Thus mu she felt confident of. Then she thought

of Vincent Gray, and she wished that she had gonp with him when

he first asked her. When 1- had s ^oken to her of fleeing from the

tyranny of her father, she had felt a tie for the home of her chUd-

hood, but, now that tie was to he severed, she wished that she

were anvwhere, so that her lover might be with her to bless her.

But Olivia Trevett dared not waste too much time in repining.

She knew that if her father found her not ready he would be angry
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with her, so she arose from her seat and set

about packing up her things. One large

trunk contained all that she wishf d to carry,

and just as she had finished packing, htr

father entered her chamber.
"Ah, you have been obedi«-nt for once."

he said, as he noticed that Olivia was all

ready.
" I am all prepared," returned the maiden.

"So I see. And now you had better

dress yourself, and then get your dinner as

soon as possible. The carriage is here."

Olivia looked for a moment into the stern

face of her father, and then she burst into

tears. She was miser.ible, very miserable.
" What means all tl is ?" uttered the old

man, with marked displeasure. " Why are

you shedding those tears ?"

" Because I am unhappy," was the fair

girl's simple reply.

Micah Trevett did not speak further ; he
only looked for a moment into the face of
the weeping girl, and then he turned and
left the room.

It was one o'clock when Olivia Trevett
was helped into the carriage that was to

convey her away from Salem. It was a
covered vehicle, the front seat of which was
removed to make room for the trunks and
boxes, leaving the back seat to be occupied

by the father and child.

Mr. Trevett got in, and the door was clos

ed after him, and shortly afterwards the car-

riage started on. Olivia asked of her father

where he was going, but he gave her no an-

swer.

,

" You will tell me, at least," urged Olivia,
" if you are gomg far away."
"Yes; I am going far away," returned

Trevett with sudden energy. " I am going
where you will not be troubled with any
more of your quondam lovers."

The poor girl sank back in her seat, for

she had no more to say. Her father had no
affection now in his words ; he had no love

for her in his acts ; he had no feeling for her

in his language, and she remained silent, a prey to her sad thought.

The carriage rolled slowly on ; the horses being obliged to walk
'•more than half the time. The road was in a wretched state, owing

to the recent thaws ; the mud being in some places almost up to

the hubs, and deep cradle-holes intervening just often enougli to

keep the travellers on a constant guard ag,'\in>t being thrown from
their seats. In this way the coach crawled along its tedious way
until the shades of coming night began to settle down upon the

earth. The horses had not certainly averaged more than three

miles an hour, but to Olivia it seemed as if they had travelled a
long distance.

'The coach was now upon a level road, and Olivia could see, up-

on looking out through the little glass window behind her, that

they were in the njidst of a deep wood. She had just made this

observation when the sound of voices wai heard by the roadside,

and in a moment more the carriage stopped. Mr. Trevett opened
the window and asked what was the matter.

"Ah, my dear sir," returned a man who at that moment ap-

proached the door, " we've stopped you on a bit of business.

Bad travelling, isn't it ?"

" Yes," faintly leturned Trevett,

not exactly knowing what to say.
" So we thought we'd be kind,"

continued the stranger, "and re-

lieve jouofpartcf your load. You --'

will oblige us by getting out."

Micah Trevett began now to _.^R^- ^

comprehend what all this meant.
There was light enough to dis-

tinguish objects about the carriage,

and he saw that the man held a
pistol in his hand.

" Do you mean to rob me f" the

old man uttered.
" O, you speak too plainly, sir.

But get out—get out. Come, I

hope you wont force me."
Now Micah Trevett was not a

man who possessed a great deal of
courage, and the sight of what he
supposed to be a loaded pistol,

struck him with terror. He was a
man who might be urged by pas-

sion to do many foolish things, hut

he could not look calmly at danger.

Had he only taken the precaution

on the present occasion to arm
himself, he might have made a
show of resistance ; but as it was,
he tremblingly obeyed tlie order ho
had received, and when he reached
the ground he found that there
were two more men present, one
of whom held the horses, while the
other had the driver under charge.

" Ah, a lady," said the highway-
man, as he put his head into the
coach, after Trevett ha<l got out.

" You will not harm me, sir,"
uttered Olivia.

" No, no, madam ; that is no part
of my business. Ah, you have a
goodly amount of baggage."
As he spoke he seized the trunk

neares; to him and dragged it out
upon the ground.

"{iive me your keys, sir," he
said, turning to Trevett. " Come,
be quick, for it's getting dark, and
I've no doubt you wish to be on
your way again."

The old man handed over the

keys without delay, and in a few
moments the highwayman had the

trunk open. He overhauled sev-

eral articles of clotliing which were
on top, and at length he cav e to a
brass bound, oakan hex, which he
took out.

liiif'te

A WOMAN OF CAIRO.

" Do not trouble that," urged Trevett.
" Don't trouble yourself," returned the highwayman, lifting the

box in his hand ;
" upon my soul it's heavy."

" That's only the box that's heavy," anxiously replied the old

man. " There's nothing in there but papers, and they can be of

no use to you. Do not open it, sir."

" Yes, I understand," said the highwayman, with a look and
tone of incredulity. " But it's a little too heavy for papers. I'll

examine it, at all events."
" Hark !

" at this moment uttered the man who stood at the

heads of the horses. "There's somebody coming!"
The fellow spoke the truth, for in a moment more the sound of

heavy wheels was distinctly heard ahead.
" Your watch, quick !" exclaimed the highwayman, as he made

a grasp at the golden chain that hung from the old man's fob.

" Good-by, sir. I would like to stop longer, and examine the

rest of your things, but you see 'twouldn't be judicious."
" Stop ! stop !" cried Trevett, as the highwayman stuffed the

watch into his pocket, and turned away ;
" give me that box !"

[to be continued.)

MOUNTAIN OP OHIMBOUAZO, IN SOUTH AMERICA.

A WOMAN OF CAIRO.
Our spirited engraving represents a wo-

man of Cairo in the interior recesses of her
house—an asylum the foot of a stranger can
never penetrate—beguiling her unoccupied
time by smoking a n.irghilah as she listlessly
dreams upon her divan. The ground floor
of a Mussulman's house is commonly inhab-
ited by the servants. A great wooden stair-
case leads to the hall of the divan. After
having ascended the staircase, you find }our-
self in a long corridor, which leads to the
apartment of the men, and is prolonged on
three sides of the courtyard. At each angle
lise kiosks, adorned with a multitude of
arabesques, garlands, fruits, flowers and
landscapes. It is here that servants in wait-
ing keep themselves, and persons from with-
out await the hour of audience while smok-
ing their pipes. The principal portion of
the house is sub- divided into two parts one
inhabited by the master of the house, his
children, his servants, and the strangers who
come to visit him, is called the saUm-lit; the
other, reserved for the women, and only ac-
cessible to husbands, a true prison conse-
crated by religious laws, has received the
well known name of hiirem. The chambers
of the salemlit are large but not lofty ; the
furniture consists simply of sofas and car-

pets ; the walls are painted of a uniform
color. Above the door you read, in letters

of gold, some passage of the Koran, and, on
all the faces of the apartment, the sacred
name of God and the Prophet. You never
see, in these interiors, either costly pictures
or engravings. The use of chairs is on-
known ; but then you find everywhere the
long, uniform divan, serving every purpose—a seat during meals, and a couch at night.

In the divan hall, you find the finest hang-
ings ; the windows, decorated with care, are

arranged in such a manner as to produce at
will the deepest obscurity or brightest light.

It is there, during the summer heat, the in-

mates come to breathe a fresh and pure air.

Wood work plays no unimportant part in Mussulman dwellings.

It decorates their finest apartments. Some carvings in wood cost

considerable sums, and some are painted in Mosaic with extreme
delicacy. The Mussulman arti-^ts excel in the management of
the colors they make use of in painting their bouquets and baskets

of flowers.
< ^M^ > .

CHIMBORAZO.
A travelling artist has remarked, " He who has not seen mooB-

tains of tlie first class, can form no idea of the sparkling and
golden colors emitted by the loftiest summits of the earth. It is

often by this appearance that the eye is apprised of these enor-

mous inequalities of the globe. Deceived in the estimate, and
calculations of heights and distances, he would confound these

mountains with others of less height, if this sort of celestial halo

did not proclaim that their summits spring to the highest regions."

Such is the aspect of Chimborazo; but such also is the grandeur
of the lines which define its vast profile on the horizon, that we
cannot consistently apply to it all the words of Milbert. It was
not without reason that the illustrious traveller, who first pointed

it out to the admiration of Europe,
exclaimed, "It rises over the whole
chain of the Andes, like that ma-
jestic dome, the work of Michael
Angelo's genius, over the antique

^ monuments which surround the^~
capitol." Chimborazo is in the

"republic of Equador, in South
America, a few miles south of the

equsitor, 20,100 feet high. Chim-
borazo was considered, for many
years, as occupying the first rank

in the orography of the Andes.

Humboldt at first thought that he

had scaled the highest summit of

the globe ; but a long time after

Dhawalaghiri, that giant of the

Himmalaya mountains, had won a

reputation, which the calculations

of science tend to confirm ; it was

proved that, even in the system of

the Andes, Chimborazo occupied

only a secondary rank. A few

words will be enough to establish

here certain facts testified to by

Hum'ooldt himself. If trigonomet-

rical calcul itinns, accomplished

only in 184S, have demonstrated

that the peak of the Himmalayas
was 26,438 feet high ; if Lloyd and

Gerard suspect, that, towards the

Kuen Lun or the Kailasa, the sac-

red lakes of Southern Thibet, there

maybe summits 2 1
,000 feet high,

it is certain that in the new world,

Pomorape, Gualateiri, Parinacota

and Sahama, situated at the east of

Arica, far surpass ChimborMO.

Sahama rises to the height of

20,971 feet, and in Chili, Aconca-

gua, according to recent estimates,

is 22,431 feet high. Sorata and

Ulimani, therefore, lose definitively

the imaginary supremacy granted

them in 1827, by Pentland, for the

rigorous calculations of the same

engineer deprived them of it twen-

ty years later. It is well known

now, that the height of Sorala had

been exaggerated 3718 feet, and

that of Ulimani, 2675 ; these two

latter mountains at least yield the

palm to Chimborazo. The name

of the mountain represented in our

engraving is a compound word

which, according to Huinholdt, and

in the ancient lauL'U;'ge of Quito,

signified the snow of Cliimbo. If

we refer to the curious information
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furnished by Don Juan de Vala?ro,

tChimbo, under tlie sway of the Si-

iris was a part of thirteen southern

states. Many tribes roamed over

the burning regions crtending at

the foot of the mountain, or occu-

pied the mountains themselves.

Among these were reckoned the

Asancotosthe Chimas, the Guanu-

jos anil the Guarandas. All these

nations had disappeared, when, on

jthe 2;)d of June, 1802, the most cel-

lebrated traveller wished to observe

I scientifically the phenomena pre-

isented by an ascent to the summit

I

of the vast mountain he was the

first to describe. " It was over a

narrow ridge in the midst, on the

'southern slope, that Messrs. Bon-

!pland and Montufar and m' self

had attempted to reach, not without

danger, the summit of Chimborazo.

Wc had carried our instruments to

a considerable height, although wc
were surrounded by a thick fog, and

much incommoded by the rarity of

the air. The point where we halted

to observe the dip of the needle

seemed higher than any point which

men had hitherto reached ; it ex-

ceeds, by 7000 feet, the summit of

Mont Blanc, which M. de Saussure,

the most learned and intrepid of

travellers, was fortunate enough to

reach after strusgling with difHcul-

ties far greater than those we had to

encounter near the crest of Chimbo-
razo. These painful excursions,

the recital of which generally cx-

citts the interest of the public, offer

very lew results important to the

progress of science, the traveller

iindmg himself on a soil covered

with snow, in a stratum of air the

chemical mixtuie of which is the

same as in the lower regions, and

in a situation where delicate exper-

iments cannot be made with all the

requisite precision " Two years

after the ascent of the author of
" Views of the Cordilleras," one of

the most eminent scientific men of

Bolivia, Don Francisco Jose de

Caldas, viiitcd the regions over-

looked by Chimborazo, and gave a

very interesting account of his ob
servalions, which have no less ex-

tended his reputation than enriched

his country. It is tlK>e animated

descriptions of Caldas, in the exact

pictures produced in the " Semena-
rio de Santa Fe de Bogota," that

wo must study these mountains,

and read all the facts relative to ihe

miserable life led by the poor In-

dians. In this tine work, reprinted

in 1849 by the care of Col Acosta,

we find proof of the continued be-

lief in the Indian superstitions of

the heart of these vast mountains.

If you observe, for instance, heaps

of stones at the foot of certain

crosses planted at the base of the

principal summits, these accumu-
lated stones prove a sacrifice of the

natives addressed to one of the gods
of their fathers, and they hope in

thi;. way to turn away from the re-

gions they inhabit, the terrible neradas, those meteors whose fury
manifests itself particularly in the months of June, July and
Auijust. At this period, m fact, there are certain days in which
the impetuous winl-> from the east sweep through the valley, re-

doubling their fury eaeli lime they sweep the elevated summits
These kinds of whirlwinds are always accompanied by a thick
cloud, which incrcises in density in the higher parts, forming a
great bar on the flanks of the Cordillera. On the rising ground
you perceive a fine but continuous rain, which swells the torrents,
and c.tuscs inundations. In the higher parts a fine sleet takes the
place of the rain of the middle region, and accumulating, covers
all the mountains. Towards the summits which approach the
limits of vegetation, the sleet changes into snow-flakes, falling in
prodigious abundance, and soon covering the whole elevated parts
of ti<e mountain. The snow or ice

which surrounds the traveller, and
arrests his steps as he plunges to his

waist, the icy wind that scourges
his face, the cloud which doubles
the darkness, all tend to an-est his

movements, and produce a torpidity

often followed by death. All the
sacrifices made by the Indians of
the mountain formtrly to avert the
nevada, were not as innocent as
those addressed to the god personi-
fied under the name of Serro. The
exact Caldas speaks of the cavern
of Guaya Suraa, in this part of the
Andes, where, according to ancient
superstitions, the shades of the In-
cas appeared. At the commence-
ment of the century dreadful sacri-
fiMs were still made to them, and
more tlian one Indian was accused
of having olFered poor new born
cliil.lrcn as ft holocaust, in spite of
the efforts of the priests of the Cor-
dillera to induce them to abandon
this frightful practice. The draw-
ings an 1 scientific documents in
which Francisco Caldas had pre-
served so many precious observa-
tions have disappeared, and the un-
fortunate traveller, himself the vic-
tim of the political dissensions of
his country, perished on the scaf-
old, in 1816, before he was able to

THE RHINOCEROS.

put the finishing hand to his works. Ascensions have been made
by travellers since. In 18.31, Mr. Boussingault made two ascen-

sions, the last of which was crowned with complete success, hav-

ing reached a height of more than 18,000 feet, the greatest height

man has ever attained The description he gives of this effort is

very interesting, but our limits preclude giving it, and we can

only allude to it hero. The last scientific ascensions undertaken

to benefit science were those of M. Bourcier, French consul at

Quito. They were undertaken in 1849 and 18.50, and were com-
pletely successful. Among other curious fa'ts, this naturalist de-

clares, that of the mammifera!, he saw only bulls at the limit of

vegetation near the snows ; stags immediately afterwards. Among
birds, the condor and the humming-bird were the only birds found
to occupy the same regions.

THE SKELETON OF A RHINOOEROS.

THE RHINOCEROS.
The finst rhinoceros which ap-

peared in Europe was that of which
Pliny makes mention as having
been presented to the Roman peo-

ple by Pompey. Augustus, accord-

ing to Dion. Cassius, caused an-

other to 1)0 killed in the circus,

when he celebrated his triumph
over Cleopatra. Strabo had an op-
portunity of seeing a third at Alex-
andria, and has left us a brief de-

scription of it. These three animals
wore one-horned. Under Domi-
tian, there came to Rome two two-
homed rhinoceroses, which are seen
engraved on this emperor's medals.
Monuments of ancient history show
us that they were brought to the
capital of the empire under Antoni-
nus, Heliogabalus and Gordius III.

The decadence and troubles caused
by the invasion of the barbarians,
deprived Europe of a fight so diffi-

cult to be procured. At the period
of the revival, the impetus given to

commerce, joined to the curiosity

excited by the natural productions
of foreign countries, again brought
about the importation into Europe
of some of these animals. The first

of those had but one horn. It had
been sent from the Indies to Em-
manuel, king of Portugal, in 1513.

The latter sent it to the pope ; but
it died on the way on board the ves-

sel. The celebrated painter, Albert
Durer, made an engraving of it

after an imperfect drawing sent him
from Lisbon, and the rhinoceros
was for a long time depicted from
this drawing. In 168.5, the second
one was carried to England. In
1739 and 1741, two others appeared
and were shown all over Europe.
That of 1741, as it appears, was
brought to Paris, in 1 749, and forms
the base of the description given by
Daubenton of the species. In 1771,

a very young one reached the me-
nagerie of Versailles ; it died in

1793. It is this of which Buffon
speaks in his supplements. In 1800,

a sixth individual, very young, from
the Indies, and destined for the me-
nagerie of Vienna, died at London,
on its arrival, and was dissected by
Mr. Thomas, who published his

observations in the Pliilosophical

Transactions. In 1818, a travelling

menagerie brought another to Paris,

which was observed by M. Cuvicr.

Since then they have been exhibited

in England, but not on the conti-

nent; and consequently the one be-

fore us, in the possession of the

Palis Museum of Nntural History,

may bo reckoned as the eighth of

this species which has touched the

European continent since the time

of King Emmanuel, and the fif-

teenth since the beginning of the

historical period. Still, it is indis-

putable that these animals, now so

rare in Europe, were very common
there in the remote age before the

continent was inhabited by man.
Bones of the rhinoceros are discov-

ered buried in the earth in a multitude of places. They are hardly

less frequent than the bones of the elephant, with which they are

commonly found mixed They are not only found in the south,

but in the most northerlv parts of Europe. The first remains of

this species, of which positive mention is made, were collected in

England, in 1668, near Canterbury, in the course of digging a

well. In 1751, a large number of bones of this kind were disin-

terred in the chain of the Hartz, and their form caused them at

first to be taken for those of elephants ; but the celebrated anato-

mist, Meckel, having compared one of the teeth found in this

heap with the teeth of the living rhinoceros he had observed at

Paris, proved, in an explicit manner, and by the same method

which has yielded us such knowledge of lost species, that the

bones found in the Hartz were the bones of the rhinoceros.

Thence the path was clearly open-

ed for all the paleontological re-

sci'rchcs on this kind of fossil.

Twenty years after the discovery

made on the slopes of the Hartz, a

much more extraordinary discovery,

of which Siberia was the scene,

threw a truly striking light upon
the question. A fossil rhinoceros,

not reduced to bones alone, but en-

tire, with its skin, was found in the

month of December, 1771, on the

borders of the Wiluji, a river which

flows into the Lena, below Ya-
koutsk, in Siberia, in 44th degree

of latitude. What characterized

this individual, which was covered

with hair, proves that the species

to which it belonged, differing from

that of warm countries, the only

one we now know, was created to

inhabit cold and temperate regions.

Unfortunately, the skin of this pre-

cious animal has not been preserv-

ed. Since that time, constant at-

tempts have been made to discover

the bones of the rhinoceros, in a

niultitude of countries of Northern

Europe and Asia; and M. Cuvier,

in his " Researciies on Fossil

Bones," has given minute descrip-

tions of them ; but unfortunately,

no individual as complete as that of

Wiluji has since been discovered.
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SECOKI) LOVE.

Dt PH(£i»E CAR5T.

If sitting eilent by my side,

My fingers clasped Id thine,

BriDgs back the thought of other hours,

And other loTe than mint,

Go dream the vision o'er and o'er,

And (*ay thou lor'st me, nevermore.

If deeper, darker eyes than mice,

AVlien loolviDg in thine own,

Have ehoisn to thee such depths of joy

As mine hare never shown,

0, never fay again to me,

These ej es are heautiful to thee.

If any voire has thrilled thy soul

With more of ecstasy.

Or cpoken dearer, tenderer wordfl

Than mine can erer be,

Ask me no more in whispers soft

For words that I ha^ve said so oft.

If any lips where thhxe hare clung

Had greater power to Wees.

If any were upraised to thine

In deeper lovingness,

tell me never that my kits

Can stir thy spirit's depths of bliss.

for thou couldst walk life's path a« well

And happily alone,

Jf C may win but half thy heart

While giving all mine own

;

And of the hope to bless bereft,

Life has for me no joyance left.

< ^»* »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LOVE ON THE BOSPHORUS.

BT ben: perlet poobh.

But they were young. 0, what without our youth
Would loTe be ? WTiat would youth be without love ?

Youth lends it joy and sweetness, vi^or. truth,

Heart, soul, aud all that eeems as frcm above.

—

Byron.

" (loNFOUND that Greek tailor," said I, looking at my watch.

" In less than an hour, the Sultan's caique will leave the Seraglio

Point. Yet, instead of being near by to see it shoot through the

blue waves of the Bosphorus, and have my heart stirred by the

salutes from the man of war, here I am crouched cross-legged on

a divan, looking out of the window. If I could enjoy a chibouque,

as you do, Demetraki, existence here would be possible ; but

detesting tobacco as I do, it is vexatious enough to be forced to

wait, and above all, have to wait for a Greek tailor."

"It was but yesterday jou said you could gaze on the lovely

scene before us foiever," answered Demetraki, withdrawing the

amber mouthpiece of his chibouque from his mustache-shaded

lips. Proud of his country— so iroperishably associated with glo-

rious events of the past—the young Greek had the martial bearing

of his Athenian ancestors, though there was a mournful expres-

sion about his large, flashing eyes, which would lead one to irfer

that they had not been unacquainted with tears. His compressed

lips showed that his character was decided, and his passions

strong ; and though at the epoch when my story commences I

had only known him a fortnight, he had completely won my
respect and love.

Though well educated in England, and possessing high family

connections in Greece, the young Palikar had for months resided

in Constantinople, and had thus forfeited his post as aid-de camp
10 King Otho. I had heard this expatriation commented upon at

Athens, and was, indeed, requested to seek Demeti-aki upon my
arrival at Constantinople, and, if possible, find out liis sudden

love for the Turkish metropolis, which is not generally a favorite

residence for a patriotic young Greek, who sees at every step the

silver cross replaced by the hateful crescent, eo Imked with recol-

lections of cruel rapine. By one of those odd coincidences, over

which I have ever been stumbling on the pathway of life, the first

person I was presented to by my landlady at Constantinople was
Demetraki Kalerdji. We were soon the best of friends

; but he

always turned the conversation when I spoke of his self-exile,

though I could but guess the cause, when the tell-tale blush man-
tled his cheeks, as he used to sing me the amatory songs of Cliris-

topholon, the Moore of Crete. I wrote back to my friend at Ath-
ens, " You may depend upon it, Demetraki is in love

!"

To be candid, I was a victim to the tender passion myself.

The " Little Blind Boy " had thrown me in the way of a fascinat-

ing creature in the shawl bazaar ; and every day at eleven o'clock,

I used to go there and exchange stolen glances with my inamorata,

who was always attended by a stalwort, hideous Nubian. Her
form was, of course, shrouded in the wrappings of her sex ; but
through the opening of the white i/ashmac, which hid the most of
licr face, one could see eyes which beamed like the gazelle's, and
seemed to melf into softnefs. The fine eyebrows above were
arched like half-moons, and it was evident from the portion cf her
face seen, that she had one of those fine classic countenances
whose beauty is irresistivle. Tiny, plump hands, their finger

nails stained with henna, and tapering ankles, were fit for a statu-

ary to have modelled from. From these visibles, I drew an
imaginative picture of Oriental loveliness, and enshrined my un-

known love in my heart, as the acme of my ideal creations.

After meeting her every day for a week, she gave me a look of

unusual expression, cm I passed her in a dark passage in the

bazaar, and, with an almost- imperceptible movement, threw a

small boquet at my feet. My joy v/as unbounded, knowing, as I

did, and as every one does, that

' In Eastern lands they talk in flowers,

And thfy tell in a garland their loves and cares;

Each hlo.'FOni that blooms in their garden bowers,
On its leaves a mj Stic language bears "

Love, meeting, disguise, caution. Such was the symbolic

mesning of the flowers I received ; and I lost no time in ordering

a full Greek costume, which the tailor assured me—after an offer

of double pay—he would have ready for me next day. I could

not communicate my good fortune to Demetraki, for true love,

like the night-blooming Cereus, shrinks from the sunlight of pub-

lic gaze ; but the fair believer in Mahomet occupied my every

thought, and now that my disguise was not forthcoming, I felt

vexed enough. She would think that I spumed her delicate

avowal, and all on account of that Greek tailor.

" Supposing," said Demetraki, " that yon don a suit of my
Palikar garb."

" Thanks, thanks," I replied. "As our poet says,

' I take thy courtesy, by Heaven,
As freely as 't is nobly given.' "

And in a few minutes I had invested myself with a snow-white

fustanelle. with its eighty " gor';s," three laced jackets, and a

t:|)acious sash, in which were a brace of pistols, vrith huge flint

lo ks. Then putting on the red woollen cap, with its long silk

tas el, I said au revoir to my friend, and sallied forth in his

plu 'age.

1 lie lower bridge across the " Golden Horn " was not then

built, and I was forced to cross in a caique from the faubourg of

Pera, where all Christians reside, to Stamboul, or Constantinople

proper, which is the undefiled home of the true followers of the

Prophet. There was an unusual number of ships in the way,

which so delayed ray passage, that when I landed at the first mar-

ket, the muezzins were ringing their invitations to the noon

prayer from the minarets.

" Confound that Greek tailor," I again ejaculated, and then

hurried up into the heart of the city, passing through the aromatic

Egyptian Bazaar without taking the slightest notice of my per-

fumer, who had, doubtless, counted on that day selling me a tiny

bottle of scent, and treating me to coffee and tobacco. But I

would not have stopped for the Grand Sultan himself, and kept

on my walk round the bazaars, staring at each veiled figure with

all my eyes.

They are strange looking places to an American, these bazaars.

Imagine some forty or fifty long covered passages, each devoted

to the sale of some particular article. In one are Chinese arti-

cles; in another, slippets, some of them worked with gold and

pearls ; a third is devoted to embroidery. The rich silks of Da-
mascus and Broussa have their depots

;
goldsmiths and dealers in

precious stones have merchandize of rare price; there are arms

which sparkle with gold and gems. In short, you may walk

about for hours, sheltered from the wind, sun, or rain, and any-

thing you could wish, from an English horse blanket to a Persian

finger ring—but, alas ! I could not find her I sought

!

The shops which border these covered passages are about three

feet deep and six wide, resembling large cupboards, only their

doors, which are the full size of the front, are hinged at the top

and bottom. The upper half is raised up and keeps off the dust,

while the lower leaf, resting upon supports, forms a counter upon

which sits the merchant crouched upon his carpet. Generally,

portly, old gray-beards, Turkish merchants, are devotedly fond of

the dolce par riiente. There they sit for hours, taking an occasional

whiff from their water-pipes, the beads of their rosaries passing

silently through their fingers, and a placid smile of contentment

on their heavy countenances. Several of their lineaments were

already familiar to me, but I could not see the face I sought

There was no lack of passers-by, embracing specimens of every

hue of complexion, physiognomy and garb which the varied Ori-

ent exhibits. Turks, majestic and graceful, with snow-white tur-

bans, jetty beards, flowing robes and rich Cashmere shawls around

their waists ; Persians, with high taper caps of black lamb's wool,

and yellow boots ; surly Arnaouts, with gaudy jackets, jaunty red

caps, and arsenals full of pistols, and long knives in their silk

sashes ; chattering, cunning-looking Greeks, with silver ink horns

in their girdles ; despised Jews, with the sallow countenances,

sunken eyes, and quivering lips which characterize their nation,

their heads bent down, as if by the weight of tyranny and the

everlasting sin of their tribe. Women, all possessing that luxu-

riant enhonpoint—so much admired by their jealous masters—were

also there in crowds, pushing their way through the multitude,

but the fair one sought was not among them.

" Confound that Greek tailor," I again exclaimed, and after

searching in vain for my fair one, until the sun began to cast long

shadows, I went to the fellow's shop, and gave him a regular

blowing up, mixing English, French, Italian, Greek and Turkish

abuse into a very imposing denunciation. When I had concluded,

I felt in much better humor, and strolling down to the water-side,

took a caique, and told the boatmen to row up the Bosphorus.
" Confound that Greek tailor," I mentally exclaimed, as the

caique shot from the wharf, threading its way through a fleet of

small craft, and passing over the silvery bosom of the " Golden

Horn," which lies enchased by noble cities. On the right was
Constantinople proper, the ancient Byzantium, with its lofty

domes and its taper minarets ; its ruined aqueducts, and its dark,

prison looking houses ; the bright green of the seraglio gardens

around the Sultan's palace, setting off its white walls to a charm.

On the left, rose the heights of Pera, with the fortress-palace of

the Russian minister, and other huml)ler diplomatic residences.

Directly in front, was Asia, another quarter of the globe, while

the Bosphorus, into whose fleet current my caique soon glided,

was dappled over with vessels of all sizes and nations. Trim
English steamers, square Dutch galliots, dirty Russia merchant-

men, noisy French packets, picturesque Levantine barks, were all

there, each under the flag of its respective nation ; and my eyes

were gladdened by the bright fold of our starry ensign, as it

gracefully waved from the tapering masts of the Susan Mchitable

a Salem ship, which was lying at anchor.

" Ship ahoy, there !" I shouted, as we passed her quarter.

" Hullo !" was the reply of a gaunt-looking individual, wearing

a black dress coat, who came to the gangway busily whittling a

pine stick. It was Captain Hezekiah Noyes.

" Don't you want to go over to Beverly and get some beans V
"Hey! What! I say! Is it )'ou there in that Turkey suit of

clothes that hailed me ? Consam your pictur', who told you my
wife was from Beverly ? She's down here in the cabin of this

ship, and if you'll come aboard, if she don't give you ' beans,' her

name aint Susan Mehitable Noyes ! You confounded Turkey !

You—"
By the time the excited skipper had got thus far, I was out of

hearing, though he stood at the gangway of his ship, and gesticu-

lated furiously for some moments, when he disappeared, probably

to tell Susan Mehitable how she had been insulted.

The caique was now in the centre of the Bosphorus, whose

shores are fringed with country-residences and gardens, behind

which, on the Asiatic side, rises the Blue Mountain, crowned by

the lofty glacier of the Thracian Mount Olympus, whose glisten-

ing whiteness was blended with the clear sky. The panorama on

either hand is one of surpassing loveliness and majesty, in which

Christian and Mabommedan art has for centuries constantly added

new beauties to those which nature at first so lavishly bestowed.

The red, fantastically shaped abodes of the Moslems, and the

dark, gray houses of the Americans ; the gloomy cypresses and

the bright flowers ; the European dwellings and Oriental kiosks,

all form a picturesque melange, studded with the crescent-sur-

mounted minarets of the many mosques. An Asiatic mellowness

made all look rose-colored as I glided past ; the air was balmv,

and the seabirds swept by with joyous flight. Yet I felt ennui-

how could I help it ? And it was all the fault of a good-for-

nothing Greek tailor.

Most of the caiques seemed making for the Asiatic shore, and

my boatmen pulled towards the converging point with the rest.

I recognized it as the mouth of an inlet, at the head of which was

that favorite resort of the Constantinople fair sex, known as the

" Sweet Waters of Asia," and quietly permitted myself to be

rowed up. Giving a five-piastre piece to the heated boatmen, I

went to a coffee shop, where a group of contemplative Turks were

enjoying their pipes, and squatting down upon the carpet, I took

a long chibouque, which I made desperate efforts to puff with

philosophical tranquillity, while I feasted my eyes on the distant

view. There, in a broad, green meadow, shaded by large plane

trees, were hundreds of small groups of richly dressed women,

their children playing near them Some of them had come, and

were sitting in their Arabas—richly covered wagons, withont

springs, each drawn by a fine yoke of oxen, who were now repos-

ing on the flower enamelled turf. The eunuchs were posted

around the outskirts of the meadow, and the whole scene, with

the pure atmosphere, was one well worthy of Claude's immortal

pencil.

A thought struck me. Was not she there ? If so, could I not

see her; for, although "distance lends enchantment to the view,"

when one loves a pretty woman, he generally desires to be, at

any rate, within- speaking distance. My searching glances had

already attracted the attention of a portion of the Turks around

me, and the whispered sound of "giour" (infidel) nearly had its

influence in hastening a change of position. Reconnoitering my

ground, I determined to stroll carelessly down the bank of the

inlet, and then to make a detour, which would bring me into the

thicket on the opposite border of the meadow, which was shaded

by some gigantic plane trees. So I paid for my pipe, and

started, stopping when I was hid among the trees to see if the

priming was in my pistols, and myscimetar loose in the scabbard.

I was young then ; and my wild spirit, sadd«ned by disappointed

love, panted for reckless adventure. I left the inlet at right

angles, about half way between the meadow and the Bosphorus,

and found, to my great joy, a small creek which wound its way

through the thick undergrowth, directly to the spot I wished to

attain. Ten minutes' walk brought me close to the beauties of the

harems of Turkey's proud masters.

There were the languid beauties of Circassia, the fiery Greeks,

and the luxuriant looking natives, reclining in easy attitudes, and

stripped of their feridgees and yashmacs, those baflling concealers

of Oiiental symmetry. Their fine white muslin turbans, sprigged

with gold, were gracefully perched on masses of raven black,

braided hair, and their bright liquid eyes would have moved the

stern resolve of a cardinal. Adding to their charms the perfume

of the rose-trees in which I was hidden, and the gorgeousness of

the setting sun, the scene seemed like Ihc garden of Hesperidcs,

and I was startled by a nestling behind me, which made me fear

that some of the dragon guardians were about to pounce upon

me.
" Click !" went the lock of one of my pistols, and in an instant,

the intruder was before me ; and before I had time to think, I was

encircled by the arms of a beautiful Greek girl.

I stood like a statue, as she pressed me to her throbbing heart.

But my Elysium was as brief as it was unexpected ; for the next

moment found me upon my back, with a man's knee planted

upon my breast, and his left hand grasping my throat, while a

bright blade glanced before my eyes. In one short moment, I

experienced almost perfect joy, and then the awful feeling that I

was soon to leave this world of troubles.
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"Ungrateful scoundrel, why shall I not kill youl" Surtly I

Qow the voice—it was that of Demetraki. I ventured to look

n •
it was my friend who had thus thrown me to the ground, and

as about sacrificing inc to some unfounded suspicion. How

(joiced I felt that he was a free mason, for in a moment I con-

need him of my sincerity, and an explanation followed.

"My darling Zoo," said Demetraki—ihe blushing girl hiding

|er face in the folds of his jacket— ' has for a long year given me

weeklv rendezvous at this spot, where she comes with the other

aves of her Osmanlee mistress, whose husband purchased her,

jen an infant, at the sacking of S -io. Our love is almost hope

I

,5,_ yot to rae it is bliss ; and the ever attendant demon of jeal

1 nsy prompted me to imagine that you, too, my friend, had seen

!ie object of my fond love. This idea was confirmed by your

nxiety to go out disguised on the day that Zoc comes from her

arem ; and, when following you in another caique, I madly

esolved that you ^lould never—but, God of my fathers, we are

DSt 1"

The Turks, who had watched me at a distance, had informed

e eunuchs that I was probably concealed in the vicinity. Zoe

been missed, and the armed guardians were mounting their

abian steeds to detect and cut down the sacrilegious Greek.

To my caique!" cried Demetraki, catching up Zoe like a

and starting off with great rapidity. I followed as fast as I

d, and we reached the water side in safety. Luckily, there

10 moon, and we were silently stealing down the Bosphorus,

n" close into the Asiatic shore. Soon there was heard over

'h\itcr the quick beat of oats, but our pursuers kept across to

Ga\

[e for the moment," exclaimed Demetraki, " but it is only

for a y moments. The hateful Moslems will have cavasses at

every idling place. See—there flashes the signal gun."

The kyy boom of a cannon came looming across the water,

but thofl.^ revealed to me the " Susan Mehitable." Five min-

utes more a\i we had boarded her, letting our caique go adrift.

Captaii Noy>j had rushed out of his cabin to ascertain the cause

of the ntrusioii

"M\ dear cap>,in," said I, "we dined together on Monday
last at he America, minister's, though I fear you don't recognize

me in this dress."

" How d'ye do ? Vtal, I can't say as I should ha' known ye, all

rigged jut like a Turkey-. But, look here, yo'.i ! What on airth

made you so saucy this aiternoon, hey V
" Captain Noyes," I repSed, " it has been falsely stated that an

Americin sailor will not uphold his home when once he is off

soundings ; and I was only trying the experiment, the result of

which proves that you for one will ever repel any attempt to

calumniate Old Essex." I laid my hind on my heart, n-la Lcini-

artine, a< I delivered t'lis patrotic address, and fairly staggered

the captain with my elo^ence.

" Sartin ! No man shall say anything agin Beverly, while I'm

bout. But who is this couple that is holding on to each other

? More Yankees rigged up as Turkeys?"

\ brief conversation sufticed to awaken the sympathies of ihe

""^st skipper for the unfortunate fugitives, and he promised to

^^' them concealed until his departure. Once clear of the Bos-

P"°s, they would be safe, and he would land them at Syra.
""* lung couple, on hearing this, threw themselves at the cap-

**"* * et ; and tears rolled down his weather-beaten cheeks, as

he ins^j (Ij^j j( yy^s " nothin' wuth mentionin'. Now," said

he, " CO, intQ ^ijg cabin and see Mrs. Noyes. If the did come
from Bevjy^ she's a considerable nice sort of a person, T tell you."
And so,t)e proved to be, ay, and very pretty at that, with a

most miscliyQug twinkle of the eyes. Educated at the Ipswich
school, she \s well informed, and conversed with case in French
with Demet.ki. The conversation natuially turned on the

events of the (y, and she bantered me on my disguise

I have beii arrayed in Oriental costume, also," said she,

' for the missioarries' wives recommended me to wear it in the

bazaars; and as .has been my delight to roam about there, look-
ing at all the vajed and picturesque scene, I have dressed as a
daughter of the Prphet, every day."

" But can an Aiierican lady appear at home in the dress f"

" Why cannot a Idy masquerade as well as a gentleman? See,

my nails are died win henna, and look, how the yashmac changes
one."

I started as if sho, for it was clear that my inamorata of the

bazaar was no other luxn Mrs. Susan Mehitable Noyes, of Bev-
erly, wife of the captiin of a merchantman. There she stood,

looking bewitchingly, viih the yashmac turned around her face,

and laughing at me almost immoderately.
"But," she asked, when she could manage to speak, "why did

you not accept my floral invitation to a rendezvous V
" Ah," I replied, " that was the fault of a Greek tailor."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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HUNTIAG THK HYENA IN ALGIERS.
The Arabs have a singular way of catching hyenas. A short

timosince theoommandantof the battalion of native soldiers wa.s in-
tormed that a female hyena had been seen in the neighborhood of
Mostaganem, near Mazagran, and that she had taken refuge in a
cave about one hundred yards in depth. Orders were immedi-
ately given to carefully giiard the entrance to the cave. Two
soldiers, provided with a simple cord and a small chain, went into
the cave, without weapons, and merely carrying a candle, and in
about an hour, to the gre it astonishment of the spectators, an
enormous hyena appeared, muzzled, and allowing itself to be led
along with the docility of a sheep. According to the account
given by the Arabs, the animal, dazzled by the light of the
candle, allows itself to be handled and caressed like a young
dog, and during this time the hunter takes care to muzzle it, and
thus prevents the possibility of its doing any mischief. Two sol-
diers were, however, two days after, seriously wounded by one of
these animals, which, after biting through its muzzle and knock-
ing down its two assailants, took to f\\s;ht.—Couxtitutionill.

BY REV. F. W HOLLAND.

THE CATACOMBS.

Thebes is magnificence itself, though magnificence in ruins.

Kingly were its temples, its tombs, its Memnou, its Karnak vast-

ness, its Luxor beauty. Your boat is moored right beneath one

of the loftiest Egyptian shrines, where the Moslem goes up now

to morning and evening prayer, where a small village dwells, and

where, alas ! donkeys are stalled and turkeys nest themselves ! Is

not this profanation ? Right within the holy courts, and upon

the consecrated roofs, the filthy natives not only build their mud
cabins, but keep their hencoops and ass-mangers, and worst of all,

plaster their camel-dung, for fuel, upon the grand, old columns.

And, when, clambering up to see the birth of the god horses on

the carved walls, from which the gilding has not quite faded into

darkness, a smoke-dried hag demanded backsbeish for entering

her usurped precinct, indignation could hardly contain itself! To
smoke over these antique colorings, and bury in accumulated

filth these sanctuary chambers, is not enough, but they would

make the admirers of art pay sundry piastres for this desecration.

And so it is at the tombs ; besides the mummy merchants, who

measure their price by your purse,—one of whom offered me a

female hand for a dollar, which I bought for half a dime, and

another a papyrus scroll, for I do not know how much, which

cost me nearly a quarter of a dollar ; a family occupying the ante-

chamber always expect to take toll as you enter.

But, having crossed the river to Luxor, or Karnak, which are

one, let us enter the finest of these monarch mausoleums, nothing

heeding the cackling of the Arab family at the mouth. The front

is nothing. The exterior was purposely mean and cften con-

cealed. Many a sepulchre has not yet been di (covered, within

which sleeps some mummied tyrant destined to adorn, perhaps,

an American museum. This rocky defile, between savage-look-

ing mountains, trodden chiefly by the jackal, and howled over

nightly by beasts of prey, is probably all galleried by the cham-

bers of ancient ro}alty, who were sleeping the same in their silent

vaults before Rome had a founder, or the "Promised Race" an

Exodus from Egypt.

Let us get a general idea of the best of these structures as we

did of the temples. First, we descend from the outer hall by a

flight of stone steps, through a sloping gallery, nearly as long as

Quincy Market, all excavated from the native rock, nearly all

carved and painted except the pavement ; the staiTy blue heavens

represented over your head ; upon the sides sometimes the sports,

sometimes the business, sometimes the history or theology of the

land ; then, at the end, the ceiling rises and the walls expand, and

you are within the " sarcophagus chamber," where a Ramases

once slept, surrounded by pictures of future judgment and terrible

images of the many headed serpent. From this general idea of

the noblest of these burial places all that have been discovered

vary a little, but conform to the same grand plan. The " Harpers'

Tomb," discovered by Bruce, who was laughed at for fables

which we now know to be sober facts, has a succession of cham-

bers, opening either side from this main gallery, each of them

adorned with a different class of representations. The first is

lined with pictures of cooking utensils—perhaps the " chief cook "

lay buried there ; then comes a room of just the same agricultural

instruments as are used to day all along the Nile, all engraved

and cobred as before. Then comes a room of music of every

sort, where are the blind men playing on harps, from whom the

catacomb is named ; and so on, upon both sides of an avenue,

whose length quite wearies the most active feet. The trees and

flowers are stiff as a child's first drawing, but the furniture gives

you some of the latest Paris patterns, and the animals are often

done with great spirit, far better than the stiff, monotonous men,

about whose proper representation they evidently had considerable

superstition.

It is wonderful, but you can almost see the whole work going

on beneath your eyes. Here is a bare wall which has only been

smoothed for the priestly artist ; then there are pencil sketches of

the young student ; then his master's corrections in a different

color ; in another place the cuttings alone, and last of all the fin-

ished, colored picture. Did the monarch die before his last house

could be finished, and was his successor too sordid to pay for its

completion ? Did the storm of war burst so suddenly upon Ln-

perial " hundred-gated " Thebes, that what was not done at that

moment was ,to be left undone forever ? Just here history fails

us ; the hieroglyphics give no answer ; the curtain falls, and all

is darkness. He can see only that life-times must have been con-

sumed, or an army of artists employed upon these endless labors,

all in perpetual night. At some period, the wealth of the coun-

try, drank up by the monarch's sponge, who, no doubt, was the

principal farmer, merchant and manufacturer, as Abbas Pasha

now is, took this direction. The piety of this most pious people

evidently went with it; nothing moves men like religion, and,

where religion has taken a wrong track, it seems, sometimes, to

travel faster than upon a right one.

But, one thing we cannot understand, why they should joke

over the dead. This grave-digger's wit carved so slowly into the

live rock seems monstrous. In one place the funeral barge has

caught at a bridge, and a huge beetle, the sacred emblem of im-

mortality, lifts the rope off and sets the boat free again. In the

frescoed and raftidly-perisbing tombs of Beni Hassan, all kinds of

field-sport, hunting, fishing, wrestling, and even flogging, were

represented to the life. In the great hall-scene of retribution this

jesting spirit is still more nnaccountable. Here is the trial of the

soul, from which Greece borrowed much of its Hades ; the mon-

arch's virtues and vices are all rehearsed ; the accuser is heard

against him ; the judges weigh his soul. In one case he is not

thought worthy of burial, and a inoiikeyfeiries hack Ihe beastli/ nen-

maliil in tliii fliape nf a hrnj A laugh even now rings throuj^li the

deserted vaults when a party reads this handwriting of oldest sat-

ire. Could we believe that profligate sovereigns were sometimes

denied honorable burial, and their memories put to scorn in their

neglected carcases, as was, probably, the case, we .should feel that

there was a moral sentiment in Egypt which held the guilty in

awe, and which merits the respect of mankind.

The business of mummy making is traced out on these walls,

and on the neighboring temples, just as it is on the pages of He-

rodotus, the father of history. It was a base conception ; a mere

idolatry of the body ; and a natural atcompaniment of so unen-

lightened an age. The most disgusting part was the plunging of

the body into boiling pitch, which completed the process before

the outside ornamental covering was i)Ut on. Seventy-two days

were occupied in the various stages of each preparation ; so that

where the priests were rogues, as we know by Mr. Gliddon's dis-

covery in Boston, a rich man's friends might get his body into a

monarch's or priest's shroud, and secure for him the inviolable

splendor of a royal scpuKhre ; while, as " dead men tell no

tales," the world's conqueror, himself, might be cast into some

common pit and lie unnoticed among the nameless dead, whom
your foot crushes, without a thought, in this burial-place of

millions.

The queens were not buried with their lords. Their tombs are

smaller and some of them quite elegant ; the carvings as fresh

and the colors as bright as if the work of yesterday ; frequently

there were landscapes and bright scenes upon the walls, buf none

of this many-headed and footed serpent, none of this fox-headed,

grinning deity, and none of these stately judgment pictures. Wo-
man took then her separate, inferior position, as she does through-

out the Orient to day. She seldom appears at all ; when she

does, either now or in that far oft' yesterday, it is as a humble ap-

pendage, an ornament, not a companion, a plaything, rather than

a jnate. Christianity's greatest work, the most completed where

it has worked most freely, has been the elevation of woman,

which is the elevation of society. Turkey cannot now be re-

deemed until its crowded harems are broken up with their indo-

lent infants in woman form. Egypt must have been, with its

learning, its piety, its architecture, its wealth, its productiveness,

its renown, what the Scriptures call it—a base land ; because

half of its inhabitants hardly knew they had consciences to be

obeyed or souls to be saved. No doubt it deserved to fall, and we

have rather to thank God than to mourn over the inevitable fate.

But, to what has it fallen ? We came forth from the stifling

air and mummy odor of these vast vaults, and a governor stepped

on board the " Dahabieh," to take coffee with the Howadji—a for-

eign officer, representing another race and a distant nation—the

hated Turk ! And, before he left, he intimated that a handful of

tobacco would be an acceptable present to his Turkish excel-

lency ; and he that lords it over royal Thebes was a beggar of

Yankee travellers for the petty luxury which is a necessity of his

daily life. And still another degrading contrast. Right upon the

naked sand came the once famous, and now infamous, Almah
;

and danced away their graceless, indecent wriggle to the twang-

ing of a one-stringed fiddle, until, with a few pence, we succeeded

in getting them away. Once renowned for beauty, learning, poe-

try, prophecy and the improvisator talent, they are now as dis-

gusting and degraded as possible. They are certainly from the

farther east, and are a distinct people living as much as the gipsies

by themselves, but living, generally, in some elegance, dressed al-

ways in gaily-colored robes, occupying a distinct quarter of the

Nile towns, haunting festivals and fairs, and perfectly daring,

shameless and abandoned.

The natives think them splendid
;
perhaps they are, compared

withtheir own half negro, slovenly, ill dressed wives. Their dances

are crowded around by thousands—women and children, and old

men, exulting over sights that here would be an instant ticket to

a prison. Upon the boat our sailors' favorite diversion was imi-

tating these abominable motions, each company having some one

favorite dancer who counterfeits ihs woman, another thrums away

on an earthern drum, whi^h every traveller has to furnish his

crew, and the rest beat time with their hands, and are convulsed

with laughter, and wonder at the strangers' turning away in irre-

pressible disgust.

The last look which the traveller takes may well be our last

picture now. The pair, as Miss Martineau terms them,—Mem-
Don and his bride,—sit wit'u their backs towards the great temple-

palace of Thebes Proper, and their faces fronting the beautiful

sanctuary at Luxor, at the head of what must have been a stately

avenue hnked with perished sphinxes. They are each sixty feet

high, sadly mutilated and doomed to burial in some remote cen-

tury beneath the rising mud of the irrevtrent river. The plains

around, producing the ric'nest, imaginable crops, is annually over-

flowed, and every season makes ready for another succession of

threefold harvests, by spreaiing a fresh bed of soil filled with

animalcule ; so, as their green bed rises, old Amunoph and his

wife must sink. It seemed absurd to talk of the serene, happy

expression of these faces, which man and age have so cruelly mu-
tilated. Repeated visits to these silent temples of the dead did

not fail to impress one with the sentiment of repose. I read the

inscriptions, in different languages, of those who were greeted,

even as late as the emperor Hadrian, by its unearthly matin song.

Wilkinson thinks it came from a metallic stone which yet lies in

the Memnon's lap, and gives a musical note to the touch. But it

is a noble creation, more ideal than the pyramid, more human
than the catacomb, more imposing than any Grecian statue. May
it long remain the ruined king of ruins !
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CITY OF BANGOR,
On this and the opposite

page we give a series of
views relating to the queen
city of the Eastern States,
embracing a representa-
tion of the Court House,
City Hall, Theological
Seminary, and the roman-
tic spot known as Lover's
Leap. These views were
taken upon the spot by
one of our artists, and are
faithful in all respects.
The first picture is the
Court House, a fine gran-
ite building, situated on
high land; it has lately been
remodelled and repaired,
and contains in the lower
stories the Watch House,
Marshal's Office, Police
CoTirt Room, and Judges'
Offices

; Rooms for Alder-
men, Common Council,
and other city officers. In
the upper story there is an
elegant hall, conveniently
arranged and finely fur-

nished. The City Hall,
given herewith, is devoted
to the appropriate occu-
pancy of such a building,
and is conveniently siiu-

ated and well -arranged.
The Theological Scoiina-
ry, represented on the op-
posite page, is a most
worthy institution, and is

highly creditable to the
city. It was located in
Bangor in 1819, its object
being to provide the means
of a thorough professional
education t o ministers.
Lover's Leap, also on the
opposite page, is an iso-

lated, precipitous rock,
situated on a small mill
stream, about half a mile
north of the city proper,
and is a place ot resori;

for visitors, having, as all

such places <\cr do, its le-

gend or Indian story. The
city of Bangor is situated

on the west bank of the

Penobscot, at the head of
the tide and navigation,
and, by the course of the
river, about thirty miles
from the sea. The Ken-
duskeag, a large stream,
passes through the city

from the northwest, divid-

ing it into two parts. The
banks of the Penobscot,
and the shores of the Ken-
duskcag, furnish ample

COURT HOUSE, BANGOR, MAINE,

room for the constriction

of wharves, while the riv-

ers themselves form a ca-

pacious and convenient

poK*. The town, origin-

ally called " Kenduskeng
Plantation,"extends about

six miles on the river, and
contains near 20,000 at res.

It was surveyed in 1

by the Waldo proprietori

and was afterwards, in tl

same year, owing to a
ciency in their claim
signed, wiih rescrvatii

certain lots for .settle;

Greneral Kno.x. Revj
Noble was the first A''^'*

minister. In I'sr *"'

tered into a writ'' ''*"'

98/

kh

tract to preach ,

each

CITY HALL, BANGOR, MAINE. ••

side of the Pen/^co'- *'

ternately, so lor «.* ^*P'^
per annum wcrP"''' ''™

for his service He con-

tinued in the ministry here

about twelv/y<^ars after

hisinstallaljA- From 1774

to 1779, oniJohn Herbert

was an e/io'"''^'' '" f^''-

gious me^Dgs, ofliciating

raeantim*as schoolmas-

ter durin/ the -nintf r. Jas.

Bojd sufcecded Noble in

the mipfetry—was settled

in Sepfmber, 1800, and

dismis^d in Njvember,

1801. Kev. Harvey Loo-

mis vas settled by the

town h 1811 ;
be died in

hispjlpit, Jan'y22, 1825.

Lootiis was succeeded by

Rev S. L. Pomroy. The

act of incorporation was

obtained Feb y 25 1791,

and the town and vicinity

contained, at tbat time,

about five huiidnd and

sixty - seven inhabitants.

Noble was entrusted with

the agency in profriiig

the incorporation of the

town- " Sun bury," as de-

scriptive of the pleasant

appearance of the place,

was the name he was di-

rected to have inserted in

the act. But, for some
unknown reason, ho did

not follow the instruclloDS

of those for whom he was

empowered to act He
chose rather that the town
should be incorporated un-

der the name of Bangor,
from an old tune, of which

he was particularly fond.

The location of Bangor is

unusually good, and its
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business advantages immense. It is tlie

market for the agricultural produce of a ter-

ritory of nearly 10,000 square miles, com-

prising the basin of the upper Penobscot,

much of the .soil being equal to any in New
England The agricultural and mineral

resources of the surrounding country are

extensive, and, as yet, in a great degree,

undeveloped. Vast forests of pine yet

shade the banks of the numerous branches

and lakes of the upper Penobscot. Larjie

quantities of this lumber are cut every win-

ter, ran down the river, manufactured, and

rafted to B.ingor, and there shipped. Much
capiral is invested in lumbering operations.

Though pine is the staple prjduciion of our

forests, yet immense quantities of spruce,

bass, maple, birch, hemlock bark, cedar

posts, shingles, etc., are shipped from Ban-
gor every year. There are large and valu-

able slate quarries, for whose products Ban-

gor is the nearest market. The Katahdin

iron works, with all the resources of that

region, contribute to the trade of Bangor.
Not only is Bangor the centre of a large

agricultural territory, abounding in varied

resources, and inhabited by an industrious,

thrifty population, but it h.as unrivalled fa-

cilities for manufacturing. It has as much
water-power as could be desired, and of the

most available kind. At Treat's Falls,

about one mile above the Penobscot Bridge,

a dam could be easily constructed, by the

means of which, and canals, any amount of

water power might be obtained for driving

mills, factories, etc. Should such a scheme
—a scheme entirely feasible—be carried into

operation, it would be the means of vastly

increasing the population and adding to the

wealth of the city. A railroad is contem-
plated between Bangor and Lincoln. The
completion of such a work would be greatly

advantageous to Bangor, and to the exten-

sive country through which the road would
pass. A railroad from Bangor to Water-
ville is also contemplated, and measures
have been taken to bring about such a re-

sult. The necessity for building both these

roads is strongly and justly urged. They
will tend to increase the trade of Bangor to

a great extent, to develop the resources of
the country through which they would pass,

and to cheapen and facilitate transportation.

The railway from Bingor to (^Idtown was
opened in 1836. While it was connected
directly with the wharf on Exchange Street
it was the medium of transportation for

large quantities of lumber. The Corpora-
tion, or City Mills, first went into operation
about 183.3. Since that time they have
been twice destroyed—once by fire and once
by freshet, and a.s often rebuilt, with im-
provements each time in construction and
machinery. In 1 840 the population of Ban -

gor was little short of 9000. Since then it

has more than doubled. Not only has there
been a rapid increase in the population, but
the wealth and business of the city have
been vastly augmented within the last ten
years. Within this period there has been

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, AT BANGOR, MAINE.

"lovers' leap," near BANGOR, MAINE

no serious drawback on the prosperity of
the place. Bangor has an extensive coast-

ing trade, which has greatly increased with-

in the last ten years. It has also a large

southern and West India trade. In 1848
it became a port of entry. The river at

Bangor is sufliciently deep to float the larg-

est vessels, the tide rising, on an average,

sixteen feet. Frankfort, about twelve miles

below, is the head of winter navigation.

In 1849 steamers commenced running on
the upper Penobscot. The beautiful and
picturesque river and forest scenery in that

region—the pleasures of a summer trip to

the woods and mountains of the interior,

and the fresh air of the country, draw many
visitors from abroad to the vicirity of Ban-
gor during the warm season. A voyage up
the Penobscot, and a tramp to Katahdin
make a most healthfi-l and pleasing summer
excursion. Travellers visiting Moose Head
Lake, and the ponds and forests in its vi-

cinity, on hunting or fi.shing excursions,

pass through Bangor. The number of trav-

ellers who wend their steps thitherward in-

creases each year. The "site of the city is

pleasant, commanding fine views of the riv-

ers and the adjoining country. The build-

ings, both public and piivate, are construct-

ed with neatness and taste, and some in a
style of superior elegance. Besides those

we have represented, there are several hand-

some church edifices and other public build-

ings. The public houses are excellent,

among which is the Bangor House. The
custom-house is a new and beautiful build-

ing of granite. Bangor is on one of the no-

blest rivers in the Northern States— the pro-

duct of an almost countless numbjr of trib-

utary streams. The city is seated at the na-

tural outlet of these mighty waters, as the

mart of one of the most extensive and one
of the richest alluvial basins cast of the Ohio
valley. It is true that this section of the

country is in a high degree of latitude, and
that the icy chains of winter are felt with

greater force and for a longer period than in

more southern climes. But this seeming
disadvantage is more than compensated by
the unrivalled puri y of the air and wattr

—

two of the indispensable requisites of health

and longevity. There is probably no por-

tion of the country in the world where the

great staples of wheat, beef, and wool can

be produced with greater facility, where
surplus produce can find a market s.t less

expense, or where the industrious agrical-

turist can reap a more sure leward. On a

comparison of the present population of this

immense territory, extending from tide wa-

ter to Madawaska, with that of older settle-

ments of a less fertile soil, of less navigable

facilities, and in nearly as high a degree of

latitude, the mind is favorably impressed

with the flattering prospects of the valley of

the Penobscot, and of Bangor, which must

ever possess superior advantages as a mart

of trade and the depot for the agricultural

productions of a rich and thriving country

extending many miles inland.
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ALWAYS LOVKRS.

BT AUCB CARET.

Once more my heart with rapture thrills,

And all my torn ents cease

;

Sometimes as autumn from the hlUfl

Polls sammer'fi golden fleece,

We think of April's babbling winds,

And think of rosy May

—

'Tis so my spirit comfort finds

In dreams of thee to-day

;

lover of my Maytlme, thou

Whom once my rhymes could plea*e,

For life has worn and faded now

From April promises.

But stars wiihin the deepest wave

Are steadiest in their glenms,

And the pale people of the grave

Live brightest in our dreams.

And if no cloud had dimmed our sky,

And ne'er a night-time fell,

It almost seems to me that I

Could not have loved so well.

For as the blessed hopes I trace

That now a shadow shrouds,

It is as if an angel's face

Looked on me through the clouds.

And so I put the years all by,

The years of fear and pain

Thnt long and dark between us lie,

And so am blest again :

Nay, more, am thrilled with ecstasy

As when a skylark sings,

So sweet it ft cms the stars u^^ust be

Between us and its wings.

1 see the embers' ruddy glow

Upon the whitewashed wall,

I hear in gusty flaws the snow

Against the window lall

;

Across the blustery hills I hear

The faithful watch-dog's bay,

The cricket's lonesome chirping near,

And plainer still than they,

A whisper low that says to me,

" Whatever fortune prove.

Through time and through eternity

^Ve will be lovers, love."

My cheeks, my eyes with tears are wet

—

'Tis bliss has stirred their fount

—

One honeyed kiss—another yet

—

Ay, more than I can count.

Safe, safe! for when the ghosts of iU

In evil times arise,

I tell them we are lovers still,

And this their power defies.

Nor even as two waves that meet

And mingle into one

Upon Bomt awful breaker, sweet,

Our stormy hves have done.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE BROKEN WINDOWS:
— OR—

THE "CEOgp" AND THE "SOEKY" MOTHEE.

BT MRS. CAROLINE A. SOULE.

" What for mercy's sake has happened now ?" exclaimed

Mrs. Layton, vehemently, as she was startled from her doze on

the sofa by the shivering of a window and the scattering of the

broken pane. " I'll warrant those little harum-scarums of mine

are at the bottom of this. They were bom to plague me, I really

believe. There's never a day passes bat they are in some kind of

trouble ;" and rousing herself she picked up the book, whose

pages had mesmerized her thoughts and eyelids, and, with a step

and air that told plainly she was sadly out of humor, hastened to

tha casement. On her way she stumbled, and a ball bounded

before her.

" Just as I expected ! They never had a plaything yet but

they were sure to do mischief with it the first thing. But I'll

punish them for this, the little torments ! I can't see for ihe life

of me what comfort there is in having children. If they are in

the room with me, they teaze me with their noise, and if they are

out of my sight, they're sure to be head and heels in trouble. I

shall be glad when they're grown up and out of the way ;" and

she closed her amiable and affectionate soliloquy by giving the

bell a hasty pull, and throwing herself with an impatient gesture

into her rocking chair.

" Where are the boys, and who broke the window >" said she,

in an angry tone, to the domestic who appeared.

" In the kitchen, ma'am, waping hard ; for, indade, ma'am,

they niver maned to break it ; I saw it meself, ma'am, and I

ashure ye, it was all the sheerest accident, and they be very sorry,

ma'am—

"

" Send them here, instantly," was the lady's interruption, in no

mild tone either, to the attempt of the warm-hearted Irish girl to

" plade the cause of the little innocents," " and send for a gla-

zier, too, and bring up a brush and dustpan and sweep up the bits

of glasg."

With a sad heart, Mary obeyed the commands of her irritated

mistress.

" Is she cross, and will she whip us V exclaimed the two little

boys—the one five, the other seven years of age. " Say ' no,' do,

that's a good Mary ! Did you tell her wc didn't mean to, and

was so sorry?"
" Yes, yes, my darlints ; but ye mutt go to her, and mind ye,

go quietly, too, my masters, and be sure to kiss her swately, and

promise niver to be so careless agin," and wiping the sorrow

stains fiom their cheeks, brushing their hair anu smoothing their

fimblcd sacks, she sent them " above."

Hand in hand, as though they fancied there was safety in each

other's proximity, the little offenders ascended the staircase, and

with slow and noiseless footsteps paced the hall, but halted at the

parlor door. Fear whitened each little face, and shook each little

penitent heart.

" Y'ou go first," whispered Henry to the younger one. " She'll

forgive you, I guess, 'cause you are so pmall and don't know any

better, and then you can coax her to forgive me."
" No, no, I darsn't, 'cause I can't never speak right when I

ought to," responded Frank, a shiver running over his delicate

limbs. " Y^ou go first you're the biggest, and j'ou ought to."

How long they would have tarried there, disputing in their

childish way, and striving to wear a brave heart, we can hardly

guess, had not their mother hastily unclosed the door.

" So you've come at last, have you, you naughty boys !" ex-

claimed she, with anything but maternal sweetness hovering

about her lips. " You've come to get a good whipping, have

you ! I guess you'll remember next time to throw your ball

somewhere else than into the parlor window. Naughty boys,"

and she dragged the tearful, speechless creatures into the room.

" A whole dollar to pay out now for your careless trick. What

do you think will become of us all if you go on so, breaking-

windows every day. We'll have to go to the poor house, and

you'll be beggar children, with nobody to love you. Naughty

boys !" And she went to a closet and took from thence a " rod of

correction."

" O don't, don't whip us, dear, dear mother," screamed both

the children, as she drew near them. " We didn't mean to ; we'll

never do so again ; we wont ; we never broke one before ; O
don't, don't," and they struggled vainly in her angry grasp.

Heavily came down the weapon upon the shrinking shoulders,

stingingly it sw^t across the quivering palms, while shrieks of

" It hurts, O, it does huit so," were mingled with sobs so piteous

that the servants below pressed their ears to keep out the echoes.

" There, now, I guess you'll behave after this, you naughty

boys," exclaimed she, as out of breath, and hot and flurried, she

sank in her chair. "And now take yourselves off to-bed, and

that as quick as you can, too, and don't let me hear any noise up

there, either, or I'll come to you again. If you can't mind with-

out whipping, it's high time you were whipped till you do mind.

Come, why don't you start 1"

" Have we got to go to-bed without any .supper ?" moaned,

rather than asked, little Frank. " I am so hungry I shall die

afore morning."
" I'll risk your dying. Yes, you've got to go to-bed without

supper. I must take what the supper would have cost and pay

for a new light. See what comes of being naughty."

The children started, but on the threshold they paused, turned

round, and stood irresolute, as longing, yet fearing, to ask a

favor.

" What do you want now V said the mother, in a tone that

was still shrill an<J disecrdant.

" We want you to kiss us," faltered their white and trembling

lips. " And we want you to forgive us, 'cause we never meant to,

and we was sorry all the time."

" Kiss you !— do you think you deserve to be kissed ? No, I

shan't kiss you tonight. I can't give my kisses to such naughty

children. Go to-bed and pray to God to forgive you and make

you good, that you may be a comfort to your mother, and not

wear her life out with your bad conduct," and she, impatiently,

pointed to the door.

" Well, 1 go," said the elder one, with an angry twist of his

sore shoulders ; and he shut the door after him with a good deal

more noise than was necessary ;
' and, perhaps, I'll pray, too

;

but I wont pray to God to forgive me, for I haint been naughty

at all, but I'll pray to Him to give me a mother that don't whip,

and that'll love us and kiss us." And with hearts crushed and

torn, the little ones sought their chamber and strove to undress.

A weary time they had of it, for their fingers were sore and swol-

len, and their eyes so blinded they could hardly see button-holes,

and much less the strings to their gaiters.

" I'll have to go to-bed with my clothes on," moaned little

Frank, as pulling the wrong way he drew his lacings into a hard

kntt. " O dear, I wish Mary would come," and he burst out

anew.
" She darsn't, 'cause mother wont let her," said Heniy, as

giving an impatient jerk to his jacket he drew it off with a t'ld

rint, though, and the ;oss of a couple of buttons. " Here, I'il

h 1p you off with your things," and, taking out his penknife, he

severed, with little cen mony, the Gordian tie, and with a twitch

here, and a pull there, -ucceeded, at length, in stripping his gen-

tler brother.

" We haint said our prayers," said Frank, as Henry leaped

into the bed.

" Well, I aint agoing to say 'em either," responded the other in

an angry tone. "It's no use trying to pray when you feel so

ugly—the minister said so, the other day ; besides, my hands and

shoulders ache so, I can't think about anything but that old whip.

She did whip us awful hard, didn't she?"

" Yes. O, it did hurt, though, and it hurts now ; but I guess
I'll just pray to God to make her love us, and never whip ns when
wc don't mean to be naughty."

"'Twont do no good to pray that, Frank ; 'cause when she's so
cross she don't think about God, nor nobody else."

" Well, old granny used to say, 'if it don't do no good it wont
do no liurt to pray, and it'll always make you feel gooder than
it did before.' " And so the little child, though every nerve within

was quivering yet with pain, and though he was tired and hungrv,

just in that frame of body and mind when he needed to be folded

to a mother's heart, ami kissed and lulled with the holy music of
her evening hymn, knelt down and folded his red, smarting bancs
and prayed to the Good Father, not only to make him and his

little brother good boys, but to make their mother love them and
never whip tl.em again when they didn't mean to be naughty. If

ever the recording angel was tempted to blot out a mother's sin,

it muft have been when that prayer was heard in Heaven.

There was a holy, beautiful look on the face of the suffering

child as he raised it to his brother's. His old granny's words were

true, he felt " gooder " than he did before that knee was bent, be-

fore that petition was lisped. But he could not make his brother

feel so. Dark, revengeful feelings were boiling in that young

heart, and they bubbled over soon in expressions like these

:

" I think it was real mean in mother to whip us when we didn't

mean to do nothing bad. What if we did break a window? Fa-

ther has got plenty of money to pay for it, and if he haini there

is no use in making such a fuss about a dollar. I wish we'd broke

two, we might just as well. It"s her own fault, too ; if she'd let

us play in the parlor with our blocks it wouldn't have happened.

She needn't have half killed us if she did think she must whip us.

I wish I was a big man, I'd clear out somewhere and never come

back. I wonder if everybody's mother is so awful- cross. O
dear !" but here his voice melted into sobs again, now wild and

convulsive, stirring the whole frame, then deep and passionate,

choking the throat, and again so low and mournful that they

seemed but the audilile pulses of a breaking heart. But healthy

childhood has ever a true and gentle comforter for all its woes,

and the little boys, in an hour's time, were fast asleep their veined

eyelids fearfully swollen though, and their fair brows and rosy

cheeks sadly stained with the effects of their little fingers to wipe

off the scorching tears.

" The careless little things," grumbled Mrs. Layton, as going

through their chamber an hour after midnight, on her return from

a brilliant party, she tumbled over their scattered clothes. " 7

verih/ hdieve the more I whip them the worse they grow. How glad I

shall be when they are old enough to take care of themselves and

keep out of my way." And the "cross " mother, without a sin-

gle prayer for the beautiful gifts God had vouchsafed her house-

hold, without one kiss upon the fragrant lips of those precious

babes, without even a glance towards the little couch which had

given rest to the limbs she had so cruelly tortured, hurried to her

own room and hurried to bed. God read her heart—I am glad I

cannot.

" Mercy on me ! What has happened ? What is the matter ?"

exclaimed Mrs. Brown, in a half frightened tone, as she was

roused from a light doze in her chair, by the shivering of a win-

dow and the scattering of a broken pane. " Who could have

done that ; who could have been so careless ? I hope, I trust it

was not my little boys, and yet it would be nothing strange if it

were them, for they are but children, frolicsome, light hearted

children, and I can't expect them always to do right I am sorry,

though, that it has happened, ver}-, very sorry." And picking up

the sewing, wliich excessive fatigue alone had caused her involun-

tarily to drop, and drawing her hand across her weary eyelids, as

though she would fain efface the drowsiness which still lingered

there, she hastened to the casement, hoping to find it in such a

condition that her own skill could repair the fracture. But, alas

!

all in vain were her efforts to fit the tiny bits—China cement nor

painter's putty could mend that shattered thing ; it was a hopeless

ruin.

" I shall have to give it up," moaned she, in a sad voice, as she

failed in her third trial. " I shall have to give it up and get a

new pane set. I am sorry, too, for I can ill afford the money

now, and I am so tired—it does not seem as though I could sit

up to-night to earn it. Yet there's no use in fretting over it. It's

done and I must make the best of it. If it would only teach the

little ones to be more careful hereafter, I wouldn't mind it so

much after all. Poor things, it's only a little while you'll be chil-

dren, and it would bo hard, indeed, if your mother couldn't bear

with your thoughtless acts for a few short years. O, if they are

but spared to me ! How could I live without them." And then

her voice was hushed, but her lips moved, and the waiting angel

bore a touching prayer to Heaven.

There was a calm and beautiful expression in her countenance

as she turned from the window. Love had triumphed over that

petulant spirit which hovers ever so closely above the mother's

cares and patience. " God's kindliest angel " had lain its white

fingers on her worried heart and " it complained no more." Get-

ting her biush and pan she swept up the scattered glass, watch-

ing, with a mother's anxious eje, lest she should miss some tiny

particle, and thus endanger the safety of their little feet, whom

poverty compelled to go nearly all the time without stockings or

shoes.

She did not go out to seek the children ; she did not even call

them. She had read their young hearts too many times to fear

for them in the present crisis. She knew that though they might

hesitate for a time it would not bo long ere truth would lead them,

it might be with streaming ejes and a sobbing voice, yet lead

them to ler side. So she resumed, quietly, her accustomed seat,

and her vorn thimble, and commenced again that "stitch, stitch.
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stitch," which earned for her, and her fatherless babes, their

scanty living.

An hour passed on. Then the gate swung to, and the patter of

little bare feet was heard on the stops.

" They arc coming," murmured she, a pleasant smire weaving

beautiful lines across her pale, sad face, and the light of her eye

glowing with diviner lustre. " They are coming ; I knew they

would. Poor little things, I pity them; they will be so sorry,"

and she waited eagerly to hear the latch raised.

Some moments passed ere it was touched ; then it rattled but

the door was not pushed open. A low, sad sound, as of sobs and

broken words, mingled in the same note, stole upon the ear of the

patient watcher. The tears gushed to her eyes.

" Poor little things," breathed she again. " You do love me
dearly, indeed, or you wouldn't feel so sorry. If we wasn't so

poor I shouldn't mind it a bit, for it was an accident, I know."

And again that mother's heart of hers excused them both, and

again the waiting angol bore a pleading prayer.

The latch rattled a second time, but the door was left unmoved.

In a voice that was tremulous with emotion, but sweet as the song

of a bird at sunlight, she called :

" Henry, Frank ! Is it you, my little boys ? Come in, if it is;

mother wants to tee you."

Ere the last words had died on her quivering lips, the door was

swung open and the children bounded into her opened arms, bury-

ing their faces in her bosom, and nestling close to her throbbing

heart. Not a word was spoken, but as they felt themselves wound

up so closely in her dear embrace, their tears wiped off so sooth-

ingly, and their hot brows cooled by such loving kisses, they knew

and felt they were forgiven. Not a word was spoken, but as she

felt their slender arms about her neck and waist, saw their swollen

eyes and stained cheeks, and marked the suffering look they wore,

she knew and felt that the pulse of love beat high in their young

breasts.

She was worn and wearied, yet for a half hour she sat and

held them on her knees, rocking them with a gentle, lulling mo-

tion, and, after the first gush of feeling was over, singing to them

snatches of holy hymns, between each of which she paused, half

unconsciously, to press their lips and breathe over them words of

love and prayer.

The striking of the clock aroused her from her blersed trance,

for oblivious had she been in body and mind to all her cares and

sorrows and fatigue ; and blest, indeed, in the inspiring confidence

that her little ones were true to her and to themselves, and best of

all, that she was true to them.

"It is supper time," said she, sweetly. "We have been so

happy here in the old armchair that I had not noticed it was so

late. Who will get me the wood to-night V
"Both of us ! both of us!" exclaimed the little ones; and

leaping from her lap, thry bounded out to the shed and returned

in a trice, each begging to build the fire.

" Let Henry build the fire and fill the kettle, and I'll draw out

the table, and Frank may set it."

For a moment the children hesitated and looked wistfully into

each other's eyes. Poor little ones ! Knowing their mother's

poverty they had resolved ere they came in not to eat any supper,

that she might not feel so severely the penalty of their thoughtless

act, but now their keen appetites of childhood combated with

fearful activity the good resolution. They drew near each other,

and Henry whispered :

" Shall we tell her?"
" Yes, I guess so ; but I'm awful hungry, aint you ?"

" Yes, but so much the better ; it wouldn't be any punishment,

you know, if we went without when we wasn't hungry. I guess

I'll tell her. It '11 show her better how sorry we are."

Then, with a most musical tremble in his voice he spake up :

" You needn't put up only the leaf, mother, to-night, 'cause we
don't want any supper."

" What's the matter ?" asked she, striving to be calm ;
" don't

you feel hungry V
There was silence for a moment. Then running to her they

bowed themselves at her knee, while their little hearts were turned

inside out. They told her how that at school that day all the

boys but them had balls to play with, and how bad they felt be-

cause they hadn't any, and how their playmates told them to go

home and ask their mother to buy them some, and how they told

each other they wouldn't say a word about it to her, for she had

enough to buy without getting balls ; that as they were coming

home from school, thry found some smooth, round stones, and

they thought they'd do first-rate, and were so glad that they got

most crazy, and forgot how many times she had told them never

to throw anything towards the house, and that they were so

scared when they heard the window break that they ran off into

the woods, wondering what they should do.

" We don't mean," said Frank, with a beautiful earnestness,

" we don't mean what we should do so that you needn't find it

out ; but we didn't know what we should do to make it up to

you !"

" We knew you'd be so sorry," said Henry, " and we knew
you'd have to work so hard to pay for it, that we were most

grieved to death. But, after a while, we thought if we didn't eat

any supper, and didn't eat very hearty to morrow, 'twould make
it up ; and as soon as we said that we came right off here to tell

you. But we did feel so bad when we got to the door and thought

how sorry you'd be. But, mother, we'll try and remember never

to do so again !"

" I hope you will remember it, my children," sa'd she, ten-

derly, but earnestly, " for twenty-five cents is a great deal for me
to lose. It's all I've earned today. We must be very careful of

our money or we shall get behindhand, and I can hardly tell what

will become of us then. But I don't want you to go tobed with-

out your supper to night, for I am going to have a good one and

I shouldn't enjoy it alone. Old Uncle John called here to day

and made me a present of a slice of his nice ham and a dozen

eggs. Wont that be nice V
" I guess it will," rejoined the little boys. " Ham and eggs !

wont it be good '!" and merrily pattered their little bare feet out

doors and down cellar, and into the pantry, and wherever mother

sent them ; and, when supper was ready two brighter-eyed, rosier-

cheeked, happier-faced children could not be found in the whole

township. Nor ever did a happier mother ask a blessing on a

meal than she who presided at that board, so humble that ham
and eggs were a rare luxury.

When the happy meal was over, and the tea things washed and

replaced again, as was her wont, she drew them to her side, and

after telling them some stories, which they never tired of hearing,

about their sainted father, she read to them from their Sunday

school book a pretty story, and then an appropriate selection from

the Scriptures, and went with them to their little chamber and as-

sisted them to undress. Very careful were the little ones that

night to see that their clothes were hung up in the most precise

order, and very quietly came they and knelt beside her to repeat

their evening prayer. Fervently did she press them to her bosom

when it was over, and sweeter kisses never passed between the

lips of a mother and her darlings than were given to and fro on

that happy night.

" What a good mother she is," exclaimed Frank, as the door

closed upon her.

" I guess she is," said Henry. " She is the best mother I ever

knew in all the world. She's always sorry when we do anything

naughty, but she aint never cross nor ugly. I don't believe she

knows how to be cross."

" Well, I am glad," responded the little brother, with empha-

sis. " Wouldn't it be awful, though, to have a cross mother and

a dead father ! How I wish he'd lived—then she wouldn't have

had to work so."

" Mother says we mustn't say so, because God wouldn't have

taken him if it hadn't been right. But I shall be glad when we're

grown up big, so that we can take care of her. She's got to live

with me in the summer, Frank, because I'm going to bo a farmer,

and the country will be the very best place for her in warm
weather."

," Well, she may; but she shall be with me in the winter-time,

'cause I'm going to keep a big store in the city and have lots of

money. O, wont she live nice and easy then ! How I wish I

was big. I'm such a little fellow, I'm 'fraid it '11 take so long be-

fore I get to bo a man that she'll get sick and die."

" O, I guess not," was the hopeful answer. " At any rate, we'll

be good every day while we're little, and then, if she don't live,

why she'll have a good story to tell father about his little boys

that he used to love so dearly. And we mustn't never, nevur
throw anything towards the house again—must we V
"No, we mustn't, sure ; but if we do we'll tell her of it—wont

we ; 'cause she'll never bo cross, but only so sorry."

Many a beautiful aircastl^e then did the little ones build, and

in each there was a chamber for mother, with plenty of gold and

plenty of love. Ajid when, at last, slumber sealed their eyelids,

it left them locked in each other's arms, with an expression on

each lip that would have well become the angel dead.

Their mother had not spared the rod and spoiled her babes
;

but she had bent it over them with such a holy hand that it had

budded in her grasp, and left upon their young hearts, not sore

and crimson wounds, but the impress of green leaves and the

dew of flowers.

" The dear little creatures," exclaimed she, in a thrilling tone,

as she entered their chamber an hour after midnight, "the more I

lore them the better they grow. How sorry I shall be w hen they are

no longer all my own."

Then she knelt down beside their humble bed and tendered

many earnest thanks to God, for the beautiful gifts vouchsafed

her household. Sweet and holy kisses she pressed afterward

i-pon their li^s, and the little ones smiled in their slumber and

dreamed that an angel was bending over them. Then, with an

aching brow and wearied limbs, the mother sought her couch and

forgot herself in sleep. God read her heart—I wish I could.

-< »«» >

DOCTORS.

If we examine the life of the practising physician, we find it

gilded and shining on the surface ; but beneath the spangles, how
much pain and hardship ! The practising physician is one of the

martyrs of modern society : he drinks the cup of bitterness, and
empties it to the dregs. Ho is under the wciLbt of an immense
responsibilitv, and bis reward is but too often injustice and in-

gratitude. His trials begin at the very gates of his career. He
spends his youthful years in the exhausting investigation of anat-

omy ; he breathes the air of putrefaction, and is daily exposed to

all the perils of contagion. View him in the practice of his diflfi-

cult art, which he has acquired at the risk of his life ! He saves

or cures his patient ; it is the result of chance, or else it is alleged

that it is nature, and nature alone, that cures disease, and that the

physician is only useful for form's sake. Then, consider the mor-
tification he has to undergo, when he sees unblushing ignorance

win the success which is denied to his learning and talents, and
you will acknowledge that the trials of the physician are not sur-

passed in any other business of life. There is another evil the

honorable physician has to contend with —a hideous and devour-

ing evil, commenced by the world, sustained by the world, and
seeminely forevermore destined to be an infliction upon human-
ity. This evil is quackery, which takes advantage of that deplor-

able instinct which actually seeks falsehood, and prefers it to

truth. How often do we see the shameless and ignorant specula-

tor arrest the public attention, and attain fortune, while neglect,

obscurity and poverty are the portion of the modest practitioner,

who has embraced the profession ^( medicine with onscientious-
ness, and cultivates It with dignity and honor.

—

Prof. Carnochiin.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WINTER'S KIRTH, AND AUTlJtIN'S DEATH.

BT wauAM nuraBSON.

Winds aro siithinp; midst brown If aves dying,

ValUng from the forest trpps;

Autumn s flying, wtiilst wiiiter^a iiielng

Hither, with its ohilUng hreeze.

Fro8t is throwing (its pale faoe showing)

Over earth its cold embrace

;

Streams once flowing, now are growing

Frigid in their resting-place.

Logs, high blazing, are now raising

In our homes their welcome ray

;

Small birds tuning their notes in praiidng

Nature, all are flown away.

All looks dreary—cold and weary

Are the coming wint«r hours;

No warm sun above to cheer ye

—

No fragrance In the summer bowers.

Snow is falling, and empalling

Autumn on its leafy bier;

Hail is spattering and rattling

Itound the house that looks so drear

;

Winds aie shrieking trees are creaking,

Leaves are Hying everywhere

;

Whilst you 're speaking, your breath is wrvatliing

Like smoke, tbroagh the frosty air.

Children muster in a cluster,

Round about the ruddy logs;

In which prying, they are sp3ing

Shepherds with their sheep and dogs.

Thus with knowing, cold winds blowing,

Chill without is everything;

With frost strengthening, and nights lengthening,

Winter's months are ushered in.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

GExAIS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OUR READINfl.

.... The only disadvantage of an honest heart is credulity.

—

Sir Philip Sidney.

.... The man who can be nothing but serious, or nothing but

merry, is but half a man.

—

Leif/h Hunt.

.... Women do act their part when they do make their ordered

houses know them.

—

Knowles.

.... Thou hast been called, O Sleep, the friend of woe ; but it

is the happy who have called thee so.— Sotithey.

.... A guilty conscience is like a whirlpool, drawing in all to

itself which would otherwise pass by.

—

Fuller.

.... Our companions please us less from the charms we find

in their conversation, than from those they find in ours.

—

Gremlie.

.... A good word is an easy obligation ; bat not to speak ill,

requires only our silence, which costs us nothing.

—

TiUotson.

.... There are peculiar ways in men, which discover what they

are through the most subtle feints and close disguises.

—

Bruyere.

.... My advice is to consult the lives of other men, as we
would a looking-glass, and from thence fetch examples for onr

own imitation.

—

Terence.

.... None are so seldom found alone, and are so soon tired of

their own company, as those coxcombs who are on the best terms

with themselves.

—

Colton.

.... The disposition to give a cup of cold water to a disciple

is a far nobler property than the finest intellect. Satan has a fine

intellect, but not the image of God.

—

Ilowels.

.... If the soul be happily disposed, everything becomes

capable of aflbrding entertainment, and distress will almost want

a name.— Goldsmith.

.... To divert at any time a troublesome fancy, mn to thy

books : they presently fix thee to them, and drive the other out of

thy thoughts. They always receive thee with the same kindness.

—Fuller.

.... I have observed that in comedies the best actor plays the

droll, while some scrub rogue is made the fine gentleman or hero.

Thus it is in the farce of life. Wise men spend their time in

mirth, 'tis only fools who are serious.

—

Lord Bolinijhrolce.

.... The only kind of sublimity which a painter or sculptor

should aim at, is to express by certain proportions and positions

of limbs and features, that strength and dignity of mind, and

vigor and activity of body, which enables men to conceive and

execute great actions —Burke.

.... Poetry reveals to us the loveliness of nature, brings back

the freshness of youthful feeling, revives the relish of simple

pleasures, keeps unquenchcd the enthusiasm which warmed the

spring time of our being, refines youthful love, strengthens our

interest in human nature, by vivid delineations of its tenderest

and softest feelings, and, through the brightness of its prophetic

visions, helps faith to lay hold on the future life.— Channing.

.JOHN BULL.
A new sense of the greatness of England is gathered from trav-

elling on the continent ; for, let an Englishman go where he will,

the might and majesty of his country seem to be hanging over

him like an unseen shield. Let but a hand of violence be laid

upon an English subject, and the great British lion, conchant in

Downing Street, begins to utter menacing growls and shakes his

invincible locks. An English man of war seems to be always

within one day's sail of evi rywhere. Let political agitation

break out in any port, on ine globe, if there he even a roll of

English broadcloth or a round e)f Enelish tea to be endangered

thereby, within fortyeijiht hours an English steamer or frigate is

pretty sure to drop anchor in the harbor, with an air which seems

to say, " Here I am ; does anybody want anything of me "^

ITilldrd's Italy.
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THE NEW \'E.4R—IS.M.

On and after the first of January next, " Gleasou's Pictorial
"

will commence its sixth volume, and will appear va.stly improved

in all respects, with a superb new heading, new type and dress

throughout, and will be printed upon the finest paper. As- the

proprietor of the " Pictorial " has purchased the entire good-

will of the New York " Illustrated News," and has merged tliat

journal in tlie " Pictorial," the public will reap the advantage of

this concentration of the strength of the two papers upon one,

both in the artistic and literary departments. The same brilliant

host of contributors and artists will be engaged on " Gleason's

Pictorial " as heretofore, and a large addition is also made to the

corps, botli in talent and number. The most liberal arrangements

have been completed, and such 'as will enable the proprietor to

produce by far the finest illustrated journal yet published, and

much superior to the present issue of the paper. The columns of

the " Pictorial " will constantly be beautified by all that can please

and instruct in art and nature, and its liierary department will

fully sustain the high reputation it has so long enjoyed.

The pages of " Gleason's Pictorial " will contain views of every

populous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and

steamers of the navy and mercliant service, with fine and accurate

portraits of every noted character in the world, both male and

female. Skelchcs of l)eauiiful scenery, taken from life, will also

be given, with numerous specimens from the animal kingdom, the

birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, and will present in its

mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It will contain

fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount

of reading matter and illustrations — and forming a mammoth
weekly paper of si.xtcen octavo pages.

TtRMS :—Three dollars per annum.

A Challenge.—Mr. Steers, the builder of the yacht America,

has constnicted a model of a ship of 2.')00 tons, for the California

and New York trade, of which he is to be the owner himself, in

part or exclusively, and which he undertakes will sail twenty-two

miles an hour beating any steamer that has ever yet floated. He
will sail her against any ship in th-: world for $10,000.

« »»» >

The Poets.—Of all the great poets Milton is said to bo the

only one that boldly censured tyranny and oppression, which he

did in his splendid prose. Dryden was a parasite to an infamous

court ; Pope was a toi'y ; Addison, though a whig, was too mild

and fine, and spared power.

. < ».». >

Pretty Good.—A toast given a few years ago for the shoe

and leather manufacturers at Danvers :
" May they havo all the

women in the country to shoe, and the men to hoot.

SPLINTEKS.

.... Among the cnriosities in the New York Crystal Palace is

one of a most peculiar character—a self-winding watch.

.... They have already begun to make ice cream by steam
;

the next problem solved will be heating tea-kettles with snowballs.

.... It was recently decided in England that a monk, though

holding property in common with his brethren, has no right to vote.

.... A London paper begins its weekly record of crime with,

" There have been five cases of woman-beating this week."

.... There is one necklace of pearls on exhibition in the Crys

tal Palace, New York, valued at fifteen thousand dollars.

.... It seems that, as food for gold fish, nothing is found bet-

ter than biscuit thrown into the water in which the fish are kept.

.... We see it stated that Powers has received gn order for a

bronze statue of Webster, to be placed in front of the State House.

.... A Baptist Theological Seminary bss just been opened at

Fairmount, near Cincinnati ; the edifice cost $25,000.

.... Philosophy is reason with the eyes of the soul
;
poetry is

philosophy with the wings of the spirit.

.... The success of the Cincinnati steam fire engine has in-

duced the city of Louisville to order a similar machine.

.... The Sandwich Islands, twelve in number, embrace a su-

perficial irea of about six thousand one hundred squajw miles.

.... The best of men may sometimes full into the gutter, but

it is the WO) St only who is willing to remain there.

The total amount of California gold deposited at Philadel-

phia mint since its discovery to Nov. 1st, is $204,000,000.

.... The children of St. Stephen's Church, Pittsfield, have pre-

sented to that church a beautiful baptismal font, costing over $100.

PARTICULAR NOTICE.

It will be seen by the article below, which we copy from the

last number of the New York " Illustrated News," that we have

purchased all the right, title, and interest of the publishers of that

journal, ichii-Ii is voir inerf/ci! in this jiripcr. " Gleason's Pictorial
"

will, therefore, from and inclusive of this number, be sent to the

subscribers of the " News," who have paid in advance for that

journal, until the expiration of their subscription. In this con-

nection wo may say that we heartily coincide in the spirit of the

article given below, and that we cordially extend our right hand

in greeting to the former leaders and patrons of the " News," and

hope that we may at once become true and lasting friends. To
this end it will be our constant endeavor to please one and all,

and to send forth a weekly visitor, in the form of our " Pictorial,"

which shall radiate pleasure and good feeling at every fireside :

TO THE READERS OP THE " ILLUSTRATED NEWS."

With the present number of the " Illustrated News," the under-

signed, jointly and "severally, close their connection with the paper,

and hcreliy convey all their right, title, interest, and good will of

the same, to F. Glcason, publisher of " Gleason's Pictorial," Bos-

ton, in which paper the " News " will henceforth be merged ; and
those of our subscribers who have paid in advance for this paper

will be supplied, for the period of their subscription, with " Glea-

son's Pictorial,"- an arrangement which we cordially trust and
believe will meet wiih their entire approval and satisfaction. In

this connection we also beg leave to say that our kind and numer-
ous patrons can hardly fail to appreciate the '' Pictorial," conducted

as it is with skill, good taste, and with every advantage of long

experience and liberal management.
It should be fully understood that this arrangement, entered into

in good faith between all parlies, is for the mutual benefit of the

same, and that the undersigned believe the patrons of both papers

will also reap manifest aelvantages by the combination of these

illustrated journals. The " News " has won much credit and fame
since its commencement, and of the " Pictorial " the same may
justly be said in a superlative degree. In short, the public will,

by this combination, be a gainer in the concertratcd worih and
general excellence which will thus be brought to bear upon one
paper, a consideration which has largely influenced the under-

signed in disposing of the " News," and merging it and all its in-

terests and resources in " Gleason's Pictorial."

The undersigned, in taking leave of their patrons and the pub-

lic, are not unmindful of the consideration and kindness which
they have realized in this connection, and do most cordially urge

upon their favor the " Pictorial," with which the " News " is thus

united ; and with this kindly leave-taking ofler a hearty wish for

the God speed of each and all.

H. n. Beach, General Partner.

P T. Barnum, Special Partner.

New York, November 10, 185.3.

LAKE GEORGE.

The view presented on page .368 is one of the finest on Lake

George, and gives a fair illustration of that beautiful sheet of

waler with its islands and mountain-girt shore. It is given loojc-

ing down Lake George from the top of Fort George. On the

right of the picture we have the French Mountains, a continuous

range, stretching away towards Lake Chainplain. Behind them

rises the top of the famous Black Mountain. In the centre stands

Tongue and the adjoining mountains, and to the left the retiring

portion of Pro-;pcct Hill, near the village' of Caldwell. In front

lie Diamond, Tea, Dome, and Long Island, together with Dun-

ham and Northwest Bays. The water here is clear, deep, and

translucent, and the tiny crafts that float upon its surface are re-

flected as in a mirror. The mountains cast their broad shadows,

as seen in our engraving, athwart the lake, and cloud and blue

sky ])aint its surface with variegated colors. Sabbath Day Point

is a favorite resort for travellers and artists, and it is from this

spot that our picture was taken, in the after part of the day, when

the sun had already nearly approached the horizon. A summer's

afternoon has draped the lake as we see it.

Periodical Depot.—Mr. Weeks, late chief clerk in Fetridge

&. Co.'s publication establishment, has associated himself in busi-

ness with Mr. Federhen, and under the firm of Fcderhen & Weeks

have become proprietors of the extensive periodical depot, lately

occupied by Hotchkiss & Co., in Court Street. We cordially re-

commend these gentlemen for promptness and business tact. The
" Flag " and " Pictorial " may always be found on their counters.

Education in Wisconsin.— Some idea of the liberal sup-

port extended to the schools of Wisconsin, may lie gathered from

the fact that the amount of the school fund of the State, and the

estimated value of the public lands appropriated for schools and

colleges, is little less than $10,000,000, the interest of which is to

be for ever appropriated for educational purposes.

--<—•»•—-

Gleaxon's Pictorial.— imong the very bt-st periodicai.s in the country must
be n-ckoi ed Gleason's Pictorial. None are belter adapted to the wants of a
rt-adui^ public, and none deserve a more extended circulation. In literature

and art it far excels all of its cotemporaries, and every lover of the beautiful,

true and clas.^ical should at once become a subscriber. Terms £3 per annum.
—Albio7i (iV. Y.) Times.

Important.—A contract has been made with an English rail-

road firm, to construct a plank road across the isthmus of Tobuan-

tcpec, within one year, to be followed by a railroad, within three

years. Santa Anna is to receive a bonus of about a million for

the right of way.

Water for Washington.—The city of Washington is to

be supplied with water from the Potomac, to be conducted in an

aqueduct fourteen miles long, from the vicinity of the Falls.

-»—.—->

True.—A bright countenance brought down stairs in the morn
ing malics a little in-door sun, that cheers us through the day.

« ».-. >

Expressive.—First Lord of t'e Treasury—Gold.

HUNTING IN WINDSOR PARK.

On page 364 we present a fine, large picture of Windsor For-

est, in olden times. Down the long, green alleys and up the slop-

ing glades, and across the tangled thickets of this forest park, a

goodly company prick their way in the merry sunshine, or follow-

ing with black-muzzled, deep-mouthed, and strong-limbed hound,

the deer, who make off quickly, startled at the sound of many
horns—for kings and princes hunted then with what now would

be called almost a full brass band. In front of this gay company,

and some length ahead—for courtiers can flatter even in the chase

by pretending to be distanced by a royal master—mounted on a

horse of speed and strength, but well broken in the manege to the

hand of the most timid of masters, comes James the First, in

doublet of green velvet, quilted to stop a knife or turn a bullet,—

for he remembers the murders he witnessed in his youth,—with

high-crowned gray hat, dusty it may be, but, nevertheless, sur-

rounded by a cascanet of sparkling rubies, of slouching gesture

and unquiet eye, of a thorough good humor but of a most fiery

pedantry, the first of the English Stuarts, looking anything but

an English king, even while under the high excitement of the

chase, a passion and an action which generally throws into the

eye, the form, the gesture, all that is by nature noble in man.

But these fine old sporting days are over. The huge forests of

the old and the new world are fast falling before the woodman's

axe, for the broad blade of utiliti/ is strong and sharp.

~~~
MARRIAGES.

lu thid city, by Rev. Mr. Barnard, Mr. WlLliau Eustace to Miss Charlotte
Bacon.

liv Kev. Dr. Neale Mr Asa Jacobs, Jr to Sliss Emeline Augusta, eldest

daughter of John I'ruil, E!«(i.

By Kev. Mr. .Stowc, Mr KJward W. Dlancy to Mips Elizabeth Danforth.
By Kev. Mr Smith. Mr. I^eonard G. McKtmney to Miss Frances Mulloy.
By I!e7. Mr. Boilinf^ham, Mr. J, H. IJiFting.'" to Miss Klizal)eth J. Karquert.
By Ilev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. .lames M. S^peiicer to Miss Emily D. llaviland; Mr.

John F. Bartlett to Miss Margaret Minigam.
At Charlestowu, by Bev. H^Ir. Lincoln, Mr. Josbaft T. Davis to Miss Frances

L StudUy.
At South Wrentham. by Rev. Mr. Ropes, Mr. Joseph C. Barrett, principal of

high school, Chicopoe Falla, to Misn Sarah \. Hilhird.

At Newton Con er, by K«v. Mr. Studley, Mr. Charles OiU, of Cbarlestown,
to Mi.-^fl Abby Nutter of Hochester, N II

At Lynn, by ReV. Mr. Steele, Mr John B. Nichols to MissCelia II. Ramsdell.
At South Keadipg. Ity Kev. Mr. Emejsou, Mr. John W. Locke to Miss Char-

lott*! K , daughter of Jacob Tufts, E?q.
At Sharon, by Kev. Mr. PhillipSj Mr. William C. Mills, of Boston, to Miu

Sarah E. Mann.
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Dwinell, Mr. Charles E. Bishop to Miss Sarah A. Low.
At Newbur.>port. by Rev. Mr Campbell, Mr. John W. Moore, of Downie-

vill*-, Oal., to MUs Hannah E. Fenimore.
At Vlvmouth, by Rev Mr. Kaunce, Mr. Lewis King to Mrs. Lydia Long, of

Sandwich.
At Franfefort, Me., by Rev. Mr. Hills, Wm F. Johnston, E«q. to Miss Eliza-

beth C. Dcane.
At Dt'tr Isle, Me,, Amofla llolJon, a native of Mendon, Mass , 79.

DEATHS,
In this city, Mis^ Martha V. Frederic, 22; Mr Thomas Oassidy* 43; Char-

lotte G , wife of licnjjilnin GrafTam 42; Mrs. iJlizabeth Qulucy, widow of the
late Edmund Quincy, Tb.

At Charlestowu, Miss Frances Jane Tainter. 20.

At Lynn, Mrs Honoia Cutter, 36; Mary daughter of Charles Loymer, 17.

At Salem, Mrs Hannah Monarch, V3; Mv^i Oiliaa Andrew.s, 4i3

At Danvers Stej hen Trortor^ Escj., 78; Mrn. Saw.h Thomas, 53.

At Ahintton Mrs Esther, widow of the late C.ipt. Samuel Virgin, 77.

At f-owell, Hob. Jo."»eph Locke, 81; Miss Mary l>ow, 22.

At East I/c,\ington, Mr. Benjamin 0. Wellington, 7fi

At Fall River suddenly, Csipt. John N Reed, 47; Mr. Silas Manchester, 41.

At Claremont. N. H.. Itev Nathaniel ^prague, D. D., formerly of Keene. bS
At Rnmney, N.H , John i^pokosfield 97. and on next day. Betsey, wife o

John Spoke?field 82. Both were interred in one grave
At Now York, Philip B White, hue assietant eogizieer of the New Tork Fire

Department, 41.

At Ellington, N. Y., EUlred Bently. 08 a native of Newport, F. I.

At Baltimore, Capt. Albert A. Martin, of Manche&ter, Mass., for many yean
a branch pilot for the port of S;t!em

At Detroit, Mr. Henry N. Belfher, of Boston, 40.

At Preston, N. S Mr. William Bell a native of Boston. 92.

At Wilmington, N. C . Mrs Hetty W, Wood formtrly of Nantucket. 75.

At Pea. Juue 14th on board ship John M- Mayo, from Boston to Australia
Mr. James M. Tower, of Boston, 34.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
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A Record of the hcauiifal and useful in Art.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and available

form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Its columns
are devoted to origiuj,! tales, sketches and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of tho dome^itic and foreign news ; the whole wtll spiced with
wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
wiHi numerous arcurate engravings, by eminent artists* of notable objects,

current events in all parts ot the world, and of men and manners, altogether

making a paper entirely original iu its design, in this country Its pages
contain views of every populous city in the known world, of all buildingtt of

note iu the eastern or western hemisphere of all tbe principal Phips and
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beautiful soenery. tJiken from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens
from the animal kingdom, the birds of the air. and the fi^h of the sea. 1 1 is

printed on fine satin-surface paper, with new and beautiful type, presenting
in its mechanical execution au elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred :inil sixty-four square inches giving a great amount of reading matter
and illustrations—a mammoth wt-ekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AN EVENING SKETCH.

BT JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

The sun in hit* glory sinks over the hills—

He hath given his last parting kis^ to the rills,

And the tall woods are claj in their beautiful sheen

Of crimson, and purple, and yellow, and green.

Away on yon lake where the rose-tiuted tide

Dances joyously free in its glorious pride,

The fisherman rests on hia oft-lifted oar,

And chains his light skiff to the rock on the shore;

Above in tlie blue the pale evening star

Comes lone as a bark on the ocean afar.

I hail thee, thou gentle and beautiful one,

Didst thou bM a ' good-night " to the fast setting sun?

Ho—yonder I see the pale empress of night,

How stat^'ly she rides in hor chariDt of light.

Soft hours 1 when the love tale is pleasingly told,

When the song sweetest floats from the troubadour bold

—

All nature around in her beautiful light

Is sroihng to welcome the fair queen of night

;

The leaves on the tree tops baptized in the ray,

Shine bright a? the low winds so wantonly play.

And the lake sleeps in splendor, deep-hushed—and as still

As the pines and the cpdars that shadow yon hill

—

A stillness half holy comes soft on my soul,

As the moon's silver car o'er the cloud mount^oB roll.

Behold—they are forming in battle array.

For the storm king i? leading his host to the fray

;

I hear the wild rush of his wings sweeping by,

I see the red lightnings that glare from his eye

;

The roar of his thunders is heard from the cloud,

And the rocks in the terrible mirth echo loud,

While the big rain comes dancing in glee to the earth,

And the mnds are abroad in their wild mountain mirth.

Pale Luna I T see thee no more through the storm;

The tempest hath shrouded thy beautiful form.

But 'tis passing— and bright from the storm-cloud's dark stain

She emerges, and smiles en all nature again.

O thus may the sorrows of time pass away.

And happiness beam as yon moon's silver ray

!

4 ^m^

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE FOREST-LEAF CHAPLET.

BY MRS. CAROLINE OBNE.

Aft«r long storms and tempests OTerblown,
The sun. at length, his jojous face doth clear:

So when as fortune, all her spite hatl' shown,
Some blissful hours at last must needs appear.

Spenser's Fairy Queen.

" What makes you look so sad and melancholy, cousin Ella ?"

said Martha Harland, who had come to spend a sociable afternoon

with her and her aunt.

" Don't you know that it is just three years to day since Clar-

ence went away 1" said Ella.

" So it is, but I didn't think when I spoke."

" We little thought then that he would never return."

" I haven't given up all hope yet, Ella. There have been such

things as some of the crew being saved, when a vessel was lost,

and who have returned after years of absence. Mother was telling

me of an incident of the kind the other day, which happened when

she was young."
" If Clarence Berrington should return," said Miss Jenny Lee,

Ella's maiden aunt, who sat at a window knitting—" If Clarence

Berrington should return; the day that brings him back will be

the brightest that ever shed its light over our pleasant hamlet ; for,

if there should be clouds in the sky to hide the beams of the sun,

the sunshine in our hearts would be so warm and bright that we
should never miss them."

" And if it isn't in our hearts," said Ella, " it does little good

to have it shine on us from the sky, for there never was a brighter

or pleasanter day than this is, and yet everything appears gloomy

to roe."

" It is no brighter or pleasanter than it was the day Clarence

left us," said Martha.

" It appears to me," said Miss Jenny Lee, " that the two days

so nearly resemble each other that it would be hard to point out

any difference between them. I remember, after he went away,

Jhat towards the close of the day I sat by this very window, and

the slant sunbeams- fell, as they now fell, on yonder woods, gild-

ing the rich tints which autumn had spread over thera. A purple

glory, the same as now, rested on the mountains, which lie to the

left of the woods, and the ripples of the lake that washes their

base, looked as if they were crested with silver. Everything

looked so bright and lovely, I thought it an auspicious omen ; but

the tempest came that day week, and—

"

Miss Jenny did not finish the sentence, but instead turned

quickly towards the window, for thebenefitof more light, perhaps,

as she took up a stitch she had dropped.

" I wonder why Kdith don't come," said Ella. " I didn't think

she would fail to walk over and spend this sad anniversary with

us. She never has before."

" It is getting late, yet she will come," said Miss Jenny ; " I

haven't a doubt of it."

" Though the three years since Clarence went away have faded

the roses on Edith's checks," said Martha, '• yet she is very lovely.

Doe' she often speak of him ?"

" No, not often," replied Ella, " though I am certain he is sel-

dom absent from her thoughti. She was here a year ago to day,

and took tea with us, but his name never passed her lips."

" You saw, though," said Miss Jenny, " when the wind came

wailing by, and the rain and sleet came dashing against the win-

dows—for it was a stormy day, just like the one when the ship he

sailed in was wrecked—how a cold shudder would pass over her,

the same as on that sorrowful night, when we sat together listen-

ing to the noise of the tempest, and with white lips prayed that he

whom we loved might be saved from the perils of tlie sea. Your
mother, Ellen, said to me, when no one else was listening, ' Jen-

ny, we shall lose our Clarence tonight.' I tried to put the

thought out of her mind, but she only smiled one of those sad

smiles that show even more plainly than tears, that sorrow is in

the heart, so I said no more, for I knew I could not comfort her.

She thought not then how soon she herself should be at rest."

" There is Edith, now, coming down the lane," said Martha.

" So she is," said Ella. " I had given her up. My faith was

not as strong as yours, aunt Jenny."
" Maybe ; I knew what was in her heart better than you," said

aunt Jenny.

As Edith drew near the house, Ella went out to meet her.

" Dear sister," said she, encircling Edith's waist with her arm,

"we've been watching for you a long time."

" My little brother is unwell," replied Edit'-, "and he would

not consent for me to leave him, so I was oliged to wait till he

went to sleep."

When they entered, aunt Jenny rose to meet them, and warmly

pressed Edith's hand, for she knew, though she tried to look

brave and cheerful, tliat there was a sound of the moaning sea in

the young girl's heart. She knew it, for it was a sound which

had been murmuring in her own heart for twenty years. Ever

since then, one who, when he bade her farewell, told her he should

soon return and claim her for his bride, and who had as bright an

eye, as free a step, and as generous a heart as Clarence Berring-

ton, had slept beneath the billows.

Edith laid aside her bonnet and shawl, and took a seat in the

little low rocking-chair, where she always sat when she came to

see Ella and Miss Jenny Lee. She was, as Martha Harland had

said, a very lovely girl, and the exercise of walking had given a

slight tinge of red to her cheeks, which had long emulated the

lily more than the rose.

She permitted her soft brown hair to fall in many curls, as she

had formerly done, for she could not bring herself to alter a style

which Clarence used to love so well, though many had wondered,

and in words loud enough for her to hear, how she could have the

heart to spend so much time in curling her hair. They did not

know that it was the work of nature more than of art, and she did

not take the trouble to undeceive them.

After a few words had been interchanged between her and her

friends, she sat in silence, with her eyes resting on a chaplet of

forest-tree leaves, that hung over the mantel-piece. It had been

woven by her own hand, after the keen frost of an October night

had spread over the woods hues rich and gorgeous as the sunset

clouds of a summer sky, and had been placed where it now hung

by Clarence, the same day he left home.

"Let it be till I return," said he, and the voice and look with

which he said it, and the slight tremor of his lips, that half broke

the smile which wreathed them, were at this moment as fresh and

vivid in the mind of Edith as the first time she saw it after his

departure.

The leaves of the chaplet, though so crisp that they would have

been easily broken, were whole and as bright as ever, for the dust

was often removed by the gentle and careful hand of Miss Jenny

Lee.

They all, as well as Edith, recalled what Clarence had said, and

the simple chaplet of leaves was to thera of higher price than a

golden crown.

Ella rose and quietly left the room. Martha followed her.

" I am glad that you have come with me," said Ella, " for I

find that it is a little later than I thought it was, and aunt Jenny
wishes to have tea before candle-light."

" I have a mind to make some of those cream 'cakes aunt Jenny

likes so well," said Martha. " We always have them when she

comes to make us an afternoon visit."

" Well do, if you would like to. You know where to find the

cream and the eggs, and everything you will need. I will see that

the oven is hot by the time you are ready for it."

Ella did not recollect, till she saw the nicely bro-wned cakes,

that they used to be Clarence's favorite, as well as aunt Jenny's.

She then regretted that they had been prepared, for the sight of

them she knew would remind Edith that the same kind of cakes

were on the table the last meal he ever ate with them.

She mentioned the circumstance to Martha, who shared her re-

gret, but as there was nothing that would serve instead, and it

being now too late to supply their place, the oversight admitted of

no remedy.

While Ella and Martha were busily employed in the kitchen.

Miss Jenny Lee, obedient to some uncontrollable impulse, related

to Edith her own story.

"But I am not unhappy, my child," said she, wiping away a

few tears, when she had finished. " Sweet as well as sad memo-
ries rise up, and linger in my heart like the perfume of the morn-

ing flowers, when my thoughts turn to Philip Devereaux. I know
that he rests well in the deep, quiet caves of the ocean, and the

thought gives me consolation. Or if, at times, the waves of trou-

ble rise high, I hear'a voice whisper, 'Peace be still !' and a calm

like that which settled down upon the bosom of the tempest-tossed

sea, steals over me, and I am comforted."

" It is so near sunset," said Ella, as she and Martha entered

the room to place the table in the centre of the floor, and lay it,

" that I believe we shall be obliged to have candles before we have

time to finish our tea."

" Look," said Ella, laying her hand on Miss Jenny's arm, by
whose side she sat, and directing her attention to the chaplet that

hung above the mantel. The last golden beams of the sun shone
full upon it, and gave such warmth and brilliancy to the variega-

ted tints, as to make them, for the moment, rival those of the ruby
the amethyst, and other precious gems.

"I am afraid," said Martha, speaking in a low voice to Ella
" Clarence has been given up as lost for so long a time, that Edith
would think it trifling with her sorrow, or I would tell her it is a
good sign."

" What do you refer to ?" said Ella, whose attention had been
absorbed in arranging the table.

" The golden glory, spread by the last sunbeams over the chap-

let. Clarence, no doubt, when he placed it there, intended it for

a memento of himself, during his absence, and who knows but

that the light which now rests upon it may be the foretokening of
good news—or better still—his return 1"

" You know, dear cousin," said Ella, " that the day of signs

and wonders is past."

" Yes, Ella, that is true, yet I like, occasionally, to indulge in

superstitious feelings, especially if they assume a bright aspect."

" I do not think it is well to indulge in them," returned Ella.

" Wliat, at first, was a pastime, may grow to be a habit, and the

mind subject to its control, cannot retain its proper balance. There,

I believe everything is on the table except the cream-cakes. I

covered them over, and placed them close to the fire to keep them
warm, and I dread to bring them in, for they are almost the only

article of food Clarence ever thought of praising, and Edith, I

know, will remember it."

At that moment a step was heard on the threshold. It seemed

to operate on all present like the spell of an enchanter. Edith

turned pale, and not one of them either stirred or spoke. The
silence remained unbroken for half a minute, and then there was
a low rap against the door. Martha, who was the only one who
had retained a degree of self possession, opened it, saying to her-

self as she did do, "Clarence has ^ome—I know he has."

A young man, with a countenance darkly bronzed, yet strikingly

handsome, entered, and cast round the room a quick, searcli-

ing glance. The blood rushed back to Edith's face, and she was

at his side in an instant.

" Clarence ! Clarence !" said she, holding out both hands ; but

a mist then gathered over her eyes, and she would have fallen,

had not the young man's arm upheld her.

Ella, Miss Jenny Lee, and Martha had gathered near, and the

hearty manner in which he shook the hand of each, made them

certain that they were not under the influence ofan optical illu.sion.

"You were expecting me, I suppose?"

"No," said Ella, "we never expected to see you again. News
came that every one on board the vessel perished."

" Then the letters I sent home to Edith, and you, and to you,

aunt Jenny, did not reach you."

" They never did," replied Ella.

"No," said Miss Jenny, "we never have heard a word. You
are like one risen from the dead."

" Do you know," said Edith, " that it is just three years to day

since you left US'?''

" Yes, Edith, three years ago, about half an hour earlier than it

is now, we all took tea together, and then I humed away to be in

season for the stage, which was to take me the first ten miles."

"And now Ella," said Miss Jenny, "let us take our seats at

the same table again. Is not everything ready V
" There is only one thing lacking," she replied; "the cream-

cakes Clarence likes so well."

"Yes ; but there is hardly time to make them now."
" They are already made, and here they are."

As she spoke, Martha, who a minute before had left the room,

re-entered, bearing a large plate, piled high with the nut-brown

cakes.

" The sight of them will not cause Edith much pain now, I

guess," said she, in a low voice to Ella.

They all seated themselves at the table, and Miss Jenny Lee, in

her sweet, gentle way said a few words relative to thair mourning

being turned into joy, by the presence of one they never more ex-

pected to meet on earth. She then reverently invoked a blessing

on the meal before them.

Clarence sat with his face towards the fire-place, and as he

raised his eyes when she had finished, he beheld the chaplet, that

he hung above the mantel.

" I see that you have obeyed my request," said he.

" Yes," replied Ella, " it has never been removed, and not a

leaf has been broken."

" We cherished it as a memorial of the dead," said Miss Jenny ;

"we will continue to cherish it for the sake of the living."

WHAT IS POETRY!

A smile, a tear, a longing after the things of eternity ! It lives

in all created existence, in man, and every object that surrounds

him. There is poetrv in the gentle influences of love and afi'ec-

tion ; in the quiet broouingA "'' the soul over the memories of

eai-ly years, and in the thoughts of that glory which chains our

spirits to the gates of paradise. There is poetry, too, in the har-

monics of nature. It glitters in the wave, the rainbow, the light-

ning, and the star ; its cadence is heard in the thunder of the cat-

aract ; its softer tones go sweetly up from the thousand voice-

bards of the wind, the rivulet andforest; and the cloud and sky

go floating over us to the music ot i's melodies. There is not a

moonlight ray that comes down upon the stream or hill, not a

breeze, calling from its blue air, thrown to the birds of the sum-

mer valleys, or sounding through midnight rains its low and

mournful 'dirge over the perishing flowers of sining— not a cloud,

bathing itself like an angel vision in the ro.sy blushes of autumn
twilin-ht—nor a rock, glowing in the yellow starlight, as if dream-

ing of the Eden land, but is full of the beautiful radiance of poe-

try. It is the soul of being. The earth and heaven are quickened

by its spirit, and the heavings of the great deep, in tempest and

calm, are but its ascent and mysterious workings.

—

Prentice.
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.Cats are quoted in Australia at fifteen dollars each. Boil

two large sweet potatoes, and rub tliem through a sieve ; then add

a piece of hutter the size of an egg, a little salt, one pint of butter-

milk, a tea-cup of sugar, and a tiiblcspoonful of sala;ratus dis-

solved in warm wate.-. Bake in an earthen dijh, and serve up

cold with cream. Seven hundred thousand children attend

Bchcol in the six New England States. The Imperii; 1 Library

at St. Petersliurg is opened to the public every day. The cata-

logue is arranged in a triple form : first, according to subjects

;

second, in alphabetical order ; third, according to arrangement on

the shelves. The revenue duty on sugar for the last tive years

has amounted to $.36,000,000. A private letter from London

speaks of an admirable portrait of the poet Rogers, just done by

Samuel Lawrence— the venerable bard being now in his ninety-

third year, and giving his two or three breakfasts a week, as gayly

as ever. There exists a Turkish proverb, which says, " Kiss

the hand of your enemy until you are able to cut it off." In

Spain, every one employs his time, most conscientiously, in doing

nothing. Gallantry, cigarettes, the manufacture of quatrains and

octaves, and especially card-playing, are found sufficient to fill up

a man's existence very agreeably. The Albany Journal warns

parents not to permit their boys to visit tippling shops, ten pin

alleys and the—legislature. We see, by the Transcript, that

the dress worn by Miss Davenport in the fourth act of Adrienne,

was purchased in Paris, and worn by her at the levee given by the

empress. The military post at Eastport, Me., has been aban-

doned. All troops in New England have been ordered to Cali-

fornia Miss Julia Clark, an elderly female, hung herself in

Wheeling, lately. Cause—loss of her tobacco pipe. A man
has been sentenced to two months' imprisonment at Worcester,

for refusing to pay his fare on the Providence and Worcester

Railroad. Mr. Hosiner, the poet, has secured an appointment

in the Naval Office of New York. Ru*us Choate, of Mass.,

in consequence of the delicacy of his health, has been compelled

to announce that his medical adviser peremptorily prescribes

abstinence from public speaking. Miss Bremer speaks of a

volume of poems that was much praised in the Cape May newspa-

pe. s. Commander Downing, it is said, will be court-martialed

on his return to the United States, for aiding in the escape of

Commodore Coe, in opposition to the wishes of the Argentine

Republic. Addison, in his account of the greatest English

poets, written in 1694, wholly omits Shakspeare ! There were

over one thousand Africans landed in Cuba last month, and sold

as slaves. The government officers wink at these outrages. A
poor girl was burnt to death, a few days since, in Newark, N. J.,

by an explosion of the so < ailed non-explosive rosin oil ! There

are twenty four Catholic churches in the city of New York and

its vicinity, and nine convents. At eighteen of these churches the

English language is preached, five the German, and one the

French language The number of Methodist churches in

Massachusetts is 255. The Sioux of Minnesota Territory

have been removed from their lands on the Mississippi River, op-

posite St. Paul, to their new location on the Minnesota River, by

the United States officers, and will there be paid their annuities

for the present year. A rural exchange complains that leather,

conscience and money are scarce. Dean Swift proposed to

tax female beauty, and leave every lady to rate her own charms.

He said the tax would be cheerfully paid, and also very produc-

tive. There are 480 common schools in Texas, 21 high

schools and colleges, and 8 female and 1.3 male institutes. It

is said that a silver mine has been discovered in Stanley county.

North Carolina, which is immensely rich. Mrs. Mowatt, hav-

ing recovered her health, will soon commence her farewell engage-

ments at the different theatres. Kossuth says, " Men believe

in the mysteries of religion, but the era of real Christianity is yet

to come."

GUM ARABIC.

In Morocco, about the middle of November, that is, after a

rainy season, which begins in July, a gummy juice exudes spon-

taneously from the trunk and principal branches of the acacia

tree. In about fifteen days it thickens in the furrow down which

it runs, either in a vermicular (or worm) shape, or commonly as-

suming the form of oval and round tears, abiiut the size of a pig-

eon's egg, of different colors, as they belong to the red or white

gum tree. About the middle of December the Moors encamp on

the borders of the forest, and the hardest lasts six weeks. The
gum is packed in very large sacks of leather, and brought on

the backs of bullocks and camels to certain ports, where it is sold

to the French and English merchants. Gum is highly nutritious.

During the whole time of harvest, of the journey and of the fair,

the Moors of the desert live almost entirely upon it ; and experi-

ence has proved that six ounces of gum are sufficient for the sup*

port of a man twenty-four hours.

Novel Ide.a..—During the progress of the fair at Augusta,

Georgia, the chairman of the executive committee authorized the

auctioneer to otter a silver cup as a premium for the best looking

baby, of native growth, fourteen months old, which should be

exhibited. A little daughter of Robert Glover was the only com-
petitor, and, of course, took the prize.

A KARE Anislm..—At the late North Cnolina State Fair, at

Raleigh, a mule of extraordinary size was exhibited. It measured
Bi.x feet six inches in height, and was as active as a horse.

Gas.—A very judicious redu/>tion in the price of ga- h'ts taken
place in Philadelphia. Wh«re is the good city of Boston ?

illagsibe ©atl)€ringa.

The sons and daughters of Maine, resident in Lowell, are mak-
ing arrangements for a grand festival.

A live pelican, with one wing broken, was recently found float-

ing in the Mi.-isissippi, near St. Mary, Iowa.

In Rockville, Conn , Mr. Harvey Capron was killed \>y a box
of melodeons falling u])on him from a cart upon which he was
loading them

The Miller doctrine is spreading in Maine. There arc thou-

sands wlio believe the world will be burnt up next spring. Poor
unfortunates !

The opera of " MasanicUo " is being performed with great suc-

cess at Niblo's, New York, under the auspices of the talened and
popular Max Maretzek.

Gottschalk's concert at I'rovidonce, for the benefit of Mr. Lo-

land, music dealer, who lost everything by the late fire, was
crammed full. Receipts about $800—no expenses.

Lieut. Scth William.^!, of Augusta, Me., of the First Regiment
U. S. Artilleiy, has been appointed Assistant Adjutant Gei.cralof

the United States, with the brevet rank of captain.

On Monday week, near Easton, one man was instantly killed,

and three others seriously injured, by the explosion of a blast, the

match of which, they supposed, bad become extinguished.

Michael Mooney, tried at New Haven for killing his brother

Daniel, in a quarrel, has been convicted of murder in the second
degree—the punishment is confinement in the State Prison for

life.

The proprietors of the Cumberland Iron Works, on the Cum-
berland River, Tennessee, have engaged the services of twenty
Chinese Coolies, as iron workers. It is stated that the Chinese
are very expert in working iron.

It is reported that a commission of American and Britisb .i.-

cers have been detailed to make a survey of the Isihmus cl Da-
rien, preparatory to the construction of a shipcanal. Lieutenant
Strange, of the navy, commands the United States wing of the

party.

In the same announcement of two bodies found drowned, one
is mentioned as the body of a " male person," the other as " the

body of a gentleman." The gentleman wore the best clothes, and
the coroner, with the sagacity of the world, judged from outside

show.

Some of the New York papers publish a statement that Em-
peror Faustin, of Hayti, is anxious for the introduction of reli-

gious books and papers into the Islar.d, and that be has given or-

ders that henceforth no duty shall be c larged upon Bibles, Testa-
ments, or Protestant religious tracts

The friends of Miss Eliza Logan will be pleased to bear of her
continued success at the West. In the little tiwn of Nashville

her success was immense ; the size of the thi atr ; being the only
obstacle. In Memphis, we-see by the papers, she was also well

received, and she is now in St. Louis.

Mrs. Putnam, the widow of the veteran drummer, has pre-

sented the old drum, which her husband had beat so many years

at the head of our numerous military corps, to the City Guards.
This company, it will be remembered, made up a purse for the

widow of one hundred dollars in a few hours.

Saniis of ®olir.

% -•" >

Jorrtgn Jtcma.

They have begun a movement in Manchester in favor of a
" Maine " anti-liquor law for England.

During the transportation to Manchester, the statue of Sir Rob-
ert Peel had the misfortune to have an arm broken off

Hollow axles are being extensively adopted on the London and
Northwestern Railway. It is found that they are double the

strength of a solid axle, and, of cour'se, more economical.

The most splendid thing in Vienna, of modern production, is

Prince Lichenstein's palace. It has been fitted up by an English
architect, Mr. Desvignes, in the most gorgeous siyle, at a cost of
i:GO,000.

Nine hundred ewes were penned at night on a piece of rape and
buckwheat at Calbourne, in the Isle of Wigh* ; the next morning,
one hundred and eighteen were found dead, suffocated from over-

feeding.

Mrs. Crosling, of Leyboume, near Nottingham, dislocated her
jaw while in the act of yawning ; the dislocation could not be re-

duced for twelve or fourteen hoirrs, during a part of which time
the poor woman was nearly mad.

It is not the Uralian mines, nor the custom-houses, which bring
the most money to the coffers of the czar— it is the public houses.
The czar is the monopolist of the manufacture and sale of brandy
in the Russian empire.

The Moniteur publishes a detailed list of the different forests

formerly belonging to the Orleans family, which are to be sold in

the present year, in execution of the decree of March, 1852, which,
together, amount in extent to about 62,050 acres.

The king of Prussia behaved in a sensible and very unkirglike
manner on his recent binhday. " He left Berlin early, to be out
of the way of any exubeiant demonstrations of loyalty on the part
of his faithful lieges, and passed the day in retirement."

Reports were current that Pckin had fallen into the hands of
the insurgents ; arjd although the report is widely believed, yet no
one is in a posi'ion to say with any degree of certainty that such
is the case, yet such an eventuation must result.

A great meeting to take info consideration the Eastern question
was held in London, on the 25th ult.,in the hall of the Athenaeum
Literary Institute. This immense assemblage came together
under what may be called religious and literary auspices, but was
nevertheless decidedly belligerent in its character

!

The discontent prevailing amontr the colliers and operatives at

present on the strike in Lancaster, has broken out in desperate
riots at Wigan. The emplovers had resolved to close the mines
if the colliers did not resume work, and the latter proceeded to

mob the former.

The court cess on a formal introduction to the pope is, for a
lady a black dr.^ s and a black veil over her head ; and a gentle-
man, if not an olii er of the government, and consequently wear-
ing "uniform," sho Id dress in black, with the exception of the
vest, which, if convenient, should be white

A Mr. Goldhammer has astonished the people of Berlin bv his

experiments of his so-called electric sun. One night he placed
his apparatus on the balcony of the Hotel de Rnssie, and. direct-
ing the rays upon the Museum, distant about three hundred and
fifty yards, lit up the whole vicinity, so that it was easy to read
small print.

.... There are certain cpoques w en, in art, simplicity is an
audacious originality.

—

Achilles Pouro lat.

.... A pedant holds more to instruct us with what he knows,
than of what we are ignorant.

—

M. J. Petit Senn.

.... Att.ach thyself to truth, defend justice, rejoice in the beau-

tiful. That which comes to thee with time, time will take away.
That which is ttci-nal will remain in thy heart.

—

Tepier.

.... I like better for one to say some foolish thing upon im-
portant matters than to be silent. That becomes the subject of
discussion and dispute, and the truth is discovered.

—

Didirot.

.... Memnon's image imparted not its mysterious strains ex-
cept at the touch of the sunbeams, nor will manner yield its true

witchery from any inspiration hut that of the f-oul.— riirkerinon.

.... False happiness renders men stern and proud, and that

happiness is never communicated. True happiness renders them
kind and sensible, and that happiness is always shared.

—

Monles-
(jnifii,

.... Man is but a little thing in the midst of the objects of na-
ture, yet, by the moral quality radiating from his countenance, he
may abolish all considerations of magnitude, and, in his man-
ners, equal the majesty of the world.

—

li. W. Emerson.

.... Triumph is the finest thing in the world— the long live the

ki»i; ! the hats in the air at the point of the bayonets ; the compli-
ments of the master to his warriors ; the visits of the retrench-

ments, the villages and redoubts; the joy, the glory, the tender-

ness. But the foundation of all that is human blood and shreda
of human flesh.

—

D. Aryenson.

« .»»» >

Joker's Bubget.

How to keep your own Counsel—Get into a Chancery suit, and
you will never get rid of him.

Why is a wrestling match the least immoral of all contests ?

Because it is a try-jling affair.

If watermelons can be purchased for twenty-five cents & piece,

how much would a whole one cost ?

The Clinton Courant says that the word would, in Rufas Choate's
handwriting, resembles a small gridiron struck by lightning !

One of the policemen, yesterday, arrested a clock for striking

the hour— the hour lived only sixty minutes after the blow !

An exchange paper begins a forcible appeal to its delinquents

by this touching sentence :
" We must dun or we must be done."

" Jemmy, my boy, did you see the flight of bats the other even-

ing ?" " Niver the one, my honey ; what kind of bats were
they f" " Brickbats, ye spalpeen."

" Mike, why don't you fire at those ducks '.—don't you see you
have uot the whole flock before your gun '!" " I know I had, but
you see, when I gets a good aim at one, two or three others will

swim right 'twixt it and me "

A publisher of a newspaper, cut West, in the first issue of his

journal, returns thanks to those who loaned him the pecuniary
means, and gratitude to heaven that there is no law in that State

enforcing imprisonment for debt.

"What are you going to give me for a Christmas present V
asked a gay damsel of her lover. " I have nothing to giv :;

••^

my humble self," was the reply. " The smallest favors gratefully

received," was the merry response of the lady.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUIffES L, IL, UL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Volumes I., 11., III., and IV. of the PrCTORr.^L Drawino-Room
C'o.trPAMON, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edfoa and back, and illumiDed

sides, forming superb and most attriictive parlor ornaments in tlie shape of a
series of book.? of between Koca and 1'ive I1u.vdrf.d Pages kac-h, and each
Volume containing nearly O.-b Thousand ENOKAvr.NUS of Men, .Manners, and
current Events all over the world; of Ji^cenery in all parts of the Globe; of

famou.s Cities and beautiful Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad ; offine

Maritime Mews; and. in short, ol au infinite variety of interesting and instruc-

tive subjects; with iLiniiNKD Title-Paoks ANr> ].NDi:.xts of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forntiug very brilliant frontispieces to tlie volumes.

Uesides the many Illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vjt-st amount
of original Tales, Sketches, I*oem9, and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News liecord of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant scries for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to Heading JIatter and Illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our ^Miolesale Agents, and at all the

Periodical Depots throughout the Union. One volume, $3 00; tvro volumes,

S5 00 : three volumes, St 00 ; and four volumes, .^0 00. •

THE FLAG~0F~0UR~UNI0N7
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND KEFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expresslv for the paper. In politics, and on all soctarian

questions, it is strictly neutral Nothing of an immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its columns; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE II051E CIRCLE

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest possible amount of inteUigence No advertisements are

admitted to the paper, thus olTering the entire sheet, which is of

THE 51 A ]M M T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, aud every department iA under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union, with the exception of Gleason 3 PxCTORiAr..

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, $2 00
3 sub.scribers, '• 5 00
4 >• •• 6 00

8 '• " 1 1 00

16 " " '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'. 20 00

One copy of the Flao op oiR Union, and one copy of Gleason's Pioioriai

94 00 per annum, iuvariably in a.lvance.

•»• Thf Flao canbe ohmm^d nt nnt/oflifnrwipnpfrrtepotf in the United

Slales, and of nticspaper carriers, at roua cents /"' sianle ropy.

F. GLEASOX,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, '

CosmiR or Trkuont and BR0Mjn:r.r> Streets, Bostok, Masi.;
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8ACCAI, JAPAN.
Below we give

a picture of one of

the most import-

ant cities in Japan,

called Saccai. It

is situated in the

Kingdom of Quio,

five leagues below

Opaeca. It is a

well fortified place,

with some four

hundred thousand
inhabitants, and is

considered one of

the strongholds of

the government.

At the present mo-
ment we could

hardly present our
readers with a

more timely pic-

ture than the one
below, when our
brave officers and
seamen are on that

distant coast,striv-

ing, in pursuance
of the directions of

the government, to

open negotiations,

and establish a
treaty ofcommerce
with this peculiar

people. In an old

record of early dis-

covery in Japan
and the coast of

that country, we
find the following

quaint and inter-

esting defcription

of the city of Sac-

cai, which we copy
verbatim, not ven-

turing to alter its

homely and pic

turesque detail :

—

" On the west, the

city lies towards
the sea, and is for

the most part sur-

rounded with a
moat, full of wa-
ter, except where
it rises up against the mountain, where it is secured against any
enemies' invasion whatsoever, not only by an exceeding high
wall, raised from the ground with free-stone, but also fortified

with an invincible castle, built on the highesttopof the mountain
;

this castle reckons fifteen bulwarks, to which is no passing, but
by a narrow and dangerous path. This keeps the whole city in
awe, and defends the wall which is built against the mountain.
On one side of this castle stands another, in the hanging of the
mountain, yet is eqaaX in height ; for being built of free-stone, it

BLACK AND TONGUE MOUNTAINS, FROM SABBATH DAY POINT, LAKE GEORGE.

rises up fifty foot. On the other side, near the upper castle, stands

the royal palace, inhabited by the King of Quio, in which prov-

ince Saccai is built. The palace appears with two high towers
above the city, the biggest is nine stories high, whereof one is

lesser than the other, so that at last it ends in a pinnacle. In the

sea before the haven, lies the Island Pyene?, which hath round
about a level shore, generally crowded with people, because those

that offer themselves to Canon come thither, not without great

attendance of servants and friends. The bonzies of the seventh

sect walk before
the multitude, ta-

bering on great
copper kettles,con-

ducting the conse-
crated to Canon,
to a Japan Sioen
(that is, a barque,
but built after an-
other manner),
made fast to the
shore. The Sioen
hath three masts,
and as many sails,

from the masjts and
yards blow long
vains and silk pen-
nons. Moreover,
the Sioen is waxed
all over,and adorn-
ed with golden im-
agery. On this isl-.

and Pyenes is a
great temple, dedi-

cated to Canon,
built of stone on
the hanging of the

mountains. Oppo-
site to Pyenes ap-

pears a watercas-
tlc, built on a pro-

montory, being the

foot of a steep hill,

which lies at one
end of Saccai.

—

This is a most ar-

tificial and stately

building, a large

tower of two sto-

ries high, and flat

on the top, stand-

ing in the middle
of strong square

walls. The haven
comes just before

the wall ofthe city,

that consists of free

stone, raised out

of a deep moat full

of water, except

where it rises up
against the moun-
tain ; for Saccai

being built on the

hanging of a great

hill, the moat is dry half way ; and, although the wall by its

strength and height is a sufficient defence of itself, yet it is forti-

fied by the two castles that crown the top of the mountain. Not

far from the walls that face the water castle, is the stately palace,

inhabited by the viceroy of Saccai, which, hiving an exceedingly

high turret in the middle of it, is seen at a great distance. AH the

buildings, both within and without Saccai, are of stone which the
,

neighboring rocks afford them in plentiful manner. The city is

kept in much quietness and good order."

[For defcription see page 365.]

1. Ifiland before the Haren of the City.

6. (Vallof the uppi^r part of the City.

2. A Japan Sioen.
7. Faniout Temple in Japan

3. Canon's Temple
8. Governor'i House. 9. A Castle.

4. Wa'iT Castle.

10. King'a Gaidrn.
5. The Haven.

11. KinK's Castle.
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TEAL SHOOTING.

Below we present the readers of the Piclorial with another of the

fine American sporting scenes, which we liave for some weeks past

been publishing. In artistic effect we think this picture makes

one of the very best of the series, of which it forms a part.

The blue winged teal is the first of its tribe that returns to us

in the autumn, from its breeding-place in the north. They are

usually seen early in September, along the shores of the Delaware,

where they sit in the mud, close to the edge of the water, so

crowded together that the gunners often kill great numbers at a

lingle discharge. When a flock is discovered thus sitting and

sunning themselves, the experienced gunner runs his battcau

ashore at some distance above or below them, and, getting out,

pushes it before him over the slippery mud, concealing himself all

the while behind it. By this method, he can sometimes approach

within twenty yards of the flock, among which he generally makes

great slaughter. They fly rapidly ; and when they alight, drop

down suddenly, like the snipe, or woodcock, among the reeds, or

on the mud. They feed chiefly on vegetable food, and are excess-

ively fond of the seeds of the reeds, or wild oats. Their flesh is

excellent, and after their residence for a short period among the

reeds, they become very fat. As the first frosts come on, they

proceed to the south, being a delicate bird, very susceptible of

cold. They abound in the inundated rice fields of the Southern

States, where vast numbers of them are taken in traps, placed on

small dry eminences, that here and there rise above the water

;

these places are strewed with rice, and by the common contrivance

called a figure four, Ihcy are caught in hollow traps. In the month

of April ihcy pass through Pennsylvania for the north, but make

little stay at that season. They rarely visit the fea shore. In a

former number of the Pictorial we referred to the fact that an

impression was not uncommon, both at home and abroad, that

there was but little real employment for the sportsman in this

country, and also spoke of the error of such a conclusion. In the

fine series of sporting pictures which we have lately given, we

have already demon6trated*the resources of the United States, in

this respect, and shall still further exhibit .be fact that we hare

abundance of game here still, and a most inexhaustible variety,

by the coming illustrations which will be given upon this subject,

from the same giftid 1 and that has supplied these drawings of

sporting scenes, already published in the Pictorial. Let the read-

er observe with care the figure of the sportsman which occupies

the middle foreground of the engraving ; it is the very personifica-

tion of one absorbed, and keenly alive to the interest of the sport

which occupies him ; stealthily, and wat. hfuUy he moves anion;

the tall brake, and the least sound is caught and understood by

his quick ear. The game suspects him not ; he is too canning for

them ; and then as they rise and spread their wings in air, his prac-

tised eye and steady hand mark and make sure of the game.

Close by the post he has assumed, in the foreground of the picture,

may be seen a pair of the birds he is shooting, and multitudes of

which daily repay the sportman's toil, in the proper season, on

our eastern and middle river courses. The illustration below is one

to fire the energy of the true sportsman, as well as the true artist.
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" O, don't trouble yourself about it. I'll take good care of it."

" But it will be of no use to you."

". O no—I suppose not. But good-by. Hope you'll have a

pleasant journey."

The three hi<;hwaymen then le.iped into the woods, and were

soon out of sight. For a long time Micah Trevett stood and

gazed into the open trunk, and he was not aroused from his rev-

erie until the coming wagon stopped near him. It was a baggage

team, bound for Salem.

" Hallo—upset, eh ?" exclaimed the teamster.

The driver of the coach explained, in a few words, what had

happened.
" Then I can't help you, I suppose," returned the other.

" Yes, yes, you can !" quickly cried Trevett. " Go and help

ns catch the rascals."

" O, that would be nonsense," said the teamster. " So, if that's

all, I'll keep on, for I'm late already."

The fellow drew a heavy pistol from a box by his side as he

spoke, and having examined the priming, he put it back again,

and then started on.

" What was in that box, father ">" a-'kcd Olivia, after they had

resumed their way.

" No matter," sullenly returned the old man, sinking back into

his seat, an uttering and audible groan.

Olivia knew that he must have lost something valuable, and

she thought 'twas money.

CHAPTER XV.

THE SEARCH WARRANT—A CURIOUS PACKAGE.

When Edward Thayer fully aroused himself to action, after

having realized the loss with which he had met, he finished dress-

ing himself, and then looked at his watch. It was two o'clock in

the morning. He had thought long upon the circumstances un-

der which the lobbery had been committed, and he had made up

his mind that Mieah Trevett must have been at the bottom of it,

and with this idea he determined to go at once to Trevett's house

and watch to see if any one went in or came out. He set the can-

dle upon the table, and, thinking that it could not burn until he

returned, he extinguished it. Then he cautiously unlocked his

door, and, with as little roise as possible, he descended the stairs.

Everything went well until Thayer came to the front door. He
unlocked it without trouble, but, in opening it, he upset a chair,

which, in the darkness, he had not discovered. Fearing that the

noise might arouse the landlord, and not wishing to be seen and

thus subjected to a questioning, he started with a quickened step

for the street. He forgot that there was a high stone hoise-block

just in front of the low stoop, and he paid dearly for hij heedless-

ness—for he struck against the block with such force that he

pitched headlong over it, striking his head upon the stone curb

beyond. Almost at the same moment the host appeared at the

door of the inn with a light, and catching a glimpse of the form

upon the ground he inquired who it was.

Thayer was too much injured to speak, or to know whit was

going on ; but he had sense enough to know that he was borne

back into the house and placed upon a bed. He felt, too, the

fumes of spirit as his kind host bathed his brow, but after this his

consciousness was gone.

It was nearly noon when Edward came to himself, and he was

somewhat agreeably surprised to find that he had met with no se-

rious injury; only having been stunned by the fall he had received.

His previous disquiet had fatigued him more than he had been

conscious of, and for several hours he had slept soundly. When
he arose he felt a little stiff, but he could perceive no further

difficulty.

The host was full of curiosity, and Thayer told him the whole

story of the last night's adventure, only keeping to himself the

nature of the loss he liad sustained.

" And didn't he steal anything?" asked Pollock, after Edward
had related the circumstances.

" Not much of consequence. He took a box, but he wont find

anything in it that will Vjcne fit him."
" I s'pose the 'tarnal snipe thought there was money in it," said

the host, with emphasis. " But we'll catch 1 im if he's to be

found."
" I hope we shall," responded the young man.
" It's a pity you stumbled over the horse Mock last night, or

yon might have catchcd him as it was."

After the host had delivered this idea he was called away to at-

tend to the serving of dinner, and Edward was left alone. He
did not wish to eat at the table with the others, so^e had his meal

conveyed .to his own room. When he had eaten it he felt quite

strong— strong enough to go out, and he determined to go. He
believed that his box had been conveyed to Mr. Trevett's, and he

resolved to go there at once and confront the villain.

" Ere another night passes," he uttered to himself, ns he drew

on Mj overcoat, "you shall be brought to justice. Ah ! Micah

Trevett, your time is up—I know you now, and I have yon fast.

I'll take the means to make you give up the box, and then I'll

show you to the world for what you are."

Edward's first movement, after he left the inn, was to find a

justice of the peace, and, having found one, he applied for a

search-warrant to be served on the premises of Micah Trevett.

The justice was surprised at the request, and at first he refused to

grant one ; but, at length, being made satisfied with the appli-

cant's credibility, he issued the warrant, and then procured an

officer to serve it.

Thus f rcpared, young Thayer accompanied the officer to the

dwelling of Trevett.

" Eh ! What's this mean ?" uttered the officer. " Shutters all

closed—gates shut—fires out—and doors locked, too," he con-

tinued, as he tried the front door and found it fast.

" Has he gone >" murmured Thayer, starting with fear.

" Looks preciously like it," was the characteristic response.

" We must enter the house," urged Edward.
" Of course we must, for I've got the order. Get in fiiir if we

can, and, if we can't do so, we'll do the next best."

At this juncture a man came out from a neighboring house and

hastened over to the spot where our acquaintances stood.

" What's the matter V he asked, as he came up.

" Want to get in here," replied the officer.

"But the folks have moved out."

" Has Trevett gone ?" a^ked Thayer.

" Yes—went this noon, not an hour ago. He's sold his house

and furniture and I've got the key."

" Well, let me ha^e it," said the ofl!icer. " I've got a search-

warrant here, and I must get in."

" Eh !" uttered the man, as he saw the warrant. " Gad's, my
life, I thought old Trevett looked misihtily flurried when he went

away. He haint been right for more'n a week. But here's the

key. Zounds ! Trevett is an old fox, anyway."

The officer took the key and opened the door. They found the

furniture all there, and tho bedding, but all else was gone. All

parts of the house were examined, but the box could not be

found.

" Where are the servants }" asked the officer.

" Don't know," replied the man who had brought the key.

" They went away this forenoon."

" But where has Trevett gone t" inquired Thayer, trembling

with bitter disappointment.

" Don't know. I asked him, but he told me 'twas none of my
business."

The young man made all the inquiries he could think of, but

he could learn nothing, save that Trevett started off upon the

road to Boston. He returned with the officer to the office of the

justice, and, having paid the required fees, and explained as much

of his business as he dared to, he went back to his inn, having

made up his mind before he reached there that he would start for

Boston on the next morning.

At nine o'clock that evening Edward was in his room, when

one of the stable boys came up and a^ked to be admitted.

" Here bo a bundle, zur, as you must 'ave left i' the stable," he

said, at the same time laying a small, dirty package upon the

table.
" IIosv so V inquired Thayer, tiiking up the parcel.

" Why, 'cause I found it. Be'ant 'at jour name on it V
" Yes," returned Edward, assuming an intelligent look. There

was to him a mystery in the affair ; but he did not wish the boy to

detect it. " Yes, yes, it is certainly mine. In the stable, you say,

you found it?"

" Yes, zur; layin' right up side ov the grain-box. " It's yours,

be'ant it ?"

" Certainly, certainly, my boy ; and I am much obliged to you

for bringing it. Here, take this."

He placed a shilling in the boy's dirty hand as he spoke, and

then motioned for him to be gone. The youngster grinned with

intense satisfaction as his eyes sparkled upon the silver coin, and

clutching it firmly in his hand he shuffled off.

As soon as Edward was alone he proceeded to examine the

pack."ge he had so strangely received. The outer covering was of

brown paper, and Thayer's name was written upon it in a coarse,

scrawly hand. He untied the ropeyarn which secured it, and in-

side of this he found an old stocking, that was also firmly bound

up. The young man he-sitatcd about examining further, and he

laid the curious bundle upon the table. The idea had crept over

him that this might be some diabolical contrivance for his death.

The circtmstaiices under which he had received it, its peculiar

appearance, and, above all, the events of the past few days, tended

strongly towards this point.

For some minutes Edward Thayer sat and gazed upon the pack-

age ; but he was not the man to he easy until he knew what it

contained, and the longer he regarded it the more anxious he be-

came to look into its contents. So he took the parcel up again,

and, with careful movements, he unfastened the string. Ashe
gradually unwound it he heard a chinking, jingling sound, and at

length, when he emptied the contents out, he found ten golden

guineas. He was lookirg at them with curious surprise when he

felt something crumple in the stocking, and, upon further cxlTmi-

nation, he found a piece of paper, clum.ily folded to resemble a

letter, upon opening which he found the following, written very

baelly, but yet intelligibly :

"Mr. Tuayek :—This money is the first I ever received for

floing a crime. I cannot enje)y It, and I cannot keep it, and to

make a clean breast of the whole affair I will tell you all about it

Mr. Micah Trevett hired me to [Here some words had been

written, but they were so eftcctually obliterated that Edward could

not make them out. The next that was intelligible was an fol-

lows :] I stole the box of papers from your re)om for him, and ffe

paid me the ten guineas. I cannot give them back to him, for he

has gone, so I send them to yon. If yon can find Mr. Trevett

you can find your box. I am sorry I took it, but it can't be helped

now. You needn't try to find out who I am, for you wont be able

to do it. But if 1 knew that you wouldn't be injured by what I

have done I should be happier than I am now."

Edward sat hack after he had read this strange epistle. He was

confident that it was genuine, and he had no hesitation in giving

it credit. The coincidence struck him as peculiar that in both of

Trevett's attempts upon him he should have, in a measure, mis-

taken his man. Ore thing, however, troubled the young man ex-

ceedingty, and that was how it could have been known that the

box was in his possession, or that it contained papers which could

be of any account. He could only imagine that at some time he

had been watched ; then he remembered the noise he had heard at

his window while he was last engaged in looking over tho«e very

documents, and upon this point he allowed the matter to rest.

Thayer was now sure that Micah Trevett had the papers, and

he was resolved that on the following morning he would set out

in quest of him. At about ten o'clock Edward went down to the

bar-room. A teamster had just anivcd, who s.at by the fire sip-

ping a mug of hot punch, and, at the same time, relating the cir-

cumstance of his having met a coach, upon the highway, that had

been robbed. He described the man who had spoken to him, and

Edward at once discovered that it must have been Mr. Trevett.

" Was there a female with him ?" asked the young man.

" Yes, I seed some sort of a female in the coach," returned the

teamster.

" And where were they then ?"

" .lust about two miles this side of Winnisimmet, on the ro»d

to Boston."

That was enough for Thayer. He did not stop to hear the re-

mainder of the teamster's somewhat enlarged story ;
but going at

once to his room he set about preparing to follow the base man

who was, in some way, deeply wronging him.

CHAPTER XVI.

THE SEA BATTLE.
Edward Thater went to Boston and though he received the

assistance of General Gage, through the medium of Montague's

instrumentality, yet he could not find Micah Trevett. He searched

for a long while—for days and weeks—but of the man whom he

sought he could gain no intelligence. He bee'ame worried and

down hearted, and his increasing anxiety was beginning to wear

upon his constitution. Montague tried to persuade him to return

to England in his ship, hut the young man felt confident that Mi-

cah Trevett was somewhere about Boston, and he determined to

stay until he had found him.

In the meantime the patriot cruiser was hovering about the bay

of Massachusetts, and, though many attempts had been made to

capture her, yet she was still tree. It was near the last of April.

The brigantine had been lying-to off' the town of Newhuryport,

where she had gone after provisions. It was in the afternoon that

Vincent Gray came off from the shore and hoarded his vessel.

The provisions had been brought on board before noon, and he

had just been to settle the bill. As soon as his boat was run up

to her davits the young captain called his men all upon the quar-

ter deck. There was a deep fire in his bright, black eye, and his

face was glowing with excitement.

" Now, my brave men," he said, in a clear, bold tone, " we

have no need to fear the censure of Heaven upon our course.

Ttie enemy have stricken the battle blow ! They have made war

upon us ; they have butejiered our people ; they have forced ns

to the chance of war ! At Lexington and at Concord they have

led their soldiers out and shot down the patriots. The country is

ringing from one end to the other with the fierce war cry. The

avenger is loose and tho tyrant shall feel his blow. There shall

be idleness on our hands no longer. Let every nerve be strained,

and whi n next we meet the enemy he shall be ours !"

The crew did not shout ; but they gathered more closely around

their commander to learn the particulars of the startling ai nounce-

ment he had made. He explained it to t' cm as he had learned it,

and when they knew it all they moved silently away. It was a

full minu'e ere another word was spoken after the captain had

closed his story. The first who spoke was Itheraar. He laid his

hand upon the gun nearest to him, and, in a deep tone, he said :

" I can die— but I must either live to see the tyrant fall, or else

die by these batteries."

" So will we all !" responded Vincent!

And the whole crew joined simultaneous Ij in the response.

As soon as the men were once more gathered a' their respective

stations the brigantine was got under sail again. That night, at

twelve o'clock, she passed Cape Cod, and then stood oft' to the

north'rd and cast'rd. An hour after daylight, on the next morn-

ing, a sail was reported on the larboard quarter. Vincent Gray

obtained his glass and stationed-himsclf for watching the sfanger.

" There are two sails," he said, at the end of some ten minutes.

" There sariinly is," re>ponded Obcd Durkee, who also had a

glass.

" Mr. Durkee," said Vincent, " will you let Ithemar take your

glass ?"

" Saitin."

" Now, Ithemar," returned the captain, " I want you tc go aloft

and see what you can make of those fellows. One of them looks

wonderfully like the brig that helped tho sloop of war give us

chase last week."

The gunner took the glass and went up to the main-top, and in

the course of five minutes he came down.
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" It's the same brig, sir," lie said, approaching the captain.

" You arc sure, are you V
" Yes, sir ; I know it."

" And the other sail,—not the sloop, is if?"

" No, sir. She's a ship ; but she's got no guns. She must be

either a store-ship or a transport."

" Then we'll now give the brig a chance to engage us," said

Vincent, with sparkling eye and heaving bosom. ' You may

slacken sail, sir," he continued, turning to Munn. " Have the

square mainsail clewed up, and then we'll watch the fellow's

movements."

The commander's order was obeyed, and after the mainsail had

been taken off, and the fore-staysail hauled down, the brig gradu-

ally gained upon the cruiser.

The wind was about southwest, and, as the brigantine stood,

she had it upon the starboard beam. Tlie brig was standing just

about the same and was situated about two miles due west of the

Yankee, so that their present courses were nearly parallel.

" She's luffing," uttered Ithemar.

" I see," returned Vincent, who was also watching the brig.

"And she's making signals to the ship," Ithemar added.

"Ay," responded the captain, " I see. That signal must be for

the ship to keep on, for see—the brig is standing for us now, and

the ship keeps on as before."

The truth of Vincent's surmises was soon placed beyond a

doubt, for the brig had luffed enough for the chase, while the ship,

that was now clearly made out to be a store-ship, stood on as

before.

" We wont run away from you again, old fellow," said Vin-

cent, as he placed his glass under his arm and took his speaking-

trumpet. " You shall have your heart's wish this time. Now see

to your batteries, Ithemar."

" Ay, ay, sir," responded the gunner.

The men were called to their quarters ; the small arms all got

in readiness ; the cutlasses and pistols distributed to the crew
;

and the guns cast loose, and a stand of grape put in upon the top

of the round shot.

The brig was now not more than a mile distant and rapidly

nearing the cruiser.

" Wonder if she thinks we can't sail faster 'n this,"'said Obed,

as he stood watching the movements of the enemy.

" Of course she must know better than that," returned Vincent,

"for she can see that two of our best sails are off; and then she

knows that wje ran away from both her and the sloop once before.

Ha!"

At this moment a wreath of smoke curled out from the brig's

side, and a shot was seen to strike the water about two cables'

length short of its mark.

" Wonder if that's their best gun f" said Ithemar, as he noticed

where the shot struck.

" Wc shall be likely to find out soon," returned Vincent. " If

he's got a better gun he'll give it."

In a few moments the brig fired another gun, but the shot fell

short as before, and ere long afterwards a third was fired with the

same result.

" B^' Saint George !" exclaimed Vincent, " her guns are no

heavier than ours ; and I believe our two bow guns are longer and

heavier than any she has. If such is the case we'll give her broad-

side for broadside."

" While it suits us," added Ithemar, in a low tone.

Vincent looked into his face and saw that there was a meaning

look there.

" I'd rather have it arm to arm, hand to hand," continued the

gunner. " I know the metal of your men, and I don't believe

they can be easily beat."

" I understand," returned Vincent. " We'll board when we
can."

" Good !" uttered Ithemar ; and then he turned away to look

after his guns.

In half an hour longer the enemy was within less than half a

mile, while the store ship held nearly the same relative position as

before. During all this time the brigantine had not deviated a

point from her original cotirse, while the brig had been veering and

hauling in various way. At the present moment the Englishman
was nearly abeam of the Yankee, with his starboard bow open.

At this Juncture the brig fired another gun, and the shot struck

the water just under the brigantine's stem.
" That shot was fired low," said Ithemar.

" Ay," returned Vincent.

As the captain spoke the brig fired another of her bow guns,

and this time the shot came whizzing over the Yankee's deck.
" Shall I level upon her V asked the gunner.
" No," nervously returned the young captain.

" But wc can strike her."

" I know that ; but don't you see the chance the brig is giving
us ? By the cross of Saint Grcorge, if she stands on in that way
ten minutes longer we'll rake her with a full broadside. See

!

what a chance she'll give us if she don't keep away."
" I'm afraid she'll up helm before she gives us that chance,"

said the gunner.

" She will if she's wise," resumed Vincent. " But we'll be
ready for the chaflce, at all events. See that the larboard guns

' are truly levelled, sir. O, if she does keep on so !"

Another shot from the brig at this moment struck the cruiser
about three feet above the water, but did no further damage,

i Another shot passed over the deck. The patriots were now all

excitement. The larboard watch were at the guns, and the star-
board watch at the sheets and braces. Vincent saw that, great as

j

was his control over his men, he could not restrain them much
longer, for he noticed that those at the guns were blowing their

matches to keep them well alive, and that they were keeping the

guns to bear upon the enemy.
"—sh !" fell from the young captain's lips.

The sound, slight as it was, reached the ears of every man, and

every eye was upon him.

" Let the guns be aimed two points further forward. Heave

them around carefully. Stand by the braces, and be ready to

ease away."

The order was quickly obeyed.

" Now, Ithemar," said Vincent, " I am going to put the helm

up, and I give the batteries to you. As soon as they bear upon

the brig, fire !"

The enemy was now within musket shot, and one or two of her

last shots had done some damage amongst the cruiser's rigging.

Vincent gave the woid to the helmsman— the brigantine fell

quickly off—Ithemar caught the enemy in the range of his guns,

and he gave the word. The light cruiser started from the sliock

as her broadside howled forth its war-note, and for some moments
the smoke lay thick upon the water ; but it was swept away at

length, and then the Yankees saw what they had done.

The brig's mainmast was shot off within six feet of the deck,

and it went overboard just as our patriots got sight of it. Vin-

cent levelled his glass, and he could see where two shots had

struck the bulwarks of the starboard bow.
" By Saint George !" he uttered, " she must have been raked by

tho^e shot. You did well, Ithemar."
" Ay, and I can do it again," returned the gunner.

" You shall have a chance with the other battery," said tlic

captain, as he placed his glass under his arm. " Stand by to w.'ar

ship. Move quickly, now."

The brig had fallen oft' before the wind, having lost all her after

sails, and Vincent could plainly see that all wa.s confusion on her

deck. His vessel wore handsomely, and, in a few minutes, he

was running free on the larboard tack In this way he ran under

the enemy's stern and fired his starboard broadside. Then he

backed his maintopsail and thus held a raking position. In ten

minutes ftom that time the brig fired a gun to leeward. She had

no flag to pull down, for it had been shot away by the first broad-

side, and the Americans understood that her blank gun was a

token of surrender.

Vincent Gray ordered his men away from the guns, and then

he leaned back against the rail and looked thoughtfully upon the

scene about him. Not a man of his crew had been killed, and

only three wounded. His vessel was in no way sei iously damaged.

Not a spar was injured, nor a timber crashed. The few pieces of

rigging had been effectually stoppered as soon as they were shot

away, and the few shot holes in the sides had been plugged. And
yet the enemy was a total wreck !

" Upon my soul," murmured the young captain, speaking aloud

to himself, " I can hardly believe it."

" Believe whatV asked Ithemar, who stood by his side and

heard him.

" That we are almost uninjured, and site a wreck."
" Simple as daylight," returned the gunner. " The English-

man lost his chance to fight by his very first foolish move. He
must have thought that we meant to run away or else he wouldn't

have kept on as he did and given us that first chance for raking

him. But when that was done he was simply at our mercy."
" Yes, I see," said Vincent. " I understand it. I understood

it before ; and yet 'twould be a stiange story to tell. Few Eng-
lishmen would like to believe it."

" Ay," responded Ithemar, with a kindling eye ;
" that's true

;

but, as sure as God is just, they shall have to believe harder things

than this before America shakes off their galling shackles !"

Vincent was upon the point of responding, when he was startled

by a cry from old Durkce, who came hastening towards him ; and

he quickly turned to hear what the old man had to say.

CHAPTER XVII.

THE STRANGE RECAPTURE OF A STRANGE THING.

" See ! see !" cried Durkee, as he came up to where the cap-

tain stood, " the store-thip is off!"

" Zounds ! I had almost forgotten her," exclaimed Vincent, as

he gazed off to where the ship had squared away under full sail.

"Larboard braces—round them in handsomely—up with the

helm. Fore tack and sheet— let go the buntlines—haul down.
Now for the mainsail. Stand by, Mr. Powell, to set all the star-

board studding-sails."

These orders were broken and given at intervals, but the move-
ments were quickly performed, and, in a few minutes, the patriot

cruiser was leaping after the ship like a dolphin. In the mean-
time the brig was left to be knocked about at the mercy of the

waves, possessing no power to make sail.

The ship was by no means a remarkable sailer, and the brigan-

tine overhauled her fast. In less than an hour the distance was
short of a mile.

" Ithemar," said the captain, " you may level one of your bow
chasers, and fire as soon as you are ready."

The gunner hastened forward, and, in a few moments, he fired

one of the long guns. The ball struck the water under the ship's

starboard waist. Ithemar loaded and fired again. The third shot

struck the ship in the stern, and the Americans could see the

splinters as they struck the water under her quarter.

" That's done the business," cried Obed. " She's luffin'."

The old man's words were true, for tl\p ship soon came up to

the wind with her main topsail to the mast, and, in less than ten

minutes afterwards, the brigantine luffed up under her weather
quarter.

" Ship ahoy !" shouted Vincent.

" Hallo !" returned the Englishman.

" What ship is that '."

" His Majesty's store ship, Succor."

" This is the patriot cruLscr, ii/ioik. Send your boat alongside

at once."

In obcyan e of this order the ship lowered her boat, and her

captain was t Jon upon the cruiser's deck.

" Are you the commander of that i-hip ?" asked our hero.

" Yes, sir," returned the Englishman, gazing around upon the

stalwort men who composed the Yankee crew.

" I SHjipose you have surrendered^" resumed Vincent.

" If you mean to require it, 1 suppose I must," was the hesi-

tating reply.

" Of course I mean to require it, sir ; else I should not have

given you chase."

" Well," uttered the captain of the store-ship, after some mo-

nif nts of reflection, " I must say that you are brave fellows, but I

wouldn't give much for your necks."

"Ah," said Vincent.

" Ay," contiii icd the Englishman ;
" for jou must know that

eventually you \ ill be captured, and then you must swing."

" 1 understand what you mean," returned our hero, with a

smile ;
" but be assi red that we give ourselves no uneasiness Now

what have you on bo.ird your ship V
"A few passengers, and a cargo of sick men."
" What '!" asktd \'incent, thinking at first that the roan might

1)0 quizzing him.

"A cargo of sick men," repeated the Englishman. " I have

ni.iety-three invalids on board whom I was carrying fr m Boston

to Halifax."

" I'll go on board and sec," said our hero ; and, turning to hia

coxswain, he ordered his boat to be lowered and got alongside.

Besides his boat's crew Vincent took lihemar and Durkee with

him, leaving Munn in charge of his vessel. He allowed the Eng-

lish captain to board the ship first, and then, accompanied by Duf^

kee and Ithemar, he followed When he reached the ship's deck

he found a number of emaciated fellows about the gangway, and,

on examination, he ascertained that the captain had told him the

truth, for her steerages were full of poor, sick soldiers and sea-

men ; and then some he saw who were evidently only passengers.

"Now what do you mean to do?" asked the Englishman.

A number of invalids gathered around the spot where the two

captains stood, and Vincent could see that they were full of fear

and apprehension.

" You may go your way," said our hero, as he ca.st his eyes

about him. " I wish not to trouble such as you."

" Bless you !" cried a poor cripple, who had hobbled up to the

spot. And all the others blessed the young American for his

kindness.

" Then you will not take our provisions, sir, nor our
—

"

' " No, no," interrupted Vincent. " I want nothing here ; but I

wish with all my heart that you may reach Halifax in safety."

" You are a generous conqueror," said the Englishman.

" I am engaged in a righteous cause and can afford to be," re-

turned our hero.

" Well, perhaps you are."

" I know I am, for I fear not to call on God for help."

During this time Ithemar had caught sight of a man—one who

seemed to be a passenger—who was busily engaged in packing

some things into a large trunk that stood open by his side. His

countenance looked familiar and the gunner drew near.

" Hallo, Ithemar," exclaimed the man, as the gunner came

towards him. " Rather a strange place to find me, but here I

am."

"Eh—Jack Robuck," ulttrcd Ithemar.

" Yes, it's me."
" Yon seem to be packing up in a hurry."

"Ay— for I want to join your vessel. 1 can handle a cutlass or

a pistol."

" But what on earth brings you here ? Are j ou a prisoner?"

" O, no—only a passenger. The truth is, I got into a bit of a

scrape on shore, and my particular friend, the sheriff, was after

me. I respect the man, but didn't care about seeing him just

then, so I sloped—told the captain of this ship a cock-and-bull

story, and got passage for Halifax. But I j;ue»s I'll leave him

now."

Captain Gray had approached and heard the last part of the

fellow's speech.

"Eh—you're the Yankee captain, aint you'" asked Robuck,

looking np, and then rising to his feet.

" I have command of the brigantine," replied Vincent.

" So I thought ; and I want you to give me a berth aboard. 1

can fight, sir."

" But who are you ?"

" Ithemar can tell you."

Vincent turned towards his gunner.

"I'll tell what I know," said Ithemar, responding to his com-
mander's silent question.

" This fellow is named, for the present. Jack Robuck. He is

considerable of a noted highwaj man, and is, just at this present

time, fleeing from justice."

" Pretty well done, but fiill frank enough, though," said the

fellpw, with a coarse laugh; and then, turning to Vincent, he

added :

" Not a very fair character for a Christian, but it '11 do for a fel-

low that expects to get a living under the smell of powder all his

days."

" It may do for you," said Captain Gray.

" But you will take me on boaid your cruiserV
" No, sir !" emphatically and indignantly returned Gray. " I do
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not lead a band of outlaws. My cause is a just and holy one, and

I want none around me but noble hearts. You had better keep

on, and leave America as far behind you as you can."

Just as Vincent ceased speaking, his eye caught a small, silver

plate, upon which was engraved the name of Edward Thayrr. It

was just visible among the clothing in the fellow's trunk, and,

without stopping to a^k permission, the young man stooped down
to examine it more closely.

" Hallo, there,—what ye up tol" cried Robuck.
"Just looking to see what this means," returned Vincent, as he

dragged a small, oaken box out from the trunk, the corners of

which were strongly secured by straps of bnrnishcd brass, and the

upper plate of which bore the name of his young friend.

"Just drop that thing!" exclaimed the highwayman, springing

forward and seizing the box. But he did not gain the prize, for

Vincent knocked him back, and th' n turning towards the captain

of the ship, the young American commander said :

" Look ye, sir, I have one favor to ask of you. I must have
the handling of this fellow a few moments."

" Anything you please, sir," returned the Englishman, who had
heard enough of the foregoing conversation to learn the character

of his passenger.
" Now, sir, where did 3-ou get thr.t box ?" demanded Vincent,

turning again to Rubuck.
" No matter," doggedly replied the highwayman.
" Then we'll see if yon cannot be made to speak," said Vin-

cent, with decision. " Here, Ithemar—and yon, Mr. Durkce

—

lash the fellow to the rigging, here."

The fellow struggled, but it availed him nothing, for, in less

than two minutes, he was firmly lashed to the rig-

ging by the end of the maintopsail halyards. As
soon as this was done, Vincent took the end of the

spencer vang, and, having passed it twice around
one of the shrouds, he placed the bite over the vil-

lain's head and drew it tight across his neck He
then passed the rope to Obed, and bade him pull

when ordered.
" Now, sir," demanded Vincent, with a flashing

eye, " where did you get that box ? Speak, or I'll

put you to the torture."

The highwayman trembled, but he did not reply.
" Pull !" said our hero.

Obed drew hard upon the rope, and Robnck be-

gan to grow black in the face.

" Will yon tell me now ?"

The fellow made a sign of assent, and the rope

was loosened.
" Now, where did yon get it ?"

" I got it of a man who was on the road to Bos-

ton," answered Robnck, gazing first upon his inter-

locutor, and then upon the old man who held the

end of the vang.
" A young man ?"

" No—an old man."
" Do yoB speak the truth, now V
" Yes."
" And you are sure 'twas an old man ?"
" Yes."
" Do you know who it was V •

" Yes—Micah Trevett."

"Ah !" uttered Vincent, " did Ac have it? 'What
else do yon know about it

!"

The highwayman was silent. Vincent made a
motion for Obed to pull the rope, but, before it be-

gan to tighten the second time, Robuck spoke :

" Well," said he, " if you'll take me down out

of this I'll tell you the whole story."

Vincent reflected a moment, and then he took

the fellow down.
" Now," said he, " since you are so particular

about it, you may have the whole story I over-

hauled 'Trevett on his way to Boston, and I robbed
him of this box. I thought it had money in it, but

I got wonderfully deceived, for it contained noth-

ing but papers. I aftgrwards found out that Tre-

vett himself must have stolen the box, for a young
chap—his name is on the box—had it stolen from
his room at old Pollock's inn Trevett's moved all

his traps off,—nobody knows where,—and young
Thayer has gone to hunt him up. That's the whole
story, sir, from beginning to end."

" And, I suppose, Trevett took his family with

him ?" said Vincent.
" He had only one child."
" And she—did she go with him V asked the

young captain, trying with all his power to appear
calm.

" Yes—I believe so."
" Have you heard anything of Micah Trevett

since you saw him V
" No, not a thing."

Vincent knew of no more to ask. He was already
made uneasy, and, feeling confident that he could
gain no more intelligence from Robuck, he resolved
to let him go and return to his vessel.

" I will take this box," he said, " and see that it

reaches its rightful owner."
" Look here," exclaimed the fugitive highwayman, with consid-

erable assurance. " I've been keeping that box just for the sake
of getting a reward for it, and 'tisn't hardly fair to be cheated out
of it."

" If you had come honestly by it I would willirgly pay yon a
round sum for it ; but, as it is, you may thank your stars that you
arc not worse off than at present."
Robuck said no more about the box ; hut, before Vincent left

the ship, he said to the captain :

" Your passenger here is certainly a great villain ; but, I must
confess, that in his robbing an old man of this box he may have
done—as it now turns out—a most fortunaie thing for justice. If
von are willing you may do me the favor to let him go about his
basincss when you arrive in port."

" Willingly," returned the Englishman.
" Well, that's somethins, anyhow," said Robuck,
In a few minutes more Captain Gray entered his boat, and, hav-

ing informed the Englishman that he was at liberty to square away
when he pleased, he rowed on hoard his own vessel. Having
reaehcd the deck of the Spark, our hero went to his cabin and put
away the oaken box, and then he returned, and, after filling away,
he put back towards the di.- mantled brig.

and west'id. The latter vessel had most of her foremast stand-

ing ; but the foreyard had been shot away. The fore-trysail was
the only sail she could set, and though she had that on it did not
keep her to the wind.

" Seems to me she is settling," said Ithemar, who had been
watching the brig for some minutes.

" She is !" responded Durkee.
Vincent opened his glass, and he could see that the English

crew were at their pumps, and that they were working hard, and
yet he was convinced that the vessel was gradually settling in the

water. While he gazed upon the brig the Englisn ensign was
hoisted at her fore trysail peak, with the union down.

" Ah," uttered the young captain, " there goes a signal of dis-

tress. I hope we shall reach them."

CARVED BUFFET, OR SIDE-BOARD.
[For description,

sec page 373.]

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE MYSTERY OF THE OAKEN BOX.

It was well into the aftcrrenn wlicn the patriot cruiser filled

away after leaving the ship, ii d during the time she hod been ly-

ingto the English brig had been driftirg slowly to the noith'rtl

But the brigantine could do nothing more in the way of sailing,

for she was close upon the wind, with her bowlines taught, and
every sail was set that would draw. She was just able to stand

direct for the wreck by allowing nothing for leeway ; but then the

brig was drifting enough to more than make up for that. In ten

minutes from that time the brigantine luffed and came about jutt

under the Englishman's weather-btam.
" Brig ahoy !"

" Hallo !"

" Have you sunendered t"
" Yes ; and we're sinking, too. For God's sake, help us I"

" Then down with your boat at once," shouted Vincent.
" We can't get them out," said the Englishman. " You've rid-

dled the boats at our davits ard we can't get up a purchase to

heave out our deck boats. Send your own boats alongside or we
shall all sink."

Vincent ordered his men to stir themselves lively, and, in a few
minutes, the three cutters were in the water and alongside. He
did not deem it necessary or expedient to stop to get out the

launch, but, ordering half of each crew to their rcspee tivc boats,

he set off at once (or the brig. When he reached her he found
that she had settled to within six inches of her portsills, and it

was evident that she could not remain afloat many minutes at the

faithest. When our hero reached the gangway of the brig, he
found her men allTrowded about the place ready for a leap into

the boats, and it was wijh the utmost exertion that he succcedeel

in preventing them from all crowding into the .single boat, from
\\liiih he had just come up. For a single moment Vincent cast

iiis (ye over that desolated deck. It was covered with broken .'pars,

huge splinters, torn rigging, and dead men. The wouiukd were

collected together in the starboard gangway, where they were wait-
ing to be taken off.

•'Eor the love of mercy, sir," urged the English captain, "let
us get off as soon as possible. The brig must soon go down "

" I will make all the haste I can," returned Vincent, still stand-
ing in the gangway to prevent the men from rushing over. " How
many men have you, all told?"

" There arc only forty eight left, in the wounded and all."
" Then pass the woundeei over first," said Vincent. " Get them

into my boat as soon as possible."

The English captain instantly cleared the gangway, and then
the work of removing the wounded men commenced. It was
speedily agcoinplished, for there were but few who needed assis-
tance. After this the other men descended regularly into the boats,
the three cutters holding them all with ease It was too late to
think of saving anything from the wreck, for the water was already
rippling in over the portsills, so our hero at once leaped down, af-

ter the others were all in the boats, and then put off. The boats
had not yet reached the brigantine, when the brig was seen to heel
quickly over, with her lee rail under. In a moment more she
righted, and the sea rolled over her deck. That was the la«t of
the war-brig, for, while yet the men gazed at the quivering fore-
mast, she pitched forward with a mijihty throe, and on the next
moment she was gone from mortal sight forever

!

" That's the last of her !" uttered the English captain, gazing
sadly upon the spot where his vessel had gone down, anel where
the floating spars and splinters were tossing wildly about.

" But, I suppose, you would rather see h-r the e than to have
had me taken her into port as a prize," said Vincent.

" It makes no odds," said the Englishman, de-
jectedly. " I deserved to lose her In all my life

I never did so foolish a thing before."
" Ah, how so ?"

" Why, I might have known that you were not
trying to run away, for you had your square main-
sail and fore-staysail off, and yet I gave you chase
with a perfect recklessness."

" You didn't give us credit for su^h metal."
" I knew the metal of your guns, and I supposed

you must have an efficient crew ; but you ran away
from me once before

—

"

" That was when \ou had a heavy sloop to back
you," interrupted Vincent.

" Yes, I know that, but I didn't stop to think of
it," said the Enslish captain.

" Well, well," said our hero, "you have no need
to blame yourself, for we were determined to take
you, and we had no fear of failing

"

" I don't know about that," returned the Eng-
lishman, with compressed lips. " I think if I had
done as I ought you would now be my prisoner."

" I might have been a dead man," emphatically
pronouccd Vincent, " but not a prisoner. But that
brigantine, sir, could not have been yours. You
had not the men to take her."

Further conversation was cut off, for, at this mo-
ment, the first cutter grazed the side of the cruiser,

and, soon afterwards, the prisoners were all on
board. The boats were run up, the main-topsail
filled away, and then the wouneied were taken care
of. Prom the prisoner captain, Vincent learned
that the total of the brig's crew had been eighty
men, and that among the killed were the first and
second lieutenants, the gunner, boatswain, and one
midshipman. By the time the prisoners were all

secured it was nearly sundown, and, having seen
the vessel set upon her course for Massachusetts
Bay, Captain Gray retired to his cabin. The events
of the day croweled heavily upon him, but among
them all none occupied a larger space, in his mind,
than did the oaken box he had obtained from the
fugitive highwayman. He got the box and placed
it upon his table. The lock was broken, and hav-
ing east o'f the stout cord by which it was secured,
he raised the cover. He saw the papers—they
seemed all in order, and appeared to have been not
much handled. For a long while the young captain
sat, with his head resting upon his hand, gazing
into the box

" I do not know as I ought to read the.se papers,"
he said to himself " They are not mine, thongh I
have fairly obtained them."

Vincent held a long debate with himself. He
was anxious—nervous— but he hesitated. It was
not curiosity that moved him—it was a far deeper
emotion.

" I think it would be right," he at length mur-
mured, " for then I shoulel know how to act. There
may be important intelligence there—intelligence

which will guide me in assisting Edward Thayer."
This last consideration had its weight upon our

hero's mind, and he resdiced to examine enough of

the papers to enable him to understand what he

coultl do to help his friend. To be sure, curiosity

was one of the elements it work in the young
man's mind, but then from that cause alone be

would never have sought to know the mjstericsof the box he had

come in possession of. Vincent took out the hunelle of papers

that laid uppermost, when he was interrupted by a call from the

deck. He went up, and having attended to the subject upon

which his decision was required, he returned to the cabin. He
now lighted a candle and then reopened the box. The first bun-

dle of papers he untied, and one by one he cast his eyes over

them. They were deeds, and the only thing that surprised Vin-

cent was that the name of his friend was not mentioned in them.

These he tied up as he hiid found them, and then he opened tie

second jiackHge. The first paper he unfolded was of little conse-

quence, but upon the contents of the second his eye was fixed

with more intensity. Twice he read the piiper over, and then,

with a trembling band, he laid it aside. On taking the third pa-

per he was still more deeply moved. He read it through, and

then he leaned his brow upon his hand.

Must Heaven !" he murmured, "e-an this he true?*'

Again he looked at the paper, and, when he laid it aside, there

were shades of strarge doubt upon his features. Another paper,

larger and more copiously written than any pf the others, was

next opened. Vincent read it with a burnit g eye. His lips

were tightly compressed, and his brow was bent with the most in-

tense application. When he had finished reading it, it fill from

his hands and ilropped upon the floor. He was pale, and his lip

row trembled. He picked up the paper and i>gain he read it.

'1 hen he folded it up and placed it back in the box.
" () !" he uttered, as he started from his seat, and paced up aiid

down the cabin, "Micah Trevett must not escape. If he is in

Boston he must be found."
(to he CfiNTINUKD 1
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BUFFET, OR SIDE-HOARD.

On the opposite page we g;ive a representation of a very elabo-

rately carved and ornamented buffet, or sideboard, exiiibited at

the late fair of the Mcchanies' Institute in this city, and for which

the exhibitors and manufacturers, Mf ssrs. Gahery & Gendrot, 419

Washington Street, received a premium of a gold medal from the

societv. This article of furniture is a most artistic and exquisite

piece of workmanship, and the design and execution are beauti-

fully carried out. The Parisian artists who have produced this

fine specimen of work should be patronized by those of our citi-

zens who seek for the rarest and

most beautiful style of furniture.

This buffet, the richest part of

the furniture of a dining-room,

has its lower part rounded off in

the extremities, and is openwork-

cd in order to adorn the little

etaijere of splendid vases or ob-

jects of value. The two panels in

front are faced (inverted) with

carringof the finest effect. They
represent game of various kinds,

admirably wrought. The upper

part is surrounded with an ele-

gant etatffrc rising gracefully up-

on delicate and slander consols,

adorned with fruits and flowers.

This etarfcre, intended to receive

upon tablets rich china and sil-

ver plate, is adorned with allego-

rical statuettes, perfectly disposed

to produce a grand effect in the

midst of all ibis richness. Two
fine panels adorn the background.

One represents a bouquet, which
alone reveals the talent of the art-

ist ; the other is formed of a group
of fruits, in which a little bird de-

fends his nest against a squirrel.

The whole is surmounted with an

archivoh, crowned with a deer's

head, and below it, a graceful and
beautiful figure, emblematic of

the hunt, crowns and animates

this splendid ensmnble.

PALMER'S PATENT LEG.
We give below a representation

of a specimen of a very philan-

thropic invention, which has elic-

ited the highest encomiums of

distinguished surgeons and phi-

lanthropists throughout the Unit-

ed States and the principal cities

of Europe, to wit, " Palmer's Pa-
tent Leg," exhibited at the Crys-

tal Pftlaee, and contributed by B. F. Palmer, Esq., the inventor,

and bis copartners, Messrs Currier & Hudson, manuficturers,

from their well known and extensive establishments at Springfield,

Mass., and Philadelphia. It is a beautiful and ingenious substi

tuie for the natural leg. and is composed of the lightest materials

compatible with strength and durability, while its joints—knee,

ankle and toe—successfully imitating the ball and socket, and
operated by a novel contrivance of cams and elastic cords, imitst-

ing the muscles and tendons of the natural limb, and affording a
lifelike elasticity, allow of an easy

and graceful motion, which, by a
little practice, is soon made to

c-orrcspond with the natural leg.

At the Crystal Palace, in Lon-
don, 1851, "Palmer's Leg" re-

ceived the prize medal as the _ ,

only article among the great va
ricty of surgical apparatus of

extra merit. In this country,

such has been the extensive con-

sideration bestowed upon it, and
the high estimate of iis great su-

periority and worth, by the juilg-

es selected by the various insti-

tutes for the promotion of science

and the arts, and also by the

most eminent surgeons in Boston,

New York and Philadelphia, that

upwards of twenty gold and sil-

ver medals, and oiher valuable

testimonials, have been bestowed
upon it.

be obvious to all observers that, in the constant use of the wood
springs under the buggy referred to, as a test during the four

months which it has been on exhibition, we have ample proof of

their superiority in point of durability over everything that has

preceded them. The wood springs, in being almost constantly

exhibited with from one to six men in the buggy, must have been

actually used as much, and tried as thoroughly, as they would be

in the ordinary use of a buggy in several years. The idea of

making " a perfectly proportioned spring" out of a straight bar

or stick of uniform size throughout its length ; and also the idea

MOUTH OF THE DANUBE.

HUBBABD's patent carriage spring, EXHIBITED AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE

of making a self adjusting spring that will carry any desired load

with equal ease, are original witla the inventor of this spring; and
the beauty of the principles, and the ingenious manner in which
he has applied them to cani.Tgcs, entitle his improvement to the

attention and confidence of nil who wish to avail themselves of its

superior advantages. The above carriage was manufactured by
Messrs. Bradley & Woodruff, of Rahway, N. J. Perhaps no arti-

cle in the Exhibition has attracted more notice, or elicited more
commendatioa, than this new specimen of vehicle.

PATENT SPRING.
The above cut represents the

magnificent light carriage, now
being exhibited by Mr. M. G.
Hubbard, at the Crystal Palace,

as a model of his new Patent Car
and Carriage Spring. The uni-

versal attention which this cnr-

riage commands has probably
rendered most of our readers fa-

miliar with it, as a model of artis-

tic beauty, and as one of the at-

tractive features of the Exhibi-
tion ; but the beautiful and phi-

losophical principles upon which
it is constructeel arc, perhaps, too

frequently passed over unobserv-
ed, or misunderstood. We must
confess, that the principle—like

that of most other really merito-
rious improvements—appears to

a casual obseiver too simple to

combine all the merits which the

inventor claims for it ; but when
we examine it more thoroughly,
we become as much surprised at

its real merits as at its unparalleled simplicity. It would hardly
have been credited, before the inventor demonstrated the fact, that

the axles of a carriage could be so strongly connected, and the
body so firmly united to them, and with such surprisingly deli-

cate elasticity, by merely using four solid bars of steel or wood.
But when we come to sre it, and te-it its merits—as they certainly
have been tested in the wood spring buggy standing by the side
of the carriage above represented—we cannot fail to concede thit
to the various merits of superior strength, lightness and delicacy
of spring it adds the all-important one of durabilily—for it must

Palmer s exhibition at the crystal palace.

NEW RAILROAD STATION, AT PHIL.1DELPHIA.
This building, situate 1 at Broad and Prime Streets, Philadel-

phia, and represented on page 376, was commenced August, 1851,

and completed August, 1S52. It is of brown stone, and presents

a very handsome appearance. The company's depot was formerly

at Market, near Eleventh Street, but is now removed to the eap.v

cious building our picture represents, from which extends this

great southern route through Chester, Wilmington, Baltimore,

Washington, Fredericksburg, Richmond, Charleston, Savannah,
Montgomery and Mobile to New Orleans.

8ULIMA,
On page 377, we give a picture of the mouth of the Danube.

The treaty of Adrianople confen-ed on Russia, in 1829, the right

of establishing and maintaining a quarantine station at one of the

mouths of the Danube, which forms the boundary between the

Turkish and Russian empires, and bears the name of Sulima;

and as this is the only passage practicable for shipping, she thus

obtained a direct influence over the whole trade of the river A
bar of mud about two hundred yards in length crosses the mouih
of the river; and the water becomes so shallow over it, when iio

steps are taken to preserve a suit-

able depth, that only vessels of

light draught can pass, and these

are obliged to discharge their

cargo inio lighters, and re-em-

bark it after crossing the shallows.

The occupation of Sulima by the

Russians received the sanction

of Austria in a special conven-
tion, in 1840, for the maintenanc-e

of dee]) water over the bar in con-

sideration of a tax or toll on ves-

sels crossing it. This bar is form-
eel by the gradual deposit of

mud conveyed by the stream, and
to keep the required depth, noth-

ing further is required than to stir

the mud, whieh the current will

carry off. Before the treaty at Ad-
rianople, the Tuiks maintained
a uniform depth of sixteen feet

over the bar, by means of heavy
iron rakes which they obliged all

vessels to drag after them during
their passage out of the river.

Since the convention of Russia

and Austria, in 1S40, no steps

have been taken to clear the bar,

which, in consequence, has been

gradually increasing, although

English and other ships have

been paying so many Spanish
dollars for a service unperformed,

besides many pounds sterling for

cost of lighterage, insurance and
losses which this Russian breach

of contract has entailed upon
commerce. Anything relating

to the commercial relation be-

tween Turkey and Russia, at the

present time, is a subject of more
than ordinary interest. Tl e lat-

ter government has always cov-

eted, and has but in a partial de-

gree possessed, maritime influ-

ence and opportunity. But we

sincerely trust that the Turks may yet be able to vindicate their

rights, and to uttcriy disconcert the enemy. We have tried for a

succession of years to understand the Russian policy
;
but it is

either incomprehensible, or else the emperor desires to aeld to the

present extent of the territory he governs. All civilized Europe

attriliute to him the Utter ; and if this is the case, we most earn-

estly hope that stern reality may bring him to his senses. It is

very plain from the latest news received, that Nicholas is bent

upon forcing the Turks to yield to his self aggrandizing demands,

and, declaring war, has brought

his gigantic power against his

hitherto troublesome antagonist.

Russia is strong, very strong

;

but she is not strong enough in

this advanced period of the world,

to demonstrate any such axiom

as strength against right. The
Russian bear, in accordance with

the season, must retire into win-

ter quarters.

ROXBURY.
The view which we present on

page 377, of Roxbury, Mass., is

taken from Tremont Road, and is

a very fine and accurate repre-

sentation of our suburban city as

seen from this point. At the

present moment it is strongly

urged that Roxbury and Boston
should be joined, and become one

city. As it regards our own feel-

ings, we are decidedly in favor

of such an arrangement, and
know of a vast number of citi-

zens who equall3' advocate the

plan. Boston is surrounded very

immediately by towns, in the

same manner as Roxbury, whieh,

we think, should form part and
parcel of the city proper. The
business and wealth of Roxbury
are intimately connected with the

port of Boston ; indeed, its entire

interests, in this point of view,

are hardly capable of being con-

sidered as separate from those of

the metropolis. It has, however,

considerable traeleof its own, and
its manufactures are various and
extensive. These consist of car-

peting, vi'orsted and silk fringe

and tassels, leather, iron castings,

steam engines and boilers, fiie

engines, cordage, paints, i-hcct

lead, white lead and chemical

preparations, shoes, hats, cabinet

ware, and a great variety of other

articles. When viewed from the

dome of the State House in Boston, this beautiful city, together

with the cities of Charley o^^n and Cambridge—involved and

blended as they are with Boston, from which no other lines of

separarion can be distingushed than such as aie made by the

Charies River and the sever d bridges and avenues running from

one city to another—seem all lo be one great city ;
as, in fact,

from their relations of intercjurse and commerce, as well as then-

proximity, they virtually are, as truly as the c'ly and liberties of

Philadelphia; and this proje -t of uniting the various suburban

cities will, doubtless, ultimately be coiapleicd.
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BROKEN FAITH.

BY PHffiSE CARET.

long-descrted grave, of o >e

Who once In ^atoroer'p Indlng bloom,

Prom the fond arms of love went down

To the long slumber of the tomb

:

How ofttn since has spring's soft showw
ReTivtd the life in nature's breast,

Till the sweer herb and tender flower

Hare beautib.-d this place of refit.

How many summer 'ime^ have told

To uional hearts the^i :apid tlight

Since first this heap of y. 'ow mould

Shut all earth's beauty turn my sight.

Sin' e first to love's sweet romis.- true

Here oft my lonesoine footsteps t.rd»

Till year by year the pathway grew

Deeper and deeper in the sod.

Now these neglected roses tell

Of no untiring tendance nigh,

God I I have uot\ept so well

My faith as it the days gone by ^

1 who through _\ ears that seemed one night

Of dread, and dull, and wearying pain,

Could never think that any light

Would come to visit me again.

0, thou that lov'st me still, above,

joumejer through eternity
;

Forgive me that a living love

Has come between my soul and thee!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ME. MUDDLETON'S POLITICAL CAREER.

BT DK. J. H. ROBINSON.

" Mrs. Muddleton, I think I am more than half convinced.

1 feel that I have genius."

"I have always told you so, Mr. Muddleton, but never could

awaken you to a sense of your importance. You will persist in

demeaning yourself by selling groceries, and in prostituting your

uncommon abilities."

"You really think, then, that I can enter the political arena

with success V
" With complete triumph ! You ought to be in congress this

very minute."

" But you know I hate notoriety, Mrs. Muddleton. I am nat

nrally a very retiring man."

"You hide your light under a half bushel ! You don't put

yourself forward ! In fact, you are led by the nose, Mr. Muddle-

ton. Why, if some men had your brains they would have been

senators long ago."

" Perhaps so, my dear ; but therfe's no telling! People some-

times mistake inclination for genius."

" Always harping on the old string! I never shall get your

self respect up to the sticking point. But if you had the least

regard for your family, you icould try to get sent to congress—it

would be so pleasant spending the winter at Washington."

Mrs. Muddleton sighed, and wiped her eyes, for the beatific

visions which arose to her view, of life at the capital, affected her

considerably. She felt that she was a wronged woman—wronged

by Alpheus Muddleton, who suffered his remarkable powers to lie

dormant, and rust.otit, when they ought to be morn out by active

and honorable service in the legislative halls of this surprising

country. Mrs. Muddleton was ambitious—fond of " high life,"

fine dresses, and parade. She wanted to see and be seen, hear and

be heard, and enjoy all the privileges which attend wealth and

exalted stations.

These desires were inordinate, and haunted her continually.

Her husband was a good-natured, well meaning, plodding sort of

a man, with no ambition above a comfortable living. He kept a

grocery store in the quiet little village of Spindlctown, where he

resided, and would have been entirely content with that employ-

ment, had it not been for the continual importunities of his wife,

who, as wo have seen from the foregoing conversation, entertained

the idea that he was competent to occupy some " higher walk in

life."

The good woman dwelt on this favoiite conception so long, that

it grew to be a sort of troubled spirit to disturb her dreams, and
poison her daily enjoyment. The natural diffidence of Mr. Mud-
dleton kept him for a long time from giving any serious thought
to the suggestions of his more aspiring conjugal mate. But water

in continual motion wears : way the surface of stone, and so the

motion of Mrs. Muddleton's tongue finally made a deep impression
upon his feelings. He really began to suspect that he had supe-

rior abilities, and was " throwing himself away in the grocery busi-

ness," as his wife often attested.

Having successfully brought him to this conclusion, the good lady
took courage, and did not despair of doing more. Steps must
now be taken to bring him before the public eye. He must " mi.\

with politics and political men, and try to make himself popular."
" You must enter the electioneering arena," she said to Mr.

Muddleton one day, with more than usual earnestness. "There's
Stewart and Strong, both up by different parties for representa-

tives to the state legislature. Now you must take sides, and stinnp

it for one or the otli r."

" And leave the store?"

"'.!'. -ve the store when it ij necessary."

" But which side shall I take ?"

" The strongest, of course"
•' Stewart is the best man, I think."

"Best man isn't the question ! Go in for the most promising

candidate."

" Either will promise to any extent."

" You must go to Strong and say, ' I'll help you this year if

you'll help me next.' Be sure and tell him about your iriflnetice—
that your shop is crowded every day by people whose votes you

can secure very easily. Represent this part of the subject in a

strong light. If Strong don't feel inclined to accept your disin-

terested ofier, turn to Stewart."

" Ah, yes—exactly !"

" And you must make some speeches in favor of your man,"

pursued Mrs. Muddleton.

" You know I never made a speech."

" There must be a first time. You must learn—every man
ought to know how to make a speech. You need a little of that

kind of practice before you go to congress, or even to the state

legislature. It will be advisable also to make a few songs lauda-

tory of your candidate."

" Why, Mrs. Mudilleton, I never made a verse in my whole

life. Songs, indeed !"

" I'll help you, Mr. Muddleton. You remember the lines I

sent you the day following our engagement, which you pronounced

beautiful. Well, I composed those, you recollect ?"

" Yes."

" And I had one piece published in the ' Spindletown Trumpet,'

entitled ' The Wounded Dove '—in imitation of Burns' ' Wounded
Hare '—which appeared precisely as I sent it to the office, with

the exception that six of the concluding stanzas were omitted. I

wonder what w 1 rhyme with Strong."

" Long," sug ; ted the grocer.

" And he's the . lird party candidate. That will do very well."

" I Ip with Strong !•"

" .\nd down with Long !" said Mr. Muddleton, triumphantly.

" something like that will do, only get the poetical part a little

more perfect. When customers come in to trade, you must sound

them ; learn their political sentiments, and see how they stand af-

fected towards Strong. And if you can happen to call to mind

any story that will tell in favor of your candidate, it will be good

policy to relate it with—with embellishments."

" But I can't recall to mind a single thing that Strong has ever

done to benefit anybody. As for benevolence, I imagine that's an

attribute yet to be developed."

" Draw on your own imagination, Mr. Muddleton—that's the

way it's done ! A man of your talent should never be at a loss

for words."

" But I am a stickler for principle."

" What kind of principle ?"

" The principle of right."

" The true principle of right is to take care of yourself first.

Get to the top of the ladder of popularity as soon as possible,

without heeding who you jostle off and tumble down, in your

ascent. Every man for himself, Alpheus ; and let those who get

a fall recover themselves as soon as they can, and commence

scrambling up again. Self-preservation, you know, is the first

law of nature."

" That view of the subject does not appeal to my highest con-

victions of right. There are some spots in your theory which no

sophistry can fully cover. You may have possibly given the true

definition of principle, as understood and practised by what are

called men of the world, but it is not the Christian meaning of

the word."
" Mr. Muddleton, such squeamishness will always keep you

poor, and confine you, to the day of your death, to the lower

walks of life. For the sake of your wife and children, I do hope

you will make an effort to place yourself where you ought to be."

" I have often thought I had taltnt enough to give me an easier

living than 1 get now ; but when it comes to the practical part of

this ofliceseeking business, it seems repugnant to my better na-

ture. However, to gratify you, I will sec Strong, and commence

the electioneering campaign without delay."

Mrs. Muddleton was overjoyed at the success of her persevering

exertions, and saw her husband walk ott' in the direction of

Strong's residence, with a lively feeling of expectation and grat-

ification. He was absent three hours, and returned with the

cheering intelligence that he had made the proposed arrangement

without difficulty.

Mr. Muddleton soon began the work of making Strong " a

popular man with the people." With the aid of his wife, atid the

active CO operation of Strong himself, he prepared a biographical

sketch of the " people's candidate," which began in this manner :

" Peter Strong, the great grandfather of James (now a can-

didate for public favor), was a commissioned officer in the French

and Indian war. Ho died gloriously, at the head of his command,

at the famous battle of , which virtually put an end to hos-

tilities. Isiiac Strong, the grandfather of our subject, was exten-

sively engaged in the revolutionary war ; was the friend and

confidential adviser of Washington, and received several mortal

wounds in the discharge of his high duties, which finally termi-

nated his useful life. The name of this wonderful man is men-

tioned many times in Washington's despatches ; and his enterprise

assisted to close the war, and restore peace to the afflicted colonies.

No monument has yet been erected to his memory ! This

culpable neglect has never been noticed by Congress. His widow
did not have a pension !

" Stephen, the natural father of the people's candidate, served in

the last war with England, under General Jackson. It was this

gentleman who, at New Orleans, suggested the idea to Old Hick-

ory of placing bales of cotton before the men to form a breastwork.

Strange to say, he has never had the credit of this ; another strik-

ing illustration of the ingratitude of republics ! Stephen was
wounded in the stomach, and never fully recovered his appetite

afterward. No commission was ever tendered him, medal or
anything of that sort, by government ; and in fact it is by no
means certain that General Jackson mentioned his name in his

official despatches.

" Parker Strong, brother to Stephen, and uncle to our subject

had his head shot off at Bunker's Hill, during the engagement
while the widow had all her fowls and silver plate stolen by the

tories. Parker's head was not recovered and identified, though a
few years ago, some workmen in excavating upon the hill ex-

humed a pair of jaws, which one of the family recognized as his

bee lu 50 they had double teeth all round; a striking peculiaritv

characteristic of that heroic veteran.

" James, the direct descendant of this long line of honorable an-

cestry, it is well known, raised his voice in favor of the Mexican
war, and even contemplated going to the seat cf hostilities, at the

head of an army. He would have put his self-sacrificing views

into operation, had he been elevated to the rank where he thought

he had a light to be."

The biography commencing as above, was published in the

" Spindletown Trumpet," and blew the fame of James Strong all

over that section.

Muddleton electioneered, and had much to say about "gratitude

for past services," alluding to the exploits of Strong's progenitors,

and did not forget, at his good lady's suggestion, to distribute

sundry groceries among the poor voters. Furthermore, the joint

efforts of himself and wife produced a song, which he hired the

boys to sing in the store and in the street, to a popular air. Some
of this production we take the liberty to subjoin.

" The country is in danger,

And all is going wrong;

We call on every voter,

To do his best for Strong.

A crisis is before us,

Which must be met with skill

;

If the President wont right ub,

We know a man that will.

Chokub.— Then fight it strong with Long,

And do it long for Strong,

Nor vote for Stewart, etc."

In a short time Mr. Muddleton got pretty deeply engaged in

politics. He visited the village tavern very often, and neglected

his business. He had always been a temperate man, but now he

began to treat the voters in a friendly way, and of course to do it

in that manner, had to drink with them.

Thus matters went along, and before election day came round,

he had come to be a regular hanger-on at taverns, and on some
occasions had been seen " rather the worse for liquor," as it is

sometimes expressed.

Mrs. Muddleton saw these indications of dissipation without

uneasiness, for she thought when the election had passed, he would

return again to his business and former habits. The day of trial

came at length, and Strong was elected. This event was made
the occasion of a champagne supper, from which our political as-

pirant was carried home " dead drunk." But his wife was so

elated with the success of Strong, that she paid no attention to

this trifling circumstance, being rather disposed to treat it in a

light and playful manner.

Mr. Muddleton found it exceedingly difficult to turn his thoughts

once more to business, and consequently the grocery trade lan-

guished. The simple-hearted honesty which had formerly char-

acterized his dealings and feelings was gone. Politics now
absorbed his attention, and the store, previously so orderly and

quiet, became the scene of violent disputations, and unprincipled

" wire pulling," for selfish purposes. Customers began to drop

off, and the general aspect of things to change.

By the time Strong got back from the legislature, Muddleton's

affairs, as the neighbors said, ' had a dubious look." Another

campaign was now to commence, and our hero confidently expect-

ed that he should be the " people's man." Strong was in duty

bound to " help him," and there was no doubt but that he would

do so, with friendly zeal. But he was doomed to a terrible dis-

appointment. Strong was desirous of representing that district

again, and his friends and relations resolved to make a rally for

him. Muddleton reminded him of his promise, to which that

gentleman replied with the utmost coolness and assurance :

"My dear Muddleton, help me this time, and I will help you

next."
"But I gave you my support on the occasion of your first

election."

" My glorious friend, magnanimity is a part of your nature ; we

mustn't make a split in the party ! Think of it—lay it to heart ; all

your hopes and mine will be blasted, if the party splits. Hang on

to me, Muddleton—lift me up—go it strong—make a few more

songs—write a short history of my speeches and doings last win-

ter—touch 'em up again on Peter Strong, my groat grandfather,

not forgetting Isaac, the uncle, whose head was shot off at Bunk-

er's Hill. Excellent Alpheus, you wield a nervous pen
;

your

genius ought not to be lost to the country on the eve of this inter-

esting crisis."

Mr. Muddleton felt flattered by these remarks, but went home

to his lady, rather dejected, notwithstanding. lie explained the

ca-se to her. She was angry at first, but finally cooled c'own, and

advised her husband to submit to his destiny, and " go in '' once

more for Strong.

The " glorious Alpheus " said he would—went straight up to

the " Red Eagle Hotel," drank much, to drown his disappoint-

ment; talked boisterously, and returned homo, both " glorious
"

and upro.uouf.
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Again lie ni'glccted his store, and spent liis time in running

, »l.)ut to blow the trumpet for Strong. He made btump speeches,

\ wile under the influence of bad lum, atd disccursed touchingly

\)t,he "dear country," while puliing six cent cigars. lie didn't

Wt the songs, I'eter, Jsaac, or I'arker Strong, but used their

\ " ncrttblc names " allopathically.

\ he good gtnius of James Strong prevailed, and he was re-

cited. Mr. Muddleton got muddled again, and atoned for the

err by a violent headadie for three consecutive days

' make a long story short, Strong went to the halls of the

Btatlegislftturc for the second time, while our aspirant went on

pre> much in the old way—which was on the down-hill grade.

Wh Strong got back, lie was a coifiimcd tippler, and more

. polial in his tendencies than ever.

')*," said Muddleton, " you must go in for me."

sally, my dear sir, I will think about it ; but—but I believe

' amplcdged to support Mr. Porcelain, tie hardware dealer."

'Ircelain, the hardware dealer!" exclaimed poor Muddleton,

btonhed bcjond the power of cxprtssion.

I " Yiu comi)rehend me, sir, fully ; and I hope you will come

^nfuly to his help," replied Strong, with perfect self possession,

rorelain has never had any of his fathers and grandfathers

led It Bunker's Hill," he added, with a .'ly leer, " but then a

1 of your genius can get up something to make political capital."

['lis base ingratitude strikes me dumb !
' cried Muddleton.

i'erhaps Porcelain will help you uexl time !" continued Strong,

can't believe ray ears," returned our subject.

Beware of splits—the party must be kept together."

lood heavens !"

od morning, friend Muddleton ; call round and see us any

'iny and with these words, Mr. Strong touched his hat conde-

scekgiy, and walked on, leaving Muddleton the most astonished

maiithe world. He didn't stir until Strong was quite out of

sighO((i then didn't kno* whether to stir or not On his way
home^ called at the '• Eagle Hotel," and found four of his

friend^ho consecutively took liim "one side" by the button

hole, aijnformed him " in conlidence," that Strong had promised

to " herein this heat, and they wanted him (Muddleton) to

norainajliem at the next caucus."

" Th(i(lain ! he agreed to support me !" cried our hero, in a

rage, wl^he had '' privately and in contidence" heaid these in-

terestingkelosurcs.

A sad liouement now took place. The cat got fairly out of

the bag, imploy an old simile, and each of the aspirants opened

wide theiisual organs, in dismay and amazement. There was

a pretty "ittle of tish " prepared for them by the unmitigated

Strong. Icy had each been made " paws of," as Alpheus de-

clared, " t«ull Strong's hot chestnuts out of the fire."

The fivejimpanions in disappointment let off some unspeak-

able oaths.rank all round, whacked the bar emphatically with

their fists, d ended by breaking tumblers, and having a most

republican 'unk. They agreed to go against Porcelain, and

avenge theibf rougs, to some extent, by bafliing him. This was

not all; thflthought it their duty to go up and thrash Strong,

and went ttnis house with that laudable object in view. That

gentleman Us "out," however, and they were obliged to give it

up for that me.
That nigl five respectable ladies bedded and boarded without

their liege Icjds, who returned in the mornii g about sunrise, with

much free ijil mud clinging to their habiliments. Tradition

saith they slk in the adjacent gutters, lying between the "Red
Eagle " and acir respective homes. Muddleton took a violent

cold, had a lain fever, and in his long hours of delirium raved

about Peter trong, Bunker's Hill, New Orleans and ingratitude.

He recovt"cd slowly, and began to realize that he was poorer

than ever he had been before, and that hi-> prospects looked dark.

He drank, t» drown reflection ; and took the stump against Por-

celain, when the next campaign commenced. The unhappy

Porcelain was Ufeated, and a long and vexatious struggle look

place, which enled in favor of the third party candidate.

Soon after tint imjiortant event, poor Muddleton failed, his

stc re was closed, s^id he was bankrupt in pocket and in fame.

Nobody would have known him, that hadn't seen him for the hut

three years, if they had met him in the street, wending his way
home, with a hollow eh. ek, eyes with a fire ted binding round

them, and a tottering gait.

He entered his house, threw himself upon a chair, covered his

face with his hands, and wept— wept that he had bartered principle

to political chicanery.

Mrs. Muddleton was humbled. The clouds of infatuation began

to clear away from htv mind's sky. She was awakened slowly to

a sense of her heartless folly. She acted like a true woman—re-

pented, confessed, and begged her husband to forgive her madness.

"It has been a bitter experience," she said, " but to me it will

prove a lasting lesson, and a useful one."
" Bitter indeed !" cried Muddleton.
" I have made mj husband a drunkard and a bankrupt," added

the wife, in broken accents.

" I am both—God forgive me !"

Mrs. Muddleton averted her face, and felt like a guilty woman.
" We must reform," said he, at length, " refurm here, where we

have fallen. I wont move. I'll stay and try to get back my man-
hood again

; retrieve the past by present action."

Mrs. Muddleton embraced her husband, and promised to aid

him like a loyal wife, and this time kept her word. Mr. Muddle-

ton changed from that very hour, but it was a long and desperate

struggle. Yet he succeeded in shaking off his old political asso-

ciations, abandoned his cups, and came out of the furnace purified

and redeemed from bis evil courses. He never after took any
active part in politics, but deposited his vote in the ballot box
quietly, as an honest man should.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

LETTERS FUOM EGYPT.
No. IV.

BY RKV. F. W. HOLLAND.

THE PYRAMIDS.

It is well there are no more builders of pyramids. Gioup

about them every idea of utility you can; imagii.e them astro-

nomical observatories, royal iron-safes for undiscovered treasures,

artificial mountains to turn oft' the desolating desert sands, tticy

were a sinful waste of life and a monstrous perversion of a na-

tion's energy. Evidently buiial places, as the empty sarcophagus

still frowns upon your intrusive tiead within, and the mummied
dead lie piled in millions without, they were just as cvidintly

moimnients to thero^al builder's vanity. Throw yourself back

into that early, materialist time, before any enduring records,

other than carvings in stone, had been indented ; before any dar-

ing mind had ( ause to suspect that Egypt was not enduring as its

mountains, and joii can feel how a mighty sovereign might long

to transmit the greatness ef bis name by such a building, as

seemed necessarily immortal. It was of a piece with the per-

petual preservation of the body by mummy preparations, for a

vain conqueior to keep four hundred thousand iten at work for a

great part of a lifetime upon the mighty mass which should, he

fondly thought, bear his name forever. Now, of the sixty-seven,

once stretching along for forty miles upon the Libyan shore, not

twenty remain entire ; and three only—Cheops, Ctphren, and

Mycerinus—are known by their builders' names. The Turks

quarry for a new building at the nearest old one,—of course the

brick pjramids at Washoor, and the smaller stones of the Sakkara

group, proved an irresistible temptation ; and many have van-

ished entirely, and many more are to disappear and leave nothing

but a gho.stly tradition behind—for no one unrolls to jou the past

glory of Egypt. A memorial tablet tells you, in Rome, where

the transformed obelisk once stood—the home of obelisks, pyr-

amids and sphinxes would have to be covered with inscriptions to

tell all the changes it has undergone.

The " Howadji " is right in sajing the pyramids disappoint the

eye on a near approach— they seem to sink down into the sand,

and to vanish, as the rainbow did from the little boy who had

chased it over the meadows. This is because they rise so gradu-

ally from the vast base. The famous American bridge, at Por-

tage, ii but little more than half the height of the great pyramid
;

and yet its loftiness impresses the beholder more because it springs

so abruptly from the deep bed of the Genesee River. Could a

mountain of sand and rock be heaped around it, as time, the

sirocco, and human dcstructiveness have piled halfway up the

Cheops, and there would be little left to admire. Were there

some familiar object to measure the pvtamid—by some modern

dwelling, or some Christian church— its grandeur would burst

upon you as a revelation. That this is so, the insignificance of

the great Sphinx, at its foot, sufficiently shows. This unnoticed,

half buried, sadly battered monster measures over one hundred

feet around its brow ; but many a traveller passes by it unseen,

and the first exclamation of our party was :
" That little thing

can't be the Sphinx !"

The first sight of the Gcezeh trio is so imposing that it repays

one for all the trial and trouble of so many thousand miles' jour-

ney. As you ascend the Nile, the boatmen hush their dirge-like

song for a moment, and, in profound stillness, point to those im-

mense hay cocks, which stand out upon the hoi izon for a whole

day before j ou reach their landing place. Here antiquity faces

you with its utmost awe, with dreary solitude, mysterious designs,

a vast age, a sepulchral repose ; as Napoleon expressed to his

army, in that eloquent address, " Forty centuries look down upon

you now !" I have visited all kinds of catacombs, ancient and

modern ; have wandered at night-fall among the tombs of the for-

gotten dead ; have paced the Dead Sea shore ; have sauntered

among long rpws of mouldering capuchins, in the garb of their

gloomy order ; have mused alone at midnight where Christian

mart_vrs were " butchered for a Roman holiday ;" but have never

felt the spell upon me as in approaching the Cuiro pyrainids.

They seem the ghosts of the olden past ; antediluvian silence

folds them in its benumbing arms ; the boundless desert seems to

shield them in its barren bosom ; their halfdiscovered purposes

defy the curious gaze ; they seem built by another race lor another

world than ours.

It is nothing to mount the largest of the group The sloping

sides having been all torn away, vast ledges of honeycomb lime-

stone offer no more danger or difficulty than in jumping upon a

common table, and then upon a bureau or wardrobe ; one only

needs to be young and fresh. At the start, two or three shaggy

Bedoueen insist upon taking you in charge for the run, one grasp-

ing each hand, the other pushing behind— if jou permit. Ten

minutes will do the job, and there is no mote danger of falling

than of dropping from a " platform " at a caucus. My men were

full of fun ; and, expecting to make a little speculation out cf me
in the shape of baeksheish, they ran me by my companions in

going up and coming down, giving me every now and then a

smart slap on the back, and singing out, "Good! good! baek-

sheish ! baeksheish !" The view from the wide platform at the

lop has certainly no parallel upon earth. Many travellers spend

the night there for the sake of the £upeib panorama at sunrise
;

and are sure of escaping those mists which to often defeat sight-

seers upon mountain tops, and that frequent rain, which half the

time sends one down in no merry mood from the Swiss summits.

To the west the eye rests upon nothing but the many sands of the

Libyan Desert— a rolling prairie embalmed in death. To the

south tlie crumbling and ruined pyramids of Abooseer and Sak-

kara arrest the gaze, and, for a lime, airest it from the yellow

Nile, winding along from the Mountains of the Moon and its un-

known source. But the eastern view is moie interesting than all

the rest, for there lies the finest Arab city in the woild, with its

countless domes, its glancing minarets, its crov.ded sea ports, its

many palaces and inviting gardens, its finely placed castle in the

background, and the eX4Uisite Caliphs' mosque-tombs stretch-

ing away into the wild sands of the Eastern Desert, with which

their faded beauty is soon to mingle. Alas I that the Turk never

repairs—that what he has once done is forever done—and the ele-

ments and Vandal-Europeans may work what mischief they will,

the builder troubling Limself not at all for the cracked dome, the

leaning minaret, the fading fresco or the tumbling parapet

!

The entiance into the pyramid I found took more nerve than

the ascent. The air was so stifling, the darkness so profound, the

polished granite so sloping and so slippery, the sense of terror so

acute, that my first cftort failed and 1 became very faint, and my
friend, the doctor, declared "he would not go in if they gave him
the pyramid!" But, not knowing who might say "I had seen

nothing if I had not seen this," and remembering that the stout

Arabs who led me in could drag me out, I pushed forward into

three chambers, one above another, in the centre, the contents of

which may be summed uj) in a zero—an open, blackened sarco-

phagus being the sole remaining occupant of a royal mausoleum.

Still, I had " seen the elc])hant ;" had witnessed granite blocks so

closely united that a penknife xould not enter between ; had crept

under a broken portcullis ; had looked into a mysterious well,

which the Arab legend declares to extend a thousand miles ; had

felt more awe than can be possible again ; and—had had a first-

rate adventure.

The Arab sheik, whose men had been dinning " baeksheish "

into my ears, has the naughty trick of putting their wages into

his own pocket; so they are accustomed to tease a present, when

away from his keen eyes, out of every visitor. And now they in-

tended to take it, " willy, nilly ;" and their brawny arms barred

my departure from the " king's chamber." 1 was ready to give a

trifle when their work was done, but was not going to be robbed

as so many had been. So, drawing back, I gave a leap, and their

arms yielded to the stroke of my head, and we came out into the

sunlight, laughing together over the failure of their customary

trick. Before we parted I satisfied them that, though not willing

to have favors forced from us, we would not "send them empty

away." It was a new experience with me, but, afterwards, I

learnt that English people, particularly ladies, had often been

robbed in this way, and that it was eveiyhody's duty to resist

spoliation even in trifles.

On another occasion American enterprise took the Cairo gentry

by surprise. It is a traditional notion that to visit the farther

pyramids must consume more than a day ; of course that you

must travel with an equipage and lodge at the tombs. We were

determined to do no such thing. Wc had learnt already that

Yankees can accomplish what more indolent travellers never

dream of. Yet the Cairo gates were closed at sundown, the dis

tance there and back was thirty miles, and we hael to depend upon

those clever little fellows, the Cairo donkeys, to return us at night

beneath a civilized roof.

But there is nothing impossible to the resolute will. At day-

light the best donkeys, and their one-eyed drivers, stood at the ho-

tel door ; and we were away for the ferry-boat befoie anybody

was alive, except a few Turkish coflTee-houses, from which an egg-

shell cup of black coffee refreshed us exceedingly. The Sakkara

pyramids are inferior to the Geezeh, and were, probably, built at

a later date ; but the world of mummies, the cat and the ibis es-

pecially, was far greater. Some finely arched and painted tombs

were open to view ; a different class of pyramidal structures, of

smaller and more perishable materials, were presented ; and we

had the delightful surprise of witnessing the first sphinx disin-

terred from the repose of ages. It was said to be a present for

Baron Rothschild.

There was plenty of time for " Memphis," now Mitrahenny,

where we encountered the Israelites ; as this spot, marked by a

colossal image, flat upon its face in a wet ditch, is supposed to

have been the birthplace of Moses, and there is a pretty general

agreement that his people lived somewhere within the neighbor-

hood of Cairo. We imagined if wc had had Rothschild's purse

ready open, it would have been our present—as the little boy said

to me once ;
" I wish you happy new year and I want my money

for it!"

Upon our return a constant feast was spread before the eye

—

now a funeral, now a wedding party, now a crowd, marching

slowfy along, to be whipped for their taxes at Cairo, now some

street performers going through this very process, in imitation of

a Cadi's court, and now some of the wretched, one stringed mu-

sic of the country, amidst an admiring crowd, which Gliddon

made so delicious in his panoramic exhibition. How we gazed

iuto a blind man's school, the busy urchins droning out their les-

sons to the pious joy of their eyeless teacher ; there a butcher was

dressing a calf full in the street ; here a man knelt at prayer in his

shop, and there another was flogging his wife upon the highway,

I obody seeming to regard her cries in a land where all a woman's

rights are established wrongs. Finally, we brought up at the ho-

tel before soup-time, making our landlord cry that we had wings,

having jostled over only one old codger in the streets, crowded

two silk-shrouded women into the confectionary-shops, raised a

dozon cries of "Bismillah," and earnt a glorious appetite for din-

ner. A thousand blessings upon those donkeys !—the easiest mo-

tion in the world except the gondola's !—the funniest little fellows

that ever slewed off a gawkey's greenness ; mounting them the

first time with a boy's shout of pleasure, wc parted from them, at

last^ sad enough, that we should not see their like again.
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THE MILLS HOUSE, CHARLESTON, S. C.

The Mills House i^ eligibly and eommandingly situated 'n the
most active business section of the city of Chirleston, S. C, at
the southwest corner of Meeting and Queen Streets, extending a
front of eighty feet on the former, and three hundred feet on the
latter. The brick work is covered externally with a mastic
cement, finely imitating brown stone; and the monotony that
would otherwise be produced by such an extent of wall is relieved
ky the number and size of the windows, and the projecting brack-
ets above them. These are of terra cotta, and in the richest style
of ornament allowed by good taste. The Meeting Street, or prin-
cipal public entrance, is through a richly oinamented tripartite
doorway into a public vestibule. Thi.s is laid with the lichest
English Mosaic tiles, and ornamented, ia all respects, up to the

THE MILLS HOUSE, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLIJfA.

highest stj'lc of cffjct consistent with its purposes. The office
and all the public rooms of the house are finished off with all the
skill of the pamter, glazier, gilder, woodworker, plasterer, etc., in
their respective department? ; and while each room presents some
variation in style, the principles of harmony are preserved
throughout. The gentlemen's dining saloon measures seventy-
five by forty-two feet, without pillars or columns, its ceiling being
secured and supported by trusses from above. It is ornamented
overhead m the richest style of decorative plastering, gilding, etc.,
which, with its proportions, the ornaments around its windows'
etc., render it one of the most imposing halls a traveller could
enf r. The amplest arrangements are made for lighting, heating
and'ventilatmg this noble !:alon a maiu/tr, vrhich will easily accom-
modate three hundred guests. The ladies' ordinary is on the

second floor, measuring sixty-five by thirty-two fcewith an ele-
vation of eighteen feet to the ceiling, which is cm\ Every ex-
pense has been lavished here to obtain the utmosDossible com-
bination of ornament and effect ; and few handsonr views could
be presenied than this will afford a visitor, especiaV if he could
take a peep when it is filled by one hundred and sity fair ladies,
which number it will accommodate. The ladie parlors are
found on the second floor, and are furnished in a S'lc regardless
of expense, as to carpeting, curtains, ottomans,chairs, sofas,
stools, etc., all of which are of the richeft and costbst forms and
patterns. The dormitories, or apartments designecespecially for
guests, number one hundred and eighty, distributedover the sec-
ond, third, fourth and fifth floors. Bathing roomsbr gentlemen
are fitted up in good style, convenient to the barbc's pole ; and

NEW SOUTHERN AND WESTERN RAILROAD STATION, AT BROAD AND PRIME STREETS, PHILADELPHIA. IFor description, nee pnge 373
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SULTMA MOUTH OF THE DANUBE. [For description, see page 3T8.J

fn each floor above the first are foitnd similar rooms for ladies,

I legantly furnished with all conveniences for warm, cold or shower
1 aths. The house is heated by steam, for which purpose an
i bnndant supply of pipe has been introduced ; an extensive sys-

em of pipe furnishes water to every part of the house. We need
not add that nan light is abundantly furnished in this establish-

ment. The Mills House, when fully completed for the reception

of its first guests, will cost about 8300,000, including building,

furnishing, etc. It has been appropriately named after its propri-

etor and projector, Otis Mills, Esq , who has, in a noble spirit of

enterprise, devoted his means to the improvement and embellish-

ment of the city, in which his honorable industry and business

exertions have been so eminently successful. If he who plants a

shade tree by the sunny roadside deserves the thanks of all suc-

I

ceeding travellers, he who furnishes and fits out such a refupe ard
resting place for travellers, as the Mills House, will surtly be
gratefully remembered by many a guest who enters and enjovs
its splendid repose. The control and management of the Mills
House are in the hands of Mr Thomrs S Nickcrson, who has
been tried and found fully versed in all ihe duties and qualifica-

tions of an accomplished landlord. Success to the Mills House!

KOXBURT, MASSACHUSETTS, AS SEEN FROM TREMONT ROAD. [For deeorlption, see p»ge 373.]
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THE CHILDUOOD OF SHAKSPEAIIE.

BV ANNE T. "WILBUR.

I.—THE HOUSE AT STRATFORD.

At the commencement of the month of July, amid a stifling

heat, tliere was a general movement in the neighliorhood of Kenil-

worlh. The great enicrtainmcnts which Lord Leicester was pre-

paring in honor of Queen Elizabeth excited the curiosity of all.

Old and young, men and women, all were preparing—some on

foot, others on horseback, or in carriages—to set out for that for-

tunate spot, where, by favor, boldness or chance, they might suc-

ceed in witnessing more or less of these magic fetes, ever more

attractive seen through the prism of the imagination. A small

country house alone, at Stratford, on the Avon, was quiet and

tranquil. The gloomy character of the master, who spoke only

in monosyllables, so intimidated the mistress of the house, that

tlie business of the day and the conversation were always of a

religious, tedious and monotonous cast.

The glance of this morose man, aged thirty-six years, absorbed

in his books, became dark as he added the sums which were owed

him, and found the total less than that he owed. His wife, seated

beside a lattice which she had opened in order that the fresh air

might penetrate the low and little room, was now and then turn-

ing her eyes from her work to salute the passers-by, who were on

their way to the fete at Kenilworth, and who were performing this

joyous pilgrimage with laughter, song and sport.

" This commerce in wool," exclaimed the merchant, " demands

more and more care as the profits diminish. My own affairs

already occupy me too much, and I am tired of meddling with

those of the town. These other gentlemen liave more leisure

than myself. Whose voice is that I hear without?" added he.

"It is our neighbor, Thomas Hathaway," replied the mother,

with an affable air. " He is a very pleasant man, who knows how

to enjoy life."

" He is a fool," resumed the hui-band, grumbling. " He has

something to say to everybody. But if one consults him on any

subject, he has not a syllable to offer."

William, the eldest son, aged twelve years, entered with a timid

air and sat down in a corner with a book in his hand.

" What is the matter V asked his father.

" My little sisters," replied the boy, " make so much noise up

above, that I cannot retain a single idea."

"Ideas!" repeated his father, emphasizing the word. "Yes,

retain them! You need them enough; you have very few at

present."

Profound silence followed this conversation. The father calcu-

lated, William was absorbed in his books, and the eyes of the

mother rested for a long time with an indefinable expression upon

the face of this child, whose desires she dared not express. From

time to time the clear brown eyes of William cast supplicating

glances at his mother; but the latter made a negstive sign of the

head, to show him that the time had not yet come to risk men-

tioning the affair.

" Enter !" exclaimed the father, roughly. " What horrible noise

do I hear without?"

" It is I, my dear Shakspeare," replied the young man, enter-

ing. It was the same Thomas Hathaway who had passed the

windows an instant before, singing at the top of his voice. " Do
I disturb you V

" No," replied our man, laying aside his books. " But I thought

you already on your way."
" My sister has not yet finished her toilet, as is usually the case

with women. And you, sir, I know beforehand, it is true, that

you do not approve of these foolish pastimes, as you call them."

" I do not deny it, even if I were not obliged to be absent for

some time. I set out tomorrow, and shall not return for four

days."
•' So much the better. You will permit us, then, to take your

son with us ; we will take as good care of him as if he were our

own child."

" Ah I" exclaimed the father, " I perceive that this is what you

have been aiming at for some days past, all of you, including his

mother. Not only has the boy learnt nothing, but he has been

filling his head with romances and other follies. He has not even

prepared his lessons for school."

" But it is vacation this week."
" No matter, he will never be anything."

The mother rose, uttering a sigh. Meanwhile, Thomas, seiz-

ing Shakspeare's hand, said to him :

" Dear friend, centuries will pass away before such a fete, the

best part of which we have already Xq^i, will be repeated. The
preparations which the great nobleman has made surpass all de-

scription. One would think it the Round Table of the court of

King Arthur; it is, at least, not inferior to that in anything "

At this moment, a joung and pretty girl of eighteen, in the

flower of beauty, put her head in at the half-open door, asking,

with a gra< ious smile :

" Does it please you that I enter?"

" Enter, Anne Hathaway," said Thomas, " and help me to

soften my severe friend, who refuses to let his son accompany us."

The slender young girl sprang in, and, putting one of her white

and plump hands on the shoulder of the master, whose face slightly

relaxed, said to him :

" My dear sir, when shall I see ) ou witaout these wrinkles on

your forehead?"

" O, the simpletons!" exclaimed Shakspeare ; "you think to

soften me by your caresses, but you are finely mistaken. The boy

already ihiulis too little of the serious and ifpfiil. I fiiul tiim

always learning by heart the tirades of poets, and walking about

the gaiTet repeating them aloud. Let me be left in quiet : the

thought that one of ray children will serve the apprenticeship of a

Pan, or of a Satyr—a Mercury, or a Ganymede, inspires me with

horror. It seems to me that there are already too many young

people given to these excesses ; but it is inconceivable that Chris-

tian parents exist who give their consent to it
"

At these woids, William, reddening, looked at his father with a

penetrating eye, throwing aside his blonde curls.

" No, my child," pursued the father, " I know that folly will

not carry you to such a point. I have brought you up too well to

have you fall into such aberrations."

" It is for this reason," said the child, in a timid voice, " that I

entreat you to allow me to be present at the fete of the court. I

will be more studious afterwards."

" Mr. Strange, our uncle," added Anne, " will be also of the

party. He will take care of us all ; his wife and sister are also

going."

" O, the children and fools !" replied Shakspeare, laughing

loudly. " But William is not able to walk so far."

" They will walk slow," interrupted the mother, who had joined

the supplicating group. "Besides, he is stronger and more vig-

orous than he appears to be. It is a pleasure to see him run and

jump in the streets; the opportunity presents itself but too rarely."

Meanwhile, Anne embraced the pretty boy.

"Father Shakspeare," said she, smilingly, "you know very

well that William is my little husband, my treasure. Ho belongs

to me as much as to you. We have been betrothed for a long

time ; and if I go to Kenilworth, he must accompany me to watch

over my fidelity to him."

William, confused, sought to free himself from her embrace.

"Let me alone," said he, a little piqued, "you know that I do

not like these jokes. I am too young for you ; and when 1 shall

be of an age to marry, jou will have children as old as myself"
" Wicked fellow that you are," replied she, feigning to be angry,

and patting him on the shoulder. " I shall wait till you are grown

up, you and your mind. I will never marry anybody else."

As she said this, she embraced him again, though he struggled

still.

" Yes, my dear child," pursued she, in a gentle and serious tone,

"you will see that you are to l)e my husband ; but I will try not

to be old when you lead me to the altar. The dignified, profound

and noble Shakspeare will then be my father-in law, and will give

us his good counsels. Apropos, have you heard the marvellous

dream that our William had this spring ? He confided it only to

his mother and myself."

" Dreams ?" replied the father. " Well, let us hear them."
" In his dream," resumed Anne, " William bought for us that

charming house known by the name of the ' Great House,' situ-

ated opposite the chapel. He furnished it with much elegance

;

you came to live with us, your nobility was renewed, and William

caused your coat of arms to be engraved on his door. This house

became so great and celebrated, that the queen, coming to Strat-

ford to see you, and wishing to pass several days here, could find

no better lodgings."

" Indeed," replied the father, smiling, " Does this boy dream

such fine things ? Well, be it so ! 1 consent ; let him accompany

you, since he has been good yesterday and today."

All the company manifested unequivocal joy. William alone

turned away sobbing, and retired to a corner to conceal his tears.

" You are too good to me, my dear father," said he.

"No, my son, you deserve it;" and addressing the others,

" there," said he, "is his book, in which he has been studying

ever since yesterday."

There was a pause, during which the father cast a glance into

the volume, when suddenly trembling with rage, he threw it on

the floor, and trampled it under his feet.

" No !" exclaimed he, in an altered voice ; "no! he is a con-

summate idler ! his masters complain of him ! While his com-

rades go to school, he remains standing on the bridge admiring

himself in the water. He invents foolish stories, and his mother,

or his wife, as she calls herself, comes to tell them to me. I

thought this was a Latin Grammar; but no, they are the poems

of that rascally madman—that soldier of Gascoigne. I have al-

ready taken the book away from him once, and find it again in his

hands. William, go to your little room above; there you will re-

main until my return from Bristol. You will carry your Latin

books
;
your mother will take your food to you, for you shall see

no one—neither jour brothers, sisters, nor pretended friends. Let

all your Latin exercises be done. I shall expect it, if you do not

wish to be severely punished."

All interference in behalf o^ the boy was vain. The father him-

self look him by the arm, and shut him up in the little chamber.

II.

—

the desertion.

In the evening, Shakspeare left the town with a merchant of

his acquaintance. Meanwhile, the neighbors bad not yet quitted

Stratford, and Anne had herself entreated old Strange to wait, so

important did the affair appear to her brother and herself They

went to hold a consultation with the mother, whose signs and

half uttered words on parting they had understood. In fact, this

incident had made the tender mother tremble for the health, and

even life of this beloved child. Joy, followed by a terror so sud-

den, threatened to affect the health of this delicate and sensitive

boy, who, in his life of restraint and rcliroment, had never yet

known great griefs. She listened at the door of his prison, and

heard him weeping and sobbing—now uttering angry words, and

now lamentations. Shakspeare would not have left home, had he

not sui)])osed the foolish travellers had started long before. Great

was the joy when Mrs. Shakspeare saw Thomas and his sister

enter. Thomas was of opinion that the orders of the angry father

should not be religiously fulfilled, seeing that permission had at

fir it been given. Anne added that it would be best to make the

father believe that the child had remained shut up, which it would

be very possible, she said, as they expected to return a day sooner

than himself. Mrs. Shakspeare, while she thanked them for their

love to her son, could not help rcpiesenting that such a falsehood

would not be easy, as it would readily be recognized and exposed '

by the citizens of Stratford.

"Bah !" replied Thomas, "give yourself no uneasiness! You
have but to conceal it from him the first evening, that he may not

vent his anger on you. The next day we will take him to Sir

1 homas Lucy, whose influence over him you know. This good

man can tell him, and at the same time appease his anger. Your

poor son will have enjoyed a pleasure, will be able to reckon one

holiday in his gloomy and sad life, and to endure so much the

belter his father's anger "

They ascended to the little chamber. William, pale and with

red eyes, was occupied with his books.

" How do jou do, my son ?" asked his mother.

" 1 have been wrong," replied he, " but my father was not in

the right. I should have .been more obedient, and he should not

have been angry. These books are often my consolation, for I

love poetry. But I must only learn arithmetic and grammar, and

study the laws, that 1 may be one day a scribe, or a wool mer-

chant ! I am forbidden to stop on the bridge to look at the land-

scape and the water; I dare not, like my comrades, run in the vil-

lages. I have not yet been once into the park. And yet I am
now a large boy, and am not the dullest one in school ; but I am
not allowed to become learned after my own fashion"

" Re-assure yourself, my love," rejilicd Anne ;
" you shall go

with us this very evening. Your mother permits it, and 1 homas

and myself will assume the responsibility." •

The child, surprised, lookid at her, growing red and pale by

turns. Tears of joy fell from his ejes, and wiping them as

quickly as possible, he sprang into the arms of Anne.
" You never seemed so beautiful to me," exclaimed he, "as at

this moment. So I permit you to call me your little husband

during the whole journey, without my being angry. Come, my
dear wife, embrace me. I will not defend myself as usual."

He pronounced these words with all possible seriousness.

Anne, passing her hand over his blonde and silken curls, embraced

him, laughingly.

Mrs. Shakspeare had some more exhortations to make. Then,

finishing their ])re])arations, furnishing themselves with money

and provisions, our travellers set out to join, at a village not far

distant. Strange and his family, who were awaiting them with

impatience. ,

in.—THE JOURNEV.

Behold, then, our joyous company on the way. They travelled

by short stages, and reached, in the evening, a village situated

between Strafoid and Warwick. Young Sliakspeaie seemed at

the summit of happiness.

In proportion as they approached Kenilworth, the crowd became

more and more dense. Nobility, citizens and people were elbow-

ing each other; some urged on by interest, others by curiosity.

Many passed the niyht in the open air, for want of a lodging; for

every room, even in the lowest hovels, was occupied. Our com-

pany would have been without shelter had not old Strange hired

two months before some rooms of a forester, whose house was a

little way out of town. This tumult, this incessant noise, so con-

fused them that even the most intrepid were glad of an hour of

respite to recover their senses ; for if the mania of seeing extra-

ordinaiy sights sometimes increases to a violent passion, enjoy-

ment soon fatigues the crowd, which separates in every direction.

Meanwhile, the family of the forester, as well as the persons

who lodged with him, did not fail to recount the marvels of past

days, the pompous procession of the queen and her cortege, the

elegance of the toilet of the ladies, and the magnificent costumes

of the men. Great allegorical representations had been given,

composed of all tli*t imagination, united with art, could invent.

Goddesses had appeared with presents for the queen ; the Lady of

the Lake, celebrated in old lomancfs, had presented herself before

her. Everybody had made and sung verses, and the queen had

received them with especial favor, and had woids, now gay, now

serious, but always gracious for all.

The next day all the company were early on the march. It

had been excessively warm during the night, and although the

sky was cloudy, the weather was not yet cooler.

It was learned that the queen would pass this day in the apart-

ments of the castle to avoid the heat, and that the nobleman had

caused all the entertainments and processions to be suspended.

The bear hunt, the rope-daneing and rural diversions had been

reserved for the last days of the fete.

Our company, therefore, roved about this pretty and charming

neighborhood, which was not an easy thing, as the roads were

thronged with carriages laden with provisions and machines of all

sorts. Suddenly, on arriving at across road, William disappeared.

The tumult and confusion did not allow of researches, or minute

interrogatories. Thomas was troubled, and Anne wes beside her-

self They were unwilling to go on, and thought of nothing but

how to recover William. Meanwhile, Strange exclaimed :

" I have been for a long time tired of the vagaries of this child.

The little rogue has already escaped from us once. Come, wife

and sister, let us go where we please. We shall all meet again

this evening at the house of the forester."

IV.—Tin; ECHO.

William had not wandered away by chance. The severe guar-

Hin-nship exercised over him during the journey had been a re-
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itraint. This flrst sight of the world—the forests, the mountains,

the castles with their monuments, and row the magnificence of

the fete, the luminous rays of the sun setting off the beauty of the

elegant cavaliers and ladies, who were singularly contrasted with

the grotesque and sometimes ridiculous figures of the country

people— all this had intoxicated his youthful heart. Hia pleasure

was to traverse among all these groups, sole master of his actions,

to lose himself in the crowd, to find himself again in solitude, and

not to be obliged to exchange idle words with his companions.

Believing with the rest, that he could find his way back to the

house of the forester without a guide, he thought it no harm to

leave the company on the first opportunity, that he might for a

few hours lead an independent life. He knew well, also, that if

he asked their permission, they would redouble their watchfulness

to prevent his doing so.

He had, besides, discovered something in the corner of the for-

est which had attracted him involuntarily, and as if by enchant-

ment. He thought he saw distinctly a savage form, crowned with

flowers, ivy, moss and oak leaves, holding in one hand a heavy

club, like a faun, the picture of which he had already seen. He

therefore profited by a new accession to the crowd to remain a

little behind ; and while his friends were looking attentively at

some cavaliers accoutred in an extraordinary manner, he ran with

all his might in an opposite direction, looking back to see whether

he was pursued. After having run some distaflce, he darted

towards this marvellous corner of the forest. There was no crowd

in that direction ; the multitude were advancing towards the castle

and the town. He therefore entered the forest ; he soon found

himself in a pretty and green retreat, aud although he could not

help trembling when he thought of the savage, his curiosity urged

him furiher and further into the wood. He had at last advanced

so far that he no longer heard the sound of horses or carriages.

He listened, and thought he heard a voice which, in a sonorous

and vibrating tone, was now reciting, now scolding, and now mur-

muring ; he followed it. Very soon he found himself in the pres-

ence of the savage, who was seated before a cabin composed of the

branches of trees, planks and tapestry. Beside him was a boy,

who appeared to be sick and out of humor. William and the

savage opened their eyes wide as they looked at each other. The

latter, a robust, vigorous man, of tall stature, rose. His crowns,

his bushy eyebrows, the fire which sparkled in his eyes, the moss

in his black and thick curls, the ivy around his waist and shoul-

ders, all these gave him an air as singular as grotesque.

" Who are you f What do you want of me V exclaimed he,

addressing our astonished youth.

"And who are you, savage'?" asked the latter in his turn, sum-

moning courage. At these words, the faun burst into a loud laugh.

" You take me, then," said he, " for a real savage. But, my
dear child, this is only a masquerade in honor of our adored

queen. You would perhaps have addressed me with a little more

politeness had you known that I am the famous Gascoigne. All

who know me here as a poet, call me thus."

" How !" exclaimed William, quickly recovering himself, "are

you that celebrated and excellent author?"

" Yes, my child," replied the faun, flattered at this question.

" You know me, then, my little fellow. My poems are then

familiar to you V
" But too much so," returned the child. " They have already

brought upon me blows from my father, who insists that I waste

my time in reading your fine verses."

" You have a sonorous and clear but feeble voice. Xet me hear

you cry out, as loud as you can, but in an intelligent manner."

William obeyed. As the savage listened, he uttered exclama-

tions of joy, and brandished his club over his head.

"Found!" cried he, "he is found! Fortune has had pity on

the poor poet, and has sent you to save me from despair and mor-

tification. Let mo embrace you, only take care that you do not

disarrange my curls." Then addressing the sick child, he said:

" Go into the cabin, cat, drink, and wrap yourself in the blank-

ets that you may grow warm, and be able to return this evening

to your parents."

The poor boy obeyed.

"You see, my dear child," pursued Gascoigne, "last evening,

our Robert Dudley, the great Leicester, told me suddenly—as

these gentlemen are accustomed to do—to compose immediately

some verses in praise of the queen, which he would like to hear

recited from the lips of a faun, and that there would be a chase

this evening in the wood. I hastily made a hundred verses, a

pretty idea, in which echo constantly replies. In this poem, I

make mention of the superb entertainments, and other things

which I think will please the queen. I went in search of the boy,

who has already aided me on like occasions, but found him sick,

and so hoarse that he could not utter a syllable. I was in the

greatest embarrassment, but Jupiter and Pan have sent you to

save me."

"But, my dear Gascoigne," replied William, " I have never

played any part, and the time appears too short for me to be able

to study these verses in such a manner as to speak them before

her majesty."

" Silence ! your hesitation is unnecessary. You have a clear

voice, you are intelligent, for you have already received blows for

having read my poems, and your father has by those blows made
you a knight ; then, be my squire. Besides, you will not play,

you will not appear before the queen ; and at the exordium and
end, which I recite myself, you have only to repeat a word twenty-

five times, after every two verses, representing an echo ; but this

must be in a clear and expressive manner. I invoke Jupiter and
the other divinities to explain to me the cause of this tumult and
these fetes. No reply. Then I address myself to Echo; and
Echo replies by the last syllable, and so twenty five times in suc-

cession. But, my son, can you remain with me ? Will not your

parents search for you i"

" Mr. Gascoigne," replied the child, " I am enchanted at having

met you so unexpectedly. I would give my life for you. My
friends, who brought me hither, can do without me until evening.

Where could I be better thah in the company of this celebrated

poet?" %
" Well, let us repeat our poem ; but take care, I pray you, of

the leaf I confide to you. It is the only copy I possess. If you

lose it, I cannot have it printed
;
guard it therefore as the apple

of your eye."

" Do not trouble yourself," replied William, " I am no longer

a child."

They began the rehearsal. The faun recited the verses, and

the child, after a pause, repeated the last word very intelligibly,

with confidence, and letting the sound die gradually away. The

poet was delighted, and declared that there never was a more nat-

ural echo. After having passed the afternoon in repeating and

correcting it, they entered the cabin to refresh themselves.

" But be temperate, little poet," said Gascoigne ;
" follow my

example, that our voices may sound better this evening, and that

we may render ourselves more worthy of the favors of the Muses

than this sick boy, who is lying there, like an eel caught in the

rushes, from having eaten too many cherries. Especially, do not

be embarrassed at finding yourself near the queen, and try to keep

the measure and the cadence, that we may gain some credit."

Afier dinner, they renewed the rehearsal ; but soon discontinued

it that they might not fatigue themselves too much. About four

o'clock, they saw arrive different persons, provided with torches,

and masks to disguise themselves in this solitary retreat, some as

savages and others as peasants, in oicjer to light up during the

twilight the forest scene. Our two poets then repaired to the

edge of the woods, near the great road, where a vast plain had

been chosen as the spot where the queen and her retinue were to

rest after the chase. There, the child, standing behind a tall

statue, repeated his echo once more, and the eflTect was still more

beautiful and natural. At last the soldiers, servants and guards

took their position here and there to prevent the crowd from

encroaching on the place reserved for the queen. The evening

was cool, and everybody inhaled the gentle zephyr, which, with

flattering breath, flew through the woods to conceal itself in the

foliage. Soon after, the sound of the chase was heard; the crowd

came from all directions, and were dispersed over the plain. The

queen and the hunters were pursuing the stag with ardor. Lords,

nobles and ladies on richly caparisoned steeds, followed her. The

stag killed, the cries of the hunters redoubled in every direction.

The grand huntsman had, to the satisfaction of the nobleman, ful-

filled his desires. Besides the greyhounds, he had dispersed on

the hills and in the w oods dogs of various voices, whose bark was

modulated according to signs given by the horns of the hunters.

The shouts, the distant exclamations, followed by the notes of the

trumpets and horns, awakened an echo as variable as extraordi-

nary—an echo which the hunters pleased themselves with redoub-

ling by repetition. At last night approached ; William shed tears.

" What is the matter V asked Gascoigne.

"Alas !" replied the child, "do you hear it? That is an echo

to which ours will be but a newborn infant
!"

" Hush, little poet ! It is an echo without reason, while ours is

poetic and full of sense. We shall soon see which of the two, the

dogs or poets, will best please the queen. Silence ! there she is

—

be ready !"

v.—QUEEN ELIZABETH.

In fact, the queen appeared. She wore a long habit of green

velvet, garnished with pearls, whose sleeves were of lace embroid-

ered with gold, through which her arms and shoulders were re-

vealed in all their snowy whiteness. Red and white plumes waved
majestically over her green hat, and a coronet of diamonds en-

circled her brow, and was lost in her blonde hair, according to the

portrait of Cynthia, by whose name she delighted to be called.

Her horse, caparisoned with velvet of the same color, seemed to

be proud of his burden. Beside her rode Leicester, in the bril-

liancy of manly beauty, in the costume of prince of the chase.

At the same moment, the torch-bearers stationed themselves under

different masks before the forest. The diamonds and jewels of

the queen and the ladies of her suite sparkled and assumed a

thousand hues in the light of the flaming torches. A solemn

silence succeeded the sourids of the chase. Suddenly, at a signal

clandestinely given, the faun appeared, brandishing his club. He
invoked the gods, demanding of them an explanation of the fete

;

no voice replied. He at last addressed his Ei ho, and the latter

said, that it was for the adored queen, to whom nobles and citi-

zens presented their homage. The poetic dialogue continued

some time, and the queen and Leicester appeared well satisfied

with the praises of the poet. Only towards the end, an unex-

pected incident excited the hilarity of the audience. A noise,

caused by the horses and the arms, prevented William from hear-

ing his faun, and he pronounced the word queen before him, in

such a manner that the poet was made to echo his echo. Leices-

ter laughed loudly at the precocious echo, and the ([ueen herself

could not help smiling. Meanwhile, the seriousness of the poem
soon prevailed, and Gascoigne, after having finished it, prostrated

himself before the queen, breaking, in the intoxication of his joy,

his club. In his enthusiasm he threw the pieces behind him, when

one of them struck the queen's horse. It started, and the last

words expired on the lips of the trembling savage. Leicester was

about to have rushed on him, when the queen, stopping him, said

mildly

:

" It is nothing; there is no harm done."

The handle of the club, losing itself in the crowd, was picked

up by a young man, in memory of this day. Gascoigne was still

on his knees before the queen, who was addressing to him some

words full of grace and sweetness, when a new spectacle attracted

the eyes of the crowd. William, after having finished, could not

we^ary of gazing on the brilliant throng, and especially the queen
;

but the sportive zephyr profited by his absent-mindedness to take

away the leaf on which the poem was written. He did not per-

ceive his loss until it was floating above him like a bird in the

air; so he followed it, dancing and leaping, until he saw it out of

the wood. It was asked whether this was a part of the spectacle

;

but the person among the crowd most surprised was, unquestion-

ably, the young possessor of the club, Thomas, who recognized

his dear William in the dancer.

Anne, who was beside him, uttered a cry of joy ; but William,
heeding neither the cries nor the murmurs of the throng, still pur-

sued his leaf, and thought he had it, when it suddenly fell on a
torch. The danger was imminent ; so he darted with one bound
on the flame, and, seizing the leaf, involuntarily pushed it in the

face of a servant, whose false hair, flax and moss caught fire in a
twinkling. The latter uttered horrible exclamations, and ran, a
living flame, towards the wood. Leicester, furious, was about to

spring ujjon William ; but the queen stopped him, saying:
" Be not so hasty, my dear Dudley ! He is a charming child

;

and as for the man, they will jiut him out."

William was about to cany the leaf to the poet, who had risen

with a heart oppressed with anguish. But at a sign made by the

queen, the chilel approached her.

" Who art thou, my child '" asked she.

Gascoigne, seeing that his Echo hesitated to reply, spoke
" Your msjesty," said he, " will pardon me ; it is my Echo,

which, by a fortunate chance, I found in the wood, and who, with
only one mistake, has very well performed his pan."

William, after the example of his master, had prostrated him-
self before the queen, when the latter demanded his same, stooping
towards him.

" I am William," replied the child, " the eldest son of John
Shakspeare, living at Stratford on the Avon. My father, the

most faithful subjee't of your majesty, is alderman there."

Elizabeth made a sign to the cavalier, who gave the child a
medal adorred with a portrait of the queen.

"Take this, my dear Echo," said she, "and remember this

day. Have you any favor to ask '!"

"Could it be permitted," returned William, "that I and my
wife, who is present, should witness the spectacles which the

great lord will give to morrow ?"

" Thy wife !" exclaimed Elizabeth. " Are you already married ?"

"Pardon me, great queen ! It is a joke to which I am accus-

tomed. It is Anne Hathaway who always calls herself my wife."

The slender young girl approached, covered with blushes.

Leicester, who was diverted at ttis scene, gave orders to admit
the boy and his family to all the spectacles The poet once more
embraced his courageous Echo, and neither Anne nor Thomas
dared to reproach him for his escape, and the anxiety it had
caused them ; for they looked at him with a sort of veneration,

since he had spoken to the queen, and she had given him a gold
medal.

VI.—THE RETURN.

Meanwhile, the elder Shakspeare, contrary to his expectations,

had returned the second day after his departure ; he had not found
the merchant at the pla<e appointed. His wife, alarmed at his

prompt return, knew not what to think, when, after having em-
braced his little children and arranged some business, he said,

sighing

:

" Since the whole world has gone mad after these follies at

Kenilworth, no wonder my boy has done so. Go, mother, find the

fellow, I wish to speak reason to him. I was in the wrong yes-

terday."

The mother trembled in all her limbs. She dared only raise

her eyes to her husband, since he had spoken in a manner so
aflTable. Shakspeare, seeing the paleness and hesitation of his

wife, and believing his child sick, or even dead, turned pale
himself.

" You shall know all," said she. " Thomas and Anne have
taken our child with them."

" Indeed !
" replied the old man, " yon have then dared to trans-

gress my orders
!"

And, without deigning to cast a look on his wife, he went out,

and did not return even at night. It was learned afterwards that

he had gone to a village in the neighborhood to attend to some
business. But our travellers also left Kenilworth a day sooner
than they had expecteo.

A moment after their arrival, Shakspeare returned from his lit-

tle journey. The mother, bnlancing between joy and fear, was
anxiously awaiting the issue of the event, when the father, extend-

ing his hand, ,s«id pleasantly :

" For once 1 p&rdon you, since the old and wrinkled Benson,
of Bristol, has played me the same trick."

The mother then embracid her child convulsively, an! Anno
related how William had been noticed by the queen—taking caie

to omit the story of the part he had played, fearing it urould dis-

please his father—and how the queen had given him a medal.
The mother wept with joy and tenderness, and the eyes of the

father shone with a pure and serene light. William, approaching
his father, said to him :

" My dear father, 1 know how you love onr dear queen ; accept
this medal which 1 have received from her. I do not need it,

having had the happiness to speak to her and sec her smile."

The father accepted it, and went to the door to conceal his

emotions. Suddenly, they heard a loud laugh—very unusual for

him. He re-entered, holding in hi< hand the fragment of the club
which Thomas had brought from Kenilworth.

" So," said he, " this is the club which the madman, Gascoigne,
brandished over the head of my William to iiwaken poetic ideas

in ,.is brain. Sir Thomas Lucy has just told me all about it.

My dear William, you have become a great actor, an aitrst, an
echo. My son has been an echo. Do you know that it is a bad
omen ? When you attempt to write poetry, you will be only an
imitator of others. You will make some noise in the world,
doubtless, since you have already been an echo."
He pronounced these last words somewhat ironically; but

Thomas, seeing the child was grieved, replied :

" If you know all, you know that it was this pleasantry which
brought him before the queen Thus trifles often lead to great
results And is poesy anything hut the echo of reality?"

Shakspeare pressed his hai d, and approaching his secretary,

took from it a hook elegantly bound.

"My dear William, " said" he to the child, "I must give you
something in exchange for this medal. This Chaucer was des-

tined for your birthday, take it, thtugh you <annot now compre-

hend it. It is thus we' sensible men lend our countenance to folly,

however great may be cur pretensions I"
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FASHIONS OF CLOAKS FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

^— HINCKLEVSC

LA ' SlCiLIENJS'E..TC»

LA -'PIUMA LONNA

The first cut on the left

represents "La Sicilenne
Cloak," in rich Scalieuse
velvet

; the cape is pointed,
and finished by a tassel bs*.
hind, descending in a pel-
lerino form ; in front

;

the body descends from
under the cape, with the
ample flow of a circular be-
hind, and falls over the
arm. The embroidery is a
snperb pattern, in groups
of roses and wheat ears,
blue bells, grape leaves, and
tendrils, which extends in
a vine up the front, and
over the arm. The lining
is of maroon silk, quilted
at the edges, with a delicate
feather border. The " Pri-
ma Donna," represented on
the left below, exhibited by
Molyneux Bell, at the
Crystal Palace, is one of
the most elegant cloaks
ever manufactured in this
country. It i-i made of
maroon velvet, elaborately
embroidered with birds,
fruits and flowers. The
lining is of the richest
enamelled white satin, and
got up at an expense of
$530 by the exhibitor. The
" Grecian Circular," repre-
sented above, on the right,
is particularly adapted to
ladies above the middle
size. It is beautiful in any
material. We select a fine
cloth of olive brown, with
a double row of open work
trimming, in black velvet,
around the capes and bot
torn, divided by polka spots
in velvet, which run up the
sides and front in double
•ows ; the body flows with
some fullness from double
;apes that run round over
the shoulders, and the side

^ seams lap over, leaving an
"^ opening for the arms ; tho
- collar falls apart in front,

and rounds to match the
'- capes behind; a lining of

brown silk, quilted in dia-
monds, completes the gar-
ment. " La Valliere," giv-
en on the right below, is of
rich purple velvet, a mate-
rial peculiarly fitting to this
style of mantle, though any
may be used. It is of cir-

cular form behind, open
half way up at the sides,
and admits an embroidered
sleeve, a superb embroidery
of passion flowers, blue
bells, cactus blossoms, and
sweeps round the mantle,
and extends in an exquisite
wreath upHo the shoulder

;

the edge is finished with
three rows of piping

; the
cape is rounded short in
front and deep behind ; the
lining delicate com colored
silk. We remember some
ten or twelve years ago,
when tho importation of
mantillas and cloaks, ready
made, from Paris, was con-
sidered quite an event in
the commercial circles of
America. Stewart and
Beck, among the most
fashionable dry goods deal-
ers in Broadway, New
York, were, we believe, the
first to venture on this style
of importation. But French
patterns, created for the
French people, were net
exactly to the taste of the
ladies, who, with all their

reverence for foreign style,

have a natural type of fea-

tures, and consequently re-

quire something to corre-
spond with that peculiar
type; and there could be
no perfect harmony in a
dress where a garment was
modified- to the standard of
one nation, and another
adapted to the free and
more flowing style of anoth-
er. Our importers soon
learned this, and contented
themselves with ordering a
few garments from France
for guides and patterns,
which were placed in the
hinds of American work-
men, to be modified re ar-

ranged, and made adapted
to the American style of
beauty. It is true, this

fact was kept secret for a
long time, and the Ameri-
can were quietly introduced
and soon took favor.

[Seepage 382.)

THE QRECLIN.

VOIUT JjlI. ,,:tC«Liy sc

LA "VALLILllE.
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THE FLAG OF OUR UNION.
NEW VOLUME.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Ii is now eight years since we first made the acquaintance of

the public, through the columns of the Flag, during which time

our paper has gone on je.ar after year, prospering, until there has

been nothing left for us to desire. Thousand.s of subscribers who

commenced with the first number of the paper, are still on our

regular subscription list. This speaks volumes for its popularity,

and the worthy character of the paper. We have been successful

beyond precedent, as our immense circulation proves.

On the first day of January next, wo shall surprise our patrons

and the public, by commencing the ninth volume of the Flag of

our Union in an entire new shape, with a new head, of a beautiful

character, with new type, and, in short, new and bright, from top

to toe. The font of type, which has been expressly manufactured

for the new paper, by the well known house of Phelps and Dalton,

is of the most beautiful texture, clear and plain, and will enable

ns to ijive a third more reading matter than we have heretofore done

in the Flag, which will also contain ei(/!tt paijes instead of four, as

at present. The paper on which it will be printed will also be far

superior to anything we have ever yet used on the Flag, and, in

short, as we have intimated above, every department of the paper

will be vastly beautified and improved.

All of our old and favorite contributors will be retained, and

several new ones have already been engaged as legular assistants

upon the columns of the paper. With all these improvements,

we have still another agreeable item to add here ; that old and

long tried favorite, Lieutenant ]\[urray, will commence, with the

new volume, a deeply interesting novelette, most decidedly, and

without exception, the best story he has ever written, entitled

THE MAGICIAN OF NAPLES

:

OR,

LOVE AND NECROMANCY

;

which will be splendidly illustrated by a number of engravings.

This story will alone form a rare attraction for the new year. Its

scenes are laid in the fairest of Italian cities, and in the most

stirring period of history ; its characters are novel, and most at-

tractive in delineation, and the plot is one of most unequalled

originality. In short, this talc we look upon as the best one we
have ever yet issued in the columns of the Flag, a conclusion in

which all of our readers will join when they have read the story.

Terms.—Two dollars per annum.

SPLINTEES.

.... The conditions of conquest are easy. We have but to

toil a while, endure a while, believe always, and never turn back.

.... Jenny Lind, on the authority of the London Spectator,

will resume her professional occupation in the spring.

.... Under the operations of the new law of imprisonment in

Spain, ten thousand persons have obtained their liberty.

.... The Baltimore Argus states that Baltimore is now bound,

in round numbers, for $10,000,000 for internal improvements.

.... How many are there like Atalanta in the fable, who lost

the race by stopping to pick up the golden apple.

.... Catherine Hayes was at Lima at the last accounts, and
was about to sail for Australia.

.... Mr. Wallack's late brief engagement at the Howard Athe-

n!EuAi,in this city, was very successful, reminding us of old times.

.... In Russia, one person in 220 receives instruction of some
kind ; in the United States, the proportion is one in five.

.... M. de la Rosa, formerly Mexican Minister to the United

States, and Gen. Robics, have been shot by order of Santa Anta.

..%. There are 389, 6G4 males in the United States over 20
years of age, who can neither read nor write, and 573,2.34 females.

.... M. L. Sullivan, of Columbus, Ohio, has lately purchased

60,000 acres of land in Lawrence county, Illinois, a? a stock farm.

.... Two sisters in Hancock, Ind., obtained verdicts, one for

$3000 and the other for $1700, against a fellow for slander.

The corner stone of the new Masonic Temple on Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, was laid lately with imposing ceremonies.

Judge Petit, of Indiana, has decided the liquor law of last

winter unconstitutional, and discharged those arrested.

The consolidation of the British North American Pro-
vinces into a Federative Union is talked of by the provincial press.

PARTICULAR NOTICE.

It will be seen by the article below, which we copy from the last

number of the New York " Illustrated News," that we have

purchased all the right, title, and interest of the publishers of that

journal, which is now merged in this paper. " Gleason's Pictorial"

will, therefore, from and inclusive of this number, be sent to the

subscribers of the " News," who have paid in advance for that

journal, until the expiration of their subscription. In this con-

nection we may say that we heartily coincide in the spirit of

the article given below, and that we cordially extend our right

hand in greeting to the former readers and patrons of the " News,"

and hope that we may at once become true and lasting friends.

To this end it will be our constant endeavor to please one and all,

and to send forth a weekly visitor, in the form of our " Pictorial,"

which shall radiate pleasure and good feeling atevyy fireside :

TO THE readers OP THE " ILLnSTRATED NEWS."

With the present number of the " Illustrated News," the under-

signed, jointly and severally, close their connection with the paper,

and hereby convey all their right, title, interest, and good will of

the same, to F. Gleason, publisher of " Gleason's Pictorial," Bos-
ton, in which paper the " News " will henceforth be merged ; and
those of our subscribers who have paid in advance for this jiaper,

will be supplied, for the period of their subscription, with " Glea-

son's Pictorial,"— an arrangement which we cordially trust and
believe will meet with their entire approval and satisfaction. In

this connection we also beg leave to say that our kind and numer-
ous patrons can hardly fail to appreciate the " Pictorial," conducted
as it is with skill, good taste, and with every advantage of long
experience and good management.

It should be fully understood that this arrangement, entered into

in good faith between all parties, is for the mutual benefit of the

same, and that the undersigned believe the patrons of both papers
will also reap manifest advantages from the combination of these

illusti-ated journals. The " News " has won much credit and ftime

since its commencement, and of the "Pictorial" the same may
justly be said in a superlative degree. In short, the public will,

by this combination, be a gainer in the concentrated worth and
general excellence which will thus be brought to bear upon one
paper, a consideration which has largely influenced the under-

signed in disposing of the "News," and merging it and all its in

terests and resources in " Gleason's Pictorial
"

The undersigned, in takin'g leave of their patrons and the pub-
lic, are not unmindful of the consideration and kindness which
they have realized in this connection, and do most cordially urge

upon their favor the " Pictorial," with which the " News " is thus

united ; and with this kindly leave taking, oflFer a hearty wish for

the God speed of each and all.

H. D. Beach, General Partner.

P. T. Baknum, Special Partner.

New York, November 10, 1853.

Gleason's Pictorial.—During our recent vi^it to Boston we called at the
establishment of this now celebrated I*ictorial, ana liad the pleasure of a per-

sonal interview with its talentt;d publislier. VV'e had not Uisuie to inspect the
internal arrangements of the press and offices whence Lssue to the world the
splendid monuments of art and enterprise which find a cherished niche in
every drawing-room where taste owns a home, but wtre hi^ly grjitiflcd in
learuiiig from Mr Gleason himself that his hUcctES is now a maiter beyOLd
speculation. The current of public favor and popular appreciation has set

clearly in, and in return for tlie rich argcsies of labor and art which weekly
embellish the pages of the iMctorial, the publisher has the proud gratification

of numbering his patrons by thousands in every State The arduous elTorts.

the persevering energy which have been cxert«d to attain a summit of such
pre-eminence, cannot be over-esiimated, and establish for Mr Gleason a name
and reputation in the walks of art, which will exceed in real worth and bril-

liancy many a more pretentious aspirant to fame. .Ve have in former num-
bers alluded to the reading contents of the Pictorial. This alone i.s worth the
subscription price, varied, choice and instructive. The illustrations of the
last volume exhibit a marked advancement in style and execution, and we feel

assured that the future progress of the work will be as rapid as that of any
past era, until the Pictorial shall take that foremost rank, primus inttt parts,
>shich IS certainly the desert and, to use the current phraee, the ''manifest
destiny '' of its enterprising projector— Weekli/ News, St. Juhns { C. £.)

Ekgravings.—James Munroe & Co., of this city, have a col-

lection of fine large engravings, which they offer in sets at a

remarkably low price. Persons desirous of ornamenting their

apartments with cheerful companions, representing historical and

other scenes, should call and improve the present opportunity.

A set often engravings is sold for $10—such as are retailed singly

at from $4 to $6.
-«—•••—*-

Hooper & Underwood.—These gentlemen have opened a

book, periodical and newspaper depot at No. 7 State Street, where

they will be happy to receive orders and wait on customers. The
"Pictorial" and "Flag of our Union " may always be found at

their counters, together with all the latest cheap publications of

every variety.

Personal.—Dr. Jerome V. C. Smith, we observe is nomina-

ted for mayor, on the Citizens' Union ticket, of this city. We
consider the doctor to be a sound man in all respects, and emi-

nently a gentleman.
< »«» »

The Destrdctive Art of Healing.— There is just now be-

fore the public a very clever lit'le work, thus entitled, from a Lon-

don edition, to which is added "a word to women," by Ljdia

Jane Pierson.

Strav YANiiEE IN Texas.—This admirable "book for a cor-

ner," by Philip Paxton, has been sent to us by the publishers,

lledfield, of New York. It is finelv got up, well illustrated, .and

very readable.
< ».» ->

Our Paper.—Two more numbers will close the present vol-

ume of our paper, when we shall commence the new volume for

the new year in a greatly improved style, as may be seen by refer-

en:e to another column.

Ossian's Bards.—This troupe of vocalists, under the leader-

ship of Ossian E. Dodge, gave a chamber concert at the Boston
Music Hall, on the 8th inst

i ».» >

Postage.—It will be remembered that the postage on this

paper is but one halfofa cent to any part of the United States.

1854.
OLEASON'S PICTORIAL.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

On the first of January next, "Gleason's Pictorial"

will commence its ni.rth i-olume, and will appear vastly improved

in all respects, with a superb new heading, new type and dress

throughout, and will be printed upon the finest paper. As the

proprietor of the " Pictorial " has purchased the entire good-will

of Barnum's New^ork "Illustrated News," and has merged that

journal in the " Pictorial," the public will reap the advantage of

this concentration of the strength of the two papers upon one, both

in the artistic and literary departments. The same brilliant host

of contributors and artists will be engnged on " Gleason's Pic-

torial " as heretofore, and a large addition is also made to the

corps, both in talent and number. The most liberal arrangements

have been completed, and such as will enable the proprietor to

produce by far the finest illustrated journal yet published, and

much superior to the present issue of the paper. The columns of

the '

' Pictorial " will constantly be beautified by all that can please

and instruct in art and nature, and its literary department will

fully sustain the high reputation it has so long enjoyed.

The pages of " Gleason's Pictorial " will contain views of every

populous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and

steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accurate

portraits of every noted character in the world, both male and

female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also

be given, with numerous specimens from the animal kingdom, the

birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, and will present in its

mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It will contain

fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount

of reading matter and illustrations—and forming a mammoth
weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

Terms :—Three dollars per annum.

____J^AJR^IAGES^^
In this city, by Rev. Dr Gannett, Mr. Francis Ileniy Thomdike to Henrietta

Dc Alb.i.^ Chafnil.

By Kev. Mr. Stowe Mr i^amuel Ayer Avery to Miss Kliiabetli Eipley

By KcT. Mr. t'illcy, Mr Bcnjiimin W. Kilburn, of Littleton, N H., to Miss
Caroline L. RuTulium, of Cambridge, Miuss.

By Rev. Mr. lurk, rtilliam Ucnry, .Ir., Esq., of New Vork, to Miss Eudol-

phine M. Fay, daughter of Temple Fay, Esq.
By Rev Mr. (ttrieter, Mr GiK)rge T. Liitkfield to Mifs Mary Aon Pitman.
At Medford by Kev. Mr. Marvin. Mr. (ieo. Howe to Mi-<s i. AmelijiJohoson.

At Salem, by dey. Mr. Ditinell. Mr. Joseph M Magoun to Miss e^roline M.
Trull by Itev. Mr. Clapp, Mr. Richard Harrington of Danvers, to Miss Ellen

U. Millctt.

At Haverhill, by Rev. Jlr. HoFford, Mr. Joseph G. Uaynes, of Exeter, N. H.,

to Mi.«s Mary 4. Palmer, of .Miltjn, N U.
At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Eldrid<>e, Mr. Charles Bly to Miss Lydia P.

Swift; by Kev. .Mr. Upham, Mr Charles Sanford to Mrs. Soptirouia P. Ueath.
At Ea-stou, Wis., by lt*-T. Mr. Whitwell, Mr. Joseph Russell, ol New York,

to Miis Julia A., daughter of Mr. John Poole.

DEATHS.
In tha city. George TTashingtou, yourgest son of Mr. Thomas Badger 16;

Mr. John U. Oofi 'Ii, Mrs. Sarah B. Cunuingham, wiaow of the lale WilUam
11. CunniDKbam. 50; EmiJy Philips JVlinot, wife of George Minot, Esq., of
Kea'iing Maas., 3fi.

At Uoxbury, Mrs. Martha Ilammett, vife of James Ilanimett, 48.

At CharlL'.-itown, Mrs. Su.san L. Kendall, wife of Mr. Isaac Kendall, 47.

At Dorchester, Mr. Jotn Capen, 47-

At MiltoD, Mrs. Mary Davenport widow of the late Isaac Davenport, 85.

At Beverly, Mr. Simeon Allen, ;j9.

At vVenham, Mrs. Mary Auu, wife of Mr. William Henry, 41.
At Haverhill, Mrs. Elizabeth A., wife of Mr. Joshua Morae, ill.

At Centreville, Mr. Joua^ lleeJ, 69.

At lUvu outh, Mrs. Joan, wife of Mr. Francis Ellis, 73-
At Fall Kiver. Mr. Laban Cook, 78.

At Nitutucket. Mrs Elizabeth Swift, 8"; Miss Ann Maria Clark, 17.
At Brinifield. .Mr. Nathiin Hitchcock, Ui. m
At SandistielU. Sarah (.i^ge, wife of Dr. Era-^tus Beach, 72.
At EitawiUiani, N. H , Martha Saunders, widow of E. Saunders, 90.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWOG-ROOM COMPA^IO^.

A Record of the beautiful ami uspful ni Art.

The object of IhU paper is to pr('.*"i'nt, in the most e!egnnt and arailable

form. ;l wi-ekly iirerur\ UK'liiune ol notiihle events ot the day. Its columns
are devoted to original tales, .-^ketches ami poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the rre.im of the domestic and foreign news; the whole wtdl .spiced with
wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTPwYTED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, oJ notable objects,

current events iu hU ptirts ot the ^^urld, uud ol men uud manners, altogether

niakiug a piiper entirely ori^iujil in its de:<igii. iu this couutry. Its pa^t-i*

i-ontaiu views of every populous city in the Uuowq world, ot all bui)diug.<i of
note in the eastern or WL-stern hemisphere, of all the principal »<hipx and
rtte-tmeraof the navy and niercUaut .service, with tine and arcuiule portrairit

lit* ev*My not4'd character in th(? world, both male and female. Sketches of
he:iutirul scenery, taken from life, will al.«o he given, with numeit>us f;p«'ciinen8

fiiini the animul kingdom, the birds of the !iir, unci the fi-^h ot the sea. 1 1 is

printed on fine satin-surface pupi-r. with new nnd beautiful type, presenting

in it.«! mechanical execution an elegant .•specimen ol art It contains fifteen

hundred and sixty -four square inches, giving a groat amount of reading matter
and illustnitions—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

TERMS-.-INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, one year 1*3 00
2 subscribers, '' " 6 1

4
•• ^* " 9 OU

8 " *' " 16 00

[C?" Any names may be added to the last DUihber at-ike rate of $2 00 each,

per annum.
•»• One copy of the Flag op our Union, and one copy of Gleason's Picto-

rial, one year, for ^4 00,

li P" The PirroRi.^L I)i'. vwing-Koom roMi'AMOS may be obtiined at any of

the periodical depots thwuiglmut the country, and of newsmen, at six etuis per

single cop\

.

Published every Saturday, corner of Tremont and Bromfield Streets, by

F. GLEASON, Boston, MA88.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FUENCII. 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.

A. WlNCIl, 116 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

\V. & IL TAVLOH. Ill Baltimoi-eand5.South Sts., Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEY, cur. 4th & Sycamure St^., Cincinnati.

.1. A. ItOY.S. 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

THOMAS LI NX, 40 Exchange Place, New Orlr-ans.

L: K. woodward, comer 4tU and Lhesnut Streets, St T^uis.
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[Written for Gteason's Pictorial.]

EDITH TO HAROU>.

BT ALICK CAaaT.

Speafe soft, and smile when you do speak, I pray,

For though 1 seem as gentle as the moon

In her white bed of clouds, or thrice as gay

As any robin of the April woods

You must not trust uw wholly ; I am like

Some mountain creature that will not be taoipd)

But goes back to its nature when your hand

Cai-esses it most fondly. Even a.s a look

May put between my heart and all the world

The heavy memory of my monstrous wrongs,

And make me hate you, sweetest, with the rest.

The fatal malady is in my blood,

And even when Death shall shear away the thread

That holds my body and my soul in one,

No flowers but poison ones will strike their roots

In my earthed ashes 'Tis a dreadful thought

—

The last May grass on little Thyra's grave

Was full of violets— so bright and blue.

Nay, frown not, for the prophecy is true.

Look at me close, and see if in my eyes

Are not the half-reproachful, half-mad looks

Of beasts too sharply goaded— I do fear

The loosing of all fair humanities.

Tell me you love me, kiss my cheek, my mouth,

And talk about that meadow with the brook

Brimful of sleepy waters, ovtr which

A milk-white heifer leaned her silver horns,

Wound bright with scarlet flowers, and where the eheep

Graze s>>epherdle?s, save when of fairest nights

Some honest rustic walks and counts his lambs.

So making pastime with his lady-love,

The starry lighting of whose golden hair

To his pleased eyes makes all the meadow shine.

Once, when we stood before the eastern gate

Of Hilda's castle, you did tell it me,

With your white fingers combing the long mane

Of your brown charger—dead in the last war.

It was a pretty picture, and the end

Was harmless, happy love. It gave my heart

For a full hour such pleasant comforting,

That I did often make the story mine,

And feign to be the damsel by the brook;

For of my shepherd I could be the queen,

As, sweetest, Harold, I may not be yours.

4 ^*^ >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

FIAT JUSTITIA.

BT T. 8. ARTHUR.

" Let justice be done, though the lieavens should fall !" Mr.

Elkington spoke with a firm voice and a steady eye.

" Crime is often committed under the pressure of great tempta-

tion. In a moment of weakness, the unhappy subject of evil

allurement falls," said the person with whom the gentleman was

in conversation.

" All true," replied Mr. Elkington ;
" all very true. But every

act has its legitimate consequence ; and we wrong society, and the

individual wrong-doer himself, whenever we seek to interrupt so

wisely ordained a relation. If a man steals from me, he is a thief.

For theft, the law ordains punishment; and I hold it to be every

man's duty to give up the thief to justice, if in his power to do so.

The progress of crime is arrested thereby, and society guarded

from future depredations."

" This is stating the case very generally. But general princi-

ples are never of equal application. There are collateral consid-

erations, in every case, which may not be disregarded without

wrong to the individual. And we may assume it as an undoubted

truth, that in doing wrong to an individual, we wrong the body of

which that individual is a member."

" There is a great deal of false philanthropy, as well as false

judgment, excufed by tliis argument based on exceptions to gen-

eral rules," said Mr. Elkington, with an air of self satisfaction.

" For my part, I believe that more harm is done in the end by

admitting the exceptions, than could possibly arise from an inva-

riably stringent application of the rule. The man who steals,

knows that he is violating a law of both God and his fellow. The
statute of his country says, that for such an evil act he must suffer

the penalty of imprisonment. Let, then, the penalty be made so

sure, that escape becomes next to a moral impossibility. Let
every one who becomes cognizant of an act of stealing, give the

offender to speedy justice. For my part, painful as the necessity

might be, I should not stand between justice and my own son, were

he to become an offender. The stern old Roman father has left

an example of unswerving justice that Christians would do well

to imitate."

" The time may come when you will tliink a little differently,"

said the friend ;
" when collateral influences will have sufficient

weight to interpose an exception to your stringent general rule."

" We'll see," returned Mr. Elkington, confidently, as the two
men separated.

A few days after this conversation took place, Mr. Elkington,

who was a merchant, was rather surprised to receive a notification

that he had overdrawn bis bank account more then two thousand

dollars.

" Altogether a mistake," he said to himself, as he opened his

desk in order to take therefrom his bank book. But, the bank

book was not in the usual place. After tumbling over some

papers hurriedly, to see if it were not concealed beneath them, he

turned to one of his clerks and guid :

" Where is James '!"

" He hasn't been to the store this morning, sir."

" Why ? Is he sick V
" I cannot tell, sir. He made no complaint of indisposition on

leaving the store last evening."

It was on the lip of Mr. Elkington to say, in a doubtful tone

of voice

:

" There is something wrong ;" but checking the utterance there-

of, he look his hat and left the store. A little while afterwards he

presented himself at the counter of the bank where he kept his

deposits, and asked the book-keeper to oblige him by turning to

his account.

" I see no credit here for two thousand dollars, deposited yes-

terday," said Mr. Elkington.

"Did you make such a deposit?" asked the book-keeper.

" I certainly did ; or, at least, intended to make it"

The blotter of the receiving teller was referred to, but no credit

of the sum mentioned was found thereon.

" What does your bank book say V inquired the teller.

" I can't find it," said Mr. Elkington, in some confusion and

perplexity of manner. "It has been overlaid, in or upon my
desk. But I know the deposit was made."

" The bank book will settle the matter at once," remarked the

teller.

" I don't like the look of this at all," said Mr. Elkington to

himself, as he went huniedly back to his store. " James absent

;

the bank book not to be found ; and no memorandum of a two

thousand dollar deposit made yesterday standing to my credit.

What can it mean ? Truly, that young man has not robbed me !

He cannot be so base. But if he has !"

How stern and hard instantly became the countenance of the

merchant. " If he has, woe be to him ! I will track his steps

with quick-footed justice ; the ungrateful wretch !'

It was, alas ! quite as bad as the merchant had suspected.

James Craig, a young man in his twentieth year, whose character

hitherto had stood above suspicion, in an evil hour had yielded to

temptation, and become the base robber of his employer. But
scarcely was the deed done beyond the possibility of avoiding ex-

posure, ere the dishonest deed was bitterly repented. His first act,

after appropriating two thousand dollars instead of depositing the

sum in the bank, was to leave the city in the earliest train of cars

for the south. In Baltimore he took lodgings in an obscure tav-

ern, where he hid himself away from observation, hoping to re-

main concealed until the first search for him should be over. Here,

in great humiliation and distress of mind, he awaited the progress

of events, bitterly repenting his folly and crime. O, what would

he not have given for restored integrity ! The price of virtue and

a good name was his ; but the sum of two thousand dollars, which,

a little while before, had loomed up with such a golden attraction,

now seemed o£ no value whatever, compared with the rich treas-

ure he had parted with in order to secure it.

On the second day after Craig's arrival in Baltimore, as he sat

irresolute and despondent in his room, the door thereof was thrown

suddenly open, and Mr. Elkington stood before him, with sternly

knit brows, and eyes that seemed as if they would pierce him

through and through. Instantly the wretched young man turned

pale as death, and he was for some moments so paralyzed that he

could neither move nor speak.

" Humph! So I've found you, have 1 1" said Mr. Elkington,

as he closed the door. There was a cruel menace in the tones of

his voice, that left small room for hope in the mind of the guilty

one who cowed before him. " And now, what have you to say

for yourself?"

" Speak !" he added more imperatively ;
" what have you to say

for yourself?"

" Nothing," replied the young man.
" Where is my money ?" said Mr. Elkington.

Craig drew from his pocket a thick roll of bank bills, and hand-

ing them to Mr. Elkington replied :

" There it is ; I have not used a dollar. God in heaven knows
how bitterly I have repented of this dreadful crime !"

The merchant was taken rather by surprise at this unexpected

restitution. Still, his purjiose to hand the offender over to justice

remained firm. He had pondered the matter closely—had even

weighed the strong appeals made by certain collateral considera-

tions—but his rigid motto—" let justice be done, though the

heavens should fall "— had decided his course of action, and even

now a police officer awaited his summons below.

"James," said Mr. Elkington sternly, "you have crossed the

Rubiconof crime, and your enemy, retribution, must he met. The
law wisely ordains punishment for theft. You have stolen my
property, and, as a good citizen, it becomes my duty to give you

up to the ministers of the law ; which I shall do. A police officer

is in the house
;
you will pass from here into his hands. Unhappy

young man ! how have you marred your whole future life. What
insanity was upon you?"

" O, Mr. Elkington \" exclaimed Craig, sinking upon one

knee, and lifting his ashy face to that of the merchant ; "do not

sacrifice me for one false step, the first I have taken."

" I do not sacrifice you, James," said Mr. Elkington. " The
act is your own. You have committed a crime, and it is my duty,

as I have said, to hand you over to those who punish crime. I

feel for you, deeply; but I cannot gve place to weakness. Jus-

tice must be done, though the heavens should fall. If each one,

against whom a crime is committed, suffer the offender, when in

his power, to escape, every social safeguard is removed. No, no,

James, painful as the act will be, I must give you up to justice."

And Mr. Elkington turned to leave the room. But, as he did

so, the wretched young man started forward, and seizing his hand,
said, imploringly :

" I have a poor, widowed mother, sir; if her son is disgraced

her heart will be broken."

" You should have thought of that before, James. It is too

late now."
" Do not say this ! O, sir, do not say this ! I am not so bad a«

you think. Though I wickedly took your money, I did not spend

it. Every dollar is returned to you. But ah, sir, if you ruin me
before the world—if you have me removed from all contact with

the virtuous, and associate me with old and hardened criminals,

what hope is left for me ? If I could be overcome in temptation

while surrounded with safeguards, how will I be able to stand

when all these are removed ? O, sir, I claim justice for myself

;

justice for my unhappy mother. Do not utterly ruin the widow's

only son !

'

" Justice ! justice !" said Mr. Elkington, in a half bewildered

manner, as he turned towards the young man. " You talk of

justice
!"

" Will it be just to destroy a young man, when you might save

him ?" The voice of Craig was now firm, and his eye steady.

His imminent peril had made him calmer.

" The law was made for the protection of society
;
you have—

"

" Listen, Mr. Elkington ! Hear to reason ! Will society be

safer, so far as I am concerned, ten years hence, if, by your act,

I am hardened into a deliberate criminal ?"

The stern purpose of the merchant began to waver; Craig saw

it, and grasping his hand, said :

" Think of my poor mother, and let me go free. Believe me,

sir, your head will rest upon a quieter pillow than if you set the

heel of imaginary justice on my head, and crushed out all inno-

cence beneath its iron tread."

A moment or two Mr. Elkington paused. Then in a softened

voice, he said : ^

" What then ?"

"I will pass on farther south; and under a new name, seek to

win back for myself, by honest industry, the position I have lost.'

Mr. Elkington stood silent for the space of nearly a minute.

" Have you any money ?" he then asked.

" Enough to take me as far as New Orleans."

" James," said Mr. Elkington, his manner still more softened

towards the young man, " it shall be as you wish. And to show

you that I feel an awakening confidence in your good purposes, I

will lend you fifty dollars. You may not readily find employ-

ment, and destitution might lead to temptation."

" Not fifty dollars, Mr. Elkington," was the quick answer :
" but

if you will make the sum twenty dollars, it shall be returned, if I

live. Ah, sir ! this generous kindness will never be forgotten

I feel it, already, as a new impulse to virtuous actions."

"May your good resolutions fail not," said Mr Elkington, with

visible emotion. " Take this," and he handed Craig a small roll

of bank bills. "Bo true to youiself and your mother, and all may
yet be well."

Ten years passed. Occasionally, in his native city, some one

inquired for James Craig ; but from the time he left in disgrace,

no one seemed to know anything about him. A few months after

his disappearance, his mother went somewhere to the south ; it

was said, to join her son. As time wore on, they were forgotten,

or only thought of casually by a few who had known them more

intimately than the rest.

One day a southern merchant, named Eloyd, to whom Mr. El-

kington had sold large bills of goods during the previous four or

five years, but who had not vis-ited tie north during that time,

called in at the store of Mr. Elkington and mentioned his name.

His hand was at once grasped, cordially, and much pleasure ex-

pressed at making the personal acquaintance of a valued business

correspondent. As the two mtn stood, looking into each other's

faces, Mr. Elkington was struck with something strangely familiar

in the countenance of his visitor.

" You do not remember me," said Floyd.

" James—James Craig ! Is it possible ?" exclaimed Mr. Elking-

ton, in a low voice.

" Not James Craig. That name was dishonored. But An-

drew Floyd, a name yet untarnished, and which I tnist to keep

bright to the end. You were just to the good that yet remained

in my heart, Mr. Elkington, and I am, thank God, a man again.

What the consequences would have been, had your sterner ideas

of justice had their way, I shudder to imagine."

For several moments Mr. Elkington stood silent, and in some

bewilderment. Then he said, in a subdued manner

:

" And I shudder, also. Ah ! how much harm we may do by

too stringent applications of general laws in particular cases.

Fiat Justitia is a golden rule ; but, when we resolve that justice

shall be done, let us be very certain that we are not guilty of the

rankest injustice."

And so we say to all. Let justice be done—but pause, and con-

sider well the case, and be very sure that something really good is

not destroyed by your action. Should such, unhappily, be the

result, then, instead of being just, you have surely wronged your

neighbor.
< »»» »

MANTILLA CLOAK8.-[Contlnued from pnge 380.]

These cloaks were preferred to the French style of clorfks,

which were now only imported as patterns and models. From
this small beginning sprang up a branch of manufacture, that has

not only given a nationality to our ladies' dresses, but has opened

a broad field for female labor, as creditable to the feelings of our

dealers as it is advantageous. The cloaks given to the market by
these fair needlewomen are in many instances marvels of artistic

and mechanical beauty, while many a reduced lady is kept from

coarse toil by an cmj)loymcnt which gives exercise to her taste

and judgment, while it ini]iroves and refines the intellect Thus
many a little household is shielded from want, without any neces-

sary outrage to the independent feelings and elegant habits to

which they have been accustomed. Several of the most fa*hiou-

ahle dry goods dealers in Broadway introduced mantilUs as a

branch of their business, but in the great emporium at 58 Canal

Street, no other article is exhibited or fabricated.
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EDITORIAL MKLANCiE.

Seven luinJrcd thousand children attend school in the six New

England States. A Mr. Mason, at Beddlnp, Conn., a few

days since, had broken his leg in two places, by a fall ; it was

thought advisable to administer chloroform ;
he took it, and sud-

denly expired. A new French opera troupj for New Orleans

has arrived tliere, from Havre. From Australia we learn that

the gold yield is not so prolific as it has been. UailroaiU are be-

ing projected in different parts of this island continent. The col-

onists are getting up a constitution modelled after that of the

United States. Mr. Grattan, British consul at this port has

returned to England on a visit. It i) announced for the benefit

of those persons who did not get a sight at the comet, that it will

again appear before the public for a few nights only, in the au-

tnmn of 2147. At the last accounts S. Al)bott Lawrence, Esq.

and family were at Florence. Kev. John Rittenhouse died

TCry suddenly, recently, as he was entering the new Presbyterian

church, at Washingtonville, Pennsylvania, to preach the dedica-

tion sermon. It is estimated that one thousand emigrants ar-

rive at NeAf York daily throughout the j'ear. The Chinese

when they capture pirates, thrust them iato a pond where they are

almost devoured by leeches, and then give tliera a severe whip-

ping, and cut their heads off Workmen are still busy ham-

mering away at the Ericsson steamer, at New York. Accord-

ing to the last censm tliere were in the United States 1,22.5 57,")

males and 1, 17G, 5.") t females between the age of 10 and 1.5 If

every lad must have his lass, there are about fifry thousand who

will have to look abroad. The funeral procession of Mr. But-

ler, the murdered schoolmaster, was the large.'t ever known in

Louisville. Powers, the scalptor, has declined the unsought

commission as commercial agent of the United States at Florence,

an office without much emolument or distinction, and wholly for-

eign to his professional pursuits. A new theatre was opened

at Newark, N. J., a short time since. It is said to be the most

elegant in the Union. The death of Charles Gordon Atherton

is sincerely lamented by the pre«s throughout the country. He
was senator elect from New Hampshire, in the possession of a

large fortune, and the personal friend of President Pierce. A
man named Steele recently committed suicide in England by

swallowing a toothbrush. Madame Anna Thillon has closed

her last engagement at New York, and leaves at once for Cali-

fornia, where she is destined to make a sensation and an indepen-

dent fortune. Not the least remarkable feature in the history

of our country, is the fact that the laws of America are published

in California, in English and Chinese! Miss Cox has been

acquitted, at Louisville, Ky., of shooting through the head C. G.

Master, who would have compelled her to sign a paper to blast

her own reputation. The Bostonians talk of reclaiming

" Back Bay." There are about 400 acres that can be made most

desirable property. An advertisement appears in the papurs,

headed, " Do you suffer toothache V We should say that any

one laboring under'thj infliction, instead of answering the ques-

tion, would be more inclined to hold his jaw. Mr. White, a

daguerrcotypist, was shot dead in a fracas at Atlanta, Ga., on

Monday, by a boy named OJenna. Mr. White formerly lived in

New York. Since the donation of $10,000, to Granville Col-

lege by Wm. S Dennison, of Muskingum County, the name of

that institution ha> been changed to that of "Dennison Uni-

versity." Gottschalk, the pianist, offers J.50 reward for the

recovery of a pearl shirt stud, a i)refent, lost or stolen at Provi-

dence, R. I. The Fox girls having rapped a large fortune out

of the pockets of the people, have purchased a fine place in Har-

monia, New York, and retired to private life. A premium of

8.500 is offered to the author of the best approved treatise of not

less than .'iOO nor more than 400 pages, on the doctrine of peace.

tDogsibe <baX\]tx\n%3.

GAME IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS.

According to a return made of the amount of game killed in

the Arctic regions, by Captain McClure, while making the North-

west passage, it appears that the Arctic regions, generally sup-

posed to be nearly destitute of animal life, abound in a variety of

game, such as musk ox, deer, hares, grouse, ducks, geese, wolves,

and bears ; thus confirming Lieut. Kane's speculations as to the

ability of an expedition to support life in that quarter, even after

the ordinary supplies were exiiaustcd. From October 12, 1850,

to April 8, 1853, over 10 000 pounds of game was ob:ainedby the

expedition. The deer were found to be very fat, although their

principal food merely consisted of the herbage which was obtained

from a small tree, called the dwarf willow. As the crew only

kept, as it were, on the ridges of the sea, no other food was ob-

servable
; but there i« no doubt the deer found an abundance of

food further up the country. Th<y were very wild, .ind the gun-

ners had to display great precaution in shooting them. The
country contains fine green valleys, intersected with noble rivers

;

extensive ])lains, lakes, woods, and parts of the earth covered with

simple but lovely flowers.

. < ^•^ »

Make toub Wills.—The Hudson River Railroad Company
is building a locomotive to run from New York to Albany, 144

miles—in two and a half hours, and carry along six passenger

cars, at that. It weighs over thirty tons, has eight feet driving

wheels, and will cost $11,000.

Produce of the Vine.—The great Southwest is certain to

become one of the chief wine-producing countries of the world.

The fanners of Missouri are turning their attention more than
ever to the culture of the vine.

Senator Gwin, of California, has already reached Washington.
He is one of the ablest champions of a railroad to the Pacific.

One hundred and twenty one children and their teachers found
room to stand in the biy, tree, exhibiting in Sacramento, all at

once.

The better animals can be fed, and the more comfortable they
can l)C kept, the more profitable they are—and all the farmers
work for profit.

Wm. Sturgcs, of Muskingum county, has donated $10,000 to

the college at Delaware, to he appro])riated towards purchasing
a library for that institution.

Impulsive people make very good soldiers, but bad generals.

It is not going ahead, but going ahead properly, that converts the

sergeant's shoulder-knots into the major-general's epaulettes.

Virginia appears to be waking uji to the progress standard.

The Alexamlria Sentinel speaks of a single train of twenty-seven
freight cars leaving that pla<-e recently.

Mr. William Chambers, senior pirtner in the eminent ]iuhlish-

ing house of William and Robert Chambers, Edinburg, lias been

elected an honorary member of the Mercantile Library Associa-

tion, of Boston.

The real estate of Ohio is revalued every six years for taxation.

In 1847 the valuation was $475,000,000. The valuation just com-
pleted gives the real es'ate at about $800 000,000—an increase of

about $325,0(0,000 in six years.

Mr. Justice Mcredi'h, in the Superior Court of Quebec, decided

that the operator of a telegraph comjiany cannot; be compelled to

divulge, in a court of justice, the contents of a telegraphic des-

patch received by him.

A writer in the Washington Union thinks tho ebbing and flow-

ing of tides may be accounted for by supposing the water of the

ocean to rush in and out of the great caves of the earth, as it daily

revolves on its axis.

Miss'Biemer, in her volumes on America, has introduced a
number of anecdotes, and fiistened them upon different persons,
without regard to their truthfulness or a|i|)lic[il)ility. The author
aiipears to have been slu])idly credulous, and to have committed
blunders without measure.

The five million loan asked of the city of Baltimore, to aid the

Baliimnre and Uliio railroad, is causing some discussion and
oppnsition. Some of the citizens are asking for an investigation

of the affairs of the company bt fore the loan is made. The city,

it ajipears, has already expended four millions on the work.

Congress having appropriated $20,000 for the construction of a
coal depot at Key West, Capt. Blake, of the navy, has arrived

there to select a site for the jiurpose, reference being had in its

location lo its fitness for a navy yard. Key West is an important
naval and commercial station.

There is something in this sentence, from a New York police

report: " The next door neighbor informed us that at half-past

12 A. M , she heard screaming and noise, as if fighting was going
on, the voice of a woman being distinctly heard, but it being

nothing unusual she did not concern herself about it."

Letters from Mexico state that Don Manuel Esoandon, the

wealthiest man in Mexico, worth some thirty millions of dollars,

with an unlimited credit with the English house of Baring Broth-
ers, has formed a close alliance with Santa Anna, and pledged
him all the influence of his name in sustaining his European
credit.

Joreign Items.

Prettv thorough Change.— Only four members of the last

Ohio legislature have been re elected.

The weather throughout England was very unsettled.

The postal convention between England and Spain has been
concluded.

The French have made a new addition to their eatables—rattle-

snakes. With caper sauce, they are said to be as good as salmon
or carp.

The British Government have paid four thousand pounds for a
l)!itent right of perforating or making holes round the penny-post-

age stamps.

At Amoy there had been much bloodshed ; but letters from that

place state that an early termination of the struggle between the

rebels and the Impei-ialists was looked forward to.

A London paper states that from the first of January to the

first of July last, 89,700 letters, and 638,000 newspapers passed
through the Melbeurne post-office.

Marriages between a man and his deceased wife's sister, if

contracted since the 31st of September, 1853, are made absolutely

void, in England.

Miss Charlotte Cushman is announced at the London Hay-
market; at the Marylebone, J. W. Wallack, Jr., and wife, have
appeared as Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.

One of the 700 Turkish cannon which guard the Dardanelles,

is charged with 230 pounds of powder, and throws a stone shot of
one thousand pounds weight.

The London Times newspaper is now stamped while being
printed. The stamp die is fixed in the form to the left of the

title, and over the middle of the first column. The manager must
make affidavit as to the number printed daily.

Cholera was gradually extending in London. The operative

strikes in the English manufacturing to /ns still continued, and
had assumed a rather formidable appearance, although conducted
with a due regard for the public peace.

Her Majesty has decided that the now Royal Yacht—for the

use of herself, Prince Albert, and the Royal family—shall be
named the Windsor Ca-itle. She is to be built of wood, with
])addlc-wheels ; to have engines of about 650 horse power; and
her burthen is expected to be 2500 tons.

The remain^; of Lord Cloncurry were interred on Tuesday night
in the family vault, within the demesne at Lyons. It having been
observed as a family custom, his Lordship, previous to his de-

cease, directed that a similar course should be adopted on the

occasion of his interment ; and his remains were accordingly in-

terred by torchlight.

The erection of the Crystal Palace, at Sydenham, England, is

rapidly progressing towards completion. By far the larger por-

tion is roofed in ; the great central transept is half finished ; two
slim towers have been erected at each end ; and the advancing
wings have alime to be constructed, to render the plun—which is

slightly varied from the original one in Hyde Park—complete.
The gardens and other works in connection with the Palace are
advancing with all possible rapidity.

Sanbs of ®olii.

.... Reason is a bee, and exists only on what it makes ; his

usefulness takes the place of beauty.

—

Joiv.erl.

.... A poor idle man cannot be an honest man.

—

Achilles

Poincelot.

.... Attention to the mind is the natural prayer that we make
to interior truth, that we may discover it.

—

Muleliranrhe.

.... Craftiness is a quality in the mind, and a vice in the
character.

—

Dnhai/.

.... It is of no advantage to have a lively mind, if we are not
just. The perfection of the pendulum is not to go fast, but to be
regular.— I aiiritKirr/ui'S.

.... The pride of the heart is the attribute of honest men

;

pride of manners is that of fools ; the pride of birth and rank is

often the pride of dupes.

—

Dudos.

.... Complacency is a coin by the aid of which all the world
can, for want of essential means, pay his club bill in society. It

is necessary, finally, that it may lose nothing of its merits, to as-

sociate judgment and pi'udence with it.— IWtarVfi.

.... P^xquisitc imnili) resides with God. Unity and aiiiqilicity

joined together in different organs, are the principal sources of
bcdutij. It resides in the good, the honest, and in the useful, to

the highest physical and intellectual degree.— Vinkdman.

.... An honest reputation is within the reach of all men ;

they obtain it by social virtues, and by doing their duty. This
kind of reputation, it is true, is neither brilliant nor startling, but
it is often the most useful for happiness.

—

Dudos.

I ^w^ >

iokcr'a Bubget.

Why is a map of Turkey-in Europe like a dripping pan?
Because there is (ireece at the bottom.

A youth, with a turn for figures, had five eggs to boil,

and being told to give them three minutes each, boiled them a quar
tcr of an hour altogether.

Brandy punches have a tendency to make the sidewalk
very slippery. They also make one's head heavier than his heels,

and his purse lighter than either.

The table movement party has lately derived great en-
couragement from the fact that Table Rock has been moved down
Niagara Falls.

Willis's last and most juicy conceit is in reference to a
daguerreotype of Alexander Smith, which he denominates the

first cut in Jiimt's new sirloin of immortalili/.

The Pope has been ordered to play billiards, for his health.

Judging from the specimens he has hitherto manufactured, we
doubt whether his Holiness will ever make a good canon.

" A day or two since," says an American writer, "oUr blood
boils as we write it, several smacks were taken by a British naval
officer in Boston harbor ; and what is worse than all, the smacks
were taken from a young lady. Where's President Pierce f"

When Pilcher was haranguing about "his father having been a
poor man— /i/.s- father was a cooper," and more of that sort of
thrng, Marshall said that the gentleman's father was a poor man

;

perhaps he had been a cooper, but if he was (pointing to Pilcher),
he had put a mighty poor head to one of his whiskey barrels.—KnickerhockfT.
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Beas, which is here 200 yards wide, very deep, and crossed by a
ferry. The rajah's palace is an extensive buikiinp, with whitened
walls, and covered with slate : it is surrounded by a beautiful
parden, containing a profusion of the finest fruit-trees and flowers.

Mundi seems to be peculiarly under the influence of Hindoo su-

perstition, and the horrible rite of suttee, or burning the sati, or
widow, with the corpse of her husband, is frightfully prevalent.

When the rajah dies, between twenty and thirty women invariably
perish in this dreadful manner, and the number who suffer among
the humbler classes, is proportionate to the rank of the departed.
There were twenty-five wives burnt at the funeral pyre of Bulbvo-
Sein's father. The rajah was tributary to the Sikhs, and was
treated with much oppression and contumely by them ; the greater
part of his revenue was derived from iron and salt mines in the

BULBYO-SEIN, RAJAH OF MUNDI.

PORTRAITS OF EAST INDIANS.
We give on the present page a series of portraits of

celebrated East Indian characters, inhabitants of the Pun-
jaub, the territory a few years since conquered by the

English, and now held by that government by military

law. First is a striking likeness of Bulbyo-Sein, the Ra-
jah of Mnndi, the principal place in the above territory.

It lies northeast of the Punjaub, comprising several val-

leys with their enclosing ridges, on the southern slope of
the Himalaya. The capital, which is also called Mundi,
is situate at the confluence of the Suykt River with the

THE FAQUEER UZEER-OOD-DEEN.

non. Ram-sing, whose portrait is placed be-
neath that of the Chief of Tak, was a cousin of
Sirdar Bishen Sing, son of the Jeroidar, or
Chief Captain, Kosheal Sing, a general officer

of Runjeet Sing's Court. Ram-sing was killed

at the battle of Sobraon. The Sourmaee wo-
man, given below, is a native of the village of
Rouel, in Tiknee, near Chumba, and the only
village in the Alpine Punjiub where the wo-
men wear turbans. Chumba lies north-east of
the Punjaub, among the southern mountains
of the Himalaya, on the river Ravee, at the

foot of a lofty peak, covered with snow. Its

elevation is very picturesque and beautiful.

Chumba is the residence of the rajah of the

neighboring country, and was once a mart of
the first note in this quarter. The Faquecr
Bunga Nath, of Lahore, a likeness of whom is

given at the bottom of the right hand column
of the page, is a specimen of a class of scamps,
who are intolerable in the Punjaub

;
greit ath-

letic fellows, a'ld, without exception, th ; mopt
impudent beggars in the world. The term fa

queer actually signifies the poor man of the

place. And every village owns a beggar of
this species, who receives .something from each
inhabitant, or sometimes there is one faquecr
to so many small villages.

ALLADAD, KHAN OF TAK.

territory. The Faqueer Uzcerooddeen, the
original of the portrait opposite, was with Dhean
Sing, supposed to possess more influence over
Runjeet Sing than any other of the Sikh chiefs.

He was one of the three deputies who had an
interview with Sir H. Hardingc, after the battle

of Sobraon. The Faquecr is a fine-looking man,
of about fifty, not over clean'in his person, but

with a pleasant and good humored, though crafty looking, coun-
tenance, and his manners are said to be so kind and unassuming
that it is impossible not to like him. Alladad Khan, whose por-

trait is given above, is the Khan or Chief of Tak, a thriving

town of the Dcrajat, situate north of Dcra Ismael Khan, and
twenty-six miles west of the Indus. He has a revenue of alwut
1.50,000 rupees per annum, on which he lives in petty state,

though compelled to pay the Sikhs a tribute of 60,000 rupees
annually. Tak is celebrated for fine fruits—grapes, orangcp,
pomegranates, apples, and especially mulberries. It is surrounded
i'y a strong and high mud wall, surmounted with towers ; within,

is a citadel, of burnt brick, mounted with twelve pieces of can-

DANCING FAQUEER OF LAHORF. RAM 8IN0, KILLED IN THE BATTLE OP SOBRAON. SOURMEE WOMAN OF THE ALPINE PUN.JAUr.
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SCENES IN HAVANA.

We present below, and on pages 392 and 393, a series of West

Indian views of a very trnthfal and interesting character. The

one below is an ordinary morning scene in the market part of

Havana, the capital of Cuba. The mules thus daily bring to town

upon their backs the hay that is used by the citizens, who seem to

purchase everything by the dollar's worth at a time, keeping

neither provisions nor provender on hand for a longer time than

twenty four hours. The slaves carry about on their heads the

Tarious fruits and vegetables, and thus all the marketable produce

is transported in panniers, or on the head, no vehicles being used

for the purpose. The city, which is the key to the island of Cuba,

the seat of its government, is made a perfect garrison. The en

trance to its harbor, and the harbor itself, are fortified by castellat-

ed battlements, and ships of war, all strongly manned. Within

the eity itself are regiments of troops whom one meets at all hours

of the day and night, parading the streets, on foot or mounted,

each one the spy to day, the executioner to-morrow. The reveille

is heard at every morning's sunrise, the tattoo at every evening's

close; and let but the faintest suspicion, no matter how absurdly

conceived or directed, be raised against a citizen, and he is bidden

to stand on the highway, or is dragged from his he th or his bed,

to submit to the most degraded and injurious inquisition. He
enters and leaves a place of public amusement between files of

armed soldiers, and is liable to arrest if he be found in the streets

after a certain hour of night Should he please to leave the city

for a summer's travel, he must obtain a permit and pay for it

;

and when he returns home, he cannot enter his own house, with

his wife and children, without dropping another fee into the treas-

ury of the government, to enhance the means whereby their own
enthralment is sustained. The policy that renders necessary the

presence of an army of sixteen thousand fort ign troops, to hold

in subjection and espionage a population of two hundred thousand

citizens, may be kept up awhile longer in the old world style; but

it cannot endure forever, even there. But the atmosphere which

pervades this western continent of ours, must sooner or later

prove fatal to such tyranny ; and wherever the breezes of popular

freedom are wafted, the bands of despotic rule must dissolve, as

naturally as does the solid ice beneath the breathings of spring.

As Paris is said to be France, so is Havana Cuba ; and its history

embraces in no smalt degree that of all the island, being the cen-

tre of its talent, wealth, and population. Every vLsible circum-

stance proclaims the great importance of the city : Moro Castle,

frowning over the narrow entrance of the harbor ; the strong

battery answering to it on the opposite point ; the long range of

cannon and barracks on the city side ; the powerful and massive

fortress of the Cabanas, crowning the hill behind the Moro ; all

speak unitedly of the immense importance of the place. Havana

is the heart of Cuba, and will never be yielded, unless the whole

island is given up. The bay, shaped like your outspread hand,

the wrist for the entrance, is populous with the ships of all na-

tions ; and the city, with 200,000 inhabitants, is a depot of wealth

and opulence. With an enormous extent of public buildings,

cathedrals, antique and venerable churches and convents, with

the palaces of nobles and private gentlemen of wealth, all making

this capital of Cuba the richest place for its number of square

rods in the world. The first sensation that exercises the stranger

from the United States on landing here, is the complete strange-

ness of everything ; the people, the animals, the langnnge, the

style of architecture of the buildings, all seem to one as though

he had at once been transported to the far East, in place of

having only crossed the Galf Stream, from the Florida shore,

less than a hundred miles distant.

LA PRADERA Y EL MALOJERO, HAVANA.
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CHAPTER XVIII.—[continued.]

After musing a few niomcnts, he added :

" Edward may find him—and Edward will want these papers."

The young captain stopped and look( d into the box. Then he

shut down the rover and placed it back in tl e ])lace from which

he had taken it. It wa.s while he was laying the liox away that

he thought of the English captain. There was a bare possibility

that he might have seen or heard somethirg of Trevett, and, act-

ing upon the impulse, our hero sought him at once. He found

him sitting upon the after gun carriage, on the starboard side of

the quarter-deck.

"Ah, captain," said Vitcent, as he leaned over the gun, "I
wish to ask you a question

"

" Go on," returned the Englishman, in a sort of d' pressed

tone ;
" I will answer you if I think proper."

" O, I mean to ask you nothing which can in any way relate to

your interests, or tho.se which you serve. I merely wish to ask

you if 30U know of a Mr. Micah Trevett, in Boston—if yon have

seen him t"

" I know no such man."
" Then I shall gain nothing from you," said Vincent, in a dis-

appointed tone

" Trevett—Trevett," muttered the Englishman to himself. " I

have heard the name, but I know of no man now who bears it."

" If you had ever seen him," said our hero, " you would not

forget him. He may have left Boston."

^t" I have seen a good many strange looking men in Boston.

How did this Trevett look V
" He was a tall man, with a slight stoop in his shoulders. His

hair was very gray—almost white ; his eyes were small, gray and

sharp ; his nose w.is long and prominent ; his cheek bones high
;

his forehead quite broad, ani his neck very long. He was nearly

sixty years of age, and some might think him older."

" By the royal truncheon. Captain Gray, I think I've seen your

man," exclaimed the Englishman, after a moment's thought.

" He had a child—a daughter?"

" Yes, yes," gasped Vincent. " One child—that was all his

family. What do you know of him ?"

" Yes, yes ; that must be the nyin," resumed the Englishman.
" He came down and engaged passage for himself and child in

the ship that you overhauled to-day."

" But he did not go in her?" uttered Vincent, fearing, for the

moment, that Trevett might hnve been on board.

"No. As near as I could learn he was watched by some one;

or, rather, some one watched at the wharf, and he did not come."

Vincent asked several more questions, but he could gain no

more intelligence on the subject He could only learn that for a

week, at least, from the time of the brig's sailing, there would be

no opportunity for Trevett to leave Boston by water.

When the patriot captain left the Englishman, he had gained

as much intelligence as he could have hoped for; but what he had

learned made him nervous and uneasy, for he knew that Micah

Trevett was watching for an opportunity to escape from the colo-

nies, and he feared he might succeed. Succeed! O ! sU of Vin-

cent Gray's hopes of happiness to come hung upon that one

issue.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE FATAL COMPACT.

It was near nine o'clock in the evening. The night was dark

and stormy, and the wind howled mournfully through the streets.

In a small room, in the third story of an old house, situated near

what was then known as Belcher's Lane, in Boston, sat Olivia

Trevett. She was very pale and wan, and her checks were wet

with tears. There was no fire in the room where she sat, and she

had to draw her shawl closely about her to keep out the cold.

The wind whi.stled without, aid the rain pattered heavily against

the single window. Ever and anon the maiden would start as a

gust rattled the sash, anrt, at such moments, it could be seen that

her nerves were almost wholly unstrung.

She sat there and heard the distant clock strike the hour of

nine, and then she arose and went to the window. She tried to

peer out into the street, but the darkness was loo intense.

" 0, why don't he come?" she murmured, as she turned away
from the window. "Even his company is better than this loneli-

ness. Why does he leave me alone so much ? O, father ! father

!

if you knew what I suffered
; if you knew how you were wrench-

ing mj poor heart, you would not treat me so !"

She sat down again and wept. She was, indeed, miserable

and unhappy. She had been confined to that chamber, and the

one adjoining, for several weeks, and—save one old woman who
supplied them with food, and her father— she had seen no one.

She knew that her father was forced to do as he did ; that from

some strange cause he was seeking concealment. She knew that

he had once engaged a uassage in a ship bound for Halifax, but

she knew not why the ship weal without him.

At length ibe heard a heavy, cautions step upon the stairs, and,

in a few moments more, Micah Trevett entered the room. He
was wondrously altered since last we saw him. His face had

grown thinner, his brow more contracted, his frame more bent,

and there was more tremulousness in his limbs. His eyes were

restless and uneasy, and they moved about in quick, furtive

glances.

" Have you been disturbed, Olivia ?" he asked, as he removed

his wet coat, and laid his hat upon an old shelf in the corner.

" Only by my own thoughts and fears," returned the maiden.

"You must be foolish, child. There's nothing here can hurt

you."

' And do you never fear when you are here alone '"

Micah Trevett turned quickly upon his daughter, and an angry

flush overspread his fiatures.

" Be careful how you speak," he said.

Olivia trem'ilingly shrank from her father's frown, and, with a

painful movement, she buried her fice in her hands.

" You shall not stay here much longer," continued the old man,

in a softer tone. " There is a ship soon to sail, and I shall secure

a passage in her."

" But why did you not go before '." asked Olivia, looking up

into her father's face.

" Because," returned Trevett, with the evident hesitation of

one who lies, " she had so much sickness on board, and some of

it was contagious."

" O, I pray that you may not be disappointed again," (jacu

latcd the maiden, with fervent emphasis. " I cannot live here,

shut out from God's pure air. Any place would be preferable to

this."

" No, no—you might find some places worse," said the old

man, in a peculiar tone ;
" many places worse than this. But

you shall leave it soon."

As Trevett spoke he commenced pacing the room, and, at ihe

end of some ten minutes, he stopped and took his watch fi-om his

pocket. It was a heavy silver watch, which he had purchased

since he came to Boston.

" Come, Olivia," he said, " it is near ten o'clock, and you
should be in your bed. Besides, it is warmer in bed than it is

hero."

" So it is," murmured Ihe poor girl, as she shuddered and drew

her shawl more closely about her. " I have been very cold here.

If you stay much longei
—

"

"Hush!" sharply interrupted the old man. "We shall not

stay here much longer. There—say no more, but go now to

your bed."

Olivia slowly arose from her chair, and, having lighted the

only remaining candle, she retired to the adjoining room.
" Look ye, girl," called her father, just as she was about to

close the door of her little room behind her, " if you hear other

voices here than mine, you must not be alarmed, for I may have

company. I expect some one here on business of importance."

Olivia made no reply, but when she had closed her door, and

was alone, she set down her candle, and then sank down upon

her knees. She raised her eyes towards heaven and prayed. She

prayed long and fervently, and her pure soul seemed to gather

strength from the prayer, for her features were more calm and se-

rene as she once more arose to her feet, and she tremliled not as

before.

After his daughter had gone, Micah Trevett sat down and

leaned his head upon his hands. Broken sentences fell from his

lips at intervals, and though the train of thought from which they

sprang may have been connected, yet the words he uttered had no

connection with each other. They were low and incoherent, and

sometimes he started, when he gave them utterance, at the sound

he had made.

At length the old man sank into a sort of slumber, and when

he started from it he had heard the clock strike the hour of mid

night. He arose from his chair and went to the window. The

rain had ceased falling, but the heavens were still hung with

clouds, and it was too dark to see down into the street. Trevett

left the window and commenced pacing up and down the room,

and this movement he kept up for full fifteen minutes. At the

end of that time he heard footsteps upon the sidewalk, beneath

his window, and, in a moment more, the sound of a low, shrill

whistle broke upon the air.

Trevett took the candle and descended to the street door ; and

when he returned he was followed by two of the king's soldiers.

They obeyed the motion of the old man by seating themselves,

and then awaited his pleasure. The candle was neaily burned

out, and Trevett glided noiselessly into his daughter's room. He
found her candle, and having satisfied himself that she was sound

asleep, he returned. «

"Now," said he, after he had lighted the other candle, and

seated himself, "we will to our business."

Both the soldiers looked at him. They were low, uncouth look-

ing fellows, with lust and ciime stamped upon every lineament of

their features—bearing just enough of ignorance in their counte-

nances to indicate that ihcy were the ready tools for any kind of

villany where money could be gathered to their scanty purses.

"You have been recommended to me as men who could be

trusted," continued the old man, as the attention of his guests

was turned towards him.

"Yes, sir," returned the first soldier, "we pride ourselves on

fiat—eh, Mike?"
" Cert'nly," responded the second soldier. " We can be trusted,

'specially when we's paid for it."

" Kpcak low," said Trevett, " for there is some one sleeping in

the next room."

Both the soldiers nodded assent, and then the old man went on

:

" Do you know what I want or you ?"

" Not zactly," said the first man.

"Nor we aint particular," added the second, "seein'as how
you mean to pay us. We was told you would pay us handsomely."

" I will pay you well, and you shall ask no questions."

" O, don't be afeared of that, old feller. 'Taint our business to

p'y into your secrets. Just give us the work and the money, and
we'll do the rest

"

Micah Trevett wai chafed by the fellow's coarse familiarity, but
he dared not resent it. He had sought the interview ; he had
placed himself in the ignoble position, and the truth came upon
him that he must now put up with the consequences. With all

his villany he could not but feel ashamed of the company into

which ho had fallen. Some traces of his natural pride were still

left—enough, at least, to show that he was not now what he once

had been

!

While Micah Trevett sat there and gazed into the bloated fea-

tures of the two hireling villains with whom he had to deal, he
felt a strange sensation of awakening remorse creeping over him.

Why should he not ? He had once been a proud, independent

man, and he had not lost the memories of his manhood. But it

was now too late! He had sold himself a slave to the power of

gold, and his own hands had wound the meshes which he could

not now rend in sunder.

The old man shook off the feeling that had fallen upon him,

and, drawing nearer to the soldiers, he said :

" You need not fear for the pay
;
you shall have it in the king's

pure gold."

" And in course we'll have it afore we do the work I" said he

who had been called Mike.

" Yes—before you leave this room, if you like."

" Well, that sounds honest ; so just tell out your business."

"Do you know Edward Thayer?" asked Trevett.

" Yes," said the first soldier. " The man as engaged us to do

your work showed him to us. A young, pale, womanish-looking

fellow."
" I don't know about his looking womanish ; but he is young,

and he looks pale, too."

"All right—we know him."

" Well," resumed Trevett, in a half-hefitating manner, "from
particular causes and reasons I do not wish to come in contact

with that follow. I know that he has the most base designs upon
me."
A significant glance, which was at this moment passed between

the soldiers, arrested the old man's attention. He saw the sly

smile that played upon their features, and he at once compre-

hended that he was making a fool of himself in attempting to de-

ceive his present company by any false coloring of his relations

with young Thayer; so he resolved that he would go stiaight for-

ward with bis business, and leave his moralizing for those who
might not know its base quality.

"The truth is," he continued, "this young fellow is hanging

close upon my heels, arid I am confident that he has found out

my place of abode. He must not find me ; and yet I cannot

again move for the present to avoid him. It would suit me if he

were dead."

" And the sooner the better, I suppose," said Mike, with a sig-

nificant leer.

" Yes, of course " responded Trevett, gaining more confidence

now that he had fairly broached the subject. " I want you to put

him out of the way so that he may never tread the earth again to

molest me,— and it must be done at once, too."

" Just when you say, sir."

" Then let it be on the first opportunity. Between you both

you can contrive to watch him. Be sure and not let the first

chance pass."

" Leave us alone for that, sir. You may be sure that we shan't

let this business lay long on our hands."

"And now for the pay," said Trevett, as he opened a trunk

near him and took out a bag. " I will pay you down twenty

guineas each, and when your work is well done I will pay you

twenty more. Are you satisfied with that?"

" Yes," utiered both the soldiers at a breath, as their eyes caught

the glitter of the yellow gold.

Micah Trevett paid thera the gold, and then, with a repetition

of his former injunctions, he dismissed them.

In half an hour afterwards that old man laid his head upon his

pillow He tried to think that he was safe. Safe from what?

He thought of the danger he had just been trying to guard against.

He forgot the Eye that was locking into his soul! He did not

then hear the Voice that was thtn whispering a terrible truth into

his ear

!

CHAPTER XX.

ADVENTURE.

Vincent Gray landed his prisoners at Portsmouth, and,

without waiting to receive the congratulations and cncominnis of

the countless patriots, who came crowding in from the surround-

ing country, he at once set sail for Massachusetts Bay. He had

determined to take a trip upon the land, and he knew of no better

place in which to harbor his vessel, while he was gone, than that

from which he had made his first venture. Therefore he ran his

vessel direct for Swampscott, and, without meeting any hindrance

he reached the haven in safety. The brigantine was anchored in

a sheltered place, and Vincent gave her in charge to Lyman

Munn, with directions that he should remain there until his re-

turn ; but with a proviso, ho%vever, that, in case of danger, the

brigantine might be put to sea with the mutual consent of the

three next highest officers—Durkee, Powell, and Ilhcmar.

" But," said Durkee, after Vincent's boat had been called

alongside, " hadn't you better have some one go with you. By
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;he great horn spoon, them Britishers will make quick work of

you if they get hold of yer."

" Never fear," returned our hero. "I do not mean to expose

nyself without need. I think you'll see me back again in safety.

All is, if I do not return, you will know how to do your duty,

rhe cruiser must not fail with my loss."

" Stop a minnit," uttered old Obed, with much earnest feeling

in his manner. "By thunder, if you talk so we shan't let you

,0 most sartinly we shan't. If there is the least possible danger

hat you wont come back you hadn't ought'r'go. You know you

ladn't. It's yer duty to take care of your vessel and crew first."

"i understand you," said Vincent, who could not help feeling

iattered by the honest anxiety of the old man. "I understand

^ou, Obed ; but you do not quite understand me. I did not give

,-ou the injunction in view of any danger I apprehended, but in

•Jew only of that lot which is common to us all."

"Ah—yes—well," uttered Obed, " I suppose we should all try

o do our duty as well as we could ; but—but

—

you must come

)ack."

" I'll risk him," said Ithemar, who had been standing near,

rhe gunner well knew the business on which the young captain

vas bound, and he was the only one of the crew who had any

lear idea about it. Ithemar's remark closed the conversation,

.nd Durkec only shook his commander warmly by the hand in

xpression of his further thoughts and feelings.

It was nearly dusk when Vincent's boat was shoved off, and,

iV his directions, he was pulled towards the beach, where the neck

fNahant joins with the main land. As soon as the boat touched

lie strand our hero leaped out, and, having bade his men return

t once to the brigantine, he turned up towards the town of Lynn

nd hurried away. He was well armed, having a pair of well-

ried pistols and a stout dagger, all of which were safely hidden

om sight, and it was with a hopeful step that he started on his

lission. He hoped to find Micah Trevctt; he hoped to find Ed-

ard Thayer; and third, but by far the deepest in his soul, came

le image of Olivia. The thought of that beautiful, lovely being

ave strength to his steps and steeled his heart against the fear of

anger.

When Vincent reached the village of Lynn it was dark. There

•as to be no moon that night, and though most of the heavens

ere now clear, yet there was a thick, smoky haze coming up

om the sea, and it promised to be dark ere many hours. But

at hero knew the road well, and if there were likely to be obsta-

les in the way they were thouglit little of. The end to be gained

as uppermost, and the dangers tiiat might lie between were left

ir their own time.

It was near midnight when Vincent reached Winnisimmet, and

ere was the first need of hesitation. He knew that a line of sen-

ies were stationed all around the entrances to Boston, and that

one could openly enter the town without a passport. A bona

[le pass, of course, he could not obtain. He dared not trust

imself to venture through Charlestown, for he knew that all was

)mmotion there, so he settled upon the only chance left, and that

as to procure a boat and run the risk of landing in Boston under

)ver of the darkness.

With this intention he proceeded to the water's edge, and, after

roping about for some time in the darkness that had now envel-

ped the coast and bay, he found a small skiff, which was made
St to the ring of an old anchor that was embedded in the sand

id mud. He found that he could easily launch the boat, but

lere were no oars to be found. In this emergency he bethought

imself of a small cot he had passed a short distance back, and

)wards that point he retraced his steps. After searching about

T a long while, and stuTibling over various obstacles that came
1 his way, he hit upon a pair of oars that were set up in one

)rner of an old shed. He could only be guided by the sense of

eling in his search, but he was sure that the oars were sound
aes, and, having secured them, he worked his way out of the

led.

The young captain hesitated a few moments after he had gained

le open air, and gave a few thoughts to the thing he was doing,

erhaps the boat he was about to take might belong to some poor

Sherman who could not afford to lose it. He would willingly

ave paid for it, but that was next to impossible under the present

rcumstances. He had no time to spend in hunting up the owner,
ad, moreover, he had no desire to trust himself to the inquiries

e might be subject to if he should open a negotiation with the

Sherman.

"Never mind," he said to himself, as he started back towards
le water, with the oars upon his shoulders, " I will try to find the

wner at some future time, and then I will pay him. He shall

)se nothing by my appropriation of his property if I can help it."

Vincent found it harder work to get the skiff into the water
lan he had anticipated, but heat length accomplished the job,

nd, having seated himself upon the only thwart the boat con-

lined, he got out his oars and put off. He had no landmarks by
hich to go, except a few twinkling lights that he could see to the

)uthward, and, as he felt confident that these were in Boston, he
)ok them for his guides. At first he pulled slowly, for he wished
> husband his strength in case of need ; then the tide was in his

ivor, so he made very good heading without much exertion.

After a while our adventurer saw lights to the west of him,
hich, he supposed, must be in Charlestown, and, upon the other
and, he fancied he could detect the shore of Noddle's Island,
le was now confident that he was on the right course, and he
bed his oars with more energy. As he neared the shore he
eered towards a point near which there was no light burning,
loosing to make out his way in the darkness rather than to run
le risk of exposure. Ere long he knew from the motion of the
ater that ho was close upon a landing of some sort, and giving

one more vigorous pull at his oars, he drew them in, and then

hurried to the bows of the skiff. He had barely time to brace

himself when the boat struck, and he could see that he was sur-

rounded by floating timber, but that the shore was only a few foet

from him. Having taken particular care that his pistols sliould

not get wet in case of accident, he crawled out upon the timber,

and was soon upon dry land.

The young man's eyes had now become so accustomed to the

darkness that he could make out objects about him with consider-

able certainty, and, after gazing about him for a while, he discov-

ered that he was in a shipyard. At first he thought it might be

Baker's, but he saw lights to the left which he knew must be upon

the North Battery, and he concluded that he had landed in Green-

ough's yard. He knew enough of the localities of the town to

guide him now, and, with a cautious tread, he moved up towards

the street. The gate of the yard was locked, but he managed to

crawl under it, and, in doing so, dropped one of his pistols. Ho
picked it up, but, instead of putting it back from whence it had

fallen, he kept it in his hand.

" Who goes there V" at this instant came startling upon Vin-

cent's car.

Tlie young patriot captain looked up, and could plainly distin-

guish the sentinel only a few paces from him.

" A friend !" he quickly returned, having made up his mind in-

stantaneously upon the course he would pursue.

" Then advance and give me the countersign !" ordered the

soldier.

Vincent advanced, but the sentinel again interrupted him by

bringing his musket to a charge and ordering him to " Stand !"

"Now give me the countersign'?"

" Bar—Me—Mo,—I declare, I can't think of it. Let me see :

Me—Po—Fla,—upon my soul, I must have forgotten it."

Vincent seemed to be exerting himself to the utmost to call to

mind the talismanic word.

" It's no use," he continued. " You'll have to call the oflSccr of

the guard. He will know me."

"Can't call no officer now," bluntly returned the soldier. "You
had better try to tliink of the countersign."

" I tell you it's of no use. Colonel Leslie gave me the word

himself, but it's gone from me now as sure as fate. You'd better

call your lieutenant, or sergeant, or something, and I'll
—

"

" I tell you 'twont work. If you haint got the countersign you

must just consider yourself my prisoner—that's all."

" Very well. Just tell me where I must go and I'll follow."

As Vincent spoke the soldier brought his musket to his shoul

der. This was the movement our hero had been watching for, and,

with a sudden bound, he leaped forward and struck the sentry

upon the side of the head with the butt of his pistol. The blow

was struck with all the young man's might, and the unsu.specting

soldier sank upon the pavement like a dead man. Vincent stopped

not to see what were likely to be the ultimate effects of his blow,

but, at the top of his speed, he started off up NDrth street.

For a long distance he travelled on without coming across

another sentry, and also without seeing any signs of a place

where he might find lodgings. He naturally supposed that the

further he kept from the wharves the less would be the danger of

meeting sentinels, and in the end it seemed he was right, for ho

gained the head of Union Street without meeting any more of

them. Here Vincent stopped a while to think. He was well ac-

quainted with an old man, named Fallon, who kept an inn in

Lindall's Lane, not far from the head of Long Wharf. He had

stopped with the old man often when he had been in Boston, in

times past, and he knew that his heart was in the right place.

Our hero was not long in making up his mind that he would

seek old Fallon, and, just as the town clock struck the hour of

two, he started down Dock Square and entered Merchant's Row.

He passed two sentries on his way, but, under cover of the dark-

ness, he escaped them, and, at length, he had crossed King Street

in safety. He had just entered Mackerel Lane (now Rilby Street),

when he was startled by the sound of voices ahead of him. Di-

rectly upon his right hand he could distinguish an outlet of some

description, and into this he carefully turned. He found it to be

a sort of narrow shed, and, as he felt his way in, he discovered

that it was partly full of wood. By the time he had gained what

he thought a place of safety, the voices which he had heard had

come to the entrance of the shed, and Vincent was not a little

uneasy upon finding that he was likely to have visitors, for he

knew that some one was entering. But he did not give a sound

that could indicate his presence. He crowded himself as far out

of the way as possible, and, having cautiously cocked one of his

pistols, he awaited the result of this nnlooked for companionship.

CHAPTER XXL
THE ASSASSINS.

Vincent Gray had been crouched away in hla place of con-

cealment some five minutes. During this time he had made up

his mind that the fellows who had come into the shed were not

after him, but that they had come in for some purpose of their

own. He judged that there were only two of them, for he could

just distinguish the outlines of their forms against the open space

in front of the shed.

"—sh," uttered one of the men, in a low tone, but yet loud

enough for Vincent to distinctly hear, " you must be careful now.

We must do the thing to-night, if ever." \

" Yes," returned his companion, " and that must be soon, too,

for it strikes me that 'twont be a great while before daylight."

" No," resumed the first speaker; "but then he'll be sure to be

along before that time."

There was a silence of some minutes, during which both the

men occasionally peered out into the alley.

" I hope you haven't ma'le a blund-r now," at length said he

who badJiefore been the second to speak.

" Blunder ! What d' ye meanV
" Why s'pose 'n he shouldn't come along here, after all ?"

"0,1 know he will. I saw him go into Admiral Graves's

house, up in Cow Lane, and 1 know he'll come back this way.

This is the way hq went, and it's the nearest for him."

" Seems to me this is a curus time for him ta go and see the

admiral ?"

" Not a bit of it. Old Graves has been down in the harbor and

didn't get back till nearly midnight ; and the young chap's busi-

ness was kind of pressing. You see while I was under the win-

dow I heard something of his business, so I know just how to

act."

" Well, now T should just like to know what you heard. Don't

be keeping everything to yourself."

" Easy, Darby. Of course I couldn't tell you out in the open

street. But, you see, I heard just enough to let me know that

he'd gone up to the admiral's to get him to put a stop to old Tre-

vett's leaving the town. Hark ! what noise was that?"

"I didn't hear no noise."

"But I did. I heard somebody move in here."

" O, that must have been me I trod on a stick of wood. Don't

be scared at nothing."

" I aint easily scared. Darby ; but I shouldn't like to be ketcbed

in this business."

" Neither should I ; but old Trevett's gold
—

"

" There's that noise again !" uttered the first fipeaker. "By the

cross. Darby, there's somebody here."

" 1 tell you I don't believe it."

" Well, 111 look, any way. You keep watch here, and I'll take

a survey in amongst the wood there." ,

Vincent heard the fellow poking in amongst the wood ; but he

grasped his pistol firmly and remained peifectly quiet. Upon
hearing the name of Trevett he had made an involuntary move-

ment, for it had startled him ; and now he began to collect his

thoughts, and, even while the ruffian was hunting about among

the wood, he took time to reflect upon what he had heard. He
had no fear of the t.vo fellows who had come into the shed, for he

had every advantage over them ; but yet he did not wish to be

discovered, and for this he had two weighty reasons. In the first

place, though he might easily defend himself with his pistols, yet

they would expose him to a chance of publicity which he did not

covet ; and, secondly, he wished to know the result of the inten-

tions of his two invisible companions. This last thought had the

most weight upon his mind, and, if for nothing else, he would

have risked a great deal for satisfaction on that point. He had

heard enough to satisfy him that these men were about to do

some job for Mr. Trevett, and, of course, he thought it must be

Micah Trevett. Is it a wonder that his mind should run on to a

second person—and that that second person should be Edward

Thaverl At least, that was the course which his mind took, and

he was overwhelmed with anxiety. The whole affair was strange,

very strange, and even now Vincent fancied that he could see a

wonderful providence in the results of his adventure that had

thus far crowded upon him.

For two or three minutes the fellow, who had thought to search

out the occasion of the noise he had heard, groped his way around

amongst the wood, but he did not come near the spot where our

hero was ensconced. He was feeling his way out to the extreme

comer of the shed when, by some mishap, he contrived to over-

turn a pile of wood, and, as it came rattling down, he started back

towards the entrance.

" There, I should think you'd hunted about enough," growled

the man who had remained on the watch.

The other applied rather an indelicate epithet to the unfortunate

wood pile, and, at the same time, he stooped as if to rub his an-

kle. He had but just commenced this last movement when ho

was aroused by a quick exclamation from his companion.

"Hist! Here comes somebody. It must be him."

"Ha!—so it is. Steady now. Darby. We mustn't miss a

stroke."

" But s'pose 'n it shouldn't be him V suggested Darby.

" It must be him. But I've thought of a way to make sura.

As soon as he comes along you make a groaning noise, as though

you were in pain. Groan in real good earnest, now, and he'll be

sure to stop. As soon as I hear his voice I shall know him."

" Wonderful," uttered Darby. " I'll commence now."

And, therefore, the fellow commenced to groan right lustily-

He did it in the most agonizing style, and it had the desired effect.

The pedestrian gradually approached the spot, and, as he came

nearer, the ruffian renewed the piteous moaning with extra zeal.

It had now become so light that objects could be seen in outline

quite plainly. Vincent could see the forms of his two compan-

ions, and he could also see out into the street. He could hear the

footsteps of the coming man, and his nerves were strung for the

conflict in which he was determine I to engage.

" Now mind, Darby," whispered he who seemed to be spokes-

man, " we must do the work with our daggers. As soon as I am
sure of the man I'll strike, and you must follow suit. We mustn't

cry out to give any alarm. —sh ! Look sharp now .'"

As the pedestrian reached the entrance to the shed, he stoofcd.

" What's the matter hereV he asked, while Darby still kept np

his groaning.

In an instant Vincent recognized the voice ot Edward Thayer.

He had carefully possessed himself of a stout billet of wood, and,

without waiting to hear Darby's answer, he sptang from the place

where he had been concealed.

[COKCI-inDED NEXT WEEK.]
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PUBLIC EDUCATION IN KU8S1A.

On these two pages we give a fine series of Russian scenes.

While we place hcfore our readers the gallery of pupils of the

different ofKcial estahlishments of instruction existing at St.

Pettrsburg. we will profit by the opportunity to gi?e a glance at

the general condition of public education in Russia—this special

object having been pa sed over in silence, or treated very super-

fi -iilly in all the works we have ever seen on the great Muscovite
empire. In the reign of the Czar Boritz Feodnrovitch Godunow,
public instruction seems to have taken rank for the first time in

the Russian governmental in-stitutions. The accession to the

throne of the reigning dyna.stv of Romanoff gave a powerful im-

pulse to public instruction in Russia, fostered by the Czar Michael
Feodorovitch, and, after him, his son, Alexis Michaelovitch.

Under the reign of this last sovereign, the patriarch Nikon was
particularly distinguished for his zeal in the propagation of intel-

ligence. In 1633, the Metropolitan of Kiev founded the first reli-

gious academy in his eparchy. The Hieronymite, Simeon Po-
lotzki, preceptor of the czar, Feodore Alexiovitch, and a celebrated

professor of his century, instituted the Sclavic, Greek and Latin

School of Theology at Moscow. The emperor, Peter I., the im-
mortal reformer of Russia, laid upon this ground, as he did on so

many others, the foundations of an ediKce which succeeding

reigns have continued, and by which Russian education has mer-
ited an important place among similar institutions of other Euro-
pean States. Besides a great number of schools for the people,

and educational establishments of different kinds, Peter the Great

founded tie uaval school afterwards denominated the School for

Pilots. On the 28th of January, 1724, he instituted the St. Pe-

tersburg School. Under the cznrinn, Anna Johannovna, the first

corps of cadets was formed, May 12, 1732, The Empress Eliza-

beth Petrovna founded the corps of naval cadets, December 15,

1752; on the 12th of January, 1755, the University of Moscow,
the first which was established in Russia, and on the 6th of No-
vember, 1757, the Academy of Arts projected by her father. The
Empress Catherine II. particularly signalized her reign by numer-
ous institutions for scientific or military instruction. Thus were
founded, on the 25th of October, 1762, the corps of cadets of artil-

lery and engineering, which now forms two corps ; on the 2Gth of

Angn^t, 1763, the College of Moicow; on the 3d of May, 1764,

the educational house of noble young ladies of the Convent of

Smolna; in 1773 the S'^hooi of Commerce and the College of

St. Petersburg; and finally, on the 30th of September, 1783, the

Russian Academy, which now forms the second section of the

Academy of Sciences. The Emperor Paul I. created on the 1st

of June, 1798, at St. Petersburg, the Instituta of the Order of St.

Catherine for the education of

noble voung ladies, and February
12, 1799, the Academy of Surge-

ry and Medicine. Under the

reign of the Emperor Alexander
was instituted, September 8,

1802, the Ministry of Public In-

stniction . On the 5th of January,
in the same year, the University

of Dorpat was founded, and the

Academy of Fine Arts was re-

organized on the 22d of October.

In 1803, the institution of Cath-

erine was established at Moscow.
On the 27th of March, 1804, the

School of Engineers, now the

High School of Engineering, was
founded. The same day, the 5th

of November, 1804, was signal-

ized by the creation of two new
universities, those of Kazan and
Cbarkow, and by the re organi-

zation of the University of Mos-
cow. 1808 witnessed the forma-

tion of the corps of military or-

phans, now the corps of Pauloff

;

1809, that of the Institute of
Bridges and Highways; 1810,

the erection of 'he Lyceum of

Tzarkoe Seloe now AlexandrofF.

On theSthof February, 1819, the

University of St. Petersburg wis
founded ; on the 9th of May,
1820, the School of Artillery,

now the Michael School of Artil-

lery; in 1822, the School of
Horse Guards, then, the Patri-

otic School, the Forest Corp*,

the Deaf and Dumb School, the

Orphan Establishment of Gats-

china, and the S -hool of Midwives. Under the sceptre of the

reigning emperor, Nicholas I., the Russian empire has entered on
a new era. Agriculture and manufacturej have made great ad-

vances. The development of steam navigation, the laying out of

PRINCB ALEX\NDEK NICOLAJEVITCU, CHIEF OF MILITARY.

railroads, new highways opened in all directions through this vast

empire, have linked the Russian communities with each other,

and with the other nations of Europe. For what relates to in

struction, all its branches have been re organized since 1825, and.

CORPa or IMPERIAL PAQKS.
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particularly, the primary schools have been arranged systemati-

cally, and subjected to control through the whole extent of the

empire, and new ones have been instituted. The emperor has

founded successively the Normal High School of St. Petersburg,

the University of Kiev, the military academy, seminary
of Kezan, the School of Law, two corps of cadets at Mos-
cow, others of Novgorod, Voronesch, Tula, Tambow,
Kazan, Polotsk, Pultawa, Bresk Litowsk, Kiev, etc. The
following statistical details, taken from the best sources,

will serve to give an appreciable view of the general con-

dition of public instruction in Russia :—Establisliments

connected with the ministry of pul>lic instruction.—6 uni-

versities, 1 normal school, 3 lyceuras, 77 gymnasia (in-

cluding schools founded by churches of foreign creeds), 433
district school 1, 1068 communal schools, 592 boarding or

private schools, in all, 2180 establishments of education,

with 5594 masters, and 1 18,327 pupils. Esiabiislimcnis

in the kingdom of Poland.—public establishments—5 spe-

cial schools, comprising 1113 pupils; 35 superior univer-

sities, 6156 pupils; 1316 primary, 71,376 pupils. Private

establi^hlnent.s—57 superior, 126 primary, comprisirg to-

gether, 5959 pupils, making a total of 1539 establishmtnts

and 84, .548 pupils. Eitablishmcnts of the Caucasus.

—

5 gymnasia, 3 gymnasial schools, 18 canton 1, 11 com-
munal, 8 boarding and private ; total, 45 establishments,

counting 237 masters and 3302 pupils. In the religious

division. Orthodox creed : 2 seminaries, 7 cantonal and 12

communal schools—21 establishments, 72 masters, 1261

pupils ; Armenian Grf gorian worship : 3 seminaries, 1

1

communal schools—14 establishments, 45 masters, 728

pupils ;
Evangelical Lutheran : 8 masters and 668 pupils,

plus 1 1 Mussulman schools, with 586 pupils. Military

establishments.—The instituticns of this order are all

classed under the protectorate of the hereditary grand
duke, the Czarovitch Alexander Nicoliijevitch. They are

compose! of 23 corps of cadets, 1 school of horse guards,

2 schools of instruction, 1 school of pages ; in all, 27,

which employ 865 masters, and are attended by 8090
pupils. Maritime instruction.— L corps of cadets, 4

schools of mana'uvrea 2 companies of instruction ; in all,

10 establishments, 337 masters and 3920 pupils. Es-

tablishments responsible to the Minister of Finance. These are
to the numberof 85, comprising 461 masters and 9779 pupils .

Foundations of the Empress Mary and others placed under the
same head.—schools of girls, of the first class, 10; second 8*
third, 5 ; special, 7—30 schools, with 659 female teachers and
5377 pupils. Boys' schools at St Petersburg, 6 ; at Moscow, 4
10 schools, with 80 teachers and 1938 pupils. Establishnienta
confided to the Secretary of State.—3 institutes, with 57 masters
and 570 pupils

; 3 Elizabeth schools, with 39 masters and 423 pn-
pils. Schools attached to the administration of roads and
bridges.—2 institutions, with 85 masters and 416 pupils
Schools connected wjth the mail service.—They are three in num.
ber, with 8 masters and 180 pupils. Establishments connected
with the bureau of justice.—3 {counting the Law School), which
employ 93 masters, and are attended by 591 pupils. Institute
for the study of Oriental languages, belonging to the Caucasian
committees, and placed under the direction of Count Orloff
There are 30 professors, and 207 pupils. Agricultural schools.—They are 26 in number, employ 124 masters, and are attended
by 1591 pupils Schools of villages embraced in the crown
lands.—There are 2696, which employ 2783 masters, and are at-
tended by 14,064 male pupils, and 4843 female. Schools for
the Kirguis children, under the supervision of the committee for
the frontiers of Orenburg —There are only 3 masters and 30
pupils. It will be seen by the above details, that the condition of
schools in Russia is sati^f tctory, at least with regard to the num-
ber. For, what relates to quality, the appreciation is much more
difficult, since official and statistical information is wanting on
this point ; and, with rare exceptions, the Russian press does not
pass an opinion on the condition of education. Still in what re-

gards military instruction, a tolerably accurate estimate may be
formed. The military schools of the empire are i he nursery of
the officers of the Rus-ian troops ; and the profession of arms, the
particular object of imperial protection, being, unquestionablv,
the first of all in Russia, we can safely conclude that they are
brought 10 a high degree of perfection. We shoul i also make
special mention of the School of Agiiculture, founded by ibe
Czar Nicholas, in the bosom of which, for fifteen yt-ars, in the
neighboihood of the capital, he has given the peasarits of his es-

tate example and instruction. The object cf this school is to ex-
tend and elevate agiicultural science, and particularly this branch
of labor in the immediate sphere of the imperial possesfions.
With this purpose, instruction is given to two hundred and fifty

sons of laborers selected from the emperor's private domains,
with reference to their aptitude, and in consideration of good con-
duct. On leaving school, they are sent to model farms, estab-

lished expressly for them in lo-

calities where they were bom.
Their mission there is toserveas
examples to other peasants, as

well by their good conduct, as by
their thorough knowledge of the

arts and trades which appertain

to agriculture, or domestic use.

The agricultural instruction is

divided into two periods. The
first lasts four years, two of which

are employed in lower, and t*o
in higher branches. In the lower

class, pupils study reading and
writing, the first four rules of

arithmetic, carpentering and the

principles of religion In the

middle class, they are taught the

Russian grammar, penmanship,
religion, accounts and the ele-

ments of agriculture. In the

highest class, the Gospel is ex-

plained to them, as well as the

Mass, and they are (aught the

agricultural theory, with its ap-

plication, and mechanics in the

application of motive forces to

the construction of water-mills.

Independently of this instruction,

the pupils learn the different

trades which arc most especially

required by an agricultural dis-

trict—such as tailoring, shoe-

making, the business of a carpen-

ter, blacksmith, wheelwright,

tanner, etc. At the last exhibi-

tion at St. Petersburg, of the ag-

ricultural products of all Russia,

the specimens from the Agricul-

tural School excited the aston-

ishment, and fixed the attention of connoisseurs ; and the leather

from their tannery, among other things, was considered so supe-

rior, that it was deemed worthy to figure, as a specimen ( f Rus-

sian manufacture, at the great London Exhibition of 1851. Still,

PUPILS OF TOPOGRAPHIC IN3TITUTB AND CORPS OF MINERS.
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notwithstanding ttie show of ed-

ucational advantages whicli the

foregoing !)tatis:ifs would setm
to present, as MeCulloch ob-

ecrves, education is at a low ebb.

There have for more than a cen-

tuiy been schools in all the great

towns ; but these are but few in

number; and the rural popula-

tion is too much dispersed, even

if it were not eni-laved, and tied

down to routine practices, to al-

low it to reap niu h benefit from
country schools. But, notwith-

standing the diflftculties in its

way, education is making pro-

gress, and has been much im-

proved and extended within the

present century. It has always

been, and continues to be, an ob-

ject of great solicitude with the

government. A plan for a na-

tional system of instruction was
laid down in a ukase of the Em-
peror Alexander, issued in 1802

;

which, though it has undergone
various modifications, contains

the outline of the system that is

still followed. The empire isdi-

vidid, in respect to education,

into a certain number of distric ts,

eafh of which has or is intended

to hsve. a university, with a cer-

tain number of lyceums (at which
the young men intcndAl to fill

civil oliiees are mostly instruct-

ed), gymnasiums, high schools,

and elementary school.s, varying
according to its extent and popu-

lation. Elementary instruction

is in a more depressed state. Ac-
coiding to the uknsc of 1S02, a
grammiir school should be es-

tablished in every district, and
an elementary school in every

parish, or at least in every two parishes, according

to the population. But these regulations have, in

very many instances, not been complied with;

and when it is considered that the advantages of
education are but little appreciated by the peasant-

ry, and that it is frequently discouraged by the

noiiility, to whom it oce'asions some expense, it

will not appear surprising thtt such should be the

case. In despite, however, of every obstacle, edu-

cation has made and is making a very considerable

progress. Since the epoch of the Polish insurrec-

tion, however, the government of Russia has di.s-

covcrej considerable jealousy with respe. t to edu-

cation. In consequence, all Russian sulijects have
been forbidden fiom studying at any foreign uni-

versity ; a strict surveillance is exercised over all

docriptions of schools ; no private schools are in

fvitnre to be opened without permission from the

propjr authorities, and all ma-sters and mistresses

of such seminaries must be native Russians; and
it is further ordered, that no one shall be a teacher

in a private family, without being accredited by
a university. The sciences priniipally taught in

the universities are the hisioiy, literature, geogra-

phy, and statistics of Russia. The fact is, that a
laite for instruction and reading is beginning to be

widely ditfused among the town population. Many
new works, some cf them of distinguished merit,

annually appear ; and many foreign wofks are

translated into Russian. Numerous literary and
scientific Journals issue from the presses of Peters-

burg, Moscow, Riga, Odessa, etc. Ti e ptdagogi-

ciil institution of St. Petersburg is one of the most
important and valuable in the empire. It is ex-

clusively appropria'ed to the education and train-

ing of schoolmasters. Our observations have re-

lated mainly to popular education in Russia, a

system, of which the military schor)ls form a part;

and our engravings represent the pupils of the va-
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rious grades in these seminaries. But
at this moment, it is as a military pow-
er that Russia stands before the world.

In her present conflict with Turkey,
she has drawn the eyes of the world
upon her military strength and re-

sources. A few items relative to these

will not be inappropriate in this con-

nection. The military power of Rus-
sia having been ridiculoit^ly exagge-
rated by sonic, and a" ridiculously de
predated by others, deserves to be in-

((uired into with some attention. The
first regular organized ce)rps of infantry

in the Russian service orifiinated about
the middle of the IGth century. At
the death of Peter the (Jrcat the army
amounted to about 110 000 men. Un-
der Catherine II., it was greatly aug-
mented and improved. She formed
the Cossacks into a light cavalry,

which, after being successfully opposed
to the Spahis of ih; Turks, has since

distinguishe d itself in the grca" con-

tests of more modern times. During
the latter pirt of the reign of Catherine
the regu'ar army amounted to 2.50 000
men. But to the Empe rors Alexander
and Nicholas the Russian army is in-

debted for the efficient organization
and discipline by which it is now dis-

tinguished. The momentous struggles

in whie-h the forn^er was engaged called

for'h all the military resources of the

empire; many abuses were rectified,

and improvements introduced ; and the

armies of Alexander were at length

enalilcd to contend successfully with
those of the greatest captains of the

age. Under the present emperor, the

discipline and the organization of the

army have been still further improved

;
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and it is, at present, to a com-
paratively high state of efficiency.

Tht! really etfective force of the

Russian army may be reckoned
at about 600,000 men ; but from
this various deductions must be
made. Two out of the six ba'tal-

iOLS of the ditfcrent regiments
are almost always absent, consti-

tuting, in fact, depots, being em-
ployed in public works, in the

conveyance and training of re-

cruits, etc. It is believed, too,

that the forces actually embodied
rarely eronie up to the returns

;

the officers being driven, by the
inadequacy of their allowances,

to add to their means of subsist-

ence by keeping up vacancies in

the ranks. And if, in addition
to these various causes of deduc-
tion, we bear in mind that Russia
must always, in the event of her
being engaged in foreign war,
keep a large amount of forces at

home to guard the frontiers, and
to maintain tranquillity in her
disatf.cted provinees, it will be
seen thit, at present, she would
have considerable difficulty in

marching 150,000 men across

the frontier. VVhen Napoleon
invaded Russia, in 1812, the en-

tire force brought to oppose him
Fcarcely exceeded 200,000 men.
During the last war with Tur-
key, the invading army did not
exceed 120,000 In her present
invasion of Turkey, the number
of troops brought into the field

by Russia has not very greatly

exceeded this ara'um; they are

repo'ted as well armed, and under
good discipline, though tr.e Turks
thus far have the advantigo.

wBnU
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[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

KI V t S M OMTIS.

BT H p. KIMBALL.

Bee th« laaghlng, dancing lilli

I^apsa olto mor te!

How its p^ rly eddies triM

Clara eu otcr fonto

!

Through the sloping mossy dale,

Flexo semper Versii,

Where the flowerets blofteom pale,

Pergit ejus cursu.

Notliine checks Its ocean-flight,

''axa nee arbcr'-s;

Ne'er surceapjng day or o ?bt

Silrani per et Uorts.

Now it mfets a kindred Btrwxq,

Una ot confluit;

How the filTer T»aTelet.<* pjlcam

Ubicunque rait.

"Wldeninp. deepening, as It goes,

Namqne amiiis creacic;

SUentlj it ouw.ird flows

Nanquam et rtcessic

Here the shallopc vex its ^

Naves in&tar monti»;

Manned by gallant hearts and biSTO

Quique TiTunt Pontjs.

Now enlarging to a bay

Simiiis et marl,

White the billpws foam and play

Nunc formose clari.

Then it pours its urn of ware

Maximo in Ponto;

Where the mermaids deck their c5Te

Coralli cum quanto.

A lesson now to human pride

Ab te no3 difcemur,

Tie always best to turn aside,

Hofetes quam Tidemur.

PerseTerance wins the race

£$t nam magnus virtus;

Humility is pride of place

Vltime repertus.

IWrltten for bieason's Pictorial.]

THE PRINCE'S FLIGHT,
AK INCIDENT OF A. D., 1688.

BT HENRT WILLIAM BERBEBT.

The royalty of England was no more. That great and sub-

lime fabric of government, which had endured through an un-

broken line Of kings above six hundred years, since the days of

the Norman William, lay prostrate in the dust, overthrown by the

efforts of no foreign foe, bin of its own revolted citizens.

The person of the hapless monarch, whose "gray, discrowned

head " was so soon to be brought down to the block, languished a

hopeless captive, without a friend, without even a servant of the

body, to attend him, in the grim dungeon towers of Carisbrooke,

looking for what should be the end, and expecting to find it from

the knife cf the assassin. The liberties of EnglaLd, rescued from

the tyranny of the royal prerogative, lay, bound foot and hand, in

grosser bondage to the privileges of parliament

The parliament, which had done things unparalleled, and which
at the commencement of the >trife, it would have denounced the

mere thought of doing, was now iiseif a slave, fettered and

dragged at the chariot wheels of its own army, its servant grown
into its mastjr.

The army which, created by the parliament, had conquered the

flower of England's chivalry, and watered Englith soil with the

blood of the noblest, best and bravest of lier sons ; wliich held its

lawful monarchy in captivity ; which, derided now and dismaj'ed,

if not ab-oluiely ruled, the power whith cieated it, was itself the

mere instrument and tool of a cabal of low-born men, some few

of rare capacity, but the most part visiorary cnlhusiasts, canting

hypocrites, or butcherly soldiers, cast up like scum by the fires of

civil war to the surface of the political caldron.

And now, all parties were at gaze, held motionless for the time
by the mingled influences of wonder and apprehension, uncer-
tainty and tenor, triumph and despair. The beaten party were
too thoroughly discomfited and deprived of everything necessary
to warfare—leaders, men, horKS, arms and money—to attempt
another rising, allliough they anticipated the worst for the princi-

ples which th(y maintain, d, and for the person of the monarch
whom they loved. The victors, on the other hand, if they were
less depressed, were in no sort the less embarrassed. They had
gained a victory, and knew not how to use it. 7 hey had pulled
down a government, and knew not how to re construct it. They
had built up a parliament to be their masters, and knew not how
to pull it down. They had ciiged a king for their pleasure, and
knew not how to get rid of him for their safety.

To make him again king was to yield their heads to his re-

venge, when he should feel himft If strong enough to take them •

nor had their clemency in thtir fhiys of ascendancy been such
that they could ex|)ect much from his forgiveness, when his turn

should come, whose friends and servants they bad so unmercifully

and wrongfully slaughtered. To drive him forth an exile, were

to send him with his flagrant wrongs seeking redress at hands

where he was sure to find it—of his brother, Louis the Magnifi-

cent, of France, who had already received his wife as a sovereign

queen, and installed her with his heir prince Charles in royal

state of St. Germains. To detain him immured as a state pris-

oner, was to keep the continually growing sympathy for him alive

among the people, and to hold up before the eyes of his cavalier

adherents, still numerous and powerful and brave, though for the

moment fallen, a constant stimulus for their exertions, a constant

theme for their declamations, a constant aim for their endeavors.

To take him off by the knife of the assassin, or the drug of the

mediciner, though these were the ends most apprehended by the

monarch and his friends, was, in that age, and in that country,

not to be thought of—impossible.

The axe of Piers Exton,the fiery torture of the second Edward,

the Malmsey butt of Clarence, were barbarisms of a bygone age.

And even in that to which they belong excited general indigna-

tion, which defeated their intention.

The leaders of the Parliamentarians doubted. The Presbyteri-

ans would have restored the king, could they have prevented the

restoration of the church. Failing that, they would have estab-

lished a Presbyterian hierarchical republic, governing the land by

a public synod—a thoroughly intolerant, fanatical chmch govern-

ment. But the Independents, who held to the right of selfgov-

crnan i in matters of conscience, who had quarrelled with the

church less for the nature of its doctrines or its canons, than for

the rea.son that they were compulsory; with the king, less that

his exactions were oppressive, than that they were exactions and

illegal, were little willing to replace one hierarchy by another

more intolerant, or to dethrone King Log, in order to install Iving

Stork upon his throne.

Cromwell would, perhaps, have come to terms of accommoda-

tion with the king, could he have been sure of the king's fidelity

to his engagements, and of his own power to control the army,

w cse zealous otlicers were clamorous for blood, continually cry-

ir - out that they should "bind their princes with chains, and

tiicir nobles with fetters of iron," from their almost avowed

inclination.

But the known dissimulation of King Charles, and perhaps, as

it was asserted, intercepted letters convinced the colonel of the

Ironsides, that he who built on his promises, founded his hopes

on no rock ; and the sullen and mutinous temper of the army

showed him how little dependence he could place on their action

in behalf of the Man of Blood.

Then was the resolution taken—bold, terrible, unprecedented

—

to bring the king to trial as a traitor to his people—a trial before

no constituted tiibunal, before no lawful judges; for the laws of

England have established it as a fact, that no man can be put in

peril of his life, rightfully, unless before a jury of his peers. And
who were the peers of the kingi

But those martial legislators set little store on casuistry, none

on principle. England could not be safe—that is to say, their

England—with Charles living ; for living, was he not still king,

whether in the land or out of it, whether a prisoner or free ?

Therefore, Charles must not live.

Therefore Charles must die—not by the machinations of a fac-

tion, but by the sublime, solemn condemnation of a people; not by

the midnight murderer, but in broad day by the public executioner.

A great terror before the nations—for he was a king crowned

and anointed ; a great crime before God— for he was a man pious

and self controlled and virtuous, and did, in the main, what to

him seemed to be his duty. Can any man do more, that he

should die for doing thus ? A great and consummate stroke of

political expediency and wisdom ; for, in its consequences, after

two more revolutions, it produced its end, securing the liberties

of England, and making her in after years the freest, greatest and

best governed of the European nations.

The tidings of this terrible resolve, when it was once made
known, fell like a thunder-bolt, stunning and bewildering all.

From the moment when it was adopted, hope was dead in the

hearts of all adherents of the crown ; for all felt that from the

moment a court should be assembled to sit in judgment on the

king, acquittal had already become impossible. The proclama-

tiop of the trial was the proclamation of the sentence, and the

sentence could be none other than death.

And so the royal victim himself felt it; and from that moment
abandoning all hope of life, lie addressed himself only to the

preservation of his royal line, until better days should restore it to

the throne; and that done, to the defending himself with dignity

and decorum, and to the dying like a man.

His wife, the beautiful daughter of Henry IV., of France, that

wise and valiant king, had already, before his imprisonment at

Carisbrooke, made good her escape to the gay land of her fathers

;

and in the royal reception which she met at the hands of Louis,

and in the company of Lord .Jermyn, whom, after the judicial

murder of her lord, she descended to espouse, too much forgot, it

is to be feared, the fortunes of the Majesty of England.

Prince Charles, with Rupert of the Rhine, had escaped, also,

and now rode the sea triumphant, threatening the southern coasts

with invasion, and sweeping the channel with the fleet of Eng-

land, which, throughout all the contest, had remained true to

loyalty and duty.

It seems strange that at this period, when the royalists were

omnipotent at sea, and might easily by one sudden well combined

blow have made themselves masters of the Isle of Wight, and

rescued the imprisoned monarch by a coup de main, no attempt

was made at an enterprise, which could hardly have failed to be

successful. The temper of Prince Rupert, his fiery and unflinch-

ing courage, and his headlong devotion to the cause of his royal

uncle, no less than the approved gallantry of Prince Charles, ren-

ders all suspicionof cowardice or treachery on their part untenable.

But it is worthy of note, that the Queen Henrietta Marie had
extorted a promise from her uxorious husband, that he would
never leave the kingdom without her permission—under the idea

probably, that by so leaving it, he would lose' all chances of recoy-

ering it to his children. That, previous to his fatal step of deliv-

ering himself up to Col. Hammond, at Carisbrooke, through the

indiscretion, if not the treacherj', of Ashburnham, after his escape

from Hampton Court, he wrote repeatedly to the quflfci, request-

ing a release from the fatal promise, his adherence to which cost

him his life, is an established fact.

And, taking it into consideration that those letters were ne^r
answered ; that, when he might as easily have made good his

escape to Jersey, whence he could, at any time, have been taken

off by the fleet, as to Carisbrooke, he surrendered himself to his

wor-it enemies ; and that the queen, who ajjpears at this time to

have held exclusive influence over the mind of her son, afterwards

Charles II., would countenance no descent on the Isle of Wight
for his relief, we must regard it as doubtful whether the gay and

lively Frenchwoman, finding that the crown of England was lost

beyond recall, might not have regarded it just as well to lose with

it the melancholy and austere, though adoring husband, when life

secured to her no longer rank, power or sovereign title.

To bring off the Duke of York, however, who was detained in

London, a sort of honorable prisoner, with his sister, the Princess

Elizabeth, and the little Duke of Gloucester, was equally conso-

nant with the wishes of either parent; and there were gallant and

devoted adherent^ of the royal cause in London, as was proved

both before and after, enough to have undertaken even more des-

perate duty.

The duke—who was at this time a stripling of about fifteen

years—being given over with his brother and sister to the govern-

ance of the Duke of Northumberland, who had assumed the cause

of the parliament, dwelt in a house, by the people of which he

was respectfully entreated, having a garden communicating with

St. James's Park, which suggested the method of his escape.

Not considered as a prisoner—for his youth prevented suspicion,

and neither his capacity nor his courage appears to have been

apprehended, though under surveillance—he was allowed many
privileges ; among others, free intercourse with such friends as

chose to visit him, the chief of whom was George Howard, brother

of the Lord Suffolk, who, with one Col. Bamford, an Irish papist,

contrived the scheme which was adopted. It is, however, not a

little remarkable, while it is strongly characteristic of the great

aptitude for intrigue, and of the strange persistency of purpose,

which he manifested in after days, that the details were planned

by James himself; and carried out by him whh unparalleled se-

crecy, even as towards his brother and sister, during a whole fort-

night, without a moment's hesitation or divergence from his plan,

without a word, a glance, a sign of anxiety or perturbation, which

might have excited alarm or suspicion.

The very simplicity and boldness of the boy-prince's plan en-

sured its success. It was early in the spring, while the days were

yet short and the evenings early dark ; and, so soon as escape was

concerted, the duke arranged with his brother and sister, and the

other children of the house, though he was considerably older

than the rest, and of years and ideas too mature for a sport so

childish—that every evening after supper they should play at hide

and seek through the whole house until bedtime.

Now, the superior cleverness of the duke, as consistent with his

superior years, and yet more with the natural ^ecretiveness of his

character, easily enabled him to invent a hiding-place, in which

the others were never able to find him ; and in this place for a

whole fortnight he concealed himself every evening, never coming

out until he had been long missed and sought for with a hue and

cry ; and remaining hidden longer and longer every night, until it

bad become a common thing, and familiar to all the inmates of

the house, that the duke should be missing for an hour or better

every evening, and should be sought for, from the attics to the

hall, by all tlie young folk with great perplexity and clamor.

The appointed night arrived, cloudy and rainy; and so soon as

tin; others went to hide, the duke, who was as calm and stern as

il nothing was in the wind, and who had taken no leave, nor even

kissed his brethren, locked up his favorite spauiel in his sister's

chamber that it might not follow him— for so young as he was, he

forgot not anything—and stole down the stairs into the innermost

garden. The wind wailed mournfully among the leafless trees of

the pat k and the chimney-tops of the tall houses, and the rain

fell in sharp, gusty squalls, and the boy was alone—a conspirator,

shrouded in mystery and in danger. Most boys would have been

unmanned with fear, or would have ruined all by precipitation.

James, almost supernaturally cold, cautious and cunning, fell

into neither error. Ho watched the windows of the house he

had left for a few minutes, in order to note any signs of hurry or

alarm, which might indicate discovery or su-spicion, and, perceiv-

ing none, let himself out by a key provided for the purpose.

Bamford was there awaiting him : and in a few seconds a large,

fair periwig, pulled over the duke's coarse black hair, a common-

fashioned hat, and a great cloak, effect;ially concealed him from

casual passers-by. Thence, without uttering a word, they passed

arm-in arm into Spring Gardens, where one Mr. Trip awaited

them with a hackney-coach. Entering into this, Bamford and the

young duke drove to Salisbury House, and alighted there as if to

enter; while Trip with the coach went into the city, and kept it

there as long as he could, at the end of the town, until his master

should have got off safely.

And so it fell out, for taking boat, so soon as the coach was

gone, they pulled down to London Bridge, and landing again on

the same side the river, went " to one Loo's, a surgeon, where

they found Mrs. Murray, who had woman's clothes ready for him

to put on. He was drest presently, and went with Bamford to
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Lion Key, wheire there stayed a fouroared barge for them. They

went in it down the river, the tj^Iwuewifig them."

• Tfic prctttfiflg^Thcs within <iuotiition marks arc in the words

of the prince himself, as found in a very rare and curious collec-

tion made by Carte, in the year 1060, before the Restoration, of

the MSS. of this prince, afterwards the misguided and unhappy

James II. From the same source unaltered, so simple and

graphic is the style, and therefore so interesting the narrative, is

the remainder of this sketch. No apology is offered for present-

ing it in this form ; since it is so rare tliat it must be new to nine

out of ten reiders, and the apology would be due for the imperti-

nence of garbling the plain unvarnialicd tale, in the hope of giving

it fresh interest, rather than for submitting it in its natural force.

" But they no sooner entered the barge," proceeds the duke,

writing, like Ca!sar, in the third person, " than the master sus-

pected something, Bamford having told him to be there with his

barge, and he should bring a friend with him, not saying it should

be a woman. He thought something more was in it, and was so

frightened that, as they went down, he did nothing, but talked to

them how impossible it was for them to pass the block house at

Gravesend, without being discovered ; and that they had no other

way to get on board a ship that waited for them at the Hope, but

to land at Gravesend, and get a pair of oars to carry them down.

When they debated the distance, and showed him the hazard of

getting a boat to carry them to the ship, he objected the light of

the moon. He was soon satisfitd fully, that his woman was some

disguised body of great quality. For, peeping through a cranny

in the door of the barge, where they had a candle burning, he saw

the duke put his leg upon the table, and pluck up his stocking in

80 indecent a manner, as made him conclude what he had before

suspected. This confounded him so, as he told them afterward,

that he hardly knew what he did or said ; which they perceiving,

thought it best to tell him the truth and trust him, knowing liim

to be a very honest man.

"So the duke told him who he was, and assured him that he

would provide for him "—an assurance, by the way, which the

duke's family were niuch more apt to make than to keep—" and

if it was not safe to return to London, to carry him to Holland.

The man's mind was now settled. He resolved to pass by the

block-house, without going ashore ; and when they came near the

town, he put out the light, let the barge drift down with the tide,

passed undiscovered by the blockhouse, got to the ship—a Dutch

pink of seventy tons—lying for them at the upper end of the

Hope. She had been cleared at Gravesend, where Sir Nicholas

Armourer, Col. Mayard, Richard Johnson, three gentlemen, with

each a servant, expected them, whom Bamford had trusted and

sent before, that by their help he might master the vessel, if need.

" They set sail at break of day with a fair wind, and anchored

early next morning before Flushing, where they stayed expecting

the tide to carry them up to Middleburgh. The master, with two

of his four hands, went ashore with the boat at Flushing, intend-

ing to be back by the time the water was high enough to go to

Middleburgh. But before he came back,Owen, master of the barge,

who came along with the duke, came down in a great fright to

the small cabin, telling them that a Parliament frigate was coming

in to look fjr them, and would be with them presently, and that

they would get their anchor on boaid and sail for Middleburgh.

He was positive it was a frigate. The two seamen would not get

up the anchor till the master came back ; but they were forced by

the gentlemen and servants to do it, though they said there was

not water for it, aTid the ship would be lost. The ship proved

only a merchantman. The vessel struck twice or thrice ; but the

master coming on board, and the tide serving, they got to Mid-

dleburgh before the tide was spent. The duke landed in woman's

clothes, staid all night, went next morning to Dordrecht, and sent

Bamford next day to the Hague, to acquaint his sister and the

Prince of Orange of his arrival, and to desire clothes. He was

missed, in an hour's time, at St. James's. When he was not

found on search, notice was sent to Whitehall and Gen. Fairfax."

Such is the history of one of the most remarkable escapes on

record. It is even more to be admired, that two others, both per-

haps yet more considerable, were effected by two other members

of the same hapless family— the first, that of his brother Charles,

by the famous Oak of Boscobel, after the fatal field of Worcester

;

the second, that of his own son, Charles Edward, through the

wilds of Moidart, after the more fatal affair at Culloden.

All three go far to show how rash, not to say impious, it is to

Mcribe any events, how seeming wonderful soever, of human

agency to an especial Providence. All three events were held all

but miraculous, and generally ascribed to Heaven's especial favor

to the royal Stuarts ; and yet the end showed that race most

ruined and wretched of all royal races, and this James himself,

apparently abandoned both of man a. id God.

« «»-» >

A VIENNA P.\L.4CE.

The most splendid thing in Vienna, of modern construction, is

Prince Lechiensten's palace. It has been fitted up by an English
architect, Mr. Devignee, in the most gorgeous style, at a cost of

j£80,000. The entrance is by a hall and well proportioned stair-

case of white sandstone, which has an appearance of coarseness,

especially when the beautiful marbles that adorn the apartments
are seen. You pass through three refreshment rooms of excellent

proportions, but simply decorated with white and gold and with
amber furniture. These introduce you to the private and state-

rooms, which are as rich as marbles and gildings can make them.
In the ball room is an effective and valuable contrivance of three

large doors, each turning on, a centre-pin, and at the back of this

is a large plate of looking glass ; so that, when the doors are re-

versed, the reflection increases the size of the room, and extends
its brilliance. The covering of the walls are of the same silk as

that of the furniture ; it is very rich in its character, and must be
a great trial to the ladies' dresses. The parquets are of exquisite
pattern and workmanship, and tend to the completion of what, as
far as my experience goes, is the ri best specimen of domestic
decoration to be found here.— Cnrraspnndent ciftlie Biiildir.

[Written for Oleason'B Pictorial.]

DO I NOT LOVE THEE?— \ Fragment.

Br MRS. JAItS E. LOCKE.

Do I not love thee ?—wouldst thou force the tjile

From my wrung heart, still o'er the secret weeping,

Whose pulse beats fortli an agonizing wail

To thoughts it dare not cherish in its keeping.

" Thou dost not love!''— would it were but true

No more should heave these woes of bitter anguish,

That purge to meti the ultiuitite far blue,

Where nevermore shall the free spirit languish.

Love thee? alas, my lip may tot reveal

The worship that my soul doth inward cherish,

Pallid for utterance it must still conceal

Though 'neatli the burthen my weak heart should perish.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MARGARET'S TEST:
OK

CHARITY ITS O^VN REWARD.

BY HORATIO ALGER, JR.

"If ever I marry," said Margaret Bailey to her cousin Olivia,

" it will be a man who does not live entirely for himself, but who,

out of the benevolence of a charitable heart, will not pass un-

heeded the cry of the widow and orphan who call on him for

relief"

" You speak warmly, Margaret."

"Because I feel it. I have always thought that a charitable

man would make a good husband."

" But how will you be able to judge of this ? You are an heir-

ess, and of course have many suitors. Do you not believe that

any one of them would be willing to don a charitable mood for

a while, if they supposed that upon this issue depended the hand

of the wealthy heiress V
" Perhaps you are right," said Margaret, thoughtfully ;

" but,"

added she suddenly, " an idea has just come into my head, by

which I think this embarrassment can be avoided."

"What is that?" asked Olivia, curiously.

" Let me confess, in the first place, that among all who are

generally considered suitors for my hand, perhaps fortune would

be the more appropriate word, there are none whom I would think

of as a husband except Herbert Lee and Henry Ainsworth. The

former, you know, is wealthy, the latter a clerk dependent on his

income, which I should judge was not large. Now I have a mind

to subject these two to a test."

" A good idea, but how will you manage it ?"

"You know there is a poor family in Allen Street— the one of

whom we heard today, consisting of a widowed mother, who is

sick, and three young children. Now I am going, anonymously

of course, to recommend them to the charitable offices of both

Herbert Lee and Henry Ainsworth, and we will see the result.

They will not recognize your handwriting: therefore I want you

to take pen and paper and write a note at my dictation."

Olivia procured writing materials, and her cousin dictated as

follows

:

"Deau Siu,—Thouyrh a stranger to you, I take the liberty of

calling your attention to the case of a poor family now living in a

single room at Allen Street, who in consequence of the illness of

the mother, who has hitherto supported them by plain sewing, are

reduced to extreme want. A little aid at this time would be to

them like the visit of an angel from heaven. Will you extend it 'i

At least call upon them, and you will be convinced that this is

but a simple statement of the truth. Ciiaeitv."

The note was copied, and despatched through the post-office to

the address of both gentlemen.

Perhaps three days afterwards Herbert Lee called at Margaret's

residence. Margaret adroitly led the conversation to objects of

charity and charitable institutions.

"Ah," said Lee, "that reminds me of an odd circumstance. I

I received a letter the other day, recommending to my notice a

poor family in Allen Street. It was signed Charity, and very

earnestly advised me to go and see them."

" And did you go 'i" asked Margaret, quickly.

" Not 1 1
' was the laughing reply. " I haven't time to waste

in hunting up all the destitute families in the city. I should have

my hands full."

" But the family may be suffering from want."

"If they are. Charity would be in better business in relieving

them himself than in sending anonymous letters of advice to

others."

Would Herbert Lee have lauglied so merrily if be had known

the effect of his want of feeling on her whom he was most anxious

to please ?

" I think, after all," said Margaret, when Herbert liad with-

drawn, " that I must go and see Mrs. Green myself If Henry

Ainsworth is no more charitable than Herbert, she will fare hard."

The ladies arrayed themselves for a walk. A few minutes

brought them to the residence of the poor widow of whom they

were in search.

To their surprise, they found, on being admitted, that a cheerful

fire was glowing in the stove, while a pleasant smell of dinner

filled the apartment. On a table by the side of the widow were

some medicines. The hearth was brushed up, and the room,

though scantily furnished, presented a neat and comfortable

appearance.

Margaret looked around in surprise.

" I was led to believe," said she, "that you were in great want "

" So we were," said Mrs. Green ; " but, thanks to tlic gener-

osity of a noble young gentleman, who stepped forward to our

relief, we are no longer so."

" Indeed, who has thus befriended you ?"

" His name is Ainsworth. He sent ftfr a doctor for me, and at

his own cost purchased food and coals, so that, by the blessing of

God, I hope soon to recover my health, and then all will go right

once more."

After a little more conversation, Margaret and her cousin with-

drew, leaving with Mrs. Green some money for her present

necessities.

That evening Herbert Lee offered his hand to Margaret Bailey,

and, to his surprise, no less than his discomfiture, was rejected.

A week afterwards Henry Ainsworth made his appearance.

He seemed unusually thoughtful.

" A penny for your thoughts," said Margaret, gaily.

He looked at her earnestly a moment, and then replied, " I will

indeed tell }ou the subject of my thoughts, and ask you to for-

give me afterwards. It is, I know, an act of presumption for a

poor clerk to speak of love—of marriage to a wealthy heiress, but

I cannot keep it secret longer—I love you, Margaret, with truth

and sincerity. Do you pardon me ?"

" No," said Margaret, promptly, " for you have said nothing

that requires it. And if you indeed think me worthy of taking,

you may have me and welcome."
" Do I hear aright 1" was the delighted reply. " How have I

deserved such good fortune?"

" Listen, and I will tell you. I had resolved never to marry

one unless I was convinced that he was charitable. Last week
you received an anonymous letter recommending a poor family to

your charitable notice. I find you have visited them and relieved

their necessities. I feel that I can safely trust my happiness in

your hands, since you have so nobly stood the test."

" Truly," said Henry Ainsworth, as his eyes lighted up with

gratitude, " charity is its own exceeding great reward."

[Oatliered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
FROM TURNED-DOWN LEAVES IN OCR READING.

.... Marriage is a desperate thing —Sdden.

.... Man, while he loves, is never quite depraved.

—

Lamb.

.... Trifles make perfection, but perfection itself is no trifle.

—Michael Anr/elo.

.... How quickly nature falls to revolt, when gold becomes

her object.—/SV/afa/xa/'f.

.... We are solemnly obliged to the children of those who
have loved us.—Achilles Poincelot.

.... To despise our own species is the price we must too often

pay for a knowledge of it.— Cotton.

.... There is no distinguished genius altogether exempt from

some infusion of madness.

—

Ariilotle.

.... Men of the noblest dispositions think themselves happiest

when others share their happiness with them.

—

Tai/lor.

.... The motives and purposes of authors are not always so

pure and high, as, in the enthusiasm of youth, we sometimes im-

agine.

—

Longfdlow.

.... Open your mouth and purse cautiously, and your stock of

wealth and reputation shall, at least in repute, be grea>.

—

Zim-

inerman.

.... 'Tis an ill thing to be ashamed of one's poverty ; but

much worse not to make use of lawful means to avoid it — Thucy-

dides.

.... Men are sometimes accused of pride, merely because their

accusers would be proud themselves were they in their places.

—

Shenstoi.e.

.... The reason why so few marriages aie happy, is because

joung ladies spend their time in making nets, not in making •

cages.

—

Sivijl.

.... The qualities of your friends will be those of your ene-

mies : cold friends, cold enemies ; half friends, half enemies ; fer-

vid enemies, warm friends.

—

Lacatcr.

.... A man must first govern himself, ere he be fit to govern a

family ; and his family, ere he be tit to bear the government of

the commonwealth.

—

Sir Waller Raleigh.

.... To be happy, the passions must be cheerful and gay, not

gloomy and melancholy. A propensity to hope and joy is real

riches ; one to fear and sorrow, real poverty.

—

Ilunie.

.... A true history of human events would show that a far

larger proportion of our acts are the results of sudden impulses

and accidents, than of that reason of which we so much boast.

— Cooper.

.... The criterion of true beauty is, that it increases on exam-

ination ; if false, that it lessens. There is something, therefore,

in true beauty that corresponds with right reason, and is not

merely the creation of fancy.

—

Lord Grcville.

.... The ordinary employment of artifice is the mark of a

petty mind ; and it almost always happens that he wl* uses it to

cover himself in one place, uncovers himself in another.

—

La
Rochefoucauld.

.... Prepare yourself for the world, as the athletsB used to do

for their exercises ; oil your mind and your manners, to give them

the necessary suppleness and flexibility ; strength alone will not

do.— Chesterjield.

.... If you have great talents, industry will improve them ; if

moderate abilities, industry will supply their deficiencies. Noth-

ing is denied to well directed labor ; nothing is ever to be attained

without it.—Sir .T. Reynolds.
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ALAMEDA DE PAULA, HAVANA.

We present above a view of one of the fine portions of ground
laid out in Havana for promcnadu purposes ; it is called Alameda
de Paula, and is situated on the edge of the harbor, seaward,

to that vessels can lie very near to it The dark steamer now
moored, as is seen in the picture, is one of the Spanish war
steamers. The American steamers, which touch at Havana,
swifcly enter the harbor, and drop anchor in the channel, com-
municating with the shore by boats only,not coming up to the city.

The scene presented below is a representation of the city of

Havana, taken from the shore of Regla, the town that is sit-

uated immediately opposite to it, on the o'her side of the harbor.

The shipping always lies as is.represented in the engraving, " bows
on " to the shore, or key. The city is very level, and is about as

large as Boston. Regla, from whence tho present picture is

taken, was, until very lately, the rendezvous of the Spanish slavers

that trade to the coast of Africa, but who have, by the rigor of
the French and English cruisers, been driven to other parts of the

island. The first view on the next page is the Tacon Theatre,out-
side the city walls, as seen at the left of the long range of build-

ings, and is situated in the Tacon Paseo, a public ground devoted
to the afternoon promenades and drives of the inhabitants. In
visiting the theatre, you enter the first tier and parquette from the

level of the street, and find the interior about twice as large as any
house in this country, with tho exception, perhaps, of Tripler

Hall in New York, or the New Music Hall, Boston. The house
has five tiers of boxes, and a parquette with seats, each separate,

like an arm chair, for six hundred persons. The latticework in

front of each box is light and graceful, and so open that the dresses

and pretty feet of the senoras are seen to the best advantage. The
decorations, of gilt, are costly, and the frescoes and side orna-

ments of the proscenium exceedingly beautiful. A magnificent
cut glass chandelier, lighted with gas, and numerous smaller on'S
from the boxes, give a brilliant light to this brilliant house. Th»

^j- '
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VIKW OF HAVANA, THE CAPITAL OF CUBA.
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THE TACON THEATRE, HAVANA.

city abounds in beautifuUy arranged squares,
".-TT fnrt ^th^re

kin^g of the tropieal for.n, the U .yal Palm, .^''\here and tW
afel^ oranjje trees, surrounded by a luxuriant hedge of Imes^

The largest and most beautiful of these squares is called the 1 Uza

des Ar.nes which we represent below, fronting which is the Gov-

ernot's pa ac^, and about which also are the massive stone barracks

A.^ w »„ iron rail- time to be there ; and the Governor's military band performs a1-

of the Spanish array. This square is '^Tfl^Ur Me .^ih
' wTys from 7 to 9 o'clock ; the Creoles call it "the poor man «

ing, and divided into beautiful walks, P'^nted on '="her side with way
^^^^ ^^ ^ ^,^^^ resort hither and even

THE PLAZA DES ARMBS-—THE GOVERNOE GINERAL'S PALACE, IN HAVANA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY HOMK.

My home ! 0, how I lore to woo a spcU

Of sweetest memory round my mind,

And in the visionary past to dwell.

And Tiew my childhood's happy home, where bind

All my bright wreaths of kindred love.

As angels love their home above,

So love I this my earthly home

;

And time cannot that love thrust out

From this my heart, though I should roam

Where kings and princes strut about.

My home to me will ever be

The brightest isle in life's rough sea.

My home ! the very name is sweet to speak,

And breathes a spirit of the past

;

The time when life's young blood lit up my cheek,

A time too full of joy's sweet harmony to lost.

Childhood is like the rainbow beams,

That fade and vanish while they gleam.

My home saw all my brightest days.

When life was young and happy as 'twas new;

Felt the bright warmth of sunny rays,

That pierced life's fairest opening season through.

And I shall love my early home.

Where childhood reared it« tottering dome;

And here where childhood's columns fell,

And sunk into the boundless past,

I hope that I may ever dwell.

And never from its roof be cast.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial ]

THOSE MEAN MILKINSES.

BY FRANCIS A. DURIVAGK.

Weazen-Place is not fashionable—it never was fashionable
;

it always had a shabby-genteel air. The houses were shallow

pretences ; the uneven sidewalks were like strips of ribbon ; coal-

carts decoyed into its depths by non-paying customers, had to

back out again, their wheels grating on both curbstones, a process

productive of much pain to the horses, and much dangerous pro-

fanity to the drivers. The houses were made of brick, with very

narrow. fronts, two stories high, with dormer windows on the

roof; the said windows looking like loopholes. The doorways

were little narrow wells, with shamefaced doors skulking in their

dusky depths. Portly gentlemen and matrons would have suffo-

cated in attempting their exit or entrance therein ; but portly

persons were never seen in that longitude—there was no latitude

about Weazen Place. It ended in a high brick wall, surmounted

with a row of iron spikes, destined, like the Chinese wall, to pre-

vent the incursions of outside barbarians—for Weazen Place had

aristocratic notions, and the Weazen Place folks thought that

there was no place in the universe like theirs—^just as the Iceland-

ers declare that there is no place in the world like Iceland. The

prohibitory wall, however, was as superfluous as the patent by

which Charles II. proposed to secure a monop3ly to the acrobat

who climbed Rochester steeple. Nobody ever thought of intrud-

ing upon the sanctity of Weazen Place, except when absolutely

compelled to enter it •n business.

It was inhabited mostly by shabby-genteel people, who affected

a style they were incapable of maintaining. The houses in

Weazen Place seemed, to the curious travellers who sometimes

blundered into it by mistake, to have granite doorsteps and win-

dow-cappings, an error favored by the twilight obscurity of the

region ; but a close examination, or an application of the jack-

knife, showed them to be blocks of pine wood, with a thin coating

of white lead, spattered with lamp black. They were executed

by the job by a consumptive painter, who died soon after the com-

pletion of his task.

The sun never penetrated Weazen Place ; its highest efforts

succeeded only in touching the chimney tops; below there reigned

a dusky twilight during the day, and a dim obscurity at night, for

here and there only a smoky oil lamp dim twinkled through the

gloom.

In one bouse lived a theatrical family. The father did brigands

and oppressors for a half price theatre. He used to drink beer at

the comer-shop, and talk about the mission of the drama. He
figured on the grocer's books as Mr. Puggles, and on the playbills

as Horatio Montmorency. He had never been out of Boston, and
therefore came from the Theatre Koyal, Drury Lane. The oldest

daughter, a dirty, snub nosed girl of sixteen, who sometimes went
up the place of a morning, in slippers and curl papers, to get

cream in an oil-filler, danced between the acts as La Bella Azalia,

and used to smite the souls of shop-boys by heart killing glances

and nankeen fleshings. If they could only have seen those ador-

able nankeens by daylight ! O, emerald innocence of youth !

Dreams of early simplicity ! Shall we regret that they no longer
dazzle and delude us? From La Belle Azalia downwards there

was a row of younkers of both sexes, who were all on the stage
;

pug nosed cherubs who always required pocket-handkerchiefs, and
never possessed them ; fairies by night and scrubs by day

; great
consumers of molasses candy, and insatiable architects of dirt-

pies. Two members of the orchestra dwelt under the same roof;

one the guilty tyrant of an unhappy violoncello, and the other

the ruthless oppressor of an unoffending violin. One of thcra

was Ilerr Schrantz, an Irishman, and the other Signor Dolcettini,

a London cockney.

But we will not dwell on these children of Thefpis. Let us the

rather resort to the more immediate subjects of our present sketch.

On the imitation mahogany door of one of the houses of this ro-

mantic place, was screwed a large brass plate, whereon the ob-

server, whose education was enough advanced, might read in

stately capitals, the name of De Fluffky. The owner of this

name, and the occupant of this house, Captain Eugene De Fluff-

ky, was a clerk in a public oftice. He prided himself on his

family, his person, his refinement, and the elevation of his soul.

Mrs. De Fluffky was also proud of her noble blood. Far away

in the recesses of antiquity, so far, indeed, as to bo mythic, lay

the phantom of a noble ancestor, one of countless counts, from

whom Captain Eugene traced his descent. Mrs. De Flufl'ky's

blood was ennobled in the same way as Hardcastle's, who Tony
Lumpkins asserted, was wont to boast that " his mother was an

alderman and his grandmother a justice of the peace." This

couple lived upon their ancestral glories, ani their chief regret was

that they had no heir to transmit their aristocratic fame to other

times. Now and then we encounter, in our republic, some of

these absurdly foolish people, who indulge in these falsest of all

fallacies,the idea that aristocratic descent gives them consequence

and honor.

De Fluffky was, as we have said, a clerk in a public office, and

in the receipt of a fair salary
;
yet, somehow or other, he was al-

ways under the weather. He had not always lived in Weazen

Place. Soon after his marriage, he rented a fashionable bandbox

in another quarter, and drove a natty nag, but owing to some

miscalculation, his outgoings so far exceeded his incomings thU

he was compelled to make a compromise between pride and pov-

erty, and take up his residence in a shabby-genteel place. An
appeal to a sturdy plebeian relative, advanced in life, uncle Bill

Badger, a retired tradesman, procired the payment of his debts,

with the intimation that he was to look for no more relief from

that quarter, but depend henceforth upon the emoluments of his

office. A condition was made by the " hard hearted, mean old

hunks," as Captain Fluffky characterized his relative, that the

said captain should sell his horse—a sacrifice for which De Fluff,

ky revenged himself by hiring a team from the livery stable

once or twice a week. Poor Arabella was so ill, and required rid-

ing, was the excuse.

Opposite the De Fluffkys lived the Milkinses. Mr. Moses

Milkins was a clerk in a dry goods store. If the De Fluffkys

were denied the enjoyment of the parental relation, the Milkinses

suffered no such deprivation. They had three boys and three

girls, and it was a perfect wonder how Betty Milkins, who had no

help, could keep those children looking so clean and nice, and a

perfect miracle how they could look so rosy, and fresh, and bright,

so like a troop of little fairies, in such a dark, sunless recess as that to

whichthe means of their parents condemned Ihcm. The house-keep-

ing of the Milkinses was a mystery and marvel to Mrs. Arabella

De Fluffky. Mr. and Mrs. Moses Milkins always went to church,

neatly and even fashionably dressed The Sunday bonnets and

frocks of their little girls, and the Sunday caps and jackets of

their little boys, were patterns of good taste; and oq week days,

Milkins, though never so pretentiously dressed as the captain, was

never shabby, as that gentleman was sometimes. De Fluffky had

a third more income than Milkins, and no children, yet he was

always short. He even condescended once to borrow twenty dol-

lars of Milkins, but as he never returned it, his creditor had the

meanness to refuse any subsequent advances. This produced a

coolness between parties who could never have become intimate

;

and though the families continued to visit each other occasionally,

both the captain and Mrs. De Fluffky characterized their neighbors

as " those mean Milkinses."

" Hang it I" the captain remarked, one evening, as he leaned

back in his luxurious arm-chair, crossed his slippereel feet upon a

high cushion, and puffed a light curl of cigar smoke through his

fine Roman nose, " hang it ! Arabella, I can't endure a mean
man."

" And I can't abide a mean woman !" was the response.

" Do you know, Arabella," said the captain, " that I asked that

wretched Milkins to-day for five dollars—only five dollars, you
know—and the mean-spirited wretch told me he hadn't got it to

lend."

" Just like him !" said Arabella. " I sent Susan over to-day to

borrow a half pint of port wine—for I don't like to send up to the

store just now—and she sent back word that they never kept any

in the house !"

" Just like 'em " said the captain. " I offered Milkins a cigar

the other day, and he refused. I asked him if he had any objec-

tion to smoking—he replied, O, no ! that he rather liked it ; but

he had given it up because it was so expensive. What d'ye think

of a man like that, my dear? Why, these cigars I'm smoking
are only two for five cents. Yet, Milkins always has money. I

asked him how he contrived to have it, and the vulgar fellow an-

swered, because he had found out that one hundred cents made a

dollar, and ten hundred dollars a thousand ; that if you throw

away the cents, you'll never have the dollars ; if the dollars, you'll

never have the hundreds ; if the hundreds, you'll never have the

thousands. What do you suppose he meant by that ? I'm not

extravagant— thank heaven ! nobody could e\'er accuse me of that.

I don't miud spending a ninepence, or a quarter, or a half, now
and then—but I never throw away dollars ; and yet here am I,

getting behind-hand every quarter, constantly anticipating my sal-

ary, and borrowing of the other clerks. Hang me, if I can under-

stand it
!"

"Nor I, either, Eugene," replied his wise helpmate. "I'm
sure, we live just decently. People of good family can't live like

scrubs."

" My dear little woman," replied the captain, in a paroxysm of

conjugal tenderness, and hastily emptying his mouth to kiss her,

" 1 know you're one of the most prudent, managing little bodies

in Boston. Ah, Arabella! what pics yon make !"

" Oyes ! biny oyes !" was the not unmusical cry that saluted the

ears of the prudent and fond couple.

" Oysters !" cried the captain, flinging the cigar he had just

lighted into the grate, and springing to his feet. " I was just o-et-

ting peckish. Run, my dear, and fetch the large china bowl,
while 1 hail the oyscerman."

The captain darted to the front door and opened it. " Hullo 1

oysters !" he cried.

" Here yer are, cap'n," said a deep base voice, emerging from
a sou'wester and an oil cape, as their proprietor entered the house
placed a huge tin kettle on the mat, uncovered it with his left

hand, and flourished a tin measure with his right. " Now, then,

how many ?"

"Are they good ones—large—fat ?" asked the captain, dexter-

ously spearing a specimen with his penknife and conveying it to

his palate.

" None better," replied the oysterman, with an oratorical flour-

ish of the dipper.

" Then I think we'd better take two quarts, ray dear," said the

captain to his wife, as she stood waiting with the China bowl.
" Certainly," replied the exemplary housewife.

The oysterman filled the bowl.

" How much V asked the captain, fumbling in his vest pocket.
" Dollar 'n 'alf !" replied the oysterman.
" A dollar and a half for two quarts of oysters !" cried Mrs.

De Fmffky.

"Balance on the last, 'm— unpaid, 'm," replied the oysterman,

with a scrape to the lady

" Very well— I'll settle next time," said the captain, ttiming

away. " I've no small change about me."
" Change you a bill," cried the oysterman, cheerfully, pulling

out a big, well-filled canvass bag.
^

" I've no money by me, fellow," said the captain, haughtily

;

" I tell you I'll pay you next tijne."

" So you said last time," said the oysterman.

" Do you doubt my word, man V cried the captain, as the blood

mounted to his temples.

" I don't doubt nothing," replied the oysterman, calmly.

" Trouble you for that ere chany bowl, ma'm," and taking the

bowl from the hand of the astonished lady, "flop "went the mass
of oysters back into the huge kettle. The cover was replaced, and
the next momci.t " Oyes ! biny oyes !" was ringing through Weaz-
en Place.

" Come back here !" shouted the captain from the lower door-

step. " Arabella, run down to the kitchen, and ask Susan to

lend us a couple of dollars ; I'll hand it to her to morrow."

The lady came back empty-handed and in tears.

' She says she's got no money to lend ; and the odious creature

added that she wished we'd pay her what we owe her."

" The mean wretch !" said the captain, through his set teeth, as

he closed the front door. "I will pay her to-morrow, and then

off she goes! I'll have no mean spirited people about me! I

never was so disappointed in my life," he added, as, returning to

the parlor, he paced it with lengthy strides "I had set my heart

upon those oysters. I craved for them ; and you can't make me
believe Arabella, that nature can be baulked with impunity. I

thought we'd have part of them stewed, and part of them fried in

batter, and then with buttered cracker toast, and a glass of whis-

key punch, I could have got to bed quietly, and had a good
night's sleep. O, cursed fate !"

" Just come here !" cried Arabella, suddenly, as she stood at

the front window. " I declare, the Milkinses are buying oysters."

"Let 'em buy 'em !" cried the captain, gloomily. "Let'em
revel in all the luxuries of the season—the base plebeian churls !

while I—a gentleman—am denied the commonest enjoyments.

O, Arabella, why was I bom %"

" To be an ornament to society, dearest," cried his wife, leaning

fondly on his arm. " To show these vn-etched mean creatures

what a real gentleman is ! I've seen Betty Milkins, when she

was trudging along by the side of that poor drudge of a Milkins,

on Sunday, glance at you, with your fine figure, and proud, mar-

tial, noble air, and then look at her husband so ashamed, yoa

can't think, dear ! But I've an idea !" she added, suddenly chang-

ing her tone, " a bright idea."

" All your ideas are bright," cried the captain, passing his hand

caressingly over her dark, glossy, raven hair as he spoke, for he

was flattered and soothed by the compliments his wife had paid

him.

"I'll send over to the Milkinses and borrow some oysters."

There was a time when the pride of the captain would have re-

volted at this step ; but sensuality and selfishness had extinguished

every spark pf the gentleman within him.

" Capital ! capital !" cried the captain. " Send Susan right

over."

It required some persuasion to induce that worthy maiden to un-

dertake the mission, but she finally consented.

The Milkinses could hardly afford to subtract anything from

their little treat, but Mrs. Milkins kindly remarked that the De
Fluffkys were petted and pain])crcd people, and that they would

not have sent over if they had not particularly desired and craved

for the luxury ; and so a liberal portion was despatched to them.

Captain De Fluffky started when he looked into the China

bowl.

" What a mean little mess 1" cried his lady. " But it's just like

them."

Smothering her indignation, she descended to the kitchen to

cook the oysters, for Susan retired to her chaste couch, de-

claring that she was " completely fagged out with running of

errands," while the captain conquered his impatience as he best

might. At last the lady appeared with a waiter, containing vari-
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ous plates and dishes, a decanter and glasse?, clean napkins, forks

and spoons. The captain plunged at once in madias res, nor did

he pause, except once, to ask his wife, hesitatingly, if she wouldn't

have any, till he had made an end of all that was set before him.

Mrs. Do Fluffky, as appeared by an extra plate, had intended to

keep her husband company; but she did not press the point, for a

woman has more self-denial than a man ; and it was pleasure

enough for her, a true husband-worshiper, to see the illustrious

De Fluffky eat.

The above little incident will show that although " those mean

Milkinses " were despised, they were useful neighbors. Susan

was constantly trotting across the street to borrow " a thingful of

flour," or " a thingful of sugar," or a piece of butter, or some po-

tatoes, and even, occasionally, a hod of coal.

One day, in sleighing-time, as De Fluffky was stepping into an

elegant cutter, beside his handsome wife, he espied Milkins on the

sidewalk and nodded patronizingly to him.

" Milkins," said the captain, " aint you going to improve this

fine sleighing, and take your little folks to ride 1"

" No, sir," replied Milkins. " I should like to, but I can't af-

ford it."

" Pooh, pooh ! you can get a team for three dollars."

" I haven't three dollars to throw away," replied Milkins.

" Just like him," muttered the captain to his wife, as he drove

out of the place. " And if I wanted to borrow three dollars of

him, he'd make the same answer. Hi yah ! g'lang
!"

" And think of their poor little children !" said the tender-heart-

ed Arabella; "what they must suffer! seeing so many children

riding with their parents, and they having no enjoyment of the

sort."

But the little Milkinses did not go without their sleighride.

They clubbed with their fellow-pupils and hired a grand great red

sleigh, lined with bearskins, and drawn by four white horses, and

had such a grand ride, and supper and dance, that they came

home quite wild with delight. And we are quite sure that these

poor children, with their rare enjoyments, plain fare, and pleasant

home, were quite as happy as some of their schoolmates who had

rich parents, and lived in fine houses, and were glutted with

sweatmeats, and oppressed by nursery-maids. We are quite sure

that they will make better and happier men and women, than if

they had been taught that their every wish must be gratified, and

that whatever their appetites craved was necessary to their com-

fort.

De Fluffky pursued the brilliant and honorable course we have

indicated ; he fortified himself with sundry, sage maxims, and

perverted texts, such as " care killed a cat," " sufficient unto the

day is the evil thereof, " let to-morrow take care of itself," " pen-

ny wise and pound foolish." His admirable wife squandered

hundreds of dollars in buying tilings because they were " so cheap."

She was an excellent woman, and possessed a most logical

mind. When, after proposing to give ten dollars, which she

couldn't spare, for some article, she finally relinquished the idea,

she always found herself in funds to purchase something else of

equal cost; " for," said she, "a penny saved is a penny gained,

as all the world knows, and I've got that ten dollars which I didn t

spend to buy something cl.se with." Clear as mud. De Fluffky

would always assent to this reasoning, but he couldn't account for

there being ten dollars minus in consequence.

Meanwhile, an event occurred in Weazen Place. One spring

morning " those mean Milkinses" moved away. Much as the

Do Fluffkys despised them, they missed their neighbors sadly, for

Milkins, though he would not lend money to people who he knew

would waste it, never refused to send them the necessaries of life.

" I wouldn't take a hap'orth of the beggarly fellow as a gift,"

said the proud Dc Fluffky ;
" but I don't object to borrow of him."

Well, the Milkinses moved away ; whither, no one knew, and

this was a problem they were anxious to solve. One day the

captain came home full of news.

" Arabella," said he, " what d'ye think I've found out ?"

" Anything about those mean Milkinses V
" Yes—all about 'em. Milkins has bought a cottage and four

acres of land in Brookline, about five miles from town. It's a

pretty, genteel place—I know it. Think of that scrub having a

villa."

" Some people are born to good luck," said Mrs. De Fluffky,

spitefully. " Who could have helped him "*"

" Nobody ; he did it by his savings ; and then he watched his

opportunity, and bought dog-cheap—the mean scamp ! That's

not all. I saw him driving a fine horse, in a pretty, genteel carry-

all. I thought I had him there. ' Aha ! my fine fellow,' said I

;

' I thought you never hired horses.' What do you think his an-

swer was '!"

" I can't imagine."

" ' O,' said he, as cool as you please ;
' this is my own team.'

Just think of it ! That mean, scrubby fellow driving his own

horse and carriage !"

\i " Can he have got his money honestly ?" remarked the captain's

wife ;
" his salary is smaller than yours."

" I hinted that to one of his employers," replied the generous

captain, "and he flewi.ito a violent rage, and said that he was one

of the most honest fellows in the world. I don't know what he

meant by it, I'm sure—he wished everybody was as honest. And
next week," cried the captain, with rising wrath, " he is to be

taken into the firm !"

Coincident with the rising fortunes of the Milkinses was the

decadence of the De Fluffkys'. About this time De Fluffky came

home to dinner one day with a blank book and threw an open note

on the table. It was his dismissal from office. He was dismissed,

not for political reasons—for he had voted by turns for every

party that was uppermost—but for a lack of commercial integrity.

All his fellow clerks had been exhausted by his forced loans, and

his desk wa? constantly besieged by clamorous creditors. He had

become a disgrace to the oflice. His salary was consumed in the

purchase of luxuries, and in paying trivial percentages on his ac-

cumulating debts.

" But, my dear," said his wise helpmate, " can't you get some

local office out of the other party?"
" Confound it !" cried the captain, " they helped shove me out.

They wont lift a finger to help me. You talk like a fool
!"

Mrs. Do Fluffky burst into tears.

In this crisis, a relative we have once referred to as uncle ??ill

Badger, turned up. Harsh and uncouth as he was, wedded to i-

fashionable garments and cowhide boots, he was not to bo despise

in this hour of adversity.

" If you'd only taken my advice," said the old gentleman—" if

you'd only taken pattern by them Milkinses
—

"

—" To fling bad grammar and those odious, mean Milkinses at

once into our teeth !" muttered Mrs. De Fluffky, sotto voce.

—" Them Millkinses," pursued uncle Billy, " you'd a done

well enough. When you come into Weazen Place your debts

was all paid off, De Fluffky
;

you had a chance. But I'm wil-

ling to let by-gones be by-gones. I never trample on to no feller

man ; and I've come to help you in your troubles."

" If the old boy'U only come down handsomely, now," whis-

pered De Fluffky to his wife.

" Now I propose this here proposition," continued uncle Billy.

"Hear! hear !" shouted De Fluffky, riotously.

Mrs. Dc Fluffky made a face behind her napkin.

" I'll come and live with you," continued the old gentleman,

" and pay you fifteen dollars a week. I'll do all your marketing

—

it'll be a sort of amusement to me De Fluffky, you can get a

clerkship in some store, and devote your earnings to paying off

your creditors. You, Arabella, are strong and hearty, and it

wont do you no hurt to do your own housework. On these here

conditions, and nothin' shorter—I'll help 30U."

" Beggars mustn't be choosers," mutteied De Flufflty, inwardly

cursing the meanness of his uncle.

For a time, natters went on pretty well. Uncle Billy made

very little trouble in the house, and proved an excellent caterer

for a poor man's table. De Fluft'ky got a situation in a store, and

tried to deal honestly by his creditors. But there are some per-

sons who will never learn the lesson of life. He diverted his funds

from the purposes to which they had been assigned ; he sought

eating houses for luxuries he dared not exhibit on his own table
;

he frequented bar rooms, where men lauded his generosity as they

drank at his expense, and lampooned him behind his back.

At last uncle Billy fell sick, and took to his bed. Then lavish

prodigality re-appeared again in the kitchen. A bouncing cor-

morant of a servant girl was engaged at once, at high wages. De
Fluffky sometimes had champagne and Burgundy at his desert

;

he was getting weakly and recjuired stimulus, he attested ; and he

got a red-nosed doctor to prescribe high priced wines and a gen-

erous diet for him.

Meanwhile uncle Billy lingered. His chamber door was open

one day, and he heard De Fluffky remark to his wife that the

" old fellow was a confounded long while dying." He was mis-

taken—poor old uncle Billy died that night. Neither De Fluffky

nor his wife could screw out a tear over his remains. He was

buried with indecent haste.

His will was opened. The old man had left about ten thousand

dollars—the fruits of a long life of toil and manly self denial—in

trust, for the benefit of his nephew and niece.

" The mean old hunks !" exclaimed the former; " after keep-

ing ns waiting so long, to go and tie up his property so that I

can't get at the principal. I wonder where he thought he'd goto

when he made that will."

Yet that will is all that keeps De Fluft'ky from the poor-house.

We saw him lately ; he had lost his clerkship—was dressed very

shabbily, and was lurking through a by street, on his way to a

low bar-room. He has given up housekeeping, and is boarding,

with his wife, at a cheap, shabby-genteel boarding-house. He

borrows quarters and ninepences now, which he sometimes repays.

For a short time after quarter-day he is liberal to his compotators,

but when his mopey is gone he will wait for hours by the store, in

hopes of being " asked up " by somebody he has before treated.

He has applied, in great distrsss, to Milkins, for a trifling loan,

occasionally ; but Milkins (mean fellow) will not lend money to

spendthrifts and debauchees ; and of course the captain is " down "

on " those mean Milkinses " more ferociously than ever.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT IN CHINA.

After Alexander had made war ajainst Paor, he marched
against the emperor of China. That monarch did not consider

himself equal to the conflict, and went in disguise to the Grecian

camp. He was discovered and brought to Alexander, who asked

him how he could act in su<'h a manner. The emperor replied,

" I was anxious to see you and your army. I could have no fear

on my own account, as I knew I was not an object of dread to

Alexander ; besides, if he were to slay me, my subjects would in-

stantly raise another king to the throne. But of this I can have

no fear, as I am satisfied that Alexander can never be displeased

with an action that shows a solicitude to obtain his friendcliip."

The conqueror was completely overcome by this truly Chinese

flattery, and concluded a treaty by which China was spared, on
condition of paying tribute. The emperor returned to his capital

to make preparations for the entertainment of his great ally; and

the third day he returned with an army, the dust of which an-

nounced its great numbers, which made Alexander prepare his

force for battle. When both lines were opposite, the emperor of

China, with his ministers and nobles, alighted and went towards

the Grecian prince, who asked him why he had broken his faith.

" I wished," said the emperor, " to show the number of my army,

that you might be satisfied I made peace from other motives than

an inability to make war. It was from consulting the stars that

I have been led to submit. The heavens aid >ou, and I war not

not with them." Alexander wa« so gratified that he released the

emperor from paying tribute.

—

^^ ^fnrlin's China.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

DEATH IN THE COUNTRY.

BT OEO. R. WILDING.

Weary and worn with eighty years,

The old man rests from his simple fears,

On the ancient bier in his country hall,

And the patriarchs gather one and all,

W . ch Sunday garb and saddened pace,

To loolc their last on his sun-browned face.

With a stifled sigh, on their shoulders old

Tliey bfnr the corpse from the worn threshold;

The tinkling blades of the corn all sleep,

(The fieljR he planted, but never shall reap).

And the tree where he slept from his baby care,

Like a mourner, stands in the summer air.

Ah me ! when my aching head shall rest.

With thine, old man, on our mother's breast,

And passion and care no more enslave

A quiet heart in an unmarked grave.

May my setting sun as calmly shine.

And mj furrow of life be as straight as thine.

< ».» ->

THE DUCHESS D'.ANGOULEME.
The splendid work of art piestnted on the next page, is a por-

trait of the illustrious and unfortunate Duchess D'Angouleme, who
for twenty years had assumed the name of Countess of Mames,
and who died on the 18th of October, 1851, at the castle of
Frohsdorft", in Germany. Marie Therese Charlotte, of France,
daughter cf Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette, archduchess of
Austria, was born at Versailles on the 19th of December, 1778,
and was consequently seventy-three years of age, lacking two
months. Whatever may be our political opinions, at the tomb of
this illustrious lady we led only the respect due to great misfor-
tunes. The son-ows of Marie Therese Charlotte began almost at
hir birth, and ended only with her life. An innocent victim of
the revolutionary troubles which marked the close of the last cen-
tury and all the first half of this. Fate seemed to have stricken
her in the cradle. Orphaned by tiie scaffold

;
passing from the

Tuileries to a prison—from the Temple to exile ; only entering her
country at a later day to suffer again the pitiless law of banish-
ment, and dying far from the tomb of her ancestors. Su<h was
her life— such was her martyrdom. It would require the elo-

quence of Bossnet to pronounce the funeral oration of this princess,

who has only begun to taste npose in the abode of the blessed.

Marie Therese Charlotte received at her birth the title of madame
royal (royal lady), a magnificent and derisive title, when we think
of her sad destiny. Educated by mesdames Rohan Guemence,
de Polignac, and de Tourzel, she received from her teachers their

religious sentiments, which sustained her in the midst of her long
trials and vicissitudes. When the evil days came they found her
prepared. After the day of the 10th of August, 1792, she entered
the Temple at the age of thirteen, to share the captivity of her
father, mother, brothers, aud her aunt, madame Elizabeth. All
she loved, all she cherished, were successively taken from her;
she saw her father fall on the 21st of January, 1793 ; her mother
on the 16th of October, in the same year; her aunt on the 19th
of May, 179-t ; finally, her brother, the young dauphin, expired in

prison the 8th of June, 1795. The sole remnant of this group of
victims, she would not probably have sunk under her tortures, had
not the Directory, in the month of December, 1795, consented to

exchange the daughter of Louis XVI against the commissioners
given up by Dumouriez to Austria. Before leaving the sombre
fortress of the Temple, which had been in a few years the witness
of so many royal misfortunes, she left there these words, traced

with her own hands on the wall of her prison: " O, my God!
pardon those who have put my parents to death." Madame
Royal went directly to Vienna, and it was only in the month of
May, 1798, that she rejoined, at Mittau, her uncle, the Count de
Lille, afterwards Louis XVIII. One year after her arrival at the
little court of Mittau, she married her cousin, Louis Antoine, duke
d'Angouleme, first son of Count d' Artois.

The Duchess d'Angouleme, who then bore the title of Marchi-
oness de la Millemye, shared all the vicissitudes of her family.
After having lived by turns in many towns of Germany, the rov-
al family, driven from the continent by the victories of the French
army, established itself, in 1809, at Hart well House, England.
The Duchess d'Angoulcire lived at Hartwell House in the strict-

est retirement. Once, only, •-he appeared at the court of England,
on the occasion of the annivcisary of the birth of George III.

She hastened to return to France on the fall of the empire ; and
was at Bordeaux on the 5th of March, 1815, when the emperor
landed at Frejus. She remained there till the first of April, and
only decided to go on board the sloop which was to convey her to

England, when she saw that all resL-^tance was useless. Of all

her family, she was the last to leave France during the rapid epi-

sode of the hundred days. She returned to Paris on the 28th of
July, 1815, and for fifteen years lived in the Tuileries, whence
her father and mother had departed for the Temple, that halting-

place on the road to the scaffold. Banished anew by the events
of 1830, she attached herself to the fortunes of hcryoung nephew,
the Count de Chambord. After her widowhood, she took the
name of Countess of Mames, formed from an estate she possessed
between the villages of Ville d'Avray and Vancrcsson. Those
who knew ibis unfortunate princess in exile, affirm, that during
the twenty years of her last exile, no word of reproach against
France ever escaped licr lips. She lived at Frohsdorff, in the
midst of the recollections of her family ; and she preserved
in a reliquary the objects worn by the king and queen of France,
when they went to the scaffold. Mr. Charles Didicr, in his

pamphlet on the royal family of the older branch, says of the
Duchess d'Angouleme :

" In her bed chamber whose austerity is

almost conventual, she has only objects calculated to recall to her
mind the tragic scenes of her earliest youth : portraits of her
father, her mother, her mother's friend, the princess Lamballe

;

and near her bed, which has no curtains even, a desk filled with
relics, to her sacred ; the black vest her father wore to the scaffold,

and the lace cap her mother mended with her own hands to ap-
pear in at the revolutionary tribunal. She alone has the key of
these sad relics ; and once a year, on the 21st of January, she
takes them out of the reliquary which contains them, and places
them about her, that she may be brought nearer to the sacred
dead who wore them. On that day she hides her tears in utter re-

tirement ; she sanctifies the bloody anniversary by solitude and
prayer." Such was the life of this princess, whom misfortunes

and virtues raised above all parties. To find an example of such
a destiny, we go back to that antiquity which has bequeathed to

us the memory of Antigone.

-4—••-•»—-
The good we have received from a man should make us bear

with the ill he does us.
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NO CHANGE IN PRICE!

In reply to the many queries aldre.ised to us relative to the

price of the " Pictorial," we would say, that—notwithstaiidinp

we shall greatly increase the excellence and cost of the paper, and

shall brinjr to bear such a combination of i-trcngth upon it

—

tlifre

will be no increast in price, and the paper will be furnished at the

same rates as heretofore, the terms of which will be found in

another column We are making arrangements, and have already

consummated our plans, to produce an illustrated paper, on the

first of January, that we rather think will surprise our friends for

its ptrfection and beauty, being in advance of all our former

efforts. One more number of the paper will complete this vol-

ume, in which we shall publish the contents of No. 1 of the new

volume. Now is the time to form clubs and send in at once, that

the paper may be forwarded as soon as published.

4 wm^w >

Impobtant Enterprise.—A company has been formed in

Savoy, for the purpose of raising the vessels which were sunk at

the battle of Navarino, particularly the admiral's ship, a three-

decker, which, it is said, had on board at the time she went do\\n

a sum of £6 000,000 in gold. All the necessary apparatus has

been embarked, a number of divers have been engaged, and, in

addition to the ordinary diving bells, all the recent inveniions for

such purposes will be put in requisition.

4 -m*-^—*-

Washington Monument.—Fifty nun are, at present, em-

ployed upon the Washington Monument. It has attained a

height of one hundred and forty-seven feet, to which it is hoped

three feet more will be added before operatiors are suspended for

the season. The contributions at the Crystal Palace to the mon-

ument fynd continue to average thirty or forty dollars a ('ay.

Gleason's Pictorial - Every brad of a family should furnish his housdinM
with » good literary paper not only for the purpose of fuinisUii g the means
of passing a pleasant eveninir but alf^o for instilling into bis children a iove
of reading, and for cultivating in tbtir minds a pure and delicate taste We
know of no paper so well calculated to do this as Gleason'B Pictorial, which is

printed on excellent paper, with clear type, and contains, each week, a large
number of finely executed enpravirgp. beside* any quantity of excel'eut read-
ing matter, in the shape of well w riiten tales, descriptions of engravings, etc.

—

Carroll C6. Democrat

Let it be nEMKiinERED.—Oar subscribers must not forget

that they can avail themselves of our offer to send them the " I'ic.

torial " and" The Flag of our Union," together, for $4 per annum.

SPLINTERS.

.... Martin Kozsta arrived in our city a few days since safe

and sound, direct, in the barque Sultana, from Smyrna.

The ladies of Manchester, N. H., contributed a stone to

the Washington Monument "From the Home of Staik."

.... John Mitchell, the Irish patriot, lately escapi d from an

English penal colony, was enthusiastically received in New York.

The States of Delaware, Massachusetts and Rhode Island

have all rejected propositions to amend their Constitution.

. .-. . In Alabama, the law exempts from execution, among
othec property, one hundred bushels of com.

.....A half guinea of the reign of George II. was lately found

eight feet below the ground in Hartford, in digging a sewer.

.... The Mexicans are very discontented with President Santa

Anna. A writer says, he is certain to he shot within six months.

. J. . Mr. Hind, the astronomer of Mr. Bishop's private objerv-

atory, London, has discovered another new planet

. . . There are 58 banking institutions in New York city, 20 of

which are on Wall Street ; their aggregate capital is $50,000,000

.... The oldest preacher in the world is Rev. George Fletcher,

of London, who, in February next, will be 107 years of age.

.... The " Jullicn hat"is all the go. It is made of black felt,

with a low crown, broad brim and wide ri1)bon.

.... Three-fourths of the entire labor and capital of the United

States are employed, either directly or indirectly, in apriciilture.

.... For whipping his daughter, aged 19 years, Oliver Shaw, of

Palmer, has been sent to the House of Correction for ninety days.

.... A Chinese saying is, that an unlucky word dropped from

the tongue cannot be brought back by a coach and six horses.

.... Wonderful improvements are announced in the pi inting-

preas, as applied to the speed of printing daily papers.

.... Goethe says, " what a man wished in his youth comes in

heaps to his age. Shall we not learn, then, to wish the highest 1"

... Mr. Mitchell, lately escaped from Van Diemen's Land, has

accepted the invitation of his friends to visit Boston, soon.

.... Either the future or the past is written in every face, and
makes us, if not melancholy, at least mild and gentle.

CONVERSATION.
While there is perhaps no other more pleasing accomplishment

than that of being able to converse well, there is also scarcely one

that can be designated which is more neglected, or less understood.

One great fault in conversation is egotism ; that is to say, we are

always too ready to suggest and press our own pet subjects, in

place of listening to, and reflecting the themes of others. This is

the true art of conversation, because we thus enlarge the scope of

our own thoughts, and become greatly entertaining, on the princi-

ple of participating in the interests of those with whom we asso-

ciate. Listening well and conversing well arc the greatest

perfections of individual accomplishment.

Who has not shuddered at the unpleasant situation in which he

has found himself when engaged by the side of one who, in the

place of uttering well digested thought, wit and good feeling,

seems surcharged with bitterness, complaints, diseases and cares 1

Such people are the bores of society. " There is no real life but

cheerful life," fays Addison ;
" therefore valetudinarians should be

sworn, before they enter into company, not to say a word of them-

selves until the meeting breaks up." And further. Swift tells us :

" One of the best rules in conversation is, never say a thing which

any of the company can reasonably wish we had rather left unsaid."

Let the sage reflections of these philosophic minds be cherished.

Conversation may bo judged of by the same rules which we

apply to true politeness. That is real and most genuine polite-

ness which not only enables us to move gracefully and unaffected

ly, but which also places those about us entirely at their ease. We
polish one another, and rub off our corners and rough sides by a

sort of amicable collision in matters of politeness ; and just the

same may be said as it regards the matter of conversation.

Lavater says of conversation :

—

" He v/ho sedulously attends, pointedly asks, calmly speaks,
coolly answers, and ceases when he ha< no more to say, is in pos-

session of some of the best requisites of man."

Burke says on the same theme :
—

" The perfection of conversation is not to play a regular sona-
ta, but, like the teolian harp, to await the inspiration of the passing
breeze."

Sir William Temple state* it thus :

—

" In conver^ation. humor is more than wit, easiness more than
knowledge: few desire to learn, or think they need it; all desire

to be pleased, or, at least, to be easy."

Steele tells us that :

—

" Conversation never sits easier upon us than when we now and
then dischirge ourselves in a symphony of laughter, which may
not improperly be called the chorus of conversation."

We have compared the art of conversation to politeness, and

there can be no doubt that great talent for conversation should be

coupled with great politeness. He who cdities others, owes them

great civilities ; and though our own vanity may lead us to desire

to make the best possible appearance among society, yet, never-

theless, it is far better to please in conversation than to shine in it

4 .^^ »

LOUIS NAPOLEON.
A Paris letter-writer says : The emperor has again that sallow,

bloated appearance which he wore more than a year ago, and

from which he had partly recovered. He begins to stoop, and

when he walks bears heavily on his stick, as if he required its sup-

port to sustain himself Schemers against the life of Louis Na-

poleon have no need to jeopardise their lives in attempts upon

his— for nature will have accomplished its work with his body

before many years roll around. It is exceedingly rare to see a

man with his peculiar dead appearance of the skin, and with such

manifest indications of imperfect secretion, hold on to life as

tenaciously as he does. It is still more rare to see a man recover

from this very ominous condition.

—< ^*^ >

NOTES FORGED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
A discovery has recently been made at the Bank of England,

which will cause, it is understood, a great change to be speedily

effi cted in the character and general appearance of the notes

issued by that corporation. It has just been ascertained that, by

means of photography, fac similes can be obtained by a skillful

operator with the greatest facility ; and the fraudulent copies of

bank-notes thus obtained, would pass muster, even with some of

the most experienced judges. Scientific knowledge in the hand

of a rogue may be quite as productive of evil, as in the hand of

an honest man it is productive of good.
'

4 .»»» »

A great Shot —The Petersburg (Va ) Express states that,

a few days since, Mr. Henry Covington killed, at one shot, forty-

four wild ducks. He thinks he must have killed, at least, fifty,

but as the number specified was all obtained and " bagged," he

does not claim more. The scene of this unheard-of slaughter of

ducks, was at the junction of Swift Creek and Appomattox
River, a few miles below Petersburg

Universalists —The strength of the Universalists in the

United States is shown by the subjoined figures : They have 1037

societies, 837 houses of worship, 612 preachers, 20 periodicals, 10

academies or schools, 119 ecclesiastical associations including

State conventions, missionary, tract and educational societies.

< ^*^ »

Personal —Washington Irving was at Baltimore a few days

ago, on his way to the capital. Mr. Irving continues to enjoy

that robust health which is the natural result of his cheerful and

kindly habit of miud.

Ndnneries —It is stated that the number of nunneries in

Spain is 803, and the number of nuns in them, 20,613.

1854.
GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

On the first of January next, "Gleason'8 Pictorial"
will commence its sixth volume, and will appear vastly improved

in all respects, with a superb new heading, new type and dress

throughout, and will be printed upon the finest paper. As the

proprietor of the " Pictorial " has purchased the entire good-will

of Barnum's New York " Illustrated News," and has merged that

journal in the " Pictorial," the public will reap the advantage of

this concentration of the strength of the two papers upon one,

both in the artistic and literary departments. The same brilliant

host of contributors and artists will be engaged on " Gleason's

Pictorial " as heretofore, and a large addition is also made to the

corps, both in talent and number. The most liberal arrangements

have been completed, and such as will enable the proprietor to

produce by far the finest illustrated journal yet published, and

much superior to the present issue of the paper. The columns of

the " Pictorial " will constantly be beautified by all that can please

and instruct in art and nature, and its literary department will

fully sustain the high reputation it has so long enjoyed.

The pages of " Gleason's Pictorial " will contain views of every

populous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal .ships and

steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accurate

portraits of every noted character in the world, both male and

female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also

be given, with numerous specimens from the animal kingdom, the

birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, and will present in its

mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It will contain

fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving agreat amount

of reading matter and illustrations — and forming a mammoth
weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

The terras of " Gleason's Pictorial" for the year 1854 will

remain as heretofore, viz :— 1 subscriber, one year, $3 ; 2 sub-

scribers, one year, S5; 4, $9 ; 8, $16.

One copy of "The Flag of our Union," and one copy of
" Gleason's Pictorial," one year, $4.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Bo9worth, Mr. John P. Gunnifon to MIbs Clarisw
Carpent^er; Mr. WiUiam C. Wilder to Mips Elizabeth Hend*?rson.

rty Uev. Dr. Stow, Mr. John Donald to Mins Yuleria M. Wood.
Ky Kfv Dr. Neale, Mr. Andrew J. Ren ingtbn to Miss Ellen Withw.
By Kev. Mr. fltreeter, Mr. Antonio C Silva to Miss Amelia Paulina.

,\t Charle.'^town, by Kev Mr. Stu'iley, Mr. Alonao Untchinson, of H&rtlaDcl,

Vt . to Mi88 Elizabeth Ware, of HardinPT, Me
At Swanipscot, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. Keford A. Thomdike to Mtss Martha

A Woodbury.
At Wareham, by Rev. Mr. Barrows, Mr. George Runnells to Miss Selina G.

Savery.
At Hinriham. CharleR Durgin Ecq of New Bedford, to Mrs. Eliza A. Bullock,
At Ca.stine Me. by Charles K. Tilden, Em^ , Mr. Ziua H. vVebber to MUs

Lucretia IT. Noyes only daughter of ^amnel ^ioye.s, Enq.
At Pougljkeepsie, N. Y., by Rev. Mr. \Valdo, Mr George Lcckwcod to MIm

Alvira M. Jenka.

DEATHS.
In this city. Mrs. Mary Rob«r80n, 87; Mary *nn Williams, wife of Cyru*

Thorpe late of Ur^nf^rd, Ct , 42; Mr. Samuel florman, 42.

At Roxburv Mr. Joseph 0. Cobb. 2*3.

At Stlem, Mis* Elizabeth J. Short. 27; Widow Na^niah MeMer, 80.

At Marblehfead, Mr. Joshua Gom ,>'>; Mr. John Harris, 70.

At Newburyport, Mr. JoHhua Moody. 80.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

RETROSPKCTION.

BT MISS M. H. LUCT.

Day is done, and the dusky night

Is brooding over hill and lea,

Ten thousand stars are in the sky,

Ten thousand in the sea.

As the sliades of twilight deepen,

And the night steals slowly on,

I am borne on memory's pinion

To the days forever gone.

Sad memories of by-gone yeara

Come thronging thick and fast,

Familiar faces—those I loved,

Start from the shadowy past.

The dreams and hopes of long-ago,

When I from care was free,

Like spectres come to mock me now,

But dreams they proved to be.

And even,' little joy I knew,

In childhood's happ^- day,

Seems like a thing of yesterday,

Though long since passed away.

Once life seemed bright and beautiful,

And 0, how cheerless now

;

But then, time's pencil had not traced

A line upon my brow.

Yet 'tis not all of life to live,

Not all of death to die.

Death opes the mystic gates of life,

Blest immortality-

Hope is the star that guides us on,

In all life's joys and woes,

And hope and faith will point us still

To heaven, at its close.

i ^"^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LETTERS UPON EGYPT.
No. V.

BT REV. F. W. HOLLAND.

Cairo is a romance in itself. The view from its lofty castle is

one of the three finest in the world, looking down as it does upon

a thousand domes and a hundred minarets ; contrasting the heavy-

green of the Nile valley with the yellow desert before and behind
;

exhibiting now on one hand the perishing Mameluke tombs, on

the other the immortal Geezeh pyramids ; in the foreground a

population of a quarter of a million, in the background the rest-

ing place of myriads, whose sleep is seldom disturbed by human
tread. The aqueduct of the citadel stretches for miles btlow, and

the Libyan Mountains in one quarter completely fill the eye. But

you stand on memorable ground. The stones beneath your feet

have a tale of blood to tell. Mehemet AH, that Napoleon of Egypt,

discovered that the Mameluke Beys could not be conquered, and

were not to be won—yet, so long as they remained, he was not

undisputed sovereign, and, but for their quarrels among them-

selves, might be easily dethroned. Nay, they were always uneasy;

were frequently in rebellion, and were ever ready to assassinate

their legitimate ruler. The old Pasha determined to foil them

with their own weapons. After treating them with unexpected

lenity, he gave a royal entertainment to which all of them were

invited. Had it been two centuries ago, in Italy, he would have

poisoned his dinner-party ; in France he would have thrown them

into a dungeon for life— instead of that, he feasted them bravely,

and took leave of them graciously ; but as they reached the outer

gate, to descend the winding avenue fiom the castleyard, it swung
to in their faces, and the moment they turned the gate in the rear

closed in the same manner. Looking up they saw the Albanian

sharpshooters pointing their deadly rifles from the walls. The fox

was caught in the same trap he would have been glad to set. One
alone of the four hundred had the daring to leap his horse over

the low parapet, full sixty feet down. His escape .was a miracle.

The horse never moved again. The Bey was hidden among his

friends, and took refuge in the desert. It seemed impossible that

the man should not have been crushed the same as the beast.

Perhaps the high Turkish saddle and the short stirrups did some
thing for his preservation. But the Pasha had peace from that

day. It was a just deed unjustly done. The English writers who
cried out upon his inhumanity, ought to have remembered that

this unlettered camel-driver's boy knew no other way to extricate

himself from perpetual peril, from civil war and probable assassi-

nation. An anecdote of his wit is worth repeating. Some big-

oted Mussulmen complained to him that Christians were allowed

to ride—while poverty obliged them to walk—through the streets

of Damascus. " Very well," said the old fox, " it is a pity that

true believers should be put below the Infidels ; ride your drome-
daries and you will be above them." The joke is that the princi-

pal streets are covered with filthy mats, and that a camel rider

would have his head plastered with mud in passing through the

best part of the city.

His own tomb stands on the summit of the castle hill, the most
gorgeous mosque in the world. Constantinople has nothing so

delicately beautiful as this immense hall of veined alabaster—

a

material too soft for permanency, but of ethereal loveliness. We,
Westerners, do not know what an Oriental dome is ; but this is so

lofty, wide spread and lightsome, that it seems a pale blue cloud

entranced over the spot. Close by the door the regenerator of

Egypt lies beneath a pile of Persian rugs, a light perpetually burn-

ing over his coffin, and prayers being said and sung daily for the

peace of his soul. The eastern traveller, who owes to him nearly

all the privileges he erjoys, can well afiTord to speak kindly of the

ruler who caused the European dress to be respected; who re-

claimed vast tracts of land from entire barrenness ; who put down
highway robbery throughout Egypt and Syria ; arrested the decay

of the country ; introduced into it the most needed improvements,

and had he been encouraged by England would have begun a new
chapter in Oriental history.

Near by is one of the most curious wells in the world
;
possibly

his work whose name it bears—Joseph's Well. You can ride

down two hundred and seventy six feet along an inclined plane in

constantly deepening darkness, passing four or five buffaloes, each

of whom turns an endless chain of earthem jars, throwing up the

water a certain distance for the use of the citadel. The water is

supplied from the river by a stone aqueduct, and was said to have

been buried under the sand and forgotten till about seven cen-

turies ago. If it depends upon the aqueduct alone, it would be of

little service in case the ca: tie were besieged, and its great depth,

through a solid rock, supposes that the enterprising bdilders were

making a fountain—not a reservoir.

There are few more amusing sights than the street-watering of

Cairo. One eyed Arabs bear a goat-skin full, as if it would burst,

of the precious fluid, which they disperse through the creature's

neck in a stream that instantly disappears—then po, perhaps, a

mile to fill again. Crowds of little donkeys are moving all the

time from the river to the city with skins of this favorite beverage,

the unfiltered, creamy Nile. There is nothing like a well, cis-

tern, or fountain, in the city. If Rome is the best furnished com-

munity in the world, as respects water, Cairo is the worst. Eveiy
house must buy what it needs ; and the vessels are as disgusting

objects as possible, and the liquid itself has a large amount of

mud—excellent to enrich the soil, but not so inviting to the hu-

man stomach. There are, indeed, very fanciful houses of stone,

called " sibeels," whom Mussulman piety has made a deathbed

provision for all thirsty passers-by ; but, generally, you have to

put your mouth to a brass knob and suck what you want—a pro-

cess that would be out of the question with me until I was just

perishing of thirst. But, until European hydraulics are set to

work, there can be nothing deserving the name of fountains ; and

strangers in summer must find this one of their severest trials.

It is a relic of Mehemet All's generosity, that the best Cairo

mosques are freely open to the visitor, as nowhere else in the

world. Though every way decayed, the pavements broken, the

windows stuffed up with lumber, the walls cracked, the whole a

picture of the " shabby genteel,"—recover from this disappoint-

ment and you cannot fail to be pleased. The principal sanctuary

is a vast, dome-crowned hall, where no painting or statuary ar-

rests the meditative thought ; no separate altars divide the notice

;

but, except a lofty reading-desk, and sometimes a sultan's sepul-

chre, the mind is surrendered entirely to the absorbing idea of

Deity. In the outer court there is always a large water-tank,

shaded by trees, perhaps, and visited by every devotee before he

enters the house of prayer, for purification. Here you see chil-

dren at play, tailors pursuing their task, the poor basking in a cool

shelter, doves flitting securely about—everything to make worship

cheerful.

The oldest mosque in the world, as they say, is just outside of

Cairo, and is nothing but an immense square, surrounded by a

covered piazza. Tens of thousands assemble here, annually, on

a great Mohammedan festival, and admire the pillar sent by their

prophet, from Mecca, by a switch of his whip, that is now seen in

a black line upon the marble, and try those two contiguous col-

umns, between which, it is their faith, no bad man can pass alive.

Here the Koran is read, an addiess made, and prayers said and

sung, with endless kneelings and bowings—always an impressive

sight. The faith of the common people is an undoubted fact

;

there never was a religion from which it was harder to make pros-

elytes, nor one so punctiliously observed by all in authorily, from

the sultan down. I have frequently taken up a man's goods while

he knelt in prayer, but no muscle of his face moved ; I have

shouted to a sailor, not observing he was commencing his devo-

tions, but he seemed to have lost his hearing. Many a devotee, I

am confident, would die sooner than interrupt his supplication.

The Cairo minarets are the loftiest in the world, and from that

high balcony of theirs, which five times a day summons the faith-

ful to prayer, curious glimpses must be caught of the interior life

of the city. This knowledge is reserved, like that of the Catho-

lic confessional, for the consecrated officials, who are often blind.

On one occasion a "peeping Tom " stole up and scandalized the

neighborhood by gazing down into their court-yards. Complaints

were made to the authorities, and the priests were commanded to

punish the offender at once. Having tried to seize him several

times in vain, the two church- criers were informed that the spy

was at that moment in the balcony. One drew his sword and

waited at the foot of the tower for the villain's step, to plunge it

into his heart—the other blind-man drew his sword, too, and run

up to chase the intruder down. The man, finding that he was de-

tected, slipped behind a door ; his pursuer, not hearing his tread,

passed him on the stairway, and was received at the bottom on

the sword of his comrade, whom he stabbed in return, the crimi-

nal escaping over th:;ir bleeding bodies.

When you see the native Christians of Egypt you do not won-

der that they have melted away before Mohammedanism. As you
ascend the Nile, a naked man is seen running down the mountain
side ; he plunges into the river and salutes your party with the

cry, " Christiani ! Howadji !" You suppose it to be " Christians,

how are you ?" But it is a miserable beggar's petition for an

empty bottle or a few cents ; with which the Coptic monk plunges

into the water again, laughing like a monkey, and swims baek to

his convent. Such are the representatives of a religion once re-

nowned for its Alexandrian college, its numerous churches and
distinguished scholars. Its only church, at Cairo, is a sight to

behold. Crowds of vermin seize upon you as you enter ; clouds

of 4ust arise at every step ; the mats break to pieces beneath your
feet ; at the very altar the priests teaze you with begging, and
have a settled reputation for intemperance, indolence, and igno-

rance. The Copts resemble the Moslems more than the Christians.

They pray as often—bowing themselves to the ground ; wash
their feet, as well as hands, before service; sing the same monot-
onous twang that is sung in the mosques, and look reverently up
to their Turkish masters, who often convert them to their manlier

faith.

Still, many a Turk believes that the last days of Islam have

come; the theological schools are frequently abandoned; the

mosques given up to decay; the dervish-cloisters occupied by a

few beggars of doubtful character; the dervish-armor rusts upon
the walls ; the dervish votary, once revered as inspired, is now
despised as an impostor; the body evidently remains, but the life

has nearly fled.

The most desperate part of the Moslem armies used to be

these religious fanatics. I saw both classe.s—the Howling and
Whirling Dervishes. It was a very favorable day when our visit

was made to the first, and just after the Friday morning service

of the mosque. Forty men commenced bowing to their chief in

the centre of the circle, and repeating, as rapidly as possible,

"Allah, Allah, Allah," with every repetition getting more ex-

cited, and their bodies bending more rapidly, the sound degener-

ated to an "on," while caps and cloaks were cast off; the music

of their little band grew more and more violent, and some heads

began to whirl round as well as bend forward; byandby, when
we thought they must drop down from exhaustion two of the

oldest whirled, in not ungraceful circles, around one another sev-

enty-seven times ; then one fellow, whose fury had been the won-
der of us all, after sailing around till he was evidently dizzy,

made a dash at the stone wall, and struck it three times with his

woolly head before his brethien could lay him, apparently sense-

less, on the ground. As I left them, the chief reading the Koran
aloud, the men lay as if dead in a delirium of joy. More dan-

gerous feats than these are sometimes seen, but even this, I was
assured, was quite rare.

The Shoobra Palace may well claim a word. Its gardens, that

almost make one faint with their fragrance, that surfeit every visi-

tor with the richest fruit, and amaze him with flowers of nearly

every clime, clustering together in the open air, sprung up as at a

magician's wand. This was all a howling waste. But great old

Ali poured the fruitful Nile over the naked desert, and at once

this famous summer and winter paradise burst upon the view.

Here, upon an elegant marble basin of vast size, Mehemet used

to have his ladies float in light canoes, and suddenly the canoe

was upset, and the owner of this fragile live stock feasted upon
the fun of his screaming, struggling, half-drowning wiVfes !

His successor, whom England approves as much as she con-

demned his grandfather, is said to be given over to the vilest plea-

sures, and to be at once bigoted and sensual, passionate and indo-

lent, unable to govern himself or improve his too patient people.

When we were in Cairo they told us that a favorite groom, who
had merely shown off one of his master's studs before an English

gentleman, was obliged to flee into the far desert to save his life

from the fury of his lord. Whether true or not, the fact that yon

hear nothing but evil of a man who has such boundless power to

do good; who succeeded to one who was carrying forsvard the

country only too rapidly; who possesses tenfold means to those

of Mehemet Ali, settles the matter for Abbas Pasha. He is, evi-

dently, unworthy of his position, unworthy of European patron-

age, and unworthy of the age which offers him every motive to

win a glorious name.

« —— »

PALACE OF THE KING OF ROME.
Soon after the birth of the king of Rome, Napoleon contem-

plated erecting a palace for him upon the banks of the Seine,

nearly opposite the bridge of Jena. The government accordingly

attempted to purchase the houses situated upon the ground. They
had obtained all except the dilapidated hut of a cooper, that was
estimated to lie worth about two hundred and fifty dollars. The
owner, a mulish man, finding the possession of his hut to be quite

essential to the plan, demanded two thousand dollars. The exor-

bitant demand was reported to the emperor. He replied, "It is

exorbitant; but the poor man will be turned out of his home
;
pay

it to him." The man, finding his demand so promptly acceded to,

immediately declared, that upon further reflection, he could not

afford to sell it for less than six thousand dollars. All expostula-

tions were in vain. The architect again appealed to the emperor.
" This fellow," said Napoleon, "trifles with us But there is no
help for it. We must pay the money. The cooper now increased

his price to ten thousand dollars. The emperor, when informed
of it, said, indignantly, " The man is a wretch. I will not pur-

chase his house. It shall remain where it is, a monument of my
respect of the laws." The plans of the architect were changed.

The works were in progress at the time of Napoleon's overthrow.

The poor cooper, finding himself in the midst of rabbish and
building material, bitterly lamented his folly. The Bourbons, on
their return to Paris, threw down the rising walls of the palace,

and destroyed their foundations.

—

Abbot's History of Napoleon.

AMBITION.

— The path of glory leads but to the grave !

—

Gray.
— Ambition is the mind's immodesty —Sir W. Davenant.
— Who soars too near the sun, with golden wings, melis them—Shakspeare.— How dost thou wear, and weary out thy day, restless ambi-

tion, never at an end.

—

Daniel.

— Ambition is a lust that's never quenched, grows more in-

flamed and madder l)y enjoyment.— Olwaij.

— What is ambition? 'Tis a glorious cheat! Angels of light

walk not so dazzlingly the sapphire walls of heaven.

—

N. P.
WiUis.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.
Quakers live one -third longer, on the average, than other peo-

ple, owing, of course, to their temperate habits California

contains 400,000 square miles. This would give eight States as

large as New York State, fifty as large as New Jersey, and fifty-

seven as large as Massachusetts. A London physician says if

men would wear their beards in winter, sore throats would go out

of fashion. The Bateman cnildrcn, it is said, have been of-

fered $.30,000 to perform a certain number of nights in California,

and that they will proceed thither next spring. By a late cen-

sus, it is shown that Detroit, Michigan, has a population of

37,436. An increase since IS.'iO of l.'i.OOO. The United States

now consume as much cotton, in 18.5.3, as England did in 1833.

The Unitoil States are now where England was twenty years

ago. There are 92 hotels in New York, and still with this

number strangers are unable to find accommodations. An
eruption of fire and lava from Mount Baker, one of tlie cascade

range of mountains in Oregon, took place last winter The
Boston typos propose to celebrate the birthday of Franklin, in

Jannary next. It is five years since a similar observance was

held in Boston. The salary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland

is 8100,000 a year and he spends $130,000. J. P. R. James

is making a tonr in the Far West, probably collecting material

for future romances. It is supposed that his ne.rl " two horsemen "

will be of the Sioux tribe. It is said that the government has

offered a larger sum than heretofore, to the Indians in Floiida, to

emigrate, and that they will probably be induced to accept it.

A returned Calif'ornian has recovered SIJOO against Mr. Van-
derbilt, of the Nicaragua company, for detention on the Isthmus,

having been fifty four days waiting for a steamer. Monsieur

de la Vaupiliese was very fond of gambling. His wife sent him,

as a New Year's gift, a box, such as are used to contain counters,

on one side of which was her own picture, and on the other a

picture of the children, with this motto—" Think of us. The
Methodist Episcopal Church, at its recent session in Detroit, re-

ported 18,000 members in Michigan. The first company of

French Pilgrims has arrived at Jerusalem. On approaching the

holy city they alighted from their horses, prostrated themselves,

and prayed fervently. They were all clothed in white, and, as

they entered the city, musket shots were fired in their honor.

Col. T. B. Lawrence, attached to the U. S. Legation, London,
has obtained leave of absence, and is on a visit to the U. S.

4 »» >

the; flao of our union.
new volume.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.
It is now eight years since we first made the acquaintance of

the public, through the columns of the Flag, during which time

our paper has gone on year after year, prospering, until there has

been nothing left for us to desire. Thousands of subscribers who
commenced with the first number of the paper, are still on our

regular subscription list. This speaks volumes for its popularity,

and the worthy character of the paper. We have been successful

beyond precedent, as our immense circulation proves.

On the first day of January next, we shall surprise our patrons

and the public, by commencing the ninth volume of the Flag of

our Union in an entire new shape, with a new head, of a beautiful

character, with new type, and, in short, new and bright, from top

to toe. The font of type, which has been expressly manufactured

for the new paper, by the well known house of Phelps and Dalton,

is of the most beautiful texture, clear and plain, and will enable

us to give a third more reading matter than we have heretofore done

in the Flag, which will also contain eight pages instead nf four, as

at present. The paper on which it will be printed will also be far

superior to anything we have ever yet used on the Flag, and, in

short, as we have intimated above, every department of the paper

will be vastly beautified and improved.

All of our old and favorite contributors will be retained, and

several new ones have already been engaged as regular assistants

upon the columns of the paper. With all these improvements,

we have still another agreeable item to add here ; that old and

long tried favorite, Lieutenanl Marraij, will commence, with the

new volume, a deeply interesting novelette, most decidedly, and

without exception, the best story he has ever written, entitled

THE MAGICIAN OF NAPLES

:

OR,

LOVE AND NECROMANCY;
which will be splendidly illustrated by a number of engravings.

This story will alone form a rare attraction for the new year. Its

scenes are laid in the fairest of Italian cities, and in the most

stirring period of history; its characters are novel, and most at-

tractive in delineation, and the plot is one of most unequalled

originality. In short, this tale we look upon as the best one we
have ever yet issued in the columns of the Flag, a conclusion in

which all of our readers will join when they have read the story.

Terms.—Two dollars per annum.

One copy of " The Flag of our Union," and one copy of

" Gleason's Pictorial," one year, $4.

Political Parties.—The following are the names of the

political parties in the State of New York, as we find them in a

Washington paper :—Whigs, Democrats, Hards, Softs, Reform-

ers, Hard Reformers, Soft Reformers, Whig Reformers, Pure

Reformers, Free Soilers and Abolitionists.
4—«•«—»

An old Bible.—A German Bible, printed in l.'iSO, and con-

eequently 278 years old, was sold, la'ely, at the sale ot Henry
Shenck's property, in Manor township, Lancaster eounty, Pa.

tDajiBibc (Satl)mti9a.

There are seventeen Jesuit colleges in the United States.

The Richmond ( Va ) Whig says, the wheat crop in that section

of the country was more than an average yield.

Fears are entertained of a general famine in Mexico, in conse-
quence of harvest failures in the interior.

The Warrcnton ( Va.) Spring property, with IGOO acres of land
attached, has been purchased at $91,000.

While in America, the proportion of persons who go to school
of some kind is one in .5, in Russia, it is one in 220

!

Charles Laninan, Daiii( I Webster's Private Secretary, has been
appointed to examine the Public De(iositorics.

A project has been started for a National Cattle Fair at Spring-
field, Ohio, aftir the plan of the great Horse Fair recently held in

Springfield, Massachusetts.

John C. Larue, an eminent criminal judge in New Orleans, has
resigned his office, because his small salary does not increase with
the rise of provision;?.

Byron, at one period of his life, estimated that he had experi-

enced but eleven really happy days, and questioned, whether to

his dying day, he should ever complete the round dozen!

There is a record in the parish register of Tannadice, near
Forfar, of the closing of the church on a certain Sunday, because
the minister had to go elsewhere to superintend the burning of
a witch.

The cattle trade of Texas is growing into considerable imnor-
tancp. New Orleans is the market to which it is directed. Dur-
ing the present season about forty thousand head of beeves crossed

the Neches River, at Bfaumont, bound for New Orleans.

A family was poisoned, hy eating buckwheat cakes, on the 23d
ult., at Philadelphia. It is supposed that some deleterious sub-

stance, either by accident or design, was mixed with the flour.

The sick persons recovered by the aid of a physician.

It is proposed, by some Milwaukee gentlemen, to build a new
and very superior steamer to run between Grand Haven and Mil-

waukee, and connect the Oakland and Ottawa Railroad with the

Mississippi Railroad. The cost of the hull and engine alone will

be $16.'), 000.

Silas Wright sleeps in an humble grave in the burying-grounJ
just out of the village of Canton, St. Lawrence county, with a
simple monument, bearing his name, and dates of his birth and
death. His law office has been converted into an ice-house and
attached to a hotel.

Out of the nine hundred officers of the United States army,
thirty-one have died since the first of January last. Considering
where the ofiicers of the army are mostly stationed, and what pro-

vision is made for their health and*comfort, this mortality, great

as it is, is not surprising.

The Vienna journals announce that a firm of California has

sent home to that city some seeds of the soap plant. It grows
wild in California, rising to the height of about a foot. The
plant fades away in the month of May, and inside of each is a
ball of natural soap, superior, it is assured, to any that can be
manufactured.

« »»» I

.'£/, JToreign Jtema.

" War to the knife 1" is now the motto of the Sultan of Turkey.
He 'a thoroughly aroused, and his " voice is still for war."

Russia got a prettv good drubbing at the outset, and the Mus-
sulmen seem determined to punish the enemy severaiy.

France looks warlike, and only awaits a good chance to "go in

and win " on the side of the Sultan and his people.

The Russian Bear is growling at England, but John Bull is

able and willing, if need be, to vindicate his honor.

Lisbon was visited with a severe shock of an earthquake on the

evening of the 5th ult.

A disease resembling cholera has broken out in Florence, and
has thus far prov( d very fatal.

A new theatre, to rival all other establishments in the world in

elegance and in beauty, is to be built in London.

The British are in a bad position in Burmah. The troops are

everywhere in a state of siege, and nearly the whole of the new
provinces are in the hands of the enemy.

The gigantic stone cross, which crowned the /aca'/e of the Mad-
eleine, at Paris, gave way, recently, and falling on the steps, was
shattered to atoms ; fortunately no one was on the spot.

Bread stuffs were never higher than at the present time in

England and on the continent. Government is taking the mat-

ter in hand, to prevent suflTeiing among the lower classes of the

population, and storing grain.

The cholera was steadily progressing through England and

S' otland, though the number of cases in any one place is com-
paratively small. It was very fjtal at Dundee, ninety deaths

from the disease having occurred at the last accounts.

Bv recent Brazilian let'i'-lation, the trade and shipping of Great
Britain tn the ports of Brazil have been placed on the same foot-

ing as the trade and shipping of Brazil. The British government
has, therefore, abolished all diflf'erential duties on Brazilian ships

in English ports.

To the horrors of a civil war now devastating China, have been
added those of a terrible famine, which prevails in some provinces.

The Imperial Pekin Gazette, a paper which, in this case, would
rather conceal than exaggerate the truth, states that in the pro-

vince of Shantung, the corpses literally strew the field.

The London Illustrated News says :
" Mr. Whitworth, of Man-

chester, has brought hack from his recent tour as Royal Commis-
sioner throuL'h the United States, a report filled with the most
startling evidences of the progress which the mechanical arts are

making in that country."

In China, the insurgents had surprised the Imperial garrison

at Shanghai on the 7th of September, and gained possession of

the city without scarcely anv resistance. The chief officer of the

government escaped, and placed himself under the protection of

the United States authorities.

The Paris correspondent of the New York Commercial states

that the order sent by the Sultan to Omar Pasha to suspend hos-

tilities, ilid not reach him in time. It seems that the Tartar who
bore the despatch, killed his horse under him, and was delayed

twelve hours in obtaining another.

A young fellow who went out from the north of England to

Australia, employed himself, on his arrival, at coffin-making.

For his first job he charged a pound. His European innocence
was laughed at by the old colonists ; and he found it necessary,

for the retrieval of his cbaraeter, to advanoehis charge to £i.

£ianb0 of #oli).

.... Minds which never rest are subject to many digressions.

—Jvuhert.

.... Where is the thief who cannot find bad when he hunts for

it

—

Saint Aiigtistin.

.... Great works are executed, not by force, but by persever-

ance — Gregory.

.... Forced to preach the virtues of his pomatum, the charla-

tan finishes by believing until he has tried himself

—

M. J. Petit
Senn.

.
. . We do not know all the pain that is necessary for the

greater part of men to arrii'e only at the middle —Achilles Poin-
celol.

.... Mistrust the man who finds everything good, the man
who finds everything evil, and still more, the man who is indiffer-

ent to everything.

—

Laraler.

.... Society loves Creole natures, and sleepy, languishing
manners, so that they cover sense, grace, and good will : the air

of drowsy strength which disarms criticism.

—

R. W. Emerson.

.... There is nothing more costly, more ruinous, and more in-

convenient, than change of lodgings Not only things are lost,

a'c upset, are broken, but it has an influence upon the soul ; the
ideas arc derangeo, are troubled, and some time must elapse be-
fore they assume their first order.

—

Ange Pandoljini.

.... It is wrong to believe that frank sentiments and the candor
of the mind are the exclusive share of the young ; they ornament
oftentimes old age, upon which they seem to spread a chaste re-

flection of the modest graces of their younger days, where they
shine with the same brightness as those flowers which are often
seen peeping, fresh and laughing, from among ruins.

—

Poincekt.

< »»» >

Joker's ©ubgct.

Charles Lamb wondered why people made such a fuss about
children—" they were so very common."

If a police olucer is after you, the best thing you can do is to
lock the door and then bolt yourself.

An Irishman being asked which was the oldest, he or his broth-
er, said, " I am the oldest, but if Teddy Uvea three years longer,
we shall then both be of an age."

A young woman, on alighting from a stage, dropped a ribbon
from her bonnet in the bottom of the coach. " You have left your
bow behind," said a lidy passenger. "No I haven't—he's gone
a fishing," innocently replied the damsel.

Photography, it was erroneously stated, had enabled forgers to

commit frauds upon the Bank of England. Had it been true, the
retribution would have been just. The bank issues light sover-
eigns, why not repay it with light five pound notes.

—

Punch.

A wag, passing a house, observed on the door the separate
names of a physician and a surgeon, and facetiously remarked
that the circumstance put him in mind of a double-barrelled gun—for if one missed, the other was sure to kill.

Sir Walter Scott used to tell a story of a woman in Fife, who,
summing up the misfortunes of a black year in her history, said,
" Let me see, sir ; our wee callant, and then Jenny, and then the
gudeman himself died ; and then the coo died too, poor hizzcy

;

but, to be sure, her hide brought me fifteen shillings."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES L, IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Volume.s I., IL, III., and IV. of the Pictorial Drawino-Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and iUumined
sides, forming suiierb and most attractive parlor orii;iments ia the shape of a
series of books of bet\\efu FotR and Five IIundkkd 1*.\(:f:s EArn, and each
Volume containing nearly 0.^E Thouhand Knuravinos of Men, Manners, and
current Kveuta all over the wcrld; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of

fauious Cities and beautiful \'illa^'es, of Pii^eants at home and abroad ; of fin«

Maritime Views; and, in short, ol an infinite variety of interesting and instruc-
tive subjects; with iLLi.MiNKD Title-Pagks AND ]NDRXt:s of great beauty and
artistic excellence, and forming very brilliant frontispieces to the volumes-

Besides the many Illustrations, they euibmce in their papes a vjLst amount
of original Talcs, Sketches, Poems, aud Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Kecord of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly uovel and elegant seric.'* for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to IteaiUng JIattcr and Illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our A\ hoiesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Deytots throughout the Union. One volume, $3 00; two voiumeSj
$5 00; three volumes, S7 00; and four volumes, §?9 00-

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit arvd humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written expressly for the'paper. In politics, aud on all sectarian

questions. It is strictly neutral Nothing of an immoral nature will ever ba
admitted into its columns ; "therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains tho foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest possible amount of intelligence No advertisements are
admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE M A M 51 T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader Anunrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming au

the preiient circulation of wliicli far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Gleason s Pictorial.

TEEMS TO SrBSCEIBEKS._
1 subscriber, one year, S3 00
3 subscribers, *' 5 00
4 '• "

. 6 00
8

" " 11 00
16 " " 20 00

One copy of the FiAO op ot r Uxiox, and one copy of Gieason'8 Pictorial

S4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

•,* The Flao canbeohininrdntani/oflienfwxpnperrltpotsin the United

Stales, and of newspaper carriers, at four ce.vts per single rojiy. ,

F. GLEASOJSr,
PUBLISITEK AyV PROPKIETOR,

CoaREB OF Tremoht and Broufield StreeiSi Boston, Mabs./
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Till-: BLEACHERY AT WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS.

WALTH4M BLEACHERY.
Above we give an extensive view of the Waltham Bleachery

(a part of the work* of the Boston Manufacturing Company, on
Charles River, ill VValtham) This establishment, erected in 1820,

wai the first attempt at bleaching cotton goods in the country except

one (then) small bleachery in Providence R. I., that had been

in operation but a short time It was projected and put in oper

ation under the direction of the lafc Patrick T. Jackson, whose

name is so intimately and honorably connected with the early his-

tory of our cotton manufactures It has all the modern impn)ve-
ments and facilities for finishing white goods in every variety of

style. The view of the works, given above, embraces one small

mill, adjoining the Bleachery. It was taken from the bridge,

across Charles River, near the residence of Hon. John H. Wil-

kins. The departments consist of the Boiling Room and Wa«h
Room vhi'hwo give below; and tie Beating Room, Drying

Hou<es—some four hundred feet long—and Finishing depart-

ments, which include a variety of operations—measuring, fold,

ing marking and packing The Boiling Room is very extensive
and contains large boilers, ranged on each side, into which the

cloth passes, and is cleansed of any coloring matter whatever

;

from thence it passes into an adjoining room, where it is thor-

oughly bleached, and then washed by passing through varioaa

machines. The process of bleaching is interesting to see.

WASH ROOM OF WM.THAM BLKACHERY. BOILING ROOM <'F WALTHAM BLEACHERV.
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CHRIST3IAS.

We give our readers an allegorical representation below, relat-

ing to this happy and ever to be remembered anniversary. The

centre portion of the design represents the Scriptural text, where

the angels appeared to the shepherds, "as they watched their

flocks by night," declaring to them the good tidings of a Saviour's

birth. To the left, and in the upper portion of the engraving, the

" wise men " are seen watching the star until " it came and stood

over the place where the young child was." On the opposite cor-

ner we have the " wise men " who have found the Saviour, " bom
in a manger," .and are kneeling before him in that humble abode.

On the left of the picture, below, we have an in door convivial

home scene, on Christmas evening, and on the right a seasonable

outdoor representation of the sport of this period of the year.

The whole forms a most happy Christmas design. On the last

page of the prpsent number will be found another design, in-

tended to illustrate and exhibit the character of this happy pe-

riod. Saint Nicholas, the presiding genius of the day from time

immemorial, will be found at the top of the picture, with his

hearty, good-natured face, quaffing a bumper to the occasion

;

while Harlequin is seen at the bottom of the picture playing his

holiday tricks, surrounded by an abundance of game, indicating

the universal good cheer that reigns at this period. The four

corners of the picture tell their own story of home-games and

sports, while the broad centre piece exhibits the convivial gather-

ing of a domestic circle, old and young, matron and maid. On
the left of this is seen a contrast to all this comfort, in the poor

mother and children exposed to the wintry weather. But she

will be relieved and made comfortable, for plenty and chari'y

must ever reign on Christmas. On the right of the centre-

piece we have a serenade band, at night, producing their dulcet

founds beneath the window of some favored one. The whole

scene is suggestive and excellent in effect. Let it never be for-

gotten, that Christmas brings about the most memorable event

that the annals of the world have recorded, and one that closely

and immediately links our duties and our aspirations to another

and a better. This more serious phase of Christmas will not af-

fect that cheerful enjoyment which is also its characteristic. Such

sentiments ca nnot fail to awaken the mind to benevolence, and

to point out the dreary advent of winter as that period when acts

of charity and benevolence to the poor possess a two-fold value.

In Germany, the Christmas Tree is a most important item in

connection with the occasion, and it is even made a pretty and

delightful ceremony for the young, as we have shown in these

columns on a former recurrence of this day. Christmas, the

feast of Christ's birth, was, according to many critics, not cele-

brated in the first centuries of the Christian church, as the Chris-

tian usage, in general, was to celebrate the death < f remarkable

persons rather than their birth. The death of the martyr Stephen,

and the massacre of the innocents at Bethlehem, have been already

long celebrated by the Eastern Church. [See page 416.]

^"•'

^rŷarrx:-
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((Vritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

OR

—

THE PATHIOT CRUISER.
% UfDolutionarg Storg.

by sylvanu8 cobb, jb.

[concluded.]

CHAPTER XXI.—[continued.!

VinceEt had had his eye from the first upon the head of the

rufniti who was to strike first, and upon that head his club was

aimed He struck wiih all his might, and the fellow sank upon

the pavement without a groan. Darby s-tarted up, but he was too

late to use the dagger which he had drawn for our hero had

marked him. and the ponderous club came crashing- down upon

his bead. Both those blows had been studied upon—the patriot

captain had counted upon them with a certainty ; his eye had

been true, and his nerves steady ; and those two blows had been

just such ones as a butcher gives when he settles his axe upon the

massy brow of the stout ox.

"Edward! Edward !" cried our hero, stepping over the forms

of the two prostrate men.

"Just Heaven !" ejaculated Thayer— for he it was. " Who are

yonV
" You know Vincent Gray."

"Yes— yes; but this scene. What means it? "Vincent— is it

really yon ?"

' It is, most certainly
"

Edward Thayer seemed, at first, inclined to doubt the evidence

of his own senses ; but he soon convinced himself that he was,

indeed, in the presence of his friend.

" You are indeed Vincent," he exclaimed, at the same time

extending his hand. " But what means all thisV
In as few words as possible our hero related all the circum-

stances, from the time of his leaving the brigantine, at Swamp-
«cott, up to the present moment.

" Then this is some of Trevett's work," uttered Thayer, after

Vincent had concluded. " O, what a villain that man must be!"
" So he is, Edward. So he is. But his course is well nigh

run. I think we have him now—that is, if he's to be found."
" O, I know where to find him," returned Thayer.
" Then," resumed Vincent, " he is at the end of his race. But

we must loc/k after these two fellows here. Let us go around to

Fallon's inn and get a lantern. I'll trust the old man."
Without hesitation, Thayer accompanied his friend around to

Lindall's Lane where they ea-i!y found the inn. There was a

light burning in the bar-room, and, upon entering, they found that

the eld man had just arisen. The matter was quickly explained

to him—or, at least, so much of it as was thought necessary, and
he was requested to furnish a lantern.

"Eh—Vincent—

"

"—sh!" interrupted our hero, as he saw that the jolly old pub-

lican had recognized him. " I hope I may trust you."
" Trust me !—that you may. I know you—I know what you

have been up to. I know you've trod on the king's corns most
unmercifully, and I love you for it, my boy. Trust me !" aga'n

repeated Fallon, in a low tone, but yet with the deepest, truest

energy, " my soul, when a patriot mayn't trust old Bob Fallon,

then I hope I may be buried in one of my own v.ine vats, that's

aU !"

"0,1 believe you," said Vincent, as he returned the warm
grasp of the old man. "Don't speak my name in the hearing of

the royalists."

" Don't be alarmed on that account. But come—I'll light ray

lantern, and, in the meantime, you just try the virtue of that

fellow."

Fallon pulled a black bottle out from a distant corner as he
spoke, and set it before our hero.

" That I keeps for particular friends," resumed the old man, as

he pricked up the wick of the lantern-lamp. " If you've been out
all night it'll do you good."

Both our hero and Edward fdt in the mcod for a slight stim-

ulus, and they partook, sparingly, of the wine— for wine it was,
and of the pure vintage, too. By this time Fallon was ready,
and together the three set out for the scene of the adventure.

" Here they be, still as mice," said the old publican, as he came
up to the spot and held his lantern down. "And British soldiers,

too. Wake up, here, you bloody thieves !"

" Is it possible you have killed them, VincentV uttered Thayer,
seeing that neither of them moved beneath Fallon's exertions.

"Perhaps I did," returned Vincent. "I struck with all my
power."

" They're dead, as sure as fate," said the inn keeper. " Gra-
cious ! their heads are both smashed in like rotten pumpkins.
No wonder they died."

" What is to be done '(" queried our hero, still a little anxious
as to what the final result might be.

"Leave that with me," returned Edward. "I am intimate
with General Gage, and I will take the whole of this upon my
thoulders. You shall not appear in it at all. As soon as it'is

fairly daylight I will lodge the proper intelligence at the guard-
house."

Vincent thanked his friend for this, and, shortly afterwards, the

trio returned to the inn, where Fallon proceeded to build a fire,

intimating, as he did so, that his two friends should soon have

something substantial for the benefit of their " inner man."

"Now Edwaid," faid our hero, while Boniface was out, " we

must have Trevtit in our power as soon as pos-ible. I know

something of his attempts to leave the town, and I fear he may
accomplish his ohjtct if we do not move upon him at once. Do
you know where to find bim ?"

" Yes ; I know the very house he occupies. 1 learned of it yes-

terday. Yes, we will find him ; we will crush him ; but, Vincent,

alas I I have lost much that I mny neid in the work."

' What is it you have lost, Edward "
" Papers—documents They were in

—

"

' An oaken box," interrupted our hero. " A box bound with

bra»s, and bearing your name upon a silver plate on the top
"

" Yes, yes," uttered Thayer.

" Then rest \ou ea-y on thit score
"

'• Bit }ou do not mean tha' you ha>e the box V
" Not with me ; liut I have all the papers, safe, htre in my

pocket."

" Heaven bless you, Vincent !" Get a light- let's have a room

by ourselves. Safe—safe did you say? O,
—

"

At this moment Fallon rtturned. Vincent requested a piivate

room for a >hon time, and having lighted a lamp, the kind host

led the way to one of his back rooms—a ^mall, outof-the way

place where private meals were sometimes served.

Aftrr he had gone and Ufc them alone they sat down by the ta-

ble, and then Vincent drew the papers from his pocket. They

were carefully titd up in an oilcloth covering, and with trembling

hands, Edward opened the package.

'Where—how did you get them?" he asked, as he threw off'

the string.

Vmcent told the story of their recovery, and, when he had fin-

ish* d, Edward ran his eyes over thtm

"Are they all there?" asked our hero

" Yes— all," whispered Thayer. " They are all here. God be

praised I"

" And you must not blame me that I read some of them," con-

tinued Vincent, "for I only sought light to guide me in the way

I should operate with them"
" Chen you know their secret?" said Edward, with a twinkling

eye.

" Yes ; I could not help it I would not have t'one it, but
—

"

" Tut, tut, my dear Vincent. You did perfectly right—or so

near right, at all events, that I shall bless you for it while I live.

Now let's to breakfast."

'• And then to Micah Trevett's," added our hero.

" Not quite. I must see to the two villains in the wood-house,

first They must be looked to
"

" I am almost sorry I killed them ; but 'twas their own fault
"

" ' Fwas a blessing to the world that they died," said Edward
;

" so think no more of it Come, let's hasten, now The sun is

rising. O, these papers make me strong once more !"

CHAPTER XXII.

D .i W N OF It E T R I B U T I O N .

The sun was just peeping up over the blue waters of the bay

whcu Micah Trevett had finished dressing himself. His face was

very pale, and his whole frame trembled violently. His feature",

now that they are seen by daylight, betray an unusual sharpness,

and the brow has grown lower, and the furrows are multiplied and

deeper Even the hair has grown whiter, and the long locks quiver

with the agitation of the body almost as though they were swept

by the wind He gazed nervously about the room when he had

clothed himself. He heard a noise in the street, and he looked out

at his window. He saw men and boys hurrying along—all anx-

ious to make the best of their way. He thought some of them

looked up at his window, and he drew tremblingly back.

Poor man ! His cup of bitterness was well nigh full—and its

flood was poison, too. He had filled it himself. Drop by drop

had he let in the soul-searing tide, and now, while it trembled

near the brim, seeming every moment to overrun, he only sought

to let in another flood to swell the already accumulated sea of

condemnation. His heart was not softened ; his soul was not

moved by even a thought of repentance. It was only bitterness

that was in his life cup, and, in his heart, he still held the demon

that had lured him from the first.

He heard footsteps below, and, bting satisfied that his hostess

had arisen, he pulled at the tattered bell cord that hung in one

corner of the room The summons was soon answered by Dame
Lambert herself. She was a portly woman many years pa't the

bloom of life, possessing a fair share of good nature and seeming

not over-seyupulous in matters of ord<r and cleanliness.

' Now Dame Lambert," said the old man, " haste thee with my
breakfast as speedily as may be."

" As soon as I can fetch my water a bilin'," returned the dame.
" By the way, what was all this noise about in the strt et ?"

" Why, sir," said she, opening her eyes very widely, " there was

a horrid murder last night."

"Ha!" uttered Trevett, while a gleam of fiendioh exultation

shot athwart his face. " Where was it ?"

" Down in Mack'rel Lane I believe. O, what horrid works !"

" Yes yes, dame, it is horrible. I hope the villains may be

apprehended."

" So do I, sir. Ah, me, these are terrible times. Nobody aint

safe now. How 1 should like to see the murderers hung."
" A laudable wish, dame—very," said Trevett, with a slight

twitching of the facial muscles. " So y ou are sure it was a down-

right murder ?"

" O yes, sir."

" And do they know the young man's name?"
" What young man?"
' Why, the one that was murdered, to be sure."

" O, Lord bless you, sir, 'twant no young man. 'Twas a couple

of soldiers 'at was murdered ''

"Soldii-rs! Two soldiers !" gasped the old man. " 0, no, yon
mistake—you heard it wrong. No, no, no,

—

pethaps two soldiers

did the murder? '

' I tell you, sir, I heard the news direct. It was two soldiers

'at was kdled. Old M icNeal just come down by here from his

rope-yard, an' he had been an' men the bodies. One of the sol-

diers he said, wa Darby, and t'other was Mike Finch. But,

bless ray soul, sir, you needn't be so frightened Nobody wont
kill>ou."

" I am not afraid of that," uttered Trevett, struggling with his

emotion. ' But it always aff'cicts mu thus to hear of murder.

There— go and get our breakfast, and bring it here to my room."
" Two sn diers!" groaned Micah Trevett, after he was left alone.

" O, Heaven ! if the fates be against me now ! But no—I'll bear

up against them ! They shall not overcome me ! Mike and

Darby both dead ! The youngster must bear a charmed life

!

This is the third lime—and yet he lives !

'

Thus was the old man murmuring to himself when Olivia en-

tered the room ; and, almost at the same moment. Dame Lam-
bert appeared with a waiter, upon which were coffee and toast.

" Set it down, dame," said Trevett. " And now go and watch

below. You know I pay yon well for your trouble."

" O yes, sir ; most excellently well," replied the woman, with

a sparkling ei e—for she thought of golden guineas.

" Then look you well to the door. Allow no one to enter till I

am gone. If any one comes—if they ask for me— tell them that

I am gone—that your house is empty. Tell them that I am gone

to— to—Roxbury. Tell them I went away secretly—in the night

—last night ; that—I—I was afraid to stay here. Mind and tell

them that. Be sure that you make them believe that I am gone."

" Yes, sir,' hesitatingly returned the hostess, gazing with won-

der into the terror-wrought features of the old man. " Yes, sir.

But shall I tell them that you was afraid to stay here ?"

" Yes, yes ; for then they will think more surely I am gone."

Dame Lambert cast a long, searching look upon her guest, and

then she left the room. After she had gone, Micah Trevett poured

Trim out a cup of coff'ee and drank it. After this he sat down by

the table and drew a piece of toast upon his plate. Olivia watched

him with anxious glances, and one might have seen, from the

marks upon her countenance, that she was moved by something

more than a mere settled melancholy.

"Father," she timidly said, "I heard Mrs. Lambert speak of «

murder."

' • Yes," returned the old man, trying to be calm, " she did speak

of it. It seems two soldiers were murdered last night."

" Were they the same that were here ?"

The girl seemed to have asked this question instinctively. She

did not, surely, call to mind all the healings of the thing, or she

would not have a^ked it.

" The same that were here !" repeated Trevett, in a low whis-

per, at the same time turning pale. " What do you mean ?"

Olivia hesitated ; but she found that she had commenced, and

she determined now to carry it through. She had a terrible sus-

picion—a suspicion that had been gradually creeping over her

mind—that her father was a guilty man ; that some great crime

hung upon his soul. All his movements tended to strengthen her

in this opinion, and she cared not now how soon she knew the

whole truth. It might be dreadful to her ; it might crush her al-

ready bleeding heart; but she wished to know the truth. She felt

a spirit of boldness, too, creep over her soul—for the very worst

she could have to fear was a knowledge of the truth she suspected.

As for her father, she felt that, let his wrath reach as high as it

would, he could harm her no more. He could not heap more

suff'ering upon her head then she already bore.

" What mean you, girl, by that question ?" repeated the old

man.
" I meant to ask you if those two soldiers, who have been mur-

dered, were the same that were here with you night before last."

" Ha! How know you that I had two soldiers here ?" uttered

Trevett, dropping the piece of toast he had taken upon his fork,

and gazing sharply into the face of the girl.

" I heard them here," calmly replied Olivia.

" Ay—you may have heard them—but did you see themV
"Yes."

"How?"
" I looked through the little window, in my room, when they

were going out."

"And did you hear what we said ? Did you know their busi-

ness here ? Speak—speak, girl, or by the—"

Olivia uttered a quick cry as her father caught her by the arm,

and, in spite of ber resolution, she was frightened by his terrible

look.

"No—no," she'gasped, "I heard nothing."

" Not a syllable ? Beware ! Did you not hear a word ?"

" No, no. I only saw that they were two soldiers."

" Well," whispered the old man, letting go the poor girl's arm,

and sinking back into his chair, " they were the two who have

been murdered. But why do you look at me so sharply ? Why

do your eyes burn so ? I had nothing to do with their death.

Turn away that gaze ! Look not at me so !"

Olivia was awe-struck by the sudden change which came over

her father. He looked at her as if he were affrighted, and his

eyes were set and glassy.

" I had nothing to do with the murder, I tell you," he con-

tinued. " By Heaven ! there's not a drop of blood upon my

hands ! See—;ee—are they not white and clean ? They would

be red and gory if there were blood upon them !"

Olivia shrank away from the wild light that gleamed in the old
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man's eyes, and a cold shudder ran through her frame—for she

saw that his mind was wandering. But he soon regained him-

self, and, for some time, he sat with his brow resting upon his

hands. At length he started up from his seat and gazed about

him.

"Come," he said, speaking quietly, "we must prepare to leave

this place now. I have disguises prepared. Here is a suit of

boy's clothing for you. This old woman's gown will hide me."

" What ! and must we leave here in such a shape V murmured

Olivia.

" Yes ; any shape, so that we may get away in safety. Come,

a vessel sails to-day, and a passage is engaged for an old woman

and her son. Let us once get beyond the confines of the colonies,

and we may be safe."

" Safe from what?" asked the maiden, in a low voice.

"Ask me no more questions, but dress yourself."

Micah Trevett shuddered when his child asked that question
;

but he mastered the emotion, and, having given his answer, he

turned towards a bundle that lay upon a chair near him, and pro-

ceeded to untie it. First he took out an old woolen gown, and

then a black silk hood and shawl. He had just laid these upon

the table, when he was startled by an outcry from Dame Lambert.

He started up from his occupation ; but, before he had thought of

going to the door, he heard the sound of footsteps upon the stairs.

They were too heavy for the steps of his hostess. He sprang for-

ward to lock the door, but he was too late. It was opened before

he could reach it, and Vincent Gray entered the room.

The young patriot captain stood for a moment without speak-

ing. He gazed upon Olivia, and a shade of anguish swept across

his features as he saw how pale she looked. She had started from

her seat, and her hand was pressed hard upon her brow.

" Olivia," pronounced our hero, in a trembling voice. " Olivia,

1 have come to save you."

The fair girl took a step forward, and then stopped. Vincent

saw why she hesitated, and he moved quickly to her side.

"Fear not," he said, as he caught her hand and pressed it to

his lips. " Fear not, dear girl, for I have come to save you."

"To save her! villain!" cried Trevett, now recovering him-

self, and springing forward.

" Back ! back ! old man," exclaimed Vincent, still holding the

maiden by the hand.

" Who are you that orders me back V thundered the gray-

headed man, full awakened to wrath.

" One who knows you !" returned Captain Gray, in a calm, deep

tone.

These words were very simple, but they had a wonderful effect

upon Micah Trevett. He drew back from the gaze which the

young man had fixed upon him, and he shuddered. But he soon

worked his way back to the possession of his assurance.

" Ay," he uttered, with a mad voice, "and I know you. By
my soul, your head shall not rest on your shoulders through

another day. You shall know what 'tis to beard me. Let go the

villain's hand, Olivia. Let go, I say !"

"Hold, sir ! Lay but a hand upon this pure form, and by the

Lord that made me, I'll level thee to the dust ! Out, you base

murderer!"

"J/iirrferer.'" cried Olivia, starting back in affright. " O, do

not say that my father is a murderer!"
" Ha ! ba !" scornfully, bitterly laughed Micah Trevett. " See

now how kindly the pirate-chieftain can be. Now, base gu-1, let

go his hand, or bear the dreadful corse I spoke once in your ear.

Ha ! I see you remember it
!"

Olivia did remember that fearful curse, for she drew tremblingly

back, and shut both her hands over her face.

" 0, leave me, Vincent—leave me," she groaned. " Leave me
to my fate!"

" Up ! up ! Olivia," quickly replied the youth. " Up to your
soul of love and purity !" he continued, again seizing her by the

hand and drawing her to his bosom. " O, my soul of souls—my
purest, dearest love, there is no more danger for thee. That base

man is not even to be feared."

Micah Trevett seized a chair and raised it above his head.

With eyes glaring like coals of fire he darted upon the young
man ; but his blow was of no avail, for Vincent had been on his

guard, and the chair was broken in pieces upon the floor

" Back ! back ! old man," pronounced our hero. " Here comes
one who can make you see yourself!"

Footsteps sounded upon tue stairs as Vincent snoke. Micah
Trevett seemed to know their import, for he shrank back aghast,

and stood like the condemned awaiting his death-doom !

CHAPTER XXIII.

A STARTLING DENOUEMENT.

" Ah ! Vincent, you've cornered the villain !" exclaimed Ed-
ward, as he came hurrying into the room.

" Yes," returned our hero.

" Edward Thayer !" murmured Olivia, gazing into the face of
the new comer.

"No, no, sweet girl," returned the young man. "lam Ed-
ward Thayer no more after this. Edward Wellington is my
name."

"Wellington— Wellington," murmured the maiden, gazing
hard upon him " Surely, I remember that name. 0, tell me,
sir, what is it that hangs upon my memory."
"Out! out!" yelled Micah Trevett, starting forward, and

wrenching the trembling girl from the young captain's embrace.
" It's all a lie !—a base, fiendish lie ! You cannot prove it

!"

" Prove what V calmly asked the young Englishman, as
Olivia sank into a chair behind the old man.

" The foul nonsense you have hatched up," hissed Trevett.

" Ay, but I can prove it."

"No, no—you have no papers—no documents. It's a lie !—

a

base lie !"

" I have the papers, Micah Trevett. I have them safe. The
very ones you stole from nic, and which, in tuin, you lost upon
the highway. God has given them into my hands again, sir; and

he has also led you to the brink of the fate you deserve."

T'lu old man sprang to his trunk, and, before he could o

K jpped, he had taken therefrom a pistol, which he aimed at thj

head of the young man who had just spoken; but Vincent Gray

knocked the weapon down, and, with the same movement, he

forced the gray-headed villain back into a chair.

" O, Micah Trevett," spoke Edward Wellington, in low, meas-

ured tones, at the same time shaking his finger with meaning em-

phasis, " how low have you fallen ! O, where now is all the am
bition that has led you through life ! Old man, I would fain

spare you, bu I cannot."

The old m i sank back into his chair and groaned aloud, while

Vincent Gra turned to w'lcre sat Olivia, and took her hand once

more.

"Do not tremljle," he whispered. 'Lo'k up, dearest. Y.j

shall be happy."

The fair maiden faintly smiled through her tears ; and she

seemed struggling to believe that her lover had spoken the truth.

" Micah Trevett," continued Edward, still standing in front of

the old man, " let me tell )ou a story. It is a plain, simple tale,

and one with which I am well acquainted. There once lived in

England a wealthy baronet, named William Wellington His

wife died and left him with two children—a little boy and an in-

fant daughter. Sir William did not live long to mourn the loss

of his wife ; and, when he knew he was dying, he called his col-

lege-mate—a man whom he thought to be his friend—to his bed-

side, and into his hands ho gave the whole of his vast wealth, and

his children. Sir William bade that man to take care of his chil-

dren, and when they were of age to turn the property over to

them. He left all the documents necessary for the transaction of

the business, and so true did he think his friend that he gave them,

also, to his keeping. Shortly after that Sir William died."

" Stop ! stop !" groaned Trevett.

"Not yet, old man. You must hear the whole now. Not long

after the baronet died the guardian of his children went on a visit

to the north of Scotland. He had friends and relatives in Aber.

deen, and, while there, the boy—the eldest child—was lost am I

the mountain fastnesses of the Mar Forest."

"But that was an accident. O, it was all unforeseen!" gasped

the old man. " The boy was searched for long and thoroughly-

He was a wild, unruly child, and he wandered away."

" I know all that," continued Edward. "But the boy was not

utterly lost, for the young Lord Montague found him and took

care of him. The guardian returned to London, and, shortly af-

terwards, he embarked for America ; and now he began to look

with longing eyes upon the wealth ho had in charge. He began

to hope that the boy might be dead, and with the entrance of this

hope his heart began to harden Among the documents Sir Wil-

liam had left was one which provided that when his daughter was

married, let it be at what aue it might, her share of property

should be given up to her. Now, sir, how cid that guardian do

his duty ? He destroyed all the papers he held ; taught the child

that she was his own daughter ; and, finally, claimed the wealth

that was not his, and used it for himself. He hoped that the

thing was lost to other memories but his own. He hojied that the

boy was dead ; that the evidence of his crime was swept awp.y bv

the hand of time ; and, at length, he began to flourish as one of

the rich men of the colonies. He did not know that the keen-

sighted attorney had kept duplicates of the documents he had

drawn up for the baronet ; but such was the case, and those dupli-

cates fell into the hands of Lord Montague, with whom the son of

Sir William still lives. Search was at once commenced. At the

instigation of Montague the youth changed his name, fearing that

the name of Wellington would frighten the game before it could

be trapped. Information was gained that the false guardian was

in Salem. Montague landed the youth there—and—and—you

know what has transpired since. You know the murder that has

rested in your heart."

" O ! O !" groaned the old man.
" Ah, Micah Trevett, I wonder not that your heart is heavy.

Look up at me, sir. I am that boy whom you lost in the forest of

Mar ; you are the man to whom Sir William Wellington en-

trusted his children and his wealth ; and you—yon, Olivia—my
own, my dear, my long-lost sister. God has given—

"

Edward Wellington could speak no further. Tears filled his

eyes and sobs choked his utterance. But he saw the fair girl who
had sprang to his bosom ; he felt her tears as they fell upon his

cheeks ; he heard her sweet voice as it called him "brother," and,

with his arms twined fondly about her, he raised his streaming

eyes to heaven.

Olivia drank in the heaven-sent truth, nor dwelt there a doubt

of all she had heard in her mind. It was opened to her soul

—

not altogether as a thing of new creation, but more as the clear-

ing up of hopes and aspirations that had lain long hidden in the

darkness of the past.

" Micah Trevett, have I not spoken the truth >" asked Edward.

The old man said " Yes," and, even as the word trembled upon
his lips, his head fell backward and he rolled from his chair. Vin-

cent sprang to his side and lifted him up.

" He has only fainted," said our hero, as he laid his hand above

the old man's heart. " Let us send for help at once."

Dame Lambert was called ; and, very fortunately, she was
found close at hand—being stationed just outside the door. How

long she had been there was not certain, nor did ci her of our

friends think to inquire. Trevett was assisted to the bed that

Olivia had occupied, and the hostess promised to look after his

we 1 fare.

" Now, my dear Vincent," said Edward Wellington, after the

three were alone, "you must leave Boston fur the present. This

case must fo before a legal tribunal, where Olivia and myself

must both appear; but, of course, you cannot accompany us.

You know that even now you are not safe. It has leaked out,

even now, that it was not really I who killed the two assassins.

Whilst I was in the general's quarters, this morning, I obtained a

pass for you under ths naoie of Thomas Leavenworth. It will

pass you safely throu<;h Charlestown, and from thence you can

take your own course as it seems best. You know the rebel cap-

tain who has captured a royal brigantine, and sunk one of his

Majesty's brigs of- war, is not very safe in the heart of the British

camp."
" I know—I know," said Vincent. "And yet it seems hard."

Olivia divined Iiis meaning, and she quickly twined her arms
abou; his neck.

" Go—go," she uttered, " 0, you are not safe here. It would

break my heart if danger were to come to you now. Go, and be
'", and, when the danger is passed, then will we meet again."
" Bless you, sweet girl," trembled upon the young man's lips,

as he strain d her to his bosom. " Yes, I will go, and I shall go
happy, for I know X\\i\ "J !"vn me."

" Ay, Vincent ; and that nouiui^ can turn that love from its

source. We shall meet again, soon "

Vincent fumed towards Edward Wellington.

" You will be careful of her," ho said, in a cho'-iing tone.

"Yes," war uly returned the happy brother, "as though she

were part of mv own soul. " She is yours, V.acent, and I will

hold her in trust for you "

•' Then I can ask no more," murmured our lero.

" And now you must go, Vincent. I expe t Greneral Gage will

soon send here, for he knows the object of n y visit to this place.

Hark !—th re they come now."

Vincent iray snatched one more kiss f jm the lips of the no-

ble girl he ovcd
;
grasped the warm ha d of her brother; and

then, with a 'rembling prayer upon his 1 ps, he turned away and
hastened from the danger that beset him

The pass that Edward had obtained conducted our hero safe

out of Boston, and, before dark that night, he was once more on
the deck of his own proud vessel. His step was light, his heart

was strong, and his crew knew that he had been blessed with suc-

cess. The augury was simple, but the patriot seamen gathered

new courage from its manifestation.

CHAPTER XXIV.

CONCLUSION.

It was towards the middle of the afternoon of a calm, pleasant

day that Edward Wellington and his lovely sister sat together in

their room. Olivia had regained her wonted vigor, and the bloom

of health was once more upon her cheek. Edward held in his

hand a copy of the " Independent Chronicle," a paper, at that

time, published in Boston, by Powars & Willis—two men who
did not hesitate to speak out manfully on the subject of their

country's wrongs.

" He is a brave fellow," said Edward, as he handed the paper

to his sister.

" And a noble one, too," responded Olivia, as she took the

sheet and read an account of the capture of one of the king's

transports by the patriot cruiser, of which Vincent Gray was

commander. " O, Vincent, I pray that God may preserve you !"

The maiden trembled when she laid the paper down ; but it

was with pride. It may be that a fear for her lover's safety crept

in upon her soul ; but it was soon overcome by a sense of hi.s no-

ble devotion to his country, and when she again looked up she

was happy.

Edward was just upon the point of speaking when some one

rapped at the door, and, in a moment afterwards, one of the king's

officers entered.

" Sir," he said, addressing the young man, " I have been re-

quested to come to you and bring the message of a dying man.

Micah Trevett would see you both—you and your sister."

" Will you go, Olivia?" asked Edward.
" O, yes,"—she would not trust herself to say more.

Micah Trevett was in the jail. He bad been tried before a legal

tribunal, and been found guilty of all the things whereof Edward

had accused him. His wealth, which had all been converted into

money, had been re.stored to its rightful owners ; and, after this,

young Wellington would have let him go—but not so the officers

of justice. They found out his connection with the affair that

had resulted in the death of Mike Finch and Darby, and they

held him for still another trial, for the crime of murder.

Edward and Olivia were soon ready to set out, and they accom-

panied the officer back to the jiil. Trevett had been removed

from his cell to one of the jailor's private rooms, and there the

brother and sister found him. He was upon a bed, and seemed

to have just awakened from an uneasy slumber.

The visitors started back with a thrill of horror as they beheld

the eyes of the old man fixed upon them. O, how that man was

changed ! He was all faded away into a mere shadow of his

former self, and the deep furrows upon his brow were all working

in agony.

"Edward, Olivia," he said, in a low, husky voice, "come near

me. Do not shrink from me. I will not hurt you. I have just

been praying—praying that God might bless you enough to

make up for all the wrongs I have done you Come near me

—

come."
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The brother and sister approached the old man's bedside.

Olivia trembled violently, and her eyes were wet with tears.

" Give me your hand," whispered the old man; "and you, Ed-

ward. There," he continued, as he held both their hands, " I

have only hoped that I might live to see you both once more. O,

my children, if you could know what I have suffered ; if you

could know what tortures have rolled over my soul, I know yon

would pity me ! I meant not at first to be wicked. O, I did not

mean at fii'st to rob you of a single right ; bnt the tempter came

—

he showed me gold, and I let him in. Then I had sinned onlv

in thought; but it was enough to work ray ruin. I let the thought

remain a tenant of my soul, and ere long the possession was lost

to me forever. But, it is past ! I have been wicked, very wicked.

I have sinned against you boih. Can you forgive me V
" With all my heart," uttered Edward, who was deeply moved

by the old man's misery.
" And you, Olivia—yon, whom I have wronged most of all

—

can you forgive me ?"

The old man spoke in a very feeble tone, and his grasp was
weakening.
"Yes, yes,—O, yes!" murmured the fair girl, down whose

cheeks the warm tears were now rolling. " I do forgive you, and

the city. In all quarters there wore glad hcrts, and from a thou-

sand hearth-stones the !-ong of praise was going up to htaven.
The first great step towards American Liberty had been gained.

Eleven thousand men, all trained to war, and led by experienced
officers, had been driven out of their stronghold, and no wonder
that American hearts were strong and hopel'nl.

In one of the mansions, on Treamount Street, were asseirbled

a select party—because all the member? of it were particularly

invited guests, and not because it was composed entirely of gen-

tility. No, no—for in some of those large drawing rooms we de-

tect the rough, hardy forms of weather beaten seamen ; and their

full voices are not hushed through fear of offending delicate er.rs.

Suddenly there was a magic word given to the air, and ever)

voice was hushed. Up through one of the large rooms walked a

stately form. It was a man, yet in the vigor of manhood, and all

hearts beat more deeply as he passed on. His countenance was
radiant with joy, and his smile made all light about him. When
he reached the head of the room he stopped. It was near the

spot where stood Vincent Gray and Olivia Wellington.
' Captain Gray," said the noble looking man, " I have come to

X>f< ticipate in the joy of this occasion. I would sec you happy,
fo.' you deserve it, and your country owes it to you. Come, I

that the world can read and appreciate, ' Amej-kan Independence!'"
As Washington ceased speaking there waf a hushed silence in
that room. All eyes were turned unon his inspired features. But
the .'-pell was at length broken by Edward WellingtoQ.

" Vincent," he said, grasping his new made brother by the hand
" from this time forth I am a patriot, and my heart and mv for-

tune shall be pledged to the sacred cause of American Liberty.
God help me to my duty !"

There is no need that we shonld tell more of that scene, for it

was a joy th^t can only be felt. Such happy, holy themes will
benefit the imagination.

A few more words, reader, and we have done with you for the
present. The patriot cruiser maintained her noble station through
the whole of the long war ; and it was not until the bells of lib-

erty had rang their peals through the land that Vincent Gray set-

tled down upon the shore with his fond and lovely wife. They
had been separated some, but the noble duties that the husband
had fulfilled were real treasures to the noble wife, and their after
life was all the brighter therefor. Edward was settled with them,
and he was still the noble, generous brother.

The crew of the patriot cruiser went into various callings,

though most of them still followed the sea. Duikee, Powell, and
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I pray from my very sonl that God may do the same for yon !"

" Yon do ? O, do you 1 Do you pray that God may forgive
me ? O, tell me that once more !"

"Yes, yes— I do pray so," returned Olivia, almost frightenc'
by the sudden and vehement manner of the old man.

" Then," uttered Trevett, letting go the maiden's hand and
gmking back upon his pillow, " I hope that God may grant your
prayer."

" Amen !" uttered Edward.
The old man started and opened his eyes. They rested upon

the youth, and a grateful look passed over the pallid features.
His lips moved ; the name of the Deity dwelt half uttered upon
them. He looked not so unhappy as he did when the visitors
first came ;

but yet he looked far from happy. Edward bent over
and took his hand, but it was cold and lead- like.

" Olivia," he whispered, as he turned to his sister and drew her
away, " he is free from all earthly tribunals. He is now before
that Judge who holds eternity at his sentence. 0, what a scene
is that for him who would court the demon Sin ! Ah, my sister,

I wish every soul to whom the tempter may come could dwell for

a while upon the ordeal we have just witnessed."
# * * * #

It was a clear, cold evening in early spring. The British had
CTacnated Boston, and the patriot army now held possession of

long to salute your fair bride, and to wish her happiness."
In a few brief moments Vincent and Olivia were made man

:'ndwife; but yet no murmur of joy had broken forth from the

assembled multitude. They were awaiting the movements of the

man who was just taking the hand of the blushing, trembling
bride.

" Fair lady," the august person said, " I wish you joy. You
have got a noble husband ; and if he but shows you half the love

he ha-s shown for his suffering country, you will be happy indeed.

God bless you both !"

" God bless George Washington !" at this moment cried old
Obadiah Durkee, who had perched his short, thick body upon a
high chair near the centre of the room.

it was like a spark of fire set to a magazine of powder. A
hundred glad voices burst simultaneously forth into one long,
wild shout of joy and blessing. Washington gazed around upon
the crowd for a moment, and then big tears rolled down his

cheeks.
" Noble, generous friends," ho said, in a tone made tremulous

by powerfiil emotion, "I accept your gushing heart-gifts. And
now, while we rest for a sca-son upon the happiness that is present
here, let us gather new strength for the duties that await us. Bc-
member that we hold the pen of the future in our hands. The
scroll is open, and wo must write. Let us write, in characters

the rest of the fishermen, returned to their homes in Swampscott,

all of them alive and well. And Ithemar—ho commanded a no-

ble ship, owned by Edward Wellington and Vincent Gray.

There is one more person who deserves our notice,—Jonas

Poole. He was fortunate enough to read the warning he had be-

fore it was too late to profit by it. He had stood upon the brink

of sin's dark pit; but, with a strong resolution, he had leaped

back, and he became a better man. The ten golden guineas he

had' returned to Vincent Gray marked the turn-point in bis life.

He was one of those who have lived to see, by experience, that

true happiness is a treasure posses.'scd only by those who can

draw it up out of a pure and virtuous soul.

TUE END.

B.4LL AT THE TUILERIES.

The palace of the Tuilerics was commenced about th<ee hun-

dred years ago by Catherine de Jledici, and has been at intervals

used as a royal residence by the monarchs of France. It cost

some three millions of money. Though Louis Napoleon does

not make it his rcfidence, it is occasionally the scene of one of

those magnificent fetes in wnich he so lavishly expends the pub-

lic funds. The engraving given above represents a scene at the

late ball, where elegantly-dressed ladies and gentlemen are seen
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moving towards their carriages after an evening of pleasure and

excitement. This splendid palace has been more than once

stormed and saciied, by the ferocious mob of Paris, in more tlian

one revolutionary crisis. Napoleon resided here after his a'-^sump-

tion of the imperial purp'.e. Louis Philippe occupied it at the

time of the revolution of 1848. A species of fivality seems to

attach to it; and it seems extremely doubtful whether Louis Na-

poleon, with his well known superstitious fears, will, even if he

carriei the imitation of his renowned uncle to the proclamation of

the empire, go so far as to lay his head beneath its roof. It will

probably remain a mere showpiece and picture-gallery until, un-

der some more economical government, it will be permitted to

crumble into d'icay.

< ».» »

VIEW OF THE NEW S.4CRISTY OF NOTKE D.IME.

This venerable Gothic cathedral, represented below, one of the

most remarkable historical monuments of the city of Paris, has

lately been undergoing faithful and costly repairs, with the view

Dot only of preserving it from the ravages ot time, but of restor-

ing those parts that had fallen into decay in the course of ages.

The best architects have been employed for this purpose, and the

most intelligent antiquarian researches have been brought to bear

on the same object. A principal feature in the present view is the

splendid rose window of stained glass, which fronts the spectator.

There is another over the main entrance, the two towers of which

are seen in this view. The cathedra! forms a prominent object in

the general view of Paris, and no traveller who visits the city

should fail to make it his study both internally and externally.

natural facilities for commerce that can be found away from the

sea coast ; and, already, men of capital arc concentrating here
Warehouses are aris ng as if by magic, and the h."rbor is whitened
with the sails of the linest vessels that ride the lake.

-^^^•m> »

CAMP SECO, CALIFORNIA-
On page 409 we present an accurate view of this spot, which i.s

one of the most flourishing localities in the southern mines—its

immediate vicinity containing several thousand inhabitants. The
picture represents what is known in California by the name of
" Dry Diggings." Three canals of water have been conducted
into the diggings, from different creeks and rivers, watering this

section of the country. The climate in this locality is represented

as being perfectly salubrious and healthy, sickness being little

known here, while quite a largo number of miners have here made
fortunes and returned home to enjoy them. The picture is a

characteristic one of California. The constantly growing impor-

tance of this section of our country, the great increase of its pop
ulation and wealth, its progress in State government, and the in

creasing riches it is constantly sending forth to us, all serve to

lender it of eminent interest lo all. We shall, in future numbers
of the "Pictorial," present some very perfect and beautiful drav.'-

ings from various parts of this interesting section of our conti-

nent, forming a series of illustrations which will be fraught with

much information and amusement, both to or.r friends in that

distant section, and to those at home who have friends and rela-

tions among the adventurers now in the land of gold, hardship

and enterprise.

[Written for Oleagon's Pictorial.]

THE BRIDE'S CAVE.

BT MRS. SOPHRONJA CDKEIBB.

In one of the beautiful terraces, or bluffs, as they are called in

the West, on the banks of the Illinois, is a small cavern, known

as the Bride's Cave. A more definite locality is not given it, as

some of the characters connected with the tale about to be related,

are still living. The summit of the terrace is thickly wooded,

and the side overlooking the stream is dotted with clumps of na-

tive trees, which, where the steepness of the hill has not made it

impossible, the or.ner of the land has so interspersed with hand-

some exotics, valuable orchards, vines and shrubbery, that, viewed

from the river, the whole acclivity seems a beautiful garden. In

one spot, however, the work of nature has not been disturbed.

Halfway up the terrace, beside a little rivulet which babbles as

loudly in midsummer as when the heavy rains of spring arc

falling, is a sharp projection, covered with forest trees, ancient,

and moss-overgrown, which throw their gnarled branches far out,

one might imagine threateningly, over the Illinois ; here, not

peacefully, flowing along. More than one of these old trees

QENERAL VIEW 01'' THE NEW SACRISTY OF NOTRE DAME, AT PARIS.

TONAWANDA, OR WHITE'S ISLAND.

We present our readers, on page 408, with a fine sketch fiom
the Niagara River. White's Island, or, as it was formerly called,

Carney Island, is one of thoie beautiful oases, with which this

mighty desert of waters abounds, and is justly considered one of
the most romantic and picturesque summer resorts in the country.

Situated directly opposite the thriving village of Tonawanda, and
midway between Buffalo and the falls, it enjoys all the facilities

of easy access to any part of the world. From this point can be

heard the distant music of the World's Great Cataract, and en-

joyed the pure breeze that wafts from the inland seas. We have
no means of knowing when or by whom this island was first set-

tled. There is upon it a lar^e Indian mound, which is said to be
the farthest one north From this ancient cemetery have been
taken, by the hands of Mrs. White, the present incumbent and
proprietor, the skull and bones of a human body, supposed to be
that of an Indian chiff, which according to the judgment of sev-

eral scientific men, could not have been less than eight feet in

stature. Many other curiosities are found on the island. Trie
beautiful mansio'i that occupies a prominent place in our sketch,
was erected by Hon. Stephen White, some fifteen or twenty years
ago, and is said to be most perfect in all its arrangements. The
architect was none other than onr worthy townsman, Samuel Per-
kins, Esq., of the Winthrop House. Mr. White was prssident of
the " East Boston Timber Company," that emigrated from onr
city some twenty years a^o. They purchased Grand Island, and
founded, as was supposed, the basis of a large commercial city.

The crash of '.36 gave a stroke to this enterprise, and, many sup-
posed, laid an axe at the root of the tree. Present indications,
however, plainly prove that a few of the topmost branches only
were severed. Public attention has, within a few years past, beeii

drawn to the fact that Tonawanda presents some of the greatest

STEAMSHIP WASHINGTON.
We present on page 409 a fine nautical picture of the American

steamship Washington, that runs between New Yoik and Bre-
men. The Washington is of 2000 horse power, and is 17.50 tons,

government measure, or 2000 tons carpenter's measure. She is

considered to be a fine ship, not so swift as many, but exceed
ingly weatherly and safe in all respects. The first passage that

the Washington made was from New York to Liverpool, and, as

she started on the same da}' with the Britannia steamship, heavy
bets were made as to which would beat ; but the Britannia got
first into port. Our American steamers, however, are universally

faster sailers than the English, the same as our clippers outsail

theirs. The most successful line of steamships in the whole
world have been American built, and owned by Americans. The
Collins' steamers, running from New York to Liverpool, have
dernonstrated the superiority of our builders in point of speed,

without any sacrifice in the matter of safety, and there are no more
elegant vessels that float than those belonging to this favorite

Collins line. Then again we may refer to the splendid line of
California steamers that sail from New York—superior in speed,

superior in tonnage, and superior in the style in which they are

fitted up, to that of any line of which we are informed. Some of
the English journals have made the steamer Washington, of
which we have given an accurate representation, the subject of
some pretty severe comments, and say she " rolls alonsr," in place of
cutting her way peacefully and smoothly through the water; and
yet we venture to say that she will whip any British steamer
afloat, all things being equal as to advantages. It is an indis-

putable fact that we are a "leetle " too smart for John Bull in

this respect, and there is no use in arirument upon the subject.

Facts have established this beyond a doubt, and we shall be ex-
cused for a little quiet exaltation on the result.

seem toppling over the stream, for the roots are half uptom from

the earth ; but from appearances they have long been thus par-

tially uprooted ; and perhaps the timid lUeni, as their canoes

sweep past the spot, experience the same emotions I cannot rid

myself of, when gliding at the base of the cliff. Within this clump

of trees, and half concealed by wild, blossoming vines, is the en-

trance to the Bride's Cave.

T.'ie cavern was formerly known by another name ; and a ter-

rible scene, legend tells, was once acted here. The story is, that

a small party of Illeni, or, as they were called by the French ex-

plorers of their country, the Illinois Indians, were once compelled

to seek refuge in this place from their implacable foes, the Iro-

quois. After remaining here till on the point of perishing by

starvation, they were discovered by their enemies. The entrance

to the cave was only large enough to admit a single person, and,

consequently, the Iroquois endeavoted, by their promises, to per-

suade them to come out from their hiding-place. For some time

the wretched band hesitated, for though they were not brave in

war, they were strong in sufl^ering, but at length they were per-

suaded. No sooner, however, had they placed themselves in the

power of their enemies, than the latter had changed their tone.

" A man keeps his promise only with a man," said one Iroquois

to another, " and the Illeni are not men !"

" Then we deserve not to die as men," returned one of the

wretched band ; and the cruel Iroquois acted iu accordance with

the suggestion.
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The tomahawk and ihe scalping knife were for the brave war-

rior, and the arrow was for the buffalo and the deer, they said
;

and with clubs were the defenceless Illeni beaten, till but a spark

of life remained, and the fo lowing night a pack of wolves feasted

on their bodies. Only two or three individuals escaped the jaws

of the wild beasts, and fhey bu'; by crawling back to the cave to

await a death by more protracted f uffjring. Whether the story is

true or folse, the present owner of the place found in the cave hu-

man bones, broken and crushed, which he has buried near the spot.

But the legend has no connection with our story.

At the period when the cave received its present name, there

was, on the western banks of the Illinois, a small band of Indi-

ans, of what tribe the writer is not informed ; but they were brave

and warlike ; and their chief, now old and infirm, had once been

the terror of all ihe neighboring tribes. His band was still so to

the small settlemcit o. whites on the other side of the river, and

but for the interfert'ce of the young man known as his son, who

was equally just an,: brave, they had been driven from the place

or massacred.

Early in the history o this Tttlemcnt of whites, there came to

the neighborhood an ind vidnalramed Dubuque, who was known
widely through the region which l.e made his home as a bee hun-

ter. He had formerly been in the employ of a fur company in

West Canada ; bnt his practict s on the Indians had very much in-

jured"the company's trade, a:id more thin once had put his life in

jeopardy, and it was as much his own choice as that of his em-

ployers, that he quitted their service, and removed from t.ie vi-

cinity where he had formerly lived. His reputation, however,

followed him to his n,;w home, an i had he not led the quiet, un-

ambitious life he did, the bee hunter, being usually regarded with

a sort of contempt by his neighbors, might not have found his

new home a very safe and agreeable one ; for the new settlers of

the region, regarding themselves as {.'oprietors of the soil, were

very scrupulous in regard to the character of those who came to

dwell among them, and methods not the most justifiable had been

taken to rid themselves of disagreeable neighbors. The personal

appearance of Dubuque did not much prejudice strangers in his

favor. His tall figure, which, though large, seemed composed en-

tirely of bone and muscle, was mu:h bowed, though not with the

weight of years, for not more than fifty winters could have passed

over him ; and an illyset broken leg made his gait slow and awk-

ward. The head, which projected from, rather than rose above,

his shouldei-s, was very diminutive in size, though its dark, brist-

ling hair gave it the appearance of hugeness ; small, deep-set

restless eyes looked out from beneath his knitted brows, giving

animation to a countenance otherwise perfectly expressionless •

but in the glances of those fiery orbs there was something to en-

gender suspicion and disgust ; and the tones of his voice, though

so low as to be almost whispering, did not much relieve one of the

impression produced by his gaze.

But his unobtrusiveness was less a safeguard to Dubuque,

among the settlers, than was the presence, in his log cabin, of a

female, at first supposed to be his daughter, but afterwards, how-

ever, his niece, who, with himself, composed his entire family. At
the time of his coming to the neighborhood the might have com-

pleted her eighteenth year, but her appearance was youthful for

that age. It had been childlike but for the look of deep, sad-

dened thought, sometimes seen in those dark blue eyes, and the

perfect self possession which, under the most trying circumstances,

she was able to maintain. The character of the young lady could

not be fully understood by the people among whom she lived, but

the rudest of the settlers was more impressed by the calm dignity

of her bearing, and with the expression of her features, than

with htr soft, delicate beauty.

Dubuque seemed to have no affection for his niece ; on the coe-

trary, his want of regard to hci comfort induced the belief that he

positively disliked her. Bis log cabin was the most miserable in

the whole region, and the ofl^er of assistance in rendering it com-
fortable, which in a new settlement is always so readily made to

the firanger, though in his case it had been withholden but for the

sake of the young lady, was refused by lam. The clothing which

he provided for her was of the coarsest material, and it was not

unfrequently that the bee hunter started on an expedition of sev-

eral dtiys, without leaving a morsel of food in his cabin, though
the means of procuring it were not often wanting.

It was only for the purpose of obtaining food that the young
girl ever sought the dwellings of the other settlers, though fre-

quently urged to remain with them during the absence of her
uncle

;
and: consequently, it was seldom that any one entered the

cabin of Dubuque. How she spent her time within doors, was a
matter of much conjecture among the thrifty housewives. During
the long winter months, for Dubuque had come to the settlement
in late autumn, time must have passed tediously enough to her •

but as soon as the ground was thawed in the sprirg, with her owi^
hands she made a lude enclosure around the dwelling, and placed
within it the sweet, brightly-blooming plants found in the forest
and prairie

;
and as the season advanced, the little rude hut was

lost in a wilderness of verdure and bloom. Green, budding vines
mantled the rude logs, the wild honeyeuckle and the clinging rose
hung their yellow end red blossoms over the aperture which served
for a wimiow, and around the rude doorway; the wild grasses,
and the phloxes, which nowhere grow so luxuriantly as on the
prairies, reachirgevcn to the thatching of the roof; and the still-

ness of the place, as the cabin was situated at some distance from
the settlement, was only disturbed by the hum of the bee, the
notes of the lark and the thrush, and, whether the heart of Mario
Dubuque was happy or not, the no less cheerful song of the young
girl.

The solitary traveller through that unfrequented highway never
failed to Btop his beast, and gaze on that beautiful little partcric

;

and the white settler and the red man, when out after game, came

often stealthily to the spot; perhaps less t. admire its beauty,

than with the hope of catching a glimpse of ler whom the Indians

called Prairie Rose ; and very often an unseen visitor left behind

him clus'.ers of flowers found farther down in the foiest, or out on

the prairie, than the young strangtr had dared to stray ; and late

in the season, choice wild fruits.

Spring and summer were gone, and autumn was fast passing

away. Around the cottage of Dubuque various species of the

aster, the fringed gentian, and many other pretty, but scentless

flowers, were still blooming; but the foliage of the vines was fast

thinning, and it wore no longer its deep green hue. The prairies

were as deslitute of verdure as though the fires had already passed

over them ; the sloughs were dried up, and heads of lowing cattle

were wandering about in search of water. The air was dry and

dusty, and so sluggish as scarcely to disturb a leaf upon the tree

tops ; and the sun, as it veered towards the west, seemed a vast

ball of fire.

The white settlers were suffering severely with the drought and

a serious misunc ei'standing having arisen between them and the

Indians, it was with much hesitation that they went to the

stream, on the bat ks of which the savages had encamped, to pro-

cure water.

The bee hunter, it was believed, though (here was no proof of

his guilt, had caused the diflSculty between them and the Jndians

;

and there were several individuals secretly, and very impatiently,

watching for his return from an excursion, which had been much
longer than usual. His niece had no means of learning the inten-

tions of the settlers towards him, but so earnest were the inquiries

made of her, that she began to feel an alarm she had never expe-

rienced before daring her residence at the place ; and though his

absence had heretofore been more agreeable to her than his pres-

ence, she now awaited his return with great anxiety. She had

cause for wishing it, for the scanty supply of food which he had

left her, on leaving home, was nearly exhausted, and she could

not persuade herself to seek more among the suspicious neighbors.

During the two days previous to the evening of which I am about

to speak, the young lacy had a new cause of alarm. Whenever
she went from the cabin to procure water, or in search of wild

fruits, she observed an individual, d.-essed in the garb of a hunter,

and carrying with him a rifle. The man had never accosted her,

but there was something in that dark, forbidding countenance,

which several times had approached her so near that she obtained

a view of his features, which filled her with dread. The counte-

nance seemed familiar to her ; sometimes she fancied she had

gazed on it before, but wlien or where she could not recollect

;

the impression only recalled dark and painful thoughts to her

mind. The fact that though game was abundant, she had not

seen him attempt a shot, and that usually he made it necessary to

cross her path more than once during a short walk, induced the

belief that he had some sinister purpose in view ; but as he had

never, to her knowledge, approached the cabin, nor attempted to

address her, she conjectured that it was her uncle, instead of her-

self, that the stranger was seeking. Her fear of encountering him

was such, however, that she ventured from her dwelling only when
suffering from thirst.

One afternoon Marie sat by the unglazed window, looking out

through the withering vines that still clung around it, over the dry

prairie. In the direction her eye turned, but a single object, save

that arid plain, and that cloudless sky, met her gaze. Not a tree

or shrub had ever been there ; the wild deer and the straying cat-

tle had forsaken it for the thick grove ; and even the birds were

gone to the stubble fields, or the forest. Only one object met her

gaze ; the prairie was on fire ; and though the flame was dimmed
by the bright sunlight, a dense column of smoke was seen in the

distant horizon ascending to heaven. The young lady gazed on

it without an emotion of fear, for the sight was not new to her

;

yet between her home and that rapid conflagration there was no

barrier to the fire, though the settlers had some days before turned

over the sod around their dwellings. Had she been aware of the

danger which threatened her miserable abode, she might not have

heeded it much ; for unless her uncle returned, she could remain

there but a short time longer.

Very sweet and beautiful was the pale, thoughtful face, looking

out from among the withering vines. The heart of that young

girl was full of bitterness, and tears would drop now and then

upon the little hand that supported her drooping head
J
but a

smile was on her lip, and there was an expression of calmness

and fortitude in her eyes. Suffering was not new to her. During

the whole period she had been under the guardianship of Jdcr uncle,

and that had been from her early youth, her life had been one of

sorrow and neglect. There had been some terrible dark hours in

those many long years—hours, which, when they were passed,

Marie wondered had not been her last ; and consequently this

desertion of her by her uncle, for such she believed it must be, did

not much surprise her.

Very beautiful she was. The soft brown hair, in which she had

woven some of the pale blue flowers still blooming in her garden,

fell in natural ringlets over her fair neck and delicately rounded

shoulders ; art had not arranged it more gracefully, nor wealth

found for it more beautiful ornaments ; and though the garment

in which she had clothed herself was of the coarsest material, and

its fashion might have been at variance with the prevailing mode,

it was fitted with exquisite taste to that elegant form, and was of

snowy whiteness.

And very beautiful did she seem to the dark eyes furtively pierc-

ing through the clustering vines ; so very beautiful that the cold,

savage countenance to which those exes belonged, gradually soft-

ened in its expression, and a smile passed over it. The softened

expression miglit, perhaps, have been more disagreeable to the

young lady, had she gazed upon those features, than what ap-

peared to be their more accustomed look ; but so absorbed was
she with her thoughts, that the intruder was unobserved by her

during the many minutes that he stood gazing on her countenance,

and even till he had crept close to the window by which she sat.

Her first intimation of his presence, was the leaping through the

window of the individual, and the imprisoning of herself in those

strong arms, which, the more she struggled to extricate herself

from their grasp, were the more tightly pressed around her.

' Why, Marie, my darling little coz," exclaimed the man, " do

you not know me 1 or have you not yet forgotten your pleasant

little ways towards your best friend ?—your screaming and biting

whenever I chose to take you in my arms, you little beauty? It

always did a great deal of good—the fuss you made—did it not,

pet ? just as much as it does now."
" Carl Dubuque !" said the young lady, in as calm a tone as

she could command, and ceasing her attempts to escape from his

arms, knowing that her endeavors would only exasperate him,

—

" cou-i-in Carl, is it you ? your father told me that you were dead.

I never—

"

"Hoped to have the happiness of seeing me again, why do you

not say, you little hypocrite V interrupted the man. " How much
that look and tone resembled those of your childhood ; but, pet,

they'll not answer now. ' Carl, if you wi h me to love you, let

me alone !' will not make my arms powerless now. No, no ! so

you may throw into your countenance, which you can make say

just what you please, all the disgust which you feel for me."

" I do not wish to be hypocritical with you," said the young

girl ;
" your father has not seen you for years, and for his sake I

am glad you have returned to him ; but I am not pleased to see

you, Carl, you are such a rude, boisterous fellow If you were

not the son of my father's brother, I should dislike you more than

any man I have seen."

" Ha, ha, ha !" laughed young Dubuque ;
" now I like that,

Marie, better than anything you have said ; it will be such fun to

marry you—for I have come here, pet, to make you my wife

!

Now you need not start and turn so pale, as if you had never

heard of such a thing before, for when your dying father wished

my parents to take charge of you, they would not consent to do

so unless he promised you should become my wife !"

" My father never promised it, Carl," said the joung lady.

" Knowing his brother's character, as he must, he would never

even have entrusted me to the care of my uncle ; he would sooner

have given me to the charge of a stranger. Tell me, cousin Carl,

truly as you would answer the dead should he rise up before you

did my father make any such promise to my uncle as that you

speak of?"
" I will not again repeat what has been so many times told

you," said the young man doggedly ;
" but whether jon believe it

or not, you may depend upon one thing, Marie
;
you shall be my

wife, and my father says it, too ; and if Carl Dubuque and his

father say a thing shall be done, is it not likely to be accom-

plished ? But come, don't begin to look so pale again. It shall

be a real marriage, pet ! none of your jumping-over-broomstick

affairs. That you might be sure there would be no deception, the

old man has gone to Montreal after Father Gavanni, who will per-

form the rites. They will be here to-night, and before another

day dawns, you will be my wife, and we shall be on our way to

New York.
" Father Gavanni ! that villain to whose care your father once

confided me ! you are surely jesting, Carl !" But a conviction of

the truth of his words was written on that marble face, and ex-

pressed by that trembling voice. "If I must be married, let the

ceremony be performed by a man whom I can respect. It would

not be a happy union, cemented by him."

Dubuque laughed. " No one else would marry us ; do you

think I know not that, pet ? No priest but Gavann would make

us one ; he would be afraid of Heaven's judgment did he attempt

it—you so pure, and beautiful, and good—and I
—

" There was

more of bitterness than glee in his loud laugh.

" Cousin Carl, your nature is not so depraved as it seems to

be," said Marie; "in another situation you would have been a

different man. Let the better spirit within you speak ; let it say

you will never persecute me more, nor suffer your father to do so,

and I will think of you ever, Carl, with the warmest gratitude ;

for I can never be your wife ; and though you think you have me
entirely in your power, something will free me from your control,

and that of your father, if your better nature fails to do so."

The last remark was ill-judged, for an expression of more de-

termined purpose passed over his face, and his hold on her became

an iron gripe.

" Ha, you are expecting that Indian lover of yours to rescue yon

from my power, are youl" he exclaimed. " He will never cross

my path again. He has not dogged my footsteps these two days

past, preventing me from coming to this cabin, and even from

accosting you, for nothing. When the old priest is performing

our marriage service to- night, the wolves will be feasting on his

carcase
!"

As the young man spoke, a figure, which for a few minutes past

had been standing without the door, stepped upon the threshold

of the cabin, and the uplifted hand enjoined silence on the part of

Marie, who, but for the injunction, had implored him to rescue

her from the ruffianly hold of Dubuque. The individual was

dressed in the costume of an Indian, and Marie recognized him as

the son of the chief of the neighboring tribe. She had known

him from the coming of her uncle to the settlement, for his arrow

had once saved her from the fury of a hunted wolf, and the thought

suddenly flashed across her mind that on one occasion he had res-

cued her from a danger no less terrible than that which had

threatened her life.
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The young Wacousta, as he was called, though he had the

tall sinewy form of the tribe to which he belonged, boro in his

countcnaoce little resemblance to the features of the Indians.

His complexion, notwithstanding his constant exposure to the

gun was very fair and ruddy ; his eyes were a deep, but clear

hazel, and his hair, which he wore short, twisted itself around that

full, broad forehead, from a gash from which the blood was slowly

trickling. Though so rudely clad, the young man presented a

handsome, noble appearance ; and in his countenance, which was

the finest she had ever seen, Marie read an assurance of her es-

cape from a fate which had seemed so near her.

For an instant the young man stood at the entrance of the cabin,

and then, with a shout that made r)ul)u<|ue jump to his feet, and

release Marie from his grasp, he bounded across the room, spring-

ing 80 suddenly upon the ruffian as to da->h him headlong to the

floor. Marie did not stop to watch the progress of the struggle

between them, but at the words- of her dtliverer, "Fly, sweet

Prairie Rose, fly," she sprang from the cabin, and ran, whither

she did not pause to think, as rapidly as her strength would ptr-

mit. It was not until the sunlight had faded, imd the shadows of

evening were falling around her path, that she observed her foot-

steps had been turned away from the settlement of the whites, and

that she was in a spot entirely unknown to her. It had been a

beautiful place were the sunlight resting on it, but in the thick

coming darkness it was moft wild and gloomy.

She had reached the bank of the river at the point where rough,

steep bluffs frowned down up )n it from eitlier hand, and the thick

wood which covered their sides loudly echoed the water's moan.

In the darkness the acclivity seemed mountain high, and the

grove, as she struggled forward, interminable. The gloominess

of the place, however, did not disturb the young lady ; but now

and then her footsteps were stayed, and her heart was chilled by

the sound of a low and not distant baying. While deliberating

what course to pursue, for from every point those death like tones

appeared to come, she caught the sound of a quick, heavy tread,

and through an opening of the wood she descried two men on

horseback, approaching her ; and as she sprang forward, lest they

should pass without observing her, the foremost rider leaped from

his horse, and catchinar her in his arms, placed her upon the seat

he had quitted. But it was an almost insensible form he lifted in-

to the saddle, for a nearer view of the individual discovered her

uncle to Marie, and his companion, she doubted not, was the

Catholic priest.

When the young lady recovered her senses, she found herself

lying on the cold, damp stone floor of what she supposed to be a

cave. Her uncle was beside her, with one hand supporting her

head, and with the other endeavoring to force a draught of strong

wine down her throat. His countenance, usually so calm, was

anxious and troubled ; so much so that Marie suspected some

terrible dansrer was near him ; but on perceiving that her con-

sciousness had returned, his features assumed their accustomed

placidity, and rising from the floor, he began to walk very delib-

erately to and fro, yet never moving but a few paces from the

young lady To the inquiries of Marie as to where she was, and

why she had been brought to such a wretched place, he made no

answer; but his eyes, which were not turned for a moment from

her, and the motion of his hand, commanded silence. It seemed

useless to disobey the injunction, for she now felt herself entirely

in the power of her relative. Whether that power would be ex-

ercised in taking her life, or in compelling her to marry Carl, she

knew not ; but for the one purpose or the other, she doubted not

he had brought her there.

Of the two evils Marie thought she would not have known

which to choose. Death under other circumstances would have

been preferable to a marriage with her cousin, but to die there,

by the hand of her uncle, in darkness and in silence, would be

terrible. She turned her eyes about her, slowly and timidly, for

she was fearful of encountering the gaze of Carl ; but as far a<

the eye could reach—that, however, was but a short distance, for

the place was lighted only by a dim lantern—no living thing was

visible, nor an o'ject to be seen beneath the low, broken roofing,

and the j iggcd sides of the rocky cavern.

The entrance to the cave could not he far distant, for now and

then she felt a breath of cod, fresh air upon her cheek, and the

sound of rushing water, which came distinctly to her ear, con-

vinced her that she was in the neighborhood of the place where

she had been found by her uncle. That belief destroyed the hope

that a call for help would bring some one to her rescue, and she

sank back, in utter despair, upon the floor.

An hour, which seemed an age to the young girl, passed away,

then footsteps were heard rapidly approaching the cave. Dubuque
started, and drawing a brace of pistols from his breast, stood

waiting the appearance of the individuals. Most likely he did

not recognize the advancing footsteps, but as a low whisper sound-

ed through the cave, he put up his weapons and stepped forward.

Marie's eye peered eagerly through the darkness, and she observed

two individuals, whom she doubted not were her cousin and the

Catholic priest, enter the cabin. Carl, if it was he, stood in the

deep shadow, half reclining on a shelving rock, ; but the priest

stepped forward and addressed her uncle in a hasty tone. Marie

caught the substance of the word's he uttered.

It was very fortunate, he informed Dubuque, that the latter did

not go, as he had intended, to his dwelling, for the white settlers

of the neighborhood, who had in some way learned that he would

return that night, had secreted themselves about his dwelling, with

the determination of working some mischief on him should they

get him in their power. Carl had been fired upon by them, and

wounded, the priest said, severely, but not dangerously; and he

had no doubt but the mob was on their track. The man-iace cer-

emonv should be performed as soon as possible, but Carl was

anxious to converse apart with the young lady, first. He would,

if possible, marry her with her consent.

Dubuque muttered something to the efl'cct that whether she

consented or not, she would not leave that place alive, except as the

wife of Carl ; but he added, addres.sing the young man, " Let

your words l)e brief, if danger is so near I will watch near the

entrance of the cave until you are ready ;" and after more closely

veiling the already dim light, he' and the priest stepped out into

the darkness, while the other individual half staggered to the side

of Marie.

The young lady drew back as he approached her, but a low,

kind voice whispered :
" Fear not, sweet Prairie Rose ; it is not

your cousin who addresses you, but one who would lay down his

life to secure your safety."

"Noble young chief," r( famed Marie, who, as the man drew
away the bandage which had half concealed his ffce, recognized,

through the blood stains which covered it, the countenance of

Wacousta; ''why have you placed yourself in such a dangerous

situition'? You are unarmed, you are faint with the loss of

blood, and my uncle is a powerful, reckless man
;
you can do

nothing for me ! O, escape yourself, before you arc discovered
!"

" I am thinking only of your safety," said the young man.
" Yonr cousin I left bound, but otherwise uninjured, in his fa-

ther's cabin. I know not, however, how soon be may be here, for

the words of the priest are true,—a party of whites are seeking

your uncle ; if they have found Carl, they have most likely un-

bound him, and he will find his way here, where it was designed

your marriage should take place. I had just secured him, and ex-

changed my torn and blood-stained blanket for these garments

which I found in your uncle's cabin, and started in pursuit of you,

when I was met by the priest. Conjecturing from appearance

who he might be, and learning from his remarks that Carl Du-
buque was personally unknown to him, I gave him to understand

that I was the young man whom he was seeking, and as I informed

him of the design of the whites, he was in too much fear for his

own safety to make such inquiries of me as would undeceive him.

And in the darkness, and with my face so disguised, I hoped, too,

to impose on Dubuque."
" But what can you do for me, even if you are not discovered V

said Marie. " You cou'd not, in your present state, match

strength with my uncle, even were not the priest here ; and I am
sure he will not sufter me to go fiom this place unwedded to his

son. Is there another outlet to this cave ?"

The young man replied in the negative.

" Then I cannot escape hence," said Marie, wringing her hands

in agony. " Do so yourself, if you are able, before you are dis-

covered. I will ever remember, with the warmest gratitude, your

kind endeavor to save me ; and my misery will not be perfect if

you escape safely."

The young man bent his head still nearer the face upturned to

his.

" Sweet Prairie Rose," he said, "can you think of no other

way by which you can escape from the power of your relatives ?

I am a rude, untaught savage, but the love of a being like you

could do everything for me, but change the blood in my veins."

" What are you proposing V faltered Marie ; but there was no

displeasure in her voice, and the eager eye of the young man fan-

cied that a blush was overspreading her face.

" That you will allow me to personate your cousin still, if I am
able to do so. I know nothing of the Catholic form of marriage,

but if you will consent to go through the ceremony with me,

whether it will be legal or not, I will ask of you only the privi-

lege to endeavor to win your love. If I fail, I will never annoy

you ; my death shall release you from me, if the law fails to do so.

You do not speak," he continued, in an agitated tone, as Marie's

eyes, and then her head were bent to the ground. " You think my
words are insulting, but, sweet Prairie Rose, it is your danger

that has made me bold. Had there been another way in which I

could have served you, I bad not dared raise my eyes to your face.

In my anxiety for you, I forgot that compliance with my proposi-

tion might be more impossible than a marriage with your cousin.

I merit, for my presumption, all the agony I am suffering."

The quick glance of Marie showed he had not rightly interpret-

ed her emotion. " 1 owe to you my life and honor, noble young

man," she said ;
" I will trust both to your keeping !" and she

placed her hand in his.

Brief were tlie prayers, and hurried was the ceremony ; and in

the darkness—for so fearful was Dubuque that his lantern would

guide the mob to the spot, that he had almost extinguished it—he

did not suspect any deception. Most likely, in his excitement, he

failed to observe the figure of the bridegroom ; the countenance

he could not have seen, so concealed was it by the scarf bound

about his forehead ; and the low lone in which the responses were

made was easily enough accounted for by the feebleness of the

young man. Marie was almost in a state of unconsciousness

during the whole ceremony ; her strength might utterly have

failed her but for the fact that the light was fast going out ; and

the safety of him who held her hand so firmly in his giasp, was

not the last thing in her thoughts.

It was in profound darkness that the ceremony was concluded,

for the priest, catching the sound of approaching voices, himself

extinguished the light ; but Dubuque forgot all danger in his joy

at the supposed consummation of the design he had so long cher-

ished ; and Marie learned, to her astonishment, that she-had been

the heir apparent to a largo titled estate in France, and that the

representative of the house had recently died. It was to secure

this property to his family that Dubnque had determined on the

marriage of Marie to his son. Wacousta, too, caught the im-

port of his words, and the young lady fancied that the arm

which had been placed around her to guide her through the

darkness to the mou'h of the cave, relaxed its pressure ; on emerg-

ing into the open air, it was removed entirely ; the young man, as

he stepped forward into a narrow path leading from the cave, only

requesting her to follow him as rapidly as possible.

Marie conjectured aright of the thoughts which were passing in

his mind, but she was not long in deciding what course to puraU'-.

After a '-lent walk of many minutes, he paused and listened, and

turning to Mai . he said :

" I hear the voice of one of the settlers, wliom I knov/ to be a

kind and honest man ; I will go to him, and tell him enough re-

specting your situation to interest him in your welfare. He will

protect you against your relatives if they again seek jou " His

voice was calm, but Marie saw, in the bright moonlight, that he

was greatly agitated.

He moved forward a few paces, and then retracing his steps, he

added, in a tone he could not command, " Sweet Prairie Rose, let

me look on that dear face once more before I go from vou forever
;

and if you can say it, tell me that had I been of your nation and
your rank, or had you been a daughter of my tribe, you would
have been mine."

" May I not now be your4 ''" said Marie, in a low, sweet voice.

" We deceived the eye of man, but not that of Heaven. The
Great. Spirit whom we both worship saw, when I placed my hand
in yours, that I gave myself to you ; and whenever you ask it, I

will be legally yours."

Silently, for his heart was too full for words, he lifted her into

his canoe, and rowed towards the Indian settlement. It was late

night when they reached the wigwam of the chief, but a light was

gleaming through the low door, revealing the figure of the old

man, who, at the moment they approached the hut, was preparing

to leave it, armed with his hatchet. There was a terrible ex-

pression on his countenance as his eyes met those of Wacousta,

and for a moment the young man trembled for his bride.

" My father has threatened his son with the curse of the Great

Spirit," he said, at length, "if he should ever look on the daughter

of the pale face
;
yet he has known that Wacousta has watched

for many moons over the sweet Prairie Rose, through the burning

heat of day and the heavy dews of night, lest danger should como
near ; he has known tliat the young Indian has turned back from

war and from the chase to watch over her, yet the chief hxs nos

spoken. The sweet Prairie Rose is not w^hat we have called her;

in the land of her fathers she would be a bright star, and many
would walk in her light; yet suA will she be to Wacousta, and

her sweetness and beauty will all be given to him ! Look on h^r,

my father—on the lips where all sweetness dwells ; in those eyes

so full of gentleness and love ; and that brow which tells of truth

and goodness, and speak the words the Great Spirit whispers to

thee. Shall I wear this bright ornament on my bosom, or shall I

hang those long sunny ringlets on the wall of my wigwam ?"

The half uplifted hatchet of the old chief sank to the floor ; the

wildness passed from his eye, and a look of agony succeeded it.

"Another time lost," he exclaimed, as he sank down on the

floor ;" another time lost ; for Wacousta was my son; the spirit

of my own boy, whom the white man I had never injured, mur-

dered with the mother who tried to save his life, dwells in thee. I

saw the light of his eyes in thine when I stood with the toma-

hawk above thy head, and the revenging arm hung powerless by

my side. Thy prattling was in a tonj:uc strange to the Indian,

but it was the sweet voice of my boy, and it soothed my mad-

dened spirit ; and the touch of the little fingers, so like to his,

healed my broken heart. Thou wert my own son, though the

Great Spirit had given thee a paler skin and more gentle features,

and I took thee from the home of him who called thee his, and

thou bast grown up in my wigwam, and I had forgotten I had

ever thought thee another's. The old man grew young again in

thee ; his arm became strong, and his heart warm ; he looked

forward to the time when his tribe should again be the terror of

their enemies, and the white men should flee before them. Anoth-

er time lost ! And yet," and he raised his eyes to the counte-

nance of the young man, "I cannot curse thee, Wacousta; but

let me see thy face no more this side of the spirit land !" and the

old chief, rising from the floor, drew his blanket around him, and

with bowed head walked slowly fi-om the wigwam.

The next morning the cabin of Dubuque was found to be de-

molished, but its owner made his escape from his infuriated

neighbors, carrying with him, however, an injury which, sotr.o

months after-, terminated bis life. His last days were embittered

by a knowledge of the fact that the purpose for which he had been

plotting so many years, and to efl^ect which, it was said, he had

committed such a crime that he feared to remain in his nativo

land, would never be accomplished. Marie had not only come

into possessiofl of the estate of her deceased aunt, but she was

married to a young Frenchman, who, though no one seemed ac-

quainted with his early history, had very respectable connections

residing in Canada.

The first three years of their married life Marie and husband

passed abroad and then they returned to make their home near

the spot where they first met. Many changes had occurred there.

The old chief, who, to use his own expression, had not lifted

his head from the earth after he bad a second time lost his son,

alone remained ; only by his dim eye was the husband of the

Prairie Rose recognized

The last days of the old Indian were happy, for in some mca-

fure he saw accomplished the wishes he had so long cherished.

The grounds he had roamed over in youth, and where the ashes

of his fathers were buried, became the property of " Wacousta,"

whom, as age and infirmity increased, he really believed his son;

and though he often regretted that the young man dwelt among

tlie |)ale faces, he fan. ied, from the respect thut was shown him,

that " Waeoucla' was (hitf-irorg them.
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BANNER PRESENTATION TO THE "BOSTON A?SOCIATION, AT NEW YOKli.

BANNER PRESENTATION IN NEW YORK.
The citizens of Boston, now resident in New York, had a fra-

ternal re union recently. The members mustered at the Mercer

House, at 10 A. M., and paraded in military array. Major Reuben
Lovejoy commanded the battali(jn, which numbered about sixty

men, including representatives of almost every profession and

calling in the metropoli!". Music was served by Shelton's band.

The corps marched to the Park, where it was presented with a

standard by Horatio N. Wild, member of the Council from the

eighth ward, and as represented by our artist in the engraving

above. The banner was of white silk, bearing the arms of the

States of New York and Massachusetts, with their mottoes, and

the words, " Boston Association, 185.3." The company then

proceeded to Hoboken, where the members were exercised at tar-

get practice. The company with invited guests, dined at the

Manhattan Hotel, Murray Street, at six o'clock in the evening.

Major Sprague, U. S. A , Mr. Surveyor Cochrane, and several

others from Boston and New York, were among the guests. A
superb dinner was served, under the directioij (.f Mr. A. T. Whi-
ting. Subsequent to the dinner, sentiments speeches, and songs
occupied two pleasant hours. The health of the President of the

United States having been drank with acclamation, Mr. Cochrane
responded. He eloquently alluded to the prosperity and glory of
the country, and the recent importance which the United States

had gained abroad. The effect of American institutions, he said,

was felt everywhere. He said, also, that the character of the

country was to be attributed, more than anything else, to the pe-

culiarity of her citizens. The literature of the country he next
alluded to, and dated its progress from tlie Declaration of Inde
pendente. The President, he said, held more power, and had a
higher power, than any despot on earth, because it was the power
of intelligence wielded by knowledge. To the second toast,
" The City of New York, the commer.^ial empo'-ium of the

world," a letter was read from Mayor Westervelt. The " City of

Boston " was toasted, and a letter was read from the City Clerk.

The toast, " The Army an<l the Naw of the UiiTted States," w. g

responded to by Major Sprague. The sp<>.iker pa d an eloquert
tribute to the integrity, patriotism and stability of the New Kng-
hind charar-ter. " The Press " was toasted, and a member from
New England responded. Speeches, sentiments, and songs were
given by msny gentlemen who were present. The company did

not separate until a late hour. Mr. Lovejoy filled the chair with

grace and dignity. The association is composed of gentlemen
residents ofNew York city, formerly of Boston and its vicinity,

who have united together for the purpose of more closely combin-
ing in friendly intercourse ; and this convivial meeting was but the

beginnin;; of an association destined to become not only popular
but useful. The whole occasion was one of cordial enioyment and
gooil feeling, and we take peculiar satisfaction in illustrating the

scene of the presentation on so agreeable an occasion, and asioci-

ated with so happy an influence.

TONAWANDA, OK WHITES ISLAND, NIAGARA RIVER. tor (iMcriptioo see page 406 1
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VIEW OF CAMP SECO, CALIFORNIA.

U/IJOIt J-"

IVor dMcriptioD, e«« page 406-

THE AMERICAN STEAMSHIP WASHINGTON. (For denpripHoD, dee page 405.]
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[Written for Gleafion's Pictorial.]

BLACK EYES VERSUS KLUE.

BT HENRT C. PORD.

Poets have sung of a dazzling bright eye,

An orb of a jetty black hue,

Of an eagle like eye- a proud-flayhing eye,

But my heart is not with them, I cannot tell why,

For I love the soft light of the blue.

Noble and queenly the arrowy gleam

From 6} es that arc sable to view

;

But it cannot compare with the mild, mellow beam,

Tbe calm, gentle glimmer the heart-love supreme,

that dwells in the depths of the blue.

The fiery black eye is the one to command,

By the fear it inspires, to subdue;

But what icy heart can the pleading withstand,

Can resist the persuasion, the wistful demand,

Implored by the soft eye of blue ?

The lightning shaft rending the storm-clouds on high;

The heavens all darkened to view

;

that, that resembles the an}> ry black eye I

But the mild ray of sunlight the clear summer sky,

This, this is the type of the blue

!

-H—••-•—»—

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

VICTORY AND CONQUEST.
' A TALE OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE IN NEW YORK.

BT bem: perley poore.

" Bt the right flank, march !" sportively exclaimed little

Charlie Dalton, as the family left the parlor, in obedience to the

basement summons of the tea-bell.

Perhaps, in the outset, it would be well to introduce the tea-

drinkers individually, commencing with the head of the house,

although he would have been indignant had any one told him that

many a thousand citizens in these United States had never heard

of Peter Dalton. Step by step he had risen from a baker's knead-

ing-trough, until he controlled the flour trade of New York, and

was reputed a millionaire. For some years, he continued his

unpretending career, but a failure in the Irish potato crop enabling

him to pocket a cool fifty thousand in one short week, he suddenly

became ambitious to figure in the "upper ten." Under the ex-

pensively classic directions of a professional artist, his comfortable

house, from cellar to attic, underwent a thorough alteration. The

pellucid Croton spouted forth in every story, gas was introduced

into every room, the carved wooden mantel pieces were replaced

by contracted marble slabs and a furnace in the cellar poured

forth its life destroying heat. French broadcloth was substituted

for snufF-colored cassimere, the heavy boots gave way to patent

leathers, and in place of his silver-bowed spectacles the rejuvenated

beau dangled a gold eye-glass, the use of which was anything but

convenient.

Mrs. Dalton, strange to say, did not participate in the ambi-

tious projects of her husband, and much preferred the unostenta-

tious quiet in which the greater part of her life had been passed.

The gay companions with whom her husband now associated, in

her opinion, only tolerated them on account of their wealth, and

8he disliked thrusting herself into a set where her good sense

taught her she was despised. But she was forced to submit, while

her more pretending spouse gave her many a lecture upon her

superannuated notions and foolish timidity.

Lizzie Dalton, their only daughter, had been educated at home,

under the tender and watchful guidance of her mother, whose

views upon domestic happiness she f-hared. She was delicately

formed, with expressive features—determined, yet tempered with

a winning expression of sadness. Dark tresses shaded a clear

olive complexion, and when she appeared in a ball room, many
an envious glance from other less favored belles testified to her

superior beauty. Happy in herself happy in her home, happy in

the friendship of those who knew her, she had no desire to become

a bright meteor in the stany realms of fashion. Often did she

endeavor to curb her father's ambitious plunges, but he only be-

came indignant, and at length both daughter and mother deter-

mined to humor his whims. Perhaps, if the truth were known,

they hoped he would see the hoUowness of such frivolity, and, at

any rate, they rejoiced that little Charlie was as frank, and as

natural, as he was before he had a pony to ride, or a gold watch
to get out of order. Such, dear reader, were the Daltons, as we
found them on their way to the tea-table.

"Charles," said the "head of the house," when they were
seated at the table, " what did you say in the entry ?"

" Say 1—0, I remember, father, I said, ' By the right flank,

march!'" ^
" And where did yon pick up that vulgar saying 1 I'll wollop

you some day, if you don't quit being vulgar."

"It's not vulgar, sir!" replied the lad, his cheeks .flushing with
mortification. " It 's a military command."

" Military humbug !" was the stern reply. "Judge Snobson
tells me that all our volunteer companies are composed of low
fellows, and of no use."

" But sir," stammered Chariie, " I learned this from seeing the
'Jackson Musketeers' drill on the Washington Parade Ground
and their captain is Norton Parker, for whose father you used to

wo—

"

" Go to bed !" interrupted the now enraged merchant. " Sow
dare you allude to such matters'?" The boy left the room, and
no sooner had the door closed behind him, than the storm of

words burst forth. " I see how it is, mo'hpr : yon .ind Liz, are

trying to humbug me, and let that baker marry her—the low, pa',

try mechanic. And he must needs make a fool of himself, strut-

ting around the streets rigged up like a monkey on a hand-organ.

I see how the cat jumps Charlie goes to see 'era drill, and comes

home full of ' right flanks ' for his sister. I'll ' right flank ' him,

I'll—"

No one knows what he would have done, or rather threatened,

had there not been a loud pull at the hall-bell, which cut short

his denunciation. Meanwhile, Mrs. Dalton, her eyes cast down,

had waited until the storm could blow over, but the crimson

cheeks of Lizzie too clearly proved that the words had their sig-

nificance. Yes, Lizzie Dalton loved, and her love was that pure

and holy feeling which links hearts through life, and rc-unites

them in a world of more exalted purity. Norton Parker, who

had won her heart, was nobly worthy of it. A master baker, he

was industrious and prospert^us, seeking relaxation only in the

martial exercises of the volunteer militia. Remembering the cau-

tionary advice of the immortal Washington, he deemed it the

du ty—as it is the privilege—of every American citizen to bear

arms. The social pleasures of the drill-room, the animating

manoeuvres, and the proud parade, were alike his delight, and

such was the estimation in which he was held by his comrades,

that they elected him to command them without a dissenting

voice.

But to return to our tea-table. The loud ringing of the bell

arrested the angry philippic, and in a few moments a servant en-

tered, saying: "Lord Hampsteadshire is in the parlor, sir!"

"Hoora !" exclaimed Mr. Dalton, his voice diminishing into a

soft whisper. "Cheer up, Liz! There's a live nobleman up

stairs, to whom Judge Snobson introduced me ; and he's worth

all the militia captains in the world—yes, and bakers, too ! Hurry

up stairs !" And the millionaire, pulling up his collar, went to

greet his guest.

"Heigho!" sighed Mrs. Dalton, " I am so sorry that Charlie

made that unlucky speech." Lizzie said nothing, but looked the

very impersonification of despair, as she repaired to the drawing-

room.
" Lord Hampsteadshire—Mrs. Dalton—Miss Dalton !" and his

lordship, thus introduced, bowed condescendingly, eyeing Lizzie

through a tortoise shell quizzing glass. He was ratber good-look-

ing, with a dark, melting physiognomy, and hair of the most

glossy jet. A profusion of jewelry adorned his person, and sev-

eral rings, with large stones, set oflT his stumpy looking fingers.

In conversation, he was remarkably brilliant, and the shrewd mer-

chant listened with rapture to his account of court balls, picnics

at Windsor Castle, shooting with Prince Albert, and horseback

rides with that most gracious of majesties, Victoria Kegina. Mrs.

Dalton was soon disgusted with the fellow's babbling, and won

dered that her husband, once fo famed for sound common sense,

could endure such twaddle. As for Lizzie, she busied herself in

looking at the engravings in a bound volume of " Gleason's Pic

torial " that decked the centre table, and paid little attention to a

conversation evidently intended to dazzle her.

"By the way, '^rattled on his lordship, "a singular adventure

happened to me this morning. Was riding out, carrying a whip

given me by the Duke of Wellington, when I overtook a company

of your militia, and my horse, startled at the music, carried me
right aeainst the captain. He, the rascal, actually struck my
courser with his sword. Furious, I demanded his card and satis-

faction. He gave it—that is the card—and what do suppose was

on it V
" What, my lord ?" obsequiously inquired Mr. Dalton.

" Ha ! ha ! Why, the fellow was a baker. ' Ship-bread and

biscuit,' read the card ! The idea
!"

" Preposterous, ray lord ! Do you remember the scoundrel's

name?"
" Yes ; Parker—Norton Parker. Are all your ofiicers me-

chanics ?"

" No, my lord ! That is, the military is low, vulgar, and good

for nothing. How can it be otherwise with such officers ?"

" Certainly. Now, in England, all of us in the peerage hold

commissions in the yeomanry." And the valiant stranger launch-

ed into fabulous accounts of wonderful reviews, in which he was

the hero. Mr. Dalton drank in everj- word ; but poor Lizzie,

annoyed by his vain boasting, and his insulting allusion to the

object of her affection, longed for his departure. At last he went,

and Mr. Dalton, who escorted him to the dooi, returned to the

drawing-loom, rubbing his hands with glee.

" Here's a husband for you, Liz ! My Lady Hampsteadshire,

ha! Don't look so glum, you rogue, for my lord has asked leave

to call on yon, and I have given him a latch-key and a welcome.

There's a bargain worth all the bakers and the militia captains in

New York." And the infatuated father, never heeding the amaze-

ment and the disgust depicted on his daughter's face, went up

stairs, murmuring " My Lady Hampsteadshire ! What will Judge

Snobfon say?"

Mrs. Dalton, who had shared her daughter's feelings, lost no

time in sympathizing with her, and hoping that some fortunate

circumstance would avert the threatened suit. Poor Lizzie, burst-

ing into a flood of tears, besought her mother not to see her sacri-

ficed, and was so soothed that when she retired, she could again

portray her loved Norton, and Hope, bright Hope whispered,

"All's well!"

Yet all was not well in Mr. Dalton's house that night ; for, in

the small witching hours, he was awakened by some one ringing

and knocking at the front door. Hurrying down, he found the

door open, and a posse of watchmen in the hall.

"What's the matter?" he inquired.

" Why," answered the leader of the nocturnal trnardians. " about
an hour ago, I saw a man come into this door, that I thoueht was

' Liverpool Tom,' a noted burglar. So I went to the comer and
gave a signal, which brought the rest here. Soon a wagon drove

up, and out came the man with a large bundle ; then he returned

into the house. We were lying quiet across the way, but just

then the moon shone out, and the driver of the wagon, seeing us,

put out at a two-forty gait. So we had nothing left but to come
here for the bird, for we know we have him caged."

Mr. Dalton was at once in a rage, and when, on entering hig

drawing-room, he found it partially stripped of its valuable orna-

ments, he vowed that the culprit should be hung, and gave the

watchmen license to search high and low, whilst ho rushed around

and lit the gas. Mrs. Dalton and Lizzie soon came down in their

morning-wrappers, while Charlie was showing all the out ofthe

way nooks. All at once a scuflle was heard up stairs, and Charlie

came rushing down, exclaiming :

" They 've found him in the bath room, hid in the shower-bath !"

" Bring him in here," shouted Mr. Dalton ; but what was his

horror when the watchmen ushered in, well handcufled, Lord
Hampsteadshire.

"It's 'Liverpool Tom,' sir," said the watchman.
" Ex actly," remarked the burglar, " but old Hunks here wont

appear against me, I know. Just fancy, what would Snobson

say ? I have you, my boy, although I renounce your daughter.

So good night once more." And with a noble salute the distin-

guished foreigner left, closely escorted by the watchmen. Mr.

Dalton, as was his wont when defeated, began to whistle "Hail

Columbia" in an inharmonious and varied style, and making

his violated domicil fast, again repaired to rest.

At an early hour the next morning, a police officer came with a

request for Mr. Dalton to visit the mayor's office. Thinking that

it was something connected with the prosecution of his rascally

visitor, he started befo.e breakfast, and walked down to the City

Hall. The streets were filled with mechanics on their way to

their day's toil, and he noticed small knots of them, evidently

much excited, at every place where handbills were posted. Of
course, he did not mix with the plebeians, although his curiosity

was somewhat excited. Entering tbe mayor's room, that func-

tionary received him cordially, remarking that it was " quite

annoying, Mr. Dalton !"

" Yes, your honor ! But I don't choose to take any step."

" But I fear," said the mayor, " that we cannot answer for the

consequences."

" 0, never mind," answered Mr. Dalton, who dreaded an ex-

posure, " I can stand it."

" But the power of the press," interposed the mayor.

'A fig for the press," exclaimed Mr. Dalton. "I'm able to

pay my notes, and don't care what the press says. So let the

matter go, and set your officers at work elsewhere."

" Well, sir," replied the mayor, evidently offended, " if you are

disposed to brave public opinion, and to defend jourself, do so.

Good morning."
" Hang the whole concern," soliloquized Mr. Dalton, as he

crossed the Park, on his way to the store. " What an idea for

the mayor to send for me, as if I wanted my name in the Police

reports, besides being laughed at the rest of my life."

Little dreamed the unsuspecting merchant that the mayor had

sent for him on account of a handtjill, that morning placarded

over the city, which read thus :

NO MONOPOLY

!

Flour is selling at S8 per barrel, thanks to the aristocratic Peter
Ualton, who has his warehouse in Greenwich Street loaded with
it, and controls all in store on the canals. This, tco, while thou-
sands are starving I Let the people teach him a lesson ! Every
friend of the poor will meet at his warehouse to-day, at 10 o'clock,

A. M., to distribute hii hoarded stock. Awake ! Be vigilant

!

Vox PoptJLI.

Of this inflammatory handbill the unsuspecting merchant had

no idea, and he was equally ignorant of a bitter leader in the Her-

ald, denouncing him as having forced up the price of flour; for,

on opening the paper, his eye had caught sight of an announce-

ment, that "the Jackson Musketeers, Capt. Norton Parker, pa-

raded yesterday to receive the Philadelphia Blues, and will escort

them to the boat to day." ' Militia humbug !'' he muttered.

Just then in came a large dealer. " Well, Mr. Dalton," said

he, "I suppose you will reduce prices a few shillings per barrel,

to-day."

" Not a copper," was the reply. " Indeed, I expect the steamer

will bring such news, that I shall advance on what I have before

night."

"But this aff"air?"

" 0, well, there are many rogues in the world." And he was

soon busily engaged in his ledger, while his less fortunate com-

peer left the counting-room, deeply impressed with Dalton's

strength of mind.

And well he might be, for a mob was fast collecting around tie

large warehouse, uttering fierce threats. Some were narrating

improbable stories about Mr. Dalton's raising the price of flour in

order to gratify luxurious tastes, and each burning word impressed

itself upon the popular heart. At length there was a cry of

" Dalton ! Dalton !" which reached the inner counting room, and

in rushed a terrified clerk, who soon informed the now alarmed

merchant that his property was doomed. Hastening to a win-

dow, he saw the street filled with an infuriated mob, and, scarcely

knowing what else to do, he ordered the warehouse doors to be

closed.

This but added fuel to the flames. Huge beams were brought

from a lumber-yard near by, and soon the doors cracked beneath

the battering of the assailants. Poor Mr. Dalton ! His fortune

was in his warehouse, and his life, perhaps, would be sacrificed

to the fury of the populace. There was a crash !—then another!

The doors were forced ! Barrel after barrel was quickly rolled
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out, and as quickly knocked in pieces, covering the muddy pave-

ment as if with snow. All this did the merchant witutts, and

yet he was powerless. He thought of the police, which he had so

derisively discarded in the morning ; but what could a few officers

do against a mob flushed with victory '>

Just then the quick notes of a drum came above the shouts of

the mob, and soon the bright bayonets of the " Jackson Mus-

keteers " gleamed in front of the warehouse, a serried hedge.

There was a deep silence, and the work of destruction was stayed.

"By the right flank, march !" rung out the clear voice of Nor-

ton Parker. "Charge bayonets!" It was a dexterous move-

ment, which completely cleared the street, and just then appeared

the mayor, with a small posse of officers. His practised eye saw

that the victory was won, and he hastened to thank Capt. Norton.

" We have but done our duty," was the reply, " and are glad

that we were near at hand, and that Justice Wilcox could thus

avail himself of our services."

It was late that night when Mr. Dalton returned home, for the

steamer had arrived, and " when sorrows come, they come not

single spies, but in battalions " Flour had fallen in Europe, and

had declined half a dollar a barrel immediately on receipt of the

news. Vet Mr. Dalton looked happier than his family had seen

him for many a day.

" Well, well," said he on entering, " thank Heaven I am here

again ! It has been a hard day for me—as Charlie has probably

told yon—but the reverses have opened my eyes, and 1 hope we

can live as we used to. Has Charlie returned since you sent him

back at the warehouse ? Ah, there is his ring \"

Master Charlie entered, and with him came Norton Parker>

looking more like a culprit than the burglar had.

"Norton," said the merchant, "you and your brave soldiers

Baved my property—perhaps, my lii3. You conquered the mob,

and also my foolish notions about the military, who, I now see,

are necessary to preserve order, and to enforce the laws. And,

although I am not as rich to-day as I was yesterday, I can still

give you, with my daughter, a handsome competence."

Lizzie's eyes had been filled with tears, but they were tears of

joy ; and now through their crystal prisms came a smile so elo-

quent that Norton caught her in his arms, and imprinted a kiss

upon her rosy lips.

"That 'sit," exclaimed Mr. Dalton, rubbing his hands; "it

may not be the fashionable way of sealing the contract, but it is

the best one. And now, while wo old folks and Charlie are at

tea, fix on the wedding day. Mind, wo must have the whole

company present."

" Hurra !" shouted Charlie. " By the right flank, march !"

-«—••—>-

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

K E E r I N G CHRISTMAS.
BY MISS P. HAMILTON.

Well, Lizzy, how shall we keep Christmas, this year 1" said

Sam Jenkins to his wife. " Shall we go out to Cousin George's

again?—we had a good time there last year—or shall we go to

Walter's ?—or what ?"

" Or stay at home "?" said Lizzy.

" What ! stay at home and do nothing ? I should feel mean !"

" I'm ashamed to go to George's and Walter's so much," said

Liz7.y, "we never ask them here."

" Well, let's ask them now, then, and we '// have a Christmas

dinner."

" Well," was the slow and grudging answer, " I suppose we
can, though I hate to ; it's a great deal of trouble."

" Yes, and a great deal of fun, too !" said Sam. " Never mind

the trouble, I guess we'll go into it. We'll see what we can do

as well as the rest of them."

Lizzy said no more, but she was much less elated by the pros-

pect before her than her husband. The next day, the day before

Christmas, Sam inquired, " Well, Lizzy, what shall I get you for

to morrow's dinner? What'll you have?"

"Let's see," she answered, "I shall want considerable, for

there's five of George's folks, if they all come, and six of Walter's.

"We must have a turkey, of course, and a pair of chickens, a sir-

loin of beef, and you may get me a half gallon of oysters. Let's

see again—we shall want all kinds of vegetables, and we are

about out. You'd better get a new lot, and some celery and cauli-

flowers ; some cranberries, too. I must have some squashes for

pies, and tell the bi tcher to send some mince-meat. That makes

me think I must hav e a new box of raisins."

"Do stop there, Lizzy, I can't remember half you've told me
now. Anybody would think to hear you that there wasn't any-

thing to eat in the house, and that we never had anything to eat

for ourselves."

" Be sure and send me home the things in season," the wife

continued, " there's a great deal to be done. 0, wait a minute

!

I guess you must let me have some money. I shall have to buy

a new table-cloth— my long one has given out ; and I must get a

dozen tumblers, too. I should like a new castor, if you can get

it for mc," she added, as he was hauding out the money.

" We'll see," said Sam ; and he buttoned up his coat, saying to

himself, "I don't know about this Christmas keeping." But he

was a light-hearted fellow, and added, " Never mind ; it don't

come but once a year, as they say."

When he came home to dinner, he did not find his wife in the

sitting-room ; and a hubbub, indeed, there was among the chil-

dren, and scarcely a piece of furniture but what was turned into a

plaything. To morrow was Christmas, and they had commenced
their Christmas keeping. Ii was no place for Sam ; for he did

not like to scold the children, nor did he like their noise and con-

ftision So he popped his head into the kitchen ; there was his

wife half covered with a great brown apron, her sleeves np to her

elbows, her hands deep in the dough ; and such an array of pans,

plates, trays, and all manner of cooking utensils and cooking ma-

terials ! Such a hot range, too, and such hissing and stewing

!

His wife looked up—certainly not in so winning a way as she

sometimes had done—and greeted him with an " O, dear, don't

come here, Sam !"

" No, I wont, Lizzy ; don't be afraid ! But where shall I go ?"

" Why, where you always go."

" Why, I always go where you are. But you don't want me to

now, and I don't know as I want to either."

" Go away, at any rate, jou tease, or you shan't have any din-

ner, to-morrow."
" I begin to be afraid I shan't get any to-day," said Sam ;

" but

never mind, it's Christmas—or going to be," and he shut the door.

Christmas morning came, clear and bright, and promising, as

many another Christmas has been ; and weren't they up betimes

at Sam Jenkins's '. But a poor beginning there, notwithstanding.

Bridget had gone to keep Christmas eve, and wasn't home by

daylight, as she had promised to be. Sam had to take her place

in the fire building, and sundry olber like occupations ; and what

was worse, had to hear his wife's scolding about Bridget, while

the breakfast was being made ready. He heartily withed Bridget

would come and take it herself—she was so much more used to it.

Breakfast half over, Bridget appeared, sleepy and stupefied

enough, but her mistress soon waked her up. Then began such

sweeping, and dusting, and cleaning, from one end of the house

to the other. " 1 didn't know people cleaned house Christmas,

before," said Sam. " I think I'll be off". I wonder if anybody's

stirring ?

—

outside, I mean, of course."

" Wait, Sara !" called out Lizzie, " you didn't get me half the

things I want ! I must have some almonds, and other nuts—get

a variety. Some Malaga grapes, too ; and, if you can find sweet

ones, some oranges. I forgot to order cake for tea—I suppose

they'll stay to tea, and spend the evening."

" I hope so ; the evening is always the best part of Christmas."

Hopeful Sam ! The morning certainly wasn't the best part.

" What about the cake, Lizzy V
" Can't you buy me some at the confectioner's ? I want a va.

riety."

" Why, I can, but I'm afraid I shan't suit. I never like to

meddle with women's matters."

" Wait a minute," called out the wife again. " I'm coming

down ; I want to whisper to you."

She went down and whispered that she had so many things to

think of the day before, that she had forgotten to buy any Christ-

mas presents for the children. They had been so disappointed to

find their stockings empty that morning, that she wanted him to

get something pretty to please them. A sled would be good for

Sammy, now that the ground was frozen, he would enjoy it so

much ; and he might get some dolls for the little girls, theirs were

pretty nearly used up— he must get nice ones, with eyes that

would open and shut. Then she supposed he would have to get

something for George's and Walter's children, or they'd think it

was stingy—get a little something for each.

" Well," said Sam, rousing himself to meet the case, " I'll do

as well as I can. Anything more V
" I don't think of anything now."
" Well, good by, and a merry Christmas to you—I forgot it

before."

" Come home early."

" Certainly," said Sam, closing the door.

But he had not been long on his round from shop to shop in

search of a good sled—he was a judge of sleds, and his heir and

namesake must have a good one—and of dolls with eyes that

would open and shut, before he began to be afraid he should not

be at home " early." When he did return, tired with his shop-

ping, and afraid that his purchases would not give satisfaction, he

found his wife in a great flurry.

" AYhy didn't you come before ?" she exclaimed. " It's almost

dinnertime, things aint half ready, and Bridget is so cross and

slow. The children aint dressed, nor I either, and what sliall I

do ? I expect the people here every minute."

" What shall 1 do for you V said Sam, unloading his pockets.

" I'm ready."

" Dress the cliildren, if you can."

At sight of the parcels, such a rush as the children made— such

scrambling and pulling !
" Be quiet, do !" " You'll break them !"

"That's not for you !" and other similar reproofs had no effect

upon them. " It's my Christmas present!" "It's my Christmas

present !" was heard above everything else. It was a heavy tax

on Sam's abilities to quiet them sufficiently to commence the

operations of making their toilet.

"Lizzy's 'if you can ' was well put in," he said, "for I can't.

What else have you got to do V he asked, " for I don't know
much about this business."

" Can you finish setting the table for me ?"

" I can set the chairs up," said Sam. " I guess that's about all

I could do right."

" You never did know how to do anything !" said Lizzy, in a

snapping tone. "I'll never bring up a boy like you !"

" I don't know as I ever heard her speak so before," thought

Sam. " But never mind ; it's Christmas ! She'll brighten up

when the company comes."

The company came, big and little, a goodly number. Then
came dinner, and the children were so crazy and unmanageable,

and so many of the dishes were damaged in the cooking, or badly

served by Bridget, that it was all Lizzy could do to retain her

self-possession and entertain her guests. Sam did not care that a

part of the dishes were spoiled there were enough left that were

good ; but the children annoyed him, and he felt so much sympa-

thy for Lizzy, that his Christmas dinner was the poorest in the

whole year. He hoped some of the people enjoyed it, however.

There was the afternoon, always rather a dull time for visiting ;

but by help of gossip and a walk it was gone through with. The
tea is always a more pleasant and social meal than the pre'ending

dinner ; and during it, Sam began to feel like himself, and to re-

joice in Christmas. But this was soon over. After tea the com-

pany hurried home, the children were tired and sleepy, and they

had promised "moihcr"and "aunty "that they wouldn't stay

late. " Good by !" and " Such a pleasant Christmas !" were said,

and Sam and Lizzy were left to themselves.

"This hasn't been much of a Christmas," said Sam. "Do
you think so ?"

"No, I don't!" was the answer, with an emphasis. "I am so

tired ! So much trouble, and for what, pray ">"

"Never mind," said Sam. "We'll have a pleasant evening

yet. We'll go round to Charlei Weston's. I met him this morn-

ing, and he asked me to drop in with you ; there's a family gath-

ering there."

Lizzy hurried the children off to bed, donned her cloak and

hood, ready to go, and called Bridget to give her a charge con-

cerning the house and children.

" I'm not going to be in, ma'am," said Bridget.

" Why not?" said Mrs. Jenkins.

" I'm going out," said Bridget.

"I can't spare you," said Mrs. Jenkins ; "and you were out

last night."

"I always have Christmas night. I never had to work all day

Christmas before, ma'am, and I don't think I will again."

" Well, I can't spare j'ou, to-night, Bridget ; I'm going out

myself."

"I'm sorry, ma'am, but I must go," said Bridget.

" If you go, you can't come back again," said the mistress,

quite decidedly.

" Very well," said the maid, quite as decidedly ;
" I shall go !"

And she went.

There was no alternative but for Mrs. Jenkins to lay aside

her cloak and hood, and remain at home herself—^a little disap-

pointed, and not a little vexed. Sam, like a good fellow, as he

was, staid at home, too, and tried to console his wife, and talk

and laugh her into good humor. But it was hard work ; and he

could not help thinking he had spent a great many pleasanter even-

ings with her when he was glad, instead of sorry, that they were

alone, and when it wasn't Christmas.

" It's over," he said to himself, as he went to bed, " and I'm
glad it isn't Christmas to-morrow."

But however poor a day we may think Christmas, when it is

over, the day af^er Christmas is certainly a worse one. Nobody
sleeps well after the Christmas dinner; and then the terrible next

morning headache, dyspepsia, crossness, depression, " bine spirits

and white, black spirits and gray " all abont yon ! The next

morning is commonly a balance for the merriest Christmas ever

spent.

Sam thought so, when he was waked at a late hour by his wife

with " Do get up ! It's almost nine o'clock, and so stinging cold,

and not a fire in the house, and I've no help !"

He turned over, rubbed his eyes, and at last made out to start,

grumbling, as he did so, " Dear me ! what msde Bridget act so?
This keeping Christmas—what a fuss it makes !"

When he saw what a cross woman his pleasant Lizzy had be-

come, and how selfish and fretful the children were with their new
playthings, he thought, " I wouldn't care if there never was an-

other Christmas !"

And the first time he had occasion to draw out his purse, and
saw how nearly empty it was, he added, " It's well for me that

Christmas don't come but once a year
!"

TIEX.TF, THE CHINESE LEADER.
In his habits he is silent and reserved ; he lives in close retire-

ment, only showing himself occasionally to his immediate fol-

lowers, and then only to issue his commands. His expression,
thougli far from prepossessing, denotes mildness, combined with
great decision and a degree of firmne-s, verging upon obstinacy.
His complexion is sallow, with a decided saffron tinge. In stat-

ure he is above the middle height, and though of about the same
age, is taller and less strongly built than Hien-foung, the Em-
peror, whose deposition he seems resolved, at all hazards, to
effect. He travels in a palanquin inclosed with curtains of amber-
colored silks, borne on the shoulders of sixteen officers of distinc-

tion ; his preceptor, or privy-councillor, or adviser, carried by
eight coolies, follows immediately in his wake ; and then come
Tien-te's thirty devoted wives, for all of whom he is said to possess
the sincerest affiection. They are arrayed in costly apparel, and
follow each other in single file, not as they might on the shores of
the placid Serpentine, in clarences or broughams, but in commo-
dious arm chairs decked out with vermilion and gold. A long
retinue of servants, and a vast array of soldiers, bring up the rear
of the procession, which is said, upon the whole, strongly to re-
semble those gorgeous affairs occasionally exhibited on the bo itdg
of the Lyceum.

—

Xew Quarterly Review.

CURIOUS CUSTOM.
The causes for which a Mahometan woman may demand a

divorce are clearly and broadly laid down in the Koran, and her
evidence is sufficient, becau.^e the Mahometan law supposes that a
woman must be violently aggrieved before the modesty of her
sex will allow her to appear in public with such application. So
careful is this law to spare her feelings, that she is not even re-

quired to recount her injuries, unless of her own free will ; all she

has to do is to place her slipper reversed—that is, with the sole

upward—before the cadi, and the case is finished ; the divorce is

granted without further incjuiry.

—

Scraps of Eastern Travel.
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P£ARL WORK.
In the case of Tif-

fany & Co., on exhi-

bition in the Crystal

Palace, New York,

there are some beau-

tiful specimens of

strung pearl work

—

ft necklace, bracelet,

cross, etc.—which
we have had drawn
and present on this

page. This style of

ornament for the
ball-room is exceed-

ingly chaste and ef-

fective, and is prob-

ably the most be-

coming jewelry that

a lady can wear. In

olden times it was
very fashionable,

and is now being

rapidly revived by
the adoption of the

ladies. Nothing, to

our taste, is moic
refined and beauti-

ful than such orna-

ments. We do not
affect colors ; they

give a cheap effect

at all times ^nd de-

teriorate the finest

complexion, while

pure white is un-
equalled in appro-

priateness and deli-

cate beauty underall

and every circum-

stance of full dress.

We observe by our
foreign files that the

Empress Eugenia,
wife of the present

ruler of France, has
a weakness for jet

ornaments, just the

reverse of these in

effect and color, but

her taste is question-

able, at least, so it

seems to us. The
idea of putting orna-

menls into monni-
ing is absurd ; either

wear them with the

legitimate color of

ornaments, or else

discard them alto-

gether. In England,
and on the conti-

nent, we understand

that pearls are bein^

generally adopted.

They stand next to

the diamond in cost

and real beauty ; in-

deed, we have seen

a pearl that co»t

more than any dia-

mond we have hap-

pened to see. Large
and clear pearls are

more scarce ihan

large diamonds.

Among the mul-
titudinous objects in

the Patent Office, at

Washington, and
which is evidence

what skill can do, is

an invention that

picks up pins from
a heap, turns them
all around with their

beads up, and sticlii)

them in papers iu

regular rows. An-
other machine goe-)

through the whole
process of cigar-

making, taking in

tobacco leaves and
turning out the per-

fect article. Ont ma-
chine cuts cheese,

another scours
knives and forks,

another blacks
boots, another rock s

the cradle, and seven
or eight take in

washing and iron

ing. Anothcrpatenl
is for a machine
that counts the pas-

sengers in an omni-
bus and takes the

fare ; when a fat

man gets in, it

counts two, and
charges double
There is a variety of
guns that load thi ni -

selves ; also a fi-h-

line that adjusts its

own bait, and a rat

trap that kills and
throws away ihe

rat, and then baits

and sets itself, and
stands in the corm r

for another.— A'nic/k-

erbocker.

SPECIMENS OF STRUNG PEARLS ON EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

A R S E R (fS & C'^

MARSH BROTHERS & CO.'S CASE ON EXHIBITION AX THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

CVThERY.
The case repre-

sented below is con-
tributed by Marsh
Brothers & Co., of
Shefiitld, England,
to the New York
Crystal Palace.
These articles con-
sist chiefly of steel

springs, saws, files,

edge and joiners'
tools, table knives,
pen and pocket cut-
lery, razors, scis-

sors, etc., of which
they are manufac-
turers. This house,
formerly Marshes &
Shepherd, is one of
the oldest " foreign
merchants " in that

world-renowned
place for "whittles,"

Sheffield. Their
connection with this

country—we are in-

formed—as exten-
sive manufacturers
and exporters, has
existed for more
than a quarter of a
century Their pro-

ductions include the
cheapest as well as

the most expensive
goods, and may be
seen as well in the

cottage of the negr«,

OS the mansion of
the millionaire In
the present age, and
especially in this

country, labor may
be said to have
reached the summit
of splendor and ex-
travagance. It is

not, as formerly,

merely requisite

that the saw of the

carpenter, the axe of
the pioneer, or the

adze of the ship-

wright, be made of
the finest steel and
most careful temper,
but now the blades

are frequently orna-

mented in the most
beautiful manner,
and exquisitely pol-

ished ; while the han-
dles are often made
of the most expen-
sive woods, French
polished—as ebony,
zebra, rose and satin

wood. In some ar-

ticles, sheep shears,

for instance, it is dif-

ficult to obtain them
finished as expen-
sively as the demand
requires ; even those

on exhibition here,

are not good enough
for the trade in some
sections of the coun-

try. In the counter

case are some beau-

tifully designed fish

knives with silver

bliides and ivory

handles, in morocco
cases ; bread, butter

and fruit knives, in

ivory, silver and
pearl ; razors and
scissors finished in

the most exquisite

style ; sportsmen's

knives, with every

imaginable instru-

ment combined, all

of which close up in

the handle ;
pen and

pocket knives, of

great beauty, an I

bowie, hunting and
dirk knives, in great

variety. Altogether,

the goods exhibited

in this department
are a happy combi-

nation of use and el-

egance, both in de-

sign and finish.
This house do bus-

iness in every quar-

ter of the civilized

world, and their

manufactories are

on a varied and ex-

tensive scale. The
material (iron) is re-

ceived in their fur-

naces in almost its

raw state, and is sent

from their ware-

houses in almost ev-

ery form. Upon a

shield between the

colors of the U. S

and British Ameri-

ca, their principal

offices are noticed.
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FREDERICK GLEASON, PROPRIETOR.

MATURIN M. BALLOU, EDITOR.

CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS NUMBUR.
Stlvanus Cobb, Jr.,

Mrs. SoPHEONiA Cukkier,

J. F. Bbune,
HxsRT C. Ford,

William R. Lawrence,
Rev. F. W. Holland,
Ben : Perley Poore,
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
Wo shall commence our new Tolunic with the opening cliapiers of a deeply

entertjiining story, entitled ' The itussian CJuardsiuan : a Tale of the Se;u and
gborea of the Enst " by Ben : Peblkv Poore

\ Mystery .'Solved," a story by T S. Arthur
'•The Poor Debtor: a Now Year's Story, ' by Stlvascs Cobb, Jr.
"Surprises *' a tale by Mrs. M. K. ItouiNSON.
" The Veiled Mirror : or. Pictures of the New Year," a story by Horatio

Amcr, Jr
'Sunrise," stanzas by Mrs. L H. Sigournet.
" \ Winter Roundelay," by Francis K. Durivaqi.
''Five Y'ears," verses by Pikbbe Caret.
"The Name upon the free," lines by MIss^Isabel C. Duns.
" Early Morning," versos by vVilliam tt Lawre.noe

• BINDING THE PICTORIAL.

We are now prepared to bind the Pictorial in one regular, uni-

form, and elegant style, in clotii, with gilt edges and bacli, and

illumined covers, supplying a title page and index to each volume,

at a charge of one dollar. We can supply all the back numbers of

the Pictorial, or any ones that may be wanted to complete sets, or

to supply the place of soiled or missing numbers, at a charge of

til cents each. Our wholesale agents, S. French, 151 Nassau St.,

iNew York, A. Winch, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, W. & H.

Taylor, 111 Baltimore Street, Baltimore, and A. C. Bagley, comer
of 4th and Sycamore Streets Cincinnati, will bind as above, at a

charge of one dollar and twenty five cents each.

HOLIDAY PRESENT.

We have now Voli(me Fifth, of the Pictorial, bound in our uni-

form and beautiful style, ready for delivery, and which may be

had at any and all of the periodical depots throughout the country.

No more appropriate or acceptable gift-book for the holidays

could be found than this volume affords. Full of fine illustra-

tions, carefully described, and a large amount of refined and
entertaining miscellany, including original stories, sketches, po-

ems, and the current record of the events of the day at home and
abroad, it is a faithful mirror, giving a accurate reflection of the

busy world.
1 « »» >

NEW VOLUME OF THE FLAG.
It will be seen by reference to another column that we shall

commence the new volume of the Flag greatly improved, and in

a new form. We have perfected arrangements which will enable

ti9 to produce a paper far beyond anything, in point of excellence

and beauty, which we have yet done on the Flag, and our readers

may expect to be surprised by the improvements, and the posi-

tive Talue and beauty of the new volume of The Flag op oue
Union.

Back Numbers.—We can supply any or all of the back num-
bers of the Pictorial, from the very commencement of the work,
at a charge of six cents each.

4 -^^^ »

SFIIKTERS.

The medical attendants of Macaulay, the English historian,

deny that he indulges in opium, and declare him sound in mind.
" Home Scenes and Home Sounds," is the title of a work just

J'bsned from the press, by Mes. H. Marion Stephens.

J
The friends of G. M. Dallas are already agitating the sub-

r-ject of his nomination for the next presidency. Rather early !

The skull of Voltaire has lately been exhumed, and
evinces the organ of veneration extraordinarily large.

J; The entire police corps of New York city is now regularly

liliniformed. This is very proper and efficacious in its influence.

" .... A tunnel 8000 feet in length is now constructing near

Cincinnati, on what is called the Short Line Railroad.

.... The plan of building a bridge over and across Broadway,
hNew York, is still agitated by several business firms.

J It will be remembered that the " Flag " and " Pictorial
"

will be furnished together for $4 a year.

; .... The Pope has been issuing anathemas against one of the

^iNew York presses. Better whistle against the wind.

• .... The Ravel Family have been performing in Washington,
D. C., with their usual good success.

.J Macallister, the favorite and celebrated magician, has been
delighting the Bostonians with his unique performances.

.... Father Gavazzi's lectures in this city against popery were

^
very largely attended. He is a most eloquent man.

.; .... California pays its governor SI 0,000 per annum ; Rhode
e Island pays its chief magistrate only $400. Quite a contrast.

Mr. Bunn's book, entitled " Old England and New Eng-
land," is, as a whole, a most contemptible cockney production.

Mr. Warren, the comedian of the Boston Museum, has
not a superior, in his line of performance, in the world.

Mrs. Treichler was frightened to death in Alkntown, Pa.,
a few nights ago, by the burning of a hotel opposite her residence.

The last curiosity, we believe, is a few hairs taken from a
brush between a party of Americans and Indians.

The printers of New York have a festival on the anniver-
iary of the birthday of Franklin, January 17.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE NEW YEAR.

Our next number will commence the sixth volume of the Pic-

torial, and will appear with new head, new type, and fresh and

new throughout, and will contain the following articles and

illustrations :—Among the illustrations will be found portraits of

all the principal rulers of the known world at the present time,

viz.,—President Pierce, Queen Victoria, Emperor of Austria,

King of Holland, Santa Anna, President of Mexico, Emperor
of Russia, Emperor of China, Pope of Rome, King of Denmark,

King of Belgium, Queen of Portugal, and others.

We shall also give an allegorical picture of the incoming of

the new year, representing ,old Father Time turning the wheel

of Time, and the seasons. Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter,

following in their appropriate succession. The first number of

the new year will also contain a large engraving, forming a valu-

able family record, in which can be registered the marriages,

births, names, and deaths of each family, accompanied with

appropriate designs and belongings. There will also be given an

appropriate engraving of the season, illustrating New Year

scenes in Germany, China, Algiers, and the West Indies, from

fine, spirited engravings.

We shall present also the new uniform of the New York police

—of the chief and his under officers, and the privates, forming a

fine group. Following these, we shall give a Turkish lady at

home, a Tutkish fruit vender, a Turkish soldier, and a Turkish

policeman—forming a splendid array of illustrations, and making

one of the best pictorial sheets ever issued from the pres). And,

moreover, this number will be followed by others equally elegant

and perfect ; and the second number for the new year will, for

instance, contain over sixti/ enc/ravings.

In the literary department, we have made more than our usual

effort at perfection, determined that the Pictorial shall constantly

improve in all respects. We shall commence in No. 1, of the new
volume, a highly entertaining and superior novelette, from the

pen of Major Ben: Perley Poore, entitled :

THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMAN:
A TALE or THE

SEAS AND SHORES OF THE EAST.
The scenes of this tale are laid in the East, during the Greek

struggle for independence, and it will, therefore, be of deep inter-

est at the present moment, when stirring events are again being

enacted on the same localities. The inflexible Russian, the brave

Gieek, the haughty Turk, and the wily renegade, are all por

trayed ; and, although the chequered incidents in which they figure

are vividly romantic, they are based on facts, obtained on the

spot. It is, in fact, a pen and ink panorama, in which boldness

and intrigue, fair women and brave men, sea and shore, alternately

combine to produce the most fascinating and thrilling effects.

The fact that the scenes of this story are laid in the seat of the

present war ; that they are historically correct and truthful in all

respects— being depicted by one who is personally familiar with

the localities described,—will add additional value and interest to

this admirable story of life in the East. There will also be com-

menced in number one of the new volume a series of chronologi-

cal records, by Major Poore, delineating under their appropriate

date all noted events of the past, which will be continued from

week to week, and will form a most valuable and instructive series

of papers, exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the

history of the past with date and data.

We shall also give, in this number of the "Pictorial," a story

entitled " The Mystery Solved," from the pen of T. S. Arthur
;

a new year story, entitled " The Poor Debtor," by Sylvanus
Cobb, Jr.; " Surprises," a sketch by Mrs. M. E. Robinson;
" The Veiled Mirror," by Horatio Alger, Je. And pgems :

" Early Morning," by Wm. R. Lawrence ;
" Five Years," by

Phcebe Carey; " The Name upon the Tree," by Miss Isabel

C. Dunn; "A Winter Roundelay," by Francis A. Durivage
;

and " Sunrise," by Mrs. L. H. Sigoukney'.

It will thus be seen that we shall begin the New Year with re-

newed energy, and that we shall surprise our patrons with the ex-

tended improvements which we shall present in the coming vol-

ume. We have in store a rich array of valuable illustrations and

literary matter, which will be presented from week to week, and

our motto shall remain, onward and upw.ird.

OiEABON's Pictorial —We would call the attention of our readers to the
prospectus of this splendidly illustrated paper in our columns of to-day. As
will be seen by the notice above referred to, the '' Illustrated News " has been
merged with the Pictorial. This change will prove of great a4vantage U> sub-
scribers, as it will enable the publisher to give finer engravings, and in every
way to stUl farther improve the Pictorial. The experiment of publishing a
pictorial paper in this country has been uudcrtaken a number of limes, but
alwaj s failed until Gleasoa look hold, and we are gratified to know that abun-
dant success has crowned his efforts The 'Pictorial" has heretofore been
f;ir ahead of any similar journal ever issued in this country, and we would ad-
vise those who desire a really beautiful and interesting sheet to remit $3 to F.
(jleason, Boston.— i.u-i/ig-5/on Htpuhiican.

Postage.—Our friends in Canada will please remember that it

is necessary for us to prepay the United States postage on the

papers we send them; and in subscribing for our paper, unless

the postage is sent to us, in addition to the subscription, we are

obliged to deduct the same from the money sent. The postage

is one half cent on each paper—that is 26 cents for the year.

Singular Occurrence—A second edition of the "Mistletoe

bough " tragedy occurred, recently, in San Francisco, where a lit-

tle Spanish girl disappeared, and. after being sought for in vain

for several days, was accidentally found, by her agonized mother,
dead in a large clothes chest, that fastened with a spring lock!

« »»— >-

Marriage in Boston.—The city registrar granted 300 cer-

tificates for marriage the day before Thanksgiving.

1854.
GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

On the first of January next, " Gleason's Pictohiai, "

will commence its sixth volume, and will appear vastly improved

in all respects, with a superb new heading, new type and dress

throughout, and will be printed upon the finest paper. As the

proprietor of the " Pictorial " h?.3 purchased the entire good-will

ofBamum'sNew York "Illustrated News," and has merged that

journal in the " Pictorial," the public will reap the advantage of

this concentration of the strength of the two papers upon one, both

in the artistic and literary departments. The same brilliant host

of contributors and artists will be engaged on " Gleason's Pic-

torial " as heretofore, and a large addition is also made to the

corps, both in talent and number. The most liberal arrangements

have been completed, and such as will enable the proprietor to

produce by far the finest illustrated journal yet published, and

much superior to the present issue of the paper. The columns of

the " Pictorial " will constantly be beautified by all that can please

and instruct in art and nature, and its literary department will

fully sustain the high reputation it has so long enjoyed.

The pages of " Gleason's Pictorial " will contain views of every

populous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and

steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accurate

portraits of every noted character in the world, both male and

female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also

be given, with numerous specimens from the animal kingdom, the

birds of the air, and the fish of the sea, and will present in its

mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It will contain

fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount

of reading matter and illustrations—and forming a mammoth
weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

The terms of " Gleason's Pictobial" for the year 1854 will

remain as heretofore, viz ;— 1 subscriber, one year, $3 ; 2 sub-

scribers, one year, $5; 4, $9 ; 8, $16.

One copy of "The Flag of our Union," and one copy of

" Gleason's Pictorial," one year, $4.

In this city, by P.eT. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Samuel F. Kezar to Hiss Nancy Q
Doe.
By Rev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Francis CouiUard to Miss Nancy C. Whitney.
At Milton by Rev. Mr. Tecl, Mr. A P. rt' right, of Boston, to MLss R. An

gusta Wentworth.
At Newton Upper Falls, by Rev. Mr. Barrister, Mr. Oliver Neal to Miss Mar-

garet P. Uurd
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Dwicell, Mr. William Magoun to Miss Eliiabeth

Bradley, of West Newbury.
At North Banvers, by lUv. Mr. Chaffln, Mr. Joseph W. Mead to Miss Ljdia

A Felton.
At Marshfield, Mass., by Rev P. Farrington. Mr. Thomas L Prcuty, of

Scituate, to Miss Marrion M. Sprague of Marshfield.
At Brattleboro'. \'t . by Kev. Mr Deere Mr John P Stoddard, of Water-

town, N y., to Miss Lizzie F. K'ithan, of Dummerston, Vt.

5L]l:^lTjl.?j^
In this city, Robert G. Shaw, Esq., 38; Mrs. Julia Allen, wife of Mr. Jo«l

Allen, 34: Mrs. Mary A. Cooper. 49
At West Cambridge, Mr. Joshua Wright, 52.
At Brighton, Mrs. \dah wife of Charles White, 34.

At Newton Lower Falls, Mr. Jofepb Fo.«ter, 64.

At Lynn, Mrs. Rebecca, wife of Mr. Richard Tufts. 53.
At Gloucester, Hon. William Ferson. 79; Mr. Ignatius Rowe.
At Shelburne, Capt Walter Wells. 83.
At Kockport Cfpt. Timothy A. Uavis. 40; Mrs. Lucy Dennen, 68.
At New Be'f.rd, Mrs. Phebe R., wife of C R Goodman. 84.
At Brcokiyn, N Y. Lvman Clapp of Plttsfield, Mass., 43
At New York, Rev. Thomas S Barrett, D. D., 60.

At Deer Island, Mo . Amasa Holden, a native of Mendon, Mass.. 79.
At Clarke Co., Alabama, Andrew Uenshaw, Esq ; he wa« a native of Leices-

ter, Mass , and brother of the laie Hon. David Heoshaw, 70.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIIG-ROOM COMPANION.

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art,

The object of this paper i« to pre-'ent. in the most elegant und arallable
form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Its oolumua
ai-e devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news j the whole well spiced with
wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by euiiuent artists, ol notable objects,
current events iu all parts of the world, and of men and manners, altogether
making a paper entirely original in its design, in this country, its pages
routaio views of every populous city in the known world, of all buildings of
note in the eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
sfeimersof the uavy and merchant .service, with fine and accurate portraits
of every noted character in the world, both male and female. .Sketches of
beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also be given, with numerous specimena
from the animal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. 1 1 is

printed on fine satin-stirface paper, with new and beautiful type, presenting
in its mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and sixty -four square inche.^, giving a great amount of reading matter
and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

TERMS:-INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, one year 93 00
2 subscribers, " " 6(0
4 ' " " 9 00
8 " " " 16 00

(t^r- Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00 each,
per aunum.

*,* One copy of the Flag of our Union, and one copy of Gliason's Picto-
rial, one }ear. for !54 00.

j;?°"The Pictorial Drawinq-Room Companion may be obtained at any of
the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen, at six cents per
single copy.
Published every Saturday, comer of Tremont and Bromfield Streets, by

F. GLEASON, BosiOK, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau comer of Spruce Street, New York.

A. W1M;1I, IIG Che.-itnut Street, Philadelphia.

AV. & II. TAYLOR, 111 BaltiuioreamI &South Sts., Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEY, cor. 4th & Sycamore Sts., Cincinnati.

.1. A. HOYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Deti-cit.

THOMAS LINN, 40 E.\change Place, New Orleans.

P. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chesnut Streets. St Touis.
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[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THOUGHTS.

BY WILLIAH B. LAWBENCX.

No earthly good can lasting pleasure give

!

How swiftly ppeed the moments time doth lend

;

The happiest and the wisest here that live,

Well know that all their joys must quickly end

;

The brightest hours on earth are fleeting eTer,

Nought love can bind but time will shortly sever.

When flesh is weak, and numerous foes are strong,

How pants the soul for quiet and for rest

!

The innocent will often suffer wrong,

The poor and helpless be the most opprest!

Yet soon the grave their troubles here will end,

And all the friendless find in death a friend.

Remember that all earthly good must fade.

And with its promise neVr oon'ented be

;

Powers rightly usfd a blessing may be made,

But if abused, the sin will fall on thee;

Then time improve for it will soon be past,

And Uve each day as if it were thy last.

< »» >

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

LETTERS UPON EGYPT.
No. VI.

BY REV. F. W. HOLLAND.

Thb Nile is a noble stream. Taking its rise, we know not

where, in the Abyssinian Mountains, it sweeps on a majestic

stream, without any contributor for thirteen hundred miles, a yel-

low, turbid, impetuous, ever deepening, ever-changing stream,

into the placid Mediterranean. Egypt is nothing but this river's

valley. Were the Nile to turn from its course, the country would

be one vast tomb—nothing but a desert ; an endless sheet of sand

would sprof lover the whole. The oases excepted—which are,

very likely, supplied underground by this beautiful stream—all

the vegetation of this garden-land is confined to the river banks.

Many crops are raised, each season, of the most luxuriant kind,

simply from the riches fumislied to the soil by these rising waters.

There is but one exception, and " thereby hangs a tale." The

sugar plantations, besides little mud canals bearing the precious

Nile to every part of the field, are supplied with guano from the

pigeon-villages. These are curious things. Mud towers of forty

feet in height, stand together to the number say of half a hundred,

each supplied with twigs for roosts, and earthern jars to collect

the precious deposit. I.ere are crowds of the most favored crea-

tures in the country—bountifully fed, in a perpetually pleasant

climate, no one is allowed to catch, kill, or anyway disturb them.

With the silver in my hand ; my mouth watering for the tempt-

ing fare, money would not buy one. " They were the Pasha's ;"

and the poor peasants would starve sooner than touch them. On
one occasion, a Scotch shawl - manufacturer presumed to fire

among these favorites of fortune. At once an angry crowd rushed

upon him, and he was evidently about to pay the penalty of his

audacity, when his dragoman saved him by the ingenious false-

hood that he was the governor's dentist, and, therefore, to be tol-

erated, a^ acting by authority. Bat it was always a pleasant

sight to see the little innocents so happy ; and to know that no

after-sufifering was to compensate for this tranquil, social joy.

There is no people so kind to the domestic animals as the poor

natives. An Arab's affection for his horse is a proverb—but the

camel, the buflFalo, and the donkey share the general good will.

They never fly from your steps, because they have nothing to

fear. They often share the people's huts ; little children are seen

lying down playing with them ; very few are slaughtered for food

;

and I believe Egypt was of old as it is now—the brute's paradise.

But the Nile was always a wonder for its regularity. Should

it rise a few feet higher than its usual inundation, whole villages

would perish by drowning ; should it come short by a single foot,

whole districts would starve to death. And yet, ages upon ages,

it has brought its annual contribution of fertility and blessedness.

Beginning to rise in June,—probably from the sun's melting the

ice upon the lofty mountains,—it reaches its height in September,

and subsides during our winter months. The father of history,

Herodotus, assures us it w is so in his time—that nineteen cubits

would be a deluge, and ( .velve cubits a famine
; but that benefi-

cent Osiris kept the inu.idation between these limits ; and the se-

cret of its bounty was discovered by the distinguished naturalist,

Ehrenburg. Not a drop of this water but is full of animalculse
;

yet it is such a favorite drink that the Sultan's table has long been
supplied with this popular beverage, at Constantinople.

The only bridge upon the Mississippi of Egypt is called the
Barrege, about nine miles below Cairo—a remarkable structure.
Although composed entirely of bricks, and of very wide span, it

is designed to serve as a dam, and turns aside a great part of the
water to fertilize the adjacent fields. It seemed to us, as wc ex-
amined the structure along with one of its European engineers,
that it was of very doubtful utility. The swift current it made
was exceedingly dangerous to the rude boats, so rudely managed.
In coming down, our own " Dahabieh " was driven up against
the government machines, committing no little mischief. And
whenever the sluice-gates shall be closed, it was generally be-

lieved the whole bridge would be carried away by the pressure of a
body of water fifty feet deep. A vast deal of money has been ex-

pended, many lives sacrificed, and the impressed peasants obliged

to endure untold suffering in order to build up this monument of

French folly.

Here we had a double demonstration of the impunity of for-

eigners in Egypt. A l > lad official ordered our boat off from

its anchorage at the - " mment works. Dr. Smith pointed at

our national flag; sho my cane in the fellow's face, and we all

looked as resolute as . sible. His wrath melted away into de-

manding a present, w . h heals all wounds in this country. Fail-

ing of that he left us ; . take our own time and seize the first fa-

vorable breeze. And .vhen, upon the return trip, we had, unin-

tentionally, broken a dredging machine, a smart struggle liberated

us from the officer's hands and sent us on our way rejoicing.

The Cataracts of the Nile are not what most people expect.

They are merely rapids, and not at all dangerous, provided the

ropes, by which your body is dragged up, one on either bank, are

tolerably strong. The river is compressed into its narrowest bed

between wild, jagged, picturesque rocks; and, as it twists about

in the most fantastic way, these rude seamen pretend to be dread-

fully frightened during the passage, and nervous ladies have the

heroics, of course. One of our smallest river steimers would

make nothing of it. But, then, where would the fuel be found,

as the whole of Egypt furnishes neither a stick of wood nor a

pound of coal 1

An ingenious device is employed at the sugar factories to keep

up the fires that boil the cane, and convert the camel-bones into a

purifying filter. A very stiflf, wild grass grows, apparently for no

purpose, along the desert on either side. But every day, and all

day long, camels are coming up and boats arriving with loads of

this halfeh to feed the furnace fires. It is the only place in the

world, I think, where the "grass is cast into the oven;" and it

makes a very intense heat, amply sufficient for all the needs of

the business. The tnanufactured article was of an excellent

quality. One establishment, alone, employed five hundred men,

and furnished over two million pounds of white sugar. No doubt

the profit is immense, because labor is next to nothing, the cane

easily raised and full of juice, and the Turks (especially the ladies

of quality) excessively fond of sweetmeats. Next to smoking,

eating of candies and preserves is the great business of the ha-

rem. To ruin their teeth and disease their stomachs is as ra-

tional an occupation as their unnatural confinement permits.

Right opposite to Cairo is the lovely island of Roda ; it is all a

palace-garden. You land at the same steps where Moses is re-

ported to have been saved in his bulrush- cradle ; and, upon my
second visit, ladies of rank were walking by the river-side, and I

thought how natural it was for the Egyptian princess to have

been passing that way when the abandoned infant floated by.

Then, as now, it must have been the favorite resort of royalty,

and the ladies of the palace, no doubt, often enjoyed the busy

panorama of river-life beneath the shade of these fragrant or-

chards ; amid flower-beds exquisite to the eye and delicious to

every sense. At this point, in an open, stone cellar, the Nilome-

ter is seen—a graduated column, telling by the degree it is sub-

merged the prospects of the coming harvest. Every day, during

the river's rise, proclamation of its height is made in the streets

of Cairo, and prayer off'ered for a special blessing in every

mosqne. And stories are told of those petitions being answered

at times when the river had stayed its progress and began to go

down ; but these reverent Turks have no such naughty anecdotes

as that of the good woman who found her house leaking just after

she had asked a Methodist minister to pray for rain " Ah,"

said she, " these Methodists always carry things so far : I might

have known he would overdo the matter."

Though the ibis and the pelican remain, crocodiles are getting

to be scarce along the river. The merciless rifle has taught them

to keep away from Egypt. We saw not halfa dozen in two

months, and those were at a great distance, and were only startled

from their sleep by our shot. The natives plunge into the water

without any hesitation. At one shallow our boatmen waded half

the afternoon, dragging the rope ; at another, man after man
jumped into the soft mud to the top of his shoulders, because we
were aground. No matter if the weather was chilly and the labor

excessive, they never appeared to make the slightest objection.

And the credulity of the people was shown, not only in our sailors

begging charms for a good voyage, but Dr. Smith once persuaded

a party on shore that by looking through my spectacles they could

see his hand on the opposite side of a block of stone ; and we

were several times called upon to give names to children—a good

omen as it is thought. One's heart bleeds to think in what a

slavery they are kept by their task- masters. AH the oppression

recorded in Genesis seems passing before your eyes anew ; the

whip is perpetually at work—not over the heads of slaves, but of

professed freemen ; they have often been worked to death, as in

the Alexandria canal ; they are impressed by whole villages into

the unpaid army or wretched navy. Nothing is their own, not

even the fields that they till, or the meanest donkey which they

drive. Such a hopeless bcndage seems beyond belief in this nine-

teenth century ; and yet, though kicked about, insulted and

wronged by every one, they are happy. Their wants are few and

easily supplied ; they suffer neither from cold nor hunger ; the

finest climate and richest soil in the world prove friends, which

the cruelty of conquerors and the caprice of tyrants cannot take

away.

The real slaves are rather a privileged set. We passed them

repeatedly on the river, and always were saluted with a shout of

laughter. Our European dress seemed to them perfectly ridicu-

lous. But, brought away from some fighting, starving, settle-

ment, they are certain of rising in the world. The females hope

to bo married to some nabob at Cairo or Damascus
; the males

cxi)cct to be the favored body-servants of the I'asha, or a rich

merchant. They can lose nothing by the exchange ; their hopes

are expressed in the eagerness with which they come forward to

strangers in the bazaars, where they are kept. Their dread would
be of being sent back to their native misery.

The African eunuch is, as he always has been, a privileged

character—the guardian of the seraglio, the only body-guard of

the dame of quality. Always richly clothed and fatly fed,

whether mounted on the master's best horse, or standing sentry

within his gate, the whole power of the country is sometimes

lodged within his hands ; and his secret influence determines not

only the peace of a single family, but the prosperity of a nation.

Eunuchs are a necessary evil at the East—a temporary one, we
must believe, for if that quarter of the world is ever to arise from

its unutterable degradation ; from its shameless immorality ; from

its abandoned effeminacy, this mockery of humanity must cease.

The harem doors must be thrown open ; woman must be restored

to her individuality, her purity, her equality. No more a toy of

man she must be his companion ; no more a secreted slave she

must shine as the star of society, the queen of civilization, the

guardian-angel of youth !

< »-» »

(Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THEy MISS THEE.

BT J. P. BBCNS.

They miss thee when rooming its light is breaking,

When the dew on the grass its pearl drops is shaking

;

When they wander forth to enjoy the sweet hour.

When nature shines out in her glorious power

—

To cull fresh flowers and breathe the pure air

—

But something is wanting— ah, thou art not there.

They miss thee at evening—at twilight pale

—

When darkness throws oer them its sombre veil,

When the drooping flowfrs hang their weary heads,

As if mourning the light, their nurse the sun sheds

—

When they gather around their repast to share

—

But somethirig is wanting—ah, thou art not there.

They miss thee when circling the autumnal hearth,

Where they merrily join in some artless mirth

—

As they list to the harp in its rich melody,

Whose strings have so oft been touched by thee

—

They seem happy, and free from the stings of care-

But somethiug is wanting—ah, thou art not there.

They miss thee each moment, and each passing day

—

Can they cease to forget thou art far away ?

Far away above in the realms of bliss,

In a brighter and better world than this

—

When they ofler to Heaven a silent prayer

—

The; ai« sad, though they know that thou art there.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
.... The good are better made by ill.

—

Rogers.

.... It is a good thing to learn caution by the misfortunes of

others —PubUus_ Si/rius.

.... A healthy old fellow, who is not a fool, is the happiest

creature living.

—

Steele.

.... With the wicked, as with a bad dog, silence is more for-

midable than noise —Demophihis.

.... No man ever offended his conscience, but first or last it

was revenged upon him for it.

—

South.

.... I feel within me a peace above all earthly dignities, a still

and (juiet conscience.

—

Shakspeare.

.... A man who cannot mind his own business is not fit to be

trusted with the king's.

—

Seville.

.... It is always easy to shut a book, but not quite so easy to

get rid of a lettered coxcomb.

—

Cotton.

.... Look well into thyself; there is a source which will al-

ways spring up if thou wilt always search there.

—

Marcus Aurelius.

.... In all the sallies of badinage, a polite fool shines ; but

in gravity he is as awkward as an elephant disporting.

—

Zimmer-

man

.... Posthumous charities are the very essence of selfishness,

when bequeathed by those who, when alive would part with

nothing.— Colton.

God be thanked for books. They are the voices of the

distant and the dead, and make us heirs of the spiritual lifie of

past ages. Books are the true levellers.— Clianning.

.... Thou mayest as well expect to grow stronger by always

eating, as wiser by always reading. Too much overcharges na-

ture, and turns more into disease than nourishment.

—

Fuller.

.... True courage is cool and calm. The bravest of men

have the least of a brutal bullying insolence ; and in the very

time of danger are found the most serene and free.

—

Shaftesbury.

.... It was a very proper answer to him who asked, why any

man should be delighted with beauty ? that it was a question that^
none but a blind man could ask.— Clarendon. mt

.... He who comes from the kitchen, smells of its smoke ; he

who adheres to a sect has something of its cant ; the college air

pursues the student ; and dry inhumanity him who herds with

literary pedants.

—

Laeater.

.... In all the professions every one affects a particular look

and exterior, in order to appear what ho wishes to be thought

;

so that it may be said the world is made up of appearances.

—

La Rochefoucauld.

... I do by no means advise you to throw away your time, in

ransacking, like a dull antiquarian, the minute and unimportant

parts of remote and fabulous times. Let blockheads read what

blockheads wrote.

—

Chesterjield.

.... Nothing can be more touching than to behold a soft and

tender female, who has been all weakness and dependence, and

alive to every trivial roughness, while treading the prosperous

paths of life, suddenly rising in mental force to be the comforter

and supporter of her husband in misfortune.— Waxhington Irving.
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THE FLAG OF OUR UNION.
NEW VOLUME.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Ii is now eight years since we first made the acquaintance of

the public, through the columns of the Flap, during which time

our paper has gone on }car after year, prospering, until there has

been nothing left for us to desire. Thousands of subscribers who

commenced with the first number of the paper, are still on our

regular subscription list. This speaks volumes for its popularity,

and the worthy character of the paper. Wc have been successful

beyond precedent, as our immense circulation proves.

On the first day of January next, we shall surprise our patrons

and the public, by commencing the ninth volume of the Flag of

our Union in an entire new sliape, with a new head, of a beautiful

character, with new type, and, in short, new and bright, from top

to toe. The font of type, which has been expressly manufactured

for the new paper, by the well known house of Phelps and Dalton,

is of the most beautiful texture, clear and plain, and will enable

us to give a third irtoie reading miiHer than we have heretofore done

in the Flag, which will also contain eight jxiges instead vf four, as

at present. The paper on which it will be printed will also be far

superior to anything we have ever yet used on the Flag, and, in'

short, as we have intimated above, every department of the paper

will be vastly beautified and improved.

All of our old and favorite contributors will be retained, and

several new ones have alrtady been engaged as regular assistants

upon the columns of the paper. With all these improvements,

we have still another agreeable item to add here ; that old and

long tried favorite, Lieutenant Murray, will commence, with the

new volume, a deeply interesting novelette, most decidedly, and

without exception, the best story he has ever written, entitled

TBE MAGICIAN OF NAPLES

:

OR,

LOVE AND NECROMANCY

;

which will be splendidly illustrated by a number of engravings.

This story will alone form a rare atiraction for the new year. Its

scenes are laid in the fairest of Italian cities, and in the most

stirring period of history ; its characters are novel, and most at-

tractive in delineation, and the plot is one of most unequalled

originality. In short, this tale we look upon as the best one we
have ever yet issued in the columns of the Flag, a conclusion in

which all of our readers will join when they have read the story.

Terms.—Two dollars per annum.

One copy of "The Flag of our Uxion," and one copy of

" Gleason's Pictorial," one year, $4.

EDITORIAL MELANGE.
A few cloves added to ink will prevent its becoming mouldy,

and impart an agreeable perfume. The odorous matter of

flowers is inflaoamable, and arises from an essential oil. The
flaxinella takes fire in hot evenings, by bringing a candle near its

roots. A book has been published in London, the sole object

of which is to prove that Nelson and Wellington were descended

from Edward I., lung of England. " The President," says a

Washington correspondent, " is looking fresh and vigorous again.

I saw him on Sunday at Mr. Sunderland's church, both at morn-

ing and evening service." Fisher, who was tried in Tappahan-

nock, Va., for shooting Dr. Warren, has been acquitted, on the

plea of insanity. A negro, once the property of Blennerhas-

S3t, is now living on the plantation of Captain Scott, near Jef-

ferson, Texas. He was on Blennerhasset Island when the militia

were sent there to arrest his master, and he remembers the incident

well. The proportion of Catholic churches to Protestant, in

the United States, is one to thirty two Locomotive manufac-

turing is carried on extensively at Cincinnati. In one establish-

ment, Mr Herkness', one hundred have been manufactured in the

last five years. Thera are only 30,000 Indians in all Nebras-

ka, and 7000 of them are partly civilized. At New Orleans,

lately, William Patton, a merchant, shot William TurnbuU, a

tobacco inspector, dead in the street, on account of family diffi-

culties. In Wisconsin, the school lands are, at this moment,

worth ten millions of dollars. The whaling ship. Citizen, of

New Bedford, has been lost in the Arctic Ocean. A portion of

her crew were saved after terrible sufierings. Every honest

and intelligent person, we will venture to say, is in favor of the

uniforming of police, which will make it imperative for them to

do their duty, and eschew all shirking places and vicious haunts,

* on fear of exposure. From the manner in which the musk-

rats are fortifying their habitations, the Canadian Indians predict

a hard winter. The fine dressing combs, which are to be

found on the toilet tables of the ladies, often contain forty teeth

in the space of an inch. They are cut by fine circular saws, which

revolve 5000 times in a minute.

Ulagsilic (!!5atl)£rmQ0.

< .»»» >

Postponing Thanksgiving.—The people of Colchester, Ct.,

in town meeting in 1705, postponed the appointed day for Thanks-

giving one wcLK, because a sufficient supply of molasses could not

be obtained in time for the occasion. A similar case of postpone-

ment occurred in Newbury, N. H., soon after the settlement of

that town ; first, because they did not hear of the appointment in

time, and also because there was a short supply of molasses.
< ».» >

Personal.—Oliver Wendell Holmes has been engaged by the

Smithsonian Institute, to repeat his lectures on Poetry, as one

of the regular series of lectures to the Institution this winter.

Lewis A. Emery, a spirit rapping medium, committed suicide
at Berkshire, N. Y., recently.

The sugar crops of the Louisiana plantations are remarkably
good this season.

The Virginia Sentinel says the scarlet fever is prevailing to an
alarming extent in Fauquier county.

It is said that the number of prisoners in the Ohio Penitentiary
is greater now than ever before, and fast increasing.

If all the freight cars upon the New York Central Railroad
were arranged in one train, that train would be twenty-six miles
long.

The cotton factories in Alleghany, Pa , have all recommenced
operations, and are now in full headway under the eleven hour
system

The total tonnage of the United States exceeds 3,000,000 tons.

New York has the largest tonnage, Boston the second, and New
Bedford the third largest.

Hudson, the British " Railway King," alias swindler, after all

the changes of fortune to which he has been .subjected, is said to

be wo'th $1,250,000.

The eai-lieit application of gas light, on an extensive scale, was
at Manchester, England, where an apparatus was made for light-

ing a cotton mill in 1804.

The New York Herald says that the losses on fancy stocks, in

that city, within the last three months, have not been less than
three millions of dollars.

The iron pavement, in Court Street, Boston, pppears to stand

the test very well, and the occupants of stores and offices speak
in the highest terms of its superiority over stone pavement.

A company has been incorporated, in Indiana, to construct a
ship canal around the Falls of the Ohio, opposite Louisville, and
$300,000 have been subscribed in that State.

The annual income of each person in England is twenty-two
cents a day ; in Ireland, eight; in France, fourteen; while in our
most industrious States it is thirty ; and, taking the whole nation,

seventeen.

The rail car making business of the United States is said to in-

volve $5,000,000 capital, giving employment to several thousand
men, and producing a value in property, estimated at $17,000,000
per annum.

Asa Hoxie, of Sydney, Me , died from exposure while on his

way home from Hallowell, on Thursday last. He was intoxicated,

and seated himself by the roadside, where he remained over
night, and was found dead in the morning.

A gun for duck shooting has been imported from England by
a gentleman of Baltimore. This handy little plaything is only
eight feet in the barrel, five feet in the slock, one foot and a hall

around the breech, and an inch and a half across the muzzle. So
says the Baltimore Times.

"So long," sajs Blackwood, " as a freedom of choice is al-

lowed to the people, or a moral compulsion is only exercised

over them, there is little fear of their becoming generally addicted

to opium. Prohibit the use of fermented liquors by law, and we
may hope to increase largely the consumers of this drug."

4 ^•^ >

Jouign Jkma.

A Pedestrian Tour.—Charles Dickens is now on a walking

excursion tluuu^h Italy.

The Austrians have 40,000 men spread along the frontier.

The Turks have 200 gunboats on the Danube. The Russians

about half that number.

The King of Persia has several titles. He is called " The
Branch of Honor," " The Mirror of Virtue," and "The Rose of

Delight."

A small Turkish squadron is cruising in the Black Sea. Two
British and two French line-of-battle ships are lying off Therapia

for the present.

The Turks have guns at the fortress of the Dardanelles which

cany gi-anitc shot of 800 pounds weight, which require a charge

of powder of 110 pounds.

It was currently rumored in London, at the last sailing, that

Lord Aberdeen would shortly resign from the British Cabinet, to

give place to a more warlike one.

Halevy's new opera, Le Nabob, is said to contain a coughing

song, a sneezing duet, a smoking trio, a violin solo, in imitation

of a base voice, a barking chorus, and a bagpipe chorus.

The Turks, in alliance with the Circassians, and having as

auxiliaries many tried soldiers of Hungary, have a force in Asia

that gives the Russians enough to do to hold their own.

As a proof of the utility of exhibitions, it is stated that since

the Great Exhibition of 1851, French lamps, of a kind then ex-

hibited, have been sold in England to the amount of one million

of dollars.

The deer stalking season in Scotland has been a remarkably sue

cessful one this year. One gentleman, the Duke of Leeds, is re-

poited to have, shot seventy-eight stags since the first of Septem-

ber.

The Austrians, unable to get a loan from England, have suc-

ceeded in borrowing eight million pounds from the Imperial Bank
at St. Petersbui-g. Austria is now not only politically but even

financially dependent upon the Czar.

The Russians have a fleet of about thirty heavy ships in the

Black Sea. The Turks have a fleet of about equal strength, and
under the command of an Englishman (Admiral Slade), part

before Constantinople, and part in the Black Sea.

It is said that when the emperor of Russia refused the cushion

at Olmutz, to kneel on at the religious service, he said, " I am
dust like other men, and I shall return to dust. Before God and

the Church all men are equal."

The distinguished Hungarian officers, Dembinski and Klapka,

who fought so nobly for the independence of their country, now
have the command of 20,000 men in the camp of Omar Pasha.

There are other foreign officers of distinction in his stafi", mostly

refugees from Russian and Austrian oppression.

Newall's Railway Break is attracting great attention in Eng-
land. Two trains at equal speed (40 miles an hour) were tried

;

the one was brought to a stand by a single person, with the new
npparatus, in 138 yai'ds ; while the other, v/ith the old break, ran

800 yards btfore it was stopped by the exertions of two persons.

A " Ragged Church " has been projected for Spitalfields. It

seems the poorest people in that region tell their pastors that

their want of decent clothes prevents them from going to the reg-

ular churches I So a special church for ragged Christians is to

be built. Five hundred poui.ds have been subscribed.

JSanbs of ®oliJ.

.... There is a self-imposed privacy, less easily invaded than
convent walls.

—

H. T. Tuckerman

.... A man is, I suspect, but of a second rate order whose
genius is not immeasurably above his works.

—

Bidwer.

.... I love a friendship that flatters itself in the sharpness and
vigor of its communications.

—

Montaigne

.... The most sure method of subjecting yourself to be de-

ceived, is to consider yourself more cunning than others.

—

La
Rochefoiiranld.

.... Nothing can embellish a beautiful face more than a nar-

row hand that indicates a small wound drawn crosswise over the
brow.— ^eaH Paul.

. . . It is a great happiness to get off", without injury and heart-
burning, fiom one who has had the ill luck to be served by you.
It is a very onerous business, this of being served, and the debtor
naturally wishes to give you a slap.

—

R. W Emerson.

.... The water lily, in the midst of waters, opens its leaves

and expands its petals, at the first pattering of the shower, and
rejoices in the rain-drops with a quicker sympathy than the
packed shrubs in the sandy desert.

—

Coleridge.

.... We may observe in humorous authors thai the faults they
chiefly ridicule have often a likeness in themselves. Cervantes
had much of the knight errant in him ; Sir George Etherege was
unconsciously the Fopling Flutter of his own satire ; Goldsmith
was the same hero to chambermaids, and coward to ladies that

he has immortalized in his charming comedy ; and the antiquarian
frivolities of Jonathan Oldliuck, had their resemblance in Jona-
than Oldbuck's creator.

—

Bulwer.

Joker's 33nbg£t.

A young lady vocalist, being much alarmed during a rehearsal,
declared she trembled so she could not " shake."

The young woman that was lost in thought, after wandering in

her own mind, found herself at last in her lover's arms.

Of all the " tricks upon travellers " which are practised at onr
hotels, by all accounts decidedly the most deceitful are the bottle-

tricks — Punch.

A young man told his friend that he dreamed that he struck
his foot against a sharp nail. " Why, then, do you sleep without
your shoes V was the reply.

Punch defines a Court House as the place where a penny's
worth of justice is purchased with a shilling's worth of law. There
is only one thing less profitable than suing people, and that is

going their security.

•' I can assure you," said A., softly and persuasively, " there is

not an entire headache in the whole bottle." " Not an entire

headache, perhaps," answered B., knowingly, "for all the head-
aches in it may be splitting ones."

The last dog story is from Fayetteville, Arkansas, where a
farmer's dog has been detected in going to the hog pen at night •

and biting one of the hogs till he gets up, when " Archy " lies

down in the warm place and goes to sleep.

" Will you take the life of Pierce, or Gen. Scott this morning,
madam ?" said a newsboy to our good aunt Betsey. "No, my
lad," she replied. " They may live to the ends of their days for

me—I've nothin' agin 'em."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES I., IL, IIL, AND IV.—BOUND.

We have Vohimea I., II.. III., and IV. of the PicroRiAL Drawino Room
Companion, eiegHutly bouud ia cloth, with giit cdgi-s and bjck aud illumined
Bides, forming tiuijcib and most attractive parlor ornam»-'nts in tbe shape ol'

a

series of books of between Four and Five IIundkld i'A(;r:8 each, aud each
Volume containing nearly Omi Thousv.nd K.MiRAVi>us of Men, Wanners. and
current Events ail over the world; of Scenery iu all parts of the Globe; of
faiiious Cities and beautiful VilUiLes

; of Fageantd at home and abroad ; of fir.a

Maritime A iews; ar.d. in short, ol un infinite variety of interesting and instrue-

tive .•subject.-*; with )I,LL'^ll^ED TifLE-PAGt-S a>d Indkxls of gieat beauty ai*d

artistio ex,reller.<e.nnd fot uiing \ery brilliant frontispieces to the volumes
Besides tae many Illustrations, they euibra<e in their pages a vast amount

of Oiigiual Talcj, Sketcaes. I'oeuis, and No.f.ettes. from the best American
autlioi'S. wich a curreut News Kecoid of A\q tiu.es; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel aud elegant series for future reference aud present enjoy-
lueut, both iu regard to lieatling flatter ard ]llu^tration3

For ?ale at the Pub ication Office, by our \\ holeshle Agents, and at all the
Periodical Dopotj throughout the Union. One volume. !t3 00; two volumes,
S5 00; tiiree voiumcs, £^7 00, and lour voluniejs • {\(^^

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and ori^-

nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian

questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an immoral nature will ever be

admitted into its columns ; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPEH FOR THE MILLION,

AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE UOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

present the greatest p*i>.sihle amouut of iutelligence. No advertisemeutu are

admitted to ttie p-tper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE 31 A .^I M T H SIZE,
for the instruction andamusementof the general reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect 8\stem that experience can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of nny other weekly paper In

the Union, with tae exception of Gleabon's PiCToaiAL.

TEEMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 •' " 6 00
8 " " II 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Flag of our rMoy. and one copy of Gleason's Pictorial

$i OO per unnum, iuvariably in advance.

*,* Tlie Flag can bf obtained :t any of the nfwspnper depots in the United

Stait^j and of newspaper carriers, at toVA. ce-MB ptr single cupy.

F. GLEASON,
y

PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

OoiufiR or Tremont anb Bromptsld .''trskts, Bobion, Mass.
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NEW ENGLAND CHRIbTMAS HOME SCENES, AND CHRISTMAS GAMES.

To make sacred the day of the birth of the Saviour, a feast was
established, in memory of this event, in the 4th century. In the

5th century, the Western church ordered it to be celebrated for

ever on the day of the old Roman feast of the birth of Sol, on
the 25th of December, though no information respecting the day
of Christ's birth existed. In the East, Christmas was celebrated

on the 6th of January. From the gospel of St. Luke, it was the world, Christmas is heralded as an occasion for mutual good

known that Christ was born during the night, and therefore divine
j
feeling, reunions, family gatherings, and the exercise of those

service was performed in the night of December 24—25, from charities so blessed in the sight of Heaven. Let us close our re-

which circumstance Christmas is called, in German, Wnhnachten, I
marks then,—and, at the same time, complete the record of the

i. e. Holy or Consecrated Night. The church of England cele-
;

Fifth Volume of our paper,—by wishing the readers of the

brates this feast, as do most of theEuropeon protestants. All over \

" Pictorial," one and all, a IVIerry Christmas !

END OF TO LIT ME Y.
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THE NEW YEAR.

Below the reader will find a fine and original design, represent-

ing an allegorical idea of the in-coming of the New Year. No
more appropriate picture could be placed upon the first page of

the new volume, at the commencement of the year 1854. It is

well, for many reasons, thus to idealize this period of time, that a

consciousness of its swift flight may be fixed in the minds of all

—

both for moral good and as a period of joyousness and gift-mak-

ing—the annual return of which should bring joy to every domes-

tic circle. The artist has given us old Father Time, literally

with his " shoulder to the wheel," while the seasons—Winter,

Spring, Summer, and Autumn—are seen following its rotary

course in due succession. Young 1854, in roguish freshness, is

seated at the top, in his new position, while the Old Year, hoary

and sere, his head crowned by the " silver livery of advised age,"

is seen falling back among the clouds of eternity, never again

to be seen. Beneath is seen a youthful spirit with Time's hour

glass ; and another who keeps the records ; and still a third is

striking the hour of twelve, which indicates the birth of the New
Year, as indicated by the time-piece over the liell. The whole

forms a most appropriate and pleasing delineation of the idea it

would commemorate. One can hardly avoid the very natural re-

flections which the whole scene, and a realizinjj sense of its mean-

ing, must bring up in the thoughtful mind. How have we passed

the twelve months that have gone to make up the last year ? How
many of the bright hopes which were formed at the commence-

ment of 1853 have been consummated ? How many of our num-

bers have been taken away by death f This is the reverse side of

the picture ; and, on the contrary how many generous enterprises

have been blessed with abundant success ? How much of na-

tional progress and the wholesome result of good laws realized ?

It is well for us to recall these matters, that we may be able by the

experience of the past to improve in the future—that looking on

the year just closed we may be able to better live during that just

commenced. We may, with propriety, call the attention of our

host of friends and subscribers to the fact of our own progress dur-

ing this period of time. It will not re(iuire the eye ofan artist to

discover the constant improvement in the pages of the " Pictorial,"

from month to month ; and, as in the matter of moral duty just

referred to, the experience that the last twelve months has given us

in the business, will enable us still more to improve for the future,

and thus to publish a more valuable paper for the year to come.

'^^:wr.A/ "•

ALLEGORICAL REPP.ESEXTATION OF THE COMING-IN OF TILE NEW YEAR.
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THE EUSSIAI GUARDSMAN.
A TALE OF THE SEAS Al^D SHOEES OF THE EAST.

BT ben: PERLEY POOKE.

CHAPTER I.

" The story of his life,

From yew to year, even from his boyish daya
To the very moment that he tells it.

Wherein he speaks of most disastrous ehaueeB,

Of moving aeeidents by flood, liy laud,

And hair-Lreadtlx 'scapes from perils imminent,
E'en in the jaws of death.''

Smyrna !—bright and beautiful sit.s she enthroned upon a rock-

bnscd eminence, at the head of a noble ani|jliitheatre of verdant

hills, whieh encompass a tranquil, pellucid harl>or. In Scrii)tural

days she was extolled as the " Crown of Ionia," the " Ornament

of Asia," and well does the superlative loveliness of her situation

merit those impassioned epithets of her ancient chroniclers. Ten

times has she been stormed by bloodthirsty invaders, and ten

times has she risen, phceitix-likc, from her ashes, to oro\ra with

new glory each past tradition of Iier greatness. Relics of a Ro-

man temple, sacred to Jupiter, are found near the spot hallowed

as the birthplace of Homer ; a mosque rears its taper minarets

where St. John once preached to the " brightest light " among the

seven churches which composed liis figurative candelabra ; and

the buildiug used by an European club is partially constructed

from the fragments of an old Hellenic wall. Romans and Anglo

Raxons, Moslems and Greeks, Jews and Christians, Circassians

and Nubians, have in Smj-rna fought, and loved, and intrigued,

and fraternised, and died. Scene has succeeded scene, as in tlio

exhibition of a kaleidoscope, each eclipsing its predecessor, until,

in our time, the prominent actor was a gallant son of the far dis-

tant " Yena Dunia,"—as the Turks style the prosperous republic

of the new world. The fearless Captain Ingraham, in asserting

the glorious rights of one who had sought shelter beneath Free-

dom's banner, made tlie land-locked bay of Smyrna a shrine,

where all lovers of independence will pay homage, ever and aye,

to American valor.

It was some thirty years ago, early on one of those bright spring

roomings that poets dream of, and the Levant alone can realize,

that a frigate passed slowly up the bay, a light westerly breeze

barely swelling her canvass. Guns peered forth from the ports in

her dark hull, proclaiming her warlike mission ; the heads of a

numerous crew were visible above the well-stowed hammock-

cloths ; sentries' bayonets gleamed on her forecastle and at her

gangways, while her ensign, blowing sluggishly out from the end

of her gaff, displayed the double-headed eagle of Russia.

A long and tortuous course had that frigate's sailing-master

marked upon the chart, day by day, since slie !iad left the imperial

dockyard at Cronstadt, bound for Smyrna. After jilonghing the

stormy Gulf of Finland, and threading the mazes of the Catto-

gat Straits, her crew had first caught a passing glimpse of the

chalky cliffs of England, and had then seen the verdant lieadlands

of France. Tempest-tossed in the Bay of Biscay, the gallant

frigate next exchanged a gladsome salute with the embattled rock

of Gibraltar, and then traversed the sappliire waves of the Medi-

terranean, that " sea of memories." Smyrna was now reached,

and the interlude of the voyage, like the intervals between the

acts of a drama, had deepened the interest, both of the past and

of the future. Even the sailors were conversing in groups, and

pointing with eager gcstm'cs towards the shore ; and those on the

quarter-deck, clothed in authorit}-, were scarcely less exhilarated

by the glowing scene. One, in particular, who wore an undress

army uniform, gazed steadily through a spy-glass, as the " Nicolai

"

passed through the fleet of square-rigged vessels and feluccas.

He was the only person on board not connected with the frigate,

and as his subsequent adventures will occupy a prominent place

in this nari'ative, we will sketch his past life ere the anchorage is

rcaciicd.

Alexis Orloff—for such was the name of the young man to

whom we would introduce our readers—was an admirable speci-

men of a gallant young officer. Tall, slightly, yet firmly built,

he had a clear complexion, a high forehead, over which clustered

light brown hair, and a blond moustache shading his pouting lips.

Ardent, impetuous, and keenly alive to the nobler sentiments of

humanity, he had been so humored by his brother officers, and so

idolizxd by the men under his command, that his manners often

were so wilfully self-confident as to border upon impudence. Yet
he was free from affectation

; he loved a jest, and he had an in-

stinctive recognition of what was honorable and decorous, rarely

found in those who wear the coveted uniform of the Russian Im-
perial Guard. And if a stringer had expressed any surprise that

one 60 young should wear the insignia of a major's rank upon his

shoulder straps, a glance of his electric blue eye would have con-

vinced at once that he -(vas fully com])ctcnt to the ta,sk.

Of the early life of Alexis we can say but little, for even his

own recollections were vague and confused. He had an indistinct

remembrance of a lady wlio used to kiss him ere he went to slccj)

at night, and to greet him with a kiss in the morning ; but wliere

it wa.s, or who she was, he could not say. The positive horizon of

his memory was bounded by bis residence with his grandfatlicr,

the Ru.ssian Consul at Smyrna,—where he was liuniored by Ka-

tina, the housekeeper, and taught to ride by Dcnietri, her hus-

band, who was J^i.c factotum of ti«fi consulate. Pi-om Smyrna, lie

was taken to the Polytechnic School, jit St. Petersburg, where he

eoon bceame a /avorito with in«tructprs ^ff;i P,uj>il3. Excellent re-

ports were sent to his grandfather, who manifested great interest

in his progress, and came to St. Petersburg to witness the final

examination. Alexis took the highest honor, and consequently

received a commission in the Imperial Guard. What a distinc-

tion ! The consul remained to -witness the young cornet's first

apijcarance on parade with his regiment, in the " Kaiser Platz,"

and his eyes sparkled with joy as the emperor complimented the

voting recruit. Ere the old gentleman returned to Smyrna, he

lodged a large sum of money with the army bankers to the order

of Cornet Orloff; and nothing liut a well-balanced intellect could

have kept Alexis out of those whirlpools of dissipation, which

abound in all capitals, and wliicli so frequently engulph the hopes

of many ijarents.

A year passed, and the Guards were ordered to the Circassian

frontier, where Alexis so distinguished himself in the first engage-

ment that the general in command selected him as the messenger

to carry tidings of the victorj- to court. Alexander was emperor,

but the head of the army was the Grand Duke Nicholas, who pro-

moted the young coniet to a captaincy at once. A few days after-

wards there was a great review at Peterhoff, and Captain Orloff

was invited to ride in the staff of the grand duke. On their way

to the field, as the cortege was passing a long bridge, the grand

duke reined in his horse and beckoned to Alexis. A touch of the

spur brought the young officer's fiery charger to his commander's

side.

" Captain Orloff," said the grand duke, " if we were among the

Circassians, with a small force, and, on reaching the centre of this

bridge, saw a large force of the enemy at the further extremity,

while another equally strong body of them, who had l)een am-

bushed, had taken possession behind us, what would you, if in

command, do V And, as he*spoke, the future autocrat fixed his

eagle glance upon Alexis.

Tlie young officer made no reply, but touched his cap, and,

burying the rowels of his spurs in the flanks of his horse, he

shouted " Forward !" and urged the noble animal against tlie par-

apet of the bridge. Making a desperate leap he cleared it at a

bound ; and the staff, forgetting all discipline, made the au' ring

with bravoes as Alexis was seen guiding his steed tlirough the

waves to the opposite bank, where he landed before the grand

duke could ride across the bridge.

" Nobly done, Major Orloff'," was his greeting. " But retire

to vour quarters and get a dry uniform. We can ill afford to lose

such soldiers, and you have proved yourself well worthy a mission

that I think you will not dislike. Move on, gentlemen."

That evening, the gallant daring of Alexis was the subject of

universal encomium, and, Avithin a week, the intrepid young man

was on his way to Cronstadt, having six months leave of alisence,

with a passage to Smyrna on board of the "Nicolai," Captain

Paskewitsch, who was on the point of sailing from Cronstadt. It

was the first cruise of the " Nicolai," and Alexis was much inter-

ested during the voyage,—which we have previously descrilied,

—

by the cftbrts of the captain to have his crew ])rom|it and efficient.

Not only were they exercised in "working ship," but in such

preparations for victory as would ensure it in case of conflict.

Even in the dead of night, without the slightest intimation, would

the drum beat to quarter;;, and the awakened crew would Inu'i-y

upon deck with their liammocks, like ants wlien their home is in-

vaded. A few moments and battle-lanterns would illuminate

every deck, showing the guns cast loose, the magazine screened,

topmen and boai'ders in readiness to spring away, and the surgeon,

with his mates, far below, with their ghastly apparatus. All this

was as interesting as it was exciting to Alexis, who could but re-

gret leaving the floating castle, where time had passed so pleas-

antly, although his heart beat high with joy at the prospect of a

speedy meeting with his grandfatlicr.

In came the " Nicolai," until she was opposite the citadel, when

she rounded-to, dropped anchor, and her agile crew soon furled

her clouds of canvass. As Russia was then at peace with the

Ottoman empire, salutes were exchanged, and the first cutter was

lowered. Tlie boatswain's whistle announced the departure of

Captain Paskewitsch, accompanied by Alexis ; and no sooner

were they seated in the cutter than the oars were let fall, and,

—

with that steady sweep peculiar to the service,—the muscular

arms of her crew propelled her towards the city.

The consular residences at Sin^Tiia liorder the "Marino," or

quay, and each one is surmounted by a liigli flag-staff, from which

fioats the ensig-n of the nation rejiresented by the occupant. As
the " Nicolai's " cutter approached the landing the scene became

more novel and interesting—for on the broad quay were rojiresen-

tatives of almost even' clime. The fair sons of Europe, in their

sombre broadcloth, were mingled with swarthy Nubians in gay

attire, or wandering Bedouins from the desert, in white, glowing

mantles ; the green turbans of those Moslems descended from the

prophet were grouped with the crimson caps of the Greeks, and

tlie high, far caps of the Persians. Haughty Turks sat idly in

the shade of gay awnings, smoking their snake-tubed water-pipes
;

brigand-like dragomen, with their girdles stufted with pistols,

lounged around tlie doorways of the consulates ; veiled females

liustlcd through the crowd; and the cries of itinerant venders of

iced sherbet along the shore were re-echoed by the capstan songs

of the sailors on board the anchored vessels. Rapidly gliding

over the shoal water, between the sliipjiing and the quay, were

hundreds of " kirlangists," or "swallow-boats," a light sjiecies of

" caique," built of their beech wood, elegantly modelled, and so

dexterously managed that their speed often rivals tliat of the bird

whose name they bear.

" How beautiful !" exclaimed Alexis, as he gazed upon the

varied scene before him, behind which rose the domes of marble

mosques, with lofly groups of minarets and muezzin towers of the

Mussulman.

"Ay," growled Captain Paskewitsch—a contemptuous smile

placing over his weather-bronzed countenance, " it is very beauti-

ful, and surpasses the external appearance of our own St. Peters-

burg ; but when yon land, major, the scene will suddenly chano-e.

Instead of such broad streets as the " Newsky," or the " Morskojo,"

immensely wide, with palatial houses bordering the tree-shaded

sidewalks, you mil find narrow, damp lanes, in which two loaded

camels can barely pass each other without rubbing against the

dingy wooden tenements on either side. Give me more solidity

and space within, less beauty without—even oi I prefer a good

Neva skiff to these cockle-shell swallow-boats, that are darting

around us. Steady, coxswain—steady, or you will swamp some

of these popinjays yet."

Ere the captain hax.1 ceased speaking, Alexis liad ceased to listen,

for his attention was comjiletely absorbed by the occupants of a

" kirlangist " that was approaching them in a diagonal direction.

It was propelled by a lusty Greek, who was trolling forth a song

in choice Romaic ; and seated on the carpet, spread in the stei-n,

were two passengers. One was an apparently aged man, with a

long, white beard, but who lacked the prominent aquiline nose,

narrow forehead and small, gray eyes, that usually proclaims a

birthright to wear the black turban,—a "badge of suffranee," to

which the Jewish race is doomed in Oriental climes. It was

Manasseh, a prominent merchant in the Levant—although he had

the fierce, black eye, compressed lips and erect carriage of one

accustomed to the camp rather than to the counting-room. With

him was a voung girl, so extremely beautiful as to invoke admir-

ation from all who saw her ; neither was she marked by any of tlie

characteristics of the doomed people, althougli she also wore their

garb, and was unveiled. Her glossy hair, in which small golden

coins were entwined, fell in heavy braids at her back ; her eyes,

though large and lustrous, were of a dark hazel ; and a rosy glow

illuminated her rich olive complexion. The desponding Elissa,

of mytholical bcautj'—whose name the girl bore—^had not a more

classic contour of countenance, or a more beautifully-rounded

throat, or a more kiss-inviting mouth. Thought and grace seemed

stamped upon every lineament ; and she sat enveloped in a large

shawl, like Venus upon her ocean-shell.

Moved by some secret, unaccountable imptilse, Alexis, at a

glance, drank in the f;iscinaliug gleam of those orbs of liglit that

shone from lieneath her long, sweeping, auburn lashes, and he

sprang to his feet that he might gaze upon such surpassing loveli-

ness. Elissa, blushing before such an aixlent regard, drew her

shawl around her face, disclosing an arm worthy of a sculptor's

study, and was so evidently confused that Manasseh, who sat op-

posite and yvith his back towards the bow of the " kirlangist,"

looked around to seek a cause. To his honor he saw the heavy

man-of-war's boat apparently about to run into them ; and, Avith a

cry of alai-m, he convulsively seized one of the boatman's arms.

Had it not been for this all would have been well ; but the move-

ment made the " kirlangist " broach to directly before the bows

of the cutter, which came on like a thunderbolt, enishing the frail

craft as it would have crushed an egg-shell. Captain Paskewitsch

sprang to the tiller and brought the cutter around, making a semi-

circle of dead water, in the midst of which floated Elissa, clinging

to the wrecked " kirlangist." The boatman, with true Greek sel-

fishness, was swimming stoutly towards the quay; but Manasseh

was not visible. Thrown into the water by the violence of the

collision, and encumbered by his long robes, he had sunk beneath

the surface.

The first impulse of Alexis was to throw himself into the water

and swim to the rescue of Elissa, whom he reached eve the cutter

had been brought about. A glance convinced him of her safety

as he approached her, and the frantic earnestness with which she

exclaimed " Save him ! save him !" prompted the swimmer to

look around in quest of her companion. Just at that moment

he espied Manasseh's dark robe rise to the surface, and, by a vig-

orous exertion of strength, he soon raised the old man's head

above the water, where he sustained him with comparative ease.

The captain, mcanwliile, rescued Elissa, and the cutter had nearly

reached Alexis, when, seized with a benumbing eramp, lie sank

with his burthen.

Although in the other branch of the service, Alexis had

become a great favorite with the entire crew of the " Nicolai,"

during the voyage from St. Petei-sburg ; and no sooner did he dis-

appear beneath the waves than several of the sailoi-s, regardless of

discipline, dropped their oars and plunged in search of him.

There was a moment of intense excitement, and then a hearty

cheer greeted a foretop-man, who brought up the di-owning pair,

holding fast to each other. Lifted into the cutter, they were sep-

arated, and, before the oars were recovered and shipped, Manas-

seh was brought to partial consciousness to the great joy of Elissa.

Alexis, on the contrary, remained insensible, although he breathed

faintly at intervals, showing that life was not extinct. The cap-

tain chafed his hands with tender cai-e, and, on reaching the quay,

he lost no time in having a litter formed of oars, upon which,

wrapped in watch-cloaks, Alexis was carefully lifted. The sailors

liore him \rilli shidicd gentleness towards the Russian consulate,

followed by a crowd, most of whom had witnessed his gallant

conduct, and all of whom were loud in tlieir expressions of sym-

pathetic praise.

Alexis ha<l all this time a confused idea o{ his situation, although

it was in vain that he endeavored to arouse himself from his leth-

argy. His mind was awake to the danger he liad encountered,

and he was also perfectly conscious tliat, although he wa^ safe, his

kind preservei's had feai-s that he Avould not recover. He endeav

ored to speak ; to press the captain's hand as it chafed his own

_but in vain. The nerves appeared disinclined to obey the will on

his mind ; and he lay on the litter as if in a trance—drenched

cold, and inanimate.
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CHAPTER II.

*' Tcs, it was lovp, if tlioiiffbts of ternlcmpps

Tried in teniptiition, strongest by distress,

Unmoved by absence, firm in every rliinc,

And yet, 0, more than all, untircd by time.''

Tub Russian consul, at Sm_^Tna,as we have previously stated,

was the vencralile grandfather of our heio ; but did not expect a

visit from him, or oven dream that he was nearer tlian the Circns-

f ian frontier of Russia. The " Nieolai " had been visil)lc, with

tlie aid of a spy-glass, since sunrise ; and tlic consul was busily

engaged at his desk, for it was " packet day," and ho wished to

conclude his eorres])ondence, that he couhi greet his countrymen.

Although upwards of eighty years of age, time had dealt lightly

with his muscular frame, and his gray liair but added dignity to

liis noble forehead, which overhung mild blue eyes. Soft and

winning as was their expression, the lower portion of the consul's

face was rigid ; and around his compi'csscd lips there lurkeil a

scornful expression of defiant contempt for his fellows.

Consul OrlofF was a native of Odessa, (hat queen city of the

Black Sea, from whence he had emigrated when a youth to the

island of Scio, as the partner of a large mercantile house. There

he manied a lovely Greek girl, who only lived a year, but left

Iiira a daughter who inherited her mother's charms. Anxiously

did he watch over her a.s she grew in beauty ; but no one knew,

exactly, how she was wooed and won by a Frcnelimaii, of noble

family, but imiioverished fortune, who visited the island as super-

cargo of a vessel. They were secretly married, ami hoped to ob-

tain forgiveness ; but Orloff was implacable. Months jjassed, and

the ])roud bridegroom kejn writing to his father-in-law that he

would some day retura, and entreating him to take charge of his

daughter. Gladly was the request com])licd with,—for he adored

liis daughter as sincerely as he hated her husband,—and bitterly

did he reproach himself when he saw her pallid checks and sunken

eyes. She never saw her husbaiul again, and, like her motlier,

she was not spared to enjoy her first-born's smiles. For months

her desolate father knew no joy, and perpetually reproached him-

self; but soon his infant grandson began to engage his attention.

The love first lavished upon his wife, and then upon his daughter,

again welled forth, in full current, upon his grandson Alexis.

Truly was the lad " tlie ocean to the river of his thoughts, which

terminated all," and, report said, tliat it was for the lad's sake that

he married a second time.

The step-mother, to whom young Alexis was entrusted, was

one of those bewitching natives of Scio, wlio realize those images

of beauty and of splendor with which youthful imagination peo-

ples fairy land. Her features were small, but capable of great

varietj' of expression, with a soul stimng in them that lighted np

every now and then into radiant beauty. But those who remem-

bered her when Orlofi", then in the ])rime of life, took her to bis

)u>me, always said that she was forced to marry him by an ambi-

tious mother. Truly did she endeavor to fulfil her vows ; but,

thotigh she soon won the child's heart, she felt that her husband's

affections were all centered upon his grandson. Then the spirit

of her joyous being appeared to sink ; tears wei'e in her eyes in-

stead of smiles ujion her lips ; and, when her husband was ap-

pointed consul at Smyrna, the thought of leaving her home ap-

peared to distract lier. The day of departure arrived ; but, just

as the felucca was about to sail, Madame Orloff was not to be

found. Some said that she had committed suicide ; others, that

she had eloped ; and there was a rumor that she had left the

wharf with Compcigne, the father of Alexis, who had not been

seen before since he had left. At any rate, when Consul Orloflt"

came to Smyrna, he was only accompanied by his grandson,

Alexis, liis man-servant, Demetri, and Katina, the housekeeper.

Such was the gossip among the European ladies, in Smyrna,

about the Russian consul, whose character they could not compre-

hend. Scrupulously exact in his extensive business relations, he

was gravely indifi'erent to the pleasures of social intercourse, pass-

ing most of his leisure time in solitude, as if perpetually over-

shadowed by some sad recollections. Often did hi.s brother con-

suls, after some jovial gathering, at which he alone was absent,

endeavor to dis]x^l the gloom with which his amjilc brow was

shaded ; but their efforts were vain. Allusions to Alexis alone

brightened his lustreless eyes, and clothed his stern features with

a smile ; and this was also marvelled at, for he had hurried the

lad away at an early age. Yet, it was evident, as Alexis grew

up, that he was his grandfather's only source of hap])iness
;
and

when news came that the young officer had been ordered to C'ir-

cassia, his interest in the campaign knew no bounds. Unfortu-

nately for him, there were few channels of communication in those

days, and he was forced to wait for such intelligence as came by

the way of St. Petersburg, unless news from the seat of war was

brought by some Greek captain, who had been uj) the Black Sea

for a felucca-load of wheat.

There was a knock at the door, and Demetii entered with a spy-

glass in his hand—for he had been ordered to watch the frigate.

" Well !" asked the consul, not looking up fiom his desk.

"A boat has left the man-of-war, sir, and is coming towards the

quay. I think two of the officers are coming on shore."

" They are in a huny to land ; but I cannot receite them until

my letters are finished ; so send the dragoman to escort them here,

and tell Ivatina to have a lunch prepared." The faithful old ser-

vitor bowed, and left the room.
" I wonder," continued the consul, unconsciously speaking to

himself, " if there is any news from Gircassia. Perhaps Alexis
has distinguished himself; perhaps—no, it could not be,—that

my darling boy is dead."

In a few moments there was a loud noise in the spacious hall of
the consulate

;
and the old gentleman, laying down his pen, went

to ascertain the aause of the disturbance. Was it a fearful dream '

There, stretched, apparently lifeless, upon the rude litter, his

clothes drii)])ing wet, and his fair hair matted on his ])alc fore-

head, was his idol—his loved Alexis ! The rock of his heart was

smitten, and he gave vent to a flood of grief, as be bent over the

death-like face to cover it with kisses. Then, suddenly confront-

ing Captain Paskewitsch, he inquired :

" How is this f Was it your carelessness ? Is he dead V
Nor did he wait a reply ; but, throwing himself upon his knees,

" Father of the universe," he exclaimed, raising his hands in sup-

plication, " let not this last bitter drop overflow iny cup of misery,

but spare me my Alexis—the joy of ray life, the pride of my
heart ! O save !—save him !" Then, springing to his feet, he

again bent over the pallid face. " Si>eak but one word !" he

cried ;
" O, do not break my sorrow-stricken heart

!"

His prayer was apparently henrd. Alexis was perfectly con-

scious of all that was passing around him; and bis mind wrestled

with bis nerves in attempts to move or to speak. At last the

sway of reason returned, and, in rcsiionse to his grandfather's

earnest entreaty, a convulsive sigh burst from his oppressed lungs.

All were overjoyed ; and now Ca;)tain Paskewitscli briefly ex-

plained the accident, complimenting the unlucky hero for h'n gal-

lantry. The consul, delighted, directed the litter to be caiTied up

stairs, a surgeon was sent for, and soon the whole establishment

was in commotion. Fires were kindled ; friction and warm
blankets were freely used,—the old gentleman's tears almost

ecpialling them in heat, as they dropped fast upon the loved coun-

tenance over which he bent. Indeed, so intense was his anxiety,

that he ins])ired all around with his hopes—nor were they disap-

pointed. Soon a hectic flush came over the pallid cheek, and the

anxious group saw the object of their solicitude breathe naturally.

Without opening his eyes be fell at once into a deep slumber ; and

the surgeon, grasping the consul's hand, exclaimed :

" Courage—courage. He is saved !"

An hour passed—a long, long hour to the patient watcher, who

sat gazing on the sole object of his affections. At last Alexis

awoke, evidently with a deep sense of overwhelming trouble

weighing upon his bewildered mind, for he gazed around with

evident astonishment. Soon his eyes met those of the patient

watcher by his ]iillow ; and be asked, in a low voice :

"Why, my grandfather, is this you ? Am I really in Smyrna ?"

" Yes, yes, my dear Alexis ; it is your old grandfather, and you

arc really at his house—although you came near only having it as

a burial-[)lacc. Koble fellow ! How came you to peril your life

when so near me, and all for that avaricious Manassch, who is

controlling all the trade hereabouts, without a particle of mercy

for any one else ;"

" A Jew !" repeated Alexis, as if recalling the events of the

morning. " But .she was beautiful. I hope they are safe
!"

" Safe 1 To be sure. W^hy, the captain told me that before

they could get you upon yonr litter, Manassch and the girl he had

with him were in another ' kirlangist,' in their haste to get on

board the felucca-rigged lugger, to which they were bound when

the cutter upset them. Ungrateful fellow
—

"

Here the surgeon of the "Nieolai," who had been sent for by

the captain, entered the room, cutting short the denunciation.

He at once ])ronounced Alexis in need of repose, and recom-

mended perfect quiet. Unwillingly, with many a charge to Ka-

tina, the consul repaired below, where he found many friends

waiting to offer their sincere congratnlation«. Bringing fonvard

his choicest wines, he appeared like a different man, jovially en-

gaging in the reigning hilarity—nor was there a shadow upon his

usually clouded brow until the surgeon rose to depart.

" I will not disturb the major," said the iron-hearted disciple of

Galen, " for ho needs repose. There has been a great deal of

fever in the Russian army this year, and this shock will develop

any seeds of the disease his system may have caught. I will look

in to-morrow, after breakfast. Good night, Mr. Consul."

The prediction was too correct, for long before the rosy beams

of morn announced the approaching day, the watching grand-

father detected marked sym])toms of a brain fever ; and when the

surgeon came he found Alexis delirious. Anxiously and steadily

watching by the side of the young man's conch, his grandfather

permitted no one else to fan his fevered brow, or to moisten his

cooling lips. Alexis was very, vciy ill ; but after long days of

anxious suspense, in which life and death contended, as it were,

for the mastery, there were symptoms that his strong constitution

would triumph over disease.

"Thank God!" exclaimed the consul, when the surgeon made

this welcome announcement ; and Katina added a heartfelt

" Amen !" The destroying angel passed on, leaving no shadow

behind, while HojjC, beaming like the moon emerging from a

cloud, cast a bright radiance around the sufferer's jjillow. That

day Alexis managed to sit uj) ; and saw Captain Paskewitsch, who

was so delighted that when he returned on board the " Nieolai
"

he ordered an extra ration of grog to bo served out to his crew.

Nor were tokens of female interest wanting,— for Smyrna

boasts of a large nnmbev of marriageable damsels, daughters of

the numerous r.uropean reiidents. Some of these are not only

very beautiful, but use all the attractive arts of their Turkish as-

sociates; yet, although, many a passing, traveller or naval ofticcr

poetically vows that he there leaves " his heart and soul," it is

rare that one offers his hand. In the eyes of this phalanx, Alexis

was a most attractive personage—so that when he was pronounced

out of danger they poiu'ed in a rapid succession of jellies, pre-

serves, and other delicacies. With each portion came a message,

so that before Alexis became fau'ly convalescent he could judge of

the culinary talents of every unmarried IJuropcan Smyrnaite.

He tasted their sweets, and he sent them kind thanks ; but his

thoughts ever wandered to the fair one whom he saw in the kir-

langist, and to savp whom he had risked his life. His grandfather

refused to allude to Manasseh, and denied all knowledge of his

having a daughter ; nor could Katina obtain any information upon

the subject. As for Demetri,—from wliom jVlexis once endeav-

ored to obtain some enlightenment,—the worthy servitor not only

declared hii ignorance as to Manasseh's domestic arrangements,

but stigmatized him as a cunning speculator, who would yet make
the consul suffer for having trusted him.

" As my master says," continued the indignant Greek, " the

very fact of his not st')i>ping to inquire after you shows his deep

ingratitude ; and the girl was probably as forgetful as he was."

All this wiu wrong, untrue, unkind. The fact was, Manassch

and his fair charge were on their way to a lugger, about to sail for

the island of Scio, and knew, ere they again left the quay, that

Alexis was out of danger. There were reasons why Manasseh

did not wish to reniain—nor did he, perhaps, appreciate the ser-

vice rendered him ; but Elissa retained a profound sen.sc of grati-

tude. Nay, the image of Alexis, as he buffetted the waves, was

indelibly stamped upon her heart. As a slight obstmction will

sometimes turn the course of a large stream, so that brief, start-

ling interview, during which no conversation was interchanged, had

a la.sting influence u;ion the young girl. Late that night did she

sit upon the deck of the felucca, gazing at the reflection of the

stars in the twinkling water, which absorbed their every beauty

—

and even thus she felt conscious that her soul had drank in tko

form and features of him who had perilled his life to save her.

Fervent were her supplications for his welfare to Him who ever

hears a fervent prayer, ere she closed her eyes in slumber. In

dreams she saw hi? noble form, and, on the morrow, she but re-

newed her thoughts.

Scio was at last reached, and Elissa found Iierself installed as

the mistress of a beautiful country house, ujion the outskirts of

the city. Situated within a large enclosure, it was surrounded by

walks, shaded by orange or almond trees, while at intervals were

parterres of gay flowers. Behind rose the purjdc crags which

constitute a " back-I)onc " to the island, their precipitou.s sides

covered with fragrant shrubs. Turning from thi.s bold outline of

verdure, the city reached to the shore, basking hi all the richness

of stuilit oriental architecture, while across the unruffled water*

the summits of verdant islets studded the clear horizon. In this

paradise, Elissa had cverytliing that could minister to her wants

and her pleasures, yet she was far from being content.

For years she had resided at Smyrna, the only companion of a

doting uncle, who sought no joy save in her smile. He wai

neither good looking nor amiable, nor even interesting to others, yet

he possessed her ineffaceable atVection—ay, and he merited it.

Not an hour could he spare from hi 5 pursuits that was not passed

in ministering to her comfort, or in im[)roving her mind. And if

he kept her jealously secluded, bo so held up the temptation.s of

the world to her unsophisticated niiml, that she rejoiced hi her se-

clusion. Indeed, she bad not a thought beyond her garden walks,

except of her father, of whom she saw little—knew little. Occa-

sionally, on going to the breakfast table, she would find him

there, having an-ived during the night in a mysterious manner,

and then he would vanish as he came. She felt confident, too,

that his Jewish garb was but a disguise, and, although she was

attached to him, and respected him, chilling fears were ever asso-

ciated with his image in her heart—while her uncle was the object

of her devoted admiration.

It was not, therefore, to be wondered at, that she was ill at ease

when hastily summoned to prepare for a voyage with her father,

and for a new home at bis hou^e in Scio. The unlooked-for ap-

pearance of Alexis upon the scene of her thoughts somewhat di-

verted her sadness ; but she was not the more content in her spa-

cious mansion, with its extensive grounds, where her father left

her, only remaining one day. The dark, old house at Smyrna

would have been preferable, although the one window of her room

there was the only one which commanded ft view of anything ex-

cept brick walls. Beautiful as was the blooming garden at Scio,

she would rather have paced that brief walk between the scanty

parteiTCs at Smvma, expecting to hear the well-known footsteps

that announced a jiarent with his fond embrace.

But she was far away, a stranger in a strange land. The ser-

vants had been hired with the house from a wealthy Sciote, who

had gone to Constantinople hoping to purchase a title. Nor had

she any acquaintances on the island to whom she could communi-

cate her hopes and her sorrows. So she could but pace the gar-

den by day ; and, as night cainc on, gaze from her window into

the clear sky, as if looking for an angelic messenger to announce

the an-ival of her father. Ay, and sometimes her heart would re-

joice in visionary interviews with the gallant youth, to whom she

had, unconsciously, pledged her love. His image was treasured

in her heart—a bright thread in her life-weaving, even as a tiny ray

of sunshine streams into the darkness of a dungeon well.

So passed weeks, when, one day, the captain of the lugger, in

which she had come from Smyi-na, called, to ascertain if she had

any message to send back, as he was to sail the next day. He
was a fine specimen of an English naval officer, a deserved favor-

ite, and had brought her news of her uncle a few days previous.

" I will bring you a package on board," was Elissa's reply ; and

the next day, ordering her servant to get a caique, she stepped on

the deck of the felucca just as the anchor rose.

" Your package !" asked the captaiu.

"It is—myself."

" Impossible. What will your father sayV
But Elbsa was not to be thwarted in her plan ; and, at last, the

good-hearted tar agreed to let her accompany liim, for he knew

that her father intended to rettirn with him to Scio. Never was

an uncaged bird happier—and, perhaps, a large share of her joy

was caused by the thought that she might meet Alexis,

[to be COXTINBEnil
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NEW YEAR FESTIVAL IN GERMANY.

THE NEW YEAR.
Slill further in illustiation of the birth of the New Year, we

present herewith characteiistic representations of the manner in

which tliis period is celel)rate(l in various parts of the world—
for there is scarcely a coitntry to he found in which this sca-son is

not one of pleasure and enjoyment after some fashion or anotlier.

New Year's day, in Germany, is a domestic scene, fraught with

the elements of conviviality, but evincing the equally natural trait

of social affection and friendship. How affectionate are the atti-

tude and exjjression of father and daughter. How comfortal)le

seems the gent seated at the table, with glass upraised to nledge

his vis-a-vh, who is startled by the merry, unceremonious blast of

the watchman's horn. Theti we see a youthful couple, who ar«

evidently lovers, or soon might be ; and, in a comer, two young
men—who, undoubtedly, are not rivals—are hob-nobbing in the

exuberance of good fellowship. On this day old Voter Rhein will

not be forgotten ; and national songs in praise of Vaterland and

the Rhenish juice will be sung with entliusiasm by loyal heart*.

NEW YEAR FESTIVAL IN THE WEST INDIES.
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NEW YKAK FE!^TlVAL L\ CHINA.

From Germany lat us ship to tlic West Indies. Tliis srenc ex-
plains itself. It is the .season for rejoicino:, iind who could he
happier than this sahlc proup '> Here we have a display of tlie

artist's power.s that is wortliy of notice. Look !—wliat a rariety

of countenances is here displayed, all alike in nep;ro characteris-

tics of feature, and yet each differing from the other—all alike in

the common expression of excessive happiness, still the greatest

contrast of tSfriirc, attitude, eto., from the magnificently attired

couple in the foreground, to the .scantily-clad figure on the left, is

maintained in tliis well-designed sketch of the miserable blacks!

In China, the water population, in grotesque liarges, with colors

flying, music and strange devices, seem to enjoy themselves pro-

digiously. The flat roofs of the houses are crowded to witness the

"festive scene," and, no douht, they have a happy time of it.

Our next view transports us to Africa. Here, in Algiers, we he-

hold signs of universal joyou«ness in celebration of the New Year's

festivities—mu^ic, dancing, climhing the greased polo, boisterous

mirth and dignified satisfaction, with indolent enjoyment. The
end is attained—all are ha])py. We might have given illus-

trations of the New Year amongst the proud S|)aniards, or the

gay French, the wealth-seeking English, or a great many more.
The result would have l)ccn the same—the exhiliition of merry
making. Now is the period for the forming of good resolutions

—

ay, and tlie keeping of them, too. Begin with New Y'ear and say

" I will do no wrong. I will Ik; prudent, temperate, and induBtri-

ous ; and henceforth from this date I will endeavor so to conduct
myself, in all respects, as to be able to look back upon my pait

conduct from this hour with pleasure and satisfaction." Why, what
a glorious tiling it would he, if all would adopt this determination
and keep it ! How much of bitterness and sad repentance might
be saved ; how much of misery and want prevented ; how mnch
of joy and cheerful peace of mind realized. Such is the eloquent
teacliing, to the tlioughtful, of each first in-coming of a new year;
such is an admiralilc opportivnity that is annually offered to us all.

Shall we improve it ? And now let us offer here, to one and all, tho

gi'atcful wishes of the season, and wish them a Glad New Ybar!

NEW YEAR FESTIVAL IN ALGIERS.
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[Written for Gleasons Pictorial]

E-UILY MORNING.

BV WtUJAM B. LAWRENCB.

SloTTly "ver mea<i and valley.

I«ike iinil strcjiDilet, dancing rill,

TVhcre tlie tender flowers ore growing

"Xetttb the gently sloping hill;

now the sun 8 warm beams are glancing,

Bathing in a rosy light

—

All below spread out in beauty,

Merging from the veil of night.

Boon the flocks and herds are stirringi

fhaking off the crystal dew,

Welcoming the golden sunhght

Streaming o'er the hills of blue

;

Dewy mists now flowly rising,

Melt beneath the sun's warm ray,

Bathmg with a bahny freshneiw

i'lowcrs that seek the kuig of day.

Glorious is early morning!

Beautifying all we see,

IVith its golden tints adorning

Vale and meadow, flower and tree;

Birds in tones of sweetest music

Hail the dawning of the day.

And in thankfulness their voices

Tune to sing love's joyful lay.

. « » w » i

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

THE VEILED MIRROR:
— OR,

—

PICTURES OF THE NEW YEAR.

BY HOKATIO ALGER, JR.

The Old Year was fast drawing to a close. But a few hours

and the advent of its successor would be hailed by merry shouts

and joyful gratulations, mingling 'nith the merry chime of bells

ringing out a noisy welcome from chiu'ch towers and steeples.

Adam Hatha-n-ar, a wealthy merchant, sat in his counting-

room, striding a balance between his gains and losses for the year

which had nearly passed. From the smile that lighted up his

countenance, as he drew near the end of liis task.'it might safely

be inferred that the result proved satisfactory.

He at length threw down his pen, after footing up tlio last col-

umn, and exclaimed, joyfully :

" Five thousand dollars net gain in one year. That will do

very well—very well, indeed. If I am as well prospertd in the

year to come, it will indeed be a ' Happy New Year.'

"

His meditations were interrupted by a knock at the door. He
opened the door and saw standing before him a man of ordin-

ary appearance, bearing under bis arm something, the nature of

nhich he could not conjecture, wrapt up in brown paper.

" Mr. Hathaway, I believe V was the stranger's salutation.

" You are correct."

"Perhaps, if not particnlai-Iy engaged, you will allow me a few

minutes' conversation with you ?"

" Yes ; certainly," was the surprised reply ;
" though I am at a

loss to conjecture what can have brought you here."

" You are a wealthy man, Mr. Hathaway, and every year in-

creases your possessions. May I ask what is your object in accu-

mulating so much property V
" Thi.s is a very singular question, su'," said the merchant, who

began to entertain doubts as to his visitor's sanity, " very singu-

lar. I suppose I am influenced by the same motives that actuate

other men—the necessity of providing for my physical wants and

so contributing to my happiness."

" And this contents you? But your gains are not all devoted

to this pui-pose. This last year, for example, the overplus has

amounted to five thousand dollars."

" I know not where you have gained your infonnation," said

Mr. Hathaway, in sur]n'ise. " However, you arc right."

" And what do you intend to do with this 1"

" You are somewhat free with your questions, sir. However, I

have no objection in answering you. I shall lay it up."

"For what purpose ; I need not tell you that money, in it.sclf.

Is of no value. It is only the representative of value. Why then

do you allow it to remain idle ?"

" How else should I employ if? I have a comfortable house
well furnished—should I jiurchase one more expensive ? My
table is well provided—should I live more luxuriously ( My
wardrobe is well supplied—should I dress more expensively .'"

" To these questions 1 answer ' No.' But it does not follow,

because you have a good house, comfortable clothing, and a well-
supplied table, that others are equally well-provided. Have you
thought to give of your abundance to those who are needy ; to
promote your ovm happiness by advancing that of others i"

" 1 must confess that this is a duty which I liaA c neglected.
But there are alms-houses and benevolent societies. There can-
not be much miserythat escapes their notice," said Mr. Hathawuv.

" You shall judge for yourself."

The stranger commenced unwrapping the package which ho
carried under his arm. It was a small mirror, with a veil hangiii'^

before it. He slowly withdrew the veil, and said : "Look!"
A change pa.ssed over the surface of the mirror. Mr. Hatlia-

way, as he looked at it intently, found that it reflected a small
room, scantily furnished ; while a faint fire flickered in the grate.

A bed stood in one comer of the room, on which reposed a sick

man. By the side of it sat a woman, with a thin shawl over her
shoulders, busily plying her needle. An infant boy lay in a cradle

not far oif, \vhich a little girl, called Alice, whose wasted form

and features sjjoke of want and jirivation, was rocking to slccii.

" Would you hear what they are saying ;" asked the stranger.

The merchant nodded acciuiesccnce. Immediately there came

to his ear the confused noise of voices, from which he soon distin-

guished that of the sick uutn, who asked for some food.

"Wo have none in the house," said his wife. "Butt shall

soon get this work finished, and then I shall be able to get some."

The husband groaned. " O that I should be obliged to remain

idle on a sick bed, when I might be earning money for you and

the children. The doctor says that, now the fever has gone, I

need nothing but nourishing food to raise me up agaui. But,

alas ! I see no means of procuring it. Would that some rich man,

out of his abundance, would supjily me with but a trifle from his

board. To him, it would be nothing—to me, everything."

The scene vanished, and gradually another formed itself upon

the surface of the mirror.

It was a small room, neatly, but not expensively, furnislied.

There were two occupants—a man of middle age, and a youth of

a bright intellectual counteiumce which, at present, seemed over-

spread with an air of dejection.

Mr. Hathaway, to his suri)risc, recognized in the gentleman

Mark Audlev, a fellow-merchant and, formerly, intinuite friend,

who, but a few months before, had failed in business ; and, too

honorable to defraud his creditors, had given up all his property.

Since his failure he h.id been reduced to accept a clerkshi]).

" I am sorry, Arthur," said ho to his son, " very sorry that I

could not carry out my intention of entering you at college. I

know vour tastes have always led you to think of a professional

career ; but my sudden change of circumstances has placed it out

of my fiower to gratify you. It is best for you to accept the sit-

uation which has been oft'cred you, and enter Mr. Bellamy's store.

It is a very fair situation, and will suit you as well as any."

" I believe you are right, sir," said Arthur, respectfully, " though

it will be hard to resign the hopes that I have so long cherished.

I met Henry Fulham to-day. He was in my class at school, and

is to enter college next fall. I coiddn't help envying him. How
soon will Mr. Bellamy wish me to enter his store .'"

"Day after to-morrow, I believe—that is, with the beginning of

the year. New Year's Day being considered a holiday."

" Very well
;
you may tell him that I will come at that time."

The scene vanished as before—a change passed over the surface

of the mirror. Again the merchant looked, and, to his surprise,

beheld the interior of his own store. A faint light was burning,

by the light of which a young man, whom he recognized as Frauk

Durell, one of his own clerks, -was reading a letter, the contents

of which seemed to agitate him powerfully.

The scene wa brought so near that ho could, without diflSculty,

trace the lines, ^^l'itten in a delicate female hand, as follows :

" Mv DEAR Sox :—You are not, probably, expecting to hear

from mc at this time. Alas ! that I should have such an occasion

to write. At the time of your father's death, it was supposed that,

by the sacrifice of everything, we had succeeded in liquidating all

his debts. Even this consolation is now denied us. I received a

call from Mr. Peny, this morning, who presented, for immediate

pcnpneni, a note, given by your father, for fifty dollars. Immediate

payment ! How, with a salary barely sufiicicnt to sujiport us, can

you meet such a charge 1 Can any way be devised. Mr. Pcn'y

threatens, if the money is not forthcoming, to seize our furniture.

He is a hard man, and I have no hopes of a])peasing him. I do

not know that you can do anything to retard it ; but I have thought

it right to acquaint you with this new calamity.

Your aft'octionate mother, Mary Durell."

The young man laid down the letter with an air of depression.

" I scarcely know how to provide for this new contingency," said

he, meditatively. " My salan- is small, and it requires the strict-

est economy to tncet my expenses. I might ask for an advance
;

but Jlr. Hathaway is particular on that point, and I should but

court a refusal. But to have my mother's furniture taken from

the house—the whole amount would hardly cover the debt. There

is one resource ; but, alas ! that I shoidd ever think of resorting

to it. I could take the money from the till, and return it when I

am alile. But, shall I ever be able ? It would lie no more nor

less tlum robbery. At all events I will not do it to-night. Who
knows but something may turn up to help us !"

The young man blew out the lamp, and left the store. The
picture faded.

" I will show you another picture, somewhat diflTerent from the

others ; it will be the last," said the stranger.

The next scene represented the interior of a baker's shop. The
baker—a coarse-featured man, with a hard, unprepossessing aspect

—was waiting on a woman, thinly clad in garments more suitable

for Juno than December. She was purchasing two loaves of

bread and a few crackers. There was another customer waiting his

tui-n. It was a gentleman, with a pleasant smile on his face.

" Make haste," said the baker, rudely, to the woman, who was
searching for her money to pay for her purchases ;

" I can't stop

all day ; and here's a gentleman that you keep waiting."

" 0, never mind me; I am in no hurry," the gentleman said.

" I am afraid," said the woman, in an alarmed tone, " that I

have lost my money. I had it here in my jiocket ; but it is gone."
" Then you may return the bread ; 1 don't sell for nothing."
" Trust me for once, sir. I will pay you in a day or two. Oth-

erwise my children must go without food to-moiTow."

"Can't hcl]) that. You shouldn't have been so careless."

The woman was about turning away, when the voice of the othof

customer arrested her steps.

" How much money have you lost?" he inquired.

"It w.xs but half a dollar," was the rcjily ;
" l>ut it was of con-

seciucnce to me, as I can get no more for a day or two ; and how
we are to live till then, Heaven knows."

" Perhaps that will help you to deeiilc the question," and he

took from his jiocket a five dollar bill, and handed it to her.

" 0, &\r," said she, her face lighting up with gratitude, " this is

indeed generous and noble. The blessings of those you have be-

friended attend you!"

She remained to make a few i)urehases, and then, with a light

heart, departed.

The last picture faded from the mirror ; and the stranger, wrap-

])ing it up, simply said :

" You have seen how much happiness a trifling sum can pro-

duce. 'Will you not, out of your al)uiidance, make a similar

experiment ;"

The stranger disai)peared ; and Mr. Hathaway awoke to find

his dream terminated by the chime of the New Year's bells.

" This is something more than a dream," said he, thoughtfully.

" I will, at all events, take counsel of the mystic vision ; and it

shall not be my fault if some hearts are not made happier through

my means before another sun sets."

When the merchant arose on the following morning, it was

with the light heart which always accompanies the determination

to do right. He was determined that the salutation of " A Happy

New Year " should not be with him a mere matter of lip-service.

" I believe," said he, to himself, " I will go and see my old

friend, Mark Audley. If his son, Arthur, is really desirous of

going to college, what is there to prevent my bearing the expen-

ses ? I am abundantly able, and can dispose of my money in no

better way."

As he walked along with this praiseworthy determination in his

heart, his attention was drawn towards a little girl who was gazing

with eager, wistful eyes into the window of a neighboring shop,

where were displayed in temptmg array some fine oranges. Ho
thought—nay, he was quite sure—that in her he recognized the

little girl who figured in the first scene, unfolded the evening be-

fore by the mysterious mirror. By way of ascertaining, he ad-

dressed her in a pleasant tone :

" Your name is Alice, is it not ?"

" Yes, sir," said she, looking up surprised, and somewhat awed.

" And your father is sick, is he not i"

" Yes, sir ; but he is almost well now."
" I saw you were looking at the oranges in that window. Now

I will buy you a dozen if you will let me help you carry them home."

The purchase was made ; and the merchant walked along, con-

versing with his little conductor, who soon lost her timidity.

Arrived at the little girl's home, he found that he had not been

deceived in his presentiments. It was the same room that he had

seen pictured in the mirror. The sick man was tossing uneasily

in bed when Alice entered.

" See, papa," said she, jo'rfully ;
" see what nice oranges I have

for you ; an<l here is the kind gentleman who gave them to me."

The merchant, before he left the humble apartment, gave its oc-

cupants a timely donation, and made New Year's Day a day of

thanksgiving.

Mr. Hathaway soon found himself at the residence of his friend

Audley, who gave him a warm welcome. " This is indeed kind,"

said he. " The friendslup that adversity cannot intemipt is really

valuable."

Mr. Hathaway now introduced the object of his visit, asking

:

" What do you mean to do with Arthur ? He was nearly ready

to go to college, was he not ?"

" He was ; and this is one of the severest trials attending my
reversed circumstances, that I am compelled to disappoint his

long cherished wish of obtaining a college education."

" That must not be," said Mr. Hathaway. " If you and Ar-

thur will consent I will myself pay his charges through college."

"Mr. Hathaway," said Mr. Audley, in a glow of surprise and

pleasure, " this ofter evhices a noble generosity on your part that

I shall never forget. You must let me tell Arthur the good news."

Mr. Audley summoned his son ; and, pointing to Mr. Hatha-

way, said :
" This gentleman has offered to send you to college at

his own expense."

The eyes of the youth lighted up ; and he grasjied the hand of

his benefactor, saying, simply :
" O, if you but knew how hapjiy

you have made me !"

"I do not deserve your thanks," was the smiling reply. "I

have learned that to make others happy is the most direct way to

secure my own happiness."

l\Ir. Hathaway took his way to the store. Arrived there, he

sought out Frank Durell, and requested him to step into his ofiiee,

as he wished to speak to him in jirivate.

" Your salary is five hundred dollars a year, I believe," said ho.

" Yes, sir," said Frank Durell, somewhat siu'prised.

" I have come to the conclusion that this is insurticient, and I

shall therefore advance it two hundred dollars ; and, as a jiart of

it may not be iniacceptable to you now, here are a hundred dollars

that you may consider an advance."

" Sir," said Frank Durell, hardly believing his senses, " you

cannot estimate the benefit I shall derive from this generosity.

My mother, who depends upon me for support, was about to be

deprived of her furniture by an extortionate creditor ; but tliis

timely gift—for I must consiiler it so—will remove this tcniblo

necessity. I thank you, sir, from my heart."

" You are quite welcome," said the merchant, kindly. " In fu-

ture consider me your friend ; and, if you should at any time lie

in want of advice or assistance, do not scruple to confide ii. me."

" At least," said the merchant, thoughtfully, " I have done

something to make this a ' Ha])py New Year ' for others. The

lesson conveyed in the dream of last night shall not be thrown

away upon me. I will take care that many hearts shall have cause

to bless the vision of The Veiled Mirror."
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THE N/13IE UI'ON THE TREE,

BY MISS ISABEL C. DUNN.

I'm standing in this spot a^in,

Beneath that old familiar trw;

I'm pizinp on thy name once more,

That waJics long slumbering memory.

Thy still loved name is deeply carved

Upon the bark, decayed by time

—

But it ha.s not effaced the words

Cut there by thee in boyhood's prime.

Ah ! many years have j^lidod by,

Since carelessly you cut that name,

The hand that placed it then* i? dust

—

But my hcart's-love is still the same.

How vividly does memory brinf;

The hours we speut beneath that tret;

It marks the spot, where oft we mot

—

When firgt you breathed of love to me.

Twas there you gathered spring's first flowers

To wreatlie above my girlish brow,

0, would thy long closed eyes but see

My then bright face so care-worn now

The gra.<5s is just as green as then.

The leafy branches gently wave.

But 0, such flowers as then wo loved,

Are growing uow upon thy grave.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SURPRISES.

BY ME8. M. E. S0SIN80V.

Mr. Nicholas Nott was a vcrv good kind of a man, hut, like

everybody, he had an imperfection of character. He was too fond

of giving surprises. Sometimes he gave pleasure by these unex-

pected disclosures, but oftcner he created great di.ssatisfaction on

the part of the receiving party.

Mrs. Nott was a model housekeeper, bad a place for everything,

kept everything in its place, and disliked nothing so much as do-

ing, or having work done, out of season. It made no difference

to her how many (persons were expected to dinner, pix)vidcd slie

know beforehand the exact number, in oitler that due iirejiaration

could be made. But it was a common habit with Mr. Nott to

nish into the dining-room suddenly, about the time talile was being

laid, and hurriedly announce to his wiftf or the cook, that several

gentlemen—distinguished strangers perhaps—would make their

appearance in half an hour.

It was of no account that his wife complained, or the cook

frowned. The invitations had been given and accepted, and the

two must put their heads together and invent an addiriou to the

family dinner as quickly as possible. When she met her guests

at table, she was generally heated with exercise, tired, and anxious

lest something had been omitted, on so slight a notice ; conse-

quently she contributed but little towards the general entertain-

ment, and ex|)erienccd no gratification, when Mr. Nott had ex-

pected to please her the most.

" Nicholas," she said one day, after tlie company had gone,

" why will you persist in making me uncomfortable ? If I had

known those people were coming, I should have been prepared for

them, and enjoyed their society ; but as things were, 1 was miser-

able all the time."

" Wliat alwut >." asked Mr. Nott, arching his brows in suqirise.

" AVhy, the pudding wasn't half made, Mai-garet put on the

soiled napkins, one of the gentlemen had two knives and no fork,

and all owing to mv being too hurried to superintend things prop-

criy."

" That's nothing," rejoined Mr. Nott, quietly.

" Nothing, is it f" ejaculated the lady, nervously. " Nothing to

have strangers see a table laid every which way, and soiled nap-

kins put on for clean on;s ? You have no discernment at all, Mr.

Nott !"

The husband tried to exjilain that he only wanted to surprise her

a little ; but Mrs. Nott did not rightly estimate the kinchiess, and

distinctly intimated " that if he valued her happiness, he wouldn't

allow the like to happen again."

Sir. Nott ])roniised to reform in this particular, but his desire to

astonish somebody gained the better of his prudence. He had

heard his wife and daughter Caroline express a desire for some
new black silk dresses. Now, as he intended visiting a neighbor-

ing city in a few days, what better opportunity could be otfereil to

gratify them. He had unintentionally annoyed Mrs. Nott in re-

gard to unexpected visitors, and this would be a fine chance to

show his repentance and irood intentions.

Accordingly, after he had despatched the business which calkxl

him from home, our gentleman entered a large dry goods store,

and intimated a wish to purchase some silk. Several packages

were placed before him, but as Mr. Nott was unfortunately igno-

rant of the prices which are usually aflixcd to the goods, it may
be supposed that the shrewd clerk took advantage of the circum-

stance. Mr. Nott was also unaciiuainted with the quantity which
was required

; but as the attendant assured him he knew the exact

pattern necessary, the former was governed by his advice. He
knew nothing about the value of the article selected, except that it

was black silk ; but his eyes assured him, beyond a doubt, that the

bill was much larger than he had anticipated.

" She'll praise me this time, I know," he said to himself, on the

way home. " She wont expect to sec a package of nice black silk

without the asking, I'll be bound ; and Caroline's eyes will sparkle

like diamonds !"

When he got home that evening, he dropped his bundle of silk

in the entry, and passed into the sitting-room. His wife seemed

unnsually busy, and upon inquiry, he learned that she had a dress-

maker.

" That's fortunate," thought Mr. Nott. " The black silk can bo

put in wearable shape immediately."

Our hero did think of taking tea before exhibiting his purchase;

but he was so anxious to sec Mrs. Nott delighted, that he speedily

produced it, and with some triumph of maimer, placed it in her

hands.
" What's this ?" she asked, untying the cord.

" Something for you and Caroline. I know you'll like it."

" Black silk !" exclaimed the lady, in a disai)i)ointed voice, as

her eyes fell upon the goods. *

" Black silk. Just what you wanted," said Mr. Nott, thinking,

however, that his wife evinced but little gratitude for his trouble

and kindness.

"Whatc?(rf possess you to buy this without consulting me?"
cried Mrs. Nott, in real distress.

" Why, to give you a sur
—

"

"Don't, Mr. Nott; I detesf the word! But haven't you made
apiece of work, now?" added his companion, emphatically.

" What about, pray ?"

"In the first place, the silk is poor, and not worth making up;

in the second place, it hasn't any gloss, and looks very rusty

—

probably been in the store four or five years."

" What next ?" inquired Mr. Nott, with a slight frown.

" You've bought a great deal more than was needed," continued

Mrs. Nott, taking her yardstick and measuring the silk. " Twenty-

eight yards, as sure as the world ! What could you be thinking

of?"
'

"Anything more, Mrs. Nott ?" asked the luckless husband, be-

ginning to think the subject assumed a serious asp-ict.

" Yes, and the greatest objection of all. I purchased silk for

two dresses last week, and my dressmaker is at work upon them

this minute. Now, if you had merely intimated your purpose, I

could have saved all this trouble and extra expense. Pray, what

did you give a yard '." asked Mrs. Nott, abruptly.

The lady's information had so disconcerted our hero, that it was

some time before he could collect his ideas suiBciently to answer

her question.

" Two dollars ! and it isn't worth one ! How you have been

swindled !"

Mr. Nott had no reply to make. He heard his wife's ejacitla-

tions, it is true, but his thoughts were running upon the fifty-six

dollars he had paid away so cheerfully, and the very little satisfac-

tion he had received for the same. It was not very comforting,

either, to hear Mrs. Nott aiBnn "that she didn't pity him at all,

for it might make him more thoughtful in future."

From that time ho carefully avoided buying any article of fe-

male dress, designed for a surprise, until quite sure that it would

be acceptable. Several months passed away, and Mrs. Nott was

sure that she should never be flurried and annoyed again by un-

expected disclosures. Her husband had certainly seen the folly of

them, and she could rest quietly without any uneasy expectations.

" Why not have the painting done this week ?" suggested !Mrs.

Nott, one moniing.

" I can't spend time to attend to it. The rooms look badly, I

know, but we must put it off, till I am less busy," replied the

husband.
Mi-s. Nott said no more, though it would have suited her con-

venience to have had the work done then ; but she accjuicsccd in

his decision, and governed herself accordingly. The next morn-

ing she invited several ladies to spend the afternoon and evening

with her. The parloi-s were nicely arranged, the last duty had

been attended to, and Mrs. Nott donned her new black silk to

receive her guests.

Meantime, Mr. Nott had reconsidered his opinion in regard to

the painting. He had remarked his wife's look of ilisap])ointment

when he had pleaded urgent business, and he was soitv that he

had not inconvenienced himself, somewhat, in order to gratify her.

"But it isn't too late now," he thought. " It wont take but a

few minutes to rip up the caqiCts, and get ready for the job. I'll

do it ! There wont be any danger of a mistake this time, so

there's no necessity for .saying a word about it. She'll enjoy it

more, if she don't know it beforehand. I'll do it !"

Full of this laudable resolve, he posted off to the paint shop and

engaged workmen. Fortunately he found two who were not juir-

ticularly occupied, an<l they entered into an agreement to com-

menre the job the afternoon following. After enjoining them not

to fail him, he went home to dinner. Once or twice he came near

telling his secret, but checked himself just in time.

Mrs. Nott thought he appeared uncommonly good humored,

but did not question him as to the cause, imagining that he had

made a good business speculation.

As we have said, she fini-hed her toilet, and throwing herself

into an easy chair, was soon absorbed in the contents of a new

magazine. Very soon the door opened, and Mr. Nott made his

apiiearancc, looking more complacent than ever.

"They're coming, my dear ; I've concluded to ))lease you be-

fore pleasing myself," ho said, moving a lounge, preparatory to

taking the tacks from the carpet.

" Who is coming ?" asked the lady, in no little wonder.

"The painters,.Mrs. Nott. We've only just time to get ready

for them. Just speak to Margaret, and we'll have the carpets up

in a twinkling," he added, bustling about.

" Have the cai-pets u]) !—painters ! Why, Mr. Nott, what arc

you talking about ? You surely told mc yesterday morning that

the work couldn't be done this week."

" I know it, but I changed my mind, just to gratify you. It

can't make any ditVerence, of course."

Mrs. Nott dropped her book in despair. It was really too bad

to serve her in such a way. He had no more judgment than a

child. Painting, with her, was considered no slight affair, and it

generally took her about two days to lemove the carpets and fur-

niture to a safe place, take down curtain.<, etc., etc. And now, to

have him walk in so coolly ami say that the " painters were com-
ing," without the first previous hint to that effect, was too much
to be patiently borne. Her visitors, too ; where should she put

them, in the confusion? She had chambers, and a tolerable sit-

ting-room, it was true, but those were small and did not exactly

come up to her notions of proprietv.

Mr. Nott's face lengthened perceptibly as these objections were
detailed, with parenthetical reproaches and exclamations inter-

spersed. He was, without doubt, the most unfortunate individual

who ever tried to do a good action, and then got blamed for it.

How should he know that she had invited ladies to tea, or th.it she

intended to have the old paint wiped over before fresh was put on ?

In the miilst of the debate, the workmen arrived, and Sirs. Nott

unhesitatingly afHnned that " they must come again some other

time."

" You'll have to wait two or three weeks, then, ma'am," said

one of the men, respectfully, " for to-monow we begin some long

jobs."

This did not mend the matter much, and Jlrs. Nott reluctantly

called a domestic, and \vith the help of the men the cai-pets were

bundled out into the yard, leaving her nice plush chairs and sofas

covered with dust. The curtains were next taken in hand, but in

the hurry two got badly torn ; and Mr. Nott, in his anxiety to be

of assistance, bioke a handsome mirror.

It is needless lo say, that Mrs. Nott was made unhappy all the

afternoon, by these incidents, and we fear for many succeeding

days. She thought of the tom curtains, the dirty furniture, the

broken glass, and discarded the idea that Mr. Nott would ever

leave off " surprising her."

t-^^^-m-t

[Gathered for Oleiuon's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: perley poore.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued, from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the hLstory of the past

with such date and data as vnU interest and instruct.]

JAXIAUY FIR.ST.

1772.—Thomas Jefferson married the daughter of Mr. Wayles,
an eminent lawyer of Virginia, who died ten years aftcr\vards,

leaving two daughters. One of these was married to John W.
Epjies, the other to Thomas Mann Randolph.

1776.—Norfolk, Virginia, burned by the English, under Lord
Dunmore.

1781.—Mutiny of the Pennsylvania regiment of continental
troops.

1798.—" Federal Gazette and Daily Advertiser" appeared—first

daily ])a])er in Boston.
1802.—Cheese weighing 1470 pounds presented to President

Jefferson by ladies of Cheshire, Massachusetts.
1811.—Hamburg annexed to Napoleon's Empire.

JANUARY SECOND.

1727.—General James Wolfe, the conqueror of Quebec, an ac-

comjilisbed gentleman and a polished scholar, l)oni in Kent county,
England.

17;!U.—Edmund Burke, famed as a statesman, born.
1814.—The allied armies cro.ised the Rhine at Coblentz, on their

way to I'aris.

.lANUARY TIITBD.
1753.—First number of the Boston Weekly Gazette issued by

S. G. Kneeland.
1774.—The Sandwich Islands discovered by the celebrated cir-

cumnavigator, Captain Cook.
1777.—Battle of Princeton, in which Washington, after several

inefi'ectual attempts to rally his harassed troops, rode before their

disorded lines, and rciueil up his ho:'se, facing the approaching
enemy. This mute appeal roused the Ameueaus ! With a shout,

they a(Ivance<l, and were victorious !

1637.—Ship Mexico wrecked on Long Island—108 lives lost.

JANUARY yotr.Tir.

1 G42.—Sir Isaac Newton, the " greatest of jihilosophers," bom
in Lincolnsbiie, England.

183.5.—Very cold along the Atlantic coast, the mercury con-

gealing in Maine, while in Georgia it was ten degrees below zero.

The orange trees in Florida were killed, and all orchards, north
and south, more or less burmeil.

184.").—Major Benjamin Kussell, the veteran editor of the
" Columbiau Centinel," died at Boston.

JANUARY FII-TII.

1604.—Henry IV. gave auilience to the Sieur de Monts, a Cal-
vinist, to whom be jrave all the land in Amerii-a between the 40th
and 4t">th degrees of latitude.

1621.— .V herring found on Plymouth beach, which, as a cod had
been caught, led the I'uritans to hope that nsh wa< to be found at

their new home.
1784.—Congress declined a Polish order of knighthood tendered

to several Continental officers.

1829.—A large factory at Lowell burned ; loss 5125,000.
1837.—President Van Buren's neutrality proclamation, owing

to the gathering on Navy Island.

1852.—Kossuth visited the United States Senate.

JANUARY- SIXTH.

1759.—Marri.ige of Georg^Washington, at St. Peter's cluirch.

New Kent county, Virginia,^o the widow Custis. Kev. Dr.
Mossoni, the officiating cler;;ynian, wore full canonicals, and
the bridegroom was dressed in a scarlet velvet coat, with em-
broidered waistcoat. The bride, in white satin, was attended by
her father and her two children. lyovd Fairfax and suite. Gov-
ernor Dhnviddie and suite, with many ofHcers, and representatives

of the " first famines of \'irpinia," were present.

1779.—Battle of Saraaworib, in Egypt, in which the Mamelukes
were routed by the French, under General Kleber.

1839.—Terrible hurricane on the westeni coast of England, in

which several American ships went ashore.
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SUA RISE.

BT MRS. L. H. 8IG0URNET.

A ruddy light is on the cottage roof

Curtained so long in darkness.—and the brook

That gently falleth with a pleasant sound

Doth on each glancing ripple wear a smile

Greeting the shrubs that on its margin gi-ow.

— The oak that stretcheth wide its gnai-led arms

Like sentinel to guard that lone retreat,

On its green helmet takes the kindliug ray.

— Beneath the thatch a merry chirp is heard

As from a woodlark's nest, and little feet

Patter the sanded floor,—while in its crib

The chubby infant crows to join the sport.

— Close round the door the feathery people press,

Expecting due repast.—and from her hive

Looks forth the thrifty bee.—The dog is out,

Following his master, who with shrilly sound

Doth whet his scythe to cut the dewy grass.

— The rural heart and the new-rising day

Arc twin-born in their joys,—leaving late sleep

And sloth, to sated worldings.

Lo 1 the sun I

The sun doth ope his golden gate, and come

Forth like a king to bless awakened earth.

A glory on the mountains ! First it breaks

On iiis hoar head, the monarch of the Alps,^

Mont Blanc, the inaccessible, the unsubdued.

See! from his eye each subject cliff receiyes

The princely token on its coronet.

And lifts it gorgeously above the clouds.

Summit to summit answcreth. Peak on peak

Tosseth its banner like a loyal peer

Unto the hege-lord yielding homage due.

— Down flows the radiance.

The broad-pinioned bird

Darts from his rock-built nest, with cry of joy
i

Up from his cavemej couch the chamois springs,

Forgetful of the hunter,—the frail flower,

Shrinking from wreathed snows, is glad at heart,

—

Sparse evergreens, within their curdhng veins

Catch a slant beam, and laud the heavenly boon,

—

The cliff-nursed torrent,—broken from its birth,

And never knoiving rest, doth mldly flash

Mid its turmoil, while low in wildering depths

Ton lonely cross, to guide the traveller, glows.

Thus Nature, from her throne sublime, would teach

Uer pupil, the indebted human heart,

To take with praise, God's holy gift of morn.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE POOR DEBTOR.
A STOEY FOR THE NEW YEAE.

BY SYLVANUS COBB, JR.

We liave only to go back one year to find the scenes of our

story. December, 1852, was drawing to a close. In the sitting-

room of a small house in the outskirts of one of our large shire

towns, sat a mother and her daughter. The mother was a woman
who had seen the sunsliinc and shadows of over half a century.

Her hair was silvered and her countenance was deeply fuiTowed

;

but those faiTows seemed not to be alone the work of age, for they

were too deep, too premature for that. Tho.se deep marks upon

the brow were surely the tracings of soitow ; and then those

traces upon the checks were tear-tracks which had been worn by

the grief-flood which had long been flowing there.

The daughter was not more than twenty years of age, and

though she looked pale and wan ; the traces of exceeding bcaiitv

were still left upon her. She was engaged in sewing by the light

of a small candle, while her mother sat near by, watching her as

she steadily plied the needle.

The room was small, and ivas heated by a cooking-stove. There

were but few articles of funiiture in it—just suflicient for the

mother and child ; but those few articles were of the neatest and

most substantial kind—not such as one would expect to find in the

home of poverty. And yet Mrs. Mildred Clapton and her dau" li-

ter were very, very poor.

" Come, Louisa," said the mother, as she regarded her child

with a look of painful solicitude, " it is time that you put away
your work ; the clock has stnick ten."

" Has if!" uttered the girl, looking up from her work and turn-

ing towards the clock. " I did not think it was so late ; and yet,

1 must work on awhile longer. I must finish this before I .sleep."

" No, Tio
;
not to-night, Louisa. You are already worn down

with fatigue. Let us both go to our rest now, and you can finish

the work to-moiTow."

The daughter gazed up into her mother's face, and while a deep
shade of sadness settled upon her sweet countenance, she said :

" I might finish it to-moiTow, but where shall our food for the
morning come from / Alas ! mother, our last crust is gone !"

Mrs. Clapton bowed her head and sobbed aloud.
" (), heavens I" she murmured

;
" what have we done tliat we

should deserve this 1 No food ! Ala.s, my chihl, what shall be
the end of it V

Loui.sa dropped her work and went to her mother's side. She
placed her amis about her parent's neck and tried to soothe her.

She whispered words of hope and consolation into her car • she
spoke of the Christian's hope, and tlic Christian's consolation;

she whispered of Him who had not where to lay his head—of Ilim

who had suft'cred all that mortal can suffer in innocence. She kissed

away the tears fiom her mother's cheek, and finally the conflict was
over. 'J'lie aged woman clasped lur daughter more closely to her

bosom, and raised her eyes to Heaven. She prayed—not for her-

self alone, but more for her child.

The wind howled without, and the driving snow pattered

hoarsely against the windows, but the mother and child noticed

it not ; they had deeper cai'es to engross their thoughts. They

may have shuddered as some blast more fm-ious than others swept

feartuUy about their dwelling, but the movement was inroluntary.

Ere long Louisa left her mother's side and having placed more

wood in the stove, she again resumed her work.

During the next fifteen minutes neither the mother nor the child

spoke. The latter plied her needle with renewed diligence, while

the former gazed upon her with a sad, but tearless countenance.

It was just half-past ten when the two females were startled by a

quick, loud raj) upon the door. Louisa took the candle and went

to answer to the summons. It Wiis strange—a visitor at this time

of night ; and though the maiden was startled by the circumstance,

yet she hid her emotion from her mother. AVhen she reached the

door she slowly opened it, but though she took care to shield the

light with her hand, yet the furious blast blew it out. She had

just time to catch a glimpse of the outlines of a human form, be-

fore the driving snow blinded her.

" Come in," she gasped, as she turned away from the door.

Louisa re-entered the room, and the stranger closed the outer

door, and groped his way after her. She soon re-lighted the can-

dle, and then turned back towards the entry. It was a mnn who

had entered, and he stood there in the small passage shaking the

snow from his garments. Louisa bade him come in and sit down

by the stove, and as she spoke she moved a chair up for him to sit

in. The stranger first removed his rough overcoat and cap, and

then took the proft'ered seat. He was a powerfully built man, and

though his gai-mcnts were warm, yet they were much soiled and

worn. Coarse patches were plentifully distributed over his trow-

sers and jacket, and his inner clothing was of red flannel. But

very little could be seen of his features, for his face could not have

felt the touch of a razor for more than a year at least. Yet his

eyes were kindly looking in their bright blackness, and the upper

part of his cheeks, and the nose, and the full, open brow, were

round with health, though dark from long exposure to sunshine

and storm. His hair was black—black as night—and though

very long, yet the graceful ringlets into which it wound itself gave

it a pleasing look.

" I have been directed to this place," said he, " as the dwelling of

Nathan Clapton."

"Did you know Mr. Clapton, sir?" asked the old lady, while

her lip trembled and her eye grew moist.

" Yes, madam ; I knew him once, and I wish to see him now.

I have come some distance for that very purpose. I an-ived in

this place only an hour since, and was directed here. I saw a

light burning, so I thought I would call. Can I see Mr. Clap-

ton V
"Alas! sir," groaned the poor woman ; "you cannot see him

here."
" Ah !" uttered the stranger, with a quick stall ;

" is he dead V
" No ; he is in prison !"

Mrs. Clapton covered her face with her hands a.s she spoke, and

burst into tears.

" A debtor's prison, sir," quickly added Louisa, as she saw the

eflFect of the announcement upon their visitor.

" A debtor's prison !" repeated the stranger with astonishment.

" How long has he been there ?"

" It will be one year on the first of the coming month. It was

on the last new-year's day that he was taken from his house. O,

it has been a bitter, bitter new year for us."

" And who, who could have the heart to do this thing ? AVTio

is it that can thus keep Nathan Clapton in an undeserved prison ?"

For a few moments the maiden seemed unable to speak, but at

length she said, in a trembling, painful voice

:

" Mr. Laban Blockman was my father's creditor, sir, and he

placed him in confinement."

"Aha," muttered the stranger, while his broad hands worked

nervously, and his dark eyes burned ;
" I know Laban Blockman.

I shall see him before I leave this town ; but I have no blessing

for him. But tell me more of this ; Nathan Clapton was mi/

debtor, too ; and I had come to collect what he owed me, but if

he be unable to pay me, I will fi-eely forgive him the debt, though

God knows the loss will fall heavily upon mc."

"(), l)lcss you, bless you for your kindness, sir," fervently

ejaculated Louisa ; and her mother joined in the blessing.

Again the stranger asked Louisa to tell him how Blockman had

done the hard-hearted work, and how her lather had become sub-

ject to the tyranny.

" If you knew my father, you must have known that he was once

quite wealthy " (the stranger nodded assent)—"but he engaged

deeply in speculation, and the tide of prosperity turned from him.

Shortly before the crash came upon his business, Mr. Blockman

had a lawsuit with one of his neighbors, in which was involved

some thousands of dollars. My father was drawn upon the jury
;

he knew that Blockman's case would come up during liis term
;

and knowing that Blockman was in the wrong, he tried to get rid

of his unpleasant duty, but he could not succeed. My father was

elected foreman of the jury, and, as he had ex])cctcd, Blockman's

case came up, and the latter lost it. Laban Blockman said that

my father had delivered judgment wrongfully, .and with the intent

to cheat him ; and from that moment he swore vengeance. It

was not long before the base man found an opportunity to cany
his threat into execution. My father failed, and Blockman bought

in demands enough against him to prevent his discharge in ebiin-

cery, and then he had him imiirisoned. AVe have been lo Laban
Blockman—my mother and myself—and upon our knees we have
begged of him to set my fatlicr free ; but he would not listen to

us. O, it is dreadful."

As Louisa ceased speaking the stranger uttered some incoherent

words. His teeth were closed fast together, and his hands worked

more nervoush- than ever.

" Do you know how much your father owed to Blockman 1" he

asked.
" Only tivelve hundred dollars. He had property enough to

pay all but that. We let everything go, sir—all but what you see

here. I know not how much he may owe to you, sir. I—I—do

do not—know your name."
" Never mind. It is a large amount for me to lose, but it shall

not be the cause of more disquiet to you. Now that 1 have found

out where j-our fotlier is, I shall call on him. I may see yott

again. I will see you, at any rate, before I leave the place."

As the stranger spoke he arose and put on his coat ; then he

took his cap and turned towards tlie door. He simply turned back

to say, " Good night," and then he passed out, and closed the door

after him. For some moments after ho had gone the mother and

daughter regarded each other in silence.

" Who can he be 1" at length queried Louisa.

" I cannot imagine," was the mother's response. " But he is

certainly a kind man."

Again the poor woman wept, and again her child tried to soothe

her. Louisa had long been used to nursing her parent, for she was

an only child. Mrs. Clapton had had other children, but they had

all died in childhood. One after the other she bad laid her older

children in the silent gi-ave, and Louisa, the last, the youngest,

was the only one left, the only one that lived to reach the age of

maturity. She was a faithful, loving child, and beneath the sooth-

ing influence of her ministrations, many a dark cloud had been

lifted from her mother's brow.

At length
—

'twas near midnight—the maiden's task was fin-

ished. She put away her work, then joined her mother in prayer,

and then they retired to their humble couch.

It was on the evening of December 31st—the last of the de-

parting year. The snow fell fast in the streets, and the air was

cool. Within the large parlor of Mr. Laban Blockman all was

comfort, at least so far as outward circumstances can go. The

merchant sat by the well-filled grate ; and though everything about

him was calculated to give him ease, yet he looked very uncom-

fortable. He was a hard-featured man, with a dark, lowering

brow, and his outward garb was all that could save him from being

repulsive. His wife sat near him ; and she, too, gave indicationfl

of possessing some of her husband's characteristics.

" Let's see," said the lady ;
" to-morrow it will be just a year

since you put Nathan Clapton in jail."

" Yes," moodily returned the merchant.

" And when do you mean to let him out ?"

" Never ! He may lay there and rot, unless he or his friends can

pay me his debt."

" Then I slian't be afraid of his wife's taking the lead of me in

society," was the woman's first expression upon learning the de-

termination of her husband. "Ha, ha; Mildred Clapton wont

make her daughter outshine us to-morrow. By the way, Laban,

I must have two hundred dollars to-night. I mean that our party

to-morrow shall be a grand aflFair."

" I haven't got two hundred dollars, wife."

" What ! haven't got two hundred dollars ?" exclaimed Mrs.

Blockman. " Why, wljat do you mean >"

" I mean just what I say. I have not heard from the Huron

yet."
" Perhaps it is not time," suggested the wife.

" More than a month past the time. I tell you, wife, I am un-

easy about her. Everything I am worth is on board that ship
;

nearly eighty thousand dollars. O, I wish I had got my cargo in-

sured."
" Then why didn't you get her insured ?" The wife's tone was

testy now.
" Because they charged such enormous rates."

" Then I suppose I can't have two hundred dollars."

" No, you cannot. My creditors know that all my property is

in that venture ; and since the sliip is not heard from, they are

pushing mc. I cannot now lay my hand on fifty dollars, but when

I hear from the Huron and her cargo you shall have all you want."

The wife was just upon tlie point of going into a premeditated

paroxysm, when the door-bell rang.

" Somebody wants to see you, sir," said a servant, putting his

head in at the door.

" Tell him to come in, then."

" Ah—who are you ?" uttered Blockman, as he saw the strange

looking being who had entered. It was the same man whom we

have seen at Mrs. Clapton's.

" I have come to bear you despatches fi-om Australia," returned

the stranger, drawing a chair up to the fire and sitting down in it.

The merchant moved his own chair farther away from the un-

couth looking man, and then took a packet which the visitor handed

to him. He broke the seal, and within he found a number of

papers, .and among them a scaled letter. This he opened and

read. As he finished, his liJinds sank upon his knees, and the pa-

pers fell to the floor. A deep groan escaped from his lips, and for

a while he seemed powcriess. He was aroused by his wife, but

instead of noticing her ho turned to the stranger.

" Is this tnic V he gasped, while his eyes rolled wildly.

" Is what tiaie '."

" That the Huron is lost; that she diil not reach Australia."

" It is true, sir. Slie stnick on a reef to the north'ard of St.

Paul's Island, and everything w;is lost. Only four men of her

whole crew were saved. Those four men reached Port Philip be-

fore I left, and your consignees sent that paekct by mo."
" Kuined ! ruined !" groaned Blockman, as he sank back in his

chair.
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" Pcihaps vou will now know how to ])ity those who have heen

ruined before you—and that, too, by your o\ni hands," said the

stranger, as he arose from his chair. " Tliink of the deed you

did one year ago ; think of the [loor man you crushed, and of the

family you trod under yoin- feet. ' Vengeance is mine, siiitli tlta

Lord'.'"

Laban Blockman started up with a curse on Iiis lips, but the

stranger paid him no further attention. He turned towards the

door, and soon the merchant and hii wife were once more alone

together.

It was the last nif^lit of the year, and the cnishcd, base man

wished that it was the last night of earth.

The first dim streaks of dawn had told the opening of the first

day of the new year. It was a calm moniing, but the snow still

fell in large flakes, and the earth was all robed in its garb of white.

Louisa Clapton arose from her place of rest, and as soon as she

had built a fire, she awoke her mother.

" Mother—mother," she said, in a soft, sweet tone, as the aged

woman raised herself to a sitting posture ; dear mother, I wish

you a happy new year."

" O, my child, I wish you may have many, very many of

them." And she kissed the maiden as she spoke. Then she

added, in a lower tone, " But I fear this can be no happy year for

me. Tlic last year has gone out in darkness, and the present

opens coldly, cheerlessly, hopelessly."

" Yet we may pray for peace," said the maiden. " I have

prayed—0, I cannot tell how earnestly, that happiness might be

yours during the coming year. I think God will listen to my
prayer."

The poor woman arose and dressed herself, and then sat down

by the stove.

" My child," she said, "again we have no food in the house."

" No," cheerfully returned Louisa ; "but my yesterday's work

is done, and I shall carry it home this morning. Mrs. Layton

wants it to wear at Mrs. Blockman's ])arty this evening, and she

will pay me for it as soon as she has it. That will find us in food

until the middle of next month."
" But you cannot go out this morning," said the mother, as she

looked out upon the deep snow.

" 0, that is nothing, mother. I shall laugh as I wade through

the drifted snow. It is not cold. I'll go as soon as I think Mrs.

Layton will be up, and then I shall bring something nice home for

you."
" You are a blessed child, Louisa. Ab, there go the sleighs.

Don't you hear the tinkling of the bells .'"

The maiden replied in the affinnative, for at that moment the

sharp tinkle of the bells struck upon her ear. Nearer and nearer

came the merry music, and Louisa went to the window to look.

She saw a large sleigh, drawn by two horses, coming down the

street. She remembered the time when her father owned just such

a conveyance ; when she rode over the snow-path just as merrily

;

and for a moment she felt more sad than usual, but she quickly

drove the feeling away. The sleigh had now come almost opposite

the house, and while the maiden was waiting to see it go by, its

pace was slackened, and it drew up in front of the little gate anil

stopped. A man leaped out, and came up to the door and knocked.

Louisa stopped not to answer the question which her mother

asked, but she hastened to the door and opened it. It was the

same stranger who had called tliere a few evenings before, that en-

tered.

"A happy new year for you both !" said he, as he removed his

cap. His garb was the same as it had been on his previous visit.

The mother and child both thanked him, smd in return, wished

him the same blessing.

" I have come," the visitor continued, " to sec if you would not

like to see your husband. Do not weep, dear madam. He
wished to see both you and your child, and I told him I would

fetch you. Come, I will can-y you safely there. The daw ning of

this new year will be brighter to him if you are with him."

Mrs. Clapton still wept, but she refused not the blessed boon of

weeping with her husband ; so she and her daughter set at once

about preparing for the visit. Louisa said she would take the bun-

dle for Mrs. La3'ton as she went along, and asked the stranger if

he would stop for her to leave it at that lady's door. She would

do that, and then -get the pay when she came back. The man
promised to do as she wished, and soon they were ready to set oft".

The fire in the stove was carefully shut up, and then the stranger

conducted the ladies to the sleigh. In a moment more the driver

cracked his whip, and away went the horses, with their silver bells

jingling as mcn-ily as though there were no sad hearts upon which

their quick music could fall.

The bundle was left at Mrs. Layton's by the driver, and then

the sleigh flew on again through the fleecy snow-cloud. When
they again stopped, it was in front of a large hotel, and the team

was driven close up to the long granite steps.

" We will stop here for a while," said the stranger, as he leaped

from the sleigh.

" But when shall we go to the jail ?" asked Louisa.

" Just as soon as you wish," returned the man, as he reached

forth his hand to help her out.

When they reached the great hall they found an obsequious ser-

vant, who at once conducted them to one of the large private par-

lors up stairs. When they reached the door the stranger stopped.

" Be firm now," said he. " I have gained the favor to have

your meeting take i)lace here. I am not in a suitable costume

now to appear in company, but I will retire and re-model myself,

and then join you. Go in."

He pushed open the door as he spoke, and having ushered the

ladies into the parlor, he turned and went awav. Tor an instant

Jlrs. Clapton's eyes rested on the sunqituous trapjiings about her,

but she heard some one approaching, and she raised her eyes.

" Mildred, Mildred ; my wife, my wife !" It was all the old

man could say, and on the same moment she was resting and

weeping on the bosom of her husband.

Then the aged father spoke to the trembling maiden, drew her

to his bosom, and the three sank down with thanksgiving upon

their lijjs. Their cheeks were wet, but their hearts were joyous.*******
Nathan Clapton was somewhat changed from confinement, but

yet he was strong and well. He had kissed his wife and child for

the fiftieth time, and for the fiftieth time had he thanked God that

they were with him.

" But what means all this ?" asked the wife.

" All I know is," returned the husband, " that I am free ; that

my debt is paid ; that I am once more a man at his own liberty."

" Free ! At liberty !" repeated both the mother and child. "Ajid

will you be with us now ? Will you live with us always V
" I trust so."

" But who has done all this ?"

" He is a stranger to me."

At this moment Louisa uttered a low cry, and clasped her bands

upon her brow.

" What is the matter ?" anxiously asked her mother.

" The stranger !" returned Louisa, gazing half wildly up into

her parent'i face. " (), mother ! O, God !—if it should be be! I

remember now some tones in his voice—some lights of those kind

eyes."

Both the father and mother would have asked her what she

meant, but before they could speak, the door opened and the

stranger entered. How he was altered ! His dress was now neat

and new, close-fitting and fine, and most of the long black beard

had been shaved from his face. There he stood, a stalwort young

man, not more than fivo-and-twenty years of age, and radiant with

manly beauty. His eye sparkled with a moist light, and the name
of the fair maiden trembled on his lips.

"It is ! it is ! James ! James !" broke wildly from Louisa's

lips. She started forward, nor did she stop until her tear-wet face

was nestled away in the young man's bosom.
" Not dead !" murmured Nathan Clapton, as he started forward

and seized the youth's hand. "Is this really James Valmont i"

" Ay, my kind old friend. It is your wayward protege."

" Then you were not cast away .'"

" Yes. Our ship was lost on the coast of VanDicmen's Land,

but I was saved. I found my way to the gold-fields of Australia,

and God blessed me with foUune. Gobi is mine—more gold than

I can ever spend, and now I have come to claim the debt you

owe me."

The old man gazed inquiringly into the young man's face.

" Have you forgotten it ?" continued the youth. " Don't you

remember, when I left you, nearly four years ago, that you made

a promise. Didn't you tell me that if I came home truly a man
you would give me—

"

" Yes, yes, James ; I remember now," inteiTuptcd Clapton. " I

know what you mean," he continued, while the happy tears

streamed down bis cheeks. " There she is, James. I know slie

loves you, and God knows how happy I am to thus fulfil my
promise."

As he ceased speaking, he led his daughter to the young man's

side, and as they were once more clasped in each other's embrace

he kissed them both. The aged mother raLsed her trembling

hands to heaven, and her blessings were added to those of her

hus'oand's.

" Now," said the young man, still holding his aflfianced bride

bv the hand, " I am happy. Mr. Clapton, when, years ago,

I came a poor orphan to your doors, you were kind and generous

to me ; and with all my waywardness, I eamesth- prayed that God

would some day help me to repay you. The time has come. I

have enough for all, and we w ill find our home together. And
now, I wish you all a happy new year. Come, breakfast is wait-

ing for us."

.« * « * *

That very day—on the first of the new year—just as the night

was coming on, James and Louisa were married.

At the mansion of Laban Blockman all was dark and drear, for

they gave not then- new year's party. But at the hotel of young

Valmont there was enough of festivitj- and rejoicing to make up

fo.- it.

And so the year passed on. Laban Blockman had utterly fallen,

and in disgrace be moved away ; no one knew whither, nor cared.

But with the family of Mr Clapton the happiness of the new year

dimmed not, but it rather grew brighter and brighter with each

dawning day. Often, often, as Louisa sits by her window and sees

her kind, noble, generous husband hastening home to greet her,

docs she turn to her mother and say, while the tears gather in

her eyes :

" Ah, mother, God did hear my prayer. What a Happt New
Yeau he has given us."

1 mmm t —

AVOIDING A CREDITOR.

A creditor, whom he wa."! anxious to avoid, met Sheridan com-
ing out of Pall Mall, on a certain occasion. There was no possi-

bility of avoiding him, but tlic wit did not lose bis presence of

mind, and immediately resolved what to do, knowing the creditor's

weakness.
" That's a beautiful mare jou're on," said Sheridan.
" Do you think so !"

" Yes, indeed ; how does she trot ?"

The creditor, highly flattered, put her into full trot. Sheridan
bolted round the corner, and was out of sight in a moment.

—

Limrhn At/ienaum.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A WINTER ROUNDELAY.

BT FRAN-CIS A. DURIVAOE.

With centlc step hath Winter come,

Af* loath to ppum the leaflets sere,

The withered garlands Autumn flings

On Sunimer^s melanrholy bier.

The Rraybcard pauses ere he drops

The snow white .«hroud on Nature's foce.

Surveys her rifnd lineaments.

And marks their yet surviving graee.

Deal pcntly with her. se.xton cold,

A moment spare her ere you close

The fcre-cloths o'er her lifeless form,

And leave her to her long repose.

Tears for the last we fain must shed,

A moment ring the funeral knell,

—

Then—homage to the reigning king,

And a festal peal from the changeful hell!

For the frosty king of the northern pole

Is as merry a king as old King Colo

:

I have called him cold, liut his brave old tnmt
With its mail of ice hides a heart of flame.

Prayers for the dead

Are briefly said,

And the tears of mourners are freely shed.

But soon transformed to smiles instead.

'Tis the way of the world, we must take as we find It;

The heart may give laws, but the heart cannot bind it.

A loyal huzza for the king of the hour!

A supple knee for the footstool of power!

What are pledges forgotten, and grief for the post?

The Kaiser by right, after all, is the last.

Hurrah for King Winter! the king of good cheer—
The lord of the seasons—the king of the year!

Sweeping through the forest,

Howls the I)itter wind

—

Cutting as Ingratitude,

As perjured love unkind

;

Shakes the cottage casement,

Rudely enters in,

Smites the shivering cotter

Through his raiment thin

:

Pinches agued eld,

Freezes bloodless youth

;

Like a sworn tormentor,

Enemy of ruth.

To the deathly hearthstone

Childish arms have brought

Little withered fagots

0Far and hardly sought.

Little feet, frost-bitten,

Track the ice with blood,

To that cottage hearthstone

From the distant wood.

But the fires are bright In the grand old hall,

And the lamps are lit for a festival.

And bright tropic flowers In every room

Exhale their sovils in sweet perfume,

And the music times the twinkling feet

Of the fair who pant in the simimer lieat;

The wine-cup pji.'sscs. and revellers swear

This world Is a worlii without a care :

Nor a single thought will they fling away,

As they homeward dart in the fur-piled sleigh.

On the tiny feet that liave trod that path

Or the hearts that have shrunk from the winter's wrath*

But afar, never .seen by mortJil eyes.

There's a realm in endless light that lies,

More fair than the loved of Italian skies;

Where changeless summer forever beams,

Where a fountain of joy forever streams,

Where music dwells In the very air,

And the spirit of love is everywhere;

Where the tiny feet will bleed no more,

For soft are the paths of that blessed shore,

And the heavy cross Is left behind.

And amaranth wreaths the temples bind.

And he who the weariest path has trod,

Will nearest stand to the throne of God.

« »» >

NAPOLEON AS A COOK.

The following well authenticated anecdote, related by Baron
Mencval, beautifully illustrates the social spirit of Napoleon. The
remembrance of a taste imliilnd in the familiarity of the domestic

life which she had passed in licr youth, inspii-cd the empress one
dav with a desire to make an omelet. While she was occupied in

that im|)0rtant culinary operation, the emperor, unannounced, en-

tered the room. The empress, a little embarrassed, endeavored to

conceal her preparations. " Ah," exclaimed the emperor, with a
latent smile, " what is going on here ? It seems to me I perceive

a singular odor, as of frying." Then passing round the emjiress,

he discovered the chafing dish, and silver saucepan, in which the

butter bad begun to melt, the salad bowl, and the eggs. " How,"
exclaimed the emperor, " are you making an omelet ! You know
nothing about it. I will show you how it is done." He imme-
diately took his place at the table, and went to work with the

empress, she serving as assistant cook. The omelet was at last

made, and one side of it fried. Now came the difliculty of turning

it, by tossing it over with artistic skill in the fiyins: pan. Napo-
leon, in the attempt, awkwardly tossed it upon the floor. Smiling,

he said, " I have fiiven myself credit for more exalted talents than

I possess ;" and he left the empress undisputed mistress of the

cuisine.

—

Abbot's Hislortj of XojioUon.

—— «- — »» t

The countcr]ioise of susceptibility is being animated by some

noble sentiment. I have nc^ver tliougbt, without admiration, on the

sublime constancy of the Koman di])utirs sent to Tarcnlo, who,

being grossly iii>ulted by a lisbt and at the same time barbarous

populace, ap'peai-cd before the pcojilc, assembled at the theatre, in

order to accomjilish their mission, \rilbout deiening to make men-

tion of the unworthy atlVonts which they had received in the streets.

—Bonstelten.
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OUR PRESENT NUMBER.
With this issue, kind reader of the " Pictorial," we come before

you, with number one of the new volume, for January, 1854.

Examine it carefully, and tell us if we have not kept our promise.

How clear and distinct the fine font of type ; how bright and artis-

tic the illustrations ; how fine and truthful the new heading ; how
pure and white the sheet on which all is printed ! Observe the

names of our contributors, and, above all, the character of their

articles ; and, having realized all this, glance at the terms of the

" Pictorial," and then judge for yourselves, whether it is not the

cheapest paper published in the world. Observe the arrav of fine

illustrations, and the carefully prepared descriptive matter, as well

as the choice treasures of the paper in the literary department, and

realize the amount of reading and entertaining matter contained

in each weekly issue of the " Pictorial."

Thus much we may say, by way of introducing the first number
of our illustrated journal to the public for the New Year ; and,

with the brilliant illustrations and new designs which we have on

hand for tlie coming numbers, we have no fear but that they will

8peak for themselves, and challenge the approbation and delight

of all. Let us not forget, in sending forth this number to our

hosts of subscribers, readers and friends, to wish tliein, one and
all, a joyous " Happy New Yeau !"

« »«» »

COLLECTOR OF THE PORT OF BOSTON.
Our readers know that we are no politician ; tliat the columns

of the " Pictorial " are strictly independent of all party bias ; and
that we rarely allude to politics, or any sectarian matter whatever.

This is because we are, wliat we profess to be, a neutral press

;

and, therefore, when we commend men or measures, it is known
that we do so from a conviction of intrinsic merit, not from party

interest. We were about to refer to Hon. C. H. Pcaslce, Collector

of our port, a gentleman who lias gone tlirough the fiery ordeal of

this appointment, ami come forth unscjithcd. Poople are very

apt, wlicn such au office is named, to recall simply the emohimeiit

affixed to the station, and to forget its extraordinary liabilities,

and laborious duties. These few men, indeed, are either fitted by

natural ability, or inclination, to assume, and therefore it is that

we are gratified to learn that the present incumbent has proved
himself, in every way, one of the best officials that have filled the

coUectorship of Boston.

< »•» >
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SFLINTEBS.

....Edwin Fon-est's late professional engagement in Balti-

more was most triumphantly successful in every respect.

.... Twenty-two States of the Union have already provided

for, and, to some extent, secured, a geological survey.

. . . Files of jiapers from "Valparaiso report that immense dis-

coveries of gold had been made in the valley of the Amazon.
The members of the English parliament are not paid

;
yet

the expenses of both houses amount to a million of dollars a year.

.... Two large warehouses, 300 feet long by 50 feet wide, are

being built at East Boston for the Grand Junction Railroad Co.

.... Mrs. Emma R. Coe, of Bufiklo, has been pursuing a course

of studies with a view of qualifying herself for the practice of law.

.... On Friday week, the mercury in the thermometer at Mon-
treal was down to zero ; the sleighs were running merrilv.

.... A well known philanthropist of this city is about erecting

some model dwellings for tlie ]joorer classes.

.... They have in Philadelphia what is called the " Broken-
Hearted Club ;" and they give grand comical balls, the papers say.

Magic has been liberally dis|)ensed lately at the Stuvvc-
•ant Institute, New York, by that little wizard, Signor Blitz.

.... We are sorry to see that both the small pox and cholera

are reported in the city of New York as somewhat fatal.

.... The new opera house, for this city, is steadily progressing,

and promises to be a most magnificent and perfect building.

.... The Swedcnborgians have established a college at Uibana,
Ohio, which has in attendance nearly one hundred students.

.... The average receipts on the Chicago and Mississippi Rail-

road (130 miles in operation) are over $60,000 per month.

It will be remembered that the " Flag " and "Pictorial"
will be furnished together for $4 a year.

.... Mr. Edwin Forrest is soon to play an engagement in this

city, we un.lerst.nnd, at the National Theatre.

THE WAR IN THE EAST.

We diflfer from those who regard the collision between the Turks

and Russians as a mere skirmish of outposts, a sort of national

brawl, which is to end, after a little bloodshed, by the withdrawal

of the belligerent forces, and the evacuating of the battle-ground,

and the amicable adjustment, by diplomatic measures, of the

points in dispute between the two nations. We rather regard it

as the commencement of that great strife which is to decide once

for all whether Europe shall be Cossack or Republican. For

more than a century the Russian power has menaced Europe from

the north with the promise of a coming storm. Tlie eagle eye of

Napoleon saw the coming tempest, and vainly sought to break its

fury—for before the icy barriers of the Russian throne, and the

terrors of the Russian winter, his battalions, invincible before,

recoiled, shattered and defeated. We own that the rejecting, by

Napoleon, of the overtures of Alexander, his refusal to barter

Constantinople to the czar in exchange for the almost priceless

pathway to the East, was a signal proof that he was at heart a

sincere and true man.

The temporary glory of Najtoleon would have been secured by

compliance with the demands of Alexander ; Waterloo would not

have been fought ; England would have become a third-rate

power ; Napoleon would have died on the banks of the Seine, and

the Duke de Reichstadt would have worn the crown of France.

But all this would have been purchased at the ex])ense of the true

glory of the great emperor. Russia has never abandoned the idea

which influenced her policy at the time of Peter and of Catherine,

to the present hour. The possession of Constantinople has been

the golden dream of every czar ; she has subjugated every inter-

vening nation, and there b now but one physical obstacle between

her and the splendid goal which she covets. After all that has

been said about the internal weakness of Russia, and the invinci-

ble valor of her antagonists, and, notwithstanding the rei)ortcd

success of the Tiirks, we do not doubt, for our own part, that if

the military power of Russia is concentrated against Turkey alone,

she will prove victorious.

The great question is whether England and France will allow

the Turks to cope single-handed against the Russian forces, and

remain inactive if they see the latter victorious. England has

spoken loudly against the arrogance and injustice of the Russian

claims ; but we know by experience that her loud words and bold

deeds are not simultaneous. She is now giving evident symptoms

of subsiding into indifference and inactivity. On the other hand,

the French emperor seems to maintain a bold attitude. To inter-

fere with the armed hand in this strife is the only method in which

he can redeem his character historically, and the only way in which

he can justly satisfy the vast army and navy Avhich he has been

creating. A standing army is a terrible monster in time of peace,

for it is dangerous and difficult to domesticate. It must have

food, and craves for action, too ; its thousands upon tliousands of

iron hands and brazen throats must have work and utterance.

Like the demon of Frankenstein, it becomes the hourly horror of

its maker

!

A war would be popular with the French army ; a war with

Russia would be popular with the French people, for they hate

the Russians with an undying hatred. They are willing to fra-

ternize with the countrymen of Wellington and Blutcher, but they

will never forgive the Cossacks for the carnage of the Russian

campaign. They remember their vandalism, in Paris, in 1815,

and they long to take a summary revenge for Moscow and the

Berezina. The consequences of the extension of the Russian

empire to the Dardanelles would be so appalling that we think

the present crisis must arouse to arms all European nations who
have any hope of preserving a national independence ; and thus

England _6eems to view the subject.

Our next Numbek.—Our next number, among other original

illustrations, will contain the flags of all nations ; besides our own,

that of England, France, Austria, Russia, Turkey, China, Japan,

Hindostan, Greece, Italy, Holland, Hanover, Bavaria, Naples,

Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Sicily, Portugal, Sardinia, Mexico,

Peru, Bolivia, Chili, Brazil, and, in fact, flags of all nations,

forming a rare and interesting collection, valuable as a reference
;

besides which this number will contain its usual variety of beau-

tiful illustrations. It will thus be seen that we shall continue to

send our readers an original and exceedingly valuable weekly pa-

per, in which a constant improvement will be manifested.

»• » »

Family Registeb.—It will be seen that we present on the op-

posite page an illumined register, the character of which explains

itself. It will afl'ord those of our readers who desire to do so, an

opportunity to register there all tliose sacred family matters, wliich

every domestic circle sliould preserve ; and when bound, it will

form a record which our descendants will particularly value. We
know that our readers, one and all, will prize it, and improve the

facility it offers for preserving tiie interesting dates and data of

every family circle. It goes to our patrons with that kind regard

• wliicli we cherish for cverr reader of the Pictorial.

CinciLATioN OF THE PicTORiAL.—The immense edition and

circulation of our illumined journal, the Pictorial, calls upon us

for corresponding liberality in its management, and spurs us on to

make every possible improvement. We commence the New Year

with a weekly edition of one hundred and ten thousand—a fact that

will give us pleasure to demonstrate to any person who will favor

us with a call at our office.

< »«» t

Back Numbers.—We can supply any or all of the back num-
bers of the Pictorial, from the very commencement of the work,

at a charge of six cents each.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION.

The Flag, in its new and greatly beautified form, for the New
Year, is now issued, and ajipears on fine paper, with new typo,

new heading, new designs throughout, and forming one of the

most beautiful literary papers ever issued from the press. Its con-

tents—almost entirely original—includes nearly twice as much

matter as heretofore, embracing tales, sketches, poems, wit and

humor, and the current news of the day. It will also bo remem-

bered, that in this numlier we commence Lieutenant Murray's

unequalled novelette, beautifully illustrated, " The Magician of

Naples: or, Love and Necromancy," which we unhesitatingly pro-

nounce to be the best story we have yet published. Let the reatl-

ers of the Pictorial not fail to procure a copy, and see what a

beautiful clipper craft we have launched upon the sea of time for

the New Year. For sale at all of the principal depots, throughout

the country, M^five cents \>er copy

-—•••—>"-

BINDING THE PlCTORI.\L.

AVc are now prepared to bind the fifth volume of the Pictorial

in one regular, uniform, and elegant style, in cloth, with gilt edges

and back, and illumined covers, supplying a title page and index

to the volume, at a charge of one dollar. We can supply all the

back numbers of the Pictorial, or any ones that may be wanted

to complete sets, or to supply the place of soiled or missing numbers,

at a charge of six cents each. Our wholesale agents, S. French,

151 Nassau Street, New York, A. Winch, 116 Cliestnut Street,

Pliiladclphia, W. & H. Taylor, Ul Baltimore Street, Baltimore,

and A. C. Bagley, corner of 4th and Sycamore Streets, Cincin-

nati, will bind as above, at a charge of one dollar and twenty-five

cents each.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Oirdwood, Lucius II. Morrill to Susan P. Smith,

daugiiter of .lonathau Smith.
By Kev. Mr. Neale. Jlr. Joel Butler to Miss Elizabeth Stetson.

By Rev. Mr. Stone, Mr. Joseph M. i'.icharJsou to Miss Harriot A. Pickles.

By Rev. Mr. Burlingham, Mr. Hezckiali Prince, Jr. to Miss Mary E. Billings.

At .Salem, by Rev. Mr. Clapp, Mr. Francis E. Smith, to Miss Elizabeth,

daughter of Nathan Millett. Esq.

.\t Beverly, by Kev. Mr. Thayer, Mr. Alfred S. Merritt to Miss Margaret A.

Gallaher, both of Salem.

At Sharon, by Rev. Mr. Phillips, Mr Francis A. Thomu, of Plymouth, to

Miss I\Iary J. Dullard.

At Plymouth, by Rev. Dr. Kendall, Mr. Charles T. Benson to Uiss Helen

Maria, daughter of Winslow Cole.

At Newbivryport, by Rev. Mr. Richardson, Mr. Nicholas P. French, 3d, of

Sali.^burv. to Miss Clara A. Lombard.
At l/>\vell, by KeY. Mr. Moulton, Mr. William Roberts to Miss Amanda

Ilildrcth.

At South Adams, by Rev. Mr. Ballou, Mr. Thomas P. Hathaway to Mis*

Amelia A. Bryant.
At Chicopee, by Rev. Mr. Webster, Mr. John J. Carter to Miss Mary £.

Page; Mr. Charles Kclton to Miss Olive Jane Stuart, all of Boston.

At Portland, Me., by Rev. Mr. Peck, Mr. James M. Somcrs to Miss Susan J.

Rand.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mrs. Abigail Bell, formerly of Roxburj-. 71 ; Hon. A. G. Britton,

of Orford, N. H., 77; Mrs. Eliza Spruhan, 21; Elizabeth F. A., only child of

(ieorge R. and Frances E. Vamey, 9.

At Somerville, Mary A., wife of E. B. Hatch. 38.

At Cambridge, Mrs. Mary, wife of William Evans, 30.

At Jamaica Plain, Mr. George M. Weld, 50.

At Charlestown. Mrs. Malviiia 11. Welch, wife of Charles W. Welch, 25.

At Roxburv, Miss Lucy Weld, 91.

At Lynn, Mrs. Sarah Johnston, wife of Hon. Edward Kent, formerly o
Bangor, Me.. 48.

At Wrcnthnm, Dr. Paul R. Jletcalf, 78.

At New England Village (Grafton), J!r. Darid Bushee, of Lawrence, 68.

At Newhuryport, Mrs. Sally, wife of .Mr. Jo.«cph Stirkney, 07.

At Pccrfleld, Fannv D.. wife of William Butman, 31.

At New Bedford, Miss Lucy T. Haskell, of Rochest*r.

At Providence, R. I., Mrs. Sarah W. Goddard.
At Hartford, Vt., Rachel, wife of the late Enos Stone, 68.

At Portland, Me., Mr. Caleb Crockett, 37.

.*t South Rutland, N. Y., Phila A., wife of Rev. Charles Bailey.

At California. Charles Stone, son of Moses Ellis; D. 3. PennaU, of Maine;
L. D. Dexter, of Mas.sachusetts.

At San Fi-ancisco. .\texander Boyd, a native of Boston, 35; Dr. William P
Hotchkiss, of Newport, R. I.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWING-ROOM COMPANION.

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art.

The object of the paper is to presf»nt, in the moAt eleg^int and ariillabto
form, a weekly litrrary melange ol' notiible events ol' the day. Its coluiutia
are devot«d to original tales, sketches aud poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news; tbo whole well spiced with
wit aud huutor ICach paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent arti.cts, of notable ob}«ctc,
current events in all parts of the world, and of men aud mannurs, altogether
making a paper entirely original in its design, iu this country. Its pages
eontain views of every populous city iu the known world, of all buildings of
note in the eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamers of the navy aud merchant service, with fine and accurate portraits

of every noted character in the world, both male and female. Sketchvs of
beautiful scenery, taken froni life, will also be given, with numerous specimens
from the animal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fi^h of the sea. It is

printed on fine satin-surface paper, with new and beautiful type, presenting
in its mechanical execution an elcgaut specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and sixty -four square inches, giving a great amoun t of reading matt«r
aud illustrations—a mamuioth weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.

TEEMS:-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscril>er, one year, S3 00
2 subscribers, " " 6 CO
i " " " 9 00
8 '• " " 16 00

**, One copy ofThe Flaq of oua Ukion, and one copy of Gleasom') Picra-
Rni, one year, for #4 00.

r!_y" The PiCTORiAi, Dr.vwino-Rooji Companion may be obtained at any of
the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen, at six cen[4 per
single copy

Published erery Satuedat, comer of Fremont and Bromfield Streets, by

P. GLEASON, Boston, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, comer of Spruce Street, New York.

A WINCH, 116 Chestnut Street Philadelphia.

W. & n. TAYLOR, Ul BaHimoreandSSouth Sts, Baltimore.

A C. BAGLEV, comer o 4th and Sycamore Streets, Cincinnati.

J A ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit

E K WOODWARD, comer 4th and Chesnut Streets, St. Loula.

IflOUAS LDNN, 40 Exchange Plao», New Orleans,
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FIVE YEARS.

BY PHOEBE C.\RET.

Five years with their joys and pleasures,

Five years vrith their sorrow and pain,

Have come and gone since we parted

In the time of the autumn rain.

In our dear old home tliere are changes,

There are faces strange and new,

Tliere are old ones wearing sadder,

Sadder and older too.

Young children have taken the places

We come to take no more.

There are two new mounds in the graveyard

That never were there before.

And our father's hair, when we left hhn,

That only was turning gray,

la grooving thinner and whiter,

^Vhitcr every day.

And the time that has marked all others

Has surely marked us too,

0, 1 have been changed so sadly,

—

How hath it been with you

!

< ^•^
[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A MYSTERY SOLVED.
BT T. S. ARTHUR.

"0 dear!" sighed a lady friend, as the coffin containing all

that was mortal of a young mother, cut off in the very prime of

womanhood, was borne from the door of the opposite dwelling

;

" this does seem hard ; I cannot understand it. Look at those

three fair young children ; their faces pressed against the chamber

windows. Ah, how little do they comprehend the meaning of the

word ' motherless!' A shadow is on their dwelling; .soon, very

soon, it will fall coldly and gloomily on their hearts. When just

at the age most to need a mother's care, why is the mother re-

moved ? It is a mysterj' ; a deep, dark mystery. I wonder not

that the heart, crashed and bleeding under the weight of such an

affliction, should question the wisdom and beneficence of so fearful

a dispensation."

" There is no mystery here," we answered ;
" nothing but a just

relation between cause and effect."

" I call it a strange providence," said the lady, speaking with

Bomething of impatience in her tone. " Why was .she not spared

to lier children a few years longer > With God are the issues of

life. The Angel of Dissolution chills no life current with his icj'

finger.s, except at the bidding of the All-Seeing and Omnipotent.

Without him, not a sparrow falleth to the ground."

" And one human life is of more value than many span-ows,"

said we, impressively, hoping to suggest to her mind a higher idea

of providence than it entertained for the time being.

" True, tnie ; and yet tlie arrows of death are thrown witli a

Bort of blind energy that makes one think of a malignant spirit,

rather than a merciful God."

The lady's warm cheek, half indignant tone, and almost flashing

eves, evinced the strength of her feelings.

" Gently, gently," we said, laying a hand upon hers. " There

is no mysterious providence here. It was the mother's own act

that removed her from her children."

" What ! You do not intimate self-destniction."

" Not premeditated self-de.»ti"uction. Yet had she observed the

laws of health, her children would not, this day, be motherless."

" She was a fragile flower, I know, and as beautiful as she was

delicate."
" Open the windows ; let in tlie frosty air upon one of your hot-

house plants, and note the consequence."

" It will droop, and wither, and die."

" As Mrs. Melbounie did. In either case the effect depends

upon a clearly ajjpareut cause. There is nothing of mystery in-

volved."
" I did not know her intimately. I only met her once or twice

;

but I have always admired her—always heard her spoken of witli

affection by her friends. She was beautiful in jierson. I have

often looked at her as she sat by the windows opposite, with one

of her fairy-like children in her arms, and thought it the most

beautiful sight my eyes had ever rested upon. O, it is so sad to

think tliat her loving aims will never again encircle tliem, nor her

bosom pillow their heads. Her husband, it is said, almost wor-

shipped her. Poor man ! what a heart-sonow lie has to bear."

" Ten years ago," said we, after our fair friend's e.\citcment of

mind had a little subsided, " a young, beautiful, and sylph-like

creature, dressed in full costume, came down from her room about
nine o'clock in the evening, and a light silk scarf thrown across

her arm. She was met at the parlor door l)y a pale woman, whose
shrunken face, large bright eyes, and husky voice, told but too

plainly that the days which remained to her upon earth were very
few.

" ' So you will go to-night, dear Adcle V she said, in a voice of
tender solicitude.

" ' Why not, mother V was answered. ' I promised George that

I would accompany him, and he has called for me.'

" ' I know. But a storm tln-eatcn.s. I am fearful that vou mav
take cold.'

" ' Don't give yourself a shadow of trouble, dear mother,' re-

plied Adele. ' You are always over-anxious about me.'

" ' The scarf is too thin, daughter. Go back and get your light

cashmere shawl ; and be sure to wi-ap yourself up well before leav-

ng the warm ball-room to return home.

" ' O, dear, mother I why will you be so foolish about me. No
fear of my taking cold.'

" ' You cannot go, Adcle, unless with some better jirotection

than this cobweb scarf,' said the mother, firmly.

" The young girl, with a slight expression of impatience, tripped

back to her chamber, and in a few moments returned with the

shawl, which her mother drew carefully aliout her neck and bosom.

Yet, scarcely was tlic thoughtless young creature in the carriage

that awaited her, ere the shawl was pushed back from her shoul-

ders, and the fresh, humid night air suffered to bathe her neck and

a portion of her exposed bosom. AVhen she entered the ball-room

there was a brighter flush on her cheeks than usual, and she was

conscious of an unpleasant sensation below the throat pit. This

was but slight, however.

" It was three o'clock when Adele left the gay ball-room to re-

turn home. For at least four hours of the time since her entrance,

she had danced in the hot and crowded apartment.

" ' Draw your shawl closer around you,' said her lover, as he

assisted her into the carriage. A slight rain was falling and the

air was coming from the east.

" ' 0, how cool and pleasant,' murmured the fair creature, as

she leaned her head from the carriage window, and let the moist

atmosphere strike upon her face and neck. ' How refreshing ! I

thought several tiines that I should faint in that suffocating room.'

" The shawl was thrown from her neck and shoulders, and for a

quarter of an hour she rode, thus unprotected, until a slight shud-

der creeping through her frame warned her to replace the shawl,

and even to draw it tightly, around her ; but it did not, now, im-

part the warmth she sought.

" Do you wonder that, on the next morning, Adcle had fever,

and pains in the side and breast, or, that when the doctor came, he

discovered the existence of considerable inflammation of the lungs ?

" A week of serious illness, and two weeks of convalescence.

Then, setting at nought all the gentle remonstrances of her mother,

Adele went out for a promenade with some young companions,

wearing very thin shoes, although, from recent rains, the pave-

ments were damp. It was over three months ere she wjis alile to

appear abroad again ; and months longer before the roses bloomed

on her cheeks as of old.

" At seventeen Adele became a wife ; and before her eighteenth

summer a babe was laid on her bosom.
" ' She is too young to many,' urged the pale, anxious mother

of this fragile girl. ' Wait a year or two, until both mind and

body have gained a full maturity.'

" But the ardent young lover could not wait ; and Adele was

quite as impatient for the wedding-dav. To the voices of reason

and prudence, they were alike deaf.

" A gay round of parties followed the maniage. Night after

night the young bride, too thinly clad for exposure to the sharp

air of a severe winter, went forth to meet her friends. Late hours,

stimulating food and drink, excessive fatigue, and colds, wrought

upon her their sad effects ; and ere the honey-moon was fairly

over, she was in the hands of the physician.

" When Adcle appeared abroad, after the birth of her first child,

some of her friends hardly knew her, so sadl}- was she changed.

Never again did the roses of health come back to her cheeks, now
pale as lilies, except when flushed by the fatal hectic. Never

again did she enjoy an hour's freedom from lassitude and pain.

Yet, strange to tell, she took scarcely any better care of her health

than before her marriage. You saw her at balls, at concerts, at

the opera, and all fashionable assemblies, exposing herself to colds,

and encountering fatigue that invariably laought on pains or pros-

tration of strength.

" A few years more, and the curtain falls on this drama of life.

That the acts and scenes were so many, was the greatest cause of

wonder ; not that the curtain falls so soon. Adcle Melbourne cut

the thread of her own existence."

" Mrs. Melbourne !" exclaimed our attentive listener; "surely

it is not of her that you have been speaking ?"

" Yes, of Mrs. Melbourne, whose wasted form ha.s just been

carried forth. Call not her death a dark dispensation. It would

have been a miracle had life been furtlier extended."

A long silence was followed by a (lee])ly drawn sigh.

" Yes, yes ; I see it all ; the mystery is solved. There is no
dark providence here. Ah, how many like her are daily cut down
in the very flower of life ; cut down ere half their work is done !"

" It is a melancholy fact," we replied, " that the whole average

of life in this country is diminished by a suicidal disregard of the

])lainest laws of health
;
and this sad defect—we ought to sav

criminal—is chargealilc more ujion yoiu' sex than our own. It

gives one the heart-ache to think of the dally deaths of young
mothers—the sharp sundering of the tenderest ties that can bind

heart to heart. People clasp their hands, look grave and mj-stc-

rious, and say, ' What an afllictive providence !' But there is no
providence in the matter—only a ])rovision of the divine mercv to

lessen, as far as may be, the evils that must flow from the disrup-

tion, by death, of the most intimate relations in life. Here is a

solution of the whole mystery that has so perplexed vou, and*

hundreds of others."

LIFE IN MASIIINGTON.

The most elegant turnout in Wasliington is said to be that of
General Cass. The color of the carriage is a dark violet, the
])anels behig so smoothly finislied and highly jiolished, as to [jre-

scnt almost the surface of a mirror. The linings are of rich blue
and gold silk reps, with silk lacings to corrcs|}ond. The carrian-e
is hung very low, and possesses all the rcf|ui-ites of an elegant
vehicle for iuxurions case, witlioiit any attempt at gaudy displav.
On the centre of the panel of eacii door is inscriljcd tlie letter C.,
enclosed in a very small and neat wreath. Siieakiug tuljes, card
racks, etc., form part of the appendages of the coach.

—

Ilami'
Journal

RULERS OF THE WORLD.
Is it your pleasure, gentle reader, to receive the " Rulers of the

World " in your dnnciiirj-rmm, with the " Companion," as equeiTy

in waiting, to introduce them ? We take it for granted that vou
assent, and will give you a mental presentation to each of these

dignitaries, while you look at the admirable engravings of them
on pages 8 and 9. No " court dress " will be reciuired, and vou

will not—as at a European court—be crowded with a mass of the

great and the mean, distinguished characters and others with no

character at all, huddled up with a flaming display of costumes,

embroideries, jewelry and plumes.

Fraxklin Pierce, President of our own Republic, is surely

entitled to precedence ; and we regret that we cannot trace his ca-

reer along the cuiTent of events, until he is now chief magistrate

of a nation which commands the respect of the world, and is the

Canaan of Freedom's followers. He was born in 1804, and,
although domestic atfliction has silvered his hair, his step is firm,

his eye liright, his voice clear.

Victoria, Queen of England, should be named next, leaning

on the arm of the prince of her choice, and followed by a goodly
train of what her Scotch subjects would call bairns. Short, of

goodlv dimensions, with light hair and eyes, she carries her thirty-

two years well, and it is easy to see that the loyalty of her sulijec'ts

is not merely homage to the sovereign, but love of the woman.
Therefore do they " put on their best attire," and " cull out a holi-

dav " to welcome her in her numerous excursions, and to strew

her path witli blessings as she passes.

Isabella Secunda, the Queen of Spain, comes in striking

contrast, from a corrida di toros, with some favorite officer. There
is a flusli of joy on her voluptuous cheek, for the enraged brute

has gored a tonero to death, and she devours the sweetmeats with

which her pocket is filled with great gusto. She was born in

18.30, and ascended the throne a few years afterward, to the dis-

gust of her uncle, Don Carlos, who did not like the abolishment

of the old Salic law by her father.

Pius IX., recognized by millions as the spiritual sovereign of

Christendom, is now 61 years of age, and is worthy the respect of

all. Unfortunately, his cloister-life led him to believe that he

could gradually reform Italy ; but when the car of Liberty was
once set in motion, he feared that it would crush all existing gov-

ernment, and called in French bayonets to arrest its progress.

AuD EL Med.jid is also the head of a powerful creed, and just

now, he receives the good-will of many a Christian. lie was thirty

years of age in April last, and was girded with the sacred sword
of Osman on the death of his father—Mahomed the Reformer—in

18.39. He has a melancholy, but winning expression of counte-

nance, with a listless black eye, and a soft, melodious voice. Sen-

sual enjoyment and pleasure seemed to have satiated him, but the

present war may inspire him with new life.

Nicholas, "Autocrat of all the Russias," (to which he would
fain annex Turkey), is a third Divine Regent, and administers the

temporal aftairs of the Greek Church. For a wonder, his personal

appearance is majestic, as if he was born to command. Other
men are six feet high, but Nicholas is broad, muscular, active in

proportion. His face is finely shaped, with a grave and earnest

asjiect, indicative of great strength of purpose, and disjilaying in

its iinniot)ile expression the stem haliit of authority. One almost
feels chilled by his icy, towering splendor ; and when he smiles, it

is like a rose bursting into life on the surface of an Alpine glacier.

Natoleox III. will soon be forty-six years of age, and in figure

resembles the founder of his dynasty. His life is a historical ro-

mance, full of adventures, disasters, reverses, exiles and wondeiful

turns of fortune, presenting a greater variety of incidents than

many a novelette denounced as wonderfully marvellous. Nobody
could allow the proliability of such a long and fluctuating wrestle

with destiny ; but he is floating on the top wave at last.

Sant.v Anna is another political shuttlecock, tossed about bv
the vicissitudes of public life. He is somewhat older than half

a century, with an electric eye, a daring look, and a martial

bearing, although a wooden leg rather detracts from the dignity of

his walk. Ten to one he is just from the ring, with a game-chicken

under his ami ; and if his bird has been su<'cessful, he has chiis-

tened the defeated rooster Houston, or Taylor, or Scott.

Leopold, Iviiig of the Belgians, is a hearty-looking German,
some sixty-three years of age, who was selected as the husband for

the Princess Charlotte, when it was hoped that she would sway
England's sceptre. She died, and he sub,«cquently married a

daughter of Louis Philippe, and is a "citbien king" on a small

scale, at Brussels.

Frederic William, King of Pnissia, was born in 1795, but

did not ascend his throne until 1840. He looks and acts like some
of our retired merchants—cautious, and not over-generous.

Oscar, who wields the united sceptres of Sweden and Norway,
was bom towards the close of the last century, and is the son of

Bemadotte, the only one of Napoleon's pageant of rtilers who
retained the crowns won by their swords.

Frederic, King of Denmark, bom in 1805, ascended the

throne in 1848, ami has experienced some severe trials, thi'ough

which he has passed creditably.

William III., who has reigned in Holland since 1849, is a

young man, of the Reformed Church, and more distinguished for

" masterly inactivity " than anything else.

Francis Joseph I. was called in 1848—although only eighteen

vears of age—to ascend the tottering throne of Austria, just abdi-

cated by his uncle Ferdinand. Kossuth was in arms, Vienna had

Dceii revolutionized, and there was faint hope for the " hoy em-
peror." Matters changed, however, and with Russian aid ho has

re-assumed the rule of his vast empire.

The Emperor of China is just feeling the wave of revolution

which rolls to the eastward, and some hope that he will soon open

the gates of the " Celestial Empire," so long closed by his Tartar

predecessors.

Donna Maria da Gloria, recent queen of Portugal, was bom
on the 4th of April, 1819, and was consequently thirty-four yeam
of age at the time of her death. Her accession to the throne was

• on Slav 2, 1826, during her minority, when she was seven years

of age." For many years the kingdom was disturbed by faction

and civil war. Her character was not calculated to shed lustre

on the throne.

Victor Emmanuel, King of Sardinia, was born March 14,

1820, and ascended the throne March 23, 1849, aged 29. A spir-

ited anil bold man. he distinguished himself in arms during the

troubles of 1848. He is said to be the finest horseman in his

kingdom—one of those men who re-produce in the present century

the knightly sovereigns of the middle ages.

MaxI-milian II. ascended the throne of Bavaria in 1848, his

father having become somewhat uii])opnlar on account of lavish

ex])cnditure, Lola Montes, and a tyrannical disposition.

And now we have exhausted our collection of portraits, and our

rcatlers have a general idea of those to whom the temporal happi-

ness of millions is entrusted—to say uotliing of their direct inflii-

ence over the wliole earth. Where will they be at this New Year's

close, is a question which, in these days, none can answer.
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KDITORIAL MELANGE.

Tbero is a proposition before tlic Legislature of Soutlt Carolina

for appropriating $30,000 towards tlie erection of a inonument to

the late Mr.. Calhoun. There is more house buildini; going on

at Newport than at any other former jicriod, and real estate has

rapidly advaneed. Louis Napoleon has taken the telegraph

under his govemmcnt's surveillance. No message can be sent

from Paris till it lias been examined and approved by the Minister

of the Interior. Henry S. Fisher was horribly mangled by the

engine of a train of cars, at Elizaliethtown, N. J., recently, so

that he died soon afterwards. Kisses arc like grains of silver

or gold found upon the ground—of no value themselves, but

j)rccious as showing that a mine is near. According tc the

New York corresijondent of the Ledger, eight cases of cho'cra

occuiTed in New York city, in one week, recently. The cases are

not reported by the Board oi' Hcalt# under that name. The

proprietors of the principal liotels in Detroit have closed their

liquor bars, in compliance with the new law. According to

the Trieste Zeitmuj, American cotton goods have beaten tlie British

manufactures comi)letcly out of the field on the shores of the Black

Sea. Henry Anglin, of Jackson county, Georgia, aged lOG

years, a soldier in the Revolutionary war, died on the 26th ult.

Ho was with Count Pulaski, at the siege of Savannah. Mr.

Belmont with difficulty secured his reception at the Hague, on ac-

count of appearing in citizen's dress. The first magnetic tele-

graph in Cul)a commenced operations a short time since. House's

system is used. Scnor Garcia, the largo cigar importer, late of

New York city and Havana, died recently in the latter city, after

a brief illness, from apo])lexy. New London, Connecticut,

has voted to borrow $.53,000, and build a city hall building, costing

not less than $40,000. The lot costs $10,000. From Aus-

tralia we learn that American enterprise is pervading the entire

continent, and extending to evei-y source of improvement and

profit. A natural bridge, said to be superior in grandeur and

scenery to the celebrated Virginia bridge, has been discovered in

Marion county, Alabama. Omar Pasha is not a Turk l)y birth,

nor a Mohammedan in manners. He drinks wine, and the fact is

known to all his army. He has no harem, and only one wife, an

Austrian lady, of Transylvania. We regret to learn from the

Olive Branch that the disease of its senior editor, Mr. Norris, has

taken an unfavorable turn, and that he is not expected to survive

many days. A sale of $20,000 worth of the stock of the Col-

lins Steamsliip Company was mf^ cc in New York, at 30 per cent.

below par. Twelve cattle of the Durham breed landed a few

days since at our wharves, says a Philadelphia pajier, on their way

from England to Ohio ; they were splendid animals, one cow

%vcighing over two thousand pounds. The Nashville Medical

College opened its session with 140 students, and expects a large

increase. On the Eastern Railroad, a train was thrown oflf the

track, in Chelsea, by a stone, killing the fireman, named Hall, and

injuring the engineer. At Raleigh, North Carolina, Pennell

Hendricks, convicted of passing counterfeit gold coin, has been

sentenced to pay a fine of $2500, and imprisonment at hard labor

in the penitentiary, for ten years. Rumor buzzes it about

among the literary people, that Thomas Carlyle is coming over to

pay us a visit—whether to lecture, or to explore, or both, Rumor
is not prepared to say. A brace of Maine boys are in the

House of Representatives this winter. Israel Washburn, junior,

of Maine, and his brother, Eliliu B. Washburn, of Illinois, have

both the honor of being side by side, politically and brotherly, as

Representatives in Congress. Captain Ingraham's friends

have made applications to the Navy Department that he may be

relieved from duty in the Mediterranean, on account of failing

health. A spectacle of rare interest was presented in the Ro-

man Forum on a recent Sunday afternoon, being no less than a

sermon from Pope Pio Nuno to the people. It was just twenty-

fotu- minutes in duration. The editor of the Syracuse L^nion

has seen a potato which measures twelve inches in length, and

weighs two pounds. A^Hien dug up it weighed more, lint has de-

creased by drying. Thirtj' such potatoes would make a bushel,

and a thousand such would make a tolerable load for a pair of

of horses.

« ».» >

HOLIDAY PRESENT.

We have now Volume Fifth, of the Pictorial, bound in our uni-

foiTn and beautiful style, ready for delivery, and which may be

had at any and all of the periodical depots throughout the country.

No more appropriate or acceptable gift-book for the holidays

could be found than this volume affords. Full of fine illustra-

tions, carefully described, and a large amount of refined and

entertaining miscellany, including original stories, sketches,

poems, and the current record of the events of the day, at home
and abroad, it is a faithful miiTor, giving an accurate reflection of

the busy world.

The Telf.gr.iph.—The great Newfoundland Telegraph en-

terprise is reported in a state of forwardness. With a submarine

cable, extending in all over one hundred miles, and swift steam-

ers, and steam yachts, off Cape Race, this company expects to be

able to report the European news in Boston, New York, and else-

where, in four days after it leaves Liveqjool.

Gaso.meter.—The staging has been entirely removed from the

new gasometer on Sea Street, and the exterior of the building

presents a very fine appearance. The interior is also neai-Iy com.
plated, the large iron tanks being under rapid process of con-

struction.

i ^m^ >

War in the East.—The emperor of Russia ah-eady regrets

his onslaught upon the Turks. Serves him iuBtly.

lllansibc (Batljcrings

A ncv/ hospital has been established at Albany, on a subscrip-
tion of $50,000.

Montreal harbor is a complete blank at present, not a single
vessel of any description is visible, except the ferry boats.

The receipts of cotton at all the southern ports are no\y 449,000
bales short of the reccii)ts at the same time last year.

A geological survey of Missouri is in progress. Professor Swal-
low being the State geologist. Much benefit is anticipated from
the result.

A private company, with a capital of ten millions of dollars,

has been formed at i^an Francisco, for the estal)lishmcnt of steam
communication with China.

Two men, named Gibson and Ward, have been tried in Greens-
burg, Pennsylvania, for murder, robbery, and arson, and both found
guilty of murder in the first degree.

John N. Gcnin, the well known New York hatter, has given one
thousand dollars to the P^ive Points Plouse of Industry. Gcnin
has got a heart as big as his purse.

A-; an evidence of the progress of California, we may mention
that one of the San Franci.sco papers recently contained a column
of criticism ujjon a ])icture exhibited in that city.

The consumption of milk in this city, aimually, is estimated at

three millions of gallons. The quantity of Cochituate used in

diluting milk is not estimated.

A white owl, measuring five feet and eleven and a half inches

from tip to tip, has been captured, alive, on Plum Island. This
is supposed to be the largest bird ever captured on our coast of
its kind.

Said the late Chief Justice Parsons, " I have been so lon<^ in

the habit of hearing criminals of all grades refer all their miseries

to intcmjierance, that I have ceased to ask them the cause of their

ruin."

Three Cattaraugus Indians, brothers, walked into Buffalo Creek
through the draw of a bridge that h;i' nccn left open. The night
was dark. Two of the men were .ownied. The third clung to

the abutment of the bridge.

In France, in the twelfth ntury, noblemen alone were permit-
ted to have vanes on thci onses ; and at one time this privilege

was only accorded to t ^se who first jdanted their standard on the

walls of a town when stormed.

A ninaway slave at Natchez, a few weeks since, stabbed to the

heart a white nuin who was directing his arrest ; an<l when pur-

sued, threw himself among the machinery of a mill, by which he
was instantly torn to pieces.

The brig Socetio, hound from Havana for Boston, reports fiill-

ing in, on the 19th, with the schooner James C. King, waterlogged
;

took off her captain, Wainscttc, who had been on the wreck seven
days without food or water.

Koszta has been waited on by a large number of Hungarians
and Italians, but all seemed disappointed exce|)t those who had
previously known him. Nature (lid not intend him for a "lion."
He is a very plain man, with little or no talent.

The mercantile navy of the United States is at present greater
than that of the United Kingdom of Great Britain, and tlie tonnage
of the single city of New York is within a trifle of being equal to

that of London and Liverpool put together.

-foreign iJtcms.

Fifty pieces of artillery had been sent to Adrianople, and the
p.alace was being prepared for the recejition of the Sultan.

It is rumored that the queen of Spain contemplates bestowing
upon jiresident Santa Anna the order of the Golden Fleece.

The French consul at Constantinople had invited proposals for

supplying the French fleet, which would winter in the Black .Sea.

In Asia, the Turkish success continues brilliant, they having
captured the first class fortresses of Souehun Kale and Usum-
ghcllic.

There is a mustache mania at present in England. Mechanics,
and others who are employed in the open air, seem to be vefy
generally discarding the razor.

The Anglo-French fleet remains idle at its anchorage. There
was a re])ort that the Tnrkisli fleet intends to bombard Sebasta-
pol, believing it to be vulnerable.

Sir E<lward Buhver Lytton has accepted of the munificent offer

of Boutledge, of two thousand pounds a year, for the monopoly
of his works for the next ten years.

Bronze satin bonnets, trimmed with black lace, velvet cloaks,

half covered with fur, and small sable mufts, are prevalent on the

Boulevards and in the Champs Elysees.

The population of Pi-ussia, in December, 1852, was 16,935,420
souls

;
giving an increase, during three years, from 1849, of

537,972 souls, or 3.28 per cent.

Irish p.ipers state that emigration to America is increasing in

all parts of Ireland, and that it would seem as if the entire Ii-ish

race were doomed to be transplanted from their native land.

Russia is said to have required from England the recall of Ad-
miral Slade and Captain Borlase, now in command in the Turkish
fleet, both of whom hold commissions in the British navy.

A late London letter says :
" The strikes of the workmen and

laborers is a fearful feature in the present position of England,
particularly as the mischief is increasing."

The Hamburg papers state that several officers of the Schleswig-
Holstein army, who have not been amnestied, intend to go to

Turkey, to offer their services to the Sultan.

A city railroad, similar to those of New York, is in operation at

Paris, and gives so much satisfaction that the system will be ex-
tended to the Boulevards, beforwlong.

A correspondent of the New York Tribune cautions the public

ag.ainst placing too much confidence in the accounts of the Eastern
question, as given by the London Times. He affirms that they
a:e all colored so as to disadvantage Turkey.

The eteigv of the Roman States, including monks and nuns,
number .sixty thousand. Their united incomes amount to ten and
a half millions of dollars. The population of the Roman States
is aViout equal to that of the State of New York.

Christians have at all times had cliurches in Turkey, but the
Turks have rarely been allowed a mosque in a Christian land. To
this day no Mussulman can settle in the Pope's dominions, nor
even disembark upon the eastern co;ist of Naples ; though on the
opposite shores of Turkey, a Neapolitan may land without pass-
poi1, and worship God in his own way.

Santis of ©olb.

.... It seems as if pnidence exhaled a perfume.

—

A. Poincflot.

.... To impiess, we must be in earnest ; to amuse, it is only

necessary to be kindly and fanciful.—//. T. Turkerman.

.... Our strength often increases in proportion to the obstacles

which are imposed upon it ; it is thus that we enter upon the most
perilous i)lans, after having had the shame of failing in more sim-

ple ones.

—

Rajiin.

.... The ])erson who grieves, suffers his passion to grow upon
hiin ; he indulges it, he loves it ; but this never happens in the

case of actual pain, which no man ever willingly endured for any
considerable time.

—

Burkf.

.... Let us think sometimes u|ion nnhappiness as we think of
the character of jicrsous with whom we find ourselves obliged to

associate for a day. Reflection gives an anticipated experience
;

it gives unhaiipiuess the air of novelty which renders it appalling.

—Droz.

.... When we live habitu.ally with the wicked, we become
necessarily either their victim or their disciple ; when we a.ssociate,

on the contrary, with virtuous men, we form oursehc? in imitation

of their virtues, or, at least, lose every day something of our
faults.

—

AijafX't.

.... The horses which make the most show are in general

those which advance the least. It is the same with men ; and we
ought not to confound that perpetual agitation which exhausts it-

self in vain efforts, with the activitj- which goes right to the end.

—

M. le Baron de Stassart.

< »»» >

JJokcr's Subgct.

There is a man down in State Street so rery sharp that he
shaves himself by mere mental pperation.

That most monstrous tyrant, Henry VIIL, was so ardent a
wooer, that he married his wives first, and axed them afterwards.

" Sambo, what am your 'pinion ob rats ?" " Why, I tink de
one dat hab de .shortest tail will get in de hole de quickest."

Wanted—A supply of " Ottomans," for the repose of weary
Russians. Those stuffed with hair-breadth escapes not desired.

If you put two persons in the same bed-room, one of whom haa
the tooth-ache, and the other is in love, you will find that the per-

son who has the tooth-ache will go to sleep first.

" Don't stand there loafing,""said a professor at Union, to three

students, standing where they shouldn't. " We're not loafing,"

said Nat, " there are only three of us, and it takes 'leaven to make
a loaf."

" If I were so unlucky," said an officer, " as to have a stupid

son, I would certainly, by all means, make him a parson. A cler-

gyman who was in the company calmly replied, " You think dif-

ferently, sir, from your father."

T\Vo men, in dis])ute, reflected upon each other's veracity. One
of them replied, " that he was never whipped but once by his

father, and that was for telling the truth." " I believe, then," re-

torted the other, " the truth was whipped out of you, for you have
never spoken it since."

GLEASON'S PICTOKIAL, BOUND.
We have Tolumes I., TI., III., IT., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

hound in cloth, and with pilt edt'es; forming superb and most attractive
l)iirlcir ornaments in the sliape of a series of bool<a of 416 pages each, and
each \'ol. containing nearl.v 1000 engravings of men, manners, and current
events all over the world; of scenery in all parts of the globe; of famou.'i
cities and beautiful villages ; of pageants at home and abroad; of fine mari-
time views; and, in short, of an infinite vai-icty of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-pages and indexes.

IJesides the manv' illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original tales, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogeWier forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.
For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the

Union. 1 vol., S3; 2vols.,!fo; 3vo!s.,*7; 4vols.,S9; and 5 vols., SIO.

"the FLAG OF^OFR UNION.
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polite Uterature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-
nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian
questions, it is strictly neutral; therefore maidug it emphatically

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed a.s to
present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisements are
admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE BI A 31 JI T II SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general roader. An unriTalled corps
of ronti-ibutors are regularly engaj^ed, ami every deprirtnicnt is under the iu(^t
fiui:^hed and perfect system that experience can suggest, formint; an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Gle.vsos's Pictorial.

The Fi-AO is printed on fine white paper, with new and beautifUl type, and
contains 1240 square inches, being a large weekly paper of eight super-roval
quarto pages.

TEEMS TO SUBSCEIBEES.
1 subscriber, one year, 82 00
4 subscribers, " '* 7 (X)
8 ' " '

; ; 13 GO
I'j

'• " " 24 00

One copy of Toe Flao op our Uvion, and one copy of Gleason's Pictorial,
S4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

,% The Flao ran be obtained at any of the nrvspajirr depots in the Vnited
States, and 0/ newspaper carriers, at five centsptr single copy.

F. GLEASON,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR,

COESER OF TftEMOXr AiD BaOMFIELD STREETS, BOSTOX, MASS.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 1.51 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.
A. mNCU, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
W & IC. TAYLOii, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Streets, Baltimore.
A. C BAGLEY, corner of 4th and S; c-uuore Streets, Cinciuiuti.

.7. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOODVV'ARD. corner of 4th and Chcinut Strcsts, St. Louis.
TU0.MA8 LDNN, 40 Exchange Plaeo, New Orleau*.
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NEW YORK POLICE.
We give herewith a

view of the new regu-

lation uniform of tlie

police of New York,

which has just been

ado])ted, and, as we
think, very properly.

Tlie jjolice of every

large city, in our opin-

ion, should be uniform-

ed ;
this is also the

opinion of many good
judges in such matters,

and wo observe that

the plan is to be adopt-

ed in Philadelphia, and
also in Cincinnati.

Let not Boston be be-

liindhand in adopting

a measure that would
undoubtedly add to the

efficacy of this ai-m of

the municipal authori-

tv.—For the Chief of

Police, the emblem of

office is a gold star,

with a gold libbon un-

derneath holding a gold

shield. The dress is a

double-breasted frock

coat of navy blue cloth,

tlie skirt extending two
thirds of the distance

from the top of the liij)

to the bend of the knee.

There are two rows of

buttons on the breast,

ten in each row, the

distance between each
row being five and one
half inches at the top,

and three and one half

inches at the bottom.

The collar is of black

6ilk velvet, rolling, and
buttons close up at the

throat ; the cuffs are

two and a half inches

deep, and go round the

sleeves parallel with the lower edge, and buttons with three small

buttons at the under seam ; the pockets are in the folds of the

skirt, with one button at the hip and one at the end of each pocket,

making four buttons on the back and skirt of the coat—the hip

button ranging with the lower button on the breast. For the Cap-
tains of Police, the emblem is a silver star, with a silver disc about
a quarter of an inch wide, having engraved u)ion it the name of

the captain, and the district to which he is attached. The dress is

the same as the chief, with seven buttons on the breast, double
rows. For Lieutenants of Police, the emblem of office is a silver

star, surrounded with a small silver wire ; and the dress is the same
as the ca])tains, with eight buttons on the breast, double rows.

For the Sergeants of Police the emblem of office is a plain copper
star; and the dress is a frock coat of navy blue cloth, single-

brea.sted, nine l)Uttons on the breast, and buttons close up at the

throat, with a rolling collar of black velvet. The skirt extends
two thirds of the distance from the top of the hip-bone to the licnd

of the knee ; the cuffs are two and a half inches deep, go round
the sleeves parallel \vith the lower edge, and button with two
small buttons at the under seam ; the ])Ockets are in the folds of

the skirt, with one button at the hip and one at the end of each
pocket, making four buttons on the back and skirt of the coat—the

CAP-COVER FOR RAIN. RESERVE CORPS.

NKW REGULATION UNIFORM OF THE NEW YORK POLICE

hip button to range with the lower button on the breast. For Po-
licemen, the emblem of office is a plain brass star, with the num-
ber of his warrant stamped thereon ; the dress is the same as the

sergeants. In .tddition to the above, each officer and policeman
is furnished with a navy blue cloth cap, made in the style of the

officers of tlic hi'^hest grade in the Navy, on the front of which
'n the word "Police," in raised letters, the niunber of tlic warrant
of each |)oliccraan, and the letter of the section to which he be-

longs. During night patrol duty, the policemen wear a leather

cap in the form of a helmet, with a rim around it resembling the

cap worn by the New York liremcn, with the word " Police," in

large, white, metal letters, a star and the number of the district to

which they belong on the front of the cap. Thus this important
arm of the law for the great metropolis of America may be said

to be in a state of thorough organization, and complete in all its

departments. There can be no doubt but that all persons, legally

endowed with authority, should be so uniformed, as to carry with
them, even to a casual passer-by, the sign of their authority, and
then none will pretend to dispute it. A year's experience in the

matter will show other cities of the Union the great excellence and
importance of such a measure ; and, as we have intimated above,

we hope to see it generally adopted.

THE TURKS.
Below we have pre-

sented four characteris-
tic pictures of Turkish
peculiarities, which are
truthful and cx])res-
sive. Any item relat-
ing to this peculiar peo-
ple, is, at the present
time,vastly interesting,
as exhibiting facts con-
cerning a race so differ-

ent from our own, or
any with which we are
closely brought in con-
tact, and as represent-
ing a nation now strug-
gling in war for the
preservation of their

nationality. The sym-
pathy of the whole civ-

ilized world is with
them ; and their op-
pressor, the haughty
emperor of Russia, is

as bitterly denounced
and detested by honest
people as the Turks, in

the present conflict, are
honored and upheld.
Travellers tell us that
we arc mistaken with
regard to the efficiency

and courage of the

Turkish troops. Onco
let them have their re-

ligious zeal awakened
—let their devotional
feelings be connected
with the idea of reveng-
ing their wrongs, and
they arc nearly invin-

cible. The troops of
Russia, on the contra-

ry, have to march thou-
sands of miles from the

land of their birth to

seek the Turks, and
then have to fight them
in a climate, where,

while the Mussulmen are perfectly at home and acclimated, the
Ru.ssians die off like sheep with fever and disease. There are

many reasons why we think that Nicholas, with all his boasted
strength and power, is weak here. He has many circumstances
to contend with besides the bravery of the Turks. His own army
dislike his service. They are impressed men, who fight because
they are compelled to do so ; .ind already, in one instance, has a
wliole regiment of Poles revolted and gone over to the Turks.
Might docs not always make right. On the other hand, the army
of the Sultan is constantly being augmented by the joining of
some of tlie best German, Hungarian and French officers in Eu-
ro|)e ; and his people arc all loyal, united ami determined. The
Russians are wholly the aggressors, are away from home, the
Turks arc fighting for their families and their firesides. There
can be no comparison between troops actuated by such contrary
motives—one army fights with heart and soul, the other because its

officers order it to do so ! Thinks any one that there will not be
a plenty of Russian bullets shot at random 1 Thinks anv one that

the Turks will throw away their fire 1 No, no ; Nicholas is too
hasty this time. And, though we do not pretend to be anv
prophet, yet we think his future career can never equal his former
power and splendor.

LIEUTENANT.

TURKISH LADY AT HOME. TURKISH POLICEMAN. irRKISH SOLDIER. TURKISH FRUIT-VENDER.
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WINTER-
Our artist, Mr. Devcreiix, bus given ns a very iippinpriate pic-

ture indicative of tiic season. Tlip i)rc'tty female figure re|)resciited

gives token of its coldness liy licr ftir-tipped vesture, and hor fin-

gers warmed by her genial breath. The landscape, tbongb dreary
and desolate—-depicting, as it does, stern Winter with bis mantle
o snowy whiteness—still warms the lieart with thoughts of coni-

f( rt and contentment which dwell around the fireside of this snow-
embedded home. Picture to yourself on a blustering winter night
the inside of a snug cottage in the country—the day closed, the
fii* aiivdc up and blazing, the curtain>^ dr.nvu, the table set for tea,

and the hissing uni or the kettle scarce heard among the various

sounds produced by the wind in the chinmeys and door-crannies

of the house. The holidays are passed—Christmas and New Years
—and thus the Old Year steals away unremarked and unlamented,
and a new one begins with lengthening d:iys and brighter skies, in-

spiring fresh hopes and pleasing expectations. We have watched
tlie year from its birth to its decline, have witnessed the dreary
season of its old age, and stood at the edge of its grave. We
have seen the bright and evanescent glories of early spring, the

rich sunshine of summer, and the sweet but mournful twilights of

autumn, with their solemn inspirations, give place to the short

days and gloomy evenings, which usher in the winter solstice.

One by one the flowers liave departed from us ; and the sweet
murmuring of " shallow rivers to whose falls melodious birds sing

madrigals, has been exchanged for the harsh voice of the swollen
torrent, and the dreary music of winds that "rave through the

naked tree." Through many a chilling sign of " weary winter
comin' fast," we have at length reached the consummation of the

whole. To the contemplative mind the picture below is sugges-

tive of such thoughts ns these, and abundantly and truthfully i-ep-

resents the season of tlie year that is now clothing the eartli m
white—nature's cold, winter bridal dress.
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[fl'iittcn for Glcnson's Pictorial.]

THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMAl^.
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHORES OF THE EAST.

BT ben: perley poore.

[continued.]

CHAPTER III.

'• There is no paaaion
More sppctnil or f.mtastical tlian Hate;
Not even its opposite, I.a>ve, so peoples air

AVith phantoin.s, as tins madness of the heart.''

Recovery !—What can be more delis;litful than to leave a

coucli where one has wrestled with sufT'eriiip-, and to gaze tVom an

open window n])on the luxinie.s of vivifying natnre—especially

when the prospct-t is such as met the convalescent gaze of Alexis

Orloff. It was some time after lie was pronounced out of danger

by bis attendant surgeon, that he could stand without assistance !

but he experienced none of the ennui attendant upon confinement

after he could totter, witli unsteady steps, to the large projecting

windows on either side of his room. One of these windows

fronted the harbor, wliile the other hung over into a large court-

yard, in the centre of which was a lovely little garden, laid out

with true Oriental taste. It was filled with fragrant roses, which

vied in luxurious beauty of hue, while in their midst was a marble

fountain, whose sparl<ling jet cooled the scented air. Flocks of

beautiful doves bathed in the shower of retVeshing si)ray ; and a

pair of bulljiils, who had chosen a flowering acacia tree for their

nest, charmed the morning and the eventijde with their liijnid

melody.

Entirely different, yet none the less interesting, w:vs the view

from the window looking out upon tlie bay—for the quay between

the consulate and the water was a varying scene of interest. Now
a caravan of hca\ily-laden camels would pass, patiently following,

in regular file, peering witli their long necks into second story

windows. Then, to the music of a discordant drum, would come

a relief guard of Turkish soldiers, miserably at ease in their

Eiu-opean uniforms. Loud cries from a Nubian driver would clear

the way for an " araba,"—a clumsy conveyance drawn by a yoke

of sleek oxen,—containing the lady-birds of some " harem," let

out for an airing ; or more vigorous shouts would part the tide of

humanity to let pass a gang of sturdy jiortcrs, staggering under

poles to which was hung their burthens. Among these prominent

objects, like the fine tracery in a gorgeous Persian shawl, were in-

di\ iduals equally remarkalile in their appearance. Some wore tlie

gay garb of Albania ; others, the dark Armenian robe ; while it

was not unusual to see smooth-faced Parisians in the latest attire

of their boulevards, dodging to avoid bearded Moslems in richly

embroidered pelisses, who jogged along upon their donkeys, re-

gardless of the Christian dogs who might infest their paths.

Swarthy Arabs, anned to the teeth, gazed stoically upon scenes as

unlike their desert haunts as were the veiled women, shuffling in

yellow slippers, unlike an occasional Italian milliner on her way

to some old Turk's cluster of wives, with European fashions.

Beyond this brilliant panoramic fringe was the bay—its silver

tide studded with vessels quietly riding at their anchors ; their

masts, and spars, and tracery of rigging clearly defined against

the dear sunlit sky, while the flags of various nations fluttered

from their mast-heads. Threading their way among the anchored

fleet were the market-boats, with large wing-like sails and gilded

stems ; while, towering above all, was the dark hull of the " Ni-

colai." On cither side of the harbor were beautifiil "kiosks,"—or

country-houses,—suiTOundcd by gardens over which nature had

thrown a rich garland of flowers. And far in the background,

dotting the blending of sky and water, rose craggy islands, shad-

owed with thick wood.

The consul passed a gi-eat portion of his time with the convales-

cent, ])ointing out the various objects of interest visible from the

windows, and questioning him about his campaigns. Indeed, it

seemed that the old gentleman would never weary of hearing

about THE battle, or of tlie memoralile passage of the river which

so uiterested the Grand Duke Nicholas. Singularly, though,—at

least, Alexis thought so,—he never alluded to the more distant

past. In vain did the young man occasioinilly endeavor to lead

the conversation back to the days of his childhood, with a hojje of

eliciting some information about his iiarcntage. The consul had,

evidently, a horror of the subject—so much so that one day when
Alexis in(|nircd :

" Grandfather, was my father at all militaiy in his tastes ?"

The old gentleman arose aiul re|)lied in a stern tone of voice :

" You should have sense enough. Major Orloff, to discover that

in the Russian consulate, at Smyrna, bygones are bygones. I

have ever endeavored to be a father to you, and, badly as I may
have perfonncd the duties, you must be content with me."
"Nay, nay," .said Alcxi.s, " my dear, kind—" but ere the sin.

tence was fairly begmi tlie consul had waved his hand as he passed
through the door. When he came again he was as kind as before,

but made no allusion to the past, and Alexis felt it a duty not to

return to the subject. Occasionally, though, recollections of his

childhood would pass a<Toss his mind with the shadowy indistinct-

ness of objects seen when the eyes are half-closed
; but while he

endeavored to grasp the reminiscences thus flitting through the
twilight of his brain, they would vanish like a forgotten dream,
which the waker struggle* to recall, but has nothing save a re-

jnembrance that he dreamed.

As Alexis recovered, he bccan,t .icquainted with the various

subordinates in Jii:; grand father'n C'^.pV/y ; all of wliom, with one
exception, appeared to take great jnte^-cst in explaining the vari-

ous dcjjartinents ,^ioder their espeeiaj .cfew'iSP/ iMil" Mcnsieur Lav-

alette, head book-keeper and cashier, evidently regarded the ma-

jor as an intruder at his desk, exhiliiting a surliness that well be-

came his appearance. This, it may be well here to remark, was

anything but prepossessing. He was a sliort, wiry-built man,

with that disagreeable expression upon his austere countenance

which is the ineffaceable stamp of bad passions, coined by that

mint-master of humanity, the heart. His piercing gray eyes glow-

ered from beneath gray overhanging brows ; a peevish smile

played around his comiirosscd lii)S ; and, nltliough the top of his

narrow lieiul was bald, there was a band of ihin, dark hair, griz-

zled with gray, that came from behind, turning around his ears

into a scanty jiair of scraggy whiskers. Always dressed in a /uH

suit of black, the gentility and the neatness of his apparel, with

the fineness of his white Ihien, showed that, altliough he had been

absent fiom his native Paris for many a year, he had not forgot-

ten his early as.socialions, so far as the toilette was concerned.

The boulevards could not boast a licttcr-attired " bourycois," than

the cashier of Consul Orlolf, who was the model clerk of the Le-

vant, held up as a pattern to the young men who came from Eu-

rope to win a fortune or to occupy a grave.

Monsieur Lavalette had entered the counting-room soon after

the elder Orlotf established himself in Smyrna, as a mere copyist

of letters—a situation for wliich an intimate accpiaintance with

Prencli, German and English qualified him. Possessing a reten-

tive memory, with an indefatigable application, he eventually

reached the responsible position that he now occupied ; nor did

his industry diminish, as is too apt to be the case, with the increase

of his salary. On the contrary, the circles around his heart ap-

peared to concentrate closer and closer around the ledger, that

was always so fairly jjosted-up that the consul, for some years

prior to the time of which we write, had contented liimself with

occasional glances at the balance sheet.

Nor was Consul Orloff at all unwilling to give up a portion of

his business responsibility to one so devoted to his interests—he

had enough to do. Vessels went deeply fn'ighted with luscious

figs or raisins to London ; wool was forwarded to the looms of

Germany ; raw silk to the manufacturers at Lyons ; and from each

quarter came back cargoes of goods suited to the wants of Asia

Minor. The diflTerences between the imports and the exports to

each jilace were made up 1)y bills of exchange—sometimes given,

sometimes jiaid. The consul, of course, directed each transac-

tion, fixing the price of m-ticlcs purchased in the surrounding dis-

trict, selling them to supercargoes, and ordering goods that he su-

perintended the sale of. All this kept him so busy that he was

glad to entrust Lavalette with the minutia; of accoimts, exchanges

and balances, and felt sure that they were in trusty hands.

Monsieur La\alette was a bachelor,—at least, he said so,—when

he sent to France for his niece, on receiving suflicicnt salary to

enable him to go to housekeeping. The girl an-ived, and he took

her to a somljre old house, on the outskirts of the city, where he

resided, but no one at the counting-house ever darkened his doors,

ncitlicr had they seen the child since she landed—indeed they had

almost forgotten ever having seen her at all. Every morning he

came punctually to his desk, bringing a luncheon in a basket ; nor

did he cease work until sunset, when ho carefully locked up his

books in a safe, and went home. No one knew how he occupied

his Sundays or festival days ; and, had he ever been seen with the

other Enro])eans on such oi-casions, enjoying the varied jiromen-

ade at the " Caravan Bridge," his ap])earance would have created

more astonishment than woald have been excited by the absence

of any other black-hatted resident. These secluded habits were

pleasing to his employer, who knew that more loquacious book-

keepers were often tempted, at the social board of some rival

merchant, to reveal the trade secrets of their house. As to the

timid child, who had been entered on a bill of lading from Mar-

seilles, he had forgotten all about her.

Now Alexis, while at the military academy, had shown such an

aptitude for accounts that he had been selected to keep the quar-

ter-master's books, and there conceived a gr-at liking for intricate

calculations. Uel)tor and creditor, rations and forage, average

and primage, were music to liis car ; while his jjractised eye rev-

elled in long columns of figures, mnltiiilieations or quotients. It

was by no means strange, then, that he sliould feel more curiosity

in the bulky tomes in his grandfather's counting-room, than in the

yard where the figs were packed ; the lofc where the wool was as-

sorted ; or the warehouse where Eurojjean merchandise tem])ted

the turbaned venders to add to their stocks in tlie bazaar. Per-

ha]is, too, the evident desire of Monsieur Lavalette to keep him

fioin the ledgers made him more anxious to examine them, and

one day at dinner he mentioned his wish to his grandfather.

" Certainly, my dear boy," was the rcjily ;
" certainly. You

will find them in better order, I'll waiTant, than those of his Im-

perial Majesty, for I am sure that Ivavalette has no superior. Now
that I think of it, there is sonulhing that I wish you would find

out ; so come down with me before he leaves for his den."

They were too late, for just as they entered the inner counting-

room, the jjonderoiis keys of the old-fashioned brick and iron safe

resounded in the lock. A frown clouded the Frenchman's face
;

but he ])Ut the key in his pocket and inquired :

"Do you wish anything, consul !"

"Never mind this afternoon; nevermind. You know I wish

to order an invoice of hard ware, and should like to know how
large a draft I can draw upon London. You have not found time

for a balance of that account for several months, and as the major

lure wishes to keep his commissariat knowledge in practice, I

lliought we could let him square it up."

A liriglit scarlet s])ot had appeared U|)on the clicck of the book-

keeper while his emjjloyer Bi)oke ; but he calmly rejilied :

" I was not aware that you were so an.\iou6 about the English

account, knowing as you must that the balance to your credit will

more than cover any draft necessary. But, if you wish, I will re-

turn here to-night and aid the major in
—

"

" Never mind," inteiTuptcd the consul, " to-morrow ^vill do.

Besides, the Spanish consul is coming to-night to hear the major
recite his campaign. So good day, Lavalette."

As they left the counting-room, the Frenchman appeared to

breathe easier, and a ghastly pallor again took possession of his

cheeks. Muttering to himself he left the consulate, threaded sev-

eral narrow lanes, and did not look up until he arrived at his own
door, where he rattled the iron ring, confined by a notched bar,

that served as a knocker.

An old black woman soon opened the door and ushered her

master in. Little furniture graced the entrance, or the room into

which it led ; but Lavalette passed directly into a smaller apart-

ment, the bay window of which looked into a gaiden and com-

manded a view of the harbor. Richly caqieted, adorned with

miiTors, and filled with evidences of female taste, a stranger would

have thought liimself in the boudoir of some Parisian demoiselle
;

yet no lady was visible. Agreeable as was the scene, it did not

appear to awaken pleasant emotions in the breast of its masculine

occu;)ant, who walked moodily to and fro, evidently absorbed in

deep thought. A ])eculiar rattle of the ring on the outer door ap-

peared to arouse him, and he listened attentively. Soon footsteps

were heard, the door opened, and Manasseh entered.

" What news '!" exclaimed Lavalette.

" She is well ; and my deliverer ?"

" Too well for our safety. You know, of course, who he is^"

" My heart told me—

"

" And your heart," interrupted Lavalette, " must get him out of

the way at once, or all will be discovered. Just fancy, the young-

ster has taken such a passion for book-keeping that old Orlotf has

given liim permission to examine his London accoimts. Have yon

sold the draft .'"

" For good gold. I found an English vessel at Scio, that has

brought arms and jiowder for the would-be rebels ; aiul he was

glad to have good paper insjead of a metal of wliich some Bar-

bary pirate might lighten him. He is there by this time, and the

old tyrant will soon find his account more evenly balanced than

he thinks for. But that is not why I have Ivastened back—there

is trouble brewing in Scio, and a strong foi'ce is necessary to put

it down."
" Talk not of what is brewing," passionately exclaimed Lava-

lette, " when a day may prove my ruin. Let that boy once get

interested in the coinjilicated accounts, and he will unravel them,

exposing all. Besides, I have regretted letting her go ever since

her departure."

" But, I tell you, .she is well."

" She may be—1 doubt it not. Yet how sad and dreary it is

here, where her smile once gladdened my coining, and where—

"

" She counted your iieculations," interrupted Manasseh.

" Peculations !" said Lavalette, in a scornful tone. " That from

you?"
" No, no. I was wrong," replied Manasseh, in a soothing tone.

" The ])lan was mine, and you have but can-ied it out, fairly earn-

ing your share of the booty, while I should bear the crime. Ajid

is it a crime 1 Did he not destroy my life, embitter my brightest

dreams of happiness, and cast a cloud over my sunlight of joy ?

No, no, good Lavalette
;
you have done nobly, and you will bo

richly rewarded. A few months more, and you can enjoy your

native air, ha))py in the society of your niece, with wealth enough

to purchase respect. And he, the proud, the haughty Orloff, will

be disgraced, degraded, despised."

The eyes of Manasseh flashed as he spoke, and he ground his

teeth with convulsive rage, while his fingers twitched nervously

—

as if they would fain tear in pieces the object of his animosity.

" Bravo !" exclaimed Lavalette, with a satanic grin of delight

;

" but do you know that after all our plans may fail ! After years

of degrading humiliation, my long cherished dreams of wealth,

that you have so steadily nursed, may be dispelled like the fog of

tlie moniing when the sun casts forth its beams. The prize is al-

most within grasp—shall we sec it snatched away t Wish you to

sec the olijcct of j-our hatred triumph '!"

" You speak in riddles. Is not everything snccessfuUy brought

to a close 7 Have not drafts, either real or forged, gone every-

where that funds await his command 1 Is not your niece safe,

and can you not retire, without suspicion, before the explosion?"

" One day more," answered Lavalette, " and I could leave the

mined bankrupt to the tender mercies of his creditors, and the

degradation that invarialily awaits a Russian who brings his na-

tion's honor into contempt by his individual misconduct. One

day more—

"

" And why not a week ? The draft is barely paid, so tliat there

is no fear of hearing from it, and the lugger will bo at anchor

yonder to-morrow," said Manasseh, pointing towards the harbor

as he spoke.

" But the examination 1 Listen. Firmly do I believe in the

inexorable decrees of fate ; and I almost know that if tlie young

man examines the books, all is lost."

" What can be done?"
" Wliat can be done!" a.skcd Lavalette. "Did you ask that

question, when you first persuaded me to undermine the man who

had treated me with confidence 1 Did you ask that (picstion, as

yon encouraged my wrong by picturing a golden future as the

price of my success ! Have you asked that question, as you have

drawn in the meshes of your net?—and now is a boy to step in

and leave me to sull'er all, while my ])0or niece is destitute?

What is to be done ! Do you ask that iiucstion, when the off-

spring of him you so fiercely hate stands in the way? Ratlier let

me ask you—you who would ruin, degrade, kill tlie lion—liow his

whelp can be removed from the path of vengeance !"
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Manassoli, who had sank upon an ottoman, was, evidently, a

prcv to strong emotion. There was a moment's pause, and then,

springing to liis feet, he exchiimcd :

"Lavalette, I faltered; hut you forget that the young man

saved my life at the risk of liis own. Yet, even he slxall not cheek

inv thirst for revenge, although I eannot harm him. Remember,

too, he would have saved Elissa. She, too, was in peril."

"
I had forgotten that," growled the Frenchman. " But can we

not remove him for a time, and thus carry out our scheme V
"Exactly; and now let us have something to eat and drink,

most worthy host, for vengeance gives an appetite. Wc will ar-

range the matter so that your darling books can bo wound up in

true Imsincss style." And the two then went into the larger room,

where a table was already spread, at which they sat down. Open-

ing a bottle of champagne, Lavalette filled the glasses, and gave

ns a toast

:

" To the downfall of that prosperous merchant — Consul

Orloff!"

CHAPTER IV.

" A form more m'tive, li^ht and stronf;,

Ne'er shot the ranks of war along

;

The modest, yet the manly mien,
Might grace tlie court of maiden queen.''

" The Camp !" said Ale.xis to himself, svs he sat at the break-

fast tal)le with his grandfather, and looked up from a note just

handed him by Demetri. Then, after perusing the missive a sec-

ond time, he asked :

"Are there any troops quartered in this vi<inity >."

" Yes," replied the consul. " Some apprehend that the revo-

lution just broken ojit in Greece will extend this way, and a con-

siderable force has been raised by the Turkish authorities. But,

why do you ask !"

"I have just received an invitation to visit the cam]), this morn-

ing, signed by Osmar Bey."

" Accept it, by all means. I have never seen liim, but learn

that he is Christian by birth, and the most daring officer in the

Sultan's forces. The ride to the camp is short—-just long enough

for an invaliil, and Demetri shall attend you. Of course you will

go in uniform ; and I wish to see how you look in your major's

epaulettes."

Before Alexis could reply, there was a clatter of hoofs in the

court-yard, and he went to the window to ascertain who was there.

It was a mounted Mameluke, who licid by the bridle a spirited

Arabian charger, superbly cajjarisoncd, who chawed his bit and

proudly tossed his head as if to invite a rider. Now if there was

anything for which the young officer had a passion, it was a fine

horse ; so that when Demetri came in with an announcement that

the Mameluke had come to offer him the use of the steed below

—

one of Osmar Bey's own steeds—there was no longer any hesita-

tion. Hastening to bis room, he soon arrayed himself in full uni-

form, and descended to the court-yard, where he sprang into the

vacant saddle, managing the spirited animal with that graceful

self-possession peculiar to military equestrians.

The consul, with several friends and all his clerks, were in the

court-yard; and the old gentleman's heart beat high as he heard

encomiums lavished upon his grandson. His graceful figure,

yielding to the motions of his steed, had that supple grace which

lent an additional charm to each well-proportioned limb. The
confinement of a sick room, too, bad so blanched his soft skin

tliat the ruddy lilood-tide was visible beneath ; while the delight

he experienced at priding himself once more in the saddle, gave

life and animation to his fi-ank, open countenance. Then his cos-

tume—the rich unifonn of a major in the Impei-ial Hussars—was

strikingly beautiful, even in that land of Oriental luxuriousncss

of personal attire. A tightly-fitting suit of blue cloth was nearly

covered with heavy gold embroidery, while a scarlet pelisse,

trimmed with equal richness, buTig loosely from his shoulders,

with the same graceful movement as waved the plume from his

fur cap, in front of which were the imperial arms in solid gold.

Tlic hilt and scabbard of the .sabre, hanging at his side, were of

the same precious metal, richly ornamented.

The stirrups needed some adjustment, and, whilst Demetri was

aiTanging one of the leathers. Monsieur Lavalette came, bowing,

to the other side of the horse.

"Major," said he, in an obsequious tone, although every word
came hissing forth, like water from heated iron, " the account you
wish to examine is ready for your inspection."

There was something so peculiar in the old man's looks that

Alexis forgot all about his horse, and the camp, and bis visit. A
secret impulse warned him to look at the accounts thus thrust

before him, when it was evident that he could not inspect them.

But the consul called out :

"Never mind the accounts now, Alexis. They are in safe

bands
; and, perhaps, Monsieur Lavalette can find time to give

me the information I so need."

" You are complimentary. Monsieur Consul," said Lavalette,

with a bow, although his eye flashed fire ; and he returned into the

eouuting-house.

"Adieu, grandfather. Good day, gentlemen," exclaimed
Alexis, touching his horse with his spurs, and cantering out of
the court-yard, followed by the Mameluke. A gallant-looking

horseman was this attendant, with flowing costume, a curved
sciraetar, and an air of that haughty pride peculiar to the success-
ful soldier. To the surprise of Alexis, he spoke in good French :

" Turn to the left, major, and give your horse the rein. He
knows the-way."

Away they went, merely skirting the city ; and then taking the
road to Manser, that winds between groves of orange and citron
trees, occasionally interspersed with luxurious gardens, in which

were stone residences and sparkling fountains. The sky was

without a cloud, and notliing checked the brightness of the sun's

rays, that now showed himself above the purple summit of Mount

Sii)yhis, and perforated the veil of dense fog yet enveloping the

pointed range of hills at its base. As the mists disap])cared in

the u])pcr air,—like the drop-scene of a theatre,—they displayed

fresh beauties as they faded gradually from the view, rolling up-

^vards in majestic grandeur, until they were lost in vapor. Sum-

moned to retire, the lingering phantoms of the night appeared re-

luctant to obey tlic great luminary, but left in graceful folds that

faded away as tlie day advanced.

To Alcxi.s, this immediate contact with nature was delighffnl,

and he dashed along with braced nerves and elevated spirits. No
one who has not tlnis enjoyed the locomotive independence of

Oriental travelling can comprehend its joys. Lilicrated from the

self created world of circumstance, the horseman not only enjoys

the rapid motion of his noble steed, but holds converse with na-

ture in her very fastnesses. Our hero, it must also be remem-

bered, had not enjoyed his favorite exercise since he had left Rus-

sia; and his imagination, after having been cal)ined at sea and

confined on shore, revelled like a long-caged bird let loose in its

nest haunts.

On, on they galloped, the Mameluke keeping a respectful dis-

tance behind Alexis, who was too much exhilarated with enjoy-

ment to think of any one else. All at once, as be reached the

summit of a high hill, be wondered how far distant the camp was.

Drawing in his rein, bo made a sign that brouglit his attendant to

his side—although the care with which tlie Mameluke kept his

horse one pace in the rear of tliat of his superior sliowed his mili-

tary education.

"How far to the camp, .sergeant V inquired Alexis.

"About two French leagues, major," was the reply, accompa-

nied by a stiff salute, tliat appeared strangely at variance with the

man's Oriental costume.

" Surely," said Alexis, " you are not a Mohamedan ?"

" No, major, nor much of a Christian, either
;
yet I am a Mos-

lem by liirth."

"And l)y education ?" asked the officer, who had brought his

horse to a walk that he might the better converse.

" By education ! Ah ha, major, the history of my education

would be a long one, for it would detail the victories and the con-

quests of the greatest warrior in the world."

" Surely, you never served under Napoleon ?"

" Halt a moment, major."

No sooner was this request complied with than the Mameluke

opened his jacket, and there, to his great surprise, Alexis saw

upon an under vest the glory-honored star of the Legion of Honor.

Pointing to it with one hatul, and raising his turban with the other,

the weather-bronzed veteran exclaimed :

" He gave it to me."

Such was the magic attached to the memory of the great Napo-

leon tlien,—nor has it perchaf^ce diminished since,—among all at-

tached to the armies of Europe, whether enemies or friends of

Fraiu'c, that Alexis regarded the Mameluke with reverence.

" I little thought," said he, " that I slumld ever be attended by

one who had served under the 'great captain.'
" '

"The 'little corporal,' if you please, major," replied the vet-

eran, buttoning up his jacket. " So we used to call him when he

used to walk aliout through the bivouacs, now jesting with a pri-

vate, now recalling some battle souvenir with a grumVdiug old

grenadier, and now thundering like a light battery at some officer

who had neglected the comfort of his men. Flints and scabbards !

but be was a general ; and yet, how well I remember it, he used

to enjoy being called corporal."

" But how, my good fellow, came you, a Mohamedan by birth,

you say, to be in the French army i"

" Fortune of war, major. My childhood was passed in a harem

at Grand Cairo, where I used to light pipes for a pacha of ever-so-

many tails, and practice with a curved siimctar on horseback in

company with a dozen other lads, destined like myself to recruit

the Janizaries body-guard. Year after year, as I remeniber them,

was thus a dream of arms and horses, and ceremonials ; but then

came a change—the first distinct recollection I possess. Walking

one day in the pacha's garden, I met a young Circassian slave,

who had just lieen purchased by the chief of his household.

Flints and scabbards ! but she was beautiful. Her eyes were like

stars, her teeth white as pearls, and the horse you ride, major, was

not more gracefully formed than Zara was. From that moment

my only thought was how I could escape with her ; and how or

where 1 knew or cared not. But here I am prosing over my life-

roster
—

"

" Go on, I beg of you," said Alexis.

" Just then the French landed at Alexandria ; and soon we

heard that they were coming up to Cairo as a spring freshet goes

down the Nile, sweeping all that opposes. Flints and scabbards

!

thought I, now or never. In the confusion I hoped to reach some

quiet S])Ot, and there live with Zara, who grew lovelier every day.

One evening the pacha ordered bis entire household to take the

field the next moraing and march against the invaders ; while

Zara, poor girl, was told to get ready to go up the river, where the

old fellow had a counting-bouse. Then or never; so that night

we started, hand in band, as light-hearicd a pair of young ver-

dants as one often sees. On we went, until the stars grew dim,

when we sat dewn upon the grass beneath a palm tree ; and Zara,

laying her head in my lap, went to sleep. A few moments, and I

also slumbered ; but my dreams were soon disturbed by a shriek !

Flints and scabbards ! I have seen much human agony since

;

have heard many a death-cry ; but never one that so chilled my
blood. Zara, my loved Zara, lay dead in my arms ; and before

me, wiping the blood from his recking scimetai-, stood the pacha.

A diabolical expression gleamed from his blood-red eyes ; and he

said, with an unearthly tone :
' So ends one

;
your lot will be

harder unless you retrieve your chararter against the enemy.'

"Ah, major, you can have but little idea how I felt. Despair

seemed to have frozen every faculty, and I thought of nothing,

save revenge. Almot mechanically I mounted my horse, which

had been brought by my comrades—for a passing scout had seen

us asleep, and informed the pacha. L')st to everything, save the

intense consciousness of the wrong I had endured, I rode on and,

luckily, soon fon.id an occasion to wipe off the score. By some

good fortune we fell in with a troop of French cavalry, and, with

a wild hurrah on eitlier side, an engagement commenced. The
commander, a mere stripling like myself, made for the old pacha,

and they had it hilt to hilt. Tiie paeha had the best horse, and

was the coolest swordsman ; but no sooner did I see him disarm

his antagonist, and then raise his glistening scimetar, than I put

the spur to my horse^and was at his side. B>f)rc his blade

whirled in the air I pierced him to tlio heart, and he fell, bathed in

blood, upon the sand, writhing iu agony. ' Rsraember Zara !' I

shouted, as, drawing a pistol from my saddle-bow, I shot him

mortalh'. Then my feelings overjjowered me, and, falling from

my horse, I lay insensible by the .^'iile of the inanimate object of

my revenge.

" When I recovered I found myself in the tent of the young

lieutenant, whose life I had saved, who anticipated my wants, and

seemed to think that he could not be sulfi-iently grateful. He evi-

dently thought that I had interfered solely with a desire to save

him from the pa ha's srimetar ; nor could I explain to him—una-

ble as I was to converse with him—that I h.ad but sought to quench

an ardent thirst for revenge. My comrades, however, who had

witnessed the scene of the morning, knew what had prompted

me ; and when I entered Cairo with the French army, one of

them, disguised as a peasant, denounced me as a renegade. Up
to that moment I had never thought of enlisting under the tri-

color flag; but I then saw it was my only alternative. The next

day I was enrolled among the Mameluke Guard, and Lieutenant

Delmas—for such was the name of my friend—introduced me to

General Bonaparte as ' his preserver.'

" Fortunately, I was enabled to preserve the life of the general

himself within a week—for in his eagerness to conciliate the rem-

nant of the Copts, a Cliristian race, that had survived the con-

quest of the first CilifTs, he lost his way among the ruins of Old

Cairo, on foot and unattended. I was wandering about, thinking

of Zara, when I encountered him ; and, as he did not recognize

me at first, ho drew his small sword—for Bonaparte was no cow-

ard ; flints and scabbards ! no. You may imagine that he did not

regret an encounter with my scimetar ; and lucky was it that I

came when I did, for in a few moments we met a fimatic Moslem

prophet, who recognized the general, and rushed at him with his

long knife, dcnoimcing him in the name of Mahomet. Stepping

in, I was fortunate enough to arrange the assassin's matters in

short order, and then,—just in time, for his cries were attracting a

mob,—up came General Monge with an escort. That night I re-

ceived a sergeant's warrant, with a sword of honor, and from that

day I was French at heart.

" The camp is over yonder hill, m ijor ; and I will clip the wings

of my story. Suffice it to say that I followed the hero to France,

and then half over Europe. Flints and scabbards ! but he led us

a dance—forward two, always. Rat-a-])lan-plan ! Rat-a-plan-plan !

The little French drummer-boys made the old thrones tremble

with their sticks, as the armies advanced at double-quick time.

Nor were the Mamelukes iu the rear—for their fiery barbs could

alone keep pace with the gallant Murat, bravest of the brave.

Flints and scabbards ! major, those were campaigns worth fighting

in ; and often, as the general rode along tlie line, he would stop

and ask me if I remembered Cairo. Just as if I could forget it

!

Frenchmen were promoted, and made all sorts of queer-named

things ; but I wouldn't have taken all the noble titles in the world

for one of those kind remembrances, when his clear, soft voice

would make my heart ring with its pleasing echoes.

" Then ho married the Austrian woman, and things changed.

Flints aud scabbards ! how I hated to sec him rigged up as an

emperor, with a crowd of cowards around him ; nor was I sorry

when he had to put on his gray coat and little cocked-hat again.

We went to Russia. Ah! you know, major, what we suffered

there. Many dropped on the march and by the watehfires, the

blood gushing from their eyes and mouth, till death relieved them
;

whilst others, where they could approach a fire, thrust their frozen

and benumbed limbs among the embers, and were burnt without

being conscious of sufi^ering, until they expired. We, Mamelukes,

as you mav imagine, major, suffered cruelly ; but a remnant of

us remained with the emperor until he reached Wilna. Upwards

of fortv went to Moscow, but when Napoleon sent for us, a few

hours after the horril)le journey was ended, only five presented

themselves. And how we were changed ! The gay Oriental

dress, so conspicuous npon occasions of ceremony, was gone—^we

paraded in cloaks of untanned horse-skin, scorched with the biv-

ouac fires ; our feet wrapped in strips of carpet, and our smoke-

dried faces nearly hid by long matted beards. But when, with a

sad yet sweet voioe Napoleon thanked us—ay, and gave each of

us the cross of honor— flints aud scabbards ! tve would have

started back for Moscow if he had but said the word.

" We were then drafted into a hussar regiment, with the rank

of sergeants and double pay ; but we did not see swords crossed

again until Waterloo. Alt ! but we are near camp, thank fortune,

and there is no need of talking about that fatal day. Late at

night, -when all sought to escape, I overtook a general officer,

who was wounded, and had sank by the road-side, awaiting his

fate when the Prussians should come. Flints and scabbards ! it

was General Delmas ! We hal begun our campaign in company
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and I determined to end it witli liim, despite his entreaties. La;k-

ily there came a partj of English, who took us prisoners.''

Just then tliey "cre asoendinfr a hill ; and from tlie otiicr side

rame the notes of the Tartar drum, and he stopped his nalTafi^ e.

" Here we nre at camp, major,"' said he. " Excuse mv talka-

tiveness ; but it is not often I get a chance to speak of old times."

"Nay, nay," replied Alexis, " I have heen much interested in

vonr stoiT. Tint tell mc—liow came you here ?"

'• Onei-al Delmas is now Osmar Bey—and there is hi.i camp!"

niAPTKR V.
'

I Fear thp mingk'd limn

Of myriails iijj the mcamtaiii roiiu*;

The hor[--cs' tramp, iinrl tinKlini: rianit.

When- cliiefs rt'vicwed tht-ir Viissal rank,

.\nd charter":* shi-illir-g nci;:li

:

And we ttie shifting Unti* Hdv.ance.

While trecjuent finsheil. from shieUl antl lanrp,

The :»uu'3 reflected ra .''

The Ti'EKi-'ii Camp wa*; now hcfdre them, presentins; a scene

of rare pictureMipie heauty, that charmed Alexis, familiar as he

was with the ])Omp of the tented

lii-ld. The encanijiments of tin.- •
Kiissian anny were always pitch-

ed with matliciiiafical |ireeision

—

scores of small wall-tents bein;;

anaiijred into streets, at the heads

of which were the more pretcml-

inij- bell-tents of the officers, each

in its relative rank : while, lichimi

nil, toweriij;.; in majestic solitude,

rose the mai-(|Uce of the commaud-
iui' ceneral. All were of syiotle.Sfi

white canvass ; and even the rovr

of canteen-tents, in the rear-line,

with tlieir smoking- furnaces, were

jda-ed in exact order, liut thf

en-ami)inent wliich now met the

eye of the Hussian olH -cr was a>(

picturesf|ucly \arie<l as those to

which lie had been a'ctistomed at

hoaie were matliematirally regu-

lar. Scattered aronnd the out-

skirts of a lar^e ])lain, where the

surroundint.'' liills rose from its

level surface, were some thirty

clusters of round, green tents,

each lot pitcheil, without any sys-

tem, about a large, S(|uare mar-
ipiee of the same color. In some
of the spaces between these ^•er-

ilant villages,—for such they a]>-

peared to be,—horses were pick-

etted ; in two others were small

jjarks of bright tidd artillery
;

while in others were tires, where
some were cooking. Around the

dooi"s of the tents were clustered

gi-oups of ex'a-s-legged smokers ;

while in the central area a party

of horsemen were indulging in

intricate evolutions as they in-

dulged in some game. It was a
scene that made the young man's
heart beat high with enthusiasm,

as it recalled to his minil the an-

cient .\siatic hordes on their march
to invade the classii- fields of At-
tica and Laiedemon—and he was
carried back, in imagination, to

the days of Darius imd of Xerx-
es. Xo guard were ]iosted, and
tho Mameluke,—whose name it

may he well to mention, was Ach-
niet,—piloted Ale.xis to the tent

of the general, before which waved
the Turkish flag—a crescent and
a star upon a l)road green field.

Here they dismounted, giving up
their horses to a stalwort Xnbian,
who stood at the door. The in-

terior of the tent was spacious
and magnificent; inscriptions in

jrilt characters ornamenting the

many-colored silk hangings that

lined the roof and sides, Lnxn-
rioMS div.ans were placed aron:id

the sides ; and around the poles
in the centre, whi<li sujjported t)ic

roof, were fastened guns, scime-
tars, and yataghans, of superior
workmausliiii, highly ornamented.

•' Major Orlotf," announced his

guide ; and Osmar Hey, the sole
occupant of the tent before they
came in, rose, and advanced to

meet his guest, saying :

" You are welcome to my(juar-
tcrs. It is seldom that tliey nrc
thus honored."
Alexis thanked him fm-thecom-

l)liment, and took an offered sent,
where he had an ojijjortunity tr)

look at his hcisl. He was a inan
of stalwort frame, whose attitude wa.s naturally haughty, while his
every gesture was marked by decision and command. 'His expan-
sive forehead was deeply furrowed

; and his pallid cheek was at-
tenuated

;
yet from beneath his heavv, dark eyebrows, bright

gleammg eves, somewhat contracted bv'habitual inistrust, testified
that time alone was not chargeable with wrinkles or with emacia-
tion. A short, heavy black beard concealed the resolute outline
of the lo^yer portion of his face, but left exposed a massive neck,
left bare by his Albanian costume. The long, blue tassel of his
red cap hung ,l<,\vn over his slioulder; his arms, covered only by
ft thin chemise, came through the slashed sleeves of a gold-cm-
broidered ja-ket, which thus hung as a pelisse, discdosin- a tight
vest; a flowing white hilt was tightly b and about the waist by a
crimson sash

;
and embroidered gaiter, covered vellow slippers.A more beautiful cosiumc was never worn by C'luistiau or by

Inlidel.
•'

Pipes and coffee were brought by negro hoys, and, after, a few
moments pause, Osmar, laving down the amber mouth-pieee of
his snakedike wat r-idije, remarked :

"I suppose A' limet has informed you, that wc are both soldiers
of trance by edu<-ation—indeeil, yoiir uniform is the (uily one as-
sociated ill my recollection with 'defeat. But now, I tnist, the
flag* under winch we fight wave in harmony."

" So I tnist, also," replied Alexis ;
" although General Ipsi-

lanti has endeavoreil to embroil the two powers, in order to carry

out some scheme for restoring the Greek nation."
" Foolish idea ! Neither will Capo d'lstria, with his ' Philomn-

sians,' do more. Mahmoud is too well aware of their plots."
" By what chance," inquired Alexis, " is this force congregated

here ? Surciy, no invasion is feared '."

Ostnar's brow darkened.
"No!" he replied. "And yet there arc hawks whose wing^

will require cliiiping, for they aspire to the eagle's flight. This is

rather a camp of discipline ; and I hope, in return for the pleasure

of your visit, to show yon the old waiTiors of the crescent, in

company with the yet untried levies who are being trained in the

modern school of waitiue. I ordered a re\iew at noon, and the

trumpets announce that the hour is near at hand. Excn.se me un-

til I can ])ut on my regulation uniform ; for example, as yon prob-

ably know, goes a great way in introrlucing a reform."

Thus saying, the bey left our young hero, and retired to make
the contemplated change.

(to bk rr»TiNiEi>.l

INTERIOR OF A TURKISH COFFEE-IIOl SK.

A TURKISH COFFEE-HOUSE.
We present our readers with a vi\ id sketcli, above, of the inte-

rior of a Turkish ra/i—the terrestrial paradise of the Moslem

—

where the follower of the prophet enjoys his favorite beverage,

and his beloved pipe. The group of p^'rsiuis, represented in the

engraving, are inihdeiitly enjoying ihciiisclves, while file melody
of a professional musician mingles with t!ie pleasant murinurs of
the distant fountain. It is in the coffee-houses of the Eiist that

the poers, musicians, and jugglers display their talent. Here, at

Bagdad, Damascus and Cairo, are horn tliose Arabian Niglits' Kn-
tertaininents, and those poems, whose renown lias readied even the

heart of the desert. These tales undergo continual variations, ac-

cording to the imagination of the story-teller, that is often devel-

oped to exaggeration. Be it understood that the story-tellers and
musicians are paid by the landlord, who tries to find something
that can collect the crowd and keep it togctlu'r as long as possible

to increase his sales ; and this is not diflicnlt, for the idleness of
the Orientals is extreme, as well as their pission for coffee. It is,

particularly, in the nights of the Uamazan,—the Season of fast-

ing,—that the coffee-houses multiply their elegance and attractions
;

illuminations, rich costumes of the kafedji, or waiting-boys, the
k-im;iies, a sort of puppets, or Chinese shadows of an erotic eliar-

ne.ter, that divert yoiiiij; aud old to tli« «!xee»s of freu/.y—every-

tliing is set on foot to attract the crowd. At Constantinople, men
women and children, of all classes, take cotl'eo from morning till

evening. If you enter a merchant's house, or make a visit to a
Tm-kisli lord, to an Arab, Persian, Greek, Jew, or Anncnian the
master of the lionse first offers you cofl'ec. If the visit he pro-
longed, one, two, and tliree eups are oft'ered. The cups, of Turk-
ish or Chinese porcelain, are very small, and, when tlicy arc pre-
sented, they are handed in other cups of metal, called :ar/\ to keep
them from bnniing ycui. These zari's arc of copper, silver and
gold, enriched with enamel and ))reeious stones. Tlie young slaves
as they ofl'er the coft'ee, lay tlieir bauds upon their he.Jits. In the
East, only, the Mocha is held in esteem

; thus, during the war with
Egypt, the Turks suffered a cruel depri\ation, for this species of
cotice became so rare and costly that only the griindees could pro-
cure it. The manner in which the Arabs pre[)are coffee is very sim-
ple. After having burned the kernels, they pomid it in wooden,
marble, or bronze mortars, until the ])owder is excessively fine •

then, the moment the water boils, they put five or six little "spoon-
fuls into n cofTee-pot of tinned copper, containing about two cups
of water; then, when?yer the foam ri>;es, they carefully remove

(he vessel from the fire, and so on
nntil the froth has entirely disap-
peared, which happens after two
ortiiree boilings. The coffee must
be roasted and ground an near ns
possible to the time of using it,

for the aroma evaporates speedily.
In Egypt, where the beverage i»"a

real nectar, there are public places,
immense stores, where they do
nothing but hnrn and grind cof-

fee. The mortars are in the form
of tronghs, along which a battal-

ion of half-naked men, armed with
formidable pestles, crush the pre-

cious grain ; in this way the oily

portion remains always combined
with the powder, which thus pre-

»er\'es all its flavor. These estab-

lishments are called Talimiss. The
Orientals never mix coft'ee with
cream or milk, and rarely with
sugar—not wishing to adulterate
the flavor. They drink it wann,
and drop by drop, intemipting
themselves to take a wliitt" from a
tobacco pipe. Thus tobacco and
pipes are indispensable in eof^'ee-

lionses. Tobacco, as our readers
are aware, was unknown in Egypt
and Asia until after the discovery
of America. It was in the year
1605, under the sultan, Ahmed I.,

that the traders brought it to Con-
stantinople. As in the cnse of
coffee, the doctors of the law di.s-

puteda longtime to decide wheth-
er its nse was conformable or not
to the principles of Islamisni.

The fires that ravaged Constan-
tinople several times under the

reign of Murad IV., and which
were attributed to the imprudence
of those who smoked in the coffee-

houses, detennined the sultan to

prohibit tobacco. But the pipe re-

appeared us soon us cofl'ee was
permitted again, and the use of
tobacco is now general in the East.

The Orientals are as particular

about the beauty of their pipes as

the quality of tobacco. The stems

are commonly of elicrry-wood, but

sometimes of jessamine, whose
long and supple stalks are more
elegant. These woods are pre-

feiTed for their perf'nine, which
mingles agreeably with that of the

tobacco. The stems are sometimes
ornamented with threads of silk,

gold, and silver ; the end by which

the smoke is inhaled, of white or

vellow amber, coral, and other

iiard stones, is often enriched with

diamonds and emeralds. Some-
times the great pachas have p'pcs

worth t%vo, tliree, and even four

thousand dollars apiece. Those
of women of rank are yet more
elegant. They make use of pipes

in the Persian' style, so arranged

that the smoke, passing through

rose-water, reaches the lips cool

and perfumed. They are called

iniyf/iiile/is at Constantinople, and

rliithfn at Cairo. The bowls are

of a fine, red malleable earth, that

enables the artist to trace designs

and make reliefs upon them. As
with regard to coflTee, politeness

re(|uires pipes to be ottered to

every visitor ; and it is easy to

see what an expense it must be to

the 2reat lords to have fifty, a hundied, or two hiuMhed pipes kept

in order for use. Several' slaves are assigned for this purpose
;

and when the rooms arc not large tlie pipes are so crowded that it

requires all the Turkish phlegm to avoid a shock or conflagration ;

and the atiiiosplierc, when the cold iv(|uires the windows to be

closed, is so dcii.se that the nearest objects cannot be distinguished.

Kecliiiiug on the grass, on the iHUvlers of a fountain, in the shade

of a plane-tree, the Mussulman smokes his pipes, repeats tlio

name of Allah many times, and reposes in his beatitude, consid-

ering all those as dogs w)io (U) not likewise. There is not a Mus-

sulman whom a habit, contracted in infancy, does not induce to

smoke from ten to tweiilv |)ipes a day, drinking as many cups of

coffee. Like all those whom excesses have weakened, they think

to rei)air their strength by new stimul nits ;
but, before long, tlicy

succumb to the lawiiiipo.sed on all who ih) violence to niiture, and

are prematurely doomed to a double iiiipoteiice, physical and

moral. The abuse of soporifics, preventing all intellectu..! labor,

and tending only to satisfy purely animal instincts, has rusted

the sin-ings of tlie mind; and yoii see this] nation, which l>ears

in its phvsiognomv the noblest' tvpe of the Creator's hand, and

eudowed'with all the blessings of' heaven in the Promised Land,

where it would have been easy for them to attain the highest pos-

sible perfectibility, perishing of weakness and indolence.
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STATE CAIQUES AT CONSTANTINOPLE.

VIEW ON THE BOSPHORUS.
We present an enjjravini;, bolow, of a cliurming vicw^rom the

European side of the Bos])liorus. This view is taken from tlie

sultan's kiosk, situate in the " Valley of Heavenly Water," on the

Asiatic shore, looking; up the channel in the direction of Constan-
tinople. Immediately facinji is the villaj^c of B.iltalimnn ; and
further to the left afe the ruins of the Koumili-Hissar, or (Vstle

of Europe, whose history is coeval with the tinnl concjuest of the

Byzantine Emjiire, by Mahomed II. Malunned I. had already, in

the reign of Manual I'aUeolo;;us, hnilt the castle of Anatolia, on
the opposite side of the channel, and Mahomed II. erected this

liuildintj in 14.51, i. e., two years before the con(|uest of Constan-
tinople, to the great terror of the trembling emperor. In vain did

the latter lay before the barbarian, through an embassy, all the

grounds that a newly-eontdnded peace furnished him with. Ma-
homed dismissed ]\\m with this answer : That he was by no means
to be compared to his ancestors ; that what thcv had been unable
to elfect he could rapidly and easily e.Kecute ; t^iat what they did

not choose to do he intended to do ; that the ne.xt ambassador who
should be sent to him should be flayed alive." Mibomed had, in

the beginning of the winter, driven together a tlii>ns:\nd masons
and a thousand lime-burners ; and, before spring, the bunit lime
from the opposite coast, the necessm-y supply of wood from Xieo-
niedta and Hcrachiii on the Euxine had been collected by the time
lie himself arrived from Adrianoplc, to determine with accuracy
the plan and the site of the new fortix-ss. He traced the found i-

tions confbr[uably to the ludicrous idea that the circuit of the walls

ought to imitate the Arabic letters of the word Mahomet, the name
of the Prophet. Thus a tower cam- to stand in the place where,

in the Arabic writing, the M (i\lini) forms a ring; and the whole
received the irregular and most senseless shape ever given to a for-

tress. To three of his generals—Chalil Pacha, Tschakan, and
Saritcha—he assigned the building of the thiee great towers which,
at first sight, gave to the castle the appearance of a perfect trian-

gle. To each of the thousand masons was assigned the task of
building two yards, and a thousand workmen were associated with
their labors, besides the enormous mn'titiulc who brought together

stones, lime and tiles, collected by the judges from all the districts

of Anatolia. The castle was finished in three months, the walls

being thirty feet thick, and high in jiroportitin. (.)n the tower built

by Chalil Pacha, enormous guns were raised, which threw stone

balls of more than six hundred weight ; and Kirns Aga was raised

to the command of the castle with four hundred jiicked men., with

the injunction to demand a toll from every passing ship. On the

waters of the Bospbonis are seen a Turkish frigate, a snmll Turk-
ish steamer, an English steam-frigate, besides smaller craft. We
give above a picture of the State Caique, in which the snltan is

conveyed to tile mostpies on Friday. It is a magnificent aft'air, all

]iicked out with gold and gaudy colors, with a large figure of a

peacock at the prow. At. this ])oint sits his Ilighness's sword-
bearer; in the stern, beneath a splendiil cano])y, sits the sultan, his

body-guaril being placed behind him. The barge is jiroijellcd at a

swift rate by six and twenty aiijrcs, pulling a stroke of thirty sec-

onds' interval. The caicpie appropriated to the pachas on the oc-

casion of these State processions is not quite so grand as that of
the sultan's, but very much in character. The various ambassa-
dors have also their state caiques, which they call into requisition

when proceeding to an audience w ith the sultan, or to attend a

meeting of the Grand Council. Kelating aa the.se pictures do to

the jiresent seat of war, they are more than usually interesting.

There is a classic beauty, too, hanging abont this region of the

East that is peculiarly captivating to the thoughtfid ; there is .so

much ofhistorical interest clustering abont this ])ortion of the g'obe
;

it is so vastly diflFerent. in all res]iects, from the rest of the known
world : its peoi)le are so distinctive and remarkable a race, that

aside from the present immediate excitement which war has en-

acted in the vicinity of the Hos])honis, it is also a sjwt of marked
and lasting interest, Sn-.h facilities as are ofl'ered by these noble

and beautiful waters, in this ipiarter of the world, would have

been imjirovcil to their utmost capacity in the furtherance of (om-
merce. But the dreamy, indo'.ciit Turk sits and smokes his o|)ium-

drnggcil pipe, and lo(d<s com]daceiitly np(ni all aioiind him, with-

out a thcmght beyond acquiring sufficient for his |)resent luxuriant

!ind immediate wants. Progress is a word the meaning of which
he cannot reali7.e—or, if he did so, it would be with a repulsive

shudder. He only wisltes to do as his fathers have done before

hira ; and, piovided you do not interfere with his superstitious rev-

erence for the creed of Mahomed, nor attempt to take ))OPscssion

of his national soil, he is content and would remain a good neigli-

lior. He will trouble the Russian Bear, who has invaded his ter-

ritory—his religion is at stake, and for that the Moslem will tight

to the last gasj), believing that it secures for iiim a home in Para-

dise, and a place among the sacred and holy who know all the

fabled joys of that glorious jdace. It is a peculiarity of the fol-

lowers of the Mahomedan religion thnt the}' will sacrifice any-

thing and everything, with life it.self, to feel the assurance that

they are entitled to Mahomed's Paradise.

VIEW FROM THE ASIATIC SIDE OF THE BOSPHORUS.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial-]

*GOIVE, 15VT NOT LOST."

BT AUCE CARET.

Minnie is gone—on me no more

AVill smile her gentlo eyes

—

'Twafi but last week or that before

I saw ber making pies '.

Her lips were fresh as any rose,

You would not think it true;

And y*ft Fhe said a dozen beaux

Ilad kissed away their dew.

I saw her leare es—angels hark,

I cried, in wild alarm

;

And save, save her from the dark

—

Twaa midnight and a storm.

Softly she smiled, and smoothed away

Her long and heavy hair,

And said she thoagUt another day

Would probably be fair.

The messenger, or good or bad,

That mortals must obey,

Was come, and ^linnie'f pa was mad,

And so she ran away '

And though her mother too, was mad

—

And sisters cried, alack I

She said she'd have him, if he had

But one shirt to his back.

Quite unprepared—her heavy woes

AVe felt, but could not share,

—

She had but just two calicoes,

And one old silk to wear.

'Twas hard to leave her childhood's skle^—

They never had been dull

—

'Twas hard to leave the apple pies

—

There was a cupboard full.

Sweet Minnie, sheathe your angry glance,

Nor think I ^v^ite to blame,

For who of us, and had a chance

That would n't do the same.

[Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE OLD SOLDIER'S LEGACY.

BT ANNE T. WILBBB.

The Kussian campaign, whose denouement was so fatal to the

power of Napoleon and the greatness of Imperial France, was not,

as has long been believed, one of those rash entei-prises undertaken

to gratify the ambition of the chief of an empire. Irresistible

political causes occasioned this conflict in which the wing of our

eagle became exhausted. The future will, we liave no reason to

doubt, successively annihilate the accusations with which party

spirit has attempted to sully the glory of Napoleon. The condi-

tion of permanent war in which his reign was involved, occasioned

the people, it must be confessed, real suffering; but the blind

hatred of foreigners, to whom the maintenance of order seemed

only a narrow and inglorious dcsi>otism, seized with avidity this

method to ruin a popularity unexampled in the annals of the

world. The claims of reason, thougli misunderstood, cannot be

entirely lost on the earth. There will come a time when it will

impose i's sove;-eign word on the sophists who have attempted to

pervert it. The glory of Napoleon, with the faults which destroyed

it, are not yet appreciated
; and it is not in these that we are to

seek the hand which conducted him to power, and which over-

tiuned his victorious car, but in the decrees of Providence, which

no human foresight can predict or alter.

The deplorable issue of the Russian campaign is well kno^vn.

In this fatal retreat, our cohorts retraced their steps over fields,

despoiled and barren, through burning cities ; our soldiers, their

limbs stiffened with the cold, dragged themselves along in tlie

steps of their emperor. Very soon the army saw before it only

an immense tomb of ice, and thenceforth despair produced confu-

sion. Emperor, generals and soldiers were plunged in the same

misery; but all these calaniilics were nothing in comparison with

the uneasiness of the former, who had received no intelligence of

Ney, one of his most intrcjiid lieutenants. The marshal, said

some, has wandered away with his corps; perhaps he has even

been taken prisoner ! At tliis idea. Napoleon clasped his hands

convulsively, and exclaimed

:

" One of my marshals a prisoner of the Russians ! A marshal
of the empire compelled to surrender his sword to a Miloi-adowitch

or a Platow ! Ney, the bravest of the brave, paraded as a trophy,

through the streets of St. Petersburg, exposed to the insults of the

rabble ! What a disgrace for him !—or, rather, what a misfortune
for us !"

" Sire," replied the Count de Loliau, his aid-de-camp, with dig-

nity, " if the Russians have the sword of Ney, be sure thcv have it

only broken. I mean, tluit they can have only his cori)so
!"

" Well, what matters it, he will slill be lost to us
!"

Very soon arrived some staff ofliccrs, who had been despatched
from liead quarters to gain information on the real position of the
Prince of Moskova and his soldiers. Napoleon pressed them with
questions, but their reports only increased his uncertain! v, his

anxiety.

" It is all over, general," exclaimed Najroleon anew, " we sliall

never see Marslial Ney more !"

" Sire, your majesty will ])crmit me not to despair so hastily.

If the l)ukc U'Elchingen had been taken, some men escaped from
the disaster would have announced it to us. The enemy himself

would have found means to inform us of it."

" But, general, reflect that the marshal must have met at Kras-

noe, the twenty-five thousand men of Miloradowitch. How could

he have i)enetratcd the banier of iron and of fire ( O, the dou1)t

is frightful ! And even the silence that reigns around us, that mys-

terious curtain, which our informants have not pierced, every-

thing, justifies my apprehensions."

At this moment, Prince Eugene came to announce that the

sojourn of the army at Orcha became more and more dangerous

and comjiromised the fate of the army. The colunui.s of Kutusow,

were approaching ; they threatened to surround the general quarters.

" Shall we, then, abandon Marshal NeyV exclaimed Napoleon.

"No, I cannot—I will not
!"

" But, sire," replied the viceroy, " what can we do now to save

the marslial ? The road in that direction is closed."

" We will open it as you liave opened it. Come, gentlemen, to

horse
!"

Napoleon, prompted by a generous impulse and a heroic inspi-

ration, hastily quitted the spot he had occupied for the last two

hours, and followed by his staff—alas ! sadly diminished in num-

bers—directed himself towards the ruins which marked the indo-

sure of the village of Orcha. The darkness of night had succeeded

the light of day; it was deepened by the falling of snow which

covered men and horses. The emperor, at sight of the immovable

lights of Kutusow, stopped, and, turning to Count de Narbonne,

asked :

"Why does not Kutusow advance? Ah, I have now a proof

that the Prince of Moskova has not yielded. He must still be

contending with Miloradowitch."

And a ray of hope suddenly illuminated the pale features of the

emperor ; his keen glance had taken in the position of parties.

"No, gentlemen, all is not lost," added he. "Prepare to pass

through the midst of the troojjs of Kutusow. We will go our-

selves to seek Marshal Ney."

These noble words, this signal of a new battle, re-animated the

energj' of discouraged hearts. There was in the accent of the

emperor a pledge of deliverance for the Prince of Moskova, and a

promise of victor}'. The soldier no longer thought of Wilna,

which just now his sufferings and his desires had so impatiently

demanded, because he hoped to find there at last provisions and a

few days' rest. " Come to the help of Marshal Ney !" was the

cry at the general quarters of Orcha. The wounded, the sick de-

manded arms ; they wished to brave the cannon of the Russians.

But the snow fell faster, the wind blew it in their faces and in-

creased the darkness, which no longer pennitted the men to see

their way. It became necessary to stop to wait for the cessation

of the storm, and perhaps even until the morrow!"

Napoleon was reluctantly compelled to yield to the opposing

elements. He could not attempt the impossible, and Ney was

again left to his courage, and the heroism of the handful of soldiers

whom he had retained around him. The almost extinct fires of

the bivouacs were rekindled; arms were again stacked, and the

soldiers, silent, and their eyes fixed on the ground, yielded them-

selves to their gloomy reflections. If they raise their heads, it is

only to seek with their eyes the spot where their emperor still is
;

they see him, and then they have once more faith in his star.

Suddenly, the sound of a horse's footsteps is heard. A Polish

lancer comes to announce to Napoleon the arrival of Marshal

Ney and his little company.
" Ah," exclaimed Napoleon, with an accent of lively satisfac-

tion, "I have two hundred millions in my cellars at the Tuile-

ries ; I would have given them to have saved the Prince of Mos-

kova!"
In spite of himself, he still retained some doubts

; he dared not

believe withont reserve the narrative of the Polish lancer. Mcan-

wliilc, the officers attached to the staft'of the marshal came to con-

firm the news. Then Napolet>n remounted his horse ; but had

scarcely set out rfhen the sound of drums was heard. It was Ney

corauig in person to meet the emperor. The marshal immediately

sprang to the ground ; Napoleon eml)raced him cordially, saying ;

" Well, my dear marshal, fortune has declared in our favor, since

you are restored to us."

Then, after a few words exchanged between them. Napoleon

and the Prince of Moskova repaired to the cantonments of Prince

Eugene, whither arrived successively the troops escaped from

Miloradowit<h. When the latter perceived the emperor, they

saluted him with acclamations ; and their shouts, echoed along the

French line, informed the Russian advance-guard that Napoleon

had still an army.

The emperor would not leave without having done the honors

of the general quarters to the intrepid companions in arms of the

marshal. He himself watched over the distribution of the succor

so necessary to these brave men, who had so long struggled for

existence with hunger, cold and the fire of the enemy. He caused

the wounded to be placed on carriages, addressed to them words

of praise and consolation. Some expired before him ; but before

they closed their eyes forever, they exclaimed once more, " Vive

rKnipcrenr '."

When he had fulfilled this task—at once noble and mournful

—

when he had performed this duly of general and enqieror towards

the soldiers of Ney, Najiolcon retook the load to his bivouac. But

at the moment he was saluting the brave colonel of the eighty-

fourth—who, although severely wounded at the first encounter of

Ney with Miloradowitch before Krasnoe, had remained constantly

on horseback—an old soldier, whose greatcoat was in rags, pre-

cipitated himself before him, holding in his hand the relic of a

Russian flag, and presented it to Najiolcon.

" What would you, my brave man >." asked the emperor.

" Sire, I wish to offer you what my benumbed hands have re-

tained of a standard. The Cossacks have left me only a morsel

;

there were three, this is all that is left. Take it, my emperor, for

I fear I shall not be able to retain it long."

<< Very well, my friend, I thank you."

Napoleon took the fragment of silk presented to him by the

grenadier, and looked at it attentively.

" Yes, it was a Russian flag," said he, examining it. " I see

still the double cipher ; it is worth as much to mc, as if it were

whole. Have you the cross 7"

" Yes, sire
;
you gave it to mo at Wagram."

" Well, I will give you something else."

" Tlianks, my emperor, I need nothing ; for I have a tenible cut

which does not leave my head very firmly on my shoulders."

As he said this, the old soldier removed a bandage of rags

around his neck, which concealed a deep wound. The emperor

looked at it.

" It is my will that you should live, and you will live. Come,
grenadier, you must go to the amhnlnnc^. I insist upon it

; you

shall be conducted thither."

" It is useless, my emperor ; there are comrades worse oft' than

myself. My limbs are still of use to me, and I do not wish to

leave my regiment ; I wish to follow my flag. If I am left on the

way, it is a dift'erent thing—so much tiie worse."

Napoleon insisted no longer.

" Well, be it so, hot-headed fellow !" resumed he. " Since you

are so infatuated, remain with your regiment ; I will not forget

you."
" Hot-headed, is the word," said the soldier, again putting his

hand to his cap. Then he stepped back a few paces, but immedi-

ately returning, added :

"Apropos, my emperor, I told you that I needed nothing. On
the faith of Marc Chaussard, I am a liar ! If I could get some

old greatcoat to replace mine—which only figures on my shoul-

ders as a relic—I should be infinitely obliged to you. I ask only

that, my emperor, and we arc quits."

Napoleon could not suppress a smile.

" A greatcoat," repeated he; "you shall have one. But you

have not time to wait, have you i"

" Not too much, my emperor, it is true."

Napoleon wore his polonaise of green velvet trimmed with fur,

wliich Constant, his chief valet, had prudently thrown over his

shoulders at the moment the snow had begun to fall. By a rapid

movement, he threw off this cloak, and flinging it over the head of

the grenadier, said

:

" Here, take this ! It is as good as a greatcoat ; it is yoiu's, I

give it to you."

The soldier, astonished, looked alternately at the cloak and the

emperor. He was preparing to make a new observation, when
Napoleon shut his mouth by saying, in a tone of severity :

" Take it, I tell you ; it is my will
!"

" Thanks, then, my emperor."

And Napoleon went away, while Marc Chaussard, lifting the

cloak of the emperor with a feeble hand, prayed one of his com-

rades to assist him in placing it on his shoulders.

" The little corporal is right," said the grenadier; " it is better

than a greatcoat. Here is a famous emperor, who strips himself

to clothe one of his soldiers. It is perhaps wrong for me to accept

it. But hush ! the little corporal has commanded, and the grena-

dier should obey."

And Marc Chaussard, proudly raising his head, rejoined the

platoon of soldiers, which alone represented the eighty-fourth reg-

iment of the line. He no longer remembered his wound, and,

notwithstanding the entreaties of the surgeon and his colonel,

would not quit his regiment.

The French army continued its retreat, engaging every day in

partial combats, in which it nobly sustained the honor of its eagles.

The Russians had marked out its tomb already amid the snows
;

their pursuit became daily more eager, more sanguinary, and the

route of the remnant of our regiments strewn with corpses. In

this great disorder, in this confusion—the inevitable consequence

of a horrible disaster—many corps still obeyed the laws of disci-

pline ; they retained their positions, and marched as if their ranks

had been full. One of them, the cighty-fburtli,dislingnishcd itself

by a heroic constancy ; and in its thin ranks a soldier was con-

S]iicuous by a blue cloak, whose luxury was strangely conti'astcd

with the wretched accoutrements of his companions. He was

always the first in combat, though ho wore only a sabre. His

fingers, paralyzed with cold, could not manage a gun, but he en-

couraged his companions ; he animated them by his words, di-

rected the fusillade, and more than one Russian otticer, whom ho

pointed out as an object for French balls, fell a victim to the old

soldier's experience. As for himself, no ball could reach him

;

he appeared invulnerable, or rather believed himself so beneath

the cloak of his enqieror.

But he did not always wear the protecting cloak. When he si'.w

one of his comrades about to yield, he went to him, stripped off

his cloak, and covered him with it to warm his stifi'eued limbs.

He had declared in a positive manner that the cloak of Napoleon

belonged to the eighty-fourth. This disinterested soldier was

Marc Chaussard.

U|) to the passage of the Beresina, things went well enough

with him. He crossed the river under the fire of Admiral Tchis-

chakow and Count Pahlen, and directed his steps with thirty men

cscajied from this last catastrophe to '\\'iliia ; but then insubordi-

nation and despair had disorganized almost all the corps. With

most of the soldiers, selfishness had taken the jilace of generosity.

Often, even jiropei-ty was no longer respected ; the isolated sol-

dier, who had the good fortune to possess a few potatoes, or a de-

cent garment, with difficulty escaped the avidity of those terrible

marauders who attacked indiscrimiiuitcly Russians and French-

men. Woe to tlie soldier who found himself at a distance from

the ranks ! He was pitilessly despoiled, and, sometimes, even

paid with his life his resistance to these deplorable attacks.

Now it often happened to Marc Chaussard to be delayed in his
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march by uuforcsccn accidents ; the need of repose also compelled

him to stop. Then, he was exposed to dangerous encounters, fur

from his faithful coiuradcs of the eighty-fourth, who were, at this

moment, exchanging balls with the Cossacks. His cloak had

more than once nearly been fatal to him ; for it excited the envy,

and tempted the cupidity, of the ofKcers, who, for the most part,

were no better clad. But Marc Chaussard was gifted with a s^in-

gular crednlitj' ; he had faith in the inviolability of the emperor's

cloak, and piously believed that no one could lay on this garment

a guilty hand.

One day among others, he encountered three Saxon cuirassiers,

who, dismounted, were i)assing the same road witli himself. At

sight of the silver aymffc which fastened the cloak to the shoul-

ders of the old grenadier, these men were preparing to wrest it

from him ; their hands had already seized it.

" kStop, wretch!" e.\clainied Mare Chaussard, in German.
" Touch not the cloak, it has belonged to the emperor!"

These words pronounced with singular energy, were sufficient

to restrain the Saxon soldiers. It seemed to them that they were

committing a sacrilege in attempting to despoil the wounded

grenadier. These men blushed at their criminal thouglits, and

even otTered to protect Marc Chaussard, who needed their aid,

for his wound liad rc-opencd, and it was only by leaning on the

arms of his two Saxon cuirassiers, that he could arrive at Wilna.

Then the eighty-fourth, or what remained of that regiment, was

no longer in that old capital of Lithuania; the division of General

Loison occupied it. Marc Chaussard, therefore, believed that lie

might, without failing in duty, stop in one of the military hospitals

of the city; he ron\embercd the couiLsel of NapoUon.and this

recollection silenced his scruples. Besides, it would have been

impossible for him to have gone farther; the privations of every

kind which he had endured, had made his condition worse. The
chief surgeon of the hospital, prepossessed in his favor by the well

known story of the cloak, hastened to lavish on him all the assist-

ance of his art. But it was too late ! Marc Cha.ssard soon recog-

nized that he must resign himself to lose at once his life and his

cloak. He had kept the latter with him at the hospitals notwith-

standing the customs, and the regulations had been forced to give

way before his indomitable will ; he threatened to inform the em-

peror himself, if th^ cloak was taken away. Mare C'haussard,

dying, coilsoled himself witli looking lovingly on the jiledgo of

esteem which he had received from the emperor.

Meanwhile, a thought of high import occupied his mind—to

whom should he beciufiath this cloak ? If the eighty-fourth had

been there, he would have chosen the bravest of his regiment, per-

haps the colonel, for his legatee. And then, he knew the chances

of war, and the risks tliat his legacy must run, if not contided to a

faithful depository. Such were the ideas which filled his head,

when he summoned the surgeon to his bedside.

" Have I yet two days to live ?" asked he.

The surgeon merely shook his head. Marc understood this.

" It is well," said he. " Now, surgeon, will you render me a

last service."

" Willingly. What is it V
" To write to the third company of the second battalion of the

eighty-fourth of the line, to which I have had the honor to belong."

The surgeon procured a pen, ink and paper. " I am ready to

write," said he. Marc Chaussard dictated the following will

:

" To mi/ friends, the grenadiers of the 3d company, etc. My dear

comrades—I am to remain at Wilna. It is impossible for your

old comrade to go farther. I give and bequeath to you a superb

and magnificent blue cloak, of the best quality. Our emperor

gave it to me at Orcha. M. Ossandon, assistant surgeon at the

hospital, here present, is commissioned to^forward it to you."

"One moment," said the surgeon, interrupting him, "what do

you expect the company of your regiment to do with this cloak V
" Wait, surgeon, I Inive not finished.—I expect and insist that

on the receipt of the said cloak, the tailor of the regiment cut it

into .eqiial jjortions, according to the number of the company, in

such a manner that each man maj'have a souvenirof his emperor,

and also of Marc Chaussard."

" This relic is well worth bequeathing," said the surgeon.

Marc Chaussard could scarcely write his name ; he drew rather

than wrote it below the letter, an operation in which he was aided

by the surgeon.

" Now," said the dying man, " I must discharge my delit to

you. Here is my cross—my cross of Wagram ! Keep it ; it is

for you, surgeon. It will bring you happiness."

M. Ossandon received the cross ; and, pressing the already icy-

hand of the old grenadier, said to him, in a softened voice

:

" Be easy, my brave man, the cloak and tlie letter shall go to

their address."

Two hours after this scene—which had so much moved the in-

valid—when the surgeon returned to visit him, he had ceased to

suffer. But his features presented no trace of the last convulsions

of death. His countenance retained a sweet .serenity; only his

shrunken hands still clasped to his l)reast the cloak of the emperor,

which had not left him for a single instant.

On the 2d of May, 1813, Napoleon, visiting the battle-field of

Lutzcn, stopped some time at the village of Kaya, wliich had been

the theatre of a bloody conflict. He asked to what regiment be-

longed the soldiers who had paid, with their lives, for the conquest

of the Russian and Prussian batteries. A hundred and fifty gren-

adiers were lying beside the enemy's cannon, which they seemed

to be guarding.

This was the tliird comjiany of the second liattalion of the

eighty-fo\uth regiment of the line. Kacli of the otricers and sol-

diers who composed it wore on his breast a little piece of bine

cloth ; each was a legatee of Mare Chaussard, for the testament of

AVilna had been faithfully executed.

[Written for Glfason's Pictorial.]

THE PUPPf]T-SllO \Y.

BY FRANCIS A. DURIVAOK.

TiiEUE arc few children versed in the delightful pages of Gul-

li\cr, who have not conceived the possibility of the construction

of mechanical figures, endowed with all the properties of life, with

action, grace, and perhaps speech, and thus realizing the fable of

the Lilliputians to all intents and i)urposcs. Their immobility is

a serious drawback to the attractiveness of ])laythings. Tin sol-

diers who do nothing but shoulder arms ; wooden dragoons who
threaten, but never strike ; horses that rock, but cannot trot, soon

weary their possessors. Toy-makers have constantly striven to

satisfy this craving of ingenuous youth. Dutch nutcrackers, that

could be m.ade to open their jaws l)y lifting their coat-tails, were

an early triumph in this time. Jnmijing-jacks date yet further

back
;
but the paljiable cause of their frantic elforts—the apparent

twine that jerks their wooden legs and anns—fits them for the

amusement of only a very tender age.

Children, of a mechanical turn, resolve when they grow up, and

are thoroughly versed in the sciences, to devote their talents to the

manufacture of puppets that shall successfully mimic life. But,

alas ! so frivolous is human nature, that when the geniuses grow

to maturity, they fritter away their talents in building ships, loco-

motives, s])inning-jennies, sewing and reaping machines—forgetful

of the aspirations of their younger days.

But the great problem was once solved. Yes, and the solution,

laid before an ignoble world, was neglected and ignored.

Many years ago, when a resident in New York, and writing

somewhat for the press, I was waited on one evening by a sallow,

hollow-cheeked, dark-eyed, dark-haired man, in a thread-bare gar-

ment, who glided out of the penumbra of my dim room into the

full rays of the candle, like a midnight jibanfom. The fignre

bowed, and handed me a card on which was printed in capital let-

ters, "Zaionczek."

The word was Chinese, or Sanscrit, to me. It was outlandish

it told nothing. Was it a proper or common noun ? Was it an

indication of the black art ? Was it a cabalistic word from an

Kgyptian monument "i I glanced from the card to my visitor.

His deep set eyes were fi.Kcd upon mc wistfully.

" Zaionczek," said the stranger, in a melancholy tone.

" Will you take a seat, Mr.—

"

" Zaionczek," said the stranger, noticing my hesitation. It was

a proper noun, then, and the strange a])pellation of my visitor.

" I have called on you," said the stranger, speaking grammati-

cally, but with a marked Teutonic accent, " because I have found

out that you were connected with the press, and I wished to solicit

your assistance. I have just completed a work that has occupied

my whole life. I am now sixty."

He was erect and soldierly in his bearing. His close cut hair

was black as the raven's wing. Black, too, were his deeply-pen-

cilled brows. His eyes, though deep set, were luminous and

bright ; and there were none of those lines at the corners by which

time is wont to score up the decades of a man's existence. What
was the work the stranger had accomplished ? Had he, more for-

tunate than Ponce de Leon, discovered the fountain of youth, the

elixir of life, and ([uafted deej) of its ])riceless waters .' This was

the key to the enigma. He was about to introduce the beverage at

a fabulous price per bottle, and would reward me for a puff of it

by the present of half-a-dozen for myself and friends.

" Will you do mo the honor to visit my exhibition-room V he

asked. " Yours will be the first human eyes, besides m}- own, to

enjoy a sight of my wonderful work."

My curiosity was now fairly excited. I threw my cloak around

me, donned my cap, and bade tfic stranger lead on. He glided

noiselessly down the stairs, and out befi)re me into the busy street,

up which he ])receded me to Broadwa}-. Swiftly and dexterously

he threaded the crowd ; wound safely through the press of car-

riages before the Park ; and glided, phantom-like still, along Chat-

ham Street, pausing, at last, before a two-story brick buihling,

which he entered by a narrow passage-way. There I was involved

in darkness, the most oppressive from the glare of .shop-windows

and gas-lamps, from which we hail just emerged. I felt a cold

clammy hand grasp mine, and was le<l, with many a gentle cau-

tion, II I a flight of steps, through a door-way and into a hall of

tolerable size, furnished with benches, as I perceived by the dull,

red glare of an old cast-iron stove. My guide kindled a match

by touching it to the door of the stove, and then applied it to a

gas-burner. A dazzling jet of flame leajied out, and then I saw

before mc a sort of proscenium, rndely jiainted in fresco, framing

a small curtain of green baize. Behind this Eleusinian drapery

my strange friend, after seeing me seated, disappeared.

After a while the curtain rose, displaying a miniature ring, cov-

ered with saw-dust, and lighted uj) by half-u-dozcn little lustre*;.

A little tinklmg banil, all unseen, discoursed a jiopular overture.

Then a small gate was thrown open and one, two, three, four

horses, about six inches high, ridden by ladies and gentlemen of

appropriate size, bounded into the ring. They swept round the

circle and then, drawing up in line before mc, saluted with their

tiny riding-whips. The band strmk up a new air, and away

da.sbed the little equestrians. Various evolutions they performed

most creditably, and then dashed out swiftly, one after another,

vanishing into the stables whence they had apjieared. It was

truly wonderful. Then came a clown, with a boisterous "ha!

ha !" actually uttered by his own little lungs; and a riding-mas-

ter, who ran after the little clown, and cracked his little whip

about his little legs ; and a beautiful little lady, on a little piebald

pony, who performed extraordinary feats, indeed. There were a

tight-rope dancer, and a performance on the slack-rope ; and then

a little pyrotechnist came forward and threw up some little rock-

ets, and the curtain fell.

Zaionczek api)eared, at length, and I was lavish of my praises,

and told him that I thought the exhibition would succeed to a

charm. His wan check flushed with the rosv hue of pleasure.

" I think I shall succeed," said he. " The little folks for whom
I have labored, cannot' fail to be enchanted ; and the great folk,s

must certainly acknowledge my mechanical genius. We shall hit

New York ; we shall ])leasc Boston ; we shall charm Philadelphia
;

we shall electrify the bou.scs of Congress ; \vc shall fascinate New-

Orleans. We shall ])lay before Queen Victoria and Louis Philippe,

and the emperor of Russia; and then, my friend
—

"

" What then *"

" Then, sir, I shall buy me some jjleasant place ; and I shall sit

down with these little people and enjoy myself."

" 'i'lien you have no family '."

"No family! (), I understcnid you, sir. I have no wife—hut

these are my chihlrcn. Miss Ccidina, the youngest, is three days

old. I finished her la-st Wednesday—it wjis only screw-ing on her

legs. The riding-master was a little rhcnmatic to-night—didn't

you notice it, sir \ I'll oil his joints before I go to-bed—but

they'll be all right by Monday, when wo open."

This singular being bad expended nearly all his means in

bringing his puppets to perfection, and had little to bestow upon

the press. A few of us performed a labor of love in bringing his

exhibition before the public ; but, in such a city as New York,

with a thousand strange sights pressing for patronage, it requires

capital to obtain an audience and command attention.

The puppet-show opened to a poor house. The artist consoled

himself with the hope of a better fortune the ne.xt night. A few

people dropped in. A Wednesday's exhibition attracted some

school children—but the figures were so small, they were seen to

so little advantage, the lights were so inadequate, that the troop

did not make that impression on the mass they were calculated to

produce on an individiuil. As an cxliibition, it was a failure.

I saw the artist daily. Sometimes he spoke cheerfully of his

prospects. One night he had taken five dollars ; the next night,

si.x ; and he flattered himself that his receipts would keep on in-

creasing ; but, alas ! they dwindled away to nothing. A few of

us forced loans of trifling sums upon poor Zaionczek,—he never

asked assistance ;
— but all hope of the exhibition supporting

him was entirely out of the question.

Once I suggested to him the idea of selling his figures to jewel-

lers, to be used as an attraction to show-windows. I shall never

forget his indignant and clo([uent refusal

:

" What !" he exclaimed, " sell them, my children, the creatures

of my brain, my fancy, and my toil. Sir, they are a part of my
life ! I love tliem better than myself. How do you think I could

bear to see Miss Coelina pass into other hands, and wear out her

beautiful limbs at the bidding of a hard task-master, who would

keep her in the saddle till she was utterly exhausted '. And the

meiTy little clown !—how coubl I endure to hear his "ha! ha!"

that cost me so much pains to contrive, dwindle down into an

inarticulate wheeze ] Who would take the pains I do to dust and

oil his lungs 1 And my little horses, too ! To have them driven

into skeletons ! No, sir—I could not endure it
!"

One day he called on me with a woe-begone countenance.

" My friend," said he, "you saw my first exhibition, will you

come and see my last i"

With a sense of some great impending evil pressing on my
heart, I accompanied the forlorn showman to his exhibition-room.

Everything was in the same condition as when I first introduced

it to the reader. The anthracite was burning in the glowing

stove ; the green curtain was down. The artist disappeared be-

fore the curtain went up, and the performances went oft' to the

applause of one spectator. The curtain fell. Some time after-

wards Zaionczek appeared, gloomy, but resolute, with a large

basket on his arm. He then lifted the cover from his stove.

" Here," said he, taking up from the miscellaneous contents of

the basket, a musical box, "is my orchestra. It will never more

play the overture to Norma." He dropped it into the stove.

" Hold ! madman !" I exclaimed, "what are you about?"

"Cheating the sheriff!" he exclaimed, sternly. " Good-by,

Ccelina !" he added, pressing the little jrappet to his lips; "you

were the dearest of them all—the prettiest image ever man con-

cei\ecl. Farewell, light of my eyes !" And the little gauze-at-

tired thing fell into the crackling Gehemia. One after another,

horses, men, ladies, ro])e-dancers disappeared. "And now," cried

the wretched man, " I have done for them, and I'll do for myself!"

He was a raving maniac. As the last words left his lips, he

snatched out a knife, and, in a moment more, would have ended

his existence. I c aught bis arm and a des])erate stniggle followed
;

but I o^•el•IlO« cr«d him at last, and he sank on the floor, exhausted.

That night he was conveyed to a lunatic asylum.

Some months afterwards, I was passing up Broadway, when my
eyes were arrested by a sign over the door of a small shop. I

paused and read the words : "Zaioxczek, Watchmaker." I

hastened in. There sat my friend, with a glass to his eye, busily

engaged in dissecting a Lcpine. He recognized me, and shook my
hand across the counter. He was sadly changed ; his hair was

quite gray ; but his manner was quiet and subdued.

" I am very glad to sec you," said he, " I have been very un-

well ; but I was kindly cared for and have quite rcc overcd. I had

such strange dreams of a lite-time spent in making puppets. What

an idea!—making puppets for a great pcojile engaged, as they

should be, in the useful arts. The useful is the order of the day

—

by-aud-by ornament and art. I'eriiaps I shall live long enough to

witness the new order of things, and then what a puppet-show

you'll see." Poor Zaionczek ! he \i'as never wholly rational, in the

world's opinion, and many of us are in the same category.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

INFANCY.

BY MRS. H. MARION STEPHENS.

A form of youth and innocence is gaily flitting by,

On whose fair cheek in purity the rose and Uly Tie;

\Vhosc earnest eyes, like evening stars, gleam forth a glorious ray,

And whose glad voice, like some sweet bird, warbles the livelong day I

I listen to the melody, so wildly sweet and deep,

Till echoes of its happy tones come o'er my soul like sleep;

And then I dream of that dear hou\e down by the waters blue,

Where kindred hearts in bonds of love, beat ever warm and true!

A mother's smile, like sunshine falls, from eyes all pure and mild,

—

A mother's kiss is on my cheek— I seem again a child I

Long years of absence roll away at wakening memories' will

—

I see again the old farm-house—the orchard—meadow—mill I

It waji my liome—my dear old home—that farm-house in the vale!

It seemed an earthly paradise—that peaceful, sunny dale I

I loved e!ich old famihar haunt—each crag and valley wild

—

Would I could call them back again, and be again that child.'

Gone—gone those days, and A\ith them much that gemmed bright fancy \«i

wing.

For T, alas, have drained a cup from sorrow's bitter spring!

And now I \vrite, while others read ; nor dream they of the spell

That lui'ks for me in childhood's smile—or where sweet children dwell I

< ^•^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

IRISH MARY.
BY MRS. MARY A. DENISON.

Mary !—The name calls up a thousand remhiisccnccs, and

among thorn floats one, that takes the shape of a slijiht, sensitive

creature, with blue eyes, and the softest of brown hair—witli neat

figure, a voice like music, and a brogue that was decidedly "rich."

She was my kitchen girl for two years, was Mary Mac-Mullen

—

for that was tlie euphonious name she answered to, and never

shall I have another such. So handy! so sprightly, and withal

tidy ! so quick to take my meaning and act u]K)u my suggestions

—so very pretty to make her appearance at the hall door, when

the bell rang—I never wondered that she had suitors—and yet I

wa.s selfish enough to regret it, too—for, as I often said, where

ehall I get another just like her ?

On Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday evenings, Mary always

looked her best. Then the newest garment set oft' her plump little

figure. Then her cheeks were rosiest, her eyes most sparkling,

her wit keenest, her Irish mirth most exuberant. On these even-

ings I could not deny her the innocent enjoyment of receiving her

friends, for she was seldom from home, and always at the stroke

of six, her work was done—and wliat was better—well done.

Sometimes, when I knew Mary was holding her levees, im-

pelled by a naughty curiosity, I went into the kitchen on needless

errands, and just east a quiet glance at Mary's "company."

Then how she would blush, and make little uneasy movements !

—though I alwaj'S noted that her fine blue eyes sought, with co-

quettish habitude, those of a tall, slender and delicate young Irish-

man—conclusive evidence to mo, that she gave him preference

over the rest.

There were three, that for a time came quite repiilarly—Jimmy
Bradstock, an athletic fellow with white hands, who performed the

ceremony of standing behind the curls and mustaches of the fine

gentlemen, when they breakfasted, dined, and su])pcd at the Har-

rington House—Timmy Mickmackinto, whose sinuous length of

sobriquet (for his fcUow-worknien called him Mickymackyminto)

always stood in the way of Mary's warm heart, as well as Iris lank

figure and wiry red locks. Then there was young, modest, shy

and painfully timid Dennis Mahonc.

After a while the two first named gentlemen resigned them-

selves to the hopelessness of their fate, for their younger rival evi-

dently bore the ])alm of favoritism—and very soon Dennis and

Mary were left alone together in ti"ue courting style.

Notwithstanding his politeness and extreme good looks, I did

not ((uite a])i)rove of Mary's choice, I could not exactly tell why,

for Dennis was well suited to my pretty Irish girl, lioth in the bal-

ance of looks and the matter of business. Mary had been pru-

dent, and possessed the snug sum of a hundred dollars, all in gold,

which was in my trust. Dennis was industrious, sober, frugal,

had a "love of a black eye," as Mary said, and a "darling of a

face ;" indeed any ordinary glance might have seen that the girl

was passionately fond of her Dennis.

Sometimes he called in the daytime—and in the montli of Fcl)-

ruary, I noted, quite ofien
; while he seldom came at night. I

had of late frequently seen Mary in tears after his departure, and
at last she grew somewhat melancholy, going about the work with
a slow step, and with a mien dejected, and not her own.

It wanted but a fjw weeks to her marriage, when, afier one of
her lover's visits, I called her into my room. She entered with a
face from which all siuishine seemed to have dejiarted, and took
hor seat demurely before me, crossing her hands.

"Mary," said 1, tenderly, for I felt something like a mother to-

wards the pretty Irish orphan, " I <annot say I am pleased with
your deportment of late—not that you suit me less, or i)ei form
your lalior unfaitlifully, but your manner bodes ill for vour future

peace of mind. Tliere is .something wrong between you and Den-
nis ; what is it '. You have no parent, and I often think you
would give me your confidence if solicited. Never fear to speak

out to me, and if you can, I will certainly aid you—what is the

trouble between Dennis and you '."

Suddenly biiisting ialo tears, the girl pressed her ai>r<jii to her

eyes, and for some moments sobbed unconti-oUably, and then she

said witli a choking voice, " I can't give up Dennis, he knows I

can't—and he loves me, too, and says he will marry me, if they do

take away all his ])ortion."

" Wliat do you mean, Mary ?" I asked, extremely puzzled.

" Why, you see," she said, the faint color spreading more ro.sily

over her cheeks under the diamond glitter of the tears, " there's

the matter of a good bit of money between Dennis an' his folks

—

and his sister's got a mortal spite agin me, and his mother's nigh

crazy because he is going to marry one that aint of her own pick

and choosing, and they keep at poor Dennis, and if he marries me
he'll lose the money, and dear, what a miserable creature I am,

to be in the way, and yet love him so I can't give him up, and

don't want to make him poor—" and again she sobbed in a sort

of heart-breaking way, tliat started the tears into my own eyes.

I soothed her as well as I could, telling her that Jhe "irrevocable

step " might after all be the best to be taken—for my woman's

heart felt for her, and I knew that they could not long be witli

Mary for a sister, without feeling the sweet influence both of her

beauty and her amiable temper. I entered into all her little plans

with such zest, that the poor girl half forgot her trouble. She

only whisi>ered to me as she went away, that Dennis was a trifle

jealous, "but that, you know, alwa3'S goes with true love
—

" she

added, with one of her old smiles.

After that I met Dennis, and talked with him. I saw then that

his character was slightly moulded, and that ho might be easily

turned from his pur|)ose. I saw, too, that his tem))er was yield-

ing, and that any impression, like that of a finger txpon water,

vanished with a removal of the ol)ject.

Yet I did not doubt but that he loved Mary, w ith all the wai-mth

of his ardent Irish nature—I only regretted his regret, if I may so

speak, his often allusion to the persons who would stand between

him and wedded happiness.

The marriage took plaee at my own house, nobody but a few

chosen friends of Mary, myself and little family being ])resent.

I am sure had Mary been the ward of a wealthy man—had she

stood before the altar even simply attired as she was, with neither

laces nor jewelry—had crowds pressed forwards for a sight, and

flattering friends been near to note the ceremony of a distinr/uislied

bridal, my Irish Mary would have been pronounced beautiful, ex-

ceedingly. A becoming wreath of tiny white flowers circled her

short, bright curls, and the bloom of her cheeks mantled richly

through the clear, transparent complexion, finer than that of many
a Broadway belle. Her robe of snowy muslin, merely crossed

about the waist, with a sash of white ribbon, seemed as pure as

herself. A little pearl cross fastened a pretty collar, and a very

plain bracelet, ray own gift, quite set off her round and dim-

pled arm.

Dennis, too, looked consciously happy. His wardrobe was a

trifie Hibernianish, to be sure—his waistcoat rather too short and

his collar rather too high—but then his really handsome face with

the " love of a black eye," seemed so fitting a match with Mary's,

that I could hardly forbear feeling proud of both of them.

I was seated in my pleasant parlor one morning, some three

months after the wedding, thoroughly wrapped in my own specu-

lations, when ding, dong, went the bell with a peal that almost

startled me from my self-composure.

Now I had given a strict message to my new sen-ant to admit

nobody—to tell my most urgent visitors that I was ])0sitively en-

gaged, for I was w^orn out with company ; but my orders seemed

to be disregarded, for I first heard quick contention, and then hur-

ried footsteps through the hall, up the stairs. The door opened

—

a wild, panting creature burst in, pallid, trembling, almost shaking

in every limb, and threw herself at ni}- feet.

"Mary!" I could only ejaculate, rising in extreme fear—"you
are beside yourself—what ails you ;"

For some moments she kept a choking silence, as if unable to

give vent to her voice ; and then shrieked—" O, mistress dear

—

they have gone and done the bad thing by me—they hive, indeed,

indeed;" and she began wringing her hands and rocking her body.

" They have poisoned him against me—Dennis—" she cried

again in a wailing, broken tone—" God forgive me for loving him
better than His dear Son, and what'U I do without him ? 0, get

him back for me, dear mistress, and I'll bless ye on my knees!"

After urging her to lie calm, making her rise from her humiliat-

ing posture—divest herself of her boiniet apd shawl—all of mv re-

quests she minded as would a little child—I led her to repeat the

whole story ; which she did with feveiish excitement.

I knew that the young grocer at the comer, a graceless fellow,

had often complimented Mary on her beauty, and for the reason

that he ex]iressed himself with too much freedom—a thing he

would not have dareil to attemi}t towards the daughter of any of

his customers—I had, of late, sent Mary there minh less frequently,

even when quite in want of little domestic articles. So I under-

stood her nearly incoherent language, how that Dennis's sister,

who she never harmed, had filled his mind with unkind suspicions,

and how he had been worked up to rage by some accidental allu-

sion to the corner grocer, which to his jealous min<l was "confir-

mation strong as holy writ."

" Aiul much more they've told him," continued Mary, rising

and moving humedly to and fro, with clasped hands and wild,

anxious manner—" aiul they've driven him from me—and () how
happy he was till this cruel matter! how he'd sit bj' the fire, and

never want nothing at all to fill his heart—he said. O, mistress,

dear mistress—save me from going mad !" she cried, again falling

on her knees beside me. " I never did him the wrong thing. (),

Dennis, Dennis, wont somelmdi/ bring him back to me ? It's all

the mother—and the sister—and the money—he don't sc e it, but

I do—(), Dennis, Dennis ! how coidd ye ?"

Never saw I anguish so imprcssibly dreadful, imprinted U])on a

himian face. As calmly as I could I asked her further particulars,

and how long Dennis had been gone.

" Since yesterday morn—no, the day before—two days, two

long bitter nights—till I thought the sorrow would drive me out

of myself—and a voice said, ' go to the mistress '—but 0, first of

all I went to God—the God that knows I'm innieent as the unborn

baby—and now I'm come to you, what'U you say for me 1 Will

he come back ?"

" Does Dennis work in the same place he did V I asked.

" Yes—and will you go there '.'" she cried, a kind of joy that

looked ghastly through the tears, breaking over her sorrowful

face
—

" will you tell him ? He'll believe you—tell him how wicked

it was to say so of me—me that lived with you so long—O, bring

him back to me !" cried the poor girl, her attitude changing to

one of earnest supplication, "and I'll never tell my beads but I'll

pray for you. I'll die if I can't get Dennis back."

Inexpressibly mournful w-erc the tone and action with whi<-h she

pronounced the last words. I seem to sec her now—the pleading

blue eyes—the drooping form, the air of utter dejection—and men-

tally I determined to find and restore the exasperated husband.

I decided to go in the morning, when I should be sure to find

Dennis at his work, and Mary left me with a lighter heart—mur-
muring blessings, and never doubting but by some magic, I should

restore her husband.

The next morning I was disheartened by a furious storm that

had broken through the gates of midnight, and with an army of

tempest winds, raged along the heavens with a violence truly ter-

rific. That day and the three succeeding, I could not leave the

house.

On the fourth, I resolutely fticed the gusty atmosphere, and
away I hurried to the far off' place of Dennis's labor. Finding the

master of the plaee, I made inquiry of him. Dennis had left, he

said, nearly a fortnight ago, for the country—having been offered

a profitable and long spell of work in a stone quarry somewhere
in the neighboriiood of I., , a little village perhaps five miles

away.

I became quite unhappy at this news, for I felt that the yielding

Dennis was in the hands of his angry relatives, who would poison

his too suspicious mind more bitterly against his unhappv wife.

For a moment I determined to call on Mary at her neat little

home—but the faint, though decided intimation of a sick-headache

drove me to my own domicile. After a little quiet, I thought, I

shall feel better, and then I will see the poor child—or perhaps she

will be here to-day.

Time- wore on, and so did the distracting pain in mv temples.

More and more violent it became—the wearing excitement of tho

previous hoiirs, my unhappy mood for the last three days, acting

upon a system all too delicate for the ruder shocks of life, induced

a violent fever ; and for six long, dreary weeks, I kept my cham-
ber, hearing nothing of Mary, though they told mo that in my
hours of dchrium I talked with and of her constiintly.

My convalescence was rajiid ; soon I could sit by the open win-

dow, and bless Hie gentle summer air as it laved my temples, and
called back the light of life to my languid eyes. But where all

this time was my protege 1 She had not been near the house—no

one had seen her, and I puzzled my brain with imaginings, till at

last I settled down into the conviction that lovo had triumphed,

and Dennis and Mary were happy, and together once more.

My physician often, during the ebb of my fever, sat by my bed-

side, and with cheerful converse wiled away the gloomy hours of

physical reaction. This custom he continued, and one day speak-

ing of the suft'erings of the poor and unfortunate—"by the way,"

ho said, '•' there is one case in my practice, that interests me more

than any of the others. It is that of a young Irish patient, who
has been under my care for nearly five weeks."

I instantly became all ears and anxiety.

" I came to attend her by the merest accident," he continued.

" I had come from the house of one of my sick people, when I

saw this poor woman, pale, evidently fainting, leaning against the

iron railing. It was clearly a case of suft'ering—not into.xication,

and after using some simple means to revive the poor creature, I

bade her go home, took the number of her residence, and called

there next day. I found her lying upon the bed, utterly exhausted,

but with no symptoms of acute disease
; yet her face was deathly

pale, and bore the lines of violent mental emotion. Since then

she has been slowly sinking, and my eft'orts have been unsuccess-

ful to reach her case. I am exceedingly anxious to know her

historj'," he said, with an abstracted manner ;
" but she is as silent

as the grave respecting her past life, and as it is probably an un-

fortunate case of desertion, I believe I must give it up—but—tut

tut—I forget myself— I have brouglit a flush to your cheek al-

rcadv—I am very incon>iderate."

" Doctor," I exclaimed, almost holding my breath—"what is

the name of your patient ?"

" She is evidently poor," he answered, uneasily—" she lives in

the little court leading from Avery Street, and all I know of her

name is, that they call her Mary."
" My poor Mary !" I cried, starting from my seat ;

" I must go

there directly ; she thinks I have forgotten, neglected her, poor

suftcrer—not a word, doctor—I am decided—go I must; you

know I have already walked a considerable distance—Mary lived

with me—married from here—I thought the world of her;" and I

rai)idly prepared myself with bonnet and shawl, though I trembled

from head to foot.

"
I cannot and will not iillow you to walk," cxelaiincd the doc-

tor; " I can go there now as easily as not; my chaise is at tho

door—but I'm afraid you'll suflfcr for this undue exertion."

Suft'er or not, nothing would have deterred me from my pur-

pose, though I well knew what would be the probable result.

" Yes, it was the same little house at which I had called the
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week iiftcr Mary's marriage. She liufi furnished the rooms very

prettily with neat, unoxpensive furniture ; and liow pleasant and

joyous seemed everything then ! Now the blinds of her chamber

were closed ; no sound of busy feet tramping over the yellow-

painted kitchen fell on my car. My heart beat fast as I ascended

the narrow staircase, preceded by the clever-looking woman who

lived on the first floor—for the doctor had left inc, having been

once before that morning.

"An' I'm sure, ma'am, I hope you're a frind to tlie poor cra-

ture," she said, in a low voice, " for there's been nobody here save

an' excepting the doctoi" an' two women, who oughter 'ave known

better than to disturb a poor sick thing like that, an' nobody

knowin' what's the matter of her."

I entered Mary's chamlicr. All was still, even to the wasted

figure on the bed ; and O, how altered that once beaming face !

The quick eye, how dull and faded ! The white stamp of death

pressed in the once rosy cheek—the thin, unreal-looking figure

stretched out under the check coverlet—was that blythc Mary !

She saw me, and, with a weak, infant-like cry, stretched out her

band. I was at her bedside in an instant, my hand smootliing the

neglected hair. She held her arms up, and, with a piercing look,

cried faintly

:

" O, <lear mistress, hc'.s left poor Mary

—

mij Dennis ! my Den-

nis ! and I'm dying broken-hearted—yes, dying l)roken-hearted for

his sake
!"

My tears fell upon her foreliead. She strove to raise herself in

bed, but her strength failed her, and she fell panting on the pillow,

her brown hair esi'aping ; the tangled rings hung over her pallid

face, and she was too weak to push them away.

"Don't talk, Mary," I said, my heart all full, "only tell me

where that wicked man has gone?—where he stays '."

"0, not wicked," whispered the girl, plaintively, "not wicked,

only too aisy—iiidade, mistress, you ne\er could tell how wholly

I love that man."

The great tears came chasing dowii her hollow checks ; the pale,

thin lips quivered, like the reed at the mercy of many winds, as

she told me where she had gone after Dennis—how she had been

roughly repulsed and cruelly treated.

" Give mo the direction, Mary, and if I live, I'll go there to-

morrow, and not come back without Dennis."

She caught both my hands, and, with a look that is impossible

to describe, gazed in my face.

" My blessed mistress," she cried, faltering and weeping, " God

hears you at this moment ! God bless you ! O, will you ? will

you ! Only let him be here when I die ; only let me look in his

eyes at the last, and hear him say he don't believe what they tell

of poor Mary."

Her voice was choked, and so was mine, as I promised her

again.

"Tell him I «'0H< die till he comes," slie said. "Tell him I

love him. O, I love him—I never can say how much ! I'll for-

give him everything

—

everything !" she added, impressivel}-. "No
matter what Dennis has done, I'll forgive him."

My resolve was instantly taken and acted upon. It seemed as

if Heaven gave mc strength, for I had only to think of Mary, ill,

perhaps dying, to drive away every premonition of weakness, all

foreboding of sickness. The only conveyance was a coach, which

I remembered having seen in the crowded thoroughfare near

which was my own residence. I hurried thither and found it just

starting with nearly its full complement of passengers. My braiu

throbbed heavily, and I felt heated and tired ; but no matter.

" Turner's Crossing," called out the driver.

Here was where I must alight. So I crowded my way out with

the assistance of a fat old gentleman, through the impediments of

bandboxes and superfluous toes, and stood half-perplexed at the

jimction of three roads, near one of which was a gaunt finger-jiost

that pointed mc away to " Lincoln's Quarry, three miles."

And was it possiljle that I must walk this weary way, almost

exhausted, and under a burning sun ? My firmness almost for-

sook mc, but, thank God, not quite. Onward I went, still on, on.

The roses by the roadside looked fresh and beautiful, for the way

was not much travelled by teamsters, and there was no dust to dim

the freshness of the dew. Here and there the shadow of a giant

elm oftered mc repose and shelter from the heat.

At length, almost exhausted, I gained the vicinity of human

life, though it veiled itself in clumsy forms and still clumsier hab-

itations. Implements of toil were strewed around, and I could

hear in the distance the sound of the blast, and the rumbling of

wheels, that indicated where ran the tide of l)usy labor.

" D'ye see the cabin undher the red clay bank '." interrogated

my Irish informer, to the question whether Pat Mahone lived

there.

I certainly did see it, for it was the very next oliject along the

line of vision. And, with a ' thank you,' away I went after Pat

Mahone. A smiling, tidy-looking woman came to the entrance;

but as soon as she saw me, her civility disappeared.

" What would you be wanting?" she asked, surlily.

" In the first place to rest myself a little, with your leave," I re-

plied, " for I am very tired, and if I could ask the favor of a cup

of cold water, I should be so much obliged."

I determined to be very polite and take offence at nothing I

might meet. So, at her ungracious bidding, I entered and sat

do\vu on a broken chair. The only apartment was dark and

dingy, and rather spacious ; cleanly, with the exception of a litter

of very young pigs in one corner, and several domestic fowls

stalking about the earthy floor with all their native independence.

An old, cross-grained looking woman sat tending the fire. I knew
it must be the mother of Dennis. I think they both had a suspi-

cion of my errand, for both were ungracious. The younger one

bustled about the cooking, _aftcr giving me an earthen cup of

water.

" You have a very nice house here," I suggested.

" It's good enough," was the answer.

" An<l your dinner is so tempting, I wish you would help me to

a little."

She had just sot the great dish, smoking on the table, and I was

voraciously- hungry, for I had eaten nothing since early morning.

She seemed surprised, and a Iialf good-natmed smile broke over

her face, as she told me to sit up and help myself. Still no Den-

nis made his appearance, but a great coarse man, with something

of his look, came in, ate his dinner like a pig, eyed me askance,

exchanged eye-shot with his wife and went out again.

Determined to .see Dennis, nothing could move me from my
])uri>ose. I did not flare (juestion too doselv, but I made up my
mind to stay as long as possible ; at any rate, till the last coach.

So sitting down again near the door, I took from my pocket my
silver thimble and presented it to my hostess. She received it, hes-

itatingly, and from that moment was inclined to be more friendly.

Still no Dennis, but now and then a vituperative attack u])on

poor Mary. I kept silence aliout her, for I did not wish to injure

her cause, and I saw their hostility was determined.

At length I grew wretchedly nervous ; the hours waned slowly

but surely. With a heavy heart I arose to go, and bidding them

good-by, I stepped anxiously into the road, i)raying mentally. A
subdued muyniur of voices attracted my attention after I had

tra\elled some way. I looked around ; I was not watched. A
rude shed stood near; I hurried there, and saw Dennis talking

with two or three laborers. He appeared to have been hidden

there. He caught my eye, first with an eager look, and then with

a frown.

"Dennis," said I, firmly, "come this way one moment."

He seemed undecided, and looked through the aperture towards

the cabin.

"Dennis," I said again, more stonily, "will you come this way
one moment ? I have something of importance to tell you."

He came, lagging a little. I walked hastily onward, and when

we were out of hearing, I turned suddenly towards him, as 1 ex-

claimed :

" Dennis, did you know j'our wife was dying ?"

For a moment the man seemed struck with horror. The ruddy

hue faded from his check ; he labored to breathe.

" Dennis," I said again, looking him resolutely in the eye, "go
homo with mc to that wronged and injured woman ! Go now, if

you would see her for the last time—if you would obtain Iicr for-

giveness, for she is innocent ! Never mind your clothes," I added,

hunying him along. " Poor Mary ; if you could only see her

altered face ! You have broken her heart, Dennis."

He shivered, as I spoke, and struck fonvard at a quicker pace
;

then paused irresolutely, and muttered something about his sister.

"Are you a man, Dennis?" I cried, indignantly. "Have you

one particle of feeling for that poor girl ? Come with me, and

then, to-mon-ow, if you will, retum."

AVo plodded on in silence—he with clogs red with the dried

clay, patched and discolore<l jacket, najilcss and rimless hat ; I

with a silk dress and bonnet of the latest mode. A goodly couple

were we two.

The sky became .suddenly cloudy. Before we gained the cross-

ing it rained hard, and we were obliged to wait for half an hour

for the coach. During that time, I believe I softened his heart

—

for I could think and talk of nothing but poor Mary.

After much importunity, I siiccccdcd in getting an inside seat

for Dennis, overruling the several objections of the gentry, with

the plea that the poor fellow was sent for to see a dying wife.

Very slowly, it seemed to me, the coach rumbled along ; but the

hour dragged out at last, and we hurried from the stand to Marj''s

humble home.

Dennis stood in the entrj'. To do him justice, he seemed to feel

intensely, and began to weep like a child. One small lamp glim-

mered in the chamber, a pair of shadowy arms were raised, a

white, wan face looked eagerly forth, and the words, in a whisper,

" Have yon brought Dennis '." thrillcil me through.

"Mary," I said, "be very quiet, and very calm." I trembled,

for I could hear Dennis sobbing. She, too, listened—heard ; for,

with a joyful shriek, she cried, "Dennis! w^ Dennis I" and the

next moment, leaping forward, .she laid heavily against his heart.

He placed her on the bed, and I saw she had fainted
;
but the poor

follow, all his better feelings aroused, thought she was gone for-

ever. Never did I hear such bitter self-accusation—never! It

was good for him to feci thus ; and I did not disabuse his mind,

but led him, weak and trembling, into another room, and hurried

back to his wife, who was struggling in her recovery.

" I am better," she said, feebly, as she returned to consciousness.

" O, tell me, kind mistress, does Dennis love mc ? Will lie stay

with me now \ Does he know it's all false ; Tell mo."

I assured her everything she wished.

"Then," she cried, "I am well again!" And, indeed, the

bloom had come to her check, her beautiful eyes beamed with a

bright lustre, her hair rippled lovingly over her white forehead,

and she looked more charming than ever, as she sat supported by

pillows.

"llark!" she exclaimed, listening, "what is that, and where is

Dennis ("

It was the voice of his lamentation ; for he doubted not that she

was dead, and that the cause was his unkindncss.

" Shall I bring him here again ?" I asked.

*' 0, do ! do !" she cried, clasping her hands.

With a grave countenance, I went in the next room. Poor

Dennis sat at the farther side, his head liowcd on his hands. His

face was a picture of woe, as he looked up ; and he groaned forth,

" Sure, it's little I'll care for mother or sister, after this, for it's

they that's done it—not me."

" Would you like to .see your wife, Dennis ?" I asked, solemnly,

for I knew it would do him good to feel as he did.

" O, it's the like of me ought niver to look upon her face again !"

he burst forth, with sobs and tears. But he rose as he spoke, and

passively followed, fully expecting to behold his wife in her

grave-clothes.

I led him to the door, enjoyed his look of blank surprise, heard

his eager exclamation of joy, saw the half-angelic smile on the

pretty face of Mary, and certain that after this her infiuence over

him would be constant and unbounded—with my help, par paren-

thesis—I went home with a hai)py heart and a headache ; kept my
bed for three weeks after, but am, at the present writing, periectly

well, sitting with a pretty sewing-girl of some sixteen years by my
side, who is a second, but not quite so handsome, edition of

Irish Mary.

[Gathered for Glcasoii's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: perley pooaE.

[The following daily record of pa.**! events will be eontiiuied from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa**t,

with such date and data as will iQtere«t and instruct.]

JANUAUY SKVEXTH.

1768.—Joseph, eldest brother of Napoleon Bonaparte, born.

After reigning in Naples and Spain, he was exiled, and resided

for several years in a splendid mansion which he erected at Bor-

dentown, N. J.

1785.—M. Blanchard and Dr. Jeffries crossed from England to

France in a balloon.

1800.—President Fillmore born on his father's farm in Caj-nga

county. New York, where he worked until he was thutecn years

of ago, when he was ai)|ireuticcd to a wool-carder.

1801.—Trente captured from the Austrians, by the French,

under Marshal MacDonald.
18.")2.—Congressional banquet to Kossuth, at which Mr. Web-

ster spoke, to the disi)loasme of Chevalier Hulseman, who addressed

a formal complaint to the President.

JANU.\RY KIOIITH.

179.5.—Capture of Amsterdam from 'the allies, by the French
under General I'icliegru.

1806.—Capo of Good Hope taken from the Dutch by the Eng-
lish, who retained it as a colony.

1815.—Battle of New Orleans. The British, under Gen. Pack-
enliam, were repulsed with a loss of three thousand, killed and
wounded. Gen. Jackson had seven killed and six wounded.

1825.—Eli Whitney, inventor of the "Cotton Gin," died at

New Haven. He was born at Westboro', Massachusetts, sixty

years previous.

1847.—Mexican Congress authorized their government to raise

$15,000,000 for the war agsiinst the United States, by mortgage or

sale of church i)roporty.

JANUAItY NINTH.

1793.—First balloon ascension in the United States, hy M.
Blanchard, from the ])rison-yard. Sixth Street, Pliiladclphia.

President Washington was ])resent, and " Lady Washington came
in her cream-( oloied coach, drawn by four s|)iiited Virginia bays."

Blanchard descended at Woodbury, and returned to be present at

the weekly reception of the President, at No. 190 High Street,

that evening.
1797.—Capua captured by the French under Gen. Champion.
1812.—Valencia captured from the Spaniards by the French

under Gen. Souchet.

J.\NUAI{V TEXTII.

1621.—First Protestant church in America completed at Ply-

mouth, Mass.
1765.—Stamp act passed.

lft;U.—Unsatisfactory award of the King of the Netherlands on
the northeastern boundary line of United States.

1838.—London Koyal Exchange burned, and valuable papers

destroyed.

JANUARY ELEVENTH.

1569.—First lottery mentioned in the histoi-y of England began

its drawing at the door of St. Paul's church, London, and con-

tinued day and night until the Gth of May. The i>rofits were for

repairing the seacoast fortifications, and tlie prizes were pieces of

silver iilate.

1778.—Linna-ns, founder of the botanical system, died near Up-
sala, in Sweden, aged 71. •

1839.—Great oaitli(|uakc at Martinique. Of 1700 houses in the

citv of Port Koyal, only 18 remained unharmed—900 sutlerers

were dug from the ruins, "and in 500 of them life was extinct.

1843.—Destructive whirlwind at Coutances, France.

JANUARY TWELFTH.

1588.—John Wintlirop, Governor of Massachusetts, bom. Ho
lived on Washington Street, o])i)osite the foot of School Street.

1737.—John Hancock born.

175G.—The " Pretender " died at Bomo, having lived through

the reign of si.K sovereigns who oc( iii]ied the throne of Great

Britain, and were regarded by his partisans as usuqiers.

1835.—Webster's speech in the United States Senate on French
spoliations.

1842.—British army, nnmliering with its followers 13,000, dc-

stroved in the Cabool Pass. Lady Sale and other otticers' wives

escaped death, and were subso([uenlly restored.

1843.—Tcrrililo hurricane on the English and French coasts,

caiising fatal shipwrecks.

184G.—Distressing accident at Carlond.-.lc, Ponn., the roof of a
coal-mine caviiig-in.

JANUARY- THIRTEENTH.*

1638.—Thirty Bostonians, going by boat to Spectacle Island

for wood, wore driven out to sea, and could not return for several

days. One perished.

1760.—T. Webber, President of Harvard College, born.

1761.—Fancuil Hall ]>aitly burned.

1809.—Battle of d'Uclos in Sjiain won by the French, under

Gen. Victor.

1835.—Louis Philippe recalled bis minister from Washington,

and his official pa))er threatened General Jackson with war, for

demanding the iiidemiiitv.

1840.—Daniel AVcbsler spoke in Boston State House on the

agriculture of England.
1843.—Terrible storm off the coast of county Down, Ireland,

in which ciglily poor fishermen were lost.
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< ^•^ >

THE CIRCASSIANS.

The Oii'cassinns linve been at opt'ii war with Russia for over

half a century, mul not unfrequcntly they win a decided victory

over their more powerful enemy. At no time, liowever, have they

had so good a chance to annoy and injure the Russians, as at the

present, and according to tlie last news from that region, thcv were

busily engaged with this purpose, having won several inconsider-

able victories. They are now receiving assistance by the addition

to their rank.? of many able European officers, and by supplies in-

troduced among them by the Turks. They are a brave and stub-

bom race, and have cost the Czar a good twenty thousand men,
annually, for the la.st twenty years. They deserve the liberly

they have fought for so bravely. Let the present war with Tur-

key turn as it may, the Russians will henceforth find the Circas-

sians far more troublesome than ever before, and they will still

remain a fretting thorn in her side.

« »«» >

Life in California.—A farmer in California recently killed

a largo panther in the following m.inner. The animal had at-

tacked his pig-pen, killing a fine hog, and eating about half of it.

lie then anointed the other half with strychnine, and left it on

the same spot. The next night the depredator came again to its

feast, and the next morning a huge she panther and three cubs

were found extended lifeless on the ground. The animal meas-

ured six feet from the nose to the root of the tail.

4 ^w^ I

Sale of B.vogaoe.—The Cincinnati Times of Thursday thus

refers to a novel sale : "A large amount of unclaimed baggage

was sold yesterday at the Miami depot. Many drew " prizes
"

indeed, finding in their trunks articles of great value. Others

looked " blank '" enough, in not finding even the worth of their

money. The tninks were sold, the contents unknown to the

purchager."
t ^m^ t

An AnvENTfRER.—M. Arban, a French aeronaut, having

made an ascent from Barcelona more than two years ago, had not

been heard of since, and was believed to have f.illen into the sea.

He has just turned up in Africa, whither his balloon was carried,

and where he was seized and made a slave ; nor has he until now
been able to make his escape.

< »»» .» .

The Lord's Prayer.—It will be seen that wo present on the

opposite page this sacred and beautiful document, words that

young and old should daily repeat, and the spirit of which th. ir

daily lives should illustrate.

SPLINTEES.

Flour is selling at ?8 per ban-el at St. Paul's, Minnesota,

and other articles in proportion, on account of rush of emigrants.

.... Wrought iron beams for buildings are being very generally

used in place of timber in New York and other cities.

.... The citizens of Philadelphia are about to establish a com
exchange in that city, ala the European idea.

.... A company propose to build a r.iilroad from Oswego, New
York, to the city of Troy. Progress is the wonl.

.... The Germanians are as popular as ever in their winter

series of musical entertainments in our city.

.... Mr. J. (r. Gilbert, the old Boston favorite, is manager of

the Chestnut Street Theatre, iu Philiulclphia.

.... More butter has been imported into San Francisco than

can be consumed in California for a year to come.

.... A new flouring mill is to be erected in New Bedford.

The stock, S40.000, has been all taken up.

.... A little child died in Trenton, New Jersey, the other d v

from poison caused by the bite of n spider.

.... The citizens of New Orleans, considering copper a preven-

tive ngiinst the cholera, wear pieces about their persons

!

.... The memory ofJonas Chickering, the good and liberal man,
has received but the honor he merited from his fellow-citizens.

.... The Americans in Australia celebrated the Fourth of Jii'v

in grand style to the astonishment of .lohn Bull.

. . In one day, lately, more th iii f >iir hundred thousand let

tcrs and pipers passed through the New York post-office.

Iu lieu of the " dead head " list at the St. Charles Theatre.
New Orleans, two tickets are sent to each editor every day.

The stage loses one of its brightest ornaments in the re-
cent death of Mrs. G. H. BaiTett, of this citv.

THE FLAGS OF AXIi NATIONS.

On pages 24 and 25 we give a correct and interesting rei)resen-

tation of the flag.'! of all nations, copied from the beat authority,

and, therefore, valuable for reference and in.structive in detail.

This subject has been selected with a desire to introduce into

our pages as much of variety, and real interest and value, as can

be possibly done, and we feel confident that our readers will appre-

ciate the expense and labor it has cost to produce them.

f i
if

;t tfT .'/ fIf Itf :l

WHITE

GRELX YELLOW.

The six flags, given above, are desig"ned as a key to the whole

set given on pages 20 and 21. It will be observed that each is

differently engraved. Thus the perpendicular line represents red

in all the flags where it appears, and is the correct color for that

flag, or such part of the flag as is engraved with the perpendicular

lines. The dark blank represents, very appropriately, the color

of black, whereon it appears. The horizontal lines signify blue
;

the variegated iiciiiendicular is white ; the rii^ht angle lines repre-

sents green ; and the dotted perpendicular represents yellow.

Thus by reference to the key, as above, the reader not only has

the truthful design of each national flag, but can at once determine

the color of the .same in all its part>:.

ISLAND OF CUBA.

A letter from Havana states that political arrests continue to be

made on the island. Two Creoles were arrested at Cardenas,

charged with treason. A clerk in the house of Drake &. Co., at

Matanzas—an American—had been seized and imprisoned for

having a New York paper in his possession. Mr. Baker, of New
York, who had bc-n imprisoned six months for uttering some

words against the queen, has just been released. Every American

who lands is followed and watched by spies. The war steamer

PizniTO was to sail on the 14tli for St. Jago, to watch some .secret

moY-ement of the insurgents. There will be an end to these trou-

bles by-and-by. There is a bright future in store for Cuba.

«-»>«p—>

OrR new Form.—It is very agreeable to us to learn, from all

<inarters, that the new form and style of our paper, " The Flag
OF OUR Union," has delighted and .sati.^fied our hosts of friends.

Our subseri])tion list has been increased several thousands, and

the subscribers realize the increased beauty of the paper, and the

advantage to them in using the clear and distinct font of brevier

type we have adopted, as it enables us to give nearly twice as

much reading matter as was contained in the old form of the paper.

OiTR NEXT Number.—Having given the portraits of all the prin-

cipal rulers of the world in^our last number, and in the present,

the flags of all nations, we shall next week present the national

costumes of all the principal nations of the known world, besides

a full aiTay of other fine and interesting engravings.

Book of Poems.—^Ve have received from the authoress, Mrs.

J. Emma Locke, an exceedingly neat volume of her poems, just

issued by James Munroe & Co., of this city. Mrs. Locke sustains

a high rejiutation as a poetess.

4 ^ ^ >

" Home Scenes and Home Sounds."—This is the title of a

new book of miscellany, jjrose and poetry, by Mrs. H. Marion
Stephens, of this city. As a poetess, Mrs. Ste])hens stands very

near the late Mrs. Osgood.

Sons of New Hampshire.—James French & Co., of this city,

have issued in a very handsome style, a complete record of the

late celebration of the Sons of New Hampshire, in Boston. It is

embellished with a fine portrait of Daniel Webster and others.

Howard Athen.t!iim.—Mr. Willard, the able manager of this

house, has been most liberal in his expenditures to please a fastid-

ious public, and nobly merits abundant success.

The merry Bells.—Boston Neck has been the lively scene

of some men-v sleighin;; adventures latclv.

PUBLIC PARKS.

We are gratified to obsen-e that in laying out the new street*

upon the reclaimetl city lands, which lie between Dover Street

and the Roxbnry line, our city government has taken the liberal

and wise policy of reserving suitable portions of land for the pnr-

])ose of public squares or parks, which have, in .several instances,

been laid out and planted, besides being ornamented by fountains

supplied with pure Cochituate water. The imjjortance of these

breathing-placcfl in a large and growing city is beyond estimate
;

their ornamental character i.s the least part of their goodly influ-

ence. They are conducive to health and cheerful spirits among
the denizens of the town, who seldom enough get a peep at leafy

trees and the green sward. It is natural for man to love these

things ; and he is apt to degenerate unless he can now and then

realize their influence. This fact is perhaps more fully observed

on the continent of Europe, among its principal cities, than in

this country. We see, that besides the ample provision generally

made for public walks, squares and parks, that the continental

cities are gradually adopting the principle by turning broad ram-

parts into public walks and gardens—turning what has heretofore

often drawn war and frequent conflicts upon them into a source

of public cheerfulness and health.

^^»,.m^^

LiTERATi'iiE IN THE East.—Fifteen periodicals are now pub-

lished in Constantino])le, of which two are in the Turkish lan-

guage, four in Italian, two in Greek, one in Armenian, one in

Bulgarian, and one in Russian. Most of them are issued weekly.

A LAROE Bell.—The weight of the new bell for the New York

City Hall tower is 21, 12.'? pounds.

MARRIAGES.

Winter.—See it finely illustrated on our first page.

In this city, by Rev. Dr. Blajden. Mr. Elbridge H. Goss to Miss Hannah J.

Rftker, daughter of Martin Raker.

Rv I'.ev Mr. .>*toiTc. Mr. Martin Hartman to Miss Anireline Veaiie.

Hy Rev. Dr. Stow, assisted by Rev. Mr. Lincoln, Mr. William II. Iluat to

Miss Anna P. Carter.

Ry Rev. Mr. Howe. Mr. Robert O. Utley to-Miss Sarah A. Foster.

Ily Rev. Mr. Clark. Mr. .lohn E. Drenning to Miss Helen 0. Farwell.

By Rev. Mr. I>othrop. .'Ir. Ix-u-is E. Allen to Miss Susan Boyd''n.

At Uojibury, by Rev. Dr. Putnam. Mr (5eorge L. Andrews, of the V. 3
corps of engineers, Boston, to Miss Sara B. Fisk. of Boston.

At Cliarlestown, by Kcv. Mr. Rlaikie, Mr. James Curry to Miss Mary Mills,

of Rost()n.

At Quincy. by Rev. Mr. Huntington, of Boston, George H. Ruggles, E.«q., of
Dorchester, to Miss Henrietta P. Baker.
At Newhuryport, by Rev. Mr. Richardson. Mr. William P. Dow to Mis*

Emily Bartlett.

At Salem, by Rev. Jlr. Mills, .lohn M. Kingsbury, Esq., of Boston, to Kate
L., daughter of the lat« Capt. William Mcscrvy.

In Portsmouth. N. H., Mr. J. H. S. Toothaker, of Lewiston, M«., to Miss
Mary E. Clark, of Cambrid^cport. Mass.
At Portland, Me., by Rev. Dr. Carruthers. Mr. Daniel D. Akerman to Miss

Annette C. Crockett.

At RIooming firove. Orange county. N. V., by Rev. Austin Craig, Dr. Wm.
Horton to Sarah I... daughter of Silvanus Townsend, Esq.

DEATHS.
In this citT. Mies Mary Hall. 84 : Samh Foster Denton, wife of Mr. William

Pcnton. 49: Mrs. ReWcca ii. Maxwell, 33; Mis? Ruth Honnrr, 83: James Boy-
den Allen. Esq.. 29: Mrs. Margriiret Miller, formerly of Halifax, N. S.

In Chelsea. Hannah 11.. wifi- of Francis WiiUamc. 26.

I_n Sonierville. Ftev. Thoma« F. Norris, 61.

In Cambridge. Mary Heilpe. wife of the late licvi Hedge, Professor Of Harrard
University.

In Dorchester. Mrs. Abiirail Railey. 8fi.

In Dodhaui, Mr. Enoch Sutton. 46; Samuel Sweet. Esq., 90.

In Ucverlv, ^Irs. Ropc I>arcon. IM).

In New Bedford. Mrs. Cynthia A. Sncll. 40; Sila.*" Tomkin*. M.D.. 54.

In P.ixton. James Dav, Esq., a graduate of Harvard College of the class of
1806. 75.

In Amherst, Mr. Moses Taylor. 85.

In N.autucket, Mrs. Huldaii Whippey. 78: Mrs. Hannah Hus«»y, 75.

In AValpole, Olive, wife of ."Mr. John Blarkbum. 70.

In San Francisco, Mrs. Harriet N. Sweet, formerly of Surry, Me., 29; Mr.
John S. Loveland, formerly of Boston, 32.

At Honolulu, Thomas Cornelius, from Maine. 28: Edward C. Corlets, of
Massachusetts, 28; S. \V. Willacey, of Boston, 82; Henry Durand, of Vermont,
50; Alfred C. Currier, of Portland, 17-

In Chicopee, Elizabeth, wife of the late Garrit De Witt, of Milford, Ct., 83.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWING-ROOM COMPAIIOHf.

A Record of the heantifid and usrful in Art.

The object of tlie paper is to jTesent, in the most elegant and available
firm. :i wt-ekly literary melange of not;ible events of the day. Its colunius
ai-c devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS.
aid the cre.am of the domestic and foreign news ; the wholo well spiced with
wiL aiid humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent arti.'<ts,of notable objects,
current cventsin all parts of tlio world, ai;d of uien and manners, altogether
making a paper entirely oripnal in its design, in this country. IU pages
coiit-aiu view.H of every populous city in the known norld. of all buildings of
note iu the cistern or westtru hemi.-'phcro, of all tlie principal ships and ,

steamers of the n.vvy and menhant fervice, wifh tine and accurate portraits
of every noted character in the world, both m:iie and female. Sketches of
bt-autiful scenery, t:iUi-n from life, will also be given, -nith numerous wpecimcns
from t'.m animal kingdom, the bh'ds of tlie air, and tUc fii^h of tlie sea. It is

printed on fine patin-surfaco paper, with new and beautiful type, presertir.g
in its mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. It cont:iin.<* lift4;en

hundred and sixty -four square inches, giving a gre;:t amount of reading matter
and illustrations—a mammoth weekly p;iper of sixteen octavo pages.

TEEMS:-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, one year, $3 00
2 subscribers, •• •"

fi 1

4 ' '• 9 00
8

" " " 13 OO

,*« One copy of TnE Flag of oor U.niox, and one copy of Gleasom'8 I'icto-

Ri.^L, one year, for S4 0<).

Wy^ Tlie Pictorial Drawinq-Room Companion may be obtained at any of
the periodical depots througUout tlie country, and of newanien, at six cents per
single ropy

.

Publislied every Satohdat, corner of Troniont and Bronifield Streetj, by
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THOMAS LCNN, 40 Exchange PKice. New Orleans.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

mOUT AT NAPLES.

BY MATURIN M. DALLOU.

[Many of our rcailers have seen a very beautiful colored lithograph entitled

*' Nitit a ^^aphs,"' wherein a boat is depicted in the Bay of Naples, the calm

waters of which are lit up by an eruption of Vesuvius. The picturesque

craft contains three figures—a Neapolitan boatman resting on his oars in the

prow, and two lovers in the stern. At the base of the volcano lies the city,

and seaward the island of Capri looms dimly in the vivid Ught. The pic-

ture is the theme of these hues :]

Rest, boatman, rest thee on thy oars,

And let nie gaze upon the night;

Behold the wavelets lave the shores

Lit by Vesuvius' dazzling light.

Come, Nydia, rest thee on this arm,

And look, how yonder star-gemmed sky

Is mirrored in the water's calm,

"WTiose tide so softly glideth by.

In vain doth night her mantle toss

On Capri's crest and Naples' bay,

Yon raging mount its breadths emboss

"With light, would rival broadest day.

Tet, sleeps yon city without fear?.

The bravo and timid, uuannoyed;

And thus, by-gone a thousand years,

Pompcu slept, and was destroyed!

[Written for Gleason's Pict^rial.]

THE EAGLES OF AMERICA.

BY HEXRY WILLIAM HERBERT.

The caslc of Amoi-ica, in spite of the utilitarian, and industrial,

and peaceful hallucinations of Dr. Franklin, is what may be now

regarded a fixed fact. He ])resides over our halls of legislation

;

he generally sits at the right hand of General Washington, as he

used to do in old times at that of Jupiter Tonans ; he is rendered

cuiTCnt and Catholic, even in tlic eyes of Archbisliop Hughes, or

the Pope of Rome himself, through his imprint on the universal

and almighty dollar ; and never a week passes, but in the ovation

of some youthful Pistol of the Senate, he demolishes that once

respectable, but now, it seems, superannuated and old fogy, ani-

mal, known as the British Lioh.

Most of tlie citizens, we ojiine, of this great and growing repub-

lic arc wont to regard the American eagle in two liglits ; one as

actual, in the shape of twenty dollars, represented by a bit of

round yellow metal stamped with the effigy of a feathered animal

unlike everything that ever did, or ever will exist, in the heavens

above, or the earth beneath, or the waters that are under the earth

—the other, as figurative, very hypothetical, perhaps antediluvian
;

probably of the same date and creation with that uniconi, wlio

has been steadily but unprogrcssively engaged with the lion, fight-

ing for the crown, since the union of the Scottish and English

kingdoms.

Nor do we vciy greatly marvel at diis, wlicn we come to recol-

lect the amount of falnilous verbosity and French sentimental

philosophy that has been expended on the character and habits of

the bird in question, from the days of Lucian the First to ButFon,

the greatest of romancers.

Some one or two of our travelling fashionables may have seen

a real live one shoot from its eyrie among the splintered i)innacles

of the Palisades, and spread the shadow of his broad vans over

the blue breast of the Hudson, and the sun-lighted deck of the

proud steamer—may have seen one wheel, as he did in the days

of bold Dolph Heyligcn, " about the bald promontory of Antho-

ny's Nose "—or have heard his barking scream, high in air, among

the wild solitudes of the 'Wliite Mountains ; and, at the exclama-

tion of some curious bystander, " Tliere is an eagle !"—may have

fallen into some mystical lucubrations, as to Roman eagles, and

black eagles, and double-headed eagles, and bald eagles, and

—

dearest to his soul of all—golden eagles, without the least suspi-

cion that it is upon the very idol of his heart that he is gazing,

though, alas ! susjicnded far beyond his reach in the unscalal)le

empyrean.

But to the great mass of our citizens—backwoodsmen, moun-

taineers, longshoremen, and a few solitary lovers of nature, and

students of her wonders, alone excepted—the eagle is little more

than a myth, or at least a marvel.

The eagles, proper, of America are three in number; and of

these, one, until a very late ])eriod, was unknown and unsuspected

as a distinct species ; and, even since that time, lias been seen by
but a few fortunate individuals. 1 mean, of course, the great dis-

covery of Audubon—the poet-naturalist of the backwoods—the
noble bird of Washington, the largest of all the true eagles, and
the only one peculiar to the western hemisphere. Tliis is the

bird, unquestionably, wliicli, when it was first resolved to adojit

the eagle as our national liadgc, should have been chosen for tlio

honor. But, unhickily, at that time, this noblest of all falcons—
for the trae eagles are all of the race of the falconidie—was an
undiscovered species in the wild solitudes amongst cliffs inacces-

sible, and remotest forests, which arc his immemorial haunts.

The volume of Audubon, in wliich he describes his first discov-

ery—I l)clieve on the l)anksof tlie Upper Mississipjti—of the c\Tic

of this great nondescript ; his first view of the noble bird winging

his way, in bold reliet against the gorgeous evening sky, over tlie

beautiful river and its forest shores, and his immediate recognition

of it as a new sjiecies, whidi, at sight, without examination, he at

once pronounced Falco Wdnhimjloni—the Bird of Wasliingtoii

—

unfor unately is not at liand, or I should be tcmjitcd to quote the

entire passage, as indicative no less of the keen, and, as it were.

inspired sagacity of the great naturalist, than of liis absolute devo-

tion to his favorite jiursuit.

Years, if I rcmcmher rightly, elapsed, before he again caught a

glimpse of his once discovered, undescribed falcon. It was hun-

dreds of miles from the spot wliere he fiist had that transient

glimpse
; yet still the image, then impressed on his retina with its

every distinctive mark revealed by the briglit glow of the western

sky, remained a stereotype on the tablets of the poet-painter's

memory. He hailed him, at once, as an old friend

—

Iiis eagle, liis

Bird of Washington. Tliis time his eftbrts were crowned with

success ; he found his resting-jdace, obtained a specimen, con-

firmed by closest observation the unerring judgment of his more
than eagle eye, established his discovery undisputed. Genus fako,

SKb-genus halimtus—for he is a fisherman, though not, it is Uelicvcd,

of the sea-shore

—

spcries Falco Wailiingtoni—our own American
eagle, the Bird of Washington.

Cavillers doubted long, old-fiishioned naturalists disputed.

There was nothing in it, it was no new discovery, only a variety

of the Golden Eagle, only a dream of a visionary and a poet

!

Yet there the bird stands—you may see him, reader, any day

you will, in the admirable collection of birds, at the Pliiladelphia

Lyceum of Natural History—a iialjialile large falcon—yea, the

largest—measuring forty-three inches from his bill to the end of

his tail, and one hundred and twenty-two inches—ten feet, gentle

reader mine—from tip to tip of his extended jiinions.

His strong-hooked bill is of a bluish black hue. The general

color of his | lumage, deep, uniform, blackisli brown, glossed over

with a coppery metallic lustre ; liis eyes fiery golden, the cere yel-

lowish brown ; his feet golden orange, with terrible blue talons.

He nests in clefts of inaccessible precipices ; he dwells, rare inhab-

itant and far-dispersed, through every part of the confederacy. In

every sense, the Bird of Washington can assert his claim to be

the bird of our Union.

A naturalist from his birth, l)y nature, genius, education, pre-

eminently qualified for his profession, with the eye of an eagle,

the hardihood of a pioneer, the zeal of an early Christian martyr,

the truth of a younger Cyms, literally living in the woods the bet-

ter to pursue his gentle crafl, discovers a new sjieeies of eagle in

the very place where he is most likely to discover it. Not in the

Smithsonian Institute, nor even in the Pennsylvania Avenue, or

the New York Historical Societ}-—where, on the whole, more new

wonders are invented than in any other place in America—but in

the boundless wilderness, which has been his home since the Cre-

ator sent him forth to play his part among the fowls of air. For,

be it observed, gentle reader, when Audubon named it neiv, he

said new to the world of science, not to the world of nature—to

the philosopher, not to the Maker. He discovers the Bird of

Washington, and philosophy sneers, with retorted nose, " A new
eagle ! pshaw ! there are enough eagles now ; there cannot be any

more eagles !"—as who should limit the creative power of the

Most High. And, for a while, the philosopliers had the best of it.

Tlie discoverer was a dreamer, and the Bird of Washington a

myth. Yet there he stands, after all, no myth, but a veiy vigorous

fact—a strong-winged, golden-footed, eagle-eyed ten-footer.

On the other hand, let an ambitious individual, or clique, invent

or produce a tale, as fabulous, at first glance, as " the story of

Cambuscan bold," inconsistent with probabilities, directly contra-

dieted by history, opposed to every principle of common sense,

denied by the direct testimony of living, credible witnesses, absurd

in itself, and on its own showing almost impossible, and the whole

world—fashionables, philosophers, laymen and clericals—with one

consent, clap their hands and cry out, " Eureka, it is dear !"

Discover a live eagle and call him the Bird of Washington, and

you shall be an impostor, and the falco a mj-th ! Produce a weak-

minded, scrofulous, St. Regis missionary, and then revivify a dead

prince, or invent a live one, and call the invention Dauphin, and

you shall be an investigator of diligent acumen, and Louis XVII.,

of France, a living fact—a real presence of tlie nincteentli century.

O, nineteenth century ! Which be thy facts, who thine impostors ?

To one—the most flagrant, perhaps, of these last—was fonvarded

the other day, in a republican box, surmounted with an imjierial

diadem, a specimen of our friends, the eagles. In this ease, the

present was consistent. The specimen was our own especial

eagle, the white-headed—according to Dr. Franklin, the greatest

and most cowardly thief in all creation ; the inscription might

have been, "To the Thicf-Empcror, the Bird-Thief!" The gift,

in our opinion, is eciually creditable to the American who sends,

and the cmi>eror who will receive, the greatest thief in all creation.

Shall he not, like his brother emperor, henceforth have a niche in

the Tuileries ^ He is—tlie bird, I mean—the Fulcn Deucoceplialus,

the white-headed eagle ; most stupidly named bald eagle, since he

has a night-cap as well-feathered as the downiest owl who ever

dozed in ivy bush.

He is a fine, and, when full grown, a beautiful bird. He is

thirty-six inches in length by seven feet in extent. While young, he

varies greatly in color, from gray to grayish brown mottled with

white, and thence to jiure brown. When mature, both .'(exes have

the bill, cere and talons all of a rich, deep yellow, the head, neck,

vent, tail coverts and tail, pure white; all the other jjlumage dark

chocolate brown.

The white-licadi-'d eagle is principally a .sea-shore fowl, as his

food is of choice entirely fish ; but he is f'oun<l everywhere along

the shores of our great lakes and rivers, where he can satisfy his

voracious appetite to his satisfaction. He breeds on high trees

near the beach, or in fresh water swamps ; and his mode of nest-

ing and all his habits are so admirably described by the eloipicnt

and trutliful Wilson, that I cannot do better than (piote his worils,

as containing enough to juove tliat Franklin's character of our

emblem, as a lazy, cowardly, greedy, filthy, felon fowl, is far nearer

the truth than is Bufl'on's rhapsotjyi of the ehivalric and kingly

bird, full of royal gallantry and royal mercy, who never conde-
scends to stoop on a carrion prey, or to inflict injury when he
finds no resistance.

" In procuring his prey," says Wilson, "he displays, in a very
singiil.-u- manner, the genius and energy of his character, which is

fierce, contemplative, daring and tyrannical—attributes not exerted

but on particular occasions, but, when put forth, overpowering all

opposition. Elevated on the high dead limb of some gigantic

tree that commands a wide view of the neighboring shore and
ocean, he seems calmly to contemplate the motions of the various

tribes that pursue their busy avocations below—the snow-white

gulls slowly winnowing the air ; the busy trinijce coursing along

the sands ; trains of ducks streaming over the surface ; silent and
watchful cranes, intent and wading ; clamorous crows ; and all the

winged multitudes that subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid

magazine of nature. High over all these hovers one, whose ac-

tion instantly arrests his whole attention. By his wide curvature

of wing, and sudden suspension in air, he knows him to be the

fish-hawk, settling over some devoted victim of the deep. His

eye kindles at the sight, and, balancing himself, with half-opened

wings, on the branch, he watches the result. Down, rapid as an

arrow from heaven, descends the distant object of his attention,

the roar of its wings reaching the ear as it disappears in the deep,

making the surges foam around. At this moment, the eager

looks of the eagle are all ardor; and, levelling his neck for flight,

he sees the fish-hawk once more emerge, stiiiggling vfith his prey,

and mounting in the air with screams of exultation. These are

the signal for our hero, who, launching into the air, instantly gives

chase, and soon gains on the fish-hawk ; each exerts his utmost to

mount above the other, displaying in these rencontres the most
elegant and sublime aerial evolutions. The unencumbered eagle

rapidly advances, and is just on the point of reaching his oppo-

nent, when, \\ith a sudden scream, jirobably of despair and honest

execration, the latter drops his fish ; the eagle, poising himself for

a moment, as if to take a more certain aim, descends like a whirl-

wind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches the water, and bears

his ill-gotten booty silently away to the woods.

" These predatory attacks, and defensive manceuvrcs of the

eagle and the fish-hawk, are matters of daily observation along

the whole of our seaboard, from Georgia to New England, and
fiejuently excite great interest in the spectators. Sympathy, .

however, on this, as on most other occasions, generally sides with

the honest and laliorious sufferer, in opposition to the .attacks of

power, injustice and rapacity—qualities for which our hero is so

generally notorious, and which, in his superior, 7)>an, are certainly

detestable. As for the feelings of the fish, they seem altogether

out of the question.

" The nest of this species is generally fixed on a very large and

lofty tree, often in a swamp or morass, and difficult to be ascended.

On some noted tree of this description, often a pine or cypress, the

bald eagle builds, year after year, for a long series of years. When
both male and female have been shot from the nest, another pair

has soon after taken possession. The nest is large, being added

to and repaired every season, until it becomes a black, prominent

mass, observable at a considerable distance. It is formed of largo

sticks, sods, earthy rubbish, hay, moss, etc. Many have stated to

me tli.at the female lays first a single egg, and that, after having sat

on it for some time, she lays another ; when the first is hatched,

the warmth of that, it is pretended, hatches the other. Whether

this be coiTcct or not, I cannot determine ; but a very respectable

gentleman of Virginia assured me, that he saw a large tree cut

down, containing the nest of the bald eagle, in which were two

young, one of which appeared nearly three times as large as the

other."

The writer has met this bird in every part of the country from

the seacoasts of Maine to the head waters of Lake Superior, with

the sole exception of Niagara Falls, whither they arc said by the

quidnuncs most to resort. In the St. Mary's River, about a milo

below the Sault, he saw, in the autumn of 1849, two very fine

adults, with snow-white heads and necks, seated on a small dead

pine tree—the solitary tree on a solitary rock islet, not large

enough for a second—while a brace of others were beating the

rapids, just as regularly as a brace of setters, for the white-fish,

which they could doubtless see through the translucent eddies.

In truth, he must admit that in all his encounters with this royal

golden-footed fowl he never observed anything royal of demeanor,

unless it be the gallantly with wliich, when stricken down from

his pride of place, he does battle to the uttermost against all

comers, and dies kingly, as unconquered.

We have yet one more eagle in North America, which, like the

last, is common to Europe likewise—7/(/7fo chrysactos, the golden

eagle, which has been erroneously described by Wilson as the

ring-tailed eagle—this specimen being only the immature young

of the species, which does not assume its full plumage until its

fifth season, and sometimes not until the ninth. This is the bold-

est and most kingly of all the eagles, the prototype of the aquiline

character, the messenger of Jove, the minister of thunder, the

" proud, puissant Bird of Rome," the chivalrous king of birds, of

poetry. He is found in all the temperate regions of the world,

from Asia to America—an inland, mountain-loving, rock-breeding,

dauntless bird of prey. No fish-eater he, but a slaughterer of

hares and grouse, of the domestic lamb and the mountain kid, of

the fawn, the hill-fox, and the antelope. His length is above three

feet, his breadth nearly eight. His bill, horn color; his eyes,

tawny-Hrccolored, splendidly bright; his feet, golden yellow.

His plumage, golden brown, but darkening on the forehead, cheeks,

throat, and sliaf;s of all the feathers, into pure black. He is the

war-eagle of the Western Indians of America; and, to them, as to

the Highland chiefs of the Gael, his feather is the choicest ornaineut

He is the best and bravest of his race.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

Pictro Rassi, an Italiiin nppic seller at St. Louis, has drawn

$8000 in tlic Havana lottery. The Paris eoiTCspondent of the

New York Commercial Advertiser loarns from several gentlemen

returned from different quarters of France, that the distress, in

consequence of tlie short crop, is very severe, much more so than

auv news])aper would dare to affirm. An old beau says :
" A

lady's mouth never was so heautiful as when she is i)ron()unein<^

the word ' yes.' " As a man was crossing the railroad track

with a wagon, at Herkimer, N. Y., a short time since, the freiglit

train going west came u]), smashed the wagon and one of the

horses, and carried the man off 100 rods on the cow-catcher with-

out doing liim any hodily Imrm. A woman has been arrested

in Albany, for having three husljands, all alive and hearty, and all

in tliat city. David Copp, of Oardincr, Me., committed sui-

cide by cutting his throat during an attack of delirium tremens.

lie lived about an hour, and exhibited much sorrow for having

committed the deed. A private company, with a capital of

ten millions, has been formed at San Francisco, for the establish-

ment of steam communication with China. A new theatre is

to he built in Hroadway, New York, with five tiers of boxes, and

capable of holding five thousand per.sons. John M. Trimble, the

arcliitcct, has projected the plan. The theatre is to cost about

$150,000. The editor of one of two rival newspapers in a vil-

lage out West, boasted that he had ju.st obtained a font of new

type. To which the other retorted, " Why, we procured ours a

long time ago!" A bill for tlie cstablisliment of a system of

common schools is now under consideration for the first time, in

the Texas legislature. An Italian image-seller was arrested

in Salem, recently, for using abusive language to a lady. He

"no understand Anglais," but was requested to fork over twelve

dollars for talking "very bad English." The latest dates

from Oregon state that the overland arrivals continue large.

Many parties have suffered severoiyon the route—some being re-

duced to the necessity of eating their horses. James C.

Ilackett, son of the comedian, was accidentally killed in San

Francisco, on the 14th ult. He was 38 years of age. Judge

Leigli, of Virginia, has decided that stage and railroad companies

arc responsil)le for the baggage of the passengirs, notwithstanding

notice is given " all baggage at the ilsk of the owners." Mrs.

Mowatt still continues an invalid. She has been compelled to re-

linquish her engagements to read before the Mercantile Library

Association of this city. Justin Thayer, of Northampton, has

a milch cow that one week gave 120 quarts of milk—17 1-2 qts

per day—which weighed 32G lbs. An effort is on foot among

the friends of Yale College to replenish its indigent treasury. It

is proposed to raise, by voluntary subscription, $150,000. Rev.

J. H. Ingraham entered upon the duties of rector of St. John's

Church, at Mobile, Dec. 18, the 4th Sunday in Advent. A
ball that explodes when it hits the mark, and does a .second exe-

cution with a charge of shot contained within it, has been invented

by an evangelical man in Danbnry, Ct. Twelve thousand

barrels of apples have been sent fonvard from Canandaigua this

season, by railroad to eastern markets. It has been decided

that telegraphic companies are liable for any damage that may
occur through negligence or error on the part of operators. A
company of five men shot 900 pigeons in one evening at the great

roost in Tishemingo county, Mississippi ; and John Ross and

William Duncan shot and killed each other in a fight on the oc-

casion. The English public are about tired of searching after

Sir John Franklin, and new expeditions meet with but very little

favor. A man named Blaisdell cut his tliroat in SmithfieUl,

Me., a few days since. Francis W. Hughes, Attorney General

of Pennsylvania, offers $5000 for the establishment of a miner's

hospital at Pottsville, provided the sum of $15,000 is raised by

other parties for this purpose. This is a most liberal offer, and

as the object is highly praiseworthy, wj trust the amount will be

raised.

lllttjisibc (Patljcrings.

< ^w^ >

A NEW Piano.—The Paris correspondent of the Atlas describes

a new musical instrument, invented by M. Alexander. It has

three finger-boards superposed one on the other, and which gives

to the player power of combining all the effects of a full orchestra;

two of the finger-boards are pianos, the otlier calls into existence

flutes, clarinets, hautbois, violins, violoncellos, human voices •

everything, an organ, wind instruments and cord instruments.

"Unconsidered Trifles."—During the j'car ending June

30th, 1853, the value of slate pencils imported was $3733; of sau-

sage skins, $925 ; little night tapers, $2C7 ; toothpicks, $341
;

bladders, $1257; orange peel, $584; peach kernels, $8; goose

skins, $766; rose leaves, $773; skeletons, $351; mushrooms,

$1003; sand, $3 ; goose liver pie, $131
;
punk, $14.

Going vv.—The workmen upon the Washington Monument
have just commenced laying the tier which will make the monu-
ment one hundred and fifty feet high, and which they hope to

complete before the frost prevents further operations.

A RICH Legacy.—Hector Jennings, of Sandusky, Ohio, has
been notified by his attorney at London, that he is undisputed
heir to one-half of the Jennings' estate in England—about
$60,000,000.

4 »»— »

Taxing Fuel.—London and Pans are both afflicted with a
municipal tax upon combustibles. The city of London levies a
heavy impost upon coal, while I'aris taxes wood.

Colonel J. B. Phipps, of Goriiam, Me., recently slaughtered a

pig, seven months and twenty days old, that weighed 383 pounds.

The ferry-master, at Detroit, says that at least nine hundred fu-

gitive slaves had crossed at that point into Canada during the jtast

year.

It is stated that Mrs. Miller, a daughter of Gen-it Smith, excites

a great deal of curiosity in Washington, by appearing in the full

Bloomer costume.

The old stone mill, at Pawtucket, was partially destroyed by

fire on Friday week. This is the first cotton factory built in

America.

Some white and negro children playing with matches destroyed

Mr. Jones's gin-house and 70,000 pounds of seed cotton, near Co-

lumbus, Georgia.

The trial of Mr. Tucker,—the engineer who ran the train into

the river at Norwalk,—has been still further postponed, on account

of the feeble state of his health.

The Louisville Democrat says that a firm in that city is engaged

very extensively, this season, in packing pork for the English

market.

A book has i)ecn published in England by Dr. Stowell, in which

he undertakes to prove that the " forbidden fruit " was the tobacco

plant.

There are thirty-four shows and exhibitions now open in New
York, inclvidiug theatres, menageries, circuses, panoramas, galler-

ies of art, and noudeserijit places of amusement.

A son of Mr. Is;uic Adams, of Dover, was drowned in a pond

near the Unitarian chunh, recently, while skating, and a younger

brother had a narrow escape from a similar f.ite.

Sanford's Oi)era House, Philadeli)hia, with all its furniture and

fixtures, has been burnt to the ground. Loss estimated at five

thousand dollars ; insured for two thousand.

A man by the name of Isaac Ferguson was found on the high-

way in the "town of Kent, Putnam county, N. Y., recently, frozen

to death.

An unknown Irishman was recently run over by a train on the

Fitchburg Kaihoad, at Waltham, having just stepped from the

other track to avoid another train, and was killed.

Mrs. Hale says there is more talent and general information dis-

played by the press of the United States, taken collectively, than

can be found in Congress and all the legislatures taken collectively.

In Svracuse, N. Y., a shoemaker, named Carson, formerly of

Brooklyn, had a (piarrel with his wife, recently, through jealousy,

and stabbed her to the heart, killing her instantly. He then gave

himself up to the authorities.

While attending the Universalis! church, at South Boston, on

Sunday week, Dcaccm Brewster Reynolds was seized with anapo-
plecticfit, and died in a few moments. He was an estimable citi-

zen, and leaves a wife and several daughters. Ilis life was insured

for two thou.saud dollars.

The New York Times learns fi-om private letters, received in

that city, that the difficulty between young Sonic and the duke of

Allia, at Madrid, had been amicably adjusted. Through the

friendly offices of the Engli.sh Charge d'Aflf'aircs, the duke apolo-

gized for the remarks at which Soule had taken oft'ence.

Qanbs of (Pollr.

« »«» >

Jomgn Stems.

^

Very cheap.—They get np dagueiTCotypcs in Boston for
wonty-five cents apiece. Cheap enough.

Bonaparte is hunting at Fontainblcan. He will " get a shot
"

some of these days.

The chateau of Frobsdoi-ff, the property of the Count de Chain-

bord, has been destroyed by fire.

A subscription, opened at Smyrna to purchase horses for the

Turkish army, amounted in a few days to 200,000 piastres.

Halis Effendi, a Turkish poet, has jnst composed a national

song in the style of the " Marseilles," and it is already very pop-

ular at Constantinople.

Mr. Charles Kean, it is said, has realized a fortune of one bim-

dred thousand dollars, by the management of the Princess' Thea-
tre, London.

The accounts from the seat of war are exceedingly contradic-

tory ; but there has been plenty of fighting, and both sides have
suffered severely. One tremendous naval battle has occurred.

The death of the late queen of Portugal is the subject of some
editorial speculations in the European press—as the king consort,

who is to be regent, is far from being po]iular in that realm.

An English paper says :
" It is scarcely credible, hut we believe

that the tact can be verified, that no less than 500 seamen and
marines have deserted from her Majesty's ships, at the home ports,

within the last two or three months."

The fog was recently so thick in London that business was sus-

pended. There were many collisions in the streets and on the

Thames, and several lives lost. Persons had to feel their way
home.

The tribunal of Angouleme, France, has fined a railroad engi-

neer two hundred francs for having failed to notice the red flag, the

signal to stop. No accident had resulted from his negligence, but

it was thought best to make an example.

We see, by accounts from St. Petersburg, that three Russian
officers of the corps of naval constnictors have been ordered to

proceed to New York, to superintend the building of a ninety-gun
ship, with screw propellers.

It is confinncd that a Russian ship-of-war ran asliore, and went
to pieces; of the crew and troops, of whom it had 1600 men on
board, 1400 of them perished, and the renuiining two hundred
were rescued by the Turks and scut as prisoners to Constantino-
ple. Another ship is reported to have been lost near Sebastopol.

Dickens lives in great style in London ; Thackeray divides his

time between England and Paris ; and Mr. and Mrs. S. C. HiUl
reside in Fifield, where they have a glazed gallery, about eighty
feet long, attached to the house, which is at once a con.servatory
for choice exotics, and a gallery of sculpture and paintings.

The British Quarterly Review, spc.-iking of foreign affairs, re-

marks that "henceforth instead of ajjpointiug dandies and noodles
to carry on negotiations, we slinuld ajipoint, as do the Americans,
men who have distinguished thcinselves as lawyers, or scholars,

or savants, or as great merchants."

Emile Prudent, a French pianist, has acquired the name of the
"Electric Pianist.". It seems tliat he gave, in tliirty days, thirty-

six concerts in twenty-seven ditterent towns. In oneday," or rather
in^wenty-four consecutive hours, he played before three distinct
audiences—the morning at Brigliton, the evening at Chichester,
at the next morning at the Isle of Wiglit.

.... We disjoint the mind like the body.

—

Joubert.

.... The passion of accpiiriug riches in order to support .1 vain

expense cornq)ts the purest souls.

—

Feiicluii.

Each time thou wishest to decide upon performing somcen-

teq)rise, raise the eyes to heaven, pray God to bless thy project; if

thou canst make that jirayer, ncconi))lis!i thy work.

—

fjt'oiiold Srheffer.

.... The soul languishing in oliscurity contracts a kind of nist,

or abandons itself to the chimera of jjresuniption ; for it is natural

for it to acquire something, even when separated from any one.

—

Qutittllidii.

.... What is the elevation of the soul ? A prompt, delicate,

certain feeling for all that is beautiful, all that is graiul ; a quick

resolution to do the gi-eatcst good by the smallest means ; a great

benevolence joined to a great strength and great humility.

—

Lavater.

.... Do not envy the violet the dew-<lrop or glitter of a sun-

beam ; do not envy the bee the plant from which he draws some
sweets. Do not envy man tiie little goods he possesses; for the

earth is for him the plant from which he obtains some sweets, and

his mind is the dew-drop which the world colors for an instant.

—

LeujKjId Sclir'Jfir.

.... The habit of reflecting gives an inner life, which all that

we see animates and embellishes. In this disposition of the soul,

everything becomes an object of thought. If the young botanist

trembles with joy at the sight of a new plant, the moral botanist

joys no less to see germinate around him truths with a much supe-

rior prize to that of an unknown flower.

—

Bonstettcn.

< »»»—>-

jJokcr's Buliget.

The career of mankind collectively is a chroni<-le of human
follv ; that of England of Hume and Smollett.

—

Itidynus.

An exchange says that the Hon. Henry A. Wise has recently

married. To any dear bachelor friend still " halting between two
opinions," we say, " Go and do lilce. Wise."

A youngster on coming home from his first tenn at a boarding-

school, and on being asked what he had been fed on, replied :

"Multiplication tables hashed, and stewed subtraction."

A man of most grave aspect came in and asked us whether tho

"seat of war " was an arm chair or a rocker 1 We replied, " An
Ottoman ;" upon which he lifted up his hands and eyes, and so

departed.

—

Ii(isf(ju Post.

A miserlv bailiff, in England, came into possession of a baro-

netcy, and, desiring an appropriate "coat of arms," adopted one,

representing a tin plate, over which was placed a fork, signifying

"fork over the tin."

Bunn, in his new book, says, he had a conversation some years

since with a noble lord, high at court, res])crting the selection of

a play ; and on " Twelfth Night " being proposed, his lordship

observed, "By the way, who wrote 'Twelfth Night ?'"

Pimeh proposes a " prize joke show." As a specimen of tho

style admissible, the following is given :
" If I want a statue of

myself, why should I be foolish to present a sculptor with the

marble for the work ? Answer : Because if I did, he would be
sure to chisel me out of it."

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL, BOUND.
We have Volumes I., II., III., IV., and V. of the Pictori.\l, elegantly

bound in cloth, and with jrilt edge.«i; forniinj; superb and most attractive
parlor ornaments in the shape of a series of books of 41tJ pages each, and
each Vol. contuining nearly ll)00 en^^ravin^s of men, manners, and current
events all over tho world; of scenery in all parts of tlie globe; of famous
cities and beautiful villages; of pageiints at home and abroad; of fine mari-
time 'views ; and. in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-pages and indexes.

Ilesides the many illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original Uiles, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether fonniiig an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the
Union. 1 vol., ^3; 2 vols., S5; 3 vols., §7; 4 vols., S9; and 5 vols., :?10.

THE FLAG OF OUR uloON.
AN EUSG.VJJT, MORAL AXD REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tales, written e.\pressly for tho paper. In politics, and <»n all sectarian
q^uestious, it is strictly neutral; therefore making it empiiatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOU TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It contain.4 the foreign and domestic news of the day, i»o condensed as to
present the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No udvertiscments are
admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
fiuisiied and perfect system that experience can suggest, foruiiug an

tho pro?ent circulution of which fur exceeds thiit of any other weekly paper in
the Uuion, with the exceptiou of Gle.vson's 1'ictorial.

The Flaw is printed on fine white paper, with new and heautiful type, and
contains 1240 square inches, being a largo weekly paper of eight super-royal
quarto pages.

T£BMS TO SUBSCBIBEBS.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
4 subscribers, " " 7 00
8 " " " 13 00

16 " " " 24 00

One copy of TnB Fl.ig of our Union, and one copy of GLEASON'S Pictorial,
*?4 00 per annum, invariably iu advance.

#*, The Flag can bt obtained at any of the newspaper depots in the United
Stiites, and of newspaper carriers^ at five ctnts per single copy.

F. GLEASOX,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIKTOR,

COEXER OF TllEMOXT AND BROMFIELS STREETS, EOSTOX, MASS.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FREXCn, 151 Xa.ssau, corner of ?pnice .«trect. New Tork.

A. WINCH, 116 Chestnut street, l>hil:«lelphia.

^V. & U. X.\YLOIi, 111 Baltimoio and a South Streets, Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEY, corner of 4tli and Sycamore Streets, Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS, 43 AYoodwaril Avenue. Iktroit.

E. K. WOODU"A1!1), corner of 4tli and Clicsnui Streets, St. Louis.

THOMAS LUNN, 40 Exchange Place, New Orleans.
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THE BRAGANZA.

CLOAK FASmONS.
The Braganza cloak

can be made of any
material, color, or style

of trimminj;. The one
represented herewith is

of costly satin—color

ashes of roses. The
body is rounded behind
and laps over at the

arms, admitting a loose .

sleeve. A galloon trim-

ming a shade lighter

than tlie satin nins up
the side and foiTns a
drapery over the sleeve.

The capa is medium
size,pointed behind and
in front. The whole
edged with deep rich

fringe twisted halfway
down. Of course this

stylo ofgarment admits
of an infinite variety as

it regards style and ar-

ticles of trimming, in

wliich it is usual for

purcliasers to consult

their own taste, but to

cany out the legitimate

designs of the patteni,

the plainer and richer

the trimmings are, the

more they will convs-
pond with the original

purpose of the Bragan-
za. Already these styles

are being very gener-

ally met with in Broad-
way, and, in some in-

stances, in Boston and
rhiladelphia ; but they

will be very abundant
by the opening of

spring, and until the

middle of May. That
they are becoming, as

well as fashionalde,

there can be but one
opinion, being calcula-

ted to give a gi'aceful

outline to the whole
figure, and far more
ornamental and con-

venient than the old-

fashioned cloak, the

place of which it suj)-

plies. It is very curi-

ous to contrast the

present style of dress

with the fashion of the

olden time. THE D ANGOULEME.

FASHIONS OF CLOAKS FOR JANUARY

MEW OF THE CITY OF GENOA. ITALY, AT SUNRISE.

1
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

In our engraving, below, we present the well-known features of

the great philosopher, surrounded by an emblematical design. In

the centre we have a likeness, copied from the cclclirated pic-

ture, painted in France, by Duples.sis, and considered most faith-

ful in all respects. Immediately beneath the portrait is the kite

—

the child's toy, with which Franklin lured the lightnings from the

•kies ; the old-fashioned " dabl)er," or ink hall, used for inking

forms of type (now superseded by ihe roller) ; and, among other

books, a copy of Poor Richard's Almanac, that never-to-be-forgot-

ten book of wise sayings and proverbs, a few of which are in-

gcribed in either corner below. On the left is a view of the house

in which the sage was bom, as it formerly stood in Milk Street,

Boston. At the base is a view of the grave of Franklin, as it

now appears in Philadelphia ; and on the right it a view of the

" Binhplace of Franklin," a granite block, that now occupies the

site of the original building that was burnt in 1810, and which 'a

improved as an extensive wholesale dry goods establishment at

the present time. The whole subject has been thought to be one

of a timely nature, the present being about the anniversarj' of

Franklin's birthday. lie was born in Boston, January 17th, 1706,

and died April 17th, 1700, after a long and profitable public career,

a large portion of which was spent abroad in national service, first

at London, afterwards at Paris—taking, also, an active part in the

war with England. The whole ])rivate and ])ublic career of this

omiuont man is one justly revered and familiar to his countrymen,

as well as all of Europe, forming a bright example of what indus-

try and upright principles may do for the humblest. A journey-

man printer by occupation, the son of lowly parents, endowed

with no more, of what is understood by the term, genius, than

falls to the lot of thousands of men who live and die in obscurity.

Yet he attained a good and protital)le position in business, an emi-

nent one in political society, and a highly respectable name in sci-

ence and literature, by the aid alone of strong, clear common
sense, combined with integrity, tcmiicranro and jierscvcring indus-

try. Probably, had Franklin kept himself free from political con-

nection, ho would have riien faster and higher in the scale of emi-

nence, as it regarded philosophy and literature ; but he lived in a

stormy period, and his debut at the court of France, as ambassa-

dor of the United States to that court, was a step towards politi-

cal preferment that doubtless would distract almost any humble

man's devotion to letters. But Franklin has left to bis country-

men a great name and a strong example—let hs cherish the one

and watcli the other. His name is a bright star in onr national

escutcheon which will be lustrous in all future time.
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THE RUSSIAN GUARDS31AN.
A TAL£ OF THE SEAS AKS SHORES OF TU£ EAST.

BY ben: perley poorb.

[CONTIXIED.]

CILiPTER v.—[continued.]

In a short time tlie hey rc-appearcd, weaving a blue frock-coat

and pantaloons of the European military cut, exceiJting tliat a dia-

mond star upon his left breast was a substitute for epaulets, as

an insignia of rank. His head-dress was unchanged, and a richly-

ornamented sabre hung by a gold-lace belt. Ottering his ann to

Alexis, they went to the door of the tent, and the young otHeer's

Iteart throbbed with military pride as he saw tlic area before him

filled with troops, reposing on their arms. A trumpet blast, from

one of Osmar Bey's attend.mts, put all m motion, and soon they

began to defile past.

A band of Bedouin cavalry led the van, mounted on Arab horses,

whose silky coats almost reflected t^ brilliancy of their arms.
' True disciples of the Prophet, Alexis fancied that he could trace

on their dark and bearded countenances the religious enthusiasm

that made them reckless as to their fate. They passed without any

regularity of position ; and, when in front of the bey, began to

fire their damascened guns, which they rapidly reloaded, uttering

hoarse, guttural cries. This is the favorite evolution of the Mos-

lem horsemen ; and they are the better able to j)crform it by the

liigh pommels of their sadiTIes, from which one cannot be thrown,

and the extreme brciulth of their stirrup-irons. Their cartouch-

pouches and horse equijjmcnts, of silver-mounted scarlet morocco

leather, whimsically beautiful in shape, added to the quainlncss of

their page.mtry.

Next came the foreign legion of artillery, mostly composed of

Poles, Italians and Erenchmen, who had committed crimes of a

nature to necessitate their departure from home, and to deter their

return. They wore a semi-Oriental uniform, and looked Kke a

band of desperadoes

—

sans peur, perhaps, but certainly not sans

reprorhe.

The infantry closed the column, of which they composed the

gre.iter portion, and were the most complete organization in the

" uew school" of the Turkish army. Their uniform was of coarse

blue clotli, of the European pattern, with a red felt cap, and their

equipments were from England ; but to the practised eye of Alexis

they presented a sorry spectacle. Some carried their bayonets in

the scabbard, at the right side ; some on the left ; some on their

muskets ; nor were the rest of their equipments put on in better

order.

" There must be a beginning," ren)arked Osmar Bey, as the

last platoon passed. " Now walk into tlie tent again, and let us

dine."

A repast was served somewhat after the Erench style ; after

which Alexis endeavored to lead the conversation to the past, that

his host might relate some particulars of his eventful career. But,

instead of so doing, Osmar sought to draw from his guest the ante-

cedents of his career, and of the two the elder was the most success,

ful. No one, Alexis thought—not even his grandfither—had ever

taken such an interest in his fortunes, and yet he felt that the

questioner had some right to interrogate liim. After a while the

various officers began to call in, and each was formally presented

to Major Orlofi", who now had many questions to answer about

the details of the Russian service. Pipes and coftee were handed

round ; and then, after a few remarks in Arabic, Osmar Be}' led

his guest to the divan, at the head of the tent, saying

:

" Dancing is the great amusement of our camp-life, and \vc al-

ways have a party of Almys with us. Sit down, and tell me how

you think they compare with the ballet-troupes of St. Petersburg."

All the guests were now seated, and Osmar Bey clapped his

hands. Four musicians immediately entered, seating themselves

cross-legged near the door of the tent, and connnenccd playing a

lively tune—their instruments were two large drums, covered with

goat-skin ; a viol, and brass castanets ; nor was the music char-

acterised by harmony. Again the curtain, that served as a door,

was drawn to one side, and three young girls came bounding into

the centre of the tent, where they stood, for an instant, nu>tion-

Icss, then, folding their arms, bowed to the ground. Their costume

was brilliant and original—necklaces of small, gold coins entwin-

ing with their raven hair; velvet jackets, disclosing their symmet-
rical forms ; and heavy circlets of gold adding to the beauty of

their tiny hands and feet. One—the oldest—was impcrio\is in her

manner, with a burning black eye ; while the otiiers were rcndcre<l

more beautiful by the celestial li'iht that their blue eyes, fringed

with dark lashes, threw over their features. They danced !—first

with a serene, voluptuous languor; but, by degrees, their counte-

nances and movcuients became aniuuited ; their arms and feet ap-

peared to vibrate with movement ; and they were swayed in unison
like young treci before the south breeze. Faster, faster now their

steps were intcrmJngM
; now they advanced, retired, passed here

and there, and then eji>*e<i \v^th jvhat has been .siylotl the intensity

of motion—the soul of pa*»;;ov Malting through every sense, and
quivering in every limb. Tijey ccajsca !

Then, with a low reverence, flicy wrapped themselves up in

their cloaks,''aDd left the tent, amlfl loud cries c^f " Good !" " Well
done." The (officers then began to rerjre ; anil Ah-.^s, looking at

his watch, found that Jje would hardly ha«e Ijme ;lo .Katfi home
before dark.

"Imu.st go," said lie; "but I really dislike to Icaj-o a i;(;<)iie

where there is so mixcb. B&ye^<y and kindness."

" Nay, if you must go, wait a few moments, and I will accom-

pany you."

This announcement gave Alexis great pleasure, for some how
he had become deeply interested in his host, nor could he but

think that he had met with him before. Those eyes were not to

be mistaken.

In a short time horses were brought to tlie door of the tent, and

Osmar Bey re-appcared, dre;>scd in the plainest nuinncr.

" I do not wish to undergo the ceremony of visiting the city in

state," said he, laugliingly ;
" besides, some rascally Greek might

choose to begin the contest, hereabouts, by giving mc a taste of

his knife."

" It is your society, not your uniform, that pleases me," said

Alexis, in a laughing tone ; and, bidding good-by to the few »ffi-

ccrs remaining in head-quarters, they rode oft'.

Again did the young man endeavor to elicit from Osmar some

incidents of his early adventures ; but he was unsuccessful, and to

have been pointed in his questioning would have been rude. They

rode fister than Alexis had come in the morning, and luid nearly

reached Smyrna at sunset.

" You will come to the consulate V
" Excuse me, major; I have not as yet been into society here,

and rather prefer not going. Associated as I am with Mahomc-

dans, it is not very agrecaljlc to hear their and my motives ques-

tioned—so you must let me leave you at yonder fountain."

" Nay, sii', but I know my grandfather would be delighted to

see you, and to thank you for your hospitable kindness to me—

a

stranger."

"Do we not belong to the great military family? Surely I, as

your father, have a better right to entertain you than your grand-

father ;" And as the bey said this there was a peculiar cxjiression

about his eyes that Alexis never forgot, although many years

passed away before he could interpret it.

" Well, I liope that the fortune of war will never lead the son to

combat the father."

" Why not ? If a fither violates his sacred obligations, what

should withhold the son's hand? But stop—I misunderstood

you ! In our case, major, I hope the intimacy of to-day mily ever

brighten. And, as here we are at the fountain, adieu. Promise

to visit me again."

They shook hands cordially ; and, having pledged himself that

he would soon ride out again, they separated. In a few moments

more, Alexis was in the court-yard of the consulate, and gave up

his horse to an attendant, who had ridden with them from camp.

His grandfather met him at the door and welcomed him home

;

while old Katina who was in his chamber, when he went up, ar-

ranging the curtains, exclaimed ;

"Why, my young master, how the ride has improved your

looks. You have as much color as your father had, to-night."

"My father!"

" Bless me, I forgot;" and the old lady hobbled down stairs,

apparently very mu('h disgusted with herself for her indiscreet

remark."
" Why this mystery ?" said Alexis to himself, as he took off his

uniform. "But, never mind, I have a kind grandfather and a no-

ble father-in-arms. Yet I should like to know, and—I will know."

Having an-ived at this philosophical axiom, he concluded his

toilette, and went down into the dining-i-oom, where his ride was

made manifest by the enormity of his appetite. Tlic old gentle-

man was very inquisitive ; but appeared sorry when he learned

how niiuy troops Osmar Bey had collected.

"Depend upon it," said he, "there is some trouble brewing,

and I fear that our Greek friends will suffer for their desire to re-

establish the old Hellenic empire. Every act of their leaders but

serves to awake the fanaticism of the Turks, which, when once

aroused, can only be quenched in blood."

Tlie door opened, and in walked Monsieur Lavalette, obsequi-

ous as ever, carrying two large account books, which ho laid upon

the table.

" I cannot show these books to your grandson this evening, Mr.

Consul," he said, with a fawning smile, "for Manasseh is in the

cit}', and has sent for us ; but his superior knowledge of accounts

will enable him to find what you seek."

" Sent for us !" exclaimed the consul. " Once he used to come

cringing here, and wish to loan mo money ; but now he has in-

volved mo somewhat in his operations, I have to go to him."

" IManasseh—Manasseh," repeated Alexis. " Where have 1

heard that name ?"

" You saved his life, major," replied Lavalette, " and now he

wishes to save your grandfather's credit."

" Save my credit ! Thank lieaven, he cannot weaken oi' save it

;

and to-night I hope to break from his usurious clutches. As to

his thanking you, Alexis, perha])S he fears you will bring a charge

against him—ha ! ha ! ]iut if we must go. Monsieur Lavalette,

let us start at once. After your ride, young man, you must be

fatigued—so good night."

In a few moments Alexis heard the courtyard gate close.

CHAPTER VI.

'' O, treacherous nijcht.

Thou IcTnl'.''t th^ rratly veil to evt*ry tr("a.>'on.

And tfcuiiiig lalrtchlffK thrive heu.ath thy shade I"

Moonlight and midnight! Lovely everywhere, but especially

in a large city, where they contrast strongly with sun-glare and

bustle of day. In the country, altliough the yeoman's voice does

not echo as he drives his team afield, or the bees hum their piean

to industry, or the birds make the air melodious, there is no unu-

sual ()uiet—nature is ever heard, nt midnight as at noon, in the

murmuring of the wind, the rustling of the leaves, and the dreamy

.singing of the brooks. But in the city, wlici* the battle of life is

so unceasingly waged from early mom until late in the evening,
there is a midnight hour of solemn quiet. This contrast is more
especially marked in an Oriental city, like Smyrna, where every
sound is hushed by ten o'clock. The cries of the muezzins, invit-

ing the faitliful to evening devotion, are no longer heard ; the tat-

too beat of the drum no longer waais straggling soldiers to their

barrack-beds ; the sound of the viol is not heard at the coft'ee-

houses ; and even the songs of mothers, hushing their babes to

sleep, are themselves stilled. Watchers, weary of the night, may
be astir within doors, but quiet reigns without, only broken by the

cool plashiugs of a fountain, or the sea-breeze playing among the

minarets of some scpulclu-al-looking mosque. And on the even-

ing of which we write, the full-orbed moon sat enthroned amouf
her retinue of stars, in a clear cerulean sky, bathing all things

beautiful in a mellow light, while charitable shadows concealed

many a dark nook.

Lured by the beauty of the scene, and yielding to a melancholy

influence that had stolen over him, Alexis remained seated at the

bay window overlooking the bay, unmindful of the lateness of the

hour. Few, except those who have enjoyed the delicious climate

of Smyrna, can comprehend the undimmed beauty of such a night,

when the very elements appear to slumber, and the most agitated

mind can etijoy a melancholy repose of thought. Such was the

case with Alexis, and yet a melancholy presentiment disturbed his

tranquil baijpiness—^a vague, hateful consciousness of danger and
of disappointment—a knowledge tliat the glorious slsirs which

thronged the azure vault above were not more thickly strewn than

were the cares across life's pathway.

Growing restless, and wondering, too, why his grandfather had

not returned, Alexis put on his cap and started out. It was not

his intention to have gone ont of sight of the consulate ; but he

walked slowly on until the darkness around his path made him
aware that he was in the dwelling of the dead, which, in Smyrna,

joins the busy haunts of the living. On either side rose thick

groves of cypress-trees, those wavelcss emblems of mortality;

while beneath were equally interminable forests of tombs, each

cold marble strangely distinct in the suiTounding darkness, like

a phantom, keeping watch over his own slumbering ashes.

Turning, Alexis saw two individuals, who appeared to be watch-

ing his movements—^for they halted when they perceived that he

had stopped. Could it be that they were following him ? Natur-

ally brave, he, nevertheless, felt somewhat nervous, for he was

entirely unarmed ; but, in order to satisfy himself as to their in-

tentions, he walked slowly onward. To his excessive annoyance

a glance over his shoulder occasionally showed that his attendants

maintained the same distance as when he first noted their pres-

ence. This was uneiulurablc, and he stopped suddenlv—so did

they—and when, determined to ascertain whether they were pur-

posely dogging his steps, he turned around and retraced his path,

the figures steadily retreated as ho advanced—strong presumptive i

evidence of an anxiety on their part to avoid him as pertinaciously

as was he desirous of getting rid of them.

But the moment he emerged from the hallowed precincts of the

burial-ground, the retreat was stojjped ; and while he was endeav-

oring to make out what sort of characters were waiting for him,

he was seized by four others, who came from some hiding-idace.

Resistance was impossible, and ere ho could recover from his

amazement, he found himself, hand-cufl'ed and gagged, hurried

rapidly over the uneven pavement. In a short, time the plash of

water met his ear, and then he saw that they had reached the

quay. Here he was unceremoniously lifted into a ship's boat, and

made to sit in the stern, where two men held him fast. It is need-

less to say that he was indignant at this brutal treatment, for

which he could assign no rea.son at all sufficient to justify his-de-j

tention. He was not aware that he had uttered a word against
|

the government ; and had he been so indiscreet, they surely would I

not dare to outnige Russia by thus kidnapping an inmate of the

consulate, who was in the emperor's service.

Wio his captors were he could not well ascertain—for tlieir

forms were shrouded in large cloaks, while handkerchiefs muffled

their faces. He was positive, however, that one of them was a

mulatto; and this but added to the mystery of his position—^fori

he did not remember to have seen one of the doomed race since

his an-ival. Four other men were in the boat, and Alexis re-

marked that they conversed in " tinfjtia frnncia," a mixture of

French and of Italian, spoken in the Levant by mariners of all the

l)ordcring countries. An hour passed,—to the prisoner it seenied

an age,—when an Arab, cariying a lantern, came from among

the buildings to the bo;it. He inquired, in Italian, for the captain.

" He went on board in a fisherman's boat that started about t«i>

hours ago," replied the mulatto. " Tracking game is not his fa-

vorite ]>ursuit, and he said that he would go on board to get tlio

anchor tripped and have the sails loosened. But whore's the

consignee 1"

"The old gentleman sent me with this letter, telling me to give

it to the captain, and to say that ho wished hiui to set sail at

once."

" Give mc. the letter, then, aiul olf we'll go."

Taking the package, and jnitting it in his hat, he gave orders to

have the boat cast off. Then, resuming his seat by the side of

Alexis, he took the tiller and the boat shot out into the broad bay.

They passed so near the " Nicolai " that Alexis could hear the

measured tread of the sentries on deck ; but it was impossible for

him to make the least movement. A few moments more, it was

evident that the boat was making towards a beautifiil lugger, that

sat u|)on the water like a sea-bird at rest, with her huge wing-liko

sails hanging loose, as if waiting to sweep away in (picst of prey.

She had two tall masts, with long-pointed yards, upon which

clouds of canvass could be spread ; while a small mizen-mast car-

ried a small sail, used to keep her jammed up to the wind when
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close-hauled. Everything about her appeared to be in the best

order; and as her outline, with its tracery of riggiiig was visilde

in the moonlight, Alexis thouglit her the most beautiful specimen

of marine arcliitccturc he had ever seen.

" Wlio comes !" hailed a grufT voice from the forecastle.

" The ' Dolidiin,' " cried the mulatto. " Call the captain." And

the boat grated against the side of tlie lugger. A tall form ap-

peared at the gangway, and with him came a female, wrapped in

a cloak.

"All well?"

"Ay, ay, captain," said the mulatto ; "here is your passenger,

with his arms rather too tightly belayed for his own comfort, and

a stopper in his mouth—orders, though."

"But Signor Manasseh ?"

"Ah—here is a letter from him." And springing on board he

handed the jiackagc to hi; commander.

"Is my father not here either 1" asked the female, evidently

somewhat disappointed ; and Alexis thought that he had heard

tlie voice before.

The captain's reply was not audilile to those in the boat ; l)ut

he offered his arm to his companion, and they went down the

companion-way. In a few moments he returned to the gangway,

saying, in rather a vexed tone :

"Bring your prisoner on board, Cato."

Alexis was lifted from the boat as if he had been a child ; and,

as he was placed on the lugger's deck, the captain, raising his

cap, saluted him.

"You are a soldier, sir," said be, "and must know that duty is

not always agreeable. I have orders to convey you to Athens,

and shall carry you there. On our arrival, a sealed jjackage, now

in my hands, will inform you all about the why and wherefore of

this; and I hope that—apart from the line of duly—you will find

your sojourn, on board of tlie ' Dolphin,' agrecalile. Tlie old vet-

eran with you will attend you in your caliin, where you must con-

sider yourself a prisoner until to-morrow. Until then, adieu."

There was a frankness and cordiality about these remark.'; that

pleased Alexis, although he felt indignant at the outrage commit-

ted in thus entrapping him—neither could he com]]rchcnd tlie mo-

tive for sending him to Greece, or tlic aut^iorily under wincli lie

was sent. The mulatto, however, taking him by the arm, led him

to the companion-way, and there was no alternative but to de-

scend with as good a grace as possible. He was shown into a

beautiful little cabin, furnislied with great elegance, and brightly

lighted by a hanging lamp. Cato remained at the door ; but his

companion followed Alexis in, and, wlien the door was closed,

threw oft" liis cloak and mufiler. It was Achmet, the Mameluke

!

" Fortune of war," said the old troojjer. " The duty has not

been a pleasant one; but, as the captain said just now, 'orders

must be obeyed.' Now, major, I am bid to release you from those

outrageous ropes if you will but promise me tliat you will not at-

tempt to escape tonight."

- Eeally suffering from the tightness of the cordage that bound

his hands, and from the gag that distended his mouth, AlexLs

bowed assent. Indeed, curiosity was fast usurping every other

sentiment, and the m3'stery of his position ajjpeared to increase.

The honest soldier lost no time in releasing him, but shook his

head at the volley of questions';

" Where are we ? Why am I here ? I thought you were at

the camp ? Surely, Osmar Bey has not contrived this V
"Ah, major, ask me no questions to-night. Indeed, I cannot

understand matters myself. But take some refreshment."

There was a handsome, cold collation on the table, elegantlv

served, with rich crystal and elegant silver ware. For a moment

Alexis hesitated ; but the cold air had given him a famous appe-

tite, and he thought that he might make the best of his position.

A small state-room, opening from the cabin, was pointed out by

Achmet, who served liim with greet attention, and really appeared

sad as ho wished him :

" Good night, and pleasant dreams."

Alas ! the dreams were confused enough ; and when, on wak-

ing, Alexis knew by the rushing sound of waters on the side of

the vessel, against which his berth rested, that the felucca was un-

derweigh. Looking around the state-room, he was astoni-ihcd to

see his o\\'n trunks, that had been placed there during bis sleep,

and, rising, he dressed himself in his undress-uniform, determined

to ascertain by what authority he had been thus carried off. The
door, he observed, was slightly ajar, and when his toilette was

completed, he went out, and ascended the companion-way.

There was nothing in sight but blue sky and blue water. The
wind was fair, swelling the towering sails of the felucca, that

bounded onward, parting the wave before her, and scattering the

spray around. Never had Alexis seen such a beautiful craft, for

everything was kept neatly scrubl)cd or jiaintcd ; and the four

brass guns on cither side shone like mirrors. There was a flag

displayed from the gaft" of the small mizen-mast ; but the colors

were not those of any European power then in existence, although

there was nothing piratical in the large blue cross, floating on a

white field. While he was thus gazing around, a lady emerged

from a stern companion-way
; nor had she fairly stepped uijon the

deck before he recognized Elissa ! Advancing towards her he was

rejoiced to see that she recognized him.
" Thanks at last !" she said, in a low, sweet tone, " for the ser-

vice you rendered us ;" and she held out her hand.

Alexis, encouraged by this kind reception, took tlie proffered

hand, and in his confusion stammered out something about " un-

expected pleasure."

" Come," she replied, "let us sit down, for it is not veiy easy

to keep one's feet here."

The young officer took a seat by her side, and eagerly gazed
upon her, as if to ascertain whether he had pictured her rightly.

Nor was he disappointed. Elissa was one of those beautiful crea-

tures occasionally met with, who realize those creations of loveli-

ness with which youthful imagination peo[)les fairy-land. Ilcr

classic face was worthy of a sculptor's study, while her clear hazel

eyes, jiurc forehead and luxuriant hair, were combined in the ef-

fect produced by her loveliness. Tlie expression of her counte-

nance varied with every emotion, and her voice was soothing as

the night-wind vibrating through a vineyard. She wore a Greek

dress, although the boddic-e was fitted to her graceful figure, in-

stead of flowing loosely. Richly embroidered sUjiiiers, covering

only the front of the foot, showed to full advantage her delicately-

turned ankles, visible through stockings of gossamer-like netted

silk ; while the black silk Maltese veil shaded, but did not conceal,

tlie delicate contour of her head.

The gallant exploit of Alexis, with his subsecpient illness, nat-

urally formed the introductory topic of convi'rsation, and it was

not long before there was a cordial communication between them.

There is no place like a deck for breaking down the conventional

barriers raised by society ; nor had Alexis ever been so cordiallv

received. Elissa's voice trembled with genuine emotion as she

thanked him again and again ; while her companion felt that he

had not over-valued her in his thoughts and his dreams.

A step was heard ascending the companion-way, and the captain

came on deck. Alexis, who had not forgotten his wrongs and his

position, sprang to his feet, and glanced a look of liaughty

defiance.

" Major Orloft'," said the cajitain, " I am bap[)y to see vou on

deck, and to find that you have introduced yourself to Madem-
oiselle Elissa."

"Nay, sir," timidly interrupted the blusliing girl, " this is the

gallant oflieer of whom I s])okc yesterday—he wlio risked his life

to save my uncle."

"Cajitain," asked Alexis, "j-on are undoubtedly a gentleman.

Why was I abducted from my grandfather's residence to be thus

carried off?—for if I was not in the consulate, my baggage was
taken from there. I have a right, sir, to demand an immediate
explanation."

" So far as I am concerned, major," rcjilied the captain, "you
received last night all the explanation that I can give. Like your-

self, sir, I hold a commission,—having the honor to be a lieutenant

in the British navy, althougli I now am on furlough, commanding
this felucca. I introduce myself to you as Captain Maxwell. Do
not, I beg of yon, make my duty unpleasant to myso4f, or disa-

grccalile to my involuntary passenger."

"But what is this vessel T'

" The ' Dolphin,'—a yacht, belonging to an eccentric English

peer (with whom I was at Harrow School), and now a volunteer

in the Greek cause. The struggle is for independence; nor could

any service be morg congenial to my feelings than was this com-
mand, until I was ordered to arrest, clandestinely, an officer and

a gentleman."

" Nay, nay," exclaimed Alexis, who saw that Elissa was anx-

iously watching the conversation. "All is fiiir in war; and I sup-

pose there is some reason for all this. At any rate, the comjiany

of this young lady, whom I have much desired to meet, comijcn-

sates me for the absence from Smyrna, and I feel positive, sir,

that you will not sec me dealt with wrongly."

The two young men then shook hands cordially, and Alexis re-

sumed his seat by Elissa, while the captain went forward, where

he was soon engaged with Cato, the mulatto mate, in disciplining

a portion of the crew. No man-of-war's men could have hamllcd

the guns with more alacrity, or wielded their cutlasses with more

dexterity.

But the lovers cared little for what was passing around them,

as they sat together, chary of words but prodigal in glances.

Alexis had not declared his i)assion, yet Elissa felt conscious that

.she was his heart's idol—Elissa had not acknowledged her concealed

affection, yet Alexis knew that he had emjdre over her every

thought. Happiest period of love—perhaps the only happy one !

Like the maiden of the fairy romance, lovers too often destrov the

potency of their spell when they open it to discover in what char-

acters it is written. They sjioke not of the past ; thev thought

not of the future ; hut they were content with the present. In

their ignorance was its hapiiiness—there was none of the anxiety

that is the fever of hope ; no fears, for there was no calculation
;

no selfishness, for nothing was asked for; no disapjiointment, for

nothing was expected. It was like the deep, quiet enjoyment of

basking in the bright sunshine, without thinking of either how the

glad warmth would riijcn the flowers around, or whether the dark

clouds in the distance forebode a storm.

"Breakfast!" said a neat cabin-boy; and Captain Maxwell
coming aft, they all went into the cabin.

Everything was served with great taste ; but the captain could

only obtain more than a monosyllable in reply to various remarks,

intended to launch a conversation. The hearts of the youpg peo-

ple were too full for words ; nor did Alexis,—usually so observ-

ant,—even notice the coat of arms emblazoned upon every article

upon the table, significant as was the motto, " Cuede Byron."

CHAPTER VII.

" Spirit of freedom! on—0. pause not in tliv tiitrht

Till evt'ry clinic is won, to worshlj) in thy li:^ht;

Speed on thy trlorious way. un<l wake the slccj-ini; lanJs;
Slillions are watching for thy i«t. and lift to thee their hauda

;

On, till from evt-ry vale, and where the mountiins ri^ae,

The beacon lights of liberty shall kindle to the sldesl''

LiBEUTY ! How many a goo<lly argosy has been planned liy

patriotic hearts, to go in quest of that " golden-fleece " of man-
kind

;
yet how few—how very few—have been , fairly launched

upon the ocean of national existence ? In Greece, at the time

whereof we write, it was almost impossible to rear the framework

of a ship of state, and to develop the resources of a long-enslaved

land. Could her straggling sons but have had an oi>portunity to

set their vessel afloat, trim her ballast, obtain proper charts, and

discipline her officers and crew to their new duties, tlic crescent

would soon have been pulled down from the summit of the

Acroiiolis. But ere the new national craft could be fairly mod-
elled, a thick cloud of lurid devastation cam,' sweeping down the

I'ropontis, blinding the gallant Greeks, who had dared to think of

freedom, with scathing li^htnin.rs, and soaking their plains in the

l)lood of their butchered families. Trying was their struggle at

that crisis of the redemption of their classic fatlicr-land
; nor did

the bright light of independence gleam through the smoke of con-

flict until Americans and Englishmen came to the rescue. Not
only did the Anglo Saxon race consid 'r that they owed a debt of

gratitude lo the land, who^e language and whose literature thev

had ever cherished, but they felt it a duty to protect weakness, and
to develop the national independence again germinating in the

land of sun and of song.

When the news of the revolt orthe Albanians, under Ypsilanti,

reached Smyrna, it roused thousands of Greek hearts, and they

sent the gladsome tidings forth with a summons for the delegates

of all who wished to aid in the political regcireiation of Hellas,

to meet in council. From island to island the news sped on, like

Clan Alpine's fiery cross, awakening high hopes and cnlistiu"-

stout arms. Mothers hugged their babes closer to their brea.sts
;

yet, with a spirit worthy of their Sjiartan descent, cast their jewels

into the melting-pot, that the delegate of their island might carry

ingots of gold witli him to Smyrna, for the revolutionary fund.

The men, from the gray-haired veteran, who had fought against

Venice, to the boy, whose gun had killed but a few birds, awoke
as if from a trance. Conscious of their right, of their strengtli,

and of the degrading servility of their situation, they liegan to

cast bullets. With an insatiate thirst for revenge for the wrongs

endured so long, they only waited for the signal, to re-establish

Greece as it was bounded in the days of Constantino. The mem-
ory of their illustrious sires invited them to the fray, that was to

disenthrall sacred soil, and re-consecrate hallowed ground. Shad-

owy cohorts of warriors, and sages, and artists, coming in visions

from the glorious past, excited them to exterminate the barbarous

Moslems, then treading, with tlie iron heel of the oppressor, over

Marathon and Thermopyla;, Deliihi's inspired recess, and the fer-

tile jdains of Attica.

The night on which Alexis was abducted, was tliat on which

the delegates met for the first time. It was an imjiortant step,

and each one left his temporary abode, with the consciousness

that a halter was around his neck, for they had nothing to hope

from their despotic masters, who only tolerated their very religion

for the sake of exacting money from its votaries. Bidding fare-

well to their friends, they threaded their way to the place of ren-

dezvous, that was beyond the bazaars, in an unfrequented portion

of the city. Tottering buildings projected over the muddy jiave-

ments; dismantled chimney-tops, nodding overhead, seemed hesi-

tating when to fall ; the lower windows were guarded with rusty

iron bars, that time had long gnawed at with his corroding tooth
;

nor was a single repulsive lineament of poverty or filth wanting.

Yet, to the conspirators, the pathway was as if strewn with

roses, as each hurri"d to the ajipointe 1 house—a well-known lo-

cality for aH who had been there before. Knocking, they were

ushered into a small room, almost destitute of furniture, and

dimly lighted by a burning rag, that floated on a cork in a pan

filled with oil. Here, one of the ringleaders, disguised as an old

crone, assured himself that the new comer was one of the initiated,

and then, toaching a spring, swung a large corner-cupboard out

from where it was, apparently, a fixture. Steps were disclosed
;

and, on descending them, a new barrier presented itself in a

heavily-ironed door, opened upon a peculiar knock. On again,

through a vaulted passage, another door was reached ; and, on

crossing its portal, a novel sight pre.*nted itself.

It was a subterranean hall; its roof supported by scores of

white marble columns—one of those Byzantine reservoirs that re-

main as monuments of their architectural skill, and of their de-

sire to store for use that pure element, the source of all life. But,

in some of the old wars, the arches of its supplying aqueduct had

been destroyed, and its very existence forgotten, until a Greek, in

digging a well, had discovered its arched expanse. Jealously

guarding his secret, except to the principal man of his race, the

old cistern was thcnicforth used as a hiding-place for oppressed

Greeks, and the entrance, that we have described, built. It was

the very place for the delegates to assemble in council—nor had

pains been spared in fitting it up. A long table, with benches on

either side, was placed in the centre, while above an arm-chair, at

one end of it, hung the cross-banner of the Morea.

The delegates, as they entered, separated into little groujis,

earnestly discussing the hopes of attaining their object. Some
time was thus passed, and then a loud, clear voice echoed along

the vaulted wall

:

" Sons of Greece ! assemble at the council-board !"

It was Mavrocordato. He had been earnestly invited to head

the movement, and now stood at the head of the table, a type of

his nation. His Albanian dress, with its hanging sleeves, its flow-

ing white skirts, and rich embroidery, gave that winning dignity

to his form with which the classics clothe his home. His expres-

sion was that of mingled gentleness and firmness ; and when he

began to speak there was a quiet self-possession in his demeanor,

showing that be had well-weighed his subject. Tlicn, as he dwelt

on the o[q3ressiou under which they labored, the play of his coun-

tenance answered faithfully to that of his emotions, while his im-

passioned gestures aided him ^(Interpreting his feelings. Roused,

he became more animated ; his dark lustrous eye emitted a daz-

zling radiance ; and, as he steadily adyance .1 towards the object
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he desired to attain, he carried all

present with liim as by an irresisti-

ble attraction. All surrendered,

without discretion, to the lofty dic-

tates of his will ; and when he sat

down, having asked, in conclnsioii,
" Shall not we strike—and strike

home 1" all responded, as with one
VMce :

"Ay, strike—anct strike home!"
Then others sixike. Botzaris re-

sponded for the natives of Misso-

)onghi; Mianlis guaranteed a mari-

time foi'ce frs>m th« islaiKls ; and
Colocotroffli, a man of herculean

build and liandit-like attire, vouched
for th; Arcadian mountaineers. A
plan of organization was agreed

npon, and Mavrocordato received a
unanimous vote for president. The
oiBce of treaisurer was sjext to he
filled.

" I propose," said Odvsseus, a
young StUiwe chieftain, " Monsieur
l-avalette. Although not a native

Greek, he has proved himsclt'a true

lover of ouir oppressed lainl."
" It raay be ; bat I think vrc sh^.^^l()

be cautious," growled old Mavro-
mekhali, the bey of Mnina, who-e
pistols were richly monnted with
silTer.
" And I," e.Tclaiinied Botza' is,

"oppose his election. Wliy n&t

wait and find if there is not one in

our own ranks who is qualified ?"

" Gentlemen !" exclaimed Lava-
lette, coming from behind a column
to the table. Had a Domb faller>

through the roof of the cistern it

would not have produced more con-

fusion—weapons were drawn, and
it was some moments before Odys-
seus and his friends cowld procure a
hearing for the Frenchman. At laist

order was restored, and he resumed
his remarks, speaking in choice Ro-
maic :

" Gentlemen, I am no spy—no
traitor ! I wjvs iuviited to attend

here by Odysseus ; and Prince Mav-
rocordato can also bear witness to

my ex-rtions in bringing about this

full rejjieseutation. They know,
too, that I can have wealth at my
command. They know that I mi-

derstand the keeping of accounts.

They know, eqaally well, that I

sought this post, because I wished
to serve Greece. And now, I hear

it said, 'Be cautions !' Is such the

sentiment of this assenjbly T I,

braving all dangers, could aid in

convening you here, and now am
told that I am not worthy to serve

yon. You prefer a Greek. Wei),
I submit. X would not mar your
enterprise, and bar the sluggish

current of your 0])erations. Nay,
when you need my services you
have but to command them. Until

then, farewell." And drawing his

cloak around him with a theatrical

air, the indignant Frenchman turned

from the table as if to leave.

[to be continced.]

H.\NNAH SNELL.
Hannah Snell was horn at Wor-

cester, England, in 172.'?. At twen-
ty, being an orphan, she married a
Dutch sailor, who soon abandoned
her. Without any resources, she

took the strange resolution of put-

ting on male attire and enlisting as

a soldier. After a few months, the

arrival of a young recruit from Wor-
cester making her dread detection, she deserted, and enlisted as a
marine on board one of the vessels of Admiral Boscawen's fleet,

hounil for the East Indies. She manifested her activity, pres-
ence of mind and courage during many tempests and inseveral

bowl. A little tripod, with an ele-

gant profile, accompanies the nar-
ghileh. The third variety of water-
pipe is the kalioun—for this is the
vulgar pronunciation of the Arabic
word, i/liaiiari, that signifies bub-
bling, and which has been given to
this pipe on account of the gurg-
ling sound produced in the water
by the drawing of the breath through
the tube. Tlie kalioun is peculiar
to Persia ; the water-vase is in the
form of a conical bottle ; and the
tube, by the aid of which the smoker
inhales the smoke, is fitted, not to

the vase, but to the body of the

perpendicular tube. The mechan-
ism and manner of employing are

no different from what have been
described in the two other varietiej

;

the tube maybe of wood or of skin,

like that of the houka. In the kali-

oun, as well as in the houka or nar-

gliileh, the outside of the water-vase,

the bowl and the cover, is commonly
adorned with medallions in enamel,
more or less rich.

THE DIODOKS.

H.\N-NAH SNELL.

engagements. At Pondichcrry she was dangerously wounded, and
to avoid discovery extrac d the baU herself. After having been
expo.-ed to many dange , she remmed to England, where her
adventures soon became nown. The government L'ave her a pcn-
Bion of £20. She ended her days in an inn, near Wappin^j.

THE HOUKA, THE NARGHILEH, AND THE KALIOUN.

PERSIAN PIPES FOR SMOKIIVG.
The Persian pii)e generally consists of a box, or vase, into which

water is poured so as to half fill it ; a perpendicular tube, that is

inserted in the vase and enters the water ; a liowl, commonly of

metal, that sminounts the perpendicular tube ; an openwork cover,

that serves somewhat as a ventilator; and, finally, a second tube,

by which the smoker puts himself in communication with the to-

bacco, and by the aid of which he breathes. When the vase, that

receives the water, is in the form of a bell, and the two tubes are

fitted, side by side, at the top of this bell, the pi|)e is called hol^k-a,

or hoi/kn, an Arabic word, thiit means box. The form and mime
are peculiar to India. The houka, of which we give an engrav-

ing, was purchased at Constantinople by a distinguished Oriental-

ist. The water-vase is of great elegance ; the interior bell is red,

and upon it lies a network of silver, of extreme delicacy, and the

groinid and principal portions are richly enamelled. The cover of

the bowl and the tubes are of frosted silver ; the fiexible tube, called

mnrpilc/i (folded serpent), liound together by goldsmith work, is of

chcrry-co'ored silk and gold, and terminated by an amber mouth-
piece. When the vase, that receives the water, has an ovoid form,

and terminates in a point, and when the periiendicular pipe is fitted

to the body of this vase, the pipe is called luiiyhilili, from nnr</lul,

or nardjil, which signifies cocoa-nut. At Constantinople the vase is

made of crystal; at Bagdad, the cocoa-nut is in general use. In

the narghilehs of wealthy people, the cocoa or crystal vase is

changed for an ovoid vase of silver; and as the jiointcd form of

this vase does not permit it to stand on a plane surface, they make
use of an elegantly-wrought tripod, also of silver, as a necessary

appendant to the pipe. A common stool, pierced in the scat, an-

swers the same purpose at B.igdad. One of these elegant tripods

is represented in our engraving. The narghilch, of which we ])re-

sent a drawing, is of chase<l silver, decorated with much richness

and taste. Medallions in enamel, representing busts of nuMi and
women, encompass the bowl and water-vase ; the other parts are

covered with ovmunents in the Persian tnste, and gilded figures.

The ground is a fine blue and rose-colored cniiniel, on which rise

garlands and little bouquets of biilliant-colorcd Mowers; the tubes

are of ebony and covered with engraved ornaments ; the cover is

adorncfl with chains of silver, that serve to attach the cover to the

These bristling fish, which have
the singular faculty of swelling and
erecting their thorns at will, have
been comprehended by Linna;us un-

der the generic name of Diodon,

formed by two Greek words, dis,

two, and odous, tooth—because their

mouths are composed of two undi-

vided jaws, naked in appearance,

and imitating two teeth. Cuvier, af-

terwards, classed the diodons with

the family of Gymnodontcs, of the

order of Plcctognathcs. In the com-
mon language of sailors and fisher-

men, they are called porcupine fish,

thorn fish, sea hedgeliogs, etc ; and
they feed upon crustaceous and tes-

taceous animals, and polypi, which
they readily crush between the osse-

ous disks with which their jaws are

armed. Their nostrils are formed,

according to the species, of tubes

closed at the top, and presenting,

laterally, two opposite overtuies,

or two fleshy tentaculie, joined at

the base. The water which serves

them for respiration, after having

bathed their branehia; (gills), runs

out by a vertical slit placed before

each pectoral fin ; but from the ex-

terior you see neither the opercular

pieces, nor the branchial membrane,
which are hidden under the skin.

The thorns arc fixed in the thick-

ness of the skin by horizontal ])ro-

longations, or roots, to the number
of three. There is, in swallowing

the air and filling themselves with

the fluid, an enormous dilation of

their oesophagus, which is very thin

and expansive, and which they swell

up in so singular a way. This por-

tion'of the digestive tube occupies

the whole length of the abdomen,
adhering to the peritoneum, and

consequently to the muscle which

clothes the thorny skhi in the inte-

rior, susceptible itself of great ex-

tension. When the diodons are

thus tumefied in such a m:umcr as

to assume a sijherical form, they re-

verse themselves and float at haz-

ard, their bellies in the air, on the

suiface of the water. This state of

tumefaction is a method of defence

to them, because their body is then

bristling with strai'^ht thorns in ev-

ery direction. When they wish to

re-plunge into the depth, they expel the air which swelled them

up, and resume their origiiuil form. These fish, dried and filled

with buy and tow, resemble the fruit of the chestnut-tree. In their

THE DIODON HYSTRLX.

non-tumefied condition, the diodons have a long form ; the bodies ,

and particularly their heads, are depressed. Thev have a swim-

ming bladder of two lobes ; they have no ventral fins, but they

have pectorals, a dorsal, an anal, and a caudal fin.

THE DIODON HYSTRIX.
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TURKIvSH ARTILLERY.
Above is representpd a picture of tlio Turkish Artillery, at this

moment an importitnt instrument in the destinies of Europe. This

braneh of the Turkish service is almost wholly officered by Eu-
ropeans, of good education, and who have learned the art of war
by exj)erienee. The Turkish army was never in a more efficient

condition than at tlie present time. At this moment the regular force

that Turkey can bring into the field consists of seven ordous, or

camps, each of 3.'>,000 men, and each of these has a redif, or re-

serve force, of tliosc who, having served five years in the regular

army, have still seven years to serve as militia on extraordinary

occasions. The sti-ength of this redif varies, of course, according

to the length of time that the ordou has been in existence. The
Turkish soldier is well fed ; he has two meals a day—his dinner

consisting of two dishes with animal food, to which, twice a week,
a sweet dish is added. He is also well clothed, and carefully

tended as to his comforts—which are not disturbed by overmuch
drill, as is evident by his awkward and boorish appearance, which
he never loses, and in which he does not much differ from his su-

perior officers. A foreigner, in Turkish uniform, is distinguished

at once by his smart and erect carriage. Besides the regular army.

TURKISH ARTILLKRY ON THE M.VRCH.

Turkey contains a vast irregular force of great variety, that might
be made most useful during a campaign. In European Turkey,

the Bosnians are a warlike race, and under their feudal system

—

that was crushed, though not extinguished, by Omar Pacha—could

furnish a large population of fighting men, both foot and cavalry.

The horses are small and thickset, but active beasts, and well-

adnptcd for their mountainous country; their riders are armed
with a long gun, gaily ornamented with mother-of-pearl and silken

tassels, besides a yatagan, or long knife, and ])istols. The foot are

armed in the same manner. This race of Slavonians are remark-

alile for their large robust frame and warlike spirit. Under the

ancient feudal system they were bound to furnisli a force of armed
men for the service of the empire ; and, in the late war with Rus-

sia, this force marched towards the Balkan, but were not permit-

ted to pass through vServia, since Milosh, the Servian prince, was

in the interest of Russia, and checked them with the Servian

troops. The Bosnians are the most fanatical Mussulmans, and

are distinguished from their fellow Christians by wearing the tur-

ban ; the rest of their costume is like that of almost all the Slavo-

nians of Asia Minor. Besides these are the Montenegrins, the

Albanians, and Bulgarians, all people of a warlike character.

THE RAJAH'S PLEASURE KOAT.
The engraving, given below, represents the pleasure boat of

the rajah of Joliore. It is a fine, trim craft, and built on scientific

principles for speed—from the mode of sailing in use among the

Malays (standing on the weather gunwale). These boats can
carry a very large jness of canvass, and thus make great head-
way. The rajah's pleasure boat is built after the modern rules of
ship-building, or tliat, at least, adopted for clippers, thus,—llio

greater the s])ccd required, the greater should be the length, and
the vessel should be i)nilt merely of the breadth necessary to stow
the requisite cargo. The greatest widlh of the water line, instead

of being bK/bre the middle, is aim/} the middle of the vessel—in

fact, two-fifths from the stem and three-fifths from the bow. Sub-
stituting for broad, bluflT, or cod's head bow, hollow water-lines,

called wave-lines, from their ]iarticnlar form ; and instead of the

old fine run abaft, and cutting it away, having a fuller line abaft,

with fine line under the water. All the fast steamboats, accom-
plishing from sixteen to seventeen miles an hour, are built on this

principle. Thus it will be seen that the great modern improve-
ments in ship-building are being extended even to these distant

regions of the globe, and most successfully.

PLEASURE BOAT OF THE RAJAH OF JOHORE.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE RIVER.

BY DR. GEORGE W. BOXGAT.

A thick fog hung het-^-ixt the earth and skj,

As tliuugh the inky night had overflowed

—

And It-ft a stain upon the axure moru

:

But cleansinjc f^howers washed nut the misty blot,

And the bri^dit sun set the blue dome on fire.

Then from the woods, uprose spontaneous songs,

That filled the g;apiujf space with grat^eful joy.

JJlossonis, like hlriKing censers, filled the air

'\\'ith sweetest fnifrrance. and the balmy sky

Seemed an inverted flower of blue and gold.

Meanwhile, the river, like a const-Jint heart,

Poured fnrth a hymn at: copious as its flood

;

Unchecked by grayest fog or dankest night,

Kcttccting all the glory of the day,

And wearing gems upon its breast at eve.

—

.\ silver zone, strung with sun, moon and starj*,

And wound about the landscape'.*! verdant waist.

»;iide on, sweet river, with enchanting song,

And teach thy lesson to tlie earth and sea.

Proirressive ; yet confined within the path

Traced by the hand that poured it from the bills;

Save when a shower-gitt fills its breast with joy,

As blcstfings falling like the rain from heaven,

O'erflow the purest hearts with gi-atitudc.

Harmless, wlien unobstructed in its course;

But terrible when hindei-ed on its way,

—

Foaming, and roaring, with a mob of waves,

Scaling the dams, and battering flown the banks,

And avalanching bouse, and church, and mill.

"Winter may bind him fast with crj'^t^l chains;

—

In spiing he'll strew the fields mth broken gyves,

Then rush forth shouting to the ocean^s arms :

Exchanging snow-wTcaths for a crovm of shells.

So may our life flow on—so may "we wear

—

Not crowns of peai*l, but fadeless crowns in heaven.

I love to stand upon the grassy brink

Of the meandering stream, and in its depths

Behold the fishes flash in green and gold,

As though they were the flood's embodied thought.

Upon its bed its history ir writ,

On sheets of sand in pohshed words of stone.

Sweet wild-roses leaned o'er the river's rim,

And stooped to kiss their ruby shadows there

—

Like fair young maidens at a mirror's face,

Enamored of their o\vn pure loveliness.

Trees thrust their roots through crumbling banks, to clasp

The whispering waters as they danced along.

Birds halted tbei'e to build their round warm nests,

And learn the river's joyous roundelay.

< i^*^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LOTTERY TICKET.

A SKETCH FOR HAZARD-SEEKERS.

BY ijYLVANUS COBB, JR.

.James Laxxing was a mechanic—a j-oung, honest man, whose

liighest ambition was to gain a comfortable home for himself and

wife, and to be thought well of by his neighbors. He had built

himself a liouse, and there still remained upon it a mortgage of

five hundred dollars ; but this sum he liopcd to pay in a very few

years if he only had his health. He had calculated exactly how
long it would take him clear off this incumbrance, and he went

at work with his eyes open.

One evening, James came home to his supper more thoughtful

than usual. His young wife noticed his manner, and she inquired

its cause.

" What is it, .Tames ?" she kindly asked. " Why, I never saw

j'ou look so sober before."

" Well, I'll tell you, Hannah," returned the young man, with a

slight hesitation in his manner. "I have been thinking that I

Fhould buy a lottery ticket."

Hannah Lanning did not answer immediately. She looked

down and smootlied the silken hair of her babe, which was chirp-

ing like a little robin in her arms, and the shades of her handsome
features showed that she was taking time to think.

" How mich will it cost?" she at length asked, looking half-

timidly up into her husband's fiice.

" Twenty dollars," rctunied James, tijing to assume a confi-

dence which he did not feel.

" And have you made up your mind to buy it ?"

" Well, I think I shall. What do you think about iti"

"If you should ask my advice, James, I should say, do not
buy it."

"But why so ?"

" For many reasons," returned the wife, in a trembling tone.
She would not offend her husband, and she shrank from giving
him advice which he might not follow. "In the first place, I

think the whole sdieme of lotteries is a bad one ; and then you
have no money to risk."

" But just look at the prizes," said .Tames, drawing a " scheme "

from his i>ockct. " Here is one pri/.c of twenty thousand dollars,
another of ten thousand, another of five thousand, and so on.
Something^ tells me lliat if I buy a ticket I .sliall draw a large
prize. And then just think, Hannah, how easily I could pay Til

up for my house, and perhaps have a good handsome sum left."

The young man spoke with much earnestness and assurance,
but he saw that there wa.s a cloud upon bis wife's brow.

"It seems to me that the chance of drawing a prize is very
doubtful," said Hannah, as she took the sdieme. " Here are
many thousand tickets to be sold." The babe tried hard to snatch
the paper, and UauuaU laid it aside.

" I think I shall run the risk," resumed James, glancing once

more over the [laper, and resting with a nervous longing upon the

figures which represented the higher prizes. " There's Barney
;

he drew eight lumdred dollars about a year ago."

" Yes, I know it," said Hannah, with more warmth tlian she

had before manifested, " and what has become of the money ?

You know he has squandered it all away. All, James, money is

of no use to our happhiess unless we come honestly by it."

" Honestly 1" repeated the young man. " Surely, there is noth-

ing dishonest in drawing a prize in a lottery."

" I think there is," kindly, but emphatically, returned the wife.

" All games of hazard, where money is at stake, are dishonest.

Were you to draw a prize of twenty thousand dollars, you would

rob a tliousand men of twenty dollars each ; or, at least, you would

take from them money for which you returned them no equiva-

lent. Is it not gambling in every sense of the word i"

" O, no
;
you look upon the matter in too strong a light."

" Perhaps, I do ; I)ut yet so it looks tome. Wliat you may
draw some one else mast lose ; and perhaps it may be some one

who can afford the loss no better than you can. I -wouldn't buy

the ticket, James. Let us live on the products of our honest

gains, and we shall be happier."

James Lanning was uneasy. He had no answer for his wife's

arguments ; at least, no answer that could spring from his moral

convictions, and he let tlie matter drop. But the young man
could not drive the syren from his heart. All the next day his

head was full of " prizes," and while he was at his work, he kept

muttering over to himself, " Twenty thousand dollars," " Ten
tliousand dollars," "Five thousand dollars," and so on.

When he went home the next night, he was almost unhappj'

with the nervous anxiety into which ho had thrown himself. The
tempter had grasped him firmly, and whenever he thought of the

lottery, he saw notliing but piles of gold and silver. In short,

James Lanning had made up his mind that he would buy the

ticket. He went to the little bo.x where he had already a hundred

and twenty dollars laid up towards paying off the mortgage from

his house. The lock clicked with a startling sound, and when he

threw back the cover, he he^tated. He looked at his wife, and he

saw that she was sad.

" 0, I'm sure I shall draw a prize," he said, with a faint, fading

smile.

He took four half-eagles from the box, and put them into his

pocket. His wife said nothing. She played with her babe to

hide Iier sadness, for she did not wish to say more on the subject.

She had seen that little pile of gold gradually accumulating, and

both she and her husband had been happy in .intieipating the

day when the pretty cottage would be all their own. But when
she saw those four pieces of gold taken away from the store, she

felt a foreshadowing of evil. She might have spoken again

against the movement, but she saw that her husliand was sorely

tender on the subject, and she let the aflfair go to the hands of fate.

A week elapsed from the time that James bought his ticket to

the drawing of the lottery, and during tliat time the young man
had not a moment of real enjoyment. Ho was alternating be-

tween hope and fear, and his mind was constant!)' on the stretch.

At length the day arrived. James went to the office, and found

that tlie drawing had taken place, and that the list of prizes had

been made out. He seized the list and turned away so that those

who stood around should not see his face. He read the list

through, but he searched for his number in vain. It was not

there. He had drawn a blank ! He left the office an unhappy
man. Those twenty dollars which he had lost had been the sav-

ings of two months of hard labor, and he felt their loss most
keenly.

When ho returned home that night he told his wife that he had
lost. She found no fault with him. She only kissed him, and
told him that the lesson was a good one, even though it had been

dearly bought.

But .James Lanning was not satisfied. He brooded over his

loss with a bitter spirit, and at length the thought came to him
that he might yet draw a prize ! He wished that he had not

bought the first ticket, and he thought that if he could only get

back his twenty dollars he would buy no more ; but ho could not

rest under his loss. He was determined to make one more trial,

and he did so. This time he purchased the ticket without his

wife's knowledge. The result was tlie same as before. He drew
a blank

!

"Forty dollars!" was a sentence that dwelt fearfully upon the

young mechanic's lips. " O, I must draw a prize. 1 must make
up what I have lost ! Let me once do tliat, and I'll buy no more
tickets."

Another twenty dollars was taken from tlie little bank, another

ticket was bought, another blank was drawn ! At the end of three

months the little bank was empty, and James Lanning had the

last ticket in his pocket. Ah, how earnestly he prayed tliat that

ticket might draw him a prize. Ho had become pale and care-

worn, and his wife, poor, confiding soul, thouglit he only repined

because he had lost twenty dollars. When shcwoukl trvto cheer

him he would laugh, and try to make the matter liglit.

"James," said his wife to him one day—it was tlie day before

that on which tiie lottery was to be drawn in which he licld the

sixtli ticket
—

" Mr. Kowse has been liere to-day after his semi-

annual interest. I told him you would see liini to-nion-ow."
" Yes, I will," said Jamo.s, in a faint tone. " Yes, to-morrow I

shall pay him."

Young Lanning thought of the lottery, and of the prize. This
was his sixth trial, and he felt sure that he should draw.

The morrow came, and when James Lanning returned to his

home at night he was penniless ! All his golden visions had
faded away, and he was left in darkness and misery.

"James, have you paid Mr. Rowse his interest yet?" asked

Hannah.

The young man leaned lus head upon his hands and groaned

aloud.

"For Heaven's sake, James, what has happened?" cried the

startled wife, springing to the side of her husband, and twining

her arm al)OUt his neck.

The young man looked up with a wild, haggard expression.

His lips were bloodless, and his features were all stricken -with a

death-hue.

" What is it ? 0, what ?" murmured the wife.

" Go look in our box—our little bank !" groaned the poor man.

Hannah hastened away, and wlien she returned she bore the

empty box in her hand.

" Robbed !" she gasped, as she sank tremblingly down by her

husband's side.

" Yes, Hannah," whispered the husband, " /

—

Ihave robbed you."

The stricken wife gazed upon her husband with a vacant look,

for at first she did not comprehend; but she remembered his be-

haviour for weeks back ; she remembered how he had niui-mured

in his sleep of lotteries and tickets, of lilanks and prizes, and grad-

ually the truth broke in upon her.

"I have done it all, Hannah!" hoarsely whispered tlie con-

demned man, when he saw that his wife had guessed the tnith.

"All, all has gone for lottery tickets. The demon tempter lured

me—he held up glittering gold in his hand, liut ho gave me none

of it. 0, do not chide me ! You know not what I have suffered

—what hours of agony I have passed—and you cannot know how

cold is my hoort now. 0, my wife, would to God I had listened

to you !"

"—sh !" calmly whispered the fiithful wife, as she drew her

hand across her husband's heated brow. "Mourn not for what is

lost. I will not chide Chcc. It is hard thus for you to lose your

scanty earnings, but there might be many calamities worse than

that. Courage, James ; we will soon forget it."

"And Mr. Rowse will foreclose the mortgage. Yon will be

homeless," murmured young Lanning, in broken accents.

" No ; I will see him. I wiU see that all is safe in that quarter,"

added Hannah.

At that moment the babe awoke, and the gentle mother was

called to care for it. On the next day, at noon, Hannah Lanning

gave her husband a receipt for fifteen dollars from Mr. Rowse.

" Here," said .she, " the interest is paid. Now let us forget all

that has passed, and commence .again."

"But how—what has paid this?" asked James, gazing first

ujion the receipt, and then upon his wife.

" Never mind."
" Ay, but I must mind. Tell me, Hannah."
" Well, I have sold my gold watch."

"Sold it!"

"But I can buy it back again. The man will not part with it,

if I want it. But I don't want it, James, till we are able. Per-

haps I shall never want it. You must not chide me, for never

did I derive one iota of the pleasure from its possession that I

now feel in the result of its disposal."

James Lanning clasped his wife to his bosom, and he mur-

mured a prayer, .and in that prayer there was a pledge.**********
Two years passed away, and during that time .Tames Lanning

lost not a single day from his work. Ho was as punctual as the

sun, and the result was sure.

It was late one Saturday evening when he came home. After

supper he drew a paper from his pocket and laid it upon tlie table.

" There, Hannah," said he, while a noble pride beamed in

every feature, " that is my mortgage. I've paid it—evei-y cent.

This house is ours—it is our own house. I've bought it with dol-

lars, every one of which has been honestly earned bj' the sweat of

my brow. I am happy now."

Hannah Lanning saw th.at her husband had opened his arms,

.and she sat down upon his knee, and laid her head upon liia

shoulder.

" 0, blessed moment !" she murmured.
" Yes, it !'s a blessed momant," responded the husband. "Do

you remember, Hannah, the hour of bitterness that we saw two

years ago ?"

The wife shuddered, but she made no reply.

" Ah," continued the young man, " I have never forgotten that

bitter lesson ; and even now I tremble when I think liow f.itally I

was deceived by the tempter that has lured thousands to destruc-

tion."

"But its terror is lost in this happy moment," said Hannah,

looking up with a smile.

"Its terror may be lost," resumed James, "but its lesson must

never be forgotten. Ah, the hiring lotteiT-ticket has a dark side

—a side which few see until they feel it."

"And are not o// its sides dark?" softly a-sked the wife. "If

there is any brightness about it, it is only the glare of the fatal

ignis-fatuus, wliich can only lead tlie wayward traveller into dan-

ger and disquiet."

" You are right, my dear wife. You were right at first. Ah,"

lie continued, as he drew tlic faithful being more closely to his

bosom, " if husbands would oftencr obey the tender dictates of the

loving wife, tlierc would be far less of misery in the world than

there is now."
1-».«>~>

Be avaricious of time; do not give any moment without receiv-

ing it in value ; only allow the hours to go from you with as much
regret as yon give to your gold ; do not allow a single day to pass

without increasing the treasure of your knowledge and virtue.

The use of time is a dcl)t we contract fVoui birth, and it should

only be paid with the interest that our life lias accumulated.

—

Letourncur.
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THERMOPYLAE,

BY JOHN M. LESLET.

Proui riso the gilorjons Spartan band,

To drive the foenian from tlicir lanti,

And meet in battle storn :

They strike! they strike, and fight, and die

—

Fame borers o'er thcni in the sky,

To lift their patriot voifos bi;!:h.

Where those proud ensigns burn!

Pound out no trumpet to insjjire

In Greece's sons a nobler fire,

—

Tbo lute is their's alone

:

'
This \vill teach the intruding foe,

^

^VTioso heavy squadrons round them go,

The valor of such hearts to know,

Ere half the day be done.

Bright and pure are the siinny shores,

Where the .-Egean rolls and roars

In thunder on the strand;

And happy each Ionic isle,

Where wreathe around each sculptured pile

The sunbeams bright, ivith glowing smile,

In trophies for that land.

0, many a eoul shall be caressed

This eve in islands of the blest,

And many a spear be riven ;

—

Around them gather storms of death,

That poison with infectious breath,

Like that when .Inve's eternal A\Tatli

Drove all the gods from heaven.

The day grows dark mth sombre shade

By the advancing armies made,

—

The Persian and the Gix'ek

—

O, soon the land shall seethe in blood,

Which then shall gush a purple flood.

On mount, through glens and waving wood,

That echo back the shriek.

Far off the war-cry of the Greeks

Is answered by the Persian's shrieks,

In maddening agony

!

Fierce rolls tlic strife! No mortal baud

Guides fiercely on that little band

To battle for their native land,

To battle for life, or die.

Rest, bravo three hundred I rest in death,

W'ho poured in battle every breath

Out, up for liberty!

Thus may the world, by strifes opprcet,

Bear once again upon her bix^ast,

In the dim valleys of the west.

One more Thermopylae.

« ^»^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SMART CHILDREN.

BT MRS. M. E. EOBINSON.

I don't know why it is, but it seems to me that " smart " chil-

dren, as they arc denominated, are miicli more common now tlian

in years gone by. They seem to be distinguished by certain

signs, which doting mothers and fond fathers consider infallible.

It doesn't appear at all necessary that anybody else should dis-

cover these symptoms of precoeiousness, or remark tlie fact of any

unusual intelligence. As far as my observation goes, the requi-

sites of smart children are few in number, and may be summed

up, as follows : dirty faces, saucy looks, impertinent answers, and

uncouth manners in general, without the least regard to beauty of

mind or person. I have classified them in this manner ; singing,

imitating, reciting, and retorting children. Each juvenile who

excels in any one of these brandies, is bribed, coaxed, or thicat-

ened to go through with his or her best programme, for the edifi-

cation of visitors, who, I have no doubt, appreciate the compliment.

During my peregrinations I once met a Mrs. Fish, who gravely

informed me " that her eldest boy would probably die young."
" Ah !" said I, with considerable concern, " what seems to be

the matter with him V
" He knows too much ; altogether too much," replied the mother,

emphatically. " Children that ai"e so forward never live long.

Wh)', he could talk plain before he tried to sit alone, and wasn't

that a sure sign that he would grow up an uncommon child."

"Perhaps so," I smilingly rejoined ;
" but if your son possesses

a healthy, well-developed body, I think I should feel no anxiety

on that score."

" It's inipossilile for you to understand my feelings, Miss Ran-
dall. Noliody ctiii sympathize with my fears but a mother. The
fact is, that Samuel's brain grows a great deal faster than his

body ; he is all the time saying something that would reflect credit

on an older head than his, and it makes me tremble for the con-

sequences."

" Another smart child," was my thought.

At that instant the identical " Samuel," a lad about six years of

age, bounced into the room, declaring loudly, and quite unabashed
by the presence of a stranger, that he must see the jianorama

that afternoon, for he wa.s painting one up stairs just like it.

"Don't you see the lady, my dear ?" said Mrs. Fish, glancing
at me with a look of triumph which plainly said :

" You see it's just as I told you ; brain much too large for the

body
;
an occuiTcnce which will inevitably produce a mournful

result one of these days."
" Why don't you speak, my son ? Don't you see the ladyl"

pursued the maternal parent, perceiving that the lad stood staring
at me with all his powers of concentration.

" Yes, I see her," bluntly replied the hopeful, with a grin.

" How do you do, Samuel!" 1 said, by wa» of helping him

alony:.

" I do well enough," he rejoined, in the tone of one who had

received a personal insult.

I did not make a second attempt at conver.satioii, but looked at

the smart child, to discover some signs, if possildc, to warrant liis

mother's apprehensions of an early di-ath. After a close scru-

tiny, I made up my mind that a largo accumulation of fat might

possibly cau'^c bis decease at some future time, or that the cook,

provoked liy some insufferable act of insolence, might give him a

blow of the ladle, which might terminate his existence. At any

rate I thought he bid fair to outlive his mother. I found that the

boy possessed an extremely selfish, exacting disposition, was dis-

respectful to his mother, impertinent to his father, and insolent to

those about him ; which characteristics had been mistaken for

indications of smartness and cleverness.

Another acquaintance of mine had a little girl who was consid-

ered by her parents and friends a famous singer. She had Icanied

two or three tunes by rote, to each of which somebody had at-

tached twelve or thirteen verses ; these she never failed to re-

hearse in the hearing of every new comer, most of whom were so

very rude as to vote the infliction a bore. And no wonder; for

her voice being small, harsh, and not cultivated in the least, she

was not capable of harmonizing many souls.

If parents would only reflect that what is music to a partial ear,

may be discord dire to an unconcerned listener, they would re-

strain an ambition that promjjts them to exhibit the attainments

of precocious children.

1 recollect an instance where the imitative faculties of an only

and " smart " child proved rather detrimental to tlie interests of

his father and mother, who encouraged the idea, and ]>crniittcd it

to be ])ractiscd upon all occasions, in season and out of season.

An elderly maiden aunt was visiting them, at one time, who had

always manifested considerable interest in the boy. This by no

means displeased Mr. and Mrs. Rand, who were aware that she

had wealth at command, and could dispose of it as she liked.

The lady was somewhat eccentric, and her manners and lan-

guage at times savored of the old school ; but she was intelligent,

kindly disposed, and desired to promote the happiness of others.

Miss Jackson—as we will call her—took snuff' also, and had a

most peculiar way of applying it to her olfactory nen-es, as well

as tapping the box sundry- times before extracting a pinch. In

consequence of a lameness, she walked with difficulty, and some-

times was obliged to u.se a cane.

Each of these items were attentively noted by Master William,

and laid up in his memory for future capital. He did not waste

much love upon Miss Jackson, who bad once taken him to task

for mimicking a poor blind man, groping about the streets, and

for ridiculing a lady who wore an old fashioned cloak.

" Has not your mother taught you that it is wrong to laugh at

the unfortunate?" she asked, in a rebuking tone.

" It's nothing but fun," replied Master William, dropping his

eyes before her searching gaze.

" Nothing but fun !" cried the lady, holding up her hands in

genuine astonishment. " Did you ever think what a terrible thing

it is to be blind, child ? To live always in deep, dreary darkness,

with no money and no friends, except a little dog, who leads him

about this great city ? I am ashamed of you, William !" she

addcil, indignantly, as the boy .showed no signs of regret.

"You mustn't be hard with him, aunt," said Mrs. Rind, who,

entering at that moment, saw that it was time to interfere. " The

child means well, and wouldn't harm anybody, much less a blind

person, for the world. Boj's will be boys, you know '."

" He deserves a whipping, and he'd get one, if he belonged to

me!" exclaimed the aunt, willi the manner of one who meant what

she said. " A child who will do that, should be learned better."

The old lady paused and took a pinch of M.accaboy.

" He's sorry enough, I'll venture to say, by this time," resumed

Mrs. Rand, giving William a warning glance, unpereeived by

Miss Jackson.

" Arc you, William ?" asked the latter, quickly.

"Yes," muttered the lad, in an under tone.

" Then do better in future, and I wont lay it up against you,"

said the mollified relative, as Mrs. Rand withdrew.

" What an old fuss, to be sure !" thought the latter. "Just as

if there could be any harm in the child's imitating that stupid

blind man ! AVhy, I like to see him ! It's a sure sign that he's

got talent, and isn't a blo<'kliCMd. There isn't one child in ten

that can do what he can, and she presumes to find fault with it.

It's nothing but malice—sheer malice ! But we must humor her,

for there's no knowing what may hapjicn, if we work our way

right. I must give William bis lesson, or she'll get out of conceit

of him in a fortnight, and tliat'll ruin everything."

Mrs. Rand kept her word, and told the boy that he must not,

under any circnmstanees, mimic anybody, or " make fun " of any-

thing in his aunt's presence ; and as an inducement to make him

obey, hinted " that he might get her money some day, be a fine

gentleman, and have his own way." Master William became

sullen at the idea of giving up his favorite amusement (whicli

gained bini more enemies than friends), but began to be reason-

able when his mother put a gold dollar into his hand, and added,

, " that aunt Jackson wouldn't always be in the room ;" a hint that

the lad did not forget, as I shall make knowni in the sequel. In-

deed, he took the i)resent ocea.sion to vent a little s])ite against the

lady in question, by repeating some of her remarks in a drawling

tone, at the same time limping about, and using an imaginary

walking-stiek.

"Be careful, my son!" cri.;d the v.dmiring parent, in a low

voice. " She may be round somewhere, and bear what you say."

" I don't care for the old grandma'am!" retorted William,

picking up a wafer box, tapping it dexterously, and applying the

pretciidid snuff to bis nostriU. "Give me a wliippiug, would

she, if I belonged to her!" he added, in the exact tone which Miss

Jackson hid used.

" William ! William !" cried Mrs. Rand, warningly, laughing

until she nearly cried, "don't, don't, my dear!"

The promising youth was just going through with another series

of pantomime, when a neighbor entered, and an admonitory ges-

ture from Mrs. Rand cau<ed the former to desist from his laudable

employment. Miss Jackson joined them in a few minutes, and

took part in a general conversation, whicli at length took another

turn by the following remark of the visitor.

" I've just been in to Mr. Day's, and such a time as wc all had

laughing
!"

"What about?" inquired Mrs. Rand, quickly.

" O, at the queer pranks of tli;it Arthur. Besides, he's all the

time saying such funny things !"

" He always was a smart child," said Mrs. Rand, looking to-

wards William as much as to say, " and there is another."

" Pray what did he say that was uncommonly smart ?" asked

Miss Jackson, in her usual cool way.

" O, dear me, ho actually called his father an 'old boy!'"

screamed the neighbor, with convulsive laughter.

" He did ! What a child !" echoed Mrs. Rand.
" Yes, and promised his mother to be his son all the evening, if

she'd give him a three cent piece. That boy will be sent to Con-

gress yet
!"

" Or to the gallows !" added Miss Jackson, with asperity.

Mrs. Rand and her visitor looked at the speaker in surprise

;

but she did not seem at all embarrassed by their evident astonish-

ment, and went on quietly with her knitting.

" It's a settled fact that smart children know, in reality, precious

little or nothing!" she continued decidedly, with a fresh applica-

tion to the snuff-box. As for me, I'm quite out of conceit of

them ; they're neither respectful, obedient, dutiful, nor lovcable."

" You know you don't like children, Aunt Jackson," said Mrs.

Rand, with a forced smile.

She didn't like to contradict the last assertion, nor, in the pres-

ence of her neighbor, to appear to endor.e it; a medium course

was the most prudent.

"You are mistaken, Priscilla !" retorted the individual ad-

dressed. " I am fond of children whose parents are not weak and

foolish enough to foster their pride and self-love, to gain them the

name of being smart or clever."

The speaker was seated near a long miiTor, in which, at that

moment, she saw reflected the figure of William, who was occupy-

ing himself in making up the most ridiculous faces at her back,

thereby creating much amusement for his mother and her visitor.

The maiden aunt saw their sly, signiftcant glances, and noted

their suppressed mirth. But she kept on knitting, apparently un-

conscious that anything was jiassing which she did not understand
;

and after seeing the " smart child " take snuff after her own fash-

ion, made some trifling excuse and left the room, in order that he

might display his powers to the best advantage.

" The child is less to blame than his parents," she thought.

" They encourage his disrespect and duplicity, applaud his success-

ful mimicry, and, in turn, they will become objects of ridicule. I

thought his f itlier and mother had more principle than to permit

such doings in my presence. But for the looking-glass, I might

have continued to think them disinterested, and have made the

boy my heir."

But Miss Jackson was destined to a severer shock. Her indig-

nation was greatly aroused, a few days after, at accidentally over-

hearing Master William going through with a private rehearsal of

the remaps she had made on the afternoon when the miiTor did

duty, interspersed with such juvcnil^witticisms as he was capable

of perpetrating, for the benefit of Mr. and Mrs. Rand, who sat by,

laughing immoderately at his tolerable personations.

"A little more limp, my love," said the father.

"And less snuff, my dear," .suggested the mother.

" If the old maid were to see that, she couldn't help allowing

the bov haTl genius ! I never saw snuff-taking done more natu-

rallv. and he imitates her sneeze exactly," added Mr. Rand.

" But Aunt Jackson thinks it wicked, and gave William quite a

scolding for having a little fun out of a blind man," said his wife.

" He may do as he likes ! She's a bigoted old stick !" rejoined

Mr. Rand, impatiently.

Miss Jack-on did not stop to h ar more. She went to her cham-

ber in the firm belief that everybody was more or less deceitful,

and that acute children, so called, were worse than she had thought

them. Her visit was shortened, and the maiden aunt left the

house of her niece, without showing any evidence of dispU-a-sure.

" She's an eccentric creature, and never acts like anybody else,"

said Mrs. Rand. " She'll come round r'ght by next summer."

But she di<lu't "come round right," and defeated the calcula-

tions of Mrs. Rand by her re))ly to a letter of invitation.

"I 'limp' more than ever this summer," wrote Miss Jackson,

" which couldn't fail to prove a great temptation to William to

practice his mimicking powers upon. I continue to take snuff,

al>o ; a process which he might go through to i/oiir, but not my

amusement. Lnokiiig-glasse-: are great conveniences, sometimes,

for thereby one can see behind. I thank you for the invitation,

but think that the ' bigoted old stick' will stay at home, or visit

somebody who will respect her gray hairs, and pity, rather than

laugh at her misfortunes."

On the receipt of this epistle, Mrs. Rand cried with vexation,

and Mr. Rand vented his disappointment by reproaching his wife,

and sending William suppcriess to bed. But the mistake was

made, and could not be rectified by tears, angry words, or frowns.

"Smart children" may sometimes be a little too "smart" for

their own interests, or the happiness of those about them.
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[Written for Glciu'^on's Pictorial.]

A THOUGHT.

BY REBECCA B. PIERCE.

The fairest flower may seem to bloom,

And sweetest fraj^rance still impart;

"WTiile 'mong its leaves the hiiklen worm

Is preying ever at its heart.

Thus oft, the face may wear a smile,

TVTiich seems from joy ''s p\ire fount to spring;

While priof lies hidilr'n all the while.

And l>urning anfjiiish dwells witliiu!

A smiling brow oft fails to impart

The index of a happy heart!

i ^m^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MATCH-MAKING.
BY ALICE CAUEY.

There is n great deal said and written against match-making,

hnt I am inclined to tliink there are many worse things done in

the world. Not that I am much given to helping forw?rd such

affairs—indeed, I think I have no special talent in that way.

Nevertheless, I ])lcad guilty to having once given aid and comfort

to an oppressed damsel ; a sin, if it be a sin, of which I have never

repented.
" 0, night and darkncs.*!. yc arc wondrous strongl''

So says the bard, and so all experience proves—strong for good

or for evil. Were it not for the twilights and the moonlights, I

believe there would he many ladies walking in maiden meditation,

fancy fi"ee, wlio are now singing lullabies, sad only when they

tliink the baby is so smart they will never raise it.

Once upon a time, when I lived in an obscure country neigh-

borhood, I went to pass the night with my cousin, Delia Hcigh-

way, a young lady of about eighteen at the time I write of, and I

two or three years younger.

But let me turn back a little. A mile to the south of our house

there were cross-roads ; one of these—the one upon \vhich our

house was situated—we thought a great thoroughfare in those

times, inasmuch as it was traversed by one stage-coach every day,

and by divers and sundry market wagons, beside the occasional

great teams that conveyed goods from the large city near us to the

lesser cities and towns of the adjoining State. It was not unusual

to sec six, eight, and sometimes ten, horses before those transport-

ing wagons, which, including their white linen covers, wei-e scarcely

less than a canal boat.

The owners of these teams decorated their horses with collars of

bears' skin, over which they hung strings of brass bells, the jing-

ling of which is the first music I remember.

The road which crossed this was of less importance, as you will

presently hear. It was overgrown, except a narrow tract, with

grass, where the sheep and cattle of the poorer people found their

pasture; nor was it bordered with so populous and well-to-do a

people as the other road—for while the one was dotted all along

with thrifty farm-houses, and meadows, and orchards, the other

had only clearings here and there, and, as wcii as I remember,

could not boast of a single painted house.

In one of the corners of the cross-roads was our school-house

—

a low and small building of brick, witli a stove-pipe sticking above

the middle of the roof, and having a slab door and slnitters, which

the storms of years had beaten gray. There was no grass about

it, but the groynd was bare and all beaten hard with om- playing

;

nor were there any trees, for the big boys girdled them with their

penknives as often as they were planted. Jlany a pretty sajjling

found its doom in that inglorious way. In anotlier corner was a

blacksmith's shop, where all the f.irmers about brought their

ploughs in the spring to be shar])cncd, and their horses from time

to time to liavc their shoes reset.

The blacksmith—a short, good-natured man, with a bald front

and a row of double teeth all around—used to tell me it was a
good sign to find a horseshoe ; but I must not pass it liv, cl.^e the

good luck it prophesied would turn to bad
; and, mindful of the

admonition, I have carried many a horseshoe to his forge, nor can

I yet pass one anywhere without a twinge of conscience. In an-

other corner was an old well, with the mouth covered with fence-

rails, and having a broken swcej)—there had once been a brick-

yard there, I believe, which fiirnislicd materials for the only grand
house of our neighborhood, and the chimneys and ovens of many
that were not grand.

Tliis grand house I speak of was built on an eminence midway
between our house and the school-house—a large l)uilding, in a
style of architecture (juite unknown in our part of the country, with
high ceilings and carved woodwork, massive pillars in the front,

intended to support arches which were never built. For though
the man was rich who projected the house, it was rumored th»t his

wife shared not his lil-.iug for the country; and cprtain it is she
never came there to live, and the house reniaine.l unfinished.

One or two rooms only were habitable ; and in tliese, various ten-

ants resided from time to time, using the great portion of the build-

ing for the storing of scythes and sickles, potatoes, beans and the

like.

In tlie remaining corner of the cross-roads there stood a small
frame dwelling of two stories in height, cont;\ining one room be-

lov and one above stairs, and being adjoined by a cabin, or room
of logs.

A huge bakc-oven of bricks stood in the rear beneath an apple-

tree, and in front, nailed fast to a bcech-trce, the boughs of which

were partly lo])p "d ofi', was a signboard, on which was written, in

letters of vario.is sorts and sizes, "Private entertainment kept here."

Often, in the summer, " wcarj men dismounted" here, and,

allowing their tired horses to drink from the wooden trough that

stood by the roadside full of water and running over, drank them-

selves of home-brewed beer within doors, and came forth pres-

ently with a ginger-cake in the hand, perhaps, or a piece of bread

and cheese, indicative of the private entertainment.

All this, it would seem, lias little to do with match-making.

Nevertheless, the dilapidated old house, the stage-coach, the great

teams with bells, the school-house and the private entertain-

ment may have something to do with it, as shall presently

apjiear.

In the winter of—ah, no matter what winter ; for who likes to

look back and number up the years that lie between them and

their fresh youth—there came to teuch in the brick school-house,

as it was called, a young man by the name of Wiseman—Charles

Wiseman.

Wc had, for a long time previously, for a teacher a severe old

man by the name of Stonehammcr, under whom onr chief incen-

tive to study was fear of the rod. But, to the satisfaction of most

of us I fear, he was bed-ridden this winter, in consequence of hav-

ing "bided the pitiless pcltings of a storm " for the purpose of

cutting switches for winter use.

How the young man chanced to be em])Ioyed I know not, unless

it l)e that he obligingly placed his salary at the option of his em-

ployers, for he dressed smartly, and was gay and handsome withal

;

all of which were objectionable in the eyes of those wise men, the

school directors, one of whom was my uncle Ezekiel, or " 'Zckiel,"

as we called him, and father of consin Delia. An old man, he

was at the time I write of, close upon seventy, but unbent and

unbroken, seemingly, as at forty. True, his hair and beard were

white as snow, but his blue eyes were as full of quick intelligence

as ever, his form as erect, and all his mental faculties in full vigor.

lie was a man of consideration in those parts, having held the

office of squire for a number of consecutive years, and afterwards

having been elected to some office of the State.

When there was any difficulty among the neighbors they imme-
diately applied to my uncle 'Zekiel ; and few of such applicants

gaiusaycd his judgment. Wlicn anybody got married, he offici-

ated, and when any one died, he assisted in the services. I don't

know that he was very wise, but he had an air of wisdom. Ho
didn't talk much, which was supposed indicative of much think-

ing ; he wore a long beard, which was very white, and looked ex-

ceedingly wise ; he carried a big thorny cane, which he struck

down at the close of his sentences, and which gave them the effect

of being oracular ; he wore buckles on his shoes, which made him

respectable, and he wore a faded band of crape on his hat, which

made him still more respectable.

He sometimes "exhorted," when the preacher failed to come,

which was very elevating to his character; and he had a dozen

tow bags of silver money locked away in his carved mahogany
desk, which was still more elevating to his character. He never

wore fashionable clothes, which, in those times, was nothing less

than being booked up, not only as an unfrivolous man, but also

as a conscierttious and far-sighted one.

On tlie days when the school directors visited us, I rose to bo a

person of consideration. Not that Uncle 'Zekiel ever patted me
on the cheek, or took me on his knee, even, in my childhood, but

it was known that he was my relative, and his drab coat, and drab

waistcoat, and drab trowsers, reflected some lionor upon me.

Away down the lane, as we called the cross-road leading west-

ward from the school-house, we could see the chimney tops of

Uncle 'Zekiel's house, for it stood in a hollow, and half a mile

from the lane. Uncle 'Zekiel was a man of retired habits, and all

neighbors, whose door-yards the lane bordered, were regarded by

him as vei-y worldly-minded ; while we, who lived on the more

public way, and more especially the people of the cross-roads set-

tlement, were, in his estimation, very fashionable and frivolous in

the extreme. For himself, he could sometimes come among the

vain and ostentatious people unharmed ; but, nnle.ss under his im-

mediate protection, Delia was never allowed to brave the contami-

nating influences. At the time my story begins, she was eighteen,

and her sparkling brown eyes had never been delighted by the

parade of a muster day, or the brilliant display of a Fourth of

July ceremony at the cross-roads.

Upon one occasion, when he himself was to read the Declaration

of Independence, Uncle 'Zekiel so far relaxed from his usual aus-

terity as to consent that Delia, accompanied by her mother, should

temperately participate in the festivities of the occasion—that is,

she might sit among the elderly jieople to hear the aforesaid read-

ing, and afterwards to hear the oration, if delivered by a person

holding his political notions ; but for her to think of remaining to

march in procession to a dinner of roast pigs and green peas, and

to the music of H.iil Columbia, was utterly preposterous. No

!

no!—slie must ride home beside her mother, in the great blue

market-wagon, before the acting of these stirring and cheering

appointments, and when there, remove her Siindaj- gown and shoes,

and atone by extra diligence for the gala day.

All the restrictions Delia cheerfully acceded to ; but, alack ! her

great hopes were never realized. When the day arrived, and the

thunder of the cannon shook the loose weatherboards of Uncle

'Zekiel's farm, and the scream of the fife came now and then in

the wind ; while rustic belles, in bright calicoes, hurried by half-

dozens and dozens towards the cross-roads, and the young farm-

ers, managing dexterously their refractoi-y colts, dashed past them.

Uncle 'Zekiel reconsidered the rash promise, and poor Delia was

doomed to hear the Declaration read at home in the evening,

which she did with wet eyes. And the s(-bool-housc, and the

blacksmith's shop, and the private entertainment, were all answer-

able for this and many other of Delia's ])rivations.

Our " bigbug " neighborhood was no place for a modest damsel.

As I said, Uncle 'Zekiel's house stood in a hollow—it was the

heavy stone masonry of a rude workman, withal, and Uncle 'Ze-

kiel was a stern guardian ; hut no stone walls arc thick enough,
and no Uncle 'Zekiels cunning enough, to defy one enemy. And
under his influence, the modest, obedient Delia, who would other-

wise have suffered death before contradicting her father's wish
became—but let me tell the story as it occurred.

It was my fortune to go to school to Charles Wiseman
; and a

handsome and most prepossessing young man he was. I was his

largest, and I think without vanity I i?iay say, his favorite scliolar.

I could parse "John ran through the house into the garden," from
John is a noun—projjcr noun, third person, singular mimber, and
nominative case to the verb ran, even to the end without a mis-

take. He had told me twice that he could not teach me anything,

and once that I was a very naughty girl, which he said very softly

and smilingly. And several times he had looked close in my
eyes, to see if they were black or blue ; and I, I confess, began to

think more about hi<: brown curls and white hands than of my
lessons, when a little event took place, which—shall I confess it ?

took him down from the pedestal on which I had placed him.

It was the custom to hold in the brick school-house, of winter

evenings, what were termed " debating societies," the which, all

the heads of families about, sometimes accompanied by their sons

and daughters, attended. Various questions, knotty or big with

importance, had from time to time been discussed and settled

such as " Wliich is the mother of the chicken, she that lays the

egg, or she that hatches it V and " Which is the greatest pest to

society, the spendthrift or the miser V with many others I need

not mention.
I told our master one day of these sociable and profitable assem-

blies which we had been in the habit of enjoying, and a fatal day

it proved to my supremacy in his regards. School was dismissed

as usual that night, when, rapping smartly on the desk with his

rule, the master said, " The pupils of this school are requested

individually "—for he was not free from the poiffpons aflx'Ctations

of schoolmasters in those days—" to convey to their parents and

guardians the intelligence that a ' debating society ' will be held

in this house, for the discussion of important questions, pro and

con, on the evening of the twenty-fourth instant, no preventing

Providence. Heads of families are expected to come provided each

with a candle."

After we had gone out one by one, making our most graceful

curtsy at the door, there was a general titter, and the master's

precise words about parents and guardians were repeated over and

over ; and one of the sauciest boys, I remember, climbed on a

stump, within hearing of tlie master, and called out, " If a man
was named Wiseman, would he necessarily be a wise man ?

Come boys, let's discuss it ' pro and con.' " There was great

laughter, but I could see nothing to laugh at.

It was a week before the twenty-fourth that this notice was

given ; so the news had time to be generally circulated, and the

parents who had no children to send to school advised. Two or

three of the boys brought axes on their shoulders, when they came

to school, for the cutting and splitting of wood, that the room

might 1)C nicely warm in tlie evening ; and several new brooms

were brought, and the school-house had such a sweeping and dust-

ing that " noonspell,"as it had not had for a long while. A good

deal of excitement prevailed among the scholars, and in the after-

noon especially there was little profitable study.

The master himself could not be entirely composed, but walked

up and do\\-n the floor, every few minutes consulting his watch.

The parsing lesson was omitted, and school dismissed an hour

earlier than usual to facilitate the returning in the evening of such

of us as desired to do so. Two of the larger boys remained at

the school-house to keep up the fire—they didn't want any snp-

pcr, they said ; and we who went home made very quick time of

it. Milkiugs and chores were hurried, not a little, and at an early

hour the school-house was illuminated, the proprietor of the "pri-

vate entertainment" himself sending in three tallow candles.

The evening was clear and intensely cold, with as bright a

moon as ever shone out of a December sky ; the ground was frozen

as dry as a stone, and everything seemed propitious. To me the

occasion was one of double interest. For some cause or other,

my father could not accompany me to the debating society ; so it

was arranged that I should go with Deacon Whitfield's daugh-

ters, at an early hour, and pass the night with my cousin Delia,

whom I confidently expected to meet.

The Mioses Whitfield were slow in making their toilets. I

thought they would never be ready. They had been wearing

their hair in papers for three or four days, and if had become so

dry and tangled, that it required some time for the arrangement

of curls ; then a little color must be rubbed up into their checks

with mnllen leaves, preserved for such occasions—they didn't use

paint in those days ; and the cjilf-skin shoes were to be blacked

with the soot from oft" the kettles and the white of an egg. And

all these things it required time to accomplish, and more espe-

cially, as the ladies had but one light and one looking-glass be-

tween them. Deacon Whitfield, who had no change of costume

to make, except of his shirt
—" linen " was not known then—was

ready long before them ; and more than once asked the girls if

thcv designed to get there in time to go home with the rest, while

wc sat waiting, for when lie had asked nic about affairs at home

and about the school, there seemed nothing more to say.

But the girls appeared at last in spanking new cloaks of Scotch

plaid—i-c(l, green and blue—and with their Dunstable straw bon-

nets stuck full of artificial flowers. My plain shawl never looked

so plain—but I was destined to a severer mortification that right.

Sally Whitfield and I walked together, and I remember that

she asked me a good many questions about Mr. Wiseman—indif-

ferenllv, and as though she would as soon talk of anything else

;

and two or three times she asked me how she was looking that

night—shocking bad, she feared. Now, I had gone with Sally to
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more hifj mCRtiiio-s tlian one, anil slie hud never till then askefl

inc about her aiiposirancc. However, it muy have been mere aeci-

dent.

Tlic people were mostly asscraljlcd on our arrival ; the ink-

5tji,](ls—we used little earthen jugs—were full of tallow randies
;

the stove was red-hot, and such a display of finery aniong the

ladies was never made tlicre before. There were Captain Hill's

dau'diters, weariiis new scarlet merino shawls, the largest ones I

had seen ; though Sally told me, in a whisper, that they were not

so very fine after all—that the borders were .sewed on. Then

there was Florence Middleton, whose father liacl lately moved

from town into our neighborhood, dressed in wonderful style, we

all thought. The plumes in her hat, and the fur about her neck,

had cost more money than Deacon Whitfield's new fanning-mill.

" Florence is nothing extra for beauty," said Sally, gathering the

folds of her cloak a little back from the first wide display she had

made of them. Tliere, too, was Maria Claverel, more showy than

Florence, but not so elegant. Others tlicre w ere, all arrayed in

their best and smiling their sweetest.

I was so dazzled at first by the brilliant display, that I did not

know my cousin Delia was not there ; but even when I made tlie

discovery, I \vas not sorry—she would look so odd in her plain

flannel gown—I would return with the Whitfields, as I had conu>,

and gladly forego the pleasure of my expected visit, that Delia

might be spai-ed the mortification that mu.st attend her coming.

What a din there was in the house ! Big boys whispering half

aloud to each other; young ladies talking in low keys to each

other; the old men comparing notes as to tlie size and value of

favorite co'ts, the quantity and quality of wheat harvested the last

summer, or discussing polities and religion ; the young men as yet

remained about the door, wliittling the fence, or trying the mettle

of one another's horses—there was nothing in doors which they

cared about.

The schoolmaster was not in his accustomed place ; he had

given up his chair to Deacon Wliitfield, and was moving about

among the fathers of the children he tauglit, praising their dili-

gence and aptitude. " Don't be afraid to use the whip, young

man ; spare the rod and spoil the child, you know," was the in-

struction he more than once received that evening ; for the ter-

riblest accusation brought against him was, that he had never had

a switch in his school. He used to tell us, laughingly, that he

would Ijring one when we needed it ; and we behaved better, I

fancy, than wo would have done with a dozen of Mr. Stoneham-

mer's whips in our sight.

I was watching him a little nervously—for I confess I feared for

the cftoct of the bright cloaks and shawls and plumes—when sud-

denly there was a stamping at the door, and my Uncle 'Zekiel en-

tered, followed close by the laughing, chubby-cheeked Delia.

Her cheeks were glowing from the exercise, and the wind had

blown her black curls all about her neck, so that they looked

much prettier, even, than Florence's furs. She wore a new brown

flannel frock, nicely pressed, and her mother's big white merino

shawl ; and when, sitting down, she gathered it al)oiit her, and

pushing back the quilted hood she wore, smiled and nodded to the

girls, as thougli tliey must be just as glad she was come as herself.

I thought she looked unusually pretty.

I was not long in joining her, and communicating the glad in-

telligence tliat I was to pass the night with her ; and shortly after,

the school-master, who had not previously noticed me that evening,

made hi.s-way to me, and, in a whisper, requested the pleasure of

knowing my fair friend. Delia was full of fun and frolic when
her father's eyes were not upon her, and while I could not think

of anj'thing to say, slie said a thousand pleasant things ; for the

society of Unele 'Zckicl was much sought after, and, seated in

the schoolmaster's chair, which Deacon Wliitfield resigned on his

entrance, he was quite surrounded by the first men of the neigh-

borhood. So Delia gave full play to her vivacity. Uncle 'Zckicl's

arrival had been a signal for the young men to come in, and the

house was now full.

Delia and 1 sat together, as I said ; and though the schoolmas-

ter sat beside me he leaned quite past me to converse with Delia

at first, but presently arose and seated himself between us. It

was a small thing; nevertheless it pointed straight to my doom.
Sally Whitfield smiled when she saw the movement, and straight-

way joined Florence, whom she thoroughly disliked ; and such a

tittering and whispering as they made caused Uncle 'Zekiel to

stand right up, search out the offenders, and rebuke them with

one of his severest looks.

There was a silence, after which the candles were snuffed, and

the house organized. It fell to Uncle 'Zekiel to propound the

question for discussion, which he did, as follows

:

"If a pumpkin-vine grow by chance in one man's ground, and
bear fruit on another man's ground, to which does the pumpkin
belong?"

The first speaker had taken the floor, and was oiiening with a

compliment to the ladier:, when there was a faint rap on the door,

and a lad of twelve years old, or thereabouts, entered, and, wiping

the tears with his sleeve, looked anxiously about the room.

He was a poor boy of the neighborhood, whose father was sick,

and about to make his will, and be was come for Uncle 'Zekiel.

That personage arose very gravely, and putting on a drab over-

coat above a drab undercoat, said he was sorry to leave his neigh-

bors and friends, but a sick lirother—for we were all brothers

—

was about to make his " will and testimony," and required his

•Bsistanec.

Poor Delia pleaded to remain, assuring her father that I was to

go home with her, and that we should not be afraid in so bright a
moonlight. I seconded her appeal, and the schoolmaster ventured
to say, he should be too happy if he could be of any service ; but
in his strongest voice Uncle 'Zekiel said he couldn't be of any

service to his daughter, and taking Delia by the hand, be led her

out as though she had been a child.

I should like to give some account of the evening's debate; but

it has notning to do with the match-making, and therefore I pa.ss

on to its close. The Iilushcs glowed in the schoolmaster's face all

the evening, after what Uncle 'Zekiel said. I felt som-, but some-

how there was a new understanding between lis ; and wlien he

asked if I had conqiaiiy home, and jiroposed to go with rac, I felt

no hesitancy nor staniiuering, wlicn I said I would trouble him so

far. I think perhaps I jHuitcd a little, when I saw bis delight that

I turned towards Uncle 'Zckicl's and not my own home. I think

so, but I don't' know; though young ladies are not likely to take

kindly to being smiplantcd.

I remember we had a very gay walk, seemingly, talking and

laughing with unusual freedom. Previously, when alone, we had

found less to say, and said the little in more subdued tones. One

after another the youths cantered past us, pausing, perhaps, to

add some mirthful jest to their salutations, and now and then a

stripling was seen leading his horse by one hand, and some pretty

girl by the other ; for few of the young ladies returned home ac-

companied liy fathers and brothers, as they went.

I remember of seeing Florence Middleton, upon that occasion,

climbing into the rough buggy of young Jeremiiili Whitfield, in

preference to the handsome chaise of her father; and of hearing

Maria Claverel assert, as slic mounted behind Abner Sands, and

trotted away on his shaggy pony, it wa.s the ji'.ca.santcst ride she

had ever taken. The young village clergyman, who dropt in late,

and smiled graciously on his lay brethren's attempts at public

speaking, accompanied Sally Whitfield. And, as they set out, he

made some commonplace observation to her father about the

severity of the we;ither—he afterwards made his attentions to

Sally more exclusive.

The walk was tedious to me, though I had never before taken a

walk with the schoolmaster that was tedious—it seemed to me
that we would never reach the ])oint where we left the big lane for

the narrow one leading dow-n to Uncle 'Zekiel's home. But we

did, and I remember of noticing Delia's yellow mare eating leis-

urely from a hay.'tack in one corner of the field which bordered

the naiTOW lane. A beautiful animal she was, and one of the

fleetest travellers in all the country round about. But of this

hereafter.

Down and down we went, seeing away below us the lights

streaming across the frozen ground from the narrow windows of

the old-fishioned house. Delia was waiting for me. As we drew

near the gate, the chickens cackled in the trees, and the watch-

dog growled and shook his heavy chain, as though they were not

much used to being disturbed at ten o'clock at night. Hearing

these indications of our approach, Delia came forth to welcome us

;

and her sunny face and merry laughter assured me that Uncle

'Zekiel was still engaged with the "will ami testimony."

Tlie great, deep fire-place was full of hickory logs, that blazed

and crackled and roared up the chimney, making the white walls

and narrow, uncurtained windows glow again. That room—known

as the big room to Uncle 'Zekiel's household—would, no doubt,

look curious to the reader of this story ; I think it was curious to

the sehoolinaster then. There were polished steel andirons, reach-

ing far out on the stone hearth, whereon stood a jicwtcr pitcher of

cider and a huge basin of ajiplcs, " ripe and red ;" and on the wal-

nut table was u plate of hickory nuts and another of doughnuts

—

the simple preparations of Delia for our entertainment. There

were bunches of yarn hanging on pegs in the wall here and there

;

a little wheel with the distaft' wound with flax stood in the corner

;

and the oak joists were garnished with stockings, seed corn, the

horns of wild animals .slain in Uncle 'Zekiel's younger days, the

skins of snakes looped up here and there, a finely polished rifle,

and other things curious or useful. The floor was of ash-tree

boards, and scoured white as snow ; the chairs were of majile-

wood, and no less white ; and a huge mahogany desk, wherein

Unele 'Zekiel kept his " papers " and bags of silver, and upon

which stood a fine brass clock, that had cost more money than

would fit out a Yankee pedler now, completed the furniture.

A merry time we made w itii the help of the cider and cakes

;

and I could not but notice that when the schoolmaster named the

ap])le-seeds himself, Delia seemed especially pleased, and tried

hard to make the number spell his name. In all ways, in fact,

their mutual admiration was apparent. At length the seeds were

just enough to spell his name, but Delia, to be perverse, perhaps,

insisted that they were false seeds, and indicated a false heart

;

when, to assure himself of the contrary, no doubt, the schoolmas-

ter took the little hand in his—he did not hold it half a minute, I

am sure ; but that half minute was the fatalcst one of all. Sud-

denly it was as if a cloud passed over the moon, and turning, we
saw the frowning face of Uncle 'Zekiel at the window.

The next moment he was in the room. Not one word he spoke,

but with his cane struck Delia on the cheek, and then pointed it

beneath the walnut table. She knew her certain doom ; and, look-

ing the while as though she must sink into the earth, crept beneath

it, and sat on the floor like a child, eighteen as she was, and in the

presence of her first beau, too. Such was family discipline in

those days.

There needed no words to admonish the schoolmaster to take

up his line of march towards the "private entertainment," where

he abode. I cannot tell what I suffered during the hour which

Uncle 'Zekiel and I sat together by the fire, and Delia under the

table—for her punishment endured for that length of time. Not a

word spoke he ; but I felt rc1)uked for being there, for living in the

worldly cross-roads neighborhood, and, in fiict, for living at all.

I think I have never since been so willing to die as during the

passible of that terrible hour.

The clock stnick twelve, and the last echo died, when tlie old

man rose and pointing with his cane to Delia's chamber, retired

to his own. I hastened to remove all signs of our late festivity,

while Delia dried her eyes, as the careful friends do of a funeral,

while the bereaved are at the grave.

The lire burned down, the crickets chirrui)ed in the hearth, and

the mice gnawed their way into the room, and capered about the

floor, fearless of us, as they well might be—we had something

else to tlunk about. Eveiy heart has its own little sorrows ; and
then it was that Delia told me all hers—all she had suffered under

the iron rule of her father's despotism, for it was nothing less.

\cry little sleeping we did tlwt night, for it was daybreak before

we left the fire.

Opposition tends always to the growth of that which is opposed

;

and, as may be supposed, Delia's predilection for the schoolmaster

increased because of the hard words iitlercd by her father. " He
is no schoolmaster more than 1 am," he used to say ;

" but some
escaped convict, or wretched blackleg, come here to infatuate the

wives and daughters of a law-loving and law-abiding people."

After the debating society, stricter watch—if that were possible

—was kept over Delia, and she was not allowed to attend the

monthly meetings of the circui: preacher unless accompanied by
her mother. She was not even allowed to listen to the flute of

evenings, which, for his solace, Mr. Wiseman [daycd at the "pri-

vate entertainment." "How do you know," said Unele 'Zekiel,

" but that they are wicked dancing-tunes 1" But all such restraints

are foolishness to lovers, as the schoolmaster and Delia soon be-

came—myself aiding and abetting, by secretly delivering the let-

ters from one to the other ; for I soon gave over jealousv, and as

heartily rejoiced in Delia's success, as if it had been mv own.

True, we didn't know anything of the schoolmaster's family or

position at home ; but, womanlike, we said we didn't care—we
liked him for himself.

Uncle 'Zckicl's dislike of the young man was soon rumored

about. The debating society fell into disrepute, and was shortly

broken up, and the school dwindled more and more, though no

one could say aught against the teacher. Even the AVhitfields

said, he might be the nicest man in tlie world for all they knew
;

but he might not be, too. And so they didn't ask him to their

ipiilting-party
; and the iiroprietor of the "private entertainment"

removed his quarters from the best room in the hou.'e to the gar-

ret. Meantime, the schoolmaster kept on teaching the few schol-

ars he had, and Delia and I, who had learned more of him than

we cared to tell, smiled at tlie little respect he received. Weekly
I made my visits to Delia, "delivering into her milk-white bosom "

the letters of her lover ; and sometimes I kept watch at the door of

Uncle 'Zekiel's chamber, while the happy pair met by moonlight

alone. I confess I ti-embled for what I had done, when Delia one

night hid her face in my bosom, and said she was going to be

manied. It was too late for repentjince now, and so I encouraged

and soothed as best I could.

All at once a report came into circulation, that the grand old

house was to be finished, and the son of the jnoprietor, a bachelor,

whose property it now was, himself would reside there. If Uncle

'Zekiel's bags of money gave him consideration in the estimation

of other ])eo])lc, other people's bags of money gave them consider-

ation in his ; and when he heard the report about the wealthy

young man, he said that would be a match woith Delia's thinking

of. However, when the rumor was traced to the schoolmaster.

Uncle 'Zekiel said it was likely all a lie. But, notwithstanding

the weight of Uncle 'Zekiel's opinion, workmen came to the grand

old house by dozens, and alterations and im]n-ovemcnts went for-

ward so rapidly, as to surprise all the ]>eople of our ncighliorhood.

Everybody said, " Whoever has got hold of the old place, must

have money !" Still, no one believed that the son of the old pro-

prietor, a bachelor, was resolving there to live.

One wild March day, the last of the quarter of our school, I saw

Uncle 'Zekiel ride Delia's dun marc up to the blacksmith's shop

to get her shoes set ; and while the work was being done, the

blacksmith and the proprietor of the " private entertainment " sat

on the horse-trough and discussed something most earnestly. I

could not hear what they said, but I knew they were talking of the

new place, and of the owner of it, who was evidently to reside

there, inasmuch as furniture and servants were already in the house,

and the invitations had been given to all the neighbors, including

Uncle 'Zekiel, to a "house-warming" the following night.

That coming night wa.s to be to the schoolmaster and Delia the

great night of their lives. The snow fell all day, and Uncle 'Ze-

kiel said more than once he did not think he and his good woman
would get to the " house-wanniivr ;" at which Delia only smiled,

for she knew he would go. And sure enough, towards night he

made preparations by tarring the wheels of the market-wagon,

tying down the cover, and filling the bed with fresh straw. Delia

turned away her face and wi[)cd her eyes a."! she saw her mother in

the clay-colored silk gown which she had scarcely woni since her

wedding-day.

The dim mare was harnessed to a sleigh, in which Delia and I

were to ride directly behind her parents. And before the rumble

of the wagon ceased, Charles Wiseman was at hand, as agreed,

and, placing me beside him, and Delia on his knee—for the sleigh

was small—we drove oft" at a rate which soon left the wagon of

the old folks far behind. On arriving at the grand old house

—

for, of course, it was young Wiseman's—they were married ; and

Mrs. Delia AViseman shortly after received her guests in much the

finest parlor she had ever seen.

When Uncle 'Zwkicl was presented to the bride, lie faced

straight about, and between crying and laughing crept under the

large table of rosewood that stood in the centre of the room, and

while the guests looked on astonished, related the story of Delia's

first acquaintance with the schoolmaster, upon which it was

agreed that voung hearts were sometimes wiser than old heads.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
"The Old Beggar," a story by Mrs. Jane E. Locke.
"The Pusha of Pares," bv Dr. Jerome V. C. S.mith.

" Whii'h was the Coward?' a story by T. S. .\rtiiur.

"Midnight .MusiiiK»," lines by Persa S. Lewis.
" Lines to a ButterHy," by William R. Lawkenci;.
" Stjinzaa," by S. H. Llovd.
"The Maranon," a poem by James de Mille.
"Cupid." Ter.ws by J. Frederick Bisbee.

"A Walk ID May-Time," Terses by Elle.-? Louise Chandler.

< ».» »

AMUSEMENTS IN BOSTON.

The Boston Museum liivs been running thvojij;)! a series of old

English comedies, interspersed with a variety of clever farces.

Jnllien'a second series of concerts at the Music Hall were bril-

liantly attended, and passed off with distinguished eclat ; he is,

indeed, the Napoleon of musicians. Macallister, the inimitable,

has delighted the town by his soirees mayicjues, and has reaped a

rich pecuniary harvest. Mr. Forrest has run through his role of

characters at the National Theatre, with his usual success, draw-

ing large houses, but benetiting his own purse, rather than the

treasury of the theatre. Mr. Anderson has, in tlie meantime, in

connection with Miss Morant, performed an engagement at the

Howard Athenisum, with ordinary success. Mr. Anderson is,

beyond a douljt, one of the best actors now on the stage. The
Germania Musical Society has continued to give its usual public

entertainments, and still remains, as it should be, a great favorite

with our citizens. Dion Bourcicault, the dramatist, has been de-

livering a successful course of lectures, at the Tremont Temple.

His entertainments have been exceedingly original and attractive.

We have no lack of public entertainments the present season.

CIRCUL.\TI01V OF THE FLAG.

Though we took occasion to mention in our paper, the week

before last, that we printed for the first number of The Flag of our

Union an edition of 63,000 copies, we are now pleased to state

that, so entirely successful and popular has the new form of the

paper proved, that we were obliged to reset it and print a second

edition of 7000 additional copies ; so that our regular weekly edi-

tion is now 70,000 copies for the Flag. We are constantly receiv-

ing congratulatory letters, expressing great satisfaction at the

change, and showing that the increased beauty of the paper, and
the larger amount of reading matter now given, is fully appreciated.

< * «» >

SiiTGULAR Fact.—The Belfast Signal states that, a few days

since, as Mr. Sylvester, of Lincolnville, was going to market, he

fell.in with a large eagle, measuring seven feet three inches across

the wings. The eagle seemed disposed to show fight, whereupon

Mr. Sylvester with his goad stick succeeded in capturing him and

taking him along to market.

SPLINTEBS.

.... The friends of Ex-Mayor Scaver, at tlie Revere House,

presented him with a superb silver vase, a few days since.

.... The Astor Library, New York city, is now opened to visi-

tors, and is in the active operation of its liberal designer's purpose.

.... The remains of Pulaski have just been discovered at Sa-

vannah, after a long search, and carefully gathered up.

.... The children in one of the public schools at Cincinnati

hare contributed $100 to buy a piano for the use of the school.

.... Mr. E. Davenport will return to America in April. He
ha^ recently been playing Forrest's Jack Cade in England.

.... Joscjih Sfvems, Esq., the editor of the Philade'phia Even-

ing Argus, has been appointed naval store-keeper for Philadelphia.

.... With the muscles of the jaw we can crack a nut with a

force much exceeding the dead weight of the whole body.

. . . The Siamese Twins are in New York at the Cooper
House, Broadway, passing the winter with their families.

.... Mr. F. W. Lowe shot, a few days ago, at Baysidc, Talbot

county, Md., a swan measuring across its wings seven feet.

.... The New York city authorities have resolved to keep the

streets of that city lighted from sunset to daylight.

.... The loss of the American clipper ship Staffordshire, with
her captain and nearly 200 passengers, is a fearful visitation.

.... The present state of Europe is very like a friction match,
ready to explode and blaze uj) at the very least friction.

The city of Philadelphia has twenty-eight libraries, with an
aggregate of over two hundred and thirty-eight thousand volumes.

.... It is said the House military committee will report a bill for

forming the three new regiments asked for by the secretary of war.
During the past season, 47,000 persons crossed the bridge

leading to Goat Island, Niagara Falls.

.... A proposition has been made to consolidate the line of
railroads from Pittsburg to Chicago, through Ohio and Indiana.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

In the inevitable progress of the " star of empire " westward, it

has already settled over that portion of the Polynesian group of

islands, in the Pacific Ocean, known as the Sandwich Islands,

embracing distinct and important islands, containing about

one hundred thousand inhabitants. These islands are known us

Hawaii,—the largest—Oahu, Niaui, Rauia, Molokai, Nichau, and

Lauiii, ranging in size and number of inhabitants in the order in

which we have named them ; the first some twenty-five thousand

inhabitants, the last not more than five or six hundred.

It is well known that the Hawaiian kingdom, through its proper

officers have frequently expressed the strongest desire to become

annexed to the United States, and that of late this desire has a.s-

sumed a more decided character, and is at present being urged

upon our government. All the leading interests of t'.ie kingdom

are in the hands of tlie Americans now. The rich planters and

merchants arc Americans; the missionaries who have done so

much in bringing them from a state of rude barbarism, and chris-

tianizing and civilizing them, are a large majority Americans.

The members of the king's ministry arc Americans, and nearly all

the important offices are in the hands of Americans. American

Si'ntiments, feelings, laws, and institutions, must follow, as a

natural consequence.

The Hawaiian kingdom is composed of a group of islands,

seven in number, situated in latitude from 19 to 22 d<'grecs north,

and on a direct line between San Francisco and Hong Kong, 22G0

miles from the former and 5000 miles from the latter. Their po-

sition is an important one in a commercial point of view, affording

a good recruiting station for our fleets of whaling ships in the

Arctic and Pacific, and their convenient distance from California

would make them desirable as a depot for ocean mail steamers

between California and China. They are important also as a

military and naval station for the protection of our commerce in

the North Pacific, and as their annexation could be brouglit about

without infringing upon the rights or prejudices of any nation, we

earnestly hope it may be accomplished.

These islands are represented as remarkably fertile, and pro-

ductive in all respects, the natural and unaided products of the

soil being quite sufficient to bountifully supply all the simple

wants of necessity. The possession of the islands would enable

our government to establish what it so much needs in the Pacific,

a perfect and impregnable naval depot, which should also form a

convenient and important stopping-place for the many lines of

steamers destined to ply from the Pacific coast to China and that

portion of the globe.

« ».» t

SILVER COINAGE.

Recent appearances indicate that the New York assay office will

be able to go into operation by the 1st April next, and the branch

mint of California on the 1st of February. As soon as the New
York establishment gets under way, the mint at Philadelphia will

be set to work chiefly upon silver coin, by direction of Mr. Guthrie,

who desires to furnish, if possible, a supply of silver sufficient for

the ordinary purposes of business. It is believed there will be but

little difficulty in getting the metal for coinage. Mr. Guthrie has

aUeady purchased $7,000,000 of silver since he went into the

Treasury Department, and we can afford to offer sufficient induce-

ments to procure us from Mexico any amount that we may desire.

More change is really very much needed ; the scarcity of silver is

complained of in every department of business, and if the present

government officials can do anything to obviate the evil, they will

deserve many thanks from tlie public.

> »»» >

Musical.—Madame Goldschmidt (Jenny Lind) made her first

appearance in public at Dresden recently, at a series of concerts

given by her husband. The event excited much interest in the

musical world, and hundreds were unable to procure tickets, the

music shops being besieged by applicants. Her voice is pro-

nounced unimpaired, and as sweet as ever.

< ^•^ >

A PiizzLE.—On the opposite page we present Franklin's famous

letter of allegorical writing, a pleasant puzzle for old and young

to solve. On the first page of the present number may also be

found a fine likeness, and other matters relating to the old philos-

ofjier and scholar.

National Costumes.—On pages 40 and 41, of the present

number, we present a view of the national costumes of all the

principal nations of the globe, designed carefully to illustrate the

dress peculiar to the country of each nation represented.

• < »•» »

A NATURAL Guide.—On the vast prairies of Texas, a little

plant grows, whose leaves point unerringly to the north—a guide

for travellers across those trackless wilds.

Albany Ale.—There are 238,000 barrels of ale manufiictured

in Albany, yearly. This requires the consumption of 600,000 lbs.

of hops, worth 45 cents a pound.

Handling oub Paper.—On receiving our paper, the reader

should place a pin neatly in the back, cut the leaves, and then

they can read it " like a book."

Stories about Dogs.—Phillips, Sampson & Co., of this city,

have just issued a pretty little child's book thus entitled, by Estelle.

It is finely got up.

Improving.—The mayor of San Francisco has prohibited Sun-
day evening theatrical performances, which is a hopeful sign.

RANGOON.
On the last page of the present number may be found a view of

this commercial port of the Burinan empire. Rangoon is built on
the most eastern braiuli of the river Irawadi, alxjut twenty-six miles

from the sea; and, though the navigation is somewhat intricate,

the 'difficulties are easily overcome by good ijilots ; so that vc-.sels

of 1 200 tons liave proceeded to the port. The town lies on tho

loft bank of the river, from the banks of which the gi-ound rises

gradually for more than two miles to the foot of the hill on which

the grand Dagong Pagoda is built, the base of which appears to

be seventy or eighty feet above the level of the Irawadi. The
town and suburbs extend about a mile along the bank of the river

:

the streets ore narrow ; the houses arc raised on bamboos, or

strong timbers. The few brick-built houses belong chi.fly to

Europeans, who pay a heavy lax for this privilege ; no subject of

the Burman empire is permitted to erect a brick building. These
brick houses are built within the myo, or city, which is an irregular

(|ua(lrangle, surrounded by a stockade, composed of heavy beams
of teak timber. On the south side of this stockade, towards the

river, is a ditch, over which there is a causeway. Rangoon is very

convenient for ship-building, as the tide rises from eighteen to

twenty-four feet, and the great teak forests are near it ; whence the

timber may be floated down the whole way. The place has been

built about a century, and is in posscssioa of the English.

The Difference.—The books for the Astor Library cost

about one dollar each, while those of tho new Congressional Li-

brary cost four dollars and a half Poor Uncle Sam ! Ho has to

bleed at every pore.

MARRIAGES. _^
Tn this city, by Rev. Mr. Stowe Mr. Beonett Cavanaugh to Miss £Iizaboth

Canu.
Uy Rev. Mr. Cruft, Mr. John Jones to Miss Mary Jane Marsh, of Ashland.
By Rev. Dr. Stow Mr. Jamos N. Fryt; to Mifis Sabina T. Bachelor.
By Rev. Mr. Jmiiesou. Mr. Albert M. Aldrich to Minn Mary Ann Laws.
By Rev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Gardner Muri>hy, to Miss llaunah B. Flagg, of

UoUis, N. U.
By Rev. Mr. Puller. Mr. Henry W. Clinton, of the Lowell Daily News, to

Miss Susan B. Newall, of Manchester, N 11.

In South BoBtoD. by Rev. Mr. Bosworth, Mr. Horace C. BriggB to Miss Mar-
gelia L. Clay.
At Charlestown. by Rev. Mr. Laurie, Mr. Charles H. Toropkina, of BoBton,

to Miss Martha M. Hutchinson.
At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Peirce, Hon. Ithamar W. Beard to Misa Abba W.

Mansur.
At Ncwburyport, by Rev. Mr. Dunbar, Mr. Lemuel Perkins to Miss Sarah

Jane Jones.
At HoUiston. by Rev. Mr. Tucker, Mr. Benjamin Clark, of Hoxbury, to Mra.

Tripheua H. Emerson.
At Danvers, by Rev. Mr. Talbot, Mr. J Jewett to Miss Anna M. Peaaley.
At Lancaster, by Rev. Mr. Bartol, Heury Peck, Esti-. of New Haven Ct., to

Misfi Harriet E. Thurston.
At South Berwick, Me., by R«t. Mr. Copeland. Mr. Edmund B. Taylor, of

LawzoDce, Mau., to Miss Mary A. Wentworth, of Great fatl^, N. II.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr. Jo."eph B. Collins, 29: Mr. D. Ilunry IIoKinn, 20; Capt.

William CottiiiR, 59, Mr. John Uartigan, 45: Anna Hinslow 8toier. 72.

At Maiden, MrR. Rebecca W. Wait, wife of Deacon Tbouiaa Wait, 46.

At Cambridge. Capt. Frederick Manson, 78.

At .Salem, Mr.^. Elizabeth M,, wife of Mr. Osgood Sanborn. 22.

At Newburv. Mrs. Mary Jane, wife of Mr. Joahua .1. Dauforth, 40.

At Barre, Mrs. Cyrene, wife of Nathan 8. Woodt". 47.

At Oakham, Mr. Joseph Caldwell, formerly of Barre, 49.

At East Weymouth, Kliia, wife of .^Ir. Jauie.<; Clapp; Charles Clapp, 16;
Davis Clapp. 20— eons of Mr. James Clapp.
At l/owell, Mr. Samuel C. Morey, 4G.

At New Bedford. Hon. John Avery Parker, 84; Miss Hannah Dexter, 64.
At Dighton, Mrs. Alice, widow of .Mr. Philip Pitts, 88.
At Cariisle, Miss Sarah U. Skelton. 23.

At DecrtieUl. Deacon John Ainsden, 84.

At Nantucket, Miss Anna Coffin. SO; -Mrs. Sarah Barnard, 77.
At rvng«boro, Mr. John B. Kendall, of Boston, 71.
At Kingston, Thomas Cushman, Ks({., 72.

At Portland, at the .Marine Hospital. Mr. Wni. Molson. of Harrisburg, 28.
At Canterbur}', N. H.. Mr. Klijah Mathes, 94.

At Yarmouth, Me.. Jlr. Nathaniel Foster, a native of Danrers, 70.
At Dover, Vt., Mi.^s Anna Wood, 95.

At .'^axton's River. Vt.. Hon. David Chandler, 64.

On board whaling barque Lady Suffolk, of Beverly, Nov. 12, Capt. Miller.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ISLE OF DREAMS.

BY PHfEBE CARET.

0, I ImTo had a wildering dream,

Rom of enehautnient's wildest spell,

Which made the yiuilinjj; future seeiu

Fairer tlian poet's rhyme can tell.

Clearly and brightly gleamed the track,

Where soon my bark its way should keep,

Turning the furrows softly back

Along the green fields of the deep.

And o'er the waters, far away.

Where always smiled tlie sunmier hours.

An isle of soft enchantment lay,

With silvery streams and hills of flowers.

Yet not the beauty of that clime

With all its flowery hills and streams,

IVhich never poet's hopeyed rhyme
Could paint so lovely as my dreams;

That joy within my bosom kept.

That tumult in my heart could make,

Which held me, while the weary slept.

Through all the live-long night, awake.

In that unreached and happy isle,

After its pleasant bowers were gained,

I saw the beauty of one smile.

That never, never, never, waned.

0, hills where hopes and blossoms grew,

I saw ye surely f;ide and fall

;

And that dear smile has faded too

—

Most unsubstantial of them aU.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WILL IT DO:
OR

THE NOM DE PLUME.
BY EEV. HENRY BACON.

" That will not do," exclaimed Agnes, with energy.

" It must do," replied her sister Annie.

"Mast i3io\" repeated Agnes, with an awfully shrill emphasis,

that sounded sometliing near a shriek, as she rapidl)' left the room,

the sweep of her dress acting as a huge fan to set all the ])apers

and scraps of rihboii and clotli on the table flying about the room.

A glance was snffieient to show that her C3'es flashed fire, her

cheeks were crimsoned with excitement, her lips were firmly com-
pressed, her bosom heaved, and she had straightened her form to

its utmost height. Amazed, her sister was transfixed a moment
to her scat, and then arose to follow her, hut she reached the hall

only in time to hear Agnes's chamber-door close, and the click of

the lock telling she had fastened herself in.

What should she do ! Wiat oiKjht she to do ? A moment was

BufRcient to satisfy Annie that it would be folly to go to the fast-

ened door and solicit entrance, and so she retui'ncd quietly to her

sewing at the table, after she had restored the scattered papers and

ribbons to their place. She recalled to her mind a sweet pas.sage

in Tennyson, and kept repeating it to herself to soothe her agitated

feelings. Thus she quieted all the turbulence of her spirit, and it

was not long before she was singing a little song that told how
happy she was there by the window of her cozy room, that looked

out on the long, though narrow street.

And how was tlie case with Agnes ? She flung herself upon

her bed in passion—slie wept and moaned—she buried her face in

the pillow to stop her voice, and her imagination was hu.sy in con-

juring up phantoms of horror. The first hurst over, she was

heartily ashamed of herself. The passion was ludicrous to herself,

and she became so thoroughly niorfifK-d in her own estimation of

her conduct, that she sat on the side of her l)cd, with her bands

folded together, till kIic almost unconsciously reclined on the bed,

and then fell asleep.

She dreamed she was out in the country, one bright summer
day, and had wandered plucking flowers till she came to the side

of a swiftly running stream. The waters came from out beneatli

a rocky recess, and when they came to near where she stood, they

divided ; the two streams thus made Avlere in wide contrast to eacli

other, for one went on its way moistening the bank all along its

course, and when it came to where the rocks impeded its flow, it

went in and around them so sweetly that it seemed as though the

V)ubbles on the surface of the waters were globules of laughter,

and with a menicr voice than ever the stream flowed on. The
other stream went leaping and flashing, and when it came to the

rocks in the channel, it flew about them as though it would scatter

them, and felt it to be impertinent that such dead things as stones

sliould intercept the progress of so bright a stream. Agnes felt

like rebuking tlie waters thus turbulent at every ditticulty in their

course, wlien a voice issued from the stream as it made an eddy

round a rock, and the voice said, "Kel)ukenot the wafers till thou

thyself ceasest to be like them !"

Suddenly the stream dried up—the country scene vanished,

and she was in the little cozy room, gazing into a min-or that re-

tained the picture it caught when her sister said, " It must do,"

and she echoed those words in passion.

She woke from her sleep, and the dream hnuntcd her. She

dreaded to go down to the room, but she was possessed to sec if

by some strange daguerrian process a picture was really made in

the mirror. She left her chamber, and as she approached the door

of the lower room, she heard her sister gayly singing her fiivoritc

song, and thought it a good time to slip in quietly. She did so,

and went up directly to the miiTor. She started at the first glance,

for her vivid imagination transposed its picture to the glass, and

Annie, noticing the movement, asked, "Did you step on a pin .'"

So sweetly was this question asked, that hivoluntarily Agnes
looked towards Annie—their eyes met, and both glances were full

of meaning, and instantly, with all the impulsiveness of her na-

ture, Agnes was kneeling at Annie's feet, burying her face in her

lap, and weeping piteously.

A few moments, and with a delicacy that would not renew the

allusion of the past, Annie said, "Agnes, I have had a letter this

forenoon from cousin Albert. He is coming to-night, and I think

he will be here early. I'll get it."

She lifted the haiul of her sister up tenderly, and went in an

opposite direction to where the face of Agnes was turned, only to

give her some opportunity to clear her eyes of the tears, and her

cheeks f)f the traces of grief ; for, really, Annie had the letter iu

her bosom. She turned and gave it to Agnes, and in a moment
the two sisters were as merrily conversing aiul planning for the

future, as though nothing had hapjiened to disturb their harmony.

The dinner hour vvas now past, and busily were the sisters em-

ployed in arranging matters and things for the reception of their

cousin Albert. A doidde purpose animates them, because they

are to receive a visit also from their uncle, who has written them

that he is on his way north, in company with a lady to whom he

had become an escort from the South to the cool mountains for

her health. It was in reference to the coming of this lady that

the excitement of the morning had been caused ; for, while Agnes

desired to have the lady honored by a large party, Aimie had re-

solved that what she felt must be more agreeable to any traveller

should take place—a relief from the excitement of a party. Agnes

had maintained in her impulsiveness that such a course would

seem to say they were poor, and did not know what belonged to

the courtesies of fashionable life ; but she now accepted the com-

ing of cousin Albert as a sort of compromise, and resolved to spend

a delightful evening.

Albert came early, and informed his cousin that he had been

telegraphed that his father was to pass through the city that day,

and in full knowledge of who the lady was in company with his

father, he enjoj-ed the story told him by Agnes of the incident of

the morning—leaving out, of cour.-e, the painful part of it.

Tlie expected lady was none other than an authoress in

whose writings these sisters had taken the greatest interest, and

whose letters, as they appeared from ;nonth to month in one of

the magazines, were a rich treat to them. They knew her only

by the nom de plume, under which she appeared before the public,

and Albert felt certain they would not recognize her by the intro-

duction of the evening, espcciallv as he intended to ask of his fa-

ther not to go further than the use of the lady's rrnl name.

The evening came, and when the carriage drove to the door,

the tall gas light directly opposite the marble steps, in the street,

illumined the figure of the lady who stepped from the coach to the

door, led by the hand of Mr. Morton, Albert's father. The sisters

had caught a glimpse of the slight figure, simply dressed, and

with a countenance that was the very picture of purity, quietude

and sweetness. The visitors were warmly welcomed.

That evening was passed in a delightful manner; and those sis-

ters little knew how completely everything was suited to the taste

of their sensitive and observing lady visitor. Had they known

she was an authoress, they would not ha:'e dared to invite her to

their little room ; they would have felt bound to turn the conver-

sation to books and the fine arts with tenfold less interest in their

talk than they gave to it, as these subjects incidentally came up
;

and they would have been frightened at the idea of running over

the choice volumes in their library with the free criticisms which

really were as fresh as the breath of new mown hay.

The hours had flown rapidly when the time for the departure of

Mr. Mcrton and the lady had come, and with mutual expressions

of courteous regard on the part of the sisters and guests, the vis-

itors left the mansion, whose honored head was at this time ab-

sent ill Europe.

Albert remained, and no sooner was the carriage rolling from

the door, than he exclaimed to Agnes, " It did do—didn't it >."

" Yes, indeed," she gayly replied, acknowledging that she had

pas ed " a love of an evening."

The next morning Albert returned to his professional studies,

burning to tell the secret concerning the real character of the lady

vi>itor, but he thought he would refrain from the revelation,

through fear that his cousin might regret that the}' had not known

that their most admired writer had been their guest.

Two months passed, during which time the sisters hnd received

another number of their favorite magazine, and in reading the

"delightful" letters, they imagined lliat the description given in

one of them of a gentleman with whom the writer had become

acquainted, and of whom she spoke as " a fine specimen of the gen-

tleman of the old school," was really a portrait of their uncle,

Albert's father. I5ut they did not discover anything that made

them certain of the fact, till the next issue of the magazine came,

and they were convinced it could be no other, because of some iiui-

deiits which Albert had related from letters sent himliyhis brother,

who had been much with his father.

But a greater surprise was now near them. They had not read

far before they found a racy description of the memorable evening

to which I ha\ e referred—the house, the rooms, the group, and

the entertainment of the hours there spent. The writer seemed

to have enjoyed a rare and much desired luxury. She sp<ikc of

the parlor as having made a "magnificent wardrnbe " for them,

and how glad she was to step out ot it to the room she called

" the library ;" and then she gave in detail a description of " the

cozy apartment "—the piano in one corner, thelilirary and secretary

in another, the round table with its books and ])apcr.s, the vase of

ro.ses, and the illiuninalion of the room coming from lamps send-

ing their light through the most (lelieato and exquisite of porcelain

transparencies. The conversation, so in contrast to the stilted talk

of the drawing-room, refreshed her; and in the most humorous
and pleasantly sarcastic manner, the writer ran a comparison be-

tween the rational manner in which a couple of visitors had thus

been entertained, and the "style" she had so often been con-

demned to endure. It was a most exiiuisite piece of composition

—so fresh, so poetic, so rich in suggestions, that there was evi-

dence enough that she wrote the sincere convictions of her heart.

With fluttering hearts the sisters had begun the perusal of the

letters, but they took time to breathe the more as they went on, and

felt relieved when they closed the description where the writer said,

" When the evening closed, and we returned to the hotel, we were

more than ever in love with our nom de plume, that so eflfectnally

separates sometimes the writer from the traveller."

Ilardiv had they finished the reading, when a seiwant brought

up a C()])y of the magazine, sent by mail from Albert, who was

anxious, as he said in the note, to have them see a "letter" that

was in it ; he not knowing whether they received the work or not.

They opened to the letter, and found at the conclusion, pencilled

in their cousin's handwriting, the words, " This must do."

For a moment they felt provoked that he should have so left

them in the ignorance of how near they had been to one whose

mind they had esteemed as among the richest of their sex ; but

they felt assured that the expression of her feelings in her letter

was sincere, and a new and even dearer sympathy had sprung up

between them, for their visitor became an attached friend, and

one whose companionship was among the dearest things of life.

She always maintained that she was not deceived in speaking of

Agnes as one of the most unpretending and safely impulsive beings

she had ever known—one to whom show and jiarade were uncon-

genial, for'; she said, " Agnes commenced a new existence that

evening, and we enjoyed the first fruits of its beauty."

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY BEX: PERLEY POORE.

[The following daily rerord of past events will be continued, from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of reniarlialile occurrences iu the history of the past

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

JANU.VRY FIFTEEXTII.

1746.—Samuel Parr, D. D., a learned English divine and phy-

siologist, born.

1795.—The Dutch declared in favor of the invading Eretich

Rcjiublicans, and the stadtholdcr fled.

1844.—Diinicl O'Connell brought to trial.

1850.—Hungarian exiles called upon President Taylor.

JANUARY SIXTEENTH.

1598.—Edmund Spenser, a distinguished English poet, died,

aged 45.

1794.—Edward Gibbon, tlie English historian of Rome, died,

aged 57.

1809.—Battle of Corimna. The English, who had retreated

over two hundred miles, before the French under Soult, stood at

bav before embarking, and defeated their pursuers, but lost their

gallant commander. Sir John Moore.

JANUARY SEVENTEENTH.

1G85.—Boston harbor frozen over down to the castle. Judge

Sowall says that 900 persons were on the ice at one time.

1700.—Benjamin Franklin born, opposite the Old South church,

Boston. His father soon afterwards moved to the corner of Union

and Hanover streets.

1718.—Benjamin Church, the "Indian fighter," died at Little

Compton, II. I.

179.3.—Louis XVI. condemned to death, the father of the " citi-

zen king " voting for the measure.

JANUARY EIGHTEENTH.

1746.—The young Pretender gained the battle of Falkirk.

1782.—Daniel Webster born in Salisbury, N. H., a township

newly granted to his father, and other veterans of the "old

French " and llevolutionary wars.

1828.—Count Capo <ristria arrives in Greece as President.

1843.—Sir Charles Metcalf appointed Gov. General of Canada.

JANUARY NINETEENTH.

1472,—Copernicus, prodaimer of the solar system, born.

1749.—Isaiah Thomas, n note<l printer, horn at Boston.

18io._Eortress of Ciudad Rodrigo, iu Spain, stormed and

captured from the French by the English under Wellington.

1840.—Antarctic continent discovered by the American exjilor.

ing expedition, Com. Wilkes.

JANUARY TWENTIETH.

1779.—David Garrick, a celebrated actor and dramatist, died at

London, aged 6,'!.

1790.—John Howard, the philanthropic ])rison reformer, died,

aged 04.

1807.—The "Grand Sanhedrim," convened by order of Napo-

leon, met at Paris.

1830.—Rev. Robert Means, an eminent Presbyterian clergyTnan,

died at Columbia, S. C.

JANUARY TWENTY-FIRST.

1 703.—Louis XVI. beheaded at Paris. He was crowned in 1 774,

and was so loved by the American " federal " pariy, that many of

its prominent men wore mourning after his execution.

1799._Vaccine inoculation for the small-pox first introduced

i.ito England by Dr. Jenner, who received a reward of £10,000.

1831.—Col. R. M. Troupe died at New York, aged 74.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

An exchange says the sultan h;>s tivislcird two hundred thou-

sand men, Init the ezar Mouhl pepper tliem. He lias not been able

to doit so far, however. A sui-jjeon writes from the gold

fields of Australia that he has now quite discarded tlie lancet, and

opens the veins with a pickaxe. A petition in favor of a

prohibitory liquor law, signed by 8000 males and 5000 females,

has been presented to the Georgia legislature. There was a

mutiny on board ship James Wright at Mobile, 22d ult., and after

a bloody struggle the crew, seventeen in number, were put in

irons. Since September 1st, there have been exported to Eu-

rope alone, from this country, 1,100,000 I)arrels of flour ; 4,730,000

bushels wheat; and 6.')0,000 Inishels corn. The epicure who

finished his dinner with the " desert " of Sahara, found it rather

diT eating. It is reported in London that a libel suit has been

commenced against Douglas Jerrold for an attack in Lloyd's

Weekly Paper, of which he is the editor, upon the Coburgs and

the queen of England. Walter Manning, of Wilmington,

Mass., recently cut nine cords of w-ood, from the stump, into four

foot lengths, between the hours of sunrise and sunset of a short

winter day. Beat it who can ! The New York police have

arrested two men, charged with swindling, by pretending to com-

mune with the spiritual world. According to the Spanish

proverb, four individuals are requisite to make a good salad—

a

spendthrift for oil, a miser for vinegar, a counsellor for salt, and a

madman to stir all \\\i. Dover cliffs are about to bo blasted,

and it is calculated tliat nearly 200,000 tons of chalk will be re-

moved. A writer in an Iri-h newspaper, after mentioning the

wreck of a vessel near Skerries, rejoices that all the crew were

saved, except four hnijshench of molasses. A bill is before the

Alabama legislature to tax every voter $1 for public school

purposes. The Scotch residents of Cincinnati arc raising a

subscription for the widow of James Hogg, the Ettriek shepherd,

who is in very needy circumstances. The recent strike of the

printers of the Cincinnati Typographical Union has resulted in a

complete failure. An enterprising young man from the West

brought into Milwaukie four elks, which he has trained for harness,

and offers them for sale. A man named Smith has been fined

$100 at Lagrange, Tenn., for using postage stamps which had

been before in use. Detroit may well celebrate the opening of

the Great Western Railway. When the enterprise is completed,

she will be within Invntij-Jhnr hours of New York. There are

69,.300 volumes in Brown University and other libraries of Provi-

dence. There are 238,000 barrels of ale manufactured in

Albany, yearly. This reiiuires the consumption of 600,000 pounds

of hop-:, worth .35 cents per pound. The number of i)ersons em-

ployed is about 700. They are making paper out of reeds or

cane of a peculiar kind, which is grown at the South. Also from

pine shavings. Female compositors are being steadily intro-

duced into printing offices throughout the country. There are

thirteen thousand marriageable girls now in the factories of Low-

ell. It is pleasant to know in this world of misery that there are

thirteen thousand men yet to be liappy. The Mormons are

discussing the policy of a railroad from Salt Lake to San Bcnar-

dino. Pittsburg is agitating the question of compelling every

manufactory and other establishment to consume its own smoke,

and thus prevent the falling of soot, that fills the atmosphere

and blackens evervthing animate and inanimate in that smoky
city. Some of the nerves of the human body arc so small that

six of them, ranged in a row, are only equal to the thickness of a

fine hair. It is ramored that Mr. Latham threatens to publish

the 500 poems which didn't take the prize of $500. The New
York Mirror hopes he wont, and intimates that it would be an

orfeous thing if he did. Shakspeare's " Hamlet " has recently

been performed in Stockholm for the first time, with great ap-

plause. The translation adopted was Professor Hagbeg's. A
file of Ben Franklin's newspapei-, the Pennsylvania Gazette, from

1753 to 1765, has turned up in the hands of a poor man. It is

worth a good sum. There is much American history contained

iiLit. The Utah Indians have been committing a series of

depredations in the southern portion of the State.

Ulansik (Batljcrings.

4 ^•^ »

West Florid.v.—The citizens of Florida, west of the Chatta-

hoochee, wish to cede that portion of the State to Alabama, and
the legislature of Alabama have passed resolutions to take steps

to admit them into that State. The slip of territory referred to is

about one hundred and sixty miles in length by fifty or sixty miles

in breadth, lying upon the Gulf of Mexico, the shore of which, in

the event of the cession being made, would become the southern

boundary of Alabama.

Architectural.—Trinity Church at Claremont, N. H., is con-

structed in a curious style of architecture. The timbers are out-

side, giving it the appearance of an animal with the bones without
the skin. It has three roofs, three crosses, and all the timl)ers and
braces three fold. The interior finish, even in the minutest par-

ticulars, is symbolical of Trinity.

Masonic Temple.—Enough money has been already subscrib-
ed to the Masonic Temple, proposed to be erected in Fredericks-
burg, Va., it is said, to justify the ordering of the statue of Wash-
ington, which is to be executed by ]\Ir. Powers, and will be of full

size.

Longevity in the Navy.—There is not at present, it is said,
a captain in the U. S. Navy who was born in this century. The
average age of officers of this rank is about 70 years.

The Pilgrim Society, of Charleston, S. C, has subscribed the

sum of $500 towards erecting a monument to the Pilgrims at

Plymouth.

DurinjJ the last year rfie papers have recorded 112 fatal acci-

dents by c;\m|ihcnc ; 207 serious and lasting injuries by the same
cause; and .'iO slightly burned.

The wife of Col. Francis Lcc, U. S. A., died at Fort Snclling,

Minnesota, on the 30. h of November. She was the sister of Maj.
Sibley, U. S. Dragoons.

Mr. George W. ilowell was thrown from a wagon and killed,

at Kichmond, Va., recently. lie was chief operator at that i)lace

in the otfice of the Washington and New Orleans Telegraph.

Charles de Montholon has been appointed consul general of

France at New York. He is the sou of Najjolcon's general, and
has l)cen many years in the French service.

There is a small stream in the town of Cobleskill, Scoharie

county, N. Y., which issues from a natural well of unknown dcptli,

then disappears and pursues a subterranean passage fer seven
miles.

A California paper gives the following as a bill of fare at a Chi-
nese restaurant in that city :

" Cat Cutlet, 25 cents ; (iriddlcd

Rats, G cents ; Dog Soup, 12 celits ; Roast Dog, 18 cents; Dog-
Pie, 6 cents."

Our government paid, during the last year, the Collins line of

steamships eighty-six cents for every letter which they carried

across the Atlantic, and received in return but nineteen cents.

Rather an unprofitable speculation, that.

Each of the four steamers of the Collins line have crossed the

Atlantic about forty times, conveying, in the aggregate, from fifty

to sixty thousand persons, and not a life has been lost by neglect,

ca elessness, or accident.

By a new law of Vermont, all baggage-masters and station-

agents on the railroads of the State, are rei|uircd to give "checks "

to the owners of baggage, when delivered to their keeping for

transportation, under a penalty of ten dollars for each neglect to

do so.

A singular death occurred in New York on Wednesday week.
A little girl was desirous to see the body of a young man, in a
neighboring house, who had been murdered. She had been al-

lowed to do so by her parents, but fainted at the sight, was carried
home in convulsions, and soon died.

Let farmers observe well the high prices wliich fruit brings in

our markets, and, in future raise plenty of apples and pears. Fall
and Avintcr fruit—that is, such as will keep through January

—

brings large prices. Fair, large apples sell for five cents apiece, in

Boston ; and pears from eight to ten cents, and even more, each.

" Lady apples," universally employed for the adornment of re-

freshment tables on New Year's Dayj are extravagantly dear, and
poor, too, this year. They sell for twenty dollars a barrel, or re-

tail at thirty-seven and a half cents per quart, and thirtv-one cents
per dozen. Farmers, desirous of making money, will take notice.

The total importations of oil into the United States for 1853,
were : Sperm oil, 103,077 barrels ; whale oil, 260,114 bbls ; whale-
bone, 5,652,300 11)S. There are now employed in the whale fish-

ery, 602 ships and barques, 28 brigs and 38 schooners, making a
total tonnage of 208,029, more than three quarters of which is

owned in Massachusetts.

Qaxibs of 60 lb.

JToiciqn items.

Suicide.—Joseph Burr, mail earner between Ashbv and Town-
send, hung hmself in his barn. Cause unkno\vn.

The Turks arc still holding the island of Mokan.
Silver mines of extraordinary richness have been discovered

near Acajjulco.

There has been no confirmation yet that Persia has declared
war, but it is suppo.ed to be true.

The " Ilelic," an English ship, bad been fired into by the Rus-
sians, and then boarded near Trebizond.

The Sultan maintains his resolve not to enter upon the patlis of
negotiation while his territory remains violated.

It is reported in England that negotiations were progi'essing in
Honduras for the cession of the island of Tigre to the United
States.

At Shanghai "d Amoy, fighting was still going on, and great
disaflCcctiou hail manifested itself at Fuchowioo. Canton" was
quiet, but the iidiabitants were in much dread.

The ])resent naval force of Great Britain consists of 545 ships
of war (either building, in ordinary, or in commission), can-ving
from 10 to 120 gun-; eacli. Also 1 1's shi])s doing harbor duty,' and
50 revenue vessels for the coast-guard service.

Mr. Van Buren, we hear, is now in Rome, with his son, living
in a small house, with a large garden, on the Via Gregoria. He
finds that a winter residence in Rome agrees with his health and
spirits.

In Aarau, a town of 6000 to SOOO inhabitants, in Switzerland,
the Protestants and Catholics have but one church. Thev share
it peacefully together. What is more, considering man's" preju-
dices, they have one graveyard—and there their dust mingles.

'

The British admiral, on the Pacific station, writes to his gov-
ernment that the total quantity of guano on the Cliiucba Islands,
Peru, is only 8,600,000 tons; "and that, at the present rate of ex-
portation, itwill be exhausted, i. c, so much of it as would pay
freight, in eight or nine y( ars.

The statue to Marshal Ney, raised bv order of the French em-
peror, \vas to be inaugurated on the 7th ult., the anniversary of
his death. This monument, which is placed m the grand alley of
the observatory, stands on the verv spot where the marshal "was
executed.

jM. de Planard, a French dramatist of considerable note, has
just died at Paris, aged seventy. He WTote more than fifty woi'ks,
most of them com i<' operas—and some of the latter were set fo
music by Harold, Carafl^'a, Ilalevy, Ambroise, and other eminent
composers.

The Paris corresjjondent of the Leader states that a marked
stagnation in business jn-evails at Paris. Trade languishes, and
the dearth of bread jirevents the provinces from buvinir. All the
pecuniary resources of the workiugmen of the town's and country,
about thirty millions of people, are absorbed in eking out a liarc
subsistence.

The Leader thinks tliat Victor Hui;o has committed an enor-
mous mistake in his recent work, " Cliatiments." It is a thick
volume of poems, fiery with indignation, terrible in sarcasm, co|)i-
ous m contempt, vehement in allegation directed against Louis
Najjoleon and his accom])lices. Victor Hugo is a good wi-iter and
a good hater; but his hate is verbose.

A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

—

Shcllnj.

.... Heaven lies about us in our infancy.— Wordsu-orth.

.... We measure minds bv their stature ; it woidd be better to

esteem them by their beauty.

—

,/oiiherl.

.... O, ion.--cience ! conscience ! man's most faithful friend.

—

Crahh:

.... "A person with a bad name is already half hanged," saith

the old proverb.— Whijijilc.

.... Anger is blood, ]ioured and perjilexed into a froth ; but

ituilicc is the wisdom of our wrath.

—

Sir W. Davcmml.

.... The elephant is never won by anger ; nor must that man
who woulil reclaim a lion, take him by the teeth.

—

Drijden.

.... Is beauty vain because it will fade? Then are earth's

green robe and heaven's light vain.

—

Piirjioiit.

.... It ever is the marked propensity of restless and as])iring

minds to look into the stretch of dark futurity.

—

.louima Baillie.

.... As nightingales u])on glow-worms feed, so poets live upon
the living light of nature and of beauty.

—

Biiilfi/.

.... Ambition is an idol, oi» whose wings great minds are car-

ried only to extreme—to be sublimely great, or to be nothing.

—

Suiil/ieni.

.... The cheat, ambition, eager to espouse dominion, courts it

with a Iving show, and shines in borrowed [jomp to serve a turn.

Joker's JJniiQct.

A vocalist says he could sing "Away down on the old Tar
River," if he could only get the "pitch."

A miserly old fellow, down east, has bit upon an experiment to

save candles. He uses the " light of other days."

A western writer thinks that if the proper way of spelling tho

is " though," and lio is " beau ;" th« projjcr way, he thinks, of

spelling ])Olatoes is poui/hteir/hlcttii.r.

The American papers report the particulars of a fire in tho

house of Mr. G. P. R. James, whereby one stor(e)y was con-

sumed. What a pity it didn't burn many more !

—

London Dioijenes.

A wag, having a revolver, was arrested recently, and taken be-

fore an alilerman on a charge of " carrying a concealed weapon,"
but proving he had not eoni-mkd it, but canied it openly, he was
discharged.

Shall ladies have votes ? " Certainly," rc])lies a strong-minded

wonuui of our acciuaiutancc. " Is woman made only to sew on
buttons ? And, if she is, you have no right to turn away the nee-

dle from the poll."

A Connecticut minister having walked thnnigh a village church-

yard, and observed the indiscriminate praises bcstoweil u])on the

dc:ul, wrote u])on the gate-jiost the following line: "Here lies tho

dead, and here the living lie!"

The most decided case of nativeism we have recently heard, is

that of a person, in this city, who was a-^ked to attend the Pil'.-rim

Ball, held at Plymouth. He rejdied that he was not going forty

miles to attend a celebration in honor of the an-ival of a parcel of

foreigners

!
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HORSTMANNS MANUFACTORY, FIFTH AND CHERRY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

HORSTMANN'S FACTORY.
Of all the great manufac-

turing cities in our land, none
present stronger evidence§ of
the importance of American
manufactures, their rapid pro-
gress and generous apprecia-
tion, than our sister citv, Phil-
atleliihia. As one of tlie most
prominent hindmarks in the
march to industrial indepen-
dence, we have the pleas"ure

to present oiu- reatlers with
the accompanying beautiful
engraving, so skillfully exe-
cuted by our artist, Mr". Uev-
ereux. The establishment of
the Messrs. Horstmann is,

without exception, the larg-

est, most complete and <u-na-

mental structure ever erected

in our country for manufac-
turing purposes— exhibiting

the perfection to which brick

architecture may be brought.

The fronts on both streets,

—

Fifth and Cherry,—are sev-

enty-two feet high, faced with
pressed brick, and erected af-

ter designs, and under the di-

rection of tlie architect, Mr.
1. C. Hoxie. Over the main
stairway rises a tower one
hundred and twenty-four feet

liigh above tlie sidewalk, built

of brick, and quite ornamen-
tal. The fronts are hand-
somely constructed, with pro-

jeUing anteas, corbel coui-ses,

deep recessed and circle head-

ed windows, that give to the

building a bold and effective

appearance. Nearly two mil-

lions of brick were used in its

constniction. The walls are

twenty-eight inches thick, and
no plaster is used on them

—

they being finished as smooth
on the inner as the outer side.

Tlie steam engine is on the

vertical, low-pressure trunk
system, and is capable of be-

ing worked to one hundred
and sixty horse-power. The
interior of this great structure

is supplied with all the con-

veniences and improvemeiitu

of modem science—in light-

ing, heating and ventilation

—

for the comfort of the five or

six hundred persons therein

cmploved. The cost of erec-

tion has exceeded $100,000.

The Messrs. Horstmann have
been long celebrated as ex-

tensive manufacturers of mil-

itary goods and passemen-
terie—their business having

been established as far back

as 1815. They also manufac-

ture carriage laces and trim-

mings, tailors', curtain, up-

holstery and blind trimmings,

and quilted cloak bindings,

etc. The capital employed in

their business is about half a

milliou of dollars.

RANGOON THE PRINCIPAL PORT OF THE BURMAN EMPIRE. [Fur (leprription. we \>aifi' 4^-]
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MOOSE HUNTING.

Below we present another of our American s]iorting scenes.

The Moose is a native only of the colder and woodland regions

of the continent, in the northern parts of Maine, the British prov-

inces of Nova Scotia and New Biunswick; and north of the St.

Lawrence it is very plentiful. The cow Moose generally produce

their young ones, from one to three in number, towards the latter

end of April, or the beginning of May. The legs of the Moose

arc so long, and their necks so short, they cannot graze on level

ground, like other animals, but are obliged to browse the tops of

large plants, and the leaves or branches of trees. In all their

actions and attitudes they appear very uncouth ; and when dis-

turbed, never run, hut only make oil' in a kind of trot, which they

do with great swiftness, and apparently with much ease. When
wounded it is a fv)rmidabk' untngonist, as they not only use their

horns, but also strike furiously with their fore feet. In summer-

time the Moose frequent the margins of rivers and lakes, getting

into the water in order to avoid the innumerable multitudes of

musquitoes, and other flics, that pester them during that season.

Here be will wade out as far as his long legs will carry him,

browsing on the floating leaves of the water-lily, aijd other aquatic

plants. Of this habit the hunter makes fatal use, by previously

concealing himself, or creeping after them among the trees and

bushes till tliey get within gunshot. Another, and yet more fatal

method to lure him to his destruction, is by imitating the lowing

of the female, with a rude horn, made of the bark of trees, that

rarely fails to bring the finest of the bulU within range of the

rifle of the ambushed hunter. In winter, wlien the deep snow is

so hard frozen as to allow the Indians to go upon it in their snow-

shoes, they are enabled, frequently, to run these large animals

rtown—for their slender legs break through the snow at every

step, and plunge them up to the belly. They are so tender-foot( d

that a good runner will generally tire them out in less than a day.

In these winter hunts great numbers are killed. The flcsli of the

Moose is esteemed a great dainty ; but the grain is coarser than

any other kind of venison. Our illustration is at this season par-

ticularly appropriate, and this very scene, given below, is now
daily occurring in the northern sections of our country, especially

in various parts of Nova Seotia.
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THE EUSSIAN GUARDSMAN
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHOSES OF THE EAST.

BY ben: perley poore.

[continued.]

CHAPTER VII.—[coNTixiTF.n.]

"Stay!" said Botzaris, advancing towards Lavalette, with a

fliislicd coiintenance and an oi)i)Osin<; gesture. " I iei.aet that our

first meeting has been sullied by the presence of a traitor ; but,

thank Heaven ! the traitor is not a Greek !"

" VVliat means this V asked Mavrocordato.

The whole assemblage listened with eager suspicion, and Lava-

lettc felt a faint dizziness cross liis brain. But, in a moment, des-

peration steeled liis heart, and he sought to fortify his trembling

limbs as he asked, with a look of injured pride :

" What means this, I too askl Does the palikar, from the Mo-

rea, accuse mc of treachery ?—mo, a poor accountant, who learned

when a child, to love liberty in France ;"

"Friends," said Botzaris, "be not deceived with his soft

voice, or his bland smile
—

"

" Yet," interrupted Odysseus, " we want to hear your accusa^

tion
!"

" You shall hear it ! Tell me, Lavalette, yon, who are, to use

your own words, ' a poor accountant,' whence came the money for

your purchase of the Valanti estate, at Scio. You must have a

large salary to l)e enabled to expend thirty tliousand drachmas for

a country house."

"It was saved—economically saved," doggedly replied Lava-

lette. "Besides, my niece received a legacy from France."

" And it is your niece who has hired the ' Dolphin ' lugger until

Lord Byron returns from England ? It is your niece who receives

packages from the bey, who occujucs the Sciot garrison ]"

" Nay,—it is—it is
—

"

" Is who ?" interrupted the excited Greek.

" Manasseh," replied Lavalette—who endeavored as he spoke

to look his accuser full in the face ; but his eyes ([uailed before the

searching glance tliat met them.

" And who is this Manasseh '! No Israelite, I am informed by

the rabbi of the synagogue here, for I have made incjuiries."

" If acquaintance with Manasseh be a crime," exclaimed Odys-

seus, " then I am a criminal, also. Jew or Christian he may be

—

I care not ; but I know that he has purchased five hundred car-

bines at Marseilles, for the Macedonian Phalanx, that I hope to

lend to victory. If this is treason to Greece, I wish that we had

more traitors
!"

" Really," said Mavrocordato, " I do not see through this busi-

ness."

" It is light that I ask," cried Botzaris. " This Manasseh, be

he friend or foe, has ever been the guest of this pallid knave, while

in SmT,mia ; and he has also been the host of one who thirsts for

our blood. Nay, Lavalette, start not. I came here with a certi-

tude that I might be betrayed, and took a farewell of my wife and

daughters ; Imt I came here prepared to die like a man, face to

face with my foes. Nor have I been asleep. I have visited the

camp where a force is now in training to destroy our homes, and

to quench our hearth-fires with blood. The leader of that force is

a Christian renegade, who has eaten at Greek boards, and pro-

fessed to love Greek friends. But now he thirsts for our destruc-

tion. This, Lavalette, you know ; and yet, deny it not, Osmar
Bey is often your guest. Mysteriously, too, does he come by

night, meeting with Manasseh, and going away no one knows
how. For this, gentlemen, soldiers, tJrccks, I ]ilcdge my word;

and, from the convictions of my heart, I arrest and denounce this

pale Frenchman as a sjiy—as a ti-aitor to the cause he volunteers

to serve."

All eyes were directed to the accused, upon whose pallid checks

were small crimson spots, glowing like two coals of lire, while the

blood upon his uniting lips showed by how severe an efi'ort he had

suppressed a vindictive reply.

" Lavalette," said the presiding officer, " what explanation can

you offer of this ?"

" None, alas !" was the reply, in a meek, quiet tone, utterly at

variance with Ids malignant glance. " That Osmar Bey has been

at my house, I will admit—nay, ho is there now, or I am mis-

taken—

"

" He is, or wa.s half an hour ago," inten-upted Botzaris.
" And this, noble palikar," continued Lavalette, "was probably

what gamesters term a 'trump-card,' which you have held in rc-

scr^-e, in order to brand me with infamy before this assemblage.
Had you been more cautious in your demeanor I would have told

it myself, for my intimacy with this man is one which might have
been turned to great account in the impending struggle. Nay, I

now hold in Scio a hostage for which he would liberate every man
here, did the fortunes of war throw them in his jiower. That hos-
tage is the magnet which has attracted the hauglity bey to my
home. It is to hear news of her that he is there now". It was to

afibrd a shelter for her th.at he gave me gold to buy a house at

Scio. Ay, and it is througli her that I expect to caiTy out a long-
nurscd scheme of revenge upon him ! There you all have it ; and
may you, Botzaris, make the most of it. I am here, a feeble old

man, unarmed, without friends ! Seek ye to baptize this assem-
blage with blood f Strike—the victim is ready !"

The earnest manner in which he spokf, not oidy carried convic-

tion to tho hearts of many present that Lavalette was innoeent,

hut m.ide Botzaris stagger in his belief. The palikar had stopped

at Scio, on his way to Sn^yrna, for it was there that he had wooed

and won his wife ; and ho had accidentally learned that Lavalette

—thought to be a poor clerk—had purchased a fine estate. Then,

coming to Smyrna with a venerable Jew, he heard Manasseh de-

nounced as playing some foul game under the garb of that much-

abused race, and also heard that he could only be trivcod to the

clerk's house. Further inquiries but added to their mysterious

connection ; and when he discovered that the Turkish general wivs

somewise mingled in the intrigue, his suspicions had been aroused.

But now that the object of his jealous watchfulness had avowed

the most apparently criminal part of his conduct, and had given

such a good reason for it, tho noble-liearted Greek feared that he

might have had no foundation for his suspicion.

" Palikars !" exclaimed Odysseus, " what think ye now ? Could

we have a more triumphant vindication ?"

" Prince," said Miaulis, " I have hoard all, seen all—and we,

sailors, have a prompt way of acting. My felucca is at anchor

clo.^o by, and by daylight I hope that her white sails will gleam

through the bay for Syra, and thence to Scio. Now let this friend

of Odysseus come with me, and I will bring him back with a re-

port before the next new moon."
" Well said," exclaimed Botzaris ; and a murmur of assent

showed that all apjiroved of the project.

" Let me go home," said Lavalette, " and arrange—

"

" Nay, comrade," interrupted Miaulis, " if all is well you need

no arrangements. Besides, your niece is at Scio—and, by tho

saints, you must go there, also!"

There was no alternative, and Lavalette was escorted directly

to the Greek felucca. His only tope was that tho consul had be-

come tired of waiting, and had left his house without seeing any

one. He forgot that, in his embaiTassment, he had turned the key

of the chamber, thus rendering this impossible.

CHAPTER ^^II.

" As thistles wear the softest down,
To liiiie their jirickles till they're grown,
And tlien declare themselves, and tear
A\'batever ventures to come near:
So a smooth knave does greater feats

Thau one that idly rails and frets.

And ail the mi.'*chief that he meant,
Does, like the rattle-snake, prevent.''

Pecuni.^ry Difficulty. Lucky was it for the "most patient

of all men " that " bills payable " were unknown in Idumca, or he

could have been easily entangled into complaint. Even Consul

Orloff, who had passed through life with grave indifference, each

disappointment case-hardening his heart with stoicism, now found

himself harassed by business affairs—and this at the very time

when his nephew's recovery should have made him happy, with-

out a cloud of care. The truth was, that he had become a prey to

the secret machinations of Lavalette, and of Manasseh, who had

gradually entangled him in their meshes until there was no possi-

bility of his escape from bankruptcy. Yet the wily Frenchman

had so falsified the entries in his ledgers, that everything appeared

in a prosperous condition ; and the only ground for a suspicion of

danger, which of late had begun to annoy his employer, was a

constant demand for fresh capital. When this was first wanted,

—for previously the consul had been the architect of his own for-

tune,—Lavalette had introduced Manasseh, as having idle capital,

which he wished to invest at a moderate interest, where it would

be safe in case of a revolution. The consul, nothing loth, had

thus taken loan after loan, until he had more than borrowed the

amount of his home property—although he fancied that he had

large amounts to his credit in the hands of distant consignees.

The necessity of calling on Manasseh was the first fositive hu-

miliation ; and it was with feelings of angry mortification that the

old gentleman left tho consulate early on the evening wliich—in

its later hours—was marked by the events already narrated. As
they walked along he fancied that Lavaletto's manner was changed,

and that the replies to his questions were evasive, and ^^cre given

in rather an insolent tone, which appeared strange from one who

had ever been so obsequious. What answers were given, as to

the different balances to tlie consul's credit in foreign ports, w'ero

widely ditfcrent from his mental account-current, and came as

fla.shes, which only contributed to discover the darkness lowering

over Ids affairs. At length they reached the Jews' quarter, where

the descendants of the " chosen people " were seated at the doors

of coffee-houses, recounting the traditions of their nation's glory.

A few steps beyond the limit, and they arrived at Lavaletto's

house.

It was the first time that the consul had ever crossed the thresh-

old, and he had no idea that he was in the dwelling of his book-

keeper—although he was somewhat surprised to see Lavalette

open the outside door by pushing a concealed spring, and hold it

that he might enter.

"This way, Mr. Consul," said ho; and, as he went up stairs,

followed by his employee, a satanic expression of triumph illumi-

nated his features. But, upon opening the door of the sitting-

room, the expression changed into a per])lexed look—for it was

occupied. Closing the door hastily, he said, in a confused tone:

" Up stairs—up stairs !"

Ascending another flight of stairs, he ushered the consul into a

room, with a bay window, commanding a \n-\w of the street below,

and pointed to an ottoman :

" Sit down, Mr. Consul, and I will soon return,"—a request

which the troidiled merchant complied with—throwing himself

upon the ottoman in no very pleasant state of mind.

Lavalette, after carefully closing the door behind him, went

down stairs, and entered his sitting-room, where a young Sulioto

[lalikar was impatiently pacing the floor. It was to avoid this un-

looked-for visitor that he had hiuricd tho consul up stairs, and it

was not without some visible apprehension that he greeted him

:

" What news, Odysseus 1 I did not expect to see you."

"Neither did I expect to come," replied the young man, who
wore the gay Sulioto dress, with its flowing " fustanelle," richlv
ornamented arms, and tasselled scarlet cap. His countenance had
that vf)luptuous, yet noble look, which the ancient sculptors em-
bodied in Pcntcllican marble ; and his shining black eyes gleamed
as though they were destined to light his path at midnight. " To-
night, however, a treasurer is to be chosen, and I wish to present
you to the delegates. So come along."

"But, my dear Odysseus—

"

" But," intemiptod the impatient Suliote, "is not a word for

revolutionary times. Why, you have been at work for a week en-

deavoring to get this post, and now refuse to come for it ! Whv,
man alive, you must come. I have told several of the palikars

th.at you would be there, and, by the lock of Corinth, I will not

take ' no ' as an answer. So put on y^lRiove-funnel head-cov-

ering, and let's be off."

Laviilctte bit his nails with vexation—for he desired the office

of treasurer to the revolutionists in order to ftlrry out his plots

yet he feared to leave the consul. Another day, and he could defy

him; but a thought came to his relief.

"Tell me," said he, "can I not return here soon, for I hare a
visitor up .stairs."

" Ha ! ha ! some lady comes to enliven the evenings of the ac-

countant ?"

Lavalette made a ghastly .ittempt to smile at the wit of the rat-

tle-brained young palikar, and thought it a capital idea.

" Hush !" said he, in a mysterious wliisper ;
" do not talk so

loud. If you will promise me that I can return in less than an

hour I will accompany you."

"An hour be it."

" Well, wait here an instant, while I go up stairs, and I will

then be with you."

He then went to the room in which he had left the consul, and

made some stammering excuses, promising to return in a few mo-

ments. Not waiting a reply, he descended to the lower floor, gave

a message to his servant, .and then rejoined Odyssens.

" Hero you are, with the dew of her kisses on your lips. Now
let us be off, for Mavrocordato is to preside, and the old fellow

has not much more patience than I have."

They left the house ; and wo have previously recorded what be-

fell Lavalette at the meeting of revolutionists. Ho little dreamed,

as he crossed the threshold, that ho would never again visit the

harbor of so many plots—tho web, where he had lay concealed,

year after year, as he spun his threads of guilt.

We will now return to Consul OrlofT, who was thus left alone

in an upper chamber, in a state of suspense, the most insupport-

able of all phases of life. There h.id been something in his book-

keeper's manner that had grated harshly on his feelings ; nor liad

the replies, which ho had given during their walk as to business

matters, been at all satisfactory, for they had widely differed from

his own estimate of the sums due him abroad. It has become a

proverb, that in matters in which a man m.ay bo supposed to bo

most interested, he exhibits no vigilance at all ; and the consul,

upon reflection, felt that he was entirely at the mercy of his book-

keeper, wlio had, perhaps, effected his ruin. At any rate, he de-

termined to nnr.avel the mystery without delay, and to ascertain

exactly how matters stood.

The room was rather warm ; and, as twilight was casting its

deep shadows, the consul seated himself upon a divan, in the bay

window, and opened the lower sashes. It was a lovely night, and

the cool sea-breeze, stirring the few gray locks upon the old man's

temples, calmed his feverish blood. He felt that he stood ui)on

the brink of a chasm—^but determined to act with fortitude, ami

meet his fate manfully. The thought that his loved grandson

might be beggared was the severest pang; but then, as the quiet '

loveliness of the night calmed his troubled spirit, ho was cheered

by the recollection of tlie young officer's rapid advancement, un-

der the personal protection of the arch-duke. For himself, per-

sonally, he cared but little—although he felt that it was hard for a

merchant, whose credit had been undoubted for a long terra of
|

years, to be dishonored in his old age, and that by some culpable

villany.

Approaching footsteps, in the street below, attracted his atten-l

tion ; and he saw a man approach, followed at a few paces by two I

soldiers, whose equipments gleamed in the briglit moonshine.

Stopping at Lavalette's door, the consul heard him say, in a voice

whicli had a familiar sound :

" You can return to the barracks. Tell Otho to come here—he

knouvs the house—in lialf an hour, and to bring a sergeant's

mounted guard with him, for there are scores of Greeks about to-

night. Let them be well-armed and mounted, for I shall return

at once to the camp."

The soldiers, with a military salute, turned away; and the

stranger, apparently, endeavored to 0])eu the door, but was un-

successful. Uttering an oath, he then seized the ring—^used in

the East as a knocker, or door-bell—and rattled it up and down

on its serrated long iron slide, making the street ring with its

echoes. Tho summons soon brought the sen-ant.

" Why is the sjjring fastened ?" growled the stranger.

" Your brother did it, noble sir," was tho servant's reply,

" though, when ho went out, he expected to return before you

came. Ho said, however, that if
—

"

Here they entered the house, and the consul heard no more

but bis suspicions were aroused to a greater degree than before

Rising, he walked to the door of the room—but found that it wa^

locked 1 He was a iiri^oner—ami, perhaps, there was some dia

bolical scheme, by which he had been decoyed into this loncli

part of the city, where cries for help would be unheeded. Lool.

ing around the room, which was lighted by the full rays of tli>

moon, he eepiod another door. This was only fastejied with i
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latch ; '>ut, on opening it, he found that it led into a large closet,

to which there was no other outlet, excepting a small window. A
curtain shaded this window on the other side ; and the consul re-

turned to his seat at the wnidow, overlooking the street, deter-

mined to call for aid should a patrol pass. An hour had now

elapsed since Lavalettc left. Why did he not return ?

While thus a prey to conflicting thoughts, he hoard a step as-

cend the stairs, and started to his feet ; but the person, whoever

it was, passed by. Another moment, and light shone through the

window at the bottom of the closet, and he felt an irresistible im-

pulse to see what he could. Approaching noiselessly, he stood

upon a box, and found that the curtain, of thin muslin, did not

prevent his seeing everything in the room l)cyond. The stranger

was, at first, standing with his back towards him ; but he soon

changed his position, and the consul recognized—Manasseh !

Yes, there could be no mistake ; and yet his flowing wliitc

beard had been metamorphosed into one of glossy blackness,

trimmed rather closely for the orient. But, strangest of all, he

had the consul's ledger ; and the old merchant, with a troulded

heart, saw him turn over leaf afier leaf, while, occasionally, a

smile of triumph gleamed over his stem features. At times he

was tempted to knock on the window, and demand an explana-

tion; hut prudence counselled him to remain quiet, and unravel,

if possible, this strange proceeding.

Again the ring at the outer door was rattled ; but, before the

consul could gain the window, the new-comer had entered. It

was, he thought, Lavalettc—and now there would be some ac-

tion. But the footsteps were far heavier, as they approached, than

was the cat-like tread of the wily Frenchman, and they passed by,

also, to the next room. Again did the old man act a part which,

onder any other circumstances, he would have scorned. Posting

himself at the window, he not only saw what passed, but easily

heard every word spoken.

The new comer was a mulatto, dressed in the well-known garb

of an English sailor. A wide shirt collar, carelessly tied with a

black silk handkerchief, fell far on the shoulders of his blue

jacket, on the front of which were thick rows of blight buttons.

Extravagantly large white trowsers came over neatly-fitting

pumps ; and, in his hand, he twirled a straw hat, with some word,

in golden letters, upon its broad ril)bon.

" Is all ready for sea ?" inquired Jlanasseh.

" Ay, ay, your honor—the ' Dolphin ' is always ready."

" Did CajUaia Maxwell send me any message V
" lie bade me tell you, sir, that he did not fancy this kidnap-

ping business, but that he would obey orders. He said, too, that

he had heard that Lord Byron was expected at Athens, and that,

perhaps, he had better wait orders there for him."
" Time enough when he receives such orders. Here, hark ye.

Take this despatch to your ca))tain, when you go on board ; )mt

do not go without your prisoner. You will find Achmet at the

barracks, who will give orders for as many men to accompany

you as you think necessary. It will be better not to arrest him

in the consulate."

" Wh.Tt !" tliought the consul, " am I to be carried off by force ?

At any rate, they do not expect that I am here, and I will remain

quiet. Where can Lavalctte be ?"

" Get him out doors," Manasseh continued, "and then pounce

«pon him. You shall have a hundred pillared dollars each, if

you are obedient and successful ; but harm a hair of his head,

and I will string you up like your own sails. Now start, and,

when you leave the quay, tell Achmet to send me a report by tlie

non-commissioned officer of the men you take to aid you."

The mulatto bowed, put on his hat, and left the room. Manas-

seh continued his examination of the books, but soon closed them,

consulted his watch, and then went down stairs. A few moments
more, aud the street resounded with the clatter of horses' hoofs,

and again the consul repaired to the window. It was a small

party of Turkish cavalry ; and, at their head, a mounted Nubian

held the rein of a led horse. Dismounting, the Nubian rattled

the door-ring, and ere long the unknown stranger came out. The
consul, placed almost directly over the door-way in which he

stood, could not distinguish his features ; but, as he vaulted into

the saddle of the led horse, a thick, l)lack beard was distinctly vis-

ible, exactly like that which had so changed the features of Ma-
nasseh. His voice, too, sounded like that of the Jew, as he

inquired

:

" Has the guard left the ban-at-ks with Achmet V
" Half an hour ago, your highness," replied the Nubian.
" Then I will go and await their report ere I leave for the

camp."

Touching his fine Arabian with the spur, the spirited animal

sprang forward at a gallo]), and the others following, were soon

out of sight.

Never was a man more completely bewildered than was Consul

Orloff. In vain did he seek to unravel the tangled web, but could

not gain any satisfactory clue. Lavalettc did not return—he

heard nothing more of IManasseh—and there was, evidently, a

plot for his forcible abduction. His heart sunk witliin him, as he

balanced his chances of escape, of solvency, and he sat at the

window until sleep cast her comforting mantle over him.

The morning gun boomed from the citadel, and the restless

dreamer started. Were the events of the past night, which rap-

idly flashed through lus mind, realities >.—or did he yet dream ?

Alas ! he was yet a prisoner ; and the rising sun greeted him as

he looked from the window—while the street below wa,s filled by
Turks, summoned to their morning devotions by the " muezzins,"
calling the faithful to prayer from the galleries of the mosqne-
mmarets. It was no dream, and he looked about for some way
to escape. The lock of the door wa.s put on the inner-side, and
wit* the aid of a table-knife, which he found in the closet, he soon

liberated himself. Descending the staircase with as little noise as

possible, he reached the street door, pushed back tlic bolts, and

once more was at liberty. Nor was it long ere he again entered

the court-yard of the consulate.

"The saints be praised!" exclaimed Katrina, who met him at

the door. "My dear master, where have von been?"

Milking a vague reply, the consul hurried up in'o the room of

his nephew—but it was empty. The bed had evidently not been

disturbed, and all of the young officer's trunks were gone. Here

was another source of wonder, and the almost distressed old man
rang the bell. Demetri responded to the summons.

" Where is the major ?" he asked, ere the domestic had fairly

crossed the threshold.

" Indeed, Mr. Consul, I do not know. Some of the man-of-

war's men came here late last night, and said he had sent them

for his trunks, and I did not like to refuse them."

"But the major ;"

" I have not seen him, sir, since last evening. Captain Paske-

witsch is down stairs, and may tell you."

The consul hurried down, his mind agitated by forebodings of

ill. " My dear captain," said he, " wliy have you abducted

Alexis r'

Somewhat astonished, the captain could not explain himself at

first ; nor was his surprise diminished when he learned from the

consul the adventures of the past night. AVhcn he had concluded,

he re(iuested that Demetri might be called, and made tliis inciuiry :

" Had the sailors who came for the major's baggage any motto

on the ribbons around their hats ?"

" Yes, sir ! The word ' Dolphin '—I remember it perfectly."

" Yon can go now," said the captain, and \vhcn the domestic

had left he turned towards the consul.

" The mulatto you saw, Mr. Consul, was the coxswain of Lord

Byron's yacht, which I half suspect has been used by the plotters

of this cunning Greek revolution. Your nephew was probably on

board last night, when, I have learned from my log-slate, that

she weighed anchor and left, though I doubt if he was taken

against his will, for her commander is a British officer, named
Maxwell, who I know to be a gentleman. At any rate I would

give myself no uneasiness on that score. As to yourself, if you

do not receive some satisfactory explanation from Lavalettc, I

feel it n»y duty to invite you, as his majesty's consul, to move
your jKipers on board of the ' Nicolai.' Trouble is brewing, and

it will he prudent to escape it, besides giving a personal overhaul-

ing to your books."

CHAPTER IX.

" Tlic isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!
Wlierc buruing Sappho loved and sung,

Where grew the art of war and peace,

—

Where DeIo^ i-ose and Phnebus sprung 1

Eternal summer gilds them >et.

But all, except their suu, is set."

Tiic iEcEAN Sea ! Loveliest of all waters, its bright suiface

almost seems conscious that it laves classic isles, and that it has

been tracked by the keels of vessels which bore mighty conquer-

ors, and classic historians, and bards of never-dying fitme. Sel-

dom ruffled by a storm, the pure blue waters sleep undisturbed

beneath an e(iually clear cerulean sky, drinking in bright sun-

beams by day, and at night returning the moon's pale glance with

a golden smile. Mountain islands rise within sight of each other,

their sloping acclivities covered with verdant forests, while the

plains at tlie bases are cultivated, or planted with olive groves, in

which rise the picturesque white stone dwellings of the inhabit-

ants. Feluccas, with their snowy cotton sails spread on either

quarter, like the wing of a swan, lag lazily along through the day,

waiting for the fresh night breeze, while bright doljihins sport

around, as if escorting them through this nautical paradise. Night

comes on—the breeze freshens, and the (juiet languor of the day

gives place to invigorated excitement. Sunken rocks, and pirates,

and gnsts of wind coming around the island mountains, keep the

imagination of the mariners on a continual " r/iii vice." But the

passengers can enjoy the softened azure of the midnight sky—or,

if it be cloudy, the long line of phosphorescent light, which com-

mences at the vessel's bows, and is left in her wake, heaving and

glittering like a stream of lava pouring down the side of a vol-

cano, until it is lost in the dimness of distance.

Was it strange that Alexis, alone with Elissa in such love in-

spiring scenes, soon worshipped her with passionate idolatry ? Cap-

tain Maxwell seldom joined them, except at the table, and Alexis

thus basked unrestrained in the bright sunshine of Elissa's smiles,

without even thinking whether its glad warmth would ripen his

afieetion to peifect fruition, or whether dark clouds would sweep

in and cloud the horizon of his hopes. The very sky teemed

fairer than it ever had before ; and his pulse throbbed with an in-

toxicating delirium as he experienced the delights of that sweet-

est of all emotions—first love. He who has not memories of such

buds of happiness, has lost a bright chapter from his book of re-

collections—cherished thoughts, which (as another has beautifully

expressed it) come to its on their golden pinions from the bowers

of time, and sing, with their voices of melody to the heart. Like

dancing girls, they scatter rose leaves upon our path, and crown

our hearts with feelings that can never die. Coniiucring every

other thought, it comes, like a dream at midnight, hovering over

the sleeping mystery of the mind, and glowing in the radiant

beauty of its own presence. Even in after years, when the foot-

steps of crime crush the fragments of memory, the heait retains

the fragrance of its first passion, " like a vase in which roses have

once been distilled." Its possessor may stand like Marius, amid

the overthrow of hopes, and the ruins of friendship, but the de-

lightful souvenirs of " first love," like " the scent of the roses, will

linger there still."

He did not declare his passion, nor did she avow that recipio-

cation of it which filled her heart, and lighted up her beautiful

face with a smile of joyful confidence. Her long sweeping eye-

lashes were cast down, but often the dark eyes they fringed would

glance to meet those of Alexis, like glances of lightning from the

bla-kiie.ss of the thunder-cloud. Nor is this eloquence of the

eyes less expressive than language, as they " change, like messen-

gers, the loving freight that either heart sends forth." Elissa wa«

perfectly sensible of the silent and reverjnt homage she was re-

ceiving, and every hour confirmed her admiration of his high and

noble qualities.

Tiicy were driven to the soutliward of their dii-ect course ; and

on the third morning after they left Smyrna, the ' Dolphin ' lay

becalmed oft' Paros, her graceful hull swaying gently to and fro

upon the molten surface of the still waters. With the aid of a

glass, the vessels in the port of Naussa were visible ; and, as

Alexis was gazing at them, a breath of air displayed their flags

for an instant.

" There is a Russian ensign, I declare," said he. " Would you

like to see it?"

" Yes," replied Elissa, " I know it well—for when there was a

riot feared at Smyrna, a few years ago, my uncle brought one

home, and had it all ready to hang from a window, to show his

nationality."

"He is not a Russian, though?"
" No ; but being in the employ of your uncle, he claims his

consular protection."

"My under'
" Yes, major. Do you not know that I am a niece of Monsieur

Lavalctte, j-our uncle's book-keeper?"

Alexis started with astonishment.

" I thought," said he, " that your father was an Oriental—an

Oriental Jew ?" and he hesitated as he finished his sentence.

" Not a bit of one," replied Elissa. " He is a Frenchman by

birth, and only assumes that costume he wore, when you rescued

him, in order to pursue his business affairs."

"But, is lie a brother to L:ivalette ?" continued Alexis, per-

fectly mystified—for he had looked upon the book-keeper with

some suspicion, thinking that he was leagued with Manasseh, and

now it appeared that they were brothers. For a few moments his

brow was clouded, but the smiles of his companion soon made

him forget his suspicions. No matter who she was, or where she

came from, she was none the less lovely.

The day passed away, and with the night came a breeze, swell-

ing the sails, and carrying the ' Dolphin ' merrily over the waters.

The sky was clouded, however, and there was some appearance

of a storm ; but the lovers heeded it not; and Elissa, at the earn-

est request of Alexis, sang several Greek songs in a rich, melting

voice. He drank in every tone of her pathetic warblings, although

he did not understand the meaning of the Romaic words ; and

the melody of one song was so in unison with his feelings that he

begged for a translation.

"Nay," she replied, "it is a sad biUad, and an ill-omen. But

I know a translation,"* and she sang :

" The cuckoo sinps upon the hills, the partridge in the plain,

A little bird trills o'er his head, where Demo.s down hath laiu;

He chirps net a« his fellow-mates, nor as the swallow sings,

But sweetly utters gentle words, \Tith lightly fluttering wings.

*^Vl\y, Demos, art thou deadly pale?—why is sadness on thy brow?'
• If thou dost ask, my little bird, I'll quicitly tell thee how
I laid me down in l>almy sleep, my wearied limbs to rest,

But I have had a dream that fills with boding fears my broofit.

I saw within my hideous dream strange troubles in the sky,
And all its ebon bosom gemmed with stars of crimson dye;
I saw—I shudder while I spealt—before me. as 1 stood.

My light Damascus scimetar bedimmed with gouts of blood!'

"

" Well sung," said Captain Maxwell, who had stolen aft during

the ballad ;
" but it is a doleful ditty, to my fancy. To be sure,

we may have to use our sciraetars against some pirate ; but why
borrow trouble in advance?"

" But," replied Alexis, " Mademoiselle Elissa sang it at my re-

quest. I like these Kleptic ballads, rude and gloomy as they

are." .

"Perhaps," said the captain, with a smile, "you fancy the

singing as much as'the words?"

Alexis blushed to his very temples, and Elissa came to his

rescue.

"Perhaps, captain, you can sing us something more lively?"

"Nay, miss, unless it were more lively I should not sing at all.

But I will give you a sea-ditty, if you care to hear it."

" O, sing it, by all means."

Seating himself upon the slide of one of the four carronndes,

that were on the quarter-deck, the captain gave a preliminary

"ahem," and trolled forth a ballad, then the vogue among nauti-

cal men :

" 0, for that manly soul »f old,

^VTio sung with heart-felt glee

:

' My love, it is m\ vessel held.
My mistress—is the sea.

Let landsmen say each shining wave
May death be, while we rove;

'Tis true, but dearer far that grave.
Than woman's fickle love.

Swell on. thou breeeo. and fleet unfold
My sail's white wings to flee;

My love^t is my vessel bold,

My iiMtress—is the sea.' "

While singing, the officer had been peering aft, and liis practised

eye had discovered a vessel as orn, apparently endeavoring to get

to windward of them.

* This is a litenl traoslat on from a favorite ballad among the Gi«eka.

[to be continbbd.]
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CRYSTAL PALACE EXHIBITIONS.
On this and the opposite page we present a sc-

ries of Crystal PiUare pictuics. First, represent-

ing the coiitrilmtion of Cliarlos Alden, sliowing Iiis

new invention in rcUuion to coftcc. There are

subjects of which tlie intelligent and curious reader

never tires : it is because they arc associated in

his mind with agreeable recollections, happy occa-

sions, and the sweet, domestic enjoyments of life.

They are no sooner suggested, in the title of an

article, than he straiglitway conjures up a scene

in which all of his best feelings can disport and
compensate him for tlie caics and discomforts of

everv-day trouble. l'rinci[ial auiontr these magi-

cal prompters is our ancient friend, Coftee. He is

no sooner mentioned, than we see the household

gathered about the tai)lc—the fa<es of the family,

children, grown-folks, sons and daughters, grouped

about, and waiting with pleased expectation the

outpouring of a beverage, which, like its next

cousin, tea, "cheers, but not inelmates." And
how long, the reader may ask, has this favorite

berry been thus a source of delight to iiriiikiml ?

Whence did it spring, and wlio were so furtumite,

in all the world, to be tlie first cott'ee-drinkirs ? If

tradition tells the truth, the first coffee-tree was
found in Arabia, and in spite of the various trans-

plantations it has undergone, the best coffee is yet

obtained there. An old tradition states tiiat coffee

was discovered by a shepherd of old, who saw that

his flock was always in the greatest state of excite-

ment and liilarity when they browsed on the leaves

of the coffee-tree. Tiiough tliis may be but an

old story, the honor of the discovery belongs only

in part to, ttie goatlierd. The rest (x-longs to him
who first made use of the bean, and boiled it. A
mere decoction of green coffee is a most insipid

drink, ))ut carbonization develops the aroma, and

forms an oil, which is the peculiarity of the coffee

we drink, and which would have been eternally

unknown l)ut for the intervention of heat. The
Turks excel us in this. They employ no mill to

torturate the coffee, but beat it with wooden pes-

tles in mortars. When the pestles have been long

used, thev become precious, and are sold at great

prices. Brillat Givarni (author of a piquant book upon the " Phy-
siologv of Taste ") says, that he burned carefully a pound of

good Java coffee, and separated it into two eriual portions, the

one of which was passed through the mill, and the other beaten

DR. J. W. PHELPS S CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

CHARLE3 ALDEN S COFFEE CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE

matter, fatty and essential oils, and its peculiar aromatic principle.

Such an aliment must be considered as highly nutritious, and it

can in fict be shown by calculation based upon the known proper-
ties and ingredients of the matter compared, that a cup of strong,

well made coffee, with proportional milk and sugar,
contains three times as much nitrogen, besides much
carbon, as the same (piantity of strong beef broth.

Coffee being so desirable a provision in sea and
land voyages in unsettled countries, it has been fre-

;.. (juently attempted to bring this desirable drink into

/',
.,

a concentrated st;ite. We have
'-

..' seen it in liquid forms, and even as

a dry powder. Whilst the first

does not commonly preserve well,

the latter, by the violence to which
it had been sutjjected in evaporat-

ing it to dryness, resembled coffee

alinut as much as bnnit bread crust.

But now, at last, we meet with it

in the form of a paste, alrcad}'

combined with cream and sugar,

and after a thoroueli examination,

we must confess tliat our expecta-

tions have been surpassed ; and
tliat we can now eminently enjoy

; ,. a capital cup of coffee at our plcas-

\i'' ure. In this state it is reduced in

compass as much as it can be done
without injury, and we fmind it

retaining much more of the aroma
than any other preparation we ever

met with. This we can only as-

cribe to the ci}mbination with su-

gar, by which the matter is pre-

scn-ed, and its peculiar aroma
bound and retained. Mr. Charle.'i

Alden, of New York, is the discov-

erer and patentee of this improved
method of preparing and presen-
ing coffee ; and his preparation has

succeeded in securing the suffrages

of connoisseurs and housewives, as

well as that of the learned men and chemists who
have subjected it to the test. Our readers may be

curious to see what is said of this novel substitute for

an article so much in use. Dr. James R. Chilton,

the distinguished test-chemist, says that he has made
a careful examination of " Aldcn's i)rcpared Cream
Coffee," and that he finds it to be composed of pure

materials of the best quality, and confidently recom-

mends it to the public. Dr. Isaiah Deck, "the well-

known analytic chemist, also speaks highly of it.

DR. J. W. PHELPS'S CONTRIBUTION.
The second engraving, representing a case of an-

tomical and surgical inventions, is a view of the
elegant contribution to the New York Crystal Pal-
ace, placed on exhibiti(m by Dr. J. W. Phelps, of
this city. Doubtless many of our readers, in dif-

f rent parts of the Union, will remember this fine
collection of ingenious contrivances for the allevia-

tion of human misery, and the remedy of physical
dismcmbennent and deformity. No competitor in
this branch of art in the exhibition presents such
a variety as Dr. Phelps, who<e instnnnents have
1) 'cn pronounced by the mo'^t eminent surgeons in
Kurope aiul America, unrivalled. The ingenuity
of Dr. Phelps has so f.ir surpassed that of all other
aiiatouiieal inventors, in the pert' ction he has at-

tained in manufacturing his trusses, abdominal
supporter, shoulder-brace, and apparatus for curv-
ature of the spine, club-feet, weak ankles, and bow
legs, etc., that the presence of mechanism is scarce-

ly detected or sujiposed. They have not only been
acknowledged superior to all similar inventions

in the orthopedic institutions of Europe, but have
taken the precedence in all the most prominent
hospitals, in use as in celebrity. The written testi-

mony of our most distinguished ])hysicians ha»
for twelve years attested their thorough efficicncv,

while Congress has jirotected them by patents, arid

diplomas have been awarded them at the moat
noted fairs. Improvements in the mechanical de-

partment of medical science, resulting from inven-

tive genius, assiduous study, and long experience,
have of late years been ra])id and astonishing.

No author of such improvements, has so signal-

ized himself, at home or abroad, as Dr. Phelps,

wlio having possessed the best facilities for jrarsu-

ing his studies and scientific researches in the chief

hospitals of France, Germany and Great Britain,

has been enabled to bring his inventions to a sin-

gular degree of completeness. It is a cheering

circumstance in connection with the histor)- of

American inventions, that utility has been the aim
of their originators, rather than mere show; while

substantial success, rather than an idle fume, hag

been their reward. What a gratifying subject for

contemplation it is, that the ycuiiigest of civilized luitions should

indicate, bv snch evidences, its claim to be eiiual to the greatest,

having coristantlv at heart the well-being of mankind, and devot-

ing the genius of her children to works of perpetual good. It is

no fulsome praise to assert that Dr. Phelps has entitled himself to

the lasting gratitude of \\\< fellow-men, by such inventions as these,

bv which all kinds of deformities, dismembeiTnents, niptures or

hernia, etc., etc., are practically and in roost cases wholly reme-

died ; and coiToborative of this claim is the testimony of the most

eminent of the medical faculty, such as Professor Valentine Mott,

TASK OF PARIAN MARIil.E EXHIBITING AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

of New York, Professor John C. Warren, George Hayward, and

Winslow Lewis, of Boston, and many others. It will suffice to

add, that Dr. Phelps has a spacious and elegant establishment, fit-

ted up in Parisian style, at No. 68 Tremont Street, Boston^ Ma.s8.,

where thousands re])air for aid and counsel.

The beautiful vase of Parian marble, also represented above,

has won much admiration from visitors at the Crystal Palace, as

also the Automaton Reaping Machine of Atkins, represented be-

low, a contrivance evincing much skill and ingenuity, and proin-

isiiig a largo abridgment of human la))or.

Turkish fashion in a mortar. " I made coffee of each," he says ;
" taking equal

weights of each, poured on an equal weight of boiling water, and treated them
both precisely alike. I tasted this coffee myself, and caused others who were

competent judges to do so. The unanimous opinion was, that coffee which had
been beaten in a mortar was far better than that which had been ground." Any
«ne may repeat the experiment. In the interim I will tell you a strange anecdote

of the influence of one other kind of manipulation. "Monsieur," said Napoleon,
one day to Lt\place, " how comes it that a glass of water into which I put a lump
of loaf sugar tastes more pleasantly than if I had put in the same (juantity of

crushed sugar?" "Sire," said the philosojihic senator, "there are three substan-

ces, the constituents of which are identical—sugar, gum, and amidon ;
they differ

only in certain conditions, the secret of which nature has presen-ed. I think it

possible that in the effect produced by the pestle some saccharine particles become
either gum or amidon, and cause the dift'erence." The remark became public, and
ulterior observations have confirmed it. Coffee has been subjected by eminent
chemists to precise analytical investigation, the practical results of which we will

briefly state. The green berry contains 40 per cent, soluble matter, but which can

only be extracted with some diflRculty. Hence the use of roasting it, by which
the fi!)rou< parts are opened, and th% soluble matter is set free. To roast the

coffee with the best advantage, it ought to be done upon a livch' fire, and to a red

brown color, with no more loss in weight than about l.'i per cent. ; any higher

color, such as chestnut brown, or deep brown, destrovs much of its useful parts.

From 100 grammes red brown coffee, 2.') grammes, from 100 chestnut brown,

19 grammes, from 100 d.rk brown, lf> of solid matter, were extracted by in-

fusion with an equal quantit\ of boiling water. Of this extract about one quarter

were substances consisting jni -cipally of nitrogen, the principal element necessary

to the support of animal life, u'ld the threc-"nftitcrs are useful salts, saccharine ATKINS'S AUTOMATON REAPER ON EXUIlllTION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
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angles, adding to the beauty as well as improvement of

the ta))le. The pockets are made of silk, of the finest

texture. They are netted in three diflorent colors, so

as to represent our national fla}r. The leather trim-

mings on the inside are so attached, that neither a

stitch nor tack is visiMe. The bed is of marble, lii)rhly

polished, set in a wooden frame, so that the cushion-

rail screws take hold in the wood, thereby preventing

any injur)- from occurring; to the marble. There is also

a wooden bed for this tnblc, with one hundred and
twenty-eight panels, made of the best seasoned wood.
The broad rails are formed of oquares and circles. In

/ //

THE GASPEK FIllE ENGINE, OF PROVIDENCE, RUOUE ISLAND.

The illustration above f^ives a correct view of the Gaspee fire-

engine, of Providence, whicli, upon a recent triul at New Haven,
distanced all competitors in the height to which its stream was
thrown. The illustration giveu below represents a glass flute, on
exhibition at the Crystil Palace, presented to Jame? Madison,
while President of the Utiited States. It was then considered a
most singular and rare curiosity. The engraving given on tlie

right of the page represents the double action harp in the Crystal

Piilace, the contribution of Messrs. J. F. Browne & Co., of New
York. Of all the musical instruments that have touched the ear

and the bcirt of mankind, the harp stands foremost. Exquisitely
beautiful as is the spirit of its chords when struck by ilic hands of
a master, the glory of its renown lies in associations and memo-
ries, tender and sacred, connecting it witli the earliest history of
our race, and with the most romantic and poetic ages of the past.

When the oppressors of Israel asked for a song from the dark-
eyed daughters of their captives, as they sat weeping })y the wa-
ters of Babylon, they pointed to their harps "hung upon the wil-

lows," and their lips refused a song of joy. The national instru-

ment might wail a psalm of sorrow to lighten the weariness of
captivity, to recall memories of home, but it had no jul)ilee strain

GLASS FLUTE, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

to gladden the iieart of a conqu.'ror while the "chosen people "

at in bondage and tears. l?ut there were exultant strains in the

harp when David touched its strings, and danced before the ark
;

or when the feet of Miriam moved obedient to its harmonies.
The harp, too, was exultant in the hands of the Northern Skald,
as he celebrated tlie trium]ilis of liis Jarl, or sounded the praise

and majesty of his gods in the halls of Wodin, oron the mountain-
tops consecrated to Thor. There the white-haired and white-

robed bard .sang to the music of the hiirp, the history of races and
heroes, the glory of religion and the splendors of the immortal
state. The wandering Ro'iians, approacliing the shores of Britain,

thus beheld the priests and poets of a religion anterior to Christ,

piling sacrificial fires and invoking the aid of their deities against

the invading Ca;sar. In all Northern Kurope, the harp sounded
in banciuot-hall and camp, at the druid altar and at the hea-l of
the embattled host. The harper was historian, culogi'^t, priest

and seer. Kings were harpers of old. The Psalmist-monarch
uttered hi^ rejoicing and sorrow to the music of the harp. The
great Alfred, of Britain, found in his harp a ready key to the
camp and tent of the conqueror of his country; and w!iilc he
charmed the ear of the ]")ane, as he quaffod his mead, he also
espied the weakness of a fo",

who, ere -another dawn, felt

the fair hand of the royal har|i-

er victoriously grasping the
battle-axe and the sword.
And the great conqueror, Bri-
an Boroihme—aking bymight
as well as by right—not'heavier
were his death-dealing blows
on the " Field of the Green
Banner," Clontarf, than were
his fingers light and wizard
when he ton -bed that harp
which Ireland still treasures
among her relics, and which
Bochsa claims to have touched
to please the ear of a Saxon
king. And who has not fan-
cied hearing, in some reverie
of the soul over the fall and
sorrow of nations, the strains
of that mightier harp, viewless
but living and immortal, " The
harp that hung in Tata's
halls !" Uiidc or perfected, in
all nations the harp has had a
home and welcome. Tlie He-
brew, the Scandinavian, the
Cimtirian and the Celt, have
held it hallowed. Saints, pil-
grims and heroes have been
solaced by it; and we arc
taught that, ascending to high-
er glories, the angels of God
strike celestial melodies from
its sU-iugs. It is not strange,
then, with such a history iqjon
earth, and such a prophecy

and faith attached to its future, that the harp is become a chosen
and universal, as it is a sacred instrument. Intrinsically exqui-
site in form as in tone, it lacks nothing that could commend it to

our sympathies and delight. These thoughts have been suggested
by a glimpse at the magnificent double-action harps at the Crystal

Palace, manufactured by Messrs. J. F. Browne & Co., of New
York, who are, also, the leading harp makers of London. Noth-
ing could be more perfect and beautiful than these instruments,

and we do not wonder that, even when far less perfect, the sad-

fated Queen of France, Marie Antoinette, and the famous Madame
de Genlis, were enthusiastic patrons of the ITarp. Bochsa, the

prince of modern harpists, pronounces the harps of the Messrs.
Browne &. Co. equal to the celebrated Erard's,

of Paris, and excelled by none in the world.

In one respect they are superior to any Kuro-
])can harps, viz., they are fitted for the extremes
of climate in this country. For his improve-
ments in this deliglitfnl instniment, which is

ecjually a noble ornament for the parlor, and a
source of exquisite jileasurc alike to performer
and hearer, Mr. Browne has received the Frank-

lin medal of the Society of Arts. No
lady nor gentleman, to our mind, can
pos^^ess a finer musical accom|)lishment
tlian the.skilful jicrformancc of the harp,
and no accomjilishment is easier, or
grander, if the " double action harp "

be tlie instrument chosen. 'JMie princi-

pal teachers and performers have aban-
doned the imperfect single action hai^p,

and it is sutlicient for the fame of the
double action American harps of Messrs.
Browne & Co., that M. ]5oehsa, the first of liv-

ing harpists and harp composers, uncpialifiedly

commends them to the ])nblic. and uses no
o her him<clf The engraving below represents
Messrs. Leonard & Benjamin's matrnificent

billiard table, of the Eliznbethian style, with
the latest modern improvements, from their

establishment, 3.32 Broadway, New York. It

is made of rosewood, beautifully carveil. The cushion-rails arc

so constructed, that, in the attachment to the bed, there is not the

slightest vestig'^ of a screw visible. The cushions are made of

vulcanized India-rubl)er. in the fitting-in of which those gentlemen
have of late made vast improvements. They are so constructed
as to force the balls any reasonable distance required, whether
with the slightest rebound of the old style, or the cloth cushion,
or the more modern air one. Another great improvement con-
sists in the manner in wiiich the pocket irons are let in tlie cusli-

ion, being so as perfectly to protect the veneering from injury.

The mountings are of silver, richly chased, the bolts, re|)resenting

each a rose, and the sights are sni.ill dishes, placed at thedifterent

4^$.'rr:^-

DOUBLE ACTION HARl', EXIIIBITING CRYSTAL PALACK.

*^%^

BILLIARD TABLE EXHIBITED AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE, BY LEONARD & BENJAMIN

centre of each circle is n rosewood medallion. The legs are orna-

mented with fruits and flowers, representing the four seasons of the

vcar, as also carved heads of Wasliington, Lafayette, Jackson, and
other distinguished personages. The figure-head chalk-boxes at

the corners, is another unique feature in this table. In fact, this

table is so put together, that it would almost cost as much time
and labor to take it aj^art—by those who are unacquainted with

its build—as to attempt to open one of Hening's burglar's safes.

Messrs, Leonard & Benjamin are extensive manufacturers of bil-

liard tables, and every appurtenance belonging to them. They
arc well known throughout this country-, and have made a vast

number of improvements in the manufacture and style of billiard

tables. It has been the imme-
diate . effect of the exhibition

thus to bring together all the

gems of art in every depart-

ment ; and it is difticult to con-
ceive of any article of use, or
of ornament, which is not licre

represented in its best condi-

tion. In the department ofmu-
sical instruments, as evinced
by the harp, there is the fullest

representation of every sort of
style of musical instruments
in use. Of this game of bil-

liards, less is known in Bos-
ton than other cities of the

Union. In New York, there

are probably, at tlic least cal-

culation, ten thousand tables

constantly in public use, not

to refer to the large number of
private ones in the houses of

the wealthy. The game is a
most fascinating one, and is

calculated to absorb the mind
to a degree of intensity almost
beyond any other ordinary

game ; and for that reason is

generally considered in an ob-

jectionable light, as it regards

the participation of the young
and impulsive. But, under

proper control, it is a most
charming and pleasant game
for gentlemen, and is being

adopted in private houses,

where the necessary expenses

con be met by the proprietors.
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[WrUt<?n for ftlcason'.i PktoHal,]

THE ROBBKR MIND.

BY DB. OEORGE ff. 50XGAT.

The Bon nrapped in a abroud of golden mist)

Dropped out of slight, and left the widowed sfcy

In sable robes, without a single star

To light the dark and lonely solitude

:

When from behind a cave of murky cloud.-*.

The ruman wind stole out, on mificbief bent.

At midnight, while reposing on my couch,

Tliis robber wiud <?amc ban<;ing at my door,

And ebooh my lattice till the ringing glass

Pealed out like bells, held in the fairy hand

Which wrote the flounshes in frostwork there.

Boreas, Uke a blustering burglar, canie

—

Thrusting his arm through every broken pane,

Kattling the blind* and scaring sleep away-
Unhinging swinging gates and creaking sign»;

Lifting the chimney to his lips of air,

And blo-.vli.g trumpet blasts through every tube.

Me \\oke a rose-lipped maiden from her dreams,

Then from the maat he shook her railor boy

Into the sepulchre he scooi>ed for him
;

Returning then on wings invisible,

Shrieked in her ears the story of his death.

This wanton wind snatched from our flag the stars,

Leaving the stripes upon the trembling^taff:

He bowled the billows o'er the sandy bracb,

And made the mountain shake beneath the shock.

"Winter had made a paupiT of the earth,
,

And the wind tor© its brown and tattered dr^»,

So that the patches white of driven snow, ^
Looked Uke a poor beggar'.s under robes,

Seen through the ragged mantle which be wears.

Blow till ye ' spUt yer cheeks, and crack ycr lungs,'

Pluck down the wood-kings by their long green hair,

Strew all the coast with mast, and spar, and sail,

XJnroof the humble dwellings of the poor,

Disrobe the traveller on the unsheltered plain,

And blow his torch and soul out with thy breath.

For all these sins thy punishment is siu"e

;

Nor day, nor night, nor on the land, nor sea.

Shall thy tired wings find peaceful rest for aye;

And thou shalt be a slave for all that live

—

Grinding the com, and carrying the pack:

AVbile flower, and herb, and tree, will toss their heads

In scorn, and hies thee on thy restless way.

Thy moan shall move no heart to pity thee,

Thy shrieks awake no soul of sympathy.

Art thou the conscience of this wicked world?

Or evil spirit from some star above?

Or unimprisoned fiend from flames below?

Whatever thou art, we fear thee not, ill wind;

God holds thee in the hollow of bis hand,

And he can chain thee in thy cave of clouds,

Or make thee harp upon the towering pinea.

Or fri-m thy pinions scatt4;r sweetest baloi

—

Or make thee drive our ilia like locusts to the sea.

< »»^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE PASHA OF PAROS.
BT DR. JEROME V. C. S3IITH.

Seated under the shade of a branching tree, his highness, the

late Koshra Pasha, tlie funny old governor of the ishmd of Paros,

dosing and smoking, alternately, was suddenly roused to con-

sciousness by the rejiort of a gun. When fairly aivake, he stroked

his long beard, refilled the pipe bowl from a silk bag, and then

leisurely looked about to discover who fired the musket.

Paros is celebrated for granite rocks and line oranges. Just one

mile and a half separates it from the Morcn. A little distance in

anotlicr direction, connected by a long l)ar of sand, is the island of

Calauria,—on which are the stupendous ruins of a temple of Nep-

tune, in which Demosthenes, the immortal orator of Greece,

breathed his last breath. On this ancient island of Paros, a con-

ference between the English, French and Russians was held,

through their ambassadors, in 1828, to regulate the new Greek

monarchy, at tlie close of a successful rebellion against the Turk-

ish government. And only three years later Paros was distin-

guished for an outbreak which tenninated in the assassination of

the celebrated Capo d'Lstrias. Without going back two thousand

years in the history of the world, to show that Paros was a famous

place in ancient times, the scenes enacted upon it in our day, have

been grand enough to transmit its name a long way to come into

the future records of coming ages.

Koshra Pasha was appointed in the sere and yellow leaf of life,

through the persuasive eloquence of fifty thousand piastres, to the

civil command of Paros, in which he calculated, of course, to get

it all back, and ten times as much more, out of the people of the

pashalic. Among various other appurtenances that gave impor-

tance to the Pasha, was a group of wives and seventy children.

To a Christian, of nan-ow views, touching the domestic economy
of the disciples of the prophet, a family of such magnitude may
appear extraordinary. But "what strength is equal to many
sons!" in the language of an Oriental [mov* rb ; or "who is so

happy on earth as he who surrounds himself with the dcliuhts of

llaradi^e?" a.-ks another, wise in the consolaiions of Mohamme-
dan fiith.

Uecausc he had always acttd njion the Koran, and otherwise

eonfornied to the demands of the Molah, the Pasha considered

that lie had a right to multiply his blessings, as circumstances

perniirted, and hence he was constantly adding new beauties to

tlie harem. Koshra I'asha was a gnat man in sivernl respects.

In tlie lirst ))hue he weighed more than any other individual on

tlie island; secondly, he possessed all the ])Ower ; and tliirdlv, his

generosity was a theme of perjietual admiration with the officers

about his person. When he made n gift, it was a bastinado not to

receive it graciously, and death, invarialdy, if rejected.

On discovering himself weary of any of his female purchases

at the bazaars, he had a singular kind of way of promoting the

felicity of the officers in the service of the government, by confer-

ring upon tirst one and then another, the cast otF charms of the

harem. Yola, the hazel-eyed, purchased at an unustutl price, of

the broker who had brought her under a special watchfulness from

some distant region, in which she was nurtttred, like some other

beauties, had afretful temper, an impatient activity that interfered

with the harmony of the place of felicity. She was either in a

towering passion, had neglected her toilet, or labored with an

intolerable pain in the head, whenever his highness proposed to

honor her with a visit. In short, the eunuchs apprised the Pasha

she was worse than a wliirlwind, where there should be nothing to

disturb the dreamy repose of the occupants of the blue chambers.

Eastern custom forbids the exposure of a woman's face, even

when on sale. The buyer has no right to trespass on the veil, till

he becomes the legal owner. Most of the Pasha's ladies were

procured by agents, who were influenced in their bargains by the

representations of the seller. Yola was procured in that manner;

and in consequence of immense pressure in public affairs, the

Pasha had not a leisure hour for feasting his eyes on the new jewel

of the casket at the time information was given him of the uproar

created by this last addition to his domestic circle.

When a new idea struck the governor he used to laugh merrily

to himself, on account of its originality. Nobody knew, of course,

what provoked these obstreperous exhibitions of solitary mirth,

nor would any person have dared to inquire into the cause, or

joined in by sympathy if thej- had. AVhile he nearly exploded

with risibility, other people were obliged to be solemn as a Turk-

ish mourner. He really loved fun, but etiquette required that

when the Pasha laughed nobody else should, on pain of his dis-

pleasttre—invariably manifested by the cowlash, a raw hide of the

river horse skin, familiar to disobedient subjects.

In this instanca the Pasha thought it would be a capital joke to

punish his secretary for some imagined offence by giving him

Yola for a wife, while it would be equally severe upon her to de-

grade her to the low condition of being the comforter of a poor

fellow who knew nothing but how to read and write, without a

p ira in his pocket. The more the thing was contemplated the

b tter it appeared to him, and thus he laughed, and smoked, and

SI oked and laughed till the attendants began to imagine the gov-

er ior was absolutely mad.

All Mustabid, although a Greek by birth, first saw daylight in

Albania. Because hi-> master was poor he had the greater ambi-

tion to leave him something, when he should exchange a stone hut

on a mountain for gennch—vulgarly translated heaven ; to which

all orthodox Mussulmen consider themselves fully entitled. Hav-

ing no money to give him, he concluded to do the next best thing,

and therefore had him taught to read and write like a Christian.

This was the only drawback in his mind, respecting the accomplish-

ment, that it would give his servant the unenviable rank of an

infidel. A tnio Osmanli gentleman heartily desjiises ink, paper

and books. It is the occupation of slaves, for the amusement or

convenience of the faithful.

As Ali grew up to five feet seven, with a gracefully curling

beard, he began to feel the degradation brought upon him by his

director in teaching him the business of a clerk. His lofty soul

stormed about in its prison—that is, all through the corporeal

organization of Ali Mustabid, between the head an' toes. He
aspired to be prominent, either in war or peace,—it was not a

fig's consequence which, provided a sensation could be made.

When the crowd tumed their eyes to the ground as the shadow of

the Pasha passed by, Ali could scarcely control him.-.elf, from

sheer envy. " Oh !" said he, to himself, " that the multitude

might say ' there sits the image of power.' " Singular as it may
appear, entertaining as he did, exalted views of his own fitness,

and claims, on the score of genius, he always acknowledged, on

reflection, that ho was nothing after all, but a poor devil of a secre-

tary, as he was, without a change of breeches.

As usual, after smoking vehemently one aftemoon, the Pasha

dropped the flexible tube of the narghilah, in which he was smok-

ing perfumed tobacco from Kamhah, which nobody but pashas can

att'ord to smoke, the majesty of Paros laughed tremendously, and

long and loudly too. .* fter composing his risibles in a small

degree, orders were given to bring into his great presence the

secretary. At the sight of Ali, again he laughed, while the sober

looking secretary stood mule as a graven image.

"Ali," began the Pasha, "hast thou ever seen a woman?"

The youth promptly answered that he had seen his own mother.

" Nonsense," sputtered the wearer of tha largest turban in the

^'Egean Sea,
—"hast thou yet purchased a wife ?" "Nay, your

excellency ; it is impossible to become the master of a woman
with empty pockets." " Very well, it was wisely said ; but who

can be a gentleman without a harem ;" Again the Pasha laughed

immoderately, for his thoughts actually run in a funny vein.

There is a class of self-conceited men in the world who have the

weakness to conceive themselves extremely witty, like this old

Pasha. Another of their silly fancies consists in supjjosing eveiy-

liodv excessively stupid,—and utterly incompetent to appreciate

the keen things they may say ; and therefore they laugh right hear-

tily even at their own thoughts, upon the ])resumption that the

point could not be perceived by others, and consequently it is un-

necessary to waste breath in the attcmjit to iienctrate their obtuse

understandings. Persons of this description are generally proud,

exacting and hasty, in proportion to their ignorance.

On analyzing all this mysterious source of half suppressed mer-

riment, it turned out to be this. From a variety of sources he

convinced himself that Yola was a perfect virago, whose mission.

under the tuition of Diabolus, aside from minor tea-pot tempest*
was expressly to torment prayerful servants of the prophet. But
as economy may be exercised in gratifying our revenge as well as

in the purcRasc of an estate, the Pasha studied out a plan that

exactly answered his purpose—which was so intrinsically capital

in the conception, that laugh he must, if it had cost him his head.

He hated Ali fiendishly, and the idea of tormenting the scrivener

by forcing the hazel-eyed vampire upon him, as a never rela.xine

annoyance, was calculated to make an illusti-ious Turk laugh.

Then, it would punish her to force her upon a secretary, poor as a
dancing dervish, from the lofty eminence within her grasp, had
she been submissive to his behest. The idea of the rights of

woman never had a place in the brain of an Orientalist. They
considSr the fairest objects of creation born to no higher destiny

than to be tolerated while they have youth and beauty
; and the

sooner they please to die, when no longer oniamental, the quicker

a void cushion on the divan will be occupied by a more captivatmg

successor.

Ali Mustabid, Turk as he was in costume, and two-thirds by
association, was a Greek by birth, as already stated. The story

of his childhood, the distinction of the family, of which he was
the solitary representative, would be a recital of cruelties practised

by the unfeeling conquerors of Greece, upon the defenceless in-

habitants of that tmfortunate country. By the chances of a
predatory warfare, but more particularly through the attempt to

rebel against their taskmasters, the people of Paros incuiTed the

unchanging ill will of the Mahommedan government. A finishing

policy of the Pasha who preceded the hero of the epoch we ate

now considering, consisted in distributing all the male children

among the military officers, as servants, in all capacities. Next,

that they might lose sight of their origin, and gradually assimilate

with the .Turks in hal)its, customs, religious sentiments, dress and

lang-uiige, their own names were dropped, and each boy took what-

ever his master chose to call him for the future.

Ali had neither lost sight of his lineage, his friends, nor his own
name, which was Timoleon Doraphani. There was just enough

recollected of the elements of Christianity, as it was impressed

upon his extremely youthful mind, by his inother, to feel that

Mahomraedanism was wrong, and the religion of his obliterated

family right. Early impressions are abiding, from the circum-

stance that first impressions at an early age are vivid, and the Ittt

to be forgotten in the tremor and waning powers of threescore

and ten.

On becoming a man, the mind of Ali was frequently exercised

on the subject of his mother's faith. He longed to have inter-

cotirsc with a Christian for the purpose of baring the tenets fully

explained, if it could be done without the knowledge of the jealou*

bigots with whom he had grown up. Even with these aspirations,

ambition prompted him to think on temporal matters as a Turk

—

whatever he knew tf felt in his domestic relations was completely

in accordance and sympathy with those who had educated hira to

theu' manners, government and modes of action. Hence he looked

forward to the attainment of a Pasha's dignity as the summit of

human happiness, influence and greatness.

Without making inquiries, the impression on the Pasha's mind

was that Yola came from Circassia, whereas she was actually a

Greek, carried away, and trained by speculators. In some politi-

cal confusion in which the Turks wished to make a deep sensation,

and prevent a recunencc of hostility to the Sultan, Yola's pai-ents

were carried to a Turkish settlement. Soon after both died, when

Yola and her sisters were distributed among difi'erent people, till,

in the end, without knowing jirecisely how it was brought about

the little orphan was considered the property of a Turk. It is a

piece of knavery by no means unknown in Turkey, in past times,

to procure very young fL-male children and afterwards palnj them

off as Circassians and Georgians, at great prices. If they find

themselves in the possession of wealthy proprietors, the females

so disposed of keep the secret of the cheat through life, as nothing

would be gained by making an exposition of the truth. ,

Yola was actually sold to the Pasha of Paros under this false

representation. She knew who she was, and having an uncommon '

activity' of mind, and a re])ugnance that torture could not over-

come, against such a destiny as the harem indicated, when first

ushered in, she concluded it was quite as well to die iu one way as

another, and she therefore resolved to resist its demoralization.

Paros was thrown into confusion early on the moming, just ss

the conversation had been concluded between the Pasha and Ali

Mustabid. A little schooner came beating into port, which of

itself was enough to break the fatiguing monotony that reigned on

the island. By the time she came to anchor the population had

generally assembled on the beach, at those points from whence the

vessel was seen. Directly a boat put out for shore, in the stem of

which was a Turk of distinction, judging from the freshness of hi.s

Fez tarbusch, and the beauty of the mouth-piece of the long pij-o

he was calmly smoking. An immediate interview was held with

the Pasha. While they were in close conversation, the crew mii<le

known the astounding intelligence that the Greeks were m 0]n n

rebellion at Athens, and that was not the worst of it, the disaflct-

tion had become infectious, and was rapidly extending among the

islands.

Years of oppression had very considerably thinned oft' the orig-

inal Greek inhabitants ; still, there were a large number of famihes

in the difi'erent villages. By habit and partly through detorioni-

tion, they seemed to have lost their national feeling by submitling

to the exactions of their semi-barbarian masters without complaint

or remonstrance. However, on hearing of what liad occurred, n

pride in the success of their countrymen warmed up an expiring

spark of patriotism. Every Greek's eye brightened, and the young

men moved with a sprightliness never before exhibited by thcni

Even Ali, the last to have been roused, judging from his ordinary
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Btood gazing tlirough the half-opened door, as one whose feelings

were interested, and who would deeply sympathize with sorrow.

At length his eye fell on the portrait of a female that hnnjr ajjainst

the wall of the room in which they were assemhled, and on which

the lamp now hrii;htly shone. He gazed a moment in a hrcath-

Icssness of soul ! The shadows of his youth rolled haekward over

him, taking every shade and hue of thought. The alTection and

the enthusiasm of his early years poured in upon his spirit with all

then- vigor, and he gathered up his strength, and seemed wrestling

whii unlanguagcd agony. His grief was now a,s fathomless as

theirs ;
yet not a sound escaped his lips. Ere long the afilieted

familv hecame in a measure composed, and they returned to the

room where the beggar was still standing. Instantly they were

struck with surprise and horror at the ap])earance of their guest.

Soon, however, his feelings found utterance, and he exclaimed:

" That portrait—can it be ?—madam, will you bring me that

portrait ?—it is—it must be "—and the portrait was instantly bo-

fore him, with its dark, mild eyes gazing upon him, as did its

original in its hour of life.

"Ah, yes," he faltered, "it is my Anna—my wife ; and these

her bridal robes !" And as he fini.'.hcd the sentence, he fell back

into a scat, as one with whom life is extinct. Again starting

wildly up and overmastering his agony, he saiil

:

" Madai.i, you must forgive me. I sec with you this is not an

hour for labored history. But pi-ay answer me this once. Did ye

know aught of the original of this likeness '("

" Stranger," she replied, " it is an hour indeed of burthen and

of woe ; but even so I would gladly assuage sorrow such as seems

at this moment to be yours. And to give the desired information

will require but a brief space of time."

Seating herself by the beggar, already reclining upon Kn easy

chair which had been placed for him, she dried her tears for the

brief recital.

CHAPTER III.

"That portrait," said Mrs. Bradford, after gazing a moment

upon it in silence, "mustbc of one entirely unknown to you, sir,

I am certain. It was purchased in the city at a public auction by

him who now lies cold in yonder apartment." At this allusion to

a deed of her husband's lifetime, her grief broke out afresh.

Again composing herself, she continued :

" He was led thither by business several years ago, and being

accidentally drawn into an auction-room, wliere the furniture of an

unfortunate family—from the pictures that lined the walls of their

dwelling to the common kitchen utensils—was passing into the

hands of the highest bid<ler. Struck by its remarkable resem-

blance to myself, as he said, he was induced to purchase it.

But, old man, if it have power to dry a tear in thine eye, or to

give back one ray of departed joy to thy apparently desolate

heart, it is thine !"

With a slight shiver of his nerves, the convulsion of his feelings

passed away, and he sat composedly and intently gazing on the

features of his narrator. At length he inquired :

"Lady, what was the maiden name by which you were called?

—and have ye a mother still living 1 Would ye forget your own

601T0WS for a moment, and oblige a beggar in his rags with a

word of your history V
"1 tell thee, man," again she replied, "this is not a family por-

trait, but that of a stranger entirely unknown to me. Neverthe-

less, if thou wouldst know aught of me, I can tell it. My maiden

name was Nancy Roach ; though, when a child, I remember to

have been called Anna. My mother—I cannot tell thee if she be

living or not. I was a mere child when I last saw my parents,

and at that time I was their onlj' one ; and, though they were in

comfortable circumstances, at the importunity of a distant rela-

tive, who was in childless affluence, and pining thus for an object

upon which to lavish fortune and affection, I was given to him as

his only child. Soon after, my real parents removed to the city

of New York; and from that time I have, str~nge to say, never

heard of them."

Who has not observed there is much of truth in the harpings of

Avon's bard f Ah, j'es !

"True grief is proud, and makes its owner stout.''

And here was it exemplified ;
for the old man struggled a moment

with his feelings, and then, with a majesty and strength that lofty

souls alone ever command, he broke forth :

" It IS unveiled ! Merciful God, have I come to thi.s—a beggar

at the threshold of my own child \"

A pause, a paralyzation of all thought and siieech for a moment
succeeded this strange monologue. At length Mrs. Bradford

started in utter amazement fiom the brief reverie, more tlian half

believing that she was entertaining the insane, when, with the

same majesty of spirit, he resumed, starting to his feet.

"Madam, I am not mad, but stand before ye in full power of

reason, and with the very light of my youth flashing through my
decaying senses. And I tell ye, with the solemnity and the grief

that age alone can feel, that picture is the ])ortrait of your mother !

And in this meagre and revolting form, ye behold the person of

your father ! Nay, start not—it is truth I tell ye ! I was born

amid these mountains, and I have wandered hither, in these years

of my dependence, my misfortune, and my sonow, but to look

upon their beaut}' once more, and die ! In all whom I have seen,

not one familiar face till this has met my view."

So saying, he grasped the ])icture in his withered hands, and

pressed it long and enthusiastically to his lips.

"I seem to have outlived everything," he continued, "but the

sentiments that my bosom cherished here. These are still alive,

and, like the pha>nix, rise with fresh vigor, as the body they in-

habited is passing to its ashes. My ciTand is done ! I feel it is

done, both here and on earth
;
yet how sweetly concluded." And

he sank back to the seat from which he had arisen, as if in vcrili-

cation of his prophecy.

A draught of water was immediately presented, which seemed

for the present to restore the languid life ; and, raising himself a

little, he added :

"I am (lying! This is, indeed, death—and I joy to meet him

thus. But I would say one word more before I dcjiart."

Then, ti,\ing his glazing eye on Mrs. Bradford, he said, in a

sinking tone of voice:

"Anna—let me address ye by the name your mother gave ye,

for it was the foster-parent who changed it—Anna, take that por-

trait, and preserve it sacred, as ye would the familiar things of

him who lies at his length unmoved by all in yonder silent apart-

ment. That picture was taken by Stuart, on your mother's bridal

week, and a more striking likeness his canvass never reflected.

We gave it into the possession of a near and dear friend, residing

in Boston, a short time previous to our removal to New York,

and from that time l)Oth it and yourself having jjassed from our

family, passed from our acquaintance.* I would fain linger a

moment longer to tell to you our remaining history, but I feel I

cannot."

Pausing to recover breath and strength, which seemed fast fail-

ing him, he again proceeded :

" Your mother's grave you may find in Philadelphia, in the

churchyard belonging to ' Christ's Clmrch,' marked by a white

unlettered stone, where I buried her as I journeyed from New
York to Baltimore—she having suddenly sickened and died in

that city. From that hour a series of misfortunes followed me
;

and, as I was a stranger in that part of the country, sometimes

injustice and wrong were added to misfortune, until I was reduced

to a state of want, and finally, as you see, to beggary. You were

our only child, and I now had but one prevailing wish, that of

seeing your face once more. But I did not expect it, for you were

given to those whose place of residence was far distant from this

our then abode. But here stood the home of my childhood ; and,

thougli worn with bodily and mental suflering, I summoned all

my strength to journey hither, in hopes of laying my bones with

the ashes of my fathers. But an hour like this, so crowded with

events, and overshadowed with woe and bliss, was beyond the ken

of mortals. For this, undoubtedly, have I lingered, when disease

was preying on my heart, and when death had well nigh claimed

bis own ! But well, mj- daughter, has he delayed his coming,

and I, at least, have snatched one hour of love and bliss from his

embrace."

The whole family stood in amazement, for the scene had passed

before them, as the shadows of a dream, or as the work of a magi-

cian. A long and solemn silence ensued. Not one dared to

speak to the other concerning the mysterious event ; while the

heart of the newly-bereaved wife, now kneeling beneath the up-

lifted hands of her strange guest, seemed wildly alternating be-

tween joy and grief. She had lost the lover and the husband
;

she had found the fathei-—the parent of her childhood—long

mourned and long missed in the traceless windings of life, yet

who in his hoary hairs had returned to bless her, and to be more

abundantly blest in turn. There was, indeed, a mingling of

tears, yet were they not altogether those of grief.

The traveller was finally aided to the chamber already prepared

for him—although his feeble limbs but wearily supported him

thithvr—the portrait was returned to its place, and the night passed

by the afflicted family in long and dreary watchings, yet sweetened

by a revelation that had unveiled the mysteries of many a sad-

dened hour, and cast light on the darkness of many a dreary

passage in the history of more than one human being.

But had it not been for the accident of the picture, our poor

hero might have passed on, classed with the ragged throng

that daily tread our paths, whose poverty is their crime, and have

perished, also, like them, unknown, unwept, and his history been

unrevealcd and unrecorded.

[Written for Oleoson's Pictorial.]

MIDMCHT MISIK'GS.

BT PF.RSA S. LF.WIS.

* Tlie reader will recollect that thi.s scene was laid, and its circumstances
enacted, many years before the introduction of railro.ads, and other facilities

for intercommunication uow in operation among us; consequently distances,
even tlie shortest, often shut out fricud from friend through a whole Ufctime.

<<•»»
THE SOUTH OF FR.IKCE.

After leaving the route of the great line of railway that is foraied
towards Marseilles and its immediate neighborhood, there begins a
district of the sonlh of France that scarcely seems to have got
beyond the civilization of the middle ages. Travelling commences
to he a fearful undertaking ; the locomotion, in diligences which
seem to be constructed on the .system of those cages of terror in

which the Chinese confine delinquents, so that they cannot sit up-
right nor change their posture, appears to have been diligently
studied l)y the artificers belonging to Hie grand iii<ssar/ri-i<x of
France. Over roads of an antagonism the most marked to mac-
adainizalion, are unfortunate beings for a vast number of liciurs

unmercifully dragged, till their wearied bones are much in the con-
dition they would have been had the Holy Incpiisition some few
years since had charge of them. The cities through which those
lumliering vehicles roll heavily on, are, for the most part, inhabited
by a .s<|iuilid, miserable pea5antry ; the beggars that besiege llic

doors form, sometimes, a fair specimen of the poi)nIa1ion. The
language that is spoken is [lerfcetly unintelligible to a Pari.-ian.

—

Court Journal.

i »«» >

Epicurus himself advances that cfTeminacy and indolence are
not always the roads which lead to a ti-anqnil and happv life ; he
wishes that each, witliout hurting himself, would follow his natu-
ral feelings, and exhorts in particular the ambitious to engage in
tlie administration of public affairs. Generally, the conscience of
their talents ought to decide them. It is neither the multitude,
nor the little number of affairs, which render the life of men un-
quiet or traiupiil, luit the more or loss honest things which occupv
them.

—

Plutarch.

The plorics of the upper deep

Are burning in the midnight air;

And night's soft purple wing of sleep

In silence resteth everywhere.

How like the great thoughts of the soul,

Shine those eternal lamps on liigh,

As beacons to life's upward goal,

To light the fat« of destiny.

How brightly from their silver urns,

Amid tlie far empyrean deeji,

Shed they the holy light that hums,
Through all the solemn boui-s of sleep.

And slowly on her silver track.

The sailing moon g'ics proudly on,

"Wliilc ocean ever givuth hack

An echo of the far-off tone
;

The chiming music of the spheres.

That rings through all night's starlit hoiiri,

While still and .soft in t-Uvcr tears,

t'ome down tile dews to gem the flowers.

How pure and holy is this light,

So like tlie misty light of dreums,

And the .soft breezes of the night

Play gently on tiie sleeping streams.

All nature sleeps—earth is at rest.

Save where the sad and troubled stream,

In dark and sorrowful unrest.

Is pulsing on—faint a.s a dream.

[Gathered from History for Gleaxon's Pictorial.]

INTERESTING FACTS.
— The most ancient manuscripts are written without accents,

stops, or separation between the words, nor was it until after the

ninth century that cojiyists began to leave spaces between words.

— The first piece of artillery was invented by a German, soon

after the invention of gunjiowder, and artillery was first used by
the Moors at Algesiras, in Spain, in the siege of 1341.

— The first banks were established in Italy in the year 808, by

the Lombard Jews, of whom some settled in Lombard Street,

London, where many bankers have ever since resided.

— The oldest version of the Old and New Testament belonging

to the Christians, is that in the Vatican, which was written in the

fourth o¥ fifth century, and published in the year 1587.

— Ancient books were originally boards, or the inner bark of

trees ; and hark is still used by some nations, as are also skins,

for which latter parchment w:is gencrall}- substituted.

— Bowling is an old English game, and was very common as

early as the thirteenth century. Charles I. played at it, and it

was a daily sport of Charles II., at Tunbridge.

— Stones were first used for bullets ; iron ones are first men-
tioned in 1550. Leaden bullets were made before the close of the

sixteenth century. Stone cannon balls are still used in the East.

— The most stupenduous canal in the world is one in China,

which [lasses over two thousand miles, and to forty-one cities ; it

was commenced in the tenth century. A monster work of man.

— Chocolate, the flour of the cocoa-nut, was first introduced

into England from Mexico, in the year 1520, and toon became a
favorite beverage in the London cofi'ee-houses.

— Billiards were invented by Henrique Devigne, a French ar

list, in the reign of Charles IX., about the year 1571, and at once
came to be a most fashionable and captivating game.

— The largest and oldest chain bridge in the world is said to

be that at Kingtung, in China, where it forms a perfect road from
the top of one lofty mountain to the top of another.

— Women never appeared upon the stage among the ancients.

Their parts were represented by men until as late as 1662, when
Charles II. first encouraged the appeai-ancc of women before the

public.

— Armorial bearings became hereditai-y in families at the close

of the twelfth century; they took their rise from the knights paint-

ing their banners with different figures, and were introduced by
the crusa<lei-s.

— The first balloon was constructed at Paris by M. M. Mont-
golficr, in 1783, when Rozier and the Marquis d'Arlandcs ascend-

ed, after which i.umerous ascents followed, many of which proved
fatal.

— The well known cotton cloth, calico, is named from Calicut

a city of India, which was discovered by the Portuguese, in 1498.

Calico was first brought to England by the East India Company,
in 1631.

— Diamonds were first brought from the East where the mine
of Sumliuljiour was the first known, and where the mines of Gol-
conda were first discovered in the year 1584, those of Brazil

in 1728.

— The diving bell wa,s first used in Europe in the year l.'iog.

It was used on the coast of Mull, in searching for the wreck of
a part of the famous S[ianish Armada, some time before the

year 1669.

— Glass bottles were first made in England, about 1558. The
art of making glass bottles and drinking glasses was known to

the Romans in the year 79, A. 1)., as they have been fouiid in

the ruins of Pompeii.
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DivTNATioM—the prediction of future events from some pres-

ent data—has over found many credulous believers. No nation

has ever been chronicled by tlie pen of the historian, cither in an-

cient or in moilcru days, in which superstitious people did not

pive evidence to some system of divination. Tlie Greeks and the

Romans had their oracles ; the Indians of our western prairies

have their sorcerers ; and in every Christian city at the present

time may be found professional " fortune-tellers." Divination

flourishes in tlie very aijes in which reason most prevails over

feeling; ; and, strange to say, many eminent men, who have risen

far above the prejudices of tlicir age, and have even
disregarded important truths, have given themselves
up to superstitious trust in some species of prediction.

Tlie an'-icnt Germans had consecrated white horses,

from whose sno'ting or neighing they drew fa-iorable

or unfavorable signs. The Greek oracle of Apollo, at

Delphi, on tlie side of Mount Parnassus, was inter-

preted by a Pythonisa, or fair priestess, who sat over
the sacred cavity on a golden tripod, and inhaled tlie

mystic vapor until slic liccame inspired. At Antium,
there were statues of Fortune, who responded to nucs-

tions propounded by moving their heads, and Kg>'pt

yet retains the vast structures used by her divinalors.

At more recent dates, astrology was iinjjlicitly believ-

ed in by those who looked confidently into futurity,

bat within the past century, chiromnnn/ has been the

popular "medium." Basing their belief on texts in

Job and Solomon, the believers in chiromancy cite

many a " proof " of the truthfulness of their science,

and refor with triumph to the fiimous Madame Le
Normand, who exercised sucli an influence over Na-
poleon and the ill-starred Josephine. Of course, we
do not think to impose this system upon the readers

of the Pictorial, whose good sense would repel any se-

rious attempts to excite their superstitions by attempt-
ing to unveil the mysteries of futurity. But having
obtained from France drawings of the "system"
whieli governed Madame Le Normand, we have
thought it miglit he amusing to many, and be a novel
pastime at so'-ial gatherings. There is surely, no
more impropriety in divining character, or the paths of
life in wliich one's peculiar disposition will lead them, bv the
hand than li_v the head, and we submit the " charts," as a novel
amusf-mimt, stripped of the mystic api)aratus with which profes-
sional divinators surround themsdvcs, as may be .seen in the de-
sign at the bead of this article. The old astrologer, clothed in his

professional uniform, and surround'd by the hideous and mvstical
insignia of his art, was often the terror of princes, and cai-nestly

did they invoke him to read their horosi-o|)cs. Astrouomii-al in-

gtrumenls, books filled with cabalistic signs, crosset-lamps and

hour-glasses, imposed upon the ignorant of the dark ages, even as
in these enlightened times, when scores flock to some keen-witted
old dame, generally to seek information about their lover, they
gaze with superstitious reverence at her cat, her raven, and her
oracnlar cards. A truce to such pretensions ; and if anv one
wishes to enjoy the joke of chiromancy—the most favorite scheme
of divination—here is the entire key and mystery. Lines.—
There are five important "lines," most of which are to be found
upon the right hand of every one, and which indicate certain re-

sults, viz.:

—

Tlie Line of Life, I—2. In persons destined to a ripe

old age, this lino is clearly marked, and distinctly traced. Faint
breaks or ramifications, indicate illness, or accident, and if it in-

creases in distinctness as it approaches the wrist, it foretells a
healthy, vigorous old age. The Line o/Tntellect , I—3. Those who
concentrate their talents upon one subject, have a well-traced line

across the hand in this direction, while in others more diversified

and varied in their mental pursuits, it branches off. Depth of
color and distinctness indicate the (piantity of mental ability which
the lines denote. The Line of Ihipi>inesf, 4—5. Those who live

in " peace and good will " have this line distinctly marked, and
will ever enjoy the tran(|uil happiness attendant upon a quiet life.

When this happiness is promoted by a love of various pursuits,
the line branches off as it ajiproaches 5, but those who have but
"one idea," have but a single trace. The Line of Love, i—9,
This line denotes a warm, devoted heart, capable of bestowing
and of receiving affection. Those destined to lead a single life

never possess it, and its depth of color, distinctness and unity, are
so many indexes to the heart of its possessor. The Line of Trouble,
9—6. Those who, from an impetuous or vicious disposition, are

prone to trouble, have this line clearly traced across
the palm. The LJne of Fortune, 9—8. This line, when
clear and rKstinct, indicates the power of accumulating
and keepiiiff wealth. Jhe Heart Centre, 6. Lines
springing from this spot to any other tci-mination, or
joining any other lino, show that the possessor has any-
given trait so identified in a high sense. The Line of
Jointure, 1—2. This line, or oftencr these lines, indi-
cate future inheritances, the extent of which is fore-
shadowed by the breadth and color of the lines.

MorxTAlNS.—The small risings on the hand are
tei-med " mountains," and indicate the present charac-
ter of their possessor, viz.:

—

Mounlnin of Venus, A.
When full and clear—true, steadfast and reliable.

Furrowed liy lines—variable and fickle. Spotted—false

and treacherous. Dark-colored—;jealous and revenge-
ful. Mountain ofJupiter, B. This, well developed, in-

dicates industry, application and energy. When
crossed by two rays, the possessor is prone to extrav-
agance. Mountain of Saturn, C. When rounded off
evenly, this indicates a gentle disposition ; but if col-

ored, it is a sign of melancholy and sadness. Moun-
tain of Mars, D. This, when clearly developed, de-

notes true courage, and bravery guided by pnidence.
When of a high color, it indicates audacity and temer-
ity, but the want of it, or a slight development of it, is

a sure token of weakness and indecision. Mountain of
Mercuri/, E. Situated at the commencement of the lit-

tle finger, this protuberance is an important index to

the possessor's character. When clear and distinct, it

denotes constancy in the affections, and fidelity in

promises. If intGrsected by a wrinkle, the person can easily be
swerved from the path of duty, or diverted from the object of his

affection, while a perpendicular " line," forming with the horizon-

tal wrinkle a cross, indicates a firm religious belief, not easily

shaken. Mountain of the Moon, 7—3. This development along
the lower edge of the hand, indicates a fondness for theatrical

amusements, music, or singing, and is very prominent on the

hands of orators. The Hollow of the Hand, if deip and regularly

formed, indicates happiness and long life.

There are other "lines " which indicate particular events. A
"Nuptial Line," from the commencement of the thumb, parallel

with the " line of life," betokens marriage and happiness, the

duration of which is indicated by the length of the " nuptial line."

The " Linpofjoi/." extends from tlie base of the thumb directly
across the band, and is not permanent, luit appears to herald any
event calculated to gladden the heart of the possessor. It is not
indented us other " lines " are, but traced as it were.

The " Trarr of T)i.iapp<nntmen1 " su Toiinds the "Mountain of
Satui-n," anil denotes i-ome disap|>oinlmcnl in affairs of the heart
which cannot be effac' d. Ocasionally, tli'Tc is a dou'jlc line,

but the first is the deepest and most enduralilc.

The " Line of Professional Success," starts from the commence-
ment of the thumb, and rung parallel with the " line of intellect,"

just below it. Jf it crosses the " line of fortune," it betokens a
lucrative reward for study and toil early in life.

The "Line of Travel" is a small trace which strikes into the
" line of life," forming a triangle. It indicates that the possessor

will soon go on a journey, the length of which is indicated by the

acuteness of the apex, that expands with the distance.

The " Trare of Indecision," which surrounds the " Mountain of
Mars, shows that the possessor hivs neglcetcd one of those golden
opportunities whi'di secure fortune, fame, and happiness—and
which, once passed, cannot be regained.

The "Line of Siiccess," nearly encircles the thumb, just above
its departure from the hand ; and two lines above it indicate a

happy accomplishment of the plans nearest the heart—one " line
"

promising hope, but not wan-anting perfect confidence.

The " Line of Ilijmen," is a trace that comes around the " Motin-

tain of Saturn," and crosses the hand, neaily.paralhl wit'i the

" line of happiness." It promises marriage, and that speedy if it

comes upwards towards its centre.

The "Trace of EoH" encircles the " Mountain of Mercur.v,

and is the stanip of wrong, although the possessor may have

been a victim to the evil enticements of others. It is seldom

found in the gentler sex.
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DISASTERS AT SEA.

The late numerous and foiirful disasters wliiili have occurred

on the ocean, and especially upon our own coast, naturallj- turns

public attention to maritime matters, with a sad and earnest inter-

est. Some statistics, whicli have lately been made public, exhibit

some notable facts in relation to the destruction of vessels belong-

ing to the United States, deduced from the marine reports and

Other sources. It appears that, for a period of 18 months, ending

last September, 103 ships and barques, 144 luigs, and 827 scliooners

were totally lost at sea. During the same period, .50 vessels, that

had previously sailed, were never lieard from, 330 put into port in

distress, and 102 wrecks were passed. This is, says tlie writer, a

total loss for the period of one every twenty-two hours ; one

stranded every forty-four hours ; one abandoned every seventy-five

hours; and one never heard from every ten days.

A PAl'ER TOM'N.

A town, made of paper, has been recenily set up in a field, near

London, preparatory to its shipment on board an Australian ves-

sel. It consists often houses. It is not the ahnple papier-mache,

as ordinarily used, but contains an admixture of rags not reduced

to pulp, which enables it to solidify as hard as a board. The walls

are doul)le, to insure ventilation, and the partitions have a stiengtli

and duranility which will put to shame the lath and plaster mock-

eries of too many of the London houses that Jack built. It was

found on trial that one of the smaller houses could be pulled down

and built up again in four hours.

The Scarcity of Silver.—There is now no longer any

necessity for a scarcity of silver coin. The Philadelphia Bulletin

says there is now, and has been for some time, lying in the mint,

in that city, over one million of dollars in silver coin ready to be

furnished to any applicants in exchange for gold.

4-^».»>^

"The Religion of Manhood."—We have received from the

pubhsher, Bela Marsh, a book thus entitled, from the pen of Dr.

J. H. Robinson, well known to our readers.

LioiiTiiou.SES ON THE CoAST.—Tlierc are now in the United

States 347 lighthouses—27 are in course of construction.

« i»«^ »

A Precocious.—" Father," said little Teddy, "how can the

sea run when it is all tide ?"

< »«» t

SPLIKTEES.

.... We hear the late lecture given in this city by Park Benja-

min highly commended in private circles. It wius a rich treat.

.... Mr. Tompkins, 38 Cornhill, has issued another edition of

the Biography of Hosea Ballon, by the editor of the " Pictorial."

.... The editor of the Gardiner Transcript has lost his dog,

and offers a reward for his return, in any shape l)ut that of sausages.

.... Mrs. W. H. Harrison and Mrs. Zachary Taylor are privi-

leged, by law, to receive and send all communications free by mail.

.... The New England Society, of Brooklyn, at their banquet

this year, admitted women and excluded wine. A good example.

.... The total amount of gold deposited at the U. S. Mint, at

Philadelphia, during the jear 1853, has been $.53,500,000.

.... It is said that the largest and best private library in the

United States is owned by the Hon. Edward Everett.

.... Mr. J. Frost, the most expert arcliitect of the age, threw

a suspension bridge over the Hudson, at Albany, in a single night.

.... We see that Celeste lias made a great " hit " in London,

by appearing in a new play, entitled the " Thirst for Gold."

.... Mrs. Mowatt's biography is, what it purports to be, a very

simple and truthful record of her eventful personal history.

.... We regret to see that Mr. Soule and his son, of the Amer-
ican legation at M.adrid, have been performing a Bob Acres affair.

.... The city of Chicago, III., has already reached to a popula-

tion considerably over sixty tliousand, and is fast increasing.

. . . Mr. Gadsden, our Minister to Mexico, is said to be pro-

ceeding very satisfactorily with his negotiations with that country.

.... Santa Anna, wlio has just been declared Dictator, or Em-
peror of Mexico, is to have a salary of S60,000 per annum.

.... The mining news from California by the late arrivals is

favorable. Gold continues to be produceci in large ([uantities.

THE ASTOR LIBRARY.

The opening of this magnificent temple of knowledge to the

people of our sister-city, New York, is an event in the literature

of our country—the advantages of which are not confined to any

one city or section of tlie Union ; but it is a true and tangible na-

tional benefit. This lil)rary, founded and stocked with its records

of valuable lore, by the late millionaire whose name it bears, con-

tains already about 100,000 volumes. Many of the books arc

rare and of great value. One portion is a full collection of for-

eign public documents. There are 3752 volumes on theology,

among them a rare copy of the Bible, several versions, and a

complete collection of the Fathers. The law department contains

about as many volumes, rich in works on civil law. The collec-

tion of maps is excellent ; among them, one by the pilot who

accompanied Columbus on his second voyage. In English litera-

ture, there are only 3400 volumes.

The shelving of the Aator Library is about 11,000 feet, or two

miles long, and would reach, if placed in a continuous line,

from the Park to Union Place. Tliat of the British Museum is

over fourteen miles long, and would reach from the Battery to

Kingsbiidge. The books are arranged in alcoves, in each of

which is placed a table for the accommodation of visitors. The

books are to be handed down by assistant librarians, aiul arc not

to be taken from t'lc lmi!diug. Arrangements are made, we be-

lieve, for the accommodation of ladies. But, after all, we cannot

but think, with our cotcmporary of the New York Mirror, that

Dr. Coggswell, the librarian, has been most unfortunate in his

selections ; though these may be very desirable for students,

autliors, and men of letters, yet they certainly do not einliody that

amount and variety of popular and general information, that

Mr. Astor's munificent bequest was umiuestionably designed to

furnish.

The building is in the Byzantine order of architecture, and is

well adapted to the purpose for which it was designed. Upon
entering the vestibule the visitor ascends a broad stairca.se of

thirty-six marble steps, flanked with walls of sohd masonry, fin-

ished in imitation of marble. When at the top, he finds himself

in the centre of the library hall,—which is one hundred by sixty-

four feet on the floor, and fifty feet in lieight,—and beneath is a

spacious dome, formed of large panes of curved glass. At either

end of the liall are large windows, so that the apartment is thor-

oughly lighted in every part. To the right and left arc ranges of

columns, serving to divide the side-walls each into several alcoves,

and to support the roof; and midway, between the floor and ceil-

ing, these alcoves are divided into stories, making in all twenty-

eight different apartments, each fifteen by twelve feet. A contin-

uous corridor, extending along the wall, coiniccis tliem with each

other ill the rear, forming an admirable arrangement.

» .».» »

PRESERVE YOUR PAPERS.

Wc desire to give this timely notice, to our new subscribers, to

carefully preserve their copies of the " Pictorial " for binding.

This is a hint that those who have taken the paper heretofore do

not require, as such universally preserve and bind the Pictorial at

the expiration of each six months, making two elegant and valu-

able volumes each year. Persons who have not seen the Pictorial

bound, in our durable and uniform style of full gilt, cannot form

a jtist idea of the great value and interest of the work in this

form. Wc charge but one dollar per volume for binding the

paper in this style ; and those who wish to possess the work com-

plete, from the beginning, can he suppli(d with the first five

volumes, or any one of the set that is desired.

A crRiors Discovery.—In the Viennese printing ofliccs

they have a* method of obtaining fac-similes of leaves, mosses,

plants, and other subjects, the production of which requires a

minuteness of detail not within the province of the human hand

to execute. The subject to be copied is placed upon liquified

metal, and a perfect impression is ol)tivined, which, copied by

means of a galvano plasty, and transferred upon a plate, may be

multiplied to any number of copies that may be desired.

4 ^w^ >

Crystal Palace.—In our next number we shall give Jii^efull

pages, representing an entire panoramic view of the interior of the

great Crystal Palace, New York. These .series of illustrations arc

the most expensive, elaborate and beautiful in design, that we
have yet issued. Besides which, a number of other fine illustra-

tions will grace this number of the "Pictorial."

Pianos vs. Cotton.—The Musical World says that the trade

in piano-fortes, the last year, amounted to above twelve million of

dollars ; and should it increase at the same ratio for twenty years

to come, as it has for twenty years past, tlie piano crop of the

North will exceed the cotton crop of the South.

Siii'REMB Nonsense.—A memorial has been prepared by the

" New York Conference of Spiritualists," and is now being circu-

lated, asking Congress to appoint a scientific commission and

m.ake an appropriation for investigating the phenomena, called

" spiritualism."
4—••.•—»

Washington Stheet.—This great thoroughfare of our city

is now so much crowded with vehicles, in business hours, that al-

most an unbroken line is seen passing up the street, and another

down, from ten in the morning until sunset.

Reuemrer THIS.—All letters addressed to this office must be

post-jmid, or they will not be taken from the post-office.

« »«» >

The AVeather.—Winter, it seems, has broken its back.

SELF-STYLED SAINTS. ^
The manner in which our vcner.alilc Puritan ancestors used the

Indians, to say the least of it, was a little summary, and we

should rather think partook of the principle that might made

right. As an instance, it is told that soon after the settlement of

the town of New Haven, several persons went over to what is

now the town of Milfoid, where, finding the soil very good, they

were desirous to effect a^ttlement : but the premises were in the

possession of the Indians, ;in(l some conscientious scruples aro.se

as to the ))ropriety of dispersing and exiielling tlicm. To test the

case a church meeting was called, and the matter was determined

by solemn vote of that sacred body. After several speeches had

been made in relation to the subject, they proceeded to pass

votes—the first was the following :
" Voted that the earth is the

Lord's and the fullness thereof." This passed in the affirmative,

and " Voted that the earth is given to the saints." This was also

determined like the former—ncm. con.—3d. " Voted we are the

saints, ' which passing without a dissenting voice, the title was

considered indisputable, and the Indians were soon compelled to

evacuate the place, and relinquish the possessions to the riglitful

owners. Rather cool, ccrtainlv.

Increasing.—We understand that there will be a gr>.-at many

new buildings erected in our city the coming spring
;
large con-

tracts having already been entered into to this end.

--«»••—>-

Musical.—Jullien is travelling in this coiinti^ under contract,

and is not giving concerts on his own account.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, bv Kiv. Mr. Skinner. Mr. IlL-nry Briffht to Miss Anna k. Chase.

By Rev. Mr. Tiiylor. Mr. Charles Davis, of Bangor, Me., to Miss Johanuah
Walsh.
By Rev. Mr. Kirk, .Mr. Hiram Studlev. of New York, to Miss Mary Abby

Chelsev.
By llev. Mr. Cillev. Mr. Henry SpraKUe, of Roxbury, to Miss Isabel .lacobs.

At Salem, by Rev. .Mr. Uriggs, Mr. William C. Uorton to Miss Eliza B.

ButTam

.

At Marbleliead, .Ian;o» L. Gould, Esq., of Bridgeport, Ct., to Miis Helen M.,

dauRlitt^r of Hon. James Greirory.

At Danverspoit, by Kev. Mr. Chaffin, Mr. Andrew J. Eliot to Miss Martha
E. Bates.

At Ipswich, by Rev. Mr. Southpitc. Mr. Samuel L. Jewett, of Rowley, to

Miss Harriet A. Ilo{:ers.

At Newtinryport. by Rev. Mr. Spalding. Mr. Charles L. Cook to Miss Sarah

A. Martlen.

At (iloucestor. Mr. Georpre Dennis to Miss Lois D. Grifiln; Mr. William Pot-

tor to Miss Martha .Tune Lufkin.
At Taunton, by Itev. Mr. I'liiniimr, Mr. Edwin D. Cordell to Miss Sarah E.

Ilaskins.

At West Randolph, Vt., by Rev. Mr. Martin, Mr. Uai-vey Spaulding to Misi

Sopliia Hutvhinson.
At Philnililphia. by l!rv. Mr Brun, Mr. J. Starr Holloway to Miss Mary R.,

daughter of the late Samuel H. Trancr, Esq.

DEATHS.
In this dtv, IIoD. Thoin;i« UaiKlv>iclo I'erkins, P9; Mr. George A. Kendall,

42; Mr. John T. Do.smond {piinfor), 28; Miss Alice W. Keating. 21; Thomas
Win. I'arson':. M. T).. 57: Mr. \Vnlter M<l*hor:on. '.'A : Mrn. Anj^u.«tA ivimbaU;
Mary, widow of the hite Mr. .\tlea Iliukctt. of Jihnunton, N. 11 , 73.

At Charlestown. Mrs. Kuth MaiiLiiif:. 75.

At Somonille, Mr. Natlianitl Itlood, 41 : Mr. David Vialle, 42.

At Revcrly. Mr. Calih Fricml, m.
At Newton Corner, Sai-ah Ann. wife of Jaco"-^ Q. Kettellt), Ecq., 44.

At L\nn. Emeline. wife of Lewis .loj^.'^elvn. K-'q.

At Ilinpham. .MissMary Charlotte Cobh. 2f).

At Concord. Ma-ss.. Deacon Iteuhcn Brown. 72.

At Newbur> port, Mrs. Abij::ail York, formerly of Portland, ^'.

At Srituate, Mr.«. Mary Hohii'^s. 70.

At Haverhill, (MiarU-s White. Ks.i.. 78.

At Wrllfleet. .Mr. Joseph Atwood. 22; Mrs. Cro.^by, wife of Mr. Kczeliiah D.
Crosby. 60.

At Tynpsbornufrh. Mr. Simeoti Cuniniirp-'. Sr>.

At Newfane. Vt. .Mr?'. Harriet K.. wife of .Mr. Henry C. Taylor, of Boston.
At Mtibile. Mr Hosea fiallon. Jr., of Providence. 37.

At San Franeiseo, Mr. fieorire H. Lawton. from Portsmouth, R. I., 41 ; Capt.
Wm. Miller, of Damariscotta. Me.. 40; Seiah L. Dudley, from New Haven, 47-

At JIarysville. Mr. (Jeorpe K. Camp, formerly of Stowe, Vt.. 33.

At Columbia. Mr. Oeorp-c A. Field, late of (Jrafton. Mass.
On hoard brig Globe, on the passage from Curacoa, Mr. Uobert Pomroy, first

ofucer, 59.
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The objert of the paper i« to pres-nt. in the mo^t elrpTnt and avnllnhle
fn-ui.a Ufpkly lit*-iary nieljiii};<' oi i.of.iblc events of tlie d.iy. Its coluiuua
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current events iu all parts of the ivorld, and of uien and uiruiners, altogether
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beautiful .'icenery, taken from Ii!e. will also lie [riven, with numerou.s specimens
troxn the animal kinp^doni. tlie birds of the air. and the finli of the sea. ] t is

print<'d on fine s;»tin-surfa(e paper, with new and be;tutiful type, presenting
in its mechanical execution an ele;r;u»t .specimen of art. 1 1 coiit.;iiiis fil>een
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aud illustrations— a uiauimoth ueekly p :per of sixteen octavo page>.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

A WALK. IN MAY-TIME.

BY ELLEN LOUISE CHANDLER.

"We wandcrpd by the hnrn-.'^iilc,

In the merry month of May,

Wlien the leaflets and the bloss^s

Were keeping holidiiy!

When the cowslips starred the meadows

And the alders frinped the brook,

And the early violets lifted

To the skies a lovinjf look

—

And the wild choke-cherry blossoms

You braided in my hair.

Till my check vdth blushes deepened,

Ap you said that I was fair!

And I thoup:ht that sweet spring sumshine

Jacob's ladder might have been.

On which ans:els clomb to heaven,

And came down aj^ain to men

—

For the breezes breathed but incen?ie

And the streamlet breathed but prayer,

And a misty gold went floatinc;

On the fragrant spring-time air;

And I surely thought your kisses

Were like blessings from the skiee,

And a thousand visions slumbered,

In your blue and dreamy eyes

!

But the day blcAV slowly over

With a noise of wind and rain,

—

To your eyes there came a shadow,

To my heart there came a pain

—

And fche streamlet "gan to dimple

—

Was it with some angcKs tears,

Wlio sat weeping in the silence.

O'er the changes of the years ?

—

There shall come another May-time,

By the burn-side I shall walk,

Hearing no glad step beside me.

And no sound of plcav^ant talk

—

Gone will be the breathing fragi-ance,

And the music in the air.

As the ^vild choke-cherry blossoms

Will be withered from my hair.

Never more like Jacob's ladder

Will the sunshine seem to fall—

'Twill be clomb by ghosts and spectres,

Bearing up a funeral pall

—

But my life is blowing over,

With a noise of wind and rain,

I shall sleep the death-sleep calmly,

And my heart will cease from pain.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WHICH WAS THE COWARD.

• BY T. S. ARTUUE.

" Wni you bear that, Edward V
The young man to whom this was addressed, stood facing

another person about his own age, on whose flushed countenance

was an expression of angry defiance. The name of this person

was Logan. A third party, also a young man, had aslccd the

question, just given, in a tone of surprise and regret. Before

tliere was time for a response, Logan said sharply, and in a voice

of stinging contempt

:

" You are a poor, mean coward, Edward Wilson ! I repeat

the words ; and if there is a particle of manhood about you—

"

Logan paused for an instant, but quickly added :
" You will

resent the insult."

Why did he pause f His words had aroused a feeling in the

breast of Wilson that instantly betrayed itself in his eyes. The

word " coward," in that instant of time, would have more fittingly

applied to James Logan. But, as quickly as the flash leaves the

cloud, so quickly faded the indignant light from the eyes of

Edward Wilson. What a fierce struggle agitated him for tlic

moment

!

" AVe have been fast friends, James," said Wilson, calmly.

" But, even if that were not so, I will not strike you."

" You're afraid."

" I will not deny it. I have always been afraid to do wrong."

" Pah ! Cant and hypocri.sy !" said the other, contemptuously.

" You know me better than that, James Logan ; and I am sorry

that, in vour resentment of an imagined wrong, you should so far

forget what is just to my character as to diarge upon me siU'h

mean vices. I reject the implied allegation as false."

There was an honest indignation in the maimer of Wilson, that

he did not attemirt to repress.

"Do you call me a liar V exclaimed Logan, in uncontrollable

passion, drawing back his hand, and making a motion as if lie

were about to slap the other in the face.

The eyes of Wilson (piailcd not, nor was the smallest quiver of

a muscle perceptilile. From some cause the puri)ose of Logan

was not executed. Instead of giving a blow, he assailed liis an-

tagonist with words of deeper insult, seeking thus to provoke an

assault. But Wilson was not to be driven from the citadel in

which he had entrenched himself

" If I uni a coward, well," he said. " I would rather be a cow-

ard, than lay my hand in violence on him whom I hail once calkd

friend."

At this moment light girlish laughter and tlie ringing of meiry

voices reached the ears of our excited young men, and their rela-

tion of antagonism at once changed. Logan walked away in the

direction from which the voices came; while the other two remained

where they had been standing.

" Why didn't you knock him down 1" said the companion of

Wilson.

The latter, whsse face was now very sober and very pale, shook

hi.s head slowly. He made no other response.

" I believe you are a coward !" exclaimed the other, impatient-

ly ; and turning oil", he went in the direction taken by Logan.

The moment Wilson was alone he seated himself on the ground,

concealed from the party whose voices had inteiTupted tliem, by

a large rock, and covering his face with his hands, sat motionless

for several minutes. How much he suffered in that little space

of time we will not attempt to describe. The struggle with

his indignant impulses had been very severe. He was no coward

in heart. Wliat was right and humane lie was ever ready to do,

even at the risk to himself of both physical and mental suffering.

Clearly conscious was he of this. Yet the consciousness did not

an(l could not protect his feelings from the unjust and stinging

charge of cowardice so angrily brought against him. In spite of

his better reason, he felt humiliated ; and there were moments

when ho half regretted tlie forbearance that saved tlie insolent

Logan from punishment. They were but moments of weakness

;

in the strength of a manly character he was (juickly himself

again

.

The occasion of this misunderstanding is briefly told. Wilson

made one of a little pleasure party for a neighboring village, that

was spending au afternoon in a shady retreat on tlie banks of a

mill stream. There were three or four young men and half a dozen

maidens ; and, as it happens on such occasions, some rivalries were

excited among the former. These should only have added piquan-

cy to the merry intercourse of all parties ; and would have done so,

had not the impatient temperament of Logan carried him a little

beyond good feeling and a generous deportment towards others.

Without due reflection, yet in no sarcastic spirit, Edward Wilson

made a remark on some act of Logan that irritated him exceed-

ingly. An angry spot burned instantly on his cheek, and he

replied with words of cutting insult; so cutting, that all present

expected nothing less than a blow from Wilson as his answer to

the remark. And to deal a blow was his first impulse. But he

restrained the impulse ; and it required more courage to do this

than to have stricken the insolent young man to the ground. A
moment or two Wilson struggled with himself, and then turned

off and marched slowly away.

His flushed and then paling face, his quivering lips and un-

steady eyes, left on the minds of all who witnessed the scene, an

impression somewhat unfavorable. Partaking of the indignant

excitement of the moment, many of those present looked for the

instant punishment for his unjustifiable insult. When, therefore,

they saw Wilson turn away witliout even a defiant answer ; and

heard the low, snecringly ntter.d word, "coward," from the lips

of Logan, they felt that there was a craven spirit about the young

man. A coward we instinctively despise; and yet, how slow we

are to elevate that higher moral courage which enables a man to

brave unjust judgment, rather than do what he thinks to be wrong,

above the mere brute instinct which, in the moment of excitement,

forgets all pliysical consequences.

As Edward Wilson walked away from liis companions he felt

tliat he was regarded as a coward. This was for him a bitter trial;

and the more so, because there was one in that little group of

startled maidens for whoso generous regard he would have sacri-

ficed all but honor.

It was, perhaps, half an hour after this unpleasant occurrence,

that Logan, whose heart still burned with an unforgiving spirit,

encountered Wilson under circumstances that left him free to

repeat his insulting language, without disturbing the rest of the

party, who were amusing themselves at some distance, and be-

yond the range of observation. He did not succeed in obtaining

a personal encounter, as he had desired.

Edward Wilson had been for sometime sitting alone with his

unhappy thoughts, when he was aroused by sudden cries of alarm,

the tone of whicli told liis lieart too plainly, that some imminent

danger impended. Springing to his feet he ran in the direction

of the cries, and quickly saw the cause of excitement. Recent

hcavv rains had swollen the mountain stream, the turbid waters

of which were sweeping down with great velocity. Two young

girls, who had been amusing themselves at some distance above,

in a boat that was attached to the shore by a long ro])e, had,

tlirough some accident, got the fastening loose, and were now

gliding down, far ont in tlie current, with a fearfully increasing

speed, toward the breast of a niilldam, some hundreds of yards

below, from which the water was thundering down a height of

over twenty feet. Pale with terror, tlie poor young creatures

were stretching out their hands towards their companions on tlic

shore, and uttering heart-rending cries for succor.

Instant action was necessary, or all would be lost. The posi-

tion of the young girls had been discovered while they were yet

some distance above, and there happening to be another boat on

the milldam, and that nigh at hand, Logan and two other young

men had loosed it from the shore. But, tlie danger of being car-

ried over the dam should any one venture out in tliis boat, seemed

so inevitable, that none of them dared to encounter the hazard.

Now screaming and wringing their hands, and now urging these

men to try and save their companions, stood the young maidens

of the partv, on the shore, when Wilson dashed through them,

and springing into the boat, cried out :

" Quick, Logan ! Take an oar, or all is lost."

But, instead of tliis, Logan stepped back a pace or two from

the boat, while his face grew pale with fear. Not an instant more

was wasted. At a glance Wilson saw that if the girls were saved,

it must be by the strength of his own arm. Bravely he pushed

from the shore, and, with giant strength, bom ot the moment and

for the occasion, from his high, unselfish purpose, he dashed the

boat out into the current, and, bending to the oars, took a direc-

tion at an angle with the other boat, towards the point where the

water was sweeping over the dam. At every stroke the light skiff

sprung forward a dozen feet, and scarcely half a minute elapsed

ere Wilson was beside the other boat. Both were now witliin

twenty yards of the fall ; and the water was bearing them down
with a velocity that a strong rower, with every advantage on his

side, could scarcely have contended against successfully. To
transfer the frightened girls from one boat to the other, in the

few moments of time left ere the down-sweeping current would

bear their frail vessel to the edge of the dam, and still to retain

an advantage, was, for Wilson, impossilile. To let his own boat

go and manage theirs he saw to be equally impossible.

A cry of dc.ipair reached the young man's ears as the oars drop-

ped from his grasp into the water. It was evident to the specta-

tors of the fearful scene that he had lost his presence of mind,

and that now all was over. Not so, however. In the next mo-

ment he had sprung into the water, which, near the breast of the

dam, was not more than two feet deep. As he did so he grasped

the other boat, and bracing himself firmly against the rushing cur-

rent, held it poised a few yards from the point where the foam-

crested waters leaped into the whirlpool below. At the same in-

stant his own boat shot like an an-ow over the dam. He had

gained, however, but a small advantage. It required his utmost

strength to keep the Iioat he had grasped from dragging him down

the fall.

The quickly formed pnrjiose of Wilson, in thus springing into

the water, had been to drag the boat against the cuiTcnt to the

shore. But this he perceived to be impossible the moment he felt

the real strength of the current. If he were to let the boat go he

could easily save himself. But, not once did such a thought enter

his own heart.

" Lie down close to the bottom," he said, in a quick, hoarse

voice. The terror-stricken girls obej-ed the injunction instantly.

And now, with a coolness that was wonderful under all circum-

stances, Wilson moved the boat several yards away from the

nearest shore, until he reached a |ioint where he knew the water

below the dam to be more expanded and free from rocks. Then

throwing his body suddenly against the boat, and running along

until he was within a few feet of the dam, he sprang into it and

passed over with it. A moment or two the light vessel, as it shot

out into the air, stood poised, and then went plunging down.

Tlie fearful plunge was made in safety. The boat struck the

seething waters below, and glanced out from the whirlpool, bear

ing its living freight uninjured.

" AYliich was the cowardV The words reached the ears of

Logan, as he gathered, with the rest of the company, around Wil-

son and the pale, trcmliling girls he had so heroically saved. Fair

lips asked the question. One maiden had spoken to another, and

in a louder voice than she had intended.

" Not Edward Wilson," said Logan, as he stepped forward and

grasped the hand of him he had so wronged and insulted. " Not

Edward Wilson ! He is the noblest and the bravest
!"

Wilson made an effort to reply. But he was for some mo-

ments too much excited and exhausted to speak. At last, he said :

" I only did what was right. May I ever have conrage for that

while I live."

Afterwards ho remarked, when alone with Logan :
" It required

a far greater exercise of courage to forliear when you provoked

and insulted me in the presence of those who expected retaliation,

than it did to risk my life at the milldam."

There is a moral heroism that faw can appreciate. And it will

usually be found, that the morally brave man is quickest to lose

the sense of personal danger when others are in peril.

COLD RE.iLITY OF PRAIRIES.

The mass of our Eastern jieoplc, as they esteem a desert waste,

a shniblcss dead level of glittering sand, generally picture to tlicm-

selvcs a prairie as a lovely velvet floor of mingled grass and flowers,

level, dry and delightful, with silvery brooks dancing and lauuhing

across tlic landscape. The " colil reality " is somewhat different

from this. The actual jirairics liave a decided tendency to the

marshy, and (though many of them are wholly, and others partly

drv cn'ougli) \vill turn out "as much black mud to the country as

aiiv otlicr land we ever saw. Their surface is often " rolling," or

undulating, but not suflicicntly so to ensure an abundance of

springs, or an adequate flow to the brooks, whicli are too few, too

scantv, and too shiggish. A cleanly-lircd duck would fight shy of

most of them, and iiiii;bt run his bill down.owinLT to the dry grass

in the very centre of many of them, witliout finding anything but

a niu<ldy,'oozy dampness." Kich as the soil is, the scarcity of wa-

ter throiigh most of the summer and fall, must jnove a serious

drawback on its vaJue until reseiwoirs can be formed and irrigatioij

resorted to. Beautiful as the prairies doubtless are in June, in the

young freshness of their hcrliage and iiinumcralilc flowers, they

iirc anvthing but fascinating in Octolicr, when their edible grass

has be"en cropped by cattle, their flowers have vanished, leaving

onlv a rank i;iowtli"of coarse weeds, and sour, harsh grasses, all

stiiienod and embrowned by age and frost. The contrast between

this and the briglit, vari-col'ored foliage of the aiijaceiit forests, and

belts, s|)urs and elumiis of timlier, is very striking, and not at all

to the prairies' advantage.

—

Horace Greeley.

A RICH LITERARY COHIPANY.

The Boston Atlienjvum is rapiilly becoming one of the most

richlv endowed and splendid literary societies in tlie world. The

Perkins familv, one of the richest of " tlie solid men of Boston,'

gave to this s'otietv $G 1,000. Other large and liberal donations

were received from" diffrrcnt jiersons, until the society were able to

erect a Librarv Building, at a cost of Sl.'iti.OOO, on a lot of sjround

that cost .1?55,600. The library contains .'iO.OOO v(dumes of books.

Ill tlic upper 'storv of the building is a hall or gallery fur paintings

and statnarv. Last spring, the company, in order to increase its

means, issu'ed 400 shares of new stork, at $300 per share. Eleven

men immcdiatclv took each S.'iOOO worth of this now stock, and

the balance lias since been all disposed of—thus raising $120,000

to pay off some existins liabilities, and form the basis of a perma-

nent iFund for the l)enofit of the society.

—

Boston Courier.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

The Comic Almaimc snys, " it lulics tlirce springs to make one

leap year." Congress has rendered an act of tardy justice to

the merits of (Jen. Wool, by voting him a sword. He is justly to

bo considered one of the most skilful and successful of our mili-

tary men. It is estimated that the Kothschild Brothers arc

worth from ten to fifteen millions sterling, or from 860,000,000 to

$75,000,000. Letters from Naples announce that another an-

cient town has been discovered, several feet underground, between

Acerno and Scaffari. It is stated that it does not resemble Iler-

rulaneum or Pompeii in any respect. Tiie citizens of Fitch-

burg, Mass., arc making an effort for the establishment of a

Public Library in that town. One of the large perfume man-

ufacturers of the south of France, uses annually 80,000 pounds

of orange blossoms, .54,000 pounds of rose leaves, and immense

quantities of other sweet-scented flowers. Icebergs, as big as

several mceting-houfics, have already begun to flirt about on the

Atlantic, in the patli to Liverpool. Over 300 oak trees, it is

said, have recently been disposed of in Oakham, Mass., to ship-

builders from the State of Maine, to constitute the frame of one

ship. Some of the trees brought $15 on the stump. A
Wall Street broker recently bought a shawl in Broadway, for the

daughter of an eminent lawyer, and paid three thousand dollars

for it. Capt. McKay, the builder and owner of the Great Re-

public, has issued orders for immediate preparations to be made

for tlie laying of a keel of another vessel, to be built precisely

similar in every respect to the plan of the one destroyed. The

Chinese insurgents punish smokers of opium by beheading, and

those who use tobacco by the bamboo. Lord Ellesmere says,

in a letter to the Courier and Enquirer :
" Let any man try the

experiment of lecturing to an average English audience, in depre-

ciation or contempt of the stars and stripes, and he would assuredly

be booted down. People go according to their brains. ]f these

lay in their head, they study ; if in the stomach, they eat ; if in the

heels, they dance. Christmas day was on a Sunday in 1831,

1836, 1842, and 185,'!. It will happen on a Sunday in 1859, 1864,

1870, 1881, 1887, 1892, and 1898. A New York paper .states

that Mr. Auguste Belmont, our Minister at the Hague, has com-

missioned Mr. Rembrandt Pealc, of Philadelphia, to execute a

copy of his celebrated portrait of Gen. Washington. When fin-

ished the portrait will be forwarded to Mr. Belmont at Amstor-

d;im. The butchers of Pittsburg have purchased a lot on

which to build a market house for their own use. Each of the

four steamers of the Collins line have crossed the Atlantic about

forty times, conveying in the aggregate from fifty to sixty thou-

sand persons, and not a life has been lost by neglect, carelessness,

or accident. Very prolific veins of silver have been discovered

near the city of Acapulco. They are said to be unsurpassed in

richness by any of the mines in the country, so far as has been

explored. Man is a dupeable animal. Quacks in medicine,

quacks in religion, quacks in politics know this, and act upon

such knowledge. There is scarcely any one who may not, like a

trout, be t.iken by tickling. Haydon was one of those men
who always talked as if there was a fiery chariot waiting to take

him up at the next cab-stand. The fashionable boots now
worn by the Parisian ladies are made of morocco, with kid tops,

high heels, thick soles, and buttoning up at the sides. In this

country a woman wont look at a sole above the thickness of a

split wafer. Mr. George W. Peabody, of London, has offered

a donation of $200 a year while he lives as rewards of merit to

the children of the public schools at Danvcrs, Mass. New
York physicians have petitioned the legislature of that State to

Icgahze dissection. In Massachusetts, Vermont and Michigan

dissection has the protection of the law, and the law commands
the hearty sympathies of the people. Newton was once a

child, and often got whipped ; Alexander ran in leading-strings
;

and Ca;sar was thrashed for stealing a top A handsome mar-

ble christening font has been presented to the HoUis Street church

by A. W. Thaxter, Jr., Esq., and was used for the first time on

Sunday in the baptism of four children. A man was tarred

and feathered at Clyde, AVayne county, N. Y., recently, for whip-

ping his wife.

4—^*^ >

Tbmperaxce IX SwEDF.x.—The king of Sweden has signified

his intention to restrict the manufacture of into.xicating drinks in

his kingdom. In a recent speech at Stockholm in opening the

SL'ssion of the Estates, he said :
" From all parts of the kingdom

petitions have been presented to me soliciting that a limit may be

put to the present extravagant fabricatioiis of strong drink, and

to the immoderate abuse whieli is the consequeui-e of the facility

of obtaining it. A proposition will be presented to tlie diet, and

I am convinced that it will, with eagerness, meet my paternal

wishes."

t ^m^ ^

lllaj)sii)c ^atljcringg.

A Hale Old Tree.—Capt. Solomon Marsh, of LitehfieM,

has on his premises an apple tree which nieasures 14 feet around

the trunk, and yielded the past season 20 bushels of good fruit.

Previous to 1835 it yielded about one hundred bushels per year.

The tree was brought from Hartford, by the first settlers of Litch-

field, and has borne delicious fruit one hundred and thirty years !

Debut of Miss Adelaide Phillu-s in Italy.—A letter

recently received by a gentleman of this city, from a friend of

Miss Phillips, at Milan, speaks of her first appearance at Brescia

in the part of Arsace, in the opera of " Semirimade." Her suc-

cess was great.

In the article of wheat, the whole United States produced in

1850 only 100,479,000 bushels, whilst the one State of Ohio pro-

duced more than one-seventh of the whole Union.

A meeting was held at Lowell recently, to consider the matter

of estal>lishing a sixpenny Savings Hank in that city, and a com-

mittee was appointed to petition tlie legislature for that purpose.

It appears by the proceedings of the Virginia legislature, that

the price demanded for the Mount Vernon estate, including the

house, grounds, garden, tomb and 200 acres of land, is $200,000.

A little child of Cajit. Howe, of Willow Court, Dorchester,

was burnt to death a short time since by its clothes taking fire

from the stove while its mother was absent from the room. It

survived the accident about twenty-four hours.

Italy has just sustained a loss by the death of Tbommassi
Gross!—next to Manzoni, her most distinguished literary man.

Though the author of several poetical works, he is best known as

the writer of " Marco Viscoti," one of the few good Italian novels.

Anne of Austria, Queen of Lonis XIII. , was extremely deli-

cate in all that concerned the care of her person ; it was scarcely

possible to find lawn or cambic snffieicnily fine for her use. Car-

dinal Mazarin used to say that her |iunisliment in purgatory would

be being oliligcd to sleep in Holland sheets !

In 1790 two years residence was required before an alien could

become a naturalized citizen of the United States; in 1795 the

period was lengthened to five years ; and again, in 1798 to fonr-

teeii years. In 1802 it was reduced to five years, and there it still

remains.

By a new law of Vermont all baggage masters and station

ageiits on the railroads of the State are required to give "checks"
to the owners of baggage, when delivered to their keeping for

transportation, under a penalty of ten dollars for each neglect to

do so.

While the American and British governments are disputing

as to the Mosquito protectorate, it is said that the Mosquito king

has cut the Gordian knot, having sold out his crown and his land,

and all his interests, to an American and English company, who
arc about to take i)ossession.

There are seventeen hundred acres in the Ohio Valley, and

five hundred and sixty acres in the Mississippi Valley employed

in the grape culture. The total of sparkling wines bottled in

1853, was two hundred and thirty-four thousand bottles, and of

still wines two hundred and five thousand.

The Indigo plant thrives well at the Sandwich Islands, in all

moist situations, and grows spontaneously wherever it once gets

rooted. In fact, from a single plant it spreads with great rapid-

ity, covering in a few years many contiguous acres, and rooting

out everything else, even tlie thick sod of a heavy sward.

Dr. W. T. Lutenar, a physician celebrated for his cures of dis-

eases of the eye and ear, was found dead in his room in New
York, recently, with a paper in his hand, and a pistol on the

table. There is some suspicion that he was murdered. He was

a native of England.

Rubber is certainly getting to be a very useful auxiliary to the

comfort of man. We have, or we soon shall have, if re])ort tells

true, besides India rtibber noses, footballs and the like—India

rubber bedsteads, India rubber railroad ears, India rubber con-

sciences (an old invention, by the way,) India rubber teeth, and
India rubber thread.

j9anba of ©ollr.

< »»» >

Jorcign items.

Still more Gold.—New and rich deposits of gold have lately

been discovered in Russia.

The combined fleets were still at Bricos.

War has been officially declared against Turkey by Persia.

There was no new feature to report in the Chinese war. Con-
stant fighting continued, with but little result on either side.

The Turks and Russians are still hammering away at each
other. Turkey shows good pluck, and Russia rather " fades."

Charles Dickens, who has been on a pleasant pedestrian tour in

Italy, has returned to his house in London.

From Constantinople we receive advices that the peace project

has been commenced, and that the Porte manifests a pacific dis-

position.

By a late despatch dated Vienna, we learn that a Russian
steamer had set two Turkish villages on fire by throwing red-hot

balls into them.

Negotiations are pending between Sweden and Denmark, hav-

ing for their object a league, offensive and defensive, between the

two States.

There has been a violent tempest on the Black Sea. Eighty
vessels are reported to be lost. The whole Russian fleet left

Sinope, after staying two days to repair.

Louis Napoleon goes about his own capital with fear and trem-

bling, it being well understood that conspiracies against his life

are numerous, and likely tg be put in practice at any moment.

The government of Mecklenburg Sehwerin has declared its ac-

cession to the convention of the Itith of June, 1852, between the

United States and Prussia, and other States of the Germanic
Confederation, for the mutual delivery of criminals, fugitives from
justice, in certain eases.

A police ordinance in Paris, just published, withdraws all jier-

missions at present accorded to tumblers, street singers, organ
grinders, &.e. A new permit mnst be at once applied for, and is

to be renewed every three months.

The Moravian missionary ship to the Northern Isles, which
for nearly one hundred years has rode the stormiest seas un-
harmed, has this year met with her first serious repulse, having
been coinpelkd to put back to England.

About 1400 rats were recently killed in some very old-standing

wheat ricks on an estate in theneigliborhood of Uptoii-oii-!Scvern.

The quantity of grain ( onsumcd by the vermin must have been
very great, as they had long hehl possession of their quarters.

A private letter from Kossuth has l)een received in New York,
in which he states that he should sail for Constantinople on the

23d nit. It is said he goes in compliance with an invitation from
the sultan. This indicates that the sultan ex|)eets the hostility

of Austria, and means to rou.se the Hungarians against this

enemy.

There are 34 newspapers published in the Turkish empire. Of
these, 13 are at Constantinople, G at Smyrna, 8 in Servia, 4 in

Moldo-Wallachia, 2 in Cairo, and 1 in Alexandria. There are
pul)lishcd in the French la guage 10, in Turkish and Servian 4
each, Greek 3, and the remainder in Arabic, Anneniau, Ital-

ian, &e.

The light here is not the true, I await a better.

—

Ducts.

.... Riches amassed in haste will diminish ; but those collected

by hand and little by little will multiply.— Goethe.

.... Envv pierces more in the restriction of praises than in the

exaggeration of its criticisi.'.s.

—

Achilles I'oiiir.elol.

.... The order of the Eternal manifests itself in the sun which

rises and the heavens which fall.

—

Jens Bai/(/eseii.

.... If I was riili, said one, I— . Illusion ! We hold often

firmer to the last crown which we have amassed than to tho first

which we gained.—.)/. ./. Petit. Seim.

.... There are some minds like either convex or concave mir-

rors, who represent objects such as they receive them, but they

never receive them as they are.

—

Jonbert.

.... It is much easier to meet with eiTor than to find trutli

;

error is on the surface, and can be more easily met with ; truth is

hid in great depths, the way to seek does not appear to all the

world.— (toetlie.

.... False v'it is a fatiguing search after cunning traits, an
affectation of saying in enigmas what others have already said

naturally, to hang together ideas which arc incompatible, to divide

that which ought to be united, of seizing false relations.— Voltaire.

.... Blind and suffering without and nearly without relief, I

can render this testimony, which will not be suspected on my part

:

" There are in this world some things which are worth more than

material enjoyments, more than fortune, more than health itself;

it is the development of seience."

—

Aiiyiistin Thierry.

jJoker's Btibgct.

An enthusiastic architect of this city, having received an order

to build a summer tiouse, wishes to contract for a load of sun-

beams.

A Western critic, in speaking of a tragedian out that way, says :

" Ho would make a first-rate actor if he only knew how, and kept

posted up in it."

There is no truth in the report that a cloven foot was^seen pro-

jecting from beneath a table at which Macallister was sitting tho

other day, hh feats are all his own.

A rough Kentuckian, hearing a child cry very loudly and furi-

ously, remarked :
" How wickedly that small sample of mankind

is swearing now, in the infantile vernacular I Wliat will it come
to when it is educated '."

Visitors at Niagara Falls will remember a staircase on the West
side of Goat Island, called the"Biddle Staircase." Some one
asked a friend of ours why it was called that name. "Because it

wound up the bank," was the answer.

A merchant examining a hogshead of hardware, on comparing it

with the invoice, found it all right, except a hammer less than tho

invoice. " Oeh ! don't be troubled," said the Irish porter, " suro

the nagur took it out to open the hogshead with."

Foote was once met by a friend in town, with a young man who
was flashing away very brilliantly, while Foote seemed grave :

" Why, Foote," said his friend, " you arc flat today
;
you don't

seem to relish wit .'" " Blame it," said Foote, " you have not

tried me yet, sir."

GLEASON'S PICTOEIAL, BOUND.
We have Volumes I., XL, HI., IV., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bouud in cloth, and with pilt cd{re.'<: fomiing superb and most attractivo
parlor ornaments in the shape of a .scries of books of 416 pa^es each, and
each Vol. containing nearly 1000 engraviofr? of men, manners, and current
events all over tho world; of scenery in all parts of the globe; of famous
cities and beautiful villages; of pageants at home and abroad; of fine marl-
time views ; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-pages and indexes.

Besides the many illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original tale.^, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout tho
Uuion. lvoL,S3; 2vol8.,S5; 3vols.,ST; 4vols.,$9; and 5 vols., f10.

THE FLAG OF OUE UNION.
AN ELEQANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal tjitcfl. written exprep.'ily for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian
queatiousj it is atrictly neutral; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO TUE HOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to
present the gi*eatest ptJHsible amount of intelligence. No advertisements are
admitted to the paper, thus oflcring tho cutire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. Anunrirslled corpa
of contributors are regularly <iigage<l. and every ilepartiiient is under tlio most
finished and perfect system that experience cau suggest, forming an

®miI©lISrilIL] IFAIPHIB d
the present circulation of which far exceed!* th;it of any other weekly paper in
tho Uuion, with the exceptiou of liUiAso^'s Pictorial.

The Flao is printccl on fine while paper, with new and beautiful type, and
contains 1240 fiquare inches, btiu;^ a large weekly paper of eight mper-royal
quarto paijes.

TEEMS TO SUBSCEIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
4 subscribers, " " 7 00
8 ' " 13 OU

16 '• " " 24 00

One copy of The Flag op our Union, and one copy of Oleasok's Pictorial,
84 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

^,% The Flag cu» bg obtained at any of t/ie newspaper depots wj the United
Stales, ami oj newspaper carrien, at fitb cvtils per single copy.

r. GLEASOX,
puelisheu and ntopniETOR,

Corner of Tkemont and BRouri£u> Strclts, Bosiok, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGEIVTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.
A. \rLNCU, 116 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.
W. & a. TAYLOU, 111 Baltuuoican.l 5 South .Streets. Baltimore.

A. C. B.iGLEY, corner of 4th and S\cauiore Streets, Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOOD^^'ARD, corner of 4th and Chesnut Street", St. Louis.

THOMAS LUNN, 40 Exchange Plaee, New Orleajis.
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DR. JEROME V. C. SJUTH.

Dr. Smith, who has just been elevated by our citizens

to the honoral)le ami responsible post of Mayor of Bos-

ton, is not uiikiionn to [lie rcadtrs of the Pictorial, to

the columns of whicli he has been a regular contributor

for several vears. We are pleased to number him among
our personal friends, and to pay a hearty tribute of re-

spect to one who has worked his way in the world by
indomitable perseverance, industry and upriglitncss, char-

acteristics that cannot fail of leading to distinction and
to honor. The history of Dr. Smith is one pregnant

with good cxaniii'e, and encouragement to all who have

only themselves to rely njion ; for he is eminently a self-

made man, jiresenring an evidence of what may be ac-

complished bv the humblest in our repulilican country,

and under the fostering influences of our glorious institu-

tions, rjeronie V. C. Smith was born in Conway, N, H.,

a poor hoy, and came to Boston, prepossessed with a
strong desire to study medicine, but without even the

means of paying for his board. He was fortunately be-

friended by a man named Abraham TucUerman, a tailor,

who took liim into his family, and trusted the adventur-

ous hoy for his board. Young Smith looked about him
to see how he should make the first ste]) towards his

d.irliug object of studying medicine. The JIassachusetts

Hospital was not then built, and so he applied formenial
employment in the old almshouse, in Levcrctt Street,

where he did the drudgery of the sick wards cheerfully,

cont'Ut so long as b}- degrees he was enabled to require

the details of incdieinc. Here he remained for two years,

gradually rising and constantly improving, until, at the

expiration of ihat period—so forward had he become in

practical knowledge of tlie profession, and such tangible

evidence had he given of his earnestness—that he was
soon after appointed Professor of Anatomy and Pliysiol-

ogy, in the medical department of Williams College,

now a distinct institution, known as tlie Berkshire Medi-
cal College. Hjre he was associated with the late Lieut.

Gov. Clii.ds, wiiere a friendship sprang up between them
which iuis (Uily ripened by the lapse ofyears. When Mr.
Quit'' V, senior, bec:'me mayor of Boston, through his in-

fluence ami friendsliip, Dr. Smith was installed as port

or ([narantinc physician for Boston, resident at Rains-

ford Island, which post he fil'cd to universal satisfaction,

and honir to himself, for a period of tu-inli/-l/iree t/ears.

A prejudice growing up that Dr. Smith was gaining
many friends, who were desirous of promoting his inter-

ests, public as well as sofial, the city government, in or-

der to gtt rid of him, abolished the office ! Dr. Smith,

now fiiniiiig himself comparatively free, resolved to in-

dulge a desire which lie had long cherished, and commenced to

travel extensive.y in Europe, Asia and Africa, and visited all the

institutions of literature, science and art, in nearly every city of

Chrisicndom where they exist in perfection, besides contemplating;

the ruins of mighty cities througliout the world. All this was not
hurried over—seen to-day and forgotten to-morrow. The doctor

is eminently a practical man ; lie took ample time for these obser-

vations, made extended notes, and thoroughly canvassed every
locality of interest, either present or anticiue. He has laid distin-

guished claims to authorship, also, being the author of many
works upon science, travid, medicine, etc., and has conducted the
" Medical and Surgical Journal," as its sole editor, for a period

of twenty-five years, through a series of forty-nine volumes, up to

the present time—a work which still circulates extensively through-

out the country. He is a member of many learned societies

throughout Kurope and America; and, wc need hardly add, is a
man of the most unequalled industry, by the exercise of which he
has gained an easy and ample independence. Dr. Smith has but

one cliild, a sou, who graduated at Harvard College, and who

SLEIGHING ON BOSTON NECK.
The expressive picture wliich wc pres-^nt below was

taken by our artist, a few days since, during the height
of the sleighing sport on the Neck, nearly opjjosite the
famous Deeon Mansion, which is seen in the backgroimd.
The Neck has, for a few years past, been turned into a
perfect race-course during sleighing time; and in the
after part of the day is, of a winter's time, a scene of the
gayest excitement. Splendid turnouts, 2.40 horses by
the score, racers passing every minute, a smash-up now
and then by way of variety, and, in short, we know of
nothing like it elsewhere in this country. Boston has a
vast number of fast lioys,^fast horses, and beautiful
sleighs, and here they all congregate and practise their
favorite sport. Let no person suppose himself fully
experienced in the characteristics of New England char-
acter, Yankee impulse, and Boston peculiarities more es-

pecially, until he has witnessed sleighing on the Neck.

PORTRAIT OF JEROME V. C. SMITH, MAYOR OF BOSTON.
[From a Daguerreotype, by Masurt & SiLSBEE.]

bids fair to Vie a sterling scholar, having already distinguished

himself as a linguist Productions from his pen, also, have ap-

peared in the columns of the Pictorial. He is now on his trave's

in Europe, and will, with his mother, visit the entire Orient. In

closing this brief and hasty mention of Dr. Smith's career, we can-

not but express ourselves as gratified at the ])osiliou which he
holds before our citizens, and to honestly declare our conviction

that he is a man largely fitted by experience and observation

to impart dignity and benefit to the responsible and honorable

position of maj'or of Boston. The doctor comes into the mayor-
alty at a time when he will have a good opportunity to display

his talent and business tact ; and after the broad experience he
has gained in European cities, bj' careful observation, we may
hope to sec some excellent municipal regulations and laws intro-

duced through his instrumentality. In his politics he is liberal,

and altogether a man of the people. He says : "J have grown up
from boyhood among Bostonians. I am one of the people, and I

now belong to the peo^^lc." These were his words from the Trc-

mont House steps to the greeting throng on theday of his election.

THE TOMB OF MILTON.
Two minutes scarcely elapsed after I rang the sexton's

bell at St. Giles Church, Cripplegate, before that person-
age ushered me urbanely into the aisle. The roof of the
building is modern, but tho»dark carvings on the pulpit
and choir indicate an age of two centuries. I stood at the
altar where Cromwell atid Ben Johnson were married

;

marked the pavement beneath which Fox, the author of
" The Book of Martyrs," is buried ; and read the inscrip-

tion on the Lucy vault—a family satirized in the charac-
ter of Shallow, and which incarnates for everlasting ridi-

cule the sa[iient justice who would have proved Shak-
speare a deer-stealer. I examined the cpiaint old tomb
of the historian Spoede ; and, from a window, looked
upon a fragment of the Roman wall—the greatest anti-

quity of London, hard by the venerable Cripplegate.
Over against a jiew, a familiar bust marks the spot be-
neath which are the mortal remains of Milton, and his

epitaph is grand in its simplicity—" The Author of Para-
dise lost." He and hisfatlier before him were attendants
of this church. How sublime to the imagination is this

otherwise not remarkable tcmnle, where that beautiful
head bowed in prayer ! I recallecl his image as it lay in

youthful beauty, one summer afternoon, on the green-
sward under the classic trees of the college-lawn, when a
fair lady hung entranced above the sleeper, and left a
scroll in his nerveless hand. I saw him in his prime,
conversing with Galileo, anil looking forth, with all a
poet's rapture, upon Val d'Arno from the wooded summit
of Fiesolc. I beheld him when time had silvered his flow-

ing hair, with sightless orbs uplifted, as his fingers ran over the

organ-keys, and the calm of devotion softened the lines of care in

his countenance. The picture he bei|ueatbed of Eden, fragrant

and dewy as creation's morning, the foiloni glory of Satan, and
the solemn cadence of the verse that embalmed, in perpetual mu-
sic, the story of " m.an's first disobedience," came vividtv back
upon my heart beside his sepulchre. Stern Cromwell's rugged
visage grew mild, as his marriage response woke again from the
silence of years ; and blithely sounded the footsteps of rare old
Ben, as he walked again, with his beloved, in my vision, up that
solitary nave. What a changed aspect bears the world since

Roger Williams talked with Milton of tlie prospects of religious

liberty in America, and the latter pleaded for the freedom of the

press ; and yet, with all the triumphs of science, the revelations of
the bard have lost not a ray of their spiritual beauty ; his " high
argument " remains in all its original significance : his mightv
song wakes the soul to-day as when first its eternal svmnhnnV
burst forth ; his intact career, unwavering faith, and sustained ele-

vation, reproach the sordid and win the brave.— Tuckerman.

SLEIGH RACING ON THE NECK, BOSTON, MASSACH T<5ETTS.
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A WINTER SCENE.

We present below a fine and seasonable representation of Janu-

ary, in the country, expressive and suggestive to the most casual

eye. Who has not looked in upon just such a country barn-yard

scene, the roof thatched with snow, the earth covered with the

same spotless mantle, and the sober, quiet, domestic animals

herding close together as if to gain warmth from each other. The

good farmer is feeding out hay to the cattle, and the lioy is bend-

ing beneath the weight of his load of corn-stalks, which the cows

will eagerly devour. The fowls are watcliing for the chance seeds

that may drop from the grain stalks and hay—the whole being

homely, truthful, d picturesque in its character. This is the

season of comparative rest and quiet for the farmer, and the care

of his cattle is the only active out-door employment that he

usually attempts. These are his days of rest, and the long even-

ings are passed in the happy domestic circle, with his paper, from

which some one of the family read aloud, while the mother and

sisters spin, or knit, or sew. Such are the winter evenings of a

New England household, and charming and happy they are.

The snow is called the poor man's manure, and certain it is that

it contains chemical properties which greatly enrich the earth, and

better prepare it for the reception of the seed which with the

spring the farmer will deposit in its bosom. We have often

thouglit of this period of the farmer's life with feelings of envy

;

the consciousness that possesses him of quiet competence, of

leisure for study and reading, of ample time for arranging his

labors for the coming season, of snug and tangible enjoyment by

the ponderous fire-place, where blaze and crack the huge logs !

No occupation on earth is niorj independent, homrablc or enjoy-

able than that of the true farmer, and contentment is almost sure

to perch over his hearthstone. This scene is purely American,

particularly illustrative of New England winter scenery in the

country, and wo propose to follow it up by a series of like na-

tional and characteristic views appropriate to each succeeding

month, which shall be no less truthful than artistic. We shall

next give, in pursuance of this purpose, a picture of Februarv,

and the appropriate and usual belongings which characterize the

occupation of the farmer for that month of the year, and so on

through the entire twelvemonths. Thus shall we aim as much at

variety, as of usefulness, in the illustrations which from week to

week, and from month to month, we give to our readers, and fur-

nish abundant material to please the eye and interest the mind.
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THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMA:^.
• A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHOSES OP THE EAST.

BY BES: PERLEY I'OORB.

[CONTIXI EU.]

CHAPTER IX.—[oxrixuKD.]

No sooner had he conclmk-d the stanza tlian he sprang to his

feet, and, in a loud voice, cried :

"Forecastle, there !"

" Ay, ay, sir !" was the response.

" Call all hands ! Haul aft the starlioard-l)raccs ! IL-lm a-

w'oathcr! Lay aloft, and shake tlic reef out of the topsail
!"

A prompt execution of these orders liroug-ht the pur^uiIlg ves-

sel directly astern ; and the '• Dolphin " lay down to a pretty stiff

hrcezc, going through the water like a thing of life. The mate

came aft, with his S]y-glass, and handed it to Captain Maxwell,

who endeavored to make her out.

" I fear that it is an Alexandrian corsair," said he, " in which

ca5e we mun fight if overhauled. K'-ep lier full."

"Full it is, sir," said the quarter-master, who had taken the

wlieel. Bii; it wa-i evident that the distance hetween the vessels

w.is diminishing rapidly, fur her hull was now distinctly visible.

"Pass the word for S.dvo '."

" Here I am, sir," answered tlic mulatto, coming to the quarter-

deck.

" Can you take her through the cut of Strongelo '."

" Ay, ay, sir !"

"Listen, tlicn ;" and the captain gave him some orders which

rather amused liini—for he chuckled as lie went forward and called

the carpenter.

Meanwhile the hreezc freshened, and the lugger foamed tlirough

the water, her masts jerking with that uneasy motion hidicative of

a press of sail. The moon was obscured by the clouds that swept

across the blue sky, and not a star peeped out to enliven the scene.

The pursuing vessel was indistinctly visible, as the phosphorescent

sheets of foam were daslied from her hows ; and Salvo now came

aft with a large lantern, which he hung over the "Dolphin's"

stern, as if to show the way to those in chase.

Alexis, nieanwliilc, had naturally felt somewhat alarmed. Not

that he feared an encounter, but that he knew too well what would

be tlie fiite of her to whom he was surrendeiing his every tliought.

A drizzling mist now begun to fall, and Captain Maxwell insisted

that his passengers should retire.

"But do you not apprehend danger?" inquired Alexis.

" No, indeed. Put on a clo.ak, and come on deck, if you wish

to see yon fellow batHed. lie may mean us no harm, but I do

not choose to wait his coming."

After escorting Elissa below, and assuring her that he would

inform her if there was any chance of an encounter, the guards-

man returned on deck and found Salvo in high glee, busily en-

gaged with the carpenter in making what appeiu'cd to be a buoy.

Chain-shot were laslicd to the bottom of an empty water-cask,

while a boat-hook had been run tln'ough a hole, bored in the top,

and Well caulked. From the top of the boat-hook a large lantern

was hung; and then the mulatto, wich a cliucUle of satisfaction,

reported " All ready." It appeared to Ale.xis that it was time

for something to be ready, for he could see land through the

gloom, and hear the sullen roar of breakers.

" It is time," said Salvo, coming aft, and taking the wheel.

The pursuing vessel was now so near t'.iat her lights were distinctly

vifible.

" Are you all ready, forward V sung out the captain, in a low,

yet clear tone of voice.

"All ready, sir."

" Boy, put out the light in that lantern astern, and stand by to

light the other. All hands 'bout ship ! Ease down the lielm

—

liandsomely—handsomely ! Let fly the jib-sheet ! Mainsail haul

!

Belay all
!"

The cutter came handsomely around, and soon passed the ves-

sel in pursuit. She was then hove-to, the lantcni on the buoy

was lighted, and the affair carefully launched on the water, where

it floated ; and this mock vessel soon drifted before the vessel, evi

dently attracting the notice of the stranger which was seen to

change her course.

" There," exclaimed Captain Ma.\well, " when they have caught

the barrel we shall be safe enough."

The helm was then put uj), and s-oon the "Dolphin," right be-

fore the wind, shot into a narrow strait, with foaming breakers on

cither hand. Half an hour more, and she approached a village

on one side of the channel, where gleaming lights showed that the

inhal)itants had not all retired. Here the anchor was let go, the

sails were furle<l, and the crew of the " Dolphin "—over a liberal

extra allowance of grog — laughed over the adventures of the

evening.

Going on deck early the next raoiniiig, Alexis found that the

cutter was anchored in the narrow chainiel which separated tlie

islands of Paro.i and of Auto-Paios, an estuary wliicb is vciy

like Hurl Gate, near Now York. Coiifiiciing tides, hidden rocka,

and rapid currents, make it imjia^.^alde to any vessel, unless, as

wiii the case with the " Doljihin," there is an cxpei ieneed pilot on
board

.

None of the crew were on deck, ex(C|)ling the boys, who were

coiling the roi)es, cleaning brasses, .'uid putting everything in

order. Alexis gazed on the novel scene around him, congratulat-

ing himself upon their escape, when he thought he espied the

masts of a- vessel moving around a promontory. He immediately

went below to inform the captain, who was jn-;t leaving hi< state-

room ; and wlien they came on deeU, there was a vessel moving

towards them with well-manned sweeps. A glance assured Capt.

Maxwell, and, seizing a trumpet, he thundered out :

" All hands to ((uarters ! Bring up the arm-chests ! Rig the

boarding-nettings ! Stand by your guns !"

Alexis seized a cutl.-.ss, and thrust a pair of pistols in his belt,

determined to lay down hi< life, if necessary, rather than have

Elissa harmed. The supposed pirate was now clearly vi.-ible

;

her splashing sweeps lashing the water with rapid strokes. Her

heavy batteries were distinctly seen, and her deck was apparently

crowded with men, but no flag waved from her gaff. On she

came, as if to cross the broadside of the " Dolphin," and board

her bows ; bnt, as she passed, a man sprung into her main-rig-

ging, and shouted, in a clear voice :

" Well done, the ' Dolphin !'
"

Tliree hearty cheers rose in rej)ly from tlie deck of the " Dol-

phin, which were returned by the other vessel, that now displayed

the red-cross of England. Alexis was astonished ; but he at

once comprehended the mystery when Captain Ma.xwell, in a

laughing, yet respectful tone, said to the stranger :

" If it had been known that Lord Byron wished to visit his

craft
—

"

"Captain Mixwell," interrupted the other, "would not have

sent him after a lantern at tlie expense of a water-cask. Bnt

come on board, old salt, 1 have much to ask and to say."

The captain at onee ordered a boat to be lowered, and v.cnt on

board their supposed enemy. Whenjie returned he was aeeom-

]ianicd by the stranger, wlio wore the dress of a common sailor,

made of the tincst mateiials. The open, rolling collar disclosed a

fine neck, upon whicli rested a small yet expressive head. Glossy

dark brown curls clustered around his high forehead ; his cheeks

were colorless ; and a sportive pleasantness beamed from his light

gray eyes.

" Major Orloff," said the captain, " permit me to introduce to

you Lord Byron, the owner of the ' Dolphin.'"

" Wlio," continued the gentleman thus introduced, with a win-

ning smile, " is happy to meet Major Orloff here, although he re-

grets to find his yacht used as a kidnapping craft. Our friend, the

captain here, has been regularly bamboozled, sir ; and while, in

the honesty of his heart, he thought he was serving Greece,—as I

had requested him to do while I was away,—he has been carrying

despatches for Osmar Bey, tlie renegade oppressor of all that is

good. I know tliat you will acquit him, for one look of his honest

f,ice is enough—and now, major, where shall he take you V
Alexis, more astonished than ever, could not reply—for he did

not wish to leave Elissa, and yet was she innoetnt of all com])lieity

in this wob of mystery.

" Let me plan for you," said Lord Byron. " I wish Captain

Maxwell to take this girl home, for I am sure, from his account,

that she is ignorant of all these strange doings of her uncle, who

is in some way mingled with the renegade, Osmar Bey. Now, if

vou are willing, he can leave her at Scio, take you back to

Smvrna, and then, perchance, you will return with him to Athens

—although not as a prisoner."

This was doubly agreeable to Alexis, and they were soon at

breakfist in the cabin—although Elissa declined joining them.

The bhiff captain was evidently somewhat bewildered ; nor did

Lord Bvron cease to tantalize him about being an aid to the ene-

mies, instead of the friends of Greece. The re|)ast over, they

went on deck, where Lord Byron mingled with the crew, who al-

most appeared to worship him. Then, bidding Alexis farewell,

he stepped into a boat, which had been sent from the other vessel,

saying, as he shook Captain Maxwell's hand :

" Make haste back to Athens, for I am determined to aid tlie

Greeks, if I die on their classic soil. And the ' Dolphin ' shou'd

retrieve her character by rendering them assistance, after having

l)ecn a letter-carrier and a kidnapper for their cruel masters.

Adieu."

A muttered oath was tlie pcr|)lexed seaman's only reply ; but,

ere t'le noble owner was on board the other vessel, tlie " Dol-

phin's " anchor was at her bow, and her canvass unfurled. A
moment more, and with braced yards she left the channel, with a

prosperous breeze and a cloudless sky. The marble - crested

heights of Paros soon faded into the distance, and the "Dolpliin"

once more rode upon the broad, blue breast of the JEgctin sea,

beneath the azure glow of the Oriental sky. Then Elissa came

fortli again, and Alexis narrated a portion of what had transpired,

although be felt that he was ignorant of the real position of her

uncle. Of one thing he felt certain—she was innocent of all

CHAPTER X.

" Brij^ht. purely t)il^'.it tlie morning beams
(ilaiice o'er the iteep blue >ea.

And at fbc ina^^t the pennant t^treains

As paily and ay free.

In joy fn! liope their proud hark went
To eain a liaven fair

;

But .<torm and wave its sails soon rent

—

It sank in dark despair."'

" TiiK Equinoctiai. ! It is a regular tenor to us who follow

the sea," said Cajitain Maxwell, as he was called from the caliin

of the " Dolphin," ere tlie dessert was removed, by an announce-

ment from his first mate that :

" The equinoctial was brewing I" ^^
" Why!" said Alexis, with some suqirise, "it looked ])leasmt

enough when we came down. Besides, we had the gale last

night."

" Tliat was the messenger, I fear," replied the captain. "Never

mind, though ; we must get ready to scud before it ; and if we

can but get dear of these islands. Mademoiselle Elissa will be at

Scio to-morrow morning." And the captain, buttoning his coat
went on deck. Alexis and Eli.jsa, leaving the table. Sat 4owni
side by side, upon the sofa, at the far extremity of the cabin.

"Why not keep on to Smyrna V asked Alexis, wuh a sad
smile, as though his eyes would read his eomitauion's heart-
thoughts.

"Nay," replied Elissa, " my wanderings must end. Should
my uncle or my father have arrixed at Scio ere 1 return, what will

tliey think?"

A desire to unravel the mystery of Lavalettc's conduct flashed

across the young officer's mind, but it was chased away bv a glance
from her trustfnl eyes. Into.xicated with their loveliness, as they
glanced from beneath their long, black hanging laslies, like flow-

ers half hidden by their fringing petals, he felt the imperious

sway of that resistless passion, that conquers every other thought.
" Elissa," he said, " I would relinquish all on earth for you, and

I have hoped that you were not insensible to my love. Why not

then, be mine ?"

Gazing at the object of his adoration as he spoke, he i-aw wiih

joy that she tremliled with cmo:ion, drooping her head in graceful

confusion, to hide the varied feelings that flashed across her mind
and were betrayed by the telltale blushes on her cheeks.

"Need I tell you," he continued, in an impassioned tone, "that

for years 1 have formed an ideal shrine within mv vearnin" heart

but never foimd a divinity to occu|iy it, until you blessed my vis-

ion witli your beauty. Your voice, like the harp of the inspired

proiihet of Israel, has infused soft peace into my troubled lieasr

and I could listen to its sweet voice forever. You are my life, my
liglrt ! Each jmre thought blossoms as you approach, and wuhout
your fostering love each aspiration of my soul will wither and
die. Do not ern.sh my hopes, but tell me that I may dare—may
hope—to call you mine ?"

" You preserved my life," said Elissa, throwing back the long

ringlets that had fallen before her face as she had drooped her

bead, while her lips parted like an opening lose under the influ-

ence of a sad smile. " You have a right to claim it. Bat vou
can find many moic worthy of your love than the niece of your

uncle's clerk."

"Never!" impetuously ex( laimed Alexis, taking her riglit

hand in his own, while his left arm circled her tiny waist. Her
head sank upon his shoulder, and she endeavored to speak; but

lier heart was too full for words, and she tiu-ned her glowing face

towards his. The pledge was taken from her willhig lips, and the

fountain of their loves was thus unsealed.

Happy moment ! A knowledge that first love is reciprocated is

the primeval jjulse-heat of joy, which beats thenceforth in the

heart a merry march towards tlie goal of wedlock love. Tlicn, if

ever, tlie young lovers, who enter this vista of affection, feel that

earth is a paradise—neither do they yearn for a brighter sphere.

" Why return to Scio?" asked Alexis. And then a vague sus-

picion aliont her uncle, gathering like a mysterious shadow of

night around his thoughts, he continued

:

" Supposing we get Captain Maxwell to turn around, and go
directly to Athens, where we can enjoy onr love without danger

of—"

Misunderstanding the purport of this remark, ujion which her

pure womanly pride put a construction that stiHcd all affection,

Elissa threw oft' the encircling arm, and sprang to her feet. Happy
images, but a moment before revelling in her aft'ection.s, were

scattered like fairies before an arch-enchanter's wand ; her checks

glowed with indignation, and her eyes flashed proudly.

" So, chivalrous major!" she exclaiined, "your love is that

guilty passion which esteems not the object, and would degrade

the idol of its professions to the lowest depths of inf.imv. You
have wrung from me a confession that I loved you. I did !—but

now the kiss you gave me burns like a brand of shame—!"

" Nay, nay," interrupted Alexis, " hear me !"

" I have heard enough. Poor—the niece of your proud uncle's

book-keeper—I might have known that you never would have

loved me wiili that spiritual and refined affection that demands to

be hallowed by holy-rite. Farewell. I shall ever think of you

with gratitude, and with remorse. But do not, I entreixt of you,

ever sacrifice another innocent heart upon the shrine of which

you just now spoke—the shrine of licentious vanity."

" But hear me '."

"Not a word," she replied, in an imperative tone ; and retired

into her state-room. The bolt clinched in the door-lock, and

Alexis was alone. His fondest hopes were crnshed ; his pure in-

tentions cast back, draggled in the mire of suspicion ; and the bit-

ter stings of disappointment rankled in his wounded heart. With

a bent brow, and a quivering lip, he ascended the compajiion-way,

and slowly paced the deck.

Tlie wind had not risen since themornhtg; but the sky was

gloomy, while the heaving of the cross-seas presaged a stormy

night. Thick masses of cloud scudded across the sky, and a

dense mist came f.om the mountains of Attica, while the setting

sun glowed like a half extinguished furnace.. All the light sails

had been sent down, and the lugger lay-to under storm-reefed

main-sails, with enough of her jib set to make her answer her

helm.

To Ale.xis, this contest of the elements was M'clcome, for the

scene harmonized with his troubled spirit. Soon came the storm,

howling angrily through the shrouds, while groaning timb;rs and

flapping sails added to the wild ujiroar. The darkness increased,

and the lugger was put before the wind—it was with difliculty that

the man at the helm could keep her there, as she was fssed over

the mountain-waves.

The captain and crow were vigilant in their battle with the ele-

ments, and no one thought of danger until the carpenter came to

the quarter-deck.
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" Captain Maxwell," said he, in a low tone, " there is two feet

of water in the well
!"

" Ki" tlie pumps !" shouU'd llic captain tIiro\if:h his trumpet, in

tones that could he heard ahovc the storm. " This straining lets

in the water ; hut hend on two good gangs to spell each other,

and the hoxos will soon rattle."

Tlic order was ohcyod, and the men jjumjii'd as though their

lives were at stake, encouragoil hy the mate, who urged them with

exritui" cries. Half an hour passed, and tlie storm seemed to in-

crease in fury, while the rain came down in torrents.

" Try t]je well, carpenter," said the captain, coming forward

from the (|uartcr-deek.

"Two feet, three inches !" was soon the report, in a low and

despairing tone.

"Never mind, my hearties," cried the e;:i)tain, in a cheerful

t„„c—for he well knew how important it was to keep up the spirits

of the crew. "Pass the word for the steward to send a hcaker

of grog here, and let's all take hold !"

Midnight came—yet there was no ahatemcnt of the storm. An

.0ccasioTn\l flash of vivid lightning, illuminating the waves, showed

thfeir huge crests lashed into foam, while it was with difficulty

that the men at the helm could kee)) free of the gaping aliysses,

threatening destruction. The men toiled with persevering, yet

unavailing industry, stimul.itcd hy tifc captain's persuasive, yet

commanding voice. Alexis, too, lahorrd with the rest ; and, as

the storm heat upon his fevered brow, lie hailed its pelting with

delight.

Still the depth of water increased in the hold ;
and at two in

the morning the captain told the carpenter to bring the axes.

Giving them to the oldest sailors, he rapidly ordered :

"Jump into the windward-rigging ! Starboard your helm there!

—starboard !—Intf a i)oint—so ! Now, my lads, cut with a will
!"

An instant sufficed to sever the strained ropes ; and the masts,

snapping with a loud report, fell over to leeward, making the lug-

ger heel over to her deck-streak.

" Clear away !—clear away lively I" slioutcd Captain Maxwell

;

and the axes, vigorously wielded, dealt thick and well-directed

blows, until the masts nud rigging floated away, when the lugger,

relieved, again floated buoyantly. The water was now kept down

in the well, and the crew began to congratulate each other, when

the deep and sullen roar of breakers was heard on either bow.

Desolating sound ! A moment more, and the vessel struck !

The shock soon brought Klissa on deck, where she sat crouched

by the side of a gun, refusing the entreaties of Captain Maxwell,

and of Alexis, that she would go below. The lugger continued

to thump, but not violently, and the storm had abated in its fury

before the gray light of morning disclosed their position to the

nnxiouj ones on board. It came at length, that welcome dawn,

and, near by, loomed up a high bluff, covered with trees.

" Seio, as I live !" exclaimed the captain. " Lower the boat,

my hearties, and let us get a line ashore there."

The boat was lowered, and Alexis sprang in as it left the lug-

ger's quarter, intent upon rescuing Klissa. But, just as the boat

touched the water, a high rolling wave swept the lugger from the

reef where she had lay cradled, carrying the ropes of the boat-falls

through the blocks. Another moment, and the boat was drifting

wide from the lugger, carrying Alexis, alone, far out upon the

waste of waters.

Ilia first impulse was to get out a pair of oars, but all attempts

to stem the waves were fruitless, and he then managed to step the

rudder. Throwing himself down in the stern of \i'^ tiny craft, ho

put her before the wind, and rode over the waves with reckless

indifference as to his destination.

Almost every one has felt the misery of reaction upon the spir-

its, caused by a conviction of disappointment after fruitless en-

deavors to obtain a wished-for end. And Alexis, foiled in his first

love ; whose honest avowal had been treated with scorn ; and then

thwarted in his desire to again rescue Elissa from a watery grave,

felt reckless as to what might be his fate.

It was not long, howevei-, before he was picked up by a Turkish

felucca, on its way to Constantinople. The commander spoke no

language, save his own, and therefore took it for granted that

Alexis was a Greek. He accordingly gave orders to have him

handcuffed, and kept in the forecastle—an arbitrary decision to

which no resistance was offered. Indeed, the reaction was so

great that the young man, enfeebled by his recent illness, sank

into a sort of stupor tlie moment he was rescued from his prison-

bark. When he awoke to reality, he found himself a prisoner!

His memory refused to recall the past, and his thoughts were in

confusion. All remembrances of his late disappointment and

danger were, for the moment, obliterated, and a revulsion of feel-

ings almost crazed his distracted brain.

The boat had drifted outside the reef, which ran parallel with

the coast, at a distance of about two hundred yards ; but the

lugger was drawn into this canal, where a strong current carried

her around a headland before the captain or crew could recover

from their surprise. So jjcrilous was their condition that they

then had enough to do for self prcsen-ation—although Captain

Maxwell felt sad at the thought of abandoning his frank, open-

hearted passenger, whose abduction he had ever so sincerely

regretted. Elissa, holding on by the fragments of the shrouds,

stood gazing at the angry, rolling waves, and felt that she had,

perchance, wronged the recent object of her heart's love, who had
been so uneKpcetedly snatched from their midst.

I The sweeps of the " Dolpliia " were now run out, manned, and

I

served to keep her mid-way in the narrow channel, between the

j

reef and the shore. The pumps kept the water from gaining in

i

the hold, and every one worked with increased energy, so that by
noon a jury-mast had been raised, with a lug-sail, while the re-

maining rigging waa coiled up. Just then, the lead, which had

called " by the mark seven," or " by the deep six," suddenly

failed to reach bottom, " and fifteen fathoms out," while the foam-

ing line of breakers gradually ceased, until all was apparently

plain sailing.

"Hnzz:i!" shouted the captain; "we are clear of the shore,

and yon distant headland once rounded, we shall be in harbor

!

Lively at the pumps, my hearties ! Bi'ud to the sweeps, and the

' Bolpbin ' will yet weather the gale !"

Just then a feUicci came towards the island ; and the captain

saw with his glass that she also carried the flag of modern Greece.

Few had yet dared display the ensign of a land not yet uufrced

from the shackles of despotism ; and, sure of succor, he ordered

one of the guns to be loaded with a blank cartridge, and fired.

The signal was evidently seen, for the felucca changed her course,

and bore directly towards the crippled " I)o!])hin."

Elissa had a hope that Alexis might have been picked up by

the felucca, and stood gazing intently as it apjiroacbed ; but to

her surprise, as well as to her dismay, she saw, upon the slightly-

raised quarterdeck, her uncle!

It was Miaulis, who had been to Syra before going to Seio, and

had been without the circle of the past night's tempest. He had

recognized the " Dolphin " when his attention had been attracted

by her gun ; and Lavalettc was rejoiced—for an honorable excuse

to get away from his gu u'dian would now present itself.

"Have you jiicked up our boat ?" shouted C.i))tain Maxwell

through his trumpet, as the two vessels approached.

" No. Any one on board ?"

"Major Orloff."

Lavalcttc's heart sank again—for he had pledged himself that

the young man should remain unharmed, and he trembled at the

thought of his loss. As if to add to his s<nTow, he saw Elissa,

with haggard face and an' anxious gaze, bending over the bulwark

of the dismasted lugger.

" My child !" he exclaimed, in an almost frantic tone of voice,

" when did you leave Seio '!"

" She grew homesick, sir," said the captain, " and would come

to sea with me ; but I fear she has had her All of salt water. I

have something for youi' private ear. Monsieur Lavalettc, but will

defer it until we are on Seio qua)'. Will your captain tow us

in'!"

Miaulis at once consented—for sailors, of every grade, take

great pleasure in relieving each other when distressed ; and soon

the two vessels rounded the headland into the harbor. To the

surprise of all, excepting the Greek commander, the Turkish

crescent-flag no longer floated from the citadel—but the wdiite

cross waved in its stead.

"Good!" he cried. "There is the fruit of the first victory.

Greece will yet be free !"

His hardy crew took up the words, and their eyes glistened with

joy, as they shouted :

" Greece will yet be free!"

Captain Maxwell no sooner was informed of this change of

masters, than he fired a regular salute; and, when the vessels

reached the quay, the whole population, flushed with joy, came to

welcome Miaulis. The " Dolphin " was taken to a spot where

she could be examined at low water, and Elissa once more stepped

upon the land.

This outbreak had been jdanned by Lavalettc, but he had no

idea that it would ripen so soon, and he now found himself in the

position of a miner, who sees the distant end of his train ignited,

and is directly over his charge. He expressed his intention of

going with Elissa to his house, but Miaulis coolly said :

" O, no ! Mr. Socretary-in-embi'yo. Wo cannot lose your so-

ciety. I will send Cotroni with your niece."

Refusal or opposition was out of the question, and Lavalettc

went with Miaulis to the fortress, while Elissa was escorted home.

Not many flays had elapsed since she had left, and yet it seemed

an age! She felt humiliated—tlcbased—and yet, occasionally, a

comforting hope would warn her that she might have misconstrued

what she had taken oftence at. No, no ! his meaning was too

plain ! And yet, while her outraged feelings revolted at the

thought, her heart turned towards him as the fabulous sunflower

turned towards the orb of light. Had ho perished !—or would he

yet stand before her, purified of gross intent, freed from unholy

thought

!

CHAPTER XL
" 0. woman, all must own thy mapric power!

The sternest 8a,2:cs at tliy altar kneel

;

And, from the natal to the final hour,
Before thy beauty bend, and deeply feel

Tlie essence from on hii;h. Thoni^h skies may lower.
And earth and heaven conspire a(;ainst his weal

—

Alike unchanged by happiness^ or grief.

Man ever from thy soothing finds relief.''

iMfEniAL Constantinople! Surrounded by what is most

enchanting in nature ; adorned with what is most interesting in

art; hallowed by traditions of unequalled historical interest ; she

sits in peerless majesty upon her ocean-laved throne. Queen of

cities, she has in turn upheld the Barbarian, the Christian, and

the Moslem rule ; and now, in the fifteenth century of her glory,

her seven hills support the very personification of Oriental des-

potism. From the tapering minai-ets, whore Constantino first un-

furled the banner of the cross, is now hourly heard the impressive

cry of the infidels :
" There is but one God, and Mahomet is his

prophet." Where vestals once trimmed the ever-burning lamps

on heathen shrines, gilded domes rise mysteriously from thick

groves, fit nests for carefally-guarded Circassian birds of beauty.

The blood-staiaed battlements of the Seven-Towers have resisted

the gnawing tooth of time, and the old wall yet girdles the city

like a crest of glory, its massive height reflected in the glassy

mirror of the deej)—that grave of myriads who have dared to

love. Far away stretches the Bosiihorus, its blue tide dividing

the shadowy mountain slopes of Europe and of Asia, clothed to

the watcr-siiles with forests, palaces, gardens and fortresses. Op-

posite is Scutari, rich iu barracks and in burial-grounds, behind

which the dim Blue Mountains extend in an undulating line ; and,

at times, the vision of Mount Olympus is unfolded, its icy summit

blending with the char blue sky. Neither must I'cra be forgotten,

eloquent with diplomatic residences; or (ialata, redolent of eom-

mcrc'ial wealth ; or the Golden Horn, dajipled with its ever-vary-

ing fleet. And over everything—on land and on the water—there

hangs a shadowy veil of mysticism,—enchanting, yet awful,

—

that can but make the scene one of intense interest. The expand-

ing mind plunges deep into the tradition-i that invest every dome
and minaret, every i)alaee and tower. Generation after genera-

tion, creed after creed, sweep rapidly past u;io:i tlie track of mem-
ory, but the back-ground is ever the same. Refined niagnilicenco,

rude power, and bigoted cruelly, furnish their rapid illustrations

to each change that fancy jiicures, hi conjuring up past periods

of sjilendor, chivalry and barliarism. Ages, dark and bright, are

before us. Tlie thirsty imagination drinks in the broad stream of

history, or pierces for some hidden sjiring of romance that bub-

bles forth on the shores of the I'roiiontis.

The seraglio occupies the very focus of this enchanting scene,

rising, like a dream, upon the extreme point of the peninsula,

which stretches bolilly out into the silvery tide. It is a confused

mass of buildings, clustered together like a bunch of grapes, and

of different styles of architecture. Gardens, blooming with fra-

grant roses, suiTound it on the sides next to the (-ity, where myr-

tles, and palms, and cypresses so intertwine their foliage as to

exclude curious gazings and the sun's rays. But, on the water's

edge, the windows overhang the current, affording the fair prison-

ers a constant view of the never-ending panorama. Vessels of

every description and tonnage ])ass and rejiass, from the barbar-

ous grain-canier, launched at the mouth of the Nile, to the trim

sloop-of-war from the English dockyards. "Caiques" and " kir-

langists " shoot through this fleet, disturbing the snowy albatross-

es, who rise in clouds, and descend with a plunge that makes a

stranger start with the ajiprchensiou that some sacked beauty has

sunk into oblivion.

At the window of the principal apartment thus overlooking the

Bosphorus, at the time whereon we write, sat the sultana, Zalal-

lah, the favorite of JIahmoud, lord of this terrestrial paradise.

The warm sunshine came across from the towering Thracian

Mountains, casting Scutari deep into the shade of her gloomy

cypresses, and lighting up the radiant blue water ere it stole mel-

lowly through the gilded lattices. Never did sunlight display

more refined gorgcousness of style, than its beams glanced from

in this seraglio shrine. Luxurious, wide divans extended all

around, excepting at the entrance, and on them were piles of soft

cushions, and of heavy shawls. The floor was of tessaled mar-

ble, on which were small Persian carpets ; and, in the centre, was

an alabaster fountain, which sent up its tiny jets around a cage of

gilded wire, in which ludlmls—those nightingales of the Orient

—

warbled their tender notes ; while, in the basin beneath, gold-fish

sported fn their native clement. All this, with the painted dome,

and the gilded arabesques on the walls, was worthy the reign of

Suleyman, the Magnificent ; but the remaining objects denoted

Mahmoud, the Reformer. Maps and looking-glasses were on tlie

walls ; and on a large table, near the divan, were piles of papers,

books, and a writing-desk. Indeed, this part of the office seemed

rather like the office of the sultan's private secrctaiy than the

sumptuous apartment of his favorite sultana.

Zalallah was both. Stranger to say, her sway was not the

swav of passion, iu that very sanctiuiry of voluptuousness, where

the beauty of an empire is garnered. When Mahmoud first saw

her, years before, she was on her way from a corsair to the slave-

market, a prey to grief and sham 3 ; and with one glance from her

tear-shot eyes inspired the satiated monarch with a new sense

—

respect ! It came like the joyous music of a water-fall to a thirsty

traveller, filling the soul of him who had undertaken to civilize a

nation with a civilizing influence, and that night the weeping cap-

tive was carried to the seraglio. At first, the fear of a revolting

fate gave an unnatural expression to her superb featuxcs—for she

had managed to secrete a poignard while on hoard the corsair, and

would have poured forth her life-blood rather than to submit unto

dishonor.

Reproadu mingled with her remembrances of her Maltese

home, addeCTO the strength of her sorrow, and months passed ere

the sultan saw her smile. At last, however, she appreciated his

devotion, and was able to understand his desire that she would be

his friend—his adviser in the great reform which he had projected.

Then a new existence opened before her. She read to liim, trans-

lated the journals of Europe, and works upon military and civil

rule in more civilized lantls. Gradually appreciating his brilliant

genius, and ennobled by the delicate respect with which he treated

her, she loved him with a filial devotion ; and he sought not to

sully such bright chains. Every other human being in the sera-

glio, as ho well knew, were slaves to his will. Consciously or

unconsciously, in love or in fear, they had relinquished all indi-

viduality, to receive the impress of his master-spirit. But Zalal-

lah retained her originality of thought, instead of merely reflect-

ing the ideas of the sultan, and all the inmates of the seraglio

knew that she was the only one that could influence him. With

them she never indulged in any familiarity, or sought to take ad-

vantage of her position ; and it was the opinion of every Odalisque

and sable guardian that if her heait had womanly aflTections, they

woi-e like the silvery waves of a fountain in Siberian winter

—

sealed with ice.

[to be continued.]
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CUPID.

BY J. FREDERICK BISDES.

Bnli Cnpiii onrc fretted his life near away.

E'en wept himself blind, I hiTvi- reason to say.

And stunted hi? growth by his wails night and day ;
—

Strung well though his bow, shot it ever astray.

*' Quit<? useless," he cried, sure to aim at the heart,

*' My arrows no longer a pain ean impart,

*' Though ever so true I tmnslix with my dart
''

High then on Olympus he hastened to go.

And from its sweet wood formed a beauteous bow;

From Venus" briglit tresses he fashioned a string,

IVhicli surely, he thought, would bring hearts quick to him;

Then dipped he it twice in the Stvgiftn wave.

And decked it with sighs of the good and the braTc

;

yweet kisses he breathed the whole length of the shaft,

Aiubrosial nectar he spent on the hiil't.

'• 'Tis folly in vain I'' and he cried iu despair;

'• No longer has lore's sigh a charm for the fair

:

*' But other dcTices I mut t quickly invent,

'* Else Hymen will .\cold when h'm torch is quite spent.

He fretted away, but he fretted in vain;

No thought of a cure could he get through his brain.

To his mother he ran. and with tears told his case;

But Venus, alas, was alike in drsi>air.

All frantic with rage, then to Leninos he flew,

And begged from giim Vulcan the cure, if he knew.

The sturdy old king gave a roar, long and loud,

That Cupid should miss in the midst of a crowd!

Essayed he to speak, but with ttars in his eye;

The laugh cost him more than his fall from the sky.

Then quickly kind Vulcan the shaft formed anew,

Both tempered, and tapered, and brightened it, too;

Then gave it to Cupid, and told bini to aim

Wherever he chose, he would not shoot in vain.

At once on the smith did he make an t^saT,

The god felt the pang, and obsequious lay.

The boy with a laugh, danced about in delight,

Once more twanged his bow, and waa soon out of sight.

Sad havoc he makes, differs not where he goes,

Nor matter is it whether long, or pug nofe;

It mattereth not whether fair be the face,

Or ngly, and lank, wholly wanting iu grace;

3f clumsy the hand, or enchantingly small,

A voice quite divine, or far worse than a squall

;

The hair, whether black, red, or yellow in hue,

All colors, or none, even gray or a blue

:

*Tis all the same, the shaft aims ever true.

Then flutt4-*r, heart, yon boy takes aim,

Thou canst not 'scape the raging flame,

Or quench its power ; refrain the tear.

And learn to hope from what you fear.

[^Vritten for Gleason'd Pictorial.]

THE FIELD SPORTS OF CANADA WEST.

BY HEXRT WILLIAM HERBERT.

It was during the summer of 1849, in the course of a journey

of pleasure to the great Nortlicrn Lakes tliat I tarried awliile at

the little village of Amhersthurg, on the opposite side of the river

from the thriving city of Detroit, and a few miles helow it.

Here I was received in so much kindness liy the officers of

H. M. R. C. Rifles, and especially hy ray friend, Captain Peel, of

that regiment, who is emphatically the sportsman of Upper Can-

ada, and the largest breeder, if not the best breaker of sporting

dogs in America, that I visited him at a later period of the same

season, and enjoyed not only hi-: liberal hospitality, but some cap-

ital autumn sijort, though inferior to what is u.-ual in that region,

owing to the great fall of snow the preceding winter.

Before i)arting, my friend promised me some contributions for a

journal in which I was then interested, on the field sports of that

interesting region, with which the people of the United States are

daily becoming more intimately connected. The following highly

graphic and correct description of the game of that pine-country,

never having appeared before in any print, will doubtless be eager-

ly perused by the readers of Gleason's Pictorial, as the work of

one every inch a gentleman, a naturalist, and a sportsman, on the

voucher of his friend, Frank Forrester.

Grouse.—The first class of game we have to consider are the

grouse, which, I am son-y to say, afl^brd little or no sport. In-

deed, the tetrao Canadensis is seldom met with, except on the

north shores of Livke Huron ; while, on the other hand, the tetrao

umbeltus is to 1)C stumbled across almost daily in any of the woods
of Western Canada. But from his extreme wariness (except

when perched in a tree), his great predilection for rambling, and
add to which, his aptitude to take ofience at the slightest sign of
invasion of his premises, exhibited by a precipitate retreat by way
of the back door as you enter the front, renders it a matter of no
small difficulty to get a fair shot at one ; though by using a curj-ou
can bark them into a tree, and there kill them quickly.

Our game laws j.crmit the ruifed grouse, or, as they .are im-
properly termed, the partridge, to be shot on the first of Septem-
ber. At this time the young birds are not quite full-grown, and are

still to be found in packs. But though you may be certain of a
few shots at them, still, from the densely thick cover in which at

this season you find them, and as when flushed they almost inva-

riably tree, no great lay can be made. They arc an immensely
strong flying bird, never mounting U'lgh in the air, but whizzing

along in a straight line, some ten feet or so from the ground.

When rising close to you they make a loud whirr (which Audu-
bon states they do not when rising of their own accord.) This is

very apt to flurry the S))0i'lsnian till used to it. They may be

flushed three or four times by following in the direction taken.

The best places to find them are st3ep hillsides amongst the

logs under cedars or taraarac ("a species of fir) ; early and very

late in the season you may meet with them in the willow and

alder swamps, as also among nut groves, among thoni trees, on

the leaves of which they delight to feed. Oak, maple and beech

groves also are not despised Iiy them ; indeed, as far as I can

judge, they are to be found anywhere and everywhere, but there

is no certainty about them. One day, you may get good shooting

at them ; at another time you may hunt in vain. Were they im-

ported into England, I doubt not they would do well, and rather

bother some of your most experienced shots, as they take a tol-

erable cliargc of shot to bring them down. Tl'.eir flight is (piitc

as quick as a skimming grouse, and they are aiout as diflicnlt to

kill. They arc delicious either roasted or boiled, with ciiher celery

or onion sauce.

The .spruce grouse will demand but little notice, as they arc not

often met with in the West. I have never seen any, but am told

that about Lake Simcoe they are to be found, as also on the north

shore of Lake Huron. From what I can gather from parties who

arc ac(iuainted with them, they are not likely to afl'ord much sport,

skulking amongst the tangled thickets of cedar, spruce and tama-

rac, and, on being flushed by a dog, immediately flying into a

tree, where they may easily be killed if they can be seen. Some-

times, like the ruifed grouse, they become alarmed and make a

sudden bolt out of the tree, and are the most difficult of shots

from their quick downward flight.

Quail.—Of all the birds wliich grace this continent there is not

one that can compete with our little friend now under considera-

tion. The quail is indeed the only bird we of the Canadas pos-

sess, that affords anything like real sport. They frequently

have two broods in the year, lay a large nest full of eggs, there

frequently being found eighteen, twenty, or even twenty-four.

They are easily reared, stand the cold well, lie well to the dogs,

are very quick of flight, and exceedingly difficult to kill. There

is a peculiarity of the quail, not noticed in any other bird, its

power of retaining its scent. Whether that power is voluntary

or involuntary it matters little, but that it does so do is very evi-

dent to any one who has had any experience in the matter.

Frank Forrester, in his work entitled, "Field Sports of the

United States and British Provinces," expresses his belief " that

it is an absolute power of the bird, and arising from an exertion

of will," for that, " during the period in which the quail gives no

scent it cannot be forced to rise without being almost trod upon."

This seems very probable, for a dead bird is easily retrieved, but

then again a wounded bird is also very nearly as easily found.

And one would suppose, that if voluntary, it would exert itself

when wounded quite as much as when sound, unless the fict of

the wound prevents it retaining its scent. It is certainly no less

strange than that such is the fact, and renders it very difficult for

3'ou to bag more than three or four out of a bevy in a day.

Of all the birds, 1 know of none so soon able to get up steam

;

they ri.se with a loud whirr all in a body, and are out of sight l)cfore

a slow coach is able to get his gun to his shoulder. A man, to make

a good quail shot, must be short, sharp and decisive. The moment
the bevy rises, the hand and eye must act in unison, for if the bevy

gets five and twenty yards .away, the chances are against killing.

Quail invariably lie near the edge of the fields, generally in the

fence amongst the weeds, so that where the dogs quarter a good

deal of time is lost ; unless in early morning when they feed in

grain stubbles, whence they retire to an Indian corn stubble, to

patches of weeds, little brakes, fence sides, etc., rendering the

finding of them a matter of no trifling difficulty. When found

they invariably make for some cover, where it is best to leave

them for a time, till they move, when every bird may be made to

give an account of himself.

The best ground for quail in Canada lies between Grand River

to about London, and thence along the Thames to Chatham, and

so on the rivers and lakes, down to the Grand River. In the fall

of 1848 they were innumo'able in that region ; while from the

heavy snows last winter, combined with an awful amount of trap-

l)ing on ground where last j'car in two days I bagged fift}- brace,

this j'car Frank Forrester and myself only bagged six brace.

This, however, is the case everywhere, and unless very strenuous

exertions are made this winter to stop the trapping (there is a law

to prevent it, and also a heavy fine, but no informers), I much fear

there will be no great quail-shooting next year. As yet I have

not killed as many quail as last year. I bagged here in eight con-

secutive shooting days one hundred and one brace. Here the

land is free to all ; no one attempts to interfere with the sportsman
;

he can come and go where he likes unless he does wilful damage,

in which case he is very justly debarred from the land.

Anderton, Mcrsea, Gosfield and Colchester 1 look upon as the

four best townships for quail in Canada. Under ordinary circum-

stances you may be certain of finding a bevy in every field ; next

year I trust they will be plentiful. Very few have been shot. As

vet we have had no winter, consequently, if the snow does not

last when it comes, there will be a fairish stock for breeding.

Woodcoclc.—The scolopa.v minor, or woodcock, is the next bird

we have to consider. This fine sporting bird, when full grown,

rarely exceeds eight ounces ; the male bird being one or two

ounces smaller, and, moreover, is easily distinguished by his dark-

er and richer plumage. This bird is pretty generally sjirinkled

over the whole of the Canadas, both eastern and western ; follow-

ing the steps of civilization wherever the nsture of the ground

suits his habits. But for some cause or other, during the last

three or four years he has thought fit to withdraw himself almost

entirely from the islands and shores of the Detroit, where for-

merly he was most abundant. Many people affirm that the wanton

and nuirderous destruction of them iu July, when by a most in-

sane decree of the provincial parliament they arc allowed to die

before they are half grown, many before they can half fly, must
tend to keep down the breed.

It was no uncommon thing in the ground I allude to, for a

moderate shot to bag his twenty couple in a day, whereas now a

very good shot could not get his ten couple. If, on the other

hand, the cock were not allowed to be killed before the first of

September, they would be safe
;
passing in absolute retirement,

away from the haunts of man his moulting season, returning in

good condition, full grown, and strong on the wing.

It is no easy work to kill cock in early October. In standing'

corn twelve or fifteen feet high, your only chance is when he tops

the corn where he as it were poises a moment ; that moment is all

y(ni have, and quick as the lightning's flash must be your aim or

else he is safo. Nor is it much easier in the thick moist woodsides

to bring him down when he is thus in his full vigor ; far other-

wise ; no one but a quick sharp shot can hope to make a bag, and

yet 1 have seen in these ])laees from one to twenty cock bagged in

a single day by a single gun, besides quail and ofttimes a few

snipe, for they also frequent our cornfields in the fall.

There is ofttimes very good cock-shooting in most parts of the

country, not so much iu the very well cleared districts, but in the

semi-cleared land, bordering on deep, loamy, alluvial bottoms.

For Slimmer shooting, however, your first chance of sjiort is along

the creeks, and in the swamps, where the grass is not too rank,

where the bulrush and flag are found. Ofctimes you may hear

of some lonely swamp not yet subjected to that ruthless destroyer,

man. There you may expect to have great sport, such as it is.

The heat of a July day in Canada ii terrific, and no one can stand

it unless he has an iron constitution. The exhalations from the

marshes are pregnant with agirc and bilious fever to a stranger
;

therefore I would not advise any one to trifle his hcaltli away in

summer cock-shooting. October is the only real month for sport

;

they come to breed here early in April, if not at the end of March,

and wing their way southwards about the beginning of November.

Spaniels are the dogs for them, but there are few or next to none

in cither the States or the Canadas. This bird is not nearly such

good eating as the English biid. It makes, however, a soup as

good as jugged hare, if treated in the same way. Here we think

little of seeing twenty or thirty couple of cocks hanging in the

larder at a time, whereas in England two couple of cocks is

thought a very fair allowance to fall in one day.

Snipe.—Scolopax Wilsonii, or The Snipe of the Americas, is

very similar to the English snipe, so much so, that it is often

called the " English snipe." The law allows this bird most inju-

diciously to be shot in early spring, when it makes its appearance

on the breakin;j up of the frost, about the first week in April.

Light moonlight nights with misty rain soon most plentifully dif-

fuses them amongst our numerous swamps and wet fields, some,

nay most, I am willing to admit, en route to the impenetrable

swamps of the icy North ; but yet a goodly few stay amongst our

own marshes. How unwise, then, at this time to destroy them
;

but such is the law, and until repealed, it affords us about six

weeks' good shooting when no other sport is to be had. The last

day is the lOth of Ma}-—far too late, by twenty days, if they are

to be shot at all in spring. Western Canada abounds in magnifi-

cent snipe ground. Near Toronto, at Holland's Landing, they

are very numerous at times ; about Kingston, also, there is, I am
told, fairground; in Lower Canada, also, there is no scarcity,

while in this neighborhood you may kill any quantity.

I have observed, however, that the best ground in the spring is

by no means so good in the fall, and vice versa. For instance, the

Chatham marshes are favorable in spring, but worthless for the

fall. The reason is evident ; in the winter they set fire to the dry

grass, so that in early spring, just as the grass shoots up, the snipe

find both shelter amongst the green tufts, and boring ground be-

tween them ; in the fall the grass is too thick to enable them to

get to their feed. Chatham marshes arc good for twenty couple a

day for a week in spring, while this fivll, after a hard day's work,

missing only four, I got but nineteen birds.

One of the best marshes I know of, is called the Canard

Swamp ; certainly the birds are plentiful, but the walking is exe-

crable—ordinarily up to your knee, frequently up to your thigh.

Near this, also, there are several other good grounds, some of them,

though, in the State of Michigan. In most of the places I have

named, the o^' dog requisite is a steady old dog that will re-

trieve his birds.

Duck.—Of ducks I can hardly say how many varieties there are,

fit for food, and consequently fit for shooting. I will only name

the commoner ones. The gray duck, the dusky, commonly called

the black duck, the shoveller, the redhead, #lmost C(|ual to the

canvass-back, the scaup, the tufted, golden eye, bnflie-head, and

the long-tail. These, and a duck killed by Frank Forrester on

L.ake Simcoe (supposed to be a new 6))ecics), where it was very

plentiful, may be considered as the ducks that are more or less

abundant every year. To these may be added the wood duck,

second to none in the beauty of its plumage and the choiceness of

its flesh ; nor is it less to be despised by the fisherman, for its

feathers are undeniable adjuncts to the beauty of his flies. Then

we have also the American widgeon. From the mallard are also

to be culled feathers very far before his English namesake. They

are not so i)lentiful, however, here, but the blue and the green

winged teal arc innumerable. Along the margins of most of the

creeks and low-lying streams large quantities of wild rice grow,

and on this the ducks delight to feed, and become so fat as not to

be fit for eating. Into this rice you get paddled noiselessly in

a light canoe, the duck or teal rising close to you ; until, however,

you have had a little practice, so as to enable you to make your

way through this sort of navigation, you will use the oars very

unhandily. Such is a rapid sketch of some of the wood birds and

water fowls of Canada West.
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THE WIDOW'S BEAU.

nv MRS. CAltOLiyK A. 80ULE.

Seuvicb 1i:u1 commcnccfl in the ne;it little sanctuary, which the

inh;ihitunts of Fiiirmouiit had coiiseoriitcii to the worship of Goil.

The minister had read the Psalm and tlie Scripture lesson, and

the first Mhos of the opening hyuin. The eyes of his people wtic

fixed intently upon him, (or he was not only a f^ood, sound, elo-

quent ])rc:ichcr, but he was a (inc-lookin<; one too, and thus en-

chained usu illy not only the attention of the true hut the false

wors'iipiier. The house was very still—the clear, melodious tones

of the speaker were the only sounds that throbbed on the balmy,

polrtcn air which the mid-summer Sabbath morn had breathed into

that holy |)lace. The fii-st syllabi'-' of the second line was trem-

bling (in his lips, when a rustic at tlic door, ami tlie entrance of

two persons, a lady and a j;cutlcman, dissolved the charm. In a

second, every eye turned from t!ie pu'pit to the broad aisle, and

ijl\tchcd with more than ordinary ensi^erncss the progress of the

couple. A most searv!iin<r ordeal were they subjected to, and

when Ihey were fairly and (juietly seated in the front pew, imme-

diately before the puljiit, what a uud-jiug of elbows there was, ay,

and how many whis]^ors too. In vain sought the good, the sound,

the eloquent, tlie handsome Mr. 11. to seal rgiin the attention of

his hearers. They had eyes and rliouglns for nobody but Widow

C., anil Widow C.'s young and dashing-tooking attendant.

How she had chcMte<I them ! Had n't she said an Imndrcd times

or more, that her heart was in the grave of her buried one, that

ghe would never marry again? Hadn't she refused always to

walk out or ride out with any of the tmappropriated gentlemen of

the village ? H id n't she said she did n't feel as though she could

ever wear anything but mourning ? And in sjiite of all these

protestations, had n't she come out, all at once, dres,sed all in

white, and walked into church in broad daylight, leaning on the

arm of a j'oung gentleman ?

Yes, indeed she had. She would have pleaded guilty to all these

charges, grave ones as they were, and to the last two, how many
witnesses might have been subpaMiacd. She was actually dressed

in white. A beautiful robe of India mull, tucked to the waist,

with an open corsage, displa3'ing an elaborately wrought chemi-

sette, drapery sleeves trimmed with the richest of Mechlin lace,

underslcevcs of the same expensive material, a white crape shawl,

a white l.ice hat with orange buds and flowers, white kid gloves

and light gaiters,—such was the description every lady had on her

tongue's end to repeat over as soon as service was dosed. And
the gentleman—he too was dressed in style. Didn't he wear

white pants of the latest pattern, and a white vest, and a coat of

"satin finish," and white kids too ; and did n't he sport a splendid

pin and a massive chain, and did n't he gaze often, and tenderly,

and loviugh", on the fair creature beside him '. Ah yes, he did so,

and there was no farther room to doubt. WidoV C. had cheated

them. She had wjn a beau, laid aside her mourning, put on

bridal attire, and was going to bo married in church. But who
the beau wa.s, or whence he came, was more difficult to solve.

Service proceeded. The choir .?ang, tlio minister prayed and

preached,—the pcoj)le wondered when the ceremony would take

l)lace. But, to their utter astonishment, they were left to wonder.

For when the benediction was pronounced. Widow C. and the

strange gentleman walked with the rest of the congregation (piietly

out of the cluirch. When they reached tlic pavement, he ufiercd

his arm very gracefully, and she placed her hand very confidingly

on the beautifully soft coat-sleeve, and tlicy passed on.

What a nooning that was in Fairmount! What a world of

conjectures, surmises, inquiries and doubts rolled over and over

in the brains of not only gossiping ladies, but sober, mattcrof fact

gcntlcnica. " The like of such a thing" had never occurred be-

fore in the annals of the village. There was something new under

the sun—a lady had had a beau, ami nobody knew of it. Widow
C. ! Did n't your ears, not only the right, but the left, burn that

day ? Ah, we wonder they had n't dropped off—surely they must
have been crisp and crimson.

The Rev. Mr. B. preached to a cj-owdcd house that afternoon;

no compliment to him though. The magnet was in the pew be-

fore him. Every one w.is sure the wedding would take place

then ; I>ut everj'body was ag-ain sadly disdppointed, and if tongues

had run at railroad speed before, they travelled then oi\ the electric

wires. The minister miglit have preached in Greek that day, and
his sermon would have lieeu quite as edifying. But one subject

engrossed the village mind. The widow's beau—that was the

topic.

It actually seemed too as though the lady tried to make all the

talk she could. After tea, arm in arm, with the strange gentle-

man, .she walked the whole length of tha village and away out

mto the cemetery, and never returned till the moon was high.

"A nice looking dress, I guess she had," drawled out old

Grandma W., as she listened to the widow's wanderings. " I'm
glad I haint got to wash it, all drabbled up with dew as it must
have been—l)ut I do n't 'spose she thought or cared a word about
it, she's so earned away with him. But I'll give her a piece of
my mind, tlie first time I have a chance, see if I do n't. Cheating
us all in this way."

But the good old dame began to fear by Wednesday night, she
should never have the dc.ircd chance. She hurried through her
washing on Monday, and hol)blcd over to the widow's as soon as

possible, Init the door was locked, and one of the neighbors said,

Mrs. C. and the gentleman went off in a carriage, nobody knew
where, very early in the morning. " Yes, and never got home till

nine o'clock in the evening." Look out. Widow C. ! Your
eharacter is on the carpet

!

If she knew it, apparently she did n't care, for the next day she

went a .sailing with her beau, and the next day a rambling with

him away off to the mountain, and on the next forenoon went

witli him ill a carriage to the station house, and there not only

wept as slie parted from him, but actually embraced and kissed

him.

" What, in broad daylight V exclaimed Gramlma AV. " Well,

if ever I seed or hcerd ilic like on't."

Little Xcll, the old lady's youngest grandchild, wondered to

herself, it it were any worse in bioad dayliglit than at any other

time. Perhaps you will wonder too. AVc do at least.

There was a very lai-ge attendance that afternoon at the weekly

meeting of ihe sewing society. Everybody went that could ])os-

sihly leave home. And what a chattering tliere w.is when ihe

buslle of assembling was over. There was but one toi)ic, hut that

was all sullicicnt, all-engrossing—the wicbjw's beau—for the gen-

tleman mu-st be her hetui, or at least, he ought to he.

Kverybody had .something to tell, somctlilug to wonder about.

But suddenly every magpie toiignc was hushed, a universal stroke

of niiiiih palsy seemed to have fallen on the grou)), as looking up,

it perceived the very lady about wiiom they were conversing so

eagerly, standing in the doorway.

" Good afternoon, ladi.-s," said she, in h ^r usual (piiet, ladylike

way. " I am glad to sec so large and hajipy a gathering. It is a

beautiful day for our meeting;" and then she proceeded to the

table, helped herself to a block of patchwork, inquired for the

sewing-silk, which having received, she sat down in the only vacant

chair, and commenced hemming a very red bird with a yellow

wing, on to a very green twig, which latter had alrcaily been

hemmed on to a sipiare piece of white clotli, and the whole when

completed was designed to form the twentieth part of a bed-spread.

She seemed all engrossed with the bird's bill, and spoke to no

one. Everybody wondered if she had heard what they were say-

ing when she came in, but her placid countenance soon re-assured

the most fearful, and every one longed to commence a personal

attack.

Old Grandma W. was the first to venture. She meant "to do

up the matter " very delicately, and in so "roundabout a way,"

the lady should not suspect her of curiosity. So she began by

praising Mrs. C.'s dress. " Why, it's a real beauty," said she
;

" where did you get it ;"

" I bought it," was the quiet reply.

" Here .'"

"No."

"AVhere, then ?"

" In Kcw Ycnk, last spring."

" O, you did, did jou ? But I thought you wasn't never going

to wear anything but black again." Every eye scrutinized the

lady's face this time in search of a blush, but it continued as pale

as was usual, while she answered :

" I did think and say so once, but I have finally changed my
mind."

,

" You have, ha ! But what made you ?"

" O, I had good reasons." Here the hearers and lookers-on

winked expressively at each other.

" But di 1 n't you spoil your beautiful white dress Sunday night,

wearing it 'way up there to the burying-ground I"

" I did not."

" You did n't ! du tell ! But how could you help it 1 There

was a wondeiful heavy dew."
" I did not wear if."

Here was a damper to the old laily. She had such a long lec-

ture to read on extravagance, and she was so determined to do it

too, when unfortunately for her elo(iuent strain, Mrs. C.'s dress

had hung up in her wardrobe all the time, and she had worn an

old black silk.

After a while the old lady took a fresh start. Site would not bo

so ballled again. She would find out all about that beau before

she went home, " that she would." So she began by saying,

"your company went away this morning, didn't they ("

" Tliei/ did," was the answer, a wee bit of emphasis resting on

the "thri/."

" He did n't stay very long, did he !"

" Not as long as 1 wish he had," was the emphatic answer this

time. And how the ladies did look at each other. It was as

good as a eonf\?ssion.

" When did he come ?"

" Saturday evening."

" Was you looking for him '."

" I had been expecting him a fortnight."

" Wliy, du tell, if you had then, and you never told on't either.

Had he business in the place?"

"He had."

" What was it ?" This was rather more direct and blunt than

the old lady had meant to put it, and she forthwith a]iologi/.ed by

saying, " I did n't mean that—I—I only thought—I—

"

" O, I'd as lief you knew as not," said the lady, with a charm-

ing air of naicde: " he came to see me."

0, Widow C. ! didn't your good name go down then. Bo
careful what you say next, or you'll have only a remnant of char-

acter to go home with, and remnants always go cheap.

" He did, did he, and he did n't come for nothing else then ?

But was you glad to see him '!"

" Indeed I was. It was one of the happiest moments of my
existence." ,

" Well, well," said the old lady, hardly knowing how to frame

her next question, " well, he's a real good-looking man, anyway."
" I think so too, and he's not only good-looking, but he's good-

hearted; one of the best men I ever knew."
" You don't say so, then ! But is he. rich ?"

" AVorth a hundred thousand or so," said the lad}', carelessly.

" AA'hy, du tell, if he is. AYhy, you'll live like a lady, wont

you '. But what 's his name ?"

The old lady's curiosity was now roused to the highest pitch.

" Henry Macon."

"Macon! Macon! Why, was n't that your name before you

were married i"

"It was."

" Then he 's a connection, is he ?"

" He is."

" Du tell, if he is then ? Not a cousin, I hope. I never did

think much of marriages between cousins."

" Henry is not my cousin."

"Ho isn't. Not your cousin! But what connection is he,

then, du tell, now ?"

" III' in mij ijontifjpst in'offict'.*'

If ever there was rapid progress made in fcwing and knitting,

by any circle of ladies, it was by those composing this society, for

the next fifteen minutes. Not a word was uttered, not an eye

raised. Had the latter been <lone, and the roguish and expressive

glances which passed between INIis. ('. and the minister, who un-

observed had stood on the threshold, a silent spectator and curious

hearer, perhaps, mind you, we only say perhaps, they might have

guessed more correctly the name, character, stanrling and profes-

sion of the Widow's Beau.

[Gathered for Oleoson's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF TUE PAST.

BY ben: perley poore.

[The following daily record of pa-st events will be continued, from week to week

;

exliibitinf^ a schedule of remarkahle occurrences ill the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

JANUARY TWENTY-NINTH.
1621.—Rose, the wife of Miles Standish, died at Plymouth.

1761.—Albert Gallatin, Secretary of Slate, born at Geneva,

Switzerland.

1768.—GokUmith's fii-st comedy, "The Good-natured Man,"
acted at Covent Garden.

1820.—George III. died. " I was," he said, " the last man to

consent to the independence of America—!)ut now it is granted, I

shall be the last man in the world to sanction a violation of it."

1853.—Louis Napoleon married the Spanish Countess of Teba.

JANUARY THIRTIETH.

1640.—Boston Common approiu-iated for pasturage and mili-

tiuy exercises.

1649.—King Ciiarles I. suffered martyrdom on the scaffold by

order of Cromwell and his Parliament.

1728.—Great earthquake in New England.

1790.—First life-boat launched.

1804.—Mungo Park started on his second voyage into Afiica,

f>om which he never returned.

1837.—Attempt made by Richard Lawrence to assassinate

General Jackson.

JANUARY THIRTY-FIRST.

1574.—"Rare" Ben Jonson, a celebrated Englldi dramatic

poet, horn.

1606.—Guy Fawkes and his accomi)lices in the "gunpowder-

plot " executed.

1831.—Judge Peck, of Michigan, acquitted after trial by the

U. S. Senate, by a vote of 22 to 21.

1838.—AVebster's speech in the U. S. Senate against the Sub-

Trc.isury.

1849.—Commodore De Kay died at New York, aged 47.

FEBRUARY FIRST.

17.'i3.—Gen. Oglethorpe, with forty followers, founded Savan-

nali, under a grant of Georgia fiom the ICnglish crown.

1775.—Provincial Coiigreiis met at Cainbriilge.

1804.—Frigate Pliiladelphia re-captured by Com. Decatur.

1814.— Battle of Brieniie.

1837.—Mr. Clay presented petition of English authors to Con-

gress for an intirnational copy-right.

1852.—Ohio State House entirely consumed by fire. A new
one had jireviously been commenced.

FEBRUARY .SECOND.

1778.—CcMigress instructed commissioners to secure the neu-

trality of New A'ork Indians.

1814.—Capture of Antuerp by tli« French under Caniot.

1835.—Kicliard Lander, the traveller, killed in the interior of

A(Vi<a—all his jiapers lost.

1845 —Treaty of peace between the United States and Mexico,

at Guadaloupe.

FEBRUARY THIRD.

1788.—Ma,ssachusctts insurgent", headed by Shays, surprised

at Petersham by General Lincoln.

1811.—Horace Greeley born.

1913.—Spanish Inquisition abolished.

1831.—Duke of Nemours elected King of the Belgians, and
declined.

1852.—Destructive fire in India Street, Boston.

FEnnUAUY FOURTH.
1779.—Sicrrett's brewery and adjacent wareliou.scs in Balti-

more burued.

1783.—Cessation of hostilities between the United States and

Great Britain.

1787.—Bishoiis of New Y''ork and Pennsylvania consecrated at

London by the Archbishop of Canterbury.

1799.—Galv^ni, discoverer of galvanic electricity, died hi Italy,

aged 62. mt
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TIIK THIRD I>AY AT SEA.

BT MRS. L. H. BtGOURNET.

Three days at sea! The great-?oulcd waves

II;ive liomc us on their crest.

Ami shrill-toned winds from Kol's cave

Have viP'^fl "** ^'^ ^^ rest.

—

And as our boat with foot of fire

Subdued the surf^es cold.

And left behind a iiaming train

l.ikc banner-staff unrolled.

The uiig:hty monsters of the main

Forsook their boisterous play,

And ijlanring through the glaspy brine,

In terror tied away.

Three days at sea'— I little thought

'Twould be so hard to .'-ay

Farewell to home, and cherished ones,

And boldly launch away,

—

For even from childhood had I longed

Through classic climes to rove,

Where jellow Tiber slowly rolls,

Or Sappho sang of love,

—

Or where o'er Snowdon'e forehead gushed

The Cambrian harp:—but tears

That round my hearth-stoi.o i-aiued that mom,
Made dim the hope of jears.

Three days !—as long as he of yore,

^he recreant prophet, staid

In living casket strangely .'icaled,

Down "mid the sea-weeds' shade,

He, who from sinful Nineveh

Withheld the warning cry,

—

And in a ship of Tarshish dreamed

To 'scape the All-Seeing Eye—

And then be.^^ide his smitten gourd

Spake out with murmuring breath,

To vindicate his bitter right

Of anger unto death.

*' On the third day He rosr."— Mlio rose?

My spirit's .'^trengili and stay,

—

Unto whose blesfed skirts I'll cling

Till life is rent away,

—

It matters not though death draw nigh

In curtained chamber fair,

—

Or on the deep, mid wrct kuig blasts,

If Christ be with us there :

—

0! may my ransomed soul at last,

Tim«"s weary voyage o'er,

Sit dovvn. like Mary, at tlis feet,

And listen evermore.

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

OUR L I D A

:

— OR,

—

THE FAIR EXCHANGE THAT WAS NO KOEBEEY.

BT MKS. H. MAHION STEPHENS.

What is the use of hiding one's light under a hushcl ? Tliat's

•what I should like to know. Wealth is worth now-a-days—no

mistake rihout llicd ; and ])Ovcrty i? wickedness of tlie worst kind

—

no mistake ahout lliaf, cither ! M}- gracious ! if I was rich, you

would sec soon enough how I'd manage matters!* Such airs and

graces as I would wear—such fussing and fuming, and looking

down upon everything and evcryhody ; and making gold-worshi])-

pers stand around, and jjiteh over each other into the middle of

next week for the glance of my snobish eye, and the tip end of my
aristocratic finger ! 0, you'd see how I would do it—not at all

like our Lida, who had more gold than any fourteen families in

our village, yet allowed herself to be "hail follow well met" with

the poorest amongst us ! It was " Our Lida " lierc, and " Our

Lida" there, and " Our Lida " for miles and miles away, wher-

ever the name and fame of the heiress of Oakland had penetrated.

If Uncle Jaky, the woodman, had a touch of the rheumatism,

away went our Lida with a bundle of tiannels and a rccei])! from

the doctor, with "loose change " that she didn't know what else

to do with—so ulie said—enough to make all necessary purchases !

If any of Mrs. Smith's babies had the measles, or the hof)])ing-

cough, away went our Lida, to coddle over little messes, till her

beautiful face might have been mistaken for a ]icoiiy, and her eves

for boiled lo!)sters ! Lida was gentle, thoughtful, earnest and

true, where gentleness, earnestness and truth were appreciative

words ;
but—alas ! that there should arise a l/ut between her and

the angel nature so rcrogni/.able to tlic world about her! But
after all was said and done, she whom everybody worshipped and

admired, slie who was the idol of the crowd, had no idol of her

own ! An ideal she might have had—an ideal of something lofiy,

generous and noble—of a face dark, jiassionate and iodovely, yet

truthful and sincere—of an eye penetrative and stern—of some-
thing insensible, implacable, yet fascinating and irresistible—of

something between whom and herself tlure lay a gulf so broad, so

wide, and so deep, that her wildest hopes dare never to cross it.

Onli/ an ideal, and yet the sullen and gloomy jiicturc would come
to her, and always in company with the jjoor student, who studied

law under the hill, in the office of one of our public lights ! No
one guessed of its unwelcome pres«nee. No one knew how hard

she had tried to rid herself of the spectre, or how, when she l)e-

licvcd the ghost had been laid by a jjowerful will, it had come
again and again, and always with grvater force ! The fact was

—

as I dare any you have all prejudged—our Lida was in love, with-

out being aware of that same fact. And as her father on his dving

seen—and as she ha4 said "no " until there was nobody but said

student to say no to, she believed s!ie was performing a solemn

duty, by keeping the freshness of her heart for the stranger-lover,

whom curiosity was beginning to accuse of keeping rather too

scarce, considering their marriage was not ^•ry far in the distance.

Jasper Pearson, the student aforesaid, had romc to our village

on the return from a finishing-ofF school of pretty May Decker—
her affianced it was said—though what such a sjiarkling, puzzling,

bewildering little fairy as May could sec in the dark, stern visage

of Jas|ier Pearson to like was more than any of us could imagine.

However, there is no accounting for tastes ; so it was set down as

another inexplicable freak of that boy Cupid, and no business to

any one but the parties interested. True, any one, not hooked up

in the an-angcment, would from circumstances have rather sus-

pected the engagement to have been between Lida and Pearson,

than May ! But then Lida had an exquisite ear for music, and

Jasper played the piano to pcifeetion ; Lida spoke French imper-

fectly, and Jasper took such pains to coiTcct her; Lida gloried in

wild and glowing romance, in grand and lofiy desciiption, in sub-

limiiy of every kind, and Jasjier was an enthusiast in heart, whose

tongue could give cloipicnt force to what lii< soul felt; and so,

reading, walking, riding, or talking, .Jasper was Lida's companion !

Ah, happy eoni])anioiiship ; and with a conviction of its hapi)iness,

what wonder tliat Lida chose to think as sparingly as possible of

the vague and uncertain future, linked to a destiny of which s!ie

cou'd only doubt ! And she did doubt more and more, as the

period approached which she herself had apjjointcd for her nup-

tials. There were lectures in those days, debating societies, and

all that sort of thing, which go to make up the light of village life,

and Jasper was the star orator of the town ! There was an im-

pressive dignity—a wild, wierd charm, which stirred the heart of

his auditors as the winds ripple up the waves of an ocean. But

what of that ! The stranger-lover of our Lida was known to be

an idol of his country. One whose words were words of fire,

whose massive thoughts were treasured up for all time, whose in-

tellect had led on fiom conipuring and to conquer! who could

fascinate the multitude, or excite the mob—nay, more ! who had

achieved these triumphs in more instances than one ; but Lida

was a woman—cold, brilliant, self-willed and determined, but still

a woman ! Many jested, laughed and alfeeted sorrow when the

news came that Jasper and May were to be mairied, bat only

Lida turned pale ! She had studied her heart, knew its secret,

but did not choose the world should probe it to the quick. Not

yet had Jasper given her one look, breathed into her ear one word,

or expressed one sentiment which she could torture into a par-

tiality oven. Not yet had she that excuse so dear to woman's

heart that he had won her designedly to love him. Nothing of

th-> kind ! She felt offended with herself for the hidden love which

she could not conquer, degraded by its weakness, and, at last, be-

gan to blame herself for the blind infituation, the secret idolatrj-,

which led her to think so much of one who never thought of her;

and that, too, to the wrong of her sweet and confiding friend,

May Decker

!

" How do I look, Lida?" said May, dancing into the school-

room one bright morning in September, pre])aralory to a picnic,

which was arranged for that day. " How do I look '!—pretty

enough to bewitch the heart of even my dull, lifeless Jasper? Do
you know, I half made him jealous last night, telling him that

your devoted was coming to the village next week, and if wo were

not careful, you would get the upper hand of us, old lovers, and

be made one flesh first? He turned so red, and so pale, and

looked so fierce, that I began to think seriously of making you a

present of him !"

It was Lida's turn to look pale, and red, and fierce now, but

with a strong cfi'ort, and a knowledge that her secret was upon

the point of escaping, she replied, with a light, careless laugh,

"that there could never he any sentiment in common between

herself and Mr. Pearson.

" So he says," reiterated May, with an explicable smile of

roguish meaning, "and that he should sooner 'hope to make the

Greek slave in love with him than you !'
"

" So," thought Lida, as May danced out of the room again,

" he has made my life a ,',tudy." So much for the reading of it

;

so much for the knowledge acquired by too much study. He had

made light of what to her was life. Her heart, her loving, ))as-

sionatc heart was made a subject for jesting; she was misunder-

stood—she and her mad, unutterable love. With a wild, rapid

step, she paced up and down the long room. "To be loved—to

be loved!" she murmured. " Why does it haunt me so ?—that

wish which can never be granted ! And why him, of all others,

should I desire to love mc! So cold, so passionless, so calm !

I cannot endure it—it is killing mc ! I will write to-day, this mo-

ment, for Edgar Willard ! I will put an end to this war between

duty and inclination." And sitting down, a letter was soon con-

eluded, begging her betrothed to hasten the period of his visit, and

bear her with him to happineg^.

" Yes, happiness," murmured Lida, as she sealed the hasty

scroll. " What it will be towed without love, I dare not ask my
own heart. But to love as I love—madl}', wildly, hopelessly—ay,

there's the shame—I would give my life, my soul, my hope of

heaven, to be loved for one hour as I love that man !"

Lida was insane for the moment. Passion had overmastered

prudence ; her imagination was excited, her fancy was enchained.

Could she, with her heart of flame, stand before the altar with a

man .she had never seen '! Could she vow to love, honor and

obey, when her whole soul revolted against the jjerjmjy'? Not if

the mad love, which she was pouring out so freely ujwn a senseless

shrine, could have been returned ; bat now it was her only alterna-

tive. And Lida, whom every one thought so calm and still in

her great bcJraty—our Lida, wlio had a kind word for the suffer-

ing, a kind thought for the needy, and a ready hand to give as

well as feel fur the sorrowing—Lida, who had been more courted

more ))raised, and more worshipped than any^onc of us belles

was actualy ilyiug, fading away, like a violet from too much sun-

light, liecause one—the one of her ftney, had been dead to her

suqiassing charms. Quiet and passive as she looked, cold and
senseless as she seemed, there was an undercurrent terribly fierce,

wildly desiiu-tivc to her peace of mind. Such natures wo meet
at every turn of life ; such fitful, inconsistent, capricious natures,

which, while we condemn the yi Iding to, we cannot lidp piiyinf

the possession tliereof

!

Iwidi I could d« scribp to you the iiienicof that bright, beaming
September ibiy ! It s.ems, at this period, desecration to mention

it at all, and noL di serilie it perfectly. Summer seemed to havo

been coaxid back again into the lap of autumn—so warm, so soft,

and so voUiptuoii-ly hazy was the air in jiassing. And such a
troop of wild, glad, exultant life. Talk of happiness! If you
would find i; in full color de rose, make one at some leisure mo-
ment ill a down-east picnic. There was Lida, brilliant, dazzling,

but cold and silent as ever; there was May, lithe, supple and

gra-eful as a fiwn ; there was Miss Prim, the only objective case

in the party, looking as if she had taken an extra pickle In fore

starting ; there was Esther Gray and her city beau, neitlier of

wliom could be touched by a ten foot pole. Then came a shower

of sunbeams in the form of children, sandwitehed in between fiks

of mirthful, rollicking youths and maid ms^ such as I have met
nowhere but in that (picstionable locality, " away down east!"

Jasper Pearson was there, and, for once, not a clog upon the

wheel of ideasnre.

" Superb, isn't she !" exclaimed Esther Gray's bright particular,

after a miimte and rather uncourtcous survey of the charms of

our Lida. It is strange to mc that men never can be satisfied

with what tliey have won themselves. What business he had

looking after any other woman, any how, was a mvstery to me
;

anil after looking, it was very thoughtless, to say the least of him,

to express in such open terms his unequivocal admiration. " Su-

perb ! Why, we don't get up anything in better style in the city !

Who is she ?"

No wonder Esther Gray bit her lij) with vexation. She must
have been something more than woman not to have answered

him petulantly. Full of fun, and up to all sorts of pranks, we
had not observed that a heavy cloud was fast gathering above us,

until a vivid flash and a heavy peal of thunder startled us from

our security. It was but the work of a moment to find shelter in

a cave, half wood, half rock, which was just at our hand. All at

once, we discovered that Lida was not of the party. For a mo-

ment, Jas])er stood petrified, as if by some sudden shock. He
looked wildly round upon the group to make sure she was not

there, and then liuiTiedly started out into the tempest. Lida was

safe, however. Site was standing under the shelter of an oak-

tree, her long, white arms stretelied around as if embracing it, and

her whole soul of enthusiism blazing from her eyes. Unstrung

and feeble, as her nerves had b^en by recent knowledge, she could

not resist tilt influence of remaining with that wild, dark hour, so

full of terrible eloquence to her fervid nature. " Lida, do come

in !" exclaimed the party, in consternation ; but no Lida responded

to the call. Wild and startling as the tcm]icst itself, she kept her

post, looking up between the branches at the spectacle of the

clouds routed and torn by blinding flashes of light. Another

crash, a moment of confusion and horror, and the arms of Jasper

Pearson were clasped closely around the form of Lida, and her

head resting within the shelter it had so longed to gain.

The tree had been torn from its foundation, but, from some

miraculous cause; Lida had escaped unhurt. Partially stunned,

she had still the consciousness of whose arms were around her, of

whose passionate kisses were on her lips. She strove to speak,

her heart throlibed wildly ; she felt no terror for the danger, no

gratitude for the escape. She only knew that he sheltered her,

that he loved her; aiul if she cohld die then, before any one with

better claims could sej)aratc them, she only felt that she should

die content.

The hour so wildly ^vislicd for bad come. He loved her!

There was nothing more for her of happiness in this world ! Her

dearest wish was realized ; she might wither aiul die away now

—

she wished sU,e might. She did not analyze her feelings, she did

not attempt to control them. He loved her; and when she re-

leased herself from his clasp, the deep, eloi]UCnt and thrilling

glance which answered his own, told more truly than words could

have done how deeply she a])preciatcd the boon.

And there were pther eyes opened than Lida's on that eventful

occasion. Let a village alone for gossip, foundation or no founda-

tion. Miss Prim looked dubiously at May, whose saucy laugh

not even the inqiending danger could (|uell, while May only

blanched the check of Lida a shade or two paler, by whispering in

her ear, " Private property, you know !"

At length the storm cleared away, and the sun came out turn-

ing the whole forest leaves into quivering jewels. A trifle the

worse for wear, home again was the word ;
and it was only after a

warm supper of such sidistantials as Aunt Bray could get up, that

entire composure and naturalness were restored to the party.

In si)eaking of the cpialities of Jasper Pearson, and his humble

position, 1 have attempted no description of the man. The fmiily

of May Decker—one of the oldest and most aristocratic of the

village—had taken liim into especial favor. Therefore, to those

who, under other circumstances, would have questioned the pio-

priety of such innovation in "good society," there was nothing

left but submission. At first the deference was extended to the

family who gave him their countenance, but by degrees his own

rare talent, the brilliant oratorical triimiphs he had achieved, the

unceasing flow of conversational power, and, more than all, the
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faculty of adapting himself to the crowfl, soon gained a general

nnpreciation for the man. Plain, almost to ugliness, when in ro-

nosc, there were times when the fire of his bright, luminous eyes

lit up his faro into something irresistibly fascinating and clo<iucnt.

Strong, and manly, and protecting, he might have been ;
but for

elcancc, and gentleness, and even graceful dignity, one had to

look elsewhere but to the face and form of Jasi>er I'oarson. And

was ho sensible of all this?—and sensitive of its effect over the

heart of her he loved '> One thing was certain—thai after the dis-

closure at the picnic, Jasper and Lida changed characters with

each other; and aiiother thing was equally certain—that May, for

an affianced bride, was a pattern of indifference, or of wilful blind-

ness. Jasper became doubtful, exacting, and almost tyrannical

;

Lida, quiet, gentle and resigned. Jasper, watchful, impatient and

irritable; Lida, puzzled, wounded, and occasionally resentful.

She had compromised herself to a certain extent ; she had wan-

dered from the path of duty ; she had owned to a vivid pleasure in

the society of one who could never be to her more tlian he was

;

she was committing a deep wrong ujion the desire of her father,

and a deeper one upon him whose destiny was linked with hers.

True, there was no law to compel this mad union, but to her the

wish of her dead fatlier was paramount to every other considera-

tion. I have said our Lida was not at all like the generality of

women. Not at all like me, or you, dear lady, who are thinking

how quickly you would have untangled these twisted links had

you been Liila.

And so the days pass^nl, and autumn dwindled into a luxuriant

winter. The Queen of Song, bright Jenny Lind, was just then

setting the country in a furore of excitement, and, among other

things, to facilitate two plans, it was agreed upon that an excur-

sion to Boston should be among the pleasantries of Christmas

week. Of Lida, and her strange betrothal, and of her still stranger

passion for Jasper, the gossips had become tired of talking. May
moved around like a sunbeam, but always refusing to bo jealous

of attentions, which of right were hers, being bestowed elsewhere
;

and always, when spoken to upon the subject, wearing that

strange, explicable smile, which had so puzzled Lida on the day

of the picnic. One line, simply, " Come to me at Boston," was

forwarded to Washington to the address of Edgar Willard.

Christmas in the city! The homes of poverty, as well as

wealth, S]iarkling with the heart-glow, which, though laying dor-

mant all the year, blazes into actual life under the influence of

that holy word, Christmas ! It is well for us that there is one day

in the year that the sluggish blood warms up and glows with ex-

citement. It is well for us that we can stop thinking of the future

long enough to enjoy the present on that day—for who amongst

us would dare be gloomy in the presence of joyousncss and mirth !

It was morning, bright and golden, when Lida rose from her

pillow to look her first upon the city world, all alive with its con-

flicting interests. The streets were already filling with the glad

life which characterizes the day ; and, as sight after si;*hi, strange

and new, and sound after sound, e(iually novel, arrested her flow

of thought, it occurred to her for the first time that the hour had

come for the triumph over that one great trial of her life. To
love as he had loved her, to worship as she worshipped him,

and yet to lay that love and worship upon the shrine of duty— it

was hard, but necessary. She could not think—she could only

feel. A knock at the door, and a letter, bearing the Washington

post-mark, told her that to-morrow would be blest or curst bj' the

presence of him she longed for, yet dreaded to see. Longed for

him, for she had determined to lay her heart, with all its infirmi-

ties, open to his inspection ; and dreaded to see, lest the hope she

had nourished in secret should be extinguished forever.

Lida was queenly, peerlessly queenly, in her superb beauty

;

and many a questioning eye, and many a wondering heart, paid

homage to charms unequalled in that vast assemblage of fashion

and imperious elegance. And did that homage, silent though it

was, awaken a spirit of pride in the bosom heretofore occupied by

but the one thouj;ht ? If so—and I dare scarcely aver that it did

not—it was only that his eyes were feasting upon what the crowd

might sue for in vain ; his heart was drinking in that wondrous

beauty, till now unfoiled—till now but half apparent. Song after

Bong rippled the waves of many a heart with its glorious melody

;

yet ever, as the songsters left the stage, all eyes reverted to the

centre of attraction—to the peerless Lida.

All at once, Jasper laid his hand on her arm, with a shiver,

wliich went like an electric flash to her heart. " He is here," was
all she heard ; and following the direction of his eyes, she saw,

leaning against one of the pillars, a young and dashing man,
whose light, curling hair shaded 1)ut did not conceal a lofty and

massive forehead. The laughing, handsome cj'es were rivetted

upon her face ; and it was only by one of those rare efforts of will,

for which Lida was celebrated, that she prcvpnted the blood from

flashing to the roots of her hair. Jasper saw only her; and his

pale face grew momentarily paler, as he noted the evident exer-

tion for calmness which Lida was forced to use. May, on the

contrary, could not refrain from giving utterance rather loudly to

her surprise upon detecting the new-comer, which changed to em-
barrassment upon finding that she had elicited tlic observation of

the auditors in her immediate presence.

"It is all over," said Lida, as Jasper handed her from the car-

riage at the door of her hotel. " We have been very liappy—too

happy! Remember me!" And springing past him, she sought
the private parlor devoted to their use ; and sinking down, hooded
and cloaked as she was, gave vent to a passionate flood of tears.

For the first time she had seen her betrothed ! He was handsome
—that she could not deny ; he was brilliant in fame and talent

—

that the world had acknowledged. Yet tlicre and then she would
have resigned that lofty semblance, that claim to his future of
brightness, that ambition to shine bvhis side among the idols of a

people, for one thought from the poor, dark, unlovely student,

whom not even May appreciated, according to her estimate of his

worth. . II id May shown a pro'per degree of affection f )r him

—

had .slie shown even herself wounded by his evident preference to

her—all this sorrow might have been spared her. But now, she

could not hope, she could only weep ; and that she was doing

with a vengeance, when a strong arm wound itself around her,

and gathered her head to the shelter it was to know nevermore !

" You have .seen him, Lida," murmured Jasper, in his full,

deep voice. A wild sob was his only reply. " He is handsome,

manly and eloquent of heart and li]), while I
—

"

" O, what is beauty but something seen through the eye of the

gazer," exclaimc<l Liila. " And when I look within your lus-

trous eyes, reading therein that power, strength and energy which

I so lack ; and when I rest within these arms, and feci the beating

of that heart so noble to win, so worthy to command, I see beauty

a thousand times more brilliant than aught that could dwell in

the outward form of mere personal requisites. You are beautiful

to me."

It was well Jasper's face was partially in shade, or that cx])rcs-

sion of almost savage exultation might not have pleased her.

"Think seriously, Lida, before you answer! You love me?"
" Madly,passionately, better than life ; better than my own soul

!"

Any scene or passionate demonstration was not what Jasper

strove to elicit; therefore he unwound her arms, which were cling-

ing around him as if they would not loose their hold.

"Madness is nothing, Lida; passion is nothing ! The experi-

ence of actual life will fright the one, and (juell the other. You
could give up your brilliant prospects, as the wife of one whom all

delight to honor, to settle down with me in poverty—perhaps it

may be destitution."

"Anything—everything, so I share it with you !"

Again that exultant expression flitted across the face of the

questioner ; but at that moment, the gay laugh of others of the

party returning, counselled him to retire, and her to gain some-

thing more of composure. May had never been in better s])irits,

or so laughingly, mockingly reckless of the feelings of Lida, as

she was that evening on her return.

" Here, Lida," said she, almost dragging lier to the piano,
" Jasper has been learning a new song, and wants your opinion

of it."

I have Taid before that Jasper played exquisitely, but I did not

add that to that accomiilishment he could bring the aid of a mag-

nificent voice. " We may be happy yet," was the song of his se-

lection. And while hi« deep, rich voice filled the room with mel-

ody, Lida leaned against the piano, thinking wihlly of that to-

morrow which would forever step between her and happiness ! For

a moment she was guiltj' of an unkind feeling against the singer.

How could her heart be .so aching, and he not sympathize with the

jKiin ? How could he taunt her liy singing that song of all others,

when it was impossible that its sentiment ever could be realized ?

Her self-command was forsaking her, and yet if her life had de-

pended upon it, she could not have left the room.

That song of all others ! The times that he had sung it, and

that its sentiment had sounded hopefully, joyfully, like something

that might possibly come to pass, drifted before her memory.

The blossoms that tlity had gathered, the paths that they had

trod, the songs that they had sung, all crowded heavily u])on her

brain. It was all past ! They would talk no more together, nor

walk, nor ride, nor sing. She would listen no more to the thrill-

ing tones of his voice, revel no more in the deep thoughts of his

intellect, dream no more beneath the influence of his genius ! And
in the agony of that knowledge, she drooped her head upon the

piano, and burst into a second edition of passionate weeping.

Those who have suffered as she was suffering—and there

are few women who ha\e not, or will not, from cause real or

imaginary—will know how to make allowiincc for her weakness.

She had slumbered upon a volcano, and now the ground was

crumbling b-neath her feet. A gay laugh attracted her attention,

and for the moment she saw May was absent. Nearer and

nearer came the chorus of glad voices, until with a shudder she

heard them pause at the door of their parlor. The next mo-

ment she was in the presence of her betrothed, and her cold hand

resting unconsciously in his. Again the wild laugh of May rang

out like a bell in the apartment. That mocking laugh ! There

was nothing like that to bring back pride and conscious dignity

to the heart of Lida. Reckless and sweeping was the glance

which rested first upon one and then upon another of the party.

Pity would have unmanned her, but scorn—slie was not proof

against th;Kt ! If she had shown weakness, she was prepared to

show her strength. If she had been humble in her suffering, she

was prepared to humble others in her pride.

" In my love, I have been truly devoted to another, as I took

occasion to write you," she spoke. " In my pride, I shall be as

truly devoted to you and your interest ; we understand each other

now. You will forgive me the wrong in consideration of the suf-

fering. My hand, and what of my heart I can claim, is now at

the disposal of
—

"

" Edgar Willard !" said he whom we have known as Jasper.

" Lida, it is you who must forgive. Conscious of my own unat-

tractiveness, of my own deformity almost, how could I hope to

wear the jewel so unequally mated, until I could first win it ?

For this purpose, I beguiled May, much against her will, to aid

me ; and for this purpose, my handsome friend Jasper has loaned

me his name, which I now return untarnished as it came to me.

'A fair exchange is no robbery,' darling. May, there, will better

like the elegant owner of it than she would have done me ; and

you, I feel, will prize the poor student none the less for being the

somewhat more distinguished Edgar Willard."

Lida (jxght to have fainted—I should have done so certainly.

But no, there she stood, calm, dignified and impressive, ns if she

had alreafly invested Ikmsl If with the honors of her new stiition.

A little anger—a very little anger, it is true—was visible upon

her face. Anger improves some faces ; and hers was one of that

kind. But a kiss or two when our backs were turned—an intima-

tion that all was fair in love—and " We may be happy yet" upon

the piano, settled the discord, and rendered our Lida just about

as happy as one need to be in this world.

Well, they were married—the pair of them. Let any one who
visits Washington this winter pick out the homeliest man in the

Senate chamber, and the handsomest woman in the gallery, and

they will not be more than a hundred miles from the truth, if

they guess them to be, under another name, Edgar Willard and

our Lida !

[Written for Glo-ijioirs Pictorial.]

THE SIIIPMUtCKED'

BY MATURIX M. B.M.I.OU.

They that go down to the sea in ships, that do hu^inoss in preat wnt«rs ; these
see the works of the Lord, and Ida woudiT.-. in tlie ducp.—Ps.vLu 107 ; 23, 24.

There's a wail upon the waterp,

That i.s echoorl o'er the land,

The nioau of dro-.viiing mortals

Meets the car npon the strand!

There's grief in many a hou.'-ehold,

And many a vacant chair;

By di.=5asters on the ocean

There's grieving everywhere.

Stanch and proud the vessels

Man hiuncheth every day.

But 'mid the ocean's tempests

How impotent are the> !

Ilis skill may rear the structure,

But Clod aloi.e can guide

The strongest bark that ere was built,

In safety o'er the tide.

There's a wail upon the waters!

Lift the soul and bend the knee;

Beseech a Father's mercy

For the lost ones on t^ie pea

!

Whate'er decrees of Providence

Our bosoms may o'erwhehn.

Remember, ye desponding ones,

God .^itteth at the helm 1

"«—^»^ >

[Gathered from History for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

I N T E 11 K S T IN O 1' A C T S .

— Cards were invented in France about the year 1390, to

amuse Charles VI., during the intervals of a melancholy disor-

der, which finally brought him to his grave.

— The Guillotin is so named after Dr. Guillotin, who intro-

duced the instrument into France in the year 1783. It was then

substituted at Paris for the more cruel gibbet.

— The English gold coin, the guinea, wa.s so called from the

fact that it was made from gold brought fiom the coast of Guinea

in 167.3. It was then worth thirty shillings.

— Hats were first made by a Swiss artist in Paris, in the year

1404, and are mentioned in history at the period wlien Charles

VII. made his trium])hant entry into Rouen, 1449.

— Lady Mary Wortlcy Montague introduced inoculation into

England, from Turkey, about the year 1718. It was tried first

upon criminals, until its success was carefully tested.

— Looking-glasses were first made in Venice in the year 1300.

Venitian artists camo to England and manufactured them in

1673 ; and afterwards the French began to excel in them.

— Public lotteries were first known in England in 1569. The

first state lottery, for the benefit of some national piu-posc, was

that year drawn on the stejis of St. Paul's Cathedral.

— Just out of the city of Mecca, where Mahomet was born in

the year 571, is [lointed out ths hill where, it is said, Abraham

went to offer up Isaac, in the year 1871, before Christ.

— The first newspaper, jiublishcd in Boston, was the "Boston

News-Lottcr," in 1704, which was continued until 1774, and was,

up to that period, the only paper ]>ublished in the country.

— Stam|icd pajicr, for walls, or paper hangings, was first made
in Holland, about the year 1.55.'). A sort of velvet, or foss, for

hangings, was manufactiu'cd in the year 1620, also in Holland.

— Pawnbrokers first establislied themselves in Italy, as regular

traders, taking jilcdges and advancing money on the same, in the

year 1458, and soon after many came and set up in England.

— Piano-fortes were invented in Dresden, in 1717. The square

piano-forte was first made by an organ-builder of Sa.xony, named

Frciderica, sometime about the year 1758.

— The potato is a native of Chili and Peru. They were orig-

inally carried to England from Santa Fc, in America, by Sir John

Hawkins, in or about the year 1563.

— The first post-office in this country wa.? established in 1710,

by an act of Parliament. On the commencement of the revolu-

tion. Congress assumed the control of this department of state.

— The slave trade, from the coast of Africa, was first begun by

the Portuguese in 1481. England was engaged in this traffic u]>

to the year 1807—quite a modern date.

— Tea was first known in Europe—being brought from India

by the Dutch—in 1610. In England it was not introduced until

1666, when it was brought from Holland and sold for 60s jier. lb.

— Tobacco was first discovered at St. Domingo, in the year

1496, and was used freely by the Spaniaids, in Yucatan, in 1520.

It was introduced into En;,'land in 1565, bv Sir John Hawkins.
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HON. RUFUS CHOATE.
Our illustration is a portrait of Rufus Choate—a name

known now to the nation, by a series of splendid speeches,

spoken in the Senate of the United States ; but destined to be

remembered hereafter, as that of the most brilliant and tri-

umphant jury orator, who has yet appeared in the courts of

our country. An outline of his glittering career, and a glance

at his singular genius, is all we shall venture to attempt.

He was born in the town of Ipswich, in Massachusetts, in the

year 1 799 ; and having had the benefit of an ordinary school

preparation, ho entered Dartmouth College, in the year
1815. His college course was one, of most industrious appli-

cation and yet of signal brilliancy. For his enthusiasm for

literature, and glowing poetry, led him constantly to explore

with ardor, a multitude of books, over and above the pro-

gramme of the college courses. Often, (he has since been
heard to say) the first hours of morning found him poring

over the page, on which the burning thoughts of departed

genius, were embalmed ; and the inspiring story of trium-

phant ambition, was told. His academic course was crown-
ed by the delivery of the valedictoi-y oration ; an honor given

always by the faculty, to the first scholar of the class, and
given in this rare instance, also to the first genius of the

class. He taught school for a short time after his gradua-
tion, but soon adopted the law as his profession, and pursued
it most eagerly, as if with an intuitive anticipation, of his

destiny. Many eyes had a' ready begun to turn to him with

interest, when he left his home, in Essex county, to pursue

his legal studies, in Baltimore, in the office of the Attorney-

General of the United States, William Wirt ; toward whom,
in conjunction, with William Pinckncy, the interest of the

professional mind of the country, was concentrating, as the

two foremost figures on the forum of the bar. Here he re-

mained a year, and heard the last great argument of Pinck-

ney, and one of the first great arguments of Webster. He
saw Pinckney fall back fainting in the midst of that argu-

ment, and watched him as he was carried out to return to a

court-room no more ; but to die, as he had prayed he might
die, the unquestioned leader of the American bar. Doubtless

the intimate sight of these giants of the forum stimulated his

aspirations, and nerved his energies. For soon after his re-

turn, wc find him in very successful practice as a lawyer, in

the town of Danvers. In 1825 he was chosen a member of

the Massachusetts General Court, and in 1832 he was chosen
a member of Congress. In both these fields he displayed

great attention to the course of debates, and great capacity

for the practical discussion of aflPairs. His brilliant erudition' and
exhaustless literary resources, enabled him to adorn every subject

which he touched. But in 1834 he removed to Boston, and from
that time onward, with the exception of a term in the United
States Senate, he has confined himself strictly to the professional

fields of exertion. His senatorial career was brief, but bright.

He never opened his lips there, hut to a thronged and charmed
Senate-chamber ; and the traditional memories of that dazzling

and vehement eloquence, which fascinated equally the ear of the

representatives from all parts of the land, will long haunt the

minds of his auditors, and be repeated and described. But It Is in

the court room and before a iury, that Mr. Ghoate truly kindles,

and fired and vivified by a passionate pathos, perfectly Ori-
ental. Edmund Burke described the eloquence of Lord
Bollngbroke as " the rapid torrent of an impetuous and over-
bearing speech." With much more justice than to the
graceful Bollngbroke, this might be taken as the picture of
Mr. Choate's speaking. He winds along, with victorious
ease, through colossal sentences, which would seem to de-
mand the whole breath of an ordinary man's lifetime
for their utterance. New England has many names on the
bead-roH of her unforgotten orators, among the living and
among the dead. But in no field of oratory, we think, has
she given a name brighter than his ; and In his own chosen
and special field of forensic oratory, we may say unhesitat-
ingly, neither New England nor America, can match him.

HON. RUFUS CHOATE, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF MASSACHUSETTS

and now reigns supreme. To see him there, we feel at once, that

he is one " the law's whole thunder, trained to wield." For he is

not merely the glowing and unmatched advocate, to the jury
panel ; when he turns to the bench, the judges recognize in him,
the severe reasoner, and the deep-read lawyer. Any man now,
who undertakes t) pull down the flowers of his rhetoric, finds that

the salient points of an iron frame-work of logic and law are

masked by those embellishments ; and woe be to him, if the legal

panoply of his own case, be not invulnerable. To describe Mr.
CI oatt's eloquence critically and correctly, would puzzle a magi-
cian. We may however say, generally, of it, that it is copious
and a')iind mt, emblazoned with rich and rare gems of thought,

JOHN B. WICKERSHAM'S IRON WAREHOUSE.
The engraving given below presents a view of the interior

of the extensive Iron warehouse of Mr. John B. Wirkersliam,
No. 312 Broadway, New York. The manufacture of wrought
or woven iron fabrics, in which this gentleman Is a pioneer,

has recently attracted much attention. To Mr. Wickersham
is due the credit of the first invention of the system of em-
ploying wrought instead of cast iron for purposes where
strength and lightness needed to be combined. The old
m tliods of constructing fences for farms, railings for house
lots and country estates, balconies, verandahs, wlndow-
fiards, gratings, etc., were found to be miserably inefficient.

t was manifestly necessary to hit upon some new plans.

Tills establishment has grown up to meet this want, and may
be taken as a fair instance of individual enterprise. The pe-

culiar nature of the manufacture is found in the fact that

wrought iron is so ux>ven together, as it were, by means of
powerful machinery, that any given pattern for railings,

fen 'cs or other work may be followed with the same ease as

upon a piece of embroidery. Hence the Infinite variety of
the fabrics which have already rendered this establishment so

celebrated. The " New York Wire Railing Works " went
into operation about six years since, and the business has
steadily Increased to the present time. The factory build-

ings are situated at Nos. 53, 55, 57, 59 and 61 Lewis Street.

The elegant warehouse on Broadway, of which we have given
a representation, is a handsome specimen both of the quality

of the work turned out, and of the tast:^ful appointments of a
Broadway store. The ornamental work to be observed for

the entire depth is composed wholly of iron, finished off in

white and gold. The specimens of goods are samples of the

wares on exhibition. An enumeration of the uses to which the

patented processes are applied will, perhaps, assist the eye in

forming an estimate of the extent to which this new enterprise
'

has been carried. There are farm-fences, wrought iron railings,

of superior strength and finish, gratings, verandahs, balconies,

furniture of all ki'ids, bedsteads, stiituary, settees, chairs, man-
tels, washstands, toilet-glasses, centre-tables, tree-guards, foun-

tains, hat-stands, brackets and all other styles of iron work. A
ramble through a factory of this kind suggests thoughts o' the

amnzing progress of American enterprise, industry and ingenuity

both grateful and stimulating to our national feelings.

IRON AVAREIIOUSE OF JOHN B. WICKEKSIIAM, NO. 312 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

Let us glance at the great questions awaiting solution in the

year upon which we have entered'. To begin with our continent,

we have : 1st. The railroad to the Pacific. 2d. The annexation

of the Sandwich Islands. 3d. The question of Cuban Indepen-

dence. 4th. A new settlement with Mexico, including the Mcsilla

Valley and Tchauntepec disputes, and Santa Anna's imperial

pretensions. 5th. The practical assertion and vindication of the

Monroe Doctrine, against British colonization schemes in Central

America. 6th. Opening the valley of the Amazon to American

trade and enterprise. 7th. Adjustment of the Fishery Question.

Besides these, there are purely local questions of great interest,

such as TaritF Amendment, Naval Reform, Public Land Distri-

bution, Cheap Postage, Increased Ocean Steam Mail Communi-
cation, and Formation of Territories.

Looking to Europe, we have, first and foremost, Russian ag-

gression on Turkey ; involving, probably, in its settlement, war

and revolution throughout the whole continent ; the reconstruc-

tion of nationalities ; the disenthralment of the Poles ; the tri-

nmph of the Hungarians ; the regeneration of Italy ; the freedom

of Germany ; some new phase in the uncertain progress of France

to republicanism; and the downfall of aristocracy in England, as

a governing power. For poor Ireland we dare not even prophesy

a, good tenant-right bill or fewer sectarian broils.

Turning to Asia, we have the mysterious and wonderful revo-

lution now going on among the four hundred million inhabitant."!

of the Celestial Empire—the oldest in the world—to engage our

chief attention. Next, the success of our efforts to open Japan

to civilized commerce. Third, the influence which the Rus.sian

and Turkish war may exert upon the British empire in India.

And in the new Australian lands the interesting problem of inde-

pendent democratic government will be in course of solution.

« .».» >

Distance lends Enchantment !—In the course of a con-

siderable experience with professional men, artists, and celebrities

generally, we have universally found such people to depreciate, in

our estimation, almost precisely in a ratio with the degree of inti-

macy which chance created between us. There is a world of con-

trast before and behind the curtiiin !

SPLINTERS.

.... Mr. Hamlin, from the select committee on French spolia-

tions, reported a bill appropriating $5,000,000 to pay those debts.

.... The Prussian prayer-book enjoins that the whole of divine

service, including the sermon, shall not exceedan hour in duration.

.... The Pliiladelphia printers are of opinion that the craft

ought to erect an imimsing stone to the memory of Franklin.

.... Mechi ventures to predict that, in seven years from this

time, steam will universally " speed the plough."

.... Snow has fallen very freely in Virginia and otlier soiitlicm

States. At Chatanooga, Tenn., it fell to the depth of ten inches.

. . . Miss Maywood, an American danseuse, has appeared in

Florence. She is said to have surpassed even Taglioni and Grisi.

.... The Cleveland Plaindealer says the Common Pleas Court

of that county granted twenty-one divorces at its last sitting.

.... Two things are rising throughout the country, viz., the

price of newspapers and the salaries of clergymen. Very proper.

.... The captain's name who refused aid to the San Francisco,

in distress, is Strout ; his vessel, the Napoleon. Remember him!

.... Capt. Alden Partridge, the founder of the Military Acad-
emy at Norwich, Vt., died at that place a few days since.

.... The editors of the five western counties of this State had

an agreeable meeting at the American House, Springfield, lately.

.... The question of the passage of the Maine Law in New
York, will, it is said, be submitted to the people for their decision.

.... The people of Toledo are about to memorialize Congress
for the construction of a custom-house in that place.

.... The universe is a book, and we have only read the first

page, if we have not been out of our own country.

.... Kit Carson crossed the Colorado with a company of emi-
grants on the 14th ult. He was on his way to Mexico.

.... The losses by steam and sail vessels on Lakes Erie, Onta-
rio and Michigan during the year 1853, amount to $874,000.

.... Several thousand medals, silver and bronze, have been
awarded to the mo.st deserving contributors at tlie Ciystal Palace.

FOREIGN AND HOMESPUN.
The United States is the country of extreme opinions, or

rather, we should say, to render our meaning plainer, it is th:

country where ultraism finds its freest utterance, because we
would by no means assert that established and received opinions

are extreme. On the contrary, after a pretty fair battle between

advocates and opponents of any principle, or set of ideas, the

" sober second thought " of our people usually settles down upon

a midway ground of compromise. We rejoice that it is so. This

dazzling, intellectual enthusiasm ; this audacity of theory ; this

freedom of mental limbs, has placed us and will keep us in the

van of the world. Without ultraism, paradoxical though it may
seem, there would be no sound progress.

Now there are two sets of people among us, who are quarreling

like cats and dogs, on the subject of nationality. We do not

refer to politics, but to the humbler matters of fashion, dress, and

taste. One of these parties is constantly crying up everything

that is foreign—we must have foreign singers, foreign artists, for-

eign hats and coats, foreign furniture, foreign everything. With

this class nothing is good unless it is foreign. They will pay

more money for a copy of a Guido, painted by a tenth-rate for-

eign artist, than they will for an original picture, painted Ijy an

American artist, of twenty times the value. They are sad sim-

pletons.

Then there is the other set of homespuns. With equal exagger-

ation they condemn everything foreign, merely because it is for-

eign. As the first mentioned class buy an article, not because

they want it, but simply because it came from over sea, so the

second party will reject a bargain, however good, the moment
they find out that it was not produced here. They have a keen

sense in tracing out anything foreign. If they find that a man
has a French hat, they at once set him doivn as an aristocrat, and

brand him as anti-national, anti-patriotic, etc. If one uses a for-

eign word, however familiar, to supply a deficiency in his native

tongue, or to avoid ponderous circumlocution, straightway is he

censured, and is declared a renegade to pure Anglo Saxon.

In all matters like these, a man of true sense and taste looks

about him with the eye of a cosmopolite. Starting with sound

principles for his guide, he adopts whatever ideas, words, fa.shions,

and things he finds to be really good, useful, or beautiful, without

any regard to the country of its origin. If we decry everytliing

foreign, as some of these gentry do, who are constantly appealing

to the passions of the vulgar, we must abandon all progress, all

civilization, all refinement, and pursue such example only as is

" native and to the manor bom."

This would make the North American savage our type of tnie

manhood and nationality ; would turn our caucuses into " pow-

wows;" our polkas would have to give way to the scalp and war-

dances ; our splendid mansions to skin tents ; our dishes at table

to an olla podriJa of dog meat and jerked venison. Commend
us to the " sober second thought," and give us a middle ground

of compromise

!
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

We give five pages, of the present number of the " Pictorial,"

to our panoramic representation of the interior of the New York

Crystal Palace. These views require no description in detail, and

explain themselves ot a glance of tlie eye. To those who have

visited this great national exhibition of the industry of all nations,

the truthfulness of these views will be at once apparent; and to

those who have not yet wandered among this maze of art, they

will convey a very correct and felicitous idea of the place and its

belongings. The success of tliis stupendous plan is a source of

general satisfaction and mutual congratulations with all trae-

hearted Americans.

TR.4VELL1NG AGENTS.

We wish to liave it distinctly understood that we do not employ

any travelling agents for our paper. There are plenty of swin-

dlers about who represent themselves as agents for this and other

papers ; but tlie only true and legitimate way to subscribe for a

paper is to address the office of publication direct. The sub-

serilicr knows then with wliom he is dealing, and does not run the

chance of being swindled out of his moncv.

Conceited.—The greatest exhibition of self-conceit and egot-

ism we have happened to meet with of late, is in the person of a

certain lecturer and playwright, who, though exceedingly dimin-

utive in figure, is a pcifect Hercules, if we may believe his own
words, in literature and distinction. We are sliyhtly impressed

with the idea that Mr. Dion Bourcicault will not materially add

to his clever reputation by his visit to America.

Singular Idea.—In the cemetery at Nurcmburg is a tomb to

the memory of a beautiful girl, who was killed as she lay asleep

in her father's garden, by a lizard creeping into her mouth. The
story is represented in bronze bas-relief, and the lizard is so con-

structed as to move when touched

!
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The Antique.—It is now nearly eiglitecn hundred years since

the destruction of Herculaneum and Pompeii. Accounts are be-

ing received of the discovery of another ancient buried city in

Italy.

Personal.—Mr. Seaver, our late mayor, has gone to Europe

for a few months of pleasure travel. He entertained a party of

his friends, at the Revere House, on the eve of his departure.

TREATY WITH MEXICO.

Our Minister to Mexico—Mr. Gadsden—has arrived at New
Oilcans, bringing whh him a treaty which he has concluded with

the Mexican government, whereby wo are to receive from Mex-

ico thirty-nine million acres of the Mesilla Valley for twenty mil-

lion dollars, of which five million dollars are to be reserved for

paying claims of our citizens on Mexico. This treaty creates

quite a sensation at New Orleans, which city is interested in the

Tehauntepec route across the Isthmus, and which the treaty com-

promises. It is thought that there will be strong opposition to its

confirmation in the Senate. The Mexicans are much pleased

with the treaty, as it will aflFord them the means of sustaining

their government for some time. Undoubtedly, at the present

juncture of Mexican affairs, with a bankrupt treasury, the new
treaty will prove very acceptable to them.

« »»» >

A Cosmetic.—Our ladies are fair enough already, or it might

he of importance to them to know, on the authority of the belles

of ancient Rome, that a wash of ass's milk heightens the beauty

of the skin. On tliis account, Poppaeia, the wife of Nero, had

five hundred asses milked daily, to yield her a cosmetic bath.

Thanks.—Some thoughtful, but unkno^vn friend, has our

thanks for a bouquet of rare and fragrant flowers.

Fatality.—This year will be remembered for its fatal casualties.

MARHIAGES.

Back Numbers.—We can supply any and all of the back

numbers of the *' Pictorial," from the beginning of the work.

Tn this city, by Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Oeorge F. JcDDlDgs to Mrs. Laura M
Pluntmer.
By Rev. Mr. Blaikio, Mr. James Reid to "SISm MJirgaret Orftham.
By Ucv. Mr. DennisoD, Mr. John H. Cumuting, of Abington, to Miss Mary

A. Newall.

By Rt. Rev Bishop Fitzpatrick, Mr. M. J. Warrl to Miss Hannah Coleman.
By Rev. Mr. Adams, Mr. Benjamin F. Sargent to Mi^s Anna E. Wise.
By Rt. Rev. Bishop Eastburn, John Osborne Sargent. Esq., of Washington,

D. C, to Miss Oeorgiana Welles.

At Charle-stown, by Rev. Mr. Laurie. Mr. Osbom B. Hall, of Boston, to Midi
Charlotte P.. daughter of Samuel Cutttr, Esq.
At Stonehani, by Rev. Mr. Jewell, Mr. John Hawkes, of South Reading, to

Miss Dolly, daughter of Enoch Estcs. Esq., of Bethel, Me.
At Andover, by Rev. Mr. Brown, Mr. Orin Fairbanks to Miss E. Marie Wil-

son, both of Watertown.
At Braintree. by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. Thoma.s Bates, of Quincy, to Mis«

Paulina Newcomb.
At Hingham, by Rev. Mr. Case, Mr. Cyrus Bryant to Miss Lucinda S. Cain.
At North Marshfield, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. Wales A. Rogers to Miss Sarah

A. Tilden.

At l?all River, by Rev. Mr. Bradford, Mr. Damon Alden to Miss Lvdia Brown.
At Taunton, by Rev. Mr. Pollard, Mr. Willard T. Jackson to Miss Mary E.

Fuller, both of Attleboro'.

At Fiuley, Ohio, Mr. J. Frederick Deathck to Miss Nan Taylor, of North-
wefstcm, Ohio.

DEATHS,
In this city, Mr. Nathaniel Wright. 82; Mrs*. Francps E. Green, 25; Mrs.

Betsey Willard. 70; Mr. John Fo\e, 37; Mr. Peter Howard, 77; Mrs. Mary
Ho.'<ea. 72; Miss Eliza Townsend. 65; Mrs. Sophia Kingsbury, 54; John Fred-
erick Nourse. Esq., Principal of the Chapman School, 33
At Charlestown, Mrs. Lizzie Brockway, 28; Mrs. Hnnn&h B. Summers, 22.

At West Roxbury, Mr. George Downing, 41.

At Lynn, Mr. William C. Byers. 34.

At Waltham, Mr. Solomon Houghton, Jr., 34.

At Concord, Mass.. Mr. <;alvin C. Damon. 50.

At Middleboro', Mis.- Isabella Howson, 57.

At Plymouth. Mr. Solomon Bradford, 09; Miss Betsey Ellis, 61.

At Taunton, Mr. Atijah Lincoln, (Jo; Mr. Kli.-iha C. PadelforJ, 13.

At Fall River. Mr. George Hoar, formerly of Warron, R. I., 68.
At Dudley, Rev. Joshua Bate.«. D. D., 77.

At Paxton, Mrs. Hannah Lakin, 79.

At South Scituatr, Hon. William James, 65.

At Nantucket. Mrs. Mary Coffin. 81 ; Mr. George Spencer, 50.
At North Andover, Mrs. Sarah Osgood, 84
At Thoma.ston, Me., Hon. Benjamin Carr, 62.

At New York, Nov. 30th, Anna Adelaide, eldest daughter of Henry S. and
Jane M. Hollister, aged 3 years.

At Noi-folk, Va., Mr. James J. Cumniings. of Boston, 21.

At Cape Charli'SJ. Va.. (drowned) Mr. Franklin Hinckley, of Provincetown.
At Laguayra, Capt. Oliver, of brig Kate, of Boston.
At Georgetown, California, Mr. James Arnold, of Boston.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WIFE.

BV PH<£BB CARET.

It rloes not seem so easy, half,

To do as "twas to say

;

I did uot think it anything

To pro7nisF to obey
;

Aud then he always spoke so kind,

And smiled so sweetly too,

I said rd do a thou.-^and things

1 never meant to do.

Be^'ides, I knew 't^vas quite too quick

To let him find me out.

—

Ile'd never had me iu the world

If he had seen uie pout.

And now, I'm sure it's not Foon,

I've been his wife a week I

And just because 1 said, " I wont,''

lie does n't hardly speak I

IIow could he go and leave me here

To mope in loneliuesB;

I wanted to go out so bad,

And wear my lovely dress.

I know, he says, that "business"

All his time, to-night, requires; «

I'd like to know what •• business" is,

Compared with my desii'es

!

But I'll not cry. and spoil my eyes

;

'Twill do no good, and then,

Nobody 'd ever praise my looks,

Unless 'twas him, again.

I never mean to shed a tear,

Extepl when he is in

;

So when I hear him ring the bell

To-night, 111 just begin 1

4- -m^^' -*

[Written for Gleason*s Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEEIES.-Xo. I.

BY TUOMAS BULFINCII.

APOLLO-PYTirjN'-DAPirxi: — PYRAMUS AND TIIISBE — CEPIIALUS
AND PllOClUS.

The slime witli wliich tlie eartli was covered by the waters

of the flood produced an excessive fertility wliich called forth

every variety of production, both bad ,jid good. Among the

rest Python, an enormous serpent, crept forth, the terror of

the people, and lurked in the caves of Mount Parnassus. Apollo

slew him with his arrows ; weapons which he had not bifore

used against any but feeble animals, hares, wild goats and

such game. In commemoration of this illnstrious conquest he

instituted the Pythian games, in which the victor in feats .of

strength, swifcness of foot or in the chariot race was crowned

with a wreath of beech-leaves ; for the laurel was not yet adopted

by Apollo as his own tree.

The famous statue of Apollo called t!)e Belviderc, from the

name of the ai)artmcnt of the Pope's palace in Rome where it

is placeil, represents the god after this victory over the serpent

Python. To this Byron a ludjs iu hi-i Childe Harold, iv.—IGl :

^- TlU! lord of tile unerring bow,
The Kod of life and poetry and liKllt,

The Snn in tmnian limhs arraied, and brow,
All radiant from his triumph in the ti;^ht.

Tile sliaft i»a,s just been nhot. tlie arrow bi-iglit

"W'itii an iniinortars vengeance ; in his e^e
Anil nostril beautiful iti?dain and might
And majest. Hash their full lightnings by,
Developing in that one glance the deity.*'

APOLLO AND DAPHNE.

Daphne was Apollo's first love. It was not brought about by

accident but by the malice of Cupid. Apollo saw the lioy play-

ing with his bow and arrows, and being himself elated with his

recent victory over Python, he said to him :
" What have you to

do with warlike weapons, saucy boy 1 leave them for hands worthy

of them. Behold the conquest I have won by means of them over

the vast serpent who stretched his [loisonons body over acres of the

plain ! Bj content with your torch, child, and kindle up your

flames, as you call tliem, where you will, but presume not to med-

dle with my weapons."

Venus's boy beard these words and rejoined :
" Your arrows

may strike all things else, Apollo, but mine shall strike you." So
saying, he took his stand on a rock of Parnassus, and drew from
his quiver two arrows, of different workmanshij), one to excite

love, the other to repel it. The former was of gold and sharp

pointed, the latter Idunt and tijiped with lead. With the leaden

shaft he struck the nymph Daphne, the daughter of the river-god,

l\-ncus, and with the golden one Apollo, through the lieart. Forth-
with the god was seized with love for the maiden, and she abhor-

red tlic thought of loving. Her delight was in woodland sports

and in the spoils of the cliase. Many lovers sought her, but she

spurned them all, ranging the woods aud taking no thought of

Cni)id nor of Hymen. Her father often said to her :
" Daughter,

you owe me a son-in-law, you owe me grand-children." She
liating the thotiglit of marriage as a crime, her licautifid face

tinged all over with blushes, threw her arms around her father's

neck and said :
" Dearest father, grant me this favor, that I mav

always remain unmarried, like Diana." He consented, but at

the same time said :
" Your own face will forbid it."

Apollo loved her and longed to obtain her, and he who gives

oracled to all the world was not wise enough to look into his own

fortunes. He saw her hair flung loose over her shoulders, and

said :
" If so charming in disorder, what would it be if arranged '!"

Ha saw her eyes bright as stars ; he saw her lips, and was not sat-

isfi^'d with only seeing them. He admired her hands and arms,

naked to the shoulder, aud whatever was hidden from view he

imagined more beautiful still. He followed her ; she fled, swifter

than the wind, and delayed not a moment at his entreaties.

" Stay," said he, " daughter of Peneus, I am not a foe. Do not

fly me as a lamb flies the wolf, or a dove the hawk. It is for love

I pursue you. You make me miserable for fear j-ou should fall

and hurt yourself on these stones, and I should be the cause.

Pray run slower and I will follow slower. I am no clown, no

rude peasant. Jupiter is my father, aud I am lord of Delphos

and Tenedos, and know all tlnngs present and future. I am the

god of song and the lyre. My arrows fly to tlic mark, but alas !

an arrow more fatal than mine has pierced my heart ! I am the

god of medicine and know the virtues of all healing plants. Alas !

I suffer a malady tliat no balm can cure !"

The nymph continued her flight aud left his plea half uttered.

Aud even as she fled she charmed him. The wind blew her gar-

ments aside, and her unbound hair stream.'d loose behind her.

The god grew impatient to find his wooings thrown away, and

sped by Cupid gained upon her in the race. It was like a hound

pursuing a hare, with open jaws ready to seixe, while the feebler

animal darts forward slipping from tlie very grasp. So flew the

god and tlie virgin, he on the wings of love, and she on those of

fear. Tlie pursuer is the more rapid, however, and gains upon

her, and his panting breath blows upon her hair. Her strength

begins to fail, and ready to sink she calls upon her father, the

river-god: "Help me, Peneus! open the earth to encloss me,

or change my form which has brought me into this danger!"

Scarcely had she spoken wlien a stiffness seized all her limbs
;

her bosom began to be enclosed in a tender bark, her hair became

leaves, her arms became brandies, her foot stuck fast in the ground

ai a root, her face became a tree-top, retaining nothing of its form-

er self but its beauty. Apollo stood amazed. He touched the

stem and felt tlio flesh tremble under the new bark. He embraced

the branches and lavished kisses on the wood. The branches

shrunk from his lips. " Since you cannot be my wife," said he,

" you shall assuredly be my tree. I will wear j'oufor my crown.

I will decorate with you my harp and my quiver ; and when the

great IJoman conquerors lead U]) the triumjihal pomp to the capi-

tol, you sliall be woven into wreaths for their brows. And, as

eternal youth is mine, you also sliall be always green, and your

leaf know no decay." The nymph, now changed into a laurel

tree, bowed its head iu grateful acknowledgment.

PYUAMOS AND THtSBE.

Pyramus was the handsomest youth, and Thisbo the fairest

maiden, in all Babylonia, where Semiramis reigned. Their pa-

rents occupied adjoining houses, and neigliliorhood brought the

3'oung people together, and acquaintance ripened into love. They
would gladly have married, but their parents forbade. One thing

however they could not forbid, that love should gfow with equal

ardor in the bosoms of both. They conversed by signs and

glances, and the fire burned more intensely for being covered up.

In the wall that parted the two houses there was a crack, caused

by some fiult in the structure. No one bad remarked it before,

but the lovers discovered it. What will not love discover ? It

afforded a passage to the voice, and tender messages used to pass

backward and forward through the gap. As they stood, Pyramus
on this side, Thisbe on that, their breaths would mingle. " tiruel

wall," they said, " why do you keep two lovers apart? But we

will not l)e ungrateful. We owe you, we confess, the privilege of

transmitting loving words to willing cars." Such words they

uttered on different sides of the wall ; and when night came and

they must say farewell, they pressed their lips upon the wall, she

on her side, he on his, as they could come no nearer.

Next morning, when Aurora had put out the stars and the sun

bad melted the frost from the grass, they met at the aceustomed

spot. Then after lamenting their hard fate, they agreed that next

night, when all was still, they would slip away from watchful eyes,

leave their dwellings and walk out into the fields ; and to ensure

a meeting repair to a well-known edifico standing without the

city's bounds, called the tomb of Ninus, and the one who came

first should await the other at the foot of a certain tree. It was

a white mulberry tree, and stood near a cool spring. All was

agreed on, and the}- waited impatiently for the sun to go down
beneath the waters and night to rise up from them. Then cau-

tiously Thisbe stole forth, unobserved by the family, with her

head covered with a veil, made her way to the monument and

sat down under the tree. As she sat alone in the dim light of the

evening she descried a lioness, her jaws reeking with recent

slaughter, approaching the fountain to slake her thirst. Thisbe

fled at the sight, and sought refuge in the hollow of a rock. As
she fled she dropped her veil. The lioness, after drinking at the

spring, turned to retreat to the woods, and seeing the veil on the

ground, tossed and rent it with her bloody mouth.

Pyramus, having been delayed, now ap])roaelicd the place of

meeting. He saw in the sand the footsteps of the lion, and the

color fled from his cheeks at the sight. Presently he found the

veil all rent and bloody. " (), Inqdess girl," said he, " I have

been the cause of thy death I Tlion, more worthy of life than I,

hast fallen the first victim. I will follow. I am the guilty cause

in tempting thee forth to a [ilace of such peril, and not being my-

self on the spot to guard thee. Come forth ye lions from the

rocks, and tear this guilty body with your teeth." He took up

the veil, carried it with biin to the appointed tree, aud covered it

with kisses and with tears. " My blood also shall stain your

texture," said he, and drawing his sword plunged it into his heart.

The blood spurted from the wound and tinged the white mulber-

ries of the tree all red ; and sinking into the earth reached the

roots, so that the red color mounted through the trunk to the

fruit.

By this time, Thisbe, still trembling with fear, yet wishing not

to disappoint her lover, stepped cautiously forth, looking anxiously

for the youth, eager to tell him the danger she had escaped. When
she came to the spot and saw the changed color of the mulberries

she doubted whether it was the same place. While she hesitated

she saw the form of one struggling in the agonies of death. She

started back, a shudder ran through her frame as a ripple on the

face of the still water when a sudden breeze sweeps over it. But
as soon as she recognized her lover, she screamed and beat her

breast ; embracing the lifeless body, pouring tears into its wounds,

and imprinting kisses on the cold lips. " O, Pyramus," she cried,

" what has done this '! Answer me, Pyramus ; it is your own
Thisbe that speaks. Hear mc, dearest, and lift that drooping

head !" At the name of Thisbe Pyramus opened his eyes, then

closed them again. She saw her veil stained with blood and the

scabbard empty of its sword. " Thy own hand has slain thee and

for my sake," she said. " I too can be brave for once, and my
love is as strong as thine. I will follow thee in death, for I have

been the cause, and death, which alone could part us, shall not

prevent my joining thee. And you, unhappy parents of us both,

deny us not our united request. As love and death have joined

us, let one tomb contain us. And thou tree, retain the marks of

slaughter. Let thy berries still serve for memorials of our blood."

So saying she [dunged the sword into her breast. Her parents

ratified her wish, the gods also ratified it. The two bodies were

buried in one sepulchre, and the tree ever after brought forth

purple berries, as it does to this day.

GKPIIALUS AND PllOrUlS.

Cephalus was a beautiful youth and fond of manly sports. He
would rise before the dawn to pursue the chase. Aurora saw him

when she first looked forth, fell in love with him, aud stole him

away. But Cephalus was just married to a charming wife whom
he devotedly loved. Her name was Proeris. She was a favorite

of Diana, the goddess of hunting, who had given her a dog, which

could outrim every rival, and a javelin which would never fail of

its mark, and Proeris gave these presents to her husband. Ce-

phalus was so happy in his wife that he resisted all the entreaties

of Aurora, and she finally dismissed him in di.^pleasure, -saying :

" Go, ungrateful mortal, keep your wife, whom, if I am not much
mistaken, you will one day be very sorry you ever saw again."

Cephalus returned, and was as happy as ever in his wife and

his woodland sports. Now it happened some angry deity had

sent a ravenous fox to annoy the country ; and the hunters turned

out iu great strength to capture it. Their efforts were all in vain,

no dog could run it down, and at last they came to Cephalus to

borrow his famous dog, whose name was Leiaps. No sooner

was the dog let loose than he darted oft', ([uicker than their eye

could follow him. If they had not seen his foot-prints in the sand

they would have thought he flew. Cephalus and others stood on

a hill and saw the race. The fo.x tried every art, he ran in a cir-

cle and turned on his track, the dog close upon him, with open

jaws, snapping at his heels, but biting only the air. Cephalus

was about to use his javelin, when suddenly he saw both dog and

game stop instantly. The heavenly powers who had given both,

were not willing that either should conquer. In the very attitude

of life and action they were turned into stone. So lifelike and

natural did they look, you would have thought, as j'ou looked at

them, that one was going to bark, the other to leap forward.

Cephalus, though he had lost his dog, still continued to take

delight in the chase. He would go out at early morning, ranging

the woods and hills unaccompanied by any one, needing no helji,

for his javelin was a sure weapon in all cases. Fatigued with

hunting, when the sun got high he would seek a shady nook

where a cool stream flowed, and, stretched on the grass, with his

garments thrown aside, would enjoy the breeze. Sometimes he

would say aloud :
" Come, sweet breeze, come and fan my breast,

come aud allay the heat that burns me." Some one passing by

one day hoard him talking in this way to the air, and foolishly be-

lieving that he was talking to some maiden, went and told the

secret to Proeris, Cephalus 's wife. Love is credulous. Proeris,

at tRe sudden shock fainted away. Presently recovering she said :

" It cannot be true, I will not believe it unless I myself am a wit-

ness to it." So she waited, with anxious heart, till the next

morning when Cephalus went to hunt as usual. Then she stole

out after him and concealed herself in the place where the inform-

er directed her. Cephalus came as he was wont when tired with

sport and stretched himself on the green bank, saying :
" Come,

sweet breeze, come and fan me ! you know how I love you ! you

make the groves and my solitary rambles delightftd." He was

running on in this way when he heard, or thought he heard, a

sound as of a sob in the bushes. Supposing it some wild animal,

he threw the javelin at the spot. A cry from his beloved Proeris

told him that the weapon had too surely met its mark. He rushed

to the place, and found her bleeding and with sinking strength,

endeavoring to draw forth from the wound the javelin, her own

gift. Cephalus raised her from the earth, strove to stanch tlio

blood, and called her to revive and not to leave him miserable, to

reproach himself with her death. She opened her feebls eyes

and forced herself to utter these few words :
" I implore you, if

you have ever loved mc, if I have ever dcsciwed kindness at your

hands, my husband, grant me this last request; do not marry that

odious Breeze !" This disclosed the whole mystery—but alas !

what advantage to disclose it now ? She died
;
but her face wore

a calm cxiiression, and she looked pityingly and forgivingly on her

husband when he made her understand the truth.

^^•••-^

The mind doth shape itself to its own wants, and can bear all

things.

—

Joanna Bailiie.
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EDITORIAL. MELANGE.

Two luinilrcd iind tliirty-six iind a liiilf miles of Croton pipes

underlie tiie dirty pavcinents of Now York, canyiii;^ tlirou^li nil

tlie crowded streets, and between the rcekinj; f:uttcrs, a ceaseless

tide of pure, healtli-f>ivin<; water. A sinjilc btiildinj?, wliieli

was insured for $120,000, was burned in Quebec, on the 31st

lilt. A siiontilic a;iriculturist says, firmers,. should not jiartic-

iilarly select the hin/csl cars of com for seed, but rather those which

p-ow nearest the jiTouiid. Nathaniel Bl.ikc, whij; senator

from Aroostook, reached Augusta by travelling- ten miles on snow

plioes. Of every 1000 persons, one reaches 100 years of life;

of every 100 only six reach the age of 65 ; and not more than

one in 700 livl^s to 80 yc;u-s of age. Miss Julia Dean is now

porforminj; at New Orleans. Her recent cnj;af;enient at Charles-

ton w.is a constant triumph. The Skowliegan Clarion has

been shown a single cabbage stalk, having over sixty distinct

lieads upon it, ranging in size from a teacup down to about as big

as the end of a man's thumb. In Spencertown, N. Y., re-

cently, a negro was shot dead at a farmer's hen-roost which he

was robbing. Punch says, in his "Young Lidy's Dream

Book," to dream that you arc happy at home, and try to make it

happy, signifies that you arc a darling, and we should like your

address. The value of lumber received at Albany, N. Y., the

past year, is estimated at $7,912,001). James Neal has been

found guilty of tiring a pistol at Mark K. Jose, at Portland, with

intent to kill. lie is the son of John Neal, the author. The

tisliing bounties in the Barnstable district exceed ?80,000 ; twice

the sum paid any previous year. It is a somewiuit curious fact,

and will appear as such in history, that while nearly all the Chris-

tian nations sympathize with Turkey in her conflict with liussia,

Persia has absolutely joined the Kassians against the Turks. Re-

ligious prejudices seem to be running backwards. Two color-

ed w-onicn belonging to Dr. Singleton, of Halifax county, Va.,

are to be hung Feb. 13th, for the murder of a female slave. A
long " train of circumstances " ran off the track, the other day,

and spoiled the plot for a first-rate story, especially the " tender"

portion thereof. The Cleveland Plaindealer says the Common
Pleas of that county granted twcnty-onc divorces at its last sit-

ting. Fifty thousand head of cattle have reached the Valley

of Sin Joaquin, the present season, from New Mexico, Sonora,

and Chihuahua. M. JuUien's lo.ss by the destruction of music,

instruments, etc., by the burning of Metropolitan Hall, is about

$10,000. It was not until Q lecn Anne's time, 1709, that the

Londoners had the lu.xury of a daily journal—The Daily C^ourant.

Scotland had a newspaper in 1653; Ireland in 1641 ; Germany

in 1G12. The earliest country that had them is supposed to be

Italy. Rev. Sebastian Streetcr, of this city, mnnied one hun-

dred and eighty-nine coujiles in the year 1853. The little

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kiiniey, of Plainiiehl, has two parcnis,

four grandparents, six great grandparents, nine uncles and aunts,

forty-one great uncles and aunts, and thirty-seven great great

uncles and aunts ; total, one hundred. She has not, and never

had, brother, sister, nor cousin. Hon. Stephen Salisbury, of

Worcester, has made the Worcester County Horticultural Society

a donation of S3000. At a recent public meeting of agri-

culturists in England, Sir Roderick Murchison informed the

audience, that in Mexico those who desired to flee from free trade

could find an abundance of the best land at three half-jience per

acre. This statement was made on the authority of ex-president

Arista, who was then present. In ten counties of Pennsylva-

nia there are 263 iron works, and over $1 1,000,000 of fixed capital

employed in the manufacture. Hon..Cave Johnson, formerly

Postmaster General, has been elected president of the Bank of

Tennessee. The citizens of Bangor have held a large meet-

ing and voted to loan the credit of the city to the amount of

$8000 a mile, for the Oldtowu and Lincoln railroad, by nearly an

unanimous vote.

Ulajisiiic (13atljcvin9S.

Something New.—They have now in P.uis an " Umbrella

Great Coat," which is intended to serve as a great coat and um-

brella at the same time. It is made of an impervious material,

and has, running along the lower edge, an air-proof tube. Under

the collar is a little blow-hole communicating with this tube. The

wearer applies his mouth to this hole, and with a few vigorous

exhalations he inflates it with air. The tube takes the consistency

of a hoop, the great coat takes tlie ftrm of a diving-bell, and tlie

drops fall a long way outside of the bearer's feet. Such is Prev-

el's Umbrella Great Coat. It has one immense advantage—no

one will be likely to borrow it..

Matrimonial Advertising.—A marriage has just come off

in Syracuse, which was the result of an advertisement inserted in

the New York papers. The advertisement was replied to by a

Syracuse lady, pictures and letters were exchanged, finally a meet-

ing took place—result, matrimony and a vindication of the ad-

vertising system.

—'- «—«..•—»

Statue of Wlft?niNGTON.—Enough has been already sub-

scribed to the Masonic Temple proposed to be erected in Fred-

ericksburg to justify the ordering of the statue of Washington,

which is to be executed by Mr. Powers, and will be full size.

The Grand Lodge of Virginia, at its recent session, subscribed

$1000.

Great Loss.—The steamer San Francisco had on board nearly

t'le whole of the third regiment of artillery, and money for the

payment of all naval expenditures in the Pacific.

There are 1400 jdiysieians in Massachusetts, which is one to

every 707 of the inhabitants.

The Albany Knickerbocker puts down the earnings of the

steamers Isaac Newton and Hcndriek Hudson, during tiic season

just closed at S244,800.

A private letter to a gentleman in Portland states that during

the late terrible storm a mail carrier between Ellsworth and Ma-
cliias was devoured by wolves.

Two live pigs were entered at the Boston Custom Houte, re-

cently, as imported from England, valui il at eighteen pounds

sterling, each, which is about ninety dollars of our money.

The timber seized since July 1st on the Wisconsin and Chippe-

wa rivers, as having been feloniously cut on government lands,

amounts to sixty million of feet, and is valued at from $250,000

to $500,000.

The wife of a German hotel keeper at Tcitc Haute, Indiana,

named Deilz, was so frightened one day recently by a drunken

man drawing a pistol on her husband, that she fell into a swoon,

from the effects of which she died the day following.

Recently, a boy about 14 years of age, a son of Barlow Hall, of

Ellsworth, Me., while out hunting, si ot two moose at one discharge

of his rilie. The carcasses were brought to Ells\vorth and sold

for about twenty dollars.

Gov. Boone, of Florida, has issued orders to Brig. Gen. John-

son, of that Slate, to organize his brigade at once, in piu'suauce

of an act of the last legislature^, providing for the final removal

of the Indians, by force, if ncccs-ary.

A man, 75 years of age, mmieil Windsor, convicted nearly four

years ago of the murder of his wife in Sussex county, Delaware,

and sentenced to be executed, is still imprisoned in the jail at

Georgetown, having been res)iitcd by the governor four times.

The statement that counterfeit stamped envelopes are in circu-

lation is denied. The story originated, jirobably, in the fact that

a million or .so of the first issue, made from an imperfect die, are

in circulation, and they are very ragged and imperfect.

Col. Benton declares that the central part of the Ro, ky Moun-
tains has territory enough to make a mountain State donlde the size

of all the Swiss cantons, with everything as grand in scenery, and

without the drawbacks of its avalanches, glaciers and cold.

War on the Danube—cholera in England—.(Hillagrations at

home—wrecks on the sea—have given to the pnsent winter a jire-

emincnce among disastrous sea-ons. We cannot remember a

period so crowded with catastrophes as the last tw» months.

Protestantism is represented to be growing much faster than

Catholicism in Canada. Thirty years ago the jjopulafion of Can-

ada was about 550,000, of whom less than one-half were Protes-

tants. Now it is about two millions, and more than one-half are

Protestants.

Success makes men witty. Santa Anna, in reply to Gen.

Gadsden's propoiilion for a new treaty, said that he did not see

why the United States wanted another; they had one treaty rati-

fied which they refused to observe, and two negotiated which they

refused to raiify.

It is now proposed to apply the electric telegraph to the i)iano,

so that Listz, for instance, may sit in his parlor in I'aris, and play-

ing on his electric ])iano, commnnicate by wires, at once, with

corresponiling instruments at Berlin, Menna, Madrid and Rome,
or, going further, even might extend the same harmony to St.

Petersburgh or Constantinople.

jSonbs of ^ol^.

Musical Item.—Madame Sontag is to appear at the opera in

New York next summer, the papers say.

Jorcign 3tcms.

It looks very much as though Russia was preparing to defy the

English, F'rcnch, and indeed, all the world !

It is said that all the (icople employed about the Crystal Palace

at Sydenham are to wear moustaches and beards.

It is understood that, at the commencement of the year, the

name of Sir John Franklin was to be struck oft' the navy list.

The Turki still hold out, fight bravely, and if the European

powers would but lend them a hand, in season, would soon repulse

the troops of Nicholas altogether.

Tl'.c Lonilon Morning Herald mentions a report that the Prin-

cess Mary of Camliridge is to be married to a son of Jerome Bon-

aparte, a nephew to Napoleon.

The leading item of news from England is the resumption, by

Lord Palmerston, of his seat in the cabinet. The step is regarded

as likelv to have an important bearing on the affairs in the East.

All efforts at negotiation ha\ie thus far proved unavailing. The
sultan ha; indieated a willingness to send a idenipoteniiary to the

conference of the four i)0wers, provided Russia first evacuates the

principalities.

Russian emissaries and Russian armies are rousing the nations

of inner Asia, the Persians, the Affghans, and all tb.e enemies of

Enaland. Thus thcv are ])reparing a descent of barbarians on

the British possessions in India.

When Captain Ingraham, says an English paper, arrived at

Alexandria three weeks since, the refugees there received him

with loud, acclamations ; *n extraordinary representation was

given at the theatre on the occasion, and patriotic songs were

sung.

Dickens says, in his " Child's History of England," that, " up-

on the whole, it is not so bad a thing to be a commoiur, cojisider-

ing that three of the proudest dukes in England originated with

Moll Davis, Nidi Gwiun, and Mr^. Palmer, women whose rei)uta-

tion was the contrary of ' doubtful !'
"

The Paris correspondent of the Leader states that a marked

stagnation in business prevails at Paris. Trade languishes. The
dearth of bread prevents th" jirovinccs from buying. All the ]ie-

cuniary resources of the workiugmen of the towns and country,

about thirty millions of peoi)lc, are absorbed in eking out a bare

subsistence.

The overland India mail brings confirmation that the shah of

Persia has left Teharaii with his army, numbering .'Ul.OOO cavalry,

with 1000 ]ucces of cannon and 3000 camel loads of ammnniiion,

to co-operate with Russia. At latest accoimts the army had

passed Talnvcz. The shah had also sent an envoy to Dost Ma-
hommcd to point out the advantages of bis siding with Pcr-i.i and

the Itussians.

According to the Kolncr Zcitung, curious developments are

coming to light, which indicate that Russia has long been prepar-

ing for the present crisis. A largo cxjicdition has been secretly

organizing under pretence of a campaign against the Khan of

Khiva. For fifteen years past Russian agents have been busied

in organizing the Mongolian and Kirgesian hordes, supplying

them with monev and arms, and teaching them to act in touccrt.

.... Without a rich heart wealth is an ugly beggar.—/?. W.
Emerson.

.... Who is he who neither [jraises nor blames at any time,

without perceiving, in others, his own (pialities '.—Lavater.

.... The present time, and each for himself, see the device of

the limes. The future, and living for another, .see that which 1

should wish to adopt.

—

Mndamt Sakir.

.... F'lowcrs and frurts are always fit ])icsents ; flowers, be-

cause they arc a jjroud assertion that a ray of beauty outvalues all

the utilities of the world.— R. \V. Eim ivoii.

.... It is amusing to detect character in the vocabulary of each

person. The adjectives habitually used, like the inscriptions on a
thermomctir, indicate the temperament.—//. T. I'm ko man.

.... We hold not to the prosjicrily of the wicked and the mis-

fortunes of the just ; for life is a book where the iritita are at tho

end.—i¥. ./. Piiit Soin.

.... As the children have been in regard lo their teachers and
masters, so will they be in regard to the kings and magistratrs;

after having committed little acts of injustice to (d)tain mils, balls

and trifles, they will commit great ones in order lo amass gold, to

ac(inire fine houses, and to have a great nundier ol servants.—-S'oiiit

Auyustin.

.... We will spoil om selves if we wish either always to

read or always to write. The one would importune and over-

l)ower us with matter ; the other wcakcit and dissolve our minds.

It is better to change, and temiicr the one with the other, that

writing may make a body of that diversity which reading has ae-

cumuhitcd.

—

Aiifquc.

Joker's Budget.

Qucrv—Does a man feel girlish when ho makes a " maiden
speech !"

The weather was so " sharp " the other morning that Mr.
Checks shaved with it. Mr. Checks says it is cheap and conve-

nient, but don't last through dog-days.

Lord Holland told of a man remarkable for absence of mind,
wlio, dining once at the same sort of shabby rcjiast, fancied hiin-

.self in his own house, and began to apologize for the wretched-

ness of the diimcr.

The editor who wrote his editorials with stolen chalk on the

soles of his shoes, and went barif'oot while the boys set up the

copv, has pmchascd a ream of second-hand envelopes and engaged
a girl to turn them inside out.

Nobody likes to be nobody ;
but everybody is pleased to think

himself somebody. And everybody is somebody ; but, when any-

body thinks himself to be somebody, he generally thinks every-

body else to be nobody. •
A mayor of one of the comnutnis in France, lately made the fol-

lowing entry upon his register :
" I, Mayor of , found, yes-

terd.iy, in the forest of , a nuin by the name <if Rollin,

committing an act agai- st the hiws. I comnmnded him to sur-

render, whereupon he »et upon me, heaped me with insult and
contumely, calling me a ragmnffin, an ass, and a precious dolt,

and a scarecrow

—

all of u-hicli I lurlifijln lie true.
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PIKE FISHING.

Below we preseijt another of our American sporting scenes.

The pike, jack, or pickerel, with the trout, may be considered the

nuiversal fish of the world. It appears to inhabit the inland

waters of all northern countries. They are found in nearly all

onr streams, ponds and lakes, from one extremity of the Union to

the other, and do not materially dift'er from the same species in

other countries. The largest fish are taken in our Western lakes,

frequently of thirty pounds weight, and occasionally of forty.

They generally spawn in the months of March and April. During

the height of the season their colors are extremely brilliant, being

green, divcr.-ificd with bright yellow spots. They are fond of still,

shiidy spots, under and near the weed called pickerel-weed, and

ajipear to grow better and larger in ponds and lakes than in swift-

running streams. In winter, they retreat to the deep holes, and

under rocky projections, stumps of trees, roots, etc., from which

places, by making a hole in the ice, they are readily taken with a

drop-line with a small live fish for bait. At this season of the

year their colors are less brilliant, and their spots of a darker hue.

During the summer they are listless, and affect the surface of the

water, where, in warm, sunny weather, they seem to bask in a

sleepy state for hours together. At these periods, no bait, how-

ever tempting, can allure him. Generally speaking, the months

of September and October are found to be the best months for

angling. There is, perhaps, more angling for the pike than for

any other of the finny tribe ; insomuch that it is almost impossible

to mention a section of the country—except within some of our

more southern States—which do not furnish fine grounds for pike

of moderate size. The most common mode of taking them in the

ponds and lakes is with a stiff rod of ash or bamboo al)out twelve

feet long, accompanied with a reel containing from fifty to one

hundred yards of strong flax or grass line, with a small fish, or

the leg of a frog, for bait. There are many other methods adopted

by sportsmen in fishing for the pike—such as snaring, trimmering,

huxing, or fastening live bait to a distended ox-bladder, trolling

with a rod ten or twelve feet long, and even shooting them. In

this last method, a light charge is ])ut into the gun, and all the art

displayed in the performance consists in making due allowance

for the refraction of the water, according to the depth and distance

of the fish. A love of this sport is fast increasing in this country,

and is also a very profitable employment for the sportsman, who
finds a ready market for his game.
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THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMAN.
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHORES OF THE EAST.

BY bbn: perley poorb.

[continued.]

ClIAPTKR XI.— [c<»-ri>uiiD.]

Zalallah was seated at the window, lier gaze fixed lowaids the

straits of the Bosphorus, as if in cxpcetation—yet her thouglit^ were

far, far away, and she was revelling in day-dreams of ha])py inter-

course with one who possessed her pure lieart's love. Her slightly

furrowed brow told of life's meridian past, yet time and sorrow

had made but a slight impression on the ohanns of her youth.

Dressed in the Oriental garli, the snowy texture of the semi-trans-

parent " saljhee," whieh shaded ratlicr than coiiecaled her sym-

metrical bust, set off the purity of her snowy neck to great advan-

tage. Over this a tightly-fitting vest of bright rose-colored vel-

vet, fastened with diamond buttons, clung to the swaying contour

of her waist, displaying the inimitable beauty of her form. A
highly-co!ore<l cashmere scarf, with long pendant ends, was worn

as a girdle, sustaining full trowsers of light blue brocade, the

lower ends of whieh were so gathered in and tied up as to let

them hang in ample folds around her tiny feet. A small scarlet

cap, richly embroidered with gold and pearls, confined her luxuri-

ant tresses, with the exception of two long plaits, interwoven with

silver cord, which descended far down her hack. Ilcr complexion,

unusually fair, was bathed with the crimson flush of health, and

long sweeping lashes added to the radiant expression of her deep

blue eves. No girlish gentleness was visible in the imposing dig-

nity of her manner, and the rapid play of her muscles around her

compressed lips showed the determined pnrjrase of a resolute

heart.

She started ! The heavy sound of cannon came booming down

the Bosphorus, and soon the gorgeous state caique of the sultan

emerged from the smoke and flashes of the saluting fortresses.

Instantly all was action on board the Turkish fleet, and the men-

of-war of other nations, anchored oft' the seraglio point. On

came the sultan's caicpie, like a bird upon the waters, and the na-

val batteries now burst into terrific life, sending forth volumes of

bright flame, dense rolling smoke and crashing sound. The very

air and water trembled,—for a hundred guns is the required salvo

for each fortress and vessel,—but at last the deafening din ceased.

Then, as the war-cloud rolled away before the breeze, the upper

yards of the frigates came in sight, and, by degrees, tlie rigging,

and ensigns, and dark hulls of the whole fleet loomed dimly

through the lessening obscurity. A few pulls more of the four

and twenty rowers, and the caique glanced into their midst, when

the shrouds swarmed with men, who manned the yards, while the

bands played their national airs. Then there was a salute from

the ycraglio guns, and Sultan Mahmond left his caique, the guard

presenting arms, and the sable guardian? bowing low as their lord

entered the mystic gateway, whose portals it were death for any

other man to enter unattended.

Mahmoud was one of those stern and dauntless spirits, v.-ho ir-

resistibly attract the homage of the masses ; and he carried out

his plans of improvement with all the energetic will of his beloved

prophet. He was a tall, noble-looking man, with an expansive

forehead and resolute features. Heavy eyebrows, meeting over

his aquiline nose, shaded his keen gray eyes, that flashed fire

when his passions were aroused. There was no vindietiveness in

his features, and, as he passed through the courts of his seraglio,

with a sweet smile saluting his favorite odalisques, no one would

have thought that he was the conqueror of the fanatic Janizaries,

those bulwarks of the Ottoman hatred to Chri.'-tianity. In strik-

ing contrast with the dreamy Oriental imbecility of his predeces-

sors, he united the dignified barbarities of a Brutus, the splendors

of an Augustus, and the virtues of a Trajan—eclipsing in majesty

of character the most noted heroes of ancient time, while he emu-

lated those of his own era who ruled civilized people.

" Welcome," exclaimed Zalallah, as lie entered her apartment

;

and she went to take his cap and sword.

" I am glad to be hero again, pride of my heart," he replied,

gazing on her with admiration, " for there has been a tedious

council."

" Ko bad news, I hope?"

"Not exactly bad ; hut the Greeks have openly unfurled their

flag of rebellion, and there must be a stop put to it at once. The
orders arc issued now, and the fleet will sail to-morrow."

"To Athens?"

"No, no—to Scio, with orders to s))arc no one who is not a fol-

lower of the pro]ihet. It is a harsh measure, but it cannot be

avoided."

To his astonishment, Zalallah no sooner heard this announce-
ment than, uttering a brief cry, she fainted, falling to the ground.
Raising her with tender care, the sultan laid her on a divan, and
bathed her burning forehead with water from the fountain. Soon
(he ojicned her eyes, and gazed anxiuuslv around, as if awaken-
ing from some lioirid dream.

" What hath clouded the soul of Zalallah?" inquired the sul-

tan, bending over her, and gazing into her eyes, as if he would
fain read her heart thoughts.

" Scio ! Is Scio doomed ?" she exclaimed, in an agonized tone

of voice; and the look of the sultan gathered like night around
her heart, for she could not read any encouragement in it.

" Why this interest in Scio ?" he asked.

"Alas! alas !" was Ziilnllah's only reply, as she gave herself

up to thoughts that passed in rapid succession, like dark and ter-

rible shadows of terrible misfortunes. Thus far, lioi)C had served

as an antidote to her sorrows, but now even that was almost gone,

and desolation revelled on her every sense.

At first a dark cloud came over the saltan's features, for he

thought that this emotion might be sympathy for some loved one
;

some one who possessed her love, while he, pi'oud monarch, could

only win her respect. With an anxious tone he inquired :

" Again I ask, why this interest in Scio 1"

" My lord," she replied, in a tone of .solemn earnestness, " listen

to me. Never did woman receive such treatment at the hand of

a Moslem as I have received from you, the sultan of this bright

land. Day by day, week by week, year by year, have you been

the same kind, generous friend, and yet I fear that I have ill-re-

paid your confidence. You have thought that I was happy—and

yet my thoughts have been with
—

"

"By the Prophet's mantle!" exclaimed the sultan, pacing the

floor, "and have you really given another that love you have de-

nied me !"

A crimson flush mantled his face as he spoke, and he carried

his right hand to the spot where his sword usually living, while his

jKiietrating eyes gleamed on her agitated countenance.

"Deceive you, my lord ! Give my love to another !" she ex-

claimed, springing to her feet, her cheeks crimson and her eyes

flashing with offended pride. But the next moment she sank upon

her knees, saying, in a hurried tone :
" Yes, another has my

love—but hear me. It is," she added, raising her clasped hands,

" a girl that I love—a pure, sinless being ; ay, it is my own child,

my daughter I"

" Your daughter ?"

" Yes, my daughter. Here me, my lord, and then do with me

as you will. I have told yon often, how, beguiled by fair words,

I fled from my husband's house at Valetta, with one who had

won my aftections. Scarcely had the towers of Valetta faded in

the distance, when a corsair, hovering around for prey, carried the

vessel by storm, and wo were se])arated. This you know—nay,

you have, at m}' request, advanced my betrayer in your service,

a.s a man of that d^^sperate character you need, in order to disci-

])line your untrained forces
—

"

" Can it be !" interrupted the sultan.

"Not possible! No, not possible, my lord. Have patience.

All this you have known ; but I have never told you that in m}-

guilty flight I left an infant daughter—an angelic babe, whose

bright smile has haunted my every thought. Wretch that I was,

I left her ; but Providence watched over her, and the death of my
husband left the innocent creature an or])han. This my betrayer

learned, and by his cunning obtained possession of the infant.

For years, long years, my lord, has this child of my heart been at

Smyrna, and I have been here ! What was my hope ? It was

that some other person might attract your fancy, more worthy

than myself of your esteem, who could take my jilace. Then I

hoped to obtain your permission to join my child, and retire to

some quiet retreat where I could sink into a peaceful, yet sad

grave. Such, my lord, is the truth. But to-day—only to-day

—

I learn that my child has been taken to Scio, and how can 1 re-

frain from fearing the worst ! All Moslems are not like Snltan

IMahmoud ;" and, as she spoke, bitter, scalding tears rolled down

her checks."

"My friend," said the sultan, "yon have told mo nothing that

I have not long knoAvn."

"How?" she fervently exclaimed. "Do you know of my
Elissa .'"

" A}', Zalallah. Nay, I have seen her within the year, and the

inviolable secrecy I have observed shows how I respect and ad-

mire you. Listen. When your betrayer informed you that he

had your child, a Nubian guardian informed me of your coires-

pondence—thinking, doubtless, that he would be ordered to sew

you up alive in a sack, and plunge you into the deep Bosphorus,

to expiate your crime. But I determined to be sure, and ordered

your tempter to appear before me. Cringing to the very ground,

he avowed all—nay, he otl'ercd to place your child at my disposal.

Had I not needed his services, and thought that through him I

could add to your happiness, I would have had him strangled on

the spot. But I thought of you, and forbore. Your daughter,

lovely as yourself, has been carefully watched and guarded by a

book-kcci)er in the Russian consulate. And when he bought a

house at Scio, orders went thither to respect its inmates."

" Generous, noble-hearted bird," cried Zalallah, in a voice nearly

choked liy emotion ;
" what return can 1 make you ?"

"None, save your friendship. The world talks of my reforms,

of the civilizing effects of my government, and of the nitional

progress. Little dream they that you are the cause ! That a

pure love for you, based upon respect, has moved me forward in

my work, and that your smile has been my approval. But sec !

Yon felucca, sweeping past the Princes' islands, will bring letters

from Scio, for I recognize the signal. ]")ry your eyes, Zalallah,

and ere long I will return with gladsome tidings."

The comforted mother, from whose heart a long pressing load

had been removed, eagerly watched the ajiproiiching packet, and

it was not long ere she saw her boarded by the sultan's messen-

ger, who soon returned, bearing the bag containing despatches.

An hour passed—the sun went down—and yet ho came not. Sad

thoughts flitted across her mind ; but, at last, the well-known step

echoed in the jmssage, aiul she met the sultan at the door.

"What news?"
" None about your daughter. Scio has risen in revolt, and the

Greek dogs have dared to lake jiossensiou of the citadel—liut a

vengeance awaits them !"

" And my Elissa ;"

" The deposed governor of Scio reports that she left there in an

English nobleman's yacht, which her guardian has chartered to

ci^nvcy intellicence, aud went to Smyrna."

" And what news from Smyrna ?"

" I have been so occupied with Scio, that I have not opened the

report. Here it is—read it."

Convulsively clutching the missive, which came from a secret

agent, the agonized mother read :
" I feel confident that there

has been a meeting of the conspirators assemliled from all parts

of Greece
;
yet, curiously, Lavalette, who promised to procure

information, has vanished. On the night of his disappearance,

the lugger ' Dolphin,' on whieh his niece was, sailed for Athens

and he may have gone in her. One thing is sure, Osmar Bey
had the Russian consul's grandson forcibly sent on bo.ii-d, altlioii'-h

he denies any knov/lcdge of Ixivalette, and a])i)Cared horror-struck

when he learned that the niece was in the ' Doljihin." The con-

sul—OilOil'—is in despair at the abduction of his grandson; and

it is also rumored that he is banknipt—Lavalette having so falsi-

fied his books as to conceal embezzlements of foreign funds.

These have meanwhile been taken up by drafts, negotiated by the

mysterious Jew, Manasseh, of whom I have wriiten you before."

" Gone !" exclaimed Zalallah. " Gone with a young Russian

officer ! What^cw intrigue of that villain is this !" and she again

fainted.

Calling her attendant odalisques, the snltan entru.sted her to

their care, and went to give additional instructions to the com-

numdcr of his fleet, about to sail for devoted Scio.

CHAPTER XII.

"Eternal Hope. When yontlcr spheres .snblime

Pealed their fir.st notes to souml the march of lime,
Tlry joyous youth began, but not to fade,

"When all thy t.i.'^ter planets had decayed;
|

When wrapt in tlanie-s the elouds of ether glow, i

And Heaven's la*:t thunder .<ihakes the world below, >

Tliou. undisnia>ed. Shalt o'er the ruins smile,
j

Aud light thy torch at nature's funeral pile."
j

Sunrise! No sooner was the horizon bright with a beacon

streak of gold, than the morning-gun boomed from the Soraskier'i

tower, and was echoed by reports from the arsenal, and from the '

forts on the Bosphorus. Muczzims, from the galleries of scores I

of taper minarets, proclaimed the hour of matin prayer; also a
i

signal to the army of night-howling dogs that the charitable were

ready to feed them at their doors. Stars yet flickered, and the

grav mist of the morning h)ing upon the bosom of the <|uiet tide

of tlie Golden Horn, while the seraglio slumbered amid its dark

groves. A few moments more, and the red orb came proudly

forth from his gorgeous cloud couch ; the dome of Saint Sophia's

fane glowed with light ; the long arcades of ancient aqueducts, and

the modern gilded fountains reflected the rising beams ; and the

many windows of Pera's diplomatic palaces fiislied like fire.

Faintly across the Bosphorus came the inspiring reveille from

Scutari's barrack-drums, and—as if by magic—mosques and pal-

aces, shipping and kiosques, gardens and groves, were illuminated

with the gorgeous radiance of a new-born day. The dark clouds

of night, hovering last ujion the water, rolled away in sullen maj-

esty up the Valley of Sweet Waters, and the immense city was

distinctly vifible. Smoke extrled from the chimney-tops ; the

busy hum of industry resounded ; and commerce moved upon the

harl)or. Constantinople was awake !

But the cloud: of sorrow yet obscured the happiness of the sul-

tana, as she rose from her sleepless couch, nor did the sunlii;lit of

golden hope light up the night of her heart. Almost stupified

with grief, she sat in her bath-room, while her attendant oda-

lisques dressed her hair and arranged her toilet ; but she was in-

diflcrcnt to their attentions. The image of her long lost child

was ever before her, and long after she was attired, she sat, with

drooping head, in a pensive attitude. A slave brought her morn-

ing rci)ast, but she turned from the dainty-laden tray with disgust.

Then, rising, she walked into the saloon, and seated herself at her

favorite wiiulow—where we first introduced her ; but a blank wall

could not have possessed less power of exciting the sense of

pleasure in her fevered brain than did that lovely landscape spread

out before her vision. Her heart was paralyzed, dead, and every

objec-t before her seemed covered with a funeral pall.

She was aroused from her reverie by a Nubian guardian, who

came timidly to the window. Folding his arms, as he stopped

before her, he made a profound reverence.

" Speak." And so languidly was the word uttered that an au-

tomaton might have uttered it; neither did she even raise her

eyes.

" Sultana," said the guardian, " here is a petition from an infi-

del, in the slave-market, to our tnighty lord, Mahmoud. He bade

me hand it to you, and announce his visit."

Zalallah appeared neither to hear nor to heed the message, and

the guardian stood, holding a folded jiapcr. All at once, as if

awakening from a trance, she took the petition, and the slave

withdrew. It was directed in a coarse hand to the sultan
;
nor

was it without a feeling of disgust that she opened the greasy

fcdds. But no sooner did she penise the first line than with eager

eves she devoured the remainder. A ravenous appetite for news

of her lost daughter gave her a mental gluttony, as she read and

re-read these few words :

"Mighty Sultan :—Alexis Orloff, a major in the Imperial

Guard of Russia, and nephew to the emperor's consul, at Smyi-na,

fell by accident into the hands of a corsair. He is now incarcerated

in the slave-market, and demands his liberty."

" Orloft'," repeated the sultana, " Orloff. It is the young officer

who was the comj)anion of my Elissa ! If he is in the slave-mar-

ket, O what must be her fate!" And, as she sohloqui'cd, tears

broke forth afresh ; but the last word had scarcely been uttered,

when a deep, manly voice at her side replied :

" She is safe !"

Tui-ning, Zalallah saw the sultan, who had stolen in unper-

ceivcd, and stood gazing at her with tender solicitude.
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"But wh;'rc1" she inquired.

"At Scio, best of tliysex; safe in tlie oaRC from wliich slic

flew awav. A fpv, in a fast Siiilinj^ ' mystico,' arrived tliis morn-

iiiL'. Klissa reached Seio the day lufore he left there, and tvent lo

the house Lavalette liad fitted iij) for Iter. Stranire to say, he ar-

rived at the same time; but Miaulis suspected his treason, and

kept him a prisoner. The vessel in wliicli your dau;,'hter left Scio

1,1 Kn"-Iish craft—v/as dismasted in a gale, and that will account

for the presence of her companion in a slave-market. Of course,

I shill have him lil>eratcd at one;-, for th? emperor looks with a

covetous eve at Constantinople, and only asks a pretext to send

tlieson.s'of the Projilict back into Asia."

" Can I not see him ?" asked Zalallali, in an anxious tone.

" Ar, if tliou wilt. My love for you is not the passion of a mo-

nt, swayed by every fancied breath of jealou-y, but a firm

1
adslii;), based upon a sincere respect. See the younj): miin,

and, if he has married your daughter, I will |)rovide her a dowry

SHch as few Christian i)rinces pive tlicir daii<;hters."

" Noblest, best of sovereigns—ay, of men !" exclaimed the de-

li<Thted sultana. " For nie you have broken through all the trarfi-

mels of custom ; a'.l the prejudices of your creed ;
and now you

geek to fill my cup of happiness to the brim."

"Nay, the obligation is mine. Not only liavc you been the

truest and best of interpreters, but you have disjjlayed an interest

in my prosperity which ha? had the appearance of sincerity—

a

rarity even in this seraglio, where the world thinks everything de-

Birahle is to be found. No more of this now, though, for I know

you are all impatience to see this young man."

No sooner had the sultan finished speaking, than lie clapped his

hands thrice. A guardian obeyed the summons, and stood before

him with bowed head.

" Mustapha, go to the slave-market, and find a young man, a

Russian, brought there by a corsair. Purchase him at the price

demanded ; but tell the rover that if he lis])S a word about his

illegal prize, he will find a bow-string about his neck witliin a

moon. Take the young man to my pavilion at the water's edge,

and aid him in his toilet, taking what he may select from my
disguises there. Some of the Greek dresses will fit him, if nothing

else will."

The guardian made a mute reverence, and withdrew.

" Now," continued the sultan, " I will leave" you. Here is the

key to the private staircase, and may you be pleased \rith your

gon-in-law."

He left the room as he ceased speaking, leaving Zaiallah in joy-

ful anti<-ipation. But some demon whispered to her a doul)t as to

the purity of the connection between this young man and her

daughter. " What," she asked herself, " had led the girl to meet

him at Smyrna V For a moment all her hopes vanished, and she

was agitated by an insatiable thirst for revenge. Then came in-

tense pity—then love, for her daughter. And then, with the

changeablcness of her sex, she endeavored to banish such murky

ideas, and to look upon the young man as Elissa's friend. Sum-

moning her attendants, she ordered them to prejiare a dress in the

European style—for she only adopted the Oriental garb at Mah-

moud's request, to avoid jealousy in the harem, and always kei)t

a small wardrobe of more civilized attire.

It was Alexis OrlofF who had sent the petition, although few of

his old acquaintances would have recognized the once dashing

guardsman in the occupant of that dirty cell, in the slave-market

at Constantinople. Nor had he lieen fully conscious of liis situation

until the day before, when a regiment, on its way to parade in

the Hippodrome, passed by the place of his captivity, with a fine

band. The familiar sounds roused the young soldier's martial

pride ; his flushed cheek became ashy pale ; and intelligence once

more gle.amed on his wan features. Recalling the circumstances

of his peril, of bis capture, and of his present situation, he was

hesitating what steps to take, when a Greek entered with bis din-

ner—a greasy wooden-bowl filled with boiled rice. The revolting

food roused the young man to the necessity of extricating- himself

from his position.

" Tell me," he asked, " why am I confined here V
" Because," replied the Greek, in a sullen tone, " a Turk picked

you up at sea, and wishes to sell you to some one in Asia Minor.

We, Greeks, know full well that hero ' might makes right.' You

will find it out."

"But I am a Russian—a Russian oflScer."

" Never mind. Your purchaser will obtain a ransom for you,

and that is what you will be bought for."

" This is outrageous. Can you not take a message to the Rus-

sian ambassador'! See, here is a ring that has escaped the notice

of my captors—take the message, and it shall be yours."

It was a diamond, and the poor Greek eyed it with wishful

eyes.

"No, no," he at length replied, " I dare not. But I can do for

you what I did for a young Pole, last year, who was in your

present plight."

"And that is?"
" I can give you writing materials, and you can draw up a peti-

tion to the sultan, which my wife will hand him in the morning as

he goes to his bath."

" Surely, he will not dare retain me," said Alexis. " Bring the

pen and paper, my good fellow, and the ring is yours."

The man left; but within an hour he returned with wretched

writing apparatus, and the document was sent, whose receipt we
have described.

Every moment now seemed an age, and Alexis paced his cell,

a victim to bewildering yet sad thoughts. Fate appeared to have

crossed his pathway, once so briglit, while every joy had wither«d

like the gourd-vine beneath which the Prophet sat, and passed

away like a dream. Ambition, love, happiness—all true bliss.

without alloy, had faded away, and trouble's bitter current poured

like a winter's flood through his brain. Then came stealing

back, unl)idden and noiseless as a dream, the holiness of his love,

and his proud heart trembled as he remembered how he had been

rejnilsed—misunderstood. Then came apprehensions for Elissa's

sr.fety
; for his grandfather ; and it was late, before sleep, that uni-

versal comforter, enfolded him in her balmy arms.

It was late the next morning when Alexis awoke, and he found

his niental activity restored by the night's rest. The Greek as-

sured him that his wife had handed the petition to the sultan—nor

was it long after, as Alexis was gazing from the window into the

court-yard of the ])rison, that he espied an unusual commotion.

It was caused by the arrival of Mustapha, wearing the well-known

household dress of the seraglio, and the dealers flocked around

him. One oft'cred some gazelle -eyed houris from Circassia;

another had slaves from Nubia ; and others Greeks, of either sex.

But the guardian, so obsequious just before when in the presence

of the sultan, waved them away with an imperious gesture, and

demanded the owner of the young Russian, picked up at sea.

Half an hour more, and Alexis was in the seraglio, putting on a

becoming Greek costume, which he selecteil from a wardrolic kept

l)y the sultan for those nocturnal excursions in which Oriental

rulers indulge.

The guardian was np])arently well satisfied with the striking

change in the ]>ersonnl appearance of h'a i»urchase ; and, after the

toilet was (omiiIete<l, usiiered him into a structure which realized

the brightest dreams of Oriental sjilendor. It was a large circular

l)avi'ion, with walls of the purest marble, surmounted by a glazed

dome, and having two immense windows, opening upon the Bos-

phorus. A white marble fountain in the centre threw its feathery

sjiray high up towards the dome, and the silvery foam fell into a

large, deep basin, in whicli sported gold and silver fishes. Around

the fountain, with space for a walk iut'.rvening, was a thick row

of gigantic orange-trees, mixed with large camelia bushes—the

golden fruit and verdant foliage of the former contrasting beauti-

fully with the rich clusters of waxen flowers, of every color, with

which the latter were laden. Then there was a broad walk, ]iaved

with variegated marbles, reaching unto the walls, against which

were trained every conceivable variety of rare climbing plants,

sometimes waving their long wreaths of tropical vegetation in

graceful festoons ; then sealing the marble like serpents, until they

hung their united tresses round the transparentToof, from which

again tlicy floated in mingled masses, waving in the soft perfumed

breeze.

It was a paradise, and Alexis stood entranced near one of the

windows, gazing alternately on the scene without and the loveli-

ness within, while the odor of the flowers cast a sort of somno-

lency over his senses. The rustling of silk startled him from his

reverie, and turning, Zalallnh stood before him.

"I congratulate Major Orloflf on his release from captivity,"

said she, with a smile like the glorious full moon rising fiom, the

sea in a dark night. And as her ripe beauty flashed before Alexis,

a thouglit that the features were familiar haunted him.

" I respect the justice of the sultan—for I am told that he is

my deliverer; and I thought to see him here."

" You will not see him now. Tell me sir," and the sultana's

voice trembled, " do you know a maiden, named Elissa 7"

The question brought the blood tingling into the young man's

cheeks, and he replied, with a sigh

:

" Alas ! I fear that she—"

"She is well and safe," interntptcd Zalalhih ; "but we have

heard strange news about her cruising with—with
—

"

" With me, madame."

Alexis endeavored to appear composed ; but his color changed

rapidly, and his voice was unsteady.

"A curious fortune threw us together ; ay, and a sad fate sep-

arated us."

The sultana fixed her full eyes on him with a look of lurking

susjiicion ; but her scrutiny was met with an expression of such

perfect integrity and honorable hearing, that all her doubts imme-

diately vanished.

" Forgive mc," she exclaimed, "for I have had my suspicions.

I—"
She was interrupted by an exclamation of joy from Alexis

—

for while she spoke the " Nicolai " came round the Seraglio Point,

under easy sail, and rounded to opposite the pavilion. The well-

known forms of Captain Paskewitsch and his officers were thus

within gun-shot, and—joyful sight—there was bis grandfather on

the quarter-deck

!

" I must go," he exclaimed. " There are my friends."

" Stiiy, I beseech you," entreated Zaiallah. "Here is a purse

containing gems of high price
—

"

"Woman," intcmipted Alexis, "I scom.your wealth !"

The scene was one which only an artist can describe. The sul-

tana, a fond, doting mother, had hoarded the means of making

her daughter happy, and was about to entrust it to a young man

whose look was evidence of his honor, and whose manner showed

his interest in the idol of her heart. But he, after many incom-

prehensible adventures, had so completely misunderstood her that

he imagined her a discarded favorite, in all probability seeking to

purchase his love. For a moment there was a dead silence—the

one still proffering her purse—the other refusing it with scorn.

[see esgravixg.]

Again looking at the ship, Alexis saw the captain descend her

side, and ent'M- his cutter, which came directly towards the ser-

aglio. A.nolher glance showed him that the windows of the pa-

vilion, which were hinged like doors, were only fastened by com-

mon bolts within.

" Keep your purse, madame," ha exclaimed, " for one whose

heart is in the market !" And in a moment he had passed through

the window and reached the quay as the " Xicolai'.s " cutter passed

close by—so close, that with a bound he sprang into the stcrn-

shccts, crying

:

" To the ship !—to the ship ! Pull for your lives, men, and

thus save mine !"

There was a rush of the guard to the quay ; hut they dared not

fire on a man-of-war's boat ; and soon Alexis again trod the deck

of the " Nieolai," unscathed, and was folded in his graudfather'a

arms.

CHAPTER XIII.

" We have sworn by our country*!" ajifauUcr!i,

By the rirgins tlicy've dragged from our iiUar«,

liy our massacred patriots, our chiMreii in cbaiuB,
By our lioroes of old, and tlu-ir Wood in our veinj,
Tliat liviup, we siiall be victorious.
Or tiiat dying, our deatlis shall be glorioua.'

DiSAPpoiNTKi) ViLL.iVY I Lavalettc, in fact a prisoner, paced

his room in the citadel of Scio, a prey to ntter wretchedness—for

his situation has been recognized by the ablest delineator of hu-

man i)assions as tlie most miserable that it is possible to concei^.

Tortured in soul, he paced the floor of his room like a tiger in his

cage, with compressed lips and contracted eye-brows. His blood-

shot index eyes glowed in their sockets with an unnatural wild-

ness ; and, occasionally, he would stop before a window, to glower

forth, as if looking for a deliverer. But he looked in vain ! The
" Dolphin " had been taken around to the other side of the island

for repairs, and the only strange vessels in tlio harbor were the

Samiote feluccas, which had brought the revolutionists. Miaulis

had left to carry the tidings of Scio's independence to her sister

isles.

Neither wa-, Eliisa liappy. AYliether strolling by day through

the beautiful gardens of her solitary residence, or sitting late into

the night at the window overlooking the bay, her thoughts would
ever revert to Alexis. Intently would she gaze through a glass

at the deck of every felucca that entered the harbor, vainly hoping

to see his manly fi)rm—and then, when disappointed, she would

reproach herself witli her treatment of him. A fear that she had

misnnilcrstood him gradually ripened into a certainty—and then

came the horrible idea that, maddened with the sting of her re-

proach, he had sought death. His voice, so sweet and so truthful,

echoed in her ears, and his reproachful look, when she doubted

the purity of his intention, haunted her memory. Could she but

see him once again, she thought, and but hear his assurance that he

meant not to sully her spotless fame, happiness would again be

her lot. This was her only hope, the only solaee for her aching

heart, except when she rehearsed, over and over again, the sweet

memories of her transfent enjoyment. His every kind word and
look ; his gallant rescue of her uncle ; every incident of their

brief intercourse ; were in turn bi-ought up by the magic lanteni

of recollection. Alas! each scene vanished as it came, leaving

her sad in her loneliness.

The sounds of constant rejoicing, during the day and evening,

came floating on the clear air from the town—for the Sciotes gave

themselves up to revelry, thinking little of a reverse of fortune.

Nuptials were celebrated with music and song ; the men"y dancers

wove their mazy figm-es to the sound of the viol and tamhorine

;

sheep were slaughtered for free banquets ; and the cofFee-houses

were crowded to overflowing. Long bowed beneath the Turkish

yoke, the descendants of Socrates and Themistocles had lost all

forethought ; and, instead of preparing to retain their indepen-

dence by erecting fortifications, they abandoned themselves to

pleasure. No other modern nation possesses such volatility and

buoyancy of s])irits—traits of character which, perhaps, alone

kept them from self-destruction during their long oppression.

The same feeling—if we may believe those who know them best

—

never reigns long at a time in the bosom of a modern Greek.

Sadness will vanish in a moment, and the most melancholj" events

leave but a transitor)- impression on the mercurial surface of their

temperament, which is no sooner ruffled by some external move-

ment than it smothers itself by its own elasticity. Tears with

them are but the dewdrops that form the rainbow of hope when
struck by the after sunshine of smiling gayety ; and now that the

veil of Moslem terror was momentarily drawn away, all aban-

doned themselves to revelry and mirth.

A fortnight passed, and the Greeks flattered themselves that all

danger was over, while Elissa's hopes of again seeing Alexis

grew f.\inter. One cloudless night, she remained seated at her

window long after the sound of merriment in the town had died

away. The moon rode high in the heavens, casting a dreamy

sliade of silence all around, and gleaming softly through the ten-

der green boughs that swayed to and fro in the cool sea-breeze.

Gently did the pale light fall upon Elissa, tinging her pallid coun-

tenance with a visionary Ittsti-e, as she gazed forth upon the water.

She started, and joy beamed from her eyes as, clasping her

hands, she exclaimed :

" The ' Nieolai !' At length Alexis has come !"

It was not the Russian man-of-war, however, but a larger ves-

sel, that came gliding into the harbor of Scio—its lofty masts and

spars, ^^^th their net-work of cordage, looming far up into the

blue sky. In her wake, as if a shadow, came another ; and that

in its turn was followed by a third, a fourth, a fifth, and a sixth

—

their light sails all furled, coming majestically up to the anchor-

age, before the citadel. No sound was heard on hoard of this

formidable squadron, save the occasional creaking of a block, un-

til the line was du-ectly opposite the town, when a heavy plunge

in the water, beneath the bows of the foremost frignte, was fol-

lowed by similar sounds from the others. It was the Turkish

fleet come to punish the devoted Sciotes foi' having revolted, and

Osmar Bev, with the army which he had congregated near Smyrna
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had come to pull down the cross, and elevate

the Moslem crescent to its former station.

Carefully and cautiously had tlicy approached,

and now their prey was quietly slumbering

within range of the squadrou's heavy batter-

ies, little dreaming of the sad fate that frown-

ed over them. Elissa, alone of that devoted

population, saw the liostile array, but she had
no idea of the errand on wliicli the squadron
had come—nay, she had hopes that Alexis

might be on board. But it at last appeared
certain that no boat would land that niglit,

and she sought her solitary couch, to pardon
her lover in dreams, and in turn to ask his

forgiveness for her doubts.

The morning star grew pale, and rosy dawn
glowed in tlic east. Gloriously the radiance

stole up into the high heaven, where the white

clouds waved their light wings in the deepness

of the infinite blue, and rejoiced as they met
the morning breeze from the gardens and the

olive groves of devoted Scio. Up, up came
the sun from the eastern horizon, casting a
majestic radiance upon the waves, which roll-

ed onward, singing, with sweet murmuring
voices, a requiem for the past night. Then
were the doomed Sciotes awakened from their

slumbers by the roar of cannon, saluting the

advent of this bloody day of vengeance.

Springing from their couches they saw the

hostile armament, and ere the circling clouds

of smoke had faded away, the market-place

was filled with an affrighted multitude. The
older citizens, after a brief consultation, hast-

ened on board the flag-ship, in the hope of

purchasing exemption from punishment; and,

as if to add to then- danger, the Samiotes,
who had been the prime movers in the insur-

rection, took advantage of the moment to es-

cape. Almost flying over the water, their fe-

luccas were out of danger before the Turkish
commander perceived their escape—nor did

he appear to care. Enough remained to sat-

isfy his thirst for vengeance.
The boats of the citizens approached ; and,

somewhat to their surprise, the supplicants

were courteously received. Osmar Bey wel-

comed them to his cabin, and offered them
refreshments—but there was an unpleasant
restlessness lurking in his eye, and his lip

curled with haughty scorn. The old men
pleaded their cause, offered their treasures, and
laid all the blame upon the Samiotes, to which
the stern soldier listened with apparent atten-

tion. An hour passed, and a subordinate offi-

cer entered. Raising his hand in military sal-

utation, he stood motionless.
" Speak," said Osmar Bey.
"The troops arc landed, and drawn up .on the beach."
•"Tis well," replied the bey. " Go on shore, and let all await

the signal-gun."

Tlie officer withdrew, and Osmar continued, addressing his hor-
ror-struck guests :

" Men of Scio !—Years ago, there came here a young French-
man, exiled from home because he had followed Napoleon's victo-
rious eagles. He loved one of your daughters, lovnd her with a

MAJOR ORLOFF AND THE SULTANA. [See " Russian Guardsman,'
page bS.]

pure, devoted affection, and she returned his heart's passion. But
you, with your accursed notions of pride—of nobility, based upon
your ill-gotten coin— interposed. The mind of the maiden's
father, narrow as the columns of his ledgers, was poisoned, and
he refused his consent—nay, when the church had hallowed these

loving hearts by a holy vow, he spurned his daughter from his

door. And you aided him in so blasting the prospects of his

daughter's husband, that the young man could not obtain bread

for his cherished bride. Nay, look not horrified and innocent.

You, Kalerdji, refused to employ him as a copyist, although your

books were far in arrears. You, Maronto
told him that unless he paid his rent, miscra^
ble pittance as it was, you would spurn hira
from the hovel where he had found shelter <

You, Denizli,wcnt around the city, and urged
all others to aid in this crusade—ay, to enlist i

in restoring Consul Orloff's daughter. Now
1

cravens, you start ! The poor Frenchman is
inow hero again—here with sword and fire!
{Hasten to your homes, to your wives, and

proclaim that the hour of vengeance has
arrived !"

[to be continued.]

EMPEROR OF RUSSIA'S DROSHKY.
!

The appearance of the Emperor Nicholas
i

as he sits in the rapid droshky, or sledgi; of '

which we present an engraving herewith is

by far the most familiar of all his out-door
!

appearances to the inhabitants of St. Peters- !

burg. The emperor's droshky is driven at
I

great speed, and a stranger immediately asks :

" What on earth is the matter ?" The an-
swer is :

" His majesty always travels in that
rapid way ; and nothing is the matter, only
woe to the guard whom he may chance to
find off their guard, or to the puljiic establish-

ment whose officials are not in full working
order." St. Petersburg, not very long ag^
was a city of wooden houses ; it is now a city
of granite quays, massive palaces and golden
domes. Fires were formerly frequent ; they
are rare at present. But habit is strong; anil

the precautions which Nicholas once employ,
ed through necessity, he now continues out of
routine. The fire-brigades and their various
stations are the chief objects of this incessant
perambulatory persecution. There is no hour
of the day, there is no hour of the night, at

which these devoted men are safe from the
sudden appearance of the emperor. Not even
is his absence from St. Petersburg a guaran-
tee. He has been supposed to be at Moscow
when suddenly he has appeared among them.
Though, in town, he is often seen in a common
hired vehicle. Onr engraving represents his

own private droshky and driver. Behind him
with helmet, and gray cavalry cloak, sits the
figure of Nicholas himself, as if carved out of
granite. The position of the driver's arms is

remarkable. Our American " whips " would
probably deride it as unscientific ; and, cer-

tainly, it does appear that if tlie horse were to

bolt, the coachman would have no purchase,
and must be pulled out of his box. Yet it is

the universal fashion at St. Petersburg, and
all through Russia. On great occasions the emperor is seen on
horseback, in which position he looks to the best advantage. Every
morning, while in the capital, he may be seen on foot, about seven

o'clock, striding along the Nevski. Occasionally he goes out in a
two horse carriage. But his characteristic equipage, which will

be longest remembered, is the simple vehicle which we have en- •

graved. Winter and summer are all the same, except that when
the frost has set in the wheels are taken off, and the body of the

little carriage is set upon a sledge. Through the crowded streets

of the capital he seldom goes at less than fifteen miles an hour.

EMPEROR OF KLSSIA's SLEIGH DROSHKY AT ST. PETERSBURG.
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THE TURKISH SULTAN's UMBRELLA A PRESENT BY THE TURKISH AMBASSADOR.

THE SULTAN'S IIM)5RELLA. 1

We pive al)Ove a representation of the splendid and hiylily clal)-

oratcly fini<liod umlirella, with scveial of its various details, prc-

(ented hy Ali Effendi, the Turkish amhassador, to the Sultan Ab^
dul Medj'd. It is of English workmanship, iierfeetly unique in point
of its emhellishmi'nts, and unparalleled with rcs^ard to the uses to

whieh it may be applied. The first engravini;- represents the um-
brella open, and atfords an opportunity of showin.ir the pattern of
the rieh figured damask silk of whieh it is manufactured. The
second enpravinc; represents the case open, with the umbrella, and
ihc following articles, the whole of whieh arc pure gold, and are

secreted when the umlirella is required for use in the tube of the

handle and the fci-ule : a ])Owerful microscope ; a comb, the star

and crescent engraved on the handle ; a thermometer, the figures

engraved in Turkish characters : a knife, with two blades, orna-
mented in the same manner as the comb ; a pencil-case, the top

of which contains the key of the chronometer; the case for the
pencil leads, containing two dozen in three divisions ; a toothpick.

The case, which is four feet six inches long, and nine inches in

width, covered with morocco, embossed in gold, contains in the

centre the monogram of the sultan, also iu gold. The six orna-

ments of the star and crescent, in tlie interior, are likewise of pure

gold. We now proceed to describe the following engravings, a,

b, c, d, and e; the letters having also reference to the open um-
brella represented above : a The top of the engraved handle,

which opens with a secret spring, and then displays a gold chro-

nometer, the dial being an inch and a quarter in diameter, and the

figures on the dial-plate engraved in Turkish characters, b The
compass and sun-dial, the characters upon the gold plate, in the

centre of which is a large brilliant of the first water, being also

similarlv engraved to tiiose on the dial of the chronometer, c The
carved ivory portion of the hanrlle, representing various military

trophies, which contains, in six compartments, the various instru-

ments marked from 1 to 6 in the engraving of the interior of the

case, rf A mirror, sot in a bordering of chased gold, e The eye-

piece of the adjusting or sliding tube of the telescope which ex-

tends througliout the whole of the remaining length of the highly

engraved and ornamented stick, forming a perfect telescope with

a twentv miles' range. The diameter of the tube is not quite one
inch. The cost of this splendid affair wa-s 500 guineas.

ADRIANOPLE, TURKEY.
Below we give a view of Adrianople, in rank the second capital

of European Turkey, situated about twenty hours' journey from
Constantinople, in Romania, on the west of the Balkan Range.
It was built by the Emperor Adrian, and was taken by Amurat
I., in 1360. It is advantageously situated at the confluence of the
three rivers, which form the Hebron of the ancients and the Ma-
ritza of the moderns ; and the facility of transport for merchandize
thus afforded, renders it a place of considerable commercial im-
portance. There are several pul)lic edifices, of great beauty,

amongst which the Mosque of Sclim and the Baz;uirof Ali Pacha
are the principal. Adrianople was once a favorite residence with
the sultans, particularly Achmet III., Mahomed IV., and Musta-
pha ; and the frequency of the visits to it of the two latter so ex-
asperated the Janizaries of Constantinople as to lead to rebellions,

in which they were deposed. It is now the chief town of an im-
portant pachalic. Yet, notwithstanding its trade, and the beauty
of its situation, it has been of late years very much deserted as a
place of residence, and the streets in many places are grass-grown
Amongst its productions are soap, sugar, rose-water, carpets, etc.

VIEW OE THE CIXY UE AUfilANOPLE, TURKEY.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial]

MY BROTHER,

or AUCE CARET.

Tbp bcerh-wood Arc is burning bright,

'Tis wild NoTt'oibcr weather^

brother, many a stormy night

We've sat and talked together.

8uch pretty plans for futore years

We told to one another

—

1 canuot choose but ask with tears.

Where are they now, my brother?

Where arc they now, the dreams we dreamed,

That scattered sunshine o'er q»,

And where the hills of flowers that seemed

A little way befoi*e us ?

The hills with golden tops, and spring.^,

Tha,n which no springs were cleaicr?

Ah me, for all our journeyings

They are not any nearer.

One. last year, who with sunny eyc«

A watch with me was keeping,

Is gone—across the next hill lie^

The 5U0W upon her sleeping.

And ."K) aloi^ ui^'lit after night,

I keep the fire a burning',

And trim and make the candle bright,

And watch for your returning.

The clock ticks slow, the cricket tau>8

l8 on the hearth-stone cryiKg,

And the old Bible just the same

Is on the table lying.

The watch-dog whines beside the dot>r,

My hands forget the knitting

—

shall we ever any more

Together here be sitting
*

Sometimes I wish the winds would sink,

The cricket hush it* humming,

The while I listened, for 1 thiuk

I hear a footstep coming

Just as it used so long ago—
My cry of joy I smother

—

*Xis only fancy cheats me so,

And never thou, my brother.

<^ -••.•'-> —

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STROLLING PLAYERS.

BY FRANCIS A. DURIVAOE.

" Can't yoii listen to reason for one minnte ';" asked Mr. Miles

Forrester, as he compelled his handsome nephew, Gerald, to sit

down beside him on a rustic bench in his garden.

"Por one minute? Certainly, uncle," replied the young fel-

low. "Time's up! the minute's expired. Let's talk nonsense."

"You are incorrigible, Gerald."

" My dear sir, I'm philosophical. Do you recollect what Plato

fiaid when he was joking with his disciples and saw a long, sour-

visaged censor approaching ("

" Hang Plato !" cried Mr. Ponestcr, testily.

" With all my heart, sir; but hear his remark. 'Hush! my
friends,' said the philosopher, ' we must he serious, hero comes a

fool.' Marmontel refiected his sentiments, when he said :
' He

who lives without folly is not so wise as he thinks himself.' Now
' I had rather err with Plato,' etc., but the quotation's trite. In a

word, ridendo coniyei-e mores is my motto, and I mean to act up

to it."

" You would make life one long country dance."
" And i.',n't it a country dance ? Change hands—turn part-

ners—down the middle—up again—hands across—back to Iwck

—

vis-a-vis—cavalier setU, and all that sort of thing."

" What sort of a place would the world be, if you could make
it what you wish <" asked the old gentleman.

" What sort of a place ? A heaven upon earth, uncle ! The
golden age would bo restored. No railroads—no banks—no

counting-houses—no gibbets—no jailors—no prisons—community
of property—fraternity of feeling—light work—i)lcnty of play—

a

dream of joy and glory !"

" Mad as a March hare !" muttered old Forrester.

"No, sir! no, sir! 'Tis you that arc mad. Why don't you
look on life with a little of my philosophy ? Confess, my dear
uncle, that you liaven't been so very happy ; that you are not very
hapjjy now, in spite of your wealth, your fine house, your bank,
insurance and railroad stock, your real estate and California in-

vestments."

" Very true, Gerald. And if this world had been intended as
a great playgrouiul I should confess that I had mistaken my ca-

reer. Your father was a wild dreamer like you ; visionary, un-
stable."

"Don't disturb the ashes of the dead, uncle," said Gerald, with
a more serious feeling than he had yet exliihited. " Kcmcmbcr
what Moore says :

" ^f" 7''','" """ ''""' "* ••'« f"«"d thou hast loved,
Be his faulls and his f.illi..s forgot by thee then •

Or, if from their sjiiinber the veil tie ri-movod, '

Wxicp o'er them in sileui e, then close it again."

" I intended no disrcsjx'ct to the nieniory of poor George,"
mk\ tlic old gentleman, "but his life was a wasted one. lie had
no .steadiness even for the trivial calling he took uj)."

" He left some good pictures, though."

" His subjects were so eccentric that ho could not sell them. 1

was almost his only patron. My house is full of things that no-

body would buy."

" Posterity will do him justice."

" Yes. In a hundred years, when his lineage are mouldered in

the dust like himself, somebody will Hnd out that he was a great

man."
" The ordinary fate of genius," said Gerald.

" But had he gone into trade as I did, his wife would not have

died of privation and a broken heart."

" Poor mother !"

" Half of these wrinkles on my brow," pursued the old gentle-

raiin, " were not traced by age but by care. The care occasioned

by your father and yourself."

" Have I ever treated you with ingratitude'?" asked the young

man, his eyes filling with tears.

"No, Gerald. But your obstinacy, your insensate pursuit of

the idlest whims, annoys and vexes me."

" I am a poet, uncle."

" A poet in an age of steam ?"

" Steam is poetry. Wo poets, uncle, do not deride the great

discoveries of science, the triumphant strides of civilization. On

the contrary, we cast a golden glory over their achievements, and

bathe reality in the molten atmosphere of imagination."

" Well, a truce to flights of fancy, now," said the old gentle-

man. " 1 am amply rich enough to allow you, if I cliose, to fol-

low your fancy wherever it may lead you. But I am a man of

principle, as rigidly wedded to what I know to be right, as you

are to your jirofitless day-dreams. If you will not do as I wish

vou I withdraw my countenance and aid, and leave you to work

out your own salvation. I liavo laid two propositions before you :

one to go into business, in a respectable house, I to furnish tlic

capital ; the other to accept the hand of Mrs. Rashton, young,

rich and pretty. I do not insist on your acceptance of both of

these propositions, but you must take one or the other, or we

part."

" The first, my dear uncle, I decidedly, gratefully, luit peremp-

torily decline. Pegasus in harness would never work kindly."

" But you'll marry the widow '."

" Ahem !"

" When you come to know her, you will be all ardor."

" Granted, uncle. But when I come to know myself, I should

find I didn't love her at all."

" vShe comes licrc to-day, you know."
" Thank you for the warning. I'll keep clear of licr."

" Incorrigible boy ! What do you jiropose to do ^^•ith your-

self !"

" 1 haven't exactly decided, uncle. But the world offers a wide

field to a gentleman of my figure, taste, accomidishments and ed-

ucation. I might be a strolling ])hiycr, or a travelling ]iortrait

painter, or I have tb.oughts of reviving the traditions of the elder

ages, and going about like Homer, singing my own verses to my
own music."

" Why not get a hurdy-gurdy and a long-tailtfd monkey ?" sug-

gested Mr. Forrester, savagely.

" 1 had thouglit of that, my dear uncle," said the young man,

thoughtfully. "But it is too common. The business, to use the

world's language, is overdone."

"Then you are determined to leave me !" said the old gentle-

man, rising. " Poor, foolish, headstrong boy !"

"1 shall not trouble yon long, my dear sir," said the young

man. " But at least say that we part friends," he added, holding

out his hand.

' Friends !" said the old man, with a tear in his eve. " I love

iriuciplejvou better than anything else in the world. But my
are adamantine."

" So arc mine," said Gerald. " (iood-by till we meet again."

They shook hands in token of amity, and went in different di-

rections. Gerald strolled along through a tine oak grove, from

which the underbrush had been cleared, and into which a "dim
religious light," so dear to the da_v- dreamer, streamed through the

cathedral arches of the foliage, and fell upon a sward as smooth

as velvet.

Ho was roused from his abstraction, however, by the sound of

merry laugliter. As there were no visitors then at his uncle's, his

curiosity was piqued to ascertain the cause of this merriment, and

the character of the intruders, for such he knew them to be. Ad-

vancing cautiously, he soon obtained a view of an ojieu glade in

the wood, and of a group of persons who had taken possession of

the spot.

A portly, red-nosed man, in a faded brown coat, buttoned to

his throat, his hat set on one side, gray pantaloons, coaxed down

by straps to meet reluctantly a pair of well-worn gaiter-shoes, was

seated on the grass, with a napkin spread before him, flourishing

a Invad knife, as if to give emphasis to his discourse.

A long-faced, melancholy man, in a seedy black suit, was seated

at his feet, beside a buxom, smiling damsel, gaily attired in bright

colors, with bits of jiarti-colorcd ribbons twisted fantastically into

her glossy curls, and with large ear-drops glittering and flashing

as she tossed her merry head.

A stout, ruddy-cheeked gcntlcnnin, flashily attired, sat op])Osite

the melancholy man, beside a second, trim-built damsel, and the

whole parly were busily engaged in tattling, laughing and devour-

ing a miscellaneous feast consisting of ham, cold chicken, craek-

ers and boltlcd ale. It was a little [lieuic party, in short.

The breaking of a dried branch on which he had incautiously

rested, revealed the i)resencc of Geiald to the uninvited guests.

"Ha!" cried the rednosed man, with a theatrical .start " whom
have we here ? Advance friend, and give the countersign."

The girl with the ribbons glanced at Gerald wiih her mcrrv,

piercing, sloe-lilaek eyes ; and the melancholy man peered at him
from under his lowering brows.

" My friends," said Gerald, advancing, " excuse my interrupt-

ing 3'our festivity. 1 beg you will not let me disturb you. I in-

trudcd accidentally on your ring."

" Perhaps you have as good a right here as ourselves," said the

rcd-nos((l man, with a merry twinkle of the eye. " Are you the

owner of this charming S|]Ot '."

" No, sir," replied Gerald, with a smile. " I am only the

nephew of this charming spot."

" O, your uncle is the lucky cove !" said the ruddy-cheeked

gentleman in the flashy suit. " Polly ! more beer ! Your health,

sir."

" Seeing the gate open we ventured to walk in," said the

merry maiden.

" Hope I don't intrude," said the melancholy man.
" Ladies and gentlemen," said Gerald

—

" Hear ! hear ! bravo !" shouted the red-nosed man, hammer-

ing an earthen plate wilh his knife.

"Allow me to bid you as much of a welcome to this place as I,

only the nephew of the projiiictor, may extend. Did I feel at

liberty I would ask you into the house."

" We're better oil" here," muttered the melancholy man.
" But," continued Gerald, " my uncle, though a worthy man,

might not
—

"

" Think himself good enough comimny for us," suggested the

melancholy man ; whereat a roar of laughter broke from the com-

pany, though the melancholy man did not move a muscle of his

countenance.

" Kuough said, young gentleman," cried the red-nosed man,

with a wave of his bread-knife. "And for the hospitality of the

forest, sir, permit us to requite you by inviting you to a seat at

otu' board—sward I mean ; and

' May good digestion wait on appetite.

And health oa both.'

"

Gerald sat down amidst the strange, merry crew, and was soon

perfectly at home.

"And now, good sir," said the red-nosed man, using the same

quaint phraseology he had already adoi)tcd, " in return for your

confidence (Gerald had mentioned his name), let us inform you who

wo arc. We are a company of travelling Thespians—in other

words, strolling players ; diverting vagabonds enough, who roam

the country to initiate l>um])kins in the my.-iteriis of the drama,

•nd to ' hold the mirror up to nature.' I rejoice in the name of

Horatio Bivvins, and am the manager of these unmanageable

gentlemen and ladies. Sir, your good health. ' The king drinks

to Hamlet.' That melancholy man in the 'suit of sabJes ' is our

low comedian ; the funniest fellow on the boards, and the saddest

dog off them that the univer.sc contains. Mr. Solium, Mr. For-

rester drinks beer with you—wassail. The blai k-eyed lady at

your left, Mr. Forrester, is Miss Jones ; the best chambermaid in

the country. Played at the Park—originally from the Theatre

Royal, Drury Lane—in a horn ! The other lady. Miss Doxie, is

our walking lady. My friend in the red waistcoat docs the high

tragedy. Mr. Wolf, Mr. Forrester. The rest of our trooj) have

gone on before to engage a hall in the county town—to jiost the

bills—to propitiate the editor—and to bespeak a favorable hearing

' for us and for our tragedy.'
"

" Sir, I envy your vocation !" cried Gerald, with enthusiasm.

" Sir, you do me jiroud," rcpljed the manager. " Praise from

Sir Hui)Crt Stanley ! Shakspcare ! hem ! Ah, sir, wo are the

true cosmopolites ; roaming the world, and pitching our tent

wherever the selectmen will permit us. Sometimes we go with-

out a dinner, but when wo are in funds we eat enough to last a

month. Our purses are in common. Mr. Solium is our trea,sur-

er ; a sinecure, sir. But our darkest hours are cheered by the

smiles and i)rcsence of these ladies."

" Now, Bivvins, none of your blarney !" said the black-eyed girl.

" Ah ! you are happy, my friends," said Gerald ;
" while I

—

"

" Are you unhap|)y '?" ciHed the blaek-eyed girl, laying lier hand

lightly on the young man's arm. •

" The mo.st miserable dog alive !" cried Gerald.

" How (" exclaimed the manager, in his deepest stage guttural.

" My uncle wants to set me up in business."

" Hang business I" said the ruddj'-cheeked gentleman, Mr.

AVo'.f.

" And he wants me to marry a rich widow."

" Hard-hearted old hunks !" cried the black-eyed girl, winking

to the tragcilian.

" In short," said Gerald, " we iiiust part. I have been casting

round for a profession, and I don't sec that I can do better than

turn actor."

" Sir," said Mr. Bivvins, "your good star led us here this day.

You're born to shine ui)on the boards, sir. Sir, you'll jjrove a

card."

" The company's full," muttered the tragedian, who smeU a

rival in the handsome recruit.

" No it isn't," replied Bivvins. "You know we're frequently

put to our trumijs, and have to double. I'm getting too old "and

portly for the buskin, and yet I have to face the footlights when

vou'rc indispo-icd ;
and that's not seldom, old fellow. Are you

u]) in any parts, Mr. Forrester '!"

" I know fifty plays by ]i;art," said Gcrahl.

" Romeo, for instance .'"

" livery word of it."

" Then we're in luck," cried the manager. " AVhr.t do you

sav Wolf ! Two first aijpcarauces for one night ! It'll draw like

a pitch plaster. There'll be a twenty dollar house. Vou know

vou only consented to do Romeo to oblige mc. Well, you take

Tvbalt, and let Mr. Forrester take Romeo."
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Mr. Bivvins then cx|)l.ained to Gerald that they were to play

Romeo and Juliet that ni{;ht to introduce a deliutante, Mrs.

Mortimer, to a generous and discerning public. Mrs. Mortimer

was a romantic young widow, of splendid talents, who had run

away from the tyranny of her relatives in New York, and just

joined the company. She was beautiful and accomplished.

An iUTan.:;cmcnt was soon made. While the fragments of the

feast were clearing away, (Jerald stole back to ihe house, packed

up his valise, and escaping unobserved, joined the ])icnic party in

their pedestrian tramp to the county town. After having recited

the iiart of Komco to the manager, ho went through the stage re-

hcarsiil iu the afternoon, there meeting, for the Hrst time, ]\lrs.

Mortimer, who wore a shabby riiling suit, and had a black veil

over her face during the whole rehearsal. This mystery piijucd

his curiosity. At any rate, ho thought, I shall have an opportu-

nity of judging of her attractions at the supper table. But Mrs.

Mortimer took supper in her own room.

Gerald did not see her face till he encountered her upon the

stage at night. Then he was dazzled by her cliarms. They were

not those fictitious beauties which the close glare of the footlights

reveal iu all their treachery to the actor, tliough they strike the

distant audience with bewilderment. Xo jiearl ])0\vdcr and car-

mine, but the roses and lilies of youth and health adorned her

lovely face. Her rounded arms and shoulders shamed the jicarls

tliat rested on them. Amid the awkward figures that surrounrled

her, siie moved with Wre grace of a queen. It was not difficult for

the Romeo of the evening to feign an attaclnnent to so beautiful a

creature, and before the curtain fell, amid thunders of applause, he

found himself pleading the cause of a real jiassion.

A merry sujiper followed the plav', which had drawn a full

house. Bivvins presided, and was loud in his compliments to the

new comers. The next night Komco and Juliet was repeated.

Then came the " Stranger," with Jlrs. Mortimer as Mrs. llaller.

Here Gerald's trouble commenced. He had thought to play the

Stranger himself, but Wolf claimed the part as his right, and' the

manager was compelled to assign it to him. So with a series of

parts, where the eminent tragedian was brought into close contact

with the fair debutante. It was agony to (ierald to see him—the

clumsy lout ! clasp the fair fingers of the stage beauty, press his

lips to her hand, and even her check, kneel to her, or clasp her in

his arms, while she smiled upon his suit, and Gerald, standing at

the wings, saw her lavish caresses for the least of which he would

have surrendered a year of his life, with careless prodigality.

Determined to put an end to this, he wooed the lady in down-

right i,'arnest, and was accepted. She never asked what his pros-

pects were, nor did he inquire into her antecedents. It was

enough for the gidily-))atcd fellow that she was beautiful, and

loved him. Both of them had sickened of the life of the stage

—

satisfied that its triumjilis were empty. Gerald could not bear the

i<lea of seeing liis wife wooed by other men, even in mimicry, nor

did Mrs. Mortimer like to see Gerald pay even feigned attentions

to the black-eyed girl. They had about a humlred dollars be-

tween them, and with that to live upon, until sometliing turned

up, they concluded to abandon the strolling c<}ni]);iny withinit

beat of drum, tloi)0 to New York, and there get married.

The proje<t was no sooner formed than acconq)lishcd. The
handsome and giddy couple disappeared one day, though Romeo
and Juliet was on the bills. Night came, and the green curtain

in the village liall refused to rise at the clamors of the audience

The one-eyiil fiddler who composed the orchestra exhausted his

whole repertory, which consisted of Washington's March, Hail

Columbia, Yankee Doodle, and Money Musk—in vain. The
theory of the power of music over savage breasts failed on this oc-

casion. Yells of "histe that 'ere curting !" drowned the dulcet

strains of the Cyclop violinist. At last Bivvins came forward.

He wore a blue velvet cap and cloak—his fat legs were stuti'ed

into white tights, and his fat feet into white satin slippers. He
announced that owing to the sudden indisposition of Mr. Holly-

oak (Forrester's assumed name), he should ask their indulgence

for his (own) jicrsonation of Romeo. Roars of laughter drove

him ofl' the stage. The black-eyed girl—Miss Jones, attenii>tod

Juliet, but she could not keep from laughing at Bivvins's Romeo,
and the audience laughed with her. Bivvins volunteered a comic

song in tlic churchyard scene, finding that they would have noth-

ing to do with anything tragic; and Juliet, rising from the grave,

sang " I wont be a Nun," and the " Dashing White Sergeant."

Mc.niwhile, our fugitive Thespians, united in the bonds of holy

matrimony, repaired to the Astor House, there to spend so much
of the honeymoon as their limited capital would carry them

through with. But betbro the month was out, they had run

aground for want of funds. Then Gerald, with starvation star-

ing him in tlie face, roamed that great Babel of New York in

search of employment. Disappointment met him everywhere.

'J'heatrical managers would have nothing to do with him. Each

of the newspapers kept a poet. The storekeepers required recom-

mendations. He was in despair. Nothing remained but to throw

himself on the generosity of his uncle. In that quarter even, he

might meet with a relnifi", and piudence would have counselled an

a|)pcal by letter; but Gerald was not j'Ct cured of his romantic

notions, and his recent dramatic experience prompted him to pre-

sent him^clf with his bride, throw himself at his uncle's feet, and trv

the eft'cct of a tableau. He communicated his project to his bride,

she aci|uicsccd in the arrangement, and raising funds, by jiledging

a gold watch in Chatham Street, they started for Forest Hill.

Mr. Forrester was reading the New York Herald in his library,

when the couple was aimounced. He dropped his paper, and
they fell at his feet.

" Uncle, pardon me !" exclaimed Gerald, " for running away
without your consent."

" Uncle I my uncle !" cried Mrs. Forrester, " be an uncle, and

pardon Gerald."

" Get up, you blockhead ! you'll burst th;' knees of those ridicu-

lously light pantaloons !" said the old gentleman. "Julia, don't

be making a fool of yourself
!"

"Julia!" cried Gerald—"how di<l you learn her name '."

" O, she's an old friend of mine," said tlic ohl gentleman,

winking. " Eh, Jule '!"

The bride burst into a hearty fit of laughter.

" Nephew!" said the old gentleman, "allow me to present you

to Mrs. llashton that was."

" Mrs. Rasliton !" exclaimed Gerald.

" Yes—the widow you tried to run away from—but whom you

ran away with, after all, my boy !"

" What ! have I Iicen a dupe !" cried Gerald.

" Don't be angry, my lad. Your old uncle only borrowed a

little bit of your romance to cure you of your visionary notions.

I engaged those strolling vagabonds to come into my grounds,

because I knew very well you'd go of}' with them. 1 induced

Julia to make her first appearance—and I saw it, too, through a

pair of green spectacles, with a red wig on my nob, and an old

plaid cloak around me. Yes, I paid my quarter to see the show.

Ha ! ha !"

" Fairly trapped \" cried Gerald.

' Yes, and if you go tramping rotmd the world, like a giji.sy,

trying to realize your day-dreams, you'll be everybody's dui)e.

Yet, I suppose, you are determined to make the stage a ])rofession."

" Not so, uncle," said the young man, ratlier sheepishly ; "I
tried to get a clerkship in New York."

" And they wouldn't have you. Ha ! ha ! Well, don't let old

Trapball know that, or he mayn't allow you to come in with a

capital of fifty thousand dollars."

"My dear, generous uncle!" cried Gerald.

" Tut ! tut ! boy. I'm only too glad that you'll let mc be gen-

erous, master Komco. ' O, Romeo ! Romeo ! wherefore art thou

Romeo !' Egad ! I think I could play it myself as well as

Bivvins."

We need hardly add that Gerald became a steady, thriving

merchant, and never reverted, without feeling his cheeks tingle,

to the c])isode of his connection with the strolling players.

. «^».^—

»

SCH.VMYL, THE CIRCASSIAN CHIEF.

On page 92 wc have given an e(iuestrian portrait of Schamyl,
the intre])id Circassian chief. The first time we hear of this bold

and daring man is in I8.'52. In that year a devout Mussulman,
Kasi Mollali, held a chief command in the bands of Li^sghians,

Tchetchenzes, and other tribes of the eastern chnin aiul thesie])pes

abutting on the Caspian ami traversed by the Koisu. Kasi Mol-
lali's reputation for sanctity was greater than that which he ac-

quired for the higher military (jualitics, although a dashing leader,

and individually one of the bravest of the brave. He was brought
to bay in 1812, by Gon. Rosen, at a ])lace called Gumri. En-
circle<l on all sides, almost the last scrap of food devoured, noth-

ing remained, in the opinion of Kasi Mollah an<l about thirty of
his most zealous disciples, but to hew for themselves a path
through the Russian bayonets to freedom or to Paradise—^eiiher

alternative a welcome one. This resolution finally taken, they

suddenly emerged from the fastness they could no longer lu)l(l,

and burst upon the Russian troojiswith tlie shock of an avalanche,

and the furious discordant yells of a trooj) of madmen. For one
or two brief moments, it seemed that they must escajje, so fir

through the bcleaguring circle of their foes did they cleave their

desperate way before the momently recoiling ranks reclosed

around them, and they fell I>y twos and threes, wildly fighting to

tlie last, riddled by musket balls and bavonct stubs. Kasi Mollah
" died with his hand on his beard, and a last prayer nnirrauring

from his lips;" and his pupils perished with him, all save one

—

—and he the bravest and fiercest of them all, who broke through

the encircling bayonets, dashed at headlong s]ieed i)ast the more
distant lines of running fire iniharmcd, reined suddenly up as he

reaehcil the angle of a mountain gorge, into which lie knew none
dared to follow, shook his red scimetar, and hurled a defiant e.\e-

cration into the faces of his liafiled foes, and the next moment,
with an exultant shout of " Allah ! il Allah !" disapjjeared in the

dark mountain pass. The fortunate norseman was Schamyl, the

future Inuin (|ireacher), the prophet soldier of the Circassians,

whose escape, as just described, many of his followers to this day
firmly believe was due to the direct interposition of the angel

Gabriel ! Schamyl, who is one of the dark-eyed, dark-haired,

jiartly Tartar race of Tehetchenzes, was born at Tschirsksi, a

l)lace of about .3000 inhabitants ; and after his escape from Gumri,
lie em|iloyed several years in perambulating the moumains of the

Lesgliiau chain, preaching wherever he went with fervid elo([uence

upon the sacred duty devolved by (iod upon all believers, to e.x-

tiriiate tlie intrusive infidel, and the jiaradaisal rewards which
death in so high and holy a cause must infallibly insure. This
pro|ihet-call, as it was deemed, to battle from the cupolas and
minarets of the sublime and towering Alps, gradually kindled the

latent fanaticism of the mountaineers to a fiaine, which soon com-
niuiiicatcd itself to tlie dwellers in the cities and steppes of Da-
ghistan, and the adjacent valleys and plains. Tlie stoiy of

Schaniyl's miraculous escape from General Rosen, by favor of

the archangel CJaluiel, was repeated from mouth to mouth, with

endless variations and additions—his daring, skill and success as

a soldier, confirmed the illusions of a credulous bigotry; and he
gradually drew around his standard, and bent to his sway, the

multitude of rujgcd warriors, whose swords have inscribed so

many victories upon the backs of the Russian armies, and to this

hour present an invincible front to tlicir dismayed and practically

discomfited adversaries. Accompanying the |iortri'.it of Schamyl,
is a spirited scene of the assembling of the Russian troojis previous

to entering the Caucasus.

[Written for GleaAon's Pictorial.]

THOUGHTS DURIKti A SXOW STOR.II.

BT S. ORlPriK STAPLES.

Stow. 5iow the snow is falling,

Tlic cri.sped cartfi upon
;

Clothing in a funeral gartj

Th<! bald, pale tree.-* around;

Tlic leaden clouds are liangiiif;

In the arcli of heaven's l)luc;

Like niourncr.s saJly bending

O'er dj'ing friends and true.

The sleigh-bells now are ringing

—

The merry jest poes ronnd

;

The horsci' hoofs are clattering,

Above tlie froEcn ground:

The bc;f;;ar, in filth and rags,

Knocks feebly at your door,

This day in curly winter

—

Ho dreadful to the poor.

Wilt bid him seek ctill furtiier

For what hi.s children need?

Or wilt tliun h> iinkindnc.^s

Make his heart a-weary bleed?

Remember, these words were .•'poken

By Cain, who tilled the sod;

" Am I my brother's keeper .'"— and

Aecurficd was of God.

THE CROSS AS AN ENSIGN.

The holy ensign of the Cross was often used in dress in order

to command a homage the wearer would not otherwise have re-

ccivcfL In l.'JO.'i, the father of the Doge of Venice preferred al-

ways going bareheaded to inilling off his cap to his son, until the

doge thought of placing a golden cross in front of his cap. The
father then rc-assumed his caji, and when he niet his son pulled it

otf, saying ;
" It is not him I salute, but the cross ;" and from that

time the ctoss became an ornament of the ducal cap.

—

Annals of
Wnict.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

D.4ILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: PliELLEr POOSE.

[The following daily record of pa..:t events will be continued from wceli to week

;

exliibiting a schedule of reiiiarkiible occurrences in the history of the pad t,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

rEBRUARY FIFTH.

1GG.3.—Great earthquake throughout Canada.

1725.—.lames Otis, the "colonial patriot," born at Barnstable.

1782.—Minorca besieged by the Spanish and taken.

1801.—C)rono, a Penobscot chief, died in Maine, aged 113.

1831.—Insurrection in Modena; quelled in a few days by tha

Austrians.

1841.—United States Bank suspended specie payments.

FEliRfARY SIXTH.

1778.—Treat)' of alliance between France and the United

States signed at Paris.

1806.—Capua captured from the Italians by the French under

Joseph Bonaparte.

1825.—Ex-Governor Eustis, of Massachusetts, died, aged 71. '

1832.—Qualla Battoo, on the island of Sumatra, destroyed by

the U. S. frigate Potomac, and 150 Malays killed, it having been

a nest of pirates.

FEBRUARY SEVENTH.

1744.—Daniel Clark murdered at Knaresboro', Eng., by Eugene

Aram, hero of Bulwer's novel.

1807.—Henry W. Longfellow, poet and ])rofessor, born at

Portland, Maine.

1807.—Battle of Eylau, in which Napoleon, losing 15,000 men,

conquered the Russians, whose loss in slain alone was 20,000.

1814.—The l'"reneh driven from Troj'es by the .allied armies.

1829.—(ieneral Harrison received at Colombia, South America,

as U. S. Mhiister.

KERRUAItY EIGHTH.

1587.—Mary, Queen of Scotland, beheaded, aged 44.

Itj42.—Galileo, a famed Italian astronomer, died, aged 78.

1760.—Earthquake at London.

1814.—Edward Everett settled as pastor of Brattle Street

Church, Boston.

18.'J1.—Insurrection in Modena.

1835.—Baron Dupuytren, a distinguisheil French surgeon,

died, aged 47.

FEBIiUARV NINTH.

1773.—President Harrison, son of Benjamin Harrison and Mis3

Basset, born in Berkley, Charles City County, Virginia.

1799.—French frigate I'lnsurgente captured by the U. S. frig-

ate Constellation, Com. Tru.xton.

1847.—Wisconsin admitted into the Union.

1848.—A mob force Lola Montes to leave Munich, although

protected by the King of ]5;ivaria.

1849.—Revolution at Florence, and a " Glorious Republic "

proclaimed at Rome.

FK»t!CARY TENTH.

17G3.—Treaty of Paris, by which France ceded the colonies of

Canada to the English.

1824.—Bolivar named Dictator of Colombia, S. A.

1840.—Queen Victoria married Prince Albert, of Saxe Coburg.

1840.—Battle of Sobnion, in India, won by the ICnglish.

1849.—Dea. Nathan Beers, an officer iu the Revolution, died

at New Haven, aged 80.

1852.—Gold medal presented to Henry Clay by his New York

friends.

FEIiRUARY- ELEVENTH.

15.36.—Gareias L isso, de la Vega, "the prince of Spanisli

poetry," died, aged 33.

1810.—Battle of Montinirail, in which Napoleon fell back t>c-

fore the allies.

1830.—Inundation at Vienna. 50,000 inhabitants expelled

from their houses.

1850.—Arctic expedition in search of Sir- John Frauklia saHcd

from Woolwich, England.
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VIKW OF THE NAVY YARD, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, FROM THE ARKANSAS SHORE.

©AGUERRE'S MONUMEIiT.
The monument to Daguorre, the inventor

of the art which hears his name, a view of
which is here given, was erected to his
memory in the cemetery of Bry San Marne,
France, by the " Societe Libre des Beaux
Arts." The inauguration took place on
the 10th of August, 1851, on wliich occa-

"

sion the members of the society and the
inhabitants of Petit Bry, with an immense
concourse of spectators, assembled to wit-
ness the cercmouics. In the vault there is

a place left vacant for the widow of M. Da-
guerre when she ends her mortal career.
Bry San Marne is a small village where
Dagucrre lived and died. He lived in a
chateau, and had beautiful grounds attached
to it ; here also he had his laboratory and
observatory for experiments. Since his
death, his widow and niece have resided
together in a .^mall cottage close by, and
the chateau i:! let ; his widow is left in very
good circumstances, it is supposed. The
picture from which our engraving is copied,
was taken by Mr. H. W. Jleade, wliile on
a visit to Europe in May, 185-3. Uaguerre's
widow is much respected by the inhabitants
of the village. In the cli'urch behind the
altar may be seen one of Dagiicrre's magi-
cal paintings, a number of which were ex-
hibited some years ago in America, and de-
stroyed by fire. On the front of the monu-
ment, with a medallion, is the following
inscription :—" A Dagucrre. La Societe
Libre des Beaux Arts, 1851." On the
back of the monument, "Le Conseil Mu-
nicipal de Bry a Louis Jacques Maude
Dagucrre. Ne a cormcille en Paris, Ic 18
Novcmhrc, 1787. Decedee a Bry, le 10
Juillet, 1851. Concession dc Terrain, Gra-
tuite et Perpctuclle, Deliberation du 10
Avut, 1851." A subscription was started
in America to assist in defraying the ex-
penses of this monument, but it has never
nccn completed; the amount which has
been received has been paid over to the so-
ciety in Paris. Dagucire himself could lit-

tle foresee the pcifection which his great dis-
covery would bo l)rought to, even during
his own life

; and the present state of the
art IS as much beyond the excellence it had
reached in his hand, as its discovery was
wonderful at the outset. In its present per-
fected state it is of immense value in all de-
partments of ait, and mechanics also, in the
transmissions of designs, duplicates of ma-
chinery, etc. So cheap has the process be-
come, that there are few families so poor
but will have their respeciivc memliers de-
picted by daguerreotype. The business has
necome vastly extended within a couple of
years past, and gives employment to a very
large class of artists. One cannot walk
through the principal streets of any of our
cities without observing encased and hang-
ing by the entrance to the buildings rich
pictures, portraits, etc., the result of the
dagnerrian process.

fPor description, see page 98.)

MC'OPOLIS, OIV THE DANUBE.
Nicopolis, of which we give a view on

the opposite page, is a strong citv, fortified
with a citadel, embattled walls "and ram-
parts. It occupies the site of the ancient
Roman fortress, and has been the scene of
events which have found a place in every
history of Europe. But the most remark-
able is the defeat of the Christian army by
Sultan Bajazct, in 1396, when the nobles't
knights of France were slain or made pris-
oners ; and when Sigismond, king of Hun-
gary, and the Grand Master of Rhodes,
narrowly escaped by throwing themselves
into an open boat and pulling across the
Danube. The view of Nicopolis is striking,
and the first object that fixes the attention
is the outer wall, which climbs the steep al-

most perpendicularly, and throws its arms
protectingly around" the city. The town,
extending along the Danube, under the
shadows of bold, rocky headlands, surround-
ed by the citadel, towers, and masses of
dilapidated walls, has a fine effect a,s it is

approached by water. In front, several
vessels of burden are generally seen at
anchor, or lying alongside the quay ; while
in the distance the river, which is now two
miles wide, presents the appearance of a vast
inland sea, studded with several islands,
which are covered with dense foliage and
frequented by numerous flocks of water
fowl, whose screams arc almost the only
sounds that disturb the solitude of their
marshy retreats.

MONUMENT TO DAGUERRE, AT BRY SAN .MARNE, FRANCE.

GREiN, ON THE DANUBE.
Grcin, on the Danube, also represented

on the opposite page, like its baronial fort-

ress, is now the property of the Duchy of
Coburg; but it is neither enlivened by the
bustle of a court, nor benefited by a local
commerce. The castle, built by Heinrich
Von Chrein, dates from the twelfth century,
and was the scene of Schei-flienberg's two
victories over the Bohemians, in the early
part of the fifteenth century. It is the only
building of note after the chateau, the spire

of which is a dominant feature of the place.

.\ short distance below Grein commences
the rapids, called "Greiner-Schmal," where
the river, suddenly contracting its channel
and walled in by ragged precipices, assumes
a new aspect of foam and agitation. This
is by far the most interesting part of the
Danube. It is the fertile theme of many
legends and traditions ; and not a villager

but can relate a hundred anecdotes of dis-

asters incurred and dangers overcome, of
lives sacrificed and cargoes sunk, while en-
deavoring to weather tlie three grand ene-
mies of the passage—whirlpools, rocks and
robbers. But, independently of these local

traditions and the perils of the strait, the
natural scen<Ty here is extremely jnetur-

csqiu' and delightful. It is the admiration
of all voyagers on the Upper Danube, and
keeps firm hold of the memory after all
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NICOPOLIS, ON THE RIVER DANUBE.

other impressions and sccnrs have worn ofT. Tlie Danube hns
bocome an object of additional interest of late, it bcinjj the natural

division between the Russian and Turkisli territories, the two
powers whose military movements now enfrnRC the attention of

the world. The general course of the river is from west to east,

and its total course from its source to its mouth on the western

shore of the Black Sea is nearly eighteen hundred miles. It

passes through the tcrntorics of Baden, Wirtemberg, Bavaria, and
the Austrian empire, thus dividing Turkey from Wallachia, Mol-
davia and Russia. Some thirty navigable streams flow into it.

Besides the places herewith illustrated, there are many other im-

portant cities upon its4)anks, among which are Ulm, Ratisbon,

Vienna, Prcsburg, Buda, Pesth, Belgrade, Galacz and Silistria.

As far as Galacz it forms the boundary between Turkcv and Wal-

lachia and Moldavia ; and between Galacz and the sea, it is the
boundary between Russia and Turkey, its principal north and
central mouths being included within the Russian territory. It

is the field of a large amount of navigation for Austria, Russia
and Turkey, and steam communication has opened new and
profitable markets for the produce and manufactures of the interior

of these various countries.

GREIN, UN THE RIVER DANUBE.
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[Written for Gleivson's Pictorial.]

THK SMOKi;.

BY I.0UI8B A. WOIITHBK.

Ilow parcfully the smolie curls up

To liiiMpSe there above

With blushiii}; clouds awiiitiug it,

All tremulous .vit-i love.

How lovingly they mingle there,

Then Hoat awiiy together,

And skim o'er yon cerulean sea

As lightly as a feather.

Their bridal tent is in the west,

Now draped with mournful glory.

For in it died the king of day

—

Their bridal couch is gory.

Their floating robes of snowy white

Are changed at once to gray.

But they will cast their mourning off.

To hail the next new day.

Who hath not felt the magic power

Of this up-curling vapor !

Though born within a chimney t'ark.

Doth still with sunbeams caper.

No dearer sight to him who comej?

Back to his native valley
;

And when it curls from his own cot.

Stern manhood stops to rally.

For, summoned by its wizard spell.

The sea of recollection

Has borne him from its pure.it dejiths

The gems of young affection.

And phantom forms of doubt and fear

Come slowly round him straying;

He dares not break the mystic spell,

And there he stands dcl.ij ing.

The stillness brooding o'er the vale

Seems like a cliurchyard quiet,

And there within his panting heart

The Titan fear doth riot.

Perchance that gray-haired sire is gone,

AVho blessed him ere they parted;

May be his gentle mother, too,

llath perished, broken-hearted.

And stranger forms may hover round

The hearth where curls that vapor ;

—

But no—the wizard spell is broke^

A dear hand lit that taper.

And this hath sent its cheering ray

^\'here iloubt and fear were creeping;

And now within a mother^s arms

The prodigal is weeping.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A PEEP BEHIND THE SCENES.

BY MKS. S. P. DOUGHTY.

" Such a liarpain, aunt Fanny ! Lay aside your work and ex-

press your admiration. Halfa-doxen of these pretty linen collars

for one dollar. So nicely scolloped and stitched
;
just the thing

for the morninfi:, are they not 1"

" Exactly, Julia. They arc a very desirable addition to your

bridal wardrobe. But I cannot but regret that the}' were not

higher priced."

" Why, aunt Fanny ! you astonish me. I had no idea that

you were one of those ladies who think nothing worth having

unless it cost an cxtrava.ijant price."

" And you are nuuli in error if you think so now, Julia. But

in looking at your cheap collars my sympathy is called forth for

the poor seamstress, whose weary fingers performed the task

which was to procure her a wretched subsistence."

" Mercy, aunt Fanny ! How deep you look into things. It is

enough for me ihat I got the collars cheap. I shall not trouble

my head as to tlie maker of them. Besides," continued the lively

young lady, as she noticed a cloud upon the brow of her auditor,

" you have forgotten the sewing machines. They do all the work

now-a -days."

"Not quite, my young friend. I have had a p.'C]) behind the

scenes. The scolloi)ed collars are not stitched by the machines;

weary fingers, as 1 said before, ])crform the task for a comjicnsa-

tion which will hardly sustain life. You must remcnil)er that

when the collar reaches your possession the wholesale and retail

dealer have both secured their profits, and still you juslly regard

them as cheap. Only think then what a mere trifle must have
been paid for the making."

" O, it is all very true, aunt Fanny ; and I am sure I pity

t!ie poor as much as any one ; but as long as thii evil exists .1

may a« well reap the bcncht of it. You know it is an ill wind
that blow5 nobody good."

Aunt Fanny sliook her head gravelv as she rcpli( d ;

"You speak lighily, Julia. May you never have reason to

know the suffering which springs from this want of iuiion*of the

interests of the em|)!ojer and the employed. lint enough of this.

Let us speak of your apiiroacbing marriage. It is lung since you
liavc sought my (piiet room."

" Too long, aunt Fanny ; but my lime has been so much oc-

cupied. My neglect ha< not been from want of affection, for vou

know that I love j'ou as well as if you hail a right to the name
by wliicli I love to call you."

" I know it dear. I did not mean to complain. And now tell

me when the wedding is to take i)lace, and all about it."

" In two short weeks. lam to be married at my guardian's,

of course. You know he does not quite a])prove of tlio marriage
;

or, at least, he would prefer that we should wait until Henry is

established in business ; but I have coaxed him into good humor.

You know he might as well submit vnth a. good grace, for I shall

be eighteen on my wedding day, and my little property comes

into my own hands."

" Your guaidian has been a faithful fi-iend to you since the

death of your parents, my dear Julia. I trust you will lie guided

by his advice."

" Not entirely, aunt Fanny. He would jirefer investing my
money in some safe and profitable way, for my future benefit, but

I intend to have the preseut good of it. Let the future take care

of itself. Henry will be rich, I have no doubt. So we shall be-

gin life in the style which we intend to keep up. A handsome

house, well furnished, and in a pleasant part of the city. You
shake your head, but you will sec that it will all end well."

" I hope so, my child, but it strikes mo as imprudent. Com-

mence in a moderate way, live within your hu.sband's income,

let your own [iroijerty be reserved for the hour of need."

" My guardian's exact words ! But you know I was always a

girl, and must have my own way. And now say—will you grant

the earnest request of Henry and myself, and make your future

home with us ? I shall need an adviser, and you shall bo my sec-

ond mother."

" My dear cliild ! your kindness brings the tears to my e^'cs.

But I cannot accept your invitation—at least, not at present. A
few days ago I received an urgent re<|nest from an aged relative

in England to come to her and be her companion and friend for

the remainder of her life. She is wealthy, but lonely in her rich-

es, and being nearly blind, is much dependent upon the kindness

of those around her. At present there are none but servants to

administer to her wants. She was the sister of my own dear

mother, and I feel it to be my duty to go to her and do what I

can for her comfort. I sail in the next steamer."

"Before the wedding ! Why, aunt Fanny, you will not leave

us so soon ?"

"My prayers will lie with you and yours, dear Julia, liut it is

necessary that I hasten my departure as much as possible. Do
not forget your old friend, and in the itiidst of your happiness

sometimes remember the words of advice which she has so often

spoken."

Witli many tears the young nuiidcn bade adieu to one who,

though in reality no relative, had long been a valued friend.

Julia Howard had become an orphan in early childhood. Her

father's dying charge placed her under the care of one \\ ho in

many resjiects was worthy of the trust, and had well ]ierfonncd

the duly which devolved upon him, but he was a bachelor, and

could not su])|)ly a mother's place to his orphan ward. The want

of female influence was deeply felt. There was no one to watch

over each developing trait of character—to cherish the good and

gently and carefully to remove the evil. Something of this was

done at times by aunt Fanny, who had been an early friend of

Julia's mother ; but her opporiunities were limited, and the lovely

girl grew to womanhood a creature of impulse rather than fi.xed

principles—a luxuriant and beautiful but an untrained, unweeded

plant.

At seventeen she became attached lo Hcnr}- Lawrence, a young

man of good family and unblemished character. Her guardian

heartily approved the connexion, liut as Julia stated to aunt Fan-

nv, preferred that the young couple sliould wait until Henry was

well estalilished in business, but this prudent advice was not fol-

lowed. Henry's [irospects were good—Julia had a few thousands.

AVIiy not begin the world at once ? So on the veiy day, when

by a peculiar coincidence, the bridegroom was twenty-one and the

bride eighteen, they stood at the altar and plighted those holy

vows which houuil them together for weal or for woe.

All was stmshine then. The present was delightful, and the

future bore the rainbow tints. Years passed ere tlie dark clouds

of adversity gathered around tlicm, but alas ! they did gather, and

the bright sunlight faded away until scarcely one beam found its

way to thee once hap|\v hearts. Affection for each other still

remained—but even this was chilled and rejircsscd by their earthly

misfortunes. In some few instances the si)irit may rise trium-

phant over the trials of the body, but in fiir the greater portion of

mankind spirit and matter are indissoluble, and the afflictions of

one must unavoidably affect the other.

We will pass over the train of mi.-foituncs whidi had at length

reduced the young coujile to absolute jjovcrty and want. Impru-

dence in their style of living, failure in business, long and severe

illness, were the producing causes. Few would have recognized

in the anxious, care-worn looking husband, and the feeble, dis-

])irited wife, the exulting bridegroom and haiqi}- bride of former

days.

There wrre others also to share the suflerings. Three lovely

children had been born to them. One had passed to the spirit

world, the others remained to endure the trials of earth. Sad

was the father's heart as he gazed ui)on them, and tears stood in

the mother's eyes as she pressed them to her bosom. The eldest,

a sweet little girl of seven years, had a distinct recollection of a

happier home ; and, although with a prudence and sensibility be-

yond her years, she never reverted to it—yet her devoted affec-

tion, and her peculiarly quiet and somewhat melancholy disposi-

tion evinced her sympathy with the trials of her parents. The
boy was much younger, and knew of naught but poverty.

Attliction should have elrawn the husband and wife nearer to-

gether—liut, on the contrary, as we have already said, raisfortime

seemed to chill and repress the love they had borne to each other.

Unaccustomed to self-control, or to the denial of selfish grati-

fications, Julia was ill prepared to bear the rigid system of econo-

my which was now necessary. She became irritable and morose,

and thoughtlessly added many a tlrop lo the bitter cup which her

husband was drinking.

" Is there no ho[)e of your obtaining the situation with Mr.

Markham which you mentioned some days ago ?" she suddenly

asked, as her husband rose from their frugal meal, one cold morn-

ing in the early jjart of winter.

"None at all," was the reply. "The present clerk has decided

to remain."

"Then we may make uji our minds to starve," wivrthc despair-

ing reply.

The gentle little Fanny drew nearer to her mother, and clasped

her hanel fondly, while the husband replied soothingly :

" Not so bad as that, Juli-i. Even my present situation is l)ct-

ter tlian nothing. Three hundred will keep us from starving."

" It were bct;er to die, Henry, than to live in this way. Life

has lost all its charms for me, and I would gladly be at rest."

" But our children, Julia. Think of them ancl keep up your

courage a little longer. The day may yet dawn upon us."

"Never, never. ]\Iy own folly has brought this ujion me. My
guardian warned me against marrying one not well established in

the world, but I slighted hi> advice. Thank God, he is not here

to see how bitterly I have lived to repent my rashness."

" And do you really regret it, Julia f We may regret the im-

prudence in our former style of living, and we may sorrow for the

misfortunes which have come upon us, but we need not repent of

our marriage."

" AVas not that the cause of all ;" was the bitter reply. " It

is of no use to disguise the truth."

Deeply grieved, the husband turned to leave the house. On the

threshold a gentle touch detained him.

" Mamma is sick and sorry," whispered the soft voice of Fan-

ny, in its most pleading accents.

The appeal was not to bo resisted, and the fatherstoopcd to kiss

her white forehead as ho replied :

"I know it, love. Do all you can to comfort her."

The doiul had passed from his brow and Fanny was satisfied,

but it was more difficult to quiet the self-reproach of the mother.

The day was a sad one—and when an hour or two before the usual

time for his return, Henry was borne into the house by two men,

and the imhapi)y little family were told that an accidental fall on

the ice had resulted in a broken leg, the last drop seemed to ha^e

been added to the already lu'imming cup.

From the night of agony which followed, Julia was a different,

and some resiiects, a better woman. Hitherto there had been a

lingering feeling of pride which had prevented her from coming

forward at her husband's side to struggle against the misfortunes

which had come upon them. She had shrunk back despairing

and powerless. Now she was rousetl into energy. Her husband,

her children would look to her for breael. It would be long ere

Henry could resume his labors, and their sleneler means would

soon be exhausted. Something must be done, and with the con-

sciousness of what devolved upon her, came an earnest prayer

for strength—a looking upivard which was not her wont.

Her education had been somewhat showy but far from thorough,

and she folt quite incotnijetent to teach an_v of the various branch-

es to which she had attended. Nothing prcsente-d itself to her

mind but ))lain sewing, and this she was well aware would aftbrd

them but a miserable pittariee. Still it would be better than

nothing, and apjilication was at once made to a kind neighbor,

and through her influence work was s])ecdily obtained.

It was soon evielent that this exertion was not uncalled for.

The ))ain of the broken limb and the anxiety of mind [iroduced

by his situation brought on a fever, and for many weeks Henry

Lawrence hovered on the borders of the grave.

The grief of the wife was overwhelming as she watched over

him and listened to the wild ravings of his delirium. He was

again the lover of her youth, the husband of happier years. Each

hasty word, or unmerited reproach came to her ears with fearful

distinctness, and earnestly did she pray for at least one look of

recognition, one word of forgiveness and love.

But the hand of the destroyei- was stayed, and feeble as an in-

fant, the husband and father looked once more upon his little

family and bade them bless God that life was spared, aiul that

reason had again resumed her throne.

Almost exhausted in body and mind, but with a heart filled

with thankfulness, Julia redoubled her exertions for their main-

tenance. Every moment of leisure during the day, and many

weary hours of the night were employed in finishing those gar-

ments for which the cornpensation was so small that it hardly

sufficed to supply their absolute necessities.

Often when her employers would urge her to abate a few pennies

on the usiwl iirice, and a.ssnre her that it was for her interest lo

work cheap, she would sigh (lcci)ly as she remembered her own

feelings in former days, and the truth of aunt Fanny's words

forced itself upon her mind. The suft'ering-i proceeding from the

want of union of the interests of the emjiloycr and the emjiloyed

were now her own.

And wlicre was aunt Fanny during this lajise of years ? Faith-

fully and imwearicdiy had she performed the duties which she bad

taken iqion herself That task wa.s now ended. That aged rela-

tive, to whose wants she had so long ministered, had at length

gone home. Once more aimt Fanny's heart turned to her native

land. Friends of her earlier years rose before her, and she longed

to meet them again face to face. The few necessary arrangements

were soon made, and ere many weeks had passed she had once

more crossed the broad ocean, and was welcomed with kindly

greelings by many whom fcc had known and lo\ed.
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One of her first inquiries was for Julia, for it was very long

since she liiid lieard from hor. News of the fiiilure of Mr. Linv-

rence in business iiad reached her, and rumors of various unde-

fined misfortunes had from time to time come to lier knowledge,

but not one word of direct information. The mother of Julia had

been a very dear friend, and aunt Fanny felt a yearning tenderness

for her child.

At first it seemed diihcult to trace them, for most of their

former acquaintance Jiad lost sight of them in the humble sphere

in which tliey were now moving. But aunt Fanny was indefati-

gable, and the difficulties of the task only gave vigor to her res-

olution.

" Jlrs. Alcott must be able to give me some information," s!ic

s.aid to herself, as she ascended ;the steps of a handsome house

in one of the most fasliional)le streets of the city. " I recollect

that she was a great friend of Julia's. I will take the liberty of

calling ujiou her."

" Not at home, madam," said the spruce looking waiter who

answered her ring at the bell.

An echo of the words mot her ear as she turned from the door.

" Not at home ! 1 thought it was the poor only who were not

at home."

The simplicity of tlie words caused Iter to observe the speaker

attentively. A little girl of seven or eight years stood gazing

wishfully toward.s the elegant mansion, llcr large dark eyes,

clustering ringlets and delicate skin formed a sti'iking contrast lo

the miscral)le garments wliieh served as a scanty protection against

the chilling breeze. And yet there was an effort at neatness and

even gentility in her dress, which could not escape the observation

of an attentive observer, and which gave evidence of better days

gone by.

Irrosislibly drawn toward her, aunt Fanny jiaused near where

she stood and said in a kind voice :

"And why did you think that it was the poor only who were

not at home, my child ?"

The little one hung her head, but answered modestly :

" Because I never feci at home now that we are poor, and I

know that mother never feels at home, nor father either. It is

like staying in a strange place. But then if wo are good we shall

all go to God's home. Is not that a comfort?"

As she asked this question she raised her eyes and looked with

great earnestness in aunt Fanny's face.

Tears dimmed the eyes of the kind-liearted old lady as she replied :

" It is indeed, my child. But tell me your name and where

you live, for I should like to be a friend to you."
•' 0, thank you, ma'am. And perhaps you would be a friend

to my ))oor father now he is so sick, and my mother works s«

hard. My name is Fanny Lawrence, ma'am, and I ^\ill show you
where I live if you will come nitli me."

A few brief incpiiries convinced aunt Fanny tliat she had found

the object of h(?r search, and giving her hand to her little guide,

with a voice trembling with emotion she bade her lead her to her

mother.

The day had been a diseomaging one for Julia, even more so

than usual. A little exertion had brought on Henry's f.'ver again,

and the physician who was summoned to attend him had spoken

in strong terms of the absolute necessity for perfect rest and free-

dom from excitement. How was this possible when hour after

hour he must lie ujion his back and see his wife toiling beyond

her strength for their maintenance 1 And then it was sometimes

difficult to procure work, and Julia absolutely trembled as she

thought of the sutlerings they must undergo should this means of

support be cut oft'. Some kind neighbor had advised her to apply

at a collar manufactory near hy, where many women and voimg

girls found constant employment. She had done so with success,

and at the moment that her old friend entered she was gazing

mournfully upon a dozen collars which she had taken upon trial.

They were nicely stitched by a sewing machine, and she had en-

gaged to bind them and make three button holes in each for the

small sum of one cent apiece. " A starving price," she murmur,
ed to herself, and then seemed lost in a sad reverie, from which

she was aroused by the soft voice of l'^^nny.

" Mamma I have brought a lady to see you. She will lie oiu-

friend."

Julia looked up in surprise as Fanny spoke, but in an instant

her wonder was turned into joy, and twining her arms around

aunt Fanny's neck she soblied like a little child.

Composure was at length restored, and then there was so much
to tell and to be told, that the good lady took off her bonnet and

said she should make herself quite at home, and pass the evening

with them.

" You cannot be at home here," Silid Fanny, " because it is not

pretty enough for home."

Julia sighed as her child spoke, but aunt F;inny answered :

" Home is wherever we find those we love, little one. It mat-

ters little in what place we find them. So this is my home for

the evening, and now, Julia, as your husband needs attention, just

give me your work and I will sew for you. My thimble is in my
pocket as usual. You see I retain my old habits."

"You are still the same dear aunt Fanny," was the reply.

" Here is my work,—to bind these collars. Do you remember
our conversation the da\- that I purchased those cheap collars '>

Every word of it is fresh in my mind. I was very thoughtless

then—but O, aunt Faun}-, I too have now had a ;)(?<>/) huhiiid the

scenes."

" You have, indeed, my poor child ; but now to your husliand,

and when he is comfortably arrangcti we will sit together by his

bedside and have a quiet chat."

The events of years were soon talked over, and ere aunt Fanny
rose to bid them good uight she said :

" And now, my dear young friends, I am ready to accept your

former invitation and become an inmate of your family."

" O, aunt Fanny," exclaimed Julia, "wo have no longer a

home to ofl^er you. This is the hardest trial of a'l."

" Listen, my child. I am becoming infirm, and shall soon need

the care which I have bestowed upon oflicrs. There are none

who seem nearer to me than yourself. My means are ample, for

my generous relative has added largely to my little fortune. We
will look for a suitable dwelling, and you will be to me a.^ affec-

tionate children."

Tears were her only answer, but these were sufiicient to sjieak

the feelings of the heart.

In after years neither i)arty had cause to regret this arrange-

ment. Closer intimacy only served to endear them still more to

one another. In the midst of her happiness Julia forgot not the

uses of afllietion, and would often feelingly refer to her peep be-

hind the scenes.

[Written for Oleasoa's Pictorial.)

THE OliD OAR TREE.

BY JOHN CARTER.

I know that life no mort" ran bring

Tho.^e trpaj'ure.s b.-U'i^ to mc,

I loved and lost, in youthful spring,

Beneath this old oak tree.

The leaves that diel, the biris that fled

Befi>re the eold north wind,

Then murmured gaily o'er my head,

In music soft and kind.

My boyhood home! with memories rife^

'Tis still a honie to me,

—

The heart for^et.^ its worldly strife,

Beneath this old oak treel

And though the day be rold aiid drear,

And deadly foes be free,

Their bitter wrath I drea^l not here,

Beneath this old oak tree

!

[Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE REVOLUTION IN GERMANY.

BY ANNE T. WILBUR.

Twf:NTY-FivE or thirty years since, a very animating scene

was passing at Vienna, in the cabinet of the emperor ; two men
were disputing there for pre-eminence in the council and the politi-

cal direction of Austria. The one, alrea<ly old, withered and dried

up, aft'ccted in his court-dress, impassildc and frigid, with a gold

snuft'-box, was obstitftitely defending the old monarcfiical ideas,

and wished to stifle always and everywhere the germs of lilierty

sown by the French army on German soil ; the other, young,

ardent, generous, representing by his courage his instincts, his

afl'ections, his principles, and especially by his manly and o])en

face, and his familiar and independent manner, the new liberal

aspirations of Austrian youth, essaying to draw the Gothic court

into the constitutional ini|nilse which was leading all p^urope after

France. The first was M. Mettcrnich ; the second was a member

of the imperial family, whom we shall name by-and-by, and who

had then the rank of director-general of the fortifications. The
minister flew into a passion, and the jirinee quitted Vienna

immediately.

A few days afterwards, on one of the wildest mountains of the

Tyrol, a population of hunters were exercising themselves with

the crossbow and the carbine. Some Damascene guns, gamcbags

of scented Jcather, sheep crowned with leaves, ribbons and bou-

qtiets, were to be the reward of the most intrepid and most skilful

marksmen. The old men encoiu-aged the young jieople by the

recital of their former exploits ; the women and girls of the coun-

try applauded with their smiles and hands their husbands, broth-

ers, and especially their lovers.

A stranger advanced into the arena, wearing with grace and

nobility the pojiular costume, and armed with a bow and a gun

without ornaments, but faultless. lie fired with a firm hand, a

sure eye, and bore away all the prizes—arms, gamcbags, shee|),

bouquets were showered at his conquering feet. He distributed

the first to the poorest hunters, the others to the most beautiful

and virtuous young girls ; after which ho was borne in triumph

over the mountain, and oldigcd to tell his name. His name was

greeted with acclamations, which were repeated from echo to echo

to the extremities of the Tyrol.

This was the German prince, the proscribed rival of Mettcrnich.

His popularity became such that the court exiled him still further.

The prince took refuge in Upper Styria, where he led, for long

years, the rude and simple life of the monutaiueers. Clad in

skins and coarse cloth, like the simple peasants, ho ate and drank

with them, spoke their language, sung their songs, killed the cha-

mois at their head, heard their comjilaints, solaced their griefs,

and distributed gold to them with a lavish hand. He taught them

to manure their fields, to doidile their harvests, to cure their flocks,

to sell them with profit, to derive advantage from the least plants

of their fields and woods. He instructed them himself in these

labors, and became one of the principal farmers and botanists in

Kurope. Ilis learned discoveries resounded in the academics of

Vieima, Berlin, London and Paris, while his infallible shots

brought down at two hundred paces the go.its in the deepest

gorges of the Alps ; for above and before all he was a hunter, and

slept amid the snow, in his mantle, as if he had slept under down
and the ciu tains of a loval bed.

His po])ularity became even greater in Styria than in the Tyrol

and reached from mouth to mouth entire Germany. Fortunately

for Mettcrnich, and for the emperor, he had renounced politics

;

for, if he had not taken pity on the portfolio of the old diplomatist

and respected the throne of his relative, he might have upset both

with a million of peasants ready to march at his voice. It was

then that a last adventure finished making this singular man the

idol of the Styrian people.

On a warm morning in August, in a post-house isolated at the

declivity of the mountains, a young girl and an old man were con-

versing tran()uilly together. The young girl was a beautiful and

rolmst ehilrl of the Alpine valleys, with long, brown hair tinged

with a ray of gold, large eyes, |)ure and <dear, a countenance

glowing with health and freshness, form neatly outlined in a black

spencer. The old man was the former principal of the establish-

ment. Once a skilful and vigorous rider, to-day nailed by age

and the gout in the room with the stove, he was warming his

v.-hite hairs in the sun, watching the needle of his granddaughter

as it was at work on a ])ostilion's jacket which she was finishing.

Both were alone in the dwelling, with a stable-boy bu.'iied in talking

care of the horses. Hiis'r)and, wife, brothers, domestics, were

laboring at a distance hi the fields in cutting the ripe harvests and

collecting them into sheaves. Suddenly a caledie with a double

team arrived and stopped before the door. " The prince !" ex-

claimed the old man, who at the first glance had recognized the

illustrious exile ;
" the prince! aiul not a postilion at band !"

The traveller, in haste, demanded four horses and a skilful

guide. The horses were there, but wh.'re to find the guide ( The
young girl, who had blushed at first like a pomegranate, ran,

called and disappeared. The royal hunter became impatient, and

the old man regretted the illness which paralyzed him. At last, a

postilion advanced, whip in baud, boots on his feet, spruce and

active in his scarlet uniform. " Here, here, monseigncur !" said

he in a silvery voice ; aiul, springing with one bound upon the

saddle, he drove off at a gallop.

Hippy to sec the lost time made up so quickly, the prince

looked at and admired his postilion. He was struck with the

delicacy of his s'tature, the elegance of his form, the musical tones

of his voice, the charming freshness of his countenance. He com-

plimented him, questioned him, saw him blush, and recognized

that it was a woman.
" Who are you, then >." said he, with an astonishment mingled

with the most lively interest.

" I am the daughter of the maitre-de-poste," replied the graceful

cavalier, troubled at finding her sex betrayed. "Your highness

could not wait, I assumed a postilion's dress, and have done my
best."

" You have done well !" returned the enchanted prince.

And a few minutes' conversation proved to him that the young
girl was as prudent as courageous, as intelligent as pretty. At
the first relay, the traveller and the postilion alighted, and the

latter was about to have led the horses away, when the other,

acco.sting her with gallantry, said :

" My pretty child, I will return with you ; but I must take you
back, not on the saddle, but in my carriage."

The young girl blushed more deeply, but this time with noble

modesty, and resolutely replied to the prince

:

"Each in bis place, your highness. It is thus that kings and

shepherdesses keep their honor."

At these words the caprice of the traveller changed to a passion.

" Your honor is as dear to me as my own," said he, " for both

shall make but one, if you plea.se. You have transformed your-

self into a man to bo of service to me, I will make you my wife

to love you."

Imagine the astonishment of the young girl. Nevertheless, she

was not disconcerted, for she replied frankly

:

"Obtain the consent of the emperor and that of my father, and
you shall have mine."

An hour afterwards the prince returned with his postilion to

the post-house, and solemnly demanded of the mailre-de-poiste his

daughter's hand. Consent was not withheld on this side. On
the jjart of the emperor, it was another thing. It was at first

tbotigbt at Vienna that the august hunter had become insane, but

he succeeded in proving his sanity, and for fear he should prove

his power, the emperor of Austria consented to the union of his

race with that of a Styrian peasant. And Ihc marri.ige was cele-

brated to the great scandal of the court and the immense joy of

the mountaineers.

Frotn this day, the prince was a god for the people, and the

sport of his own family. An illustrious painter and a hundred

engravers having represented him in his humble dross of a Strrian

hunter—which be persisted in wearing more than ever—the sale

of these portraits was interdicted under rigorous penalties, which

dill not prevent every good mountaineer from keeping the pre-

cious picture in his cabin, between his cross-bow and his gun. In

t!ic theatres at Vienna, and even in the public squares, the cap

and jacket of the prince were the derision of the conrtiers.

That lasted until a few years since, when the French Kcvolu-
tion of February resounded in Gcnnany. The old empire tottered

(in its base, Mettcmich fell and fled, the emperor left Vienna—

a

complete dismmberment threatened Germany. A Federal Diet,

assembled at Frankfort, created a vicar-general of the empire, to

whom it conlii'ed the su])rcine and central power; and it chose

the most popular prince in German}'—the j)roscribed of Metter-

niih and the emperor, the mouv.tain hunter of Tyrol and of Styria,

the husband of the post master's daughter; in a word, the Arch-

duke John, whom it is time to call by his name, and of whom our

fairy tale is but the true and authentic history. He was received

in trimnph at Frankfort, with the daughter of the mountains, of

whom he ha; almost made an jmuress.
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WEATHER IN ENGLAND.
The London Times publishes a table of the temperature of the

coldest days in England since 1810. It appears that January 3d,

of tlie present year, the weather was seven degrees colder than at

any time during tliat period, the thermometer having fallen to

four degrees below zero, which in England is sometliing very ex-

traordinary. All accounts that we have seen state that the season

has been unexampled in severity. Nobody can remember any-

thing like it. Two of the London police were found frozen to

death on the night of the 3d ult. The coal vessels could not

land on account of the ice in the Thames, and the gas companies

were fearful that they would be obliged to cut off the supply of

gas, as coal had risen to an unprecedented rate. Heretofore when
the winter has been mild in this country it has been severe in

Europe, and so vice versa.

WATER IN LEAD PIPE.

Cases are occurring constantly which go to prove that water

which has stood any time in lead pipe is rank poison. Several

members of a hitherto healthy family, in Baltimore, having re-

cently died, one after anotlicr, an investigation into the cause was

instituted, which showed that the parties were slowly poisoned, in

consequence of drinking water which flowed through a long lead

pipe ; that it was the action of the water upon the pipe that gave

its poisonous qualities. People should be seasonably warned in

relation to tliese facts. We know persons who are suffering from

a like affliction, which has caused paralysis of the throat, the jaws,

the eyes, and various p.arts of the body. Wiiat is called lead

poison is a most dreadful enemy to the human svstc m.

i -m*^ >

A L.\i!GE Eater.—The daily food of Hannibal, the elephant

at Herr Driesbaeh's menagerie, consists of four hundred pounds

of hay and three bushels of oats. He washes this enormous quan-

tity of provender down his throat with four barrels of water.

Besides his regular meals, he thankfully receives candies, cakes

and apples from the visitors.

TiiEATKiCAL.—The friends of Mr. James Murdoch in San
Francisco, have lately presented him with a sujierb watch and

chain. He will return to the Atlantic cities some time in June.

< 'mmm >

SPLINTERS.
.... Miss Agnes Robertson, the actress, has made quite a hit

1 at the Boston Museum. She was a favorite at Burton's.

.... Professor Longfellow has lately resigned the professorship

of Belles Lettres and Modern Languages in Harvard CoUcsre.

.... Mr. Bodisco, the Russian minister, lately deceased at

Washington, has left a large fortune, set down at half a million.

At the naval battle of Sinope, the Russian butchers con-

tinued to fire upon the wrecks long after they were helpless.

The President's Message has been more widely copied

and discussed in the English piipers, this year, than ever before.

.... The taxable property of the State of Texas has increased

100 percent, in the last three years. It is now $99,155,114.

.... The orator who " dwelt on a subject " found it so barren

that he starved. We have not heard if he has a family or not.

Iiidah Touro, the great capitalist of New Orleans, who
gave $10,000 towards completing Bunker Hill Monument, is dead.

.... Punch defines a court-house as a place where a penny's

worth of justice is purchased witli a shilling's worth of law.

.... The Ionian Islands are reported to be in a deplorable con-

dition, in consequence of another failure of the currant crop.

.... Whaling has not been profitable the last season, the fleet at

Honolulu having little more than one half of the previous season.

.... A Mr. Swift, of Dublin, has an invention by which he can

go upriglit through the water at the rate of five miles an hour.

.... By wetting a silk handkerchief and placing it over the

face, one can go through a dense smoke without inconvenience.

.... We are slightly impressed with the idea that M. Bedini,

the Nuncio, had better have staid at home.
.... MartinKosta has gone to work for Meade Brothers, da-

guerreotypists, of New York city, who will teach him the business.

.... Mr. Thackeray has gone to Italy to get rid of the severity

of the weather in England. He is engaged on hi? novel.

NAVY YARD AT MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE.

On page 88 we give a view of the United States Navy Yard, at

Memphis, Tennessee, as taken from the opposite, or Arkansas

shore, of the Mississippi River. The commanding position, and

thriving commercial importance of Memphis to the South and

West, together with the intelligence, wealth and enterprise of the

adjacent population ; the salubrity of the climate, fertility of the

soil, and beautiful forests of the best oak timl)er, all have given

to the location of this yard, at Memphis, the most peculiar advan-

tages. The work of establishing this navy yard was begun nearly

ten years ago ; and though it has progressed gradually towards

completion, yet, like many other government labors, it has en-

countered its share of drawbacks, in the way of tardiness in Con-

gress to make tlie necessary appropriations to carry out the under-

taking. The original prominent design of this navy yard was for

building and thoroughly fitting out ships and the manufacture of

cordage, etc., for which its natural advantages .arc most abundant.

Still, the small sum of about nine hundred thousand dollars only

have thus far been apjiropriated to this great and highly impor-

tant purpose.

The engine and machinery of the ropewalk, which are superior

to any similar machinery in the government, are in partial opera-

tion in the successful manufacture of cordage, etc. It is said to

have been a remark of Mr. Thomas Jefferson, that it was worth

a trip across the Atlantic to see the Natural Bridge of Virginia.

Be the trutli of this what it may, we are no less confident that in

years to come scores of our hardy sons of the West will come

miles upon miles from across the Mississippi and elsewhere—at

least among other things—to look at and admire the fruits of the

wisdom and energy of our government, as exhibited in the

Memphis Navy Yard. Indeed, it has been often said—with some

truth, too—that our Congress has manifested a partial or sectional

spirit in locating and making appropriations to works upon the

Atlantic seaboard, to the exclusion of the South and West.

Whatever may have been the propriety and necessity of this pol-

icy, in years past, we are sure it cannot be urged to exist now.
" Westward the star of empire takes its way." A few years

ago the Mississippi River was our extreme western border, and

bore little else upon its waves than the cry of the wild beast, or

the yell of the savage. How changed the scene !—and how truly

is it now a "great inland sea," bearing upon jts bosom the com-

merce of more than half of the States of the Union. The golden

shores of the Pacific have magnetized all classes and races, and

now move the commerce, enterprise, and industry of the world.

And, besides, the chief agitation of the public mind in and out of

the halls of legislation, springs from what is to grow out of the

acquisition and settlement of country south and west—all of

which develop the importance of a proper share of government

aid to this portion of our Union.

The illustration wo have given of this navy yard, comprising

the ropewalk building—to be easily identified bj' its length,t be-

ing over one fourth of a mile long;—the comr.iandant's house,

situiited on the elevated ground, with its surrounding garden-spot

handsomely adorned with choice slu'ubbery and beautiful walks
;

the office building on the lower yard, or battery, with its imposing

columns o*i every side ; and other buildings near it, designed as

mechanical shops, and indispens.able to the purposes of the yard,

makes up a picture of interesting details. This }ard, now under

the command of Commodore Charles T. Piatt, an efficient and

gallant naval officer of the war of 1812 and '14 with Great

Britain, has been, since its establishment, under the supervision of

various officers, who were removed at different times to other

naval ports, as exigencies seemed to require.

< »»» »

Singular Fortification.—Near New London, Ct., is a long,

old ropewalk stretching across the harbor. In the war of 1812, a

British admiral cruised off New London. He could easily have

entered and burned the to'wn, and some time after he was asked

why he did not do it. He replied that ho should have done it,

had it not been for the formidable long fort, whose guns entirely

commanded the harbor. Wliat alarmed him was the window-

holes of the ropewalk.

< »» t

IxGEAHAM.—As a sign of the times, it is worth passing men-

tion, that the " Ingraham Refectory " is now open in Broadway,

New York. The " Ingraham Hat " is also ready for adoption in

Boston and New York. The " Ingraham Hat " is the same as

the " JuUien Hat," except that the former has a narrow red bind-

ing round the brim.

-<»->
Death from Hydrophobia.—Susan R. Thompson, a girl

about seven years old, died at the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital, lately, where she had been for treatment, having been bitten

by a mad dog. She was the daughter of Mr. Ejjhraim Thompson,

of Halifax.

-i »n^ >

Wild Pigeons.—The Louisville Courier says that clouds of

wild pigeons have been passing over that city for more than a

week past, on their annual visit to the West. The markets are

all well filled with them, at a price of sixty cents per dozen.

Americans abroad.—Miss Adelaide Phillips, of this city, is

the fifth American wlio has, within the last few years, succeeded

on the Italian stage. She is expected home ere long.

Copper Ore.—The Cleveland Democrat states that the total

amount of copper sliipped from the Lake Superior country the

past season was 2535 tons, valued at $1,014,000.

«--».» >

Pi:i!<oxAi..—Lucv Stone has been lecturine at Washington.

EMPEROR OF FRANCE.

Louis Na|)olcon is preparing for war on the grandest scale. It

is known that he will have, by early spring, an invading army of

seven hundred thousand men, fully equi])pcd. The active part

taken by all the northern courts, especially that of Austria and

Russia, in bringing about the Bourbon fusion, has deeply excited

Louis Napoleon. He sees in the success of Nicholas the re-estab-

lishment of the Bourbons in France. Hence, notwithstanding

his present ap]iarent friendly relations, or rather i)leasant coquetry,

with Austria, lie will, in a few months, strike for the Italian States,

and attempt to hold them as the cost of Austrian alliance with

Russia, and the Orleanists and Legitimists. Louis Napoleon hav-

ing made up his mind to fight, will flatter the other powers hj

canvassing tlieir propositions for adjustment, until be can have in

movement all the material for an aggressive war. All this seems

clear and easily deduced from the present aspect of European

aflFairs, at the present critical moment.

The City of Washington.—During the past year there were

erected in Wasliington city, 55G houses, 22 shops, and 51 addi-

tions. Of the bouses, 216 were of brick, and 340 of wood. The
total number of dwellings now in the city in 8265. The streets

of the city were consideralily improved during the year—the

numlicr of running feet of brick laid being 17,779.

Commander Ingraham.—The Germans of Chicago, 111., have

had a magnificent silver goblet manufactured to present to Capt.

Ingraham, as a testimonial of his gallant conduct in the Kosta

affair. Captain Ingraham has become suddenly famous.

MARRlA^GES

.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Judkins, of Nantucket, Mr. T. D. Bond, of Wil-
mington, to Miss Frances A. .Tudkins,

By Kcv. Mr. Kiug. Mr. William H. Kelley to Miss Henrietta M. Hancock.
By Rev. Mr. Strecter, Mr. Zebodee Jackson to Misd Sarah A. Otis, both of

Towuseud.
By Rev. Mr. Eck. Mr. Louis J. lIccfTiier to Miss Mary Therese Kramer.
By Rev. Mr. Cruft .Mr. Simeon S. Ames to Mrti. Sophia Wilder.
At Charlcstown, by Rev. Mr. Studley, Mr. James E. Colson to Mias Susan

B. Shay.
At Newton Centre, by Rev. Dr. Smith, Mr. Samuel D. Pennock, of Hardwick,

Vt., to Miss Mary A. Thompson.
At Attleboro", by Uev. Mr. Crane, Mr. William M. Fisher, of New York, to

Mary Frances Paine, of Wreiitham.
At Now Bedford, by Rev. Sir. Eldridge, Mr. Ashael Wright to Miss Nancy J.

Parker, both of Bo.^ton.

At Portsmouth. X. U., by Rev. Mr. Lamson, Mr. James N. Adams to Miss
Lucy 51. Knowlton.
At Woodbury, Conn., Mr. B. M. Stowe. of Milford. to Mi^is Arvilla J. I.'tbeU.

At Newark, N. J., by Rev. Mr. Smith, Mr Benjamin F. Crane to Miss Sarah
M. Eagles.

At Buffalo, N. Y., by Rev. Dr. Thomp.<on. Mr. John Aujju'Jtinc O'Brien, of
Albany, to Caroline L.. dau;j;htcr of .Austin Woodward E-^q. of Franklin, Mass.
At Detroit. Mich*. Mr. George Sheldon, of Charleston, S. C. to Mrs. Sarah

F. D. Mills, of Lewiston. Me.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr.s. Lydia E Ruspell, 3ij; Mr. George W. Floyd, 22. Mrs.

Mary Briggs, 57; Mr. John D. Stoddard, 43; Mr. Henry L. Bates, 31; Mrs.
Mary H. Graupner. U3; Miss Joanna OJiornc. 24; Mrs. Harriet M. Houston,
34: Mr. Nathaniel M. Bailey, 66, Mrs. Elizabeth Doliiver, 88; Mrs. Martha
Lincoln, 81.

At Chelsea, Miss Mary Katon. of Pittston, Me., 28.

At Charlestown, Mr. .'^amuel Allen, gunner in the U. S. navy, 31.

At Brookline, Miss Elizabeth G. Almy, 45.

At Medford. Miss Su.«anna J. Brooks, 19.

At Hingham. Mr. Leavitt (Jill. 68.

At West Acton. Mrs. Itebocca Hosraer, 76.

At Plympton, Mr, Timothy Kipley. 77.

At Salem, Mrs. Eliza Ann Claxton. 42; Mr. Robert Peelf, 83.

At Fall River, Mr. Nathaniel Wheeicr, 77; Mrs. Siirah S. Earle, 49.

At Marblehead, Mrs. Elizabeth Leary, 27.

At Danversport. Mrs. Mehetablc C. Lovejoy, 66.

At South Reading, :\Irs. Ituth E. Pratt, 48.

At Rockport, Mr. WiUiam Thurston, 71.

At Monument (Rochester), Capt. Solomon Perry, 81.

At Warner. N. H., Hon. Henrv B. Chase, 77.

At Northfield, Vt.. Rev Joel Winch, 73.

At Calais, Me.. Miss Alice Giace Greenwood, IS.

At Oswego. N. Y., Capt S>lvePtcr Bates, formerly of Provincetown, 73.

At Macon, Ga., Col. Orramel H. Throop, formerly of Boston, 54.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE VACANT CHAIR.

BY ANNIE 80UTHC0MB.

A Sabbath stillness fills the room,

As twilight dwjpeus into nigiit;

And all around is darkened fflooni

—

Thy presence give--* no gleam of light.

>romory recalls thy absent face,

The sunny smile thou used to wear;

"We turn to catch tliy warm embrace,

And meet, ala^, thy vacant chair.

AVe miss thy well-romembcrcd form,

Thy silvery voice so sweet and clear,

The heart, who.'^e feelings pure and warm,

Had made the.- to our o\m so dear.

The books, the flowers thy hand has preasod,

We treasure with the deepest care

;

The very room thy presence blessed.

Now holds, alas, thy vacant chair.

A rosebud's broken from the tree.

Thy lute's unstrung upon the ground:

We turn in vain to look for thee,

And listen for thy footstep's sound.

We miss the clasp of thy dear hand

—

Thy words that oft would banish care.

And memory melds a magic wand,

As we gaze upon thy vacant chair.

i m»^ »

[Written for Glca,-<on's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GOUS A^^D GODDESSES.
NEW SERIES. -No. II.

BY THOJIAS BULFIXCH.

JDNOASD UEIl RIVAL?— 10 AND CALI.STO. DIANA AND ACTION.

Juno one day perceived it suddenly grow dark, and immedi-

ately suspected that her Imsb.ind had raised a cloud to hide some

of his doings that would not bear the light. She brushed away

the clouds, and saw her husband, on the banks of the river Pcneus,

with a beautiful hoifir standing near him. Juno .suspected the

heifer's form concealed some fair nymph of mortal mould—as

was, inctecd, the case ; for it was Jo, the daughter of the river-god

Inachus, whom Jupiter had been flirting with, and, when he

became aware of the approach of his wife, had changed into tluit

form. '

Juno joined her husband, and noticing the heifer praised its

beauty, and asked whose it was, and of what herd ! Jupiter, to

stop questions, replied that it was a fresh creation from the earth.

Juno asked to have it as a gift. What could Jupiter do ? He
was loth to give his mistress to his wife, yet how refuse so trifling

a present as a simple heifer'? He could not without exciting sus-

picion, so he consented. The goddess was not yet relieved of her

suspicions, so she delivered the heifer to Argus, to be strictly

watched.

Now Argus had a hundred eyes in his liead, and never went to

sleep with more than two at a time, so that he kept watch of Jo

constantly. lie siiffercd her to feed through the day, and at night

tied her up with a base rope round her neck. She would have

stretched out her arras to implore freedom of Argus, but she had

no arms to extend, and her voice was a bellow that frightened

even herself She saw her father and her sisters, went near them,

and suffered them to pat her back, and heard them admire her

beauty. Her fither reached her a tuft of grass, and she licked

the outstretched hand. She longed to make herself knoivn to

him, and would have uttered her voice ; but, alas ! words were

wanting. At length she bethought herself of writing, and in-

scribed her name—it was a short one—with her hoof on the sand.

Inachus recognized it, and discovering that his daughter, whom
he had long sought in vain, was hidden under this di.sguise,

mourned over her, and, embracing her white neck, exclaimed,

"Alas ! my daughter, it would have been a less grief to have lost

you altogether!" While he thus lamented, Argus, observing,

came and drove her away, and took liis seat on a high bank, from

whence he could sec all round in every direction.

Jupiter was troubled at beholding the sufferings of his mistress,

and calling Jlcrcury told him to go and despatch Argus. Mercury

made hiiste, put his winged slippers on his feet, and cap on his

head, took his sleep producing wand and leapt down from the

heavenly towers to the earth. There he laid aside his wings, and
kept only his wand, with which he presented himself as a shep-

herd driving Ids flock. As he strolled on he blew upon his pipes.

These were what are called the SjTinx or randean pipes. Argus
listened with dcllglit, for he had never seen the instrument before.

"Young man," said he, "come and take a seat by me on this

stone. There is no better place for your flock to graze in than
hereabouts, and here is a pleasant shade such as shepherds love."

Mercury sat down, talked and told stories till it grew late, and
played upon his pipes his most soothing strains, hoping to lull the

watchful eyes to sleep, but all in vain ; for Argus still contrived to

keep some of his eyes open though he shut the rest.

Among other stories, Mercuiy told him how the instrument on
which he played was invented. " There was a certain nymph,
whose name was Syrinx, who was much beloved by the satvrs

and spirits of the wood, but she would have none of them but

was a faithful wor-shipper of Diana, and followed the chase. You
would liavc thought it was I'iana herself, had you seen her in her

hunting-dress, only that her now was of honi and Diaiui's of sil-

ver. One d ly, as she was returning from the chase, Pan met her,

told her just this, and added more of the same sort. Slie ran

away, without stopping to hear his compiiments, and he pinsued

till she came to the bank of the river, where he overtook her, and

she had only time to call for help on her friends the water-nymphs.

They lieard and consented. Pan threw his arms around what he

supposed to be the form of the nymph, and found he emlir-ced

only a tuft of reeds ! As he breathed a sigh, the air sounded

through the reeds and produced a plaintive melodv. The god,

charmed with the novelty, and with the sweetness of the music, said,

" Thus, then, at least, you shall be mine." And he took some of

the reed.s, and placing them together, of unetiual lengths, side by

side, made an instrument which he called the Syrinx, in honor of

the nymph." Before Mercury had finished his story he saw Ar-

gus's eyes all asleep. As his head nodded forward on his breast.

Mercury with one stroke cut his neck thi'ough, and tumbled his

head down the rocks. 0, hapless Argus ! the light of your Imii-

dred eyes is quenched at once ! Jino took them and ])Ut tlieni

as ornaments on the tail of her peacock, where they remain to

this day.
'

But Juno did by no means give up her persecution of poor lo,

till at last Jupiter interceded for her, and, upon his promising never

to p.ty her any more attentions, Juno consented to restore her to

her form. It was curious to see her gradually recover her former

self. The coarse hairs fell from her body, her horns shrunk up,

her eyes grew narrower, her moutli shorter ; hands and fingers

came instead of hoofs to her fore feet ; in fine, there was nothing

left of the heifer, except her beauty. At first she was afraid to

speak for fear she should low, but gradually she recovered her

confidence and was restored to her father and sisters.

CALISTO.

Cali-ito was another maiden who excited the jealousy of Juno,

and the goddess changed her into a bear. " I will take away,"

said she, " that beauty with wliilch you have captivated my hus-

band." Down fell Calisto on her hands and knees ; she tried to

stretch out her arms in supplication—they were already beginning

to be covered with black hair. Her hands grew rounded, became

armed with crooked claws, and served for feet ; her mouth, which

Jove nsed to praise for its beauty, became a horrid pair of jaws
;

her voice, which if unchanged would have moved the heart to

pity, became a growl, more fit to inspire teiTor. Yet her former

disposition remained, and with continual groaning, she bemoaned

her fate, and stood upright as well as she could, lifting up her

paws to beg for mercy ; and felt that Jove was unkind, though

she could not tell him so. Ah, how often, afraid to stay in the

woods ail night alone, she wandered about the neighborhood of

her former haunts ; how often, frightened by the dogs, did she, so

lately a huntress, fly in terror from the hunters !—often she fled

from the wild beasts, forgetting that she was now a wild beast

herself; and, bear as she was, was afraid of the bears.

One day a youth espied her as he was hunting. She s.aw him

and recognized him as her own son, now grown a young man.

She stopped and felt inclined to embrace him ; as she was about

to approach, he, alarmed, raised his hunting spear, and was on

the point of transfixing her, when Jupiter, beholding, arrested the

crime, and snatching away both of them, placed them in the

heavens as the Great and Little Bear.

Juno was in a rage to see her rival so set in honor, and hastened

to ancient Tethys and Oceanus, the powers of ocean, and in answer

to their inquiries, thus told the cause of her coming. "Do you

ask why I, tlie queen of the gods, have left the heavenly plains

and sought your depths ? Learn that I am supplanted in heaven

—my place is given to another. You will hardly believe me ; but

look when night darkens the world, and you shall see the two of

whom I have so much reason to complain exalted to the heavens,

in that part where the circle is the smallest in the neighborhood

of the pole. Why should any one hereafter tremble at the thought

of offending Juno, when such rewards are the consequence

of my displeasure ! See what I have been able to effect ! I for-

bade her to wear the human form—she is placed among the stars !

So do my punishments result—such is the extent of my power!

Better that she should have resumed her former shape, as I per-

mitted lo to do. But perhaps he means to marry her, and put

me away! But you, my foster-parents, if you feel for me, and

see with displeasure this nnworthy treatment of me, show it, I

beseech you, by forbidding tliis guilty couple from coming into

your waters." The powers of the ocean assented, and conse-

([uently the two constellations of the Great and Little Bear move

round and round in heaven, but never sink, as the other stars do,

beneath tlie ocean.

DIANA'S VENGEANCE.

Thus, in two instances, we have seen Jnno's severity to her

rivals ; now let us learn how a virgin goddess punished an invader

of her privacy.

It was midday, and the sun stood equally distant from either

goal, when young Action, son of King Cadmus, thus addressed

the youths who with him were hunting the stag in the mountains.

" Friends, our nets and our weapons are wet with the blood of

our victims, we have had sport enough for one day, and to-morrow

we can renew our labors. Now, while Phoebus ])archcs the earth,

let US put liy our implements and indulge ourselves with rest."

There was a valley thick enclosed with cypresses and i)ine?,

sacred to the huntress queen, Diana. In the extremity of the val-

ley was a cave, not adorned with art, but nature had counterfeited

art in its construction, for she had turned the arch of its roof with

stones as delicately fitted as if by the hand of man. A fountain

burst out from one side, whose open basin was bounded by a

yrassy rim. Here the goddess of the woods u.-ed to come when

weary with hunting and lave her virgin limbs in tlic sparkling

water.

One day, having repaired thither with her nymphs, she haiulcd

her javelin, her quiver, and her liow to one, her robe to another.

while a third unbound the sandals from her feet. Then Crocale,

the most skilful of tliem, arranged her hair, and Nephele, llyale

and the rest drew water in capacious urns. While the goddess
was thus employed in tlie labors of the toilet, behold Acta;on, hav-

ing quitted his companions, and rambling without any especial

oliject, came to the place, led tliither by his destiny. As he pre-

sented himself at the entrance of the cave, the nymphs, seeing a

man, screamed and rushed toward the goddess to hide her with

their bodies. But she was taller than the rest, and overtojiped

them all by a head. Such a color as tinges the clouds at sunset

or at dawn, came over the countenance of Diana thus taken by
surprise. Sin-roumled as she was by her nymphs, she yet turned

half away, and souglit with a sudden impulse for her arrows. As
they were not at hand, she dashed the water into the face of the

intruder, adding these words, " Now go and tell, if you can, that

you have seen Diana unapparelled." Immediately a pair of

hrauclting stag's horns grew out of his head, his neck gained in

length, his ears grew sharp-pointed, his hands became feet, his

arms long legs, his body was covered with a hairy sjmtted hide.

Fear took the place of his former boldness, and the hero fled. Ho
could not but admire his own speed ; but when he saw his horns

in the water, "Ah, wretched me!" he would have said, but no

sound followed the effort. He groaned, and tears flowed down
tlie face which had taken the place of his own. Y^et his conscious-

ness remained. What shall he do ?—go home to seek the palace,

or lie hid in the woods ? The latter he was afraid, the former he

was ashamed to do. While he hesitated the dogs saw him. First

Melampus, a Spartan dog, gave the signal with his bark, then

Painpliagus, ]>oreeus, Lehqi-;, Theron, Nape, Tigris, and all the

rest, ruslieii after him swifter than the wind. Over rocks and

cliffs, through mountain gorges th.at seemed impracticable he fled

and they followed. Where he had often chased the stag and

cheered on his pack, his pack now chased him, cheered on by his

huntsmen. He longed to cry out, " I am Actrcon ; recognize your

master !" But the words came not at his will ; the air resounded

with the bark of the dogs. Presently one fastened on his back,

another seized his shoulder. While they held their master, the

rest of the pack came up and buried their teeth in his flesh, lie

groaned—not in a human voice, yet certainly not in a stag's—and

falling on his knees, raised his eyes, and would have raised his

arms in supplication, if he had had them. His friends and fellow-

huntsmen cheered on the dogs, and looked everywhere for Actajon,

calling on him to join the sport. At the sound of his name, he

turned his head, and heard them regret that he should be away.

He earnestly wished he was. He would have been well pleased

to sec the exploits of his dogs, but to feel them was too much.

They were all aroand him, rending and tearing ; and it was not '

till they had torn his life out, that the anger of Diana was satisfied

ST. GEORGE'S CHAPElu
The white-robed canons with their rich voices, a base and tenor

that wake a thrill, especially when followed by the sweet innocent
tones of the hoy choristers, chanting an anthem from Revelation,
with the dceji vibration of the full-toned organ, combine in the twi-

liglit of the chapel, to win the thoughts far away from the passing
hour. On that wintry afternoon the breath of the reader con-
gealed as it exhaled, and brought to mind Kcat's image of the

censer, and the old man's prayer, in the " Eve of St. Agnes."
The responses echoed through the chill atmosphere. Besides the

officiating ])riests, there were not a dozen auditors ; the trojihies

and elaborate sculptiire on the dark wood, were only visilile by the

light of scattered candles ; and, at the high window of the queen's
cliapcl, I could imagine a fair head bowed in sup]jlication, rendered
more meek and earnest by the consciousness of irresponsible

]iower, and the approaching trials of maternity.

One by one, in that solemn air, came out to fancy the kings who
were born, revelled, and died in this castle ; the liero of Cressy,

John of Gaunt's sou, first of the house of Lancaster ; the sixth

Henry, who founded Eton, married Mai-garet of Anjou, and who
drew his first lircath here, and his last in tlic Tower ; his success-

or, under whose arliitrary, yet beneficent reigii, Cabot discovered

that country whence we make pilgrimages to look on the ancient

landmarks of fatherland, even .as I then gazed on this abode of
hereditary power ; then the burly, amorous figure, around wlioso

memory cluster so many fair martyrs, and learned men, wlios^

story is embalmed in immortal dramas, and identified with the

beanty of Anne Boleyn, the .sacrifice of Sir Thomas More, and
Thomas a Becket, and tlie rise and fall of Wolsey ; he who broke
the ancient chain that linkerl the kingdom to papacy, and united
Wales and Ireland to the crown.
The glorious reign of his daughter, with her galaxy of poets and

warriors, Shakspeare, Bacon, Kaleigli, Drake, Siilncy, and Spen-
ser, the belicaded monarch whose remains are inliumcd beneath
the floor of this ehajiel, where I thus mused ; his gay and i)opular

sou ; bloody Mary, who here passcil her honey-moon ; Anne, wiih

her Marllioroiigh victories and Addi-;onian wits ; the Georges and
their statesmen, one flushed and sensual, another hoary and lu-

natic ; William, the sailor king
;
good Adelaide ; and now the

loved Victoria ; here, in the scene sf their councils, banquets, and
sepulture, their domestic life and rural seclu'^ion, like shadows, yet

seemed to hover in the temple consecrated to their devotions and
their ashes.

—

Tuekerman's Month in England.

E.IRLY TR.IIMXG.

Pcojjle must be educated while they are children, or generally

speaking, they will not be educated "at all. The first things,

too, that cliildren should bj taught, .are indn<n-v and nerseverance
;

they should also be made to know that their Imjipincss, influence,

ami resjcctal>ility in life, depend upon these things. Children

do not understand tlie value of intelligence and industry, and
therefore they should in early life be stimulated by every ])roper

means ; and we may regard it as the worst feature of our existing

institutions of education, that they offer no stimulants to excite or

encourage industry, energy and improvement in artistic skill.

The young find everywhere tcmiitations to evil, and nowhere
tciiijitatioiis to good. Hence the necessity for strictly guarding

the vouthful mind.

—

Bizarre.

The blossoms of jiassion, gay and hixuriant flowers, are bright-

er and fulka- of fragraneo, but thev beguile us and lead us astray,

and their odor is deadly.

—

Lonnfellotc.
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EDITORIAL niELAAOJE.

Wc have liad fourteen presidents in flfty-BCven years. Tlie

avc'ra<;e lengtii of the prcfidential term, therefore, is four years

and twentv-five days. Tliu total immigralioii at New York

for I8,'>;i was .3C3,5jC, or nearly 1000 a day. We perceive by

the S.m I'rancisco Times that Mrs. Pelby is performing in that

city in tlie line of characters she made so celebrated here. On

the ooeasion of a recent benefit she played the jiarts of " Helen

McGregor and Moll Pitcher." A gentleman in Paris was

recently robbed of, or lost, $40,000 in bonds on the city of St.

Louis. The Willards have purchased a square of land in the

city of Washington, on which they are maUiug prcparalions to

build a hotel which will accommodate more than a thousand per-

sons. It is their intention to have the hotel open for the ]niblic

in two years. Horn, the noted jjunster, is dead. "Horn's

last " is recorded. There seems to be a rage among our fruit

cultivators for producing extraordinary pears. A pear is a very

good tiling, but an apple is better—taking dumplings into the

account. In Berlin, the cab-drivers have to wear a uniform,

and the president of police occasionally reviews them. It is

common to speak of those whom a flirt has jilted as her victims.

This is a grave error ; her real victim is the nnm whom she ac-

cepts. A suspension bridge has been built across the Licking

river, between Covington and Newport, Kentucky, which has cost

about $85,000. The Odd Fellows and Masons of San Fran-

cisco have united and purchased a tract of land for a burial-place

of members of their orders and their families. Hon. John P.

Roliinson, of Lowell, and Hon. Rufus Choato arc said to be the

best read Greek scholars in the State. Jenny Lind's baby, in

which all creation takes an interest, begins to manifest signs of

musical capacity. It is said that the nightingale, herself, will

shortly appear in London. The Cincinnati Commercial says

that, on a trial before the Police Court, it was stated that many

hundreds of barrels of bloo<l were used in that city for making

sweet wine. In IJussia, if a carriage is driven over any ])erson

and injures him, whatever may be the merits of the case, the

horses are forfeited to the crown, and the driver, if a Russian

peasant, sentenced to be a soldier. Property to the amount

of over S.3,500,000 was destroyed by fire in the United States in

the month of December last. During 1853 there were launched

at Philadelijliia sixteen steamships, six steam tugs, one steamboat

and eleven sailing vessels. There arc thirteen other boats now

under contract. Mr. and Mrs. Stark received £60 per week

for acting ia Melbourne. There is a pro]josition before Con-

gress to amend the Constitution of the United States, so that the

president may be chosen directly by the people, without the inter-

vention of electors. The San Antonio Western Texan says

the bridge across the San Antonio river to connect Alamo city

with that place will be completed in a short time. McGill &
Fearing, the popular landlords of the Exchange Coffee House,

will be obliged to vacate the promises in April, as a block for the

accommodation of I)usiness men will occupy the site. Edgar

Ney, grandson of Marshal Ncy, aid-dc-caniii and first huntsman

of the emperor of France, is in prison for debt. Recently, tlie

steamer Gen. Bern, bound from Cincinnati to Arkansas river,

struck a snag in the Mississippi river, at Grand Cut-otT, and was

broken into fragments in a few minutes. The deck passengers,

fifteen in number, were lost. Three thousand dollars have been

subscribed in Covington, Ky., for the Clay monument. The

American Colonization Societ}- has sent 783 emigrants to Liberia

during the past year. The rec';ipts during the year were $81,454,

and the expenditures so much in excess as to leave the society in

debt $20,000. When we reflect that every mother has children

of surprising genius, it is a matter of serious in(|uiry where all

the ordinary men come from who cross our patli in every-day

life. The Worcester Spy says that the physicians of that city

have unanimously resolved to increase their fees so as to corres-

pond in some degree with the increased expenses of living. They
will charge for an ordinary visit SI ; for a night visit $2 ; and for

a consultation visit ^3.

iDajisilie ©atljcrings.

Bkeaking Prison on a grand Scale.—The Bombay Times

of Nov. 14 states that a few days previous to that date, the con-

victs in the jail at Rangoon, one hundred and thirty-two in num-

ber, seizeil suddenly upon the muskets of the sepoys, which were

l)iled in the yard, and walked off, quite regardless of the consterna-

tion and remonstrances of their guard. Although heavily ironed,

they succeeded in making such progress over the muddy roads

that the troops who were detailed for tlicir pursuit were unable to

head them, and w-ere obliged to cut them down as fast as they

came up with them. Of the whole number thirteen were killed,

forty-throe severely wounded, sixty-one retaken unhurt, and fifteen

escaped.

Colleges in the United States.—In the whole United
States and the Territories there are 234 colleges, with 1651

teachers and 27,159 pupils. Their annual income is, from endow-
ment, $452,314 ; taxation, $15,485

;
public funds, $184,549 ; other

sources, $I,2«,2S0—total, $1,910,628.

Changes of Fortune.—John Avery Pai-kcr, wlio lately died

in New Bedford, leaving a fortune of over a million of dollars,

was, when a young man, warned out of the town of Westport for

fear he would become chargeable to the town.

Save the Dimes !—The New York Sixpenny Savings Bank
was opened in July last, and since that tir.-.e 2243 depositors liave

put in $53,963 79.

Burners of gas are requested to exercise the Christian virtue of

patience.
'

The project of selling the jiublic works of Pennsylvania to a

private company is before the legislature of that State.

Lately, nine luindred and forty-two bushels of dead letters were
burnt in Washington, near the National Monument. What a

conflagration !

The Post understands that the German Catholiis will shortly

conimenee the erection of a new church at ihe corner of Tremoiit
and Canton Streets.

It is the custom on jiarticnlar occasions of thaidisgiving for

eastern ])rinces to weigh themselves with money in the opposite

scale, which they afterwards distribute to the jioor; and therefore

the heaviest men are the most popular.

The railroad break at Eric cannot have cost the AVest less than

half a million of dollars. And now, when the demand for bread-

stuffs in F/urope has advanced the jiriee of flour to $10 per barrel,

the West Is excluded from a participation in the rise.

Rev. W. R. Stricklan.l, of tlie Union (!hapel, M. E. Church, in

Cincinnati, lately jicrformed a marriage for a cou])le, and received

in return for his services from the l>ridegroom the neat sum of $50
in gold, and from the bride a deed to a city lot valued at $2500.
There are some golden gleams in a clergyman's life.

Two Germans entered the bouse of Mr. Thomas P. Way, New
York, recently, while the family were at su])|>er, and stole upwards
of $1000 worth of silver ware and jewelry. The well known
" George Washington watch," purchase<l by Benjamin Franklin

in London, was also carried away, together with its case.

A .ship arrived at New York from Malta, lately, bringing as

part of her freight two gazelles, several Malta ]iigeons, and eleven

Malta asses. The gazelles sold for $50. Some of the ]>igcons

are very large, one measuring thirty-four inches from tip to lip of
the wings, with a body in proportion.

The Cincinnati Columbian says that a Mrs. Given, in that city,

the wife of a journeyman tiinier, has fallen heiress to thirty-two

thousand acres of land in Montgomery and Franklin counties,

A'irginiii, valued at an average of twenty dollars ))er acre, making
the snug little sum of six hundred and forty thousand dollars.

In Portland, recently, a young lady was sent out by her mother
to buy a ]iair of shoes. She dul not return, and nothing was
heard of her for several days. A few days since a man brought
back the mother's shawl, and informed her that her missing
daughter, who wore it away, was his wife.

General Hayne, the great antagonist of Webster in Congress,
was buried in the cemetery of St. Michael's Church, Charleston.

A ))lain white marble monument marks his grave, and that, to-

gether with the gravestones of others of his family, is enclosed

within a hedge of neatly clipiied low cedar Ijushes, ever fresh and
green.

The Paris papers state that the recent benefit of Mdlle. Georges
produced no less a sum than eleven thousand francs, which was
increased to fourteen thousand by presents from the emperor, the

empress, an<l the Grand Duchess Stephanie of Baden. Very
large oH'ers have been made to the celciiratcd trai/idii-tDie to play

some of her successful pieces—but she retires on her late great

triumph.

Qanbs of (Solb.

foreign Jtcms.

.... Contentment gives a crown where fortune hath denied it.

— Fold. '

.... The ultimate tendency of civilization is towards barbar-

ism.— fliiii-.

.... Of all thieves, fools are the worst ; they rob you of time

and temper.— (t'ocllic.

.... Do not do before others anything which would be called

guilty by thy father.

—

Ttrinci-.

.... Diogenes has well said, that the only way to preserve his

lilierty was being always ready to die without pain.— Gotthe.

.... Poetry, with all its obscurity, has a more general, as well

as a more powerful dominion over the passions, than the art of

painting.

—

IJurkc.

.... Avarice almost alway.'i mi.stakcs itself; there is no passion
which more often deprives itself of its olijcct, nor on which the

present excrc iscs so much power to the prejudice of the future.

—

//« Ri)t:hijhiw(nihl.

.... Painting, when we have allowed for the pleasure of imi-

tation, can only affect simply by the images it presents ; and even
in painting, a judicious ol>scurity in some things contributes to

the elfeet of the picture.

—

Burke.

.... There is to me a daintiness about early flowers, that

touclies me like poetry. They blow out with such a simple love-

liness among tlie coninioii herbs of pasiun s, and breathe their

lives so uiiolitrnsivelv, like heirls whose beatings are too gentle

for the world.—A'. /'. IVillis.

Miss Charlotte Cushman, the actress, was at the latest dates

playing at Liverpool.

Sweden and Denmark have issued a circular declaring their

neutrality, come what may.

The understanding between England and France continues to

be of the most cordial and decided character.

Extraordinary military activlly prevails all over Russia. The
czar has got a supply of 20,000,000 rubles from the church.

Count de Peyronnct, the well known minister of the restora-

tion, has jnst died at his estate of Montferrand, near Bordeaux,
aged 77 yeais.

From Spain we liave continued reports of a coming roup d'etat.

The Marquis Le Turgot was going on well, but his wound caused
extreme pain.

Mdllc. Georges, the celebrated actress, has actually a])i)!lcd for

permission lo take the canes and unil)rellas at the door of the ap-

[iroaching French txhibitlon.

TIic domestic state of France is causing great anxiety at head
quarters. The dearness of provisions and fuel is greater than in

England, where they arc beginning to feel much distress.

The late news from China renders the final success of the reb-

els almost certain. All attempts of the imperialists to retake

Shanghai have entirely failed.

The inhabitants of the city of Paris cat half a million sheep in

a year, and one hundred thousand of swine, and drink twenty-six
million gallons of wine.

A very brilliant ball, the first of the season, took place on Wed-
nesday night, January 4th, at the Tuilleries. The men were
either In uniform or in court dress. About five thousand ijersons

received invitations.

Lady-apples, imported from America, are in high request for

fashionahle London tables, and bring an exorbitant pi ice at Co-
vent Garden market. These apples, however, are more plea^iI]g

to the eye than to the palate.

In France about one-half the quantity of grain which had ar-

rived, (0 complete tlie deficit caused by the failure of the harvest,
had been got in. The scarcity will be more severely felt about
the end of February or the beginning of jNlarch.

The severe cold which has prevailed in Paris has been felt in

various jiarts of France. The thermometer fell at Arras and at

Valenciennes to 19 degrees below zero. Snow fell in such cpianti-

tics at Lille that, according to letters from that town, it will cost
50,000 francs to clear the streets.

It is w-ell known that Sheridan Knowlcs, the jjlay-writcr and
whilom an actor, is now a Ba|)tist minister. He is Icciuiing ve-

hemently against Popery ; and oddly enough, his son, Rieliard
Brinsley Knowles, a young man of leariilug and ablliiy, iias just
become a Roman Catholic !

A parliamentary return has just been issued of the number of
wrecks on the British coast, during the year 1853, of which the fol-

lowing is a summary : Totally wrecked, 500 ; totally lost in col-

lision, 33 ; damaged seriously, and ha •! to disch.irge, 558 ; damaged
seriously in collision, 24 ; total, 1115. The total loss of life, as far
as it has been ascertained, amounts to 920.

iJokcr's Uubget.

No tetotaller can be consistent to the end. He may refuse

wine all his life but must come to his bier at last.

It has been satisfactorily ascertained that ducks enter water for

dircrs reasons, and come out for snn-dry motives.

We never knew a " plain " (jpok (by advertisement) who would
condescend to dress lici-self as plainly as her dinners.

" Why does father call mother honey V asked a boy of his elder

brother. " Can't think, 'cept its because she's got a large comb in

her head."

A melting sermon being preached in a country church, all the

congregation were weeping, except one man, who begged to be
excused, as he be .r ged to another duirch.

We very much doubt whether the present fashionable bonnet
will ever become a great favorite with the ladies, as their love for

it cannot be said to iie over head and eai's.

A lady inadvertently offering her left hand to a gentleman, ho
remarked that he had always been an advocate for the i-iyhts of
u-omen—it is a relief to be able to add, he instantly left.

"Madam," saiil John Wilkes, to a lady to whom he wished
to make himself agreeable, "I am a plain man." "Exceedingly
plain, sir," rcjofticd the lady. Even John Wilkes was silenced.

A colporteur called at the American Tract Society for a bundle
of tracts, and reciuircd those most suggestive of death—when
some one referred him to the railroad tracks, and immediately
made trarks himself.
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QUEEN A'ICTORIA's POULTRY HOUSE, AT HOME PARK, WINDSOR.

HER MAJESTY'S POULTRY HOUSE, AT WINDSOR.
The " Roval Poultry House," represented above, is a semi-

gothic buiUliiif; of simple but api)ropriate beauty. It consists of a

central pavilion, used for inspecting the fowls, crowned on the to])

by a dove-cot, and on the sides, of wings, in whieh are placed the
model roosting houses, and laying and breeding nests of the fowls.

The ground in front slopes towards the park, and is enclosed and
divided by light wire fences into separate wards for the exercise

of the birds. The queen's collection of fowls is very considerable,
occupying half-a-dozen veiy extensive yards, several small fields,

and numerous feeding-houses, laying-slieds, hospitals, winter
courts, etc. It is, however, in the new fowl-house that the more
rare and curious birds are kept, and at this time, the varieties of
all the newly discovered breeds bare their quarters in this house.
The earliest mention we have of tbe Cochin China fowl were those
sent from China as a present to Queen Victoria, some eight vears
since, portraits of which appear in the picture below. Though

these birds were of enormous size—so large that, at the time of
their receipt in England, they were pronounced as " unquestion-
ably allied to the Bustard family "—yet they were then young
fowls, and from their astonishing pi-oportions at once attracted

universal attention among the poultry breeders of Great Britain.

Since the arrival of these fowls in England, other importations
have been received from Chinese ports, both in England and tlie

United States ; at this time, the feather-legged varieties have
come to be most generally esteemed. In the British societies and
clubs, this latter characteristic is now a sine qua non of pm-ity. In
this country, they are more commonly called Shanghais, while in

Great Britain they still retain the original name of " Cochin Chi-
nas "—buff, black, white, yellow, etc. George P. Burnham, Ks(|.,

we believe, was the first to import this stock into America, having
received directly from Mr. Nolan, of Dublin, in 1849, '50, half a

dozen fine specimens, bred by Mr. N. directly fro?n the (jueen's

stock. A trio of these fowls, two and tlirec years old, are exhib-

ited by Mr. B. at the National Poultry Exhibition, this month, in

New York city. In the matter of color, the fancy for these tino

birds has changed from time to time—some preferring one hue,

others another. At the present time, probably none are so popu-
lar as tlie beautiful Grays—or "Gray Shanghaes," as Mr. B. calU
them—imported by Mr. Burnham from China, and now exten-

sively bred by him, at Melrose, Mass. A pair of chickens, of this

variety, procured by us of Mr. Burnham, at 8 1-2 luontbs old,

weighed—cock, 11 pounds, and pullet, 8 1-2 pounds. In model,
size and beauty of plumage, these birds are unexceptionable.

Splendid samples of this stock are also shown at tlie New York
Fair, by Mr. B. At the late Exhibition in Birmingham, England,
a pair of the Gray Shanghaes sent out by him to Mr. B.iiley, of
London, were sold at the Show to Mr. Taylor, of Shepard's
Busli, for one hundred guineas ! (S300.) They were not ayearold,
and were deemed decidedly the finest pair of domestic fowls ever

seen in England.

QUEEN VICTORIAS COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
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ST. VALENTINE'S DAY.

Below we give an allegorical representation of St. Valentine's

Day, an a))propriate and timely picture for the season. The two

principal figures seem to have just lost their hearts, and are fly-

ing off with the same ; a spirited little cupid seems to bo but

fulfilling his legitimate line of business, "cruel l)ut to be kind,"

since he has pierced them both with his an'ow. The surround-

ings of the picture are eucrgcstive, as the reader will observe, of

the character of the day and tlie legend that attaches to it. Long

years of custom have consecrated this period to the sending and

receiving of love letters ; even in Shakspeare's time it seems to

have been in vogue, ana has been improved for centuries by high

and low, rich and poor, as a convenient period for the interchange

of delicate sentiments. In tliis country, for some few years past,

it seems to have become more and more generally observed, and

for some days previous to and after the 14th of February, our shop-

windows are profusely decorated with illustrated missiles suitable

for aspiring swains and ])retty damsels to spill ink upon, for those

in whom they feel an interest. On tlic morning of St. Valentine's

Day, extra postmen are always engaged at all of our large post-

offlces, and it is a busy time with the department for that and

some subsequent days, to deliver the consequent missives, while

all the pretty ladies in town are possessed of a most singular

palpitation of the heirt at each knock at the door. According to

tlie theory of the day, the first person that a maid sees on the

morning of t!ie 14th inst., is to be her Valentine. St. Valentine's

is a day of excitement among the young ; and, much as they may
endeavor to conceal their propensities, two thirds of the more ad-

vanced in life, not only call to remembrance the occurrences

that are departed, but also have an inward longing for their re-

newal ; and, however they may affect to despise it, there is not a

more positive truth than that many even at threescore years would

feel flattered bj- a missive sent in kindnes.t of regard. From tlie

first opening of dawn all the devotees of this tutelar divinity are

anxious whom their Valentines shall be. With what coynesj

they appro:ich the doors and windows ; one look is all that is re-

quired ; and, O, what sweet sensations or keen disappointments

ensue, as it cither is or is not the individual expected to be seen !

What fluttering of the pulses as the postman advances! what

hopes and foars alternately sway the desires for a written valen-

tine, replete with tender expressions and soft inducements. Who
can paint the feelings 1 We shall not try to do it.

ILLUSTRATION OF A VALENTINE FOURTEENTH OF FEBKUARV,
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMAN.
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHORES OF THE EAST.

BT B£N: pekley poobe.

[continued.]

CHAPTKR XIII.—[continued.]

lie left the cabin ; anil lii.s auditory, frozen with honor, re-

m.iined motionless. They too well remenibered having; inter-

posed to aid Consul Orlolf in bringing his daughter home ;
and

it had always been said, since Osmar Bey took command of the

sultan's troops, that he was animated by a fierce desire for ven-

geance. But, ere they could recover from their terror, a file of

soldiers entered to force them out of the cabin at the point of the

bayonet. They huniid into their boats, determined, at least, to

die with their families—but even that consolation was denied

them. No sooner \vere they dear from the frigate, than her broad-

side was brought to boar upon their boats, and a shower of grape-

shot was poured into their midst. When the smoke cleared away,

a few mutilated corpses and fragments of boats, circling on the

crimson tide, gratified the blood-thirsty wretch, who, standing in

the (luartcr-gallery of the fiigate, exclaimed :

" So shall every Sciote perish !"

The cannon- signal was fearfully obeyed on shore, and the work

of extermination was at once commenced. The men soon lay

in piles before the doors of the homes they had in vain endeavored

to defend, while the Moslems, infuriated, massacred all within

reach of their yataghans. It was vain to implore mercy ! The
young maidens, but a few days before the pride of the island,

found their loveliness no shield then, but fell stabbed before their

motlicis' eyes—or, flying into the gardens, were caught by their

long and braided tresses, and quickly despatched. The wild and

confused erics of pain and death were mingled with the fierce

shouts of " Mahomet and vengeance !" Greeks knelt, imploring

pity, or sought to escape with desperate speed, while the Turkish

soldier rushed by with his recking weapon, holding in his hand

some head, dripping with blood.

Neither did the close of day put a stop to the carnage. The
moonlight, sjjreading vividly over the town, the shores, and the

rich groves of fruit trees, rendered escape or concealment impos-

sible. Even at times, when the work of death paused at inter,

vals from very weariness, the loud sounds of horror and carnage

suiik into those of more hushed and bitter woe. The heart-broken

wail of parents over their dying children ; the shuddering tones

of despair of those to whom a few hours would bring inevitable

death ; the cries of the orphan and widowed around tlie mangled

forms of their dearest relations, mingled with curses on the mur-

derer, went up to heaven. But these pauses for mourning were

brief. Soon again the stillness of the night would be broken by

the clash of arms, and the dismal war-try of the Ottoman sol-

diery :
" Death !—death to the Greeks !—to the enemies of the

Prophet ! Allah il Allah !" And Osmar Bey, who had come on

shore, urged his troops to the slaughter. Every house and gar-

den were strewed with corpses—beneath the orange-trees, by the

fountain-side, on the rich carpet and the marble pavement, lay

the young and the beautiful, and the aged, in the midst of their

loved and luxurious retreats. The angel of mercy fled in despair,

and the demon of destruction rtigned supreme over this never-

equalled scene of horror.

Elissa had been roused from her slumber by the cannonade

;

nor was it long before she could hear the distant death-screams of

the butchered Sciotes, while fugitives passed her residence on

their way to the mountains. Many a belle of the preceding fes-

tivities, her beauty gone, rushed towards the craggy heights—their

fears excited by the brutal indignities committed on their sisters

or their friends, before their eyes. Nor was it long ere infuriated

murderers, in hot pursuit, knocked at her gate, demanding admit-

tance. A prey to the most horrible apprehensions, slie mamigcd

to secrete herself, and saw her domestics sbiughtercd at the gate

which they vainly endeavored t^|guard. Ransacking the house,

the demons departed without having discovered her, and she de-

termined to escape. But, having left the house, and nearly reached

the gate, she saw another ])arty of Turks approaching. Too late

to regain her place of refuge, death, with all its aggravated hor-

rors, seemed now inevitable, till on the moment she adopted an

expedient. She flew towards the heap of slaughter, besmeared

herself with the still oozing blood of her domestics, and falling on

her face among the slain, lay motionless as death.

The Turks cntere<^ the gate, jiassed onward to the house, and

it wa.s soon enveloped in a broad sheet of flame. As they left the

scene of their devastation, one of them perceived a diamond
ring S])arkling on the finger of Elissa, and stopped to obtain it.

Lifting her apparently lifeless hard, he attempted to draw it off;

but as he could not, he drew his knife and began to slice the flesh

from her finger. This was the last scene she could remember.

It was midnight when she awoke from the swoon into which her

agony and her efi'ort to conceal it had thrown her, and she found

her-sclf, cold and benumbed, surrounded by corpses. Her beauti-

ful abode of the day previous was now a hideous pile of ashes

slaked in blood, from which rose burning fragments.

Necessity armed her with energy. No time was left for delib-

eration, and she fled towards the mountain range, taking a path

strewed with mutilated cori)3es. Deeper and deeper she plunged

into the recesses of the mountain forest, fearing lest the moon
should betray her. Her face was haggard, her dark eyes glazed

with horror, and her.garments were stained with blood—yet fear

nerved her limbs, and she sped onwai-d like a startled fawn. At

last she had hopes of escape
; but, in a fcv,' moments, she heard

the tramp of a horse approaching on the pathway she had trav-

ersed, and feared that her fate was scaled. Dropping on her knees

at the side of the i)a'h, she addressed a silent prayer to the Father

of all, and waited the approach of the horstma'i.

The new comer, however, was a f.male, whom Elissa immedi-

ately recognized as having seen pass her house almost daily, with

herbs and berries for the market. It was said by ihe servants

that she had wished to see Klissa, and they spoke of her as "the

fortune-teller," declaring that hir powers of divination were noted.

Her face was that of a corpse, but her voice was sweet, and her

eyes beamed witli kindness.

" The saints be praised," said she, as she approached Elissa.

" I have been in search of you, and feared that you had perished

in the flames."

" Me !" exclaimed Elissa, rising—for she was unable to com-

prcliend why the fortune-teller should take sucli an interest in her

welfare.

" '''^y> S''"'i y°"- This is no time for exiilana'.ions, but endeavor

to mount behind me." And she rode to the side of a roi-k, which

enabled Elissa to gain a seat on the horse. When mounted, she

said

:

" Hold me fast around the waist, and do not be alarmed. Zorob

is a sure-footed beast."

Setting ofi' at a round trot, they crossed tlie mountain ; and

descending into a.deep valley, Elissa gave a cry of delight. There

lay, in a sheltered cove, the ' Dolphin "—her masts and spars all

replaced, and her canvass hanging loose. In a few moments they

reached the beach ; and there was Captain Maxwell, with his

boat.

" Huzza !" he shouted. " Hasten on board, Mademoiselle Elissa,

and we will soon be away fiom this doomed island."

Elissa slid from the horse into the captain's arms, and he carried

her, like a child, to the boat. Her deliverer remained standing by

the horse, a joyful smile playing on her ghastly features.

" O, come—come with us !" said Elissa, in an entreating tone;

but the fortune-teller shook her head.

"No," she replied. "Joy and happiness will never be my lot

;

but may it be thine. Should you become the daughter in-law of

Consul Orloff, say to him that his unworthy second wife preserved

your life ! May every bliss attend you."

Springing on her horse as she spoke, she was soon lost to sight

;

and the captam, fearful lest the Turks should discover his vessel,

hastened on board. Elissa was in a swoon ; but Achmet received

her at the gangway in his arms and carried her to her state-room,

where", by the aid of cold water and a bo'tle of smelling-salts, she

soon recovered consciousness. And O, with what a thrill of joy

did she hear the waters rushing past the vessel's side. She had

escaped

!

Achmet hurried on deck and reported her convalescence to

Captain Maxwell.
" Glad of it," was his bluff' reply. "Now, quarter-master, get

out your studding-sails as soon as you can ; but keep an ej-e on

this new rigging. Mast-head, there ! keep a bright lookout for

strange sail
!"

" Ay, ay, sir !" And the " Dolphin " once more danced merrily

over the waters, under a preSs of canvass.

Everything was put in fighting trim, in case one of the Turkish

frigates should make chase ; but the blood-thirsty murderers were

too busily engaged in their work of destruction to think of keep-

ing a lookout.

When the sun again rose over Scio, but a few Greeks remainc<l

alive, and they were carefully concealed in the mountain recesses.

There they mourned for their butchered relatives, and swore to

revenge this savage onslaught upon the dt fenceless and unoffend-

ing. Nor was that sacred pledge to be fulfilled while a single

Moslem polluted the soil of Greece.

CHAPTER XIV.

" My May of life

l8 fallen in the .'iere, the yellow leaf;

And that which should accompany old age,

As honor, love, obedience, troops of friend.*',

I must not loftk to have -but, in their stead,

Curfts not loud, but deep, mouth-honor, breath,
"Which the poor htart would fain deny, but dar« not."

The flight of Alexis from the pavilion naturally caused a great

excitement in the seraglio. Never before had an intruder escape d

alive ; and the whole corrununily resembled a swarm of bees,

whose sanctuary had been invaded by some mischievous boy.

The guardians, with drawn yataghans, rushed frantically about,

calling on the odalisques to retire into their sleeping-rooms, a

command which the fair ones had no idea of obeying until they

ha<l learned all Ihe parlieiilars. Alarm gongs were sounded, and

such was the uproar that it reached the ears of Sultan Mahmoud,

who was seated at his council-board, deliberating on the hitentions

of Russia.

Stei) by stej) the autocrat had advanced, adopting, at intervals,

the rivers Dnieper, Buge, Dnester and Prulh as a frontier line,

and now he would fain advance his custom-houses to the very

mouth of the Danube. The Turks expected to sec their capital

again surmounted by the Greek cross ; but they wished to keep

off"—for another centm-y, if fate would permit—the fatal day when

the )irophecies woidd be fulfilled. For, before the con(|uests of

the fiery Catherine, the inhabitants of Constantinople pointed out

the [jarticular gate by which the Muscovite troo|)S would certainly

enter the City of Promise ; and they carried their dead across

into Asia—for their prophets had proclaimed that the Moslem

was but encamped in Europe. Yet Sultan Mahmoud hoped that

the evil day would not come within his reign, and had summoned

his chief officers around the divan of council to consider what

course should be pursued if the Russians should aid the Greeks
in their revolution. There was also some cause for apprehension
in the visit of the " Nicolai, " although he had not dared to refuse

her a passage through the jealously-guarded straits of the Dar-
danelles.

The tumult in the adjacent seraglio interrupted the delibera-

tions, and the guardian, who had introduced Alexis, appeared at

the door with a troubled look, making a sign to the sultu*.. Mah-
moud, requesting the Scra.«kicr Pacha to preside, left the divan

and learning from the trembling guardian the cause of the uproar

he in.raediatcly hurried to the pavilion.

Zalal.ah, almost jiaralyzod with astonishment at the unexpected

conduct of Alexis, remained where he had left her, gazing earn-

estly at the vessel ; but ere he was fairly on the deck she was sur-

rounded by a score of guardians, Avith drawn yataghans. Then
came one c ad in red, with a very fiend's expression on his face

carrying a long sack. His deadly gaze towards Zalallah boded

but little good—for it denoted the joy with which he would enclose

her in her prison-shroud, and launch her forth into the still and

sombre waters of the Bosphorus.

" What means this tumult 7" exclaimed the sultan, in a voice

that made the guardians tremble, and fall back like crouching

hounds before the huntsman's whip.

The sultana alone stood iminovablc—her eyes dark as night,

and her countenance fearfully jnile, but not with terror. Drawing

her noble form to its utmost height, and crossing her arms on her

breast, she stood in the midst of the accusing throng—not brav-

ing with man's energetic passion, or meekly suifecing with wo-

man's resignation—but casting off' that storm of shame as rain-

drops from the swan's white wings. So heroic was her attitude

;

so apparent her moral dignity ; .so purely innocent her earnest

face, that even the executioner felt abashed ; and Mahmoud—who

knew all, save the unexpected escape—felt that he could worship

her.

Yet the blood-rcd flush that flashed over Mahmoud 's haughty

face was the index of bitter mortification. Pure as he knew Zalal-

lah to be, powerful as he was, he dared not pardon her. The laws

of Mahomet could not be set at defiance, and death was the pun-

ishment of female infidelity. To have admitted a knowledge of

Alexis, or of his visit, would have aroused the fanatical prejudices

of the stern Moslems, and endangered his own life. He had extir-

pated the factious Janizaries, and had unriveted many a national

shackle of prejudice ; but he dared not overlook the presence of a

man in the forbidden precincts of his seraglio. While in thi.s sus-

pense an idea came to his relief, and, with well-assumed anger, ho

asked :

" AVas the dog secured ?"

For a moment there was no reply. Then, in a tremulous voice,

the chief guardian answered :

" He escaped to yonder vessel of the Franks \"

" Seize the sentinel on duty before the pavilion, and imprison

him. As for the sultana, let her bo taken at once to the Seven

Towers, and kept in the vaulteil chamber, until our will is known.

And let a dragoman be sent at once to the Russian embassy at

Pera, demanding the attendance of the minister. We must have

these two guilty ones taken care of together—hut, as doomed for

another world, let her be treated with tender care." And then, as

with curved lip and dilated nostril he passed the sentenced crimi-

nal, he whispered one word, intended alone for her who alone

heard it

:

" Esperance !"

He left, and the crowd of guardians dispersed, excepting those

who remained to escort the sultana to her prison. Stopping at

her apartments, they ordered her attendant odalisques to follow

with her apparel, and soon she was in a caique, skirting the ruined

walls of the city, on the side next to the Sea of Marmora. A few

moments, and the caique was brought to the sill of a low arched

postern in a high tower, alitiost overhanging the water, and Zalal-

lah was ushered into her prison. It was a spacious vaulted apart-

ment, in the largest of the long-famed " seven towers," and had

been fitted up with every comfort for state jjrisoners of high rank.

The windows on one side overlooked the city, with its swelling

domes and high, glistening minarets—while on the other were the

bleak deserts of Thrace, stretching off towards Adrianople, until

they were lost in the purple duskiness of the distance.

The guardians left, and Zalallah, alone, had time to recall her

thoughts. Unhappily for herself, she construed the behaviour of

Alexis into a declaration that her davighter had peri.-hed, and felt

that the last chord was severed that had kept her thoughts in tune.

Memory, like a vulture, preyed upon her imagination, portraying

her crime, like that of Cain, as entailing a curse upon her and

hers. The thought of the evil day when she was persuaded to

leave her hu.sband, and the image of her infant child as it ap-

peared when she imprinted a last kiss upon its pure lips, rose re-

proachfully before her. Alas I the recollection of an evil deed

ever blooms around a ruined heart, as noxious weeds grow rank-

est at the base of ruined shrines. Heretofore, although care had

woven its spider-like web over her soul, and some sad thought

had claimed almost every pulsation of her existence, she had

cherished the hope of an ultimate reunion with her daughter, as

an Eden spot, free from all stain.

Now, even that hope was quenched, as the lost star of night

pales into the western sky. Sweet anxieties, nourished for years,

had fled, and no beacon-light illumined the troubled waves of fu-

turity. A prey to the keenest mi.sery, she found no relief in weep-

j„<y—for the scalding tears she shed were nut those which fell like

summer showers, refreshing by their overflow the heart from

whence they spring—but the hail-drops of agony, which almost

furrow the cheek down which they roll. Of her own fate she was

reckless, for she felt sensible that nothing remained for her in the

dark pilgrimage of life, save vain regrets and ruined hopes.
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Meanwhile, the excitement within the seraglio had increased

rather than subsided—tor a very few moments after Alexis had

ascended the side of the " Nieolai," tlie Russian Secretary of Le-

gation had gone on board. What his errand was no one on shore

knew; but in a trice the drum was heard, as the crew hurried

around the capstan, while the top-men, busily engaged in furling

Bail an instant previous, hastened to undo their labors. The sec-

retary now descended the side and received his diplomatic salute

;

nor had the smoke curled from the water ere ihe "Nieolai," under

full sail, was retracing her way down the Sea of Marmora. It

was a rapid movement ; and the Turks, baffled of their prey, were

loud in their denunciation of the Russians, who had thus carried

off an offender against the laws of the Prophet.

The truth of the matter, however, was this. The czar had sent

despatches to Constantinople lor Alexis, ordering him to repair at

once to Greece, and to Icarn what the |)rosi)ects were of an insur.

rection. Just as the document arrived, the Russian minister

learned the reported expedition againt Scio, and hoped that the

"Nieolai" would arrive in time to return to Smyrna for Major

Orloff, and then gp to Scio. Orders to this effect had been sent

on board the moment the vessel was visible, and Captain Paske-

witsch was nothing loth to carry away his young friend. So that

within half an hour af.er Alexis left the seraglio, he was on his

way dowm the Sea of Marmora, and the imperial city of Constan-

tine hail faded in the distSncc.

Consul Orlort" api)eared delighted to sec his grandson again;

but Alexis noticed with regret that the old gentleman's counte-

nance looked careworn, while there was a lack of animation in his

manner. He listened with interest to the strange adventures of

his grand.son, but no ])art of them interested him so much as that

which comprised his interviews with Klissa.

" I cannot comprehend," said he, " who proini)ted your abduc-

tion, although Osmar Bey evidently had a prominent hand in it.

But who is this Elissa? And how could that rascally Lavalette

manage to purchase an estate in Scio, and to keep a yacht in his

employ, unless he pilfered the sums from me. Alas ! Alexis, I

fear that I am the victim to some dce]>-laid scheme, and that after

hjiving with ant-like industry reared a fortune for your use
—

"

"Nay, nay, my dear grandfather," inten-upted Alexis, "do not

grieve for the loss of your jiropcrty on my account. I hope you

will yet recover your embezzled funds, but, on my account, do not

even think of it. I am young, advanced in my profession, and

never fear but that I can get along."

" I trust that I am thankful for your prosperity, my dear boy
;

but the loss of capital is a sad matter to an old merchant. A
month since 1 walked the streets of Smyrna with pride, feeling

that by my own industry I had amassed enough to sustain you in

whatever rank you might attain. But when you were taken away,

perhaps murdered, and I found Lavalette's defection, everything

appeared changed. I—the head of the Levantine trade—was

bankrupt ; and those who had bowed subserviently in the bazaars,

now passed me with a supercilious and chilling nod."

" But, my dear grandfather," said Alexis, " matters may turn

out better than you imagine. Could we but get hold of Lavalette,

he might be forced to disgorge his ill-gotten wealth, and all would

•be well. At any rate. Captain Paskewitsch wishes you to accom-

panv him to Scio, and you may learn something there of the

rascal."

But, as Alexis spoke, a cloud came over his heart—for while he

looked upon Lavalette as having ruined his grandfiither, he could

not forget that he was the uncle of Elissa. Her memory haunted

him in his dreams, and he looked eagerly forward to an opportu-

nity of seeing her again, in hopes that she might look with more

favor upon his suit.

While these events were transpiring in and near Constantinople,

Scio was yet damp with the blood of her best and her bravest in-

habitants. Osmar Bey had glutted his vengeance—yet he felt

sorely troubled, for there was every appearance that Elissa was

among the victims. He had sent a guard to protect her, but they

had mistaken the house, and he had every reason to fear the

wrath of Zaiallah. Wrapped up as she was in the welfare of her

child, he felt that she would turn upon him with the fury of a

lioness despoiled of her cub, and ruin stared him in the face.

His 6nlv consolation was, that he had nearly completed the ac-

complishment of his long-cherished schemes of revenge.

As these thoughts occupied his mind, a few mornings after the

massacre, the door of his apartment was opened, and Lavalette

entered, looking emaciated and wan.

" Ah !" exclaimed the bey, " is she safe, then V
"Elissa'?" asked Lavalette.

" Yes. Tell me—were you able to escape V
" Ala.s ! I know nothing of Elissa. 1 was brought here by force,

imprisoned, and have been nearly starved to death since my jailor

I perisfied. Why did you not send a guard to the country-house?"

" Why did I not V repeated the bey. " Was it not your duty

to watch over her'? Did I not save you from a felon's death, in

order to have an accomplice, and promised you the wealth of my
doomed enemy as a reward ? And were not 3'ou to watch over

Elissa, the daughter of her who procured my advancement at

Constantinople—an advancement which has enabled me to wipe

i ont one long account 1 Truly have I a mind to add you to the

list of victims, and thus end your career of crime !"

^ His majestic figure dilated as he thundered forth these ques-

tions, ifftones that penetrated the very soul of the guilty partner

in his schemes, and there was no reply. After a short pause, lie

continued

:

" You do not speak, cowardly slave ! Mark, now, what I say.

If, within one week, you do not find Elissa, I will have you shot

like a dog. Depart !" '

Trembling and astonished, Lavalette shrank, withovit a word.

from the head-quarters of the baffled bey. Death stared him in

the face, and he wished that he had been left to starve in his pris-

on-cell. Then hope, that arcli-coniforter, whispered that I'^lissa

might be among those who had gained hiding-places in the moun-

tains. Inspired by the idea, he determined to commence a search,

when a Turkish soldier approached him, saying :

" Do you wish to purchase a ring V
Lavalette, as he gazed on the jewel offered him, felt his limbs

totter; and his breath became short and thick.

It was a ring, which Zaiallah had sent from Constantinople to

be given to Elissa on her last birthday, and a jjortion of the golden

circlet was encrusted with blood.

" Where," he at length nerved himself to ask, " did you obtain

this V
" From the finger of a dead girl, just out of town," replied the

soldier, with a demoniac smile. " I had to use the knifu to get it,

for the finger was somewhat swollen ; but it had to come. Do
you wish it

'."

Giving the soldier a few j)iasties, which amply satisfied him,

Lavalette put the ring in his pocket, and for sonic time paced the

streets, lost in thought. He felt that, unless he contrived some

plan of escape, his life would be forfeited—that, too, when he had

a fortune safely deposited in Vienna, the fruit of his long service

of villany with Consul Orloff.

Unconsciously he had approached the quay, where a boat from

one of the Turkish frigates was waiting. The coxswain was a

renegade Frenchman, who for some years had kept a sail-boat at

Smyrna, for the amusement of the European residents, and Lav-

alette had several times gone out with him. To his great joy the

man recognized him.

"Ah !" said he, "are you here '. I knew that you had some-

thing to do with that bloodthirsty Osmar Bey, but I didn't know

you'd come here with him. But we shall soon be away."

"Do jou sail soon '." asked Lavalette, with as much unconcern

as he could assume.

" The ship's at single anchor, and wc are waiting for an officer,

who is to carry despatches to Constantinople. It is that reckless

Parisian, Hilairc, who is a sort of aid-de-camp to this Osmar."
" I know it," said Lavalette ;

" and here lie comes." Then ad-

vancing towards a young man, in a Turkish uniform, whose coun-

tenance was strongly marked with traces of dissipation, he ex-

claimed :

" Well, my dear Hilaire, I was afraid I should have to go with-

out you."
" Go without me !" repeated the astonished young man.
" Yes. The bey gave me my orders last night, and I feared

that I should have a blue time of it until he told me you were to

carry the offieial account of the battle. You will say when I lake

you to see some of my Armenian lady-friends, in Topbana, that

I know Constantinople ; but it i.s dull music alone."

Hilaire was completely deceived. He had been at Lavalettc's

house with his commander, and knew that they had intimate rela-

tions—nor had he any suspicions that all was not as the wily clerk

stated. So he expressed ^eat delight at having the pleasure of

his company, and in a few moments the boat was on its way to

the Turkish frigate, the well-feathered oars beating the blue water

into glistening spray.

Hilaire introduced Lavalette to the captain,—who was likewise

a Frenchman,—and a fellow-passenger ; and in a few moments

the almost breathless fugitive heard the welcome notes of the

boatswain's whistle, followed by the call :

" All hands up anchor !"

The men walked mechanically around the capstan to the music

of a doleful-sounding drum ; and soon the dripping flukes hung

from the cat-head. The fore-topsail yards had been hoisted, and

in a moment the sails were sheeted home, and the jibs set.

There was a fair breeze, and, as the frigate felt it, she left the an-

chorage, her crew setting sail after sail until she staggered under

a cloud of canvass, tapering high towards the clouds. Had not

Lavalette been thoroughly absorbed in his villanous schemes, he

could but have been amused at the crew—picked up from the

fishing-boats and wharfingers of the Turkish jiorts. The petty

oflicers were generally Italians—the remainder, with the captain

and first lieutenant, were French. It was a tolerable "fair-weather

crew," but one upon which, evidently, no reliance could be placed

in contest or storm.

Never had Lavalette, in his long career of crime, felt so relieved

as when he saw the island of Scio fade into the distance. He
joined his companion in revelry until late at night, recalling the

conquests and glories of France over ruby wine from her sunny

slopes, and quite ingratiating himself with the officers.

The next morning, when they were washing the decks over-

head, Hilaire lay in a drunken sleep; but the wily partner of his

stateroom was up, and opening the bag which contained his de-

spatches, had abstracted a letter to Zaiallah. Carefully putting it

in one of his pockets, he then retired to rest, and it was difficult

to arouse him for the late breakfast.

CHAPTER XV.
*'The 8word, the banner, and the field,

Glory and Greece, around me see!

The Spartan, born upon his shield.

Was not more free

!

Awake! (not Greece—.«lie is awake')
Awnke, my spirit ! Think through whom

Thy life-l>lood tracks its parent lake.

And then ^t^ike home!

Tread thy reviring pasf ions down.
Unworthy manhcK>d!—unto thee

IndliTerent should the smile or frown
Of beauty be,"

MoBNiNO AT MissoLONGHi ! The sun comes pouring its

bright rays from over the poetical Mount Parnassus, and casts a

flood of liquid light upon the plain, rivalling the classic halo of

bright memories with wliicli it has been invested. All around are

thick groves of myrtle, olive and pomegranate, rich at once in

blo.ssom and berry—whilst the vine, laden with vivid green foliige

and clustering fruit, climbs from tree to tree in wanton luxuriance.

A soft breeze comes stealing in from the waters so f.imcd in my-

thological romance ; and the river Avcnus, with its silvery tide,

rcfiects the laurels that fringe its banks. The town itself, with its

l( w fortifications, and its well-whitewashed houses, basks in the

morning rays like a vision of joy ; and the convcnt-bclls, with

holy peal, invite the faithful to their matin prayers.

At the time of which we write, Missolonghi had stood a long

siege from the Turks. Staunchly had the brave Mavrocordato

repelled the enemy, while the gallant Botzaris had fallen, aftet-

heroically destroying their camp. Sentries yet paced the fortifi-

cations, and there was a gu;ird posted before the house which

served as head-quarters to the commander of the garri.son—Lord

Byron.

The house in which the warrior-bard had taken his quarters

was, as might have been expected, one of the best in Missolonghi

;

but, according to English ideas, it was wretchedly deficient in

everything included under the word comfort. The lower floor

was used as a stable for his horses, and a store-house. Above

was a large fitting-room, with whitewashed walls, upon which

hung the armorial bearings of his proud race ; a landscape view

of Newstcad Abbey, and miniature portraits of the Countess

Guiccioli, and her daughter, w\da. Guns and swords were piled

in the comers ; many of the chairs were covered with Suliotc uni-

forms ; and a large n)ahogany table in the centre of the room was

heaped with books, letters and manuscript>—among the latter the

rough ilraft of the poem written on his just passed thirty-sixth

year, an extract from which heads this chapter. Upon a rug be-

fore the fire-place lay two fine Newfoundland dogs; and near by,

seated upon an ottoman, in a. recumbent position, was the poet

himself.

The personal appearance o{ this gifted champion has already

been sketched in these pages ; but he now wore the Greek dress

of an " archistrategos," or commander-in-chief of the- army, which

.set off his fine figure to great advantage. The expression of his

face, however, was sadder than before he had assumed command.

He had forsaken his ancestral halls, where he enjoyed fame be-

yond reasonable desire, wealth, rank, everything that could fill his

gorgeous cup of life with mortal happiness. Yet he had not en-

joyed himself, and after every variety of passion had swept across

his heart like an autumnal gale, leaving nothing but withered

leaves behind, he had determined to throw his sword into the scale

of Grecian liberty. His dauntless, Promethean spirit had entered

into all the plans for con(iuering the Turks, and he was now sup-

porting the entire force under his command. So long as his

weekly supply of dollars lasted, the Suliotes were cringingly obe-

dient, but the last week's pay was lacking, and now their noble

commander's heart was sickened by their ungrateful insubordina-

tion in consequence of it.

" Well, Fletcher," he asked, as his servant brought in breakfast

on a tray, " is everything quiet at the barracks '{"

" Yes, my lord ; but the Suliotes are to assemble in the course

of the morning, and they threaten to come here for their pay."

"Well."

"And, my lord, they threaten to take it by force."

" Craven cowards ! Is there no spot on earth where man is not

a slave to this accursed thirst for gold ? Hark ye, Fletcher. Go

to Count Gamba, and tell him to order the German artificers here,

with the two howitzers and a tumbril of grape-shot. By the cross

of Newstead ! I will mow them down as Botzaris swept away the

Turks!"

The servant left ; and Lord Byron, after pacing the floor for a

few inomcnts, took a glass from the table, to look from the win-

dow facing the sea. No vessels of any size can approach the

town, owing to the shallowness of the water ; bnt he saw in the

roads a felucca, just coining to anchor. The hull resembled the

" Dolphin," but the masts were new, and of a small size for the

siiils—nor was the rigging set up with the nicety that characterized

Captain Maxwell's sea-eye.

But a tumult in the street below diverted his attention, and ere

he could step to the window, whence he could ascertain the cause,

several of the Suliotes burst into the room—savage-looking ban-

dits, with gay dresses, rich arms, bronze faces, and gleaming

eyes, they came as representatives of their comrades in the street

beneath. A spy had informed them that the Germans were or-

dered to head-quarters, and one of their number, in a vehement

speech, had kindled flames of indignation as fierce as the famed

" Greek fire " of the ancients. Inspired with rage and anger

they now clamored in the street, echoing the words of their

envoys

:

" Colonati ! colonati!"

" Dollars ! dollars !" exclaiiifcd Lord Byron, in a voice of thun-

der. " Would that I had them large enough to press you between

the ' columns ' on the Spanish die, until you gasped for breath,

Back, knaves ! back
!"

Drawing a sword, he rushed towards the apparent rirgleader.

This unexpected bravery had its effect, and the intruders fled
;

but no sooner had the last of them left the room than Lord Byron

fell, his face bathed in blood. The crimson tide came from his

temples, where leeches had been applied the day previous, and the

exertion had caused the wounds they had left to re-open.

When he again came to his senses he was h'ing upon his otto-

man, surrounded by his friends, while a female hand was gently

applying a cooling lotion to his fevered brow. She was seated

beyond his head, so that he could not see her face—but the soft

touch recalled many a sad thought. First, iheYe stole noiscleesljr
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across liis reoollection the lioliness of his early love for Mary
Chaworih—ihcn, wiih a shuiUlcr, came the immory of his unlov-

ing wife—ami tender rccollcciions of Madame Guiciioli followed,

with later loves, in whi h the pure poi'try of the heart had no

place. Who lind followed him in his chivalrous exile 1 Who
cared for the spurned husl)and of a he artlcs-; wife. With a con-

vulsive effort he raised his head, and saw—Klissa !

Yes, it was our heroine. She had arrived in tlic "Dolphin;"

and the si^ht of Ca|)taiii Maxwell, as they came on shore, had

quieted the Suliotes, for he had brou';lit many a thousand " co'on-

ati " to their purses. T'ley sneaked away; and, on goin<r up

stairs, the captain found Lord By on lyiuf; in his swoon. Elissa,

who had read the ))oenis of the hard, and wcll-renieinhercd his

kindness to her a few weeks previous, immediately applied her.-elf

to liis restoration. And thus, when he recovered, his eyes rested

upon her fair voung counlenance, gazing on him with an expres-

sion in which tlie purest innocence seemed rehned hy an absorb-

ing solicitude for his welf ire. Alas ! this was what his att'ection-

ate spirit had ever thirsted for—but, like the wandering dove, it

had found no resting-place, and had returned to his desolate heart.

The narrative of tlie m issacre at Scio was not news
; but all

around the poet's couch listened with grief to the details of hor-

ror related by Elissa. All that day did she minister to the wants

of Lord Byron, who could but feel grateful. Promismg to send

her to Malta by the first vessel, he begged her to remain at his

house, and Elissa c(msented.

Although the "Dolphin" had brought no silver this time, a fe-

lucca ai-rived «ith a supjily, and t!ie Snliote« were again submis-

sive. But for some days lie eared not for martial exercise.

MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH.

CHAPTER XVI.

"Goiai goldl in all ages the curse of manltind!
Thy fetters are furged for the Boul and the mind;
The limbs may be free as the winps of a bird,

And the mind may be slave of a look and a word.
To gam thee, men barter eternity's crown,
Yield honor, affection, and lasting renown.''

Expectation reigned at Constantinople ! For the first time

the new fleet, with its European officers, had gone forth from the

Sea of Marmora, and all awaited news of its success. Tlie old

Moslems, as they sat in the kaj-liani/s, sipping fragrant Mocha
from dwarfish cups, feared that no good would come from the em-
ployment of infidils to command the faithful. Greeks, a prey to

sad fears, glanced often at the Genoese Tower, in Galata, for the

signal of a vietoiy that would desolate their native homes. The
American naval architects were anxious to learn how their vessels

had worked at sea. And even Sultan Mahmoud, seated in some
apartment of his seraglio, commanding a view of the offing, gazed
with his glass at each coming sail, impatient to learn if his newly
organized naval force was really eflSeient, and if his i-evolutionized

provinces were subdued.
At last the news came ! The sun had sank to rest ; but a briglit

purple radiance played on the outlines of minaret and dome long

after the city slept in the soft golden twilight. A gentle southern

breeze agitated the cypress branches that overshadowed the sera-

flio garden, and cast a faint ripple over the calm surface of the

eep blue Propontis.

The deep booming of cannon in the direction of the Prince.s'

Islands, attracted crowds to the water's edge—and, for once, the

cofifec-houses were deserted. There was an interval of profound

" God is great, and Mahomet is his prophet ! Scio is re-cap- !

tured from the infidel dogs, and the blood of her inhal)itants has '

washed out the stains of her rebellion ! The arms of the sultan

have triumphed, and his army is invincible! Glory to the Most
\

High for the success of the Projihct's servants \"

To the Turks this announcement was the signal for illumina-

tions and rcjoii ings—while their Greek n-ighbors, trembling for

their own safety, felt bound to Join in the festivities, ay, to rejoice

over the massacre of tlieir relatives. Their hopes of seeing the

Greek cross replace the crescent over Saint Sofjhia vanished like

a dream, and their hearts sank, surroundc d like Marius, hy the

ruins of their projects. Now their eyes must be directed toward-!

the barbarians of the North. Kussia, having succeeded in other

enterprises of aggrandizement, must pursue her career of ambi- '

tion, and the Muscovites must drive back
the Ottomans into Asia. That this mis-
sion might be accomplished has been the

daily prayer of thousands since that sad
night when Captain Hilaire brought ntws
of the massacre of Scio to Sultan Mah-
moud. But one, deejjly interested in the

intelligence, knew nor of its arrival. Fear-
ing tlie worst, Zalallah sat in her prison-
palace, with her head resting on her hands,
as one who had endured some torturing

pain, that left its traces behind. The
mournful expression that furrowed her
pale face, and the melancholy languor
floating in crimson dashes over her large

eyes, told that her thoughts were
,,

—

far away in a world of her own
sad creation. She heard the sa-

lutes, but they made no impres-
sion upon her mind, preoccupied
as it was with oilier thoughts. In
former days she had looked at

life through the magnifying tele-

scope of hope—but now despair,

reversing the lenses, even dimin-
ished the feeble chances of seeing

her daughter again. Could she
have brought herself to think

that Elissa was alive, it would
have been different—hut a sad
presentiment that she had been
slain at Scio saddened her every

moment. The dark waters of eternity

rolled between her and the loved one who
was to be her companion in that ideal

home to which slie had looked for years.

The well-known footsteps of the sultan

aroused her, and she rose to greet him.
But so cold was the hand she extended,

and such vivid anxiety was depicted upon
her wan countenance, that he involuntarily

shuddered.

"Ah!" she exclaimed, mistaking the cause of his emotion,
"you have evil tidings for me !"

"No," he replied. "On the contrary she is safe and well.
Osmar Bey has conquered the Sciotes, and has washed out the
stain of their insurrection with a tide of blood. But he has sent
Lavalette here, to assure you that Elissa is well, and he brings
you a ring, which he says you will recognize, as a token of her
welfare."

" Thank God !" fervently ejaculated Zaiallah. " I am truly
undeserving such mercy."

" Nay, nay," said the sultan, "yoi» merit everything. Listen,
Zaiallah, for I have an announcement to make that fills my heart
with anguish. For years you have been my favorite sultana, my
friendly adviser. But, owing to the unfortunate interview with
that young Russian, the ser-

aglio must be closed against

you. To have a sultana who
had conversed with another
man, would he virtually ab-

dicating my throne, and nev-

MAGNETIC TELEGRAPHS.
Among the many rare and beautiful sreciniens of man's inge-

nuity, already to be seen at the Crystal Palace, none stands more
prominent than the several machines represented in the accomna-
nying engravings. First, House's Ainerican Printing Telegraph,-
exhibited in operation by the manufacturer—Mr. J. B. Richards'.
In order to furnish a complete exjioiition of the subject, two ma^
chines have been placed at the opposite extremes of the bniUlin"
which comiTiunicate with each other by a wire stretched fiom end
to end, in the same manner as we see on the poles in the streets.

The wliole modus operandi of telegraphing by this lightning worked
printing press, as it may be termed, can thus be seen at one view—as by tlii-i means visitors to the exhibition arc enabled to corres-
pond with each other across the building, and so witness the trans-

BAIN S TELEGRAPH, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

mission of their despatches as it actually occurs on the lines

stretched through the country. The various instruments them-
selves appear somewhat like miniature piano fortes, being simila-

in form, though smaller in size—some being provided with key
like those of the piano, and which are operated upon in tlie same
way, and others, of which specimens are given here, are worked
by the method of single strokes of the finger. These keys, each

of which represents a single letter, are connected, in House's in-

strument, by the wire with the printing apparatus at the other

end. This printing apparatus contains a wheel, on which are en-

graved letters corresponding with the keys, so that by means of

the keys the operator is enabled to produce a printed letter on the

other machine. Steam and the telegraph have revolutionized all

the relations of business, and have brought the most distant points

HOUSE S TELEGRAPH, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE. MERCHANTS TELEGRAPH, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

cilence. Then rose the full moon, and displayed a large frigate

approaching under shortened sail. Her tall spars, with their com-
plicated tracery of ringing, loom'd up from the snowy canvass of
Iier lower yards, and soon another broadside flashed from her
ports. There had been a victory—else why this joyous announce-
ment ? Constantinople was astir; nor had the frigate dropped
her anchor off Seraglio Point, ere the whole surface of the water
far around her was dappled with cai(|ues, through which her first

cutter, carrying the despatches, found it diflicult to pa-s. When
her canvass was all furled, there was a flourish of diums upon her
quarter-deck, and the yards were manned by the crew, every other

one holding a bluo port light, which east a luiid glare over the

boats around. Then was heard, in sonorous tones, the voice of
one of the ££fendis, who had accompanied the expedition :

er would be pardoned by the stem Moslems. Already the Ulemas

of the mosque of Sultan Achmet have sent a deputation to ask

if you had sufi'ered the penalty of your crime ! What can I do 1"

" Generous Mahmoud," interrupted Zaiallah, " I will not cause

you trouble, for my poor life is
—

"

" Your life is precious to me, and to your daughter. Listen, I

would not send you hence did I not think that you could be made
happier. But I well know that you have ever looked forward to

a union with your daughter, and now the opportunity offers. To-
morrow nigl t you will be conducted to a caique, which will con-

vey you ti) a fast sailing schooner. Lavalette will be on board,

and I shall place wealth enough in his hands to make your lot an
easy one. Now, Zaiallah, we must part

!"

[to be continued.]

wiihin hailing distance of each other. Though the several lines,

of which we give representations herewith, are differently named,

of course they all act upon the same lightning principle, varying

only in the detail of the mode of operation. All companies who

are engaged in the business seem to be making a profitable thing of

it, and divide handsome dividends. Members of the busfness por-

tion of our community can readily appreciate the wonderful ad-

vantage to them which the telegraph has proved, and is constantly

proving itseir Tliose of our readers who live at a distance from

commercial points or routes must see the tangible operation of

these modern facilities to realize tlieir nature. The stranger who

visits the Crystal Palace, in seeing these various apparatus, as

given above, can at once form a correct conclusion conceminjf

them, and having seen them, will never forget their character.
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HOSE AND ENGINE.

The cut wliich wc
present hcrcwiih icpre-

Bcnts tlie caniaf;e of the

Hope Huse Company,

of I'liiliidelpliia, now on

exlii'ition at the Crys-

tal P.ilnce, New York.

It is an elegant and

highly orna mini cd sam-

ple of the hosc-oaniagcs

now in use among our ,

public s|iirited fin men,

and IS from a design by

Henry McCully. The
deeora'ive metallic
work is heavily plated

with silver and gilt,

while its capa ity for

service is evinced in the

fact of its active use for

three months previous

to its introduction to

the Crystal Palace. Be-

low will he found, also,

a representation of tlie

engine belonging to

company No. 38, of

New York, a favorite

and well-known ma-
chine. Next to Con-
stantinople, New York
is visited with more fires

than any other city in

the world ! Indeed, we
sometimes think that

New York eclipses even

her Moslem neighbor m
this unwelcome notori-

ety. Their losses of

late have not been so

great as bi fore they had

the Croton, but the
number of fires has not

been lessened. The ne-

cessity of all this should

be rigorously question-

ed by every good citi-

zen, for they are liable, ere long, to meet with another saltpetre

explosion, and to find one of their everyday fires turned into a

general conflagration. There are some reasons for less frequency

of fires in European cities. The greater proportion of floors there

are tiled, which is a very important feature. Les.s wood is used

in the construction of buildings, for it is far more scarce and dear
there than with us. Premises arc inhabited by tenants for much
longer periods, occasioning very much less change of stoves and
flues than among the May-moving citizens of New York. The
more gradual growth of tliC cities enables fire wardens to attend

more closely to their duties, in ensuritig safety from fire ri:ks, in

the construction of flues of new buildings. There are a greater

number of occupants in each building, occasioning quicker dis-

covery and instant extinguishment. But, giving these ditf'erences

due weitrht, there arc still far too many fires in that city. One
great and growing reason is believed to be the more speculative

character of our citizens, and the determination of many of the

most unprincipled to make up all losses in trade by profits on in-

surance. In Europe, the character of the tradesman and merchant

is less impetuous than with us. He is more solid and substantial,

and less enterprising also. His rents are lighter, his business

lighter, and his expectations lighter. He goes into business more
cautiously and circumspectly, for a slip in trade is not as easily
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remedied as in this country. The hankrujit merchant or trades-

man there finds great difficulty in recovering his former position.

Bankruptcy is considered a greater disgiRce than with us. Hence,
in the greater amount of active enterprise pievailing among our
people, more failures and losses in business being the inevitable

result, greater reason for fraud and dishonesty in regard to insur-

ance is held forth, and honesty is too often discarded to retrieve

the disaster of unsuccessful trade. Some of the officers of our
best insurance companies aver that fire risks are too readily taken
fiom persons of questionable tharacter by other oftiees, less

crowded with business, and that this practice necessarily gains
ground through competition among the different companies.
However this may be, it remains considerably with the insurance

companies to check these fires, for tlieir pockets are the ones most
interested. The companies frequently pass over inconsider.able

losses, without question, in order to avoitl a quarrelsome notoriety.

This is bad in principle. Should not a board, comprised of mem-
bers from each company, be established, to in(|uire scarchitiglv

into, and decide all losses ^ All invidious distinction between dif-

ferent companies would then be avoided, and very formidable ma-
chinerj' for the detection of fraud might be wielded, without ques-

tioning the honesty of any of their customers, which it is a delicate

and disagreeable duty for any one of the companies now to do.

MICHAEL AKtiEIiO.

I felt quite unwilling

to leave Florence with-

out visiting the house
wliich, 1 understood,
was full of relics. We
made the necessary ar-

rangements for admis-
sion, and repaired to

the Via Ghibellina in

which it stands. It is

yet in possession of n,

descendant of this great
man. The entire inte-

rior is preserved a.< iii

the time of the artist,

and no one can doubt
it on a survey. Much
of the furniture remains
as in liis day. The
apartments open from
one to the other, and
you meet with a step,

down or up, in gomg
from room to room.
Here is a small saloon
or gallery, the ten large
panels of which illus-

trate the artist's his-

tory. They were done
by the best painters of
the age, and some of
them as a work of love.

One, Michael Angelo
sliowing his plan of tho
Library to Leo X., is

very striking. Anotbor,
in referenee to Soly-
man propo-inga bridgo
nt tlie Davdanelles, is

impressive. In one
room is his statue, by
Novelli, and near it a
holy family, in oil. It

will be remembered
that he only painted
three easel-pictures.

Ills actual studio we
weie the works of his

are his brushes, color

In one room we saw

entered with reverence, and all aronnd
hands—sketches, bas-reliefs, etc. Here
Jars, and other articles of professional use.

his walking-stick, his cup, his slipptrs, and some finely preserved
letters—liis rosary, his writing desk, etc. We were shown a cru-

cifix given him by the Pope, (ontaiiiing a vast number of relics,

set in small cireles covered with glas-^. I lemember here was a
bit of tlie stone which was thrown at Stephen, a bit of the iiue

cro s, a stone from the grave of Lazarus, a morsel of the pillar of
flagell ition, an<l some twenty other equally prei ious pieces of
pajiistical gammon. I was mucli pleaded to see here the first

marble sculptured by the artist—a grou)! in quarrel. To walk
through the house of a m:in who was the favorite of seven Popes,
who painted the Last Judgment, execu ed the Moses, and erected

the dome of St. Peter's, is an atfair that furnishes food for thought,
and demands the exercise of one's best affections. The architec-

tural aliilities of this renowned arti>t arc best displayed in tho

])ublic buildings of Florence, and particularly of Rome, where he
completed the building of St. Peter's Chun h, in the execution of
which he spe^t seventeen laborious ytars without salary. He
was also an elegant poet, as his sonnets and cantonets fully show.
He died in the year 15G4, aged 90. His works will ever be
remembered as models of genius and beauty.— Choules.

^^1,1

REPRESENTATION OF FIRE ENGINE NO. 38, OF NEW VORK CITV.
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[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE MUSICIAN'S DEATH.
AN IMITATION.

BY PBCEBE CARET.

BiDging of old Had melodies,

He lay through all the night,

But when the morning's golden eyes

Had made his chamber bright;

And larks along the heaven* so blue

Began their way to wing,

His mortal tocg was joined unto

The one the angtls sing.

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

THE LITTLE ANGEL.
BY MRS. CAROLINE A. SODLE.

" JiIay I go on the common to play ? I've been a good girl

to-day," warbled the dear little pet, Isabel Lee, in a voice that

was sweet as the song of a bird at sunlight ; and up and down

the stairs she went, singing her childish ditty, and searching

eagerly for her mother that she might obtain the desired per-

mission.

" Say yes, do now, that's a dear, good mother," she exclaimed,

when at length she found herself in the arms of the loved one.

" Miss Jane says I've been a very good girl, indeed ; and she says,

too, that air and play will do me much good. And there's no

place in all the world where I love so well to play as on that dear

old common of ours. I call it our little country, mother, 'cause

there aint no houses there, nothing but grass and trees and water,"

" And birdlings from human nests," said the mother, as she

lovingly kissed the darling. " Yes, you may go, but mind and

not play too hard—and be sure. Bell, to get home ere the dinner

is ready."

Merrily then pattered the slippered feet after bonnet and cape

and hoop—and merrily sang the happy voice :

" I may go on the common to play,

I guess I'll be good then every day."'

Very demurely did the little girl pace the crowded and fashion-

able thoroughfare ; but O, how lightly and joyously she bounded

down the stone steps. And once on the gravelled path, with

God's green grass beside her—his noble trees arching above her

—his free, glad sunshine quivering on their tops, dancing through

their interlacing boughs. Here mottling the soft turf, and there

bathing it in a golden tide. Once beside the mimic lake, with its

leaping, laughing, musical fountain,—once out in that " little

country," and Isabel, happiest of the happy, flitted through the

long walks, with a step that .seemed almost winged, so fleet, so

airy was its tread ; while her voice rang now in childish glee, and

again in birdlike songs ; and her pulses beating with quickened

life, sent fresh, bright hues to the delicate cheek, gave an added

lustre to the brilliant eye, a warm, glad gush to the panting heart,

and a thrill of joy to the imprisoned soul. Out on the common
slie might be what God meant she should be while her years were

young. A child, a romjnng, wild, frolicsome child ; and gather

in her buoyant sports that strength so needed in the life to come

;

that vigor which shields the heart from muffled notes. She rolled

her hoop ; she tossed her velvet ball ; she " hipped and hopped to

the barber's shop ;" she made friends with the little girls who
romped beside her, and lent them her hoop while she jumped their

rope ; she watched the little boys launch their boats, smiled with

them when they bore a gallant sail, and spoke a comforting word

when they met with a saddening wreck ; she played with the ba-

bies—gladdened the hearts of thj weary nurses with a kind and

a loving word ; and then, fairly tired out, wandered away from

the noisy group.

"I wont go home quite yet," said she. " I'll get rested first.

Yes, I'll find me a nice, cool, shady place, and sit down there, and

think awhile. Mother says it does little girls good to think," and

so she tripped away in search of a musing spot.

But suddenly her steps were arrested ; the light faded from her

joyous eye ; the song died on her lip. There, on the green turf be-

side her, the midsummer sun pouring its torrid rays upon his up-

turned face, buried in what seemed deathlike slumber, lay a man in

the prime of life. Tattered and torn were his garments, a battered

hat beside him, a broken bottle clenched in the right hand, a blot-

ted paper in his hand.

" The poor, sick man," said the wondering child, " out here in

the hot sun asleep. It's too bad, too bad. How sorry his folks

would be if they only knew where he was. He must have been
going to the doctor's, for he has a bottle and a paper, and I guess
he was so weak he couldn't get there, and fell down. The poor,

sick man—how I wish I could make hira well."

She looked awhile and then hesitatingly approached him, and
Kat down beside him. She took out her handkerchief and wiped
away the great drops that had gathered on his brow, and then
fanned him with that soft, delicate motion which we give to the
dying friend. And all the time tears were streaming down her
cheeks, and she was wailing with a hushed voice but sobbing heart
over his lonely lot. She was wondering if he had a wife and little

children—and if they knew how sick he was
; and she wished he

would wake up and tell her where they lived that she might brin"
them there. •

A long while she sat there, a patient, thoughtful watcher. Only
once she ceased the cooling breeze—it was to fold her little hands
as she had been taught, and breathe over him a childish praver.

That prayer ! The angola hushed their harps to listen, and
" there was joy in heaveu." •

At length the sick man turned and tossed as though his sleep

was mostly over. " Poor man," said his little nurse, " poor man,

you'll be sore and stiff' I'm afraid, sleeping so long on the ground

when it rained only last night. Poor man, how sorry I am for

you." But now her little cheek is laid close to his bloated face,

for his lips murmur and she would hear his words. Broken, in-

distinct ones they are at first, but then audible and pleading.

" Just one glass more—one, one, only one. I'm dying for it

—

give, give, one more—only one
!"

" He's begging for water," sobbed she as she raised her damp
face. " He's dreaming and thinks they wont give it to him. O,

if I only had some ; it's so hard to want a drink of water and not

to have it." Here her eye rested on the broken bottle, and a

happy thought struck her. She carefully unclasped his hand,

seized the dark glass and hastened to the pond. " It will hold

some ; it will be better than none," said she, as she dipped it in

and bore away the cooling, life-giving draught. She poured a

few drops on his parched lips, and then laved his hot forehead

and burning cheeks. That water, that dew of human love, dripped

through his life pores and down to his very soul. It broke the

stupor that palsied his nerves. Ho opened his heavy eyelids and

gazed first vacantly, then wonderingly about him.

" Do you feel any better V whispered the little girl, in tones

low and sweet as the cradle hymn of a mother ;
" do you feel any

better > I'm so sorry for you."

" Better, better," murmured he, " yes, I feel better. But where

am I ^ what am I ? I lay down in hell, a devil trampling upon

me, and I wake up in heaven an angel watching over me. Aint

you an angel ! aint I in heaven !" And he seized her hand con-

vulsively.

" Don't say such naughty words," said she; "don't sir, you

scare me. No, I aint an angel, nor you aint in heaven. You are

out here on the common. I found you here asleep in the sun

and I was so sorry for you I sat down and took care of you. I

am nothing but a little girl. Shall I give you some more water 1"

and she held the broken bottle to his lips.

" Water ! water ! yes, give me some. Water from an angel's

hand may save my soul." And he drank, and then he sat up and

looked around, and at the little one beside him.

" Little angel, little angel." said he, " there is hope for me yet

;

hope for me. Heaven sent you to save me. Bless you ! bless

you, little angel
!"

" But I aint an angel," said she, artlessly. " 1 am only a little

girl. Feel of my hand
;
30U couldn't touch me if I was an angel.

And see, I haint got no wings either." But he only said, " little

angel, little angel," and lay his head in her lap and wept.

" Poor man," said she, as she bathed his hot temples and

flushed cheeks ;
" poor, sick man, I'm so sorry for you. Haint

you got any home ?" He answered not, but only sobbed the

louder.

Byand-by he looked up and said to the pitying child, " little

angel, can you pray ?"

" Yes, sir, I eaik I prayed for you while you was asleep."

" Pray again—pray aloud—let me hear you." And she knelt

beside him, clasped her hands and prayed, " Our Father, which

art in heaven." When she had ceased he laid his head again

upon her lap and sobbed.

" Sha'n't I go and find your folks for you, poor man ?" asked

she. " It's getting late, and I must go home soon."

" Take mc to them, little angel—take me to them," and he

seized her hand and led her away out of that beautiful green spot,

and across several streets, and down into a dark, gloomy, cellar

home.

A pale, haggard looking woman, with a little, purple babe on

her lap, sat on a ricketty chair, the only one in the room, close to

the little window, stitching as fast as her fingers could fly. On a

straw bed in the corner lay two other little ones, tossing in fever

fits, while a boy of Isabel's age crouched beside them, crying,

" 0, I'm so hungry ! I'm so hungry !"

" Thank God ! you've come back at last, William," said the

woman, as they entered.

" Thank God ! I've been brought back," said the man, with a

choked voice. " And here is the little angel that brought me,

saved mc. Bless her ! Mary; bless her !" and he led the half-

scared child to the knees of the wondering wife.

" I aint a little angel," said she. " I'm only a little girl—and

I saw him sick and asleep out in the sun, and I fanned him, and

brought him water, and took care of him. Weren't you worried

about him, so sick '."

" Yes ; so sick—so sick," said the man. " And when they ask

you what ailed me, tell them I was sin-sick, sinsick. Go home,

now, little angel—go back to heaven
;
you've saved me, made

me well."

With fleet steps Isabel ran off" and reached her home, all out of

breath, just as her father was descending the steps in search of her.

" O, father! father I" she exclaimed, " come into the house,

quick, quick; I want to tell you something." And she heeded

not the many questions showered upon her by her won-ied parents

till she had told her story.

" And O, father! 0, mother! if you could have seen where he

lived. A poor, sick man down in a cellar; only think— a damp
cellar for a sick man, and nothing but a bed of straw, and two

little sick children and one boy crying for something to eat, and

a little baby that was half-starved ; and such a poor, sick looking

wife, and only one chair. O, the poor folks !

" And he would have it that I was a little angel—and he told

his wife so. But I told him I wasn't, and I told her so; I was

only a little girl. But she kissed me over and over again, and
said I was a little angel. Do I look like an anrjel, mother?" Do
let me sec," and she ran to a mitror. " Why, no ; I look just I

like what I am, a little girl. What made them call me an angel %

Do you know, father ? do you know, mother ?" But they only
clasped her in their arms, and said :

" little angel, little angel."

In the parlor of Mr. W. there hangs an exquisite painting a
little girl is kneeling on the turf, her eyes raised to heaven, and
her hands clasped in prayer.

" Is it a portrait V asked a friend, after gazing long and ear-

nestly upon it. For none can look without emotion upon that

pictured face.

"It is."

" May I ask of whom ?" and Ve turned to his host—but was
surprised to sec the great tears rolling down his checks.

" That is the little angel," said a bright eyed boy, who stood

beside him. " Father always calls it so."

" And I call it so rightly," said the father, solemnly. " She
was a little angel—the angel that made me a man again. That
made your mother a happy wife ; and you, a little, puny, sickly

babe, the bright, glad boy you are."

Yes, thou wert an angel, sweet Isabel. In heaven thou art

the little angel still.

< ^w^ >

[Gathered for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

• DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: perley poore.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued, from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

FEBRUARY TWELFTH.
1554.—Lady Jane Grey, aged seventeen, beheaded.

1663.—Cotton Mather, a celebrated New England divine, bom.

1 824.—Gales on the Atlantic coasts, and freshets in many
rivers.

1832.—Asiatic cholera broke out in London.

1850.—Autograph of Washington's farewell address sold at

Philadelphia for $2300.

FEBRUARY THIRTEENTH.

1688.—Revolution in England. The king escaped to France,

and the Prince of Orange was crowned.

1788.—Trial of Warren Hastings, ex-Govcrnor of India, by

the British House of Lords.

1789.—Gen. Ethan Allen died at Colchester, Vermont.

1813.—The Duke de Berri, heir to the French throne, assas-

sinated at Paris.

1 837 .—Great riot in New York, caused by the high price of flour.

FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH.

1776.—Gen. Howe sent a party from Boston to burn Dorchester.

1779.—Capt. Cook killed by the savages of Owhy-hee, on his

third expedition.

1797.—The Spanish fleet destroyed by an English squadron, off"

Cape St. Vincent.

1814.—The Prussians, under Blucher, defeated by Napoleon at

Jamilliers.

1831.—Insurrection at Paris, put down by Louis Philippe.

FEBRUARY FIFTEENTH.

1710.—Louis XV., King of France, born.

1747.—Dr. Parr, a notable English writer, born.

1804.—Conspiracy of Moreau and others to dethrone Napoleon.

1829.—Quarrels at Port Malion between United States and

French men-of war, in which a French lieutenant was killed.

1832.—Cincinnati inundated—the water rose 65 feet above low

water mark.

1836.—Nathan Dane, an eminent jurist, di?d at Beverly, Mass.

1851.—Major Daverzac, aid to Gen. Jackson at New Orleans,

died.

FEBRUARY SIXTEENTH.

1497.—Philip Mclancthon, the German ecclesiastical reformer,

born.

1804.—Frigate Philadelphia destroyed by the Algerines.

1809.—Victory of the French, under Marshal Lannes, over the

English army in Sjiain.

1826.—Lindley Murray, the celebrated grammarian (a native

of Pennsylvania), died in England, aged 81.

1837.—Destructive fire at Bath, Maine.

>EBRUARY SEVENTEENTH.

1563.—Michael Angelo, architect, painter, and sculptor, died,

aged 79.

1796.—Captain Frederick Wm. Beechy born.

1814.—Fontainbleau, France, taken by the Austrian invading

armj'.

1815.—Treaty of Ghent ratified by the United States.

1829.—Great fire at Savannah, Georgia.

FEBRnABY EIGHTEENTH.

1546.—Martin Luther, parent of Protestantism, died, aged 62.

1695._Sir Wm. Pliipps, ex-Governor of Mass., died, aged 54.

171 7,_Great snow storm in New England, lasting until the 24tli.

1791.—Vermont admitted into the American Union.

1835._William Wirt, distinguished as a jurist and author, died

at Washington, aged 62.

18.18. William Reed, an eminent politician, died at Marble-

head, aged 60.

1848.—Maj. Gen. Scott superseded in Mexico by Miij. Gen.

Butler.
< .»»» >

Deformity is daring ; it is its essence to o'ertakc mankind by

heart and soul, and make itself the equal, ay, the superior of the

rest.

—

Uyrun.
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THE CIRCASSIAN'S KEVENGE.

BY JA3IES DE MILLB.

The dav is rtcdininp; in the Orient, and the sun's last rays arc

cait upon the waters of tlie Hellespont, m:iking them resplendent

in the dar/.ling (rlory. From n thonsiind minarets resound the

muezzins' call to prayer, and tlie gUdine: boats, the slow-pacing

soldiers, the huge baggage-wagons, all stop as if by one impulse,

where for the time the deep roar of the busy tliousands of Stam-

houl is hashed into silence. A glorious sight is a sunset in the

Edst and the most magniticcnt of all are the sunsets in Constan-

tinople. The splendor of that ancient city has not yet departed.

Tlie waters of the Golden Horn still flow onward in their majesty,

and still the traveller gazes upon the scene with unutterable ad-

miration. The deep gvecn of the surrounding fields, the intense

blue of the sky above, the clouds that hang in huge banks glow-

ing with a thousand colors, the water gleaming and blazing in

the sun, and the glorious city, the queen of the oast, with its

miirble palaces and gorgeous domes—all unite to form a scene of

ilir most magnificent kind. The confused hum of the countless

ihroiio-s in this vast city rises into the air, sounding strangely amid

' "' stillness of the surrounding country, and like the roar of some

:hty cataract fills the soul with awe.

Now the streets of Constantinople, usually so crowded, are

thronged to suffocation by multitudes of strangers. Strangers on

I virv side meet the eye, and all are soldiers. There arc the wild

Ai;il)S from the valley of Egypt; there the swarthy Bedouin from

the hot sands of Arabia, mounted upon steeds who breathe forth

iiiitamablc fire and impatience; there are the dark inhabitants

,<]' stony and accursed Edom, with their brethren from the hills of

Palestine ; there are the splendid horse-troops of Circassia,

headed by leaders whose names have long before struck terror

iiiio the hearts of Russians. It is a time of war. The red Giour

is invading the country of the Sultan, and the faithful from all

parts of the East rush to do battle, filled with their ancient spirit,

;iii(\ sounding their ancient war-cry.

Xono breathe more deadly hatred to the Russians, and none

are so clamorous for immediate war as the Circassians. These

men have all sufifered from the hated foe in a thousand ways, and

their eyes flash with ungovernable rage at the very mention of the

h.itcd name. And fearfully have they avenged their wrongs.

The blood of their enemies has been shed like water by them, and

the glens and dark recesses of their native land conceal the bones

if many a perished host. None are more welcome to the capital

th;in the Circassians. Their bravery, equipment and hatred of

ihc enemy, all make them most acceptable allies. Among their

native hills they have learned little of the craft and deceit of other

men, and come to the contest with simple, honest hearts, and

invincible souls. The Sultan has called them his children, has

<;iven marks of the greatest condescension to their leaders, and

promised to let them soon have an opportunity of gratifying their

ihatred in the blood of the Russians.

Two horsemen stood beneath the shadows of the great mosque,

<.ii(c the .church of St. Sophia, and were engaged in the most

' irnest conversation. One was dressed in the half European,

I lit' Asiatic costume of the Turkish army; by the splendor of his

'.ivss, it was evident that his rank was very high. He was about

liHtv-five years of age, and his form denoted massive strength

and capability of endurance ; his forehead was broad, and the eyes

tlmt gleamed beneath his bushy eyebrows expressed the most

intense energy, a quality which the repose of his mouth redoubled

in force. His companion was about twenty-five years, and was

dressed as a Circassian leader. Yet the bracing air of his native

hills and the vicissitudes of his life had given him a strength and

maturity beyond his years. He was tall, and formed in the mould

lof perfect manhood. His face was pale, his features of the Gre-

cian character, and altogether he was a perfect type of the men of

that region whence came the Caucasian race. They were earnestly

conversing.

" So you go in the morning ?" said the younger. " O, why may

I not go with 3'ou ?"

"Patienco!" said the other. " I beseeched the Sultan, and he

has permitted vou to leave twcnty-fonr hours after my departure

—

ft favor which he has not granted to any of these newly-arrived

troops. Therefore, patience, Calrheed."

" Omar, Omar, my blood is like fire within me, and my soul

bums and chafes while I delay ! O, for one blow at the Russians !"

"Yet, why can you not wait a short twenty-four hours ?" said

Omar Pasha.

"Omar, I am on fire ! My father's blood ; my brother tortured

and bleeding; my sister in horrible captivity; all cry for ven-

geance! 0, for vengeance !"

"Be calm, and trust in Allah, Calrheed. You shall soon have

the sweetest vengeance. Trust in Omar, your father's friend—

I

grieve to hear of^ his death. I was filled with fury when first I

heard of it. But you shall have vengeance. Why arc you so

enragcil with Droniiolach ;"

"He murdered my father."

" Dronnolach ! Why he was licre with the Russian minister."

"He murdered my father before he came licrc."

"He ">—Great Allah !" cried Omar. " I swear if I had known
this my friend would have been avenged, and the water should
have received the coi-pse of the accui-sed murderer."

"Dronnolach, yes," said Calrheed, " Dronnolach ; and he now
IS with the Russians who arc expected to advance so soon. By
heaven, I would die twentv deaths, if I could tear him limb from
limb !"

" How do you know it was he V said Omar.
" Listen—it was two years ago. During a truce a wouiuled

Russian was brought to my father's house. We took care of him,

we fed him, for lie was wounded and unfortunate. My sister

pitied him, and he endeavored to turn that pity into love. Ho
succeeded, although he knew he could never marry her; thus he

proved himself a viper. When he recovered he tricil to persuade

her to go with him liack to the Russian army, but she refused.

The war was now re-commenced in another part of the country.

I left home, and left it unguarded, for I did not expect danger in

that quarter. I was with nij' uncle Sihamyl, and with a numer-

ous army we hovered about the Russians, annoying them, cutting

off stragglers, and killing many of them every day. At length

there came a regular battle, and they were defeated. Schamyl

came to me two or three days after, pale and disturbed in counte-

nance. ' Calrheed,' said he, ' a Russian general, Dronnolach,

with many followers, is not far from your house. Be calm, Cal-

rheed, do not despair yet, but let us off and help them. You go

and save your f.ither. I must sttiy here' I took my men, and

wc rode for several days, during which time I was in an agony.

At last, we came to the hill near my home. I was afraid to go

up at first, but could not delay. I reached the summit. Great

God !"—

Calrheed stopped, with his hands clenched convulsively. Omar
instinctively half drew his sword, and listened with a countenance

of iron. Calrheed went on in a hoarse whisper

:

" The walls were beaten down, only half of the house remained.

I was mad, and rushed in my madness down the steep side of the

mountain, on— on, to my mined home. I crossed the threshold.

My father lay there, his gray hair, his face and clothes all dabbled

in blood ; he was covered with cniel wounds. My sister lay not

far from him—my youngest sister—miserably mangled. In a

ruined room near by I heard a faint groan, and entering, found

my brother. 'Calrheed!' he cried, ' 0, God, is it you?'—'My
brother!' I raised him up, and tried to save him. He told me
about it ; he told me of the demon, Dronnolach, who had thus

destroyed them. Dronnolach!—he had come there two days be-

fore, carried oft' my elder sister, murdered the other, and left him

for dead. He told me of it all, and died. I knelt by his body,

and swore a terrible oath that I would never again sleep under

any roof, until I was revenged. I consigned myself to Kblis, if I

ever wavered from my oath. I vowed vengeance, and I now
vow it—death, death to Dronnolach !"

" Calrheed, you shall be revenged !" exclaimed Omar, grasping

his hand. " And I, too, for the blood of my basely-murdered

friend calls for the blood of the Russians."

The two slowly left the shadow of the mosque, and soon on

every side resounded the roll of drums, the notes of bugles, the

tramp of thousands of soldiers, the neighing of steeds, and the

rattling of artillery over the pavement, for Omar Pasha was leav-

ing for the Danube.

A month passed. Brightly rose the sun over the Danubian

provinces, where the mighty river rolled its turbid flood onward

to the ocean. Now, the valley resounded with the preparations

for a deadly battle. Fifteen thousand men under Omar Pasha

were drawn up against twentj' thousand Russians. High I'ose the

tlmnde;'ing sound of horsemen rushing to and fro, of trumpet

peals and signal guns.

Omar stands surrounded by his guards. His army is drawn up

on the side of a genti? declivity, disposed in squares for the resi>t-

ance of an attack. Omar rushed about, viewing every position,

commanding his officers, charging his aids, and preparing for the

strife.

It was not long delaj-ed. At once the rolling of a thousand

drums was heard, and a vast column of the Russians came on to

the attack. The cannon of the Turks made horrible carnage

among the advancing troops. Here a line of sharp-shooters se-

lected the officers, and shot them down ; there stood the main

body motionless, voiceless, waiting the charge. On the}' came

with unaltered resolution, though their ranks were fearfully

thinned ; they came nearer and nearer; they poured a deadly fire

into the Turkish ranks, and ruslicd ujion them. For a moment
there was a silence, but then with a deafening roar burst forth the

deep boom of cannons, the loud, long roll of musketry, steel

clashed against steel, iron against iron, and thousands of soldiers

were slain by that awful fire ! There was a wild confusion of

shrieks and hideous yells, aiul a liorril)lc clamor of sounds among
the front rank of the Russians ; they wavered, they stojjped, thcv

began to retreat. Then arose a loud, long blast of the trumpet,

and beating of drums. "Advance!" cried Omar, in a voice of

thunder. "Allah akbar ! Allah il Allah !" slioutcd the Turks.
" Allah akbar!"—the sound which had so often led them on to

glorious victory ! It rose from a thousand frenzied tongues, and

echoed in the panic-stricken souls of the retreating enemy. " Al-

lah akbar !" and, like a cataract which nothing can resist, the

Turks rushed onward upon the weakened Russians ; they yiejded

to the charge. In vain the commanders shrieked out despairing

orders. In vain the soldiers endeavored to withstand the irresis-

tible force. Wild cries from the wounded, groans from the dying,

shouts from the conquering, were all mingled with tlie sound of

drums and cannon.

And now the Russian cavalry come on to save tlie inf.intry.

The earth is shaken beneatli the tramping of a tliousand horses.

But from behind an eminence the Turkish horse pour forth to

stop them. At their head, mounted on a magnificent horse, rides

Calrheed, his dark brow lowering with rage, and his eyes flashing

with the fire of enthusiasm. " On !" he screamed. The tnimpets

gave their sound, and the rushing hosts met like whirlwinds in tiie

midst of their furious onset. Down went horseman and rider,

pennons and plumes went down, and the neighing of the horses.

the .shouts of men, the ringing of steel, came forth in a hideous

clamor from the struggling mass. The voice of Calrheed sounded

loud, shouting to his men. " On !" was the command—"Allah

akbar !" the enthusiastic reply. The strife was for a time obsti-

nate, but Turkish fury, commuted into frenzy by the hope of par-

adise, prevailed against the bravery of the Russians; they fled in

dismay, and the Turks Inuried after. Calrheed rushed like a tiger

after the Ru.ssiaii commander. That face had roused within him

flames of rage, which for two years had burnt within his soul.

" Dronnolacli ! God of heaven !" ho cried ; and forgetting all the

battle in his fierce desire for revenge, he put his Arab steed to his

swiftest speed, and came up to the flying Dronnolach. One bound

more, and Calrheed was at his side. He seized him bv the throat,

dashed his sword from his uplifte<l hand, and hurled him from his

hor.se. Holding tightly to his throat, he placed his knee upon the

fallen foe, and shouting to some of his men held him while they

bound him. The seizure of the commander had been so sudden,

that none oft'ered to help him, but fled far away from the pursuing

Turks. The infantry, much weakened, were enabled to retreat

back to their comrades ; but the battle was fought, and three or

four thousai d Russians lay slain upon the field. Omar sat in his

tent when all was over, and haxl just sent away his dcspatcljes,

when Calrheed entered. He was covered with blood and dust.

" Welcome, Calrheed, you arc a lion in fighting!"

" I have taken Dronnolach," said he, "and I have found that

my sister whom he carried oft' is dead."

" Great Allah !" exclaimed Omar.

"I want vengeance, and therefore I wi.sh to have him to myself.

Do you want to see a Circassian's vengeance ?—then be with mo
to-night on the summit of Pariioul."

The night was calm, and full of that loveliness which is only

found in the East. Parnoul was a dift' that rose from the Dan-

ube to a height of three hundred feet. Its summit was occupied

by the Turks. Yet there was no moon to enliven or cheer the

scene. The river that rolled beneath, and the ])lain that lay

around covered with soldiers, were lighted by the stars only. The

cliff rose dark and gloomy, while the lights that gleamed from its

summit illumined a fearful scene.

A long beam had been thrust out from the cliff, and a rope

fastened to it at one end and bound around the ankle of a hand-

cuffed prisoner. Calrheed stood on one side of him, and Omar
upon the other, holding torches, which disclosed the face of the

prisoner pale with intensest agony. Calrheed spoke.

" In one hour you die—in one hour, Dronnolach, you will hang

over the precipice, the water beneath and a pitiless Heaven above !".

" Mercy, O, mercy!" screamed Dronnolach.

" Remember Ismail, my father," cried Calrheed.

" Omar, have pity ! O, give me some respite
!"

" Think of Ismail my friend, base wretcli," said Omar.
" Shoot me—stab me—kill mc—O, kill me in any way but this!"

" Dog of a Russian, cease !"

The hour passed on. The stars trembled and twinkled above,

the lights that glowed on the plain, the river murmured beneath

—

the last sights and the last sounds on earth for Dronnolach. He
writhed in his bonds, he screamed, he knelt down imploring mercy.

"Blood for blood!" said Calrheed, in a hoarse whisper.

" Come, your time is up—leap to perdition ! Will you not ! Ha,

will you push me, and try to seiz:; me with your teeth .' Then,

oft'—olF to Eblis !"

Calrheed pushed him towards the edge of the cliff, and thru.st

him violently forth. A loud cry rose to Heaven—a cry of agony !

A weight fell violently down and swung at the end of the rope !

The vultures knew well the carrion which hung at the rope mid-

wav between heaven and earth.

* •m»m> >

BEXAR AND ITS ANTIQUITIES.

On the next two pages we give a series of views of this roman-
tic locality in Texas and Mexico. Once the commercial mart of

the vast colonial domain of the Spanish crown, extending from
tlie Siena Madio to the Sabine, San Antonio dc Bexar had be-

come as a city, one only known to history and traditionary story

during the early days of the Texan republic, when her moulder-
ing ruins seem, phaiiix-likc, to have warmed into existence a

city which, at the present time, is regarded as the metropolis of

the " Lone Star State ;" and she is yet, as in the days of her pris-

tine glory, the Mecca of the descendants of the primitive colonists

and adventurers from Old Spain and the Canary IslailHs, who es-

tablished Presidios in these parts as early as the year lOilO. The
winds of half a century have silently sung the requiem of her
waning vitality, though not unmiiigled with the clash of arms,
Ihc echo of artillery, and the moaning breath of opprcs.scd and
suft'ering humanity. Her 40,000 inhabitants have long passed
away, and within the last (|uaiter of a century, a few hundred
Ranclicro Mexicans, a score of the lineal descendants of Castile,

and Anglo-Americans, aloiie remained within the precincts of the

once populous city. In no section of our country, it ma}' be said,

are there so many relics of the departed glory of the gay cavaliers,

the Jesuitical enthusiasts, and the adventurers from the peninsula,

drawn hither by their proverbial lust of silver and gold, and to

si)rcad Christianity, under the banner of the holy cross, among
the numberless Indian tribes that then roamed over this beautiful

land. To this end, a series of "missions" and fortresses were
erected, extending, at short intervals, along the valley of San
Antonio to the head waters of the Llano ; and, having withstood
the elements for a century, tlieir now dilapidated walls, falling

towers, and shattered statuary, attest the power, energy, enthusi-

asm and skill which so early characterized this sanguine people ;

and with the aqueducts and canals—constnictsd for purposes of
irrigation—which traverse this luxuriant vale, will they long re-

main as an oa.sis in the wild and uncultivated waste. And when
hamlets and cities and civilization shall ag:iiu h.ivc thrown around
them tlicir chastening smiles, will the contempl.itive mind be

transported back to other days, when these waning luemorials of

a departed people were fresh from the artist's hands, and made
cheerful with the hum of life and animation of the thronging mul-
titudes. While we muse in bewilderment at the s igh't of the lead-

ing canals extending along the now desolate valley, and reflect

upon the vast amount of manual labor required in their excava-
[See next page.]
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MISSION OF COxNCEPClON, VALLEY OF THE BEXAll.

tion, we can no less contemplatively notice the architectural skill

with which the artistic hand has ornamented many of these

churches. And what a contrast do they oifcr to the wild fhoup;h

beantifiil scenery which surrounds them ! Than those of her sis-

ter " mis-ions," the church of the " Alamo " has been rendered

more familiar to most American readers, since the earliest dawn
of the " lone star" repuMic from the ebon clouds of anarcliy and

revolutionary wars. Who has not heard of the chivalrous and

eccentric Crockett, the renowned Bowie, and the daring Travis,

who " fought their last fight " witliin the walls of the Alamo (

AVith a heroism scarcely equnUed in Grscian or Roman story,

did these brave spirits "and their one hundred and eighty com-

panions in arms resolve to brook the assaults of the invadhig hosts

of despotism, though the falling ruiils of the church of the

Alamo should become their common sepulchre. Alas, that his-

tory could not have been spared the record of the inhuman mas-

sacre that ensued at its fall, where none, save a female and negro

servant escaped the crimson steel in the fatal conflict! The
Temple of Janus was closed but for a brief period. Tradition

tells us that the Indians whom the first settlers sought to chris-

tianize were soon reduced to peon servitude, in constru-ting their

canals and other public improvements—that tliey eventually rose

upon their oppressors, and that the guerrilla wars which followed

rendered the safety of the scttkmcnts connected with these "mis-

sions," so precarious that they were finally aliandoncd. The agri-

cultural and pastoral resources of the country soon langnishrd, and

the Indians, with whom the early Spanish settlers had intermarried,

in ruthless and wanton sway again roamed over tlie land of their

fathers. Bexar waned under the upas breath springing from the

warwhoop of desolation around her, when, at a later period, inter

iv,^'^^*

RUINS OF THE CHURCH OF EL ALAMO.
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nal and rpvolutioiiaiy wars, aided. in the rcilurtion of the city to

iho skelcloti condition in whioli she ap|)earcd at the annexation of

Texas to tlie Union. Under iho sc};is of the American eagle,

, peace and prosperity again smile on this Eden land, and the cres-

MISSIO.N OK SAN .JIAN, NKAR SAN ANTONIO DlC I'.K.WI!.

cent greatness of Bexar is lieiug developed under tlic brighter

auspices of Anglo-American energy and entcrjjrise. And, al-

though the Spanish idioms and customs are still tenaciously main-

tained among the Mexican population here, the chapeau vies with

the somhrcro, and the chaste attire of the American ladies pre-

sents a not uiipleasing contrast to the mantilla and reliosa of the

dark-cved senoritas—descendants of the proud and haughty

people" over which a Ferdinand and Isabella reigned.

''iyj.cp"^'

MISSION Of S.\N JOSE, NEAR SAN ANTONIO DE BEXAR.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WATER,

Sparkling water of the w*-!!,

Oozing up from secret cell

;

In the earth's recesses deep,

Bubbling up with joyous leap

—

Trickling, gurgling, flowing bright;

Dancing up to glad the sight.

Water of the pebbly brook

—

Trilling through some cozy nook—
'Neath the bridge where ivy creeps

—

Through the glen where willow weeps

—

Leaping through the forest gmde

—

Rumbling, mimicking cascade-

Water of the placid lake,

Hemmed by hills and flowery brake,

Far away on mountain wild,

Fanned by balmy breeze and mild,

Silent, rippling, limpid, deep

—

WTiere the elfins vigils keep.

Water of the crashing fall

—

Lashing, dashing to appall-

Over rock of dizzy height,

Splashing foam of snowy white— ,

Whirling with terrific throe

—

Twirling in the pool below.

Wattr of the mighty sea,

Bounding on in majesty

—

Great, unfathomable main.

Rolling o'er and oVr again

—

Roaring, surging, pathless sea

—

King of waters—here's to thee!

. _- < ^•^ » .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LADY
WITH TSE red dress AND BLACK EYES.

A BTOBY OF ST. VALENTINE'S DAY.

BT MBS. M. E. KOBINSON.

" This custom of sending valentines is exceedingly silly ! I

wonder people of sense tolerate it, when annually so much ralua-

ble time is spent, so much money wasted, and so many foolish

and unhappy marriages result from its observance."

The speaker was a tall, good-looking individual, and his hand-

some features e.xpressed all the contempt which he felt for the

subject.

" All pique, Maitland ! you are vexed because you have been

slighted, or because some fair one has not seen fit to reply to one

of your elegant epistles," replied Edwin Hayes, a J'oiing married

man, at whose residence the person called Maitland was spending

the evening preceding Valentine's Day.

" You are in en'or, my fiiend; I never wrote or sent, what is

called a valentine, in my life."

" And never received one V asked Hayes, archly.

" I did not say that ; I have dozens of them in an old portfolio,

and this morning I received one which cost some inconsiderate

young lady considerable money ; a favor, by the way, which I

am so stupid as not to appreciiite."

" You lack nothing but years to make you a crusty old bach-

elor, Maitland ; and if I was a young lady, I would certainly send

you an ugly caricature. Don't you think it would be a good plan,

Ada f" asked Edwin, tui-ning smilingly towards his wife, a lady

whose prepossessing countenance and agreeable manners could

not fail to make a favorable impression.

" Nay, Edwin ; I fear that with Mr. Maitlarid's present views

the effect would not be a good one," she replied.

" You are right, Mrs. Hayes ; for should I be so unfortunate

as to discover to whom I was indebted for the notice, I should

afterwards respect her but little," added the young man.

"After all, it is but a harmless amusement, and one that is not

attended by bad results," said Edwin. "By the means agreeable

friendships arc sometimes formed, pleasant acquaintances made,

and bashful lovers are often saved embarrassing verbal declara-

tions of their sentiments. Happy marriages arc also brought

about by these same reciprocal friendships, which bring no dis-

credit upon St. Valentine, or his devotees."

" But oftener unhjppy ones," persisted the incredulous Mait-

land. " Romance has more to do with these foolish matches than

practical good sense and congeniality of feeling. Show me a wo-
man who has allowed herself to be drawn into an anonymous
correspondence, and I will show you a person who has given good
evidence, to me, of possessing a very weak mind."

" What a sweeping assertion !" exclaimed his friend Hayes.
" You perhaps forget that you may lie implicating half your lady

friends by this ungallant remark," he added, casting a roguisli

glancs towards his wife, which caused the red blood to mount
unbidden to her forehead.

" That is possible ; but it does not prove that the majority are

in the right."

" I am half inclined to relate a case which transpired under

my own personal ob.scrvation," resumed the other, in the same
light tone in which Maitland had spoken. "I do not expect to

make a proselyte of you, but it will certainly »cn-e as a punish-

ment for your obstinacy."

Maitland professed his cntirc willingness to submit to the in-

fliction, and laughingly placed himself in an easy position to give

his attention.

At this juncture Mrs. Hayes arose to leave the room.
" Don't go, Ada," said her husband, gently detaining her.

" When I tell a story I like as many listeners as possible,; and

besides, I. shall want your assistance in keeping our friend Mait-

land awake ; he has got a bad habit of shutting his eyes when a

.

subject fails to interest him."

The lady evidently felt but little desire to remain during the

promised recital, but after hesitating a moment, returned to her

seat.

" Two or three years ago," resumed Edwin, " a young man
was sauntering leisurelj' along a fashionable street in one of our

northern < ities. It was a bright, cloudless morning, and having

no particular object in view, he seemed to amuse himself, princi-

pally, by watching the graceful figures and pretty faces that trip-

ped past him. As he walked on he perceived two ladies emerge

from a handsome dwelling ; but he did not give them a second

glance ; bis attention was riveted on a third lady who stood at a

long window, watching their departure. Henry Archer (for that

was our hero's name) had a full view of a well proportioned figure,

attractive features, and a peculiarly sweet expression of counte-

nance. A second glance satisfied him that her eyes were dark

and lustrous, and her complexion of dazzling fairness. Archer

now bethought himself that he might be considered impertinent

should the object of his interest discover his proximity, and veiy

unwillingly proceeded on his way. He was not on visiing terms

with the family who occupied the house, yet he had good reason

to suppose that the young lady was not a member of the house-

hold, but probably a visitor.

"The incident was not out of his mind during the day ; in his

dreams at night the same eloquent orbs beamed most fascinating-

ly upon him, and her smile was sweeter than before.

" ' I must find out her name !' he exclaimed abruptly, as he

paced up and down the room. ' I must see her face to face. It

may not have been by mere chance that I was impelled to walk in

that direction. People say we must fulfil our destinies, and

stranger things have happened, many a time.'

" To what uncommon occurrences our friend Henry alluded

we have not the least clue ; as he left the idea unexpressed, and

commenced whistling a favorite air ; but judging from his com-

placent looks, they were not disagcceable ones to contemplate.

Yes, he was already turning his thoughts to the future ; never

once doubting that his charmer was as good as she was beau-

tiful, and intelhgent and amiable as she was graceful.

" During the next day he made many butfunsuccessful attempts

to ascertain her name. No one seemed to know her ; she was un-

doulitedly a stranger. At any rate it would do no harm to obtain

another glimpse of the unknown fair one, and accordingly Henry

bent his steps in the direction he had before taken. But circum-

stances cannot be controlled; the window shades were down, and

he saw no one. Not discouraged, however, by his ill success, he

made another trial, and to his satisfactioif, his hopes were realized.

She sat at the same window, busy with her needle, quite uncon-

scious that a pair of admiring eyes were gazing steadily upon

her.

" But Henry Archer was far from being satisfied ; how did he

know but that she was engaged, or eve» married ; and the last

suggestion was the most disagreeable of all.

" Once in a while a word would be just as acceptable as that

contemptuous smile, my dear Maitland. Jf it would relieve you

at all to say ' pshaw, nonsense,' or something indicative of your

state of mind, I haven't the least objection in the world," said

the speaker, good humoredly, pausing in his recital.

" I'm profoundly interested
;
pray go on. She might be en-

gaged, or even married ; and the last suggestion was the most

liorrible of all," replied Maitland, with a slightly sarcastic smile.

" Thank you !" resumed Edwin, bowing witli mock politeness.

" Well, as I was saying, young Archer reflected upon these possi-

bilities, and knowing that he might at any moment lose all clue

to her, he saw the necessity of instant action. What line of csn-

duct should he pursue ? He was too much of a gentleman to

seek an interview without an introduction, and the latter he had

no feasible means of obtaining.

" While he was pondering upon this puzzling question, he

happened to think that it was St. Valentme's day, and that he

could, without any breach of decorum, take advantage of the

circumstance to forward his wishes. It was a happy thought, and

Henry already saw the obstacles that lay in his way rapidly dis-

appearing."

The speaker paused again, and left the room for a moment, but

soon returned with several letters, which he proceeded to unfold.

" It may not be amiss here to sa}'," added Edwin, " that Henry

Archer was by no means an ill-looking young man ; he had also

the additional advantages of wealth and a liberal education. He
was generally considered a good match by the neighboring mam-
mas, and an eligible object at which their fair daughters might

safely throw sly glances, and employ those numerous arts which

females, prompted by Cupid, are supjiosed to have always at their

comniatid.

" But it was of no avail, no sympathetic chord had been

touched, no answering thought gave back a responsive echo, until

he met with- the incident which I have related; then, indeed, he

believed that from thenceforth his own destiny and that of the

fair unknown were to be strangely interwoven."

" Sympathetic chords ! answering thoughts ! rcs])onsive echoes

and interwoven destinies ! O, pshaw !" exclaimed Maitland, dis-

dainfully. " Tell us something reasonable and sensible—read

the letters—do anything hut repeat that kind of nonsense ! I

don't wonder that Mrs. "iCiyes blushes ; I would, if I could I"

The lady did not look up at this alius- ion to herself, but stitched

away as industx'iously as though her life depended on the number

of times the polished bit of steel was pushed through the snowy
linen she was holding.

" All fancy, my dear fellow !" rejoined her husband, mischiev-

ously. " Ada is troubled with near sight, and is obliged to

bring her work near her face. But to the subject ; theso are the

original documents, which were left in ray possession. I will

read one or two of them. The first emanated from the fertile

brain of Henry, and was the result of his sudden determination

on the morning of the fourteenth of February. Here it is," he
added, producing a pretty little sheet of note paper, with an em-
bossed edge, from a neat envelope, the chirography of which was
faultless.

" February 14th, 18—

.

" Lady : In availing myself of a custom which time has long

sanctioned, I trust I am not over stepping the bounds of proprie-

ty, or taking an unpardonable liberty. I have been so fortunate

as to obtain a casual glimpse of jour person, and your beauty has

made an impression which I feel assured time will never cfiace.

I have not yet been able, without appearing unduly inquisitive, to

learn your name ; but observing upon both the occasions M'hen I i

saw you, that you wore a red dress (which I thought very be-

coming), and were favored with black eyes, the circumstance sug-i

gestcd the expedient of superscribing this missive in the singular/

manner which you observe ; and a fear that it will not reach th^

fair object for whom it is intended, gives me not a little uneasiness

" I am presumptuous enough to desire to make your acquain

tance, feeling confident that it could not prove otherwise thai

highly agreeable to myself. I would fain impress it upon yofr

mind, most earnestly, that this is no passing whim entered into Ji

a spirit of frivolity and mischief; but the result of a strong a/d

a sincere wish to become personally known to one who has tn-

wittingly pleased me so much.
" I will not attempt to express my feelings more fully at ibis

time, lest you should think me a rash, impetuous young nan,

with no more discretion than to fall in love with every pretty wo-

man he happens to meet ; an error, which, I believe, woull do

me great injustice ; for it is quite certain that none of tlw fair

datighters of Eve have yet been able to make any vei-y durable

impressions ; my attentions towards them having only been such

as common friendship or politeness demanded.
" I would most respectfully solicit you to condescend to reply

to this epistle, remembering that it is from one who is deeply in

earnest, and too honorable to trii'iC with such a subject.

" Hoping you will pardon my boldness, Isttbscribe myself,

" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

" Edward Watland."

" This production was sealed," the gentleman continued, fold'

ing up the paper, " and addressed, in a bold hand, ' To the Lady

with the Red Dress and Black Eyes, No. 14 C Su-eet, N. Y.'
"

" Original, certainly!" laughed Maitland.

"And no doubt you consider ihat its best recommendation?"

pursued Mr. Hayes, interrogatively.

His friend made no reply, but crossing one foot over the other,

awaited with apparent resignation the remainder of the story.

Mr. Hayes went on.

" The valentine sped on its mission. It was carried to the

house before which Archer had stood, delivered to a servant, who

relini]uished it to one of two young ladies who were passing

through the hall.

" ' A valentine !' she exclaimed. ' But what a curious super-

scription I I wonder if it was meant for me ?'

" ' For you ! Of course not. Who was ever blind enough to

call your eyes black '.' saucily rejoined her companion, looking

over her shoulder. ' It was intended for me, no doubt,' she ad-

ded, reaching out her hand for the letter.

" But her sister turned aside suddenh', and ran into the parlor,

holding it above her head.

" ' What's the matter, girls ?' asked a matronly looking lady,

who sat sewing in a corner.

" ' Why, here's a valentine for ' The Lady with the Red Dress

and Black Eyes,' and Jessie declares that my eyes are not black.

What do you say, mother V
" ' I say they are decidedly gray. Miss Virginia !' retorted her

sister, roguishly, interrupting hci' mother as she was about to

speak. ' It was doubtless sent to me. My eyes verge upon

black.'

" ' I'm astonished at you, Jessie ! VQ\x, yours are exactly

sky-blue,' was the emphatic rejoinder.

" ' Come, girls, don't disagree about a valentine. Let me look

at it,' and the lady attentively examined the address.

" ' I should think it suited your cousin Mariette. Nobody dis-

putes the color of her eyes, and she generally wears a red dress.

That is my decision,' she said, looking pleasantly towards a young

lady, who had been an amused spectator of the scene.

" ' Btit Mariette is only a visitor,' urged Virginia, affecting dis-

pleasure at the decision.

" ' That's nothing,' said Jessie. ' Cousin /ins got unmistakable

black eyes. AVe'll be generous, Virginia, and lot her carry oft' the

palm. Someh(x/ij has good taste, though,' she added, with an arch

smile, placing the important document in the young lady's hand.

" The latter received it with an indifferent air, and slowly

opened it."

" That showed her good sense," interrupted Maitland, paren-

thetically.

"'Read it aloud, cousin,' said Jessie. 'Virginia and I have

behaved so heroically in resignmg the honor to you that we ought

to have that small consolation.'

"Maiiette good humoredly complied.

"' I wonder who it can be';' mused Virginia. 'Cousin has

boon into company but little, and I can't imagine who it is."
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" ' He is in earnest; I'm sure of it !' said Jessie."

" That's what the silly things always say !" grumbled Maitland.

" ' Shall you answer it '.' inquired Virginia, after a pause.

'" I don't know,' answered Mariette. 'The matter requires

reflection.'

" ' You are so circumspect, cousin,' continued Virginia. ' 1

should go into eostacics at receiving such a valentine as that, while

you sit there as quiet and dignified as though it was an every day

occuiTence.'

" The young lady smiled again, and her two frolicsome cousins

ran out of the room.

" The next mail brought Henry Arclier the following reply :

" Your somewhat extraordinary epistle has been received. Its

very unique address came near creating a quarrel between my
fair cousins, who were not at all agreed as to who should be the

recipient of so much honor ; but when their eyes were pronounced

respectively gray and blue, it was passed over to me. As to

forming your acquaintance, that would depend upon circum-

stances. It might be beneficial, and it might not ; time only

would determine. I fear you are hard to please. I should be

unwilling to enter the lists, if so many of my sex have failed to

make any ' durable impression.' My name is a common one
;

not at all romantic. You can learn it by consulting any of my
friends, who will be most happy to gratify your curiosity.

" With respect, A. E."

" As may be surmised, this non-committal answer was not very

satisfactory to my friend Henry."

" Served him right ! She was a prudent girl," said Maitland,

evincing some interest.

" We will tell her that, Ada," said Mr. Hayes, glancing to-

wards his wife. " She will prize a compliment from such a fas-

tidious source. But I digress.

" Henry Archer was well assured that the young lady possessed

good sense and judgment, and that her confidence was not to be

gained by what seemed to her flattery. He felt gratified that in

this respect she was superior to many of her sex.

" He tried again, using all the eloquence he was master of,

employing every pos.sible argument to convince her of his sincerity

and honorable intentions.

"But hers was no common mind. All his tact and talents

were put in requisition to plead his cause. Not at all vain, com-

pliments on her beauty were treated as such, and forgotten.

Uncommonly sedate and serious for one of her years, there was

more of practicality than romance in her disposition ; while a

nice sense of delicacy and strong perceptions of propriety made

it difficult to gain her attention in any common way.

" Many letters passed between them. Henry poured into his

all the passionate earnestness of his natui-c, while the young lady

grew less cautious, displaying, as she wrote, indubitable evidences

of a cultivated intellect, a pure mind, and refined sentiments.

" My friend Archer flattered himself that he had awakened an

interest in his fair correspondent. He told her his true name, his

place of residence, circumstances, and gave a modest description

of his personal appearance.

" No flippant, sentimental, or nonsensical language was used
;

in fact, they were model love-letters, which I should be happy to

read to you, had I time.

"But I must hasten on. Archer and tlic young lady had cor-

respondence some three weeks, when, after repeatedly soliciting

the favor, he wa§ pcnuittcd to call upon her.

" That interview I do not feel at lilierty to describe. It was a

satisfactory one on both sides, judging from adecided improvement

in my friend's manner, which suddenly changed from anxious sus-

pense to delighted certainty. He was the happiest of men. I do

not wonder at his infatuation {if such you please to call it), for I

had the pleasure of seeing the young lady many times, and never

discovered that her beauty or good qualities had been overrated.

" To bring my somewhat long story to a conclusion, my friend

Henry Archer and the lady with the black eyes were affianced, and

soon after married. Their domestic life is unclouded. Two years

constant companionship has not weakened their attachment to

each other, or made their tastes and feelings less congenial. The

lady's eyes are black as ever, and her devoted husband is sure

that their lustre is undiinmed.

" Thus, my dear Maitland, you see the result which an innocent

valentine was instrumental in producing. Don't j'ou think better

of them now ? Come, be frank."

" Well, I don't know as my opinion is much changed," said

the person addressed, with provoking indifference. " I have no

wish to disparage your friends, but I've no doubt that Henry

Archer was a weak, superficial character, and the young lady in-

experienced, and easily pleased. Remember that I'm not calling

your word in question, but I'm so hard to convince, that I should

wish to know the parties intimately before deciding in favor of

valentines."

Mrs. Hayes looked entreatingly toward her husband, as though

she wished him to change the subject.

" Never fear, Ada ; we can vindicate the honor of our friends.

You said you should wish to know the individuals I have been

talking about, before making up your mmd," continued Mr.

Hayes, turning to Maitland. "Tcrmit mc to say that you do

know them."
" Alt ! I have been in blissful ignorance of my good fortune,"

said the latter, with an incredulous smile.

" In myself you see my quondam friend, Henry Archer, and in

my ^vife (who is blushing as though detected in some egregious

fault), may be recognized the lady with black eyes," resumed Mr.

Hayes, with a low bow to Maitland, who seemed to be dumb
with amazement.

" Yourself and Mrs. Hayes ? Impossible!" he cried. "You
are having a little merriment at my expense."

" I assure you that I am in sober earnest," rejoined Mr. Hayes.
" But Ada and I are forgiving; we'll forget your compliments,"

he added, laughing.

" I appeal to the lady herself," said Maitland, a little confused.

" I must plead guilty," returned Mrs. Hayes, "although I may
have lacked experience, and was too easily pleased."

" And you actually became acquainted by means of a valen-

tine '." pursued Maitland, with none of his former indifference.

" Yes ; and a fortunate occurrence it proved for me," said his

friend, glancing affectionately at the lady beside him.

" Henceforth I'm an advocate for valentines," said Maitland,

with earnestness ;
" and to prove my sincerity will go home and

indite one to the fairest and best of my lady acquaintances."

" Success attend you ! You may possibly not secure a pair of

black eyes, but the chosen one may possess a good heart and

beauty of mind, which are of far more importance."

(Written for Olewon's Pictorial.]

THE WITHHOLDEN PRESENT.

BY JIKS. E. WELLMOT.

The Barclays were all on tiptoe to know what sort of a holiday

present they could each bestow upon their several friends. There

would not have been this difficulty in selecting, had they a full

purse from which they could have drawn without stint ; but as

they were abridged in moneyed resources, and yet felt the weight of

an obligation to return favors which had been lavishly bestowed

upon tlidii, herein lay the difliculty of meeting their cases without

an appearance of meanness. We are sorry to say the Barclays

belonged to that class who would have been catalogued as " proud

and poor," had their friends exactly known their standing; and

were it not for the expectancy of receiving a legacy, or, as we
should term it, stepping into an old bachelor's silver slippers when

he stepped out of them, they must long since have been wearied

with false shows and a desire to maintain ai)pearances. As it

was, every effort was made to conceal the fact of limited means,

and the silly attempt had succeeded in blinding the ej-es of many
of their friends. But at no time did the exactions of civility seem

to reach such a culminating point as at the present selection of

appropriate presents for returns for what they had received.

Mr. Barclay had limited his wife and five daughters this year to

a small piece of gold coin, and he went so far as to say, when he

bestowed it, that "he hoped it would be wisely appropriated, as

his income was small, and the demands upon him were large ;"

and this was uttered in so plaintive a tone, that the first impulse

was to throw it back, and but for the thought, " I wonder what

people would think of us," it would have been done.

When they sallied out, therefore, to select their presents, as

their eyes fell upon the glittering show which the jewellers' shops

exhibited, and upon the splendid embroidery which was so tempt-

ingly shown in every dry goods establishment, all but one of the

young ladies could not help but murmur at their inadequate means

to procure their wishes. She had more narrowly watched her

father's melancholy brow, of late, and felt no disposition to take a

smgle groat from his limited income. She had always felt that

Mr. Sejmiour, the bachelor uncle from whom the legacy was an-

ticipated, might not redeem his promise, or he might not die just

at the time it would be most convenient for them to appropriate

his estate, and so she took no part with her mother and sister in

the outlay of the golden coin.

In their perambulations that morning, Mrs. Barclay had found

one of the most unique and fanciful silver baskets, which she was

certain would be the prettiest wedding present she could make to

the rich Miss Goddard, especially as she had received so magnifi-

cent a diamond ring from her on our last holiday. It seemed
" mean " to give anything which was not worth bestowing, par-

ticularly as in this instance there was the double appropriation of

a marriage and new year gift to be combined. But, alas, their

means were inadequate to secure the article desired ; and v-et the

more the mother and daughter felt the necessity of obtaining it,

the more they resolved in some way to secure it. But Jane alone

objected, affirming that what one could not afford to do, it was

never a disgrace to withhold doing. But her entreaties were lost

upon those who remembered how lavish a display was made of

the gifts bestowed upon the brides of the present day ; and to

have it proclaimed that " Mrs. Barclay and her daughters gave

nothing save a couple of salt-spoons or a cream-ladle," when every-

body else gave a ri( h present, why it would mortify them to death

—so the silver basket they miml hftve. But how to get it, was the

next question. To ask their father for an additional sum to ob-

tain it, they all shrank from doing, when the lucky thought struck

the eldest daughter that by relating the facts just as they were to

their uncle Seymour, he would, without doubt, relieve their

embarrassment.

Jane, however, plca<lcd to be exonerated from taking any part

in the affair, as she felt it was only maintaining a false appearance,

and assuming an air of wealth, when they really needed every

dollar they could command to pay their honest debts. But these

old-fashioned ideas were not concurred in by her ambitious mother

and sisters, and Sophronia was deputized to draft the following

letter to her uncle Seymour. It ran thus ;

" My dear Uncle,—1 know you will pardon us for making to

you a revelation of our pride and poverty, and we do so with the

more confidence, knowing as wc do, that it is in your power to

relieve our present emban-assment. We have a friend who has

been most munificent in her gifts to. us on many holidays—her

father being a millionaire, and allowing her a free use of money.

She is to be mamed on the approaching new year, and we are

unwilling to disguise the fact that our father's income is barely

adequate to meet the wants of his family—for, uncle, we are

proud and poor ; and should we suffer the fact to be known, we

foci we should lose our caste in society, or at least we could not

carry ourselves above the middling ctaii$, with which we despise to

associate. Were it not for this idea, we should not shrink from

aiding our father in a variety of ways ; but all of us, except sister

Jane, do shrink from thus lowering ourselves among the aristoc-

racy. She is only kept by our mother's rigid command, " thoa

shalt not thus peril our reputation." Now, my dear uncle, to re-

lieve us, we ask your aid to enable us to make a suitable present

to our bridal friend, that our gift may not appear as the most

insignificant among the rare show of costly presents. Mother

bids us add, that she relies upon your sympathy and aid to help

her continue to make a respectable appearance in society ; for she

dearly loves balls and parties, and is dependent upon such excite-

ment for her very life.

" In behalf of four sisters and their mother, who is your own
beloved sister, we make this appeal to your generosity.

" Your niece, Sophbonia."

We may as well premise here, that Mr. Seymour was a man
who despised the fashionalile glare of .society, and based his stand-

ard of real worth upon the true and real, rather than the showy

and artificial. He had amassed a princely fortune by long and

prosperous voyages in the Calcutta trade; he had lived, and

would probably die a bachelor, and he had made a will in favor

of his only sister, as they had concluded—but being impressed

with the fact that living upon this expectancy, would probably bo

the ruin of his sister and nieces, he resolved deliberately to revoke

the instrument, and in a reply to the above letter, he embraced

the opportunity to inform them of the fact, which he did in the

following terms, addressing the document " To my-sister and her

four daughters, exclusive of Jane the eldest, to whom I subjoin a

short note explanatory of my doings."

" Whereas, with pain and regret I have witnessed much folly,

which I am unwilling should be charged to my account in consid-

eration of an expectancy of property which may fall to you by my
decease, I beg leave to here state to you that the prerogative of a

bachelor is to be odd, although not always uneven. I have, there-

fore, pondered upon the contents of your last note to me, wherein

I plainly see that should I suffer you to go on in the delusion you

indulge, the day will not be far distant when the announcement of

my death will be to you a most pleaf ing piece of intelligence, and

then should my fortune descend to you, it will only help swell the

catalogue of fashion and folly, fitting you neither for usefulness

here nor happiness hereafter. I therefore inform you that 1 have

only put in trust for each of your benefit, just enough with economy

to keep you from being superciliously proud, and to prevent you

from improving the talents which were given you to be called inio

free exercise. My wealth was secured by industry and a syste-

matic arrangement of all my affairs ; I shall not, therefore, con-

sent to have it frittered away in false shows. How absurd is the

request that I should aid you in the bestowal of a gift, which

would only serve to strengthen a false pride, and keep you from

laboring in some honest vocation, as I have done, and been sig-

nally blessed. I shall not grant the recjuest, because it so mili-

tates against all my preconceived ideas of what constitutes respec-

tability, and tnie worth of character. Any aid I can render to

make your industry apparent, or humble a false pride, that accounts

honest poverty a disgrace, I will cheerfully give, and with the ap-

propriation, be assured, my dear sister and nieces, I have at heart

only your true and lasting good. G. SEYMOUit."

Enclosed to Jane was the following note :

" My dear Niece,—The noble stand you have taken upon the

side of honest industry, and a desire not to become burdensome

to others, induces me to say to you that I have secured a com-

fortable little fortune for you, which only awaits your acceptance,

assured as I am, all the surplus interest will be devoted to benevo-

lence and works of mercy. Without restriction I leave it entirely

at your disposal, that I may see your wise appropriation during

my li/tlimc—leaving a reserved fund for myself, to dispose of

hereafter, as shall best please mc. Yours with esteem,

G. SEYM0t7R."

Was there ever such consternation in a household before ? So

many plans defeated—so much mortification to stem in future !

So much to relinquish ! And the very beginning to be withhold-

ing a bridal and holiday present ! Yet the more they pondered

upon their uncle's advice, the more tho good sense which dictated

it became apparent; and to show the important result which it

produced, we have only to add, that a most surprising change in

the Barclays soon became apparent, by their evincing a desire to

be useful ; and although it took some time to wear off the love of

the frivolous, for which they had been characterized, yet to give a

proof that the little charities whicli they now expend is devoted to

objects more suited to their condition, we have only to add, that

upon the return of our last holidays, upon entering the cottage of

a poor dependent widow, we found her bathed in grateful tears,

because Mrs. Barclay, whom she considered "so proud a woman,"

had just presented her with a ton of coal, and her daughters with

their own hands had given evidence of a desire to administer to

her wants by providing her with a whole suit, which they had

made from their own cast-off but tidy garments !

Now who would not prefer the gratitude which flowed from

sucJi gifts, to the thanks of a rich friend for a silver basket, which

she was abundantly able to procure for herself > So much are we

indebted to our real frisnds for directing our efforts into right

channels.
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HON. PIERRE SOULE.

Our present minister to the court of Spain,

Hon. Pierre Soule, of whom we give a lilceness

herewith, is at this moment very prominently

before the public. The engagement of himself

and son in one or more duels each at Madrid

has been the theme of much newspaper com-
ment, though, as u^ual, in such cases, it will he

some time before ihj correct version of the affair

will be known in tliis country. Mr. Soule was

born at Castillon, in the Pyrenees, during the

first consulate of Napoleon, his father being a

lieutenant-general in the republican armies. Mr.

Soule, having become a political refugee in

France, came to the United States in 182.5, first

making his home in Baltimore, and afterwards

in New Orleans, where he devoted himself to the

study of the law. H? was elected United States

senator iu 1847. Since the death of Mr. Cal-

houn, he has heen looked upon as tlic leader of

the South. His late appointment as minister to

the Spanish court was made by President Pierce,

with the full and unanimous concurrence of his

political advisers.

LONDON AUTHORS.
I found it thus a perpetual resource to light up

the commonplace scene and conventional man-
ners, with the unfading hues of intellectual re-

nown. London bridge has, been modernized,

but the walls of the bisnop of Winchester's

house, beyond its southern extremity, yet remain
;

and within them Dyer, author of " The Fleece,"

lived and died, and Sir Kenelm Digby, while a

prisoner, by order of Parliament, in 16+0, wrote.

In Southwark is the site of the very inn whence
Chaucer's pilgrims went forth. I imagined the

scent of new mown hay iu Little Tower Street,

because Thomson composed " Summer" there
;

in Great Portland Street, I reflected with sadness

that the genius or literary hero-worship, in the

shape of a Bozzy, expired. Liecester square was
more patriciau to my eye because it had been fa-

miliar with the presence, as reside^its, of Rey-

nolds, Hogarth, Burke, Newton, John Hunter,

and Ivoseiusko—representatives of the whole cir-

cle of science, art, humor, statesmanship, and
patriotism. A noble band of genius's sons.

Steele used to look out of the window of " The
Garter "in St. James Street, and therefore it seem-

ed more truthful of humanity; and the coffee-

houses of the same name I would fain have ex-

plored, since Goldsmith's " lictaliation " was
therein suggested. Crabhe, More, Swift, and
Scott, I called up in Bury Street, where they used

to lodge. The bookstore of Evans was in Pall Mall, and left a

charm behind, since it was a favorite haunt of Akenside and Pope.
Penn lived at the southwest corner of Norfolk Street, which, in

the twilight, methought wore a quaker solemnity ; and in Bread
Street, where Milton was born, at the same hour, I could almost

hear the song, " Drink to me only with thine eyes ;" for there

stood " The Mermaid" tavern, that rendezvous of its author (Ben
I, onsen), Shakspeare, Raleigh, and Spenser. I loved to think of

ICE CUrriNG AT SPY POND.
Below we present a picture of ice cutting in

our neighborhood. Our artist has sketched the
scene precisely as it appeared while he was on
the spot a few days since. The ice business has
so much increased within the last five years ag
to become one of the very first articles of com-
merce in New England. The mode of preparing
it is quite interesting. Mount a tolerably ele-

vated spot and glance your eye over the surface
of the pond. You see the otherwise clear and
spotless plain covered with, perhaps, three or
four hundred men, with as many horses. Here
a man is holding an instrument called a marker,
which is drawn by a horse over the surface of
the -ice to divide it into squares ; this is followed
by an ice plough, to form furrows ; then comes
a splitting-bar—not unlike that used for timber
—called an ice-saw. It is then taken hold of by
an ice-hook and pulled to the platform, whence
it is drawn to the ice-houses, which are of double
walls—the space between the two walls being
filled with sawdust, or finely ground bark, to

exclude the outside atmosphere. Messrs. Gage,
Hittinger & Co., use some 100,000 tons yearly.

Spy Pond is situated in West Cambridge, about
six miles from Boston, and is indeed a Imsy spot
during the ice-making season, giving, employ-
ment to many in the pursuit of this object. Six
thousand tons per day are often housed during a
favorable season ; and vast numbers of people
fiom all parts of the country resort hither to wit-

ness the novel and interesting process.

HON. PIERRE SOULE, MLXISTER TO SPAIN.

Bacon's essays when passing under the high stone wall of Gray's
Inn, whence many of them were dated ; and, in Bow Street, I

hailed the traditionary home of Fielding, Waller, and (according

to " The Spectator") Sir Roger de Coverley ; and it was mysteri-

ously delectable to consider, in Lincoln's Inn, that Cromwell,
Sir 'Thomas More, Sir Matthew Hale, Mansfield, and Erskine,

were onee enrolled among the students.

—

Tuckerman's Month in

England.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.
The Mexican State of Lower California,

which is the " New Republic " of Capt. Walker,
and with Sonora, the " promised land " of all the
San Francisco fillibusters, is a peninsula about
700 miles in extreme length, and from 50 to 100
miles in width. It was originally discovered by
Cortes, in the year 1536. Several good harbors
are scattered along its coast, including those of
San Quintin, Magdalina, San Jose, La Puz, Mu-
lida, and Encinada—which latter town is, or was,
the " capital " of the filli'iusters. The popula-
tion in 1847 was 10,800, and has probably not
very largely increased since then. A chain of

irregular mountains, some of which are 5000 feet
• in height, runs the entire length of the State,

from which spurs branch off, extending to the

sea coast on the other side. The intervals be-

tween these spurs are occupied by broad, elevated

plains, which arc somewUat sparsely covered
with vegetation. There are very few perennial

streams, but water may be found at a depth of fifteen feet below
the surf'ai-e of the plains. The soil is generally rich and well

adapted for cultivation. Much attention is paid to the raising of

stock ; and bides, with beef, sugar, figs and raisins, form the chief

staple of export. The pearl fisheries on the coast are valuable,

and gold, silver, lead and copper mines are known to exist. Salt

is manufoctured on Carmon Island, in quantities sufficient to

supply the entire coast of California and Mexico.

—

Maine Farmer.

ICE CUflUNG AT SPY POND, WLST C.UIBRIOGE, MASS.
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MISS DAVENPORT.

Wc have been much pleased with this huly's peI•fom^.^ncc at

the Howard Athenaeum, and are gratified to know that the

engagement has proved so successful. We have seen no more

just criticism upon her professional efforts than that from Gr.ice

Greenwood, who says :
—" Miss Davenport is, I tliink, remarkable

among dramatic artists for a thorough understanding, and a ju?t

estimate of her own powers. She never undertakes a role for

which she is mentally or physically unfitted. With her round,

youthful figure ; with her fresh, frank, engaging face—which is

the sure index of a bright and happy spirit— she does not attempt

those dark an<l terrible personations for which the powerful genius

of Charlotte Cushman is peculiarly fitted ; but wisely chooses the

range of characters for which nature has adapted her, and feels no

compulsion in the choice. She is an equal, elegant, and consci-

entious aclrice. In her most absolute successes she never relaxes

her efforts, or ceases to be the ambitious student of her beautiful

art. It is by her industry and enthusiasm, as Avell as by her

originally fine dramatic talent, that she has secured for herself, at

80 early an age, her present high dramatic position, and her firm

hold upon popular favor."

< »»» >

FIRE IN QUEBEC.

The Parliament House, with the buildings attached, was en-

tirely destroyed, in Quebec, a few days since. The fire was not

discovered until some time after it had broken out, notwithstand-

ing a sentinel was on duty at the spot. When it was observed it

had obtained too great a power to be subdued. The fire origin-

ated in the south wing, from the furnace it is believed. Part of

the valuable library was saved, but the Historical Society's library

and apparatus were almost entirely destroyed. The insurance on

the buildings is X30,000, and on the provincial library £6000. It

is not known which insurance offices arc the heaviest losers.

This adds another to the many destructive conflagrations of the

present season, which have been so numerous.

Fruit Trees at tub West.—There are about two hundred

varieties of the apple-tree cultivated in Oregon at this time. The

demand for fruit trees of different kinds has been very great this

winter. (Irders from California for apples alone amount to nearly

eighty thousand trees.

SPLINTEBS.

.... Solomon took an inventory of the world and all the best

things in it ; he cast up the amounts, and the sum total was vanity.

.... It is said that Dr. Dewey received $1200 for his course

of lecture-s at St. Louis, on the "Problem of Human Destiny."

Elihu Burritt, the apostle of cheap ocean postage, is still

devoting himself, unremittingly, to this most desirable reform.

.... Some of the lighting apparatus attached to lighthouses on

oar coast are visible to vessels nineken miles off shore.

.... We observe that several new clipper ships are being named

after our popular clergymen. Well, these are fast times.

.... The Massachusetts papers record lately several deaths by

hydrophobia. Better all the dogs die than one human being !

.... Mr. and Jlrs. Brougham are attached to the stock company

at Wallack's Theatre, New York. Mr. B. is a host in himself.

.... On the national chessboard of Europe the game of mon-

archs is now being played upon a magnificent scale.

. Another sad case of bigamy occurred this week, says the

Evening Gazette. Rev. Mr. married three ladies in one day

!

.... It is said, on good authority, that Madame Goldschmidt

intends within a year to visit this country professionally.

Gen. Scott is writing his o^vn biography. We should

think that he could make up an interesting work with ease.

The Superior Court, held at Concord, N. II., lately,

granted thirty-three out of forty applications for divorce.

.... A bill has been introduced into the Assembly of New-

York, appointing a "Fire Coroner" for the city of New York.

Rome, the ancient mistress of the world, is now lighted

by gas—the only evidence of modern days she bears about her.

The First Parish in Dorchester have granted to their pas-

tor, Rev. Nathaniel Hall, a vacation on account of his ill health.

Lorenzo Butterfield was found frozen to death in a shed

at Concord, N. H., lately. A flask of rum was found beside him.

BOSTON MERCHANTS.
There is no class of men who more richly deserve the reputa-

tion they enjoy than the merchants of Boston. They are charac-

terized not only by skill in the conduct of business, by probity and

lirofessional intelligence, but by high mental culture. The evi-

dence of the first of these is to be found in the prosperity of the

city, and the wide infiuence it exerts over the whole country.

There is scarcely any enterprise of magnitude, not only in New
England, but in contiguous and far-distant States, which does not

owe much of its vitality to the capital of the " solid men of Bos-

ton." This capital is not lavished ostentatiously and indiscrimi-

nately, but is liberally invested in enterprises which foster the

great interests of society at large, and a<lvance the march of

civilization.

For proof of the enterprise of Boston merchants, it is only

necessary to glance at the history of American commerce, to see

their busy keels furrowing the most distant seas, now gathering

on the sandy shores of the far East, and now plowing the icy

waves of the extreme North West. We shiiU find its agents

trafficking on the shores of Behring's Straits, bargaining at the

gates of China, or moving with the caravans that cross the sandy

deserts. The most remote regions have been compelled to pay

tribute to the energy and intelligence tliat has made a small city

on the Atlantic seaboard, not particularly favored by nature,'the

radiating centre of a vast trade.

The merchants of Boston rarely engage in dazzling operations,

in schemes that impress the world by their audacity. Fortunes

with them are not staked and lost on the hazard of a cast—the

" make or break " system finds little favor amongthe descendants

of the Pilgrims. As the results of Napoleon's victories were the

deductions of studious combinations, the logical sequences of

well-established premises, so the wealth of the mercantile class

with us is the fruit of intelligent calculation and reliable informa-

tion, rather than the result of a fortunate combination of circum-

stances. Men are here tlie architects of their own fortunes—they

do not tumble into tiiem. Instances are very rare of fortunes ac-

cumulated by good luck—such cases arc exceptions to the general

rule.

The merchants of Boston— it has often been remarked—have

many points of resemblance to the merchant princes of England.

We find the same caution, the same steadfast pursuit of high aim,

and the same ri.id prol>ity—but their views are certainly more

liberal, and their mental culture more high. It is by no means an

unusual thing for young gentlemen, intended for the mercantile

profession, to rteeive a finished classical education. We call to mind

in the person of one of our merchants, one of the ripest classical

scholars in the country, and who, though he did not commence busi-

ness until late in life, is as renowned for his ability and success in

commerce, as he was before for literary attainments.

It is to the commerce of the AvorW that we are to look for the

triumph of civilization ; to the agency of commerce we must en-

trust the enlightenment and christianization of heathen people ; to

the liberality of commerce tl e furtherance of the arts and sciences,

and all that gives to society its high and refined tone ; and to this

end the mercantile community of our city respond nobly to every

call made upon it. In a monument to be erected, in a hospital or

school to be founded among us, Ave confidently look to the mer-

chants of Boston for the bulk of the means. And when signal

cases of distress occur, not only in our midst, but in any section

of our country or quarter of the globe, the merchants of Boston

step forward, open-handed.

Monument to Rantoul.—A neat and chaste monument of

Italian marble has been erected to the memory of the late Robert

Rantoul, Jr., in tlie family burial lot in BeA-erly. It is an upright

four-sided shaft, and w-as erected at a cost of $500, contributed

by friends. Tlic front face of the monument contains an inscrip-

tion from the pen of Hon. Charles Sumner.

« — .» >

Another Kosta Case.—The Vienna correspondent of the

New York Tribune mentions another Kosta case in the person of

Simon Taussig, a shoemaker, of Ncav Jersey, who is now impris-

oned in an Austrian dungeon. The American minister interfered

in his behalf, but the authorities refused to liberate him.

— < ».» »

Mad Dogs.—We have been requested to state that several

dogs, supposed to be mad, have recently been killed in Lynn,

after having bitten several persons. If this be true, some precau-

tions should be taken to secure the safety of the public.

A COLP SUND.4.T.—In the diary of Judge Sewall, under date

of January 24th, 168G, it is recorded that the day was "so cold

that the sacramental bread is frozen pretty hard and rattles sadly

into the plates."

< ».» >

The Flag of our Union.—Our readers of the Pictorial will

find this week's issue of the Flag an interesting number, and we

advise them not to fail of obtaining it.

High Prices.—A late Paris letter quotes butter at fifty-six

cent5 per pound; coffee, forty-eight ; beef, forty ; sugar, twenty;

and other articles of food in proportion.

< mmm- > —
Commencing early.—The Portsmouth Journal places the

name of Edward Everett at the head of its columns as the next

Whig candidate for the Presidency.

AMUSEMENTS IN BOSTON.

Miss Davenport has been personating her role of characters at

the Howard Athenicum, sui)ported by Miss Morant, and the addi-

tion to the stock compinyof Mr. G. K. Dickinson. Miss Daven-

port is an actress of true genius and much study. Miss Robert-

sou, at the Museum, his delighted the juvenile portion of the fre-

quenters of that establishment ; her petite figure is entirely in uni-

son with her line of performance. " Ordway's Minstrels," at

Ordway Hall, have kept on the even tenor of their way, and con-

tinue to afford a most amusing evening's entertainment. Mr.

Dion Bourcicault has repeated his lectures, the great feature of

Avhicli is the personal pronoun ; and yet the man is excessively

clever in his matter, and humorous in his manner. We may
mention in this connection that the late Eagle Theatre has been

transformed into a stable, after a brief and sickly existence as a

place of public amusement. The National Theatre has been pro-

ducing some sterling pieces cast to tlie strength of the stock

company. Sleighing has been comparatively good for a considcr-

al)le period, and has been fully imi)rovcd by those who enjoy its

facilities, while the stable-keepers in town, and the places of re-

sort out of it, have realized a thriving and profitable business.

Terrible Explosion.—The ball cartridge factory of Mr.

French, Ravenswood, Long Island, exploded a few days since,

mangling and killing some fifteen or twenty persons, chiefly boys

and girls. There were fifty thousand cartridges in the building

when it exploded ; a dangerous stock in trade.

MARRIAGES.

A staple Commodity.—About two million tons of ice have

already been cut Avithin a radius of fifteen miles of Boston.

In this city, by Kev Mr. Strccter, Mr. William Q. Clark to ilita Susan K.

li. Furlong, both of Charlcstown.
liy Rev. Mr. Kirk, Rev. Alonzo A. Quint, pastor of the Mather Church, Ja-

maica Plain, to Miss Rebecca P I*utnain. of Salem.

By Rev. Mr .lames, of Worcester, Mr. Ilcury K. Rockwell, of Washington,
D. C , to MiRs Sarali ,1. Ilathawav.
By Rev. Mr. Smith, Mr. William Erasmus D. Smith to Miss Helen Revere,

daughter of the late Daniel A. Poor. Erq.. of Portland, Me.

At Melrose. Mr. .1. F. Howard to .Mi.ss E. W. Crawford, both of Stoncham.
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Waugh, Mr. Joseph H. Boutley to Misa Ann M.

Locke, of llopitinton, N. II.

At Coha,s.=ct, by Rev. Mr. Osgood, Mr. James JI. Bouve, of Boston, to MiM
Rebecca A. I'ratt.

At Plymouth, by Rev. Mr. Tomlinson, Rev. Daniel P. Goddard, of Boaton,
to .Miss Mary E. Barnes.

At Rockport, Mass., by Rev. Mr. Arnold, Mr. Charles 11. Miller to MissMal-
vina Wheeler.
At New Salem, Mass., Samuel Brinsley, Esq., of Gloucester, to Miss Eu-

nice II., daughter of Hon. Samtiel Giles.

At Biadcford,Me., by Rev. Mr. Allen, Mr. Horace Thompson, of Saco, to

Miss Lizzie V. Allen, of Turner.
At Cumberland, Md., bv Rev. Mr. L.annaban, Mr. .Tohn A. Robinson, of

Fetterman, Taylor Co , to Miss Hannah P. McNary. of Hampshire Co., Va.

At New Orleans, by Rev. Mr \Valker, Mr. George W. Ncuti, of Montraal,
Canada, to .Mise Laura V. Kendall.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr. James Le Favor. 28; Mr. Eben Tappan, 33; Mr. Na-

thaniel Davi.'', 77; Mrs. Eliza, wife of Thomjis J. Bayley; Miss Sarah H.
Sawjer. 22; C»l. Abraham Moore, 60; Miss Anna Upham, 19; Mr. Charles

Scott, 41 ; Mr. Jo.seph Tilden, 68.

At Koxbury Mrs. Nancy C, wife of H. K. Pope, 32.

At Charlestown. Mrs. Mary ravlor. 82.

At Cambridge, Miss Mary Elizabeth Broad. .32.

At Sonierville. Mrs. Charlotte K. Williams, 36.

At Watertown, Mr. Lemuel Thompson, Hi; Mrs. Nancy Trask, 50.

At Salem. Mrs. Esther O. Tucker, 80; Mr. rt'illiaro Dwyer, 74.

At Scituate, Mrs. Martha A., wife of the late Dr. Wm. ijordak, of Boston.

At B>fiold, Mrs. Alniim D , wife of Rev. F. V. Tenney, 33.

At Worcester, Mr. Gardiner Paine. 54.

.\t Lanesboro', Mr. Isaac JIanchester. 82; Mr. David Winchell, 85.

At Nantucket, Mr. Cyrus Muniford. 55.

At Relchertown, Mr. David W. Cook, 74.

At Southbridge Mr. Kphraim Wheelock, 82.

At Fall River, Mrs. Eunice, wife of Mr. Pardon Wordell, 51.

At Kennebunk, Me., Capt. Joseph Hatch, 87.

At South Windham. Conn., Mrs. Mary E., wife of J. 0. Avery, 2S.
At Haverstraw, N. Y , Mrs. Marie Thompson, formerly of Boston, 60.

At Porter, Niagara Co., N. Y.. Mr. Windsor Johnson, a soldier of the revo-
lution, 93.

At New Orleans, Mr. Rufus D, Kilgore, a native of Brunsmck, Mc.. 45.

At Indianapolis, Ind., Mr. Theodore V. Denny, formerly of Leicester, 54.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

\OUNG AND OLD.

BY OEORGE H- COOMER.

There lives no heart but hath the lot

To be bj sorrow wrung;

Vet sorrows of the old are not

Like sorrows of the young.

All reft by flow-invaJing frof t,

And not by sudden force,

The pleasures of the old are lost

In nature's quiet course.

Cast down at Inst by viewless stroke,

All hopes and joys depart

;

Or lie like dead leaves 'neath an oak,

Around the aged heart.

But ah, to view a frost outspread

Beneath the ?ummer moon

;

To wake and find the roses dead,

Upon a mom of June

—

To feel that though the summer rain,

And sunshine sweet may come,

Our flowers ivill never bloom again,

Our birds be always dumb

—

Ah, this is sorrow— this endures

A never-told despair

:

God judge 'twixt such estate and yours,

man of hoary hair!

. i mmm >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEBIES.-No. III.

BY THOMAS BULFINCH.

PHAErON.

Phakton was the son of Apollo and tlie nymph Clymene.

One (lay a schoolfellow laughed at the idea of his being the son

of the god, and Phaeton went in rage and shame and reported it

to his mother. " If," said he, " I am indeed of heavenly birth,

give me, mother, some proof of it, and establish my claim to the

honor." Clymene stretched forth her hands toward the skies,

and said, "I c^ll to witness the Sun which looks down upon us,

that I have told you the truth. If I speak falsely, let this be the

last time I behold his light. But it needs not much labor to go

and inquire for yourself; the land whence the sun rises lies next

to ours. Go and demand of him whether he will own you as a

son." Phaeton heard with delight. He travelled to India, which

lies directly in the regions of sunrise; and, full of hope and pride,

approached the goal whence his parent begins his course.

The palace of the sun stood reared aloft on columns, glittering

with gold and precious stones, while polished ivory formed the

ceilings, and silver the doors. The workmanship surpassed the

material ; for upon the walls Vulcan had represented earth, sea

and skies, with their inhabitants. In the sea were the nymphs,
some sporting in the waves, some riding on the backs of fishes,

while others sat upon the rocks and dried their sea-green hair.

Their faces were not all alike, nor yet unlike—but such as one
would expect in sisters. The earth had its towns and forests and
rivers and rustic divinities. Over all was carved the likeness of

the glorious heaven ; and on the silver doors the twelve signs of

the zodiac, six on each side.

Clymene's son advanced up the steep ascent, and entered the

halls of his disputed father. He approached the i)aternal pres-

ence, but stopped at a distance, for the light was more than he

could bear. Phoebus, arrayed in a PU175IC vesture, sat on a throne

which glittered as with diamonds. On his right hand and his

left stood the Day, the Month and the Year, and, at regular inter-

vals, the Hours. Spring stood with her head crowned with flow-

ers, and Summer, with garment cast asiile, and a garland formed
of spears of ripened grain, and Autumn, with hLs feet stained with

grape-juice, and icy Winter, with liis hair stiffened with hoar-frost.

Sun-ounded by these attendants, the Sun, with the eye that sees

everything, beheld the youth dazzled with the novelty and splen-

dor of the scene, and inquired the purpose of his errand. The
youth replied, " O, light of the boundless worid, Phcebus, my
father— if you permit me to use that name—give me some proof,

I beseech you, by which I may be known as yours." He ceased •

and his (ather, laying aside the becms that shone all around his

head, bade him approach, and embracing him, said, "My son,

you deserve not to be disowned, and I confirm what your mother
has told you. To put an end to your doubts, ask what you will,

the gift shall be yours. I call to witness that dreadful lake, which
I never saw, but which we gods swear by in our most solemn
engagements." Phaeton immediately asked .to be permitted for

one day to drive the chariot of the sun. The father repented of
his promise; thrice and four times he shook his radiant head in

warning. " I have spoken ra.shly," said he ;
" this only request I

would fain deny. I beg you to withdraw it. It is not a safe boon,
nor one, my Phaeton, suited to your youth and strength. Your
lot is mortal, and you ask what is beyond a mortal's power. In
your ignorance you aspire to do that which not even the gods
themselves may do. None but myself may drive the flaming car

of day. Not even Jupiter, whose terrible right arm hurl.< the

thunderbolts. The first part of the way is steep, and such as the

horS'JS when fresh in the morning can hardly climb ; the middle
i« high up in the heavens, whence I myself can scarcely, without

alarm, look down and behold the earth and sea stretched beneath

me. The last part of the road descends rapidly, and requires most

careful driving. Tethys, wlio is waiting to receive me, often

trembles for me lest I should fall headlong. Add to all this, the

heaven is all the time turning round and carrying tlie stars with

it. I have to be perpetually on my guard lest that movement,

which sweeps everything else along, should hurry me also away.

Suppose I should lend you the chariot, wliat would you do!

Could you keep your course while the sjihere was revolving under

you ? Perhaps you tliink that there are forests and cities, the

abodes of gods, and palaces and temples on the way. On the

contrary, the road is through the midst of frightful monsters.

You pass by the horns of the Bull, in front of the Archer, and

near the Lion's jaw.^, and where the Scorpion stretches its arms

in one direction and the Crali in another. Nor will you find it

easy to guide tliose horses, with their breasts full of fire that they

breathe forth from their mouth and nostrils. I can scarcely gov-

ern them myself, when they are unruly and resist the reins. Be-

ware, my son, lest I be the donor of a fatal gift ; recall your

request while yet you may. Do you ask me for a proof that you

are sprung from my blood ! I give you a proof in my fears for

you. Look at my face—I would that you could look into my
breast, you would there see all a father's anxiety. Finally," he

continued, " look round the world and choose whatever you will

of what earth or sea contains most ])recious—ask it and fear no

refusal. This only I pray you not to urge. It is not honor, but

destruction you seek. Why do you hang round my neck and still

entreat me ? You shall have it if you persist—the oath is sworn

and must be kept—but I beg you to choose more wisely."

He ended ; bht the youth rejected all admonition, and held to

his demand. So, having resisted as long as he could, Plioebus at

last led the way to where stood the lofty chariot.

It was of gold, the gift of Vulcan ; the axle was of gold, the

pole and wheels of gold, the spokes of silver. Along the seat

were rows of chrysolites and diamonds, which reflected all around

the brightness of tlie sun. While the daring youth gazed in

admu-ation, the early Dawn threw open the purple doors of the

east, and showed the jiathw ay strewn with roses. The stars with-

drew, marshalled by the Daystar, which last of all retired also.

The father, when he saw the earth beginning to glow, and the

Moon preparing to retire, ordered the Hours to harness up the

horses. They obeyed, and led forth from the lofty stalls the

steeds full fed with ambrosia, and attached the reins. Then the

fatlier bathed the face of his son with a powerful unguent, and

made him capable of enduring the brightness of the flame. He
set the rays on his head, and, with a foreboding sigh, said, " If,

my son, you will in this at least heed my advice, spare the whip

and hold tight the reins. They go fast enough of their own ac-

cord ; the labor is to hold them in. You are not to take the

straight road directly between the five circles, but turn off to the

left. Keep within the limit of the middle zone, and avoid the

northern and the southern alike. You will see the marks of the

wheels, and they will serve to guide you. And, that the skies

and the earth may each receive their due share of heat, go not too

high, or you will burn the heavenly dwellings, nor too low, or you

will set the earth on fire ; the middle course is safest and best.

And now I leave you to your chance, which I hope will plan bet-

ter for you than you have done for yourself. Night is passing out

of the western gates and we can delay no longer. Take the reins

;

but if at last your heart fails you, and you will benefit by my
advice, stay where you are in safety, and suflfer me to light and

warm the earth." The agile youth sprang into the chariot, stood

erect and grasped the reins with delight, pouring out thanks to

his reluctant parent.

Meanwhile the horses fill the air with their snortings and fiery

breath, and stamp the ground impatient. Now the bars are let

down, and the boundless plain of the universe lies open before

them. They dart forward and cleave the opposing clouds, and

outrun the morning breezes which started from the same eastern

goal. The steeds soon perceived that the load they drew wa-s

lighter than usual ; and as a ship without ballast is tossed hither

and thither on the sea, so the chariot, without its accustomed

weight, was dashed about as if empty. They rush headlong and

leave the travelled road. He is alarmed, and knows not how to

guide them ; nor, if he knew, has he the power. Then, for the first

time, the Great and Little Bear were scorched with heat, and

would fain, if it were possible, have plunged into the water ; and

the Serpent which lies coiled up round the north pole, torpid and

harmless, grew warm, and with warmth felt its rage revive.

Bootes, they say, fled away, though encumbered with his plough,

and all unused to rapid motion.

When hapless Phaeton looked down upon the earth, now spread-

ing in viist extent beneath him, he grew pale and his knees shook

with terror. In spite of the glare all around him, the sight of his

cj'cs grew dim. He wished he had never touched his father's

horses, never learned his parentage, never prevailed in his request.

He is borne along like a vessel that flies before a tempest, when
the pilot can do no more and betakes himself to his pravers.

What shall ho do? Much of the heavenly road is left behind,

but more remains before. He turns his eyes from one direction

to the other ; now to the goal whence he began his course, now to

the realms of sunset which he is not destined to reach. He loses

his self-command, and knows not what to do—whether to draw
tight the reins or throw them loose ; he forget i tho names of the

horses. He sees with terror the monstrous forms scattered over

the surface of heaven. Here the Scorpion extended his two great

arms, with his tail and crooked claws stretching over two signs of

the zodiac. When the boy beheld him, reeking with poison and
menacing with his fangs, his courage failed, and the reins fell from
his hands. The horses, when they felt them loose on their backs,

dashed headlong, and unrestrained went ofl^into unknown regions

of the sky, in among the stars, burling the chaiibt over pathless

places, now up in high heaven, now down aln»»t to tkc »»r)lV.

The moon saw with astonishment her brother's c&ariot running
beneath her own. The clouds began to smoke, and She raoantain-

tops took fire ; the fields are parched with heat, 1h«- jjant* irjther

the trees with their leafy branches burn, the hsrTCsl 13 at)laze ?

But these are small things. Great cities perisheal, with thtiriiiaUa

and towers
;
whole nations with their people \vfi» Jonsnaied to»

ashes ! The forest-clad mountains burned, Aihos aud Tmrus
and Tmolus and CEte; Ida, once celebrated for fetratoias^ibiit saw
all dry; the Muses' mountain Helicon, and Haniira; Itaa, with
fires within and without, and Parnassus, with Iib tv«s> peals, aiir3

Khodope, forced at last to part with his snowy trswa. Her csld

climate was no protection to Scythia, Caucasus^ bjicmwl, and Ossa
and Pindus, and, greater than both, Olympus ; tie Alp» high ia

air, and the Apennines crowned with clouds.

Then Phaeton beheld the world on fire, and feJt Sbthiirt intol-

erable. The air he breathed was like the air aJ a ?«rnace xni falS

of burning ashes, and the smoke was of a jikjchit .^arkiwss. He
diishcd forward he knew not whither. Therj, it is ^.elie7ei', the-

people of Ethiopia became black by tho blcsid ^in-^ ibr«ei 8<i«

suddenly to tlie surface, and the Lybian desem»a> brxil up fo tlie

condition in which it remains to this day. The Nymphs ei the

fountains, with dishevelled hair, mourned t'iiir vstivi; air wcra;

the rivers safe beneath their banks ; Tanais slacked, and Csicus,

Xiinthus and Meander. Babylonian Enphjstes- aatl ©aagss, Ta>-

gus with golden sands, and Cayster wImvc Sia- 9.\waD3. reseat.

Nile fled away and hid his head in the deoert, aovf '&fn 't stiW

remains concealed. Where he used to disciai-gs-Ws -waSeas lihjsnglij

seven mouths into the sea, there seven rlr-j eianaels iHae rs'-

maincd. The earth cracked open, and tibraugh th^- aidn^ 3ghti

broke into Tartarus, and frightened the l^!sg 8i's3^a^*»TW aaihie^

queen. The sea shrunk up. Where heftre -»as v<at«r, k t«cam«'

a dry plain ; and the mountains that lie S«neat!s 3h* wsBvis- lifteci!

up their heads and became islands. The fclie* soigbi tin 'bwes^

depths, and the dolphins no longer venttnsd as Bswnl tt>si>ort on.

the surface. Even Nereus, and his wife- Dcri>, w:th tte Nereidsy

their daughters, sought the deepest caTes- bu refage- 'jThjica BTep-

tune essayed to raise his head above- tifisiii-fica, an-3tili.nc8 was"

driven back by the heat. Earth, snn-OEmdeaf as »4e was- hj •waters,,

yet with head and shoulders bare, S0T5'*nizig h«j hie -wili boa-

hand, looked up to heaven, and \nth a fi^slj -fo'vti «all«d ore

Jupiter.

" O, ruler of the gods, if I have djsjsrsiea' tiii> jraataieat, ara;!' iii

is your will that I perish with, fire, itthrj '«ithh*ld! jo'is thjinder-

bolts .' Let me at least fall by yo«r IkanatL is tbis 6h« ss-wtud off

my fertility, of my obedient sei-\ice-> 5s i 3bi- ^lis- that 5 have-

supplied herbage for cattle, and frmiljtfer aacn^.ani S-aa'iitu-snse:

for your altars '! But, if I am iiiiwdiith'i oi rigasiJ,. whj.t ias mw
brother Ocean done to deserve sucb 21 late > Xf neitlier jf 3a cai:i

excite your pity, think, I pray yom^ 9f yinr aiwi keaves^ 3bA be-

hold how both the poles are smokirjg -which. 3«fta;hj ys»r palace,,

which must fall if they be destroired. Atlas faints,, 2«i^ scarce-

holds up bis burthen. If sea, eariiti a^iS !tsi-«ea i,i8:ri>J), ve falS

into ancient Chaos. Save what yei 33;t!fli3(S ta j« Sr»x<i tht 5l«v9ur-

ing flame. O, take thought for suj tUliwenaaes ia tiis- awfuS

moment !"

Thus spoke Earth, and overceme -mth Seal aitai thi-sS, C9uldl

say no more. Then Jupiter onanipateai,, eallaig ta inkaess alll

the gods, including ^ira who lia^ licit t^ thaj-it^aaJS siswing

them that all was lost unless som* s^jseaJj' rexicsby >«tsre a^plied^,

mounted the lofty tower from •wheri'ci-ia sSfi'sses iUufls avei the-

earth, and hurls the forked ligbtaings.. Bat,.afl t;»*t tiane, aot a
cloud was to be found to intei-p«s« Sar a jcsseai to jajtb,^®! n-as;

a shower remaining unexhansteJS. He tih.'infese'j!, an»' baaniish-

ing a lightning bolt in his right Jsan-J S-jiim-iie^ i% agsaaiut the-

charioteer, and stru(-k him at Ita* jame no3a«nS kojm W* oeiti ancl

from existence ! Phaeton, mth Sis- hji/r oa, Sre, Je!l keasSlong,

like a shooting-star which maiks A« }i»a7en3 -with k» bnightaes^

as it falls, and Eridanus, th<j jrsat 3Trer, 3»s-e3\ciS bin aiid cuolecl

his burning frame. The Isaliia Naai& je-wed a tsmb itr. h-ai,

and inscribed these words npoa Jhe 3tea* r.

'' Here Phaeton » ifenirWi'3 3tr».-TO 30 ^ni<^
The chario t of tyis sire,. Ihjt ^d o8d*y -^

He fell, bu t praih.** ia agMat ».4t«ui9t.""

SECItEf lfI^\SXI3GS.

Statesmen and judges, if ticT g'm ihsW pravtr ftanrs f* fSe

cares of state and quibblss e# la-a, s-xirjbis a growing dispftsition

to reward themselves for (the sn?riS«-e, bj a ,wc«t slevatiBn ta the-

Muses. An announceniunt friMiai lieiilia iafsmi* as Shat William
Von Humboldt has left behiswl biin a -rolijs'tisa 'dS ssimels—three-

hundred and fifty-two in iinrjifecr—A'lateJ hy Ihc deceased phi-

losopher and minister at T(-;iell. Tbjij aic jtsS ©at 9t ttte press.

How Fox yearned to gi^'e »[> p«liti-s aa^ sfevssts his lass jma to.

literature is well known.. Lswd Hollajed soKghl ll>e sJiiiidy walks-

of letters. Mr. Macanlav tell.* os -ya a fccok jsist jpolilislied—hi»

"Collected and Revised S|)e*<jh43 "—that Jim "Hi.5t»ry" i*

henceforth "the pbjas.iro !M«1 Jb? b^jiness of i» lift--" LordI

Brougham is said to Ibe giviiog rap the last Tears ji^ a moss active

life to writings of various kiaih ; anof we are given to anderstandl

that one of the must euiiment of living jmlge* has composed a
number of sonnets, waich, aft*r ii* example oi' WrJliim Tora

Humboldt, he desifpis to iave published after events have put it

out of the power oC the Ktsi-ar/ critic to b«ard Jhe ymi^e in his

ermine. Of these las t-nanae-d works, wt mar adi 'Jjuit Kttrary

rumor speaks in tha highest pjaiue.

—

A/hcixtiix,.

In social order, it is the b«antr of &c* whk'i fc .<feariy alw-aya

the effect of an halhutual disj)0»-iU0D of tlve s»ul. The Jrails of the

face acquire insensibly the direc5i«H which is given to them by

the diflcrent feelings -w-hich agitate us; it is so cemmon Shat the

beautv of expression nmy be preferrciJ to that which is owing to

regularity of featu'res, bccaase it indicates moral perfection to

which we award tb i grwitcst prize.

—

Aliliert.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

Prentice, of the Louisville Journiil, has been to tlic spirit-rap-

pings. His first question wiis wlietlier lie would be any better

looking in the next world than in this ; whieh, mueh to his satis-

faction, was answered in the affirmative. The territory to bo

acquired under the treaty with Mexico is larger than the State of

Virginia. The nunil)er of militia in the United States, ac-

cording to a document recently furni.-.hed to Congress, is 1,957,782,

of which number 101,781 is set down for Massachusetts. A
wild bear was shot near Fairmont, Va., recently. A domestic

cat attacked a man near Philadelpliia a sliort time ^inee, lacerat-

ing his legs and hands in a most ferocious manner. He had to

kill the animal to escape from him. The Governor and Coun-

cil of New Hampshire have appointed Thursday, April 13th, as

the day for Fast in that State. The tru? gentlem.in, says

Theodore Parker, is one whose quality springs from inward prin-

ciple. His manners, like the perfume of the flower, are the same

to all. He n gards the high or the low as hi< common brothers.

Their feelings and their aflfcctions are sacred to him. His princi-

ples are correct and his morals pure. Miss Di.x is now in

Washington petitioning Congress for a donation of public lands

to build an institution for the insane. It is said that Felix

Kachel, the brother of Mad'lc. Rachel, the French tragedienne,

will shortly be here to make arrangements for a professional tour

in the United States with his sister. The amount paid into

the custom house at San Francisco, during the year ending De-

cember 31st, 18.53, was $2, .581, 97.5 84. We know of a black-

smith in this city who clears his $10 a day on an average, while

one of his neighbors is starring on a profession. A very mis-

chievous thing is pride. Monroe county, N. Y., produces a

third more wheat than the six New England States. The
" January freeze " comes as regularly and as certainly as the

" January thaw." For nearly thirty years we have rarely passed

from the 20th to the 30th of Jainiary without finding a spell of

the coldest winter weather. Mr. Sylvester Cone, a farmer, of

East Haddam, Conn., was killed by one of his own bulls a short

time since. In Plymouth, Vt., O. K. Farwell, about 25 years

old, shot himself a week or two since, because his young wife, of

17 years, had left him and refused to live with him. Paper is

made of wood in France. It is considered an evil omen be-

cause the New York legislature has not got a member of the

numerous Smith family in cither branch. They are agitating

the passage of the Maine liquor law in California. The rich-

est locality in the United States is sta*' d to be the fourth ward

in the city of Boston, the assessed valuation of which is over

$60,000,000. The New York Central Railroad is said to have

earned six per cent, net in the past six months. A new Cath-

olic Cathedral will bo erected on Fifth Avi nue and Forty-eighth

Street, New York, in the spring. It is to be the largest church

edifice in the United States,—500 feet long,—and about half as

large as St. Peter's, at Home. The Georgia Citizen thinks

good resolutions are like fainting ladies,—they want to be carried

out ! Little Paul JuUien has quite recovered from his late se-

vere-illness, and is making preparations for a scries of concerts to

be given in New York. In the United States there is about

one white iiisane person to each 1290, and about one white idiot

to each 1374. A person in company, being asked if ho had

ever read Dryden's Virgil, said, he could safely say that he had

never been guilty of such an ^Eneas (heinous) ofi'ence. An
expedition to Liberia will sail from Baltimore and Norfolk, Va.,

on the first of May next. Actors, it is said, are bountifully

paid in Australia. " Mr. and Mrs. Stark, from America," are re-

ported to be among the most successful—receiving "£60 a week,

though not first-rate." Daniel O'Conncll, the youngest son of

the " Liberator," is about to be married to an English lady, young,

rich, and beautiful.

^-••.•.-

The Sovereigns of Euhope.—The following are the ages of

the principal reigning sovereigns : her majesty queen Victoria,

34 ; the king of the Belgians, 62 ; the king of Prussia, 57 ; the

emperor of Russia, 56 ; the king of Sweden and Norway, .53

;

the king of Denmark, 44 ; Louis Napoleon, 46 ; the king of the

Two Sicilies and the king of Bavaria, 40 ; the king of Hanover,

33; the Sultan, 30; the emperor of Austria, 28.

1 ».» » —
Down amoi^g the Dead Men.—What a mighty procession

has been marching towards the grave during the past year ! At
the usual estimate, since the Ist of Januiiry, 1853, more than

31,500,000 of the world's population have gone down to the earth

again. Place them in long array, and they will give a moving

column of more than thirteen hundred to every mile of the globe's

circvimference.

4 -mm^ »

To Ehrope in six Davs!—The New York Tribune says:
" The steamer Wm. Nonis, which is to make the passage to Eu-

rope in five or six days, is rapidly approaching completion. This

vessel is simply flat and sharp, with a good model for running fast

in smooth water. She is made unu.ually strong."

Emigrant Earrings.—Not less than $14,850,000 was remit-

ted from Irish emigrants in America to their fi lends and relatives

at home in 1848, '49, '50, 51. It is estimated that if the remit-

tances hav continued at the same rate, upwards of twenty mil-

lions must have been remitted in the last six years.

TuKKET AND RcssiA.—We have received from the author,

Count Louis Kazinski, a copy of his lecture on these countries.

The lecture is accompanied by a map showing the position of the

armies at th* present time. •

U.lajisib£ ©atljcringg.

The larger the school-fund the less the prison allowance.

The hog stock on the farms of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Mis-
souri, Illinois and Iowa, is estimated to amount to nine millions

of hogs.

A jieiition has been ]ircscnted to the New "fork Legislature,

asking for a law prohibiting the use of tobacco except for medical

jiiirposes.

The citizens of Fall River are talking about jirocuring a city

cliartcr. A town meeting is to be held with reference to petition-

ing the legislature.

Hon. Wm. Appleton, of this city, has given $2400 for the pur-

pose of sending eighty slaves, the properly of Montgomery Bell,

of Nashville, Tcnn., to Liberia.

In a single thunder-storm, in the year 1793, in less than an hour
the lightning struck tliirty-sevcn times, and nineteen persons were

killed in the city of Buenos Ayrcs, South America.

A new revolving illuminating apparatus has been placed in the

Cape May lighthouse, which can be seen from the deck of a ves-

sel fifteen miles oil'.

Two boys, fiuirtecn years old, were drowned in Couesus Lake,

N. y., recently. They were skating on a portion of the way to

school and fell into an air hole.

Great fires, that are so fre(|ucnt in the United States, rarely oc-

cur in London or Paris, from the security afi'orded in the substan-

tial architecture in these |)laccs.

Judge Reed, of Greece, New York, has presented the editor of

the Rochester Union with a niammoth potato, twelve inches in

length, and weighing two jiounds. Thirty such potatoes would
make a bushel.

The timber seized since July 1st, on the Wisconsin and Chip-

pewa rivers, as having been feloniously cut on government land,

amounts to 60,000,000 of feet, and is valued at from $250,000 to

$500,000.

John Wilkic has recovered one hundred dollars damages and
costs, of the proprietors of a New Yoik omnibus, for injury to his

own person and to the dresses of his wife and daughter, by the

explosion of a camphene lamp used in the omnibus.

There is nothing so much calculated to arrest the progress of

consumption, as to eat from one to two pounds of grapes eveiy

day, and, indeed, to make grapes the staple article of food. In

the south of Europe this cure for consumption has completely su-

perseded cod-liver oil.

Sir C. Wilkins states, that while he was resident at Benares, he
saw a fakir, the hair of whoso head reached the enormous length

of twelve feet. The t:iil hair of tlie Chinese frequently reaches the

ground, and their moustaches have been cultivated to the length

of eight or nine inches.

The clipper ship Chariot of Fame, of Train's line, sailed from
Liverpool for Boston on the llih ult., with a cargo of three thou-

sand tons weight, valued at £100,000. It is said to bo the largest

and most valuable cargo that hits ever been taken from Liveipool
to the United States.

iTorcign Jtems.

In Portugal it is stated that the young king is about to marry
his Coburg cousin, the Princess Cliurlotte of Belgium.

Ex-president Van Buren is now in Rome, with his son, living

in a small house with a large garden, on the Via Grcgoria.

The widow of Boieldieu has just died in Paris. She was at one
time a popular singer, under her maiden name of Philis de Soyre.

It was rumored that the emperor of Austria was about to leave

for Warsaw to have a conference with the emperor of Russia on
the eastern question.

The value of property lying in the harbor of Glasgow is reck-

oned by millions. Its only defence is one thousand old flint mus-
kets in Dumbarton Castle.

M. Scribe, the French dramatist, derives an income from his

copyrighted plays of fifty thousand dollars a year. But he is the

most prolific of living play-writers.

The Chinese government is carried on by a system of checks

and espionage. When a commissioner is sent from Pekin to any
particular province a spy is attached to his train.

The report from the war department states that the number of

men available for arms in France, in the event of a general war,

is one and a quarter millions, for the land service.

Austrian ofiicials have been committing another outrage on a

subject of the United States—the Rev. James Cook Richmond,
" presbyter of the Anglo- Catholic church," and one of the cor-

respondents of the Daily News.

Under the arrangement made with the Turkish government by
France, the first company of French pilgrims have arrived at Je-

rusalem, and been received at the gate of Jaffa by a salute of

musketry. They were clothed in white.

The agents of the French government have been making in-

quiries in the English ports to learn what amount of shipping

could be placed at the disposal of the French government for the

conveynaee of troops to tlie Levant.

A tunnel, to commence at Leicester square, cross beneath the

Thames, and communicate with the Crystal Palace at Sydenham,
and with other places to the south and east, is among the most
recent projections.

It is now beyond a doubt that a fishless river can be stocked ar-

tificially with any kind of fish. In consequence of which Mr.
Ramsbottom is engaged in stocking rivers in Scotland for the

duke of Montrose where salmon were never seen before.

A king is in the market, ladies. We learu that the yonng king
of Portugal is to be sent to travel for some months, in order to

give him an opportunity of consulting his own taste in the choice

of a future wife, by taking a survey of all the marriageable \n\a-

cesscs to be disposed of.

The "bread riots" at Exeter (already reported) were of no
magnitude, the rioters being mostly women and children, who de-

manded that the bakers should give them bread. The mayor
called out one hundred dragoons, at sight of whom the crowd
dispersed.

In Circassia, Georgia, Persia and India, one of the mother's
earliest cares is to promote the growth of her children's eyelashes,

by tipping and removing the fine gossamer-like points with a pair
of scissors, when they are asleep. By repeating this everj' month
or six weeks thry become, in time, long, close, finely curved, and
of a silky glp,-s.

J0anb0 of ®ollt.

.... Adversity is the true touchstone of merit.

—

Lord GreviUe.

Life's enchanted cup but sparkles near the brim !

—

Byron.

.... I were but little happy if I could say how much.

—

Shak-
speare.

.... There are some men who arc fortune's favorites, and who,
like eats, light forever upon their legs.

—

Cohan.

.... I will chide no hcaihen in the world, but myself, ogainst
whom I know mo<t faults.

—

Sliakspeare.

.... In life we shall find many men that are great, and some
men that are good, but very few men that are both great and
good.

—

Colton.

.... Foppery is never cured ; it is the had stamina of the mind,
which, like those of the body, are never rectified ; once a coxcomb,
and always a co.xcomb.

—

.Johnson.

.... Gravity is of the very essence of imposture ; it docs not
only mistake other things, but is apt perpetually almost to mis-
take itself

—

Lord Sliajhhury.

.... True joy is a serene and sober emotion ; and they are
miserably out that take laughing for rejoicing; the seat of" it is

within, and there is no cheerfulness like the resolutions of a brave
mind.

—

Seneca.

.... Gratitude is the fairest blossom which springs from the
*oul

;
and the heart of man knowcth none more fragrant. While

its opponent, ingratitude, is a deadly weeil
; not only poisonous

in itself, but impregnating the vtry atmosphere in which it grows
with fetid vapors.

—

Hosea Bullou.

-«—»»» >

Jokcr'0 Bubget.

The man who .attempted to look into the future had the door
slammed in his face.

A facetious individual wishes to know if a " bee line " must
necessarily have a wax end

!

An exchange says that the individual who " stole a march,"
has been put in the same cell with "procrastination, the thief of
lime."

An exchange says, when David slew Goliath with a sling, the
la'ter fell slonc dead, and of course was quite astonished, as such
a tiling lind never entered his heart before .'

A man in Cincinnati recently, cut his throat because he lived

next door to an amateur trombone player. The coroner held an
inquest and relumed a verdict of "justifiable homicide."

A mother admonishing her son (a lad some seven years of .-ige),

told him he should never defer till tomorrow what he could do
to-day. The little urchin replied :

" then, mother, let's cat the
remainder of the plum-pudding to-night."

An auctioneer was much annoyed by the low bids of one of his

customers, and oft'ercd five dollars to any one who would put him
out. A large, ferocious looking individual approached the unfor-
tunate offender, and in a whisper loud enough to be heard all over
the room, thus addressed him :

" my friend, you go out with me
and I will give you half the money !"

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL, BOUND.
We have Volumes I., n.. III., IV., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bound in cloth, and with gilt edge.' forming miperb and most attractivS
parlor ornanicnt.i in the shape of 8 eries of boolts of 416 pages each, and
each Aol. containing nearly 1000 gravings of men, mauneiH, and current
events all over the world: of scejcry in all parts of the globe; of famou!)
cities and beautiful Tillage.^ ; of pageants at home and abroad ; of fine mari'-
tiinc vie\V(»; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-page.« and indexes.

Besides the many illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original tales, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the
Union. 1 vol., .S3; 2 vols., 85; 3 vols., S7; 4 vols., 89; and 5 vols., SIO.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION.
AN ELEG.\^NT, MORAL AND REFINKD

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-
nal talf.i, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian
questioQS.it is strictly neutral; therelore making it emphatically

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCOMK VISITOR TO TlIE UOME CIRCLE.

It contains the foreign 3d domestic news of the day, bo condensed as to
pi-e^ent the greatest possible cht^ul:* of intelligence. No adverti^ment^ are
admitted to the paper, tbud offciing tne entire sheet, wliich. is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the Instruction and amusement of the general reader. Anunrivalled corps
of contributora arc regularly engjtged, and every department is under the mQst
tinished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of .any other weekly paper in
the Union, with the exception of Oleason's Pictorial.

The Flag is printed on fine white paper, with new and beautiftil type, and
contains 1240 square inches, being a large weekly paper of eight super-royal
quarto pages.

TEBUS TO STJBSCBIBEKS.
1 subscriber, one year, 82 00
4 subscribers, " " 7 QQ
8 '• " " ; 18 00

ll>
" " " 24 00

One copy of The Flao or our Union, and one copy of Oleasoh's Picroaui,
$4 00 per annum, invariably in advance.

»*» The Flao can ht oblainrd at any of the newspaper depots in the Vttited
States, and of newspaper carriers, at five cents ptr single copy.

F. GLEASOX,
PUBLISUER AND PROPRIETOR,

COKXER OP TllEMONT AND BrOMFIELD STREETS, BOSTON, MASa.

WHOLESALE AGENIS.
S. FRENCH, 161 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.
A. WINCH, 116 Chestuut Street, Philadelphia.
Vi & H. TAYLOR, 111 Baltimore and 6 South Streets, Baltimore.

A C BAGLEY, corner of 4th aud Sycamore Streets, Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS. 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E K. WOODWARD, corner of 4th and Chesnut Streets, St. Loull.

THOMAS LUNN, 40 Exchange Place, New Orleans.
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COPE & CO.'S DRY GOODS BAZAvVR, PHILADELPHIA.
This new and truly beautiful store, located in Market Street,

Philadelphia, is one of the most massive and imposing edifices

erected in our sister city for a Ion;; time. Others, of costly char-

acter, have sprung into" existence within the past year or two—of

which Mr. Devereux's ready ])encil has given us full proof—but

this last structure verily takes the lead. It has long been a won-

der to us, why our own beautiful Quincy granite has nut been in

more generaluse witli the Phihidelphians for stores, than those

composed of cheerless and unwelcome brown stone, wliicli frown

upon you at every step you take. Mr. Cope has shown his excel-

lent taste in the selection of this stone, a lesson he his profitably

giiined from his long admiration of the exterior of our Boston

buildings. This establishment is five stories high, with a front

on Market Street, extending

through to Commerce Street.

It is between 27 and 28 feet

broad, and 20.> 1-2 feet long.

Each story is of the same di-

mensions, except the first and

second stories, to which are

added a wing 28 by 31 feet, on

the west side, containing below

a " bill room," and above, a

spacious counting-room, con-

tiiining fire-proofs, of a superior

construction and arrangement,

and other appurtenances re-

quisite in an establishment of

this kind. The main entrance

on Market Street is through a

vestibule, 8 by 12 feet, adorned

with tesselated marble. This

leads to the first floor, which is

finished in the most elaborate

and splendid manner, with ad-

mirably arranged shelving for

the different kinds of goods, on
either side supported by a coun-

ter shelf, and fimcy iron truss-

brackets. The shelving is deco-

rated with ornamented pilas-

ters, having carved caps and a

rich entablatufe. iV handsome-

ly carved cornice, tipped with

gold, extends round 'the entire

room, with enriched brackets

and dentils. This is in keep-

ing and corresponds with the

lower portion of the openings

underneath the skyli^jhts, the

frescoed Wiills and ceiling, and

the elegant bronzed chandeliers,

of new and beautiful pattern,

producing an attractive and

gorgeous effect. On the west

side of this room, back, are

triple arches leading to the

stairways, ascending and de-

scending, the " bill-room," and

the apartment furnished with

marble wash-basins, closets,

etc. The architraves to the

arches, which are elliptical,

are highly ornamented, and
rest on rich anties, having dec-

orated carved caps and bases

standing on massive and bold

pedestals. The centre of the

store is lighted by three large

skylights, two of which are 8

by 20 fjet, and the centre one

10 by 30 feet. There are open-

ings through each floor imme-
diately underneath the sky-

lights, of the same size, with

carved corners, enclosed with

a heavy balustrade railing on
a heavy moulded base. Tiie

capping is walnut, and con-

trasts elegantly with other jior-

tions of the interior. The stairs

in the wing or tower are ellip-

tical in their design, and extend

from the passage in the sub-

cellar to the roof, seven stories,

or nearly 80 feet high. The
tower has a skylight four feet

in diameter, which affords a
brilliant light, on the stairs,

and is an advantage to pur-

chasers in the selection of their

stocks. They are permanently
and tastefully constructed, with
massive carved oak rails, cap-

ped with black walnut and ash,

and altogether one of the most
splendid staircases to be found
anywhere. From the basement
to the top there are 1.30 steps.

The second story is finished in

a style very similar to the first,

with a counting-room before
referred to, splendidly furnish-
ed, and a room in the rear, cut
off by a glass partition, for a
sample room. This is fitted

up in the same gorgeous man-
ner with other parts of the

store, and is to be covered with a fine Brussels carpet. The
walls and ceiling are also frescoed, and much care has been taken
to arran'^'C the colors so as to throw the proper shades on the curi-
ous kinds of goods. Adjoining' this, is the hatchway and hoisting
machine, extending from the first to the lifth floors, which is an
entire new arrangement The third floor has a bathroom. The
basement has a clothes-room, in which the memliers of the firm,
clerks, etc., deposit their clothing when in the store, each one hav-
ing his own hook numbered. Atticlicd to this is a rmigc of wash-
basins and other conveniences. Here the packing will be doi.e
and all the goods received in and taken from the store ; they will
be raised to the pavement on Market Street, by means of a patent
hoisting machine arranged outside of the building, in the iron
grating. The sub-cellar below extends the whole length of the

store and is provided with two of Morris, 'I'asker & Morris's
large heaters, which heat the whole establishment. The fuel is

taken in on Market Street front, and by a railway running back
to Ci*mmcrce Street, hauled to the heaters, which consume nearly
four tons of coal per week ; the ashes are taken out by the same
process at the Commerce Street end. This store has been built

with the very best materials, and the workmanship is acknow-
ledged to be of the finest character ; there are upwards of 150,000
feet of joists, each four by fll'teeu inches ; the quantity of lumber
used is upwards of 252,000 feet, with nearly 40,500 feet of shelv-

ing. The counters in the first story are all neatly made out of
walnut, and judiciously planned. Communication can be had by
trumpets and bells with every floor. In the first story will be

kept the silks and dress goods; in the second, embroideries, lace

goods and ribbons ; in the third, hosiery, the stock of which will,

at the commencement, comprise upwards of 20,000 dozen pairs
;
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in the fourth and fifth, duplicate goods, of every variety, and in

the basement, linens, muslins and white goods. This is lighted

by glass, in the floors of the first story, below the skylight, 10 by
20 feet and 2 1-2 inches thick, set in an iron frame. There are

four large registers in the first story, for heat, four in the second,

three in the third, and two in the basement, besides smaller ones

in the -fourth and fifth, besides a number for ventilation. 'I'he

whole establishment is brilliantly illuminated with 204 lights, and
for this purpose Messrs. Archer & Warner ])ut in nearly 2000 feet

of gas-pipe, and Messrs. Cornelius, Baker & Co. the chandeliers,

which were designed expressly for this edifice. Tlicre are ten in

the first story, with six lights each ; ten in the second, with three

lights each ; and above and below arc heavy |iendants. The
chandeliers are bronze, relieved with gold, and (piitc pretfv. The
rear is made fire-proof by patent iron-rolling shutters. Through-
out, the best taste has been displayed in the painting; the surfaces

of three rooms and staircase are painted in imitation wainscot
jianelling, and the walls of staircases in blocks of rich Sienna mar-
ble—the whole finish, with the glays-staining in the counting-room,
having reference to the massive grandeur of the whole structure.
The internal arrangement of this extensive house for the rei eption
of the various styles of goods kept by the firm (each under its sep-
arate head or department), is as complete as the cxteiior and in-

terior are im|)osing and beautiful—every department being sepa-
rate and distinct, each complete of itself and under the immediate
supervision of a member of the firm, who vi>its the various Euro-
jiean markets semi-annnally, and devotes his entire attention to
the selection of goods for this immense establishment. The sales-

men in the new store will number 39. between the ages of 16 and
60 years. The firm is Caleb Cope, W. B. Johnston, II. C. Howell,

Isaac Kendrick and Samuel
Smith, trading under the firm
of Cah b Cope & Co. A short
time .-incc, the firm entertained
the architects and workmen em-
jiloyed in the construction of
the building with a supper at

Jones's Hotel,which was spread
in the usu.al excellent style of
Messrs. Bridges &, West. Some
fifiy persons partook of the re-

past, which was enlivened by
speeches and sentiments appro-
priate to the occasion. Mr.
Caleb Cope, the head of the
firm, complimented the work-
men in the highest terms for

the faithful manner in which
they had performed their sev-
eral duties. Mr. Cope, as we
learned frorn his remarks, is

one of the oldest merchants in
Philadelphia,there being but one
older now in business, and only
two or three who were cotem-
porary with him. His speech,
which was eloquent, and as un-
affected as eloquent, covered
some pleasing and instructive
reminiscences of the trade of
Philadelphia, and of its changes
of location and character, within
the last thirty-five years. When
he came to Philadelphia, in
1819, the two principal hotels
were in the vicinity of Eighth
and Market Streets, and the
stores of the more active mer-
chants were mostly between
Eighth and Ninth, "in Market.
Subse(|ucntly a good hotel was
established at Fourth and Mar-
ket Streets, and the large houses
for the supply of the inland
trade soon clustered around it;

and from this centre they have
since gradually spread in all di-

rections as the" increase of trade
required. As regards the new
edifice, he said he had assented
to the wishes of his junior part-
ners rather than advised what
had been so elegantly accom-
plished. He was now a resi-

dent of the country, and more
of a farmer than a merchant.
He, without opposition, permit-
ted the young men to take their
own course,though he confessed
he sometimes thought they wero
extending rather too largely. He
thought good, however, would
be likely to result to our city,

as such improvements would
tend to remove the invidious in
the comparisons which are so
often instituted between tht
stores of Philadelphia and those
of New York. The improve-
ments on Market Street, so

l| long required, have now com-
!ll menced, and he bclicTcd would

go on. Even the items of what
he might deem extravagance,
he consoled himself with the
belief, even in a pecuniary view,
were not lost. The dollar which
had paid for it had gone to

some honest laborer, and had
contributed, possibly, to the
purchase of a turkey for a
Christmas dinner for himself
and family, and as he was .some-

thing of a farmer, may in that

purchase, have already returned

to his own pocket. Money
was useful only in active circu-

lation. His young friends had
his entire confidence, and in the

building his very cordial appro-

val. Mr. Cope said he was
with them, very much as a late

lamented friend of his fro

Virginia, who visited this cit;

was with one of our most di

tiBguished divines. That friend was induced to attend the

preaching of this clergvm;\n, .and after the sermon, was asked how
he liked the preacher.

' " Vcrv well—so well, in fact, that 1 went

to sleep. Indeed," said he", "I awoke, and found him still

preaching, and was so well satisfied that he was going on exactly

right, that witli the most perfect confidence I went to sleep again."

Mr. Cope spoke of the illiberality which had sometimes charac-

terized legislation as regarded Phihulelphia interests, and con-

trasted it with legislation in New York, in reference to New York
citv, concluding with a compliment to the press, without the aid

of "which individual exertion <-ould accomplish little in advaticir.g

the prosperity of any city. Few cities are making more decided

progress in architectural excellence th; n Phila.lelpliia, whoso

loftv and graceful buildings are arising with Ala<Idin-like celerity

and niagic beauty day by day, as evidences of the taste, skill and

prosperity of her citifens and artists.

m
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PORTRAIT OF WASHINGTON.

Below we have placed as an appropriate picture for this period

a portrait of the father of his country, with such other matters as

shall serve to commemoiate the period and date of his birth.

These things cannot be too often nor too forcibly fixed upon the

minds of the rising generation ; their fathers need no token to re-

vive a name as hallowed in their hearts as that of liberty itself.

What a host of striking pictures of American history rise up before

the mini's eye in connection with the life of Washington ; from

Bunker Hill to Yorktown—from the outbreak of the great Amer-

ican struggle for freedom, to its brilliant and successful close.

The story, scarcely surpassed in interest by the most vivid ro-

mance, is familiar to every schoolboy in the land ; and so it

ibould be ; and so should their memories be ever cherished. It

is only by contrasting the present with thi? past we shall be able

to appreciate the full degree of ihe blessings which we now enjoy
;

therefore it is that we should never weary in duly coramorao-

rating each striking period on its annual recurrence, as connected

either directly or indirectly with the Revolution. Patriotism, the

true vital sp.irk of the rei)ublic, is thus kept lUive and fostered
;

and the right spirit ever cultivated as to national pride and to true

national love of country and of liberty. In the centre of the

picture below is a portrait of Washington, taken from Stuart's

original picture. Above, and falling to the side of the portrait

is the American flag sup])or(cd by the liberty pole, which bears

the cap and wreath of laurel ; and surmounting the whole is the

American eagle. Below the portrait is a cannon, sword, etc.,

symbolizing Washington's military fame; the pen, books, etc.,

symbolizing his literary efforts ; and the plough, shovel, corn,

etc., calling to mind his agricultural labors. At the left we hare

Mount Vernon, the home of Washington, surmounted by a shield

bearing the arms of the Washington family. At the right the

Washington monument surmounted by the American shield ; the

whole embodying a felicitous and appropriate conception for the

theme. The life of Washington stands a fair chance to be prop-

erly elucidated. At the present time two of our popular maga-

zines are publishing his biography ; one edited by Mr. Headley,

and one by Mrs. Kirkland ; to say nothing of the many editions

of his life already before the public. But after all, the life of Wafh-
ington is yet to be written; we mean the life which shall properly

show us the man as he was, without exaggeration, and with

that discrimination which is the soundness ofjudgment.

ILLUSTRATION FOR WASHINGTON S BIRTHDAV.
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THE RUSSIAN GUAllDSMAN.
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SHOEES OF THE EAST.

BY ben: perley poobk.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XVI.—[continued.]

Long after the sultan had left, Zalallali remained standing mo-

tionless, confused by the ovcrilowing of joy from long-scaled

fountains. Could it be possible that she was to clasp her long-

deserted child to her heart, craving pardon for her desertion, and

telling her long, pent-up love. Then to think that she was to

live with her child—to see her in the morning, and to receive her

chaste kiss at niglit ! What happiness ! The walls of her prison

no longer confined her winged spirit—it luul taken its flight, and

the soft magic of hope had not only briglitencd the future, but

seized upon the present, and by its all-powerful prism changed

the aspect of everything around. Tranquil content again beamed

from her countenance, and, like the sparkling flow of a foun-

tain, proclaimed that all was In'iglit and dear within. It was late

ere she retired to rest, and then, in dreams, she anticipated a joy-

ful meeting witli her daughter.

The next day she was busy in preparing her effects, which had

been sent to her from the seraglio, and which were now conveyed

by a tnisty messenger on board the " Stamboul." This was a

schooner-yacht—built in England—of about two hundred and

fifty tons burtlicn. She carried si.\ guns, l)csides a long twenty-

four pounder amidsliips, and was commanded by an honest

Scotchman, Cajjtain Stewart, who had for years served as mas-

ter-mate in the English navy—which he left for better pay and

promotion in the sultan's service. His crew consisted of twent}'-

four Englishmen, all told, with eight young Turki.-<h mid.shipmen,

sent to learn the rudiments of seamanship. The present voyage

(so his orders stated) was for the purpose of candying Monsieur

Lavalette and a lady to Scio, and thence to Malta, or any other

port his passengers might select.

Kight at length came, and dreary it was. Black clouds ob-

scured the moon, and it was seldom that a star could peep forth,

while shrill gusts of wind came sweejjing down the Bosphorus.

At length Lavalette came, and, with all Ins talent at dissimula-

tion, Zalallah could but regard him with distrust, so guilty was

the expression of his downcast eyes. But when he gave her the

well-known ring as a ))ledge that her daughter was safe, and re-

counted many anecdotes about her, the credulous mother was

completely deceived. High did her heart beat with hope as she

followed him from her unguarded i>rison, and thence through the

narrow, unlighted streets to the fish-market landing. There a

caique was in waiting ; and soon the sultana, from the deck of

the " Stamboul," gazed upon the seraglio, so long her home, for

the last time.

The anchor was soon at the cat-head, and sail after sail was set.

No sooner did the clouds of canvass thus unfolded catch the

wind, than the tall, raking masts bent before the pressure, and

the " Stamboul " gleamed merrily over the sparkling waves.

Running freely before a steady ten-knot breeze, with the current

in her favor, she sped on her way rather too rapidly for Lavalette,

who had not yet matured his schemes of villany. Once he was

tempted to throw Zalallah overboard ; but a moment's reflection

convinced him that Captain Stewart would deal out justice with

an inflexible hand. No—he must hatch up some cunning plan by

which to get rid of her, and then escape to the continent.

Gallantly did the " Stamboul " speed on her course the first

two days ; but no sooner had she cleared the Dardanelles, than

the wind forsook her canvass, which now hung idly flapping

about, like sheets upon s, clothes-line. Hour after hour did the

" Stamboul " idly ride over the long-heaving waves, exposed to

the full glare of the sun. To Zalallah, each hour passed drearily;

but Lavalette was in high spirits, for he had at last matured his

plan. It was this : On arriving at Scio, he would land with

Zalallah at a part of the town remote from the citadel—then,

leaving her under some pretext, he would hasten on board the

" Stamboul " again, and direct her course to Malta. Of course.

Captain Stewart would not object to this ; and from Malta, he

could easily get to Italy. Then, hastening to Vienna, he could

revel in his ill-gotten spoil.

At length the desired breeze came, playing aloft coquettishly

ere it blew steadily, although not from the de-sired quarter; and
agaiu did the staunch " Stamboul " lean over gracefully as she

sped through the waves. Then came the storm. Light sails

were taken in, and soon, with reefed canvass, she dashed the

waters from her bows in sheets of foam. Heavy clouds hung
like funeral-palls overhead, and, as the wind chanted its dirge-

like melody througli the rigging, the wild waves echoed back the

sound with sullen echo. But wild as was the storm without,

there was calmness in the thoughts of Zalallah—for she thought

that the tempestuous winds were hurrying licr towards her child.

Black as was the night, it was less dark than were the thoughts

of LavaJetto.

Gradually tlic storm died away, and when the morning sun
i-osc there was no trace of commotion in the quiet heavens. A
gentle breeze just swelled the sails, and the crew of the " Stam-
boul," fatigued with their night's toil, lay sleeping on her deck,

with the exception of ihe man at the helm and the hiokout. The
captain was in his state-room dreaming of the "banks and braes

o' bonnie Doon," and the mate, whose watch it was, paced slowly

to and fro on the quarter-deck.

The shadows Njrere ci^t straight down upon the snowy deck ere

the captain came up the companion-way. Walking to the main-

rigging, he scanned the horizon, wliere some dark specks attracted

his attention ; and he roused a sleeping boy, with an order to

bring his glass.

" The Greek fleet !" lie exclaimed, after a long look ;
" and

they have the weather-gage of us at that ! House up, men ! Take
a pull at the lee-braces ! Hand over liand, haul cheerily ! Now
bring her a point nearer to the wind ! Steady, so

!"

In vain, however, did tlie " Stamboul " seek to evade the fleet,

which numbered a dozen sail, and closed on them so rapidly that

there was no hope for escape. The guns were cast loose, and

preparations made for defence—although it seemed madness to

combat with such an overpowering foe. As if pursued by fatal-

ity, an unlucky puff of wind carried away the " Stamlioul's " fore-

halyards, bringing her to the wind ; and then, lieralded by a vol-

ume of smoke and flame from the bows of the foremost Greek

ship, came a shot. Crashing through the main-rigging, it so

wounded the foretopmast that it went by the board, nor was the

hamper cleared away, before tlierc was a Greek vessel on either

quarter.

" It's no use," groaned Captain Stewart, when hailed to sur-

render, " and, after all, 'tis not the red cross of Britain that we

strike. Quarter-master ! haul down your colors !"

Going on board the flagship, which was a fine American built

sloopof-war, the disconsolate captain surrendered his sword to

Admiral Miaulis. He had known Miaulis before the war com-

menced, and frankly told his errand ; but no sooner had he men-

tioned the name of Lavalette than the Greek's eye flashed with

rage. Beckoning to an oflacer, he despatched a boat to tlie

" Stamboul," and in al)out half an hour the Frenchman was

brouglit on board the flag-ship, covered witli dirt—for they had,

after a long seaich, found him concealed among the water-casks

in the hold.

"So, traitor!" exclaimed Miaulis, "this time I have you

fast?"

Lavalette gasped for breath, and swollen purple veins stood

upon his forehead, while his face was ghastly pale.

"I -am innocent!" he cried, with a wild shriek, sinking upon

his knees.

"Innocent !" repeated Miaulis, looking down upon him with a

savage laugh, that thrilled through every nerve of the fainting

culprit, and blasted with black despair the very founts of hope.

" Innocent ! Scio in ruins ! Greece in tears ! Ay, and thou-

sands of butchered witnesses will soon meet you to disprove

your last falsehood. Eive minutes, and you swing from yonder

block
!"

Turning from the miserable wretch, ho ordered a hangman's

ro])e to be rove at the fore-yard arm, with a grating placed on the

gun nearest, beneath it. Intently did Lavalette watch these

preparations ; and his perceptions, clearer as death drew nigh,

a^ded to its horrors by their remorse. His crimes gathered, like

demons, to be his companions, and he cast an imploring glance

at Miaulis, who again approached him.

" Mercy !" he exclaimed, in a tcne of bitter anguish. " Let me
but live and repent! Let me restore the fortune of Orlolf ! Let

me give you all ! Let me be your servant—your slave !"

There was a fearful silence on the quarter-deck ; and forward

the crew assembled without the customary bustle—for a sailor's

gallant heart revolts at the idea of being an executioner. Miaulis

was evidently himself loth to send the trembling wretch to a final

judgment ; but a sense of duty nerved him, and he was about to

give the fatal order, when the lookout shouted :

" Sail-ho
!"

" Where-away ?" demanded Miaulis.

" Coming before the wind !" And in a moment the lookout

added :
" It is the Russian frigate."

"Praise to our lady I" muttered the admiral—for now that the

moment for execution had come he could not bear to strangle a

fellow-being. Raising his voice he ordered the prisoner to be put

in irons.

" This respite," ho continued, addressing himself to Lavalette,

" is to enalde you to confess your wickedness to Consul Orloff,

who is in yonder vessel. Meanwhile, endeavor to make peace

with your oft'ended Maker!"

Such was the reaction of feeling, tliat Lavalette, after a shiver

had convulsed his frame, fell senseless upon the deck, and was

carried below, as if a corpse.

CHAPTER XVn.
"There went a voice of mourniug tliroiigll the laud;

I.«ol by yon rampart on the 8ea-beat titraud,

A sad and solitary form is seen

;

Pale is bis brow, and proud, yet calm, his mien;
His furling lip seems formed for scornful ire.

But in his e>e there gleams a poet's fire;

The bay -leaf girds bis brow—I know him well;
'Tis he— the ma*tcr of the chorded shell.

The muse that loved and mourned him, could not save
From grief, from error, and an early grave.
Yet hero, at least, let angry censure cease;
Honor to Byron, when the theme is Greece."

Retracing the path of time, we will follow the "Nicolai"

into the harbor of Scio, which she entered about a week before

she encountered the Greek squadron, under Miaulis. Consul

Orloff and Alexis, it will be remembered, were on board ; and

the young olHcer was unremitting in his attentions to his aged

grandfather, who could not recover from the saddening idea that

lie was; a bankrupt. Ttiere was also a provoking mysterv aliout

Manasseh, who had so iiinniiigly contrived to secure his property;

neither could he account for Ihe dtfcclion of Lavalette. Trouble

stamped its legible hand upon the old man's brow, and his bowed
form spoke oven more plainly of sufl'ering than of age. Pros-

jicrity had shone on him for a lifetime, so that in this dark hour

he was prostrated by the storm of adversity; and often, as he

recounted the large sums obtained from various consignees by
Lavalette, a spasm of anguish would suddenly distort his features.

Tliey entered the harbor of Scio ; nor had the " Nicolai " reached
the anchorage ground before the ruined aspect of the town con-
vinced them that the work of destruction was accomplished. Des-
olation hung, like a pall, over tlie wliole landscape—for tlie bar-

barous Turks had even girdled the olive-trees, stopjicd up the

springs, killed the cattle, and converted the once fertile garden.i

into desert wastes, in which rose the blackened ruins, monttments
of savage vandalism. The Turkish fleet, its troops satiated with
blood, had gone to Athens ; and a few of those Sciotes who ha^
escaped to the mountains were hovering like spectres around the

ruins of their once happy homes, with haggard and fearful looks.

Consul Orlolf w.as more impressed than his companions, for id

hairjiier days Scio had been his home. Neither could he but feel

that assuredly the day must come when the Greeks, goaded to

wrongs beyond endurance, would rear their hallowed banner over

the iEgean. The day when the sanguinary victors, arrested in

their fierce career, are driven back to their Asiatic lioraes, and
not one shattered link of their fetters should mar the fertile glad-

ness of Grecian fields. The day when the songs of Salamig

should again resound in friendly ports, where independence

should bless the toils of peace.

Alexis could but think of Elissa ; and he almost hoped that

she had perished in the " Dolphin," rather than have landed to

fall a victim to the Turks. Neither was Captain Paskewitsch

less a prey to thought, as he went ashore with his two pa.ssengers

—for he could but feel indignant at the sight of such wholesale

devastation. Landing at the quay, they walked into the now
desolate market-place, and there the cousuLwas accosted by a

wounded old man, clad in miserable rags :

" Alas ! Orloff, you are the cause of all our desolation !"

" I!" exclaimed the ruined merchant. Then, with a thrill of

horror, he recognized in the wretched object before him, Kalerdji,

whom he had long known as one of the most prosperous Sciotes.

" Yes !—you are tlie cause of it all. Remember you the young
Frenchman who came hero, years ago, and married your daugli-

ter, so much against your will ? Little thought we, when at your

request we refused to give him employment in our counting-

houses, that we were sowing grains of vengeance to sjiring up in

after years so powerful as to ruin us by their poisonous shade.

We forgot it—he remembered it ! And we know, alas ! that all

this misery is but a rcpayal of the debt of revenge, contracted by

us, Orloff, at your request
!"

" What !" eagerly inquired the consul, horror-stricken at the

presentiment, "is the commander—

"

He could not conclude the sentence, so powerful were his emo-

tions ; but Kalerdji finished it for him :

" Osmar Bey, Orloff, is the husband of your danghtcr—the

father of her child ! If you seek his work, look around !"

" Heavens !" said Alexis. " Osmar Bey, then, is my father?"

" Even so, young man, if you are Orloff's grandson ; and let

mo advise you to be oft'. We have felt the claws of the lion, and

have no love for the whelps !"

" Come," said Captain Paskewitsch, " let us return on board

the ' Nicolai.'

"

A crowd of desperate-looking beings were beginning to collect,

and they regarded Alexis with ferocious looks, as if thirsting for

his blood. No demonstration was made, however, and before an

hour had elapsed, the " Nicolai " was again underweigh.

The consul, on reaching the ves.sel, had retired to his state-

room, as if anxious to escape the curious gaze of the officers.

Alexis followed him, a deep flush of shame glowing on his cheek

—for he felt that his father was not only a renegade, but that, in-

stigated by a diabolical vengeance, he had planned the riuu of his

grandfather. A solution of the mystery of his parentage had

ever been one of his darling wishes ; but he now found himself

the son of a revengeful outlaw, whose bloody deeds made him

hang his head in very shame, while his bright eye was fixed

sightless on the floor. Then, before either broke silence, it oc-

curred to him that there might be some mistake—some terrible

error. Osmar Bey was a soldier, who would scorn to cherish a

foul passion, but might have ravaged Scio in obedience to inexor-

able orders. So chivalrous a man, educated (as Achmet had in-

formed him, when on their way to the camp, nesir Smyrna) in the

army of Napoleon, must be incapalile of treachery.

" Grandfather," said he, " an awful veil has been removed from

my eyes."

"And from my own," interrupted the old man. "Little did I

imagine when I saw that renegade at Lavalette's, that lie w^as the

destroyer of your mother's ha|)piness, lirdied with other villains

to ruin me—to beggar you."

"But may there not be some error? At any rate, let me find

hiin, and then, face to face, ascertain the truth. Surely, did he

know that I am his son, he would love rather than hate you, for

the lovo you have borne me. I must—I will see him !"

Rising from his seat, Alexis paced the narrow state-room, a

prey to violent emotion.

" Nay, Alexis, do not couple your name with that of such a

wretch, who has despoiled me of my fortune as he despoiled me
of my daughter, and made my name a prey to the hissing tongaes

|

of merchants far and wide."

" But I must know this ; for long, long years have I desired to

sec my father—to speak with him—and now, O how much have I

to say. Farewell, dear grandfather ! I hope to meet you soon

after your arrival at Malta, anil iierchanco I may clear up this

mystery."

Before the consul could reply, Alexis had lef^ the cabin, and

was in consultation with Captain Paskewitsch. His orders were

to visit Greece, and now his inclinations led him there. No argn-

mcuts would keep him ;
and he left in a small felucca, liired in
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the harbor, just as the frigate spread her clouds of canvass to the

breeze. The old consul stood on tlic quarter-deck, waving his

handkerchief; but there was a sad expression of doubt upon lus

noble countenance, as if lie fcircd that no good would result fronr

the visit.

Shaping his course for Athens, or rather for its seaport, the

master of the tiny craft crowded sail, and thus ran directly into

the storm which the "Stauiboul" encountered on leaving the

Dardnnelles. The staunch Knglisli-built schooner had ploughed

the niigrv waves with a steady helm—but the light felucca was

tossed liiiidward like a dry leaf, at the mercy of the wind. Tear-

ing nuiilly along, she rode over the billows like a stormy petrel,

now plunging into the foaming waves as if diving to the coral

groves below ; then buoyantly rising, the spray dripping from her

eails, over the foaming crest.

NiHit came, and as the moon broke out through the jagged

edges of the threatening clouds, the irregular outline of Kgiiui's

temple-crowned heights were seen to windward, looming uji over

the gleaming mass of foam. It was madness to attempt to gain

an offing; and the captain, with compressed lips, fearlessly ran

before the wind to anniliilation or to safety.

0,1—on—on the felucca drove, until there rose before her a

bigb precipice, fringed at its base by a foaming barrier of surf.

Yet in this ajjparently continuous headland, there is—as the mas-

ter of the felucca well knew—a narrow indentation, forming a

bay, at the extremity of which a brook emptied its waters, bring-

ing down a sandy deposit that forms a line beacli. For this

liavcn the (ireck had shaped the course of bis tight little craft,

and there was an exclamation of thankfulness from each one on

board, as she entered the rocky portals in safety. A moment

more, and her sharp keel ploughed the sand, while the foam-

frestcd wave broke over her in an avalanche of snowy spray.

Another came, towering and curling as it approached, and lifting

lier high up, deposited her far up the beach.

They were on the Isthmus of Corinth, near a fortification just

srected l)y the Greeks, where Alexis was warmly greeted, when

lie introduced himself in the morning. Changing his attire, he

joined the officers at their breakfast, and found that as the Greeks

lepended upon the aid of the emperor, as head of theu- church,

Je was very welcome. But ere he could declare his wish to see

;he Turkish general, one of them spoke of their English allies, as

;hen affording them great assistance.

" Yes," said another, " when I left Missolonghi, last week,

English guns and English gold were seen on all sides—although

:he Siiliotes threw away the bayonets. Indeed, I think that Lord

Byron w'onid have cajjtured Lepanto ere this, had not his yacht

irrived, bringing a j'ouDg Smyrniotejust escaped from the mas-

lacre at Scio."

Alexis started. Composing himself, he inquired :

" What is the name of his lordship's yacht ?"

" The ' Dolphin.' She has suffered some in a gale this winter,

but rode it out staunchly."

"And this fair lady's name?"
" 1 did not learn it. She is the niece of some runaway mer-

chant at Smyrna, and is said to be very beautiful. Next week I

shall join him with some of our mountaineers, and then for a fair

Sght with these turbancd dogs."

" You go back to Missolonghi, then 1" inquired Alexis.

" I start this very day, with fifty Albanians. Will you not join

us 1 Rest assured that you can find materials for a fine report

there—one which may induce your emperor to send us a squadron

of Hungarian hussars, and a horde of Cossacks."

"Thanks," replied Alexis, " I will go with you."

Militar}' men lose no time in coming to conclusions, atul before

he had a moment for calm reflection, the bugle sounded, and his

new comrade called him. That night, fatigued with the march,

coming as it did after the perilous voyage, Alexis slept among
the ruins of Platiea, without even dreaming of his troubles.

At early dawn they were again on the march, and Alexis soon

?aw the secret of his companion's ascendency over his wild

lorps—so different from the Russian service. There, an officer

was above his men, treating them like slaves ; but the Greek cap-

tain was tlio very life of his band, winning their affections with

indness, a fund of anecdote, .and a ceaseless flow of spirits. It

was his cheerful voice that roused them from their slumbers ; it

was he who ever led the way through dangerous passes ; his

icver-ccasing song c^^eercd the weary march ; neither was his

:)leasant look and restless eye ever darkened by fatigue.

To Ale.Kis, who had been taught to believe that troops must

uareh in battle array, there was something as joyous as it was

lovcl in this rapid unceremonious passage among the wild

icenery of the Parnassian chain ; the wild Albanians, in single

lie, taking up the chorus of their leader's song, until the moun-

Jains echoed with their joyous sliouts. The classic ground—the

i;lorious recollections—and the nolilc cause, threw a further charm

:
)n what in itself wt^Mi|lly romantic. In Russia, every man was
|v counterpart of tl^jjBt—buttoned, padded, and equipped by

/regulation." But here no two were clad alike, although each

jnan had his red cap, with its lilue silk tassel ; his gold laced close

acket, with sleeves slashed and thrown back so as to leave the

ightarmand .shoulder bare—a flaming /MstorifWc, or hilt, bound
It the waist with a silk scai-f, covered by a broad red belt, into

vhich were thrust a small arsenal of daggers and pistols ; em-
iroidcred gaiters, sandalled feet, and a long, bright-barreled gun
n the hand

; such wiis the equipment of the Greek soldiers. On
hey marched, between lofty snow-clad cliffs, or across fertile

jUains, with no music but their own songs, no baggage but what
|!ach man carried. The small white-cross banner fluttered over
jheir heads; the soil of Greece was beneath their feet; and
|&.loxi8 was so carried away by their enthusiasm that he forgot

his own persoiuil sorrows. Greece, enslaved Greece, must again

be free.

At length—it was on the afternoon of Easter Jlonday—the

light-hearted band descended a mountain-path into the fertile

plain of Missolonghi. 'J'he town was before them, enclosed with

mud parapets ; and Alexis, with his blood coui-sing madly

through every vein, felt that he would soon see the object of his

love. But ere they entered the gates, half-mast flags and sad

countenances proclaimed a national loss. Death had stricken the

"Pilgrim of Eternity" in tlie classic land, where his young mind

had caught ethereal fire, and where his mature intellect had es-

poused Freedom's cause. Lord Bi'ron was dead !

In the room (previously described in these pages) wliere, in a

rudely-constructed wooden chest, lay all that was mortal of him

who had astonished Christendom by the brilliancy of his genius,

the multii)licity of his pi-oduclions, and the morbid sensibility of

his tcnij)erament. His classic features were placid in the (|uiet

rejioso of death, as if the s])iiit had peacefully winged its flight

from its tenement of clay. And, as Alexis gazed upon him, he

felt a sweet consciousness, refreshing as the dews of llermon, that

whatever might have been the faults of the deceased, he had never

wronged biux.

CHAPTER XVIII.

" Sweet is the iuiage of tlie brooding dovo I

Holy as heaven a mother's tender love!

Tile love of many prayer;*, and uiauy tears,

Whicli changes not with dim. declinin(; \ears,

—

The only love, wliich, on this teeminj: earth,
Asfts no return for passion's wayward birtll."

Consul Orloff, after the departure of Alexis, gav» himself

up a willing prey to sad thoughts ; nor could the kind-hearted

Captain Paskewitsch at first rouse him from his lethargy of sor-

row. The revengeful malice, the deliberate persecution of his

renegade son-in-law, each carried in itself a sting more venomous

than the sting of death—yet, like the sting of death, they sub-

dued rather tlian infuriated him. Manasseh was but a mysterious

instrument of this long-rankling vengeance ; Lavalette but a tool

;

even the Turkish arms were used te gratify the diabolical thirst.

That the husl)and of liis daughter should for yrars have plotted

his ruin, and the destruction of Scio, as the spot where he had

refused to acknowledge him as a son-in-law, smote him more

with its deliberate treachery than with its cruelty. Tlie " Ni-

colai," like tlie " Stamboul," and the felucca chartered by Alexis,

was tempest-tossed ; but while the waves dashed without, tears of

anguish broke over the old man's soul. A helpless waif upon the

ocean of misery, it was east to and fro, utterly abandoned in,

perhaps, the most wretched state of anguish that it could experi-

ence and live. His very e.xistence seemed flickering, until like a

dwindled, half-spent breath, it appeared impalient of its own im-

potence. But soon, an access of firmness stole over his fainting

spirit, which now grew calmer and sterner, until it was cold and

hard as steel. Slowly and sadly did he pace the quarter-deck,

after the storm had passed, animated by one desire. He, that

gray-haired, trouble-bowed old man, hi his turn thirsted for

vengeance

!

As the " Nicolai " approached the Greek fleet, a lurid glare

flashed a moment from every broadside ; white curling smoke fol-

lowed, and then the report of the saluting guns boomed over the

waters. This compliment to the Russian flag was duly returned

from the " Nicolai," and, just as the shroud of smoke cleared

away in graceful whirls. Captain Paskewitscli, looking through

his glass, exclaimed

:

" Consul ! here comes a boat from the flag-ship, bringing Mi-

aulis, himself. He is a gallant seaman, as well as a perfect gen-

tleman, and I consider this visit a high honor."

" Yes," replied Consul Orloft'; "a nobler heart never existed

in the palmiest days of Spartan integrity. Were all Greeks like

their admiral, the new republic would cast the ancient glories of

Attica far in the background on the bright scene of national

renown."
" They have a prisoner in the boat," continued the captain.

"Probably some deserter, whom they are bringing on board."

Miaulis was received with the honors due his rank, and was

evidently delighted to meet his old friend. Consul Orloff. After

the interchange of salutations, he said :

" Captain Paskewitsch, I have brought you a great rascal, who

owes allegiance to the Russian flag. Besides, our friend, the

consul, here, has a private account to settle with him."

"Osmar Bey !" exclaimed the consul, with an eager look of

inquii')'.

" No— it is that smooth-tongued rascal, Lavalette. I had an

idea of hanging him as a spy, but we sailors do not fancy tricing

men up, even although they deserve the noose ; so, as you hove

in sight, I thought I would bring him on board."

" Thank you," said Captain Paskewitsch ; and turning to one

of his lieutenants, he ordered him to have the prisoner brought on

board

.

"Let us see him on the quarter-deck," he added, with a grim

smile.

A gleam of satisfaction illuminated the old man's features, as

the terror-stricken wretch was soon led aft by two boatswain's

mates ; his hands tied together behind his back, and an old jacket

thrown over his shoulders. There is no mask so effectual as that

which fear throws over the features, and it was diflSeult to recog-

nize the once trim Frenchman in the dirty, wasted wretch before

them. He appeared cursed with the consciousness of his guilt,

and yet lacking the strength to ask mercy of his -wronged em-

ployer.

"Lavalette!" asked Captain Paskewitsch, "what means this

villany V

The cul|n'it made no reply. His lip quivcnd, his ^w con-

tracted, and it seemed as if guilt had deprived him of all power

of utterance.

" Speak \" exclaimed Consul Orloff.

Throwing himself upon bi> knees, and trembling in agony, the

guilty defaulter stammered out a prayer for mercy !

With cold, scornful calmness, the consul shook his head, and

then replied

:

" Mercy ! Dost thou know the meaning of the word that thou

askest it from me—me, whom thou hast rendered bankrujjt with

thv treaclierous euniiing ? Mercy ! Thou mightst us well kneel

to the thunderbolt, when the liglitning glares around, as kneel to

me for mercy !"

"0, speak not thus!" exclaimed the horror-stricken wretch,

cold drops of perspiration beading his livid forehead, and bis

limbs writhing in convulsive agony. " Let me but live ! I will

restore your wealth ! I will be your slave ! I will
—

"

"Now," interrupted Cajitain Paskewitsch, "the kna^e talks

sensibly."

" Yes, yes—I will do all. I will deliver up Osmar Bey into

your power !"

" Ah !" said the consul ;
" and Manasseh ? He, who so nicely

drew the seine wliieh swept away my fortunes ">."

" He shall restore all ! O, but grant me life, and everything

you ask sliall be granted !"

" Consul," said Captain Paskewitsch, "justice demands that

this wretch should be punished. Yet, if he can be made to dis-

gorge his ill-gotten spoils, and to bring his accomplices—perhaps

his principals—to an account, may it not be better to give him his

life, for repentance ?"

"Perhaps it may."
" Take him below then, men. Put him in double-irons, and

let a marine, with loaded musket, mount guard over him. Should

he attempt to escape, let him be shot like a dog."

Lavalette was taken below ; but no sooner did the armorer be-

gin to iron him, than he Imrst into an hysterical laugh, and then,

with convulsive energy, shouted :

" JIanasseh !—help !—they're killing me !"

Wiicn those who had just interrogated him on the quarter-deck,

hastened below, his frantic cries, and the restless wanderings of

his glaring eye, betokened an extinguishment of reason's light.

" Poor fellow !" said the consul, when the surgeon had pro-

nounced it an evident case of madness.

Well has a deceased autlior pronounced the human heart a

mystery ! When the bankrupt merchant felt himself in tho

power of his clerk, when he was ruined under his evil influence,

his soul rose up wrathfully against him. But now that he lay

prostrate and down-stricken before him, all thoughts of vengeance

vanished, all hatred was absorbed in a strange sympathy for a

suffering human being. So it was with the officers of the " Ni-

colai." When Lavalette was brought on board, no eyelash glis-

tened with a sympathizing tear ; no voice was u])lifted in extenua-

tion of his crime ; but now, had it been one of themselves, he

could not have been treated more carefully, or confined with

more tenderness to prevent his doing himself hann. The irons

were replaced by plaited strips of sail-cloth, and he was removed

to an empty state-room on the gun-deck.

lie wiis mad ! At times, with an expression of hatred on Up
haggard countenance, he would shock even his sailor guardians

by the blasphemy and freedom of his speech. Then, with a des-

Jiairing voice, he would call for Elissa, and the next moment,

with an expression of deep cunning, he would narrate his early

deeds of crime. But Manasseh appeared to be his greatest object

of tciTor. He would kneel to him, pray to him, entreat him in

the workings of his phrenzy ; and his imploring voice echoed

through the frigate long after night had set her sentinel stars in

the firmament above.

The consul, when persuaded that the poor fellow was bereft of

reason, felt that his recent hopes of a restoration of his property

were blasted, although tho officers endeavored to persuade him

that it was a temporary alienation, caused by ft-ight. The old

man smiled incredulously, and retired to his state-room, where at

times he could hear the maniac-ravings of his stricken enemy.

At length he fell asleep, wearied by his emotion.

When the steward called him in the morning, he found the old

gentleman suffering all the agonies of a Levantine fever. His

brow was burning, his lips were parched, and he appeared some-

what delirious. Luckily for his repose, Lavalette, under the in-

fluence of powerful opiates and utter exhaustion, was compara-

tively quiet.

Tlu-it morning, Captain Paskewitsch returned the visit of Ad-

miral Miaulis, who invited him t^ visit the " Stamboul." The
admiral had put a prize crew on board, but Zalallah was still in

possession Of the cabin, and related her story -with a delicacy that

touched the gallant sailors' hearts.

" Captain," said Miaulis, " I gave you the criminal—will you

take the innocent? This lady's property shall be restored to her,

and will you not give her a passage to Malta? She can hear of

her daughter there, if she is in the Levant."

" Can I not get to Scio?" anxiously inquired Zalallah. "I
care not for the wealth if I can but obtain my daughter."

A shade came over the counten,nne<'s of her new-found friends,

—for they had no hopes, from her account even, that Elissa had

escaped the massacre,—but with kind words they persuaded her

to go to Malta in the "Nicolai."

" We have a passenger who is dangerously ill, I fear," said

Captain Paskewitsch, as he escorted her to the state-room, de-

signed for her accommodation,—" Ccmsul Orloff, of Smyrna."

[COXCLL'DED KEXT 'WEEK.]
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

SLKSHINE.

DT RET. H. B. L. WEBSTER.

There's sunshine in the meadow,

When May's grasses leap;

There's sun.^hine in the heart,

When rough passions sleep.

Sunshine dwells

In Sivbbath bells,

And sp.arkles in the fountain

Which dashes from the mountain.

There's sunshine in the forest,

Wlien \Vinter's winds do busb;

There's sunshine on the cheek,

Where love's roses blush.

Sunshine gleams

In silver streams,

A-down the hillsides green,

And from the stars serene.

There's sunshine in the zephyr

Which moves lightly by,

There's sunshine in a word.

When love's in the eye.

Sunshine cheers

The circling years,

And wraps the ages old

In memory's golden fold.

There's sunshine in the dewdrop.

Which glistens on the grass

;

There's sunshine in the shout

Of children, as they pass.

Sunshine opes

New-born hopes.

And spangles earth with light

Which knows no darkening night.

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THERESA CLARE.

BY MKS. CAROLINE OKNE.

Innocence shall make
False accusation blush, and tyranny
Tremble at patience.— Winter's Tale,

It 'was late in tlie evening—nearly eleven—and a young girl,

ulio for a long time had been sitting alone in the drawing-room,

reading by a shaded lamjj, laid aside her book, and loolced at tlie

time-jjiece.

"Wlicre can Uncle Philij} be'?" she murmured, half aloud

;

and rising, she went to the open -window. It was a calm, moon-

light evening, near the close of June ; and tlie air, laden with the

aroma of leaf and flower, stole in at the open window, and lifted

the dark curls from her brow, and kissed the coral lips, which, as

she bent forward in a listening attitude, were slightly parted.

" Yes, that is his step, I am certain," said she ; and bending

dowm a spray of roses which intercepted her view, she saw her

uncle coming up the gravel-walk. She turned from the window

and met him at the door.

"Dear uncle," said she, "I was beginning to be alarmed about

you. I was afraid something had happened—that you were ill.

I thought you looked unwell before you went away. And you are

ill. How pale you look."

" I am not ill, Theresa, though liarassed and perplexed beyond

endurance."

" What has Iiappened V
" I am ruined, and all through my own folly."

"How? In what way?"
" That specnlation into which Grippcrlou and Danby induced

me to enter has proved a bubble."

" Is all gone ?"

" All—I am not worth a dollar."

"Never mind, uncle—I have twenty -five thousand dollars, and

all is at your disi)0sal."

" You arc mistaken, Theresa. Were I mean enough to avail

myself of your generosity, I could not. Beyond the sum which

has been drawn annually for your maintenance and education, not

a cent of it can be touched till you arc twenty-one, unless you

should marry previously to that time."

" Well, we will live on that, then. My education is nearly

completed, so that my expenses will be trifliiig, com[iarcd with

what they have been."

" K I only had enough to start me again in business I would
not mind being indebted to you in the way you mention, a.s I soon

should be able to repay you an hundred fold."

" lou have fiaid me, in advance, by bestowing on me more
than a father's care, ever since I can remember."

At this moment some one was heard to a.scend the doorsteps

hastily, and then came a rap against the inner door. It was open-
ed by Mr. Irwin.

"This is fortunate," said the new comer, as he entered and
closed the door. " I hardly expected to find you at home."

" Take a chair, Mr. Danby," said Mr. Irwin.

" Thank you. Perhaps you don't know that news of the for-

gery has got abroad."

" What forgery?"

"Now don't make strange of it, Invin. 'Twill be of no use."

"I cannot do otherwise than make strange of it, for this is the

first word I have heard that there was a forgerv."

" That may be, though of course this is not your first knowledge
of the fact."

" 1 don't know what you would insinuate."

" Merely that a forgery of five humlred dollars—a i)altry sum

by the way— has been committed by one Mr. Philip Irwin."

" What do you mean. Dauby ?"

" Precisely what I say."'

" I have committed no forgery. I have wronged no one, even

in thought."

" I really wi.sh I could think you innocent, but circumstances

are such as to fi.x the crime on you."

" Who is it against ?" said Theresa.

" My friend (iripperton, and your humble servant."

" Then, Mr. Danby, it is a forged forgery."

" Even if it is, it will avail your uncle nothing if it cannot be

proved, which there is no chance of doing. I have ascertained

that the evidence which can be produced against him is such as

will bo conclusive." '

" What will be the penalty '." said she, striving to speak calmly.

" O, from ten to fifteen years in the penitentiary, I suppose."

" You divn't name the heaviest part of the punishment—the dis-

grace," said Mr. Irwin.

" Uncle, can't you make your escape ?"

" I will not if I can. I am innocent, and to attempt to escape

would seem as if I were guilty."

" You know what he says is true," said Theresa, appealing to

Mr. Danby ;
" and there must be some way to prove his inno-

cence."

" I know of none. The only thing which can be done is to

prevent the affair from getting abroad. As yet, it is known only

to a few, and I will settle the matter with Grippertou on one

condition."

" What is it ? Name it."

" You will know what it is when I tell you that its fulfilment

depends on yourself."

" Do not ask that—anything else. My fortune—every cent I

have in the world shall be yours as soon as I have the control

of it."

" Three years is longer than I can wait. I have not now even

the means to settle with Gripperton, which is the only way to

keep him silent. Promise to marry me in a week fi'om to-day

and the forgery shall never be mentioned beyond the few who al-

ready know it."

" If she promise, it will not be with my consent," said Mr.

Irwin.

" Remember, sir," said Danby, " that the disgrace of a crime

such as you are accused of, will, in a measure, affect her."

" Let it then. It will make her less wretched than to marry

you against her inclination."

"Leave us now, Mr. Danby," said Theresa. "To-morrow

evening I will give you my answer."

" Be it so," he replied ; "and let me advise you, if you have

any regard for your uncle, to consider the m.itter well."

Theresa did not sleep that night ; and ri>ing before her imcle

had left his room, she wrote the subjoined note and sent it to

Danby

:

" My uncle must be saved from the dreadful fate which threat-

ens him, though it be at the price of my own happiness.

" Thei:esa Clare."

" Certainly," he replied. "I have not the least objection in

the world."

He accordingly produced a paper in which certain conditions

were named, by failing to comply with wliich, he would forfeit

the sum of ten thousand dollars. After Mr. Lewis had exam-

ined it, and assured Theresa that no technical formality had been

omitted necessary to make the instrument valid, Danby signed

his name to it. It was then, at Theresa's request, placed in the

hands of Mr. Lewis, who, at a proper time, was to transfer it to

Mr. Irwin. Mr. Lewis now baile the company good evening, and

as he withdrew by one door Theresa quickly glided out of one

opposite, which had been left partly open. Mrs. Brown was in a

back apartment, waiting for her.

"You must not stop to exchange your dress," said she, "if

you do you will miss the stage. Let me help you on with thia,"

and before Theresa had time to say a word the bridal robe waa

concealed beneath a brown travelling dress, -svliich, as it had been

made for the housekeeper, was much too large. A coarse, strwir

bonnet, and a thick, green veil completed the costume.

" Pay every attention to my uncle," said Theresa.

"You may be sure that I will," replied Mrs. Brown. "Go
now, and may God bless you, dear child. My husband is waiting

for you at the garden gate with a chaise. You must tell him to

drive fast or the stage will be gone."

As Theresa turned to leave, Mrs. Brown put a purse into her

hand which contained five dollars, all she had in the world ; for

she knew that she had parted with every cent of her own money

to furnish those articles for daily consumption w-hich her uncle no

longer possessed the means of obtaining.

An hour afterwards she received an answer. It said :

" Your uncle, Mr. Irwin, shall be saved. As you have shown

yourself capable of coming to a decision so soon, the marriage

better take place next Thursday evening ; for previous to the cer-

emony I don't choose to take any decisive step, and Gripperton

is impatient to have the matter settled. To save you all trouble

coneeraing the bridal dress, my cousin, who arrived here yester-

day, and who is a lady ofjudgment and taste in whatever ])ertains

to the toilet, will see that everything is properly prepared. I

am the more particular in this respect, as I shall invite a few of

my friends to be present, who are among the fashionables of our

commercial emporium, who would detect any appearance of rus-

ticity in your costume. Melville Danby."

Mr. Irwin did not make his appearance till breakfast was ready,

and then he complained of feeling very unwell. He made no al-

lusion to what had taken place the previous evening, and Theresa

dared not mention the decision she had come to, lest it should

increase the excitement, which had already flushed his face with

fever. She saw nothing of Danby during the day. Mr. Irwin

was so much indisposed as to be obliged to retire early, and for

several days was too ill to leave his room.

Theresa, after some reflection, made two confidant.s. One was

Mrs. Brown, her uncle's housekeeper; the other a gentleman

whose name was Lewis, who was a lawyer by profession, and in

whom she knew her uncle placed implicit confidence.

Thursday evening came, and Mr. Irwin, though somewhat bet-

ter, was still confined to his room. It was in a part of the house

distant from the drawing room, so that the slight noise made by

the arrival of Danby and his friends was unnoticed. A clergy-

man, who was of the bridegroom's selection, was one of the party.

Tliercsa exhibited nothing of that passiveness, amounting al-

most to stupor, which had characterized her demeanor those few

times Danby bad seen her, since she had consented to sacrifice

herself for the sake of her uncle. On the contrary, she was much,

almost wildly excited. At the moment the ceremony was finish-

ed Mrs. Brown opened the door of the drawing-room, which com-

municated with the back part of the house, and beckoned to her.

" Excuse me two or three minutes," said she, addressing the

guests, and she witlidrew with Mrs. Brown. AVitliiu the time

specified she returned, accompanied by Mr. Lewis.

" Mr. Danby," said she, " I wish this gentleman to examine

the bond you showed me yesterday, which you promised to sign."

" We shall be obliged to wait here nearly an hour, I understand,

before we can proceed on our journey," said a gentleman, ad-

dressing a lady passenger, as the stage-coach drew •p at the prin-

cipal entrance of a counti'y hotel.

" For what reason ''" inquired the lady.

"Another coach is then expected, which will probably bring

passengers who will wish to proceed in the same direction with

us."

" They arc not to go in this coach, I hope."

" Yes, if they are going to New York or its vicinity, they will. I

As there are only four of us, five more can be accommodated

'

iuside."

"Not in the sense I understand the word," said the lady. "I

;

hope I shall never be so foolish as to suffer myself to be persuaded «

to travel in a public vehicle. It is excessively disagreeable to be
';

shut up in a carriage for hours with those you would hardly tole- '

rate for a cook or washerwoman."
" You are not in the least like me, then, Alicia," said a j-oung :

girl, several years the junior of the one who had been speaking, :

and not half as handsome. " I had rather have ten inside passen-

gers than nobody biu you and Mr. Fairfax and William. And

the greater variet^hey presented, as to looks and manners, the

better I should like it." i

" Highly complimentary to us all, Cousin Eugenia," said Alicia. I

" Eugenia is fond of novelty, you know," said William Dcr-

mont, " a particular in which I resemble her."

" I was going to ask," said Fairfiix, " when I alluded to the i

long time we should be obliged to wait here, if we had not better
}

go into the hotel."*

The proposal met with universal favor. And much to Alicia

Pcnhurst's satisfaction, they found no one present in the neat,

comfortable parlor, appropriated to the accommodation of trav-

ellers, who, like themselves, were obliged to wait for the arrival

of the other coach. It came at last, and the fears entertained by

Miss Penhurst that they should be crowded were relieved, when

Fairfax, who was looking out of the window, informed them that

there was only one [lassenger. Eugenia ran to the window.

" It is a young girl, Alicia," said she, " not older than I am, I

should think."

" How does she look ?" said Alicia.

" Neither like a cook nor a washerwoman."

"Now-, as far as lean judge, she would do very well for either)"

said Alicia, rising and approaching the window. " Any one

would know by her dress that she is no lady."

" I will admit that her travelling dress is not a very good fit,"

said Eugenia.

" And which may be owing to being obliged to employ an un-

skilful dressmaker," said William Dermont.
" The face behind that green veil is no common-place one, if I

am any.judge," said Fairfax.

" It is far from being a handsome one, tliough—according to

my ideas of beauty," said Alicia, with a slight touch of acrimony

in her voice as well as in her words.

By the time the party had come out of the hotel the young

girl who had been the subject of the foregoing remarks, had left

the coach in which she came and took a seat in the other. Fair-

fax had taken the hand of Miss Penhurst to assist her to enter,

and she had placed her foot on the step, wlien she drew back on

seeing that the new passenger was in her favorite seat.

" If I cannot sit by the win<low on the side the sun docs not

come I shall have the headache," said she. "Mr. Fairfax, will

you not say to the young woman that I consider myself entitled

to that seat?"

He was, however, saved from what to him would have been an

exceedingly disagreeable task, for the young girl, who overheard

her request, at once resigned her place for one on the forward

seat. Miss Pcnhur.st regretted having made the request, when

Fairfax, instead of seating himself near her, as she exi)ected he

would, took a place on the middle seat, making the new passenger

his vis-a-vis.
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At this moment a man appeared at the coach-<loor, and address-

ing the stranger, said, "I will take your fare, ma'am."

She put her hand in lier poclvct, which, after a minute's eager

gearrh, slic withdrew empty. With a look of almost wild affright

she e.xclaimed :

" Wliat shall I do ? I have lost my purse."

" Very sorry, but cannot permit you to go any further unless

you pay the fare," said the man.

"All the money I had was in my purse," said she, "but if you

will take this ring, it is worth the price of the fare, ten times over."

"Have no use for anything of the kind—besides, ten to one, it

Is no better than pinchbeck," said he, as she commenced taking

off her glove.

" If you will permit mc to pay it," said Fairfa.x, putting his

hand into his pocket, " it will give me much pleasure."

" No, no," exclaimed Kugenia, eagerly ; and before the girl had

time to reply, said, " I claim the jirivilege of paying it myself."

Fairfax, wlio appreciated the delicacy which caused Eugenia to

propose ti.e young girl's receiving an obligation from herself, which

she might shrink from incurring from a gentleman who was an

entire stranger, though he did not sjioak, met Kugcnia's look with

a bright smile. The young stranger, in a manner exceedingly

graceful, and with looks and words expressive of tlie deepest

gratitude, accepted Eugenia's offer. Miss Penhurst took no no-

tice of the proceeding, except by a contemptuous curl of her red

lips, which, when wreathed in smiles, possessed a witchery, which,

at times, Fairfax had thought, made her ajjpear irresistibly fas-

cinating.

They were now soon on their way, and Eugenia, whoso interest

was awakened with regard to the new passenger, took every con-

venient opportunity to try to obtain a view of her face. The

thick, green veil, however, which she kept closely drawn, in part,

baffled her curiosity.

Miss Penhurst, whom the offer of Fairfax to pay the young

girl's fare had deeply offended, presen'ed a hauglity silence. The

new passenger was as silent as she was ; but Eugenia, who felt

extremely well satisfied with herself from having performed what

she considered a benevolent action, was in high spirits, and by

frequently addressing Fairfax, compelled him to engage in con-

versation, though he was evitlcntly not a little disconcerted by the

consciousness of having displeased Miss Penhurst.

It was dark by the time they reached the city of New York. In

a short time they stopped in front of the stage-oftice, and a man
opening the coach door asked if any of the passengers got out

there. After the shades of evening began to fall the young stran-

ger had drawn aside her veil, so tliat when the door opened the

strong light of a lamp in front of the building flashed full upon

her countenance, in which wa^i depicted the deepest anxiety and

distress.

" I know not what to do," said she, after the man had repeated

his question.

" Go home with me," said Eugenia. "My father's house is so

large that we have no use for half of it."

" If you can give me a shelter for a few days," said she, " it

will he impossible for mc to express how grateful I shall be."

" I can imagine how I should feel were I in your situation,"

said Eugenia, " so say not another word, but go home with me,

and to-nioiTow we will see what can be done."

The man closed the coach-door, while Miss Pcnimrst said in a

voice of rebuke, " Cousin Eugenia, do you consider what you are

doing V
" It is an exigency which does not admit of long and deliberate

consideration," replied Eugenia, " but I think I am doing right

—

the same as I should like to be done by were I in a similar sit-

uation."

" Which no female of respectability would be likely to be.

Your father will, I think, be very angry with you. You had bet-

ter withdraw your invitation, and if the lady will undertake not

to lose it, I will give her enough to pay for a night's lodging, and

a breakfast into the bargain."

"I shall do no such thing as to withdraw my invitation," said

Eugenia.

"But if it will cause your father to be angry with you I must

not accept it," said the stranger.

" It will not make him angry when I tell him the circumstan-

ces. I know it will not."

" You are as destitute of all sense of propriety as you are of

prudence," said Miss Penhurst.

" Perhaps Eugenia thinks that l)Oth are overstrained when hu-

manity is made to yield to them," said William Derjpont.

The indignation of Miss Penhurst would not suffer her to make
any reply, though she murmured half aloud, that .'he did not

know why he should interfere.

" Why, it appears to me," said Dermont, " that I am entitled to

have a voice in the matter."

" So I think," said Fairfax, " Eugenia being your bride elect."

" All I have to say, Eugenia," said Dermont, " is, follow your

own generous impulses. I have no fear that they will lead yon

astray."

" The best thing that yon and Mr. Fairfiix can do," said Miss

Penhurst, " is for each of you to purchase a Bosinante and go

forth to the succor of distressed damsels. It is a pity that the

sex of Cousin Eugenia disqualifies her from attending one of you
in the capacity of squire."

No answer was made to this, and Miss Penhurst secretly re-

gretted that she had suffered her ill humor to obtain the ascen-

dency over her prudence—Fairfax, as yet, not being so deeply

enamored as to be blind to her imperfections. She had, there-

fore, for the most part, been so circumspect when in his presence,

that he had only half 6usJ)ected their existence.

" No matter," she thought, " I can hire him back again when-

ever I please," and while consoling herself with this reflection the

stage-coach stopped in front of the stately mansion which was her

honn-.

Fairfax jumped out, assisted her to alight, and bidding her a

rather cold good night, he re-entered the carriage. One square

further and Eugenia was at her own door. Mr. Woodford, her

father, stood ready to welcome her, and Dermont and Fairfax

both accepted his invitation to enter and spend the remainder of

the evening. The young stranger followed Eugenia into the

house timidly. As soon as the latter had answered her father a

few (juestions relative to her journey, she turned to the trembling

girl and said :

" Come, I will show you to your room, now."
" Have you brought one of your cousins with you ?" said Mr.

Woodford, as Uis daughter left the room.

" No, papa, not a cousin," she replied. "I will tell yon when

I return," and ascending the stairs, she led the way to a hand-

some and well furnished apartment.

" You will be a near neighbor to me," said Eugenia. " My
own room is directly opposite. Take off your bonnet. Sto]), let

me assist J'ou," she adde 1, as she saw the girl's trembling fingers

vainly endeavoring to untie (he ribbon by which ft was fastened.

" There, now sit down in this large arm-chair and rest, while I go

and see what Mrs. Jones has in the pantry, for I dare say you

have not dined."

" I have not; yet a cup of tea and a piece of dry toast is all

that I need."

Eugenia lingered a little, and then said, hesitatingly, " you

heard what I told my father >."

" Yes ; that you would tell who I am when you returned to the

drawing-room. What shall I say 1 What ought I to say ?"

" Not a word if you think you had better not ; for though wo-

men are accused of pos.sessing undue curiosity, and though I cer-

tainly am not without my share, I prefer to have it remain

ungratified rather than to give you pain."

" Tomon-ow I will tell you all. Be content to-night to know
that I am very unfortunate and very wretched. Yet I must have

a name, and it shall be my true one, as far as it goes—Theresa

Clare."

" I will return in fifteen minutes and bring you your tea and

toast, for I don't intend that you shall be disturbed by the [jrcs-

enco of any one to-night, except myself."

" I can only thank you for being so kind and considerate ; for

my dress, as you see, would excite both curiosity and surprise."

It certainly excited Eugenia's, as well it might ; for by remov-

ing her bonnet a bandeau of pearls, entwined with a wreath of

orange blossoms was revealed—the latter crushed down by the

pressure of the close bonnet crown, so as to be half buried amid

rich masses of hair, over which, though it was dark as the raven's

wing, lingered " a kind of golden gloom." Nor was this all ; for

on taking off her travelling dress there was disclosed a robe of

rich white satin, beneath one of costly lace—also a pearl neck-

lace which compared with the bandeau.

" Did you ever read Congreve's Mourning Bride !" said she

with a faint smile, as with nervous haste she tore the bridal wreath

from her hair, causing it to fall in dark masses over her shoulders.

"I have—or I should say that I heard William Dermont read

it last winter. He used to read something to papa and me almost

every evening."

" I am the despairing bride," said Theresa.

" I shall return soon," said Eugenia, as she left the room.

She found that tea was nearly ready, and telling Mrs. Jones

that she wanted a cup of tea and a piece of toast for a friend who

had accompanied her, who was unwell and much fatigued—she

set about preparing it herself. Though not absent more than five

minutes she found that Theresa, overcome by exhaustion and

mental suffering, had fallen asleep. As slje sat, half reclining in

the depths of the large chair, her delicate and finely cut features

seen in profile, and thrown into clear relief by the crimson velvet

by which her resting-place was lined, Eugenia thought she had

never seen any one, whose form and face was of such faultless

beauty. She stood for a few moments regarding her, resolved

within herself not to disturb her, when the look of sweetness lin-

gering about the mouth was changed to an expi'cssion of pain,

the eyelids began io quiver, and a lustre, like the diamond's light,

broke from the long, jetty lashes.

" I have been sleeping a long time, have I not '." said she.

" Not more than five or ten mhnites."

"I thought it was hours. 1 was hapjjy at first, but lir came

then, and—" she stopped abruptly, and a look of uimtterable an-

guish swept over her countenance.

" I must leave you now," said Eugenia, drawing a little table

to Theresa's side, " or my father will think I'm gone too long."

" I shall be jealous of the young lady you brought with you,

Eugenia," said Mr. Woodford, " if you arc going to give her all

your time."

" She is not well, and is much fatigued," replied Eugenia, " but

I have now taken leave of her for the night."

" You have not yet told me her name," said he.

" 'I'heresa Clare."

" I don't remember that I have either friend or acquaintance by

the name of Clare."

" She's a new friend, papa."

Tea was now ready, and much to Eugenia's relief, nothing

more was said respecting Theresa.

The next morning Eugenia rose full an hour earlier than usual,

and after making her toilet, selected a morning dress and rapped

at Theresa's door. It was immediately opened. Theresa, who
had already risen, had put on her travelling dress.

" That pile of lace and satin—it makes me shudder to see it,"

said she, looking at the elegant and costly dress amid which could

be seen the gleam of the bandeau and necklace, and which was

thrown into that comer of the room the most distant from where

she had placed her chair, as if she would avoid having even the

skirts of her garments brush against it.

" That hateful wreatfi—it is ashes now," she added, pointing to

some thin, delicate flakes—a few of them still presei-ving the form

of leaves a little broken, whicli lay in a circle on the white marble

table, where she had placed the wreath, after igniting it at the

blaze of the lamp.

The excitement which had crimsoned her checks, and made the

light of her dark eyes as histrrtus as the stars which burn in a

midnight sky, the evening before, had passed away. Even her

lips were as ])ale as the outer leaves of a faded rose
;
yet they,

and all her features were of such beautiful formation, and the

whole contour of her face was so perfect, as to bring to the mind
thoughts of some exquisite piece of sculpture, rather than any-

thing connected with physical or mental distress.

" Can you sit with me fifteen minutes '!" said she.

" Yes, twice that time if you wish it," replied Eugenia.
" Then I willi tell you, for it is right that I should, why I am

so situated as to need the considerate kindness which caused you

to take me^y the hand when most of your sex would have turned

away, and even spurned me."
" Do not tell me if there is any reason why you would prefer

not to," said Eugenia.

" I know that I can trust you," she rcjdicd, "and the confidence

I am going to repose in you is due to your generosity."

There is no need of following her in her narrative, as it would

only be a recapitulation of the incidents already related.

" I don't know but that I may have done wrong," said she, when

she had finished, " but Mr. Lewis, the only one I could consult, said

if my uncle was tried for the crime of which he was accused, that

the evidence which could be produced against him would be suffi-

cient to condemn him. Agitation of mind had already made him

ill, and I am certain that he would not long have sui-vived the

disgrace had he been found guilty. I know that he is innocent,

and I have saved him—but only think at what a price."

" Is this Mr. Danby tolerated in good society !" said Eugenia.

" Yes, because he is considered wealthy ; but I don't think that

he is much respected. He has been a resident of our place only

two years, and when he first came there were some unpleasant ni-

mors about him, which, however, soon died away. But I always

regarded him with aversion, which, to some, might appear singu-

lar, as he was considered handsome, and his manners, when he

chose, peculiarly fascinating."

" It appears to me," said Eugenia, " that the best thing you can

do is for a thne to keep perfectly secluded—as search without

doubt will be made for you."

" But your father—what will he say ?"

" Will it not be best to admit him into our confidence ? He
can be trusted, and it would free me from much embarrassment."

" Tell him my story then, and if he be willing I will remain

here awhile. I can make myself useful in several ways."

Nearly a week passed away and nothing occurred to excite

Theresa's alarm. Miss Penhurst had called once or twice and

made minute inquiries concerning her, which Eugenia had suc-

ceeded in evading. Fairfax as well as William Dermont had

called daily, but did not ask any ([ucstions. They knew that Eu-

genia had good reasons for the reserve she manifested concerning

her who seemed to be shrouded in a veil of mystery. Once,

however, Avhen they called of an evening, and Eugenia knew that

there was no probability that any one else would call, she suc-

ceeded in persuading Theresa to be present. Two days after-

wards, as Fairfax was descending the steps of his father's dwelling,

he was accosted by a man of gentlemanly appearance, who was a

stranger to him.

" Is this the house," said he, " where Mr. AVillard Fairfax

lives '."

" It is."

"Do you know, sir, if the gentleman is at home V
" My name is Willard Fairfax. Please to walk in."

" Thank you, but it is unnecessary. I can say all that I wish

in a few minutes. I have ascertained that a week ago yesterday,

you and another gentleman by the name of Dermont, in company

with two ladies, on your return from an excursion to the North,

travelled the last twenty miles in the same coach with a young-

woman who wore a brown travelling dress, a coarse straw bonnet,

and a green veil."

" It is not impossible," replied Fairfax, " for if I should judge

by the number of females I saw during my journey attired in the

manner yon mention, I should imagine it to be a description of

dress by no means singular."

" Whether singular or not is of little importance. I merely

wish to know if you can tell me where the lady stopped."

" The lady is not in my confidence, sir. And if she were, I

know not that I have a right to tell what she may prefer to have

remain undisclosed."

" But I, sir, have a right to demand a disclosiu'c, whether she

may prefer it or not."

" Convince me of your right, if you i)lease, sir."

" The lady is my wife."

Fairfax gave a perceptible start, but instantly recovered himself.

After reflecting a few moments he said ;

" If you will wait till four o'clock, I will tiien meet you at any

plae« you may please to name, and will from thence conduct you

to the lady's presence—that is, if she does not deny that she b
your wife. It is now three. A single hour cannot be a matter of

[COXCLCDED ON PAGK 122]
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SCENES IN JAPAN.
On these two pafjes we give seve-

ral views relative to Japanese scenes

and manners. Our first sketch rep-

resents the (lifierent dresses of the

court dignitaries of the Japanese em-
pire, including that of the ziorjoon,

or vice-emperor, of the council, of

the prince of the empire, and of the

mikado. These dresses are made of

the richest materials, interwoven
with gold, and more or less emhroi-
dered and covered with ornaments.

To our eves the appearance of the

human form, swaddled and hedeck-

ed in such grotesque habiliments, is

awkward and clumsy in the extreme.

The dress would seem to be more
calculated for females than males.
Were the habits of the court poten-
tates more active than is the case,

it would doubtless cause a change
for the better in their habiliments

;

but the indolent and effeminate na-

ture of their occupations requires lit-

tle or no bodily activity, and hence
their clothing suits as well the occu-

pation as the taste of the wearer.

Throughout all the official popula-

tion of Japan, the same indolence
prevails, there being swarms of office-

holders placed over the people, and
the great number making the occu-

pation of each quite trivial. The
next illustration represents the port

of Simoneski, Japan, situated on a
strait of the same name. The strait

is naiTow, being less than two miles

in width, on which account ingress

or egress, in particular winds, is

difficult to vessels constructed after

the junk pattern, like the Japanese.
The city is not large, but is the cen-

tre of an active coasting-trade ; and
it^ waters are made lively by the

constant arrival and departure of

the small vessels from contiguous

ports, and of smaller boats through
the canal by which it is connected
with the interior. The canal divides

Simoneski in the centre, and adds to

the natural beauty and healthfulness

of the place, whicli, however, is also

as.sisted by the width and cleanliness

of the streets. The quays are sub-

stantially built with stone, and a
small stone parapet borders many of

them. Stone staircases descending
to the water are usually provided to

each quay, and derricks and slides

are provided for merchandize. Up-
on the eminences surrounding the

city very many oountr\' mansions, of

great beauty, are erected—the gar-

den walls of which skirt along the

crest of rugged precipices, hundreds
of feet in height. The first illustra-

tion on the next page represents one
of the numerous scenes found upon

'"''^'^'^Wfrc

COURT DRESSES OF JAPAN.

the road between Nagasaki, the port
of entry for foreign vessels in Japan,
and the imperial capital of Ycdo, sit^

uated more in the interior. It is the
family part of a dwelling-house of
the richer class in the country. It
borders upon a stream, the rornantic
character of which is added to by
stepping-stones placed for passage,
instead of a bridge being constructed.
A water-wheel is erected, but this

is merely for ornament, as it has no
connection with any machinery. The
foliage of the trees in the rear of the
garden is seen at the right. The do-
mestics of the family are observed
cleaning the shutters, while females
are observed washing clothing in

the stream. The superintendent of
the household and two servants are

seen crossing the stepping-stones.

On the left is seen a species of cot,

or hammock, being cloth stretched

upon an inclined framework, intend-

ed for the use of bathers, who re-

cline upon it, wliile the attendant,

with a species of long-handled ladle,

dips up water, pours it over the

bather, and thoroughly cleansej him
by nibbing and otherwise. The
rear of the garden of another coun-

try house is also seen upon the left

of the picture. In the extreme dis-

tance is seen the peak of Fadsi-
Jamma, visible for many leagues

around. The next illustration give*

the numerous species of swords, or

scimetar, usually worn among the

better classes of the Japanese. It

will be seen that the blades of these

weapons, two of which are shown
without the sheath, are stKngthened
by a supporting rib of ^el, which
runs along the side of the blade

from the hilt to the point. This is

only the case, however, with short

weapons intended for close use, as

the long sword blades are extremely

flexible. All are made of excellent

steel, well tempered, and highly fin-

ished. In the art of ornamenting
both the blade and sheath—as in-

deed in ornamenting all metals or

other substances—the Japanese are

eminently expert, and far exceed

the Chinese in the skill and ingenu-

ity of their devices, and are not be-

hind the Chinese in the patient la-

bor required for the intricate finery

of some of the carved work. In the

art of making and tempering steel,

many of the most celebrated English

manufacturers could take lessons

with profit. The edge of the sabre

is kept as sharp as that of a razor.

Besides poli-shing and ornamenting

the blades of their weapons, and oth-

er utensils, they are like^vise expert

in the manufacture of metal mirrors.
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CLOTH MILL RURAL SCENERY liSf JAPAN.

Our concludint; illustration represents the various

utensils used in wiifjliing and measuring among
the Japanese. It will be observed that the beam
scales strongly resemble the steelyard in com-
mon use among us, while the balance scales, sus-

sccn countersunk into the top of the chest of
drawers on which the scales arc suspended. A
measure stick, or species of yardstick, single and
jointed, is observed in the collection. The square
kind of boxes seen in the sketch are used for

A

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF JAPAN.

JAPANESE ARMS SWORDS, SCIMETARS, ETC.

pcndcd over a chest of drawers, are very similar

to the Chinese scales of the same class. The
weights are also similar to those used by the

Chinese, and are made in the same shape. The
line of weights for the balance scales may be

measuring grain. Included in the collection,

but not applied to similar purposes, are two

stringed instruments. These are intended for

musical purposes, though the sound is less pleas-

ing than the common banjo.
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moment to yon one vay or the other. But one thing it may lie

necessary for me to know—your name."

The stranger, Iiavinp; very unwillingly acceded to this proposed

delay, gave Fairfax his card, and they parted. Fairfax walked

slowly along, reflecting on what course he had best take, when he

was addressed by a police officer.

" Do you know the person who left you a minute or two ago '."

said the officer.

" He is a stranger to me, but ho gave me his card. Melville

Danby is the name."
" It is a name that don't belong to him if he is the person I

take him to be. His real name is Bapson Sangford. He was

connected with a gang of counterfeiters a number of years ago,

—

was arrested and imprisoned, but by some means contrived to

make his escape before his trial came on. He is now implicated

in the heavy burglary which took place not loi% since."

" Keep still, then. Precisely at four o'clock I am to call for

1-im, andheis to accompany me to Mr. Woodford's. There, at

half past four, you will find him."

But this plan was destined to be defeated. Danby, by one of

those singular chances which sometimes happens, soon after leav-

ing Fairfax overheard a few words which passed I>et«'ecn two la-

dies, who were walking behind him, which made him determine,

if possible, to hear more. One of them was Miss Penhurst, who

was relating to her companion, in no very subdued tones, what

she considered the singular and reprehensible conduct of Eugenia

Woodford, in offering a home to a j'oung person who was an en-

tire stranger to her, and in all probability guilty of some crime.

" Why, how singular," said the lady she was addressing. "I

have never before heard a word about it. Do tell me all the par-

ticulars."

Nothing loth to gratify her curiosity. Miss Penhnrst related ev-

ery incident she knew as regarded Theresa, from the moment she

arrived at the hotel, up to that very morning, when she said she

called at lier Uncle Woodford's, and as a particular favor request-

ed Eugenia to permit her to see the stranger, but that her cousin

obstinately refused to grant her request, though in her estimation

it was an exceedingly reasonable one.

" Dela3-s are dangerous," thought Danby, and having ascer-

tained where Mr. Woodford lived he at once proceeded to his res-

idence.

"Is Miss Eugenia Woodford at homo?" he inquired of the

Bcrvant who came, to the door.

Being answered in the affirmative, he said, if she were not par-

ticularly engaged, he should like to see her. Thinking by what

he had heard Miss Penhurst say, that some caution might be used

about admitting strangers, he pressed closely upon the servant's

steps, and before the latter had time to deliver his message, found

himself in the presence of Miss Woodford and Theresa. The

former was sitting at tlie piano, and Theresa, who stood by her

side, was making some suggestions relative to the performance of

some difficult passage. As the door opened without noise, neither

of them was aware that any person had entered the room, till the

servant informed Miss Woodford that there was a gentleman at

tlie door who wished to see her.

" Who is itV she asked.

" A stranger—I've never seen him before."

This answer alarmed Theresa, and she turned with the inten-

tion of leaving the door opposite the one communicating with the

hall, when she was confi-onted by Danb}'. She did not speak,

neither did she attempt to leave the room. Her excess of terror

prevented her from doing either.

" Well, madam," said he, " though you chose—by way of nov-

elty, I presume—to commence your bridal tour alone, you will,

however much against your inclination, be obliged to finish it in

company with your husband. Make yourself ready at once.

You have caused me to waste too much time already."

" Allow her a few minutes to recover from the shock caused by

your sudden appearance," said Eugenia. " You see that she is

not in a situation to obey your command."
" There is a carriage at the door, and if she is incapable of

walking to it, I can assist her. I don't choose to give her the

chance of again giving me the slip."

" You need not be afraid—I shall not attempt it," said Theresa,

speaking for the first time. " Miss Woodford, if you will request

Linda to bring my bonnet and travelling-dress, I wont make Mr.

Danby wait."

These were soon brought, and Eugenia assisted her to put

them on, for her too intensely strung nerves had already given

way, and she .shook as if in an ague fit.

" Where is the dress and the necklace and bandeau you Iiad on,

when you took sucli unceremonious leave of me and the wedding-

guests 1" said he. " I caimot afford to lose them."

"I know where they are ; I will get tliem for you," said Eugenia.

She returned with them done up in a neat paicel, which she

handed to Danby. Five minutes are sometimes of great impor-

tance ; they proved to be so in the present instance. During the

delay cau.sed to obtain the bri<lal dress, Fairfax arrived

" O, Mr. Fairfax," said Eugenia, springing forward to meet him
as he entered, "save her, save her from tliis bad man !"

" Mr. Fairfax knows better than to interfere in a case like this,"

said Danby.
" Can you not say," said Fairfax to Theresa, " that you are not

this man's wife ?"

She shook her head, but made no attempt to speak.

"You see, sir," said Danby, "that she does not deny what I

told you ; and though she has conducted herself in a manner so

cxceedingl}' reprehensible, I am willing to overlook it."

Theresa had by this time succeeded in assuming a degree of

coiTiposure.

" I will not pain yon, dearest Eugenia," said she, "by prolong-

ing this scene. I have received from you a sister's kindness and
affection, and in your own bosom you will find your reward.

You, too, ISIr. Fairfax, liave been kind, considerate, slow to con-

demn. Eugenia will tell you what drove me to adopt the dread-

ful alternative 1 did."

" Come—enough of this nonsense—I'm tired .of waiting," said

Danby.
" I am ready," she replied ; and wringing the hand of the weep-

ing Eugenia, she turned to follow him.

But at the door Danby was met by one he little thought of en-

countering. Before he was aware who it was, he felt his arm
firmly grasped, and the words, " Bapson Sangford, you are my
prisoner!" greeted his ears.

" You are mistaken in your man," said he, trying to free his

arm from the hand of the police officer.

" No mistake," he replied. " I know you as well as I do my
own brother, and I arrest you for the crime of burglary. Your
wife and child, poor things, are better off without you."

" Has this man a wife and child, did you sayV said Fairfax.

" I did. Sally Martin was as pretty a girl as one you'll see in

a hundred, but she's never seemed like herself since she was

married to this scamp."

"Do you hear that, dear Theresa'?" said Eugenia. "You are

free!" And the tears which she now shed were those of joy.

Theresa also found relief in tears, which terror and despair had

till now prevented from flowing.

" Theresa," said Eugenia, as they sat together after tea, "I am
going to play the sybil; let me see your hand." And as she

spoke, she took the fair, white hand, and with a show of much
gravity, traced with her eye the delicate lines.

" The gentleman you are to marry is near at hand," said she.

" Yon will see him this evening."

" Mr. Dermont will be here, I suppose," said Theresa, " but I

don't think there is any prospect of my rivalling Miss Eugenia

Woodford."
" To confess the truth, I don't think 'there is ; but Miss Pen-

hurst would not be able to speak so confidently respecting William

i'aiifax. Rcmcml)er what I tell you. In less than a year from

now, you will be married to Mr. Fairfax."

By a thorough investigation of the alleged forgery, it was found

that the whole was planned and executed by Danby and Gripper-

ton, for the express purpose of compelling Theresa to marry the

former; not for the sake of obtaining her, but the twenty-five

thousand dollars, over which, if she remained single, she could

have no control till she was twenty-one.

Fortunately for society, Danby—as on the occasion alluded to

by the police officer—did not escape the penalty of his crimes.

After being tried, he was sentenced to take up his residence in the

State's prison for some ten or fifteen years ; while Gripperton, the

most prominent partner of his guilt, was soon afterward arrested,

and on trial, being duly convicted, was sentenced to receive the

punishment which he so richly merited.

The prophecy of Eugenia proved true. In a little over six

months the marriage of Willard Fairfax and Theresa Clare was

announced in one of the city journals. Eugenia, who had been

one of her bridesmaids, was a few weeks afterwards mamed to

William Dermont.

Theresa, who had immediately returned home, when she found

that her marriage with Danby was illegal on account of his having

been previously married to a woman who was still living, on the

day she was united to Fairfax, with Iiis consent and full approba-

tion, presented her uncle Irwin with a draft for twelve thousand

dollars. This enabled him, not only to retain his pleasant cottage-

home—endeared to him by a long residence, as well as many

pleasant memories and delightful associations—but served to

re-establish him in business.

Neither did Theresa forget the worthy Mrs. Brown, her uncle's

housekeeper, who had befriended her in the hour of need. She

made her a present of a small annuity, to serve as a resource

should sickness or infirmity at some future period prevent her

and her husband from gaining a livelihood by their own industry.

< —»» >

A CITY ASLEEP.

A day or two ago we visited a city, a populous city, whose
houses will outlast New York, for they sliall endure " till dooms-
day." Strange to say, it is not noted on the best maps ; stranger

to sav, though its population is daily increasing no colony ever

issues from its borders. The golden chains of Pacific's waves
has never charmed a single car there ; the shout of the pioneer

in the farther west has never lured them hence to .seek new homes.
Indeed, the city we speak of stands alone, like a rock-bound isle

in the midst of a turbulent ocean—the busy world wliirls and
roars around, but there it remains unmoved. We visited it in

broad day, but the streets were empty ; not a familiar face or

voice to greet us ; not a light footstep to make music to the ear.

It was indeed strange, very strange ;
there shone the sun, with

the mild and beautiful radiance of autumn, and yet no sound of

living thing. Marble mansions were on every hand, but none of

the solemn tenantry, for it was a solemn city, came forth to meet
and welcome us. Names were gr.aved on every portal, but they

that owned them—where were they "> It was a city of names and
not of things ; of words, and not of works. At, length there

came a train—there was an arrival. On it came, noiselessly,

slowly. Was it all a dream ? By mansion after mansion it passed,

and stopped. A tenant for another dwelling ;
a home for another

wanderer ; a rest for another weary. So it seemed to us as we
stood there, and so the shadows thickening over the thought, we
hurried away from Greenwood, and were once more mingled with

the tide of the living.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MK WTTLE BOY.

BY 0. DAVIES BRADWAY, M. D.

I have a boy— as sweet a child

As ever on a father smiled

;

With dimpled cheek, and sparkling eye,

And flaxen hair, and forehead high,

And laughing, sunny, little face,

"Where sorrow ne'er has left a trace,

And voice—that falls upon my ear

Like to the murmurs of a brook,

Whose silver waters, bright and clear,

Flow gently from some shady nook.

I love that child—he is a part

E'en of mj'self—his little heart

Will seem with childish grief oppressed,

If '' father " lays him not to rest.

Nor listens to his evening prayer,

Or sings for him some well-known air,

Whicli he has heard in days long past,

Ere he was left, my only one,

The bright, the fondest, and the last

—

My household god—my little son.

Every year of my life I grow more convinced that it is the

wisest a'nd best to fix our attention on the beautiful and the good,
and dwell as little as possible on the evil and the false.— CeciV.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: peeley poobi.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa«t,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

FEBRUABY NINETEENTH.

1562.—French Protestant expedition sailed for Florida.

1674.—Peace of Westmonster, by which Netherlands was finally

ceded to the English.

1807.—Passage of the Dardanelles by the British.

1821.—Florida ceded by Spain to the United States.

1851.—Rev. William Ware, eminent as a preacher and an au-

thor, died at Cambridge, Mass., aged 54.

FEBROARY TWENTIETH.

1653.—Admiral Blake's victory over the Dutch, who lost thirty

men-of-war.

1694.—Voltaire, the French philosopher, born.

1795.—The French, under Marshal Macdonald, defeated the

English at Groningcn.

1815.—U. S. frigate Constitution captured British ships Cyane

and Levant, off Madeira.

1845.—Vetoed steamboat bill passed Congress by a two-third

vote—the fu'st instance on record.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-FIRST.

1556.—Thomas Cranmer, the reformer, burned, aged 67.

1621.—William White, one of the Plymouth pilgrims, died.

His widow married Governor Winslow.

1797.—Trinidad captured from the French by an English fleet,

under Sir Ralph Abercrombie.

1848.—John Quincy Adams fell at his desk in the capitol, and

died two days afterwards.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-SECOND.

1732.—George, third son of Augustin and Mary Washington,

born at Pope's Creek plantation, Westmoreland Co., Va. A stone

was placed in 1815 on the few remaining ruins of the chimney.

1744.—Perpetual copyright abolished in England.

1829.—Brig Attentive, of Boston, captured off Matanzas by

pirates, who murdered the crew.

1847.—Gen. Taylor, with 4759 United States volunteers, de-

feated 22,000 Mexicans .at Buena Vista—the former having 267

killed and 456 wounded—the latter 6000 killed and wounded.

1848._Louis Philippe abdicated the throne of France, and

Lamartine took control of government.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-THIRD.

1792.—Sir Joshua Reynolds, English historical painter, died,

aged 69.

1813.—U. S. ship Hornet, Capt. Lawrence, captured the Brit-

ish ship Peacock.

1821.—John Keats, a young and gifted British poet, died at

Rome.

1822.—Boston incoriiorated as a city.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-FOURTH.

1 525.—Battle of Pavia. The French were defeated, and Francis

I. taken prisoner.

1684.—Geo. Fred. Handel, a celcbr.ated musical composer, born.

1764.—John Adams man-ied Abigail, daughter of Rev. Wm.

Smith, of Weymouth.

1838.—Filial duel between Graves and Cilley, members of

Congress—the latter fell at the third fire.

1848.—First water-wheel at Lawrence (Bay State Mill) started.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-FIFTH.

1733.—Great temi^est in Now England.

1802.—Peace of Amiens, between Napoleon and King George

of ICngland.

1814.—Bordeaux entered by the British army after the battle

of Orthes.

1815.—Treaty of Vienna.

18.31. Battle of Warsaw, in which the Ru.';sians conquered the

Poles.

1832.—William Pinckney died.

1846. Duel between editors Pleasants and Ritchie, at Rich-

mond, Va.—the fowner mortally wounded.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SONG OF OLD WINTER.

BT AMELIA COOKS.

IIo! ho! mcthinks I have boldly shown

What power is mine on my frozen thi-onc;

And though a monarch wliose will is supreme,

I «,m not the tyrant I sometimes seem.

Though I've crept through the peasant's lowly cot,

The pompous palace I've not forgot;

And what mirth was mincl how it made me shout I

For they could not ehut old Winter out.

0, I smile when I stride through the halls of kings,

To know them the weakest of human things.

I've breathed on the 'n'at<^rs, and wrought a spell

That has curdled the spring in the deep, dark well;

IVe fettered the rill, and enchained the wave,

And the rushing stream I have made a slave.

No longer the lily's spotless cup

Is seen on the lake, for I've scaled that up.

I've stayed the shallow brook's rude brawl,

And hushed the song of the waterfall

;

And mute is the playful fountain's glee,

For old Winter hath even ice-bound thee.

To clothe the hills and the level plain.

That the. oartii may rejoice iu her fulness again;

That the seeds in her bosom so hopefully sown,

May live for the purpose of life when grown

;

I have shaken my fleecy robe of snow,

Iu mercy to cherish those germs below:

And whilst they can boast their mantle of down,

I scatter the gems from my icicle-crown, •

That jewels may glisten on every stem,

And the forest trees have their diadema.

If my reign lacks sunshine and perfumed flowers,

Though I've pelting storms and pitiless showers,

Yet, mortals, my worth may not be told

Iu words of your coinage, or weight in jour gold.

If my blustering winds ax*e hitter and bleak.

They shall strengthen and deepen health's tints on your cheek,

And the colder and sterner I seem to be,

So much greater the good I am working for thoe.

0, }e know not a tithe of the blessings I bring,

Or ye'd love me no less than the laughing Spring.

-•'
' no deeper woe

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SHABBY GENTLEMAN.

BT FRANCIS A. DUKIVAGB.

" The great question, Bill," said a monstrous seedy young

man, enveloped in the shabbiest possible surtout ^hat had onco

been snuff-color, but was now of some invisible hue from the in-

flucneo of atmospheric changes, " the great question. Bill, is

—

have you any money about your clothes ;"

The individual appealed to was much overgrown with hair, hol-

low-eyed and sallow, and, if possible, more shabbily attired than

his friend. In reply to tlie question, he felt conscientiously in all

his pockets, and then shook his head mournfully.

The individuals alluded to were seated iu a dingy apartment,

and an easel, a few canvasses, scattered tubes of paint and brushes,

a dusty curtain closing the lower half of an unwashed window,

showed it to be an artist's studio. The two young men sat cower-

ing over an air-tight stove, that emitted very little warmth.

Neither of them could have been more than twenty-two, but iu

their dim eyes the fire of youth had liurned out, and their checks

were wan and hollow.

" It's all up with me, I'm afraid," said the first spokesman, " I

know now what it is to ' want bread.'
"

" And to be out of tobacco," grumbled the individual addressed

as Bill.

"A more serious deprivation," ejaculated Wilford Stanley,

forcing a laugh :

" ' Divine tobacco that from east to west
Clieers tlie tar's labor and the Turliman's rest.' "

" How did you raise the fire?" asked Bill, moodily.

"My dear boy," said Wilford, confidentially, "it occurred to

mc that picture frames—stretchers—being made of seasoned wood

would undoul)tcdly burn well in an air-tight. I was just repeat-

ing to myself the lines of the forlorn bard,

" ' I've burned my bootjack, robbed the floor,

To fur'l turned my closet door,
And luml)ernien looli stern,

And now I >\vear I've nothing more
On earth to burn,'

when this bright theory flashed on my mind like inspiration. One
man alone of all this busy town would give mo credit—that was

the Artist's Furnisher, who, like the mythic tailor,

*'
' Exults to trust and blushes to be paid.'

I gave him an order for some picture-stretchers—I tested my
theory—the result is before you. The warmth you now experience

aiises from the consumption of two 3G by 24's."

" Well, I've dined to-day, thank Heaven !" said Bill.

" Fortunate mortal !"

" Yes—by invitation of a friend," said Bill. " A great dinner

—baked beans in sufficient quantity, and bread ad libitum. My
friend suffered to the extent of a sixpence—a moiety of his avail-

able funds."

" Ah ! my friend !" said Stanley. " Do you remember the

nodes cannqne at the Trois Fr&es—Paris. Rightly docs the poet

say:

Than to recall the vanished Joys of old

In evil days.'

"

" He was wTong," said Bill.

'
' ' They cannot say but that I wore the crown I'

Fate cannot dcjirive us of tlie pleasure of declaring that wc have

dined and supped at the Trois Frerrs Provencaux. But something

must be done for you—you can't starve."

" It seems possible," said Stanley, coolly.

" Is there nothing you can spout"?" asked Bill, looking round

the room.

"Everything of the slightest value has been absorbed by ' my
uncle,' not the American uncle of the French vaudeville, or the

East India uncle of English farces, but the figurative uncle of the

three golden balls. He has my watch and wardrobe—everything

worth a rap."

" And what will you do 1"

"My dear boy," said Stanley, " have you never observed iti

Mei'rimack street, a narrow-fronted two-story brick house ? There

hangs a l)anncr on the outward wall—the ensign of another uncle

of ours—Uncle Sam. 'Tis a recruiting ofl[ige. There are forged

the thunderbolts of war the American eagle launches on the foe.

There are spread broad placards which promise genteel clotliing,

glory, and medical attendance to aspiring heroes—assuring them

that if tbey serve foitlifully for three or four years, and do not

spend a cent during that period, at its expiration, they will be

possessed of the enormous sura ofjhrec hundred dollars—a1)out as

much as a successful wood sawyer can lay by in a year. From
that establishment emerge daily two dismounted dragoons

—

perfect pictures of martial grace and magnificence.

' 0. love is the soul ef the Irish dragoon,
In battle or bivouac or in saloon,

With his jingling spur and his bright sabretash!' "

" And you think of enlisting ?"

" Seriously, Bill, I begin to believe I have been an ass."

" And I another."

" Not so—you have talents. Bill, which I do not possess. You
paint well—you are an artist. You are under a cloud at present

—

but as surely as the sun shines, patronage will flow in upon you.

They talk about a want of appreciation for the fine arts in this

country. It is all humbug. No man who paints Will in his line

—

who displays excellence such as you display, can ultimately foil.

There may be slack seasons for his profession, as in trade, and if

he chooses to squander as fast as he receives, why he will always

be in hot water, and come out of the little end of the horn. But

if he is prudent and patient, a thorough artist cannot fail to secure

a competence."

" Why, then, do you talk of abandoning the profession, while

you counsel me to stick to it ?"

"Because my efforts arc not marked by that excellence which

is indispcnsal)le to secure patronage. My dear boy, I am one of

the many thousands who have mistaken a love for art for genius,

and who, seeking to live by efforts graceful and creditable to the

amateur, have failed wretchedly. I now see, too late, the terrible

mistake I have made. When a boy I was fond of pictures, and

my careless schoolboy drawings, injudiciously praised, made me
think myself a second Michael Angelo. In the eyes of my poor

mother, I was such—and she died fostering my hopes of artist

fame. My father had a sound judgment and forbade my wasting

my time in a pursuit which he knew could only lead to disappoint

ment. My poor mother, a short time before her death, injudi-

ciously bestowed upon me, witliout the knowledge of my father, a

few hundred dollars of her own. With this sum I ran away from

home—went to Paris, to study art. There I met you. Bill, and

the rest of my storj-—my attempts—my failures—my rapid deca-

dence, are familiar to you. You know, too, the history of my
falling in love with our fair countrywoman—Miss Winsom ; our

recent meetings, etc. You know, too, that when I reflected on

my conduct, I bitterly reproached myself with hiving engaged her

affections. Finding my affairs so desperate—living on the sale of

my coats and waistcoats—subsisting on French boots and cravats

—seeing starvation staring me in tlie face, I ivrote her the other

day, releasing her from her engagement. She replied by a request

that I would call on her at her house in Cambridgeport, and I

would do so, notwithstanding her father has forbidden me the

house. I would see her for the last time, but I have no present-

able suit to wear. This deplorable surtout—jealously eyed by

the very rag-pickers as if I were defrauding them, is all the poor

broken-down, shabby gentleman can boast."

" AVhy don't you wait and present yourself to the lady in the

' genteel clothing' you propose to win of Uncle Sara ? There

would be something pathetic in the brogans and light blue jacket

of an infantry soldier."

" A truce to raillery," said Stanley.

"But what has become of your father.'"

" I know not. On my return fiom Europe, I sought him. But

he had sold all his property and disappeared mysteriously. Poor

dear father ! I have wrung his lieart so, i know not whether he

could ever forgive me."

As he spoke these words Stanley arose, and donned a deplor-

able beaver.

" Whither now?" asked Bill.

" I have just thought of something. I can't starve. I am going

to a certain hotel. I painted them a sirloin and a game-piece

—

and fared sumptuously off the pictures for two months. They

are jiothing—but Sam, one of the waiters, is a patron of mine. I

painted his portrait, and though it didn't look the least in the

world like hira, he was perfectly satisfied. I know he wont refuse

me a dinner when he knows I'm starving."

To the hotel, then, went our shabby gentleman. The rush was

over and there were only three or four ])ersons in the dining-room.

Stanley took the waiter aside—made an arrangement with him

—

sat down, and ate a comfortable dinner. When he rose, the

waiter presented him with a cigar.

Stanley thanked him and went into the smoking-room. As he

smoked his cigar, he revolved the means of replenishing his

wardrobe so as to be able to present himself to Miss Winsom.

Not a ray of inspiration was suggested, and tossing the end of the

cigar iu the grate, he rose with a .sigli to return to his desolate

studio. At this juncture, unluckily, his eye fell on a handsome

blue cloak that lay upon a chair.

" The very thing I want !" said he. " 0, if the owner only

would lend me this for half an hour. ' What if I should get Sam
to introduce mc and make the request '. P.shaw ! the idea is pre-

posterou.s. What if I should borrow it !—nobody sees me. Per-

haps I could get back before the owner missed it. And I could

leave my surtout in its place and pretend I took it by mistake!

Um])h ! a very likely mistake anyhow—temptation stares me in

the face and I can't resist it. Here goes."

With these words our poor artist slipped off his faded shabby

surtout, and throwing the fasliionaljle cloak about his shoulders,

darted out of tlie hotel. But he had been watched. A fiery faced

old gentleman entered the smoking-room.

" The scoundrel !" he exclaimed, " I'll overhaul him and make

liim pay for this impudence. But it's cold as Nova Zembla. I

dare not give chase to him witliout an overcoat, and so, as he took

mine, I'll e'en take his."

These incidents passed as (piick as thought. In another mo-

ment, the stranger, almost disguised in the shabby snuff-colored

surtout, was on the trail of our. unfortunate friend.

Not long previous to this, the father of Miss Winsom, our hero's

" lady-love" was about leaving his house at Cambridgeport to

come over to the city. Before doing so he summoned to his pres-

ence, a newly engaged man-servant, Mr. Thaddy Malony.
" Pat," said tlie old gentleman, " I'm going over to the city."

" Good luck to your honor !"

" Pat, I have llie utmost confidence in you."

" Many thanks, your honor."

" So I don't mind telling you that there's a miserable shabby

genteel dog hanging round my daughter, and I shouldn't wonder

if he came sneaking to my house during my absence. I've seen

the fellow once or twice lately prowling about the neighborhood.

Now don't you let him in on any account—do you hear?"

" Sure I do, your honor. But be what token will I know the

blackguard !"

" He wears a shaliby, faded snuff-colored surtout."

" All right, your honor. An if he wont go away, your honor,

whin I tell him ?"

" Shut the door in his face."

" And suppose, your honor, he gets betune me and the dare V
" Clear him out, I tell you."

" Will I knock him into the middle of nc.^t wake V
" Use your own discretion."

" Lave it all to me, your honor."

The first knock at the door, after Mr. Winsom's departure, was
given by our friend Stanley. Mr. Malony rigidly scrutinized his

dress, but the blue cloak dazzled him.

" Is Miss Winsom at home V
" I'll ask herself that same," replied the servant as he retired.

" Plaze your honor," said the man, returning, " the mistliress

says she is at home, and will your honor be plazed to walk into

the drawing-room V
Having shown the visitor into the drawing-room, Mr. Malony

returned to mount guard over the street-door. He had no sooner

reached the entry than a thundering knock resounded through the

house, and darting out of the door, Mr. Malony perceived upon

the step, a red-faced man in the identical shabby brown surtoat

his master had warned him against.

" What'U ye be wantin', wid your disthractin' noise ?" asked

the footman.

" I want to see your master—instantly."

" The masther's not at home," replied Thaddy, surlily.

" Very well—your mistress then."

" O, is it there ye are, ye ould blackguard ? Away wid ye.

The mistliress is engaged—wid a beautiful young gintleman in

the illigantest blue cloak. Do ye think she'd have a word to say

to you, ye ould beggar-man '."

" Stand aside !" roared the red faced old gentleman.

" Off wid ye !" shouted the Irishman.

The choleric visitor suddenly seized his antagonist and sent

him whirling down the steps, rushed into the house, plunged into

the drawing-room, and saw the borrower of his blue cloak at the

feet of a young lady. The lover started up and confronted the

intruder—but the countenances of both changed as they gazed on

each other.

" Wilford !"

"Father!" burst fi-om their lips, simultaneous!)-—and they

rushed into each other's arms.

The old gentleman explained how he had just returned from a

commercial visit to the West Indies where he had prospered pro-

digiously and was iu search of his foolish, wayward, but beloved

bov, while Wilford recounted his mad-caj) adventures, and liis sad

experience. Mr. Winsom, brought back by Thaddy to wreak

vengeance on the intruder, was informed of what had hiippened,

and ended by bestowing his daughter's hand upon Stanley. The

latter ascended at a bound from the depths of misery and shabby

gentility to the heights of joy and luxury, and the gentleman

named Bill shared in the good fortune, being commissioned I y

old Stanley to paint a series of pictures at fabulous prices, com-

mencing with a portrait ofthe bride.
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JOHN JACOB ASTOR OF NEW YORK.
Our sketches comprise a bust of Mr. Aster, said to be rery accur-

ate, and also exterior and interior Tiews of the Library. The earlier

life of Mr. Astor was marked by ^eat ind\istry and pruflence, and
the various plans he matured by which he finally came to be the most
wealthy man in our country, have been often the theme of popular
comment and encomium. His property has been estimated as high

EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE ASTOR LIBRARY, NEW YORK.

BUST OF JOHN JACOB ASTOR.

as $50,000,000. Our limits do not permit us to detail the incidents

of hiij life, and we can only speak of the munificent bequest, which
at his decease was found reserved in his will—that of $400,000 for the

erection and endowment of a free librai-y in New York. That build-

ing is situated near Astor Place, and contiguous to the residence of
Wm. B. Astor. It is in close proximity to another public building,

presented to the city of New York—that given by Peter Cooper, Esq.

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE ASTOR LIBRARY, NEW YORK.
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SPLINTERS.

THE DRESS.

There .ire few matters that require less attention, and yet fewer

that absorb more, than the subject of dress. The beet dressed

people are always the plainest dressed. " Costly thy habit as thy

purse can buy, but not expressed in fancy," was Shakspoare'a

advice. Tlie best dressed man we ever remember to have seen

had on but two colors—black, of the finest, and wliitc (linen) of

the purest. Those ladies, who tliink that in order to dress well

it ii necessary to put on all the colors of the rainbow, greatly

mistake the rules of bciuty and good taste, for nothing so well

becomes true feminine beauty as true simplicity. It must be a

very peculiar face tliat can look well when burthened and liedgcd

in by a variety of artiticial hues. Chesterfield, that true philoso-

pher of dress and manners, says that next to clothes being fine,

they should be well made, and worn easily, for a man is only the

less genteel who having on a fine coat, in the wearing shows a

regard for it.

Dagueereottpes.—Wc were struck with admiration, a few

days since, while on a visit to the extensive and unsurpasi^cd

daguerrian establishment of Southworth &, Hawes, No. 5 1-2

Tremont Row. The steady and extraordinary advancement ex-

hibited in the art, as evinced !)y the specimens on exhibition lieie,

is a matter of surprise and satisfaction to the appreciating mind.

< ^« ^ »

Maritime.—A correspondent writes us from New Orleans

that one of the finest ships that has arrived at that port from the

North is the Premier, Capt. Ross, built by Charles Cooper & Co.,

of Bangor, Me. This State is establishing her name as being the

producer of the best ships built in the Union.

Ltterart.—The Abbe Roquette, of New Orleans, has been

sometime occupied with the translation of the poems of Alice

Carey (whom our readers know as a regular contributor to the

Pictorial) ; tliey will be published next spring in Paris.

< ».» »

Look out for them.—In the town of Danvcrs, and the

Western part of Salcin, on Thursday week, a mad dog ran loo-se

for several hours, biting four persons and a large number of dogs.

< ^ * ^ >

POPULAR A.MUSEMENTS.

It is of the utmost importance that the amusements of a people

should be of a high tone and character. Tlie experiment of deny-

ing a people all amusements has been repeatedly tried, and has

always resulted in a terrible reaction. A society debarred from

lawful pleasures will seek relaxation in unlawful ones. The

"Puritans "of England determined to put down all amusements,

as wicked and immoral. They out down the May poles upon

every green in " Mcrrie England ;" they denounced dancing as

inimical to the precepts of roli;;ion, and shutting up the tlifeatres,

put the players in the stocks ; they established hypocrisy, and

called it decorum. But the moment their iron rule was removed,

a tide of corruption and licentious pleasure swept over the land
;

and the reign of Charles II. is infamous in English annals as that

of almost universal licentiousness.

The same thing might have been marked in New England hail

the population been more mixed, or her pulilic duties and private

toils been less interesting and exacting. As the Puritan sway

was relaxed here, the effect we have noticed was not so glaring

;

and yet many social excesses may be traced, we think, to the too

rigid sway of the Puritans. Habitual dram-drinking was one of

the fruits of that iron regime, because that was a vice which couhl

be contracted in secret, and pursued to a certain extent in defi-

ance of the censors. The Friends of Fcnn's colony were certainly

a strait-laced set; and yet Philadelphia is now as fond of jileasure

as Paris itself, and we may add, at times quite as turbulent ; and

New York shows no trace of its staid and frugal progenitors.

True philanthropists and sound legislators will not seek to

trammel the tendency of the human mind to seek excitement
;

they will rather endeavor to promote and regulate amusements.

Museums, theatres and public gardens—these are all legitimate

sources of amusement. In ancient Athens, which possessed a

theatre capable of accommodating thirty thousand spectators, the

intellectual character of the people, who were admitted free to

these entertainments, was of the hij^hest order. In Rome, on the

other hand, the rulers and candidates for popular favor, instead of

seeking to divert the minds of the people by ennobling, or at least

in supplying innocent recreations, pandered to their cruel tastes

by the fiendish and demoralizing combats of the arena. In the

amphitheatres, armies of gladiators fought against each other, or

contended with wild beasts.

In Spain, the national amusement of the bull-fight has succeeded

the old Roman gladiator-shows ; and the character of the people

evinces the nature of their sports. The old chivalry of Spain is

extinct ; and tlie ferocity of the population is displayed in their

readiness to commit assassinations, and their almost incredible

atrocities in time of war. They behave like brigands and savages.

The reason is obvious; the amusenients and sports provided are

of a character to make them sanguinary and blood-thii-sty. In

England, the prize-ring is almost a national institution ; and we

can trace much of the brutal character of the lower classes, whose

chiefcst glory is a prize-fight, a bull-bait, or cock-fight, to the

nature of their favorite amusements.

Take heed, then, ye lawmakers, not to trammel public amuse-

ments, but to see that those of a healthy and proper kind are

spread before the public. Nothing but short-sighted bigotry will

ever interfere with reasonable and proper public amusement.

Russian Cities.—Russia is almost devoid of an urban popu-

lation. St. Petersburg, Moscow and Odessa are the only cities

where the population exceed 100,000 ; indeed, there is some doubt

whether that of Odessa reaches this figure. There arc only four

towns containing more than 50,000 inhabitants each, and eighteen

or twenty with populations exceeding 25,000. In fact, it has been

computed, from official reports, that there is only one town with

an average population of 7000 in an area of 130 square miles.

THE STAGE.

The stage !—what a field opens to our view at the hare mention

of this prolific theme. How many associations crowd upon ns

from childhood's happy hours, when our glory was to gaze upon

the pantomime, and our ultim;itum of enjoyment to watch the

vagaries of hariequins upon the boards. With increa-sing years

came riper taste ; and then followed the delights of the more ele-

vated subjects of the drama, the refined comedy, the deep wrought

tragedy, and last but not least, the opera. The town-bred gen-

tleman can refer to hut few marked periods of his life, from boy-

hood to middle age, that are not more or less associated with these

enjoyments. He realizes that much of the refinement of taste,

appreciation in art, and enjoyment of poetry which he possesses

have been, if not at first suggested by the drama, at least highly

cultivated by its example and promptings. It has introduced

him to history, it has given life to the thoughts of the old poets,

and opened the visions of fancy to his own imagination ; it hag

p tinted in vivid colors and clothed in stern reality the rarying

characteristics of our nature ; and more than all, it has taught us to

abhor vice and to love virtue. How potent the agent that can do,

and has done all this ; how worthy of cultivation ; how powerful

an auxiliary in the hands of the wise and good for the speedier

promotion of civilization !
^

.... We regret that extensive smuggling has been detected in

connection with the Liverpool steamers arriving at New York.

.... The amount invested in school-houses in this city, is

$1,500,000; the yearly appropriation for education is $1,200,(100.

.... Mr. Dion Bourcicault's friends in Boston lately gave him

a complimentary benefit at the National Theatre.

.... We are gratified to learn that Mr. Durivage's capital book,

entitled "Life Scenes," is meeting with a ready sale.

Burton lately brought out " Midsummer Night's Dream "

at his theatre in New York, for the first time in this country.

.... Massachusetts contains nearly two hundmd alms-houses,

supported at an annual cost of half a million of dollars.

.... Sir Wm. Boyd has been lecturing on the modern litera-

ture of Europe, in this city, at Meionian Hall, Tremont Temple.

.... Jullien's orchestra arc performing to the delighted inhab-

itants of New Orleans with the most distinguished success.

.... One of the most philanthropic reforms now agitated

throughout the country is that in behalf of ocean penny postage.

.... The rifle, which has been vir;u:illy discarded for some time,

is to be revived in the regidar service of the United States army.

.... A contemporary heads his foreign news with " Europe all s-

of a shake." The ball will open with spirit as the spring advances.

.... Miss Mary Ann Hunt died in this city, lately, in conse-

quence of being burnt by the explosion of burning fluid.

.... Mrs. Partington says that because dancing girls are stars,

it is no reason why they should be regarded as heavenly bodies.

.... The postmaster-general of Canada has reduced the post-

age on newspapers to half a cent when not prepaid.

.... Fourteen earthquakes, in different parts of the globe, were

recorded in 1827, and perhaps this is an average number.

.... Oregon is said to be preparing for admission into the

Union as a-State. It now has a population of over fifty thousand.

.... There are three States which have no debt, viz., Vermont,

Delaware and Florida. Pennsvlvania owes $41,512,875.

Selling out.—The prince of Canino, Charles Lucien Bona-

aparte, has sold all his possessions in Rome and Roneiglione to

the banker, Alessandro Torlonia, for 450,000 and one scudi. The

prince, who is well known as a man of exalted political opinions,

has stipulated in the contract that one dollar should indicate the

value of his title as Prince de Canino, which he now sells, togeth-

er with his estates.

«_.._» .

Americans abroad.—A Paris letter states, that, " our coun-

trymui are making quite a display, this winter, in Paris. A
larger number of wealthy families have taken up more permanent

quarters than at any previous season. A few of the number are

giving princely entertainments, which are well calculated to en-

hance French ideas, already exalted, of our prodigality in luxuries.

Saturday Evening Gazette.—This spirited and highly

readable weekly, we are gratified to know, was never more popu-

lar than at present. Mr. Clapp, though one of the youngest of

the Boston editorial corps, has had large experience in his profes-

sion, and holds a ready and industrious pen.

German Newspapers.—There are one hundred and twenty-

one German newspapers published in the United States, of which

twentv-seven are dailies. An interesting fact.

Statistical.—There are on the earth 1,000,000,000 inhabi-

tants. Of these, 33,333,333 die every year, 91,824 every day,

and GO every minute, or 1 every second. These losses are about

balanced by an equal number of births.

Coincidence.—Since the Washington monument has been

commenced, it has been ascertained that it stands exactly ia the

centre of the District of Columbia.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Dr. Stow, Mr. Cyrus B. Rowe, of Somerville, to HlH

Augusta N. French, of North lirldgewater.

By Rev. Mr. Winklev. .Mr. Michiul McQueeney to Miss Polly A. Lampson.

By Rev. Mr Stone. .Mr. Charles B. Townscnd to Miss Cornelia (V. Jones.

By Rev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. George Beat, of Boston, to Miss Martha A. Green, of

Cl)elm.«ford.

By ReT. Mr. Renouf, Mr. Robert Bayly to Miss I^oah Rogers.

At Cliarlcstown, by Rev. Mr. Edis, Mr. William J. Pierce to Miss Harriet

Emma ^eavey.
. « ,. ™

At Salem, by Rev. Dr. Worcester, Mr. Charles D. Tilton to Miss Caroline P.

Galufia; by liev. Mr. Clapp. Mr. Robert Orimcs to Miss .«arah Melville.

At Ncwburyport, by Rev. Mr. Veriuilje, Mr. Joseph Ilaslany to Miss Mary

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Kddy, Mr. Ashael A. Balch to Izctte Thompson,

both of Manchester, N. H.

At Fall River, by Rev. Mr. Davis, Mr. Emanuel R. Uammond to Miss Mary

E. Crandall.
At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Dean. Mr. Walter S. Perry, of North Fair-

haven, to Mrs. Sus.au O. La« ton, of Fall Kircr.

At Franklin, by Rev. Mr. Hunt. Mr. George M. Walker, of Buffalo, N. Y., to

Miss Martha .M., daughter of Archibald De Witt, Esq.

At I>l>niouth. by Rev. Mr. Babcock, Mr. George S. Peterson to Miss Eliza-

beth D. Faunce.
In Patchuyue, L. I., by Rev. Mr. Bouton, Mr. Curtis Hlldreth to Miss Msiy

E Mayer.

DEATHS,

New York Picayune.—This sprightly, vivacious and witty

sheet comes to us full of huinor and fun everv week.

In this city, Dr. WiUiani Ilawcs, 36: Mrs. Jane, widow of the Late Mr. Ed-
ward Gibben's; Mls.a .Matilda A. Bell, 19; Mr. John Sbnt^. a native of Ports-

mouth. N.II., 24; Mr. Jonathan Tower, late of AUeustown, N.U., CO; Mr.
Charles Blodgelt, 33; Mrs. Cvlena, wife of Barnabas Y. Hall.

At Roxburv, Mr. John A. Webber. 80.

At Cambridue, Mrs. Judith M., wife of Joseph H. tjord. Esq., 59.

At Maiden, .Mrs. Il.ichel Center, of Bowdoinham, Me.. 81.

At Dedhani, Mrs. Nancy, wife of Dr. Elisha Thayer, 59.

At Metliuen, Mrs. IIann.ah, widow of the late Mr. Jonathan Currier, 75.

At Salem, Mr. William Henry Lord. 27; Mr. Samuel Berry, 66.

At Marblehead, iMrs Susannah Garney, 80; Miss Rebecca Nicholson, 88.

At Beverly, Mr. Russel Field, a native of Norton. 51.

At West Acton, Mr. Natiian D. Hosmer, 82.

At Tewksbury, Mrs. Hannah, widow of the late Mr. Timothy Hunt, 93.

At Rowley, .lohn Harris Jewett. Ksq., of Boston, 55.

At New liedford, Mr. l>eter Harper, 80.

At Southboro', Mr Charles Burnett, 05.

At Ed^arton, Mrs. ,lane Beecher, 78; Mr. Silas Lufc, 75; Mr. Jos. Sam, 61.

At Portland, Mrs. Augusta D., wife of Mr. Ward 0. Wetmore, 22.

At Bluehill, Me., 3Ir. Samuel Morse, a native of Beverly, Mass., 93.

At Hallowell. Me.. Capt. Edmund Page Watts, 27.

At Halifax, Vt.. Mrs. Lucy Adams. 90.

At Philadelphia. Mr. George vV. Barrett, 37, formerly of Nantucket.
At Monrovia. Africa. Nov. 28, Mrs. M. B. Crocker, widow of the Rev. Wm.

G. Crocker, Baptist Miss.ouary to Africa.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

MISTER,

BT REBECCA B. PIERCE.

Old Winter reigns like a monarch grand,

With his snow-wrcatiled crown, and frosty wand;

I hear his voice, piping loud and free,

A very jovial old fellow is he.

lie looks in at eve, on the cheerful hearth,

AVhere glad hearts are gathered in joyauce and mirth

;

And it pleases him not, such comfort to see,

For a very jealous old fellow is he.

He cntei^s my chamber at early morn,

With his frosty breath, and snow-clad form;

And pinchG.« my nose in frolicsome glee;

A very ungallaut old rogue is he!

He wanders abroad in the piercing sleet,

Buffeting all he chances to meet

;

Tlie rich, the poor, as the <*ase may be,

And no respecter of persoua is he.

Then we'll toss off a glass to old Winter so grand,

With bis snowy locks, and frosty wand;

And we'll laugh at his voiPe, piping loud and free,

For truly, a merry old fellow is he.

[Written for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEEIES.-No. IV.

BY THOMAS BULFINCH.

PROSERPINE. GLAUCUS AND SCYLLA.

When Jupiter and his brothers liad defeated tlie Titans and

banished them to Tartarus, a new enemy ro.se up acjaiiist the gods.

They were the giants Typlion, Briarcus, Enceladus and others.

Some of tliem had a hundred arms, others brcatlied out fire.

They were finally subdued and buried alive under Mt. Etna,

wlicre they still sometimes struggle to get loose, and shake the

whole island with earthquakes. Their breath comes up through

the mountain, and is what men call tlie eruption of the volcano.

The fall of these monsters shook the earth, so tliat Pluto was

alarmed, and feared that his kingdom would be laid open to the

light of day. Under this apprehension, he mounted his cliariot,

drawn by black horses, and took a circuit of inspection to satisfy

himself of the extent of the damage. While he was thus engaged,

Venus, who was sitting on Mt. Eryx playing with her boy Cuj id,

espied him, and said, " My son, take your darts with which vou

conquer all, even Jove himself, and send one into the breast of

yonder dark monarch, who rules the realm of Tartarus. Why
should he alone escape ? Seize the opportunity to extend your

empire and mine. Do you not see that even in heaven some

despise our power? Minerva the wise, and Diana the huntress,

defyus ; and there is that daughter of Ceres, who threatens to fol-

low their example. Now do you, if you have any regard for your

own interest or mine, join these two in one." The boy unbound

his quiver, and selected his sharpest and truest arrow ; then,

straining the bow against his knee, he attached the string, and,

having made ready, shot the arrow with its barbed point right

into the heart of Pluto.

In the vale of Henna there is a lake embowered in woods,

which screen it from the fervid rays of the sun, while the moist

ground is covered with flowers, and Spring reigns perpetual.

Here Proserpine was playing with her companions, gathering

lilies and violets, and filling her basket and her apron with them,

when Pluto saw her, loved her and carried her off. She screamed

for help to lier mother and her companions ; and when in her

fright she dropped the corners of her apron and let the flowers fall,

childlike s'lc felt the loss of them as an addition to her grief.

Tlie ravishcr urged on his steeds, calling them each by name, and

throwing loos over their heads and necks his iron-colored reins.

When he reaclu d the river Cyanc and it opposed his passage, he

struck the rivei -bank with his trident, and the earth opened and

gave him a passage to Tartarus.

Ceres sought her daughter all the world over. Bright-haired

Aurora, when she came forth in the morning, and Hesperus, when

he led out the stars in the evening, found her still busy in the

search. But it was all unavailing. At length weary and sad,

she sat down upon a stone, and continued sitting nine davs and

nights, in the open air, under the sunlight and moonlight and

falling showers. It was where now stands the city of Eleusis,

then the home of an old man named Celeus. He was aut in the

field, gathering acorns and blackberries, and sticks for his lire.

His little girl was driving home their two goats, and as she passed

the goddess, who appeared in the guise of an old woman, she

said to her, "Mother"—and the name was sweet to tlic ears of

Ceres—" wliy do you sit here alone upon the rocks V The old

man also stopped, though his load was heavy, and begged her to

come into his cottage, such as it was. She declined, and he urged

her. " Go in peace," she replied, " and be happy in your daugh-

ter; I have lost mine." As she spoke, tears—or something like

tears, for the gods never weep—fell down her checks upon her

bosom. Tlie compassionate old man and his child wept with her.

Then said he, "Come with us, and despise not our humble roof;

80 may your daughter he restored to you in safety."—" Lead on,"

said slie, " I cannot resist that appeal !" So she rose from the

stone and went with them. As they walked he told her that bis

only son, a little boy, lay very sick, feverish and sle(i)lcss. She

stooped and gathered some poppies. As they entered the cottage,

they found all in great distress, for the boy seemed past hope of

recovery. Metanira, his mother, received her kindly, and the god-

dess stooped and kissed the lips of the sick child. Instantly the

paleness left his face, and healthy vigor returned to his body.

The whole family were delighted—that is the father, mother and

little girl, for they were all ; tliey had no servants. They spread

the table, and put upon it curds and cream, apples, and honey in

the comb. AVIiile they ate, Ceres mingled pojipy juice in the

milk of the boy. When night came and all was still, she arose,

and taking the sleeping boy, moulded his limbs with her hands,

and uttered over him three times a solemn charm, then went and

laid him in the ashes. His mother, who had been watching what

her guest was doing, sprung forward with a crj- and snatched the

child from the fire. Then Ceres assumed her own form, and a

divine splendor shone all around. While they were overcome

with astonishment, she said, " Mother, j'ou have been cruel in

your fondness to your son. I would have made him immortal,

but you have frustrated my attcmjit. Nevertheless, he shall be

great and useful. He shall teach men the use of the ])lough, and

what rewards labor can win from the cultivated soil." So saying,

she wrapped a cloud about her, and mounting her chariot rode

away.
Ceres continued her search for her daughter, passing from land

to land, and across seas and rivers, till at length she returned to

Sicily, whence she at first set out, and stood by the banks of the

river Cyane, where Pluto made himself a passage with his prize

to bis own dominions. The river nymph would have told the

goddess all she had witnessed, but dared not for fear of Pluto ; so

she only ventured to take up the girdle which Proserpine liad

dropped in her flight, and waft it to the feet of the mother. Ceres,

seeing this, was no longer in doubt of her loss, but she did not yet

know the cause, and laid the blame on the innocent land. " Un-

grateful soil," said she, " which 1 have endowed with fertility and

clothed with herbage and nourishing grain, no more shall you

enjoy my favors." Tlicn the cattle died, the plough broke in the

furrow, the seed failed to come up ; there was too much sun, there

was too much rain ; the birds stole the seeds—thistles and brainbles

were the only growth. Seeing this, the fountain Arethusa inter-

ceded for the land. " Goddess," said she, " blame not the land
;

it opened unwillingly to yield a passage to your daughter. I can

tell you of her fate, for I have seen her. This is not my native

country ; I came hither from Elis. I was a woodland nymph,

and delighted in the chase. They praised my beaut}', but I cared

nothing for it, and rather boasted of my bunting exploits One
day I was returning from the wood, heated with exercise, when I

came to a stream silently flovring, so clear that you might count

the pebbles on the bottom. The willows shaded it, and the grassy

bank sloped down to the water's edge. I approached, I touched

the water with my foot. I stei)])cd in knee-deep, and not content

with that, I laid my garments on the willows and went in. While

I sported in the water, I heard an indistinct murmur coming up

as out of the depths of the stream ; and made haste to escape to

the nearest bank. The voice said, ' Why do you fly, Arethusa 'i
—

I am Alphcus, the god of this stream.' I ran, he pursued ; he

was not more swift than I, but he was stronger, and gained upon

me, as my strength failed. At last, exhausted, I cried for help to

Diana. 'Help me, goddess ! help your votary!' The goddess

heard, and wrapped me suddenly in a thick cloud. The river-

god looked this way, and looked that, and twice came close to

me, but could not find me. 'Arethusa! Arethusa!' he cried.

O, how I trembled I—like a lamb that hears, the wolf growling

outside the fold. A cold sweat came over me, my hair flowed

down in streams ; where my foot stood there was a pool. In short,

in less time than it takes to tell it I became a fountain. But in

this form Alphcus knew me, and attempted to mingle his stream

with mine. Diana cleft the ground, and I, endeavoring to escape

him, plunged into the cavern, and through the bowels of the earth

came out here in Sicily. While I passed through the lower parts

of the earth, I saw your Proserpine. She was sad, but no longer

showing alarm in her countenance. Her look was such as became

a queen—the queen of Erebus ; the powerful bride of the monarch

of the realms of the dead."

When Ceres heard this, she stood for awhile like one stupificd

;

then turned her chariot towards heaven, and hastened to present

herself before the throne of Jove. She told the story of her be-

reavement, and implored Jupiter to interfere to procure the resti-

tution of her daughter. Jupiter consented on one condition,

namely, that Proserpine should not during her stay in the lower

world have taken any food ; otherwise, the Pates forbade her re-

lease. Accordingly, Mercury was sent, accomjninied by Spring,

to demand Proserpine of Pluto. The wily monai-ch consented
;

but alas ! the maiden had taken a pomegranate which Pluto offered

her, and liad sucked the sweet pulp from a few of the seeds This

was enough to jjrevent her complete release ; but a compromise

was made, by which she was to pass half the time with her

mother, and tho^rest with her husband Pluto.

Ceres allowed herself to be pacified with this arrangement, and

restored the earth to her favor. Now she remembered Celeus and

his family, and her promise to his infant son Triptolemus. When

the boy grew up, she taught him the use of the jiloiigh, and how

to sow the seed. She took liiin in her chariot, drawn by winged

dragons, through all the countries of the earth, imparting to man-

kind valuable gniins, and the knowledge of agriculture. After

his return, Tripti Icmus built a magnificent temple to Ceres in

Eleusis, and estalilished the worship of the goddess, under the

name of the lileusinian mysteries, which, in the splendor and

solemnity of their observance, suri)assed all other religious cele-

brations among the Greeks.

GLAUCCS AND SCYLI.A.

Glaucug was a fisherman. One day he had drawn his nets to

land, and had taken a great many fishes of various kinds. So he

emptied his net, and proceeded to sort the fishes on the grass. The
place where he stood was a beautiful island in the river, a solitary

spot, uninhabited, and not used for pasturage of cattle, nor ever

visited by any but himself. On a sudden, the fishes, which had been

laid on the grass, began to revive and move their fins as if they

were in the water ; and while he looked on astonished, they one

and all moved off to the water, plunged in and swam away. He
did not know what to make of this, whether some god had done

it, or some secret power in the herbage. " What herb has such a

power'?" he exclaimed; and gathering some of it, he tasted it.

Scarce had the juices of the plant reached his palate when he

found himself agitated with a longing desire for the water. He
could no longer restrain himself, but bidding farewell to earth, he

plunged into the stream. The gods of the water received him
graciously, and admitted him to the honor of their society. They
obtained the consent of Oceauus and Tothys,.the sovereigns of the

sea, that all that was mortal in him should be washed away. A
hundred rivers poured their waters over him. Then he lost all

sense of his former nature and all consciousness. When he re-

covered he found himself changed in form and mind. His hair

was sea green, and trailed behind him on the water ; his shoulders

grew broad, and what had been thighs and legs assumed the form

of a fish's tail. The sea-gods complimented him on the change

of his appearance, and he fancied himself rather a good-looking

monster.

One day Glaucus saw the beautiful maiden, Scylla, the favorite

of the water-nymphs, rambling on the shore, and when she had

found a sheltered nook, laving her limbs in the clear water. He
fell in love with her, and showing himself on the surface, spoke to

her, saying such things as ho thought most likely to win her to

stay; for she turned to run immediately on the sight of him, and

ran till she had gained a cliff overlooking the sea. Here she

stopped and turned round to see whether it was a god or a sea-

animal, and observed with wonder his shape and color. Glaucus

partly emerging from the water, and supporting himself against a

rock, said, "Maiden, I am no monster, nor a sea-animal, but a

god ; and neither Proteus nor Triton ranks higher than I. Once

I was a mortal, and followed the sea for a living ; but now I be-

long wholly to it." Then he told the story of his metamorphosis,

and how he had been promoted to his present dignity, and added,

" But what avails all this if it fails to move your heart '(" He
was going on in this strain, but Scylla turned and hastened away.

Glaucus was in despair, but it occun-ed to him to consult the

enchantress, Circe. Accordingly he repaired to her island—the

same where afterwards Ulysses landed, as we shall see in one of

our later stories. After mutual salutations, he said, " Goddess, I

entreat your pity
;
you alone can relieve the pain I snft'er. The

power of herbs I know as well as any one, for it is to them I owe

my change of form. I love Scylla. I am ashamed to tell you

how I have sued and promised to her, and how scornfully she has

treated me. I beseech you to use your incantations, or potent

herbs, if they are more prevailing, not to cure me of my love—for

that I do not wish—but to make her share it and yield me a like

return." To which Circe replied, for she was not insensible to the

attractions of the sea-green deity, " You had better pursue a wil-

ling object ;
you are worthy to be sought, instead of having to seek

in vain. Be not diffident, know your own worth. I protest to

you that even I, goddess though I be, and learned in the virtues

of plants and spells, should not know how to refuse you. If she

scorns you, scorn her ; meet one who is ready to meet you half

way, and thus make a due return to both at once." To these

words Glaucus replied, " Sooner shall trees grow at the bottom of

the ocean, and seaweeds on the top of the mountains, than I will

cease to love Scylla, and her alone."

The goddess was indignant, but she could not puni.sh him,

neither did she wish to do so, for she liked him too well ; so she

turned all her wrath against her rival, poor Scylla. She took

plants of poisonous powers and mixed them together, with incan-

tations and charms. Then she passed through the crowd of gam-

bolling beasts, the victims of her art, and proceeded to the coast of

Sicily, where Scylla lived. There was a little bay on the shore

where Scylla used to resort, in the heat of the day, to breathe the

air of the sea, and to bathe in its waters. Here the goddess poured

her poisonous mixtures, and muttered over it incantations of

mighty power. Scylla came as usual and plunged into the water

up to her waist. What was her horror to perceive a brood of ser-

pents and barking monsters surrounding her ! At first she could

not imagine they were a part of hei-self, and tried to run from

them, and to drive them away ; but as she ran she canicd them

with her, and when she tried to touch her limbs, she found her

liands touch only the yawning jaws of monsters. Scylla remained

rooted to the spot. Her temper grew as ugly as her form, and

she took pleasure in devouring hapless mariners who came within

her gras|i. Thus she destroyed six of the companions of Ulysses,

and tried to wreck the ships of iEneas, till at last she was turned

into a rock, and as such still continues to be a terror to mariners.

POSTSCRIPT TO OLADCUS.

Keats, in his Endymion, has given a new version of the ending

of " Glaucus and Scylla "—Glaucus consents to Circe's blandish-

ments, till he by chance is witness to her transactions with her

beasts. Di.sgusted with her treachery and cruelty, he trios to es-

cape from her, but is taken and brought back, when with re-

proaches .she banishes him, sentencing him to pass a thousand

years in decrepitude and pain. He returns to the sea, and there

finds the body of Scylla, whom the goddess has not transformed

but drowned. Glaucus learns that his destiny is that, if ho passes

his thousand years in collecting all the bodies of drowned lovers^

a vouth beloved of the gods will appear and help him. Endymion

fulfils this prophecy, and aids in restoring Glaucus to youth, and

Scylla and all the drowned lovers to life.
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LAFAYETTE AT LAGRANGE:

WITH SKETCHES OP HIS BIRTHPLACE AND OF HIS GRAVE.

[illustrated on pages 111 A>'D 117.]

Few Americans visit Franco without "shopping " in the Palais

Royal, pazinc; at the pictures in the Louvre, and sippinff, more or

less, from the Circean cups of |)leamre so fiiscinatin^ly ottcied hy

the fair PiirisU-nnes. Yet of these tliousaiuls who annually jn-ofess

to ex|)lorc la liclle France, probably not a score take the troul)le to

yisit a luxurious mountain vilhi;;e in ancient Auvcr;;nc, hallowed

to every true American heart as the birthplace and early home of

the fiencrous Lafayette. The enijravin<^ on pase 117 represents

the old chateau where the warrior-pil>,nini first saw the lif^ht, on

the Gth of September, 1759. It is called Chavaniac, and gives its

name to a small villaji:e, with an estate remarkable at once for its

beaiitv and the excellence of its a!;ricuUural productions. La-

grange, houcvcr, is the true shrint—consecrated, like Mount Ver-

non, and Marshtield, and Monticello, by recollections of the illus-

trious dead. It is about forty miles from Paris, and the castellated

buildings occupy a fine site in the cx;ntre of nearly eight hundred
acres of excellent land. A wide avenue, bordered with noblo

shade trees, leads us from the highway, and soon the visitor comes
in sight of the chateau. Tlie edifice consists of five large, circular,

stone towers, witli conical roofs, joined together in the style of

feudal days by si)aeious halls. A moat surrounds a portion of the

exterior, and the carriage, passing over a drawbri<lge, enters a

deep, old portal. This entrance is represented in the engraving

of Lagrange. The ivy, which clusters so thick on the walls, was
planted by Cliarles Fox, after he had assisted in framing the peace

of Amiens, in 1802. We will now describe the interior of the

chateau as we saw it during the lifetime of its gallant master-

spirit. Entering the court-yard and alighting at the door of a ball

containing various martial trophies, the visitor was welcomed in

the receiving-room, the walls of which were decorated with busts

of Munroc and Adams, portraits of Gen. Greene and Commodore
Morris, the starry ensign of the United States frigate Brandy wine,
and many other memorials of the Hcpul)lic. Indeed, we already

realized the truth of a remark made by the General to Mrs. Caleb
Gushing, when she entered Lagrange as his guest, " Now," said

the veteran, " we are on American ground." To merely enumer-
ate the American portraits and presents at Lagrange would re-

quire more space than the entire limits of this broad sheet will al-

low, and we will therefore only mention those illustrated by the

engraver. They were in a largo circular room used as a library,

while a smaller apartment, called the " inuscum," was filled to

overflowing with less valuable, yet erpially prized, gifts from the

United States. The Cincinnati Badge, worn by Gen. AVashing-
ton, was, in the estimation of Gen. Lafayette, the gem of his trea-

sures. The order of Cincinnatns, it will be remembered, was
founded in 1783 by surviving officers of the American army as a

bond that might remind them of their campaigns, and for the relief

of the widows and oiiplians of their slain comrades. It was also

conferred on several of the French officers who had served in the

War of Independence. The badge (represented over the portrait of
Lafayette) was a golden eagle, supported by a wreath of green
enamel. In the centre, oi\ a shield, stands Cincinnatns receiving

the Roman deputies, who present him with the sword of the dic-

tator ; on the rcTcrsc, ho is re])rescnted resuming his agricultural

labors. The ribbon, well worn, is blue watered silk, with white
edging in honor of Franco, and is attached to a gold clasp. The
badge was inherited by Mrs. Lewis, who gave it to Gen. Lafayette,

in 1824, with a rofiuost that it should be given to his second grand-
son. Monsieur Edmond Lafayette, who now treasures it. The

. Sword of Honor presented to Gen. Lafayette, by Dr. Franklin, in

the name of the IJnited States, in 1779, is the 'most magnificent
token of national gratitude that has emanated from our Republic.
Lafayette, it will be remembered, at the ago of nineteen, left his

wife, his home and his friends, to aid the continental cause with
his purse, hand and fortune. After fighting gallantly, he returne<l

to secure the support of the French government, and thus ensure
the triumph of the revolutionists. It was while on this mission
that the sword was presented to him, and ho wore it, with his

American uniform, at the court of the ill-fated Louis XVI. and
Marie Antoinette. It was manufactured in Paris at a cost of two
hundred louis-d'or by Ligir, under the sui)crintendcnce of Dr.
Franklin. The handle (portrayed in duplicate in the engraving)
represents on one side the arms' of Lafayette, while lower down,
upon a medallion, is a representation of Lafayette dcstroving the
British lion. The opposite medallion represents America seated
under a tent holding her broken shackles in one hand, while with
the other she presents a lam-cl-branch to Lafayette ; above is a
symbolical device, in which we see the young liioon lighting up
the Alloghanics, while the fertile fields of France are in the fore-

ground. Trophies of arms, with lam-cl wreaths, cover the re-

mainder of the pommel and guard, with the motto, " From the
American Congress to Marquis do Lafayette, 1779." The guards
of the sword were curiously chased oi'r both sides, forming four
medallions, of which faithful transcripts arc given on either side of
the portrait. They represent the Battle of Gloucester, the Retreat
of Barron Hill, the Battle of Monmouth and the Retreat of Rhode
Island. Durirg the reign of terror, Madame Lafayette had this
sword buried in the garden ; and when disinterred, the blade was
found completely oaten into lamina by rust. On the General's
return to France after his imprisonmen't at Olmutz, he transferred
to the hilt the blade of a sword presented to him by the National
Guard of Paris, forged from the iron bolts of that despotic jnison,
the Ba.stile. It is ornamented with devices representing the taking
of the prison, the column erected on its site, a captive breaking
his fetters, torches of freedom, and fires of libertv, which latter
melt chains, interwoven together, and supporting "the alarm bell,
and the head of Medusa. A Ring (represented on ])ago 117) was
presented to Gen. Lafayette by G. W. P. Custis, at Mount Ver-
non, in 1824. The dark hair in the centre is that of Washington,
the white on either side that of his wife. The Breastpin opposite,
contains the hair and cypher of Franklin, and was sent to Lafay-
ette by the patriot-printer's grand-daughter. The Eye-glasses used
by Washington, and his long-handled Sunshade, made to fit into
the pommel of his saddle, were preserved by Lafayette with reli-

gious care. The Brandy^vine Vase was presented to Lafayette
by the twenty-four midshipmen of the national vcs.sel in which he
came home. It bears the inscription, " Presented by the midship-
men of the United States frigate Brandywine, as a testimony of
mdividual esteem and collective admiration—a tribute to the pri-
vate worth and public excellency of General Lafayette." The
Natioiial Guard Vase is four feet high, and is regarded in France
as unrivalled in purity of form, and harmony of dot., Is. Our en-
graving represents the side on which is portraved G. n. O'Hara
presenting his sword to Washington in the presence of Lafiiyette.
Our last engraving represents the Tomb of Lafavette, which is in
the Rue Picpus, on the outskirts of Paris. This 'humble tomb has
justly boon compared to those of Washington and Franklin. Now
that their memories are honored, should not their ally be remem-
bered, and his features and his form be perpetuated 'in enduring
brouze i Who will take the initiative in erecting a monument to
him, who, in every vicissitude of fortune, was true to himself,
true to his conscience, true to liberty !

UlaQsibc ©tttljcrings.

The lOih of May, 1854, is the day fi.^cd on by some MiUoritcs

for the destruction of the world.

The property belonging to Rivcrs's e(|Hestrian establishment

was sold at auction in New York, recemly. The horses, forty-

three in number, brought $3000.

The powerful locomotive—Daniel Webstor^-on the Northern
Railroad, exploded recently, at Danbury, N. II., badly scalding

the engineer, Mitchell, and the fireman, Thompson.

No certain theory is formed on the cause of earthquakes
;
but

the most general and rational ascribe them to steam and the force

of gasses formed by water and metallic oxides.

The amount of money in the United States Treasury at the

present time, subject to warrant, is nearly $24,000,000, which, if

put at interest, would amount to nearly i&250,00() per annum.

Mr. John D. Philbrick, late jjrincipal of the Quincy School in

this city, and now at the head of the State Normal School (jf Con-
necticut, has been elected superintendent of the public schools in

the flourishing city of Chicago.

Madame Sont.ag, with her company, has arrived at New Or-

leans, but she had a narrow cscane at tlic destructive fire among
the steamboats. She was on boiird the Sultana, which took fire,

but was hauled out into the stream.

The ladies rescued from the San Francisco by the barque Kil-

by, have |)rescntod to Lieut. Francis Key Murray of the U. S.

Navy, a beautiful silver goblet, as a token of their admiration for

the noble and heroic conduct dis[)layed by him.

The Portlaiul Argus states that a boat with two men and a wo-
man, left one of the islands on Sunday week to come to that city,

but after proceeding some distance they got jammed in the ice,

and before they could extricate the boat tho woman froze to death !

Sir C. Wilkiiis states, that while he was a resident at Benares,

he saw a fakir, the hair of whose head reached the enormous
length of twelve feet. The hair tails of the Chinese freipieutly

reach the ground ! and their moustaches have been cultivated to

the length of eight or nine inches.

Afiairs were in a bad state at Newfoundland according to the

latest dates, on account of the failure of the codfishcry, the potato

blight, and worst of all, as the St. John Courier says, of the dis-

charge of the numerous laborers engaged on tho tolegraiih works
of the New York company.

The city com))troller of New York made his annual report re-

cently. From this document we learn that the expenditures

during the year were $7,927,740 88. The recoijits from all

•sources, including the sinking fund, were $10,849,108. Balance
in the city treasury, $2,323,417. The debt of the city on the 1st

of Janua'ry, amounted to $13,960,856.

The New York Court of Appeals lately decided where the use or

kee])ing of camiihone was [irohibited in the policy of insurance,

the fact of its being kept or used animlled the policy, and if its

use or storage on the premises should be discontinued, tho policy

would still be void, and further, if a fire occurred from other

causes, by which tho premises were destroyed, tho insured could

not recover.
< ».» >

JTorcign Jtcms.

Sanlis of ®olb.

Military movements continue along the Danube, but no further

battles are reported.

A combined naval and military expedition is being rapidly or-

ganized by the Bombay government.

G. P. R. James is about publishing a new novel in London,
called Ticondcroga or the Black Eagle.

The allied fleets were last seen steering for Batoum, with a fair

wind. The Russian fleet was also at sea.

Quite a number of " bread riots " have lately taken place in

England, especially, among the larger towns of the country.

Mrs. Keane, the distinguished actress, we observe by our for-

eign exchanges, has boon alarmingly ill, and is not yet convalescent.

The lords of the English admiralty arc shipping every able

bodied seaman they can get, and landsmen also, for sea service.

The English people, seeing the imminence of war, appear to

have made up their minds to tho necessity, and quietly accept it.

The president of Bushire has reported that 60,000 Persians had
reached that neighborhood, with the object of invading Bagdad,

The important territory of ]?czar, the garden of India, had fallen

to tho British government by the death of its ruler without issue.

Another famine is threatened in Ireland. Provisions are enor-

mously high, and still going upward. In some parts of Limerick
the people are suffering deplorably from want of food.

The splendid new iron emigrant ship Tayleur, from Liverpool

19th January, for Melbourne, struck a sunken rock in Dublin
Bay ; 400 lit-es were lost. Several other smaller casualties also

occurred along the Irish coast.

The emperor of Franco, in consequence of the increasing scar-

city of silver, has ordered the immediate coinage of five franc

I>icees in gold. Five franc pieces in silver have long been an arti-

cle of exportation.

The British Admiralty have announced that if intelligence of

Sir John Franklin or his ships, the Erebus and Terror, and of tho

officers and crews being alive, is not received by the 3 1st of March
next, they will be considered as having died in her majesty's

service.

Austria is said to have notified Russia of her fixed determina-
tion to maintain an armed neutrality, provided the czar adheres to

his engagement, that he aims at no territorial aggrandizement. If

this pledge is broken, Austria would assume a hostile attitude to-

wards Russia.

A little girl recently passing through a field at Ballhacket, Ire-

land, observed a magpie and a rat engaged in mortal combat.
She ran home and brought some men to the spot, who found that

meanwhile a second magpie had come to the assistance of the

first, when the rat was slain in their sight.

The king of Prussia has been much commended for his tolera-

tion in religions matters, and particularly for the countenance and
support which he has given to the Baptist churches, the members of
which undergo persecution in other parts oi' Germany. For this he
is undoubtedly entitled to much credit. It may not be generally
known, however, that a majority of his subjects are Protestants.

An Englishman employed in a commercial house at Naples re-

fused to cut ofl^ his long lioard, and tho police, always respectful

to Great Britain, but now more so than ever, not daring to adopt
rigorous measures, made use of means not new with us. The
Neapolitan merchant was arrested, : iid told that he woulrl be kept
in custody until his English clerk li id sacrificed his beard. The
tactics of the police succeeded.

I sorrow tliat all fair tilings must decay.

—

Mrs. Ilemnns.

.... Man—iiocn- iicnsioncr on the bounties of an hour.— Yonnij-

The way of the world is, to make laws, but follow cus-

toms.

—

Miiiitaiiiiie.

.... It is much better to have your gold in the hand than in

the heart.

—

FidUr.

.... There is no courage Imt in innocence ; no constancy but

in an honest cause.

—

Suutheni.

.... In Eastern lands they talk in flowers, and they tell in a

garland their loves and cures.

—

Pemval.

.... At twenty years of age, the will reigns ; at thirty, the

wit; and at forty, the judgment.— Grattan.

.... The vine bears three gi-apcs—the first, of jilcasure ; the

second, of drunkenness ; the third, of repentance.

—

Anatharsis.

.... Youthful rashness skips like a hare over the meshes of
good counsel.

—

Shaksjieare.

.... Beauty is a transitory flower ; e'en while it lasts it palls

on the roving sen.se when held too near, or dwelling there too

long.—Jejfrei/.

.... That is tnie beauty which has not only a substance, but a
S])irit ; a beauty that we must intinjjitely know, justly to appre-
ciate.— Collori.

.... What an argument in favor of social connections is the

observation, that by communicating our grief we have less, and
by communicating our pleasure we have more.

—

Gren'lle.

-*.•••—>-

Jokcr'0 Bubgct.

You can tell how wide a man's reputation is, but you can't tell

how lv)ir/.

A nosegay is easily obtained. Four brandy toddies a day for

a couple of months will put you in the way of one that will aston-

ish all your friends.

A Western paper winds up its description of a railroad accident

thus :

—" One man had his arm broken, the flesh torn from both
his legs, and a number of others slightly killed."

An editor out AVest has such an antipathy to the new doctrine

of spiritualism, that he will no longer have his paper printed the
medium size, and objects to its being enveloped in " wrappers."

The Lowell Advertiser asks, " What is the difference between
an attempted homicide and a Cincinnati bog butchery? One ia

an assault with intent to kill, and tho other is a kill with intent to

salt."

"If I were so unlucky," said an officer, "as to have a stnpid

.son, I would certainly make him a parson." A clergyman, who
was in the company, calmly replied, " You think differently, sir,

from your father."

" How dreadfully that cigar smells !" exclaimed Dobbs to a
companion; "why, it's an awfnl smelling thing!" "No, no, it's

not the cigar that smells," was the reply. " What is it, then ?"

inquired Dobbs. " AA^hy, it's your nose that smells, of course;

that's what noses are made for."
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MAYOR WESTERVELT, OF NEW YORK.

JACOB A. WESTERVELT.
The engraving above represents a likeness of Mayor Westcr-

Telt, of New Yorlc city. Mr. Wcstervelt was born of bumble pa-

renU, in Bergen County, New Jersey, in the year 1800, and is

consequently about 54 years of age. He early eommcnccd life

as a sailor, but, after a short experience, left the forecastle in dis-

gust, and commenced to learn the art of ship-building. In 1820,

having passed through his apprenticeship, he went into business

on his own account as a ship-builder—first in Cliiuleston, S. C,
and afterwards in New York city. In his business he was highly

Buccessful, and retiring from it in 1835 he went abroad and trav-

elled in Europe for a considerable period. Mr. Wcstervelt, as a

public of3i('er, is one of whom the city of New York may well be

proud. He has thus far proved firm and unyielding where his

convictions assure him that he is right ; and the citizens of that

place may repose the most boundless confidence in an integrity of

character and a firmness of pur|jose wbieh, while they add honor
to the man, shed added lustre on the cbief ma;;istrate. So far as

he is concerned, the adniinistrntion of their city affairs is in safe

hands, and the citiz'-ns of New York m,-iy congratulate themselves

that they have elevated to the highest place in their gift, by such

an overwhelming majority, a gentleman whose every antecedent

warrants the assurance that he will honor the office. His reputa-

tion as a ship-builder is second to no one living, and, as the fruits

of his industry and devotion to business, he has amassed a large

fortaue. His liberality and his philanthrojiy are proverbinl.

EllECTS OF MARTIAL MUSIC.
Since jjoetry—especially the lyrical form of it—has become a

power in the state, it may be interesting to our readers to hear
that a Turkish poet, Hallis Effendi, has written a national hymn,
in the style of the " Marseillaise," which his countrymen are de-
scribed as repeating with extraordinary zest and energy. Philos-
ophers aflfect to des|iise poetry, nnd Plato banished the poets from
his model republic ; but in tnoments of crisis like that which now
shakes the Orient, it is always found that men will bear, and dare,

and aspire more greatly under the sway of lyrical passion, than
without the exaltation of nerve and brain ])roduced by this subtle

and spiritual power. The Spartans needed a Tyrtceus. Roger
dc Lisle nerved the arms which beat down one after another the

kini;s of Europe. Korner roused all Germany to action. Beck-
er's lyrics saved the Rhine provinces, and won for the author two
royal pensions. The revolution of '48 was eff.cted to the chorus
of " Mourir pour la Putrie," and the splendid Hungarian cam-
paign of '49 was made to the " Kossuth March." Our own com-
monwealth was introduced by a psalm tune,—and James II. wa«i

fi-igbtened out of three kinirdoms by a chorus. Dibdin and
Campbell did nearly as mu<h for the British navy as Nelson
and Collingwood ; either soiiLr-writer certainly did more than

Selden, Pepys, and all other antiquarian jjroscrs about the

sovereignty of the seas, put together. It is of no small moment,
then, that a native poet should have drawn from the rock those

living waters of song which at once satisfy the common craving
and fortify the national zeal. To tho.se who have a merely human
interest in the contest of Turk and Russ, it is pleasant to catch

the voice of the muses besides the thunder of cannon, if it be
oidy as the expression of another and nobLr influence in the af-

fairs of men.

—

Atlicmmm.

GARIBALDL
The name of Garibaldi, whose deeds during the siege of Rome

were so famous, is once more familiar in men's mouths, as if,

while storms are gathering in the horizon, great nomenclatures
carried with them some strange charm. The poor, and most un-

questionably brave, fellow appears, since he left the gates of the

Eternal City, to have led a life of romantic hardship. It seems
that after the siege, he collected some four or five thousand fol-

lowers, and attempted to fight his way to the Adriatic, thus hop-
ing, by sea, to reach Venice, where still lingered the last ray of
Italian independence. Watched and dogged hv the Austrians, he
contrived to make his way to the little republic of San Marino,
where many of his followers resigned their arms, the republic en-

gaging to make terms for them with the Austrians. Terms were
made only to be broken. The men were r-ndered prisoners, many
of them shot, others flogjred and sent to Mantua. Garibaldi him-
self, with about three hundred followers, reached the shore, and,
by the aid of some fishing boats, made for Venice. The night

befriended tliem ; but as morning dawned, the wind fell, and two
Austrian steamers were seen. Escape was scarcely possible ;

some of the boats were taken, others sank ; only two reached Ri-

mini, in one of which were Garibaldi and his wife, whom no en-

treaties could induce to leave her husband. The little band sep-

arated for better protection ; but the fatigue and sickness of Gari-

baldi's wife compelled him to ask for water at the door of a peas-

ant's cottage; his request was granted, but while he lifted the

draught to her lips she expired. Both be and the remnant of his

band were then hunted through the forest like wild beasts, and
few survived to tell the talc. Garibaldi himself, under innumer-
able disguises, found his way through the Austrians, and finally

arrived at Genoa, the place of his birth, and from thence escaped

to the United States. Every vestige of freedom seems to bo

crushed out of Italy, and the noble band who volunteered life

and everythini; dear to lay upon the altar of liberty are exiles in

a forci;rn land.—A^. Y. Herald.

GOVERNOR JOHNSON, OF VIRGINIA.

PHILADELPHIA ICE BOAT.
Below we present a scene sketched in the harbor of Philadel-

])hia, representing an ice boat towing a large ship through the ice.

Though the boat is so much smaller than the leviathan vessel hy
her side, still by that subtle power, steam, she is enabled to " walk
the waters like a thing of life," and with the strength of an hun-
dred horses combined. Her bows are stoutly sheathed, and she

makes nothing of the thick ice which clusters under her cut-water

to obstruct her way, but stoutly and steadily presses on through
and over the crystallized waters, and leading the big ship by her

side with ease. In the hackgroimd is seen the United States Navy
Yard and the immense ship-houses, and on the right of the pic-

ture, in the distance, the shipping clustered at the wharves. Old
King Frost used to seal up our harbors when the fit seized upon
him to do so ; but that was before steam was brought to bear

against him. He can no longer lay an embargo n|)on our ports,

for a well-managed ice boat, backed by the power of steam, will

enable any harbor to resi-t his nio't resolute attacks. It is rather

a rare circumstance that Philadelphia is thus anno3'ed. New York
and Boston arc more liable to such inconvenience, being situated

in so much colder latitudes. It is a long time, however, fince

Boston harbor has been so frozen over as to obstruct navigation,

or the free ingress or egress of vessels. Some of our readers will

recollect a scene of this character, which took place some years

since, when a passage was cut through the ice for the Cunard
steamer to get to sea on her regular sailing day.

REPRESENTATION OF THE ICE BOAT, PHlLAUHLl'lll A.
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FARM SCENE FOR FEBRUARY.

Bclovr wc present another of our monthly series of Amcri'^an

'^arm work and rountry life for the month. There would be no

use in singing " woodman, spare that tree," to yonder honest farm-

er who is resting upon his axe ; as well might you ask those sober-

faced oxen to spare the corn stacks and meadow hay that will be

fed out to them when they get housed once more for the night. It

is a cold, chilly scene ; the ground, as far as the eye can reach,

covered with snow, and yonder buildings comi)letely thatched

with a fleecy covering—but it is a good and truthful New England

gccne ; and the good flesh in which the cattle appear, the easy, in-

dependent aspect of the farmers, and even the pcrtness and spirit

evinced by the little temor dog, all tell a story of ample compe-

tence. This is the month when the farmer gets in his wood

—

dragging the heavy logs on his sled under the cover of his sheds,

where it is cut still smaller, packed and prepared for use within

doors. Those hickory logs are tough, and will require labor to

reduce them to the proper dimensions for the broad and cheerful

fireplace of the farmer's kitchen. Once there, how they will lilnKO,

and smoke, and crackle, and sing, while the bleak winds whistle

without, and glad faces are lit up, not only by the flashing blaze

of the wood, but by honest and loving domestic hearts within.

Talk of the tropics,—it's all very well to drop down there and

wilt under the unceasing heat of the weather; and it is rather

poetical to talk about a land of " eternal summer," where the

roses never die, and where " fruits and flowers blush over every

stream," at all seasons of the year, but still wo prefer our honest,

sturdy climate, more suitable to the development of enterprise

and genius. A land ef " eternal summer " is a land of eternal

lassitude—and no constitution can withstand its enervating in-

fluences. No, no, we should be loth to exchange our crop of

granite for the daintiest of the West India fruits ; or our annual

snow " crop " for the dangerous and insidious malaria of her

flower-clad but treacherous lowlands. We have been in that

glowing land of prodigal vegetation, but only the more to love

our native sliorcs when wc returned to them. Referring to the

matter of wood-cutting as connected with this month, and which

our engraving particularly illustrates, it is a fact well known to

the farmer, that the wood which he cuts for use in this month con-

tains at lea«t twenty-five per cent, less of water than when cut

earlier or later in the course of the year. An important con-

sideration in its usefulness.
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THE RUSSIAN GUARDSMAN.
A TALE OF THE SEAS AND SH02ES OF THE EAST.

BY ben; perley poors.

[concluded.]

CHAPTER XVIII.—[coNTixuED.]

Zalallah started, and the crim?on tide of shame .suffused her

countenance as slie thought liow she luid hcoii misunderstood by

Ids grandson. Then, with true feminine kindness, she sought the

sufFi-rer's couch, and sootlicd his delirious ravings by her soft

words and tender symiiatliies.

Lavalette was transferred to the " Stamhoul," as an examina-

tion of his papers, found concealed on board that vessel, proved

that his ill-gotten gains had been invested by Manasseh, so that

there was but little hope of their recovery, unless that worthy

conld be found. A few days afterwards, and Miaulis went forth

to meet the enemy, while the " Nlcolai " was dashing to the

southward, on her way to Malta.

Time, life's great physician, soothed the consul's agitated iiulsc

ere they had rounded Cape Matapan, and Zalallah s nv with joy

that her patient was becoming less incoherent in liis murraurings.

One sunnv afternoon, after a refreshing sleep, he awoke, perfectly

conscious, but was surprised to find a lady sitting by the side of

his berth. It was Zalallah ; and although time and trouble—tho«e

inexorable co-spoiler^—had marked her countenance with their

furrows, she might still have sei-ved as a model to those old Ital-

ian painters, who, with their palettes, spread with luscious tints,

portrayed ripened beauty.

" Not a word !" was her reply to his questioning, and then van-

ished from the state-room ; hut soon Captain Paskewitsch entered,

his blutT heart overflowing with joy. lie soon explained what

had passed, and Zalallah was introduced in due form. The con-

sul's recovery was rapid, and he found in liis nurse one who could

fully sympathize with him in his misfortunes—indeed, they each

f utTcred from Lavalette's baseness—from Osmar Bey's fickleness

of heart.

" One thing gives mo happiness," said he, after each had un-

folded their griefs, " Osnurp Bey—for so I suppose he is now to

be called—did not rob me of my second wife, as I had feared.

Where could she have gone ?"

Zalallah shuddered—for she thought how different would have

been her own lot had he never, with insidious tongue, persuaded

her to leave her husband and her child.

That night, the "Nicolai" lay "oil" and on," for by the reck-

oning they were near Malta, and she could but think of her

childhood. Her husband was no more, but, perchance, her sister

lived ! Would she believe her story? Would she credit her as-

sertion that, although for years she had been the reigning sultana

of Mahmoud's harem, she was jmre and undefiled by wrong to

her marital vows 1 Her pillow was wet with tears long ej-e she

closed her eyes ; nor did she awake until startled by the shivering

tremor of the vessel, as she thundered forth a salute to the Mal-

tese batteries. Looking out from the port at her side, she saw

the well-remembered fortress of St. Elmo.

The Russian consul at Malta came on board, and recommended

his Smyrniote colleague to take lodging at a private boarding-

house, instead of the noisy " Clarence." His advice was accepted,

and when lie returned, llie captain, with Zalallah, accompanied

him to select a room for tlio invalid. Landing on the crowded

quay, they ascended one of the stairway streets to the Strada

Mczzodi, where their guide soon stopped before a fine old palace

—one of the architectural legacies of the monk-knights of St.

John of Jerusalem.

" This," said the consul, "is the house. Walk in."

The mistress of the mansion was absent, and the consul pro-

))Osed to the captain that they should step across to the governor's

palace, and leave their cards, as etiquette required. Zalallah

could not object, and yet she trembled as they departed, leaving

her alone. The house was her own childhood's home. Here she

had been wooed and won.

Almost sinking upon the ottoman, she thought of the hour

when she went forth with her deceiver from her husband's roof,

leaving her child to the merciless world. Bitter tears coursed

down her cheeks ; but soon a strange feeling calmed her grief,

while her heart-blood ebbed and fiowed with wild tumult. It was
the action of that my.-terious 6ym])athy, which often comes, as if

borne on angel's wings, to warn us that some important event is

at hand. Hearing the outer door open, and then close, as if some
one had entered the liouae, she hastily wiped away the lingering

tears. The door of the room was opened—she rose, and saw
enter a young lady. It was—ay, those features !—there could be

no mistake ! Springing fonvard, she clasped t!io .istonishcd

Klis.'a to her heart, exehiiming in joyous tones :

" My daughter ! my daughter !".

" My inrother !" was the ardent reply ; and Elissa returned the

warm embrace with undisguised affection.

There were no questions asked, for the heart of each spoke in

trumpet tones of confirmation. The first joyous greeting over
they sat down side by side, and hand in hand. Each was too

happy to speak.

Her daughter ! There was a depth ofjoy in Zalallah's soul not

to be measured by word.s, as she gazed upon her long-lost child.

The prayer of her heart, that for so many years had a-sccnded to

a covenant-keeping God, h:ul now fiown b;ick like a messcnger-

dovo over liie octanwnste of her sorrows, laden with the wished-

for blessing. No longer did a veil of darkness hang over her fu-

ture life, but the pathway was bright and clear.

Nor was Elissa less charmed ; and as her eyes glanced from

beneath their long over-shadowing lashes, like spring violets from

beneath clusters of dark leaves, no one would have thought that

care liad ever touched her existence with his chilling wings. Her

countenance was paler tlian it was Vi-hen first we introduced her

to our readers ; but its expression had gained in thought more

than it had lost in sparkling brightness. Happiness murmured

in her heart as the south wind echoes through a sea shell cast

upon a palm-shaded beach.

There they sat, united after long, long years of absence, re-

sembling each other, but only as autumn resembles spring. Lan-

guage came to the relief of their surcharged hearts—but no pen

can record the power and beauty of their tender salutations, as

they gushed forth in the full tide of womanly affection.

While sitting thus, a third lady entered the room, in company

with Captain Paskewitsch. It w.is the Countess Onoli, the lady

of the house, to whom the consul had introduced him in the

street, and who had gladly consented to receive him. But no

sooner did she see Zalallah than she started hack, s.iying :

" Is tliis j'our friend '."

Poor Zalallah ! It was doubly hard to hare lived for years in

tlie seraglio's cloistered seclusion, exultant in her own heart's

purity, and now to be judged by the stern, cold rules of her un-

forgiving sex, before her daugliter, and by her sister. Sinking

back upon her seat, she made a struggle as if to speak, and then

burst into a ilood of tears.

"Aunt," said Elissa, advancing from her mother's side, "but a

few days have passed since I came here, with Lord Byron's

equivocal recommendation, and found in you a relative, a mother.

Yet I could not believe what you then told me about my own pa-

rent. I now feel confident that you wrong her
—

"

" Sister !" interrupted Zalallah, rising, and, with an energetic

movement, seizing the countess by the arm, "there hangs the

portrait of our father. When he gave me away at the altar you

heard my vows. Alas ! in deserting my husband and this dear

child, I broke them—but before him, upon whose likeness we gaze,

and by High Heaven, I swear that I return unbranded by shame,

although subdued by sorrow. Pity roe, but do not upbraid me."

This earnest appeal could not be resisted, and te'irs coursed

dow-n tlie weather-bronzed cheeks of Captain Paskewitsch, as he

saw them exchange the kiss of peace. Then Zalallah introduced

her daughter, and soon the gronp was enlarged by the coming of

Consul Orloff. Many a question was asked and answered, and

that night the sisters again occupied the room of their childhood,

blessing, ere they slept, the daughter and niece, who had so prov-

identially been made the herald of their happiness.

Consul Orloff found, by consulting with his correspondents

at Malta, that the papers obtained from Lavalette would enable

him to secure iiis property, could he but find Manasseh, and ob-

tain his renunciation of the spoils invested in his name. This,

he hoped, Alexis would succeed in, after he had seen Osmar Bey,

and p.atiently did he await his arrival.

Happy in the society of the rc-united ones, whose web of life

was so mysteriously interwoven with his own, a pensive calm

came over the old man's thoughts, as the gentle breeze that lulls

the ocean to rest after a tempest ; and he looked upon his sorrows

as coming from that Providence, whose severest hand wouuds but

to heal, and chastens to amend.

Zalallah never alluded to her strange interview with Alexis, at

Constantinople, but s4ie felt assured that he possessed her daugh-

ter's affections. Not that Elissa ever mentioned his name, al-

though he was the object of her frequent thought. Hid he love

her yet t It was her heart-enigma, and every night she pondered

over it, with her eyes filled with pleasant tears, until sleep closed

them with its halcvon wings.

CHAPTER XIX.

"Hark! hark! to tl)c war drum; its larum from far

Gives hoj e to tfcie valiant, and promise of war;
All the sons of the moiuitain arise at the note,

Chimariotc, Iilyrian, and d.irk SuUotc.

0, who is more brave than the dajk Suliotc,

In his snowy canuse and his 8ha;i;gy capote?
To the wolf and the vulture he leaves his wild flock,

And descends to the plain, like a sti-ean^ from the rock

;

The mountains that view him descend to the shore
Shall view him as victor, or view him no more."

Undying Love ! Blessed and beautiful as the step of the

messenger of glad tidings art thou, when, with magic influence,

thou lightest man's heart with the rays of gladness—yet sad is he

to whom thou bringest a burthen of disappointment. Alexis, on

his first arrival at Missolonghi, felt every doubt respecting Elissa's

conduct removed, and the tide of love swept cbbless through his

mind, drawing into its sweeping current every hope and every

thought. Had not a blockading squadron hovered off the har-

bor, he would have followed the object of his love to Malta with-

oiK delay, nor did lie even give the object of his errand a thought.

But the Turkish cruisers sailed obstinately to and fro, cutting off

all immediate prospect of leaving Missolonghi, now saddened by

the death of the warriorbard. Heavy rains postponed the funeral

ceremonies; nor was it until the fourth day after Alexis arrived,

that he followed Lord Byron's corpse to the church, where the

desolation around, the disappointed hopes, the mourning soldiers,

and the sad presentiments which clouded every countenance, made
the scene more truly affecting than is usually witnessed when the

great are laid in the tomb.

A soldier's grief, however, is short-lived ; and when Alexis was
introduced to many of the officers that evening, by young Cor-

dato, his companion on the march from Corinth, he found them
gaily enjoying the pleasures of the table. Soon, to the heart-joy

of the 3'oung man, the conversation turned to Elissaj and he felt

a glow of pride as all united in speaking of her with respect.

"Who were her parents'?" carelessly inquired a German
oifieer.

" Don't you know V replied Count Gamba. " Wliy, she is the

daughter of Osmar Bey, the famous renegade, and one of Mih-
moud's sultanas. There's a deal of romance about that blood-

thirsty-dog, after all."

Ale.xis gazed with burning eyc-balla at the count, and everv

word hissed through his heart like water dropped upon heated

iron. The conversation took a different turn, but making an ex-

cuse, he left the room, and paced the streets like a madman, in a
pelling storm of rain. He felt it not ; neither could it cxliu'^uish

the flames within his heart. Many a confirmation flashed like

lightning, upon his clouded mind, and he wondered how he could

so long have been blinded. The conduct of Zalallah, at Con-
stantinople, was now explained—she wished to convey money to

her child. This, too, was the secret of the mysterious connection

of Osmar Bey with Lavalette ; and everything now appeared to

unroll itself before the mental gaze of the young man, wdiose only

wonder was that ho had not guessed the tnitli before. Hour after

hour did he pace to and fro ; and when, wet and weary, he sought

his couch, he felt that the love of a sister—pure and holy, and
guileless as it might be—was not the love he had yearned to re-

ceive from Elissa. At early dawn ho was roused by young
Cordato

:

" Up, laggard," said he, "you stole off early enough last night,

and should have been dressed long ago to receive in state a prop-

osition that I have come to make you."
" Which isV asked Alexis.

"Don't look so sepulchral, gnlhmt major. I am to return at

once to the Isthmus of Corinth, and as you can easily enough sail

from thence—perhaps in the very felucca that carried you so

bravely through the storm—I thought I would invite you to share

the march."
" I will go !"

Indeed, had any one proposed going to Jerusalem, or running

the blockade in a row-boat, Alexis would have volunteered with

alacrity, merely to drown his thoughts.

Ere the sun was up, the Suliotes were on the march, and soon,

leaving the plain, they were among the glorious mountains of that

glorious land. The very air, amid those classic shrines, lias a
balmy softness that relaxes both mind and body into pleasing las-

situde, and although Alexis did not feel disposed to join Cordato

in his merriment, the pure breeze had an ethereal effect, and he

journeyed on, alike careless of the present, the past, and the future.

As they approached Athens, the Suliotes were unusually wary,

for the few peasants they met agreed in reporting large scouting-

parties of Turkish cavalry as hovering around the passes. Pla-

ttea, however, was reached without any encounter, and there they

found the deserted village already occupied by two other bands of

Suliotes, with whom those of Cordato soon were enjoying their

coffee and pipes. The young palikar chief pressed Alexis to join

their revelry ; but he declined, under plea of illness, and saun-

tered forth.

It was a beautiful night, the moon riding high in the heavens,

surrounded by her starry court, while the clouds—those curtains

to her palace—were all so raised as to afford a full view of the

arched dome. But little cared Alexis about the beauties of the

scene without, for wiUl tumult reigned in his heart, where he could

not welcome Elissa with a mere sisterly affection. All at once his

practised ear caught the coming tread of horse, and before he

could reach the house whore the palikars were carousing, a sentry

fired his musket, giving the dread alarm

:

" The Turks ! the Turks !"

In an instant the sleeping Suliotes were on their feet, busied, as

by instinct, in preparations for defence, with the least possible ex-

posure. Barricades were hastily constructed,—for the enemy hod

halted on finding their approach known,— and behind one of

these fragile entrenchments Alexis took his stand, beside Cordato.

Ho had mechanically taken an offered carbine, and rather rejoiced

when he saw the cncmj' ajiproach, waving their yataghans, and

uttering the war-cry of their faith :

" Hu ! hu I Allah I hu !"

The Suliotes awaited their charge in breathless silence. Lips

moved in prayer, but there was no sound ; devout signs of the

cross were made w-hen the petitions were ended, but no eye ceased

to glance along the dcatli-chargcd barrel towards the approaching

foe. On they came ; nor were they more than ten feet distant

from the barrier when it gleamed with flashes, and a deadly volley

was poured into the dense mass. Horses and riders were over-

thrown in their career, for a time arresting the progress of those

behind them, and the Suhotcs had hopes of victory. But at the

very moment when their hopes were highest, there came a troop

which had entered at some less defended part of the town, and

attacked them in the rear.

There was no bulwark against tliis new force, and the defenders

of the barricade were now like a vessel in the vortex of a mael-

strom, unal)le to escape, for around them w.aved a circle of death-

dealing blades. Yet it was a struggle for life and death, nor was

it until after an hour of carnage that the Turks found themselves

victorious. Among the wounded was Alexis, who was struck by

a pistol-ball in the shoulder at the beginning of the contest, but

luckily fell into the ditch, where ho escaped being trampled on

when the atlaek was made from the rear.

Wlicn Alexis recovered his senses, he found himself in a com-

fortable bed, in a handsomely-furnished room. His wouiid had

been carefully dressed, and, probably owing to loss of blood and

want of food, no fever had suiiervcned—indeed, he felt entirely

well, excepting when any attempt to move his right arm cauBcd

such twinges in its shoulder that he was convinced he did not

dream. Rising, lie looked from tlie window, when all doubts of
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bis wherciihoiits ceased. Tlic world contains hut nnc Acropolis.

Yes. Taken prisoner by the Turks when found among the

wounded, he was in the Venitian Tower at tlie entrance of the

buildiwRS that crown the noblest pedestal of nature, for man's

noblest architectural monument. Alexis was a fjood classical

scholar, and he at once rcco;inizcd ahnost every feature of the

landscajie. Almost beneath him were the I'ynx and the Arcopa-

tjus ; then came some silvery olive groves, the barren plain, the

I'lraius, with its shijiping, the deep blue water; and in the dis-

tance were Egina's Uock, and the cit^idel of Corinth. The groves

of the Academy hid the Ce])hissus ; the Hill of Collonus recalled

the (Edipean trajfcdy ; the l'a«s of I'hylic was a monument of

the tvrant'.s defeat—in short, the enraptured student .saw the map

of Attica unrolled before him, and the history of the metropolis

of Greece marked by the actual scenes of its principal events.

His meditations were interrupted by the entrance of a soldier,

wliom Alexis immediately recognized as the trumpeter who had

attended Osmar Cey at the review, when he had visited the

Turkish camp, near Smyrna. From him the fjuardsman learned

that he had l)eca wounded at I'latica, and brought to Athens by

order of Osmar Bey.

"The bey was wounded himself, Major OrlofI', in the engage-

ment, and, learning from your surgeon that you were recovering,

ho has sent me to ascertain if you cannot rise and visit him in

the room below."

"Certainly," replied Alexis, "if you will aid me a little in

dressing."

Meanwhile, Osmar Bey lay in the room beneath, a prey to in-

tense suft'ering—not that his wound was of a serious character,

bat because he had been a prey to the workings of a guilty con-

science since he had seen his son fall by a shot from his own pis-

tol. A moment after the deadly messenger had sped from his pis-

tol, he would have given his rank, fortune, all, to have recalled it,

for as the object of his aim fell, ho recognized Alexis ! Nerved

with superhuman energy, it was not long ere ho obtained posses-

sion of the insensible form he loved so well, and sent him on a

litter to Athens. His own' wound was neglected—what cared he

for himself 1—nor did he leave tlie couch of his son until the sur-

geon, declaring that there was no danger, forced him away. It

was well that he went, for ho had lost a great deal of blood, and

then began his mental sufferings. Sin-hardened as he was, he

shrank in dismay at the thought that he was the murderer of his

child. The sun did not set gloriously in the west, or rise again

in the east, that its ruddy tints did not seem to him reflecting

back the hue of guilt; for him the moon nightly cast a bloody

halo ; and the fires of the stars shone with a crimson light—as if

his crime had reversed the beauties of nature, and had imparted

the stain of infamy to the whole world.

Alexis was rej.ortcd convalescent, and then the conscience-

stricken parent folt a sense of his deliverance from crime sweep

joyously through his soul. It came, overwhelming, as with an

inundating tide, every finer feeling—bursting, with foaming wave,

over the very sin-dykes of his heart, and filling its emptiness with

a strange medley of tempestuous thoughts. He Wii^ grateful to

Providence because he had not slain his son—horror-struck at the

very idea of such a crime—sorry that his inordinate thirst for re-

venge had made him a very demon—agonized, for he felt that the

bitter malignity in which his heart had been steep',.'d was unde-

serving of pardon ! The strong man wept like a child ! The

accidental wounding of his son had at last struck home to his

hardened heart with that sharpest of divine weapons—remorse !

A visit from Alexis was announced ; and the haughty renegade

found his courage fail him as his attendants propped him up with

pillows to receive his sou. His implacable auger against Consul

Orlolf rose, like an icy barrier, before his misty eyes. " Cour-

age \" whispered his good intentions ;
" receive your son kindly,

and remember that to him that stricken old man has been a

father." He nerved himself for the interview
; yet, when the

door opencil, it seemed to him that a dagger was plunged into

his heart, and he sank back upon the pillows almost insensible.

The guardsman had also endeavored to nerve himself for the

interview. Ho was deteftnincd to ascertain the truth of the mys-

tery in which his father's conduct was enveloped ; and, if he was
implicated in the web of embezzlements woven around the con-

sul's fortune, to demand its restitution. Then he thought of

Elissa. But no ! His grandfather must first be set right, no

matter who had done him wrong.

But when, on entering the room, he saw the once brilliant look-

ing officer stretched upon his couch, his fine features haggard

with the ravages of feverish anxiety, his eyes dimmed with tears,

and an expression of sorrow playing around his month, ho forgot

all, save that his father was before him. A gush of filial love

submerged all other feelings, and, grasping the extended hand,

he dropped upon his knees at the sufferer's side, exclaiming :

" My father ! my dear father !—have I found you at last '!"

A bright flusli lit up the invalid's IioUow cheeks, and his listless

eye flashed bright, as he replied :

" Thanks, my dear son, for this kind greeting to one so unwor-
thy of it. Sit down by me, now, and let mo talk with yon."

Alexis seated himself by the bedside, and the bey, still liolding

his hand, continued

:

"My son,—O, what jov it gives me so to address you,—your
grandfather did me grievous wrong. He blighted my heart

hopes
; he olVered me as a sacrifice upon the altar of his pride

;

he separated me from the loved bride of ray choice; and I, mis-
erable and desolate, vowed revenge. It was my god, to whom I
devoted my every energy. In the stormy ranks of battle, on the
raging seas, among strange companions and through political in-

trigues, have I nursed my desire to retaliate with ten-fold force
my wrongs. To gratify the cravings of revenge I forswore my

creed—cringed before, flattered, or commanded others—and I

succeeded. I have glutted my vengeance upon those who sec-

onded your grandfather's stern resolve—and he is stripped of his

wealth. But now I humble myself before you and before ray

God. Pardon me, Alexis ! Pardon your unhappy father !"

" May God forgive you, as X do, my poor father !" replied the

son, his eyes filled with tears—for it was evident that his father

bad known but little happiness.

"Ah! my son, I fear that there is no pardon for such a vile

wretch—conscience, like the lightning's flash, came from the

bloody field of Plat;cf, and my im]>regual)le citadel of revengeful

pride is but a blackened heap of ashes."

" Will you not see my grandfither V inquired Alexis. " lie is

as generous as he is good."

A sullen air of gloomy defiance came over the bey's face at the

idea of sueing for pardon before him to whose hardness of heart

he attributed his whole career of crime. It was a bitter thought,

but he had chastened his heart, and a convulsive effort restored

tran(|uillity to his features.

" Alexis, I—"
The struggle was too much for his feeble frame, and he sank

back, a small current of frothy blood trickling from his partfd

lips. His e3'es glared with a fixed stare, and Alexis shouted

loudly for help. Ere the surgeon came, the young man's wound
had opened, and ho fell in a swoon across his father's couch.

The sun was set ere Alexis recovered his consciousness, and,

after vainly endeavoring to recall the interview with his fb,ther, ho

fell into a slumber, from which he did not awake until nearly noon

the next day. To his great joy, he saw a well-known form silling

by the window, and exclaimed:
" Aehmct !—does my father live V
" He does," re))licd the faithful Mameluke, who had that morn-

ing arrived from Smyrna, and had been ordered to attend Alexis.

"Nay, ho was in this room an hour ago, to kiss you ere ho left."

" Left ! Where has he gone f"

"That, major, I cannot tell you. No one but a man of his

iron nerve, and unconquerable will, would have left his bed for

a montli after such an attack as he had last night. But he is away
this morning—look, he is in yonder felucca."

" And I—am I a prisoner here ?"

" Yes, major ; with the surgeon for a jailor, and myself for a

turnkey. The moment you have served out your sentenco you
will be liberated."

" Sentence ! what sentence V eagerly inquired Alexis, who
could not comprehend his position.

" Simply, major, that you were accused of illness, sentenced to

remain hero until cured, and ordered to live on rations that will

scarcely supjjort a cat. But when well again—flints and scab-

bards !—but there will he joy at Malta."
" Has my grandfather arrived there, then 1"

" He has, major ; and is now an occupant of the same house
with Mademoiselle Elissa."

Alexis sighed.

" It seems," said he, after a moment's reflection, " that Elissa

is my sister."

" Your sister, major?" and the old veteran, nsing, approached

the bedside
;
" she is no more your sister than I am. Where did

you get that idea ?"

Did Alexis hoar aright 1 Again his cup of joy was filled, and

he felt that life had charms.

"I think," said he, "that I sliall be able to go out to-morrow."

crLy:'TER xx
** Sha^te by phnde liavo glooms dorrea.'vl,

Wi'KtwarJ stars and night have gone;
Up and up the crimson Ka.st

Slowly mounts the golden da\vn.
Tranced lies its golden prime,
Dumb with utter joy."

Malta ! Christopher Columbus was not more rejoiced when
the islets of his long dreamed-of continent rose before him, than

was Alexis, when, far away to the westward, he again saw Eng-
land's citadel—.so long the embattled home of the moukknights
of St. John. The felucca, hired by Aehmct in the seaport of
Athens, was a dull, heavy sailer; the winds were adverse, and
the young man had almost lost patience when they c;ime in sight

of the desired liaven. At last he reached the quay, and Aehmct
was able to minister to his impatience by conducting him to the

residence of liis grandfather—and of Elissa.

Consul OrlofF had gone out, l)ut the countess, who immcdiatelv
recognized Alexis from the descriptions she had bad of him, in-

vited him to walk in.

" It is Major OrlofF," said she, " if I mistake not ; and there is

a lady in the drawing-room who will entertain you until the old
gentleman returns."

Thanking her, Al-xis felt his blood course joyously through
every vein as he followed her up the broad staircase, and into a
spacious drawing-room. Entering alone, he found—not the idol

of his heart, but ZahiUah ! Yes, it was the Clrcc who would have
retained him, as he thought, within the seraglio's walls.

Yet, liow diflTerent was her appearance. Sorrow had prema-
turely blanched her rich tresses, whose snowy braids wore drawn
beneath a plain wliite cap, wliilo her black silk dress gave a fine

effect to her beautiful features, mellowed, yet not defaced by time.
There was, too, a strong resemblance to some one, he knew not
who. The door opened, and in glided Elissa, a bright flush ting-

ing her clear, classical face, while her gladness of heart shone out
from beneath her long eye-lashos, as she advanced towards Alexis,
holding out both hands.

" Welcome to Mall a. Major Orlofl". We had begun to fear for

your safety, and—and your grandfather will be rejoiced to see

you, looking so well, too." Then, recollecting herself, she turned :

" My mother ! Major Orloft'."

Uer mother ! Was this mystery never to end I

"I have seen Major OrloO' before, my dear; and once endeav-

ored to enlist him in a scheme for your rescue from Scio ; but he,

most ungallautly ran away, to the great scandal of the seraglio."

Alexis was in that mifortunatc position which all occa;ionally

find themselves in. He saw clearly that he liad committed a great

blunder, and, as he feared, an unpardonable one. But Zalallah

soon relieved him from his embarassment.
" Annoying as it was at the time, major, your evasion proved a

blessing. Had you not left so abruptly, I should not have seen

my daughter."

As she spoke, Elissa stole gently to her side, and encircling her

waist with one of her beautiful arms, the mother and daughter

presented a charming picture. Just then, in came Consul Orloli',

and in a moment Ale.xis was cla>ped in the old gcntlcmau's warm
emiirace.

" Thank God for your return, my dear boy," said he, tears of

joy streaming down his wrinkled cheeks. " I feared some acci-

dent might have happened to you, and that would have been

harder to bear than the loss of fortune. Come, let us all sit

down, and then tell us your adventures. You have made that

rascal, Mana^sch, disgorge finely
—

"

" Mauasseh !" ejaculated Alexis.

" The rascal ! But, never mind, he is paying up well. Only

this morning I received a letter of credit from Vienna, of some

eighty thousand florins, which he deposited there, and now re-

pays."

"But, my dear sir," interrupted the astonished young man.

"Not a word—you have managed the matter capitally."

Then, as if struck by a sudden idea, the old gentleman jumped

up and asked Zalallah if she would walk down stairs with him,

to consult with the countess about a room for the stranger. The
request was complied with, and the young couple were left alone.

Happy moment ! Yet each could but remember the shadows

that had crossed their paths since they last met, and some mo-

ments elapsed before either could find voice to express their sen-

timents. They were seated, side by side, upon an ottoman, and

Alexis endeavored to gaze into her eyes, but the long lashes

fringed them, as she looked steadily into a bouquet in her hand.

"Elissa!" he exclaimed, in a deep, passionate tone, "do not

again repulse me. You might have thought my manner strange

when I urged my suit before—rash and hasty—well, so the world

might have called it. Common love, I know, needs time and

grace to perfect it—but mine, like the fabulous warriors of Attica,

sprang at once into full existence. I loved you then as I love

you now. Now, as then, I ofter you an honest heart—a haven of

repose, where, in its own good season, your love sliall flourish,

too."

There was no reply ; but Elissa, raising her head, gazed on

him with such tenderness, that, clasping her in his arms, he im-

printed burning kisses upon her lips. They loved ! Every life

has points wherein all wandering rays of happiness converge, and

now their hearts lay anchored in a sheltered haven of delight.

Each looked forward through a sunny vista to the joyous hour

when, hand in hand, they would receive a divine benediction upon

their plighted faith.

There were many explanations that day ; many details of the

past ; many hopes for the future. The description, given by

Alexis, of his heart-stricken father moved the old consul's heart,

and he promised not only to forgive him but to invite him to

visit Smyrna, if they all returned there. Nor was Alexis less

touched by the sad fivte of Lavalette, who, rascal as he was, had

been a father to his Elissa.

A few weeks passed almost imperceptibly away while the neces-

sary preparations for the wedding were in progress. Almost evciy

post brought the consul advices of some investment in his favor,

made by Manassch, and they all concluded that the repentant Os-

mar Bey had forced the accomplice of his vengeance to disgorge

his ill-gotten wealth. Alexis received much attention from the

British officers of the garrison, but gladly escaped from their fes-

tivities to the side of Elissa, whose intelligent eyes sparkled with

the pleasing excitement of her feelings. Her dimpled mouth,

with its pearly teeth, seemed made to smile on her betrothed, nor

could anything exceed the cheerful music of her joyous laugh,

that thrilled thiougb the heart of Alexis like the light carol of a

bird. Ba>kiog in the sunlight of her smiles, bis existence was

like the smooth water of a liiy-bordcred lake, where the beautiful

flowers are reflected in the [)cllucid clement from whence they

derive their sustenance.

Captain Paskewitsch had been ordered to Greece, for Nichol.is,

who had ascended the imperial throne of Russia, considertd t'lat

to deprive Turkey of her most productive colony was in rcalitj-

weakening the Ottoman hold upon Constantinojilc. Bravely did

the Greeks maintain the unequal struggle, witli a glorious hope of

national resurrection, and soon the cannon of the allied fleet at

Navarino proclaimed the new advent of Greece amcng nations.

Tlie "Nieolai" was the Russian flag-shi[(, and her galbint com-
niamler won loud culogiums for the able manner in wliieh he

manoeuvred her during the action.

At last the bridal morning dawned ! The glorious sun rode up
triumphantly upon his Oriental throne, and as the cathedral bells

commenced their matin-peal, the " Nicolai " came proudly into

the harbor, her saluting cannon adding to the announcefnent of

the day. Long before she was free from the enveloping clouds of

smoke, the steady pulls of the stalwort crew of her first cutter

had brought her commander to the shore, and when the consul

and his gran Isim came to the breakfiist table, each found an

ominous-looking government missive on their plates.
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" What can it be V said Alexis,

elightly changing color—for Sibe-

ria, with all its hoiTors, is ever be-

fore the subjects of the autocrat.

" I will soon tell you what mine
i«," replied the consul, breaking

the seal, and reading the enclosed

despatch. It was thus worded :

" Whereas I, Nicholas, Auto-
crat of all the Russias, and Head
of the Greek Church, have every

reason to be satisfied with your
conduct as our consul, at Smyrna,
from whidi post you are hereby
dismissed, I constitute you a count

of our empire, with an annual pen-

sion suitable to your rank."
" His majesty is very kind," con-

tinued the consul, " but I should
have preferred the simple title of
• consul,' with my old residence.

Who is its fortunate possessor,

now, I wonder? I envy him, for

no other house in Smyrna will

ever seem like home to me."
" And what is your order, Alex-

is 1" asked the countess, while

Elissa, with tearful eyes, gazed at

the paper with apprehension.
Alexis bruko the seal, read the

enclosure, and then, as if in doubt,

re-read it. " Give me joy !" he
exclaimed, and he read :

" Whereas I, Nicholas, Auto-
crat of all the Russias, and Head
of the Greek Church, have learn-

ed the faithful services of your
yenorable grandfather as our con-
sal, at Sniynnia, and are likewise

familiar with your merits, I here-

by appoint you his successor, and
order you to repair to Smyrna at

once, where instructions will await
you."

** Long live the emperor !" said

the elder OrlofF.
" Grandfather, you will not have

to move from the consulate, after

all," said Alexis.

Overjoyed at tliis pleasing in-

telligence, the happy group sat

chatting aronnd tho table, until

the arrival of Elissa's bridesmaids
sent all to their toilets.

" Don't hurry, major," growled
Achmet, through his moustache.
" Flints and scabbards ! there'll be
no wediling until you go to the ca-

thedral."

Already had the bells, with joy.
ons peal, summoned the noblcaiid
the fair, tho gallant and the beau-
tiful to the eathednil, where once
the bold knights knelt in prayer.
Nor was it many moments after
the appointed hour, ere the bridal
party made its w.ay through the
crowd, welcomed by the gladsome
notes of the choir, and the deep,
full notes of the organ.

Elissa, the observed of all ob-
servers, was beautiful beyond the
usual measure of bridal loveliness,
as she moved through the cathe-
dral, like a wild swan floating

on the waters. The softness of her

THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM, AT PARIS.

full eyes, the coral richness of her
rose-tinted lips, and the rapid suc-
cession of modest blushes that oc-
cupied her soft, full cheek,v were
charms that would require the pe-
culiar power ot Titian's pencil to
portray. Alexis was no less an
ol>jcet of notice

; tho playful smile
tb.at wreathed his lips bespoke the
joy of his heart, as ho stood at the
altar and vowed his love to her
who was now his wedded wife.

Little thought the happy group
around the altar, that among the
spectators was one in whom all

took a deep interest. It was Os-
inar Bey, tho renegade, who, for
the first time since he had abjured
Christianity, had entered a Chris-
tian ehnrcli. Well disguised, he
had obtained a seat where he could
witness the ceremony, and he felt

every nerve thrill as the solemn
service proceeded. At last, all

was over, and tlte organ poured
out a perfect deluge of jovons
notes, rolling in gladness along
the vaulted roof, while the choir
burst forth into that thanksgiving
anthem :

" O come, let us sing un-
to the Lord ! Let ns heartily re-

joice in the strength of His salva-
tion !" Comforted and strengthen-
ed, he joined the throng, congratu-
lating the happy pair ; and there,

at the altar, the mystery was
solved—Osmar Bey was Manas-
sch ! Manassch existed not, save
in the disguise of Osmar Bey.
Moved by an impulse, the bride
and bridegroom knelt at his feet,

and felt his scalding tears as he
leaned over them. When they
arose he was gone !

The elder OrlolF, restored to hi*

fortune, again took the lead of
the Levantine commerce, allhongh
he never entrusted his books to

another's care, enjoying the eoci-

efy of his grandcliildren. His
temporary embarrassment, when
the causes were guessed at, but

strengthened his credit, and he
enjoyed what he most coveted

—

the confidence and esteem which
invariably attend on mercantile
integrity. Osmar Bey was never
seen after his appearance, disguis-

ed as Manassch, at the wedding
of Alexis. It was ascertained

that— prob.-xbly a victim to re-

morse—he had carefully restored

all the funds abstracted from tho

capital of Consul OrlofF, and
then, with an idiotic attendant,

who was ever talking of book-

keeping, he had gone into Upper
India. His after fiite was un-

known. Perhaps his repentant

spirit fled amid some raging storm

of fire and steel, with the proud
cheer of victory as a requiem ; or

else, without a fond hand to close

his eyes, he sank peacefully to rest

in his new home.

MICHIGAN GREAT CENTRAL RAILROAD DEPOT.
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THE EGYITIAN MUSEUM.

In a gallery of the Louvro at

Paris, on the side of the courtyard

opposite the dock, the different

Egyptian monuments, formerly

scattered through the museum of

•ntiqne sculpture and other purls

of the edifice, have been collected.

These monuments, which were not

cry iii;,'nificiuit to the public so

Ion'; as they were mixed up witli

Greek and Roman works, now
present, in their unity, an entirely

new spectacle ; tlicy take a stronger

hold of the imagination ; their com-
bination suninions and concentrates

the thought in tlie mysterious civil-

isation of ancient Egypt, on its

strange art and its ob.scure history.

Tills ipccial museum is not indeed

rich enough completely to satisfy

curiosity and study. Architecture,

for instance, is not suflkicntly rep-

resented by It ; tlie same may be

said of the paiming and sculpture

irliieh, more abundant and more
varied, would afford a better initia-

tion into the details of domestic

life. However this nvvy be, a visit

to the Egyptian gallery as it stands,

is now con.<iileiecl deeply interest-

ing by all wcU-itiforrncd travellers.

Tlie monuments which first attract

our attention are the sphynxes,

statues, statuettes and groups
which represent gods, kings, or

citizens. Eleven statues of black

granite, veined with rose color) one
alone excepted ), represent the god-

dess Pacht, a solar divinity, to

whom is attributed the formation

of the Asiatic races. She has com-
monly a lion's head surmounted by
a crescent. Groups or statuettes

represent O.siris, Horus and Amcnon. Kings are mora numerous
than gods in the gallery. The beautiful sphynx in rose-colored
granite, represented in the engraving on the" preceding page, the
noble features of which are unfortunately mutilated, represents a
great king of whom Tacitus ||>eaks, Ramses II. of the I9th dy-
nasty; Ramses Moiancoun, the conqueror of Ethiopia, and con-
queror of a part of Asia, wlio reigned more than sixty years in

the fifteenth century B. C. He covered Egypt with sumptuous
monuments; but at this time the art of sculpture, which had at-

tained its perfection under t!ie eighteenth dynasty, was in deca-
dence. Another gigantic sphynx in red granite represents King
Meiiephtah or Menopliia, thirteenth son of Ramses II. Each of
the lion's paws rests on a ring, which seems to be the symbol of a
long period of centuries. It is thought that this was the king who
persecuted the Hebrews, and who perished in the passage of the
Red Sea. Two sphynxes of basalt represent, one, King Nephe-
rites, who reigned in the year 398 B. C, and the other, IGng lla-

koris, his successor. A sphynx of gray freestone represents King
Neetanebo I., who was seated on the throne, 378 B. C. Theic
are six other sphynxes which have no inscription.

t ^-^^ »

MICHIGAN GREAT CENTR.AIi R.\ILWAY DEPOT.
This extensive range of buildings, also represented on the pro-

eediiig page, is a specimen of the vast scale upon which railway
depots are constructed in this country. The site of the structures
oiiee formed part of the bed of the river Detroit, which has been
filled in at a vast expense, and the depot founded upon piles. It

is one of the largest works of its class in the United States, having
a water front of nearly nineteen hundred feet, and a whaif forty

feet wiile, with a depth of water in the dock ranging from twelve
to twenty-two feet. The depot itself is one hundred feet wide,
and tight hundred feet in length, and, like many of our depots, is

a model of architectural beauty.

THE BOURBON ROYAL MUSEUM, AT NAPLES

MUSEUM AT NAPLES.
At the end of the 16th century,

this was the royal stable. In 1816,

the horses were removed, and pro-

fessors took their places ; it was
then a university. The street,

which was called Delle Pigne, took
the name of Degli Studi (street of

studies). The university was re-

moved in its turn, the building was
enlarged, statues were carried thith-

er—some from the Farncse gardens
at Rome, other from Portici and
Capodimonte. With the sculptures

came jeweU, medals and precious

manuscripts—the museum was
founded. The architect, Pompei
Schianterelli gave the monument
proportions worthier of its new
destination. From generation to

generation, the collection was en-

riched by the discoveries of Pom-
peii, Herculaneum and Stabia. It

inherited the precious galleries of

the Duke Carafa di Noja, Cardinal
Borgia and Vicenzio. It has been

for a long time one of the fiiie.«l

museums in Europe. No other

possesses so many antique bronzes,

glasses, gems and paintings. An
enumeration would evince this, and
show that the museum at Naples
offers a fertile source of instiuctiou

and pleasure.

THE BALIN/EMCKl'S REX.
Below we give a representation

of this bird recently discovered on
the western coast of Africa by Mr.
Gould, an Engli>h ornithologist;

it resembles, in many respects, an-

other bird of South America be-

longing to M. Lesson's family of
Cochloriiu/iies, and known under the

name of Savacou ( Cancromn Linn).

The termination of the beak and
the form of the claws resembles
also a binl now lost, the Dodo, of
which only one head and a fossil

claw are in existence. The beak
of the Balinaeniccps Bex, in the

form of a spoon, is very broad, yel-

low in the male and reddish brown
in the female. Its convex crett,

rounded in the upper part and end-
ing in a hook at the extremity, is

of a brownish slate color, contrast-

ing with the yellow hue of the beak.
The nostrils are elongated. The
middle of the lower mandible is

membraneous ; the circumference
of the eyes is bare and of a yellow
color ; the eyes are of a clear, gray-

ish brown ; the tarsus is long and
covered with fine scales, which dis-

tinguish this bird from the real

cranes, which have, on the contra-

ry, elongated scales; the general
color is of a clear ashen gray on the

back and claws, and pale gray on
the belly ; the feathers on the back
of its head are long ; the bird is

about five feet in length ; its habits

have not yet been studied. It is

conjectured that this bird resides

among the overflowed marshes of
Africa, where it lives on moUuscse,
fish and replib s, which it readily

seizes with its broad beak.

THE BALIN.ENICEPS REX.

MORITZ RETZSCH.

MORITZ RETZSCH.
Moritz Retzseh, the celebrated German artist, a portrait of whom we give

above, whose "outlines " are, of course, familiar to our readers, was born at

Dresden, Dec. 9, 1799, nnil descended from a family of Protestant Hun-
garian refugees. From his infancy, his voluntary and persevering atten-

tion to drawing, modelling clay aiid carving wood, revealed him a serious

artistic vocation. Still he resisted, and acquired the knowledge necessary to

become a ranger, or forest-keeper; but when about twenty, liis love of art

swept away his resolves. He was not compelled to part from his family

and native city to pursue the path which allured and delighted him ; for

Dresden was, and is still—thanks to its admirable museum and the taste of

its inhabitants—an excellent school of art. He and his brother drew much
together, but without regular instruction, until 1798, when he studied in the

acaderav. Tlic mclanciiolv slate of Germany from 1806 to 1814, prevented

him from visiting Italy. During this period, he was the chief stay of his

family. Rctzsch is an enemy to all imitation, and has always chosen

his subjects from the little explored field of romantic poetry. As a

portrait-painter, he is also very successful. The first work of Retzsch which

attracted public notice was a series of sketches illustrating Goethe's Faust.

Cotta, tlie bookseller, encouraged by this success, asked Retzsch to furnish

another series of designs for the poems of Schiller. The charming drawings

of Fridolin, the Dragon of Rhodes, the Bell, Pegasus in harness, etc. These

drawings, and those by which Retzsch has illustrated Goethe and Shak-

speare, are less translations than interpretations, and, so to speak, poetical

coinrncntaiics. Rctzsch is priiRs'Or of painting in the Royal Academy.

He lives in a pretty country-house surrounded by vines, on a hill fronting

the Kibe and Dre-den. He married, a long time since, the daughter of one

of his father's neighbors ; and every year he gives his wife, on her birthday,

a composition, into which he throws 'his whole art and soul. The albuni

which contains these drawings is said to be admirable in conception and

poetry. As regards the citv of Dresden itself, it is rich in every treasure of

art, and, favored by a beautiful natural scenery, it is the summer resort of

many foreigners, especiallv since the artificial mineral waters have been

prepared in the beautiful garden of Struve. Dresden was the centre of op-

erations ill the contest of 1813, when almost all the powers of Europe were

arrayed again<t Napoleon.
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THE REAPER.

B7 JOHN CARTER.

leave me here in solitude,

Tliougli hard may seem the reaper's lot.

His pure delight's the harvest bright

That waves aronnd his little cot.

Too cold arc life's deceitful ways,

To tempt me from content to stray

;

1 Icvc the toil that tills the soil,

And malies the rugged laud look gay.

Alas, thou fruitful, smiling vale.

Meet granary of nature's store.

The charm shall Hee from field and tree

When t!ic reaper's voice is heard no more

—

When by the stream it cannot rise

To mingle with its lippUng wave,

When the lone dove shall tell her love,

And sorrow o'er tlic reaper's grave!

=

[Written for Cleason's Pictorial.)

THE MAN-TRAP AT ASIIDALE.

BY T. S. ARTHUR.

FOOTSTKPS -were hearJ—a form daikcncd the door—.some one

entered,—but Mrs. Pratt did not look up, nor pause in licr work.

The sun had gone down, and tvvili;;ht was gathering dimly. Mrs.

Pratt leaned closer to the window, that she might cateh the fading

ravs, and a little while longer continue her work.
"" Sarah !"

" Well !" Mrs. Pratt did not turn, nor look towards the speak-

er. Her voice was a low, sad murmur.
" Sarah." The hand of the speaker now rested lightly on her

shoulder.

With a quick movement, and with some surprise in hor man-

ner, Mrs. Pratt turned herself from the window.

" 0, Edward !" Her voice choked, and her eyes filled with

tears.

" Sarah." And Mr. Pratt seated himself beside his wife, plac-

ing his hand gently on hers as he did so, and looking earnestly

and tendijrly in her face. " Sarah, I have a little good news for

you ; if good news can come in just such a shape. Old Killigrew

is dead."
" Dead !" Light and shadow were blended on the face of Mrs.

Pratt. Death is an awful thing, come in almost any shape it

will ; and in the case of a man like Killigrew, it was awful in the

extreme. Yet, the intelligence caused a throb of pleasure in the

heart of Mrs. Pratt.

" Yes ; he fell dead about two hours ago, while standing behind

his bar. He died with the toddy-stick in his hand, and a glass of

liquor before him. I wouldn't like to go into eternity witli all the

Bins against humanity that lie on his conscience."

And Mr. Pratt shuddered as he spoke.

"Is the tavern to be closed!" asked Mrs. Pratt; hope and

anxiety blending in her voice.

" I saw Parker, old Killigrew's son-in-law, as I came along, and

he told me that not another drop of liquor should be sold there

while he lived. He means to farm the place himself. It's first

rate land ; though neglected and run down."
" Will he keep his word ?"

"Parker! Yes, indeed. If he says a thing, you may depend

on his doing it. He has always been opposed to the old man's

keeping bar."

" And what a curse to Ashdale that bar has been ! O, Edward !"

Mo wonder Mrs. Pratt was overcome by her feelings. No won-

der she said that bar had been a curse. Ten years before, as she

stood beside her young husband, she had the proudest, happiest

heart in Ashdale. Since then, alas ! none was so humbled and

grief stricken ; for, in that bar, her loved and honored husband

had trailed his manhood in the dust of a debasing sensuality.

Than Edward Pratt, a kinder hearted man could not be found.

But, he had neither a decided will, nor strength of purpose. The
current in which his life-boat happened to be, usuall)' bore him
along; and even -when conscious that it was gliding towards a

dangerous sea, he opposed to it only a slight resistance.

Very soon after their marriage Mrs. Pratt discovered in her

husband a fondness for stimulating drinks. A prompt yet gen-

tle and loving remonstrance accomplished all she had hoped to

gain. The dangerous tempter was banished from thoir house.

All would have been well, from that time forth, had not the tav-

ern of old Killigrew, the only one in Ashdale, stood directly on
the way along which Mr. Pratt daily wont to the store where he

was employed as a clerk. Often, in returning home, he would
be in company with young men who never passed Killigrew's

without a word with the comi)anionablc landlord, and a taste of

his well mixed li(pior. It was not in the amiable and comjiliant

Mr. Pratt to say " no " on these occasions.

Soon his wife became aware of the temptation that was in bis

way; and of his almost daily yielding to its enticements. She
talked with him soberly, yet gently and lovingly as before. Her
words aroused no impatience—no anger—no stubborn self-will.

He loved her too well to pain her with even a frown.

" I'll not darken old Killigrew's door again if it troubles you,

Sarah. I don't care for his liquor. As you say, it docs me no

good."

"I shall be so happy!" sobbed Mrs. Pratt, hiding her teaiful

face on the breast of her husband. " There is nothing else in life

to trouble me."

On the next morning, as Mr. Pratt was passing the tavern, old

Killigrew, who, if not behind the bar, mixing up his tempting

compounds, was sure to be at his door watching out for customers

—called out :

" Hey ! Neddy, my boy ! What's your particular hurry V
" I'm a little late," replied the young man, evasively, keeping

on his way.
" Stop, stop," called the landlord. " Here ! Wliy, tny dear

fellow ! one would think you had the business of the world on

your shoulders. A man should never be in too great a hurry to

speak a word with an old fiiciid. What's become of Phillips ? I

haven't set my eyes on him for a week."

"The tnith is," said Pratt, who now paused, "it is the opinion

of his fi lends, that he has been coming here a little too often."

" Pooh ! Nonsense ! Too often ! I never saw him when I

thought he'd been drinking too much. It's ridiculous ! And he's

silly enough to mind them. Well, well. If he thinks he's in

danger he'd better stay away. He must have a weak head !"

Killigrew spoke contemptuously. Pratt felt the landlord's

sneering manner almost as much as if it had been applied to him-

self. It cost him no liglit effort to say, " good morning," and

pass on without taking a drink at the bar.

" I wish this old man-trap was on the other side of Jericho
!"

he muttered, as soon as he was fairly beyond the sphere of its dan-

gerous attraction ;
" or that I didn't li^ve to pass it three or four

times every day. If old Killigrew lays hold of mo after this

fashion, I'm afraid my good resolutions are not going to be worth

much. O, dear ! I wonder what good ever comes of this rum-

selling and rum-drinking '. As to the harm, one needn't go far to

look for that."

Musing thus, Pratt went on his way. At dinner time, both in

coming home and returning to the store, he succeeded in getting

past old Killigrew's " man-trap " without being hailed by the

watchful landlord. But his good resolutions were not proof

against the influences that assailed him in the evening. Later

than usual he lingered at the store, in order to avoid, by so doing,

the company of one or two young men who always stopped to

drink at Killigrew's. He thought he had escaped them; but it

was not so. They were in the tavern porch as he came along,

and, having taken their cue from the landlord, who was keen-

sighted enough to see what had been passing in the mind of Pratt,

and feared to lose a customer, assailed him with influences that

he had not strength of mind to resist. Just to " satisfy " them,

as he said, he consented to drink a single glass. But that did not

satisfy either them or the tavern keeper. A second glass was al-

most forced upon him ; then followed a third ; which, purposelv

made stronger than usual, completed the overthrow of his reason.

Could those thoughtless young men have seen the ashen, ago-

nizing face of the waiting, anxious wife, when her husband came

staggering in that evening, they would not have boasted so glee-

fully of having " sent Pratt home as merry as a fiddler."

From that time the weak young man stopped, almost daily, at the

tavern to drink. The temptation was in his way, and he had not

sufficient strength of purpose to resist its allurements. This was

continued for months, until, under the gentle, yet often tearful so-

licitations of his wife, he again resolved to stand up firmly against

the pressure of a current tbat was too steadily bearing him on-

wards to the sea of destruction. And he did stand up firmly for

a time. But, in this contest, the odds were against him. Old

Killigrew saw the struggle that was going on in his mind, and

took a wicked pleasure, apart from his love of gain, in assailing

the young man's good resolutions on every occasion that was pre-

sented. Sometimes, after alluring him into his bar, either through

personal influence, or by means of gay young men who frequent-

ed his house, Killigrew could not induce him to take anything but

a glass of water. Oftcner, however, he gained his purpose more

fully, and maddened the young man's brain with his fiery potations.

And so the work went on. There was a pitfall in Pratt's way,

and ever and anon he stumbled therein. Ah ! if the pitfall could

only have been removed. It served no use whatever
; gave noth-

ing to the common good ; was a constant source of annoyance,

injury, and loss to the people of Ashdale. It had been digged by

Killigrew, and was always kept deep and dangerous by him, in

order that he might profit by the weakness and injuries of those

who weakly or unwarily stumbled over the half-concealed brink.

" Why did not the people of Ashdale cause the pitfall to be

closed u]) ? Why did they not remove this man-trap ?" is a,sked,

in a tone of surprise.

They had no power to do so, we answer.

" No power !"

You may look suqirised, but it is even as we say. Killigrew

had the law on his side.

" The law !"

Yes, for all you seem so incrcdulons. The law of the State in

which Ashdale was situated, provided, by s])ecial enactment, for

the digging of just such man-tra])3 as the one maintained by Kil-

ligrew. And any person, not having the love of man nor the

fear of God before his eyes, could, by the payment of a few dol-

lars into the .State treasury, obtain the right to make for himself

such a pitfall in any highway or street in any village, town, or

city in the conimonwcalth.

" Preposterous !"

It is true—alas I too sadly true. AVitness the crowded jails,

almshouses and insane asylums ; witness the crime, destitntion

an squalid misery that rest like black clouds over all parts of

that State where population clusters thickly—and those licensed

man-traps are to be found by the score in every neighborhood. It

is true, alas ! too sadly ti'iic !

But for this pitfall in his way all might have been well with

Pratt ; but his feet were ever stumbling on its fittal brink. Stead-

ily, for nearly ten years, had he been going down, down, down •

and at the period when he came home sober, for the first time in

many months, and announced to his wife the death of Killigrew,

he was almost helpless in the jiower of his adversary. All manly
strength was gone when the temptation was before him. It was
in vain tbat he went out in the morning strong in his purpose to

keep sober through the day
;
the sight of Killigrew's tavern fired

his appetite to a degree that left him no power of resistance. It

was in vain that he started homeward in the evening, promising

himself that he would meet his wife and children without a stain

on his lips. Alas ! he could not bear onward against t!ie whirl-

pool of desire that instantly encompassed him when he came
within fatal proximity to Killigrew's.

Well might his sorrowing, despairing wife feel a thrill of plea-

sure in every heart fibre at the announcement of Killigrew's death.

He had been doing an accursed work in Ashdale for years.

Broadcast had he sown the seeds of anguish and desolation
; and

in her heart and home bad many of those evil seeds fallen, taking

quick root, springing up and bearing bitter fruit. Nor did she at-

tempt to stifle this pleasure as unseemly, in view of the passage

of a fellow-mortal to his great account in eternity. She was glad

the tavern-keeper was dead—so glad, it was useless to afl'ect con-

cealment.
The promise of that hour did not prove vain. The tavern was

closed, and Edward Pratt went daily to his business and returned

homo at evening a sober man. If, as was often the case, he felt

a desire for stimulating drink he quenched the desire in draughts

of pure cold water. Yet, even as he passed the old tavern stand

around which soon waved fields of ripening grain—the ground
had run to waste before—he felt a desire to enter. But there was
no bar there now ; so the morbid desire was fruitless of evil con-

sequences.

Thus it went on for three years. In that time not a drop of any-

thing intoxicating had passed the lips of Edward Pratt. How
striking the change in all around him. Worn out furniture was
renewed ; abundance of good clothing for children as well as pa-

rents gave an air of thrift and comfort. Cheerful, happy faces

were seen, where before was sadiTCss, pallor, want and tears.

Three years of sober industry ! How, in that short time, had
the wilderness been made to blossom as the rose.

One day, about this time, Mr. Pratt came homo with a serious

countenance and a dejected air. His wife noticed the change, hut

said nothing at first—waiting until her husband should speak of

what troubled him. He seemed to recover a little at the tea-table,

and talked pleasantly ; but, after supper withdrew to himself, and
sat most of the evening in deep thought, with his head resting on
his bosom. Several times his wife, whose anxious attention was
removed from him scarcely for a moment, heard a low sigh es-

cape from his lips. A little while before retiring he said to her

speaking abruptly and with something so strange in his voice that

the sound caused a thrill to run along her nerves:

"Parker sold his place last week."

" He did ! To whom V Mrs. Pratt spoke in a startled manner.
" To a man from BrookviUe, who is going to open the tavern

again."

If a heavy blow had fallen on the poor woman she could not

have sunk down more gloomily. If a death pang had entered

her heart the groan from her lips could not have been more fraught

with agony.

" He opens to-morrow," said Pratt, in a boding voice.

" O, Edward !" The unhappy wife arose, and moving to the

side of her husband, flung her arms around him, saying as she

did so :
" Let us go from here."

" Wliere ?" was responded, gloomily.

" O, anywhere. Death and eternal destruction are opening at

your feet. Come ! come ! Let us flee for our lives ! Let us go

this hour! I will bear hunger, cold, anything that may come
upon us so that we escape this evil."

" I have thought it all over, Sarah," replied the poor victim,

sadly. " We cannot go anywhere and be free from the curse.

The law sanctions the evil, and under the protection of law it

throws out its allurements everywhere. O, that I was strong

enough to resist. Heaven knows how earnestly I have sought to

overcome this fatal desire ; but, the moment I come within sight

of the accursed tempter my whole being is inflamed. Reason is

obscured—restraint grows weak—and 1 full under the luring gaz«

of a seri)ent."

O, what a night was that; spent watchfully in prayer and

weeping—a night the anguish of which years would fail to cover

with the dust of forgetfulness. Morning dawned at length. To
one condemned to die it scarcely had broken more drearily.

" I will strive to be a man, Sarah. I will look up for strength,"

said Mr. Pratt, as he pressed the hand of his wife and parted from

her at the door. " Pray for me."

Teal's were in his eyes as he turned away ; and her checks were

wet. The voice of Pratt was not confident. He sjioke rather to

assure his wife than his own heart. He felt that he was too weak

for his enemies.

And he was too weak. Evening brought him home with all

his bright manhood obscured. One short month sufficed to do

the work of ruin. Then his poor wife stood pale, tearless and

heart-broken above his grave I Ho fell so low that he made no

cflort to rise again—and died in drunkenness and despair.

The poor widow was not long from his side ; and now nis chil-

dren's home is the almshouse. The "man-trap " in Ashdale is

open still. And for the privilege of scattering ruin and death

around him the licw owner pays the State fifty dollars a year;

and the State takes the money with an eager hand, and seems to

think lier bargain a good one.
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YALE.*

B7 JRANETTB DE BABflE.

The monnliglit falls on Yale's old waFs,

And on tlie chapel sheds a glory,

"Wliile on the sward the shadow falls

Of ebns renowned in college story.

And manly voices full and clear

—

Blend in a song,— (Ac last, ere going;

And ' Auld Lang Syne ' is heard afar,

In heartfelt strains of sorrow flowing.

The last note to the .silont sky

Is faintly borne—the classmates sever;

And Yale receives the parting sigh

Of tliose who leave her shades forever.

• On the night after Commencement, a number of the graduating cUss met

for the last time beneath tlie old elms of Yale,—to say farewell. On parting,

their voices blended in "Auld Lang Syne,'' the sounds growing faiutur and

fainter in tUe distance, as each party dispersed to their several ways.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MORE HASTE THE LESS SPEED.

BT SIUS. M. E. ROBINSON.

Some people are always in .a liun-y, yet never accomplish

much. Tliiii' energies arc misdirected, and tliey hustle a1)out to

no effect. They seem to bo entirely destitnte of that cool, calcu-

lating clement that fcldom fails to ensure its possessor success in

whatever is undertaken. Such persons rarely stop to hear calmly

what is being said, but catch a few words and then move o(f in

haste, with little or no correct conception of the matter.

"You can do me a great favor to day, Mr. Williams," said a

gentleman to an individual of this description, wjioso weak jioint,

however, ho did not know.

' I'm at your service," cried Mr. AVilliams, springing from his

chair with alacrity, and putting on his hat.

" 0, there's no hurry, my dear sir," replied the gentleman,

smiling, quietly. " Sit down here, and I will explain. I am too

ill to go out this afternoon, and I shall feel greatly indebted to

you for a little assistance." And he went on to detail the busi-

ness which he desired atteDdcd to.

"I comprehend, M'. Stanley—it shall be an-anged to your sat-

isfaction !" exclaimed the listener, evidently impatient to go.

"Arc you sure you understand ?" asked the other, earnestly.

" O yes ! It don't take me long to get the force of an idea;

my family arc all quick-witted, and despatch business in no time.

I'll be back immediately," rejoined the accommodating Mr. Wil-

liams, buttoning his coat in a manner that plainly said :

" There are no drones in the Williams family. We don't let

business drive us ; on the contrary, we drive business."

" Well ; nuiBlier ninety-eight—don't forget," added Mr. Stan-

ley, as ho disappeared. ^
" I am certain ho didn't hear that at all," he said, aloud. " It

will be a wonder if he does the errand correctly. What a bust-

ling man! But I don't care how quick he is about it."

The commission was an important one, and as illness had de-

tained him, Mr. Stanley had been obliged, though reluctantly, to

resign it to a second person ; therefore he was naturally impatient

to learn the result. He feared that Williams had not compre-

hended the idea, and would not bo able to make out a clear

statement.

This opinion was verified by his re-nppearance in half an hour,

with his usual signs of haste and excitement. ,

" Back so soon !" exclaimed Stanley.

" Yes ; I haven't been able to make the gentleman understand

what you mean, and you'll have to be more explicit," returned

the other, who was out of breath with fast walking.

" More explicit ! Why, I have stated all the particulars. Did

you give him my proposition?" asked Stanley, with manifest

surprise.

" Did you mention one ? I don't recollect any," rejoined the

individual addressed, somewhat carelessly.

" Certainly, I did ! I spoke of it several times," was the im-

patient reply. " You did not listen attentive!}'
;
3'ou were in too

much of a hurry."

" Well, well, friend Stanley, never mind it," said Williams,

good humoredly, " I'll get it right next time."

And so Mr. Stanley repeated the proposition and general in-

structions as patiently as he could, and off starts the willing mes-

senger with nervous speed.

But the excitement of returning, the unusual attention he had

given to the second description of his errand, and his assiduous

attempts to retain the minutest particulars of the same, combined

to drive all idea of the locality where the gentleman could bo

found out of his mind. To be sure, he knew the street—but that

was little or no clue. He might go back for the third time, but

for reasons, which must be obvious, he did not feel inclined to do

so ; and so he went searching about, unsuccessfully, until near

night, at last finding the place only to learn that the gentleman,

who had waited as long as possible, had left town to be gone two

weeks. Nothing remained to be done but report himself at head-

quaiters, which he, with some embarrassment and hesitation, pro-

ceeded to do.

" I have no doubt you meant well, friend Williams," said Mr.

Stanley, who heard his story in silence, " but through your inat-

tentireness and haste in the first instance, I have lost a chance

worth a thousand dollars."

The speaker's tones -nere serious, and he looked much disap-

jiointed. Williams began at once to apologize, but tlie other

begged that he would say nothing about it.

" It is past now and can't be helped," he added, " but in fu-

ture, my friend, comprehend fully tlie idea you have in view be-

fore rushing headlong to execute it."

But the bustling man did not remember tliis advice a great

wliile. lie acted hastily and without thought, consequently

things did not work to his mind, and his business was in much
disorder and confu'^ion. Ho wasted no time in filing his letters,

and when he wished to consult one, it was nowhere to be found.

The addre.s.s had been forgotten, and it followed that bo had

much trouble with his correspondence.

lie took up a hook sometimes, but he read so fast that ho never

retained its contents. Ho ate his food as though ho had not a

moment to live, ami then wondered why his digestion was so

poor. His wife hinted her opiuion in reference to the subject, but

Mr. Williams pronounced it a ridiculous idea, and one not worthy

to 1)0 entertained by a ])erson of sense.

" It's preposterous, my dear Fanny, to spend a couple of hours

fating one's dinner, when fifteen minutes would answer the same

purpose. People are lazy now-a-days ; they would accomplish

twice as much if they would step quicker, and sliow some ambi-

tion. I can't tolerate moderation ; it's a sure sign of an indolent

man."
" Moderation and indolence are two different things, Mr. Wil-

liams," said his wife, in a positive tone.

" They are just alike to me," was the tenacious rejoinder.
J

During this conversation, Mrs. Williams was carrying the din-

ner things into the kitchen, and her husband sat looking leisurely

on.
" Now, what a long job you've made of that !" lie resumed, after

a moment's pause. " I should work in this way." And starting

up, suddenly, he piled several plates upon his arm, took a large

pitcher in one hand, and a bowl of gravy in the other, and started

for tlie domestic locality we have named, determined upon setting

his wife a good examiile.

" Don't, husband—you'll let them fall !" expostulated Mrs.

Williams, who feared for the safety of her new, bright carpet and

her nice soup plates.

She had hardly spoken the words, when her youngest son, who

was rushing into the room, boy-fasliion, and her husband, who

was rushing out, came in violent contact. In striving to save the

plates, which began to slip, Mr. AVilliams relaxed his liold upon

the bowl, and the greasy liquid streamed down his pants upon tlie

carpet. The plates fell, in spite of his efforts, breaking two in

their descent, while a closer examination disclosed a large crack

in the pitcher.

" Haste makes waste, my son," observed his aged mother, who
entered while Mr. Williams, his ardor rather cooled, was picking

up pieces of the broken ware.

" It was all Charles's fault. I've told liim many a time not to

come into a room in that headstrong way," rejoined the father.

" You were going out quite as fast as he came in, husband ; so

don't blame tlie boy for following your example," remarked Mrs.

Williams. " You know you can't tolerate moderation," she added,

pointedly.

Our gentleman put on his hat, and left the house, not caring to

hear the observations of his wife and mother. He took no blame

to himself for the catastrophe, "as it would not undoubtedly have

happened if he had not been interfered with."

" Be good enough to fix the stove this morning, Mr. AVilliams

;

Jane tells me there is danger of the legs coming out," said the

wife of our bustling man, the next day.

Ho promised to attend to it that very minute, and taking a

hammer entered the kitchen. Jane was not there, and not being

overlooked, ho concluded to put oft' fixing it very thoroughly

until some other time. He was in a hurry, as usual, and so he

struck the legs of the stove several smart blows, was sure it was

all right, and complimented himself on the expedition he had

used. In less than a week, Jane ran up the stairs, in grejt ex-

citement, exclaiming

:

" The stove has tumbled down, ma'am ! the cofi'ee and toast is

all spilt, and I just missed getting a scald ! I told you how it

would be."

" The stove tumbled down ! Why, husliand, you said that you

had seen to it sometime ago," replied Mrs. Williams.

"And so I have," he rejoined, being pretty careful, however,

not to say what he had done, or how he had " seen to it."

"Not thoroughly, or the accident would not have occurred,"

added Mrs. Williams, a little impatiently. " The logs should

have been nailed down, and made quite fast. I presume to say

that you wasn't ten minutes doing it."

" It's always so," muttered the girl, as she turned away. "Noth-

ing goes right in this house. He does everything in such a hurry,

and then makes a fuss if anybody complains. But he'll have to

drink cold water this morning, and it's good enough for him I"

Jane was a good girl, but her temper was sadly tried, daily.

On this moming she had contemplated doing a large ironing, and

now it would have to be delayed. Her clean floor was soiled with

ashes, coffee and toast, and an hour or more would be required to

restore it to its original color. Only the previous day he had or-

dered dinner, and in his hurry neglected to mention the vegeta-

bles, obliging Jane to leave her work and hasten to the market-

house for the missing articles.

The morning meal was despatched by the family without the

nice toast and delicious coffee, Mr. Williams saying but little, and

his wife looking unusually serious. The former promptly de-

spatched a man to put up the stove again, and his charge for that

service, and repairing a lid, which was broken by the fall, was one

dollar—a sum which, including time and trouble, could have been

saved if Mr. Williams had not been in a huvrv.

At another time, in a business transaction with a stranger, he

was paid a certain amount of money in bank bills. Witli his

customary thoughtlessness he rolled them up and quickly depos-

ited them in his pocket-book, without even assuring himself that

the sum was right. Two hours afterward he had occasion to pay

out a small account, and to his dism:iy found that twenty-five out

of the fifty dollars he had received wei-e counterfeit.

Too much haste had again proved unfortunate. Nobody pitied

him, and many said "it served liitn right." Mr. Williams had

many experiences of thi.s nature, but they seemed to produce no

lasting ett'ect upon him. He (onlinutd to begin a great number
of jobs, but never got time to finish any of them, and was too

much hurried to give any matter a thoroujih investigation. He
was his worst enemy, and clieatcd himself more than anybody
else, by rushing with heedless eagemcss into enterprises wliich he

had not coolly and calmly considn-ed. He bustled about all his

life, and died witlioiit realizing tlie truth of tlie old adage—" The
more haste the less speed."

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: perley poorb.

[The following daily record of p&st events will be continued, from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the paiit,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

FEBRUAIiY TWEXTT-SIXTH.

420.—Alexander, afterwards Bishop of Gaza, and a famous

theologian, born.

1801.—Kingdom of Etruria established by Napoleon I.

1802.—Victor Hugo, the celebrated French poet and novelist,

born.

1815.—Napoleon escaped from Elba, and steered for France.

18:55.—Aloys Senefclder, the discoverer of litliograpliy, died at

Munich, aged 63.

FEBRUARY TWENTY-SEVENTH.

17.34.—Sir John Arbuthnot, a distinguished English physician

and author, died at London.

1796.—Great earthquake at Lisbon.

1848.—Sunday holiday of Lamartinc's Frencli Republic.

FEBRUARY TWENT V-EIGIITII.

1835.—M. Malbist died near Quebec. He was 6 feet 4 inches

in height, and weighed 619 1-2 pounds.

1837.—Col. Binckley, a revolutionary veteran, died in Davidson

county, Tennessee, aged 13G.

1846.—Sir Robert Peel's com-law bill passed the English House

of Commons.
1847.—Battle of Sacramento.

1831.—Severe earthquake througliout Asia Minor.

^

M.\RCn FIRST.

1810.—Kingdom of Hanover annexed to Westphalia by the

French.

1811.—Massacre of the Mamelukes at Cairo by order of Me-

liemet All Pasha.

1815.—Napoleon landed at St. Juan, on his return from Elba,

and marched towards Paris.

1826.—Lowell first incorporated as a town.

1838.—600 Canadian " patriots surrendered to Gen. Wool, in

Vermont, near the line.

MARCH SECOND.

1711.—Nicolas Boileau, an eminent French poet, died, aged 75.

1743,—"Boston Weekly Magazine," first American periodical,

established.

1791.—John Wesley, founder of the Methodist sect.died, aged 88.

1793.—Gen. Sam. Houston bom in Rockbridge county, Va.

1798.—Cajituro of Fribourg from the Swiss, by the French

under Gen. Pigeon.
MARCH THIRD.

1796.—Treaty of alliance between the United States and Spain

ratified.

1814.—Battle of Troyes, in which Napoleon conquered the

allied forces.

182G.—Papal bull against free-masonry.

1832.—Santa Anna defeated at Vera Cruz by the Mexican

government troops.

1835.—Emperor Francis II. of Austria, who was much beloved,

died, aged 67.

MARCH FOURTH.

1774.—Oliver Goldsmith, a celebrated English poet and histo-

rian, died, aged 43.

1797 —.John Adams inaugurated as President—Thomas Jeffer-

son as Vice President.

1801.—Thomas Jefferson inaugurated as President—Aaron

Burr as Vice President.

1804.—Commodore Nicholson died at New York, aged 69.

1809,—James Madison inaugurated as President—George Clin-

ton as Vice President.

1814.—Napoleon I. signed his abdication.

1817.—James Munroo inaugurated as President—D. D. Tomp-

kins as Vice President.

1825.—John Q. Adams inaugurated as President—John C.

Calhoun as Vice President.

1837.—Martin A''an Buren inaugurated as President—Richard

M. Johnson as Vice President.

1841.—William Henry Harrison inaugurated as President-

John Tyler as Vice President.

1845.—James K. Polk inaugurated as President—George M.

Dallas as Vice President.

1849.—Zachary Taylor inaugui-ated as President—Millard Fill-

more as Vice President.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HEART AIVI) HAND.

BY DR. GEORGE W. BUNOAT.

A rosy boy with flaxen hair, and eyes

Blue as tlie sky that stoops to clasp the earth,

And a fair maiden full of beauty, met

In a thronged city, far from brooka and bowers.

If the sweet rose had lips, and eyes, and speech,

I would compare the maiden with the rose.

If holy angels had no phining wings,

I should have thought she dropped from the bland sky.

Ilcr hair was darker than the midnight sea.

From which her forehead rose fair as the moon,

Accompanied by the twin stars of her eyes.

The silken lashes of those lustrous orbs

Were arrows pointed with her lore-lit glance.

Her words were richer than the soft-toned lute,

And in those words her young love-thoughts were seen,

Like unhatched birdliugs in transparent shells.

When the youth pressed her soft white hand in his,

Her throbbing heart crept through her silken veins

—

As sea-tides up the narrow rivers creep,

When banks are green with grass, and gay with flowcra-

And the old ocean's breast seems filled with joy.

And told in throbs the story of her love

:

There stood the bashful youth, a maiden's heart

Worth more than worlds was beating in his hand-
Few were the words which fell from lip to ear,

But they were shuttles weaving %varp of thouglit,

Into the—woof— hcartwoof of purest love.

They met again, and oft, and learned^at last

To translate into thrillicg ki;ses, looks

The Ups could utter in no other way.

And when connubial bliss had crowned her queen

Of the great empire of her husband's heart,

'Twiis found both hearts were beating in each breast.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TWO CHOICES.
A STORY FOR APPLICATION.

BY AUSTIN C. BnRDICK.

George Ellingwood and his sister, Augusta, were seated in

a well-furnished parloi', the windows of wliich looked out upon

the street—said street being one of the most fashionable localities

of the large city. It was a winter evening, and a bright coal fire

burned in the grate. George and his sister wore orphans, having

met with their second parental loss—that of the father—about a

year previous to tlic opening of our story. They were rich, for

their father had divided a large amount of property between them,

and thus far they had lived together in the patcraal mansion,

George continuing tlie business his father had left, and Augusta

taking charge of the orphaned home.

The brother had seen liis five-and-twenticth year. He was a

handsome man, and tliough possessed of a naturally good Iicart,

yet his mind was considerably warped by the circumstances by

which ho had been surrounded. He was very proud, and very

rigid and tenacious in his opinions. Augusta inherited her moth-

er's nature. She was not only eminently beautiful, but she was

kind and affectionate, and possessed a mind of. rare moral excel-

lence. She had been taught by her mother many of the important

lessons of hfe, and she had learned to look upon all things in the

light of their real worth. Her mind was a moral balance, and

everything of life which she weighed slie weighed against a moral

weight.

For some time the brother and sister had been sitting in silence.

Augusta was gazing mildly upon her companion, while ho was

gazing nervously into the fire.

" Well," he said at length, raising his eyes to his sister's face,

"you are of age, and I suppose you can da as you please."

"But, my brother, you do not reason calmly on the subject,"

returned Augusta, in a mild, persuasive tone. "This is .an affair

of grave moment."
" Ay, so it is," responded George, speaking quickly and with

bitterness, " and for that very reason does it provoke me to see

you so foolish."

" Foolish, George ? Ah, you do not speak the sentiments of

your heart."

" Yes, I do, Augusta."
" And wherein am I foolish 1"

" Wherein 1 Why, in everything connected wilh thi.s mad freak

of yours. Here you arc the mistress of nearly two hundred
thousand dollars, placed by birth and endowments in the very

midst of the most select and aristocratic social circle of our city,

courted on all hands by the very first men of ihe fashionable

world, loved and e.'-teemcd by every one of your acquaintance,

and yet you would throw away all these advantages—advantages
for which thousands tnvy you—by marrying wilh a penniless,

briefless lawyer. Is not that foolish enough'?"
" You have a sunmiary method of disposing of the lawyer, at

all events," said Augusta, with a smile.

"I give him all the consideration he is worth," returned

George, in a sneering tone.

The rich blood mounted to the face of the sister as she heard

this unkind answer, and the smile passed away from her features.

" George," she said, in a very calm, firm tone, " I beg that you
will at least speak with becoming dignity. I have made up my
mind as to how I shall act, and I shall not change it unless I can

be convinced by some reasonable argument that I am wrong; I

will admit that Allan Johnson is what you would call a poor

man; but yet I love him, and I will tell you why. His widowed

mother was our mother's best and dearest friend. When our

mother lived I used often to visit at !Mrs. Johnson's, and I was

placed much in Allan's company. I found him to be a noble,

generous-hearted youth, with a high mind, and a rich store of

information and moral character. I loved him, and he loved me.

I knew this long before he dared to speak of the subject, and

from that moment I began to study all points of his character.

At length—only two months since—he asked me if he might dare

to hope for my hand. I told him that I would give him an

answer in one week."
" And did you study hard during that week ?" asked George.

.

" I studied carefully," replied Augusta, not seeming to notice

the tone of irony in which her brotlier had spoken. " I held my
future in my hands, and I meant that my decision should be such

an one as should conduce to my greatest good. I weighed well

the different opportunities that were open to me, and in making

up my mind I was governed solely by my own moral sense of

right. I had the offer of marriage from several wealthy men, and

one after another I subjected them to my test, but they all came

out wanting."

" Did not Harvey Lannell offer you his hand, AugustaV
" Yes."

" And was he subjected to this test?"

" He was."

" And will you be so gracious as to inform mo wherein you
found him wanting 1 I have been acquainted with Lannell for

many yeai-s, and he is not only wealthy, and holding a high posi-

tion in society, but his moral character is above reproach. Pray,

Miss Moral, wherein does he lack V
" I will tell you, George. He lacks one of the most essential

qualities of life. He lacks in liemi ; his impulses are all from the

head. He sliapes his course to the society by which he is sur-

rounded. He is strict in the world's code of morals, but he knows

little of the great Christian truth of life. He lives in his own self-

sufficiency. Once I heard his kind mother give him a piece of

well-meant advice, and he coldly sneered at her. He told her

that when he wanted advice he would ask for it. Ah, George,

Harvey Lannell would never make me happy."

" You have a strange idea of happiness, Augusta. As the wife

of Lannell, you would bo at the head of society."

"Ah, my brother," said Augusta, with an expressive shake of

the head, " I do not look to what you term sodtty for my future

field of happiness. I feel that the wife's province is home. I turn

my soul only to th.at one thought, and in balancing the qualities

of a husbaud, I wish to choose those that shall make home the

haven of pure and holy rest. The greatest joys of life are found

in the fulfilment of life's duties. To be sure, there are harmless

pastimes in which we may engage for passing pleasure, but they

are harmless only in so far as they do not interfere with things of

more importance. According to your view of marriage, I must

look to these mere fleeting pleasures for all my good of life. No,

no, my brother, I have made a wiser choice. It is for the wife I

would find joy.

" I spent my week in careful thought. I discussed every point

of character that w;is presented to me, and in the end I determined

that Allan Johnson was the noblest, truest of them all. I felt as-

sured that he was the man best qualified to make my home a

happy one. Now I have no fault to find with the members of the

fashionable circles in which you and I have moved merely because

they happen to be aristocrats ; I only feel that they are not the

companions I would choose for the trials of a lifetime. Had I

found Allan Johnson amongst the very wealthiest of our fashion-

able acquaintances, it would have been all the same to me. It is

his manhood alone that has attracted me. And I will tell you

one other thing—if Allan had possessed, with all his goodness of

heart, a carelessness with regard to worldly affairs, I would not

have consented to become his wife. But I knew him to be rigidly

upright, and persevering and industrious—and I told him that I

would be his wife."

" Very well," said George. " You will of com'so do as you

please."

" I shall do what I think right," I'eturned Augusta. " And
now," she continued, in a peculiar tone, " I mtist ask you a ques-

tion, since the subject is open. Have you yet made up your mind

upon your own marriage V #

"Yes."

"And have you concluded to make Angeline Allyne your

wife V
" Yes."

" I am very sorry, George."

" Arc you, indeed 1 Ha, ha, ha ! AVell, I sha'n't attempt to

fathom your tastes ; but Miss Allyne possesses all those qualifica-

tions that I desire. She is wealthy, intelligent, beautiful.; pleas-

ing in her manners ; moves in the highest circles of society, and

understands how to make a social circle joyous and agreeable.

She will be an ornament to my house."

" And yet, George," said the sister, in a very low, quiet tone,

" I fear she will not make your home a happy one. I know that

she is all you have represented her, but all that cainiot make a

good wife. She may make an excellent mistress for your draw-

ing-rooms, but not a soothing spirit at your fireside, and, one

thing more—I fear she is not qualified to be a mother to your

children. It is a wife you want, George—a wife to love you,

and bo your guardian angel wlicii all \lse may be dark and

gloomy. O, think well before you make up your mind."

" O, fudge !" exclaimed the brother. " I will trust Angeline

Allyne. She is my choice."

" Very well," added Augusta. " All I can say further is, that

I hope both our choices may be happy ones.*"

" I have one word further to say," resumed the brother, not in

the best of humor : "if you marry Allan Johnson, he must not
presume upon his relationship to make free with me. He must
never think to look to me for sociality or assistance."

There was a tear' sprang to the eye of the maiden, but she

turned away her liead to hide it. For a wliile she felt unhappy
;

but she looked forward into the future, and joy settled once more
upon her soul.

Time passed on, and Augusta Ellingwood became the wife of
Allan Johnson, and in a year after they were married they moved
to the Great West. The young lawyer felt that the new field of

action would be advantageous, and as he based his opinion upon
good reason his wife hesitated not to agree with him. In his new
home Allan found some things that were discouraging, but he re-

solved to persevere. People soon found out that the young law-

yer was an honest, industrious, generous man, and at length they

began, not only to trust him with business as an attorney, but they

soon learned to love him as a friend. Much of his success was
owing to his own innate energy, but he knew that he owed more
to the gentle wife that jjrcsided over his home, and assisted him
by her wise and loving counsels.

George Ellingwood made Angeline Allyne his wife, and he

fancied that he was going to be happy. But he had made his

choice without any deeply moral considerations, and he was des-

tined ere long to find that he had not looked deep enough for the

qualifications of his wife. It was not long before he began to miss

the society of his gentle sister.

" Did I understand that you had ordered the carriage for this

evening?" asked George, addressing his wife. Ho had just re-

turned from his day's business, and he was much fatigued. It

was six months after his marriage.

" Yes, Mr. E."
" And where are you going 1"

" Well, I thought I should drop into Jones's, and then into Le
Grand's, and I may go to the opera if any of them are going.

Wont you go with me 7"

"No, Angeline, I am too tired. I was in hopes that I should

have your company this evening."

" What to do V
" AVhy—to pass a social, quiet evening at home."
" O—heaven preserve me ! Ha, ha, ha ! A social, qiitet even-

ing at home ! Why, Mr. E., didn't you know that you couldn't

be more quiet than when you are all alone ? No, no,—don't

think that I can drudge away an evening so unprofitably as that."

" Unprofitably, Angeline 1 And do you think that your own
fireside

—

"

" Stop, stop, Mr. E. You are going now to give me some
moral lecture which you learned from your sister; but I don't

want to hear it. I've heard too much of that already. If you
fancied that your sister was such a pattern of propriety you ought

to have kept her by you. Ah, here's the carriage. I must dress.

Good evening."

When she was gone, George Ellingwood sat back in his chair.

" O, heavens !" he murmured, " what a life is this ! No home
—no comfort—no peace. All is cither hubbub and bustle, or

else drear loneliness."

It was at such times as these that George Ellingwood thought

of his sister. He remembered how many evenings he had enjoyed

in her society, and what pure comfort he used to take when slie

was by his side to soothe and cheer him. Then he would think

how h.appy must be the fortunate man who had gained her for a

wife. This would lead him to a contrast with his own home-

picture, and it made him miserable. In society he was sometimes

flattered by the homage which was paid to his wife, and he was

often congratulated in the prize he had gained. He derived mo-

mentary gratification even from this trifling boon, but it did not

make up for the loss of the sweet comforts of home. He now re-

alized the truth of what his sister had told him—the woman who

might shine in society, and even adorn some circles, might not be

a true wife. He now began to wish that he had looked deeper

into the qualifications of the woman he was to have taken for his

partner through life.

On the next morning George had to eat his breakfast alone, his

wife having not yet arisen. At noon he did not return to his din-

ner—he had contracted the habit of getting his dinners at a bote

near his place of business. At night, when he came home, he

found his wife dressed, and ready for a whist party she had invited

in. George felt sick and weary, but the company came, and he

had to make himself agreeable. He used to like these sort of pat-

ties when he and his sister attended them once a mouth or so, hut

he found it quite a dift'erent thing now.

"By my soul, George Ellingwood, how I envy you your happi-

ness," said one of the gentlemen during the evening.

"Do you. Atwood ?"

" In faith 1 do. What a magnificent wife you have drawn 1

What wit and beauty!—and she is always in smiles. Egad,

you're a lucky fellow."

George turned to wliere his wife sat with a choice circle about

her, and his heart bounded with a quick feeling of pride when he

saw how beautifid and smiling she looked. But in a moment

more came the thought that those smiles were not for him—that

they were not for the lighting up of his home—and he felt unhajipy.

.And yet George Ellingwood was forced to admit that his wife

had not deceived him. All that she had ap]>earcd to be before her

marriage she really was. He had married her because she would

make a splendid mistress of his mansion, and shine in society

She did all this ; but his soul yearned for joys she was not capable

of giving him.

" Ah, if I had but listened to my kind sister I But it's too lato

,„^wl" *******
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Ten years rolled away and George Ellingwood stood in the

streets of the great city, witliout a home. His wife had worn

herself out in her ceaseless round of excitement, and he had laid

her in the cold grave—another victim to—t-all it what you please.

It is bad enough under any name. Two trembling, sickly chil-

dren had been given him, but they lived not long to suiler. His

wealth had passed from him,—hii wife had spent most of it, but

he could blame only himself.

He stood now wiih just two luuidrcd dollars in his pocket—that

was all his earthly wealth—and with that sum ho determined to

seek some home in the West, where ho could escape the coldness

of those who had once hung upon his favors, and where he could

commence life anew. lie sought out one of the most flourishing

of the Western States, and tlicre he looked about for some good

opportunity to enter into business. At length he heard that the

governoi- of the State wanted to employ a land agent, and George

determined to seek. the berth.

It was just at dusk on a cool November evening that George

Ellingwood rang the bell at the governor's door. He had hesi-

tated sometime ere lie could gather the assurance to make the ap-

plication, but he remembered the old adage :
" nothing ventured,

nothing gained," and he determined to make the trial. His sum-

mons at the door was answered by a girl, and he asked her if the

governor was in. She replied in the aflSrmative, and bade him

walk in. Ho was conducted to a well-furnished parlor, where the

girl left him while she went to call her master. The room was

very largo, and the furniture, though evidently costly, was yet very

plain and substantial. Kverytliing seemed made for use, even to

the maps and pictures which adorned the walls.

At length the door opened, and a plainly dressed, middle-aged

man entered. His apjiearance was at once commanding and

friendly, and he sainted his visitor with a graceful smile.

" You are the governor, I believe, sir," said George, after he

had shaken hands with his host.

" Yes ; and you are Mr. George Ellingwood, if I mistake not,"

returned the governor.

George started at the sound of that voice, and as he gazed more

searchingly into his host's features ho was moved by a strange

sensation. The countenance was familiar, but where he had be-

fore seen it ho could not tliink.

" Do you not remember me V asked the governor, with a

smile.

" I have surely seen you before, sir," replied George, with much
emban-assmcnt ;

" but I cannot call the circumstance to mind."
" Ah ! then you have come on business ?"

" Y'cs sir," said George, speaking with difficulty and hesita-

tion ;
" I heard that the power had been left with you to employ

a h\nd agent, and that you had not yet made a selection."

"Ah I and you would like the berth ?"

" Why—yes—yes sir—if I could satisfy you of my qual-

ifications."

" Wait a moment, Mr. Ellingwood."

As the governor thus spoke he turned and left the room.

George was not left long to puzzle his brain, for his host soon re-

turned, and was followed by a female.

" This is my wife, Mr. Ellingwood. Perhaps she may solve

the problem for you."

George Ellingwood trembled like an aspen. His mind went

back over the space of half a score of years, and he remembered

a scene that he had often since tried to forget.

" George," said the still beautiful woman, " I am happy to see

you once more. It is a blessing I had not looked for."

George Ellingwood reached forth his trembling hand, and on

the next moment his head was reclining upon the shoulder of liis

sister.

" 0, Augusta ! my dear, dear sister," he uttered, " this is the

first resting-place of pure joy I have found these ten years ! I

know that you will forgive, and ever love me."
" ITes, George," returned the affectionate woman, still holding

his hand, and gazing through her tears up into her face ;
" I can-

not forget my deep love for yon. Are your family here V
" Alas ! my sister, I have none left to me on earth but yon.

My children are dead long ago, and my poor wife has now joined

them."
* ******

Allan Johnson had risen from post to post, working his way up

upon his own manhood in the confidence and affections of the

people, until he now stood at the head of the State.

George Ellingwood did not get the office he sought; but with

the aid of his brollier-in-law ho gained a business that was far

more lucrative, and he found* home beneath the roof of his

patron. He was once more in the society of his kind, gentle sis-

ter, and he began to live over again the days of his youth. But
he could not forget the years of misery he had passed. lie saw

that Allan Johnson had an earthly heaven for liis home, and that

his sister was the very spirit of peace and joy.

" Augusta," he said, as he and his sister were alone one evening,

" you can never know how bitterly I have repented the liour when

I rejected your kind counsel. O, how often since then have I re-

alized the truth of all you told me. I cannot look about in society

without seeing a demonstration of that truth on all hands. Eor
ten years I have owned a house and a wife—hut I have had no

HOME—no spot that I could call my own, to love and cherish as

the depository of my joys and comforts, and the haven of my
needed rest."

" Ah ! George," retin-ned the sister, as she wiped a tear from

her cheek, " there are indeed too few who enter into the great

field of married life with the proper ideas of the new duties they

thus assume. They mistake the very nature of those duties, and

henee they do not recognize the true qualifications that are neces-

sary to make a good husband or a good wife. The consequences

are indeed sad. Children are reared up without knowing the real

uses of the life that has been given them ; and even the parents

cannot teach them. Then again, how often do you hear the hus-

band and the wife speak of ' Home, sweet home,' without onec

ever dreaming that the term should apply to their own fireside.

Alas ! when they speak tlius they are looking back upon the house

of their childhood, and regretting that the happy days of youth

have passed from them forever ! They have entered the married

life ill ignorance."

" O, my sister, how truly you speak. I was ignorant, but it

was because I would not learn of you. You made the wise

choice, and I the foolish one. Y'ou have lived long years of true

joyous life, while I have just learned life's first lesson. 'Tis

strange how much man will suffer in bitter experience rather than

be wise at first."

THE MAMMOTH CAVE.

That the mammoth cave is an antiquity of the world before the

flood—a city of giants which an eartluiuake swallowed, and which
a chance roof of rocks has protected from being effaced by the

deluge, and by the wear of the elements for sul)sc(inent ages— is

one of the fancies, which its strange phenomena forces upon the

mind. All is so architectural. It is not a vast underground cav-

ity, raw and dirty, but a succession of halls, domes and corridors,

streets, avenues and arches—all underground, but all telling of the

design and pi oportion of a majestic primeval metropolis. It is

not a cave, hut a city in ruins—a city from which sun, moon, and
stars have been taken away—whose day of judgment has come
and passed, and over which a new world has been created and
grown old. By what admirable laws of unknown architecture

those mammoth roofs and t'eilings are upheld is every traveller's

wondering question. In some shape or other I heard eacli of my
companions express this. No modern builder could throw up
such high vaulted arches, and so unaccountably sustain them.
And all else is in keeping. The cornices and columns, aisles and
galleries are gigantically proportionate, and as mysteriously up-
held. Streets after streets—miles after miles—seem to have been
left only half in ruins ; and here and there is an effect as if the

basements and lower stories were encumbered with fragments and
rubbish, leaving you to walk on a level with the capitals and floors

once high above the pavement. It might be described as a mam-
moth Hcrculaneum, first sepulchred with over-toppling mountains,
but swept and choked afterwards by the waters of the deluge, that

found their way to its dark streets in their subsiding. What scen-

ery and machinery this will be for the poets of the West, bv-and-
by. Their Parnassus is " a house ready furnished."—^V. P.
Willis.

* ^"^ >

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial,]

THE MOONBEAM.

BY HELEN A. PIERCE.

Stealing softly through the lattice,

Pla3'iug o'er the oaken floor,

Is a .'(weet uud dancing moonbeam,

Brighter than the .sliining ore.

Moonbeam, tell, tell me whither

Thou hast come to this cold earth!

Wast thou lured by twilight hither,

To play around the social hearth ?

Wast thou born amid the ether

Round sweet Luna's crescent pale?

Did she bid thee to come hither,

And illumine height and vale?

Fairest moonbeam, 'twere much fitter

Thou shouldst shine around God's throne,

There in beauty e'er to glitter,

Lighting augels in their home.

Moonbeam, may we like thee ever

Strive to be a ''shining light,"

Till we go to live forever

In those heavenly regions bright.

A WONDERFUL CLOCK.
There is now in the possession of, and manufactured by, Mr.

Collings, silversmith, of Gloucester, England, a most ingenious
piece of mechanism—an eight day clock, with dead beat escape-
ment maintaining power, chimes the quarters, plays si.xteen tunes,

plays three tunes in twelve liours, or will play at any time re-

quired. The hands go round as follows :—One, once a minute

;

one, once an hour ; one, once a week ; one, once a month ; one,

once a year. It sliows the moon's ago, the time of rising and set-

ting of the sun, the time of liigli and low water, half ebb and half

flood ; and by a beautiful contrivance, there is a part which repre-

sents tlie water, which rises and falls, lifting the ships at high
water tide as if it were in motion, and as it recedes leaves these

little automaton sliips dry on the sands. It shows tlie twelve signs

of the zodiac; it strikes or not, chimes or not, as you wish it; it

has the equation table, sliowing the ditt'erence of clock and sun
every day in tlie year. Every portion of the clock is of beautiful

workmanship, and performs most accurately the many aitVerent

objects which are called into action by the higcnious proprietor,

who is most willing to describe all its various .ichievenients to any
one wlio may feel a pleasure in paying him a visit.

—

London paper.

< —-» >

HAY AND GOLD.

Wo have heard a very wise prediction that gold would ulti-

mately become so very common and vulgar, that no one would
be -wnlling to have it about his person, and that it would be used
only for such purposes as coal-scuttles. This will do to ainuse
one's self with, but as to its probability, we may refer to the state-

ment of the " Ohio Farmer,' that the value of the hay crop in the
State of New York exceeds the annual value of the gold crop of
California, taking it in the long run, and that taking the average
of all the gold dug, it costs about twice its market value. No
wonder so many have fiiuiid it more profita' le to raise field car-

rots in New Yor?^ than carats of gold in El Dorado.— Country
Gentleman.

-«^«»»» >

The soul's rich love, the heart's fond sigh,

Are things that gold can never buy.

—

J. Boivman.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.)

REMINISCENCES.
Writlfn on relumingfrom Rev. Mr. F.'s, anil tteilicaled lo his rlmishtrr, whose

iong awoke Ihe/n.

BT J. C. PEABODr.

Fair friend, I'm in my lonely room

—

In Hllcnce, save the midnight bell

—

Yet not alone— for through the gloom

There comcth out the pa.st-time"s coH,

As from a long-forgotten tomb,

A shadowy train I know full well.

Spectres of bygone days they are,

That down the halls of memory throng

—

AVakeued to-night by thy guitar,

Unto its beat they march along,

Stretching buck to that eve afar,

When first I listened to its song.

Life has been longer th.an the years

Time may have counted off since then

—

Tis measured by its hopes and fears.

The strivings with our fellow-men.

The struggles with ourselves, our tears

O'er what we are, and might have been.

That night a friend was at my side.

Pledged for the evil and the good

—

Our faith so strong that we defied

The adverse gales, however rude^
'Tis bruken now—for he had pride,

And I a heart not understood.

Another friend was also there,

Since then by other pledges bound

—

And ever, with a studious care,

She keeps them througli life's changeful round.

Content in love the <'ros9 to bear,

Whenever and wherever found.

My father then in hand with thine.

Wrought in the gi-eat caupe of that day^
Nor ceased the good man's light to thine

Until death's shadows dimmed its ray

—

But now the spirits whisper mine,

"Thy father, he has passed away."

And here and there, on every hand,

I see the vacant fireside seat

Of youth who formed that little band.

The maidens and their sire to greets—

Whose songs and precepts bade them stand

Where truth and tempei-ance kept their feet.

And in those days I u.sed to dream

—

Such visions only dreamers see—
But never, if I rightly deem.

Was ever one fulfilled to me

—

Nay, rather doth the real seem

A phantom that's about to llee.

But oft since then I've seen and known
With what mad contiict earth is rift

—

And rather than muse here alone,

I ought to hasten to the strife—
For thy guitar's mock " bugle tone ''

Seems trumpeting the march of life.

THE C.ANTON RIVER.

Of all the extraordinary scenes which can he witnessed, nothin"
can be more suiprising or astounding to the European than tho
ajipearance of the Canton river ; for let him have travelled " far

and wide," nought can give him an idea of the scene but ocular
demonstration. Jlyriads of boats float on the waters ; some de-
voted to handicraftmen of all descriptions ; others to retailers of
edibles, cooked and uncooked ; boats laden with chests of tea
piled one upon the other, tier above tier, until the side of the boat
is level with the water's edge ; mandarin boats forcing their way
authoritatively through the crowd; war junks at anchor; while
here and there is an European boat, manned by sailors who give
vent to their excited feelings by uttering sundry and divers ejacu-

lations not particularly complimentary to the good seamanship of
tlio natives, nor expressive of kindly feelings towards them.
Flower boats, and others belonging to artisans, venders of food,
pcdloi's, merchants, poultry and sand-pans arc wedged together
in one solid mass, apparently impenetrable ; while the air is filled

and the ears stunned with the deafening sounds of gongs ami
wind instiuments, discoursing most unearthly music, accompanied
by the yelling, screaming, gabbling, and clamor of hundreds of
thousands of human tongues, producing a hodge-podge of .sounds,

unrivalled and unequalled since the building of the Tower of Ba-
bel. As there is no part of the world so densely populated as

China, so there is no part of China so thickly populated as Can-
ton ; the population of the city of Canton and its suburbs being
estimated at above one million ; and the denizens of the river,

who habitually reside in tlieir boats, are said to exceed two hun-
dred thousand.

—

J. Bayard Taylor.

O'CONNELL AS A SPEAKER.

O'Connell's voice was deep, sonorous and manageable. Its tran-

sitions from the higher to the lower notes were wondrously effective.

He rather afl'ected a full Irish pronunciation, on which was slightly

grafted something of the accent which, in his youth, he had invol-

untarily picked up in France. No man had a clearer pronuncia-
tion—at times it even went to the extent of almost syllahicizing

long words. He could speak for a longer time than' most men
without pausing to take breath. AVhen making a speech his

mouth was very expressive. In his eyes (of a cold, clear blue),

there was little speculation, but the true Irish expression of feel-

ing, passion and intellect played about his lips. Looking at him
as he spoke, an observer might note the sentiment about to issue

from those lips before the words had utterance—just as we see

the lightning flash before we hear the thunder-peal.

—

Shitlds's

Sketches of the Irish Bar.

It is only necessary to make war with five things : with tho

maladies of the body, the ignorances of the mind, with the passions

of the body, with "the seditious of the city, and the discords of

families.

—

Pythagoras.
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M.UISHAL MARMONT, DUKE OF RAGUSA.

Augustus Frederick Louis Viesse de Marmont,

Duke of Ragusa, and Marshal of France, was bom
ivt Chatillonsur-Seine, July 20, 1774, and died at

Venice, March 3, 1852, at the age of seventy-seven.

He entered the service in 1789, as a sublieutenant

in a regiment of infantry, and passed, with the same

grade, into the artillery, in 1791. He first made a

part of the army of the Alps, and afterwards tlie

army of Italy, where he attracted notice by an ac-

tivity, courage and intelligence which secured him
his first distinction. He received a sabre, after the

battle of Lodi, as a reward of gallantry. As a re-

compense for his gallant conduct at Castiglione, he

was entrusted by General Bonaparte with present-

ing to the Directory twenty-two standards, taken

from the Austrians. On returning from this mis-

sion, with the rank of Chief of Brigade, he shared

honorably in all the actions of the campaign, and

gave proof of administrative capacity in the organ-

ization of the Italian conquest. General Bonaparte
designed him a command in the Egyptian exhibi-

tion. On tlie way, the part he took with Generals

Vaubois and Lannes in tlie capture of Maha, won
him the rank of Brigadier General. He signalized

himself in the storm of Alexandria, of which he

became the commander wlien Napoleon undertook

the expedition to Syria ; but left with inadequate

forces lie was unable to defend the fort of Aboul<ii-,

which was attacked and taken by the Turks. Still

he retained the confidence of General Bonaparte,

whom he followed on his return to France, and sup-

ported, oi\ the day of the 18th Brumaire. Shortly

afterwards he became a member of the Council of

State, and was then entrusted with the chief com-
mand of the artillery of the army of reserve, which

he organized like a soldier and skilful administra-

tor. The resources which he displayed facilitated

the passage of Mount St. Bernard, and diitinguished

him in the operations that followed. We see him
by turns, in action or negotiation, always active,

skilful and intelligent, in Italy, Holland, or Ger-

many. He was made Duke of Ragusa in 1809,

after the battle of Castle-Nuoro ; and, after Wag-
ram, raised to the dignity of Marshal of France on

the battle-field of Zuaim. S-nt to Spain in 1811,

he quitted lUyria, the provinces of which he had
governed with mildness and wisdom, to replace

Massena in commiind of the army of Portugal. In

tliii campaign he met the fate of the greater part of

the emperor's lieutenants, who knew not how, either

from jealousy or rivalry among themselves, from
fear of responsibility or the habit of receiving direc-

tions from a master who alone had the right to com-
mand—who knew not how, we say, to keep up the

splendor of tlieir first services, and the victorious

renown of the French arms. He was wounded in

the right arm by a ball in the battle of Arapilen, ai d
left Spain to attend to its cure. We find him agaiu
in 1813, in Germany, where he contributed to the
success of the days of Lutzen, Bautzen, and Wurt-
chen ; then at Dresden and Leipsic, where he re-e»-

tablished his military reputation, which was some-
what compromised in Spain. We come now to a
delicate point of his biograjjliy—the capitulation
of Paris, March 30, 1814. The marshal has been
reproached with this act of his military life. Peo-
ple have scarcely thought of dividing this responsi-
bility with Joseph Napoleon, who, on leaving Purig
that morning, had sent him the order to capitulate.

The fact was used against him by the popular pas-
sion. Resistance would have saved neither Franco
nor the empire, but have caused the greatest misfor-
tune. We may reproach those whom fortune em-
ploys to produce the fall of a government, with ».

want ofjudgment that impels them to profit bv what
public opinion considers a catastrophe, and to maka
of an involuntary service a title to the favor of the

succeeding government, as the risk of courting the

charge of treason to what is only an act of necessity.

The marshal could not resist this temptation, and
behaved, in this respect, like the most vulgar of men.
Hence he was loaded with favors by the liestoration,

which confided to him high commands in the army.
He commanded the troops in 1830, during the revo-

lution of July, but was forced to leave France imme-
diately sifter. He never returned, but devoted tlio

rest of his life to literary labors, some of wliich have
been published.

MARSHAL MARMONT, DUKE OF RAGUSA.

CH.\R1TY FAIR AT PARIS.

Notwithstanding the alleged frivolity of the peo-

ple of Paris, there is no city in the world wliero

there is so much active benevolence. No people

know better how to reconcile pleasure and charity.

Below, we give a representation of one of their

splendid charity fairs, got up under the patronage

of ladies. The persons whom we see waiting at

the rich counters, are women of high rank and fash-

ion ; and it is a great attraction to the humbler
classes to be able to see these ladies, converse with

them, and patronize, instead of being patronized by
them. These amateur shop-women drive sliarp bar-

gains, for no one thinks of disputing prices with

them ; and the proceeds of one of these fairs are al-

most fabulous. Our American ladies are well-versed

in this praiseworthy system of raising funds for

charitable purposes ; and if our fairs do not present

such a magnificent array of gems of art, they ara

yet more interesting, because the majority of the ar-

ticles are the fruits of the industry, skill and taleut

of the fair saleswomen.

CHARITy FAIR, AT PARIS.
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• COLLINS' LINE OF STEAMERS.

Wc present on pages 136 and 137 one of our largest .size pic-

tures of the fleet of steamers constituting this American mail

lino of steamers running between tliis country and England. No
inodorn enterprise upon the ocean has been conceived and carried

out on a more grand and liberal scale than this ; and without

boasting, or being liable to a charge of fulsomcness, we may say,

that it is the finest, fastest ami best line of steamships in the world.

It i« a source of national pride to look upon this enterprise, .and

realize that it is American, and that it has literally taken the lead

of the world in all the important respects that add value to ocean

navigation. We need enter into no detailed account of this line

of steamers ; they are already too well known to the public, and

too great favorites, not to have become individually known to our

rctders as it regards their dimensions and like matters. The line

consists of the Atlantic, Capt. West, the Pacific, Capt. Nye, the

Arctic, Capt. Luce, the Baltic, Capt. Comstock, and the Adriatic.

Thoy sail every fortnight from either port, Liverpool and New
York. We lay this fine and truthful maritime view before our

readers with not a little pride and pleasure.

Extent of London.—A correspondent says that, according

to a new plan of London, by Cross, which he purchased in that

city, the extent of the metropolis is eight miles in length, in a

straight line from the terminus of the Blackwell Railway to the

Eftst India Docks, and the breadth, five miles from the New Cattle

Market, Islington, to Cambcrwcll.

SosiBTHiNG New.—A very pretty and novel kind of grate has

been patented in England. The fuel-holder is made in the form

of a vase of open fretwork, and its base is furnished with a short

vertical stud or spindle, on which it has liberty to revolve in a

supporting socket, so as to present any rcriuired side to the room.

< ^w^ >

Cold Comfort.—Six million pounds of ice will be stored in

the town of Stamford, Ct., the present season.

SFIINTEBS.

The clipper ship Red Jacket made the trip lately from

New York to Liverpool in the short space of thirteen days !

.... The original manuscript of " Byron's Curse of Minerva,"

sold recently, in London, for one hundred and seven dollars.

.... The Duchess of Orleans still dreams of a crown for her son,

the little Count of Paris, and refuses to come into the "fusion."

J. A. Graham, Esq., has presented the poor of Cumber-
land, Ohio, one hundred cords of wood.

.... The crying of newspapers on Sunday, in the streets of

Boston, has been stopped by the authorities, as it should be.

.... The Colonization Society has received the past year

$82,458, the largest sum ever contributed in one year.

Mrs. Judson, widow of the late Dr. Judson, missionary to

Burmah, it is feared is in the last stages of consumption.

The charters of ten banks have expired, and fifty new
banks have been organized in New York during the past year.

Niagara River is frozen at Tonawanda to Grand Island

shore—a circumstance which has not occurred for thirty years.

.... The narrowest part of the Atl.tntie is more than two miles

deep. In other parts, about one and a half mile.

.... The annual expenses of New York city are greater than

those of any other four cities in the United States.

.... A bill has been introduced into the Kentucky Senate appro-

priating $5000 annually, for five years, for colonization purposes.

.... A ship is dally expected to arrive at Panama from China
with a cargo of Chinese laborers for the Panama Railroad.

.... The English telegraphs employ twelve hundred and fifty

persons as operators.

The population in the State of California on the 1st of

January was estimated at about three hundred and ten thousand.

A difficulty between the Greeks and Turks had occurred in

the island of Samos. The British consul had gone to settle it.

.... Several large fires have recently occurred in London. In
one instance, nine large warehouses were burnt down.

SELF-JIADE MEN.

Almost every man who has made bis mark upon the world has

been self-made. It is a common error to suppose that great men
owe their greatness to education, that the sum of their acquisitions,

or, indeed, the most valuable pnrt of them, was obtained from the

school or college from which they graduated. School and college

do but furnish the keys to unlock the treasure-house of knowledge,

and the man who puts these keys in his pockets, and makes no use

of them, goes to his grave an unnoted member of society. In men

of distinction, it is singular to note how dificrcnt the talents and

the pursuits, by which they win renown, from those displayed and

followed during their educational career. Goldsmith gave no evi-

dence of the ability ho afterwards displayed, when he was at col-

lege. Our greatest painter, Washington AUston, did not receive

the education of an artist—it was his self-improved studies which

made him what he became, the Titian of America.

Surely, the military and scientific training forced upon Schiller,

did not enable him to produce The Robbers. That remarkable

drama was a fiery protest against the iron yoke, to which the

grand duke souglit to bend bis glorious mind. From these illus-

trations wo perceive that few men, who are not generally classed

among self-made men, were indeed so. The training of genius

must be self-culture, for it is impossible to frame rules that .shall

guide its footsteps. Genius pursues its cottrsc as the wild chamois

takes its way among the mountains, leajiing from point to point,

fearlessly and safely, springing over frightful abysses, standing on

dizzy pinnacles, which the hunter can never attain, and bounding

onward and upward, ever tending to the empyrean heights above.

For this reason men of distinguished genius make the poorest

teachers in the world, for the processes are inapplicable to the

ma.sses, and with them unavailing.

The example of such men would lead to many a headlong tum-

ble, and many a fatal loss, if it were followed. As well might the

traveller, ascending Mont Blanc, take the bounding chamois for

his guide. But because schools and colleges do not make great

men, we are not to infer that they arc useless. To resume our

figure, the laborious teachers are like the guides on Mont Blanc,

who cut steps in the ice for the patient and plodding traveller, by

which even the least enterprising, if he have but courage and

endurance to carry him to the greatest heights, may yet attain a

respectable elevation. And, moreover, even to the gifted ones of

caith, the systematic training of educatlon.al institutions is not

without importance. It imparts that order and system by which

self-culture is afterwards made easy, abridging labor by imparting

method.

There are men, however, who have discovered their own pro-

cesses by their own wants. T.ike, for instance, the memorable

examp'e of Franklin, emphatically a self-made man. His man-

ner of acquiring information, like his mind, was original, and

what glorious results he attained ! From the wit, statesman, and

philosopher, turn to Washington. His life shows us how from a

very early age he labored assiduously to form his own character,

and cultivate his own talents. So with Napoleon, he owed little

more than the tools of labor to his early education ; he made him-

self the greatest general that ever lived, and invented his own

system of successful warfare.

The great prizes of the world are won by self-made men, who

recognize the great truth, that education, in its widest sense, is not

the culture we receive from others, but that which wo bestow upon

ourselves, and that the reception of a collegiate diploma is but an

order to go to work in earnest.

Politics.—Politics run high just now at Washington, and all

over the country. The fact is, that the cliques and wire-pullers

are looking out for the next Presidency, and this is the polar-star

that guides so many apparently strange measures brought before

Congress. The mo?t prominent candidate for the next Presi-

dency, that has been generally named by cither party, seems to

be the Hon. Edward Everett, one of the ablest and soundest

minds in the country, and a servant well-tried by the people. Of

course, we speak wilhout party bias, being entirely neutral in

these matters of party politics.

-—. ' « »»» >

A Short Cut.—Mr. James Lane, of New York, who has been

engaged in the surveys for a ship canal across the Isthmus of

Darien, states that he has discovered a new route for a canal

across the isthmus, which will require only ten miles of cutting.

A large lake, hitherto unknoivn, composes a part of this inter-

oceanic communication.

ConrMENCiNG Early.—A bnital teacher whipped a little boy

for pressing the hand of a little girl who sat next to him at school,

after which he asked the child " why ho squeezed the girl's hand 1"

"Because," said the little follow, "it looked so pretty I couldn't

help it." How very natural

!

« »•» >

A Terrible Commentary.—We see it stated that of the one

thousand men who formed the New York regiment In the Mexican

war, only sixty are now alive, and of those but about forty are

able to earn a living.

A Curiosity.—One of the bridges built by the Nicaragua

Transit Company, on the road leading from Lake Nicaragua to

San Juan del Sud, is made entirely of mahogany.

< »«»

ViLLANOus SALTPETnE.—A monument to the memory of Bor-

thold Schwartz, to whom is commonly attributed the invention of

gunpowder, has just been erected at Friburg.

RUSSIA AND TURKEY.

The frequent arrivals from Europe keep the public well posted

up in relation to the condition of these belligerent powers, and

every item of intelligence is seized and discussed with avidity.

The Emperor Nicholas Is playing a deep game with the western

powers, and seems resolved to settle the question of his own
strength and supremacy. Though there have been some serious

battles between the Turks and Russians, nothing really decisive

has taken place ; in every engagement upon the land thus far, the

Turks have sustained their character for cour.nge, and have been

almost wholly the victors. As the season advances the fighting

win commence in good earnest, and if we are not much mistaken,

Nicholas will find that the Turks will give him fur more trouble

than he had anticipated. God will help the Mussulman in this

case. The latest news shows that the Turks give their invaders

no peace, but fall upon them in every position they take, and at

the most unexpected moments, so that the Russians are hardly

able to concentrate any large number of troops upon any particu-

lar point for the purpose of a strong demonstration.
. < ^•^ >

Noni.B Idea.—Wisconsin is laying by a splendid cducationM

fund. It Is said the public school lands are, at this moment,

worth ten millions of dollars ; and these lands, with the revenue

derived from them, are to be devoted to the cause of education.
< ».». >

Maritime.—Since the discovery of gold in California, six hun-

dred vessels have gone round Cape Horn and never returned. A
few of them have been lost, but the greater number have been

employed in the Pacific trade.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rct. Mr. Cnswcll, Mr. William A. Paraons to Misi Martha

S. Cnswrll. only davight^r of the offlri^tinf^ rlerjfvnian.

By lU'v. -Mr. Stowc Mr. LomticI S. Crosby, of Charlcitown, to Mrs. Mary U.
Sliirlcy ; Mr. Joseph M. Shatturk, of San Franrifro. to Mi5« Ann E. Bowdon;
Mr. George Real to Miw Martha A. Grrcn. of Chclm?ford; Mr. John A
Thompson to Miff Caroline K. Priro; Col. Zubulon J. VViggin to Mi«s Ann B.
Scamnion, both of Stratliam. N. IT.

liy Rev. Mr. Dexter, Mr. Augustus H. Field, of PrOTidenea, to Mies Ilarriet

S. G. Cat«.

At Charlcstown, by ReT. Mr. Hutchins, Mr. Daniel Nickerson to MUb M.
Adelaide Wilkinson.

At Somcrrillc, by Rct. Mr. Williams, Mr. John T. Wild to Miss Abby L.

Fairbanks.
At Hingham, by Rev. Mr. Steams, Mr. Charles N. Marsh to Miss Joanna

llersey.

At South Maiden, by Ucv. Mr. Pratt, Rgt. Joseph W. Tarleton, of Epsom,
N. H.. to Mi.'^.'i Bct'wy S. Dutton. of Ilooksett N. II.

At Quinry. by Iter. Mr. Sargent, Mr. Edgar P. Stoddard, of Uingbam, to
Miss Lnui."»a N. Spear.
At Plymouth, by Rev. Mr. Flarvcy, Mr. Charles S. Shaw, of West Cambridge,

to Miss Sarah R. Ilobbins, of Carver.
At Greenfield, by liev. Dr. Strong, Mr. Sleigh Rowland, of Buckland, to

Miss Susan Whitaker.
At Essex, Mr. George Goldthwait to Miss Margaret Raymond.

DEATHS.
In this rity, Mr. Henry C. Bishop, M; Mr. John Parnes, 41; Mrs. Sarah

Augusta Rayner, 2fi; Mr. Ix-vi Wade. 73. a soldier in tho war of 1812; Mr.
Henry Hannon 33; Mrs Hannah R. Nutter, 39.

At Hoxbury, Mrs. Jlary Keberra Flagg, 24; Miss Catharine M. Packer, 24.

At Charlestovrn. lion. Henry P. Fairbanks, 45; Mrs. Mary Eliza Cutt«r, 25.

At Dorchester, Mr. Isaac Withington, 81.

At Melrose. Miss Lucy Huse Goodwin, formerly of Calais, M©.. 28.

At H'alpole, .Mr. Jonathan Fletcher, 100. He was in tho battles of Bunker
Hill and Cenningtfln. under Gen. StArk.

At Lynn. Mrs. Sally Kenncy, 83; Mr Samnel E. ffmith. of New York, 33.

At .Halcm, Mrs. Betsey Story, GO, Mi.^s Kuth Williams, 80.

At North Danvers, Mr. Daniel Putnam, 80.

At Gloucester, Mrs. Lucy A., wife of Mr. Charles C. Mengel, 28.

At Newburyport, Mr. William Porter, 76.

At Newbury, Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of tlie late Mr. Wm. Stickney, 67.
At Plymouth. Mr. Nathaniel Barnes, Jr., 25; Mr. Ephraim Paty, 74.

At LoWfell, Charles Henry, son of William Stobbins, 19.

At Taunton, Miss M*rcy T. Pretbury, 40.

At ft'orrcster. .Miss Martha M., daughter of Air. Leri Hardy, JO.
At Shirley, Mr. .Tohn C. Park, 21.

At Hancock, N. H., Charles Orton. son of John and Sarah Tenner, 17.

At Sch wlcraft, Mich., Mi's Sarah M. MrMaster, of Watertown, Mass., 21.
At Bcnecia, Cal., Dec ly, Mr. Samuel II. Mitchell, of Boston, 50.
At Melbourne, Australia. Capt. Jacob B. Ford, of Saloni, &0.

On board ship Juniper, of Boston, Not. 38, Irene A., wife of Capt. Parsoni.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

D.Vaiii\ESS,

BT REV. U. ». L. WEBSTER.

Thorp's darkness on the billow

"Wlicn rlouds veil the sky

;

There's dnrknoss at the hcarthfltono,

\Vlicn tA-ars *lim the eye.

Darkness closes

•Tunc'? ro3es

In the yoving and throbbing heart,

"Wlien gi'ief comes with its smart.

There's darkness on the mountAin

\nieu night's shadows fall,

And spread their dimming mantle

Of gloom over all.

Darkness withers,

As it gathers

The hopes of manhood's day.

And sc&ttors them for aye.

There's darkness on the river

Wlien trees o'er it meet,

And frown upon the wavelet

That bathes their thirsty feet.

Darkness creeps

To the deeps

Of far-off prophecies,

And saddens life that is.

There's darknc's on the meadow

When flowers fade and die

;

There's darkness, grief, and mourning,

When loved ones pass away.

DarkncH^s c-overs

YouthfOl lovers,

When sickness fades the cheek,

And the pulse beats faint and weak.

Thus darkness, like the sunshine,

Is traced in everything;

It piles its dreary shadows

On life's best offering.

And covers earth

With bitter dearth;

And last, when lips grow dumb,

It wraps us in the tomb.

— <-^w.«.-*^-»

[Written for Gleason'g Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEEIES.-No. V.

BY THOMAS BULFIXCH.

PYOM.\LION — DKYOPE — VKNQ.? AND ADONIS — APOLLO AND
IIYACrNTHUS.

Pygmalion saw so much wickedness in women that ho came

at last to abhor the sex, and resolved to live unmarried. He was

a sculptor, and had made with wonderful skill a statue of ivory,

po beautiful that no living woman came iinywhero near it. It was

indeed the perfect semblance of a maiden tliat seemed to be alive,

and only prevented from moving by modesty. His art was so

perfect that it concealed itself; and its product looked like the

workmanship of nature. Pygnialion admired his own work, and

at last fell in love with the counterfeit creation. Oftentimes he

laid his hand upon it as if lo assure himself whether it were living

or not, and could not even then believe tliat it was only ivory.

Ho caressed it, and gave it presents such as young girls love

—

bright shells and polished stones, little birds and flowers of vari-

ous hues, beads and amber. He put raiment on its limbs, and

jewels on its fingers, and a necklace about its neck. To the ears

he hung car-rings, and strings of pearls upon the breast. Her

dross became her, and she looked not less charming tlian when

unattired. He laid lier on a couch spread with cloths of Tyrian

dye, and called her his wife, and put her head upon a pillow of

the softest featlicrs, as if she could enjoy their softness.

Tlic f stival of Venus was at hand—a festival celebrated

with great ])omp at Cyprus. Victims were offered, tlie altars

smoked, and tlie odor of incense filled the air. "When Pygmalion

had performed his part in the solemnities, he stood before the

altar and timidly said, " Ye gods, who can do all things, give me,

I pray you, for my wife "—he dared not say "my ivory virgin,"

but said instead, "one like my ivory virgin." Venus, who was

present at the festival, heard him and knew the thought he would

have uttered ; and as an omen of her favor, caused the flame on

the altar to shoot up thrice in a fiery point into the air. When
he returned home, he went to see his statue, and, leaning over the

couch, gave a kiss to the mouth. It seemed to be warm. He
pressed its lips again, he laid his hand U])on the liml)S ; the ivory

felt soft to bis touch, and yielded to liis fingers like the wax of

Hymettus. While he stands astonished and glad, though doubt-

ing, and fears he may be mistaken, again and again with a lover's

ardor, he touches the oliject of his hopes. It was indeed alive

!

The veins when pressed yielded to the linger and again resumed

their roundness. Then at last the votary of Venus found words

to thank the goddess, and pressed his lips upon lips as real as bis

own. The virgin felt t!u; kisses and bluslied, and opening her

timid eyes to the liglit, fixed them at the same moment on her

lover. Venug blessed the nuptials she had formed, and from this

union Paphos was born, from whom the city, sacred to Venus,

received its name.

Schiller, in his poem, the " Ideals," applies this talc of Pygma-

lion to the love of nature in a youthful heart. The following

tianlation is furnished by a friend :

As onre with prayers in pa.'ssion flowing,

Pygmalion embrat-cd the stone,

Till from the froy.en marble glomng,
Tlie light of feeling o"er him shone,

So rlid I rlasp with young devotion
liright nature to a poct't* heart;

Till breaih and warmth and vit-al motion
Seemed through the statue form to dart.

And then, in all my ardor sharing,

The .^^ilcnt form expression found;
Returned my kiss of youthful daring,

And understood my heart's quick sound.
Then livC'l for me tfio bright creation,

The silver rill with song wa.s rife;

The trees, the roses .shared sensation,

An echo of my boundless life.

DKYOPE.

Drvope and lole were sisters. Tlie former was the wife of

Andncmon, Itelovcd by her hust)and, and happy in tlie birth of

her first child. One day the sisters strolled to the bank of a

stream that sloped gradu:illy down to the water's edge, while the

upland was overgrown with myrtles. They were intending to

giitbcr flowers for forming garlands for the altars of the Nymphs,

and Dryopc carried her child at her bosom, a precious burthen,

and nursed him as she walked. Near the water grew a lotus

plant, full of purple flowers. Dryopc gathered some and off"ered

them to the baby, and lolo was about to do the same, when she

perceived blood dropping from the places whore her sister had

broken them off the stem. The plant was no other than the

Nymjih Lotis, who, runiring from a base pursuer, had been

changed into this form. This they learned from the countiy

people when it was too late.

Dryope, horror-struck when she perceived what she had done,

would gladly have hastened from the spot, but found her feet

rooted to the ground. She tried to pull them away, but moved

nothing but her upper limbs. The woodiness crept upward, and

by degrees invested her bo-ly. In anguish, she attempted to tear

her hair, but found lier hands filled with leaves. The infant felt

his mother's bosom begin to harden, and the milk cease to flow,

lole looked on at the sad fate of her sister, and could render no

assistance. Site embraced the growing trunk, as if she would

hold back the advancing wood, and would gladly have been en-

veloped in the same bark. At this moment, Andrremon, the bus

band of Dryope, with her father, approached ; and when they

asked for Dryope, lole pointed them to the new-formed Lotus.

They embraced the trunk of the yet warm tree, and showered

their kisses on its leaves.

Now there was nothing left of Dryope hut her ficc. Her tears

still flowed and fell on her leaves, and while slie could she spoke.

" I am not guilty, I deserve not this fate, I have injured no one.

If I speak falsely, may my foliage perish with drought, and my
trunk be cut down and burned. Take this infant and give it to a

nnrsc. Let it often be brought and nursed under my branches,

and play in my shade ; and when he is o'd enough to talk, lot him

be taught to call me mother, and to say with sadness, "My mother

lies hid under this bark." But bid him be careful of riyer-banks,

and beware how he plucks flowers, remembering that every bush

he sees may bo a goddess in disguise. Farewell, dear husband

and sister and father. If you retain any love for me, let not the

axe wound me, nor the flocks bite and tear my branches. Since

I cannot stoop to you, climb up hither and kiss me ; and while my
lips continue to feel, lift up my child th.it I may kiss him. I can

speak no more, for already the bark advances up my neck, and

will soon shoot over me. You need not close my eyes, the bark

will close them without your aid." Then the lips ceased to

move, and life was cxtiui't ; but the branches retained for some

time longer the vital heat.

VENUS AND ADONIS.

Venus, playing one day with her boy Cupid, wounded her

bosom with one of his arrows. She pushed him away, but the

wound was deeper than she thought. Before it healed she beheld

Adonis, and was captivated with him. She no longer took any

interest in her favorite resorts—Paphos, and Cnidos, and Araathos

rich in metals. S!ic absented herself even from heaven, for

Adonis was dearer to her than heaven. Him she followed and

bore him company. She who used to love to recline in the shade,

with no care but to cultivate her charms, now rambles tlirough

the woods and over the hills, dressed like the huntress Diana

;

and calls her dogs, and chases hares and stags, or otlier game that

it is safe to hunt, but keeps clear of the wolves and bears, recking

with the slaughter of the herd. She charged Adonis, too, to be-

ware of such dangerous animals. " Be bra\'e towards the timid,"

said she ;
" courage against the courageous is not safe. Beware

how you expose yourself to danger, and put my happiness to risk.

Attack not the beasts that Nature has armed -vv-iib weapons. I

do not value your glory so high as to consent to purchase it by

such exposure. Your youth, and the beauty th;it charms Venus,

will not touch the hearts of lions and bristly bo;irs. Think of their

terrible claws and prodigious strength ! I hate the whole race of

them. Do you ask me why ?" Then slic told him the story of

At;'.lanta and Hippomenes, who were changed into lions for their

ingratitude to her.

Having given hiin this warning, she mounted her cliariot drawn

by swans, and drove away through the air. But Adonis was too

noble to heed such counsels. The dogs had roused a wild boar

f, om his lair, and the youth threw his spear and wounded the ani-

mal with a sidelong stroke. The beast drew out the weapon with

his jaws, and rushed after Adonis, who turned and ran ; but the

boar overtook him, and buried his tusks in his side, and stretched

bim dying upon the plain.

Venus, in her swan-drawn chariot, had not yet reached Cyprus,

when she beard coming up througli mid air the groans of her

beloved, and turned her white-winged coursers back to earth.

As she drew near and saw from on high his lifeless body bathed

in blood, she alighted, and bending over it beat her breast and
tore her hair. Reproaching the Fates, she said, "Yet theirs shall

he but a partial triumph
; memorials of my grief shall endure, and

the spectacle of your death, my Adonis, and of my lamentation

shall be annually renewed. Your blood shall be changed into a
flower; that consolation none can envy me." Thus speaking,

slie sprinkled nectar on llio Wood
; and as they mingled, bidjbles

rose as in a pool, on whieh raindrops fall, and in an hour's time
there sprung up a flower of bloody liuc like that of the pomegra-
nate. But it is short-lived. It is said the wind blows the blos-

soms open, and afterw.ards blows the petals away ; so it is called

Anemone, or Wind-flower, from the cause which assists equally

in its production and its dec;iy.

APOLLO AND HYACINTHOS.

Apollo was passionately fond of a youth niimed Hyacinthus.

He accompanied him in his sports, carried the nets when he went
fishing, led the dogs when he went to hunt, followed him in his

excursions in the mountains, and neglected for him his lyre and
his arrows. One day they played a game of quoits together, and
Apollo, heaving aloft the discus, with strength mingled with skill,

sent it high and far. Hyacinthus watched it as it fell, and excited

with the sport ran forward to seize it, eager to make his throw,

when the quoit bounded from the earth and struck him in the

forehead. He fainted and fell. The god, as pale as himself,

raised him and tried all his art to staunch the wound and retain

the flitting lif :, but all in vain ; the hurt was past the power of

medicine. As when one has broken the stem of a lily in the gar-

den it hangs its he.ads and tiu-ns its flowers to the earth, so the

head of the dying boy, as if too heavy for his neck, fell over on
his shoulder. " Thou diest, Hyacinth," so spoke Phcebus, " robbed
of thy youth by me. Thine is the suffering, mine the crime.

Would that I coukl die for thee ! But since that may not be, thou
shalt live with me in memory and in song. IMy lyre shall cele-

brate thee, my song shall tell thy fate, and thou shalt become a
flower inscribed with my regrets." While Apollo spoke, behold
the blood wliieh had flowed on the ground and stained the herb-

age ceased to be blood ; but a flower of hue more beautiful than
the Tyrian spritng up, resembling the lily, if it were not that this

is purple and that silvery white. And this was not enough for

Phcebus
; but to confer still greater honor, he marked the petals

with his sorrow, and inscribed "Ah ! ah I" upon them, as wo see

to this day. The flower bears the name of Hyacinthus, and with
every returning Spring revives the memory of his fate.

NoTK. It is evidently not our modciTi Hyacinth that is here

described. It is perhaps soc.e species of Iris, or perhaps of Lark-
spur or of Pansy.

< ...^ »

[Written for Qleaeon's Pictorial.]

PERSONAL MENTION.
— Hon. Lewis Cass, the distinguished statesman, is seventy-

two years of age ; a hale and hearty man, and incessantly devotes

his time and study to politics. He lives in Michigan.

— W. Harrison Ainsworth, the famous novelist and editor, is

fifty years old. He lives near Kilburn, and edits a magazine in

the city of London, which bears his own name.

— Kev. E. H. Chapin, a well known Universalist preacher, is

forty years of age. In person he is short and very thick set. He
is a settled minister, at present, in the city of New York.

— Archibald Alison, the well known historian and advocate, is

sixty-two years of age, and fills the very lucrative office of sheriff

of Ghisgow. He is a Scotchman by birth.

— Charles Dickens, the celebrated English novelist, is forty-two

years of age ; slight in figure, healthy, and marvellously industrious

with the pen. He is the present editor of " Household Words."

— George Bancroft, the historian, is fifty-four years of age ; a

thin, spare, nervous man, but a constant student. He lives in

New York, and is engaged on his history of tlie United States.

— Alexander Dumas, the famous French novelist and dramat-

ist, is fifty-one years old, and lives in Paris. It is a fact that he

employs a corps of writers to work up his ideas.

— Ole Bull, the eminent Norwegian violinist, is forty-four

years of age ; tall, slim, and finely formed. He has just com-

pleted a professional tour of the Western cities.

— Edw.ard Everett, the American orator, schol.^r and diplo-

matist, is sixty years of age. His leisure hears are employed

upon a work on the Law of Nations. He resides in Boston.

— Elihu Burritt, known as the learned blacksmith, is but forty-

three years of age. He has lately returned from England, and is

devoted to the interests of ocean penny postage.

— Edwin Forrest, the eminent American tragedian, is forty-

eight years of age, and in the full vigor of life. He lately per-

formed a highly successful engagement in this city.

— Joseph T. Buckingham, .«o many years editor of the Boston

Courier, is now seventy-five years of age, and resides in the sub-

urbs of Boston, whore he farms it on a small scale.

— Horace Greelo}', the well known editor of the New York

Tribune, is forty-thre^ years of age, and devotes himself very

closely to the conduct of his daily paper.

— Thotnas Carlyle, the British reviewer and essayist, is fifty

eight 3'ears of age. He stands next to M;icaulay in literature ; and

lives in CheLsea, overlooking the river Thames.

— Victor Hugo, the eminent French politician and savan, is

fifty-two years of age ; and at this tiiftc is an exile in England^

owing to bis opposition to the " nephew of my uncle."
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EDITORIAL MKLiANUE.

The npgrcgatc value of boots and shoes maflo last yci'" '" Mas-

sachusetts is 837,000,000, or more than all the other States com-

bined, and fur exceeding that of any other maniifaeture in the

Commonwealth. There are said to be fourteen hundred and

six physicians in Massachusetts. The Ohio Senate, by a ma-

jority of neven votes, have expelled a colored reporter named

Day. Two business men, a father and son, have just been

lilaccd in confinement at Milwankie, in consequence of their

having become raving lunatics fV(nn the effects of " spirit rap-

pjng " In the fire of the packing-house of Ashbrook, at St.

Lonis, 12,072 hogs were burned at once ! Over nine thousand

slaves were imported into the island of Cul)a, last year, and the

biisiucss of stealing them from Africa is continually carried on

extensively in that island. The mortality of New York city

for the year ending 185.3, excepting the last week, was 21,;)77

deaths. Mr. Ilackctt, it is said, will be the lessee of the New

York Opera House, and he has made a special contract with Grisi

and Mario, who will come out here next summer. The insur-

ance compiinies in New York ask thirteen times as much for in-

snring a theatre as a private house. The second track on the

New Haven Railroad will be completed in a few days, when there

will be a double line of rail on the whole route from Boston to

New York. Leeches that wont bite, if intoxicated by immer-

sion in a little warm wine and water, take hold with vigor. It

appears from official i-e])ort3 that there are three thousand three

hundred and seventy-one persons employed under the national

government, exclusive of the arm}-, navy and post-offico depart-

ment. A corps of engineers is about to take the field to sur-

vey the route for a contemplated railroad between Charleston

and Savannah. The celebrated Andrew Marvell, in his ironi-

cal libel upon the press, said, " Lead, when moulded into bullets,

is not half so mortal as when founded into types." The Gov-

ernor of Louisiana, in his message to the legislature, advocates the

admission of Cuba. A man residing in Pottsville, while labor-

ing under a fit of intoxication, lately, deliberately cut off the nose

of his little daughter. Two thousand and twelve marriage

licenses were issued in Baltimore during the past year. The

Bey of Tunis has challenged the Jouffroy Passage Club at Paris

to a rubber game of chess. The first game has begun; the bet

is S5000 a side. The Persians have a proverb which says that

"politeness is a coin destined to enrich not him who receives, but

him who expends it." It may not be uninteresting to state

that the ladies of Keokuk, 111., have decided, in solemn conven-

tion, to use no more brandy in their mince pics. The State

Geologist of California has a record of upwards of thirty earth-

quakes which have occurred in that State during the last twelve

months. An Indiana paper says that of the one hundred and

ten newspapers published in that State, all except ten advocate

the prohibitory liciuor law. The body of the late Dr. Northall,

the dramatist, has been exlmmcd at Mobile, preparatory to its

interment in Greenwood Cemetery, where Banicy Williams has

erected a stone to mark the resting-place of a man of talent. It

is estimated that about one thousand dollars are daily expended

for " drinks " in the city of Cleveland. The waters of the Red

Sea appear to be thirty-two feet higher than the Mediterranean
;

and the Gulf of Mexico is twenty-two feet higher than the Pacific

Ocean. The Northern Liberties of Philadelphia have sub-

scribed half a million dollars to the North Pennsylvania Rail-

road. The steam engine Southern Belle, manufactured at the

Winter Iron Works in Montgomery, Ala., has been awarded the

first premium at the Ciystal Palace, New York. We con-

gratulate the country upon the fact that there is a slight diminu-

tion in the number of medical students this year. Of the 349

members of the two branches of the Massachusetts legislature, 109

are farmers, 49 lawyers, 49 merchants, 23 manufitcturcrs, 9 physi-

cians, 6 clergymen, etc. Of the whole number, 2S4 are natives of

Massachusetts, 22 of New Hampshire, 18 of Connecticut, and

throe are natives of Great Britain.

JEMXY LINB.

Jenny Lind was possessed, as the editor of the New York Musi-

cal World has been reliably informed, of about $250,000 before

leaving this counti-y ; .?100,000 of this sum went to establish pub-

lic schools in Sweden, and S5il,000 more went to various charities.

The 8100,000 remaining are so invested as to yield her novv but

about $4000 a year. She is living in Dresden, and has a town

house and country house, with equipage, plenty of servants, etc.,

all of which S4000 in Geimany can well furnish. But the gener-

ous Swede has given away too much. Some young nightingales

are in the musical future ; they must be cared for. The parent

singer, therefore, appears again before the public in concerts, and

will shortly sing in England. Her advent in this country, before

long, is not at all improbable.

Flowers.—Flowers in all ages have been the representatives of

innocence and purity. We decorate the bride, and strew her path

with Bowers ; wo present the undcfiled blossoms as a similitude

of her beauty and untainted mind, trusting that her destiny

through life will be like theirs—grateful and pleasing to all. We
scatter them over the coffin, the bier and the earth, when we con-

sign our mortal blossoms to the dust, as emblems of transient

joy, fading pleasures, withered hopes
;
yet rest in sure and certain

trust that each in due season will be renewed again.

A CAPITAL Shot.—Mr. John J. Martz, of Rockingham county,

Va., recently shot a gray eagle at a distance of one hundred and
seventy-five yards. The bird measured seven feet six inches

from tip to tip of the wings.

lUajisiiiE ®atlj£ring0.

The town of Litchfield, Ct., has l.iid a nine per cent, tax, to

meet the damage done by the freshet last autumn.

A little son of Mr. and Mrs. Hill, of Morgan, Vt., died on the
1st ult., from burns received from his clothes taking fire.

Santa Anna has submitted to the people of Mexico the ques-
tion of his becoming hereditary emperor, with the title of An-
tonio I.

One duke, one marquis, ten car!.«i, two bishops, three barons,
and twelve members of the House of Commons died last year in

England.

Lighthouses, beacons and buoys arc much needed on the Pa-
cifii- co.-ist, says the San Francisco papers. Vessels are lost

wt(klij for want of them.

The citizens of Barnstable are making an effort, to obtain a
new custom house at that port. Petitions arc circulating in all

parts of the district.

The old stone mill jiropcrty at Newport, R. I., is to be pre-

served as a public park, the late Jmlah Touro having bequeathed
$10,000 for its purchase and adornment.

A German who had been bitten by a mad dog nine weeks pre-

viously, died in St. Louis recently. While being taken to the

hospital he bit a friend in the arm.

The Frencli papers state that a zinc ship, recently built at

Nantes, has made a trial trip, and proved an excellent sea-boat.

She is quite strong, and the metal did not affect her compass.

Mrs. Lucy Audubon has presented to Congress, through Mr.
Everett, a petition, asking for the purchase of the original draw-
ings of the work of her late husband on the birds of America.

John M. Raymond has built and presented to the Congrega-
tional Society in Kent, Conn., a beautiful eba))el which w:i.s (U'di-

catcd recently—the pastor preaching from Luke vii. 5 :
" He

hath built us a synagogue."

There are published in the State of Michigan eighty-three

newspapers and jicriodicals, of which number six are dailies,

two tri weeklies, two semi-weeklies, sixty-five weeklies, seven
monthlies and one quarterly.

In our file of the London Times we observe an advertisement

respecting a testimonial to Captain Ingraham, to be subscribed

for and i)rescntcd to hint by the citizens of London, for his cour-

ai:c and skill in vindicating the rights of universal freedom in the

Koszta affair.

There were 496 deaths in New York city last week. Con-
sumption 5.5

; small pox 57. The New York Herald says that

the small pox has assumed an epidemic form, and that every
block in the city is infected by it. Of the above deaths 340 were
children.

In Farmington, N. H., says the Dover Gazette, two young
men, 17 and 19 years old, made fifiy-five ]iairs of men's black

kip shoes in fourteen hours—or four pairs to the hour. The Ga-
zette thinks this cannot be beaten. What do the Lynn boys say

about it !

Mrs. Stillwagon was recently burned to death at her residence

in C'onnellsville, Pa. She was one hundred and fifteen years old,

and was quite active for one of her age. She had two sons born

before the revolutionary war, in which her husband was a soldier,

and at one time a prisoner.

Jorcign Jtems.

Victor Hugo is about to leave Jersey to reside in Portugal.

John B. Gough addressed the annual meeting of the London
Temperance League, January 23d.

Anna Maria Jones, a novelist of some repute in her day, has

just died in London, in the most abject poverty.

The expenditures of the Austrian empiic for the last three

years have averaged .$145,000,000 a year, and the revenue only

$120,000,000.

The Russian sqtiadron which returned from Nargasaki, Japan,

to Hong Kong on the 11th December, brought a report of the

death of the emperor of Jajjan.

Tlie South American and General Steam Navigation Compa-
nv's new screw steanishi]) Olinda liad been driven on the rocks,

near Holyhead, and was likely to become a total wreck.

Cham, the Parisian caricaturist, represents Dumas seated on a

car, writing with one hand, working the crank of a printin,; press

with the other, and distiibuting his books right and left wiih his

feet.

A bulletin published at St. Petersburg on the 17th of January,

announces that the Russian troops iu Asia are in winter quarters,

within their own frontiers, and that at prisjut no military opera-

tions are in progress.

The Russians ostcntatioifsly gave out that they will attack

Kalafat on the 19th ult., (Russian calendar), the anniversary of

the feast of St. John the Baptist. They admit that to take it will

cost ten thousand men.

A letter from Turin mentions tbe dangerous illness of Silvio

Bellieo, the well known author of the book " Lo mie Prigione."

Since his liberation in 1830 he has led a very retired life, and has

taken no part in politics.

From Adrianople, Jan. Ctli, it is annouccd that the preparations

are completed for the arrival of the suhan in March. Eight hun-

dred of his suite and five hundred horses have already arrived.

He will be attended by a suite of a thousand persons.

In India, female children until lately, have been murdered by
their fathers rather than bear the great ex]iensc of their marriage

ceremonies. The F/iigli.-h government has now limited those ex-

l)enses to a sum proportionate to the rank of the parents, and
infanticide has decreased.

A bequest of 100,000 francs has been made to tl-.e French in-

stitute as a premium for the discovery of means of curing efT'ee-

tually the Asiatic cholera. This shows that fome one cherishes

an interest in suffering humanity sufficient to lead to very liberal

expenditure to relieve it.

From recent investigations of a grand jury at the British Afri-

can colony of Sierra Leone, it seems that the slave trade has been

carried on by some of the leading inhabitants for more than twenty

years—while slavery has existed in the colony and its dependen-

cies from " time immemorial."

At the time of the late census in England there were more
than 250,000 teachers in Sunilay schools, instructing every Sun-
day in religious knowledge, as many as 1,800,000 children. The
total number of Sunday scholars on the books of the schools was
about 2,400,000, and about two teachers to every fifteen scholars.

Saniis of ©oil).

.... Of anothcr'sleather we make large straps.

—

Italian Proverb.

.... Nothing is more easy than iiTcproachable conduct.

—

Des-
maliis.

.... We would do many more things if we believed loss in
im])Ossibilities.

—

MahHiicrljf-.s.

.... He knows enough who knows how to be silent.

—

Italian
Proverb.

.... Passive, the soul weakens ; active, it raises itself ; to use
is to live.

—

Ilijiiitne.

.... O, heaven, were man but constant he were perfect ; that
one error fills him with faults.

—

Shukspeare.

To most men experience is like the stern lights of a ship,
which illumine only the track it has passed.

—

Cokridijc.

.... The honest man is a superior judge, even in things which
seem to have the least relation to virtue.

—

Dcsma/ii.':.

.... We should employ our life in pleading others. God loves
those who study to please their neighbors.

—

Pemian Sat/ing.

The soul has living apart from its corporeal envelope, a
profound habitual meditation which prepares it for a future life.

Ilij'pel.

.... The science of government is merely a science of combi-
nations, of applications and of exceptions, according to time,
place and circumstances.

—

Rnusncau.

.... The corruption of the positively wicked is often less sad
and fatal to society than the irregul.arities of a virtuous man who
yields and falls.

—

Desmahis.

i ^*^ >

Jokcr'0 Buligct.

The man who was driven to destruction had to walk back.

Strong cheese is supposed to be the rankest thing alive, but
hatred is rancor.

Insanity among men is sometimes unconquerable ; but all her-
ring taken inscine can be cured.

A down-east editor asked his subscribers to pay up, that ho
may play a similar joke upon his creditors.

The man who attempted to " run up a large bill" "fell into
debt " so deeply that he found it impossible to extricate himself.

An Irish correspondent in Oregon writes that the precious
metals are so scarce out that way, that all the five dollar gold
pieces are made of copper.

A Frenchman named Mariette, has penetrated into the interior
of the Sphynx, and found several marble halls—probably those
dreampt of by the "Bohemian Girl."

On oliscrving on a sign " all kinds of sinks kept here," old Rog-
er observed, "My dear sir, I hope you don't Keep a sink of ini-

quity among the rest." The owner concluded to alter his sign.

Bulwcr says that a man's own conscience is his We tribunal.
Rather a curious commentary on the immortality of the sovl.

There is nothing however like leather, in the opinion of the great
author.

GLEASON'S PICTOEIAL, BOUND.
We h.iTO Volumes I., n., ITI., IT., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bound in clotli, and with pilt cilger foruiin;; .superb nnd most attractive
parlor ornaments in tlie sliai^e of a erics of books of 41S pa^es ejioh, and
carli Vol. containing nearly 1000 -gravings of men, manners, and current
events all over the world; of fce.ier.v in all parts of the globe; of famous
cities and he.uitiful vilhiiics; of ij^-eant-s at homo and atiroad ; of fine mari-
time vieiv?

; and. in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjcrts; with title-page.^' and indexes.

I!e.«idc3 the many illustratinn.s, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original tales, flietolie.s, poem.s, and novelettes, from the best American
authois, with a current rews record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

l-'oi- sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the
Union. 1 vol., .?3; 2 vois., S6; 3 vols., S7; 4 vols., $9; and 5 vols., SIO.

THE FLAG OF-^OUR UNION.
AN ELEG.LXT, IICIAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-
nal t;ile3, written expressly for the paper. Ju politics, and on all sectarian
questious. it is strictly neutral ; therL-fore maldug it emphatically

A PAPER FOR THE MULIOST,
AND A WELCOMK VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

Tt contains the foroi^ ritl domestic newR of the day, ?o condenpe'l .v to
present the p'catc.<:t possible r.r^-u:-^ of iut^Uiircnce. No advortiflemeiits are
admitted to tlic paper, thus oneriug tnc entire trhectj whith is of

THE M A M 31 T II SIZE,
for the Instniction and amusement of the general reader. Anunriralled corps
of eontrihutors are regularly cngay:cd, and every department is \inder Uio lUQbt
finished and perfect system that oxperieuce can suggest, furmiug au

the prp-^ent circulation of which far exceeds that of any other ivcckly paper in
the Uuioii, with the exception of Clka8u^'s Pictorial.

The Fl\g i.s printed on fine white paper, with new and beantiful type, and
contains 11^40 sciuuj-o inches, bciiig a large weekly paper of eight super-rojal
quajto pages.

TERMS TO STTBSCRIBEES.
1 subscriber, one year, ... $2 00
4 subscribers, *' " . 7 00
8 " " " 13 00

1! " " " . . 24 00

One copy of The Fur, op our tJsios, and one copy of Gleason's Picioiual,
S4 00 per annum, iuvariably in advance.

»*. I7ic Fi.Ac, can he obtninrri at am/ of the. nnr.tpnpfr dniols in the United
States, and 0/ newspaper carritn, at nvk cents ptr Single cupy.

F. GLEASON,
PUBLISUER AND I'KOPRIETOR,

Corner op Tremont and EEojinELD Streets, Boston, Mass.

MHOLESALE AGEMS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Na.5sau, cc^mer of Fpruce Street, New York.
A. MINCH, Uli Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
Vt & U. TAYt^OR, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Streets, Raltimnre.

A. C. liAGbEY, corner of 4t!i and Sv camore Street.*, Ciuciunati.
J. A. HOYS, 43 Woodward Aveui'c, Detroit.

E. K. i\0OD«'AKD, corner of 4'b and Che.'mut Streets, St. I«uis.
lUOJIAS LUNN, 40 Esciiange Place, Kew Orleans.
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THE PEARL FISHERY.

Pearl oysters are found in various parts

of the world—in Europe, in Asia, and

in America. The localities from which

they are procured in the greatest abun-

dance are the Persian Gulf, the shores of

Cevlon and Japan, the Sooloo Archipcl-

apo, and the Gulfs of Panama and Cali-

fornia. Those of Panama and Califor-

nia arc very larpe, and their shells very

thick and beautiful, forming what is usu-

ally termed " mother of pearl." A con-

gideniblo profit has been derived from

carrying these shells from California to

China, where they are manufactured by
the Chinese into a variety of ornamental

and fancy articles. Pearl oysters are

said to arrive at perfection in seven

years, and after attaining this ago they

soon die. They are usually procured

by divers, at depths of from three to

eight fathoms. Though pearls are not

peculiar to one kind of oyster, the pearl

oysters of Ceylon are all of one species

and one shape, being an imperfect oval,

about nine and a half inches in circum-

ference. The body of the fish is white

ond fleshy, much fatter than that of the

common oyster ; and the flesh of those

oysters which contain pearls is usually

rank and unfit for eating. In the centre

of the pearl is often found a grain of

»and or other extraneous matter, which
may be considered as the nucleus of the

formation, thus leading to the convic-

tion that on the introduction of this par-

ticle into the body or shell of the oyster,

in order to prevent the disagreeable ef-

fects of friction, he covers it with suc-

cessive layers of the glutinous matter

that constitutes the pearl. The Chinese
»re said to take advantage of this pecu-

liarity of action in a singular manner.
In the beginning of summer, when the

oysters rise to the surface of the water,

and open their shells, five or six beads,

made of mother of pearl, are sometimes
thrown into each one of them ; and at

the end of the year, when they are drawn
up and opened, these are found covered
with a pearly crust, so as to have a per-

fect resemblance to the genuine pearl.

All round pearls are taken from the body
of the oyster. The others are found ad-

hering to the inner part of the shell, be-

ing flat on that side which is attached to

the surface. Sometimes between one and two hundred pearls have
been found in a shell ; and it often happens that three or four hun-
dred shells may be opened without obtaining a single pearl. The
pearls, after being extracted and cleaned, are polished with a pow-
der made of the pearls themselves. They arc of various colors,

white, brown, and even black. They are next assorted into classes,

according to their size, by being passed through sieves, and then,

after being drilled and strung, are ready to be sent to the different

markets in various parts of India, Europe and America. The
oysters usually adhere to the rocks and to each other in immense
heaps and clusters, until age has enfeebled the fibres of their beards
by which they cling ; and at an age of probably between six and
geven years, breaking from their hold, they may be found in per-

fection on some sandy bottom near their original domains. The
beds of oysters on the rocks are said sometimes to exceed eighteen
inches in thickness. Attempts have been made to transport tho

pearl oyster to a more northern climate, both in America and Eu-
rope, but invariably without success. In the island of Ceylon, in-

stead of opening the oysters immediately after they are gathered,
they are suffered to remain in heaps on the shore until they have
undergone the process of putrefaction and become dry. Then the

FASHIONS OF DRESS FOR THE PRESENT MONTH.

pearls can be removed with comparatively little difficulty from the

shell. Sometimes the body of tho fish is of a brilliant scarlet hue
;

and then the inside of the shell possesses the same peculiarity of
color. The oyster, and particularly the pearl oyster, is gcncr;illy

admitted to bo something of a philosopher, and given to habiis of
meditation. Perhaps it is so. But we ciin hardly suppose that as

he lies quiescent beneath the waves, adhering to his coral home,
he ever dreams that he is constantly engaged in tho manufacture
of beautiful ornaments for beings of another race ; and that one
day the lude hand of man will tear him from his native clement,
and pull him to pieces for the sako of his beautiful pearls.

—

Boston Journal.

ORtGIN OF THE NAMES OF STATES.
Maine -was first called "Marvooshen," but, about 1638, took

the name it now bears from Maine, a province in the western part

of France. The name is originally derived from the Cenomnnni,
an ancient Gallic people. New Hampshire was the name given

to the territory granted by tho Plymouth Company to Capt. John
Mason, by patent, in 16.39, and was derived from the patentee,

who was governor of Portsmouth, in Hampshn-e, England. Ver-
mont is from verd, green, and mont, mountain. Ma.ssachu-

setts was named from a tribe of Indians in tho vicinity of
Boston. Roger Williams says the word signifies " blue hills."

Rhode Island was so called, in 1644, in relation to tho island

of Rhodes, in the Mediterranean. New York was named in

honor of tho Duke of York, to whom this territory was
granted. Pennsylvania was called after William Penn. In
1664 tho Duke of York made a grant of what is now the

State of New Jersey to Lord Berkley and Sir George Car-
teret, and it received its name in compliment to the latter,

who had been governor of the island of Jersey. Del.iwarc

was so called, in 1702, after Lord Do La Ware. Maryland
was named in honor of Henrietta Maria, queen of Charles I.,

in his patent to Lord Baltimore, June 3, 1632. Virginia

was called after the virgin queen of England, Elizabeth.

Tho Carolinas were named by tho French, in honor of Charles

IX., of France. Georgia was called, in 1692, after George
II. Louisiana was named after Louis XIV., of France.

Florida received its name from Ponco do Leon, in 1,512,

while on his voyage in search of the fountain of youth. He
discovered it on Easter Sunday—in Spanish, Pasqve Florida.

The States of Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Arkansas and Missouri are all named
from their principal rivers, and tho names are of Indi.in ori-

gin—excepting, perhaps, Kentucky—and their meanings in-

volved in some obscurity. Tennessee is said to signify a
Curved Spoon ; Illinois, tho River of Men ; Mississippi, tho

Whole River, or a river formed by the union of many.
Michigan was named from the lake on its borders. Iowa is

an Indian name; also Texas—signifying "Beautiful." Cali-

fomia was thus named by tho Spaniards at a very early day.—New York Sunday Times.

FASHIONS FOR THE MONTH.
On tho page herewith we present a se-

ries of fashion views for the present
month. The series are from Frank Les-
lie's Ladies' Gazette of Fashion, New
York. The first figure on the left, in
the engraving at the head of the page,
is a dress of light drab barege, very fine

and with a delicate silky lustre. Three
deep flounces almost cover the skirt, a
superb border of white silk tissue edges
each flounce, first with a row of large
shallow scallops in arabesque, from
which spring superb clusters of flowers
that lie like frost-work on the delicate

fabric. The upper portion of each flounce
is sprinkled with tiny clusters of leaves,

scarcely larger than snow-flakes, and
that gives very much tho same effect to
tho exquisite material of the dress.

Nothing that we ever saw in this class

of goods approaches this beautiful cos-

tume for delicacy and elegance. The
corsage is open to tho waist, and a nar-

row vine of the white tissue flowers edges
each side of the opening. The sleeves

are pagoda form, but with a little less

fullness than was given to that style last

season. A vine like that on the corsage

suiTounds them at the bottom, rendering

all the trimming superfluous. The chem-
isette and nndcrsleeves worn with a dress

of this kind should be of the most deli-

cate lace—that which wo call "regency"
is peculiarly adapted to match the deli-

cate flowers. The figure immediately to

the right of the first is also a barege

dress, but of heavier texture and more
decided color. The ground is a bright,

transparent green, even and silky, and
checked by narrow rows of silk, with a

transparent line of the tissue just visible

between each, which being grouped,

eight or ten together, form a singularly

rich plaid. This elegant material also

forms one of the most beautiful street

dresses imaginable. The skirt is com-
pletely covered with four flounces, the

upper and lower one somewhat broader

than those in the middle. These flounces

arc edged with scallops, embroidered

with green silk in a deep button-hole

stitch that forms a very rich finish. Tho
corsage is cut plain and close to the

form, half low at the neck, where it is

finished with a fall and edge of black lace;

a flounce open in front and edged like those on the skirt supplies

the place of a basquine. The sleeves, composed of three ruffles,

falling to meet each other, descend but a little below the elbow,

and are rather full ; a beading of lace shades the upper nifiles.

The engraving to tho left below represents a spring mantilla of

apple-green silk glace, and of a compact texture. It commences

in a small cape that descends in low points upon the bosom. This

capo is surrounded with two narrow and graduated flounces of silk

edged with three rows of black velvet ribbon. The lowest of these

flounces forms the heading to a superb black fringe, h.ilf plain, half

craped ; beneath this fringe another and deeper flounce surrounds

the garment, headed by a" row of puffed silk. This flounce, edged

with three rows of velvet ribbon, descends over the edge of another

row of fringe and rounds into a full and novel drapery over the

arms. A small round capo, trimmed and fringed like the mantilla,

completes this rich garment .at the neck. The figure immediately

below gives one of the loveliest novelties of the season. It is a

berthe, shaped to the form, and descends in an embroidered front,

slightly pointed. Behind it is gathered full, and falls in bright

folds from the shoulders. A light embroidered vino surrounds

it, and is edged with scollops, each with a polka spot in the centre.

< »«» >

FASHION OF SPRING MANTILLA.

FRENCH TREES.

A tree, in the eye of a Frenchman, is a thing to be culti-

vated, to be trained, to bo dressed ; and he goes about it in a

perfect frenzy. First, ho saws off all the limbs he can reach;

then he scrapes the trunk until it resembles a barber's pole.

This done, he takes a survey, and considers whether tho treo

shall he of tho Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, or Composite order

of architecture ; whether it shall be a Chinese pagoda—a dog
kennel or a cathedral. This important point settled, he rushes

at tho devoted tree—he saws, he chops, he clips with shears,

and cuts with knives, until tho tree disappears, and the crea-

tion is finished ; and then his expressive and satisfactory

phra-se is " tres f/entit." Tho trees in the grounds of the Tui-

leries look as if they had started from the ground at military

command, and were prepared to march in platoons.

—

Nat. Era. FASHION OF A BERTHE.
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SMELT FISHIIVG.

Below wc present our readers with another of our American

sporting scenes, rcpresentin}; smelt fishing. This heiiutiful, al-

most transparent, and prolific little fish, as an angle fish may be

said to belong almost exclusively to the Bostonians—in whose

vicinity it is found and caught in large quantities. It is supposed

to derive its name from its pcculi:ir smell when taken out of the

water, being similar in scent to the cuiumlicr. It is called the

dainty of Bo.ston ; is taken in large quantities by hook and net.

In habits they are similar to the salmon, and are classed by natu-

ralists among that species. Their average size is from six to nine

inches in length, and are occasionally taken as long as twelve or

thirteen inches. They run up from the sea into fresh water to

spawn, iu the months of March and April, and return in the

mouth of May. They pay their return visit, for the benefit of the

angler and epicure, in the month of October or November. In

the vicinity of Boston they are caui^ht all through the winter in

immense quantitit s, and sent to the markets. As many as one

hundred dozen of them are known to have been taken by one

man with two lines in one day. The usual mode of fishing for

them through the ice is with a piece of br;v.ss wire of ten or fifteen

inches in length, passed through a snjall piece of had which an-

swers for a sinker; to each cud of this U attached a tiout hook,

about No. 2 or 3, tied to the ordinary length of gut, baited with

shrimps, or small pieces of minnow or frog. This is attached to

a sufficient length of cotton or flax line, and finally fastened to a

short stick of live oak, or ash, or some other ela.stic wood, which

is stuck into the ice over a hole about eighteen to twenty four

inches in diameter. This, with a fixing consisting of a piece of

old canva.ss or caipet, as a protection from the wind, and you are

readv to trv your fortunes. An expert hand at this bu.-iness can

attend to two or three lines of this description, amuse himself by

skating, and take home a sufficient quantity of smelts to satisfy

a craving api)ctite sharpened by exercise, excitement and a pure,

healthy atmosphere. At other places and in other seasons they

are taken witli the usual tront tackle, with the exception of the

sinker, whii h should vary in size according to the strength of

the tide. Smelts are taken in considerable quantities in the riv-

ers and bays that run up from the eastern coast ; and also in

the Passaic, Ilackensack, and other small rivers of New Jersey,

from which latter place the Now York market is supplied during

the months of winter.
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OH, THE

F011BLL\G OF THE CASTLE OF ESTELLA.

A TALE OF NAVARRE, IN THE OLDEN TIME.

BY AUSTIN C. BUKDICK.

CHAPTER I.

THE FIRST GRIEF.

It was early snmraer, and the sun was just ready to sink bo-

hind the frowning tops of tlie distant inonntains. The hist go'den

beams were laying liUc ,a flood of fire upon the walls and turrets

of the great, old castle of Estella, and an hundred armed men
were lounging about the wide balliam, ready to catch the first

cool breath of evening. The waters of the river Ega sent up

their gushing music as they moved along to pay their tribute to

the majestic Ebro, and they seemed to bring upon their silvery

bosoms the sweet odors which they had taken to themselves from

the many orange groves through which they had wound their

Binuous way. The vales and hills of Estella were all clothed in

th( ir most seductive garbs, but no touch of the summer magician

could make the gray walls of the great castle look anything but

rough and frowning. To be sure, the massy face of rock that

looked towards the setting sun had put on a more startling color,

but it seemed to be a ghastly, gory look, and the deep windows

appeared like so many fiery eyes looking out from a great head

of dying flame.

Philip de la Carra, Duke of Salva, was the feudal lord of the

castle of Estella, and, save the king himself, none other was more

powerful in Navarre.

The lower disc of the sun had just touched the farofl^ moun-

tains when the sound of horses' tramping hoofs came up from the

road, and ere long a troop of armed and armored men rode over

the drawbridge and entered the outer court. They were led by

a noble-looking knight, who wore above his armor the robe of a

duke. Next to him rode a younger man, who also bore the in-

signia of knighthood. The grooms hastened forth from the stables

to take the horses, and as soon as the younger knight had alighted

he hastened away to the inner court and entered the castle.

Tlie knight could not have seen more than three and twenty

years, but long and arduous exercise in tlie manly sports of the

times had served to develop the physical man in all his strength

and skill. He was tall and well made, and possessed a face of

more than ordinary beauty. His hair, which was of dark brown,

hung in light masses about his neck, and his eyes, which were

quick and energetic in their movements, bore a cast of deep, rich

hazel. His dress was somewhat showy, but not enough to detract

from his noble bearing. Over a silken doublet he wore a light

armor of polished steel, and over this was a crimson scarf, pass-

ing over the right shoulder and knotted beneath the left arm. A
lace collar, richly pointed and embroidered, adorned his neck and

shoulders, and the nicety with which it was adjusted showed that

hands more delicate than his own had helped place it there. Upon
his head ho wore a helmet of burnished steel, the visor of which

was thrown up and hooked, and above this waved two large

ostrich feathers. The young knight was called Henry la Nuit.

With quick steps the knight hurried across the great hall ; nor

did he slacken his pace until he reached the spacious sitting-cham-

ber in the western wing of the castle. He hesitated a moment at

the door, as though he would have gained some fresh courage,

and then he entered. Tbe only occupant of the apartment was a

girl, who sat by one of the ivindows gazing out upon the golden

landscape. She was a beautiful creature, with a form of faultless

symmetry, and the expression of a sinless soul beaming out upon

her fair features. No clouds liad left their touch upon her pure

white brow, nor had sorrow yet drawn a line upon her face. She

was but nineteen years of age, and yet she had bloomed into the

very spring of ardent womanhood. In stature she was just tall

enough to comply with a well-developed frame, for her every

look and movement showed that she did not suflTer for the want

of healthy exercise. Her hair was dark, very dark, and when it

did not catch the direct sunlight it seemed really black. Her

eyes were certainly black, hut yet soft and warm—not sharp and

piercing, like some black eyes, but deep and lustrous,—full of

heart and soul, and seeming like the windows througli which the

god of love was constantly looking. She was Isabella de la

Carra, the only child of the duke.

"Now, now, Isabella," cried tlie young knight, as ho hastened

towards the fair young girl, " I may speak to you the words which
have so long lain silent in my soul. I am a knight now. See

—

these spurs the king himself did givo me. I have canied my
right to knighthood, and so have I earned the right to speak with

thee. I am courageous now, or I should not dare to tell you
what is in my heart. O, Isabella, Isabella, I love you—I love

you truly, fondly, dearly. For long years I have held your image
next to my heart of hearts

; your every look of kindness has

been treasured up with my love ; but I dared not tell it until 1

had canied a name worthy of thee—until I had gained the goal

of my ambition. I am a knight now, and I may tell thoc that

thou art beloved. Give me thine answer. Come."
The maiden trembled violently, and the great tears started from

her eyes—but they were tears of love, of ha])piness. Her bosom
heaved with a wild emotion, but she did not speak in words.

Henry la Nuit kneeled at her feet, and caught one of her hands

and pressed it to his lips,

" Speak, Isabella," he laid. " I have told you all. My heart

is in your hands. You should know what kind of a heart it is.

Speak to me."

And yet the maiden did not speak, but her head drooped for-

ward u.ntil it rested on the knight's shoulder, and then she wound
both anns about his neck. AVhat more coald slie have said '(

And yet Kenry la Nuit was not satisfied.

"One word, Isabella—only one word. Tell me that you love

me, and I shall ask for no more."
" Henry, Henry," whi.spered the maiden, "you know I love

you !"

"And will love mo ever—will bo mine—mine alone—my life,

my sunshine of joy and gladness !"

" I will be yours 1"

Henry arose to his feet and sat down by the side of Isabella.

He took her hand again, and again he told her of his love. His

words were warm and impassioned, and they were sweet music

in the ears of the maiden, for she listened to them with a waking

joy, and her dark eyes sparkled with the rapture she felt. How
could she, whose life had been thus far but as the flower in the

sunshine, feel aught but gladness in the possession of the noble

youth's love? Not even a doubt came to cloud the sun that had

risen upon her way, and when she whispered of her own pure

love she did it with a firm reliance upon the propitious fate which

had thus far through life been her heavenly genius.

Thus sat the lovers—thus were they telling over and over

again of their love, when a heavy tramp sounded in tlie corridor.

" It is my fiithcr," said Isabella ; and, for the first lime, a

slight shadow came upon her face. It rested there but a mo-

ment, however, and when it had gone she was as joyous as before.

In a moment more the duke entered the room. He had not yet

removed hi-> armor, nor had he thrown off the ducal robe. Ho
was a tall, powerful man, with a countenance of determined will

and groat force of character
;
yet in his high, open brow there

was a nobleness of intellectuality which could not abide with lit-

tleness or deceit. He was very stern in his look, and yet he was

kind at heart; but he was proud, vci-y proud.

Don Philip paused as he entered the room, for his eye caught

at a glance the expressions of the two young people before him.

A dark frown gathered upon his brow as he gazed ujion them,

and again that shadow came upon the face of the maiden, but

this time it was deeper than before, and it did not go away.

"How now, my children?" said the duke, looking first upon
one, and then upon the other. " What has troubled you ?"

Henry la Nuit arose to his feet and took a step forward. He
hesitated for a moment, and then he moved on and took the hand

of the duke.

" My lord," he said, with an effort to speak calmly, " I will tell

you that which you should know, though I doubt not that your

own eyes must long ago have detected my secret. I have just con-

fessed my love to the lady Isabella—a love which has long lain

deep in my soul, and upon which my hopes for happiness have

lived for years."

"Ah," uttered Don Philip. The cloud upon his brow grew

more dark, but his voice was firm and clear. "And what said

the Lady Isabella ?"

"That she loved him in return," murmured the maiden, as she

saw her lover's glance fixed upon her. She sprang to her father's

side as she spoke, and caught his remaining hand. " I do love

him, father, and I know that you will not be angry with me for it."

"But what does all this love mean?" asked the duke, for the

first time trembling. " I think you, Henry, have understood me.

I have spoken very plainly to you in days gone by."

" Yes—yes—I know it," stammered the young knight. " You
told me that I must first gain a name ; and now I have gained it.

At the bloody pass of Saint Jean Pied de Port I earned it, and

the good King Alfonso has given me the knighthood. Surely, to

be a knight of Navarre is name enough."

"And have you, on the strength of that, been confessing your

love to the Lady Isabella !"

" Yes, my lord."

" O, poor fool I" muttered the duke, while the cloud upon his

brow grew darker than ever. " I told thee then that thou hadst

no name, and thought the matter was well settled. I was careful

then lest I should hurt your feelings, but now the truth must bo

told to you. Henry la Nuit, the Lady Isabella can never be your

wife!"

Isabella de la Carra gazed for a moment into her father's face,

and then, with a low cry of anguish, she dropped his hand and

tottered back to her scat. Don Philip saw that she was faint, and

he cried out for help.

" Katrina," lie said, addressing an old female servant who had

entered at his call, "attend to your young lady. She is not

well." And then, turning to the young knight, he continued :

"Leave us now."

"And do I leave her without hope?" asked Henry, in atone

of such sad despondency as only a true heart can feel. " O do

not tell me that all my holy asjjirations are thus to bo dashed to

the ground !"

" Go," repeated the diikc, looking still stern. "I will speak

with you of this in the miirning."

"But 0, sir, toll me if I have any hope?" urged the young

man.
" Of my daughter's hand

—

none '."

As Don Philii) thus spoke, in a deep, decided tone, ho took the

hand of his child in his own. She had revived, and her old nurse

was trying to comfort her. Henry la Nuit turned awav, and jilac-

ing one hand u|)On his brow he sobbed aloud. This blow had

come u])on him with a fearful, blasting power.

[see engravino.]

The cloud upon the duke's brow lightened a little as he saw the

grief of the youthful knight, but none of the stern purpose was
gone. Once more he waved his hand towards the door, and, with

a heavy heart, Henry la Nuit loft the apartment. After he was
gone, the nobleman gazed upon his child for some moments in

silence. The cloud was all gone from his brow now, and his stern

features were softened.

" Isabella," he said, while his lips trembled with emotion, " I

trust this event will leave no sting to work its venom in the joy of

your future. I mean to do the best for you that I can."

"And is Henry gone from me forever '." murmured the maiden,

with her eyes all tearless, and her face as wiiite as marble.
" You will see liiin again."

"Ay, I shall sec him—but how? O, I cannot take my heart

from him. He had it all
!"

Philip do la Carra soon saw that his child was too grief stricken

for rca,«on then, and he said be would see her again when she wa.s

more calm. More calm ! Ah, Don Philip forgot all the love of

his own youtliful days. He forgot mo^t all but his family pride

;

he saw that his child was unhappy, and he only thought of the

means he should take to turn" her mind from the object that had

thus come so mighty upon it. Ho stooped down and kissed the

trembling girl, and then he strode from the apartment.

Ere long afterwards, Isabella sent Katrina away, and once more
she was left alone by the great window. The sun had gone—the

last red tints had died away in the western horizon, and the twi-

light was fast deepening into darkness. Yet there sat Isabella do

la Carra, and slic still gazed out into the dark blank where the

landscape had faded away. Her first deep grief had come—tho

first blow had fallen upon her heart—the first drop of bitterness

had been poured into her life-cup. Hers was a love that had been

burning long and ardently. In the light of it she had lived, ami

though its buds had all germed in secret, yet they had lent much
of holy fragrance to her way. Though Henry had never told her

in so many set words, yet she knew that his young ambition Wiis

to prove worthy of her love; slic knew that when he had rushed

boldly into tho thickest of tho fight he had done it because lie

would raise himself to her; she know that when the king placed

upon him the glittering insignia of knighthood, his first thought

of gratitude was based upon his long cherished hopes of love from

her. Ah ! she had loved him with her whole great heart ; she

had loved him with her whole power of living thought and

feeling.

And there she still sat by the great window, and gazed forih

into the darkness. Her father had spoken, and she well knew
that he never spoke idly. His w'ords still rang in her ears, and

their meaning had sank coldly into her sonl. It was her first

grief. She did not ask of the far-oft' Spirit, that looked down
upon her through the darkness, if it would be her last

!

CHAPTER II.

A REVELATION.

On the next morning, Henry la Nuit was the first in the court.

He was there early enough to catch the first rays of the sun that

came leaping forth from behind the distant Pyrenees ; but the

bright beams brought no joy to his sonl. He looked downcast

and gloomy, and his step was slow and heavy as he paced up and

down the wide enclosure. What now to him were all the honors

he had gained 1 He had toiled long and hard, and his king had

rewarded him ; but what to him could that reward be now ? He
had sought it, to be sure, but only as a means of raising himself

to a ])osition where he might ask for the love of that gentle being

whom ho had so long held within his own glowing affections.

And now that he had gained it, tho boon was lost. He had just

raised the joyous potion to his lips ; he had just tasted the sweet

nectar of life, when the cup was dashed to the ground, and all,

all was gone !

Tbe young knight walked up and down the court, somttimos

weeping, and sometimes striving with his sorrow, and thus two

hours had passed away, when Don Philip de la Carra came out

from the castle and beckoned the young man towards him. Tbe

duke turned back into the hall and Henry followed him. They

passed on to the nobleman's own private room, and when once

there the door was closed, and the young knight was motioned to

a scat.

The duke looked very calm and stem, and whatever may have

been his emotions none of them were revealed in his countenance.

After he had himself become seated, he turned towards his young

companion. For an instant a softened look dwelt upon his coun-

tenance as he noticed the appearance of the youth, bat before he

began to speak it had passed away.

"Henry," he said, laying one hand upon the table bcsido him,

and resting the other upon his knee, "are you aware of the rigid

law that exists among the nobles of Navarre—a law that has

existed for more than three centuries ?"

" To what law do you allude ?" asked Henry, gazing anxiously

into the speaker's face. " I know of many laws in Navarre."

"Ay—but this is one that is confined exclusively to the nobles,

and it is simply this—that no person of noble blood shall marry

with the stock of the people. And the law is a most necessary

one, for much evil might flow from tlie mixing up of the rulers

with the ruled. Among all the laws of Navarre, there is none

more binding upon me than that."

Henry la Nuit clasped his hands upon his knees, and looked

down upon the tiled floor. A luillor liad cic])t over his features,

and he trembled.

"You understand the nature of that law?" continued the duke,

after the lapse of a few moments.
" Yes, yes," said the young knight, raising his eyes to his com-

panion's face. " I know such a law existed, but I did not know—
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Henry licsitatcd, and again looked down upon tlie floor.

"You mean to say that you did not know that it applied to

TOU," added Don Philip, in a softened tone.

"I did not know that it did," returned Henry, more agitated

than before.

"Well, llcnry, I have called yoii here now to tell you that

which I May liavc too long kept a s^-crct from you. You have

understood that your father died and left you in my care. I don't

know that I ever told you so directly, hut I know that this is the

impression you have received, and I have not undeceived you."

" And is it not so ? Was not my father a gentleman, at least V
cried Ilonry, with sudden vehemence.

"Be patient, and I will tell you all I know," resumed Ihe duke,

with his countenance still stern and unmoved. " It is now some-

what over twenty-three years since I laid the only son I ever had

in the tomb. He lived only a few short days, and then he died.

It was midwinter when we buried him ; and only a few nights

afterwards a male infant was left upon the steps of the [jorter's

lod^e. It was well protected from the cold, being snii;;ly wrapped

up in thick blankets, and was laid in an old wicker-basket. Ac-

companying it was a note, directed to mo. You shall see it."

The duke arose from his great chair, and went to a quaint old

cihinet that stood in the corner. From one of the many curiously-

contrived apartments he drew forth a piece of paper, and then

returned to his seat.

" You may read it," ho said, as he passed it over to the youth,

"and then you will see its import."

Henry took the paper with trembling hands. It was of rough,

badly finished fabric, and much discolored. The characters were

scrawling, but yet sufficiently plain to convoy tlie idea which the

writer intended. It was addressed to the duke, and read as

follows :

" This is a ])oor, unfortunate child. Will you let some of yonr

many people take charge of it, and save it for some useful life.

Let it walk in the humbler way of life, for there it of light be-

longs. I am too poor to give it sustenance, and yet I cannot see

it die. I know the Duke of Salva is kind, and he will find some

one among his retainers who will be a parent to it. God bless

liim if he does."

It bore no date nor signature, Henry read it through a second

time, and then he folded it up and gazed upon its soiled back.

" What are these deep stains V he asked, while he gazed upon

the spattered spots that marked the paper. He shuddered as he

ipokc.

" They looked like blood when I first saw the paper," returned

the duke. "Btit that is nothing. They may be the stains of

something else. Hut now let me tell you the rest. The infant

was brought into the castle, and my wife, herself, took charge of

t. She placed it where her own had been taken from, and nursed

It at her own breast. The child grew up to be mild and gentle,

and it soon won our love. Wo cared for it as though it !iad been

9Ur own ; hut slill it could not claim our blood, nor could it claim

f!ven gentle blood of any degree. You, Henry, arc that child. I

tcavc to you the name of La Nuit, and I have done all for you

that I could, and I have done it because I loved you. Your edu-

cation is superior to that of half the nobles in Navarre, and your

more manly exercises have been well cared for. At my reciucst

the king lias bestowed the boon of knighthood upon you. I have

[lone all that I could. Now you know why you may not look to

itny daugb.ter for her hand—for even were I willing, the laws of

,}ur kingdom would forbid it."

For a long while Henry la Nuit remained silent. He .sat with

Ills brow leaning upon his hands, and his breathing was long and

iicary. At length he raised his head and looked towards the

iuke.

" Don Philip," he said, in a husky voice, " do you know who
was my fatherV
"No, Henry."

"Do you know anj-thing of me more than you have already

old me '!"

" Nol I never could gain any clue to your parentage ; but I

lave thought that this paper told its own story of your birth in

he light of truth. I think you must have been the child of pa-

cntB who were indeed too poor to bring you up, and who thus

jlaced you off their hand< before your budding childhood could

laim their atl'eetions. Perhaps they took advantage of our loss,

md shrewdly held the idea that you might take the place of the

iufant we had lost."

" misery! misery!" groaned the young knight, in the depth

f his anguish.

"You must not repine now," said the duke. " It is no part of

1h5 character of a brave man to give way to such things. The
rorld is all before you, and there mav be much honor for you

et."

" 0, and what is honor to me now !" cried Henry, closing his

lands, and bringing them down with a vehement motion. "If
ou could know how I have loved that fair being, who is your

hild ; how every thought of my heart had been hers ; how my
rhole ambition has been to prove worthy of licr, you would not

low coolly point me to this world's honors. O, sir, the very hope
hat could lead me to honor has gone from me !"

The duke was moved, for over hi? stern face there swept a pity-

ng look. He bowed his head for a moment, and when he again

>oked up his feature': were all cold and calm as before.

" You will outgrow this," ho said. " It has come upon you
•ow with its first force, and the disappointment may bo great

;

'Vit it will not last you long. I thought I had once before spoken
you so plainly that you could understand me. It was when I

irst feared that you might love the Lady Isabella."

" I know you spoke to me," returned Henry, in a low, gasping

tone, "but I did not fully understand you. O, I wi.-h I had, for

then I might have fled from the power which has now become

fi.xed upon me. But answer me one question, my lord. H it

were not for this law would you give me the hand of your child V
" That ii not a fail- question, Henry."
" Yes, it is."

"But why should you a.sk it? The law is fixed and irrevo-

cal)le."

"Because I would know if, in your eyes, I am worthy of her."

The duke was for a while silent. He gazed hard upon the

youth, and again that pitying look came for an instant upon his

face.

" You are worthy of my highest esteem, Henry," he at length

said, in slow, measured accents, " and it would be hard for me to

love an own child belter than I love you ; but yet that is no

reason why I should look with favor upon your suit for ray child.

There are many things which I love, and there are many people

about me whom I honor and respect, but each has its own place,

anil in their places respectively must I bold them. Now, there is

old Pedro, my armorer—a more faitliful fellow never breathed.

PIo is brave and fearless, and he has saved myjife a score of

times. I love him dearly ; and yet I should think it strange were

he to come to me and ask me for the Lady Isabella's hand—and

more strange still if he were to make my answer the test of my
love for him. I love Pedro, and I honor him; but he has his

social place, and it is in that place that I respect liim most. Do
3'ou understand rac ?"

" Yes, yes, my lord ; I understand you too well."

" Then there is no need that I should say more upon the sub-

ject. Yet I would advise you that you seek not the society of

the Lady Isabella until this wound be somewliat healed ; but your

own judgment will dictate you in that. You may still look to

me for my protection and my friendsliip. Do not let what you
have now learned sink too deeply into your heart, for it has not

changed your position. You have only learned what you really

are, and I hope I shall ere long sec you cheerful once more."

Henry made no reply, but he bowed his head forward until his

brow rested upon the edge of the table, and there he wept. He
remained in this position for sometime, and when he .igain raised

his head he found himself alone. He started up and gazed about

him, but nothing met his eye except the heavy carving of the olt*

furniture about him. The great lion looked fiercely at him om
the back of the duke's high chair, and the smaller lions seemed

ready to leap upon him from the arms and pillars.

The young knight was sure that he was alone, and then he

sank back into his chair ; and when he again arose the tears were

gone from his face, and he had done weeping. He took a few

turns up and down the room, and when ho at length laid his hand

upon the door-latch, his features had assumed a settled expres-

sion, in which there was much of determmation. Yet his step

was not firm as he passed out into the long corridor, but he

walked unsteadily, and ever and anon ho would falter as though

his mind was not yet quite settled.

CHAPTER in.

THE PILGRIM.

It was towards the middle of the day, and the sun was shining

down upon the hills and vales of Navarre with all his power.

The lower herds had crept away into the shady brooks, and those

upon the hillside had sought the shelter of the thick-leaved trees.

The herdsman reclined at full length upon the greensward where

he could find the coolest shade, and even the birds seemed to re-

main quiet amongst the protecting foliage. It was at this time

that a pilgrim was toiling his way up the hill that led to the cas-

tle. He was an old man, and as his cowl was partly thrown back

from his head his hair was seen to be white—not a snowy white,

but crisp and sunburnt. His form was naturally tall and com-

manding, but age and hard usage had somewhat bent it, so that

now he stooped as he slowly walked along. He wore the long

brown robe and cowl of the holy pilgrims of the times, that was

secured at the waist by a cord, from the end of which depended a

rosary of wooden beads. In his hand he earned a stout oaken

staft', that gave evidence of having seen long and serious service.

At length, all toil-worn and weary, the old pilgrim reached the

gates of the castle, and the porter at once gave him admittance.

He was covered with dust and sweat, and when he reached the

great hall he sank down upon one of the stone benches. Shortly

after he had found tiiis place of rest, Henry la Nuit came down
the broad stairca.se at the upper end of the hall, and would have

directly passed out into the court had not the appearance of the

pilgrim arrested his attention.

"Ah,abcnison upou thee, my son," uttered the old man, as

Henry came up to where he sat,

" The same be upon thee, venerable father," responded the

youthful knight.

The pilgrim rested both hands upon his staff" and gazed up into

the young man's face. His look was earnest and searching.

" Does the good lord, Philip de Id Carra, still rule here ?" he at

length asked.

" Yes," returned Henry.
" And thou art his son V
" No."
" Of what relation then '("

" None."

Again the pilgrim cast his gaze earnestly upon the youth, and

this time a strange look of intelligence beamed upon his wrinkled

features. He leaned further forward and raised one hand above

his eyes, as if to shade them from the strong light.

"You must forgive rao if I seem too inquisitive," he said, as

he lowered his hand to its former position upon the stafl^, " but

your countenance looks familiar to me. What is your name V
"La Nuit— Henry," replied the young knight, with a quick

tremor. " Now what do you know of mo V
" Perhaps nothing. But who gave theo that name ?"

"The duke."

"De la CarraV
" Yes."

•

" Tlien you are a godson of his 1"

"Yes—and a foster-son, too."

"La Nuit," muttered the pilgrim, seeming to be speaking with

himself; " that is a strange name. But," continued he, looking

up again at Henry, "you seem sad and downcast. What cau

have come across the path of one like tlice ?"

" Never mind that," said the knight, somewhat impatient. " If

you can trace aught of ray family in my looks, I pray you speak."
" O, my Son, you misunderstand rae," returned the pilgrim,

with a light smile. " I thought your features looked like those I

had seen before, but I know nothing more. You have told to me
a secret which I might have been long in guessing."

" Ha ! What do you mean now ?"

" Why, from your own words I have found you to he a found-

ling. Am I not right in that ?"

Henry la Nuit trembled, and an ashy pallor overspread his face.

Once he turne 1 to go away, but ho came back again.

" You are right, father," ho said, with an efi^ort to speak calmly.

" I am a foundling, and the words you have spoken lead mo to

speak still more plainly. I was left at the porter's lodge, by the

gates of the castle, when I was a speechless, helpless infant.

There never was left a clue to those who thus ab mdoned m3

;

hut I have been cared for here, and this has been my home.

Now, if my faco opens any intelligence for you, I pray you speak

jt. If you have the least thought in your mind of who I am, or

may be, I conjure you to tell it to me."

" Ah, my son, I might as well try to call up the dead from their

graves. Your countenance only struck me as being peculiar

—

that's all." And then the old man went oflF into a sort of medi-

tative mood, and he muttered over the name of La Nuit. After

a while he raised his eyes again to the youth's fac?,, and while ha

lifted the forefinger of his right hand, and shook it very moau-

'Ugly, he said :

" If you will take the advice of an old man—a man who ha»

seen much of the world—you will let this matter drop. It could

do you little good to find out who were the parents that cast you

off. You had better go ahead and carve out your own way
through life, and not think of those who have thought so little of

you. If your parents lived, and wanted you, they would bo

pretty sure to come after you ; and if they are dead and gone,

then you had better let them rest. Ignorance, on this point, may
be of more service to you than wisdom."

The knight had become absorbed in an interest with the pil-

grim, and so much so that for the while he forgot to grieve for

the loss his heart had sustained. Ho was of quick perception,

and he thought that the old man spoke more like one who knew

than like one who merely surmised. His manner and his tone

seemed to betray that he had more knowledge than he was will-

ing to own. At least so it appeared to the young knight, and ha

determined to push the matter.

" Hark ye, good sir pilgrim," he said, his eyes brightening with

the energy that moved him, " you are a stranger to me, and I

know not that I ever saw you before ; but you have said that

which has awakened more than a passing interest in my bosom.

You speak as though you knew of my parentage. Stop—do not

interrupt me, but hear rao through. I say you speak as though

you knew something of mc and mine. I have marked it in your

looks, in your manner, and in your words. Now if you know

—

tell mc.""
" I have nothing to tell thee, my son."

" So you say."

" And so I mean."

"Ah, if you know anything, tell it to me."
" Why, my child, you push me now with folly. I have told

thee once, twice, thrice, that I had nothing for thee to hear. Ah,

here comes the good duke himself, else my eyes deceive rae. Is

it not he V
Henry looked up the hall, and saw Don Philip coming down,

so he quickly gave the old man an afiSrmativo answer, and then

hastened away out into the court. As the duke came up, the pil-

grim slowly arose to his feet and bowed, and then wished for a

blessing upon the head of the noble host.

" You seem weary, good father," said the duke, as he cast his

eyes over the pilgrim's dust-covered robe. " Have you walked

far?"

" I have walked from Palestine, my lord. I have seen the holy

city, and rested upon the mount where our Saviour died. I left

the infidel Saracen in triumph there."

Don Philip moved nearer to the way-worn man, and sat dowu

by his side upon the long stAic bench. The pilgrim east his eyes

up at tlie nobleman's face, and, as he did so, the latter gave a

quick start. He moved otF lurther towards the end of the bench,

but he still gazed hard into the old man's face.

" Who are you !" asked the duke, while a cold shudder ra^

through him.

" A poor pilgrim," returned the other, considerably moved by

hi companion's manner.

"Ay, you may be a pilgrim now—but what have you beent

What is 3'our name ?"

" Let ray name rest, my lord ; and let what I have been be for-

gotten," said the pilgrim, in a stern, eairnest tone. " I have eorao
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here to seek a short repose for my weary limbs, for I

know that the noble Duke of S-ilva would not turn a

foot-sore traveller from his doors."

"Of course you mny rest—rest here as long as you

please," returned the duke ;
" but you must not seek

my society. You may be now what oujjht to he re-

spected, but yet memory cannot all he hushed, even

by penitence."
'
" Then you are sure you know me," said the pil-

grim.
" Yes. Years have not^o altered your features but

that I recor;nizc them."
" Will you not take my hand 1" asked the old man.
"No, no—I cannot," utt. red Don Pliilip, drawing

still further away, and liuddeiinj^. " Yuu are wel-

come to the hospitality of niv roof, hut you must asU

no more. I cannot forget the work thosC hands have

done."
The old pilfiriin bowed his head upon his staff, and

his gaunt fr.unc tremhiod. What was the secret that

lay fo <rn:iwingly upon his soul 7 It must liave been

one of <leep and lasting import, for long years have

rolled tlieir Wiwting lidc over it, and yet 'tis not for-

gotten. Ponitenre had been poured upon it, but it

could not liC healed ; Ijut there it lay in that old man's

bosom—a thing fiom which he would gladly have es-

caped, but which clunir to him, and which nothing

but the grave could hide. And shall the grave hide

it ! That old man would have hecn happy if he could

have felt assured that in the world to come his secret

could be forgotten. But no such assurance was his.

He groaned hencath the burden, and he feared that

he might have to hear it always.

CHAPTER IV.

VABEWELL.

lA»fTHE, the Duchess de la Carra, was alone in

her great chamber, a chamber that looked to the east-

ward, and wliich commanded a view of wild gran-

deur. The duchess was not more than fifty years of

age, and even that weight of time she carried very

liglitly. There were some streaks of silver upon her

head, and a few touches of time upon her brow. She
was still fair, still beautiful in age, hearing yet the

same lineamenis that marked the face of her lovely

daughter, oidv they were ripened, and the hloora was
beginning to fade. No one would look a second time

into the face of the duchess to feel assured that mild-

ness of disposition au'l purity of thought underlaid

her whole character. Yet her large dark eyes burned

with a light that told of some noble ihuughts, and the

pretty li|)S were cast in a mould that bespoke much of real firm-

ness. She was sitting by her window, with a lute in her hand,

when there came a light rap upon her door. She merely bade the

applicant enter, and just as she had laid the lute aside, Henry la

Nuit came in, and went up to where she sat and kigsed her hand.

As he did so a tear fell upon it.

"Weeping, Ileiny?" said the duchess, looking quickly up into

the young man's fue.
" Never mind, my lady," returned the knight, " I am going

to try to conquer my tears. But I liavc oomu now to bid you
farewell."

" Farewell !" repeated the lady, with surprise. "You are not

going to leave ns !"

" I am goin;;," he said, in a tone of utter dejection. " 1 know

THE DUKE OF SALVA, AND HENRY LA NUIT. [See Chapter 1

not where my steps will lead me, but I must go fro n this place."

lantho de la CaiTa jiazcd up into the young man'i face, and in

a moment more she drew him down by her side. Henry was not

of her blood, hut yet he held the place of a son in her breast.

He had lain upon her bosom when an infant, and she had watched
I. IS growth in goodness and virtue with all the deep affections of

a mother—he was in truth a plant of her own making, a man of

her own fashioning, and upon no one's sorrow could she more
freely weep than upon that of her cherished foster-child. She
drew the youth's hi-ad forward until it rested upon her bosom,
and then she asked him why he was_ going away. The youth
turned his tear-wet eyes upon the kind face of her who had been
a mother to him, and in a low, but yet distinct tone, he said

:

" Alas ! I cannot stay here longer. Years ago, when my young

mind was first opening to a comprehension of the
beautiful about me, I learned to love the gentle child
whom you call daughter. Age wroupht some changes
in that love—but tho.se chanirfs made it stronger.

At length I knew how and why I loved, and then
came the prayer into my soul that I might possess
that fair being to love always. To that end that I
might prove worthy of her 1 did all tliat I thought
could become me as a man. I had some trials, and
upon the battle-field I have endured some hardships,

but I gave them no heed—I only sought for laureh
to lay at the feet of her whom I loved. In the light

of her kind smiles have 1 lived, an<l in the hopes of
possessing her have I found a little heaven of my
own. O, I loved Isabella—I loved her with all the

love my poor heart could feel. But the cup of bliss

is passed from me, and it has been dashed in piecei

upon a rock I could not move from my way. All my
hopes were in it, and they have been blown from me.
All the honors of earth can be nothing to me, for I

am but a poor foundling, and may never possess the

hand of the being I love. The duke has sternly pro-

nounced my fate. 1 cannot, do not, blame him, for

I know why he acts ; but I cannot remain longer here.

It were hut madness forme now, since I have nothing

to gain but sorrow. I could not go without your
blessing—without first bidding you farewell."

The duchess knew it all. Her husband had told

it to her, and she could only weep in her sympithy.
She drew the youth more closely to her and kissed

him.
" I know—I know," she said, in a faint tone. " 0,

Henry, I wish I had the power to revert this decree,

but I have not."
" I bless you all the same, my kind lady. 1 know

my fate, and I have not come here to ask you to

change it. I have only come to bid you farewell,

and to ask you—

"

The youth sobbed, and his utterance was choked.
" What would you ask? Ask me anything that I ]

can do, and it shall be done."
" I would ask you," continued the knight, orer-

coming his sobs by a strong effort, " to sp ak wiih

Isabella for me. Tell her—tell her that 1 dare not

see her. Tell her that
—

"

But he could not go on. His head sank lower down
till it rested upon the lap of the duchess, and then

he gave vent to his grief. His stout frame shook be-

neath the tempest of sorrow, anil his moans struck

with an agonizing power upon the heart of htr who
held him Suddenly he started up and threw hack

tlic rich brown locks from his face, and with one ef-

fort of his will he stopped the flow of his tears.

"My lady," he said, in a subdued tone, " forgive me for thii

unseemly burst of feeling. God bless you for all you h.ive done

for me ; and when you think of me, rememb.-r nie as one who
will never forget you in his prayers. Farewell, farewell

!"

So he spoke, and then turned towards the door; but the duch-

ess had not htard him. She hid been sitting with her tiandi

pressed hard upon her brow, and h< r face had been working with

emotions of her own. Before the young man could open the

door, she started to her feet.

" Stop ! stop I" she cried, as she rea'dicd forth both her handi.
" Stop, Henry, and li«ten to me." The young man stopped and

turned back, and the duchess met him in the centre of the room.

[to BB OONTINHBD.J

E.NTRANCE TO THE PORT OF HAVANA, CUBA.
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HAVANA, CAPITAL OF CUBA.

On this and the opposite pa^c we present a oouple of West In-

dia views, of interest and trutlifiiUiess. That on the o|)posite

pace represents the entrance lo the harbor of Havana, and a U. S.

mail steamer jnst enter-

ing. Moro Castle, that

famotis military striie-

tnre of wliirh we liear

«0 muoli, stands holdly

forth totiuard wilh jeal-

ous care the narrow en-

trance to the deep and

land-locked harbor of

the ca|)ital of Oul)a.

There is, probably, no

better harbor in tlie

world, for while sraice-

lytwo large ships could

be safely navigated a-

beam through the en-

trance cbiiiincl.yet once

past this narrow pas-

sage a thousand ships

could lay at anchor at a

time. The authorities

are particularly jealous

of these American mail

steamers, and when tlicy

enter the harbor they

are watclicd with Aigus
eyes, and considered as

a magazine of rebellion

;

the conseiiuent adven-

tures between the pas-

sengers, officers, and
the Cubans are numer-
ous, and sometimes of

a most serious, and
sometimes of a most lu-

dicrous character. On
the page liercwitli wc
present a bird's eye view
of the city itself, which
will give the reader a
^ery correct and tangi-

ble iilea of Havana.
The form of the island

is quite irregular, and
resembles the blade of

a Turkish seimetar,

slightly curved back, or
approaching the fonii

of a long narrow cres-

cent. It stretches away
in this shape from east

to west, throwing its

western end into a
curve, as if to form an
impregnable barrier to

the outlet of the Gulf of
Mexico, and as though,
at some ancient period,

it had formed a part of
the American continent,

and had been severed

on its north side from
the Florida peninsula

by the wearing of the

(iulf Siream, and from
Yucatan, on its south-

western point, by a cur-

rent setting into the

gulf. Its political po.si-

lion, all concede to bo

of vital importance to

the United States, and
this will be apparent to

anyone from the slight-

est inspection of the
map. It is the most
westerly of the West
India isles, and, com-
pared Willi the rest, has
nearly twice as much
supcrlicial extent of ter-

ritory. Its greatest ex-
tent, from east to west,

is about six hundred
miles ; its narrowest
part is twenty-two miles.

The circumference of
the island is nearly two
thousand miles, contain-

ing some tliirty-iwo

thousand squ.ire miles
of avail ible land. The
narrow form of the isl-

and, and the Cordillera

of mountains which di-

vides it through its

whole length, leaves a
very limited course for

its rivers and streams,
and consciiuently these

in the rainy season be-

come toiTents, and dur-
ing the rest of the year
are nearly dried up.

The bay, shaped like

your outspread hand,
the wrist for the en-
trance, is populous with
the ships of all nations,
and the city, with its

two hundred thousand
inhabitants, is a depot
of wealth and opulence.
With an enormous ex-
tent of public buildings,
cathedrals, anticjue and
venerable cluirebes and
convents, with the pala-
ces of nobles, and private gentlemen of wciilth, all making this
capital of Cuba the richest place fur its number of scpinre rods in
the world. It is surronndrd bv a high wall and ditch, and its

gates are always strictly guarded by soldiery. The streets, wliich

are extremely narrow, are all McAdamizcd, and cross each other
at right angles, having no sidewalks, unless a little line of flag-

stones may be so called. Indeed, the people have little use for

them, for they drive almost universally in the peculiar vehicle of
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the island, called a " volante." The Spanish government sup-
ports a large army in the island, which is under the most rigid

discipline, and in a state of the utmost eiTicieiicy. It is the policy

of the homo government to fill tiie ranks with natives of old

Spain, in order that no undue svmpathy may be felt for the Cre-
oles or isUanders in case of insurrection or attempted revolution.
The complete military force of Cuba must embrace some thirty

thousand troops—artillery, dragoons, and infantry—nearly twenty
thousand of whom are
in and about Havana.
To keep such a force in

good ordi r the utmost
riiror is necessary, and
military executions are

very fre(|uent. The ga-
roto is their principal

instrument for capital

punishment. It is cal-

culated to choke the

victim to death without
sus{>cnding him in the
air. On the opposite
shore from the city of
Havana, and in the an-
cient t'wn of Kegla, is

the spot where the citi-

zens resort to witness
the performances pecu-
liar to Spain. Of all

the games and sports of
the Cubans, that of the
bull -fight is the most
cruel and fearful. The
arena for this exhibition
is at Kegla, a small
town having a most
worn and dilapidated
appearance. Fonnurly
it was the haunt of pi-

rates, and more latterly

of the slavers, who have
not yet entirely disap-

pcaied, though the rigor

of the French and Brit-

ish cruisers in the gulf
has rendered it necessa-

ry for them to select a
less exposed rendez-
vous. The arena is a
large circular enclosure
of sufficient dimensions
to seat six thousand
people, and afi'ording

about half an acre of
ground for the fight.

The seats arc raised one
above another in a circle

around at a secure height

from the dangerous en-

counter. A modern let-

ter-writer says: "On
one occasion when I

witnessed the scene, a
large bull was let loose

into the pit of the cn-

cloi-urc, when three

Spaniards, one on foot

aud two on horseback,

were ready to receive

him, the former armed
with a sword, the latter

with spears. These men
commenced at once to

worry and torment the

bull until he should be-

come furious. Short
spears were thrust into

his neck and sides, with
rockets attached, that

exploded into his very
flesh, burning and af-

fiightiiig the poor crea-

ture. Thrusts from the

horsemen's spears were
made into Ids flesh, and
gaudy colors were shak-

en before his glowing
eyes. At last when the

creature had become
perfectly infuriated and
frantically m a d, the

tight commenced in

earnest. In vain did

the bull plunge desper-

ately at his tormentors

;

they were too expert
for him, and each time
he passed them by, un-
til in his headlong course

he thrust his horns deep
into the boards of the

enclosure. The idea was
not to kill him at once,

but to woiTV and tor-

ment him to the last.

One of the gladiators

now attacked him close-

ly with the sword, and
dcxtciously wounded
him in the back of the

neck at each plunge the

animal made towards
him, at the same time

springing on one side

to avoid the shock. Af-

ter a long fight, and at

the flourishof trumpets,

the most skilful of the

swordstnen stood firm

and received the infuri-

ated beast on the point

of his sword, that was
aimed at a fatal spot

above the frontlet, lead-

ing to the bniin. The an-

imal staggered, reeled,

and fell dead ! Three bulls were thus destroyed, the last one in

his frenzv goring a noble Cuban liorse to death, and trampling his

rider. 'I'he gladiators were ciicniiraged to feats of daring by the

waving of handkerchiefs in the hands of the fair signoras."
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LAKE FARM, AT WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.

BT MRS. I. H. BIGOBJtirai.

rrhe Hon Isnac D.iTis, the liberal and ta.«teful proprietor of thi.' nnely Tarlcd

Uomain which extends tnree n.ilea around the shores of the Inke, takes

pleasure in seeinc others partiripHte in its beanties, and often permit.s the

schools in his vicinity to hold their festivals amid its umbrageou.^ shades.]

yVe saw it as we paased.—that sylran dome,

—

And couching at its feet, the broad, blue la»8

With all its wealth of islets.

Rushing cars

Deigned us no pause to note its scenery .

—

But Iilemory's hand unfurled a Tivid scroll

Still richly tinted with autumnal dyes;

Tor we had wandcrwl there, when last the flush

Of summer 'pin to fade, led by the band

Of guiding friendship o'er that fair domain.

Terrace was there, and dell, and flowery lawn,

—

And rural home,—while from the crowning tower

Spread forth such glorious riew of hill and val?,

Waters and woods, the pride of a free land,

An made the i^pirit glad.

On lerel wing,

A large, lone bird sailed through the bine serene,

Bolemn and slow,- as though each plume imbibed

A pleasure that the earthbom miRht not share.

But all at once, with wild and sudden swoop

He cleft the bosom of that placid tide

A moment,—then emerging, disappeared,

In a thick grove that clothed a fairy isle.

Bore he some booty to his secret ncft?

Some captured fish,- that all unconscious held

Its quiet course amid its finny friends?

Could not the pirate choose some other spot

I«fs sweetly marked by nature's holy charms,

To show us all, how deftly he had learned

The lesson of this bad world's policy,

Where cunning snares the weak, and tyrants seize

The helpless for their prey .'

Well pleased we roamed

Amid these sylvan haunts, and dreamed we caught

The echo of young voices tuned to joy ;

—

For hither, pupils with their teachers come

Oft-times to keep their holiday, and bless

The children's friend.

He, by such kind regard

Graves on their tender hearts a glowing trace

Of gratitude that never shaU grow old,

—

And wins, perchance, Uis favoring smile, who said,

*' Suffer the little ones to come to me,

—

Of such my kingdom is."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.)

"LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTATION."

BT ALICE B. NEAX..

"Mt dear Susan, if you think I've nottiing else to do flian run

around and look after servants, you are very much mist.iken."

Mrs. Thorndike spoke with oifendcd dignity—the dignity of a

young housekeeper, two months a wife.

" It would not take many hours a day," Mrs. Marshall said,

pleasantly, "to turn two or three ke3-s."

"Yes, if there was the least earthly use in it. Mama never

locked up a drawer or a closet. I'm sure I never did. I should

feel 60 mean ; it's as much as to say you suspect the honesty of

the people around you. Why, I couldn't look Ellen in the face,

such a nice, tidy, ladylike girl; I'm sure she'd feel offended, and

I shouldn't blame her."

" So is my Maria; but she knows my rules, and never thinks

of noticing it. Ellen wouldn't if you began so with her."

" Well, I sha'n't tic myself down to a parcel of keys, and there's

the end of it. Ellen is as honest as the day is long, and Nancy
hardly ever leaves the kitchen. So I guess the silver's safe for a

while. 0, here's such a nice little closet, Henry means to take

for his wines, it's so convenient to the dining-room ; sec these

beautiful champagne-glasses, they match oui' goldets ; Henry
chose them himself at Ilaughwort & Dailey's." Mrs. Thorndike

had forgotten her pique in the pleasure of the young housekeeper,

showing her new treasures to a most interested vi.sitor, her sister-

in-law, Mrs. Marshall.

" Henry always had a great deal of taste," liis sister said.

" I'm so glad to see him happily settled ; I know he enjoys house-

keeping ; for with all his gaiety, he is naturally very domestic."
" Very ; and he's tlie bmt Imsband !

—

"

" In the world—finish it, Kitty."'

" Well, I do think he is. So generous, so indulgent ; and he
enjoys h:.iving his friends come in so much. Last night wc had
Mr. Morris, and Captain Halliaway, and brother, the gayest parly.

They admired the champagne-glasses as much as I do ;" and
Mrs. Thorndike held up tlic slender goblet to the sunlight that

came streaming into the liall, with great satisfaction.

" A\^ich cf you holds the keys of this department ?" Mrs. Mar-
shall asked, laughingly.

" Keys again
! I should think we were in ' The Tombs,' to

hear you talk. Who's going to milk off with the wine? You
don't mean to insinuate Ellen wou d drink. That's too bad !"

"' Lead us not into temptation,' as I said before, Kitty; I'm
older than you, recollect, and h ive been a housekeeper seven
years. Girls that wouldn't touch money or jewelry for the world
will think no harm of helping themselves to n glass of wine if it's

left oi)en to them."
" Well, what's a glass of wine '."

"Not much, if it stopped there; it doesn't alwavs ; long as

Maria has lived with me, and mucli as I trust her, I would not

think I was doing right if I left her exposed to such temptations.

The care of a home is a great responsibility."

" I shouldn't have a moment's peace of my life, if I fidgeted

over everything as you do. Henry would laugh at me, if I went

to lock up his wine, and he had to come to me for the key every

time a friend came in. I should feel as if I was really insulting

Ellen. Here's the parlor, now, we both furnished this ; I choso

the carpet and curtains, Henry the furniture. It suits very well,

doesn't it ? Yon see Ellen's not had time to clear up this morn-

ing, but 1 don't mind you."

The parlors were very pretty, very tastefully furnished rooms

;

indeed there was an air of elegance and comfort through the

whole house, though it was not very large. " Largo enough for

two people," Henry said, "and quite enough for Kitty to experi-

ment in." There was a tire in the grate of the back parlor, and

Ellen was occupied in removing the debris of the last night's en-

tertainment. Fruit-dishes, nut-crackers, shells, wine-glasses and

decanters, still encnmbered the round table.

" Fred upset a glass of sherry on this new table-cover, last

night, and made quite a stain, hut Ellen knew of something that

took it out directly. See, you can scarcely tell where it was,"

observed INIrs. Thorndike.

Ellen smiled a little at the commendation, and carried out the

tray. She was a most trustworthy-looking girl ; stout, modest,

and though rapid, very quiet in all her movements. The model

of a waiter.

" I don't know what I should do without her," pursued Kitty,

looking significantly towards tlie door. " She's a perfect treas-

ure. Henry markets, Nancy is an excellent cook ; but house-

keeping isn't boarding, is it, Susan 1 there's so much to see to."

Mrs. Marshall, who had five young children, three of them

boys, quite agreed with her new sister-in-law ; thinking at the

same time that she knew very little what trouble was.

" This is Fred's bridal gift, you know," ran on Mrs. Thomdilcc,

lifting the lid of a very handsome rosewood piano. " You haven't

heard it yet, have you ? There, did you ever hear such base

notes } Henry said I would give up my music Hs soon as I was

married, so I'm determined to show him to the contrary. So far

I practice three hours a day. That doesn't leave much time to

go round locking up, does it?"

The last was said half playfully, half-defiantly, for our young

housekeeper did not like any trouble that could possibly be

avoided, and thought her sister much too particular.

" You arc certainly situated as pleasantly as possible ; Henry

ought to be a very happy man, and he's so fond of music. He
was always teasing me to play, until he began to visit you."

Mrs. Marshall had struggled on, "keeping up her practice

"

through the infancy of two of lier children, but now the piano was

given up to the fingers of her oldest girl, just put into Hunten's

Instruction Book. She thought with a half sigh of her old days

of leisure, and freedom from care
;

3(;t she did not know any one

of her children she could give up wilUngly ; Tom's whistling, and

the baby's crowing, were the choicest music she knew at present.

" Yon remember how much Fred liked that Topaz Sherry,"

said Mr. Thorndike, one evening, when ho had poked the fire to

his heart's content, and finally declared himself "comlbrtable."

" Well, I stopped at Bininger &. Coizens, and ordered seven gal-

lons. I thought it would be cheaper in the end. By the way, let's

have a glass of sherry; it would do a fellow good this cold night.

0, and there's a demijohn of brandy to come homo at the sitme

time ; I got Fred to give me liis opinion of it, as he was with me,

so I sha'u't need anything in that line for sometime to come."

Mr. Thorndike was by no means addicted to wine drinking,

but he " liked a good glass of shcn-y or Madeira now and then,"

and as they were just commencing housekeeping, thought it was

particularly sociable and hospitable, to have it to offer to a friend.

It was his part of the pride in their new estate ; and he invited

his old friends to " come round," with quite an air, being of the

humble opinion common to young husbands and housekeepers,

that he had the prettiest wife, and the nicest little establishment

in the city.

He rubbed his hands with a great deal of satisfaction, as the

tidy Ellen placed the tray before him, and held up the decanter to

the gas light to admire the golden sparkle, before filling his glass.

"Why, Kitty—how's this?" and his countenance fell, as the

saying is, when he marked tlie rajiid decrease of his favorite

"Topaz." " I filled that decanter the night Fred was here."

"Well, I know it."

" Don't you see, there's not two glasses left !"

" I didn't drink it—you need not look at me," laughed the

young wife. " Hear knows, I didn't lilfti it well enough."

"Arc you sure ? but sincerely, Kate, some one has been at it."

" Of course, you and Fred are two very respectable somebodies."

" But we didn't drink a whole decanter, that night, I'm sure."

"No, but you forget how Fred spilled half of it on the table-

cover."

" That's a fact," assented the brother-in-law ;
" I'd forgotten it.

Fred's a good fellow, and so is his sister."

Mr. Thorndike kissed his wife, and forgot to drink his wine—

a

great pity kisses wouldn't always answer the purpose. As for

her, so far from having the slightest suspicion of her domestics,

she had put Mrs. JMai-sliall's warning out of her thouglits ten

minutes after it was given.

The Thomdikes were to have dinner company one most auspi-

cious Thursday. It •n-as quite an event with them, of course, and

they were settling the bill of fare.

"Soup, to begin with," said Mrs. Thorndike.

" O yes, of course, one of Nancy's grand soups. Then comes

fish. Boiled cod, I guess ; what do you think, or is it best to

have fish, with poulti-y and game both ?"

" Fish, of course ; there's our new fish-knife—it's never been
'•

used, and it would be such an ornament to the table, especially a.t

Captain Hathaway gave it to us."

" AVell, I'll find one—be sure you have bread satice to those

birds. 'Well, I will see to the dessert."

" That's all planned—you know I pride myself on desserts, and

then comes nuts and raisins. O, that puts me in mind, you'll

have to send up some sherry."

" Nonsense, Kit, you forget the seven gallons—

"

" Six weeks ago."

" Yes, six weeks ago ; there ought to be at least half of it left.

How come you to think there was none ?"

" I happened to lift the demijohn to-day—I was looking after

the glasses—to set it one side, and I noticed how light it was,

that's all. I had no idea gentlemen drank so much before—gen-

tlemen who say they don't care about wine, I mean. It quite

frightened inc."

" Nonsense
;
your'e mistaken, Kitty. Let's see

—

"

True enough, there was very " light weight " in Mr. Thorn-

dike's hands, when he proceeded to the stair closet He could

not possibly undersfand it. For himself he cared less and less for

his wine daily since his marriage ; and for the last few weeks tliero

had not been many visitors.

" Spirit lappings," suggested Kitty, wickedly, as he struck the

empty decanter with his knuckles. " They must bo at the bottom

of it." She was fully persuaded that her husband had taken

much more than he thought for, and was rather glad to have it

proved to him.

" Somebody's seen the bottom of it, that's certain—not me,

though. Kate, I shall begin to think that in spite of your tctotal

preaching, your practice doesn't come up to it."

" Violante in the pantry," sang Mrs. Thorndike, still perfectlj

good-natured. " Come, be a good boy, and confess you stop here

on your way up stairs afternoons."

" Thou canst not say / did it," spouted her husband, theatri-

cally, as he shut the closet door again. " Well, I don't under-

stand it—somebody must help themselves."

" Exactly," returned the provokingly inconsiderate wife ; and

one can't say in what key the matrimonial duet would have ended,

if Mrs. Thomdike had not seated herself at the piano as they re-

entered the parlor, and cut it short with a pollca.

The little wine closet was replenished, but Mr. Thorndike went

to it less and less frc(iuent!y. He began to lecture Fred on the

subject of late suppers and eleven o'clock brandies and water; to

wish he had been married years ago, and to wonder " how young

men could be so foolish." So Mr. Thorndike saw very little of

his Topaz Sherry, and voted parties a bore.

Nevertheless, the claims of society demanded that now and then

Mr. and Mrs. Thorndike should pass the evening out; and one

blustering March night found them on their door-step as late as

twelve o'clock—Mr. Thorndike had forgotten the key. Ring,

ring, ring !—rather a gentle peal at first, for "though Nancy had

permission to stay at her mothers until morning, Ellen would he

sure to hear," said Mrs. Thorndike. " What should she do with-

out Ellen ?" King, ring—a liltle more impatiently—Mrs. Thorn-

dike's feet began to feel the chill of the marble.

Still no signal from within. Mr. Thorndike looked first in one

pocket, then in another, with benumbed fingers. Where could he

have left the key? And, then, in his impatience, sounded a per-

fect .aliirum ; enough to raise the neighbors and assemble the

watchmen—if indeed watchmen were ever found when tney

seemed to be needed. A desperate plunge into his left hand coat

pocket, and up came the missing key, which admitted Mrs

Thorndike, shivering and weary, to the hall.

" Turn up the gas, Henry, please—I'm so tired," yawned she.

" What can be the matter with Ellen ? I am afraid she's sick

;

I'll go up and see."

Good little body, tired as she was. And Mr. Thomdike began

the routine of his night toilet very much inclined to consign ser-

vants, keys and parlies into general contempt and oblivion, when

ho was startled by a noise fi'om the servants' room above.

" Henry, Henry, come up quick !—Ellen's in a fit !" screamed

Mrs. Thorndike from the stairs ; and, sure enough, there Lay the

poor girl in a heavy stupor upon the floor, still dressed, and

breathing with diflnculty. The caiidle was just flickering out, but

there was light enough tor Mr. Thorndike to raise Ellen to the

bed ; and telling his wife not to be alarmed, for it was passing off,

bent down a moment to listen to her breathing. Mrs. Thorndike

was for a hot bath and a physician immediately; and thought

Hemy very cruel and inexorable when he would not allow her to

watch by the bedside all night. He in turn declared, very prop-

erly, tliat his wife's health was of the most consequence; and that

if the girl was no better in the morning, she should have the best

medical advice in the city. Mrs. Thorndike felt as if very selfish

and unfeeling, as she laid down with the determination of listening

to every sound from Ellen's room, and going up every hour or

two. But tliese very humane intentions were lost in a sound

sleep, which lasted until breakfast was summoned by the girl her-

self, who seemed quite as well as usual.

Mrs. Thorndike pitied her very much, when the nice, tidy-

looking waiter confessed to her that these attacks came every now

and then—she had been subject to them from childhood. She

could not make up her mind to speak of them when she came to

engage the place, for fear of losing it.

" Many ladies would object so, madam," she said, faltcringly.

True enough, Mrs. Thorndike could not blame her, and told her

husband when he came into dinner, that I'.llen should have a

home with her as long as she needed one. "I asked her if there

was nothing she could take, dear, and she said nothing unless a

little weak brandy and water, as she did last night when she felt

'i\.
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them coming on. Sho begged my pardon for taking it without

leave—Ellon is so particular—but said she was afraid it would bo

too late when we came home."

"Ah," said Mr. Thorndike meditatively, "that accounts for it,

poor girl ! I liopo she doesn't overwork herself."

"I hope not," returned her mistress, sympathi/.ingly. "But

she did more than usual yesterday, Nancy being nut."

But though Mrs. Thorndike did her best to prevent any over-

exertion, poor Ellen's attacks grow more and more frequent ; and

what made it still more perplc.\ing, Nancy gave warning and

declined telling her reasons for leaving. " They knew each oth-

er's wavs so well," Mrs. Thorndike said to Mrs. Newhall, in

lamenting her loss, "but it was better Nancy than Ellen, after all."*******
"You have no idea how nice Ellen looked this noon, Henry"

—

the husband and wife were passing their Sunday evening alone

together. " She had on a white drawn bonnet, and handsome

silk dress and mantilla. I told her to be homo early. What time

18 it, dear?"

" Ten— five minutes of it. Bless me, Kitty, what a ring

!

Who can it be, this time of night ?" And he opened the parlor

door just in time to sec a policeman bearing in what seemed to bo

a lifeless body—the body of a woman. He was too late to screen

it from his wife ; sho was at his side in a moment, pale and

breathless.

"0, Henry, it's Ellen! Slie's had one of those dreadful at-

tacks ! Where could it have happened ! Where did you find her,

sir?"—for the neat white bonnet was crushed on one side, and the

silk dress covered with dark plashes of mud and water.

" In the gutter—that's where I found her, or very near it.

She's drunk, that's all!" said the unsparing, outspoken ])olice-

man, touching his hat to the lady. " I see her often going to the

grocery ; that's the way I knew where to fetch her. 'Tis n't the

first time I 've helped her home."
" Go into the parlor," Mr. Thorndike said, in a sterner voice

than his wife had ever heard him use to her; and there she sat

horror-struck, sobbing liytlie fire, while the still unconscious Ellen

was carried to the kitchen.

"A pretty piece of work," ho said, when he came back again,

" for a respectable house ! A nice piece of business ! That's the

kind of ' fit '—she had to begin with the night we were all out.

1 knew it then, but I was such a fool ! Send her olf to-morrow

—

just as soon as she can walk ! I wonder you didn't look after

her, Kitty !"

Poor Mrs. Thorndike ! It was a great blow to her, and to her

unlimited confidence in human nature—and then to have the hard

task of discharging the homeless girl in the morning!

" That's where the sherry went to last winter," continued Mr.

Thorndike, making great strides up and down the floor, with both

hands in his pockets. "I told you then, I hadn't drank it—where

have your eyes been, Kitty?"

Mrs. Thorndike sobbed afresh. It was the first time he liad

seriously blamed her, and she had prided herself on being such a

good, indulgent mistress.

Induhjent—that was it ! She liad trusted Ellen quite too far, as

the miserable girl told her when disciiarged. She knew sho was

not looked after, and " the wine closet was directly on her way to

the kitclien, and never locked."

" I did mane to try, ma'am ; an' I did lave off sometimes, an' I

wanted to ask you if you wouldn't turn the kay, only I didn't

dare to for fear you would suspect me. I'm humbly sorrj% ma'am

;

for if I'd been a lady, ye couldn't have thrated me better, an' the

Lord bless ye forever ! Ye couldn't give me a character, ma'am ?

An' it'll be long before 1 got a place widout a character, ma'am.

An' I've been good and faithful but for the failin' ; but only the

kay wasn't tunied—and we're all poor, wake craturcs whin the

timptation is by."

Poor Ellen trod a downward couise, as might have been pre-

dicted " widout a character ;" and there wa.s a pain in Mrs. Thorn-

dike's heart for many a day, when she said the prayer, " Lead us

not into temptation." Even after she came to have a little one

old enough to repeat it at her knee—for sho had not erred without

warning—an unfaithful steward, she could not say, " Those thou

gavest me—I have kept."

THE AR.VKS.

The intensity of the sunshine is reproduced in the Arab eye

;

the simoon is a terrible symbol of tho-ic gusts of wrath wliich des-

olate the human soul. Luxury and indolence are their character-

istics as well as fiery tempers, and we are at a loss to reconcile the

one with the other. Our sky, bright as it is, is not to be compared
with tliat of the East. After fifty days of desert travel I left it

fascinated by the variety of its scenes. In i;s solitude it resem-

bles the ocean, but it is sweet and refreshing. Providence leaves

none of the desert-places of the earth without some atoning qual-

ity. God has breathed upon the desert this sweet and cleansing

breath. I could point out many traits of resemblance between
the sailor and Bedouin. Both are free and roving in their tastes.

AiTiong either you will rarely find a coward. I prefer here speak-

ing of the wandcrinc Arab as a tyjjc of the race. The Arab dia-

lect, in which tlie Koran U written, is still spoken in its pristine

purity in yEgiri-!, around Mecca. The Arab is brave, and his

sense of honor irrcproai liable. He is devoted to the Muses. I

have no doubt that Christian knights first learned their sense of

honor and chivalrv among the Saracens at the time of the Cru-
sades. The law of protection is held in as much respect among
the Arabs as is the Koran. The pride of the Arab is his birth-

right, and dignity is his natural manner. The AVab is generous,

and his hos]jitality is universal ; the guest confers an honor u]ion

his host, and the name of strangers is sacred.

—

J. Bayard Jaijlor.

« .».» » —

—

How mysterious is this human life, with all its diversities of con-
trast and compensation; this web of checkered destinies; this

sphere of manifold allotment, where man lives in his greatness
and grossness, a little lower than the angels, a little liigher than
the brutes.

—

Henrij Giles.

WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE.

What assertion will make one believe that in one second of
time, one beat of the pendulum of a clock, a ray of light travels

over l.'j'i, (100 miles and would therefore perforin the tour of the
world in about the same time that it requires to wink w ith our
eyelids, and in much less than a swift runner occupies in taking a
single stride! What mortal can be ma<Ie to believe, without
demonstration, that the sun is almost a million times larger than
the earth?—and that although so remote from us, a cannon ball,

shot directly toward-; it, and maintaining its full speed, would be
twenty years in reaching it, yet it affects the earth by its attrac-

tion in an appreciable instant of time? Who Wduld not a-^k for

demonstration, when told that a gnat's wing, in its ordinary flight,

beats many hundred times in a second ?—or that there exist ani-

mated and regularly organized beings, many thousands of whoso
bodies laid together would not extend an inch '. But what aro
these to tlic astonishing truths which modern optical in(|uiries

have disclosed, which teach that eyi^ry point of a medium through
which a ray of light passes is atfected with a succession of periodi-

cal movements ; rcculariy recurring at e^ual intervals, no less than
five hundred millions of millions of times in a single second !

That it is by sucli movements communieatcd to the nerves of the

eye, that wo see; nay, more, that it is the dlfTcrenco in the fre-

quency of their recurrence which affects us witii the sense of the di-

versity of color ? That, for instance, in ac(|uiring the sensation of
redness, our eyes are aflected four hundred and eighty-two mil-

lions of millions of times—of yellowness, five hundred and forty-

two millions of millions of times—and of violet, seven hundred
and seven millions of millions of times per second? Do not such
things sound more like the ravings of madmen than the sober
conclusions of people in their waking scn>cs ? They arc, never-
theless, conclusions to which any one may most certainly arrive,

who will only ho at the trouble of examininjr the chain of reason-

ing by which they have been obtained.

—

Uersrhd.

< ^*^
[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: FERIEY POORE.

[The follovrinf; daily record of past events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa^t,

with such date and data sa will interest and instruct.]

MARCH FIFTH.

15.34.—Corregio, a noted painter, died.

1767.—Andrew, son of Andrew Jackson and Elizabeth Hutch-

inson, born in Waxsaw district, S. C.

1770.—Boston massacre, which was a prominent cause of the

Revolution.

1778.—Francis M. A. Voltaire died, aged 84.

1849.—California Legislative Assembly met the first time

—

Francis J. Lippit elected Speaker.

MARCH SIXTH.

1730.—Augustine Washington, then a widower, married Mary
Ball. Gen. Washington was the eldest of their six children.

179,3,—Macrcady, the mnchtalked-of actor, born at London.

1799.—French defeated at Aero by Sir Sidney Smith.

1804.—South Boston set oft' from Dorchester.

1849.—New constitution granted to Sicily.

MARCn SEVENTH.

1707.—Stephen Hopkins, a signer of the Declaration, born at

Seituato, R. I.

1787.—The Duke of Wellington received his first commission.

1792.—Massachusetts Agricultural Society incorporated.

1821.—Insurrection against the Turkish rule in Wallachia.

1850.—Steamer St. Johns burned near Montgomery, Alabama

—thirty lives lost.

1852.—Sacramento and Marysville, California, inundated.

MARCH EIGHTH.

1750.—Severe shock of an earthquake at London.

1776,—The Otter, an English armed vessel, was driven away

from Baltimore.

1814.—Unsuccessful attempt of the British to capture Bergen-

op-zoom from the French.

1825,—Henry Clay appointed Secretar}- of State by President

Adams.

1851.—Judge Nicholas Brice died at Baltimore, Md., aged 80.

MARCH NINTH.

1560.—Rizzio assassinated before Mary, Queen of Scots, at

Holyrood House.

1796,—Marriage of Napoleon Bonaparte, then general, to the

widow Joscjohine Beauharnais.

1806.—Edwin Forrest, the celebrated tragedian, born at Phila-

delphia, Pa.

1814.—Winfield Scott commissioned as brigadier-general.

1848.—Large gold medal voted to Gen. Scott by Congress.

1851,—Brevet Major Gen, George M. Brooke, a distinguished

United States officer, died at San Antonio, Texas.

MAIICH TENTH.

1649.—Official protest of Governor Endicott, of Massachusetts,

against wearing long hair.

1785.—Thomas Jefferson commissioned by Congress Mhiister

to France.

1815.—Napoleon Bonaparte entered Lyons, on his way to Paris.

1820.—Massacre of the citizens of Cadiz by the soldiers.

MARCH ELEVENTH.

1544.—Torquato Tasso, a celebrated Italian poet, bom near

Naples.

1811.—Capture of Bajadoz, in Spain, by the French under

Marshal Soult.

1820.—Benjamin West, famed as a historical painter, died at

London, aged 82.

1847.—Hon. Henry Whe?iton, diplomatist and writer on inter-

national law, died at Providence, R. I., aged 64.

[irritten for Glcason's Pictorial,]

IIY-MN.

Writltnfor the Drditation rf the Normal Institiilr, Lancatter, Massaekusrtls.

BY IIRS. U A. WHITAKEB.

Father Supreme I our waiting spirits blew

AVtth thy bright presence, in thi.s carred hour,

ASTien tbc twin angels, Peace and IlappinojJs,

Tunc the soul's harpstringa ^vith immortal power;

Waklii? f^lad rtraius of gratitude and praise,

To inspire with lore divine our mortal lays.

Thou smir-'t upon our joy ! no shadows hido

Thee, gracious Ood! from our adoring sight;

Be thou our ever present friend and guide,

That we may dwell rejoicing in thy light,

And while we own thy love and guardian caro,

Imbibe the sweet, lefrtshing dew of prayer.

To thy free service we would dedicate

This home of culture, where the conscious mind
Expanding "neath thy truth, may contemplate

Its wondrous being, and enraptured find

New buds of life unfolding, as it springs

To greet high thoughts, the seraph Reason brings.

may thy voice within our deepest heart

Be heard, as day by day we M*ck thy will
;

Then shall each faitlilc.ss doubt and fear depart,

And holy a,spiration6 hear us still

Upward and heavenward, to the throne of Right,

Where Conscience reigns, In majesty and might.

Author of beauty I thy beneficence

Hath dowered wifch loveiine.ss this glorious earth,

That all may happy be, and learn from thonco

To make life beautiful, and rich in worth,

By consecrating every talent given,

To bless humanity, and woo to heaven.

Father! OKrFatlier! let thy glowing Icve

Attract us to each other, and to thee

—

Love the great central orb round which we move

In faith, and liopc, and joy, and unity
;

So may our daily livts accord with thine,

Harmonious moving toward the life divine.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE THREE GAMES AT CHESS.
A LEGEND OF VENICE.

Br HORATIO ALOEK, JU.

It was night in Venice. Tho stars shone do\vn upon the great

city which in calm and tranquil beauty lay outstretched beneath

them. It was one of those Italian evenings, which, though not

so brilliant, aro far more beautiful in their softened radiance than

the garish splendor of day. Twelve had just rung from the ca-

thedral, and night wrapt its misty veil about the city of the sea.

But the noise and bustle of day had not entirely subsided. Mu.sic

and merry laughter were heard from a magnificent palace in one

of the principal streets.

The Marchioness di Lucca had selected that evening for a

splendid entertainment, at which nearly all tho Venetian nobility

were present. Among them was the young Duke Alberto, who

was descended from a family second to none in rank and social

position. With many excellent qualities, he had one defect

which marred them all. He was strongly addict:d to gaming.

There was a small table at one end of tho apartment on which

was a chess-board. The marchioness and Alberto were engaged

in a game which seemed to rivet their whole attention. On the

issue were staked ten thousand ducats. Besides his house and

furniture, it was all which capricious fortune had left to Alberto.

At length the game drew to a close, and the marchioness wa«

the winner. Tho young man's face flushed, and his hands

trembled with nervous excitement.

" One more game," said he. "I will stake my palace and all

that it contains."

" Be it so," was the reply, and the game commenced. But it

brought to the young duke no better fortune than before. He
rose from the table a ruined man.

Unable to conceal his agitation he withdrew as soon as the

laws of etiquette would permit, and retired to his palace. Alas !

it was no longer his. AVith uncontrollable agitation he paced up

and down the luxurious apartment, and a bitter sense of regret

came over his mind. The consequences of his folly were now

presented to him in their true colors.

"Alas !" said he, " degenerate that I .am, I have not been con-

tent with S(iuandering an ample fortune at the gaming table, but

must needs barter my birthright."

He gazed upon the pictures of his ancestors which lined the

lofty apartment on which he had so often gazed with chddish

awe, as an old nurse detailed their valorous exploits and heroic

virtues in times long past. To his distempered fancy tb.cy seemed

now to look down upon him with expressions of blended sorrow

and indignation.

" And these," he mused bitterly, " these portraits of my noblo

ancestors must pass into the hands of strangers, and I survive to

bear the disgrace. !No ! no ! I will not outlive my honor."

With a frantic gesture he seized a pistol and w.as about to ter-

minate his existence, when his hand was seized, and he saw stand-

ing beside him a stranger clothed in black.

" Hold !" was the stranger's exclamation.

" Who and what are yon," said Alberto, indignantly, " who

thus presumes to enter my palace at this unseasonable hour ?"

[contintjed on page 154.]
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SMlTliSOMAiN liNSXITUTi!;.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN WASHINGTON.
Upon tliesc two pa^.'f's we pUa a viiw of tne principal public

buililiiifis in the rnpitai of the United States. First on the list ii

the Smitlisonian Institute, endowed by an Englishman named
Smithson, who was a nauiral son of the Dukcof Nortliumberland,
and left upwards of half a million of dollars " to the United States
of America, to found an es-

tablishment for the incr( ase

and diffusion of knowledge
among men." A large sura

has been spent in erecting

the fantastical building repre-

sented above, and the remain-
ing income has thus far been
used in making profound ex-

periments of deep interest to

those who reap large salaries

for the time thus employed.
Expensive books are publish-

ed, but mostly sent al)road

;

and the whole affair, building
and all, is anything but poj)-

iilar among American visi-

tors. The library, by forced

contributions of copy-righted
books, and by donations from
abroad, is becoming large

and valuable. The Capitol

has been sketched by our art-

ist as it ajipears from Penn-
sylvania Avenue, the foliage

of the garden conceabng the

new wings now being con-

structed—each one a massive
structure in itself Passing
the monuments erected by
the officers of the navy to the

memory of those brotlier offi-

cers who fell at Tripoli, the

visitor ascends a long flight

of stairs and enters the ro-

tunda. Tliis magnificent hall

is surrounded by large his-

torical paintings, four of thein

by Col. Trumbull—there is one vacant panel, a |)icture for wliieh,

by Powell, is finislied and wiil soon be in its place. Jn addition,

there are always pictures and busts on exhibition in the rotunda,
with models of machinery, maps, and, just now, a large orrery.

The Senate chamber is in the north wing, and is b;!dly adajiti d
for the use of so potent a deliberative assembly ; during Mr. Ev-

erett's recent speech, the

small gnlleries were crowded
to excess hours before tho
speaker commenced. The
Hou.se of Representatives oc-

cupies a larger and better fur-

nished hall, with spacious
galleries, and is ornamented
with paintings and sculpture.

The supreme court-room is

in the basement, in a low
room, with an arched ceiling

resting on pillars. Most at-

tractive of all i< the congres-

sional library, just rebuilt of
cast-iron, and looking uiion

tho balcony represented in

the engraving. The books de-

stroyed liy Hrc have been re-

placed with great judgment,
at a moderate expense ; and
Mr. Michan, the librarian,

U ever on the alert to olilige

the hosts of visitors wlio

come to his beautiful hall as

the nucleus of fashion as well

as of literature. The view
from tho top of the cupola is

truly magnificent, embracing
the entire city, with the sur-

rounding country and the

broad tide of the silvery Po-
tomac. The grounds of the

capitol arc laid out witli great

taste, adorned with a great

variety of American trees and
shrubs, wliile fountains cool

the summer air with their re-

freshing spray. There are also several pieces of statuary, the

most noted being Greenough's Columbus, and Persieo's Indian
group. The War Department is one of the four buildings erected

on the four corners of the President's Square, at a time when the

business of the nation was trifling compared with its present ex-

tent. It has a largo and well selected library, collected for the

WAR D£PARTiM£NT.

PKINCIPAL

THE CAPITOL.

use of officers of the army. In one room are several trophies cap-

tured from (liUcrent enemies, and worthy of more care. The
cornmander-iu-chicf used to reside iu Washington, but fas recently

removed bis head-quarters to New York. In the yard is the im-
mense mass of native copper, weighing some five tons, brought
from the shores of Lake Superior. The State Department is on

the other front corner of the

President's S()uare, and con-

tains many interesting arti-

cles, especially a rare collec-

tion of archives, cmbra -ing

the official correspondence of
Washington, i'ranklin and
later worthies. The National
Observatory, under the care

of Lieut. Maury, U. S. N., is

only surpassed by that of
Russia, and is the depot of
all the chronometers, maps
and instruments used by tho

navy. The largest ti Icseope

is a fourteen inch refractor,

with an object-glass of nine
inches. It is mounted in a
revolving dome on the sum-
mit of the main building, and
is so arranged with clockwork
and machinery, that when di-

rected to a star in the morn-
ing, and adjusted, it so fol-

lows the heavenly luminary
in its path, that at night, on
looking through the glass,

the star is visible. There are

many other rare instruments
—some so rarely adjusted,

that their only variation is

caused by the Beat of tho

person of those who approach
them ; but the most curious
is the electric clock. This is

bO connected with magnetic
apparatus that, when uccos-

PUliLlC BUILDINGS AT WASHINGTON, D C.

OBSERVATORV.

sary, its ticks arc distinctly heard at Boston, Cincinnati, New Or-
leans, and other remote spots. Every day at ten minutes before

twelve a large black ball is hoisted to the summit of a staff (m the
observatory, and exactly at noon it drops, giving the whole city

and its environs a chance to regulate their watehes. The Arsenal
is a large collection of workshops, whose curious machinery, pro-

pelled by steam, is used for

the manufacture of cannon,
small arms, bullets, percus-

sion caps, etc. In the store-

houses are every variety of
arms and equipments—from
the heavy " Columbus" can-

non used in foriresses, to the

mountain howitzer, canied
on the back of a mule, and so

down to holster pistols. In
tho model room is a curious

collection of ancient and
modern weapons; while out-

side are cannon captured at

Yorktown, Saratoga, Niaga-
ra and Vera Cruz, with the

guns of Duncan's noted bat-

tery. There are also compli-

cated apparatus for testing

the force of gunpowder, ana
for experiments with artil-

lery. The Post-Officc is an
extensive marble building,

with two wings, adorned in

front and at the ends with

fluted columns. The Presi-

dent's mansion, commonly
designated as the " White
House," was commenced in

1792, and rebuilt in 1815,

after having been partially

destroyed by the invading

vandals. It has a northern

and a southern front, the lat-

ter commanding a lovely

view of the Potomac—some
fifty feet lower than the first

floor—a fine park with gravelled walks occupying the intervening

twenty acres. The northern front, which our artist has sketched,

ha,s a beautiful jiortico composed of four Ionic columns, and a

projecting screen of three columns; the outer range forms an en-

trance for carriages. Entering a spacious hall, adorned with mar-

ble busts of cla-ssic worthies, visitors enter the " reception room,"

.\usi;n.vl.
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POST OFFICE.

a(ljoiniii<:f wliich is the "green-room." Kext is the famed "cast-

room," which in extent is eighty feet long hy forty wide, and
twenty-two in height. On the western corner of the front is the

"dining-room," ornamented with engravings of Washington and
of Jiiclison. All of these rooms have recently hecn newly fitted

up, and furnished in a style worthy of the residence of our chief

magistrate. The liusiness-

room.s are up stairs—the |)ri-

vate seeretary's room on the

southeast corner, the presi-

dent's " office," next, then an
ante-room, and then a libra-

ry. There is a very fine gar-

den attached to the " White
House," and in the stahle is

the span of horses presented

to the president by liis friends

in Boston, with a bhielc sad-

dle-horse, upon which he may
often he seen taking exercise.

]n front of the northern por-

tico stands a bronze statue

of Jefferson, executed in

France ; and in Lafayette

Siiuarc, directly opposite, is

the noble equestrian statue

of Gen. Jackson, hy Clarke
Mills. There is a reception

at the " White House " every
Tuesday morning, and a le-

vee every Friday evening

;

but strangers arc always cour-

teously admitted to visit the

"cast-room ;" and there are

few hours during the day
that the president does not
receive the visits of citizens,

generally soliciting office, or
entreating the pardon of
some unfortunate criminal.

The Pension Oftiee occupies
a portion of the large edifice

represented hy our artist, the

property of Mr. Winder, who
leases it to government at a good per centage on its cost. It also

contains the pay department of the army, and other branches of
the army and navy clerical force. The Navy JJeiiartinent, oppo-
site the Pension OflBce, is a connterpart of tiic War Department,
and in its troph3'-room arc several flags captured by our gallant
navy. The head-quarters of the marines is at the Washington

Navy Yard ; they have a bri-

gade organization, and are

commanded by Col. Hender-
son, who has been breveTcd

for meritorious services. The
Treasury Department is a
new stone building, 340 feet

long, and 1 70 wide, but when
completed it will be 457 feet

in length, and will occupy
the entire eastern front of the

President's Square. Its front

is an imposing colonnade, in

the Grecian style of architec-

ture, but ill-adapted to the

building, as it occupies a
deal of room, and keeps the

ofl[ices darkly shaded. There
are upwards of one hundred
and fiftj' rooms, where all the

government financial Ijusi-

ncss is transacted with an
accuracy and simpli-ity of
method certainly wonderful.

The secretary of the treasury,

who directs this immense sys-

tem of accounts, has under
his direction, 1 assistant sec-

retary, 2 comptrollers, 6 au-

ditors, 2 treasurers, 1 regis-

ter, 1 solicitor, 1 commis-
sioner, 328 clerks, 1 5 messen-
gers and 12 watchmen—quite

an army. The attorney-gen-

eral's department is opposite

the treasury, and occnpies a
spacious house, neatly fitted

up when Gen. Gushing came
into oflice. There is an excellent ligal library, and every facility

for promptly forming legal opinions upon matters referred by the

president or his secretaries. The Department of the Interior,

comprising the patent oflire, is the most interesting of the depart-

ments. The building wliich it is destined to occupy is vet unfin-

ished. When the new wings are ready for use the building will

PENSION OFFICE.

PRINCIPAL

THE PRESIDEVT S HOUSE.

contain the land office, patent office, Indian office, and pension

office. The chief attraction of the building now is the spacious

hall up stairs, in which are deposited the collections of the national

institute and of the exploring expedition, with many other articles

presented to our government by foreign powers. Among these

are many relics of Washington, including his uniform, camp-
chest, sword, etc., the orig-

inal Declaration of Indepen-
dence, Franklin's printing-

press, a treaty signed hy Na-
poleon, and other objects of
priceless value. The rare

collection brought home by
the United States Kxploring
Expedition embraces almost
every object used on those

wonderful islands of the

southern seas, and already
has a box been received from
Jipan, containing specimens
of the manufactures of that

Una incor/nila. The models
of articles patented arc now
on the lower floor, but will

soon be arranged and classi-

fied m handsome iron eases.

The Navy Yard covers about
twenty acres, and contains

an iron foundry, with shops
for manufaciuring steam-en-

gines, water-tanks, ordnance,
chain cables, and the brass

fittings used on board men-
of-war. An'liors of all size.^

are manuf .ciured at a forgo

kejit in blast by steain-])o\vi r,

which also works two ham-
niers—one of which weighs
3600 pounds, fbc other :i240

pounds. The strength of the

chains is tested with a jiow-

crful hydrostatic press. On
page 156, in connection with

TREASURY.

this series of pictures, we present a view of a late Icvce of Presi-

dent Pierce at Washington, in the " White House." The cere-

monies and routine were observed as usual. A queer specimen of
life is evinced here. The ladies do not dress so much at these

soirees as they do at those of f.imilics of moderate means in New
York, Boston or Philadelphia. Cominu' as tlicy do from all parts

of the country, all sorts of

fishions in costume prevail,

fone quite rich, to be sure,

but generally plain and sim-

ple. Srarccly any jewels arc

worn, but a great many have
an inordinate taste for gaudy
head dresses of artificial flow-

ers, imitations of pearl, sprigs

and spangles. Some heads
are literally bowed dnwn by
the weight they thus carry.

Low-necked dresses and
" Margaret of Burgundy "

costume, long dresses and
short ones, long waists and
short waists, scarlet ribbons

and scarfs, white shoes and
red shoes, all have their rep-

resentatives—in fact, were
there a few black masks pres-

ent, one would almost beliero

he was wiiiiessinga Faubourg
bnl imiarpn in Paris. At these

soirees, after shaking bands
with the president, and re-

ceiving a smile from bis very

agreeable face, the ladies

squeeze intothc " casi-room,"

and while a portion of them
are forcing their way through
the crowd in an aitempted
promenade, the balance are

making cutting remarks upon
the dresses and beauty of the

^ promcnadi rs. The visitors

do not stay late; about ten

o'l lock they begin to move
off, and at eleven Jimmy closes the " front doors," and the presi-

dent goes to bed. we .suppose, heartily anathematizing a presiden-

tial reception. The forms of society, I owever, require these soi-

rees, and custom sanctions them. 1 lie reader will easily discover

President Pierce in the group represented in our engraving. He
is ever courteous and gentlemanly.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
PATENT OFFICE.

AT WASHINGTON, D C.
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[continued from page 151.]

" Your palace !" said the intruder, significantly ;
" is it any

longer yours 1 But I will answer j'our question. I am a friend,

as the service I have already done you sufficiently shows. But

for me you would now he a corpse at my feet."

"And why should I not 1 I am a heggar, as you have said.

Better die than drag out a miscraljle existence."

*' And if you die by your own hand, will your existence here-

after be less miserable V said the stranger, in a Io\v, thrilling tone.

The young man started.

"But what am I to do '." he inquired.

" I will tell you. I will engage to furnish yon money with

which you can to-morrow return to the marchioness and win back

your fortune. I ensure i/ou success. Do you understand me 1"

" But how have I deserved this kindness V asked the young

man, astonished.

" Wait till I have concluded. I claim no merit for this act. It

is not disinterested. I want your soul !"

" My soul !" The young man started back trembling. " Then

you are the
"

" Devil ! At least I am usually called so, though some prefer

to call me Satan ; and others still, who have a taste for longer

names, style mo Beelzebub. It makes little difference to me.

But what do you say to my proposal ?"

" Say ! Can I for a moment entertain it ? Begone, tempter !

Better were it to die by my own hand."

" In w^hich case you would of course be mine."
" Better then to live in beggary."

"But can you endure to be pointed at in the streetB, to be re-

pulsed, despised by all who have known you in your affluence 1

Can you bear to be clothed in rags, and sit a suppliant at the

gates of those who have hitherto been flattered by your notice ?"

" No, no," said the young man, despondingly. " I feel that I

cannot—but is there no hope, without thnt terrible alternative'?"

" Yes ; I will give you a cliance. I will supply you with

money in abundance, and ensure your success in winning back

your lost palace and fortune. Success shall crown your under-

takings, and earth shall pour at your feet her stores of wealth.

These you shall enjoy for thirty years, on these conditions. At
the end of ten years I will return and jilay with you a game of

chess—at the end of twenty years I will do the same,—and like-

wise at the end of thirty years. If you win in a single one of

these, then I will yield all title to your soul. If not, I shall claim

it. Do you accept "! Weigh well the consequences of a refusal."

These terms were so much better than the young man antici-

pated, and so strong were his convictions of winning at least

once that he promptly acceded to the terms, and signed a contract.

Ho was somewhat startled when his visitor drew out a flask of

blood and dipping his pen in it traced in strong, clear characters over

which a sulphurous flame seemed to hover, following m fantastic

carves the motion of the pen, the name of Satan,prince of darkness.

" You will iind in this bag," continued the visitor, as he drew

one from beneath his cloak, " one hundred thousand ducats.

Take it, stake it without fear, you will be successful."

The next moment there was a dull, heavy sound as of a half-

suppressed clap of thunder, a dark mist filled the room, and

when it cleared away Alberto was alone.

" Have I been dreaming ?" he muttered, as ho rubbed his eyes.

"No, no ; here is the gold. It is no dream, but a reidity."

Alberto followed implicitly the direction of his supernatural

visitant, and the result was as predicted. Twenty-four hours

from the time when with disordered steps ho was pacing the halls

of his ancestors a beggar, they were all restored to him. His

fortune is re-established, and be finas himself the wealthiest noble

in Venice. A short time after he became connected in marriage

with a beautiful maiden of a noble family, and now the cup of

his happiness seemed full but for one dread apprehension.

The first ten years were passed in tranquil enjoyment, height-

ened by the love and att'cctionatc attachment of a wife and throe

charming children. So much did these objects occupy his atten-

tion that the end of tlic first period mentioned in the compact

came upon him unawares.

One evening as he sat in his apartment reading, he was in-

formed that a stranger wished to see him.

" His name V
" He would not give it," said the servant, " but bid me recall

to your recollection this hour ten years since."

" Bid him come in," said Alberto, trembling. " I knov/ him."

A moment and a sable figure, muffled in a cloak, entered the

apartment.

" You see," said he, a dark smile for a moment lighting up his

sinister face, " that I have not forgotten my appointment. I sel-

dom do when tlicy are df such a nature."

" Sit down," said Alberto, trembling at the fearful character

of his guest. " Sit down ; I will be with you in a moment."
Alberto retired for a moment and bathed his fiicc in cold water

as a means of partially subduing the agitation which he could not

repress. He returned with a chess board and the game com-
menced. He played with all his skill, but the game was unequal.

His infernal visitor rose from his scat the victor.

" Onco !" ho uttered in a clear, deliberate tone. " At tlie end

of ten years more I will visit you again."

He departed, and Alberto, stnpified and alarmed at the danger

which seemed to grow more and more imminent, began to per-

ceive the precipice whose fatal brink every year, every day, nay,

every hour, brought nearer and nearer.

A month passed and the impression had become less strong

and vivid. Ho studiously avoided thinking of the subject. " Af-

ter all," thought he, " there are two chances more, and why

should I tremble V He mingled once more in the gay circles of

Venetian society, and became with his fair wife the " observed of

all observers."

" How fortunate ! How happy !" exclaimed all. " Young,
handsome and wealthy, what more can they desire V
Time passed until but two or three years were wanting of the

time when the second game was to be played. The apprehensions

of Alberto were again excited, and he gathered about him the

best chess players in Venice. Whenever a stranger entered the

city he would seek to ascertain whether he played chess, and if

so would court his acciuaintance, and if possible would engage

him in a contest. The result may be readily imagined. Ho ac-

quired such a degree of skill that no one in his native city could

cope successfully with him. It was therefore with a degree of

confidence such as he had not before entertained that he awaited

the second coming of his visitor.

Punctual to the hour Satan arrived.

" I have come," said he, deliberately, "for the second time. Are
you prepared V

Alberto rang the bell.

" Bring in the chess-board," said he, abruptly.

It was done.

" I am ready," he replied, and the game commenced.

Each played cautiously, for they felt that the stake \vas no com-

mon one. Alberto bent his whole soul upon the game, and called

into requisition all that skill which it had been the work of years

to acquire—for which he had become so famous through Italy.

Twelve o'clock, one o'clock, struck with a heavy booming sound

from the belfry of the cithodral, and still the game was unfinished.

Finally the game turned, and the scales which had been so long

quivering in the balance inclined to the side of the visitor.

" The game is mine," said Satan, as he bent a triumphant

glance upon his discomfited opponent ; and, gathering his cloak

about him, swept into the hall vilth these ominous words :
" Re-

member the third time; it is the last."

Alberto wore an air of settled melancholy for a few days after

this visit, for which the reiterated entreaties of his wife could not

persuade him to account. At length he informed her that it was

his purpose to travel, and forthwith made preparations. He vis-

ited in turn the different cities of Europe, and announced in each

that he was a professed chess player, offering at the same time a

prize of one thousand ducats to any one who would cope success-

fully with him. Whenever he met such a person he prevailed on

him by extravagant ofl^ers to become his teacher in the art, and

did not rest satisfied till he overcame him. Then, burning with

the same feverish anxiety, he would hurry to some other city and

repeat the process. In this way his name and skill became widely

known, till in process of time he was accounted without an equal

in his department. One evening, five years after his second game,

as he sat in his hotel in Paris, a masked stranger was announced.
" Are you," said he, " the well known chess player of whom I

have heard so much >"

" I am '."

" Then perhaps you would not object to playing a game with

me-;"
'• On the contrary it will aflx)rd me the greatest pleasure"

The game commenced, and, very much to the surprise of Al-

berto, who had become accustomed to victoi-y, terminated in favor

of his opponent.

" Stay," said he, as the stranger was about withdrawing. " Be-

come my teacher and you may name your own terms."

" I cannot."

" I will make it well worth your while."

" It is impossible."

" At least tell me who you are. I would know the name of

my victor."

" You would know me ? Then look closely."

The stranger withdrew his mask, and Alberto to his horror be-

held the basilisk eyes of Satan fi.xed triumphantly upon him.

"All is lost," said Alberto to himself in an accent of despair.

" All is lost ! This defeat is intended to warn me that all efforts

to match myself with Satan will be useless."

With a heavy heart and a feeling of profound despondency Al-

berto bent his steps homeward after an unavailing absence of

three years. But alas ! homo no longer yielded pleasure.

" And I have sold my soul's welfare for this !" he bitterly ex-

claimed. " Fool that I was ! it had been bettor to have clothed

myself in the rags of the meanest mendicant, and wandered bare-

foot through the world soliciting charity, than to incur such a

doom as awaits me. Then I should at least have been sustained

by hope—the blessed hope that the miseries of this life were but

a prelude to a more exalted felicity. But alas I all is lost !"

His perpetual uneasiness and brooding mel.incholy did not, as

a matter of course, escape the notice of his wife. The eyes of

love are ever watchful. Oftentimes she sought to draw from him

the secret of his sadness, but her entreaties were unavailing.

" You will know too soon," was his only reply, iis ho gazed

sadly upon her. Heaven forbid that I should cast so dark a shad-

ow upon your future. Yes, you will know too soon !"

These dark and mysterious hints served but to heighten the

apprehensions which her husband's singular conduct had already

awakened in the mind of his wife. Henceforth she gave liim no

peace till, as a last resort, he made confession of the dread secret

under which his mind had been laboring for years. At first she

was overcome, but, finally, she began to consider whether some

means could not be devised to outwit Satan. At length remem-

bering that in all old legends Satan has been described as shrink-

ing with horror from everything connected with religion, she

conceived and communicated to her husband a scheme which was

mutually agreed upon.

At length the eventful hotir arrived. Alberto sat alone in his

apartment. It was evening, and four wax tapers lighted on the

table beside him diffused a soft light through the room. He was

pale but composed. He was about to try an experiment in which

he had strong confidence. Before him was a massive Bible with

golden clasps, and upon this rested the chess-board.

" A stranger waits," was the servant's announcement.
" Bid Iiim enter."

The same black muffled figure that twice before had made its

appearance in the apartment, now entered. A malignant smile

lighted up his sombre features.

" I am here onco more," said he, expressively ;
" and for the

last time!"

" But what is this ?" he exclaimed, changing color, as the

Bible met his eyes. "Remove this volume."
" I cannot," was the firm i-cjoinder. " It is my soul's depen-

dence now."
" But I will not play on such a condition," persisted Satan,

growing more and more uneasy.

" As you like ; in that case the compact will be broken, and I

shall be free."

This could not be gainsaid, and with a nervous, excited man-

ner, qnito different from his usual self possession, the visitor sat

down to the game.

The first move had been made, when Alberto raising a little

silver bell that stood on the table beside him rang it.

At this signal the soft sound of music from an organ in a neigh-

boring apartment floated into the room. It was one of the sub-

lime, religious compositions of an ancient composer, and its effect

was inconceivably grand. Now it swelled into the triumphant

pa;an of religious triumph—anon it subsided into a gentle strain

which was scarcely audible.

At the first sound Satan started as if struck by a galvanic

shock. His self-possession deserted him, and he lost his usual

skill, playing almost at random, while moving uneasily about in

his scat.
" I—I am not fond of music," he muttered ;

" will you not

order it to cease V
Alberto looked at him significantly.

" It suits my purpose to have it continue," said he.

Satan played with increasing recklessness, till at last it could

not be concealed that for him the game was irretrievably lost.

With a howl of disappointed malice he stamped his foot upon

the floor—a mist enveloped him, and when it subsided he had dis-

appeared.

Henceforth Alberto and his fair wife and beautiful children

lived happily in their magnificent residence. Yet they could not

suppress a thrill of terror when at times they reflected what

rai";ht have been the termination of the Three Games at Chess.

[Written for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

PERSONAL MENTION.
— T. B. Macaulay, the eminent Engli.*h poet, historian, essayist

and politician, is fifty-four years of age. Tliough feeble in health,

he is incessantly devoted to the writing of his history of England.

— Leigh Hunt, the English poet and essayist, is aged seventy

years, somewhat infirm, but still engaged in authorship. Ho was

the warm personal friend of Hazlitt, the genial writer.

— W. C. Macready, the well known English tragedian, is sixty-

one years of age. Having acquired a fortune upon the stage, he

has taken a formal leave of it, and resides in quiet near London.

— Fifz Greene Halleck, one of our most distinguished Ameri-

can poets, is fifiy-nine years of age. The familiar poem entitled

" Marco Bozzaris " alone would have rendered him famous.

— Guiseppe Mazzini, the Italian patriot and intimate fiiend of

Kossuth, is forty -five years of age, and a remarkably industrious

man and revolutionist. He is now with Kossuth, near London.

— Charles Fenno Hoffman is forty-eight years of age, and justly

enlitled to be classed with our American poets. He has seen con-

siderable editorial service, and was last engaged on a N. Y. paper.

— G. P. Morris, the American poet and editor, is fifty-two ycai-s

old, a robust and genial man, still driving the quill; having a

fine countiy scat on the Hudson, at Undercliff, near Cold Spring.

— G. P. R. James, the distinguished English novelist, is aged

fifty-six years, and is the present British consul at the port of Nor-

folk, Va. Ho is still an active novel writer.

— Gen. W. Scott, at present commander of the U. S. Army, is

in his sixty-ninth year, and is said to be engaged on a histoiy of his

own eventful life. He is very tall and commanding in person.

Louis Kossufh, the famous and eloquent Hungarian, is not quite

fifty years of age, and is still living in retirement near London,

scheming and struggling against Austrian despotism.

— William Gilmore Simms, the American poet and novelist, is

forty-eight years of age, and still a student and writer. He resides

in South Carolina, and his themes are characteristic of the South.

— Alphonse do Lamartine, the French poet, orator and histo-

rian, is sixty four years of ago, and resides mainly in Paris, where

he is engaged on various literary works, written under contract.

— Hon. Charles Sumner, present U. 8. Senator from this State,

is forty-three years of age. Ho is a very eloquent speaker, and

highly cultivated. Mr. Sumner is very tall and spare in figure.

Abbot Lawrence, late minister of the U. S. to St. James, and

one of the merchant princes of Boston, is sixty-two years of age.

He is a hale and hearty man, very popular witli his fellow-citizen-.

Bayard Taylor, the popular American poet, lecturer and

traveller, is thirty years old ; medium as to size, a genial, sociable

character, and a most indomitably persevering and industrious man.
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[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

LOVE.

BY AUCB CAOEY.

ladj, hushed, and sweet, and white,

Among your pillows, wake,

A lover to your window-light

Has brought his heart to break.

So sadly playing on his flute,

His flute of sycamore,

A page eo humble made his suit

To highborn Leonore.

The winds, between the sllenrea,

Came down and kissed his eyes,

And flying back into the trees,

Sung pretty lullabies.

And from acro.«ts the neighboring hill,

The hill embrowned with shade,

The wild note of the whippoorwill

AVa8 joined to that he played.

And the near river for his sake

Moaned sad as one forlorn,

The while he sung his heart would broak,

And sung her cruel scoi'n.

At middle night, the ditty sung

So tenderly, gave o'er,

And long, bright tresses overhung

The flute of sycamore.

And down the river, soft and light,

A boat rowed on and on,

And Leonore, the sweet and white,

AVas from her pillows gone.

In vain they searched the river-sido—

In vain they pcarchcd the grove,

For all the strength of woman's prido

Is weakness, if she love.

< »m^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AN INCIDENT OF THE REVOLUTION.

BT MKS. M. E. ROBINSON.

The duty of a spy, though both disagreeable and dangerous,

did not deter Colonel Hastings from ofiering bis services towards

ascertaining the position and condition of tlic king's troojis, then

quartered ia Canada. He was a lirave and handsome young offi-

cer, warmly attached to the American cause, and willing to sacri-

fice his life, if need be, for the good of his countrymen who were

fighting for liberty and the right.

He was fully aware of tlio risk he incurred—nor was ho igno-

rant of the fate awaiting him should he be suspected and taken.

By means of various disguises he had reconnoitcrcd pretty

thoroughly, and had acquired much information of an important

nature. He had about resolved to return to the American camp

and report himself to the commander-in-chief, when the following

incident strengthened his determination.

While walking along one day, musing upon the exciting events

which were then transpiring, he was met by one of the common
soldiery who stopped to speak. The man looked animated, and

seemed pleased with his thoughts.

" Halloo, comrade !" he cried. " You're going tlie wrong way."

"I guess not," rejoined Hastings, carelessly.

" Well, I s'po^e you know best; but you'd better go back to

the camp with me. I'm going to get a description of the chap

that's been playing the spy," added the man, familiarly.

" What about him ? it's all news to me," replied the colonel,

unconccmedly, though his pulse beat a little quicker at the man's

language ; but he had long exercised a severe government over

the play of his features, and not a muscle expressed surprise.

" You must be deaf, then, for everybody is talking al)out him

to-day," continued the other. " His name is Tom Jones, and

he's been skulking round here, listening to what the officers say,

pumping the men, and trying to find out what the next move is

to be. But they've smelt a rat. There's a bounty offered for his

head, and he's as good as a dead man."
" Good enough for him !" exclaimed the colonel, who still

maintained the same inditferent demeanor. " His life isn't worth

much, that's a fact. But I say, comrade," he added, slapping

the soldier familiarly on the shoulder, " isn't hanging a little too

good for the rascal 1"

The man replied with a coarse laugh and an oath, and then

passed on his way, leaving Hastings in no enviable state of mind.

Had the fellow been acquainted with him detection would have

been inevitable. He—H.astings—had left the barracks early that

morning, noticing nothhig unusual; but proliably his absence,

added to other circumttanccs, had awakened suspicion. Not a

moment was to be lost ; his life depended upon instant conceal-

ment, as flight at that horn- (it being about four in the afternoon)

would bo attended with e.xtrcmc danger. The soldier would hear

a description of his person, tell his story, the alarm would be

given, and a score of enemies be immediately on his track.

The young officer hastily entered a thick growth of trees near

by, and looked about for some place of refuge. He could dis-

cover nothing which offered the slightest protection but a large

brush-heap, hut as no better refuge could be found ho concealed

himself as well as possible beneath it.

He heard the tramp of hoiTCs' feet and the voices of men, in a

very short time, which was a good reason for concluding that he

had not secreted himself a minute too soon. They passed the

spot where he lay without halting, and Hastings breathed more
freely when the echo of their shouts was lost in the distance.

Time dragged on hut slowly. The ground was extremely cold

and damp from tlic effects of a recent rain, and added to the un-

pleasantness of his situation. He dared not stir for fear of at-

tracting the attention of some person who might be lurking in

the vicinity, and his stiffened limbs began to pain him considerably.

For several days he h.ad not been well, and he felt that he was

rapidly becoming worse. Cold chills ran over him, his head was

hot and ached badly, and a general languor pervaded his whole

system. Wliat should he do 1 It was now quite dark, but un-

fortunately for him the moon shone brightly, and he feared bciug

seen if he attempted leaving his present jjosition. So for two

more long hours he laid there, lienumbod with cold, and growing

so much worse that he feared, without ass'stancc, he should die.

But if it was dangerous to go, it was equally dangerous to re-

main. To be hanged for a spy was not a pleasant idea to con-

template, and he gi-oaned at the thought of dying there alone.

At this moment he remembered having seen a small cabin at a

short distance. He would seek it, throw himself upon the mercy

of the inmates, and beg assistance and protection.

He pushed aside the brush cautiously, and after glancing from

side to side hurriedly, crept a little way upon his feet, and then

gradually raised himself to an upright position. This was not

accomplished without severe ctl'ort : his limbs were weak and

cramped, and he tottered as ho walked. His head felt so light

and dizzy that it was some minutes before he could recollect in

what direction the cabin was situated ; but his mind became some-

what clearer at length, and he moved slowly forward.

Suffering much bodily pain, and wearily dragging one foot after

the other, he saw a lighttwinklingin the distance, which indicated

the proximity of the lowly dwelling. He did not know whether

the occupants were whig* or tones, but he trusted in Providence,

and went forward more hopefully.

He approached the ealiin, but paused at hearing the sound of

voices. Taking a few more noiseless steps he was enabled to

glance through a rude window, and perceived two men and two

women sitting within. The young officer was about to knock

at the door, when the word " spy " reached his ears, causing liim

to forego his intention, and listen to hear more.

" I am quite confident that wo shall succeed," said one.

" The reward is worth trying for, at any rate," returned the other.

" What will be done with him if he sliould be captured V ask-

ed the younger of the two females.

" No matter !" said the elder of the two men, abruptly.

" They wont be likely to let him go again," added his compan-

ion, with a significant shrug of the shoulders.

" He'll be treated as spies usually are, proI)ably," remarked

the middle-aged woman who had not yet spoken.

The younger shuddered and looked thoughtful.

" I wish this unnatural war was ended ; it so brutalizes the hu-

man character," she said, earnestly, after a pause.

" The soouer the rebels are conquered the quicker it will be

ended," said one of the men. " So 3'ou see it's our duty to catch

this spy, who is soid to be very cunning and useful in his way.

He can't be a gi'cat distance off, and as soon as we get rested we

must take to the woods and hunt him down."

The other gave his hearty assent to this proposal, and after

talking over their plans together both men left the cabin and

passed so near to oui' hero, that by raising their hands they might

have touched him ; but the darkness which had succeeded the

moon's departure, favored him and ho remained undiscovered.

Waiting until he coaild no longer hear the footsteps nor voices

of the retreating figures, he stepped softly to the door and tapped.

The latch was raised, and a voice demanded, " Who's there ?"

" A friend ; one, at least, who has not the power to injure you,"

was the reply.

The door opened wider, and the pale and haggard face of the

applicant was exposed to the woman, who scrutinized him stead-

ily and closely.

" Come in," she said, briefly.

" I am in distress," said Hastings. " I apply to you because

you are a woman, and I cannot forget th.vt a woman was first at

the sepulchre of Jesus. I am sick, weary, hungry and sorely

pressed by my enemies. I am the American spy for whom a re-

ward is offered. You can save me or deliver me into the hands

of your husband, or those who have gone in pursviit of mc."

The mother and daughter exchanged glance* but neither spoke,

and Hastings anxiously awaited the decision of his fate.

The woman who had opened tlie door now signified by a mo-

tion of the hand that he should enter. He did so, and a seat was

placed for him by the daughter, whoso sympathies were obviously

enlisted. She glanced sympathizingly at his dejected counte-

nance, and noted his faltering steps and limbs trembling with

weakness.

" We can give you food, but our protection will avail but little

after ray husband's return," said the woman.
" Can you not conceal mc 1" asked Hastings, earnestly. " Ilcav

en will surely reward you for the deed !"

The mother looked at her daughter, and tlie two conversed to-

gether in a low voice.

" Wo will do wliat we can," said tlie former, briefly, as she

placed refreshments before him and signed to him to eat.

" Do not stop to talk," she added, quickly, as the young officer

endeavored to express his gratitude. " There is no time to lose,

and food will do you more good than anything else."

Hastings did not wait for a second bidding, and the nutritious

Ijcverage soon had the effect to renew his strength and inspire

fresh courage. His head felt less giddy, the cheerful fire warmed
his stiffened limbs, and ho would certainly have fallen asleep in

his chair had not a feeling of dread lest the men should suddenly

return, caused him to look often anxiously towards the window.

" They will bo gone two hours," said the youngest female, as

if to reassure him on that point.

Hastings signified his thanks, and looked at the fair speaker so

attentively that a crimson glow stole over her expressive counte-

nance, making her look more interesting than before. He forgot,

for the moment, himself, his illness, the danger he had incuiTcd,

the risk he now ran, everything in contemplating her symmetri-

cal figure, regularity of features, and the benevolent kindness that

beamed from her eloquent eyes. Ho was startled from his revery

by the barking of a dog.

" You are lost !" she exclaimed. " Father is near by !"

Hastings started to his feet and looked hurriedly about for some
mode of egress besides tlio door by which he had entered.

The 3'oung girl shook her head, and her cheek paled with

ten'or. Hastings knew that discovery was inevitable if he re-

mained where he was, and that the result would be equally fatal

if lie ventureil to leave the cabin.

The 3'oung girl stood an instant as if spell-bound, when the

voices came nearer and nearer. Suddenly she sprang towards a

door which opened into a dark closet.

" Go in, go in !" she whispered, "and secrete yourself behind

those clothes."

The ofii.-er mechanically obeyed, and tlic door was quickly

closed and fastened n])on him, while his deliverer, with uneom-

n on self-possession, placed liersclf in the cliair he had just vaca-

ted, drew up to the small table on which food had been placed,

and very deliberately commenced eating.

She had hardly done so wb.en her father and his companion en-

tered the cabin, both looking somewhat ill humored and dis-

appointed.

" What are you up and eating for, at this hour, Hettie f" asked

the former, abruptly, regarding the young girl with a look of as-

tonishment and dis]ilcasurc.

"Because I'm hungry," was the unhesitating reply.

" Well, and so are we hungry, girl ; so get us something quick,

for we've got to ride a dozen miles yet ; that is, if the fellow don't

disappoint us again. Confound him ! we might have been on

the right track by this time if the horses had been forthcoming,"

he muttered, as Hettie (a-s lie called her) busied herself in placing

eataliles before them, as she liad been bidden.

While tills had been transpiring the mother had silently left the

cabin, entered an out building, and was preparing a comfortable

place in which to conceal Hastings before her husband's retuni
;

and this will account for her absence when his proximity had

been so opportunely discovered by the young girl.

While the men were satisfying the demands of appetite she re-

entered, but started back in alarm at perceiving what a change in

affairs the last fifteen minutes had wrought. Hettie caught her

eye, and a warning glance checked the exclamation that was on

her lips and recalled her usual presence of mind.
" Well ?" she said, interrogatively, approaching the tabic.

"We've had to wait for horses, and the rascal will give us tlio

slip if we don't ride for dear life," returned her husband, moodi-

ly. " I say, Bon," he added, with an impatient gesture, " haven't

you almost done eating ?"

"Just finished," replied Ben, pushing back his chair, and but-

toning bis coat. "I'm all ready."

" We'll go then, as s )on as I get another liat." And approach-

ing tlie closet which contained the object of their solicitude and

pursuit, the speaker stepped in and commenced searching for the

arti'.'le he had named.

The reader can imagine the sensations of our hero as ho

crouched behind a pile of bedding, trembling lest a sudden move-

ment of the man should expose bis person. He was certain that

his heart beat loud enough to bo heard—and when he felt tho

clotlies move before him he gave all up for lost.

The emotions of the young girl were none the less intense.

Her face assumed an ashy hue, lior feet seemed glued to the floor,

and her breath almost stopped a« her eye marked each motion of

her father. As ho advanced nearer the corner where she knew

Hastings stood she placed her hands before her eyes and sank into

a chair.

But discovery did not ensue. The hat was found at length,

and when Hattie raised her eyes she breathed more freely. Her

father stood without the closet, while his companion was assuring

him that if much more time was wasted they might as well give

up the undertaking.

" Where is he V inquired the woman, when the men had gone.

" In there," replied tho daughter, pointing towards the closet.

"It is a providence indeed !" was the fervent ejaculation of the

mother, as she comprehended this narrow escape.

No time was lost in conducting Hastings to the out-building

we have named. It was entered but seldom, little used, and be-

ing so near the rendezvous of the king's troops would not he

likely to be subjected to a vciy thorough seareh by bis enemies,

who probably believed him much farther ofl^.

In this place he remained several days, receiving the best of

care from both mother and daughter, who visited him as often a«

they could without attracting observation. When his strength

had in a measure returned, and he was able to travel, his generous

protectors furnished hiin with a suitable disguise, and by means

of the husband's absence were enabled to assist him a consider-

able distance upon his perilous journey. He encountered many
difficulties and dangers, and felt himself far from secure until he

had passed the British lines, and knew he had nothing more to

fear.

But he did not forget the maiden whose prompt action had

saved his life. After the close of the war he met her again under

more auspicious circumstances, and a pleasant acquaintance ter-

minated in a happy marriage.
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FOOL-HARDY RET.

John Travis, professor of the pistol in New Orleans, has ac-

cepted the following eh;illenge from Bertin L. Rhodes:—Rhodes

bets Travis 81000 to S800 that he, Travis, cannot, within ninety

days, produce a living man who, standing thirty-six feet from the

said Travis, will allow him, Travis, to shoot with a pistol (off-

hand) an apple placed on the said living man's head—the apple

not to exceed four inches in circumference. The said Travis is

to have three shots at the apple, and he must hit tlie apple once

to win the match. If he does not hit the apple, or if he hits the

man, Rhodes wins. The match is to come off within ninety days,

and withiu five miles of the city of New Orleans.

Dbspbratb Attemi't.—One of the Chester county prize fight-

ers, Hugh Sloan by name, was arrested in Baltimore, a few day^

since, by the authorities of Chester county. Pa. While on his

way to Philadelpliia, in charge of the sheriff, ho jum|)ed from the

car while it was going at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour.

The sheriff also jumped off. sustaining but slight injury. The
prisoner had risen and w:i8 fleeing, but a shot fjom a revolver

brought him to, when he was again secured.

Emigration checked.—There is a lull just now in European
emigration to this country. Most of the packets arriving have

twothiid.s of their berths empty. This is attributed to the recent

frightful mortality, on shipboard, from cholera. Emigrants are

afraid to venture at the risk of tlieir lives.

-~* -•••—»—

PoETRT OF On^BRVATiON.—This is the title of a volume of

poetry just published by Crosby Sc Nichols, of this city, from the

pen of W. A. Kenyon. Tho work possesses more than ordinary

merit, and we wish it success.

4—•»<»-^ ,

Disastrous Tornado.—A tornado occurred at Harrison,

Ohio, recently, destroying and very badly injuring over fifty buil-

dings. Several persons were badly hurt. Loss over $600,000.

SPLINTERS.
.... We miss the pleasant and engaging person.ntions of Mrs.

Thoman at the Boston Museum. She was a favorite with all

.... The Rovere and Tremont Houses, of this city, are both to

be greatly enlarged by ample and important additions.

.... A friend wriles to us from Washington, D. C, that the

present is one of the gayest seasons ever known at the capital.

• • It is said that Mr. Thomas Barry, the veicran tl;. itrical

manager, will have tho direction of our new opera hou«c.

.... There are now on the stocks at McKay's ship-yard at East

Boston, two clipper ships, one of 3000 and one of 4000 tons.

We sec that there were over fifty sui -ides in New York

city during the year 1853. This is almost rivalling Paris itself

.... Prof. Agassiz has an electrical eel of 30 pounds weight,

which was presented to him by Capt. Atwood of Provincetown.

.... By the recent consolidation act, the whole county of Phil-

adelphia is included in the corporate limits of the city.

.... In the wliolc United States and teriitories there are 234

colleges, wiih 1651 teachers, and 27,154 pupils.

.... TbeChinehof the Holy Cross in Franklin Street was found-

ed in 1788. It is the oldest Roman Catholic church in the State.

.... The enlargement of the Erie Canal will enable boais of

120 tons to pass. The effect will be a great reduction in fi eight.

.... Capt C. W. BuUen, who was captain of the Kentucky

riflemen in the Mexican war, died at Louisville, lately.

.... Jonathan Morgan, a revolutionary veteran, who served at

Yoiktown, the Cowpens, etc., died lately, at Newark, N. J.

.... Youth endures nothing more easily than poverty, if only a

love, either of a heart or a science, illuminate the dark present.

.... The steamship Amazonia was sunk near St. Louis, lately,

by striking a rock, and two passengers were drowned.

.... The tonnage of the coal vessels of Philadelphia exceeds

that of the foreign tonnage of New York.

.... They are cutting a tunnel at Cincinnati that will be ten

thousand feet in length, and will cost over one million of dollar*.

.... Jennings, the murderer of Mrs. Bradley in New H ivcn,

has been sentenced to be hanged on the second week in July next.

A STEADFAST I'URPOSE.

Having once made up your mind as to a course of duty, let

nothing turn you from that purpose if you be sati.ifiod that it is

right and honorable. Pursue the air line to the goal, turning

neither to the right nor to the left. The rope-dancer walks fear-

lessly and firm along the vibrating cord stretched above the abyss

of death by keeping bis eyes fixed upon one steady point. If he

should turn them aside for one moment to contemplate this gaze

of admiration, or that gaze of terror, he would be lost. " Ma-

dame," said Marie Antionette'a minister, when she a.sked him if a

project of her's could be accomplished, " if it is impossible it shall

be done." Anything, in fact, is possible to the man who wills, and

steadfastly lends all his energies to the execution of his will.

IIow many men do we see around us cap.ablc of achieving great

things yet accomplishing nothing, simply because they lack stead-

iness of purpose. Many a one of first-rate ability passes his time

in wooing first this muse and then that; now running his fingers

over a musical instrument—now catching up the graver or pencil

—now making a stump speech—.ind now holding the plough han-

dle. Polygamy is forbidden in the temple of Fame as strictly as

in the temple of Justice. A man who flirts with all tho muses

will be jilted by them all.

We do not mean to say that a man ought to restrict himself to

the study of one art—one science—one tongue; on the contrary,

we admire the many-sidedness of the Germans, and our own na-

tional many-sidedness ! But we mean to say that a man who

de>ires to excel should render some one object paramount to all

others. He may hare other companions, but he must have one

love—one bride. Thus the sculptor may, and indeed ought to

draw well, but drawing and painting must be subsidiary to his art

;

it is well that he should know how to foreshadow bis effects on a

fiat surface, but he must beware of devoting too much time to the

easel It is given to some transcendent geniu.s, as to Michael

Angelo, to wield the pencil and the graver with equal power, but

these are few, and these few exceptions serving to prove the gen-

eral rule. Milton was fond of music, and music enabled him to

give greater melody to lii.s inspired rhythm ; but if he had given us

a noble oratorio we should not have had Paradise Lost. Univer-

sal geniuses do not shine in any one of their accomplishments,

for the evident reason that they must necessarily be destitute of

fixity of purpose. The admirable Crichton was renowned for his

universality , music, ])oetry, pbilo-ophy, arts, arms, sciences—he

was accounted excellent in all and each. But posterity looks in

vain for any proof of his alleged superiority.

We hare seen an itinerant musician in the streets beat a base

drum suspended at his back, with drumsticks attached to his el-

bows, while he played on tho pandean pipes, secured by lji< cra-

vat, tinkled a triangle with his hand.?, and clashed a pair of cym-

bals with his knees, at the same time jingling a .set of bells hung

to his hat. The multitude apjilauded him as a musical prodigy,

but he wiig a poor drummer, and inferior on every individual in-

strument, though he made a great deal of noiso in the world.

Need we draw the moral 1

An accomplished musical performer is apt to ))lay on several

different instruments, but he rarely excels on more than one—to

master that occupies all his attention and energies. The training

of the painter requires him to be familiar with figures, landscapes,

cattle, every animate and inanimate object of nature—but the

painter seeks excellence, after all, in only one class of objects. He
selects his department from taking hiitory, portraits, landscape,

marine, cattle, fruits and flowers, and adheres most generally to

the same. .

It seems to us that a tendency of the age is to the diflTu^ion of

mental effort ; the very style of public writers, brilliant, loose,

vague, shows this. They lack the concentration, and consequently

the force, energy and originality of those olden times, when each

man of genius kept some one high and noble purpose in view,

and moved straight forward to its attainment, looking neither to

the right hand nor the left.

» ».» >

Dk. O. W. Holmes.—This gentlrni.nn, whose popularity has

been entirely made by the press, in his lectures, this season, has

taken occasion to speak disparagingly of newspapers. For this,

we observe, he is being justly censured. Wit will never supply

the place of good sense ; and Dr. Holmes will yet regret his in-

discretion, we apprehend, in this matter.

Important.—It is rumored that a piopo.-ition is before the

British government to establish a vice-royalty in Canada, with the

ultimate view of comliiiiing all British North Amciica into a

monarchy with Prineo George of Cambridge for the king. This

is a move of eminent importance.

SiioEMAKTNC.—Next to agriculture the sboemaking business

is tho most important and profitable pur.-iuit in Massachusetts, and

has the largest number of persons engaged in it. The towns of

Lynn and Haverhill arc both largely interested.

Fire Wood.—In 1G62 a cord of oak wood was worth in Mas-

sachusetts one and sixpence. In 1 702, forty years afterwards, it

was worth three sliillings.

Very proper.—The law against keeping places of entertain-

ment open on Sunday is rigorously enforced in Boston at the

present time.

< m.m. »

NEW YORK CRYSTAL PALACE.

This company made a report a short time since which shows

rather an unfavorable state of aff"airs. The whole expenses of

the exhibition, including building, etc., have been 8891,079 72.

The receipts from sales of tickets, refreshments, etc., $390,000 ;

BO that the loss is over $600,000. But the company still have the

building and its decorations, and Kiss's Amazon, which they had

purchased for the exhibition at a cost of $10,000, and some other

articles. The Directors lament the melancholy financial result,

but say they never expected anything better ; they congratulate

the city on the heaps of money it brought to the hotels, stores,

stages and cars, and still urge that the palace should bo retained

as an ornament to the city, and as a permanent exhibition of art.

Immense Yields.—One of our exchanges tells of a pear tree

in Illinois, about ten miles from Vincenncs, Indiana, that bore

184 bushels of pears in 1834, and 140 bushels in 1840, of large-

sized pears.

. < ^ ^ >

Heading them off.—The late news from England reports

that two screw steamers, building on the Tyne, for the Russian

navy, have been stopped by order of the British government.

Significant Item.—Fortune and the sun make insects shine.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Robert Rait, of Now York, to Mrs

Catherine Leonard, of B.*>ton.

Mr. Jauies W. Clougli, of Montpelier, Vt., to Miss Eleva A. Wa48Wortti, of
Chelsea.

Ily Rev Mr Howe, >Ir. Robert Land to Miss Margaret Parry.

At Chelsea, Jo.>bua Sears, Esq., of Boston, to Mi.ss Judith Snow, of Drewstcr.

At Lynn, by Rev. Mr Rakur, Mr. Joseph H. Toombs to Miss Lucy M. Oold-
thwait
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Allen, Mr. Benjamin Larrabee, to Miss Ursula C.

Freesp, of Moultonboro'. N II.

At Marblehead, by Rev. Mr. Marey, Mr James E. Christopher to Miss Mary
J. MclMiades.
At Newburyport by Rev. Mr. Dimniick, Mr. Charles P. Merrill to Miea Sa-

rah E. Fowler, of Salisbury.

At Taunton, by Iter. Mr. Maltby, Mr. George W. Waldron, of Rochester, to

Mi^B Jane C. Hathaway.
At Dartmouth, Mr. Alfred Nickerson to Miss Sarah Doane, of Ruffalo, N.T.
At Montpelier, Vt., by Rev. Mr. Ballou, Mr. AWaro V. Kellogg to Miss lanny

Jane .Marsh, botli of Stowe. Vt.

At Faietteville, Vt , by llei. Mr. Warren, Mr Charles J. Taylor, of Boston,

to Mi.ss .\rtamisia A. Howe, of Dover.
At Lcwiston, Me., by llfx. Henjaniin Foster, Mr Charles K. Lombard, to

Lucinda E. Berry, of Wayne. Me.
At Uuckfield, Me., by Itev. Mr. Small, Mr. Oeorge A. Nourst, of Cambridge

Mass . to Miss t'leora E. Hull.

DEATHS.

Back Numbeu*.—We can furnish any or all of the bock num-
ber* of the Piitorial, at a charge of six cents per copy.

In this citv. Misa Cutlicrine C. Foster; Mrs Frances M. Perkins, 28; Mr M.
Uegiilly,56; Mr. (saariis C. t=iiiith, 30: Miw Maria Fernald, of Portsmouth
N. H..Gf); Mrti. Tabitlia K. Toinkins. 78; Mr. rhoinaa U'aite, G6.

At Koximry, Peter Itni;ham. 73
At Jla-st Cambridtre. Mr. Weston 5. Hoed. 22.

AtQuinrj,Mr William 1) Rrackett. 25.

At Eaj<t Ivexitigton, Mr. Zabdiel AdaiiK", 71.

At Salem. Mrs. Merab CiarJner. late of Nantuckftt, 86.

At Marblehead. Mr8. Margaret Kea. 80.

At North Danvors. Mr. John iJ. Fuller. fi2.

At Newbur.vpoit. Mr. Charles S. Pike. 30.

At Hollinton, Rev. Isaac A. Savage 33
At Taunton, Mrs. M.-irv C, wiilow of tlic late Dr. Elijah M. Padtelford, 63.

At Plymouth, Mr. Nathan T liall, 24.

At Berkley, Mrs. Ruth A. Hathaway. 31.

At Seekonk. Mr^. Lydia Srott. late of nellingham. Mafl«., C9.

At South Dartmouth, Mrs. HuUIuh Klocuin, 81-

At Pelham. Mrii. Smith, widow of the I.Tte Mr Oliver Smith, 96.
At Shirley, Mr. ICmerson Karrett. of Coueord, 76.

At Wo; Tester, Mr. William Barber, 69
At Kd;;arton. Mr. Crocker Marston. 73.

At Coleraino, Mr. Aaron Temple. 5)3.

At Keenc, N. H . Mrs. Suxatinah Leverctt. formerly of Windsor, 84.

At Sullivan, N. H., Mr^. Susannah O-good. formerly of Lanoa.^'ter, MaM., 91.
At Portland, Me.. Mrs. Sarah It . wife uf Mr. Royal It. Toid. 37.

#

At East Montpelier, Vt., Mrs. Rebecca, widow of Gen. Parley Davifl, 83.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIiVG-ROOM COMPANION.

A lirroiil of Ihe hniiilifiil and tixrfiil in Art.

The object of til? p.iper is to present, in the nioit clcgnnt and amiable
form, a weekly literar> melange of notable evfnts of the day. its columns
are devoted to orit;inul tales, sketches and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
ami the rrc.ini of the dome. tic and foreign news

; the whole well spiced with
wit and huutor. ilach paper is

BEAUTIFULIA" ILLUSTRATED
with numerou.s accurate engravinps, by eminent artists, of notable objectt,
current events in all parts of the world, and of men and manners, altogether
making a paper entirely original in its de.»ign , in this country. Its pagee
contain views of every populous city in the known world, of all buildings of
note in the eiustern or western hemisphere of all tho principal ships and
stcamer.i of the navy and mer< hant .service, with line and aieurate portraits
of every noted character in the world, both male and female Sketthes of
beautiful .scenery, taken from life, will aUo be given, with numerous specimens
fi-oin the animal kingdom, the birds of the air. and the fi.«h of the .«ea. It is
printed on fine white paper, with new and beautiful t> pe, presenting in its
mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. The .-size of the paper is
fifteen hundred and sixty-four square imhis, giving a greataiiioun tof rcadiiii;
matter and illustrations— a maniiiioth weekly paper of sixteen octavo pages.
E.ach lix montln will make a volume of 410 pages, with about one thousand
spleudij engi-aviugs.

TEKMS-.-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 sub.scriber, one year, 83 00
4 subscribers, '* '^ 10 t

10 • " " 20 00
,»., One copy of Tiic Fi.Aii or otii Umo.v, and one copy of GitisoM's I'lCTO-

El.VL, when taken together by oue person, one >tar, for jf4 00.

ZJ~ No travelling agents are ever employed for this paper.

Vy The PicTonuL Dk.iwixg-Kooh Companion ni.iy be obtained at any of
the periodical depots throughout tha country, and of uuwsmeu, at six ctnis por
single copy.

I'ubli^hed every Saturday, by
F. 0LE.4S0N,

CoHN£R or Tezuont and Broufiixb SrauiTS, Bostoh.

WIIOIiESALE AGENTS.
S FUENCn, 121 Nassau St., New York.
A. WIN'CII, lie Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
W & U. TAYLOIt, 111 Baltimore and 5 South SU., Baltimore.
A. C. B.\GLKY, corner of 4t]i and Sycamore Stre«ts, Cincinoati.
J A. HOYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

K IC WOODU'AltD, corner 4th and Chesnut Streets. St. Ix)uia

THOMAS LU.VN. 40 Exchauge Place, New Orleans.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE PASSIONS.

BV T. D. WILKIN8.

"WTien yourh his fraj:ilc s:iil outspre.icl.

And launched bis boat on life's bright tide,

First Hope his tiny vcoel led,

And Love was constant at his sido;

They filled with joy each passing day,

While Time flew happily away.

He tarried at the fairy isles

That lie enshrined on ocean's breast,

Where glosviug heaven ever smiles,

And Nature sleeps In quiet rest

;

Whore all arouud is bright and fair,

And peace is reigning everywhere.

The youth becomes a man, and then

Ambition brings before his eyes

His glowing scroll, with golden pen,

Kngraven on the shining skie^;

He shows him whore his humble name

Shall Bhiue upon the roll of fame.

He led him on the tossing sea,

Where clouds arose in volumes da.rk,

And angry storms tempestuously

Bore on his swiftly-hasting bark;

But still above the waves afar

He saw Ambition's guiding star.

He saw bright chests of gathered gold

Before his dreaming virion rise,

And lands of countless wealth untold

Seemed e'er appearing to his eyes.

Fame, riches,— beauties' smiling charms,

Wero almost falling in his arms.

But ah ! his hopes were blown away

By every gust of Fortune's blast,

And sinking 'neath the tempest's sway,

IIIr wrecked and shattered bark wad cast

Upon a dreary shore alone,

Where all hi3 once bright joys were gone.

Then in his night of woo and pain,

When all his pleasures fled away.

Love came to cheer his heart again,

And Hope to change his night to day

;

They soothed his spirit worn with strife,

And gave unto the wanderer life.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEKIES.-No. VI.

BY THOMAS BULFISCH.

VERTUMNOS AND POMONA,

Tnn Harnadryads were Wood-nymplis. Pomona was of this

class, and no one excelled her in love of the garden and the culture

of fruit. She cared not for forests and rivers, but loved the culti-

vated country and trees that bear delicious apples. Her right

liand bore for its weapon not a javelin, but a pruning-knife.

Armed with this, she busied herself, at one time, to repress

the too luxuriant growths, and curtail the branches that sti-aggled

out of jflace; at another, to split the twig and insert therein

a graft, making the branch adopt a nursling not its own. She

took care, too, that her f;ivorites should not suffer from drought,

and led streams of water by them that the thirsty roots might

drink. This occupation was her pursuit, her passion ; and she

was free from that which Venus ii»pires. She was not without

fear of the country people, and kept her orchard locked, and al-

lowed not men to enter. The Fauns and SatjTS would have

given all they possessed to win her, and so would old Sylvanus,

who looks young for his years, and Pan, with a garland of pine

leaves around his head. But Vertumuus loved her best of all

;

yet ho sped no better than the rest. O, how often, in the disguise

of a reaper, did he bring her corn in a basket, and looked tlie very

image of a reaper! With a hay band tied round him, one would

think be hud just come from turning over the grass. Sometimes

he would have an ox-goad in his hand, and you would liave said

he had just unyoked his weary oxen. Now he bore a pruning-

hook, and pertionated a vine-dresser; and again with a ladder on

his shoulder, he Reenied as if he was going to gather apples.

Sometimes he trudged along as a dischai-gcd soldier, and again

he bore a fishing-rod as if going to fi'ih. In this way, he gained

admission to her, again and again, and fed hi.-) passion with the

Bight of her.

One day he came in the guise of an old woman, her gray hair

surmounted with a cap, and a staff in lier hand. She entered the

garden and admired the fruit. "It does you credit, my dear,"

she said, and kissed her, not exactly with an old woman's kiss.

She sat down on a bank, and looked up at the branches laden witli

fruit which hung over her. Opposite was an elm entwined with

a vino loaded with swelling grapes. She praised the tree and its

associated vine, equally, " but," said she, " if the tree stood alone,

and had no vine clinging to it, it would have nothing to attract or

olVer Hi but its useless leaves. And ecjually the vine, if it were

not twined round the elm, would lie prostrate on the ground.

Why will you not take a lesson from tlie tree and the vine, and

consent to unite yourself with some one? I wish you would.

Helen herself had not more numerous suitors, nor Penelope, the

wife of shrewd Ulysses. Eveu while you spum them, they court

you—niral deities and others of every kind that frequent these

mountains. IJut if you are ]>ruilenl and want to mako a yood

alliance, and will let an old woman advise you—who loves you

bettor tlian you have any idea of—dismiss all the rest and accept

Vertumnus, on my recommendation. I know him as well as he

knows himself. lie is not a wandering deity, but belongs to these

mountains. Nor is he like too many of the lovers now-a-days,

who love any one they happen to sec ; he loves 3-ou, and you only.

Add to this, be is young and handsome, and has the art of assum-

ing any shape he pleases, and can make himself just what you

command him. Moreover, he loves the same things that you do,

delights in gardening, and handles your apples with admiration.

But now he cares nothing for fruits, nor flowers, nor anything

else, but only yourself. Take pity on him; and fancy him speak-

ing now with my mouth, llemembcr that the gods punish cru-

elty, and that Venus hates a hard heart, and will visit such

offences sooner or later. To prove tills, let me tell you a story,

which is well known in Cyprus to be a fact ; and I hope it will

have the effect to make you more merciful.

" Iphis was a young man of humble parentage, who siiw and

loved Anaxarete, a noble lady of the aiK'ient family of Teuccr.

He struggled long wiih his passion, but when he found he could

not subdue it, he came a suppliant to her mansion. First he told

his passion to her nurse, and begged her as she loved her foster-

cliild to favor his suit. And then he tried to win her domestics to

liis side. Sometimes he committed his vows to written tablets,

and often hung at her door garlands which he had moistened with

his tears. Ho stretched himself on her threshold, and uttered his

complaints to the cruel bolts and bars. She was deafer than the

surges which rise in the November gale ; harder than steel from

the German forges, or a rock that still clings to its native cliff.

She mocked and laughed at him, adding cruel words to her

ungentle treatment, and gave not the slightest gleam of hope.

"Iphis could not any longer endure the torments of hopeless

love, and, standing before her doors, he spake these last words.

' Anaxarete, you have conquered, and shall no longer liave to

bear my importunities. Enjoy your triumph ! Sing songs of joy,

and bind your forehead witli laurel—you have conquered ! I die
;

stony heart, rejoice! This at least I can do to gratifv you, and

force you to praise me ; and thus shall I prove that the love of

you left me but with life. Nor will I leave it to rumor to tell you

of ray death. I will come myself, and you shall see me die, and

feast your eyes on tlie spectacle. Yet, 0, ye gods, who look

down on mortal woes, observe my fate ! I ask but this ; let me be

remembered in coming ages, and add those years to my fame

wliich you have reft from my life.' Thus he said, and, turning his

pale face and weeping eyes towards her mansion, he fastened a

rope to the gate-post, on which he had often hung garlands, and

putting his head into the noose, he murmured, ' This garland at

least will please you, cruel girl !' and falling hung suspended with

his neck broken. As he fell he struck against the gate, and the

sound was as the sound of a groan. The servants opened the

door and found him dead, and with exclamations of pity raised

him and carried him home to his mother, for his father was not

living. She received the dead body of her son, and folded the

cold form to her bosom ; while she poured forth the sad words

which bereaved mothers utter. The mournful funeral passed

through the town, and the pale corpse was borne on a bier to the

place of the funeral pile. By chance the home of Anaxarete was

on the street where the procession passed, and the lamentations of

the mourners met her cars, whom the avenging deity already

possessed.

'"Let Hi see this sad procession,' said she, and mounted to a

turret whence through an open window she looked upon the fune-

ral. Scarce had her eyes rested upon the form of Iphis stretched

on the bier, when they began to stiffen, and the warm blood in her

body to become cold. Endeavoring to step back, she found she

could not move her feet ; trying to turn away her face, she tried

in vain ; and by degrees all her liml)S became stony like her heart.

That you may not doubt the fact, the statue still remains, and

stands in the temple of Venus at Salamis, in the exact form of the

lady. Now think of these things, my dear, and la}' aside your

scorn and your delays, and accept a lover. So may neither the

vernal frosts bliglit your young fruits, nor furious winds scatter

your blossoms !"

When Vertumnus had spoken thus, he dropped the disguise of

an old woman, and stood before her in his proper person, as a

comely youth. It appeared to her like the sun bursting through

a cloud. He would liave renewed his entreaties, but there was no

need; his arguments and the sight of his person prevailed, and

the Nymph no longer resisted, but owned a mutual flame.

AKION.

Arion was a famous musician, and dwelt at the court of Pcrian-

der, king of Corinth, with wliom he was a groat favorite. Tliere

was to bo a musical contest in Sicily, and Arion longed to com-

pete for the prize. lie told his wish to Periandcr, wlio besought

him like a brother to give up the thonght. " Pray, stay with me,"

he said, "and be contented. He who strives to win may lose."

Arion answered, "A wandering life best suits the five heart of a

poet. The talent which a god bestowed on mo, I would fain

make a source of pleasure to others. And if I win the jirize, how

will the enjoyment of it bo increased by the consciousness of my
widespread fame." He went, won the prize, and embarked with

bis wealth in a Corinthian ship for liome. On the second morn-

ing after setting sail, the wind breathed mild and fair. " O, Peri-

andcr," he exclaimed, "dismiss your fears ! Soon shall you for-

get them in my embrace. With what lavish offerings will we dis-

play our gratitude to the gods, and how merry will we be at the

festal board !" The wind and sea continued propitious. Not a

cloud dimmed the firmament. He had not trusted too much to

the ocean—but he had to man. He overheard the seamen ex-

Bhauging hints with ouu another, and found they wore plottinjf to

possess themselves of his treasure. Presently they surrounded

him loud and mutinous, and said, "Arion, you must die ! If you
would have a grave on shore, yield yourself to die on this spot

;

but if otherwise, cast yourself into the sea." " Will nothing sat-

isfy you but my life V said he. " Take my gold, and welcome.

I willingly buy my life at that price." " No, no ; we cannot

spare you. Your life would be too dangerous to us. Where
could we go to escape from Periandcr, if he should know that you

had been robbed by us ? Your gold would be of little use to us,

if, on returning home, we could never more be free from fear."

"Grant me, then," said he, "a last request, since nought will

avail to save my life, that I may die as I have lived, as becomes

a bard. When I shall have sung my death song, and my harp-

strings shall have ceased to vibrate, then I will bid farewell to life,

and yield uncomplaining to my fate." ' This prayer, like the others,

would have been unheeded—they thought only of their booty

—

but to hear so famous a musician, that moved their rude hearts.

" Suffer me," he added, " to arrange my dress. Apollo will not

favor me unless I be clad in my minstrel garb."

He clothed his well-proportioned limbs in gold and purple fair

to see, his tunic fell around him in graceful folds, jewels adorned

his arms, his brow was crowned with a golden wreath, and over

his neck and shoulders flowed his hair perfumed with odors. His

left hand held the lyre, his right the ivory wand with which he

struck its chords. Like one inspired, he seemed to drink the

morning air and glitter in t!ie morning ray. The se.amen gazed

with admiration. He strode forward to the vessel's side and

looked down into the blue sea. Addressing his lyre, he sung,

" Companion of my voice, come with me to the realm of shades.

Though Cerberus may growl, we know the power of song can

tame his rage. Ye heroes of Elysium, who have passed the dark-

ling flood—ye happy souls, soon shall I join your band. Yet can

ye relieve my grief'! Alas, I leave my friend behind me. Thon,

who didst find thy Eurydice and lose her again as soon as found

;

v/hcn she had vanished like a dream, how didst thou hate thi

cheerful light ! I must away, but I will not fear. The gods look

down upon us. Ye who slay me unoffending, when I am no more,

your time of trembling shall come. Ye Nereids, receive your

guest, who throws himself upon your mercy!" So saying, he

sprang into the deep sea. The waves covered him, and the sea-

men held on their way fancying themselves safe from all danger

of detection.

But the strains of his music had drawn round him the inhabi-

tants of the deep to listen, and Dolphins followed the ship as if

chained by a spell. While he struggled in the waves, a Dolphin

offered him his back, and carried hitai mounted thereon safe to

shore. At the spot where he landed, a monument of brass was

erected upon the rocky shore to preserve the memory of the event.

When Arion and the Dolphin parted, each to his own element,

Arion thus poured forth his thanks. "Farewell, thou faithful,

friendly fish ! Would that I could reward thee ; but thou canst

not wend with me nor I with thee. Companionship wo may not

have. May Galatea, queen of the deep, accord thee her favor,

and thou, proud of the burthen, draw her chariot over the smooth

mirror of the deep."

Arion hastened from the shore, and soon saw before him the

towers of Corinth. Ho journeyed on, harp in hand, singing as he

went, full of love and happiness, forgetting his losses and mindful

only of what remained, his friend and his lyre. He entered the

hospitable halls, and was soon clasped in the embrace of Perian-

dcr. " I come back to thee, my friend," he said. " The talent

which a god bestowed has been the delight of thous.ands, but false

knaves have stripped me of my well-earned treasure
;
yet I retain

the consciousness of wide-spread fame." Then he told Periander

all the wonderful events that h.ad befivllen him, who heard him

with amazement. " Shall such wickedness triumph V said he.

" Then in vain is power lodged in my hands. That we may dis-

cover the criminals, you must remain here in concealment, and so

they will appro.ach without suspicion." When the ship arrived ia

the harbor, he summoned the mariners before him. " Have you

heard anything of Arion?" he inquired. " I anxiously look for

his return." They replied, " We left him well and prosperous in

Tarentum." As tliey said these words, Arion stepped forth and

faced them. His well-proportioned limbs were arrayed in gold

and purple fair to see, his tunic fell around him in graceful folds,

jewels adorned his arms, his brow was crowned with a golden

wreath, and over his neck and shoulders flowed his hair perfumed

with odors ; his left hand I'.cld the Lyre, his right the ivory wand

with which he struck its chords. They fell pro«t -ate at his feet,

a,s if a lightning bolt had struck them. " Wo mc.int to murder

him, and he has become a god. O, Earth, open and receive us !"

Then Periander spoke. " He lives, the master of the lay I Kind

Heaven protects the poet's life. As for you, I invoke not the

spirit of vengeance ; Arion wishes not your blood. Ye slaves of

avarice, begone! Seek some b.trbarous land, and never may

aught beautiful delight your souls !"

Rl'SSIAN OKG.ANS.

" A quiet tone is observable in the Russian organs !" said

Mrs. Partington, as the line in the telegraph news arrested her

eve. She mused upon it a moment. " Church organs, I dare

say; and we heard tother day that tlie Emptier of Kussia—dear,

i)ious man—wa,s organizing his soldiers to carry the gospel to

the Turks at the point of the bayonet. Quiet toned organs!

Well, I wonder if tbcv wont get one for our church that'll play

nothiii<' but serious tuiios, for the one we've got'U play Yankee

Doodle jest as well as Old Hundred, and for my part I don t

i)ut no f.iitli in it." She looked at the vane on the top of a dis-

tant spire that turned in the wind, and mixed its varialilcness

with church organs that played many tunes, and men of 'the

church as variable as the organs, while Ike was teashig the kitten

with a bran new cap border that the old lady was just doing

up.

—

lioston Post.

i
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EDITORIAL WKLANCiE.

Mr. Forrest followed the romnins of Adams, the actor, who

dicil in Washiii<rton, to the grave, and laid his purse open to the

demands of the conimittee. Two voais apro, all England was

alarmed at the reported French invasion. Now, all lOn^land looks

to every movement of Louis Napoleon with the greatest inter-

est, and he is England's dearest friend. What will another year

hring forth ? Madame Sontag realized four thousand dollars

at Cincinnati from four concerts. The death of Hon. Henry

1'. Fairhanks, of Charlcstown, is universally regretted. He was

a consistent politician, a man of liheral ))rinciples, and respected

by all who enjoyed his acquaintance. A live baby weighing

one pound is among the curiosities at Dayton, Ohio. One

mouthful of water of the great Salt Lake of Utah, if taken inter-

nally, wiU cause sickness. It contains rather more than twenty

percent, of pure chloride of sodium. The Transcript states

that Hon. Kufus Clioato does not intend to resign tlie otTice of

attorney-general. The Iowa Reporter says the cmigiation

into that State this year is immense. The addition to the popu-

lation from September 1st to Decembcrlst, from emigration alone,

is computed at .50,000. Bishop Fitzpatrick and Father H.is-

kins, of this city, have gone to Home to see the Pope. The

Niles estate, on School Street, is to be improved during the

coming season by the removal of the stables and other old build-

ings, and erecting on the site an elegant and substantial granite

block. It is said that during the year 18.52 more books by

American autliors were sold in England than English works by

contemporary authors in America. Witches were hung in

England twenty-nine years after the illusive error was over in

this country. Miussachusctts colonists were neither the first nor

the last of those who believed in the delusion. It has been

proved that nine-tenths of the poor-rates in some of the large

towns in Scotland have been caused by intemperaucc. They

are about introducing the American railroad car into England.

It is admitted to be, in every respect, superior to the cars now in

common use on the English railways. "Darn the tree of

knowledge," exclaimed a yoiing student who was struggling to

climb some of the rudimental branches, " why hadn't Adam an

axe?" Thirty-three tons of silver arrived at Philadcl|)bia

recently from tlie New Orleans mint. It required no less than

six cars to convey it from I'ittsburg to Philadelj)hia. Miss

Susan Nipper says that the Russians have an awful responsibility

resting on them for killing Turks ; for every Turk who is killed

leaves a dozen widows. Of the eighty-eight counties in Ohio,

seventy-five have organized agricultural societies, and held fairs

last year. This far exceeds the number in any other State hi the

Union. Hcntz Hart, aged 27 years, died in Fayette county.

Pa., lately, from the effects of erysipelas produced by an aching

tooth. Four generations of negroes live in a little hut in Pitts-

field. The oldest is "Old Hagar," who is 110. She fell and

broke her thigh lately, but is doing well, and will prol)ahly re-

cover. Queen Victoria was born in 1819, in Kensington Pal-

ace, London, formerly the residence of the Duke of Kent. The

fashionable boots now worn by the Parisian ladies are made of mo-

rocco, with kid tops, high heels, thick solos, and buttoning up at

the sides like gentlemen's ; the price is $3 33 per pair. Liquor

in Shreveport, La., once famous for the free use of spirits, cannot

be sold in any quantity. Gottsch.ilk is giving concerts in

Havana. In the year 1800, there were four hundred and thir-

teen Quaker meeting- houses in England. There are now but

three hundred and seventeen. The prettiest lining in a bonnet

is a smiling face. Judge Hunter, of Alabama, has bought the

celebrated raee-horse " Highlander ;" the price paid was ten thou-

sand dollars. Park Benjamin will lecture shortly in this

city. For every dollar that Boston spends upon her city gov-

ernment, she spends a dollar and thirty cents upon her public

schools. Cats are quoted in Australia at S15 each. A
Poughkeepsie paper states that a bridge was constructed across

the Hudson River at that place, by a Mr. J. Frost, in one night.

tOajisiDe 0atljcrings.

COLD WEATHER.
This winter has been comparatively cold everywhere heard

from outside of the tropics. In Europe especially, the cold has

been very severe compared with the usual winter weather experi-

enced. In some parts of England the thermometer was below

zero—an extraordinary phenomenon in that country, and so re-

garded even by the oldest inliabitants. Coals hare risen from

eighteen to forty shillings a ton in Great Britain in consequence

of the severity and continuance of the cold. In some parts of the

world the cold has been very intense, and much suffering and

wretchedness have been the result. In this country it has been

one of the severest winters wliich have been experienced for a

score or more of rears.

« »-» >

Idle People.—Ross Brown does not give a very glowing

account of the people of Sicily. The whole community live by

begging. The children beg for a pastime, while the adults beg

in order to set them an example. In the whole country he doubts

if there are on} hundred men who have even a desire to get above

broken breeches and cheese-parings. He was in the vicinity of

Mount Etna for a week ; and yet in all that time he only saw one

man in a hurry, and he fell off a roof.

i ^^ »

DisASTKons.—The gorge of ice in the Mississippi above and
opposite the eity of St. Louis, which gave way a few days ago,

crushed to pieces six steamboats.

On an average there are seven shipwrecks daily.

A new Tniversalist meetinghouse has been erected and dedi-

cated in Bethel, Vt.

The distance from the Mississippi to the Pacific, by the upper
route of thi contemplated railroad, is 1800 miles.

Jennings, the murderer of Mrs. Bradley, in North Haven,
Conn., has been sentenced to be hanged on the second Tuesday in

July next.

The wife of Allen I)avi^ left their house in South Westport in

the night, with a child foiu'teen months old, and it is sujiposed

drowned herself and her babe.

The dugong is a grazing sea animal, which at theliottom of the

sea feeds on marine plants. It is as large as a cow, and is often

seen in shallow water between the tropics.

The bird of paradise is a na'ive of North Guinea, near the

ecpiiitor. Tlicv migrate to Aroo in flight, but will not live in the

cruelties of conlinement.

H. T. Tuckcrman, the American poet and essayist, is forty-one

years of age, a calm, thoughtful and agreeable man—above thi' me-
dium size. He now resides in N. Y. city, and is busy in authorship.

The Senate of Georgia has passed a bill to punish the keeping
of faro, or other gambling establishments, with imprisonment in

the penitentiary from one to hve years.

The revenue of the church of England is twenty-five millions

of dollars. The revenue of the English drinking-houscs is more
than a hundred and fifty millions.

A special committee of the Virginia Senate have reported a

bill appropriating $10,000 for the execution of a statue of Jeffer-

son, for the university of Virginia.

Thirty thousand men are employed the United States in iron

castings, twenty-five thousand in the manufacture of pig iron, and
fourteen thousand in wrought iron.

The total number of hogs packed in Ohio, Kenlueky and Ten-
nessee this season is l,2(i5,r)5.5, against 975,798 last year, being an
increase in the nuiuher of 289,758, and in the weight five per cent.

There are beauties of character which, like the night-blooming
Ccreus, are closed against the glare and turbulence of everyday
life, and bloom only in shade and solitude, and beneath the quiet

stars.

India rubber in the process of manufacturing is not melted, but

is passed through heated iron rollers, the heaviest of which weighs
twenty tons, and thus worked or kneaded, as dough is at a
bakery.

A man named McCloskcy was conveying horses from Pittsburg

to Philadelphia, by the Pennsylvania railroad, and was killed by
a collision. His administrators have recently recovered $4500
damages from the railroad company.

Throughout New England a great demand for ship-timber has
arisen, and ship-builders have sent agents into various ipiarters to

visit the forests, and select what timtier may be suitable. This
has added to the value of timl)er and timber lands, and promises
ere long to make away with all of our best timber.

The New York Journal of Cor.«mcrce thinks the story that

privateering expeditions are organizing in tliis country originated

from the fact, which has been before stated, that Mr. AVcbb, the

ship-builder, is constructing a model steam propeller for the em-
peror Nicholas.

Qanba of (Bolir.

< -mm^ > -
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Eatheh Peculiar.—An individual recently advertised for

board for " a single man and his wife."

Jorctgn Items.
•

A bread riot broke out at Pcrigueux on the Ist of February.
The military were put under arms.

Mr. Peto, M. P., has placed ,£2000 annually at the disposal of
the Baptist Missionary Society for the next seven years.

There is a salmon manufactory at Storemountfield, on the river

Ta}', where the new plan of hatching the ova is in full operation.

The French newspapers are ordered not to speak of the move-
ments of troops, or other preparations for war, except in the terms
set forth in the Monitcur.

Several officers of hi^h rank in the English army have repaired

to Constantinople with the intention of offering their services to

the sultan, in case they may be re(iuired.

Constantinople letters of the 23d ultimo state that the admirals
decline the responsibility of navigating sailing vessels in the Black
Sea in the present most dangerous season.

The whole number of attorneys in England and Wales is about
10,000. The number during tlie last ten years has but slightly

increased, but during the last two years has somewhat decreased.

At a late sale of jewels in London, a ruby ring, eonifiuted at

fifteen grains, after some competition produced 280 guineas, being
nearly three times the value of the fine brilliant of the same size.

The Bank of England buildings occupy eight acres of ground.
It was founded 1G94. Eight hundred clerks are employed daily

in transacting the immense business carried on, and there are

some two hundred superannuated clerks who derive annuities

from the bank.

The police of Paris have broken up a Russian club, called the
" Bureau de I'Agence Etrangere, or the Boulevard dcs Italiens,

Parii." At this club the secret agents of Russia received their

orders to circulate reports on the Bourse, and in the streets and
cafes. No arrests were made.

Silvio Pellieo, one of the most celebrated of modern Italian

writers, is dead. He was a native of Piedmont, born in 1789. In
1820 he excited the ire of the Austrian government and was ar-

rested. In 1822 he was sentenced to death, which was afterwards

commuted to fifteen years imprisonment.

The colossal statue of Jefferson, of the model of which Hiram
Powers is the author, was cast on the 25th of January, at Muniih.
It is thirteen feet higli, has taken ten tons of metal, and is one of

the five statues which will surround the equestrian one of Wash-
ington, at Kichmond, which is twenty-two feet in heiglit.

Tlio large diamond which was recently found in Brazil has been
deposited in the Bank of England by the London house to whom
it was consigned from Rio Janeiro. Its weight is 254 carats, and
its estimated value, according to the scale, £280,000. It is said

to be of the finest water and without flaw, and was found by a
negro slave, who received his freedom as a reward.

The king of Naples has, it is said, been induced by Austria to

abandon his intention of proclaiming a general amnesty. The
Austrian government assures the desjiots of Italy that they need
not take any steps towards reeouciliiig the people of Italy, as, in

case of war, the contending powers will be France, England and
Russia, which will leave Austria to afford support to Italy if ne-
cessary, although Austria herself is said to be as near a revolution
as Itaiv.

.... Earth's highest station ends in—here he lies.

—

Young.

.... Nothing's so hard but search will find it out.

—

JJeirick.

.... Law that shocks equity is reason's murderer, —A. Hill.

.... Tears may soothe the wounds they cannot heal.

—

R. T.

Paine.

.... Man's love is of man's life a thing, a part
—

'tis woman's
whole existence.

—

Bi/ron.

.... Unhappy is the man for whom his own mother has not

made all other mothers venerable.

—

./ean /'mil.

.... Shame on those breasts of stone that cannot melt in soft

adoption of another's sorrow.

—

Aaron Hill.

... Hope ! fortune's cheating lottery ; when for one prize an
hundred blanks there be !

—

Covley.

.... Nature, like a kind and smiling mother, lends herself to

our dreams and cherishes our fancies. Ilarjo.

.... Man must be disappointed with the lesser things of life

before he ean comprehend the full value of the greater.

—

Bitlvcr.

.... Our sins, like to our shadows, wlien our day is in its glory
scarce appear ; towards our evening how great and monstrous !

—

iSufUimj.

.... Perseverance is a Roman virtue, that wins each godliko
act, and plucks success even from the spear-proof crest of rugged
danger.

—

llavard.

«-».,^->

Joker' Cubgtt.

Mrs. Partington thinks it's a great shame that these French
dancing gals should be allowed to execute their yraitd [>us on the

stage.

A litle boy once, who ccnild not speak plainly, when a.skcd

if he knew what the stars were for, answered "that tliey were
pcep-a-boo holes that Ciod looked through."

Tripping on the light fantastic toe—of your partner, in a polka,

is described as the height of misery, by a gantleman who prides

himself on his polking.

Why should the Greeks living in the vicinity of the Dardanelles
prefer the sultan of Turkey to the Russian czar? Because they
say, this is tlie Boss for us (Bosphorus).

If you would preserve your plu<k keep out of debt. The same
man that would face " an army with banners " without a blanche,

will no sooner sec a cre<litor turn a corner than he will tremble
like a bulrush "tipsy with a bobalink."

The Portland Argus says an honest poor man of that city,

lately found $200. He discovered the owner, a rich man, and
returned it to him, receiving the munificent reward of a crossed

/ourpence ! " Angels and ministers of grace defend us."

Robert Keller, the great pianist and greater magician, was pro-

verbial in New York for having such a large amount of gas of
his own that he could at any moment have opened a factory, de-

pending only upon his personal resources. Now that he is flaring

up in this city, why don't the gas eom[)any seize the golden op-
portunity and engage him to fill up their exhausted gasometer,
and thereby enlighten their fellow-citizens a trifle more than at

present !

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL, BOUND.
"We have Volumes T., IT., ITT., TV., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bound m cloth, and with (?ilt edges; foi-uiing superb and most attractive
parlor onianients in the shape of a peries of books of 416 pages each, and
each Vol. containiug nearly 1000 engravings of men, manners, and current
events all over the world; of scenery in all parts of the globe; of famous
cities and beautiful villn^'cs; of pageants at home and abroad; of fine niari-
timo views; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-page? and indexes.

Ilesidcs the niauy illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original talcs, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the
Union. 1 vol., $3; 2 vols., $5; 3 vols., S7; 4 vols., S9; and 5 vols., SIO.

THE FLAG OF OUJl UXION.
AX ELEO.'VNT, MOJIAL AND ItF.FIXED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
dcvotoil to pelito litoraturc, wit .Tnd humor, propc and poffic frf-in-'', and oriKl-
nal tales, written cxpros.sly for tlio paper. In politicK, and on all sectarian
qucstiuuK, it i,» ftriollv neutral; tiierelore makinj; it cnipliatieally,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AXDA WELCOMK VISITOR TO TIIR HOME CIUCLE.

It contains the foreign and domestic new-* of the dnv, so condensed as to
present the preate.«t pit.'*-til'lo Hmciunt of iiiteiligence. No advertLsemeuts ar©
admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which ia of

T II E 31 A 31 31 T 11 SIZE,
for the instruction andnmusementof the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of coiitributor.s iire regularly engaged, .T,n<I every department is under the moat
fiuishcd and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming an

© IB 2 G3- n SJ A IL: 3PAlPIlIBc,
the pi-oficnt circulation of which f:ir exceeds that of nny other wt-ckly paper In
the Union, with tJie exception of Glcason's I'ictouial.

The Fr,.v<i i.-* print^vl on fine whito paper, with new and beautiful t-p*, and
•nuains \'J.40 siiuaro incUo, being a large weekly paper of eight BUpcr-royalcon

quarto pages.

TEPiMS -.-INVASIABLY IIT ABVANCE.
1 snhsrrihcr, one }oar, S2 00
4 subsrribem, -' - 7 00

lU " " " 15 00

One eopy ofThs Fi.au of oce C.mox. and one eopv of Gleasox's Pictokul,
wh»u talieu toguthcr by one person, &4 00 per auuiim.

DI/=" Xo traTelling agents aro ever employed for this papor.

«*» 7^< Fug cnn he obuiincil at any of ihf newspaper clfpots in the United
Sillies, anil of newspaper curriers, at nvE eetUS per linglt capy.

Published every SATUHBiV, by
r. GLEASON,

CORXEK OF TKEMOXT AXO BttOUFIKLD STREETS, BOSIOK, MA33.

wholesaTe agents.
S. FREXCII, l.-jl Xaraau, corner of Spruce Stre«t, New York
A. WI.NX'II, U'i Oie-itnut Street, Philadelphia.
W. Si H. TAYLOIl. Ill JJaitiuiorc and 5 South Strocts, Baltimore.
A. C. BAG LEV, corner of 4th and Svcanioro Stitcts, Cinciamiti.

J. A. BOYS, 43 Wuodivard Aveuuc. Detroit.

E. K. ^^00D^^"AI1I), cm-ncr of 4th and Cliesnut .«trccts, St. LouU.
TUOMAIi LUXN, 40 Ki^eiiuDso Place, New Orleans.
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MAMMOTH TREK.
Some months apo

we gave a description

of the immense cedar

tree discovered in Cal-

ifornia, a tree of such

gigantic proportions as

well might excite the

wonder and curiosity

of the world. Al-

though the destruction

of such a magnificent

ohject was an act of

Tandalisra not to be

forgiven, yet the dese-

cration has been com-
mitted, and it is use-

less now to reiterate

our vain regrets. The
clipper ship " Messen-
ger," which recciiily

arrived at Philadelphia

from San Francisco,

brought on her deck a

section of this tree

—

the largest sized tree

yet discovered in the

modern Kl Dorado,aiid

in fact the largest in

the world—an exact
drawing of which is

represented herewith.

This tree was situated

on the southwesterly

slope of a hill in a soil

fifteen feet. Its roots

extended in all direc-

tions for more than

fifty rods upon the hill-

side and downwards to

tli« depth of the soil.

At the ground its oir-

euinforencc was 92

feet ; 4 feet above that

it was 88 feet, and 10

feet above, 06 feet, and
the tapering of the

shaft was very gradual and symmetrical upwards for 325 feet to its

very top. From actual estimate of its diurnal layers, it is more
than 3(K)() years since this uiip.jralleled majesty of cedar was a
sapling ill its teens. Then f.jr a large space on the outer surface

next to the bark, the rings of growth are so Ihin as not to be dis-

tinguishable from each other. Add one-third to the height of
Bunker Hill Monument, and the outward dimensions of the main
trunk of this tree would be about the same. From aetuul meas-
ai°cment it contained more than 300 cords of w)o<l. A vast deal

of labor was re(iuired to level the monster to the cartli, and after

almost incredible toiling with augers, axes and saws at its foot, it

finally fell prostrate ; the crash can neither be imagined nor de-

scribed; the jar of the hill was perceived for miles, as though an

A SECTION OF THE MAMMOTH TREE FROM CALIFORNIA

earthquake had passed that way. The tree having been much
burned by the fires of the Indians, it was nccessaiy, in order to get

a perfect section, to chop the tree entirely through t-vice. After
150 days incessant labor, this was effected, and the block of ten

feet in length lay severed from the pile. But the next thing was
to transport such a mass, and by any available means at band it

was apparently as impossible as to raove the hill where it grew.
It was finally bored throusih the centre, the earth was dug away
from one end, and a fire built underneath, which was kept burning
for several weeks. The auger-hole made a good chimney, which
was gradually enlarged by the fire, until the men could work inside

with their axes. In tins manner it was cxcavateil to within about
two feet of the outer surface, and then carried to S.in Eranciseo.

EASTERN CITY.
This firtc steamer, of

which we give below a
eorrect representation,
was built by Lupton &
McDiermed, of^ New
York, for the " Calais
Steamboat Company,"
and was placed the la.st

season on the route be-
tween Boston and St.
John, N. B. Being
built expressly for a
sea route, more atten-
tion was paid in her
construction to safety
and comfort than to
mere show ; still she is

considered one of tha
handsomest boats out
of Boston. Her frame,
it will be observed, is

arched, instead of the
common "hog "frame
of most boats. This
kind of frame was in-

troduced by the build-

ers of the Eastern City,

and so well is it liked,

that Capt. Vanderbilt
is having a boat built

for the California trade

of an almost exact
copy of the Eastern
City. She is 230 feet

long, 30 feet beam,
and 11 feet hold, and
me isures between 600
and 700 tons. She
leaves Boston every
Friday at 10 A. M.,
and St. John on Tues-
days at 8 A. M., touch-

ing at Portland and
Eastport each way,
and eoniiceting at the

latter place with boats

rom St. Andrews, Robbinston, and Calais. This is the most di-

rect route between Cannda and the lower prvinees of New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia. Passengers can leave Montreal on Friday
morning, and be in St. John the next evening. She has expeii-

enced officers and engineers, who are gentlemanly and attentive

to passengers, and we hope she will receive, as she well deserves,

the patronage of the public. J. C. Nichols, Lin(()ln's Wharf, is

her agent in this city, and Waterhouse, Cross &. Co., at St. John

;

Deming & Son, Calais; C. C. Eaton, Portland; L. Pcabody,
Eastport ; Jcre Fowler, Lubec ; Wm. Wliitlock, St. Andrews.
Wm. Dcmintr, Calais, is the general agent and treasurer of the

company. We take pride in giving to our readers a rcprcsonta^

tion of this fine specimen of modem maritime enterprise.

THE STEAMER EASTERN CITY.
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STEAMER WILLIAM NORRIS.

We have presented below a representation of the ah-cady fa-

mous steamer, the William Norris, which is expected to cross the

Atlantic in six days ! The prospective claims of this boat rest on

some well-known natural laws of water and motion, hitherto un-

applied to the propelling of vessels. One of these is constructing

vessels so that they shall ride on the water, instead of plmip/iing

through it. And we do confess this proposition strikes us favorably.

But, if there is anything in it, there is everything. That, howev-

er, it is much more applicable to steam-propelled than wind-pro-

pelled vessels is obvious. It was natural that stoam-vcssels should

at first bo built after the general model of sail-vessels, yet we see

no prima facie obstacle to prevent the flat-bottomed and prow-lifted

shape from skimming over the water as rapidly and easily as its

builder promises it will. The light draught of water of the Wil-

liam Norris, acting in concert with her unmi-^takable stability, will

cause the wave to pass beneath, or, in other words, the vessel to

pass above, consequent upon the easy bilge and diminished ante-

rior resistance when the absolute resistance is less than the hy-

draulic pressure which sustains the wave ; and by those who are

familiar with the theory of waves, as practically demonstrated by

nautical pursuits, this is at once assented to. Aside from her

shape, she will possess more strength than any steamer now built,

whether naval or mercantile ; having iron keelsons and encase

ments for her engine and boilers within the wooden hull—the

keelsons containing air-chamliers and water-tanks—those parts

designed to contain the engine and boilers are sufTicicntly buoyant

to maintain them ; and though the hull were filled with water the

vessel could not sink, being itself sustained by the air-chambem,

while the engine and boilers are supported by their own encase-

ment, which removes the risk of foundering, whether occasioned

by collision, by fire, or other accident, rendering her a life-lxxxt on a

large scale. But the chapter of improvement ends not here; her

great longitudinal strength renders her capable of having her

enormous power applied in the roughest weather, which ciiuals

one horse for each ton of vessel, while at the same time she will

encounter nothing but spray, her shape being such as to render

her lifting power on the anterior part quite commensurate with

the power of her engine. She will measure 1267 tons, and if

successful will be the wonder of the world. And we shall have

whole fleets constructed after this model, thus bringing distant

parts of the world still ne.arer and nearer to our very doors.

THE NEW STEAiAISIlIP WILLIAM NORRIS, OF PHIL^VDELPHIA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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FOnDLI\G OF THE CASTLE OF ESTELLA.

A TALE OF NAVARRE, IX THE OLDEN TIME.

BY AUSTIN O. BURDICK.

[continued.]

CHAPTER IV.—[continued.]

Uaring taken his hiind, and gazinjj; for a moment into liis face,

as tliough she were yet kvboring witli the thouglit tliat liad uiitcred

Iicr mind, she said :

" You must make me a promise, Henry, before you leave me.

Tou must ))roniise me tliat you will not leave Navarre, and that

if you settle down anywhere you will take the first opportunity to

let me know where it is. Will you promise me this ("

" Tes, lady. All that I can promise easily."

" Then I can ask no more. I cannot ask you to remain in the

castlo, for I know full well the obstacle that lays in your way;

but wherever you go may God be with you and bless you!"

Henry la Nuit did not daro to trust himself to speak. He

raised the lady's hand once more to his lips, and tlien he hastened

from the room. He did not hear tlie deep sob that sounded from

the little ante-chamber—he heard nothing, not even his own heavy

footstep. The long corridor into which he had entered led half

way around the great building before it reached the stairs that

came up from the hall, and ere he liad reached the end of it he

felt a light hand upon his arm, and turning, he beheld Isabella.

" Going! going!" she muiTnurcd, as she flung herself upon his

bosom.

This was the hardest blow yet, and the youth had hoped that

he should have been spared it.

" I must go, Isabella."

"And not have seen me ?—not hid me farewell V
" 0, heavens ! how could I ! My heart is all broken now. Why

should I have seen you when fate has fixed us as it has V
" O, Henry, wo will not be separated alway-s," cried tlie fair

girl. "At some time I will come to you I"

The young knight strained the weeping maiden to his bosom

—

he imprinted a warm kiss upon her pure brow, and then he raised

his hands to his eyes.

" Farewell \" he cried. " I must not stay here now—I must

not remain with you thus, for my pledge to your fatlicr forbids it.

I shall always love you—always remember you—always bless

you. Think of me sometimes, Isabella. Parewcll \"

As he thus spoke, he turned and rushed away from the spot.

His horse was standing in the court all ready for him, with the

portmanteau strapped on, and the knight's heavy sword hanging

from the saddle-bow. The knight took ofl' the light weapon that

he had worn thus far through the day, and in its place he put the

heavier one that had used itself to hard passes.

"Will my young gentleman be b.ack to-night?" asked the

groom, as he took the light sword from the hands of his young
master.

" No, not to-night. Perhaps—never !"

The man started, and looked half wildly at the knight, and
would have caught the bridle-rein had not Henry quickly turned

his horse aside. Our hero waved an adieu to the honest fellow,

and then he dashed out through the outer court, passed the gate,

nodded affectionately to the old porter, crossed the drawbridge,

and soon he was moving swiftly down the hill. At tlie distance

of half a mile he came to a gentle rise, and upon the top of this

he stopped. Ho looked back, and there he saw the old castle

towering up against the sky. Big tears started to his eyes as ho

looked upon the place that had been so long his liomc, and his

stout bosom heaved when ho thought of those whom he had left

beliind. He raised his hand to wipe the tears from his cheek,

and when he once more gathered up the reins, liis lips trembled;
but they prononnccd but a single word. It was

:

"Faubwell!"

CHAPTER V.

tub royal missive.

The sun did not shine upon the old castle of Estella, for a
thick, dark haze hung over the country. The hills, tlie vales and
the mountains were all shut out from sight, and even the old gray
turrets and towers seemed almost lost to those who stood in the
court. Then the same kind of gloom seemed to rest upon the
hundred armed men who stood about the soldiers' npaitmcnts

;

and the servants, too, as they passed to and fro, looked sad and
serious. The old porter at the gate answered all applicants sur-

lily, and the butler gave his orders in short, snappish sentences.

The old armorer, Pedro, had many a broken plate of steel ujion

his bench, but he touched them not.

Henry la Nuit was gone—and they had found that he was to

return to them no more. All had loved him, and all .sorrowed in

his absence. He had been so brave, so kind, so noble, that the

very life of the old place seemed to have departed with him. And
how was it in-doors? Go to the room of our Lady lantbe and
there you will find the fair daughter sobbing with grief, and the

weeping motlier trying to soothe her. Hut the mother may try,

and try, and slie will but try in vain, for she can give no assur-

ance that can reach the afflicted heart.

So drags on a tedious week, but yet the young knight is missed.

All this while Don Philip has worn the same stern, unbending

brow as ever. He does not frown, nor does he speak angrily, but

he seems cold and impassible—as t'lough he felt not a single re-

gret iit what liad transpired. When he sees his child weeping, he

turns coldly from her, and when his wife entreats him he puts her

away, and simply talks of his family pride. No words can bend

him, nor any tears move him.

It wa.5 late in the day when a horseman ascended the hill and

entered the court of the castle. He was a knight of Navarre,

and bore himself with a proud mien. Ho was stout and firmly

knit, and gave token of having seen much service. His counte-

nance was fiiir enough to look upon, fair for any one of his years

—for ho had seen forty of them, at least,—but yet there was a

look of secret cunning about it that was not calculated to impress

the close observer so favorably. Wlien he smiled, a suspicious

])erson could have detected something, almost like malice, lurk-

ing about the corners of his mouth. And then he had a dark

look, too—a look that bespoke a very brave man, but also a very

reckless one, that is, if mere physical daring can be called bravery.

His hair was of a sandy hue, and his eyes were gray, but very

quick .and sli.arp. "Wlien he alighted from his horse, old Pedro

knew him for Sir Nandon du Chastel, a knight attached to the

person of the king.

" Sir Nandon, I give thee welcome," was the duke's greeting,

as ho met the knight in the hall.

Du Chastel took Don Philip's proffered hand, and having

thanked him for bis kindness, the two rci)aired to the duke's own

apartmcHt. Wine and bread were served, and then the new

comer drew forth a sealed packet from his bosom.

" This is for you, my lord duke," said the knight, as ho passed

the package across the table. " It is from the king."

" Ah—and how fares our good king V asked the duke, taking

tlie packet, and glancing at the royal seal.

" As well as can be ; though I must say that I tliink he shows

less of health than has been his wont. You may see by the pen-

strokes there that his hand is growing unsteady."

" Yes—I see," said Don Pliilip, as ho opened the missive.

Wliilo the duke read, Du Chastel poured out a cup of wine and

s.at sipping it while he watclicd the reader's count«nance. But he

might as well have watched a stone, for the nobleman's features

changed not a shade. He finished reading, and then he folded up

the paper and laid it upon the table by his side.

" Du Chastel, do you know the import of this thing ?" He spoke

as though it were a mere ordinary transaction of business that

had been alluded to.

" I think I do, my lord."

" Then the king has conferred with you upon the subject ?"

" Yes—it has been a subject often referred to between us."

" You will remain with me over night, of course."

" Yes."

" Then I will give you my answer on the morrow."

And this was the duke's present notice of the missive he had

received. Could it be of much moment, when it had not even

power to draw or touch the slightest nerve in his face ? Could it

be of serious import to aught concerning him, when ho could so

carelessly throw it aside and join at once in a stirring conversa-

tion upon other topics "i Ah ! there was one in that castle from

whom the sight of that royal message would have di'awn a shriek

;

but she was destined to sleep in ignorance of its presence.

The night passed away, and the morning dawned, and again

Du Cliastel and the duke were together. The former showed a

little anxiety upon bis counten.anco, but the latter was as cool

and calm as a frozen infant.

" Well, my lord duke," commenced Du Chastel, " have you

thought over that matter yet 1"

" Ay, Sir Nandon ; and I am prepared to send the king my
answer. I shall comply with his request."

The knight started forward with outstretclied hands to thank

the duke, but he was waved back with a decided movement.
" Hold, Sir Nandon," said Don Philip. " You have no need

to thank me, for I do this out of no great friendship. I honor

you for a brave man, and I hope I may respect you for an honest

one ; but it is to tho king you must turn the most of your grati-

tude for it."

Du Chastel sat back somewhat ab.ashed, and though a shadow
flitted across bis face, yet he was soon calm, and after drinking a

full cup of wine, he went on with his usual tone of conversation.

He intended, he said, to remain at the castle for a week, and the

duke familiarly extended to liim an invitation to do so.

It was in the afternoon when Don Philip sought his daughter.

Ho found her in her own apartment, and ho took a seat by her

side.

"Isabella," he said, without bending at all from his cold dig-

nity, " I havo come to make you acquainted with an important

transaction which I have this day concluded. Some time ago the

king spoke to me about the bestowal of your hand in marriage,

and I partially acceded to his proposal. Ho has now selected

Sir Nandon du Chastel for your husband, and, after mature de-

liberation, I have given my assent. Du Chastel is a wealthy

man, and of one of tho noblest families in Navarre. He is al.so

in high favor with our king, and, as his wife, your position will at

once be i)leasant and important."

During this speech, Isabella had regarded her father with fixed

eyes, and when ho concluded, her face had assumed a mild look,

but yet rigid as ice.

" Marry with Nandon du Chastel !" she uttered, in tones that

seemed to come frozen from their source. " Be his wife ! I am
dreaming all this

!"

" Then it must be a faithful dream, for it is all true, my child."

" The wife of Nandon du Chastel ! O, you do not mean it

!

You will not con.sign me to such a fate. What have I over done
that I bliould be thus given over to utter misery ?"

" Tliis is folly, Isabella. You should not let your heart run

away with your head. I havo many reasons why this marriage

should take place, and I have fi.\od upon it as a thing which must
bo done. Estella must have some heir. My house must not be

left heirless in the male line. Du Chastel is the best match in

Navarre, and I doubt not he will make you a good husband. I

have now told you of it, and you can consider upon it at your
leisure."

Tho maiden spoke not, nor did she raise her head when her

father went out ; but when slio was alone she wept. Ere long

she sought her mother, and to her she told tlio thing of her new
grief. But the mother knew it all before—her husband had told

it all to her, so she could only urge her child to try and bear up
under it. They both knew that the purposes of the duke were

like tlie laws of the Mcdes and Persians—that they were fixed

anil unalterable when once founded and understood.

"Alas ! my child, he is fixed in this, I know," said tho duchess,

as she drew her daughter to her bosom. " You know you must
marry at some time—your father has set his heart upon that long

ago, and ho has tliought Du Chastel as good as any of the nobles

who are marri.igcable. But the nuptials may not take place for

some months yet, so you will have time to wear off the sharpest

points of the pang. Take heart, Isabella."

But how could the poor girl take heart when her heart was

gone ? How could she tako heart when her heart was all crashed

and bleeding'? The admonition fell coldly upon her, for she saw
no hope of comfort.

" O, I wish I were dead !" she groaned, as she clung to her

mother's neck. " If I were in tlio grave I should be free from

this."

" Hush, my child. You speak now from tho promptings of an

over-heated brain. Trust to time. Drowning men catch at

straws, and in tlic months that are set apart before your marriage

there may be something upon which your hopes can grasp. You
can at least soften down the pillow by prayers and meditations."

CHAPTER VI.

A mysterious tresence.

Twilight was deepening into night, and the landscape was

becoming dim and indistinct, when a Benedictine monk was seen

making his way up the hill to tho castle. He was not a very old

man, nor yet very young, appearing to be rather of a middle age.

His fiice, as the last dim rays of tho twilight fell upon it, seemed

pale and wan, and about the dark eyes there was a look of rest-

lessness and disquiet. The dark robe was gathered closely about

his form as though he felt cold and chilly in the evening air. As
he moved slowly on his way, his eyes wandered furtively abqfit

him, and several times he stopped and looked behind him as

though he hesitated about keeping on. When he gazed full upon
the castle at the top of the hill he seemed to sliudder and tremble,

and at length he stopped outright and sat down upon a stone by

the wayside. He did not appear to have done this from fatigue

so much as from indecision, for he was still restless as he sat

there, and his eyes betrayed the conflict that was going on within.

Tho dew was now beginning to fall damp and fast, and ere long

tho Benedictine arose and gathered his long robe once more about

him, and then, after another hesitation, he moved on again to-

wards tho castle.

" I can find some place there," he said to himself, in a tone at

which he himself seemed to start; " some place where lean bo

safe. It is a dangerous work, but I will try it."

The large gates of the castlo were closed when he reached

them ; but he entered by a wicket, and the porter only craved a

blessing as the admission fee. It was now quite dark, and as tho

Benedictine eutered^ie inner court he became lost in the gloom.

He had passed on b^le main entrance to the great hall, and ho

may havo gone to the postern, near the lodgings of the soldiers.

" Come, come, my fair lady," said Nandon du Chastel, as ho

stood by the side of Isabella, after supper ; " you have not smiled

upon me once this evening. You are miserly of your kindness."

The maiden cast a timid glance up into the knight's face, and

a cold sliudder ran through her frame. At first she had only

thought of him as one whom she must unwillingly, unlovingly

wed, but now she shrank from him because of himself. He looked

so dark and sinister, and then she thought she saw gleams of ma-

lignity in his countenance—she was sure she could read a sort of

triumphant look in his face.

" I am not in a mood for smiling to night," she said.

"Are you not well?"

" Not quite, su-."

" Then suppose wc tako a turn in the court. The fresh air

may revive you."

" No, sir. I would rather seek my own room."

Du Chastel did not fail to see tho aversion that tlie maiden

manifested, and it caused a dark cloud to come upon his already

dark features. He played with his sword-hilt a moment, and

seemed the while to be revolving some project over in his mind,

Ho caught Isabella by the hand as sho started to move from hiiu,

and bending his head low down so that his words might reach no

other ears but those for which they wore intended, ho said :

" The duke tells mo that the poor foundling, Henry la Nuit, has

left you."

The maiden felt Du Cliiistel's hot breath upon her neck and

cheek, but she dared not look up at him. She felt that his eyes

were fastened upon her, and she tried with all her power to bo

calm.
" And no one knows where he has gone," resumed Du Chastel.

" Strange that he should have gone away. Was he not pleasantly

situated here !"
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Still Isabella struggled to keep her passions down. She knew

now that the speaker was trying to look into licr heart, and she

would have kept the secret to herself.

"I had thought," continued the dark knight, in a low, search-

in"' tone, " that Don Philip meant to have done well by the found-

ling. Strange that lie should have left so suddenly, and especially

'just as the king had made liira a knight."

I'oor Isabella ! She could not break away from the man who

held her, nor could she much longer hold back the tempest that

was raging in her bosom.

"Perhaps—indeed, I have thought—that the yonng man might

have been unguardedly insolent—that he might have imposed

upon the good duke's cliarity, and aspired to things beyond his

deserts. Can you not inform me, lady 1"

Poor, broken heart ! It had stood all it could. Labella uttered

one deep sob, and, as her ttars burst forth, she tore herself from

the knight's hold and rushed from the room. She would have

fled to her mother, but the duchess was herself indispofcd, and

had retired, leaving orders with Katrina that she should not be

disturbed ; so the maiden fled to her own room, and there she

gave way to her grief.

No one in the hall had noticed Isabella's movement, save Du

Chastel, and-aftcr she had gone he stood for some moments and

ga/.ed upon the spot where lie had last seen her stand. A dark

smilo played for a while upon his features, but at length it settled

into a moody frown, and his hands worked nervously by his side.

" 'Tia as I thought," he muttered to himself, as he turned away

to one of the windows, and looked out upon the stars. " She

loves that young foundling, and so she must needs be cold to me.

I think a euro may be worked here."

It was a grim smile that passed over the man's countenance as

ho spoke these words, and tliat smile lingered about the corners

of the mouth until it assumed a fearful look; but wlicn, a few

moments afterwards, he rejoined thii duke, he was more gay than

ever.

It was quite late when Nandon du Chnstel retired. The cham-

ber that bad been set apart for his use was in the eastcm extrem-

ity of the castle, and was separated by a thick wall from the

tower. AVhen he rea"bed the apartment he carefully locked the

door behind him, and sat down at the tabic, and then having

placed the candle in a convenient place, he drew some papers

from his bosom and began to look them over. After he had ex-

amined the writing as long as seemed his purpose, he spread a

sheet of paper before him, and having produced an inlc-horn and

pen, he began to write. lie wrote nearly an hour—for he formed

the letters slowly and with diiHculty—and at the end of that time

ho folded the sheet. He seemed to have no wax at hand,—or, if

he bad he did not use it then,—but ho simply folded the paper

upon which lie had been writing, and, having placed it with the

otliers, ho put them all back into the pooket from wlienee he had

taken tliem. After this ho proceeded to undress
;
and having

tried the door to assure himself that it was fast, he extinguished

his light apd went to the bed.

Sir Nandon du Chastel slept soundly. lie had forgotten for

the time the triumph ho had gained over a poor weak girl; he

had forgotten everything—for he slept too deeply to dream. The

vast quantity of wine he had drank closed his eyelids tightly, and

he snored so loudly that even the tempest-howl might have been

silenced liy it. Tho stars peeped into his chamber, and the gen-

tle breeze whispered through the half-open window ; but the

sleeper liceded them not. Yet that breeze did not whis])(sr in

vain—for there was one who heard it ;—and the star-beams, too,

fell upon a dusky form that crouched by tlie bedside. That form

raised itself up and leaned over the bed, but still the sleeper

snored. Then it moved towards tho table, and when iti back

was turned it drew forth a small lantern from its- bosom and

opened it. Some of the I'ays shot up and revealed the pale fea-

tures of the Benedictine. What could he be doing there ?

Tho monk ran his eyes quickly over the table, and then lie

turned to where the knight had laid his clothes across a chair.

Ho noiselessl}' searched about these until he had found the papers,

and having secured them he turned back towards the bed. When

he reached tho wall he seemed to lean against it for a moment,

and on the next instant he had disappeared. Tliere was no door

to be soon there, and yet the Benedictine must have passed through

there somewhere. Either he must have mysteriously melted into

air, or else he must have found some secret passage through into

the tower.

Du Chastel slept on ; and again, at the end of half an hour,

the same dark presence glided back into the room and passed his

bed. The papers were all placed exactly as they were found, and

again the Benedictine disappeared as before.

The sun was liigh up when the knight arose from his bed, and

he thanked his fate that ho had enjoyed an undisturbed rest.

When he had dressed himself he went down into the duke's

study, and having obtained a piece of w^ax he sealed the letter he

had written tho night before, and then went out and ordered his

horse. Ho told tho groom to inform the duke that he should not

bo back to breakfnst, but that ho might bo expected to dinner.

After this ho mounted his hors-c and rode off, taking the road

towards Pampehina.

Let us look hack a little into the night that had passed. While

Sir Nandon du Ch.astcl was sleeping so soundly in his bed, Don
Philip de la Carra had not yet retired. The duke was all alone

in his study, and now that there was no one to see him his fea-

tures wore somewhat rclaxe^l. Ho did not seem moved much,

for those same emotions that would hare made sad havoc with

the complacency of others, had but little external effect upon

bim. What his heart may have felt few people knew. He may
have been worked upon by the tenderest emotions, or he may

have nursed the most fearful hatred in his bosom, and in his face

it would have been all the same.

It was long past midnight when the duke arose from his chair,

but even then he did not seek his chamber. He took his light,

and having passed out into the long corridor he took his way to-

wards llie eastern part of the castle. At one of tho eastern angles

of tlio liuilding stood llio high tower, within which was the chapel,

and it was to this chapel that the duke went. When he reached

it, he entered with a reverent step, and set his light upon the altar.

Then ho kneeled down before the wooden crucifix and prayed

;

and who could that stern noble pray for at that hour, and in that

place 1

Don Philip prayed for his daugliter; he prayed that he might

see her hajipy under tho circumstances that were hanging over

her, and that tho marriage he had projected niiglit prove a bless-

ing to her. He confessed that he was taking a step of necessity,

but he hoped he was doing right ; but above all, and most earn-

estly, did he pray that his child might submit meekly to the trials

that had found her heart ; tliat tho love slie had hold for one who

could be nothing more to her might bo soon rooteil out by tho

band of forgetfulness.

When ho arose from his kneeling, he wiped a single tear from

his check ; and when he again took up the light, the look of stern

coldness had come back to his face. He passed out from the

chapel, and having closed tho door liehind bim he started to re-

trace his stejis. He had passed out from tho tower, and bad just

reached a point where the corridor came to an abrupt angle, when

he came upon a human form that had mot him from the opposite

direction. It was tho Benedictine.

"Wlio and what are you?" asked tlie duke, not a little startled

by this sudden appearance.

The presence seemed for the moment to hesitate; but, without

speaking, it slowly raised its head until the rays of the light fell

upon its pale face.

"Great God of heaven!" gasped Don Pliilip, starting back

aghast, and letting the candle drop from his hands.

In an instant it was dark as the closed tomli. The nobleman

spoke, but no answer came back to him ; he felt along the pas-

sage, hut the presence was gone. Slowly he groped his way
back to his study, where he had left a heavy lamp burning.

Great drops of sweat stood upon his brow, and his face was pale

as marble. As he sat down in his chair, ho closed his hands

upon his eyes, but he could not shut out the sight he had seen

;

ho sought his bod, and he slept, but it was only to sco that same

pale presence in his restless dreams.

CHAPTER VII.

THINGS LOOK SDSPICIOrS.

Nandon dtt Ciiastkl had been gone an honr when Don
Philip arose from his bed. The old nobleman was very pale,

but a few turns in the open court revived him, and restored him

to his wonted vigor. After this he went to tho room of the war-

den, and got a bunch of keys, and with these in his hand he went

to the chapel where he prayed tlio night before. In tho corridor

ho found llio candle that he had dropped, and he trembled when

he stooped to pick it up ; but he soon overcame tho emotion, and

with a firm step he moved on. In the chapel he remained only a

few moments, for ho seemed to have forgotten something that ho

needed, and he turned liaek again. It was a torch that he wanted,

and having procured it he once more returned to the chapel.

Near tho sactristy there was a huge iron dooi', and this door he

opened. It required all bis strength to move the ponderous mass

upon its creaking hinges, b^t he succeeded in opening a way wide

enough for his own adiTOtance, and holding the torch above his

head he passed through and began to descend tho stone steps that

led down into the vaults beneath the chapel.

It was a dark, damp, dismal place, and the struggling beams of

the torch showed it to be (he place of sepulchre. Carefully Don
Philip groped his way along to where a large marble mausoleum

arose to catch the lurid glare of tho torch, and hero ho stopped,

and then walked around the tomb and examined it in all its parts.

It bore upon a slab in front the name of Giroi.amo, and seemed

to be the resting-place of one who had been high in power.

At length Don Philip moved slowly away from the spot, and

re-ascended to the chapel. He closed the great iron door, and

having locked it ho returned tho keys to the warden, and then

sought the chamber of the duchess. Ho found his wife with a

manuscript book in her hand, but she laid it aside when he en-

tered, and bade him a good morning. For a while the duke kept

an uneasy silence, and he seemed half inclined not to carry out

the object of his visit ; but the eyes of the duchess were keen

enough to read tho trouble in his face, and she asked him tho

cause of it.

" lanthc," he said, after a few moments of deliberation, " I saw

something last niglit that well nigh froze my blood. I was in the

corridor that leads to the chapel, and the time was past midnight.

I was met by a dark presence, and I spoke to it, but it gave me
no answer. It slowly raised its head, and I saw the pale, wan
features of Girolamo !"

"Of Girohiino!" uttered tho duchess, trembling violently.

"Ay—it was the noble lord himself."

"But he sleeps in tho mauscdeum, beneath the tower," mur-

mured the lady.

" So he should," returned Don Philip, with a shudder, " but he

surely walked about the castle last night. I noted his every fea-

ture, even to the wild, dark light of his eyes."

" But whither went he ? Did you not follow him V
"No—in my first startled astoundmcnt I dropped my light, and

he glided away from me in the darkness."

For a long while the duchess remained in profound thought.

As she reflected upon the strange subject of her husband's words,

her face grew a shade jialcr, and her hands trembled as they lay

upon her brow. At length she said, in a careful tone :

" May he not be disturbed by some plan that is on foot in the

castle f I can hardly believe that s]jirits are wont to burst forth

from the tomb, as some peoplo say—but I am not prepared to dis-

believe when a thing becomor! so palpable."

Don Philip was silent, and gazed vacantly upon the floor. Ho
seemed troubled with the thoughts that came crowding upon him,

for his brow was bent, and his lip quivered.

" Perhaps," continued the duchess, seeing that her husband did

not speak, " the spirit of (iirolamo conies thus to warn us of some
danger at hand ; be never liked the house of Du Chastel."

" Stop, stop, lady !" quickly interrupted Don Philip, while his

face grew stern and cold. " No more of that ! I know the

wherefore of what I do, and what I have planned must come to

piiss. Lot not your words dwell upon that subject again. It is

sure I saw Girolamo, but his coming boded nothing touching that.

If it did, let him come again and speak."

Just as Don Pliilip ceased S])eaking, there came a loud rap upon

the door.
" Enter," said the duke.

" My lord," said a servant, " there is a man in the hall who
would speak with you."

"Tell him I will bo with him in a moment."

The servant withdrew, and then the duke turned to his wife.

"Let vour thoutrhts not be troubled l)v this thing which I have

told you," he continued, " for it can be nothing to you. Perhaps

I ought not to have told you of this, for it may help to shatter

your too sensitive nerves."

" No, no, fear not for me," returned the duchess.

Don Philip saw that her nerves were quiet, and that she had

not been shocked by what she had heard. He may have thought

that she already suffered too deeply in .sympathy with her child

to have this affect her as it otherwise might. But, be that as it

may, he said no more on the subject ; he only kissed his wife,

and then left the apartment. When ho reached the hall, he found

the old pilgrim there.

"Ah, sir ])ilgrim, is it you who seek me V he asked, keeping

both hands folded so that tho old wayfarer might not touch them.

" Yes, my lord ; 1 have come to ask of you where I may find

Henry la Nuit."

"And what can you want with hiin'i" asked the nobleman, a

little moved by tho subject thus broaehed.

" It cannot matter to you, my lord, what I want of him ; but I

must find him."

Don Philip was inclined to bo angry at first, but he soon over-

came tho emotion, though his face grow more stern as he gazed

upon the man before him.

"1 know not where the youth has gone," he said. "He went

away from here without leaving a word for me, save a single fare-

well. I did not see him, and he sought not my advice ; nor did

ho seek my aid."

Don Pliilip's eye grew moist as he spoke, but he kept his feel-

ings to himself.

" I must find him," resumed the pilgrim, " and he must not

leave Navarre. I think I may seek him at Pampeluna. You do

not think there is any one in the castle who would know of his

whereabouts V
"I think not. You might see old Pedro, however. It was he

who brought me tho youth's farewell. You will not toll me why
'you seek him V

"I cannot now."

The pilgrim turned away, and the duke went to his study.

Adjoining tho rough barracks, in which the men-at-arms found

their quarters, was the workshoj) of tho armorer ; and he was

there, leaning upon his hammer. He had just finished putting

the steel head upon a halbcrt, when ho was accosted by tho

pilgrim.

"Oho, you seek my young master—God bless him 1" uttered

Pedro, after the pilgrim had stated his errand.

"Yes—and I would have you tell mo something of him, if you

can."
"Well, as I don't know you, I might not speak all I know."

"Perhaps Henry confided in you," said the pilgrim, not at all

offended by tho armorer's manner.

" Ho may have done so ; and if ho did it was because he knew

I might be trusted. He was always free with me, for he knew

that I loved him. I wish all the nobles in Navarre were as noble

as he is—or even half of them."

The pilgrim leaned upon his staff, and gazed into the armorer's

face. He seemed to read the old man's whole character in that

look, for when he spoke again it was with a sort of calm assur-

ance that must have been the result of some good reason.

" You say you loved the youth ?"

" Ay, sir pilgrim—as though he bad been of my own blood."

"And he would trust you with his most holy seci'ef?"

" He would have no fear."

" Then I have a mind to tell thee why I seek him. I shall not

tell you all, but you shall know enough to make you willing to

help mo. I have some work to do, and I may not bo able to do

it all alone. You w'ill lend me a hand in anything tliat can

benefit the youth?"
" Yes—even my own life."

The pilgrim showed his gratitude by his looks, and drawing the

armorer to one corner of the shop, he told him what he dared to

tell. It was not aU ho knew, but it wa» enough to make old Pe-

dro stare and start, and clasp his hands with anxious desire ;
and

when he had heard all, he grasped the pilgrim's baud and blessed

him. He did not hesitate then to take that hand.

[to be continc:ed.]
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ambition of the czar of Russia, tramplinfr upon the integrity of the 1 sian forces in the principalities and in Asia. Both those pprsons

TTn^n thU .nd ,he opposite pace «c civc an illustration of the Ottoman empire, threatens, from the resistance of the other pow- occupy a very high rank. One of them, Prince Woronz.off, passes
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czar and the members of the impcn.l family. His 'ntepnty. par

ticularlv, gives him a rifiht to influence and respect. It l^ sup

posed that both these men possess the entire confidence ot the
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cznr. It would really seem as if the crisi'! predicted by Napoleon

had arrived. "In the natural course of tilings," he said at St.

Helena, " in a few years Turkey must fall to Russia. The great-

will be very easy for Russia to oni;a;;C her assistance by <;iving

her Scrvia and other provinces bordering on the Austrian domin-
ion, reaching; nearly to Constantinople. The only hypothesis that

tria can at any time effect it. Once m stress of Constantinople'

Russia gets all the commerce of the Mrdilcrrancan, becomes a

great naval power, and God kn )W8 what may happen." Let Ui
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est part of her population arc Greeks, who, you may say, are Rus-
sians. The powers it would injure and wlio would opjiose it, are
England, France, Prussia and Austria. Now, as to Austria, it

I'r.ance and England will ever be allied with sincerity will be in

order to prevent this. But even this al!iani-e would not avail.

France, England and Prussia cannot prevent it. Russia and Aus-

glance at the militaiv pow(r with which Russia proposes to effect

her purposes. Couut Kazinski states the present military strcnf;tli

and resources of Russia to bo as follows : [Siw paijo 170
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FLOWERS THAT KEVER FADE.

BT MR3. U. W. CURTIS.

Flowers there are that neviir fade

;

But they bloom not in the glade,

^Vhere the yiolets sweet are springing,

Where the bright winged birds are singing.

Bloom they in the gay piirterre,

Bright exotics, nursed with care?

No, ah no, these ofttinies die,

Blighted by a zephyr's sigh.

Flowers there are that ever live,

That can lasting fragrauce give

;

Those who seek to find them may

;

And they'll cluster round the way,

As we are travelling to the tomb,

Throwing brightne,>is o"er the gloom,

—

Uuligiou, truth, and virtue pure,

Are fadeless flowers that e'er endure.

*^**«—

*

•

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

TWO SCENES
IN THE LIFE OF A YOUNG AMERICAN.

Br HENHY WILLIAM HEKBERT.

It was one of those close, oppressive summer days—which are

more generally felt, I think, in the city of New York than in any

other part of the world—when the air, or such of it as there is,

appears to come from the mouth of a heated oven, yet is at the

Slime time damp and moist, rusting all iron implements to a

greater degi-ee than water itself, rendering all woolen stuff's

clammy and noisome, and secminjily clogging all the pores of the

human body with stagnant perspiration.

Tlie evening was far advanced, and the dull canopy of leaden

vapors—half haze and half thunder-cloud, which had blown up

from the southwest during the past night, and overhung the city

during the whole day—gathered thicker and tliicker, and an occa-

sional lurid flash on the horizon appeared to foretell the outbreak

of a storm.

At tlie window of a prcttj' house in one of the up-to^\^l avenues

—a house not large or pretending, but betraying in all its fea-

tures the biaiseance and good taste, if not the opulence, of its

inhabitants, comfortably and gracefully furnislied, with abundance

of good books and fiiie engravings, and one or two really hand-

some pictures—looking out somewhat anxiously into the growing

darkness, sat a young, gentle-looking and extremely pretty wo-

man, scarcely more than a girl in years, with a beautiful little boy

of about two years old on her lap.

It was evident that she was ill at ease, if not unhappy ; for,

though she played witli the briglit, merry child, and fondled him
as lie laughed and prattled in his artless waj', her eyes continually

wandered down the street without meeting what they sought, and

she at times di'ew a deep and painful sigh.

At length, as the gloom deepened and the lurid gleams on the

horizon became more frequent, and were now followed by low

mutterings of distant thunder, the city clocks struck nine in suc-

cession far and near, filling the air with their brazen clangor.

Then the pale lady rose from her seat, clasping the boy to her

bosom, and kissing his golden curls as she siglicd.

" Nine o'clock," she said, half-playfully, half-sadly, speaking to

the child. " Nine o'clock, and papa not come home to say good-

night to Willie. Willie must go to bed now—his eyes are sleepy."

" No, no ; Willie not sleepy," answered the boy, though a

heavy yawn belied his words. "Willie must see papa—little sis-

ter Minnie slee|)y, for the baby; Willie, big boy, not sleepy.

Please, ma, let Willie sit up little longer."

But though she doted on her eldest born, the young mother was
firm and judicious ; and the obedient little boy, when he found

that there was nothing for it but to do as he was bidden, toddled

along, holding her by the finger, merrily to bed, prattling as ho

went, and bidding her he sure to kiss papa, and say good-night

for Willie. Another half hour, and all his childish cares, if he

had any, were buried in oblivion ; and he smiled sweetly us ho

slept, dreaming perhaps of some unfinished sport.

Meantime the sad and anxious wife had resumed her weary
watch beside the window, and sat there, unseen in the increasing

gloom, until the clocks bad all told midnight. The thunder-storm

had now broken in all its majesty and midnight, the windows of

heaven were opened and let out at once broad sheets of livid,

snow-white fire, making the night for a second's spare clearer

than noonday, and then again leaving it darker than the solid

gloogi of a closed chamber, and pouring down dashes of fierce

rain, which swelled the gutters of the chy into rivulets, and the

small brooks of the country into perilous torrents.

Suddenly, in one of those dread pauses after a stunning thun-

der crash du-ectly overhead, in which the storm seems to be re-

collecting itself for renewed efforts, the ear of the watcher, fear-

fully quickened by anxiety and sorrow, caught the remote sound
of an irregular and hurried footstep plashing over the sloppy
pavement, and recognized it, when another person could scarcely

have detected it at all, as tliaj of her belated husband.

Long before he had approached the steps, she stood awaiting

him, with her trembling fingers on the latch, within the darkened
entrance-hall ; and as ho ascended to the threshold wiili languid,

weary stci)s, she threw tlio door wide open that he might come in,

and throwing her arms about Iiis neck, fell upon his bosom.
" Thank God !" she cried. " Thank God, you are come back,

.dearest! I have been so nervous, and so frightened, Ilervc}-—

I

know it is foolish, but I cannot help it when you stay away so

late. And you are always late now—you who used always to be

as regular as clockwork—and I fancy all sorts of horrid things.

And when you do come home, you are always so grave and so

thoughtful, so languid and so woru-out, that you have not a word

for poor little me, or for the babies. O, Hervey, upon my honor,

I almost begin to hate that office of yours."

" You have good reason, dearest. More reason far than that it

keeps me absent from you—though it will offend in that sort no

more," replied the young husband, returning her caress.

"What do you mean, Hervey !" she exclaimed in tones fuller

of animation than of grief "But come in, and get some tea—it

will refresh you, and you shall tell me all about it at your leisure."

And she drew him along gently into a pleasant little parlor,

with a tea-table tastefully, rather copiously, spread with fruits,

and two or three kinds of light bread, and glass pitchers of iced

milk, and a tea-kettle hissing merrily over a blazing spirit-lamp.

" Now, tell me, dearest, all your troubles," she said with an

almost merry smile, after she had helped him to all iho good

things of her graceful board. " And don't for pity's sake look so

woe-bcgone. I'm sure they're not half so terrible as yon would

make them out. Nothing can be terrible to me, so long as I have

you with me, and the darling babies."

"Angel," he said, looking at her wistfully, wifli a tear in his

fine blue eye, and a wan, sickly smile on his pale lip, " if it were

not for you, I could face the worst in spite of fortune ; but now—

"

His voice faltered, the hysterica passio of poor Lear choked him

—he was silent.

"What is it, dearest 1 Tell me; fear not to tell me, Hervey.

I can bear anything but this suspense. You do not know how
bravo women can be, when anything real is the matter. It is

only in little matters we are cowards."

" We are ruined—utterly, hopelessly !" he answered. " I have

been struggling on day after day in agony and anguish ; this

night's post brought me the news that the anguish and the agony

are over. A soutlicrn house has failed that owes me above sixty

thousand, and will never pay six hundred. I have stopped pay-

ment—all is lost!"

She laid her hand lightly on his arm, and looked up into his

face with large, earnest eyes, as she asked :

" Not honor, Hervey Aston t"

" Thank God, not honor !" replied the young man, clasping

his hands together. " I can pay the uttermost farthing of my lia-

bilities, but it will take everything to do so. This house must be

sold—nay, is sold already
;
your little fortune, Clara, is gone to

the winds. We have nothing left but your five hundred acres of

wild land in Michigan, and perhaps a few hundred dollars."

" Nothing is lost—nothing, nothing !" exclaimed the beautiful

woman, her whole face lighting up in a radiant ecstasy of joy.

" O, I am so happy—so happy; and we will go away and live in

the beautiful free country, fur away from that hateful Wall Street,

and its base business, and banks, and brokers. I never thoughts

business was fit for a gentleman, or a gentleman for business. If

you had not been a gentleman, Hervey, you would not have failed

at all ; or if you had, you would have failed rich. O, I'm so glad

it's all over ; so glad, Hervey—so very, very glad.

" God bless you ! I believe you are an angel." And he obeyed

her gentle spiriting and retired.

From that day Wall Street knew Hervey Aston no more ; and

though grave, influential rich men shook their heads when they

named him, and spoke of " Poor Hervey Aston," I have my own
doubts whether ho was indeed so much to be pitied.

It is a glorious afternoon of October; the rich purple haze hangs

—like a veil over a beautiful woman, enhancing the charms which

it socks not to conceal—over the mellow distance and the many-

colored woodlands. It is a level, champaign country, and there

arc no mountains in view
;
yet is the landscape redeemed from the

charge of insipidity by the diversities of its broken, rolling surface,

and its picturesque intermingling of woodland, arable fields, and

natural meadows waving with rich, unchanged grass, and gay

with wild flowers of the gayest and most gorgeous hues.

In the foreground of the picture lies a small silver lakelet, a

mile perhaps in length by half that distance across it, embosomed
in a lap of soft-green and russet hills sloping down to it in gentle

sinuous declivities. It has one island, on which grows a splendid

group of the magnificent buttonwoods—the plane-trees of the

western world—converted now by the magic alchemy of autumn
from piles of shadowj' verdiu'c into masses of golden foliage—onlv

more glorious than gold—which, aided by the yellow sunshine

streaming over them, cast a long, lustrous wake over the calm,

transparent waters, as if they were themselves the light which

they so splendidly reflected. On the left side of the lake—known
in that vicinity as "The Silver Water"—the hill, rather more

abrupt than usual, was covered by a luxuriant open gro\o of

flourishing young oaks, intermingled heri and there with a few

evergreen junipers and hollies ; while facing it was a long, smooth

ascent planted with a thriving vineyard, now purple and gold-

colored with luxuriant clusters. Across the lake the land sloped

upward in a long ascent of unbroken pastnre-land, smooth and

luxuriant as an English lawn, containing not less than a hundred

acres, whereon there stood, or lay togellicr in jncturesque groups,

feeding or ruminating at their ease, not less than a hundred head

of cattle. Around tliis noble lawn were broad fields rustling with

the sere leaves of the golden maize, and deep wheat stubliles, and

here and there the ruddy relics of a buckwheat crop ; and beyond

all, a hillside-pasture whitened by the flcccesof thousands of sheep.

At the summit of the ascending slope directly across the lake,

backed by a lu'avy mass of onkwood, bearing some giants of the

forest, black walnuts and wild cherries, intermingled with the

lighter growth, and surrounded by ornamental shrubberieB, separ

rated from the large pasture by a rustic fence of gnarled oak-
branches, stood the mansion of the rural proprietor.

It -was a large, rambling, irregular building, apparently a com-
pound of many successive constructions put up at dift'erent dates

to suit successive emergencies. It had no architectural idan

much less architectural ornament. Its shape was rambling, and
eve; singular; yet it had withal a sort of unity of appearance
which took away all idea of grotesquencss or solidity, and ren-

dered it decidedly a pleasing and picturesque structure.

It was but one story in height, built throughout of neatly-

squared logs, with a shingled roof projecting with wide eaves

which, being supported by stont columns of natural wood witli tlie

bark left on, formed a delightful and shadowy portico around the

wliole edifice.

This formed three sides of an irregular hollow square, in the

centre of which, welled up from the limestone rock, which formed

tlic substructure of the country, a copious spring of cold, transhi-

cent water, whence a pretty rill trickled down the pasture, washi d

by the fresh verdure on its sides to the lake at the bottom. All

the space within the square was laid out in flower-beds, the col-

umns were overrun with prairie-roses and woodbines, and the

windows of the central building, whicli was the most modern and
neatly built, opened down to the ground with latticed windows
after the French fashion.

On the outer side of the quadrangle were many projecting

wings and angles of various constractions, and intended for various

purposes, all of which added to the romantic appearance of the vil-

lage. Over this opulent and lovely scene the sun was verging to-

ward the west, when a fine, athletic-looking man of some five and
forty years issued from the oak-grove to tlie left of the water, car-

rying a fine fat doe recently slain across his shoulders, and a short,

heavy double-barrelled rifle in his right hand. A bugle horn was
slung about his neck, and a couple of tall black and tan stag-

hounds followed at his heel.

Descending the slope with a firm, elastic tread, full of energy

and independence, he soon reached the gravelly shore, where lay

moored to a stake a light Indian canoe. Into this he laid the

game and the rifle, and then entering himself he paddled with a

vigorous and practised arm towards the house, followed by his

hounds, which nearly kept way with the light bark, oaring them-

selves proudly through the clear water. Just before reaching the

shore he raised his bugle to his lips, and wound it clearly and

well, till all the hills and woods sent back their cheery music.

Instantly the whole house was on the alert; four or five negro

handmaidens showed their bright ebony faces peering out from

the floors of the out-buildings, two stout fann-servants, black per-

•sons, likewise, descended the hill leisurely to meet the master

;

while from one of the French windows there stepjjed out into the

portico a graceful and lovely female figure, a young matron in the

prime of mature womanhood, before the flight of years had stolen

a single charm from form or feature. With her came three chil-

dren—a noble, curly-headed boy of twelve or thirteen, a fairy girl

with long, flowing curls of gold, perhaps one year younger than

her brother, and a fat little roll-about nondescript of four or five.

" O, mother, mother," cried the elder boy, " here comes father

with a deer which he has killed, and Cato and Sara arc going

down to take care of the canoe, and bring up the dogs and game.

May I not run down and meet them?"
" Certainly, Willie, away with you, and tell father to make

haste, there are letters for him from New York."

Away went the happy boy, careering through the green pasture

like a frolicsome young colt, rejoicing in his vigor and strength,

and ere long returned in frank, animated converse with the hand-

some, athletic, sun-burnt gentleman whom ho called father.

"Welcome home, Hervey !" said the lovely wife. "I see you

have brought home a hunter's burthen
;
you h.ave good sport."

"And a hunter's appetite, also, Clara, I promise you. So let

us have supper as soon as may be. Tlie New York letters will

keep monstrous well, I'll warrant them. No bad debts nor pro-

tested notes now-a-days, hey, Clara ? Come, Ma'ster Willie, make

Yourself useful, and bring me up some cool water to my dressing-

room. I'll be ready in ten minutes."

And in ten minutes he made his re-appearance, glowing from •

his recent bath, and dressed as becomes a country gentleman iu

liis house. Supper and Clara were both ready and both charming.

The supper was ended ; and such a supper—broiled rock bass

from the lake, and venison steaks, and roast prairie-fowl, and

bread of a dozen kinds, and butter such as men m.ay not eat in

cities, and native Catawba wine, scarcely inferior to sparkling

hock, and fragrant coffee, and cream as thick as porridge.

The letters were discussed—at one of them, Hervey looked

grave, then pished, then laughed. " Soh ! my good uncle, who

would not speak to me when I was poor."

" What of him, Hervey 1" asked Clara, a little nervously.

"What of him'? Why, two hundred thousand dollars to set

me up, if I'll go back to Wall Street and become his partner. A
fair oft'cr, is it not, Clara?"

" But you'll not take it—you'll never take it, Hervey V
"Never, indeed, Clara; not if he'd make the hundred thousands

millions! I have been a merchant ; I am a man. I liave no de-

sire to change again, unless you fancy to shine at Saratoga and

New York, or to show diamonds at Mistress Hauton's—the queen

of Golconda, they used to call her—in Astor Place. What do

you say to that, ma'am ?"

"Not for worlds !—we arc so happy licre."

And the children cried in chorus, " O, so happy!" A-nd Her-

vey Aston chanted, in a voice full of jollity, a parody on Kpes

Sargent's popular song:
j

** A mnch-loved band, in ft prntrio land,

And the life of the West for me !"
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HE WOULDN'T GET MAIUilED.

BT MRS. CAROLINE A. SOUT.E.

TIk \yoiil(ln't get manicd ; no, not he—he despised matrimony.

It bound ii feHow hand and foot ; it tied him up forever to troubles

of one sort or another. O, it was a despieablc thing—this matri-

mony ;
he'd keep clear of it, he warranted that

!

And who was Ac? Some cynical or stoical old bachelor, .^o

unlv in person, so whimsical in tastes, that lie stood no chance of

winning a lady fair, unless, indeed, he outlived the more gainly,

the more loveahlo portion of his sex, and were " that last man "

of whom there has been a deal of prating. Ah, no, not he; but a

young, fine-looking fellow, witli a face that would deliglit an artist

—so charming in profile, with such dark, lustrous eyes, such a

noblo brow, and such a wealth of the deepest shade of auburn

hair clustering about it in the grace of negligence. His, too, was

a splendid figure ; and v.ell did he know how to set it off to best

advantage. Nature, too, had kindly given him brains—not a

mere moiety, hut a generous lot—and well and carefully had ho

improved them. He was decidedly a man of talent ; one, too, of

exquisite tastes, and last, but not least in this age of golden

placers, his purse was a long and a weighty one. In short, he

was one whom his fellows lovo to look upon, even though they

feel an envious spite crawl towards him ; one upon whom elderly

ladies smiled most graciously, and whose footstep, laugh, words,

the merest whisper even, had a magic influence over the hearts of

gentle maidens, throwing them into sucli wild pulsations that thev

feared the laced bodice would burst its fettering ties.

This was the man, the man of five and twenty summers,

who wouldn't get married—whom the wealth of the Indies we
were going to write, but that phrase is obsolete now—whom the

wealth of California and Australia combined would not tempt to

give up his lone bachelorhood.

" An Arab life for me," he would say. " I can come and go
then as I will

;
pitch and strike my tent as I think fit. No fretful

wife, no S(iualling babes, no littered parlors, no one to dictate

breakfast, dinner or supper hour; no, no—but freedom, /rccc/om.

A blessed boon—I'll keep it though !"

Yet he was far from bchig an ungallant man. None could,

none did wait upon ladies with such delicate grace. And he was

so kind-hearted, too, in his courtesies—singling out usually the

neglected wall-flowers for his partners in the dance, and always

offering to assist aged women with bundles out of the omnilnis,

and young nurses with babies into the same rattling vehicle ; car-

ryhig school children—albeit thoy were common, everj'-dav sort

of children, with tangled, red hau", snub noses and dirty faces,

such children as never peep into poets' dreams—we say he would

carry them across the streets when the drenching line-storms had

flooded them
;

yes, and give them each a fourpence—he never

dealt in coppers—to buy them candies with. O, he was indeed a

modern Raleigh, and in truth would have been a perfect man

—

that is, as humanity goes—but that he wouldn't get married; nay,

nor so much as hear of such a thing.

" You would make a glorious good husliand," exclaimed his

cousin Mary to him one day as he entered her parlor bearing a

whole budget of trifles she had commissioned her husband to

bring, but which, as Edward knew he would forget, he had

troubled himself to remember. " You have such a memory, Ned.

O dear, if Will had but a memory !" Gentle reader, did you ever

know a husband that had a good memory if his wife wanted him
to go a shopping on a rainy day, when her thin shoes wouldn't let

her go out 1 " If you hadn't been my cousin, Ned, I should have

set my cap for you."

" Little good, though, would it have done, cousin Moll—I am
not a marrying man, you know."

" Shame on you to persist in such a Shaker-like resolution,

Ned, when so many fair maidens are waiting for bridals, and

when, too, you have what so few men do have, the elements of a

good husband wrought in your very nature."

" Then you really think I would make a good husband, do you,

little coz 7 Pray, tell me, if you judge phrenologically, or whether

you have taken your degrees in physiognomy ?"

" I .judge by your daily deeds, Ned. Yes, and you would make
such a father, too!" continued she, as Will junior came toddling

into the parlor, catching his little gaitered feet into the mat and

bumping his head against a footstool. " See, you have stilled

him in a moment, when Will would have been an hour about it."

And in truth as though nothing had happened to his curly pate,

the baby boy was striding cousin Ned's shoulders, and taking an

antelope gallop through the spacious rooms.

"Don't you wish you hadn't been my cousin, or hadn't studied

physiology, coz, and had set your cap for me ? One would think,

to hear you talk, you were tired of Will, or that he was a most

brutish husband and hateful father."

" Beware, sir !" and the little white hand was raised most

threateningly ;
" beware how i/ou say a word about my husband

—

about that child's father ! You'll find me a very Amazon !"

"Beg pardon, cousin Moll ; but didn't you say—

"

" Never mind what I said. A woman's words against her hus-

band had better be forgotten quick by those who hear, if they

would stand in her good graces long."

" Well, to return then. Suppose you had set your cap and

hadn't caught me, what then ? Would you have died of broken

heart, coz V
"But I would have caught you, Ned. Nay, never look so con-

fident about it, as though it were impossible for a lady to storm

your eastled affections, and bear them off with the blush of victory

on her cheek. Your heart is not so impregnable as you think,

sir. You will never die a bachelor—a grandfather perhaps you
may."

" Never," said Edward, with much earnestness. " Why, wo-

man, are you mad 1 Would you despoil your firstborn of his

princely heritage ? Have I not made my will, and in that pre-

cious ])icce of parchment bequeathed, upon my decease, all that I

own to this bouny wee coz of mine ?—this Will, one curl of whose

head is worth more than the tresses of a thousand maidens?"

"Five years from this and little Will may whistle for his share

of your estates ! A little, dark-eyed, princely-looking youngster,

answering to the nomcn of Ned Somers will claim it all, unless,

indeed, some fairy-like sister should cry for a division of the

spoils."

"You'll clear me out, now," exclaimed the youthful bachelor,

tossing Will into his mother's lap—"a wife and a twain of little

ones at the first glimpse into futurity ! Don't take a second peep,

Moll, for worlds—I beg you, don't !" And he hurried off into

the streets, nearly upsetting in his way a little beggar girl, and

quite upsetting her crazv basket; seeing which, he drew her from

the medley of cold potatoes, clammy cakes and picked hones ei-o

she had time to shod a tear over them, and sent her on her way
rejoicing, with the burden of a now basket filled with fresh bread

and pies, and wishing in her heart that just such a handsome
man would run against her every day.

" You look very happy, cousin Moll," said Edward, as ho en-

tered her parlor one day and found herjblding a newly-received

letter; "guess you have some good news."

"Guess I have, Ned—news that will interest you, too. A
young, beautiful and highly accomplished lady, an old schoolmate

of mine, is coming here next week to pay me a long promised

visit."

" And I must look out for my heart, must 11"

"Ah, no, that's the best of it, and that's what I want to tell

you. Sho writes," reading from the letter, " you used to laugh

at me, Mary, because I inveighed so terribly about matrimony,

and say, in spite of all my protestations, that I would be a bride

ere I were out of my teens. But you were wrong. I have seen

twenty-two summers, and daily do I rejoice that I am yet a

maiden. Tell me not of wedded bliss
;
you can never tempt me

from my resolution to remain ' fancy free.' Surrounded by my
books, and using as feeling prompts my pencil or my pen, free to

corao and go as and when I care, I know that I am happier far

than if bound by nuptial vows to the wilful passion of a man, tied

hand and foot by domestic duties, ' servant to a wooden cradle.'

"

" There, that'll do, little coz," exclaimed Ned, with a mocking

laugh, "don't, I pray you, read any farther, or I shall fall in lovo

with this friend of yours, on account of her good sense. When is

she to make her appearance t I am impatient to see her—a wo-

man that wont get manicd. Pray, did she ever have an offer?

—

a bona fide one, I mean l''

" Yes, indeed ; to my certain knowledge sho has sent six suitors

off distracted. Take care she don't send you 1"

" I am not a marrying man, you know."
" Shall I peep into futurity again V
" Not if you love me, coz. But when comes thi» lady fairV
"Next week, if nothing happens. But I warn you of your

heart, Ned. Don't lose it, for she will keep her word, now, after

refusing the men she has !"

"And who wants her to marry me t Not I—I'll help her keep

her resolution."

" And she'll help you keep yours, I'll warrant ; a partnership

profitable to both. We'll see, Ned, how it prospers. I tremble

though, for Willie's fortune !"

" Beware, coz, or you'll have mo knocking over littlo beggar

girls again," and ho departed.

The maiden came at the appoirited time, and greatly indeed

was the young bachelor disappointed in her appearance. Instead

of the lank, awkward, ugly-looking spinster he had expected to

sec—for he had somehow, in spito of his cousin's description,

formed the idea that none but such a woman would protest so

earnestly against a wedded life,—instead of such, he beheld one

of the most fairy-like creatures that ever flitted in a poet's mind
when he dreampt " of fair women." A brow like a sunlit calla

;

cheeks like the heart of a wild rose; lips like its bud in the morn-

ing; eyes so sparkling with soul-light that you cared not to see if

they wore black, or hazel, or blue ; dark, silken hair waving over

her forehead like a shadow on snow, and falling in long curls

upon a neck of swan-like beauty ; a most dainty little hand, and

graceful foot ; a form of true but delicate proportions ; a voice

like a singing bird's ; a mind highly cultivated, versed in femi-

nine accomplishments, roguish, arch, and sedate by turns. Such
was Ella Stanley, the maiden who had forsworn matrimony.

" What think you of her ?" asked Mrs. Lee, of her cousin, the

first time they were alone.

" She is angelic," was the earnest answer.

" A pity she should live and die an old maid. Isn't it, Ned ?

—

and 'waste her sweetness on the desert air.'
"

" If I were a marrying man, I'd do my best to break her reso-

lution."

" But, as you are not, you'll help her keep it—will you 1"

" Indeed, I will," said he ; and when he sat that night in his

lonely parlor, he repeated the words many times, and with in-

creasing emphasis :

" 'Twould break my heart to see one so lovely, so truly wo-

manly, fettered in soul and body by a wedded tie. Nay, I'll help

her keep her resolution."

And great pains he took to shield her from temptations of a

wooing nature. No cavalier but himself, a bachelor sworn, did

he allow to escort her out, or wait upon her in-doors. And that

others might not think he was ungenerous, he never let her lack

for any delicate attention that a man-ying man might have been

disposed to show. Her bouquet-holder was ever filled with the

choicest flowers ; the little alcove window, where she made her

favorite seat, was ever strewn with rare engravings and costly

hooks ; her music-stand was laden with the latest songs ; her card

ba-iket filled to the brim with perfumed invitations to the galleries

of art, the concert halls, the festivity of any kind that happened

in that brilliant circle. Had ho been her chosen lover, ho could

scarcely have done more.

" It will do for me to offer such attentions," he would say to

cousin Mary, " because, though young, I am not a marrying
man."

" I should never allow myself to receive such attentions from
your cousin, had not we both forswore matrimony," would Ella

say to the same lady.

Cousin Mary laughed in her sleeve, but, like a prudent woman,
never said a word.

Thus matters passed along some mtnths, when one morning,

as Edward called to take Ella out to ride, his cousin met him at

the door, and with a face that expressed much anxiety told him
the lady was quite ill.

" 111 ! why, Mary ! Ella ill 1 Why didn't you let me know it.

Have you sent for i physician f"

" We have done all we can for her. She was taken suddenly

and violently last night; but the doctor says, if kept iierfcctly

quiet, she will be out in a few days."

" I think I'll stay with you to-day, Mary, and help keep Willie

still, for he is a littlo noisy fellow, you know, and I can manage
him better than any of you."

" I shall be glad to have you," and, in spite of her an.xicty,

—

for Ella had been for a few hours very sick,—an arch- smile dim-

pled the lips of the young matron as she ushered Edward into

the nursery.

Most patiently did he play with the little teasing follow com-
mitted to his charge. Never a cry from the baby-boy disturbed

the sick maiden's rest that day, nor on the four succeeding ones

that intervened ere she was convalescent ; and no lover could

have seemed happier than Edward when Ella appearing at tho

parlor door, attended by his cousin, he begged and obtained per-

mission to lead the pale maiden to her alcove seat.

" The doctor says she must be kept very quiet," said Mrs. Leo,

when having duly seen the rich cashmere folded about the delicate

creature, and the curtains disposed so as to shield her from a

breath of air, she turned to leave them. " I trust her in your

care, Edward. See that you keep her quiet."

" You will find me faithful to your charge," said the young

man. "And now," turning to the maiden, " how shall I amuse

this convalescent one f What can I do that will make the hours

pass pleasantly, and yet you not bo wearied 1"

" Talk to me," was the brief reply.

Many an hour had Edward beguiled of loneliness, in the months

just passed, by his rare conversational powers, and perchance that

was the reason why Ella should now in that low, sweet voice say,

" Talk to me." But it was strange, it was " passing strange,"

that then, just when he wanted to converse more eagerly than

ever in his life before, he could not speak a word.

By-and-by the maiden looked up, as if amazed at the silence of

her friend. His lustrous eyes were bent upon her—and O, it waa

strange that other than a lover's eyes should beam with such ten-

der glances ! And strange it was, too, that one who had resolved

to be ever " fancy free," should so blush and quiver

!

" I must keep my gentle charge quiet, or cousin Mary will

complain," whispered Edward, as he maikcd the trembling crea-

ture, and strangely like a love-tone sounded his voice ; and then

he imprisoned the tiny white hand, and breatlied a few words in

the maiden's ear. Mesmeric words they doubtless were, and ut-

tered only to soothe the fevered pulse. Effectual were they if

that wore the ease, for the hand soon lay quiet within his own,

and the thin, white fingers were passive, even though Edward

slipped upon one a costly ring, which he happened to have bought

that very morn.
" If you wei'e a manying man, and you a marrying girl,"

whispered sweet cousin Mary, as she and Willie, after a very

long while, appeared at the beautiful nook, "I should guess you

were both Acvp in love, and this tho blessed morn of your be-

trothal, so cosy and happy you look—but as Ned is a bachelor

sworn, and Ella a spinster vowed, of course this is but an idle

surmise—so pray eoine to dinner, ye heartless ones."

# # # # * *

"Th^ doctor has just gone away," said Mrs. Lee to her cousin,

as he entei-cd the parlor on the next morning ;
" and he says Ella

must take a journey forthwith—that a change of air will recruit

her quicker than anything else. But she is too feeble to travel

alone, and neither Willie nor myself can go with her. What
shall we do V

" Send me," was the brief reply.

"I would ; but I fear one thing."

" Name it, sweet coz."

" That you would get married before you came back I"

" Nay, nay, sweet coz, I would get married before I went !"

And so he did, and five years after little Willie did whistle for

his share of cousin Ned's estate—" a little dark-eyed, princely-

looking youngster, with a fairy-like creature of a sister" Ella, laid

legal claims to it all, and right joyfully were those claims acknowl-

edged by tlic one who had said many and many a time, he would

never, no, never, get married !

How fine the ear becomes when it is quickened by the heart.

—

Croly.
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THE SNOWBIRDS* MISSION.

BY LOUISE A. WORTHEN.

See the little snow ' birtlies,' sailing out on the blast,

Defying the storm king and sky overcast;

And cheerily chirping in the midst of the storm,

—

It must be a brave heart that keeps them so warm.

0, where do they come from? none ever can tell;

Sometimes I have thought in the cloud-tent^ t)iey dwtll;

For they drop do\¥n so yudden, as if to surprine

The suow-tiakks those faiiics ficnt down from the skies

—

To shelter earth's bosom from fro5t and from blight;

For winter was given as Nature's long night,

—

And each flower of her bosom is tenderly laid

To sleep through the winter, though "gainst it we prayed.

And the feather-winged snow-flakes like angels were sent,

To close Nature's bosom when her strength was all spent:

So the spring her bright morning may see her arise,

With her chorus of voices attuned to the skies.

Not even a grass blade dares raise up its hef.d,

And the garden is hushed as though it were dead,

—

And the snowbirds seem plea>;ed—their mission is done,

When they fiud Nature's children asleep every one.

Lot them find but on^ ppot on her swart bosom bare,

And the}' circle around it in utter despair;

But clad iu her bridal robe, tieecy and white,

They twitter and sing with the purest delight.

Now a mantle like ermine, as fleecy and white.

Hath covered earth's bosom from frost and fi-om blight;

And away go the snowbirds—their work is complete

;

And they leave, like the fairies, no trace of their feet.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE IIIVAL TEAMSTERS.
BY MRS. MARY A. DENISOK.

CHAPTER I.

What a horse lie was ! and Abel's own too. A noble-chested

animal—his color a deep bay—his eyes fine and lustrous—sujio-

rior in all points—tractable, yet with a spirit unbroken—all mettle

when need required—easily managed by a woman's hand ; ah !

it was a proud day for Abel when ho paid his long hoarded two

hundred and sat in his own team—a man independent of the

world—in its truest sense, a rich man.

Abel's face of itself was enough to draw 'custom—it was im-

bued with the very essence of frankness. His eyes had a hearty

good nature of their own—each feature set up a stock of mirth-

fulness on its own private account ; and people were wont to say

of Abel that he looked like a man of whom misfortune could nev-

er get the upper hand—because he carried a streak of perpetual

sunshine bottled up somewhere in his portly corporation, and just

diffused it at pleasure over good luck and ill.

Abel was in a thriving way. He owned a neat homo—boasted

of a neat wife—a pretty one too—and called as beautiful a girl

daughter as might be found in the whole county. Nature had

been lavish of favors witli Miss Nell. Indeed she had—for what

accomplishments could she not boast ! Ah ! but I am wrong

here ; Nelly was no boaster. She was quiet, gentle, thoughtful,

merry, brusr/ue, rattle-pated—that is, she was all these by turns,

and charming in each. Abel was truly proud of his daughter. Ho
often looked at her with a sort of reverence, while she enliglitened

him upon various point.?, in relation to which, on account of a

limited education, ho was shut up in a dark lantern. Ho thought

it " agin nater " that the earth turned round—" because," argued

he, " it aint in reason that our feet stands where our heads ought

to be. And I'm sure if tlio earth turns somersets," he added, "I
haint much opinion on it—it's rather an undignified piece of bus-

iness, any how."

But he was quite contented to hear Nelly talk; and it would

have turned her little head could she have been aware with what

delighted eagerness he expatiated on her " larning " to his rough

acquaintances.

The firi^t thing after the purchase of the fine animal was to

bring it home. Arriving at his own door, wife, child and neigh-

bors must come out to look. How beautiful he was, they all said,

smoothing it down—sleek sides ; the most knowing ones making
such suggestions as professional " cuteness " required.

" Yes ; I think I needn't be ashamed of my bargain this time,"

said Abel, in bis clear, confident voice. "Look, wife," ho added,

in an under tone ; while she as quickly whispered, " I see."

A dark brown team wagon was briskly drawn along that mo-

ment by a high, raw-boned, whitish-gray horse, whose persevering

" nid, nid, nodding " seemed to say, " I'm a sure horse and a

safe one ; slow, perhaps, but always to be depended on." For-

ward on the team sat a strong-bodied man with a good enough

face, saving that an ugly frown detracted somewhat from an usu-

ally pleasant expression. He drove as rapidly by as the naiTOw

space would admit, spitefully striking his horse, but apparently

glancing neither right nor left. It might seem as though some

unpleasant occurrence had thrown a veil over the hajjpy scene

—

the cottage houses, the neighbors standing in the door-ways, chil-

dren gambolling ujion grassy plats, long shadows travelling

from garden to garden, and the golden and red mist of a sotting

sun dropping rainbows upon beds of yellow daffodils and crimson

roses. To him it seemed as if these were all veiled—ifnd so

they were ; darkened and blasted by the breath of envy.

" What's the matter now, Tim ? What's gone wrong to-day ?

I know something has, by that black look of yours. What's the

matter witli your tea V
Tim had puslied his cup aside, and sat with clenched lips and

knit brow holding his knees with a vice-like grasp.

" Thunder take the tea !" he muttered, turning uneasily
;

" thunder take the tea and everytbingel.se; here's Abo Saunders

got a new horse on purpose to run me out. I know it—bad luck

take him with his deceit and blarney. O, if I could only com-

pai^s that fellow
!"

" Who, father *" asked a hearty voice, as the door opened, and

in walked a tall, young fellow, with a face as sunny as the day

had been. He threw off his crumpled " Kossuth," run his hand

lightly through a mass of curly brown hair, caught up his little

sister and gave her a dozen kisses ; then drawing bis chair to-

wards the homely table he sat down and commenced upon the

viands.

" Who are j-ou going to visit with vengeance this time V asked

the young man, while his great, blue, roguish eyes laughed and

twinkled.

The frown partly vanished as Tim met that frank, handsome

face, and he felt proud of his boy, who was, he was sure, growing

up an honor to him. For Tim was clerk in the neighboring city,

in an extensive wholesale establishment ; and though he received

scant wages—for his mercantile education was deemed sufficient

compensation—yet his employer said that he had never taken a

young man who promised to be of such advantage to him, and

he should shortly give him the benefit of promotion.

Again the blackness as Tim's mind reverted to his trouble

—

" that confounded Abe Saunders is pushing mo out of business

as fast as be can," he sullenly answered.

" What has he done now, father V But the question was put so

cheerfully that Tim felt half inclined to visit his wrath upon Iiis

son.

"Done! what is he always doing?" he growled. "Making
more show and catching more fools ; lying about me, more than

likely. Wasn't my business better than his five years ago ?

Haven't I been running down and hasn't he been climbing up ?

Hasn't he bought him a house, and a horse, and been painting

his team ? And don't his wife go to chtu'ch every Sunday with

bran new dresses on 1"

" But, father, yon ought not to charge him with dishonesty, it

seems to me," said Tim's son, cautiously.

The father sprang from his seat. " You leagued against me 1"

he cried, furiously. " Look here—they say about town that you

and old Abe's daughter are going to be married sometime. Now
mark me ! if ever I catch jon going with her, or hear of your

being together, I'll curse you if it be my last breath. Isn't it

enough for you to know," he growled in a savage undertone,

" that Abe Saunders was nearly the ruin of me, once ? Take

care how you give him countenance."

The young man sprang, deadly pale, from the table. He spoke

not a word, snatched up his hat, and turning a glance of meaning

towards his mother, hurried from the room.

" That's the way, Tim Fuller—drive your own from the house

with your hasty temper. You know he can't bear to be goaded.

Now I've no idea of his going with that proud thing of Abe's,

but I'd taken a different course from that
;
you'll just drive him

to it."

" If ho dares to," muttered Tim between his teeth; "if he

dares too
!"

Three weeks from that time Tim had a new horse also ; his

wagon was painted fresh, a bright blue frock replaced his old one,

and Tim made altogether a brave appearance. But that he

pinched at home was too apparent. The butcher, whose cart usu-

ally stood every day before Tim's house, stopped now but three

times in the week. Fresh loaves were seldom ordered from the

baker's. Matty, Tim's wife, staid at home from meeting because

she had not a dress decent to appear at ehnrch, much less a bon-

net and other essential clothing. The truth is, Tim by his angry

jealousy lost the good-will of his best customers. Smarting un-

der a supposed sense of injury, ho was not sl«w in imputing to

Abel, once his bosom friend, motives altogether strangers to that

good man's breast. His hints, obscure and lightly dropped, failed

of their effect; he could not injure Abel's business. Another

stumbling-block was his habit of tippling. Customers preferred

one who could at all times be depended upon ; who never reeled

in his seat ; whose cheeks and eyes were neither flushed nor fiery.

Of Tim these things could seldom be said
; and month after

month his business decreased in spito of his new horse and gay

wagon.

CHAPTER II.

It was market day in Brewenton. Along the principal streets

stalls neatly arrangeil blocked up the wall-sjiace, and crowds of

well-dressed people flocked around their quarters. Neat old la-

dies sat behind vast pyramids of apples and cakes. It was a warm,

oppressive day ; but they, under awnings, with their snowy caps

and clear check aprons, most of them smiling and healthy, looked

as fresh and cool as the luscious fj-uit they sold.

What a chatter there was ! for the women marketed, and crowds

were complimenting the weather, other tilings, each other. Some-

times chaffer and familiar converse were mixed with homely

friendliness.

" Yes, Miss Sears, it's the hottest day we've had j-et ; how's

apples V
" Well, apples is apples noiv. You sec them's airly ones—I>ut

la ! you and I never quarrel ; has farmer Sykes got his now house

done !"

"Done ! I'm raly tired of asking about Sykes's house. Done,
no; and they say the match is brokei»oft' for certain between his

darter and young Frank Fuller. Beautiful eggs them ; I must
have some, for Aunt Susan is coming to-morrow, and I must have
' batter ' for her. Ten cents V

" Raly, Miss May, eggs is riz like everything else, two cents on
the dozen ; but seeing it's you, you shall have 'em for eleven.

Broke otf! I don't believe there never was no match contempla-

ted, for my jiart ; not but Susy Sykes 'd be glad to have a likely

young man like Frank Fuller ; but mind, his eyes is on that hand-

some Nelly Saunders—and between you and I it would be the

puttiest match ; but (and she shook her head mysteriously) there's

a good many says to that question. O, I'd like to forgot, here's

some prime honey, good and clieap. You asked for it a week
Wednesday, but you recollect I hadn't none, and told you I'd sup-

ply you to-day; how much will you have. Miss May?"
The brisk little shop-woman, whose ruffle danced with every

movement, soon packed up the sweet compound ; and as she did

so directed her friend's attention to the opposite side of the street.

" Do look at that poor Mrs. Fuller ; don't you think she gits

kind o' run down lately ? That old bonnet of hers, it makes me
laugh as true as you live. I should think Tim Fuller mig.it do

better than that ; I declare her countenance looks kind o' for-

saken."

" They say Tim isn't doing well, lately ; that he's took to

drink; but I don't know, he looks smart enough. I always

thought Ills wife was a shiftless body. I guess things don't go
right at home. I guess so ; mind, nobody told me."

" Frank never'U carry that smart little Nelly there then, depend

upon it. Did you know that old Tim holds a spite against Abe,

her father, and would sooner just kill the old man than make hun
a part of his family ?"

At that moment Mrs. Fuller moved languidly along. Her
cheeks were high flushed, a deep circle of blue made her glassv

eyes more ghastly. She stopped a moment before Ma'am Scars'a

fruit stall and said she believed she'd buy an apple, for her mouth
felt so dreadful hot.

" You don't look a niitc well," said the little woman, proffering

a large, juicy apple, but refusing the penny. " No, no, I aint

going to charge an old friend for nothing but an apple. Wont
you have a glass of this nice ginger-water ? It aint nothing in

the world but ginger and molasses which is the refreshingest drink

if hs nater is hot. Set down a bit and rest yourself. I guess

3'ou'vo been overdoing."

True, she had been overdoing, poor woman, for their resources

were growing so slender that she had taken in the washing of sev-

eral wealthy families; and it was the toil, the heartrsickness and

want of rest that had worn upon her till nature was nearly ex-

hausted. That morning, for the first time for years, she had un-

dertaken to walk through the Market Street, thinking that the

fragrant summer wind might give her needed refreshment. But
as she an-ived opposite little Dolly Sears's, a burning pain shot

through her temples, and the throbbing of her heart was worse

than pain.

" I do believe I'm going to be sick," she faltered out, the tears

coming to her eyes ;
" seems to me I never felt so utterly beat

out ; my eyes ache, and mj' head is so dizzy ;" and she put up her

thin hand to stay her wavering sight.

" O, don't be down about it, Mrs. Fuller
;
go home and let lit-

tle Sally make you some real strong thoroughwort yarb tea—two

pinches to half a pint—and drink it warm. There now, you feel

better, don't you, after a little rest? It's shocking warm, and I

aint no doubt but the sun made you sick, 'specially if you haven't

been out much lately."

" I do feel a little better," replied Mrs. Fuller, faintly. " I

guess I'll try to get home some way, and lay down, as you say.

What street shall I take first ? I declare I'm half blind."

" Turn right on your left hand," said the little woman, " then

turn to your first right ; it's a good deal shorter to your house. I

really hope you wont be sick ; keep up heart."

Poor Mrs. Fuller had \ciry little heart to keep. For months

she had been desponding, fretting over her husband's debts and

irregularities ; fasting that t'.ie others might have full meals
;

planning and patching, hoping and despairing, until her nature

had almost broken down. She had not reached the first corner

before the burning pain returned, and the strength left her limbs

so that she tottered almost to falling.

" What shall I do ?" she murmured aloud, resting for a moment
against the trunk of a tree ;

" home so far away, and I must cer-

tainly sink down hero !"

She cast her dim eyes opposite. That house she surely knew

;

the white fringed curtains, the yellow chau' backs with gold stripes,

at the low wintlows, the neat, though narrow yard, the strip of

red straw matting; suddenly she remembered that this was the

home of Abel Saunders. For a moment and a moment only she

contemplated going in ;
" but no," she muttered, " Tim would

never forgive mo ; and the last time we met, Kate Saunders and

I had high words, and I was hard on her husband, who after all

didn't go to harm us. No ; like as not she'll bid me go on, for

she's a high-spirited body." And so the miserable woman totter-

ed farther along, biit a blinding vertigo seized her, she lost all

consciousness and fell heavily to the ground.

Nelly sat at a side window sewing and sinj,ing. Every few mo-

ments she would take from the folds of her dress a small minia-

ture and look fondly at the features delineated there.

She was a ])retty creature with her wavy hair and dancing eyes :

no wonder so many great, manly hearts throlibed stronger and

faster in her presence ; for " Ne'ly was a lady " as well as a beau-

ty ; and Nolly's happy heart made her more than beautiful, while

her simjile, graceful deportment was more charming than eitlicr.
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" NcUv, my child," sniil Iicr iiiotlifr, while (In; Ijlushing girl

thrust buck the likeness just sis her mother siiw it, " Come liero

and look over the way. There, what does it mean ^ Some poor

creature either tipsy or sick."

" It wont harm us to go and see," replied Nelly, her gaze grow-

ing sadly intent ; " it may be somebody's mother, you know ; and

poor creature, oven if she Itad been drinking
—

"

I3ut Nelly was out before she had finislied lier sentence, across

the street, and as rapidly running back again.

" Mother," she cried, all out of breath, "who do you think,

what do you think ? it is Frank's own mother. O, dear !" and

ghe bet'an to cry. " It makes me feel wretchedly to see her so,

for she must be very sick, very sick indeed. There don't seem to

be any life in her; and she's as white, whiter than tlicso curtahis."

Mrs. Saunders hnrried across with her daughter. The poor

woman was slightly recovering. She raised her hand, muttering,

" don't, don't, Tim, we're so poorly off now," and again the head

and hand dropped.

Tliat niglit when Abel came home, before his quick, heavy

tread sounded on the door-sill, Nelly ran noiselessly forward with

her finger on her lip. She led him softly into the Httle kitchen

chamber and pointed to the slumbering woman. The red flush

had faded away all but a line of crimson—the rest of the face

was deathly, white. She laid in a heavy stupor with her eyes half

closed. Abel started and looked vaguely at his daughter, who

hurriedly wliispered all. He leaned over the insensible form, and

then turning to Nelly, said, " Go after Doctor James—tell him

it's a ease of life and death ; that woman is sicker than you or I

know. Has anybody been round to the folks V
Nelly shook her head, and tlie tears ran copiously down her

cheeks, for she was frightened at her father's manner.

" Then do you hurry there, and let Tim know ; he must be wor-

ried by this time, if she has been here since morning. But above

all, send the doctor ; she's a sick woman."

Nelly was soon in the streets, and after her mission to the doc-

tor's, who was fortunately at home, she almost flew to Tim's lit-

tle house. For a moment she was undecided whether to enter or

not; for Tim, returning late and finding his wife gone, the supper

neglected, the kitchen littered, and Sally, the little giri, visiting

among the neighbors, was in none of the best of moods. Frank

was there, and the poor gii'l could scarcely gather courage to tap

at the door.

" What in thunder's become of the woman V she heai-d Tim
growl, as a quick step neared the door.

" Nelly," Frank exclaimed—then added with a voice more

subdued, "what is it, darling 1 how worried and pale you look."

" 0, Frank," said Nelly, trembling all over, " your mother it at

our house, sick, very sick ; the doctor has gong there, and father

told me to come and tell you."
" At your house sick—mother !" exclaimed Frank, his fine face

changing color ;
" how long has she been at your house ? What

made her sick 1 I'll hurry there ; but stop ! I'll tell father—or

—

perhaps—Nelly you go on—tell mother I'm coming."

He was really alarmed ; and the circumstance of his mother

being at the house of his father's deadliest foe gave him a sinking

at thoieait. " I can never tell him," he thought, as he prepared

to go.

" What, are you off, too ?" Tim exclaimed, looking out of his

ill-humor. " Well, this is a pretty scrape. Where in thunder is

Maggy staying V
" At Abel Saunders," said Frank, unwittingly ; he didn't mean

to let the words escape him, but it was said, and ho stood bolt

upright, looking at his father to see how ho would bear it.

" At Abel Saunders ?" he articuhited slowly, coupled with an

awful oath ;
" tell me that again, if you dare."

" I say, father, mother is very sick, perhaps dying. She was

taken ill on her way home to-day (this he ventured), and the Saun-

ders took her in ; a Christian deed. She is ill, so ill they have

sent for a doctor, and sent for ns, for you—but perhaps you wont

go ; I shall. Mother has had enough to bear of late."

Tim stood staring at his son as if ho could not or would not

comprehend him ; but after Frank had gone he snatched up his

hat and muttering, left the house. Notwithstanding his harshness

and often ill-nature he was not without love for his wife. And
though he chose to say little, though he was boiling over with

hate for his rival, though he swore fearfully that he would never

step foot over Abe Saunders's threshold, he could not keep his

feet from that direction, but paced repeatedly by, feeling as if ho

should be warned in case of real danger.

CHAPTER III.

Nelly had arrived at the same moment with the doctor, and

while he followed Mrs. Saunders into the sick chamber, she joined

her father in their neat kitdien.

" Did you see Tim V asked Abel, who wondered whether his

enemy would come.

"No, father; but I think, according to what I heard, that the

times are going very hard with poor i\Ir. Fuller. For I was

standing by the open window and couldn't help hearing, you
know. And says Frank's father, ' I'm a ruined man—to-moiTow

both horse and team go for debt.' And there's poor Frank, as

yet earning nothing to speak of, and his mother so terribly ill.

O, father, can't you do something to help him V
" If he would let me, child," a tear glistened in his gray eye

;

"but he wont ; heaven knows I'd risk a good deal to help an old

friend, for that he was once—but we'll see
;
give me some supper

and—here comes Frank."

The young man stopped only to exchange a rapid glance with

Nelly, and honied to his mother. The doctor was there superin-

tending the apjilication of wet bandages on the head, and his look

was both interested and an.xious. The sick woman knew no one

;

had not her energy been exhausted she would have raved ; as it

was she laid in a nervous, wakeful sort of a trance. And to Frank

the uneasy wandering of that restless eye seemed awful. He held

her hand while it was still, and spoke to her soothingly, but no

rational glance did she once give him, and it made him sick at

heart to think she might die befoi'e his father yielded to his better

nature.

As the doctor left, after promising to call again in an hour, a

dark looking man in a slouched hat touched him on the arm.

" Excuse me," ho said, " but I thought may be you was the

doctor called to tend a woman in yonder house."

" I am," answered the physician ;
" what do you want of mo V

" How is the woman t is she likely to be sick f"

"Likely to be si(-k !" repeated the doctor, looking at Tim ; for

something in the man's manner arrested his attention. " IS i

find her living to-morrow at sundown I shall be more astonished

than I am ajit to be. Why, man, it's congestion of the brain
;

she's dangerous."

Tim waited to hear no more. All the love of past years strug-

gled in his heart with his bad passions. His wife, once so deli-

cate and young and pretty—who had helped him bravely through

life—who had borne with all his ill-humor, and toiled with her

two woman's hands to sustain him and help his family—must she

die now ? Die away from him ? die in the house of an enemy 1

One, too, whom he hated with rancor t

The thought was a bitter one, and lent him' nerve to walk

straight up to Abe's cottage door, where stood Abel himself with

a kindly look in his honest eyes, at which Tim never looked.

" My wife is sick here. I'm sorry she's sick here," he said,

" but we can't have everything to our liking. Where is she 1"

AVithout saying a word Abel led Tim to his wife. Katy Saun-

ders had passed an arm under the head of the sufferer, while with

the other hand she was laving the forehead with some cooling

mixture. The bed was snowy-white ; clean, neat curtains, looped

back, wore its only ornament—but over all was thrown an air of

grace and purity. Nelly stood at the side of the bed, or rather

leaning upon one elbow, the tips of her fingers buried in her

beautiful check, slowly fanning the poor, sick creature ; and upon

her face was imprinted much delicate solicitude. Frank sat near,

holding his mother's hand. The whole scene nearly overcame

poor Tim, especially when Nelly came noiselessly forward with a

cushion and placing it in the old arm-chair, and drawing that

up to the bod, beckoned him to sit down with so sweet and filial

an air.

For three days they hung over what bid fair to be the deathbed

of Matty Fuller; but with so good a physician as kind Doctor

James, and such skilful nursing as Katy's and her daughter's,

the malady gave way. In a week Matty was slowly recovering.

" O, Tim, dear, seems to me I'll never be unthankful again if I

rise from this," murmured the sick woman, feebly taking her hus-

band's bonds in her own. " You don't feel hard agin the Saun-

ders now, do you, Tim ? You're a better man as I'm a better

woman, 1 humbly hope and trust."

But Tim said nothing. The feelings he had cherished had been

too tightly bound about his heartstrings to loosen easily; the old

grudge rankled yet.

"I'm no better than a beggar now, anyway," he muttered;

"and them that's stood in my way rejoices now, I s'pose."

" O, Tim, Tim, be careful of tlif judgment ! Who sat up night

after night, all night long ' who sent for the doctor and gave me
medicine, and run at my least wish ? Wlio under the good God
has helped mo break my sickness and saved you a wife ? though

a poor one at the best," she added, striving with the struggling

tears.

That touched Tim's heart, and it was far from being wholly a

bad one.

" No, no," he said, chokingly, " you're a good wife, Matty, too

good for such as mo ; and if it's your wish that I should forget

the past
—

"

" And mine too," said a cheerful voice, and a hand was laid

lightly on his shoulder.

Tim sprang to his feet—one moment his mind was bitter, the

next with a strong effort he held out his hand.

Abel grasped it heartilj'.

" God bless you," he said, with deep emotion ;
" we are friends

once more. Come here, Kate, come here, Nolly, and witness that

we forget the past—forever 1" he asked, appealingly.

" Forever be it," answered Tim, solemnly, and they were rivals

no longer.

" Now, friend," ho added, seating himself by his side, "you
and I are partners ; from this moment our purse is one. I shall

have painted on my team Saunders & Fuller—we will live in one

house, and I warrant there'll be no hapi)ier hearths than ours.

And by the way," he added, as Tim shook hands over the bar-

gain, " there is another partnership under consideration
; what do

you say?" and he pointed to Frank who stood in the next room,

with Nelly close to his side.

Tim gave no objections. Nelly and Frank ai-e as happy as any

true-hearted couple in this wide world.

< ^w^ »

God has placed nature by the side of man as a friend who re-

mains alwayo near to guide and console him in life ; as a protect-
ing genius who conducts him, as well as all species, to a harmo-
nious unity with himself. The earth is the maternal liosom which
licars all the races ; nature arouses man from the sleep in which
he would remain without thought of himself, inspires him, and
preserves thus in humanity, activity and life.

—

Rittcr.

[Oathcred for Olcason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: FERLET I'OORB.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued, from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrenceu in ttie history of the put|

with such date and data ss will interest and instruct.]

MARCH TWELFTU.

1G89.—King James U. landed at Kinsale, Ireland, with a

French army.

177G.—The eccentric Lady Hester Stanhope born.

1801.—Engagement near Alexandria, Egypt, between the

French and English.

1851.—Great fire at Nevada city, California.

1852.—Kossuth delivered an address on the Jesuits, at St.

Louis, Missouri.

M.VRCn THIRTEENTH.

1775.—Encounter at Westminster, Vt., between the "Green
Mountain Boys " and the king's sheriff's posse.

1781.—Sir J. F. W. Uerschell discovered the planet which has

since borne his name.

180G.—Sir John B. WaiTcn, commanding English fleet, cap-

tured a French fleet under Admiral Linsis.

1814.—Battle near Rheims between Na])oleon and the allies.

1 832.—Champollion, the French Egyptian scholar, died, aged 42.

1848.—Chief Justice Ambrose Spencer died at Lyons, New
York, aged 83.

M.VRCII FOORTEENTn.

1543.—Papal Bull restricting the Jesuits not to exceed sixty in

number, annulled.

1757.—English Admiral Sir John Byng shot, by order of court

martial, for cowardice.

1803.—Frederic Klopstock, a German poet, died at Hamburg,
aged 87.

1807.—Engagement near Strasbnnd between the Swedes, and

the French under Bcrnadotto.

1850.—Gen. E. S. Beach, the largest miller in the United States,

died at Rochester, New York, aged 65.

MARCH FIFTEENTH.

44 Before Christ.—Julius Ca;sar assassinated by Brutus, at

Rome, aged 5G.

1630.—Rev. Mr. Higginson, a famed Puritan divine, died at

Salem.

1785.—Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Institute founded.

1799.—Battle of Koursoun, beween the Mamelukes and the

French under Napoleon.

1851.—Hon. Abijah Carrington died at Milford, Ct., aged 73.

MARCH SIXTEENTH.

1751.—President James Madison, son of James Madison and
Nelly Conway, born near Port Royal, Virginia.

1792.—Gustavus III., king of Sweden, assassinated.

1802.—Military Academy at West Point instituted.

1820.—Maine (until then a province of Massachusetts) ad-

mitted into the Union.

MARCH SEVENTEENTH.

500.—about—Saint Patrick died.

1776.—The British finally evacuated Boston.

1778.—Baron Steuben commenced drilling the Revolutionary

army at Valley Forge.

1849.—Death of William II., King of Holland.

1852.—Death of John Randolph Benton, only son of Hon. T.
H. Benton, at St. Louis, aged 22.

MARCH EIGHTEENTH.

1745.—Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of Orford, died, aged G9.

1766.—American Stamp Act received royal assent and became
a law.

1768.—Lawrence Stemo, a celebrated author, died, aged 55.

1804.—Napoleon proclaimed Emperor of the French.

1829.—United States treaty with Brazil ratified.

1839.—Commissioner Lin issued an edict for the destruction of

opium in Chinese ports.

1851.—St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, destroyed by fire.

A CUNNING TRICK.

Dr. Willcott, the celebrated Peter Pindar, was an eccentric
character, and had a great many queer notions of his own. A
good story is told by one of his contemporaries of the manner in
which he once tricked his publisher. The latter, wishing to buy
the copyright of his works, offered him by letter a life annuity of
£200. The doctor learning that the ))ubli'sher was very anxious
to purchase demanded £300. In reply the latter appointed a day
on which he would call on the doctor and talk the matter over.
At the day assigned the doctor received him in entire dishabille,
even to the nightcap

; and having aggravated the sickly look of a
naturally cadaverous face by purposely abstaining from the use of
a razor for some days, he had all the appearance of a candidate
for quick consumption. Added to this the crafty author assumed
a hollow and most sepulchral cough, such as would excite the
pity of even a sheriff's officer, and make a rich man's heir crazy
with joy. The publisher, however, refused giving more than
£200, till suddenly the doctor broke out into a violent fit of cough-
ing which produced an offer of £250. This the doctor perempto-
rily refused, and was seized, almost instantly, with another even
inore frightful and longer protracted attack, that nearly suftbcated
him—when the publisher, thinking it impossible that such a man
could live long, raised his ofi'erand closed with him at £300. Tho
old rogue lived some twenty-five or thirty years afterwards !

—

Biogra}>hical Scraps.

Few things are impossible to diligence and skill.

—

Johnson,
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WAIMATI CHURCH AND BUniAL PLACE OF BRITISH OFFICERS. COMMANDING OFFICERS, WAO RUA, PEKAREKA.

EXTERNAL CAVKRN.

WAR DANCE OF NEW ZEALANDERS.

On the pao-e herewith, we give a series of New Zealand views.

The first is a representation of Waimati Church, an Enghsh col-

onial structnre ;—this picture also presents a view of the burial-

place of British officers. The second picture represents the com-

m.anding officer's ^'uard-house, and the barracks of British troops.

The tliird iiicture shows a war dance performed by tlie New Zeal-

anders, got u|) for the amusement of the officers, who are looking

on The p:ur of small illustrations show a practice common in

New Zealand warfare, of descending into caverns dug for the pur-

pose to shoot at the encmv in greater security. The lower en-

graving shows a group of Maories ; these figures are tattooed,

and are ai-med with the native spear and hatchet, and the rifle

In this picture, also, are shown specimens of the native huts and

inclosures, as well as of the vegetation of the country.

--^.TWlMliill, ,:,:
;;, v.--

1 f V
: „ 1., u^'

INTERNAL CAYliRN AND CONNECTING PASSAGE.

GROUP OF NLAORIE;'.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
'" As wc forgive our Dcl'tors," a story by T. S. Arthur.
" Elliplinnt Hunt in Sumatriv," n sllctcli hy Anne T. Wildur.

"liittle bv l.itl.l^'," a fkntcu by Harriet N. IUtiiawat,

"StoriM of OoJ.s an. I Onddesses,'' No. 8, by Thomas BuLriNca.

"The I!rc'licn linst,'' lini.'.^ by .1. C I'badody.

"Pravpr,'' a poem by Ki.MiN\ U. B. Waldo.
"SUn/.as,'' lij r. D.VViLKiNS.

"The Mirror of Life,'' Tcrfcs by Louise A. Worthen.

ENGLISH STEAMSHIP HIMALAYA.

The Himalnya, of which we give a rcpiescntation on page 176,

is tlie largest ocean steamship in tlio worhl. She is of 3550 tons

rpgi»tcr, equal to over 4000 tons hurden, and is of the extraordi-

nary Icngili of 372 feet 9 inclics. Tlie length of keel is 311 feet

;

breadth for tonnage 40 feet 2 inches ; depth of hold 24 feet 9

inches. These proportions, when contrasted with the dimensions

of other ships, give a great advantage, particularly in length, to

tho Himalaya; for example, the Duke of Wellington, of 131

guns, although of great^'r beam and depth, is inferior in length by

ninety-two feet to tho Himalaya. The screw-steamer Great Brit-

ain is 322 feet long, or forty feet shorter than the Himalaya
;

while our American clipper ship, the Great Republic, recently de-

Btioycd by fire in New York, was only 325 feet long, or forty-sev-

en feet less in length than the Himalaya. The engines are of seven

liuudred horse power. Their splendid performance cannot be cx-

nggoratcil ; tlicy work like the mechanism of a chronometer, and

propel tho .ship through tho water with iiicivdible smoothness and

ease of motion. Tho cylinders of the engines are of eighty-four

inches diameter, with a three and a half feet stroke, and tho revo-

lutions per minute are from fifty to sixty. The screw is a two-

bladed one, on the old principle, of eighteen feet diameter, with a

Hvcnty-cight feet pitch, and weighs nearly seven tons. The vessel

is full shi|j-riggcd ; and tho masts, spars and sails which have

been supplied are those suitable for a clipper sailing ship of 1600

or 1800 tons. This steamer has just been commissioned by the

English government fur the transportation of troops to the East.

PANonAMio ViKw OF Bno.vDWAY, New York.—On pages

168 and 169 we present an accuiate panoramic view of this great

thoroughfare, tommeneing at the Astor House, and running up

Broadway. To any per,=on who is acquainted with the main ar-

tery of the city of New York, these views will appear most nat-

ural and perfect. Our New York friends Avill feel quite at home
while viewing them. Broadway is the great stieot of streets on

this continent, unequalled in its busy asjicct, breadth, length, and

all that ijoen to form a splendid and unrivalled thoi"Oughfare.

Cut Floweus.—We have received from Fedcrhen & Co.,

13 Court Street, a little volume of poems thus entitled, hy Mi-s

1). E. G. Shepard. There arc many fi'agrant blossoms of thought

and fiincy in thi.s original little volume.

SPLINTERS.

.... The railroad on the isthmus is done to within seventeen

miles of Panama, and the isthmus is easily cro.ssed in one day.

Col. I.'aae H. Wright is lecturing in New Hampshire in

favor of the Nebraska Biil. The colonel is an eloquent speaker.

... A son of Ex-Govcrnor Porter, of Pennsylvania, has been

fined S2000 by the Dauphin county court, for stabbing Dr. Seller.

.... A duko, a marquis, ten earls, two bisliops, three barons,

twelve members of the British House of Commons died last year.

.... If we in.iy believe the census, every fifth person in tho

United States owns a horse, and every tenth a dog.

.... Dr. Smith, our new mayor, seems to be a general favorite.

He illustrates tho saying that " a new broom sweeps clean."

.... It is judged by competent persons, that more iee is housed

in New England at the present time than was ever before packed.

.... Diogenes infers Napoleon designs aiding the czar, from the

fact of his displaying his French ship (friendship) in the Black Sea.

.... Mr. Barry, the manager of the new opera house, has ar-

rived in this city, and taken the direction of the establishment.

.... Concoid, (N. H.) with a population of 10,000, has fifteen

religious congregations, with an average attendance of 200 each.

An advertisemetit of a patent medicine says, " In all my
sales I have never known ti failure to give perfect satisfaction."

.... Mr. Roberts, at the Howard Atheneuni, has won " golden

opinions from all sorts of people." He resembles Mr. Booth.

.... Tlie Boston city council have authorized a committee to

investigate the Cincinnati steam fire engines.

.... The Pregse announces that English offieers of all ranks

pass througli Paris daily, on their way to tlie Danube and Asia.

.... Miss Robertson has played the most successful engagement
of tho so.ison at the Boston Museum. She is a charming actress.

.... Mrs. Partington thinks it's a shame that the French dancing
gals should bo allowed to execute their r/jaiirf pas on the stage.

MODERN WARFARE.
From the club, with which tho first murderer slow his brother,

to the repeating rifle of our countryman. Colonel Colt, there is a

long interval, and all that space is marked and signalized by pro-

grcfis.ion and improvements in the art of destroying life. The

great game of war is the only pastime at which the nilers of man-

kind never seem to tiro of playing. Even when other sciences

have como to a stand-slill, and tho night of intellectual darkness

has brooded over the world, the science of war has advanced

without impediment. Thus, during the dark ages, the famous

Greek fire shone with a lurid light, that ingenious and destructive

conflagration, tlie seciet of which is now lost, and which con-

sumed a man-at-arins, body and bones, without the chance of ex-

tinguishing the devouring elements. The accounts handed down
to us of the eft'jct of this contrivance savor of the marvellous.

The European invention of gunpowder (the Chinese claim its

discovery) dates at a jieriod of no great intellectual development.

Shakspearc h.nd a poet's sympathy with the dazzling concomi-

tants of mortal strife—the " neighing steed, the ])omp, pride, cir-

cumstance of glorious war." Were this relish for wholesale

butchery confined to tho profession of arms, to the actors in

sanguinary tragedy, there were fewer battles to record ; but it is a

sort of mania that involves kings, statesmen, philosophers; tho

throne, the altar, and the bouiloir. Historians exalt to the high-

est rank in thoir pages, tho names of brilliant soldiers ; and the

worshipper in the Gothic cathedrals of eld Europe, passes to the

altar along storied aisles, where banners, wrenched from the death

gripe of their defenders, rustle overhead. Tho same wreath is

bestowed upon the hci'o who falls for his native land, and the

ruthless warrior who wars for conquest.

Modern warfare has pressed science into its service; it no longer

sends men to the field done up in iron jackets, with steel head-

pieces, and "barbed steeds,"—for, thanks to the invention of gun-

powder, iron breastplates are no longer proof against the sweep

of round shot. Cuirassiers arc still kept up in European service,

but rather for show ; and defensive armor is almost entirely dis-

pensed with. It may ward off a sword-stroke and pistol-shot in

a hmd-to-hand conflict. Artillery does the business in our day,

as the lance and two-handed sword did it in the olden time.

Even the Turks, who longest clung to the traditions of ebivalric

and barbaric warfare, have been compelled to admit the modern

improvements in the arts of destruction. Mnrad Bey, and his

Mamelukes, received a lesson at the battle of the Pyramids that

was not lost upon the Orientals.

The sultans of Turkey have for many years h.ad European dis-

cipline and weapons among their troops; and the recent success

of tho Turks against the Russians show that they have not

studied the art of war in vain. Our own country has not been

behind in contributing its quota to the art of war. The modern
system of rifle tactics owes its origin to the effectiveness of our

sharp-shooters, through whom an arm, hitherto despised, has be-

come a formidable ehinent in the composition of a modern annv.

Colt's invention has at least quintupled the value of an individual

rifleman.

A skilful corps, furnished with his arms, is capalilo of sustain-

ing a withering fire, before which nothing can live. The French

troops have carried the use of the rifle to the highest point, and

ifunj' considerable body of the Vinccnnes chasseurs come into

collision with the Russians, wo are sure that we shall hear of a

slaughter such as New Oilcans only can parallel in tho history of

modern warfare.

REMOVAL.
Owing to tho great increase of our business in New York,

Samuel French, Esq., our agent for that city, has found it neces-

sary to remove from his old (|uarters to the splendid marble buil-

ding just erected at No. 121 Nassau Street, one of the fine«t and

most commodious stores in New York. Mr. French alone re-

ceives regularly each week from this establishment ihirtij three

thousand " Pictorials " and twenty-tiro thousand " Flags." The
public will find him the same courteous and gentlemanly person

to deal with whom they have so long and favoi ably known—and

that tho change of his place of business will afi'ord increased fa-

cilities and conveniences to all parties.

Railroad Suuvbt.—Wo learn from the Plymouth Rock that

the survey of a route from Plymouth to Warcham has been fin-

ished. The distance is found to he shorter than was anticipated,

and the road will bo one of easy construction, with little masonry

and very few deep cuts, and these through sand or deep gravel.

No ledges are encountered, though plenty of stone are at hand to

build the necessary culverts.

Valuablb Table for Reference.—D. E. Do Lara, of this

city, professor of languages, has just completed and published,

in an available form, a table of the weights, measures, moneys

and exchanges of all the chief cities and countries of the world,

forming a source of easy information and of great value to

merchants.

The Insane.—A bill has been introduced into Congress by

Mr. Footc, granting ten million acres of public land, to be divided

among the several States, for the purpose of seciu-ing a fitting

asylum for the indigent insane of the United States.

< .* *^ >

Tub End of tub World.—The Second Adventists have fixed

upon the 10th of May next for the finale of all things earthly.

Df-cided Fact.—Fancy balls give real headaches.

CALIFORNIA WINE.

At the present time there are considerable quantities of wine made

in Lower California, and the article is manufiicturcd from tho

pure juice of the grape, which is extracted something after the

Madeira fashion. The San Francisco Advertiser says that tho

grapes arc thrown into a small box, about the size of a candle-box,

perforated at the bottom with numerous small holes. An Indian

steps barefoot into this box and tramps out the juice, which flows

through the holes into the receiver beneath. The wine thus pro-

duced is very sweet and good. It is said in some measure to re-

semble the wino which is produced so abundantly at present in

tho neighborhood of Cincinnati, Ohio—and that considcrablo

attention will be given to its production.

*- »»m- » —
Statues of Wbuster and Franklin.—A contract is said to

have been made by a Boston committee with Hiram Powers, the

sculptor, for a colossal bronze statue of Daniel Webster. A
statue of bronze will also be erected in Boston, in honor of the

memory of Benjamin Franklin, the total cost of which, when
completed, will be in the neighborhood of $15,000.

< * > i» > .

Vallet of the Mississippi.—According to an estimate in

the St. Louis Advocate, the total length of the Mississippi river

and its numerous tributaries amounts to 51,000 miles, of which

20,000 miles are navigable waters.

MARUIAGES.
rn tliin city, by Rev. Mr. Muir, Mr. J. S. Phillips, of Chicago, 111., to Miss

Elizabeth M"Kwen. of St. Jolm, N. B.

Bv Kcv- Mr. Miner. Mr. Henry A. Farrar to Mi^fl ElizJiboih 11. Goodwin.
By Hot. Mr. Stow. Mr. Silaa B. (Jos.o to M'xsn Hannah F. \bbott.

By Uev. Mr. Winps. Mr. Josiah Wilton, of Lyntlcn, Tt., to Mi«8 Candice
Novc3. of Whcelo'^k. Vt.

By KcT. Mr. Edmanrls, Mr. George W. Ornr to IMi^s Cftrnlino rhambfrljiin.

At SomerviUe, Mr. ilenry U. Dean, of North VVoburn, to Mi.« Hannah Maria
Pierre.

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Woodbury, Mr. Julius E. Conant, of Elmira, N. T.,

to Laura M. Bnt<'he!der.

At Hiivorhill, by Kev. Mr. Kelly, Mr. George II. Sarpjent to Misfl Sarah B.
C-oIbv, !)oth of Antesbnry.

At Fall Kiver, by Kev." Mr White, Mr. Dcrrey Hatrh to Miss Elizabeth Ca-
pon, of Eii.^tport. Me.
At West Boylston. by Uev. Mr. Cro.'<g, Mr. Salmon Latnphear to Misn Mary

A. Watjon, both of Prinrct^m.

At Pittsfield, by Kev. Mr. Hawley, Mr. Jacob Van Branier to Miss Eliia M.
Proser.

At Portland. Me., by Rev. Mr. Colby, Mr. George K. Holdon to Miss Ilarrict

M. ('urricr. of Sedgwick.
At New York, by Kev. Mr. 0<«gnnd. Herman W. Greene, of Hopkinton, N.H.,

to Mi.»;s Fannie A AVillard, of Boston.

At Philadelphia, Mr. Jolin K. Gilleu to Miss Sophrouia Frascr.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr. Jo.^hua T. Gill. 43 ; Mr. Jolm Carter, Jr., 23 Capt. Scwall

Gooilridce, formerly' of Jiuncnburg. 7^'; •'^Ir. Daniel \\*. HuiinewcU 57; Mra.
L\dia Gibson. '29; Mr Fisher A. »Vhiting,37; Mr«. Suwau J.,nifoof Mr. O.
A. Hobart. 25; Mr. Kzekiel F. Mapon r,'S.

At Koxbury, Mr. EIn.ithan Taber PH.

At Canibriiigp, Mrs. Jane, widow of Hon Phineas Bruce, 86.

At Lvnn. Liwy, wife of Mr Ebon Swan, 23.

At Salem, Mr. Schnvler Lawrence 85.

At Beverly. Mr. Nathaniel Bateheldnr. 88: Mrs. Sallv Thisscl. 83.

At Brighton. Mrs. Su.'san W., wife of Mr Francis W. Dudley, 29.
At Newton Corner, Mr. Freeman Stone, 48.

At Quincy, Mr. James Blakeh . 53: Mrs. Bridget John-^oh, 36.

At Wrentham. Mr. Cyru.^ Fither. a revohitinnary ptMisioner, 91.

At Seituate, Dr. Edsha Jones. C^0 : Widow Uannah Cusbiug, 85.
At Uaverhill. Deacon Jo.«iah Brown. 52.

At Mancbe'tcr, Mr. Jeremiah Danforth. 44.

At Plymouth. Mr Nathaniel Barne.*, GO: Mr*. TTannnh Ilolmcs, 87.
At New Bedford. Mr Abner T. Gray, printer. 21.

At Worrc-ifcr, Mrs. Mary M. Hovey, 34; Mrs. Caroline L. A. Howland, 34.
At Upton. Jame.s A. Nelson, E.'q., 3*5.

At ^Vnltham. Mr. Jo.«cph Greenwood, GO.

At Portsmouth, N. K., J'aniel U. Sheafe, Esq., merchant of Boston, C8.
At Concord. N. H., Mr. John Stiekncy, 6G: Mrs. Sarah Davis, 69.

At Portland, Mr John Todd f«rmerlv of Frecport. '(6.

At San Francisco, Mr. G. VV. Koss, of Massachusetts, 28.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THE DAYS OF YORE.

BY MES. SARAH E. DAWES.

An old man leaned on a moss-grown stilo,

And giizod on his childhood's home,

On acros that stretched for many a mile,

Where his footRtcps used to roam.

And thus he ppake, while a saddened smile

O'er his withered features stole,

And trickling teardrops fell the while

From the fount that stirred bis soul

:

**The days of yore, the days of yore,

Their memory haunts me still;

"VThen the bright, green fields I wandered o'er,

And played beside the mill

;

When my little boat ^vith childish glee

I sailed on yonder stream

;

Or chased, perchance, the humble-bee,

'Neath the scorching noontide beam.

*' The snug farm-houso, the old well-sweep,

They look familiar still,

Though vines of ivy o'er them creep,

And silent stands the mill.

'lis a long time since the soil I've trod

My fathers used to till;

They sleep beneath the verdant sod,

On yonder burial bill.

"The days of yore, the days of yore,

Their memory ttill is green,

Though a poor, old man, almost fourscore,

I gaze upon the sccue.

stranger, let me buried lie

On yonder gentle slope,

And then I'll lay me down and die,

In the Christian's peaceful hope. "

< »> » >

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SERIES. -No. VII.

BY THOMAS BULFINCH.

CADMUS.

Jupiter, under the disguise of a bull, had carried away Europa,

the daughter of Agenor, king of Phoenicia. Agcnor commanded

his son Cadmus to go in search of his sister, and not to return

•without her. Cadmus went and sought long and f;ir for his sister,

but could not find her, and not daring to return unsuccessful, con-

sulted the oracle of Apollo to know what country he should settle

in. The oracle informed him that ho should tind a cow in the

field, and should follow her wherever she might wander, and

where she stopped, should build a city and call it Thebes. Cad-

mus had hardly left the Castalian cave, from which the oracle was

delivered, when he saw a young cow slowly walking before him.

He followed her close, offering at the same time his prayers to

Phoebus. The cow went on till she parsed the shallow clianncl of

Cephisus and came out into the plain of Panope. There she

stood still, and raising her broad forehead to the sky, filled the

air with her lowings. Cadmus gave thanks, and stooping down

kissed the foreign soil, then lifting his eyes, greeted the surround-

ing mountains. Wishing to offer a sacrifice to Jupiter, he sent

his sen-ants to seek for pure water for a libation. Near by there

stood an ancient grove which had never been profaned Ijy the axe,

in the midst of which was a cave, thick covered with the growth

of bushes, its roof forming a low arch, from beneath which burst

forth a fountain of purest water. In the cave lurked a horrid ser-

pent with a crested head and scales glittering like gold. His eyes

shone likofire, his body was swollen with vtnom, he vibrated a tri-

ple tongue, and showed a triple row of teeth. No sooner had the

Tyi-ians dipped their pitchers in the fountain and tlie iogushing

waters made a ,<ound, than the glittering serpent raided liis Iiead

out of the cave and uttered a fearful hiss. The vessels fell from

their hands, the blood left their cheeks, the}' trembled in evei-y

limb. The serpent, twisting his scaly body in a huge coil, raised

his head so as to overtop the tallest trees, and while the Tyrians

from terror could neither fight nor fly, slew some with his fangs,

others in his folds, and others with his poisonous brc.alli.

Cadmus, having waited for the return of his men till midday,

went in search of them. His covering was a lion's bide, and be-

sides his javelin he carried in his hand a lance, and in his breast

a bold heart, a surer reliance than cither. When he entered the

wood and saw the lifeless bodies of his men, and the monster with

his bloody jaws, he exclaimed, "O faithful friends, I will avenge

you, or share your death." Ro saying he liftrd a huge stone and

threw it with all his force at the serpent. Such a lilock would

have shaken the wall of a fortress, but it made no impression on

the monster. Cadmus next threw his javelin, which met with

better success, for it penetrated the serpent's scales and pierced

through to his entrails. Fierce with pain the monster turned back

his head to view the wound, and attempted to draw out the wea-

pon with his moutli, Imt lirokc it ofl^, leaving the iron point rank-

ling in his flesh. His neck swelled with rage, bloo<ly foam cov-

ered his jaws, and the breath of his no.«trils poisoned the air

around. Now he twisted himself into a circle, then stretched

himself out on the ground like the trunk of a fallen tree. As he

moved onward Cadmus retreated before him, holding his spear

opposite to the monster's opened jaws. Tlio serpent snapped at

the weapon and attempted to bite its iron point. At last Cadmus

watching his chance thrust the spear at a moment when the ani-

mal's head tlirown back came against the trunk of a tree, and so

succeeded in pinning him to its side. His weight bent the tree as

he struggled in the agonies of death.

While Cadmus stood over his conquered foe, contemplating its

vast size, a voice was heard (from whence he knew not, but he

heard it distinctly) commanding him to take the dragon's teeth

and sow them in the earth. He obeyed. Ho made a furrow in

the ground and planted the teeth, destined to produce a crop of

men. Scarce had he done so when the clods began to move, and

the points of spears to appear above the surface. Next helmets

with their nodding plumes came up, and next the shoulders and

breasts and limbs of men with weapons, and in time a harvest of

armed warriors. Cadmus alanned prepared to encounter a new

enemy, but one of them said to him, " Meddle not with our civil

war." With that he who had spoken smote one of his earth-born

brothers with a sword, and he himself fell ])ierocd with an arrow

from another. The latter fell victim to a fourth, and in like man-

ner the whole crowd dealt with each other till all foil slain witli

mutual wounds, except five survivors. One of these cast away

his weapons and said, " Brothers, let us live in peace !" These

five joined with Cadmus in building his city, to whidi they gave

the name of Thebes.

TIIK MYRMIDONS.

The Myrmidons were the soldiers of Achilles, in the Trojan war.

From them all zealous and unsenipulons followers of a political

cliief arc called by that name, down to this day. But the origin

of the Myrmidons would not give one the idea of a fierce and

bloody race, but i-ather of a laborious and jieaccful ono.

Cephalus, king of Athens, arrived in the island of iEgina to

seek assistance of his old friend and ally ^acus, the king, in his

war with Minos, king of Crete. Cephalus was most kindly re-

ceived and the desired assistance readilj- promised. " I have peo-

ple enough," said iEacus, " to protect myself and spare you such

a force as you need." " I rejoice to see it," replied Cephalus,

"and my wonder has been raised, I confess, to find such a host of

youths, all apparently of about the same age, as I see around me.

Yet there are many individuals whom I previously knew, that I

look for now in vain. What has become of them V iEacus

groaned, and replied with a voice of sadness, " I have been in-

tending to tell you, and wUl now do so, without more delay, that

you may see how from the saddest beginning a happy result some-

times flows. Those whom you formerly knew arc now dust and

ashes ! A plague sent by angry Juno devastated the land. She

hated it because it bore the name of one of her husband's female

favorites. While the disease appeared to spring from natural

causes we resisted it as wo best might, by natural remedies ; but

it soon appeared that the pestilence was too powerful for our ef.

forts, and wo yielded. At the beginning the sky seemed to settle

down upon the earth, and thick clouds shut in the heated air.

For four months together a deadly Stmth wind prevailed. The

disorder afftcted the wells and springs ; thousands of snakes crept

over the land and shed their poison in the fountains. The force

of the disease was first spent on the lower animals, dogs, cattle,

sheep and birds. The luckless plowman wondered to see his oxen

fall in the midst of their work and lie helpless in the unfinished

furrow. The wool fell from the bleating sheep, and their bodies

pined away. The horse once foremost in the race, contested the

palm no more, but groaned at his stall and died an inglorious

death. The wild boar forgot his rage, the hind his swiftness, the

bears no longer attacked the herds. Everything languished,

dead bodies lay in the roads, the fields and the woods, the air was

poisoned by them. I tell you what is hardly credible, but neither

dogs nor birds would touch them, nor starving wolves. Their

decay spread the infection. Next the disease attacked the country

people, and then the dwellers in the city. At first the cheek was

flushed, and the breath drawn with difBculty. The tongue grew

rough and swelled, and the dry mouth stood open with its veins

enlarged and panted for the air. Men could not bear the heat of

their clothes or their beds, but preferred to lie on the bare ground,

and the ground did not cool them, but on the contrary, they heated

the spot where they lay. Nor could the physicians help, for the

disease attacked them also, and the contact of the sick gave them

infection, so that the most faithful were the first victims. At last

all hope of relief vanished, and men learned to look upon death

as the only deliverer from disease. Then they gave way to every

inclination, and cared not to ask what was expedient, for notliing

was expedient. All modesty laid aside, they crowded .around the

wells and fountains and drank till they died, without quenching

thirst. Many had not strength to get away from the water, but

died in the midst of the stream, and others would drink of it not-

withstanding. Such was their weariness of their sick beds that

some would creep forth, and if not strong enough to stand, would

die on the ground. They seemed to hate their homos, and got

away from their friends, as if, not knowing the cause of their sick-

ness, they charged it on the place of their abode. Some were seen

tottering along the road, as long as ihcv could stand, while others

sank on the Carth and turned their dying eyes around to take a

Inst look, then closed them in death.

" What heart hiwl I left me, during all this, or what ought I to

have h.ad, except to hate life and wish to be with my dead sub-

jects ? On all sides lay my people strewn like ovcr-riiicncd apples

beneath the tree, or acorns under the storm-shaken oak. You

see yonder a temple on the height. It is sacred to Jupiter. O
how many oftered prayers there, husbands for wives, fathers for

sons, and died in the very act of supplication ! How ofien, while

the priest made ready for sacrifice, the victim fell, stniek down by

disease without waiting for the blow. At length all reverence for

sacred things was lost. Bodies were thrown out unbiuied, wooil

was wanting for funeral piles, men fought wilh one another for

the possession of them. Finally there were none left to mourn,

sons and husbands, old men and youths perished alike unlamentcd.

" Standing before the altar I raised my eyes to heaven. '

Jupiter,' I said, ' if thou art indeed my father, and art not ashamed

of thy oflTspring, give me back my people or take me also away !'

At these words a clap of thunder was heard. ' I accept the omen,'

I cried, ' O may it be a sign of a favorable disposition towards

me !' By chance there grew by the place where I stood an oak

with wide-spreading branches, sacred to Jupiter. I observed a

troop of ants busy with their labor, carrying minute grains in

their mouths and following one another in a line up the tnink of

the oak. Observing their numbers with admiration I said, ' Give

me O father, citizens as numerous as these, and replenish my empty

city.' The tree shook and gave a nistling sound with its branches

though no wind agitated them. I trembled in every limb, yet I

kissed the earth and the tree. I would not confess to myself that

I hoped, yet I did hope. Night came on and sleep took posses-

sion of my frame oppressed with cares. The tree stood before

me in my dreams, with its numerous br.anchcs all covered with

living, moving creatures. It seemed to shake its limbs and throw

down over the ground a multitude of those industrious grain-

gathering animals, which appeared to gain in size rapidly, and

grow larger and larger, and by-and-by to stand erect, lay aside

their superfluous legs and their black color, and finally to assume

the human form. Then I awoke, and my first impulse was to

chide the gods who had robbed me of a sweet vision and given me
no reality in its place. Being still in the temple my attention was

caught by the soimd of many voices without ; a sound of late un-

usual to my cars. While I began to think I was yet dreaming,

Telamon, my son, throwing open the temple-gates exclaimed,

'Father, approach, and behold things surpassing even your hopes!'

I went forth ; I saw a multitude of men, such as I had seen in my
dream, and they were passing in procession in the same manner.

While I gazed with wonder and delight they approached, and

kneeling hailed me as their king. I paid my vows to Jove, and

proceeded to allot the vacant city to the new-born race, and to

parcel out the fields among them. I called them MjiTnidons from

(Myrmex) the ant, from which they sprang. You have seen these

persons ; their dispositions resemble those which they had in their

shape. They are a diligent and industrious race, eager to gain

and tenacious of their gains. Among them you may recruit your

forces. They will follow you to the war, young in years and

bold in heart."

< »«» >

GEORGE III. AND GEORGE IV.

The hereditary insanity of the royal family of England is a
matter of historical record. George III., in the later year? of his

life, was a subject to this disease, and a prey to its fearful hallu-

cinations. Moore, in his Diary, gives the following incident :

—

The speaker told us several interesting anecdotes of the old

king during bis last years of mclancboly madness, blindness, and,

at last, utter deafness, which he bad himself heard from his father;

the archbishop, who was one of the persons chiefly intrusted with

the task of visiting and superintending the care of the royal pa-

tient. The old king's horror at the first suggestion of a strait-

waistcoat, and his saving that he would go on his knees to the

archbishop if he would save him from it—his notions of kingly

])Owcr to the last, and the cunning with which he contrived to

keep up the appearance of it, ordering carriages to be ready at a
particular hour, and then taking care to comitcrmand them a littlo

before the time arrived. The prince, not having seen him for a
longtime— it being found that intercourse with any of bis own
family excited and irritated him—was at length permitted one
day to come into the apartment for a few minutes, and look at his

father as he sat in the chair, without speaking. Shortly after his

departure, the old king, in taking his usual exercise of walking
round the room, stopped suddenly on the spot where the prince

bad been standing, and said, "If I did not know it was impos-

sible, I should say that the Prince of Wales was now in the room ;"

giving as his reason the strong smell of perfume he perceived.

MRS. SIGOURKEY.

A southern lady, among her " Memories of Home Travel,"

rfeorded in the Southern Literary Messenger, iilhides thus to the

home of Mrs. Sigourney : "Hartford is the residence of Mrs. Sig-

ourney, the poetess. "The fine mansion slie has charmingly de-

scribed in ' The Faded Hope,' an affecting memorial of an only

son, has passed into other hnnds, and she now lives in a neat,

cottage-like home, in a quiet, suburban street of the city. Over
the wide porch the scarlet woodbine entwines its flowers, with the

curls and clusters of a luxuriant grape vine ; and the windows and
surrounding grounds are deeply shaded by ancient cherry trees

and lilacs, intermingled with ornamental trees of a more modern
growth. Near the gate, a willow, raised from a slip sent from a

tree planted Ipy Pojie at Twickenhara, flourishes in beauty, its

long branches drooping to the earth it overshadows. The house

within is arranged with tastefid simplicity. The parlors are

]deasant, with engravings and books, and a variety of eletrant or-

naments, many of them the gifts of admiring friends. Vases of

fresh flowers shed their fragrance through the rooms the bright

summer mornhig I entered them, and their perfumed breath min-

gled appropriately with the words of kindness .ind affectionate in-

terest spoken by Mrs. S. to a stranger."

—

Ilome Gazette.

. .. ^^M*«^.>

RELIC'S.

One of the strangest sights on the Bhine is the church of St.

Ursula, at Cologne. It is full of old bones, probably dug from

some l)attlcfield, but which are asserted by the Roman cburch to

be tliC relics of 11,000 virgins, who were retiu-ning from a pilgrim-

age to Borne in the third centnr.y, and were slain, with their leader,

St. Ursula, then eighteen years "old. Such a display of skulls, legs,

and arms, even Bome makes nowhere else. Visitors pay a round

sum for the sight. Superstitious devotees hold these hones in

great estimation. An English convert to Popery, who was recently

at this churcli, was (jnite overwhelmed, and in his cestaey ho em-

braced the jewelled skull of Ursul.T, kissing it with great devotion.

A week afterwards an accomplished English surgeon, having

more of science than of superstition, after carefully examining the

head of the pretended martyr, declared it to be the skuli of a male

snl,jort—thus exploding a profitable delusion of centuries.

—

IIoHScltold ]Vords.

As the heart is, so is love to the heart. It partakes of its

strengtli or weakness, its health or disease.

—

Longfellow.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

There arc thirteen individual banking houses all on one street,

in San Francisco. They never charge less than three jier cent, a

month for money, and often more. All of tlicm do a large Inisi-

riess. -In Genoa tlicre i.s one priest or nun to every fifteen in-

habitants. A largo locomotive manufactory is aliont being

established at Detroit. It is located near the depot of the Cen-

tral road, and also neartlic river, .so that locomotives can be trans-

ported to any point. Louis Napoleon has decreed the coinage

of five and ten franc pieces in gold. Tlie best licater to resist

winter with is a benevolent heart. Capitali.^ts who have tried

coal stoves and failed will please take notice. A load of wood

given to a poor person warms you almost as much as it does

l,jm, One of tlie produce dealers of Cleveland, according to

that city journals, has realized a profit of $100,000 on his purchase

of flour during tlie (jast year. The Parisians sjjcnd more tlian

$2,500,000 a year upon their dramatic entertainments. The

population of Bufialo, N. Y., is no 75,000. The city limits em-

brace 23,710 acres. Tlie totiil value of real and personal estate

is estimated at 824,455,752. The sale in England of guano

was 24,000 tons in 1846, and 64,000 in 1853. At present the

demand fiir exceeds tlie supply. II. AV. Longfellow, the

American poet and schohir, is aged forty-seven years. lie has

lately resigned a professorsliip in Cambridge College, and lives

in that ancient town, near Boston. A missionary meeting,

recently lield in Now Zealand, was attended by a largo num-

ber of natives, all of whom were clad in the European cos-

tume. Twelve native teachers and three diiefs addressed tlie au-

dience, and a collection was taken, amounting to $240. C.

Fenno Hoffman, of Baltimore, a fine writer both in prose

and poetry, is a confirmed maniac in tlio hospital at Harris-

burg, Pa. A terrible accident occurred on Sunday night,

February 26th, at the French Opera House, New C)rleans, tlio

gallery falling during the performance, carrying away the sec-

ond tier of boxes. Three persons were killed and over fifty

wounded. At Francestown, N. H., a lad named Smith was

killed by striking an ajiplctree wliile sliding down hill. Mr.

Aaron Roberts, of Dover, N. H., coinmitteil suicide 22d ult., by

hanging liimsclf in a barn. He was a man of liandsome property,

but had been partially insane for about six months past. The

city government of Bangor has abandoned the volunteer fire de-

partment system, and adopted one similar to that in operation in

Boston. The Paris correspondent of the New York Herald

states that M. Cueto, formerly a chef de bureau in tlie Ministry

of Foreign AH'airs at Madrid, has been named Minister Plenipo-

tentiary of Spain at Washington. The extensive works known

as the AVinter Iron AVorks, at Montgomery, Alabama, were lately

sold for $175,000. On Saturday, Fob. 25lh, two men, named

James Brady and Charles Sargent, fell with the scaffolding at-

tached to the Suspension Bridge across Niagara river, two hun-

dred and forty feet to the water, and were instantly killed. Two
others saved themselves by catching hold of the cables. The

Detroit Tribune states that nearly eighteen thousand pounds of

game from the Western prairies passed over the Central and

Gi'cat AVestcrn Railroad, on the 20th ult., for the Eastern mar-

ket. N. P. AViUis, the poet and editor, is aged forty-seven

years. Mr. AVillis is physically an ; valid, but an industrious

writer—and lives at a rural retreat on -. le banks of the Hudson

River. The city of Montgomery, Ala., was lighted by gas,

for the fiist time, on tl.j night of the 7th ult. The potato is a

native of Chili and Peru. They were originally carried to Eng-

land from Santa Fe, in America, by Sir John Hawkins, in or

about the year 1563. The value of real estate in the State

of New York is assessed at $1,015,762,791, and the value of per-

sonal at $249,720,727. Female gamblers are becoming quite

numerous in New York city. In some of the " hells " of that

city the sexes arc indiscriminately associated. From this there

is of course a fruitful harvest both of crime and licentious-

ness. The public debt of Great Britain is in round numbers,

$5,440,000,000. The steamer Ohio, which sailed on the 7th

ult., from New York for Aspinwall, took out the heaviest letter

mail on record. It required three of the largest post-otlice trucks

to convey the bags to the steamer. James M. Lyson, the

murderer of Nclins, at Panola county, Miss., has been sentenced to

the penitentiary for fifteen years. Nothing sets so wide a mark
between a vulgar and a noble soul as the respect and reverential

love of womankind. A man who is always sneering at woman
is generally a coarse profligate, or a coarser bigot. Daniel

McCloud, an old bachelor, was frozen to death in his bod, at j\lil-

waukie, AA'isconsin.

Ula20iii£ ©atljcrings.

Public Babt House.—A subscription is now going round

towards which $6000 have been raised, for the purpose of estab-

lishing in New York city certain houses, on the model of those

in Paris, where women who go out to work may deposit their

childi-en during their absence. The infants will be ticketed, and

at the proper hours the mothers, on producing their checks, can

return to feed them. In the intervals, the children will bo pro-

vided with nurses. Institutions of tliis kind have proved highly

successful in Paris, where there are over twenty in full operation.

Sea Soundinos.—For a year or two past, during the summer
season, vessels have been kept at sea, sounding the depth of the

Atlantic ocean, and in no place has it been found deeper than

1500 fathoms, 9000 feet, which is much less than the height of

many mountains on the earth.

The Catholics of JIalden are about to erect a church at the

Central Vill.ige.

The AV'all Street Reporter says that the Emperor Loui' Napo-
leon has lately invested between seven and eight millions of francs

in various jiuhlic se<urities in New York cily.

A late law of the Slate of New Hampshire provides that in

voting the first name of the person voted for mu-t be written or

printed in full, other\vi'>e the vote will not be counted.

A beggar boy in Cincinnati was searched a few days since, and
in his po<kct was found between seventeen and eighteen dollars

in dinu;s,. half-dimes and coppers—all of which he had collected

by begging in the course of the day.

Both liranches of the legislature of A''irginia have passed a law
appropriating ten thousand dollars for a statue of Thomas Jeffer-

son, to be executed by Mr. Gait, the youthful Virginia sculptor,

and to be placed in the University of A'irginia.

The Rockland Gazette learns that during last year, 613,322

casks of lime were manufactured in Rockland, which is a falling

off of nearly one half as compared with 1851 and 1852. The
cause for the decrease is found in the scarcity and high price of

kiln- wood.

AA'c once saw a young man bravely turning up the glnss ; he

was a free-hearted, glorious fellow, and was, he said, sowing his

wild oats. AVe afterwanls saw a policeman hauling a miserable

drunkard from the gutter to the watch-house. The wild oats

wore being harvested.

The St. Louis Republican states that from the 1st of January
last to the evening of the 4tli of Feliriiary, thirty-eight steamboats

have been badly damaged or totally destroyed on Wcstoin rivers.

Eleven were consumed by lire, thirteen sunk and entirely lost,

and fourteen badly damaged by snagging and other accidents.

The beautiful seedling camella raised by Peter Mackenzie, of

Philadelphia, named "Jenny Lind," has been sold to Henderson
& Son, of London, for two hundred pounds, or one thousand dol-

lars, and will be shijiiied in the steamer City of Manchester on
her next voyage.

The Southea.stern Gazette tells a story of two oflicers, who,
being enamored of the same girl, challenged each other to fight.

The seconds, however, persuaded the combatants to settle the

matter bj' presenting themselves before the lady in order that she

might make her choice. They did so, and she rejected both.

An Irishman who was begging his bread from door to door in

Albany, and had finally obtained pennission to the almshouse for

the winter, was searched a day or two since, and under his shirt

was found a wallet containing over forty-five dollars in gold, and
a bank book wherein he was credited with one hundred dollars on
deposit.

A suitable monument is to bo erected to the memory of the

illustrious Jackson, in New Orleans, the scene of his greatest tri-

uiniih. The committee, who have the matter in charge, made a
contract with Mills, the American artist, for a bronze life-like

equestrian statue of the great chief, as ho appeared in the meri-

dian of his military life, and so soon as it is possible to complete
it, that is within the contracted period, it will be placed in Jackson
Square.

. ^ 4^«-*«-~*—
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Joreicin iJtcms.

Sanba of ©olb.

Two Moose at one Shot.—A few days since a boy about 14

years of age, son of Barlow Hall, of Ellsworth, Me., while out
hunting shot two fine moose at one discharge of his rifle. The
carcasses were brought to Ellsworth, and sold for aliout $20.

In Asia Gen. Guyon had resumed offensive operations against

the Russians.

Both in military and naval departments extraordinary activity

prevails in France and England.

Jenny Lind has abandoned her intention of visiting England
for the purpose of giving a series of concerts.

The clippi^r ship Sovereign of the Seas, Captain Warner, ar-

rived at iMelhourne in eighty days from Liverpool.

The expeditionary army of the two Western powers will con"

sist of 40,000 French troops and 10,000 English.

A camp for 40,000 men liad been marked out at a place on the

Sea of Marmora, six miles from Constantinople.

The Dutch War Office, with the ultimate view, probably, of
placing the army on a war footing, has ordered the raising of four
corps of one thousand men each.

The Austrian, and indeed the whole GeiTnan press arc all but
unanimous in condemning the conduct of Russia, and its disre-

gard for the peace and order of Europe.

The young princess of Asturi.as, the only surviving child of the

queen of S|iain, is dangerously ill. Her death would once more
open the succession to the duchess of Montpensier.

A letter from Trebizond, of the 14th ult, states that Schamyl,
at the head of 10,000 men, was inarching against Zakatila, an
important military ])osition of the Russians.

The discovery of a Greek conspiracy in the dominions of the

sultan had induced the French government to address a note
couched in strong and energetic terms to the government of king
Otho.

The Britisli contingent for the defence of Turkey will amount
to 20,000 men, with 40 gnus ; 250 picked men in each battalion

m-e to be armed with Miiiie rifles, and brigade commands will bo
conferred on young colonels.

A despatch from Berlin states that the armaments in progress
by tlie Danish government are on .so great a scale as to lead to

the supposition that Denmark is doubtful of being able to preserve
its intended neutrality.

The contest between Russia and Turkey having extended from
Greater AVallachia and on the Austrian frontier, the emperor of
Austria has ordered a corps of 25,000 men on the frontier of
Lesser AA'allachia, to preserve his States from invasion from the
AA'est.

It appears that the present plan is to form the auxiliary at

Adrianoplo, which is the key of Euro])Cau Turkey. That impor-
tant place is between Constantinople and the enemy; and as long
as it remains in the hands of Turkey and her allies, the eflbrts of
Russia to gain possession of Constantinople are hopeless.

A Paris letter says :
" It is understood here that Mr. Soulo's

position is one of almost complete isolation, as to society, in Mad-
rid. The character that had come before him, with his challenge
of Turgot, has created a feeling against, him that nothing can
overcome, and which makes his situation alike humiliating and
painful."

At St. Petersburg, 1st ult., the excitement was very great, the
war party full of enthusiasm—the jicacc party very anxious.
Nothing known of what was passing in official circles. The em-
peror was sulToring fVom a iiilious attack, accompanied with fever,

and presence of gout also suspected.

.... Cal.amity is man's tnie touchstone.

—

Fletcher.

.... Death, thou art infinite ; 'tis life is little.

—

Bailey.

.... The heart ought to give charity, when the hand cannot.

—

Qiiesnd.

.... Tlie joy of meeting pays the pangs of absence ; clso who
could bear it ?

—

Raice.

.... Recommend to vour children virtue ; that alone can mako
happy, not gold.

—

Beethoven.

.... Life, like the water of the seas, fresliens only when it

ascends towards heaven.

—

.lean Pdul Itiehter.

.... The pungency of pleasure is as transient as the foam that

mantles round its brimming cup.

—

Ilemy Giles.

.... The grave—dread thing !—men shiver when thou art

named ; nature appalled, shakes off her wonted firmness.

—

Blair.

.... There is in man a higher aim than love of happiness ; he
can do without happiness, and instead thereof find blessedness.

—

Carlyle.

'

,

.... Let us, striking the flint, try to make a light from the

sparks ;
but, for the love of God, do not let us put it on the bead.—Raynoward.

.... Truth is a naked and open daylight, that doth not show
the masks and mnmmeries of the world half so stately and daintily

as candle-lights.

—

Bacon.

.... It is as little in the power of earthly faculties to guard
the lilicrty of the French speech, as to bring the sun to earth and
shut it up in a hole.

—

Pierre I^sloile.

< »»»—<-

ilokcr'0 Uubgct.

The dear departed—venison.

A man was accidentally precipitated from " the height of folly
"

yesterday.

The epicurean who made a desert of the fruits of an enterprise,

picked his teeth with the point of a joke.

An insolvent debtor failed so badly once that he could not even
" pay his addresses " to his lady-love, and she had " to give him
his discharge."

In a very thin house an actress spoke very low in her commu-
nication with her lover. The actor, whose benefit it happened to

be, exclaimed, with a face of woeful humor, " My dear, you may
speak out ; there's nobody to bear us."

A Cleveland lady recently sent to a bookstore for a copy of

the "Beauties of liood," and the waggish clerk returned her an
engraving of a rirjoletle. Tlie lady "knit" her brow*, "colored,"
and declared herself worsted.

Snooks wants to know if "distance lends enchantment to the

view," and the view refuses to return it, there is any legal remedy.
It is our own opinion, that in such a case distance would have
but a " poor show."

Tom Mooro said to Peel, on looking at the picture of an Irish

orator, " You can see the very quiver of his lip."
—" Yes," said

Peel, " and the arrow coming out of it." Moore was telling this

to one of his countrymen, who answered, " He meant arrah

coming out of it."
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PRINCE MICHAEL WORONZOFF.

[ContinueJ from page IRS ]

1. Tlic Imperial Guard, composed of six divisions, three of cav-

alry nnd three of infantry, over 150,000 men. 2. Tlie corps of

Grenadiers, consistinjj; of cavalry and infantry, comprising twelve

regiments and twenty batteries of foot artillery. Tlicn I here are
|

eif;ht rorp>i d'armec, each corisistin}; of one division of lii^lit cav-

alry, three divisions of infantry, two batteries of ho;'se artillery,

and fifteen batteries of foot artillery. The total strength of the |

gix corps d'armce is twenty-four regiments of light cavalry, seventy- I

four regiments of infantry, twelve batteries of horse artillery and
;

ninety batteries of foot artillery. There are one hundred and i

forty-five battalions of infmtry of reserve:— 1. The corjia of the
|

Caucasus, consisting of one regiment of dragoons, three divisions
,

of infantry, and sixteen batteries of foot artillery. 2. The corps
,

of Orenburg, consisting of one division of infantiy, and sixteen
batteries of foot artillery. 3. The corps of Siberia, one division
of infantry. 4. The corps of Finland, one division of infantry.

There are also for the services of the interior, ten battalion.s of
sappers, fifty battalions for duty in the fortresses, and one division

of horse artillery in reserve. Beside this, there are four batteries

of horse artillery of the river Don, two of the Black Sea, two of
Orenburg, and two of Siberia. The Cossack force is as follows :

Fift\'-six regiments of the Don, twenty-one of the Black Sea,
twelve of the Caucasus, two of the Danube, one of AzotF, three of
Astracan, three of Basehkirs, two of Navropol, twelve of the
Ural, twenty of Orenburg, twelve of Siberia, and two of Little

Russia. In addition to this force, there are at St. Petersburg, aa

GENERAL GORTSCHAKOFF.

models for the rest of the army, a regiment of cavalry, one of in-

fantry, and a liattalion of s.appers. Hence it appears that the

tcitalstrcngth of the Russian infmtry is upwards of 700,000; cav-

abv, 1.50,000, cxclu-ive of the Cossacks. Such is the material

which the emperor of Russia now wields for the destruction of his

enemy. By routing the rclitiious superstition of his subjects, he

would f lin persuade them that the present is a holy war, nnd he,

the head of the Orick church, calls on them to march in the name
of their holv religion ag.ainst its inveterate enemies. But the alli-

ance of the Western powers seems likely to check and force back

liis subtle and aggressive designs, and by protecting the integrity

of the Ottoman empire to preserve the balance of power in

Europe.

THE IIIMALAVA THE LARGEST STEAMSHIP IN THE AVORLl). |For Uracriptloii ere page 173.
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NATHANIEL BMrDITCH.
Nathaniel Bowditch, the eminent witolar, wa» born a poor child

at Salem, Mass., March 26th, 1773. And tlio picture which we

preaent below is civen as a timely one for the present date, as

commemoiatire of one of America's distinguished sons. His

father wa» a shipmaster, and doubtless Nathaniel inherited some

of the nautical taste which he afterwards displayed, from his pa-

rent. He early gave token of that mathematical taste and natu-

ral skill which so distinguished his after labors and research. His

whole life was devoted to stndy and mental improvement, and he

wag eminently a self made man; in many respects resembling

Franklin, in his rise and progress of life. His death occurred in

bis sixty fifth yeai'. Like many other great men, he owed much
of the usefulness and peaceful quiet, and gwal results of his life.

to the possession of a good and virtuous wife ; who was ever

ready to share his cares, and to encourage his labors ; who was

sincerely devoted to him, and whom he ardently loved. She died

about three years previous to him, but he ever cherished her mem-
ory with the fondest recollections. His whole history is one full

of goodl" example, and one worthy of emulation—and particu-

larly is the story of his youth one of interest. In the mercantile

community of Boston he was known as a prominent business

man, as well as one who was devoted to science. And for some

years he held high official position as the president of various

insurance companies, etc., with such lucrative compensation as

placed him pecuniarily in quite indepenSent circumstances, en-

abling him to indulge his desires for scientific purposes to tlie

fullest extent. Up to a very short period before his death he

was engaged in commerce, and generally with good success—bit

excellent business tact aiding his judpinent. On the left of the

picture given below we have a portrait of Nathaniel Bowditch,

from a painting by Stuart, the last work of that great artist. Be-

neath the portrait is a view in Mount Aubom Cemetery, showing

the statue of Bowditch, modelled by Ball Hughes, and cast ia

bronze. At the left of the picture is a telescope, chart, boolu

etc., implements used in his valuable researches in astronomical

matters. At the right we have the sea, shipping, globe, anohor

and other nautical iinplements, with a copy of the Practical Nav-

igator, that indispensable work for seamen, which U the beacon

light that guides them on their perilous course, and which Mr.

Bowditch rendered so critically correct. The maritime interests of

the world, and nautical science generally,owe much to hi< memory.

NATHANIEL BOWDITCH.
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CHAPTER VII.—[CONTINDKD.]

Now, close by the spot where the two old men had stood, there

was a small \vindow, and this window was open. It was shaded

with a screen to keep out the sun. It so happened that just as

the pilgrim ceased speaking, Sir Nandon du Chastel moved away

from that window. Did he happen there accidentally ?—or had ho

seen the pilgrim enter, and so moved up there to hear what was

going on '\ At all events, he had heard enough to move him with

strange emotions, for his face was as dark as the cloud that por-

tends the storm; and when he left the spot, he crept stealthily

away, so that no one should see him. He entered the castlo by

the postern, and quickly sought the duke.

"What, not stop to dinner^" nttere^ Bon Philip, after Du
Chastel hud told his errand.

"No, my good lord. Sudden and unexpected business calls

me away."
" Why, you have but just returned from business, and the

groom told me that you had ordered your horse to bo taken care

of for the day."
" So I did," stammered Du Chastel ;

" but" I forgot this most

important matter that has just come to my mind."

"It must be important," returned Don Philip, "for it moves

yon most wondrously."

"Does it ?"

" Indeed, it does."

" Well—perhaps 'tis natural that it should. But," he added,

with a lighter tone, at the invention that had come into his mind,

" I am most moved to think that I should have forgotten it. The

matter in itself Ls light, but only becomes serious in neglect."

Don Philip seemed satisfied with this, and he bade the knight a

cordial adieu. Then Du Chastel ordered out his horse, and, in a

few moments more, he was dashing swiftly away towards the

capital.

CHAPTER VIII.

A BECEET ENEMY.
When Henry la Nuit left the castle of Estella, he went di-

rectly to Pampeluna, where he found lodgings with an old knight,

named Gomez Garliz, with whom he had been in several engage-

ments. Garliz was now very lame from a severe wound he had

received in his last battle ; but he was pleased to see his brave,

young comrade, and they enjoyed several days of pure sociality.

The old knight tried very hard to find out what it was that made

his young friend so sad, and what made him sometimes shed tears,

but Henry would not divulge the secret. Ho did not deceive his

comrade, for he plainly told him that he had cause for sorrow,

but he begged of him not to ask more, and i>t length the old man
consented to drop the matter. Perhaps he divined the cause he

sought, for gradually 1"'! face assumed an intelligent look, and he

more than or.Cc hinted about young hearts and young heads, at

the same time deprecating tho law of Navarre that made a legal

distinction between the worth of merit and the worth of noblo

blood.

Garliz and Henry had just finished their dinner, and the latter

was setting aside liis cup, when an officer entered the apartment

and informed our hero that tho king wislied to sec him. The

young man was startled by the announcement, but he had no oc-

casion for fear, and, in a few moments, he was ready to accom-

pany the messenger. When ho reached the palace, he found the

king alone. Alfonso was weak from present illness, but liis eye

was bright, and he bore himself with that same degree of dignity

that had so entranced the nobles who usually surrounded him.

" Ah, Sir Henry," the monarch uttered, as the young man ap-

proached him, and knelt, "we are glad you are here, for your

services are much needed. You have well earned your spurs,

and now it suits our royal pleasure to afford you an opportunity

to make them brighter. What say you to an adventure V
"Lay your commands upon me, sire, and you shall find me

happy in obeying them," returned our hero, rising to his feet, and

gazing gi-atofully upon the monarch.
" Well spoken. Sir Heni-y. Now you arc young, but we have

reason to know of your bravery, and hence have you been chosen

to carry out a plan that I would not trust to many an older head.

You have probably heard of Morillo, the tenible bandit."

"Yes, sire," said tho youth, deeply interested.

" Well, he is now on our northeastern frontier, and his deeds

are growing more and more terrible every day. We have thus

far used every means in our power to entrap him, but all has

been in vain. He has a numerous band with him, and a safe pas-

sage across the Pyrenees is next to impossible. Morillo robs and

butchers without mercy. A messenger arrived here this morning

from Saint Jean Pied de Port, and Morillo was in that town yes-

terday, and he is now probably lodged in some of the strong

passes of the Pyrenees. We have set apart a hundred men, and

to you we give the command. They are all of them well-tried

and faitliful, and most of them you have seen in battle. It is our

wish tlwt you should set off this very night, and by good riding

you can reach Saint Jean^ before daylight to-morrow morning.

You can then secrete your men if you wish ; bat all that wo leave

with you. If you bring us back the head of Morillo to Pampe-
luna, you shall be accounted our bravest knight. What say

you ;"

" I say yes, sire, with my wholjfccart," immediately answered

Henry, who was much pleased wTm the consideration thus be-

stowed upon him.

"And can you be ready to set out to-night ?"

" Yes, sire. My arms are all at hand, and my horse will be

fresh and strong."

" Then your men shall be in readiness. Report yourself here

at tho sotting of the sun." M^
Henry bowed and withdrew. In the ante-chamber he met Nan-

don du Cha-itel. It was on that very morning that the latter had

left the castle of Estella in such a strange hurry. As he mot our

hero he passed a seemingly cordial greeting, and then went on to

the chamber of the king.

" By my faith, Du Chastel, I thank you for having recommended

that youth to my notice," said the monarch, as Sir Nandon ap-

proached him. " I am glad you returned just as you did, for this

moniing I was in doubt whom to place at the head of that mis-

sion."

" Ay, your majesty," returned Du Chastel, " I knew that La
Nuit was a brave youth, and I am inclined to think that on such

emergencies, the hot blood of ambitious youth is better than the

cooler blood of more experience."

" Perhaps you are right, Du Chastel ; but this is a dangerous

mission, and I hope the youth will come back in safety."

" O, so do I—upon my soul I do !" responded Du Chastel, with

a look in which exultation was blended with subtle cunning.

In due time, Henry la Nuit made his appearance, and the king

complimented him on his noble bearing. The young man little

dreamed of tho cause that lay at the bottom of his present pre-

ferment ; he knew not that he had an enemy in tho world ; and

for the present, perhaps, it was well he did not—for could he have

read the meaning that lay lurking in Du Chastel's face, he would

not have set forth on his work with so good a heart.

Henry saw his men assembled in the king's court, and he was

well pleased with their appearance. Most of them he knew per-

sonally, and he knew they were men not used to fear. They, too,

seemed pleased with the commander who had been given to them,

and with one voice they pledged themselves to stand faithfully by

him. It was nearly dusk when the party set out, but they all had

strong horses, and they started off in good spirits. The distance

to Saint Jean Pied de Port was not over twenty miles, and La

Nuit reached that place about an hour after midnight. He had

an order from the king to the seneschal of the town, so his troop

was at once provided for.

With the first streak of daivn our hero was astir, and his first

movement was to see that none of his men exposed themselves to

observation, for ho had rea,sons for keeping their presence a secret.

For an hour after he arofC he was closeted witli the seneschal, and

from that official he learned that some of the brigands had been

seen near the town on the afternoon of the previous day ; so there

was little doubt that Morillo was somewhere on the Spanish side

of the mountains. He learned the nature of the haunts that the

brigands frequented, and with this information, seeing it was all he

could get, he resolved to set at work. Ho was determined first to go

among the mountains alone, and reconnoitre, for he knew that if

he ventured among the rough fastnesses with his troop, he might

be taken by surprise, and at a disadvantage. There were many

of the passes of Saint Jean wliere a dozen men could hold at bay

his full force. After he luad made up his mind upon this point,

ho called one of his men to him. It was a young man, who pos-

sessed a face of more tlian ordinary intelligence.

" Francisco," he said, addressing his man, " I think you paint

some."
" I have been accounted a painter, Sir Henry."

" So I have heard. Do you think you could paint a face

well?"
" I can paint one, and then you shall be tho judge," returned

Francisco. "After we get over this brigand business, if we are

both alive, I will try my hand, and then you shall see for your-

self"

"Ay, but I want this done now," resumed La Nuit; "and it is

my own face that I want painted."

" Your portrait V
" No, no—my face. Now do you think you could so paint my

face—my own individual face, I mean—that it would look like

the face of a very old man ?—so that a very close scrutiny would

not detect tho cheat 'i"

"If 1 had tho materials I could certainly do it," returned Fran-

cisco, with astonishment.

" I can get the materials of the seneschal. I see you look puz-

zled, Francisco, and I will at once tell you what I mean to do.

It will not answer to take our whole troop among the mountain

passes at a venture, and before wo can set out with any hopes of

success it is absolutely necessary that I should know towards

which point to turn. That information I cannot gain here in

Saint Jean, and I am going to find it for myself. The seneschal

will supply me with tho necessary articles for disguising every-

thing but my features, and this latter is a desideratum that you

must supply."

"But, my dear master," began Francisco, "you are running

into danger which you—

"

But La Nuit stopped him, and bade him do as he desired.

" Very well," said the soldier-painter, at length. " Bring me
tho materials and I will set at work. Put on the disguise you

mean to wear, and I will paint you a face to suit it."

La Nuit was not long in preparing for the trial of Francisco's

skill. The disguise that he obtained of the seneschal, lie care-

fully adjusted. It was a pilgrim's dress, consisting of a long,

brown gown, considerably soiled and worn ; a pair of old san-

dals, and a well-fitting white wig; and he had also obtained the

necessary paints for finishing his work. Francisco went at ii,

and, in the course of half an hour, he had so transformtd the

young man's f^ice that the closest observer would have given hia

age the benefit of sixty years, at least. La Nuit looked into tli«

burnished mirror, and expressed himself more than satisfied.

Ho went out into the small court, where his men were assembled,

and they greeted him with reverence ; he walked around amongst
them, and they craved his blessing. Not one of them knew him.

Assured now that his plan was feasible, he revealed himself to

hi^ followers, and, as soon as their astonishment was somewhat
subsided, he told them of his plan. At first, somij of them re-

monstrated, out of fear for their commander's safety ; but they

all saw the excellence of the plan, and they promised to remain

under cover until he returned.

CHAPTER IX.

THE MOUNTAIN B.VTTLE.

It was yet morning when Henry la Nuit set forth upon his

dangerous mission. He was acquainted with some of the passe*

of Saint Jean Pied de Port, and of the nature of others he had

learned of the seneschal. He walked very carefully when there

was a chance of his movements being watched, but when he waj

where no prying eye could reach him, he walked on far more
rapidly than the age he so well representccV would seem to war-

rant. In his hand he carried a stout staff, and the only other

weapon he had was a short dagger that he had concealed beneath

his robe.

An hour's walk brought him to the first real pass of the moan-

tains, and from this point the way was rough and tedious. The
young man had toiled up many a hard way, and was beginning to

despair, when he suddenly came upon a piece of wide table-rock,

where the narrow mule-path was lost for a while in open space.

For a few moments he stood on this spot, and gazed .nbont him.

On all hands the mountain peaks towered above him, bereft of

everything like vegetation, and he was half lost in the wild gran-

deur of the scene, when he was accosted by a human voice. He
turned and saw a man standing only a few feet from him, and

he knew him at once, by his garb and arms, to be one of the

brigands.

" By Saint John," nttered the brigand, " you are taking a toil-

some way, good sir pilgrim. What leads you here ?"

" Alas, my son, I have lost my way," returned La Nuit, lean-

ing heavily upon his staff.

" And whither would you go ?"

" I would find the town of Navarretta," said La Nuit.

" Then, it seems to me, you are taking a strange coui-se to find

it. Have you not just ascended the mountain?"
[

" Yes, my son."

" Then you must have known that you were travelling directly

away from the place you seek."

" Ay," returned the seeming pilgrim, witliout hesitation, "I

know that ; but I got lost in the intricate windings below, and I

toiled up here in hopes of seeing my way. All night long have I

been on the stretch. I am hungry and weary. If you have food

I pray you to give me some."

The brigand hesitated a while, but at length ho bade our hero

follow him. He struck off into a narrow defile that led between

two huge cliffs, and several times he turned back to spur his fol-

lower up, but the pilgrim professed to be too old and weary to

walk faster, and, with a few slight growls, the guide lagged on.

At length the latter stopped, and bade the pilgrim wait there

while he went to see if he could find something in the shape of

food for him. La Nuit waited some fifteen minutes, and, at the

end of that time, tho brigand returned, and again bade him fol-

low on.

Tho distance now was short, for the guide soon reached a place :

where there was a deep cavern in the rock, and where there were

half a dozen men, all well-armed, sitting about. They spoke

with the pilgrim, but had no idea of doubting him. They looked

upon him as a feeble old man, and though they did not seem to

be overburdened with tho s])irit of hos)iitality, yet they did not

wish to turn tho applicant away empty-handed. The man, who ,

had brought him hither, soon gave him some bread and wine,
|

and after this he brought him some goat-skins, upon which to

sleep. La Nuit thanked the follow for his kindness, and then

laid himself down and prepared to watch all that went on about

liim. He counterfeited sleep so well that little notice was taken

of him, save once in a while to come and see if ho yet slumbered,

and, as they thought ho did, they seemed to rest at their case.

At length—it may have been Iialf an hour after La Nuit laid

rtown—there came a heavy tramping of feet along the defile, and,

shortly afterwards, a body of men, some fifty in number, came

towards the great open cavern. They were led by a man whom

La Nuit at once knew, from the descriptions he had received, to

be Morillo, and was a powerfully-built fellow, somewhere in the

middle age of life, and looking the very picture of what he really

iy,ia dark, frowning and fierce, with a short, thick neck, and a

broad, thick head. His hands were even now bloody, and a look

at the articles which his followers bora would tell that he had just

come from the doing of one of his guilty deeds.

" How now, Maldiz," he cried, as his eye rested first upon tho

pilgrim, and then upon the brigand, who had conducted the old

man thither. " What means this >"

" Ah, captain," returned Maldiz, with a slight trembling, "ho
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is a poor pilgrim, whom I found faint and weary in tlic great pass,

and as he bci^ged so hard for food and rest, I brought him hither.

He had lost his way, and had been wandering about nil night."

" How long has he slept V
"Not over half an hour, captain."

Morillo approached the spot where our hero !<iy, and touohcd

him liglitly with his foot, but La, Nuit did not betray the least sign

of conscioneness ; he seemed to be sleeping a hard, sound sleep.

The brigand watched him for a few moments, and then turned to-

wards Maldir,, to whom ho said :

' Yon should have known better than to have brought that old

man here. He may not do us any damage, for by to-morrow wo

shall leave this place, but .you know it is against our laws. Never

do it a^ain, even though it were your own motl)er who asked it

at your bands."

Maldiz offered some apology, but Morillo cut him short, witli

an assurance that if harm eumo of this, his head should be the

forfeit.

For nearly two hours Henry la Nuit lay there, and all tho

while he pretended to be asleep. When he at length arose to his

feet, he was <onfronted by Morillo himself.

"Do you feel like pursuing your journey ?" asked the brigand.

" Yes, my son, I ara much refreshed. If your leader would kt

one of his men set me upon the right roal, I shall have still more

accasion for thanks."

Morillo hesitated for some moment.? ere he spoke. At fir.st ho

seemed inclined to administer some terrible admonition, but ho

finally concluded to keep it to himself, for ho called one of his

men, and bade him conduct tho pilgrim to the great pass, and

rioint out to him his road.

"Let mo thank you once mora for your kindness," said our

lero, as he was turning away.

Never mind that," returned Morillo, with a dark look. " Let

ne advise you, however, to keep a quiet tongue in your head,

ifter this. I've known men to die from a slight exposure on

liese mountains
!"

La Nuit knew very well what tho brigand meant, but be bowed

n acknowledgment of the token without trepidation, and then

ollowed his conductor from the spot.

It was near nightfall when La Nuit reached the town of Saint

lean Pied de Port, and he found that ho had arrived just in time,

or in half an hour more his men would have been up the moun-

aiii! after him. As soon as he was in the court, they crowded

nxiously about him to learn of his success.

"I think I have them," was his reply to the men's inquiry.

1 can lead you to their very nest, and I believe you will help

ne do the rest."

A simultaneous " Yes," burst from the lips of the men. All

hey wanted was to be led to the conflict.

Tho moon was to rise that night at about eleven o'clock, and

ji Nuit made up his mind that he would start about ten, so that

e migbt reach the cover of tho deep passes before tho night be-

amo light enough to prove dangerous. Accordingly the party

uppcd at the expense of the senesch;iJ once more, and at the ap-

ointed time they set off. They reached the mountain just as the

rst palo beams of the moon came glimmering over the scene—so

hey had sufficient light to enable them to pick their way slowly

long up the rugged path. La Nuit bade each man tread as lightly

s possible, and after they got well up, he forbade all talking of

rhatevcr kind.

At length they reached a naiTow place, where not more than

wo could walk abreast, and hero La Nuit bade his followers te-

lain while he went ahead to reconnoitre. He took Francisco

nth him, and, with noiseless step.s, he moved along thi'ough the

arrow defile.

"I expect to find a sentinel only a short distance ahead," he

'hispcred to Francisco, " and ho must bo disposed of without

oiso. If you. see him first, be careful and utter no exclamation

fiat can betray us."

Francisco promised obedience, and then the two moved on

gain. It was not many minutes before La Nuit reached tho

pening of tho " Great Pass," as he had heard it called,—tho

nde table, where he had met the brigand,—and he had reason to

elieve that a sentinel was kept posted there. Here he stopped

"rancisco again, and then crept forward to the pass. The moon-

eams fell upon full half of tho open space, and, after some

atching, our hero di>corcrcd a man standing within the shade,

ame thirty feet from liim. He crept back to where Francisco

ad stopped.
"—sh 1" he whispered, "I have seen him. Let mo take the

lub, and you remain here till I call for you. Move not under

ny circumstiinccs, unless I call your name."

It was a short, heavy club, which he bad prepared on purpose,

nd, as soon as La Nuit received it, be went back to his post,

"he brigand was now walking up and down the further part of

16 table, and humming a tune while he walked. Our hero might
asily have rushed ujjon him and overcome him, but that would
ot answer his purpose. Had he been sure that he could have

rought the whole band of robbers to an engagement in this pass,

e might have run the risk, rather than wait too long ; but of this

e could not be certain, and he knew that if he could but reach

le cavern with his men, he could be sure of a fair conflict, at

!ast.

For full fifteen minutes La Nuit waited there, and he was al-

lost upon the verge of despair, when the sentinel slowly ap-

roached the very spot where he lay. The knight crouched as

>w dovpn as possible, and the brigand cast his eyes down the de-

le without seeing him, and then jjassed on. This was the mo-
lent for our hero, and balancing the club carefully in his hand,
e gave one leap, and, on the same instant, his blow fell with

such unerring aim and force that tlie sentinel fell with it, vv-ilhout

.«o much as a groan. A single blow of the dagger made tho work

sure, and then he hastened back down the defile. His men wore

quickly called up and arranged, and ere long they stood in the

open pass, where the sentry had been slain.

" Now, my men," said La Nuit, speaking in low, quick tones,

" the work is fairly before us. It must be a hand-to-hand battle

now, and the best men must win. Draw your swords and follow

me as silently as possible."

La Nuit took the same way through which he had been led on the

previous morning, taking care to avoid the moonbeams as much
as possible, and ere long he entered ujion tho open space in front

of the cavern.

This cavern was but a broad, deep hole in the face of a perpen-

dicular rock. .The entrance was as ample as the interior, so that

a person upon the outside could command a full view of the

inner surface. It only served as a shelter from the rains and

heavy dews. As soon as our hero's men were close behind him,

be entered the open space, and, at the same moment, there was a

loud shout from some one who had discovered them. This shout

was answered by at least a doz^ voices from the cavern, and, in

a moment more, the aroused brigands came rushing out.

" Now, my men," shouted La Nuit, " let your blows bo quick

and strong. Ou ! in the name of God and our king!"

The moon now shone full into tho place, and the fight went on

with almost as much certainty as though it had btcn broad day.

The brigands had all rallied, but yet they were taken at a disad-

vantage. The soldiers not only outnumbered them, but they also

had the advantage of the first blow, and that was not a little.

" This is the work of that accursed pilgrim !" cried Morillo, as

he sprang into the midst of the conflict.

" Then it is the holiest work he ever did 1" shouted La Nuit, in

return.

" Ha ! say ye so ? Now prove it
!"

Morillo had singled out the knight, and with a quick bound ho

stood before him. Oilier men fought wherever they could fetch a

blow, but these two fought alone, and they fouglit, too, with all

the coolness and tact that long practice can -give. Tlie one fought

for his life, and the other for a boon full as dear. La Nuit had

forgotten now that honor could be nothing more to him ; he felt

that the trust of his king was upon his shoulders—that the eyes

of all the knights in Navarre would be upon him for this ; and he

fought for more than life.

" YouXhave experience," said Morillo, as his fovorite stroke

was parried for tho sixth time, " but you will soon find the need

of strength."

" Wait till that need comes," said La Nuit, as ho gave a thrust

which came nigh the brigand's heart.

Our hero soon found that ho must resort to the only trick of

arm.s he had left, and to this end he moved back a pace, and then

made a feint at the brigand's breast. Tho thrust was parried, but'

as La Nuit had not intended to drive his sword home, the cross

stroke only took it upon tho point, and, (|uick as lightning, he

cb.anged the direction of his weapon, and drove it clear through

the brigand's sword-arm, at the elbow. As Morillo's arm fell to

his side, La Nuit withdrew his sword with a powerful effort, and

then fetched his adversary a blow upon tho temple with its pom-

mel, that settled him to the gronnd.

Wlien the fight ended, there were only six of the brigands alive,

and they cried for quarters. Forty-two of their comrades in crime

lay dead about them, and they saw that their chief was bound and

made prisoner. La Nuit found that he had lost twenty men. It

was a loss, but then the loss was slight when compared with the

good that had been done in thus ridding the country of a scourge

that had been so long levjang upon its fairest lives and fortunes.

" 0, that accursed pilgrim !" hissed the brigand chieftain.

" Don't trouble yourself any more about him," said La Nuit,

in reply, " for," he added, assuming the voice he had used when

under the disguise, "I am the very person, and now I have still

more occasion than ever for thanks I"

Morillo started as tliongli he had been struck by a javelin. He
gazed for a few moments into the moonlit features of the young

man, and then he ground his teeth in fury.

" O," he hissed, " I wish I had known it
!"

" Still, I am thankful as it is !" returned La Nuit.

As he spoke, he turned to his men, and ere long afterwards the

prisoners were placed under safe guidance, and then the party

began to descend the mountain.

CHAPTER X.

THE BENEDICTINK's WABNINO.

It was with some difticulty that the seneschal of Saint Jean

Pied de Port could be persuaded to believe that Morillo was cap-

tured alive, and it was with equal difficulty that he could be per-

suaded to go into the room where the dreaded brigand was ; but

at length he did so, and though he trembled exceedingly, yet he

got a full view of the terrible man.
" So we've got you, at last," ventured the seneschal, coming as

near the prisoner as he dared.

Morillo looked up, and ground his teeth, and tho poor senes-

chal shrank away behind La Nuit, and expressed a desire that

the fellow might be removed as soon as possible.

This could not be done, however, until La Nuit had received

additional force from the seneschal, and brought the bodies of the

slain, and the booty of the brigands, from the mountains. The

force was easily raised, and, by the middle of the afternoon, our

hero was once more back again beneath the roof of the timid

seneschal. Of course, he could not think now of returning to

Pampeluna before the next morning, so he took additional mea-

sures for the safety of the prisoners, and then saw to the dispo-

sition of those who needed burial.

For two nights La Nuit had had no sleep, and as soon as he

could get clear of his pressing duties, he sought his bod, deter-

mined to catch a slight rest before sup])er. The bed felt most

grateful to his weary limbs, and in a very few moments he waa

fast asleep. When he awoke, it was fairly dark, and, on descend-

ing to the hall, he found that all his men had eaten their suppers,

and gone to bed, the prisoners being under a guard provided by

the seneschal. He was somewhat surprised to find that it was
near ten o'clock, but when he came to rcalizo'how much refreshed

he felt, both in body and mind, he did not wonder that he had
slept five hours. He sat and talked with the seneschal until that

worthy functionary began to nod and doze in his chair ; so at

eleven o'clock he gave up that companionship, and w^nt to where
the prisoners were confined. Having seen that all was safe there,

and given a few words of charge to the guard, be threw on his

surcoat and passed out into tho street. The first sound that

struck his ear was the loud murmuring of the Nive, and he at

once bent his steps towards the bank of the river. By tho time

he reached it, the moon began to lift its bright face above tho

mountains, and he promised himse f a pleasant walk.

About half a mile up the river. La Nuit had noticed a little cot

that was shut in by trees. Ho had seen it when on his way to tho

mountains, and he determined to bend his steps thither. He had

no particular object in view, save to enjoy a walk by himself, and

to have that walk as quiet as possiblej Is it a wonder that his

thoughts now wandered back to the old castle of Estella? The
name of the gentle being, whom he so fondly loved, dwelt softly

upon bis li])s, and the excitement of the past day was forgotten.

He forgot tlie new honors that were gathering about him ; be for-

got the shouts of thinks that were awaiting him; he forgot all

but that one tear-wet face ho had last seen in the corridor of the

old castle.

Thus wandering, and thus pondering, he came close upon tho

little cot, and ho was aroused from bis meditations by the ap-

proach of some one who had come from the ivy-bound ])0ich.

La Nuit would have avoided tho stranger, but he could not do so

without making his way through a thick hedge of mulberries, and

this he cared not to do. The moon now shone full upon the path,

and La Nuit saw that the coming person was habited in the garb

of a Benedictine. At length they met, and our hero saw the palo

features before him as they were lit up by the moonbeams. The
Benedictine stopped, and La Nuit started back with horror.

" Who are you ?" he uttered, gazing breathlessly upon tho pal-

lid features of tho hooded apparition.

" One who knows you, Henry la Nuit I" returned tho monk, in

a tone that made the young man quiver.

" Ay—but who are j'ou?" he whispered.

" It matters not, so long as I am one who wishes yon well.

Go on. La Nuit, and win your way to honor and fame I"

" O, this is some phantasy that has seized upon me !" exclaimed

La Nuit, paying little heed to the Benedictine's words. " Speak

to me! Alt thou flesh and blood, like me, or art thou but the

seeming of solid life—the airy phantom of my imagination %

And yet I should know you well ! Those features are not—

"

Who has not, in tho midst of some terrible dream, felt sure

that the brain was being playecl upon by phantasy, and so sought

to awaken from the uneasy slumber ?—half asleep, yet dreaming

of horror, and wishing to awake. So La Nuit stopped short in

his speech, and shook himself. He wondered if he were not

still on the bed where he had thrown himself that afternoon, and

if all this were not a lively dream ; he rubbed his eyes, and gazed

about him, and he was convinced that he was awake.

" GiROL.vJio !" he uttered, gazing again upon the Benedictine.

" Then you, too, know me."
" If thou art Girolamo, I did know thee once. But I saw thee

buried beneath the old castle of Estella."

" I have been beneath that castle, and I have seen the mauso-

leum that tells where Girolamo once slept. But seek no more of

that. I have a right to walk the earth, and I will walk it to some

purpose. Let me whisper a word in your ear. Start not, for it

is not with me to do thee harm. But beware of Nandon du

Chastel!"

" Ha I Du Chastel V
" Yes—beware of him !"

" But wherefore ?" asked the youth, his mind at once tarnod

into a new channel, but yet keeping sight of the old one.

" Because there is need of it, and that is all I can tell you—for

it is all I know."
" One moment!" cried La Nuit ; but he spoke in vain, for the

Benedictine moved off, nor would he stop. The young man
gazed after him so long as his dark form was in sight, and then

he started on his way back towards the town.

La Nuit had plenty to think of now besides the gentle lady, Is-

abella, but his thoughts were not very firmly settled upon any

given point. When he reached the dwelling of the seneschal, he

went to the room where the prisoners were confined, and, having

assured himself that all was well, he once more sought his own
chamber. In the morning he sought the seneschal, and asked

him if be knew who lived in the little cot down upon the bank of

the Nive.

" I know there is a woman lives there, and tliat she is veiyold,"

returned the seneschal.

" And do you not know her name ?"

" No. She lives there by herself, and I have had no chance to

find her out. I do not even know whether she has any relatives

living or not."

" And have you ever seen a Benedictine about the cot^"

[to be continued.]
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HAVILAND BROl-HKRS & CO.'a EXHIBITION OF DECORATED PORCELAIN, TN THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

CRYSTAL PALACE ILLUSTRATIONS.
On this and the opposite pape we present a series of ilUi'tra-

tions of various coniriliiitioiis to the New York Ciystal Falace.

First, we {rive above, variom representations of Poreelaiti Ware,
contrihuted l)y Ilaviland Brothers &. Co., of Paris, and New
York, and who olitaincil th<' (irst premium at the fair for the finest

disphiy of decorated porcelnin. Tlieir articles have been the cs-

pecial'theme of deli^lit to all lovers of the beautiful, and have at-

tra'-ted much attention. This delicate waie, which is now com-
ing into such general use, and wliicli has been so much perfected

and beautified of late, is composed of a peculiar clay, procured at

Liniofjes, an ancient town of France, situated some three hundred
miles south of Paris, and long supporteil bv the wonderful purity

and delicacy of the clay that abounds there. Messrs. Haviland

Brothers & Co. have a branch of their liouso here, and east most

of their ware at Linioges, and aftenrards import it to tliis country.

The Americ.-.ns engaged in the business are said to rival the

French operatives. Below we give our readers a representation

of a magnificent Double-Action Harp, at the Crystal Palace, nian-

uftctured by Messrs. J. F. Brown & Co., of New Y'ork, who are.

also, the leading harp-makers of London. Nothing could be more who does not prescribe it in one form or another to invalids and

JIARP pxniCIT^NQ AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

perfect and beautiful than this instrument, and we do not wonder
that, even when far less perfect, the sad fated fiueen of France,

Maria Antoinette, and the famous Madame do Genlis, were enthu-

siastic patrons of the li:irp. Bochsa, the prince of modern harp-

ists, pronounces llie harps of Messrs. Brown & Co. equal to the

celebrated Erard's, of Paris, and excelled by none in the world.

In one respect they arc superior to any European harps, viz., they

are fitted for the extremes of climate in this cotintry. For his im-

provements in this delightful insti umi-iit, Mr. Brown has received

the Franklin medal of the

Society of Arts. Next we
j)resent the contribution of

W. Baker & Co. to the

Crystal Pahiee. It is many
years since tea and coffee

became articles of univer-

sal consumption in all civ-

ilized nations, and hardly

a family can be found in

the United States that docs

not habitually use one or

the other. The fruit of the

Theobroma Cocoa, or

Chocolate Tree—a native

of Central and Southern
America, in ])arts of which
it grows spontaneously,

—

although introduced to the

knowledge of Kuiopeans
at an earlier day than tea

and coffee, has never been,

from some unexplained

cause, so general a favor-

ite. Recently, however, it

has been better known as

a nourishing, healing and
restorative drink, and its

use is rapidly increasing.

The three forms in which
it is commonly prepared

and sold are those of choc-

olate, cocoa, and broma.

Piepared in eitlier of these

forms it is an admirable

diet, retarding to a far

greater degree than tea or

coffee the natural wear and

tear of the human body

—

allaying that nervous irri-

tability which they abvavs

produce, and is far :i ore

nutritious than any other

infusion. As a means of

economy it may I"' i ccom-
mended to persons in mod-
crate circumstanees, as

containing a far greater

amount of solid and life-

supporting matter than

other beverages, for while

their nutriment escapes in

tile groimds, and is theie-

foie lost, the body of the

cocoa is dissolved, its en-

tire nutriment is savid,

ami this, passing into the

system invigorates it, thereby lessening the craving for other food.

Soothing as cocoa does the corporeal system, allaying hunger, re-

tarding the change of matter and diminishing the amount of bod-
ily waste, it aumot fail to become, and deserves to be more gen-

erally used and better appreciated. It is the soothing, healin;

and nourishing properties of cocoa wliich have obtained for it the

favorable consideration of medical men. They are nearly unani-

mous in recommending it. Most of them prize it as among the

most potent of healing agencies, and rare indeed is the phvsiciaa

convalescents. In short, the great merit of cocoa and bronm is

that while they soothe and invij-orate, they do not excite and even-

tually prostrate the system, as do tea and coffee and other kindred

infusions. The best preparations of cocoa, chocolate, and broma
that vre have seen, are those made by W. Baker & Co., of Dor-

chester, Mass. This house was established in 1780, and the fact

that it has alw.ays stood at the head of this branch of manufacturti

is evidcn-e of care in tlie selection of stock, and of skill in it«

manufacture. Wo believe that medical men and connoisseurs unite

W. BAKER & CO.'S EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

in according to them the preference. Their beverages .are sure tc

be found at every grocery. The World's Fair, at New York

awarded them the first premium, a testimonial which tliey havt

also received from numerous institutes and fairs.

I
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miiWARD <fe SONS' SPECIMEN.

The first representation on this

page is of Henry Mihvard & Sons'

cage of needles and fish-hooks,

taken from the regular stock. This

hoase was established as far back

as 1730, and have lately had a

modern endorsement of their high

standing by receiving; the prize

medal at the Crystal Palace, for the

general excellence of their manu-
facture, and on the gold-eyed groove-

Icss needles. Only some forty years

since, machinery was brought to

bear upon an important branch of

the mannf.icture, which had this

efi"cct, that, whereas a man could,

before that time, operate upon about

one hundred and fifty in an hour,

fur which he was paid two shillings

per thousand, now about seven

thousand can be got thiough in an
hour, with a proportionale reduc-

tion in price. The needle makers

of the time of Oliver Cromwell

—

for so long back lias the art existed.

It is said—at Hedditcli, would have
smiled with cavalier incredulity, or

frown 'd with puritanical severity,

according to their class, if any one
had d ired to hazard a prophecy
that within al)out two centuries one
cst.Tbllshment would be enabled to

produce six millions of needles in

a week, which is literally the case

with that of Heury Milward & Sons.

Below we give our readers a repre-

sentation of a most curious and re-

markable invention in the improve-
ment of the violin. The violin,

which has long maintained undis
putcd sovereignty over all other

mu<ical machines, was first intro

du(«d to the scientific world, by
nil Italian, some two and a half

centuries ago. Its collaterals, the

violi, violoncello, and contraba-ie,

came forth probably at about the

same time
;

prior to which, the

"viol"— an instrument furnished

like the guitar, with " frets "—held

an elevated rank in the orchestral

family. The reniwil of these ob-

strnctions from the finger-board,

ruined the viol, by its new name,
" violin," to that upper sphere in

the universe of melodic art, which
it has since continued to occupy,
and in which it is still exhibiting

such wonderful progress. Countless
elforts have been made by curioHs

European artists, to alter for the

better tlie shape or organization of
this imperial jiiece of mechanism.
No one, however, has yet succeeded
in any of these experiments. And
to this day, amateurs and profes

Bors have rested quietly under the

conviction that every such further

undertaking must inevitably fail
;

for that, whereas, the violin, like

every other monarch, had reached
the highest possible point of perfec- A'W'

tlon. Nevertheless, and notwith-

standing thifl deep impression, a
very important movement has been
recently effected, by an accomplish-

ed mechanic in our own country,

which bids f.iir to outrival the famed piano attacl

few years since by the late Mr. Colman. This
applicable alike to the whole series of sliinged instruments recjuir-

irig the action of the bow. It consists, mainly, of the snlistiiution

of a cylindrical tube, composed of thin, sonorous metal, spread-
ing at the top into a trumpet-formed mouth, in place of the \n\s-

HENRY MILWARD & SONS EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE

NEWELL'S SAtETY LAMP.

These lamps, which have attract-

ed so much attention at the Crystal

I'alacc, arc all that they purport to

be. They have been in use for the

past two years, under the canciion

of many of the most scientific gen-

tlemen of thi.i countrj-, and still

continue to merit their approbation,

regarding it as an tfTectiial protec-

tion against ex])losion. I'lofe^sorg

B. Silliman, senior, C. T. Jackson,

A- A. Haves, I'arkcr Cleveland, and
others, have giv( n it the high sanc-

tion of their unqualified approval.

An invention, backed up by such

testimonials, must surely be that

great desideratum which lias been
wanting to n r.der the use of burn-

ing fiuid safe. Until we had the

pleasure of witnessing the experi

nieiit of filling the lamp with the

feeder (which, also, has the same
protection,—while the fluid in the

spout and that in the lamp were
blazing, which was the most con-

vincing argument for their safety

that could |)08sibly be evinced), wo
never would allow the dangerous

stuff about our premises ; and we
are fully satisfied that no person

should attem|>t to use those highly

combustible materials, known as

buniiiig fluid, camphenc, ethereal

oil, patent oil, and all other mix-

tures in whit h all ohol forms a com-
pound part, used for light in any

other than the Safety Lamp and

Feeder. The ])riiiciple upon which

these lamps arc constructed, is too

well known by the public generally

—they having Ixeii in ]iniclical nso

the pa-st two years-^to give a full

description of them here; suffice it

to say thiit the principle adopted is

that (if the well-known Davy Lamp.
By the ingenious arrangement of

fine wire screens, the mass of the

fluid in the lamp is separated com-
pletely from contact with the flame,

which will not pass through the

screen. The can is also protected

by similar screens, which, while

they admit free passage to the fluid,

aie impassable walls to the flame.

We saw a glass lamp of this kind,

the tube of which had been remov-

ed, lighted—or, rather, the ethereal

clement of the oil, that through

the agency of which explosions al-

ways occur,— and the fluid was
poiircd from the can directly thro'

the flame and into the lamp, with-

out the least danger. The mouth
of the can was also surrounded by

flame, and the fluid then poured

out of the mouth, and still without

danger. Every possible experiment

to test the efficacy of the invention

was tried, all with the same result,

with no other motive than a dcsiro

to sec an abridgement of deaths by

camphene. We have stated facts,

that can be proved bv experimental

r. B. Caldwell's, 28'Bromficld St.

ment, contrived a

new invcntioi is

MILWARD & SONS EXHIBITION.

cnt dead wood portion, or neck
(independent of the (inger-boanl

that is not to he disturbed), of
the several instruments in ques-

tion. The body, or shell, remains
unch.anged, as does also the con-
formation of the neck and finger-

board ; so that no variation is re-

quired in the mode of pla3-ing.

'i'his improvement has been sub-
mitted to several musical gentle-

men of Boston, who, after inves-

tigating the acoustic principle

involved, and practically testing
a rather im|ierfect model, unite
in commending the arrangement,
as one whereby a far more sweet,
full, brilliant, and mellow tone is

elicited, than the same instru-

ments were before c.Tpal)le of
producing. The metallic tube
will be manufactured and sold as
a distinct article; but can be af-

fixed to any of the instruments
now in use, or hereafter con-
structed. It will undoubtedly
su|iersvdethe soliil wood neck so
hmg retained. Measures for se-

curing a patent in the United
States have already been taken

;

and the proper documents for ob-
taining the same rights in Eng-
land will shortly reach that coun-
try, accompanied by one of the
proprietors. The inventor of this

inpmious apparatus is Mr. Sew-
all Short, formerly of this State,
now resident in 'New London,
('onn. Doubtless, he will soon
present to the public ample op-
portunity for testing the practi-

cal utility of this arrangement.
Whatever of improvement can
be introduced into the violin is

an acquisition to musical science,
for this instrument will ever hold
a prominent place in orchestral
accompaniments.

IMPROVEMENT IN STRINGED INSTRDMENTS.

NEWELL S PATENT SAFETY LAMPS
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

TIIE BROKEX BtST.

BT J. C. PEABODT.

Out the window idly peering

On the mighty hnman tide

—

Which, its troubled front uprearlng,

Tospcd ^ith passion, swelled with prJde,

Doth through the broad street ohb and flow,

A ripple that did life foreehow,

This morning I espied

A girl in summers half a score,

With blue eyes and sunny hair,

Tripping trom out a sculptor's door,

Did a marble Cupid bear

—

Up to the ehy she tvirned her gaze,

And stumbled, heeding not her ways,

And dashed the treasure there.

£mblem of thy future, ever

—

Maiden of the dreamy eye

—

If its glance from earth thou serer,

Turning to an ideal sky

—

Trusting to aught aboTe the toil

And grorelling of life's turmoil—'

Thou Shalt fall, and hope shall die.

And the lore thy heart may eheilab

—

It abideth not for aye

—

As his marble bnet did perish,

Love himself shall flee away

;

Thy castles then Fhall ruined lie,

Scorned by the selfish passer-by,

Like the marble wrecfe to-day.

„ —4 ^.^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

"AS WE FORGIVE OUR DEBTORS."

BT T. 8. ARTHUB.

When a mere lad we were struck with the remark of an emi-

nent physician, and have thought of it hundreds of times since.

His collector, in making returns, reported as valueless an account

against a gentleman who had recently failed in business.

" The bill is good for nothing," said the collector. "M
has sunk everything, and is now with his family on the world

penniless."

The physician took the bill, quietly tore it into pieces, and then

turning to the unfortunate debtor's account, wrote across it

—

"settled."

"Rather a losing business that," remarked the collector.

" I hope to be able to say the Lord's Prayer as long as I live,"

was the physician's calm reply. " ' Forgive us our debts as we
forgive our debtors.' When we say that prayer, my friend, it

behooves us to look into our hearts, and ask ourselves how we

forgive our debtors. ' With what measure ye mete it shall be

measured to you again.'
"

" Yes, hundreds of times since then, in our world-experience

and contact with men, have we thought of that physician's re-

mark. But very few have we met, who, like him, could say the

Lord's Prayer witliout asking for a curse instead of a blessino'
;

for if the Lord forgave their debts as they forgive their debtors,

their chances of eternal salvation would not be worth the fraction

of a mite.

This defect of forgiveness is not confined to the non-professor

—to him whose lips repeat not daily the holy words of that holy

petition. So far as our experience and observation go, they

who profess to have " had much forgiven, because they had
ginned much," are as rigid in their exaction of the uttermost

farthing, as the men who assume no sanctity of life or conversa-

tion. We speak here in general terms. There are noble excep-

tions in both classes ; but not, we are inclined to believe, in one

more than in the other. With an individual of the former class,

we have now to deal. We do not intend to be hard with him

—

we shall not exaggerate his defects ; for his purposes are good,

and when he sees what is evil, he hoocstly strives to overcome it.

But self-love and self-interest blind us all. They blinded Mr.
Harvey Green, notwithstanding he had passed from "death unto

life," and had the evidence of the change in the fact that he
" loved the brethren."

Harvey Green was a shrewd man of business—honest in all his

dealings, yet ever exacting his own. lie took no advantage of

others, and was very careful not to let others take advantage of

him. While acting on the precept, " Owe no man anything," he
never lost sight of a debtor, nor rested while the obligation re-

mained in force. A very natural result was that Harvey Green
prospered in the things of this world—not that he became very
rich, but so well off as to leave no reasonable want unsupplicd.

Jt so happened, a few years ago, that a man named Wilkins,
after an unsuccessful struggle with fortune, continued through six

or seven years, failed in business. Pew men had toiled harder,
or suffered more

; and when at last he yielded to the pressure of
iron circumstances, he sunk down for a season prostrate in mind
and body. Kvcrything that he had was given up to the creditors
—the property paid but a small percentage on their claims—and
then he went forth into the world, all his business relations broken
up, and, under the heavy disadvantage of his sil nation, bravely
sought to gain fur his large depcn.lent family things needful to
their sustenance and growth in mind and body.

Among his creditors was Green. Now Wilkins belonged to
the same church that numbered Green among its members.
When the latter heard of the failure he was a good deal disturbed

although the sum Qwed to him was not over three or four hundred
dollars. On reflection, he grew more composed.

" Wilkins is an honest man," said he to himself "Ho'U pay
me sooner or later."

It did not take long to sell olT, at a sad sacrifice, the stock of

goods remaining in the hands of the debtor, for he threw no im-

pediment in the way of those who sought to obtain their due.

" Ah, my friend," said the latter, on meeting with Green, a few

days after the closing up of his insolvent estate, "this is a sad

business! But, if God gives me strength, I will payoff every

dollar of this debt before I die. An honest man can never sleep

soundly while he owes his neighbor a farthing."

"The right spirit, brother Wilkins," answered Green; "the*

right spirit ! Hold fast to that declaration, and all will come out

straight in the end. Though I can't very well lie out of my
money, yet I will wait patiently until you are able to pay me. I

always said you were an honest man ; and I am sure you will

make good my words."

" God helping me, I will," said the debtor; his voice trembled,

and his eyes grew moist. 0, how dark all looked in the future 1

What a cloud was on his path ! What a weight of grief, mortifi-

cation and dcsponflency on his heart

!

The two men parted, and each took his homeward way—the

debtor and the creditor. The one with countenance erect, self-

complacent feelings and elastic step ; the other sad and depressed.

That night Mr. Green prayed, "Forgive us our debts as we
forgive our dcbtSrs." Yet scarcely had the words died on his

lips ere he was musing on the chances in favor of his ever receiv-

ing from the penniless Wilkins the few hundred dollars owed

him by that unhappy individual. "Shere was no sympathy for

him in his heart; no thought of his terriWe prostration of sjiirit;

nothing of pity and forgiveness. A -selfish regard for hia own
interest completely absorbed all humane considerations.

Time passed on. Mr. Wilkins was no drone. An earnest,

active man, he soon found employment—not very remunerative

at first, but still sufficiently so to enable him to secure many com-

forts for his family, and .to provide for their education. .

One, two, three years glided by. With the growth of his chil-

dren, his expenses increased, and kept so close a tread upon his

income that he had not been able to pay off any of the old obli-

gations ; although he never lost sight of them, and never ceased to

feel troubled on account of their existence.

" O, debt, debt, debt !" he would often sigh to himself. " What
would I not give to be able to say, ' I owe no man anything.'

But with my large family and limited income, what hope is there!"

This was his depressed state of mind one day when Mr. Green

called in to see him. Many times before this the unhappy man
had been reminded of his debt.

" How are you getting on ?" inquired the creditor, fixing his

eyes steadily upon poor Mr. Wilkins, who felt a sense of suffoca-

tion, and slightly quailed before his tyrant.

" I have much to be thankful for," meekly answered the debtor.

" My health has been good, and I have had steady employment."
" You are living very comfortably."

" And we are grateful to a kind Providence for our blessings."

" Your salary is one thousand dollars 1"

" It is ; and I have six children to support."

" You ought to save something. I've been easy with you a

long time ; it's three years now, and you haven't offered me one

cent. If you'd paid me five or ten dollars at a time, the debt

would have been lessened. I wish you would begin to make

some arrangement. You ought to save at least two hundred dol-

lars from your salary. I know plenty of men who get only eight

hundred dollars a year, and have as large families as yours."

The eye of Mr. Wilkins fell heavily to the floor; he felt as if a

heavy weight had been laid upon his bosom. lie made no reply,

for what could he say f

" I have always upheld you as an honest man," remarked

Green, in a tone of voice that implied an awakening doubt as to

whether thi« view of the debtor's character was really correct.

" That is between God and my own conscience," said Wilkins,

lifting his eyes from the floor and looking with some sternness

into the face of his persecuting creditor.

"For your own sake, I trust you will keep a clear conscience,"

returned Green. "As for the present matter between us, all I

wish to know is, whether you mean to pay my debt ; and if so,

when I may expect to receive something."

"How much is the debtl" asked Wilkins.

" It was three hundred and seventy dollars at the time of your

failure. Interest added, it now amounts to four hundred and

fifty," said Green.

" There were other debts beside yours."

" Of course there were; but I have nothing to do with them."
" The whole amount of my indebtedness was twenty thousand

dollars. Tlie yearly interest on this del)t is more than my whole

income. I cannot pay even the interest, much less the principal."

" But you can pay my small claim if you will
; you could have

paid it before this time, if the disposition had existed. You talk

of conscience, but I'm afraid, brother Wilkins, in your case tliore

is a very narrow foundation of honesty for conscience to rest

upon. I don't put much faith in the professions of men who live

after the fa.shion you live, and yet refuse to pay their delits. I'm

a plain spoken individual, and you now have my mind freely."

The tone and manner of the creditor were harsh in the extreme.

"Pcrliaps," said Wilkins, with forced calmness, "there may be

less of dishonesty in my withholding than in your demanding."

"Dishonesty! Do you dare!" The creditor's face flushed,

and his lips quivered witli indignation.

" There are ten creditors in all," said Wilkins, with regained

composure. " Let me put to you a question. I owe John Martin

six hundred dollars. Suppose I had six hundred dollars, and ht-

tle prospect of ever getting any more, and were to pay the whole

of it over to John Martin, instead of dividing it ccjually between

you and all the creditors, wcmld you deem the act right on my

part 1 Or, would you think Martin really honest, if he were to

crowd and chafe me until in very desperation, as it were, I gave
him the wliole of what mainly belonged to others ? Would you
not say that he had possessed him.self of your property? I know
you would. And let mo sny to you plainly, that I do not think

your present effort to get me to pay ofl' your claim entire, regard-

less of otliers equally as much entitled to be paid as yourself at

all indicative of unselfishness, or a spirit of genuine honesty. If J

have any money to pay, it belongs equally to all my creditors

not to any one of them exclusively."

To be turned upon thus by a man who was in debt to him to

be charged with a dishonest spirit by the poor creature whose re-

lation to society he regarded as essentially dislionest—this wag
too much for the self-complacency of Mr. Green. He rose up
quickly, saymg, in a threatening tone

;

" You will repent of this insult, sir ! I have forborne for years

believing that you were really honest; but for this forbearance I

now meet with outrage. I shall forljear no longer. You arc able

enough to pay me, and I will find a way to compel you to do so."

Left alone with his troubled thoughts, poor Mr. Wilkins folt

not only humiliated and wretched, but alarmed for the integrity

of his household. There was no way in which his creditor could

extort the sum due him except liy seizing upon his household fur-

niture. That Green would do tliis, he had but too good reason

to fear; for he had done it in other cases. His fears proved not

altogether groundless. On the very next day, a sheriff's writ was

served on him at the suit of Harvey Green.

"Wliat do you purpose doing?" asked Wilkins, on meeting

with his creditor a few days afterwards.

" Get my money," was answered stenily.

" But I have nothing."

" We will soon see about that ! Good morning !"

Mr. Green imagined that the indignation felt toward Wilkins

was directed against his dishonest spirit, was, in fact, a righteoog

indignation, when its spring was in cupidity and wounded pride.

It was the day before the trial of his cause against Wilkins

when he expected to get judgment by default, as no answer bad

been made by the defendant in the case. And it was his purpose,

as it had been from the beginning, to order an execution so soon

as the matter was through the court, and sck^pon any properly

that could be found. flV
Evening came, and Mr. Green sat, with his children around

him, in his pleasant home. A sweet little boy knelt before him

his pure hands clasped in prayer, while from his lips came, musi-

cally, the.words taught by the Lord to his disciples, "Forgive ns

our debts, as we forgive our debtors." There seemed a deeper

meaning in the words, murmured by innocent childhood, than had
ever before reached his perceptions. His thoughts were stirred j-

new emotions awakened. The prayer was said, the little one

arose from his knees and lifted his rosy lips for the good night kiss.

"Father," said he, turnmg back after going across the room,

"I'm not going to let Harry Williams pay me for that sled. It

got broke all to pieces the next day after I let him have it."

" He bought it from you," said Mr. Green.

" I know he did ; but Harry's mother is poor, and he only get»

a penny now and then. It will take him a long, long time to save

a dollar ; and then the sled is broken, and no good to him. I

have a great many more nice things than he has, and why should

I want his pennies when he gets so few ?"

" What made you tliink of this ?" asked the father, who was

touched by the words of his child.

" It came into my mind just now when I was saying my prayer.

I prayed, ' Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.' Now,
HaiTy Williams is my debtor, is not he t"

" Yes, m}' son."

" Well, if I don't forgive him his debt, how can I expect God
to forgive me my debt 1 If I pray to him to forgive me as I for-

give Harry, and I don't forgive Harry at all, don't I ask God not

to forgive me, father?"

The child spoke earnestly, and stood with his large, deep, calm

eyes fixed intently on his father's face. Almost involuntarily Mr.

Green repeated the words :

"'If ye forgive not men their trespasses,' said our Saviour,

' neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.'

"

" I'll forgive Harry the debt, father. I'm sure he isn't able to

pay for the sled ; and I have a great many more nice things than

he has. If I don't do it, how can I ever pray that prayer again ?"

" 0, yes, yes ! Forgive him the debt by all means !" replied

the father, kissing his boy.

That evening was spent by Mr. Green in closer selfcommunion

than he had known for many years. The words of his child had

come to him like rebuking precepts from Heaven, and he bowed

his head, humiliated and repentant, resolving to forgive in the

future as he would be forgiven.

On the morning that followed, as Mr. Wilkins, from whose

mind the cloud had not lifted itself, who was yet trembling for the

home of his children, was passing from his door, a lad jilaccd a

letter in his hand. Ho knew the face of the boy from its likeness

to that of Mr. Green.

"More trouble," he sighed to himself avS he thrust the note into

his pocket. An hour afterwards he opened it, and, to his bewil-

derment and surprise, found within his account fully drawn out,

and reccijitcd with the signature of Harvey Green. Below the

receipt was Avritten, " 1 stand rebuked. I muit forgive, if I hope

to bo forgiven."

It was with difficult)' that Wilkins could restrain a gush of tears,

so great was his instant revulsion of feeling. Ah, if Harvey

Green could have seen his heart at that moment, his debt would

have been paid fourfold. No amount of money poured into his

coffers could have produced such a feeling of heavenly delight.
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TO THE SPIRIT OF POESY,

B7 JOSEPH U. I)0TLSR.

Fprit existent within my breast,

Say, may I never partake of rest?

Mupt the stream of exisU-nce forever flow

Turbid, niid wild, and dark with woe?

May iio glram of sunshine its bosom kiflp,

Nor my spirit drink one draught of bliss?

Am I destined to mingle with those who know

No beauty, or worth, in the mystic flow

Of the sweet stream from the spirit land,

Unlocked alone by God's own hand?
* Not of my order,"' I sigh, and feel,

I dream— then awake to a world too real I

Solitude, what would I not give,

Could I in thy sacred dwelling live

—

Like the hunted deer. 1 fain would riile

In thy gentle bosom, from human pride

A^d from human hearts of icy mould,

Whose pulses beat but with hope of gold!

Alas, that legions of such there be, .

Unknown, and unheeding, of sympathy!

Bearing the outward form of men,

But tasteless, and wild as the wolf in its den,

—

Born to devour, to laugh, and die

—

Earth their home. For the bending sky

With it* countless beauties, they heed it not

—

Soulless beings of earth's dark spot.

Mates for the creatures that round them creep,

Who exist to perish in lasting sleep.

Why can I not find on earth a few

Whose spirits yet drink the refreshing dew

Falling so softly from unseen lands,

Dispensed like all blessings by angel hands?

Spirit existent—whatever thou art,

Inspiring life of my wayward heart!

Take from my bosom thy gift again

;

'Tis heavy to bear in this world of pain.

'Tis an inward fire of corroding power,

It yields not gold in life's fleeting hour;

A gift that is useless here—a spell

Whose power or purpose I may not telL

1 sought it not—and I would resign.

Spirit 1 resume the gift that is thine!

Make my heart cold to the poefs fire,

For poverty's fingers have broken my lyre;

And sorrow, with cloud and storm, has power

To crush in my bosom hope's springing flower.

Then, spirit existent, assist me to bear,

Or take back the gift thou hast made my care!

[Translated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AN ELEPHANT HUNT IN SUMATRA.

BY ANNE T. WILBUR.

I HAD often, in my childhood, heard Sumatra spoken of, and

had for a long time experienced a desire to visit an island which

jiromised so many mountains and marvels to my imagination.

The Arabs luid formerly known it under the name of Saborna

;

there was situated the Younoin/-Pasfai)tnii , the celebrated Ophir of

Europeans
;
gold is found there in abundance ; there the birds

and flowers vie in brilliancy with the precious stones, and moun-

tains have emitted lava and flames from time immemorial. It is

from this latter circumstance that Sumatra, or rather Soumadra,

called by the natives Ivdala or Pouh Perstcha, retained still the

appellation of Poii'o Berapi (island of volcanoes).

And then, what a vast extent of land in an island three hundred

and seventy-si.x miles long and eighty-five broad ! And its popu-

lation,—not to mention its virgin forests ! it almost equals that of

the kingdom of Naples. In fine, Sumatra is, after Borneo, the

largest island in Malasia, and one of the most fovored by nature

and—wild beasts. Knowing tl;is, I decided to make a voyage thitlier.

My resolution taken, I departed from St. Sebastien and repaired

to Amsterdam, when, after some weeks of a residence as gloomy as

tiresome, I embarked in a Netherlands ship, destined to Sumatra.

The passage was long and difficult, and full of accidents, which

several times put my life in danger. So, when I landed on the

southwest coast of the island, I was so enamored with the beauty

of the climate, that I had not courage to find it too warm. And
yet ray thermometer marked in the shade 37 centigrade degrees.

Wo were in June, 1848, precisely at the period when it was warm
also in the streets of Paris. I may be permitted to prefer the fires

of Bengal to those of cannon.

Not that Sumatra lias never enjoyed revolutions ; this beautiful

country, like so many others, has had her own, but they are not

the principal merit of this island ; neither does this lie in its pro-

ductions, which rival those of the tropics: it is, dare I avow it,

almost entirely in its elephants, its most ancient as well as its

most legitimate sovereigns. Their strengtli is disputed by no

one, and their deeds, if not their words, are in every mouth.

In order to judge of them, one must see them on their own ter-

ritory, through the large trees of the forest, and in the free exer-

cise of their powers. I soon had an opportunity of observation in

an exciting hunt in company witli the Marquis and Marchioness

de Fiene, amiable Parisians, whom affairs of interest had brought

to Sumatra. There was a third pcr.son, a French Jew, a banker

by profession, M. Isaac du Laurens, a friend of the marquis. A
great lover of hunting, a still more intrepid boaster, there was no
trophy of this kind to which he could not offer you a countei-part.

Such were the members of our expedition. Wc were joined by
some native chiefs as guides, and a great number of Indians, laden

with munitions and arms, or leading packs of dogs impatient to

enter upon the campaign.

The rendezvous \vas fixed beyond a great lake which separated

us from the forest, where, according to the Indians, the elephants

were in the liabit of coming for their sports. We tlierefore direct-

ed our course to this spot, cany in the morning, and crossed, by

means of oars, the Dmna Lrrwar.

The weather was admiralile ; the lake was resplendent with

light, and tlie grc.it trees on its banks, mnjcslically waved by tlic

l)rceze, cast tremulous shadows on the surface of the water. What
a country 1 especially what forests 1 How grand, luxuriant, sur-

prising U everything I To quote only one marvel among a thou-

sand, I admired a flower called Ixaflisia Titan, whoso corolla

was three feet in diameter.

Arrived on the opposite shores of the lake, wc left there our

proliotis {n. species of pirogues), and repaired to the spot where, ac-

cording to the latest advices, we were to find the elephants. We
advanced resolutely, M. de Fiennc, the marchioness and myself,

having beside us the native chiefs and M. du Laurens—behind us.

Very soon the sight of giant tracks communicated the first emo-

tion to the hunters ; the effect was electric ; M. du Laurens turned

pale. Each took his post behind an ambush of canes which had

been raised against the stags. The corner which we occupied was

not less than two or three feet wide ; so all the hunters could,

thanks to the undenvood, hide there comfortably. They inspect-

ed their guns and carbines ; the huntingknifc, the klewang and
the lances gleamed. All was the most lively anxiety.

Already the krios were sent to give the alarm to our aids and

their packs of dogs ; and, scarcely had the Indians advanced,

when frightful cries, or rather a howl, swelled by a multitude of

howls, issued from the centre of the forest and froze us with terror.

It seemed to me as if a hurricane had passed through the foliage.

There was no room for doubt, a herd of elei)hants was there, in

the enclosure, at a few paces from us. There was an instant of

panic terror. The ideas which wo had, and with reason, of the

extraordinary strength of these animals,who could overthrow every-

thing in their passage, little disposed the men to await them with

firm foot. The hunters therefore disbanded. The native chiefs,

more experienced, in vain retained their courage, the confusion

redoubled, and most of the Indians fled towards the lake.

Unfortunately, the lake is full of caimans, and the cry arose :

Bceaja .' bceaju ! They knew not which way to flee ; on all sides

they saw themselves surrounded with monsters. Several had

climbed the trees; M. du Laurens was of the number.

The sight of this insensate fear restored our courage, and we re-

gained our post with the greatest coolness. When I say our cour-

age, it is a plural which is singular, and which regards only myself,

for M. de Fienne had not shrunk for an instant. The marchioness,

firm also, yet betrayed the most lively emotion. She was impa-

tient to see the conflict commence, and prepared, not to be a spec-

tator of this drama, but to play a part in it.

Suddenly thirty elephants issued from the forest, arranged in

close columns, and advancing with a majestic air. They were

formidable to behold : they marched with their trunks high and

threatening, like a wounded serpent ; their large ears beat their

temples with redoubled blow's ; their breath would have over-

thrown a man, and the ground seemed to tremble beneath them.

The moment was critical, and there was not an instant to lose

if we did not wish to be destroyed. When they were four or five

paces from the thicket wliich concealed us from their view, we re-

ceived them with a close fire from our carbines, which we had

taken care to load with balls of tin and copper. Woo to us if we
had used leaden balls ; they would have been flattened by the

large ears of the elephants ; and have rendered them more trouble

to us, witliout our having the chance of killing one. " Near the

ears! near the ears !" was the exclamation on all sides ; and each

one suddenly returned to the charge, aiming at the sensitive spot

shots which made at first more noise than they did harm.

Meanwhile the monsters, seized with tciTor, recoiled and retook

the road to the forest ; but tho barking of the dogs, which did not

bite, constrained them to turn back almost immediately. Their

numbers had increased to sixty ; a great part of these animals

had not come out from tho woods at the first attack.

Wc had had time to charge anew our guns and carbines ; and,

mora assured, like soldiers after the first fire, we received the

enemy in a more vigorous manner than at first. The elephants

then disbanded with a teiTor mingled with fury, crushing every-

thing in their passage, and, seeking a refuge, uttering cries which

were enough to make one sink into the earth. There was some-

thing gigantic in such a spectacle. These elephants were, for the

most part, twelve and even thirteen feet in height. Their refusal

to combat contrasted strangely with tho powerful organization

with which they were endowed. The marchioness, by the aid of

her interpreter, manifested her astonishment on this subject to one

of the Indian chiefs, who replied, with uncourtcous frankness, that

the herd was composed only of females. Mme. de Fienne smiled,

and, by way of reply, brandished with her. pretty hands tho gun

which she had been v.aliantly using.

Hardly had she given it to an Indian to reload, when an enor-

mous elephant, separated from the herd and larger than all the

rest, came towards the ambush behind which we still remained.

It was furious, and seemed to wish to revenge tho defeat of his

brethren. He was fourteen feet high

!

" It is a male ! it is a male !" exclaimed the native chiefs ; and

more jjrompt than those words, twenty shots of the carbines hit

and struck dead this new enemy. He staggered a few yards, and

fell exactly at the foot of the tree to which the brave du Laurens

was still clinging, who, violently shaken by this shock and by fear,

had nearly followed the colossus in his fall.

Several elephants wore extended lifeless on the ground ; some

were staggering like houses about to fall, and could stand only by

leaning against those who had not yet been struck, and who sup-

ported them in a fraternal manner. There was something very

aftfecting in this scene. But it was less so than that of which we

were witnes.scs an instant after. A young elephant, grievously

wounded, maintained hi-; equilibrium with difficulty and with the

aid of his mother who was watching over him ; at last he fell on

the ground before the continual fire of tho hunters ; the poor mo-

ther did not desert her post ; she uttered howls of anguish and

fury, and tried to protect the corpse of her child ; but slio soon

paid for her maternal devotion with her life.

The marchioness,.wliom this picture moved to tears, wished to

obtain the life of this noble animal ; she even solicited it earnestly

but it would have been dangerous to have granted it, and the;

firing continued. There were no more enemies on the battle-field
;

only coi7)Scs strewed tlie ground in every direction. The air echoed

with a joyous merriment, and each began to relate his exploits.

Tho hunters who celebrated the victory most noisily wore, as

usual, those who had not dared to take part in it. There are men
who, in times of peril and emergency think they affbrd much aid

by expending their action in words and cries. Such was the dear

and deafening du Laurens. Ho had descended from the tree only

after the danger was passed, and, by his own account, it was ho

who had killed most elephants.
,

"What there is prodigious about it," said Mme. de Fienne, "is

that you have accomplished these fine exploits without burning

any tinder. But perhaps you used the sonorous instnimont with

which the soldiers of Joshua made the walls of Jericho fall. In

this ca.sc, worthy son of Israel, I will no longer be astonished at

tho sound of your trumpet."

During this time the Indians were daspoiling the elephants of

their enormous jaws, and preparing to carry them home as a re-

membrance of this glorious day. Thus ended this famous ele-

phant hunt, a scone of excitement and some danger.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT BEN : PEBL^ FOORI.

(The following d»Uy record of past events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa«t,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

#
MARCH NINETEENTH.

1666.—Elias Von Arsdale, L. L. D., died at Newark, N. J.,

aged 75.

1718.—Lady Mary Wortley Montague introduced inoculation

into England from Turkey.

1809.—The French, under Soult, defeated the British at Draga,

Portugal.

1848.—Revolt at Milan by the people, who drove out the Aus-

trian garrison.

MABCir TWENTIETH.
1687.—La Salle, the discoverer of the Mississippi, assassinated

in Arkansas.

1778.—Franklin formally received at the French court as rep-

resentative of a nation.

1793.—Lord Chief Justice Mansfield, of England, died, aged 88.

1815.—Napoleon entered Paris—commencement of the hundred

days.

MARCH TWBXTT-FIBST.

15.')6.—Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterburj', burned at

Oxford, England, for heresy.

1801.—Englisli defeated tho French at Alexandria, Egypt, but

Gen. Abercrombie was mortally wounded.

1804.—Duke d'Enghein shot by order of Napoleon.

1828.—New Prussian constitution signed by the king.

18,?9.—HostiUties on the Aroostook terminated by an agreement

between Sir John Harvey and General Scott.

MARCH TWENTY-SECOND.

1687.—John Baptist Lulli, favorite musician of Louis XIV. of

France, died, aged 54.

1765.—American Stamp Act passed in England.

1814.—Thomas Crawford.distinguished American sculptor,bom.

1820.—Duel between Commodore Barron and Decatur, near

Washington—the latter killed.

1832.—Goethe, the famed German dramatist, died, aged 83.

1851.—ExGov. Isaac Hill, of New Hampshire, died at Wash-

ington, aged 63.

MARCH TWENTT-THIRD.

1656.—Capt. Robert Keane, first commander of the Ancient

and Honorable Artillery, died in Boston.

1801.—Paul, Emperor of Russia, strangled at St. Petersburg.

1849.—Charles Albert, of Sardinia, totally defeated by the

Austrians, and forced to abdicate in favor of his son.

1850,—The juiw, in Professor Webster's case, brought in a ver-

dict of guilty.

MAllCH TWENTY-FOURTH.

1584.—Sir Walter Raleigh received his grant of Virginia from

Queen Elizabeth.

1603.—Queen Elizabeth died.

1726.—Daniel Whitby, an English ecclesia.stical writer, died.

1771.—Ex-Gov. Shi' ley, of Massachusetts, died at Roxburj-.

1794.—Kosciuzsko expelled the Russians from Cracow.

MARCH TWENTY-FIFTH.

1638.—Parochial free schools instituted at London.

1646.—Henry Sewell, a founder of Newburj', married at Boston

to Miss Jane Dummer.
1782.—Marie Caroline (Bonaparte's youngest sister, and wife of

Murat), born at Ajaccio.

1809.—Anna Seward, English poetess, died at Litchfield, Eng-

land, aged 66.

1818.—Gen. Henry Lee, soldier, politician and scholar, died in

Georgia, aged 62.
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SCENES IN CALIFORNIA.
The growth and steady progress in improvements cvinred by

the people of Californin, is a theme of no less gratificntion to the

rest of this great confederacy tlian the fart of her nndiminishcd

and undirainishable wealth. There seems to be no decrease of

the exports of gold, and laborers are flocking thither every day to

supply the places of tliose who having made their fortunes, arc

NORTH FORK, AMERICAN RIVER, CALIFORNIA.

returning home to enjoy the same among their friends and the

scenes of their chilrlhood. The manner of seeking for the pre-

cious dust has vastly changed since the commencement of the

work; machinery is very hi rgcly introduced, and water courses

very generally turned to" account by the mining companies. On
this and the opposite page we present a series of four illustrations,

depicting some of the modes now in use. Tliesc scenes were

sketched for us on the spot, and truthfully depict the operations

they refer to. The view given above is on the north fork of the

American River—showing a claim on Horse Shoe Bar. The
wheel is for pumping out water on back claims. Americans and

Chinese have taken out considerable gold here. The "Milk
Punch " house is seen in the Iiackground. The engraving below

is a view of the Parks' Bar Company's works, showing the flume,

parks' bar COMPANY WORKS, CALIFORNIA.
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NOTION COMPANY S WORKS, CALIFORNIA.

men at work, pumps, wheels, etc. This year the company lias

made nothing; last year every one concerned made handsomely.

By many it is attrihutcd to l)iid mana<rement on the part of the

officers. The first view on this page (;ives a representation of the

Notion Company's works, at Barton's Bar, showing the men at

work, and two men giving the results of a day's Inhor. The last

view gives a miner's tent in the foreground, and Ross's Bar, on

the Yuha River, in the distance, with the river tumcd from its

hed. The village is also seen in the distance. Ross's Bar is one
of the richest bars in the river, and is one of the first that was
worked. It is about twenty miles above Marysville. As com-
pared with Australia, our own gold region on the Pacific coast,

is certainly far more desirable for many reason, and that it is

quite as prolific in the golden ore, is beyond a doubt. California,

too, is very far in advance of the British El Dorado in point of so
cial and political condition, and is already able to afford society,
and agreeable society, too, for the most refined. It really seems
to us like a dream, the whole rise and progress of the geld story
of California ; more like an Arabian Night story, with a big and
powerful genii, and a good boy, Aladdin, to be enchanted and
made rich

!

kii, .^^*«,r;

-'jB^sS'fe^

^^^^Si?;'5F*j>S^5ig:^|^i#^J:

Ross's BAR, CALIFORNIA.
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PRAYER.

BT EL3IIXA R. B. WALDO.

Silence, and folitude, and night,

Their reign began. The ocean slept

:

The summer fields sweet odors gave,

And the eternal stars their watches kept.

temple vast! not made Ttith hands

—

A thought from God embodying.

Like a fair picture— what best gift

To thy pure altar can I bring?

As thus I mused, soft liquid chimca

Seemed borne upon the balmy air,

Now swelling clear and full, and now

Melting and mingling tverywhere.

At intervals a voice I heard,

As if some echo lingered there,

"NVhippering, in soft, persuasive tones,

" Immortal child, to pra}er, to prayer!'*

1 saw no ptAtely minaret,

And no muezzin to proclaim

The sacred rite; still on my ear

Those soothiDg sounds distinctly came.

I kneeled, and closed my wandering ej-es,

To draw from earth ray thoughts apart

And then I knew that magic voice,

That harmony was in my heart.

y-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LITTLE BY LITTLE.

BY HAKRIET N. HATHAWAY.

Gentle reader, mcthinks I see the briglit shadow of a smile

flitting over your face as your eye rests upon the caption of my
story. Now had I allowed reason to be led captive by fancy, I

might have selected one that savored more of tlie ideal than the

real. But as it Is my intention to portray to you some of the

sterner realities of life, I have chosen a title that bears on its face

more " practice than poetry."

Read with me a leaf from the "book of nature." Yonder little

brooklet, that looks like a thread of silver winding through the

green meadow, was born of a vapor that arose from the earth,

and then fell from the clouds, drop by drop, into its tiny basin.

Follow its cotirse
;
gradually it deepens and widens, its mellow

murmurings grow hoarse and loud, and soon loses itself in the

broad ocean. Here is a minute particle of dust. Of itself it

seems nothing, but yet every one of these little grains helps to

compose the vast aggregate of tlie whole earth on which we tread.

Time is made up of seconds, which almost imperceptibly swell

into minutes, minutes into hours, hours into days, days into years,

and finally all these minor distinctions are submerged in the un-

fathomable sea of eternity.

But to bo a little more practical. See 3'onder seamstress, as

with her pale, slender fingers she unrolls such a quantity of yards

of cloth, all of which is to be made into garments. How is it to

be done T Will one mighty effort accomplish it ? No. With a

pleasant face and a hopeful heart she seats herself at her task

;

and with her fine cambric needle and thread of go-samer texture

she patiently sets one stitch at a time, and at length her arduous

task is completed. How was it with that voluminous book lying

upon the table before you 1 Was that the work of a moment 1

No ; first it required days, months and even years of laborious

thought, so that the conception of the thing might be perfectly

clear to the mind of the writer ; and then, letter by letter, syllable

by syllable, and word by word,- it was committed to paper; and

before it could be issued in hook form it must pass through tlic

hands of the printer and bookbinder. So it is with every calling

in life. The poet, the scholar, the statesman, the artist, the mer-

chant and the mechanic all attained the position they now occupy

by years of unremitting perseverance and toil. Reader mine, is

it not true that life U made up of littles ? But I will no longer

morali/.e, lest I weary you.

Amid the branches of a wcll-ladcu cherry tree a boy might

lave been seen gathering the luscious fruit into a basket. For a

time he applied himself to his task vigorously. But watch him.

With an abstracted air he pushes his brimlcss .straw hat from bis

brow, revealing a broad, intellectual forehead, around wl'.ich plays

a profusion of brown, curling hair. He is still at work, but it is

plainly evident his mind is not there. His large, thoughtful, gray

eyes look larger and more thoughtful tlian ever, and his lips

move with a quick nervous motion. What is it that thus moves
upon the hoy's soul ? Is lie lost in admiration of tlie beauties of

nature ? No ; the gentle breeze whi.-h dallies with his damp locks

is unfelt by him—he beans not the warbling of the bii'ds, and sees

not tlie beauties of the landscape spread out around him. The
golden sunbeams which begem the bosom of the quiet pond near

by, and kiss the dew-drops from the flowers, awaken not a pass-

ing emotion in his bosom. Gradually the expression of perplex-

ity disappears from his face and he exclaims :
" There, I have it

at last—that puzzling problem !" and as the words escape him
ho unconsciously loses his grasp upon the basket and it falls to the

ground, scattering its choice contents far and near, and he is

awakened from his reverie by a rough voice saying :

" There, down with you, )-ou young scapegrace ! do^vn with

you and oft' to school ! You're a deal more plague than profit,

and always was. Only yesterday, through your heedlessness,

Mike Miller's cows got into the field and destroyed more than you

could earn in a whole month ; and now to-day you've begun after

the old sort."

" But, father," interposed the boy, " let me try once more and

I'll do better."

"Not a word from j'ou, young man," replied the father, shaking

his sun-burnt fist menacingly, " not another word ! I've tried to

make something of you long enough, and it's all of no use ; and

now the first thing I'll do is to look you out a good master-

'Twould do very well for you to keep your head stuck into a book

if you was a gentlem.an's son, but you aint, and never will be,

and I'm bound to put a stop to such foolishness ! Now off to

school, as I bid you, and make much of your time, for 'twill be

but short
!"

An expression of keen anguish passed over the boy's face as

he heard this threat ; and when he entered his cottage home tears

were rapidly coursing down his checks. A woman with the same

cast of features as the boy met him at the door, and as her eye

fell upon his sorry face she said :

" Why, Willie, my son, Vi'hat is the trouble ? nothing serious, I

hope !"

Wdlio sank sobbing upon a chair, and murmured in a low tone,

" O, yes, mother, it is dreadful. I have oft'ended father again,

and he says he's going to find me a place, and I know he's in

earnest. He told me, yesterday, the next time I disobeyed him

he would have me bound out to some farmer until I was twenty-

one, and I am now only fourteen. Only to think of it, mother-

O, dear ! 0, dear ! what shall I do ? how can I bear it 1" and the

boy wept more bitterly than b#foie.

" Willie, don't cry so," said the fond mother, as she pillowed

his head gently upon her shoulder, " you will break my heart if

you do. Perhaps your father will think better of it when he be-

comes calmer ; and now the best thing for you is to go to school,

as he ba<le you." The boy, thus encouraged to hope better things,

bathed bis swollen face in some clear, cold water, imprinted a kiss

upon his mother's face, and with satchel in hand started for the

school-house. As Mrs. Wilder watched his retreating form as he

trod the cross-path which led to the school-house, her large, sad

eyes grew more soiTowful in their expression, and despite her ef-

forts to repress her tears, they rained down upon her kerchief and

ever and anon dropped upon the window-seat. There was a

strange foreboding of evil in her heart, and bitter, burning

thoughts pressed down her spirits. Willie was her first and only

boy, and she worshipped him with all a mother's idolatry. " I

know he must leave me," she murmured, " and what I shall do

without him God only knows."
" Don't cry, mamma," said a little, fair-haired girl of three

summers, who had stolen unobserved to her side, and now stood

clinging to her dress, " it makes Nelly cry too."

" Well, mamma will not any more," said Mrs. Wilder, as she

took the little one in her arm, and soothed her childish sorrows

with a sweet tact peculiar to herself.

Mrs. Wilder early in life had been left an orphan, dependent

upon the cold charities of the world. When about eighteen years

of age she became acquainted with Hervey Wilder, and a hasty

union had taken place between them. She had often regretted

her thoughtless precipitation, for she found there was no conge-

niality of taste or sentiment. During the first year of their mar-

riage, sometimes of an evening she would persuade him to allow

her to read to him from some of her favorite authors. But she

soon learned that it was all of no avail ; for often when she

had concluded a touching passage she would look into his face

for some corresponding emotion, some sign that he appreciated

its pathos and sweetness, but alas ! he would be either adding up

the proceeds of his coming crop, or half-dozing in his chair ; or if

neither of these, he would return her tearful gaze with one of such

stoUd indifference, that with a heart-sickening sensation she would

close her book, and indulge in bitter reflections upon the sudden

demolition of her air-castles. Mr. Wilder was not an unkind hus-

band or father ; he loved his wife and children with all the ardor

of which his nature was capable. But when his spirit was

fairly roused he was often unreasonable, «nd Mrs. Wilder knew

that to attempt to expostulate with him then would be worse than

useless. Often when be had been unaccountably stern with Wil-

lie she had offered some extenuating remark, which was invariably

received with the chilling rebuff ;
" You've made a fool of the

boy, stuffing him with the idea he's to be a lawyer, or a parson,

or something of that sort, and I'm bound to drive such foolish

notions out of bim." So she came to the sad conclusion that

now " worst had come to worst," and her noble boy must go into

the cold world to toil for his daily bread.

Several days passed by, and as no allusion had been made to

his leaving home, Willie began to hope that his father had repent-

ed of his hasty threat. He sometimes imagined that his mother

seemed less happy than was her wont, and he would resolve to

ask her. But ere his thcights could form themselves into words

upon his lips, his courage would fail him.

One night, while sitting at the tea-table, he observed that ever

and anon his mother would hastily wipe a tear from her eye. It

was evident that .she was striving to conceal her grief. But her

efforts wore unavailing. There was an expression, half of sorrow

and half of anger, resting on Mr. Wildcr's face, as he, in unliroken

silence, partook of his evening repast.

After the tea-things were removed, he left the house, and Mrs.

Wilder—having placed Nelly in herlowtrundlc-bed, heard her re-

peat her evening prayer, imprinted the " good night kiss " upon

the rosy, dimpled cheek, half hidden by her long, sunny curls

—

returned to where Willie was sitting, and bade him follow her to

his little chamber.

Poor Willie ! the sight that greeted him was more than lie could

bear. There before his bed stood his small trunk, all packed. He

strove manfully against the bitter, burning tears, but despite his

efforts they rained down his cheeks, and dropped upon the uncar-

peted floor. With one loud and almost heart-breaking sob ho

buried his face in his mother's bosom, and mother and son wept

as they had never wept before.

" Willie, my boy," said the mother, when she sufBcientlv over-

came her emotion to speak, " kneel with me." And passing her

arm around him, she poured forth her full soul in earnest, agoniz-

ing prayer. She prayed for strength to sustain them in the midst

of their trying affliction—for Christian fortitude to bear this giv-

ing up of her darling boy. But above all, she pleaded that he

might never bo left to wander in sin's devious mazes, and that ho

might early seek that friendship which cometh from above, so, that

if they were net to meet again on earth, they might enjoy a holier

and happier meeting in abetter land—that land where partings are

unknown. She prayed that as ho was about to go forth into the

wide, wide world, alone and unprotected, that Heaven in kindness

would raise up some one to love him and care for him. Peace

came to her anguished spirit, and she arose with hope in her heart.

Willie, too, felt calmer under the holy influences of a mother's

prayer.

The next morning he arose with a sense of some impending

evil resting upon him, but what it was ho could not at first recall.

Gradually the events of the preceding night came back to his

mind, and he remembered that the coming night would find him

among strangers. But the thought of his mother nerved him to

calmness, and he dressed himself in haste, for the sun was already

shining in at the chamber window. With a cheerful " good morn-

ing " ho took his seat at the breakfast table, by the side of his

little pet sister, and seemed more than usually attentive to her

childish wants. He dared not meet his mother's pale, sorrowful

face, for fear he should give way to his feelings.

" Willie," said Nelly, laying her little, plump hand on his,

" to-night you'll sit by my bed a little while, wont you, and tell

me those pretty verses about the ' twinkle star?' You said you

would, sometime."

This request was so unexpected that Willie dropped his knife

and fork, buried his face in both his hands, and the tears trickled

through his fingers. Little, sympathizing Nelly looked up into her

mother's face for a moment, in sorrowful silence, and then sobbed

out, " What makes Willie cry, mamma 'i 0, dear ! it makes

Nelly cry too. Tell him not to cry any more." Mr. Wilder's

lip quivered, and he was suddenly seized with a violent fit of

coughing, and Mrs. Wilder was forced to leave the room.

After breakfitst Willie left the house to visit the many haunts

he had loved. First he went on and on through the green meadow,

till ho came to an old oak tree, with a rustic bench under it. O,

how many happy hours he had passed seated on that bench, with

books for his companions. But now he was to leave it—perhaps

forever. There were many -other spots as dear as this to him.

There was the great swing under Farmer Goodwin's elm trees.

He wondered, as he stood before it, if he should ever swing the

little fairy-like Emma Goodwin again ! And with this query

came the thought that she would no longer be the little Emma
that she now was, when ho returned, and perhaps she would have

entirely forgotten him. 'Twas a bitter reflection, and he strove

to put it from him. Next he entered the old and time-worn meet-

ing-house. He took his seat in the little slip occupied by his father

and mother. He recalled the time when his mother first took him

there. O, what a proud, happy boy he was then ! It was just

after the opening of school that he entered the school-house to

talvc his books, and to bid his teacher good-by. He paused before

opening the inner door, to summon all his fortitude, then with a

quick, neiwous movement he opened it. But the moment his

eves rested upon his teacher and his schoolmates whom he had so

dearly loved, he sank upon the first unoccupied seat, and dropping

his head upon the desk, he burst forth into an uncontrollable fit

of sobbing and weeping. The scene in that little rough school-

room was indeed a flt snbject for a painter. One after another of

those bright eyes were suft'used with tears, and those little heads

dropped upon their desks. Even the largest of the boys yielded

to the power of sympathy, and silently wiped the trickling tears

from their sun-burnt faces. Willie had ever been a favorite with

both teacher and scholars—and well ho might be, for he was oblig-

ing, gentle, studious and attentive. Miss Mills, the teacher, wdien

she had in a measure regained her composure, seated herself by

the side of the weeping boy, and strove to cheer him with words

of comfort and kindness ; and Emma Goodwin stole noiselessly

from her desk, and placing hcrlittle, sorrowful face close to his ear,

whispered :
" Don't cry, Willie, we sha'n't forget to love you if you

do go away." When ho rose to leave, the scholars crowded round

him to bid him " good-by," and many a parting koepsako was

tendered him—simple, but none the less valuable on that account.

Dear little Emma Goodwin could not read that day for crying,

and then the tearher would cry too ; and the scholars all agreed

at night in thinking it was the saddest day they ever passed at

school.

On Ills wav home, AVillio paused by the side of the little brook

whore he had spent so many happy hours, tossing tiny jiebblcs

into its clear waters, and throwing in barks and calling them his

ho.Ms. He threw himself upon its green banks, and looked up

into the bright, beautiful sky. Suddenly his large, gray eyes

seemed to lose their mournful expression, and a smile played

around his mouth. A new resolve had taken possession of his soul.

As he entered his father's door-yard he was met by a stranger,

who said, " I suppose this is the boy I'm to take to B— ; and now,

young man, you must be quick, for I'm off in half an hour." In

half au hour accordingly Willie was ready. Willie pressed one

soft kiss upon Nelly's check, which bore traces of tears, as she lay

sleeping in her cradle bed, then imprinted another on his mother's
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pale lips, and bowed his young head to crave her parting blcpsing.

Mrs. Wilder hiid her white, trembling hand on his head, and with

fervent tone invoked the lilessing of Heaven to rest on him. The

father's licart beat wildly in his bcioin during all this, yet no word

had lie spoken. But now, summoning all his resolution, he ex-

tended his hand towards his son, and said ;
" Willie, my boy, for-

give rac if I've been too harsh with you. I meant it all in kind-

ness. God knows I love you. I'm half sorry I promised to

send you away. But keep up a good heart, my son, and 'twill

all come out right. Good-by, and God bless you."

O, how precious were tlioso words in Willie's ears 1 How, in

the darkest hours that followed, they would rise tip to cheer him !

How sweet was the thought, that he still held a place in his fath-

er's affection !

It was gloomy and sad at the cottage that day. Nelly wonder-

ed why AV'illie did not come to his dinner, and she wondered still

more why he did not come to supper, and at night she cried her-

self to sleep because ^V"lllie did not come to sit beside her bed,

and tell her about the twinkling star. But Mrs. Wilder's sorrow

was cheered in a mcjusure by the remembrance of the kind words

of her husband to Willie, and the father rejoiced in his heart that

he had spoken them.

And Willie was lonely too, for he felt that every hour bore him

farther and farther from his childhood's home. His travelling

companion did not seem in the least inclined to bo social, but this

he did not much regret, for when he did speak his language was

so coarse that ho shrank from him in di.'jgust. At the close of the

second day after leaving home the man reined up his horse in

front of a large, handsome farm-house, and turning to ^^'iilie,

said

:

" Let's see, youngster, what did you say your name was t"

" Willie they call me at home, but my name is William."

"Willie, that's altogether too babyish. Now out with you.

Bill, and open tlie gate and trudge on down the lane."

AVillie obeyed the imperative command, glad to be relieved, if

but for a moment, of so disagreeable a companion. As he looked

round about him ho saw thrifty orcliards, green fields, thriving

hedge-rows. On the other hand, in front of the house was a

beautiful lawn, and on the south side of it extensive flower-beds,

tastefully laid out. Altogether he thought it the most charming

spot he had ever beheld. Two beautiful girls, one with dark eyes

and raven curls, the other with soft blue eyes and light brown

hair, were playing graces with a young gentleman. As ho nearcd

them the gentleman inquired of the girls who he might be.

" Not any one that you'll care for, Ma.nter Hubert, I assure

you," said the girl with bi"own hair. " He's nothing but a charity

boy father's taken."

" Hush, hush, Minnie ; he'll hear you," interrupted her sister
;

" and you certainly would not hurt his feelings needlessly. I

pity him from my heart, ho looks so sad."

" 0, Marion," was the laughing rejoinder, " you're the strangest

genius ! I've a right to say what I please, I suppose."

And sure enough Willie did hear a part of the conversation,

and burning tears sprang to his eyes, and his pulse throbbed tu-

multuously. Was he indeed to be looked upon as an object of

charity ? His proud spirit revolted at the thought. While he

was busied with his own sad reflections, Squire Danforth, the

father of the two young ladies, and the owner of the farm-house,

came up and clapping hira on the shoulder said, " So you're the

boy that's come to live with me. I like your looks pretty well,

iind guess wo shall get along finely, if you'll bear in mind that

Tm master here. That's the trouble with boys ; they're apt to

want tl;f ir own way. But come, I guess you'd like some supper

hy this time. Go right into the kitchen, and there you'll find the

workfolks eating."

Willie did as he was bidden. But he had no heart to eat, and

the Irish girl noticing that he left his food tmtastcd on his plate,

said: " I'm thinking ye're sick or something, and wud bo after

going to yer bed, for I sposo yc'vc rode aheap to-day, and am rale

tired."

Willie followed her gladly to his little apartment. It was on

the third floor ; and a desolate looking place it was indeed. A
small, rough bedstead occupied one corner of the room, a little

cracked glass hung over the rickety stand, and a high, rush-seated

chair stood before the window, which consisted of but three di-

minutive panes of glass.

A sense of desolation overpowered the boy as he gazed around

liim. How unlike was everything here to his chamber at the lit-

tle homestead, with its neat bed, draped in white, its snowy win-

dow curtain, the small stuffed chair, covered with livel}' chintz,

and the glossy, oaken stand on which lay his books. How many,

many happy hours he had passed in that little room I and now he

had left it, and perhaps forever. For some moments he sat in-

dulging in these painful thoughts, but the memory of his mother's

parting ad\'ice came stealing over him, and with it the resolve he

made as he lay on the banks of the brook, gazing up into the

clear, blue sky, and he murmured :
" No ; I will not yield to

despair. I will bo something yet. To bo sure it don't look much
like it now, but, as mother said, ' perhaps there's light behind the

cloud.' I can't expect to become somebody all at once. ' Little

by little,' that's the motto on the book-mark she put in my Bii)le,

and it shall bo the motto I'll act upon." After Willie had come
to this wise conclusion, he drew his Bible from his trunk, and

opened its hallowed pages. The first words that met his view

were these :
" The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom."

Falling on hi? knees he prayed that he might be possessed of this

feir, and that he might bo guided into all truth. Cahn and re-

freshed, he sought his pallet of straw, and his slumbers were sweet,

as are ever those of the pure and innocent.

At an early hour he was aroused by a rough voice at the door.

saying: " Come, young man, high time you was up." He rec-

ognized the speaker's voice to be that of his travelling companion

of the previous day. Willie found that he was to be a sort of a

" fag " for the whole establi>hmcnt, lieing the youngest hand cm-

ployed. Indeed, his work was never done—for when he was not

engaged out of doors, he found plenty of business to wait and

tend in the house. Miss Minnie seemed to delight in ordering

him about—and in this respect she so closely resembled her

mother, that he came to the conclusion that from her this trait

was transmitted. But Marion was just the reverse. She seldom

called upon him for assistance, and when she did it was a pleasure

for him to comply with her requests, she seemed so grateful.

Thus several w.cks sped on. He was quite a favorite with the

squire, but then, as he was nothing but one of the " hands," he

of course was not permitted to mingle with the family. He must

be contented in the evening, to sit in the kitchen with the domes-

tics, and listen to their coarse slang and petty slander, or seek his

chamber, which latter he usually chose to do. Then he must oc-

cupy one of the " frej scats " at church, assist in waiting upon

the table when they had visitors, and many like things, which

wore excessively unpleasant to a boy of his sensitive nature. He
often thought, that had it not been for the kindness of Marion, his

situation would have been perfectly unbearable. Minnie delighted

in teasing her sister, alleging that she could not sec what she found

so interesting in an ignorant charity-boy. For sometime Marion

had observed that whenever she had been out late of an evening,

on her return she saw the faint glimmer of a light from the little

window in Willie's apartment, and the house-maid gnimbled be-

cause his candle was burned so low every morning. This excited

Marion's curiosity. So one night, after her sister had fallen

asleep, she arose softly from her bed, resolved to fathom the mys-

tei-y. Stealing lightly up the stairs she approached his chamber

door, which stood ajar. What an unlocked for sight greeted her.

There sat the young student, one hand buried in the clustering

curls of his hair, while with his elbow leaned upon the table, ho

bent over a book. At length he said :
" There, I have completed

my task. Little by little I progress, and I feel confident I shall

not always be what I am now." Marion's heart beat quickly.

Cautiously she descended the stairs, and when she gained her apart-

ment she seated herself by the window, and tears trickled slowly

down her cheeks, and dropped upon the folds of her night-dress.

" Poor boy," she said, in a subdued tone, " how little he has to

encourage him, and yot how manfully he is striving to rise above

his present situation. I will endeavor to befriend him."

It was evening, and Willie was sitting alone under the shadow

of an old elm, at the back of the house, indulging in thoughts of

home. Suddenly ho felt a hand laid on his shoulder, and a gentle

voice whispered " Willie," in his car. O, how sweetly that name

sounded, and yet how strangely ! It was the first time he had

heard it since he lift his childhood's homo. Turning round ho

behold Marion. She looked to him like somo kind, gentle spirit,

sent to cheer him in his loneliness. " Come," said she, "will you

not walk with me a short distance, it is so pleasant, and Minnie is

not here to bear me company V
Willie, of course, did not refuse—and no sooner were they out of

hearing than Marion revealed to him the discovciy she had made.

She kindly promised to supply him with books, and to lend him

all the assistance in her power, which would not be inconsiderable,

for Marion was an apt scholar. As William looked up into the

radiant face of the noble girl, his feelings overpowered him.

Words were too faint to express his emotions, and sinking upon

the hillock of turf by which they were standing, he buried his face

in both his hands, and wept like a child. Marion seated herself

by him, and strove to calm him. It was late when they returned

home, and they entered the house at different times so that their

absence might more readily escape observation. AVith renewed

ardor Willie henceforth pursued his studies, for ho felt that he

had a fresh incentive. Thus two years glided by. Once, during

the time, Willie visited home, and proud indeed were his parents

of the progress of their noble boy. " I told you so, wife," said

his father, when ho had concluded perusing a letter brought by

him from his employer. " I told you 'twould bo the making of

him." Besides this visit he fi-equently received letters from his

mother. These were invariably read to Marion, who had a heart

to aiipreciatc and love the gentle monitors, and the sweet counsel

they contained. At first Jlarion encountered some opposition in

assisting our young student, from both father and mother. Min-

nie ridiculed her whenever opportunity offered. But Marion res-

olutely adhered to her resolve, and in time they gave up opposing

her wishes. ******
Once more we find William and Marion seated on the same

gray mound, where we have before seen them. They were to

part that night, and perhaps forever. Daily they had found the at-

tachment existing betweoiutlieni growing stronger and stronger.

Was it more than friendship that so knit their souls as in one ?

This question had often been asked by each, inwardly, but never

answered. But now the truth had come to their hearts. They
could no longer evade it. The secret of their souls was laid bare

to the senses of each. Still there was no mention of it made by

either. They looked on oite another in silence, for a few moments,

and then with a gentle pressure of hands and a softly murmured

good-by they parted—he to go forth alone and unfriended into the

cold world, she to live henceforth more in the memories of the

past than in the realities of the present. Motionless she stood on

the little hillock, and long after he had disappeared her eyes were

riveted on the spot where she had last seen him. But the chill

night air, sweeping mournfully by, reminded her it was time for

her to seek her home. So with pensive steps she wended her

way thither, and going to her room, where Minnie was already

sleepmg, she sank on a seat by the window.

In the morning, when William was missed, she appeared as ig-

norant as any one, and to an observer apparently as unconcerned.

What a strange mystery is the human heart I who can road if?

Seven years have now flown on time's rapid wing. Again we

will look in upon Squire D.diiforth's household. What a change

have those seven years wrought ! The squire no longer look?

like the same man ; his hair is thickly silvered o'er with gray, his

face is lined and relined with the marks of care, and his form is

no longer erect. It seems as though a score of years had come

and gone .since we last saw him. His wife, too, beans the traces

of decay. Minnie is there with two little prattlers by her side.

Iler face wears a sad and subdued expression. The " widow's

weeds " which she wears tolls the tale without words. And Ma-

rion, too, forms a striking picture in the family group. There is

something majestic and queen-like in her bearing, but you cannot

gaze into her colorless face withotit reading the " ower true tale
"

of crushed hopes and withered affections. Even her smile is so

sad it were better to be a tear. Now the father rises and says

in a voice choked with emotion :
" Soon we shall be homeles.'!.

This broad estate, which is lawfully mine, will be taken from me,

and wo must go forth into the cold world to seek a strange home.

God help us to bear it !',' " Amen !" is the fervent response that

falls from Marion's colorless lips.

We will now follow the well nigh heart-broken old man to the

court-house. It seems, from what we can gather on the way, that

some one has come forward setting up a claim that Squire Dan-

forth is not the lawful possessor of the estate which he now holds.

So skilfully has ho arranged his statements that even the squire's

warmest frimds feel there is but little chance to hope that he

will gain his case. So sudden and unexpected did the blow fall

upon the old man that it totally incapacitated him for business.

He knows not even who is to be his lawyer, for he has employed

some one to ])rocure one from a distant city, .and for months he

has been preparing himself for the present emergency.

Now the trial commences. What a host of suborned witnesses

rise up to substantiate the statement of the plaintitT's attorney.

The lawyer pleads the case witli all the eloquence of a Lycurgus

or a Solon. Even the most sanguine of Squire Dalton's friends

look blank and shake their heads dospondingly. Already the

plaintiff's face is radiant with exultation. God pity the old man
and sustain him I Now the defendant's statement is made. His

witnesses substantiate its truth. His lawyer commences the

defence with a moderate tone and air. There is none of the fire

in his voice, nor enthusiasm in his manner, that characterized the

bearing of his ])redecessor. The last remnant of hope dies out

of the hearts of those favorably disposed towards the defendant.

Just heaven, shall it be thus, " that might shall ever triumph over

right?" God forbid ! Gradually the speaker warms. With skil-

ful art ho slowly unknots the tangled skein. Ho questions and

cross-questions the suborned \vitncsses. Flaw after flaw is dis-

covered. Now that he has gained his purpose, with one mighty,

masterly effort ho portrays the flimsy character of tho web of

falsehood with which the plaintiff has dared to attempt to entangle

them. The suborned witnesses now in turn look blank, and the

plaintiff would gladly be somewhere else. The young lawyer

has gained his case. The old squire's head drops upon the rail-

ing of the box, and he sobs like a child. There is scarcely a dry

eye in all that vast assembly. Tho young lawyer yields to the

earnest importunities of tho old man, and accompanies him to his

home. There sit tho little group in almost breathless expectation.

They hardly dare raise their eyes to meet those of the husband

and father, for they know that that glance will decide to them
whether or no they are to leave their loved home. " Now, God
be praised !" are the first words that fall from the father's lips,

" for this home is still our own." Again the fervent " amen " is

ptonounccd by Marion, and this time all respond to it. Marion
lifted her eyes and they fell upon those of the stranger. With
one wild cry she rushes forward and exclaims :

" Willie Wilder !"

and he presses her to his bosom, and softly whispers " Marion."

It is enough. Not another word need be spoken. Heart answers

to heart. Though they have been widely sundered they are still

one in spirit. How ardent are the grateful thanks which are

jjoured into the ears of Willie—fur Willie we must still call him

—

by tho happy household.

When Marion and Willie were once more alone, explanations

followed. She tclljs how his letters were intercepted, but farther

than that she tells not. She would not expose her darling sister

Minnie's weaknesses for untold wealth. For Minnie is an altered

being now. Adversity has taught her a lesson which prosperity

failed of doing. And Willie relates all his struggles since he left

her, to seek for a name and place among tho world's good and
great.

Gradually the light comes to Marion's eyes, the rose-tint of

health blooms on her cheeks, and her step regains its wonted elas-

ticity. When Willie leaves to visit his cottage homo he is not

alone, for his own gentle Marion bears him company. You will

scarcely recognize the cottage to be the same one to which we first

introduced you, there is such an improvement in the exterior and
around it. All these improvements have been bronght about

through Willie's instrumentality, for he has visited his home once

in two ycar.s, regularly, since he left it—therefore he is not so

great a stranger as my readers may have surmised. But he is

none the less welcome for all that. It seems as though his father,

mother and Nelly, who is now quite a young lady, could never

weary of looking at him ; and Marion finds warm hearts to love

her among her new relations.

Many years have come and gone since the maiTiage of Willie

and Jlarion, but should my readers look into their luxuriously

furnished parlors, they would see, looking out from its richly gild-

ed frame, the motto, " Little by little," in golden letters.
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WHAT AN EGG IS.

How many people break an egg-

shell, cat the contents and are satis-

fied ; and yet to a reflectire mind
the egg coiistitutes, it may be said,

the principal marvel of nature. At
first view it would seem that the egg

was an especial characteristic of

birds ; but when we observe that

fishes, so different from birds in

their organization and their mode of

life, have also eggs, wo see that it

must bo the same with all kinds of

animals. It is by studying with

care the eggs of birds—those which

our poultryyarda offer in such great

profusion—that science has succeed-

ed by degrees in forming an idea of

what belongs to all other eggs. And
what is an egg 1 Take, for instance,

a pullet's egg. It is a very small an-

imal, possessing as yet only the most
essential organs for the actual suste-

nance of its existence, and the grad-

ual development of its other parts,

and which is found enclosed in a

box, with provision necessary for its

sustenance during the time it is to

remain in seclusion. The animal is

the litllo whitish circle remarked in

the membrane which envelopes the

mass of the yolk. The box, the pan-

try, the house destine 1 to protect the

young animal till it has acquired all

Its organs and all its strength, and
yet allow the air and heat to pene-

trate, is the shell. Hence the size of

the eggs of animals is not necessari-

ly proportiontd to the size of the an-

imals to wliich they belong. All

animals, whatever they may bo

—

from the elephant to the huramin;;-

bird—are, at the moment when they

begin to feel the principle of life,

nearly of the same size. What varies

is the provision of nourishment they

require ; and this provision of nutri-

ment ban been strictly calculated by
nature, by reason of the size which
will be necessary to them to be aljle

to maintain their life outside of the

protecting envelopes of their eailicst

ages. Thus the crocodile, destined

to attain colossal dimensions, can

tiike caro of himself very well in

the rivers where he was bom, when
he has attained the size of a lizard

;

nature, therefore, only places in the

box where he is enclosed during the

first stage of his existence the quan-
tity of nourishment indispensable to

enable hi™ to reach this size. The
same with fishes ; there are some
enormous ones which have only very

gm:ill eggs, because, however dimin-

utive tliey may be on leaving their

envelope, they can already obtain

their own living in the bosom of riv-

ers or the ocean. There are others

who would be unable to exist if they

did not already possess a certain

strength and size at the moment of
their liberation ; and thus, instead of

having eggs the size of a pin's he:id,

they bare very large ones provided

with a horned envelope, which preserves them ajain^t en'>mie^.

Our engraving gives a view of the relative size of the eggs of ani-

mals, the numbers indicating the following orders :— 1. Epvornis
;

2. Ostrich; 3. Cassowary; 4. Wild Swan: 5. Pullet; 6. Pigeon;
7. HummingBird; 8. Eagle; 9. Vulture; 10. Penguin; U. Croco-
dile; 12. Python; 13. Fresh-water Turtle ; 14. Bod of St. Lacie;
15. Acnoides Turtle ; 16. Ophidian; 17. Squalus ; 18. Ray-fish.

WHAT AN EGG IS.

THE WILD TURKEY.
We present below a fine Bpe"imen of this native Amerii an bird.

The wild turkey was formerly abundant in Canada, and in manv
of the now thickly-settled parts of the United States. It is siill

common in the wooded parts of the West. In the New York an 1

Philatielphia markets a variety closely resembling the wild one is

sold ; and it is this species more especially that we here illustrate.

THE WILD TURKEY OF AMKRICA.

MOORISH TURTLE.
This curious and rare little animal

given below was produced from an
egg hatched in a simple egc-hatching
apparatus invented by M. Vallec,
and used by liim for years in the
Garden of P'lants at Paris. The heat
in this contrivance comes from hot
water pipes passing round the box
in which the cgcs arc deposited, the
pipes proceeding fiom a small cylin
dcr which contains the water, and it

heated by an oil lamp. The princi-

ple of the conlrivHnee is the same as
that of Walworth & Nason's heating
apparatus, by means of which our
own establishment is warmed. The
experiments of the inventor com-
menced in 184.5, and the first suc-
cessful hatching was that of a viper.

The birds winch it has hatched are
pheasants, partridges, bens, common
ducks, Barbary ducks, peacock-",

geese and guinea hens. Among rep-
tiles, it has brought out tlie ring-

necked snake, the viper, the Escu-
lapian viper, the green and yellow
adder, and recently, the Moorish tur-

tle. It was the first time this reptile

had been obtained by artificial incu
bation. Six eggs of this species had
been found in tlie turtle-park ; three

were placed in the hatching-appara-
tus, and only ene was hatched. Wo
give the representation of the turtio

of the natural size, as it came out of
the egg, as well as the figure of the

egg itself, also of the natural size,

showing in the interior the young
reptile ready to come out, the body
being directed to the side of iho

egg, instead of longitudinally. This
last fact ha.s a certain zoological im-
portance, for by it alone we may
distinguish reptiles from birds. In
birds' eggs the young always ranges
lengthwise. The egg of the Moor-
ish turtle required sixty days to

hatch. Introduced into the machine
the 14th of July, it was found hatch-

ed on the 14tli of September. The
length of time required for the incu-

bation of turtles' eggs was not posi-

tively known before this, we believe

—at least, no mention of it occurs
in the books. It is known that the

turtle lays about the middle of sum-
mer. It deposits its eggs in a hol-

low to the number of from four to

twelve, covers them, and takes no
more care of them, nor of the young
which come out at the commence-
ment of autumn. This hollow is

always in a place well-exposed to

the sun, the heat of which alon«
hatches out the eggs. This circum-
stance induced the supposition that

the eggs might be readily hatched
by artificial heat. Since the cares ot

the mother were not in this case in-

dispensable—cares which, in the ease

of certain other oviparous animals,

it is impossible to supply, notwith-

standing all the precautions suggest-

ed by observation—it was pcriuis

sible to hope that by simply faking account of the habitual heat

of the climate in which the spe ies naturally lives—that is to say,

of the whole extent of country formerly comprised under the name

of Mauritania, the Barbary coasts, the environs of Algiers, etc.—

the same species might be obtained by artificial incubation; and

the resnlts have confirmed this rational foresight by furnishing a

new fact to science, that of the duration of incubation wilh these

reptiles. Moreover, it is not the only fact of the kind die ted by

means of the cgg-hatchin;: machine. M. Vallce had already found

out the duration of the in-

cubation of manyotherspe-
cies, until then unknown.
Eggs of the ring-necked

snike plaeed in the ma-
chine on the 25th of June,

1846, in earth, covered with

linen or sponge, afterwards

heated to thirty-five or forty

degrees centigrade (ninety-

five and one hundred and

four degrees Fahrenheit ), hatched on the 26th of July following—in

all, thirty-one days. Another time eggs of the same species ptit

in the machine June 30tb, hatched August 2nd. This slight

difference was owing, doubtlefw, to the management of the appa-

ratus. It may be curious to note the period of incubation of sev-

eral kinds of birds. The following table exhibits these facts :—

pheasant, 25 days
;

partridge, 24 days ; hen, 21 days ;
common

duck, 28 days ;
Barbary Hue k, 30 days

;
peacock, 28 days

;
goose,

30 days; Guinea hen, 25 days. It is a curious fact to observe

how nature is apparently forestalled in this process of incubation,

and what advantages science has given to us over preceding gen-

erations, that not only in this, but in many other processes, man

has forci'blv laid the natural laws of life and matter under contri-

bution to his _
comfort and "^ -^ __ ,
convenience,

""

and by tlie ap-

plication of

scientific
principle s

lirought her

in no small

degree nnder

his jurisdic-

t i o n , and
made her
subsc r v i e n t

to the pur-

poses of his

will. Itmarks

his advance.

THR MOORISH TtlRTLK.

TURTLE EOO-HATCIIINO.
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" The Emigrant's Carriage," a story by Francis A. Duritaqi.
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A WORD ABOUT DOGS.

We write nt the present moment with tlie personal knowledge

of tt terrible fatality arising from the too common nuisance of

keeping worthless, and worse than worthless, curs. We refer to

a case of hydrophobia, which has robbed a mother of her eon, a

promising youth of fourteen years, and who, in conjunction with

his motlior, was su|)porting, in humble respectabihty, a family of

younger brothers and sisters. What is the life of all the dogs in

Massachusetts compared with that of this one human being?

The keeping of dogs is a most inexcusable and growing evil—in-

excusable, unless they are kept strictly for the purpose of guard-

ing property, and then they should always be chained during the

day. When people reflect that the simplest bite from one of these

animals, if he may chance to be sick, though only temporarily so,

in nine oasos out of ten will bring on one of the most awful

deaths that humanity has ever witnessed, how do they dare to ex-

pose tlieinselves and their children daily ? Think of the amount

of food consumed by these useless creatures, laying all danger

aside, and yet it does seem that the poorer a man is, the more

dogs he will keep ! We do think tliat the time has come, after

so many fearful and fatal cases of hydrophobia as have recently

occurred all over the country, for people to open their eyes to

reason in this matter.

WALKING ON WATER.
The perilous experiment of " walking on water " was recently

rejjeated, before a concour.se of Dublin spectators, by the Hon.

Mr. Swift. This gentleman's former experiment was that of

" walking " by sea from Venice to Trieste, a feat by which his life

was well nigh forfeited. In repeating the attempt in Dublin har-

bor, between the Custom House and the Pigeon House Fort, he

encountered no risk, and was thoroughly successful. His appara-

tus consists of two air-tight tin floats, twenty feet in length, ta-

pering to a narrow point at each end, and joined together by bars

of iron. Standing on the floats, Mr. Swift propels himself by a

double-bladed oar, which he nsos with great dexterity.

SPLINTERS.

.... The Swedish nobles have declared railroads to be " things

unfit for Sweden." We are sorry to record such an item.

.... John Cotton, convicted of the murder of a person named
Smith, in Yazoo county. Miss., has been sentenced to be hung.

.... An aged citizen of Baltimore, Jacob Albert, died lately.

His estate is estimated to be worth two millions of dollars.

.... Smith O'Brien has received a free pardon, on condition

of meddling no more with politics, and is expected home in June.

.... The cashier of the London and North Western Railway

Company has been arrested for embezzling about $20,000.

.... Senor S. Cancio Bello was unanimously chosen Spanish

Insti-uetor by the President and Fellows of Harvard University.

.... Our great Western territory is nearly equal in size to all

Europe, and can sustain a population of six hundred millions.

.... Ladies' collars which came up high, covering the neck, were

introduced by Anne Boleyn, who had a mole she wished to conceal.

.... Mr. and Mrs. Bateman, and their wonderful cliildren, Kate

and Ellen, have lately left New Orleans for California.

.... From all sources we hear but one ojiiniun concerning the

boasted " Barclays, of Boston "— that ix is a comi)!ete failure.

.... Park Godwin, Esq., of New York, has lately been lecturing

in the southern cities. His theme was the future of our Republic.

.... John B. Gough, the noted temperance lecturer, is making

large sums of money by public speaking in England and Scotland.

.... Punch says that the surest way to insure full crops is to

feed the poultry well. Of course it is.

.... It is feared that there will be a war between the whites

and Indians of California. Several have been killed on both sides.

.... It was so intensely cold at Green Bay, Wisconsin, lately,

that several cattle kept in stalls were frozen to death.

.... A few Japanese junks have recently been met with on the

Pacific by vessels bound to California and the Sandwich Islands.

In Indiana there are 26,000 males and 14,000 females,

who cannot read nor write. Of these, about 8000 are foreigners.

.... An elopement took place lately which caused some con-

sternation. A dog ran away with a married man's rib—of boef.

CONVERS.\TION.

There are few persons, either in England or this country, who

can talk well. Englishmen, it has been remarked, who are not

afraid of the whole world, are afi-aid of each other, and hence a

sort of diffidence in society that prevents a free utterance of their

thoughts. In a chapter of "England and the English," Bulwer

has very happily hit off the hesitancy, stammering, obscurity,

and confusion of his countrymen's discourse. Their very charac-

ter as thinkers, prevents them from excelling in sparkling conver-

sation, where profundity is not required, and we look for happy

dashes of intellectual, glittering aphorisms, and laconic sallies.

They are like Addison, who had plenty of gold, but no small

change—a fund of essays in his brain, but no current small talk

on his tongue.

The reputation gained by some of the talkative Englishmen

shows the rarity of the quality. Dr. Johnson and Coleridge were

famous for their colloquial facility, but both of these men were

rather lecturers than talkers. Johnson liked to monopolize the

conversation, and Coleridge to lecture uninterrugted. Indeed,

the metaphysical subtleties of the latter required a monologue.

Sheridan had the reputation of a fluent talker, but we all know

that his impromptus were laboriously prepared beforehand, and

that he would lay in wait silently for a whole evening, watching

his opportunity to discharge the arrows of his polished wit. A
friend of his—shall we call him a friend ?—once possessed him-

self of a card, which he found to contain a memorandum of top-

ics, and one or two smart sayings, which the wit had arranged to

deliver at a certain reunion in the evening. The false friend

committed these points to memory, and repairing to the rendez-

vous a little before Sheridan, delivered himself of all his stolen

thunder. The result was that when the wit appeared, his "twice-

told tales " were received without a spark of admiration, and he

retired disappointed and dismayed.

Goldsmith, who wrote so charmingly, and exhibited so much
vcrsatilitj' with the pen, like many other authors before and after

him, could make no figure in conversation. His illustrious friend.

Dr. Johnson, always outshone and silenced him, and yet he was

very fond of attempting conversational displays. Prior relates

an instance of this :
" When talking in company with fluent

vivacity, and, as he believed, to the satisfaction of those immedi-

ately withiu hearing, a foreigner who sat near and perceived Dr.

Johnson rolling himself as if about to speak, suddenly stopped

him, unconscious, perhaps, of the rudeness of which he was

guilty, saying :
' Stay, stay. Dr. Johnson is going to say some-

thing !'—an interruption that quite nonplussed the speaker."

Americans are good orators, but poor talkers ;
perhaps the uni-

versal passion for public speaking prevents the culture of the

minor art of conversation. Parliamentary and social rules conflict

with each other ; a man who is accustomed to speak his allotted

time without interruption is unable to condense his thoughts to

the epigrammatic brevity requisite in social intercourse. He
wants the floor to himself! Authors, invited into company to

entertain the guests, very rarely shine. Hazlitt says of them :

"An author is bound to write—well or iU, wisely or foolishly, it

is his trade ; but I do not see that he is bound to talk, any more

than he is bound to dance, ride, or fence better than other peo-

ple." And most surely, Hazlitt was right.

The French excel all other nations in the art of conversation.

Their fondness for display on all occasions urges them to culti-

vate this talent, and even French authors talk well. With them

it is a necessity ; society must give a stamp to a man before he can

rise to eminence. An author must give proof of his ability in

the saloon as well as in the study. The ladies, who in France

hold the reins of social power, command this homage to society

;

they are good judges, and, indeed, they sit in judgment. France

is the great scliool for convert^ation.

« .».»

Newspapers in Russia and Turkey.—Russia and Turkey

should be ranked among the semi-barbarian powers because of

the low state of the newspaper press in their midst. Russia is no

better off than Turkey, and of the latter it is said, " the first

newspaper was commenced at Smyrna, in French, in 1826 ; the

second at Constantinople, in 1831, in the same language. In

1832 appeared, at the same place, the first paper in the Turkish

language. The number of newspapers in a country is an impor-

tant index of the degree of its civ ilization.

A Monument to Hosea Balloc.—The committee, to whom
this matter was entrusted, have appointed the first Sunday in May
as the day upon whicli there shall be a simultaneous collection

taken up in the Universalist churches through the country for the

purpose of erecting an imposing monument over the last resting-

place of this distinguished man, at Mount Auburn.
< .—«» »

Donations received —The officers of the benevolent socie-

ties in this city, which were mentioned in the will of the late Judah

Touro, have been requested by the executor of the estate to draw

upon him for the sums bequeathed to their respective organiza-

tions. The aggregate amount is $25,000.
-^—••—-

The Washington Monument.—The receipts of the Wash-

ington Monument Association dining the month of Febi-uary

—

the one whose calendar embraces the birthday of the Father of liis

Country—were unusually large, viz., $701 1 74.

« ».» >

Fast Day.— Governor Washburn, with the advice of his

Council, has appointed Thursday, the sixth day of April next, to

be observed as a day of public fasting and prayer, in this State.

CosTLT.—To pave Broadway, New York, with the Russ pave-

ment cost four hundred thousand dollars !

PROSPERITY OF BOSTON.

The present year will show a vast increase in the number o

buildings in Boston. We have heard of several contracts tha

cover heavy investments on imoccupied lands, and which will

thus aflbrd renewed accommodation for residence. The growth

of our city is steady and substantial, being blessed with many
peculiar and most desirable characteristics. The taxes are mod-

erate, the literary conveniences excellent, the schools unrivalled

the people law loving and orderly, the commercial facilities un

limited, and no city in the world is more healthy. With all these

advantages there is no reason why Boston should not continue to

increase rapidly in wealth, in numbers, in importance, and all the

valuable characteristics of a great metropolis.

Art Intelligence.—A bust of the late John Jacob Astor, of

New York, has just been put into marble by Mr. Edwin A. Brack -

ett, the sculptor, and can be seen for a few days, between the

hours of 12 and 2 o'clock, P. M., at his room, No. 8 1-2 Tremont

Row. It will occupy a niche in the Astor Library, New York

having been ordered by the trustees for that purpose.

i ^mm >

Lord Elgin.—The London Court Journal says that it is now
beyond doubt that Lord Elgin will return to his post of Governor

General of British North America.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev Mr. Skinner, Mr. James (iorman to Miss Mary A. B

Conncrs.
By Rev. Mr. Clarke. Henrv D Rogers, E<q. to Miss Elizabeth S. Lincoln.

By Rev. Mr. Waterston, William II. Steele, Esq., of New UaveD, to Misa

Annie M. SvlY*«ter.

By Her. i)r. Caldicott, Mr. James M. Edwards to Miss Elizabeth P. Mofbt.

By Itev. Mr. Cleveland. Mr. Albeit Jenkios toMi.is Julia A. P. Francis.

At Charlestown, by Iter. Mr. Buddiugtou, Mr. Henry K. Lincoln, of Detroit,

Mieti.. to Miss Mary .Tane Palmer.
At Cambridge, by Rev. Mr. Hatch, Mr. Charles B. Jo.«eph to Miss LouUa

Dovle. of Boston.
At North DanTcrs, by Rct. Mr. Fletcher. Mr. Samuel E. Bacoo t« Mils 8o-

phroria S. Caverly, both of Boston.

At I.0well. by Rev. Mr Monllon. Mr. Sclden C. Gould to Miss Catbarioa H
Hill Mr. Henrv S. Durell to Miss Sophronia W. Hill.

At Fall Riveri by Rev. Mr Bronson. Mr. Josiab Sheffield, of South Kingston,

R. I., to Miss Sarah F. Hopkins.
At Andover, by Rev. Dr. Fuller, Mr. Davis S. Foster, of Boston, t« Miaa

Agnes F. Byers.

At Manchester, by Rev. Mr. Danforth, Mr. William Somes, of Olousostor, to

Miss Nancy M. Allen.

At Providence R. I., by Rev. Mr Cook. William A. Rider, Esq., of New
York, to Miss EIniira B. Robinson, of Portland, Me.

At Augusta, .Me , by Rev. Mr. Waterston, Joseph F. Berry, Esq., of Bath, t*

MibS Anna L>. White.

DEATHS.
In this city. Miss Margaret Cunhman, *23: Mr. William F. Jenkins, of Car

Ter, 29; Mrs. Mary C. Eayrs, 50; Mr. David U. Cunis, 33; Mr8. Sallj Stevens

74; Mrg. Martha Lewis, 70 Mrs. Jo.sepliine Frddham, 58; Mr. Fisher A.

Whiting, 37; Mrs. Susan J. llobiut, 25; Mr. Erekiel F Mason. 53.

At Charlestown, Mrs. Marv KUon, wife of Mr. Inaac II. Mead, 24.

At Chelsea, Mr«. Anna, widow of the late Mr. Parker Euierson, 70.

At Roxbury, Mr. Cieorj^c Dove, 30.

At Brookline, Mis. Elizabeth C., widow of Mr. Edward Tx>throp.

At Salem, Mrs Elizabeth, widow of the late Joseph Peabody, Esq., 87.

At Danvers, Miss Mary Eden, 03.

At HcTprly. Mr. Nathaniel Boynton, 77: Mr. Jerptniah Mori&rty, 88.

At Ipswich, Susan, wife of John Kimball, Ecq.. 71.

At Gloucester. Mary, widow of tho late Col. Jacob Smith, 84.

At Newbury port Mr. Jafob Elkins. 47.

At Attleboro', Mrs. Jane Adams, wife of Mr. Handel N. Dajrgett.

At South Scituate, Mrs Eunice, wife of De*i. Charles Foster. 70.

At Philtipston, Dr. Thomas W. Wadfiworth, of Fitchburg, 35.

At Iloldon, Miss Mary A. Cleveland. 28.

At Sutton, Mrs. Eunice M. Stockwell 49.

At Grafton, Mrs. Xabby. widow of the late Lietit. John Leiand, 68.

At Ervinp. Mrs. Thankful, widow of the late Gad Wiuthed, 91.

At Bradford. N. H , Mrs. Ilonora O'Niel. 106.

At New Vnrk, William A. Spencer, formerly captain of the U.S. NaT/, 82.
At Floyd, N. Y . Mr. Joseph Pelton. a soldier of the Involution. 96.

At Detroit, Mich., George Francis Capen, formerly of Boston, 23.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

STANZAS.

BY T. D. WELKINS.

In the merry hours of gladness,

Still the heart wiU often feel

The deep, heavy thrill of sadnefS

O'er its happy momenta steal;

In its time ofjoy and pleasure,

Yet the mind will often Bigh

O'er eome loved, but long loft treasure,

Of the days that are gone by.

Like some strain of music dying,

On a wild and rocky shore,

Echoes catch it, and replying,

Still prolong it. evermore;

So some long departed voices,

That once sung in happy strain,

When the gladdened heart rejoicefi.

Wake their melody again.

When the sun is brightly burning,

Oftentimes dark clouds vriU rise,

And the day, to night's shades turning,

For a while veil all the skies,

—

The bright rose that is perfuming

Witli its breath the summer air,

Turn aside its sweet leaves blooming,

And the hidden thorn is there.

So we tread, mid joy and sorrow,

Down life's varied, winding way.

And we know not of to-morrow,

While we pass along to-day

;

Yet, fond heart, hope on!—despair not!

If our souls were never sad,

If the days of sorrow were not,

We'd not know how to be glad

!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SEEIES.-No. VIII,

BY THOMAS BULFINCH.

NISUS AND SCYLLA.

Minos, king of Crete, made war upon Mcgara. Nisus was

king of Megara, and Scylla was his daughter. The siege had

now lasted six montlis, and tiie city still held oitt, for it was

decreed by fate that it should not be taken so long as a certain

purple lock, which glittered among the hair of ICing Nisus, re-

mained on his head. There was a tower on the city walls, which

overlooked the plain where Minos and his army were encamped.

To this tower Scylla used to repair, and look abroad over the

tents of the hostile army. The siege had lasted so long that she

had learned to distinguish tlie persons of the leaders ; Minos, in

particular, excited her admiration. Arrayed in his helmet, and

bearing his shield, she admired his gr.oceful deportment ; if he

threw his javelin, skill seemed combined with force in the dis-

charge ; if he drew his bow, Apollo himself could not have done

it more gracefully. But when he laid aside his helmet, and in his

purple robes bestrode his white horse, with its gay caparisons, and

reined in its foaming mouth, the daughter of Nisus was hardly

mistress of herself; she was almost beside herself with admiration.

She envied the weapon that ho gra.sped, the reins that he held.

Slic felt as if she could, if it were possible, go to him through the

hostile ranks ; .she felt an impulse to cast herself down from tlie

tower into the midst of his camp, or to open the gates to him, or

to do anything else, so only it might gratify Minos. As she sat

in the tower, .she talked thus with herself: "I know not whether

to rejoice or griivo at this sad war. I grieve that Minos is our

enemy, but I rejoice at any cause that brings him to my sight.

Perhaps he would be willing to grant us peace, and receive me as

a hostage. I would fly down, if I could, and alight in his camp,

and tell him that we yield ourselves to his mercy. But, then, to

betray my father ! No !—rather would I never see Minos again.

And yet no doubt it is sometimes the best thing for a city to be

conquered, when the conqueror is clement and generous. Minos

certainly has right on his side. I think we shall be conquered
;

and if that must be the end of it, why should not love unbar the

gates to him, instead of leaving it to be done by war? Better

spare delay and slaughter if we can. And O, if any one should

wound or kill Minos ! No one surely would have tlie heart to do

it; yet ignorantly, not knowing him, one might. I will, I will

surrender myself to him, with my country as a dowry, and so put

an end to the war. But how ? The gates are guarded, and my
father keeps the keys ; he only stands in my way. O, that it might
please the gods to take him away ! But why ask the gods to

<lo it ? Another woman, loving as I do, would remove with her

own hands whatever stood in the way of her love. And can any

other woman dare more than I ? I would encounter fire and

sword to gain my object ; but here there is no need of tiro and
sword. I only need my father's purple lock. More precious than

gold to me, that will give me all I wish."

While she thus reasoned night came on, and soon the whole

palace was buried in sleep. She entered her father's bed-chamber,

and cut off the fatal lock ; then passed out of the city and entered

the enemy's camp. She demanded to be led to the king, and

thus addressed him: "I am Scylla, the daughter of Nisus. I

surrender to you my country and my father's house. I ask no

reward but yourself; for love of you I have done it. See here the

purple lock ! With this I give you my father and his kingdom."

She held out her hand with the fatal spoil. Minos shrunk back

and refused to touch it. " The gods destroy thee, infamous wo-
man," he exclaimed, " disgrace of our time ! May neither earth
nor sea yield thee a resting-place ! Surely, my Crete, where Jove
himself was cradled, shall not be polluted with such a monster!"
Thus he said, and gave orders that equitable terms should be al-

lowed to the conquered city, and that the fleet should immediately
sail from the island.

Scylla was frantic. " Ungrateful man," she exclaimed, " is it

thus you leave me ?—me who have given you victory—who have
sacrificed for you parent and country I I am guilty, I confess,

and dcsen'e to die, but not by your hand." As the ships left the
shore, she leapt into the water, and seizing the rudder of the one
which carried Jlinos, she was borne through the waves an unwel-
come companion of their course. A sea-gull soaring aloft—it

was her father who had been changed into that form—seeing her,

pounced down upon her, and struck her with his beak and claws.

In terror she let go the ship, and some pitying deity changed her
into a bird. The sea-gull still cherishes the old animosity ; and
whenever he espies her, as he flics over the water, you may see
him dart down upon her, with beak and claws, to take vengeance
for the ancient crime.

ECHO AND NAUCIS3DS.

Echo was a beautiful nymph, fond of the woods and hills, where
she devoted herself to woodland sports. She was a favorite of
Diana, and attended her in the chase. But Echo had one failing

;

she was fond of talking, and whether in chat or argument, would
have the last word. One day Juno was seeking her husband,
who, she had reason to fear, was amusing himself among the
nymphs. Echo by her talk contrived to detain the goddess till

the nymphs made their escape. When Juno discovered it, she
passed sentence upon Eclio in these words :

" You shall forfeit

the use of that tongue with which j-ou have cheated me, except
for that one purpose 3-ou are so fond oi—rephj. You shall still

have the last word, but no power to speak first."

This nymph saw Narcissus, a beautiful youth, as he pursued
the cliase upon the mounbtins. She loved him, and followed his

footsteps. O, how she longed to address him in the softest ac-

cents, and win him to converse ; but it was not in her power. She
waited with impatience for him to speak first, and had her answer
ready. One day the youth being separated from his companions,
shouted aloud, "Who's here?" Echo replied, "Here." Nar-
cissus looked around, but seeing no one, called out, " Come."
Echo answered, "Come." As no one came. Narcissus called

again, " Wliydo you shun me V Echo asked the same question.

"Let us join one another," said the youth. The maid answered
with all her heart in the same words, and hastened to the spot,

ready to throw her arms about his neck. He started back, ex-

claiming, " Hands off! I would rather die than you should have
me !" " Have me," said she ; but it was all in vain. He left

her, and she went to hide her blushes in the recesses of the woods.
From that time forth she lived in caves and among mountain
cliffs. Her fonn fiided with grief, till at last all her flesh pined
away. Her bones were changed into rocks, and there was noth-

ing left of her but her voice. With that she is still ready to reply

to any one who calls her, and keeps up her old habit of having
the last word.

Narcissus's cruelty in this case was not the only instance. He
shunned all the rest of the nymphs, and, indeed, the young men
also. One day a maiden, who had in vain endeavored to attract

him, uttered a prayer that he might some time or other feel what
it was to love and meet no return of affection. The avenging
goddess heard, and granted the prayer.

There was a clear fountain, with water like silver, to which the

shepherds never drove their flocks, nor the mountain goats re-

sorted, nor any of the beasts of the forest. Neither was it defaced

with fallen leaves or branches, but the grass grew fresh around it,

and the rocks sheltered it from the sun. Hither came one day
tlie youth fatigued with hunting, heated and thirsty. He stooped

down to drink, and .=aw his own imago in the water; he thought

it was some beautiful water-spirit living in the fountain. He stood

gazing with admiration at those bright eyes, those locks curled

like the locks of Bacchus or Apollo, the rounded cheeks, the ivoiy

neck, the parted lips, and the glow of health and exercise over all.

He fell in love with himself. He brought his lips near to take a

kiss, he plunged his arms in to embrace the beloved object. It

fled at the touch, but returned again after a moment and renewed

the fascination. He could not tear himself away ; he lost all

thought of food or rest, while he hovered over the brink of the

fountain gazing upon his own image. He talked with the sup-

jjoscd spirit :
" Why, beautiful being, do you shun me ? Surely,

my face is not one to rejiel you. The Nymphs love me, and you

yourself look not indifferent upon me. When I stretch forth my
arms you do the same ; and you smile upon mo and answer my
beckonings with the like." His tears fell into the water and dis-

turbed the image. As he saw it depart, he exclaimed, " Stay, I

entreat you! Let me at least g.izc upon you, if I may not touch

you." With this, and much more of the same kind, lie cherished

the flame that consumed him, so that by degrees ho lost his color,

his vigor, and the beauty which formerly had so charmed the

nymph Echo. She kept near him, however, and when ho ex-

claimed, "Alas! alas!" she answered him with the same words.

He pined away and died ; and when his shade passed the Stygian

river, it leaned over the boat to catch a look of itself in the wa-

ters. The nymphs mourned for liim, especially the water-nymphs
;

and when they smote their breasts. Echo smote hers also. They

prepared a funeral pile, and would have burned the body, but it

was nowhere to be found ; but in its place a flower, purple within,

and surrounded with white leaves, which boars the name and pre-

serves the memory of Narcissus.

Milton alludes to the story of Echo and Narcissus in the lady's

song in Comns. Sho is seeking her brothers in the forest, and
singe to attract their attention.

Sweet Echo, sweetest nymph, that liT"6t uneeon
Within tliy aery shell

By 8low Meaii(ier".s marf^ent green,
And in the violet-enibroidereil vale,
Where the love-lorn nightingale

Nightly to tli^o her sad song mourneth well;
Canst thou not tell me of a gentle pair
That hktst thy Narcissus are?

0, if thou have ,
Hid them in some flowery cave,

Toll me but where.
Sweet queen of parly, daughter of the sphere,
So niay'st thou be translated to the skies,

And give resounding grace to all heaven's harmonies.

• THE SUNFLOWER.

Clytie w,as a water-nymph, and in love with Apollo, who made
her no return. So sho pined away, sitting all day long upon the
cold ground, with her unbound tresses streaming orer her shoul-

ders. Nine days she sat and tasted neither food iwr drink, her
own tears and the chilly dew her only food. She gazed on the
sun when he rose, and as he passed through his daily course to

his setting; she saw no otlier object, her fiice turned constantly on
him. At last, they say, her lin.b3 rooted in the ground, her face
became a flower, which turns on its stem so as always to face the
sun throughout its daily course ; for it retains to that extent the
feeling of the nymph from whom it sprung.

The sunflower is a favorite emblem of constancy. Thus Moore
uses it

:

The heart that has truly loved never forgets,
Rut as truly loves on to the close

;

As the sunflower turns on her god when he seta
The same look that she turned when he rose.

HERO AND LEANDER.

Leander was a youth of Abydos, a town of the Asian side of
the strait which separates Asia and Europe. On the opposite

shore in the tov;n of Sestos lived the maiden Hero, a priestess of
Venus. Leander loved her, and used to swim the strait nightly

to enjoy the company of his mistress. But one night a tempest

arose, and the sea was rough ; his strength failed, and he was
drowned. The waves bore his body to the European shore, where
Hero became aware of his death, and in her despair, cast herself

down from a tower into the sea and perished.

The story of Loander's swimming the Hellespont was looked
upon as fabulous, and the feat considered impossible, till Lord

'

Byron proved its possibility by performing it himself. The dis-

tance in tho narrowest part is almost a mile, and there is a con-

stant current setting out from the Sea of Marmora into the Archi-

pelago. Since Byron's time, the feat has been achieved by oth-

ers ; but it yet remains a test of strength and skill in the art of

swimming sufficient to give a wide and lasting celebrity to any

one of our readers who may dare to make the attempt and succeed

in accomplishing it. Byron's poem of the "Bride of Abydos" ig

founded on this story. The following lines are from the begin-

ning of Canto Second

:

The vrinds are high on Helle's wave
As on that night of stormiest water,

When Love, who sent, forgot to save
The young, the beautiful, the brave,
The lonely hope of Sestos" daughter.

0, when alone along the sky
Tlie turret-torch was bladnp high,
Though rising gale and breaking foam,
And shrielting sea-birds warned him homej
And clouds aloft and tides below,
With signs and sounds forbade t-o go;
He could not see, he would not hear
Or sound or sight foreboding fear.

His eye but saw that light of love,

The only star it hailed above
;

His ear but rang with Hero's song,
*' Ye waves divide not lovers long."

That tale is old, but love anew
May nerve young hearts to prove as true.

In the third stanza he says :

These limbs that buoyant wave hath borne.

-»—»«» >

A GHOUL IN VALPARAISO.

We learn by the Valparaiso Herald that an extraordinary ex-
citement prevails in that place, in consequence of a report having
arisen that an individual—no one knows of which sex—is in tho

habit of devomiug any iiiunber of childi'cn he or she can get hold
of. The juvenile population is, of course, in as great terror as

their papas and mamas ; and one day a boy, on being asked by a
Erenchman for a light to his cigar, took to his heels in such trepi-

dation, that he stumbled and rubbed the skin off' the point of his

nose. This was seen at a glance to be " the first bite of the

ghoul;" and the exasperated populace made a rush at tho mon-
ster, and would have torn him to pieces if ho had not been rescued

by the police. These put him in a carriage, and whirled him off

toward the station-house ; the crowd gave chase, and for two
miles or so ran hooting and yelling after tho carriage ; everywhoro
the alarm spread, and the mob iuaeascd ; they poured through

tlie streets like a torrent, and ladies, as they swept by, crossed

themselves, and exclaimed : "A Revolution i" But the unfortu-

nate prisoner was safely landed at the station-house, and tbe mob
by thousands pressed around, eager and furious. Then the story

ran, " This is the man who eats our children ! He has been at it

two years and a half!—he has eaten up one hundred and ten in-

fants'!" "Two hundred !" says another. "Two hundred and
fifty !" says a third. " He oats them raw !" " He broils them on
a gridiron !" " Ho makes them into sausages, and sells them !"

The end of the adventure was that, as the mob seemed determined

not to raise tho siege of the station-liouse, the Frenchman was

dressed in some disguise, let out by a private door, and so escaped

for the time. But the most curious part of the story is to come

—

it is an ascertained fact, that not one child in Valparaiso is

missing !

—

Chambers' Journal.

Man the only progrkssivb ctjeated Being.—The bees

now build exactly as they did in tho time of Homer; the bear ia

as ignorant of good manners as be was two tbousaiul years past;

and the baboon is as unable to read and write as persons of cpiality

were in the time of Queen Elizaliotli.

—

Sydneij Smith.
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EDITORIAL MKI>.Ai\GK.

Count P'Orsny, nt tlie time of his dcatli, Imd effected a life in-

sui-anc'O for upwanls of 920,000. Some worltmon cn>;agod

recently in sawing a locust log in Poughkccpsie, N. Y., found a

large toad snuglv secreted in the centre, wliicli was alive, and

wei"hed seven and a half pounds. The log is perfectly sound,

and is supposed to be one hundred years old. Mrs. Loudon

affirms that a small quantity of nitrate of soda put into the water

every time it is changed, will preserve cut flowers in all their

beauty for above a fortnight. The extent of sewerage in New

York is about fifty miles. The first six centuries of the Chri.<-

tian era gav^ to the world no nuisiciil compositions that have come

down to these times. About the close of this period we have the

Gregorian Chants. Almost any sting, except the " stings of

conscience," may be cured by putting some spirits of turpentine

upon the place, for the pain nearly ceases in one minute. In

Farmington, N. H., says the Dover Gazette, two young men, 17

and 19 years old, made fifty-five pairs of men's black ki]) shoes

in fourteen hours, or four pairs to the hour. Tlio epaulets

worn by Prince Albert, when in full costume, are worth the trifling

sum of $2500. An enormous bivalve, Clannys Gigas, has

been found near the coast of Manilla, which weighed .'JGO pounds

without the fish. It is said that one of these gigantic shell-fish

will bite a hempen cable in two. In New York, at one of the

leading restaurants, a corps of beautiful damsels, dressed in pink,

servo as waiters. The attraction is tremendous. The militia

of New York is improving. The uniformed militia of the State

nuinl)crs 19,8.')6 men ; the enrolled un-uniformed militia 293,4.'j7

—

making the militia force of the State for tliis year .313,31.'3. It

is a curious fact that nearly all the most eminent contemporary

British essayists have owed to American editors the first collection

of their works, and to American critics the best expositions of their

genius. Messrs. Adams & Co. have nearly finished their new

banking room, at 59 Broadway, New York, which for taste and

magnificence is said to exceed anything of the kind in the world.

It is fitted up with desks and counters of solid oak, elegantly

polished, huge bronzed candelajans, frescoed walls and glass

dome. When is the soup likely to run out of the saucepan 1

"When there's a leek in it. Women continue to be so scarce

in Australia, that the English emigrant commissioners have made

arrangements to send on three thousand of them from the Shet-

land Islands. The business on the Hudson River Railroad

is increasing beyond parallel, particularly in the freighting de-

partment. Its earnings are said to exceed those of the last

year by nearly fifty per cent, per month. Emperor Cara-

calla was in the habit of keeping a tamo lion named Acinax

in his palace. This beast used to dine at his table, and at night

to lie in bed with him. Mr. J. Proctor, the actor, who has

been playing with good success. for the last two years in Califor-

nia, is about to return to Boston, and will probably play a few

evenings previous to his retirement from the stage. If it takes

nine tailors to make a man, how many will it take to compose a

"more man" (mormon)? Burns, the teller of the Lewis

county, N. Y., bank, who ran away with a girl and the money of

the bank, pleaded guilty to the charge of embezzlement, and will

be sent to state prison, although he married the girl and restored

the money. As may well bo supposed, the condition of the

Wallachian peasants is deplorable. The Russians have deprived

them of every means of subsistence, and they have no corn to

sow this year. Elihu Bnrritt has formed a society at Wil-

mington, Del., called the " Olive Leaf Society," which is intend-

ed to disseminate the principles of peace, and thereby put an end

to wars. It is composed of women. W. Aldrich, of Smith-

field, R. I., has invented a new plan for drawing a steamship

through the water. While the U. S. sloop-of-war St. Louis

was at Genoa, her gallant commander. Captain Ingraham, was

offered a public banquet, which he declined. He was afterwards

serenaded by 3000 Genoese in boats. Three years and five

months were occupied in taking the census of 1850, at a cost of

over $1,500,000. Rufus Willis and Jacob Thorp, of North

Haven, Ct., killed »inetij-ei(/ht muskrats on the Quinnipiac river

one day recently. They killed six at a shot several times. Rather

fishy. A girl in New Haven was so badly burned with burn-

ing fluid recently, that it is probable she will lose the use of both

arms.

tUagsiDe ©atljeringa.

REMOVAL.
Owing to the great increase of our business in New York,

Samuel French, Esq., our agent for that city, has found it neces-

sary to remove from his old quarters to the splendid marble buil-

ding just erected at No. 121 Nassau Street, one of the finest and

raost commodious stores in New York. Mr. French alone re-

ceives regularly each wjek from this establishment tliirly-lhrfe

thousand "Pictorials" and twenlij-two thousand "Flags." The
public will find him the same courteous and gentlemanly person

to deal with whom they have so long and favorably known—and

that the change of his place of business will afford increased fa-

cilities and conveniences to all parties.

Small Things.—" The least gnat in the air," says the excel-

lent Flavel, " may choke one, as it did Adrian, pope of Home. A
little hair in milk may strangle one, as itdid a counsellor in Rome.
A little skin of a raisin may stop one's breath, as it did the lyric

Anacreon's." Trifling, and even contemptible things, are often

pregnant with power.

The bottom of Lake Huron, where the water is 420 feet deep,

is above the level of the Atlantic Ocean.

The oldest preacher in the world is lijv. Robert Fleteher, of

London, who is about 107 years old.

A gold coin of MIthridates, purchased in 1838, under competi-

tion for XI 15, was recently sold at public auction for XGO.

Professor Agassiz bought a string of fish of a boy in Rochester,

the other day, that contained ten specimens of a species never de-

scribed by a naturalist.

The fall of flour, at New York, from the highest point, is two

dollars a barrel, and the papers of that city express the opinion

that the bakers have not yet found it out.

According to an estimate in the St. Louis Advocate, the total

length of the Mississippi, and its numerous triliutaries, amounts

to 51,000 miles, of which 20,000 are navigable waters.

At Quebec, Miss Ferguson has recovered a verdict for $4000
against ,Jamcs Patton, who slandered her when he found that a

young man in his eni|doy was engaged to marry her.

At Barnstcad, N. IL, as a young bad, about six years old, son

of Mr. Daniel Bickford, was at play with a horse, the animal

kicked him, breaking his skull, which soon terminated his life.

The Southern Illinois Metropolitan states that hydrophobia is

very prevalent in that vicinity, among horses, cattle, bogs, and

dogs. Several of each of them have been shot, and many are yet

at large.

A poor, ignorant "Digger Indian," at San Francisco, received

twenty lushes on his bare liack for stealing a pair of pants. He
bore the punishment with the utmost coolness, and said at its

close that he " no steal any more trowsers, sure."

About the middle of January, the weather in San Francisco

was colder than was ever before experienced there. Water froze

an inch thick in ponds ; the rivers were high, and the mining pros-

pects unusually favorable.

Mrs. Euphemia Polhamus died at Charleston, N. Y., at the age

of 103 years, 3 months, and 11 days. She died in the same town

where she was born. She had never seen a railroad nor steam-

boat, and was very fond of her pipe and tobacco.

William Puft'et, of Irasburgh, Vt., was instantly killed a few

days since by the falling of a tree, which fractured hfs skull. Mr.

Putfet was seventy years old, an Englishman by birth, and was a

soldier, under Wellington, in the war of the Peninsula, and at

the battle of Waterloo.

Jeremiah McLaughlin fell from the steps of Watson's Hotel, at

New Lisbon, Ohio, and was instantly killed. This so excited bis

acquaintances that tlicy attacked the grocery where he was made
drunk, and destroyed all tlie liquor in it. Several other groceries

were treated in the same way.

Florence shows some signs of life and gayety ; and they have

just been honoring there, by private fetes, that great master of

song, Mario. Among others who liave whilcd away a week of

the winter there, has been Charles Dickens, or, as his name ap-

pears on the jjolice muster-roll, Dixens Carolo.

The armies of Hungary, and of Lombardy, are kejit in full

drill, and target exercise is an important part of their present

practice. The old Marshal Radetzky, white-haired and rheumatic,

is still dashing about with bis wonderful vigor—one time at Ve-
rona, and another at Milan—inquiring into every rumor of an

outbreak, and occasionally olforiug wholesome exami)le, by shoot-

ing a man or two upon suspicion.

iSanba of CSolb.

Jorciqn .Sterns.

Mdnificent Donation.—S. A. Hitchcock, of Brimficld, has

lately made a donation to establish a free high school in that

town, on condition that the inhabitants raise funds for the erection

of a building for the same.

Great enthusiasm in favor of war is arising in Britain.

The king of Naples is attempting to form a general Italian

league.

A dreadful colliery explosion has taken place at Ince Hall, near

Wig.an, by which one hundred men were killed.

The Lord Chamberlain has notified Mr. Buchanan that he may
henceforth appear at court in any costume he likes.

The Limerick Chronicle s.ays that more wheat is at present

planted than has been sown for the past ten years in Ireland.

The Greek insurrection has gained a formidable headway, six

thousand men being under arms in Epirus, Macedonia, and
Thessaly.

Letters from St. Petersburg state that the military preparations

are being continued in Russia on an immense scale, and with the

greatest activity.

Accounts from Poland state that great fermentations exist, and
that Russia has suspended the withilrawal of troops. A camp of

50,000 reserves is to be formed in April.

A Dublin coroner's iniiucst has found that the three hundred
and fifty passengers on board the ship Taylcuv, were drowned in

consequence of tiie highly culpable neglect of the owners.

According to official accounts, the Russian troops in the prin-

cipalities antl Bessarabia amount to a total of 156,500 men, with

520 pieces of artillery, of which seventy-two are of the heaviest

calibre.

On the 22d, the Ni '.gara sailed from Liverpool with the 28th

Regiment. Preparations were also making for fitting up the

Arabia, when she amved. She will, very probably, be followed

by the America.

In England, the preparations for war are still going forward on
the grandest scale. The fleet for the Baltic is to consist of thirty

vessels, comprising fifteen ships of the line, four regular screw
steamers, and eleven heavy frigates, with a total of 1810 guns.

In consequence of orders from the two governments, the main
body of the French and English fleets will remain in the Bos-
phorus. Six steamships will convoy the Turkish vessels when
necessary, and four will be kept continually in observation.

Seven men, with their faces blackened and muffled, recently at-

tempted to break into Windsor Castle, for the purpose, it is sup-

posed, of obtaining the plate. They threatened to blow a senti-

nel's brains out, but were alarmed by the approach of an officer,

and fled.

The London Examiner says that within three months after a
war with Russia, or any other power, nearly 50,000 British sea-

men in the American merdiant service will hasten to naturalize

themselves as American citizens, in order to pi event impressment
on board Britisli men of-war.

Two Greeks, who were accused of betraying the plans of the

Turkish general to Prince Gortschakofl", had been sent by Omar
Pacha before a court-martial, at which the Greek bishop of Shum-
la, and another prelate, wore present. The two prisoners were
proved to be guilty, and were sentenced to death.

.... From bounty issues jiower.

—

Akcnside.

.... America—half hrother of the world !

—

Huilci/.

.... Poetrv is truth ilwclling in beauty.

—

Giljillan.

.... The secret of prolonging life is not to abridge it.

—

Hygiene.

.... The only amaranthine flower on earth is virtue.

—

Coivper.

.... Fortune when once let go of is never caught.

—

Italian

Proverb.

.... Time will do much for sorrow—pride, perhaps, more.

—

Lloff'inan.

.... We cannot do evil to others without doing it to ourselves.
—iMsmahis.

.... The thought of eternity consoles for the shortness of life.

—iMeshrrlies.

.... The next dreadful thing to a battle lost is a battle won.

—

Duke of Wellini/lon.

.... We can but ill endure, among so many sad realities, to

rob anticipation of its jdeasant visions.

—

ILnri/ Giles.

Kisses are, like grains of gold or silver fouml upon the

ground, of no value themselves, but precious as showing that a
mine is near.— Gconje Villiers (Duke ofDuckiuijhnm).

.... Solomon says rightly :
" The wounds made by a friend

are worth more than the caresses of a flatterer." Nevertheless, it

is better that the friend wound not at all.

—

Josejih de Maistre.

.... There arc difforent kind'f of curiosity; one of interest,

which causes us to learn that which would be useful to us ; and

tlie other of pride w'lich springs from a desire to know that of

which otliers are ignorant.

—

llnrhtfowauld.

« -»-» > —
iokcr's Biibgct.

A sentence in the language of flowers— if you wish for " lieart's-

ease," never look to " marygold."

An amateur naturalist oilers a reward to the man who will fur-

nish him a live sjiecimcn of the brick-i(/(.

Shakspeare .says "All the world's a. .tinge." It would have

been more philosophical to have descrilicd the world as an omnibus.

Why ought a wood engraver to bo a liettcr metaphysician than

any other man'; Because he is accustomed to handle "graver"
things.

An eminent artist—American, of course—lately painted a snow
storm so naturally, that he caught a bad cold by sitting near it

with his coat off.

Rose Dartle asks for information : Does the czar get up a muss
with Turkey because he is a Jl/iis-covite, or is it because the sultan

is a regular Turk !

In a cigar shop in Parliament Street, London, the follo\ving

notice is posted :
" Credit given to gentlemen, but ca.sh expected

from members of parliament."

Why is a room full of married folks like an empty room ? Be-
cause there's not a single person in it.—How many sides are there

to a tree ? Two, inside and outside.—Which is the left side of a
plum-pudding ? That which is not eaten.
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HON. JAMES BUCHANAN.

On the patje herewith we depict a likeness of

our present minister to the court of St. James,
Hon. James Buchanan, and also a picture of his

residence, " Wheatland," Pennsylyania. As a
statesman, he has long been prominently before

the country, which he has served in rarious im-

portant capacities. He was born in Franklin

county, Pennsylvania, April 12, 1791, and is

therefore in his sixty-third year. He early stud-

ied for the law, and at the outset of life evinced

a desire for a public career, and was actively en-

gaged while quite young in politics. In 1814,

he was nominated for membership in the House
of Representatives of the State Legislature, and
was duly elected. He was re-elected in the suc-

ceeding year. As the position was one which
was not highly promotive of financial and pro-

fessional interests, he declined another re-elec-

tion. He was chosen to represent his district in

Congress in 1820, and took his seat in that body
in the following year. He continued a member
of the House of Representatives until the 4th of

March, 1831. Soon after his fifth election, he
declined rendering further service, and withdrew
to private life. In 1831, Gen. Jackson proffered

him the mission to Russia, which he was in-

duced to accept. Immediately after his return

in 1834, he was chosen to fill an unexpired term
in tlio Senate of the United States. In 1836, he
was elected for a full term, and in 1843 was re-

elected to the same post. He was selected by
President Polk, in 1845, to fill the ofiice of Sec-

retary of State, the duties of which he discharged

till the close of Mr. Polk's administration. On
Mr. Lawrence's return from England, Mr. Bu-
chanan became his successor. The sketch below,

of the home residence of Mr. Buchanan, is situated

in the " Eden of Pennsylvania," as Lancaster
county is called. It is within twenty minutes'

walk of Lancaster, and an hour's ride of Phila-

delphia. The grounds, though small in extent

—

about thirty acres—are beautifully laid out in

groves and lawns, and are hung with the most
luxuriant vines and shrubbery of every descrip-

tion. At the foot of the lawn is a very largo

spring of cool, refreshing water, which, singular

to say, contains in solution little or no carbonate
•f limo ; while all the springs for miles around
are more or less impregnated with it. It is ren-

dered a lovely little spot for meditation or rev-

ery, by its drapery of graceful weeping willows.

Back of the buildings is a pretty piece of wood-
land, under whose ample shade we could take a delijrlitful after-

noon snooze, or in whose walks a moonlight stroll would be

charming. To the left is an extensive garden laid out in par-

tenes. A former resident of Wheatland, in speaking of the salu-

brity of its air, remarked, " For twelve years we never once re-

quired the services of a physician, except," continued he, "on
certain occasions." The house itself is over a hundred feet in

length, and, though large and substantial, is in perfect a'-cordance

with the strictest republican simplicity. In conformity to the

tastes and character of its eminent proprietor, the interior in all

its details, though comfortable and neat, is thoroughly democratic.

Wheatland formerly belonged to Mr. Thomas Potter, of Prince-

ton, and subsequently to Rx-Secretary Meredith, of Pliiladeljihia.

After the dissolution of President Polk's administration in 1848,

HON. JAMES BUCHANAN, AMERICAN MINISTER TO ENGLAND.

Mr. Buchanan, then Secretary of State, desiring to abandon the
turmoil and fatigues of public life for the quiet and genial repose
of private citizenship, purchased Wheatland, and, in company with
his family, consisting of his niece, nephew, a lady acting as house-
keeper, and domestics, he has made it his home ever since. Here,
then, in his native State, and on the field of bis former triumphs,
he has led a life of tranquillity, occupied, when not engnged in

study, either in tlie exerci.se of a generous hospitality towards his

friends, or in social intercourse with his family. Here he remained
until called upon by the president to the responsible station of
envoy to Great Britain. The peaceful look that "Wheatland"
bears about it is most inviting to our eye ; and we should think
that its illustrious owner would sigh for the time when he may eit

down beneatii his own vine and fig-tree.

WHAT IS THE HARDEST MODE TO DIE?

To be shot dead is one of the easiest modes
of terminating life

;
yet, rapid as it i<, the body

has leisure to feel and reflect. On the first at-
tempt, by one of the frantic adherents of Sp.nin,
to assassinate William, Prince of Orange, who
took the lead in the revolt of the Netherlands,
the ball passed through the bones of the face and
brought him to the ground. In the instant pre-
ceding stupefaction, he was able to frame the
notion that the ceiling of the room had fallen

and crushed him. The cannon-shot which
plunged into the brain of Charles XII. did not
prevent him from seizing his sword by the hilt.

The idea of an attack, and the necessity for de-
fence, was pressed on him by a blow which w«
should have supposed too tremendous to leave
an interval of thought. But it by no means fol-

lows that the inflicting of fatal violence is ac-

companied by a pang. From what is known of
the first effect of gun-shot wounds, it is probable
that the impression is rather stunning than acute.

Unless death be immediate, the pain is as varied

as the nature of the injuries, and these are past
counting up. But there is nothing singular in

the dying sensation, though Lord Byron remark-
ed the physiological peculiarity that the expres-
sion is invariably that of languor, while in death
from a stab, the counteiiame reflects the traits of
natural character, of gentleness or ferocity, to

the last breath. Some of these tases are of in-

terest, to show with what slight disturbance life

may go on under a mortal wound, till it finally

comes to a sudden stop. A foot-soldier at Wa-
terloo, pierced by a musket ball in the hip,

begged water of a trooper, wlio chanced to pos-

sess a canteen of beer. The wounded man
drank, returned his heartiest thanks, mentioned
that his regiment was nearly exterminated, and,
having proceeded a dozen yards on his way to

the rear, fell to the earth, and with one convul-
sive movement of his limbs, concluded his ca-

reer. " Yet his voice," says the trooper, who
himself tells the story, "gave scarcely the small-

est sign of weakness." Capt. Basil Hall, who,
in early yoqA, was present at the battle of Co-
runna, has singled out from the confusion which
consigns to oblivion the woes and gallantry of

war another instance, extremely similar, which
occurred on that occasion. An old officer, who
was shot in the head, arrived pale and faint at

the temporary hospital, and begged the surgeon

to look at his wound, whicli was pronounced
mortal. "Indeed, I feared so," he responded, with impatient

utterance, "and yet I should like very much to live a little longer,

if it were possible." Ho laid his sword upon a stone, at hii side,

" as gently," says Hall, " as if its steel had been turned to gl.ast,"

and almost immediately sunk dead on the turf.

—

Quarterly lievieu).

< ^wi* >

Living as one Plkases.—It is a foolish thing that one can't

not only live as one pleases, but where and with whom one pleases,

without money. Swift somewhere says that money is liberty;

and I fear money is friendship, too, and society, and almost every
external friendship. It is a great, though ill-natured, comfort to

sec those who have it in plenty without pleasure, without liberty,

and without friends.

—

Letters of Gray,

WHEATLAND RESIDENCE OF HON. JAMES BUCHANAN.
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MARCH FARM SCENE.

Wo present below one of our American farm scones appropri-

ate for the present month—and wliich represents in the foreground

the operation of ploughing with a span of well trained horses,

while a distant part of the field is lieing harrowed by a similar

team. Heretofore oxpn have been almost universally nsed fur

ploughing, but modern farmers prefer to employ well broken

horses for this purpose, for several reasons. First, they are moi'e

prompt and accomplish more work in a day ; and secondly, by a

long pair of reins the holder of the plough can easily manage

thcni, and thus save the time of an assistant who would be re-

qnirod to drive the oxen. The frost having left the ground, now

i* tiia season to prepare it by ploughing and harrowing to receive

tbe seed into its fruitful bosom. In the perspective wc have the

neat Yankee farmhouse, corn-crib and barn, with other offices

—

and by the side of the plougliman, the owner of all, a sound, ster-

ling and upright New England farmer. H.; is an intelligent man.

He is not afraid to try experiments and to imj)rove the latest

inventions, and adopt Labor-saving machines. His ploughs arc of

t!ic latest and best make—his horses are well fed, and repay with

interest the care bestowed upon them—liis grounds are liberally

manured, for he knows his own interest. He reads agricultural

works and profits by the information gained. The experience of

others thus profits him, and he can ap])ly the knowledge of chem-

istry, which he has found it for his interest to learn, so as to pro-

duce wonderful results upon the kindly soil he so carefully culti-

vates. He is a practical man, and reasons for himself, never

doing thus and so because his fathers did ; if possible, he hopes

to improve on his father's experience, and he does. At the base

of the picture we have grouped a set of farm ntcnsiU, and tho

whole is entwined with the still bare branches of the season. A
few birds arc seen, heralds of the coming season, but the leaves

have not yet put out their gorgeous wealth of green, nor havu

the promising buds opened to the *nn. March was originally the

first month of the Roman year ; so named, according to tradi-

tion, by Romulus, in honor of Mars. Till the adoption of the

new style in England—1752—the 2.')(h of March was New Year's

Day. There is a vast difference in this month, in our countryi

varying according to the latitude—here it gives uii about its cloM

a foretaste only of coming summer, whih: in the Curolinas all Ibe

fragrance and bloom of the month of roses (Juno) is ttfl^ti !•

open fields and shady groTce.
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[Written for Gleason's PictoriaJ.]

on, TUE —

FOU^DLIXG OF THE CASTLE OF ESTELLA.

A TALE OF NAVARRE, IN THE OLDEN TIME.

BT AUSTIN C. nUHDICK.

[continued.]

CHAPTER X.—[continued.]

"No. But why do you ask?" continued the seneschal, as lie

noticed that La Nuit trembk'd.

" 0, nothing—only I was down that way last night, and I

thought I saw one eoine out of the cot. But I may have been

mistaken. Then you know nothing about this woman?"
" No," said the seneschal ; and he was upon the point of going

off into a string of question i in turn, when Francisco put his

head in at the door, and informed the knight that all was ready

for setting off. This cut off further conversation on the subject

of the cot by the river, and, having thanked his host for all his

kindness and assistance, La Nuit went out into the court where

his men were drawn up in waiting for him.

The prisoners were mounted upon animals which had belonged

to some of the poor fellows who had fallen in the mountain bat-

tle, and our hero took care that they were well guarded. Morillo's

arm had been dressed, but the wound still gave its owner some

pain, though it was almost forgotten beneath the hitter chagrin of

his captivity.

It was just noon when the party anived at Pampeluna, and

the news spread like wildfire that the terrible Morillo was cap-

tured. The streets were thronged with anxious gazers, and the

loud shouts of the people went up in praise of the noble knight

who had done them such service. It was with great difficulty

that La Nuit reached the royal palace, but when once he was ad-

mitted to the court, the thronging populace was shut out, and he

made his way quickly to the king.

Alfonso had been sitting all the morning in one of his private

apartments, and Nandon du Chastel had been in attendance upon

him. The monarch was down-hearted and sad, but as he was

often sulijcct to such fits, his attendants had given only a passing

notice to his present mood. He was sitting thus, when a mes-

senger announced Sir Henry la Nuit.

"Let him come in,'' said the king, starting back to himself

"Ah, Sir Henry," he continued, as our hero entered, "back

again 1"

" Yes, sire," returned the youth, kneeling before his momrch.

"And as bootless as you went, I opine," said Du Chastel.

Henry sprang to his feet, and gazed into Du Chastel's face. In

an instant he caught the venom of that voice; he saw the darting

look of the dark knight ; .ind he remembered what he had been

so mysteriously told the night before.

"How is it, Henry ?" asked the monarch.
" Morillo is at your ser\'icc, sire !"

" What !" exclaimed Alfonso, starting from his seat. " Do you

mean that you have him—alive ?"

" Yes, sire. He is now in the court, and six of his men are

with him. Forty-two others we slew in the mountains."

The monarch hastened forward, and embraced the youthful

knight.

"Now, by our royal diadem, thou shalt bo rewarded for this,"

the glad king exclaimed, " for thou art truly our best knight."

" O, no, sire—not your best."

"It is our humor to call thee so, at least. But go bring this

Morillo to the great hall, and we will go there and nee him."

La Nuit bowed, and turned towards the door, but before he did

so he noticed the look that dwelt upon the face of Nandon du

Chaste!. It was a look of dark, deadly malice, and the young

knight wondered what could have caused it. It puzzled him

much ; but he at length made up his mind that it must be envy.

He little dreamed of what was passing in the world of fate.

CHAPTER XI.

PREMONITIONS.
" What do you mean, Pedro ?"

"Why, I mean, my lord, that Morillo has been taken, and that

hi9 whole gang are either killed or made prisoners."

" Thank God for that, if 'tis true," ejaculated the duke.
" 0, but I know it's true."

"And who did it?"

" Sir Henry la Nuit !" returned the old armorer.

A quick flush moved upon the stern face of Don Philip.

" Do you know this to be true, Pedro ?"

"Yes, my lord—the servant who came here this morning with

Sir Nandon du Chastel, told ine all about it." And thereupon,

Pedro went on and related to the duke all the particulars as ho
had heard them ; and, so far as he related them, they were very

correct.

Don Philip turned away from his armorer, and entered the cas-

tle. " He is a noble boy," he murmured to himself, as he walked
slowly across the great hall. " I wish he were noble by blood as

well as by nature."

That was all the duke said ; but it was enough to show bow his

heart beat. His face, however, was not moved by his thoughts,

for now, as always, those features gave no token of what the heart

felt. At the extremity of the hall ho met Du Chastel, who had
evidently come to seek him.

" Sir Nandon," said the duke, after they had reached the study,

"you did not tell me that Morillo had been taken."

"Ah—no, my lord," stammered Du Chastel.

"But, is it so?"
" O, yes."

"And who did it?"

"Well—let me see," replied the knight, with some hesitation;

" I think Henry la Nuit was of the party."

" Ay ; and who led it ?"

" Well ; it must have lieen La Nuit."

Don Philip saw at once through the aim of Du Chastel. He
did not see through that knight's whole aim, for if he had he would

have spurned him from his halls ; but he saw enough to satisfy

him that Du Chastel was moved somewhat by a spirit of envy

;

and so he let the matter drop. After a silence of some moments,

Sir Nandon said :

" I have thought, Don Philip, that perhaps we might as well

come to an understanding at once, and have our business ar-

ranged."

" Ay, he is a noble youth—a right noble youth."
" I spoke of our business, my lord," said Du Chastel, some-

what disconcerted.

" O,—ay," uttered the duke, starting out of the reverie into

which he had fallen. "Proceed, sir."

"I said, my lord, that perhaps we might as well come to an

understanding of our business."

" I thought it all understood now," returned the duke. " The
king is to settle upon you the estates of Navarretta, and I am to

give you my daughter in marriage."

" But that, you know, is still indefinite. I would have the time

set."

" It shall be when the king pleases."

"Ah—I thank j'ou, my lord," pursued Du Chastel, with a

sparkling eye. "I have conferred with the king, and he is

anxious that the matter should be consummated as soon as

possible.

" Then I will see the king myself," said Don Philip ; "and be-

tween us we will make due arrangements. I care not, Du Chas-

tel, how soon this business is completed."
" And when will you go ?"

" This very day."

" Then I will ride with you."

"No ; you may remain here, and take care of the castle."

" Very well," responded the knight ; and, on the whole, the

idea of remaining seemed to suit him full as well.

At noon, the duke set off for Pampeluna, and, shortly after-

wards, Isabella walked out into the garden, back of the castle.

She walked very slowly, for her thoughts were heavy and sad.

She had heard of the noble exploit of Henry la Nuit, and it had

carried her mind back to a subject that could be entertained only

with pain. She had been weeping, but the tears were dried from

her eyes now. She had only taken a few turns among the vines

which her own hands had trained,—just enough to soothe her

somewhat troubled spirit,—when she was met by Nandon Du
Chastel. She stopped suddenly when she saw the dark man, and

a cold shudder ran through her frame.

" I have been looking for you," said the knight, as he reached

her side. " Your father has left me, and I was becoming lone-

some. Ah, lady, did I not know your love of solitude, I might

almost be inclined to think that you shunned me."
" Should you?" returned Isabella.

"Indeed, I should."

" Then if you would make me happy, sir, I wish you would

act upon that belief"

"What belief, fair lady?"
" That I wish to shun you !"

"Ah, but I don't believe it. No, no, lady. Even your own
assertion to that effect would fail to convince me. No, no, Isa-

bella—I know you would not shun me. I love you too well ; I

hold you too dear. Ah, 'tis not our nature to shun tho^o that

love us. Come, come, throw off that look of shyness, and join

me with a spirit that will better become you. I am not much
used to flattery—I am too plain spoken for that ; but yet I hope

I can please you. If I do not it shall not be my fault."

Du Chastel did not speak this with tnat brilliant, off-hand man-

ner that would n.atnrall}- mark the man he wished to pass for, but

it was stiff and studied. Isabella read it all, and she felt a tinge

of loathing added to the dislike she already felt. Yet she dared

not speak as she felt, for she knew that she must marry with the

man, for her father had so willed it; and she knew, too, that her

father had even now gone to make arrangements for the cere-

mony. Her first impulse was to spurn the knight fi om her ; but

this she d:ired not do. Her next step was to burst into tears ; but

this she refrained from. The next was, to bear his company with

the best grace possible. It was a hard alternative, but she set her

will toward the deed, and she hoped to accomplish it.

" Wh«n we are maiTicd," resumed Du Chastel, "wo will be

happy. Every moment," he continued, after studying some time

to pet the idea into a poetical shape, "shall come tons upon

golden wings, laden with some new love. Shall it not be so,

la<ly ?"

In a moment, Isabella's dark eyes flashed with indignation
;

but she soon calmed herself, aixl, in a cold tone, she answertd :

"All talk of love is lost upon me, sir. You know this mar-

riage is a mere matter of business, and in which my wishes have

not been consulted. If I ever love you, it will he the result of

your actions, and not of your words."

Du Chastel shrank beneath this cool reply ; hut he soon rallied

again, and Isabella was not relieved of his ]irescncc until the call

came for dinner.

CHAPTER Xn.

A STAItTLING ADVENTURE.

Henrt la Nuit still remained beneath the roof of Gomez
Garliz. Several times since his bold achievement in the moun-

tains, he had been tempted to visit the old castle of Estella; but

he knew if he went he must see Isabella, and he dared not trust

himself to such an ordeal. The feelings which he entertained to-

wards that fair being were, even now, sometimes wild and heart-

rending, and he knew that to see her again, would not make them

any more bearable. All he now sought was, to seize the first op-

portunity to join some band of Crusaders for the Holy Land

—

thcie to forget his grief, or throw away his life, where his Saviour

died.

He was in the house of his old friend one morning, revolving

this project over in his mind, as he paced up and down the floor,

when he was interrupted by the entrance of the same old pilgrim

whom he had seen once before at the castle. At the sight of that

man, Henry stopped, and, in an instant, his thoughts were all

changed, for the idea still dwelt with him that the pilgrim know
something of his infancy.

"Well, Sir Henry," said the old devotee, "how do you feel'

this morning?"
" Strong enough, sir pilgrim."

" Strong enough to take a walk with me ?"

" That depends upon circumstances," was La Nuit's reply.

" Where will you walk, and for wh.it ?"

"I shall walk towards the confines of Biscay; and for what

you shall know when we reach our destination."

" I am willing to walk with you, sir pilgrim ; but you can

hardly expect a ready assent while I am in ignorance of the ob-

ject in view."

The pilgrim sat down and looked upon the young knight for

some moments without speaking. He seemed to be studying over

some plan he had in his mind, for his eyes wandered from tho

knight to the floor with restless glances. At length he said :

" I wish you would go with me, sir, for I would take yoa to one

who wishes to see you. I pray that you will go, and yet all that

I can tell you is that it has to do with a question you once asked

me at the castle."

" With my birth—my parentage?" uttered La Nuit, laying hia

hand nervously upon the old man's arm.

" Yes. Now if you will go with me, ask no more."

It was not in Henry's power now to refuse. He had no reason

to believe that he wiis being deceived, and he could read character

well enough to see that the pilgrim was a man not to bo easily

turned from his purpose. As the young knight moved as if to

prepare himself, his visitor remarked :

" You had better take your horse. Sir Henry, for the distance

is long."

"And how will you go?"
" 0, I can easily walk by your side."

" If you can walk I can," returned La Nuit, as he took his

sword down from a peg, and buckled it about him.

The pilgrim offered no further suggestions, and ere long our

hero was ready to set out. He left word for Garliz that he might

not be at home that day, and then he set out. The pilgrim took

the road that led to the westward, and until after they had cleared

the city of Pampeluna, neither of them spoke.

" I think we have been watched," said the pilgrim, as he brought

his stout oaken staff down, by way of emphasis

" Watched !" repeated La Nuit. " AVho should watch us, and

for wi^at?"

" Pcrhai)S by those who are curious to know why you are walk-

ing off into the country with me."

As the pilgrim spoke there came the sound of horses' hoofs be-

hind them. They turned and saw two horsemen riding after them,

and directly a third came in sight. They were at full gallop, and,

of course, seemed to be upon some urgent errand.

" Perhaps they are messengers, after me," said La Nuit, stop-

ping by the side of the road.

" Who from ?"

" May 1)0 the king."

" lie would not have been likely to send three messengers,

when one would have done n» well."

Towards the latter part of the afternoon, a courier drove up to

the castle, and demanded to speak with Sir Nandon du Chastel.

He was requested to come into the hall, but he refused, and so

the knight was sent for. Sir Nandon went out into the court, and
at the end of a somewhat earnest conversation, the messenger
gave him a letter, and then rode off. The knight returned to the

hall, where he read the letter, and then, with a well-satisfied air

he went up to his room.

The duke did not return that night, so at an earlier hour than

usual, Du Cliastel retired. It must have been near midnight. Sir

Nandon was sleeping soundly, when again there was a noiseless

movement at the wall near the head of his bed, and directly after-

wards a dark object came into the dim starlight of the window.
!

It crossed over to where tho knight's garments lay, and after '

crouching down, and listening for a moment, it opened a small
i

lantern, and again the pale features of the Benedictine were re-

vealed ! The pockets were searched, the papers removed, and
I

then the dark presence moved back, and was lost somewhere in

the thick wall. At the end of half an hour, the Benedictine re-

turned. The papers were put back from whence they had been

taken, and noisch-ssly the mysterious intruder glided away again.

Nandon du Chastel may have dreamed that night of a spirit

;

but if his dream wiis anything near the truth, then he could not

have wished to dream it over again.
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The horsemen were now so near tliat Henry made no reply to

the last remark of Iiis companion. He moved further towards

the side of the road as they came up ; but they did not stop, nor

did they even nod. One of them our hero tliouglit he liad seen

before but where he could not call to mind. The other two

were entire strangers. All three of them were well armed, and

mounted upon powerful beasts.

" Perhaps they are bound to Guidez," said La Nuit. " There

is a. dctaehraont there."

"Perhaps thoy arc," responded the pilgrim, with a slij;ht sliake

of the head.

If there was anything concealed in the old man's reply, Henry

did not notice it, and he came up into the road again and walked

on. They had now entered upon a wild, rugged scene, where

huge cliffs of rock hung frowning over the road, and where the

way sometimes run over deep cha.sms that seemed yawning to

swallow up all above them. Small streams that came rushing

down from tlie Santillanos, grew to fearful torrents by the time

they reached the passes that let them under the road, and their

roaring was almost deafening. Yet, amid all this, Henry la

Nnit did not for a moment forget the thoughts that were called

up by the strange mission upon wliich he was bound. Once, aficr

they had crossed one of these streams, he asked his companion

to tell him the nature of tho business he had in hand ; but the

only answer he received was a shake of tho head, and he resolved

to ask no more ()uestions till ho had some more tangible suliject

to query upon.

They bad now been upon the road nearly four hours, and had

entered a small, open space that lay between the cliffs and the

wide wood. The bridlepath was through tho centre of this

clewing, while a wider road ran around upon tho edge. The

pedestrians took the former way, and had passed half way across,

when La Nuit thouglit he saw a horseman in the edge of the

wood ahead of him, and he mcniioned the circumstance to his

companion. They both stopped a few moments, but as they saw

nothing, and as La Nuit was not sure that he had been correct,

they moved on again.

"We shall not have to go far beyond these woods," said the

pilgrim; "so you sliall soon know why you have come with

me."

La Nuit gazed up into the old man's face, but he asked no

question. The remark had served to spur up the interest ho had

It heart, but he would not Lay himself open to any more refusals.

At length they reached the wood, and here thoy struck into tho

market road again. Thoy had only taken a few steps when La

Nuit was confident that he heard the neighing of a horse. The

pilgrim heard it, too, and they both stopped and looked at each

other.

" The presence of a horse here in these woods is no uncommon

;hing," said the old man ;
" but yet I have a faint suspicion tliat

n the present case all is not right. I think we had bettor be pre-

pared for any emergency that may turn up."

For a moment, there flashed upon the mind of our hero a feei-

ng of distrust towards the pilgrim. It was faint and shapeless,

biit yet ho thought he had reason for it. His being led off thus

witliout any clearly expressed purpose, and the unwillingness of

]ig companion to explain his meaning, now began to appear

(juestionablo ; but he said nothing of his doubts, being determined

:o await some further development.

"By the holy cross of Jerusalem !" uttered the old devotee,

"there are those three horsemen. If they mean ns harm wo must

iefend ourselves."

"Ay, so we must," responded our hero, as he looked and saw

the horses some little distance ahead. Then, turning to his com-

panion, he added, with a slight tinge of derision in his manner,

"Bat you do not seem to bo overstocked with the moans of

defence."

"Never mind," said the old man, with soraothing almost like a

smile breaking over his features. " This staff has served me in

jsome hard places ere now. To bo sure, I am getting somewhat

'old, but my limbs are kept pretty well tuned to exertion. Keep

'vour eyes open, Sir Henry, for I feel sure that those fellows mean

lus mischief."

The horsemen were now not more than twenty rods distant,

pnd were slowly approaching the two pedestrians. They seemed

to be consulting with each other on some important matter. At

length one of them drew liis sword, and, turning to his compan-

iions, he said, loud enough to be heard by La Nuit

:

" I'll take the old one, and you must look out for the other.

Make no blunders, now !"

"Did you hear that V asked the pilgrim.

" Yes," returned La Nuit, while his heart beat quickly in his

bosom. He looked hard at the old man as he spoke, but he could

see nothing in his countenance to confirm the suspicion he had

entertained. The pilgrim had grasped bis staff firmly in his

hand, and bis eyes were sparkling with the fire of youth.

But La Nuit had not time for an extended observation. Tho

horsemen were upon him, and he drew his heavy sword from its

scabbard.

" Hold !" he cried, as he moved slightly aside. " What want

ye here !"

"We want Henry la Nuit, the foundling 1" answered the fore-

most of the horsemen.

Our hero had time to see one of the fellows aim a sword-stroke

at the head of the pilgrim ; he saw the sword fall—not upon the

old man's head, but upon the oaken staff. Then he saw that

staff whirl rapidly in the air, ai«l the horseman came to the

ground. All this had passed in a moment's time, and it was suf-

ficient to nerve Henry's arm with new power. He sprang aside

in time to avo'.d tlio blow that was aimed at his own head, and.

with a qui'k stroke, he cut the nearest horse a terril)le wound

upon the nose. Tho animal reared and plunged furiously beneath

the smart of tho gash, and our hero leaped upon the other side of

him just in time to avoid a blow from the second horseman. The

fellow upon the wounded horse was now called upon to look to

his own safety from being thrown from his saddle, ami Li Nuit

found little difficulty in giving him a thrust that fetched him to

tho ground. By the time this feat was accomplished, the young

knight was prepared for his other enemy, but on that score he

was saved all trouble, for that enemy had just fallen bcircath the

weight of the old man's staff.

"Look out!" cried La Nuit, as his quick eye caught the move-

ments of iho ftill ])lunging horse.

The old man sprang aside just in time to avoid being crushed

by the furious animal ; but he coald not prevent the horse from

dashing his heavy foot upon the head of tho last rider ho h.ad

fallen.

" I am sorry for that," said the old man, "for I hoped to have

made that fellow confess what this all meant."

La Nuit did not reply; but he went to the side of the fallen

man, and found that tho horse had really killed him—tho iron

shoe had penetrated the skull. The first man the pilgrim had

made sure work of after he had fallen, and the one who had re-

ceived our hero's sword, was dead past all redemption, so there

was none left to tell the secret that lay beneath this deadly assault.

For some tim i the two travellers stood and gazed upon tho work

they had done.

"My old staff is not worthless yet I" at length said the old

man.

La Nuit looked up into his face, and the first emotion was ad-

miration of tho prowess the pilgrim bad shown, and tho next

was to blame himself for the suspicion he had entertained. Then

he went oft' into a wonder aijout the circumstance that had just

transpired.

" I would give much to know what this means," ho at length

said, half to himself.

" Why, it must moan that either you or I have enemies—and

perhaps both of us. Have you any idea of any such V
" I have no reason to doubt the good faith of any one, save

Nandon du Chastel."

" Ha! Du Chastel !" uttered the pilgrim, with a quick gleam of

intelligence. " Ho it is who has been promised the hand of the

Lady Isabella de la Carra."

Henry la Nuit started as though a dagger had pierced his

heart, and a deadly pallor overspread bis features.

" Ha ! Du Chastel ! The hand of Isabella ! O, impossible
!"

A gleam of light shone across tho features of tho old man.

" You love her, then 1" bo said.

" It has been my secret, sir pilgrim," bitterly returned Henry
;

" but 'tis true. I do love her ; but—

"

" But you are not noble enough," added tho old man.

La Nuit groaned, but said nothing.

" Come, come. Sir Henry, you are too bravo a man to give way

thus. 'Tis true that Du Chastel has been promised the hand of

the Lady Isabella, but if she cannot be yours, why should you

grieve to see her another's V
"But it is not her choice," cried the young man.
" The noble daughters of Navarre are seldom left to their own

choice in such matters. But come, we have a mission still unner-

formcd ahead of us. There will still be time to turn your atten-

tion to Nandon du Chastel, after that"

"But these bodies 1"

"Let them remain here until we return, and if they arc not re-

moved before that by some passer-by, we will send for thom from

Pampeluna."

Henry la Nuit made no further remark, but with hi? heart

throbbing more wildly than ever ho followed his strange guide

on through the wood.

CHAPTER XIIL

A TIE TO EART H

.

Half an hour's walk brought the two travellers to tho extrem-

ity of tho wood, and here the pilgrim turned out from the road,

and entered a narrow path that led up to tho right, towards the

mountains. This path lay through a low growth of bushes, with

here and there clumps of trees, and, in some placoj, craggy rocks.

At length a small cot was brought in sight. It was by the bank

of a little stream, and some orange trees grew in front of it.

When they reached tho little enclosure that surrounded it, tho

pilgrim beckoned for La Nuit to stop. There was an opjn'ossive

weight upon tho youth's heart—a something that hushed its tu-

multuous beatings, and made his blood flow more slowly through

his veins. It was not the thoughts of what had passed, for those

things dwelt not now in his mind.

" Sir Henry," said the pilgrim, in a low tone, "put on all your

fortitude now, and bo calm."

" But what is it ? Tell me !"

"Follow me, and you shall see."

As the old man spoke, he moved on towards the low door.

There was a strange stillness about the place—a death-like still-

ness, thought the young man, as he followed on. In a few mo-

ments more be stood within tho cot. There was only one apart-

ment below, and in that there was a bed. At the head of the

bed there was a small latticed window, about which clustered a

mass of running flowers, and through which the soft, balmy

breeze was now coming. The bed was soft and clean, and upon

it reclined a female form. She was a woman in the middle age

of life, and though very pale, yet there were left upon her coun-

tenance traces of great beauty. Her brow was painfully white, '

and the veins were traced upon it in dark, clear lines. Her hair

was dark where its natural color was left, but the frost-touch was

upon it, and the silvery streaks wore sprinkled plentifully over it.

She raised her eyes as the pilgrim entered, and they were largo

and dark, and when contrasted with the whiteness of the brow

and temples, they seemed almost ebon in their hue. There was

a female in attendance, but at a sign from the old man she with-

drew. The invalid raised herself upon her elbow, and gazed

earnestly upon those who had entered, and with a supplicating

movement, slie raijod her thin, white hand towards tho pilgrim.

Henry la Nuit gazed upon that pale form until he had almost

ceased to breathe. The oppressiveness about his heart had in-

creased, and at that moment a child might have laid him pros-

trate. Instinctively ho moved nearer to the bed, and still more
earnestly he gazed upon its occupant. What was that impulse

which was gaining life in his soul ? What was that voice which

whispered so softly to him ? What meant that halo which seemed
to gather so brightly about the head of her upon whom he gazed ?

" Henry," spoke the pilgrim, in atone that seemed to come
from some distant spot, " does not your own heart tell you why I

have brought you here f"

The youth looked not upon the pilgrim, but ha still looked

upou the form that had entranced him, nor could he move his

gaze from it. A film seemed to be gathering over his eyes when
he saw her lips move. lie bent eagerly forward to catch the first

sound that should come forth. It came—and it wa.s like tho mu-
sic that sounds o'er the placid lake.

" 0, my child ! ray child ! Come to illumine my death-way,

and make joyous my last hours of life! O, my child ! my dear,

dear child I"

One moment the youth listened while these words rang through

his soul, and then he moved to tho bedside, and sank down upon

his knees.

" My mother !" he murmured. " My mother !"

How quietly the truth had found its way to his understanding 1

Had ho at that instant been left alone on earth, he would have

known that he had seen the mother who bore him. The assur-

ance of the weary pilgrim who lays down his life at the foot of

the Cross, is not more strong than w.ts his. Within the provi-

dence of God there is a language between the mother and her

child which the heart alone can hear, and which the soul alono

can speak. It is a spirit-voice, low and soft, but yet all-powciful

in its heavenly music.

La Nuit bent further over the bed, and felt two trembling arms

twined about his neck, and again those words were spoken in his

soul

:

" O, my child ! my child !"

The old pilgrim had sat down in a chair, and he was wiping tiie

big tears from his sun-burned cheeks.

" You are not docoivod, Henry," he said, as the youth looked

towards him. " She is, in truth, your mother. You need not

fear to let the whole truth into your soul, for there is no shade of

shame in it."

Tlicre were some wild murmurings, some hushed responses,

some tumultuous heart-beatings, aiul then La Nuit sat down by

the bedside, and gazed more calmly into the face of his mother.

0, how holy looked that sweet countenance to him. It was all

beaming with soul and intellect, and seemed like the presence of

an angel. It c«used no pang to own such for a parent.

" And why have I been kept from you 1" asked the youth, as

he held both of his mother's hands in his own. " Why have yon

not ere this given me to know that my mother lived T'

" Alas ! my child, it was not in my power."

" But you knew that I lived ?"

" Yes," replied the woman, while her eye burned with a holy

light. "Yes, my child, and that knowledge has kept me in thin

vale of tears. God has let me live to see this moment, and I

thank him."
" Ah, and you shall live to see many more such. You shall

live to see how kind your son can be."

A shadow of pain passed over the pale face of the invalid, and

she drew the hands of her child closer to her bosom.

" I must not deceive myself," she said. " For long and weary

years, the hand of the destroyer has been upon me, and hi.? work

is almo.5t done. But I could not die without once more seeing

yon. I begged of this old man that he would grant me that

boon, and he consented. I can die now in peace."

"But you shall not die. Let my presence bring life back to

you. Live ! live ! 0, for my sake, live
!"

Again that dark shade passed over the woman's features, and

she closed her eyes. La Nuit turned an imploring glance upon

the pilgrim.

" You need not give up all hope," said the old man, in a low

tone.

"Ah," interrupted the woman, opening her eyes, "do not give

hopes that are only to be crushed. You kuow the lamp of my
life bums lower and lower. Would to God I could live for my
son, but I cannot."

Some moments elapsed, during which La Nuit gazed tearfully

into the face of his mother. At length she seemed to slumber,

and the youth turned towards the pilgrim. His features wei-e

moved by a strong emotion, and they had a prayerful, imploring

cast.

" O, sir pilgrim," he whispered, " tell me of my father.*'

But the old man only shook his head, and looked towards the

couch.

"Yes, yes," pursued La Nuit, "tell me of my father no\v.

Keep me not here upon such thonis of anxiety."

The invalid caught tlie words, and she opened her eyes.

[to be GONTINtlBD.]
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EDITH.

BT MRS. JANB E. LOCEB.

There's many a name I love to hear,

And many I love to call.

And many a one to romance dear

—

Tet none sounds sweeter on the ear

Than Edith, of them all.

It 'minds mp of the olden time^

When knightly banners flew;

Of old St Mark's cathedral chime,

When maidens at the matin timo

Bound flowerets wet with dew.

They brought them to the convent gate,

The lady Edith's dower,

And laid them with her robes of state,

To crown her vlrpn martyr fate,

Beneath its pealing tower.

It minds me of a TOw beMdo

The Saxon royal spoke

;

Of her, proud Ilarold's plipfhted bride,*

VThcrc slept he at the battle-tddo.

And never more awoke.

But there's a little fair-haired girl,

Of wondrous .*nnile and mirth,

TTith azure eye and cheek of pearl,

Iflio bears this name— nor child of earl

Could gladden more of earth.

She came as princely maidens come,

In robes of 'broidery

;

Choice treasured in that waiting home,

Where hope impatient had bccomo

The angel-guest to see.

And when glad shouts betokened there

The advent and the stay.

Spontaneous gushed the grateful prayer,

E'en backward turned the heavenly choir

Who came to show the way.

One blissful summer numbers op
The blossoms of her years;

Tet not so much ofjoy and hope

The past has in its broadest scope,

As in this one appears.

And shadows from the future gleam,

Dear Edith, maiden child.

That take all forms, and hues, and seem
Each picturing theo, as some fond dream
That in the heart runs wild.

And parents lay the gem aside.

That shall thy breast become,

Cr jewelled band, in treasured pride,

That shall, perchance, when thou art bride,

Flash back the light of home.

Thus evermore thou dost beget

Fond fancies, wild and strange,

And fears that fancies oft beset,

Which even in illusion met,

Make solemn interchange.

Bnt be the fairest pictures drawn
The longest to endure;

And fancies wakened with thy dawn,
Be real, ere its light hath gone,

So may thy God insure.

*^Edith, the swa-^-necked, the betrothed of Harold 11.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

• GABRIEL AND MAGDALEN.

BT MRS. N. T. MUNHOE.

A nAPPT woman was young Magdalen Beinon as she sat very

busily spinning at her cottage door, and smiling as she thought of

the f-nc iveb of white linen wiucIt would soon be hers, the fruit of

her own industry. Her husband had been gone since the early

morn to a cattle fair, and as she sat there she thought, " he will

not be home till sunset, so two good hours for spinning cro he

arrives." And faster flow her fingers, and lighter grew her song,

for a h ippy wife was young Magdalen—a wife of but two brief

summers.

Suddenly as slic sat tlicre she heard the sound of a horse's feet,

and turning round she saw licr husband mounted on his large Nor-

man horse riding swiftly up to the door. She rose to meet him
with a smilo. " I had not looked for thee, Gabriel, for two good
hours. What brought theo home so early?"

As he alighted he said, although he did not return her smile,

"Art thou not glad to sec me home, Magdalen?"
" Glad ! 0, yes," said she, coming up to biin, " but how jnile

thou art 1 Art sick, that caused thee thus to hasten home t Say,
Gabriel, art thou ill V
She might well ask if he was ill, for his face w;is pale, and

there was a sternness in it which almost frightened her as she

looked up to him. He left his horse standing by the door, and
laid his hand heavily upon her arm, leading her towards the

house.

" Come in, Magdalen, and I will tell thee." And they went in.

"Now I must tell thee, quickly, for we must away."

"Away, Gabriel? What meanest thou?"

" That we must leave our homo, Magdalen, our country, every-

thing dear to uSj or else give up our faith, our religion, our God."
Magdalen turned pale, and he continued, " Yes, I learned the

news today ; the face of every one I met was sad and gloomy. I

inquired the cause, and was told of the revoc.Ttion of the edict of

Nantes. The king is doing his worst—our jilaces of worship are

to be destroyed, our ministers are commanded to abjure their reli-

gion or leave their country, children are torn from their parents

and cast into convents, and, Magdalen, we must flee. How, God

only knows, for none but ministers are allowed to leave the coun-

try ; a strict watch is kept at the gates of all the towns that none

escape." And Galiriel sat for a few minutes in gloomy silence,

as one sits when he has told the whole of a sad talc, and waits to

hear what the listener may say.

But Magdalen said nothing; she sat the pictureof despair, with

her hands clasped, and the tears streaming down her young face.

At last her husband drew her towards him, and tried to speak

words of comfort.

" We shall never be happy anyjuoro, Gibricl," cried she, in

her grief. " What will become of our home, our pleasant homo ?

O, how can we leave it?"

Gabriel had but thought of the manner of escape ; he had not

thought how hard it would be to leave the little cottage and all its

associations, the home of his wedded love, to leave the land of his

birth, his sunny, beautiful Franco. His stern, hard feeling had

been roused when ho heard of the tyranny of the king, and his

conversations with his fellow-sufferers had encouraged these bitter

thoughts. But now the words of his wife called up all the tender-

ness of his nature, and the tears began to fall down his sunburnt

cheeks. However, it was no timo to sit and weep.

" Come, Magdalen, do not weep any more, we may have a

home yet, and a home as pleasant as this ; for even this would not

be pleasant, Magdalen, if we could not enjoy it in peace; if to

possess it we must sell our conscience, give up our religion—is it

not so, Magdalen ? Thou wouldst not that we perjure ourselves,

even for this homo, sweet and pleasant as it is."

Magdalen roused herself, brushed the tears from her eyes, and

lamented no more. It was arranged that they should leave that

night; a vessel filled with emigrants was to sail from a neighbor-

ing seaport town as soon as the wind should be fair. There was,

to be sure, great difficulty and even peril before them in reaching

that town ; but the peril must bo braved, and they must make the

attempt to escape, even though they perished in that attempt. It

may well be believed that they ate but little supper that night,

and as soon as it was dusk they started with heavy hearts, as we

may well imagine, but with few words, for they did not wish to

sadden each other by useless lamentations.

Thinking that they could pass the guard with greater safety if

they passed separately, Gabriel told Magdalen that he would tany

behind. It needed considerable persuasion to induce Magdalen

to allow him to do this ; but after some time she consented.

When challenged by the gendarme, she told him she was but

going to see a siek friend ; he thought she was bnt a woman—

a

pretty one, too—and, more than all, she offered considerable of a

bribe, so he let her pass unquestioned. She walked on alone,

expecting every moment to hear the step of Gabriel behind her.

But Gabriel came not. Still she went on, for why should she

go back ? She knew that if ho had not passed the gates in safety,

he was whore no power of hers could benefit him. She shuddered

at the thought, but hope was still strong within her ; he must,

come, he would yet overtake her, she would wait for him a while.

And so for a while she waited, and then went on again ; and so'at

last, sad and sick with hope, and nearly wild with anguish, she ar-

rived in sight of the vessel which was to take so many persecuted

ones to another land.

Here she met with friends who tried to soothe her grief, but she

would not bo soothed ; and not till one, who had once loved her,

and to whom she now appealed with tears and entreaties, had

promised to go back and try if he could hear anything of her hus-

band, did she finally consent to lie down to procure a little rest.

For a long time she could not sleep ; but at length tired nature

could hold out no longer, and she slept the deep slumber of ex-

haustion. When she awoke, it was late in the afternoon
; all her

grief and terror came back to her in an instant. She iiishcd upon

deck, and what did she see ? The blue waters all around her,

and far away in the horizon the shores of her own loved France I

The wind had changed while she slept, and fearing to delay

longer the vessel had sailed. And where was Gabriel, O where?

She pressed her hands tight upon her bursting heart, gave one

wild shriek, and foil fainting upon the deck.

All that night in wild and bitter anguish she called upon Ga-

briel ; she feared, she almost knew that he was in tho power of the

persecutors. And she knew, too, that if he was, his fate must be

torture and death, unless ho abjured his religion ; and this she felt

no power on earth could make him do. No wonder that she

moaned and wept, and no wonder that her friend, though weeping

with her, could say but few words to comfort her.

Swiftly sped tho little bark over tho blue waters, and by favor-

ing winds soon reached England, her place of destination. Ilcr

friends were very kind to her in her exile, bnt she was heart-

stricken in her young lifetime, and for a long wliile she refused

to bo comforted. But she did not die, though for a time life

seemed to have no pleasure for her. But as time, tho great

assuagerof all grief, passed over her, she began to grow more calm

and resigned ; she bowed her head meekly, and said, "Father, thv

will bo done !" So in her loneliness she toiled on, for she was

poor, and tho labor of her own hands supported her. But how
many hours she thought of Gabriel—how many tears she shed for

Gabriel only. Ho who saw those tears and read those thoughts

can tell. As years passed away, and she heard no more from

Gabriel, she thought he must bo dead, and with tho conviction

came a sort of joy. " He is out of the reach of iicrsecution ; he is

with his (!od. I shall go to him, but ho shall not come to mo."

So, calm and still, with her faith comforting her lonely way, she

passed on, doing her daily duties cheered by the hope that when
she died, Gabriel, her own Gabriel, would welcome her to the

heavenly kingdom.

But Gabriel was not dead—alas, not dead ! He had been sns-

pccted in his attempt to pass tho gates of tho town, and on this

suspicion cast into prison. And here tho priests visited him
They offered him liberty and life if he would cast away his delu-

sion, &i they called his faith—if be would enter the one true Cath-
olic church ; but torture and death awaited him should he refuse.

But Gabriel was firm
; the priests wasted their eloquence npoa

him—they might as well have talked to his prison walls. He sat

firm and unmoved when they told him of torture and death and
thanked God that his dear Magdalen had escaped their fury

Yes, he thanked God that he was alone ; for O, much as he wished
to see his wife ere he should die, how could he bear to think that

tho same fato awaited her that now stared him in the face ? How
could her frail form bear up in the prison, threatened with torture

and death ? Even in his deep misery, he found this one c;iuse for

thankfulness.

And now his persecutors, growi^ weary with his obstinacy, ag

they termed it, determined to try another course—they would tor*

turo their poor victim ;
what their persuasions could not aceoin-

plish, physical pain might do. So they carried him to a room io

a prison having an iron floor, but no chair, nor stool, nor an arti-

cle of any kind of furniture, and there they left him, fastening

him in. As Gabriel stood wondering* what would happen next
ho felt the iron floor beneath him grow hot, and then the dreadful

trutli rushed upon him—that iron floor would gradually grow
hotter and hotter, and there was no"cscape tor him ; ho must stand

upon it, the door was fast, windows there were none, excepting

one in the roof, there was not a chair or stool, he must stand or

lie upon that floor, even though red hot. O, mercy, what a fate I

Hotter and hotter it grew ; he stood first on one foot, and then on
the other, till the intense heat had taken the skin from the soles of
each. Then he cried aloud in his agony ; it was too much for

mortal strength to endure. Then he heard a voice. " Wilt thou
give up thy faith ? Wilt thou embrace the true Church ? Wilt
thou call upon tho Blessed Virgin ?" " Gabriel, Gabriel," said

the voice of the tempter within, " say but the words 'I will,' and
thou art free, thy prison doors will open, thy pain bo over. But
if thou art still obstinate, think, O think of thy doom ! hotter

still hotter grows the fire beneath thee. How can mortal strength

bear the dreadful agony ? Gabriel, say Init ' I will.'

"

Ho looked up in his great anguish to tho window above him
and did ho see a vision, an angel holding a crown above his head ?

Did he hear a voice saying, "Blessed is ho'that cndurcth unto

the end, for there is waiting for him a crown of glory ?" Then
again through his prison rang the words, " Wilt thou give up thy

heresy, and embrace the one true Church ?" And Gabriel

answered, " Tempt mo no farther, children of Satan ! Better is it

to endure tho fires of earth, which can be but for a season, than

the eternal fires of hell. I pray only to God, tlrt one true and
holy God ; he will deliver mo from your hands." And the walls

of his prison echoed to a loud, taunting laugh, and tho words
" Die, thou false, base heretic !" and hotter and hotter grew his

prison floor.

But Gabriel did not die. No, they tortured him to tho very

brink of death, till human nature gave way, and he was dragged

senseless from the dreadful room ; but death came not. But he

was a cripple for life, and his jailor called him the lame heretic;

and for years, long years he was imprisoned, and ho grew old be-

fore his timo, and his hair turned gray in his dark, loathsome

prison house, and his mind grow feeble and childish, and then, in

his helplessness, they cast him out into the world ; for why should

they keep him longer ? He would do them no harm, he would

not even now in his feebleness .and weakness apostatize; let him

go and take caie of himself^—and so he went.

And now the great idea of his soul was to get to England, for

somewhere in England was his wife, his Magdalen. He found a

ship sailing for Engl.and ; he begged for a passage. They pitied

the poor lame Huguenot, and gave him what he wished; and

when he arrived in England, they were still kind to him, and took

care of him. Ho inquired for his wife, his Magdalen; of course

they knewnotliing about her. But they led him to a coffee-house

in London kept by a brother Huguenot, and where many emigrants

resorted, and there ho stayed, and of every stranger who came ho

would inquire for Magdalen ; and it was a piteous sight to sec the

look of despair and anguish that passed over his poor wan face,

when told that they knew nothing about her.

One day there came a pedler to tho house who had come up to

London to buy a stock of w.ii-es for his trade. He with others

was asked if he knew anything of his wife, his M.agdalen. Ho
sat and listened to the poor man's story, but said nothing. Ho
did not like to raise false hopes in his heart, .and was silent. But

he knew of a number of French residents in Canterbury who left

their country in tho time of the persecution, and in his rounds ho

sought for the missing wife and found her. He told her of tho

poor Huguenot cripple in the cofToe-house in London inquiring

for his wife, who had made her escape from Franco years before,

while he had boon detained, cast into prison, tortured and kept in

bondage for years, till ho was old l)eforc his time, enfeebled and

weak. She was a woman in the ])rimo of life, still handsome,

thou"h in her fac^ were traces of sorrow—but a soitow softened

by timo and chastened by religion.

" What is his name 1" said she, eagerly. " Why don't yon tell

me his name ?"

" Gabriel," said he, " Gabriel Bci-non."

She clasjjed her hands together. " My God, I thank thee ! Ho

is my husband, lead me to hira. Old, you say, and feeble ! Ah,

he was young and strong when we parted. Tortured and in
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prison, do you say he has been ? Alas, alas, poor Gabriel ! God

has been merciful to me ; why did he leave thee in tlic hands of

thy enemies ? But yet he is alive, and I thank thee. I will make

him forget his sorrows, he shall be happy again. O, let me go to

him ! Let me tell him how I have mourned for him, wept for

him ! Alas, my Gabriel, my Gabriel !"

Quickly as possible was tlie journey from Canterbury to Lon-

don performed, and Magdalen stood at loiigtli at the door of the

coffee-house. She rushed in—what did she sec ? A poor lame

man sitting in the cliimnoy corner, gray and bent as with years.

He turned towards her—did he know her ? She knew not ; but

she rushed to him, fell upon his neck and burst into tears.

" My Gabriel, my Gabriel !—alas, is it thee ? Uast thou come

to me, my beloved '."

"Magdalen, do I see thee?" at lost faltered out the old man.

"Now may I die in peace!" And the tears fell fast down his

furrowed cheeks. Magdalen could say nothing but " Gabriel, my
Gabriel !" After a while she raised herself from his bosom, and

gat beside him holding his hand, while he looked wistfully in her

face.

"Magdalen," said he, in a broken, feeble voice, "when we

parted I was young and strong. Look at rac now—a poor, feeble

old man ; old before my time by imprisonment and torture, and

thou art still young. Alas, I shall be but a burden to thee—no

comfort. My strength I have loft in the prisons of France ; I

have brought thee but my crippled, enfeebled body and my love

— the love of a poor, childish old man."
" Hush, Gabriel," said she, gently, " art thou not my husband !

I am strong and well ; I will work for thee. God will bo kind to

us yet. Thou wilt grow young again as thou growest happy, and

wilt yet bo my brave Gabriel."

lie shook his head. " Will I ever walk again on these poor,

lame feet ?—will these weak, trembling hands ever be strong ?

—

will those gray hairs ever bo brown as the locks of thy young

lover 1 No, no, Magdalen, God is good, he will take me soon

to himself. But I thank him that before I die I see thee yet

again."

She soothed him with her gentle voice, she kissed the poor,

trembling hands, and said, " But thou art mine, Gabriel I Noth-

ing but death shall part us now."

"Nothing but death, Magdalen; no prison, no torture." And
a shudder passed over his frame.

" Gabriel, my Gabriel, hard has been thy lot! They tortured

thee, roy husband !"

" Yes, Magdalen, but the Lord supported me. I yielded not to

the snare of the tempter, and now ho has brought me to die with

thee, Magdalen, my wife."

And Gabriel ended his days happily and peacefully with the

wife of his love. Under her kind treatment, and cheered by her

affection, he grew to be something like his former self. He was

almost idolized by his exiled countrymen, as one whose faith had

been tried by torture worse than death, and by years of imprison-

ment, but who still remained firm.

And Magdalen loved the poor, feeble Gabriel as well—ay, with

a more tender love than she ever cherished towards her young

handsome lover. He wanted for nothing, she was ever beside

him, and her sweet, low voice was like music to his ears.

i •m»m> >

THEORY OF ODORS.

So much has been written on our five physical faculties—sight,

hearing, taste, touch, and smelling—that it has occupied a large

portion of the various published works from the timo when print-

ing was invented. The three senses first named have fairly been
" written out ;" but not much has 3'et appeared relating directly

or indirectly to the others. Mr. Septimus Piesse now gives us a
theory of the olfactory nerve in distinguisliing perfumes. Scents

appear to influence the smelling nerve in certain definite degrees.

There is, as it were, an octave of odors, like an octave in music.

Certain odors blend in unison, like the notes of an instrument.

For instance, almond, heliotrope, vanilla, and orange-blossom

blend together, each producing diH"erent degrees of a nearly simi-

lar impression. Again, we have citron, lemon, verbena, and
orange-peel, forming a higher octave of smells, which blend in a

similar manner. The figure is completed by what are called semi-

odors, such as rose and rose-geraniums for the half-note
;
petty

grain, the note; noroly, a lilark key, or half-note ; followed by
fieur d'orango, a full-note. Then we have patchoul}', sandal-

wood, and vitivert, with many others running into each otiier.

From the perfumes already known wc may produce, by uniting

them in proper proportions, the smell of almost any flower. When
perfumes are mixed which strike the same key of the olfactory

nerve, no idea of a different scent is produced as the scent dies off

from the handkerchief ; but when they are not mixed upon this

principle, then we hear that such and such a perfume becomes
"sickly," or "faint," after it has been in use a short time.

—

Bas-
tick's Annals of Pharmacy and Chemistry.

WONDERS OF PHILOSOPHY.

The polypus, like the fabled hydra, receives new life from the

knife lifted to destroy it. The fly jpider lays an egg as long as

itself. There are four thousand and forty-one muscles in the cat-

erpillar. Hook discovered fourteen thousand mirrors in the eye

of the drone ; and to effect tlie respiration of a carp, thirteen thou-

sand three hundred arteries, vessels, veins, bones, etc., .are neces-

sary. The body of every spider contains four little masses pierced

with a multitude of imperceptible holes, each hole permitting the

passage of a single thread, all the threads, to the amount of a thou-

sand to each mass, join together when they come out, and make
the single thread with which the spider spins its web ; so that

what we call the spider's thread consists of more than four thou-

sand united.

—

Christian Freeman.

It is an old saying, that charity begins at home ; but this is no
reason it should not go abroad : a man should live with the

world as a citizen of the world ; he may have a prefi-rence for the

particular quarter or square, or even alley in which he lives, but
he should have a generous feeling for the welfare of the whole.

—

Ciimherlrind.

[Written for Glesfon's Pictorial.
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LINES
ON THE DEATH OF MRS. ELMINA F. ADAMS.

BT HATUniN H. BALLOU.

0, Death I thou lurking, ambushed foo,

LingerinE no.ar our lifo-path, oft striking down
The fairest flowers that iovc hath consecrated,

While plants less fragrant are left un.-scathed.

A tyrant, thou, but only of the imagination

;

For, at thy toucii, swing back the portals fair,

That ope the way to heaven ! Wise Providence

Teacbeth ua thy nature in our nightly sleep;

And, a5 tlie body resteth ttill in .^lumber,

So the soul findeth stfft repose in death,

Till the last trump shall quicken it

To wakefulness eternal.

In dreamlcRS plumber thou art lying,

Palo and pure as the lily on thy brea«t.

This is thy work, 0, Death I but not thy triumph!

For the soul that quickened this cold clay,

That touched these eyes with tender love,

And beamed from out their starlit blue,

In angel form now blooms in Paradise 1

With overfloiving eyes and hearts, 0, God!
We thank thee for the gracious faith

Pervading now our breasts; that antidote for grief,

Anointing the bowed and saddened soul

With fragrant balm of hope immortal!

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: perley poore.

[The following dally record of past events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data a« will interest and instruct.]

MARCH TWENTY-SIXTH.
175.1.—Count Rumford (Benj. Thompson), bom at Woburn,

Massachusetts.

1773.—Dr. Nathaniel Bowditch, a distinguished mathematician,

bom at Salem, Mass.

1805.—Napoleon Bonaparte proclaimed King of Italy.

1850.—Hon. S. T. Armstrong, a noted printer, died at Boston,

aged 66.

MARCH TWENTY-SEVENTH.
1634.—Catholic colony planted at St. Mary's, Maryland.

1637.—Ex-Gov. Simon Bradstreet, of Massachusetts, died at

Salem, aged 94.~

1835.—Gen. Blair, member of Congress, from South Carolina,

committed suicide at Washington.

1850.—Lieuts. Bates and Brown, with a boat's crow, drowned
in Trinidad Bay.

MARCH TWENTY-EIGHTH.
1380.—Gunpowder first used in Europe by the Venitians against

the Genoese.

. 1814.—U. U. frigate Essex, Cora. Porter, captured by two

British men-of-war.

1846.—American "army of occupation," under G«n. Taylor,

took post on the Rio Grande.

1847.—U. S. frigate Jamestown, loaded with provisions, sailed

from Boston for Cork.

MARCH TWENTY-NINTH.
1315.—Raymond LuUy, a celebrated English chemist, stoned

to death in Mauritania, aged 80.

1661.—Victory of the Duke of York over Henry "VI. of the

House of Lancaster,—38,000 slain.

1746.—Carlo Bonaparte (father of Napoleon), born at Ajaccio,

in Corsica.

1772.—Emanuel Swedenborg, founder of a religious sect, died,

aged eighty thre-:.

1847.—Vera Cruz surrendered to Com. Perry and Gen. Scott.

1848.—Col. Van Rensselaer, a distinguished Revolutionary

soldier, died at Albany, aged 93.

MARCH THIRTIETH.

1632.—Canada restored to France by a treaty with England.

1794.—Act of CJongress authorizing the constniction of six

frigates, the commencement of the United States navy.

1796.—President Washington refused to communicate diplo-

matic instnictions to Congress.

1806.—.Toseph Bonaparte crowned King of Naples.

1849.—Brescia recaptured by the Austrians under Gen. Hay-
nau, with great slaughter.

1853.—Mrs. President Fillmore died at Washington city.

MARCH THIRTY-FIRST.

1763.—Dr. Franklin received in person the thanks of the Penn-

sylvania Legislature.

1782.—.Joseph Haydn, the famed musical composer, died.

1814.—Allied sovereigns entered Paris.

1849.—John C. Calhoun, of South Carolina, died at Washing-

ton city, aged 68.

1852.—Tremont Temple, Boston, burned.

APRIL FIRST.

1796.—Gen. Bonaparte appointed commander of the French

army in Italy.

1809.—The French, under Caulincourt, defeated the Portuguese

at Penafield.

1810.—F.niperor Napoleon married the Arch-Duchess Maria
Louise, of Austria.

[Written for Glea«on's Pictorial]

BOSTON CHARITABLE SOCIETIES.
Odr city can lay claim to as many charitable societies and in-

stitutions as any capital in the country ; and considering its num-

ber of inhabitants as any city in the world. Below we enumerate

some tliirty of these associations, though they do not constitute all.

It certainly redounds much to the Christian character of the people

that so many such enterprises are sustained among us.

Association fou tiif, Rkmef of Acf.d Indigent Females.
Home, 59 Charles Street.—This institution ])rovidcs a perma-
nent home for rcf^pcctable indigent American females, of sixty

years of age and upwards. Applicants must have resided in

Boston ten years immediately preceding their application.

Asylum and Far.m School for Indigent Boys—Thomp-
son's Island.—Boys of from five to twelve years of age, belong-

ing to the city, received on the payment of full or partial board,

or may be surrendered up to the in.^titution during their minor-
ity,—which apprentices them to useful enii)loyments.

Benevolent Fratkrnity of Chorciiks—Ofiice, 2 School
Street.—For the moral and religious instruction of the poor in

the city. Its " ministers at large " are generally supplied with
a " poor purse " to aid such families as they deem expedient.

British Charitable Society.—To relieve unfortunate English
and Scotch emigrants, and to afford them information, assistance

and advice. Its aid is bestowed in various ways ; and the so-

ciety is the means of doing much good among the needy.

Children's Friend Society—Rutland Street.—A home for

destitute and neglected children of both sexes. They are re-

ceived on the payment of full or partial board, or may be given
up wholly to tlie care of the institution during their minority.

City Missionary Society—Oftice 96 Washington Street.—To
diffuse spiritual knowledge among the ignorant and neglected,

and induce them to attend places of public worship, and send
their children to Sabbath and day schools.

Emigrant Society—Corner of South and Beach Streets.—To
give infonnation to emigrants as to the liest means of reaching

their various points of destination, and in other ways to advise

and assist them, especially in obtaining employment.

Fatherless and Widows' Society.—Old and infirm widows
and very young children are the special objects of attention by
this society, thougli it frequently grants aid to others.

Female Orphan Asyldm— Washington, corner of Asylum
Street.—For female orphan children between the ages of three

and ten years.

Female Samaritan Society.—Affords relief in clothing and
bedding ; also supplies fuel and groceries in some cases.

Fragment Society.—The attention of this society is bestowed
principally upon the aged, the sick, and young children. It

loans bedding and garments to such persons as are not able to

procure things necessary during a period of sickness.

Female Inddstrial Association—Rooms, comer of Lynde
and Cambridge Streets.—To find for respectable women em-
ployment, such as fine and plain sewing, washing, ironing, etc.

House op the Angel Guardian—North Square.—Its design is

to afford a temporary home for houseless, homeless, neglected,

or unmanageable Catholic boys, who, after being instructed,

may be placed out to suitable trades and occupations.

Howard Benevolent Society.—The object of this society is

" the relief of the sick and suflering in the city of Boston." It

has eighteen almoners, each having the care of a certain section.

Irish Charitable Society.—To relieve respectable destitute

Irish persons or families during sickness, and aid them to ob-

tain employment.

Lying-in Hospitai.—Washington Street.—Is what its title im-

ports, being a hospital " for the reception of married women
who may need the benefits of the institution, which shall be

afforded at as low a rate as may consist with its interest and
existence." Free beds are furnished in certain cases.

Massachusetts Institution for Teaciiino and Training
Idiots—Located on First Street, South Boston.—Is a charity

strictly of the character which its name imi)orts.

Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary—
Ch.arles Street.—Ont-door patients may apply at the infirmary

every day except Sunday, at 11 A.M., for gratuitous treatment.

Massachusetts General Hospital—Blossom Street.—Pa-
tients admitted to free beds, or on the payment of full or par-

tial board.

Medical Dispensary.—For the free medical treatment of tho

deserving poor. It appoints a physician in each ward of the

city, to attend to every case brought under their notice.

Needi*:-Woman'6 Friend Society—Sales-room 305 Washing-
ton Street, corner of Temple Place.—Provides emplojTnent in

needle-work for destitute females at reasonable prices.

Penitent Female Refuge—Rutland Street.—For the recep-

tion and cjire of such females as desire to bo reclaimed from a
course of vice.

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for the
Blind—Located at South Boston.—Young blind persons of

good moral character admitted on board. Indigent blind per-

sons, belonging to Ma.ssachusetts, are admitted free.

Scots Charitable Society.—To aid the families of Scotch
emigrants during sickness, and until employment can be ob-

tained for them.

Seaman's Aid Society—Mariner's House, North Square.—It

objects are, to assist in relieving sick and disabled seamen, :>j '*

their sufiering families.

Society FOR aiding Discharged Convicts—Office '^<r.',

,

" hill.—Its objects are to aid and provide craployincu^
'fii-^H'

charged convicts.
"'

Society for the Preyention of Pauper'' .„_;'.-ja- ,|.

Franklin Street.—Its object is to inquire into and '"Miiove th

'

causes of pauperism, and discourage street-' ,g.,. j,,. o|„,^i„°
ing employment for the poor. .-b

. .

Temporary Home for Destitute ^^uu.jmr.^r -2i Kneeland
Strcet.-A free temj.orary home ';^,. ^. ,\,Mrcn of l)Otft
sexes until they are adopted, or ^re of suitV;>le age to be ap-
prenticed, or placed in famiUe', ,0 be brought Vip.

Warren Street Chapel.- Ij^ ^ free cha.re« for the poor, anfS
has eonnected with it a - j^ing circle, wliic»-' makes up clothmg-
for the poor children l-.olonLnng to the Sah^'-alh school. It main.-
tains free evening fjiools for adults, and minors of both sexes.

Widows Socis' y.—For relieving poor illfirm ^^•idows and aged
single wome'. (,( good cliaracter. " No persons considered ob-
jects of tl'-.o charity who arc not natives of this citv, unless
tlioy hi»-.e re.sided in it ten vears."
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PROPOSED ELEVATED RAILROAD TERRACE FOR BROADWAY, NEW YORK. [For description, see page 201.]

CAMDEN AND AMBOY RAILROAD.
Hclow we furnish our rciidiirs with a view of the railroad depot

St South Amljoy, N. J., a l)cautiful route to Philadelphia, travel-

led over by fo many tboii^anda durinc; the eumintr, as the steam
route to Amboy from Ntw York, giving some thirty miles of wa-
fer, thorcl>y rendering this route less monotonous than the Jersey
City ronto. This railroad company was chartered and incorpo-

rated February 4th, 1830, with a capital stock of $1,000,000, with

privilege to increase it to $5,000,000 ; the provision was that it

should terminate at some point on the Raritan Bay. South Am-
boy was selected, and to that point it was directed. Until Sep-
tember, 1833, the carriages were drawn by horses. At that time
steam locomotives were adopted, and have been in use ever sinec.

South Araboy is most delightfidly situalcil, looking out upon the

broad ocean, and bounded by Statcn Island and the Raritan Bay.
The invigorating breeze that greets the river-bound Philadclphian

is truly refreshing and acceptable The company have on this

end of the route two fine steamers, the John Potter and Joseph
Belknap, both well commanded, and both commodious and ele-

gantly furnished. During the year 1852, the number of passen-

gers who passed over this road was eight hundred and twenty-

six thousand, giving an aggregate amount of receipts of one mil-

lion three hundred and eighty-three thousand three hundred aud
eighty-five dollars and tiftytlu'ec cents.

, ^- -KSSS:

STEAMBOAT LANDING AT SOUTH AMLOV, NEW JERSEY.
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MISS AGISES ROBERTSON.

The unprecedented sensation produced by tlic pciform-

ancea of this lady at tlic Boston Museum, has surjias: ed

nnv similar public cniolion within our recollection. Slie

arrived in Boston ivitliout any prefaiovy puff, and was
(|uito unknown to us by reputaiion. On the day following

her first appearance, the " Transci|j)t " suddenly annoiinci d

tho discovery of a "new star" in the theatrical lienii-

aphcrc, and since that time, for nine consecutive weeks, tho

theatre has boon so besiej:;(.'d that the New York Herald, a
few weeks since, states that " by the engagement of Miss
Agnes ]}oberlson, in Bo-;ton, the manager has reaped lif-

tei-ii thousand dollars. The interference of the police liav-

ing bc^on demanded to prevent" the overcrowding of the

avenues of the parqnette, the mayor has put in force a city

ordinance to th;it fff'Ct." We may ."al'ely add, that the

appearance of this lady in Boston will leave a deeper im-
)ire<>ion than that of any actor or actress who has visited

us f)r a long period. Jli-s Jlobertson was born in ibe

rity of Edinburgh, Scotland, in the year 18.3.'3. She is

tliercforo in her twcnty-fiist year. Her first appearance be-

fore the public took pla<e in her native city, in 1844,

then being eleven years of age. She sang at a series of
concerts, Scotch melodies, exhibiting so much purity of

voice and infantine graco^ that largo and fashionable audi-

ences were atlraitiil to thee entertainments. In 184.5 she

first played the characters in which Clara Fisher had once
be-n so celebrated. In 1848 she accepted an engagement
in I)uh!in, and leaving behind her the reputation of the in-

f.iiit prodigy, became, altl:ou;ih not more th.an fifteen, the

leading f ivoiite in her present style of performance. From
Diililin, she returned to Scotland in 1849, and was the

guiding star of the Glasgow Theatre, when Mr. (Charles

Kean, having become the manager of the Princess' Thea-
tre, ill I/ondon, immtdiately oH'ered Jliss Robertson an eii-

gagenieiit in that metropolis. In the fall of 1850, she made
her appearance before a London audience, as Nerissa, in

the Meichaut of Venice—Jlrs. Kean (Miss Ellen Tree)
a'ting I'ortia. The Queen wa.s, by accident, [iresent on
tho occasion, and expressed herself so infatuated with the
beauty, elegance, and brilliancy of the now actress, that

she sent for Mr. Charles Kean, who ofBciatos as manager
of the Royal Theatrical performances, and suggested that
for the future. Miss Robertson should always ai)pear at

Windsor Castle, on those occasions. From this moment
she iiecame the fashion in London. She was jiresentcd to

the Queen, and the royal favor was lavished upon her. The best
society now coveted her presence, and she was one of tbe West
End belles of the season. At this juncture, the Earl of 11

, a
peer of great wealth, became deeply attached to Miss Robertson.
Their marriage was publicly announced in the London press,

and produced much sensation in the aristocratic ranks of tho

English nobility. When the earl liad obtained the reluctant con-
sent of his family, he prolFcred his hand to Miss Robertson, who,
to the universal astonishment, refused the alliance. This cirenm-
Etaiice was tho "town talk" of the city for many months, during
which the lady was still i)nrsued by the Earl of H with una-
bated ardor. The hopes of her noble suitor were suddenly
checked by the report that she had married a gentleman to whom
she had been for many years attached, and had immediately sailed

for this country. Miss Robertson, who still acts under her maiilen
name, is under tlie middle height, but formed in a perfect mould
of beauty. A more faultless figure never insjtired the ])cncil of a
Raphael, or guided the chisel of a Caiiova. Her fac'c is regular
in feature, and sparkling with intelligence and expression. A
dagucmotypc by Meade, of New York, and an excellent likeness

PORTRAIT OF MISS ROBERTSON.

by Whipple, of Boston, have furnished our artist with the por-

trait which we append to this biograiihical sketch, for the partic-

ulars of which we are indebted to the Court .Toiirnal and the

Theatrical Record, of May, 18r)2, London. We know of no
standard or criterion whereby to Judge of Miss Robertson as an
actress, since her school of jieiformtince is so peculiarly her own.
Somehow the Museum appeared precisely fitted for the successful

bringing out of this laily's role, and we venture to say that no
other house in New York, or Boston, could have done her ecpial

justice. Miss Robertson does not attempt anything in which sl:c

is likely to "come tardily olF." She knows her forte, and does not

permit herself to be enticed out of her latitude. It will be a long
while before the theatre-going public of Boston will forget " Bob
Nettles," and we know that it will be most gratifying to all who
have seen her, to learn that .she will return to this city for another

short engagement among us. Mr. Kimball, of the Boston Mu-
seum, deserves our thanks for ha\ ing introducd this charming
actress to a Boston public, and for the usual chaste character of

the fine performances at liis favorite establishment, which have
won him golden ojiinions from our citizens.

THE FALLS OF TALLULAH. ?^

The sccncrv' of Georgia is among the finoii^.ui the New
World. The" sketch, given below, is that of tho splendid

Falls of Tallulah, twelve miles from ClarksVillc. They
are formed by the Terrora, a small stream that rushes

through an awful chasm in tho Blue Ridge, rending it for

several miles. This ravine is a thousand feet in depth, and
of similar width. Its walls arc gigantic cliffs of dark
granite. The heavy initsses piled on each other in the ut-

most confusion sometimes shoot out, overhanging the

yawning gulf and threatening to break from their seemingly
frail tenure, and throw themselves headlong into the dark
dei)th. Along the rocky, uneven bed of this dark abyss,

the infuriated Terrora—or in the beautiful and expressive

language of the Indians, " The Terrible "—frets and foams
with ever-varying course. The most familiar point of ob-

servation is from the I'ulpit, an immense elitr that |irojecls

far into the chasm. Fioiti this position the extent and
depth of the fearful ravine, and three of the most beaiitilul

of its numerous cataracts, is obtained. Deep and unutter-

able are tho emotions of the beholder as he first gazes on
the scene we are attempting to jjortray. He is filled with
admiration as he ventures, clinging to some object for siip-

jiort, to approach the edge of the projceliiig crag, to fathom
with half-averted eye, the terrific chasm. A jioiiit some
distance up the stream commands anotlicr familiar view,

and thence a somewhat dangerous path leads to the bottom
of the chasm. Many visitors, and among tliciii, ladies, are

induced by curiosity and love of novelty to make the ilcsecnt.

The position gained afi'ords the grandest conception of the

extent and depth of the gulf.

ELEVATED RAILROAD.
We present on page 200, a view after the style of tho

proposed Elevated Railroad for New York city, designed by
Mr. Wickersham, for Broa<lway. The plans lor constru<t-

ing an Elevated Railroad, in Broadway, heretofore |)ro-

sented, have all possessed some gr(;ssly objectionable fea-

ture, that rendered them impracticable in benefiting this

world-renowned thoroughfare. Some glaring impossibility

has always suggested itself, to counteract whatever valu-

able idea each ])lan might contain. Had these projects

been more suggestive of mil improvemml, and less fanciful

in their details, the public would not have lieen so ready to

e.xclaim against all plans for a railroad in Broadway. In

this plan it is proposed to build a railroad, and an addi-

tional sidewalk, over the present one, elevated to the level of tho

second story, and projecting in the form of a balcony, supported

by columns ]ilantcd on a line with the curb. This rosid ami side-

walk are intended to occupy lioth sides of Brotuhvay, connected

at the upjier and lower termini by a continuous track, forming an
endless railroad. The cars are intended to be run on the outside

of the upper terrace, directly over the line of iron coluiiins, so

that the entire weight will be supported by their agency—thus re-

lieving of all pressure from the weight of the cars the entire

struAure where it spans to the buildmg. The cars will be drawn
by horses, until some of tbe new plans are more fully developed

for pro])ulsion by atmospheric pressure. The stairways, for easy

access to tho upper terrace, can be arranged in the inside of the

buildings. These landings would soon come to be known by tho

names of the occupants of tho premises, as " Genin's Landing,"

"Brooks' Landing," etc., etc. This publicity will am|)ly repay

those through whose premises the landings may be reached. Tli«

design is considered entirely feasible, and finds many ardent

supj)orters among the peo])le of tho metropolis, and the frequent-

ers of this great thorouglifaro.

////////////// ^^_^,.^^

S,NV-i^

VIEW OF TALLULAH FALLS LADOKE CASCADE GEORGIA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY FRIEND.

Br ALICE CARET.

Along the west the stormy red

Burned bLickest gaps, afar and near

—

Across the coverlid of snow

Wo saw the shadows come and go,

But no one to his neighbor said

His saddest fear.

Peered from his hole the bright-eyed mouse;

The winds were blowing wild and wide

—

Up the bleak sand the tide ran white

And icy ai the full moon's light,

And in his lonesome hollow bouse,

The brown owl cried.

We knew her care, her pain was o'er.

We knew that angels led the way.

Yet wept, and could not choose but weep

The while we saw her go to sleep

For the long night that falls before

The ttemal day.

A patch of starlight glimmering through

The window, stood beside her bod,

But ere the solemn time had worn

To the white breaking of the mom.

It faded off. Alas, I knew

That she was dead.

I put my hair before my eyes,

And all my soul to strrow g.ave

—

My only comfort was to know

That she no longer saw my woe

—

All hearen was gone out of the skies

Into the grave.

From off the windy threshing floors

The dust in golden flaws was blown.

The cock crew out, flail answered flail,

And limbs of apples red and pale

Beside the open cottage doors.

Together shone.

They kissed me, saying I must know

How sober plenty smiled for me.

But round my mortal hfe there lay

And shall do till my dying day.

Thy still and awful shadow,

Eternity.

< — .» > —
[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.] #

THE EMIGRANT'S CARRIAGE.

BY FRANCIS A. DIJRIVAGE.

The marquis of Saveme belonged to a family distinguished for

its loyalty and gallantry. He had served with distinction in the

army, but, at the commencement of the French revolution, had

been some years in retirement, a widower, and devoted to the ed-

ucation of liis only child, Cecile. His hotel was a stranger to the

gaieties of Paris, as his honorable yet benevolent life was to the

almost universal corruption of manners. He sj-mpathized with

many of the revolutionists, at first, though too devoted a friend

to the altar and the throne to raise a hand against the reigning

monarch. When terror seized upon the hearts of the loyalists,

and they began ihcir memorable exodus, the marquis remained

in Paris, hoping for better times.

"I blame no one," said the marquis, speaking of the emigra-

tion, " but I have always thought that a soldier could die with

honor only beside his standard—and our standard was the king.

God judge those who abandoned him !"

After the execution of Louis he lingered still in Paris, hoping

for a revulsion of popular sentiment—and besides, feeling that,

in the course of nature, he had not many years to live, he did not

wish to sec liis properly, the solo provision for his daughter, ut-

terly sacrificed. Tor his chances of security ho reckoned on a

name never associated with any oppression of his fellow-men, and

the rather connected with dced.s of arms that shod glory on the

oriflamb of France; on the modest retirement in which he lived,

and on the devotion of a few humble friends. These friends,

now become important to the fallen noble, were, firstly, his stew-

ard, Walter Germain, an old man, devoted body and soul to the

service of his ma.ster ; .secondly, the steward's son, Pascal, a car-

riage-smith, a popular man in his quarter, and under deep obliga-

tions to the marquis. This young man, Pascal, had been very

dissipated, and had, in early youth, contracted a passion for gam-

bling which had well nigh broken his father's heart and brought

himself to the verge of ruin. The marquis had stood between

hira and the anger of his father, had paid his debts, enabled him
to marry the girl he loved, and set him up in business. He was

believed to Ije completely reformed, and the marqui.s felt that he

could rely on him in any emergency. Another fa^t friend of the

old nobleman was a young painter, named Eugene Leelerc, whose
father had served in the marquis's regiment, and whom, on being

left an orphan, ho had adojjted and educated. A revolutionist

from principle, like the Girondists, young Leclcrc continued to

act with the dominant faction long after it had commenced to dis-

grace itself by sanguinary excesses at which his soul revolted,

because he saw in this line of conduct the only means of saving

the lives of such men as his benefactor. His devotion to the

latter was rendered more ardent by a secret attachment to his

daughter. Another humble, but now powerful friend of the mar-

qui.s, was Mr. Apollo Belvy, an artist's model, who had married

a woman formerly a chambermaid to the late marchioness, and

now a bhnxhifistuiii', or washerwoman, with a prosperous run of

custom.

After all his hesitation the marquis finally perceived that a

longer stay in Paris would be fatal. The reign of terror, that

dread epoch of Frcncli history, had commenced. To be a noble

was to be suspected ; to bo suspected was to be dragged before

the revolutionary tribunal ; to be arraigned before tliat tribunal

was certain death. The marquis accordingly, through the medium

of his steward, Germain, quietly converted his property into cash,

though at a ruinous sacrifice, so deplorable was the condition of

the money-market. His capital now consisted of six hundred

thousand francs in gold and his wife's diamonds worth about the

same sum. He gave orders to Pascal to build him a strong, plain

carriage, with secret hiding-places for his money and jewels—and

he relied upon Eugene Leelerc, now commanding a company in

the battalion of the Louvre, and awaiting orders to march against

the Austrians, to procure passports for himself and daughter un-

der feigned names. All things being prepared for flight, he now

waited for the occasion to leave France until better days had

dawned upon his country.

From what trifling accidents spring the most important events

of our lives ! We have said that Madame Belvy exercised the

honorable calling of a washerwoman. Among her clients, or,

perhaps we ought to say first among them, Madame Belvy reck-

oned no less a personage than the terrible Maximilian Robes-

pierre, the dread and ruthless wielder of the destinies of thou-

sands. No one who has read Lamartinc's Girondists, or any of

the memoirs of that period, can plead ignorance of the habits of

this ten-ific character. Unlike the sordid sans-culottes, his asso-

ciates, Maximilian went to his work of death the best dressed man
in Paris—his linen got up with extraordinary care, his white vest

spotless, his bouquet ever fresh and fragrant. Now it happened

that Mrs. Belvy, in turning out the lining of Robespierre's vest-

pockets preparatory to immersing the garment in the washtub,

discovered a paper forgotten by the wearer. With some little

apprehension, for the autograph of Robespierre was fate, the

poor woman read the paper, and found it a list of the persons

Robespierre was preparing to denounce—and the list was headed

by the name of the marquis of Saverne. She flew to the marquis

and apprised him of the discovery. Her husband, also informed,

instantly went in search of Eugene Leelerc, and the latter hasten-

ed to his benefactor with the necessary passports. Pascal, the

carriage-smith, apprised of the urgency of the crisis, collected his

shop-hands and wheeled the vehicle he had just completed into

the court-yard of the marquis's hotel—and there, at dead of night,

assisted his father and the marquis in stowing away the rouleaux

of gold and the caskets of jewels, after which he retired, having

taken a cordial leave of the fugitive noble.

The marquis stood in his ancestral hall that ho was soon to

leave forever ; his daughter was beside him in a travelling-dress,

and with them remained Captain Leclcrc and the old steward. A
single lamp burned on the centre-table.

" You have not forgotten my pistols V said the marquis.

" No, monsieur," said Leelerc ;
" they are loaded and in the

pockets of the carriage—two brace—and a couple of balls in each

barrel. I will go with you to the barrier, and see you safely past

the guard."

" Farewell, then, old friend," said the marquis, pressing the

hand of his old steward. " Good days will come—I shall return

to France, to Paris, and you shall never have reason to repent

the benefits you have conferred on me."
" I can never repay what you have done for mo and mine,"

faltered the old man.

"No more," said the marquis, in a tone that trembled with

emotion. "Now put out the light—I can find the way in the

dark."

The lamp was extinguished, and the fugitives moved towards

the door. Suddenly it opened, and a glare of light flashed on tho

eyes of the a,stonishcd group. A municipal ofl[iccr, ragged and

ruffianly, with the fatal revolutionary cockade in his hat, and fol-

lowed by a file of savage armed men advanced, and iu a harsh

voice exclaimed :

" In the name »f the law I arrest the ex-marquis of Savcme."

With a piercing cry, that rang through the vaulted hall, Cccilo

fell motionless at her father's feet.

In a lower hall of the palace of the Luxembourg, which was

then u.sod as a prison, stood two men ; one of them was the mar-

quis of Saverne, the other the old steward Germain, who had

awaited there his master's return from the revolutionary tribunal.

The attitude of tlie noble was erect and soldierly; the steward

stood before him, bowed less by years than by grief and appre-

hension.

" My faithful friend," said the marquis, " it is all over."

" Condemned !" cried the steward.

The marquis smiled. " My arrest was my sentence," said he.

" 0," cried the steward, "if I only knew the name of the vil-

lain who denounced you. I am old, but I have a brave son, and

at least you shall not die unavenged."

" Speak not of that," said the marquis, " but rather of my
child. It is net death I fear—I have confronted it too often in

the service of France. But my poor Cecile, be a father to her,

Germain, when I am no more."

" I swear it," said the old man, solemnly.

" She will have no other friend in the world, said the marquis,

with a faltering voice.

" You forget Captain Leelerc," said the steward.

" Do not breathe his name," cried the marquis, angrily.

" What!" exclaimed the steward. "It cannot be possible that

your suspicions fasten on him, your adopted son, as the author of

vour arrest !"

" Whom can we trust in these evil days V answered the mar- '

quis, with a melancholy shake of the head.

"But he exerted all in his power to save you," said the stew-

ard, earnestly. " In his despair he supplicated, menaced and even

defied your judges I"

" How !" cried the marquis.

" I saw him challenge one," jrarsncd the steward. " He fol-

lowed him through the crowd, heaping the most opprobrious epi-

thets upon him, and seeking to provoke him to combat. Heaven
grant that a new misfortune may not flow from his fury !"

" Amen !" replied the marquis. " And Heaven forbid that I

should be unjust to any one. But time passes, and since I can-

not once more press my daughter to my heart, I wish at least to

• write to her, to bequeath to her my last blessing. This night of

anguish and fatigue has exhausted my strength, and I must have

a little sleep, for I would not appear before my butchers with a

pale cheek and .sunken eye. Have you obeyed my instructions 1

Have you brought my old uniform ?"

" It is there in your room," replied the steward.

" It is well," said the marquis. " Wearing that uniform in

which I have so often braved death and defended France, which

has never been disgraced by cowardice and treason, I will march

to the scaff'old like an honest man."
" If Heaven were just

—

"

" Hush, Germain, do not murmur against Providence. Good
night. Stay here, for I must see you again before they take mo
to the guillotme."

The old man was left alone to monrn over the fate of the mar-

quis, and to rack his brains withconjectnres as to the author of this

calamity. His solitude was intruded on by the entrance ofa young

man, who came from one of the inner rooms.
" Hallo ! jailor ! turnkey 1" shouted the new comer, "where

are you all 1"

" Hush !" said the steward, reproachfully—" you will disturb

my master."

" And who is your master 1" asked the young man.
" The marquis of Saverne."

" Poor old gentleman ! He is doomed to the fate from which

I have escaped."

"And who are you, sir, prayV inquired the steward, looking

on the stranger with some interest.

" My name is Luceval, and I am a portrait painter by profes-

sion. I was once the favorite of the nobility, but since the sans-

culottes have come to taking heads, my occupation is gone. They

do it by wholesale—I was only a retail trader."

" But you spoke of the marquis of Saverne—how did you Icam

his fate V
" 1 heard it before the revolutionary tribunal. He was de-

nounced as an intended emigrant."

" And who was his accuser?"

" While I was examined before the committee of the section, a

man, pale, haggard, panting, his brow covered ynth sweat, came

in and declared that the marquis of Saverne was about to leave

France."

"His name ! his name!" cried the steward, clenching his hands.

" My dear sir," said the painter, " when a man is about to com-

mit an unparalleled act of scoundrelism ho always does it anony-

mously. But his features are impressed upon my memory—his

cowering figure, his false look, his trembling lips and constrained

smile."

While the artist spoke ho pulled a letter from his pocket, and

taking out his pencil, made a rapid sketch and handed it to the

steward, saying, carelessly :

" There you have the fellow. A study for Judas Iscariot."

The old man gazed upon the sketch as if there were a strange

and fatal fiiscination in the lines. His brow contracted, the mus-

cles of his face quivered, he sank upon a seat, still holding tlic

paper, that trembled in his hands, close to his eyes.

" You recognize a likeness ">" said the artist.

" I do," replied the steward, in a hollow voice. It was the

portrait of his son, Pascal, the man whom the marquis of Saverne

had saved from ruin.

Pascal had only apparently reformed. He bad given up the

wine-cup, but the frightful pa.ssion for gaming liad never been

abandoned for a moment. All his earnings, all his borrowings,

were lost at cards and dice. Utter ruin stared him in the face. It

was at this juncture that ho assisted in concealing the marquis's

money in the carriage. A hideous thought flashed through his

mind as he was thus engaged. If the marquis was prevented

from flying, might he not seize upon the gold ? He fled from the

presence of his father and his benefactor to denounce the latter to

the revolutionary tribunal. The motive for his treason now flashed

upon the mind of his wretched father. The painter would have

inquired the cause of the eff"ect produced by the sketch, but he

was at that moment summoned by the jailor, and was too glad

to k'iB'C his pri-son to permit his thoughts to dwell on a subject of

mere curiosity.

" Pascal, my son, an assas.?in !" groaned the old man, " and I

the aulhor of his being! And in his infancy when I saw him

feeble and weak, when I trembled for his life, I passed whole

days and nights in prayer to God tli.at he would take my life and

spare hi.s. I should have prayed Heaven to strike him dead. I

should have strangled him in his cradle. And why this crime f

why 1 To gain possession of the gold confided to our care. 0,

sliamc, eternal shame for us ! But I must not snflTer suspicion to

rest upon another. I sliall have the strength to confess all to

tlie marquis—he must not carry to the grave the thought that

]>oor Eugene, the brave, the faithful—hark ! I hear the clash of

arms. They come to seek liini, and I cannot shield him with my
bodv."
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Rushing to the marquis's room he opened the door, and saw

him buried in a profound and trnnquil sleep.

" Ho sleeps calmly," thought the steward. " Wretched Pascal

!

you will never more know sleep like this. His uniform lies upon

the chair—what if I—Heaven be thanked for the thought. At least

there is hope."

The old man entered the room precipitately and closed the

door, just as Pascal, furnished with a permit, came into the hall

with the ^ilor. He came to inquire after his father, whom he de-

scribed as an infirm old man, and a young woman, his own wife,

whom he expected to find there.

In a few moments the escort came to conduct the marquis to

the scaftold. The old steward, disguised in his master's uni-

form, and concealed in his military cloak, came forth and surren-

dered himself. Pascal shrunk away from the sight of the bene-

factor he had destroyed, and concealed himself till the mournful

procession had gone forth. Then, as he stole into the light once

more, the voice of the marquis calling for his father, broke upon

his car. The truth flaslicd at once upon his mind, and uttering a

wild cry, he fled from the prison.

A moment afterwards the marquis emerged into the gloomy

hall, and was about to call for the jailor, to ask after his steward,

when the voice of his daughter struck upon his ear. She was ex-

postulating with the jailor. She had learned the fotal truth, had

broken away from her friends, and rushed to the Luxembourg to

embrace her father and die with him. But it was not so ordained.

The jailor mistook her for the young woman whom Pascal had

inquired after, and supposed the marquis to be the old man ho

had described as his father. So he admitted her sullenly, for he

was sleepy and worn out, and said, in a drowsy tone :

" There's your father, take him away with you, and make

haste."

" Take him away V cried Cecilo, in astonishment.

" Of course," said the jailor, peevishly. " He's not a prisoner,

is ho? 0, be in a hurry, wont ye '! Your husband has just been

here !"

"My husband?" exclaimed Cecile.

" Yes, yes, your husband I He gave me the permit. Now be

off with you."

" Sir," said the marquis, " this is a mistake, and I cannot—

"

" Hush !" cried Cecile. " Must we go then, citizen ?"

" Go, yes !" bellowed the jailor. " Do you suppose I want a

heap of useless people here ? And now the citizen Savenie has

gone to be shortened, I must arrange his room for a new comer."
" Gone !" muttered Saverne, as the truth flashed upon his

mind. " And my uniform disappeared. O, Germain ! Germain!

I, I must see him instantly."

" Hush, father, in the name of Heaven !" cried Cecile, in

agony.

At this moment the air vibrated to the strokes of a heavy bell.

" That's the signal," cried the jailor. " Good night to the cx-

marquis."

Saverne was about to speak. '

"For pity's sake, dear father," whispered Cecile, "not a word;

not a word, for your poor child's sake
;
you cannot save him, and

I sliould lose my all—come !"

" Yes, go along," cried the surly jailor. "It is as hard to got

you out, old fellow, as to get the other in. Go along with you,

and don't show your faces hero again !"

So saying, he pushed them along before him till they were out

of the prison, and the gates locked behind them.

Pascal had fled from the prison towards the fatal place of death,

but the crowds that passed thence through every avenue told him

that he was too late. Horror-stricken as he was, the fixed idea

of robbery did not forsake him ; and calling one or two men with

whom he was acquainted, he went to the hotel Saverne, and

thence dragged the marquis's travelling carriage into bis own

A-ard. Then he dismissed his assistants, locked his gate, and

went into his sitting-room, from the windows of which he could

contemplate his ill-gotten treasure.

" There it is," he muttered, " in my possession. It seems as

if I had been dreaming, and I can hardly realize that I am now
awake. The marquis—too glad to have saved his life—and O, at

what a cost !—will never dare to claim this treasure. Ere this ho

must be far from Paris. This wealth is mine ! mine ! I am no

longer Pascal, the wretched mechanic, the obscure, despised man
—I am rich. And do people ever inquire how the rich man, who

scatters gold by the handful, gained his money ? No, he is rich

—

that answers all questions. For him all honor and respect—shams

and woo to the man who has nothing ! AVliile I am alone I will

go and examine my treasure."

A band upon the door-lock made him tremble like an aspen-leaf.

" Who goes there ?" he almost shrieked.

" It is only me," said Pa<:cars wife, as she came in.

Pascil sat down sullenly in a corner. His appearance startled

his wife.

" Good Heavens ! what is the matter wiih you, Pascal?" said

she. " You are deadly pale. iVre you unwell ?"

"No," replied the wretch.

"But certainly you aro in some trouble. Wont you tell, mo?"
" I—1 want nothing but peace and quiet, and I can't find 'em,"

said the wretched man. " What is the matter with you7 What
do you come here for ?"

" To keep you company," was the simple answer.

" You might have saved yourself the trouble. Leave mo !

Isn't it bed-timo ?"

" Bedtime !" cried the wife, in astonishment, " why, we haven't

had supper yet."

" Yes, supper-time," muttered Pascal, " that's what I meant to

say."
" Kverything is ready, my dear, only I'm afraid everything's

cold. Sit up to the table."

Pascal drew his chair to the table. " What did you set three

plates for?" said he, surlily.

" I expected your father."

"My father!" shrieked Pascal, trembling violently.

" O, God ! don't look at mo so, Pascal," cried the wife, "you
terrify mo. Were you not to bring him with you ?"

" Ho will not come," said Pascal, in a low voice.

" What ?" cried the wife, surprised.

" He will not come !" cried Pascal, stamping his foot. " Take

away that plate ! Take it away ! It's killing me. Sit down now."

He tried to eat, but puslied aw.iy his plate. " I thought I was

hungry, btrt I can't eat a morsel. I'm thirsty though. Drink

!

drink ! brandy ! if I could only stupefy myself!"

" O, Heavens !" cried the wife, " I hope at least that your

father
—

"

" That word again !" shouted P.ascal. " Do you want to drive

me mad ? Silence I Take away the things and go to-bcd I"

"And you?"
" I shall go to-bed late. I've got a carriage to repair. In a

word, I want to be alone. Do you hear me ?"

As Henrietta rose from the table she glanced out of the window

and her eyes fell upon the travelling-carriage.

" That carriage," she exclaimed ;
" how came it in our yard ?

There is gold concealed in it—you told me there was to bo when

you were making it."

" Silence !" cried Pascal.

" A traitor denounced the marquis," cried Henrietta, " and the

carriage is in our yard ; how came it there? Explain it—I insist

upon an explanation. Prove that my husband is not a traitor

and an assassin."

" Be silent !" said Pascal.

" Silent, and we dishonored ?" cried his wife. " You have de-

stroyed your benefactor."

" The marquis is not dead," said Pascal, with hesitation.

" Not dead ! yet he was sentenced. Who, what saved him ?"

" I know not," faltered Pascal, growing paler and paler.

" You lie ! Your agitation and paleness betray you. The

marquis has fallen, and it was yon who destroyed him."
" O," cried Pascal, " this is enough to make an angel mad.

Speak lower ! would you raise the neighborhood against me ? I

tell you the marquis is saved—is alive and breathing."

" Let your father come and a.ssure mo you aro innocent and I

shall believe him."
" My father," said Pascal, shuddering convulsively.

" Why is he not hero ?"

" Peace ! peace !" implored Pascal.

" Because he knew your crime ?"

" Silence !"

" Did you fear he would curse?—nay, perhaps he has cursed you

already !"

" Silence !" yelled Pascal, rushing upon her ;
" or my fury—

"

" O, mercy !" cried the wife, with a sudden impulse of fear,

and falling on her knees before the uplifted hand of her husband.

She was saved from violence by a thundering knock at the door.

" Who goes there ?" cried Pascal, with tho alarm of guilt.

" Citizen Pascal !" shouted a voice.

" It is the voice of BeU-y."

" What ho !" shouted Mr. Apollo Belvy. " Open your door."

" Rise," said Pascal to his wife, dragging her to her feet. " Dry

your eyes—let not a word escape you."

"Do you fear that I shall denounce you ?" said his wife. " I

have too great a horror of traitors."

" Arc you going to keop mo all night in the street ?" shouted

Belvv.
" One moment," s.aid Pascal, wishing to temporize.

" I come on behalf of the Committee of Public Safety."

At that formidable name Pascal opened the door, and bowing

his head to admit the passage of his towering plumes, in stalked

the six feet eight of the famous artist's model, Mr. Apollo Bclvy,

in his gorgeous uniform of drum-major of tlie battalion of the

Louvre.
" Stop outside there with the horses," said the artist to tho per-

son he left in the street. " Confound it !" said he, fretfully, ad-

dressing Pascal, " I thought you were asleep."

"And is that the reason you made such a noise ?"

" Citizen," replied Apollo, " when I strike for my country I

strike hard—especially when I come to do a friend a service."

" A service !" ciied Pascal, doubtfully.

" You were not," said the dium-major, " aware of the superb

customer you kept waiting in the street. It was the republic, my
boy—the republic itself, one and indivisible."

" What does that mean ?" asked Pascal, surlily.

" Humble as I am, my boy," said tho artist, with proud humil-

ity, " I am sent on an extraordinary mission—that is to say, we

aro sent—that is to say. Captain Eugene Leclerc is sent as envoy

extraordinary to tho army of tho Rhine, and since I accompany

him, it amounts to the same thing. He must be on the road in

live minutes."

" Wh.at's that to me ?"

" Wait," said the drum-major. " We wanted a carriage. Ha !

said I to myself, here's a chance to do a favor to neighbor Pascal.

He's hard up for money—(you know you're always hard up for

money, my boy), you're not a sociable fellow, by any means,

quite tho roverso—but still I have no objection to do you a good

turn. In a word, thanks to my recommendation, the committee

of public safety determined to give you tho preference,* and here's

the requi-ition."

"I must furnish you—" stammered Pascal.

" With your best carriage," interru))ted the artistic drum-major.

" You wore too kind," said P»\scal, bitterly.

" You'll bo paid in assignats, government paper."

" I know it."

" You would have gold, wonld you ?" cried the drum-major.
" Fie ! hard money's aristocratic. Assignats for republicans.

You'll only lose ninety per cent, on the bills."

" Hear me, Belvy," said the carriage-smith, " I'd full as lief

you'd given tho job to somebody else."

" It's tBO late now," said the drum-major. " The postilion

and horses are at the door."

" But you cannot force mo."
" Excuse mo, my dear boy, if you resist tho requisition I shall

be under the painful necessity of denouncing you to tho revolu-

tionary tribunal."

" Curses I" muttered Pascal, as he led the way into the car-

riage-yard.

The carriage smith pointed out every vehicle but that of the

marquis. The drum-major made objections to each.

"I'm afraid 3'ou'll have to look elsewhere," said the smith.

"Don't be dircouraged," said Mr. Aj^ollo Bclvy, with an aflPa-

ble smile ;
" I've had one in my eye from the very first," and he

laid his hand on a wheel of the marquis's carriage.

"But that is too large," stammered Pascal.

" All tho better for that, my boy."
" Too heavy."

" It wont upset. No more—I take it."

" You can't have it."

" Captain Pascal, I take it in the name of the committee of

public safety and the French republic, one and indivisible."

" But this carriage is promised," cried Pascal.

" Give another in place," said the inflexible drum-major. " Our
country before all."

"It will take four horses."

" We'll have six."

He throw tho gate of tho yard open as ho spoke, and a postilion

led in four horses all harnessed, which Apollo assisted him to at-

tach to tho can iage.

" All right !" cried the drum-major, taking his seat. " Mount,

postilion !"

" Malediction !" cried the baffled traitor, dashing his head

against the wall as tho carriage drove out of the court-yard at full

speed.

One hour afterwards it passed tho barrier safely with the mar-

quis and his daughter, Leclerc and Apollo, safely stowed inside.

For some days they travelled together, but when they approached

the French army Eugene and tho drum-major left their friends to

join the troops, and the marquis pursued his way to Germany
which ho reached at last in safety.

Let us return to Paris and go back a little to the point where

Germain left tho palace of the Luxembourg to enter tho fatal cart

that was to convey him to tho place of execution. Ho carefully

concealed his face in his military cloak. The other victims, bis

companions, were exposed to the gaze of the unfeeling rabble,

who sported with their misery, hooted and insulted them on their

passage. At length the cart came to a halt from an obstruction

in a narrow street. A ruffianly fellow approached the c^rt and

climbed upon the wheel.

" Who is this aristocrat," said he, " who is ashamed to show
his face to an honest citizen ? Let's see if wo know him."

And ho tore away the cloak that shrouded the features of

Germain.

" How is this ?" he cried. " This is citizen Germain, the father

of Pascal, the carriage-smith, as good a sans-culotte as any in the

section. Here's some foul play, citizens I They've dressed up a

good republican in the uniform of an aristocrat, and are going to

murder him."

The crowd began to murmur, and a determined band followed

the cart to the place of execution. Here, while they allowed the

others to ascend the scaffold, they insisted that Germain should

be remanded to the revolutionary tribunal. This seemed merely

like a brief respite, for to aid the escape of one of Robespierre's

victims was, of course, a capital olTencc. Yet, by one of those

strange caprices, or rather by one of those momentary impulses

of feeling which swayed, sometimes, even the revolutionary as-

semblies, when Germain had confessed his noble scheme of sclf-

sacrific-', and gloried in the act, his life was spared—and, with a

severe rebuke from Robespierre, he w.is set at liberty, while the

most vigilant search was made for the marquis. We have seen

how the latter escaped.

Pascal soon learned that his father was alive, but not from his

own lips—he never saw him more. His wife, apprized of his

trea.^on to his benefactor, fled from his roof and sought protection

of the old steward. Pascal passed a few wretched days in Paris,

and then joined a body of recruits on their march to the army of

the Rhine. He met a better fate than lie deserved, for he was

shot in the first engagement that occurred afier ho joined the

army.

The old steward lived to witness tho return of his beloved mas-

ter, when peace was restored to his country, and to rejoice at the

wedding of Colonel Eugene Leclerc and Cecilo Saverne—misfor-

tunes having softened the prejudices of the lady's father, and

taught him that a gallant French officer, though a parvenu, was a

fitting mate even for the daughter of a French noble.

Never attempt to do anything that is not right. Just as sure

as you do you will get into trouble. Sin always brings sorrow

sooner or later. If you even suspect that anj thing is wicked, do
it not until you arc sure your sus])icions are groundl<=s.

—

Ifenrij.
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INSTITUTE
AT TAURVTOWN.

The view which wo
give herewith of this

institution is taken

south of the monu-
ment which has re-

cently heen erected

for the purpose of de-

siti'ii'tinR the spot
whore Major Andre
wns cnpturcd. The
institute has been in

successful operation

for several years, and
ranks omong the first

literary institutions of

the day. Mr. A. New-
man is its principal,

and the proprietor oi

the establishment.

The monument i s

composed of solid
marble from the Sing-

sirij; quarry, with a
pranitc foundation.

It is eight feet square

at the base, and nearly

thirty feet in licii^ht.

The corner stone—in

which was deposited a

box contuininganum-
ber of very interesliiig

docnnicnts—was laid

on the Fourtli of July,

by Col. James A.
llamilton, with ap-

propiiaio and very in-

teresting remarks rel-

ative to the occasion

;

after which the assem-
blage, comprising sev-

eral thousand persons,

pioceedcd to a grove
near the spot, where
a stage and scats had
been prepared, and lis-

tened with iiilense in-

terest to the following

exercises :—Piayerliy

Rev. P. P. Saiidfud,

]). D., Rending of the

Declaration of Iiide-

pendcncc by Rev. J.

M. Ferris, ami an elo-

quent oration by Jas.

T. Dradv, Esq., of
New York. On the

7th of October last tlie monument was dedicated to tlic cansp of
fnedora in the following manner :—Prayer by Rev. A. P. Heed,
deilicatory remarks, full of interest and pathos, by Hon. Horalio
Seymour, Governor of the State of New York, and a thrilling
oration by Hon. Henry J. Raymond, of New York. Immediately
after these exercises a public dinner was given at the Irving
House, Tarrytown, Gen. Aaron Ward, of Singsing, presiding.
Several toasts were proposed and replied to with talent, and deep
interest was manifested bv all present. The monnmcnt boars the
following inscription: "On this spot on the 2;3d d ly of Septem-
ber, 1780, the spy. Major Jolm Andre, was captured by John
Pauhling, Isaac Van Wort and David Williams, all natives and
inhabitants of this county. History lias told the rest. The peo-
ple of Westchester county have erected this monument, as well
to mark the spot rendered memoniblc by an event of the highest
importance in its consequences to the welfare of the country, as
to testify their respect for the memory of those honest men who,
by their integrity and patriolism, baffled the arts of a spy and tlie

plots of a traitor; thereby rescuing the United States from the
most imminent peril."

-l?i-^^ - -,^=

TARRVTOWN INSTITUTE, TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK.

GREEK AND MAHOMEDAN CHURCHES.
Tlie following parallel of the Greek and Mahomedan Churches,

drawn by an Engjlsliman, is ]ilacing the Mosque in anew and cred-

ible light, and serves to tca<h ns that charity for the Moslem we
never have yet known :

—" We doubt whether there is any British

traveller or resident who is not conscious of tlie superiority—archi-

tectural, moral and spiritual—of the Mosque over the Greek
Church ; no obtrusive priesthood is there, no noise, no obvious
superstition. The structure is beautiful; the courts spacious,

cool, simple and silent. There is the reservoir in the midst for

ablution; and within there maybe some venerated copy of the

Koran, some valuable lamps, and traces of decoration on the

walls, but in the utmost possible remoteness from image worship.

The houseless poor may sleep on the matting of the Mosque ; the

aged may retire there for quiet, and even the children may play
in the marble courts. It is the home of the spirit, where every
one may come to steep himself in spiritual influences without hin-

drance or intervention, and where a sweeter incense of charity is

forever floating round than ever arose from a gold and silver cen-

ser of the Greek worship."

—

Tribune.

STEAMSHIP
JOIIS L. STEPHENS.

This fine steamship,
Mhich is of the first

class, was built ex-
pressly for the Pacific

Mail Steamship Com-
pany, and design !d to

run from Panami to

San Francisco. She
lias a register of 2500
tons ; and as regards

dimensions, is two
hundred and eighty-

five feet six inches in

length, while her beam
measures si.xty-six

and a half feet amid-
ships, tapering at em'h
end. A remarkable
])eculiarity in the con-

strnciion of this vessel

consists in the fact,

that she has guards
projecting over her

sides, somewhat on
the plan of our river

steamboats, by which
the great breadth of

licam noticed is ob-

tained. This largo

breadth produces a
wonderful improve-

ment in the deck ac-

commodations for
passengers, rendering

it vastly more agree-

able and spacious

than usual on board

of any modern vessel.

Her promenade deck
is two hundred and
eighty-five feet and
six inches in length,

and her upper berth

dock has three hun-

dred and fifty coinmo-

iVinm berths, fore and
aft, with wide gang-

ways between each.

There is an extensive

suite of batlis for the

accommodation o f

passengers, which can

be supplied with hot

or cold water in a mo-
ment. There are two
steerage decks, the

lower, or berth dock, having five hundred and fifty IktiIis built

atlnvarlships, with ample ventilating apparatus between each.

The ship was designed by Mr. Aspiiiwall, and built by Messrs.

Smith & Dimon, the well known shipbuilders of New York. The
machinery was furnished by Messrs. Siillman & Allen, of the

Novelty Works, New York. She is fitted out with Pierson's pat-

ent steam condenser, an invention designed for the purpose of

supplying passengers, crew and machinery with fresh water.

The advantaires of this arrangement are obvious, since the injuri-

ous efiects of salt water upon machinery are well known to all

engineers. It has long been an established fact that American

builders could jiroduce the fastest steamers ; but until lately there

has been a want of strength and power for safety in our steamers

that has led the travelling public to prefer to employ the English.

This i^ no longer the case, as is proved by the steamer, of which

we present an engraving below. Our builders now produce, not

only the fastest, but the strongest steamships that float ;
and the

specimens of our naval architectme, found in every latitude and

on every wave, elicit the admiration of the world, and are lasting

monuments of genius and enterprise.

THE UNlTliU SI'ATES MAIL 8T .AMiSilU' JUllN L. STEi'RKNcS.
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THE EMPEROR AND THE SULTAN.

On pages 190 and 197, we present two large engravings, rep-

resenting the two nionarchs of tlie old world, now so liitterly ar-

rayed against each other. Nicholas, with his staff, at a military

review, and the Sultan, and his hody-guard, proceeding to

Mosipie—the first at St. Peterstnirg, the latter at Constantinople.

The puhlic attendance of the Sultan, at Mosque, is held to he a

sacred duty, sanctioned hy long CHStom ; and when he proceeds

thither, as our picture represents, it is in full state and with much

ceremony. On the other hand, the scene which represents the

Emperor, ie no less characteristic; he seems to be only at home

in the saddle, and surrounded by military pomp and show. At
the base of each picture will be seen the emblematical arms of

tlie two monarchs—the crescent and the double-headed eagle.

CHIN \.

Letters from Cliina state that the pirates on that coast are more

than usually bold, numerous and successful. They have lately

succeeded in capturing sundry junks and Portuguese lorchas,

freighted with valuable cargoes. The " Fortuna," an English

brig, whilst lying at anchor with junks, which she had in convoy,

was taken and rifled by these sea-rovers, carrying off with them a

handsome shipment of opium, piece goods, etc. On receiving

intelligence of the.se djprcdations, the war-steamer " Hermes "

went in pursuit of the marauders, and succeeded in destroying

one West-coast boat and twenty-four Amoy junks. There are

fourteen others now prowling about, and the steamer is still

cruising for them.

CcRiosiTiES FROM Japan.—Com. Pcriy, commanding the

Japan expedition, recently sent to the President of the United

States a large box, containing various specimens of Japanese

manufactures. The President has deposited them in the National

Gallery (Patent Office), says the Sentinel. The box in which

they >wre transmitted is of camphor-wood ; the top of it the cross-

grain of the tree, handsomely inlitid with brass. The lock is of

peculiar construction ; the key, a four-corned one, fitting in a

quadrangular pivot.

8PLINTEKS.

.... The St. Louis Mercantile Library Institution is in a very

prosperous condition, and owns a library of ten thousand volumes.

The St. Nicholas Hotel, at New York, since its enlarge-

ment, can accommodate a thousand guests and not crowd them.

.... Henry Adams, late candidate for congress in the northern

district, Vermont, died lately in the Brattleboro' Insane Asylum.

Would the Cuban authorities dare to seize an English or

French steamer, as they did the Black Warrior ? We guess not

!

.... The czar has been obliged to pass a law to prevent his

subjects from mutilating themselves to avoid military service.

.... The " Victories of our Navy "—a beautiful scries of paint-

ings, in panoramic style, continue on exhibition at Amory Hall.

Judge Bronson denies the statement given by the Evening

Post of his views on the Nebraska Bill ; he endorses that measure.

.... About 600,000 pounds of tobacco were lately purchased by

a firm in Missouri, at prices ranging from 84 to $6 per hundred.

.... Mr. Baudier, a New York pilot, was carried to Liverpool

in the ship Antarctic, where the Liverpool i)ilots gave him a dinner.

.... Park Benjamin has been very successful with his lectures

in Philadelpliia. He possesses every requisite for a lecturer.

Mrs. Sinclair is to leave San Francisco on the first of

Jane, and it is said she will play an engagement in London.

.... Madame Jumel, the wealthy second wife of Aaron Burr,

who obtained a divorce from him just before his death, is in Paris.

The Himalaya steamship, the largest in the world, lately

made the run from Gibraltar to Malta, 1000 miles, in 74 1-2 hours.

The amount of ice cut in the vicinity of Boston, by the v.tri-

ous ice companies during the past winter, is about 270,000 tons.

It is stated that Mr. La Fargc has determined to rebuild

the Metropolitan Hall in New York, recently destroyed by fire.

.... It is iigain said that gold is found in abundance in Canada.

The locality is in the neighborhood of Lake San Francis.

It is reported that the hull of the Great Republic is to be

converted into a steam frigate on the order of a foreign house.

.... Two suicides occurred in one day last week in Lowell

—

cause insanity.

SPRING TIME.

After a winter of unp.iralleled vicissitudes, of very warm and

very cold days, alternate frost and thaw, of calms and hurricanes,

snows and rains, rendered tragic and memorable by a series of

terrible shipwrecks and casualties, we have at last entered the

fairy realm of Spring, that delightful but with us capricious sov-

ereign Garden violets have blossomed in sheltered nooks, and

soon the beautiful wild violet will jirint its delicate outline on the

tender grass. Bluebirds, those delightful heralds of Spring, true

to their vocation, have appeared among the still unclothed

branches of the trees ; casual robins have made their appearance,

too, and it is said that the frogs have been piping their somewhat

monotonous chant of gladness.

All this is encouraging ; we shall soon sec the twigs of the elm-

tree feather with the embryo foliage, the common will put on its

garniture of green, and the plash of the fountains begin to be

refreshing. Thank heaven, we have one spot where something of

nature refreshes the eye of the citizen. Want of room and the

exigencies of commerce have combined to deprive Boston of the

rural aspect it wore many years ago, when the cows used to pas-

ture on the common. We believe the citizens have yet an ab-

stract right to pasture cows on the common, but the city fathers

have defeated its exercise by prohibiting the keeping of cows at

all. To be sure, this privilege entailed some disadvantages; it

was quite unpleasant for a city belle to be chased from the " Great

Tree" to Beacon Street by the "cow with a crumpled horn !"

Of course, on review days the " milky mothers " were banished

from their pasture ground, but it would have been a grand idea to

have taught them to stand fire ! How it would have enhanced

the gloiy, and added to the illusion of the sliam-fight, to have

seen the cows representing the enemy's irregular light cavalry,

iind stand a sweeping charge from the summit of Fox Hill.

Fancy the sal)res of Col. Wright's dragoons carrying terror

through the horned ranks—the stampede of the terrified animals,

the hurry of their flight, the tufted tails whirling aloft in perplexed

agony ! But the cows are gone !—gone, too, arc the many gar-

dens that once diversified the face of Shawmut. There is no

room in Boston for gardens or trees, now. Here and there a stray

horse-chestnut rears its dense pyramid of green against a brick

house, but there are not many of these left. The glorious com-

mon, however, compensates for much.

But though gardens have been banished from the city, gardeners

still live; for there arc citi/.ei s who raise small crops of flowers,

and even vegetables in verandahs and on balconies. Your propri-

etor of half a dozen pots is quite an agriculturist, and is very apt

to be a member of the agricultural society. AH honor to those

enthusiasts ! May they have fine growing weather—may their

bean-vines ascend to the eaves of their dwellings ! Though it is

rather unpleasant to be walking in a new coat under a balcony

where one of these gentleman gardeners is watering his pots, and

a muddy stream is filtering down upon the unconscious passer-by.

Each of these gentlemen fancies himself com])etent to carry on

an extensive garden, and can calculate profits to a fraction.

He saj'S to himself, if six inches square of earth yields ten pods

of string beans, how much will an acre yield ? Alas ! if he at-

tempts to carry his theory into practice, he will find even arithme-

tic a deceptive science ; and will learn, to his cost, that if a quar-

ter of an acre yield a profit of ten dollars, fifty acres will yield

minus—a very curious result that many a gentleman farmer has

arrived at by experience.

< ».» > .

CUBA AND THIS COUNTRY.

We rejoice at the decided and manly tone which President

Pierce has assumed, touching the insolence of the Cuban author-

ities, as exercised towards American commerce. In the first

place, it is ridiculous to permit any Euro])ean power to hold

the key to our southern commerce, and actually to control a

large portion of our seaboard ; but when we add to this that the

power that thus claims dominion on our coast, is continually in-

sulting our flag, and interfering with our merchant-marine, never

losing an opportunity to scorn the one and annoy the other, it is

a little too much for good nature to endure. Cavil as much as

we may, Cuba must sooner or later belong to this country, and

the longer our government endures the insults of Spanish menials,

the longer it deme.ins itself. No other government in Christen-

dom would patiently allow a debased, cruel and piratical people

to hold a fortress on its seaboard, capable of shutting up its ('om-

mcreial resources. We opine that the time is at liand, and that

" manifest destiny " must do its work.

4 »»^ >

Boston Light Dragoons.—This favorite corps of citizen

soldiery held their anniversary festival on the 23d ult., at Union

Hall. The occasion was characterised by a reunion of a most

delightful and pleasing character, everything passing oflF with a

liberal, whole-souled spirit, such as is ever evinced by this well-

organized and thoroughly-drilled corps. Col. Isaac II. Wright,

the commander, is a man of large experience, and a. true gentle-

man and soldier.

« »«» >

McsicAi,.—A poor, uninstructcd youth, a sand-heaver on the

river Amo, is now making a great sensation at Florence. Ros-

sini has heard him sing, and declares he is the finest baritone he

ever heard.
«—•••—•

Obituaut.—Rev. Alexander Young, D.D., recently died in

this city. Dr. Young was one of our most popular and talented

clergymen. He was 54 years of age.

« ».» >

KOnE.MIAN CRYSTAL KNIVES.

Among the various novelties prepared for the new year, says a

Paris correspondent of the Journal of Commerce, and in which

the shops of Paris abound, the prettiest I have seen are the bril-

liant porcelain establishment of Bourlet, 14 Boulevard Poisson-

niere, where may be found the rarest and finest specimens of

Sevres and other French china. There are frait knives of Bohe-

mian crystal ; the blade is of white crystal, and the handle a

happy mixture of white and blue, or white and claret colors.

Hitherto silver knives have been thought indispensable for fruit

;

but this crystal novelty is likely to supersede them ; they arc not

only an ornament for a dinner tJible, hut are more easily kept

clean and bright than silver.

< »»» »

MATCH AGAINST TIME.

In 1 7.1.3, the Duke of Qucensberry, then Lord March, made a

match to convey a letter a certain number of miles within a given

time. Even the most knowing ones of the day deemed the thing

impossible. His lordship, however, enclosed his letter in a cricket-

ball, and stationing in a large circle twenty young fellows, who
were good hands at catching, made them throw it from one to

another for the appointed period ; at the expiration of which, the

ground being measured, the distance that the ball had been made
to travel was found to exceed, by nearly one fourth, the stipula-

tions of the wager.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Streetcr, Mr. Amos Kichardson to MiHS Maria Bar-

ber both t)f SauKUfl.

lly K«v. Mr. Miner. Mr. IIurIi M. Casr to Miss Eliza A. Chapman.
liy lU'T. Dr. Stow, Mr. James Brown, Jr., of OtaHgow, Scotland, to Miss Anoft

Lonisa Jlat<"S.

liy lU'v. Mr. Streett-r, Mr. Horatio Blood to Miss Mary K- Mclntire.
Ity UcT. Mr. Stowe, Mr. AUoii Mcl.^an to Mirs Ann MrKenzie.
At Oakland Tliue, Koxbury, by Rev. Mr. Lincoln, Mr. S. P. Pratt t* Misn

CUra It. K{>u)st(>ne.

At Kast Lexinjiton. by Rev. Mr. Parker, of Boston, George II. Taylor, M. D.

,

of New York, (o Mis.-< Anitif U'uJlinpton.

AtSulcm.by K4-V. T>r. K,iier>on, Mr William If. Hall to MiftS Rcl>ee«a F.
Fickrr, botli ofDuTiverr'.

At Marblehead, by Rev. Mr. Lawrence. ]tlr. John Curtis to Miss Sarah Lydta
Petlnt-k.

At. Manchester, by Rev. Mr. Taj lor, Mr. Franeiu Choate, of Ewex, to Mi««
Martha Itrowu.

At liconiinst^r, by Rev. Mr. Smith, Mr. Nathaniel H. Brooks, of .Salem, to
Mi.i*< Kli/jibeth ('. Oarti-r.

At Clinton, by Rev. Mr. Babcock, Mr Franklin B. Harrington to Mim Kliza
W. Ijiwrcnce, of Lunenburg
At Bi-rhn, by lU;v. Mr Uhittemore, Mr. William K. Patch to Miss Mary C.

J. RuHard.
At Hinsdale, by Rev. Mr. Clark, Mr. Jonathan U. Ilaskins, of Amherst, to

Mi--N Ix)ui8a <«raveii.

DEATHS.

A UEAVT Lo!i8.—The loss by the burning of the Mar(|uctte

iron works. Lake Superior, is nearly $.'JO,000.

In ttiis eity. Mrs. Jane J. Iluril, 44: Mim Kmeline D. Carli»le, 24; Mm.
Nancy, wife of the lat« Nathaiii.'l Ilodpi-r. 90: Mr. Natlianicl Kw;?fn, 33; MUtl
MfliitaWo Herring, «7; Mrr. Sarah » \V. Knight, 3(J. Mr. Hiram Balicr, CO;
Mr. Kranl^liu Thimiiwon, 28: Mrx Siirali S. W. Knight, 31); Misrt fuoanna
Carroll, 17; MisH OharlotU; Langtlon Ma*-kay, 21; Mini* Catharinu Mart, 21;
Rev. Aluxandrr Young, D. D., 54.

At Clnirlo^tuwn, Henry J., son of IliifuH and Mary llolbrook, 18; Misii Mar-
tha Ann Caldwell, 20; Mrs. Mary Walker, 81.

At Canibridgeport, Mrs. Kstiicr G. Mesringer, 60.

At Sonicrville, Widow Mary Pope, law of Kennebunkport, Me.
At l.ynn. Minn Susan F., daughter of Sauiuel P. and Susan Adama, formerly

of lioston, 18.

At \\a.shington Village (Dorehester), Mrs. Elizabeth O. Walker, 43.

At I.4*xington, Mr Natlian H. Ki-eti, 48.

At Wilmington, Mr fJeorgc W. Keuiston, 41.

At Itandolph, Lieut. David Hurrell, 85.

At Fall River, Capt. .losepli Dunning; Mr. Jonathan Brownell, 2d, 28.

At Pittsfield, Mr. Thomas i'i.xley, 77.

At North Preseott, Mr IIora<-e J. Hunt, 27.
At Portsmouth, N. H.. Mrs. Elizabeth I.aighton, 87.
At New Durham. N U., Mr. Klienezur Jenkiijs. 89.

At South Berwiek, Me.. Mr IK^arborn Jewett, 88.

At Stamford. Conn., Mrs. Sarah Weed. 93.

At Tusraloosa. Ala ,Oeu. Tboman D. King, brother of the late Hon. William
R. King, Vice President of the United States.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIi\G-llOOM COMPAXlOHf.

A Record of the beautiful and fispfui in Art,

The ob>'ct of the paper is to present, In the most ulegant and availnblo
furni, a ww^kly literary melange of notable evi*nt.s ol th« day. Itu coluwnii
are devoted to origiuai tales, hketcUes and poeuis, hy the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign n«wii ; the wholo well splcod with
wit and humor. Ivtrh paper i:*

v.KAu riru r.LV illustkati:i )

with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of itotablc object*,

current events in ai parts of the world, and of men and manners, altujEutlier

making a paper . iitirely original in its design, in this country. ItM pagca
contain views of ^very populous city in the known worlds ol all buildingH of

note in the eastern or western hemisphere, of all the prim-ipal sliipt- m d
st<>amerd of thu navy and men^hant t<ervi<'e, with fine and arcumte poilii-iin

uf every noted ehnnicter in the world, both male and I'viuulu. .^kwti bvk *tt

beautiful scenery, taken from life, will ul80 be given, with numerous specimen x

from the animal kingdom, the bird;* of the air, and the fish of th« nva. 1 1 in

printed on fine white pa|>er, with new and beautiful typ«, presenting in it^f

uieehanical execution an elcg:iiit specinii-n of art. Tliu size of the paper is

(iftiX'n hunilretl and f<ixty-four square inche.*', giving a greatamountof ieadii>g

matter and illustratioiis—a mammoth weekly p:i(H?r of riixtfen ot-tavo pngus.
Eju^h rix monthH will moke a vuluue of 41t> pages, with ul-iiut •ua tbous&uil
spleudid engravings.
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[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE MIRROR OF LIFE.

BY LOUISE A. WORTHEN.

Ay, here is the mirror— whero the face

That onoe looked out—with its childish grace,

The laughing eye, and brow of snow,

And cheek with the morning's rosy glow,

Ilair with the sunbeam's golden light,

Cftressing a neck of snowy white.

0, fled from the mirror is that face,

And its airy flight I may not trace

;

But another as sweet— the same, I ween,

Though o'er it a mystic change hath bcon

;

The laughing ©ye hath a liquid fire

—

The heart within was its funeral pyre.

Sweet sixteen—I remember it well

—

On the mirror's reflection I loved to dwell;

The bird of hope would his pinion plume,

And found within too little room;

Love was asleep mid its dewy tlowerii,

Stili waj5 it yearning to try its powers.

The fruit forbidden—the heart must taste,

Amid the visions of fancy placed;

My world was bathed in its Eden dew,

And many an Adam just as new.

Alas, that the foolish heart must stray,

And love, like the serpent, Eve betray

The mirror again gives back to mo
The joyous face of the bride to be

;

But the light of that eye could never bless

—

It sprang from a heart of tenderness

;

There was mind enthroned on the lofty brow,

But heart in the flushing cheek below

Mind and heart to a woman are

But fairy gifts their peace to mar;

0, better to be the giddy thing,

In the pool of fashion to whirl and sing,

Than be like the nightingale, only born

To sing with a hreaat against the thorn.

Another face in the mirror see,

With its stamp of utter misery

—

The bride of a year, but lovely still,

As the lily, wet In the night-dew chill,

And tears of sorrow have dashed away

The rose that bloomed on her bridal day.

Once more from the mirror gleams a face,

And its chastened beauty I love to trace;

For the soul that looks from the humid eye,

Is filled with a mother's ocitasy

;

And, pressed to her heart, is a little one

—

The bud that sprang from a bosom lone.

As the clinging clasp of these arms enfold,

The mother feels there's love untold;

Though lover and friend might her heart betray,

Bhe feels that one fountain will ever play

;

And the child that sprang like a lotus there,

'Will cheat her heart of its deep despair.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SERIES. -No. IX.

BT THOMAS BULPINCH.

MINERVA-PALLAS ATHENA.

MiKERVA, the goddess of wisdom, was tlic daughter of Jupiter.

She was said to have leapt forth from his brain, mature, and in

complete armor. She presided over the useful and ornamental

arts, both those of men— such as agriculture and navigation, and

those of women—spinning, weaving and needle-work. She was

also a warlike divinity ; but it was defensive war only that she

patronized, and she had no sympatliy with Mars's savage love of

violence and bloodshed. Athens was her cliosen seat, her own
city, awarded to her as the prize of a contest with Neptune, who

also aspired to it. The tale ran tliat in the reign of Cecrops, the

first king of Athens, the two deities contended for the possession

of the city. The god.; decreed that it sliould be awarded to that

one who produced tlic gift most useful to mortals. Neptune gave

the horao; Minerva produced the olive. The gods gave judgment

that the olive was the more useful of tlie two, and awarded the

city to the goddess ; and it was n.amed after her, Athens.

There was another coiftest, in whioli a mortal dared to come in

competition with Minerva. That mortal was Arachne, a maiden

who had attained such skill in tlie ails of weaving and embroidery

that the Nymphs themselves would leave their groves and foun-

tains to come and gaze upon her work. It was not only beautiful

when it was done, but beautiful also in the doing. To watcli her,

as she took the wool in its rude state and formed it into rolls, or

separated it with her fingers and carded it till it looked as light

and soft as a cloud, or twirled the spindle with skilful touch,

or wove the web, or, after it was woven, adorned it with her

needle, one would have said that Minerva lierscif had taught her.

But this she denied, and could tiot bear to be tliought a pupil

even of a goddess. "Let Minerva try her skill with mine," said

she ;
" if beaten, I will pay the penalty." Minerva henrd this and

was displeased. She assumed the form of an old woman, and

went and gave Arachne some friendly advice. "I have had

mucli experience," said she, " and I hope you will not despise

my counsel. Challenge 3»ur fWlow-mortals as you will, Imt do

not compete with a goddess. On the contrary, I advise you to

ask her forgiveness for what you have said ; and as she is merci-

ful, perhaps she will pardon you." Arachne stopped her spinning,

and looked at the old dame with anger in her countenance.

" Keep your counsel," said she, " for your daughters or hand-

maids ; for my part, I know what I say, and I stand to it. I am
not afraid of the goddess ; let her try her skill if she dare venture."

" She comes," said Minerva ; and dropping her disguise, stood

confessed. The Nymphs bowed low in homage, and all the by-

standers paid reverence. Arachne alone was untenified. She

blushed, indeed ; a sudden color dyed her cheek, and tlicn she

grew pale. But she stood to her resolve, and with a foolish con-

ceit of her own skill rushed on her fate. Minerva forbore no

longer, nor interposed any further advice. Tliey proceed to the

contest. Each takes her station and attaches the web to the beam.

Then the slender shuttle is passed in and out among the threads.

The reed with its fine teeth strikes up the woof into its place and

compacts the web. Both work with speed ; their skilful hands

move rapidly, ,ind the excitement of the contest makes the labor

light. Wool of Tyrian dye is contrasted with that of other colors,

shaded off into one another so adroitly that the joining deceives

the eye. Like the bow, whose long arch tinges the heavens,

formed by sunbeams reflected from the shower,* in which, where

the colors meet they seem as one, but at a little distance from the

point of contact are wholly different.

Minerva wrought on her web the scene of her contest with Nep-

tune. Twelve of the heavenly powers are represented, Jupiter,

with august gravity, sitting in the midst. Neptune, the ruler of

the sea, holds his trident, and appears to have just smitten the

earth, from which a horse has leapt forth. Minerva depicted her-

self with helmed head, her segis covering her breast. Such was

the central circle ; and in the four corners were represented inci-

dents illustrating the displeasure of the gods at such presumptu-

ous mortals as had dared to contend with them. These were

meant as warnings to her rival to give up the contest before it was

too late.

Arachne filled her web with subjects designedly chosen to ex-

hibit the failings and errors of the gods. One scene represented

Europa deceived by Jupiter under the disguise of a bull. Encour-

aged by the tameness of the animal, Europa ventured to mount

his back, whereupon Jupiter advanced into the sea, and swam
with her to Crete. You would have thought it was a real

bull, so naturally was it wrought, and so natural the water in

which it swam. She seemed to look with longing eyes back upon

the shore she was leaving, and to call to her companions for help.

She appeared to shudder with terror at the sight of the heaving

waves, and to draw back her feet from the water.

Arachne filled her canvas with similar subjects, wonderfully

well done, but strongly marking her presumption and impiety.

Minerva could not forbear to admire, yet felt indignant at the

insult. She struck the web with her shuttle, and rent it in pieces
;

she then touched the forehead of Arachne, and made her feel her

guilt and shame. She could not endure it, and went and hanged

herself. Minerva pitied her as she saw her suspended by a rope.

"Live," she said, "guilty woman !—and that you may preserve

the memory of this lesson continue to hang, both you and your

descendants, to all future times." She sprinkled her with the

juices of Aconite, and immediately her hair came off, and her

nose and ears likewise. Her form shrunk up, and her head grew

smaller yet ; her fingers cleaved to her side, and served for legs.

All. the rest of her is body, out of which slie spins her thread,

often hanging suspended by it in the same attitude as when

Minerva touched her and transformed her into a Spider.

NIOBB.

The fate of Arachne was noised abroad through all the country,

and served as a warning to all conceited damsels not to fancy

themselves goddesses. But one, and she a matron too, failed to

learn the lesson of humility. It was Niobe, the queen of Thebes.

She had indeed much to be proud of ; but it was not her hus-

band's fame, nor her own beauty, nor their great descent, nor the

power of their kingdom that elated her. It was her children ; and

truly the happiest of mothers would Niobe have been, if only she

had not claimed to be so. It was on occasion of the annual cele-

bration in honor of Latona and her offspring, Apollo and Diana

—

when the people of Thebes were assembled, their brows crowned

with laurel, bearing frankincense to the altars and paying their

vows—that Niobe appeared among the crowd. Her attiro was

splendid with gold and gems, and her aspect beautiful as the face

of an angry woman can be. She stood and surveyed the people

with haughty looks. " What folly," said she, " is this !—to prefer

beings whom you never saw to those who stand before your eyes !

Why should Latona be honored with worship, and none be paid

to me ? My father was Tantalus, who was received as a guest at

the table of the gods ; my mother was a goddess. My husband

built and rules this city, Thebes, and Phrygia is my paternal in-

heritance. Wherever I turn my eyes, I survey the elements of

my power; nor is my form and presence unworthy of a goddess.

To all this, let me add, I have seven sons and seven daughters,

and look for sons-in-law and daughters-in-law of pretensions worthy

of my alliance. Have I not cause for pride ? Will you prefer to

me this Latona, the Titan's daughter, with her two children? I

have seven times as many. Fortunate, indeed, am I, and fortu-

nate I shall remain ! Will any one deny this ? My abundance is

my security. I feel myself too strong for Fortune to subdue. She

may take from me much; I shall still have much left. Were I to

lose some of my children, I should hardly be left as poor as La-

tona with her two only. Away with you from these solemnities

—

put off the laurel from your brow—have done with this worhsip !"

The people obeyed, and left the sacred services uncompleted.

The goddess was indignant. On the C\Tithian mountain top,

• Tlii» norrcct desrriijtlon nf tlio rslnljow is lIU^rKlly translated fi-nni Ovkl.

where she dwelt, she thus addressed her son and daughter. " My
children, I who have been so proud of you both, and have been
used to hold myself second to none of the goddesses, except Juno
alone, begin now to doubt whether I am indeed a goddess. I

shall be deprived of my worship altogether unless you protect me."
She was proceeding in this strain, but Apollo interrupted her.
" Say no more," said he ;

" speech only delays punishment." So
said Diana also. Darting through the air, veiled in clouds, they

alighted on the towers of the city. Spread out before the gates

was a broad plain, where the youth of the city pursued their war-

like sports. The sons of Niobe wore there with the rest—some
mounted on spirited horses, richly caparisoned, some driving gay
ch.ariots. Ismenos, tlie first-born, as he guided his fo.iming

steeds, struck with an arrow from above, cried out, " Ah me !"

—

dropped the reins and fell lifeless. Another, hearing the sound

of the bow—like a boatman who sees the storm gathering and
makes all sail for the port—gave the rein to his horses, and at-

tempted to escape. The inevitable arrow overtook him as he fled.

Two others, younger boys, just from their tasks, had gone to the

playground to have a game of wrestling. As they stood breast to

breast one aiTow pierced them both. They uttered a cry together,

together cast a parting look around them, and together breathed

their last. Alphenor, an elder brother, seeing them fall, hastened

to the spot to render assistance, and fell stricken in the act of

brotherly duty. One only was loft, Ilioneus. He raised his arms
to heaven to try whether prayer might not avail. " Spare me, ye

gods !" he cried, addressing all, in his ignorance that all needed

not his intercessions ; and Apollo would have spared him, but tho

arrow had already left the string, and it was too late.

The terror of the people and grii f of the attendants soon made
Niobe acquainted with what had taken place. She could hardly

tliink it possible ; she was indignant that the gods had dared and
amazed that they had been able to do it. Her husband, Amphion,
overwhelmed with the blow, destroyed himself Alas ! how dift'er-

ent was this Niobe from her who had so lately driven away the

people from tho sacred rites, and held her stately course through

the city, the envy of her friends, now the pity even of her foes !

She knelt over the lifeless bodies, and kissed, now one, now an-

other of her dead sons. Raising her pallid arms to heaven,

" Cruel Latona," said she, " feed full your rage with ray anguish !

Satiate your hard heart, while I follow to the grave my seven

sons. Yet where is your triumph ? Bereaved as I am, I am still

richer than you, my conqueror." Scarce had she spoken, when
tho bow sounded and struck terror into all hearts except Niobo's

alone. She was brave from excess of grief The sisters stood

in garments of mourning over the biers of their dead brothers.

One fell, struck by an arrow, and died on the corpse she was be-

wailing. Another, attempting to console her mother, suddenly

ceased to speak, and sunk lifeless to the earth. A third tried to

escape by flight, a fourth by concealment, anotlicr stood trembluig,

uncertain what course to take. Six were now dead, and only one

remained, whom the mother held clasped in her arms and covered

as it were with her whole body. " Spare me one, and that tho

youngest ! O, spare me one of so many !" she cried ; and while

she spoke, that one fell dead. Desolate she sat, among sons,

daughters, husband, all dead, and seemed torpid with grief. The
breeze moved not her hair, no color was on her cheek, her eyes

glared fixed and immovable, there was no sign of life about her.

Her very tongue clove to the roof of her mouth, and her veins

ceased to convey the tide of life. Her neck bent not, her arms

made no gesture, her foot no step. She was changed to stone,

within and without. Yet tears continued to flow ; and, borne on

a whirlwind to her native mountain, she still remains, a mass of

rock, from which a trickling stream flo\vs, the tribute of her never-

ending grief.

The story of Niobe has furnished Byron with a fine illustration

of the fallen condition of modern Rome.

The Nioba of nations! there she stands,

Childless .and cro\vTilcs8 in her voiceless woo;
An empty urn within her withered hand,

fl'ho.<e holy dust w.i5 scattered long ago;
The Scipios' tomb contains no ashes now:

The very sepulchres lie tcnantlesa

Of their heroic dwellers; dost thou flow,

Old Tiber! through a marble wildemfss?
Ui.se with thy yellow waves, and mantle her distreaa.

CliilJ. Harold, IT.—79.

Niobe speaks of her husband, Amphion, as the builder of

Thebes ; but we have seen in a former story that Cadmus founded

tho city. Amphion built the wall. The Muses had given Am-
phion a lyre, and taught him to play upon it ; which he did to

such perfection, that the very stones felt the power of Jiarmony,

and took their places in tho wall of their own accord.

* •»•* I

A V.iLElVTINE.

On St. Valentine's day, an autograjjh letter of Daniel Weboter,

of which the subjoined is a copy, was forwarded by a young lady

to Professor Ainasa McCoy, of Ballston Spa. It will be remem-
bered that Professor McCoy delivered a funeral oration upon tlio

death of Mr. Webster. Upon reading a report of it in the New
York Express, Rufus Choate wrote, "I regard tliis discourse, on

tho whole, as the most adequate to the (rreit subject 1 have read "

Of the many myriads of valentines which burdened the post-oftiee

on the 14th of tcbrnary, probably few were more ])iized by their

recipients than this tracery of a pen which was " nii;;htier than

the sword." It is written" on note paper, with a black border,

and is supposed to have been penned not long afier tlie death of

Mr. Webster's eon Edward, in Mexico. It contains a foiciWc

illustration of an important thought, and which well merits public

attention :

Tdesd.w Morninq.
Mv DKAR Sir :—On Tliuri^day tm it. t quite agree with \ ou a.s to the spirit of

the biographical sketch of the rtnies. It i.s the gi nius of that journal to decry

"men." and exalt "'irieasureH;" which puts me in mind of Canning, who suiil

tliat to do thi.^. was to say, " /( u-as the harntss, nntt not the horsed, that drtw

the rnrrUige n/ojii'." Yours c\er, Dr.. W.
[ Home Journal,
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

The Dental Association of Cincinnati have offered a premium

of $100 for the best essay on Dental Surgery. The Hartfurd

Fire Insurance Company received a letter, recently, mailed at

New York, containing two hundred dollars, of which, the letter

stated, the company hud l)een defrauded. No name w,is affixed

to it. The citizens of Cincinnati have contributed S10,000

for the construction of a steam fire engine. A man, named

Joseph H. Thompson, in Davidson County, N. C, while tending

a steam saw mill, was thrown between the circular saw and car-

riage, and his head and one of liis arms instantly severed from

his body. The widow of Dr. Landreax, of New Orleans,

who was killed by being thrown from the Jackson llvilroiul cars,

has recovered $20,000. The Cleveland Pluindealer learns by

a private letter from Grass Valley, California, that Lola Montez,

who was separated from her last husband, Mr. P. P. Hull, has

made overtures to get back again. Mr. Hull is inflexible, and

wont try it on a second time. Modern law may be divided

into three parts—supposition, proof, and denial. Supposition is

nothing ;
proof is next to impossible ; and to deny everything is

the main point. A new hotel has been commenced in New
York which will, when completed, outstrip all competitors in ox-

tent and magnificence. Its entire cost is estimated at $800,000,

and it is to be called " The Great West." Tlio larger the

school fund the smaller the jail allowance. The Black War-

rior appears to have been detained by the Cuban authorities, in

consequence of some error in hor manifest. Wo wonder if this is

another link in the chain of manifest destiny ! Tliere are fifty-

three companies chartered for the constniction of railroads, now

in existence in Wisconsin. Bayard Taylor, it is stated, inva-

riably receives fifty dollars for the delivery of his lectures on the

Arabs, and has already cleared three thousand dollars on his

Japan and China lectures. We notice in the London News,

an advertisement of "American Peaches, perfectly fresh, and of

the finest flavor," at five shillings a can. There are thou-

sands of respectable females in New York, according to the Tri-

bune, whose wages at hard labor do not average twenty-five cents

per day. A Ladies' Calhoun Monument Association has

been formed in Charleston, S. C. Every lady in tlie State who
pays one dollar, becomes a member. A large propeller is in

process of construction at Huron, Ohio, which is to l)e called the

"Mount Vernon," and is to be of sufficient dimensions to trans-

port five thousand barrels of flour. The bill, appropriating

$10,000 for a statue of Thomas Jefferson, has passed both houses

of the Virginia Legislature. The statue is to be placed in the

University of Virginia. The number of patents that expired

by legal limitation, in 185.3, was .375, and the number issued was

958. This is nearly twice the number issued in 1851, but 62 less

than last year, and 118 less than in 1849. The number of appli-

cations for patents, the last year, exceeded any previous one, but

only one patent to every tliree applications has been granted the

past year. Copper is eiglit times heavier than water, it is

converted into brass by mixture with zinc—the copper will bear

hammering, but brass is not malleable. The Mansfield (0.)

Herald, says that gold has been found in a spring on the farm of

Edward HifTerty, Washington township, Richland County. One
of the lumps measured three-eighths of an inch in length, one

half an inch in breadth, and one sixteenth in thickness. One

of the courts of Missouri has decided that the act prohibiting free

negroes and mulattoes from emigrating to that State, was uncon-

stitutional and void. A letter from Paris says. Col. Magru-

der, who was in the Mexican war, and Mr. Quincy Shaw, were

about leaving that city, with other Americans, for the Turkish

camp. The wife of Elbridge H. Eames committed suicide

by hanging, in Holliston, on the 10th ult. She was twenty-seven

years of age, and has left four children under six years of age.

«—•••—»

REMOVAL.
Owing to the great increase of our business in Now York,

Samuel French, Esq., our agent for that city, has found it neces-

sary to remove from his old quarters to tho splendid marble

building just erected at No. 121 Nassau Street, one of the finest

and most commodious stores in New York. Mr. French alone

receives regularly each week from this establishment thirty-three

thousand " Pictorials " and twenty-two thousand " Flags." The

public will find him the same courteous and gentlemanly person

to deal with whom they have so long and favorably known—and

that the change of his place of business will afford increased

facilities and convenience to all parties.

lUagsibe ©atljcringa.

A GOOD Idea.—The Erie Railroad Company have adcfpted the

plan of can-ying a telegraphic apparatus in one of the ears of their

trains. So that if any accident occurs, wherever they may happen

to be, they can connect with the telegraphic wires running beside

their road, and instantly telegraph information to the stations in

both directions.

«--•-.-•-»

English and French Soi.dieks.—It is said that tho British

and French soldiers, except for a short time in 1792, have not

fought under the same banner since the wars of the Crusades.

The rivalry that will exist in the allied army to exceed each other

in deeds of daring, will make them terrible to their Russian foes.

< ».» >

An old Favorite.—We are glad to hear that Mr. Barry has

engaged Mr. Thomas Comer, formerly of the old Tremont, and

recently of the Museum, for the new Boston Theatre, where his

skill in music, and talent as an actor, will have a wiilc scope.

There are twenty-four public schools in Portland, Maine, the

expense of sustaining which is about $25,000 per annum.

Frances, a free woman of color, died in Mobile, a few days
since, at the City Hospital, of " debility," liaving attained tho

remarkable age of 146 years.

The Cincinnati Commercial says tho season is opening favor-

ably for farming operations, and the farmers aro going to work
with unusual alacrity and vigor.

Two of the celebrated Black Hawk horses have been sold in

Montpelicr, Vermont, for $2000 each. One was carried by his

purchaser to New Jersey, and the other to Pennsylvania.

Persons writing to agents in the Departments on personal

affairs, must pay the postage in future. An otiieial noti(« from
the State Department says, that postage can be allowed on ofiicial

matter only.

A New Jersey paper says that the hydrophobia prevails to an
alarming extent on shore in Atlantic county. Several persons

have died within a few days, and a number of others are danger-

ously sick.

A farmer down in Attica, a few days since, brought to town a

load of flour, an<l sold it for S5 75 per barrrl, while the market
price at the same time was $6 75. He didn't take the paper, and
wasn't posted in the markets. His loss was just $10—enough to

pay for the paper eight years.

It is proposed to build a line of Railway from Quebec to Lake
St. John, the head of the Saguenay River. This lake is about
600 square miles in extent, its shores abounding in the most val-

uable timber. It lies due north from Quebec—distance from it

about 108 miles in an air line, and about 130 by tlie most direct

practicable railway route.

A few days since, Mr. Thomas W. Dutton, a worthy citizen of

North Belgrade, Maine, who has been partially insane for some
years past, in the absence of his family set fire to his barn, and
committed suicide by cutting his throat with a razor. His remains
were found in the ashes and taken out, his hands and feet missing.

Mr. Dutton leaves a wife.

The National Era, speaking of Greenough's statue of Washing-
ton, at the cajiitol, says that this statue has at some time recently

been injured, we know not how. It is in a sitting posture, and in

the extended left hand holds a sword. The belt from this sword,

descending to the thigh, afforded a prop to support the arm ; but

it has been broken, and a piece of it removed.

Lieutenant Beale is prosecuting his labors to establish at the

Tejon Pass, California, an Didian reservation and farm. He has

aheady planted two square miles with grain, and has kept con-

stantly running twenty-four ploughs. Most of the labor is per-

formed by Indians who, two months before, were running wild on
the mountains. He began with sixty, and has now two thousand
three hundred.

On the 6th ult., two men called at tho house of Dr. Jonathan
Sibley, in Union, Maine, and while one of them kept the doctor's

wife quiet by pointing a pistol at her, the other proceeded to the

bedroom of the doctor, and knocking him down with a pistol,

stole sixty-two dollars in money, and papers to the amount of

four thousand dollars, with which tho rascals made their escape.

They have not yet been arrested.

Qanbs of (®olb.

iforcip Jt£m0.

BuEADSTHPFS AT THE West.—The warehouses at the Great

West are overflowing with immense quantities of grain and flour.

In Prussia, boys of fifteen are di'awn and compelled to serve in

the army till thirty years of age.

One of the most beautiful women in Paris has taken a fancy to

lie abed three days every week, at five o'clock in tlie afternoon, in

order to receive visits in her bedroom.

The literary men of London are subscribing liberally to a fund
for the relief of a great grandson of Do Foe, the author of "Rob-
inson Crusoe," who is in undeserved penury, aged 77.

Otto Goldschmidt has written to London that Jenny Lind has
been compelled, by recent occurrences, to abandon her intention

of giving a series of concerts in England.

A new vehicle has appeared in Paris, in which tho horses are

behind the carriage, and push in place of pulling it. A steering

wheel in front is used for guiding.

A very large quantity of gunpowder, as well as other ammu-
nition, which had been prepared for exportation to ports in Greece
and Russia, has been seized in England.

The French armies that Louis Napoleon proposes to station at

various points in readiness for action when called for, are stated

to be 100,000 on the frontier of Savoy, 60,000 at Mentz, and
80,000 at Strasburg.

On the 30th of January, Edward Graham, Esq., of tlie Elms,
an under-graduate of the Trinity College, Cambridge, walked,
for a wager, eighty miles in twenty-four hours, at Eastbourne,
Sussex, resting two and three-quarter hours of the time to refresh.

Three Polish genei-als liave been received into the Turkish
service, and have been named Arslan Pacha, Sliahin Pacha, and
Toufau Pacha. They have ivdopted these denominations without
abjuring the Christian faith.

Uhland, the German poet, has refused to accept the Order of
Merit offered him by the King of Prussia, on the recommenda-
tion of Baron Humboldt. The reason he assigns is, that the

king's government has persecuted his political friends. Good for

Uhland !

Mr. Dargan, that admirable specimen of "nature's nobleman,"
and who respectfully declined tho queen's patent of nobility, will

lose pecuniarily $100,000 by the failure of the Dublin CiTStal
Palace to pay, but he will reap a " million " in public and private

honor, fame and gratitude.

Her Majesty, Victoria, considering that she is Sovereign of the
Seas, is having a steam yacht built worthy of such a proud posi-

tion. It will be of gigantic proportions, and when completed be
one of the largest vessels in the world. It is to be fitted with all

the latest mechanical and scientific improvements, and will be
ready in about six months.

The position of Austria, in the European struggle, seems to be
very doubtful. Russia yet relies upon her aid, and England feels

confident that she will side with the Western powers, while
France distrusts and threatens her. She is not wholly free from
suspicion of exciting the Sultan's Greek subjects to insurrection.

Austria is between two fires, and is sure to be burned in any event.

A Swedish gentleman in Lund has constructed a new composi-
tor's machine, which is said to succeed perfectly. He has left for

England, where he will patent his invention. The name of the
mechanician is Wiberg-. In Denmark, also, the machine of So-
ronsen—which was exhibited in the London Crystal Palace—has
been perfected, and will now bo used in tho establishment of the
" Fiedcrlandet."

.... Character is a wish for a perfect education.

—

Novalis.

.... Shakspeare, the sago and seer of the human heart.

—

Ilenry

Giles.

.... Keep for thyself tho vinegar made of sweet wines.

—

Ital-

ian Proverb.

.... To get rid of a bud friend, ask him for what you most
need.

—

Persian Suyine/.

.... Absence diminishes moderate passions and augments
great ones, as the wind extinguishes candles and kindles the fire.

—

liocltefoticauld.

.... Men's fame is like their hair, which ctows after they are

dead, and with just as little use to them.— George Villiers (Duke
of Buekimjhaiii).

.... Men are, in the state, what musical instruments are in

an orchestra ; they render the sounds more or less agreeable, ac-

cording as they aie well or badly touched —Beaumelle.

.... Love one human being with warmth and purity, and thou
wilt love the world. The heart, in that celestial sphere of love, is

like the sun in its course. From tho drop in the rose, to the

ocean, oil is for him a mirror, which he fills and brightens.

—

Jean
Paul.

.... The passions are at once tempters and chastisers. As
tempters they come with garlands of flowers, on brows of youth ;

as cliastisers, they appear with wreatha of snakes on the forehead
of deformity. They are angels of light in their delusion ; they
are fiends of torment in their inflictions.

—

Uenry Giles.

t »» >

Jokcr'0 Su^get.

" Honest industry has brought that man to the scaffold," said a
wag, as he saw a carpenter upon the staging.

The attitude whii h the Emperor of Russia has most generally
assumed during the late negotiations is that of lying.

—

Punch.

The woman who undertook to scour the woods, has abandoned
the job, on account of the scareitiy of sand and the high price of
soap.

A gentleman asked a negro boy if he wouldn't take a pinch of
snuff'. " No," replied darkey, very respectfully, "me tank you,
Pomp's nose not hungry."

" Pa, is Pennsylvania the father of all the other StatesV " Cer-
tainly not, my child; why do you ask that question ?" "Be-
cause I see that all the newspapers call it Pa."

In the last century there resided in Rhode Island a man whose
parents had bestowed upon him the brief name of Through-moch-
Tribulation-we-entcrinto-the-Kingdom-of-Heaven Clapp. For
shortness, he was called " Tribby."

A preacher in the " far west " gave cut for his text a certain

chapter and verse of Clover. The deacon arose and told him it

was Timothy. " O yes," replied the divine, "it is Timothy; I
knew it was some kind of grass."

They punish people qucerly in China. For robbing a pedler,

the culprit was lately put into a mortar and fired agauist a stone
wall. Whether this cured him of his propensities, we have not
yet learned ; wo should not wonder, however, if it had.
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DAGUERRIAN GALLERY OF THE WEST.

We present below a picture of Ball's great Daguerrian Galleiy

of the West. This establishment is located in Cincinnati, on

Fourth Street, between Main and Walnut, in Weed's large build-

ing. It occupies four rooms and one ante-chamber, on the third,

fourth and fifth stories. Two of these are operating rooms, each

twenty-five by thirty, and fitted up in the best manner. One of

these was prepared expressly for children and babies. This is

quite an accommodation for those parents who wish to have the

sweet faces of their little ones preserved, not only as mementoes

of the past, but also to compare with the sterner features which

ripened age shall give them. And then, when it is remembered

how suddenly our little ones are snatched away from us, what

father, what mother, does not wi^h to preserve the images of their

little cherubs '> The third room is the workshop where the plates

are prepared and likenesses perfected. Possessed of the best ma-

terials and the finest instruments, Mr. Ball takes tliem with an

accuracy and a softness of expression unsurpassed by any estab-

lishment in the Union. The fourth room is the great gallery; it

is twenty teet wide by forty long. The walls are tastefully ena-

melled by flesh-colored paper, bordered with gold leaf and flowers.

The panels on the south side and west end are ornamented with

ideal figures. The noble form of the first is hid beneath an under

dress of a warm drab-color, over which she wears a sky-blue tunic,

festooned on the shoulders and right thigh by splendid medallions.

Her head is decked with a garland of evergreens, her raven locks

flow loosely down her ncek ; from her right arm hangs an open

ornamenting the panels of the west end are delicately drawn, and

very beautiful. The first is arrayed in a green drab skirt, fes-

tooned on the shoulder with golden buttons—the mantle is azure-

color, and falls from the head over the back, completely envelop-

ing it. The edges are grasped by the left hand, and brought

gracefully to a point in front of the person—the arms, neck and

upper part of her bosom are nude—her glowing cheeks and coral

lips are in sweet harmony with the rose-bud which the right hand
gently presses upon her virgin breast—the eyes are shut—the

spirit is either in repose or thinking of holiness. She is the god-

dess of Purity. But who can describe the sweetness and tender-

ness of the last 1 She is richly attired in skirts of faint purple

—

a straw-colored mantle, tasselled at the ends, is thrown loosely

over her shoulders—an auburn sash encircles her waist, and is

tied in a .slip-knot at the centre of the form. The half curled and

half braided hair hangs about the neck in careless ringlets, and is

jewelled with the love-speaking rose—her spotless hands press

a dove to her heaving bosom, with whose sinless spirit she is now
communing. From her angel face the expression of eveiy evil

thought is driven—while her feet, like those of Religion, stand

upon the moving clouds as upon the rock of ages. On the ceiling

is a centre piece representing the aerial regions, in which Venus,

the goddess of Beauty, is sitting recumbent on a Bi)lendid throne.

The three graces, arrayed in their gayest rolies, are adorning her

noble person. Behind her is Aylia holding a casket of jewels,

from which Thalia is eullin;* gems to deck her rich hair, while

Euphrosuna holds a shining mirror before her. Excepting the

climax, there is a noble piano by whose sweet notes you are re-

galed, while the skilful operator is painting your face with sun-
beams on the sensitive yet tenacious mirror. A> for the enter-

prising proprietor, he is the very essence of politcnens—nor are
his brothers less tinctured with this sweet spirit of human excel-
lence and a disposition to please every one who patronizes them.
No wonder then that there is daily such a rush for this gallery 1

No wonder that its throng of fashion and beauty is so dense 1

Mr. Ball commenced his career as a daguerreotypist in the year
1845. At that time the art was in a very low state indeed in Cin-
cinnati. There were but few engaged in the profession, without
means, enterprise or instruments, and customers were " like an-
gels' visits, few and far between." The obscurity in which thia

divine art lingered gradually cleared away as talent and go-ahead-
aiivci!css shone forth in the profession ; and to Mr. Ball we are
indebted for placing it in its present proud position in Cincinnati.

His early struggles were many and great—but his love for art and
firmness of character overcame every obstacle to his advancement.
Competition it is said is " the life of trade," and as Mr. Ball, with

all his early disadvantages, struggled on and succeeded, it aroused
a spirit in the profession which has resulted in lasting benefit to

the community, and has brought within so short a time the Da-
gucnean art to so much perfection. We said Mr. Ball's prosper-

ity was a type of that of Cincinnati. Who can remember the

single room of the artist in 1845, and glance- at his magnifi(«nt

suite now, but sees as it were a picture of the gradual advance-

ment of Cincinnati from creaking shnigles to Dayton stone-built

BALLS GREAT DAGUERRIAN GALLERY WEST.

BcroH upon which 8he records her lofty inspirations. The face

looks heavenward. And O, what an expression is in that coun-

tenance ! 'Tis divine ! 'Tis the creative power ! She is the

goddess of Poesy. The second figure is more delicately formed.

Like the first she tiptoes the clouds. The skirts are sea-green

—

a mantle, in which the hues of the lilac and claret are softly

blended, folds itself around her waist, rolling down to the hem of

her garments. A wreath of bay, gemmed with three roses, sits

resplendent on her head,—the eyes are cast down upon the

strings of a guitar, from which her sweeping fingers are pouring

the sweetest notes. She is the goddess of Music. Though the

feminine character is preserved in the form of the third, yet the

proportions of the limbs are masculine. The softest tints of liluc

and lilac arc mingled in her skirts, the mantle is dark drab, a

pea-green veil falling from the apex of the head, over the shoul-

ders, finishes the drapery. Her braided hair is coiled up into a

beautiful cone—the feet, arms, neck, head and face indicate great

strength and power—the left hand grasps a globe—the right hand
is uplifted and holds the mathematician's compass between the

fingers—her eyes beam with intelligence, and seem to be tracing

the movements of stars and planets. She is the goddess of Sci-

ence. The fourth figure is tall, erect, majestic ; she does not

move on tiptoe like the first and second, nor tread the clouds

like the third, but stands firmly upon them as upon the everlast-

ing rockM. A palmy garland encircles her expansive brows—her

auburn hair is braided and lies folded upon her placid cheeks. In

her left hand is the scroll of life, the right points to the regions

on high—devotion overspreads the countenance—the uplifted eyes

fienetratc the sky, and the adoring sjjirit seems to be wrapt in the

teatific vision. She is the goddess of Ueligion. The two figures

arms and legs, her majestic form is covered with white linen skirts,

over which is a purple robe, bordered with gold and glittering

with diamonds. Golden sandals cover her feet—her face is radi-

ant with beauty. A white dove is nestling in the folds of her

raiment, while another perches on the palm of her hand. An
upset basket of flowers and seven cupids fill up the scene. Two
hover above her, one holds a burning torch, the other a vase of

flowers, from which he showers roses down upon her. Away in

the distance are two more, on quivering wings ; with trumpet and

lyre thev regale the beauteous goddess with rapturous nnisie. A
fourth flies towards her with the ripe fruit of love—the sixth

stands ready to cast a purple robe over her, while the seventh is

sitting down by a bow and filled quiver, from which he has plucked

one, whose point he is feeling—his artful eyes declare him intent

upon piercing her bosom with the sweetest passion that can fill

the heart of the blooming goddess. The north wall is ornament-

ed with one hundred eighty-seven of Mr. Ball's finest pictures.

Babies and children, young men and maidens, mothers and sires

look you in the fivcc. Jenny Lind, with other distinguished per-

sonages, and five or six .splendid views of Niagara Falls are

among the collection. There are also six of Duucanson's finest

landscapes hanging upon these walls as ornaments ; among which

are the May Party in picnic and the Shepherd Boy—the depth

and tone, the life 'and beauty of these paintings rank them among
the richest productions of American artists. Every piece of fur-

niture in this gallery is a master-piece of mechanical and artistic

skill. The very se.at on which you sit and the carpet on which

vou tread seem to be a gem culled from the fragrant lap of Flora;

all of these, reflected by two bright mirrors in the cast end, pre-

sent you a scene replete with elegance and beauty—to can the

fronts. Mr. Ball's Daguerrian Gallery is situated in the very

heart of the eity, where the busy din of commerce and the rolling

of carriages are heard from morning till night ; and the streams

of visitors that are continually pouring into hi> spacious jaloons,

show how wide spread is his 'reputation, and how successfully he

has worked himself into popular favor. Mr. B.tU employs nine

men in superintending and executing the work of the estab ish-

ment. Each man has his own separate depa-tmcnt, and cac-Ii u

perfect in his peculiar branch. We are so w.dl aware of the in-

domitable industry displayed by the proprict )r, that it is no con-

jecture of ours but our fixed opinion, that it will not be very long

before Mr. Ball will be obliged, from the great increase of liH

business, to have rooms twice as large as h; now occupies. Hn
fame has spread, not only over his own bnt throu-h nearly every

State of the Union ; andthere is scarcely a distinguished stranger

that comes to Cincinnati but, if his time permits, seeks the plea-

sure of Mr. Ball's artistic acquaintance. The art of daguerre-

otvping has made rapid progress since the day of its discovery

Tiie stru^rgles of Jacques Maude Daguerre t> bnng this beauuful

art to perfection have excited the admiration of m.mkmd. lie

was himself a man of extreme modesty and great per-oiial worth,

and was thoroughly devoted to his art. In 1824, only thirty years

aeo he commenced his researches, starting at that point where

Wed.'cwood left the process. Substituting, after close chemica

inve.s'tig.ations, a new method of receiving the sun's r.iys, h" fouml

the process to work like a charm, and laid the foundation o» an

art, which subsequent efforts have brought to such a d.'grcc of

perfection as to leave hardly anything more to be dcsireil or

achieved in the detail of its results—but science is always devel-

oping something new.
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THOMAS JEFFERSOX.

We present below a picture commemorative of tlie birthday of

one of America's greatest statesmen, wlio was born April 2d,

1743. At tlie top of the picture, we have a portrait of Thomas
JcfTcrson, the author of the Declaration of Independence, and

third president of the United States. On the left of the head are

several l)ooks, among others his celebrated "Notes on Virginia,"

symbolical of his literary attainments. On the riglit, a scroll,

k'ariiig the legend, "The Declaration of Independence ;" and

the capital of an architectural column, designed by Mr. Jefferson,

)f a truly American character. The column is composed of the

itock of the American corn, and the capital of the leaves and

ilossoms of the tobacco plant, arranged like the Coiintbian capi-

al. Beneath, we have a view of Monticello, the famous resi-

dence of the great American statesman. We have selected these

timely, national, and interesting themes for illustration, that we
may thus aid, by our Pictorial, to fix upon the minds of the peo-

ple the history of the past, and the memory of such of its great

names as should be ever fresh and green in their recollections.

Others, of a similar character, are designed to follow through the

volume, thus enriching its pages, and adding historic value and

interest to them. Franklin's birthday occurs .in .January, there-

fore his likeness was given with appropriate illustrations in that

month ; Washington's was given in February, on the same plan
;

Bowditch, in March; and now we give that of Jefferson, who
was horn in the present month. Mr. Jefferson early adopted the

law as a professicm, and commenced his public career in the leg-

islature of Virginia. The far-famed and justly-honored " Declar-

ation of Independence " was the work of Mr. Jefferson's hands,

though afterw.irds amended by Franklin, Adams, and Congress.

Subsetpiently he filled various inipoitant offices and appointments,

proposed and arranged the present money-system of the country,

was minister to France, and Secretary of State, under Washing-

ton. In 1796 he was chosen Vice President, and in 1801 was

chosen President of the United States, and was re-elected again

in 1805, and after eight years of service retired to his residence of

Monticello. He left several works, the fruits of his scholarship

and sound political judgment, for the benefit of his countrymen.

He died July 4, 1826, just fifty years after the date of the Declar-

ation of Independence. No name on the annals of our country

stands forth in more grandeur and honor, none is more revered

and cherished, than that of Thomas Jefferson.
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CHAPTER XIII.—[coNTiNnED.]

"Hush !" she said, while for an instant there camo a glow upon

her face. " You have no father. If you love me, speak not of

that again. O, boy, yon must be your own parent, soon ! A
father's ligart never beat for you—a father's smile never beamed

upon you !"

" Stop ! stop !" softly cried the pilgrim. " You may go too

far ! Let me explain to him all tliat he need know."

The woman gave a look of assent, and, turning to La Nuit,

the old man continued :

" In a few word.s I can tell you all that can be told, and on one

condition will I tell it. You shall a.sk neither me, nor your

mother, any question beyond the information I give you. Will

you promise this '."

La Nnit hesitated, but an imploring look from his mother re-

solved him, and he answered in the affirmative.

" Then listen," said the pilgrim. " When yoti were an infant,

your mother wa« left helpless and alone. On the whole wide

earth she had but one friend, and that friend was of no relation

to her. You were alone the tie that bound her to earth, and yet

she dared not keep you. She had but the choice of two evils,

and the least of these evils was to give you up to her friend.

She heard that the Duchess of Salva had just lost an infant son.

She knew the duchess, by reputation, and she believed that if

you were left at the castle, the heart of that bereaved mother

would lead her to love you. She gathered the thought from her

own heart's love, and she was not deceived. You were left at the

porter's lodge, and you were taken in and cared for. You know
the rest."

" And this friend V murmured La Nuit.

"I may tell you that—it was myself. I found a safe asylum

for your mother and yourself—made her promise that she would

never try to see you, and then I went upon a weary pilgrimage

to the Holy Land. Now ask me no more. For your mother's

sake, and for your own, I hold you to your promise."

La Nuit had given his word, and he would not break it, so he

tried to keep back the eager promptings of his over-wrought

curiosity. He had found a mother ; he had found one being

about whom his love could cling ; and he turned back towards

the bed, and knelt down by that mother's side.

"Live! live!" he murmured. " O, live, and let me bless

you !"

" Hush ! my lady," said the pilgrim, as the woman was about

to speak. " You must not think of dying now. I would rather

bid thee hope. You may have other things to live for."

The woman started up in her bed, and her thin hands were

extended towards the speaker.

" You will not trifle with me now," she said, as she sank back

upon her pillow.

" Have I not brought thee thy son V
" Yes, yes; O, yes."

" Then I will not trifle with thee now. Take heart, and live
!"

She would have asked more, but the pilgrim silenced her by a

premonitory shake of the head, and shortly afterwards she turned

her attention to her son.

The old man went to a cupboard in one comer of the room,

where ho found bread and wine. This he placed upon a table,

and both he and La Nuit ate. The invalid took a little wine, but

she had no appetite for food. After the men had finished their

repast, the pilgrim replaced the things as he had found them,

and then ho sat down by the bedside, and took the invalid's hand.

It was now near dusk, and, after conversing awhile with the wo-

man, the old man arose and proposed to La Nuit that they should

walk out into the open air. The youth acceded to the proposal,

and shortly after thoy had passed out from the cot, the woman,
whom they had found there on their arrival, and who had gone
out to give them room, re entered, to keep tlie invalid company.

" Do you think my mother will live ?" asked La Nuit, as they

walked along by the bank of the little stream.

" I hope she will," returned the pilgrim. "There is no fatal

disease upon her; it is only the hand of trouble that bows her

down."
" I must stay with her till she is stronger.-"

" You must go in the morning, La Nuit. Do not ask to stay

longer now, for it might be dangerous—dangerous to your mother
as well as to yourself. Ah, now I see you are going to become
inquisitive again. Kcmember your promise."

" I will remember it," said the youth, in a dejected tone ; " but

I wish I could forget it."

" I would clear you from it—relieve you of its burden— if you
could on the other hand give up all the knowledge you have

gained from me. Tromiso me that you will never see your
mother again ; that you will forget that she lives, and that you
will look to me for no more aid in life ; and I will in return take

the bandage from your tongue, and let you ask as many ques-

tions as you please."

These words, pronounced in tones of deep meaning, liad the

effect of opening our hero's eyes. He saw how deep was his de-

pendence upon the will of the strange man, who had led him to

his mother, and he frankly confessed his fault.

" I can a])preciatc your feelings," said the pilgrim, "and I can

sympathize with you. The time may come when you shall know
all that you would ask, and, if it does, then you will also under-

stand why my speech must now he limited."

It was quite late when the two men returned to the cot ; and,

after Henry had sat for an hour by the side of his mother, the

pilgrim conducted him to the place where he was to sleep. It

was in a sort of porch, which made out back of the cot, and there

were two beds in it. After La Nuit had retired the old man re-

turned to the apartment where the invalid lay, and our hero

heard him talking, but his words were so low that they did not

reach the little porch till after their forms had been lost. He
could hear his mother's voice, too, sometimes low and mournful,

and again brisht and hopeful. He might have gone to the door

and listened, but his soul shrank from such betrayal of confi-

dence, and he contented himself wi;h the indistinct hum that fell

tipon his car. It was the soft, sweet tone of his mother's voice

that hung melodiously about bis soul after he had ftiUen asleep.

CHAPTEK XIV.

THE PLOT THICKENS.
In the morning. La Nuit was stining betimes. Ho dressed

himself, and having passed out from the porch, by tho small door

that led to tho back garden, he went to tho stream and perform :d

his morning ablutions. He had just concluded the grateful task,

when he was met by the pilgrim, who had arisen and gone out

before him.

"Have you seen my mother this morning?" was the youth's

first question ; and his face showed some uneasiness as ho asked

it.

" Yes ; I have just come from her. You can spend a short

time with her, and then we must return."

La Nuit followed the old man to the cot, and again he stood in

tho presence of his mother. He kneeled down by her side, and

kissed her, and then breathed a blessing upon her. She looked

far better than she did the night before ; her eye was brighter,

and her cheeks had taken to themselves a slight glow of more

active life ; and then there was not so much pain upon her fea-

tures. La Nuit noticed it, and with a hopeful countenance he

turned towards the pilgrim. The latter seemed to understand

tho silent appeal, for he instantly said :

" She is better, Henry—much better. You need have no fear

but tliat you shall see her again and often."

" Yes, my child," added the invalid, " I am indeed better. I

feel it tlirough my whole system. I may yet live to be blessed by

your love."

This filled the youth's soul with new joy, and the conversation

after that was more bright, more hopeful. At length the pilgrim

arose to go.

" You will bring him ^o me again, soon," said the mother, still

holding the hand of her son.

" Yes ; as soon as I can," returned the pilgrim ;
" and, in the

meantime, you must keep up a good heart."

There was a warm kiss, a blessing, a love adieu, and then tho

young knight followed the pilgrim from the cot. As long as the

little dwelling was in sight, he often turned back to gaze upon it;

but when a turn in the path at length shut it out, he moved on
more quickly.

When they reached the spot where tho battle of the day before

had taken place, they found quite a crowd gathered about the

dead men, and much excitement was prevailing.

" Henry," said the pilgrim, drawing the young man one side,

"you must take the explanation of this matter upon your own
shoulders, for I have reasons for not wishing to appear in it."

Our hero promised to do so, and on his return to the place

where the three dead men had been placed side by side, he was
fortunate enough to find a citizen of Pampolnna, who knew him
well. To him ho explained how the men had come by their

death.

"Now by Saint John!" cried tho citizen, after he had heard the

young knight's story, " I knew one of these rascals well. This

one," he continued, placing his foot upon the body of him who
had first attacked the pilgrim, " was a street brawler and liber-

tine. I complained of him once, and he would have been pun-

ished ; but a noble knight, high in favor with the king, obtained

his pardon."

"Ah, what knight was it?" asked La Nuit.

" Sir Nandon du Chaste!."

A quick look of intelligence passed between the young knight

and the [lilgrim.

" I think it would be better," pursued the citizen, " if noble

gentlemen would let justice bo in the hands of the proper officers.

However, the fellow has got his just deserts, now."

At this juncture a civil officer camo up to our hero, and asked

what should be done.

" Let the bodies be taken to Pampeluiia," answered La Nuit,

"and I will make explanation to the king."

La Nuit was on the point of turning away, when the crowd,

who had heard his name, gathered about him, and began to throw

up their caps. They knew that he was the knight who had cap-

tured tho terrible Morillo, and he had to wait and receive their

homely praises before he could get clear. But the circumstance

was gratifying to him, and the honest praises of those humble

people left a bright spot in his memory.
" Now, sir jjilgrim, we must hasten on," said La Nuit, as soon

as he coHid get clear of the crowd, "for I must reach Pampeluna

before those people get there. I feel sure th.at I shall find Du
Chastel with the king, and then I will know whether he had any-
thing to <lo with this outrage. If he is present, and knows au^ht
of tliis, ho cannot hide it from me in his countenance."

" And yet, Sir Henry," returned the old man, " I should advise
you not to show any signs of the knowledge you gain. Be care-
ful how you let that man into your secrets. If he means harm
to you, ho must know some things he ought not to know. I very
much fear that he overheard a conversation I once held at the
castle, for when I came out immediately afterwards, I saw him
just walking oft". If he has an enmity towards you, it is a deadly
one, so beware of him. I think you can be shrewd enough for

Nandon du Chastel, especially if you find out the lient of his in-

clination. But beware of lAi, and move cautiously."

There may have been some strange, undefinable light breaking
in upon the youth's mind, for he asked no questions, but he pon-
dered deeply upon what he had heard. It may, however, have
been only the promise he had made that prevented him from
making further inijuirics. At any rate, during the rest of the
walk he was very thoughtful, and, by the time he reached the

city, it seemed to him as though the knowledge he had gained
during the past four-and-twenty hours, had been in his possession

for years.

It was near the middle of the afternoon when the pilgrim left

our hero, having lirst promised, however, to call npon him within

a few days.

" Remember, you are not to speak a word that shall induce tlie

king to call me before him. But, if yon have to mention yoor
travelling companion, you can say he was a poor pilgrim, and
that he has left the city."

These were the old man's last words, and as they were spoken

he walked quickly away. Henry hi Nuit went at once to the pal-

ace, and was conducted directly to the king's chamber. As he

h;ul expected, Nandon du Chastel was there. The dark knight

started when our hero entered, and a quick curse dropped from

his lips.

" Did you speak, Du Chastel ?" asked the king.

" No, sire," stammered the attendant. " Only a twinge in my
foot." •

But La Nuit had caught the expression as he knelt before the

monarch, and he kept it to himself. He bowed to Sir Nandon as

he arose, and the keenest observer could have detected nothing

but the emotion of a casual recognition in his countenance.

" Now, Sir Henry," said Alfonso, with a gracious smile, " what

brings thee into our presence ?"

" I have come, sire, to make you acquainted with a little cir-

cumstance that happened to me yesterday. I had business on

the r»ad to Guidez, and took company with an old pilgrim, who
served me both as a guide and companion. In tho woods, some

five leagues from here, we were -attacked by three armed men.

They gave no cause for tho assault, only that they meant to kill

me."

The king uttered an exclamation of horror, and Du Chastel

turned pale. La Nuit's quick eye caught the expression npon

the face of tho dark knight, and then he continued :

" But they were foiled, sire. We killed them all three !"

" And did you not learn from either of them what they meant?

Did you not find out the cause of this dastardly outrage f" asked

Alfonso.

La Nuit cast a glance at Du Chastel, and found that knight

leaning forward with the most intense anxiety depicted upon his

face.

" No, sire," La Nuit returned. " I was in hopes that one of

them would have lived to have cleared up the mystery, and I

meant to have saved his life for that purpose ; but a plunging

horse leaped upon his head, and the work of death was finished."

Du Chastel breathed freer."

" Now, Sir Nandon," cried the king, turning to the dark knight,

" what do you think of this ?"

" I think it is an outrage, most foul," returned Du Chastel, not

having wholly overcome his perturbation.

" Ay, so it is. I see it has moved you as much as it has me."
" Yes, sire ; such things must move any one who has tho good

of your kingdom at heart."

" True, true—most true, Du Chattel," said the king, with a

thankful look. "I believe you will sulTor with me when such

things are done."

" Indeed I shall, sire," resumed Du Chastel ; and then, with a

sudden gleam of relief, he added: "But a thought has struck

me. May not these fellows have been some straggling members

of lilorillo's band, who thought thus to revenge their leader's

capture ?"

" By the cross ! Sir Nandon, you must have hit tlie truth—that

must be it."

"No doubt of it, sire," said the dark knight, now perfectly re-

assured.

" And what has become of the bodies, Sir Henry ?" asked the

monarch.
" I have ordered them to be brought to the city, sire ; and I

expect they are even now on their way."

" Then wo will see them."

"Let this business rest with me, sire," urged Du Chastel, with

considerable eagerness. "You are not strong enough to hear

much excitement."

" Excitement ! Sir Nandon. By my faith, I am strong enough

to bear the excitement of kingly duty. If I am not, 1 had better

die. And I think, too, that excitomeut will do mc good."

"I know that, sire," deceitfully replied Du Chastel; "but

your duty does not couii)el you to dive into this broil. Let me

handle it. I will see thcso bodies when thev come, and if the
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thing is to be solved I will solve it ; though I think wc shall find

them hut three brigands. Come, let your faithful servant do this

work for you."

" Well, well, Du Cliastcl, bo it as you will, only bo sure and

see through it before you leave it."

Nandon du Chnstcl had accomplished his present object, and

he felt satisfied. lie seemed to study hard upon the features of

Sir Henry la Nuit, but he could find nothinjj; there to make him

uneasy, and he hastened away to attend to the busines-s he had

taken upon himself. Shortly afterwards, Xa Nuit took his leave,

and returned to the house of Gomez Garliz.

Surely, the plot was thickeninR about him, for now ho had

another thought to add to his stock of mysteries. lie now knew

what ho had before suspected—that Nandon Du Chastel was his

enemy, and he felt morally sure that it was ho who had set the

three assassin.s upon him. Why was all this ? Ah ! there the

youth was lost. Ho was held by a chain, and beyond its length

ho could not go.

CHArXEU XV.

SOMETniNO IS BEINQ DONE.

The bodies of tlio three men who liad been slain by La Nuit

and his companion, arrived in the city late in the afternoon, and

Nandon du Chastel was ready to receive them. He had them

nrivately conveyed to the place of burial, and then he went and

told the king that two of them, at least, were brigands, and that

the other was a fellow who had been seen lurking about the city

lately and who might also be one of them. The first excitement

had passed away, and the king let the matter pass upon Du

ChasteVs statement. Among tho people the affair became con-

nected with the capture of Morillo, and so it passed into a sub-

ject of wonder for tho time, and was tlicn forgotten.

As soon as this matter was off his hands, Du Chastel paid

another visit to the castle of Estella. The time had been set for

his marriage with the Lady Isabella, and it was to be in one month

from the time of his present visit. Alfonso had been anxious

tliat the ceremony should take place as soon as that, and the

duke had agreed.

"But my good cousin of Salva," said the king, after the mat-

ter had been arranged, " you seem to treat this matter coldly.

By my faith, you should be pleased to be thus happily rid of the

business. Those estates of Navarretta will offset well against

the lady's portion."

"I know all that, sire," rctumcd the duke, in a low, moody

tone • " but if I had not passed my word to you that my daugh-

ter's hand should be at your disposal, all the estates of Navarre

should not fit Nandon du Chastel for my child's husband."

" Come, come, cousin ;
you speak hotly now."

"Am I not cool'!"

11 j^y too cool, my good duke. But, really, you do Sir Nan-

don injustice ; he is a faithful fellow. Ho hi\s served mo now for

many a year, and 'tis but right he should be rewarded, and surely

he can find no fault with tho reward I am about to give him, for

there is not a fairer maiden in all Navarre, than tho Lady Isa-

bella. By my soul ! she is fit for a royal—"

Tho kinn- stopped, for he saw that the duke was impatient.

"Let it pass, sire," said Don Pliilip. ."I gave you the be-

stowal of my child's hand, and I have no fault to find. All I

can hope is, that Du Chastel will make a good husband.

"

" My word for it," cried Alfonso, with much assurance. " Yon

may hold me responsible. But, by tho way, Philip, what has

made that protege of yours run away from you 1"

" Run away, sire !" repeated the duke, while a shade of sadness

swept across his features.

" Yes—he is hero in the city, now."

"He chose to see something of city life," returned tho duko,

after a pause.

" But ho is a noble fellow. Ho wants to go to Palestine, but,

by my faith, I shall not spare him. After Du Chastel is married,

I think I shall put tho youth in his place, and then I'll see if he'll

ran away from me."

The monarch spoke in a light, meny tone, but the subject was

one that cut the duke to the soul. lie did not show all he felt;

but he made an excuse to cut the intercourse short; and when he

left the royal presence, the king once more told him h.e would bo

responsible that Du Chastel should make an excellent husband.

" 1 hope he will," was the duke's answer, as he turned thought-

fully away.

Tho duke had returned to his castle, and Nandon du Chastel

was there with them. It was midnight, and tho city of Pampe-

luna was wrapped in almost impenetrable darkness. There were

a few places in the sky where an occasional solitary star peeped

out, but it seemed more like some dying spark of exhausted

flame than a gem of light. The sentinels who were stationed at

the street corners, had relaxed from their usual vigihince, for

everything was quiet through the sleeping city. Shortly after the

hour of midnight had passed the last struggling star was eclipsed

by the black cloud-mantle that had fallen over the town, and then

largo drops of rain began to fall. Tho sentinels felt sure that all

was safe, and they crept into their respective boxes, and crouched

away from tho coining storm. Tho wind now came from the

Pyrenees, and it was strong and chilly. It whistled about the

street corners, and it drove tlie rain-<lrops furiously about. The
sentinels crouched further away, and the city was left to take

care of itself.

It was at this time that a dark figure was moving stesilthily

along through one of the narrow streets that led to the groat

square, where stood the royal palace. At a low window stood a

burning lamp,—perhaps 'twas where some sick person lay,—and

as the dusky form moved past, the struggling rays foil upon his

fiicc, and revealed thcweather-worn features of the old pilgrim

;

but he quickly passed into the darkness again, and soon he

gained tho sijuaro. lie seemed to take little heed of tho rain,

save to fold his mantle closely across his bosom, but with steady

and cautious steps, he moved on acro.ss the plaza, keeping as far

as possible from tho jilaces where he knew the sentinels were

wont to be stationed. At length he reached the opposite side,

and when ho stopped, it was in front of the dwelling of Nandon
du Chastel. A narrow court led up on one side of the building,

and into this the pilgrim made lii^ way. He groped his way
along until he came to a postern, and this ho o])ened with a key,

and passed into the building. Of course, all this had taken some
time, for the old man had had to depend solely ujion his sense of

feeling, the little coui-t being as dark as a closed cavern.

After he had closed the postern behind him, without noise, he

stood a few moments to let tho rain drip off; then ho removed

his sandals, and this being done ho threw back his dark robe, and

drew forth a small lantern. He was now in a narrow hall, with

a flight of stairs running up on either hand ; he listened a few

moments more to assure himself that all was quiet, and then he

took the stairs that led up to the right. These brought him to a

long, narrow corridor, at the extremity of which he came to

another flight of steps, which ho also ascended. He had now
come to a kind of hall, which, in daytime, was lighted from tho

roof, it being surrounded on all hands by other apartments. One
of tho doors that opened out from this hall was larger and heavier

than its companions, and seemed made to resist invasion. It was

studded with metal bolt-heads, and its look was massive. It was

to this very door that the pilgrim turned his attention. He set

tho lantern down upon the floor, and then from his bosom ho drew

a bunch of iron keys, one of which he applied to the lock.

" Well, well," ho muttered to himself, as the bolt flew back be-

neath the pressure of the key ;
" this key does its wonted duty,

even though I have no longer legal authority to use it. But the

end must justify tho means. We shall see. Sir Nandon."

While ho was speaking, ho had picked up the lantern, and now
passed into tho room beyondj noiselessly closing tho door after

him. Tho apartment was quite a spacious one, with painted ceil-

ing and walls, and elaborately carved wainscottlngs. The furni-

ture consisted of a large table, some half-dozen great can-od

chairs, and two cabinet", one of them seeming to have been

fashioned as a part of the original building, for it was joined

firmly to the wall, and its carved mouldings agreed exactly with

tho windows and wainscotting.

A dark smile passed across tho face of the old pilgrim, as he

stood and gazed upon this stont cabinet, with its quaint carvings

starting dimly out into the feeble light of tho lantern-lamp. He
seemed to be resting upon times that had gone, for he murmured

lowly to himself, and various shades of feeling flitted over his

countenance. At length, however, he aroused himself, and with

the lamp, now removed from its thin case of horn, ho examined

the different doors of the cabinet. They were all of them locked,

but that seemed to offer him no obstacle. In one corner ho foimd

a secret depository, that was opened by displacing in regular suc-

cession several pieces of tho carved work, and in this place he

found a bunch of small keys. An exclamation of satisfaction

dropped from his lips as he made this discovery, and without

more ado he set about opening the various doors and drawers

that had thus become obedient to his will. Bundle after bundle

of papers ho took down and examined—every nook and corner of

the place had passed the most thorough examination, and yet the

object of his visit seemed unaccomplished. Nearly two hours

had been consumed in this way, when the pilgrim sank back into

a chair, and leaned his head upon his hand.

When he arose, his lips were compressed, and his eye had lost

much of the exultation that had before beamed there ; but yet he

was not wholly disheartened. Ho commenced tho search anew,

and this time ho moved more cautiously than before. At length

he came, for the second time, to a small department that con-

tained only a few rough sketches of military plans, upon parch-

ment, and a small book, in which some trifling private memo-

randa were noted down. The pilgrim had handled this book" over

before, but seeing that it was only one of common use, ho had

paid it little attention. Now, however, he noticed that the parch-

ment covers had a peculiar feeling, and, with a quickly-beating

, heart, he went to the Large table and sat down. The covers were

tied to the book with pieces of ribbon, so they were easily re-

moved. They were formed of a long strip of parchment, with

the two ends folded in so as to meet in the centre, tho edges be-

ing nicely sewed up. When they were upon the book, the place

where the two ends mot was hidden by its back, but now that

they were removed this place was open, and the old man drew

therefrom a number of nicely folded papers. He examined them,

and his hands trembled with delight. These papers he carefully

put away in his bosom, and tho book ho fixed as he found it, save

the abstraction of the aforesaid papers.

Once more the old pilgrim stood in the narrow court. The rain

had ceased falling, but it was still dark ; he listened for a moment,

and finding everything quiet ho moved away towards that part of

the city from whence he had come a few hours before.

CHAPTER XVI.

A DARIC PLOT.

A WEEK had passed away. At the castle things move on

rather gloomily. The duke is more stern and cold than ever

before, and he has not been seen to smile for many days. He
sits most of the time in his study, and when he walks, he walks

alone—sometimes in the open court, but ofteuer along the dusky

corridors and unused halls. Ho often mutters to him-clf, and

his hands are often pressed upon his brow, as though the thoughts

that moved there were painful to him.

The duchess lantho has a faculty of concealing much of lier

real feeling. She moves slowly about through the vaulted apart-

ments, and she, too, murmured with herself. Sometimes she sits

with her chiM and weeps, and sometimes she tries to whisper

words of comfort. Bnt it would seem that recent events had

operated harshly upon her nervous system, for sometimes she

shuts herself up in her chamber, and will see no one but her old

serving woman, Katrina. At such times, Katrina carries numer-

ous bowls of medicated beverage to her mistress, and shakes her

finger warningly to those who tread too heavily in tho corridor

that leads past her lady's chamber. "Ah," she ejaculated, with

a dubious shake of her head, " these things must work hard upon
my poor, dear lady."

Isabella is growing pale and melancholy. Sho has tried hard

to reconcile herself to the fate that had laid its hand upon her,

and sho has so far succeeded that she does not weep now ; her

sorrow is all locked up in her own bosom, and there it lays, a bit-

ter, burning, though silent companion. The only thoughts that

can quicken into life a brighter feeling are of the love of her

mother, and of that love which was once all in all to her. When
she is all alone, tho name of Henry la Nuit often dwells upon her

lips, but even then sho does not weep—sho only clasps her hand*

more closely upon her bo.som, and praj's more fervently for

strength to support her under her trials.

And from everywhere in that old castle joy has taken its de-

parture. The hundred men-at-arms lounge moodily about the

court, and their weapons hang rusting upon tho walls of their

apartments. The youth who has been wont to marshal them

upon parade, and lead them amidst scones of pleasure and of

strife, has gone from them. They haTo heard of his froshly-won

laurels, but they were not there to help him win them. They
miss his joyous smile, and his soul-stirring words, and they will

be long in learning to feel wonted to his absence.

^ Henry la Nuit and tho old pilgrim have boon twice to the small

cot on the Giiidcz road, and the youth's love for his mother grew

stronger and stronger, for ho has found her to he a very angel in

thought and feeling. His presence has worked wonderful changes

in his mother's bodily condition. She has grown stronger, and

her brow and cheeks are tinged with a healthier glow.

It was early in the morning, and Nandon du Chastel sat in the

very room where stood the groat cabinet that we have seen tho

pilgrim so busy about. At length he became tired of sitting,

and ho got up from his chair and began to walk up and down the

apartment. He stopped often, and gazed down upon the floor,

as though he would quell the anxiety that worked within him,

and when he would start on to walk again, he would clasp his

hands together and mutter to himself. Du Chastel had bee"

thus walking some fifteen minutes, when he heard footsteps in

the hall outside, and, in a moment more, there came a knock

upon the door ; he went and opened it, and gave entrance to a

man whom he had been expecting.

The new comer was a dark-looking, short, thick-set fellow,

with a superabundance of gray beard upon his face, and a need-

less quantity of dirt upon his garments. Ho had passed the

meridian of life, and his looks pretty plainly showed that tho field

of crime was one in which he had travelled much.

" How now, Mattco 1" said Du Chastel, after he had closed tho

door, " you are late."

" Early enough," returned the other, with mach independence.

" You've been nervous, that's what makes it seem late to you."

"Just remember whom you are addressing," said the knight,

with some asperity, as he sat down in his great high-backed chair.

" 0, yes, I shall remember all that ; so don't trouble yourself

on that point. I generally take men as I find 'em, and when I

come into business where I have all tho work to do, why, I feel

kind of responsible and independent. Now, let's come down to

business."

Nandon du Chastel was made angry by this ; but he contrived

to overcome it, and after biting his fingers for a while, he said :

" Then you have done something in the way of the work I

spoke of?"
" Yes ; I found the old pilgrim, and the yonng knight was with

him."
" And did you track them 1"

" Yes ; 1 followed them on the road to Guidez, for several

leagues. They passed through the woods at the foot of tha

Yaldo, and, at a short distance beyond there, they turned off to-

wards tho little stream that comes down from the mountain, and

stopped at a small cot."

" It is a retired place, then ?"

" You may say that, and not be very far from the truth, either,

Sir Nandon. By San Jago, I should never have found it, if I

hadn't have kept well upon the heels of the pilgrim and his young

companion."

"Did you get a chance to look into the cotV asked Du Chas-

tel, who had become deeply interested.

"No—as soon as the two men went in, there was a woman came

out, and went away."

"Ha! A woman 1"

" Dressed like a woman."
" But how did she look ?"

" Not over and above liandsomc."

" Time may have changed her."

" She can't have seen much time, for she is not very oW."

"Howoldr'
" Perhaps five and twenty."

Du Chastel uttered an exclamation of disappointment.
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' Did you"That's not her, then," he at length said,

learn nothing more ?"

" O, yes. After the woman hnd pone, I crept np un-

der a little window, on the hack side of the cot, and

there I stood and listened. 1 heard them talkinj; with-

in, and I heard the voice of a woman ; and I heard tlie

young man call that woman mother."

" Did yon hear that 1" cried the knight, half springing

from his chair.
" Ay, and I heard her call him her .son. I didn't wait

to hear much more, for I was afraid of being seen, so I

came quietly away, and here I am."
Nandon du Chastcl sat hack in his chair, and gazed up

at the quaint carving upon his cabinet. His face was
worked upon by strong emotions, and his hands were

folded up and rested firmly upon his knees ; his eyes

wandered from the cabinet to the face of his companion,

and then hack again. At length he moved his chair up
nearer to where Matteo sat, and spoke. His voice was
low, and extremely hoarse and uneven.

" Miitteo," he said, "you have hut just begun your

work. That woman has no right to live !

Do you understand me ?"

"Yes," replied the fellow, with a nod
of the head.

Du (;hastel gazed np again at tlie

carved images on the volutes of the cab-

inet, and Matteo watched him, with a

dark smile playing about the corners of

bis mouth. At length the knight came
back to the uubjcct, and braced himself

as though he were ready for carrying

through whatever busiuess might be on

his hands.
" Matteo," he said, " you must kill

this woman for me."
" I suppose it could be easily done,"

returned the fellow, without the least

sign of distaste for the business.
" Of course it can. It will take but

the blow of a knife, and you are used to

the work."
" Now by the red hand of Montarrago !

Sir Nandon, you would make nie out a

downright cut-throat
!"

" Well, every man has his buiiness,

and he may call it by what name he

chooses, though I wouldn't call you a

cut-throat more than many others. The
king hires me and my companions to go

out and cut the throats of our enemies,

and we do it. If he suspects a man will

do him harm, why, he wants that man
killed, and I am as ready to do it as any

one."
" Ay, I'd kill men till my hands were

as red as Montarrago's ; but to kill a

helpless woman, is a different thing.

Hadn't you better try your hand at it'?"

" If I should do it, 1 should, at least,

save a hundred pistoles."
" Ah," uttered Matteo, starting up and

retnrning his companion's gaze with more
interest ;

" how would you save thatV
" It is the sum I had intended to pay

you for doing the work," coolly replied

the knight.
" Now that puts a new face on the mat-

ter, Sir Nandon. By San Jago I I think

I'll do it for that sum."
" It shall he yours as soon as I have

evidence that the job is done ; and, in

the meanwhile, I would have you
keep an eye on that pilgrim."

"Anything you please," retuni-

ed Matteo, with considerable ani-

mation. "A hundred pistoles ! By
the sword of Montarrago ! how
the wine shall flow !"

" You use the name of Montar-

rago with a keen rehsh," said Du
Chastel, with a shght shudder.

"Ay, for he was the bloodiest

man in all Navarre. My soul, with
~

what enchanting grace he would «_
remove the head from a man's
shouldera !"

" Or from a woman's, cither,"

added Sir Nandon, with a keen

look at the other.
" That was just as it happened,

and the luck has now come round
to rao ; hut I am ciiual to it with

the pistoles. Now when will you
have the work done ?"

" At once. Let her life go out
with this day's sun, and I will wait
for you here till midnight."

" It shall be as you wish. I am
off at once."

" But be sure that you take the
right one."

" Never fear. I will make sure
of that, so long as I am surj^ of
the hundred pistoles

!"

" They shall be yours to-night,

if you bring me evidence that the
mother of La Nuit is dead."

" And what evidence will you
want ?" asked Matteo, stopping,
after he had arisen from his seat.

" Bring me one of her ears !"

" No, no. Sir Nandon," direct-

ly returned the fellow. " That is

even below me. I can't do that."

"Well, well— your word will

do," resumed the dark knight, a
little cut by the direct retort of

Matteo, but not daring to resent it.

The hired assassin withdrew,
and Nandon du Chastel was left

alone. He was not so happy as

some men, nor was he so wellsat-

isfted as he could wish to be; but

he tried to feel gratified with what
he thotijfht he had gainc d.

[fO BB CONTINUKD.]

A TICUNA INDIAN.

CORIBOS INDIANS.

A TICUNA INDI.IN.

On this and the succeeding page we give several views
illustrative of some of the native Indian tribes of South
America. The first is a portrait of a Ticuna Indian.
The dress of the Ticunas, represented in the engraving
is chiefly remarkable for the curious ornament of feath-
ers attached to the bracelets worn on the arms. Their
head-dress of feathers is also striking. Tattooing, and
the wearing of necklaces, seem to be common to all
these tribes. The next engraving represents a group of
Coribos Indians, gathered around a fire, over which is

preparing a sort of chowder, for their repast. The In-
dians of this country are a wretched and degraded peo-
ple. The fertility of the soil is such that their absolute
physical wants are met with no efforts of their own, and
they have hardly risen above the instincts of the animal
tribes around them. The first engraving, on the oppo-
site page, is of an Inca of Peru. The city of Cuzco
the ancient capital of the Incns, is situated 11,320 feet
above the level of the sea. Among its interesting re-

niuins are the houses of the principal cenijuistadorrs

among others those of Pizarro, and Cris-
toval of Castile. Another house, of
which the chimneys only remain, is said
to have been the residence of Garcilasso
de la Vega. In the street of Triumph,
are the ruins of the palace of the Inca
Puchnetec, who ascended the throne
about the year 1424. This palace is

generally shown as that of the Virgins
of the Sun. These buildings are chiefly

remarkable for being of stone hewn into
angles in such a manner as to fit accu-
rately into each other. On a hill, to the
north of the city, are the ruins of the fa-

mous fortress of Cuzco, or Sacsaliuama,
which is still one of the finest monu-
ments of the power of the Incas. This
fortress had an oval shape, and was form-
ed of three surrounding walls, which op-
posed twenty salient angles to the ene-
my. The Spanish chronicler says that
the Indians defended themselves in this

fortress with such valor, that the Chris-
tians could never have vanquished them
had not St. Jago come in person to as-

sist them. On the walls at the entrance
of the city are painted portraits of some
of the Incas, a faithful one of which is

given in our engraving. It has on his

head a circlet of gold, surmounted by
two ostrich plumes. On each side of the
head another circle of gold usually en-
closed the ear. Their dress was a shirt,

without sleeves, whh gold ornaments at
top and bottom. This costume is still

in use among the unconverted Indians,
but the ornaments are replaced by fig-

ures. That of the Cholas, or women of
mixed blood, resembles a little the saya
of Lima, only, instead of behig of silk,

it is a coarse petticoat of green, red, or
blue wool, with little folds, showing the
form fully; they wear on their heads,
sometimes, a large wool bonnet, and
sometimes a large piece of alapacca
woolen, covering the shoulders. The
population of Cuzco is composed almost
entirely of Indian', and in that city one
sees very few whites, even among the
upper classes. Three beautiful squares
extend into the middle of Cnzco. in one

of them is held, three times a
week, a market, to which a great

number of Indians crowd, offer-

ing all sorts of merchandize for

sale. Yon see beautiful fabrics

of woolen, lama, and alapacca.

Cuzco, taken as a whole, is a
large and beautiful city, notwith-

standing its sad and deserted as-

j_ pcct. Not far from Cuzco is Olli-

antay—Tamba,—a village which
commends itself to remembrance
by its Indian ruins, and its tradi-

tion respecting Olliantay, a prince

of the imperial blood of the Incaj.

This prince lived seven hundred
years ago, and built the fortress

of which the remains are yet visi-

ble. It is related that Olliantay,

transported by an attachment to

one of the Virgins of the Sun,

succeeded in making his way into

the sacred palace, and was arrest-

ed at the moment be was about

speaking to his beloved. He was

brought before the Inca, who, on

account of his birth, spared his

life, but inflicted a humiliating

punishment upon him in the pub-

lic square of, Cuzco. Olliantay

then retired into the mountain,

planning only how to revenge

himself for the insult that he had

received. He remained many
years watching over and dirt-ct-

ing the structure of immense for-

tifications, under pretence of de-

fending himself against his ene-

mies, and he concealed his hatred

of the Inca, affecting great defer-

ence to him, and seeming to have

forgotten the mortal offence that

was consuming his heart. Finallv,

thinking himself strong enough,

he raised the standard of revolt,

and declared himself independent.

Many battles had taken place, and

the Inca had abandoned the idea

of following up his enemy any

longer, when one of his generals

proposed to him to conquer Olli-

antay by stratagem, on condition

that he should be permitted to

marry one of the voung women

shut up in the Temple of the Sun.
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Tlio emperor promised to prnnt bis wish, but stipulntod as tlic

rondition, lliat OUiMtitiiy's liody should bo brouglit to biin liviiif;

or doad. This general, who had been intimate from infaney with

OUiantay, went to him and pretended tliat he was pursued by the

Court of Cuzeo for the same offence that he had himself com-
mitted. He asked an asylum of his old friend against this perse-

cution. OUiantay, who suspected no treason, gave him the com-
mand of his troops, whom he was compelled to leave for a short

time. There was at the lime a prisoner in one of the towers of

the fortress ; the general sought him and promised him his liberty

if he reached Cujico, and could give

the Incaa paperwhich he delivered

to him before he was retaken. He
then broke his chains. When he
was at ft certain distance, be caused
him to be pursued. But the pris-

oner had previously reached Cuzeo
and acquitted himself of his mis-

sion, which announced to the em-
peror the period of OUiantay's re-

turn, and the means of penetrating

to the interior of the foi tress. At
the time lixed, the Inca sent his

soldiers, and during the night the

general entered Olli.antay's room,
hound him and gave liim up to his

enemy. The cbronii-les of Peru
thus relate the origin of the Incas.

This counlry had l)een a long time
the theatre of all sorts of wars, hor-

rible crimes and di>sensions, till at

length there ajipcared two brothers,

the one of whom was called Maneo
Capac. Of this person the Indians
say he built the city of Cuzeo, set-

tled laws and policy, and taught
them to adore the sun, and he and
bis descendants took the name of
Inca, which, in the language of Pe-
ru, signities king, or great lord.

These Ineas grew so powerful, that

they made themselves masters of
the whole country from Chili to

Quito, establishing in every prov-
ince their peculiar policy and reli-

gious institutions, and helil it till

the dispute lietvveen the lirotbcrs

Huascar and Atahualpa, of which
the Spaniards, under Pizarro, avail-

ing themselves, obtained possession
of Peru, anil put an end to the em-
pire of the Ineas, in I5;5.'}. They
number only twelve of these Incas.
It is said that the most consi<ler-

ablo among the nobles of the coun-
try still hear the name of Inca, al-

though it is an appellation which
the natives of Peru give only to

their kings and princes of the blood.

—The Iiulians of Scuub America
do not differ materially, in their
physical chariictcristies, from those
of the northern half of the conti-
nent. In the extensive regions for-
merly belonging to Spain, they may
be divided into two classes—the in-

dependent Indians, or Indiosbnwos,

and those who have been reduced to stibmission. The former arc

entirely strangers to agriculture; stijiport them.selves by the chase
and fishing; some of them eat ants, lizards, and even a kind of
mud. The natives of Peru, descendants of the ancient inhabit-

ants of the empire of the Incas, have, as well as those of Colom-
bia, been emancipated, since those countries have delivered them-
selves of the Spanish yoke. They arc in general well made find

healthy. They are superstitious, wearing amulets on different

parts of their bodies. Their villages are fortified, and, in case of
necessity, they retire into the mountains for shelter or defence.

"^If?^:^

D.VNCES OF THE YAGUA INDIANS.

The representation of an Indi.an Cainpo given above is taken
from the life. The Campos, who i)ass for anthiopO]ihagi, have
preserved the costume of the time of the Incas. They wear their

hair long and floating on their shoulders, and cut scpiare on the

forehead. Their countenances are striped with different colors,

which gives them a very wild and hideous aspect. Their bodies,

moreover, are completely smeared with cocoanut oil and paint

;

and as if this was not enough to disfigure them, they wear in the

cartilage of the nose a round and convex piece of silver, which falls

over the upper lip. Sometimes the hands and feet are entirely red
or black. They have cords of cot-

ton attached to their wrists and

^ ankles, and also wear, as an orna-

ment over their long robes, neck-
laces composed of various dried

fruits mixed with the plumage of
brilliant birds and beaks of toucans.

The women wear round their bod-
ies a piece of eloth similar to their

gown, which they dye different col-

ors. The last engraving represents

a dance of the Yagua Indians. The
Yaguas arc a tribe of South Ameri-
can Indians living in the neighbor-
hood of the great river Amazon.
Mr. Dcville, the traveller, thus
speaks of them in his notes of trav-

el in South America: "These In-

dians are very handsome. They
paint their bodies entirely red, and
wear a great quantity of white neck-
laces. They make ])retty drawings
of red and black on their faces.

They shave their heads, and only
reserve a tuft of hair in front. For
ornament tluy wear a wreath of
palm-trees round the head, and
sometimes a band in which is fast-

ened a number of feathers. When
they go to hear mass the greater

part of them wear only a shirt with

no pantaloons, their faces covered
with down, and their bodies painted

red. The evening of our arrival

at the mission of Santa ^laria de
Los Yaguas, these Indians gave us

a representation of these dances.

Groups of eight or ten men and
women, holding each other by the

shoulders, formed a circle and
(lanced perfectly in time. Then
came a circle of young women and
children angling in the same man-
ner. They wound up by a masque-
rade. Both males and females wore
on their heads in the nuinner of

Catholic penitents, a bag descend-

ing to the waist, with two holes for

the eyes and one for the mouth, in

which they hold a leaf, which en-

ables them to make a noise as with

an instrument. A great quantity

of palm leaves attached to the bag

hang down and almost entirely hide

the body. Tlicy turn round, hold-

ing each other by the hand, leap-

ing, capering and whistling."
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A DKEAJVL

BT MRS. R. T. ZLDREDOB.

I had a dream—Hwas passing sweet!

I paw two crystal fountains meet;

Around their banks sweet wild flowers grew,

And trees waved there of verdant hue;

The sunny spot seemed all too fair

—

I could haye dwelt forever there!
*

I turned, and ?aw an angel form

—

Iler hand gra-spcd mine with pressure warm!

I a.<5ked her if the streams were pure,

Or if they glistened to allure

!

'Twaa thus she spoke— her voice was clear,

And fell like music on my ear:

" The pearly stream that brightest glows,

Is Faith, from whence Submis.'=ion flows!

And where the crystal fountains meet,

The waters there are doubly sweet I

Or if thy brow should throb with pain,

Drink from that fount, and health obtain!"

She smiled, and vanished from my sight;

I watched her angel form of light,

Until a cloud of azure blue

Concealed the seraph from my view!

The dream was o'er j—but if my life

Could be as free from care and strife,

As when in my enraptured dream,

T stood beside that crystal stream,

I'd ask no purer gift from heaven,

That God could givo, or e'er has given!

— -4 ^•^ » -

[Tfritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BALTA-GHUL.
A TALE OF THE CAUCASUS.

Br GIDDINGS n. BALLOU.

CHAPTER I.

A HALF century since, in lilce form as they do now, the peaks

of the Caucasus overlooked the dark waves of the Azof, and

their steeps, clad with towering pines and cypresses, lowered in

gloomy pride over the silent depths below. Amid the solitary

grandeur of their mountain fastnesses, where rock and dangerous

crag are nature's impregnable fortresses, dwelt the turbulent war-

riors who for ages have set Russian supremacy at defiance : at

times, yielding nominal homage to a yoke whose existence they

hardly felt, and anon, when the reins of authority were for a

moment tightened, springing up into instant and victorious rebel-

lion.

Here roamed the orphan Ataka, tending on the mountain

slopes the flocks of his rich uncle Balta, chieftain of the tribe of

Ghul. The youth was no bettor than a servant to his unkindly

kinsman. From infancy ho had breathed the atmosphere of chill

dependence
;
yet he still remembered how a gentle mother had

cradled him on her knees, and while tears dropped upon his face,

had murmured some strange song of better days, when he, a

chief's son, lay smiling in bright apparel. Remembered, how-

ever, but as the vision of a dream ; for, from a child he had lived

a menial life, going and returning at the ungfenial bidding of his

master.

Nevertheless, on the rock-bound mountains, the boy, living the

shepherd's solitary life, grew in stature and strength ; and his

soul, otherwise uncared for, received heaven's impartial food, and
the native breath of liberty. The hill-sward and the craggy pin-

nacle were his home : for to him, the house of his kindred was
only occasional shelter from hunger and from the assaults of the

driving storm. For him, that roof-tree marked no charmed spot,

nor did the white walls encircle an object endeared by affection,

unless such he deemed the brown locks and dark laugliing eyes

of Georgia, his lovely cousin, scarce a year his janior. SUent

and solitary the youth went and came, till, in liis twentieth year,

•the erect and manly form, the full expressive eye, the bronzed

brow, and the muscular limb, began to command the respect of

those whose notice had before scarcely deigned to meet his

regard.

Hostilities had again commenced between Russia and the Cau-
casus. Unsatisfied with a supremacy whoso only sulistantial

fruit was a scanty and ill-paid tribute, the czar had v(Dwed to

crush the mutinous spirit of the mountaineers, even though the

lives of thousands of his troops should be sacrificed in accom-
plishing his design. Although scarce aware of tlic obstacles

which opposed tlio completion of his purpose, the haughty poten-

tate had not disdained to stoop to meayires of crafty conciliation.

Such of the mountain chiefs as could by motives of ambition and
self-interest be drawn to the emperor's banner, or such even as

could be persuaded to neutrality, were rewarded with an unspar-

ing hand. On the other part, fire and sword were declared the
penalty of continued rebellion. But far the larger number of the

hardy mountaineers treated with equal disdain the largess and
the threatenings of their nominal sovereign.

The sound of war flow with the watch-fire from hill top to hill-

top. Ataka heard the summons in his lonely round, and his

heart bounded like the deer set free on northern plains. His res-

olution was formed at once ; and ere evening had set in, he stood
amid his kindred and in the presence of his master. The latter

surveyed his entrance with liaughty aslonifhment.

" Where hast thou left my flocks 1" snid he. " Methinks this

visifts scarce well-timed !"

The youthful lip curved with thought of a fit rei>ly to the

Bconiful word and look, but a glance from Georgia softened his

anger.

" Master," he said, " the flocks are feeding safely on the moun-
tain side. Wolf-killer with his mates is watching them ; and

ycu well know that the dog is as fait'nful and capable as any shep-

herd. I c.ime to tell you that I must leave you ; my countrymen

are fighting against their oppressors, and I am resolved to help

them with what strength I am al)le."

" You !" replied the chief contemptuously, " You ! a just

fledged youngster, thus to anticipate the commands of your senior

and your protector'? But forsooth, you have bought a silver-

mounted match-lock, or a musket with satin wood stock. Let us

see your armory."

A spot of warning red glowed on Ataka's cheek.

" Uncle," he said in a voice of constrained calmness, " do not

taunt me with poverty, in that I am unable to buy such arms as

my more fortunate brethren. I have served you faitlifully, and

for many years. I will not complain that my fare has been hard

and my station lowly, for such, doubtless, were best befitting my
relation to j'oursclf. But now that I go to fight for my country,

surely you will not deny me the necessary provision for my
purpose ?"

The sarcasm, latent in the allusion to their mutual relation, and

to Ataka's long and ill-paid drudgery, aroused the passion of

Balta, whose lips quivered with whitening rage.

" Caitiff" and base born !" he said, " thou shall call me no kin-

dred of thine, for not a drop of the blood of Balta flows in thy

veins. Begone, insolent ! Never let thy wretched form darken

my threshold again."— " Why goes he not?" he shouted, turn-

ing to his seiwants. " Madi, Petro, thrust out the slave !"

Ataka stood like a statue within the door-way. His face was

very pale ; his lips set together like a vice ; his very eyelids

seemed as rigid as though carved in marble. Petro came slowly

forward and laid his hand on the youth's arm. Ataka felt the

touch, and the spell was broken.

"Beware, Petro !" he said in a low voice, "you have never

harmed me in deed or word ; attempt it not now."

Petro drew back. Ataka turned a steadfast gaze upon his un-

cle, whose countenance remained transfixed by a look which all

at once had gained the fascination of a basihsk.

" Master of mine no more," so Ataka continued, " listen to the

malediction of the orphan whom you have wronged and insulted.

I would have cared little for the ill you have done me, liad one

thing remained unsaid. But as you have reviled the sacred mem-
ory of her who box-e me, so may the judgment of Heaven—

"

" Hold, Ataka !" cried Georgia, interposing between, " remem-

ber; he is my father, Ataka ! forbear! Here is money; take it

my cousin, but leave us in peace and forgiveness."

Ataka thnist aside the proffered purse. His lip quivered, but

he was silent : and with a single look of grathude to Georgia, he

turned hurriedly away and left the house.

CHAPTER II.

Balta was one whom nature had formed to govern his fellows.

He was far-seeing and cautious, yet determined, in plan and exe-

cution. Add to these qualities, that he was ambitious to the ex-

treme, and unscrupulous with regard to right and wrong, and we

have sufficiently indicated the character of the man. In reference

to the contest which had now commenced, he had already taken

means to assure the Russian government of his secret adherence

to their interests : for, thus doing, he foresaw in event of their

conquest of the lower mountain region in which his little tenitory

laj', that his promotion to greater rank and power would inevita-

bly follow. Having carefully probed the disposition of the more

influential members of the tribe, he called a council who met on

the third eve after his nephew's departure.

Balta opened the deliberation by stating the subject before the

assembly : namely, the question whether the tribe should take

part in the mountain insurrection. Ho then called on the eldest

of tlie warriors to declare his opinion. The crafty Nestor spoke

briefly and cautiously, without fully committing himself to any

mode of action. On his finishing, Balta arose and in a few well

chosen words depicted the present prosperity of the tribe. He
commended the mildness with which the supremacy of the czar

had been exercised. He lamented the conduct of a few predatory

clans, whoso restless spirit had jeopardized the welfare of the

whole country.

" It is for us," he said, " to choose whether wo shall imperil

ourselves to save these people from a punishment which all must

own they justly deserve, or whether we shall evince our deference

to the laws which a generous emperor has set before us. Let us

choose wisely, then, and as wo mean to abide. These men of the

rude and desolate rocks may claim the title of our countrymen,

but what sort of title is it ? Their hands have been turned

against our possessions, ay, and our lives, times beyond mention.

They are not restrained by the laws : they can hardly be said to

speak the same language with ourselves. In short, what have

they to lose by the fortunes of war 1 Nothing. What have we

to peril? Everything!"

A few generous spirits attacked the policy which this discourse

seemed to favor. Balta replied with well dissembled moderation.

"I perceive," ho said, "the feeling which actuates my broth-

ers. Tliey arc young and full of ardor. The sound of the bat-

tle-drum rings in their cars, and they are eager for tlie fight. If

the cry of my people is to arms, let it be wiih one united voice.

Then it shall be seen whether I am backward in the field. My
private opinion is such, only till the general voice has confirmed

or annulled it. I do not desire to turn my arms against those

who claim us as countrymen, notwithstanding the many injuries

which their turbulence has occasioned us. Nor, on the other liand,

am I anxious to uphold what 1 must acknowledge tliat I consider

an unjust and ill-advised rebellion."

After a short and stormy debate the general voice was pledged
to the observance of neutrality. This was all that Balta had
striven for. He knew that the strict observ.ince of such a course
would by-and-by become impossible, and he trusted, in the
meanwhile, by adroit management to enlist the tribe in sympathy
with the Russian government. He now purposed the drafting of
a memorial to the emperor ; and this measure was also adopted.

The assembly dispersed, and Balta returned homeward by the

solitary path, midway on which a scathed oak and a few scattered

stones marked the site where once stood the dwelling of his

brother, the father of Ataka. Tho sky was darkly clouded • a
single ray of the moon struggled through. the murky night vapors
which brooded over the hills, and as it touched with fitful light

the ghastly tree, the chief averted his eyes with a superstitions

awe. In the damp wind which rushed past he shuddered to hear

the ominous warnings of the dead, and the hollow utterance of
the breeze formed to his excited imagination the word which
writhed within his soul— " Traitor !"

With a cold sweat on his brow, the chief hastened on, till, his

own threshold gained, a load of lead seemed to lift from off his

heart. Ho found Georgia supplying a new made fire.

" Tho niglit air is cold and damp, father," she said, " and I

thought a fire of good cedar would not be out of place."

" No, child :" was the reply. "Methinks the home lio-ht ig

doubly pleasant after having such a dreary night as lowers with-

out."

Balta drew his seat to the fire, and buried in thought, spoke not

again for several minutes. Then turning to his daugliter, he said :

" Georgia, you remember the Russian ofiicer who visited our

house some two months sinceV
" I do, father."

" Neither you nor myself knew his rank at that time, for he
passed under an assumed name. That j'oung officer is a noble-

man of wealth and exalted station ; Count Novroski is his title.

He has done you the honor to ask through me your hand in mar-
riage. Think of that, girl ! Is it not enough to inspire a maid
of the Caucasus with jjride, the offer of alliance with the noblest

of the emperor's subjects V
Georgia's cheeks paled but she made no answer.

" What say you, girl V exclaimed Balta with impetuous rapid-

ity. " You express through mo your sense of the honor which
he has done us, and your willingness in due time to accept—

"

"No!" answered Georgia, whose flashmg eyes evinced the

tumult within her breast.

" How is this, girl !" shouted Balta :
" do you defy me ? But

hold : I will bo calm, and reason with this capricious folly."

Balta paused for a moment, and bent his angry glance upon
the now trembling girl.

" Hark ye, Georgia," he continued with a harsh voice, while the

veins of his beetling forehead swelled full of black blood : "it is

not often that a warrior of the Caucasus deigns to discuss state

secrets with a puling girl. But you partake my own proud blood,

and you shall hear what to others must be secret as death itself.

Learn then, that at this moment I hold within my bosom the let-

ter of the emperor, naming me under his own hand, prince of all

the tribes of the Caucasus. Think of that, girl ! The prize

toward which I have looked during all past life ; the prize for

which I have cheaply held treasure and blood, and for which my
own existence is this moment in peril. Once more: I have told

you that you were to marry count Novroski. Not that I would

wish to thwart your idle caprice ; but it is necessary that it should

be so. The count has it in his power to destroy in an instant all

the plans which I have formed. Ho can, and will do it, should I

break my word with him. Nay, by my life, it must be so. See

then a count of the empire at your feet : young, brave, and mas-

ter of untold treasure. What would you more, silly girl ?"

Balta took from a cabinet a piece of parchment, and laid it pn

a t.able near him.

" There," he said, is the betrothal letter of Count Novroski and

Georgia, daughter of Prince Balta of the Caucasus. Put confirm-

ation to it by your signature."

Georgia drew back— " Never : as God liveth—never !"

The change in Balta's countenance was terrific. The fiend

had overmastered the father in his bosom. With one hand he

drew his glittering knife from ita sheath ; with the other he pointed

to the parchment.

" Either Ihat, or death !"

With a shriek of uncontrolled fear, Georgia sprang toward the

door. Balta would have followed, but as he rose, his brain reeled

under a sudden shock—whether of passion or of outward force,

he knew not—and he fell forward with these words ringing in his

half-conscious car :

" Traitor and murderer, vengeance hath not forgotten thee 1"

CHAPTER IIL

Violence and treachery had done their work. Fire and blood

had overspread all the slopes and accessililo heights of tho Cau-

casus. Starvation and home-sulTering had humbled tho untarae-

ablc mountaineers, and one by one, the various tribes had tendered

their acknowledgment of the emperor's authority. It was but o

bootless victory after all, Tor the conqueror well knew the terms

on which ho would hold the conceded master^'. Millions of treas-

ure and thousands of lives had been expended, and a conquest

had been gained whose possession was not worth a month's pur-

chase. Still tho jjoint was gained ; the pride of the victor was

healed ; and with this ho was perforce content. Besides, infoima-

tion had been received, which in his eyes made tho origin of tho

rebellion less culpable than he had supposed.

In the citadel of Azof, near the close of a summer morn, asstm-
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bled the tcmpoiary court of Alexander, emperor of Russia. Such

ii various assemblage of feature, race and apparel mij^ht hardly

liave been found in any merely European court. The Pole, with

fombrc melanclioly imprinted on his features ; the French rcfu-

rco piiUant, volatile and daring ; the bloated noble of the north,

the swarthy Cossack of the southern plain, the half barbarous

tributaries of Siberian fields. The richly laced uniform ; the

I.Iain military dress ^of the unassuming veteran
;
jewelled robes,

und (he coarsely dressed sheep-skins of the Ukraine.

The comiucred chiefs of the Caucasus were in attendance
;

bold, brave men, the stamp of whose liberties was written on tlieir

foreheads. Soldiers looked on them with respect and admiration

as they stood in native dignity of demeanor, and beheld written

in their saddened countenances the sentiment of their hearts :

" Our countr)''s woo demands it. We yield : but not as slaves.

Still as freemen, with our good swords in our keeping ever."

Prince Balta was there also, standing alone, as if the very at-

mosphere of his breath were a poison to those around. No look

from his countrymen fell upon his countenance. Or, if perchance

an unaware glance from some one of them did seek him out, then

the gazer's eye filled with such a dead white glare of scorn, that

even Prince Balta's haughty countenance quailed before it. As

for the rest, he cared not. The thought of others might be flung

against him, and the breath of their ill report pass like the idle

wind. But the hatred, the damning scorn of his countrymen,

were a thing he well might shrink from, even while he barred his

soul against theni with thought of the rewards which his treach-

ery had attained. For even thus did ho seek to cheat the terrors

of conscience. Was not the aim of his wliolo life at this very

moment gained 1 Ho was now a prince of the empire, with the

blood of best nobility created in his veins ; treasure in his coflfers,

and the destiny of a province subject to his nod. Hatred and

scorn might assail him ; but in the lofty towers wliich the em-

peror's bounty had granted, he might overtop hatred and scorn it-

self with contemptuous disdain. Balta's bosom swelled with the

thought : he lifted his head proudly, and looked defiance round,

like the fallen augel, who laughs to bitter derision the everlasting

stigma which goodness and generosity have set against his name.

" Way for the emperor !"

The doors at the farther end of the apartment wore thrown sud-

denly open, and Alexander entered, in company with his military

staff and two or three civilians. The emperor was as yet in the

prime of life. His aspect was that of one born to command : the

sovereign in form and bearing. Yet there was no sign of des-

potic cruelty printed on that open and generous brow. Ho took

his scat on a temporary throne erected at one end of the apart-

ment, and after a few words to some of his officers, looked with

a gesture of invitation towards the rebel chiefs. Led to the foot

of the throne, each in turn replied to the questions of tlie em-

peror. At times during the conference, the countenance of Alex-

ander darkened. What was the particular cause of this emotion

those removed from the throne were not able to distinguish ; but

as the last of the cliiefs drew back with a formal bow, Alexander

turned with a smile to prince Novroski the elder, who stood by

his side :

"After all, my dear prince, these wild men of the mountains

are not such barbarians as one might have supposed. I more than

half love them, as it is."

The emperor threw a quick, keen glance toward Prince Balta.

" Ha, my faitliful warrior ! Although wo may have seemed

to neglect you as yet, it was truly but in seeming. Advance, and

receive some slight token of the value in which we hold your

services."

The chief advanced, and at a word from an officer in waiting,

knelt on one knee before the foot of the throne. Alexander took

from the venerable prince at his right a golden medal ; thou de-

scending a step or two, suspended it by a purple riband about the

neck of Balta.

" Prince Balta-Ghul, noble knight of the Imperial Eagle, and

governor of all the Caucasus, arise. Thus do wc show before all

men, our sense of loyal bravery and submisswn 1"

The exultant noble arose, and with due reverences drew back-

ward from the throne. Then there was a pause. Some of the

ofBcers glanced curiously at each other, for an instant change had

taken place in the appearance of the emperor. A dark frown

lowered on those brows which so late expanded with generous

magnanimity, and the smile of royal clemency had vanished like

the sunshine from the approaching storm.

" Ye, my faithful subjects," he said in a deep and sonorous

voice, "and ye, so recently rebellious, whom I trust we shall find

henceforth more amenable to our laws,—have I not given you the

proofs of my clemency, and my readiness to reward brave and

Inyal service ? Behold then, how the emperor punishes those who

have outraged all duties, both such as are owed to the laws of the

empire, and such as are due to the not less weighty laws which

guard the sacred hearths of human homes. Janitor, we wait

your office !"

On this, a gaunt looking subaltern opened a side door and led

in the youth Ataka, heavily chained and wau with long confine-

ment. The young captive passed to the foot of the throne, and

stood as proudly erect as though he still inhaled the free air of his

native hills.

" Methinks thou bravest it well, bold lad !" Alexander said,

after a moment of stern regard. " Not even a falter in thy step t

Not even a gesture which might propitiate our pardon f Young
rebel, dost thou then despise even the possession of thy life

?"

" Bettor to die in honor, than live a traitor's prosperity !" was

the answer.

The emperor turned to Prince Balta.

" Thou hearest ;" he said. " But he is of thy kin, and thou

shalt be the arbiter. Dost thou ask that justice should be denied

its course ?"

And on Balta's livid brow was already written the answer

which he gave.

" Let justice take its course !"

"So let it bo!" rejilicd. the emperor. "Remove him. Once
more, janitor !"

The guard brought forward a young woman, whose face droop-

ing on her bosom, discovered a beauty which suffering and sor-

row seemed rather to have hciglitcnsd than to have diminished.

Prince Balta trembled at her appearance ; for it was his daughter

whom he saw, whom not even the sway of his malignant passions

had succeeded in thnisting wholly from his heart.

" Girl !" the emperor said, " is it indeed true, that thou hast so

forgotten thy sex, as to boar arms against the troops of thy sove-

reign ? Is it true that thou hast braved the commands of thy

father whom thou shouldst obey '! Is it true that thou didst re-

ject the betrothal to which ho had pledged thee—that on the con-

trary, thou didst pledge thy faith to the outcast whom he doth

hold his deadly enemy ?"

The voice which answered was low and gentle ; nor did its ac-

cents falter with fear.

" It is as thou hast said, most mighty emperor."
" Let her words be hoard. Prince Balta, thy disobedient child

seems even to glory in the disgrace of which we did but question

her. AVhat, then, shall be the exemplary punishment of her

misdeeds ?"

The prince bowed his head, but was silent.

" I understand thee !" exclaimed Alexander. " Thou knowest

her desert, but thou canst not refuse the feelings of a father.

Death were her fitting pnnislimcnt, hut wc pity her, and more

than her, thyself. Let then, the convent of Novogorod be hence-

forth her abode. Let her there, during life, by penitence and de-

votion, expiate the faults of her youth. Prince, shall it be so V
The prince replied ;

" It shall be so !"

" And now," continued the emperor, " the greater criminal of

all awaits our judgment. Ivan Valenski !"

A man came forward, whose singularity of appearance excited

the attention of every one. Ho was tall and straight in form, and

apparently not yet past the prime of life. But while there was

vigor of expression in his countenance, and even a i)iercing lustre

in his eyes, there.was also a painful haggardness in the contour

of his visage, an unusual emaciation in a person otherwise well

formed.

" Ivan Valenski, we wait that which thou hast to disclose

to us."

Tl-.e stranger clasped togetlier his attenuated hands, as if by the

action to collect his agitated thoughts. '

" Most mighty sovereign," he began, " thou scest before thee a

wretched man, whose years have been drawn by sorrow and de-

spair to twice the length which comfort and hope should have

made them. Long years ago, I also was a chieftain of the Cau-

casus. Youth, wealth and happiness were mine. Treachery and

the grave have robbed me of all. Listen, O emperor, to my
wrongs. I had a kinsman, near and dear to me ; I held him as

the apple of my eye ; I thought he loved me in return ; I hoard

the words which fell from his lips, and believed them. But while

I trusted him with all my soul, his heart was conning schemes of

deceit against mo. By insidious arts ho poisoned the minds of

my tribe, till at last, by night, I fled for my life, with fortune and

honor ruined forever. But ho, the serpent whom not for an in-

stant had I doubted, had laid his plans most deeply. The mur-

derers wliom ho had hired, met me among the hills. They were

five to one ; and I was soon laid bleeding at their feet. At that

moment some mysterious influence induced them to spare my
life, but on a condition less tolerable than death. My existence

was to be unknown ; I was to be denied all opportunity of revis-

iting country and home. Through a cunning contrivance, I was

transported in the guise of a Russian prisoner to the wilds of Si-

beria, where, thousands of versts from all that man holds dear, I

have languished out the weary years of life. My lips were sealed

by extorted oaths. But even had I disregarded the solemn prom-

ises which I was forced to utter, what would my words have

availed '! The exile speaks to closed cars. Complaint and re-

monstrance are useless. My story would have excited neither

pity nor belief."

"Hold !" interrupted Alexander : "Dost thou attempt to as-

perse our paternal government ? I had supposed thou wort to

inform us in some different sort from this. AVert thou not to

speak of the part wliich thou hast performed in the rebellion ?

Jlethinks this tale of thine sounds a little apocryphal in our ears.

Princo Balta, hast thou ever, in thy land, heard aught concerning

such a man as this 1"

Balta answered not. His ga-'.e was fixed with glassy earnest-

ness upon the stranger. The question passed unregarded.

" Have patience with me, O emperor," contiimed Valenski, " I

trust that it will not be long before my story shall find confirma-

tion. How I procured release from my prison is now of little

matter. More than a score of years had passed away, and on my
own fields my name was forgotten. Nevertlieless, what better

could I wish than to seo my country once more '? I returned. I

behold my kinsman revelling in ill-gotten prosperity, and my son,

in whose blue eyes I still saw his mother's face, a slave in the

household of him who had Avrought my ruin. More than this,

emperor, I found this false-hearted man still plotting treachery

and ruin : treachery and ruin against his country : treachery

against the sovereign, also, to whom he had sworn allegiance. I

saw all this, and my soul was filled with vengeance !"

The speaker suddenly tuniod his fice full on Prince Balta. A
ray of lightning seemed to shoot from under his coiTugated

brows, and the bystanders saw Balta recoil with horror fiom the

look.

" Who art thou V the latter exclaimed :
" Who art t'nou, that

darost thus regard me 1"

" Johann of Ghul, once your elder brother !"

" It is false as hell I" shouted, rather than said, the infuriated

chief, whose terrified passions hud again recovered their tone.

" He has slept his long sleep those twenty years and more. Who
now will credit this idle tale ? Where are the proofs which shall

substantiate this stroller's words V
" Proofs can bo given, Balta-Ghul !" replied the stranger, with

sardonic composure.
" Peace !" interrupted Alexander :

" and you, my i)rince, lot

us not balk this interesting story. Say on, Ivan Valenski, or

Johann, if so you will,—is there aught remaining ?"

" Sire," continue<l the latter, " I stake my head on the proof of

what I aflirm. Prompted by the ambition of a fiend, this man
would have nothing less than his country subject to his will. He
commenced to compass this end, by inciting the mountaineers to

rebellion. At the very moment that this was being attained, he,

a double traitor, humbly offered to the emperor his best services

against the very men whom he had raised in arms against him.

I repeat it, the proofs are nosv in my hands wliich stamp his name

with the blackest dye. By d.ay, and by night, I have pursued

him. I have overlooked his midnight plottings. I held watch,

when he sought with base stool to take his daughter's life !

—

Balta-Ghul ! luivo I spoken the truth 1"

"Speak, Pruice Balta:" Alexander said, in a voice of deepest

sternness. " Speak : and give this wretched man the lie !"

But the face of him wliom ho had addressed had become as

colorless as that of a corpse. A convulsive shudder agitated

Balta's whole frame. He sank upon his knees, and bowed his

head on his hands. At that instant the instinct of natural affec-

tion obliterated every other feeling in the bosom of his daughter,

who, rushing wildly forward, then- herself by his side.

"My father, O my father !"

A mingled murmur of sympathy and detestation pervaded the

now cro^vded apartment. Ataka was present, his limbs freed from

the chains which had bound them. With tearful emotion he re-

garded his father, who again turned to the emperor a countenance

in which compassion had supplanted the aspect of withering

denunciation.

" Sire," ho said, " let it not ho heard that the brother of Balta-

Ghul pursued him with Tcngcance unto death. What worse could

I wish him than the punishment which the discovery of his

crimes has already brought upon him? Lot it suffice mo that I

shall avert the danger which his unchecked ambition might still

inflict on our country ; that I shall avert the misery which at this

moment threatens our children. O emperor, let mercy temper

the dictates of justice."

"Balta-Ghul," said Alexander, turning to the kneeling prince,

" from thyself thou art condemned. Shail justice have its course,

or wilt thou now entreat for mercy 1 Thou shalt be judge !

What punishment shall we now bestow ?"

" O emperor, death wore too groat a boon for me to ask. Yet

will I humble myself to ask it."

Again the pleading of his daughter was hoard :
" ilercy, sire !

grant me mercy !"

The monarch descended from the throne, and extended his hand

to the fair suppliant

:

" Child," he said, " your fihal prayer is hoard. Balta-Ghul, itt

the exile to which we send you, let remorse and penitence atone,

if possible, for the crimes which you have committed.—Ataka

and Georgia ! If our demeanor to you has had apparent harsh-

ness, let our bounties show the reality of our good will. At the

altar, Ataka, wo shall claim the right, as imperial godfiither, of

bestowing on you the bride of your choice. Johann of Ghul, be-

hold your rank and honor restored without a stain. In the homo

of your children, may your declining years possess the happiness

which has so long been denied to you. Whatever else remains,

shall be accomplished in duo time. For the rest, my friends, let

us ever hold in mind this truth :—that at the worst, honesty and

virtue are not altogether without reward ; that oven at the best,

the wealth and the honor which are gained by wickedness, be-

come the bane of their possessor. Balta-Ghul ! sooner or later

the heart must reap its due reward, and then, how much viler

than ashes becomes the golden lustre of the Traitor's Reward !"

MONKEY SKIN GLOVES.

Of the many animals who contribute to a dandy's dress (ui the

materials of which the several portions are made), we find that

he is indebted to the monkey for the politest portion, the " French
kid glove." The manufacture of this article depends now on the

monkey skins brought from South America, which are so much
more pliable than the old material, as the monkey is more agilo

than tlie kid. As it is impolite to offer an ungloved hand to a

lady, it appears, therefore, that she is more lionored with the

touch of a monkey's skin than a man's. We see by the papers

that there is one hunter who kills three thousand monkeys a year,

selling their skins to the French dealers for twenty to forty cents

each.

—

New Orleans Crescent.

< —»» >

A LARGE KELL.

The great bell of St. Paul's Cathedral, London, measures ten

feet in diameter, and ten inches in thickness of metal. The tone

is very tine in the musical note A, concert pitch. The hour is

struck on tho bell by a large hammer, which is dr.awn by a wire

in the clock-works, and falls on the outside of the brim by its

own weight. The clapper of this bell weighs 180 pounds, and is

only used to toll on gretft occasions, such iis the death of one of

the'royal family, or of the archbishop of Canterbury, the bishop

of London, the dean of St. Paul's, etc. Tho la.st^ time it was

brought into use was on the death of the Duke of Wellington, in

September, 1S52.

—

Xew York Mirror.
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WHEELING, VIRGIMIA.

This city—a view of which we present

below—is one of the most thrivina: and
agreeahle of its size in the New World.

It is situated on the Ohio River, about

fifty miles southwest of Pittsburg. The
hilfs back of the city come so near the

river as to leave rather a small area for

building, so that the place is forced to e.x-

tend along the liigh alluvial bank, princi-

pally o-i one street, for a distance of about

two miles. It lies on both sides of the

Wheeling Creek, which here empties into

the Ohio. This was the site of old Fort
Henry, and the scat of impoitant opera-

tions in the early wars with the Indians.

A fine stone bridge over the mouth of this

creek, connects the upper and lower por-

tions of the city. It is the most important
jdace in commerce and manufactures in

Westera Virginia. It contains several

handsome churches, and other public and
private buildings. It has coiton mills,

rolling mills, a silk factory, a steam en-

gine fiictory, etc. A large business is

done in the building of steamboats. The
Virginia Iron Works, located here, turn

out from one thousand to twelve hundred
kegs of very superior nails per week. The
national road, from Cumberland across

the Alleghany Mountains, to St. Louis,

passes through Wheeling, and the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad terminates here,

making this place a great thoroughfare of

tiavd between the east and west. The
Ohio River is here crossed by a magnifi-

cent wire suspension bridge, erected at a
cost of over two hundred thousand dol-

lars. The span (said to he the longest in

the world) is one thousand and ten feet

from centre to centre of the stone-sup-

porting towers, and its height, above low-

water mark, is nincty-so^en feet. The
height of the towers on the Wheeling side

is one hundred and fifty three and a half

feet above low-water mark, and sixty feet

above the abutment on which they stand.

The entire bridge is supported by twelve

wire calilcs, one thciusand three hundred
and eighty feet in length, and four inches

ill diameter, each composed of five hun-
dred and fifty strands. These cables are

laid in pairs, three pairs on eaeli side of
the flooring. I be bridge has a carriage-

way, .seventeen feet wide, and two fuot-

waiks, three and a half feet wide. Tlic

wire for this stupendous and lieautiful

structure was manufactured by 1). Rich-

ards & Co., an enterprising firm in Wheel-
ing. Like nearly all of our American
cities. Wheeling is rapidly growing in

wealth and the number of its inhabitants.

It is one of the most centrally located

cities, as it regards the rest of the Union,
anil possesses many remarkable natural

advantages, among which is its character for healthfulness, in

this respect being far superior as a residence to many of the
southern and middle capitals. We have no statistics at hand,
but the last census exhibited a most thrifty increase in the popu-
lation, which still continues, and which will, ere long, make
Wheeling a first class and wealthy metropolis. The tide of emi-
gration which steadily sets towards this cotmtry from the old
world, suppli.s the requisite material for this substantial growth
in connection with nature's increase.

PULASKI MONUMENT, SAVANNAH, GEORGIA.

PULASKI MONUMENT, SAVANNAH.
One of the most beautiful squares in the city of Savannah,

Georgia, is that known as Monument Square, situated a few yards

from Bay Street, and the Exchange. In the centre of the square,

stands a doric obelisk, erected by the citizens of Savannah to the

memory of Greene and Pulaski, the corner-stone of which was
laid by Lafayette, during his visit to this country, in 1825. The
view, given above, will give the reader a correct idea of the struc-

ture and the locality. The monument is of marble, fifty-three

feet in height ; the base of the pedestal is

ten feet four inches by six feet eight inch-
es, and twelve feet in height. The shaft
that mounts the pedestal, is thirty-seven
feet in height. The monument is built
upon a platform of granite, raised three
feet above the ground, and is surrounded
by a cast iron fence. To the east of the
monument may be seen Christ Church, a
fine edifice of the Doric architecture. The
exterior is in imitation of the double tem-
ple of Minerva, Pallas and Erecthcus in the
Acropolis at Athens. In the interior, the
proportions of the temple of Ilissus have
been adopted. The first temple stands
unrivalled for the lightness and grace of
its columns, and the delicate elegance of
its ornaments, while the latter is much cel-

ebrated for its chaste simplicity. The city

of Savannah was founded by Gen. James
Oglethorpe, in 17.33, and incorporated as

a city in 1761. Its charter was an)eiided

and enlarged in 1787. In December, 1778,
the city was taken by the British, under
Colonel Campbell, and held in their pos-

session until 1782. It is built on the

south side of the Savannah River, seven-

teen miles from the ocean, on a sandy
plain, forty feet above the level of the

river. This plain, which is nearly a per-

fect level, extends about a mile east and
west upon the river, and for several miles
south, increasing in width as it extends
back from the river. The city is laid out
with regularity and beauty, by streets

crossing each othe/ at right angles, and
having between every other street a public

square, generally enclosed and ornament-
ed with trees. These open parks, about
twenty in number, with their verdant car-

peting and sliaded avenues, together with

the rows of trees with which the streets

generally are lined on both sides through-

out, give to the city, during the spring

and summer months, an airy, cool, and
rural appearance. The space at present

covered by the city is about a mile in

length, by three quarters of a mile in

breadth. The buildings are of wood,
brick, and stone, and many of them are

of tine architecture and elegant appear-

ance. Formerly, the great proportion of
wooden buildings exposed this city to fre-

quent ravages from fire. The year 1820
was rendered memorable by a most de-

structive conflagration, by which four

hundred and sixty-three buildings were
consumed, occasioning a loss of property

to the amount of four million dollars. It

has since been rebuilt, chiefly of brick,

with many improvements in the means of
securing cleanliness, comfort and health.

Among the public buildings are the court-

house, jail, exchange, arsenal, U. States

barracks, a market house, several tine

banking houses, an academy, a theatre, a female asylum, a wid-

ows' asylum, a hospital, and a poorhousc. The city contains

twelve or fourteen churches. The position and the harbor of

Savannah otter fine advantages for navigation and commerce

—

the harbor being one of the finest on the southern coast of the

United States, and the entrance is full a mile wide. Some im-

pediments to the navigation, which were placed in the river dur-

ing the revolutionary war, to obstruct the approach of the British

armed vessels, are not yet entirely removed.

VIEW OF WHEELING, VIRGINIA, FROM THE RAILROAD.
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BUCK MOUNTAIN, GA.

Wc present herewith

two views of tliis fimous

locality in the southern

scrtion of our Union. This

rctnarkahle elevation is sit-

natcd in Do Kalb county,

Gcorjria ; the summit is

aZ.lO feet above the level

of the sea. In our second

view, wc present the west-

ern side of the mountain

n^ seen from the " Rock
Mountain Hotel." This

view, althouf^h the most
piclnresiiuc, is not so rc-

niarkahle as that of the

north side, which we t;ivc

herewith. The mountain
is composed of rockri.sing

j;ridualiy from the west,

niid tcrminatitifr abruptly

(HI the cast, 'i'hc nortb

niilc exhibits a convex but

nearly jicrpcndicular sur-

face, marked with deep fur-

rows, and risin;,' nine hun-

dred feet at its greatest

elevation. Upon the top

of the mouutiiiii is an edi-

fiii' somewhat resembling

a lighthouse, known as

"Cbmd's Tower." It is

one hundred and sixty-five

fcot in height, and its ba,sc

including almtments thirty

feet in length, is one hun-

dred feets(|uare, and stands

upon the rock with no fast-

ening but its own weight.

1 1 was built by Mr. Aaron
Cloud, of McDonough,
and cost five thousand dol-

lars. The upper part is

provided with good telc-

s<'opes, and is used as an
observatory. In the lower
part is a hall one humlred
feet square fitted up for the

necommodation of parties.

Quite a curiosity on the

mountain is what is termed
the " Cross Roads." These are two fissures or crevices in the

rock, commencing as mere cracks and increasing to a depth and
width of five feet at the ])lace of intersection, where they cross

each other at nearly right angles. They are of different lengths,

the longest being about four hundred feet. These curious pas-
sages are covered at their junction by a flat rock about twenty
feci in diameter. Another curiosity is the ruins of a fortification

which once surrounded the crown of the mountain. It is said to

have stood entire in 1788, but when and by whom erected is un-
known. The Indians say it was there before the time of their

fathers. Many remarkable fortifications and otlier tokens arc fre-

quently brought to light, establishing the conviction that long
before the Indians bad it as their abode, this country was peopled
by a race far advanced in some of the aspects of civilization. The
mountain is six miles iu cireunil'crcnee, and embraces about a
thousand acres surface.

ROCK MOUNTAIN, GEORGIA—NORTH SIDE.

AN ARCTIC WALK.
Now let ns start out upon a walk, clothed in well-fashioned

Arctic costume. The thermometer is, say twenty-five degrees,

not lower, the wind blowing a royal breeze, but gently. Close

the lips for the first minute or two, and admit the air suspiciously

through nostril and mustache. Presently you breathe a dry, pun-
gent, but gracious and agreeable atmosphere. The beard, eye-

brows, eye-lashes, and the downy pubescence of the ears, ac(iuire

a delicate, white, and perfectly enveloping cover of venerable

hoar-frost. The mustache and under lip form pendulous beads of
dangling ice. Put out your tongue, and it instantly freezes in

this icy crusting, and a rapid effort and some hand aid will be

required to liberate it. The less you talk the better. Your chin

has a trick of freezing to your upper jaw by the luting aid of your
beard; even my eyes have often been so glued, as to show that

even a wink may be unsafe. As you walk on, you find the iron-

work of your guns begins

to penetrate through two
coats of woolen mittens,

with a sensation like hot
water. But we have been
supposing your back to

the wind ; and if you are a
good AreticLscd subject, a
warm glow has already
been followed by a p-ofuse
sweat. Now turn aliout

and face the wind. What
a sudden change ! How
the atmospheres are wafted
off! How penetrating the

cold trickles down your
neck and in at your pock-
ets I Whew ! a jack-knife

heretofore, like Hob Saw-
yer's apple, " unpleasantly
warm " in the breeches
pocket, has changed to
something lift cold as ice

and hot as fire—make your
way back to the ship ! I
was once caught three
miles off with a freshening
wind, and at one time fear-

ed that I would hardly sec
the brig again. Morton,
who accompanied me, had
his checks frozen, and I
felt that lethargic numb-
ness mentioned in the story

books. I will tell you what
this feels like, for I have
been twice " caught out."
Slee|)iness is not the sen-

sation. Have you ever re-

ceived the shocks of a mag-
netoelectrie machine, and
had the peculiar benumb-
ing sensation of " can't

let go " extending u)i to

your elbow joints ? De-
prive this of its parox3'smaI
character, subdue, but dif-

fuse it over every part of
the system, and you have
the so-called pleasurable

feelings of incijiient freez-

ing. It seems even to ex-
tend to your brain. Its inertia is augmented ; everything about
you seems of a ))onderous sort; and the whole amount of pleasure

is in gratifying the disposition to remain at rest, and spare your-
self an encounter with these latent resistances. This is, I sup-

pose, the pleasurable sleepiness of the story-books. I could fill

page after page with the ludicrous miseries of our ship-board life.

We have two climates, hygrometrically as well as thermetrically

at opposite ends of the scale. A pocket handkerchief, pocketed
below in the region of stoves, comes up unchanged. Go below
again, and it becomes moist, flaccid, and almost wet. Go on deck
again, and it resembles a shingle covered with linen. I could
pick my teeth with it. Everything around us is arctic and hairy
—fur, fur, fur. Silk is light and washable, needing neither the

clean dirt of starch, nor the uncomfortable trouble of flat-irons.

It secures a clean skin between the epidermoid and seal-skia

integuments.

—

Kane's Arctic Expedition.

ROCK MOUNTAIN, GEORGIA WEST SIDE.
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[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

THE PATRIOT'S GRAVE.

IT JOSEPH H. BUTIKR.

' I 8«w a banner stained and torn bans o'er an humble grave;

I saw in fculptured marble there, the llolmct. spear and glafe—

The few feint words tlicrcon t rtad : they told the inmate's n»ine,

And how ho fought, and uobly died, but not for gold or fame "

Tyrants had dared to chain the land

Which gave his fathers birth

;

He would not see pollution stain

The dearest spot of earth;

He rose—so in the darkened north

The whirlwind wakes in wrath,

And grimly through men's dwellings gprcada

Destruction iu it^ path.

His little hand of patriots stood

Firmly around their lord

—

Till o'erpowcred thefe gallant men

All perished by the sword!

Agaiu he sought the blood-stained Deld,

And Heaven was on his side

;

He saw the gloomy tyrant fall,

And mid his victory died!

Around his humble grave will come

The children of his care.

And bless with li-Ting lips the name

Of him who slumbers there.

I have seen monimients of fame

O'er knights and barons bold.

Hung round with high-wrought tapestry,

Adorned with radiant gold.

There I have read, amid the grand

And dim sepulchral gloom,

The heartless, flattering lioes inscribed

Upon the gorgeous tomb I

But nought hath ever struck my heart

Like that old moss-clad grave

—

The sword, the bloody banner torn,

The unambitious brave!

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

ELLEN'S MARRIAGE.

BY ALICE CAHBY.

" Well, no man should know I was in love with him, though

I wa-s so for twenty years

—

a pretty fool I'd be making of myself,

wouldn't 1 1" So exclaimed Ellen Hart, as we talked one sum-

mer day about the tender jjassion. Our "girl," that is, general

housekeeper and superintendent of affairs, was Ellen—shrewd

and intelligent, but rude and unraannered. In the part of the

country where we lived, the line of demarcation between servant

and mistress was not so sharply drawn as in some other regions

of our republic, and our intercourse for the most part was on

terms of equality, or nearly so.

Ellen was the daughter of a neighboring farmer, and her natu-

ral independence of spirit was heightened, perhaps, from the fact

that her father was well to do, and that she went out to service

now and then from choice and not necessity.

Indeed, she was esteemed rather above the young ladies who
remained at home, inasmuch as the number of her dresses ex-

ceeded theirs, and she had besides some monej' of her own laid

by—nobody knew how much, for Ellon wisely kept this matter to

herself, lest the eyes of some fortune-hunter should be lured

thereby, and she wedded for her money, and not for herself

As to her age, she had been out of the "teens " a good while,

and sometimes giddy girls just budding into womanliood iu confi-

dential moments told each other how their mothers had been to

balls with her; but in view of the silence with which she lierself

passed her birthdays, she was wonderfully spared. Partly on

account of the above-mentioned dresses, and partly that she loved

the society of young ladies, and herself retained all tlie youthful-

ness of taste and manner she ever had. And quite a rival was

she of much younger ladies—the hoops in her petticoats, and the

"stiffncrs" in her sleeves, had their attractions ; and at tlie village

meetings of Sunday evenings, she had her choice of the many
beaux who clustered about the door to "see her safe home."

Not one whit of her dignity did Ellen abate with the passage of

years, and many a time she said, as though the time were yet far

away, " If I live to bo an old maid, why let me live to be an old

maid ; I'd be as good, I reckon, as I am now."

It was an agreeable pastime to listen to her, for she was never

at a loss for something to say; never morbid, nor pouty, nor dis-

contented. If the sun shone, it was a good sunny day; and if it

rained, it was a good rainy day; if there were not much to

be found for dinner—for we lived in an obscure country place

—

why, we should enjoy a variety when we got it; it was her rule to

help what evils she could, and let the rest go. And in this dispo-

sition, Ellen was wiser than some wiser folks.

Often in the lonesome afternoons I look my sewing, and, seated

on the north porch near the kitchen door, amused myself by talk-

ing with Ellen, or watching her evolutions about the kitchen. So
I was seated on the afternoon in wliich my story opens. From
well and cistern and wood-pile and cellar went Ellen in and out,

whisking the flies aside with one hand, while she carried some
burden in the other. And talking all the while she was within

hearing of me, of cloud or cornfield, or church or meadow, or

belike guessing out ihe occupations and purposes of our neighbors.

"And BO, Ellen," said I, in reply to the remark which opens

this chapter, "you are determined to 'let concealment, like a

worm i' the bud, feed on your damask check,' are you <"

" What did you say V she replied, tossing a dozen sticks into

the oven at once to facilitate the baking, " worms in the woods 1—
yes, they are full of the ugly critters."

I did not explain, but gradually led the conversation back to

the old channel ; for on no subject was Ellen so amusing as that of

love. She finally came to a stand still, with her arms elbow deep

in the dough, when I told her I expected yet to see the day she

would untie her purse-strings and give all her savings into worth-

less hands after all.

"May I die if I do !" she said, putting on her severest expres-

sion. "Do you think I wore my winter ribbon all summer, and

didn't get new artificial flowers nor nothing, and spent a day

making over my old robe, to give the money I saved to some

lazy good-for-nothing 1"

I said quietly, " I should not be surprised ; stranger things had

haiiponcd."

" If you think I am a fool," she added, drawing herself up, " I

have nothing more to say." And she resumed her kneading with

wonderful energy.

"No, Ellen," I said. " I don't think you a fool, by any means,

but I will tell you what I do think."

" Well, I suppose you think I'd jump out of the window, if

some simpleton should ask me to do so."

"No, I don't think that."

" Maybe you s'pose I never had a chance to give away my
money."

" O, no, Ellen, I know how much you are sought after."

She turned away to conceal the smile she could not suppress, and

said good-humoredly, " Well, then, tell me what you do think."

" That you have never been in love."

" There's where you're mistaken ; I've been in love twenty

times
!"

In a moment she added, " 0, no, not so many"—for that indi-

cated more years than she wished to acknowledge—"but just let

me see. There was Peter Davis, as nice a young man as ever

was ; and he wanted me most dreadfully, and I liked him, but just

because he had not a cent to his name, I wouldn't marry him.

He married Judy Hill, and they own a hundred acres of land, and

a saw-mill, and are, in feet, independently rich. If he had had

fifty dollars, I would have married him. A nice, sober, industri-

ous, hard-working young man; but just to think—he hadn't a

cent ! And it seems to me a man ought to bring some capital

into the concern when a partnership is formed."

I smiled, for I could not help thinking if she had loved, Peter

Davis would not have wooed in vain.

"Laugh, if you want to!" said Ellen. "But I did seriously

think of marrying Peter ; and I was never more spited than when

I heard Judy Hill had a ring -with a double heart—I knew where

it came from. And then, such a talk as there was about her

peach-blossom colored silk, and her sky blue second day dress—

"

"And how much did you cry about it ';" I interrupted.

" Cry !" she exclaimed, indignantly. " Do you s'pose I was

fool enough to cry ? Lor sakes, I never lost a minute's rest on

Peter's account. I knew there was as good fish in the sea as

ever were caught out of it. Cry ! yes, I'd like to see the man I'd

cry about !"

" I should, too," I said, " though I 'would be sorry to sec you

with a broken heart."

" Do you see how my bread is ris V said Ellen. " Well, it may
go on rising up to the sky for all I know, but I don't expect it

will; and my heart will break just as likely."

" And you seriously contend you have been in love "i"

" To be sure I do ! There was Jo Herzelrig—a dashing fellow

that all the girls were in love with. I gave him the mitten just be-

cause ho rid his colt in the meaders of Sundays, and had a wild way

of singing and playing the flute of evenings ; I thought he could

not do much towards making a living. He turned out well, too,"

continued Ellen, " for all his wild ways, and has been playing the

flute long and long enough for his wife, who was as rich as I be."

" And so two love affairs have left your cheeks rosy, and your

temper cheerful as ever."

" Why, yes," said Ellen, " why should I not be cheerful ?

What good would it do for me to let those pies burn up because I

aint married 1—or to walk all night up and down my chamber,

wide awake, and cold like enough, when there are good pillers

and blankets and feather-beds right at hand."

" You are a philosojjhcr."

" No, I don't know as I be ; but I am a woman that can take care

of herself, and don't care for no man—not enough to give him all

my hard earnings, nor to cry about him ncitlier. I\Iarried women
are all slaves any way, and that is about the long and short of it

;

and when I go into slavery, why I want a little something to pay

me for it. I might have had John Fon'bs ; he had a good trade,

and was likely, but he was so dressy—dear me, such waistcoats

and boots as he used to weai- must have cost a mint of money. I

liked him well enough, but I knew him to drink more than ho

ought to once, and the next time he said at meeting, ' Will you

take my arm, miss (' I said, 'No sir, nor you neither;' and I

walked iiome alone, dark as pitch."

And as Ellen turned her pies, she assured mo that she had

nothing new to learn about love. But one thing she was fully

resolved on—to concual it to the last, if ever she was in lovo again.

" Bocituse," said she, "the minute a man knows a woman likes

him, he begins to play the tyrant. Not one cent of my money

will any man ever get, nor not one bit of waiting on will he get

at my hands. The man that gets rao must bo honest and indus-

trious, have a good trade and a good home to take me to, and

more than that, my word ^vithin doors must be the law. I don't

want a ma i that is dress}', and wastes all his means that way—ho

must weir good homespun ; and I wont have a man that hasn't got

good eyes—I hate a half-blind man ; and I wont have a man who
has a bald head—ugh ! it looks dreadful ; and I wont have a man
that drinks—cause there's no in.surance of peace where a man
drinks ; nor must ho smoke—I hate cigars as I do poison ; and ho
must be good-tempered, and of course good looking—and nothing
short of all that will do. I haven't passed so many good chances
to take up with a poor one at last." And Ellen slanmied to the
door of the stove as though the thing were decided.

I said that was all very sensible, and I had not the least doubt
of her sincerity ; but the dead level of passionless feeling was not
the time to estimate what she would do if really in love.

A sort of sneer—as much of one as Ellen ever indulged—curled

her lip, as in silence she dashed past me to bring from the well a
pail of water; but when she turned, the sneer had given place to

laughter, and, hurrying up to me, she said there was the greatest

scarecrow coming into the yard that ever she saw.

I asked what manner of scarecrow; but before she had time to

reply, a shadow stretched itself at my feet, and a moment after a
man i^ast the prime of life, but of gentlemanly appearance, stood

before me. In one arm he held a peacock, whose long, shining

tail dropped to the ground, and, removing his hat with the disen-

gaged hand, ho bowed politely, and sentcntiously and civilly

offered the bird for sale. His dress and manner indicated gentle

breeding, and I could not help thinking his present employment
at variance >nth the previous habits of his life. " He is the last I

have," urged the stranger, " and I should like to dispose of hun

;

he will ornament your grounds here beautifully," and ho caressed

the pretty creature softly as he spoke. Ellen, with a hot pie in

her hands, came to the door to ascertain who was there, and of
what nature tho errand was.

The gentleman bowed on seeing her, and turned the train of
the peacock towards her, silently caressing the bird, and seeming
to elicit her admiration. " How much do you ask for if?" she

inquired. " O, any trifle, almost, you choose to give," and the

stranger stepped nearer, praising tho bird, but looking wistfully at

the pie. Ellen hastened to offer a seat, which the stranger begged
leave—turning to me—to occupy for a few minutes. The day
was warm, and he was weary with walking.

"Will you sell the peacock for five dollars?" asked Ellen,

smoothing his foathore with her hand.

" 0, that is quite too much, my kind young lady. I have re-

sorted to this peacock-trading rather for amusement than profit

;

and if you will be so good as to give me a glass of water and a

piece of that pie, which looks very tempting to mo, I will turn the

fellow out, and think myself amply compensated."

" Thank you, thank yon, sir I" responded Ellen, smoothing

down her apron in a confused sort of way, and withdrawing her

eyes from the questioner. I was called to another part of the

house for a few minutes, and on my return found the stranger

eating of the pie with evident gusto, at the same time conversing

with Ellen, who stood in the door watching the peacock that was

now walking slowly along the yard, evidently proud of his gor-

geous plumage.

I noticed that she had rolled down her sleeves, which she ha-

bitually kept above the elbow, and that a flush of confusion bright-

,

ened her check, and that in her replies to the easy conversation of

tho peacock-dealer she betrayed a diffidence quite new to her. I

now and then glanced curiously at the stranger, so complacently

taking luncheon and imparti;jg knowledge to his listener, while he

seemed only to ask information. What he said was common-
place as to subject, but there ran through it the manifestations of

an accomplished and superior mind ; and I could not help won-

dering more and more at the incompatibility of his present em-

ployment with his breeding and abilities. His dress was simply

elegant, his head was partially bald, and he wore spectacles.

When he had refreshed himself, he took leave of his bird with

a caress, and thanking Ellen, as though still greatly indebted to

her, he departed. During my brief absence from the porch, Ellen

had learned that the man's name was Lupton ; that he was a

native of one of our eastern cities, boarding for a time at one of

the neighboring farm-houses, in the hope that change of air might

restore his eyesight, which had been impaired by study.

Still I could not reconcile the fact of his being a gentleman of

leisure with the peacock-trading business. Ellen could or would

see nothing incompatible in the representation and the fact ; and

was filled with wonderment that I had failed to see how very

handsome ho was, or to take note of the extraordinary beauty of

his gold repeater. And she was sure she had never seen a more

agreeable man. In her own words, he seemed to know just what

to say, and when to say it.

Never was bird so petted as that peacock ; Ellen never lavished

such pains on anything before. Nothing was good enough for

him, and oftentimes he drew her eyes away from her work with

his beauty. " And what has become of the scarecrow that sold

him to you, I wonder ?" I said one day, as Ellen paused to feed

him previously to going out for the afternoon.

" I don't know what could have made mo think Mr. Lupton a

scarecrow; I just said so for fun," replied Ellen, "I didn't

think so."

It was difficult to decide which looked tho finest, she or tho pea-

cock ; fur I had not known her to bestow such pains on her per-

sonal adornment for a long while. The hoop in her petticoat was

enormous, and her sleeves of such dimensions as leave meal bags

diminutive. She was going over to Squire Whitfield's for the

afternoon, she said ; she had wanted to see Dolly ever so long,

but till then she had not got Started. Quito ignorant was I of any

double motive in tliis tea-drinking at the time.

The sun set, but no Ellen came—she had always been very

punctual—and as more and more time went by, I began to feel

some uneasiness, and stood at the 'window overlooking the way
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she would come till more than one star twinkled low in the west.

At last, to my surprise, I beheld her descending the hill, and ac-

companied by a gentleman. All at once a li^ht broke in upon

my brain—she had not gone abroad to visit Dolly Whitfield alone.

For some time the two lingered at the gate, and parted at length

with reluctance, I thought.

When I rallied Kllcn abont her gallant, she blushed as I never

had known her to do previously, seemed shy of talking much

about him, and she was never more surprised in her life, she .said,

than when slic found him at Squire Whitfield's; and the earnest-

ness and frequency with which she reiterated this, led me to sus-

pect its insincerity.

Shortly after this, Ellen discovered that her wardi obe was dread-

fully out of order—she must go to town and buy dresses and

capes and collars, and in fact almost everything. 1 urged her to

defer purchases till the change of season—it was an unfitting time

just then. But little cared Ellen for that. There had never been

so fit a time for her; and accordingly she went to town, and drew

largely upon the long and carefully hoarded means. " What
pood would money do, if she kept it forever 1" She was sure she

wanted it to spend.

All the summer the stranger, who was called Mr. Lupton, re-

mained at Squire Whitfield's. And oftentimes, as he hunted

through our fields with dog and gun, he made excuses to come (o

the house ; and on these occasions, Ellen regaled him with apple

pic and home-baked cake. I saw him sometimes, but the more I

saw the more was I puzzled—so well-bred, and so companionable

was he. I never heard of his resuming the peacock-trade, but

occasionally wo knew him to oflfer for sale the birds and rabbits

wliich he shot in liis frequent excursions.

Meantime Dolly Whitfield grew wonderfully attractive to Ellen

—she must see her once or twice a week, and these visits were

sure to be made after sunset, and as sure as tliey were made, Mr.

Lupton accompanied Ellen home. The growing intimacy in-

duced me at length to suggest its impropriety to Ellen. The
gentleman was evidently so much above her, that she ceuld expect

no happy result ; and their frequent interviews would, I feared,

encourage saindal. But Ellon was sure her affairs was the busi-

ness of nobody but herself. She didn't care for Mr. Lupton, nor

whether she ever saw him or not ; but she always liked to do as

she pleased, and most folks had enough to do to look at home.

I assured her good-naturedly that I didn't suppose she felt any

especial interest in Mr. Lupton, for he was precisely the contrary

of all she admired. In the first place, indolent

—

" How do you know that ?" interrupted Ellen. " I would like

to know what you would have him do—split rails ?"

It was easy, I said, to discover his natural indolence ; and I

merely mentioned it because it was her aversion. " And then his

bald head—I know you abhor that."

" I used to," said EUen, " but it seems to me Mr. Lupton looks

as well without hair as he would with it."

"And then, too, ho dresses finely," I continued.

" Yes, but he's not the man to wear homespun. Mercy sakes !

how would he look V
" Then, he is nearly bhnd ; and you have often said you would

not have a blind man."

"Pshaw! he is not blind more than I bo I—spectacles are be-

coming to him, and his eyes are a little weak."

I said I began to think she was quite as blind as he ; and that I

was not sure but that my prophecy was about to be realized.

But Ellen indignanlly repelled the idea of being in love. She
had freely acknowledged having been so, she said, in half a dozen

cases, and why should she deny this 1 Nonsense ! such thoughts

had never entered her head.

" Well, Ellen," saidi, " if this stranger should marry you, which
is not probable, it will be for the sake of having an obedient

slave, and for the money you have kept so carefully; for I'm sure

he cannot have much, else why would he be selling peacocks and
rabbits?"

Ellen urged that Squire Whitfield was not a man toAoard a

man without he was paid for boarding a man ; and that if Mr.
Luptou was disposed to sell peacocks for fun, or even for mpney,
it was his own aftair.

So my advice was lost—as advice U5ually is—and that after-

noou Ellen spent in tears. The following evening Mr. Lupton
called. Ho was in high spirits ; he had sold twenty quails, he

said, that day, and thought the peacock trade quite superseded.

He was neither boisterous nor improper, but that ho had partaken

freely of strong drink was evident. I hinted this to Ellen, but she

afiectcd utter incredulity. She had seen him just as funny many
a time, she said—it was one of his ways.

There was no disguising it any longer—Ellen was in love. I

knew that in such cases there was no judgment left, and forbore

further discussion or remark, and several weeks went by without

any new light concerning the strange gentleman ; but late one
night the house was aroused by some one singing under the win-

dow, " I wont go home till morning, till broad daylight," and
other bacchanalian snatches of rhyme. Such things were unusu.-il

in our quiet neighborhood
; and at first it could not be imagined

who the rude intruder could be. But he soon betrayed himself
by calling in most beseeching tones on Ellen Hart to get up and
lend him any trifle of change. He would return it with interest

when his quail-trap sprung ; she had money—he knew she had,
for everybody said so. These supplicntions were continued for

an hour with intermissions of song, such as " Wake, lady, wake

!

the moon is bright !" and " Xo sound to my lattice a solace

brings, except when your voice is heard."

Weary with waiting, the importunate visitor fell to knocking,
and was with difficulty persuaded by one of the male members of

the household to return to his home at Squire Whitfield's—for, as

the reader has guessed, it was Mr. Lupton.

The follo\ving morning it was of course the exciting subject of

conversation. But Ellen protested that not a breath had reached

her cars ; she was generally wakeful, and there could not have
been much disturbance without her being aware of it. The sub-

ject was evidently painful to her ; and the remainder of the day
she complained of headache, as an excuse for the redness of her

eyes.

Not many days after this curious serenade, I noticed Squire

Whitfield walking deliberately towards our house, his hat low on
his brow, and his hands deep in his pockets. That ho had some
weighty matter on his mind was certain, and my surmises at once

pointed to Mr. Lupton. Ellen saw him, too, and as he turned in

the gate withdrew from his notice, wondering what that old busy-

body could want. I need not repeat his words. Suffice to say

he came to warn Ellen to beware of seducing appearances—to im-

part, in fact, some very disagreeable intelligence, the amount of

which was that Mr. Lupton was a confirmed inebriate, and,

though the son of a highly respectable and wealthy man, was not

allowed the use of a single cent. To himself, as the poor fellow's

keeper, the father remitted monthly allowances, which were ex-

jiondod as for a child. The father's object was to keep his son in

a healthy location, and to debar him tho m'.-ans of indulgence in

strong drinks, which had already nearly brought his gray hairs to

the grave. Thus the peacock traffic was explained ; for so strong

was tho man's infatuation, that ho would resort to any expedient

for the means of procuring his favorite beverages.

Ellen was not moved even by this disclosure. She didn't

thank Squire Whitfield for his pains, she said ; when she desired

his excellent advice she would ask it. And so after some rest-

lessness and tears things went on as before.

Squire Whitfield was a good, conscientious man, and resolved

that he would not be instrumental in bringing wrong upon Ellen.

So he advised the afflicted old man, who was Mr. Lupton's father,

that he could not keep the son any longer.

When it was known that he was really going away thousands

of miles, and that she would never probably see him again, Ellen

fell seriously to pining—she had no appetite, no disposition to

sleep, no interest in anything that was said or dono ; but went

moping about the house, or shut herself in her room and wept

day after day. She had no pleasure in her new dresses, and in-

deed ceased to notice anything except the peacock. This she fed

and caressed and talked to by the hour. It was really sad to wit-

ness the girl's distress ; I had not heart to rally her, or try to do so.

At last I saw one morning something like strong resolution in

the face that had looked so piteous for days ; and as soon as the

breakfast things wore removed, Ellen sot off in the direction of

Squire Whitfield's, the little tow bag of long savings in her hands

—a burden of which she was relieved on her return an hour after-

wards ; but she had brought with it pe.acc. Her face was almost

beautiful with the radiations of a joyous heart. I was not sur-

prised when, on her return that evening from a walk to tho house

of tho village preacher, she told us she was Mrs. Lupton.

Before a very humble cottage in our neighborhood the peacock

is still spreading his bright train, while in his arm-chair at the

window, Mr. Lupton sips brandy and water, and Ellen leaves the

washing she is doing for the neighbors, at intervals, and asks, as

she smiles sweetly and places her toil-hardened hand on his bald

head, what she shall do to make him comfortable ; and never did

her tow bag of money make her half so happy as this labor of love.

< ^•^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SONG.

BT PHIEBE CAREY.

Tile light, that from the morning sky

Down through my chamber streams,

Is not so pleasant as tho light

That blest my world of dreams.

The bird, that fluttering softly up,

Goes singing from her nest,

Makes not such music in the leaves

As hope within my breast.

And but an hour ago I thought,

The vision seemed so bright,

That fancy made us lovelier worlds

Thau that which bleat our sight.

Till counting over all the joys,

That crowd that realm of bliss,

'Twas human hope, and human love,

Made all its peifectncss

!

[Written for Glcaaon'a Pictorial.]

APRIL.

4 ^»»^ »

INTREPIDITY OF KEAN.

Of Kcan's early skill as a fencer, one anecdote must be recorded,

as marking not only his quickness of eye and dexterity of hand,

but also his calmness, intrepidity and self-command. He was one

day, when quite a stripling, opposed in the academy to a man,

who was celebrated for the rapidity of his passes, and the certainty

of bis hits. Kcan, however, bafired all his attempts to evade or

beat down his guard ; but on the contrary, had the mtutery in sev-

eral passes, which so enraged his op()Oncnt, that, in a sudden

paroxysm of wrath, he struck his foil on tho ground so as to

break "off the button, determined by a sucMen and desperate assault

to inflict vengeance on his conqueror. Kean perceived tho move-
ment, and at once saw his danger; but with perfect composure he

awaited the attack, and disarmmg his assailant, he caught the foil

as it sprung from his hand. Then presenting it to his treacherous

antagonist, "unabated," as it was, he bid him "keep his own se-

cret," and turning upon his heel, left<the academy. This circum-

stance he never mentioned for years afterwards, when the death

of his opponent, whose name he even then concealed, removed all

scruple as to the disclosuit; of the fact itself.

—

Aitecdotes ofActors.

BT OEOROE W. DEWBT.

I hear the solemn winter

do down the melting ways,

Retreating in the sh.idows

Ilefore these brighter days,

And see the streamlets leaping

From hillsides to the plain,

And my soul is filled with music

As the brook is full of rain 1

Where the Icc-klng on tho windows—
ftlll remembering his domain,

Wrought a vision of his kingdom
Over every frosty pane—

I have blessed the pure camelia,

And the lowly mignonette,

Within a maiden's casement,

That told of summer yet!

how I long for summer I

AdcI the melody of June,

When the songsters of the woodland

Shall renew their merry tune 1

When the vales that heard my footfall,

And the airs that fanned my check,

Bhall rcpcHt the olden story

In the laugiiuge which they speak.

« »»» >

[Gathered for Qleason's Pictorial.]

DAIIiV RECORD OF TILE PAST.

BT b£n: pirlet rooaB.

[The following daily record of p.ost events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa£t,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

APRIL SECOND.

1743.—Thomas, sou of Peter JeflFerson, bom in Albemarle

County, Virginia.

17.59.—James, son of Spenco Munroe, born in Westmoreland

County, Virginia.

1801.—Lord Nelson's great naval victory off Copenhagen.

18.39.—Ilezekiah Niks, a veteran editor, died at Wilmington,

Delaware, aged 63.

APKIL THIRD.

1783.—Washington Irving, historian and novelist, bom.
1783.—Treaty with Sweden made by Benjamin Franklin.

1799.—Capture of Tyre by the French, under General Vial.

1844.—General Herman A. Moore, died at Columbus, Ohio,

aged 34.

APRIL FOURTH.

1774.—Oliver Goldsmith, a distinguished English poet, died,

aged 43.

1779.—Rev. Thomas Chase died at Baltimore, aged 79.

1814.—Abdication of Napoleon I., at Fontainblcau.

1841.—President Harrison died at Washington, aged 69.

APRIL FIFTH.

1638.—Wilmington, Delaware, settled by the Swedish West
India Company.

1811.—Robert Raikes, founder of Sunday schools, died at Glou-

cester, England, aged 76.

1841.—Dcstnictive fire at Antigua.

1844.—John Sanderson, biographer, died at Philadelphia, Pa.,

aged 57.

APRIL SIXTH.

1348.—Laura de Noves, the idol of Petrarch, died at Vaucluse,

aged 44.

1528.—Albert Durer, a famed German engraver on wood, died,

aged 57.

1732.—David Rittenhouse, philosopher and astronomer, born

at Germanto^vn, Pa.

1788.—Gov. Isaac Hill, a printtjr-politician, born at Cambridge

(now Someiville), Mass.

APRIL SEVENTH.

1682.—La Salle and his party, having made tho first voyage

down the Mississippi, reached the Gulf of Mexico.

1807.—La Lande, tho astronomer of France, and friend of

Franklin, died at Paris.

1844.—General Morgan Lewis died at New York, aged 89.

1845.—Joseph Bonaparte, who resided in America sixteen years,

died, aged 77.

APRIL EIGHTH.

1341.—Petrarch inaugurated at Rome as Poet Laureate.

1793.—Genet, the radical French minister, landed at Charles-

ton, S. C.

1799.—Capture of Nazareth, Syria, by the French, under Junot.

1843.—Disgraceful affray in the Pennsylvania Legislature.

EXPERT DIVERS.

JIany nations, and particularly the savages of the South Sea
and other islands, are remarkable for the expertness which they

acquire by habit, in diving and moving about in the water. Be-
ing accustomed to it from their infancy, the clement becomes so

natural to them that they seem to have the use of their faculties

in the water, as well as on dry laud. According to voyagers, they

arc such expert divers, that when a nail or other piece of iron

was thrown overboard, they instantlyjumped into tho sea after it,

and never failed to recover it. On one occasion, a smith's anvil

is said to have fallen overboard ; not being able to bring this up,

the islanders contrived to get it ashore by descending a great many
times, and rolling it over till it reached the land.—jB/iarre.
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OMAR PASHA.

The picture we give herrwilh

represents the commander of tlie

Sultan's troops, mounted. The

history of this man is one of con-

siderable interest, especially as he

is now so prominently before the

world. His proper name is Lattas.

His family are immigrants in Cro-

atia; consequently, by birth, Omar
Pasha is an Austrian sulijcct. His

father held a military post in the

Austrian service. He had an uncle,

who was a Greek priest, of more

than ordinary merit. A son of

that priest is also an officer in the

Austrian army. Omar Pasha him-

self is said to have been born in

the year 18U—another account

gives 1801—at Plaski, in the dis-

trict of Ogulin, in Austrian Croa-

tia. Frequenting the military nor-

mal high school in that city, he ac-

quired the knowledge and mental

discipline whence have flowed his

power and distinction. Among ac-

quirements o( a much higher kind,

he formed a beautiful hand, which

proved of no small service in the

commencement of his career. Af-

terwards he became a pupil in the

mathematical school at Thurm,
near Carlstadt. On completing

his studies in that institution, he

was incorpor^ited in the Ogulin

regiment in the capacity of cadet.

Then he accepted a civil office, in

which his calligraphy was liis chief

recommendation. Major Cajetan

Krcezig, his employer, is said to

have taken special pains to im-

prove and guide the young man,
who, however, seems to have neg-

lected his duties, and in conse-

quence found it convenient to re-

linquish his post. Hastening into

Bosnia, he entered the service of a
Turkish mercliant. There his high-

er qualifications became known,
and received recognition. Having
renounced Christianity, and given

his allegiance to the prophet of

Mecca, Omar P.islia was made do-

mestic tutor by his employer, whose
children he accompanied to Con-
stantinople. Consideralile and im-

portant service has gained for Omar
P,(slia the full confidence of the

Sultan, and the present crisis of

the Turkish nation will afford

ample scope for his military knowl-
edge and skill. Wlien active ope-

rations are chronicled, we look for

much good generalship from him,

and wish him abundant success

against Russia. At the present

moment the waters of the Danube
may be reddened with blood. EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT OF OMAR PXSHA, COMMANDER Of THE TURKU H FORCES.

SCHUMLA, TURKEY.
Any locality near the seat of Eu-

ropean warfare at the present time
is interesting. The view which we
present below represents the plains
and town of Schumla, and is taken
from the inside of the Fort of Fi-
dieh-Tabiassi, situated a mile and
a half from the town. The visitors
have arrived, with two orderlies
(artillerymen) as their escort, a
valet-de-place and interpreter, and
the aide-de-camp. In the fore-
ground are piles of shot ; and upon
the walls are the travellers, sketch-
ing and viewing the distant coun-
try—Schumla lying between the
two mountains on the right. The
towri is nearly encircled by a chain
of hills. They are in no part of
very great height, but rise almost
perpendicularly above the town,
and contain some charming glens.
At first sight one would imagine
that, when tlins overlooked, Schum-
la must be all liut untenable as a
military post, for any line of de-
fence wliich embraced the hills

would require an enormous army
to man it, vastly larger, in fact,

than the importance of the place,
in any point of view, would war-
rant. In reality, however, th^ form
the great source of its strength,
pnd have rendered it famous by the
various checks which the Russians
have sustained before it. They are
covered throughout tlie whole ex-
tent by thick brushwood, the re-

mains of old forests, the height in

most places of a man's shoulders,
and so stiff and close that it is

almost impossible for one to make
his way through it, even along the
path, without a guide. In the
same manner it forms an excellent
barrier against any attack on ev-

ery side but the east, as it would
be impossible for troops to deploy
in the thickets ; and, if the two nar-
row roads were well defended, it

would be equally impossible even
for scattered detachments to pene-
trate, without being separated and
cut off by any foe wlio knew the

ground. These natural advantages
have rendered Schumla the great

stnmbling-block of the Russians in

all their wars with the Turks ; and
as long as it remained unto them,
an advance upon Constantinople
was attended with no small dan-
ger. The approaches on the side

next Vania are defended by sev-

eral batteries as well as by the en-

ceinte wliich surrounds the whole
place, making it a place whose
defences make it quite impregnable.

FORT OF FIDIEH-TABIASSI—VIEW OF THE TOWN AND PLAIN OF SCHUMLA.
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THK POWERS OF THE E.4RTH.

There are at present eighty-three empires, monarchies, repub-

lics, principalities, ducliies and electorates. There are six em-
perors, including his sable Highness, Faustin II., of St. Domin-
go

; sixteen kings, numliering among them Jamaco, king of all the

Mosquitoes, and also those of Dahomey and the Sandwicli Isl-

ands
; five queens, including Ranavala of Madagascar, and Po-

mare of the Society Islands ; eighteen presidents, ten reigning

princes, seven grand dukes, ten dukes, one jjope, and two sultans

of Borneo and Turkey. This is quite a formidable array of po-

tentates, a list of whose names and state titles would fill a moder-
ate sized volume. Well, they are dressed in a little brief author-

ity, but are as amenable to mortality as the humblest, half-starved

beggar wlio lives under their rule. Some of them grace the sta-

tions they fill, adding lustre and renown to their inheritance
;

wliilc others are but scoring a fearful account of ill-fulfilled

responsibilities.

Well done.—The legislature of Texas has done nobly in re-

gard to education. A common-school law has been passed, .set-

ting apart $2,000,000 for schools, in addition to the very liberal

provision heretofore made for the cause of education. With edu-
cation goes temperance, for the same body has i)assed a law sub-

mitting to the voters of each county the question of license or no
license for the sale of intoxicating liquors. In many of the most
important counties of the State, success on the no-licensc side is

anticipated.

Postage in Hxvan.i.—A house in Havana recently paid on
eleven newspapers from the United States,/our dollars and twelve

cents, or twelve and a half cents per ounce. This is the regular
rate at present. Of course, its design is to be prohibitory, and
such is its eifect in most cases.

True.—Whatever the wind may do in winter, it cannot be de-

nied that in spring it "turns over a new leaf."

< ^ a^ >

SPLINTERS.

Mrs. Judson, known to the literary world as " Fanny For-
rester," is dying of consumption at Madi.son village, New York.

Last year's vintage in the island of Madeira was again a
total failure, and not a drop of wine was made fit for shipment.

A kind of paper made from gutta percha has been iiivent-

Qd, which is said to be superior for lithographs and engravings.

The river St. Lawrence, at Montreal, is to be S])anned by
a tubular iron railroad bridge, a mile and a quarter long.

Russia became possessed of her large territory in North
America by right of discovery, in the sixteenth century.

An insurrection of a formidable nature had taken place

in Saragossa, Spain. The city was placed under martial law.

The la*lies of Paris were startled lately by the telegraphic

announcement that " There are no mails to-night south of Lyons !"

If you ever saw a ghost it must be matter. But you never
saw a ghost. Ergo, it is no matter whether you saw it or not.

Socrates maintained that there is but one good, which is

knowledge ; and one evil, which is ignorance.

The N. Y. Tribune says everybody is a kite. There are

many poor ones then—kites that will neither go up nor down.
Sir T. Browne says that " Sleep is Death's younger broth-

er; and so like him I dare not trust him without my prayers."

• .... The island of Manhattan, New York, contains twenty-
two square miles, of which seven are built upon.

.... Among the four hundred prisoners in tlie Pennsylvania
Eastern Penitentiary last year, there were only three deaths.

General Houston has signified his intention to resign his

seat in the Senate, and to retire to his farm in Texas.

Captain Ingrabam is at Constantinople. It is now stated
that he will not return to the United States except with his ship.

J. P. Michel, who recently died at Baton Rouge, leaves
one hundred and fifty thousand dollars without any heir.

Miss McNeil, a niece of President Pierce, was knocked
down and robbed lately, in the public streets of Washington.

AHII51T10N AIND IIIIMII-ITY.

Is there a human being so depressed and humbled, as not to

possess some degree of ambition f Is there one being who is so

" sick in the world's regard, wretched and low," as to know no

prompting of this sense'? Hardly. Its forms are various, as

various as the characters in which it is manifested. Some it leads

to do menial offices, liccause these indirectly con.stitute the rounds

of the ladder by which they expect to climb. Others, more zeal-

ous and loss cunning, overleap their d.nrling olijcct by vaulting

loo high; lured on to destruction by ambition, or self-love—two

words that are very analogous in signification.

The truly wise will avoid the exercise of this spirit as far as it

is possible for them, for they will realize that the wear and tear

of heart, necessary in its pursuit, are never recompensed. Noth-

ing can compensate for the freshness of youth and social enjoy-

ment of which it robs us; for the calloused sensibilities with which

we must finally retire from its worsliip. Alas! "the path of

glory leads but to the grave,"—a truth which should ever be before

our eyes Avlien the syren voice tempteth us to destruction. All

persons have before them some end, which they pursue even unto

death; but that end, when gilded by the gloss of "the mind's

immodesty," ambition, is but a feather, which they idly blow

before them in the path of life.

But there is a trait of human character diametrically opposed

to that we have just described—one, the beauty and excellence of

which renders it a jewel of great price. We refer to " that low,

sweet root," humility; that softened shadow before the statue of

excellence; that diamond of the heart, which outshines all others

—the never-failing companion of worth. But this is a gem wliieh,

like all else that is valuable in principle, people arc very apt to

])urchase by experience ; for after losses and crosses wc arc ready

to grow wiser and humbler. Good sense must be set in a border

of humility to render it complete; and wisdom is not wisdom

without it.

Ambition and pride arc very commonly found in the same

heart ; and yet how everyday life rebukes them—the very streets

are full of lessons of humility. If the proud, ambitious man
would but pause and Consider how small a vacancy his death

would occasion in the world, he would see his position in its true

light. The greatness, in the world's esteem, that the ambitious

man so covets, costs too dearly for possession. Distinction is an

einiiicnce that is too often attained at the expense of a fireside

!

TURKISH STONE FOR THE MONUMENT,
A block of marble is now in Constantinople waiting for a con-

veyance to the United States, intended by the Sultan as a testi-

mony of his respect for the character and memory of Washing-

ton. The carving and inscription are richly gilded. In the cen-

tre of what is called the " toogra," is the monogram, or cypher,

of the sovereign, and is equivalent to the arms of other countries.

It contains the legend :
" Abd ul Mejid Khan, son of the Sultan

Mohamoud Khan. May his victories be perpetuated." To the

right of the toogra is a sprig of fresh roses, which is tlie particu-

lar sign of the young sultan. Beneath this are two lines in the

Turkish language (thus translated into English,) with the date of

the hegira 1yG9, A. D., 1853: "To aid in the perpetuation of

the friendship existing between the two countries, Abd ul Mejid

Khan's name is written on the Monument of Washington."

Simple Diet.—A correspondent of the Dtmdee Record gives

an account of a man residing in Chemung, who has subsisted for

Ji/)i/ I/ears on milk alone. For several years past he has not been

able to swallow oven buttermilk. The ]>eculiar condition of his

system that renders such a diet necessary is not stated. His

body is (juite emaciated ; but be is able to attend to business, and

enjoys tolerably good health.

i ^mm- »

Tobacco.—The culture of Tobacco in Connecticut is said to

be becoming extensive and profitable. In many of the river

towns, tobacco is the principal crop grown. In order to promote

its culture, a company has been formed in Hartford, with a capi-

tal of $25,000, for the purpose of opening a tobacco inspection

warehouse in that city.

A RICH Spot.—The deepest hole, for mining purposes, yet

dug in California, is in Trinity County. It is seven hundred feet

deep, and the bed rock has not been reached. Gold has been

found all the way down, even in the boulders, which had to be

cut through in the course. The work on this spot was commenced
in 1851.

-.«—•••—*-

Russia and the Russians.—In our next number we shall

commence a series of articles thus entitled, from the pen of Prof.

D. Etienne de Lara, formerly a resident of St. Petersburg, now a

teacher of various languages in this city. These articles cannot

fail to possess peculiar interest with our readers at this time.

i ^w^. »

Supplies of Watkr.—The city of Paris is supplied daily

with twenty-two millions of gallons ; London, forty-five millions
;

Boston, ten millions; New York, thirty milhons ; and Philadel-

phia, fifteen millions.
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Pep.son.vl.—Grisi and Mario have ta'kcn passage for New
York in tie Collins steamer of the ninth of August. They will

be accompanied by physician, secretary, and suite.

We CAN WAIT !—Asparagus and strawberries arc said to bo

very plenty in Savann.ah just now.

TO OUR RE.inERS.

Having made ample arrangements for a European tour, both

for our own pleasure and the benefit of our subscribers, we shall,

in a week or two, start for foreign parts, from whence we shall

constantly communicate with the paper, contributing records of

our observation, and such illustrations of notable scenery and

interesting localities as shall be deemed of general interest—thus

adding a new and valuable feature to the Pictorial. The plan of

our route embraces the following countries :—England, Ireland,

Scotland, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Poland, Hungary, Austria,

Prussia, the Germanic States, Switzerland, Italy, Turkey, Greece,

Spain and France. The present is a busy time in the Old World

—more than half the world being actually in a state of war; and

our eyes will be kept vigilantly open for all that may turn up of

interest. In the meantime we wish our subscribers a cheerful

and hearty "good-by " until we meet again.

F. Gleason.

Educational.—Two hundred and fifteen years ago. Harvard

College, the oldest in our country, was founded. In the course

of the ne.xt sixty years, the college of William and Mary, and

Yale, were added. Now we have about one hundred and twenty.

< ^•^ »

Inshrance.—It is a fact that insurance in New York is twice

as high as in London, though the latter has but one hundred and
nine firemen, while the former has three thousand!

MARHIAGES.
Tn this city, by Uev. Phineas Stowe. Mr. Horace N. Barton to Miss Ann C

Bartlett; Mr. Anthony B. Kinery to Mis.s Harriet J. Bartlctt.

By IUt. Mr. Streettr, Mr. George J. Wood to Miss liebecca Campbell, both
of CharlcstoMTi.

By Rt'T. Mr. Denisnn, Mr. Jonas B. Hildreth to Miss Susan J. Sherman.
At Oharlcstown, by Uc-.v. Mr. Manning, Mr. Etiphalut W. IlicbardBon to

Miss Clarispa it. Arnold.
At Waltham, by \tev. Mr. Boyden, Mr. Joel Nutting, Jr. to Mias Hannah V.

Smith; Mr. John Perry to Mis.s Caroline E Smith.
At South Scituate, by IWv. Mr. Cutler, of Hanover, Mr. Andrew Clark, of

Hanover, to Mis.s Sarah Brig}j;s.

At Oxford, by Kev. Mr. T>ler, Mr. Nelson D. Harris to Miss Martha M.
Tliayer

At East Stonghton, by Rev. Mr. Smith, Mr. Samuel B. Holbrook, of Ran-
dolph, to Mi.*<8 Jane Dunlap.
At Lowell, by ReT. Mr. Eddy, Mr. Peter B. Prescott to Sarah A. Titus, of

Westfield.
At N.anturkct, by Uev. Mr. Talbot, Mr. Paul Bunker to Miss Sarah B Smith.
At Slmte.sbury, by Kev. Mr. Ti.sdale, Mr. Fraucin A. Felton to Mian Lydia

Ann Clifunberlin, both of Dana.
At Han.sou, by Kev. Mr. Koekwood, Mr. Peleg S. Leai^h to Miss Angeliue

Damon
At Plymouth, bv K*iv. James Kendall, Mr. Augustus Tribble, of Boston, to

Miss Frances A. Gleason.

DEATHS.
In thisrity, Dr. Opome C, Shattuck, 71; Mm Nhiicv K. Coombs, 4."!; Mr.

Joseph Dollx-are, 57: Mr. Dxiiid lti-i;an, 55; Mr. Wi linm Greene, 35; Mi.i8

Julia Ann Meriani ; Mrs. Elizabctli Whitteniore, 46 ; Mr». Harriet P. Niwh,&6
;

Mr;*. Bridjret llookwood, 24: Mr. Juuipk Gilbert. 21*.

At Cliarlestdwn. Mrs. Elixa. wife of Gen. Timothy Upbam, 68.
At l-la-st ('ambritlgH, Miss Helen A. Porter, 17.

At Newton Centre, Mrs Elizabeth Lorinj;, 79.

At North Weymouth. Mrs. Betsey Pratt, 97.
At Braintree, Miss Sarah M. Ryan, 21
At Scituatc Mrs. Abigail C. Barge, 85.

At T.ynn, Mrs. Mary Ashton .52

At Salcni. Mr. John Bellow. 35: Mr. Daniel B. Webster, 30.
At M.arblehcad. Mrs. Kli/,a Bruwn, 37; Mia< immh E. Krans, 14.
At Fitchburs, Mrs. llanu.^h R , wife of Mr. Ezra B. Koekwood, 28.
At Shniwsbury. Mr. Paul Whitney, formerly of Boston, 65.
At F.all Kiter, Mrs. Eliza A. L.ake, 2ll; Mrs. Ruth B. Wioslow, 39.
At Itutland, Mr. Thomas B. Miles, 53.
At Hubbardston, Miss .*arah Maiia McFarland, 16.
At West Uoylston. Mr J.anies B. Lawrence. 32; Mr. Jona. H. Mahan, 28.
At Great Harrington Mr David W. Beardfrley, 74.
At Worthington, Widow Elijah Cole, 91.
At Cheshire, Miss Electa Smith, 26.
At Brookfield, Vt., Hon. Frederick Griswold, 89.
At New Orleans, Miss Ellen Frances Baldwin, of this city.
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[Written for Qleason^s Pictorial.]

A WISH.

BY LOUISE A. WORTHEX.

I would I vrere a cloud,

With sunlight on my wing,

Floating above this weary world,

A bright and radiant thing.

O, would I wero a cloud,

Afl near to heaven as thee,

That I micjht glide o'er aeure akies.

As lightly and as free.

Sweet freedom hath the cloud,

A playmate of the wind

;

A pinion fleet, careering high,

No earthly power can bind.

0, would T were a cloud

In yonder 8ky of blue,

Floating in conscious purity,

And weeping tears of dew.

0, might my soul exhale

In dew of li^ht and love;

Then would I bathe the wandering ones,

That "neath my pathway rove.

No eye should ever ?ee

The blessing when it came,

But in the morn with joyous heart

Should bless the unknown name.

Above some restless couch

My sister wind and I

Would soothe mth love and dewy wing,

And bid dark phantoms fly.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STORIES OF GODS AND GODDESSES.
NEW SERIES. -No. X.

BT THOMAS BULPINCH.

ORPHEUS AND EURYDICD.

ORPHEns was the son of Apollo and the Muse Calliope. Ho
was presented hj his futlier with a Lyre and taught to play upon

it, which he did to sucli perfection tliat nothing could withstand

the charm of his music. Not only his fellow-moi-tals but wild

be.asts were softened by his strains, and gathering round him
laid by their fierceness, and stood entranced with his lay. Nay,

the very trees and rocks were sensible to the charm. The former

crowded round him and the latter relaxed somewhat of their hard-

ness, softened by his notes.

Hymen had been called to bless with his presence the nuptials

of Orpheus with Eurydice ; but though ho attended, he brought

no liuppy omens with him. His very torch .smoked and brought

tears into their eyes. In coincidence with such prognostics Eury-

dice, shortly after her marriage, while wandering with the nymphs,

her companions, was seen by the shepherd Aristajus, who was

strnck with her beauty, and made advances to her. She fled and

in flying, trod upon a snake in the grass, was bitten in the foot

and died. Orpheus sung his grief to all who breathed the upper

air, both gods and men, and finding it all un.ivailing resolveJ to

seek his wife in the regions of the dead. He descended by a

cave situated on the side of the promontory of Taenarus and ar-

rived at the Stygian realm. He passed through crowds of ghosts

and presented himself before the throno of Pluto and Proserpine.

Accompanying the words with the lyre he sung, " O deities of the

underworld, to whom all wo who live must come, hear my words

for they are true. I come not to spy out the secrets of Tartaras,

nor to try my strength against the three-headod dog with snaky

hair who guards the entrance. I como to seek my wife, whose

opening years the poisonous viper's fang has brought to an un-

timely end. Love has led me here. Love, a god all powerful with

ns who dwell on the earth, and, if old traditions say tnic, not less

60 here. I implore you by these abodes full of terror, these realms

of silence and uncreated things, unite again the thread of Eury-

dicc's life. We all are destined to you, and sooner or later must

pass to your domain. SIic too, when slie shall Iiave filled her

term of life will rightly be yours. But till tlien grant her to me,

I beseech you. If you deny mo, I cannot return alone, you shall

triumph in the death of us both."

As he sung these tender strains, the very ghosts shed tears.

Tantalus in si)ite of his thirst, stopped for a moment his efforts

for water, Ixion's wheel stood still, the vulture ceased to tear the

giant's liver, the daughters of D.maus rested from their task of

drawing water in a sieve, and Sisyphus sat on his rock to listen.

Then for the first time, it is said, the checks of the Furies were wet
with tears. Proserpine could not resist, and Pluto himself

gave way. Euiydice was called. She came from among the

new arrived ghosts, limping witli her wounded foot. Orpheus
was ptrmiitcd to take her away witli him on one condition, that

he sliould not turn round to look at her till tliey should have
reached the upper air. Under tliis condition ihey proceeded on
their way, ho leading, she following, through ])assages dark and
steep, in total silence, till they had nearly reached the outlet into,

the cheerful upjjcr world, when Or(lieus, in a moment of forgct-

fulncss, to assure himself that she was still tollowing, casta glance

behind him, when instantly she was borne away. Stretching out

their arms to embrace one another they gras])cd only the air I

Dying now a second time she yet cannot reproach her husband,

fur hort' can she blame his im])atience to behold her ! " Farewell,"

she said, "a last farewell"—nnd was hurried away, so fast that

the sound hardly reached bis ears.

Orpheus endeavored to follow her, and besought permi-ision to

return and try once more for her release ; but the stern ferryman

repulsed him and refused passage. Seven days he lingered about

the brink, without food or sleep ; then bitterly accusing of cruelty

the powers of Erebus, ho sung his complaints to the rocks and

mountains, molting the hearts of tigers and moving the oaks from

their stations. Ho held himself aloof from womankind, dwelling

constantly on the recollection of his sad mischance. The Thra-

cian maidens tried their best to captivate him, but he repulsed

their advances. Tliey bore with him as long as they could ; but

finding him insensible, one day, excited by the rites of Bacchu.s,

one of them exclaimed, " See yonder our despiser !" and threw

at him her javelin. The weapon as soon as it came within the

sound of his lyre, fell harmless at his feet. So did also the stones that

they threw at him. But the women raised a scream and drowned

the voice of the music, and then the missiles reached liim and soon

were stained with his blood. The maniacs toro him limb from

limb, and threw his head and his lyre into the river Hebrus,down
which they floated, murmuring sad music, to which the shores

Tospondcd a plaintive symphony. The Muses gathered up the

fragments of his body and buried them at Libethra, where the

nightingale is said to sing over his grave more sweetly than in

any otlier part of Greece. His Lyre was placed by Jupiter among
the stars. His shade passed a second time to Tartarus, where he

sought out his Eurydico and embraced her, with eager arms.

They roam the happy fields together now, sometimes he leading,

sometimes she ; and Orpheus gazes as much as he will upon her,

no longer incurring a penalty for a thoughtless glance.

The story of Orpheus has furnished Pope with an illustration

of the power of music, for his " Ode on St. Cecilia's day." Tho
following stanza relates tho conclusion of tho story :

" But soon, too 8oon the lover turn.^ his oyea;
Again .^he fall3, again she dies, she dies

!

How wilt thou now the fatal sisters move?
No crime was thine, if 'tis no crime to love.

Now under iiauginf; mountaius,
Beside the falls of fountains,
Or where Uebrus wanders,
Kolling in meanders,

All alone,

• lie makes ins moan,
And calls her ghost.

For ever, ever, ever lost!

Now with furies surrounded,
Despairing, confounded,
He trembles, he glows,
Amidst Ithoclope's snows.

Bee wild as the winds o"er the desert he fliep;

Hark' Ha;mus resounds with the Bacchanals' cries,
Ah see, he dies!

Tet even in death Kurydice he sung,
Eurydice still trembled on his tongue:
Eurydice the woods
Eurydice the floods

Eurydice the rocks and hollow mountains rung."

ARISTiEUS, THE BEE-KEEPER.

Man avails himself of the instincts of the inferior animals for

his own advantage. Hence sprung the art of keeping bees.

Honey must first have been known as a wild product, the bees

building thoir structures in hollow trees or holes in the rocks or

any similar cavity that chance oflfered. Thus occasionally the

carcase of a dead animal would bo occupied by the bees for that

purpose. It was no doubt from some such incident that tho su-

perstition arose that the bees wore engendered by the decaying

flesh of the animal ; and Virgil, in the following story, shows how
this supposed fact may be turned to account for renewing tlio

swarm when it has been lost by disease or accident.

Aristccus, who first taught tho management of bees, was the son

of the water-nymph, Cyreno. His bees had perished, and he re-

sorted for aid to his mother. He stood at tho river side and thus

addressed her :
" O mother, the pride of my life is taken from

mo ! I have lost my precious hoes. My care and skill have

availed me nothing, and you my mother have not warded off"

from mo the blow of misfortune." His mother heard these com-

plaints as she sat in her palace at the bottom of the river, with

her attendant nymphs around her. They were engaged in female

occupations, spinning and weaving, while one told stories to

amuse the rest. The sad voice of Aristseus interrupting their oc-

cupation, one of them put her head above the water and seeing

him, returned and gave information to his mother, who ordered

that he should be brought into her presence. The river at her

command opened itself and let him pass in, while it stood curled

like a mountain on either side. He descended to tho region where

the fountains of the great rivers lie ; he saw the enormous recep-

tacles of waters and was almost deafened with the roar, while he

surveyed them hurrying oft' in various directions to water the face

of the earth. Arriving at his mother's apartment ho was hospi-

talily received by Cyrene and her nymphs, who spread their table

with tlic richest dainties. They first ])ourod out libations to Nep-

tune, then regaled tliemselves with the feast, and after that Cyrene

thus addressed liim :
" There is an old prophet named Proteus,

who dwells in the sea and is a favorite of Neptune whose herds of

sea-calves he pastures. We nymphs hold him in great respect, for he

is a learned sage and knows all things, past, present and to come.

He can tell you, my son, the cause of the mortality among your

bees, and how you may remedy it. But he will not do it volun-

tarily, however you may entreat him. You must compel him by

force. If you seize him and chain him, he will answer your

questions in order to get released, for ho cannot by all bis arts get

away if you hold fast tlie chains. I will carry you to liis cave,

where ho comes at noon to take his midday repose. Then you

may easily sc.ure him. But when he finds liimsclf captuX;d, his

resort is to a power he possesses of changing himself into various

forms. He will become a wild boiir, or a fierce tiger, a scaly^

dnigun or lion with yellow mane. Or he will make a noise like

the crackling of flames or tho rush of water, so as to tempt yon to

let go tho chain when ho will make his escape. But you have

only to keep him fast bound, .and at last when he finds all his arts

unavailing, ho will return to his own figure and obey your com-

mands." So saying she sprinkled her son with fragrant nectar,

the beverage of the gods, and immediately an unusual vigor filled

his frame and courago his heart, while perfume breathed all

around him.

Tho Nymph led her son to the prophet's cave and concealed

him among the recesses of the rocks, while she herself took her

pl.ace behind the clouds. When noon came and the hour when

men and herds retreat from the glaring sun to indulge in quiet

slumber, Proteus issued from the water, followed by his herd of

sea-calves which spread themselves along the shore. He sat on

tho rock and counted his herd ; then stretched himself on the floor

of the cave and went to sleep. Aristieus hardly allowed him to

got fairly asleep before ho fixed the fetters on him and shouted

aloud. Proteus waking and finding himself captured immediately

resorted to his arts, becoming first a fire, then a flood, then a hor-

rible wild beast, in rapid succession. But finding all would not

do, he at last resumed his own form and addressed the youth in

angry accents, " Wlio are you bold youth," said he, " who thus

invade my abode, and what do you want with mo ?" Ho replied,

"Proteus, you know already, for it is needless for any one to at-

tempt to deceive you. And do you also cease your eflTorts to

elude me. I am led hither by divine assistance, to know from you

tho cause of my misfortune and how to remedy it." At theso

words tho prophet fixing on him his gray eyes, with a piercing

look, thus spoke :
" You receive the merited reward of your deeds,

by which Eurydice met her death, for in flying from you she trod

upon a serpent, of whose bite she died. To avenge her death,

the nymplis her companions have sent this destruction to your

bees. You have to appease their anger, and thus it must bo done.

Select four bulls, of perfect form and size, and four cows of equal

beauty, build four altars to the Nymphs, and sacrifice the animals,

leaving their carcasses in the leafy grove. To Orpheus and Eury-

dice yon shall pay such funeral honors aa may allay their resent-
,

ment. Returning after nine days yon will examine the bodies of

the cattle slain and see what will befall." Arista;ns faithfully

obeyed these directions. He sacrificed the cattle, he left their bod-

ies in the grove, he offered funeral honors to the shades of Orpheus

and Eurydice; then returning on the ninfh day ho examined the

bodies of the animals, and, wonderful to relate ! a swarm of bees

had taken possession of one of the carcasses and were pursuing

their labors there as in a hivo.

<»-'>
A BRIDGE IN C.\SHMERE.

Tho bridge over the Jhelum is not a couple of hundred yards

from tho Fort of Oorio, though considerably lower, and is not

more than from thirty to forty yards long. The two piers are of
etjual elevation—that is to say, from tho water, and are constructed

of wood and unhewn stone. "The bridge itself is entirely made of
twigs, and the bushes which are despoiled for this material grow
dose to tho banks of the river. These twigs are twisted into

ropes of an inch and a half or two inches in diaraotsr, and three

or four of these form each of the sides of the bridge. The flooring

of the construction is of twigs formed into ropes, and ))laccd

lengthwise from pier to pier, across the gulf The width of this

footway is about six inches, jnst enough for a passcUKer to walk
across, putting one foot before tho other. The side twig-ropcs

are about three feet high. Short ropes join the sides to that part

of the bridge where the passenger walks across ; but these twigs

are two and three feet apart, and tho trembling wayfarer has

plenty of opportunity to gaze at his leisure on the roaring flood, a
few yards only beneath his feet, dashing madly on ! However, I

have seen many worso bridges of the kind ; and the one below
Khoksur, in Lalioul, is twice as long and twice as frightful. The
longer the bridge is, the more sickening is the swinging to and
fro of the frail construction.

—

Mrs. Hcrvei/'s Adeentures.

(^••«>—
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PLEASURE.
Blessed bo the hand that prepares a pleasure for a child ! for

there is no saying when and where it may again bloom forth.

Docs not almost everybody remember some kind-hearted man
who showed him a kindness in tho quiet days of his childhood ?

The writer of this recollects himself at this momept as a bare-

footed lad, standing at the wooden fence of a poor little garden in

his native village; with longing eyes he gazed on tho flowers that

were blooming there quietly in tho brightness of a Sunday morn-
ing. The possessor came forth from bis little cottage—he was a
wood-cutter by trade—and spent the whole week at his work in

tho woods. He was come into his garden to gather flowers to

stick in his coat when ho went to chmch. He saw tho boy, and
breaking off the most beautiful of his carnations—it was streaked

with red and white—gave it to him. Neither tho giver nor the

receiver spoke a word ; and with bounding steps the boy ran

homo ; and now, here at a vast distance from that home, .after so

many events of so many years, the feelings of gratitude which

agitated tlie breast of that hoy, expresses .itsolf on paper. Tlio

carnation h.as long since withered, but now it blooms afresh.

—

Douglas Jerrold.

« .»«» »

CHINESE L.4DIES.

Dr. Bowring said, at Liver])Ool, the other day, that there is no
lady in Cbhia who aspires to a high position, who does not look

upon it as a great accomplishment not to be able to walk. "I
have seen beautiful women carried to their marriage ceremonies

on the backs of tlicir slaves, wholly unable to walk from one end
of the room to the other. Not long ago an English lady, a friend

of mine, was introduced into high society in Canton, and the Chi-

nese ladies, not having seen an English womas before, were very

curious to look at her feet. They said
—

' It is very strange
; she

has very good maimers ; what a wonder it is that such a savage

as that should be able to behave herself in good society. Look at

her great feet—what could her father and mother be thinking of,

to let her grow to tliis size, and to let her feet grow with her per-

son''' One of the Chinese ladies observed, 'To be sure, she

knows how to beliave herself; but ymx know she has been in our

company for some time in Canton.' —Bizarre.

< »»» »

Tho world nmre frequently recompenses the appearance of

jjierit, than merit itself

—

lioch'fuucaukl.

I
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KDITORIAIi MELANGE.

Biscaccianti, the Boston prima donna, is in the capital of Peru,

amassing a fortune. It has been known for more than twenty

years that strawberries may be increased to tlie size of pigeon's

eggs by placing around the roots of tlio plant tl>e ashes of burned

seaweed. The man who " borrowed trouble," has returned

it without any expression of thanks. The coffee crop in Bra-

zil will this year amount to three millions of bags, being over

eight hundred thousand bags more than the largest crop ever

yielded. "Did you ever see a pin with eyes on its head "i"—
'• No ; what sort of a pin V—" A terra-pin." The emperor of

the French has sent, through his ambassador, the sum of one

thousand francs towards the fund in aid of a monument to C. M.

"Von Weber, to be erected at Eutin, the birth-place oT the com-

poser. E. L. Davenport and Miss Vining are starring in the

provinces ; they come to America in May. An item for alder-

men. The Indians on the river Amazon are in the habit of taking

turtles, when they do not measure more than an inch in diameter,

boil them and cat them as a delicacy. A steamship, to bo six

hundred feet long and 12,000 tons burthen, has recently been con-

tracted for in England. Some twenty homeward bound Cali-

fornia passengers were lost in an iron launch, on Lake Nicaragua,

in attempting to board the steamer Omotcpe during the recent

stormy weather. The man who swallowed a whetstone to

sharpen his appetite, has since eaten himself up. A Roman
C^atholic cathedral is to be erected at St. Paul, Minnesota, the

coming summer, which will cost $90,000. A slanderer of the

fair sex undertakes to prove that Satan was a woman named

Lucy Fir. A preafcher once said, " If you know anything

that will make a brother's heart glad, run quickly and toll it ; but

if it is something that will only cause a sigh, bottle it up, bottle

it up." To improve a man is to liberalize and enlnrge him in

thought, feeling and purpose. If all the girls would spend as

much time with encyclopedias as they do with milliners, they

would soon find their heads as attractive as their hats. There

are upwards of five thousand more females than males in the city

of Boston. An infant was recently baptized in the city of

Paris in a dress that cost eighteen thousand dollars. Dear little

thing ! About half the actors on the American stage were

originally printers. The engineers appointed to measure the

quantity of guano remaining at the Chincha Islands, report

10,501,466 tons. Madame Goldschmidt has been singing in a

concert room at Dresden, and, it is said, with undiminished suc-

cess. The Supreme Court of Michigan has decided that if a

shipper of goods has received orders to send them by sail, and he

sends them by steam as safer, ho is liable for the loss of the

goods, as not performing the terms of his order. Milton's

" Paradise Lost " has been dramatised for the National Theatre,

New York. A factory has been established in New Orleans

for the mjinufacture of rope, both from cotton and hemp. Large

quantities have been put upon the market and sold in that city at

full prices. A bill is before the Alabama legislature to tax

every voter one dollar for public school purposes. David

Richards has recovered $1.')00 damages of the town of Belcher-

town, for injuries sustained by Mrs. Richards, in consequence of

a defective highway. At one time, Mr. Richards offered to settle

with the town for $500. Ho who confers benefits on persons

unworthy of them, changes his praise to blame and his joy to

repentance. The poor man and tlie rich one travel the same

road; the former, with a little bag scantily furnished—the latter,

with a load of trunks, heavy to carry and hard to keep.

lHaj5sibe ©atljcringa.

LORD R.4GL.\N.

Lord Raglan—the commander of the British army, on its

way to Constantinople, is better known in the military history of

England as Lord Fitzroy Somerset, son of the fifth Duke of

Beaufort, by the daughter of Hon. Admiral Boscawen. He was

born in 1788, and is now in his sixty-sixth year. He has been

fifty years in military service. He was aid-de-camp and military

secretary of tho Duke of Wellington, and distinguished himself

at Fuentes (^Onore, Badajos, Salamanca, Vittoria, and other

leading battles in tho Peninsular. He also served in Flanders
;

and iu the battlo of Waterloo, he lost an arm.

i ^*» >

San Francisco.—A city directory of San Francisco lias been

published. There are no less than one hundred and sixty hotels

and public houses mentioned, with their location and the n.nmcs

of their proprietors ; sixty-six restaurants and coffee saloons

;

sixty-three bakeries ; five public markets, with a directory to

each; forty-three private markets; fifteen flour and sawmills;

thirteen foundries and iron works, and eighteen public stables.

Messrs. Lecouut & Strong are the publishers.

i ^•m t

Gas in New York City.—The number of public lamps in

New York city is 9096 ; and the amount of mains, two hundred

and fifty-six miles and a half. The appropriation for gas made
by the city for 185.3 was $300,000; of which amount, one half

goes to the two gas companies which supply the city's need of

light. Each lamp costs for setting it up and keeping it in order,

independent of the light, $38.

ViCTOitiES OF THE AMERICAN Navv.—The admirable series

of pictures thai have lately been exhibited at Amory Hall, in this

city, illustrating the victories of our navy, arc full of interest, .ind

remarkably well conceived and executed.

The hotel, at Nahant, when completed, will accommodate five

hundred persons, exclusive of servants.

L. C. Derby, Esi)., of Sandusky, has purchased Power's Greek
Slave, at a sum little less than $5000.

A Chinese merchant at Sacramento, California, advertises that

among his goods received, he has " dried worms, for soup."

What is the difference between an Arab and a cbronologist 1

One eats his dnlcs, while the other spreads tliem on a table.

The wife of Wranslow Stanford bung herself at Lowell, on

Wednesday week, while her husband was absent at work and her

four children were at school.

The birthday of Calhoun was celebrated in Charleston, on tlio

18th, in an appropriate manner. The oration was delivered by

Judge W. D. Porter.

One of the Albany editors says tliat the only reason why his

dwelling was not blown away on Saturday, the 18th, during the

violent gale, was because there was a heavy mortgage on it!

Qualities indispensable to a complete historian, arc the mea-

sured tread of a soldier, in marching through the field of facts,

and the cool comments of a philosopher, in pertinent deductions

from those facts.

We published a paragraph a few weeks since, about short wciglit

in flour. The Providence Post, speaking of the same tiling, says

that a number of barrels in that city have been found to fall

short twenty pounds, and, in one instance, a barrel was fifty

pounds short.

A large rhinoceros, which has for some time past been exhib-

ited at New York, died on the 13th ult., about five o'clock. The
animal had been eating hay all night, and, at the above time, laid

down and expired in five minutes. The rhinoceros was the only

one in this country, and was valued at $10,000.

Rev. W. S. Loyd, the pastor of two Baptist churches, a few

miles west of Montgomery, Alabama, recently died while per-

forming service. He had commenced his discourse, and after

speaking a few moments, exclaimed: "I feel, brethren,! am
giving," and instantly sank down and expired.

Mr. Rufus Bennett, of Alfred, Maine, left Alfred village for his

home, in a sleigh, a few days since. When the sleigh arrived at

the house, Mr. Bennett was found by his wife sitting lifeless on
the scat. He was thirty-five years of age, and had died of a

disease of the heart.

Tlio new ship Lightning, built by Donald McKay, left her

wharf in Boston at 2 P. M., on the 19th of February, and was
seen by the Arabia on the 4th of March, at 1 P. M., going into'

the Mersey, m.aking her ran 12 days 18 hours, said to be the

shortest time j-ct made by a sailing vessel, between the two ports.

Edmund Burke, at the early age of nineteen, wrote in opposi-

tion to the metaphysical theories of Berkeley and Hume. At
twenty, he was in the Temple, winning the admiration of its in-

mates for the brilliancy and variety of his acquisitions. At twen-
ty-five, he was the first Lord of the Treasury. At twenty-six, he
published bis Essay on tho Sublime and Beautiful.

Senator Johnson, of Arkansas, has introduced into the United
States Senate a bill to establish and organize tho territoiies of

Chah-lah-kee, Muscogee, and Chah-ta. The propositions em-
braced in Mr. Johnson's bill contemplate the establishment of In-

dian territorial governments, und ersuitable guarantees of protec-

tion by tho general government.

Sanba of ©olb.

-fonign Stems.

i ^M. »

Monument to Mr. Clat.—Th» legislature of Kentucky has
appropriated $10,000 to tho " Clay Monument" at Ashland.

Berlioz, the great composer and musical critic, has been giving
monster concerts in the principal cities in Germany.

There are in England, it is said, two million of adult males, if

not three millions, who never read a newspaper.

In the year 1 809, there were four hundred and thirteen Quaker
meeting-houses in England. There are now but three hundred
and seventeen.

Mr. Buchanan, the American Minister in London, lives in a
respectable house, for which, with a stable, he pays an annual
rent of $3582 60—more than one third the salary of his ofiice.

The total v.alue of tho English coinage of the year 1853, was
.£12,663,000—or more than three times tho average amount of

the previous five years.

The British government have rewarded Mr. Low, the inventor
of the screw propeller in use iu the naval service of that power,
with the sum of £10,000.

In the town of Bergen, in Prussia, is an elegant church, capa-
ble of holding one thousand persons, constructed entirely, statues

and all, of papier-mache.

The North China Herald, of October 28th, states that a levy of
two hundred and seventy thousand Monguls were on the march
from Nankin to Shanghai.

The British government contemplate abolishing the entire sys-

tem of party patron.-ige, and the opening of no less than 16,000
salaried oflices to tho general competition of the country.

A late London paper says that in less than three years, Eng-
land will be within ten or eleven davs of every part of India, by
telegraph, and twenty-one days by steamer and sail from Bombay.
Tho news from China is of a more decided character than it

has lately been. The flight of the emperor is again reported.
It is certain that the insurgents have made great progress in tho
interior.

The number of charitable institutions in London is 500, and
the funds distributed during tho past year amount to nearly
$10,000,000, exclusive of public, parochial, and other schools,
and 92 medical charitable societies.

Among the new patents announced, is one to Adolphus Theo-
dore Wagner, of Berlin, in the kingdom of Prussia, professor of
music, for the invention of " a psychograph, or apparatus for in-

dicating a person's thoughts by the agency of nervous electricity."

The Rev. Dr. Routh, the venerable president of Magdalen Col-
lege, Oxford, who has attained the .age of ninety-nine, has just

completed a work, consisting of extracts from some of the an-
cient fathers, with an original introduction. Ho is in excellent
health, and continues his literary pursuits with unabated zeal and
enjoyment.

The London Daily News says that at a dinner party recently
given by Mr. Saunders, the American Consul, at London, there
were assemliled, among other guests, the American Ambassador,
the American Vice Consul, Mazziiii, Kossuth, Ledru Rollin, Ai--

nold Huge, Herzen (tho wealthy Russian cmi ,re}, Worcell (the
Pole), Garibaldi, and Orsini.

. . . Order, thou eye of action.

—

Aaron IlilL

.... Downy sleep, death's counterfeit.

—

ShaLspeare.

.... His praise is lost wlio waits till all commend.

—

Pope.

.... For me— I hold no commerce with despair !

—

Dawes.

.... Praise is only praise when well addressed.

—

Gay.

.... Idleness is sweet and sacred.— IK. S. London.

.... It is not fiir from the nose to the mouth.

—

Italian Proverb.

.... Love sacrifices all things to bless the thing it loves.

—

Bulwer.

.... A weak mind is ambitious of envy ; a strong one of re-

spect.

—

E. WUjtjlesu-orth.

.... There are reproaches wliich praise,* and praises which
slander.

—

Hocliijhucauld.

.... A sentence well couched, takes both the sense and the

understanding.

—

Feldiarn.

.... They that do nothing are in tho readiest way to do that

which is worse than nothing.

—

Ilsiiiy.

.... Chance corrects us of manv faults that rea«ou would not

know how to vomi:t.-^Iloclu'Jbucauld.

.... Shakspeare needed not the spectacles of books to read

nature ; ho looked inward, and found her there.

—

iJryden.

.... Common opinions often conflict with common sense ; for

reason in most minds is no match for prejudices, a hydra, whose
heads grow faster than they can be cut off.-^7^'. \Viijijlcaworth.

Jokcr'0 Subgct.

The girls "down east" flavor their handkerchiefs with "ex-
tracts " from their lovers' letters.

A drunkard's nose is said to bo a light-house, warning us of the

little water that passes underneath.

If you cannot inspire a woman with love of you, fill her above
the brim with love of herself—all that runs over will be yours.

An exchange says :
" The best sewing machine in the world

is about seventeen years old, that wears gaiter boots and a pocket
to put her wages in."

An exchange says the Sultan h.as nmslered two hundred thou-

sand men, but the Czar would pepper them. Ho has not been
able to do it so far, however.

Why should the Greeks living in tho vicinitv of the Dnrdanelle.s,

prefer tho Sultan of Turkey to the Russian Cuar? Because they

say this is the Boss for us (Bospliorus).

A young lady, at breakfast, asked a gentleman to hand her the

"hen fruit," pointing to a plate of eggs. The gentleman sug-

gested " Shanghai berries," as a more fastidious term.

Some one having lavishly lauded Longfellow's aphorism, " Suf-

fer and be strong," a matter-of-fact man observed that it was
merely a variation of the ohl English adage, " Grin and bear it."

"Attention!—first class in history. John .Jones, was Charles

the First a succes.sful moyarch V " Yeth tliir." " What do you
mean, j-ou stupid blocKhcad 1" " He thucdieeded Jeemth the

Firtht, thir."
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FASHIONS FOR TIIE MONTH OF APRIL.

FASHIONS FOR APRIL.

We give upon the pao^e herewith a scries of fashion plates for

the present month of April. Tlicy are from Frank Leslie's

Ladies' Gazette of Fashion for Paris, London and New York, and
are highly seasonable. No. 1 of the group is a white silk man-
tilla, made with a deep yoke that forms a point in front. The
baek is introduced into this yoke in broad plaits that form a rich

drapery round the person. This (Irnjicry folds over the front at

the sides, admitting the arm through an opening concealed by the

trimming that surrounds it. The fioiit falls plain, but the side

trimmings give it a rich and full effc<'t. Tlie wlude garment is

surrounded by a border of transparent blue ribbon, richly em-
bossed with white, and indented at the outer edge with scollops.

A delicate blue fringe traverses these scollops, forming a novel
and most exquisite border. This ribbon border surrounds the

yoke, and forms a beautiful border for the front. The color is

cerulean blue, and no summer sky was ever of more exquisite

tint. No. 2 is also of white silk but scaifshaped, and some-
what more elaborately trimmed than the one we have described.

Two rows of ribbon trimming, transparent, broken up with a
rich white pattern of
mingled points and
scollops upon a lilac

grounil, leave but lit-

tle of the upper por-

tion visible, and that

is brightened by dou-
ble rows of narrow
lilac galoon with a
delii'ate feather edge.

Beneath the second
row of trimming a
deep flounce is intro-

du<ed in full double
plaits, that fall in

ample drajjcry and
help to form the front.

No. .3.—It is seldom
that we come across

a garment so beauti-

ful, which so com-
pletely baffles our
powers of descrip-

tion. It ccrtaiidy is

the most tantalizing

combination of silk

and embroidery that
we ever met with

—

and so beautiful, too,

with its superb lit,

and its glossy flow around the person ;
certainly a more co(|uet-

tish and charming garment never was invented for a lady in

her teens, and yet we can give no real idea of it, more than we
could describe the perfume of a rose. How the artist has man-
aged to dispose all that rich embroidery in drapery over the

arms, no one but herself can explain ; but altogether, it is the
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most novel and most beautiful garment of the season. We quite

despair of giving any just idea of its enquettish elegance on paper.

No. 4 is another of green silk, scarf-shaped, surrounded by a deep
lace flounce, and trimmed by upright stripes of embossed velvet

ribbon, edged on each side with lace, and linishing where the lace

flounce commences in bows and ends. We admired a mantilla
of lavender-colored silk, very delicate, and shading a good deal

in blue tints. It takes the appearance of a scarf mantilla with a
square termination in front. The back is set in full box plaits

around a yoke, and rounds up over the arm. A border composed
of four rows of narrow satin riblion set on in graceful w.ives, and
even as the leaves of a dahlia, surrounds the garment, giving it

an air of indescribable freshness. This trimming edges the yoke

APRIL FASHION.

and ascends up the sides to the arms ; this trimming is finished

by a rich lavender-colored fringe about four inches in depth, and
a superb running pattern of raised embroidery, star-shaped flow-

ers and long drooping leaves, enriches the silk above this trim-

ming, both on the yoke and the mantilla. In the centre engrav-

ing below the body is of satin, tight, low, and heart-shape before

and behind. The sleeves are satin, very short and puffed. Two
rows of blonde, not gathered in front, but drawn a little behind,

are sewed on the bo^ly and form a bertha open before and reach-

ing to the bottom of the body, which is pointed in front. A bou-

quet of daisies fills the hollow between the blondes, and from it

proceeds a cordon of dai-ics to border the waist all round. The
fullness at the waist is divided and forms in front a plain interval

of five inches at top ; then at each sido a large crushed double
plait, which goes down to <'ach point of the skirt. In the four

plain intervals between the large plaits are put two rows of

blonde very slightly drawn, and set f^oot to foot. The joining

in the middle is concealed by a cordon of daisies with foliage,

the extremity of which reaches to the edge of the skirt. On
each large plait are also laid two rows of blonde, connected by

a cordon of daisies

descending to each
jioint of the arcade,

and blending with a
tuft of daisies, foliage

and grass. A dou-
ble ruche of white

tulle follows all the

outlines of the first

satin skirt, and in the

interval of this ruche
runs a cordon of dai-

sies and foliage. Five
tulle flounces, s i x
inclies wide, are sew-
ed to the bottom of

the skirt, each of

them terminated by
narrow blonde sewed
to its edge without
being gathered. Two
samples of fashion-

able bonnets, for the

])rcsent month, are

also given herewith.

They are exceeding-

ly light and graceful

in style, and rich in

texture. As the hat

is one of the most
important features of a gentleman's dress, so is the bonnet the

most prominent article of a lady's attire ; and on this arlii le of

dress a vast deal dc])cnds. Of late years, no jiortion of the

female attire has varied more than the bonnet, both in shape

and in the material used for its construction. In no article do

the French more excel than in this.

APRIL FASHION.
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THE C.4NADA GOOSE.

Below, tlic reader will find .another of our American sporting

scenes. This is the common wild goose of tlie United States,

universally known over the whole countiy, whose regular periodi-

cal migrations are the sure sign.tl of returning spring, or ap-

proaching winter. L:»te in autumn, especially when the wind is

from the north, the Canada geese are seen sailing high in the air,

making their accustomed tour at that season. Impelled by na-

ture, they quit tlioir northern abode, and hazard an escape from

the artifices of man, sooner than perish amid the icy barrens of

the frozen regions. When migrating, many flocks unite and form

11 vast column, each band having its chosen leader. Tke flight of

the wild goose is heavy and laborious, generally in a straight line,

or in two lines, approximating to a point ; in both cases, the van

is led by an old gander, who every now and then pijies Ijis well-

known honk, as if to ask how thoy come on, and the honk of

"all's well'' is generally returned by some of the party, and no

sooner do they arrive at those countries of the earth inhabited by

man, than carnage and slaughter is commenced on their ranks.

The hoarse honking of the gander is so familiar to the inhabitants

of our country, that it is imjiossible for them to arrive among us

without making their visit known. All welcome their return.

The once keen eye of the aged gunner again sparkles a- he be-

holds their grand and lofty flight ; the firelock is immediately

brought into requisition, aud the practised bag-gunner looks upon

them as debtors returned to cancel a long-standing obligation ; he

has watched their flight, and discovered their favorite sanding-

place ; the long-neglected decoys are placed in his skiff, and be-

fore daylight h.is appeared, be is pulling his way across the rough

bay, with glorious anticipations of profit on gjiining the desired

point. lie puts out his decoys ; sinks a box in tlic sand, and

there lies concealed as they approach ; his keen eye glances

quickly over his trusty gun, and ere a moment elapses death is

among them. The English, at Hudson's Bay, depend greatly on

geese, of this and other kinds, for their support; and in favor-

able years, they often kill three or four thousand of them, whicli

they salt and barrel. Their arrival is impatiently waited as the

harbinger of the spring, and that month is, in consequence,

named by the Indians, " The Goose Moon." The wild goose,

when in good order, weighs from ten to twelve, and sometime*

fourteen pounds, aud has ever been a favorite pursuit of the

huntsman.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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FOUiVDLIXG OF THE CASTLE OF ESTELLA.

a tale of navarue, in the olden time.

by austin c. burdick.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XVII.

A STRANGE DBXOUEMBNT.

It was not until near noon that Matteo set out on liis mission.

He took a roundabout way, and did not strike into tlie Guidez

road until he had left the city nearly a league behind him. After

this he walked leisurely along, some of the time humming

snatches of hacchan.dian songs, and anon remaining a silent

spectator of things about him. No one would have thought, to

have looked into his face, tliat he was upon an errand of death,

for he seemed to enjoy the wild scenery, and his countenance was

far fronT being moody or anxious. Yet, occasionally, when he

came to fcrnc spot where the voice of the cataract was hushed,

and where all else was silent, he would walk more slowly, and his

thoughts seemed to be heavier and more deep.

" Now I wonder what this woman can be to him," he muttered

to himself, after he had reached the wood where La Nuit and the

pilgrim had been attacked by the three assassins ;
and he stopped

as he spoke, as if he expected an answer froTn some of the stout

trees about him. But no answer came, and he walked on. " Who
can she be V he continued, in a deeply thoughtful mood. " The

mother of Henry la Nuit. And who can he be ? Zounds ! this

is a dark subject, to say the least. I never killed a woman, yet,

and I've often biagged oii't, but 'twont be my theme after tliis.

But why should I fear to kill a woman more than a man ? 0, I

hope she'll give me battle, and get my blood up ! One hundred

pistoles! Well, well, that is to the pui-))Osc, at all events," he

continued.

It was now quite du.sk, and Maftco moved on more quickly.

He had made up his mind to do the deed, and that, too, with as

little delay as possible. When he reached the cot, he saw the

faint beams of a candle thining out through the little front win-

dow, and as he came nearer he heard the sound of a voice. It

was a female's. He stopped to listen, and he soon convinced

himself that there were two females witliiii the cot. lie naturally

supposed that one of them was the woman whom he had seen

leave the place when he had followed the ])ilgrim thither. Here

was an emergency he had not been thinking of, though if he had

had his thoughts about him, he might have expected not to have

found his victim alone.

For some time the fellow stood and pondered upon tlie subject.

He had no desire to kill two women instead of one, but he must

either do it, or else get one of them out of the way by stratagem.

At length he hit upon an expedient. He moved back a few

paces from the door, and having thi-own liimself ujion the ground,

he began to groan most piteously. Directly the door of the cot

was carefully opened, but instantly shut again. Then Matteo

groaned louder than before, and thei-c was evidently a consulta-

tion going on inside. Ere long the door was opened again, and

this time a lighted candle was held out.

" Who's there 1" asked a female, who stood in the doorway.

" Help ! mercy ! O, for Heaven's sake, help !" groaned Matteo,

apparently in great distress.

The woman ventured further out, and then asked what was the

matter.

" I have been thrown from my horse. O, help ! help !"

The woman went back into the cot once more, and conversed

a while with her companion ; but she soon returned, and, having

set her candle down upon the threshold, she came out to wltere

tlie man lay.
,

"What can I do for you?" she asked, with tremulous sym-

pathy.

" Help me into your cot, and let me have some water." And
he groaned again.

The woman stooped down, and by dint of great exertion she

succeeded in helping the man to his feet, and leaning heavily

upon her, he walked into the dwelling. There was a woman
upon the bed, and the disposition of things about the apartment

showed that she had just retired. The man was assisted to a

chaif, and then his conductress asked him how she could help

him.

" Ah," he returned, after ho had drank some of the water which

the woman held to his lips, and speaking as though he were suf-

fering the most intense torture, "I don't know how you can as-

sist me unless you can procure help. My horse threw me a

short distance from here ; my shoulder is broken, and the bone

of my right leg must be fractured. O, for pity's sake, get me
help if you can !"

" But we have no neighbors, and the nearest help I can get is

nearly a league disbmt."

"And what sort of help is that?"
.

"A poor peasant, but a good man."
" Then go and get him. In the name of mercy, go !"

" But the distance," said the woman, casting her eyes anxiously

towards the bed. " You will suffer much before that help can

come."
" Not so much as I should to be without it. O, go, go !"

Again the woman cast her eyes towards the bed.

"Go, go, Blanche," said the invalid; "I can remain with

the poor man wldlo you arc gone, and if he wants anything I

shall be strong enough to get it for him. Give him some wine,

and let him have a pillow, and then go."

" But you are not strong enough—

"

" Hush, Blanche ; I am strong enough to assist those who suf-

fer more than I do. Have no fears on my account. Perhaps you

have on your own."

"No, no, my lady."

" Then give him the wine and go."

Blanche gave the man some wine, and having thrown on a

light scarf, which she drew up over her head, she quitted the cot,

upon her mission.

Did Matteo feel any compunctions after all this kindness 1 If

he did the feeling was quickly hushed, for he gazed about him

witli only the intent to make himself sure that she upon the bed

was the woman ho was to kill, and then to do the work as quickly

as possible, and be off.

" We are two sick people," he said, as soon as Blanche was

out of hearing.

"Most as>urcdly, we are," returned the woman.
" This locality or rather the road that runs this way," resumed

Matteo, with his eyes cast towards the bed, so as to catch every

movement of the occupant, " seems to be a most unfortunate

one. Only a short time since three men were killed in the wood

just back of here. Perhaps you heard of it."

" Yes," replied the invalid, moving uneasily in her bed. " I

heard something about it."

" And then," resumed Matteo, " only a day or two since there

was another sad disaster. An old pilgrim, accompanied by a

young man, named Henry la Nuit, was passing through that same

wood, towards Pampeluna,—O, my shoulder !—they w-cre at-

tacked, and the young man was—O, my poor bones !"

" But the young man—Henry la Nuit—what of him ?" eagerly

cried the woman, all her mother's affection coming at once to her

soul.

" O, nothing in particular," returned Matteo, quickly arising

from his cliair. " 1 ou are his mother!"

The poor woman started up in her bed, and uttered a quick cry

of alarm. She gazed upon the man before her, and she saw that

he was sound and strong.

"Mercy ! mercy !" she ejaculated.

" There is no mercy here I" said the assassin. " If you were a

man you should not live to ask it ; but you are a woman, and you

may pray. Just ask God to bless you—that's all!"

The woman sank back upon her pillow, and covered her face

with her hands, and while she did so, Matteo moved the candle

upon the shelf at his back, where its rays could shine into her

face, but not into his own.
" O," she murmured, " this hour has haunted me for years. I

had better have died then, for I was prepared for it. But strike,

sir ! Do your work of blood ! You can do what Montarrago

left undone ! I have prayed."

She raised herself half up as she ceased speaking, and the rays

of the candle fell upon her pale features. Matteo took one step

forward, and the knife fell from his hand.

"Just God!" he uttered, while every limb seemed fixed as

iron.

The woman started further up, and gazed upon him, hut she

ronld not see his dark features. Matteo moved nearer to the

bedside, and looked more searchingly into those pale featui'cs.

" Will you kill mc ?" the woman asked, in a faint, whispering

tone.

" O, God ! no I" gasped the assassin ; and as he spoke, he sank

down upon his knees ;
" I would ratlier bless you. Tremble no

more, for I would sooner lose my own right hand, than do you a

breath of harm !"

" But you were sent here to kill me," the woman said, still

speaking in a whisper, for she was very faint.

"Yes; but I will not do it. When your waiting-woman re-

turns, tell her that I was better, and went away. Do not tell her

why I came."

As he spoke, he arose to his feet, and turned toward the door,

to leave the cot.

"But, my son!" urged the invalid, extending her hands to-

wards the man.
" He is safe ; I did that only to bo sure that you were the per-

son I sought."

" And did you not know whom you were to kill ?"

" Only that you were the mother of the young knight. But
ask me no more, for I cannot answer. Yet I will ask you one

question. There has been an old pilgrim hero?"

"Yes."
" Is he your friend ?"

"I think he is."

" Then I will place him on his guard, if I c.in find him ; or, I

will give your son the hint ; that will be better still. God bless

yo.i!"

Without waiting to hear the woman's murmur of thanks, Mat-

teo picked up his knife, and hastened from the house. He stopped

for a moment outside to look back upon tlie cot, and then, with

long, quick strides, he hastened away.

The smiling stars looked down upon that humlile cot with their

twinkling light, and the gentle zephyrs of heaven moved about it

with soft whisperings of hope, while within there was a woman
upon her knees, with her thin, white hands clasped upon her

bosom, and with her pale face turned hcavonward, giving thanks

to God.

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE STORY OF A MOTHER.

It was midnight, and Nandon du Chastel was leaning back in

his high-backed chair, gazing vacantly up at the serpents' heads

that formed the points of the volutes upon his great cabinet. A
large waxen taper burned ujjon the table at his side, and its light

was just sufticient to make the grim heads look hideous as they

peered out from the dusky background. Sometimes the knight

nodded beneath the influence of insinuating slumber, and some-

times he would start up, and instinctively shudder as he found

the serpents gazing down at him, as though they meant to spring

ujion him when he slept again. He was far from being comfort-

able ; he had sought comfort in the hope of succeeding in the

work he had upon his hands, but when that hope shone fully upon

him he was very far from anything like comfort. He did, how-

over, feel a sort of savage satisfaction in view of the consumma-

tion of his plans, but that satisfaction was very fitful, for his plans

were not yet consummated.

At length he was aroused by the abrupt entrance of Matteo.

Du Chastel sprang from his chair, but when he saw who it was

he sat down again, and waited for the new comer to be also seated.

Matteo was very deliberate in his movements, and before he sat

down he quietly loosened the knife, which he carried in his bosom,

so that it could be qniekly grasped ; but he did it in such a way

that his companion did not detect the movement.

"Now, Matteo," began the knight, with great anxiety, "what

word do you bring back to me V
" I found the cot. Sir Nandon," calmly replied the fellow.

" And did you find the woman?"
" Yes."

" The mother of La Nuit?"
" Yes."

" Ha ! Then you killed her ?" «^
" No, Sir Nandon, I did not."

" Did not kill her !" uttered the knight, starting up and looking

furious.

" Sit down, sit down, Su- Nandon," quietly said Matteo.

" But what could have prevented you from doing the work

after you liad found her ?" resumed Du Chastel, sitting back into

his chair. " Was not the way clear ?"

" The woman and myself were alone in the cot. She waa

weak and sick—I was stout and strong; but I did not kill her."

" Why, fool ! What madness is this ? Has the sight of a sick

woman overturned your brain ? Have ye become a coward?—

a

child?—a trembling, fearing suckling? 0, out upon thee? You
swore to me that you would kill her !"

" Nay, Sir Nandon, I did not swear," replied Mattt'O, not at all

moved by the taunts of his employer ; or, if he was moved, he

did not show it. " I did not swear; but even if I had I would

have broken my oath."

" By the mass ! sirrah, you must have had some motive in tliis.

Perhaps you mean to make me pay a heavier sum for the job.

You like the color of gold."

"You hit wide of the truth, sir," said M.atteo ; "and, since

you are not likely to guess it, I will tell it to you."

" Do so, if you please ; and no doubt 'twill be a marvellous

atlair," responded Du Chastel, with bitter sarcasm.

" Just listen to me, Du Chastel," resumed Matteo, in a deep,

serious tone. " Many years ago I had a mother."

"But that woman is not your mother?" uttered the knigbt,

starting up.

" Listen to me," sternly pursued the other. " I once liad a

mother. She may not have been so mild and moral as some

mothers ; but I loved her, for she was all I had on earth to love;

and she loved me, too. Some said I was the child of shame, but

I felt no shame in loving my mother, nor did she feel shame in

owning me. Our home was in the mountains, and there I first

learned to bo the wild and reckless man I have since proved my-

self. But it was not my mother's work. She tried to make me
better, and I have seen her cry; I have seen great tears roll down

her cheeks, when the fear was upon her that I should be a great

villain."

" But what of all this ?" impatiently exclaimed Du Chastel.

" I would know why you did not kill this woman. I care not for

your mother."

" Patience, Sir Nandon, and you shall know what it has to do

with the work I have left undone," resumed Matteo, exhibiting

for the first time a slight degree of anger. " My mother's cot

was beyond the great pass of Saint Jean Pied de Port, and at that

time a strong party of brigands infested those wonderful fast-

nesses. Some of them often sought shelter bcncith my mother's

roof. She did not invite them there, nor had slic the courage to

turn them away, and yet she would have given the halt of her lit-

tle property to have been well rid of them, for she found that they

were leading me into a love of their mode of life. I began to

neglect her flocks, and weeds grew up in her garden.

" One night, when I camo liome from the mountains, I found

my mother weeping most bitterly; and when I asked her wliy she

wept, she told me that, through my neglect, some of hor best

goats had been lost. I pulled a haudful of gold from my pocket,

and I thought that would comfort her; but I was mistaken. She

knew where I got the gold, and she wept more than before ; and

upon her knees she begged of me to give over the evil life upon

which 1 had entered
—

"

"A curse upon both thee and thy mother!" bitterly interrupted

Du Cliastel.

" Curse me, sir !" hoarsely whispered Matteo, trembling from

Iliad to foot ;
" but beware how you use the name of my

mother!"
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"But what is all this tirade to me V continued the knight, in a

lower key.

"I mean simply to show you that my mother was not to blame

that I am a villain. It has been a long while since I have spokon

of her; but now the theme is opened, and I must speak."

"Then speak briefly, and spare mo the hearing of that whirh

does not interest mo. 1 would know why you did not kill the

woman."

"And you shall know it, directly," resumed Mattco. "For a

while after the loss of the goats, I remained at home ; but the

brigandi came again. I drank and sang with them, and then

went away with them again. My mother begged of them to

come to her cot no more, but they only laughed at her, and made

her take gold for the shelter she did not willingly give them. At

length, one night when they were carousing at our cot, a com-

pany of soldiers came and captured them, and my mother was

taken with them, and so w.is I.

"My mother was convicted of being connected with them, both

as an entertainer and receiver of their booty, and she was sen-

tenced to die with them. I escaped from the strong prison, and

I tried to eflect the escape of my mother, but it was in vain. I

disguised myself, and went to the place where she was to be exe-

cuted, still faintly hoping that something might turn up to assist

me in the accomplishment of my purpose. But my hopes were

all gone when I saw my poor mother led forth to die an ignomin-

ious death. But she did not die. A dark-eyed maiden sprang

through the crowd, and rushed to the spot where my mother was

bound. I was so overcome that I saw but little moie ; hut I soon

knew that my mother was pardoned, and faint and giddy 1 moved

away from the spot. When I saw my mother again, she told me
that the dark-eyed maiden had saved her life.

"I shall soon be done. Sir Nandon. My mother is now dead,

but amidst all the thorns and weeds that have grown so rankly in

my bosom, I have not forgotten the love she bore me, nor have I

forgotten to worship the gentle being who saved her life. That

diirk-eycd maiden, now grown into the fading of life's bloom, I

saw in the cot I visited this evening. Nandon du Chaste!, all the

gold in Navarre could not tempt me to do her harm !"

Tlie dark knight started up from his chair, and then sank heav-

ily back again. His face was ashy pale, and he trembled at every

joint.

" Matteo," he at length said, in a hoarse voice, " was she the

woman yon were to have killed V
" Yes."
" Then you know her V
" I know that she saved my mother's life."

" Ay ; but do you know more of herV
" Yes—I know all

!"

For a few moments, Du Chastcl sat still. His trembling had

ceased, and the blood had come once more to his face.

" Mattco, you know too much \" he hissed between his clenched

teeth ; and as he spoke, he seized his dagger and sprang upon his

companion.

But Mattco had anticipated this movement from the first, for

his knife was in his hand in an instant, and ho sprang quickly

aside in time to avoid Du Chastel's blow.

" You are quick. Sir Nandon !" he muttered ;
" hut I am ready

for you. I gave yon credit for this, and so prepared for it."

The knight struck again, but Matteo caught his arm and

wrenched the dagger from him ; then, with one mighty effort, he

hurled him to the floor, and held him there.

" Now, Sir Nandon," said Matteo, with his kneo upon the fallen

man's bosom, "you are in my power; but I will not betray you.

You know me not if you think I would do that thing."

" Will you swear to keep the living of that woman a secret ?"

gasped the prostrate knight, having given over his struggles to

free himself from the iron weight and grip of his companion.

" On one condition I will give you the o.ath," returned Matteo.

"What is itr*

" Swear to me first that you will not seek to do her more haim."

Du Cbastel hesitated.

" It is but oath for oath," continued Matteo. " Swear it to me,

and I will keep your secret inviolate."

" Well, I swear, then, that I will not do her more harm," said

the knight.

" I do not trust you. Sir Nandon," said Matteo, with scorn,

" for I think you would as lief break an oath as not ; but I prom-

ise yon in return that I will keep your secret. Now, get up."

As Matteo spoke, he arose and turned towards the door. He

turned back once to look at Du Chastel, but he did not speak
;

he only shook his finger menacingly at him, and then left the

apartment.

Nandon du Chastel sat down once more in his chair. The

waxen taper had bumcd down till there was nothing left of it,

and the black wick toppled over with a flickering glare, and then

all was dark as the grave—the room was as dark as was the heart

of him who sat trembling within its gloom.

CHAPTER XIX.

IT GHOWS DARK.
In one of the most out-of-the-way places of Pampeluna, the

old pilgrim had found an abiding-place. It was a small room

that he occupied, in the second story of an old building, and bis

single window overlooked the river. One evening he was aroused

by the stopping of a boat under his window, and, as the occurrence

was an unusual one, he went and looked out. There was a new

moon just riding above the house tops, and as its pale beams fell

aslant the water, they revealed a small boat just under the win-

dow, in which was a single man.

"What do you seek V asked the old man, as he leaned over

the balustrade, and looked down.

"An old pilgrim, who lately came to Pampeluna," returned

tlie boatman.

The pilgrim hcsiUitcd a moment, for he had come fear of

danger.

" What do you wish of him V he at length asked.

" I will tell that to liim," was the response.

" Well," said the old man, " I am the pilgrim. Now, what do

you seek ?"

" You have lately been to visit a woman, near Guidez."
" How do you know ;"

" I tracked you there."

The old man trembled with apprehension.

"But you need not fear for me," returned the boatman; "I
have come to ]ilace you on your guard. That woman is in dan-

ger ; the wolf has found her. If you would save her life you had

better move her as soon as possible, and be secret about it, too.

Now I have done my duty, and you must do the rest."

The reader will, of course, recognize Matteo in the boatman
;

and thus had he endeavored to protect the helpless woman from

the wiles of the destroyer. He did not stoj) to hear what answer

the old devotee had to make ; but as soon as he had spoken, he

dipped his oars into the water, and moved away quickly out of

sight.

The pilgrim went back into his room, and though the circum-

stance was one of mystery to him, yet he was not long in making
up his mind as to the course he should pursue. As soon as the

moon had sunk out of sight, he went out of the house, and glided

along, as secretly as possible, out of the city. By midnight, he

reached the little cot where we have seen him before. He rapped

at the door, but there was no response ; he rapped moi-e loudly,

but he awoke only a dull echo. His heart sank within him as he

pushed at the door and found it give beneath his touch ; he en-

tered, but all was darkness within ; he called out, hut no one

answered Iiim ; he went to the bed, and ran his hands over its

surface, but no human form met his touch.

For a while the old man stood there in the darkness, and deep

groans fell from his lips. When he moved it was towards the

spot where he knew a box of tinder was usually kept. He found

it, and he also found the flint and steel that belonged with it; he

struck a light, and by the glare of the match he found a candle.

This he lighted, and then he began to search about the room.

There were no signs of confusion, but he soon knew that he was

alone—that she whom he sought had gone. He went out of

doors, and examined everything about the cot, hut he could find

no clue to the lost. Then he went back into the tcnantless apart-

ment, and sank down into a chair. His brain was tortured by a

fear for which he had good grounds, and he groaned in agony.
" 0," he murmured, " and are these long years of hopes and

fears to end now in darkness ! My expiation is nipped upon the

very eve of its consummation!"

There was a sound of creeping footsteps near the*loor, but the

old man heard it not ; there were a pair of eyes peering in at the

little window, but the pilgrim did not see them. Those eyes

gleamed tiger-like upon him, Init lie sat there witli his head

bowed upon his broad palms, and he thought he was all alone.

We must go back a few hours, and visit again the old house

upon the edge of the river. The pilgrim was not the only one

who had heard tlie warning of the boatman. Henry la Nuit had

that very night set out to seek the old man, for he had strange

misgivings that there was danger lurking about the cot whore his

mother dwelt. He had a vague sus])icion that when he and the

pilgrim last visited there, they had been followed. It may have only

been a dim, dreamy thought at first, but fear had given it form,

and now he was moved by it to seek a rest for his fears. He
would have gone alone to the cot, but he had pledged himself

that he would not, so he sought the pilgrim ; he did not know
exactly how to find tlio house, altliough he had once been there

;

but he knew the locality, and he set off upon the search.

As fortune would have it, the young man got upon the wrong

side of the river, and being guided only by a tall spire that stood

in the neighborhood, he came opposite to the old man's window

just as Matteo had ))ulled his boat up there. He ])lainly hoard

the warning of the boatman, as he stood upon a little piece that

jutted out into the watei', and as soon as the pilgrim's window

was closed, he sprang for the nearest boat, not caring to take

time to cross by the bridge. The first boat he came to was

fast, and all his strength was not sufficient to break it loose.

Another and another he tried with like success, and at length, all

wrought with anxiety, he was forced to take to the bridge. He
flew thither as fast as possible, and ere long he was hastening

through the narrow streets on the other side. But an evil genius

seemed to guide him, for he missed his way, and he knew not

how to find it. In a state of frenzy, bordering on insanity, he

flew througli the dark passages, and at length, at the end of an

hour, he was sure he had found the house wliere he had once

come with his strange friend. He stopped not to knock, for he

knew his way now, and with quick steps he hastened to the old

man's room. He found it, but it was empty.
" Of course, he has gone on," uttered the youth, and without

stopping to inquire of any of the inmates of the other rooms, he

retraced his steps and flew on towards the Guidez road.

It was now late ; the moon had been gone a long time, and the

way was dark and toilsome ; but the youthful knight heeded not

the lesser obstacles that lay in his way. Once, near the wild

bridge that spanned a deep chasm, through which the mountain

torrent rushed, he stopped to rest, for he was more fatigued than

he had thought. He blamed himself for not having taken his

horse, for he saw now that he shoj^ld have gained time in the end

by l)orrowing a little to begin with. But it was too late to rcpinei

and after a few moments of rest ho hurried on again. At length

he reached tlie wood, and just as he had gained the furtlier edge

of it, he heard the steps of a horse ahead of him. The tramp

was coming towards him, and soon he saw the dusky outlines of

the animal and its rider. lie did not think of hiding himself,

but he only turned out suflficiently to allow the horse to pass. In

this, however, he wu.s disappointed, for tlie rider pulled up and
hailed him :

" Hallo—who is this V
Henry started as tliough a thunderbolt had broken at his feet,

for he recognized the voice of Nandon du Chastel. A dart of

pain shot to his soul, for in an instant he coupled tlie dark kniglit

with the warning lie had licard the lioatman give to the pilgrim.

"Who are you?" again cried Sir Nandon, urging his horse

nearer to wlierc our hero stood.

" Yon know me well enough !"

" Ha I—La Nuit, upon my soul !" exclaimed Sir Nandon, with

a mixture of surprise and quick satisfaction in his tone.

" Let me pass. Sir Nandon," said Henry, in an anxious tone.

The rider liesitatcd a moment, as though he were consulting

with liimsclf. Then he reined his horse still more into the youth's

way, and in a strangely sounding tone,—it was so low, and yet so

intensely earnest,—he said :

" Tell me, first, what you are doing here 1"

" It matters not. Let me pass."

" But it does matter, youngster," retorted Sir Nandon, in a

voice still hushed, though rage evidently was working in it. "It
looks suspicious to find one like you in this place, at this time,

and in this plight. Do you flee from the commission of crime 1"

" Of crime !" repeated La Nuit, witli a quivering lip. "Look
to yourself, Nandon du Chastel

!"

"By my soul! now you mock me ! Beware! Henry la Nuit,

for I am not one to brook insolence ! Now tell me whither thou

gocst. As constable of Navarre, I demand your answer."

For a moment the youth trembled with a new apprehension.

He knew that Dai Chastel was the constable of the kingdom, and
as such his powers were almost unlimited. He had tlic right, ex

officio, to arrest wliom ho pleased, with or without provocation.

But the young knight's previous fear came back to him, and with

it came the suspicions he had entertained against Sir Nandon.

Perhaps his mother was even now in the hands of her captors,

and perhaps she might be dead ! This last thought drove our

hero to frenzy, and he fo'got the power of the man who con-

fronted him.

" Let me pass !" uttered La Nuit, through his clenched teeth.

" Now I'll teach thee, unmannerly boy !" yelled Sir Nandon
;

and, as he spoke, his sword flew from its scabbard.

Sometimes calm, clear thoughts come through the brain like

lightning, and so it was with Henry la Nuit. On the instant the

thought flashed upon him that Sir Nandon meant to kill him
;

that he h«d meant it from the first, and that he had provoked a

quarrel only to gain ground for the onset. And then that other

thought came, too—that thought wherein Sir Nandon hiid been

before suspected. All this thought- flash gleamed through the

youth's brain, even while the rider's sword was whirling in the

air; and as our hero dodged the blow, he drew his own weapon.

Ho spoke not, for hi.^ soul was set, and with him it was vastly

more than life or death—for in the dim thought-distance he had a

mother

!

Nandon du Chastel uttered a fierce oath when he saw that La
Nuit's sword was out, and ho pressed upon the youth severely.

But La Nuit had one decided advantage, independent of his per-

sonal prowess. The elevated position of Sir Nandon made all

his motions conspicuous, while our hero, being upon the ground,

was more in the dark to his antagonist. At the third stroke. La
Nuit caught the sword of his antagonist by a lock in tlie guard,

and sent it whirling through the air to the distant bushes. Then

he struck the horse a smart blow upon the flank with the flat of

his own hea^y sword. The animal plunged furiously, and in a

moment nrore he threw his rider upon the ground.

La Nuit did not stop to see whether Sir Nandon was badly

hurt, but with a quick step, he turned and hastened away. Once,

only, he stopped to look back, but it was so dark that he could

see nothing of his enemy, though he could just make out the up-

per outlines of the horse, the animal not having moved since ho

had thrown off his load.

The nearer the youth came to the cot the more nervous he

grew ; and when, at length, he could distinguish the roof against

the staiTy sky, his heart beat so heavily that his breathing seemed

oppressed. It was a strange fear that had come over him—a fear

that seemed so dark and dismal that his own footfall sounded like

a knell iu his ear.

CHAPTER XX.

A THBNDEEBO LT.

When our hero reached the open space before the cot, he saw

the rays of a light shining out through the little window, and for

a moment he took |fcrage. He stopped to listen when he reached

the door-stone, but he could hear nothing save the moaning of the

night-wind, and the murmuring of the stream. He knocked at

the door—he knocked again—and again ; but he heard nothing,

only the wind and the quick-moving water. He pushed at the

door, and it yielded to his touch ; and his heart grew faint again

as he entered.

A candle, burned half do\vn, stood upon the table, apd its

flickering blaze gathering moodily arot+nd the black, unsnuflfed

wick, threw a dull, itful glare about the room. La Nuit's first
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movement was towards the lied, and a deep <rroan eseaped him
when he found it empty. He railed aloud for his mother, Imt he

only heard the dull echo that came hack from his own tones.

"Mother! mother!" he cried, elasping his hands upon his

heart, and then stretching them out into the gloomy light.

"Mother! it is your hoy who calls ! (), answer him, if you can

hear his voice ! He will not harm thee, hut his stout arm will

protect thee ! Fear not, fear not, for it is I who call upon thee I

Mother! mother! All alone ! Gone!"
The youth sank down upon the hed, and for some minutes he

remained there in a sort of stupor ; hut grail ually he came hack
to himself, and once more he stood upon his feet. He had tumed
to move towards the little porch ; his head was howcd, and his

thoughts were wandering, when a dark ohject upon the floor met
]iis gaze. He started with a terrihle shudder, for that ohject bore

a scuihlance to the human form. He went to the tahle and took

the candle, and having removed tlie sujieralmndant wick with his

the candle in his hand, when he heard footsteps behind him, and
on starting np, he found himself face to face with Nandon du
Chastel ! There was a look of fiendish exultation upon the face

of the dark knight, and like a flish our hero comprehended its

meaning.
"Ah ! Sir Henry la Nnit," said the constahle, "I have found

yon again."

"Ay, Nandon du Chastel, yon hare found me," returned the

youth, his bosom swelling as he spoke, and his hands clutching

nervously together.

"And—ah! wliat's this 1 A dead man ! Bleeding—stabbed

—

his body warm ! By my soul ! Sir Henry, you have been well

employed ! Your hands look well
!"

La Nnit's hands were all covered with blood, for the garments
he had haniUed in moving the body of the old man, were satur-

ated with the purple tide. He looked at them, and then turning

to his enemy, he said :

cannot wash it out." Du Chastel's right hand flew to his hip,
but his sword was not there. It still lay among the buslics, and
he had not been able to find it. He started back a pace when he
fonnd himself swordless, and in a hissing tone, he said

:

" Thou shalt know the |)enaUy of crime and insolence, for hy
all the gods of heaven, thou didst this deed, and if I had my
sword, I'd rid the earth of such a murderer!"

" I thank thee, siuely," retorted La Nuit, with a bitter sarcasm.
"But I have a rpiestion to ask. What has become of the woman
you fonnd here V

" I found no woman here."

"When?"
" Never! I have not been here till now."
" Lie on, villain !—but while you lie, remember there is a just

God !"

Du Chastel tiembled—but, perhaps, 'twas only anger that
moved him.

;-^«SWS<^.,,,,

fingers, he went back and stooped down over the thing he had
seen. It was a man. La Nuit laid his hand \ipon thi^ shoulder,
and turned the face upward, and he saw the features of the old
pilgrim. A dark pool of blood was upon the floor near where the
old man lay, and at a short distance towards the bed there was
another pool tliat was spattered and coagulated.
La Nuit was nearly overcome now by tli^tigantic emotions

that had hecu raging in his bosom. It'wa^Kt the presence of
the dead that made him weak—it was the aliscnce of one who
might be dead ; the fear tliat came to him from things not seen,
that made him weak. Bnt it wan not hij nature to remain loni'

inaclivc, while sense remained, and as soon as the first shock was
]iast, he turned his attention once more to the pory form hcside
him. He found that the old man had heen cut S(^vrrely upon the
right arm, and when tearing away the dark robe from the bosom,
he found a deep stab ujiou the left breast. The body was still

warm, and La Nuit knew that the deed could not have long since

been done. He shook Llie blood-stained form, and he halloed in

its ear, but there were no signs of life. He still knelt there, with

" I know what you mean, Nandon du Chastel. You mean
thai I have done ibis murder."

" Surely, I believe my own eyes," replied the constable, with a
sne<'riiig look.

" Do you ? Ah, Sir Nandon, it would be well for you if thtre
were no God to see all that you have seen to-night

!"

" What do you mean now V
" (), you need not look upon me with that coward look I I am

calm—iet me sec you calm."
" I am calm ; only the astoundment that leaps to my brain at

the sight of this mo,st atrocious deed. You may will be calm. La
Nuit. for perhaps you have gained some important end in the

death of tiiis old man."
" Out upon thee, dark-faced villain !" uttered the youth, as he

set the candle down upon the tahle, and then took a step nearer to

where the constable stood. " I came here after I left you in the

wood, and I found this old man lying here in his blood. You

—

you, Nandon du (.'hastel, know who did this deed. It is stamped
ill your face ; its black record is kttercd on your heart, and you

"Rail on," he said, as soon as ho could compose himself, "for

you are armed, and I am not. But the time shall come when you
shall tremhle licfore me!"

" Ay, with indignation !" ([uickly replied La Nait.
" Yes, and with fear, too."
" Then it will he such fear as one might feel of an asp ;

such

fear as the stoutest heart may feel when a deadly viper has folded

itself upon Ijis arm. I should have no other fear of thee, thou

villain !"

Again Sir Nandon's hand sought the ])lacc where his sword-hilt

was wont to rest. He took a step forward^theii sio|i|ied. Then
he gazed into the young man's face, and shaking his fiiig'T slowly

towards him, he uttered :

" It were well for you, Henry la Nuit, if there were no laws in

Navarre !"

These words were spoken very slowly, and in a deep, meaning
tone, and, aa ho spoke them, be turned quickly u|>ou his heel, auJ

left the cot.

[to EE CO>fTINDED.]
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HIRAM POWERS, THE SCUIiPTOR.

On this and thf opposite page \vc give a series of

Ciystnl I'alaoc views, enilinieiii}^ the Greek Slave, liy

that eminent American sVnlptor, Hiram Powers, his

fiiinous statue of Kve, and that of the Fisher Boy,

wiih a likeness of the gifte<l artist himself. The
pccniinr style of Powers eorisists in a trnthfiil a<llie-

reneo to nature, comliined with great artistic skill and

elahoratc execution. Other artists have heen schooled

to leave out what I'owers discovered beauty in intro-

ducing ; and, by thus following nature, ]n: has ap-

proached nearer to the busts of antiquity than any

other siulptor of his time. Several sculptors in Flo-

rence have adopted Powers's course with surprising

results. The (irescnt important work in the studio of

Powers is the heroi<^ statue of "America"—a ]icr-

sonifi<-ation finely eonceivc<l, and about the size and
proportion of the famous Diana of the Louvre. The
" America " rests her right hand on the fasces of Jus-

tice, and points with her left to Heaven, as the divine

source of all power. Under her feet lie tranii)lcd the

insignia of despotism, while her beautiful and majestic

liead is encircled with a tiara studded with the stars

of the States. This work is monumental in character,

and is tittc<l to adorn the Senate, or a great public

hall. Iliram Powers was born in Woodstock, Ver-

mont, July '2'J, 180.'), and is now near forty-nine years

of age. He was the eighth child of a family of nine,

and his jiarents were jilain country people, who culti-

vated a little farm. He ac(|uircd such education as

the district school afforded, and he also found leisure

to get some knowledge of divers kinds of handicraft,

among which was the art of drawing. Ilis father

finding it difficult to maintain his family upon bis

farm, renn)ved to Ohio, where he shortly after die<l,

and the future artist wa.s thrown u]ion his Own re-

sources. He set out for Cincinnati to seek his for-

tune, and found employment in a reading-room con-

nected with one of the principal hotels of the city, and
afterwards became clerk in a produce store, where he

remained until his principal failed. He then found a
situation with a clockmaker, by whom he was em-
ployed in collecting <lel)ts, and afterwards in the me-
chaniial ])art of the business; hut, although this em-
ployment wa-s not disagreeable to him, he aspired to

some higher branch of the arts. In Cincinnati be

made the aci|uaintancc of a Prussian, who was en-

gaged upon a bust of General Jackson, and with some
little instructions in the art of modelling obtained from

him, Mr. Powers was soon able to produce busts in

plaster of considerable merit ; in fact, one of his earli-

est, he has declared himself, to have been unsurpassed

in likeness and finish by any of his later works. He
then felt that his vocation was the arts, an<l he formed

a connection with the Western Museum at Cincinnati,

where, for about seven years, he superintended the

artistic department, such as wax-work shows, etc.

After leaving this .situation, be visited \Vashingtnn,

in IX'?."), hoping to gain some reputation as an artist,

and fui iiish liini the means of visiting Italy. In this he

was not disappointed. After spending sotiie time in

the capital eng:igcd in taking the busts of the most
eminent men of the <lay, he was enalileil, by the lilier-

alitvofMr. N. Lotigwortb, to accomplish his long-

cherished scheme, and in 18.'J7 he landed in Florence.

For .some time after his arrival he continued to devote

himself principally to luvts, but he soon detenniiK

d

to emjiloy his s])are time on the ])roduction of an ideal

work; the subject determined upon was "Eve." Just

before the model of this statue was eomi)leted, Mr.
I'owers received a ^isit from the celebrated Thorwald-
8cn, who was then passing through Florence. He
expressed himself in terms of high admiration of the

artist's busts; and, in referetice to these, declared

Powers to be the <;reatest since Michael Angelo. The
statue of " Eve " also excited his aclmiratioti ; and to

the artist's apology that it was his first statue, he re-

plied that any man might well be proud of it as bis

last. When the inmlel of " Eve " was coiujdetcd, be

began the "Greek Slave," which was finished in eight

months. This, the liest kiujwn and most admired of

all Mr. Powers's works, has heen eNliibited thronyhont

the United States, and at the (ireat Exbibilion at

London. The "Fisher I Joy" was his next jiroilnetion.

EASTERN JUGGLERY FEATS.
The autol)iography of the Mogul emperor Juhan-

gire gives an account of extraordinary feats of this

art performed in his presence. First, the performers

produced a living man, whose head they cut off, in

the lirst instance. They next divideil the limbs from
the trunk, and the mutilated remains lay on tho

ground for some time. A curtain was then extended
over the spot, and one of the performers putting him-

self under the curtain, emerged from it again in a few

minutes, followed by the indiviiliial who was supposed

to have been so completely dissected! They then

took a small bag, and having first shown that it was
onlirely empty, one of them put his hand into tho

bag; on withdrawing it again out came two gaino-

cocks of the laige<t size and great beauty, which im-

mediately assailed each other, and fought with such
force aiul fury, that their wings emitted sparks of lire

at every stroke. This coiuinued for full an hour,

when tliey jint an end to the combat by throwing a
sheet over the animals. Again they withdrew tho

sheet, and there appeared a brace of partridges, with

most brilliant and beautiful [jlumagc, which immedi-
ately began to tune their throats as if there was noth-

ing human present, picking at worms with tin; same
sort of chuckle as they are heard to use on the side-

hill. The sheet was now thrown over the partridges,

and when again withdrawn, instead of those beautiful

birds, appeared two frightful black snakes there, with

flat head and crimson bellies, which, with ojien mouths
and heads erect, coiled together and attacked each

other with the greatest fury, and so continued to do,

until they becatne (piite exhausted, when they fell

asunder. They made an e.xcavation in the earth in

the shape of a tank of considerable dimensions, which

they re({uested us to fill with water. When this was
done, they spread a covering over the place, and after

a short interval, having removed the cover, tho water

appeared to be one sheet of iee, and they desired that

some of the elephant keepers might be directed to lead

the elephants across. One of the men set his elephant

upon the ice, and the animal walkeil over with as

much ease and safety as if it were of solid rock, re-

nniining for some time on the surface of the frozen

])ond without occasioning the slightest fracture on the

ice. A blank volume of jnire white paper was placed

in my hands, to show that it contained no figures nor

any colored pages whatever, of which I satisfied my-
self and all around. One of the men took the vol-

ume in hand, and the first oi)ening exhibited a page

of bright red, sprinkled with gold, forming a blank

tablet s])lcnilidly elaboiate. The next turn presented

a leaf of beautiful azure, sprinkled in the same man
ner, and cxhil)iting on the maigin numbers of men
anil women in various attitudes. The juggler then

turned to another leaf, which appeared of a Chincso

color and fabric, and sprinkle<l in the same manner

with golil, but on it were delineated herds of cattle

and lions, the latter seizing ujion the kinc iti a manner
that 1 never observed in any other [jaintings. Tlio

next leaf exhibited was a beautiful gieen, similarly

iiowdercd with gold, on which was represented, in

lively colors, a garden, with cypress roses and ilowcr-

iiicr shridis, in full bloom ; and in the midst of the

ga'i-den, an excellcttt pavilion. The next change ex-

hiliited a leaf of orange, on which was delineated a

<aeat battle ; two adverse kings were seen engaged iu

mortal eoutlict. Every ttirn of the leaf exhiliitcd a

a different color, scene, and action, pleasing to behold.

TO'\.V--^'
''"'' ^W\^\^\W\'^^>.

HIRAM POWERS, THE SCULPTOR.

POWERS S STATUE OF EVIO, AT THE CRYSTAL P.\I..\CE.

LOWER ORDERS IN SYRIA.

In a country like Syria, where every creaturc-comrort or neces-

sary is extremely cheaj), llie lower orders, who are generally of

an "indolent disposition, would much prefer remaining idle for

one-half of the year to engaf;ing in any occupation makitig it in-

cumbent on them to go through a certain i)ortioii nf <laily labor;

and this they can aflord to do, as their habits arc fritLjal, and the

amtmiit gained in out' day by a laborer will sullice to support

himself and family for thive days. This ajjplies ei|ually to the

fellah or peasant e"mi)loycd in inltivation. Ilis jiortion of the

silk harvest is suflicient to maintain him till the wheat crop is

gathered in, when he earns with his scythe a suilicicncy to live in

idleness till the olive and grajje harvests arrive, and then he is

either paid in ca-h or allowed a certain (piantity of wheat, wine,

oil, a(|ua vita, dilis, raisins, etc., as recompense. Of this store he

lavs by a suHieiency for the winter; the silk and the surplus of

the wheat, etc., he either sells or barters for other household re-

quisi'es, such as clothing, butter ai\d charcoal. He brings his

own fuel from the mountains, ami, if he be at all a careful man-

ager, can keep a mule of his own to carry goods and passengers

to and from the nearest towns and villages. Thus, with a very

sm-ill amount of labm- the peasant of Syria can afford to have an

idle time of it, were he not in terror of government taxes; for,

although the system of taxation is fairly arranged, and the sums

levied are small in proportion to the income, still there are under-

strajipers, besides their own Christian Nazirs and Sheikhs, who
peculate to a large extent under the plea of moneys required for

government levies. This induces the peasant gladly to embraee

anv opportuiiitv that may oti'er of entering into tk' service, of a

Frank; for, from the hour of his employmeitt, ho tWAo subject of

another power. He is exempt from taxation, and the Nazirs and

Sheikhs durst not intrude upon the privacy of his household, un-

der penalty of being at loggerheads with the consuls and pa-shas.

—

The Thistle and Cedar of Lebanon.
THE FlSIffiR BOY, BY POWERS.
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THE DELUGE.

Lines written for a yoimg lady's albiftP. illustrative of a picture of ^'^ The

Delvse.

BT MRS. ELMINA R. B. WALDO.

Pee the clouds gather I

As life advances,

On comes the deluge

Of 5orrow and care;

Higher it rises

—

Now higher, and higher!

Look to thy foothold I

maiden, beware I

One place of safety

Still is before thee;

Mark how the tempest

Now round it rages!

Tainly the elements,

Strongly combining,

Assail its foundation!

That old " Rock of AoE8l"

Struggle to reach it

:

There thou canst smile on

The wreck of false hopes

Which is scattered around

That rock is thy Saviour 1

In keeping whose precepts,

Salvation from evil

Alone can be found.

-«—•—•—-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE

PEASANT GIRL OF NANTEUIL LE HAUDOUIN.

BY HENRY WILLIAM^HEEBERT.

At that most fearful time in France, when, in the middle of

the fourteenth century, Christian men might almost be pardoned

if thev despaired m Christianity—so horrible and apparently

deserted and abandoned of God was the whole society of the

realm—there was yet, as is ever the case in the mids^t of all tliat

is most odious and repulsive, much that was most admirable in

the conduct of the human actors.

Devastated from one end to the other—no less by the hostile

incursions of the terrible English invaders, who spread fire and

famine from the P\Tences to the marclics of Flanders, than Ijy

the exactions and oppressions of their own hereditary lords, who,

impoverished by their unheard-of losses after the dreadful defeats

of Crecy and Poitcrs, literally flayed, not content with fleecing,

their unhajipy serfs and vassals—France was little more through

all her borders than a wide, uncultivated, urirenped desert.

For three successive years the peasantry had no seed-corn

whence to hope a supply for the future ; their wretched cattle had

long ago been distrained to pay the vast ransoms of their impris-

oned lords, had been driven oflFby the fierce islanders, or had per-

ished in the fields for lack of fodder. Wolves, rendered bold by

the scarcity of men in the fields, gorged with the carnage and

infuriated with the l)lood of the incessant battles, committed their

ravages at the verj' gates of populous cities, and earned off women
and children even from the firelcss hearths of their cottages.

Famine was in the land, and pc.rtilence, and fire, and the sword

;

and there was none to help the people. Their l®rds were them-

selves impoverished, and unalile to equip, much less subsist the

armies which should have protected the children of the soil; were

unable to support their own families and followers in their accns-

tonvid opulence, much less to feed or assist tlie perishing popula-

tion. The foreign enemy laid waste the country far and wide to

maintain their intrusive garrisons ; and, worst, of all, organized

bands of marauders of all nations—Bretons and Englishmen,

Flemings and Germans, Hollanders and Wclchmen—nay! but

Frenchmen themselves traversed the country day and night, pil-

laging, plundering, with no pretext beyond the love of rapine and

hauoc, ravaging the fields, and murdering men and violating women.

And this, and worse than this, was the state of France when,

maddened by misery, brutalized by bondage, hopeless of life and

careless of death—for what terror has the gibbet or the axe, the

8pea#-point or the edge of the sword, to him who is doomed to

perish of starvation ?—the wretched populace of the rural districts,

hereditary slaves, not emancipated but enfranchised at one lawless

blow, leaped headlong into the fiercest saturnalia of licentiousness,

of butchery, of wanton and unmeaning barbarism.

That these despised and downtrodden slaves, never so much as

entrusted with arms for defence against the English or the bri-

gands, so utterly were they devoid of skill in their use, or of ordi-

nary manhood ; that these viUagcrs, esteemed in no respect supe-

rior to the boasts of chase, should rise in arms, seemed in itself

beyond imagination.

In the Beauvoisia, in Tourainc, in the Brie, within sight of tlie

walls of the capital, the air was black with smoke by day as with

a mighty thundercloud ; by night, the sky was reddened by the

blaze of burning castles. Wherever a fortalico was stormed, none

survived to tell the tale of horror. Surrender there could be

none ; for death by the most ingenious tortures was the fate of

the male prisoners; to which was superadded all that is most
revolting to female purity in the case of tlie wretched women.

It was that most shocking, most atrocious, most hideous of all

human horrors, a war of castles, a servile war ; the ages of oppres-

sion on one hand, avenged not compensated by the moment of

triumphant frenzy on tlio other. Fifty castles stormed at a blow,

the peasants mustered into armies, numbering their fighting men
by ten* of thousands, armed, equipped, mounted, with the weap

ons, in the accoutrements, on the chargers of their victims, before

the lords—surprised, disunited, doubtful, disafiiscted and at feud

one with the other—had made an cflbrt to draw together to a

head, to organize a system of defence. Such was the scene for a

hundred miles on every side of Pari- ; Marcel, the provost of the

merchants, encouraging the jacquerie, so was the insurrection of

the rustics styled ; Charles tlie Bad, of Navarre, tampering witli

them to keep the good graces of Marcel ; the communes of Paris,

and of many large provincial towns, uniting themselves to the

Jacques from hatred to the nobles. All seemed given over to

anarcliy, all feudal law overthrown, all civic government abol-

ished, and notliing to be substituted in their stead.

In tlie very height of this dark period, when above sixty castles

and good houses had been sacked by the populace under their

fiendish leader, Jacques Caillet, while the nobles were in paraly-

sis and dismay, for their best and bravest were absent on the cru-

sade against tlic heathens of Prussia, and the ladies of the land to

the numlicr of above three hundred, with the duchesses of Nor-

mandy and Orleans, had taken refuge in the market-place of

Meaux, where they expected hourly to be besieged and captured,

a deed of lo3'alty and valor was done by a poor peasant girl

worthy to be enshrined among tlie finest feats of female heroism
;

although the histories are mute concerning her, and although,

after tlie terrors of the time had passed over, slie was content to

be the wife and mother, as she was the child, of a line of peasants.

About thirty miles to the northeast of Paris, and about half

that distance from Meaax, the market-place of which, situated on

an island of the Marne, is tolerably strong and with a good garri-

son capable of defence, lies the little borough—in those days a

mere hamlet of huts collected around the base of a small feudal

keep—of Nanteuil le Haudouin.

This keep of Nanteuil was the stronghold of a seigneur far

more than commonly odious, and that not undeservedly, than

most of his class—a pitiless grinder of the poor, a merciless ex-

actor of the most odious and insufl^erablo droits and dues ; a cruel,

insolent, lewd tyrant, hated by his inferiors beyond measure, little

loved by his equals—for, rare as that was with a noble in that age

of iron, his courage was more than doubted.

For a time the castle of Nanteuil had escaped assault, from no

goodwill of the neighboring Jacques to the chatclain, but from the

fact that the place though small was very strong; was defended

by a score or two of very cruel, and therefore very desperate,

marauders ; and lastly, was not supposed to contain any extraor-

dinary wealth, either of booty or beauty, to reward the assailants.

To this might be added the knowledge of the people that they

might await their own pleasure to attack their detested lord ; since

it was impossible for him to sally with so more a handful of riders

as he mustered, while the slight esteem in which lie was held by

his peers rendered his relief at the least improbable.

Now, however, it came, on a wild night in the early part of

April, when a tremendous storm of wind and rain was washing

away the remains of a deep snowfall and swelling every brook

into a torrent, that the fierce shouts of a tumultuous crowd, and

the glare of thousands of resinous torches, defying the tempest,

flaring over a sea of heads, among a forest of spears and hdlberts,

announced to the garrison of the castle of Nanteuil that their

respite Wiis at an end ; that the army of the Jacques was flowing

back from the storming of Beaumont, and Erraeronville, and

Montdidier, flashed Avith victory, and glutted though insatiate

with gore, in full career to their promised prize at Meaux.

With the morrow the garrison knew that they must be assaulted,

and that by twenty thousand men as yet unchecked by a single

failure in their career of cruel victory—knew also, that they had

no choice but to defend themselves and die under shield easily, or

expire in untold agonies, crucified or impaled, or slowly roasted

at the stake.

Coward or brave, the Lord of Nanteuil was chained like the

bears to the stake, and had no option but to fight to the last ; and

to do him justice, he made his arrangements as a leader wisely

;

and, when it came to the tug of war, fought as well as the most

valiant. Yet ho had much to think of which might have made a

braver and a better man despair and die.

The Lord of Nanteuil, a husband no longer, was still a father,

and of one daughter. Strange it was that such a father should

have called such a creature, daughter. For in feature and form,

mind and affections, she was as near to perfection as anything can

be that is human. Yet that very perfection was now like to prove

her bane, not the antidote to her perils. Many of those without

were inflamed almost to frenzy by the bare imagination of a prize

of such loveliness ; all wore hardened against her virtues by the

thought of her father's cruelties and vices.

And he, tyrant and monster as he was, and in all other things

incapable of human feeling, loved that fair gentle being as he

loved nothing else on earth or in heaven. Coward as he was, if

he were coward, he woul3 have braved the worst tortures of the

tormentors to preserve not more her life than her honor.

There was for himself no hope ; for her but one, and that almost

hopeless. In the castle of Nanteuil, as in most of the old feudal

keeps, there was a secret subterranean passage issuing far beyond

the outworks, beyond the prabalile lines of the besiegers. But as

it was intended as a means of escape only against foreign foes,

not against rebelu and traitors, it opened not fur from the centre

of the village, through the cellar of the bouse of one of the chief

vassals of the castle—now one of the chief leaders of tho Jacques.

This was the only hope, and for her ho resolved to try it. For

any beyond herself concealment was impossible ; for her it would

have been so likewise, but for one solitary chance. That vassal,

that arch-rebel, Nicholas Maillart, was, like his hated lord, a wid-

ower left with two children^-ono a faiT girl, " whom he loved

passing well," and who was foster-sister to lovely Margnsrite de

Nanteuil ; the other a boy, who had served from his childhood in

the castle as a varlet, and who had been retained since the out-

break of the Jacques as a hostage.

To this boy in his extremity the cold, cruel baron resolved to

entrust his child ; and there was something more than touchino-

something sublime, in the confidence with which this wild chief

who had never trusted man, or merited the trust of man, accepted

the simple word of this youth, whom he had often abused foully

and maltreated when a child, an adult, almost a man. He did

not paraphrase the matter, or offer bribes, or rewards, or even

thanks ; but simply asked him :

" I think you hate mo with your whole soul, Martin ?"

" You know that I have cause to do so, sire
!''

"And my child Marguerite, your sister Blanche's foster-sister'!"

The boy's face changed, his lip quivered, but he was silent.

" You know what befalls ladies who are so miserable as to be

captive to your Jacquerie?"

He shuddered, and turned white as ashes.

" Will you save her honor!"

"Can I?—and how?"
" When the gates are forced, and the castle carried, plunge

this "—and he gave him his own splendid dagger—" into her

heart while she is pure."

" I will, by the light of God ! Is there no other way 1"

"If there be"—
" I will use it."

And he asked him no further, but showed him the secret pas-

sage, and gave him the clue, and dismissed hhn in the guise of a

deserter by the postern, raising an alarum on the instant, and

calling on the warders on the bartizan to bend their bows and

send him an arrow through the traitor. But the night was dark

as a wolf's mouth, and the boy fleet of foot as the hunted deer.

The peril, if peril there were, w'as soon overpast.

The next day with the earliest dawn the castle was attacked on

all sides with all the fury of insatiabls hate, defended with all the

firmness of despair. The air was alive with whizzing bolts and

arrows, the rocks rang with the din of arms, the clangor of trum-

pets, the shouts of the men at arms, the howls and yells of the

mob. Many brave men were slain on both sides ; among others,

Nicholas Maillart, the very man whose child was plighted to save

Marguerite. But this Do Nanteuil knew not, when, at sunset, the

besiegers drew oft' their forces to roar and revel through all the

dreary night around their blazing watchfires.

As the castle clock tolled midnight, the Lord of Nanteuil stood

at the entrance of the secret passage with his trembling child, half

hope, half fear, deceived into the belief that her sire was flying

with her. Tho signal agreed upon was given and returned. He
unlocked the trap, and not tho boy Martin, but the girl Blanche

stood before him. He started back aghast.

"It is I. They have made my brother prisoner on suspicion;

you have slain my father 1 Will you trust her to mo ?" Her face

was pale, but her eye was bright with a strange expression.

"I will. Take her; as you do to her, God so requite you."

"Amen! I will die dishonored ere a ban- of her head shall be

polluted. Come, come ! all is in the hands of our Maker."

And before the terrified girl had missed her father, she hurried

her into a small, low cellar, where she made her hastily don a suit

of her own russet peasant's weeds, and led her up a crazy ladder

into tho principal room of the house. There, on a rude, low bier,

decently arranged, but still in his armor, grim, pale and ghastly,

lay the father of her sad, silent guide.

" There, sit you down beside him ; cover your head with this

veil, bury your face in the bedclothes, and whatever lietide, or

whoever enter, see that you stir not, speak not. Both of our lives

hang on a razor's edge."

How that dread night passed away. Marguerite never knew.

The terrors of her situation had overdone her strength, both of

mind and body; and she had sunk into a dreamless, senseless

lethargy. It was well for her she did so ; for ere she had been an

hour in that perilous asylum the assault on her father's castle was

renewed. And, while she slept, the night was hideous with the

cries of battle and the screams of agony ; was light as day with

the conflagration of the home of her infancy.

When the dw' dawned all was over—she alone of her whole

race survived, and she had been missed by the savage captors.

And fierce pursuit was scouring the plains toward Meaux after

one, clad in her attire, lashing a fiery palfrey to its wildest speed

— for life ! the dear life ! the dearer honor !—while she slept there,

beside a yet sounder sleeper, the serene sleep of innocence.

Persons came in, and withdrew; the gossips of the village, pity-

ing or exulting. But as they saw the hapless child, as they

thought her, sleeping by her dead parent's bier, they respected

her grief, and awoke her not.

But how fared it with her, the devoted rescuer of the maid—the

desperate rider ! Fast as she fled, faster, it seemed, her pursuers

gained on her; and, hopeless to save either life or honor, she had

already drawn the fatal blade which De Nanteuil had intrusted to

her brother, when—joy ! joy ! as she rose the summit of a soft

hill, banntrs and spears came swooping up the slojio to meet her.

The Count of Foix, tho renowned Gaston I'hrebus, tho Captal de

Buch, the yet more renowned Jehan de Grailly

!

They had saved Mcaux'on tho previous day by a blessed provi-

dence, and were hurrying forward, hoping to save Nanteuil. At

least, they wore in time—thanks to the glorious loyalty and gal-

lant truth of Blanche Maillart—to save its orphan heiress.

Many a gay esquire and gallant knight would gladly have en-

nobled the beautiful young heroine. But, true to caste, as she

had been loyal to her lady, she ipurned the doubtful honor ; and,

when peace revisited the land, made glad a good man of her own

degree, and lived and died a true and loyal woman.
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A GENUINE WIDOWER.
WELLMONT.

The first deep shadow that ever rested upon Henry Herbert's

homo was cast over it by the loss of his affectionate and devoted

wife. It was indeed to him one of those mysterious dispensations,

the meaning of which we know not now
;

for there she stood at

the domestic fireside, idolized l)y her husband, and seeminfjly ])Cr-

fectly indispensable to her two chihlren, who were just at the ages

to demand her constant solicitude. Such a loss seems always

doubly painful to be borne by the father when the children are

quite insensible of their heavy bereavement ; and Herbert never

felt it more intensely th:in when contemjjlating the little volatile

movements of his daughter Grace, who stood arranging a bunch

of natural flowers to make a garland for her mother's grave.

True, the child wept, and called to her dear mother, as if invoking

an ascending spirit in its upward flight ; but then she dried her

tears, and stood before her mirror half an hour after parting her

auburn locks, and rolling over her curls, so as to produce a plea.s-

ing effect—for girls at ten years of age are not altogether insen-

sible to the budding charms which belong to that period ; and

young Arthur Herbert, who was two years older than Grace, had

learned to put on his cap quite jauntily, and to exhibit some

marks of precocity, which only made it more apparent to others

than himself how much he needed the moulding influences of a

judicious mother to control his too ripened propensities to man-

hood. It was a dark day, therefore, when that wife and mother

was borne forever from those loved objects for whom she had

lived, and prayed, and sacrificed so much, and to w^hom her hus-

band still turned, as if she were even now a ministering angel,

hoping by her unseen and gentle influences to bo still directed.

If it were a mere fancy, who would wish to dislodge it from such

a troubled breast 1 But what was to be done with this dependent

household 1

Mrs. Herbert was most unexpectedly taken from a scene of labor

and care over which her supervision was supreme. If her hus-

band was perplexed, she was his comforter; if he was sick, she

was his nurse ; if he was dejected, she was his sun ; in fine, one

who smoothed all the thorny experience of man's troubled life,

and upon whom he always leaned and sought counsel, assured

that only words of wisdom would direct him. Of course, the

faithful discharge of the maternal relation was not wanting ; and

while the feehng of desolation bore so sadly upon Henry Her-

bert's heart, let us hear the first letter he dictated to a very dear

friend after his severe aflli^on.

" Mt DBAit Anna :—I can never express to you in language

the painful sense of loss which everywhei-e meets me since my
beloved Lizzie has gone from my side. Never was it more in-

tensely realized than the first morning our little family group

ranged ourselves around the breakfast table. She who was ever

the presiding genius at that board, whoso smile always made the

most lowering day open propitiously and hopefully, was not there

but, instead, a pert young housekeeper occupied her chair, and

by her attempts at affability and affected good humor strove to

dissipate the sadness of our countenances. Perhaps it was a kind

act well intended, but I could not bear it; my coffee remained

untasted, my roll lay untouched upon my plate. The children, of

course, partook of my emotion, and the housekeeper, being not of

any too sensitive turn of mind, began to chide us. ' Why,' said

she, ' Mr. Herbert, do you think nobody ever buried a friend but

3-our8elf 1 Young as I am, I have lost a husband
; but I was led

by the grace of God to feel it wa^; all right. If I had yielded to

the pressure of the calamity, what would have become of my chil-

dren 1 No, sir, I immediately summoned my energies, broke up

housekeeping, put out my children to board, secured a situation

for myself, and determined to look beyond the cloudy aspect. I

at length succeeded, and you see the cheerful acquiescence I have

attained. Mr. Herbert, you still have plenty of means to supply

their wants, and yet seem repining and unhappy.'

"There was a truth here which Mrs. Agnew presented, but it

did not take hold of me as if uttered in a sympathizing spirit. I

wondered she dare express herself so freclj'. I felt her husband

was never to her what my wife had been to me. It was too

much ;
and when Maggy, our old trusting domestic, entered my

room soon after with a deep sigh and said, ' 0, Mr. Herbert, we

have indeed met with a sad loss, and I do not feel as if I can stay

with you under this new mistress,' it woke up a tide of feeling

perfectly irresistible, and servant and master wept together. Mrs.

Agnew is not a prepossessing woman in her manners. Maggy

savs she has already dictated very unwisely to her, and as they

have had some slight altercation she is about to leave."

And now, if we will follow the journal of this distressed wid-

ower, we shall have before us an exact picture of human nature

in its frequent manifestations.

"June 7th. It is now a month since dear Lizzie left me. I

begin to regain my composure, but I am terribly oppressed with

a sense of loneliness. A thousand objects of interest upon which

she daily looked, tend to keep her continually in my thoughts.

There is her writing-desk ; the unfinished manuscripts lay upon

the table ; a note addressed to a friend, but owing to some cir-

cumstance never sent to her ; an unfinished piece of fancy work

kept for a stray hour's amusement ; her books, her pictures

—

indeed, everywhere the mute objects which her eyes or fingers

rested upon. And where is she nowl comes to me with appalling

force. Shall we meet again ?

"July 9th. It is recommended by my friends that I shall sur-

rendc nousekeeping. Mrs. Agnew is constantly troubled with

her servants, the children have grown very restless under her

management, and Arthur refuses to obey her at all. It is thought

I had better send the children to some good boarding-school, and

find some home for myself, where I shall be subject to less per-

plexity, and sooner regain my former cheerfulness.

"July 20. The decision is made, and I have been gathering

all the relics of dear Lizzie's handiwork for her daughter Grace to

preserve as a precious legacy. The dear children are at a well

recommended school, and I take lodgings tomorrow in a public

house. It is thought I shall be more in society in such a place,

and wear off the ellccts of my great lo?s. IJut the idea of (putting

a home where I have enjoyed the most exquisite pleasures, where

a boh' charm seems to ))ervadc even the apartments through

which she so often glided and adorned, is indeed painful. But
then, with such a housekeeper, what is left for me but to pursue

this course? I cannot find, one half the nice materials upon

which Lizzie expended so much time. Mrs. Agnew says the ser-

vants must have carried them away. What was in drawers is

mostly abstracted ; but as I never gave attention to the minutia;

of what was contained in trunks and private receptacles, but gave

all the keys to my housekeeper, I have no means of knowing

what has been purloined. But whoever is the aggressor must

suffer more by the gain than I can by the loss.

" Aug. 8th. I do not exactlyenjoy this bustling whirl in whiih

I live. I soinetimes picture to myself a re-gathered family, whore

we can again garner up our wasted hopes, and sit by our cheerful

fireside. If there were another Lizzie in this wide world who
could but supply the jjlace of her who was gone—but what have I

said ? It is—it is scarcely five months since she left me, and I

have every week since watered her grave with my tears.

" Sept. 20th. Have not visited my dear wife's grave for three

weeks. At first I had a misgiving, as if she were conscious of

the neglect ; but it is only the material form which is entombed

—

her gentle spirit would gladly spare me from all unnatural grief

How much the children need a home and a mother's care

!

" Oct. 17. When I was first introduced to Amelia Blond, she

at once reminded me of my dear wife. True, she is a mere girl

compared with her—some fifteen years younger—but still all the

graces of womanhood are fully developed. If—heavens! I blush

to enter it upon my journal ! How Mrs. Agnew, ray old house-

keeper, would glory in the fulfilment of her prophecy made in my
deepest bereavement. 'Mr. Herbert,' said she, 'your feelings

will bo materially changed in a few months, and in less than a

year I predict your marriage ! Such violent grief never survives

more than one season.' I could have turned her from my thresh-

old for such an intimation ; but, alas ! how little wo know our-

selves ! Lizzie, your image is still enshrined in my heart ; but

must I go weeping through the remainder of my journey because

you were taken from my side ? 1 met Dr. Frost yesterday ; he

first ventured to joke me upon being married again. This led to

a serious conversation upon the subject—the doctor has been

through the depths of affliction three successive times, and now is

in the full enjoyment of domestic bliss. He urged no objection

to M':ss Blond but her age ; but some girls at twenty are as fit to

rule a household as others at fifty. I do not myself think her age

an insuperable objection ; she will be more comiianionable to

Grace. But how do I know that she would marry a man so

much her senior 1 The doctor says, ' how will you know unless

you ask her?'

"Nov. 4th. Since my last entry in my journal, I have taken a

great step. The proposal to marry Amelia was accepted, and I

find myself in a new world ; the old, restless, disconsolate feeling

I have endured seems leaving me. My weed is horribly rusty

upon my hat, and outward marks of mourning are superfluous.

I have thought I would not use any more crape surroundings I

must express my feelings to my dear friend to whom I so recently

communicated my deep sorrow, well assured, however, that she

will reply, ' Henry, I tremble for you.'
"

And let us hear the confession thus confidentially made. It

belongs to our humanity, that the sunshine should succeed the

storm, as much in the physical as the material universe.

"My dear Anna:—As you have been the faithful depository

of my sorrows, it is but justice due to you to be made acquainted

with my joys. Know then, my good friend, that having been

crushed by the weight of sorrow, and feeling the desolation of a

heart that turns to another for support, I met, by the merest acci-

dent, a lovely girl, who so strikingly reminded me of my early

love, that I sought an introduction to her. She was stopping

here with her father for a few days. She is well cotinectcd ; her

father is cashier in a bank in Western New York. I have been

there, made my proposals, and have been accepted. Thus, dear

Anna, you are made acquainted with this new feature in my his-

tory. Do not ask mo if I am demented ; far from it. Amelia

Blond is just about twenty years of age, lively, fascinating, per-

fectly charming in conversation ; the idol in her home, being the

eldest child ; handsome, sweet-tempered, and just such a being as

would make Grace and Arthur one of the most accomplislied of

companions, and the best of mothers. I cannot, for I dare not,

attempt to tell you how I conceived of this beautiful being who

has been raised up to me to pour new life and happiness into my
once bruised heart. In personal beauty, she far exceeds my de-

parted wife; besides, she has had all the modern advantages of a

fiishionable education, which eminently qujhfies her to imjiart her

gifts and graces to my children. I shall not be married until

January^iave rented a fine house ; and the very pro-pcct of

being once again reinstated as a happy family quite elevates my
feelings, and makes me enthusiastic in the contemplation. The

children, too, are delighted with the prospect. Do not chide my
prompt action ; life is so brief we must gather all the sunshine we

can between its parted clouds. Yours, trnly, H. H."

And thus the "dear Anna" playfully replied:

" Have I not the evidence before me, Henry, that you are a

genuine widower? Inconsolable the first montli of your bereave-

ment ; not much relieved ihe second
;
quite convalescent the third ;

beginning to look round you the fourth ; find a lovely piece of

human perfection the fifth ; engage to marry her the sixth ; live

on the ecstatic prospect the seventh, and enter upon the glorious

realization the eighth ! Were you the first of your species who

has acted over the drama, I could joke you, or chide you, or

gravely caution you. But I always fear for those devoted hus-

bands with overpowering griefs at the loss of their earthly idols.

At the i)resent period of your ecstaey I shall therefore intrude no

remonstrances, for I am well assured you are in a dreamy state of

'

bliss that nothing l)Ut the reality will equalize. Let me, therefore,

wish you as much enjoyment as you anticipate; and to ask more

would be sui)erfluous. Truly, Anna."

On the first of January, seven months from the death of his

idolized wife, Henry Herbert and Amelia Blond were united in

marriage. The new home was an attractive place. Grace and

Arthur were delighted with their new mother; the father did not

think her a day too young for his wife, and the nnmifest pride

with which he introduced bis wife, and the smile-lighted expres-

sion which irradiated his features, bespoke the ])crfeet satisfaction

which pervaded his inner being. When wc took leave of Mr.

Ileilicrt, he seemed fully persuaded that it was a wise disperisa-

tion which removed his first idol. And although her memory
was still fragrant, yet he presented a living memorial that the

crushed affections may be re-awakened, and that no heart, how-

ever desolate, if it beats beneath a manly bosom, but may repair

its loss. And too often the truth is self-evident, the newly re-

paired affections seem to flow out more spontaneously, and with

deeper fervor than did the old ; for as an ancient writer quaintly

remarks, " the old heart, rejuvenated by the fires of a new passion,

becomes juvenile in its exhibitions of tenderness."

< *i» »

[Oathered for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: perlet poors.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to week
j

exhibitiag a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as mil interest and instruct.]

APRIL NINTH.

1483.—Edward IV. died at Windsor Ca.stle, aged 42.

1626.—Lord Bacon, English philosopher, died, aged 66.

1682.—La Salle took possession of Louisiana, in the name of

Louis XIV.
1747.—Lord Lovat beheaded at London for treason, aged 90.

Al'RIL TENTH.

1783.—Dr. Franklin presented a Congressional gold medal to

Louis XVIIl., struck in honor of American Independence.

1783.—Queen Hortense (Beauharuais) Bonaparte, mother of

Louis Napoleon, bom.

1806.—Gen. Horatio Gates, victor at Saratoga, died, aged 78.

1845.—Pittsburgh, Pa., nearly destroyed by fire.

APKIL ELEVENTH.

1713.—Peace of Utrecht closed the "twelve years' war."

1774.—Gen. Lafayette married to Mdlle. de Noailles, at Paris.

1789.—Prince of Orange seated on the English throne, depos-

ing his father-in-law, James II.

1844.—John Gait, the novelist, died in Scotland, aged 60.

APRIL TWELFTH.

1492.—America discoveved by Christopher Columbus.

17G5.—Dr. Young, author of "Night Thoughts," died.

1782.—Admiral Rodney'^s fleet defeated that of the Count do

Grassc, ally of the United States.

1844.—President Tyler signed treaty annexing Texas.

APRIL THIRTEENTH.

6.5.—Seneca, the philosopher, died at Rome, aged 53.

1795.—Napoleon I.'s first bulletin—victory of Jlontc Notte.

1821.—N. C. Washington monument shipped fiom Italy.

1341.—Great snow storm in the Middle States.

APRIL FOURTEENTH.

1780.—British, under Tarlton, defeated Americans, at Monk's

Corner. •

1780.—French army of assistance embarked at Brest.

179g —Austrians defeated at Millesimo by Napoleon I.

18.39.—Kossuth chosen Governor by th.e Assembly of Hungary.

APRIL FIFTEENTH.

1719.—JIadame de Maintenon, of France, died, aged 84.

1791.—First corner-stone laid in Washington, D. C, with Ma-

sonic cere.nonics.

1796.—Austrians defeated at Dego, by Napoleon I.

1844.—C. Bulfinch, architect of the cajMtol at Washington,

died, aged 81.
) ».». »

Russian Wild Horsi:s.—In the steppes of Russia it is not

rare to see a two-vear-old colt rush singly to attack a band of four

or five wolves, kill one or two of them," lame the rest, and spread

the tenor of his name throughout the country. The wild horse

strikes with bis fore feet, like the stag, and not with his bind legs,

as is populariv believed. * He draws himself up to his full height

against his enemv, and pounds him beneath his murderous jics-

tles ; then seizes liim between the shoulders with his formidable

incisors, and tosses him to his mares, to make sport for themselves

and their offt^pring.

—

Household Words.
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HAMILTON MANSION.

We give herewith two views

of this beautiful location, the

flrst representing the entrance,

which was formerly the lodge,

«n(l the second, a general view
of the tnansion and the sur-

rounding grounds. This es-

tate, the remains of which give

evidence of former taste and
beautT, was the country-seat of

the llamiltons. Jt is located

on the west bank of the Schuyl-

kill, and embraces nearly eighly

acre* of land, about a mile

southwcstward of the city of

Philadelphia. The natural ad-

vantages of the s])ot and posi-

tion were improved by the

highest skill of the landscape

gardener, munificently aided liy

the tasteful proprietor. The
dilapidation of the building,

and the scattering of a choice

gelcction of exotic plants, havo
been more than compensated
by the natural growth of the

trees, of many varieties, which,

singly and in masses, lend to

the scenery and the grounds the

most impressive effect. The
vistas beneath the foliage, or

between the scjiarated groves,

rondiiet the eye to distant pros-

pects, varied on every hand and
liy every change of position

—

there the spires and public

buildings of the city are beheld
;

here the windings of the Schuyl-
kill, and more distant tlic bright

surface of the Delaware, and
the blue line of New Jersey
stretching along the horizon.

These groves and those pros-

pects are now most sacredly

preserved for the purposes of
the Woodland Cemetery Com-
pany ; the buildings restored, and by renewed cultivation the shrubs

and flowers are permitted to shed a cheering influence in shaded
or sunny lawns, and among the tombs. All that taste may sug-

gest, or science demand, consistently with the solemn purpose of

the place, is added to the superior advantages already possessed.

In adapting the grounds to the purpose of a cemetery, every care

has been taken harmoniously to unite simplicity of design and
utility with the unmarrcd and etfcctive scenery. The avenues for

carriages, of easy grade, give convenient access to all the parts,

and the footways conduct to every burial lot. Here, amid nature's

beautiful works, embellished by taste, is offered the right of a
sepulture in perpetuity. Here, in a dry and gravelly soil, the de-

caying bodies of the dead may securely moulder into kindred
da8t. Here, protecfed by the affectionate care of survivors, and

LODGE ENTUANCE TO THE HAMILTON MANSION.

the guaranty of ihe law, may the grave be easily designated, but
marked by partial friendship, repays visitation by salutary lessons

to the human heart. On the next page we give a portrait of

Commodore David Porter, whose history is identified with the

brilliant naval exploits which marked the progress of the war of

1812, between this country and England. He was one of the

most heroic of the sons of Pennsylvania, and in his early life ex-

hibited the romantic chivalry of his spirit before the battlements

of Tripoli, and afterwards in the frigate Essex, proved a galling

thorn to the British power, all over tlie world. He subseciuently

represented this country as Minister to Turkey, and died in Con-
stantino[)le on the 3d of March, 1843. His name belongs to that

band of worthies whose gallantry and heroism havo made our
naval history a brilliant monument in the world's achievements.

CITV OF ST. liOUlS.

The situation of St. Louis
of which we give a view on the
next page—on a broad section
of the Mississippi, with a grad-
ual ascent westwardly from the
water's edge, is such as to dis-

play toadvantage its noble sym-
metry, and advance to promi-
nence its eharacteristic features.
Approached from below, an oc-
casional relic of olden times,
surrounded by evidences of pres-
ent progress, awakes pleasant
associations of its early historv
while they inspire wonder for

its extraordinary growth, and
suggest specuhuioiis of an un-
bounded greatness for its future.

An old homestead here and
there ; a row of newer, and niav-
hap cheaper German tenement's,

at irregular distances ; the few
remnants of what was once a
fine grove at this place, and a
garden in full cultivation at
that ; with now ami then, over
the hill and on the flat near the
river bank, a street in progress

of grading or maeadamizing

—

such are the chief features of
the extreme south and south-

west of the city. Above, wiih
the beginning of the business
districts, lies a long line of
steamers, large and small, from
every river, and laden with the
wealth of every (puirter of the
glolie. This fleet of steamboats
extends entirely out of view, to

the north—it is immeasurably
the largest to be found in any
western port. If we approach
the city from above, we coin<!

at once in view of a new, but
rapidly increasing source of the

city's wealth—its manufacto-
ries. One after the other, we pass the rolling-mill, supplied with
material from the celebrated Iron Mountain of Missouri; exten-
sive docks, a tall shot tower, the sugar refinery—the latter, the

largest in the United States, and, for aught we know to the con-

trary, in the world ; and finally, the various iron and copper foun-

deries which continue to crowd upon us until we arrive at the

commercial centre of the wharf. The city was founded by M.
Pierre Ligueste Laclede, in the spring of 1764, and called, in honor
of Louis XV. of France, St. Louis. The whole of the fertile

country through which the Mississippi pa.sses was, at that time,

a French possession, and the enterprising founder had induced
several families from the village of l^t Chartres to accompany
him in the new establishment. The people, with some settlers

from the village of Cahokia also, on the east bank of the river

THE HAMILTON MANSION, HAMILTON VILLAGE, PENNSYLVANIA.
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and the partv who hiul followed Mr.

Lndeilc from' New Orleans in AuK">-t

of the preocdiiic voar, were the ad-

venturous " I'ilerim Fathers " of the

present great mistress of western com-

merce. It would he interesting to

give the details of succeeding years,

in the onward history of this ])la<e up

to the year 1817,but'our limits forhid

UA. At th.at time, the first stcamho.'it

that had attempted to stem the cur-

rent of the Mlssissip|)i, the "General

I'ike," under command of Captain

Jiieoh Heed, made its appearance at

the port of St. Louis. The arrival

was an era in the growth of the town,

which it rapidly iinpry|fed. In 18^2,

St. Louis hecame a city ; its popula-

tion has contlimcd to increase with

astonishing rapidity, and itscommcnc

to extend in every direction. The

heavy business district of St. Louis

—

the greater part of which was levelled

to the ground during the terrible fire

^,f ig49—lias been rebuilt with a class

of hou*cs which will compare favoi

nbly with those of any city in the

Union. The citizens turned a great

misfortune to a most profitable ac-

count in the public and jirivate im-

provcmcTits which followed the coh-

fl;igration. The i)ri!icipal streets were

widened much beyond their old lines,

though, truth to say, they woidd have

home still greater widening to greater

general convenience. With the in-

pouring of wealth, the citizens of St.

Louis have paid some attention to

the ways and means of enjoyment.

Among the other items, the city num-

bers not less than three theatres, to

say nothing of an immense hall in-

tended to accommodate two thousand

five hundred jiersons, in the Mercan-

tile Library building, now being con-

strneted, and various smaller halls in

different localities. The " Varieties

Theatre" on Market Street, between

5th and 6th, is cited by architects to

be, internally, a model of proportions ;

and by its patrons, as wc un Icrstaud, ^
the lie plus ultra of comfort. The
architects are supported in their judg-

ment by well-travelled actors, who
pronounce this the most beautiful of

all American theatres—perfect in

form and decorations, and luxurious

in its furnishing. The public arc indebted for the chcf-d'mivrc. of

architecture, in great part to the energetic, and go ahead J. M.

Field, Es<i., formerly proprietor and editor of the " St. Lonis

Keveille," and now manager of the " Varieties." The " People's

Theatre," under the management of Miss Julia Bennett, is a more

opacious, though less elegant house. It was erected by a copart-

nership of practical builders, who find sulTicient remuneration, it

appears, in a profitable lease. " Bates's Theatre," on Fine Street,

owned by Mr. John Bates, the wealthy banker, theatre manager,

and pork merchant of Cincinnati, has been planned with a view

to the accommodation of " vast multitudes." It scats arc narrow,

PORTRAIT OP COMMODORE DAVID PORTER.

but numerous; and the construction of the tiers such, that one

half or more of the audience are entirely excluded a view of tlic

remainin-' half. Bespite these drawbacks, however, the house

has its
" cood points," and has, in various engagements, " drawn

as much as either of the other theatres. The medical professioii

of the citv ranks with the highest in the country, and the medical

collc"-cs of St. Louis are resorted to by students from every State

in the south and west. There are two, one of which tinder Di;^

J N McDowell, is situated in the southwestern suburb of the

citv and the other, the moving spirit of which is Dr. Charles A.

Pope nearer the heart of the city. The buildings of each arc

ample; the anatomical, zoological,

pathological and other preparations

])laced at the convenience of students,

arc numerous and varied, and the gen-

eral facilities to learn, as extended as

could be desired. St. Lonis is said to

fall short of other large cities in its

hotels—not that these fail inordinary

comforts andconvenicncc,or in proper

cleanliness ; but they have little of tho

more recent luxuries of the day—lux-

ury of room-furnishing, luxury of sys-

tematic attendance, and the other va-

rious kuicknackerics that goto consti-

tute the "height of fine living" in an

eastern metrojiolis. The finest, and,

we believe, the largest hotel in the

city is the new " Virginia Hotel," oc-

cupying the block on Green Street

from Main to Second, and fronting on

both of the latter streets. It is con-

ducted by Messrs. J. II. Sparr and J.

C. Parks. The house will accommo-
date from three hundred and fifty to

four hundred guests. • \U situation is

in an active business district and con-

venient to the river. The " Monroe
House," also in a busy (|uartcr in

Olive Street, is no less a favorite with

the mercantile commuiMly. There is

also the " Planters' House," on 4lh

Street, well conducted, and the " Citv

Hotel "and the "American Hotel''

arc fine, enjoying ec|ually the favors

of the pulilic. An especially annoying

characteristic of the city is the scarcity

of shade-trees in its streets. There

arc numerous rows of dwellingdiouses

that stretch a quarter or half a mile

without a single sha<le tree to protect

them ; and this, in a < limate whose

summer sun will drive the mercury to

106 and 110 degrees in the shade, be-

comes no slight source of discomfort.

We can account for the oversight on

the part of the citizens in their past

devotion to their commercial inter-

ests, and their absorption in business.

An improvement has been noticed,

however, within the past two or three

years ; and many who now erect dwell-

ing-houses also plant shade trees. So

it is of various public grounds which,

in former years, were reserved by the

city as pleasure grounds, but which

neither the city, nor the citizens had

time to improve. The work, it is

said has been commenced on at least one park—an elevated piece

of n-iound of fortv acres, in a soiuhwestern suburb—and ere long,

thc^itibabitants of the " Mound City" will have at Icf t "nc^"":

able breathingplaee. The present ,,opulat.on,)s about 90.<' >". "f

whom no less than 2.'-.,nOO to 30,01)0 are Germans; though the

conclusion, of the liberal support which the discriiuinating St.

Louisians accord to Gkason's Pkiurial.

VIEW OF THE CITY OF ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE DYING BARD.

BY JOHN M. LESLEY.

Adown the sky with gold and arare gleaming,

Floated the sun-dyed pinions of the morn,

And gleams of glory outward far were .streaming,

Toward the centre of Night's gloomy bourn

:

And fer away Aurora, palo and dying.

Streaked with her purple all the northern sky.

And mournful breezes through the woods were sighing

In fitful gusts, cold, sad and drearily.

Pale on his couch, alone, and sad, and dreary,

Dying was laid the Muses' favorite child;

And through his hmbs the pain, as half-aweary,

Lingered with torture till his heart grew wild.

He dreamed not then that all the pride and glory

Of heaven were playing o'er his aching head.

But in his heart the phantoms of old story

Glowed with a fervor as his life's lamp fled.

Far through the glooms, that from the sun retreated.

Plunged the red flashes of his burning eye;

And as he saw, pale, ghastly forms and sheeted,

Flitted like spectres Siidly passing by.

And then his soul in virions all victorious

Mingled, and wrapped itself in melody

;

Thoughts proud as heaven, sublime, and high, and glorious,

Rolled through his bosom like a surging sea.

Then all the glory burst upon his vision.

The proud of old, and glorious things of now:

His brain was wrapped in thoughts of sweet elysian,

And a calm soul-light played upon his brow

;

And thus he cried, as fast his soul was fleeting,

"0, proud of old, that to my sight is given,

I fail on earth, but seek a holier meeting

Among the blest and bannered hasts of heaven!"

) .».» >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A STORY OF THE CARNIVAL.

BT FRANCIS A. DURIVAGB.

On a cheerless winter night, in the )'ear 18—, a poor chimne}'-

swceper's boy, some fourteen years of age, was wending his way

homeward through the miry streets of Paris. Tlie rain descended

in floods, dashed by a strong, fitful wind against the window-

panes, sheeting from the copings of doorways, and pouring in

torrents from the spouts. It was quite late ; the shutters were

closed on the brilliant contents of the shops, the lanterns of the

traiteurs were extinguished—even the gas seemed to burn dimly

in the street-lamps. The guards kept their posts religiously,

wrapped in their thick great coats with the hoods dra\vn over

their caps, and shielding their arms from the wet. People return-

ing from the theatres huri'icd along under dripping umbrellas,

while carriages and cabs dashed homeward at the full speed of

their miserable hacks.

Had any one of the belated pedestrians, wrapped in comfort-

able garments, his feet protected in water-proof boots, noticed the

poor, thinly-clad little chimney-sweeper, he would have pitied

him from the bottom of his heart, perhaps dropped a tear at his

misery, and a few sous into his grimmy hand. Yet PieiTC Lafont

was happy ; for he was young. How bountifully has Providence

endowed youth with inexhaustiljle cheerfulness, hojjefulness and

gayety. Nine-tenths of the bare-footed children we see playing

in the streets, provided they are not actually suffering from want

of food, arc happier than the children of the rich, reared in lux-

ury, pampered on dainties, and often stretched upon beds of

sickness by the very kindness of their parents.

Pierre Lafont had worked hard all day. He had climbed many
a chimney, and from its airy summit his gay carol had rung

forth on the purer air of those higher regions, like the song of a

free bird that has just perched upon a tree-top. Christmas and

New Year had passed, Carnival was coming, and the shop-win-

dows were as brilliant as eastern bazaars, and so little Pierre,

after his day's work, instead of hastening to his home (which,

indeed, as we shall see anon, was not so very attractive), had

treated himself to a ramble about the city. He had read the

play-bills, for Pierre was highly educated and could read capitals,

and had puzzled his brains in trying to decide which of tlie minor

theatres he should patronize for one night during the holidays.

He had gazed intently into the pastry cooks' and confectioners'

windows, and admired the sugar temples, and figurantes and bon-

/)0?M, and wondered how they tasted. Ho had lingered long at

the print shop windows—had spelled his way through a page or

two of a book of fairy tales that lay open on a stall, and thought

how he should like to buy the volume if he were only rich

enough. But he turned away with a half sigh, for he couldn't

afford it. He was saving up his hard earnings to take home to

Auvergne ; for Pierre, like most of the chimney-sweeps, was a

country boy, and they sought Paris after harvest-time, to pick up

a few francs by the hardest kind of work
; and now, as the busy

panorama of Paris faded from his eyes, in the storm, his mind
reverted to his rural home, and ho reckoned up the days which

would yet elapse before the mild spring weather would open, and

the buds would swell, and the birds return to the hedgerows, and

he too, woiild turn his back upon the great capital. As he thus

plodded along in a reverie, heedless of the pools of water he had

to traverse, and the splashes of mad thrown on liim from passing

wheels, ho stumbled over some object, and came near falling.

Recovering himvlf actively, he stooped to see what obstacle he

had encountered, and whether it was worth picking up and con-

signing to his bag, for Pierre eked out his professional earnings

by trespassing on the province of the chiffoniers, and everything

was fish that came to his net.

Tlie article was a canvass bag, tied up at the mouth and se-

cured by a large red seal, and was very weighty though not of

large compass. As the chimney sweeper raised it he heard the

clink of metal, and a touch assured him that it was full of coin.

Being an intelligent lad, he knew from the weight that it must be

gold. One more familiar with money matters would have

guessed the value to be about a thousand dollars, but Pierre

was unable to push his calculations so far. To him it was

a big heap of gold—a fortune—great enough perhaps to buy half

Paris—he had never dreamed of so much money being collected

together in one mass. He glanced around and with the simple

exclamation, " Findings is havings !" thrust the bag into his

bosom, and moved on, but more rapidly than before.

He was not unobserved, however. The incident had occun-cd

just under a street-lamp that was burning with unwonted bright-

ness, and an old wooden-legged soldier who had paused to take

breath and shelter for a moment under an archway, witnessed

the action and also noted the face of the bey from which the

drenching rain had thoroughly washed the soot, save where two

or three dark lines trickled down from the saturated cap. The

old man hobbled into the street and called out to the young

chimney-sweeper

:

" Halt there !"

But his voice was drowned by the roaring wind and the rattle

of a passing carnage.

He repeated the command with no better success, and then

attempted to follow the young treasure-finder. But a pair of

natural legs of fourteen are more than a match for a clumsy

wooden one coupled with a rheumatic limb of eighty.

" Peste '." muttered the old soldier to himself. " What are you

thinking of, Hannibal Ponton ? Ass that you are ! you forget

the round shot of Marengo that spoiled the handsomest pair of

legs in the chasseurs a pied, and made a limping cripple of the

Cupid of the 45th Lights. The young rascal ! There's the end

of a good round sum, I'll warrant me. I might have found that

money—and if the owner had been a i-ich man, have earned my
forty francs just by stooping. If a poor man, I should have

given it back and refused a sou. I should know that young vag-

abond again among a thousand. 'A handsome dog—but gallows

written on his f;ice as plain as a pike-staff. But one might as

well think of discovering a needle in a hay-stack as of finding a

boy that you've seen but once, in such a wilderness of human

beings. But let mo mark the spot. Yes—here stands the Maison

D'Or. The night, the twenty-fifth ; the hour, twelve o'clock by

all the chimes. I sha'n't forget, and something more may come

of this to render memory useful. And now to bed."

In the mean time, our young friend, no rogue whatever the old

soldier thought of him, had made his way into the twelfth ward

^rrondissement) of Paris, where he lived. He threaded his way

through dark and tortuous streets, and finally turned into a narrow,

dirty alley at the comer of which burned a large lantern, on the

glass of which was inscribed, "Lodgings for the night at four sous."

But Pierre did not lodge in that house. That was a palace com-

pared to the filthy, dingy hole which gave him shelter. It stood far

down the alley—a tall, misshapen damp old pile, with low-browed

windows and mouldy walls, six stories in height. He paused at

the door, and pulled the bell. The jingling sound was followed

by a dead silence. Again, and not without some trepid.ation, he

pulled the cord. Shuflling steps were heard, the rattling of a

chain and the clank of an iron bar falling, and then a harsh,

sharp female voice exclaimed :

" Who's making this infernal racket at this hour of the night V
" It is I ; Pierre Lafont ;" faltered the bo}'.

" Imp of Satan ! come in then !" cried the voice as the door

opened. "Do you want me to catch my death of cold, in the

draught, limb V
" Pardon me, mother Babouche," sai-d the boy gently, " I am

sorry to disturb you."

"I shall coinplain to your master," said the hag, " and see

what a walloping you'll get then !"

" 0, don't, pray !" pleaded the boy.

"Go along up stairs then—and go to bed, you hountl."

The boy groped his way up the stairs to the sixth story, and

entered the miserable little room, occupied by his master and

seven other sweeps, who slept two in a teed—if the rickety con-

trivance they lay upon could bo called a bed.

Pierre stole in softly, hoping to find no one awake, but the mas-

ter sweep, a ruffian with one eye, who slept by the stove wrapped

in a bear- skin, slumbered as lightly as a cat, and he now glared

with his single optic fiercely on the new comer, as he was stealing

to his bed.

" Well ! I'm blessed, young gentleman," said ho, in a hoarse

voice, rougliencd by frequent libations, "if this here isn't the

height of criminality and impudence. Elegant dissipation, up-

on the honor of a gentleman. I had half a mind, you young

whelp you, to order mother Babouche to keep you out, and let

yon cool your heels in the alley till morning by way of a lesson.

What an example to your room-mates ! Shocking ! shocking !

And what ingratitude, you little cub ! Docs you never think of

the poor boys what's got no home to go to ? Are you aweer

that I pay a hundred francs a year for this apartment r Do you

remember that besides boardin' and lodgin' and elotliin' of you,

your kind master pays you a per centage of your oarnin's and

sends you home to the country at the expiration of the season as

rich as a jolly little Jew with his fortift in his fist 1 But the youth

of this here generation cuts it fatter and fatter every day—blow

me if they doesn't. Now reflect on these remarks, whieh is hof-

fered in a cordial spirit—^without narry thought of supper which

is suppressed as a penalty, and thank your stars you've got

a roof above your wicked little nob to-night."

We have endeavored to give an idea of the style of this gentle-

man, by an equivalent for his patois which would have defied the

powers of translation. He now added ;

" Come here now—and fork over your eaniin's, so's you can

sleep with a clear conscience."

Pierre handed his employer a handful of change, which he

counted over carefully in his dirty palm before he consigned it to

a bag he drew from beneath his shirt liosom.

" Are you sure yon haven't kept anything back V he asked

suspiciously. " If it wasn't so late, I'd search you."

At the word " search " Pierre shuddered#from head to foot.

Tlie bag of gold lay like a leaden weight upon his heart. But

without making any reply, he crept beneath the coverlet, and lay

down beside his customary bed-fellow. The one-eyed man ex-

tinguished the lantern which had been kept burning until then,

and all was darkness.

Pierre waited anxiously until he supposed his master had

fallen asleep, and feeling sure, from his deep breathing, that his

comrade was in that condition, he carefully drew forth his treas-

ure, and opening the straw tucked it away under him. However

stealthily this act was performed, it made some noise.

" What's that V cried the vigilant master.

" It was only me—tuniing over," faltered Pierre.

" Do you want that I should wallop you ?" asked the amiable

gentleman :
" Otherwise I should advise you, as a particular

friend, to be quiet."

Pierre lay as still as a mouse after this admonition, and soon

fell asleep. But his slumber was disturbed ; he dreamed of the

gold. He thought ho was leaving Paris for his native province

—

that he had got but a little way upon the road when he was pur-

sued by soldiers—that they seized him—that he was taken to

prison—thence to court—that he was tried for robbery—and sen-

tenced to the guillotine. The voice of the judge rang like a kncU

in his ears, and he started broad awake.

The whole room was in a bustle. Daylight, gray and cold,

was dawning through the dingy window panes. The boys were

bustling about, huddling on what clothes they had laid aside the

night before, vrfiile the master was seated by the stove, his one

eye intently fixed upon an iron pot from whose bubbling surface

arose a steam that could have been deemed savory only by

wretches on the verge of starvation.

The sweep turned his eye from the soup to Pierre at the mo-

ment of the latter awakening.

" Young gentleman," said he, with mock politeness, " break-

fast is nearly ready. Will you rise and partake with us, or do

you )>refer to have your soup served in bed, like the fine gemmen
and ladies at court?"

Pierre started out of bed, but he had no sooner risen than

he felt sick and dizzy, and so weak that he fell backwards on the

straw.

The one-eyed man sprang towards him :

" What are you cutlin' up these here shines for 1" he exclaimed

angrily.

"O, dear sir," cried the boy, "I don't know what's the matter

with mo. Indeed, sir, I can't stand. I was hot as fire just now,

and —" his teeth chattered, he shuddered violently, and burst

into tears.

The one-eyed man stamped his foot in a fury.

" I'm blovred if you haint gone and catehed a fever," said he.

"And you're spiteful enough to die on my hands, and fetch the

beaks on me, inquiring into my private consarns, and laying j'Our

death at my door, you little viper. But if you die," he muttered,

" no one shan't be the wiser for it."

Pierre's senses had begun to wander, and he did not catch the

import of the man's words—only a vagiio sense of abandonment

and danger weighed upon him. He crept shivering under the

coverlet, and tried to warm his agued limbs.

Meanwhile the one-eyed man had removed the pot from the

fire, and after having dexterously transferred with a fork certain

choice bits of meat on which he had kept his eye steadily fixed

during the culinary operation, to a tolerably clean earthen plate,

he produced a small loaf of white bread and prepared to regale

himself with the ferocity of an ogre, while he abandoned the rest

to the boys. The latter fastened on the food with the eagerness

of famished wolves, sitting round the pot, and conveying portions

to their mouths with wooden spoons, gnawing at intervals the

crusts of rye-bread with which they wore provided. The meal

was soon finished and they hurried off to their day's work. The

master went last.

" Pierre," said he, somewhat less harshly than usual, "you

seem to be poorly, and so I'll leave you to look arter the room

and keep house. Mind—I holds you responsible for everything

here. Lock the door when I'm gone, and don't on any pre-

tence let anybody in—not even mother Babouche. Take care

of yourself, for my sake."

With these words the one-eyed man departed, and Pierre con-

trived to stagger to the door and lock it.

"I wisli I hadn't taken that money," he thouglit as he regained

his bed. " It seems to bring ill-luck wth it. I'd give it all—if

I could get word to my parents that I'm sick. But then it would

only worry them. I wonder if I'm very sick. O, God ! if I

should die here and never see the pleasant faces of my father Aud

mother, and the green hills of Auvergne again 1"

The hours rolled wearily away. Pierre was half dozing when

he beard a knock at the door.

" Who goes there '!" he exclaimed.
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"It's only I—I—rour friend, Robert the nig-pirkcr," said

a familiar voice, "let me in."

"Master told me not to lot any one in while he was away,"

said the boy.

" That wasn't meant for me—of course," replied the voice,

"I'm like one of you, you know—the right sort. I heard you

was sick, Pierre—and I thought I'd sit with you a little while."

Robert the rag-picker, in spite of his loathsome trade and de-

grading associations, had some few good traits about him. He

lodged under the same roof—on the same floor indeed, and the

chimney-sweeper often exchanged a word with hira on the stair-

case. Solitude was so oppressive, that the boy thought he would

venture to disobey his master's orders, and so he got up, opened

the door, admitted his visitor and then tottered back to bed.

A cloth cap, patched and many-colored, the visor hanging by a

thread, dull gray eyes under heavy brows, a long Jewish beard,

a patched blanket-coat, trowscrs of the same material, and bare

feet thrust into thick hob-nailed shoes—these features will enable

the reader to form a conception of the ragpicker. Add that he

carried his professional hook and bag, and the sketch is complete.

" So you're nnwcll, my poor boy," said he, sitting down on tlic

bed beside him. " I know what it is to bo sick and lonely—but

when I was of your age I didn't sleep in a bed like this. No,

Pierre, I came of gentle blood—I was rich once."

"And how came you so poor?" asked the boy.

" The bottle," answered the rag-picker in a husky voice.

"The bottle is the reddest republican we have among us. If I

had money now—it would go to the tavern—go as if it had wings,

boy. But no more of this. Let me feel your pulse."

Pierre extended his arm and the rag-picker laid a finger gently

on his wrist, counting the pulsations to himself.

" Tlireatcne<l with a fever : but perhaps only a cold," said he,

producing a small bottle from his pocket. " Here's some doctor's

stuff' I brought with me. Drink—it will calm you, cool your

blood and enable you to sleep."

The boy drank as directed, and returned the vial to his friend.

Soon afterwards, he sank into a deep slumber. The rag-picker

watched him with an expression of satisfaction. Noticing that

his bed was uneven, he carefully shook up and smoothed the

straw, being particular not to disturb the sleeper. As ho did this,

his hand encountered a hard substance. To search for it among

the straw was the impulse of a moment. He found and drew

forth the bag of money. The clink of gold awakened all his

slumbering passions—all the quiescent but not extinct evil of his

erring nature. He clutched it convulsively and pressed it to his

heart. Visions of riot and revelry flashed across his mind—the

carnival was coming : he had now the means of flaunting it

among the best. He reasoned that this sum of money could not

rightfully belong to the sleeping boy—then why had not he, a

gentleman born, as good a claim to it as anybody else 1 He did

not stop to discuss this question of right, but secured the bag, and

hastened away, leaving Pierre to sleep on, unconscious of his loss.

The boy awoke much refreshed. His thoughts reverted to the

treasure he had found the night before, and now, with a mind

in a better frame, bis natural sense of right told him how he

should act. The loser of the money would undoubtedly make a

noise about it, advertise it, offer rewards in hand-bills, and as soon

as he made his address known, Pierre would restore it to him and

explain the circumstances under which it came into his posses-

sion. His heart felt lighter as ho resolved upon this course, and

he instinctively felt among the straw to see if the treasure were

safe. O ! horror ! it was gone ! No one but the rag-picker

could have taken it. Feeble as he was, he rose and sought the

man's apartment. It was locked. He crawled down to the por-

ter's lodge and learned from mother Babouche that the rag-picker

had gone out—an unusual thing for him, for he was a bird of

night, and usually spent the day in sleep. Nothing was to be

done but to wait patiently. With a heavy heart he crept back to

his room. That night his master did not abuse him. He had got

frightened about the boy's health, and had made up his mind

that he should not require him to work for some days. The next

day Pierre found himself much better, and his master told him that

he had better go out and take the air. During all this time the

rag-picker had not been heard from. In a vague hope of meet-

ing him somewhere, the boy resolvsd to profit by the permission

to go abroad. When his comrades were gone, he washed himself,

and put on a tolerably dece-nt suit of clothes he had brought from

the country. When he got into the fresh air, he felt the cravings

of a keen appetite, and going into a cheap restaurant, he laid out

a few sous in hot coff"ee and rolls, and felt much refreshed and

strengthened by the unwonted fare. This done, he bent his steps

to the Boulevard dcs Italiens, halting by the way at all the print-

shop windows. As he was gazing at an equestrian portrait of

the great emperor, a hand was laid upon his shoulder, and look-

ing up, he saw an old soldier, resting on a staff, for he had lost

one leg, gazing intently upon him.

" Young gentleman," said the soldier, with a grim, sinister

smile, " I think I have seen you somewhere before this."

" I don't remember you, sir," said the boy, wonderingly.

'•Do you walk the streets late at night f" asked the soldier.

" Sometimes."
" Then perhaps you can toll me where you were, on the twenty-

fifth, at midnight, in the rain storm."

Pierre started, turned crimson, and then deadly pale.

" I thought I knew you," said the soldier, noticing his emotion,

" though I only saw your face by lamp figlit, and you were

dressed differently from what you are now. I suppose you spent

part of that money on dress."

" Indeed, sir," said the boy earnestly, tke tears rushing to his

eyes, " I did not touch a sou of it."

" Are you prepared then to make restitution ?" asked the

soldier.

" The money is gone !" said the boy.

" Sit down on this bcncli," said the soldier, " and let's talk this

matter over. You look like an honest boy, now your face is clean,

and you arc too young to be utterly hardened. Now then," he

added, when they were both seated. " On the night of the twenty-

fifth of January I saw you pick up a bag of money opposite the

Maison D'Or at midnight, and you were gone before I could

overtake you. That bag, as I found out next day, had been

dropped by Samuel Bernard, the banker. It contained two hun-

dred and fifty Napoleons. He has oft'i'rcd a liberal reward—one

hundred francs—for its recovery. Now tell me honestly all you

know about that money."

Pierre recounted his whole history, and all the particulars with

which the reader is already acquainted.

" The rag-picker stole it !" exclaimed the soldier. " His name

is
—

"

" We only know him as Robert the rag-picker," interrupted

the boy.

" Robert the rag-picker !" exclaimed the soldier : "he lives in

the famous jl/a/son AWe of the twelfth aiTondissement ?"

" The same," replied the boy, wondering. " You know him

then."

" Know him !" muttered the soldier, as if to himself " It can

be no other. If it be indeed he, he will rush back to his old

haunts, and in one of those places we shall perhaps find him.

You must remain with me and help me in my search. Fear noth-

ing. I will stand between you and your master's anger. This

Samuel Bernard, the loser, has done me a service more than

once, and if I can requite it, I shall feel all the easier."

Pierre consented to the proposition, for he, too, was deeply

interested, and felt in some degree responsible for the recovery of

the money.

At midnight a crowd of masqueraders thronged one of the

brilliant cafes, wliich are filled from sunset till long after mid-

night during the Parisian carnival. The principal apartment,

resplendent with lights, and enlivened by the music of a full

band, was upon the ground floor, from which a spiral staircase

ascended to another suite of apartments.

Among the assembly, Hannibal, the old soldier, and the boy,

disguised and washed, were seated apart at a table, drinking coffee.

" I fear I shall not find him," said the soldier, in a low tone.

" This used to be one of his haunts before he sank to his present

degradation. I thought the force of habit would bring him here

when he was in funds again. But it is past midnight, and if we

hear nothing of him we shall have to give up the search."

He had hardly done speaking, when, from the apartment above,

a crash of breaking glass and crockery was heard, mingled with

shrieks and exclamations, and a crowd of maskers, men and

women and waiters, poured down the staircase into the lower

room in wild disorder.

The landlord sprang forward in alarm. •

" What !s the matter ?" he asked of a terrified waiter.

The man was about to reply, when the cause of the confusion

became apparent. Plunging down the staircase with unsteady

steps, his face inflamed with drinking, a rich fancy dress torn and

disordered, the arm of a broken chair brandished in his hand, ap-

peared. Robert the rag-picker.

"Come on!" he cried, in a husky voice—"Dogs

—

canaille!

It's drink or fight with me. You refused my hospitality, 'and

now you shall abide the consequences ! Come on ! I say !"

" It is he !" cries the terrified boy to his companion.

"Begone, out of my house !" cries the landlord.

The reply of the infuriated reveller w.as a blow aimed at the

landlord's head, which fortunately missed him.

" Quick !" cried the landlord to a waiter :
" Go—call the guard

—tell him the trouble, and say there'll be bloodshed if he doesn't

make haste."

The waiter departed.

" Bring on your troops !" roared the rag-picker. " I'm a match

for 'em !"

" All is lost," said the old soldier to the boy, " if he is arrested.

He has probably hidden the money, and if once taken will never

reveal anything about it. As it is gold, there is no identifying it

;

and besides, it is not uncommon for these rag-pickers to sf^e up

considerable sums." vf

In the meantime an inspector and two .soldiers appeared.

"I give this man in charge to you," said the landlord; "ho has

been destroying my property, frightening my guests, and threatens

to do us violence.

" Come—my fine fellow," said the inspector, laying his hand

on the rag-picker's collar, whom the sight of the soldiers liad

somewhat sobered ;
" you must go T\ith me, and end your carni-

val in the lock-up."

" Mr. Officer," said the wooden-legged soldier, approaching

him, and speaking low, " this man has only been a little noisy—

a

mere carnival frolic. If you carry out the letter of the law you'll

hare half Paris under lock and key. If you'll let him off, I'll bo

responsible for his behaving quietly."

The inspector was acquainted with Hannibal Ponton.

" Well, cotm-ade," said he, " seeing it's you, I'll let him off

—

but you must get him homo !" And calling to the soldiers, he

quitted the cafe.

"My preserver 1" cried the rag-picker, with a burst of maudlin

sensibility,
—"let me embrWe you."

" Gustave jGrammont," whispered the soldier, " be a man !'<

" Gustave Grammont!" muttered the rag-picker, sulkily, "who
calls me by that name ? There was a gentleman once who bore

that name—he is no more—in his stead there grovels in the ken-

nels of Paris, like a beast, a man called Robert the rag-picker."

" Gustave ! Don't you remember your old friend, sergeant

Hannibal '!"

"What! Hannibal Ponton ! your hand, old fellow ! Come take

a drink for old acquaintance's sake."

" Not a drop !" said the soldier. " And yon have had too

much already. Come along with me. The air will do you good."
" Right—right !" muttered the rag picker, " lead, I'll follow."

" You'll come icilh me, if yon please," said the soldier, and

putting his arm within the rag-picker's, he led him into the street,

followed by Pierre.

" Now, old boy," said the soldier, coaxingly—"I'll go home
with yon. Let mc see—^Avhcre do you live 1"

"Nowhere," said the rag-picker, sullenly. " I have no homo
but the gutter—I don't live anywhere—I exist in the streets, like

the rats and otiicr vermin."

" You're joking," said the old soldier ;
" Come—move on.

Don't I know where the Maison Noire is ?"

" The Black House !" retorted the rag-picker. " And do yoa
suppose I'm going to that hole, with the carnival in full blast,

and leaving music, dancing, pretty women and glorious Burgundy
behind me ? Ilarkeo ! comrade—let's make a night of it. I've

got two hundred and forty-five Napoleons about mc !"

" There were two hundred and fifty in the bag when you fatind

it," said the old soldier, with deep emphasis.

" It is false ! the money was my own," faltered the rag-picker.

" I pinched and economized and saved it nil. I didn't steal it.

No one saw me take it."

" Here stands a witness !" said the soldier, pointing to the

chimney-sweeper.

" You stole it, Robert !" cried the boy, advancing.

"Pierre !" cried the rag-picker, aghast. " Curses on my luck.

Well, then, I took the money—what would you have ? I needed

it—I was a gentleman once."

" Yes—and you broke your father's heart," said the old soldier.

" But, though a spendthrift and a drunkard, never, I believe, till

now, were you a thief!"

" True ! true !" said the conscience-stricken man, now nearly

sobered. " Save me from exposure ! I will make restitution.

Here—hold your hand—here's the accursed money-bag that I

took from that sick boy. It is nearly all there. But stay—how
do I know you are authorized to receive it ?"

"I give you the word of one of Napoleon's old soldiers."

" Enough ! take it. And now," added the rag-picker, " let me
go back to tlie Black Hole. Forget that you once knew mcw-be-

lieve as th« world does—that Gustave Grammont is no more.

Good night." '

" Can you not make an effort to subdue your evil propensi-

ties V asked the old soldier.

" I have done so, and have failed," replied the rag-picker,

gloomily. " But a little while longer, and the struggle will bo

over. Once more—farewell."

That night Pierre lodged with the old soldier, and the next

morning, early, they went to the banker's house, Hannibal

taking care that Pierre should be decently attired. They were

ushered into a sitting-room, and while the little chimney-sweeper

waited, the old soldier went into Mr. Bernard's cabinet. In a few

moments he returned, and beckoned Pierre to follow him. The
latter obeyed and stood in the presence of a somewhat stern-look-

ing, care-worn and white-haired man, very fashionably dressed.

The moment he cast his eyes on Pierre, his countenance changed

—his eyes dilated, and his whole frame shook.

" How old are you, boy V he asked, with an effort to articulate.

" Fourteen," replied the boy, wondering at the gentleman's

emotion.

" The very ago ! and her image !" muttered the banker. " It

cannot be a mere chance likeness. Nature does not work such

miracles. Come hither."

The boy approached him wonderingly. The banker gazed up-

on him with tearful eyes, and passed his hand gently over his

golden locks. Then, unbuttoning his collar, ho bared his breast,

and no sooner beheld there a small star delicately imprinted in a

bluish outline on the fair skin, than he threw his arms about him,

and i)rcssed him to his heart, exclaiming, " my nejihcw ! my poor
nephew !"

Let us explain. A little less than fourteen years before, the

only sister of Samuel Bernard, then a very poor young man,
on her death-bed placed a child in his arms. She had married

against her brother's wishes, a worthless man who ill-treated and
abandoned her, and she died of a broken heart. Bernard was ex-

tremely poor, and regarded with no favor the pledge of an ill-

starred union. He abandoned the child to the care of a Foundling
Hospital. Afterwards the infant was adopted by a worthy couple,

who were on the eve of emigrating to one of the French West India

islands. When Samuel Bernard became prosperous, he sought

for the abandoned child, but all traces were lost. Subsequently,

the supposed parents of Pierre returned to Auvergne, ruined, and
he had to share all the vicissitudes of the children of the poor.

The banker had married, but tliough prospered in the world, in

domestic life misfortune attended him. He lost all his children

while infants, and finally his wife, and he deemed this aflSiction a

retribution for his abandonment of his sister's child.

The acknowledged nephew of the rich banker,_Pierre, was now
placed at school, where his native genius made up for lost time

;

his parsnts by adoption were made comfortable, and the old sol-

dier—the unconscious instrument of the restoration of the boy

—

never wanted comfort while he lived. Pierre Bernard (fbr he

adopted his uncle's name) always preserved his chimney-sweep-

er's dress, as a memorial of his vicissitudes.
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ODESSA, SEEN FROM THE COMMERCIAL QUAY.

ODESSA, IN RUSSIA.
Odessa, of which we present above an accurate view, is both an

oasis in the vast steppes which suiround it, the first commcrciul
port of Russia, the granary of the Bhuk Sea, and sometimes of

the'world. This city, now of great size and densely popnlated,

ftlthough of recent origin, covers an elevated tableland, the liase

of which is bathed by tlie sea. From the summit of its steep hill

it looks down on a broad bay of dark azure. The port of Odessa
is formed by three moles wliich divide it into as many basins.

The lower part of the baj' offers an easy anchorage to the larger

vessels, but they are not in safety during gales from the east, and
particularly the southeast, so formidable are they in these latitudes.

Odessa is regularly laid oat, like most Russian cities, and built

with care ; but the finest edifices are in tlie neighborhood of the

sea. Everything belonging to the shore is on a grand scale, and
breathes power. The long and majestic terrace which commands
the sea is surrounded l)y public buildings, hotels and sumptuous
honscs. The stee]) there it overlooks measures eighty feet in

height ; on the summit and along the whole extent you go tlirough

a rampart planted with young trees in arbors. In the centre of
tills fine promenade, and in a hemioyele formed by beautiful

buildings rises the bronze statue of the i)uke de Richelieu, a mon-
ument of the gratitude of a city which owes everything to his cre-

ative genius. Tlie Duke de Richelieu, an emigrant, and after-

wards minister of Louis XVIII., took service under Paul I., and
afterwards under Alexander. He was employed under Rotemkin
in the war between the Turks and Russians, and then became,
with the grade of lieutenant-general, governor of Odessa and all

Southern Russia. He contributed so largely to the prosperity of
his government, and this city in particular, that the inhabitants

resolved, as we have seen, to jierpetnate the remembrance of his

sojourn among them. His immediate successor was another
Frenchman in the Russian service, M. de Langeron, who did no
less for the well-being of the city, and wliose name is similarly

honoreclin these remote regions. From the foot of the Duke do
Richelieu's statue descends the gigantic staircase seen in our en-

graving. The steps are no less than two hundred feet in breadth
;

thcj connect the great terrace with the lower quay, and under

these steps, which are upheld by arches of zradnated height, and
admitting the light, free passage is afforded to the wairons and
carriages which daily business summons to the port. The Rus-
sian admiral Ribas, a Neapolitan by birth, after the conquest of
New Russia by I'otcmkin, founded this important commercial
city, which two Frenchmen so largely contributed to crabellinh

and increase. He was entrusted with this humble mission in

1794. One year after its creation, the new city reckoned, in its

cottages, 2300 men and 1600 women, Greeks, Jews and Bulgari-
ans, speculators attracted by the favorable situation of the place
and the prospect of gain. Then the future capital of New Russia
solicited a name of its august sovereign. The empress Catherine
assembled the Academy of St. Petersburg to consult about the
matter. In the history of the ancient Greek colonies they found
a city, Odyssossa, or Odyssos (the city of Ulysses), which had
existed not far from this site ; it was accordingly named Odessa.
Its wealth is abundant, and it richly deserves the title of the Mar-
seilles of the Black Sea, long since acceded to it. The prisont
amount of population is about 60,000.

SEVASTAPOL—A RUSSIAN NAVAL STATION ON THE BLACK SKV. I
Vol di'Kcriptioi], »<• l«.;i- 237.)
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ARTESIAN WELL IN NEW ORLEANS.

The artesian well, recently commenced in New Orleans, has

been bored and tubed to the deiitli of one hundred feet. This is

the first elaborate attempt at iiieiciiiK beyond the alluvial cru.st of

the Mississippi, and will jiroliahly lead to vahial)le <reolof;ical dis-

coveries. The various formations thus far encountered have be-

come jirogressively denser, and indicate, it is thought, the pres-

ence of a rocky structure much nearer the surface than has been

supposed. The last formation consists of a tenacious, greenish

clay, mixed with fragments of lime. Immediately above this

was found a layer of tine salt, interspersed with beautiful wliite

shells. The completion of this enterprise, which has been ren-

dered douldy dilliiult hitherto by the necessity that has existed in

tubing the bore, will settle the question whether spring water can

be found there at the usual depth of artesian wells, and thus af-

ford others who wish to dig, an ojiportunity to judge of the prob-

able success that would attend their eflbrts.

Rkadino.—Dc Quincey estimates that if a man did nothing

else but read, and could read a duodecimo volume every day of

his life, he would be able to read through a library of ten thou-

sand volumes in thirty years ; and that at that rate he would bo able

to make himself acipuiiuted with about five per cent, of what the

mere current literature of Europe would accumulate in the period

of ten years. But what man could ever read at that rate ?

A n,VT!D-nnAnTED Tree.—Some days since, a man felling a

pine tree, near the shore of Mooselimaguntic Lake, in Maine,

struck a hard substance in the wood with such force as to render

his axe nearly useless. On examination, it proved to be a stone,

weighing thirty-three pounds, embedded in the centre of the tree,

which was perfectly sound, and about two feet in circumference.

-4—•«»^>-

Effectiveness of Paixhan Guns.—It is said that the reason

why the Turkish squadron at Sinope were so rapiiUy destroyed

hy the Russian fleet was, that the latter were armed with Pai.xhan

guns, while the Turks had but common 24-pouiulcrs.

•—••»—•

Pkookess.—The Panama Hailroail will be comjilcted and open

for the transportation of cars by the lir.st of August next.

-< -•••->—

SPLINTERS.
.... Castle Garden, New York, was lately leased for five years,

at $10,000 per annum. It was formerly rented for $.3000.

.... The clipper b.arque Grape Shot, sailed lately from New
York for Constantinople with munitions of Avar for the Turks.

.... The people of Barnstable, JIass., are talking about erect-

ing a monument to the patriot, James Otis, who was born there.

.... A Western paper said of a man who died in abject pov-

erty and neglect, that "he died without the aid of a physician."

.... The American Consulate at Loudon is a profitable ap-

pointment, being worth fifteen ibousand dollars per annum.

.... The Crystal Palace in Dublin jnoved, pecuniarily, a fail-

ure, but it was, like the New York one, advant.igeous to the city.

.... Dr. Hitchcock, the well-known Boston dentist, is justly

complimented by a long article in the Saturday Evening Gazette.

.... The tot:il estimate of expenses for the public schools of

Cincinnati, for 1854, is $1,15,000.

.... Starvation is said to be an American word, first intro-

duced authoritatively by Noah Webster in his dictionary.

.... Italian proverbs often possess much point. The following

is an example :
—" The smiles of beauty are the tears of the purse."

William Webb, aged sixteen, recently ran away from

Louisville with Susan Rohy, aged thirteen, and got married.

.... Henry Ward Beccher said that " dress doesn't make the

man ; but when the man is made, he looks better dressed up."

.... In Italy, chestnuts—which the forests produce abundantly

—being ground like corn, are substituted for flour among the poor.

.... The greatest depth of the ocean is supposed to be equal

to the height of the highest mountain, or four miles.

In one week, recently, the birth of 9:25 boys and 972 girls,

in all 1897 children, were registcr,;d in London.

.... The citizens of Charlcstown talk of having water from

Stoneham—providing it will not cost over $.500,000.

.... The steamer Princeton sailed from New York, a few days

since, with sealed orders. Her destination is supposed to be Cadiz.

SEVASTAPOL.

On page 236 we have given a view of the great Russian naval

station of Sevastaiiol, on the Black Sea, which is destined, jier-

haps, to be the theatre of stirring events in the war between Rus-

sia and Turkey, and the western powers. The town of Sevasta-

])ol is large and Iiandsome, and presents a striking apjicarance

when scon from the water. It is very strongly fortified, and has

been deemed impregnable by the ]{ussians
;
yet we have seen

that— favored by a dense fog, no unusual circumstance— an

English war steamer was able to run into the harbor entirely uu-

pcrccived by any of the forts erected to command its entrance

and prevent ingress. An English traveller, who visited it in

1852, says that the aiipearance of Sevastapol, from the seaward,

was most formidable, and that a single point of approach was

commanded by no less than twelve hundred pieces of artillery.

It is asserted that the ramparts on which these guns are mounted,

are in so precarious a condition, that their discharge would do

more damage to the Russian artillerists than to their assailants
;

but we must r,cmeml)Cr that there is an exaggeration of depiecia-

tion, as well as of eulogy.

If such were the condition of Sevastapol in 1852, it is not

likely that Russia, in view of the eventualities of war, would per-

mit it to remain so. We are rather of the opinion that all the

fortilicalions of this important port have been rcndced as ctrective

as possible
;
yet it does not prove the impossililliiy of taking it.

The strongest fortified places in the world have not been proof

against the vigor of determined and powerful assailants. Witness

Gibraltar, the very type of impregnability; and San Juan d'UUoa,

vaunted as inviolable, and yet taken, severally, by the buccaneers,

by the FrcMch, and liy our own countrymen. The Russian ships

of war, which would first oppose a hostile fleet making a demon-

stration on Sevastapol, are built of worm-eaten wood, and wretch-

edly manned by crews, which a seaman would term, " land-lub-

bers." These crews are not kept afloat, but are employed a large

portion of the time on shore. It is said that when on board, they

are afflicted with that awful malady, sea sickness I which certainly

interferes sadly with the discharge of the ordinary duties of a

seaman, and which would render him in action a perfect nullity.

Such men might cope with Turkish sailors, but what could they

do against a combined force of English and French blue jackets ?

A few broadsides would speedily consign tliem to the locker of

that reB])ectable individual, David Jones, Esi]. Then, however

formidable their land batteries might be, their fire could be

avoided, for we arc assured, on the best authority, that " however

well fortified may be the approaches to Sevastapol by sea, there

is nothing to prevent any number of troops landing a few miles

to the south of the town, in one of the six convenient hays, with

which the coast, as far as Cape Kherson, is indented, and march-

ing down the main street (provided they were strong enough to

defeat any military force that might be oppo.scd to them in the

open field), sack the town and burn the fleet." An irreparable

injury would thus be inflicted on the Russians.

We cannot doubt for a moment, that one of the first move-

ments made by the allied forces in the Black Sea, will be a dash

upon Sevastapol; nor can we doubt that, if conducted with vigor

and valor, it will be carried with complete success.

LOVE.

The following extract from a letter addressed by one of the

most eminent statesmen that our country has ever produced, to a

female friend, gives the best synopsis of the true theory of love

that it has ever fitllen to our lot to read. The writer is now
immortal ; the reciijjent of the letter now " feels her own feet slide

from the ])recarious bank ujion which she stands, and that in a few

suns more she will be whelmed amid death's awful waves." Yet

the eventide of her day is genial and Iiajipy, .and she is fully ready

for the closing shades of earthly life, the dawning of the heavenly

morn.

"Poor am I to pbilo.sophizc, and the more esiicciallv so, when
the feelings are lonecrned ; but I have long had one idea ahont
love—true, exalted love—and that is, that it dehues and exhausts
itself in the desire to do good to its object. Is it not so, dearest?
Woman's finer perception reads the riddles of bunuin nature at

sight, when man's ;grosser faculties boggle over them with
scarcely a glinqise at truth. What, then, is your idea of love ?

Tell me, when next we meet, and let me see whether my assoeia-

tion with a nature so truly delicate and feminine as yours, has
nut helped me, in this case, to at least a shadowing of the truth."

--^•»—-

Munificent Be(juk.sts.—The late James P. Van Home, of

New York, left the following legacies :—New York Orphan Asy-

lum, $1 5,000—after the death of his widow, $20,000; New York

IVotestant Episcopal Bible and Prayer Book Society, $20,000

;

New York Protestant Ejiiscopal Mission, $15,000. The Ameri-

can Bible Society are made the residuary legatees, the amount of

which is estimated at $150,000.

. < ».» >

Baths.—The Parisians, following the London example, have

a scheme on foot for erecting fourteen bath and wash-houses, at

an expense of 2,000,000 francs. Venice contemplates spending

X8.'?,000 for the same ])ur]iose ; ami the chief cities of Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, Germany, Holland and Spain medi-

tate jdans for like establishments.

Bank op England Notes.—The amount of notes of the

Bank of England in circulation exceeds twenty-two millions ster-

ling. The amount of s])ecie in bank is sixteen millions sterling.

Handsome Awauu.—The British Government have rewarded

Mr. Low, the inventor of the screw-propellor in use in the naval

service of that power, with the sura of X10,000.

NAHANT.

This delightful and unrivalled watering-place bids fair to out-

shine Ncv.'port and Saratoga this season. As it regards its natural

advantages, it is infinitely superior to any other summer resort in

this country. Connected with the main land by a long and crys-

tal-surfaced beach, this bold and rock-bound promontory affords

every facility and attraction to the pleasure seekers. Unc(|Uallcd

drives, excellent fishing, cool and hracing sea air, and facilities

for reaching the city nearly every hour of the day, are its promi-

nent recommendations. The sea view is unlimited, and that of

the land picturesque and inviting—the former dotted with the

fleets of sail that ever crowd Massachusetts Bay, and the latter

presenting the cities of Boston, Lynn, and the numerous thrifty

villages that throng the seaboard. Add to all, the fact that it has

now one of the best arranged and admirably managed hotels in

the country, in the hands of experienced and liberal men, and wo
see a bright season in prospect for Nahant.

Congress.—The present Congress, exclusive of vacancies, con-

sists of two hundred and ninety members, and thtir aggregate

pay for one week is over $1C,000. The average continuance ot

the daily sessions is about three hours.

Gold in Arkansas.—The Shrevci)0rt Southwestern says .gold

has been discovered in Ilampstead county, Arkans.-.s, which il

e(|nal to the best California dust in fineness of ((uality.

MARUIAGES.
In this city, by liev. Dr. Barrett, Mr. William M. tlunnewcll, of Exoter,

N. II., to Miss F,li/.abeth T. Sniitli.

Ily Rev Mr. Ivint;, Mr. Itufun Bellows to Sliss Cornelia Amory Tliayer, of

Dorchester.

Bv Kev. Mr. Strcetcr, Mr Charles H. Faxon, of North Bridgeivater, io Miss
MarV A. A. Kberle.

At I!a.st Boston, bv Rev. Mr Chambre, Mr. Charles 0. Briggs, of 8ei»uate,

to Miss Sarali E. Hartford, of South Boston.

At Chelsea, by Kev Mr. Leonard Mr. Albert B. Tx)w to Miss.Te.innic Cilnian.

At West Caniiiridge, by Itcv. Mr. Hill, Mr. William L. Clark to Miss Eliia-

beth Peak.
At Hiilliston, Mr Henry Tlolbrook to Mrs Kllen A. Richardson.

At Salem, bv Rev. Mr. (Ilapp, .Vr. .lohn .S. Hood to Miss Amanda M. Hood,
both of Scmth'Reaiiing.
At Newburyport, by r,eT. Mr. McGinlcy, Mr. John ^Vil.son to Miss Nancy H.

IMuiiimer, both of Amesbury.
At Clinton, by Uev. Mr. Proctor, Mr. Oliver M. KendjiU to Miss Sarah A.

Blood, both of Sterling.

At Fall River, by Kev. Mr. Fellowi, Mr. Enoch Chase to Mias Mary S. Gard-
ner, both of .Swanzey

At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Howe, Mr. Ethan Blodget, of Fitiwilliam

N. H.. to Miss Marv M. Manchester.
At Concord, N II., by Kev. .Mr. Flanders, Thomas Edwards, Eiq., of Charles

town, Mass., to Miss Susan S. Kla.

DEATHS.
Tn thi.^ city, Cfipt. Daniel Katon, 29; Miss \lnieria Hatitwiu, 57; Mr. Daniel

Dard. 77; Mrs. Hebocca Jenniiii^s, 70; Mr. Thcuiuw Sinclair, 52; Mrs. Anna
l)up(o, 72; Miss Marv 0. Harton. 18; Mrn. Mary Pit-ro*-. 57; Mrs. Lydia A.
liimies. 3H: Mr. Christian A. Itiohin. 30; Capt Kdward SUields, of rortland

Me., 5"; Mrs Elizabith, wife of Dr. Tlioma.'* T. VA\\».

At Roxhury. Mr. Trist;am Kull. of Ossipoc. N. II , 78.

At Ouirlestowii. Mr. \\'illiani II. IJacon, Go.

At U'est Caiiiliridfic. Dea. Thomas Shaw, 66.

At Me.Iford. Mrs Mary Tay, 40.

At Nrwton Centre. Mrs. I.izzie B., wife of Mr. W. U Hastings.

At DtMlhain, Mi.-s Sarah Hohues, 22.

At Lexin^tou, Mr. Nathan II. Reed, 48.

AtLjnn.Mr TheophiUis Breed, 88; Sarah, wife of ReT. Joshua Barrokk, 68
At Beverly, Mr. Mark Mcrse, a revolutionary soldier. 06.

At Lowell, Mifis ('arohne F. Bic-kfoni of Sr-arHn»ont. Mc, 23.

At South Ahinfitou. Mrs. Siuan E, ('hambprbiin, 19.

At 1M> mouth. .MisB Hannah K. Bradford. 21.

At Haverhill, Mr. Stephen I). Kelley, 23: .Mrs. Sarah Nrwromb. 57.

At Newburyport. Mi>s Kanny Tofipan, 2U; Mrs. ."^arah hunt, 77.

At \VestbrcK)k, Me . Mrs. Sarah Bodt^; formerly of Charlcstown, Ma-*!*., 70.

At Poughkeepsie, \. V.. Kev. KHphaz Fay; he waa Pr»;»ident of Waterrille

Collir-pe, Maine, from l'*4l to 1S43.

At Charleston, S.C, Hon. Kerr Boyce, an eminent merchant.
At Canton, Miss., Mr. Jmnes F. tiuuld, a native of South Boston.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO A SCORNFUL WOMAN.
TRANSLATED FROM SAPPHO.

By J. C. PBABODr.

Proud woman—know when death shall seal thine eyes,

Thy graceless name shall be obUvion's prize

;

For thy untutored hand ignores the power

To pluck Pierius' bright and deathless flower

—

To Pluto's empire thou 8halt plod thy way,

And dwell among inglorious shades for aye;

TVhile Sappho, rousing, shall the fates defy,

Wresting from them my immortality.

— < ^^>—» ,

[Written fbr Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. I.

BT D. E. DB LAKA.

The Russian Empire—Its Extent— Rivera, chief Pities—Population Number
of liirths. Deaths, and Marriages— Climate— The Frost— 4 Winter at St.
Petersburg—The Stores—The Cold, and its etTocts—Fate of two Rear-hunt-
ers- Wolves, their Iiahits- Hunting the Wolf— Aneodote of two Hunter.s
The Mother and her four Children — Travellers overtaken hy ^Volves Frost-
bitten Noses—Summer-Gardens in Winter, and Crystal Palaces The
Winter Sports—Productions—Railways.

At this moment, when the eyes not of Europe only but of the

whole civilized world are anxiously turned towards that theatre

where the mighty straggle has not commenced but been renewed
between might and right,—when despotism, darkness and igno-

rance have entered into an unholy league against that enlight-

ened policy which, during the last few years, has been endeavor-

ing to spread the blessings of civilization in regions where for

twelve hundred and seventy years they had scarcely been known
and even to banish it altogether from central Europe, when,
after years of warlike preparation, in the midst of peace, the

mightiest potentate of the north of Europe, invited by the love of

conquest to extend yet further the limits of his already too vast

dominions, stalks forth at last, proud in his strength, ready to lay

his hand on the sceptre of an empire, which, whatever may have
been its origin—(and no other empire has had any better orioin

than the Ottoman—the power of the sword)—has been admitted

into the rank of independent and legitimate sovereignties, at

this moment, when the ornithological monstrosity (as a modern
writer styles it), the double-headed eagle, is turning one of its

heads towards Sweden and the other towards Turkey, whilst in

the very heart of Europe it is about to make a nest wherein to

rear its unnatural brood,—at this moment, in short, when every

» Kussian bosom, whether noble or slavish, is anxiously beating

with hope to see the Greek cross erected above the crescent

on the church of St. Sophia (for every war with Turkey is re-

garded by the Russians as a holy war), at this moment the reader

may be desirous to obtain some little information on the political

condition of Russia, and the manners, customs and character of

the Russian people, and likewise some current details of the

present struggle between Russia and Turkey. Although we
live in a land far remote from those scenes of strife and bloodshed

—though we need not take any active part in that strugn-le, cither

as soldiers or as politicians, yet as juen we cannot feel otherwise

than deeply interested in the issue, inasmuch as in this issue are

involved the great interests of humanity,—and though as Chris-

tians we would wish to sec the light of the gospel diffused over

the benighted East, yet, ns CJirisliant, too, we cannot wish to see

one system of superstition and ignorance overturned merely to

make room for another and much worse system. We cannot,

therefore, look on with cold indifference. And as the number of

Americans that visit Russia is extremely small in proportion to

the population, and even to the number of travellers across the

Atlantic generally, we think that a few details on the present

condition of Russia may not be indifferent to the general

reader. Having recently returned from that country after a
residence of two years, we will furnish the reader with the con-

tents of our note-books.

The Russian Empire is the largest in the world. It comprises

not only one half of Europe, but one fourth of Asia, namely, Si-

beria ; and, in addition to all this, it has possessions in America.

It is, altogether, 8,750,000 squars miles in extent, so that it is

more than two and one third larger than the whole territory of

the United States ; though Russia in Europe, or Russia proper,

as it is called, is only equal to two thirds riie extent of the United

States. These vast regions are intersected by very large navi-

gable rivers, by which the produce of tlic country is conveyed
from one extremity of the empire to the other. It possesses im-
mense forests, some of which have never yet been penetrated.

These forests are well stocked witli game, and swarm with ani-

mals waoso skins furnish those rich furs so highly prized, and so

necessary in the north.* The rivers aboun<l with fish ; the roe

of the sturgeon alone being an article of extensive commerce. It

is well known under the name of caviar (Russian eekra), and of

which the Russians are inordinately fond. The most remarkable
rivers are the Wolga—intersecting the whole of eastern Europe,
and falling into the Caspian Sea ; the Don, and the Dnieper,

that fall into the Black Sea, which likewise receives the Dniester

and the Dona. The Lena, the Ob, the Je*issel, the Pctschora

and the nortliern Dwina, which fall into the North Sea; theNeva
the western Duna, the Niernen, and the Vistula, running into the

Baltic. The chief cities are Moscow, St. Petersburg, Odessa,

• In Rasaia, cloaks and other upper garments are lined with fur. The wri-
ter has seen cloaks, the linings of which coat from one to two thousand dol-
lars. The emperor hns a robe or mantle, the lining of which cost upwards of
one hundred tbousand dollars.

Warsaw, Riga, Kiew, Wilna, Archangel, Tiflis, Astraclian, To-
bolsk, Irkutsk, Keachta, Petrosa, Wodsk, Kasan, Charkow, Dor-
pat, Helsingfors, etc.

Extending as it does from the ice-fields of the North Pole to the

vine-hills of Bess.arabia, and from the confines of China to the

frontiers of Germany, it is peopled by an immense variety of na-

tions and tribes, speaking upwards of a hundred different lan-

guages and dialects
;
yet it is but thinly populated, containing not

more than sixty millions of inhabitants, and therefore on an aver-

age not quite seven inhabitants for every square mile. In Russia
proper, or in Europe, the proportion of the inhabitants to the
soil varies greatly, namely, from 93 per square mile, as in the

province (or government as it is called) of Moscow, to 31 per
square mile, as in that of St. Petersburg, and to only one inhabi-

tant for every two square miles, as in the government of Arch-
angel. In the more northern regions the proportion is even con-

siderably less. In the year 1847 the number of male inhabitants

was 22,530,773 ; the number of females, 23,843,569 ; total, ex-
clusive of the army and navy, 46,374,342. The number of births

of males, in the same year amounted to 1,178,395 ; of females,

1,127,035; total, 2,305,431. The number of deaths, of males'

887,516 ; of females, 851,821 ; total, 1,739,337. And the number
of marriages in the same year was 486,434.

In regions separated hy such large intervals of space, the cli-

mate naturally varies considerably. At St. Petersburg, situated

at 39" 75' north latitude, and 47° 58' east longitude, the frost

generally sets in at the end of October or the beginning of Novem-
ber, and continues almost uninterruptedly till about the end of
April. In one hundred and thirty-one years, that is from 1718
till 1850, it set in fifteen times in October, and one hundred and
four times in the beginning of November, and broke up in March
twenty-one times, and at the end of April one hundred and ten

times. On an average the Neva is covered with ice 147 days, or
two fifths of a year ; and in some winters it has been frozen 162
days, or upwards of five months. The average temperature at

St. Petersburg in winter is about eleven degrees lower than at

Boston, and in summer two or three degrees higher.

To give our readers an idea of the cold, let them imagine a

room provided with double windows, which are never opened in

winter, the crevices carefully filled up with flax or hemp, and this

covered over with putty, double doors, and these covered with
corn-felt and leather over that. Now let this room be heated by
a stove reaching from the floor to the ceiling, and occupying one
corner of the room ; this stove built of brick, neatly covered with

tiles or porcelain, and heated throughout so that you can barely

touch it without^ burning your hand
;
yet in spite of all these pre-

cautions against cold, you will see the inside of the panes of your
windows covered with ice one inch in thickness. There it

would be almost impossible to sleep as here in a bed-room with-

out a well-heated stove. The poorer classes, domestics, etc.,

sleep in their sheepskin coats (of which more hereafter), the wool
turned inwards, and which never come off their backs, on the top

of the stoves in the kitchens. These are constructed in the form
of large benches or solid brick erections, having a furnace at the

bottom, containing the fire, and perforated with large holes or

openings on the top to receive the cooking utensils. If vou drive

a horse, you must from time to time stop him to free his nostrils

from the ice which is formed by his breath, as the animal would
be suflTocated, whilst the perspiration produced by exercise changes

into a solid coat of ice, covering his body as with a coat of mail.

In St. Petersburg, Moscow, and other cities, covered sheds are

erected in the open places and squares, under which large fires are

kept burning, for the drivers of carriages and droshkies to warm
themselves at ; notwithstanding which, many a poor fellow is

found frozen to death in the morning. St. Petersburg is divided

into a number of wards, within each of which a tower is erected,

on whoso top is a lookout and a gallery ; on this gallery a soldier

belonging to the fire-brigade is stationed, whose duty it is to be

constantly on the lookout for symptoms of fire. In summer these

sentries are relieved every four hours, and in winter every two

hours, and when the frost is intense, every hour. Now, though

dressed in his sheepskin coat, a long greatcoat over this, and in

addition to this clothing, wrapped up in a large furred cloak and

cape covering his head and face, many have been found frozen to

death at their post.

Two hunters, brothers, having entered a wood to liunt the bear,

feeling tired and hungry, sat* down at the foot of a tree to take

some food, and were both found frozen to death with the bread

and cheese in their hands ; they carried neither wine nor spirits.

Often the convoys of prisoners on the road to Siberia arc com-

pelled to return, unable to offer their faces to the northern blast;

and, in fact, the cold is so intense in the north, that persons com-

ing out of their cabins in the open air, have seen their breath fall

down in the form of snow. The writer has seen the steam issu-

ing from the locomotives on the St. Petersburg and Moscow rail-

way, falling down in a frozen or congealed state.

The snow lies sometimes several feet high, and the wolves,

driven by hunger, approach the habitations of men. Generally

wolves are by no means courageous unless become desperate

through hunger. They do not, however, lo,so a chance of carry-

ing off children and dogs from the villages. They afford both

sport and profit to the hunter, as independent of the skins ob-

tained, the government gives a reward of, wo believe, three silver

roubles for the head of a male, and double that amount for that

of a female.

When the hunter hits a wolf, he lots him lie, waiting for an op-

portunity to carry him off and skin him ; but it often happens that

after having shot a dozen, when he proceeds to collect them, ho

finds but one or two, the others, wounded or dead, having been

devoured by other wolves.

Wheu the alarm is raised that a wolf has been seen prowling
on the outskirts of a village, two or more hunters place themselves
in a shed, and having bored holes in the walls, they fix the muzzles
of their guns through them, keeping perfectly quiet, as the slight-

est noise or motion would frigliten the animal. They have first

provided themselves with some worthless horse, which they kill

and lay outside the shed within shot. Watching the approach of
the wolf attracted by the scent, they take good aim and fire, and
seldom miss. Once two friends of the writer unfortunately shot

two valuable Newfoundland dogs, that had come to feast on the

dead horse, and which, in the darkness of the night, they mistook
for wolves. They had to pay rather dear for their sport.

The following painful circumstance occurred some thu-ty miles

from St. Petersburg. A peasant woman returning to her village,

accompanied by her four little children, was overtaken by a large

pack'iof wolves. Seeing that they were gaining upon her, in the

hope of saving herself and her other cliildren, she threw the young-

est (an infant) to them. Detained whilst devouring the child, the

woman and her three remaining children gained time, and sped

on their way; they were, however, soon overtaken, and she threw

the second child amongst them. This dreadful sacrifice she was
compelled to repeat till not one of her children remained; by that

time she had reached the village—a maniac probably for life.

Travellers are sometimes followed by largo packs of these vora-

cious animals, and in order to keep them off, a bottle is fastened

to a rope, and whilst the traveller is holding one end of the rope,

he allows the other end with the bottle attached to it (if he has a

piece of red rag along with the bottle so much the better) to drag

as far behind the sledge as possible ; the wolves being very wary
animals, suspect a snare, and never approach the bottle or pass it;

hy these means they are kept at a distance. Sometimes the trav-

eller fires amongst them, and if he wounds or kills one of the pack,

the others, scenting the blood, will attack and devour their com-

panion, which allows the traveller time, whilst the driver is lash-

ing the horses into a gallop—and finer horses for running than

those throughout Russia are not to be found elsewhere, with the

exception of Arabia and Tartary.

Bear-hunting is another good winter sport in Russia, though

attended with considerable danger. For though it is sometimes

diiflcult to prevail upon Bruin to leave his hiding-place, where ho

sits snugly ensconced, so that they often have to throw pieces of

wood at him, or provoke him by wounding him with a spear or

pole, yet when he docs grow angry, he is so in real earnest. A
Russian does not hesitate, when unexpectedly coming face to

face with a bear, to attack him, armed only with his short axe

—

his inseparable companion—and ho generally conquers the bear.

There was a man at St. Petersburg, who in a caress received from

a bear in one of these encounters, lost the whole of his scalp and

one of his cheeks, yet he recovered. Some persons keep young

bears in their gardens. I knew an American gentleman who kept

one thus chained. These animals know their keepers perfectly

well, never offer to molest them, and receive their food, chiefly

vegetable, and their drink, which whilst young consists of milk,

with a most friendly and grateful grunt. A cub may be bought

for a mere trifle, and your butcher is generally your purveyor.

They make good hams, and the ladies are under obligations to

them for their gre.ase for the hair.

Tffrough the intensity of the cold the nose, or cheeks, or ears

become often frost-bitten. The individual thus affected is not

aware of his condition ; but the passengers in the street perceive

it by the change of color in the part. In order to restore the cir-

culation, they will take a handful of snow and rub your nose or

ear in first-rate style, and you had better poHtely thank them for

their officiousness ; for unless they had done this piece of service,

your nose would very likely have become swollen to an immoder-

ate size, an abscess would have been formed, and your fine Roman

might eventually have become reduced to a pug-nose. Persons

that have lost an ear through being frost-bitten are not unfre-

quently met with in Russia.

Now in order that the rulers in Russia may enjoy in the depth

of winter the luxury of a summer-garden, there are in St. Peters-

burg, attached to some palaces, buildings constructed entirely of

glass, similar to the Crystal Palace. The grounds within these

glass buildings are laid out beautifully as gardens. Walks, shrub-

beries, flowers, fruit and high forest trees abound, whilst thou-

sands of birds contribute by their songs towards the delusion.

These gardens are heated artificially, and often at night are lit up

with thousands of torches and colored lamps. x

The winter is of course the gay season at St. Petersburg. High

and low, rich and poor, enjoy winter sports. The so-called Rus-

sian mountains are the favorite popular sport.

Imagine a very high flight of steps erected on the ice, tliis flight

terminating in a small platform. Opposite to the stairs is an in-

clined plane from the platform to the • ground. You mount the

stairs
;
you take your seat in a small sleigh or box just big enough

to sit or lie in a crouched position, and down you slide from the

top to the bottom. It requires, however, some practice before

you become dexterous enough to guide your little box, and guard

yourself against rolling out, or coming down sideways, with the

chance of breaking your limbs.

Tbechiefproductions of Russia are timber, tallow, butter, hemp,

leather, flax, and the west could produce grain sufficient to supply

all Europe, and to spare. Railroads have been lately introduced

on a large scale. The road between St. Petersburg and Moscow,

after a delay of many years, was opened at the express command

of the emperor, on, we believe the first of October, 1851; and

one between St. Petersburg, Moscow and Warsaw is in the course

of constraction, and perhaps nearly finished. These roads, if

multiplied, will of course greatly facilitate commercial operations,

and must give a fresh impulse to the business of the country.
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EDITORIAL IVIELANGE.

St. Peter's Church, in Rome, can liold 54,000 persons. In

Aaraii, a torni of 0000 to 8000 inhabitants, in Switzerland, tlie

Protestants and Catholics liave but one church ; they share it

peacefully together. Wh.it is more, considering man's prejudices,

they have but one graveyard, and there their dust mingles. In

Chicago house rents are liighcr than in New York city. After

the recent rise in flour we hcafd of a number of gentlemen who

had made their tens of thousands. Now that flour ha.5 fallen, we

hear of none who have lost their thousands. Judge Edmonds

is lecturing on Spiritualism in various Western cities. Wo
hear that the cost of a steam fire-engine, like the one used in Cin-

cinnati, Is about $10,000, and that it requires six horses and nine-

teen men to work it. It will do the work of six common engines,

and is far more economical. The "Free City Library" has

at length gone into operation in Boston. Miss Susan Biglcr,

mother of the present governors of Pennsylvania and California,

died at her residence in Delaware township, Mercer county, aged

about 70. The Roman Catholics of Minnesota outnumber all

other denominations in that territory. It is estimated that the

flax crop of the AVestcrn States last year reached nearly 300,000

tons—at the rate of a ton to an acre; the yield of seed, 2,500,000

bushels, worth $.3,250,000 ; and the straw, if prepared for the

spindle, would be worth $500,000. A company of emigrants

for the far West is being formed in Litchfield county, Ct. The

legislature of At'^'^'n''' has wisely introduced a game hnv, which

prohibits the killnig or taking of any buck, fawn or doe, from

April to November, and the mere possession of fresh venison is

constituted good evidence of an infraction of the statute. The

Taunton Gazette is out against the abundance of dogs which

infest that region. The number of lives which were lost

during the year past by accidents on Massachusetts railro.ids was

64; of which 15 were upon the Providence and Worcester, 10

upon the Western, 9 upon the Boston and Worcester, 8 upon the

Fitchburg, and 7 upon the Old Colony. An extensive and

valuable copper mine has been discovered in the vicinity of West

Fairlee, Vermont. Secretary Marcy, in reply to an inquiry of

a gentleman in New York, has written a letter stating his belief

" that every person born in the United States must be considered

a citizen of the United States, notwithstanding one or both of his

parents may have been alien at the time of his birtli." -A bed

of magnesia has been found in a cut on the railroad near Mount

Moriah Church, North Carolina. Chicago is the great central

point of business in the northwest. In twenty years the place has

grown to bo a grcatcity. She has twenty-four track railroads, with

thirty-seven branches, and there are forty-six trains of cars that

leave and enter the city daily. President Pierce has been pre-

sented with a barrel of sugar-coated hams, by a citizen of Cincin-

nati. Among the passengers on board the ill-fated steamer

J. L. Avery, which was lost a short time since on the Mississippi

River, was Mr. Edward Kendall, the distinguished musician, of

Boston. He was bound for Cincinnati. He lost all his baggage,

including that celebrated silver bugle. Several of his b.ind were

also on board of the same steamer. In Ilcatli, Michigan,

James B. Clements, in a fit of madness, killed his father, a man
of seventy years. Santa Anna, it is said, has sent an order to

Messrs. Ames, the great cannon manufacturers, of Chicopce,

Mass., for two hundred guns, of from ten to fifteen pound calibre

each, and that the payment of the order, which also includes

the supply of a vast amount of ammunition, muskets, revolvers,

etc., is to be made contingent on tlie passage of the Gadsden

treaty. The wife of Wm. H. Gates, of New York, has just

obtained $4000 damages for personal injury on the New York and

Erie Railroad. The Glasgow and New York Steamship Co.

oft'er to carry letters at two cents each ; so that private enterprise

proposes to give the boon of ocean penny postage, while the gov-

ernments are doubting whether they -can be conveyed for loss than

a shilling sterling—tvTcnty four cents. There is the same difierance

between government and individual operations everywhere.

i <»»» »

THE TYROLESE.

The Tyrolese paint the fronts of their houses in fresco, mostly

with subjects out of the lives of the saints—sometimes with passa-

ges out of Tyrolese history—battles and processions—and pomps
and glories of this world and the next—all set forth in rude, vig-

orous design, with a sort of reckless prodigality of coloring, as if

red and yellow ochre cost nothing. A favorite decoration is that

of a gigantic St. Florian emptying a bucket of water upon a

diminutive house on fire, which reaches abcSut up to his knee. No
house, they say, can be burnt which bears this talisman. The
Tyrolese are not alone in their regard of charms ; almost every

nation has its popular usages ba.scd on vulgar credulity or super-

stitious reverence for relics or amulets.

UlaTisibc (Satljcrings.

A NEW Railway Scitkmb.—It is proposed to build a line of

railway from Quebec to Lake St. John, at the head of the Sague-

nay River. This lake is about six hundred square miles in

extent, its shores abounding in tlie most valuable timber. It lies

due north from Quebec, distance from it about one hundred and

eight miles in an air-line, and about one hundred and thirty by

the most direct practicable i-ailway route.

Moke Gold !—The last discovery of gold we hear of is that

made by a farmer of Megantic, near Black Lake, Canada, who
found four pieces of the precious metal in the gizzard of one of

his ducks which frequented a brook on his farm.

Young gentlemen, who dress in tight pants and bob-tail coats,

have received the appellation of " Shanghais."

The wifo of Santa Anna, Dictator of Mexico, was born in

Waterloo, Albany county, N. Y.

It is said that half a gallon of excellent oil, for burning, may
be produced from a gallon of pumpkin seeds.

The Marysvillc Herald says that a big lump of gold was re-

cently taken out at the Minnesota diggings, valued at $20,000.

It is common to speak of those whom a flirt has jilted, as her

victims. Tliis is a grave error ; her real victim is the man whom
she accepts.

A convention of printers in session at Springfield, Illinois, re-

commended, almost unanimously, the employment of girls in

printing-offices.

Somebody says that if all mankind could wink at the same mo-
ment, the muscular etl'ort exerted would be sufficient to jostle the

earth out of its orbit.

The Wabash (111.) Express of the 10th ult. says it has never

known such immense quantities of corn brought to that market
as during the present .season.

East Boston, which within twenty years was bought for $80,000,

is now to have a bank with $400,000 capital. The subscribers

took stock to the amount of $575,000.

A bill is about to l)e introduced into Congress to repeal the

duty on salt, and all the allowances to fishing vessels and draw-

back upon the importation of pickled fish.

Two Ocean Steam Companies have been formed in Canada, to

run steamers between Great Britain and the provincial port-s.

They start three new steamships this spring.

The Gloucester people arc prosecuting the halibut fishing on

George's Shoals, this spring, with vigor. There are now about

seventy- five sail of vessels engaged in the business.

The common, which is to be laid out in Worcester, west of

Main Street, consists of twenty-six acres, and the city is to pay
Levi Hammond and Levi Lincoln, 511,257 for it.

The Baltimore Patriot says that the amount of guano which
will be imported into that city, the present year, will probably

reach 60,000 tons, costing $3,000,000.

The seal displays a taste for music. They will long follow a

boat in which auy musical instrument is played, and even a tune

whistleil lias attraction for them.

The title, " Czar," is a corruption of the word " Ca3sar," that

was originally assumed as a title of honor by the grand dukes,

and recently assumed by the emperors of Russia.

The Worcester Spy says that Mr. Seth Twitchell, building

mover, of that city, has gone to Charleston, S. C, to remove the

State House from its present location to a more eligible site.

It has been said, by a member of the House of Commons, that

while charity creates tlse distress it relieves, it cannot always re-

lieve the distress it creates. Lord Stanley said, the other day,

that it was as dangeious a thing for a man to practise philan-

thropy without previous consideration, as to practise physic with-

out study.
< »•» >
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A Copper Mikb in Georgia.—A rich vein of copper has just

been discovered in Georgia, near the " Sixes Gold Mine."

The English force in the East is to be 30,000 men. The sec-

ond detachment were preparing to embark.

The British ministers have stated in Parliament, that they de-

sign to call out 130,000 of the militia, this year, for twenty-eight

days service in drill and discipline.

It would ajipcar, by the latest advices from India, that the Czar
has actually been intriguing with the old enemy of the British in

that (piarter.

The last accounts from Europe state that the Turkish authori-

ties had proclaimed drum-head law in the insurgent Greek prov-

inces, and many of the insurgents had already been shot.

The British Chancellor of the Exchequer proposes to double
tlie Income Tax, and the French finance minister to borrow
250,000,000 francs to meet the expenses of the war.

The English army is said to have taken with them to Turkey
a quantity of balloons and of apparatus for inflation. They will

be used for purposes of observation and reconnoitre.

There are rumors of a misunderstanding between England and
Spain. The Spanish insurrection has been quelled, and it is re-

ported that Mr. Soule is in high favor with the Queen.

There is an immense consumption of ardent spirits in Aus-
tralia. The revenue collected at Geelong, for the month ending
October 3lst, 1853, was £24,722, of which £21,826 was for spir-

its, and £2129 for tobacco.

A writer in the London Times expresses a fear that Russia in-

tends the capture of Australian gold-freighted vessels, there being
a report that Russian vessels of war had been seen in Australian
waters.

Bcranger, the veteran chansonier, is now occupying himself in

writing biographies, anecdotes, criticisms, etc., of the public men
with whom, in the course of his long career, he has been in con-
tact.

A marriage is about to take place between Mile, de Wagram,
the daughter of Prince de Wagram, the son of one of Napoleon's
most famous marshals, and young Murat, son of Prince Murat,
and lieutenant in the Guards.

The distinguished divine of France, Abbe Fclicite Robert La-
mcnnais, has recently deceased, over seventy years of age. Ho
was philosophical in his writing-s, that attracted attention for their

beauty of style, depth of thought, and strength of expression.

The British minister at Athens has infijrmed the Greek govern-
ment that England will interfere, if necessary, to restore order in

the insurgent district.?. Tlie Greeks in Epirus pull down all tlie

crescents from the mos(|ues, and perform divine service in tlicm.

The barque Hampsbire having put into Portsmouth, England,
from stress of weather, a quantity of boiler plates, shot, chain
cables, and engine gear, destined for Russia, was seized. A large

quantity of gunpowder, intended for Russia, has also been seized.

The Frenchman, Mariette, h.as at last succeeded in discovering
the long bought-for entrance into the Sphin.x. The entrance leads

into beautiful marble rooms, that are sujiposed to be connected
by subteiTanean passages with similar chambers in the adjacent
pyramid.

The best evidence of the popularity of the English war against
Russia, is shown in the readiness of the people to enlist. Never
have volunteers come forward so freely. More have offered
than were required, and in London, Dublin and Edinburgh the
greatest enthusiasm prevailed.

Qaxxiis of (Solir.

.... It is more common to see an extreme love than a perfect

friendship.

—

Du Cotur.

.... Notliing can constitute good breeding that has not good
nature for its foundation.

—

Bulwer.

Wo never love truly but once. It is the first time. Suc-

ceeding passions are less involuntary.

—

Du Coeur.

.... It costs wonien little to say what they do not feel; it costs

men yet less to say what they do feci.

—

La Bruyere.

.... I know no manner of speaking so ort'ensive as that of giv-

ing praise, and closing it with an exception.

—

Steele.

.... In sad truth, half of our forebodings about onr neighbors

are but our own wishes, which we are ashamed to utter in any
other form.

—

L. K. L.

.... Beauty is a great gift of Heaven ; not for the purpose of
female vanity, but a great gift for one who loves, and wishes to

be beloved.

—

Eihjeworth.

.... There is no policy like politeness ; and a good manner is

the best thing in the world, cither to get a good name, or to sup-

ply the want of it.

—

Bttlwer.

.... Wonderful ! that the Christian religion, which seems to

have no other object than the felicity of another life, should also

constitute the happiness of this.

—

Monttsquitu.

.... Attach not thy heart to those treasures with which this

fleeting life is adorned. If thou enjoycst, learn to lose, and, if

happiness is with thee, remember grief.

—

De Stael.
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Joker's Bnbgct.

Why is a bullock a very obedient animal? Because he will lie

down if you axe him.

The remains of the bachelor who " burst into tears," on reading
the descri]jtion of married life, have been found.

Susan Nipper says the Russians have an awful responsibility

resting on them for killing the Turks—for every Turk who is

killed leaves a dozen wives.
'

Young ladies, now a-days, when they arc preparing for a walk,
ought not to keep their lovers waiting as long as thoy used to do,

for now they have only to put their bonnets half on.

A paper states that a new-fashioned carpet-bag has just been
invented, in which a man upon a journey can stow himself away,
and travel on, passing for baggage, and thus escaping the pay-
ment of his fare.

Complaisance is no longer confined to the polite circles. A
captain of a vessel was lately called out of a coffee-house at

Wapping, by a waterman, with the following address: " An't
please your honor, the tide is waiting for you."

A lady entered a shop some days back, inquiring for an article

that she had forgotten. The facetious proprietor asked her if she
had missed anything else, and upon receiving a reply in the nega-
tive, he reminded her that she had Irft her bonnet behind.

"How is it," said one little miss to another, " that John's never
afraid, and I am ?" " Because he's got a Roman nose, and feels

safe; don't vou remember how we read, that it has always been
said that a lloman knows—no danger?"
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THE FORTRESS OF HAM.
The building of the fortress

of ILim,—the honor of wliich

local tradition assi};ns to Louis

of Luxemljurs, about the year

1490,—is certainly anterior to

the liftecnth century. The arms

of Luxcmliurf); are nowhere

found, and cTcrywhcre a J is

seen between the giidlcs. This

J is the first letter of Jane, and

the girdle indicates an unmar-

ried person. Now, Robert la

Bar had an only daughter,

named Jane, heiress of the

Counts of Soisson, Maries, and

the lands of Ham ; and it was

she who, on her marriage with

Louis of Luxemburg, brought

in dovvery to her husband, on

the IGth of July, 14.3.^), this rich

castle, newly rebuilt and forti-

fied. The building, which serv-

ed formerly for the governor's

residence, is tlie oldest of those

noticed iu the interior of the

fort. It was built by order of

the brother of Charles VI.,

Duko of Orleans—the shield,

covered with numberless fleur-

de lys, is a proof of this. In

fact, royal letters of May 22d,

1404, confirmed to this prince

the possession of the lands and

rents of the domain situated at

Ham, which he had purchased

of Marie de Har, and permitted

hira to hold in peerage the coun-

ty of Soissons, Ham, in Ver-

mandois, etc. The castle, placed

in the centre of foul marshes, is

composed of four round towers,

built at the angles of a long

Bcinare. They arc connected to-

gether by very high walls, fur-

nished with emiirasures and
loopholes, that made a formid-

able rampart in the fifteenth

century. Two other square

towers rise in the space between

the round towers, and command
tlie two entrances in the for-

tress ; one of the two doors is

now walled up, and the bridge that led to the entrance destroyed.

The principal tower that faeces to the east, is imposing by its

heavv bulk. It is more than ninety feet high, and tlie same in

diameter; its walls of rough stone, faced externally with free-

stone, are over thirty feet thick. It is divided into three stories,

that form three hexagonal halls. In the lower, in the tbicknsss

of the walls, arc twelve vei-y long and very narrow cells; these

are dungeons, destined fur the reception of prisoners. Over the

entrance-gate, the constable had engraved this device :
" My

hcst," to express, jirobably, that he hopes to find " his best " in

this place, at the worst point of his fortune. The sculptures of

this tower are vei-y curious, particularly one that represents a

bearded personage, with long hair, holding a mutilated shield.

After the death of the constable, Louis of Luxemburg, his eldest

daughter, Marie of Luxemburg, brought the seignory of Ham
nto the house of Vendonie by her second marriage, in 1487, with

THE FORTRESS OF HAM, FR.'WCE.

Francis of Bourbon. This lady was fond of the chateau of Ham,
and often resided there ; she there gave birth, in 1491, to Francis

of Bourbon, the companion inarms and misfortune of Francis I.

at Pavia, a fatal page in French history ; and in 1494, to Antoi-

nette de Bourbon, married to the Duke of Guise, the mother of

the great Duke of Guise, who retook Calais. It was about this

time that, the English having laid siege to Ham, Ame of Sarre-

bruche threw herself into it with a hundred lances, belonging to

the Duke of Vendome, valiantly defended the place, and forced

the English army to raise the siege. The town was not as fortu-

nate when it attempted to resist the Spanish invasion in 1551.

After the taking of St. Quentin by the Spaniards, Philip II. came
with his whole army to invest the town and castle of Ham. This

l)lace, bravely defended by Peter Chappius and Adrian de Pisse-

leu, lords of Hally, aided by a few Scotch companies, was carried

by assault on the 12th of September, by means of a breach opened

in both the eastern tower and
curtain by the cannons of Phil-

ip II., who, duriii}; three davs,
had discharged more than two
thousanil balls against the walls.

Spanish pride, lowered by the
retaking of Calais, and the con-
quest of Guincs and De Thion-

'ville, showed less difficulty in

I coming to terms, and peace was
signed at Cateau-Cambresis.
On the 3d of A|)ril, 1559, Ham
was restored to France at the

same time as St. Quentin and
Catelet. After having success-

ively passed into the houses of
Coucy, De Bar, Luxemburg,
Vendome and Navarre, Ham
was finally annexed to the crown
by Henry IV. Since this period

no very important events have
given it an historical interest.

For more than a century the

fortress has Ijcen used rather a«

a state prison than a warlike

])Osition. Among the prisoners

who have been incarcerated at

Ham, we may mention Jacques
Cas.sard, of Nantes, the hitrcpid

sailor, thrown into prison by a
Itltre de cacliel of Cardinal Fleii-

ry, and who died in 1740; Count
de Marboeuf, Lautrec and Mira-

bcau ; the repHl)li<'ans, Bourdon,
(^basics, Duliern, Chondiou,

Victor Ilugues ; the royalists,

Vibray, Montmorency, Choi-

scul, Polignac; under the em-
])ire, a few journalisis, cardi-

nals, and Spani-b priests ; un-

der the restoration, the captain

of the Medusa; in 18.30, the

signers of the famous " ordon-

nances," De Polignac, De Pcy-

ronnet, De Ranville, aii<l Chan-
telauze ; since that time, the

Duchess de Berry, and Louis

Napoleon. The latter was im-

prisoned in 1840. He remained

there a prisoner with General

Montholon and Dr. Conneau,

« till May 25th, 1846, the period

of his escape. Since then the

star of his fortune seems to be in the ascendant, and he now
reigns at tlie head of one of the first powers of the continent.

MUSEUM BUILDING, MADISON, WISCONSIN.

The fine public building, which we re])resent below, is located

at Madison, the capital of Wisconsin. It is built of a beautiful

straw-colored stone, in the most modern and tasteful style ; and,

considering the material, style and finish, is probably unsurpassed

in beauty of architecture by any structure in the West. Madison

is the capital of the State, the county-seat, as well as the seat of

the University of Wisconsin, and it is about to be connected with

Milwaukee and Chicago by railroad. It is in the immediate vicin-

ity of a fine agricultural district, charming lakes, beautiful and

picturesque scenery. From the building, represented below, and

other similar ones" just completed, one would infer that the im-

merous advantages of the place were not unappreciated.

THE NEW MUSEUM BUILDING, AT MADISON, WISCONSIN.
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ALLEGORICAL PICTURE OF APRIL.

We delineate for oar readers, on the present page, a rural scene

Tery appropriate to the month of April, in New England. The

plough and harrow are not yet laid aside, but the hiids are burst-

in;^ on the trees, and tiny leaves are springing into life. The

green fields are daily growing greener, and heavy dews, genial

sunshine, and April showers art preparing the buds that shall

flower in May. The fleecy fold is augmented in numbers by the

gentle little lambs that have come with the spring, and the cheer-

ful farmer counts, examines, and is satisfied with the flock. Most

properly are these gentle creatures chosen as tlic emlilcm of inno-

cence and peace, for of all the farmer's stock they are the least

caie, the most inoffensive, and generally the most profitable. It

is a great mistake to neglect and poorly feed these quiet animals.

simply because they can live and yield fleece on so little food, and

with such poor pasturage—a mistake, because if well fed and

well taken care of, they yield a far better return in weight and

fineness of fleece, in lambs, and are healthier. A good farmer

will not, therefore, permit his sheep to be kept on [)(>or feed, or

be too much exposed. All around about the rural portions of

New England, that merry and agreeable little songster, the

thrush, is sure to make its appearance at this season in immense

numbers, filling the air at morn and evening with its tender mel-

ody, being aptly named the New England Mocking Bird, from

the strcngtli, variety, and melody of its song. Wliile the farmer

prepares the ground for the seed, the thrush is looking up a quiet

and sheltered nook in some neighboring tree, where himself and

mate will build tlieir nest for the bright months to come. But

time flics fast, both to fanners and to thrush, and we shonid make

the most of it. Anon it will be May, and then comes the bright

summer sun ; fall and winter follow, and while the farmer once

more shouhlers his axe to " wood up," the thrush is away on the

wing to the sunny South. After the biting severity of the winter

just passed, and the cold sultry days of early spring, the soft

promise of the present more genial month is doubly grateful to

the senses. Especially to the invalid, who has wanted the cheer-

ing influence of gladdening weather, and the mild zephyrs that

are fragrant with bursting foliage, the present month surpasses in

potency all medicine, and the leech's art. The picture below is

very suggestive of the labors of the farmer at this l)usy season,

and shows the sturdy tiller of the soil enjoying the sceuc around

him with quiet and complacent gratification.

ft* - ^x/^.
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FOraDLL\G OF THE CASTLE OF ESTELLA.

A TALB OF NAVARRE, IN THfl OLDEN TIME.
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CHAPTER XX.—[continued.]

Shortly afterwanls La Nuit heard tlic prancing of a horse, and

then ihu footfall of tho animal in qniik trot foil npon liis car.

He li.stcncd until tlie sound was lost in the distance, and then he

sank down npon the edge of the bed, and buried his face in bis

liands. It would be difficult to analyze the emotions or thoughts

that moved him for the next ten minutes ; his mind was like a

kaleidoscope in the hands of a child, ever turning, and the images

no sooner formed than their shapes were changed without so much

as leaving an idea of what they had done.

When be arose from the bed, he went once more to the spot

where the body of the pilgrim lay; and as he stooped down, and

laid his hand upon the pale brow, he murmured

:

" O, I think ])u Chastol did this. Poor old man 1 thou art

gone, and thy secret is lost with thee. O, would to heaven ihat I

knew all that death has locked up in its cold embrace !—1 would

that I could read the knowledge that dwelt with thee in life ! If

you could but tell me of my mother. God send some kind angel

to open your li])S, that jou may tell mo where she is gone ! Alas !

cold—silent—dead !"

He started with a quick shudder as the List words fell from his

lips, for the candle, which had been long burning, had become

exhausted, and it went out, leaving the place enveloped in

darkness.

The youth stood for a few moments there, in the darkness, and

then he sank upon his knees and prayed. When ho again arose,

he was more calm, and his thoughts were easily called together;

he knew that there must be help somewhere, and that he must

seek from others what he could not do himself. Perhaps he

might gain some clue of his mother. At least, he wa^ determined

to try. Just then, he thought he heard a movement in the room.

He bent his head to listen, but the sound was not repeated. It

might only have been a rustling of the rose leaves at the window.

At least, so thought the youth, and without waiting to hear if the

sound would be repeated, he left the cot. He closed the door

after him, and then having washed his hands at the brook, he

hastened away towards Guidez.

For two long, weary hours our hero wandered about without

coming across a human habitation, and at the end of that time

he had worked about by such devious ways that he found himself

upon a spot which he knew to be not more than half a mile from

the cot. It was daylight now, and after resting a while, he made

up his mind to return to the cot, and place the body of his old

friend in a decent position, and then consider further npon what

course he should pursue. As soon as he had become settled ui)on

this plan, he started back, and when he reached the cot he was

not a little startled at finding the door open. He was sure he had

shut it when he left. With a qiucker step he hastened forward
;

he stood for one instant upon the threshold, and then he entered.

Tho body of the pilgrim was gone ! La Nuit saw where feet

had tracked in his blood, and he traced the red-marked foot-prints

to the door, and from thence out to the brook, and there they

were lost. He returned and sat down once more upon the bed

;

he was weak and faint, and ere long a dizzy sensation came over

hira, and he fell back upon the pillow and sank into a deep

slumber.

Several times he was startled out of his sleep by the phantoms

of his own dreams, and once he sprang out upon the floor and

drew his sword. But ho was alone, and hardly realizing his real

situation, he sank again upon the bed ; he hoard strange noises

in his dreams, and ho saw strange sights, but he slept on without

starting again with fright.

CHAPTER XXL

THE SERPENT.

TnB king of Navarre was in one of his own private apart-

ments, and an attendant had just brought him a bowl of hot wine,

and a few diied grapes and nuts, anil of this Alfonso was to make
his breakfast. He was blowing the steaming beverage to make it

cool, when Nandon du Chastel made his appearance.
" Ah, Dn Chastel," said the monarch, setting the bowl dowm,

" you are stirring betimes this morning."

"Yes, sire; it behooves your loyal subjects to move early on
Buch times."

'Ay, so it does," returned tlic monarch, with a light laugh,
" for I have heard that the rosy god sometimes loses his smiles as

be grows old."

•• Sire."

"O,—ah—yes, I see. You think your god will smile longer.

Well, I hope you may find it so. And love makes you rise early,

eh?"

"Love, sire?"

" Ay, my lord constable—I moan the very love that is even

now making a fool of you. Do you think I haven't noted your

looks of late 1 Ha, ha, Du Chastel, I know how you feel. I

have sceu your eyes move quickly about, and your countenance

change, and your lip tremble, and your cheek pale. Bah ! don't

let love make such a fool of you."
" Sire, you mistake me."

"Mistake you ! Why, by my soul ! you look as pale now as a

frightened girl. Is it anything but love now ?"

" Alas I sire, it must be deeds of dreadful note that can make
me appear thus. Did I not love you and my country, they might

not thus affect me."
" By Saint Peter !" cried the king, setting down the wine-bowl,

which he had again taken up, " there must be something hero of

more than common note. Out with it."

Du Chastel sat down and bent his eyes to tho floor, and for a

while ho seemed to be studying how to put his communication

into tho best possible shajjo.

" Sire," he said, rai.>-ing his eyes to the face of the king, " crime

is not a thing to be judged of by itself alone. The overt .vt, in-

dependent of other circumsiances, docs not constitute the crime;

and that act wliich is by circumstances made a crime, must take

somewhat of its coloring from tho character of the person who
does it. Thus, a man upon whom you had lavished every kind-

ness, would be more guilty in breaking your laws than would one

who was totally ignorant of yourself and your munificence, even

though you might love the form r, and Ids punishment cause you

a bitter pang, while for the latter you might care nothing."

" And what is all this coming at!" asked Alfonso, now grown

sober with undefinable fear.

"Ah, sire, I can hardly give myself the heart to tell you. 1

will wait and think the matter over."

" Not so, my lord constable. By my soul I if you have any-

thing to tell, let me hear it now."
" Well, sire, I will tell it, even though it wrench my heart-

strings in the relation. 'Tis a sad talo and I would give the half

of my possessions if I could forgot it all before it passed my
lips."

"Come, come, Dn Chastel," cried the now excited king, forget-

ting his breakfast in the hitorcst of tho time, " do not beat the

covert in that fashion, but come out with the game. Lot's hear

it at once."

" Last night, sire, business called mo to Guidez."
" What business at Guidez ?"

"Ah,—it was—a—private business, your majesty."

" O, very well," returned Alfonso, not seeming to have noticed

tho knight's hesitation. "I didn't know but what there might be

trouble in the garrison there."

"No, sire," resumed Sir Nandon, having recovered his compo-

sure; "it was only a small matter of private business relating to

my own household. I had gone to Guidez, and was returning.

I think it must have been past midnight, for tho moon had been

long down. I had just entered a piece of wood, when I saw a

human figure crouching away by the bushes at the roadside. I

hailed it, and you may judge of my surprise when I found it to

be none other than Henry la Nuit!"
" Stop ! stop ! Sir Nandon

;
you do not mean to breathe any-

thing against tho character of Henry la Nuit."

" You shall see, sire. I asked him why he was there, and he

refused to tell me. That was in itself suspieioits. I liked not

the looks of his being there at that time, and I requested him to

return with me, and as I attempted to enforce my wish, he drew

his sword, and made furiously at me. Not wishing to hurt him,

I stood on the defensive, and was rather lax at that ; he knocked

my sword from my grasp, and then gave my horse a cut. I was

thrown from my saddle, and considerably stunned by the fall. I

do not know exactly how long I lay there, but as soon as I came

to myself, I determined to follow after him. At length I came to

a small cot where I saw a light burning, and some unseen power

urged mo to stop there. I alighted from my hor-e, and entered.

Ah, sire, I can hardly toll you the rest."

" Go on, go on, Sir Nandon," said Alfonso, in mnch agitation.

" Ah, I wish I had let it be. I wish I had not thought of tell-

ing you."

" So do I ; but now that you have begun you must finish. Go
on."

" Then listen. In that cot I saw Henry la Nuit—his hands all

covered with blood—his teeth set and gritting ; and at his feet

lay an old man, dying. The warm blood was flowing profusely

from a deep sword-gash upon the bosom—a gash that must have

reached tho heart. La Nuit turned fiercely upon mo as I went in,

and for the moment I feared him."

The monarch had turned pale during the latter part of Sir

Nandon's recital ; and as he closed, he started from his scat, and

laid his hand upon the knight's shoulder.

" Now, my lord constable, beware how you speak, for by my
halidom ! I shall be slow to believe aught against him of whom
you tell me."

"Alas! sire, would to God I had no reason myself to believe

it. 0, it has struck more anguish to my soul than could the

death of a dozen of my dearest friends ! But there it is ; I will

say no more."

"But you must say more," uttered Alfonso, as ho sank back

into his scat. " You must tell me all you know."

" That is nearly told. All I know further is, that ho threatened

my own life if I did not beware—of exposing him, he must have

meant."

"But this old manl"
" It was tho same old pilgrim who was with him when ho

said he was attacked in the woods by the three !)rigands. They

may have had some altercation ; but to me, I am grieved to say, it

aj)[)ears as though tho deed must have been committed in cold

blood. Ilis creeping so stealthily away from tho city ; his going

without a horse, and at that time ; and then liis desire to avoid

mo. I heard a loud voice, as if of some one supplicatins-, just

before I reached the cot ; but I was too late to stop the dreadful

deed. I wish I had not seen it."

" This is terrible !" groaned Alfonso, bowing his head npon his

hands. " I loved that youth, for he was my best knight, and I

meant to have given him your place iu my confidence wlien you
were married."

Sir Nandon started, and a black, fiendish expression swept like

a thunder-cloud over his face ; but Alfonso did not see it.

" But this makes wreck of it all," pursued Alfonso. " If what

you have told me be true, then he is not the man I thought him."

"And do you doubt me, sire?—me, who have always been

faithful; always—

"

" No, no. Sir Nandon, I do not doubt yon ; I wish I conld, for

then I might not feel so utterly miserable as I now feel. O, La
Nuit, how you have deceived me !"

" I pray you, sire, do not let this thing move yon too much, or

I shall blame myself for having told it to you ; hut had 1 known
that it would have JO aflected you, I should ccrtaiidy have kept it

to myself."

" I am glad you have told mo, Sir Nandon, for I am a wiser

man, now. But, 0, God ! what pangs must our wisdom cost us.

Were I to live my life over again, and could commence with tho

experience I now have, I would not put trust in a human being."

"Not in me, sire?"

" No ! I would trust no one; I would live in myself, alone ; 1

would seek no friendships, no loves, no confidence from one of

my kind. The world is all false—all
!"

" Ah, sire," interposed Sir Nandon, bowing most reverently,

and Sjieaking in a tone of well-assumed pain, " you do some of

your friends great wrong now. I have always been true to you.

0, I wish I could tear out my heart, and let you see it
!"

Alfonso cast a mournful glance upon the speaker, and his head

shook dubiously.

"Ah, my lord constable," he said, "you have never failed to

flatter mo."
" But I have ever told you the truth."

" And you have been a raveii, to croak unwelcome tidings into

my car."

" Alas ! sire, and is this the pay for all my devotion ?—is this

the reward for long years of service I have devoted to you."
" I am not happy. Sir Nandon."
" Then there is Philip de la Carra," pursued Sir Nandon, hop-

ing to call Alfonso's mind back to some pleasing topic, " is not

he your friend ?"

" Ay, by my halidom ! he is," cried Alfonso, with sndden en-

ergy. " He is the only man in all my kingdom that has had tho

friendship to tell me my faults ; he is in truth a friend."

Sir Nandon shrank before the look that was now upon him;

and he looked like what he really was—a guilty man. But he

was saved tho pain of studying up a reply, for the monarch im-

mediately continued:

" You may leave me now, Sir Nandon, for I have not break-

fasted yet."

" But Henry la Nuit, siro ?"

A shade of pain swept across the face of Alfonso, and for a

moment he hesitated.

" I think you have told mo the truth in this. Sir Nandon," ho

at length said.

" You wrong me, sire, if there is a doubt in your mind."

" I do not doubt you. Go, and if you find Henry la Nuit, you

may arrest him."

Nandon dn Chastel bowed low down before the monarch, and

when ho turned to go away his dark features were all set in a

look of more than fiendish exultation.

CHAPTER XXIL

A sbauch for the lost one.

Henry i.a Nuit slept long and soundly after the first frenzy

of his fatigued dreams was over, and when he was awakened it

was by a heavy footfall in the room. Ho started up and found

the warm sun shining down through the latticed window upon his

bed ; he closed his eyes, and rubbed them, and then ho seemed to

recollect that something extraneous had aroused him from his

slumber. He started up again, and he saw a man standing near

his bed, and gazing down upon the blood that lay so darkly upon

the floor ; ho was a stout, healthy, middle-aged man, with a coun-

tenance of considerable intelligence, and habited in the garb of a

peasant.

"Ah," ho uttered, as foon as he noticed that the youth was

awake, "there seems to have been strange doings here. I wonder

how you can sleep."

" What has become of the body ?" was La Nuit's first utterance,

as he slid from tho bed.

" What body ?" asked tho stranger, eyeing our hero with du-

bious looks.

" The body of him that was foully murdered here—an old man,

a poor pilgrim."

" Lord's my life !" ejaculated the peasant, starting back from

the blood-pool, and clasping his hands in horror. " Do you mean

that old man that used to como here sometimes from Pampe-

luna?"
" Yes ; it was he who was murdered hero."

" Your hands look bloody, sir," said tho stranger, with a dubi-

ous nod of the head.

" Bloody !" repeated La Nuit, holding up his hands, and find-

ing that in the darkness he had not more than half washed them.

" Ay, so they might be bloody. I came here last night,—it wa»

after midnight,—and I found that old man, In this very room.
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weltering in his Wood. I turned him over, and tore the clothing

from his liosom to find the wonnd, and so his blood olunsr to my

hands. I cami; liero for a woman—a poor woman, who was in

divn'^or ; I came to save her from an enemy, and for that same

purpose the old man must have eorao before me ; but she was

gone, and he lay hero dead. I went for help ; I lost my way

;

when I came back his body was gone ; and weary, and faint, and

borne down by a frenzy of agony, I sank upon the bed. Do you

know of this \ Do you know wlicre his body is ? Do you know

where sun has gone 1 Speak, tir. Don't stand there and gaze

at me as though I were a madman I but speak, and toll nic what

you know."
" Well," returned tho peasant, overcoming the suspicious fear

that had crept upon him, "I don't know as I can tell you much.

Who are you ?"

"My n.ime is Ilonry la Nait ; and I am not ashamed to own it

in the face of the world. Tlicrc is no guilt here, sir, bo you need

not fear to speak."

" Sir Henry la Nuit," said tho peasant, with much reverence.

" Lord's my life, sir, I know your name well, for you have done

our mountain herdsmen a service that can never be paid. You

freed us from our terrible enemy, Jlorillo. I am at your service."

"Then tell mo of this poor old man," said our hero, much

gratified by this littlo turn in atfairs. " What has been done with

his body?"
" That is more than I can tell, sir. I know nothing of this af-

fair only what you have told me. I came here now to sco tlie

woman wlio has lived here, for I have boon in tho habit of bring-

ing her littlo delicacies. This morning I gathered these grapes

—

the earliest kind in the country,—and I meant that she should

have them, and so I brought them hero, expecting of course to

find her. I found you, but not her."

Henry looked and saw the fresh grapes upon the table, and in

an instant his heart turned gratefully towards the donor, for there

was kindness to his mother.

" And have you no idea where tho woman has gone %"

" Not in the least."

" Perhaps wo could find her."

Tho peasant looked down to the floor, and seemed to hesitate.

" 0, let us make the search, at any rate," continued tho youth.

" Wo may find lier. I will reward you, sii-."

" But I don't know," replied the peasant, dubiously, " how she

would like it ; she didn't want every one to know of her where-

abouts. Even should yon find her, she might not wish to see you."

" I'll answer for that ?"

The peasant shook his head.

" Why, who do you think I am ?" suddenly asked tho youth,

advancing a step, and looking the man in the eye.

" I don't know, only that you aro Sir Henry la—Lord's my
life ! but you do look wonderfully like her."

"And well I might. I can trust you, for you were her friend

—

she is my mother."

'* Heaven bless me I"

" I speak the truth. Now be a friend to her still, and help a

child to find her."

The peasant considered a few moments, and during that time

bis eyes were wandering to and fro, from the floor to the face of

tho youth. At Icngtli he said :

" I can't doubt yoa, sir, and I will help you hunt for her. I

don't know where she is, but I know most every place here-

abouts whero she could have thought of going; but you need

Bomcthing to strengthen you first. Here, take the grapes. 0,

don't refuse, for I have more for her. Lat them, and I will find

you some wine."

Henry felt the need of food, and he set down to the repast

which the kind peasant set before him. A small loaf of dry

bread and a bottle of wine were found, and ere long Henry arose

from tho table, feeling much the better for the refreshment.

" Now, come on," said the peasant ;
" but don't be too sure of

finding her. I'll do the best I can."

As lie spoke, he led the way out into tho yai-d. The sun was

more than half way to its meridian, and it was shining down hot

and clear. Henry's head ached with a sharp pain, and he felt that

his limbs wore stiffer than usual, but he gave it only a passing

heed.

" I should like to know when she went," he said, while the

peasant was closing the door.

" She must have gone since yesterday morning. Sir Henry, for

I was hero very early, and brought her some fruit. Slie was here

then ; but I think she must have been preparing to go away,

though I did not su-spect so at the time. She must have gone

Bomotime yesterday, so she can't have gone far."

" Unless she was carried away," said La Nuit, with a painful

shudder.

" I hope not," returned the peasant, and as he spoke, he led

tho way towards the stream.

" Do you go this way V asked tho youth, in some surprise.

"Certainly; she wouldn't have taken the road to Guidez. If

she sought lier friends she would iiave come this way."

They crossed tho stream by stepping from rock to rock above

tho shallow water, and after turning the angle formed by a jutting

clitf, our hero found himself in a path, the existence of which he

had never before suspected. It was narrow, running through a

thick growth of bushes, but yet very plain and easy. For nearly

two miles they travelled on without speaking, save now and then

to make a passing remark on some subject which the bold scenery

suggested. At tho end of that distance, they came to an open

space at the foot of a rocky cliff, and upon the side of which stood

a small thatched cot.

" You'd better not show yourself here," said the peasant. " We

will strike into a bypath, and I will leave you and go and inquire

alone."

" But why sliould not I go, too V asked La Nuit, with some

little surprise.

" Because these folks don't know you, and they might not be

willing to tell anytliing about the woman in your ])rescncc, even

if they knew anything. They are friends to her, and will un-

doubtedly keep her place a secret from strangers."

" Then she has always been on her guard, here ?"

"Bless you, yes. We don't exactly understand her misfortune,

but, of course, you know all aliout it."

"Alas! mention it not," uttered La Nuit; and the words,

whether meant to mislead the honest peasant or not, had the ef-

fect of preventing him from asking questions on tlie subject. " Go
on to the cot, and make all haste."

Tho man went, and en; many minutes he returned, and our

hero saw, from the sparkle of liis eye, that he bad gained some

intelligence.

" We arc on the right track," he said. " She passed bore about

noon, yesterday ; and tho woman, Blanche, was with her."

" But did you learn wliithcr she was going, and for why 3"

" She did not say where she should go, but she had left her cot

because (hero was danger tlicre. That is all I could learn ; but

wo shall come to another dwelling, less than half a league from

here. She took this path."

La Nuit's head still ached, and his limbs were weak, but ho

thought not of failing now; he bore up, and tried to think that

he was strong. Tlie food that ho had taken before starting, and

which for the moment had seemed to invigorate liim, now lay

painfully upon him, and in every portion of his system ho felt

the hand of disease ; he did not dare to own it, even to himself.

Yet he kept up with his guide, and at the end of half an hour,

they came to another cot ; and here, as before, the peasant re-

quested La Nuit to remain out of sight.

When the peasant returned, he again had a sparkle of intelli-

gence in his eye ; but this time tliere was an accompanying cloud

upon his brow.

" Wliat is the fortune ?" anxiously inquired our hero.

" She's gone on," returned the guide.

" And where ?"

" I don't exactly know. She was weak when she left here, and

I think she must have gone to a littlo cot, at the foot of yonder

mountain. She has been there before. It is a secluded spot, and

I think it's very likely she has gone there now. If she was as

weak as they tell for, she couldn't have gone any further."

" Then let us on, in Heaven's name !" cried La Nuit.

After walking a short distance, our hero noticed that his com-

panion wore a very thoughtfiil look, and he asked its cause.

" 0, it's nothing," replied the peasant ;
" nothing of any conse-

quence."

" I know better than that. What is it V
" It's nothing to bo alarmed at ; only I thought it kind of

strange, that's all."

" And what is it you thought was so strange 1"

"Why, the old woman back here ; she lives with her son, and

he is away in the mountains, after game. She was alone last

night, and she said, eometimo in the night there were some men

passed the house, smd took this very path. She could not tell

how many, for she could not sec very plainly. She don't know

whether it was after midnight or before ; but let us hurry on—we

shall soon know what it means."

Henry made no reply, for he felt his brain reeling. He stopped

a moment, and leaned upon the arm of his companion ; and when

the fit had passed, he moved on again. The distance to tho foot

of the mountain was not far ; they reached it in less than half an

hour from the last stopping-place, and there in a wild, out-of-the-

wav place, they found a small hut. There were numerous tracks

about the little gravelly spot by the door, and in one or two

places the pebbles and small stones had been kicked about more

than seemed the natural result of walking over them.

" There's been some one here," said Iltnry, in a weak, trem-

bling tone.

" Yes," said tho peasant, looking carefully down at the foot-

tracks.

Our hero followed the direction of the man's gaze, and ho, too,

noticed the disarrangement of the stones ; he saw where feet had

sunk deeply into the loose dirt, and where they had twisted about

as though in a struggle. He laid his hand npon his companion's

arm, and while a sickening sensation came over him, he said :

" There has been trouble here, for sec where those foot-marks

have scraped and twisted there. What is it ?"

"Let us go in and see," returned the guide, evidently trying to

hide his greatest feai'. " If we do not find her here, we shall have

to go back."

The door of the hut was closed, but not latched. The peasant

pushed it open and entered, and Henry followed him. There

was but one apartment in the place, and there was no living thing

there save the two men who had just entered. There was a

broken table, a straw cot, and an old chair there, and across the

chair hung a scarf. The young man recognized it at once as a

scarf which he had seen about his mother's neck ; he had just

taken it in his hand, when he was startled by an exclamation

from the peasant.

" The Lord's my life ! what's this 1"

"Where? whero?"
" Here—upon the floor."

Henry looked, and it was blood!—a dark, coagulated pool.

He looked upon the scarf, which felt stiff in his hand, and upon

that, too, were great spots of clotted blood ; he looked again

upon the floor, where the dark spot was, and then again upon tho

gory scarf. Then he turned his glaring, glazing eyes upon his

companion.
" There's been foul work here," said the peasant, as he moved

forward to look upon the scarf. " Dark, cruel work," he added,

in a lower key, and in a husky voice.

But Henry la Nuit did imt hear him. The youth's power had

held out to its last spark of life, and he sank heavily down upon

the floor, close by the spot whero the dark gore was lifting up its

silent voice of horror.

CIIArTER xxin.

A STARTLING DISOOVEKT.

At the old castle of Estella time was flying swiftly away, and

tlie day that had been set apart for tho marriage of Isabella was

only separated from the present by a s-ingle night. It was in the

afternoon that a gorgeous cavalcade rode up the hill and entered

the great court. The duke led tho party, and following hira'came

the king and Nandon du Chastel, and after them a number of no-

bles and gentlemen. Alfonso had come to spend the night, so a»

to be on hand on the morrow to honor the nuptials, for he felt

that the coming marriage was partly a work of his own doing.

In the great hall the long table was set, and late in the after-

noon the party sat down to dinner. The king claimed a scat for

Isabella by the side of himself, and his eye sparkled as he beheld

how beautiful she was. At first, he did not notice how pale she

looked, for he had not seen her quick decline, ^^^len she faltered

in her speech, and only murmured in reply to Iiis well-wishes, ho

thouglit she was only coy and timid. But she could not wliolly

resist the charm of the monarch's kind playfulness towards her,

and at length she looked up into his face, and smiled.

At an early hour, the duchess arose from the tal)Ie, and plead

indisposition as a reason for leaving. Tho duke would have

stopped her, but he saw that she looked pale and trembling. Ho
would have accompanied her, but he could not gallantly leavo

his guests.

" Now," cried the monarch, after the hour ha<l waxed late, and

candles had been brought, " let us drink to the health of the fair

bride. It shall be our last bowl, for too much wine makes us

fools. Come, fill up! You will drink this, my fair cousin."

This last remark was addressed to Isabella. She suffered tho

monarch to fill her silver goblet, but when all the rest had drank,

her wine remained untouched.

" You have not drank, lady," said Alfonso, as he sat his own

cup down. " Tore heaven, but you should sip, at least, to your

own weal."

A bright tear-drop glistened upon tho maiden's long lashes, and

in a moment more, it fell into her wine-eup. The monarch saw

it, but he kept back the words that had formed themselves within

his mind ; but when the guests arose from the table, he took the

fair girl by the hand and led her away.

"Isabella," said he, as soon as they were out of the hearing of

other ears, " I think you do not seem overjoyed at the prospect

that is before you."

" I am resigned, sire, for I know it's ray fate."

"Resigned! and is that all? Why, what can be the matter

f

Your husband, that is to be, is one of my best nobles. I have

been sure that you would be all happiness."

" I shall try to be happy, sire," returned Isabella, but in a tone

so sad that it at once negatived her assertion.

The monarch was not blind, nor was he slow of perception

whon left to his own reason. If he had a weakness, it was that

of credulity. He started slightly beneath the new idea that had

come to his mind, and he soon had it in fair shape for communi-

cation.

"Ah, my fair cousin," he said, in a low tone, "I think I have

your secret. You have given your heart where you cannot give

your hand."

Isabella trembled, and hung down her head.

" I see it," pursued Alfonso, with a bluntness peculiar to hii

friendly feeling moments; "you have given your heart to the

youth who has but lately left your father's roof—to Henry la

Nuit. Is it not so ?"

The maiden could not speak ; she had resolved to be calm, but

she could not keep back the tears that now came to her eyes. If

Alfonso had let the matter drop where it was, he would have done

very well ; but he thought to tell Isabella something which would

cause her to forget her love for La Nuit, so he said to her:

" I thought so, my fair cousin ; but you may consider yourself

fortunate that you escajied the snare in time. Henry la Nuit is

not the man for such as you to love."

"Because he is not of noble lineage," said Isabella, in a very

low tone, but yet distinct enough to show the bitterness with

which she spoke. '

" Ah, that is not all, though I wish it were. He is a criminal,"

replied the monarch.

" Stop ! stop ! Beware ! sire. 0, there Is no need that yoa

should seek such means to alienate me, for I have given up all

hopes
!"

[to be continoed.]
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THE AMERICAN IDEAL.
Our popular type of hero has little of Hamlet, the Dane, who

moralizes over relentless destiny with Yorick's skull in his hand,

but vciy nmeh of the Davy Crockett, who carried out his "go ft-

hend " motto to the last, and pierced by a hundred bullets, died

with a hearty cheer on his lips. If a lankee had carved the Lao-

coon, the victim in the fearful embrace of the serpents, instead of

being represented in struggling despair, would have been sculp-

tured with an eve to some escape from their folds, as if deter-

mined to bite off or cut off the heads oi the accursed reptiles, and

make them let him and his boys alone.—Rev. Samuel Osgood.
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SIR CHARLES NAPIER.
On the pace herewith, we present a fine maritime view repre-

senting the Knglish man-of-war—the "Duke of Wellington—flag

ship of Vioe-Admiral Sir Charles Napier, as she appeared weigh-

ing anchor, preparatory to starling on her voyage for the Kast,

where she is designed to lead the British fleet agninst the Russiiin

squadrons. The fleet thus placed under the command of Sir

Charles, embraces eight screw line of battle ships, four screw, and
four paddle-wheel ships of inferior rank, making a total of six-

teen war-steamers; of which two, the Duke of Wellington and
the Royal George, are three-deckers ; while three cany Admirals'
flags—Sir Charles Napier's in the Dule, Admiral Chads' in the

Edinburgh, and Admiial rinmridgc't in the Lc 0]iard. There is

not a single ship in this division dcjitn.lent tjpon sails alone for

cousin to Lord Napier, R. N., who in 1834, died in China. Sir
Charles entered the navy as a first class volunteer before he was
fourteen years old. His life has been one of continued activity in

his profession, and involves an infinite variety of services to his

country. He entered the navy on the 1st of November, 1799, on
hoard the " Martin " sloop, commanded by the Hon. Matthew St.

Clair, employed in the North Sea ; and, in the spring of 1800 re-

moved to the " Renown," 74, the flagship of Sir John Borlase
Warren. He next proceeded to the Mediterranean, where, in

1802, he became a midshipman of the " Greyhonnd." After va-

rious other employments, he became lieutenant in November,
1805. In March, 1807, he was made acting commander of the

brig "Pultusk." In August, 1808, he removed to the "Recruit"
brig, of 18 guns, in which vessel he fought a smart action with,

and two 9 inch mortars, succeeded in taking possession of the
island of Ponza. His services in the expedition against Alexau-
dria drew from Captain James Alexander Gordon, the conducting
oflScer, a remark in one of his despatches, " that he owed this offi-

cer njore obligations than he had words to express." Captain Na-
pier, in June, 1815, was nominated a C. B. He was not again
called into activity until 1829 ; when, for three years, he was em-
ployed in particular service in the " Galatea," 42. In 1839, Cap-
tain Napier took the command of the "Powerful," 84, intended
for the Mediterranean, where, in the following year, hoisting the
flag of commodore, he became second in command under Admi-
ral the Hon. Sir Robert Stopford, of the force engaged on the
coast of Syria. He was destined, on this new scene, to eclipse

the splendor of his own past services. On the 10th of September

THE " DUKE OF WELLINGTON," FLAG-SHIP OP AaCE-ADMIRAL SIR CHARLES NAPIER, WEIGinNG ANCHOR.

propulsion ; while there are twelve, including all the liners and
the four largest frigates, which, being screws, are equally available
as steamers or sailing vessels, or as both combined. This collec-
tion of maritime strength is called " The Baltic Fleet," and to
that sea it is destined. The " Duke of Wellington " is probably
one of the noblest specimens of a p )vverful and cfl'ective ship-oi-

war that has ever been constructed. On the opposite page we
present a likeness of her comman<lcr, a man upon whom the Eng-
lish nation, and indeed all Christendom, is now looking with
great interest in anticipation of his elVorts against the Czar. He
was born on the 6th of March, 1786, and is the eldest son of Hon.
Charles Napier, of Murcliiston Hall, in the county of Stirling, a
captain in the Royal Navy, by his second wife, Christian, daugh-
ter of Gabriel Hamilton, Ksq., of Wcsthurn, Lanarkshire. Tlic
gallant Admiral is grandson, by a first marriage, of Francis, fifth

Lord Napier, brother to Colonel Thomas Erskine Napier, and

and put to flight, the " Biligente," French corvette, of 22 guns,

and one hundred and forty men. In this action he had his main-

mast shot away, and was himself severely wounded. Although
his thigh was broken, he refused to leave the deck. In 1809, he

served with great distinction in the reduction of Martinique, and
in the capture of the " d'Haupoult," 74. In the first instance, he

considerably shortened the siege by the manner in which, with

only five men, he landed, scaled the walls, and, in ojjcn day,

planted the union-jack on the ramparts of Fort Kdward. In the

latter engagement, his services were so much appreciated, that he

was at once posted to the prize. I'assing over a variety of bril-

liant services performed, we come to the year ISl.'i, when, in com-
pany with the " Furieuse," which hud on board the second batta-

lion of the 10th Regiment, under Lieutenant Colonel John Pine

Cottin, Captain Napier, in the teeth of the fire of four batteries,

and a tower mounting ten 24 and 18-pounders, two IS-jjounders,

1840, he cfiected a landing at D'journie, on the Syrian coast, in a

manner that called forth the eulogy of his admiral. In the same

month he defeated a body of the enemy, and on the 27th he bom-

barded, and stormed, with a force of not more than nine hundred

allies and five hundred Turks, the town of Sidon, protected by a

fort and citadel, and a line of wall, defended by twenty-seven

hundred men, all of whom were nnide prisoners. On the 9th of

the following October, he entirely routed an Egyptian force, sta-

tioned, under Ibrahim Pacha, in a strong position on t'-c moun-
tains, near Beyrout. The result of the forward movement, which

had immediately preceded this success, was the surrender of Bey-

rout itself; and the effect of the victory the entire submission of

the army of Soliman Pacha. After co-operating at the memor-
able siege of St. Jean D'Acre, he proceeded to take charge of the

squadron oflT Alexandria, where he landed, and concluded a con-

vention with Mehemet Ali. For these servicej he was created a
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K. C. B., included in the thanks

of parliament ; and was presented

with the Cross of the Order of St.

George of Russia, and the In«ij;nia

of the scrond class of the Order of

the Hed Eagle of Prussia. In No-
vember, 1841, after his return from

the East, he was made a Naval
Aid-de-Camp to Her Majesty.

He was promoted, in 1846, to the

rank of Rcar-Adiniral of the Blue
;

and in May, 18.')3, he attained his

present standing of Vice-Admiral.

A few prominent incidents in the

life of Sir Charles, condensed from

an address which was delivered at

a dinner party in London, will, we
believe, prove of interest to our

readers. In 18-3.3, he gallantly

volunteered to serve the cause of

the Queen of Portugal against the

nsurpations of Don Miguel, and
while in command of a little squad-

ron of frigates and corvettes, cap-

tured a s(|uadron of far superior

force, including two line of hatilc

ghips, on one of which he was
himself among the first to board.

While hanging in the shrouds, try-

ing to get ujjon the deck, he was
poked at by a Portuguese pike-

man, and very nearly lost his life.

After gaining the deck an officer

ruslied at him to run him through.

Sir Charles quietly parried his

thrust, and very coolly giving his

assailant a hearty kick, sent him
tumbling down the hatchway. The
victory which he gained on tliat

occasion decided the destinies of
Portugal. It was during this war
that the late Lord Wm. Rnsscll,

hearing tliat Sir Charles Napier
was in the vicinity of Valencia,

went with a friend to sec him, and
toon discovered a man dressed in

a very "easy" costume, and ac-

companied by a marine, bearing
two muskets on his shoulders.
" Well, Napier," said he, " what
arc you doing here?" "I'm go-

ing to take Valencia," was the re-

ply. " But," said Lord William
Kussell, "Valencia is a fortitied

town ; ivnd in order to take it, yoil

must open trenches, make ap-
proaches, and establish batteries

and breaches—which things take
a great deal of time, ami must he

done according to rule." "0," said Sir Charles, "I have no
time for tliat. I mean to take the town with a letter." He ac-
cordingly sent the governor a letter, telling him that it was much
better to surrender at discretion. The governor, who wa.s a man
of prudence, surrendered, and Valencia was handed over to the
queen. It has been said of Sir Charles Napier, that one great
secret of his success is, that he calculate? so many moves before-
hand. The occasion of the departure of the fleet, of which Sir
Charles is Admiral, for the Baltic, was of the most imposing char-
acter, the queen leading the fleet to sea, and many thousands of
persons being congregated together to witness the important
event. It is impossible to picture the excitement that prevailed
in Portsmouth, or to give an estimate of the vast crowds who
visited the port. Sir Charles Napier has had paid to him all the
honor due to a hero and conqueror. The fleet under his com-
mand arrived in the Baltic on the 1.5th iilt.

VICE-ADMIRAL SIR CHARLES NAPIER.

CUSTOM HOUSE, CHARLESTON, S. C.

Below we give a representation of this edifice as it will appear
when completed. It will he a most imposing structure, unsur-

passed in beauty by any similar building in the United States. It

is situated on East Bay Street. The building, by being recessed

about one hundred feet from the line of the street, will present a

fine view both from the harbor and the city. A stone quay will

be built on the river, and the market on the east further removed,
so that an extensive area will be obtained on all sides, which, laid

out in walks, and ornamented with trees, will render its neighbor-

hood highly agreeable. The custom house will be constructed in

the form of a cross. Its extreme length from east to west will be

259 feet, and from north to south 152 1-2 feet. It will [jp three

stories in height. The basement is principally intended for storing

heavy good.s, and the two upper stories for ofliccs. The style is a

rich Roman Corinthian, and the order will extend uninterruptedly

through the two upper stories, and
elevated upon a rusticated base-

ment. Each of the four fronts w ill

be decorated with a Corinthian

portico of six fluted columns, and
Enriched windows. Broad, mas-
sive steps will ascend from the

ground to the porticos both cast

and west. The entire pile will bo

surrounded with a Corinthian

dome, the highest point of which
will be 160 feet above the lcv<d of

the street. The building will be

entirely fire-proof—the masonry of

the exterior of imported granite or

marble ; basement covered with

granite masonry ; arches resting

on piers; the other floors a combi-

nation of iron girders and brick

arches. The roof will be metal.

The principal apartment in point

of magnitude and decoration is in

the centre of the building, under
the dome, extending through the

two upper stories, and covered by
a hemispherical vaulted ceiling,

which will be enriched with sunken
panels and tracery, and sui)portcd

U[>on twelve marble Corinthian

column;.. The principal light to

this apartment will be given from

above, by passing from openings

through the dome through rich

stained glass in the centre of the

ceiling. The foundations are now
in progress of construction, and
the mode of construction is such

as to insure entire solidity, which
is of the highest importance, when
the cost and magnitude of the

work is considered. Numerous
borings have been made to tho

depth of fifty feet or more, which

penetrated the alluvial and /wst

pliocene stratas, and were arrested

by the marl of the cmene forma-

tion, in consequence of which piles

are being driven to the depth of

forty feet, where they rest securely

U|ion a compact bed of sand ten

feet in thickness. Upon the heads

of the piles, after having been cut

ofl^ to grade, a grillace of square

timber is laid, and a thick bed of

concrete is completely rammed
down, and upon this the masonry

of tho foundation is laid. AH the

operations of piling, pumpiiig, ex-

cavating, lifting and hauling of

lumber and blocks, and other heavy materials, are performed by

steam power. The yard workshops are not only objects of inter-

est to all who may desire to pay a visit, but are, moreover, a

school of instruction for persons who desire to become architects,

or builders, or both. The number of piles in the foundations has

reached to nearly four thousand. Four driving machines were

constantly in use, worked by steam. By a steam engine the piles

were also drawn out of the dock in the rear, and hauled to their

proper place in the foundation. Another steam engine about the

middle of the vard was used exclusively for pumping the water

out of the excavation below the piles. The last Congress made

an appropriation of $100,000 for the continuance of the work.

When the structure is completed, it will be a work of elaborate

architectural skill and taste, and an ornament which will add

greatly to the beauty f)f our southern sister city, already abound-

iug in tasty and beautiful edifices.

TIIE NEW CUSTOM HOUSE, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
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SONNET—THE HEART.

BT JAMES LUMBAKD.

The human heart! that grand, mysteriouB thing!

Who to its heights suhlime has ever soared?

Who to its depths has ever yet explored?

The searching eye in vain essays to wiug

From its firm hold the hidden thoughts that spring

Where darkness veils the secrets it has stored:

And intellect no plummet can afford

To sound beneath its outer covering.

'Tis God's prerogative to see

The sanctuary of the human heart,

And know the subtle spring of each decree

That scorns the power of man's coosummate art.

0, happy heart, on which the Eye Divine

Approving always looks, e'en to its inner shrine!

* ^•^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE DOCTOR'S FIRST PATIEisT.

BT MRS. CAROLINE A. SOULB.

Vert proud and happy was Edward Arlington as he clasped

his diploma, and prouder and hapjiier when on his return to his

humble lodgings he wrote out his name, and attached to it the

significant M. D. And wlU might his huart be glad. Not with-

out straggle and toil had ho earned tliat right. Indeed, so far,

his life had been one continual struggle—a struggle, not only to

keep alive and rugged the heart that beat in his bosom, but a

struggle to endow that mind which made so radiant with its

spirit-flashes his dark eloquent eye, with the knowledge for which

it yearned so anxiously and so earnestly.

Left an orphan at a comparatively tender age, with but one rel-

ative and he worse than none, for he would never befriend the

poor, lonely lad, life to him had opened darkly and sadly. But

the strength that is born of agony had been his, and with strength

came hope, and with hope, courage ; and so patiently and cheer-

fully he plodded on in his way and as we have intimated, at

length was rewarded. True, the battle was only half won, for

though a profession be much, it is far from being all. To estab-

lish himself successfully, to build up a reputation that should not

only add glory to his name, but put money in his empty purse,

that was another up-hill work. But his was a brave heart.

" Fortune favors the brave," sometimes. It did our hero. The

next morning, as ho sat beside his little study table, buried in

anxious thought as to the most feasible means of exerting his

talents in the profession ho had chosen, a letter sealed with black

was handed him. It was from the widow of the relative whom
in early life he had petitioned to assist him. Death sometimes

has another mission than merely to close the mortal eye,

and hush the voice of life. It lays its cold white fingers on the

heart, and while it palsies the fleshly part, it gives new and

beautiful life to the spirit that has long been benumbed in its si-

lent chambers. And thus it did to Henry Arlington, the great-

uncle of the young physician. And on his death-bed, he revoked

all former wills and bequeathed to his poor nephew a goodly por-

tion of his property, sent him his blessing, and a prayer that he

would return good for evil, and become a son to the widowjwhora

he should leave lonely and sad, and tottering with age.

Ere a week had elapsed Edward had settled all his affairs in

the great city where he had passed his youth, and bent his way
towards the little village wliere dwelt tho only one to whom he

was bound by an earthly tie. He reached it just at sunset, and

it opened to his somewhat excited mind like a dream of beauty

to a poet. It was indeed a lovely little nook. Tall mountains

sheltered it—encircled it, we should rather say—with strong warm
arms, not shutting out the sunlight and the sky, but only warding

off the cold bleak winds, and opening here and there, and every-

where indeed, visions and views which could not but charm the

pleasure-seeking or wonder-hunting traveller. In the little valley

was heard the song of many a little streamlet, the rich melody of

many a bird, and the glecsome shout and ringing laugh of light-

hearted children. And as the traveller slowly walked his horse,

he wondered not that the brooks and the birds and the little

human hearts sang so sweet avesjjcr; it seemed to him that

he too, could sing if he had a homo in so fair a spot, and he

almost coveted one out of the many snow-white dwellings that

stood along the road, arched over by such majestic trees, and sur-

rounded by such beauteous garden patches and fertile fields.

Fresh from tlie city, the hot, sun-stnick, dusty, babbling city, he

rould appreciate the charms of a summer evening in the cool,

f hady, green, quiet village street, as those only can who go from

man's work to God's.

He met with a warm welcome from his aged aunt, and after a

few weeks' sojourn with her, resolved to say " yea " to her wishes

and settle down in this same little vilUige. There was indeed as

fair an opening as he could expect in any place. Of the two
physicians who had been settled there, the eldest had died a few
weeks before, and the other was getting advanced in years. Both
had made a comfortable property, and there seemed to our young
doctor no reason why he might not follow in the chaise tracks of

him that was gone, and perhaps in those of him tliat was goin<',

and become too, a man of some renown and wealth. The dear

old aunt prophesied health, happiness and money
; his wishes did

the same, and so it was soon announced that old Henry Arling-

ton's great-nephew, the young physician, had become a resident of

the place. A wing of the cunt's bouse was fitted up as an office,

while upon the little white gate in front was nailed a gilded si^n.

A horse and chaise was purchased, medical books and surgical

instruments ordered, and everything very soon in nice trim for

an extensive practice. Nay, not everything. There were no

patients.

Young men, in ever}' profession, have to endure much because

they are young. The world is afraid to trust them liecause they

have no cxpeiience, forgetting that the only way for thcin to

reach that experience is through practice. None suffers more

from this prejudice against youth than the physician. And
none, more than ho, needs a stout heart and a patient soul.

Edward had both these, and he had now what too many medi-

cal students have not, he had the means to live quite comfortably

without any profession.al fees. An ignoble fellow would have sat

down and been content. But a mind so highly cultivated as his,

could do no such unworthy thing. Tho knowledge he had ac-

quired through such weary means was too precious to be hidden
;

ho longed to do good with it, to follow in the footsteps of tho

great physician, and " heal the sick."

Because practice had not come, he did not yield to despair, and

say it will never come. But he roused every energy and deter-

mined to bo ready for it when it should come. The first ray of

morn-light found him at his studies, and tho stars not unfrequcnt-

ly left him there.

But though practice did not come, acquaintance and friendship

did. True, the old doctor passed him by as stiffly as though an

iron rod instead of a flexible spine uplicld his body ; and tho law-

yer, who was brother-in-law to the doctor, looked straight for-

ward when they met, and the heads of all the families whom tho

aforesaid old doctor visited, frowned terribly upon him. But the

minister hailed him as a congenial soul, and in his study passed

many a pleasant and profitable hour. The heads of those fami-

lies who had lately lost their physician, gave him a kindly wel-

come to their hearths, though tliey said nothing should tempt

them to employ so young a man ; whilo the young men and

maidens greeted him gladly as a valuable acquisition to their

little circle. Had the doctor been a gay young man, his horse

would not have stood so much of the time in his lonely stable, for

albeit he had no professional calls, others of a different, and per-

haps some would think more interesting character, might have

kept him on the road a goodly part of his time. But the doctor

was in some respects a model man, and never allowed the pleas-

ures to interfere with the duties of his life. Only when it was

consistent with the rigid course he had marked out for himself,

did he mingle in the society of the gay and thoughtless ones of

his own age.

" Well, daughter, what tidings 1" asked Mrs. Mann of her

daughter Helen, as she entered tho breakfast-room early one

morning on her return from the neighborly duty of watching with

a sick child.

" What I told you to expect," said she sadly. " Little Willie,

my darling playmate, is dead."

" Dead," continued she, after a few moments' pause, with im-

passioned earnestness, " yes, murdered. I can weep for him,

but not with his parents. Three children gone before with the

same disease, and yet so blindly bigoted and prejudiced were they,

that no one must be called in but the old doctor who signed the

deathAvarrant of the others."

" Our little Nell is angry now," said tho father, good-hu-

morcdly. " Have a care what you say, you may repent it when

calm."
" Well, but father, is it not outrageous that people will con-

tinue to employ a man who don't know anything, when for tho

same money they might have tho attentions of one who is well

qualified to discharge his duty?"
" That means it is outrageous for our villagers to employ the

old doctor, and suffer the young one to have nothing to do but

to wait upon the young maidens to picnics and parties."

" He don't spend his time so," said the young girl, earnestly.

'• He studies, he keeps up with his age, he goes into society only

as a recreation. And it is a shame that he has been here four

months, and had never a single professional call. Who knows

how many little graves might still have been unclaimed, had he

attended the little sufferers who now tenant them. O, I have

longed to speak out my feelings to those fathers and mothers who

have thus sacrificed their little ones on the pile of bigotry. I have

been silent, only because the doctor was a young man, and my mo-

tives in speaking might have been mi.sjudgcd." Her checks crim-

soned as she spoke, it would be rude to question whyl
" There is much truth in what you sav, daughter. I am con-

vinced doctor Arlington understands well his profession, and will

in time bo a prominent member of it. But how to bring him in-

to practice I know not. As for mo, I never havo any ails, and

unless your mother or you can manage someway to get sick and

furnish him a patient, I see not but he must bo idle yet. It only

needs for ono or two of the first families here to give him prac-

tice and his way is clear. Say, daughter, haven't you some neu-

ralgic pain—why your checks are hot and flushed—don't she

look, mother, as though she were in tho inci|)ient stage of a

fever," and the fond father patted the delicate face, and felt tho

slender wrist, to note if high or low beat the pulse of life. " Very

far from well," continued he, in jocose-seriousness, " shouldn't

wonder if the heart was affected, guess I'll call and see the

doctor."

" Father, father, do be good now," cried the young maiden,

springing after him as he reached the frontdoor. "Don't carry

tho jest too far."

" Jest, daughter," exclaimed he, in affected seriousness ;
" it's

no jesting matter for a father to see his only daughter's heart

affected. But," seeing the tears start to her eyes, " perhaps as

this is a serious case and the young doctor has no experience.

I had better call in the old ono. Shall it be so?" and he kissed

her tenderly.

" Your word is law," whispered she, and came back with a
calmer heart. Had the young doctor known what a bright-eved

beautiful maiden champion had entered the lists for him, he would
h.avo been more patient than ever, and hope would have sun"- to

him sweeter songs than she yet dared to breathe into his ear.

A few weeks after this conversation, as the doctor was seated

in his offlce' deep in study, ho was startled by some new and
strange sound, he could hardly tell its nature, and in an instant

something dashed with lightning speed past his wiodow. It was
the work of an instant to rush to the door and ascertain that a
horse had run, that ho had broken the carriage and thrown the

occupant, but it took less than an instant to carry his fleet steps

to the roadside, where motionless and insensible lay the beautiful

Helen Mann. Ho was a physician and the only gentleman near

to help, and he had thus a right to lift her carefully and tenderly

in bis arms and bear her to his office lounge ; but because he

was a physician, had he a right to press upon her pale lips such

passionate kisses, to call her by sneh endearing names 1 Well

for him it was, that the little bird that carolled on the old elm

that shaded the spot where Helen had fallen, was a discreet little

creature, and not one of those gossiping ones that tell all they

see and more too. But she only carolled the louder and sweeter

and thus drowned the love-tones of that human voice.

Long and anxiously did Edward bend over his first paticn t

and the pride and joy he felt on winning his diploma were slight

indeed compared to what he felt when at length the golden lashes

of tho maiden were slowly raised, and the color came back to

her whitened cheek. Not till then did he call his aged aunt to

assist him. Perhaps he did not think of it before—he was indeed

busy enough in plying restoratives, and doubtless thought it

would be time lost to wait for other help than his own to come.

Helen had been driving out alone when her horse took fright

and ran. Fortunately she was more frightened than hurt in her

fall, for though severely bruised, there were no bones broken.

Her parents found her an hour afterward, ensconced in the spare

chamber of the good aunt, veiy pale and weak, with a swollen

wrist and ankle, bnt so much better than they had feared to see

her, that their hearts were glad indeed, and they would have car-

ried her homo forthwith. But to this proposition the doctor ob-

jected strongly.

" She fainted," said he, " as wo were bringing her only from

the office here. It would be death to move her."

" Well, well," said the father, in a tone that brought the color

again to the cheek of his daughter, " as she is your first patient,

I suppose it wont do to interfere. You've a reputation to earn,

and you must do what you think will be most profitable for it.

So mother, you may stay and help take care of her, and I'll keep

house alone."

A great noise and commotion there was in the little village

when it was known that Helen Mann was sick at wdow Arling-

ton's house and the young doctor tending her. The old people

said Mr. Mann and his wife deserved to lose her, if they trusted

her in the care of such an inexperienced fellow, and they wou'd

lose her ; old doctor G. would have to be called in yet. Tho

young men envied the doctor tho privilege of waiting on one who

was acknowledged the belle of the village, while the young ladies

envied her the care of one who was the beau ideal of their hearts.

But the maiden did recover, and tho doctor carried her homo

in his own chaise, he would not trust her with any one else ; he

told her father that his reputation was not yet earned, and he must

see that his first patient met with no relapse.

" Pray, tell me, doctor," asked Mr. Mann one evening, about

a month after, as entering the parlor, he found Helen and the

young doctor in earnest conversation, " pray tell me if these are

all professional calls?"

" Why, sir ?" said the young man, hesitatingly.

" Because if they are, you must have a good round bill against

mo by this time ! I guess you moan to make your first patient a

pretty profitable one !"

" 1 have found her so thus far," replied tho young man earn-

estly, "and she promises to continue so, for" changing his tone

to a jesting one, "1 have discovered a now disease."

" Not a heart aftection," exclaimed Mr. Mann with affected

solemnity. " S.ay, is it so ?" and he grasped his hands as though

ho were wonderfully agitated.

" Yon have guessed correctly."

" Ah, I suspected it long ago, but she wouldn't own it. But

can you cure it, doctor?"

" If you give me time."

" How long do you ask?"

"A Ufi-time," said the young man, and his tone was so expres-

sive, that spite of all efforts tho tears gushed to the father's eyes.

" Take her then, take her; confound my eyes, they are getting

weak, I believe ; take her: but if it's going to take so long to

cure her, just take her into your chaise and carry her home ; I

can't be bothered with professional calls as long as that. Nell,

you are a patient for life, will you like it, think (" and he clasjiod

her in his arms.

" I think I shall, dear father," whispered she, hiding her

blushes on his wrinkled face.

" Well then, bo off with you," said he, mid straining her again

to his bosom, he placed lior hand in that of tho young doctor, and

hurried from tho room.

A happier man was Edward Arlington when on next New Year

day he hold within his own the hand of tho loved ono he had

vowed to love, honor and protect so long as life should last, the

fair girl who was known now all over the village as the Dootor's

First Patiekt.
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T5IE RAIIVBOW.

BT DR. OBORGE W. DUNOAT.

" BWriB God for rain !" the good man said,

And wiped away a grateful tear;

" That we may have our daily bread,

lie drops a showt-r upon us here.

Our Father, thou vrho dwclPpt in heaven,

We thank thee for the pearly shower,

The blessed present thou hast given,

To man, and beast, and bird, and flower."

The dusty earth, with lips apart,

t/ooked up where roiled an eyo of flame.

As though a prayer came from its heart,

For rain to come— and lo it came!

The Indian com, with silken phime,

And fiowors with tiny pitchers filled,

Pond up their praise of sweet perfume.

For precious drops the clouds distilled.

The modest grass is fresh and green,

The streamlet swells its soug again;

Methinks an angel's wing is seen

In every cloud that brings us rain.

There is a rainbow in the sky.

Upon the arch where tempest* trod;

God wrote it ere the world was dry

—

It is the autograph of God

!

Up where tho heavy thunders rolled,

And clouds on fire were swept along,

The sun rides in a car of gold,

And soaring larks dissolve in song.

Tho rills that run from mountains rude,

Flow trickling to the verdant base,

Just like the tears of gratitude,

TJjat shine like pearls upon the face.

Great King of Peace! deign now to bless^

The windows of the sky unbar;

Shower down the rain of righteousncsH,

And wash away the stains of war.

Then will the ra<liant bow of love

In beauty mark our moral sky.

Like that fair sign unrolled above,

Traced by the hand of God on high.

. 4 .^•^m^-*

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SECRET TRIBUNAL.
A TALE OF THE HOLY VEHME.

BY H. C. PARSONS.

Brightly gleamed the lamps in tlio imperial palaee at Vienna,

shining in their long rows upon a scene of gaiety and gladness. To

the light steps of a thousand feet, whieh moved along tho marhlo

halls, music sounded harmoniously, and tho joyous strains came

forth to the ears of tlioso without, and rising, were borne far and

wide by the evening breeze. Lovely women and gallant nobles

thronged tho palace, clothed in tho gorgeous apjiarel of the fif-

teenth century ; here standing to converse in the chivalrous tone

of those days, and there l}ounding on in the endless evolutions

and mazes of the dance. The lustrous lamps were hung on high,

lietween the stately columns and marble arches of tho palace,

shedding a foft and mellow radiance upon the scene below ; upon

tho ladies and nobles, upon the tapestry and furniture, the statues

and adornments of the royal palace, while Sigismund, sitting on

his chair of state, gazed with a serene countenance upon tho hap-

piness of his people.

A young man, superbly dressed, whose light hair and blue eyes

proclaimed his Saxon origin, had just passed from the side of the

emperor. Kdgar, Marquis of AUondale, had been two weeks at

the court of Sigismund. His handsome person, his great wealth,

and his deeds of arms, had made him there no unwelcome guest

—

and rumor even then asserted tliat the most beautiful maiden in

Germany had plighted her troth to him. As Edgar passed

through the crowded room he paused to address tho lord cham-

berlain.

"Ah, my dear marquis," said the latter, " I am delighted to

see you ; all the world is here to-night ; but come with me, 1 have

a word for your private ear." He drew him into a recess. " Mar-

quis, you have a rival for tho hand of Adrianna. See, she is in

the next room, and notice by her side that tall, dark nobleman.

It is the Count of Palatine. He has just returned from Italy.

Without success he has long sought the hand of your lady. Tliis

evening he has been constantly by her side ; lie means no good.

Beware of him—you will find him a dangerous rival, for," he

lowered his voice to a whisper, " he is .supposed to be connected

with tho Tribunal of the Holy Vehmo. You know its power

—

but I am called. Farewell ! remember my warning."

Edgar stood as if paralyzed ; the words dropped by the cham-

berlain, the name of tlie holy vehme, made him shudder and grow

pale. Before him was the peerless Adrianna in all tho pride of

youth and beauty, " a perfect woman, nobly planned," and by her

side stood tho Count of Palatine. Tall and strongly made, with

black hair, a he.avy mustache, and a dark eye that flashed from

under his overhanging eye-brows, the count looked like one whom
few would wish to bravo. Raising himself with an elTort, Edgar

walked towards them. An expression of joy lighted up the

countenance of Adrianna as she saw him, while the count's face

grew darker as he gazed upon the handsome stranger. Edgar re-

quested Adrianna to join him in the dance that was abont to

Degin. Looking timidly towards the count she consented. They
walked towards the dancers. The count gazed after them for a mo-

ment with a sneer upon his lip ; then looking round and seeing that

ho was observed he passed into the outer room. Tlie Count of Mer-

lin, Adrianna's father, was standing near the door in conversation

with some noblemen ; the count touehcd him as he passed, he

turned and followed him.

" There will bo a meeting of the Holy Vchmc at twelve to-mor-

row night in the vaulted chamber of tho cattle of Drackenfcls."

" To-morrow night," said the Count of Merlin, " what new
offender';"

" Dare you ask your chief for reasons ? Beware 1 Count of

Merlin, you are not invulnerable. Uomomher, at twelve to mor-

row night."

The festivities wore not concluded until a late hour. Before

the parties separated Edgar and Adrianna had exchanged mutual

vows of love. Joyfully did Edgar walk to his lodgings, so

engrossed with tho thought of Adrianna's beauty tliat he did not

perceive that a man with a cloak wrapped round his body follow-

ed him to his very door. Hastily divesting himself of his appa-

rel, the young man retired to rest as the rod sun ro?c from behind

tho hills that were crowned by tlie castle of Draekenfels.

Wiicn Edgar awoke the next morning the bright sun was shin-

ing in his chamber window. Ho turned upon his pillow and

started " as if an armed foe had been near." In the very pillow

on which his head had been lying, buried to the hilt, was a long

dagger with a cord twisted around the handle, to which a slip of

parchment was attached. Tremblingly Edgar read, " You are

summoned to appear this night at twelve o'clock before tho Tribu-

nal of the Holy Vehme. A guide will be with you at eleven."

Edgar turned deadly pale as he read tlie fearful words. A fear-

ful summons it was in truth, for rarely did any one leave the

presence of tliat dread tribunal a living man. Originating as it

did, with some who wished to preserve the laws which their rulers

were unable to enforce, it soon fell from its "high estate," and
became tho instrument in tho hands of many for perpetrating the

most atrocious outrages. The most powerful dukes and the

greatest princes had been summoned to appear before the holy

vehmo ; and too well did Edgar know that he who failed to obey

their call perishtd by tho hand of a midnight assassin. Conscious

of his innocence he determined to be ready at the appointed hour.

Rising he sought Adrianna at tlie palace of her father; to his as-

tonishment and grief he learned that she had that morning left

the city in company with her father.

Slowly dragged the day along ; at length the appointed hour

arrived. Edgar heard a knock upon the door of his apartment,

ho arose and opened the door. A man clothed in black, with a

mask upon his face, entered the room.
" I am ready," said Edgar.
" Come, then," said the guide, " we have no time to lose."

They desocnded into the street; two horses saddled and bridled

stood before the door. They rodo rapidly through the city ; when
they had passed the gate tho guide turned to Edgar :

" Sir," said he, " you must consent to be blindfolded."

" As you please," said Edgar.

The guide drew a handkerchief from his pocket and quickly

blindfolded him. For some time they rode on in silence—at length

they stopped. In an instant Edgar felt himself lifted from the

horse and hurried forward. They passed through what appeared

to him to be a long hall, then down a s'onc staircase. A door

was thrown open, the handkerchief fell frcm his eyes, and he stood

in the presence of the Tribunal of the Holy Vehme.
Seated around a long room were some thirty or forty men,

dressed in black robes, with black masks upon their faces. At
one end was a raised platform, on which was a table. Behind

the table sat one who ajipeared to be the chief. By liis side was

seated the secretary. Two iron lamps threw a dim light upon the

scene.

" Edgar, Marquis of AUondale," said the chief, in a loud, harsh

voice, "you have been summoned to appear before the Tribunal

of the Holy Vehme. 'Tis well that you have obeyed our com-

mands. Listen while the secretary reads tho accusation."

The secretary rose and read from his parchment book :

" Edgar, Marquis of AUondale, is charged with having dared

to aspire to the hand of a German countess against her father's

consent, and contrary to tlie law of our land."

" Your defence, young man," said the chief.

In an instant the truth flashed upon the mind of Edgar. He
was the victim of a base conspiracy, but who would summon
him thus 1 Ah ! it flashed through his brain like lightning ; it

was tho Count of Palatine. He turned fiercely :

" Wretch ! do you think your cunning artifice is not discovered f

Tliat I do love the daughter of the Count of Merlin I will avow
before the world. But .as for thee, I will maintain—

"

" He has confessed his guilt," said the chief, rising and clap-

ping his hands ; two men-atamis entered. " Away with him,

you know his punishment."

Edgar was seized and hurried away. When they reached the

hall through which he before had passed he was blindfolded. He
was then led along a second passage, a door was opened, and the

night breeze played softly upon his heated brain.

All the day had Adrianna remained mournfully within the cas-

tle of Draekenfels. Her father had summoned her to depart with

him on the day after the imperial ball, without assigning a reason

for his strange proceedings. The thought of her lover mourning

her absence preyed upon the spirits of the gentle girl. The day

passed sorrowfully away, and the night brought no relief to her

troubled heart. Findhig all attempts to sleep were in vain she

arose and seated herself at the window overlooking the earden.

For a long time she remained seated there, gazing upon the stars

or the bright moon, or at the silver waters of the lake that lay in

the midst of the garden. She was gazing upon the latter and a

statue of Venus that stood by its side, when her attention was ar-

rested by tho sight of men advancing up one of the walks that

led to the lake. They were throe in number, and two appeared

to be dragging tho other. They reached tho margin of the lake

—

the moon, which h.ad been obscured by a cloud, at that moment

shone forth upon the scene, and to her horror Adrianna saw the

dress and countenance of her lover. The life-blood thrilled to

her heart as she saw that he was evidently a prisoner. One of

the men-at-arms walked to tho statue of Venus and seized it by

the left hand. It turned slowly, a trap-door was discovered,

which one of them raised. She saw one descend, then Edgar,

and then the other. The statue swung back to its old place, and

all was still ag/iin. Still Adrianna giized, as if fascinated, upon

the spot where they had disappeared. Suddenly the statue turned

again ; first one, and then the other of the men-at-arms camo
forth—but the third person, Edgar, wa? not with them. Again

one of them touched the left hand of the Venus, again the statue

was restored and all was as licforo. Adrianna rose and tottered

towards her couch, but before she reached it she fell insensible

upon the floor.

When she recovered she' found it was broad day, and that she

was upon her bed surrounded by her attendants. Complaining

of sickness she dismissed them all. As soon as they had left her

she rushed to the window. All was still—the lake shone in all

its placid beauty, and the statue looked as if it had not been

moved for ages. Could it have been a dream ? No ; the terrible

scene was impressed too strongly on her mind; it must have been

reality. But how came Edgar there f AVhy was ho a prisoner?

She pondered on it for a moment, when tho thought of the Holy

Vehme suddenly crossed her mind. All that she had ever heard

of this terrible tribunal rushed upon her. Her father's supposed

connection with it—the Count of Palatine—ah 1 she saw it all

;

she knew the terrible nature of the count, his great passions, his

iron will ; this must have been his work. But how to save her

lover' she thought for a moment, and decided upon her plan of

action.

Night had come, and silence reigned over the castle of Draek-

enfels. A figure steals from a private portal and glides rapidly

across the garden, towards the lake. It is Adrianna. Gliding

behind tho trees she ut length reaches the statue. She places

upon tho ground a lamp and a small basket of provisions. Then
reaching upwards she grasps the left hand of the Venus. A grat-

ing noise is heard and tho trap-door lies (fpen before her. She

finds, as she had expected, a flight of steps'; slowly she descends,

pauses and lights hor lamp. She looks around—she is in what

appears to be a small chamber ; before her is an iron knob—al-

most unconsciously she pulls it, a grating noise is heard, the trap-

door falls, and the statue resumes its place. Alarmed she presses

back the knob, again tho sound is heard, again tho trap-door

opens. Delighted to have discovered the mode of escape she

causes the trap door to fall, and fearlessly begins to descend.

Down, down she goes, far into the ground, while the water drips

from the stones by hor narrow staircase. She has arrived at tho

bottom—before her is an iron door, it is bolted upon the outside,

she draws back tho bolt, enters the cell, and is in tho arms of her

lover, and weeping upon his bre.ast. In a few moments she was

calm.

" Come, dear Edgar, let us leave this dreadful place. I am
fearful every moment that the Count of Palatine will discover us.

You do not know that man as I do."

Hastily refreshing himself with the food she li.id brought, Ed-

gar loft the cell with her, rejoicing in his escape. They were

about to a?cend the stairs when tho harsh, grating sound, made

by the turning of the statue, fell upon their ears.

" Quick, quick Adrianna, blow out the light, and come hither,"

said Edgar.

As she extinguished the light Edgar drew her into a dark re-

cess by the side of the cell door.

" Keep silent and we are saved," said ho to tho trembling lady.

The heavy tread of a man descending the stairs w.as heard

—

soon they saw the glimmer of a light, and tho Count of Palatine

stood before the cell door. A smilo of malicious pleasure was

upon his stern countenance.

" Well, my pretty stranger, wo will see if you have come to

your senses yet. If not, this must finish the business." As he

spoke he drew a long dagger from his breast, ho grimly surveyed

the point. Then replacing it he entered the cell. To rush for-

ward, shut the door, and run the bolt, was with Edgar the work

of a moment. Seizing Adrianna in his arms he ran hastily up

tho stair case. W^heu they had arrived at the landing Adrianna

pulled the knob, and in a moment they were in the garden of the

castle. The statue was replaced, and the Count of Palatine left

to the fate ho so richly merited. Edgar and Adrianna proceeded

to the stables, mounted their horses, and before the morning sun

had risen were far beyond pursuit.

They reached England in safety and were raaiTicd. Though

both lived to see the secret tribunals in a great measure destroyed,

yet never did Edgar hear them mentioned that he did not think of

the terrible night and the fearful death to which he was doomed

by the Tribunal of the Holy Vehme.

Arernetht and Spurzheim.—Abemethy used to like very

well to talk with Spurzlieim, who resided for some time in this

country. One day Abernethy, half-scriously, h.alfhumorously,

said to'Spurzheim, "Well, doctor, where do you place the or-

gan of common sense ?" Spurzhcim's reply certainly sustained

the coincidence of phrenological deductiors with those of experi-

ence. " There is no organ," said he, " for common sense, but it

depends on the equilibrium of the other organs."

—

English

i
Bioijruphj.
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INDIANA INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND, INDIAN OPOLIS, INDIANA

CITY OF INDIANOPOLIS, INDIANA.
Upon this and the next patic we };ive several virws of the most

prominent of the public institutions of Indiana. Our first ingray-

ini: represents the " Indiana Institute for the Education of the

Blind." This institution lias for its oliject the moral, intellectual

and physical trainiuf; of blind youths of both sexes under the af<e

of twenty-one years. Since its organization, in 1847, it has been

unostentatiously pursuing the even tenor of its way, dispensing

happiness to its grateful inmates by pouring in upon tlieir eager

souls the renovating light of moral and intellectual truth, and by

teaching their ever busy h.inds to ply some useful art—thus rais-

ing them from despondency, and making them feel that they, too,

have been created for a hisrhor destiny than to eat the bread of

idleness and dependence. To the untiring energy, excellent judg-

ment and humane devotion of William H. Churchman, Esq., the

pcoiilc of Indiana owe a debt of gratitude for the high character

the Institute now enjoys. His personal cflForts before the legisla-

ture and throU";hout the State did much toward the establislimcnt

of the Institute at lirst, and his will-<lircctcd etforis in promoting
if.s welfare and the happiness of the unfortunate blind since, as

Kiip-rintendent, arc worthy of all praise. The engraving below

represents the "Indiana Hospital for the Insane," founded by-

legislative enactment, January 13, 184.5. Though brief the period

of its existence, its liealing influences have been felt in every sec-

tion of the State. During the first four ye.irs the number of

cases cured were one hundred and seventy. The interior arrange-

ments of the hospital are admirably adapted for the comfort and
safety of the patients. The trustees, in a recent report, give a
satisfactory picture of the management of the hos])ital. Here, at

any given time, may be found from one to two hundred of those

dreaded and wretched beings, insane, congregated in the different

wards, without exciting any alarm—neither a terror to themselves
nor to others—and all, as if by magic, soothed and quelled, and
behaving with such decency and propriety as topuizlethe stranger

often in deciding who is sane, and wlio is insane. To those who
have passed through the various wards, and who have observed
the order, neatness, cleanliness and comfort everywhere visible, it

is uimccessary to say that the hospital is what it was designed to

be—a /iom« for the wretched and housekss maniac. The number
of patients varies during the year from one hundred and fifty to

two hundred. James S. Athon, M. 1)., is the present worthy and
cHicient superintendent. The " Capitol" building of Indiana, rep-

resented on tlie next page, is situated in the centre of a beautiful

square, in the western part of the city of Indianopolis. It pre-

sents a fine appearance, having been modelled somewhat after the

temple of Minerva Parthenon, at Athens. The buildmg is one
hundred and eighty feet long by eighty feet wide, and was erected
in 18-34, under the superintendence of Ilhiel Town, Esq. On the

first floor, a hall runs the entire length of the building, on one
side of which the State Library and Law Library are located ; on
the other are rooms for the Supreme Court of the State, bank
directors and canal trustees. The ascent to the second story is

made by means of a circular stairway, lighted from the large

dome in the centre of the building. The Senate chamber and
hall of the House of Representatives are upon the second floor

;

each is flanked with commodious lobbies and committee-rooms,
and is lighted by windows and skylights in the form of domes.
Here the legislature meets hi-annually. The grounds are hand-
somely laid out and decorated, and in summer are much resorted

to by the good citizens of the flourishing city of Indianopolis.

The incipient step towards the commencement of the "Indiana
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb," the pioneer of the benevolent
institutions of Indiana, also represented on the next page, was
taken at the session of the legislature of 1842-3. In October,

1844, William Willard, a former mute teacher at the capital of
Ohio, opened the Indiana Institution at Indianopolis, and during

''S;l.ll!l
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INSANB HOSPITAL, INDIANOPOLIS, INDIANA.
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STATE HOUSE, INDIANOPOLIS, INDLINA.

the yonr in«tructcd sixteen pupils. In October, 1845, James S.

Brown, A. M., a gentleman of superior attainments and large

experience in the education of mutes, took charge of the institu-

tion as superintendent. Under liis guidance it soon became one
of the most successful and respectable in the country. In July,

IPii.l, Mr. Brown resigned his trust to take charge of a similar

institution in a southern State. The office of superintendent,

thus made vacant, was tilled by the election of Mr. Thomas Mac-
Intire, the present incumbent, whose ample experience, and zeal-

ous and devoted attachment to his laborious and responsible

calling, are worthy of unqualified commendation. All the deaf
and dumb of the State, between the ages of ten and thirty years,

are entitled to an education, without charge for board anci tuition

—the entire e.xpenses of this and the other benevolent institutions

of the commonwealth being defrayed from the State Treasury.
Pupils from other States are received at the rate of $.60 per
annum, for board and tuition. The number of pupils in attend-

ance during the past year was one hundred aTid sixty-eight, all of
whom were supported by Indiana except nine, wlio were paying
pupils from other States. We have thus offered our readers a brief

account of the benevolent institutions of the flourishing State of

Indi ina. The views which we give, were drawn on the spot by
Mr. Francis Costigan, an accomplished architect of IndlanopolU,
and, as we are a.ssurcd, for faithfulness to their originals cannot
be excelled. The buildings, separately or collectively considered,

are not surpassed in harmony of design, beauty of outline, or in

adaptation of purpo-ic, by any others in the country. We con-
gratulate our citizens of this beautiful city, on such an accession

to their benevolent and humane appliances for the relief of the

physical and moral wants of their fellow-men.

INDIANA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB, INDIANOPOLIS, INDIANA.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SOLmiI>E.

BY JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

A.^k ye what charms has SoliUnle for trip—
The hum of bees— the birds' wild minstrelsy

—

The hejidlong rush of waters— and the winds'

Peep whisper in the tops of waTing pines

—

The dismal forest, and the deep ravine

—

The Diossy rock, where fruitless wildwood twino

—

Wliat joy I SOP In Nature, robed in storm,

TThcn shrouding k'mpcst^ wrap her lovely form

—

Why my eye watches the blue flames of heaven,

When its dark curtains aro by thunder riven? ~

A viewless chain is on the poet's mind,

By God created, and by God designed.

To be alone amid, the echoing woo-i,

To my lone bcwom is not solitude

;

To listen to the dashing of the deep

And hurrying waters, ns they downward sweep

From the high rock, is mupic unto mc

Far sweeter than is man-made melody.

When stretched beneath the tall and waving trees,

I hear rich music in the passing brecxe;

Oft mid the world's wild din a something calls

My wearied spirit from it^s peopled halls,

And comes a still small voice within my breast,

That speaks to me of solitudo—and rest I

Harkl 'tis the death-song of the dying year

—

The leaves beneath my feet are pale and sere.

And rustling o'er my head, the forest brec7,e

Moans sadly mid the branches of the trees;

The yellow harvest-fields around me lie.

Naked and dun beneath tlie autumn sky;

And each lone wild-flower drooping on its etem,

Strips Flora of her lovely diadem!

A deathlike stillness reigns o'er hill and lea,

Pervades the lake, and settles on the tree;

And holy silence rules—till whispering low

Their solemn dirge, the fitful breezes blow.

Tefi, Nature was my nurse—what marvel then

I seek her from the busy haunts of men,

And in the wild woods, mid the moaning blast,

Hold high communion with the things long paat?

I mingle with the uuiverse, and take

A wing unto myself, with which I make

My flight from earth and carthborn cares away,

To realms of blifs, wh«re beams the lamp of day,

Ftd by immortal hands; where sorrows cease,

And reigns one Sabbath of unbroken peace.

But a few suns may rise and set for me

—

"What matter 1 even now niy spirit's free;

—

Free to commune In silence with the dead,

V/lien fancy's magic wings abroad are spread.

Thon welcome. Nature, in whatever mood,

Then welcome, calm and holy Solitude.

, —

—

^-^^^^^^ .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WAY TO GET WELL:
AND HOW MR. THROCKMORTON DID.

BT ALICE CARET.

Samubl p. J. T. Throckmorton, for so he wrote his nnme,

wns, ia every sense of the word, a big man, standing six feet in

his stockings, and exceeding in portliness the dimensions of most

men it was ever my fortune to see. No tailor could make clothes

ss large as his person ; and vest and trowaers and coat were alike

unequal to his needs—half the buttons off, and the other half

worn to the bone with the hard work they had to do ; for Mr.

Samuel P. J. T. Throckmorton pufi'td out through every opening

of his vestments. He was a bluff, rough old man, and often

boasted th.at he had never been sick a day in his life, and that in

fact there was no necessity that any one should be sick—a little

caution was a sure preventive. But Mr. Samuel P. J. T. Throck-

morton gave himself more credit than he deserved. It was a con-

stitutional ability that resisted the encroachments of disease, and

no especial caution on the part of the above-mentioned gentle-

man. His habit was to drink a pint or more of whiskey every

day, to eat as much roast beef and plum-pudding as his stomach

could make room for, and, in short, to indulge his appetite in

every way to an unliniited extent. Ho never exercised on foot

that wa,s beneath his dignity; and, as ho moved fi-om place to

place, dozed in a coach as plethoric as himself.

His boots had always a slit in the instep, and one or two smaller

loopholes about the toes ; his gloves were slitfed half the length

of his fingers, and covered but half the back of his hand, and his

hat, forever small and stuck on the hack of his head, had half a

dozen apertures in the crown for the admission of air; and this

last was the only precautionary measure which Sir. Samuel P. J.

T. Tliroekmorton was ever known to practise.

Naturally, as intimated, he was a man of iron constitution
; and

never having been exposed to hardsliips, ho had resisted to an
unusual degree, up to his sixtieth year, the natural wear and tear

of life.

I said ho was big in every sense of the word—hig, personally,

ns I have described. Then ho wa.s master of a big fortune, and
was, in his own estimation, and in that of his neighbors, big in

importance.

When the new turnpike was made, tlie judgment of all lesser

fitockholdjrs yielded to his; and a crook, which took in various
hills and hollows, was made, greatly to the detriment of the gen-
eral interest, to avoid the barn of Mr. Samuel P. J. T. Throck-
morton. And everybody said that it was right to make the afore-

said crook—it gave variety, and added to the romance of the

sccnerj-. But when the surveyor struck through the snug little

house of Solomon Delver—a poor man employed by tlie turnpike

company to break stone—nobody thought it would add anything

to the romance of the scenery to make another crook, and Solo-

mon Delver's house was razed down.

When a new schoolmaster came, and after a deliberative coun-

cil, which was all a sham, the trustees laid the caso before Mr.

Samuel P. J. T. Throckmorton, who had no children to be edu-

cated, and would not have been supposed to feci so lively an

interest in school matters as men who h.ad children ; nevertheless,

a blind and careless decision was tlie law. In reality, this man
was the despot of a little kingdom ; and great was the consterna-

tion which ran through the neighljorhood, when it was rumored

that Samuel P. J. T. Throckmorton was very ill, and had sent

fifty miles for a very eminent surgeon to visit him—a man who,

in the ordinary practice of medicine, was of very little repute.

Wlion our modest and really excellent village doctor thnwt his

thumbs in his vest pockets, a little consequentially it is true, and

said Mr. Throckmorton might die while the great surgeon was

coming, and that, unless he had a limb to be amputated, the

movement was a very unfortunate one, everybody said our little

doctor was a very great fool and wanted to be physician to Mr.

Samuel P. J. T. Throckmorton.

Now the great man, as he had often boasted, had never been

sick ; and having by indulging too freely at the table brought on

an attack of indigestion and headache, which a little abstinence

and some exercise would have cured, he tumbled himself into bed

and smothered in blankets, and having hot bricks at his head and

his feet, sought by partaking liberally of all confections and con-

diments to restore the tone of his stomach.

Mrs. Throckmorton was a little, fidgety, nervous woman, who
had little judgment or understanding, and having been all her

life accustomed to rely with implicit confidence on the wisdom of

her husband, did so now that his illness quite unbalanced his

usual perceptions and conceptions, for Mr. Throckmorton was not

a man to endure a headache calmly.

Busily the little woman ran up and down stairs, bringing what-

ever he required without question or hesitancy—now hot soup,

and now cider or whiskey, now a mustard- plaster, and now the

contents of some odd bottle of medicine, originally designed to

remedy, no one knew what. Under this desultory treatment, the

patient grew worse in the course of the first day ; and when night

came, was frightened into believing himself greatly worse than

ho really was.

" O, Sally Ann ! Sally Ann !" was his constant appeal. He
h.id punctiliously till then said Mrs. Throckmorton, or Sarah

Anna. But ho was changed; the great Mr. Samuel P.J. T.

Throckmorton was reduced to a bed of pain—he was a sick man
—and a querulous, frightened, miserable sick man at that.

Poor Sally Anna found herself quite exhausted, physically, at

sunset, and all her mental resources of amusement drained to the

bottom. Wcstley, the colored man, was despatched to inform

Deacon Whitlield of the very serious and alarming indisposition

of his friend. Mrs. Throckmorton desired Westley to be particular

and sayfriend.

Ho had not been gone perhaps ton minutes when the fretful

man exclaimed, " O, Sally Ann, do you think that boy will over

get back?"
" 0, yes, my dear, it is not lime."

" Well, do you think the deacon will come, Sally Ann "!"

" Yes, my dear, he will surely come, if he is at home."
" But, Sally Ann, will ho be at homo V
" Yes, it's most likely."

" Well, then, how long will he be, Sally Ann V
" Perhaps an hour, Samuel."
" That will be so long, I can't wait. I wish he had not gone,

I wish he would come back, I wish we had sent for old Mrs.

Perrin."

" I wish we had ; she is a good nurse."

" Go to the window, Snlly Ann, and the m.omcnt you see

Westley, tell him to go after Mrs. Perrin as hard as ho can drive."

" I will, my dear."

" Do you think she can do any good, Sally Ann V
" Yes, she h,^s been in sickness a great deal, and she is good

company, too."

" I wish Westley would come. Do you see him, Sally Ann V
0, dear mo ! 0, mercy ! O, my 1"

" Are you in great pain %"

" No, Sally Ann, but I'm so sick every way."
" Wliat can I do V
O, Sally Ann, I don't want anything—nothing you can do will

do me any good. Get me a drink of cold water, and give me a

spoonful or two of custard, and put the quilt over mo, and take

the blanket off, and bring me some hot tea and a piece of toast,

and wet a brown paper with vinegar and tie it on my head, and

shake up my pillows, and put the top one down—it's hot as fire

—

and the down up. Aiut I fallen away a good deal ? Chafe my
arms witli your hands—harder, Iiardcr, harder I Why don't you

get mo the water 1 O, Sally Ann, you can't do nothing for me
that will do me any good ! I don't want anything in the world I

can think of. Is that boy coming'!—ho has been gone a month."

Such and such like were some of the demands made on the

time and temper of the good little Mrs. Throckmorton; so that it

is no wonder that,

'• A.t the rtoso of tbe d.-iv. wbon tlic hamlrt wac .^till,

And mortals the sweet.*? of fori.etfulno?s prove,"

she should have been worn down and willing to send for Mr.

Perrin, or Deacon Whitfield, or anybody else.

At the end of half an hour AVestley returned ; and though ho

brought the intelligence that Deacon Whilficld would be there

almost as soon as himself, was immediately despatched for Mrs.

Perrin. " She can ride over on your horse, and you can walk,"

said the sick man ;
" there is no time to harness the horses. Tell

her, Westley, tliit I am as bad as a man can bo, and that I want
her to come if she will bo so good—so very good, and pass the

night with me. Be sure you say if she will be so very good."

He had scarcely gone, when there fell a soft tap on the chamber
door—Deacon Whitfield had waived ceremony, and entered with-

out ringing.

" B.-id enough, Mr. Throckmorton," he said, sorrowfully, hold-

ing the sick man's hand softl}'.

" Yes, I am very low."

"A high fever, and increasing, I should say—a violent pulse.

What have you done for him, Mrs. Throckmorton V
Tlien came a recapitulation of all that had been done. The dea-

con sliook his head; ho had seen many a similar caso, and, critical

as it was—lie spoke low and looked dubious—he believed if Mr.

Throckmorton would submit himself to his direction, there would

bo little for the physician to do on his arrival. He did not pre-

tend but that the patient was in a most dangerous state, and ad-

vised him to 1)0 prepared for the worst, for human skill was often

unavailing; and though his was very great, it might and probably

would be baflk'd. So, in the beginning of the deacon's treatment

the fears of his patient were greatly augmented—so much so, that

he would willingly have accepted any treatment.

" 0, Sally Ann," he exclaimed, " do get whatever the good

deacon wants, and let him cure me."
" Don't be sanguine, my friend," replied the deacon, solemnly.

" You aro very bad—very bad, indeed."

All the hot bricks wore carried away, all the clothing tossed

off, a chair was curiously propped beneath the pillows to lighten

the respiration, the brown paper wet with vinegar was thrown in

the fire, and half a gallon of saltish warm water was administered.

After the desired effect had been produced, the patient found

himself tremulously weak—felt himself growing worse every mo-

ment, and despatched another messenger for the surgeon, fifty

miles away, though of its availing anything there was no hope,

ono having preceded him six or eight hours.

To encourage and fortify his patient in his increasing illness

and alarm, the deacon talked of all the horrilile diseases he had

ever known of—all the sudden deaths and omens of death-beds

—

how such an one had boon as well as any man at six o'clock, and

brought home a corpse at eight—how another from going into a

cellar in a heated state had caught his death of cold ; and with

various other mournful reminiscences, calculated to enfeeble the

strongest courage, ho followed his first prescription.

At length Mr. Throckmorton announced the belief that he could

not survive the night, upon which the deacon consulted in whis-

pers with the frantic wife, after which ho returned to the bedside,

and, groaning to himself, or sympathetically, applied cloths wet

with camphor to the nose and mouth of the wretched man, and

sedately waved before his face a huge palm-leaf fan.

At this stage of affairs, a little black apparition bustled into the

room, and, in a lively, cheerful voice, inquired what seemed to bo

the matter.

The deacon waved her aside, mournfully, and then, in a whis-

per which both Mr. and Mrs. Throckmorton distinctly hoard,

communicated the intelligence that he, the patient, couldn't live

till midnight, he didn't think; if he survived that, ho might pos-

sibly live till sunrise.

" Hi, hi ]" replied Mrs. Perrin ;
" don't tell me such scarecrow

stories!—he aint going to die to-night more than you be."

And approaching the bed, she was about to speak, when the

deacon ruled her out by calling her a meddlesome old woman.

Mr. Throckmorton really thought himself too ill to speak at all,

and Mrs. Throckmorton was scarcely mistress of her actions ; so

Mrs. Perrin taking umbrage, as well she might, floundered out

of the room, saying she didn't think Mr. Throckmorton needed

anything hut a little nursing—she would go home—she had been

up two nights, and was almost sick herself.

An hour passed, during which the salt and water was freely

administered, while the sick man intermixed his groans with calls

on Sally Ann, who, poor woman, sat wringing her hands and

weeping. At the end of that time, the deacon took the responsi-

bility of sending for Mr. Claverel, apologizing to Mr. Throckmor-

ton by saying he might be needed before morning.

In duo time, Mr. Claverel came. He said Mr. Throckmorton

was right sick, but not seriously so; and after a little talk about

the lato damp weather, rheumatism, etc., he grew more cheerful

—talked of the election, the next presidency, and affairs of state.

Tlio patii'nt professed himself better, or, to use his own words,

"he breathed a little easier."

Mr. Claverel was a man of impulses; and upon one of them,

he arose and poured the salt and water into the fire, and said he

could concoct a medicine of a few favorite roots and herbs that

would be miraculous in their effects.

"Do you think it possible for mo to live V asked the jiatient,

opening his eyes for the first time.

" Why, to bo sure," replied Mr. Claverel. "I will go home

and bring from my garden the things I have mentioned ; mean-

time, you must have a flannel shirt on, and have your arms and

face bathed whh camphor—flannel and camphor, a[)plied in time,

will cure an}' disease
;
you will need a little strengthening syrup."

And witli tbo assurance that he would retuni early in the morn-

ing, bringing medicine that couldn't possibly do any harm, he de-

parted, and the deacon, a little oflcnded, shortly followed.

Mr. Throckmorton renewed his exclamations of " O, Sally

Ann," but was so e.xhaustcd that he presently fell asleep, and

woko not till sunrise.

Mr. MiddletOM was the first visitor of the day. He was glad to

find his friend no worse, and begged to bo allowed to send his
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own fiimily physician to administer till tlie nrrival of the one

already summoned—delays were dangerous—and his own physi-

cian had given perfect satisfaction to a great number of very emi-

nent families for years—ho could cordially recommend him. Mr.

Throckmorton was prevailed upon, and so much encouraged, that

he actually arose, and in gown and slippers awaited the consul-

tation.

Meantime, Mr. Clavcrel returned with a brown earthen jar of

B}Tup, and one of his new red flannel shirts. Mr. Throckmorton

thanked him civilly, and without communicating the fact of Mr.

Middlcton's vi.«it, or its result, managed politely to get his good

neighbor out of the house before the arrival of the doctor. And
well it was for Mr. Clavcrel's peace of mind that ho did so, else

would lie have seen his precious preparations contemptuously

tos.'cd aside.

The doctor was formal, ostentatious and wise ; and Mr. Throck-

morton was so prepossessed in his favor, that he almost regretted

having called the surgeon. He inquired minutely all the symp-

toms, replying, a* each was unfolded, " O, yes, I should supi)oso

60," left a dozen small powders folded in white paper very neatly,

a vial containing some liquid having an unpronounceable name,

and enjoining the strictest orders as to times and quantities, took

leave.

" I really feel quite restored," said Mr. Throckmorton. " My
dear Mrs. Throckmorton, let me prevail upon you to take a little

rest."

Physically exhausted, and mentally relieved, as the little

woman was, she needed not much entreaty, and was soon fast

asleep. But her grateful rest was broktui before long by the

tossings and worryings of her husband. The first effect of medi-

cine, however excellent, is generally not very i)leasant, and Mr.

Throckmorton fancied what was but the natural effect of the

drugs, to he augmentation of disease. Mrs. Throckmorton awoke

as Sally Ann again, and her fears and labors began to gather.

Mr. Middlcton's doctor was denounced—not another powder

would the sick man swallow; ho believed himself poisoned al-

ready, and urged Sally to bring whatever antidotes she had ever

hoard of. And what with excitement and counteracting medi-

cines, the S3'mptoms in the course of the day took a more serious

turn.

At sunset the great surgeon came. lie had a very difficult

case to compete with, he said—not only a most dangerous form

of disease, but also the action of most deleterious nostrums. He
could not warrant a cure ; Mr. Throckmorton must expect a long

and severe illness at best. He had risked the lives of a dozen

patients to make the visit, could not possibly remain longer than

the night, recommended and executed bloodlettingand blistering.

Of course, the patient found no immediate relief; but towards the

following morning, under the influence of a powerful narcotic, he

fell partially alseop. And, after preparing medicines for two days

ahead, and giving the strictest orders for their being administered

regularly every half hour, the great surgeon departed.

lie was in truth a man of fine skill in surgery, but, as before

stated, not otherwise eminent. However, his reputation served

him for a wide medical practice ; and when he was called, the case

was generally no ordinary one.

It no sooner became known that the great Doctor Johns had

been summoned, than Mr. Samuel P. J. T. Throckmorton was

assumed to be in a most perilous condition ; and one and all who

knew him came to sec him, and each visitor knew of some cer-

tain, speedy and safe cure. For a day the great surgeon's pre-

scriptions were adhered to ; then the patient began to waver, and

on the second moming his faith was quite gone. He was sink-

ing every moment, he said, which was true.

" I suppose it's none of my business," said Mrs. White, " but

it seems to me if you would send for my Indian doctor he svould

help you. He cured Jane Hill when all t!;e doctors had given

her up. He bound up her feet in rattlesnake's grease, and cut a

live fowl in two, and clapped it right onto her stomach ; then he

gave her some bitters made of rum and iron rust and sheep's

milk, and it was not an hour after she took the first spoonful till

she walked from the bed to the fire, and now she wont have no

doctor but him."

Wcstley was sent post haste the distance of t-n-elve miles, and

in due time returned, accompanied by ])r. Snakeroot, with a va-

riety of dried roots, snakeskins and herbs. Simples were soon

simmering in sheep's milk and the blond of a pullet, charms were

uttered, and the miraculous course of treatment began. But Dr.

Snakeroot met with no such success as he was reputed to have

had in the case of Jane Hill ; on the contrary, the patient grew

worse and worse.

" You are killing yourself," said Mr. Clark Boots, a young

man who superintended a boy's school in the neighborhood, deliv-

ered temperance lectures, and got up moral reform societies

amongst the ladies. "Just let me take you in hand, and you

will bo a well man in a few days. See here, sir. C.an you do

thaf!" And ho exhibited a variety of feats of strength with

chairs, tables and the like. Mr. Throckmorton, now too ill to

offer much opposition, said he was willing to try anything ; and

Mr. Clark Boots commenced operations.

Poor Mr. Throckmorton was completely soused in wet sheets,

and required to drink ice water by tlie quart. "As soon as you

arc able to rise," said Mr. Clark Boots, " you m.ust begin a series

of gymjiastic exorcises. Pirst, jump over a chair, then over two

chairs ; first backwards and then forwards, till you arc master of

the chair exercise. Then jump over the table ; then place some

small obstacle on the table, say your hat, and jump over the two.

And so keep up brisk exercises till all the muscles are brought

into play, and a healthful perspiration induced. I will myself

superintend yoiu' gymnastic exercises."

" 0, Sally Ann, is the house shaking down t I am going all

to pieces. Put forty blankets over me—I can't live this way."

So the sick man continued to talk for half an hour, when, to his

relief, a new visitor arrived—Mr. Tompkins.

"Tut, tut!" he oxcliumcd, resting his hands on his hips, " if

you want to drowu, you had best get into the cistern. Come,
my good woman" (addressing Mrs. Throckmorton), "and let's

ungear him. Now, the first thing is to warm him." And Mr.

Tompkins directed some composition tea to be prepared, bundled

the exhausted man in blankets, procured a long-spouted tea-

kettle, he set it boiling, at the same time introducing the snout

into the bed.

Before long the patient began to groan a,s heartily as he had

done with the cold, and Sally Aim was entreated to administer

something, anything.

" Never do you mind him, my good woman, but keep the kettle

steaming for an hour. We must use our own judgments ; he

don't know what is best." A feeble groan was the only reply.

At the expiration of two hours, Mr. Tompkins departed, saying

ho would come the following day and make another application

of steam.

" Sally Ann !" (the call was very faint) "send Wcstley for old

Mrs. Perrin. " It seemed to me that she did me good the mo-

ment she came into the house."

It was a dismal night—rainy, windy, cheerless—and when

Wcstley was seen abroad, it was apprehended that Mr. Throck-

morton was dead.

" Cut off in the midst of his usefulness," said one—" a myste-

rious dispensation of divine Providence," said another. And so

in blind ignorance the neighbors lamented.

The rain and the wind drove against the n'indows, the lamp

burned faintly, and the wife, worn down and despairing, answered

the moans of her husband. The coach rattled down the gravelled

walk—a glad sound to those weary listeners—a step nimbly trod

the stair, and the little black apparition re-entered the chamber.
" It's a right stormy night," she said, removing and folding her

mourning shawl, and placing a small basket on the table. " Bad
for cattle that are out."

Then stooping over the bed, she said, in a lively, coaxing way,
" Here's Aunty Perrin come to see you. Wont you shake hands

with her 1 Why, your head is sunk down, and you don't lie com-

fortable, do you'!" And she bolstered, and patted and turned

him about, saying directly, "There, isn't that better 1" Mr.

Throckmorton said yes, it seemed like another bed.

Seating herself on the bedside, .«hc inquired what had been

done for him ; and when she •ivas told, expressed great wonder

that he was alive at all. " They shan't abuse him no more," she

said. "Aunty Perrin will just stay and take care of him—so she

will."

Adjusting the bed-clothing to the proper thickness, she bathed

the face and hands of the sick man ; and having given him a

simple but reviving cordial, trimmed up the lamp, and began

some sewing-work she had brought with her, talking as fast a-s

she stitched—now of her kicking cow, now of the exorbitant

rent she had to pay, and now a little harmless go.s.^ip.

Presently the patient fell asleep, and after an hour awoke quite

revived—he even thought ho could cat a mouthful. " And Aunty

Perrin has brought something in her basket," said the good

nurse ; and spreading a napkin, she arranged the delicacies in the

most tempting way. After having partaken, Mr. Throckmorton

fell asleep to the music of her tongue, and awoke not till day-

light.

I need scarcely say he recovered ; for, true to her promise,

Auntv Perrin remained nursing and tending him with great care.

All who treated him take to themselves the credit of effecting his

cure ; but when asked what he thinks was most efiicacious, he

invariably replies, " The common sense of good Mrs. Perrin."

Sally Ann shortly became Mrs. Throckmorton again ; and as the

pair ride in their coach, the good nin-se often accompanies them.

LIFE IN BERLIIV.

The more I see of the middle classes of Berlin—the hTwyers,

professors, merchants, etc.,—the more I am surprised at the

economy shown everywhere. Hamburg seems luxurious by the

side of it. No house with carpeting; and few with rich furniture

even. A family seems seldom to have more than two servants.

In some houses of wealthy mcrchnnts, I have seen the dining-

room furnished n-ith beds in curtained alcoves, so contracted is

the accommodation. And in nearly all, some of the sittitig-rooms

are turned into bed-rooms; as the first thing with a German is to

have a ])lace in which to chat with his friends, and after th.at,

where to lay his hend. I see, too, that the Hamburg bountiful

dinntrs are not in vogue here ; and invitations are nsually to sup-

per—a substantial, plain meal. Yet there is the most constant

and easy sociality everywhere ; and it is apparent at once to the

stranger, he is among people of the highest culture and refine-

ment. Money seems to lie spent readily on entert.Tinments in

music and art, and for social enjoyment ; but not much on mere
luxury and display. When a Berlin scholar, or man of business,

gives a party, lie docs it in a simple, inexpensive way—generous

enough in its provisions, but that not of a very costly kind. If

he would ride out with liis family, he quietly takes a droshky
(cab). None but a few superannuated nolilcmen sport our New
York equipages. Something of all this is due, without doubt, to

the small means of the people ;
but more to their good sense.

Tovvaids the foreigner there is less, too, of outward hospitiility

than in other German cities ; but the want is more than made up
bv the lively, easy, intellectual intercourse into which he can be

admitted, and the genuine interest taken in him, if he has any-

thing worth being interested in.

—

Brace's Home-Life in Germany.

The day-laborer, who earns, with hard hand and the sweat of

his face, coarse food for a wife and children whom he loves, is

raised, by this generous motive, to true dignity ; and, though want-

ing the refinements of life, is a nobler being than those who think

themselves absolved by wealth from serving others,

—

Ohanning.

[Written fbr Oleason's Pictorial.]

"BE YE RIAD ONE UNTO ANOTHER."

or JINNT MABSH.

Be kind ono to another,

Yc brothers in the strife;

That Btand in armor side by side

Upon the Held orUfo!

Tlio battle rageth fiercely.

And daiigcr.'i round Ihce dart,

—

And wouldst thou turn thee from the foe

To pierce a brother's heart?

Be kind one to another,

Te fsailors »Vr life's deep

—

Vt not tlic hand and heart grow cold

When winds and tempests sleep—
For soon the sliies will diirlicn,

No light upon thee sliino

—

And thou wilt wish that brother's hand
Was warmly clasped in thine I

Be kind one to another,

Ve reapers of the plain.

That hare gone forth with sickles bright,

To garner golden grain !

The night wiii come when ye must leave

The dusky fading lea,

And would ye have a brother turn

With no good night for thee?

Be kind one to another,

Ye children of one God

;

ciasp your hands, and trusting keep

The patli your Father trod

!

The world h;ith little for ye,

But He hath much to give,

—

Then raise your hearts, yo brother band,

And hope in Uim and live

!

< »«» >

[Gathered for Glcason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT BBS: PERLZT POOES.

[The following daily record of past events will bo continued tram week to wee
exhibiting a schedule of rcmaikable occurrences in the history of the patt
with such date and data aa wiU interest and Initruct.]

APRIL SIXTEENTH.

1783.—Joseph Labre died at Home, "in the odor of sanctity,"

aged 35.

17'J9.—Victory of Kleber over the Mamelukes at Mont Thabor.
1818.—Kaleidoscopes invented in England by Dr. Brewster.
1840.—Wm. Pitts, an eminent English sculptor, died, aged 40.

1846.—Louis Philippe fired at in the forest at Fontainbleau.

APRIL, SEVENTEENTH.

1763.—" Georgia Gazette," commenced at Savannah, by James
Johnson.

1788.—Public supper at Baltimore to Washington, then presi-

dent elect.

1790.—Benjamin Franklin, the "pnnter-philosopher," died at

Philadelphia, aged 84.

1850.—Minot's Ledge Lighthouse carried away.

1852.—Hassan Effcndia, noted as a linguist, died at Constanti-

nople.

APRIL EIGHTEENTH.

1638.—First religions services at New Haven, Conn.
1676.—Battle with the Indians at Sudbury, Ma,s8.

1689.—Infamous Judge Jeffiies died at London.

1802.—Earl of Carlisle (Lord Morpeth), born.

1847.—American victoi-j' over the Mexicans at Cerro Gordo.

APRIL NINETEENTH.

1721.—Roger Sherman, the eminent shoemaker, bom in New-
ton, M.ass.

1775.—Battle of Lexington, commencement of the Rerolution.

1782.—John Q. Adams received as ambassador at Holland.

1814.—Napoleon bade farewell to his " Old Gu.ard," at Fon-

tainbleau.

1823.—Sultan Abdelel-Mcdjid bom at Constantinople.

1824.—Lord Byron died at IMissolonghi, Greece, aged 36.

1839.—Gen. Aaron Ogden, Revolutionary officer, died at Jer-

sey City.

1843.—Fatal explosion on board Mississippi steamer "Harry

of the West."

APRIL TWENTIETH.

1761.—First American stage run between Portsmouth and

Boston.

1777.—New York State Constitution adopted.

1308.—Emperor Louis Napoleon born at Paris.

1809.—Austrians defeated at Abcnsbnrg, by Napoleon I.

APRIL TWENTY FIRST.

1142.—Abelard, the unfortunate lover, died, aged 63.

1775.—Provincial Congress rc|iaircd to Watertown, Mass., to

discuss battle of Lexington, and frame an address.

1 S36.—Battle of San Jacinto, Texas, won by Gen. Sam Honeton.

1851.—Marquis deVaublanc, French Autographile,dicd,aged 81.

APRIL TWENTY-SECOND.

1528.—Narvaoz took possession of Florida in the name of Spain.

1688.—Rev. J. Dickinson, founder of New Jersey College, bom

at Hatfield, Mass.

1793 —Washington issued his neutrality proclamation to all

European nations.
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AUSTRALIAN SKETCHES.
On paRC 256 we pive several illustrations of Australian locali-

ties and customs, and in connection therewith present the annexed
liisiorieal dctiiiis. Port Philip, which hears the name of the first

povemor of the colony, is a vast hay, ahout forty marine miles

deep, with an area of 875. It has a narrow entrance, only a mile

and a half hroad, and contracted yet more hy rocks on one side

and sho:il» on the other, so that the passage is danperous, and re-

quires prcat precaution. Although the part of the coast where
Port Philip is has heen known for a lonp time, the hay was dis-

covered so late as 1802, hy Lieutenant Murray. In 1803, Colonel

Collins, sent hy the British government to form a penal estahlish-

ment in this region, penetrated into Port Philip, but finding no
drinking water in the neighborhood, pave up the idea of forminp
a colony. Having staid there a considerable time, some of the

convicts he brought with him succeeded in escaping ; they were
massacred by the savages with the exception of three, two of

in 1851, only fourteen years after its formation, it contained

23,000 inhabitants, .3055 houses of stone and brick, and 1018 of

wood. Since the discovery of the gold mines these figures must
have doubled. As for the exports of the Victoria colony, their

progress is even more extraordinary. In 1850, their value was
$5,000,000, and consisted principally of wool and tallow. They
now consist principally of pold. and .amount to more tlian thirty-

six millions of dollars. Melbourne is situated on the right bank
of the Yarra Yarra. This river, which has had the good fortune

to preserve its primitive appellation, is only navigable for vessels

under fifty tons, and ceases to be so at Melbourne. Its mouth is

five or six miles lower down, at (ilobson's Bay, which is only the

bottom of the harlior of Port Philip, where all large vessels are

compelled to remain. What, perhaps, most strikes a stranger at

Port Philip, is the quantity of vessels there, which impart a truly

grand idea of the commercial importance of the country. At the

beginning of the past year, there were no less than one hundred

ing merchandize will eventually make Beach a considerable sub-

urb. At present, the service between the two points is by means
of baggage wagons for goods, and omnibusses for travellers.

The price of a seat in the latter is about sixty cents, or ten times
what it would be in Boston. On pursuing the road to the city,

we pass a little hill, called Emerald Hill, so named by antiphrasis,

no doubt, for it would be difficult to find a drier, dustier, or moro
arid-looking place. We sec there a few tents and some wooden
houses, but everything is sad and dull. On the contrary, upon
going a little further, and diverging from the road, we approach a
great encampment of emigrants, placed on the bank of the river,

and one is astonished at the bustle observed, which reininds them
of an English fair. This place is called Canvass Town, an ex-

pression that perfectly deserii>cs the considerable agglomeration
of tents, to which it is applied. The appellation is the more cor-

rect, since the tents are not pitched at hap-hazard, but form streets,

in which you find restaurants, cafes, inns, apothecaries' shops, and

ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF SPRING. [For tifscripUon, Bee piige 263.]

whom volnntirlly returned on board. Tlic third, a young man,
named Buckley, fell iuto the hands of the natives, and would no
doubt have been killed by tlum if a few black women had not
interceded for him. They succeeded in saving his life, and he
was incorporated with a tribe whose munners he adopted, and
whose battles he took part in. Discovered thirty years after
wards by the crew of a vessel belonging to Van Diemen's Land,
it was with difflculiy he resolv.d to leave the strange family he
had entered, and the habits he had contracted among the Papuas.
A short time afterwards, another colonist, named Oellibrand,
formed a eomjiany which sent numerous flocks to Port Philip.
Through the influence of Buckley, n(;w lands were acciuircd of
the blacks, and the news having spread that the colony wns pros-
pering, a multitude of farmers abandoned New Sontii Wales to
establish theiiiielves there. It was then only that the government
took official possession of the country. It first established itself

at Geelonp, and afterwards removed to Melbourne, founded in

1803, by Sir Uichanl Burke, and now the capital of the province
of Victoria. Pew cities in the world c.in boast as rapid an in-

crease as that of which Melbourne afl'ords an example. In fact,

and twenty ships, belonging to all nations of the globe, and al-

most all abandoned by their crews. The absence of life among
the bitter contrasts singularly with the .-inimntion observed on
board the ncwly-arriveil vessels, surrounded by small craft, the

boatmen offering to lake passengers ashore, anJ demanding prices

calculated to astound the new emigrants, whose remembrance of

the penny boats of the Th.ames has not yet been obliterated. Two
ways are open to reach the harbor of Melbourne—the first is the

river, on which a steamer transports passenijers daily. This is

the less picturesque and attractive, for horrible hovels, tallow fac-

tories exhaling an infectious odor, carcasses of o.xen scattered

here and there, arc all which adorn the b;inksof the Yarra Yarra.

The lanil route is preferable and is only thrce-ipiartors of a league

long. We land first at Beach ; it is a very sandy place, like all

other environs, with only cistern-water, but which, notwithstand-
ing its sterility, is very important on account of its proximity to

the sea. A great manv einigrants pitch their tents here. There
are shops, a place of deposit for baggage, several taverns, eating-

rooms, etc. When the pltin for connecting it with Melbourne
by railroad shall be executed, the great facilities offered for land-

stores, in a word everything of the first necessity to a collection

of men. Notwithstanding these a'lvantagcs. Canvass Town is not

in high favor with the emigriints—the five thillings rent a week
for lodging, exacted by the proprietor of each tent, no doubt con-
tribHtis to this feeling; but the principal Ciiuse is, that from time
to time there have been cases of ty|ihns fever and other strious

diseases, that are attributed to the in>alul)rity of the place, but

are rather the result of the dreadful life to which new comers are

subjected, many of whom are exhausted by weakening diet on
board ship, and have endured the privations they are forced to

support before creating an endurable position. Dysentery, partic-

ularly, commits great ravages and (lestroys many victims, espe-

cially among women, whose habits generally predispose th"ra

more than men, to suffer from privation. It is true that the ser-

vices of a physician are readily proiurcd, but besides this aid be-

ing expensive, it cannot only be a limited benefit, not being sec-

ondcil, but on the contrary more or less counteracted by the hy
gienic conditions in which the sick ivre placed. Canvass Town is

certainly one of the most curious things in the environs of Mel
bourne, but also by far the saddest. (See pcuje 256.)
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DESTRUCTIVE INVENTIONS.

The war between the powers of Europe will be of the most de-

structive character. Invention has been busy during the loni;

peace Europe has enjoyed, in devising means for bringiing hcstili

ties to a rapid termination, by making the catastio|ihc tcrrilile

and complete at the beginning. Steam will be introduced for the

first time as an element of warfare, and its gigantic energies will

effect as great a revolution in tlic science of war, as gunpowder

produced on its first introduction into the battle-field. The arsen-

als of England, it is said, have been clo.sed for a long time, even

to members of Parliament, while experiments have been making

ia new and terrible machines, which are now to be brouglit into

use. One of these is called the " Wagner Floating Gun," which

glides along on the water in a straight line till it strikes the ves-

sel at which it is directed, when it thrusts into its sides its iron

head, containing two pounds of fulminating powder of mercury,

which, by exploding, blows a hole in the vessel ten or twelve feet

in diameter, which it is impossible to close as the round holes made

by cannon balls. Submarine boats are so perfected that tliey can

reach and attach a burner to an enemy's ship without running the

least danger. Experiments are also made with an asphyxiating

ball, to paralyze crews, and in explosive balls, to set fire to ships

as soon as they strike, witli other engines of destruction equally

as terrible and annihilating.

-4 ^•^^

Anne of Bretagnt.—Anne of Brctagny in various ways

showed her regard for literature. Among other anecdotes told

of her, one is, that once passing from her own apartment towards

that of the king, she oliscrved in the gallery, a.sleep, and leaning

on a table, Allaine Cluirtier, one of the poets of that day. In

the presence of her ladies, she stooped, bent down, and saluted

him ; which, having done, slij said to them :
" We may not, of

our princely courtesy, pass by, and not honor with our kiss the

mouth whence so many sweet ditties and golden poems have

issued."

Spring.—With us New England spring is a fickle beauty, and

we hardly can foretell her coming, or whether she will smile or

frown ; but she is with us at last in all her wealth of green leaves

and blossoms, genial skies, and fragrant zephyrs. On page 252,

the reader will find her personified, and gracefully scattering her

store of floral beauty.

. < ^« ^ »

SPLINTEES.

.... There are now completed or under contract, in Canada,

fourteen hundred and eighty-seven miles of railroad.

.... The colored population of Cincinnati bear a proportion to

whites of one to thirty-six. In 1828, they stood as one to thirteen.

.... Mr. Shillabcr's poem, "The Press," is most deservedly

well spoken of liy :ill who have heard it.

.... It is said that one half the population of the whole world

are bibbers of tea—the beverage that cheers but not inebriates.

.... Late European journals state that Wagner is writing an

opera which will occupy three evenings in the performance.

.... Paris, Kentucky, is the great live stock market of the

West. Eight hundred and thirty mules were lately sold in one day.

.... It is a fact to be remarked, that the head of the Mahome-
dan world has become a |)atron of a Christian institution.

.... At the late anniversary meeting of the Female Medical

College at Philadelphia, four ladies received the diploma of M. D.

.... The legislature of Loaisiana has appropriated ten thou-

sand dollars to encourage ship Iniilding.

.... The travel on the Ohio River just now is enormous. The

stage of water allows the large passenger boats to run regularly.

.... The Parisians spend more than five hundred thousand

pounds a year upon their dramatic entertainments.

.... There were built in the United States in 1853, 1711 ves-

sels, the ajgregate tonn.age of which was 42.t,572 49.

.... The Boston Post pays us a hand-ome compliment. It is

agreeable to be praised by those we respect.

.... Mr. and Mrs. Barney Williams were never more popular

in Boston than at the present time. They are highly successful.

.... Was the foreign news ever so vexatiously slow in reach-

ing us at present ? Where's the Newfoundland telegraph ?

.... A friend in New York writes us a letter full of praise in

relation to Wallack'g theatre. This theatre is deservedly a favorite.

NEW THE.4TRE AND OPERA HOUSE.

We have before referred to the fact that our new theatre and

opera house, now rapidly approaching completion, has been en-

trusted to the management of Mr. Thomas Barry, who has sailed

for Europe for the purpose of effecting engagements with persons

of acknowledged talent. The selection of Mr. Barry is the best

that could have been made. He is well known to our community

as a gentleman, a scholar, an actor of no ordinary ability, and a

manager of long experience ; and moreover as a person of liberal

ideas, not wedded to traditions and precedents, but ready to keep

pace with the advance of the times.

The new theatre will be opened under fortunate auspices. The

old prejudices against theatrical entertainments have been swept

away by the enlightened spirit of the age, and there is no longer

a doubt of their moral tendency, among persons of sound judg-

ment. The fanaticism that denounced the stage as an active ele-

ment of moral corruption, is oliliteratcd, or hu>hcd, and theatres,

well conducted, now find universal favor. Throughout the coun-

try, theatrical establishments .are signally fiourishing, and their

managers are making money. The grand step to this order of

things, was the resolute extirpation of all incitements to vice in

the material arrangements of the theatres. Another element of

success was the admission of ladies to all parts of the house;

another, the establishment of one price, and that a moderate one,

for admission. Whatever may be averred to the contrary, the

spirit of equality is thoroughly ingrained in our people.

In places of amusement, it is indispensable that all should

stand upon an eipial footing. Lines of demarcation, established

by a gradation of jjrices, will never do for a country like ours.

People do not like to confess that they cannot afford to pay as

much as their neighbors, nor do they like to see them enjoying

better places simply because their purses are better filled. One

price of admission, and the principle of " first come first served,"

exactly suits our notion. Moreover, ever since Franklin's story

of the boy who paid too dear for his whistle, our people have had

a rooted aversion to dear amusements. Managers have discovered

that it is rather more profitable to have a man visit an exhibition

six times, at half a dollar a ticket, than once at a dollar. A fam-

ily of half-a-dozen persons will cheerfully i)ay twenty-five cents

a-piece, to see a play at the Museum—if the tickets were held at a

dollar, one member of that family miyht come.

The experiment of asking enormous prices for the privilege of

seeing extraordinary stars used to be tried in old theatrical times.

The public would endure the extortion as long as the attraction

continued ; but the moment the "star" had set, they would aban-

don the theatre, and at the end of the season the manager would

find himself vastly out of pocket. A growing taste has of late

manifested itself for the production of domestic pieces, portraying

to the audiences familiar themes and such characters as they meet

in everyday life. This is well. American life and American his-

tory are teeming with an unworked mine of dramatic wealth, thivt

would richly re[iay th* talent expended in producing therefrom

theatrical and striking pictures, suitable for stsige delineations.

A celebrated English general confessed that his acquaintance

with English history was derived from Shakspeare's plays. Why
may not the stirring events of our own history be so presented as

to interest and instruct our people ? Hitherto, American historical

dramas have been got up in wretched style, prepared by second

rate scribblers. Why not employ men of talent to present the

great phases of our story in a manner worthy of the theme ? Our

managers would find it pay much better in the end than to invest

an English shilling in a trashy London piece, though the original

play would cost them some hundreds.

. < .».» >

Death of Talfourd, tub Author,—The EnglLsh papers

announce the death of Thomas Noon Talfourd, the author, who
died of apoplexy, at the Stafford Assizes, while addressing the

grand jury. He was a distinguished pleader as well as author,

and a regular contributor to the principal magazines in England.

He commeiued his literary career as a reporter. He was the

author of the tragedy of " Ion," " The Athenian Captive, a Tra-

gedy," " Glencoe, a Tragedy," a volume of " Poems," and " Va-

cation Rambles," a journal of a tour in Europe. He also wrote

the life and edited the remains of Charles Lamb and of Hazlitt.

He leaves behind him several sonnets in manuscript.

Debts op Euroi-e.—The funded debt of all the European

States, in the aggregate, is about 89,500,000,000 or S40 for eai h

inhabitant. Switzerland is the only European country out of

debt. As a war is imminent, all these countries are in the market

as borrowers, some with and some without credit, so that the

people have the prospect of a considerable addition to their

already burthensome ta.Kcs.

< »»» >

Ossian's Bards.—This excellent company, under the leader-

ship of Ossian E. Dodge, are about making a tour through Con-

necticut, where, if they meet with the same success that has at-

tended them through Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, they

will be greeted with crowded houses. Success attend them

!

Munificence.—Hon. Kerr Boyce, who died lately in Charles-

ton, S. C, bequeathed $10,000 to the Orphan Asylum, $10,000

to the Poor School at Grantville, and $30,000 to the Charleston

College.
< »-»^-»-

True.—It is a Chinese maxim, that for every man who does

not work, and for every woman that is idle, somebody must
suffer cold or hunger.

Life of Washington.—Lamartine is said to be engaged on
a life of Washington, which will be published within this year.

A PROSPEROUS CITY.

A Chicago paper says that, nineteen years ago, there were less

than five thousand white inhabitants in all the vast region of the

beautiful country lying between Lake Michigan and the Pacific

Ocean ! Now the number is between one and two millions.

Twelve years ago Chicago contained a population of five thou-

sand. Now it has o.er sixty thousand ! Twelve years ago eight

or twelve days' passage between Chicago and New York was con-

sidered quick time in the most f.ivorahle season. Now two days

is the average ; and it is soon to he reduced to but three hours

more thjin one day ! Six years Chicago had not a single foot of

railroad completed. Now it hag four hundred and eighty-two

miles completed in the limits of the State alone, and over two

thousand in process of construction.

—4 -»•«- -
LippiNCOTT, Grambo & Co.—This enterprising Philadelphia

publishing house have just issued some highly entertaining books,

among which are " Trials and Confessions of an American House-

keeper," " Life and Adventures of a Country Merchant," " The

Winter Lodge : a Vow fulfilled."

Guizot's Histort of Cromwell.—Ticknor & Co., of thi:»

city, have tliis work for sale, from the press of Blanchard & Lea,

Philadelphia. A book for every library, and a standard work.

MARUIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Wilber P. FuU«r, of Stoughton, to Misi

Amiu M, WorJiiiK,

By Kev. Mr De.xt«r, ReT. George lliU, of BlaisTille, Pa
,
to Miss Abbie

llavses.

Bv liev Mr. Streeter. Mr Thomas B Powell to Miss Sarah Ann StoT«r.

By UeT, Dr, Waterbury, Mr. Samuel Nu[)ier to Miss Mart;aret J. Leggekt.

Bv IteT. Mr. t"ii-lJ, Mr. Albert I). I!arn-tt V> Miss mien Hall.

At rt'e.st Kiiibury, by Kit. .Mr. Wilson, .Mr George P. Curtis to Miss Hin-
nah H. (ireeiie. botli of Newton.
At Salem, by KeT. Dr. Emerson Mr. Elbridge R. Allen, of Portland, Me., to

Mi-s Sarah J. Rirhard-on. of Newburyport
At Iliin;ham. by Ker Mr. Hiehardson, Mr. Benjamin T. Morse io Miis Har-

riet E Feiino, of Cohu.'.sot.

At N'ewhur\port, bv Iter. Mr. Pike, Mr. David Marden, 2J, to Mist Eunice

A Brown, both of Kve, N II.

At Foxboro', by KeT. Mr. Slade, Mr. William A. Merrill, of Frankfert,. .Me.,

to Mi.«s Kllen E. Pettee

At .Millrille. by Kov Mr. Nason, Mr. George Sterenj, of Cumberland, R. [.,

to .Mi.vs Kliza Shove, of BI,-u;k.«tonc

At .New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Eldredge, Mr. Otis Fisher to Mi«9 Matilda

Maker-
At Ware ViilaRe, by Rev Mr. Coulton, Mr. Charles Morrell, of Northamp-

ton, to Mi^s Mary .1. \ len.

At Pittsfiil.l. by llev. Mr. I'arvin, J. Harvey Clapp, Esq., of Belchcrtown,

to Mrs. Sarah \. Itny.

At Plymouth, by Rev. Mr. Jcwett, Mr. Joseph H. Merrill, of Bolton, to

Miss Q. M. Burnham.

DEATHS.
In this eitv. Mr. Samuel P Hicks, 43; Mrs. Martha D. Knoi, 47; Mis

Ijinra A. F. .lawyer. 24; Mr. George W. Taylor. 26; Dr William Clark, 56
Mrs. SibellaT. Milchtll. 40; Dr. B. Caro. 3i); Mrs. Amanda Kellon, 50; Mr
Ebenezer Chadwick. C5; Mrs. Anna Shaw. 47.

At (^harlestown, Mr Jeremiah Kinsman, 80; Mr, John Ober, 22.

At Somerville. Mrs. MaWina M.. wife of Mr. Samuel M. Simonds, 25.

At Medford, Mr. Ijazarus Drew, formerly of Kingston, 67.

At (jexington. Mr. Ilirain Reed 44.

At Lynn, Mr Cieort-e West. 43; Mr. Daniel W. Foster, 28.

At Salem, Mrs. Ellen Leiand, tj7.

At D.auvers, Mr. Michael Brigden. of Charlestown, 84.

At North Beverly Mr Stephen Sand.", (18.

At GUucestcr, Miss Harriet E Bray, 29; Miss Elizabeth Buruham, 19.

At East BridKewater. Mrs. Lucy Ann .Allen. 77.

At Milford. Miss (leorKiana Daniels, 19; .Mr Appleton frames, 42.

At Mont.TRue, Feb. 2oth, llerbie Clifton, only lou of Mr. Olis B., and Mrs.
Sylvina L. Boutivell. 17 months.
At Needham Mr. Elijah Hardy. 78.

At Dedham, Mrs Lucv Weatherbee. 88: Miss ^arah E. Robliins. 1(5

At IVorcetter. .Mr. William Ilobbs, 43; Mr. Charles A. Weutworth, 33.

At llolilcu. Mr Hcnrv Parktr 54.

At Barre, Mr. Hastings Olaiier, tt8; Mr William Rice. 2d. 66.

At Newport, R. I.. Mrs. L\dia, widow of Gov. Charles Collins, 82.

At Philadelphia. Mr. Philip O. Collins, an accomplished printer.

At Charleston, S C. Mr. Benjamin Clark, formerly of Boston, 48.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL
DRAWIIVG-ROOM COMPAKIOI.

A Itecord of the beautiful and useful in Ari.

The object of the paper is to present, in the most elegant and aTiulabla
form, a u**ekly literary melange of noUble events of the day. Its cofumnt
are devoted to orit^inal t:ile.s, sketches and pocuis, by the

^EST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the rroim of the donicstir and foreign news

; the whole wtli spicod irith
wit and humor. Jilat-h puper is

BICAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate enjiravings, by eminent artists, of notable objects,
current evnit:* in ull parts of tlie world, and of uien and muuiicrSjaltngelluT
miikiiig a paper entirely original in its design, in this country. \U yuy,* »

contiiin views of every popnlou.-* city in the known world, ol all buildings of
note in the eastern or western heuii.spliere, of all the principal .ihi|is nitd
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accunite portifailtf

of every noted character in the world, both male and female. Sketdith ol
beautiful scenery, taken from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens
from tiie animal kin;^dom, tlie birds of tlie air. and the fish of the J'va. 1 1 is

printed on fine white paper, with new and beautiful type, presenting in iti
mechanical execution an elegant specimen of art. The size of the na.per i*

liltecn hundred and sixty -four square inches, giving a gre.tt amount of reading
matter ami illustrations—a manuiioth weekly p-tper of sixteen cx-tavo page».
Kach fix months will make a volume of 410 pages, with about one thouy&ud
gpleudid engravings.

TEEMS-.-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, one year, S3 00
4 subscribers, " " 10 10
10 " " " 20 00

f*. One copy of Tnr. Flag of our Union, and one copy of Glusom'b Picto-
RLiL, wheu taken together by one person, one >ear, for S54 00.

[C7" No travel'.iQi; agents are ever employed for this paper.

[TT- The PicToKul. DnvwiXG-lloOM Compamon may be obtained at any of
the periodical depots throii|;liout the country, and of newsmeu, at six cchIs per
single copy.
Published every Satuhdat, by

F. GLEASON,
COKNER OF TSUIONT AMD BBOMFUXD STK££T8, BOSTON.
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S. FRENCH, 111 Nassau Street, New York.
A. WINCH, 110 Chestnut .street, Philadelphia.
HENUY TAYLOit, 111 Baltimore Si. Baltimore.
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E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Cbosnut Streets, St. Louis
THOMAS LUNN, 40 Eichaugo Place, New Orleans.
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[Written for Gleason's Pirtorial.]

THE POETRY OF LIFE.

Br BTDSET E. CHURCH.

A little boy iiith auburn hair,

And eyeof ht'iiveuly blue,

With rosy chroks and furehcad lair,

And face all bright and true,

Comes dancing round with boyish glee:

" 0, catch me if you can

;

For ^^bat & happy time 'twill be

When I shall be a man."

It follows on his track at play.

It wL-avea a viyion bright,

He thinks it over every day,

And dreams of it by night.

And every thought of boyish mind,

And every little plan,

Will Buch a glad fulfilment find

" When 1 shall be a man."

It is the poetry of youth,

The passion of a day
;

It glows a moment^—full of truth

—

Then vanishes away.

Then question one of riper yeara,

\\'hono thoughts the world engage,

And bid him tell you what appcjira

The poetry of age.

A sudden glow lights up h\n eye,

Old thoughts rush on his mind;

Ho whi5:pors softly with a sigh,

" I've left it far behind.*'

He'll think of every boyish day,

By childish sports beguiled:

"The poetry of age," he'll say,

Ib—when I was a child."

[Written for Glcaaon'a Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.
No. II.

Br D. E. DE LARA.

Growth of the Uussian Empire—Its Hiatorj — Emperor Nicholas— Ilia Inter-

view with Lieutenaut Pirn in 1851— The exiled Prince Troubetzkoi— Viudic-

tivenesa of the Emperor—Generosity towards the Uelatives of the Condem-
ned—Conspiricy of 1826—The Counti-ss and the Grocer—The Dentist's

Wife— Scene la the Nursery—The Empress.

It may perhaps not be uninteresting to trace the growth of that

vast empire which at the date of its commencement in 862 was a

mere barbarous province, and remained so till the year 988, when

Christianity was first introduced into Kussia by the baptism of

the Grand Duke Wladimir.

After having been conquered and subdued by the Mongols in

1243 and kept in subjection bythera till the year Z480, it commen-

ced that carecrof aggrandizement itbassteadlly pursued eversince,

and still is pursuing—less by force of arms than by a peculiar tenaci-

ty in keeping possession of what it once got hold of. The Rus-

sian rulers, whether under the title of grand duke, czar or imper-

ator, always sought a quarrel with some neighboring power,

invaded its territory, and once in possession nothing could drive

them out.

It was thus that in 1478 Novogorod was added to the Eussian

territory—even before it shook otF the Tartar yoke in 1480. In

1510 we see added to it Pskow. In 15.52 the czardom Kasan was

added to it. In 1710 it conquered Livonia and Estonia, which

provinces were formally ceded to it by Sweden at the peace of

Nystadt in 1721, together with Ingria and part of Finland. An-

other part of the latter was likewise ceded to Kussia in 1743, at

the treaty of peace at Abo. In 1772, White Russia, .so called,

was united with the Russian empire. Two years later, at the

conclusion of the peace with Turkey, it got possession of the

Crimea, of Budschack, and Kubon Tartary, which were nomi-

nally declared independent ; while at the same time it stkiulated

for the free navigation of the Black Soa and of the Archipelago.

These two provinces were, however, formally annexed to the em-

pire in 1783 and 1791. Again in 1793 we behold it in possession

of Wolhynia, Podolia and Minsk ; in 1795 of Lithu.ania and

Conrland ; of Gruda in 1801, of Mingrclia in 1803, while between

the years 1804 and 1813 wo see it rapidly getting possession of

Imeritia, of the Karobay and tlie Sbirwan provinces, of Daghcs-

tan, of Bjelostack, of the last remnant of Finland, of Bessarabia,

of the whole country between it and the Araxcs, on the Porsiun

side. In 1827, by the treaty of Turkmcntschey, Persia ceded to

Russia the two provinces of Eriwan and Nachitschewan. Need

we allude to that act of spoliation committed by the allied sove-

reigns in 1815, by which unhappy Poland—or at least the duchy

of Warsaw—was thrown like carrion to the Russian eagle, under

the mock title of kingdom of Poland, and of which last appenratice

even of independence it was stripped by its tjTannical ojiprcssor

on the 18th of Septcmlwr, 1831 ?

Making Russia thus the centre of a circle, wo shall find, that

from the year 1480 till 1831, it has widened that circle upwards

of 1500 miles from its centre. We find it gradually but steadily

seizing upon the lands of its neighbors in all directions—and

where once it has obtained a footing keep that footing, whether

by violence, or fraud, by treaty, bribery, or treachery. Wliat it

has once seized upon it has never given up. Pursuing the same

plan, acting upon the same principle, it has now again seized

upon Wallachia and Moldavia, and unless wc are very bad pro-

phets, we venture the assurance that it will be a very difficult task

to drive the Russians out of these principalities. The rclincjuish-

ing of them would altogether defeat the plans of Nicholas;

which are not, as some suppose, the conquest of Turkey only,

and its annexation to the Russian empire, but the establish-

ment of a new sovereignty in the heart of Europe, as we shall

show further on.

Tlie present emperor Nicholas, or, as lie is styled in Russia,

Nicolai Paulowitcli (Nicholas, the son of Paul), w.is born on tlic

25th Juno, 1796. He is therefore now in his 58th year, but looks at

least ten years younger. He ascended the throne on the 22d of

August, 1825, but the commencement of his reign dates in Russia

from the 19th Nov., old style, (1st Dec.) 1825, and has reigned

tv.cnty-cight years. That is about three years beyond the utmost

time allowed to Russian emperors generally—as most have been

despatched after reigning about a quarter of a century; simply

because during the first twenty five years they are bound to con-

sult the senate prior to the enactment of a law, or the issuing of

an ukase ; at the end of that period the emperor becomes an auto-

crat in the fullest sense—an absolute monarch, whose will alone

becomes law, and the only law. Tlie nobles (whose lives and

property are at the mercy of the sovereign), jealous and fearful of

the exercise of such absolute power, get rid of their fears and the

cause that inspires them at once, by cutting the gordian knot—or

rather by fastening the knot round the neck of their " beloved "

sovereign, the head of the church and the vicegerent of God upon

earth. Why Nicholas has hitherto escaped will be shown here-

after.

The appearance of Nicholas is commanding. He is considered

the tallest man in the empire; handsome, of fair complexion, with

large blue eyes which he affects to open wide and fix steadfastly

upon those of the person who addresses him. He seldom smiles,

and when he does, his is not the smile that springs from good na-

ture or light-heartedness. You feci that there is no heart in it.

In his reception of foreigners he is easy and condescending even

to urbanity ; and whatever be the rank, station or position of the

individual, whatever bo his country or his creed, once admitted

to his presence ho may fully expect to meet with that reception

which he had a riffht to expect from a well-bred gentleman in pri-

vate life. The writer remembers that on the 16th—28th Decem-

ber, 1851, Lieutenant Pim, on his way on an overland expedition

in search of Sir John Franklin, had an audience of the emperor,

in which his majesty declared his unwillingness to afford him any

assistance ; but at the same time wislied him every success though

he thought it a fruitless search. The reason the emperor gave for

not afibrding him assistance was solely his reluctance to incur any

responsibility for his life, as he was going among the Chickchucks,

a tribe of wild, ferocious barbarians, over which he had no con-

trol whatever. But his majesty would submit the matter to a

committee, and would abide by its decision. At the head of this

committee was Count Mcuchikolf; but that committee expressed

its disapproval of the projected journey. In fact, the emi)eror is

a perfect gentleman. Tyrant and despot by position and from

necessity, by nature he is noble and generous, except to political

offenders, for to them he is merciless antHtnrelenting.

When the revolution, which broke out in St. Petersburg at the

accession of the emperor had been quelled, and the conspirators,

after a mock trial by a military commission, had received iheir

sentences, some to be hanged, others to be exiled into Silieria

;

Prince Troubetzkoi was amongst the latter. His noble and do-

voted wife followed him and shared his sufferings in the depths of

the mines of the Ural mountains. There she bore him several

children. At the end of seven years the princess petitioned the

czar to be allowed to send her children to school. " The children

of convicts," replied the emperor, "are convicts themselves, and

they need no other education than such as is adapted to their sta-

tion." At the end of another seven years the prince and his fam-

ily had been allowed, in accordance with the original sentence,

to leave the mines and live above ground ; the spot fixed upon

by the emperor was the most desolate in those very desolate re-

gions, where they had no other prospect before them but to be-

come a prey to cold, hunger and to wild animals. Again the

anxious and miserable mother implored the emperor to grant her

the great favor of being allowed to reside in a town. A relation

had the courage to lay this second petition at the feet of the empe-

ror. Casting a withering glance at the officious advocate, " I am
astonished," said he, "that any one should have the boldness to

plead for those who have conspired against me ! no mercy !"

Yet this same man loaded with favors the relatives of some of the

other conspirators who had been executed. The father of Peslal,

who end.d his life on the scaflbld, was presented with forty thou-

sand r )ublc5 and the revenue of one of the imperial farms ; and

the brother of the executed conspirator was appointed one of the

emperor's aids-decamp, and decorated. This afforded the Rus-

sians an opportunity of remarking that he wore his brother's rope

round his neck. A pension was offered to the widow of Rybeyeft'

who shared the fate of Pestal, but she refused the offer with scorn.

Can we account for such apparent inconsistency ^ "Was it hu-

manity, compassion, or policy tliat induced him to act thus ? Can

we reconcile it with his conduct towards Poland ? When on his

arrival at Warsaw the city magistrates approached him with an

address, and had begun to read that which truly loving subjects

could only utter in sincerity and truth—and an enslaved peo-

ple only througli fear, the laiu/ua/je of love, and admiration, and

fidelity, and all that, the emperor interrupted them in the follow-

ing words :
" Stop, gentlemen ; I know all that you are about to

sav, but I wish to spare you a lie. It is acts I want, not words.

You see that fortress there 1 Now let mo tell you that those guns

can reduce your city to ruins in two hours, and you may rest as-

sured that they will do so at tlie very first symptom of active dis-

aficction. Now go back and acquaint your fellow-subjects and

fellow-townsmen with what you have heard, and tell them I know

them as I know you." He tlien turned his back upon them.

Thus treating nations with injustice and despotic oppression, he

nevertheless strictly dispenses justice between man and man with-

out any respect of persons, whenever he has an opportunity of

doing so

—

provided Ins own interests or convenience are not concerned.

There are in the Newski-Prospect several groceries an 1 fruit

-

shops kept by Russi.ans, who though serfs are nevertheless very

wealthy. One of them had supplied a certain countess with

fruits and groceries to the amount of some ten thousand silver

roubles. (The silver rouble is equal to about three-fourths of a

dollar.) The debt had been owing some years, and the dealer

had become impatient. lie np])licd for payment with the submis-

sion not only of a Russian tradesman but a Russian slave. The

lady was, however, the chere-amie of tlie Count Orloff—the gene-

ral governor of the police, and the intimate friend of the emperor.

She complained to this minor autocrat of the annoyance. " We
shall soon settle this," was his answer. He sent for the trades-

man, had him thrown into prison, and ordered his shop to be

closed. To whom could the poor man apply for redress against

the general governor ? To the emperor, his oppressor's friend

and protector ? and through whom '! who would interest himself

for a slave, and incur the displeasure of the powerful Orloff? In

his strait he applied to his owner and patron, the Count Shereme-

tiofF. The count had a daughter at court. The young lady,

watching her opportunity when the emperor approached, and act-

ing upon the instructions from her father, began to laugh and tell

a tale with a good deal of mystery and in high glee to some other

ladies that were around her. " What makes you so merry, .ny

girls V asked the emperor. " Only a joke," was the reply

;

" but such a good joke, that general governor is indeed a clever

and a spirited man." " Why, wliat has he done V asked the

emperor, whose curiosity had become excited at the mention of

the name of Orloff. The young lady thereupon told the whole

affair. " A good joke—indeed !" was his only reply. He in-

stantly sent for the general governor. " You have thrown a fruit-

seller from the Newski-Prospect into prison V " Yes." " Why
was this not reported to me ?" " I did not think it of suflicient

importance to call your majesty's attention to it." " You are

well aware that you are bound to report to me daili/ and hourly

everything. Why this omission t" Orloff stammered some ex-

cuse. " Wliat has the man been guilty of!" "Insolence to a

lady of rank." " Yes, she owed him some ten thousand roubles,

and he humbly applied for p.ayment. Is it not sol" "Yes."
" Very well. Now let me tell you that within one hoar the

money must bo on the counter of the man's shop, and he mnst

be there to receive it." The order was of course complied with,

and the general governor had to " advance " the sum. Whether

the lady afterwards repaid him the amount, or whether she re-

funded him at all is a secret between these two.

There lives at St. Petersburg a dentist of some celebrity. Walk-

ing one day with his wife through the "passages," a sort of covered

bazaar or arc;ade, a young officer, heated with wine, offered her a

very gross insult. The lady insisted upon reparation, and her

husband tlireatcned to bring tlic matter before the emperor, whom
he attended professionally. The young man, alarmed at the

consequences of such a step, offered to compromise the matter by

the payment of five thousand silver roubles. This offer the hus-

band accepted, glad to have an end of the affiiir—not so the in-

sulted woman—she rejected the offer; but requested and obtained

an audience of the emperor. The result was the officer was

cashiered. We shall add another anecdote illustrative of this

feature in the character of the emperor.

During the early years of his marriage no husband could be

more true, more devoted to his wife than he was to the gentle,

virtuous, kind-hearted and amiable empress. To her ho has ever

shown that tnie affection and tenderness which beams from the

eye and speaks from the countenance, though it be not expressed

in words. And wc may obsen'C, en passant, that he has evec

been dotingly fond of his children. He who refused the com-

monest education, or even common comforts to the children of

an exiled prince, and compelled those hinoccnts to linger away

their young lives in the gloom of the Ural mines, might be seen

in the nursery rolling about on the floor, and wrapping himself in

the straw, hay and cotton with which it was covered, playing at

bo-peep w iih his own children, whilst the empress and gover-

nesses and nurses would hold their sides with laughter at his an-

tics and gambols.

These anecdotes, whilst they give an insight into the character

of Nicholas, unfortunately serve to illustrate the manner in which

the laws arc administered in Russia. There is no apology for

such a system even under a despotic government. Though tho

sovereign had the absolute control over the army, navy and tho

finances—though he held the power of life and liberty—though

he could make and unmake laws, he ought not to violate the laws

he makes, even in isolated cases, till his caprice induces him to

repeal them. The administration of justice founded on tho civil

law of an empire, and through the medium of the constituted

judicial authorities and the established tribunals, is perfectly con-

sistent even with the most rigid system of despotism. Were this

not so, there would be no need of tribunals in Russia. The em-

peror would have been under the necessity of collecting and colla-

ting the laws of the empire during many a night stolen from that

sleep which his poorest serf can enjoy undisturbed. But where the

sovereign, instead of submitting disputes between man and man

to the iu<lge of the land, becomes an arbitrary judge himself,

however just his decisions, the country is utterly enslaved !

-^ < ».» >

—

—
Politeness does not always inspire goodness, equity, complai-

sance and gr.-ititude ; it gives at least tho appcar.mce of these

qualities, and makes man appear outwardly, as he should be with-

in.

—

La Bruyerc.
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EDITORIAL MELAA'GE.

Alexander Smith, the new Scotch poet, is said to bo a pattern

drawer for musHn work. Lord Palmcrston has stated in I'ar-

liament that Frost, Williams, Jones and two other chartists, arc

to be pardoned, along with Smith O'Brien. Smull pox is pro-

vailing in New York to a considerable extent, and has also nuulo

its appearance in several of the a<ljacent villages. Otto Gold-

schraidt has written to London that Jenny Lind has been com-

pelled, by recent occurrences, to abandon her intention of giving

a series of concerts in England. American brandy, to the

amount of three hundred and fifty casks, was lately sliipped at

San Francisco for the Atlantic States. A man named Gideon

Vicr, aged about 4.5 years, wliile intoxicated, committed suicide

recently, near Richmond, Va., by blowing out his brains with a

musket. Wine has been made at Stafford, Ct., for bct cral

years past, fi om grapes that grow spontaneously in and around

the swamps of tliat i)lacc. The musical household of the

King of Prussia comprises one hundred and sixty-eight artistes.

At the head of this musical army is M. Meyerbeer. A wliolo

township in Germany, that of Knsclhoum, it is said, is preparing

to leave together for America. The Hollanders are engaged

in a systematic effort to aid emigration from the old country. An
organization for the purpose—the society of United Assistance

—

has been established at Cliicago and the most important points in

Western Michigan. Why are omnibus drivers like temperance

men? Because they put Wuctsfm^j under their feet. (We stole

this from the Boston Post.) How much we have before us in

life, says Bulwer, while wo retain our parents I How much to

strive and to hope for ! What a motive in the conquest of our

sorrow—that they may not sorrow with us. Anna Stone, of

this city, the vocalist, is going to take up her permanent residence

in New York. An arithmetical proportion: "As your in-

come is to your expenditure, so will the amounts of your debts be

to your cash on hand and consequent ability to meet them. C.

J. Daniel, of Bath, England, has secured a patent for drying hay

and grinding it into meal for feeding cattle. It is a curious

fact, that before her majesty returned to Buckingham Palace, on

the day of the opening of Parliament, the royal speech had been

received in Paris by sulimarine telegraph. The capital stock

of the Grand Trunk Railway, Canada, is £10,000,000, or about

$18,000,000. Mrs. Opie said, talking of Byron : "His voice

was such a voice as the devil tempted Eve witli; you feared its

fascination the moment you heard it." The Terrc Haute

(Ind.) Journal says that two hundred houses will be erected in

that city the present season. M. Sivori, the eminent vocalist,

has just received from the king of Sardinia the decoration of St.

Maurice and St. Lazarus. There are nearly Jive thousand

brewers and distillers in the United States. Since the divorce

bill has gone into operation in Ohio^ marriages are placed under

the head of limited partnerships. An association of fifty fami-

lies has been formed in Cleveland, Ohio, for emigration to Iowa

during the present season, or as soon as the Homestead Bill bo-

comes a law. One of their number has visited Iowa, and selected

the land upon wliicli tliey -nash to locate. A company has

been organized in St. Louis for the manufacture of lubricating

oil from vegetables. W. W. Corcoran and Elisha Riggs, the

eminent bankers of Washington, have retired from business. G.

W. Riggs, Jr. and A. T. Kickhoefer arc their successors. A
case has been lately decided in New York, which establishes the

principle that insurers are not lialjle for goods stolen during a

fire. Archbishop Hughes publishes a letter in the Charleston

Mercury, denying the charge that he is in favor of Cuban annex-

ation. On Friday night, 31st ult., Mr. Charles E. Hicks, of

North Yarmouth, Ble., had twenty-six valuable sheep killed by

the dogs. The canine race in those diggins must be decidedly

ferocious. The amount of inoncy paid on foreign merchan-

dise at this port for March, 1854, was $7.53,977 84. Amount
paid for February, 8756,948 58. The oldest inhabitant, wlio

was in town recently, says the season is more backward than

at any time since 1841. The farmers are in a great pucker

about it.

lUajisibe ©atljcringa.

i »«<»—>-

DISP.iRIXy OF AGE IN MAKRIAGE.
Mahomet's first wife, Kadyah, was at least forty when he

at the age of twenty-five married her. Sliakspeare's Ann
Hathaway was seven years his senior. Dr. Johnson's wife was

literally double his age. The wife of Lord Herbert Cherbury was

six or seven years older than her husband. Howard, the philan-

thropist, at the age of twenty-five married a first wife, who was

then fifty-two. Mrs. Rowe, the authoress, was fifteen years older

than Mr. Rowe. Rape!, the German DeStacl, was about as much
older. The Countess D'Ossili (Miss Fuller) was nearly ten years

her husband's senior. Jenny Lind, too, is said to be eight or ten

years older than Hcrr Goldschmidt.

Camphene.—In the New Y'ork House of iiepresentatives, Mr.

Clinton has had unanimous permission to introduce a bill " to

prohibit the use of camphene, spirit gas, and all preparations of

alcohol or spirits of turpentine, for the purposes of illumination

in stages, omnibusses, railroad cars and steamboats." Any per-

son or persons, or incorporated company violating the provisions

of this act are to be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

< »mm. ^

AitEitiCAN Science.—Mr. Everett has presented a memorial
in the Senate, praying for the establishment of a Geograjihical

Department of the Library of Congress.

The uniformed militia of the State of New Y'ork amounts to

19,850 men; the enrolled uniformed militia to 293,457—making
the militia force in 1854, 313,313.

By an official statement from the director of the mint at Phila-

delphia, it appe.irs that that institution yielded a profit of

S102,420 9(5 during the year 1853.

Tlicrc have been recently erected in Indiana nineteen free

banks, with a capital of $6, 850,000. The whole number of free

banks in Indiana is fortv-eight, with a nommal cajiital of

$15,100,000.

Five men who went deer hunting from Randolph, N. II., the

last week in March, lost their way under the White Mountains,

and would have frozen and starved to death, if their neighbora

had not turned out and found them.

The Sunday Seliool children of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, in I'hiladelpliia city and county, have had pre]]ared and

sent on to \Vashiii)_'ton a beautiful block of marble, sultal)ly sculp-

tured, for the Washington National Monument.

On Sunday, 2nd instant, the new Presbyterian Church in Phil-

adelphia, at the corner of Twentieth aiul Faiiview Sheets, was
destroyed by fire. The church had just been completed, and was

to have been consecrated on the same day.

Yellow perch may bo taken from the water in winter and
thrown gently upon the ice, frozen stitf, and, after remaining thus

for hours, may be revived by being placed in moderately v.'arm

water, or cold water in a warm room.

A gentleman and two ladies—to one of whom he was engaged

to be married—were journeying in a one-horse wagon near Water-
town, Wisconsin, lately, when the horse walked olf the road into

a mill-race, and the two ladies were drowned.

Castor oil plants have been found on the banks of the Umgcni,
in Natal ; and a mcrcluiut has directed that a (inaniily of the nuts

shall be collected to be sent to England to ascertain their value

for the production of oil.

In Philadelphia, lately, as a girl named Elizabeth Creamer was
carrying a loaded gun up stairs, her younger brother attempted to

take it from her; in the struggle it went ott', and the charge en-

tered the girl's side, killing her instantly.

The legislature of California have lately passed an act imposing

a tax of sixty cents on one hundred dollars on all goods and mer-

chandize brought into the State for sale, cither from a foreign

country or a sister Stale, and owned by any person domiciled in

the State.

John Martin, the f.-mons English painter, died at Mona, Isle of

Man, on the 17th of February. Martin'j genius was of an eccen-

tric nature—not content to remain withm the sphere marked out

according to the established formula of the schools. He was,ifeke

Hogarth, an engraver as well as painter, and engraved most of his

paintings.

The Utica Herald announces the death, on the IGth ult., of

Mrs. Judith Town, a resident of Marshal, in fhe vicinity of Utica,

at the advanced age of 107 years. She was born in 1747, and
was consequently a woman grown when the Declaration of Inde-

pendence was signed. She was the oldest person in the cotiiati'^t

the time of her death.

Jbrcign Ittma.

Qanbn of (Bolb.

.... Happiness is nnrepented pleasure.

—

Socratfs.

.... The end of man is an action, not a thought.— Carli/k.

.... Earnestness alone nuikcs life etoraity.— Gofthe.

.... The defects of the mind increase in old age, like those of
the face.

—

Rorhrf(nir(iut<I.

.... The love which grows slowly and by degrees, resembles
friendship too much to be a violent passion.

—

Du Conur.

.... There are good marriages, bnt there arc no delightful

ones.

—

Rochrfoucauld.

.... JMusic—we love it for the buried ho|)es, the garnered mem-
ories, the teiuler feelings it can summon at a toiu-h.

—

L. E. L.

.... A man is more faithful to the secret of another than to his

own; a woman, on the contrary, preserves her own secret better
than that of another.

—

Lii. Brut/ere.

.... We may have the confidence of another without possess-
ing his heart. If his heart be ours, there is no need of revelation,

or of confidence—all is open to us.

—

Du Coeur.

.... A handsome woman who has the qualities of an agreeable
man is the most delicious soci'/ty in the world. Sue unites th«
merit of both sc.xcs. Caprice is in women the antidote to beauty.—La Brni/c-re.

.... Life is short, if it merits that name only when it is agree-
able ; since, if we reckoned together all our happy years, we
should with difficulty make a life of some months out of a groat
number of vears.

—

Diderot.

The Treasury.—There are now twenty-eight millions eight

hundred thousand dollars in the Treasury of the United Btates.

Auber is writing a new opera to the text of Scribe. This, he
says, shall be his last work.

A magnificent window of stained glass has been erected in

Worcester Cathedral, in memory of the late Queen Adelaide.

The Baltic fleet of ships under Sir Charles Napier numbers 44
vessels, 2200 guns, 16,000 horse power, and 22,000 sailors and
marines.

The Duke of Saxe Coburg's opera, " Toni," has been per-

formed with marked success at the theatre at Frankfort, and it is

in rehearsal at Berlin, Munich and Vienna.

The Printer's Pension Society, of London, has established a
fund called the Franklin Pension, derived from the sale of the

original press worked by Benjamin Franklin in London.

The Thames Tunnel cost something like £455,000. The share-

holders gave £180,000. and tlie rest was advanced by the nation.

It would take another £200,000 to make the tunnel fit for carriage

traffic—say £650,000.

The recruiting parties are exceedingly active in Manchester,
England, as well as in numerous other towns, and parade the

streets with drum and fife, in strong force, accompanied by a
numerous body of youths, who look with much wonder on the

unusual spectacle.

During the period of his command in Turkey, Marshal do St.

Arnaud is to receive 60,000 francs a month above his ordinary
pay and other emoluments, besides 400,000 francs for his prelimi-

nary expenses, outfit, etc. The marshal is so feeble in health

that his wife will accompany him.

Serious doubts are beginning to be entertained in Scotland,
among the best informed on the subject, of the restoration of the
almost extinct salmon. It is feared that the attempts to take the
ova from the salmon and deposit it in artifical ponds will prove a

failure, and only hasten tho extinction of the fish.

The Foreign Missionary Society has received nearly $50,000
towards the fund i'or sending additional missionaries to China;
and the British and Foreign Bihle Society has received about
$77,000 towards the fund for sending one million testaments to

the same country. Tliis latter sum will pay for between 800,000
and 900,000 testaments.

King Oscar, of Sweden, h.is ordered a gold medal to be struck
in honor of Lieut. JMaury, of the United States Navy. It is to be
made of gold coin, at the Swedish Mint. On one side of the
medal will he a likeness of the king, and on the other a Latin
inscription, with the name of the distinguished object of the com-
ment. It will be equal in weight to fifty Swedish ducats.

A striking proof of the military ardor of the " Scots Fusilier
Guards" exemplified itself on the regiment being drafted for the
East. Several of the corporals who were not reciuired to go with
the regiment, wore reduced to the ranks at their own special re-

quest, in order that they might be eligible to march with their

comrades to the seat of war.

A fine, spacious opera box, in Florence, holding eight or ten
persons, in the best position at the grand opera, c.an be had for
two hundred dollars a year; a piir of horses and two elegnnt car-
riages liircd by the month, inchiding coachman's wages, fifty dol-
lars ; "and I have more than one friend reiiding here (Florence)
who occupy handsome houses in the best part of the town, with
stables, etc., at the rate of two hundred and fifty dollars per year."

If a police offlcor is after you, the best thing you can do is to

lock tho door, and then bolt yourself

A lady, playfully condemning the wearing of whisker.s and
monstaelics, declared :

—
" It is one of the fashions I invariably set

my face against!"

A student of Latin being confined to his room by sickness, was
called upon by a friend. " What, .fohn," said the visitor, "sick,
eh V—" Y'es," answered John, " sic sum !"

The major says that the new generation of Israelites brought
into existence during their forty years' sojourn in the wilderness
were like Hamlet, " native, and to the majina born."

A gentleman suggests that, ns our ship owners have exhausted
the list of Chariots of Fame, Stars of Empire, etc., the "Essence
of Peppermint" would be a good name for a clipper.

The New York Mirror calls Col. Wallace's silver pitcher an
empty compliment. " What," says ho, " in the name of all that

is exhilarating, is a pitcher good for when there is nothing in it V
The unimproved lands of Oregon are so baiTcn that a surveyor

writes—" I think the United States ought to make Great Britain

take it all back, or fight. Thank God, we did not get np to

54 40; 49 is bad enough."

A member of a Western debating club wishing to display his

proficiency in " the languages," when moving for an indefinite

adjournment of the club, said, " Mr. President, I move we adjourn
E Plurihus Unum."
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prince's bridge, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

[Continued from page 252]

Before entering Melbourne, you cross the

Btone structure, called Prince's Bridge, repre-

sented in the engraving above. We know not

in whose honor it was thus christened. This

bridge, of which the inhabitants are very proud,

is formed of a single arch, one hundred and

fifty feet in diameter. It is certainly remarka-

ble as a colonial work, but offers nothing extra-

ordinary to European eyes. It cost $75,000,

and was built by a comp;\ny. It is justly con-

sidered as one "of the three or four principal

monuments of the city. Public buildings are

numerous at Melbourne ; thus, besides a small

Catholic church, a synagogue, and many chap-

els devoted to different sects, there are two

large churches of the Anglican rite, one of St.

Peters, at the entrance of the city, near the

bridge, and the other, St. James, also called the

Cathedral, the erection of which cost a great

deal of money. This last is situated on the

height, near the marketplace, in the centre of

tlie engraving, re|)resentcd below. A third

church is also in the course of erection. Among
the civic buildings are noted the City Hall, the

Hospital, the Insane Asylum, two banks, the

college, the post-office, the custom house, ware-

houses, etc. It would require a volume to give

an idea of the curious agglomeration of men

found here. The salient trait of the Australian

character, which all are obliged to adopt sooner

or later, with the privilege of finally casting it

off in disgust, is egotism, a boundless but frank

egotism, which shows itself lioldly, and does

not assume the mask of hypocritical philan-

thropy, as at Lonilon. Each one for himself is

the watchword here, and they are only loo true

to their declaration. Thus, when you set foot

on the soil of Australia, or any other dis net

where gold is gathered, count only on yourself,

MOUNTED AND FOOT POLICE, MELBOURNE.

your intelligence, and your energy. You would

appeal in vain to good will and generosity; a

single thought absorbs all minds and silences

all hearts ; the thirst of gain, the auri sacra famet

of the poet. The passion reaches its extreme

verge in Melbourne ; with the merchant, with

the individual who claims to be a gentleman, it

manifests itself in those trickeries which the

law docs not always reach, but which are no

less odious than those it punishes ; with the un-

educated man, it finds its expression in shame-

less robberies, and deeds of incredible violence.

Not more than a year ago, one could hardly

make up his mind to go through the streets of

the city after sunset, except on the most urgent

necessity, and when that took place, it was

deemcd'nccessary to be armed to the teeth, and

if any one was perceived to approach too dose,

it was called out, " Keep off, if you please."

This polite invitation accompanied by the click

of a cocked pistol, was commonly treated with

attention. The danger of nocturnal parades

has sensibly diminished, if not wholly disap-

])eared, since the creation of a numerous corps

of mounted and foot policemen. The costume

of these officers is depicted in our engraving,

piven herewith. The former do not differ es-

sentially from their English colleagues, but the

horsemen have a peculiar and very elegant uni-

form. The latter have admitted into their

ranks a certain number of natives, who-ic scent,

wliich equals that of a sporting dog, ha.s more

than once, it has been seriously affirmed, proved

of the greatest utility. Our limits hardly per-

mit any notice of more refined life in Mel-

bourne"; there are a few decent hotels, but

it will be easily imagined that their prices suit

very few purses, and comfort can g.;arcely be

purchased at any price.

MARKET SQUARE, MELBOURNE, FROM THE VAULES OF THE YARRA-YABBA.
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LOUIS NAPOLEON.
It is comparatively hut

a brief period since ilio

man whom we herewith

represent in the imperial

rohca of his rank, was
little better than an out-

cast in the streets of

London, not knowing
whore his next meal was

to come from, nor from
whence to procure a

night's lodtrinf;. But he

bore the nuigic name of

Napoleon ; lie was tho

nephew of Bonaparte

—

and consequently h e

lived on in hope, satis-

fied that at some day
Franco, in one of her

fiitkle moods, would re-

cognize his claim to rule

over her. He was cor-

rect in his inference, and,

aided by the prestige of

his name and native en-

ergy of character, he

BCir.ed upon the opportu-

nity, and consummated
his long to be remem-
bered coup de main, and

declared himself <inper-

or. Whether it is prin-

ciple or policy which ac-

tuates Napoleon in his

Tigorous measures
against Russia, we are

not prepared to say ; but

certainly he has as.sii'iied

the popular side of the

question, and has entered

into tlic matter with a
most commendable zeal.

It is a good and politic

move for more reasons

than may at once strike

the realizing sense of tho

mass. It serves to unite

France—the natural ef-

fect of a popular war ; it

gives employment to her

immense army and spare

population ; it exactly

suit-! the French taste

and character ; and, of

course, all this goes to

strengthen Napoleon on
his throne, and to make
liis imperial robes sit

more easily and grace-

fully upon him. The
armament he has already

sent to the East is of hn-
raense power ; and we
doubt if even England
would have been so for-

ward and prompt, but
for the example set her
liy Franco ; as it is, how-
ever, they are warm and
powerful allies against
the grasping efforts of
Nicholas of Russia. The
great question—Is Eu-
rope to be Cossack or
Republican f—is now
about to be settled.

When we realize the
enormous strength of
Russia, her almost inex-
haustible internal re-

sources, her army une-
qualled in numbers, tlie

obstinacy, skill and
knowledge of the emper-
or, we foresee a long
struggle between the
contending powers. THE EMPEROR LOUIS NAPOLEON IN HIS IMPERIAL ROBES.

VICTOR HUGO,
One of the mo.-it promi-
nent living French writ-

ers, was born February
26,1802. The political

contrariety which has
marked his career may
be said to have been in-

herited by Hugo, his

father having been one
of the first volunteers of
the republic, and his

mother a Vendcan by
birth and sentiment, a
pro.4cribcd royalist, wan-
dering while yet a girl

in the Bocage of La
Vendee. At the date of
his birth, his father was
a colonel in the army of
Napoleon ; and the child,

born almost amid tho
roar of cannon, followed
with its mother the steps
of Bonaparte. From
Bcsangoii he wa.s canied
to Elba, from Elba to

Paris, from Paris to
Rome, from Rome to
Naples, before he was
five years of age, so
that he exclaims, "I
made the tour of Europe
before I began to live."

In Naples he resided
about ten years, his fath-

er having been appoint-
ed governor of Avellino.
In 1809, he returned to
France with his two
brothers and his mother,
by whom he was educat-
ed within the walls of
tlie convwnt of the Feuil-
lantes, where the family
had taken up its resi-

dence. In 1811, he went
to reside in Spain. At
the Restoration, in 1814,
he returned to France,
and commenced his lite-

rary career, and the va-
rious works which istued
from his pen won for
liim a wide-spread popu-
larity. His writings cm
l)ra<-e almost the entire
range of literature—now
the drama, now the po-
litical pamphlet, and
BOW culling some of the
sublimest creations from
the broad field of the

muses. He was created
a peerof France by Louis
Philippe, and, on the

downfall of that mon-
arch, avowing the prin-

ciples of the revolution,

was relumed to the con-
stituent, and afterwards

to the national assembly,

of which he was one of

the few eloquent speak-

ers. He is also a lead-

ing member of the Peace
Congress, and was its

president in 1849—

a

position remarkable
enough for the author of

the bellicose " Lettres du
Rhin." He was an en-

ergetic opponent of
Louis Napoleon in De-
cember, and on that ac-

count was compelled to

Hy to Brussels.

—

Mtn of
the I III'-,
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FOUJ^DLOS OF THE CASTIE OF ESTELLA.

A TALE OP NAVARRE, IN THE OLDEN TIME.

bt austin c. burdick.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XXIir.—[continued.]

The king was startled by the maiden's vehemence ; but as soon

as he recovered himself, lie said :

"I tell you the truth, cousin. He has done a great crime ; lie

has—"
"What?"
" Committed a murder !—and that, too, upon a poor, defence-

less old man."
" 0, how false !" cried Isabella, every nerve in her system be-

ing strung with more than its wonted strcngtli. " I know that is

false
!"

"But how do you know, sweet cousin?"

" As I know that the stars which arc now shining are not all

ebon black."

"Have you seen them for the last ten minutes ?"

"No."
" Then you do not know but they may be all black now."

Isabella looked up into the king's face with a wondering look.

"Ah, lady," he continued, in a half sad tone, " I would not

trust the sun even for its rising to-morrow. I will never trust

anything again
!"

" Nothing but Heaven, if Henry la Nuit is false 1" murmured

Isabella.

"I hope I may trust that."

"And I will trust them both."

Alfonso looked into the upturned features of his companion,

and ho could not find it in his heart to say more against the

youthful knight. So he merely wished her a blessing, and then

led her back to the hall. But he had said enough to add to her

misery, for when she was at length alone in her own chamber, she

wept as she had not wept before for many days.

At length—it was past midnight—all the people had retired

save the king and the duke, and they were left alone in the largo

closet that joined tlie hall.

" Hark !" said the duke, suddenly raising his head, " I thought

I heard the footfall of a horse."

" Only some of the restive ones in the stable, I ween," returned

the king, listening and hearing nothing.

" It may be so. But now of this matter in hand. The estates

of Navaretta are settled upon Du Chastel."

" They will be the moment they are man-ied, for so< have

chosen to make it ; and let me hope, my noble cousin, that you

have become more attached to your son-in-law expectant."

"I must own, sire, that I think I have done him wrong. I

have conversed with him much of late, and he is either a good

man, or else one who has a surprising power of hiding himself

behind falsehood ; but I think it is the former."

" I know you will find it so, my good lord duke."

"But, sire," returned Don Philip, shaking his head and smil-

ing, " I would not take tliy word for it, for you are by far too

credulous. You believe too many things without examination."

" You are blunt, cousin," said the king, also smiling.

"And truthful, too," retorted Don Philip. "But come, we

will go to my study, where we may find pen and ink, and fix the

papers. Let's have everything done before morning."

Alfonso gave his assent, and the duke took up the taper and

prepared to lead the way. They entered the hall, and passed

across to the great staircase, but instead of going up that way,

Don Philip kept on to the right, intending to go by a back way so

as not to disturb those of the guests who had chambers facing on

the other route. They had entered a narrow corridor, and had

proceeded half way through it, when the king suddenly called

out, in a quick whisper :

" Philip ! —sh ! Hold a moment 1 There is a dark figure

crouched away in the passage just behind us ! Who is it ?"

The passage alluded to was only an outlet from the corridor

communicating with a window. Don Philip stopped and turned

back ; he held the light into the passage, and he saw the object

that had attracted the king's attention ; he moved neaier to it,

and it moved quickly away towards the window ; but there its

progress was cut off. Don Philip still approached it, but ho

stopped when he saw it was the Benedictine

!

" It is Girolarao, again !" ho uttered, trembling, and turning

towards the king.

" Girolamo \" repeated Alfonso. " Why, you are mad, Philip \"

" No, no, sire—I have seen him before, and in this very place."

"And what did he want?"
" I know not—I did not speak to him."
" Then, in faith, we'll speak to him now, and find out what he

means, for from this time I am determined to investigate every-

thing I see or hear. Give me the light
!"

The monarch took the light, and boldly approached the Bene-

dictine, and Don Philip could not resist the temptation to follow.

The form raised its head, and Alfonso started ; but quickly re-

covering himself, he said

:

" Excuse m.e, whoever or whatever thou art ; but I must know
why you aro thus uneasily wandering about when you should bo

resting beneath the mausoleum which your mourning friends pro-

vided for you. What's your business ? Come, speak to me, if

you can ?"

A moment the figure crouched away, and then a low voice

broke from its lips :

" Let me go—do not detain me !"

" Now by the Holy Cross ! I know that voice !" cried Alfonso,

moving nearer to the dark figure, and placing his hand upon its

shoulder.

Don Philip seemed to have recognized it, too, for ho started

quickly forward, and his trembling became more violent as he

stood b}^ the side of the monarch.

"Don Philip," said Alfonso, turning to the duke, while a

strange look of intelligence beamed out upon his features, " I

think you had better take charge of this spirit yourself, for if it

is not our noble cousin—your own fair wife—then I'll never in-

vestigate again !"

"Icnthe!" gasped Don Philip.

" 0, my husband ! let me go! Let me go to my chamber!"

murmured the duchess, starting forward, and laying her head

upon his bosom.

Philip do la Carra could not speak, but the monarch was not so

dumb.
" No, no, my noble cousin," he said, in a mild, but firm tone,

" you must tell us this secret, for I know that your husband is

wonder-struck, and I am all inquisitiveness."

" Yes, lanthe," added Don Philip, in a husky whisper. " Come
to my study ; I will not command it, but most earnestly do I en-

treat you."

As he spoke, he turned back towards the coiTidor, leading bis

wife with him. She walked reluctantly, but she did not refuse to

go. The king now carried the light, and led the way. He knew

the cabinet door, and ere long they were seated within the room.

The duchess was very pale, and as she threw the dark cowl back

from her head, the duke was startled by a new emotion, for she

looked almost ghastly in her ashy pallor.

"For Heaven's sake, lanthe!" he ejaculated, "what does this

mean ? Where have you been ?"

" I have been to Pampeluna."
" To Pampeluna !" uttered the astonished husband.

" Yes. Sometime ago, an old man asked me to assist him in

a work that lay so near his heart that his whole future happiness

depended upon its consummation. I could not refuse liim, and

to do this it was necessary that I should disguise myself, though

I had not the most remote idea that I should be mistaken for my
dead brother."

"But you do resemble him most marvellously in feature," said

the monarch.

"I know it," resumed the duchess, in a low, sad tone ; "and to

that fact do I owe the fortune of not having once before been dis-

covered by my husband. I have done some things which the old

man asked, but I know not to what they can amount. 1 was to

have seen him again ere this, and I went to Pampeluna for that

purpose ; but I could not find him—I only learned that he was

dead !"

" But that is not all," said the king. " Come, what was this

all about? Let us hear the whole, now."
" You must excuse me, sire ; and you, too, my husband. I

ought not to tell it now ; I have no moral right to reveal it ; it

might do great wrong to an innocent person. Trust to my judg-

ment in this. At some time, when the tale can pass harmlessly

by, I will tell you all. Do not ask me now. I am faint and

weak, ray husband. Let me go to my chamber."

It was not in the duke's heart to refuse ; nor did the king ob-

ject ; so the duchess was allowed to dep.trt. For a long while

after she was gone, the two men sat there in silence. At length,

Alfonso started up, and said :

" Strange !"

" It is !" responded the duke.

" Unaccountable !" added the king.

" So it is," said Philip, with an emphatic shake of the head.

Again there was a long silence, at the end of which Alfonso

said :

" But this will not prevent the doing of our business. It is

late ; let's have the ink."

The ink and papers were procured, and the king and duke pre-

pared for their work ; but ever and anon they would start and

look vacantly at each other, as though the contents of those

papers was not the subject uppermost in their minds.

CHAPTER XXIV.

THE ARI1E3T.

Henrt i,a Nuit's sickness was not very severe. It was only

the result of an overtaxing of both mind and body—a relaxation

of the physical and mental functions. He had no fever. When he

came to himself, he found that he had been conveyed by the kind

peasant, who had been his guide to the cot of the mountain hun-

ter, to the same cot where they had last sought for information on

the night of the search. By a few days of carcfnl nursing, his

strength all came back to him ; but even during this time he was

not idle. He still searched for some cluo to his mother's fate,

and his new-found friends helped him, but it was all in vain. Not

a word could they hear, nor a trace could they find beyond the

mountain hut where the blood-mark was found.

At the end of a week, with his hopes all crushed, Henry took

his way back to Pampeluna. It was dark when he arrived there,

and rather than disturb old Garliz, lie sought a place of public

entertainment. After eating a light supper, he retired so as to

avoid the questions of the inquisitive guests, and in the morning

he requested his breakfast might be served in his own room.

He was in the midst of his repast, when two officers uncere-

moniously entered his apartment. At first he thought they might
have missed their way; but then, as he knew them both, ho
thought, perhaps, that they had merely come to find out where
he had been for the past week.

"Ah, De Condon," he said, arising and addressing the fore-

most of the officers, " I give you welcome. Will you break your
fast with me ?"

"No, Sir Henry," replied the officer, with much hesitancy in

his manner. " We have come to you on business."

" Business ! De Condon," uttered Henry, not yet suspecting

the ti-uth that was to come upon him. " And what business have

you with me ? Does the king want me ?"

" No, Sir Henry—it is the seneschal who wants you."
" The seneschal !—the judge of Pampeluna?"
" Yes."
" And for what ?"

" Come with us, and you shall sec."

"But I may finish my breakfast first?"

" O, certainly." And as the officer spoke, both he and his com-
panion took seats.

Our hero now began to notice that they were restless and un-

easy, and that they sometimes glanced at him, and then at each

other, as though they had thoughts which they would not speak.

Then the thought came to him, how strange it was that the senes-

chal should want him. But his repast was soon ended, and then

rising and attending for a moment to his toilet, he signified hia

readiness to go.

" This is uncommon," he said, after they had reached the

street. " What can the seneschal want with me ?" •

" I don't know as I can tell you," returned De Condon ; but

La Nuit saw that his manner was evasive, and he asked no more
questions.

Once or twice our hero thought that the people looked pity-

ingly upon him as he passed ; but perhaps that was only because

he might look pale and worn. He had now a faint glimmering of

the truth, but it was not of a shape that he could lay hold upon.

At length he reached the place of his destination, and was ush-

ered into the presence of the seneschal. This latter person was
an old knight, and acted both as civil and military judge in Pam-
peluna. He was a hard-featured man, displaying as much iron

sternness as one in his office could possibly need. He was already

upon his bench, and his official regalia was upon his shoulders.

He nodded to the officers as they entered, and then called upon

our hero to approach.

" Henry la Nuit," he said, in a very impressive tone, " you are

charged with a great crime !"

"Mo! Crime!" uttered the youth. He gazed for a moment
into the face of the judge; and then he bowed his head, for the

truth had come upon him.

" Yes, Henry la Nuit ; and now answer me a few questions.

About a week ago, you went fi-om this city towards Guidez, near

the middle of the night?"

" Yes—I did."

"And an old pilgrim accompanied j-ou ?"

" Nay—not so, sir. I went to find that pilgrim—I went all

alone."

" Very well—that matters not—though it has been so set down.

But you were foimd beside that old man, with your hands and

garments bloody, and he just dying from a deep stab to the

heart."

" Yes, sir, that is true, save that he was already dead when I

was found by his side ; and he was dead, too, when I found him.

I know, most honored sir, whence this has arisen, and I will tell

you it is all a base lie."

There were several knights standing about in the hall who had

been attracted there by the arrest of the young man, and they

shook their heads as though they feared his plea would not avail

him. Yet they looked sympathizingly upon him, and it was

plainly to be seen from their countenances, that they still honored

him.

" I am afraid. Sir Henry," resumed the seneschal, with a dubi-

ous shake of the head, " that your word will not pass so easily

as you could wish. It has become my duty to cause your arrest,

and under the circumstances I must order your confinement."

" But who has ordered my arrest ?"

"The king!"

Henry started, and for a moment the color forsook his cheeks ;

but he recovered himself quickly, and stepping nearer to the

bench, he said, in a bold, firm tone :

" One thing is .at least left to me. Who is my accuser ?"

" Sir Nandou du Chastel."

" I thought so, my lord," returned the youth, while the rich

blood mounted to his cheeks and temples. " Now, su-, where is

he?"
" I think he is at the castle of Estella. He went there yester-

day."

Again La Nuit started, and his emotion was more lasting and

powerful than before. AAHicn he again spoke, his lips were com-

pressed and colorless ; his hands were clutched over his bosom,

and his dark eyes burned with a fire so deep that his whole soul

seemed in flan\es.

"My lord judge," ho said, "I claim the right which belongs to

everv kni'dit of Navarre. Let me face my accuser, and he shall

maintain his truth by his sword, or ho shall fall with the lie in his

mouth i"

"1 must hesitate in this," said the seneschal, "for Du Chastel

is away, and you are in custody."

" Then in the name of justice, I demand a parole. I will meet

the man and make him eat his words. You cannot deny mo this !'
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"It is impossible to let you go without a hostage in your place,

for you are already under arrest."

" Then," cried La Nuit, looking about him, " I know there is

some knight here who will take my plaec, for, by my soul of

souls ! my cause is just I Ah ! De Ilosem, you do not doubt

me?"
" No !" said the knight, thus addressed, stepping forward. " Go,

Sir Henry, and I will be your surety."

"Bless you ! De Rosem—Mess you !" uttered the young man,

as he shook the hand of his friend warmly. And then turning to

the judge, he continued : " I may go nowV
"Beware that your cause is a just one," admonished the judge.

" Before God it is 1"

" Then go ; and I pray that you may prove your words to bo

true
!"

CHAPTER XXV.

ON TItB RACK.

Morning had dawned upon the old castlo of Estella. The

noble knights and gentlemen were astir in the open court, and

the king and Don Philip walked apart in the great hall. Isabella

and her mother were in one of the large chambers, and the bridal

robes lay close at hand. The maiden was perfectly calm ; but

she was very pale ; and about her eyes there were dark marks

where the tears had last struggled. Her hands were folded upon

her bosom, and she was gazing vacantly upon tlie distant moun-

tain landscape. The duchess was as pale as her child ; hut she

was not so calm, for ever and anon she would start and struggle

with herself, as though she suffered from a cause which she dared

not make known.
" Mother," at length said Isabella, looking up into the face of

her parent with a faint, sad smile, " it will soon be over. You

must not be so sad while I am calm !"

" But you are going to leave me, my child, and then who shall

make me happy? But I am calm, Isabella ! Don't you think I

look calmV
" 0, you must be calm till this is all passed. I shall not stand

it if you fail. But I am going to be happy, mother," continued

the maiden, as she noticed a shade more painful than usual pass

over the face of her parent ;
" I shall try to be happy, and I shall

come and see you very often—very often. You will love to see

me, wont you V •

The maiden pillowed her head upon the bosom of her mother

as she spoke, and the duchess wound her arms about her without

daring to give utterance to her thoughts. She knew that her child

spoke not as she felt ; she know that she only spoke of happiness

as a veil with which to cover the misery that really lay in her

soul.
" Come, mother, you must let me see you smile. I shall be

happier if you do."

The molher did smile, but her eyes swam with tears while she

did so. Before she could speak, Katrina entered the room. She

had come to help her young mistress dress.

Two hours later, and the party were all assembled in the great

hall. Du Chastel was there, smiling upon all about him, but yet

\f ith an evil look lurking like a scorpion amongst his smiles. Is.v

bella was there in her bridal robes. She did not try to smile now,

—she only tried not to weep or soIj, and she succeeded, for she

was very calm. The duke was there, in his ermined robes, and

he looked stern and cold. The king was there, but he seemed

not so happy as on the previous night, for his gaze dwelt upon

the pale face of Isabella, and he knew that she was not happy.

Since ho had come to the determination to investigate things for

himself, he had had his eyes opened wonderfully, and he almost

wished that he had not put aside his credulity. But things had

gone too far now, and ho contented himself by inwai-dly praying

that all might end well.

" Courage !" he whispered, approaching the maiden's side, and

taking her hand. " You are soon to be mistress of one of the

finest estates in Navarre."

"I am very happy, sire, I am sure."

Ah ! the monarch would have been happier if she had said

something else, for the very words—so resigned, so heavenly

meek—cut him to the soul. He saw her whole heart in that

short sentence, and the look which accompanied it. He had no

chance now to encourage her, for her words plainly told him that

she was prepared.

" Come, come," the monarch cried, leaving the maiden's side,

and advancing to the centre of the hall, " the nuptial feast will

await us if we do not haste. Let us to the chapel. The good

bishop shall lead the way, and we will follow. My lord duke,

bring you the bride, and I will escort the duchess. Come, my
lords and gentlemen, fall in, fall in !"

There was a general movement in the hall—a hurrying to and

fro,—and as soon as all were ready for the chapel, the monarch

sought the side of the duchess.

" Now, my fair cousin," he said, " we will join the party.

"What! unhappy?"
" Let us go, sire—it is past now. I am not happy, but I can

bear it."

Alfonso himself began to look unhappy, too ; but he struggled

hard to throw off the feeling, and with a smile that cost him

somewhat of an effort, he gave bis ai-m to the duchess, and joined

the throng.

The aged bishop led the way out into the court-yard, for it had

been arranged that they should enter the chapel by the outer

doors. The great gates had been thrown wide open, and the peo-

ple of Estella had began to collect in the outer court, and as the

party emerged from the castle, thoy threw up their caps and
shouted for joy.

The procession had reached the centre of the court, when a

horse, at a furious gallop, came thundering up the hill and crossed

the drawbridge. The people in the outer court started aside as

the sweat-streaming animal dashed among them, and in a mo-

ment more, a young knight, all covered with dust, sprang from

the saddle, and sank upon liis knees at the feet of Alfonso.

" Henry la Nuit !" uttered the monarch.
" Henry ! Henry !" cried the duchess, springing forward and

extending both her arms towards the youth.

" Back ! back ! my lady," said the j"oung man, as he motioned

her away, and at the same time rising to his feet, " I cannot take

your hand now. I stand accused of a most accursed crime, and

until that imputation is wiped from my name, I will never take

an honest hand again. Sire," ho continued, turning to the

monarch, while the duchess stood back, " I have been accused of

murdering an old man, and I have come here to seek my accuser.

He is Nandon du Chastel. Before God and my king! I challenge

him now to single combat, an<l as the battle shall fall, so shall

my honor be. You cannot deny mo this, for it is a right you

gave mo when you made me a knight of Navarre."

Alfonso wa« not surprised, but for a few moments he was yorj

thoughtful.

"Henry," he said, at length, with a kind look, "you must be-

ware, for Du Chastel is a strong man."
" Then so much the more shall my honor 1)0 vindicated 1 If

there is a suspicion to rest soever lightly upon me, let me die

!

Sire, I demand the right to cliallcngo him 1"

" It is yours, Henry. By my soul ! I do not believe you

guilty
!"

" And yet you ordered my arrest ?"

" Yes, I was credulous then, but I have considered since." And
turning to the startled crowd, the monarch continued : "Atten-

tion, my lords and gentlemen. I like not to break in upon an

occasion like this, but liero is something to which I cannot say

nay. Sir Nandon du Chastel, you have accused Henry la Nuit

of a murder most foul, and your word alone supports the accu-

sation ! Ho demands a knightly trial I"

" Not now ! not now I" gasped the dark knight, trembling at

every joint. " Let tlio marriage go on !"

" No, coward !" cried La Nuit, advancing towards Du Chastel,

and flinging his gauntlet upon the ground. " The husband of

that pure being I would not fight, even though I died in shame.

You shall not escape your rcoponsibilily thus. I challenge you to

mortal comjfct, and if I fall
—

"

At this moment the youth was interrupted by the approach of

Isabella. The maiden had broken from the hold of her father,

and with a wild cry upon her lips, she had darted forward.

" Henry ! Henry !" she cried.

The youth started back, and it took all his power to control

himself; but with one convulsive effort he put back the bounding

soul of his love, and in quick, husky tones, he said

:

" No, no, Isabella ! come not to this bosom now ! It is pure,

but there is a cloud hanging upon it. When I can stand forth

free from the false charge that hag been brought upon me, then

will I bless thee. Come on ! Nandon du Chastel 1 Before God
and man, you are a base liar !"

And yet, even beneath that word, the false knight cowered

;

but he could not escape the ordeal. The monarch had given

word for the combat, and the duke had led his wife and child

away.

" God will not let the innocent fall I" said Alfonso, as he gazed

first upon his constable, and then upon Henry la Nuit. " Let the

combat go on !"

Henry drew his sword, and, as he did so, ho caught a kind ex-

pression from Don Philip. It was like a ray from heaven to him,

for he knew now that he was not friendless. Nandon du Chastel

came to the list with a pale face, and his hand trembled when he

drew his sword.

"Are you a coward, as well as a liar?" uttered La Nuit, with

contempt.

The words had the intended effect, for Du Chastel sprang to

the conflict. The two swords crossed with a sharp clash, and for

a few moments, La Nuit made no thrust at his antagonist, while

on the other hand. Sir Nandon thrust most hotly at him.

" Beware !" cried the monarch, as he saw La Nuit's sword
above his head, while tho point of his enemy's weapon was
almost at his breast.

But even as ho spoke. La Nuit sprang nimbly aside, and tho

point passed harmlessly by him. Then, with all his might, he

fetched a blow that struck Du Chastel's sword close upon the

guard, and the weapon was dashed from its owner's hand to tho

ground. In an instant. La Nuit stooped and picked it up. A
moment he gazed into the lurid face of his unarmed accuser, and
then he turned and walked to whore stood the monarch.

" Sire," he said, extending the hilt of the weapon be had taken

from his enemy, " here is my accuser's sword. Do what you
please with it, but God forbid that I should take his life

!"

Tho monarch took tho sword, and plunging the keen blade

deep into the ground, he placed his foot upon the pommel and
snapped tho weapon in twain. Then he turned towards the

youthful victor, and extended his arms.
" Henry," he cried, " God be thanked for this

!"

" And am I free from this charge ?"

" Ay—as free as the infant yet upon its mother's bosom !"

" Give me your hand, Henry !" munnured Don Philip.

During all this time, Nandon du Chastel had been hard at work
with himself, and he had put the demon away out of sight. He
now advanced slowly towards the monarch, and knelt at his feet.

" Sire," he said, " I made that charge in good faith, but now I

will retract it. God has saved the innocent! Now may not the

marriage proceed ?"

"By heavens ! Du Chastel, I begin to doubt you," uttered Al-

fonso, with a darkening brow.
" Doubt me, sire !" repeated Du Chastel, arising to his feet,

and looking reproachfully upon bis king. " Then, if ^o« doubt

me—you, whom I have served so long—you, who should know
my very heart—you, for whom my life has been ready for the

sacrifice for years,—if you doubt me, then let me go and never

claim the love of man again I"

Alfonso was moved, and ho hesitated. He had turned to Don
Philip for counsel, when he was called from the subject by an ex-

clamation of startling surprise from one of the nobles who stood

near at hand.

"What is it, my lord?"

" Look there, sire. There comes some strange party to grace

the wedding."

Alfonso looked in the direction now pointed out, and he saw a
body of peasants toiling up the hill, bearing upon their shoulders

a large litter.

" Come, come, sire !" urged Du Chastel, his face now deadly
pale, " let the marriage go on !"

But before Alfonso could leply, Henry la Nuit had approached
and laid a treml)ling hand upon his arm. The young man had
seen the strange tiling that was being borne np tlie hill, and a
wild hope had s])r;ing up in liis bosom.

"Sire," said he, in quick nervous tones, "ero another thing bo

done, wait till those peasants arrive."

"I will, Henry."
" But, sire !" gasped Du Chastel.

"Silence!" interrupted Alfonso, looking upon his constable

with a strange expression of countenance. " You, who are so

innocent—so loyal—so devoted—can surely have nothing to

fear
!"

Tho dark knight slirunk cowering back just as tho duchess and
her child came out into the court. Labjlla sought tho side of
her father, and he drew his stout arm about her.

" He is innocent !" she murmured.
" Yes, my child."

" And I—I—"
" Speak, my love."

" Shall not wed that dark, bad man !"

" Hush ! there is some strange thing at hand. Remain with
your mother, Isabella."

As Don Philip spoke, the toil-worn, dust-covered peasants en-

tered the court, and the litter which they bore thoy set domi near
where stood the king of Navarre. Henry looked for his mother
but he looked in vain.

[CONCLCDED NEXT WEEK.]
< m » Km » I

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE INVITATION.

BT MRS. SARAH E. DAWES.

Do como, d&ir aunt, the earliest day,

'Iwoiild give us such delight,

And I will strive iu every way
To Iteep jour spirits light.

(The ugly bore, I hoi)e a storm

IViU keep her iu her chamber wami.)

And then, dear auut, your ancient chair,

With its (ju.-uut, old-fashioned form,

I'll have it cleaned with greatest core,

And stulTed so nice and waiTU.

(Tho clumsy thing, all out of date,

I'm sure its very tight I hate.)

I long to hear you tell once more.

Of queer, old-fashioned ways,

When grandpa wigs and powder wore,

And grandma hoops and stays.

(0 dear, her j arns are such a bore,

How can I ever Ust to more?

So now, dear aunt, pray don't say no

—

Your room is all prepared,

The very one that you must linow

I long for you have spared.

(Well, well, she's rich—I'll talk so fair,

Perchance I'll gain a goodly share.)

M.4LrBR.4N'S TOMB.
Poor Malibran, one of the few theatrical women one takes an

interest in, sleeps at Lackcn, close to Brussels, in the prettiest,
most English churchyard in all Belgium—just the green, sunny'
tranquil place that a churchyard should be. Her grave is covered
by an anomalous sort of building, that would look like a summer
house if it had opcu windows. Expecting nothing from tho un-
gracefulness of tho exterior, you are startled when you look
through a small aperture in the iron door, and find tho inner
gloom lighted up by a small marble statue, the figure, as of an
ascending angel, so spiritually fair, you might take it for a vision.
Tho bare foot is just parting from the earth—the robes seem
already to have begun to float, and the head and face, always in
the full light under the glazed roof, were, when I saw them first,

steeped in a golden glow from the last level rays of the setting
sun. Seen thus, the symbol takes an intenscr meaning; tho body,
mouldering in the dust, the spiritual part already in the light, and
almost in the presence of God. No long transition—no floating
upward and onwasd past sun and star—the last touch of earth,
the first glimpse of /tome, for the soul-beaming face 'looks serene
and satisfied—a mirror of tho peace that passoth understanding.—Sunday Dispatch.

One of the most important, but ore of the most difficult things
to a powerful mind, is to be its own ma;.tjr; a pond may lay
quiet in a plain, but a lake wants mountains to compass and hold
it in.

—

Anderson,
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EGYPTIAN CURIOSITIES.

On this and the opposite pnge,

we present a scries of Egyptian cu-

riosities which hiive for some time

been exhibiting in New York, and
wliich it is now proposed should be

purchased by tlie New York city

authorities, or by those of Boston, if

the New York people do not (le>ire

them, and thus to form a valuMble

public collection of curiosities ilhi3-

trative of ancient history, and of a
nation of which we have few tangible

evidences in this country. These cu-

riosities are actual tokens of art and
customs in ancient Egypt. Those
persons who have travelled in Egypt,
and who have seen this collection

—

of which our engravings of course

represent but a sample—declare

them perfect and genuine. Among
those whose testimony has been
given to this effect is the llev. Dr.
Wainwright and others. The collec-

tion is known by its possessor's

name as Abbott's Egyptian curiosi-

ties. The genuineness of these rel-

ics is placed beyond a doubt. There
were some fifteen hundred articles,

occupying three large rooms of tlie

Stuyvesant Institute, illustrating ev-

ery art and aspect of ancient life.

Some of them were strangely for-

eign to our modern eyes—as much so as if they had fallen from
the moon—and others were amazingly like tlie ornaments and
implements of this age. In truth, many things which we regard
as modem, were here found as old as the Pyramids—sucli as

paper holders in the form of globes of glass filled with colored
flowers, precisely like those now sold in the shops ; fish-hooks,

wooden and ivory combs, needles, scissors, false hair in ringlets,

baskets, tape, camp-stools, chariot wheels, boxes with sliding lids,

walking-sticks, slates, dolls, painter's stone and muUer, brushes,
fly-brooms, seals, rings of gold and of cornelian, etc., etc.,—all

wonderfully similar to those used now; and no end of earthen
and alabaster bowls, bottles and vases of the most graceful shapei
of the present day. Everything bears the most unmistakeable
signs of extreme antiquity ; nothing, indeed, but tlie pcculi.irly

dry climate of Egypt could have preserved many of the frail ob-

jects for three or four thousand years. The first impression of
one who has read of the splendor of Pharaoh's and Cleopatra's

court, tlic glorious mysteries in Moore's " Epicurean," or who
lias seen Martin's pictures, may be a feeling of disappointment in

looking at these relics ; but as he lingers over the curiosities, be-

holds tliem in fancy before they were rusted and broken, and from
a fragment re-constructs the fre.sh, original whole of ancient scenes

of busy life, he will be overwhelmed with imaginations of the

grandeur of the earlier world, solemnized by the lessons of time,

struck witli the truth of ancient Scripture, and humbled in view
of the slow progress of the human race. He will here see the

statue of the Pharaoh of Exodus, the iron helmet and scale armor
of Shishak, mentioned in the Book of Chronicles, the brick made
without straw by the children of Israel, tlie necklace of the earli-

est king in history, who lived 4600 years ago, and the fine linen

that adorned " Solomon in his glory." Our artist presents a few

EGYPTIAN CURIOSITIES,

THE SACRED BULL.

BRONZE LIZARDS.

of these singular curiosities. The illustration at the top of the
page represents a large mummy of the sacred bull Ajjis, found in
the tombs of Dashour. Tliere were three of them in the collec-

tion ; they are very rare. " The Egyptians honored the sacred
bull as an image of the soul of Osiris, and supposed that his soul
migrated from one A|>is to anotlier. His death was a season of
general mourning, and his interment was accompanied with the
most costly ceremonies," so Kenrick informs us. Two lizards in

bronze, from Tlicbes, represented immediately above, are most
cx<|uisitely executed. Every scale and mark "are perfectly rciire-

sented, and the muscles are so naturally conformed toviolint
elfort, that the artist must have copied from life. The bell-glass
and framework are modern, of course, and beneath the ancient is

a modern work—a lizard in cop|ier. A colossal head in lirne-

gtone, also represented above, the face paiiiled red—the color tho
ancients always used to represent a native Egyptian. This he.id
was brought from Thebes by .J. Pcrring, Esq., and is a portion of
a colossal statue of Tiiolhmes 111., who, according to Gardner
Wilkinson, was the Pharaoh of Exodus, which event took place
during his reign, in the month Epiphe, 1491 years before the
birth of our Saviour—or just as long before that event, as, nfter
it, Columbus set sail for another "Promised Eiiiid." Our next
engraving, given at the bottom of this jiMge, is a representaliMii of
a magnificent vase of white marble, witli faint veins. It is two
and a half feet in height, two firet in diameter, and an inch i'lul a
half in thickness. It is from Shakk;irah. The last engraving on
this page is a representation of a curious bronze altar, for burning
incense, Tel-el-iahoudi. The two ear-rings and a necklace,

which we give on the opposite page, were found in ajar at Den-

llliii:iiir,'V"i.liui\ i;i:,ii:(''li.''iilTi,T|iii!'iii;'r:i ic ' I'WIII

THE COLOSSAL SPHYNX.

dara. These ornaments are made of gold leaf, similar to that

upon which hieroglyphics are usually stamped. The name of

Menes (the first Pharaoh of Egypt, who reigned 27.50 years

B.C.,) is stamped upon the ear-rings, and on eight oval plates of
the necklace. These ovals have a dotted ornament around them.
Throe pendants are attached to the necklace. They are in tho

form of baskets, are beautifully executed, and will bear examina-
tion through a magnifying glass. The gold signet ring bears the

name of Shoofoo, the Supliis of the Greeks. Its date is 232.5

years B. C. In shape and size it resembles the smaller left hand
figure—the impression corresponds with the right hand figure,

while the larger one is a magnified representation of the inscrip-

tion engraved upon it. This remarkable piece of antiquity is in

the highest state of preservation. It was found at Gliizeh, in a
tomb near that excavation of Col. Vise, called Campbell's tom*b.

It is of fine gold, and nearly e(]uals three sovereigns in weight.

The spoon, also represented on the next page, is in the hands of

a reclining person. It is made of hard wood, beautifully executed,

and designed to represent a lake with fish. The handle is fantas-

tically carved to imitate the lotus. It was found at Shakkarah.

The carving in ivory, also represented on- the next page, is a
beautiful specimen of taste and skill. The vase is in common
earthen ware. Both of these specimens are from Shakkarah.
The caricature, also represented on the opposite page, is painted

on a fragment of limestone. It represents a lion seated upon a
throne as a king, and a fox, as high priest, making an oflfering of

a plucked goose and afcathcrfan. (Sensible and witty.) The last

cut on the next page, represents another spoon, beautifully carved,

representing a bouquet. The lotus is more prominent than the

other flowers. A wooden headrest,
or pillow, is inscribed. It has the
representation of Typhon on the
pedestal, and the hippopotamus-
beaded goddess, Teor, is engraved
on the opposite limb. It would ap-
pear that the ancient Egyptians con-
sidered the hideous forms of these
divinities well calculated to secure
repose by driving away the still

more terrible creations from the
mind. From Shakkarah. Cupping
horn, similar to those used in the
east at the present time. The ope-
rator exhausts the air through a
small hole at the point of the horn,
to which he applies his mouth, and
then covers it with a small piece of
leather which is attached to it for

that purpose. It was found hy Dr.
Abbott in a tomb at Shakkarah, at

the opening of which he was pres-

ent. To the conlernphitive mind,
these reminiscences of days so long
buried in the tomb of antiquity are
very suggestive. Egypt, once the
centre of power and art and civiliza-

tion, has long since yielded to the
crumbling tooth of tinie, and in her
present standing she seems hardly to

have been the mighty mistress of
the East, but presents only the
wreck of her former greatness. This

land, formerly a mighty empire, the seat of a high civilization, the

land of wontierful creations of human power, and an object of
endless curiosity to the philosophic inquirer, is now only a Turk-
ish viceroyalty, scarcely a fifth part inhabited, governed by a
pacha or viceroy apjiointed or confirmed by the Sultan. Some
items, which wefind in the Encyclopedia Americana, culled from
the observations of geographers, historians and travellers, given
in connection with the curiosities delineated on this and the suc-

ceeding page, will not be uninteresting to our readers. The king-

dom of Egypt itself lies in North Africa, between twenty-two and
thirty-two degrees north latitude, and twenty-seven and thirty-

four degrees east longitude. It is bounded on the north by the

Mediterranean Sea, on the east by the Red Sea and by Arabia,
with which it is connected by the isthmus of Suez, on the south
side by Nubia, and on the west by Barca and the great desert. It

contains aliout 200,000 square miles, of which only about 17,000
square miles, in the valley of the Nile (six hundred miles long,

and from twelve to twenty-five broad), are susceptible of cultiva-

tion. The )>opulation is differently estimated at from 2,500,000
to 4,000,000. Geographers divide it into Upper Egypt, Middle
Egypt and Lower Egypt, including the fertile Delta. These are

again divided into twelve provinces, each of which is governed by
a biv, and which together contain about twenty-five hundred citits

and villages. Three chains of mountains run through the coun-
try. The Nile flows through it in a northerly direction. The cli-

mate is in general hot, and is moderate in Lower Egypt only.

The great heat produces the rankest vegetation. The simoom, a
formidable south wind, which blows at intervals during the first

fifty days after the vernal equinox, the plague and ophthalmia are

the peculiar torments of Egypt. It has but two seasons—spring

and summer : the latter lasts from April to November. During

ft-r|>

AN EGYPTIAN V.\St;.

ORNAMENTAL ALTAR.

this period, the sky is always clear, and the weather hot. In the

spring, the nights" are cool and refreshing. The greater part of

the land is arid, and covered with burning sands ; hut wherever

the waters of the Nile are conducted in canals beyond the natural

limits of their overflow, the earth becomes fertile, and fruits thrive

with great luxuriance. The woods and marshes, rivers and plains,

furnish a great variety of animals, including honied cattle, The
people consist of Copts (embracing, at most, 30,000 families),

Arabs (who are the most numerous, and are divided into fellahs,

or peasants, and Bedouins, the wandering tribes of tho deserts),

and Turks, the ruling people. The Mamelukes have been driven

out of the country, and nearlv exterminated. Besides these, there

are Jews, Greeks', Armenians, etc. The Egyptian generally has

a strong, active frame, t.awny complexion, gay disposition, and a

good heart, and is not devoid of capacity. The religion is that

of Mohammed. The prevailing language is the Arabic. At

Cairo, the capital, resides the patriarch of the Eastern Christians.

The inhabitants devote themselves to agriculture, the raising of

bees and poultry, the |ircparation of rose-water and sal-ammoniac,

the nianuf.ieture of leather, flax, hemp, silk and cotton, of car-

))ets, glass, potter's ware, and carry on an important commerce.

Constantinople is supplied with grain from Egypt, which, when a

Roman province, was called the granary of Home. The coasting

trade is considerable. Alexnndria, Damietta and Suez are the

principal harbors, and much inland traffic is carried on, chiefly

with Syria, Arabia and Western Africa. As we have said, Egypt

was oiiee the theatre of enteriirise, civilization and science. An
ancient astronomical observation authenticates the tradition, that,

about 33G2 B. C, the Babylonian Hermes, the hero of mylhologi-
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cal antiquity, went to Ethiopia and
founded this state on the model of

that to which ho himself hclDngcd.

The Kthiopians and Bahyloniaiis

wore the first nations enlightened

by the Indian civilization. The or-

ganization of Ethiopia was prohably

soon followed by the mia;ration of an
Ethiopian colony to Upper E<;ypt,

then inhabited by nomadic, pasto-

ral tribes. Stil)sequcntly, the Egyp-
tians became the third among tlio

nations of antiquity, distinguished

for a high degree of civilization.

The similarity of the inhabitants

and tlieir language increases almost

to certainty the probability that

Egypt received her first civilized in-

liabitants from Ethiopia. Tliis agrees

with the Mosaic account, that, after

the flood, the descendants of Ham
settled in Up|)Cr Egypt. Even the

Israelites, under Joseph, belonged

to the Nomades, living on the fron-

tiers, till they migrated again, under

the conduct of Moses. Although
Egypt had Babylon and Ethiopia

for models, society in this country

made but slow advances towards

perfection. The general division of

the people into hereditary castes,

and the influence of the ))riesthood,

checked the sjiirit of the Egyptians.

Before tlie time of the enterprising Sesostris, they had but little

commerce, especially by sea, and, consequently, few of tlio col-

lisions with foreign nations which spring from an active trade.

This was another reason of the slow progress of Egypt in intel-

lectual culture. The first important impulse was received when

GOLD SIGNET RING.

the Egyptians were subdued by foreign nations. Previously to

this, however, there were astronomers in the country. Tlie Egyp-
tian solar year contained twelve montlis and fivi- ,supi)leinentary

days, like the republican calendar of the French. The form of

the earth w*s known to Egyptian scholars; solar and lunar

eclipses were calculated ; the moon
they regarded as another earth ; the

fixed stars as burning torches ; sun-
dials and water-clocks were not un-
known among them ; the immense
ring of Osymandyas seems to have
been used for this purpose, and they
appear to liave been acquainted with
the quadrant. They must, there-

fore, have made considerable pro-

gress in arithmetic. The arithmeti-

cal figures (the same that wc call

Arabic) they wrote from right to

left. The overflowing of the Nile
n ndered geometry necessary to

them
; and their acquaintance with

mathematics is evident from the in-

struments for measuring the height
of the Nile at Syene, Memphis, and other places on the river,

from their use of the water-screw, from their canals, and the
sluices of Lake Ma-ris, which prcsupjiose a knowledge of mechan-
ics, hydraulics and hydrostatics. The Egyjitian inn.-ic is the
ba^is of the Hebrew, Greek and Roman. The first musical in-

strument—the three stringed lyre—was in-

vented among them by Hermes. But this

discovery was soon seelnded among the
secrets of tljc priests, and further perfected

under the mystic veil. In this circum-
stance, and in the serious, gloomy charac-
ter of the nation, is to be found the reason
why music was only used at funerals and
the public worship of the gods. Besides
the lyre above-mentioned, they had a di-

chord, two kinds of flutes, the sistrum, the
kettledrum, the trumpet and the triangu-
lar lyre. Musical notation seems not to

have been known to them. Their short,

simple songs were committed to memory.
Their knowledge of natural history was
confined to their native country and its

productions. They penetrated further in

EAR-RINGS AND NECKLACE.

chemistry and mineralogy ; their metallic encaustics, their artifi-

ci d emerald, the inlaying of silver with a blue color, dis[)lay sci-

ence and skill. They ])rol)ably made much progress in the art of
healing. Every disca.se had its ))articular j)hysieian. Osiris, Isis

and Hermes were the gods of health. The I'astophori (a class of

priests) were the physicians. The king, as well as the lowest

peasant, was subjected to the re^'imen prescribed by them. Their
dietetics became celebrated in other countries. Care of the skin,

a thorough cleanliness, preserved by frequent bathing, and the

practice of circumcision, were their principal jireseriplions. From
their skill in embalming the dead, we may judge of the anatomi-

cal knowledge of the Egyjjtians. Their natural philosophy was
mystical; they ascrilied everything to the immedi.ite operation of

the gods : on this deiiended their sy^tem of magic. In the arts,

their proficiency was varicnis
; their sculpture has an insufferable

dryness, stilfncss ami uniformity ; their ]>iiinting was limited to

covering stones, wood, clothes, etc., with a single color, or, at the

most, to illuminate tlieir hieroglyphics, variegating them with

colors laid on without taste. The celestial planis)iheres on the

ceiling of the sepulchre of Osymandyas, and the figures on the

ancient tombs of the kings of Thebes, exhibit the utmost stretch

of the Egyptian pencil. Their architecture is more remarkable
;

its characteristic is solidity rather than beauty, as appears fron
their labyrinths, jiyramids, obelisks, temples, mausoleums, etc.

Their acquaintance with navigation they owed to the great Sesos-

tris; previously, they hardlv dared trust themselves to rafis on the

overflowing waters of the Nile ; they abhorred the sea; it was the

Typhon which devoured the Nile, their national god, Osiris.

Their first coasting trade seems to have been caused by a smug-
gling trade of the Phoenicians, and by Inachus, leading an Egy|)-

tian colony to Greece, in Pha-nician vessels, 18.36 B. C. It was
confined, however, to the natives of tlie northern coasts. The in-

habitants of the interior were repelled from the sea by supersti-

tion. On the other hand, the navig.ition of the Nile became more
important after it was incorjiorated with the public worship of

their divinities. Sesostris the Great broke down the obstructions

of religious prejudice. A splendid ship was consecrated to Osiris,

and thus the co-oiieratioii of the iiriesthood was gained. The suc-

i

cess of navigation was imi)lorcd in the ])ublie prayers, and the

grand vizier from the summit of his

])Ower, and raise to their own side

the lowest of their slaves, as the his-

tory of Joscjih evinces. The spirit

of industry inherent in the Egyptian
was the support of public- virtue,

and the police took care that crimi-

nals should be constantly employed.
As early as the time of Joseph, there

was a work-house for imprisoned

slaves. The unsocial disposition of

the Egyptians, and their fear of

oflTending the gods by intercourse

with strangers, checked their im-

provement, but, at the same time,

established their independence, their

national character, and their nation-

al virtues. When they were brought
into closer contact with the Greeks,
their industry was somewhat abated,

so that Amasis found it necessary to

enact a law, which obliged every
Egyptian to report annually to the

superior authorities his name, and
the trade by which he obtained, or
hoped to obtain, a subsistence.

Disobedience to this law was pun-
ished with death. Justice was ad-

ministered in a strict and speedy
manner. The education of the chil-

dren was in unison with the rest of
the Egyptian system. The children

were carefully brought up to the

trade of the father, and instructed by their priests, in various pub-

lic schools. Few were taught reading and writing
;
yet the Egyp-

tians were the first people who could write, that history mentions,

after the Babylonians and Phienicians. They wrote, at first, on
stones and bricks; afterwards, a paper was made of papyrus.

CARVINGS IN IVURV VASE.

AN EGYPTIAN SPOON.

Egyptians now committed themselves to the back of the malicious

Typhon. Commerce was thus established, and carried on with

various degrees of success and activity, according as the kini^doiu

was more or less flourishing. It prospered most under the Ptole-

mies. Alexandria became the first emporium ; the famous Pha-

ros was erected ; and the canal, one thousand stadia in length,

joined the Red Sea widi the Meiliterranean. When Egy])t becamo
a Roman province, after the death of Cleopatra, it lost its previ-

ous commercial dislinction. The Egyjilians were particularly de-

voted to agriculture, and their measures fi)r promoting it were

bold, both in contrivance and execution. On what prinei])le they

coniluetcd mining may be seen from their vast undertakings, in

which whole mountains were taken down, and the earth was washed
from the ore by the entire rivers turned from their channels for

this jiurpose. Gold, silver, copper, lead, tin and iron were the

principal metals known to them. The trade of the Egyptians
was confined, for a long time, to the sale of thc;jr own productions

to foreigners who visited Egypt to purchase them. In the time of

Psanimetiihus, they began to export for themselves. The ))riii-

cipal traffic by land was carried on by means of caravans. Meas-
ures, weights and money, the chief instruments of trade, they were
acquainted with, and a good police watched over justice. To in-

dustry, this traffic was necessarily lucrative. Their skill in weav-
ing and coloring supplied them with articles of exchange. These,
however, they did not carry to as high perfection as they might
have done. If we contemplate the aneienl Egyptians in their pri-

vate life and political character, taking into view their manners,
customs and laws, we shall find a S(dution for many ])erplexities

respecting this peculiar people. The gloomy religion of the

Egyptians banished gayety from their private circles. Plea.siirc

was a stranger to them. They were serious, devout and supersti-

tious. Songs, dances and sports they disliked ; but they, ncvcr-

tllclc^ss, possessed a great degree of industry, good temper, jioliie-

ncss, and, at the same time, a vanity which prc]iossessed them in

favor of whatever originated wilh themselves. The power of the

I'lMiaolis was unlilftitcd. At their pleasure, they could throw the

A CARICATURE.

which continued to be used for two thousand years, and even after

the invention of parchment, by the whole literary world. The
study of antiquities and legislation, as well as the history of

Egvpt, teaches anew the great truth, that all progress in the arts

and sciences ha^ an intimate connection with the spirit of the politi-

cal constitution and government of

a country, and 'the necessity of a
careful observance of justice and
right. Wc now know, that, of all

civilized nations, the Egyptians were
the first to oljscrve the course of the

stars ; since Europe has become ac-

quainted, by means of the French,
with the sculpture and architecture

in which the Egyptians embodied in

stone their astronomical knowledge.
Thus the zodiac of Dciiderah, now
in Paris, and other monuments,
.show the ])rogress which this people
liad made in astronomy. Much more
might be said on a theme so sugges-

tive of thought, but our limits pre-

clude it. We would only add, that

between thirteen and fourteen thousand dollars have been col-

lected in New York for the purchase of Abbot's Egyptian curiosi-

ties, s))eciineiis of which we have given upon the two pages here-

with, the whole group of which have attracted much attention

from the lovers of the curious and antique.

SPOON—HEAD-DRESS—CUPI'ING-HORN.
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THE T13IE OF rLOWERS.

BT JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

Beautiful is the time of flowers

—

Most beautiful to see;

Soft glide the rosy, light-winged houre,

IVhile feathered songsters in the bowerfl

Carol wild melody.

The golden plnmaged birds are gay,

The lark sin?? from the thorn,

And glaacing in the suuny ray,

The huuiming-birds their wings display,

Like tints of early mom!

Whpre the wild woodland walks retire,

I trace the mazy way,

To 5ee the day-god slow empire,

And cap the lofty y ines with fire,

By his departing ray.

Now shnt the sweet leaves of the rose,

Embracing each a gi'm

Of beavenly dew— which in it glowB

Like drops of newly melted snows:

Low droops each slender stem.

The lily's leaves close one by one,

Her modest face to hide,

Until fair nature's sire, the sun

—

Whose wondrous pilgrimage begun^
Comes forth in kingly pride.

Beautiful is the time of flowers

—

The living air is balm

;

While the refreshing, gentle showers

Fall on the gi-een leaves of the bowers.

As fades the twilight calm.

4.-^*^-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE AZURE GROTTO.
BT MISS K. HAWTHOKNB.

CHAPTER I.

" Mt Tvell-beloved Valeria, I thank the gods that I am with

thee once again, my early friend, my only cousin."

So spoke a dark-eyed, brilliant Eoman girllo another who em-

braced her tenderly,

" My Portia did not then forget me during her long absence'?"

" O, never ! Among all the splendors of the court at Constan-

tinople, amid the whisperings of my many lovers, at feast or

banquet, or when I wreathed the altars of our gods with flowers,

my heart ever tinned to thee."

"And Clodius, my uncle, has he returned to Neapolis with

thee ?"

" He has, Valeria, and with him my brother Aurelian, thy fu-

ture husband."

The delicate bloom faded from the check of Valeria as she

heard these words. By a strong effort she controlled herself, and

after a pause, she said :

" And Rome, how looks it now ? Has all Its beauty departed

with its glory ?"

" Ah, my Valeria, it seems almost a deserted city. I marvel

that Constantine should ever have desired thus to hasten its fall !

But from a Christian, ichat might not one expect V
These were the days when the Roman empire, once so magnifi-

cently powerful, was approaching its first decay. Julian was its

emperor, an heroic prince, one formed to govern. Unfortunately,

educated at Athens, in the schools of the philosophers, he had

imbibed a rooted aversion to the doctrines of Christianity. Its

votaries were no longer violently persecuted, but they were

forced to suflTcr much. No difference of theirs could be decided

by the laws, bccaufo, as he said, their religion forbade all dissen-

sions. Thpy were not allowed to study the elegant literature of

the day, and they were debarred all offices of public trust. So
that many who were Cliristians under Constantine, became most

active in their sacrifices and libations to the gods, under the em-

peror Julian.

" And what is a Christian, my Portia V
"The most miserabla of human, beings ! He robs our blue

skies of their deities—our woods and fountains of our lovely

nymphs ; he looks gloomily upon all our earthly enjoyments ; to

him, love \s a sin, and joy a treason against his one avenging

God, throned lonely in the heavens \"

" O, how thou mistakcst, my Portia ! The Christian's God is

love. His smile fiUcth the universe with its beauty. He looketh

patiently and compassionately down upon the errors and sorrows

of his children. For them he sent into the worid his Son, that

man might know a personification of goodness. That Son burst

the dark bonds of death, that this poor dying worid might trust

that life ends not with tlie grave."

" My own Valeria, my blood nins cold to hear thee. Let me
not think thee a convert to this most pernicious superstition !"

" Thou Shalt know all, my friend, when Clodius and Aurelian
arrive."

In a darkened and luxurious apartment were seated the two
fair girls, and lounging lazily, at full length, upon an opposite

couch, was extended a handsome, but effeminate young man. It

was Aurelian. He was a type of the falling empire. Given up
to voluptuousness and indolence, no generous emotion ever

warmed his deadened heart.

"Loveliest Valeria," he said, " after our bridal, thou wilt reign

the very queen of lieauty, at the court."

Valeria rose.

" O, never, Aurelian, shall thou see that day dawn. I love

thee not. I never loved thee."

Aurelian absolutely sat erect with surprise.

" Per Baccio, but thou art mad, fair cousin ! It would serve

thee but well, that I should punish thy maidenly caprice, by swear-

ing that I will have none of thee, but that would lie too cruel,"

simpered the coxcomb, as he sank slowly back upon the soft

cushions.

"Aurelian, deceive not thyself. No force shall ever compel

me to be thine ! I love thee not."

" But thou wilt love mo when we arc wed," ho answered, with

lazy eyes, lialf-closed.

" I love another."

" That matters not. Thou wilt forget, like all thy sex."

" Aurelian, I am a Christi.an !"

At this announcement, even his selfish apathy for a moment
gave way.

" The gods forbid," he cried. " Thou couldst not stoop so low

as to hold commune with that accursed sect !—but I am wrong to

be 60 moved," he added ;
" what matters the fancied faith of a

weak girl, like thee ? I like thy beauty, well ; thy broad lands,

better—mine thou must be. But I will hence to Clodius, and tell

him all, that he may take some measure to subdue thy stubborn

spirit."

He sauntered from the room. Valeria sunk into the arms of

Portia, and both wept bitterly.

The magnificent palace of Clodius was situated in that part of

Naples that commands a full view of its enchanting bay. Those

grounds, that form now the most charming public garden in

the world, the " Villa Reale," were once his own. No words can

picture its present loveliness, and we can easily believe, that in

the days of Roman luxury, its attractions must have been mate-

rially enhanced by many a wondrous work of sculptured art.

In those moonlit gardens, Valeria had often wandered with her

dear lover, Appius. He was a youth of noble blood, of splendid

abilities, and his possessions had been large. But he was a Chris-

tian, and he would not deny his faith, so that, when his cousin,

on some puerile plea, contended against him for his inheritance,

the unjust ministers of the law gladly wrested all from him—all

which could constitute wealth ; a small estate remained to him.

And from the lips of her lover had Valeria listened to all the

lovely truths taught by our Saviour, until, like liim, she was will-

ing, if duty called, to sacrifice all earthly pomp and pride at the

foot of the cross.

Valeria was early left, a wealthy orphan, to the sole care and

guardianship of her uncle Clodius. He possessed all the hard

rolentlessness of the old Roman character, with none of its re-

deeming grandeur of spirit. He was as selfish as his son. He
had endeavored to seclude Valeria from the eyes of the world,

but true love will find its way through bolts and bars.

Portia had accompanied him on his recent visit at Constanti-

nople, but not being willing to expose Valeria to the admiration

and homage of the young nobles at the court, he left her at

Neapolis. Little did the avaricious old senator think that Cupid

himself could not have demanded more of him.

When tlie agreeable Aurelian communicated to him the ex-

pressed determination of Valeria, no words could give adequate

expression to his wrath. Valeria was ordered to a distant apai't-

ment of the palace, there to be kept under lock and key, and her

door guarded night and day, by two old slaves, whom Clodius

had owned from infancy, and whom he believed devoted to his

interests.

CHAPTER IL

Some weeks had passed, but Valeria's constancy of purpose

had in no manner abated. Her cheek was pale, and her sweet

eyes somewhat dim, but her heart was filled with peace and a sol-

emn faith in God.

She was pacing her apartment, late one evening, when she

heard a gentle tap at the door.

" Enter, if thou wilt," she said.

The dark, wrinkled face of old Drusus her nightly jailor pre-

sented itself.

" Lady, may I speak with thee one moment ?"

" Surely, good Drusus. The sound of any human voice comes

sweetly to my ear."

" Dear lady, my heart has grieved for thy sorrows. Thy good
father was the kindest friend and protector of my youth, ever in-

terposing between me and the wrath of my master Clodius. I do

not forget. I can aid thee, and I will if thy heart does not fail

thee, for fear."

"Wilt thou indeed rescue me, and bow?"
" Ask me not, for all is not yet prepared, hut if I say that thy

fond lover will assist mc, will not that be to thco a sufti<-ient as-

surance of our ultimate success ?"

Valeria's heart hounded witli joy. She could not speak, but

extended her hand to Drusus, who kissed it humbly and then

withdrew.

Yet many days went over, and the hopes of Valeria faded as

she found herself nightly guarded by another old slave, and was
told that Drusus had been seized with sudden illness. She was
very lonely. Portia had been sent away to Rome, for Clodius

feared licr deep attachment to her friend.

At last, Drusus again appeared. •

" Now, dearest lady, prepare to depart with mo to-morrow
night. When all are hushed in slumber, I wHl guide thee forth.

A bark will await thee. A minister of thy faith will unite thee to

thy lover, and thou canst seek with him the shores of Greece, and
happier days. Stay—behold this greeting sent by Appius to

thee."

Valeria was well-nigh overwhelmed with wonder and emo-
tion, hut as she read the tender words of her beloved Appius, she

felt nerved to bear all dangers for his sake.

" But, Drusus, what will be thy fate V
"I am to accompany thee, kind lady."

Tlic lovely Italian sunset faded from the sky and the moon was
shining with dazzling brightness, when Valeria completed her

preparations for escape, by concealing about her person her jew-

els, many of which were of exceeding value. At midnight Dru-

sus, appeared. Sl^e followed him in silence, along tlie silent cor-

ridors, through the tranquil gardens, to the sea-shore. Appius

received her in his arms with transport. Under those quiet skies,

a holy priest, the apostolic Theodosius, in few, but solemn words

imitcd them forever. He invoked a blessing upon them, and de-

parted.

"Now, my beloved one, wo must hasten."
" But I see no bark !"

"Look once again."

" I behold nothing but that light, frail canoe, my Appius !"

" Yet thou wilt trust thyself within it, for the love of me, my
dear one."

They entered. Appius and Drusus plied manfully the oars.

They left those fair shores far behind, but as the hours passed on
in the distance, a swift bark is seen, rapidly coming down upon
them. Their flight had been discovered.

" Praise to the gods who yield these unworthy fugitives to our

pursuit," shouted Clodius, and even Aurelian became excited by
the chase.

They neared the island of Capri. A moment more and the Chris-

tian lovers must be re-taken, when they disappeared before the be-

wildered eyes of their pursuers ! As at that point, tlie island

rises in rocks of almost perpendicular abruptness from the sea, it

seemed impossible that they could liave effected a landing. Clo-

dius, however, remained for three days on the island, searching

every part of it, but ho made no discovery, and concluding that

the sea had swallowed them, he returned to Neapolis, his hard

heart scarcely regretting the fate of one so young and lovely, in

his joy at seizing on Valeria's rich inheritance.

And where was she 'i Had angels already claimed one so like

themselves, for their companion ? Ah, no ! Our fair Valeria was

passing her first bridal days amidst perhaps the most enchanting

scenes ever witnessed by newly wedded eyes. I hardly can de-

scribe the spot, although in days long since departed, I gazed

wonderingly upon its beauties, actually bewildered by its splendid

coruscations.

As you sail by the island of Capri, at the distance of more than

a mile from any practicable landing-pl.ace, you see a low and

narrow aperture at the foot of a rock. At a little distance it

seems as if a bird only could find an entrance there. The waves

dash over it every other moment. On a stormy day it is not vis-

ible. You lie down with a companion in a fairy-Mke canoe ; the

boatman kneels
;
you take advantage of a retiring wave, and lo !

you enter the now far-famed Azure Grotto I No Arabian tale of

ench.antment ever shadowed forth a scone so dazzling. Above,

below, around yon, the light is magical Take millions on mil-

lions of sapphires and turquoises, condense them all, and you

may form some idea of the effect produced by the rays of the

sun and the reflection of the brilliant Italian skies, cast through

that narrow aperture within the grotto.

After your eyes become accustomed to this light, the stupen-

dous ceiling of this gigantic bath is discoverable, richly studded

with stalactites, and assuming, in consequence of the reflection of

the transparent blue water, exactly the same hue. This cavern

contains broken steps leading to a subterraneous passage, the

length of which is now unknown—owing to an impediment

formed by broken earth and stones. This passage probably com-

municated with one of the villas of Tiberius, as it is well known
this remorseless emperor passed most of his last years on this de-

licious island, abandoned to every vice.

Old Drusus, being one day alone upon a fishing expedition, had

discovered this wonderful spot. With the natural craftiness of

his race, he had mentioned it to no one, as he thought it might

one day bo a useful retreat for himself, foreseeing a more cruel

master than Clodius in the young Aurelian. Feigning illness, he,

in concert with Appius had store'd the grotto with abundant

torches—for, of course, the glory of the grotto fade« with the day

—and with provisions sufficient for many days. You may be

sure the most delicious fruits were there, and that no bridal bow-

er was ever hung with fairer garlands of flowers. Afterwards

they fled to Greece.

Wlicn in his youth the br.ave, but bigoted Julian was slain

—

when the seven months' reign of Jovian was over—Valentinian

ascended the throne, Christianity was never persecuted more.

In the light of these happier days, they returned to Italy

—

and in their restored worldly possessions,—in the example of

their lovely and virtuous lives, and in their perfect domestic hap-

piness, our Christian lovers exhibited a striking illustration of

the TRinMni of Faith.
-<—•••--

To live wjth our enemies as if they might one day be our
friends, and to live with our friends as if they might become our
enemies, is neither according to the nature of hatred, nor in ac-

cordance with the rules of friendship. It is not a moral, but

really a. political maxim.

—

Du Coeur.
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THE DOUBLE ELOPEMENT.
BY nORATIO ALGER, JR.

In a large, square, old-fashioned house,—such os our fathers

used to build when solidity was more souglit after than utility,

—

lived Philip Manson and his sister, Esther. Philip had reached

the mature ago of forty, and Esther was close to him. Still, each

had pursued a solitary pathway tiirougli lifo, seeking no compan-

ionship save that of the otiier, till there was reason to believe

that they would continue to follow the same course till in the ful-

ness of time they were gathered into the family tomb—the recep-

tacle of many generations of the Manson family. There was the

more reason to think so, since they took care to commend an un-

married life, not only by example but by precept.

" No," said Philip, when assailed on this subject by a match-

making lady ;
" marrying may bo very good for some people, but

I could not bear to have my habits broken in upon, and my whole

house turned topsy-turvy by the introduction of a wife."

"But by-and-by, when you grow older, you will feel the need

of a wife more than at present."

"No," said Philip, conclusively, "I have a sister who is de-

voted to me, and while she lives I shall need no other."

As for Miss Esther, she often declared that she never would

make a slave of herself for any man living. If other women were

foolish enough to give jip their independence, and tie themselves

to a man, for no other earthly purposes than to burthen them-

selves with cares and toil from morning till night, she was sure

she had no objection. For her own part she was wiser. Her

brother and she had always lived together peaceably and happily,

and she did not tliink she could make any change for the better.

Of course, it was insinuated by those whose opinions differed

widely from Miss Esther's, th.at in adopting this opinion she was

only making a virtue of necessity, and that it was best to be con-

tented with one's lot, provided there was no chance of improving

it. But Esther did not hear these remarks, and so was not dis-

turbed by them. She continued to live in the old house with her

brother. They kept no domestic, since Esther rather plumed

herself upon her housekeeping qualities, and there was really but

little to do. So as her brother was usually absent during the day,

she was left for the most part to the companionship of her own

thoughts, unless some neighbor chanced to call in—a thing, by

the way, of rather rare occurrence, since most of the neighbors

had large families of their own, which necessarily confined them

at home.

Early one afternoon, just after Esther Manson had completed

her task of clearing away the dinner dishes, and storing them

away in the cupboard after a thorough washing, she was startled

by a rap at the door.

Somewhat surprised by a caller at this unusu.al hour, she an-

swered the summons. She was a little apprehensive that it was

a neighbor who had of late proved very troublesome from her

habit of borrowing articles, and owing, it is to be presumed, to an

habitual forgctfiilness, neglecting to return them.

" I hope," she mused, " that if it is Mrs. Bailey, she will be

wanting to borrow something that I have not got."

She opened the door ; but no Mrs. Bailey presented herself to

her expecting gaze—a gentleman of forty- five, carefully, nay ele-

gantly dressed, stood before her.

" I beg your pardon for intruding, madam," said he, as he no-

ticed Esther's look of surprise ;
" but can you direct me to the

house of the late Mr. WcUflcct ? I have heard it was for sale,

and from the description I haxe heard of it, judge it will suit mo."
" It is the next house on the left, sir," answered Esther, who

had bad time, while the gentleman was speaking, to examine his

appearance, which did not fail to impress her favorably.

" Thank you for the information. I trust you will pardon the

trouble I have occasioned you," replied the gentleman, bowing.

"Not the least trouble in the world," replied Esther, a little

fluttered by a deference to which she had not been accustomed.

Two days afterwards, Esther heard that Mr. Wellfleet's estate

had been purchased by a stranger, named Bigelow. She at once

conjectured and rightly, that this was the same with her visitor.

A few days elapsed, and Esther Manson received another visit

from the same gentleman.

" 1 have a favor to ask of you. Miss Manson," he commenced

(it seems he had ascertained her name). "lam aware that our

slight acquaintance will hardly justify it, but I trust time will re-

move this objection. Youmust know," he added, smiling, "that

I am a bachelor, dependent in many respects upon my house-

keeper, who, though a good woman in her way, I am afraid is

not reliable in matters of taste. As my furniture has arrived,

but has not yet been arranged, I would esteem it a real service if

you would give me your opinion in some little matters respecting

its proper disposition. My carriage is at the door, ready to carry

you over."

"But," said Esther, a little hesitatingly, "I do not claim to

have much taste. I fear I should prove no more reliable in that

respect than your housekeeper."

" I have but to look around me," said Mr. Bigelow, politely,

" to be fully satisfied upon that point."

Esther's check flushed with pleasure at this compliment, and
she made preparations^to comply with her new visitor's request.

It was not without a little consciousness of the singularity of

her position, that Esther found herself riding by the side of a

gentleman with whom she had scarcely exchanged half a dozen
words in the course of her life. The distance, however, was but

short, and she had little time for reflection. On arriving at her

plate of destination, she found the chief part of the business ac-

complished. The furniture, which, by the way, was new and

handsome, had been arranged in the rooms after a fashion, but

Esther was able to point out several changes for the better, with

all of which Mr. Bigelow professed himself delighted ; ho, more-

over, asked her advice as to the proper place in which to hang

several fine pictures that he had picked up in the course of his

European travels. This was accorded with some hesitation.

Mr. Bigelow would not bo satisfied witliout showing his new-

found ac((uaintance all over the house, from kitchen to garret.

When all was completed, he overpowered licr with protestations

of gratitude for her kind service, and landed her at her own door

just five minutes before her brother came in. Esther was rather

glad of this, as she was a little suspicious that her brother would

consider her adventure rather a Quixotic one.

To avoid comment, she did not even inform Philip tliat she

had ever met Mr. Bigelow. He took frequent opportunities to

call upon her, on some slight pretext or other, but it always

chanced to bo at a time when her brother was absent.

" I wonder," said Philip, carelessly, as he sat by the fire one

evening, " whether Mr. Bigelow will not be looking out for a wife

before long?"

"I—I don't know," said Esther, and in her embarrassment

dropping half-a-dozen stitches from the stocking which she held

in her hand.

" Not that I approve of marriage—at least, in my own case,"

said Philip, not noticing this little demonstration, " but it may bo

different with Mr. Bigelow. He has no sister to superintend his

establishment. I don't know, however, wlicther there is anybody

likely to suit him in this village. Let mo see—there is Miss

Preston; she might do."

" No, I don't think she would suit him at all !" said Esther,

with a spirit which considerably surprised her brother. " She
knows very little about housekeeping."

" Why, I thought you and Miss Preston were friends," said

Philip, a little puzzled.

" Well, so we are," returned Esther, in her usual tone, " but I

—

I hiudly think she would suit Mr. Bigelow."

"Perhaps not," he rejoined, and so the conversation ended.

From the conversation which wo have recorded above, the

reader will obtain some insight into the character of Esther's feel-

ings towards Mr. Bigelow. She would hardly confess it to her-

self, but, as a matter of fact, her ideas of marriage had suffered a

material change within a brief period.

Meanwhile the gentleman continued his visits. Oftc'ntimcs he

would ask to sec the bed of flowers on which Esther rather prided

herself, and sometimes he would petition for seeds, being very

fond of flowers, as he said, and very anxious to introduce them
in his own garden.

On one of these occasions, Mr. Bigelow, after a little visible

embarrassment, said, hesitatingly

:

" I would like to ask your advice, Miss Esther, on rather a del-

icate subject, and one of great importance to myself. There is

one thing I wish to secure to make my establishment complete,

but I hardly know in what manner to ask for it."

" What is it you refer to 1" asked Esther, unsuspiciously.

" A wife," was the significant reply.

Instantly a deep crimson flushed Esther's cheeks. She did not

trust herself to speak.

" Need I say that you are the one whom of all others I would
seek to place in tliat position !"

He took her unresisting hand and kissed it with all the gallan-

try of a young lover.

"But what will my brother s.ay V inquired Esther, when she

found voice to speak.

" What should he say ? You are your own mistress, surely."

" Yes, but ho is always ridiculing the idea of marriage, and I

couldn't venture to tell him."

" No need of it. Let's run away to New York and get mar-
ried. You know," he added gaily, " we are botli young and ro-

mantic, and it would be quite in character."

Esther at first objected, but when she came to consider that in

this way she would be relieved of a great i>ortion of the embar-
rassment which such a step would naturally bring with it, she

consented, and that day week was appointed for the departure. She
required this time to make preparations.

Meanwhile, if Esther had not been so exclusively occupied with

her own afli'airs, she might have noticed tliat a change had come
over Philip. He was often absent evenings, and when at home
was more silent and abstracted than his wont. The former she

readily attributed to the cause which he assigned, namely, a pres-

sure of business. The latter she did not observe, her mind being

pre-occupied. We, who are in the secret, may take the liberty of

following him on one of his business calls. It was at a neat cottage,

from whose front door dangled an immense knocker, that Philip

Manson knocked. The door was opened by the same Miss Pres-

ton who, some months before, he thought " might do " for Mr.
Bigelow.

" Good evening, Maria," was his salutation as he entered. Af-
ter a brief conversation about the weather, the crops and other

standard topics, which however trivuil they may seem, could
hardly be dispensed with, he began to show signs of embarrass-

ment, and finally ejaculated

:

" Maria—Miss Preston—I mean Maria, what are your opinions

about marriage V
" Why," said she, "I hardly know. I—I don't think I have

given much consideration to the subject."

" Because," continued Philip, " I find my opinions have suffer-

ed a great change on this point. There was a time when I thought
it unwise, but now if I could get a good wijk, such as you, for ex-

ample, I should be inclined to try it."

" 0, lor, Mr. Manson," said Miss Preston, in some perturba-

tion, " how you talk !"

Five minutes afterwards Miss Preston had accepted the proposal

of Pliili)), and the two were, to all intents and purposes, engaged.

" The o'lly thing I think of," said the gentleman, after a pause,

"is, that my sister Esther is a decided enemy to marriages, and I

hardly dare to tell her that I am .about to marry. If we only go

away and have the ceremony performed it would be pleasantor."

" Su))])o-;o wc go to New York," suggested the bride-elect.

" A good idea. We'll go. Wlicn can you bo ready V
" Next Monday morning."

So next Monday morning was agreed upon. It so happened

that Esther was to start on Monday afternoon for the same place,

with the samo purpose in view—but of tliis coincidence neither

party was aware.

The reader will please go forward a week. By this time the

respective parties have reached New York, been united in the holy

bonds of matrimony, and arc now legally husband and wife.

They were located at hotels situated on the same street, and even

on the samo side of the way, but were far from being aware of the

propinquity. On the morning succeeding the two marriages, for

by a singtilar chance they happened on the same day, Mr. Bigelow

and Esther started out for a walk down street. It so happened

that Philip and his wife were at the samo moment walking up

street. The natural consequence was that the two parties met.
" Good Heavens ! my sister '." exclaimed Philip.

" Merciful goodness I my brother I" returned Esther.

" What brings you here with Mr. Bigelow V
" Nay, how happens it that you are here with Miss Preston f"

" Miss Preston is now my wife !"

" And Mr. Bigelow is my husband!"

" But I thought you were opposed to matrimony."

"And I supposed you were equally so."

" My friends," interposed Mr. Bigelow, " this is a day of sur-

prises—but I trust of such a nature that we shall all be made the

happier thereby. My regret, Mr. Manson, at robbing you of your

housekeeper is quite dissipated by the knowledge that you have

so soon supplied her place."

The sensation excited in the village by the return of the two

brides with their respective husbands may be better imagined than

described. It gives us pleasure to state that neither Philip nor

his sister ever had occasion to regret The Double Elopement.

[Gatliered for Gleason's Pictorial]

BAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: pbkley fooke.

[Thft foUowiog daily record of past event.^will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrenceft in the history of the post,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

APRIL TWENTY-THIRD.

1616.—William Shakspcarc died on his fifty-second birthday.

1616.—Miguel Cer\'antcs,author of Don Quixote, died, aged 69.

1813.—Hon. Stephen A. Douglas born.

1850.—William Wordsworth, English poet, died at Rydal

Mount, aged 80.

APRIL TWENTY-FOURTH.
1704.—Boston News-Letter, first American newspaper, com-

menced by John Campbell.

1731.—Daniel DcFoe, authorof Robinson Crusoe, dicd,ngcd 70.

1789.—Washington arrived in New York for inauguration as

President.

APRIL TWENTT-FIFTn.

1595.—Tasso, the famed Italian poet, died at Rome, aged 51.

1795.—Warien Hastings acquitted by EngUsh Court of Peers,

after a seven years' trial.

1800.—William Cowper, a distinguished English poet, died,

aged 69.

1814.—British invaders evacuated Castine, Me., after shameful

atrocities.

APRIL TWENTY-SIXTH.

1711.—David Hume, the historian, born at Edinburgh.

1730.—First services in Old South Church, Boston.

1775.—Josiah Quincy, the colonial patriot, died, aged 31.

1776.—Destruction of Danbury, by the British under Tryon.

1794.—Courtrai captured from the Austrians by the French

under Souham.
ArRIL TWENTY-SEVENTH.

1509.—Henry VII. of England, died.

1791.—S. F. B. Morse, inventor of the telegraph, bom.

1806.—Kossuth born in Hungary.

1813.—York, on Lake Ontario, captured by the Americans

—

General Pike killed.

1825.—Corner-stone of Faneuil Hall Market laid.

APRIL TWENTT-EIOHTn.

1400.—Gcofli'ry Chaucer, "father of English poets," died,

aged 72.

1690.—Boston expedition, under Sir William Phips, sailed

for Port Royal.

1834.—Mr. Webster's U.S. Bank resolution passed U.S. Senate.

1836.—Russian government re-established in Poland.

APRIL TWENTT-NINTH.
1652.—Great solar eclipse darkened England at noonday.

1793.—Count D'Estaing, commander of French fleet in the

American Revolution, guillotined at Paris.

1822.—Sir Isaac Heard, "garter king" of English Herald's

College, died, aged 91.

1842.—Teacher of Farm School and twenty-three scholars

drowned in Boston harbor.
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VIEW CF THE CITY OF HARRISBURii, PJINNSYLVANIA.

HARKISRVRG, PENNSYLVANIA.
Hntrisbnrpr, the Oiqiital of the Stntc of Pemisylvnnia, of which

we irive a view aliovc, is one Immlied and seven miles northwtf t

of Philndelphia, and two hundred and tiftv-tix miles south of
Pittslmrp. It lies throe hundn-d and ten fiet above tide-water.

This is one of the handsomosf cities in the United States, and it

is deficient in nothing calmlarcd to render it so. It lies on a
broad, alluvial flat, some twenty feet above the flow of the river,

which pracefully winds around its western shores. The river is

here again divided into several beautiful islands, ovcrprown with
a profusion of stately trees and rich, wild folinf;e, which are re-

flected upon its clear, unniftlcd surface. Two splendid bridges
hang over it—one to accommodate the passage of horses and ve-

hicles, the other for the Cumberland Valley Railroad, running to

Chambersburg, in Franklin county. Both these bridges are over
A mile in length, and are unsurpassed for their strength and arebi-

tectural propottion*. Some ciirbt miles north, the bold outline of
the Kittatinny Mruiitain are seen, traversing this portion of the

State in an easterly and westerly direction—leaving abrupt, wild
jiiid lofty coves along the Susquehanna. In connection with the

representation of the city of Ilarrisliurg, Ave trive below a view
of the identical tree lo wliieh .Kibn Hirris, after whom the city

of Harri-iburg is named, was tied by the Indians. This first John
Harris is said to have been a native of Yorkshire, England. He
wa< a middle-aged man when h" emigrated to America, and set-

fled in Pliiladelphia ; he wag llitre married to Esther Say, an
English lady. They first

moved to Chester coun-
ty, and afterward near
to the mouth of Conoy
Creek, on the Susque-
hanna, and finally to the

present site of Harris-

burg. At this place v.-.<b

born his son, John Har-
ris, about the year ^''2€),

the founder of Harris-

burg, and who, it is said,

was the first white child

born in Pennsylvania,
west of the Conewago
Hills. The Indians who
resided in the neighbor-
hood, were of the " Six
Nations," and it is said

that at one time, by tir-

ing a gun, six or seven
hundred warriors could
lie assembled at the pn s-

ent site of Harrislmrg

—

the Indian village was
then called Pei,\t<in.

John Harris fixed bis

habitation on the bank
of the river, and traded
exl£n~jyely »iih the In-

dians for tur«, Uiat w( re

transported by horses lo

Pbila/ielphia. On one
wccasion, a band of In-

dians, wlui hud been to

the east on a trxiding

expedition, came to his

house and asked for rum.
Seeing that they were
alieady intoxicated, he

fearid mischief if lie

gave tliim more, and he

refused ; they became
enraged, and tied him to

a iiiulbeiry tree (the

stump of which still re-

mains and can be si en
in the bketeh herewith).

with the intention of burning him. A party of friendly Indians
happened to conic in view of the tree, from the opposite side, and
rescued him. The mulberry stump, now standing, is ten feet in

height, and eleven fi>et six inches in cireunifercnce. John Harris
died in 1748, and was buried within the enclosure at the foot of
tlie mulbcrrj' stump. But how dilTerent is the Ilarrisburg of to-

day from the little village, laid out as the shire-town of 1785. It

has already become the centre of an extensive and lucrative

trade, and is closely connected by lines of railroad comnniniea-
tion with Philadelphia on the east, and with Pittsburg on the
west. It is brought into connection with a great portion of the
State, as well as of the adjoining States, and of the West by the
Pennsylvania Canal, with its various branches. The State House
at Harrisburg is a building of imposing appearance, having the
advantage of a fine situation in the most elevated part of the city,

facing towards the river, to which the ground gradually descends.
The edifice consists of a main building, and two wings that wore
intended to be connected with tlic centre by walls, and are so

placed tliat their porticoes are all in a range upon the front. The
main building is one hundred and eighty feet front by eighty feet

deep, and two stories high. The chambers of the legislature

are in the lower story, and the upper is approjiiiated to the gov-
ernor's room, and two rooms fi)r the State Library, that contains
about 10,000 volumes. The wings arc appropriated to the public

offices. The front of the main building is decorated with a circu-

lar portico of six Ionic columns, four feet iu diameter and thirty-

TREE TO WHICH JOHK HARRIS WAS TIED.

six feet high. The edifice is surmounted hy a beautiful dome,
the top of which is one hundred and eight feet from the ground.
From the cupola is presented one of the finest prospects in the

State. The other public edifices are the Court House, formerly
occupied as a State House ; the Masonic Hall, which is a largo
and handsome building ; two banks ; the new Penitentiary, which
is one of the most substantial and elegant buildings in the State,

built in the style of a Norman castle ; the Lancasterian School
House, a large two-story bri'k edifice, erected hy the State ; and
several handsome church edifices. Of religious denominations in

Harrisburg there are the Lutheran, Preshvterian, Episcopalian,
German Reformed, Methodist, Baptist, Unitarian, and Roman
Catholic. There is an aqueduct for supplying the city with water
from the Susquehanna River, called (he Mount Airy Water-
works. The water is forced into the reservoir hy a steam engine,
and distributed over the town in iron pipes. The reservoir is on
a hill north of the capital, ninety leet above the river, an 1 will

contain 1,532,195 gallons. These works cost about $120,ii00.

A WONDERFUL CLOCK.
A Mr. CoUings, silversmith of Gloucestershire, England, has

invented a most ingenious piece of mechanism—an ci;iht day
clock, with dead beat escapement maintaining power, which
chimes the quarters, plays sixteen tunes, plays three tunes in

twelve hours, or will play at any time required. The hands go
round as follows. One, once a minute ; one, once an hour ; one,

once a week ; one, once
a month ; one, once a
year. It also shows the
moon's age, the time of

^ rising and setting of the

sun, the time of high
and low wat;r, half ebb
and iialf flood; and by
a beautiful contt'lvance,

there is a part that rep-

resents the watci\ which
rises and lifting tRe ships

at high-water tide as if it

were in motion, and as

it recedes, leaves these

little automaton ships

dry on the sands. It

shows the hour of tho

day, day of the week,
day of the month, and
month of the year. In
the day of the month
there is a provision made
for the long and short

months. It shows the

twelve signs of the zo-

diac ; it strikes or not,

chimes as you wish it

;

it has the equation table,

showing the dcftcrcncc

of clock and sun every
day in the year. Every
portion of tho clock is

of beautiful workman
ship, and performs mow
aei urately the many di-

f rent objects which ate

called into action by tho

ingenious proprietor aid
inventor, Wlio is most
Willing to desciibc all

iis various aehieveiiieuts

to any one who may feci

a i)leasure in paying him
a visit. This piece o

ineehanism is a wonder-
ful spei iincn of artistic

skill.

—

London GMte.

v

k
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VIKW OF ST. JAMIiSS CIIURCU, DOWNINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA.

ST. JAMES'S CHURCH, DOWNINGTON, PA.

St. James's Church, a view of which we present above, was
built ten yi^iirs ago, and tliough now inconveniently small, wa.s

then thought quite large enough. The lirst rector was Kev. W.
A. White, a native of Now England ; the next wa.s Rov. Sam-
uel Haslehurst ; and the

present rector has now
been in this quiet spot

nearly seven years. The
rectory was a Masonic
Hall, the use of which,

for that purpose, was dis-

continncil some fifteen
''^'"

years ago. It has since

been occupied l)y vaiious

tenants, until last year,

when the vestry of St.

James's Church, aided

by the people here, and
kindred liberal spirits

elsewhere, purchased, re-

])aired, and converted it

into a dwelling-house.
As the hall was in the

second story, the rector-

dwelling seems to be
larger than the church

—

a fault that will soon be
corrected, however, by
the enlargement of the

latter. The site is pleas-

ant, the scenery beauti-

ful, the popnlation intel-

ligent, and Downington
is altogether one of the

pleasantest villages in

tlie country. The local-

ity of the church, which
we have here represent-

ed, its general ap])ear-

ance, and the surround-
ings, strongly remind
one of the (juiet and
beautiful structures, of

the same nature, in the

rural districts of Eng-
land. Let such graceful

and sim])le temples be

niuUi|)lied, and goodly
shall be their influence.

To worship in all the

"beauty of holiness," it

seems to us to be neces-

sary to be in some de-

gree removed from the

noise and hustle of ni'^-

tropoliian life, from the

busy haunts of com-
merce, and to be sur-

rounded hy the simple,
but suggestive scenery
of the country. " Tlio

groves were God's first

temples," and the first

prater uttered by man
was lireathi'd to his Cre-
ator among the olive

trees of Eden. The se-

questered scenery of na-
ture must ever be fitted

to awaliin and develyp
a devotional spirit.

FALLS OF TOCCOA.
Georgia, among all the States of the South, is noted for her

numerous beautiful rivers, and sparkling cascades and waterfalls.

Of these, Toccoa, a small and simple stream, affords one of the

most beautiful falls in the State, an illustration of which wo

THE FALLS OF TOCCOA, GEOKGIA.

present below, running quietly along to the edge of a rocky

precipice, and leaping with one graceful bound to the valley be-

low, a distance of two hundred feet, and then pursuing its silent

path as quietly and gracefully as btfore. A legend is connected

with this fall, or with the perpendicular rock over which the water
rushes, of tragical im-
port, pertaining to the

hi'^tory of the primeval
-^ :^

-" inhabitants of the wilder-

ness. Two of the tribes

T-=- that inhabited this re-

gion, had been for years

on the most peaceful

^, .
terms, but some causes

-.rj^-j' . :„ of jealousy occurring,

which the spirit of the

red men would not allow

to be quietly settled, a
war ensued. A maiden
belonging to the aggrcs-

iive tribe, had a lover

among the chiefs of their

opponents. This chief

was in command of a
party encamped at the

base of the falls. The
maiden knowing that a

party of her tribe were
determined to attack,

them in the night, vol-

unteered to guide them
to the place of encamp-
ment, which they, un-

suspectingly, permitted,

and following her were
led to the edge of the

rock, whence they were
dashed to atoms on tho

rocks below. But not

only is Georgia rich in

beautiful rivers, streams

and cascades, its forests

afford an abundant sup-

ply of fine timber, con-

sisting chiefly of pine,

oak, hickory, mulberry
and cedar. Melons grow
here in great perfection,

and figs are common.
Oranges, limes, citrons,

pears, peaches, and a

few other fruits of mild

climates, are also culti-

vated. A part of the

soil is well-suited to the

grape vine. The climate

is more mild than in the

same latitude on the

Mississippi Kivcr. The
mercury in summer rises

to ninety degrees, and
sometimes as high as

ninety-six, or even one

huiuircd. The norlh-

western part of the Slate

is mountainous, and it

abounds in sublime and
]iicture-c|UL- scenery. Its

.staple productions are

cotton, rice and tobacco,

and furnish the commer-
cial basis of the State.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY SWEET FRIEND.

BT UBS. t. H. BlOOnRNET.

A flush is on the withering leaf,

A sigh in forest drbar,

A quivering of their summer-fires

Mid autumn's grasp severe,

—

A liinilliug up of hopes and fears,

—

A strugiile, and a strife.

—

As when some gorgeous bannered host

Contends in vain for life —
And thou, upon the scene wouldst gaze,'

With calm and earnest brow;

0, dweller midst unfading groves!

Mark'et thou our earth-change now?

Warm heart and true ! there's none like the*

Left in our rifled bowers,

And mournfully we miss thee now

Amid these smitten flowers.

We miss thy smile, thy balmy kiss

At early morning's prime,

—

Thy loved and dovelike tones that blent

With evening's dulcet chime.

—

Spoak, speak again I those holy words

Of faith and love restore!

Is it thy sigh that swells our own

For what returns%o more ?

There are fragrant blossoms strewed around

Thy lowly resting-place,

—

And on thy pillow shall they bloom

Till frost destroy their race,

—

And deep in many a loving heart

Thy cherished image rest.

Till Memory in her lialls be dead,

And Ufe-blood in the hreaet.

—

Forgive us, sister of the skies,

That we recall thee thus,

—

And dare through trembling tears to ask,

Dost thou remember us?

, ) ». — »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TRAITOR'S DOOM.
BY JAMBS DE MILLB.

Not far from tho city of Avignon, in the south of France, the

Ehone flows on in beauty and gladness to tho waters of the Med-

iterranean. Mountains and rocky heights rise all around, ascend-

ing boldly from the water, far on high. Among these frowning

precipices tho river flows in its swift torrent, and its rushing

waves beat furiously against the rocky borders. It is a sublime

sight to stand on the summit of one of tliese mighty rocks, from

which the eye, glancing around, may behold some of the grandest

scenes in nature. Beneath is the arrowy Rhone, upon whose sur-

face lie boats and rafts, borne swiftly onward by the tide. Above

is tho deep blue sky of southern France, in which few clouds are

seen to intercept the rays of the sun. All around are the grandly

rising heights, not harsh, not barren, but clothed in a pleasing

robe of luxuriant vegetation. Palm trees, olives and oranges

arise upon the sloping declivities, and they are seen far away,

rising upon the tops of distant mountains, waving in the breeze.

Lovely valleys lie around—plains through which murmur a

thousand streamlet.? as they roll on, gladly, gushingly, to mingle

with the waters of the Rhone ; as they roll on amid shadowy

groves and green vineyards, shedding around blessings and pleas-

ant influences, giving life and beauty to the flowing plain, and

mingling with the sighing winds the melody ef its waters' harmo-

nious flow. 'Tis a glorious land ! the home of beauty and chiv-

alrv, the best loved dwelling-place of modem song, the cradle of

modern refinement. Around the borders of tho Rhone a thousand

associations cluster, and liistory and romance wave there their

magic wands, calling up the scenes and heroes of other days.

" Conrad," said young Altamont de Rondeur, as they rode

beneath a shadowy grove beside the river's banks, " I think my
lady has not expected me home from the cnisades so soon."

" No," replied Conrad de la Montague; "but your welcome

will not be the less warm, my lord. I started when I saw you in

Avignon."
" How hot it is ! I have scarce found it hotter in Palestine.

My armor feels heavy, Conrad—I will unloose my helmet."

As ho took it from his head ho disclosed features of a noble

kind. His dark hair fell down in the richest clusters—his forehead

was broad, and tho eyes that gleamed beneath wore dark and
piercing—his countenance expressed a bold and free-hearted dis-

position, and hatred of all deceit and guile.

" Ha !" said he, " I feel relieved. But by Saint Magdalen, tho

journey haj! boon long. Conrad, let us dismount for a time and
sit beneath these trees."

Tho two dismounted, and tying their horses tliey sat down upon
the grass and proceeded to relieve themselves of part of their

armor.

" I do not think wo will arrive there to-night," said Altamont.
"How far is Rondeur from this place, think you V

" About six leagues."

" Six leagues 1 Then if we do arrive 'twill he late enough."
" You can delay your arrival till morning, and stop at some

castle on the road."

" Good. And now, Conrad, tell me how Cellovin has managed
my affairs. You have seen him often, I suppose."

" Yes, rather too often," said Conrad, with a distrustful look.

" Too often ? How is that, my friend ? Do you doubt tho

honesty of Cellovin V

" When a man goes to the crusades, Count Altamont, his cas-

tle is a temptation to the steward who preserves it."

" Conrad, speak up and tell me all your suspicions. What of

Cellovin 1"

" Nothing—perhaps you will laugh at me. But, Altamont, I like

him not. He has appeared before otlier lords mounted on your

favorite steed. He has required the same honors from the retain-

ers and serfs which you. Sir Altamont, demand. And above all,

I fear he does not treat the Lady Imogene with due respect and

honor."

" What ! my wife ! my Imogene ! Dare he, Conrad, dare he,

a moan steward, venture to fail in the roverence to the lady of De
Rondeur 1"

" I have seen it when he thought none were near."

" Did she submit to it V
" She is a gentle and timid lady, as mild as the breeze which

now fans our forehead. Cellovin has placed new men-at-arms in

tho castle. Yours which you left have been sent away."

" Tho villain I the traitor!"

" Yet I may be wrong. I confess f hate him, for ho is acting

as though he were himself lord of Rondeur."

"Imogene, how does she look?"

" Beautiful, Sir Altamont—beautiful as tho lily, but she suffers

from the absence of her lord."

" And from the wicked deeds of that vile traitor Cellovin. Con-

rad, assist me to form a plan of revenge. I will reward him

richly. O, I swear it by the bones of Saint Celsns !"

" But you must be calm about it, Altamont. Lot us consider

tho safest plan to pursue."

" I will keep my arrival secret from Cellovin. Let us remain

to-night at some castle on the way, and to-morrow, Conrad, wo

may stop first at your castle, and then go to Rondeur."

" And in the meanwhile, Altamont, we can lay out the course

which wo shall follow."

" As soon as possible, for by the holy temple I swear to take

revenge ! My blood boils within me when I think that Cellovin,

he whom I nurtured and protected, ho whom I raised from noth-

ing—that he is a traitor."

" Yet after all I may be mistaken."

" I will prove him first—and then if he bo false, as I suspect

him to be, his body shall swing from the highest tower of Ron-

deur before to-morrow eve !"

The castle of Rondeur was a mighty pile, reared upon the

summit of one of the grandest and most rugged of all the cliff's

which overhang the Rhone. Its venerable and tempest beaten

walls appeared from afar, to those who passed up the river, and

its towers rose up in massive grandeur, by day covered with flags,

and by night illuminated with watch-fires. The walls were thick,

and built of Cyclopean stones—a deep trench ran around on every

side, and the sturdy towers and rugged keep, with the bastions and

ponderous gates, all told ofimpregnable strength.

Cellovin, the steward of Rondeur, paced up and down the great

hall, whose sides were hung with arms and trophies of war. He

was a strong and powerful man, with a face on which appeared a

mixture of cunning and obsequiousness In the expression, fixed

there by long habit, and showing the character of the man.

Ho looked around tho hall with a sneer upon his face, and in a

low tone of triumph muttered words to himself

:

" Yes, I am successful. The fool of a count will never return

here in peace. He would have returned in a year to his wife if

something had not happened. He must surely be dead. His

wife—ah, what a wife to have—the beautiful Imogene I she mourns

as though ho were dead. I think I may almost take it for certain

and act accordingly."

And with a smile of successful cunning he paced up and down

as before. At length ho left tho hall, and departing, went on

through a long and winding corridor until he came to a room.

He knocked.

" Who is there ?" said a gentle voice.

" I, Cellovin," said he, rudely.

" You are not to come in."

" What, will you forbid my entrance f I wish to speak with

you. Lady Imogene." He spoke in a tone of command—and in

a little time footsteps were heard witliin and the door opened.

Cellovin entered. It was a small chamber overlooking the

Rhone, and furnished in the stylo of those days. The walls

were of carved oak, and tapestry hung down over them. Large

chairs of carved oak were disposed about the'room—one of them,

close by t!ie window, was the favorite seat of Imogene, and she

had just left it, for apiece of embroidery lay there as if hastily

thrown down.
" I wish you a happy day," said Cellovin, with awkward po-

liteness.

" What right have you here, Cellovin ? Why do you thus force

yourself into my privacy? Will you not cease from troubling

me ? Can I not find peace anywhere?"

" Talk not thus, lovely lady. Far bo it from me to displease

you, or cause one cloud to rest upon your brow."

" Then depart, if you wish not to displease me."

"Do not banish me from your presence. You will not come

out to honor me with a smile, and I am compelled to enter here

to get one."

" O, Heavens 1 can I never bo freed from this wretch ?" sighed

Imogene.
" Do not look so angrily, lady."

" Why dare you, Cellovin, to act as a master to me ? But

wait—Rondeur will soon bo home. My lord will know how to

punish you."

" Rondeur ! if he were ever to return, he would have been hero

months ago. He is dead, I doubt not."

" Do no.t be too sure of it. 0, that he were now here !"

" He will never return, and so much the better for me and for

you too, lady. We can rule as though he were here. We can
enjoy ourselves well in Rondour."

Imogene turned pale as marble.

" Imogene," said he, in a voice less harsh but more disgusting

to the miserable lady ; "Imogene, I cannot tell you how long,

nor how madly I have loved you."

There was no reply. She sank into her chair.

" Imogene, Rondeur is dead. If you be mine, you shall be

happy .and powerful. 0, be mine I"

He reached out his hand to take that white one of hers which

lay nervelessly before him. She stared at him with compressed

lips and fixed eyes, as one stares at a deadly serpent. A shudder

passed through her as he drew near. Sho sprang from her chair

and darted back.

" Wretch !" she cried, " low born hound ! how dare you ven-

ture to speak thus ? Will you insult me by your hated presence,

and then speak as though I did not loathe you and spit upon you 1

Begone ! out of my sight ! wretch of a steward !" She could

speak no more. Her eyes flashed with indignation, and Cellovin,

with an oath and an exclamation of disappointment, departed.

Imogene barred the door, and then retiring to a closet where

was an altar she felt down and shed torrents of tears. Her long

dark hair foil in bewildering profusion all around her head, as she

bowed down in sorrow.

" 0, Altamont ! Altamont ! return, or I die !"

And amid deep sighs and burning tears she lay there long,

mourning the alisence of her lord, mourning for the sorrow of her

soul, and crying still in a broken, choking voice :

" 0, Altamont ! Altamont ! return to Imogene !"

After many hours of weeping she arose, and going to another

closet she took out a small case in which was a lock of hair. Sit-

ting down by the window whence sho could see the river, all lit

up by the rays of the midday sun, she looked fondly at her trea-

sure, and kissed it often, and bedewed it with tears, murmuring

as she gazed and wept, the name of her dear lord.

Meanwhile Cellovin, enraged at his repulse, which he in his self-

complacency had by no means expected, walked the floor of the

great hall in trouble and perplexity. At last he stopped by tho

door, and looking out into tiie courtyard below, folded his arms,

and with an air of determination, muttered :

" By all the saints it shall be so. To-morrow I will talk to her

more plainly, and then she will be forced to become my bride.

Then shall I have as my own, all my own the castle of Rondeur

and the lovely Lady Imogene !"

A gallant party came riding along the road which led to Ron-

deur, about this time. There were two hundred soldiers in tho

band, and at their head rode Conrad and Altamont. The latter,

however, was dressed in the robes of a palmer. His designs

wore all matured, and he was now about to re-enter his castle

walls.

" Look, Conrad, there is the raven tower," said he, pointing to

one which appeared rising upward far on high. " Wo will soon

begin to ascend tho cliff."

" Yes, for there is the rock where the road takes a turn before

going up."

" That old rock, how well I remember it. How well I remem-

ber all around. There is the spot, Conrad, whore you and I

killed the famous boar. And see through the trees yonder ap-

pears the Rhone. Ah, it seems as if I were a boy again as I look

around."
" It is pleasant to exchange the toils of war in Palestine for

your home."
" But 0, Conrad, it is bitter to your soul to come back and find

the one whom you trusted a traitor, and tho wife of your bosom

in danger from his cunning."

" Wait, Altflmont, you will soon be aide to punish his villany."
,

" Think you the villanous men-at arms whom ho has hired will

obey me ?"

" I fear not, but you know lam here, and my men will overawe

them, especially if you are once inside."

" Imogene, my dear lady ! how she must have suffered in her

gentle soul from the rudeness of this base wretch. Yet not much

longer shall she have to endure it, for the rightful lord comes

back, and justice will be done."

" Here we are, Altamont. Here is the ascent—now what will

you do ?"

" What I have said. I will go on and enter the castle thus

—

you will wait here for tveo hours, and then come after me. The

soldiers of Rondeur will lot you in, I suppose."

" Certainly, for I come to condole Imogene."

" Good; and now Conrad get away to the shelter of the rock,

and see that you make little noise for they may hoar you from tho

turrets above."

And Altamont, who had dismounted from his horse, gathered

his garments around him, concealing his face so that little except

the eyes were seen.

" Will I be concealed in this way ?"

" Perfectly," said Conrad ;
" none would recognize under those

gloomy and dusty robes the form of Altamont de Rondeur."

Then Altamont, bidding adieu, dciiarted up the road. It was

steep and rugged, but he ascended vigorously until ho came within

sight of the gate, and then he suildenly walked with the feeble

pace and tremulous step of a wearied jjilgrim. At length ho ap-

proached the gates, over which stood the armed retainers of the

ca'^tle, but no familiar face was to be seen among them.

" Who are you V said tho castellan, gruffly, as he camo

forward.
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" A poor palmer from Jerusiilcm, who craves hospitality and

rest in the name of the blessed virgin."

" No rest for you here. There's no lodgings here for priests.

Wo don't have them in Rondcur."

"Alas, I am weary with a long journey."

" Then begone and rest yourself."

" Kind, good castellan, be pitiful."

"Off! begone !" said the other, fiercely.

" Sir Altainont would not thus have spoken to the pilgrim."

"Sir Altamont, what know you of hiral" said some one, com-

ing forward.

The palmer felt the blood mount to his heart as ho recognized

the voice of Cellovin.

" I have a message to Sienr Cellovin, the steward of Rondeur,

and to tho Lady Imogene."

"A message 1"

" Alas, a mournful message. Tho noble count when dying—

"

"Dying! dying, said you, worthy palmer? Down with the

drawliridge, knaves ! Dominique, rascal, how dare you refuse

him entrance 1" and Cellovin struck him with a staff.

" I will have your blood for that," growled Dominique, as he

assisted to open the gates.

" Come in, worthy palmer; come into the castle. The noble

Altamont, you said ho died."

"I did."

"Where saw you him V
" Near Askalon. A wound which he received was followed by

a fever."

"And bodied?"
" Alas, you are right. I bent over him. I received his last

words."

" What were they ? but come into the hall. You servants with-

draw. Now, palmer, tell me all."

" He said :
' noble palmer, my castle is on the Rhone, twelve

leagues from Avignon—carry this message to my wife,' and he

gave me this packet, ' and tell the faithful Cellovin that I am
dead.'

"

" Dead ! alas !" said Cellovin, with hypocritical mournfulncss.

" Can it be "i Tho brave count—he was one of the bravest in

the land."

"And one of the most noble."

" True, palmer, true. J know not why, but your voice sounds

strangely to me. But wait, I will summon the Lady Imogene.

No, stay, you shall go to her alone. I will lead the way—follow."

And Altamont followed Cellovin to the chamber of Imogene.
" Lady," said Cellovin, " open."
" I will not. Depart and leave me to myself."

" What, obstinate ? ha, ha ! No, Imogene, 'tis not fit that you

should be so."

Altamont's breast swelled high with rage at the familiar address

of Cellovin.

" Open, Lady Imogene—here is a palmer from the Holy Land
who confirms the pleasant news I spoke of tliis morning."

"A palmer'? the Holy Land?" cried the voice of Imogene,

and hurrying to the door she quickly opened it.

" Now I will show tho kindness I feel for you by retiring," and

Cellovin withdrew.

Imogene shut the door and bolted it.

" Palmer," said she, " what of the Holy Land ? what of my
lord ? Speak, palmer, why tremble so ? Palmer."

" Imogene."

Tho lady's face turned pale, her heart beat with furious throb-

bings, she stretched forth her hands.

" 0, palmer, stranger, whoever you be that comes with that

voice—O, speak—speak yet again, for surely 'tis—yes, it is the

voice of Altamont."

The palmer's robes fell from him, and Altamont stood before

her, clothed in armor, noble as when he left her.

" My husband ! my lord !" and she fell upon his breast, while

he, with loving eyes, clasped her closely to his throbbing heart.

" Imogene ! my own Imogene ! Yes, I am come. I have

heard something, and have seen more, of Ccllovin's baseness.

Weep not—we have but few moments now, but tell mo something

of this hound, for before the sun sets he shall die."

Imogene spoke not, but strained him more closely, as if she

feared ho would depart—as if she dreaded lest all were a mocking

dream. And amid tears of joy she sobbed forth :

" 0, my husband ! my Altamont !"

He took her to a seat, and a few moments were passed in con-

versation. A few words from Imogene told him all—told him of

Cellovin's baseness and presumption, of his treatment of her,

how harsh he was, how he kept close watch over her to prevent

communication with the neighboring barons, how he forbade all

entrance of friends into the castle.

" But why did they not force their way to you 1"

" Alas, how did they know ? How could they suppose that I

wanted them, when Cellovin had reported everywhere that I had

witlidrawn myself from their society V
Altamont ground his teeth in rage, but suddenly sprang up as

the sound of a trumpet in the distance reached his ears.

" There, 'tis Conrad ! I leave you, Imogene, but 'tis for a

short time only." And hastily throwing around him the palm-

er's dress he left the cliamber.

Ho walked along the corridor and at length came to where a

loophole afforded a view of the courtyard ; he looked out and

saw the soldiers busy there, and the castellan Dominique speak-

ing to some one outside the walls.

" If they do not let Conrad enter, how shall I act ?" thought

Altamont, as he looked out anxiously.
* * * * # # #

The two hours which Conrad w.as to pass in waiting at the foot

of tho hill were over, and he prepared to go up to the castle.

Many thoughts about the success of Altamont agitated him.

" That dog of a steward is capable of any wickedness ; but if

harm has befallen Altamont, I swear he shall bo revenged in such

a way as has not l)een heard of for many a year."

Conrad and his men came up tho bill, and bore the flag on

which his arms were embroidered high in the air. It was seen by

those on the walls when they were about half way up.

" Dominique," said one, " some troop is coming there."

"All, that is the flag of Count Conrad."
" Sliall we not lift up tho drawbridge ?"

" No ; wait till you are ordered. Conrad is a friend, you fool 1"

Dominique looked quite restless. Tho blow that Cellovin had

given him had raised within him the bitterest feelings of hatred

and desire for revenge. " I have sworn I would repay him. I

will begin by disobeying the old scoundrel's orders," ho muttered

as ho now saw Conrad approach quite near.

The troops, as they drew near, changed their quick pace for a

slow one. Down went the flags, the spears were carried with the

points sloping towards the ground. Their countenances wore the

expression of the deepest sorrow. They came close to the foot

of the drawbridge.

" Stand !" cried Dominique. " Who are you, and what is

your will ?"

" I am Conrad, Count de la Montagne," said he. " We have

heard from a palmer of the death of the noble Altamont, Lord of

Rondeur, and have come to offer our condolence to the Lady
Imogene."

" Know you not that the Lady Imogene will see no one V
said Dominique.

" She never said so," replied Conrad.

" Such are her orders."

" Who gave them to you ?"

" Cellovin, the steward of Count Altamont."
" And shall I be contented with the words of a baseborn stew-

ard ? I tell you no. I will see the Lady Imogeno myself.

Where is Cellovin?"

"He is conversing with the palmer of whom you ipoke."
" Then down with your drawbridge. Let me in. I order you

to obey. Haste, slave !"
.

-

Dominique obeyed, and the troops of Conrad entered the court-

yard of Rondeur.
" Stand at arms, my men, around here, and rest until I order

you to act. You will soon know the reason why we came here."

He was interrupted by Cellovin, who came running from the

keep toward the place where Dominique was standing.

" Castellan I fool ! why have you disobeyed my commands ?"

" Why should I obey them ?"

" Slave, am I not your master t"

" The Lady Imogene is my mistress."

" Dog ! did I not hire you V
"Steward, yon steward," cried Conrad, "come down here.

What mean you by thus treating a noble who comes to visit the

castle of Rondeur ?"

" What led you to come here where none are wanted ?"

" What led me ? Is it your place to ask, villain ? But I will

tell you. It was my affection for Altamont."
" Then if the Lady Imogene refused to see her friends before,

she will the rather refuse now, since she mourns his death. So
you may depart."

" What 1" roared Conrad, in a rage, " is this my welcome at

Rondeur ?"

" Yes," said Cellovin.

" Wretch ! I waste time. Go and bring me the commands of

your mistress."

" I have given them already."

" I believe }'ou not. Go again."

" Do you wish to be treated as an enemy, Lord Conrad V
" I will prove a harsh enemy to you if you obey me not. What,

will you refuse me admission and drive me from the castle of my
friend ? Will you tell me that these are the orders of Lady
Imogene ? Where is the Lady Imogene ?"

" Yes, wretch !" cried a voice of thunder near him, " where is

the Lady Imogene ?"

Altamont had stood at the window and watched all that had

passed since the time of Conrad's arrival at the gate until now.

He wished to see the issue ; ho thought over a plan of action in

case they refused to admit Conrad. But his fears had proved

groundless, and he had the satisfaction of seeing the entrance of

his friend, and the anger of Cellovin.

" Now, thought he, I will see more of this villain."

He listened to his lordly questions and insulting commands to

Conrad, and saw the irrepressible rage of his friend at the actions

of Cellovin. But when the name of the Lady Imogene was men-

tioned all his rage returned, and he bounded out into the hall,

upon the terrace, and in a moment stood before Cellovin.

The astonished wretch turned round with face pale as tliongh

a voice from the grave had spoken to him.

" Where is the Lady Imogene ?"

" What 1 palmer ! how dare you come and spc.ak thus to me?
Fool! have you not just seen her ? Begone and tell to yonder

lordling what she said ! What, will you not go ? Dominique

seize this vagrant ! hurl him over the battlements I hang him from

the highest tower !"

In a moment the palmer's robes fell down on the pavement, and

Altamont stepped forth.

" Back," he cried to the approaching soldiers. " Fools !" he

cried, drawing his sword. " I am your Lord, Count Altamont dc

Rondcur. Are yon for me, or for this slave Cellovin ?"

Instantly shouts arose on high.

" Hail, noble Altamont, our lord ! Hail, Count de Rondeur I

'

" Bind tlie fellow," said he to Dominique.
" O, master ! noble, generous master I" began tho trembling

wretch.

" Silence ! speak not to mc ! Have I not known your actions ?

Have I not seen my lady '!"

" O, Lord Altamont, I never intended—believe me," he almost

screamed in agony of fear. " I never intcnd«d—

"

" Fool, talk to tho winds, but not to mc. Conrad, come up

here."

Conrad came up, and at tho same moment the Lady Imogene

came forth from the castle towards her husband.

Tho wretched Cellovin, as soon as ho saw her, turned towards

her imploring mercy.

" O, lady, pity and deliver me from death. I am not ready to

die. I'll be your slave
—

"

"Silence!" shouted Altamont. "I might have spared your

life and contented myself with lianishing you forever from these

regions, if you had injured me only. But, Cellovin, he who has

insulted and imprisoned my dearest lady—ho who has wronged

her, and caused misery to her gentle soul, shall receive a terrible

punishment !"

" O, mercy ! mercy !"

The wretch was overcome with terror, but his voice was drown-

ed by the shouts of the soldiers, as they cried :

" Hail, hail to Count Altamont ! Hail to his lovely Lady
Imogeno !"

" What was it that you ordered them to do to me ? What was

your sentence toward the palmer? ' Hang him from the highest

tower !' ha ! Then I command the same to be done to you.

Dominique, carry him off; hang him from the highest tower !"

Once more music and revelry were heard in the halls of Ron-

deur. In the courtyard a bountiful repast was spread, and all

the serfs came up and celebrated the return of their lord. From
far and near came the noble friends of Altamont, who joyfully

welcomed him home again. Conrad's joy knew no bounds at

the happy issue of all these adverse circumstances. The lovely

Imogene once more felt happiness within her, and >vitli happiness

came new beauty and grace. For many days the banners of re-

joicing floated proudly from every tower, and the voices of the

happy guests, of music and the dance, floated far and wide.

Thus restored to his home, Altamont lived with Imogene, hap-

py in the smiles of fortune, and prosperous as they deserved to

be ; while among the nobles and peasantry, among old and

young, on the banks of the Rhone was often told the story of the

Traitor's Doom.

I »»» >

[Written for Oleason's Fictori&l.]

SPEAK LIKE A FRIEND.

BY JOBS CARTEa.

Speak like a friend, thou faithful lake,

I know thou hMt a voice;

I feel it, when the breezes blow,

Come to my heart in music low,

And make the waste rejoice.

Speak like a friend. My youthful song

Caught its first note from thee,

But many a tear has marred it since,
' And the gay harp was weak defence

To ward strong misery.

Speak like a friend—for all have changed,

They know me now no more

;

All faithless!—save thy placid breajit,

Whose constant song, so long the best,

Still greets me as of yore.

Speak like a friend—the world is fair,

If man would see aright;

For Heaven unfolds its mercies here,

And though the heart be crushed with eare.

Sweet nature gives delight.

1HILIT.\RY REWARDS IN CHINA.

The Chinese heroes who are now cutting off each other's tails

and mutilating each other's limbs, appear to realize a far larger
quantity of kicks than half-pence by their warlike achievements.
Even a successful general seems to make hut a sorry business of
it, for the renowned Hiang-Yung, after taking a bridge and a few
other important positions, wa.s rewarded by his heroic exploits by
" permission to wear a yellow riding jacket." The poor fellow
seems to have been regularly jockied liy bis imperial master. Mil-
itary rewards arc evidently cheap in China, for " peacocks' feath-
ers," " strike-lights," and " penknives " are enumerated as the
articles of which the emperor is mo«t lavish to his successful sol-
diers. We wonder what our Wellington would have said to a
bunch of cocks' tails after Torres Vcdras, by way of having so
many feathers in his cap

; or a box of lucifcrs as a light recogni-
tion of his services at Waterloo. There must bo a true relish for
military glory among the Chinese generals if they are sufficiently
" plea.sed by a feather " to risk their lives in the hope of obtain-
ing a bit of a peacock's tail on which to plume themselves, and
are prepared to carry on " war to the knife," with a penknife in
prospect by way of acknowledgement. If a more civilized com-
mander were, iifter a brilliant achievement, to bo offered a pen-
knife, he would probably use it to " cut his stick," and leave the
service forever.

—

Punch.

Decision of Ciixr.vcter.—There is nothing more to be es-

teemed than a manly firmness and decision of character. I like

a person who knows his own mind and sticks to it ; who sees at

once what is to bo done in given circumstances and does it. He
does not beat about the bush for difficulties or excuses, but goes
the shortest and most effectual way to obtain his own ends, or to

accomplish a useful object. If he can ser\e you he will ; if be
cannr' be will say so.

—

Drummond.
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THE CARNlVAIi AT ROME.
The Carnival of Rome leaves

far behind it that of Venice ; it is

a unique phenomenon, singular

even among a singular people,

and having no model or copy.

About two o'clock in the after-

noon, the Corso, that saloon of

the lioman people, is overflowed

by crowds. At the opening of

each of the adjacent streets, a
mounted dragoon is stationed

—

the only appearance of military

force. Then, at a signal given by
the bell of the capitol, the muni-
cipal authorities solemnly open
the festival. Their gilded car-

riages pass and repass, and after

this grave procession, an explo-

sion of a thousand munitions of

war succeeds to isolated skir-

mislics. Projectiles fly from all

quarters ; balconies and platforms

strive with foot-passengers ; foot-

passengers, with hundreds of
brilliant equipages, moving in two
files in opposite directions, and
keeping the multitude of besiegers

in a perfect wliirl. Bouquets and
sugarplums arc the arms of this

universal warfare. Now this con-

fectionary {confetti) is not always
made of sweets—starch and flour

have more to de with them than

sugar or chocolate. Somcliines

they arc made solidly, with plas-

ter of pouzzolano ; but provided

that the poor man who m.inufac-

tures them earns his bread, and
everybody is satisfied, tlie matter

is not closely looked into, espe-

cially in a battle, whore the proud-
est patricians flgure bravely in

blouses. Th J arrangement of the

scene also seconds well the mani-
festation of the common joy. From
the piazza Del Popolo to that of Venice, the Corso is only an
immense stage, in a straight line, with lateral places reserved for

the troops and military orchestras ; and with palaces, whose gal-
leries and balconies, loaded with brilliant drapery, display a mile
of length. It is there that, participating in the joy of all, each
one, armed with sweetmeats and bouquets, is at once beaten and

10:-^ ':^^§^fii^§wmm'^

THE CARNIVAL AT ROME THE MOCCOLETTI.

beating, a sight and a spectator. Tims the exchanges and clial-

lenges keep the multitude in pcrpetunl motion, and it is by this

universal provocation of wild and lively gallantries that Rome
passes in review before tourists of all nations. At five o'clock in

the afternoon, the guns of St. Angclo give a signal that every
one understands. The dragoon placed at the head of each adja-

cent street, immediately enters the
Corso, and makes the carriage re-

tire by the road he has been guard-
ing. In two minutes, and as if by
enchantment, the Corso is cleared
of the multitude of carriages that

encumbered it. It is a moment of
truce, and one of complete silence.

While the soldiers are vainly at-

tempting to force back the multi-

tude on the sides of the street,

dragoons advance at a trot, and
return at a gallop to clear the ne-

cessary space for a race of half-

wild horses. A last signal is given,

and these horses, riderless, but
loaded with darts and sijuibs, that

irritate them, dash over the burn-

ing pavement, terrified, like Ma-
zcppa's horse, in the midst of the

shouts of the crowd, opening at

their ajiproach. This fantastic

race at nightfall serves at once for

relaxation ,and the preparation for

new pleasures. The prizes for the

race are hardly distributed, when
the carriages return to the Corso
with provisions of a new kind.

The battle of bouquets is instantly

renewed more furiously than ever,

but with a change of character.

It is the hour of the moccoletli, in

which a hundred thousand little

tapers are lighted above the crowd.
On the sidewalks, the steps and
balconies, each one wishes to ex-

tinguish the tapers of rival groups.

The struggle becomes ardent, and
peals of laughter ring through the

streets. " litnza vioccoto .' Senza

vioccolo 1" is the aniversal cry. Let
one imagine this strange, inde-

scribable spectacle. A train of

fire, undulating over a mile in

length, up to the highest stories of

the palaces, and the cftbrts of

stich employed to extinguish what all are striving to keep alive.

The conflagration seems universal ; but it is the only day on

which the firemen have no occasion for watching over the safety

of the city. Such is the Carnival at Rome !—a time when hu-

man nature assumes every freak which fancy, fun, or the moat

capricious spirit of merriment can devise.

Tllli OAllNlVAL AT RUME—TKK CONFETTI.
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FRENCH ROYALTY.

No son of a French king has sat upon the throne of Fr.'ince for

more tlian two hundred years. It is very doubtful whether Louis

the Fourteenth was the legitimate offspring of Louis the

i'hirteenth and Anne of Austria. His mother bore no child until

after twenty-three years of marriage. Louis the Fifteenth was

not the son of Louis the Fourteenth, neither was Louis tlie Six-

teenth a son of Louis the Fifteenth. Louis the Sixteenth had a

Bon, but he never ascended the throne. Napoleon Bonaparte was

not a Frenchman by birth—much less the son of a king. His

son, the Duke of Rcichstadt, was never crowned. There is a

fatality upon the French tlnone.

«--*•«.-*

True Munificence.—Mr. David Hunt, a wealthy planter of

Mississi[>pi, who through his life has bestowed many charitable

gifts, crowned the whole last year with an act of increased mu-
nificence. He gave $12,000 to an institution of learning, $;3000

to the Orleans sufferers during the late pestilential scourge, $,'>000

to an orplian asylum of his own State, besides an increased an-

nuity to the Colonization cause. These sums, respectively be-

stowed when and where they were needed, are worth more than

two-fold left in legacies to be consumed in litigation.

Can this be true 1—The State Superintendent ef Common
Schools, in Louisiana, recommends that two out of every three

of the directors should know how to read and write. In one par-

ish, the warrant of the teaclier on file, instead of the signatures,

contained the mark of twelve dilFeront directors !

< »«» »

A SENSIBLB Aphorism.—There is a deal of truth in a remark

which Mademoiselle do Sommery frequently repeated : " The
world stigmatizes many men with tlie reputation of being wicked,

with whom a woman would be but too happy to pass her life."

« .».» >

SPLINTERS.

.... Nicholas Lawrence, a young man who was arrested in

Chicago for forging, has committed suicide in jail.

.... The son of M. Salazar, who cut off the ears of the Texan

prisoners in 1841, was lately murdered l)y the Indians.

.... A Mrs. Hammer, arrested in Philadelphia for cruelty to

her child, has been sentenced to six months' imprisonment.

.... Brooklyn contains about 200,000 inlial)itants, and is about

five miles long by one broad. It is next in size to Pliil.adeljihia.

.... Lamartino is writing a book on Turkey. He calls it

" The Tliousand and One Nights of History."

.... The Collegiate Institute at Brockport, N. Y., was de-

stroyed by fire lately. Loss, $20,000 ; insurance, $7000.

.... The immense tree from California—ninety-five feet in

circumference and two hundred feet high—is in New York.

.... A recent writer remarks that Russia is only an immense

barrack, in which every one is in a state of arrest.

.... Strong drinks are like wars, making cripples of some

men, and sending others to the grave.

.... The sword belt of Greenough's statue of Washington has

fallen off from natural decay of the marble.

.... Measures are being taken in Philadelphia to paint the

names of the streets on the city lamps. An admirable idea.

The town agency in Rutland, Vt., sold $3000 worth of

liquor in ten months, all for " medicine." An unhealthy place.

Annexation is the sulijeet of constant discussion at pres-

ent among the inhabitants of tlie Sandwich Islands.

.... lOxcuses are the pickpockets of time. The sun does not

wait for his hot water, or his boots, but gets up at once.

A majority of the State legislature are in favor of annex-

ing Charlcstown and Boston. A good idea this.

Walter Scott's distinguished publisher, Mr. Constable, is

now in this city on a visit to his friends.

.... Thackeray, the favorite author, is now at Naples, whence

he sends to England bis monthly contributions to the press.

Mr. Jas. T. Fields, of this city, the poet and publisher, is

about to .visit Europe to remain during the summer.

A fine large portrait of the late Ilosea Ballou, on steel,

has just been published by J. M. Usher, of Boston.

We hear from all quarters that Nahant is to be the fash-

ionable resort for the coming summer season.

HYDROPHOBI.i I

This most terrible and fearfully fatal disease is at the present

moment raging all over the country. And horrible to say, there

seems to be as many human beings falling victims to it as there

are domestic animals. When wo realize how certain the awful

death that must follow those in any way bitten, however slightly,

by a dog thus diseased, and that all dogs are liable at all times

to be suddenly taken with the fatal malady, we are amazed that

any one will keep these useless, and worse than useless creatures.

Whole families of young children are thus hourly subjected to

death in its most awful form ; and at the present time the papers

are teeming with instances of the fatal curse as exercised upon

human beings. If a sense of the imminent danger they incur by

keeping dogs will not prevent people from risking their own and

their neighbors' lives, then the laws should be such as to protect

the public.

The following account of a recent catastrophe, caused by this

inexcusable habit of keeping dogs, we cut from a daily paper of

tliis city :

"James Hoar, a young ship carpenter, aged twenty-two years,

residing at City Point, South Boston, died Sunday afternoon of

hydrophobia iifter enduring the most intense suffering. Mr. Hoar,
eight weeks ago last Wednesday, was at home, wlicn a strange

bull dog attackijd a small dog belonging to the house. He rushed

out to drive away the assailant when the bull dog seized him by

the hand and bit it in a number of places. The strange dog was
fired at by a brother of Mr. Hoar, but escaped with two bullets

lodged in liis neck. The wounds on Mr. Hoar's hand healed in

about ten days, and nothing was thought of the occurrence until

last Monday, when Mr. Hoar worked very hard on board the

yacht Charles Robbins, removing iron ballast from her hold. At
night the band which had been bitten began to swell and be pain-

ful. It was supposed to be a cold, and simple remedies were ap-

])lied, but the swelling increased and ascended to the elbow. On
Tuesday and Wednesday Mr. Hoar complained of much pain,

and on Thursday Dr. J. H. Fogg was called. He immediately
ordered a consultation, and Drs. Clark, Thaxter, Tuckerman and
Walker were in attendance. All proved unavailing, however,

and on Saturday afternoon, the sight of water, for which, howev-
er, Mr. Hoar seemed to have a great desire, convulsed him, and
the least t.aste caused the most frightful spasms. He grew grad-

ually weaker, and yet Sunday morning, in one of the spasms,

while stretched upon the floor, jumped so as to touch the ceiling

twice within a moment. At noon he was able to taste water with

out any perce])tible effect ; during the afternoon the symptoms
grew more unfavorable, and after three o'clock he began to fill up
with what seemed to be phlegm. He finally choked and died at

ten minutes past five."

Of what use is it to license dogs 1 Does that prevent their

biting human beings ? or does it render their bites any less fatal 1

Supposing some [leople should take it into their heads to keep a

tiger and teach it to follow them about the streets, would the city

authorities allow such a thing f Would they look tamely on and

see the risk thus daily incurred of ttiis animal's suddenly arousing

and killing a dozen people or more before it could be secured 1

We think not. And yet a death by that tiger's jaws and claws

would be merciful indeed, compared to the awful end that may be

brought upon a human being by the meanest cur that runs in the

streets.

We want a law that shall prohibit the keeping of dogs ; and

could every one in the land be killed tomorrow the population

would be vastly the gainers thereby. The amount of food con-

sumed by these useless creatures is alone an important item of

consideration—and yet tlie poorer a man is, generally speaking,

the more dogs ho keeps. We are glad to see that influential citi-

zens are taking the matter in liand—and that the numerous awful

examples lately occurring under our very eyes are not without a

proper influence.

PERSONAL MENTION.

The poets, Fitz-Greene Halleck and Park Benjamin are both

living at Guilford, Connecticut. Mr. Halleck is, we believe, a

native of the place ; he has made it his residence during the past

five years. Mr. Benjamin has just removed there to spend the

coming summer and autumn months. Guilford is one of the

prettiest villages in New England ; lying close by Long Island

Sound, and abounding in lovely scenery. It is on the line of the

New Haven and New London Railroad, about five hours' travel

from Boston, and less than four from New York. Within three

miles is Sachem's Head, a famous summer resort.

1 ».» »

Emigration to Cdba.—Emigrants are finding their way to

Cuba, from Galacia, in Old Spain, under the act of Pezuela, the

captain-general. These are intended for field-laborers, and are

distributed, on their arrival, in companies of twenty-five each, in-

cluding a foreman. The respective rights and interests of em-

ployers and employed are protected by certain guarantees.

Ship-Building.—It is impossible for the ship-builders in this

vicinity to supply the demand made upon them at the present

time. The high price of freight makes this a most profitable in-

vestment of capital, and gives occupation to large numbers in and

about Boston.

< »» >

Poems and Thoughts on the Death op Daniel Web-
ster.—We have received a little work thus entitled, from the au-

thoress—she assumes the nom de plume of Prairie Bird. It is

for sale at all the periodical depots.

< .»»» >

Another Planet.—A new planet has been discovered be-

tween Mars and Jupiter, making the twenty-eighth of the group

of asteroids.
< ».». >

Naval.—The U. S. steamer Princeton arrived at Havana, 28th

ult., where were also the Fulton, Albany, and a surveying brig.

GROWTH OF BOSTON.

A few days since we strolled over a large section of the south-

ern portion of our city limits, observing especially the new land

between Dover Street and Roxbury line,—land that has been en-

tirely made or reclaimed from the ebb and flow of tide water, by

the filling in of dirt. Whole blocks of fine brick, four story

houses, and many of freestone fronts, are being rapidly construct-

ed, adding vastly to the domestic conveniences of our citizens,

and affording ample and elegant accommodations for the daily

increasing population. It is estimated, by persons acquainted

with the matter, that there will be six hundred first class houses

erected in this immcdiatelocality of our city within a twelvemonth.

In the meantime all vacant lots in other sections of the city prop-

er are being covered with spacious edifices, either as dwelling

houses, or as stores. Those are unmistakeable signs of prosperity

which are no more prominent than gratifying.

How IS IT Possible?—The Boston Traveller in speaking of

a woman who was drowned a day or two since, near Lewis's

Wharf, remarks that " an empty bottle of gin was found in her

pocket."
< ^'^ >

Our Navt.—Active preparations arc going on at the Nary
Department, for augmenting our naval force in the West Indies.

MAHRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Strceter, Mr. Besjamin P. Miller to Miaa Sarah B.

Trask.
By Rev. P. Stowe, Mr. Daniel J. Lewii to Mls« Ann E. Richardson; Mr.

Itjaac N. Fislier to Miss Jam' Ikitlcr.

By Rev. Mr. Fuller, Mr. VVilliain Parkman to Mri. Emeline Fisher.

By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. George RL Miles to Miss Lydia A. SymondJ; Mr.
John B. Neale to Miss Marianne Einmsluy.
By Rev Mr. Miner, Mr. Elkany H Gates to Mi'S Marpfaret M. Fisher.

At Charlestowu, Mr. Henry P. Fickett to Miss Eliza McKay.
At East CanibridKe by Rev. Mr. Hatch, Mr. James C. Park, of ClereUnd,

Ohio, to Miss Anna Miller, of Cambridge.
At Reading, by Rev. Mr. Fuller, Mr. William C. Perrear to Miss Naaey

Maria Hart.
At Quincy, by Rev. Mr. Dean, Mr. Nchemiah 0. Reed to Miss Amanda F.

Bartlctt

At Andover, by Rev. Mr. Lincoln, Mr. John E. Famham to Miss Martha /.
Clemens.
At Newburyport, by Rev. Mr. Reed, Mr. Jossph H. Walton to Miss Emma

S. Trott.

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Eddy, Mr. Horace Thompson, of Reading, to Miss
Lydia M. Nichols, of S( utli llejidiug.

At Plymouth, by Rev. Mr. llervoy,Mr. Lemuel S. Bumpus to Miss Sarah B.
Cunninj^liHin.

At Fall River, by Rev. Mr. Bradford, Mr. William 0. Sherman to Miss Bet-
tey B. Brown.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr. William Currier, 76; Mrs. Sarah Polk. 64; Miss Caroline

11. Odell, 23 ; Mr. Charles Heurv Merrill, 20 ; Mr. Eben Dean, 37 ; Mr. VVUiiam
Gutterson, (17; Dalton Dehlois, Esq.. 54; William C. Joslyn, li*.

At Charle.«town, Mr. Kh\v\ Buttricfe, 72.

At Souierville. Mrs, KUzabeth H. Ilutchins, 65.

At Medford. Mr. Calvin Shearman, 33
At Quincy, Mr Jonathan Owbonie, of Danverp, 77; Mrs. Lucy A. Pratt, 20.
At StouKhton, Mr. lUchardS S. Hay den, 39.

At Ptimbroke, Mr. .lame* H. Dwelly, 50.

At Newburyport. Deacon Charles Masters, 67; Mrs. Hannah, wife of Hon.
Edward S. Rand; Miss Pamelia D. Roaf, 17.

At Taunton, Mr. Preserved Hafikins, a revohitirnary pensioner, 94.

At New England Viila<;y {Gratton), Mr. William Gates, 84.

At Worcester, Mrs. KUcn Lizzie Thoinpsoii, 21.

At Fall River. Mr Horatio Wliitney. oG; Mrs. Sally Holmes, 63.

At Now Bedford. Dr Nathaniel K. Leonard, a revolutionary pensioner^ 91

;

Mrs Minerva GifTonl. 40.

At Nortli Faiihaven, Mr. James Peckham, 87.

At Clinton, Mr.-*. Maria C. Kinsman. 23.

At Fitznilliam. N. H., Rev. D:ivid Stowell. 49.

At New York. Mr. Geo. G. Huril, of Albany, formerly of Bosttm, 33.
At St. Louis, Mrs. Catherine Healey, of Bo.ston, G6.

At Aiken. S. 0., Mrs. Abby B., wife of Hon Marshall P. Wilder.
At New Orleans, Mr. George W. Spooner, a native of Massachusetts, 40.
At Jamaica Plains, Mr. Joseph H. Curtis, 21.
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LOVE NEVER DIES.

BT MB3. SOPnaONIA CDRRIEK.

Draw me nearer to thee, love

!

Clasp me with that arm,

While I rest my chiUing hrow

On that heart so warm

;

Let my raptured thought rtm on,

Never hreathing thou a tone,

For I read in those dear eyes

This blest truth "love never dies!"

Tester eve amid the gorse.

Drooped the robin's wing,

And his chirp was faint and low

By the frozen spring

;

Now the roof-tree's topmost bough

Wings the little warbler through,

For an answering note replies,

In glad song—" love never dies!"

Brief the space since sobbed the wind

Over pleasures fled,—^,

Gone the rose-tree's blushing smiles,

Colli the violet's bed

;

Now it sings in other strain,

Soft careering o'er the plain,

For crimsoned cheelts and drooping eyes

Tell the tale
—'-love never dies!"

Earth may heave a bitter sigh

O'er her fading bloom,

Tet her heart but stronger grows

In the wintry tomb

;

Bo shall death my love refine.

That it worthier be of thine

;

Teaching me still more to prize

This great truth—" love never dies !"

. . 4-^**«—» .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. 3.

BT D. E. DE LAKA.

Activity of the Emperor.—His Attachment to Russian Customs.— The Russian
Dandy.—The Emperor's Courage— Instances of Dauntlessne.w.—His Ob-
stinacy.—War in the Caucasus.—His Loan from the Monks.— His Views on
Serfdom —Con,»titutional Regime.—His Popularity.—His Fondncs,? for a
Jolie.—His Wager with a Courtier.—The Soldier and the Brandy Bottle.

The Emperor Nicholas is one of the most active men alive. In

the same day he holds a review at St. Pe^ersb^rg ; exercises the

navy at Cronstadt, thirty versts distant ; returns to St. Peters-

burg
;
gives a dinner; suddenly appears at the barracks, or at the

public offices, where he takes cognizance of and scrutinizes every-

thing ; receives and examines the reports of his ministers ; dictates

or writes several letters
;
gives or attends the theatre in the even-

ing, and a ball after that ; and sits down to work deep in the

night. He is to be seen at every riot—which, however, is an ex-

tremely r.aro occurrence in Russia—at a fire, whore he pushes his

way through the crowd. Often has he been pulled away in the

middle of the night by the kind and solicitous empress, and pre-

vailed upon by her to accompany her to her private apartments to

refresh himself with a cup of tea.

His attachment, affected or sincere, to everything Russian is

great ; he wishes at least to inspire the Russians with this attach-

ment. Riding one day through the Newski, he saw a young man,

the son of a very wealthy, old-fashioned, long-bearded Russian

merchant, standing on the steps of the Cafe du Passage, dressed

in the extreme French fashion. Ordering his driver to stop, he

beckoned to the young man to approach. " Sil down here by my
side," he said, " I wish you to come home with me and taste my
wine." The young man tremblingly obeyed. When they arrived

at the palace, he took him by the ear and led him into the pres-

ence of the empress. "Look here," said he, "I bring you some-

thing new and strange to look at. What do you think of him ?

Would you suppose this little animal to be the son of an honest

and worthy Russian merchant ? Have you ever seen such a
funny looking little man "i Turn round—show yourself off as a
specimen of French foppery. That will do. Kow go and have
the wine I have ordered for you, and when I see you again, take

care to appear dressed in a manner more becoming the son of a

Russian merchant." The fear of disobeying the emperor's com-
mands made him swallow the wine—wiiich for him had not the

finest flavor—and glad was he when he saw himself again in the

open air.

The emperor has on many occasions displayed unequivocal
proofs of courage and dauntlessncss amidst dangers. During the

attempted Revolution of the 25th of December, on his return from
the Square of the Senate, he encountered a detachment of the
insurgents. "Good day, my children," said he. "Constantino
forever !" was the reply. " You have taken the wi-ong road," said
Nicholas, pointing in the direction of the Square of the Senate.
" If you wish to join the traitor, you must face the other way."
A little further on he met another detachment. The usual salu-

tation was repeated—no answer from the soldiers. " Riglit shoul-
der forward," cried he, in a loud voice. " March !" The soldiers

obeyed, overawed by his courage and presence of mmd.
On another occasion, a disturbance having broken out at St.

Petersburg, owing to the ignorance of the populace, wliich accused
the doctors of having brought the cholera into the country, the

peasants and lower orders seized them wherever they could, and
killed them with every refinement of cruelty. Several tliousands

had collected in the hay market, where they had entrenched them-
gelvei behind some wagons. The emperor having been informed

of the disturbance, mounted Iiis horse and rode to the spot, at-

tended by only a few Circassian horse, who kept at the distance

of a hundred paces behind him. Having approached the insur-

gents, he addressed them in language at once firm and concilia-

tory, reproaching them for their ignorance, and tolling them tliut

the cholera was a visitation from Heaven, and sent amongst them

for their sins. " Down upon your knees, and pray Heaven to

have mercy upon you !" Down upon their knees they fell, with

the exception of a few, who remained standing. Addressing the

latter, he called out to them. " Stand forth, you slaves !" They

stood before him. " Which of you," ho asked the crowd, " can

handle a musket 1" Immediately a number sprung up, exclaim-

ing that they could. "Twelve of you come out of there." Beck-

oning to his soldiers, he said, " Put carbines into the hands of

these men." Then addressing the few peasants who had not

knelt down, " Kneel down, now." " Shoot these men," was the

command addressed to the other peasants. And they did shoot

their comrades, there and then. "Now, go home. I know you

are good children, but great asses—mind what you are about."

To act thus, is proof less, perhaps, of courage than of a know-

ledge of human nature, and of the character of the Russian people

especially. Were Louis Napoleon to imitate such an example

witli a Parisian populace, his life would not be worth one minute's

purchase—every gun would be pointed at his own heart. Yet

Louis Napoleon is by no means deficient in courage. A Russian

will kneel down to be shot by the temporal head of his church

—

a Frenchman fires at the s])iritual head of his church. Traits like

these furnish a better insight into wliat is called natural character,

than the most elaborate treatises on the subject. " Je connais

mes ....," Louis XIV. used to say. Nicholas may fairly say

something like it.

His courage and firmness of character often degenerate into

obstinacy, springing from pride. It is this obstinacy, or rather

this pride, which makes him persevere in a war that costs him

sixty thousand soldiers and twenty millions of mono}' every year

—tlie war of " pacification " of the Caucasus, though he is per-

fectly well aware that he can never subdue the Circassians, having

given up that hope long since. The tenacity of holding what she

had seized upon by Russia avails nothing against that indomitable

people.

From policy a devout observer of all the feasts, fasts and cere-

monies of his religion, he utterly disbelieves, ridicules and despises

the whole system. He is the head of the Greek Church, and as

such presides at the Holy Synod, which is not, however, com-

posed, as our readers may naturally suppose, exclusively of eccle-

siastics, but, OQ the contrary, chiefly of military ofBeers, who can-

onize saints, and permit or forbid certain images the performance

of miracles.

Sometime since, the emperor wished to borrow some ten mil-

lions of silver roubles from the Newski convents at St. Peterburg.

He was requested to state the time during which he would want

the money, what interest he would pay for its use, and when he

would return the capital. To each of these three questions he

gave a very laconic answer. " Time—forever ; return the capital

—never ; interest—none." The money was sent forthwith.

Thg emperor is decidedly popular, and justly so ; for no mon-

arch that has ever swayed the Russian sceptre has done for Russia

so much as he has done for her. In no period of her history was

this country so great and so powerful. The Russian people are

aware of this ; they likewise know that if he dared, he would

abolish serfdom—indeed, the crown serfs are almost free. In

1837, he purchased vast properties in Wologda, in which the

peasants themselves enjoy the fruits of their labor. This, how-

ever, led to most deplorable results in the neighboring districts,

whoso inhabitants petitioned the emperor to purchase tliem. But
having been answered that he would willingly do so if he could,

and that lie would be glad to see them free, they returned and

massacred their masters in the belief th.at by this act, they were

rendering themselves worthy of the honor they had asked. They
were, however, nearly all either sent into exile or shot. The serfs

on that occasion had acted towards their masters in the most cruel

manner, and the atrocities they had committed had been appalling.

It is believed, in well-informed circles, that the emperor would

wish to see the Russians happy under a constitutional regime.

But, convinced that the Russian people are not prepared for any-

thing like liberal institutions ; that there is no middle class to

furnish a number of intelligent members suflScicnt to constitute a

chamber of deputies, or representatives of the people ; tliat any

attempt to introduce liberal institutions would expose the nobility

to extermination, and place his own life in jeopardy ; and that the

only tendency of any measure of that nature would bo to set the

country in a blaze from one end to the other, whilst it would bo

productive of nothing but anarchy and confusion, ho suppresses

and punishes with the utmost rigor every attempt of the kind on
the part of individuals. But liavc not the possession and the love

of absolute power over life, liberty and property, over law, over

the finances—have all these considerations no weight with a man
accustomed to this boundless power ? We think they liave—and

that it is to retain this power, and from a love of that power, that

he persecutes with such relentless severity any one who dare

lireatho a word of freedom, law, or constitution. A thoughtless

expression may be followed by imprisonment, degradation, con-

fiscation, exile and death.

From the popularity of the emperor arises the popularity of

every war he undertakes. His cause is always the cause of the

Cluirch—that is, the cause of God ; all his enemies are schismat-

ics, heretics or unbelievers. Hence, every Russian war is a reli-

gious war. The present war is particularly popular in Russia

;

for every Russian hopes to see the crescent prostrate, and the

cross triumpliant in the East. Those, however, who imagine that

Nicholas originally intended to invade Turkey and march upon
Constantinople, are mistaken. This has become an afterthought

with him. Notliing was more remote from his intentions a short

time since. His real views were communicated to the writer by a

person high in the confidence of the grand duke, heir to the crown,

and will bo stated further on. The conquest of Constantinople

was reserved for one of his sons. His object originally was to

cripple Turkey, to weaken her resources, to compel her to exhaust

the treasury, and weary her soldiers. Were Turkey to allow him
to keep Moldavia and Wallachia, he would readily relinquish

those claims which form the pretext for the invasion of their prin-

cipalities ; and, in addition to this, ho would willingly pay her all

the expenses of the war. Nor would he evacuate them, though

she were to comply with all his demands.

This man, whom our readers would naturally suppose to be

always serious, constantly filled with care—whose thoughts could

only be engrossed with affairs of state and of the highest moment
—this powerful and dreaded man, enjoys a good joke as much aa

any one of our light-hearted, money-making citizens.

There happened to be at court a nobleman as avaricious and

miserly as he was wealthy ; and such was liis love of money, that

he never carried less than ten thousand silver roubles about his

person. These were carefully stowed away at the bottom of his

pockets ; and in order to guard the money, he always walked with

his hands in these pockets. One day the emperor said to him,

" You carry a great deal of money about you—are you not afraid

of having your pockets picked one of these days V—"No fear of

that," answered the count. " I hold the notes in my hands, and

my hands in my pockets."—" What will you bet that you will not

be robbed sooner or later %"—" Wliatever your majesty pleases."

" Very well ; will you bet me a horse, the winner to have the

choice'?"—"Done," sa}'s the count. "But what time will your

majesty fix upon V'^-" Twenty-four hours," answers the emperor.

" But you must not remain in a house
;
you must be in the street

and walking, not riding."
—"Agreed," rephed the count; and

away he went, holding his money tight in his hands, and his

hands in his pockets. It was a bitter cold day, but the count had

engaged to remain in the open air and walk during twenty-four

hours. Two officers were ordered to follow him, so that he

might not hide himself and his money. No sooner was he gone,

than the emperor sent for Count OrlofF. " Count must havo

his pockets picked of all the money which they contain, and

which he holds in his hands, but not till twenty-throe hours from

this time are elapsed."—" It shall bo done," said the chief of tho

police. Having sent to the governor of the prison for criminals,

he desired him to send the most dexterous thief under his care.

This worthy soon made his appearance. " Now, here you ! Do
you know the Count V "Indeed, I do! I have had my
eye upon hira for a long time." "Now, to-morrow at—an hour

which he named—neither sooner nor later, must you pick his pock-

ets. If you succeed, you are free ; if you fail, you shall be scourged

to within an inch of your life." " The money is mine !" exult-

ingly exclaimed the thief. " No, you bring it to me." " It shall

be done !" At the appointed hour, a venerable Russian ap-

proaches tho count, and making a very low bow, gives him a tre-

mendous punch in the stomach. " 0, Lord !" exclaimed the

count, bent double with pain ; and forgetting his money, by a nat-

ural movement placed both his hands on his stomach. Tho pock-

ets were open, and this was enough. In the twinkling of an eye,

the money was transferred to the pocket of the thief, wlio carried

it to tlie chief of police, and obtained his freedom. No sooner

had the thief disappeared, than the two officers who had followed

the count approached him commiseratingly, and conducted him,

according to their orders, to the palace, and in the presence of the

emperor. " The time is expired,'" said he. " Where's your

money?" "Here," answered the count, "safe enough." Putting

his hands into his pockets, what was his astonishment when ho

found it w.as gone. " There, take it," said the emperor. "Do
not bo too sure of anything in tho future—and send me my horse."

"Tlie best that can be bought," said the count ; "but in future,

I shall take care not to bet with an emperor lest I should be

robbed by a thief." The emperor laughed heartily at this sarcasm
;

but as a punishment for this freedom of speech, ordered him to

send one hundred silver roubles to the thief, " to remunerate him

for bis trouble." As this was to pass through the hands of Count

OrloflF, the probability is that the thief has hitherto not received it.

On one occasion, the emperor, walking with his brother, saw a

soldier coming out of a brandy-shop. This was a violation of the

military regulations, which forbid soldiers entering such places.

Pointing to his brotlier, the emperor gave the soldier a wink to

get out the way. It was too late—he had been observed by tlio

prince, who called him. " What have you in that bottle ?"

"Brandy." "Follow me." After a little while, the emperor,

turning round and pointing to tlic bottle, pointed likewise to tlie

sleeve of the cloak. The soldier took the hint, and dexterously

introduced the bottle into the sleeve of tho prince's cloak. The

emperor then made a sign to him to get away. At tho corner of

the first street, tho soldier gave the prince the slip. The emperor,

soon looking round, pretended groat surprise at the disappearance

of the soldier. The jirince was furious, and threatened to find

him out, and havo him flogged. " Be satisfied with things as they

are. "Look here; he made you a present of tho brandy." And
pulling the bottle out of the sleeve, presented it to the prince,

who, seeing that the emperor had had a hand in the affair, laughed

the matter off.

Such is tho Emperor Nicholas. It is said we ouglit forjudge of

men by their deeds ; but were we to judge Nicholas according to

his character as manifested in his deeds, as a prince and a man,

we would adjudge to him a monument at St. Petersburg as a

prince—a gibbet at Warsaw as a man.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

Some idea may bo formed of the rcsonrtcs of tho works at

Woolwicli arsenal, when it is stated that three tons weight of

Minie rifle balls arc made per day It is said that tho man

who first introduced gas to tiie public was disposed to " make

lightof the affair." Dr. Kane's narrative of the United States

Grinnell Kxpcdition in search of Sir John Franklin, though burned

up in the Harpers' establisliment, has been pulilishcd in Lon-

don. A free colored woman died recently in tho hospital at

Mobile, at the advanced age of 146 years. A young man

named Hillcs accidentally shot his sister recently, near George-

town Cross Koads, Maryland, whilst trifling with his gun. Her

physician thinks she cannot recover. A true business man

bears a prosperity without boasting, and sustains a loss without

grumbling. A single lady died lately at St. Malo, Franco,

worth four millions of francs, and leaving twonty-two wills for tho

judicial anthorities to examine. What is a bloomer ? A wo-

man who panls for notoriety. The small pox is raging with

great violence amongst the Chippewa Indians along tho south

shore of Lake Superior and on the head waters of the Chippewa

River. Tho Spirit of the Times records the death of a valu-

able horse from lockjaw caused by a wound in his leg. The

entire business portion of Jacksonville, Florida, has been con-

sumed by fire ; seventy buildings were burnt, including twenty-

nine stores—the custom house and the two newspaper oflices.

Loss about $500,000. It is stated that a " fast " young gen-

tleman heats his shaving water with tho fire of his genius. M.

Sivori, the eminent violinist, has just received from the king of

Sardinia the decoration of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus. A
bill has passed the Illinois Legislature to prohibit the sale of

liquors in less quantities than one quart. Prof. Agassiz, in a

recent lecture before the Lowell Institute, in Boston, stated his

belief that tho human race existed on tho globe a hundi'ed and

fifiy thousand years ago. A company has been oganized in

St. Louis for the manufacture of lubricating oil from vegeta-

bles. Max Maretzek, on the outward passage of tho Baltic,

gave a concert assisted by the passengers, the proceeds of which

wore devoted to a seaman who was injured. A second steam

fire engine for the Cincinnati fire department will be finished and

ready for the use of the city about the first of next month. A
Bteanier is now building in England, the keel of which is to bo

680 feet in length, beam 83 feet, depth of hold 58 feet. From

figures wo estimate the real capacity of the vessel to be at least

20,000 tons. There is to be a stowage for 10,000 tons of coal

—

enough for forty days' steammg without stopping—and 5000 tons

of cargo. The Journal de Quebec says the government are

going to appl^ to Parliament for £70,000 for the support of a

provincial army. George Coniiell killed his brother, James

Connell, near Arkansas Post, Ark., a few days ago, by striking

him on the back of the neck with a gun barrel. The city au-

thorities of Charlestown are considering the subject of celebrating

the 17th of June James Brewster, Esq., of New Haven, has

generously offered to defray the expense of erecting a new Or-

phan Asylum in that city, provided tho city will furnish a lot on

which to erect it. The culture of tobacco in Connecticut is

said to be becoming extensive and profitable. The remains

of the late John Howard Payne (the author of " Home, Sweet

Home,") are to be brought to this country and placed in the Con-

gressional burial ground, and a suitable monument erected to his

memory at the expense of the government. An attempt is

about being made to introduce the sugar maplo of the United

States into Chili. Of every 1000 persons one reaches 100

years of life; of every 100 only six reach the age of 65—and not

more than one in 700 lives to 80 years of age. The citizens

of New Orleans are endeavoring to secure a supply of pure water.

«—•«»>

Mrs. BIowatt.—The Philadelphia Register thinks it is diffi-

cult to discover the secret of Mrs. Mowatt's success. If a com-

parison be had with cotomporary actresses, it will be found that

she lacks the thrilling energy of Charlotte Cushraan, the perfect

self-possession of Miss Davenport, the graceful s^^e of Julia Dean,

the fiery earnestness of Mrs. Farren, and the deep and touching

pathos of Miss Logan, and yet so cunningly has nature mingled

these elements together in Mrs. Mowatt, that the impression she

leaves upon the audience is more lasting than that of all the others.

Lettuce a Narcotic.—The medical properties or effects of

green lettuce are not generally known. The eater of this salad

takes a portion of narcotic substance similar in its properties to

opium, which it contains ; and any one will discover that his head

is affected after indulging freely in tho article. Eaten at night it

causes sleep ; eaten during the day it soothes, calms and allays

the tendency to nervous irritation.

. « ». » >

The Wheat Crop.—The accounts from tlio West in relation

to the winter wheat are generally good, though in some places

the papers complain that the wheat has been winter killed. This

complaint is made every spring, however, and it generally turns

out that a field of wheat which has a bad appearance early in tho

season, comes forward vigorously with the warm spring rains, and

turns out a good crop.
. <—»>

Designers.—Ladios often express astonishment at the variety

and taste exhibited in the designs of dress goods. They are in-

debted to the opposite sex for this. Some of the foreign design-

ers receive as high as $5000 per annum—and the best paid men

in Lowell, Mass., are designers.

UlaiisiliE ©atljcrings.

There are in the world 35,264 miles of railway in operation.

Jennings, tho murderer of Mrs. Bradley, in North Haven,
Conn., has been sentenced to bo hanged on tho second Tuesday
in July next.

Tlie bill regulating the interest on money has passed the Legis-

lature of Mississippi. It authorizes any rate of interest not ex-

ceeding ten per cent.

There is a mechanip in New Hampshire who has worked regu-

larly at the carpenter's trade for nearly fifty years, but has never
yet cut himself with an edge tool.

Cholera has again made its appearance on the Mississipi. Fif-

teen cases occurred recently on the steamer Bell Key, on the pas-

sage from Now Orleans to Cairo.

A scamp in Cincinnati, who used obscene language to a girl in

the street, was put into a dungeon on bread and water ibr ton

days, and made to pay a fine of $5 and costs of prosecution.

It is stated that tho experiment of using coal for burning brick,

has been successfully tried in Maryland. Each ton of coal will

burn four thousand bricks, with two hands to tend the furnaces.

The Toledo (Ohio) Blado estimates the Indian corn to be ship-

ped from Toledo the coming season at 6,000,000 bushels. Tho
largest quantity ever shipped from that port in any previous season

was 3,878,047 bushels.

Ten cases of death by hydrophobia have recently been reported

to tho Buffalo Common Council by tho physicians of that city.

The Board has adopted a resolution to pay a bounty of twenty-

five cents for killing dogs.

In old times, in New ICngland, no woman was allowed to kiss

her children on the Sabbath nor on Fast Day, nor was any man
allowed to run, or walk in his own garden or elsa^here, except
reverently to and from meeting.

A bill before the Massachusetts Legislature limits the speed of

trains crossing drawbridges to four miles an hour—the engineer

being subject to fine and imprisonment for offending against this

provision.

The report of tho Inspectors of the New York Prisons discloses

the gratifying fact that of tho large number of convicts now in the

prisons of the State, there is not a single printer, while nearly all

tho other occupations are represented.

A gentleman who has recently been all over Ohio and through
other portions of the West, sa3-s that the prospect of a good yield

of wheat is very flattering. Some of the late wheat for a time

had tlic ajipearance of being drowned or frozen out, but it seems
to have recovered, and now bids fair to be ordinarily good.

The steamship William Norris, at New York, which was to

have crossed tho Atlantic in six days, seems to have been an un-
fortunate speculation for the builders. She was advertised for

sale at auction by order of the U. S. Marshal, but tho sale was
postponed on account of a mooted question of authority, she

having also been attached by the sheriff of the county.

Mr. David Hunt, a wealthy planter of Mississippi, who through
life has bestowed many charitable gifts, crowned the whole last

year with an act of increased munificence. Ho gave $12,000 to

an institution of learning, $3000 to tho New Orleans sufferers du-
ring the late pestilential scourge, $5000 to an orphan asylum of

his own State, besides an increased annuity to the colonization

cause.

Joreign JJtema.

Franuhn Monumemt.—The Mercantile Library Association

have raised the sum of $450, among its own members, towards

raising the Franklin statue.

The annual interest on the debt of France is nearly $70,000,000.

There are in England, it is said, two millions of adult males, if

not three millions, who never read a newspaper.

A Madrid journal states that the number of nunneries in S|!ain

is 803, and the number of nuns in them 20,613.

Omar Pacha, in order to teach some humanity to his irregular

troops, has offered a reward for every Russian prisoner brought

in alive.

Two of the ships by which the Russian Emperor hopes to spread

tho Gospel through Turkey, are called, the Twelve Apostles, of

120 guns, and the Three Saints, of 120.

M. Drouet, director of the orchestra of the Duke of SaxeCo-
burg, and pronounced one of the first flutists of the age, is soon

to visit the United States on a professional tour.

Late letters from Hungary state that Russian emissaries were
at work, on a large scale, to get up an insurrection there, with a

view to frighten the emporor of Austria into a Russian alliance.

The first printing press was not established in tho Turkish em-
pire till 1827, and the first newspaper was commenced at Suiyrna

in 1826 ; the second at Constantinople in 1831, in the same
language.

It has been stated, on authority entitled to the highest credence,

that there is more work done every day in England, by the pow-
er of machinery, than all the men and women in the world could

do without it.

An astounding swindle has been discovered in the hay contracts

for tho Eastern army. The bundles were filled with straw, shav-

ings and other refuse. The subject was brought before Parlia-

ment, and the contractors would be prosecuted.

The richest men in Victoria, Australia (and £200,000 is not

considered rich, but only comfortable), are " lags," or convicts;

and the richest man in all Victoria, worth some eight or nine rail-

lions sterling, was lagged for life, and cannot leave the colonies.

In Franco the fall in the price of grain caused such a perturba-

tion in the Havre market lately, that the authorities had sent a
deputation to the emperor to ask a loan of 12,000,000 francs.

The eiiiperor is said to have granted 6,000,000 on the guarantee

of the city.

A Galway (Ireland
)
paper speaks in a desponding tone of the

increasing tide of emigration from that country—while other jour-

nals allude with brightening hopes to the influx of Scotch and
Englishmen, who are causing the late neglected deserts of Ireland

to " blossom like the rose."

A concert, given a short time since by the king of Prussia, at

Berlin, derived much ecldt. from the pVesence of Jenny Lind, who
executed several morceuur, among them the air, with accompani-
ment of two flutes, from the " Camp de Silesie," which M. Mey-
erbeer has also introduced into " L'Etoile du Nord." Her success

was immense. •

The boys of the Ragged School Shoeblack Society in London,
earned, by cleaning shoes in the streets, during the year 1853, the

sum of eight hundred and tifcy-thive pounds. Of this four hun-
dred and seventy jjounds were paid to the boys, one hundred and
ninety-two pounds put by for them in a bank, and one hundred
and ninety-one retained for expenses.

Bantss of ©ollr.

There is but one kind of love, but there are a thousand
different copies of it.

—

lioc/iefoucauld.

.... He that would soothe sorrow must not argue on the van-

ity of the most deceitful hopes.

—

iScott.

.... Great minds lower, instead of elevating, those who do not
know how to support them.

—

Rochefoucauld.

In becoming Christians, though we love some persons
more than we did, let us love none loss.— Gambold.

.... Genius—tho fiee and harmonious play of all tho faculties

of a human being.

—

Akotl.

.... I have often found a small stream at its fountain-head, that,

when followed up, carried away the camel with his load.

—

Sadi.

.... Tho events we most desire, do not happen ; or, if they do,
it is neither in the time, nor in the circumstances, when they
would have given us extreme pleasure.

—

La Bruyere.

.... In friendship, wo see only the faults which may injure our
friends. In love, wo see only tho faults by which wo ourselves
suffer.

—

Du C-oeur.

.... It is through madness that wo hate an enemy, and think
of revenging ourselves

; and it is through indolence that we are
appea.sed, and do not revenge ourselves.

—

La Bruyere.

.... He who loves enough towish to love a million times more
than he docs, yields in love only to him who loves inore than he
would wish.

—

Du Cocur.

-4—•••—»-

Jokcr'0 JBubget.

The gentleman who has been trying to raise the wind finds

himself i/wiOTi all over the town.

An Irishman com|>lained of his physician, that he stuffed him
so much with drugs that ho was sick after he got well.

It was observed of a celebrated physician, that he never said ia
company, "I drink your health," but "My service to you."

It is very strange that the most garrulous speakers, no matter
whether in public or in private, are invariably those who are
" unaccustomed to public speaking."

A man having hurt his forehead, was advised to rub it with
brandy. Some days after being asked if he had done so, he
answered, " I have tried several times, but can never get the glass
higher than my mouth I"

What's in a name ? Returning late one night to camp. General
Valavoir was challenged by the sentinel, " Qui va laf" " Vala-
voir," replied tho officer; and the man, thinking that he was told
to "go and find out," shot him dead on the spot.

" Which, my dear lady, do you think the marriest place in the
world?" "That immediately above the atmosphere that sur-

rounds the earth, I should think."—" And why so 1"—" Because
I am told that there all bodies lose their gravity."

A Rhode Island clergyman lately illustrated the necessity of
corporal punishment for the correction of juvenile depravity, with
tho remark that " the child, when once started in a course of evil

conduct, was like a locomotive on the wrong track—it takes the
switch to get it off."
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THE BLOCK.

We give on
the page here-

with a repre-

sentation ot

the stone to be

presented for

the Washing-
ton Monument
by the Welsh
inhabitants of

the city of New
York. This

stone and tlic

ejiic wliich its

sculpturing so

expresses, has

been prepared

by Mr. T. D.
Jones.N.York.
The size of the

marble is eight

feet by five,

containing in

cdto relievo a

group which
illustrates by
a very simple
allegory the

most promi-
nent charac-

teristics of the

Welsh nation

;

and may be

regarded as an
epic of Welsh
character, ex-

quisitely carv-

ed in stone.

Hardly a bard

of old Wales,

with the keen

ken of inspira-

tion, that could

have said in

language what
this sculptor

has said in

marble. The
whole group
is pyramidal.

On the right,

stands a dog
with a fine

head, carefully

modelled, af-

ter the New-
foundland spe-

cies. There is

intellect, as

well as instinct ; there is sagacity, conscious dignity and repose,
while the whole effect of the liead is expressed in the single word,
fidelity. Near tlic dog, sits a noble peasant giil, with her distafT,

indicating Industry ; figuratively, virtue. The head is noble.
It is classic in form, and yet it makes the spectator ask the ques-
tion :

" Where have I seen that head V Next comes the central
figure—Liberty,—a form not idealized too much, but something
human, real. Her left hand rests upon the Welsh harp, and
around that harp is gracefully wreathed the American flag, to

show that the spirit of Welsh poetry lias found a genial home in

this western world, wliere not only the lyre but every lyric feeling

is free, with no Edward to disturb the harper. The figure, repre-

TIIE WELSH BLOCK OF MARBLE FOR THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT

senting Industry, leans with grace against the other side of the

harp, wliieh not only gives repose to the composition, but illus-

trates that trait of the Welsh peasantry—syiiipiithy among all

classes for the bright and beautiful in Art. On tlic right hand of

Liberty are the emblems of Agriculture, behind whieli is sitting a
mechanic in repose. His chin is resting on his hand, and you
see the brawny arm; but there is the clear, penetrating eye, the

calm brow, and the earnest gaze of a man who is solving some
problem or piercing into some secret of mechanical force. The
whole pyramidal group is crowned by a symmetrical arch, which
cowipletes the whole, and makes it altogether one of the most
significant groups in sculpture yet produced on this continent.

CHATEAU
DB 8AVERNE.

The picture
we give below
of the Chateau
de Saveme is

designed by
the French
government to
serve as an
asylum to the
widows of civ-

ic and military

functionaries

of high rank,
who liave died
in the service

of the State.

Saveme is a
pretty little

town of Al-
sace, and aboBt
thirty miles
from 8««M-
burg. Its cha-

teau, an im-

mense edifice,

was commenc-
ed by Princ*
Furstemberg,
Archbishop of

Strasburg, and
ended by Arch-
bishop Arm-
and, Prince of

Kohan. Par-
tially destroy-

ed by fire in

1780, it WHS
built anewwith
more magnifi-

cence by the

famous Cardi-

nal de Rohan,
and still pre-

serves the re-

membrance of

Madame La-
motteandCag-
liostro. It has

been used of

late years as

a barracks for

troops, but the

French gov-

ernment in-

tends to put it

in a complete

repair for the

purposes we

have mentioned above. The town of Saveme is situated on the

Zorn, a triliutary of the Rhine, and has a population of scarcely

exceeding six thousand souls. The palace, whirh is represented

in our engraving, is the only building of note in the place, or,

indeed, in the immediate neighborhood. There are, however,

quite a number of important manufacturing cstablishnients m
Saverne, of woolen cloths, hosiery, hard ware, and the like, and

at certain seasons of the year it is quite a depot for the timber of

the wooded country about it inland, which is floated down and

then rafted for sale. Such a spot in tlii.s country would soon be-

come the centre of a large trade, and a growing city, but in France

progress is but blow, and oftentimes crab-like—backwards.

VIEW OF THE CHATEAU DE SAVERNE, IN FRANCE.
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JOHN J. AUDUBON.
Below we present a likeness of John Jame.i Audubon, the nat-

uralist, and give it at this time as commemorative of this eminent

man's birthday, he havini; been born May 4th, 1780. Our picture

is simply allegorical of the study and tastes of the man we repre-

sent. In the centre of the same is a portrait of Audubon, with a

background of natural scenery, which he of all others loved so

well. Surrounding the portrait is a nistic framework, upon which

are numerous American birds. At the right hand corner below

is the noble species of eagle discovered by this indefatigable natu-

ralist, and named by him the Bird of Washington. On the oppo-

site corner is a group of implements, consisting of the gun, game-

bag and folio of sketches which accompanied this admirer of

nature in all his lonely rambles. Audubon was born in New

Orleans of French parents, but received a part of his education in

Paris, where the celebrated artist, David, was one of his instruct-

ors. Returning to the United States, he established himself on

the banks of the Schuylkill ; but his love of natural scenes and

objects overcame all the wooings of luxurious ease, and in 1810,

with his wife and young child, and his gun and pencil, he took up

the life of a hunter and naturalist, which he followed for twenty-

four years. During this time he accumulated every variety of

specimen of ornithology from every clime on our continent.

Landing in England, at the close of a pilgrimage of twenty-five

years, with the results of his untiring energy, skill and persever-

ance, ho began the publication of his work on the birds of North

America, and his fame was heralded over all the scientific world.

Humboldt, Cuvicr, and the savans of the Aca lemy of Sciences,

cordially welcomed him to their ranks, and acknowledged his

work to be the most magnificent monument ever erected by art to

nature. In fact, this effort is something more than a simple

treatise—a frigid nomenclature ; and while relating his daily ob-

servations, the author relates also his own life, that is to say,

twenty-five years of constant emotion, of sufferings endured with

the admirable constancy that love of science alone imparts, of

joys known only to the mind of the enthufiastic and devoted nat-

uralist. In 1839, he returned to this country, when he published

a new edition, and began a work on the quadrupeds of North

America, which was completed just before his death, in January,

1851. The great work of Audubon on the birds of this continent

will ever stand forth a textbook in this department of science

—

a

memento of indomitable labor and genius.

^^- s>>^x^c^va
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CHAPTER XXVI.

THE CLOAK FALLS FROM THE TILGRIM'S SHOULDERS.

" Now, fellows," cried Alfonso, " what have ye here f"

" We have brought hither a man who will speak for himself,

«ire," said one of the peasants, bowing down before his monarch.
" We know not his business, but we could not refuse his earnest

prayers."

And so speaking, the peasant arose and turaed towards the lit-

ter. He removed the light covering, and the sunbeams fell upon

the form of the pilgrim ; he was pale and wan, and his features

were all fallen away to a mere shadow of what ho had been ; he

was assisted to a sitting posture, but he groaned with pain during

the operation. Henry started forward and gi'asped the old man
by the hand.

" Alive I alive !" ho uttered. " O, what a wondrous blessing

is this I"

" Yes, Henry," returned the pilgrim, in a hollow tone ; " I am
alive, and that is all. Don't grasp me too hard, for it pains me !"

"And my mother?" whispered the youth, hardly daring to

listen for the answer.

" She is safe !"

Henry la Nuit pressed the pilgrim's hand to his bosom, and

raised his eyes to heaven. His praj-er, whatever it may have

been, was a silent one ; but the sudden access of joy made him
for the moment weak. There was one other person who sprang

towards the litter—it was the duchess. She gazed into the old

pilgrim's face, and then asked him, in a whisper, if he had done

all that he promised.

"Lady," he said, while a faint smile broke over his features,

"rest you in pe.ice. God has not forsaken the right
!"

lanthe de la Carra sought the side of her child, but no ques-

tions were asked or answered. All attention was now called to

Nandon du Chastel. That knight had uttered a low cry of horror

when the covering was first raised from the form of the pilgrim,

and he now stood with his teeth closed, his hands clutclicd, his

face fearfully livid, and great drops of sweat starting coldly from

his brow.

"Now, what means all tliis?" cried the king, whose whole soul

was wrought up with excitement. He had seen the emotions of

Henry la Nuit; he had seen the movement of the duchess ; and
he had noticed, too, the startling etfects upon Nandon du Chas-

tel. " Who can solve this riddle ?" he continued.

" Sire," said La Nuit, " this is the old man whom I was accused

of having murdered. Now let his own lips be the witness 1"

"Ha!" cried Alfonso, bracing himself up like a man who is

about to commence some heavy task. " This is the finger of some
power higher than ours ! Wo will hear him speak."

The monarch had started to move towards the litter, when Du
Chastel approached, and pulled him by the sleeve.

" Sire," said he, " let the marriage go on first. Listen not now
to the tale of this crazy old man."

" Why, Sir Nandon, you look half dead ! Upon my soul, you
are not fit to be married in such a plight I You may recover by
the time this story is told. No, no, you need not urge me, for.

by the heavens above me, this thing shall be cleared up before

anything else is done. Stand back !"

The dark knight said no more, but like a man who feels the

iron grasp of death upon him, he tottered back.

"Now, old man," continued Alfonso, approaching the litter,

"let me hear your story. Some one has attempted your life?"

" Yes, sire," returned the pilgrim, his eye brightening as he

spoke; "and the attempt has proved successful, for I know that

my life is fast ebbing away."

"And do you know who did it 1"

" Yes, sire,—I know too well. If you will listen I will tell

you."

"I have como to listen. Now, go on."
" Near the mountains, towards Guidez," commenced the old

man, " there lived a poor woman—an ac(iuaintance of my earlier

days,—and I was wont to go to her cot to comfort and cheer her.

But that woman, poor as she was, had enemies. One night, I

received from a mysterious source, the intelligence that her life

was in danger, and, of course, I set off at once to avert the blow
if possible, for I hid a suspicion from whence it was to come. I

reached there at midnight, but I found the woman gone. I feared

the worst. I sat down, for I was weak with fear and fatigue, and
while I was thus buried in my painful meditations, I heard a foot-

step behind mo. I looked up, and saw Nandon du Chastel ! He
asked mo where was the woman who had been there, and I told

him I did not know. He swore that I had secreted her; and then
he swore that my life should pay the penalty. I started up to

seize my staff, but before I could reach it, he struck at me
with his sword, and cut my arm. Then he made a lunge at me,
and his sword pierced my bosom. I sank down, and soon all

was dark about me."

"Will you listen to such a tale, siro?" asked Du Chastel, with

the look of one who tries to draw a barbed arrow from his heart.

" Yes !" returned the king, motioning him back ;
" I am pre-

pared now to listen to anything. But you have nothing to fear,

Du Chastel

—

you, who are so pure and loyal, so devoted and
innoc'cnt ! Go on, old man."

" After that, sire, I knew nothing more until I heard my name
pronounced by Henry la Nuit. I knew that ho was kneeling by
my side, but I could give no motion of life. My every physical

function was suspended. I tried to speak ; I tried to move a fin-

ger, even, but I could not. Then I was aware that Nandon du
Chastel came back, and he found La Nuit still by my side. I

heard him accuse the young man of having done the murder, and

then he went away again. The next thing that I knew was that

La Nuit was leaving me. With one mighty force of my will, I

tried to call him back, for I feared I should die if left alono. I

did move my body, and the sound attracted his attention, but he

did not divine its cause, for again ho turned, and I was then left

alone."

" And is that all ?" asked the excited monarch, as the old man
hesitated and pressed his hand upon his bosom.

"No, sire."

" Then go on. Hold ! Stop, there ! Sir Nandon du Chas-

tel. One so devoted as you should not leave his king in an emer-

gency like this I Here, my Lord do la Barde, and you, De Caude,

hold the constable in custody !"

"And this is the pay for all my services V groaned Du Chastel,

still struggling to appear an injured man.

But the king only cast upon him a bitter, withering look, and

then turned again to the pilgrim.

" What I have to tell now, sire," resumed the old man, " is

mostly for the benefit of Henry la Nuit. Shortly after he had

gone, two hunters entered the cot, and by that time I had become

so far revived that I could speak. They told me that the woman
of whom I was in search, had fled, and that she had sent them

there to watch if any one came to see her. They were stout men,

and they bound up my wounds, and took me upon their shoul-

ders, and in this way they bore me to the mountain where the

woman had taken refuge. Here they fixed my wound again, for

it was bleeding freely, and as soon as I felt stronger, they pro-

posed that we should go with them to their hunting cave up the

mountain. The woman staunched the blood from my boiom
with her own scarf, and told me that she should feel safer in the

mountain. So I was borne up there, and there I remained until

yesterday, for I was not able to be moved before."

The whole party had gathered about the resting-place of the

old man, and all, save the Duke of Salva, were gazing fixedly

upon him. But the duke was gazing upon Henry la Nuit ; and

while ho gazed there was a look of startling import overspread-

ing his features ; he trembled, and clasped his hands nervously

together, and once or twice some inaudible murmurings were

upon his lips. That look partook somewhat of astonishment,

and somewhat of hope, and somewhat, too, of puzzled doubt.

"Henry," said the pilgrim, "I have heard of your search after

me, and you now know what has before been a source of puzzle

to you." The old man gave the youth a quick look of admoni-

tion, for he saw that he was about to ask a question ; and then ho

added : "Look down the road and see if any one is comin;?."

La Nuit looked, and away in the distance, upon the brow of a

hill, he saw two horses ; but he could not distinguish the charac-

ters of the riders. He told the old man what he saw.

" It is well," said the pilgrim. " I think they arc friends of

mine."

"And now, who arc you?" asked the monarch.

The old man now raised himself further up, and for a moment,

a dark shadow, as if of pain, swept across his features. At length

he said :

" Ah, sire, your eyes are loss keen than the duke's, for he re-

cognized me when first he saw me."

"Ay, but you are sadly altered since then," said Don Philip.

" Don't you know him, sire ?"

For the first time there shot a gleam of light athwart the coun-

tenance of the monarch. He gazed a moment longer into the

sunken features of the pilgrim, and then his brow grew as black

as night; he trembled, his lips turned colorless, and he started as

one WHO had just awakened from some terrible dream, with the

fear-phantom still before him.

" Out, fiend !" he shrieked. " Why hast thou dragged thy

gory body before me ? Look at thy hands 1 0, Montarrago ! I

thought the grave had swallowed thee long ago I"

" Monlarraijo 1" burst from the lips of half the people present.

"Ay," responded the old man with a shudder, " the Headsman

of Navarre I lam ho who once shed blood as though it were

water!—but I did it at the will of another, at the command of

one more mighty than I. I was but the executioner

—

Alfonso of

Navarre was tlie jvdfje !"

" Stop ! stop !" groaned the monarch. " I am glad you were

not murdered, but get thee from my sight ! Get thee hence !" he

continued, with increasing vehemence, "and if you ever stand in

my presence again, I'll
—

"

" Hush ! sire," spoke the old executioner, raising his trembling

hands towards the king. " For long years I have done all in my
power to atone for the past. I have been a weary pilgrimage to

the Holy City, and many a long, dark night have I lain upon the

mount of Calvary, and prayed that God would wash the blood

from my hands. My heart had sickened at the work my hands

had done, and I fled from the place where my name had become

a living curse. Men swore by the red hand of your executioner,

and villains, even, sliuddercd when they heard his name. Sire, I

have suil'ered enough !—will you not take my hand, and—

"

" No ! no !—never !" cried the king, starting back as though ho

feared the old man would touch him.

" Then, sire, I will tell you one thing more, and then I am
done. In Palestine, I watched by the side of a pilgrim, and I
held his head in my lap while he breathed his last ; but before ho
died, he told me a strange story. You must hear it."

" Then tell it quickly," returned Alfonso, still pale and excited.
" I must tell it quickly, or I shall not tell it at all," murmured

the old man, " for Du Chastol's steel has found my life."

He motioned to his friends,—to those who had brought him
thither,—and they came forward and raised him higher up ; he
thanked them with a grateful look—then he bowed his head a mo-
ment, as if in deep pain—and then he raised his weakening eyes

once more to the face of the trembling monarch.

CHAPTER XXVII.

CONCLUSION.

Montarrago had been once the headsman of Navarre—the

public executioner. Ho had served for two kings, and during
the term of that service he had been called upon to do many a
work of blood

; his name had indeed become a curse. No won-
der, then, that the people in the castle-court gathered eagerly

about him, for it had been many years now since he had been

heard of in the kingdom, and he was thought to be dead. The
old man cast his eyes for a few moments about him, and then he
turned them once more upon the king.

" Sire," ho began, with a strange solemnity in his tone and
manner, "years ago there was a man in Navarre who took to

himself a wife. That wife was the fairest daughter of the king-

dom. Others had loved her beside the man who made her wife.

Well, she was married, and for a while all went on well ; but at

length, in an evil hour, a devil began to whisper in the husband's

ear. At first, he listened not; but the devil whispered on, and
the husband began to listen. That angel wife was accused of
infidelity—she spurned the base insinuation—but her protesta-

tions availed her not. Time rolled on, and she bare to her hus-

band a child ; but with that husband the devil had done his work.

He believed that his wife was criminal, and that his child
—

"

" Hold ! hold ! old man," shrieked the king, and then, while

his voice sank to a hoarse whisper, and his hands worked ner-

vously upon his bosom, he added :
" Who was that husband ?"

"Never mind, sire ; hear my story first ; don't interrupt me.
That father never smiled upon his infiint, for he believed that it

was not his child ; his heart was all turned to the gall of bitter-

ness, and he was as miserable as a man could well be, for he yet

loved his wife. Are you listening, sire 1"

" 0, great God !" groaned the king.

"But I will not dwell here," resumed the old man. "That
husband had listened too long to the words which the incarnate

fiend had whispered to him, and he resolved to put from his

sight forever those two beings whom he thought to be the living

evidence of his own shame. He sought the executioner—it was
me. I was the blood-master, the death-man of Navarre. He told

me that I must take his wife and child, and slay them ! That
wife, who had been as faithful to him as Heaven itself, he put

away—he gave her to the bloody headsman, and from that time

he looked not upon her again !"

" Old man !" gasped the king, with a most frightful expression,

"you have lied to me most foully ! That wife was guilty I She
was black as the grave witli crime !"

" Listen, sire, till I have finished," said Montarrago.
" But do not lie to me I" whispered the monarch, grasping the

old man by the arm.

Those who stood around were startled by the terrible look of

their king. They were riveted to the spot, and not a movement
told that they breathed, save that their eyes wandered anxiously

from one to the other of the actors in the strange scene.

" Sire," resumed the old man, as soon as the king had let go

of his arm, " after this deed was done, even the king cursed me

—

the boys in the streets shrank from me, and men trembled when
they met me. At length I began to tremble at myself. The
ghosts of a hundred headless men haunted me ; and, sick at

heart of the bloody life I had led, I gave up my gory office, and

started on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and there I meant to

liavo ended my days in prayer and penitence. But fate ordered

it otherwise. I there came across a pilgrim like myself For

several years wo kept company there, and he had sought that

holy spot to wash away a crime ; but I knew not what it was

until death came to snatch him away. While he lay dying upon

my knee, he poured into my car the story of his crime. He had

come from Navarre, and the scene of his story lay in Pampeluna.

It ran in this wise :

" A certain man in Navarre had become the husband of a most

beautiful girl ; but there was another man who loved that girl,

and she had scornfully rejected him. The rejected lover vowed

revenge. He was a young man—a very young man,—but he was

of noble blood, and that blood was hot and fierce. He gained a

place of trust by the side of the husband, and then began to

whisper against the fair fame of the wife—but his own word was

not enough. Near the town of Saint Jean Pied de Port, there

lived a young hunter who often came to the home of the husband

with game. Ho was a handsome man, and once or twice the

young wife had smiled upon the youthful hunter, and bestowed

her bounty upon him. The rejected lover saw this, and he re- •

solved to profit by it ; he sought that hunter, and by the payment

of large sums of gold, he gained him to his purpose. It was

arranged by the noble plotter that the hunter should be found in

the wife's chamber, and with much difficulty the thing was accom-

plished ; but the wife was not there, nor did she know of the cir-

cumstance. Next, forged letters were written. The base plotter

obtained a sample of the ill-fated wife's writing, and from this he
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forged letters, purporting to be from the wife to the hunter. And

thus the infernal game went on, until at length the unhai)i)y hus-

band believed all that was to d him. He believed that his wife

was false to him—that she loved the handsome hunter—and that

the chil 1 which nestled upon her bosom was of a picljci.in f ithcr.

Then it was tliat he became mad, and gave his wife and child to

the executioner.

" Sire, that hunter fled from Navarre ; it was he who died in

mv arms in Palestine. But before he died, he confessed to me

all that I have told to you, and more. That base plotter had

written him some letters, which he was ordered to de.stroy ; but

he did not destroy them. When lie found that he must flee—that

the work he had helped to do was likely to bring death to him-

gelf_he gave the papers into tho hand of his mother, and then

left his native country forever. As soon as I had seen him buried,

I determined to come back to Pampeluna. When I arrived here,

I found that the husband still lived, and that the plotter was still

bv his side, and I also found that the mother of the hunter was

still living.

" It was now necessary that I should have some one to assist

me ; but to whom should I ai)ply .' I dared not go to Saint Jean

to see llie hunter's mother, nor could 1 watch the movements of

that man whose wickedness I wished to expose. At lengtli I hit

upon a novel expedient. I found that the noble Duchess of Salva

was no friend to the villain, and that she would willingly do any-

thing honorable that could hurl him from a new plan he was upon

the eve of consummating. I sought her, but only revealed to

her that I suspected that man to have been guilty of the blackest

crimes, and also told her that an old woman at Saint Jean had

the papers in her possession which would prove it. She promised

to watch the villain, and get the papers if she could. She did

get them, sire—and, as I had requested, she did not read them,

but gave them to me on the very next morning. And now, sire,

I have other papers, too—papers which the villain kept in his own

cabinet, and which he sometimes read to keep his revenge alive.

Even after his victim was married, he wrote to her and begged of

her to love him, and these are the answers which she returned to

him. Here they are, sire, read them :

As the old man spoke, he drew a small parcel from his bosom,

and handed it to the king. Alfonso was pale as death, but he

had ceased from trembling. His every nerve was set, and his

eyes were like glass. He opened one of the papers, and read it.

" This is from Nandon du Chastel !" he whispered, as he leaned

half forward and gazed into the old man's face, like one who is

awaiting tho death-sentence.

" Yes," said Montarrago ; "and here are the papers which the

duchess obtained of the dead pilgrim's mother."

The king took them, and he read them. One was a bond for

the payment of a hundred pistoles, on condition that the receiver

would suffer himself to be found in the chamber of Joanna of

Navarre. Another was a note directing the hunter how to escape

if he were attacked, and also promising to liberate him if he was

imprtsoned. The others were of the same tone, and they were

all signed by Nandon du Chastel. When Alfonso had read them,

he let them fall at his feet, and then clasping his hands over his

eyes, he sobbed as though his heart were broken in twain.

" 0, great God of mercy !" he ejaculated, " she was innocent

!

As pure as the virgin-snow upon the untrodden mountain-peak !

—

and yet I—I— O, Heaven ! have mercy on me now !"

For a moment, the stricken monarch bowed down in his agony,

and then he started up. He was changed now ; his brow was

crimsoned, and his eyes gleamed fearfulh% and he turned and

looked upon the cowering form of Du Chastel. Then he drew

his sword, and sprang to the spot where that black villain stood.

The lords De la Barde and De Caude let go of their charge, and

the king grasped him by the throat.

"Du Chastel !" said Alfonso, in a tone that made tho people

tremble, " dare you deny one word of this 1"

"I dare do anything, Alfonso of Navarre," replied the dark

knight, gathering himself up like one who has gained the power

of nerve to face death boldly. " Poor, weak fool ! how I have

toyed with you ! You snatched the first bud of my love from

me, and—

"

These were the last words Nandon du Chastel ever spoke, for

t)efore he could finish his sentence, the sword of the king had

passed through his heart 1******
"Henry," said tho old pilgrim, raising himself painfully up,

"have not those people come yet?"
" Yes—they are even now at the gate ; and they have stopped."

"It is your mother, Henry. Go and tell her that she may
come."

A little while after, and La Nuit led a woman into the court

—

md it was his mother. She trembled violently, and leaned heavily

japon the arm of her child.

' Alfonso of Navarre," spoke the pilgrim, "look upon that

woman !

—

the executioner was more merciful than the hinrj!"

The monarch looked into the pale, beautiful face of the wo-

man. There were some words upon his lips, but none could un-

ierstand them. He moved towards her, and with his hands half

Jxtended, he murmured the name of that being who had been so

jasely wronged—that being whom he had thought dead years

igo. She spoke not ; but she caught the look that beamed upon
ler, and with one low murmur she broke from the arms of her

ion, and sought a resting-place upon the bosom of the king.

"0, Joanna! My wife—my wronged, my injured, my angel

vife—can you love me yet ? Can you forgive me '."

"Love thee !" murmured the weeping wife, as she raised her

treaming eyes to her husband's face, and placed her hand upon
lb shoulder ;

" 0, forever !"

A little while—a short heaven of happy bliss,—and the king

remembered that there was another thing on earth beside his wife.

"Fear not, sire," said the old pilgrim, as he saw that Alfonso

had started to vards Henry la Nuit. " When you gave your wife

and child into my hands, I could not kill them. The wife I hid

away among tho mountains, and the child I left at tho porter's

lodge of this castle. That youth—that brave young knight—is

the son of your own blood—the offspring of your own life !"

It was a bewildering moment for our hero. He hardly gave

credit to the evidence of his own senses until he felt himself

clasped within the monarch's arras, and heard the murmured
blessings of his father sounding in his ear. Then ho realized the

heavenly truth that had burst upon his life-page.

And do you think that those three—the father, the mother, and

the son—were all that wept with joy? Nay,—hundreds wept,

—

all within the spacious court—lords, knights, gentlemen, men-at-

arms, and peasants,—all, all wept I

" Now, Isabella."

The maiden looked up, and met the gaze of Henry.
" I am stainless, now."

At this moment, the old pilgrim spoke :

" Sire, give me your hand, now."
" O, yes I yes !" uttered the happy monarch. "And my bless-

ing be upon you !"

" And you, Don Philip ?"

" Ay, Montarrago," returned the old duke, " I'll give thee my
hand, now."

" Where is the bishop?" asked the old man, in a weaker tone.

" 0, let him come and pray for me I Henry—Joanna—you will

bless me, I know ! O, I have done some little work on earth of

which I am not ashamed. And those honest peasants, who have

protected their queen,—though they knew her not,—you must be

kind to them, sire. Where is the bishop ?"

The old prelate came, and kneeled by the side of that couch.

As he prayed, the people gathered reverently around. There was

a smile upon the face of the pilgrim, and his hands were clasped

upon his bosom. When the bishop arose to his feet, he asked tlie

old man if he could now die in peace ; but there was no answer.

Henry moved up nearer, and again took the pilgrim's hand ; but

it was cold and lead-like. The pilgrimage of life was over, and

the weary man had yielded up his soul to the God from whom ho

hoped for forgiveness.*#*#*«
On tho next morning the castle was alive at an early hour.

Henry walked out into the court. He had gone there in hopes

to be alone ; but in this he was disappointed, for a hundred men-

at-arms crowded about him, and he had to take a hundred hands.

Well, he was happy, even though he could not be alone.

In the hall walked the king and queen. They had been weep-

ing, fi)r their cheeks were wet.

" And I am forgiven, Joanna—all forgiven ?"

" 0, my husband, ask me not that again ! Only let me know

that you love me still, and I shall forget the past
!"

" Love thee !—ah ! my wife, all I fear is that I may forget there

is any other heaven save in my love for thee ! Ah, here is my
noble boy I God bless you on this fair morning, my son !"

In another place sat tho duchess and her daughter. They, too,

had been weeping ; and by them, stood the duke. His face was

no longer stern ; his brow was no longer dark ; but the morning

sun shone upon his countenance, and the joy-beams were dancing

there.

An hour later, and the friends of the day before had just arisen

from the breakfast table.

" Stop, stop, ray good bishop," cried Alfonso. " Where now ?"

" Business calls me to the city, sire," returned the prelate.

" Not yet, not yet ; for, by my faith, I will hold ray good cousin,

the duke, to his promise. Don Philip, you gave me the hand of

the Lady Isabella to dispose of as I pleased. God forgive me if

I came near doing her an injury. But I will make amends for it

now. You will not refuse me, cousin ?"

" No, sire," said Don Philip.

" Then she shall yet wed with one whom I shall choose. Hen-

ry, my son, come hither. Isabella—your hand. There." He
placed their hands together, and then he looked into the maiden's

face.

" Will you be happy, now ?" he asked, while a rich smile played

over his features.

Isabella bowed her head, and wept—but it was upon Henry's

bosom she bowed, and her tears were but the joyful answer she

could not speak in words.

So the bishop stojiped ; and this time the bridal party went to

the chapel without interruption. The ceremony was performed,

and when the party came again into the court, the soldiers and the

peasants shouted for joy. They blessed their king and (pieen, and

they blessed the prince and his blushing, happy bride ; and then

they shouted for the duke and the duchess. In short, they shouted

for every conceivable sort of joy, for the occasion was big with

joyous events.

The king, now happy with his long-lost wife, forgot not the

honest mountain peasants; nor did he forget the old widowed

mother of the hunter. Blanche found a place of honor by tho

restored queen. A criminal was pardoned and fashioned into a

noble soldier—it was Matteo.

There was one humble grave in Navarre, where people some-

times stopped to pronounce a blessing. The king visited it, and

the queen went with him ; and Henry and Isabella bore them

company. They planted a marble cross there, and Joanna of

Navarre dropped a tear while they diil it. It was the last resting-

place of all that was mortal of the old pilgrim.

THE EXD.

[Written for Oleeieon's Pictorial.]

TBE LOST AND FOUND.

BT 0BABLF8 B. STEWART.

My pliant bark sailed oVr a summer roa,

Whofse floor wa^ bright with many a gleaming gem,

And I w-a.1 blesyeil when one was given me
That brij?ht*;r shonf than all the reat of them.

Ah! wlien the iii^ht dij kisa it, it tUd give

A swfeter l>f'aiii than all the re^t bet'ide,

And T was happy on life's eea to live,

Until my gem dropped in the rolling tide.

"0, lojt! 0, lost!'' and angizl-h none may know
Spread o'er my heart its leaden envelope,

And f was i»U)itteii with a wei>5ht of woe

For many dayfi that would not brook of hope;

But griera long night utifcaled tho founts of prayer,

And pent up tt.'ars poured forth a lavi-h stream r

With lifted eyes 1 looked to Heaven, and ther«

I eaw, Kith joy, my gem in glory boam!

EKtiLISlI SPORTSnEN.
When an American reads in an English newspaper that Mr.

Smith, or the Right Hon. Mr. Brown, shot one hundred and
thirty brace of partridges on a specified day, and so many rabbits,

hares and pheasants to boot, he forms a good opinion of the gun-
nery of the gentlemen named, and very naturally, too ; but, as
there is a maiked dilference between hunting in England and tho
same s])0rt in the United States, some account of the English
system may not be uninteresting to a portion of our readers, and
may serve to correct certain erroneous im|)ressions the said read-
ers may entertain respecting Knglish shooting. It may not bo
generally known that the animals and birds which are, by law,

preserved as game in England, are comparatively tame, from tho
fait that no persons but those of a privileged class arc allowed to
hunt them, and that only at a ceriam season ; conse(|uently, they
bei ome accus'omed to man duritig the remainder of the year, and
seldom take fight when lie appears

; and, therefore, \vhcn the
hunter m:ikes his advent at the fill of the leaf, he finds hut little

difficulty in dealing death among the feathered tribe. He comes
prepared wiih |poiiiters and setters, wlii|)pt rsin and game keepers,

who drive the d. voted hiiils and ai:iiiials from thi ir covert, and
thin the work of destruction commences. The hares can hardly
be kicked into a walk, and generally set on their haunches, with
their eves agape, wondering what is going on ; while the eager
and deiightid sportsmen raise tlicir guns, and, at the distance of
ten or twelve feet, fire at the astonished and affrighted victims,

who appear thunderstruck, and sit wondering what all the noise
and excitement is about, little dreaming that they are the cause.
The partridges and peasants are better able to get out of tlie way
than the hares and rabbits, for they generally take to the wing

;

bur, as they scarcely ever rise until the Nimrods are near enough
to knock them over with the butt end of the gun, there is but lit-

tle credit due sportsmen for marksmanship. Some of the young
gentlemen I met were smoking cigars at the same time that they
were waiting for the game to a|ipear; and one individual did
" murder most foul, strange and unnatural " on a poor wretch of
a hare that happened to be roused up before him. The animal
moved slowly out of the grass, made one or two springs, when,
as it turned to look back, the sportsman sent the contents of his

gun into it, and was congratulated by his companions on the
"excellent shot!" I was looking over the fence at the time, and
laughed aloud at the feat the youth bad performed, and thought it

would have been strange if he had missed the unluckv animal un-
der the circumstances, for any man could have knocked it over
with a club without difiiculty.

—

Moron's Footpath and Hiyhway.

YOUTHFUL TUKIUSH HERO.

Amongst the extraordinary events occurring in these wonder-
ful times, I would mention the arrival at Constantinople of a
youth of from fourteen to sixteen years of age, accompanied by
several hundred warriors. This youth, who is a native of a re-

mote country in the interior of Asia Minor, is the ofl'spring of a
woman fifty years of age, and on that account his moilier looked
upon him as destined for great things—a feeling which seems to

have been shared by her neighbors and all the province. The
child was taken to the mosque. On his right arm an Arabic
verse has been inscribed, signifying " Thou wilt die a martyr ;"

whilst on the left the happy projihecy, "Thou wilt be a great
man," is carved in Eastern characters. This }outh was from his

birth destined for a military career, and generally regarded with
feelings of respectful veneration by his fellow-countrymen. He
has now grasped a standard, and, surrounded by his friends and
followers, is hurrying to the war. His youthful appearance,
whilst hurrying through the streets of Stamboul, at the head of
his tblloweis, had given rise to the report that a heroine, a la Jo-

hanna d'Arc, had started up for the cause of the Crescent.

—

Cor-

respondent London Chronicle.

SUNSHINE IN THK STORY OF LIFE.

When these men perish at their work, they do not die with sol-

diers' laurels, but their names become connected with their last

brave actions, ami are told by Engli.-hmen to one another in their

households, so that in af.er years they receive honor by many a
fireside. The surgeon of the Taylcur was conspicuous in his ex-

ertions for the reassurance and assistance of the shipwrecked pas-

sengers. We read at home, how, while struggling across a rope,

with his own infant in his hands and teeth, lie was plunged into

the sea that dashed his child out of his hold ; we read that he was
seen then holding by the ship's side with a drowning woman in

his arms, whose liair he was parting gently, to whom he seemed
to be speaking words of comfort. Her, too, the S( a forced from
its grasp ; and we read that he was next seen perishing with bis

wife, during a vain struggle to save her. The nohle man, with his

little family,—bis wife and two children,—is swept away; he ex-
ists now only in the name of Robert Hannay Cunningham.

—

Dickens.
I »«» »

THE MONARCH STILL A MAN.
Wlio forgets the anecdote of Napoleon and the village bells of

Brientz ? He was riding late one day over a battle field, gazing

stern and unmoved on the dying and the dead that strewed the

ground by thousands about him, when suddenly " those evening

bells " struck up a merry peal. The emperor paused to listen
;

his heart had sofiened ; memory was busy with the past ; he was

no longer the conqueror of Austerlirz, but the innocent, happy
schoollioy at Brientz; and, dismounting from his horse, he seated

himself on the stump of an old nee, and, to the astonishment of

Rapp, who relates tlie circumstance, burst into tears. The rock

was smitten, and living waters came gushing from it 1

—

Aotelook.
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PARR OF MUSKAU.

The five views given on tlii* and the opposite

page illu-trare the scveiitl objects of beauty and
interevt as they are to be seen in the celebrnted

Parlv of Prince Herman Par klor-Muskau. This

park embraces an area of many tl.oiisands of

acres, within which vast circumiV'renco are in-

cluded several villages, hill and dale, wood and
water, roads and buildings, gardens, shrubhcri'S,

forest of oaks, cypress trees, and many other

kind* of the most enduring, long lived trees,

which will perpetuate their glories to successive

generations. No time, expense, or trouble was
spared in forming thi"; wondrous combination of

art and nature, which i'< the pride of Germany,
and the admiration of Eurojie. The prince, a
man of the utmost taste and refinement—after

having visited all the splendid parks of Eni;land,

and the most lienutiful ]deasure grounds, tea-

gardens, and the finest landscapes, both natural

and artificial, to he found there and throughout
the continent—called together the most skillful

advisers in the various departments, as architects,

artists, landscape-designers, gardeners, etc., and
laids his plans on a gigantic scale, hut having

ref rence to ]icrfection in the most seemingly

petty detail, and succeeded in accomplisliing a

work of une<pial harmony and magnificence. It

would he a vain task here to attempt a descrip-

tion of this fairy icalin, the product of experience,

genius, taste, talent and imagination, regulated

and improved by a knowledge of the various

beauties heretofore calh d forth in oiher parts,

with a careful comparison of their excellence or

defectiveness, and a wi^e selection of materials

herefrom, of which to create a transcendent com-
bination of all that could he united to form a

most enchanting pictme. We might, it is true,

give a catalogue of the principal features ; but

how inadequate to convey a just idea of the

whole. We might say, there has l)een an arm
of the river introduced, over which are three

beautiful bridges, and across which there is a

dam to furnish a ]>ictures(|tie mill. A portion of

the forest was cleared away to open a view of

the forge and iron-works of the village of Keida.

A description of the orangery could easily be

furnished ; but how tame, how unlike seeing all

these things in their well-adjusted relation one
with another and pleasing reality. We must be

content with placing before our patrons the happy illustrations by
which we have souglit to show a few of these points. Thus we
liave a view of the charming Lake Lucy, named after the amiable
and accomplished lady of the prince. This fine sheet of water is

supplied by the river Neisse, and the borders are beautifully

studded with trees and shrubs. From the bridge there is a side

view of the noble castle—an imposing jiiece of architecture, de-

signed by the eminent Schinkel. The Chinese Tower is another
object that we present from amongst the many beautiful features

oi' the royal park and pleasure grounds of Muskau. Jt doubtless

has a very pleasing effect in conjunction with its surroundings.

Below this view we perceive an illustration of the promenade and
bathing-house in the park of Muskau. It makes a pretty picture,

and our pleasure in contemplating it is enhanced by the consid-

eration that within this building are many baths provided for the

use of the populous neighborliood.and that the walk we adrairo

—

ultimately prove a source of almost incalculable
wealth. This short sketch will not admit of a
glance even, at thousands of admirably con-
trived arrangements to combine the greatest va-
riety of scenery with the strictest attention to
propriety of perspective, and the rules suggested
by refined and correct taste. Our readers, in
addition to this meagre description, will fancy
the herds of deer and other game, the pheasants
and those splendid birds (Anerhahn), mountain-
cocks, etc., that lend a chnrm to the grounds of
Muskau ; also, the lovely flower-gardens, the
grottoes and shady walks, and all that can render
a landscape lovely, and then, imagination will
fall far short of the enchanting reality.

CHINESE TOWER IN THE PARK OF MUSKAU.

which is properly a road, and extends for miles—has furnished

employment for hundreds of laborers. The cost of purchase for

the extension of these vast grounds was immense ; as in many in-

stances a tenfold value was demanded and obtained by the original

possessors. The chief of artists, and the most skillful mechanics
of all descriptions, besides hosts of ordinary and subordinate ones,

were employed on the various works, buildings, etc., of Muskau.
And the rielics thus spent have made the surrounding country to

flourish, whilst a moTiument has arisen, which will not soon pass

away, in the mighty forests of valuable trees which have been
planted by the hand of man. In order to furnish young trees for

the vast plantation, an immense nursery of the choicest and most
enduring forest trees was laid out and carefully treated, under the

most vigilant and solicitous supervision
; and this stock has not

only furnished the park, but the nei.i;hboring country. And, as

years roll on, a valuable property is annually growing, which will

OLE BULL.

This most celebrated violinist of the day, was
born at Bergen, in Norway, in 1810. He was
destined for the church, and commenced his the-

ological studies at Christiana, in 1828; but he
soon abandoned them, and went to Cassel, in

Germany, to enjoy the advantage of instruction

in music, for which he had long had a predilec-

tion, from the celebrated Spohr. He received

so little encouragement, that at one time he ac-

tually gave up the ideaof hdng a musician, and
commenced the study of the law at Gottingen

;

but he soon returned to his favorite studies, and
guined considerable eclat by his performance at

a concert in Minden. A quarrel with another
artist resulted in a duel, in which his opponent
was mortally wounded, and he was compelled to

m-ike his escape to Christiana. After two or

three years' study he set out upon a musical
tour through Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
prance. He reached Paris in the midst of the

cholera season, and, having been robbed of

everything, even to his violin, he was reduced
to despair, and attempted to commit suicide by
leaping into the Seine ; but he was fortunately

rescued, and his wants relieved. He soon after

gave a concert in Paris, with some success, and
then set out for Italy. At Bologna he met with

the mo«t brilliant success, and his fame spread

throughout Italy. He soon returned to Paris,

and met with a most enthusiastic reception. His

reputation was established, and a brilliant career

was open to him. His journeys through Europe
were like triumphal progresses, and no one thought of comparing
him to any one hut Paganini. In 1843, he visited the United
States, where he fully realized the highest expectations. He
again visited the United States, in 1851, to purchase a tract of

land in a Western State, and make arrangemi nts to found a col-

ony of his countrymen here.

—

Musical Biography.

Fishing Fish.—It would seem that the delights of angling

are not unknown to the fishes themselves. Prof. Owen notices

one species of fish which has attached to the upper jaw an appa-

ratus for catching its prey, resemliling the tackle of an angler. A
projecting bone acts as the fishing-rod, and from it there depends

a bright red substance, that serves the purpose of the bait. The
fish, having its body buried in the sand, jirojects this apparatus,

and the smallest fishes that seize hold of the bait are instantly

transferred into tlie open mouth.

—

Eitglith Paper.

PROMENADE AND BATIHNG-nOUSE IN THE PARK OF MUSKAU.
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JOSEPH MAZZim.
This chief of the democratic party in Italy, whose nnmfi in

connection with that of Kossuth, is the watdiword of the libcral-

ists of Europe, was born at Genoa, in 1809, where his father was
a medical practitioner, and, during the latter years of his life, a
university professor of his science. He was educated for the

law at the same university, and resolved to do what he could to

awaken his fellow-men to political life. He accordingly estab-

lished the " Genoa Indicator," in which, under the veil of literary

discussion, he ventured on questions touching the future of Italy.

The Italian governments, lately troubled by carhonarism, wore
then united in a league against liberal opinions. Mazzini was no
earbonaro ; he hated secret societies ; but the authorities had de-
termined to allow him no voice, and his " Indicator " was sup-
pressed. He then established the " Indicator of Livournc," but
was not suffered to continue his labors, for bofiro he had finished

his studies, ho was arrested on su'ipicion of being connected with
carhonarism ; and, though the judicial functionary before whom
he was brought declared that nothing was proved against him, he
wag carried off to a fortress at some distance fr»m the town, and
was only released in order to he shipped off into exile. Mazzini
then took up his abode in Marseilles, where he became the foun-

der of " La Giovine Italia," and conducted the journal of that

name, devoted to the cause of the unity and independence of
Italy, and a republican form of government. The rule of Louis

Philippe did not allow Mar.zini to live long in France; and, on
the a|i|)lication of the Sardinian ambassador, he was ordered to

quit the French territory. For nearly a year, he snccecded in

evading the vigilance of the police, during the whole of which
time he never went out except on two occasions, in disguise ;

and
brought out his journal, which was easily distributed from Mar-
seilles into Italy. At length he was obliged to fly, and, in 18.31,

found himself in Switzerland. There he organized the expedi-

tion into Savoy, that failed through Ramorino, to whom the mili-

tary command was ^ven. Mazzini was arrested, tried by court-

martial, and sentenced to imprisonment in the fortress of Savone,
where he was incarcerated for six months, and then released upon
promising not to reappear in the Sardinian States. In 1844 he

established in London a journal called " Apostolato I'opulare."

For four years, Mazzini was a resident in the British metropolis,

and supported himself by his

contributions to the leading pe-
riodicals and journals. Upon the

outburst of the French revolu-

tion of February, 1848, Mazzini
conceived that Paris was the

proper centre of action, and he
went thither. He returned to

England for a short time, and
then, Lombardy having risen np

zerland, whence he was again expelled. Rome had now declared

itself a republic, and he was at once elected deputy to the con-

stituent assembly for the town of Leghorn, where he landed., and
was received with acclamations. After spending some time in

Florence, in attempting to effect the fusion of Toscany and Rome,
he at length repaired to Rome. From that moment, he became
the leading spirit of the Roman republic. March 30, 1849, he,

toge'her with Armelli and Saffi, was appointed a triumvir, and
received, with his colleagues, the full powers of the young State.

He immediately set himself to organize an army of 50,000 men,
cast cannon, and prepared to govern and defend the republic.

April 20, Gen. Oudinot arrived at Civita Vt cchia, with GOOD men,
and began his march from Civita Vecchia to Rome. Three days
afterward a prorlamatioti by the triumvirs was issued, providing

for the security of the peaceable French stadcius at Rome. The

THE FIRGE AT KENLA, IN THE PARK OF MUSKAU.

ORANGERY IN THE PARK OF MUSKAU.

against the Anstrians, he repair-

ed to Milan, where he set up the

])aper, " L'ltalia del Popolo."
Having little political sympathy
with Charles Albert, "and dis-

trusting him as the liberator of
Itiily, he remained at Milan un-
til the defeat of the king. When
the latter abandoned Milan, the

people wished to make Mazzini
dictator, and to entrust the de-

fnce of the city to him, hut the

Austrians were already at the
gates, and nothing remained but
flight. Mazzini took refuge in

the canton of Tieino, in Swit-

first attack and repulse cf the troops of Oudinot took place April
30th. A few days after, a Neapolitan army of 15,000 men, com-
manded by the king of Naples in person, invaded the Roman ter-

ritory, and marched to Albano, about fifteen miles from Rome.
On May 10th, the second attack and repulse took place. From
June 3d, when Oudinot recommenced liis attack, to June 30th,

when the assembly resolved that the city could defend itself no
longer, Rome, as all know, was one continued scene of combat,
fire, ruin, and carnage, which only ceased under the luartiaj law of
the French. On July 3, 1849, Mazzini left Rome, where his pres-

ence could no longer aid the cause of the nation. Devoted as

ever to the cause of his country, still hopeful, politic, and indus-

trious, while in England he busily labored to secure the success

of the next struggle for his country's emancipation: his name,
with that of his illustrious com|iccr, Ko>suth. stands identified

with freedom among the nations of Europe.

—

Men of the Time.
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[Written for Glsason's Pictorial.]

TO MY MOTHER.

BT REBBCCA R. PIERCE.

It 1.S a calm, still night, mother, the winds are hu"hed and still,

The moon's soft light is beaming bright on joniler sleeping rill;

But this soft, dreamy hour, mother, no magic may impart,

To crush the teardrop from mine eye, the shadow from my heart.

I'm thinking of the hoar, mother. I bade ye all farewell.

How lilte a shadow on my heart those parting accents fell

;

And though full many a weiiry month .«ince that sad hour has passed,

With its awakening memory the tears fall thick and fast.

When I took thy partirg hand, mother, I sought to wear a smile,

Though my heart was full to bursting with its weary load the while;

And when I lingering turned to view that dear old hou e of ^ ears,

It came but dim and darkly through the mist of blinding tears.

S.iy, do you miss me there, mother, at morn or honr of eve?

Do ye often foudly breathe my name, and for my ah.si-nct griere?

And when thine eye rests thoughtfully ujion one vacant chair,

Then, do you think of me, mother, say, do ye miss me there?

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LOST FOUND.
A LEGEND OF ATJVEEGNE.

BY HENRY WILLIAM UEBBERT.

The delicious landscapes of Auvergne wcro smiling in the soft

light of a serene summer morning, before the sun had risen so

high as to banish the bcfiutiful wliite mistwretiths which marked

the course of the streams and rivnlets through the velvet low-

lands ; or dissipntc the light golden haze, wliiLh hung, like a lumi-

nous veil, around the wild summits of the distant mountains.

The dew still sparkled unexhaled on every blade of grass, on

the meadows, on every spray and leaflet in the forest; the birds

were carolling by thousands on every side, the skylark suspended

at heaven's gate, the merle and thro-^^tle from haunted brake and

bosky dingle, the sweet sedge warblers from the reedy meadow

edges, and the wood wrens from the tallest tree-tops, while the

hoarse cooing of the cushat, and the wild laughing note of the

green woodpecker from the deep forest glades, blended not inhar-

moniously with the melodious utterance of the morning songsters.

In one of the deepest and most remote recesses of that vast

pine forest, which spread in those days over all the ridges of the

Mont d'Or and Mont Cantal from beyond Riembearly to Aurillac,

—on that fine summer morning a strange party was assembled in

a wild and picturesque encampment. It was a company of that

mysterious people, whose origin is to this day among the most

inscrutable of secrets, who then had but recently made their ap-

pearance in Western Eiirope, as it is now only that they have be-

gun to find their way across the broad Atlantic, and to pitch their

blanket tents in the green lanes of America—the Bohemians, Zin-

gari, or Maugrabins, as they were then called, as improperly as

they are now termed Gipsies, under a false impression that they

are descended from the Copts of Egypt.

In most of his peculiarities, the Bohemian of the fifteenth cen-

tury was the same being as the gipsy of the nineteenth—a dweller

of the tent and a shunncr of the city; free as the wind and as

fickle ; the most irreclaimable of rovers ; impatient of the smallest

restraint; neither shepherd nor hunter, much less agriculturist;

horse jockey, deerstealer, poacher, robber ; a dalibler in astrology,

an adept in palmistry, skillful in metallurgy ; equally faithful to

his own tribe and false to the house-dwellers, the most incon'up-

tible, and the most corrupt of men, whose women have but one

virtue—chastity, which nothing < an debauch. He is now, as he

was then, a wanderer, and a vagal)ond ; the veritable Ishniaelite,

whose hand is against all men, and the hand of all men against

bim. The terror of the peasantry, the enemy of game-keepers,

the desolator of hen-roosts, the persecuted of magistrates, the

vagrant and hereditary outlaw he was in those dignified by super-

stitious terror and fanatical bigotry, entitling him to the cruellest

pursuit of church as well as state, as a pagan, a child-murderer, a

devil-worshipper, a worse than Manichtean. But he was not in

those days so entirely lost and imbrutcd in appearance, as he is

now, after centuries of every degradation except that of slavery.

Whatever the history of their tribe and its exodus, and whence-

soever they were detived, the evidences of their oriental origin

were most di^tinct, the traditions of their race more recent and

fresher in their own memories, their usages more eastern, and

their dreis, their aspect, their customs still indicating visibly the

nnforgoltcn period when they were yet a people with a home
and country, all trace of which has now passed away, with the

exception of their ubiquitous language, identical in the gorges of

the Pyrenees, ihe f ozen jilains of Sibeiia, the steppes of Tartary,

and the v/ilds ©f the western hemisphere.

The Bohemians of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries wore
the turl)an, the caftan, and the scimetar and yataghan of the East-

em world. Their chiefs or dukes, as they were designated by

their tribesmen, who treated tliem with the mo t abject deference

and veneration, were often clad magnificently in garments of silk

and velvet, with ornaments of yold, and even jewels of rare price,

though, sooth to say, their cleanliness and nicety travelled not

apace with their tawdry fine.

Instead of being as now wagon-borne with asses, mules, or

Borry stolen jades dragging their crazy vehicles at n foot's )iare,

they were a nation of equestrians, possessing a peculiar breed of

small, fleet, wonderfully hardy and veiy high bred horses, the

slender limbs, long pasterns, and fine heads of which clearly re-

vealed their descent from the barbs of the desert.

In a steep, craggy pass in the Mont d'Or, near the limit which

divides the pine forest from the treeless rock, barred at the u[ pe-

end by a prec ipitous clifp, from the base of which burst i ut, as is

not unusiiiil in limestone countries, a strong rivulet which rushed

impetuously down the ravine, which its v' aters hurl probably cre-

ated, ivere grouped irregularly among the gorse and bro- m along

the banks, a dozen or more of the low tents of the persecuted race,

with a bright wood fire blazing on a level spot in the centre, and

a huge caldron susiiended over it from the immemorial gipsy

tripod.

Part of the carcass of a deer was suspended from one of the

pine-trees, a noble wild boar was giving employment to the dex-

terous butchei7 of a handsome, bright-skinned youth of some

twenty years, while two or three smaller urchins were coining up

towards the fire, with several strings of brilliant-spotted trout,

which they had just snared in the pools of the mountain stream.

Thirty or forty of the wild-looking, slight-limbed horses, which

have been mentioned, were standing or lying about in picturesque

groups among the tents under the shadow of the trees, some pas-

turing on the short mountain greensward, but all seeming to

watch their owners with a sagacity more rcsemliling the instinct

of dogs than that of their own race. Several women were em-

ployed in culinary operations about the fire, and about a dozen

powerful men were lounging about at a short distance, waiting

apparently for their morning meal. There was, however, an un-

usual degree of silence and gravity about the Bohemian encamp-

ment, and it would not have required peculiar sagacity in an ob-

server to discover that something was in process among the tents

other than customary or common.

Throe or four of the little horses stood saddled and bridled,

with high-peaked Turkish and shoul stiiTups, and long Moorish

curbs, under the guardianship of an impish-looking boy, not far

from the largest tent of the encampment, about which there was

going on a sort of silent and subdued bustle, indicative of some

serious event passing within. On the summit of the craggy pin-

nacle, overlooking the whole scene, and commanding a view of the

surrounding landscape for leagues in distance, sat, motionless as

an eagle on its eyrie, and scanning all within the horizon with

something not far inferior to that bird's pervading vision, a gipsy

boy dressed not undesignedly in clothes so similar in hue to the

gray stone, that it would have been a quick eye that should detect

his presence even within clear eyeshot.

Suddenly the watcher uttered the alarm cry of the gray goss-

hawk, several of which birds frequented the rocks, and in a mo-

ment the encampment was on the alert, but not, it would seem,

alarmed ; and a moment afterward a youth entered its precincts,

comins; up the gorge of the stream, his whole appearance, and the

dust and sweat with which his dress was covered, showing the

speed at which he had journeyed, as clearly as the materials of

dress showed him to be a man of some importance among his

people.

" How fares it with Duke Ilaran'?'' he asked, in the Romano

tongue, of the first man he encountered.

"The angel of death abides his time," was the answer, "and

will not be prevented. But Haran is not ready. His work is not

ended; and till it shall be accomplished, his will is too strong

within me, and he may not pass away. Gaston, son of the wise

one, he awaits thee."

The young man bowed his head, and passing on in silence, en-

tered the large tent with an air of grave anxiety.

The scene within was striking at the farther end of the low can-

vass tent. Propped up as if on a couch by a pile of saddle-cloths

and housings, there reclined a man whose years had far exceeded

tlie allotted threescore and ten of the psalmist, but whose life was

ebbing away, it was clear to see, not by the agency of natural

causes, but bloodily by violence.

His fine oriental features, though their clear copper hue was

altered to a livid greenish tint, retained all their intellect and ani-

mation, and his eye was still clear as the eaglet's. He had a white

turban on his head, with precious rings in his ears, and a gold

chain, to which hung an amulet about his neck ; but his chest was

swathed about with gory bandages, from among which protruded

the shaft of a broken javelin, the head of the weapon buried deep

between his ribs, and not to be removed except at tlie expense of

life.

Three or four elders of the tribe sat around grave and silent,

ill showing by the presence of recent wounds that they had been

engaged in some late aff'ray ; and one youth, younger than the

new comer, whose face buried in his hands, and his frame shiver-

ing convulsively, showed the depth of his sufierings. One very

aged woman, half withdrawn in the shadow of the tent, hung over

the dying chief, motionless, speechless, giving no sign of grief, but

gazing on his unmoved agonies with a set, yearning, fascinated

stare, more frightful than the wildest sorrow ; and two girls, one a

slender, dark-haired, fawn-eyed gipsy, the other, a lovely, fair-

haired, blue-eyed European cliUd, wondrously beautiful, and show-

ing both in form and feature every sign of the noblest Norman

race, crouched on a carpet near the old man's feet, the former

sobbing convulsively hut silently, as forbidden to manifest her

grief, the latter gazing on the scene with a rapt expression of

horror and bewilderment, as if she were under the influence of

some spell heavier than the mere presence of death, on her pale,

girlish features. The old man's eye flashed as the youth entered,

and spoke in a clear voice to his son.

" It is well," he said, as if reading his errand in his features.

"She will comer'
" She ici'W cwme," replied the young pinn, "but with men-at-

arms. As ever, the house-dwellers hatch treason against us.

Their swords will drink our blood, and their nooses choke us like

I dogs, when they shall have recovered the hawthorn-blossom."

"When did the spirit of projihecy overshadow you?" asked the

old man, gravely; "or is it not rather the spirit of self-confidence,

and Outre cuidnnce., and presumption f It is obedience 1 need of

the sons of my loins, not counsel, nor the tidings of what shall be

—thitt is present to me as the past. When will she come 1"

" She set forth on the instant she received your token, tarrying

only until they could make her palfrey ready, and get a dozen

spearmen into the saddle. She will be here when the sun reaches

the zenith."

" It is enough. Lot my people strike their tents, and pack

them on the horses and begone. Lead them over the rocks where

there is no soil to show a footprint, till you come to the stream

below the waterfall. Follow the channel to the great cavern, and

there lie hid three days, lighting no fire, nor stirring save at night.

The third night there will be no moon ; then up and away, jour-

neying at the mirk-hour only, till you come to the great stones of

Karnak, in the land they call Brittany. There read the stars well

,

and they will tell you truly. Remember the rule, hold to the

faith, doubt not the destiny of our tribe; follow the star; look

to the east; believe, be strong. Fear nothing. Trust not the

house-dwellers, forgive no injury, forget no wrong. Where force

fails let fraud win. Sons of the star gleam, children of the' mist,

tribes of the tent, forward and fare ye well ! This night, Haran

shall bo your duke no longer, but Terek, son of Haran, son of

AlgcmatI), son of the old kings. Let him take his sister Luna to

his wife, and sit in my place at the fire, and lead my people in the

fray. Terek, Lena, my people, do you hear me 1"

" And obey," replied all the tribesmen, who were assembled in

the tent, and the aged woman, and the young gipsy girl, and the

youth who had last entered; and that said, without oft'ering to

di.^pute the least particular of his wish, one of the older men went

out and gave directions for instant departure. Within fifteen

minutes it was announced that all was ready.

" Forward then, and farewell," said the old man, firmly. " But

first your hands, my children all." And one by one, from the

highest to the lowest, each of the tribe, male and female, clasped

bis hand, and bade him farewell, and departed from the tent,

leaving him with the aged woman only, the two youths Ids sons,

the gipsy girl, and the fair-skinned child.

" Terek and Lena, kiss me." And as they did so, he placed

the chain and amulet about the neck of the young man, thereby

delegating to him his authority and rank. Then kissing the other

youth on the brow, he dismissed them also, bidding them take

the hawthorn blossom with them for a while, and remained

alone with his aged consort.

What passed between no eye ever witnessed, no tongue ever

told ; but in ten minutes she, too, left the tent perfectly tranquil

and unmoved. The white girl was briefly and sternly commanded

to re-enter the tent of the dying man—a command which she ap-

peared too well used to the Bohemian usages to dispute. And in

less time than it takes to relate it, every tent was struck, every

article removed, and the tribe had passed away, without leaving

so much as a vestige to show whither they were gone.

Only the dying m;in lay painfully breathing in the tent, with

the terrified child weeping by his side, and the wild boy sat mo-
tionless on his crag seeing all things, unseen by any eye. In less

than an hour after the gipsies had departed, the trampling of

horses sounded up the glen, and the clash of armor and the sound

of voices. A brief pause, and then the canvass was drawn away

from the tent door, and a tall, fair, very pale, very sad-looking,

very noble Udy entered, accompanied by two gentlemen—one an

old, gray-haired seneschal, the other a young esquire, fully

equipped in bright steel harness.

One glance at that white lady, at that fair child, sufficed to

show the relationship; and, at once the mother, by aid of fond,

long-cherished memory, the child unaided, save by the instinct of

nature, sprang each into the other's arms,

"My child!"

" My mama !"

The old man looked on with a grim smile, half-sarcastic, half-

repentant.

"Lady de Chateauguyon, the time hM come, the doom is de-

creed. Haran, the son of Algemath, has kept his word plighted

to the dead ; even to Enguerrand do Chateauguyon—that ho

would keep his daughter innocent and safe in the tents of his peo-

ple until the doom of her race should be decreed, and the enemy,

who was then in her house of life, harmless. Lo, it is done I

Tiie bad lord of Roche d'Or is as harmless as the dead ; as still

as the eternity to which I am going. Lady of Chateauguyon

take your child, for I am weary of the world, and fain would be,

what I shall be, or ere the sun reach the zenith—nothing!"

The lady's tears, the lady's thanks, the lady's prayers that he

would suffer her to tend his dying moments, that he would receive

spiritual aid, provoked only that fiendish smile.

"Thank mo not—the thanks of your race to mine are curses.

I repent me of but one deed in ray life—that I once did good to

your race unrociuited ; for the rest, get you gone. Leave me alone

to die. There is no heaven, no Creator, no hereafter. Only the

stars—and one day they, too, will be nothing !"

His terrible enunciation of his awful creed drove them in terror

from his deathbed ; but a mother's blessing for a restored and

rescued child went up to the Throne of Grace, and a mother's

prayer, "Pardon him. Lord, he knoweth not what he doeth !"

May we not trust that the good deed done effaced the hopeless-

ness, the grim despair, the absence of that faith which saveth, but

which no man had ever spoken to that ignorant and hopeless un-

believer ! May we not trust that on the last, dread day the Lost

may be Found once more, in Ilaran, the Bohemian !

M

Our probity is not less at the mercy of fortune than our prop-

erty.

—

Rochefiiicuxxld.
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A PRAYER.

BY ALICl CARBY.

Forgive me, God, forpive thy chilil, I pray,

And if I sin, thy holy Piiirlt move

My heart to better moods—I cannot say

Di^oiu my human heart from human love.

If in the rainy woods a traveller pcps,

Through some black gap, a splendor sweet and white,

Shining between the wild rough-rinded trees,

Bis steps turn thither. Through the infinite

Of darkness that would else bo, as we pass

From silence into silence, round our way,

Love .«hineth ?o. Doth not the mower ptay

nis scythe, if that a bird bo iu the grass?

If God bo love, then love is likest God,

And our low natures the divineness mock,

If, when wc hear the blest, " arise and walk,"

\Ve turn our faces back against the sod.

The plowman tired among the furrowed corn,

Leans on the oxV shoulder— done with play,

Childhood among the daisies drops away

Into the lap of sleep, and dreams till morn.

It is as when angels had their birth,

The one with heaviest glory on its wing?,

Dropt from its proper sphere into our earth,

Where piteous of our mortal needs, it sings-

Sings sweeter poems than the winds do make
Among the apple boughs at middle May

—

Blessed forever, if at times [ take

Their beauty round my heart, forgive, I pray.

< ^»^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TWO PORTRAITS OF AVEDDED LIFE.

Br MRS. B. WELLMONT.

Amelia Johnson and Amanda Williams were married the

Bme year. The former was but the graduate of a boarding

(chool, who was engaged at fifteen to Mr. Bender, who fell in

lOve with her beauty, and never seemed to think but the interior

charms were correspondent to the outward ones. The other

young lady (Miss Williams) was about her age; that is, just

! turned of eighteen, a fine domesticated girl, who had been taught

that to become a wife -was assuming a responsibility, and to con-

dut a family well was a rare but imperative duty. Both these

voing ladies, as it regarded physical temperament, were slender.

An,clia seemed to call for sympathy, and desire to be petted on
accoint ot her weaknesses ; while Amanda strove to conceal her

palmoiary tendencies, and by vigorous efforts give a conclusive

proof t!aat she had warded them off. These two young hidies

may be -egarded as the types of many others, and in order to

show the effects which may result from two kinds of manngement
wi:h husbands, we submit the statements of both

;
premising that

miny young ladies may be benefited, should they see a personal

reflection in either.

Amelia Johnson was always petted by her lover, and of course

she expected to be by her husband. She fancied it was the priv-

ilege of womanhood to be weak and hilpless, to be ignorant of

household labor, to be always a little sick;—to live on attentions,

and to exact the same services which had been shown her pre-

vious to her marriage. She corresponded with Amanda, that is,

she wrote a letter when she felt in the best trim, was uninterrupted

by company, was tired of reading, lounging, and fancy work
; and

wo are permitted to insert one, as entirely characteristic of her

ideas of a new wife in her new homo.

" Dear Amanda ;—I am delicate and frail as an aspen leaf. I

have scarcely stepped my foot out of doors since my marriage. I

suppose if I had your resolution, I should walk every day, and

possibly feel all the better for it ; but, Amelia, tliere is a great deal

iu beginning right with a husband, as older people have informed

me. Should I bustle about the house and superintend my do-

mestic affairs as some ladies do, Mr, Bender would soon conclude

that I was perfectly well, and perchance withdraw some of those

minute attentions which I am determined to exact. It always

seems to me to savor of vulgarity to face all sorts of weather,

and endure all sorts of hardship, so I am resolved never to en-

counter the charge. I believe those men think just as well of

their wives if they do not meddle with the rough task-work of

domestic life, and for it I have no taste whatever.

" My kitchen is generally in a perfect hubbub—I hate servants,

but what can I do without them 1 My taste would be to secure

elegant lodgings at some fine hotel, but Mr. Bender has something

of the bachelor about him, and above all things desires a home

—

consequently I am doomed to keep in the house but not able to

feel that I am housekeeping.

" But I grow languid and tired when my husband is absent. I

have been trying to amuse myself to-day with learning a new
kind of crotchet stitch, which I can apply to purses, and possibly

to reticules—of course it is of no conceivable use, only as it cm-

ploys my time. Yet I sliall not do much finger-work, it tires me
prodigiously, so I know I am very delicate.

"But there is a strange inconsistency that always did cleave to

me. I can endure any amount of fatigue in the way of balls and

parties, yes, and exposure too—I never take cold when in full

dress, that is, with bare arms and open neck. I never feel tired

after dancing till morning, and the temperatm-e of rooms does

not affect me in the least. Nothing ever hurts me that I eat at

these gay places—I can swallow ices and blanc mange, and chick-

en salad, and tiny wings of chickens, and jellies—yes, and cham-

pagne,_yet it does not harm me a particle. Sometimes Mr. Ben-

der declares I can eat twice a.s much supper as he docs, and that

I can outdance him a dozen times. Indeed I can wear out a pair

of satin shoes any evening, for he compares me to a spinning

wheel in a cotton factory. But if it were not for these nightly

entertainments, what would life be worth to me ? I am so terribly

nervous when deprived of these amusements, that I am always

under the doctor's care, and all my friends are half frightened

to death about me. I cannot tell what makes mo so woebegone
when the excitement is over, but I declare I do not rally until the

next party. I cannot talk, sing or touch atiytliing, all noises

trouble me, and I generally recline at full length on a sofa, and

endure, what I cannot e>tj<>;/-

" Mr. Bender is however devoted to me—I wish I could make
him a better wife ; he needs an energetic person, not unlike your-

self, Amanda. Pray write me how you have commenced with

ipur prize ? Say whether you are bundled in shawls all day, feel-

ing chilly and uneasy ; liow late you stay at balls, and how often

you frequent them ; whether your musicians drop to sleep with

fatigue, and whether any new waltzes are introduced in your

circles ?

" Think you I shall always be such a fragile plant, fit only for

a hot-house, and yet continue to be the idol of my loving hus-

band 1 How is it ? If he should chance to grow unsentimental,

what would become of your dear old chum,

"Amelia Bender?"

Amanda Williams, now Mrs. John Newman, had not so con-

ceived of a model wife. She felt that men need, in a world like

ours, women for their companions who have good common sense

and everyday knowledge ; who can control affairs ; manage well,

and are prepared to live in houses and not in books alone, and she

thus replied to her friend.

"My DEAR Amelia :—I have just read your letter, and as you

ask of me some replies to your questions, I will not leave my
place until I answer them.

" My dear girl, in what sort of a world do you feel you are

living ? A mere complaining, selfish being, dependent upon oth-

ers, a burden to yourself, without any dignified or useful employ-

ment ? I must be plain with you, and although I arrogate no su-

perior tact in myself, yet I do trust a responsibility underlies my
performance of common duties. In the early period of our girl-

hood we may be pardoned for seeming romantic, and acting the

part of little pets ; hut these actions become very blameable,

when we enter upon conjugal life. I suppose you have married

a man of intelligence, and if so, ho must secretly deplore his

choice ; think as you will of it, the best of husbands tire of in-

efficient wives. "Waxen dolls are made for baby houses and for

children to ho amused with, but exemplary wives have a part

to act—a very important part—iu promoting their husbands'

happiness.

" It is said to be an Irish proverb, that ' a man must ask per-

mission of his wife if he may be rich.' Do we not promise to

be mutual helpers in our marriage vows ? Now it is in a small

way—iu little things, that a wife discharges her duties. It is a

small matter to others whether I daily overlook my domestic af-

fairs ; but it is a very important consideration to my immediate

family. My neighbor may neither know nor care whether my
dinner is under-done or over-done, but I ought to have a pride in

so adjusting the previous arrangements that nothing shall inter-

fere with such a result as will prove satisfactory to all parties.

"I therefore freely tell you, Amelia, that, instead of puzzling

my brain about a new stitch in ' crotchet work,' I am generally

employed in removing some crotchets out of the way, which do

not always come under the head of fancy work. If I have an

improvident, wasteful servant, I ought to know it—if an orderly,

neat and skillful one, I surely ought to know it, to prize her the

more. If my husband is only able to live frugally, while my
neighbors call him rich, although I know it is a doubtfnl fact,

yet I am not obliged to proclaim all my knowledge, but I ought

to lend my best services that he be not disheartened by my neg-

lectful manner.

"You inquire of me respecting 'balls and parties, dress, etc'

I have given up attending all public parties. As to dress, it is to

me of secondary importance, but I never expose myself in tlie

manner you describe—why, what has silly fashion made of you 7

An invalid, yet dressed at evening as the hardiest constitution

could not endure a month with impunity. Shame on such folly

—

to be twirhng about in the mazy dance, or whirling like a top in

a waltz till morning, and then eating confectionary, and changing

into the poor, delicate creature that to-morrow's breeze may play

too heavily upon. Amelia, begin a new life. Do not tell me you
cannot—the energy expended in your fashionable routes carried

systematically into domestic life, would so arouse your dor-

mant energies, that you would be diverted from forever brooding

over yourself.

"A great many of our illnesses are aggravated by our treat-

mentof them—I speak from experience—should I yield to a lan-

}:uid feeling which often oppresses me, and sit in my easy chair,

and grow to-morrow more languid still, until my inactivity, by

being carefully nursed, should make inc a physician's patient, very

possibly I should receive a prescription that I needed change,

and perhaps I should be sent to some more invigorating climate,

or a water cure—thus compelling ray husband to quit his business

and accompany me, or suffer much anxiety in my absence on my
account. Now my method is to resist such decline by energetic

action, and especially by keeping a wholesome occupation for my

mind as well as my body—for herein lies the great secret of hap-

piness. I therefore have my time so adjusted as to attend to

every duty in its proper place, and so I am never hurried unless

I omit some hour's labor which comes crowding into the next. I

have little difficulty in housekeeping. Mr. Newman calls our

home a perfect Kden, but I always remember that Eve must be

faitliful, and not touch the forbidden fruit, which I conceive to

be the tempting but delusive pleasures of fashionable society

where one inperils the health. I have written plainly, my dear

friend, for I am sensible you are pursuing a wrong course and are

not happy in it—return to home duties, and even to homo trials,

if you would meet the responsibilities of a good wife.

"Truly, Amanda Newman."

We have now glanced into the characters of our two young
wives—let us, before we part, look into their homes.

Mrs. Bender has just perused her friend's wholesome letter

—

she is weeping over her sharp rebukes ; but then " she is so dif-

ferently constituted from Amanda that she never could enter up-

on the battle of life." "It may do for one who has been early

disciplined to meet such obligations, but the exposure in a cold

house of superintending various duties would undermine her con-

stitution at once—but, and besides, her husband does not desire

her to make such a domestic woman." But—what made Mr.

Bender sigh, as he read that good advice to his wife ? What
made him say peevishly but yesterday, he wished he could invito

a friend to dine occasionally without mortification ? Why did

the domestics come to him for the supply of their wants I What
made him tired of evening balls and soirees, and nightly entertain-

ments ? Why were there no smiles but when company was pres-

ent ? Why was housekeeping not more as he conceived it would

be, before marriage ? I do not shrink from telling you it was be-

cause he had married for beauty and for nothing else. And now
there was a sallow expression, a heavy eye, a faltering step, a

lackadaisical air, and it did not look beautiful any longer. He
could bear real sickness—real invalidism would have moved his

tendercst compassion—but a wife who had no interest in liis

affairs, no companionship for his leisure hours, what was she 1

No wonder Mr. Bender told bachelor Prim, " Never get mar-

ried. Prim—I tell you confidentially, my good fellow ;

—

never get

married."

But do you see a facetious, bright-eyed, quick-paced fellow

trotting down yonder street, who has a sunny-faced but not ro-

bust lady leaning upon his arm ? That is Newman and his wife,

taking their morning walk. They meet a solitary bachelor who

is walking for exercise—an old friend. " Go home with us to

breakfast," both simultaneously repeat, and so they continue their

walk, and the cheerful glow imparts a healthful appetite, and

they return to sit down to just such a breakfast as sensible people

always enjoy, and the solitary man says, " Newman, I would

give all the world to be in possession of such a home as yours."

And yet no effort was made—everything went on as usual, and it

was the very easy naturalness, which imparted the charm. The

bachelor thought of it all day—he tried to solve the secret of his

feeling so much at home—he wondered everybody's house was

not so arranged, and finally it occurred to him that if everybody

married such a sensible, discreet woman as his friend, there

would be no bachelors groping through this world ; for model

wives make model homes. Besides, Newman spoke differently

from Bender. " I advise you, my old friend," said the former,

" to marry—but get a wife that cannot be strung into a song, nor

set to music, nor the frame-work embroidered with tinsel—but one

who scorns to be fascinated by a spendthrift, a rake, or a fool
;"

and the old bachelor is really looking earnestly to find such

an one.

THE TRUE GEJiTLEaiAN.

Forbearing the use of power is a sure attribute of a true gen-

tleman—indeed, we may say that power, moral, social or politi-

cal, is one of the touchstones of genuine gentlemanship. The
power of the husband over the wife, which includes the impuniiy

with which he may be unkind to her; the father over his chiUlion,

the teacher over his pupils, the old over the young, and the young
over the aged, the strong over the weak, the officer over his men,
the master of a vessel over his hands, the magistrate over the citi-

zen, the employer over the employed, the rich over the poor, the

educated over the unlettered, the experienced over the confiding,

the keeper of a secret over whom it touches, the gifted over the

ordinary man—the forbearing use of all this power or authority,

or a total abstinence from it, where the case admits it, will sliow

the gentleman in a plain light. Every traveller knows at once

whether a gentlemanly or rude officer is searching his trunk. But
the use of poTver not only forms a touchstone ; even the manner
in which an individual enjoys certain advantages over others is a
test. No gcntlem.an can boast of the delights of superior health

in the presence of a languid patient, or speak of good luck with-

in hearing of a man bent by habitual misfortune. Let a man who
happily enjoys the advantages of a pure and honest life, speak of

it to a fallen, criminal fellow-being, and you will soon see wheth-

er he be a f entleman or not. The gentleman does not needlessly

remind an olfender of a wrong he may have committed against

him ; he can not only forgive—he can forget ; and he strives for

that nobleness of character whicli imjiarts sufficient strengih to

let the past be truly the past. He will never use the power which

the knowledge of an offence, a false step, or an unfortunate expo-

sure of weakness gives him, merely to enjoy the power of humil-

iating his neighbor^ A true man of honor feels humbled himself

when he cannot help humbling others.

—

Louisville Journal.

< »mm^ >

Energy.—" The longer I live," says a great writer, "the more

certain I am that the great difference "between men, the great and

the insignificant, is energy—invincible determination—an honest

purpose once fixed, and then death or victory. That quality will

do anything that can be done in the world ; and no talents, no cir-

cumstances, no opportunity, will make a two-legged creature a

man without it."

9
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EAST VIEW OF THE GIANT S CAUSEWAY, IRELAND.

THE GIANT'S CAUSEWAY.
The Tiew we have pircn above of this

celebrated promontory, is from the east.

It is situated in the county of Antrim,
Ireland, on the north coast, 120 miles

north of Dublin. It has been long an
object of great cariosity, and many de-

scriptions have been written of it by
travellers, who have graphically deline-

ated its prominent points of interest.

This sintziilar formation consists of many
hundred thousands of columns, compos-
ed of a hard black rock, rising perpen-

dicularly from 200 to 400 feet above the

water's edge. The columns, or basaltes,

are generally pentagonal, or have five

sides, and are so closely attached to each
other, that, though perfectly distinct from
top to bottom, scarcely anything can be

introduced bciwecn them. This extra-

ordinary disposition of the rocks contin-

ues below the water's edge ; it also ob-

tains, in a small degree, on the oj)posite

shore in Scotland. 'J'he columns aie not

each of one folid stone, in an upritjht

position, hut composed of several short

lengths, exactly joined, not with flat sur-

fii<e«, but arlicnlated into each other, us

a ball in a socket, one end of the joint

liaving a cavity of three or four inelies

deep, into which the convex end of the

opposite joint is exactly fitted. This is

not visible till llie stones are disjointed.

The Giant's Causeway is accounted the

greatest natural curiosity in Ireland, and
one of the most remarkable of the kind
iu the world.

THE I'HOCA, OK SEAL.
The animal here represented helon^rs

to the common si)ccies, which travelUis,
ancient as well as modern, have descrih-

ed so often, under the names of "tea
calf," " sea dog," " sea wolf," etc. They
are found in immense numbers in all the
northern seas of the globe. On many
parts of the Scottish coast, seal-huniini;

is a favorite aujusiment. The yiuinc
are taken hy strctchinj; nets across the
narrow straits which they frequent ; but
the older or stron^icr animals arc shot or
knocked down with clubs when they at-

tempt to scramlile into ihe sea, as a blow
on the nose irstaittly despatches iIkui.

The fore fet of the seal are used iis

tins, and the two hind feet almost as the

tail of a fish to assist and direct i's

course. On land the movcmen's of thi.-;

animal are very clumsy
; it shufllcs along

by means of its fire feet—or rather pad-
dlis and ilrai;s its hind feet after it

This seal, when taken young, is easily TIIE PHOCA OR SEAL.

tamed. Edmonston gives an auus'ng
account of a seal, named " Finna," which
he kept for about six months. * We had
her carried down daily in a hand-barrow

to the sea-side, where an old excHvation,

admitting the salt water, was abundantly

roomy and deep for her recreation and
our observation. After fporting and (liv-

ing for some time, she would come on
shore, and seemed perfectly to nndir-

Rtand the use of the barrow. Often ske

tried to waddle from the house to the

water, or from the latter to her apart-

ment ; but, finding this fatiguing, and
seeing preparations by her chairman,
she would of her own accord mount the

palaquin, and thus be carried as compos-
edly as any Hindoo princess." This in-

teresting animal, after being in the house
for about six months, at last was decoy-

ed away by some wild seals, ai d did not
return again. A yonng seal was tamed
by the guard of a small island in the

Frith of Firth, above Edinburgh. It

seemed to consider itself one of Ihe par-

ty, would accompany their boat across

the water, and when the vessel was made
fast, it used to take its station inside and
watch till the owner returned. It had
the playful manners of a water-dog, and
would snatch a stick from its master's

hand, das!i into the sea with it, where it

would to?s and tnmble ahont, soinetinies

approaching close to the shore, and
swimming off again when its master at-

tempted to grasp the stick ; but it iiivari-

fibly brought ba<k whatever it had i ikcn.

It would also hrinc fish out of the water

and give them to its owners. The length

of the common seal is about four or five

feet, and its weight often two hundred
and twenty-five pounds. When surpris-

ed, while hasking on the shore, it s<Tiim-

bles off towards the water; but if iiiicr-

ccpted, dashes at its antajzonist, oversets

him if possible, and makes its escape as

fast as it can. The nose of the fcal is

not very prominent; the upper lip is

provided with very long niiistachios.

'J'he cars are scarcely (listin;;uishaldc,

and the jaws are armed with three kinds

of teeth, canine, incisors and molars.

The seal, though amphibious, lives es-

sentially in the water, and only occa-

sionally lands, sometimes to deposit its

young, and sometimes for the purpose of

rest. But then its movements are ex-

cessively laborious, and it dniys itself

along with great dilhculty. It is, on the

other hand, a splendid swi.nimer, and
though it may stay long on shore without

inconvenience, it still prefers the water.
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VALLEY rORGE, AND VIEW OF GENERAL WASHINGTON'S HEAD-QUARTERS.

VALLEY FORGE.
Afiove we give a representation

of Valley Forj^c, incluHing a view
of Gen. VVasliineton's Head Quar-
ters during the Revolution. Every
inch of ground about Valley Forge
is sacred to the cause of liberty

and patriotic suffering. There is

not a heart in Amtrica—there is

not R lover of liberal institutions

anywhere—that will not swell with
mingled awe and admiration, as

he contemplates the scenes and
incidents with which this region is

identified. Here was concentrated,

in the darkest hour of the Revolu-
tion, the sole reliance of freedom
against oppression ; here were cen-

tered our hopes and our fears

—

here were quartered, amid the

snows and bUsts of a severe win-

ter, without clothing, and almct
without food, sick, famished, ban-
footed and dying, Washington and
his army. Valley Forge derives

its name from a forge which stood

near the mouth of Valley Creek,
sometime previous to the Revolu-
tion. The grounds occupied by
the largest portion of the encamp-
ment comprised both sides of the

hill, southeast of the stream. The
name of this hill is Mount Pleas-

ant, and of that on the other side

ot the stream, Mount Misery.

These terms were given by Wil-
liam Penn, who, on one occasion,

lost his way on the latter hill, and
having regained it on the former,

bestowed the names accordingly.

Several extensive redoubts and
breastworks were thrown up at

sundry places, some of which on
the south-eastern side of the hill

are yet distinctly visible. These
works consist of largo embank-
ments of earth arranged one after

the other along the slope of the

hill, so that, in case of attack, the

men could remain behind them
secure from the fire of the enemy.
These breastworks, moreover,
were surrounded with deep ditches,

thus rendering the approach of

the enemy hazardous amidst the

fire of the soldiers within the re-

doubts. The redoubts now lie in

a deep forest, but their outlines,

as well as the former sites of the

miserable huts of the soldiers, are

still distinctly visible. The head-
quarters of General Washintjtcjn
were in a small stone house which
stands near the railroad, and from
which a good view of it is nfforded.

A slight addition has recently been
made to the hack buildings, which
originally consisted only of a
small kitchen erected by Wash-
ington himself. The room occu-
pied by the general had a secret
closet, in which he kept his ofhiial

papers. In other respects, the
house is quite small, and without
interest. Washington moved his
army to this romantic spot soon

after the battle of Germantown.
He had previously been following

the British in their movements
along the Schuylkill, and finally

attacked them at that place. It

was after this engagement, there-

fore, that he took up his winter

quarters in this place—a step

which was dictated by the best

motives of prudence and the pub-
lic good. The building on the ex-

treme left of the picture is the one
we have been describing, and is a

faithful picture of the original.

PHILADELPHIA EXCHANGE, OMNIBUS Df:POT, AND PART OF DOCK STREET.

PHILADELPHIA EXCHANGE.
The Merchant's Exchange, a

view of which is hero given, is a
fine building fronting on Walnut,
Dock and Third Streets, Phila-

delphia. It is constructed of Penn-
sylvania marble, alter a design of

W. Strickland, Esq. It forms a
parallelogram—the eastern front

l)eing circular, embellished with a
portico recessed, supported by Co-
rinthian columns, standing on a
hascmiint, which, being richly or-

namented, gives a stately air to

the edifice as viewed from Dock
Street. The lower story is occu-

pied by the post office, and several

insurance offices. The Merchant's
Reading Room, in the splendid ro-

tunda on the second story, is orna-

mented with fresco designs, and
tlic floor is inlaid in mosaic work.
The north and south sides arc the

most enlivening spots in the city.

It is here that all the various lines

of omnibuses centre, arriving and
departing every moment. Phila-

delphia is noted for many other

beautiful edifices, erected for the

purposes of commerce and finance,

among which may be reckoned the

custom house, on Chestnut, be-

tween Fourth and Fifth Streets,

built originally for the United
States bank. It is of the Grecian
Doric order, after the pattern of
the Parthenon at Athens, with the

omission of the colonnades upon
the sides. Its portico has eight

mirble columns four and a half

feet in diameter. The width of
the edifice is eighty-seven feet, and
its depth one hundred and sixty-

one feet. The room in the centre,

for the transaction of business, is

eighty-one feet long by forty-eight

wide, richly decorated wiih beau-

tiful Ionic columns. This build-

ing was commenced in 1819, and
completed in 1S24, at a cost ot

about f.51)0,000. Some of the banks

in Philadelphia arc provided with

CDStly and beautiful edifices. The
Pennsylvania Bank is of white

marble, a fine specimen of Grecian

architecture, having a portico on
each front, with six Ionic columns.

It stands ill an enclosure, sur-

rounded by an iron tailing, and
beautifully ornamented with trees

and shrubbery.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MALCOLM AKD ME.

BY LYDIA M. TENNET.

By a shady old brook, on a long summer day,

Through the cloud and the shadow, in fancy I stray—

(While the hush of the noon maketh jolitude there.

Save when the church clock chimes the note on the air),

And once more, in the waters reflected, I tee

Two happy young forms—brother Malcolm and me.

There's the .'ame old flat stone at the bend of the brook,

Where, tired with rambling, our luncheon we took,

And the gnarled old willow, so sober and dark.

Bears our names, by his jivck-kuife cut deep in the bark.

O, the trout in the clear stream, the birds on the tree.

Were less happy and careless than Malcolm and me.

When the tree! made long shadows on valley and hill,

How often we've stole down the lane to the mill^

While the deepening twilight cast o'er us its spell

—

And begged the old miller a story to tell.

So, with ki.sses for each, and a seat on his knee,

He recounted old legends to Malcolm aud me.

In the calm Sabbath hours, with young he^irts intent.

In the shady old church, o'er our prayer-book we bent

—

While the golden locks shaded his sweet, solemn eyes.

And his pure, thoughtful brow wore a look of the skies;

O, I feared all the while, so holy was he.

That the angel would come between Malcolm and me

!

The grass by the brookside grew withered and brown,

Aud the leaves from the willow dropped silently down

—

Then no longer our walks down the still lane we took,

Nor sat on the stone at the bend of the brook

;

There were sighing and tears 'neath our humble roof-treo,

For the angels had parted dear Malcolm and mo

!

Years have fled since my darling went back to the ekies,

But still I remember his blue, solemn eyes

—

His pure forehead, shaded by soft, golden hair,

And his spirit unsullied by sin or despair

;

0, never a memory so hallowed can be.

As that which unites brother Malcolm and me!

. < — *^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LOUIS DE CORDOVA.
A TALE OF THE WARS OF GEANADA.

BT CHAULES E. WAITE.

0, lovely Spain, renowned, romantic land I

Where is that standard which Pelagio bore

When Cara's traitor-sire first called the b.ind

That dyed thy mnuntain streams with Gothic gore?
Where are those bloody banners which of yore

Waved o'er thy sons, victorious to the gale,

And drove at last the spoilers to their shore?

Red gleamed the cross, and waxed the crescent pale.

While Afric's echoes thrilled with Moorish matrons' wail.

CnaoB Harold.

At the time of the possession of Spain by the Moors there was

no country more richly gifted than that fair land in everything

that is beautiful and )>itturosque. Nature appeared to have ex-

hausted itself in bestowing upon it its rarest <;ifts—and what na-

ture created art failed not to perfect and beautify. Its hill-tops

and mountainsides were covered with perpetual bloom, and its

valleys were embroidered with lovely gardens in which the olive,

the grape, the citron and the pomegranate flourished in the wild-

est luxuriance. Its groves rejoiced in the perpetual song of birds,

and on all sides were waving fields of grain to gladden the heart

of the husbandman, and render more lovely the face of the land.

Particularly beautiful was the country around Granada, cultivated

and adorned as it was with Moorish taste and magnificence. On
every hand the eye was saluted with blooming vineyards and rich

meadows, througli which meandered the pure streamlet, sending

back to the eye of the beholder the reflected jmaKO of the beauties

which encompassed it. Every little tuft of earth was garnished

with flowers of the most varied and brilliant hues ; the fields were

redolent with perfume, and the ear was constantly charmed with

the song of the nightingale. The roads around Granada were

constructed in accordance with the romantic taste of its Moorish

predecessors. Now they wound among large forest trees, and the

vistas formed by their graceful stems gave partial glimpses of

some rippling stream or rural villa—and now they emerged into

more open territory, disclosing to view the humble cottage of the

pca-sant, almost enveloped in rich clusters of grapes, or the noble

Mauritanian palace with its gardeus and fountains ever glistening

in ihe sunbeams of that genial climate.

It was amid such scenes as these, at the period when Granada
was beleagured by the forces of Ferdinand and Isabella, that a

Christian knight, who had wandered from the camp of his coun-

trymen, found himself detained as if by enchantment. Lost in

the contemplation of the loveliness around him he allowed his

horse to proceed unchecked wherever his instinct or his inclina-

tion might lead him. The mien of the knight was noble, and he

sat on his horse with an ease and grace which betokened long

practice in the saddle. Ills person was clad in a complete suit of

polished steel, which shone brilliantly as the glancing sunbeams
streamed upon it. The only weapons of defence which he bore

were a Toledo blade, whose scabbard rattled again.«t his harnesg

as ho rode, and a lance, the pennon of which, like the crest of his

murion, drooped listlessly in the still air.

So utterly lost was he in reveries suggested by the scenes he had
been witnessing, that he was entirely ignorant of the course which

his horse had been pursuing, until, on emerging suddenly from a

thick wood through wiiich he was slowly riding, the black walls

of Granada stood frowning within thirty yards of him. The first

impmlse was to rein in his «teed, which he did with a vehemence and

impetuosity that nearly unseated him. He had been observed, how-

ever, and a javelin, from the hand of a vigilant sentinel upon the

wall, sped like a rocket throuy;h the air, and glancing from the armor

of the knight as he wheeled his steed, entered the shoulder of the

noble animal, where it remained quivering for a moment, and

then fell upon the sand clotted with gore. The horse plunged

with terror and pain, and ere the knight could bring him under

control he heard distinctly the clattering hoofs of Moslem horse-

men in his rear, and casting back his eye saw four swarthy Moors,

with silken turbans and glittering crescent, in hot pursuit. Re-

placing bis visor, which he had previously raised to assist his vi-

sion, and plunging his spurs into his horse's flanks, he was soon

tearing along the highway at a rate which at first promised to dis-

tance liis pursuers. The Moors urged their gallant Arabian cour-

sers to their utmost speed, and clouds of dust arose behind them

to float away and settle thickly on the green fields of Granada.

On they went, the pursuers and the pursued—villas and groves

and palaces and plains blu.shing in almost Orieatal beauty, were

passed with the quickness of the wind. At first the knight gained

on his enemies, for his horse was of tried blood and bone—and

notwithstanding his ghastly wound, bore his master gallantly and

with the fleetness of an arrow. But he could not hope to main-

tain this temporary advantage, for loss of blood was sensibly

weakening the strength of his charger, while the horses of his

pursuers were fresh from the stable. Yet on be sped—horse and

rider all covered with foam and blood and dust, and housings

stained with dirt and gore. The Moors pressed hotly on, and

shouted with exultation as they observed his slackening speed.

The chase had thus far been over a country comparatively level

and free from obstruction, but now the character of the land was

considerably changed. It became more mountainous and broken.

Precipitous and sudden hills and crags of immense height over-

hanging the road appeared at every turn. This sudden change in

the nature of the ground (not at all unfrcquent in that romantic

country) was by no means favorable to the career of the knight.

His horse frequently met with obstacles to impede his course, and

he saw that nothing but an act of desperate courage could save

him from destruction. He was in the act of loosening his sword

in its BcalAard in readiness for the final struggle, when his eye

fell upon a narrow road which, diverging at an abrupt angle from

the highway, apiK-ared to lose itself in a thick wood beyond.

Hastily availing himself of what naturally appeared a means of

greater security, he guided his exhausted horse into the narrow

defile. But dangers increased around him, and an inglorious death

seemed to be his inevitable fate. Rocks and crags lined his path

on every hand, and the road he had entered was broken with rug-

ged cliffs and frightful declivities. He heard the shouting of the

Moslems as they reached the turning, and then the clicking of

their iron-shod horses as they rode along the rocky earth close in

his rear. But the consummation of his misfortunes was yet to

comfi. As he plunged desperately down a rugged descent he was

appalled to behold the road obstructed by a roaring torrent, which

bursting through a narrow glen streamed across bis path between

two precipitous baidis, and appeared to oppose an insurmountable

barrier to his further progress. His first impulse was to stand and

fight. A moment's consideration, however, convinced him that

the act would bo madness, uncovered as his jiosition was, and

mounted on a disabled horse. Beyond, however, there was no

prospect of safety ; the road, which was interrujjtcd by the moun-

tain stream, led up a precipitous height, on the summit of which

was perched one of those ancient Moorish fortalices the ruins of

which are at the present day scattered all over Spain. Yet to

cross the rolling flood was his only hope ; the infidels were already

plunging down the declivity behind him—and resolving to oppose

an obstacle to his pursuers which it would require a hardy foe to

surmount, he threw himself fearlessly upon the breast of the

foaming waters. The noble steed strove manfully with the tor-

rent ; the cool waters partially revived him, spent as he was with

exertion and loss of blood. But it was a fearful struggle, and

more than once the whirling eddies threatened to engulph both

rider and horse. The gallant animal appeared conscious that his

master's life depended upon his exertions ; his nostrils were widely

distended—his eyes shone with unusual lustre—and when he

seemed about to be swallowed up in some absorbing vortex ho

breasted the angry waters with incredible force. Meanwhile the

Moors had arrived at the bank of the stream, and none being res-

olute enough to attempt the fearful passage, they exhausted their

fruitless rage in hurling darts upon their dauntless foe. But the

knight was encased in a steel of proof, and his horse was sub-

merged in water, so that their missiles proved perfectly harmless,

and the bold swimmers bravely buffeting the tide, finally, after

exertions almost supernatural, gained the opposite shore. No
sooner was it reached than the faithful though half-perishing steed,

as if determined to bear his master completely out of danger,

pressed up the rough eminence before mentioned, and having

gained the summit turned into the courtyard of the Moorish cas-

tle—where covered with foam and dust and blood, ])anting and

staggering with fatigue, and gashed fearfully with wounds, he

.sunk down and died upon the marble pavement, crushing his ex-

hausted masSer beneath his jjondorons weight. After a feeble ef-

fort to extricate bis bruised limbs, the knight sunk back lifeless

and fainting upon the cold stone, making the court ring with the

clangor of his mail. From that hour for daj's, time and space

were an utter blank to him.

On awaking to consciousnefs, he was si;rprisod and delighted

to find himself stretched upon a luxurious couch, whose crimson

hangings fell in magnificent folds nearly sweeping the floor. It

was a little fairy apartment in which he was. Its walls were

beautifully stuccoed and decorated with arabesques, gleaming

with rich gilding, and sparkling with the brilliant tints of the Ara-

bian pencil. The ceiling was vaulted and ornamented with cedar

wood richly carved, and fret-work which shone in gold. Around
the apartment were hung splendid cages, silvered or gilded, in

which singing birds of the finest plumage warbled their sweetest

notes. On two sides of the room were deep casements cut through

an immense thickness of wall, through which might be seen a

garden of orange and citron aud myrtle trees, with its trickling

streamlets and perfumed paths, and alabaster fountains set round

with aromatic flowers, and casting up cooling jets which gave

forth a lulling sound, soothing the senses into voluptuous repose.

The floor of the knight's apartment was paved with mosaic

;

on each side were recesses for ottomans and couches, and beyond

was a suit of apartments connected with high fretted arches, and

adorned with beautiful Moorish tiles, emblazoned with the es-

cutcheons of Arab monarchs.

As he lay, gazing upon the splendor around him, and listening

to the soothing murmur of the streams and the gentle plashing of

the fountains, the sweet notes of a female voice accompanied by

a lute were borne to bis ear from one of the adjoining apartments.

As he listened a delicious languor crept over his limbs, his eyes

closed, and he sank again, imperceptibly, into a state of uncon-

sciousness. The voice ceased—there was a slight rustling of silk,

and its fair owner, appearing at one of the arches of communi-

cation, stepped lightly over the tessellated floor to the couch of

the sleeping knight. Gently withdrawing the curtains she placed

a small, soft hand upon his brow, and smiled and blushed with

pleasure as she observed that his fever had subsided. After ten-

derly smoothing his pillow, and arranging the hangings so that the

cool, fresh breezes might play upon his face, she drew an ottoman

near the couch, and reclined gazing upon the handsome and ex-

pressive features of the youthful sleeper. The lady was rather

above the middle height, but her shape was rounded in the most

exquisite perfection. Her beauty was not of that tender and be-

seeching kind which challenges fondness by its bewitching win-

ningness—nor of that more stately sort which extorts affection

by the admiration which it excites, but rather it was the union of

the two. Her eyes swam with the deepest tenderness, while at

the same time there was an expression of dignity and determina-

tion in their dark orbs. Her mouth was chiselled after the most

faultless model of classic puritv, and about its corners there played

a perpetual smile of love. Her complexion was brunette, her

hair dark, and its luxuriant tresses were gathered up tastefully,

and fastened behind by a tortoise-shell comb, studded with pearls

and diamonds.

As she sat gazing, the knight unclosed his eyes, and observing

the fair vision before him, ejaculated in a voice whose manly

accents were somewhat softened by long illness :

" Beautiful lady !"

The maiden blushingly arose, and coming to the bedside in-

quired softly how he was, at the same time beseeching him not to

exhaust himself with unnecessary speaking. Disregarding her

admonition, however, the knight continued :

" Was it you, fair lady, whom I heard but now playing upon

a lute in the adjoining room 1 The air was surely Spanish, and

it brought happy recollections of my Andalusian home, ere these

fearful wars summoned me to Granada."
" Did it not call up remembrances of some Andalusian maiden

that it was so sweet to your ear 1" returned the lady, smiling

archly.
" "The maids of Granada I think fairer and more worthy of

such reminiscences than either those of Seville or Cordova,"

answered the knight, gallantly. " But will you not repeat the

song, sweet lady V
" On condition that you rest quiet, and not weary yourself with

unnecessary talking," she replied ;
" the doctors would think

but ill of my skill as a nurse were I to allow you carelessly to

throw away your life at the very moment when hope dawns of its

preservation."

Uttering this, and not allowing the invalid opportunity to re-

ply, she went into the next saloon in search of her lute. Return-

ing, she seated herself upon the ottoman and commenced with

great sweetness of tone and exactness of execution a soft Spanish

song, the burden of which was that the nightingale, though im-

prisoned in a golden cage and daintily fed, was far happier when

enjoying the unrestricted liberty of his native groves and pouring

forth gushes of song in the companionship of his fellows. Tho

knight listened enraptured, and as she ceased besought her to

sing again ; to which, seeing that the music soothed him, and

prevented the exertion of talking, the maiden willingly assented.

And thus she continued, alternately singing and playing, uutil

repose again crept over tho enfeebled limbs of the knight and ho

slept for hours.

When ho awoke it was morning, and he felt greatly invigorated

and refreshed. The sun was pouring his golden beams tlirough

the casements, the birds sang sweetly in the garden, and all na-

ture was smiling. He looked in vain around the apartment fjr

his beauteous companion of the lute, sho was nowhere visible.

Presently, however, a door opened and she entered accompanied

by a turbaned personage, evidently tho physician, who approached

the couch and felt the pulse of the invalid. A smile of satisfac-

tion played upon his face, though ho uttered not a syllabic of ap

proval or disapproval, and after slightly altering the position of

his patient, and placing a small vial upon a stand close by, made

a low obeisance and withdrew. When ho had gone the lady ex-

changed the morning salutations with the knight, and reclining

on a divan proceeded to enter into conversation with him.

"Am I a prisoner here !" asked he, after answering her inqui-

ries in regard to his health.

" Yes, you are a prisoner, sir knight," she answered gaily, hop-

ing to keep his mind from brooding on bis mitfortunee, "and I

am your jailor."
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"Never had forlorn captive a more lovely one," returned he;

" but why am I hero f My last recollections are of a whirling

eddy, a craggy steep, a tremendous crash, since then all has been

a blank."

" You were found in the middle of the court by Hussein Baba,

the present commander of this castle," replied she, " on his re-

turn from a hawking excursion
; your horse dead under you, fear-

fully wounded, and his caparisons draggling in mud and gore,

your armor bent and broken, and yourself inanimate. You were

instantly raised up and conveyed to my suite of apartments as

being the nearest at hand, and the only ones in readiness. Since

that time yon have been raving in the delirium of fever
;
yester-

day afternoon you were restored to consciousness—and now, with

the blessing of God and the aid of careful attendance, there is

great hope of your recovery. But what reduced you to such sad

plight, sir knight ?"

After thanking her for her sympathy, which her tones rather

than her words expressed, the cavalier proceeded to recount to

her the story of his wandering from the Spanith camp around

Granada—of his being assailed from its walls—of his horse's dis-

ablement—of the pursuit of the Moors—the crossing of the

mountain stream—the ascent of the cn'ggy declivity and the

death of hi gallant steed.

To all this the maiden listened with the liveliest interest and

the deepest sympathy, and as he concluded, inquired anxiously :

" Is there a gray-haired knight named Count Fernando de Bo-

badilla among the forces engaged around Granada V
" There is, lady," he responded, and a bravo old cavalier he is.

He is a close friend of my father. Count Gonzaga de Cordova.

He has with him a largo body of retainers, and though well

stricken in years he bears himself gallantly in arms. It is said

that he donned breastjilate and helmet to avenge some stain which

the Moors have brought upon his house."

"Alas, my poor father!" ejaculated the maiden, tremulously

—

and leaning her head upon her soft, white hand, she gave herself

up to unrestrained grief.

" Is be your father ? Pray weep not thus, scnorita," said the

knight, greatly shocked at beholding her tears, and making a

vain effort to rise on his couch. The lady remained for a moment
the very picture of feminine woe—her head bent forward upon her

clasped hands, and her gentle bosom palpitating with grief be-

neath the purple boddice , but rising soon she replied to the cava-

lier's interrogatory as follows :

" I am Inez, daughter of Fernando de Bobadilla. My father

possessed a palace on the confines of Castile, where, secluded

from the turmoil of war, he passed a quiet and peaceful life. On
one unhappy morning, when my father was absent hunting with

many of his retainers, a troop of Moslem horse rode up to the

castle gates, overcame the guards, entered and slew my mother,

and bore me away captive to Granada to swell the seraglio of

their royal master, Bobadil el Chico. I determined to perish

sooner than sacriflce my honor to the licentious monarch. Find-

ing me thus resolute, and being much occupied with the strata-

gems of war, Bobadil sent me secretly by night andVith a strong

guard under his officer, Hussein B^iba, to this Moorish castle, in

hopes that time and his blandishments might cause my resolution

to falter. Hussein Baba is kind and indulgent, and I am sur-

rounded with every indulgence which Moorish magnificence can

devise—but the uncertainty of my situation, my mother's death,

my father's unavailing grief, all conspire to make me unhappy."

She looked inexpressibly lovely as she uttered this simple tale

of the misfortunes which had befallen herself and her family—and

the knight resolved in his heart that she should never become the

slave of the haughty prince's passions while his arm could be

raised in her defence. He had almost expressed as much, but

recollecting that the sentiment might appear absurd in his present

feeble condition, he consented himself with gentle condolence and
a declaration of the liveliest sympathy in her unpropitious fate.

Thus they continued to converse upon subjects of mutual inter-

est—and the sun had mounted high in the heavens before the fair

Inez withdrew.

Days elapsed before the knight could arise on his couch, and

weeks passed ere he could lift his exhausted limbs from it, and
recline upon a divan in his apartment. Meanwhile other feelings

than those of gratitude had arisen in his breast toward his beau-

teous nurse
; and the bosom of the maiden was agitated, I ween,

with tenderer sentiments than those of sympathy.

Day after day she attended him, beguiling the weary hours of re-

turning convalescence with singing orplaying, or reading portions

of old Spanish romances, until she excited in his manly bosom a

pure affection, which, on avowing, he was delighted to find recip-

rocated with all the fondness of her maiden heart. Yet the pre-

cariousness of bis situation disturbed him not a little ; he was
aware that he would be held prisoner until he was ransomed, even

if no severer fate awaited him. And he was not therefore greatly

surprised when Inez burst weeping into his room, one morning
after he had recovered his health and strength, and informed him
that she had just learned from Hussein Baba that on account of

the vigor with which the Spaniards were pressing the siege Boba-
dil had resolved to call all his forces into Granada, and that he

had therefore ordered his officer to bring up his command, together

with the maiden he was guarding and the prisoner he had taken,

and lodge thein all in the Alhambra. Blushing through her tears,

the maiden artlessly avowed the unhappiness which she felt at

the prospect of their speedy separation. The knight soothed her

with fond words of love, and whispering in her willing ear his

joyful anticipations of a happy future, gave her his plighted faith,

and sealed the contract with a kiss upon her warm lips.

On the succeeding night but one a dark cavalcade issued from
the conrtyard gates of the Moorish palace, and proceeded silently

and stealthily by unfrequented roads, across the country towards

Granaila. In the foremost rank rode the knight, Louis of ('ordo-

va, mounted on an Arab eliarger—and though surrounded by

guards and burdened by cluiins, his lofty bearing bespoke the gran-

deur of his soul. In the centre of the cavalcade, upon a splendid

litter, was borne Donna Inez. The troop reached Granada before

the morning dawned, and being admitted into the city by a pri-

vate postern in the walls, proceeded quietly to the Alhambra, that

splendid monument of Moorish magnificence. The lady was
conducted to a brilliant suite of apartments, looking out upon the

court of the Alberca, and the knight of Cordova was immured
in a dungeon in that part of the princely citadel called the Ver-

milion Tower.

We must now transfer the reader to the Spanish encampment
upon the Vega of Granada. It was a fine morning, about a week

after the confinement of the lovers in the fortress of the Mussul-

man, that the Spanish army drew up in a line before the city of

Santa Fe—which Ferdinand had built to quarter his soldiers in

after the destruction of his tents and camp furniture by fire. It

was a gloiious sight to see ! that proud army of Castiliiin chivalry

envelojied in all the magnificent panoply of war. The gorgeous

housings of azure or crimson silk, powdered with golden stars

and precious stones, the harnessings glittering with silver and

embroidery—the silken scarfs fioating and flapping in the morn-

ing breeze—the polished helms and shields—the banners of scarlet

or purjile, emblazoned with gilded devices of the proudest houses

in Spain, all illumined as they were by the morning sunbeams,

combined to present a scene of medieval splendor with which the

eye was sated ere it could take in half its magnificence. In the

middle ranks of the glittering array rode two knights of distin-

guished mien, clothed in complete steel. They were the Counts

Fernando Bobadilla and Gonzaga do Cordova. Hiding side by

side they were engaged in close conference. Suddenly an aid

from the king drew up his steed before them, and bowing, in-

formed the knight of Cordova that his majesty requested his in-

stant presence. Leaving his companion the cavalier soon stood

before the monarch.
" llemove your forces from the centre and occupy our left,"

said Ferdinand. " If the enemy sally from their walls, turn their

flank and that bauble is thine," pointing to a collar of one of his

own orders which rested on his shoulder. " Stay ! let Count
Fernando Bobadilla accompany you."

Bowing, the knight proceeded to obey his orders, and the daz.

zling pageant was soon moving in beautiful order, across the de-

vastated vega towards the walls of the ill-fated city. They had
not proceeded far across the plain, when a turbaned host issued

from the gates to oppose their progress. Both armies now hastily

advanced and met in rude shock in the centre of the field.

"Now to avenge a daughter's shame !" shouted Count Fer-

nando, closing his visor and driving his spurs into his Horse's

flanks.

" Now to expiate a son's death !" thundered the knight of Cor-

dova, imitating his example; and deploying to the left the knights

came charging down upon the Moorish flank with irresistible force.

For a moment nothing was heard but the ringing of ai-raor, the

clasliing of steel and the thundering of ordnance. The Moors
fought with desperation for the homes of their fathers and the

scenes of their loves and pleasures, but they were unable to with-

stand the tremendous charge, and recoiling before it, the surging

sea of turbans and pennons bore back towards the walls of

Granada.

Meanwhile the combat in the centre had not met with the same

success. A crowd of Moslem warriors pressed around their king,

Bobadil, and disputed every inch of ground, yielding only with

their lives. But upon the turning of their flank the Moorish in-

fantry were seized with a panic and fled precipitatelj', leaving

their prince in the middle of the plain, and surrounded only with

a handful of cavaliers. Upon these the two counts now turned

—

and fighting with unparalleled valor, to avenge the supposed stains

upon their houses, they had nearly reached the infidel prince,

when Bobadil wheeled short, and abandoning the body of his

troops, fled with a few trusty followers, and by dint of the flect-

ncss of his Arabian steed reached his city in safety.

This dosed the battle, and the wearied Spaniards rctiu-ned to

Santa Fe to rest upon their laurels.

The fate of the war was decided by this conflict—aud soon af-

terwards Granada, with its mosques and palaces, its glittering

minarets and towers, capitulated to the Christian princes. Tlie

victorious cannon boomed from its battlements, and the standard

of the silver cross was mounted on its walls. The Spanish squad-

rons marched triumphantly into the conquered city to the sound

of martial music—their plumes tossing, their silken banners

flaunting to the breeze, and their hearts elated with victory.

There were two knights who could not regard this brilliant suc-

cess of the Castilian arms with unmingled rejoicings. They rode

side by side through the streets of the city, at the head of their

retainers, but their personal sorrows would not allow them to

unite, a.-; heartily as they might, to the exultations of the multi.

tude. They had been ordered to quarter themselves in the Al-

hambra, and thither they proceeded as fast as the crowd would

allow them. On reaching the palace they found unclosed its im-

mense Arabian portal, which had never before been opened to

admit a Christian. They entered and found themselves surround-

ed with every splendor that Moorish magnificence could devise.

Admiring as they went, they proceeded thi-ough halls and arches

ornamented with fairy fretwork, and cooled by gushing fountains,

to the court of the Alberca, so called from the immense fish pond
which occupied almost its entire space. As they stopped to gaze

at the goldfish which glistened in the water, and admire the evi-

dences of Moslem taste with which the place abounded, suddenly

a female shriek echoed through the court. Instantly both counts

dismounted, and rushing through the portal, from which the

sounds apjieared to issue, mounted a flight of marble steps and
reached a corridor, through which a richly dressed Moslem was
quickly striding, bearing a lady in his arms. His hand was raised,

and in it ho l)ore a poniard, glittering with precious stones, with

which he was intirniilating the maiden to prevent her outcries.

Fernando de Bobadilla was in advance, and as ho hurried on in

pursuit of the Moor thc'marble corridor rang with the echoes of

his iron heel. He had no difficulty in overtaking the infidel,

burdened as he was, and, smiling him to the groimd with one blow

of his heavy blade, rescued from his licentious grasp his daughter

Inez. The father stood gazing for a moment upon his recovered

daughter with a mixture of wonder and uncertainty, and then re-

ceived her to his breast in a long and tender embrace.
" O, my father," sobbed the lovely Inez, after the first violence

of their mutual feelings had somewhat subsided, " if you love

me, save Don Louis dc Cordova—he is in the Vermilion Tower."
" Don Louis de Cordova in the Vermilion Tower !" thunder-

ed Gonzaga de Cordova, who had been a surprised witness of the

foregoing scene. " Ho, without there ! Arm me a score of men
instantly, with axes and bars of iron. Methinks this citadel is

but poorly vanquished, if our daughters are to 1)6 ravished in its

very halls, and our sons incarcerated in its dungeons!"

Marcliing at the head of his picked body of men, he proceeded

to explore the labyrinths of vaults in the tower where his son was
imprisoned. Many were the dungeon walls that were battered

down, and many the captive, who had been immured here for

years, that was liberated, before he discovered the cell in which

Don Louis was confined. It was at length found, however, and

the son was restored to his father's arms, aud to the embrace of

his beloved and beautiful Inez.

For some time after the fall of the city, Ferdinand and Isabella

held their court at Granada. When tbeir consent was asked to

the union of Louis and Inez, they not only granted it, but also

insisted that the ceremony should take place before their departure

for Castile, and that it should bo attended with great pomp and

honored by their presence. The union of two such powerful

houses, they well knew, would greatly promote their own interests.

Accordingly the nuptial preparations were made with great

splendor. A mosque had been altered into a cathedral for the

Christian worship, and it was in this that the union was to take

place. On the day apjiointcd the cathedral presented a scene of

unparalleled pomp and beauty.

Seated on a throne which had been prepared in the middle of

the church, were Ferdinand and Isabella, worthily representing that

mighty nation, which in fighting for the faith had achieved the

conquest of Granada, and ground in the dust the last of the race

of the Abencerrages. The nionarchs were enveloped in scarlet

mantles and regal robes of crimson velvet, and reclined under a

rich canopy of azure brocade, interwoven with gold, and sur-

mounted by the banner of Castile and Arragon, entwined with

the holy standard of the cross. Around them were arrayed the

nobility and chivalry of the realm. Grandees and liidalgos, dons,

dukes and counts had assembled to do honor to the youthful pair

whom their princes had so signalized by their favor. Amidst the

throng which pressed around the throne were ecclesiastical dig-

nitaries in pontifical robes, mitred jjrelatcs, cardinals, bishops and
archbishops attired in cassocks, and bearing golden tipped cro

siers—while the whole body of the church was filled to its utmost

with cavaliers and gaily dressed ladies.

The Donna Inez looked most fascinatingly lovely as she stood

before the prelate, and the knight shone in the perfection of manly
beauty as he pressed his fair bride to his bosom at the conclusion

of the ceremony.

When the man of God had closed the service, the air suddenly

became resonant with melody as the soft voices of the royal chor-

ister chanted the J'e Deum Landamus. Now it swelled into billows

of harmony, rolling forth into tlie vast cathedral, and making ev-

ery niche and recess vocal with rich music—and now it modulated

into gentle cadences, quavering along the fretted ceilings, till they

died away among the domes and arches.

Such were the pompous ceremonies which the court of Spain

vouchsafed Don Louis of Cordova and his blushing bride.

When the fetes and rejoicings attendant upon the nujiti.ils were

concluded the knight retired with his lady to the blue hills of Cor
dova, where he had often cause to bless the providential circum-

stances which drove him to take refuge in Bobadil's Moorish cat-

tle, near the mountain torrent.

< « ^ >

FIi\DlNG A WAY OUT.

Few of our cavalry officers would be stopped by a fence ; but for
this they are not indebted to what they learn in the riding-school,
but to their being accustomed to ride across the countrv. All
foreign cavalry practise at the leapingbar; yet their officers, when
they meet with a wall or gate, are pounded. 1 remember a very
amusing instance of this. During some manoeuvres in Italy, au
Austri.tn general with his staff got amongst some inclosures, and,
not wishing to ride back, S( nt some of his aids-de-carap to look
for an outlet. They peered over the stone wall, rode about, but
could find no opening. An Englishnum in the Imperial service,

mounted on a good English horse, formed part of the staff; and
the general, turning to him, said, " Mr. W., kindly see if you can
find the way out of this place." Mr. W., a Yorkshireman, snd a
good rider, went straight at the wall, cleared it, and whilst doing
so, turned in his saddle and toucliing his cap, said, " This w.-iv,

sir." I need not add that his way did not quite suit the remain-
der of the party.

—

Is^olan's Cavalri/ Remount Horses.

Whatever things injure your eye, you are anxions to remove;
but things which affect your mind you defer.

—

Horace.
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COMMANOER INMRAHAM.
Wc prt"icnt on thr: pace herewith a portrait of Commander

Inprnham, of the Uniu-il Stiitos wloop of war St. Louis, and also

of the national nhip he coinmandfi, as <he appeared entering.' the

harbor of Smyrna, where the far-famed scene Iat<;Iy oeeurred, in

whieh fV)mmander Inp-aham reiened an Ameriean cili/.en from

under the piin« of the enemy. The partieulars of that event,

whereby Kozla wai reoeued from Anitrian servitude and rcHtorcd

to his riKhn as a naturalized Ameriean ritizens, are too well

known to ro'piire repetition here. Long will the gallant ship, and
hor more gallant commander, be remembered ; and the port of

Smyrna has become thus a locality of public interest to Ameri-
cans, and the lovers of liberty all over the world, and this act of

Oapt. Ingraham will be a marked episode in her annals. The Bay
Smyrna is one of the largest and deepest in the Ixivant. At the

extremity rises the ancient citv, crowning the distant hills, while

the modern runs along the low ground below, and seems on a

level with the sea. Ships from all nations crowd the water, and
their various pennons floating in the hrc.c.?/:, add to the gaiety of

the scene. The French are particularly distinguishwl. On every

fete day there is kept up a kmd of jubilee, and the gala of I'aris

seems tran^fcrred to this port. Mu«ie resounds from every deck,

boats fdled with Joyous company are continually moving from
ship to ship on vi-its of ceremony, and the explosion of cannon
rebounding in echoes along thediiiaiit hills announce ihi-ir arrival

and departure. In fact, of all the Kraiik nations, the French
seem to consider the harbor as their own, and the Turks submit,

with a grave toleration, U) scenes of levity of which they after-

wards complain. Several natural phenomena confi^r on the har-

bor peculiarities not elsewhere olncrvfyl. Sometimes the fjower

of refraction is so great as altogether to change the aspect and
distance of objects. Ships sailing up see the city, as it were, just

under their bow«, when suddenly it disiipjicars ; and when it is

again pcrceptilile, it is on the distant hori/on. From the con«tiint

action of the sun on the air, at the extreme end of the harbor,

where it is encircled by an
amphitheatre of lii^'h hills,

a considerable degree of
rarefiu'tion talK;s place, and
the heated air aw-ending,
leaves a ya/ruum below, in-

to whieh the Mjider rushes.

This creates a continued
current during the day, and
causes the juhat. This con-
stant and regular trade

wind is peculiarly favorable

to the commerce of the

port, as ships arc waftcl
by it to their stations with
the unerring ccrUiinty of
steamboats. Some artifi-

cial works in this bay attest

the wisdom and beneficence

of one con'jueror, and the

energetic but barbarous sa-

gacity of another, and still

exist as memorials of their

labors. The great promon-
tory, formerly the ancient
Mount Mincas, shuts it up
on the south, and con^idir-
ably retards the navigation
of the entrance, but at some
distance the IJay of Teos
enU;r8 the land and ap-
proaches so near to that of
Smyrna as to make their

union no diflicult enter-

prijic. The great conijueror.

COMMANDKIl

Alexander, therefore, pushed a
commun-cation across, so that

ships entering the Bay of Teos
jjushed into that of Smyrna, and
BO avoided the d.ingerous narig.v

tion round the great promontory.
There lie also the islands of Cla-
zomenae, not far from the shore,

and as he had separated the land

by a channel, he compensated by
bridging the «ca and uniting tlio

inland to the main. The remains
of both these works attract the

curious traveller, and while they
attest the activity and skill of ttic

great captain, reproach the indo-

lence and ignorance of the Turks,
who, though it would be highly

INOKAHAM, OF THE U. S. NAVT.

nscfnl to repair them and facilitate the approach to Smyrna, their

emperors consider as altogether beyond their comprehension and
capability. In the year 1402, Tamerlane besieged the city, and
in order to jircYciit all communication by sea, he ordered every
soldier to take n stone in his hand, and drop it in the mouth of
the harbor; hy this, he hoped not only to keep out their alliens, but

to shut in all who would att<,mpt to escape. The ships in the

harVjor [las'ed over the mound before it was sndiciently high to

ob»truci ilicir passage, and the disappointefl barbarian caused a
thousand priaonirs to be decapitated, and with tlicir heads mixed
with stones erected a tower near the spot to commemorate his

attempt. Smyrna has been several times destroyed by carth-

fjuakes, anil frequently ravaged by the plague. In 1814, from
.W.OOO to 60,000 persons are said to have perished by the scourge.

In the year is.31, Smyrna suffered very severely from the choler.i.

The principal articles of impwt are grain, fnrs, coffee, cx)chineal

and dye stuffs, etc.; the principal expi rts are raw silk and cotton,

fruits, opium, rhubarb, dnigs, oil, madder, Turkey carpets, etc.

^.r<A^U

UNITED STATES SLOOP-OF-WAK ST. LOUIS, ENTEKINU THE HARBOR OF SMYRNA.
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Kf.bbcca R. I'ibr™,

Mk9. K. Wf.i.lmom,
CnARiM K Waitt.

Iir..N : Plrlet 1'oore,

CONTKNTS OF OUK NKXT NUMBER.
" Tlie Romiin Joprano : or, the Cuptain of the Swi«» Ouaid," being tha flr»t

c>m|iU.'r« of a novclutu by C!haki,b« U. IIohknubiio.
" Kuii»launil llie ItuMnmnii," No. 5, by I). K DR I.ara.
" I'hc Dri'RclrMl SU'p MothiT," a nlory by Mm ('aroi.ine A. Roill,!!.

"Half an Hour loo l.alc " a nkotnli by Mm. M. K. KuuiNHOK.
' Sillio t« Sullin," linci by Edward Ktaoo.
" Mv"iiTioin One," T<>r«c« by J. Uunt, Jr.
'' Still lot nic iive," ft pooin.
" LiutM to tlio Moon," by C. IIaiout.

PASSING AWAV.
General Ilouaton'k recent R|jee<!li recalls some intcreming pcr-

aonal reinitiiscenrcs conccinin^; men with whom he liad hcen ubso-

cifltcd in times (;one by :

—" Mr. Pre^ilient," saiil tlie senator from

Texan, "I eanic into puhlie life under the auspices of this com-

promise. More than tliirty years af;o I occupied a scat in the

other end of the capilol. Since then I have seen much, and have

not been unobservant. I have seen great changes take place in

this government ; and but one memorial remains of the period

when I was first a quainted with it in an official position—Mr.

Pleaiianton, the fifth auditor, is the only oflicer left of all who were

then attached to the federai government. Even the porters of the

public buildings have disappeared; new generations have sue-

cccdcd ; ten presidents have filled the executive chair. Out of

nearly three hundred representatives in the Senate and House of

Representatives but three remain. A distinguished member of

the other House from Missouri (Mr. Benton), who waa then a

senator on this floor ; the distinguished senator from Massachu-

setts (Mr. Everett), who was then a member of the House, and

myself, are all the memorials left."

Cuba.—The newspaper organ of the government of Cuba
shamefully abuses this country in relation to the President's mes-

sage concerning the Black Warrior affair. " VVhoin the gods

would destroy they first make mad." It docs seem as though

Spain was striving to provoke this govcrnracnt by every possible

means in its power.

A LrBicRAL Offer.—James Brewster, Esq., of New Haven,

hat ofTercd to defray the expense of erecting a new Orphan Asy-

lum in that city, provided the city will furnish a lot on which to

erect it.

"I KNOW Wrio."—A balhul thus entitled and set to music by

J. Alford, has been sent to us by E. H. Wade, publisher.

SPLINTEBS.

.... The paper on which the Philadelphia Ledger is printed is

now made almost entirely of straw, and proves a good aitide.

.... Seven rases of hydrophobia have occurred in and alxjut

Boston since our last issue. Ijct all the dogs be killed.

.... Ex-Pre.sident Fillmore has di-dared that it was the "mani-

fest destiny of this country to embrace all North America."

.... We are informed by the chief of police that the man who

stole a march, also took a quick step.

.... The new Boston theatre will be opened on or about the

first of Septemlicr next with a superior stock company.

The ladie« wear something on the back of their heads in

shape of an inverUjd oyster shell, and call the same a l>onnet.

.... In New Yoik, the different police stations are <onnected

by telegraphs, so that the police can be c<jlleetcd at any point.

.... The Russian vessel Aina Ls now in New York where the

captain internls U> remain till something turns up.

.... Mr. Tuppcr, author of Proverbial Philosophy, is said to

have lately arrived in this country, but travels iiicoi/.

.... Major Ben; Perley Poore, after a sojourn at Washington,

is about to return home to Indian Hill Farm, West Newbury.

.... A volunteer company of flying artillery in being organized

in thiii city upon the most thorough and practical basis.

.... Western merchants who wish to purchase their goods

cheap, and to select from the best varieties, now come to Bost<jn.

.... Our city goveniment have decided to give the Cincinnati

steam fire engine a trial, and have ordered one accordingly.

.... " Constitutionally tired " is now the polite way of express-

ing the fact that a man is naturally lazy. We live in refined times.

.... The ex-manager, Bunn, announces his new entertainment

under the title of " A Visit from John to Jonathan."

.... A new palace liaA been uncovered in the ruins of Nineveh

—a palace whose beauty excels any yet founded in Assyria.

.... The Chinese have again begun Uj crowd into California.

Over eight hundred had arrived in three vessels, lately.

.... More than two million boys in the United Slates are now
attending the various institutions of learning in this country.

.... It is said that five millions of the British population—about

one million familict>—do not attemi any place of public worship.

AMERICAN INDIANS.

It is impossible to glance at the history of the aborigines of this

coniitrj', realizing their present condition, and their certain fate,

without feeling a pang of commiseration and regret. But a little

more than two centuries ago, they were the undisputed lords of

the vast domain we now hold possession of. Where our populous

cities rear their graci'ful sjiires and massive columns, their humble

wigwams were scattered beneath the centennial trees
;
through

the valleys that now teem with our intelligent culture, they tracked

with fleet and silent foot the wary game ; over the foaming waters

furrowed by our huge keels, rode their light canoes. They arc

gone, and the places that once knew them, know them no more

forever

!

The glades of the forest no longer erlio to the thrill of the

Indian bowstring; the smoke of the council fire no longer winds

its way among the trees, and the Indian lodge is no longer reflected

in the purling stream. Clinging to the skirts of civili:£ation, here

and there a few miserable, degraded beings, weak in mind and

body, drag out a wretched existence. The descendants of the

the royal Philips, Uncases and Mcantonomokas straggle some-

times through the streets of our eastern cities, pursued by a grace-

less rabble of hooting boys. In the far West, a few fierce tribes

jet wage war against the whites ; a few scattered braves, with a

spiritof wild and haughty chivalry, maintain an assumed indepen-

dence. But their numbers are decreasing, and they are receding

to that far slion;, beyond which there is no flight, and where they

must halt and die.

it is perhaps useless to speculate as to what might have been

the history of the Indians had the early colonists, who "found it

easier to exterminate than to eivili/.e," pursued a different course

towards them. The United States government has used every

ellorl to protect the rights and amelioiate the condition of the red

men, but with little sueci'SS. Whether ap|)roa<d]ed with the loving-

Uindness of Penn, or pursued with the lire and sword of the New
England colonis.s, who held them to the same stern account ihey

exacted of enlightened human beings, the results seem to have

been the same. Jurists tell us that savages cannot hold land they

do not actually occujjy and cultivate, to the exidusion of colonists,

who arc willing to settle down and subdue the soil ; and experi-

ence tells us that the red man is only succumbing to the laws

which govern races, and that the Caucasian race inevitably mas-

ters and expels the other races when brought in contact. But

cold experience and colder logic cannot enchain our sympathies,

nor deaden our pity for the red man.

If the red man was cruel, he was also brave ; if he inflicted tor-

tures, he submitted to them without a murmur. Before the white

man came with his "fire-water," he was pure in his habits, unsul-

lied by a touch of sensuality. He was not without warm affec-

tions, though he proudly avoided the exhibition to strangers of

his tenderness. 'I'hc colonists knew that the captivity of King

Philip's "beloved wife and only son" caused him exquisite pain,

and exulted in the rigor of its enforcement. The Indian chiefs

were nature's aristocrats ;—when one of them was asked who were

his parents, he answered haughtily, " I ha<l no father and no

mother; the lightning rent the live oak, and Push-ma-ta-ha

fprang forth
!"

Even in our day we have some fine representatives of Indian

character. Osceola was as gallant and patriotic a man as ever

breathed ; and how he fought for his country, the number of our

men who fell beneath his unerring and death-dealing rifle loo

truly attests. After his capture, he pined and died like an impris-

oned eagle. Soon, like him, his red brethren will live only in

song and story.

< » M t

TREATY STIPULATIONS.

The war in the East is to be in strict accordance with a treaty

bctwe.-n the I'ortc, France and England, signed on the night of

March the 12th, embracing five articles :— 1st. Englanil and France

engage t<j support Turkey by force of arms until the conclusion

rjf a |)ea<« that shall secure the independence and integrity of the

Sulun's dominions. 2d. The Porte shall not conclude pca<;e

without the consent of her allies. 3d. The allies shall evacuate

the 'i'aikish teiriUjries after the war. 4lh. This treaty U> remain

open for the adhesion of other powers of Europe, .'ith. Turkey
guarantees to all the subjects of the I'orte, without distinrtion of

creed, perfect equality in law. Protoc<jl» arc attached, re(;ulatin|{

the details. Meanwhile, the campaign has l>egun.

Well oaid.—The New York Courier and Enquirer remarks

that " it is impossible for any Amerii:an, with American sjiiril and

feeling, to be in favor of llussia and against England. It would

be f.ivoring intolcran<«, arbitrary power, the dark irr^nbound auto-

cratic principle, barbarism ; and opjiOsing religious frcerloin, liberal

institutions, popular enlightenment, the progress of civilization."

Ri.'SfliA AVD TICK Ui;8siANS.—Wc necrl hardly call attention,

eilitorially, to the ex'^dlent series of papers which we arc now
publishing from the pen of Professor Lara. Embracing a fund

of original anecdote, they arc also weighty in interesting and val-

uable information concerning this vast empire.

Coi,'r Hevolveus.—Col. Colt, it is said, has received an order

from the British government to furnish their Baltic fleet with five

thousand of his navy pisuds as soon as ponsilde ; and he is notified

that the entire fleet is to be fumLshc^l with them.

Ouixous.—The London Diogenes says that the tail of the

comet has been distinctly observed to consist of nine chords

—

which is ominous of the thrashing which Nicholas will receive.

RROOK AND LAKE TROUT.

To prove that brook trout and lake trout arc the same, a Ver-

mont paper relates that, about twenty years ago a pcrion in

Woodstock caught a few small trout, in one of the little mountain

streams running into the Merrimac, and look them in a pail to a

pond off in the woods, in which there were no fish of any kind.

Years afterwards this man and a brother began to fish
;
and for

several years they obtained all they wanted. But a fisherman

happening to call at one of their houses caught sight of a mon-

strous trout which they were cutting up for the pan, guessed out

the secret and spread it, causing a rush to the pond, from whi<'h

the trout were taken the first year in cartloads, and of a siic be-

yond anything ever known in that region, many weighing nine,

ten, and eleven pounds, and one full twelve pounds.

Debts OF Europe.—The funded debt of all the European

Slates is, in the aggregate, about 59,500,000,000, or $40 for each

inhabitant. Switzerland is the only European country out of

debt. As a war is imminent, all these countries are in the market

as borrowers, some with and some without credit, so that the peo-

ple have the prospect of a considerable addition to their already

burihenKOmc taxes.

I »»» >

C().vMEiiciAi.—Shipping to the value of about two millions

and a half of dollars is being constructed now at .New York.

MARIMAGES.

Makitime.—Boston is to have a yacht clnb this summer.

Tn llil« city, by IUt. Mr Rtrof.Uir. Mr Ooorge llobiniion lo Mrs. Sarah V.

N'wlon; Mr FiluarJ KinRiloni lo Mim llflfOT <-' Stanley.

I!y H<-» Mr Kirlc, llal|.li Warnor. K«q. to MIo Matilil* Hrydan.

Ily Hiijiit lUr. iJinliop SoulbKatu, Mr. Nloholaj II. Jllarlu to Ml»» Mary 11

I>a|{t<'*ri -

liy lluT Dr. Lotlirop, Mr. Alfred V IIowo tn MiM flarollnn M. Pro»t.

J)y KuT. Mr. IVinltloy. Mr. Daniul E. Thompson to Misr Margarol K Coombs.

Uy l(«v Mr I).il«ir, Mr. Milclmll A. Woionion», of Suriuaui, to Ml«» Abby
U. lloj;i;ra, (jf liolbury.

M i:i,arli«t'.wn, by ItdT. Mr. Tappan, Dr. C. A. Oarratt, of llanoror, to

Ml« M. 11 Vinal,

At Nnrtli Cliclma, by ll«T. Mr. Daiuon, Mr. Knslipi Kimball to Hih I.uar*-

lia llaloH I'rnlt.

At CaniliriilKo, by Iter. Dr. Dcaehor, Mr. Samuol D. Bmltl), of Dostoo, to

Mill FraiiCflH l/iuiHa .'^alTord.

At South DicJIiani, by Itor. Mr Fiibi-r, Mr. Monoa Whltin( to Miss Anna J.

Boals; Mr Oroiarnl <.'. IIarnt?« t« Ml«» Carollno Kills.

At Quinoy, by IUt Mr Clark. Mr Jooallian K (Jlark U. MIm Mary Scott.

At I'lyinouth. by Kcr. Mr. llarruy, Mr. Tboiiiaa Main, Jr., of Marblaliaad,

Ifi ,MiK» Caroliiio 0. lt*;o'l.

At IlaTirlilll, by lt*T. Mr I..<jwi«, Mr. Monoa Oiln to Ml«» Klimbeth KrUtj.

At Kitcliburg, by lt«r. Mr. Trajk, Mr. John Wbilnoy to Mial Caroline

Mfi[;iiirti.

At Kail lliyer. Ijy ll«T. Mr. Thurston, Mr. Pelog 8. SUfford to Mlis Abbjr

A. Itordcn, both of Tivvrtijn.

DEATHS.
In thl« ilty, Mfi. Tamasin E, Camoa, B4. Mr. H. II. Pri:ntli«. printer; Mr.

Danifl .Moody ; liartholoniew lirown, Kaq., t-2 Mr«. Hannah l/K-k, ()1 ; Mrs.

Lucy W. Hiinondi, 67; Mrs. Mary Carroll, 74; Jnin.-« N Tolnian, Jr, IB;

Minn Anna Slcvcnn, 11; Mr. John WbiU-hoa<J, CI; Mri. Mary, »!& of Ur.

Laban A. Taylor, W».

At (;harlr«tovrn. Mra Inabolla I)oan, 80; Mr. Tbomaa Murr*/, 71.

At W-.nl Cainbri(l((n, Mr Adam Cuttor, 80.

At Dorclioftor. .Mra Rally Pitrrc, 7&.

At llrooklinp, Mr. Cbarloa HdnionI, of Portland, Mo., 87

At Haverhill, Dnacon Joieph Wcb»t».r, RO ; Mi«» flarah A, Oha<«, 17.

At NHWburvport .Mr. Bainnol Otrrish Oi-H'Mfd, 26.

At r.ynn Mr William Ilannulell, 2'>; Mr» Mary n. Williams, 29.

At Situate, David Vinal. Knq ,
of llr,»u<n. 82.

At 8ali:m, Mn. AblKail, widoit of the lata Mr William Drooki, M.
At Daovern, Mm. I.uny D , nidow of the Ut« Mr. Nath'l Carlton, 6S.

At l'.<-v..rlv, Mn. Mary K Howard. 2fi.

At Aridovor. .Mim Bniily It Oowihue, ZC.

At North Andovpr, .Mr. William K. Dnvil. Jf)

At Irfiwrt-ncft, ^\rn. Charlotte Arm. wife of Mr (it-arvif F, Ttardv, 27.

At W|.«t Amnnbury, Mra. Weed, l/J; Mr>. Judith Cbaie, 86.

At Tisbury. .Mr. Kn.f;inan li«wi«. H.5-

At North Kairhavon. Mr I>:oiucl Ku>mI1, 68.

At PoUrr-.tiani, .Mr. Kamm-I iCandall. 7/i.

At South HeltnatK. Mr Klitlia llaydrn, 73.

At Knnuebunkport, Me., iter. Timothy Wolentl, 76.

GLEASON'S rKrroiiiAL
DRAWI.VCMIOOM €0MPA1«I0N.

A Hiiiiril tif lilt U-aul'iful and utefui in Art.

The object of tlu> paper In to preaent, In tlie moit cl<-Kant and avallabl*
form, a wi<-kly liti.rary hii^l:>ii|;<! of notiii.U iivifnti of tha day. \\m coIuuibs
ara dovoUtd Ui origioul Uil>v<, i>k«t<:li<'n aiol iMx.niii, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
111. 'I tin- rrerim of tli« (\t,mt'M\i- anii foraign uows
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i»f every notc'J rliiiriLrt/-r in tlii* worl'J, lK>tli inulv an<l fifinkl*. ftkvt^Jitiiot
Uraiitiful KrtMipry, taken from lif*;, will ul^o l»o i^ivon, witli fiuniiroi]t*pc<:in>f:na
from the aniiniil kin(['Jont. the l>ir<J« of tliii uir, mul ttiu fliih of th* Ma, J t la
)irinti.'ij on line whtUr |>]t|>er, with ncvr an<l Iw.iutiful type, preiuntlnK In iU
ituM;haniral exM iition an ele-^.mt Ri^rinien #/f art. The him of the pap^r Id

fifttwn hiin<Jr':<l un<l sixt>-foiir H'|Uftiein(-h«ii, Kiting u KnTatinnountof retiUinc
MiHttJ-r n.n<nilti^lruM'«nK ;i ninMUMOth weekly p:i|>«rr (>f ixt4f#fn Of:t(iro pii^tfu.

Vjv'\\ %\x inontlu will make a volume of 4l<i pugM- with ftU>iJt one tlion«aD(l
F^ilvndM <:ngruvinf;i
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A. \V1.\(!II, U6 Ch<ritnot Hrrwt, Phlla/lolphia.
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A. C. liAtJJ.KV, ronjcr of Ith and Hyoa/i.ore HtrtMrii, CinclbuatL
J. A. KOyS, 4.'1 H'wxtward Areuuc, i>»tr<Jl.

P. IC \\()()UW \IH> loruer 4tU and Clieinut Ktreeta, St. Luula.
'niOSiAU LL'NN, 40 Kzcbar.Ke I'laim, New Orlmua.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

« THERE'S NO SUCH WORD AS FAIIi."

The proudest motto for the young

—

\Vrite it in Hues of gold,

Upon thy heart, and in thy mind

The stirring words unfold;

And in misfortune's dreary hoar,

Or fortune's prosperous gale,

'Twill h;ive a holy, cheering power

—

There's no such word as fail.

The sailor, on the stormy sea,

May sigh for distant land,

And free and fearless though he be,

Would they were near the strand;

But when the storm on angry wing-s

Bears lightning, sleet and hail,

He climbs the slippery mast, and eiugs,

*' There's no such word as faill"

The weary student, bending o'er

The tomes of other days,

And, dwelling on their magic lore,

For inspiration prays;

And though with toil his brain is weak.

His brow is deadly pale,

The language of his heart will speak,

" There's no such word as fail."

The wily statesman bends his knee

Before fame's glittering shrine,

And would an humble suppliant be

To genius so divine;

Yet though his progress is full slow,

And enemies may rail,

He thinks at last the world to show.

There's no such word as fail.

The soldier on the battle-field,

Wlii'u thirsting to be free,

And throw aside a tyrant's chain,

Says— ' On for liberty,

Our households and our native land!

We must, we will prevail;

Then foot to foot, and hand to band

—

There's no such word as faill"

The child of God, though oft beset

By foes without—within

—

These precious words will ne'er forget,

Amid their dreadful din,

But upward looks with eye of faith,

Armed with the Christian mail,

And in the hottest conflict eaith,

" There's no such word as fail!**

-* ^•^- ¥~

[Writton for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.
;no. IV.

BT D. £. DE LARA.

Descent of Nicholas the First.—His Father Paul.—Character of Paul.—The
Shopkeeper in the Ga.*tiiioi Dvor.

—

His Assassination.—Alexander.—Acces-

sion of the present Emperor.— Constantine — Uis Rule in Poland. —The
Dancing Master's Wife of Warsaw.— Uis C'rueUies.—llevolt in St. Peters-

burg.— l*arties.—Execution of the Conspirators.

The Emperor Nicholas is perfectly well aware of what is noto-

riou.s in Russia, and not unfrequently alluded to in the circles of

the old nobility, namely, that he is not a descendant of the czars,

but the son of a Finland peasant ; his father Paul having been the

eon likewise of Finnish parents—poor but honest peasants, and

substituted by his reputed mother for her own child which was

born dead. Now, this ignoble origin could be no stigma on a

£ood ruler in the eyes of reason and common sense, in whatever

light it might be viewed by the crowned heads of Europe ; but it

ill becomes a man of the humble origin of Nicholas to be so great

a stickler for legitimacy. It might have been consistent, however

absurd in itself, in the reigning representatives of the House of

Hapsburg, or of Hanover, to hobnob with ; but in a Nicholas, the

Bon of Paul, with Oscar, the son of Bernadotte, or with Louis, the

nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte, it would be absolutely ridiculous

in cither of them to refuse to recognize Louis Philippe as king of

the French, or Isabell.i as queen of Spain. Yet Nichohts the

First was actually guilty of this very absurdity ! It was beneath

him to do so.

Paul exhibited his Finnish origin, not only in his physiognomy,

but in the turn of his mind ; base, mean, cruel and brutal to ex-

cess, he wa.s detested alike by the people, the nobles, and his

reputed mother, and hated by even his wife and children.

Of the manner in which he ruled Kussia, the following may
serve as a specimen. Walking one day through the Gustinoi

Dvor, the celebrated bazaar at St. Petersburg, he entered the

shop of a dealer, and, taking up a walking-stick, demanded the

price. It was told him. "Is this bamboo?" "Yes," was the

answer. " It is not bamboo," replied the emperor, " and you are

a cheat." He ordered the shopkeeper to be severely beaten with

his cane, and had him sent into Siberia for life. His career of

evil was stopped at last by his generals, with the connivance of

his wife, who betrayed to the conspirators the place of his con-

cealment. He constantly changed his sleeping-room, and in the

floor of one of these a trap-door wag constructed, throngli which

he could let himself down. A false alarm having been given at

his chamber-door, he let himself down into the next room, where

however, the assassins were stationed that despatclied bim. At
present his name is not allowed to lie utteicd in Russia, in order

to Btifie, if possible, every recollection of the deed.

The predecessor of the present ruler, Alexander, was likewise

in the plot, but only so far as regarded his father's dethronement.

He never contemplated his father's death. When he was informed

of the murder, he became almost frantic with despair and self-

reproach, and threatened the conspirators witli death. They

coolly advised him not to give the thing a thought, for that they

would take care to prevent him from indulging in such fancies

;

that he had better allow the matter to be forgotten, and assume

the reins of government; that they would serve him faitlifully,

but at the same time keep a sharp eye upon him. Alexander

never forgot '.he deed. It haunted him during his whole life, and

it rendered him a prey to melancholy, which increased so much

during the last two years of his reign and life, th9.t his courtiers,

having got tired of him, cut off both by poison.

When the throne became vacant by the deatli of Alexander,

Constantine was entitled to ascend it by right of seniority ; but he

ceded it in favor of his brother Nicholas, partly because he had

bound himself to do so in compliance with Alexander's wish, and

partly because he preferred the vice-royalty of Poland, where he

could, as he thought, more freely indulge in those excesses of

cruelty and lust, in which he resembled his father as much as in

mind and face. Having at last driven the Poles to desperation,

he became the primary cause of all the miseries that have ever

since been inflicted upon that brave people.

As we have given a specimen of the rule of the father, so let us

give one or two of the manner in which his worthy son ruled in

Poland.

The following occurrence has been related to the writer by Gen-

eral Zabladwoi Marcovitch, at the time commissary-general in the

Russian army, and whose name he considers himself at liberty to

mention, as the narrator, having since died, is beyond the reach

of persecution.

There lived at Warsaw a French dancing-master, married to a

very beautiful Polish lady. Nor was she less chaste and true

than beautiful. To this lady the viceroy had repeatedly made
overtures of an insulting nature. Honors and wealth sufficient to

gratify the utmost desire of avarice or .ambition had been offered

over and over again, and offered in vain. Baffled in his attempts,

and now burning with revenge as much as with desire, the viceroy

determined to obtain by stratagem—and, if necessary, by force

—

what he could not obtain by persuasion or entreaty. Returning

from a ball one evening, the dancing-master was seized, gagged,

and, having been blindfolded, carried to the palace. There he

was told that he had been detected in a conspiracy, and that he

was about to be sent a prisoner to St. Petersburg, and that two

day» would be allowed him to arrange his affairs. He expressed

a wish to see his wife. This wish had been foreseen ; and he was

desired to write her a note stating that he was in difficulties, and

requesting her to accompany the bearer, who would conduct her

to him, but charging her at the same time not to communicate

with any one on the subject. The unfortunate woman, recogniz-

ing her husband's writing, followed the bearer, an officer of high

rank, and, having stepped into a carriage, she was conveyed to

the grand duke's palace, and introduced into his private apart-

ments, where he was awaiting her. The grand duke assured her

that her husband was in no danger; tliat his liberty depended

entirely upon her will—Init that she must be aware of the nature

of the conditions. In vain were again persuasion, entreaties and

promises, till the grand duke had recourse to violence. A struggle

ensued, and the result was that the poor woman was left a corpse,

he having strangled her. After she was dead, it was necessary to

get rid of tlie body. A sack Avas procured, she was put into it,

and thrown into the river. The following day her husband was

poisoned and followed his wife. Both were, however, found a few

days afterwards ; but the police received orders to have them

privately buried during the night.

The following facts the writer had from an eye-witness. At a

review of the troops at Warsaw, this same Constantine leisurely

plucked out the whiskers from the face of a soldier, for some

slight defect in his dress.

On another occasion, this prince deliberately pierced the foot of

a general with his sword, and, nailing it to the earth, kept it there,

to try whether ])ain would have power sufficient to compel the

sufferer to make any movement, or utter a sound. So strict was

the discipline, that the general retained his position, nor fell down,

till this sporting fiend had withdrawn his sword.

The present emperor did not ascend the throne without some
fighting. There were three parties in Russia—one in fiivor of

Constantine, another the partizans of Nicholas, and a third, of

whom it cannot be stated with certiiinty whctlier it desired a con-

stitutional monarchy or a republic. The army likewise was di-

vided between Nicholas and Constantine ; but it knew nothing

about a constitution oi a republic. Some were told that constitu-

tion was the wife of Constantine ; and, in their ignorance, they

cried, as thej bad been ordered to do, "Constantine and Consti-

tuzia, emperor and empress !" When they were told by the re-

publican leaders that in a republic there was no emperor, they

observed that they had no objection to a republic, but it must

have a czar at its head.

This state of things Nicholas determined to put an end to by

force—parleying and negotiations liaving proved of no avail—and

soon were all these cries silenced by the louder cry issuing from

the cannon's mouth. Grape-shot was freely fired through the

streets of St. Petersburg, and the revolution was quelled. At that

critical period, Nicholas displ.ayed courage and coolness, and at

the same time that firmness of purpose, and indifference to human
life, that liavB liitherto signalized bis reign. Thousands were

killed, not only during the struggle, but after it was ended. Hun-

dreds were thrown over the bridges into the canals and tlie Neva,

great numbers of whom were only slightly wounded. Hundreds

more were imprisoned, or sent into Sil)eria in exile ; five were pub-

licly hanged, and that, too, so clumsily, that three fell from the

scaffold, the ropes having slipped over their heads. And though

one of these unfortunates, Bestoucheff, broke his leg in falling,

he, with the other two, Bybeyef and Mocavief, were hanged a

second time.

Such was the gloomy commencement of a reign, which has

already lasted some years beyond the usual time allotted to Rus-

sian monarchs. And if all goes on as it has gone on hitherto—that

is, provided no disunion takes place between his two eldest sons,

he may even perhaps die a natural death ; but his life hangs on a

thread, for reasons intimately connected with the present war, a«

will be shown hereafter.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

DAUiY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT BEN : PEELET POOM.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to wee

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pftst,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

ArRIL THIRTIETH.

1789.—Washington inaugurated as President at Now York.

1812.—Louisiana admitted into the Union.

18-39.—"Jubilee" address of J. Q. Adams, at New York.

1843.—Destructive fire at Wilmington, N. C.

1846.—Edward Everett inaugurated as President of Cambridge

College.

MAT FIRST.

1700.—John Dryden, an eminent English poet, died, aged 69.

1754.—Major George Washington marched on his first cam-

paign against the French.

1769.—The Duke of Wellington born, in Ireland.

1844.—Clay and Frelinghuysen nominated at the Baltimore

Convention.

1851.—Queen Victoria opened the Ciystal Palace Exhibition.

MAT SECOND.

1519.—Leonardo di Vinci, a distinguished Italian artist, died.

1668.—First treaty between England and France at Aix-Ia-

Chapelle.

1780.—French allies, under Rochamheau, sailed from Brest for

Newport.

1791.—William Wilberforce created L. L. D. by the University

of Glasgow.

1813.—Desperate battle of Lutzen, between Napoleon and the

allies.

MAT THIRD.

326.—Alleged finding of the cross on Mount Calvary, by

Saint Helena.

1776.—Official account of British evacuation of Boston reached

London.

1791.—Adoption of a constitution by revolutionized Poland.

1799.—Tippo Sahib's Oriental despotism overthrown by the

English.

1814.—Arrival of Napoleon at the island of Elba.

MAT rOURTH.

1471.—Lancasterians defeated at Tewkesbury, by Edward IV.

1677.—Rev. Dr. J. Barrow, a noted English mathematician,

died, aged 47.

1798.—Bonaparte left Franco in command of " The army of

Egypt."

1834.—Fatal railroad accident near Havre de Grace.

1845.—Great fire at Portsmouth, N. H.

MAT FIFTH.

1778.—Baron Steuben commissioned as Inspector General,

U. S. A.

17S0.—Sir Henry Clinton considering South Carolina "sub-

dued," sailed for the North.

1821.—Napoleon Bonaparte died at St. Helena, after a linger-

ing illness, aged 51 years, 8 months.

1840—Martin Van Buren nominated at Baltimore.

MAT SIXTH.

1708.—M. de Montmorency, first Bishop of Canada, died.

1834.—Commencement of fatal and prolonged "Native" riots

at Philadelphia.

18,39.—Explosion of Mississippi steamer, Geo. Collier, scalding

45, of whom 26 died.

1840.—Lord William Russell murdered by Courvoiser, his

valet.

1850.—Compromise committee reported "Omnibus Bill" to

the United States Senate.

1851.—Mrs. Mary Matthews died at Wan-en, Maine, aged 106.

ACTS OF LOVE.

Each one of a thousand acts of love costs very little by itself,

and yet, v/lien viewed altogether, who can estimate their value ?

Wliat is it that secures for one the name of a kind neighbor ? Not

tlie doing of half a dozen great favors in as many years, but the

little everyday kindnesses, neither of which seems of much con-

sequence, coiisidcred in itself, Imt their continued repetition sheds

a sunlight over the whole neighborhood. It is so, too, in the fam-

ily. INie child whose good offices are always ready when they

are wanted—to run up stairs or down—to get chips or rock tbo

cradle, or to run on an errand and "right back"—and all with a

I'bcerful look and a pleasant temper, has a reward along wah
such good deeds. If a little gid cannot take ber ffrandfather on

licr hi]), as be takes her on his, she can get his slippers, or put

iiwav his book, or grntly conib his thin locks; and, whether she

tliiiiks of it or not, tliese little kindnesses that come fiora a loving

heart, are the sunbeams that lighten up a dark and woful world.

—

Child's Journal.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

There are twelve cliurches in S:ui Francisco. A farmer in

North Carolina has transmitted to tlic Clay Monumental Associ-

ation at Lexington, Ky., the handsome donation of $500. A
lad in Connecticut has multiplied a sum of twenty-six figures by

twenty-six figures, mentally, and given the correct result. An
aggregate of 23,710 tons of sliipping is now on the stocks in

course of construction at tlie shipyards of New York, the esti-

mated cost of which is put down at $1,726,000. There arc

480 common schools in Texas, 21 high colleges, and 8 female

and 13 male institutes. Thomas Gray, the inventor of rail-

roads, still lives in England. For years his project only won for

him the reputation of being insane, but, succeeding, he is, of

course, a great inventor. Dclmonico's Hotel, corner of Mor-

ris Street and Broadway, New York, belonging to the Ilowland

estate, has been sold for $111,000. The Secretary of the

Treasury has written a letter to Mr. Gwin, United States Senator

from California, in favor of the future issue of gold coins of tlie

denominations of SlOO, $.50, and $25 each, by the branch mint at

San Francisco. He proposes that the new piec?s shall be named

the Union, half Union, and quarter Union, and that only tlie half

Union be struck for the present. The net annual income of

the corporation of Trinity Church, in New York city, is over

$4,5,000 ! Two of the famous Black Hawk horses have been

sold for $2000 each, in Montpclier, Vermont. One was earned to

New Jersey, and the other to Pennsylvania. Young women

are now engaged in working the electric telegraphs at the Liver-

pool, Manchester, and London stations. The last words of

Newton were :
" I am but as a child gathering pebbles on the

seashore, while the great ocean of truth lies undiscovered before

me." The amount now, in the United States Treasury is

$28,800,000. The small pox is raging with great violence

amongst the Chippewa Lidians, along the south shore of Lake

Superior, and on the head waters of the Cliipi)ewa lliver. In

the little State of Rhode Island, there are about sixty divorce

cases pending before the Supreme Court. The total estimate

of expense for the public schools of Cincinnati, for 1854, is

$355,000 ; of this $80,000 is for tuition—an advance of $25,000

over last year. The best cough mixture that has yet been

made consists of a pair of thick boots, mixed with lots of air

and plenty of exercise. Heretofore, paper made from straw

could not be bleached white enough to answer the purposes of

printing. This difliculty has, at length, been surmounted, by

Mr. Mellier, the patentee of a new bleaching process, tluit claims

to render paper from any fibrous substances white enough to be

used in printing. John Pike, a respectable farmer of Whit-

ington, Vt , shot himself dead in his house recently, leaving a

wile and nine children, the oldest but fifteen years. The Ger-

man settlements in Western Texas are described by a recent

tr.ivcUcr as being models of good order and industrial thrift.

The settlers were very poor when they arrived at their homes

from Germany. Now all of them are comfortably settled, while

not a few have accumulated little fortunes. The Cambridge

gas works are to be extended to East Cambridge, and a gasome-

ter is to be erected in Cambridge. The codfishermen are tit-

ting away from the New England ports later, but more exten-

sively, than usual. The present prices of fish, and the with-

drawal of the French fishermen for the navy, leads to the expec-

tation of a profitable year's work. There will be an increase of

the Labrador vessels the present season. The city marshal of

Charlestown arrested, on Sunday week, five men who were playing

cards in a barn on Bunker Hill Street. About 12,000 tons of

new shipping arc contracted for, or in contemplation the present

season, to be built on the George's River, Maine.

Strong Perfume.—The Empress Josephine was very fond

of perfumes, and, above all, of musk. Her dressing-room at

Malmaison was filled with it, in spite of Napoleon's frequent

remonstrances. Forty years have elapsed since her death, and

the present owner of Malmaison has had the walls of that dress-

ing-room repeatedly washed and painted ; but neither sci-ubbing,

aquafortis, nor paint, has been able to remove the smell of the

good Empress's musk, which continues as strong as if the bottle

which contained it, had been but yesterday removed.

tOagsibe €»atljcrings.

The English Metropolis.—London extends over an area

of seventy-eight thousand and twenty acres, or one hundred and

twenty-two square miles, and the number of its inhabitants, rap-

idly increasing, was two millions three hundred and sixty-two

thousand, two hundred and thirty-six at the last census.

Snobs.—When you hear a man insisting upon points of eti-

quette and fashion—wondering, for instance, how people can eat

with steel forks and survive it, or what charms existence has for

those who dine at three, without soup and fish—be sure that the

individual is a snob.

< »«» >

Singular.—While boring the Artesian well in New Orleans,

the auger struck upon the trunk of a cypress tree, lying at a dis-

tance of one hundred and fifty feet below the surface of the

ground, and also below several firm beds of blue clay, one of

which was over thirty feet in thickness.

MnsiCAL.—Madame Goldsehmidt has been singing in Berlin,

and shortly goes to Vienna to give several concerts. She will

then, probably, go to Sweden, and pass a part of the autumn in

EuKland.

The whole number of languages spoken in the world amounts
to 3054—587 in Europe, 38G in Asia, 270 in Africa, and 1264 in

America.

Upon the plantation of Col. John B. Lamar, in Leo county,

Georgia, a log was split open a few days since, and twenty-eight

full grown rattlesnakes found within.

Colonel Colt will realize a stupendous fortune out of the East-

ern war. The Russians will be armed mostly witli his revolvers,

and so will most of the ofliccrs in the English and French armies.

The New York Herald says that 65,700,000 gallons of impure
milk are yearly consumed in that city, and that tliousands of chil-

dren die annually from diseases ])roduced by the use of the stuff.

The passage of the bill for the construction of six steam frigates,

by the United States House of Representatives, is the first step in

the right direction tliat has been made by Congress for a long

time, so far as the navy is concerned.

The Cincinnati papers are discussing the subject of railways in

the streets of that city. It is tlie " manifest destiny," of all the

largo cities to have street railways, and the ojiposition may as

well subside with a good grace.

Several earthquakes have taken place in Calaliria, lately, at-

tcnikd with great loss of life. One village, containing nine hun-

dred inhabitants, has been completely destroyed. Altogether,

three thousand lives had been lost up to the last accounts.

There are numerous libraries in Constantinople; the numlier of

volumes they contain may be estimated at eighty thousand, reck-

oning both MSS. and printed books. The literature of Arabia,

Persia and Turkey is represented in them.

At a Manchester mill, according to the local Courier, pipes

have been so laid in connection with the cngine-lioilcr, that jets of

steam can be directed on those portions of tlie promises most
liable to take fire ; and already a fire has been extinguished by
means of a cloud of steam.

A French admiral lately adopted a very summary proceeding

towards his Ilaytien majesty, the Emperor Soulouque. There
was an indemnity of $160,000 due the French, which Faustin I.

hesitated to pay. A threat of immediate bombardment brought

the money.

Frederick the Great, in one of his battles, happening to turn his

head round, he saw his nephew, the hereditary prince, fall to the

ground, his horse killed under him. Frederick, thinking the rider

shot, cried, without stopping, " Ah, there's the prince of Prussia
killed; let his saddle ami bridle be taken care of!"

In Baltimore, Louisville, and elsewhere, ladies have appeared
on the promenade with trains to their dresses, the extremity

thereof being borne in the hands of a negro attendant. A natural

reaction produced by the extreme of Blooincrisni. Verily, the

age of the ridiculous is not yet past.

Every new American publication of merit is now purchased for

the British Museum. The person who officiates in this depart-

ment to select and purchase is Mr. Henry Stevens, of Vermont,
agent in London for the Smithsonian Institution of the United
States. This gentleman has a collection of Dr. Franklin's letters

and despatches to the number of four thousand.

JSanba of ©olir.

< -^»^- »

iTorcign JJkms.

Pardoned at last.—The queen of Spain hjis amnestied all

prisoners implicated in the Lopez invasion of Cuba.

A steamer has arrived at Constantinople from England with
seven hundred wooden legs.

" La Dame Blanche " has been represented at the French Op-
era House, for the seven hundred and sixty-fourth time !

The Frankfort Senate has voted the sum of eight thousand five

hundred florins towards the erection of another splendid monu-
ment in honor of Guttemberg.

During the half year ending thirty-first of December, one hun-
dred and fifty seven persons were killed, and two hundred and
fifty-eight injured on English railways.

The London papers state that the Crystal Palace company at

Sydenham, are progressing bravely with their work. They have
voted to raijC £250,000 more, making XI,000,000 in all.

A company is about starting at Paris, to run pleasure boats be-

tween Marseilles and Constantinople, the charge to be sixty

dollars.

Songs ridiculing Nicholas and all the Russians, sanctioned by
the Minister of the Interior, are all the rage in the streets of Paris,

just now.

The proposition to erect a tablet in Westminster Abbey to Tal-
fourd, while yet Wordsworth and Byron are unrepresented in that

album of genius, is opposed by many.

The negotiations for a Turkish loan have been concluded with
Messrs. Rothschild. It is to be for £2,200,000 sterling, in a six

per cent, stock, at 85, redeemable in fifteen years.

M. Durand Bragcs, a well-known French marine painter, has
been sent to join the French fleet in the East, for the purpose of
perpetuating, by his brush, the naval deeds which may happen
there.

Some of the foreign journals hint that a matrimonial alliance is

about to take place between one of the princes of the Na[)oleon
family and princess Mary of Cambridge, cousin to the queen of
England.

It is said that the senate and legislative corps are about to con-
fer upon the emperor of France the powers of a dictator during
the war. He'll probably exercise them, to some extent, whether
conferred or not.

At Ivy Tor Consols, Cornwall, the miners hare dug into a
" chamber of crystals, as varied for beauty as the scenes in the
late Crystal Palace." They have also cut into a hole of bismuth
and cobalt.

There are at the present time eighteen houses at the west end
of London, open nightly expressly for the purpose of gambling.
These establishments arc most elegantly furnished, and the visitors

are supplied with luxurious suppers and choice wines and liquors,
ad libitum, free of charge.

From the fa/ ;tious remarks of the humorous London press.
Sir Charles Napier must be anything but a Brummel, or a D'Or-
say in his costume. One describes him as going home from
market with a pair of chickens in one hand, a beefs tongue in the
other, and a cabbage under each arm.

In a speech in the house of commons, Sir J. Graham said there
had been no reduciion in the iiuiiiber of cruisers engaged in sup-
pressing the slave trade on the coast of Cuba; and Mr. Cobdcn
observed that, without wishing to assi-t the transfer, he thought it

would be an advantage to humanity if the United States had pos-
session of that island, which had been so scandalously abused

!

Self-love is the greatest of all flatterers.

—

Rochefoucauld.

.... Love dies by satiety, and forgctfulness inters it.

—

Du Coeur.

.... Pride requires very costly food—its keeper's happiness.

—

Colton.

.... The disagreement of sects seems only the surface of Chris-

tendom. The harmony and union are wide and deep below.

—

Taylor.

.... Philosophy easily triumphs over misfortunes of the past

and of the future ; but misforttmes of the present triumph over
her.

—

Rorhcfoiirauld.

.... The commencement and the decline of love may be recog-

nized by the embarrassment we feel at finding ourselves alone

with the beloved.

—

Du Conur.

.... When thou seest thine enemy in trouble, curl not thy
whiskers in contempt ; for in every bone there is marrow, and
within every jacket there is a man.

—

Sadi.

.... lie who lear»s and makes no use cf his learning, is a beast

of burden, with a load of books. Com|)rehendeth the ass whether
he carries on his back a library or a Ijundle of fagots ?

—

Sidi.

.... It is a fault apainst politeness to jiralse immoderately, in

the presence of those who are singing, or jilaying to you upon aa
instrument, some other person who has these same talents ; as be-

fore those who read you their verses, another poet.

—

La Bruyere.

lokcr's Buiiget.

A man of philosopliical temperament resembles .a cucumber

—

for although he may be completely cut uj), he still remains cool.

The Litery Siety is now in full blast. Question for next week :

"If a man builds a corn crib, does that give him a right to crib

corn V
" Come here, sonny, and tell me what the four seasons are."

—

"Pepper, mustard, salt and vinegar—them's what mama always
seasons with."

Why may we reasonably expect that the Turks will succeed in

preventing the Russian bear from devouring his subjects ? Why,
because he's a muzzle-man !

" Does smoking offend you V asked a landlord of his newly-
arrived boarder. " Not at all, sir." " I'm very glad to hear it,

as you will find your chimney is given to the practice."

Solomon was right when he said that of making books there

was no end. Many, indeed, are made for no end, and many that

are made soon come to an end ; but literature itself is inex-
haustible.

A Washington clergyman, a Sunday or two since, while stilting

a deficiency in the collections, remarked that, since the issue of
three cent pieces, the revenue of his church had decreased nearly
one-half!

A young man said recently, in rather a pert way, to the Rev.
Dr. C., "Doctor, wliat is the diflTerence between this puseyism
they talk so much about, and puppyism V—" Puppyism," replied
the doctor, " is founded on dogmatism, and puseyism on tho
catechism."
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THE PHIIiADELPHIA TESTIMONIAL.

We give upon this page a delineation of the pair of vases pre-

sented to the noble Lieut. Murray for his services on board the

ill-fated steamer San Francisco. The testimonials were prepared

8t the establishment of Mr. William Wilson, comer of Fifih and

Cherry Streets, Philadelphia. And he has indeed shown most

exquisite taste in the design and finish of these appropriate gifts.

Mr. Wilson has been a worker in silver at this identical stand

for some thirty or forty years—and he has acquired a great repu-

tation throughout the country for his superior work
;
and his or-

ders from the large cities of our Union keep him constantly

employed. The following are the proceedings previous to the

presentation of the testimonials. At the meeting of the contrifui-

tors of the San Francisco Fund, held at the Philadelphia Ex-
change, on the

1st of Februa-

ry, the commit-

tee of twenty-

appointed to

make collec-

tions, rccom-

mcndad in their

report to the

meeting, with

other appropri-

ations, one of

$500 to Lt Mur-

ray, U. S. N.,

for a service of

plate to be pre-

sented to that

gentleman ; the

committee also

reported the
following reso-

lution, which

was adopted
unanimously

—

Resolved, That
a service of

plate of the val-

ue of five hun-

dred dollars be

presented t o

Lieut. Murray,

United States

Navy, as a tes-

timonial of the

high apprecia-

tion entertain-

ed by his fel-

low-citizens of

the gallant, hu-

mane, self sac-

rificing aud sea-

man-like con-

duct evinced by

him, not only

while a passen-

ger on board

the ill-fated San
Francisco, but

also while on
board the Kil-

by, rendering

the most impor
tant services to

the passengers

and crew of tho

• hip in her disa-

bled condition.

" Mt BSiR Sm:
"Onbehalfof

the committee
appointed to
carry out a res-

olution, voting

to you a testi-

monial in plate,

unani ino usly
adopted at a
meeting of the

rontributors to

the San Fran-
cisco fund, of

this city, held

at the Mer-
chants' Ex-
change, Febru-
ary 1st, 1854,

for the purpose
of deciding on
the distribution

of the fund, I

have the plea-

sure to send to

you two silver

bowls, com-
memorative of
the event in

which you bore
so gallant and
conspicuous a
part. I may be
permitted t o
add the expres-
sion of my own
gra t i fi c a t i o n
that you have
so well justified

the opinion of
those who considered your early naval career full of promise, by
showing yourself on this occasion worthy of high distinction.

" Very truly yours, Hakuy Inoehsoli., Chairman.
"Lieut. F. K. Murray, U. S. N."
The receipt of this note under date of March 25ih, 1854, and

the service of plate was acknowledged by Lieut. Murray on the
28th, as follows :

" My dear Sir : I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of to-day, with the testimonial of plate from ilie contributors to

the San Francisco Fund ol this city. Be pleased to assure these
gentlemen that I am deeply sensible of the honor thus con-
ferred upon me, and grateful for their unlooked-for generosity.

While commemorative of the wreck of the San Francisco, your
beautiful present will ever be to me a memento of the chivalric

spirit which has )»rom|jled you aud your fellow-eitixens to over-es-

timate and reward the slight service it was in my power to ren-

der upon that occ:ision. Your high appreciation of the efforts of
all who participated in the rescue of your storm-tost countrvmen,
the liberality with which those efforts have been rewarded, not
only reflect honor upon the community of which you are mem-
bers, but, by stimulating others to imitate their example, will
doubtless be the means of saving many lives at sea. Accept my
thanks for the very flattering manner in which, as chairmanof the
committee, you have been pleased to convey to me this testimo-
nial. I am, sir, very truly yours,

" F. K. MuRUAY, Lieutenant United States Navy.
" Harrt Inoersoll, Esq , Chairman, etc , Phila."
The testimonial consists of two silver bowls of tasteful design.

They arc lined with gold, and richly and appropriately chased.
The bowls are sixteen inches high, lighteen and a half inches in

THE SAN FRANCISCO TESTIMONIAI -PLATE PBESENTED TO LIEUTENANT MURRAY,

diameter at the top, and eight and a half in diameter at the base.

Upon each is the fullo*ing inscription : "A testimonial from citi-

zens of Philadelphia, of their sense of the service rendered Dec.
24, '53, by Lieut. Francis Key Murray, U. S. N., one of the

wrecked in the steamship San Francisco, who became by his pro-

fessional skill and personal intrepidity an active, gallant and effi-

cient icscuer." Surrounding the inscription are beautifully exe-

cuted naval emblems, and on the op]iosite side of each bowl is a
re[)rcsentalion of the San Francisco, as she appeared when the

baniue Kilby approached her in distress. The device of the han-

dles of the bowls is a mermaid holding a shell, and a shell is the

design of each lid. At the base of the bowls there is a represen-

tation of a coil of rope. The articles are truly gorgeous, and
have excited tho highest admiration in all that have beheld them.
They are beautiful exhibitions of taste and skill, and do credit

botli to tho donors and the artist who manufactured them.

THE LARGEST CANNON IN THE WOULD.
Amidst the objects of curiosity preserved atBej*poor is a large

gun. formed of a mixed metal, of which there is said to be some
portion of gold and a very considerable quantity of silver. The
weight is forty tons, and is allowed to be the largest piece of ord-
nance of the same description, in the world. Thi< splendid gun
was the work of Chuleby Koomy Khan, an officer in tho service
of Hoosein Nizam Shae, at Ahmcdnuggur. The mould in which
it was cast is still in existence, and lies neglected in tho garden of
the tomb of the founder, which has been converted into quarters
for an English oflicer. This gun is supposed to have been taken
in 1562 by Ally Adil Shah; and many persons who visit Beja-
poor regret that such a splendid specimen of tho art of cannon
founding in India at the distance of three hundred years should

be allowed to

remain neglect-

ed on the dilap-

idated walls of
a city so little

known as Beja-
poor, instead of
being placed in

some conspicu-
ous situation in

England,where
it would attract

the admiration
of the whole of
Europe. Oth-
ers are of opin-
ion that we
should commit
an act more
worthy of a des-
pot than a gen-
erous conquer-
or, in adorning
our capital with
the spoils of
foreign coun-
tries ; and are
pleased that the
gun should re-

main surround-
ed by buildings

coeval with it-

self, and associ-

ated with its

history. There
can be no doubt
that the loss of
this gun would
inflict the deep-
est sorrow and
mortifleatiou
upon the native

inhabitants of
Bcjapoor, who,
both Moslem
and Hindoo,ap-
proach it with
great rever-
ence, paying al-

most divine

honor to a pow-
er which in-

spires thora
with awe and
veneration. It

is styled Ma-
lick al Meidau,
sovereign ofthe
plain ; and En-
glish officers

visiting Beja-

poor have seen
with surprise

tlie natives ad-

vance towards
it with joined

hands, and de-

votion in their

countenances.

One of these

gentlemen ob-

served, that
while flowers

were strewed

on the bore, tho

fore part of the

muzzle was
smeared with

white cinnabar

and oil ; there

were marks as

well as odors of

lately burned
perfumes, that

plainly indica-

ted that an of-

fering had been

made to tho

spirit residing

in the wailike

shrine. The gun
is enriched with

inscriptions
and devices, iu

the Horid stylo,

which charac-

terizes oriental

embellishments of this nature ; tho portions not thus ornamentod

present a surface so .smooth and polished as to be absolutely slip-

pery ; and the sonorous sound of the metal proves the hirge por-

tion of silver of which it is composed. It is a common practice

among young European oflicers to efl^ect an entrance through tlie

mouth of this enormous piece of ordnance, the interior being fur-

nished with a seat for their accommodation ; it will contain five

persons without much crowding; but tho occupants, while enjoy-

ing themselves in their shady retreat, are often ejected by a sum-

mary process. Some mischievous wight outside, moves the rings,

striking the gun. The sound produced is tremendous, and the vi-

brations so distressing that out comes the whole party as if they

were shot. It is said by the natives that Mulick al Meidau had a

sister of similar size, named Kurk o Bidle, thunder and lightuing,

aud that it was carried to Poonah. No trace, however, remains

of this less fortunate cannon.

—

Loiidun Times.
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riiOWERS OF MAY.

Wc have here represented an allegorical scene indicative of the

Bpirit of the season, though in our northern clime we rarely see'

nature so forward as the artist has depicted below
;
yet in the

middle and average latitudes of this country, May is as much
the moDth of roses as is that regal sister—sunny June. Blushing

and smiling, with her hands full of tender herbs and opening

flowers, May is as interesting as a young bride, and dear as a

8i«t«r. It is only during this month that, in our high northern

latitude, we realize the advent of spring ; the fury and rigor of

March, and the weeping skies of April are unsatisfactory, but

May brings proof positive of bettor times. She spreads a green

mantle on the hillside, she loads the trees with blossoms, and the

gale with odors ; she spangles the green carpet under foot with a

thousand flowers, strewing the way, as it were, for the coming

month. As we have taken occasion to say elsewhere, cold must

be the heart, and dead to all the sweet influences of nature, that

does not expand and thrill as the senses receive the rarious evi-

dences of the crowning features of spring. These sweet inflaeneM

are not mono|)olized by the residents of the country ; they per-

vade t^e busy haunts of men. The same blue sky that archei

the rustic village, bends over the imperial city ; the same bright

sunshine that glows over the budding fringe of the woodlands,

pours down its fervid beams into the crowded mart ; lights up

the waters of the bay, and gilds the swelling canvass of depart-

ing and returning ships, pouring joy and gladness over every

department of life.

AN ALLEGORICAL REPRESENTATION OF MAY
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CHAPTER I.

THE TWO FRIENDS.

It Tvas a lovely evening in the latter portion of the month of

jilarch—but that March was an Italian one. The fresh winds of

a Eoman spring came across the intenening houses, laden with

the perfumes stolen from the choice exotics and rare shrubs flour-

ishing in the gardens of the palace inhabited by the wealthy

banker, Torlogna. A broad and beautiful amber covered the

heaven which was spread over the roofs of the Eternal City, and

stole in with the reflex of the setting sun, through tlie large and

plated windows of the Barberini Cafe

Two young men were seated at a table in one of these win-

dows, engaged in earnest conversation. A bottle of Lacryma

Christi stood before them ; but it was more than half full, while

their glasses were empty. Cigars, too, were lying beside them
;

but the light in one of them was extinguished, while the faint

streak of smoke which from time to time curled from the other,

intimated that it was about to follow the example. Their con-

versation had, for the moment, overpowered their love for the

weed.
" You can have no idea," said the first, who was very evidently

a young military man, " how much I suffer, and am still suffer-

ing, from this idle fancy."

" But you are not ill," replied the other ;
" on the contrary, your

eyes glow, and your cheeks burn with a fair augury of your reach-

ing your hundredth year."

This gentleman was a dashing young fellow, and was attired

with an extravagant simplicity. He might have seemed to be a

Eoman nobleman, did we not invito our readers to listen to his

accent; this betrayed him to be a Piedmontese. In fact, we will

at once make him acquainted with them. His name was Ber-

nardo Delia Torre, and he had been for tlie last two months re-

siding in Rome, where the wealth of his father—a Genoese mer-

chant, who was known to be enormously rich—had given him an

endorsement which procured him the admission into the best

society.

" O, yes ; they glow and burn enough !" answered the first

speaker. " In fact, I am burning from liead to foot. But it is

all right
;
you are my star of luck."

"How, Guilio?"

" You always have such capital ideas. But, Bernardo, I am
about to trust you with everything. You arc the first man to

whom I have said anything of my adventure ; but you are a good

fellow, and an honest friend. I don't mind telling you the whole

of it, Bernardo."

" Well, well, Guilio ; explain yourself."

" You remember the Jew V
"What Jew?"
" Him whom I s.aved, some weeks since, from a broad-shoul-

dered and thick-fisted scoundrel, who was tormenting him in the

street leading to the Ghetto, and who would, apparently,—but

that it was somewhat too early for such an operation,—have re-

joiced in relieving hira of his purse, which, you may presume,

was tolerably well lined with scudi."

" Yes, I remember him; but how on earth, Guilio, could a

Jew mix himself up with thy fancies."

" Who said that it was a Jew, Bernardo 1"

" You did."

" Nonsense, man 1—it is a Jewess, or an angel, of whom I am
about to speak."

" A Jewess ! Ho I ho I" said Bernardo, " that is a very different

affair."

"Ah! how your cheeks flush, and your brow crimsons with

pleasure. But, Bernardo, the first discoverer of a treasure ought

to be its lawful possessor."

"And so you shall be. However, let us have your tale."

" Well—take it. It is but a few days since that I was wander-

ing in one of my dreamy moods near the Ghetto, when I came
close to the entrance of that filthy, but wealthy quarter of the

city. I should scarcely have observed it, had not the soldier,

who stood on duty at the gate, presented arms. 1 looked up, and
passed my hand to the brow of my helmet mechanically, but, as

I did so, I chanced to catch a glance of a group of beautiful and
black-eyed girls, who were standiTig within the narrow street."

"Jewesses?"

" Of course. Their flashing black eyes and raven hair might
at once have settled that question. Ko sooner had I seen them
than I determined upon entering."

"I could liave sworn it," said Bernardo.
"Such a curious place as it was. 'Bcrcschit Bara Ehohim '

was heard from this window, while ' Come buy, come and buy,'
was shouted in my ears from the one below it. However, trade
had the best of the day—religion only came in second. The
houses almost jostled each otiier across tlie way—it would have
been no great difficulty for them to do so—in their desire to find

a purchaser. Around me, at the shop-windows, hung old clothes,

umbrellas, paintings, pots, tin pans, and worn out gowns. Have
you ever been in Inghiltorra'?"

"Never."

"I was going to say that it was a complete 'rag fair,' on a

more extensive scale. Well, I passed on among iron ware and

tinsel, rags and din of every description, while mj' ears were half

stunned with " What will you buy? Excellenza ! Look here!

Excclleuza ! This is very cheap ! What do you want ? Excel-

lenza 1' I could not even pause to notice a pair of beautiful and

dark-eyed children who laughed at me from one of the doors,

without having a faded coat thrust under my nose by a red-whis-

kered dealer in fiippery, who informed me tliat I might have it

for twelve scudi. I shook my head. Ho instantly dropped one

of them, and then another ; and had I chosen to bargain with

him, I believe I might have had the coat, and a couple of waist-

coats, too, for a brace of scudi. It was a wandering Pulci might

have written marvels of, when, ill at once, an aged Jew emerged

from a doorway, and bowed himself to the ground before me. If

I had been the Holy Father, he could not liave shown me greater

reverence. 'Excellenza!' he uttered; 'thrice noble saviour of

my life, blessed be the hour in which I saw you !' I stared at

him. Who the deuce was he ? And, as he proceeded to pour

forth a long rigmarole, which I did not half understand and can-

not at all remember, I gradually recalled him to my recollection."

" Your acquaintance V asked Bernardo.

" You are right. ' Here is my humble dwelling,' he continued,

' but how can I ask you to do me the honor of crossing its thresh-

old !' He commenced kissing my hands and dress. I wanted to

get away, for the whole population of the Ghetto seemed to have

crowded into the naiTow street for the express purpose of looking

at us. But, just as I was going to release my hands and turn

from him, I chanced to cast my eyes upon the house, and—

"

" Saw a couple of black sparklers ; raven hair ; red lips ; rosy

cheeks—

"

" You are quite wrong, Bernardo. I saw the fairest and most

beautiful head that I have ever seen. Its blue eyes might have

mirrored the very heavens of which I could but catch a long, thin

strip through the projecting eaves. I needed no more pressing
;

the old man had invited me to enter, and, without any ceremony,

I stepped into his dwelling. The passage was dark and narrow,

and the stone steps, which led to the wooden gallery around the

central court, were particularly adapted to teach people the advis-

ability of circumspection in their mode of progression. We at

last entered a long and low room. This did not seem so much
amiss ; but the girl was not there. Then the antique commodity

who was with mo poured forth a quantity of gratitude in Eastern

similes, which would have charmed a poet. I did not care a quar-

ter of a paolo for them. She will come at last, thought I to my-

self. Still she came not. Meanwhile, the old Jew had started

an idea, which you, prob.'tbly,—abominable spendthrift,—would

have hailed with rapture. I might occasionally want money, yet

have no great superabundance of it. Consequently, I might

have need to fly to compassionate souls, who discounted their

love to me at a varying percentage of thirty to fifty. So he told

me—it is a miracle, I admit, but you have it from him to whom
the offer was made—he would lend me money without taking any

percentage at all."

" You accepted it
;
pulled out your port-feuillo, filled up a blank

stamp, and—

"

" Not at all, caro mio I" responded Guilio, with a light laugh,

" I did not want money."
" But I always did, and always do," said Bernardo. " Give me

the address, my friend, of the benevolent old money-changer."

" He is no moneychanger, Bernardo ; but let me go on with

my story. He next asked me to taste his wine. I scarcely know
what reply I made him ; but this I do know, that he went into

the adjoining room, and returned, accompanied by one of the

loveliest maidens I have over looked upon. Tlie light of her

beauty filled the gloomy chamber, and almost blinded me. Her

hair was as soft and as fair as the finest and palest thread

spun by the silk worm ; her blue eyes swam and flashed like dia-

monds. But, what are you smacking your lips at?"

" At your description, Guilio."

" She filled my glass with some splendid wine of Cyprus—at

least, so it seemed to me, as I tasted it beneath her eyes. You
should have heard her speak, when she thanked me for my kind-

ness to the old man. It did not seem as if he were her father.

Her voice was like a rush of marvellous and heavenly music
;

then she vanished. The old man remained. On the table, the

flask and glass were still standing ; but all around was dark 1"

" Bravo, poet !" cried Bernardo.

"You do not know how, since that moment, I have tormented

myself; how I have moulded a thousand schemes, and tlicn again

destroyed them, for meeting this daughter of Jerusalem. I went

two days after to borrow money, which I had never wanted. I

took fifty scudi from old Isaac, for a week, but she was not there.

On tlie third morning I returned to him, with his own money un-

changed. He, Jew-like, not having so entirely relied upon my
boasted honesty, smiled, and rubbed his hands with satisfaction.

I went into ecstasies with his wine of Cyprus, and he produced

me a second bottle ; she, however, did not appear; it was he who

poured it out for me with his mcagro and trembling hand. I

peered into every corner, but she was not to be seen. At length

I was forced to leave him. As I went down the steps, I looked

up at the house, and it seemed to me that a curtain, which

hung across the window where I had first seen her, moved. A
rose dropped at my feet, and I picked it up. ' Adieu, signora,' I

exclaimed. All was, however, still ; not even a stray curl floated

from behind the green silk. And now, Bernardo, I cannot and

will not give her up. What am I to do ? Strike out a brilliant

idea for me. Amico mio! Be to nic as the Venus who led Dido

and ^neas into the lonely grotto."

Bernardo laughed.

" What is it that you would liave me do ?" he asked.

"Anything and everything."

"P.=haw ! try and talk common sense."

" The Hebrew is a most beautiful language ; a poetical picture-

world."

"What of it?"

" Study it, Bernardo."

"Study it!"

"Yes. I have no taste for learning. Take the old Jew for

your teacher, and I'll pay for the lessons. Old Isaac belongs to

the more learned portion of the Ghetto. When you have won
him, you can make tho acquaintance of his daughter. Then you
can introduce me—

"

"After I am head-over-heels in love with her. You are mad
Guilio!"

" To be sure, I am."
" I have not the slightest inclination to deal with tho dead

languages."

" I forgot that, entirely."

" Besides, I am no scholar."

" O, that matters nothing."

"And, besides all this, never was, and what is more, never will

be a student."

" Wliat, then, will you do for me ?"

"I will tell you to-morrow, when I have thought over the mat-

ter. At present, Guilio, let the matter drop. Finish the La-

cryma." He lifted the bottle, and filled his own glass. " Smoke
out your cigar, or order fresh ones ; these are burnt out ; and

then we will go to the Aliberto. The new soprano makes her

first appearance to-night."

As he said this, Bernardo emptied his glass, leaned back in his

chair and yawned ; the truth was, his companion had somewhat

wearied him.

CHAPTER II.

THE UNPOPULAR MANAGER—TUB BROTHERS.

It was in the Teatro Aliberto that a great musical event was

on that evening to come off. This was the debut of a new vocal-

ist. In the North we can have no idea of the sensation provoked

by such a chance in the warmer and more ideal South. Italy is

the land of song, and it was in Italy that the new singing-bird

was to make her appearance. The amateurs of Rome were, con-

sequently, in a fever of anticipaltion ; nothing was talked of but

the approaching event ; was it to be a success or a failure ? The
manager was no great favorite, and it may easily, therefore, be

divined which way public opinion tended. This, however, made
no difference on the attendance in the Aliberto ; the theatre was

crammed to repletion. Above the audience, rose the magnificent

ceiling, with its hovering muses floating, as it seemed, in an azure

sea, on which the glorious sun appeared reflected in gushes of

golden light ; the curtain, with all its painted Olympus, and the

gilt arabesques on the boxes, were then entirely new. In each of

these last, lights were burning, and illuminated the world of love-

liness which filled them. Delia Torre, with his friend and two

other gentlemen, were sitting in a box, near tho stage, upon the

second tier.

The overture commenced ; and to this the audience seemed to

listen simply for the pleasure of finding fault with the musicians.

The unpopularity of a manager is generally visited upon the

shoulders of the artists who are engaged by him.

" What an atrocious trombone is that," said one.

" I think it actually heavenly when I compare it with those

villanous ti-umpets," ejaculated another.

" You mean tlie horns ; they are, in truth, execrable," said

Delia Torre.

" Nay ! they are well enough when you only rank tliem," mut-

tered Guilio, " with the double bases."

" Or the tenors."

" Or the first violins. They are playing false, now !" exclaimed

Bernardo, pressing his hands to his ears as ho spoke.

No one was spared by these critics but the drummer ; he was

in the regiment of Swiss Guards, belonging to the Pope. Guilio

Castelli held the rank of captain in the same regiment.

At length the overture was at an end, and tho curtain rose.

First came the chorus, which public opinion had long since de-

cided, was miserable ; then came the baritone, who really was

not so good as Ronconi. He was joined by the tenor, who had a

beautiful voice, and sung with more than ordinary ability. He
used it in the style of Duprey, and chancing to fail that night on

the attempt to reach his highest note from liis chest, tlic unfortu-

nate vocalist was hissed. All this was to be laid on tho back of

the manager. Fortunately, it was a sufficiently broad one. Then

tho scone changed, and tho debutante made her appearance. She

stood on the stage before her judges—a delicate and graceful

creature, infinitely beautiful and intellectual in the character of

her physiognomy. Long, fair hair—we had almost grown poeti-

cal and said, like woven sunbeams—was braidedj;onnd her exqui -

site and gracofully-shapcu brow. Her eye was full of intense and

rapt expression ; her whole face was such as Delaroche might

have dreamed of for one of his Madonnas. A loud outbreak of

stormy applause was suddenly heard ; it was to beauty, and

beauty only, that tho homage was tendered, for as yet she had

not sung a note. A crimson flush bathed her chock and brow,

and colored her whole neck and bosom, as she bent before ttiat

expression of popular admiration ; then with a timid, but beau-

tiful accentuation, she commenced her recitative.

During the first few moments after her appearance, Guilio had

been staring at her as fixedly as if his whole soul wore absorbed

in tho contemplation of her singular loveliness. Then, as the

first accents of her voice stole on his oars, the spell which had
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bound him seemed to break, and he turned round, and clutched

his friend eagerly by the sliouldcr.

"Bernardo !"

"Well, what the deuce is the matter?" muttered Delia Ton-e,

impatiently, as he released his shoulder from Castelli's impatient

clutch. " Cannot you allow me to listen to this new nightingale ?"

" That nightingale is mine, Delia Torre."

" Yours r
" She, whom I told you of"
" Nonsense ! euro."

" I tell you that it is ; she is my birdling. Yes, I cannot bo

wrong. The very voice is her."!, too ; how v.-oU I remember it

;

and yet, it must be impossible. She surely cannot be the same."

Ilcre an impatient murmur rose from the parquette, which com-

pelled him to silence. Then her voice, whicli had been slowly

gathering courage through tlic recitative, burst into song, and

poured forth in a gusli of mclodj', all of that wondrous and pure

emotion which, borne upon the wings of sound, escapes from the

human breast. It was a burning passion which found utterance

from her lips, and rose towards the ceiling of the theatre as if to

invoke the muses, whose painted eyes were turned upon the stage.

Then the last long and lingering note fell upon the ears of the

audience, and, as it did so, through the whole of ths house rang

an universal exclamation ; her triumph was complete.

It will be unnecessary to follow her through the rest of that

evening ; suffice it to say, that her duet with the tenor was de-

clared by the Diario de liorna, which was published two days after,

to bo "absolutely perfect and incomparable^" and that when the

curtain fell, she had achieved a triumph, and stamped her image

upon the passionate and impressible heart of the Koraan public.

"Anna I Annalabella! Bellissima Anna I Anna! Anna in-

comparabile !" were the cries that rung for some minutes through

the Aliberto. Then the curtain arose, and she stood on the stage,

crimson with excitement, and bending with timidity. Flowers

rained upon her ; she pressed her hands upon her bosom, and

then the curtain fell. It must rise again. "Anna! Anna la

bella !" again was roared by its thousand mouths through the

whole of the vast saloon. Again she appeared, and this time

with the tenor who had been hissed. The audience, however,

were convulsed with enthusiasm. Yit, again and again, they

shouted for her, and when she for the last time appeared, the

stage was literally, as it might seem, heaped with a floral altar,

which had been reared to the enchantress of the night.

Wearied out with their very delight, her name was at length

shouted no longer, and Anna Brigni—for such was the name of

the triumphant vocalist—was allowed to return to her dressing-

room. Tlie crowd had quitted the theatre. Not yet, however,

was the popular ovation completed, for they surged around the

building to the stage-door, at which a carriage was waiting for

her. Among them were the young Castelli, and the son of the

Genoese merchant.

" Take out the horses !" screeched a rough voice from the

crowd, and, in another instant, a score or two of excited young

men had crowded around them, determined to drag her home.

It was in vain that the veUuriuo remonstrated. The horses were

almost instantly removed, and as they were so, " la bella Anna "

emerged from the door of the theatre. She paused alinost in

aflfright, as Delia Torre sprang through the crowd, and addressed

her.

' Bella signora," ho said to her, " bo not frightened by the

homage which is offered you. These madcaps only mean to do

you honor. Be pleased to accept their tribute of admiration."

He took her by the hand, and led her unresistingly towards the

carriage. Still trembling, she entered it. Delia Torre mounted

on its steps in order to re-assure her, and to have the pleasure of

Btill gazing into her matchless eyes, for the moon was at its full,

and flooded the streets with a whiter light than that of d.ay.

Then the maddened crowd of her admirers dragged the carriage,

its driver, "la bella Anna," and Bernardo, to her home.

Guilio gazed after her, and followed amongst the crowd. Ho
saw his friend hand her from the carriage into the house where it

tiad stopped ; the door closed upon them. Then the mob gradu-

ally receded from it, leaving the unfortunate attendant~to dis-

mount, and return to find his horses. What did they care for

the driver ?

One, however, still lingered. It need scarcely be said that this

was Guilio ; an undefinable jealousy was burning within him.

His friend—yes, it was his friend who had entered with her.

Probably, they were even then in conversation ; on that very mo-
tnent he might be pouring forth his love to her. As these thoughts

pressed his mind, the door a second time opened, and Delia Torre

jiescended the steps of the house. Guilio crossed towards him.

I

"What, are you here?" said his friend, as he took the young

Tian's arm, without noticing the pang which passed through his

Iftholo frame.

' Yes. Tell me what you now tliink of my lovely bit of

Fudaism."

" Caro mio, you are dreaming," answered Delia Torre. " In

he first place, she cannot be a Jewess. Had you only obsened
ler one half as closely as I have done, you would have been con-

;,'inccd that hers is not Jewish blood. Her features are far too

jurely Italian ; her light hair and blue eyes have not the slightest

race in them of that unhappy race ; her speech and accent,

00—"
" Then you have talked with her, Bernardo V
•• Of course."

"And of what?" asked Guilio.

" "Why, of what should I talk, but of her success, and her un-

pxamplcd brilliancy ; her superb talents ; the enthusiasm of the

ladience, as well as my own."

" And then—

"

" I said that I should not so far presume on the slight service

which I had rendered her, as to imagine that I had become an

ac(|uaintanco, until I could legitimatize my knowledge of her by

a more formal introduction."

"And then—"
" Why then ! inquisitore mio, I made my bow, and with it

took my departure."

" You admire her !"

" Would it he possible not to do so 1"

" Bernardo," said the young Roman, in a sharp and hurried

manner, " whether la bella Brigni bo a Jewess or not, she is the

same girl I saw at old Isaac's, in the Ghetto. I love her, and

love her with my whole heart. It is not, and cannot be, my
friend, Bernardo Delia Torre, who intends now to stand between

me and her."

" You are dreaming, very surely," replied the Genoese, as they

reached the palace,.in whose dismantled glories his lodgings were

then situated, and he turned abruptly beneath its broad imd mar-

ble gateway. "Adieu, carissimo !"

Castelli saw him enter, and with a convulsive action of rage,

clenched his hands as he did so. Ho then turned away, muttering

to himself, " And such is friendship!

"

Wrapped in his own angry*thoughts, he strode along to his

quarters in the Vatican, for Guilio Castelli was an officer in the

Papal Guard. An illegitimate son of the Prince Borghcse, ho

had been attended by a singular luck on his entrance into life.

He was loved not alone by his princely parent, but was also the

cherished anil bosom friend of his actual brother, the younger

Borghese. The princess, indeed, regarded him with scant favor

;

but this was nothing, or counted for nothijig in the scale. His

father had pushed him, at an Oiirly age, into the Swiss Guards of

the Pope, where he now held the rank of captain, and his brother

had taken him by the hand and introduced him into fashionable

life. From the first, he had an ample allowance. What was

wanting was made up at rare intervals—for Castelli was no spend-

thrift according to the common acceptation of the term—by a

word or two from the second to the banker, Torlogna. Conse-

quently, his purse was never empty ; whilo, singularly enough,

the spot upon his birth in no way interfered with his standing in

society. Supported by his family connections, that man must

have been very sure of his own position, who would have ven-

tured either to breathe a slur upon his character, or on account of

his birth, to put a slight upon the young officer.

As ho opened the door of his chamber, a young man, who was

slight in person, and attired in the extreme of fashion, looked up

from the chair on which he was sitting, and said:

" So you are here at last, Guilio. I have waited for you for the

last hour. Where have you been V
" My good Federigo," uttered the young officer, as he bent for-

ward and kissed the brow of his brother, for it was the Borghese

who had been waiting for him, " why did you not tell me that

you wished to see me. You know me too well to doubt that I

should have hastened homewards."
" How could I have told jou what, some four hours earlier I

did not know myself I have this evening been to the opera,

Guilio, and am—

"

" Say it not ! Borghese ; or thrice miserable shall I find myself

to have lost not only a friend, but to lose my brother on the score

of my unhappy passion."

Federigo Borghese stared upon Guilio as if he could not com-

prehend him.

"What is the matter, ray poor boy?" ho said, as he lifted his

hand and swept back the clustering curls from his brother's brow.

" I come here simply to tell you that I had determined upon be-

stowing my tediousness upon you for the rest of the evening,

when you declare that you are ' thrice miserable,' and end by

talking of 'your unhappy passion.' What does it all mean,

Guilio?"

The young man bent his brow upon his atsproad hands ; flung

himself on a chair beside his brother, and burst into a passionate

fit of tears.

" Child 1" continued Federigo, as he drew away one of Cas-

telli's hands, " this is foolish. Tears belong to woman ; they are

her only weapon. But when a soldier weeps, pshaw ! Were you

not my brother, I would tell you that you must be a coward !"

"A coward!" answered Guilio, raising his eyes, flashing with

a sombre light through the tears that still stood in them. " No !

Federigo, you know that I am no coward. But, Federigo, for the

first time in my life
—

"

" Which has scarcely been so very long an existence ; has it ?"

" I am in love."

" Good !—we shall now understand one another. I have been

in love four or five times. But I—no. I never remember weep-

ing, because I endured ' la belle passion.' With whom is it,

Guilio ?"

The question was sufficient to loosen the lips of the young

Castelli, and he poured forth the whole of his brief love-dream

into the ears of his brother.

"And is this all?"

"Yes, all!"

" Well, Guilio, your habit of painting every chance with the

palette of a Rembrandt, has misled you. I do not love Delia

Torre, and have always regretted that you should have made him

so constantly your companion ; but how you could have dreamed

that his chance acquaintanceship with the Brigni argued a passion

for her appears incomprehensible to mc. Love in modern times

is not the passion engendered by a moment, which poets and—

"

"Mine was, Federigo."

The prinee felt he was wrong. However, he di 1 not own this.

but entered upon a learned examination of the nature of love,

which we will not inflict upon our readers, begging them to re-

member that the noble lecturer was barely twenty-two years of
age, and this, the more especially, as the termination of it was
the only portion to which Guilio listened with interest.

"Wait until the morning, my boy. Torlogna shall introduce
both of us, and we shall soon see whether the signora does not
prefer the admiration of the best blood in Rome to that of a
Piedmontese money-bag."

" But I, prince, am—

"

"One of us. What the deuce, Guilio, if your mother waa no-
body, a Borghese was beyond any question your father. Look in

the mirror
;

if the relation be not ajjparent, tell me that I am a
fool, and forswear my friendship !"

As he Enid this ho bad caught Guilio round the waist, and
dragged him in front of a large glass which was set into the walls

of the apartment. Tho light of a lamp which hung from the
ceiling fell upon them. As the two brothers gazed upon their

reflection upon its polished surface, a mutual and passionate feel-

ing of brotherhood nished over them ; tho same chestnut hair

swept in long and glossy curls around the brow of either ; the

same faint and silken moustache curled around their upper lips

;

tho same dark, full and glowing eyes flashed from either fore-

head. Almost alike in stature,—Borghese was somewhat tailor,

—youth and beauty, they gazed upon the mirror. Tlien they

turned to each other ; the prince opened his arms, and Guilio

rushed into them.

" Is it agreed, my brother ?"

" Yes, my own Federigo I But Torlogna—

"

" What of him ?"

" Does he know her ?"

" If not, I will give him twenty-four hours to make her ac-

quaintance. Never fear. His now title wants to bo accredited; he
will do anything I ask him."

CHAPTER in.

THB BRIGNI AND THE BEGOAB.

Thd banker, Torlogna, had done all that the young Borghese
had required of him ; ho had presented the two young men to

the enchantress who had crazed all musical Rome, to the intense

disgust of that portion of it which was immersed in the politics

of the papacy, and who kindly consigned her and her adorers to

the lowest pit of purgatory, as tho slightest possible reparation

for her popularity and their madness.

If a group clianced to be standing before the Laocoon, they

were not lost in admiration of that marvellous piece of sculpture

—

they were talking of tho new soprano ; if you wandered in the

Coliseum at midnight, and stumbled over two friends, they were

speaking of " la bclla Brigni." Did you stand in the nave of St.

Peter's during the hours of morning mass, you might count upon
hearing her name ten times in a minute, at the very least, from

those who passed near you. What wonder was it, that one of

the most pious of all tho cardinals—member, though he was, of

the Borghese family,—expressed his astonishment that tho cupola

did not fall, and extinguish, for the moment, her name and their

admiration !

If the Brigni drove out, her carriage was surrounded and fol-

lowed by the whole of equestrian Rome. The young Colonnas

would be on one side ; Borghese and his brother—when the latter

was not on duty—would be upon the other. Delia Torre, and

scores of the fashionable idlers in the capital of modern Italy,

would swell out tho cavalcade. If she went to purchase half a

yard of cambric, her cortege would give you the idea of a regal

procession. When she passed her handkerchief over her brow,

the beggar who stood in the Piazza del Popolo murmured a bless-

ing. Once she threw a paolo to a poor cripple, and the gold and

silver that rained upon him from tho hands of her admirers, made
him a wealthy man.

Amongst them, however, were two who had the envy of all the

rest of young Rome ; indeed, we might have said three, for there

were few who had tho chance of seeing the distinction which she

drew between the Borghese, with his brother, and Bernardo Delia

Torre. To the three, she was always " at home ;" but within

her apartments, a very clear and tangible distinction existed.

From the first moment that she knew Guilio, she had liked him
;

and when he was jiresented to her by Torlogna, she told him,

with a winning frankness, that there was no necessity for his pro-

curing an introduction, and that she should have been glad to

have welcomed him as one to whom she had been personally in-

debted. As yet, however, he had never been alone with her, and

had not found an opportunity to solve what was still a riddle to

him—^her connection with the Jew, Isaac. With the young prince,

she was perfectly frank and open ; she treated him also as a friend,

while Delia Toito was no more than an acquaintance.

No sooner had Guilio seen and felt this, than he at once for-

gave and forgot that which he had fancied. The friendship of

tho young is broken with such facility, and re-united with such

ease, that it would seem in the majority of instances to be more

an intimacy, and a casual one, than that abiding association which

is shapen in maturer years. Be this as it may, they were once

more friends ; they wasted their time upon each other, and spoke

mutually of their feelings—at least, Guilio did so, whilst Delia

Torre concealed his from the man he called, and who was gen-

erally considered, his friend. Borghese had seen this intimacy

re-unite, and had mentioned it to Guilio a few days after they had

been presented to the Signora Brigni, with something like a re-

proach, and Guilio had evaded a reply, for during the last few

days a strange feeling had crept over him.

[to mc C«NTINCEIJ.J
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MARSHAL DE ST. ARNAUIX
Marshall Le Koy de Saint Arnaud, the commandcr-in chief of

the French army of the East, of whom we present a likeness on

this page, was born in Paris, on the 20ih of Aiiijust, 1801. En-

terintr the service at an early age, he passed rapidly through the

first degrees of the military hierarchy, and was aided by his intel-

ligence and personal qualities rather than by circumstances, which

were not very favorable to advancement under the pacific re;/ime

which succeeded [the empire. It was, perhaps, in consideration

of the little pros) tct offered for an active career, that he left the

Life Guards, in which he had entered. The conquest of Algiers,

which opened a vast field to military talents, n;iturally present^'d

Mr. Le Roy de Saint Arnaud with an admirable opportunity for

displaying the vigor of his character and the encigetic disposi-

tion which inclined him to war. A captain in 1837, we si e him

two years later entrusted with a command in the Foreign Lijjion,

and mentioned in tie orders of the army rs 'liiving particularly

distinguished liiniseU in the affairs of Djicjilli and Bougie. In

1840 he was agnin

mentioned by Mar-
slial Vdlee and Gen.
de Rumigny, for his

ccmduct in the day
of the 30th of Ap-
ril, at the occupa-

tion of Medeah, and
the taking of the

Col de Teniah. Ap-
pointed to the com-
mand of a battalion

of Zouares, General
Bugeaud noticed

him as having cour-

ageously conducted
a bayonet charge in

a combat fought
near Medeah, on
the 30th of April,

1841, and General
Baragevcy de Hil-

licra praised his

conduct during the

second expedition
for the relief of Me-
deah and Milianah.

In this same year,

Mr. Le Roy de St.

Arnaud distinguish-

ed himself in the

expedition of Tag-
dempt, in the battle

of the Olive Wood,
in the taking of
Tha7.a and of Bo-
ghar. Promoted to

the grade of Lieut.

Colonel in the 53d
of the line, he di-

rected in July, 1842,
an expedition in the

west of the Khali-
falik of Milianah, to

chastise the Beni-
Boudouans, and
subjugated them af-

ter many combats,
followed by razzias.

On the 30ih of Jan-
uary, 1843, Lieut,

(/olonel Siint Ar-
naud encountered
the Beni-Ferrahs in

a battle which last-

ed seven hours, put
the enemy lo tlii;ht

and pursued him in-

to the high moun-
tains which border
the left hank of the

Oued-Ferrah. On
the 4th and 5th of
February following,

he co-operated with
the movements a-

gainst the Beni-Me-
nasscrs ; then, on
his return, afier hav-
ing received sup-
j)lies at c;hcrcl)c'l,

ho overtook four
fractions of thr' same
tribe, entrenched in

the high mountains,
and engaged in a
battle on the 3d of
March, in the nar-
row valley of the
Oued- Hiiirar, that
lasted for the whole
day. In this enter-
prise, which the
small force at his
disposal rendered
Hudacious, M. de
St. Arnaud cucoun-
KTcd not only a
powerful and desperate resistance at the hands of the enemy,
but also unheard-of dilliculiies presented themselves in the shape
of steep roads, snow, cold and rain. For ten consecutive months
^he wa« certamlv in the field, and distinguished himself in a com-
mand, which political circunis-tano s rendered very difficult, by
rare energy Raised to the rank of colonel in 1844, he took part
in the combat of Delly, and vigorously carried all the positions.
General Courman, in his report of this brilliant feat of arm»,
attributes to Colonel St. Arnaud the honor of this day. In 1845
he was made commander of the L-^uion of Honor, and invested
with the command of the sub-division of Orkansville. It was
in the Dahra, near the subdivision of M. de St. Atnaud, that the
insurrection of the Shcrif Bou-Maza commcn<-cd. The colonel
had numerous encounters with this chief, and with the tribes the
latter had drawn into the revolt, on both banks of the. Shelif, and
finally received the submission of Bou Maza. In April, 1846, he
shared in the ouerations which the Duke d'Auniile was directing
in the Ouarencenis. In 1849, M. Le Kny de Saint Arnaud, ap^
pointed brigadier general, traversed th country of ihe Beni-Seli-
mans, and signalized hia passage b\ many brillinut successes.
The following year he was invested v. ith the command of the

province of Cnnstantine, and, thanks to his indefatigable activ-

ity, he promptiv paciHcd and re-organized the country shaken

by the revolt of Zaatcha and Aurcs. The country of the Nemen-
chas, ard the mass of the Aures were also restored to tranquillity

by the expedition which the general directed against these two
imjiortant points, and w' ich extended over a surface of three

hundred leagues. In 1850 he secured to France Bouakkas Ben
Achour, the most important chief of the province of Constan-

tine, who had resisted previous attempts at subjugation. In May,
of the same year. General St. Arnaud, with a column of 7000
men. crossed the mountains of Little Kabylia, raised the blockade

of Djidjelli, and subjected to French rule the vast and savage

region situated between Bougie and Collo. The campaign, ac-

complished with rare vigor, under difficult conditions, and which
reciiiired eighty days' march and twenty-six combats, is one of

the most brilliant feats of aims inscribed in the annals of Ihe

army of Africa, and won for 51. de St. Arnaud the grade of gen-

eral of division. Recalled to France in 1851, he was aj'pointid

MARSHAL LE ROY DE ST. ARNAUD, COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF TILE FRENCH ARMY OF THE EAST,

minister-of-war on the 26th of October, in the same year. On
the 2d of nccember, 1852, M. de St. Arnaud was raised to the

dignity of Marshal of France, and appointed successively grand
equerry mid senator to reward his devotion to the emperor and
the eminent serv'ices he rendered on the occasion of the coup d'etat.

Marshal de St. Arnaud is grand officer of the Legion of Honor,
grand cross of the order of Pius IX., grand cross of the order of

Reunion (two Sicilies), and grand cross of the orders of St. Mau-
rice and Saint Lazarus (.Sardinia). The military capacity of the

marshal is attested bv ihc numerous testimonials given him on
various occasions by the late Marshal Bugeaud. They agree in

n'cognizing in the commander-in-chief of the French army in the

lOast, a thorough understanding of war, certainty of perception

and vigorous execution. The confidence of Marshal Bugeaud in

the talents and activity of Marshal St. Arnaud was such, that in

relation to a cer'ain expedition he wrote :
" As for St. Arnaud, it

is useless to send liim instruciions, he will extricate himself un-
aided." The opinion of tl is marshal is the highest praise that

'ran be said. The iVoi/iVfi/r of March 1 1th announced the appoint-

ment of Marshal St. Arnaud to the post of general-in-chief of the

army of the ICast, and Marshal Vaillant as mini^ter-of-war.

A NAVAL REMINISCENCE.
In the year 1805, when Preble, as commodore of the American

squadron in the Mediterranean, was gaining glory before Tripoli
alike for himself, his officers and crews, and for his country, Lieut.
Com. Richard Somers had command of the Nautilus, a schooner
of 14 guns. During the severe fights which had previously oc-
curred with the enemy, this officer had shown great bravery as
commander of gunboat No. 1 ; and now suggested to Preble that
a happy result might be obtained by converting the ketch Intrepid,
a captured craft,—the identical vessel in which the gallant Decatur
had boarded, re captured, and burned the frigate Philadelphia,
into a fire-ship, and sending her into the harljor under the walls
of the Bashaw's castle, in direct contact with the entire marine
force of the Tripolitans. This daring and dangerous enterprise

being determined upon, Somers received the orders, to which it

was thus entitled, to conduct it ; and the necessary preparations
were promptly made by him. 15,000 pounds of powder were
first placed, loosely, in the hold of the keteh, and upon this, two

hundred and fifty

thirteen-inch fuseed

shells, with a train

attached from the

cabin and fnrc-pcak.«

Only one officer, the

taleute 1 and lament-

ed Lieut. H. Wads-
worth,was to accom-
pany him, and four

seamen composed
his crew. For two
nights successively

did the Intrepid

move ; but, owing
to light and baffling

winds, nothing could
be accomplished.
These failures, and
an unusual move-
ment in the harbor
after dark on the

third night, led our

hero to believe that

the suspicions of the

enemy had been ex-

cited, and that they

were on the look-

out. It was the gen-

eral impression that

their powder was
nearly exhausted

;

and as to large a

quantity as was on
boaid the ketch, if

captured, would pro-

tract the contest, be-

fore setting off he
addressed his crew
npon the subject,

telling them, "That
no man need accom-
pany him, who had
not come to the res-

olution to blow him-
self up, rather than

be ca] tured ; and
that such was fully

his own determina-

tion !" Three cheem
was the only reply.

The gallant crew
rose, as a single

man, with the reso-

lution of yielding ap
their lives, sooner

than surrender to

their enemies. At
about 9 o'clock, on
the 4lh of Sept.,

1804, the third and
last attempt waa
made. The Nanti-

lus had been order-

ed to follow the In-

trepid closely in, to

pick up and bring

out her boat's crew,

in case they should

succeed. About 10

o'clock, P. M., an
awful and terrible

explosion occurred.

For a moment, the

flash illuminated the

whole heavens, and
the terrific concus-

sion shook every-

thing far and near.

On board the Nauti-

lus, the silence of

death seemed to per-

vade the entire crew,

but quickly the din

of drums, beating to

arms, with the uoine

of confusion and

alarm, was heard

from the inhabitants on shore. To aid in the escape of the boat,

an order was now given to " show a light "—on the appearance

of which came hundreds of shot, from an equal number of guns,

of heavy calibre, from the batteries near. As moment after mo-

ment passed by, without bringing with it the preconcerted signal

from the boat, the anxiety on board became intense
;
and the

men, with lighted lanterns, hung themselves over the sides of the

vessel, till their heads almost touched the water, with the hope of

discovering something which would give assurance of its safety.

Still, no boat came, no signal was given, .ind the unwelcome con-

clusion came at last, that the fearful alternative—of blowing them-

selves up rather than be captured—had been bravely put in execu-

tion, which fact that the Intrepid, at the time of the explosion,

had not proceeded as far into the harbor, by several hundred

yards, as it was the intention of Somers to carry her, before set-

ting lier on fire, confirmtd. They lingered on the spot till day-

light, in hojie that some one of the number, at least, might yet be

rescued to tell the tale of his companion's fate. Such w.is the

end of the noble fellows, who, a few days before.'on board their

own gun-boat, had beaten six of the enemy's fleet, of eiiual force,

within iiislolshot of a shore battery.

—

Inddi-nts hi Naral Life.
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LORD RAGIiAN.

The enp^avinq; on this page represents Lord Raglan, the com-
mander-in-chief of the English army in the Kast. This gentle-

man, at first known under the nume of Fitzroy (James Henry
Somerset), was bom on the 30th of Septeriibcr, 1788. He enter-

ed the servi'-c in 1804, as ensign in the 4th dragoons. The fol-

lowing year he ol)tnined the brevet of lieutenant, and three years

afterwards (L80R) he obtained the command of a company. He
was certainly much indebted to favor for .so rapid iin advance-

ment, as frequently happens with those who belong to the English

aristocracy ; but it was at least fortunate that the young captain

jnstified this f.ivor by brilliant qualities and a germ of very dis-

tinguished military talents. In 1809, Wellington, appreciati ig

the merits of young Fitzroy Somerset, sclc'ted him for aid-de-

ramp, and, til'' following year attached him to his person as soc-

retarv, which functions he filled during the peninsular w^r. The
military career of Lord Raglan consequently embraces nearly all

the important deeds which distinguished the English arms under

the comtnand of

Wellington, during

the period which

elapsed between the

war of Portugal and
the battle of Water-

loo. He took part

in the battles of

RoIcia.Vimicra,Ta-
lavera and Busaco,

where he was severe-

ly wounded ; he was
present at the at-

tack and ctptin-e of

Opi rt'>, and fou'ili'

successively against

the army-corps of
Soult and Massena.
He was present at

the first siege of Ba-
daj"z, at the all'air

of El Bodon, at

Ciudad Rodrigo, at

the storm of Bada-
joz, at the memora-
ble battle of Sala-

manca, at the reduc-

tion of Madrid and
Retiro, at the opera-

tions of Valladolid
and Burgos, at the

combat of Irun, at

the passage of the

Bidassoa, the Ni-

velle and the Nive,
at the battles of Or-
thcz And Toulouse,
and participated in

many other actions,

up to the fall of Na-
poleon. The various
narratives published
in England on the

campaigns of Por-
tugal, Spain and
France are unani-
mous on the active

and brilliant part

which the Duke of
Wellington's secre-

tary performed in

this war. Lord Rng-
lan had been promo-
ted to the grade of
majir in 1811, and
tothat of lieutcnant-

crlonel in 1812. On
the return of Napo-
leon from the island

of Elba, the English
army having resinn-

ed hostilities, lieu-

tenant-colonel Fitz-

roy Somerset re-

sumed his former
duties as attached
to the Duke of Wel-
lington. He was
present at tho battle

of Quatre Bras and
the retreat of the
1 7th of June, and
finally on the field

of Waterloo, where
he received a wound
wbich ivnclcred the

amputation of his

)ight arm necessa-
ry. Afier the batile

of Waterloo Lord
Raglan retired fiom
active service. Made
eolontl in 1815, he
was attached as aid-

de-eamp to the
Prince Regent, and
iiiised to the rank
of commander of
the order of the Bath. At this period he entered the civic career
and took his seat in the House of Commons in 1818. The fol-

lowing year he was appointed secretary of the director-general of
artillery, rut rej-ignid on the accession of Canning as prime min-
ister. On the fall of the latter Lord Fitzroy Scmerset was ap-
pointed by Wellington to the post of secretary of the commnnder-
in-ehief of the army, the duties of which he had discharged du-
ring the peninsular war. Major-general in the Briiish army since
1824, he was raised to the rank of lieutenant-general. As a pol-
itKianLord Raglan attained no particular distineiion in the Tory
party, though ahvavs warmlv attached to i's principles. On the
death of the Duke of Wellington, Lord Haidinc"' havi,.g nsMimed
the part of comnianderin-chief of the army, Lord Filzroy Som
crtet was appointed director-general of onlnai ee, and about the
same time took his seat among the peers with the title of Baron
Raglan. In command of the splendid arinv Erifjland has just
sent to the East, the eompanion of Lord Wellington will now
have as brilliant o|)portunities for distingtiisbing l,ini-elf as were
afioi-ded by the wars of the peninsula and the bloody campaign
ol 181,5. It remains to he seen whether a life spent in ai-nis will
be worthily closed by victories won over the desjiot of the north.

THK RUS.S1.4N NAVY.
Notwithstanding the assertion that the Russian army is well

organized and under cllicieiit discipline, inti lligent travellers con-

cur in the statement that it is but an immense mass of physical

strength without the necessary re(|uisites of native valor and intre-

pidity. This arm of the national strength is not animated by the

soul of life— a w inn attachment to their land and its institutions.

But badly as the army is olficered, the navy is still more so;

f'T not only is the sailor badly fed and clothed—the eonimar dcrs

pocketing the money destined for iliese jmrposes—but these com-
manders are, in very many instances, ignorant of their profession

practically, and anything but naval heroes. Great pains are

taken, and no expense spared by government to put the navy in

the best possible state, to render the service as efJicient as pos-

sible, and to prepare the officers for a naval life by the best educa-
tion possible. But they are educated on shore. Now, theory is

indispensable, and to none more so than to a naval oUieer. IJut
" practice makes perfect " is the old adage ; and in no profession

LORD K.\GLAN, (X)MMAND1;K-1i\-('II1 i:i' (iF THE BKlTlSll AUMV IN THE KAST.

is practice so necessary as in the navy, to make a <;iiotl naval offi-

cer. It is all very well to maiiceuvre a ship in ihe harbor, or even
at sea in fine weather and with no enemy to dread ; but when a

st.tf breeze springs up, and symptoms of seasickness begin to

manifest themselves, and the ships begin to roll about, many an
< fficer becomes a very different personage from what he is in the

billiard-rooms or dancing-houses at ('lonstadt. In fine weather,
the ships leave the bar* or and go on a crui-e; in I'ough weather
they stay in port, and in winter the sailors lay in barracks on iho
shove. What would he thotrght in America of the captain of a
frigate in danger, abandoning his sliip and saving hini.self in the
boat f—leaving his cn'w to shift for themselves, and manage as
best they might ? Yet fuch a circumstance did actually occur.
The ( ffiet rs (/«/ save themselves in the boats, leaving the poor
igrorant crew to their own nsrnirces. They landed and reported
the ship as lost; M't the ciew managed to keep it afloat during
five days, and bronyht her Si.fe into hiirbor. It is true the officers

were punished, cashiered, degraded to the rank of common sail-

ors for life ; and thonuh this is an extreme case, it shows the spirit

niid tffieiency i f the Russian navy. Punishment for pnsillanimity
and ignorance will not piouuee naval heroes. In fact, we Lave

read, though we cannot remember where, the remark of an Eng-
lish admiral, that with ten ships of the line h" could break through,
disperse, sink or raze any Russian squadron of twenty ships.

The sailors ate all landsmen, chiefly from the interior. A great
proportion consist of jioor PoUs—weak, squalid, dispirited, half-

starved beings, torn from their mothers' arms at the age of thir-

teen years, and sent on hoard to receive a naval training, which
consists of naval thrashings. Sailors, looking more like the
ghosts of men than men, strutting about the deck in long, gray
greatcoats dansjling down to their very heels, and their legs en-
cased in high, heavy leather boots. With thoughts of home, and
treated like slaves, can such men have within them one spark of
that fire which insures the victory '> Much has been said about
the recent victory obtained by the Russians over the Turks.
But when the truth shall be known, it will be seen that the firrce

employed must have been overwhelming, whilst it must be ad-
mitted that the Turks themselves arc not exactly the best sailors

in the world. The Rustian fleet in the Baltic Sea is well ap-
pointed ; but should
they ever come to

combat with the
French'or English,
there is no chance
of its escaping de-
struction. The em-
peror's second son
is the high admiral
of the fleet. He is

a man of spirit, a
strict disciplinarian,

but is not unjust.

Having heard that

the sailors on board
of one of the ships-

ofthe-line were ill-

treated, he proceed-
ed on board and in-

spected them care-

fully. Having ad-

dressed tiiem, and
asked whether they
were satisfied, and
receiving the usual
answer "perfectly,"

he called several ot

the men up to him,
and asked them sev-

eral cjuestions. See-
ing them hesitate in

their answers, h e

spoke to them en-

couragingly, telling

them not to he
afraid, but speak the

truth. It then came
out that the men
were ill clad and
half-starved, though
the commander had
received the money
requisite to supply
fully all the wants
of his ship. Anoth-
er inspection now
took place of the

ship itself, and its

stores, and every-

thing appeared in

the worst condition.

In short, the com-
mander had, as usu-

al in the Russian
navy and army, ap-

propriated to his
own use the money
that ought to have
been devoted to the

public service. In
Russia, punishment
is not preceded by
many formalities,

especially when roy-

alty is to be the

judge. The prince

ordered the cap-

tain's epaulettes to

be torn off his shoul-

ders, hU sword to be
broken over his

head, nis clothes to

be torn off his body
and reduced to rags,

atid then sent him
before the mast to

do duty as a com-
mon sailor for the

remainder of his
life. But again

—

will punishment
make efficient naval

officers 1 Such ia

the ti-eatment of the

sailors in the Rus-
•sian navy that sui-

cides are everyday
occurrences. Whilst

the writer was in Russia, two brothers leaped overboard together

and were drowned. And he has been assured by sailors them-

selves, that had they but an opportunity, they would desert. In

fiict, no Russian man-of-war has ever entered an English port,

frnm which desertions have not taken place. And the deserters

always meet with sympathy on shore ; they are never surrendered.

Notwithstanding the drawbacks upon a maritime spirit in Russia,

it has quite a naval force. Thp first Russian fleet appeared in

the Baltic in 170.3, and in the Black Sea it appeared for the first

time in 1784. The navy of Rns-ia owed its origin to the creative

geniu> of Peter the Great. Before his accession, Russia had no

other seaport hut Archangel, and did not possess a single gun-

boat. It reckons at present more than one hundred large vessels,

ships of the line, frigates and steamers, besides some six hundred

smaller craft. But though the naval force of Russia may give

her great influence in the three inland seas, the Baltic, the Black,

and "the Caspian, she never will be able to cope with maritime

povvtrs upon the oee*n. Russian shijis last but a short time, and

conserpieiitlv are v. rv expensive. The grand naval stations are

Cronstadt in the Gulf of Finland, and Sebastopol in the Black

Sea.

—

De Lara's Notes <w» Iiussia.
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[Written for Qlcason's Pictorial.]

STILL LET ME LIVE.

When the perfume of sweet flowera

TTooes my steps to linger long

In the plen.'^ant pfxrden bowers,

Where sweet birds pour forth their song;

When the cooUuff autumn breezes

Shed their gladness through my veins,

When all nature's prospect pleases,

And Ufe'a pleasures have no pains.

Still let me live.

When around the glowing fires

Dear old friends together meet,

And the lively time inspires

The coy maiden's fljing feet

;

When together m the spring time,

With a loved one by my pide,

From mby lips the impassioned rhyme

Swells fuU like the flowing tide,

Still let mo live.

But more than all, when life declines,

And its brightest pleasures wane,

When man with anxious hope reeigna

All he labored once to gain

;

When music from rapt eeraphs' lyres

Floats harmonious o'er my brain,

And the immortal soul's desires

Whisper we shall meet again.

Still let mo live.

But, not on earth, midst balmy airs,

Can unending Joys be found

;

For like the grain, our weary cares

Shall be buried 'neath the ground;

But as that grain, ere harvests come,

Must be lost to sight and die

;

We part ere we can welcome home

Deathleds immortality

—

Then shall wo live.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE DREADED STEP-MOTHER.

BT MRS. CAROLINE A. SOCLE.

There was a children's party at Mr. Stanley's. They had

spent the long, sunny afternoon in the cool parlor, but having

taken tea were now grouped on the cool piazza. The blinds of

the library windows, which opened upon it, were closed, but the

gashes were raised, and the merry, musical tones of the young

voices flitted through and stole upon the ear of its occupant, a

fine, noble-looking man, in the prime of life, like gushes of bu'd-

music, or the singing of summer winds over beds of roses.

But suddenly the smile that had illumined his face passed off,

and an anxious, care-worn look wrinkled his brows and saddened

his eyes. A sentence from the lips of his oldest child, a girl of

fourteen, had caused the change. Until tliat, spoken in a loud,

emphatic voice, had arrested his attention, ho had paid no regard

to the words of the group, but only allowed his heart to be lulled

of its cares by their sweet tones.

" I should just like to see my father bring a step-mother into

the house," exclaimed Mary Stanley, vehemently stamping her

little foot as she spoke. " Yes, I should just like to see him do

such a thing. I would soon let him know that I was not to be

domineered over, though the tyrant were his own wife."

" A step-mother," continued she, with increased passion, " I

never could endure the word."

" Kor I," said her brother, a lad of eleven. " I'd like to see one

coming across our front door step and making herself mistress

here,—putting little Willie to bed in the dark, and making him

lie there and cry—giving him nothing but bread and milk for

his supper—dragging me out of bed when I've got nice and warm,

and making mo fly around in the cold to hang up my clothes and

set my shoes on a line—sending me out doors to scrape my feet

every time I forgot to do it, and telling me ' study before play,

my son,' " and he drew up his mouth into so whimsical a shape

that the young group shouted with mirth.

"I defy anybody, step-mother or own mother, to make anything

of you but a hair-brained acannp," said his sister, half in fun, half

in earnest. She was silent a moment, and when she again spoke

her voice was intensely mournful.

" I could never endure to see another woman taking my own

mother's place in my father's heart and his children's homo I O,

it would kill me, it would," and she burst into tears, and ran

away and hid herself in the summer house. The group dispersed

one way and another—and when the echo of their ste[)S and tones

had quite died away Mr. Stanley left his seat and walked rapidly

up and down the room, now pressing his forehead with quick,

wild motions, and then folding his heart as though he would hush

its almost audible moans.

He was indeed sorely troubled in mind. He had lost his wife

about three years before. She was one of God's noble women,
and he had loved her with the intensity of a first passion. And
when he stood by her side and watched tlie color fade from her

check, the light go out from her eye, the dew gather upon her

brow, the lip grow pallid and cold, the pulse slower and weaker—
when he listened to her low, sad farewell words, and felt for the

last time her kiss, he tliought it would havehtcn bliss to have lain

down beside her and passed away. For a longtime, not oven the

endearments of his two elder cliildren, nor the wails of tlic bahe,

left motherless ere it had known an hour of life, could call him
back from tlie grave of her he had loved so well.

Faith finally lifted up his soul—bore it from earth to heaven, and

he became resigned that his wife had gone, because ho felt that

she had not lost in the exchange of worlds, but gained in an infi-

nite degree. But even then, when he had come to feel that he

would not call her back oven though he could, it was a long while

ere he could resign himself to stay away from her—to live alone.

It may be, it is bliss to feel that our dear departed ones arc dwell-

ing with the angels, but it is agony to know that we cannot be

with them—that earth must be our home while their's is heaven.

Time, next to religion, God's gentlest, kindest minister, and a

sense of duty to the cliildren his wife had borne him, after awhile

recalled Mr. Stanley to his usual active habits, and he again min-

gled in the scenes of life—and finding that he must live, resolved

to live as worthily and happily as was possible.

But then he realized more intensely than ever the saddened

character of his bereavement. While plunged in the first bitter-

ness of grief he had not thought nor cared how matters were

managed in his home ; he had entrusted everything to his domes-

tics without caring how or what they did. He awakened to find

everything changed—disorder where had reigned order, extrava-

gance turning economy out of doors, children growing up like

weeds instead of being trained like flowers ; in short, his house

exhibiting that state of aflfairs which a widower's ever does when

at the mercy of those who work for money and not love.

He tried to remedy things by taking upon himself a general

supervision of the household—but what does a man who has been

blessed with a practical, perfect housekeeper for a wife, know of

the details of living f Ho has seen the results, he knows what he

ought to expect, but how to bring about those expectations is be-

yond his capacity. His business, too, was of such a character

as to demand most of his time, and he soon found that he could

not attend to both home and office.

He took the usual step—he advertised. " Middle-aged, respec-

table widow women " seem to be very plenty, but when you add

the other qualification, " capable of taking the entire management

of a gentleman's household," you find them few and far between.

A number applied to Mr. Stanley, and one after another were

engaged and dismissed. Once, indeed, ho did find a dear, clever

soul who, as far as housekeeping went, retrieved his loss—but

there came one along who, arguing that if a woman will keep

house so admirably when only hired, she will do better still when

loved, carried her off in triumph to a snug little home of his own,

and poor Mr. Stanley was left to advertise again.

But even while she stayed he felt that his home was not the

home it used to be. There was still " that vacant chair,"—the

smile, the kiss, the love-tones all were missing—there was no

kindred spirit to ask his sympathies and to give in return such

gentle, soothing ones,—he lacked companionship, and lacking that

was lonely, and could not bo content.

Yet two years smiled, rained and snowed upon the grave of his

buried love ere he thought seriously of taking to his heart another.

The thought, at first, seemed blasphemy to a holy memory. He
put it behind him as one would a device of Satan. And it was

only after he had passed through a travail worse than a mother

ever knew, that he could contemplate it calmly, that he could

learn to cherish it. But he came in time to feel that he could bo

faithful to the dead and yet give affection to tlie living. He came

to realize that these human hearts of ours have so much of the

divinity about them that the more wo give them to love the more

are they capable of loving ; that there can exist at the same mo-

ment in them, beautiful memories and beautiful hopes.

Other considerations than those of his own loneliness conduced

to bring about in Mr. Stanley's mind the resolve to enter the ho-

liest of earth's covenants. His children needed a mother. His

daughter was just now blossoming into womanhood, the most

critical period of a young girl's existence ; his oldest son was at

that turbulent time of life when a woman's voice is far more ef-

fectual to cool and calm than is any other; and Willie, little baby

Willie, was pining away in his nursery, dying by inches for want

of a mother's love and care.

Yet oven after the widowed father had resolved to marry, had

come to feel that he had a right to, that it was his duty so to do,

he hesitated. There would come times when, in spite of reason,

the act would seem like giving up the dear departed—when the

thought of clasping another to his heart was a suifocating agony.

Ho could not fix his eye on the present nor the future— it would

turn and look back. Even when his resolution was the firmest, a

tiiflo vpould turn the current of his thoughts. A casual glance at

the pictured face that hung above his fire^)lace, the sight of a

pressed flower in one of his wife's favorite volumes, cr mayhap

even a pencilled passage, things slight as these would overturn all

that hope and judgment had whispered to him, and he would

again give himself up to a lonely memory.

A year passed on and came and left his mind in the same unquiet

state. But then a change passed over him and ho again resolved to

be a husband—to bring to his children a second mother. This

thought was present when the words of Mary stole upon his car

and awakened a new and keen anxiety.

" It would never do, never," said he, emphatically, "to bring a

wife into my home, while my children cherish the prejudice they

do. Alas ! it seemed to me I had thought of everything, but hero

is a now and unlooked for trouble. What shall I do 1 Where

lies my duty ? O, hadst thou not left me how much had this poor

heart been spared. Would I could end it all and rest beside thoe 1"

One evening, about three months after this, Mr. Stanley called

bis children into the library where he sat directing and sealing

letters. When the last was folded and finished, he pushed them

aside, and wheeling his chair from the table bade them come and

take their seats ; whicli meant that Mary should nestle on his

knees, and Eddie on a cushion at his feet.

lie did not speak for some minutes, and when at length bo

broke the silence, it was with a husky voice.

" I am going a journey next week, my children."

" Where—how far, father V was the eager interruption.

" To the far West—and I shall be absent at least three months
and perhaps six."

•' So long, so very long—what will become of us 1 take us vrith

you, father, do. Don't leave us here all alone," and they both

wept.

" I cannot take you, my children. The business that calls me
is of such a nature it would be impossible for you to accompanv
me. But I am not going to leave you alone. I have engaged "

" Another housekeeper 1" exclaimed both, with apassionateness

that told how unpleasant would be the tidings.

" No, my children, but a governess."

" Worse and worse, father," said Mary. " I had rather be

buried at once than be under the rolo of a governess."

" The lady I have engaged," continued the fatlicr, very calmly

"is no ordinary woman. She is a distant relative of your mother

—and nothing but the love she cherished towards her has induced

her to respond in the affirmative to my urgent solicitations, and

become your governess during my absence. You will find her

beautiful in person, amiable in disposition, dignified in manners,

highly cultivated in mind—and I feel assured that yon will soon

learn to love her, and that you will be very happy while I am
gone."

" Unfortunately," continued he, as neither spoke, " she cannot

come until the day after my departure. So I leave her welcome

to you and Eddie, unless Willie should wish to crow one. Bein"

quite wealthy, and always having moved in the highest circles, she

will expect to be received in rather a different way than would an

obscure, humble woman, laboring for her bread. I trust you will

see to it, Mary and Eddie, and spare no efforts to give her a suit-

able welcome."

And then the father dropped the subject. But he had managed

it well. True, the idea of having a governess in the house, of

being compelled to submit to any rules or restraints, though never

so reasonable, was very irksome to both the children. But then

' she was a lady, and a blood relative of their mother, and pride

and affection constrained them both to agree to receive her in the

most polite manner possible.

Mary was pretty good at giving orders, and she issued so

many about this time that the poor cook and housemaid were al-

most distracted. The best chamber was to be put in order, the

parlors cleaned, the dining-room carpet taken up, the nursery

thoroughly renovated—in short, so much was to be well done that

everything was only half done. Instead of findmg all in perfect

order, the new governess, on her arrival, found all in sad disorder.

Poor Mary and Eddie, finding their first real efforts at housekeep-

ing promised to turn out so badly, agreed they would put the best

face possible on the matter, and give her so warm a welcome that

she would not have a chance to notice the confusion of the house.

So instead of skulking off into some dark chamber, as they had

always done when a new housekeeper was expected, leaving her

to introduce herself, they led little Willie down the garden path,

and all three stood beside the opened gate, with smiling faces,

when the coach drew up—and Eddie hastened to assist her, with

boyish gallantry, to descend the steps.

It was a fair, sweet face which met their gaze as the traveller

drew aside her veil, and very musical was her voice as she said

:

" Have you waited long, little cousins % I hope you are not as

tired as I am."

•Then she pushed back the curls from Mary's brow, and press-

ing a kiss upon it said, half to herself and half to them, " the

same dark eyes—I should have known them anywhere."

Then she turned and shook hands with the brother, and thanked

him so gracefully for his courtesy, that he felt himself almost a

man. But when little, pale-faced, puny Willie was caught in her

tender embrace, her heart seemed to overflow with love and pity.

" Do not let us go into the house yet," said she, as the children

were showing her thither. " It is such a pleasant, golden after-

noon, and I am so weary with being shut up in that dusty coach,

that I should like dearly to sit awhile out here."

So they led her to the summer house, and plucked rich cluster*

of purple grapes for her, and gathered the most beautiful of their

autumnal flowers, and Eddie declaimed his last learned poem, and

Mary sang her latest song, and Willie chattered his sweetest

lingo. In short, they all exerted themselves to mako her feel that

she was welcome, and so well did they succeed, that not until the

gathering of golden clouds in the west did she propose withdraw-

ing to the house.

That night Willie went to sleep in her arms, and was tucked

up in his little crib as tho poor motherless child had never been

before. And what a happy evening h.ad they in the parlor. Cousin

Frances touched the keys of the piano with a grace and delicacy

that charmed Mary, and made her long for morning that she

might become her pupil. And then how sweetly did she sing to

them. As they whispered one to tke other, it did seom as though

their mother's voice had come back to them. Slie was a charm-

ing reader, too, and when, after having given them a healthy ex-

citement by the perusal of some tales from a volume she had

brought with her, she proposed they should close the evening with

a chapter from tho Testament, they acceded gladly—and as both

had good voices, were happy to join her in a sweet old hymn—and

though she did not ask it, yet kneeled involuntarily with her as

she uttered tho Lord's Prayer.

"Very pleasant did it seem to Mary to have such a gentle lady

o-o with her to her room instead of tho chambermaid, who was

ever at that hour too tired to bo good-natured. From very shame

she was careful not to leave any of her clothes scattered about in

an untidy way, and did her best to conceal the ragged sleeve of

I her night gown and the torn lace that fluttered about her cap.
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How sweet, too, it seemed to have some one fold the quilts so

snugly about lior, and then to feel kisses on her lips, and hear a

loving good-nif;ht as the door closed on her.

"I can't help loving her," said she to herself, "she's so much
like mother."

Then Eddie's room was visited. Poor boy ! how ashamed he

felt when he saw her stoop down hero and there and gather up

his clothes in order. He determined she should never bo obliged

to do it again. And when, mother-like, she drew the clothes

closer about him, kissed him, and said good-night in so sweet a

tone, ho declared that down in the bottom of his heart something

stirred which had not moved before since his mother died.

Ere she retired to hor own, half-in-order, chamber she visited

the servants in their domain. Like the children they had resented

the idea of having any one but themselves to regulate the house-

hold, having governed it pretty well since the last housekeeper

left—but when they saw how gently yet firmly she managed that

evening with her young charges, they half determined they would

stay yet awhile and see how matters went. But when she entered

the kitchen and in so quiet and lady-like way asked them how

they had got along since Mr. Stanley left, and if they were not

tired with so much cleaning and dnsting, she won their hearts

completely. After tarrying a few moments, she said, " What is

your breakfast hour ? I never like to keep the table waiting."

"And sure, ma'am," said the cook, "we have no hour at all.

It's no use trying. The childor never will be ready, and so we

gets it jist as it happens."

" But would you not prefer a specified time ? "Would it not

enable you to get along better with your morning work t"

" Indade, ma'am, and it would. We bees in a flurry all day.

But it's no use with trying here. There's no mistress, you know."
" Well, in the absence of a better one I'll be mistress awhile,

then, if it suits the children and yourselves," said the lady, kindly.

" And you may got breakfast ready to-mon-ow morning at half-

past seven, and I'll see that wo are all at the table in season," and

she left them.

" She's a rale lady, and I'se willing to work under sich a one.'

They has a care for them that's in the kitchen as well as them

that's in the parlor," exclaimed the cook, as the door latched on

her. " It will be sich a blessing as this house has na nane for mony
a year, her coming, it will," and the two maids retired, glad

enough that some one had come to relieve them from that head-

work of which so few servants are capable.

About a month after Mr. Stanley's departure, in a letter written

to him by Mary, there occurred the following paragraphs :

" You have so often told me, my dear father, not to bo guided

entirely in my estimates of character by first impressions, that I

have hitherto refrained from speaking, except in very general

terms, of our new governess. But now that we have been under

the same roof four weeks and better, I think even you will allow

that I have had time to judge fairly of hor.

" Father, she is the dearest, sweetest woman on the face of the

earth. I don't believe you could find her equal if you tried. I

don't believe she over had but one equal, and that was my dear

angel of a mother. Why, you wouldn't know the house, hardly,

nor any of its inmates, we are all so raformed, as Bridget says.

Everything goes on like clock-work, and everything is in plum-

met and line order, and yet she has never given one of us a cross

word. Indeed, we, ourselves, have almost forgotten how to be

cross—and you will well remember, dear father, that wo all, from

myself to Jane the chambermaid, were pretty apt to have sulky

fits as often, at least, as a dozen times a day. But how can a

body get cross when there's nothing in the world to make them so 1

" You wouldn't know Eddie he has grown so mannerly, so gen-

tlemanly. You don't see him coming into tho parlor now with

muddy boots on his feet and a battered hat on his head, no, not

he ! And then he is learning so well, too. Why, he says he

never had a man-teacher who knew half as much as Cousin Fran-

ces. And he declares every day that if all the women were as

capable as she is, there would be no need of those conventions

about women's rights, for every woman would then be so smart

that no man would ever think of disputing her right to do every-

thing she wanted to.

" And there's poor little Willie. 0, father, what a blessing she

is to him. I really believe ho will yet be a healthy boy. We
did, to be sure, think at first it was very hard to have him mana-
ged so, washed from head to foot in cold water every day—all his

candies and pie and cake taken away, and nothing but bread and

milk for his supper. Jane said it was ' the manest kind of cru-

elty,' but she and nie too have changed our minds, for he's thriv-

ing well now. Cousin F. has moved his crib into her own room,

and she puts him to bed herself, and he's learning, don't you
think, father, he's learning to say his prayers ! And he does say

them 80 cunning, too. Jane says, ' an sure the Father above will

be making an angel of him afore long, he's growing so fine and

so good, too.'

" But I think I hear you say I should like to know how Miss

Mary flourishes. Father, like a flower in sunshine. O, dear,

when I think how I used to act before she came I could hide my
face aud almost cry my eyes out. But somehow it don't seem
hard to study or practise now. And I do think I have learned

more in the last month than I did in the whole twelve before.

Bat you must give our dear, sweet, new governess the credit. O,

you will come to a very happy homo when you return. That
you may be kept from all sickness and accident, and restored to

us safely is my daily prayer."

From a letter dated two months lati>r we make the following

extracts :

"If we could have foreseen, the morning you left us, dear

fiither, that your business would have detained you five instead of

three months, we sljould have gone almost crazy. But as it was,

when your letter of last week gave us such information, though

we did have a good crying spell, we soon became quite resigned

to your continued absence. Not that we do not want dearly to

see you, not that we do not love you belter than ever, but because

wc do hate to have our happy home broken up again. We have

tried to persuade Cousin F. to say she will live with us always,

but wo cannot ; she says she must leave in a fortnight after your

return. She said at first she must go before you came, but she

has consented to stay that length of time that we may let you see

what nice times we've had during your absence—that you may
know for a little while again what it is to have a happy home. To
be sure, I don't think it will ever again be quite as bad as it used

to be, but then no one can manage things like Cousin F. O, dear,

but I have got such a nice plot in my head—but I wont tell it for

fear I shall mar its completion."

A fortnight later there occurred tho following paragraphs in a

letter from the same to the same :

" Since last I wrote you, dear father, a very dark cloud has

shadowed the ' happy family,' as you roguishly term us. Our
dear little Willie has been so sick. 0, for four days tho doctor

didn't tliink he cx)uld live. He had tho measles in almost tho

worst way. I do believe ho would have died had anybody but

Cousin F. taken care of him. The doctor himself says it was

nursing more than medicine that cured him. O, she was so kind

and faithful. His own mother could not have been more so. She

never left him, day nor night, and if wc hadn't loved her before

with all our hearts, we certainly should now. She looks very

pale ?.nd worn out, but she has still tho same sweet smile, and

says she needs notliing but a little rest.

" O, father, it is the greatest good you ever did us getting her

to come and live here while you were gone. Willie would have

died had it not been for her—and we, Eddie and I, would have

gone to ruin ; whereas, now—but I'll wait and let you see what

we are. But the villagers say there never was such another wo-

man. Even old Mrs. Mykes, who, you know, said once nothing

but a straight jacket ever would tame either of us, has given up,

and owns ' that one word of that Miss Frances is more powerful

than a whole regiment of birch-rod teachers.'

" If we could only persuade her to live with us always. Fa-

ther, I do hope you will appear as well as possible when you re-

turn, and see if you cannot affect her mind enough to make her

alter her decision. I do believe you could if you would only try.

Wont you, now f That's a good father. Wo shall all be so

happy!"

Mr. Stanley had been absent five months, and a letter indica-

ting the day of his return was daily watched for. They sat at

tea, one evening, and Cousin F. had just remarked that the mail

would be in soon, when the door bell rang. " That is the post

boy," said she and the children in the same breath—but instead

of jumping from their seats, half upsetting the table, and running

pell-mell to the door, as they would have done six months before,

neither stirred, though their countenances betrayed impatience.

" Two letters, ma'am," said Jane, handing them to the lady.

Ono was directed to herself, but she merely glanced at the super-

scription and placed it very quietly in her pocket, and handed

Mary the other. She tore it open with nervous eagerness, gave

the envelope to Eddie to soothe his disappointment at there being

none for him, and with a few rapid motions of her eyes despatch-

ed the contents. A beautiful smile dimpled her cheeks as she

read the first page, and she exclaimed in a joyous tone, " He's

coming—is on the road home now—will be here next Tucsda}>

—

just a week from to-night. O, I am so glad." But what she saw

on the opposite page was more than Eddie could guess—such a

wild change passed over her face. She seemed to nerve herself

to know all, and read on, though her hands trembled like leaves

in a whirlwind, and her lips were white, and bitten till the marks

of her teeth were plain. But with the last word she threw it on

the floor, stamped on it, and then flung herself on a sofa and burst

into a paroxysm of tears.

Cousin F. and Eddie ran to her and strove to soothe her, but

not until she had wept till she could only see blurred objects

were those efforts in tho least successful. Then Eddie, still

unconscious of the cause, picked up tho crumpled letter and strove

to ascertain it. But in less time than Mary had he devoured it,

and went raging about the room like some half-cra7,y lad.

" What is the matter 1" said Cousin Frances, anxiously. " Do
tell me, my dear children."

"Matter enough," said Eddie, angrily.

"Matter enough," said Mary, sorrowfully. " O, dear, O, dear,

my heart will break ! Father—father—is—going—to—be—

•

married."

" Is that all ?" said she, very gently. " You both act as

though he were going to be hnng. Pray, does he say he is going

to marry an ogress that you take on so ?"

" How can you jest upon such a subject ?" said Mary—and they

were the first bitter words she had addressed to her governess. " I

guess if it was your father you wouldn't feel like laughing."
" I don't think I should. But I'll tell you what I would do,"

said she, taking the hand of each and sitting down between thcra.

" I would make up my mind to make the best of it. Your father

is not a man to have taken such a step carelessly. I doubt not

his children's happiness has lieen consulted as much as liis own.

Wait till you see her and know her, ere you pass judgment on her.

It may be she will take your hearts captive at first sight."

" I know I never can abide Tier," exclaimed Mary, passionately.

" Nor I," joined in Eddie. " And then our nice plan, M.iry—

"

" Hush," whispered she, and motioned him to forbear. She

then continued :
" There's just this much about it, you have won

our hearts completely. Wc can't and we wont love any woman
but you—so the very moment our step-mother walks into the front

door, Eddie and I will walk out of the back one, and run off to

you, and we'll take Willie with us, and you'll have to keep us."

"Well," said Cousin Frances, very good-naturedly, " if you'll

promi-io me not to go till yon have given her a polite welcome

—

or, at least, tarried long enough to be able to tell mo what kind

of a face she carries— if you really tliink, when you come to sec

her, that you can't abide her, why yon may run away to me, and

we'll be once more the happy family."

Kapidly flew the week, and with tho last day of its flight Mr.

Stanley returned. Then, indeed, there was a happy family. In

the joy of seeing him again, and of seeing him so well, so strong,

the children forgot for tlic time entirely tho dreaded step-mother,

who in a month's time was to be introduced to them.

The father did seem to bo gratified quite as much as they had
expected by the change in themselves and in his household. He
praised Cousin Frances quite as much as they had desired, and

owned that nothing would give him greater pleasure than to have

her continue in the family. He held several consultations, both

public and private, with her upon the subject, but he could not

influence her. She would go at the specified time.

Had she been their mother tho children could hardly have man-

ifested more grief when she left. " Wo shall come, we shall and

will come, you see if we don't," were their last passionate excla-

mations to her as the carriage rolled away.

" Troubles never come singly," muttered Mary to her brother,

that evening, as they were 'summoned to the library. " Now
Cousin Frances has gone, we shall, I suppose, hear of that awfiil

creature that's to step into her shoes. But my mind's made up,

Eddie. I will not stay here ; so father may spare his lectures," she

added, excitedly.

But (iither, contrary to their expectations, gave them no lectures.

He simply told them that he should leave that day week for the

purpose of being married—that he and his bride would spend a

few days in travelling, and then he should bring her home. " It

is a delicate subject," said ho, " and the least said the better. I

only ask you to give the new mother that kindly welcome which

yourselves would crave were your relative positions changed," he

added, calmly.

The day came for the fatlier's departure, the week glided and

the day of his return had dawned. True to the promise Mary had

given her governess, she had seen that everything was in perfect

order, and that a luxurious supper was waiting. She even dressed

herself in white, and twined a wreatl^f orange buds in her curls,

and she saw that Eddie had on a suit of new clothes, that his

boots were faultlessly black, and his collar as white, and that lit-

tle Willie was arrayed in the embroidered sack and trousers which

Cousin Frances had worked for the occasion. Yes, she did all

she had agreed, but with the spirit of martyrdom in her heart.

The hours passed on and evening came. The grate glowed

with a generous warmth, for though it was spring the weather

was chilly, and Mary knew there is nothing so acceptable to trav-

ellers as a cheerful fire. The well trimmed lamps were burning

brightly, the table was more than neatly, even elegantly, laid—all

was ready—all but their hearts. Those were sad and weary.

There is the sound of carriage wheels. Nearer they come, they

stop, tho gate swings to and the front door swings open, for Jano

has stood there a half hour watching. Leaning on the arm of her

husband, the step-mother, closely veiled, enters the parlor. The
children strive to meet her, to speak, but the effort is too much,

the struggle too severe, and falling on each other's necks they

sob aloud.

Very gracefully does the lady disengage herself from Mr. Stan-

ley, and very affectionately does she clasp them in her arms, and

very low and sweetly does she say, " if you really think, when

you come to see her, why—" but ere she could finish the sentence

they tore the veil from her face, and exclaiming, hulf-wildly, half-

joyfully, " Cousin Francos, Cousin Frances," almost smothered

her with kisses.

After awhile the father, who had seemed lost in caressing Willie,

joined them, and releasing her from their grasp, said, very coolly,

" allow me, my children, to introduce to you my wife, Mrs. Stan-

ley, the dreaded step-mother. It is a delicate subject, and the

least said the better ; so, if you please, we will don our travelling

habiliments and have some supper."

There may be as happy households in the world as Mr. Stan-

ley's, but there are none happier—and of nothing are the children

so proud as that dreaded step-mother.

< ^« » >

GENIUS, TALENT AND CLEVERXESS.

fJenius rushes like a whirlwind—talent marches like a caval-

cade of heavy men and heavy horses—cleverness skims like a

swallow in the summer evening, with a sliarp, shrill note and a
suildcn turning. The man of genius dwells with men and with
nature ; the man of talent in his study ; but tlie clever man dan-
ces here, there and everywhere, like a butterfly in a hurricane,

striking everything and enjoying nothing, but too light to be
dashed to pieces. The man "of talent will attack theories, the

clever man will assail the individual, and slander priv.ate charac-

ter. The man of genius despises both ; he heeds none, he fears

none, he lives in himself, shrouded in tho consciousness of his

own strength ; he interferes with none, and walks forth an exam-
ple that " eagles fly alone—they are but sheep that herd togeth-

er." It is true, that should a poisonous worm cross his path he
may tread it under his foot; should a cur snarl at him he may
chastise him ; but he will not, cannot attack the privacy of ano-
ther. Clever men write verses, men of talent write prose, but the

man of genius writes poetry.—JInzlitt.

< <»«» >

Virtue consists in doing our duty in the several relations we
sustain, in respect to ourselves, to our fellow-men, and to God,
as known from reason, conscience and revelation.

—

Alexander.
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VIEW OF SOMERVILLE, MASS., FROM THE RUIN OF THE URSULINE CONVENT.

SOMERVILLE, MASS.
The 'town of Somcrville, represented above, from the rains

of the Ur<nHne Convent, was set off from Charlestown, and
incorporated in 1842. Most of it is elevated above the surround-

ing Gountry. The celebrated Winter and Prospect Hills are wich-

in it, and the most extensive and beautiful views of Boston and
the aftjacent coantr7 are obtained fiom\ their summits. The re-

cently established Tufts College is also located hero.

NEAV YORK STATE LUNATIC ASYIiUM.
This Asylum, a fine public institution, of whifh we give a

reprt sentation below, is situated at Utica, on an elevated plane,

from which there is a fine view of Utica and of the beautiful and
picturesque valley of the Mohawk, and the cultivated hills that

rise to the north of the river, in the direction of Trenton Falls.

The Asylum is near the central part of the State, some 240 miles

from the city of Now York. The main cdi:ice is 550 feot in

length, the centre part, 120 feet front, four stories hitrb, and the

wings three stories, inclusive of the basement. It is built of hewn
lime stone, in the Louis stvle of architecture, the portico in frotit

being supported by six fluted columns, built of blocks of tne

same stone, eight feet in diameter at the bfise, and forty-eight feet

in height; cost of these were *9000. The Asylum is pleasantly

located, having the Eiic Canal in front and the railroad from the

Hudson Uiver to Lake Ene in immediate contiguity to it.

THE STATE LUNATIC ASYLUM, UTICA, NEW YORK.
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE, IN ATHENS, GEORGIA.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE OF GEORGIA.
This institution, of which we present an enj;raving; above, is

loesitcd in AtheiiK, Clarke county. As early ns 1778—9 the Lcp-
iiilature of (jeorrjia maile lihcral endowments for the estahlishment

of the UniTersity, hut it did not go into oiicration until 1801.

Alonjio C urch, V. 1) , of Brattlchoronch, Vermont, a graduate

of Middlchury College, Vermont, has hcen its pnsideui since

1829. Dr. Church possesses every qualification for the office he

has so lonp filled. It has six professorships, and three instruc-

tors, and at present reckons 1.51 students, in the various depart-

ments. The huildinf;s helonping to the college arc two used for

lirdfrinp; rooms for students, a philosophical hall and chemical

lahoraiory, a chapel, a lihrary and cahinet, jircsidenl's house and

three houses for the professors. The library contains between

eight and nine thousand volumes. The philosophical apparatus

is one of the most extensive and eom|dete in the country—the

chemical lal)oratory is ample, the cahinet of minerals large, the

botanic garden in good order. Connected with the college are

two societies. Each has a very neat and convenient hall, erected

at the expense of the society. The lil)rary of each of these asso-

ciations contains over two thousand volumes.

^'V-^NiVc^

TOWER ROCK ON THE MISSISSIPI I. [For (ksrription, see page 301.1
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SALLIE TO SALLIE.

BY EDWARD STAQO. .

We part, (Jear Sallie— part to meet,

We'll hope, ere long, again-

One more embrace and kiss so sweet,

Mid tears that fall like rain.

To part with loved ones is to touch

The heart's most tender strings

;

And when we have loved well and much,

What pain that touching brings

!

I've tried to school this heart to bear

With fortitude this hour;

But find there is rebellion there,

—

My heart does overpower.

Like some nursed bird, it loths to spread

Its pinions to away,

Though skies are radiant overhead.

And fields their sweets display.

But, part we now, with hope to meet.

Ere many days, again
;

One more embrace and ki.^s so sweet,

Mid tears that fall like rain.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSLV AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. 5.

BT D. E. DE LARA.

The Army.—Recruiting—The Different Corps.—Soldiers' Marriages.— Drilling

and Training —Cossacks —Artillery.—Discipline.—Offlcers.—Curious Law
of Honor. —Spirit of the Anay.— Character of the Russian Soldier.—Pecula-

tion.—Bribing.

The system of government is essentially despotic and practi-

cally military. Everything is established on a military footing,

and conducted in a military spirit. From the prime minister to

the meanest messenger—from the chief director of buildings and

roads to a street-keeper or street sweeper—everything is militaiy.

The very pupils and students in the public educational institu-

tions, or the boys in the asylum, are clad in military uniform ; and

there is not a more common sight in Russia than that of little

boys of eight or nine years old dressed out in full uniform, the

whole covered with a military cloak, which military etiquette re-

quires every one above the grade of a common soldier to wear

when not on duty—their little pale faces peeping out under steel

or brass helmet, or military cocked hat, almost as big as them-

selves, surmounted by a dashing plume, whilst a long sabre is

dangling at their little heels. The very teachers and professors

hold a military rank. But though the system of government is a

military despotism, the people are ostensibly governed by laws

both civil and criminal, of which more hereafter.

There is even a senate. It was established in 1711, and its

powers were augmented in 1802. In this senate are discussed all

the great affairs of the state ; but should the emperor not approve

of its decisions, he can submit the matter to the privy-council, at

which he always presides, and where he has a casting vote. The
members of that council are too good politicians to coincide with

the senate in any opinion differing from the emperor's own ; so

that virtually all power is concentrated within his person.

Although some conjectures may be made as to the receipts, the

expenditures arc kept a secret ; so that nothing is more difficult

than to obtain correct returns of them. The income is, however,

estimated at two hundred million dollars. The only source of

revenue of which we can give details are the mines.

Russia is very rich in mineral productions ; those of the Ural

especially, producing gold, silver, platina, iron, quicksilver, cop-

per and salt. In the year 1848, the returns show that these mines

produced—gold, 1768 ])oods 19 lbs., or 70,739 lbs. (in 1847,

73,037 lbs.) ; silver (containing gold), 145,435 lbs.; copper,

11,701,000 lb».; platina, 81 lbs.; iron, 414,000 tons; salt, 430,000

tons. The gold coined from 1823 to 1848 amounted to 16,739

poods 12 lbs., or 669,572 lbs. These are the official returns, cop-

ies of which are lying before us. All this is, however, not crown-

property. The greater part, say two thirds, belongs to private

individuals and companies.

As regards the private returns, they are pretty correct ; but no
very great reliance can be placed on those for government ac-

count, as a great proportion of the produce of the mines is ab-

stracted by the officials—it being a notorious fact that every pub-
lic functionary is either a peculator or a thief; and where he has
no opportunity of stealing or peculating, be is open to corruption.

This is well known to the emperor, who has done much to check
this evil, though he has hitherto been unable to suppress it.

Let us now have a review of the army and a peep at the navy.
An army of a million of men ! A million of soldiers, backed by
two thousand cannon ! Such an army, well disciplined and ap-
pointed, commanded by skillful officers that possessed courage,
fidelity, honor and patriotism—such an army might not only con-
quer and subdue Europe, but overrun Asia and Africa " in no
time." Its deeds could obscure those of Alexander and Ca-sar
of Hannibal and Scijiio, of Wellington and Napoleon. And can-
not the Russian army do this 1

Our readers will be enabled to answer this question themselves
aft«r having ascertained the nature of the materials of which that

army is composed. We believe tlicy will find here another verifi-

Cfttion of the proverb that "all that clilters is not gold." Accord-
ing to the official returns now before us, the army consisted, in

the year 1851, of infantry, 640,388 men; cavalry, 101,690 men;

artillery, 42,908 men ; engine and wagon train, 25,225 men ; total,

810,211 men; irregular troops and garrisons, 189,789 men—mak-

ing 1,000,000 in round numbers. In September, 1850, the army

was recruited by a levy of one man in every thousand of the male

population ; and towards the latter end of the year just passed, a

fresh levy of recruits was raised throughout the whole Russian

empire, to the extent of seven in every thousand.

To the regular levies are added all those that are sent to tlie

army as a punishment for crime, misdemeanor, or—as is often the

case—by a mere order or command of a general commanding in

a district. In fact, the position of a soldier is not considered in

Russia as either respectable or honorable.

When the order is issued from the highest quarter, the gover-

nors of the ]jrovinces issue their orders to their subordinates, these

notify the nobles and landowners that a quota is expected, fixing

the number each is to supply. The owner of the soil generally

•picks out the worst, weakest, least useful portion of his unmarried

serfs for the army, keeping in his service the strongest, healthiest,

best conducted and most useful.

Prior to their enlistment, these poor fellows must be married.

A notice to that effect is sent to the priest, who generally resides

at a considerable distance from the estate. The priest appoints a

day when ho will make his appearance ; and on his arrival, the

young men and an equal number of marriageable young women
arc placed in two opposite rows, and as the priest passes through

the avenue thus formed, he unites the couple which by chance

may happen to face each other. Proceeding to the church—if

there be any near—these marriages are then celebrated.

Sometimes it happens that young men and women between

whom a mutual attachment subsists are thus separated—but when

the lord is indulgent, he consults the inclinations of the parties
;

whilst on the other hand, such marriages furnish a cruel and

oppressive steward with frequent opportunities of indulging in

spite, or gratifying a personal pique or revenge.

After the wedding, the new recruits are allowed to remain with

their wives for some time—which differs from a few days to a few

weeks—and then join their regiment, leaving their wives behind.

Some 3'ear3 may pass without a couple obt;iining intelligence from

each other. Sometimes the wife contrives to discover her hus-

band's whereabouts, and if she can obtain permission from the

lord or his steward, which she generally does on payment of a

certain sum annually, she goes in search of him.

In Poland the system of recruiting is more severe, especially

amongst the crown serfs. There every son in a family but one

must serve. The brothers generally arrange amongst themselves

as to which of them shall remain behind. Boys arc registered

when they attain the age of thirteen years. Unexpectedly they

are taken from their homes during the night, and conducted to

the market place or the barracks. la the latter buildings they are

placed with their faces against a wall and measured, and should

any look round for a moment he receives a slap in the face.

After having gone through the process of measuring and medical

examination, military clothing is distributed amongst them ; they

are then kept close prisoners in the barracks till they are called

out to march. Having been conducted again to the market place

or largest square, they are torn from the arms of their distracted

mothers and weeping sisters, and marched off to the depot.

Thence they are distributed to various stations, to bo incorporated

into regiments of infantry, cavalry, or the navy, according to

their sizes. They are taught the rudiments of a Russian educa-

tion, and most are taught likewise a trade. After having acquired

a thorough knowledge of military exercises and a soldier's duties,

they are often dismissed with a " pass " or permit, in virtue of

which they enjoy the privilege of exercising their handicraft on

their own account till called upon again to join tlieir regiment.

For such a privilege they have to pay five roubles silver (about

four dollars) annually.

They are drilled into trades, as they are drilled into the military

exercises, by blows. By blows are taught the notes to those who

are selected for the military bands ; and the manner in which

those rude peasants execute the most difficult musical composi-

tions after a few months' training is really astonishing. The Rus-

sian has, however, a most remarkable natural taste for music, and

a perfectly correct ear. Without any teacher but nature, he will

sing a second alto or base to a tenor as faultlessly as the best the-

oretical composer could write them. Their fine, deep base voices

are often the sole recommendation to the pure sacerdotal functions
;

and we need not add, therefore, that the priest in tlie imperial

chapel is the deepest base voice in Russia, perhaps in the world.

The writer has certainly not heard anything like it on any stage

in Europe.

The manner in which the soldiers drafted for the artillery are

trained to that arm is not a little original, exciting at the same

time our most painful feelings and risible faculties. When they

hoar for the first time a cannon fired, they trcmlilc with fear. To
conquer this weakness in those who most exhibit it, they arc tied

astride a gun, which is then fired off. This experiment never

fails of the desired effect.

The length of service is twenty-five years ; so that a soldier en-

listed at the ago of eighteen years is a free man when he has at-

tained his forty-third year. He has always something to receive

in the shape of arrears or otherwise ; and if ho be a careful man,

he may commence life—for which it is not too late. Besides, old

soldiers are alwi ys provided for by the state in the way of mes-

sengers, servants, housekeepers, and the like. On the railway

between Petersburg and Moscow two thousand are employed to

keep tlie road clear, and act as guards, policemen, etc. Private

families ]iicfer them as servants, us they arc civil, obedient, kind

to cliildrcn, faithful and sincerely attached to their masters.

At the second coronation of the emperor at Moscow, in the
year 1852—he having reigned twenty-five years—one of the em-
peror's daughters obtained his promise to reduce the term of ser-

vice from twenty-five to fifteen jears. Has this promise been
kept ? We believe hitherto not; nor is it likely to be acted upon
in the present state of affairs.

The Cossacks, of which there are between one and two hundred
thousand in active serviee, are bound to serve only four years.

They are almost all formers, and return to their homes at the ex-

piration of their term of service, during which time they contrive

to enrich themselves somehow or other by way of plunder—spar-

ing neither friend nor foe. They are certainly the bravest part of

the Russian army—hardened against fatigue, indifferent to hard-

ships, unaffected by the inclemency of the weather, and reckless

of life and limb. As horsemen, the Circassians only are their

superiors ; but ,their success generally is gained during their mad
onsets, driving everything before their long lances. They would
not, however, resist an equal number of Turkish horsemen, pro-

vided the latter were to adopt the lance likewise, and learn to

wield it as the Cossacks.

The Russian artillery is numerous, as our readers will have

seen, and well appointed, but badly served. It is slow and heavy

in its movements, and the officers lack science. An English gen-

eral, after taking every possible pains to introduce improvements

in that service, was obliged to give up the attempt in despair.

Those who judge by the appearance of the guards and model

regiments at St. Petersburg of the condition and appearance of

the army generally, would bo greatly mistaken. Though the

flashing and penetrating look, and the beautiful military bearing

of the Cossack announces at once his profession of halfsoldier,

halfmarauder ; though the brilliant helmet and polished cuirass

of the dragoon give those already very tall men the appearance

almost of giants, and a bulk of body proportioned to their height,

yet these tall men stoop, and look as if they were bent double

;

whilst the troops of the line are decidedly miserable looking beings.

From the eye of the Russian soldier speaks the broken down
spu-it of the subdued slave. None is there in that eye of the mer-

riment that sparkles in the eye of the Frenchman ; none of that

proud and manly look of the British soldier, whose calm and

steady courage laid low at Waterloo the gallant and brave defend-

ers of Napoleon ; none of that just confidence in self, which you

recognize at once in the Polish or Hungarian soldier. The char-

acteristic of the Russian soldier Js meekness. In this, and this

alone, do the Russian soldiers beat all others in Europe. They,

too, shout the battle-cry, but it is with a crying farce. From what

the writer has seen of the Russian army, he is confident that in a

pitched battle, with " a fair field and no favor," ten thousand

French, English or Polish troops will rout treble their number of

Russians in no time.

The young nobles must all serve in the army—not, of course,

as common soldiers, unless it be as a punishment. They are reg-

ularly educated for the profession of arms in colleges conducted

on an excellent plan. The French and German languages form

part of their studies, and unless they master these, they can never

hope to rise beyond the rank of captain.

The oflicers generally are very extravagant, and indulge in ex-

cesses of every kind. They are greatly addicted to gimbling

;

and this is carried to such excess, that instances have been known
where they have gambled away the very horses of their regiments.

One of these officers, who had been guilty of this act of folly and

imprudence, received a timely warning that the crown prince was

about to pay him a sudden and unexpected visit. What was to bo

done ? How should he mount his soldiers ? He ordered all the

private and public carriage horses to be collected—not even ex-

cepting those belonging to the fire-engines ; these were quietly

saddled and mounted and inspected. The crown prince was well

aware of the trick, and was glad of it; for it spared him the pain

of placing under arrest and exposing to degradation the son of

his friend, an old and esteemed general.

At a private ball at Warsaw, five or six Russian officers made
their appearance, though not invited—as it appears that Russian

officers have the right or privilege of making themselves at home
in any Polish family. The gentlemen were rather "elevated,"

and bent upon mischief. They began to treat the ladies with

great freedom, and amongst others insulted a Polish lady who

was dancing with an English gentleman, of whom there were four

in the room. The Englishman having called him to an account

for his conduct, the Russian officer drew his sword ; this example

was followed by the rest. The four Englishmen now made com-

mon cause, and having wrested their swords from them, belabored

them well

—

more Anglkae. In the melee, one of the gentlemen

missed his watch and guard chain. A general search was made,

to which all the Russian officers were forced to submit. One only

was lying in a corner, pretending to be asleep or senseless.

They approached him, but were unable to awake him. At last

it was observed that one of his cheeks appeared much swollen.

One of the Englishmen forced hii mouth open, and there was the

chain—ho had stolen it; the watch having been subsequently

found, the officers were kicked down the stairs. They were

obliged to conceal the whole affair for their own sakes, because

there is law in Russia according to which an officer who is struck

becomes degraded ; though the man th.at strikes the blow is se-

verely puni';hcd.

Many officers arc poor, and are emjiloyed in the public offices;

others will employ themselves in any way in their leisure hours-

do any little service considered degrading to the rank of an officer

in other countries. They will give any information they can get

at if suitably bribed. Hence, though the sffairs of the govern-

ment arc conducted in great secrecy, the ambassadors of foreign

powers can obtain any information they wish, if they know how
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to go about it—no public ofBecr witliout exception being above a

bribe, or able to resist one.

Tbis system of corruption, tintl of peculation, too, is one of the

causes of the weakness of the Russian array. It is notorious that

the government pays for double the quantity not only reciuircd,

but consumed. We shall quote an instance in illustration of the

manner in which that system is pursued, the fact being within the

knowledge of the writer, and the parties well known to him. Let

lis suppose that a quantity of hay is annually required for the use

of the horses. Several tenders are sent in to the colonel of the

regiment, who, however, has yet on hand one half the quantity of

last year's supply. One man calls upon the colonel and tells him

that if he will give him the preference, he will let him have it

twenty or thirty per cent, lower than any other contractor, what-

ever his price may be. Now, a thousand tons being required,

five hundred only arc supplied—the difference is shared between

the contractor and the colonel—whilst in addition to this, the for-

mer, prior to taking leave of the latter, shows a handful of bank

notes under some book or paper, which is accidentally placed be-

fore the colonel upon a table, and whilst the colonel has accident-

ally risen from his chair and accidentally turned his back towards

that paper. The colonel can, of course, declare upon honor and

upon oath that he did not receive a bribe. When the hay is deliv-

ered, the barge containing it is properly filled on that side wliich

can be seen from the wharf, whilst the other side, that towards the

water, is hollow. The colonel accompanies the government in-

spectors to see that so many barges of hay are delivered ; and they

report that they have been delivered, having seen them.

In this manner are the supplies conducted of all other necessa-

ries for the army—flour, cloth, leather, wood, and even medicines.

A friend of the writer, a German apothecary, told him that he

received from the government a salary of only four hundred silver

roubles per annum—he could manage to live at the rate of a

thous.and ; and the mystery was explained on the above principle.

Nine-tenths of the soldiers that die in the llussian army during

the prevalence of epidemics, such as cholera, diarrhoea, etc., die

from the want of proper medicines, rather than from the violence

of the disease. The very doctors get vp cholera reports.

Unless a contractor bribes, he cannot succeed. Here is another

instance. A bridge was to be built over a river, intercepting a

railway. Two houses, both foreign, sent in their tenders. One

of these houses would not, and never did, bribe the commission-

ers, and lost the contract. What was the result ? The bridge

was built, rubbish was substituted for stones, and the first train

that attempted to cross it, fell into the river, together with the

bridge. Five hundred lives were lost ; but the contractors had

made their hundreds of thousands, and the commissioners pock-

eted theirs. All these commissioners were officers of high rank.

Another general, commanding in the Caucasus, demands two

millions of silver roubles for the use of his army. These are for-

warded to him. The money, however, never arrived, and the

bearer had disappeared. It was discovered afterwards that the

bearer had been waylaid and murdered by order of the commander

himself, who appropriated the money to his own use, whilst the

soldiers were perishing. He found some pretext for ordering the

perpetrators of the deed to be shot for some fancied breach of dis-

cipline—the witnesses were to bo removed.

At a short distance from St. Petersburg is situated a house

—

formerly a summer residence of one of the nobles—now in a state

of almost complete dilapidation. To this building was attached

a garden of vast extent, such as are to be found only in Russia.

This building had been uninhabited during nearly a quarter of a

century, and the garden was covered with weeds.

Suddenly a tenant ofl'ers himself, and a bargain being struck,

possession is taken forthwith by a colonel of a regiment, who held

likewise the rank of general in the army.

The first thing the new tenant did was to employ a number of

men to dig numerous deep holes in the garden ; and this work

having been completed, the new tenant did not make his appear-

ance for a week. After that time, packages began to arrive, some-

times in the daytime, bnt mostly after dark or in the evening.

This continued during the latter end of the summer, the autumn,

the whole winter and spring, and ceased as the nights began to

disappear. The house itself, however, had remained uninhabited,

and continued in its deserted and dilapidated condition. This

certainly attracted the attention of the neighborhood, and the sus-

picion of the authorities. But who would venture to make a re-

mark on the proceedings of a noble and a general 1 The com-

missary of the district considered it, however, his duty to report

the circumstance to the general governor of police. The latter,

having ascertained that on no occasion had any person ever been

seen entering the building in the daytime, sent in the middle of

the day a few of his officers, with orders to enter the house—if

necessary, by breaking open the doors—examine the interior, and

report on its condition. This was done accordingly; but not a

vestige of furniture, not a moveable object could be discovered in

the house. Walking over the grounds, however, they discovered

the pits already alluded to, some filled up, others open and empty,

and one half filled with human bodies. These were taken out

and examined ; and as thoy were all men—mostly young, with

beards shaved and hair cropped short—they concluded that the

corpses found must be thopo of soldiers. Having left some
persons behind, the officers hastened to report their discovery to

the chief of police. The latter immediately communicated the

circumstance to the emperor, who, having sent for the general,

ordered him under arrest. The affair was investigated, and it

was found that the bodies thrown into the pits were actually those

of soldiers. There had been great sickness in his regiment, and
these men had died ; but instead of reporting them dead, he had
continued their names on the muster list, and appropriated to his

own use the money received for their support, clothing, fuel, etc.

The emperor ordered his trial to be conducted in his presence,

and generals wore to be his judges. One of these judges w.".s par-

ticularly embittered against the culprit ; another, though not de-

fending him, endeavored to palliate his crime. High words en-

sued, mutual recriminations followed. Each of the generals

openly reproached the other with the rogueries and peculations of

which they had been guilty. The emperor, indignant and aston-

ished, commanded silence. " You are all, every one of yon, a set

of thieves. I can hardly consider myself a Russian, as I am no

thief. If I know whom I could rob, I would do it, too, in order

to be a true Russian. If you knew where to hide them, yon

would steal my ships of war. You would rob mo of my very

teeth, if you could do so without awakening me out of my sleep.

I have a mind to arrest you every one."—" Your majesty will not

think of doing so," said one of the generals. ".What will prevent

me V asked the emperor. "Prudence!" was the reply; whilst all

the ofiicers rose and laid their hands on their swords. "What!
treason 1" exclaimed the emperor, drawing his sword. Instantly

every sword was drawn. At that critical moment the emperor's

two sons suddenly entered the apartment, where they found the

emperor actually on his knees. Having placed themselves be-

tween the prince and his loving subjects, they prevailed on the

latter to put up their swords, against a promise made by the em-

peror that the whole affair should be buried in oblivion. And for-

gotten it was ; even the culprit escaped scot free. Such are the

generals to whose care are entrusted the comfort, health and life

of the Russian army. So precarious is the power and even the

life of an "Autocrat of all the Russias."

Discipline in the Russian army is more than severe—it is mer-

ciless, inhuman. Whilst the writer was at St. Petersburg, a

young soldier entered the shop of a dealer, and having been re-

fused some money, he stabbed the man. He then ran out of the

shop and to the canal, intending to drown himself. The water

was too shallow, but he broke his leg in falling. He was cured,

then tried and condemned to run tiie gauntlet ; he was to receive

a thousand stripes with canes. He had not received six hundred

before he was dead—the remaining four hundred were adminis-

tered on the corpse.

The colonel of a regiment, to show the strictness of the disci-

pline of his corps to a foreign ofiScer, whilst passing through the

ranks, picked out four soldiers. Having placed them in front, he

told them that they were about to be shot, and required them to

state any wish they might have prior to their execution. They
unanimously answered that they had none ; one only begged that

his mother might be kept in ignorance of his fate. Having been

asked whether they did not wish to be made acquainted with the

cause of their shameful death, they replied that they were not

aware of having done anything wrong, but that they must sup-

pose they had been guilty of some breach of duty known to their

colonel, who was a better judge of the matter than themselves.

They were then ordered to kneel down, which they did, after

crossing themselves repeatedly. Twelve men that had been sta-

tioned by themselves at a distance were ordered to approach and

fire. They fired ; one man fell dead—the guns had been loaded

with powder only !
" Well, what do you say to tbis V asked the

Russian colonel. " They deserved to be shot—not for their hero-

ism, but for their cowardice ; they should have bayoneted you

before they knelt down."

Let us for a moment stop to compare this passive obedience of

the Russian with the noble, daring spirit of the Polish soldier.

At the parade at Cronstadt, a Polish soldier, incorporated into the

Russian regiment, which was under drill at the moment, received

a slap in the face from a lieutenant commanding the platoon.

The Pole returned blow for blow, and then throwing down his

musket, he exclaimed, " I recall the oath I swore to the emperor,

the tyrant and oppressor of my country. Do with me what you
please." The colonel had no occasion to report the affair and

ask for instructions respecting a man who had to a certainty for-

feited his life. At a distance was standing the triangle ready to

receive such soldiers as were condemned to receive a flogging.

Within this triangle the spirited bnt rash Pole was placed, and by

order of the commander of the regiment he was Jlorjged to death I

Incidents like these enable us to obtain a more correct insight

into national character, and national customs and institutions,

than description. In a free country, the soldier would have de-

manded a court-martial.

Corruption in Russia is so universal, and bribes are so in'esist-

ihle to Russians, that by law they are forbidden from being drug-

gists or apothecaries, from a conviction on the part of the govern-

ment that for a bribe they would sell poison enough—could they

obtain it—to poison one half of the population.

Fed upon rye bread and water—each soldier is allowed one

pood, equal to thirty-six' pounds English rye flour, per month

—

with brandy ad libitum, if be can get i:; torn from his home,

treated like a dog, beaten like a slave, filthy in the extreme,

swarming with vermin, commanded by ofiicers, ignorant and

overbearing, and rendering themselves hateful by their oppression

and rapacity ; led on by chiefs, whose only object is to plunder

—

whether the enemy, or their own soldiers, or the state—without

hope of preferment, what has a Russian soldier to fight for ? For
his country t Yes, if it should happen to be invaded ; but then

the climate takes the work of driving out the enemy out of his

hand. For his emperor 1 Yes; for in fighting for him, he fights

for bis religion. All the enemies of Russia are the enemies of

his religion. They are either Roman Catholics, Protestants, Ma-
hometans or heathen. He fights for his faith, and there lies his

strength. The dispirited Russian soldier becomes inspired when
he is told that either his religion is in danger, or that it is to be

propagated
; and we need not conjecture the result. We need

but consult the history of the Jews in the later days of their equiv-

ocal independence, of the Arabs under Mahomet, of the French,

and of the followers of Cromwell, to be certain that the weakness

of the intellect of the Russian will give strength to his arm.

[Gathered for Gleason'o Pictorial.
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DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: PEKIET POOBB.

[The following daily record of past events will bo continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a flcliednle of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa«t,

with such date and data as will interest and Instruct.]

MAT SEVENTH.

1821.—Queen Caroline, of England, died, after a troubled life.

1 838.—Commodore Bainbridge, an eminent naval officer, died

at Princeton, aged 59.

1833.—Gen. Jackson laid the corner-stone of tho Fredericks-

burg Monument to Washington's mother.

1840.—Nearly four hundred lives lost by a tornado at Natchez,

Mississippi.

1849.—Gen. W. J. Worth, a distinguished oflicer, died at San
Antonio, aged 55.

MAT BIOHTII.

1780.—Gen. Lafayette returned from France with "material

aid."

1842.—Fatal accident at tho Versaillca Railroad—seventy lives

lost.

1845.—Corner-stone of Boston Sailor's Homo laid.

1846.—Gen. Taylor first attacked by the Mexicans.

1852.—Emperor of Russia reviewed 30,000 troops at Vienna.

MAT NINTH.

1502.—Columbus left Spain on his fourth voyage of discovery.

1766.—Commodore Byron returned from his voyage round the

globe.

1779.—British fleet, under Admiral Sir G. Collier, entered

Hampton Roads.

1796.—Engagement between Bonaparte and the Spaniards at

Fombio.

1810.—Gen. Benjamin Lincoln died at Hingham, aged 77.

MAT TENTH.

1660.—Island of Nantucket sold by Indians for £26.

1775.—First naval conflict of the Revolution at Machiaa, Me.
1848.—Destructive fire at Detroit, Michigan.

1849.—Macready riot at New York Opera House.

1849.—Tuscan forces attack and occupy Leghorn.

MAT ELEVENTH.

1775.—William Pitt, the famed Earl of Chatham, died in the

House of Lords, aged 70.

1779.—Norfolk, Portsmouth, Gosport, and Suffolk, Va., plun-

dered by the British.

1808.—Winfield Scott commissioned as Captain of Artillery,

by President Jefferson.

1812.—Chancellor Percival shot in the British House of Com-
mons, by Bellingham.

MAT TWELFTH.

1774.—Meeting at Annapolis, Md., on Boston "Port Bill."

1780.—Gen. Lincoln surrendered Charleston, S. C.

1791.—Francis Grose, English antiquary, died.

1848.—Lord Ashburton, English diplomatist, died, aged 74.

1850.—Mrs. Frances Osgood, distinguished poetess, died, aged
38 years.

MAT THIRTEr:NTH.

1498.—Columbus sailed on his third voyage of discoyery.

1607.—English settlement at Jamestown, 'Va., commenced.
1809.—Second forcible entry of Napoleon into "Vienna.

1845.—Race on Long Island between Peytona and Fasliion for

$20,000.

1848.—Died at Richmond, Va., R. H. Toler, a noted editor

and State politician.

MEN OF THE REVOLUTION.

Gen. Green, in his despatches, after the battle of Eutaw, says :

Hundreds of iriy men were naked as they were born. Judge
Johnson, in his " Life of Green," says : Posterity will scarcely
believe that tho loins of many men who carried death into the
enemy's ranks at Eutaw, were galled by tlteir cartouch boxes,
wliile a fold of rag or tuft of moss protected the shoulder from
the same injury from the musket. General Green says, in his let-

ters to the Secretary of War : We have three hundred men
without arms, and more than one thousand so naked that they
can be put on duty only in the most desperate cases. Our diflS-

culties are so enormous, and our wants so prest-ing, that I have
not a moment's relief from the most painful anxieties. I have
more embarr.^ssmenU than it is prober to disclose to the world.

—

Ltje of Gen. Green.

LORD ELDON AND THE CH!.li:,EY-SirEEP.

Travelling the circuit with a companion, who, according to a
custom not imcommon in those days, always cariud pistols with
him and placed them under his pilii w, tliey slept one night at an
inn ; and at dawn of day, Mr. Sc At discovered in his bedroom a
man's figure, seemingly dressed m black. The intruder, being
sharply challenged, said, "Ple?-e your honor, I am only a poor
sweep, and 1 believe I've come down the wrong chimney." "My
friend," wa<i the reply, "you have comedown the right ; fori
give you a sixpence to buy a pot of beer, while tho gentleman in

the next room sleeps with pistols under his pillow, and had you
paid him a visit lie wjul i have blowii your brains out."

—

fjord

L rnt'-bc s Lives o/ l.'ie LhanccUors.
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THE LIVING GIRAFFES.
Below we present an engravine of the two living giraffes

now on exhibi ion at Barnum's Museum, New York. These
colossal giraffe s, or cameleopards, as they are sometimes called,

were conveyed by land over the deserts, to the Nile, and trans-

ported thence to Germany, and from there to New York in a
steamer. The giraffe is the largest and tallest of all animals.

It is found throughout Central Africa, and in Abyssinia, usu-

ally in herds of .six or seven—generally called a family. It is

remarkable for its great length of neck, and its head attiiins

a height of eighteen or twenty feet. The nei-k is usually five

feet long, very flat and dis^roportioned in size to the throat,

which ir. eighteen inches or less, while the part where it joins

the body, increases to a size which gives the animal an obli()ue

appearance, quite extraordinary. Upon the head of both male
and female, are two short horns, covered with a velvet skin. It

never sheds the horns. Its legs are very long—the fore legs

are a few inches longer than the hind ones ; the whole body is

somewhat flat on the sides and towards the chest ; the tail is

sulficiently long, terminating, lite the tail of a cow, in a
brush ; the color of the skin is usually white, or whitish gray,

more or less regularly spotted with fuivn or brown-colored
spots, extending from the back of the ears to the tail. The
giraffe, by its organization, is compelled to amble along—that

is, carrying forward the two feet of the same side at the same
time. For the purpose of drinking, it is obliged to kneel or
enter the water, and to get at anything on the ground it is

obliged to open its fore legs wide, or lay down. Its upper lip

is very moveable, the tongue is long, rouyh, black and pointed,

and it has the faculty of forcing it a foot or more out of its

mouth, thus to encircle branches that would be otherwise out
of its reach. Its eyes arc large, black, and of soft expression.

In confinement, its manners are docile to timidity. In its na-

tive forests, where it hears the roaring of lions, tigers, etc., it

has no other mode to oppose them but flight

GEXERAL JOSEPH VILLAMIL.

On the page herewith we present a likeness of General
Joseph Villamil, minister from the republic of Ecuador
to this country. He was born in New Orleans in the

year 1786. From early youth he was studious, grave
and thoughtful. His education was limited to the ordi-

nary rudiments of knowledge, such as alone could he
obtained in Louisiana sixty years ago. Nevertheless, he
improved every scanty opportunity of acquiring inform-
ation, relying on his own native powers of intellect to

supply imperfect instruction. In 1818, while yet young,
he took a profound interest in the wars which the South
American provinces were waging for their independence,
and repairing to Venezuela, where two of his brothers

had long resided, joined the patriots, and fought beneath
their flag. Various acts of valor and military skill sig-

nalized the career of Vilhirail, and he rose from one post

of honor to another in the array, until at length he has
risen from a humble station to the highest civil and mili-

tary distinctions
;
yet never has he either forgotten or

abjured his American orif;in, and his heart still beats
with patriotic fervor at the reflection that he was reared
in the land of liherty. As a valiant and time honored
soldier, as a gentleman of the old school, as a noble-
minded and high-hearted American, do we recommend
General Villamil to the courteous attention of the diplo-

matic circles at the seat of government. In all the posi-

tions he has occupied, oftentimes diflicult and perplexing,
he has acquitted himself with great success and honor.

LVrE JOHN TYLER.

Above will be found a likeness of the late John Tyler,

of IJoston, an eminent merchant and iiuitioneer. iVtr.

Tyler was born at Boston in the year 1779. He was
descended from a fimily well known in Ni w England
history. His earliest mercantile employment was in a
log warehouse, on tlie site of the pre>ent populous city

of Bangor, at the time when there was no other build-

ing within a distance of several miles. Subsequently he
made many voyages as supercargo, and then embarked
in the lumber trade in Boston, as a partner with General
Ainasa Davis, who was Quartermaster General of Mas-
sachusetts. Soon after the war of 1812 he commenced
the auction and commission business in Custom House
Street, whence he removed to Central Wharf, being the

first occupant of store No. 9, where he continued until

his decease. In the department of business which he
occupied, he was one of the foremost, and the amount
and extent of commercial transactions entrusted to him
prove how highly he was estimated as a model of en-

ergy and integrity. During the long series of years he

practised his vocation he won many friends by his ur-

banity and gentlemanly bearing, and when he died he was
sincerely mourned by multitudes with whom he was en-

gaged in business associations. He was buried in Mt.
Auburn. The community in which he resided so long,

and by which he was so well known, wjili igly accord to

his tomb, that noble epitaph, " Heie lies an honest man."

THE GIRAFFES COLOSSUS AND ( LLOl'ATHA, AT THE AMivRtCAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK.
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TOWER ROCK, ON THE MISSISSIPPI.

On page 297 we have givon a view of this famous landmark.

It is nearly equidistant from St. Louis and the mouth of the Ohio,

on the west side. It is a column about fifty feet in diameter, ris-

ing fifty feet in height above tlie ordinary surface of the water,

and crowned with a luxurious growth of stunted trees and shrub-

bery. Higher up, on tlie Illinois shore of the river, is a mass of

rock, nearly sixty feet high, which, from its peculiar shape, and

from an aperture in the southern side, has obtained the appellation

of " The Devil's Bake-Oven." This latter appears to have been,

by some violent means, separated from the adjacent clifT that

overhangs it. In descending the Mississippi, on ajiproaching

Tower Rock, there will be noticed in its ncighboihood several

other masses of rock resembling columns and towers ; these, how-

ever, are not isolated, but are connected with the shore, whereas

the tower stands alone in the river, in the centre of a deep chan-

nel, breasting a current that is here stronger than anywhere else

on the river, below the " Rapids." In the vicinage, on both

shores, are several other curiously formed rocks, which have ob-

tained fanciful appellations, as the " Devil's Pulpit," " Devil's

Grave," etc. A few miles further up, on the Missouri shore, are

the " Cornice Rocks," so called from the appearance of their

tops, which look as if regularly wrought into a cornice. These

rocks extend to the height of one hundred and fifty feet perpen-

dicularly al>ove the surface of the river. They form iv solid wall,

rising out of the water, and stretching along its margin for a con-

siderable distance, marked the whole way by the cornice, which

seems to have been produced by the abrasion of a mighty current

that formerly swept near the top of the rocks. The " Cornice

Rocks," " Tower Rock," etc., on the Missouri side of the Missis-

sippi, form what may be termed the spur of the Merrimack hills,

a line of highlands that extend north-westwardly to the Gascon-

ade River. The " Devil's Bake-Oven," diagonally opposite the

" Tower Rock," is the abrupt termination of the " Illinois Bluffs,"

those stupendous cliffs, averaging one hundred and fifty feet in

height, which enclose the " American Bottom," and extend semi-

circularly from above the mouth of the Missouri to this point,

having all the way the same cornice, or water-marks, which char-

acterize the " Cornice Rocks."
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SPLINTERS.

.... We shall soon commence a series of European letters in

the "Pictorial," from Mr. Gleason, who is now in England.

. . . Talfourd left a manuscript play behind him, which is in

the hands of the publisher, and will shortly be given to the public.

.... Dr. Chamberlain of New York cures his delirium tremens

patients by giving them chloroform till they appear to be dead.

.... A brother of the Capt. General of Cuba is now in Wash-

ington, on business connected with the Black Warrior dithculty.

.... The cathedral at Kingston, Canada, has been broken open,

and all the silver plate, etc., to the value of $1000, stolen.

.... Shipping to the value of about two millions and a half of

dollars, is being now constructed at New York.

.... " Gin and Water " is the name of the last popular firec,

now presented at some half-dozen of the London tliealres.

.... Prof. Agassiz states that man existed on the earth 150,001)

years ago! The Boston Post wonders if he took the papers.

.... The famous car of Juggernaut, so long the shi ine of

idolatry, in India, has been destroyed by fire.

.... A lynx was captured near Mount Sterling, in Brown

county, Illinois, a few days since. A rare circumstance

.... A ra>ih young man has threatened to apply ilie Maine

Law to his sweetheart, she intoxicates him so.

.... A seal was seen in the Hudson, near Troy, a few days

ago—an uncommon thing in those waters.

.... Prayer was not invented ; it was born with the first sigh,

the first joy, the first sorrow of the human heart.

.... A company is about starting at Paris, to run pleasure

boats between Marseilles and Constantinople.

In Pennsylvania a girl is legally marriageable at fourteen,

and a boy at sixteen, without the consent of parents.

.... A petrified human body was recently exhumed in Cincin-

nati, nine feet below the surface of the j;round.

.... An extraordinary eclipse of the sun will occur on the

twenty-sixth of the present month.

. . . The Western papers say the wheat crop bids' fair to be

an exceeding good one.

AMERICAN ART.

Within a few years the fine arts have received a strong impulse

on this side of the Atlantic; and American art bids f^iir to take

as high a stand at least as American literature. The stimulus

wanting to artists, a popular feeling for and appreciation of art,

has at last been aflTorded. It is not long since artists were regard-

ed as good for nothing fellows, about on a par with a strolling

player, or itinerant musician—and vanity alone tolerated portrait

painters. The devotee of the ideal, the student of abstract beau-

ty, isolated from politics, from trade, living in a world of his own,

peopled with imaginary beings, seemed to have no business among
us. The world looked upon him as an idler. An American, it

is said, ought to be making stump speeches, or felling trees, or

inventing labor-saving machines, or adding to the accumulated

wealth of the country.

But circumstances alter cases—we now have a plethora of great

men ; the patent office is overcrowded with models of labor-saving

machines ; money is flowing in
;
people are rich ; and now they

can permit not a few, but a great many devotees to worship the

ideal, and recognize the high value of things of art. An artist

is no longer regarded as an idler, but is treated with proper re-

spect. If the daguerrcolypists have interfered with portrait paint-

ing, the higher branches of art are beyond the reach of this agent,

and will maintain their position until machines can be made to

think. The natural consequence of this more healthy state of

feeling relative to art has been the rapid development of artistic

talent. The style of our illustrated works compares favorably

with those of Europe—and we may already nearly challenge

comparison between our best designers and engravers and those

of London, Paris and Leipsic. In the higher branches of art we

also stand more than well. Hiram Powers is producing works

which have given him rank with Canovaand Thorwaldsen ; while

in painting we have a multitude of artists coming forward fully

competent to establish a school of American art.

And this is something which we think is demanded—a national

school of art; old world subjects are worn out; American art

should be the exponent of new ideas and new scenes; just as

American literature should look at home and not abroad for

themes. There are some who contend that American artists should

never go abroad to study—liut that they should look alone to na-

ture for their inspiration and their models. With these we do

not agree, for there is a language of art which can only be learned

in lands where it has been spoken for centuries ! But it is not

necessary, because we admire the old masters, to imitate the din-

giness and smoke of ages, and the subjects chosen by antiquated

ta,ste ; it does not necessarily follow, because we admire the glo-

rious Raphael, that we must paint Madonnas and Transfigurations;

or that, because we admire the genius and skill displayed in the

masterpieces of Greek art, that we must constantly reproduce the

gods and goddesses of heathen mythology. Such a result is only

the fruii of indiscriminate admiration, not of intelligent study.

The old masters of sculpture and painting have stood the test

of time, the admiration of centuries—from whose united verdict

there is no appeal ; these have stamped their works with fame

;

nature was the inspiration of those works, and they must there-

fore be seen and studied, if we would learn how to see and mea-

sure nature, how to depict her aright; in a word, how to go

to work to produce new combinations from the inexhaustible

but unchanging elements around us. The artist, however, must

feel that nature is to be his first love and his last, the alpha and

omega of his art alphabet. To deny him the benefit of contem-

plating the heaped up treasures of European art would be like

denying the scholar the study of the classic authors. He is to

study them, not to imitate them, but to imitate nalure.

There is another reason why an artist should go abroad to

study. Beyond the Atlantic he lives in a new atmosphere, where

art has ever been appreciated, and he acquires a higher respect

for his calling. He learns better to apjjreciate its dignity when

he sees states and individuals devoting colossal fortunes to the

patronage of art. In the halls of the Bavarian Valhalla, in the

storied galleries of Dresden, the Louvre, the Pitti Palace, he feels

elevated and inspired, and sees how ])Oor the petty dignitaries of

earth, hereditary rank and erai>ty titles arc, compared to the

achievements of inspired genius.

< ».« >

Peiisonal.—Mr. Nathaniel G. Greene, son of the ever popu-

lar and able editor of the Boston Post, has lately returned home,

after an absence of nearly two years, during which time he has

gained large experience and extensive information by a tour of

travel, embracing China, Hindostan, E^ypt, Italy, France, Eng-

land, etc. His sprightly letters, duiiiig his absence, have from

time to time graced the columns of the Post, with which journal,

we believe, he is to be regularly connected.

First Class Standard READf.u.—We have received a copy

of the first edition of a most thoroughly compiled school book,

thus entitled, by Epcs Sargent, and published by Phillips &
Sampson, of this ciiy. After a careful examination of the work,

we are satisfied that the auihor has adopted a system of notes and

index, quite original, and exceedingly' valuable to the young

pupil. We predict a great popularity for the book.
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Theatrical Extra.—One of the papers states that John Bull,

Emperor Napoleon, the Sultan of Turkey, and Nicholas of Rus-

sia, have bem employed for an unlimited period, and will soon

commence an engagement at the theatre of war on the Danube.

Munificent Donation.—George Peabody, Esq., of London,

has authorized his agent to purchase SOOO volumes of standard

books for the new Peabody Institute of Danvers.

AN AMERICAN STEAMER.^

There is no mistake about the matter that our American steam-

ships are A No. 1. seaboat^and the greatest sailers for comfort

and speed in the world. It has been frequently said that they are

not so strong and well built as the English, but facts and expe-

rience prove the contrary. As an evidence of this we may in-

stance the U. S. Mail Steamer Baltic, of the New York line, now
hauled up for repairs, the first time since she was launched. Her

performances since that time have been wonderful. She has in

that period crossed the Atlantic forty-eight times, running more

than one hundred and fifty thousand miles—equal to six times

the circumference of the world. She has averaged a trip across

the ocean every three weeks, and has not laid in port more than

five weeks at one time. This performance has never been equal-

led, and proves not only the excellence of the ship, but that Cap-

tain Comstock is as careful as he is skillful.

Telegraphic Fire Alarm.—The question of the introduc-

tion of the system of telegraphic fire alarms, is now under dis-

cussion in the cities of New York, Philadelphia and New Orleans.

It has been thoroughly and successfully tested in this city.

Cuba.—That Cuba will be added to the dominion of the

United States, says the London Shipping List, we consider a

matter of certainty ; and, setting aside the policy of the question,

it will be a fortunate event for civilization and humanity.

MARRIAGES.
Id this city, by Bishop Southgate, Mr. John U. Tappan to Miss Calh«riDe

Onie Baldwin.
Ily Uev. Mr. lluntington. Mr. John Fcderhen 3d to Miss H. A. Welch.
By Uev. Mr. Miner, Mr. George Mcintosh to MibB Ann M. Brown, both o

Cambritlgeport.
By Her. Mr. Kirk, Mr. William Emery to Miss Angeline Kogers.
By Kev. Dr. Stow, Mr. George Leonard Hall to Miss Enieliue A. Ware.
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. George G- Morrison to Miss Dolly Amelia T. Poland;

Mr. John B. Jones to Mi.<<3 Sophronia D. Messenger.
At Charlestown, by lier. Dr. Caldicott, Mr. John J. Pasco to Hiss ETlisa A.

Sherlock.
At Waltham, by Rev. Mr. M'hitney, Mr. Robert Stevenson to Miss Margaret

Cluff; Mr. George O. Moore, of New York, to Miss Anna Kaglfty.

At Newburyport, by Rev. Mr. Pike, Mr. A. Howe, of Stafford, N. H., to Miss
S. J. (Mmmings, of South Berwick. Me.
At West Scituate, by Mcv Mr. Barry, Mr. Qeorge U. Bates to Bliss Martha

M. Drake, of South Ilinghani.

At Fall Uiver, by Rev Mr. Bradford, Mr. Samuel Crother to Mrs. Harriet
Draper; by Rev. Mr Bronson. Mr. James Smith to Miss Lucy Woodman.
At Worcester, by Rev. Dr. Smalley, Mr. G. W. Partridge, of Paxton, to Miss

Lucy F. Flagg, of Ilolden.

At Ameniu, N. Y., by Kev. Mr. Barber, Mr. Le Key S. Warner, of Brooklyn,
to Miss Mai-ion Rowe.

DEATHS.
In this eity, Mr. Joseph King, 63; Mr. Daniel L. Ware, 71 ; Mrs. Christiana

C. Brainard, 27; Mrs. Susan Codman, 81; Mrs. Sarah, wife of Dr. George
Hayward; Mrs. Sally W. Stevens, 51; Mrs. Eliza G. W«(bb, 22; Mrs. Mirandie
Atwood, 52.

At Chelsea, Horatio Patterson, son of Mr. Horatio Newell, 20; Mary Selinda,
only child of Mr. James H and Mrs Sarah J. Rist, 17 months, 6 days.
At Newton, Deacon Ezra Fuller, 84.

At Harrison Square (Dorche.'^ter) Widow Annie Withington, 89.

At Quincy. Mrs. Mary L., wife of Mr. James Burke, 24.

At Salem, Mr. James Coggin, 22; Widow Abigail Daniels, 84.

At Danvers, Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of the late Dea Fitch Poole, 76.

At Ipswich. Mr. Daniel Ross, a soldier of the Revolution, 97.

At Beverly, Mis* Harriet Foster, 63.

At Lexington, March 9th, Mary F., daughter of Mr. Hammond A. and Mrs.
Susan N. Hosmtr, 14; April 2l8t, Mr. Hammond A. Ilosmer, 58.

At Canton, Miss Almlra Billings, 22. ,

At Middleboro', Mrs. Mary, widow of Mr. Ephraim Leonard, 88.

At Plymouth, Widow Lucy Bagnall, 62.

At Lakeville, Mr. Timothy I.*onard, 54.
At Bridgewater Mr. Zephania J. Stark, 31.
At Dartiiifiuth, Mr. Isaac Williams, 63.

At Hanover, N. H., Mrs Abigail S. Rickard. 75.
At Newark, N J., Mr. John Pingry, formerly of Haverhill, 75.
At Washington, D. C, Hon. Joseph Sturgie, State Senator of Georgia, 56.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HALF AN HOUR TOO LATE.

BT IinS. M. E. BOBINSON.

Half an hour too late ! I have heard those words oftencr than

any others in th3 English language. They possess for me a deep

significance. How many trials, troubles, mortifications and dis-

appointments have followed in their train. I never could explain

why these few syllables had so much influence over my whole life.

I know of no better reason than that I was bom half an hour too

late ; for I cannot help thiuking that had I made my appearance

on the world's stage just thirty minutes sooner, all would have

been well. But it was manifest destiny, and I must submit with

as good a grace as possible.

Some ill-natured people have asserted that it was my own foult,

and I could overcome it ; a bad habit—and nothing more. Mis-

taken souls ! it would be just as appropriate to say that the sun

had a habit of rising in the east, when everybody knows that that

luminary is obliged to rise in that direction.

My mother says I had no teeth until long after the age in which

such appendages usually appear, and also adds that she had fears

lest I should never walk alone. Now I leave it to competent

judges, whether I could possibly have exercised any influence

over those two m.itters ? Could I have teeth before the time, or

could I walk before my limbs were strong enough to support my

body ? I think not, and h«ve therefore decided that destiny de-

crees me to come after everybody else ; the two instances in point

which I have quoted, proving beyond a doubt that I have no

control over the fact.

As I became older, I was sent to school. I was invariably call-

ed twice by my mother, before I could be persuaded to leave ray

bed, and of coarse was half an hour too late for breakfast, and

proportionably tardy at school. It always happened so, and the

results were uniformly the same ; a scolding from my mother,

threats from my father, and generally something worse from my
teacher.

I tried to reform in this particular, but as often as I made a

good resolution, I found my shoe-string in a hard knot, my comb

and brush were missing, my cap was not to be found, or some

other impediment stood in the way ; and to this day I firmly be-

lieve the worthy pedagogue used frequently to set his watch along

half an hour, on purpose to vex me. The classes for recitation

were called long before I was prepared, and I spent the whole

day in trying to overtake the minutes I had lost.

"Gilbert," said my father, "go up to Mr. Hall's, and tell him

that I will take the twelve barrels of apples I looked at, at the

price ho named. Go directly there, and don't forget your errand."

"And, Gilbert," added my mother, stopping me at the door,

" if you want your new coat made tomorrow, call and speak to

Miss Graves about it. I believe she is disengaged just now.

You had better go in on the way to Mr. Hall's."

I promised compliance, and determining to acquit mjself cred-

itably, immediately set out. About half way there, a sudden gust

of wind blew oft" my hat, and I spent some time in recovering it

;

then I went on again, only stopping a few minutes to admire a

little ship which a boy was sailing by the road. Quickening my
steps, I knocked at Mr. Hall's door, and told him my errand.

" You are too late, my lad ; I sold the lot half an hour ago,"

he replied.

My countenance fell as he spoke the words that I had heard

only too often.

" Don't look so disappointed," he added, kindly, " there are

other apples that your father can buy."

This remark consoled me but little, for I was thinking of my
race after the hat, and the time I had spent in looking at the tiny

ship. As I walked slowly home, ruminating on my bad luck,

my new coat and Miss Graves popped into my mind. I would

at least do one errand successfully, and accordingly made known
my business.

" If you had called a little while ago, I could have done it ; but

I have just made an engagement of a fortnight," was the reply

of the lady.

Half an hour too late, as usual! Why did I not stop on my
way, as my mother had advised me, and as I had purposed do-

ing ? I was greatly troubled and ready to cry at this second

failure, for I had sat my heart upon wearing my newcoat at a

party which one of my school companions was to give. I went
home and told my story, not forgetting to mention my chase after

the flying hat, considering that a sufiicient justification for my
delay.

" Just as I expected !" said my father, giving me a stem look.
" That boy was never punctual in his life. He'll be a drone all

his days."

My mother merely remarked, that if I had brought my hat to

her to have the strings sewed on, as she had directed me the day
before, that trouble would have been avoided. This was all the

comfort I got from her. She well knew tliat being obliged to

wear the old coat two weeks longer would be quite punishment
enough for neglecting her advice. My father's temper was not
improved, upon learning, the next day, that apples had risen fifty

cents per barrel, making him a loser of six dollars, by my being

half an hour too late.

At length my father thought of a happy expedient. Ho would
put me in a store ; there I sliould have another ma.stcr, and would
feel myself called upon to please him. As if I did not try to

please everybody ! It was the whole aim of my life, but inces-

santly counterbalanced by the evil genius that attended me
wherever I went. For a week I eseapcd any severe repri-

mand for my habitual failing. Naturally enough, I felt gratified,

and determined to make myself useful to my employer, who was

an active business man, and liked industrious clerks.

" A number of pieces of those dress goods must be sent for

Mrs. A. to examine to-day," he remarked, early one morning.

" She is a good customer, and will probably purchase some forty

or fifty dollars' worth."

I was about selecting the goods, when I recollected that it was

imperatively necessary that I should make out several accounts

without delay. Some considerable time was consumed in attend-

ing to this duty, and it was noon before I was aware of it. Des-

patching my dinner as quickly as possible, I hastened back to the

store, and commenced assorting the different fabrics for Mrs. A.

I stopped a moment at hearing my employer's voice.

" That letter was copied and mailed, of course ?"

" I believe so," responded a fellow-clerk, and went quietly on

with his work.

It was a mistake ; the letter had not been copied. I had been

told to do it, but customers were waiting, and considering them

of more consequence than a mere letter, I had put it off' the night

before, designing to accomplish the task the first thing in the

morning. But I had entirely forgotten it, until reminded of my
remissness by what I had heard. I hurried to the desk, on some

frivolous pretence, and speedily copied the letter, superscribed it,

and seizing my cap, hastened to the post-office. The mail had

been gone half an hour, and my efforts availed nothing. It was

the old story, and I felt discouraged and disheartened. Hiding

the letter in my pocket, I returned to the employment wliich had

been interrupted, resolving not to leave it until Mrs. A. was in

safe possession of the goods. The errand boy being otlierwise

engaged, I took the package along myself, rang the bell, and

desired to see the lady. After some delay, she appeared.

" Goods for you to examine, from Brown & Burt's," I said,

with a respectful bow.

I thought Mrs. A. looked somewhat out of humor, and her

reply convinced me that I was not mistaken.

" You can take thom back again," she rejoined, coldly. " I

supplied myself half an hour ago at another place. I desii-ed

them to be sent this morning ; and if your employer does not

in any measure govern himself by the wishes of his customers,

he must take the consequences. I waited until I was out of

patience."

The lady turned away, and I trudged back with the goods.

Twice in one day ! It was too much to be borne. And so

tliought my employer, who coolly discharged me, after assuring

me that through my want of punctuality he had lost one of his

best customers. I then frankly told him about the letter. He
was more angry than before, and vehemently asserted that the

delay would prove fatal to his credit. Jeered by my fellow-clerks,

and confounded by the unexpected resentment which I encoun-

tered, I went home again, only to have the scene renewed. My
mother looked unhappy, and my father met me with a frown ; an

indication of displeasure which I so often received, that I had

become used to it. I was now eighteen years of age, and old

enough, he said, to put away childish things and become a man.
" Gilbert," he added, with emphasis, " why don't you try to

overcome this propensity to be always late 1 Make an effort, my
son, a strong effort."

An efl'ort ! Had not my whole existence been a continued,

tremendous effort to throw oflT the spell that weighed me down

—

that stood in the way of my prosperity—that lost me friends, and

gained me enemies—that was a source of disquiet to myself, and

everybody who had the misfortune to be connected with me.

I wished much to go to sea. My father had an acquaintance,

who was an old sea captain, and he was willing (for I was of no

use to him), provided preliminaries could be arranged satisfacto-

rily, that I should accompany him on his next voyage. No ob-

jection was made to this proposal on the part of the captain, and,

much delighted, I commenced preparations. My mother was se-

rious, not sad. With her accustomed kindness and maternal so-

licitude, she disposed my wardrobe in a large trunk, gave me
good advice, besought me to obey the captain in every particulai-,

and hoped the change would be for my benefit.

" Endeavor to conquer your besetting sin, my child," she add-

ed, with a mother's earnestness. " Make a good resolution, and

keep it ; respect yourself, and others will respect you. If you

fail, try again, and persevere until you obtain the victory. A
man is a slave so long as he permits a bad habit to rule him

imperiously."

I was sorry she brought up this disagreeable theme to dampen

my exuberant spirits at such a time, but recollecting her interest

in my welfare, I promised (that was easily done) all she could

ask. I put my imagination at active employment, and pictured

scenes of grandeur far surpassing everything I had seen. My
highest anticipations were now about to be realized. I could

hardly control my joy, so greatly was I elated at the prospect bo-

fore me. I promised souvenirs of my travels to my less fortu-

nate friends, and stowed .away large quantities of writing mate-

rials, which I purposed to use in inditing long and interesting

epistles to those behind.

The captain of the vcs."sel had written to my father word when

he expected me on board, and in pursuance of his directions I

took leave of my parents, and started for the city, which was

some two miles distant. On the way I happened to think of an

intimate acquaintance, to whom I had not said one parting word.

Confident that I had plenty of time, I diverged a little from the

main road, and chanced to find him at homo. My good fortune

was repeated for his edification, mutual good wishes were inter-

changed, and with a light heart I resumed my walk. The dis-

tance was at last accomplished. I stepped upon the wharf hur-

riedly, and entered the oflScc to look after my baggage, which had

been sent on before. I soon had it in safe keeping, and then be-

gan to make inquiries concerning the vessel in which I was to

take passage.

Judge of ray sensations on being told that the ship had sailed

without me ! actually left the wharf precisely half an hour before

I arrived ! lie could wait no longer. Thus were my expectations

again frustrated, and my hopes crushed. I had certainly started

from home soon enough ; it was the unlucky call that had done

the mischief. In my excitement, I accused the captain of unfair

dealing, denounced myself in no measured terms, and charged

everybody with injustice. I apprehended nothing so much as

facing my parents—dejected, humiliated and humbled as I was

—but there was no help for it ; it must bo done. I reluctantly

set my face homeward, and with dispirited step moved along at a

snail's pace. I dreaded my mother's reproachful glance, my
father's bitter and cutting words, but more than all—the mirth

and ridicule of my acquaintances, when they should learn of the

downfall of my air-castlos. Those reflections were not very grat-

ifying, yet I could not rid myself of liiem. It was no use trying

to do anything, or to be anybody ; that ominous half an hour too

late haunted me at every corner, and met mo at every turn.

"Gilbert!" ejaculated my mother, looking the picture of as-

tonishment, as I timidly entered the house, having ineffectually

tried to put on an air of boldness.

" I'm discouraged—it's all to no purpose !" I exclaimed, sul-

lenly throwing myself into a chair.

" The ship had sailed, I suppose V said my father, interroga-

tively, displaying no more sm-prise than though ho had anticipated

my return.

I nodded in the affirmative.

"No more than I expected," he rejoined, taking up his book,

and beginning to read just where ho had left off upon my
entrance.

It was the most severe remark he could have made under the

circumstances. I fathomed the feelings that gave rise to it, and

they were far from complimentary to myself and I smothered ray

rising resentment, and retired to my own room. That night my
kind mother talked with me a long time; but I was in no mood
to be benefited by her words of counsel, and only grieved her

tender nature by my moroseness and ill humor. I did not soon

forget the merciless joking of my companions, nor the ridicule

they so unsparingly heaped upon me. But at last it grew to be

an old story, and I was gradually freed from their persecutions.

I was named for a wealthy bachelor uncle, and often had hopes

that he would make me his heir. He visited our family but sel-

dom ; knew but little about my brother and sister, and less about

me, who was the youngest. A letter came to hand, however,

about twelve months after my futile attempt at travelling, saying

that he should spend some time with us. He was eccentric and

whimsical, but good-hearted and benevolent. He observed mo
closely, and evidently detected my weak point at once. By his

actions, I felt sure 1 did not please him, and being fretted at his

constant watching, took less pains to secure his good will than I

ought. The evening before his departure, ho requested my broth-

er, my sister and myself to go up to his room, as ho wished a

little social conversation with us. I anticipated a lecture on my
short comings and staid away pul^)o^ely ; but aftervvai-ds, think-

ing I might possibly be mistaken, concluded to risk it. Vain at-

tempt ! I met my brother and sister on the stairs, each in pos-

session of a hundred dollars—a gift from my uncle, who declared

that if I did not respect his wishes enough to be present, I must

go without my share. I was too proud to tell him the cause of

my non-appearance, and with the luckless half hour vanished all

hopes of becoming an heir, or receiving a present.

Well, I attained my majority. I was twenty-one, and must

begin to look out for myself. To be brief, I contemplated matri-

mony. I had long loved a charming girl (she wasn't aware of it,

however), and I decided to pop the question at once. I intimated

the fact to my father ; he liked my choice, and promised me cap-

ital to commence business with, obviously being of the opinion

that it would be for my interest to marry. Thus encouraged, I

sought the lady, whose attractions I have never seen equalled. I

found her alone, looking lovelier than ever. With much trepida-

tion, the all important declaration was made, and I awaited the

issue in desperate suspense. My charmer looked both surprised

and perplexed, was painfully embarrassed, and colored excessivo-

Iv. As near as I could determine, the symptoms looked favor-

able, and my heart beat high with hope. But I was mistaken

;

her first words undeceived me. She stammered something about

"a misunderstanding, wrong impressions, regret that her conduct

had been so construed, thanks for the intended honor," and the

like, concluding by saying " that she had engaged herself to some-

body else half an hour before."

I was answered. Half an hour before ! If there was ever a

man to be pitied, it was surely myself. But 1 might have known

better than to have made the foolish trial. The experiment

taught me a lesson ; I have never spoken of love to a woman

since. I am a cross, fretful old bachelor now. What has made

me so ? Nothing but the half hour too late. If I attempt to go

to church, the minister has invariably commenced his sermon be-

fore I enter, leaving me entirely in the dark as to his subject. If

I go to a concert to hear some lauded singer, I have to take a

seat under the gallery, where T can see nobody, and hear nothing.

Thus I exist, continually harassed by vexatious delays and

disajipointments. The p.aticnce of my former friends is exhauct-

ed; they tolerate me, and that is all. If I say positivelj', "you

mav expect me—I will certair.ly be there," they look at each

other significantly, and smile in a provokingly incredulous man-

ner. That I am an unfortunate man, none will deny who have a

spark of sympathy in their souls.
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EDITORIAIi MELANGE.

The heart that beats for no woman is a niche without an im-

age. In the sixth story of the Sun office, in New Yorli, there

have been fitted up sleeping, reading, and lecture rooms, for tlio

especial benefit of the news-boys of New York. The city of

Cincinnati owns real estate to the amount of 85,588,526. It

is said that about twelve hundred new post-ofiices have been cre-

ated in the United States since the 30th of June last, when the

number was 22,220. The State Bank of Indiana was lately

robbed by a clerk, it is alleged, of $14,000 in notes. There

are ten or twelve frightful cases of lip, tongue, and face cancer in

the London cancer hospital, all resulting from excessive smok-

ing. The Indiana State University has been destroyed by

fire, the library being involved in the general loss. Two cat-

amounts were shot in Dauphin county. Pa., recently. One of

these ferocious animals measured five feet and a half in length

and three feet in height. A bearded woman, a native of

Harding county, Kentucky, is about to be exhibited at Louis-

ville. The Gazette states that Mrs. Skerrett, a very excellent

actress, who is now in Albany, will be connected with one of our

Boston theatres next season. James Marshall, residing near

Philadelphia, recently drank a pint of liquor on a wager of five

hundred dollars, and in three hours became insensible, and died

the same evening. The brightness of the ploughshare will

prove a better security to our republican institutions, than all the

windy patriotism of long speeches in Congress. It is expected

that the new ships built at Quebec, which are about to sail for

England, will bring .£14 or £15 per ton. A few years ago, £7

and £8 were the usual prices. " lloosiers "—the people of

Indiana are called Hoosiers, and it is said to be an abbreviation

of " Who's there V—a question which used to be shouted aloud

by the traveller in that quarter, when, amid the tall grass of the

prairies, he heard voices, or saw the smoke of a log cabin, but

could see nobody. Mrs. Catharine Hawkins, of Calloway

county. Mo., lately killed nine wi|d turkeys at one shot ! The

schooner Union, of Provincetown, while cruising off that port on

Friday week, succeeded in capturing two fin-back whales. They

were both killed by bomb-lances. Sontag is now in Mexico,

where she made her appearance in " La Sonnarabula," on the

15th ult. She has an engagement there for five months, with

permission to abridge it ono-lialf, conditional upon her ability to

secure an Knglish opera company for New York, Philadelphia

and Boston. " Corn-crackers " is the nickname of the Ken-

tuckians, as a compliment to the soil and climate, which furnishes

the people with abundance of corn, and also appetites to devour

it. The Catholic church, near the railroad depot in Brook-

line, is nearly completed and makes a good appearance. A con-

siderable amount towwds its erection was subscribed by Protest-

ants. The war clause is now inserted in all the insurance

policies ; and Admiral Napier is expected soon to insert the

" war claws " of the British lion into the vitals of the Russian

bear. A Mr. Ilyslip, of New York city, has had a verdict

returned in his favor of S6000, against the Western Railroad for

damages received on the road in 1850. It is thought the case

will be carried to a higher court. Mr. Alfred Thorn, son of

Col. Thorn, the New York millionaire, and husband of Signora

Barilli, the cantatrice, died on board the North Star, on which he

was returning from South America. In York, Me., Friday

week, Sally A. Connie, aged eight years, was burned to death

while playing near some bushes which her companions had set

on fire. The New York Evening Post announces the arrival

in this country of several copies of the picture of the Blessed

Virgin of Rimini, which winked at Signor Bedini during his

administration of the government at Bologna, Italy. Judge

Piatt, of Cincinnati, succeeds Mr. Sanford as Secretary of Lega-

tion at Paris. The latest improvement in omnibusses is the

"barrel roof—the centre being sufficiently elevated to enable a

short man to stand upright in the centre. It is a great saving of

hats." Georgia was lately submerged by a flood.

tPanaibc ©atljcringa.

GRE.4T CROW HUNT IN TENNESSEE.

The citizens of Bedford county, Tenn., finding themselves

grievously afflicted with crows, held a meeting and fixed upon a

great " crow hunt." The plan adopted was, that any person

wishing to enter the hunt could do so by paying one dollar or

more. The time for the hunt was to be from the first Monday in

December to the last Saturday in March. And the fund raised

as above was to be apportioned to the person producing the great-

est numbsr of scalps—upper bill for scalp—one-fifth of the whole

fund paid in ; to the person producing the next highest number,

one-sixth of the remainder ; to the next highest, one-seventh, etc.

12,691 scalps were taken, and $283 awarded. The largest num-

ber taken by one man, was by G J. Shrivet, who killed 4421, and

received S93 in prize money.

A GOOD Thought.—John Howard having settled his accounts

at the close of a particular year, and found a balance in bis favor,

proposed to his wife to make use of it in a journey to London, or

in any other amusement she chose. " What a pretty cottage it

would build for a poor man," was her answer. This point met his

cordial approbation, and the money was laid out accordingly.

< * * >

A SNOW-WHITE Deer.—The Fayetteville (Ark.) Independent

says that a gentleman near that place owns a buck, three or four

years old, that is of a clear, brilliant white color, without a black

hair about him.

Louisville, Kentucky, has a city railroad.

" The Maine Law " is being agitated in Australia !

A new planet, situated between Mars and Jupiter, has been

discovered siniultaneou'ily at two English observatories.

Mr. Ilezekiah Colliy, of Columbia, N. H., was instantly killed

Blurch 31st, by the filling of a tree. He was an esteemed citizen.

It is said that no citizen of the United States has ever yet been

convicted of treason. Of no other government in the world can

the same be said.

The largest and oldest bridge in the world is said to be that at

Kingtung, in China, where it forms a perfect road from the top

of one lofty mountain to the top of the other.

Hens fed with wheat and rice, and constantly supplied with

fresh water, charcoal, lime, ashes, etc., will produce a larger

amount of eggs than those fed on any other grain.

The New York papers notice a considerable full in the price of

beef According to their market report beef is fully two dollars

per hundred lower. This ought to cheapen the article at retail.

It is proposed to supply Brooklyn with water by means of res-

ervoirs, to be built on Cypress Hills, some six miles from the City

Hall. The whole cost of the work is estimated at four and a half

million dollars.

A powerful locomotive lamp, with four reflectors, has been in-

vented and put in use in New York for lighting the streets. It

illuminates a large district, dispensing with the ordinary lamps,

and making a saving of over fifty per cent., both in gas and labor.

Admiral Napier, who commands the British fleet in the Baltic,

figured in the war against the United States in 1812, and not very

creditably, as he was joined with Cochrane and Cockburn in

making war upon the farmhouses and hen-roosts of the Virginia

farmers.

Major Frazer, of the United States Engineers, is in Albany,

preparing the way for the Government expenditure of S50,000 on

the Hudson River. Latterly it has become exceedingly difficult

to get even a steamer over the Overslaugh, except in certain con-

ditions of the tide.

Mr. Fletcher of London, who is said to be in his one hundred

and eighth year, preached to crowded congrftgations, on a recent

Sunday, in the Primitive Methodist Oiapel, Grantham. He is

an old warrior, having taken part in the campaigns of the past

and present century.

A German in Cincinnati, has invented a microscope of such an
immense manifying power, that by it the dust which, by contact

with the wings of a butterfly, adheres to the finger, is shown to

be a number of feathers, on which longitudinal and transverse

lines may be discovered.

In the list of patents issued from the Patent Office recently, we
notice, first, that Philos Blake, of New Haven, Conn., has obtained

one for " improved oyster-knife ;" secondly, Wm. H. Towers,

of Philadelphia, for " improved machine for opening oysters ;"

and a third gentleman, Lawson P. Keach, of Baltimore, has ob-

tained a patent " for improvement in cooking oysters."

Tlie Chicago Journal recently recorded the dejjarture of quite

a fleet of vessels from that port, all loaded with grain, for Buffalo

and Oswego. The fleet numbered nineteen vessels (three barks,

six brigs and ten schooners), having on board 260,120 bushels, of

which 208,332 bushels were of corn, 32,939 bushels of wheat, and

the balance barley and oats. Of the whole quantity over 213,000

bushels went to Buffalo.

jSanbs of CBolir.

JTorcign Jtems.

Emigration.—An associationof fifty families has been formed

in Cleveland, Ohio, for emigration to Iowa.

Jenny Lind gave her third concert at Vienna on the 8th of

April.

A discovery of gold in Ceylon is reported, 230 miles from
Colombo.

Two marine engines for Russia were recently seized at Napier's

Works on the Clyde.

Gen. Sir Richard Armstrong is dead. He served in Canada
and India. Admiral Lowe is also dead.

The declaration of war by France and England when received

in Turkey, caused immense enthusiasm.

Lamartine is engaged on a life of Washington, which will be
published within a year.

M'lle Rachel, it is reported, is about to quit the stage, and to

marry one of the Russian noblesse.

Out of 300,000 persons married last year in England, 117,900
persons were unable to sign their own names.

Two thousand German emigrants were at Antwerp, at the

latest date, waiting vessels to take them to the United States.

There are 744 dramatic authors in Paris—either retired or

'flourishing, big and little, those that write alone, and those that

work in collaboration.

In Constantinople a manufactory has been established for those

fatal explosive balls of which so large a quantity lias been of late

imported into the East.

The English fleet is largely provided with balloons intended to

carry inflammable materials to scatter over towns, villages and
fleets when the winds favors such operations.

Rev. J. C. Richmond, the American clergyman who was some-
time since arrested in Austria, is said to be now in the Turkish
camp, acting as correspondent of the Daily London News.

Tiie Duke of Cambridge, Lord Raglan and the English Staff
arrived at Paris April 11th, and were cordially received by the
Parisians. The Emperor gave them a grand review of 25,000
men.

On the 30th of March an important attack was made on Kala-
fat, and a sanguinary encounter took place, lasting some four
hours. The Russians were routed and pursiicd for a considerable
distance.

The Independence Beige announces positively that a treaty of
permanent alliance, " offensive and defensive," has just been
signed Ijetween France and England, independently of the treaties

of the present war.

The London Daily News has accounts from St. Petersburg
stating that the war is very unpopular among the mercantile
clas.ses, and that in consequence of this feeling an order had been
issued forbidding a collection of more than two persons in the
streets.

The Turkish government has offered all Greeks wlio will not
consent to place themselves under the exclusive protection of the
"Porte," permission to leave the Turkish territory within fifteen

days from March 30th. This expulsion, it is said, was determined
on by the advice of the representatives of the Powers.

There are several remedies which will cure love, but there

are no infallible ones.

—

Rochefoucauld.

We want fewer things to live in poverty with satisfaction,

than to live magnificently witli riches.

—

St. Evremond.

We frequently pass from love to ambition, but one seldom

returns from ambition to love.

—

Rochefoucauld.

.... We are cured of love as we are consoled in sorrow ; the

heart has not the power always to mourn, or always to love.

—

Da Coeur.

Were the king at noonday to say, " This day is night," it

would behove us to reply, " Lo ! there are the moon and seven

stars !"

—

Sadi.

It is through weakness that we hate an enemy and think

of revenging ourselves ; and it is through indolence that we are

opposed and do not revenge ourselves.

—

La Bruijcre.

.... Lord Bacon has compared those who move in higher

spheres, to those heavenly bodies in the firmament, which have
much admiration, but little rest.

—

Colton.

.... There is a species of ferocity in rejecting indiscriminately

all kinds of praises ; we should be accessible to those which are

given to us by good people, who praise in us sincerely, praise-

worthy things.

—

La Bruyere.

... If an ugly woman is beloved, the passion is a desperate

one ; for it must ari<c from a strange weakness or infatuation on
the part of her lover, or from charms more secret and more in-

vincible than those of beauty.

—

Du Coeur.

lokcr's I3ulig£t.

The man who " saw the joke," it is said, used a gpy-glass.

Although a lady's husband should neglect to give her'a good
dress, she should not seek revenge by giving him a good dressing.

Why cannot a gentleman legally possess a short walking-stick 1

Because it can never he-long to him.

Punch illustrating the diftcrence between father and son says :

" Edward Kean was the upholder of the British drama, and you
may call Charles Kcan the 'upholsterer.'"

Artists have adopted different emblems of charity. We wonder
none of them ever thought of a piece of India-rubber, which

ffives more than any other substance.

The last species of /on/ play perpetrated upon the unsophisti-

cated portion of Gotham is, that of glueing feathers upon the

legs of the common fowl, and selling them for Shanghaes !

Rev. John Cotton, of Boston, about two hundred and fifteen

years ago, in speaking of tlie expenses of living in those times,

remarked that there was nothing cheap in New England, but
" milk and ministers."

Poor acquaintances are apt to develop blindness. There's

Muggins never sees his friends Slender, Short, and Seedy ; and
all because they have become poor. For aff'ei-ting the sight, it is

marvellous what power there is in poor folks.

A young Irithman, who had married when about nineteen

years of age, complaining of the difficulties to which his early

marriage subjected him, " said he would never marry so young
again if he lived to be as ould as Methusalem."
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FASHIONS FOR MAY.

We give our readers on the page herewith a series of fash-

ion plates from Frank Leslie's Ladies' Gazette of Fashion, New
York. The figure at the top of the page is a superb bail

dress of piuk glace sill;, with skirt very ample and sweeping.

Four deep flounces of white blonde lace almost cover the

skirt, leaving only & small portion of the silk visible below

the waist and between the flounces. A full puff of the silk

surrounds the bottom of the dress, and forms a superb head-

ing to the three lowest flounces. The upper flounce is with-

out this heading, and the blonde being of a rich open pattern,

permits rosy gleams of the silk to shine through its gossamer
interstices. The corsage is cut away low upon the shoulders

and in front, and gathering with a little fulness at the waist

forms a graceful fold in front. A silk puff surrounds the

corsage, and above that is a narrow edge of blonde, lying

with some fulness on the neck ; draperies of the silk form in

a point behind, and are gathered in a fold on the shoulders,

where thoy fall over the short puffed sleeve. This drapery

is edged with lace on the outside, and being gathered in at

the waist, forms a heart-shaped trimming pculiarly adapted

to give breadth and symmetry to the figure. The bodice is

long and pointed ; a sash tied in a bow marks the termina-

tion of the drapery at the waist, and flows in ends down to

the lowest flounce on the skirt ; two more long ends of the

same ribbon fall from the waist on each side, floating negli-

gentlj' over the skirt. On the first figure represented in the en-

graving below is a mantilla, one of the most chaste and ele-

gant garments of the season. The material is a delicate

lavender-colored silk, with a pearly shade gleaming like

moonbeams on its folds as they take the light. The yoke
rounds a little below the shoulders and is very slightly pointed

in front. The yoke is almost entirely covered with rows of

quilled ribbon, tinted to match the silk, and set on just fur

enough apart to admit a glimpse of the silk underneath. A
very deep flounce forms the body, set into the yoke in broad
loose plaits, and advancing round the front with scarcely any
fulness. A broad fall of black Brussels lace covers the

flounce almost entirely, leaving only an inch or two of the

bottom visible, and the effect of the lavender gleaming
through the delicate ruches, is beautiful in the extreme.
Arm-holes are cut in the .sides, surrounded with ribbon quill-

ed over the lace and finished with a bow and ends at the bot-

tom. The dress worn with this beautiful garment, is a lav-

ender-colored barege, with satin stripes of a darker shade,

graduated around the skirt. The fineness of the material,

and the rich effect of the stripes, render the whole dress uni-

form in elegance. The bonnet is a straw, one of those deli-

cate combinations of blonde and straw embroidery that have
gained entire favor from their richness and the peculiarly deli-

cate shade that they throw upon the complexion. It is lined

with crape and trimmed on the outside with clusters of white
roses. No. two is a mantilla, scarf-shaped, and made of
the richest white silk. A long cape descends almost the
whole length of the front shaped with the mantilla, and about
half its size. This cape and the mantilla itself i> edged with
scollops, embroidered with while silk shaded with lilac. A REPRESENTATION OF A BALL DRESS.

long white fringe, divided with lilac, fijilows the curves of the
edge, and a few inches above each scollop is a rounded pat-
tern of embroidery, filled with lace upon which a cluster of
oak leaves exquisitely embroidered in white, and vined with
lilac, seems to float like white rose leaves on water. The
dress is a rich moire antique, singular from the contrast of
its colors. A broad strii)e, almost black, is rather shadowed
out than defined, for it sul)sidcs with indescribable softncsg
into pale lavender, and a still more delicate pearl-color,

blended, and yet broken up by those long sweeping waves
that seem like absolute gleams of moonlight shining upon
the fabric. The bonnet is of pretty Neapolitan braid, trans-

parent as gossamer, and starred with straw, having a tufted

straw edge and lilac trimmings. The mantilla on the third

figure is a heavier and more useful garment than any we
have des<'ribed. The material is a light tan colored silk, a
favorite of this season. It is formed with a pelerine yoke
descending in front with square tabs. Three rows of plaited

ribbon surround the yoke and enrich the front, each edge
finished with a row of narrow black lace. Two flounces,

regulated to meet the front, are set on to the back of the
yoke in plaits, and terminated at the sides ; where, meeting
the frint, they leave an opening for the arms. These flounces

are pinked in scollops on the edge, and each one descends
perhaps, three inches below a fall of heavy guipure lace that

reveals the silk through the superb network, with the most
beautiful effect. The dress is one of the richest novelties of
the season. The ground is pink silk, divided into minute
plaids of a lighter shade, and running over this, the whole
length, is a black wave broken into points at the edges, and
giving the richness of a feather trimming to the delicate

ground. The bonnet is a mo'it simple and chaste style of
fancy straw. A fall of rich blonde descends toward the cur-

tain behind, and rose colored ribbons compose a delicate out-

side trimming, while full ruches of tulle and moss rose-buds

impart a delieate bloom to the face. But there is no end to

the various styles of dresses rendered fashional)le this spring.

So long as plenty of flounces are secured, and trimmings are

brought into profuse requisition, taste may roam at large

with success, and the dress may be varied in form or color to

suit the particular styles of beauty it is intended to adorn.

Ball dresses are made with or without bodice as the wearer
may prefer. But the round berthe has given place to the

more elegant heart-shaped trimming. Sashes are more worn,
and ribbons are iKcd in profusion both on the corsage and
shirt. Our illustrations on this page is a proof that what we
have said is correct, and that trimmings alter all are the most
important things to be studied in composing a fa.shionable

dress for the season. In reading of these matters in detail,

one is lost in the maze of variety aftbrded in material, color

and stvle, but the eye may become familiar with all and each,

severally and collectively, by promenading Broadway at the

fashionable hours of the day. Though the preacher tells us

it is all vanity, yet it is very pleasing, and for those who can

afford to indulge their fancy in these matters, all well enough.
For our own jiart, however, we have a weakness for sim-

plicity of costume in either sex.

MANTILLA FASHIONS TOR THE MONTH OF MAY.
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SALMON FISHIA'G.

In Maine, from the month of the Kennebec, eastward, salmon

are abundant, though they are not much taken with the rod and

line. But in Nova Scotia, however, and New Brunswick

—

as well as in Lower Canada, immense sport is had annually by

anglers with this king of fishes. The St. John's, the St. Law-

rence and all tlieir tributaries abound with salmon of the largest

size and most delicious quality. They leap up the falls of these

rivers with astonishing and almost incredible velocity, surmount-

ing obstacles of great majjnitudc by their extraordinary muscular

power. In Lake Ontario they are taken abundantly with the net,

but rarely rise to the fly The salmon formerly frequented the

Hudson and Connecticut, but the steamboat navigation on these

beautiful rivers has interfered with their passage—and by increas-

ing interruption they have been driven from those waters. Like

the trout they are very timid ; and if, at the time of their advent

they are suddenly frightened by any noise, or splashing of the

water, will turn and swim in a contrary direction at a surprising

rate of velocity. They run up the rivers from the sea to deposit their

spawn, from April to July, and are at this time in fine condition

for the table ; after which they return again to the sea. The young

are about two inches in length when they visit the sea for the first

time. After the parent fish have passed up tlic rivers, the spring

following the young ones follow at a respectful distance—having

grown about six inches. At the end of two years they weigh five,

six and seven pounds ; at the end of six years they have attained

their ordinary dimensions. The common length of the salmon

is from two to three and a half feet—they are of a beautiful silver

gray color, running into white on the belly and blue on the back,

and are marked with numerous irregular dark and copper colored

spots. The male is generally of a larger and more slender shape

than the female. The best time for angling for them is from May
until August—in July and August they will often take the fly

freely ; for the months of May and June, worms, shrimp or small

fish will be found the best baits. The sport in taking him is of

the most exciting kind, requiring the utmost skill of the truly sci-

entific angler. Sir Wiilter Scott says :
" Salmon fishing is to

all other kinds of angling as buck shooting to shooting of any

meaner description." The artificial propagation of salmon has

been introduced from France into Ireland with much success.

And in our rivers a like process seems to be necessary te meet the

constantly increasing demand for this luxurious fish.

i-is-^^^J
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CHAPTER III.—[continued.]

It seemed to Guilio tliat the fair vocalist had accepted the hom-

age tendered by his brother to her talent and beauty with too

prompt a readiness. To his jealous eye—for when was the eye

of love other than a jealous one—it appeared that tlie Borghese

submitted too implicitly to her influence. He would have re-

pelled the thought; but exert himself as he might it would

return upon him. Once his vague suspicions had impelled him

to question Federigo ; unfortunately, he had recoiled from doing

so.

A week had now passed ; and the Brigni had so clearly estab-

lished her position, that the mansions of the Roman nobility were

already opening to her.

A grand soiree had been given at the Borghese palace. Gar-

lands, covered with pitch, burned before the mansion ; the

torches, which had been borne before the carriages of the guests,

were stuck into iron brackets against the wall, which seemed cov-

ered with one huge cascade of fire. Tlie gardens were covered

with bright and parti-colored lamps. In the corners of the land-

ing places, on the grand staircase, stood orange trees bending un-

der the last year's fruit, which stood yellow and thickly upon

them.

The Brigni was on this occasion splcntlitlly beautiful. Iler

hair was plainly dressed, but its silken tresses were, in the eyes

of the young, fairer than the most costly tiara of diamonds ; her

white satin dress, which was trimmed with rich lace, became her

admirably. As she entered the saloon, the old Prince Borghese

saluted lier, and led her forward to present her to the princess.

Federigo placed a chair for her, and bent over her, laughing and

smiling. She had passed Guilio without even noticing where he

stood. Federigo beckoned to him ; but he turned angrily away,

and, as he did so, felt a slight pressure on his arm. He looked

up.

" Jcalouspate !" whispered Delia Torre, "only see how it is.

When I had a first interview with her, you would have cut my
throat if I had given you a fair chance I She smiles on Federigo

Borghese, and you
—

"

" Bernardo !"

" 0, of course, I know you would not think of cutting his

throat—the throat of y»ur father's son I Certainly not, mio caro.

But—

"

" Your jests are not to my taste, Signor Delia Torre 1" said

Castelli sharply ; and turning away he crossed the saloon.

Delia Torre followed him, and tlicy emerged upon the battery,

which overlooked the principal court. Castelli leaned over the

railings, and turned his head from liis companion.

" Which were best 1" muttered Bernardo to himself. " A quar-

rel can easily be made. But, no ! Borghese would be the most

dangerous rival." And as the murmured tones died away, lie

leaned beside Castelli.

" Dear Guilio !" he said, as he threw his arm around the neck

of the young man, " listen to me. When I first saw this woman
I fancied that I was in love with her. I disguise it not. You
were right in feeling angry with me, for on the first impulse I

was a traitor to you."

" Indeed !" murmured Castelli.

"But what wore my sins against you, in comparison with those

of your own brother ? Of course, he sees your passion for her,

although you, in all probability, have told him nothing."

" I have—I have, Delia Torre."

A fierce expression of triumph flashed from the eyes of the

Piedmontese.

" Ho knows it all."

" Then he is—but. Heaven forgive me, I must not say every-

thing. He is your brother, my own Guilio!—he is tlio son of

your father."

The young man remained silent.

" You must endeavor to forget her."

" I cannot."

" Nay, Guilio, but you must ! Think how greatly you have
been indebted to the kindness of the Borghese family ; to the old

prince you owe everything
;
your very birth is

—

"

" One of his kindnesses," broke out Castelli. " Yes, truly I

owe him all
; you are right

;
yes, you are right," and with a vio-

lent oath, lie released himself from the arm of Bernardo, strode

along the battery, and entered the saloon at its further end. As
he did so, he did not hear the mocking laugh which rang from
the lips of his late companion.

At the request of the princess, the Brigni was about to sing,

and the whole of the company in those vast saloons were silent

in expectation. A skilful musician was seated nt the jjiano. Be-
side him stood the soprano, and at no great distance from her

stood the young Borghese. In his present temper, it appeared to

Guilio, that the whole expression of his face breathed and spoke
of love. The musician touched the keys and played a brief pre-

lude, after which her matchless voice broke int.o song. A change

came over the wayward spirit of the listener. As Guilio listened

to her, the suspicion whidi had previously agitated him, melted

from his soul. He remembered every word of kindness she had

breathed to him ; he retraced the brotherly love which had bound

him to one whom he had so lately fancied his rival ; he denounced

himself for those suspicions which were swept away and obliterated

in the rush of that wonilrous voice ; he had already drawn nearer

to her. Then he thought of the first time he had ever seen her,

and called to mind the pressure of those taper fingers when ho

had first visited her under the wing of Torlogna. Still he drew

nearer ; all his jealousy had passed away ; he was again the will-

ing slave of her beauty and her song. Long ere she had con-

cluded, he liad bent his way, silently and almost timidly, towards

her, and found himself standing side by side with his brother.

Federigo nodded to him, and smiled as Guilio took his hand and

pressed it—the one was listening to her with the ear of a musi-

cian, the other heard her through the soul of a lover.

As she concluded the aria which she had been singing, there

was a general and rapturous murmur of applause. The Princess

Borghese rose, leaned forward, and pressed her lips to the cheek

of the Brigni.

"What would I not give," said the Banker Torlogn.a, "to pur-

chase such a kiss 1"

" They may not be bought, old money-broker," murmured
Federigo, in his ear.

She had dropped her hiuidkerchief. Guilio stooped, picked it

up, and stepping forward, presented it to her.

As she saw him, a slight flush colored her elieek.

" I thank you, signor ; I fancied my friand had deserted me, for

I had not seen you."

There was such an indescribable accent of kindliness in her

voice ; something which chid him so sweetly and unconsciously

for his suspicions, that Guilio colored beneath her glance.

" Signora," he replied, " I have been present since you first

entered the saloon."

A slight laugh caught his ear; he felt that it was the laugh of

Delia Torre.

" And what excuse can he offer me, prince 1" she said, turning

to the younger Borghese, " for putting upon mo so gross a neglect

as this V
" None," answered Federigo, gazing upon Castelli, " unless it

were that possibly he feared to intrude upon time which was so

pleasantly occupied in listening to the praises and receiving the

flatteries of others."

An hour afterwards, Guilio accompanied the Brigni to her car-

riage. After handing her in with the elderly lady, whose chape-

ronage protected her from malevolent rumors in the almost uni-

versal laxity of Italian manners, she bent forward to him, and

said :

" Were it not for the reproaches I should incur for dragging

you away from your friends, I might perhaps have asked you to

accompany us."

Scarcely had the words quitted her lips, than the lover had

bounded into the carriage.

" Signora, I accept your invitation ere you have well breathed

it
;" and, in the next instant, the carriage was rolling out of the

courtyard of the Borghese palace, while he was sitting in it gaz-

ing upon those beautiful eyes which beamed upon him from the

darkness that almost immediately surrounded them.

CHAPTER IV.

JEWISH CHARITY AND CHRISTIAN LOVE.

A DELICIOUS little supper was that which awaited Castelli

—

for he found himself almost alone, for the first time, in the society

of her whom he adored, as the old lady, true to her functions as a

chaperone "of necessity," ate and drank, and scarcely uttered a

single word.

A hundred questions which he longed to put to the musical

syren flashed across his mind ; but he was alike unable to mus-

ter the courage either for framing or uttering them. " Were Delia

Torre or Federigo in my place," he thought, " how soon would

the queries be put to her which are hovering on my tongue. Why
is it that I cannot speak V Then he would make up his mind to

do so ; but no sooner did he look up and meet her eyes, than the

words which he had just framed seemed to die upon his tongue.

At length the supper was terminated, and Anna laid her hand
gently upon his arm ; the touch thrilled through him.

" You wish to ask me something," she said. " Wliy is it that

you will not do so V
" It is my doubt, signora, in how far your kindness mav pardon

the impertinence of my querry, that prevents my giving it an

utterance."

" If so, you must let me tell you what you wish to know, with-

out exposing you to the chance of a reproof."

Castelli thanked her with his eyes.

" Your glances have so often questioned me, that I feel I shall

not be comfortable until you know the whole of my little history.

You have imagined that I was a Jewess ?"

The young Roman bowed in assent.

" It is not so ; although I am indebted to a Jew for that kind-

ness which but few Christians would have sliown to an unfriended

child. My father was a scholar, and dwelt in Bologna, where he

occupied the chair of modern languages in the university. The
Rabbi Isaac is also a singular master of the modern tongues.

Chance made them acquainted. As you perhaps may know, the

learned have not those prejudices which are ,so common in the

rest of Italy—religious prejudices. Their acquaintance ripened

into esteem ; that esteem alternately became a warm friendship.

My father died while I was no more than a mere cliild. He had
not shown that care over his worldly aflfairs which he had ex-

pended upon the duties of his position. The world knew noth-

ing of the existence of my mother and myself—how or why should
it trouble about us?"

" And had you no relatives ?—none wliom purely personal con-
siderations might have forced to assist youl"

" 0, yes ; my parent wrote to her only brother, who was a mar-
ried man ; he sent her ten scudi."

"The abominable wretch!" ejaculated Guilio.

"But these ten scudi were accompanied by an admirable letter

of advice ; that is to say, it would have been admirable could she

but have followed it. She wept bitterly. I saw her weep, and
cried with her; then I jumped up and clapped my hands together.

My mother dried her eyes, and looked at me.
" ' Why do you not write to the man with the black eyes and

long beard, who came so often to see my father T " I asked, im-

pulsively.

" She knew whom I meant, thought a little, and then did so.

Five days after, Isaac arrived in Bologna. He sold off all the

furniture, and brought us back with him to Rome. We now lived

in the Ghetto. It was four years after this that my mother died.

After my tears had begun of themselves to dry—for I was still

scarcely more than a child,—Isaac spoke with me. He told mo
that he considered me as his daughter, but that ho was far from

being wealthy. Learning can rarely gather wealth. Moreover,

I was a Christian, and he gave me to understand that I must not

marry a Jew."
" The excellent old man !"

" It would consequently be necessary for mc to do something to

ensure my future. I then had a beautiful voice, whatever it may
now be, and it was his advice that I should cultivate it. But he

did more than to advise this. He placed me under the care of a

Christian lady,—she is now sitting beside us,—and sent me for

the following three years to Florence to study, under the tuition

of Ronconi. Twice a year he came to see me, for the purpose of

settling our expenses, and the result is as you have seen. Is ho

not a noble man f"

" One of God's own making," was the impetuous and very un-

Italian-like answer of Castelli.

While she had continued speaking, he had listened to her with

a strange feeling of delight. One bar in their union, which he

had hitherto believed irremovable, gradually dissolved between

them ; and as she finished, he felt that they already stood nearer

to each other. She was of the same creed as him.self, and adored

in the same temples, which were open for his own worship. An
irrepressible gladness enfolded his soul ; he would then have

opened his heart to her, and had he done so, how great a sorrow

would have been saved to them both. But, bolt upright at his

left hand, sat the Christian dame, to whose supervision Isaac had

entrusted her, and the chill of her presence was upon both of

them, although Anna was as yet unconscious of it, for she was as

yet in heart no more than a child—we, of course, mean an Italian

child. Castelli's mouth was consequently closed.

His eyes, however, fell upon her, and there was a burning light

in them which could not be mistaken, and her's sank before them.

He felt that in that look he had told her all his love, and that she

had listened to him. What a pity it was that he could not con-

quer his liver-like shame-facedness, and tell her all that was then

struggling within him.

Happiness generally comes to an end more rapidly than sor-

row. The old lady passed her hand up to her mouth ; it was un-

mistakable ; she was wearied with him. Yawning over their love,

she was pining for her bed. Guilio was young, and obeyed the

hint which she had given him.

As he took the hand of Anna Brigni, and pressed his lips upon

it, he felt that his love had mastered his whole soul. The door of

the house opened, and he went forth. As he stood upon the stepi

leading into the street, the moonlight, which had just risen and

fell across the tops of the houses, caught upon a crumpled lot of

white paper which was lying before him. Without knowing why

he did so, he picked it up, and bounded down the steps. This

night he was olf duty at the Vatican, and had arranged to sleep

in his old chamber at the Borghese palace. As he passed through

the archway leading into the interior, the last carriages of the

guests were departing, and he mounted the broad staircase to in-

quire for Federigo. He was not to be found ; but the old prince

told him that he had quitted the saloon some half hour since, in

company with the younger of the Colonnas, and Bernardo Delia

Torre. He then looked at Guilio with an inquiring glance.

" But, my boy, what is it that has chanced to you ? Your cheeks

are flushed with pleasure, and your eyes seem to be dancing with

some supreme joy."

" Prince, it is nothing," answered Guilio Castelli, as he colored

deeply beneath his parent's scrutinizing look. " It is only the

excitement of the evening which makes it appear so."

Even as he replied to the old man, his eyes fell for a moment

—

it was no more—upon the crumpled piece of paper which ho still

held in his hand. It was a letter; and as he caught the address,

a strange expression of rage flashed over his countenance. Ho

had recognized both the hand-writing and the name, which had

been inscribed upon it. Controlling himself by a violent effort,

he turned once more to the Borghese, and in a troubled voice im-

plored his blessing. It was given liiin ; but tho prince gazed on

his agitated features with astonishment. A passionate and deep

earnestness had spoken in the boy's accents which tilled him with

something approaching to fear. Ere, however, he had resolved

upon questioning him, Guilio had pressed his lips upon the hand

of the old nolilenian. Immediately after, he hod quitted the sa-

loon, and taking a light from one of the domestics, ascended the

staircase leading to his chamber. For some moments, the prince

gazed after him, lost in thought, and then retired to his own

apartment.
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.

Day after day rolled gradually along. It was now the week

before Easter Sunday. Anna Bri^ni had seen no more of the

young CastcUi since the evening upon which ho had attended her

home from the Borij;liese palace, and he had—for .so it would

geem—alijure4 the circle of her f.iscination. Delia Torre, liow-

ever, was almost constantly with her, and so was the young Hor-

chese. Indeed, so continually was the first of these to be met

with in attendance upon her, that he had acquired the soubriquet

of " her shadow." It was certain that he did not model his

bearini' exactly upon the tranquil and silent character of a shadow.

His conversation was to the face as lively and amusing as it had

ever been, although there were times when the Brigni detected a

covert meaning in his attentions which she wa.s far from encourag-

ing. With the Borglie.se it was different. She felt at case with

the young prince ; he enjoyed her society, it was true, for he had

liked her from the first moment in which Torlogna had introduced

him and Guilio to her. This liking was not, however, the love

which was preying upon his brother's heart ; neither was it that

more silent desire for her love which had mastered Delia Torre,

although it v/as most carefully concealed—for no sooner had the

Genoese seen them together, than he had traced with the clcar-

si«-htcdnes8 of a Frenchman, her incipient liking for Ca<.telli,

while with a native Itiilian subtlety, he had at once resolved upon

the means of weaning Guilio from her society.

The week previous to Easter had necessarily closed the Ali-

berto. She was consequently at liberty, and had been very desir-

ous of seeing CasteUi. Once, indeed, she had hinted as much to

Federigo, and he hiid told her that he was totally unable to ac-

count for the evil spirit which would have seemed to have ob-

tained possession of his brother. On the morning after the party,

which has been mentioned, had been given at the Borghese pal-

ace, he had repaired to his quarters in the Vatican, and had to-

tally excluded all his former friends. Only once had Federigo

been able to gain admission. He had then endeavored to bring

him to her, but had been coldly answered that he had no desire

for any societj'.

" In fact," continued the Borghese, " the unfortunate boy must

be in love."

" In love !" murmured Anna, and it was in a subdued and in-

quiring ! oice that she did so.

" Yes," replied Federigo, " in love." And as he repeated this,

he cast a curious and penetrating eye upon the Brigni, and which

brought the blood rushing over her cheek and forehead, dappling

them with the crimson glow of one of those wondrous sunsets

T/hich color the skies of evening above the waters of the blue

.^gean.

"And so I thought it best to leave him to himself. When ho

has recovered from his present moodiness, signora, you may cer-

tainly count upon seeing him."

The Easter Sunday had at length arrived, and Anna had con-

sented to accompany the Banker Torlogna to the cathedral of St.

Peter's, to see the Pope bless the people. The young Borghese

had been invited to make a third in Torlogna's carriage, and had

readily agreed to do so. The sable curtains which for five long

weeks had covered the pictures in every chapel and church which

seem to dot Rome, had now fallen, and throughout the city, its

Easter gladness had awakened. The bells were ringing ; cardi-

nals and ambassadors rolled abroad in their pompous equipages
;

tho carriages of the nobility and wealthy foreigners, surrounded

by the interminable crowd of promonaders, filled the long and

narrow streets. From the castle of St. Angclo, waved that great

flag which bears upon its folds the painted image of the Madonna

and the papal arms ; music was playing in the Square of St. Pe-

ter's ; the fountains dashed their gigantic columns of spray upwards

to the heavens ; on the benches, beneath the colonnade, crowds of

persons were already sitting ; and then from the portals of St.

Peter's, issued as huge a throng. A sea of human beings filled

the whole of that vast space, heaving and swaying to and fro.

Peasants and boys climbed the pedestals of the statues, in order

to behold the Pope when he issued from the church.

At length he was borne from its portals, sitting in a magnificent

chair, supported by six stalwort priests, who were arrayed in robes

of black silk, and the two younger priests, who preceded them,

waved fans of colossal peacocks' tarls on ashen staves, ornamented

with silver. Vessels of incense swung before him ; cardinals and

bishops surrounded him, and the Swiss Guards filed after them,

closing the procession.

" He is very pale," said the Brigni, whose lorgnon was bent—so

it seemed, at least, to Torlogna—upon the Pope.

The Borghese caught her meaning morfe rapidly, for his glass

soon discovered Guilio, and enabled him to peruse the features of

his brother.

" Well," said the banker, " it is natural enough ; the old man

—

I mean his Holiness—must be very weary."

Neither of them replied to him.

Scarcely had the procession emerged from the doors of the

church, than the choirs, stationed around it, received it with a

btirst of triumph. The Pope was borne up the lofty steps which

lead to the gallery in front of the cathedral. Here he advanced,

encircled by the cardinals, and all present dropped upon their

knees. Women and children, priests and peasants, the soldiers,

the nobles, and the populace bent before him ; only the Protest-

ant stranger, whom curiosity bad drawn there, stood erect ; and

there in the midst of the universal silence which had fallen upon
that vast multitude, the aged priest spread out his hands and

blessed them. Then two papers fluttered down from the balcony
;

one contained a forgiveness of sins to the faithful, and the other

was a written curse upon the enemies of tho Church ; the popu-

lace who were immediately beneath the gallery, contended for tho

smallest scrap of them.

Once more the bells of all the churches rang, and the crowii

had risen from their knees. Music mingled itself in tlic general

joy ; the Pope retired from the gallery, and all was over.

As they drove back with Torlogna,—for they were to pass the

day at the banker's mansion,—the Brigni and Federigo wore

both silent ; tho palo face and wan cheeks of Guilio seemed to

chase every gentler and happier thought from them. For the

first time they wished to be alone, together, and Borghese re-

proached himself for not having insisted upon Ciistelli's visiting

tlie signora. Slie had wondered at his absence, and still more

did she marvel at tho change which had come over him. Scarcely

more than a week since, she had seen the color of youth and

health on his cheeks ; now this was blotted out, and he seemed

whitened with suflTering. His brow bad been knit ; not a muscle

of his face had played with the emotions of joy and love which

had formerly made it a picture she could not tire of gazing on.

When he had kneeled to receive the papal blessing, the action

was rather that of a machine, representing life, than a human
being.

The day gradually wore through. Tlio dinner was unexcep-

tionable ; the wine excellent, and the company well chosen. This

of course had its effect, and scarcely was it more than half over,

ere the Borghese recovered his spirits. He laughed and jested

with the Brigni, and partially succeeded in dispelling her uneasi-

ness. Once slie found an o])portunity of questioning him, and

instantly seized upon it. As ho listened to her, the smile which

had been upon his lips passed from them.

" I cannot divine," he said, " what is troubling him ; it is some-

thing graver than I had imagined ; but trust me,—for he is my
brother,—and to-night I will see him."

She was pacified with this promise.

It was the evening of the illumination of St. Peter's. Who
that has once gazed upon that facade of fire can ever forget it ?

The whole of that gigantic dome is traced in a burning outline

upon the blue heavens. It actually quivers with light, and when
the fiery structure—for so it seems—is seen from the bridge of St.

Angclo, reflected in the yellow Tiber, it strikes upon the eye as a

huge transparency ; so mighty and imposing in its outlines that

it would almost appear the work of some supernatural and fairy

hand. And then, when the signal is given for the change, and

the thousands of men stationed on its roof touch the pitch gar-

lands hanging around them with flame, the enormous structure

becomes a blazing temple, towering over the imperial city which

lies and breathes around it.

" Only thank," said Anna, "of the danger encountered by the

miserable individual who kindles the topmost light on the cross of

the cupola."

" With what pride he must gaze on the blazing sea of light be-

neath him," replied Federigo.

" Besides thinking very agreeably of the twenty scudi which

pay him for the danger, and are then, probably, in his breeches'

pocket," added the banker.

After feasting their eyes on the scene before them, it was pro-

posed that they should drive up the Monte Pincio, and gaze upon

it from a greater distance. So the vetturino received his orders,

and the carriage, after a drive of half an hour, drew up at the

little inn on the side of the hill.

From this point, tho view of the cupola was glorious ; it seemed

hewn from a burning sun. Such might a poet fancy was the ma-

sonry of Paradise. The front of the temple was not visible, but

this only added to the general effect, and the dome seemed float-

ing on an ocean of blazing light ; the music and the ringing of the

bells reached them, but around them was hung a two-fold night,'

and the very stars twinkled with a dimmer and fainter radiance

in the darkened indigo of tho sky.

Federigo hung over the signora ; for that moment, arched in

by that singular scene, unparalleled for its splendor in the world,

it seemed as if the influence of its magic beauty had melted him

to love. He whispered to her of its loveliness ; he talked to her

of its wonders; and her lips replied to him in a tremulous accent,

as if she, too, had warmed to him under the magic power of tho

scene. As for the banker—why, he was a man of middle age,

—

he had yearly enjoyed it from bis boyhood. He leaned from tho

carriage, and beckoned to a man who was standing near it. The
shadows of the poplars before the inn streamed !icross tho spot

where he stood. In the darkness, which rendered it impossible to

trace his features, Torlogna imagined that he was a servant of

the inn.

"Bring me a glass of water."

The man did not stir.

" Do you not hear me '>" ejaculated Torlogna.

Federigo turned to him, and said :

" I will procure you and tho signora some refreshment ;" and

without remaining to hear the banker's disclaimer of giving him

so much trouble, he leaped from the carriage and passed into the

little inn.

Tho man followed him, and in another moment, voices were

heard from the interior of the house. They grew louder, and the

Brigni recognized the accents of CasteUi. She caught hold of

Torlogna's wrist. •

" Do you hear ?"

" What ?"

" That is the voice of the brother of Borghese !"

As she said tliis, a sudden flash illuminated the passage which

led into the interior of tho hostelry, and as it did so, a pistol-shot

rang on the spot. Anna Brigni bounded like a staiiled fawn from

the carriage, and rushed into the interior of the inn.

CHAPTER VI.

TUB UNEXPECTED PRESENCE.

When Federigo had passed into the inn, he had soon found

the waiter, and had directed him to bring some refreshments.

He then returned through the narrow passage, which was only lit

by an oil lamp hanging at its further end, when he saw a figure

standing before him. It was that of his brother. A short cloak,

which was flung back from his shoulders, hung around him. It

was black, and even in that vague and gloomy light formed a

strong contrast with the deathly pallor of his countenance. The
expression of his features was fixed, and he stood there like a

shadow returned from that Hades which the old Romans peopled

with the dead. For tlie moment, Federigo recoiled, or would

have done so, had not Guilio thrust forth bis hand, almost me-

chanically, and grasped him by the wrist. His eyes were glaring

from tho immobility of the rest of his countenance with the

delirium of fever.

"Federigo!"

His voice was so hollow and so unmodulated, that it struck on
tho ears of his brother like the voice of a dead man.

"You have strewn my life with the ashes of bittei-ncss and mis-

ery, Federigo ! Yet had I resolved to permit it all to pass—to

forgive you, and to die ! Now that I have seen you bending over

her—"
'

" My brother
!"

" Smiling on her, and whispering to her, and have heard her

voice murmuring its accents of love in your ears
—

"

"Guilio! Guilio! you are wrong!"
" Peace ! for you shall hear me ! As I listened to her, a change

came over me ; tho fatality of my passion mastered me."
" Mad boy !—listen to me !"

" Federigo, I must die
!"

" You are dreaming, Guilio."

" Slay rao, my brother !—or must I kill myself this night before

you !"

Federigo started back in horror; but the hand of Guilio was

still fastened upon his wrist, and ho was unable to flee from the

presence of the maddened boy. Panting and scared by the glow-

ing passion of that monotonous voice, he was forced to listen to

him.

" Take the pistol and consummate my murder ! Probably, I

should have killed myself this night ; now you shall slay me ]"

" Guilio ! my brother Guilio, let rao speak !"

" I will not !—take it !" And still grasping the wrist of his

brother, ho extended the weapon to him which he had plucked

from tho bosom of his dress, without a change, either in his

hoarse, bitter voice, or in the death-like expression of his face.

" Why should I, Guilio V
" Have I not told you 1 Take it."

" Come with me to her ! Madman !"

" Take it ! take it !" and CasteUi attempted to thrust the pistol

into the hand of the young Borghese.

" That she may toll you how truly she loves you."
" And that I may again find a letter addressed by you to the

'divine Anna!'" responded CasteUi.

"A letter!"

" Ay."
" It is false !"

" Of course ! of course ! Take it."

" Come with me, Guilio." And as he said this, he laid his hand

upon the shoulder of his brother. " She shall convince you that

you have indeed been dreaming."

Guilio pushed him rudely back, but Federigo was determined

to load him to the carriage. There was a short, sharp struggle,

and then a report was heard. For a moment the confined pas-

sage was filled with smoke, and a cry of pain rung on the still-

ness of the night. The smoke cleared gradually away, as Fede-

rigo staggered back and sunk upon the ground.

CasteUi reeled back against the wall. For a moment he was

blinded and deafened by the anguish resulting from that fearful

chance. Then he heard the voices of the people of the house

around him, and a wild exclamation of:

" Santa Maria !—what is this V
It was the voice of the Brigni.

" Federigo !" he shouted in despair, and would have cast him-

self upon the body ; but Anna was already upon her knees beside

it, endeavoring to staunch the blood that welled from the wound
in his breast. She lifted her head, and fastened a steady look

upon Guilio's convulsed and terror-stricken countenance.

" Unhappy man !" she murmured, and then she again looked

down, and the tears from her eyes rained upon the senseless

bosom of Federigo Borghese.

Torlogna caught the hands of the young CastelU, and bade him
save himself.

" I am innocent !" he cried aloud. " Tell them, Federigo, that

I am innocent of this !"

He waited a moment ; he gazed passionately upon the face of
his brother

; but no sign of consciousness woke on the counte-

nance of the wounded man.
"I would have slain myself!" he continued; "but Heaven

knows that I dreamed not of taking thy life. We both loved

thee, signora. I despaired and wished only to die
!"

She wrung her hands as she listened to him.
" Wretch that I am, to cause thee even one tear ! And now

thou wilt shed many ; but too many !"

" Away !" she stammered, making a rapid gesture with her

hands. He fancied that it was to forbid his approaching her.

" Yes, you must fly !" muttered Torlogna, as he dragged him
towards tho door of the Uttle inn.
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"Anna, farewell!"

As he said this, she bent her hrafl over the

countenance of the apparently dving man,
while her light and golden tresses, loosened

in that moment of terror and agitation, swept

her cheek.
" Here are the pens d'nrmes !" was shouted

from the front of the hostelry, as Torlogna
pushed him from the doorway.

" She loves him. Yes ; she loves him !"

was the stormy thought that swept through

the brain of Guilio, as he leapt over the hedges,

crushed through the tangled underwood, and
climbed over the stone walls that bounded the

vineyards with which the side of the Monte
Pincio is covered. The light from the fiery

cupola of St. Peter's streamed over the coun-

try, like a second and more blazing day, as

he fled, like a madman, from the spot on
which he had steeped his hands in a brother's

blood.

[to be continued.)

STE.'VMSHIP S.AVANNAH.

THE FIRST OCEAN STEAMER.

Below we give a view of this pioneer in

Atlantic steam navigation. At the present

day, when enterprise proposes, with strong

hopes of success, to navigate the air by steam,

and when there is no longer little reason to

doubt that, if necessary or useful, the same
method of propulsion can be applied to bodies

intended to move beneath the surface of tlie

water, that drives immense structures so rap-

idly over it, any invention in that line scarcely

awakens an emotion of surprise. Our pro-

gress in discovery, in ship building, and the

construction of machinery, has been so va<t

and so swift, that, increasing our expectations

by the square of what we have already seen

and done, we cease to be astonished at any-
thing. Where but yesterday a vessel measur-
ing one thousand tons was a monster in our
estimation, and her passage over the Atlantic

in fifteen days a theme for unlimited admira-
tion and wonder, to-day we very calmly con-
template the late " Great Republic," of four

thousand tons at Boston, and chat about trips

to Liverpool in six days, for the coming year,

as a matter of course. It is only some very
striking peculiarity of structure, or very ex-
quisite beauty of model, that furnishes us with
ten minutes' discussion, and even these quali-

fications are only suggestive of immediate im-
provement and successful rivalry. No sooner
have we been asked to look at an immense
economy of fuel in some newly built steamer, than we are invited
to embark in one that uses no fuel at all ; and we have scarcely
ceased admiring the proportions and speed of the magnificent
packets of the Collins Company, ere Mr. Davidson proposes to
float an iron idta of his, compared with which, the former will be
but cutters in size and tortoises in rapidity of motion. These suc-
cessive triumphs of capital and skill are indeed heralded forth to
the world with all due acclamation and eclat, but really more as
a simple novelty, a piece of news, or an advertisement, like the

THE CAPTAIN OF THE SWISS GUARD.

invention of an original coat, the arrival of a foreign musician, or
the compounding of rare and patent medicines, than for the reason
that they excite any intense a-itonisliraent. The American and
English public, at least, feel that to-morrow will bring them some-
thing s'ill greater to he surnassed by the products nf the ensuing
day, and so on until the fulfilment of time. But things were not
so in the dnys to which we are about to direct the atteii'ion of our
readers. The period when the phenomenal boat of John Fitch
stirred the waters of the mucky Collect, to the alarm of all right-

minded and sober burghers of Manhattan,
had passed away with the fanaticism and
blindness which had well nigh lynched Pulton
on the banks of the Hudson. Steamboats had
been sparingly built in England, and on some
of our own rivers and lakes, nay were even
ventuiing in a clumsy and timid way to run
along the coasts. But a few bold spirits who
suggested the possibility of crossing the ocean
in a vessel propelled by steam, still met with
the sage shoulder-shrug, the incredulous shake
of the head, the ignorant sneer that a few
years ago discouraged the project of a Pacific
Railroad. The steam transit of the Atlantic
wi\s said to be but a wild and dangerous
dream. No machinery, and no vessel T^•ith

machinery in her, could withstand the buffet-
ings of the stormy deep, and to attempt the
passage was only to imperil property and life,

aud ought to be discountenanced. Others, of
the scientific order, labored to prove that fuel
enough could not be taken on board of such a
shi() to last her through ih^ voyage. Yet, as
Providence has wisely arranged for the world's
advancement, there are always some keen
spiiits to assume the responsibility, in the
worst of cases—men animated with the heaven-
born gift of faith, and the energy of character
to make that fdith available tor practical pur-
poses. Such men composed the company
frotn Savannah, who determined to build and
equip a vessel at their own expense, to brave
the risks of the Atlantic voyage by steam, at

the period to which we refer ; and their beau-
tiful ship was called after the city whence they
hailed, the " Savannnh." She sailed from
New York in 1819, and went to Savannah.
The passage occupied seven days, four of
which she was under steam. There she was
chartered by the corporation. From Savan-
nah she proceeded direct to Liverpool, where
she arrived on the 15th July, 1819, after a
passage of eighteen days, during seven of

which she was under steam. When about en-

tering St. George's Channel, off the city of
Cork, she was descried by the commander of
the British fleet, then lying at that city. See-
ing a large mass of smoke ascending from the

vessel, enveloping her rigging and overshad-
owing the sky, he naturally inferred that a
vessel was on (ire, and in distress, and, with

commendable promptitude, despatched two
cutters to her relief. After hoarding the

steamer, and being perfectly satisfied that all

was right, the cutters bore away. The newg
of her approach being telegraphed to Liver-

pool, as she drew near the city with her sails

furled, and the American colors flying, the pier-heads were
thronged by many thousands of persons, who greeted her with the

most enthusiastic cheers. The decks were crowded before she

came to anchor. She was here visited by many persons, and then

departed for Elsinore. She next touched at Copenhagen. From
Copenhagen she went to Cronstadt and St. Petersburg. She,

however, was not sold as had been expected, but sailed for home,
putting into Errington, on the coast of Norway. From the latter

place she was twenty-two days in reaching Savannah.

THE AMERICAN STEAMER SAVANNAH, THE FIllST UCE.\N STE.\MSIIII'.
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CHAPEL OF THE ALHAMBRA, m GRENADA, SPAIN.

CHAPEL OF THE ALHAMBRA.
The illustration, given above, represents this ancient structure

of which one of the wards of the ancient city of Grenada was
called Alhambra by the Moors. It appears to have been thus

desi(;nated from the red appearance of its materials—Alhambra
signifyinjj a red house. The Spaniards denominated it La Sierra

del Sol, because, by its elevated position upon the mountain, it is

exposed to the rising sun. Its inhabitants arc the descendants of

the ancient Moorish race. In this area there are two palaces, one
was constru 'ted by the Moors, and the other by Charles V. and
Philip II. Environed with walls, towers, and bastions, they com-
mand by their eminence an extensive and delightful prospect.

Above the old Moorish palace is the magnificent and beautiful

house of Xeneralife, which was
also built by a Moorish prince.

On the top of the mountain
stands a cburcli dc<licated to St.

Helena. The Moorish palace
"^

appears to have been a most
miigniticent and astonishing edi-

fice ; the ceilings were gilt or
painted ; the lower part of the

wall was mosaic, disposed in

fantastic knots and festoons ; the

porches resembled grotto work
;

that on the right hand opened
into an octagon vault under the

emperor's palace, which formed
a whispering gallery, communi-
cating between the offices of both
houses. The court, into which
the two porticoes project, was
paved with colored tiles, and
the surrounding colonnade with
white marble. Aliove and be-

low was a border of small es-

cutcheons, enamelled blue and
gold, witli an Arabian motto,
signifying :

" No conqueror but

God." The lower floor of the

palace consisted of bcd-chara-

l)crs and summer rooms, the

most remarkable of which was
the king's cliamhcr, which, by
means of a gallery, communi-
cated with the upper story. In
the centre a fountain played for

refreshing the apartment in hot

weather. At a small distance

was a whispering gallery, and a

kind of labyrinth, said to have
been designed for the use of

women ami children. Oilier por-

tions of lliis famous pile of bnilii-

ings have attraited much notice.

Tlie first object seen on entering

in the centre of the plateau, is

the palace of the cm]icror,
Charles V., built by Vcrrcguete.
An oblong vestibule leads into

the circular court, forming tlie

centre of the ]iabice
; a colon-

nade of two stories, eacli sup-
ported' by thirty-two coluiuns,
runs round its circuinfcicnce.

This budding, so remarkalile for

magnificence, tleguiu-e and unity
of design, was never completed.
The Hall of Ambassadors, how-
ever, may be truly called the

pride of the Alhambra ; it is a square of thirty-six feet, and is sixty

feet high to the top of the cupola, having a ceiling vaulted in a

singularly gracefnl manner, and inlaid with mosaic of mother of

pearl; its walls, also, being adorned with gionps of flowers, and
fi-'hes interminglccl with arabesques of <'uriinis workmanship.
Highly finished inside, it has also the advuntago of extensive

views over the city, tlie dark valley of the Uarro, and some other

parts of the palace. The gardens, which abound with orange
and lemon trees, pomegranates, myrtles, etc., lead by a low pos-

tern gMte to the summer pbue of the gencralife, situitcd on the

steep declivity of the opposite hill. In the building itself there is

nothing i)artienlarly worthy of observation ; but the myrtle groves

and terraces are agreeable.

WU81C!AL FUND HALL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSVLVANIA.

MUSICAL FUND HALL, PHILADELPHIA.
Our illustration below represents a noted place of resort in

Philadelphia—it is the Musical Fund Hall, situated in Locust
Street, above Eighth Street. The institution was founded as

early as 1820, and was designed for the relief of decayed musi-

cians and their families, and for the improvement of taste in mu-
sic. The building was erected in 1824, and cost originally about

$28,000. Various improvements, however, have been subsequently

made, some of which have been quite important, particularly that

of 1847, when it was lengthened sixteen feet, giving a saloon of

one hundred and twenty-three feet in length by sixty feet in width,

the ceiling being supported without columns, and the largest in

the country so supported. The saloon will seat from two thou-

sand to twenty-three hundred
persons, and has an orchestra

^- ^. on the south end -sufficiently

z, .^^s^ arge for one hundred and fifty

pertoi mers. In regard to musi-
- cal effects and sounds, this hall

stands unrivalled. The base-

ment, or lower story of the

building, contains a library of

music, a suite of dressing-rooms,

_ a supper-room, and the superin-

;^Ja^-' tendent's office. There are con-

nected with the institution about

sixty-five life members, sixty

professional musicians, and near-

ly three hundred and fifty annual
subscribers. The hall is a favor-

ite place of resort among the

citizens of Philadelphia, and is

freely visited by all the best

classes in the city. Its central

]iosition makes it a convenient

and easily accessible locality for

balls, concerts, lectures, etc., for

which it is constantly engaged
during the appropriate season.

No longer is it necessary for us

10 look to the old country for

large and spacious public edifl-

'es, buildings that wear a na-

tional greatness upon the very

lionts, from base to capstone
;

no longer is it necessary for the

lover of pure and dignified or-

ders of architecture to go abroad

to gratify his taste ; this depart-

ment of science and art is now
Inlly represented on this side of

I lie Atlantic, and not a city from

Maine to Louisiana but presents

its numerous and elegant public

oilifices, many of which have

hcen accurately delineated for

ilie gratification of our readers

in the columns of the Pictorial.

Perhaps in no other department

iif art, are we more rapidly pro-

gressing in America than in this

of architecture, a pleasing token

iif improved taste and growing

ability, and we joyfully herald

and second such matters em sig-

nilicant of civilization and true

greatness, worthy of being f.js-

tered and improved, until we ri-

val the old world in monuments
of architectural skill and taste.
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[\Trltteii for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO THE aiOON.

BY 0. HAIOHT.

In the arch of heaTen, at tho noon of night,

VThen goblins dance with the fairy spri'^i

When the god of sleep, by his magic power,

Hm sown Bweet balm at the midnight hour,

When the flitting cloud, lilse a spectre grim,

Rushes o'er thy face with its shadows dim

;

Dost thou sail o'er our couch, and lone watch licrp,

As entranced we're loclied In the bands of sleep ?

But methinks, old Moon, In thy midnight rounds.

Thou hast seen strange sights, and hast heard strange eOTlnfla,

When the nascent earth in its darhllng maze,

First wheeled a course in its orb of haie

—

Didst thou tlien revolve with thy placid fare.

Round the shapeless mass in its dingy race?

Did thy smile e'en then, like an angel'a, gleam

On the sta^ant pool and the fettered stream?

But methinks, old Moon, from thy giddy height,

At that doleful time of Ilgjptian night

—

When a torrent raved from the gates of heaven,

And the might of man like a straw was shriven

}

When the ocean's wave, like a fiend of wrath.

Was carrying death through its new-made path—

That thou look'dst below with a shivering scowl,

On the water's roar and the tempest's howl.

And methinks, old Moon, at the twilight boar,

When the love-god plays through the ivied bower,

With a brightening glow from thy Argue eye.

To Illume the path of the lovers by—
Thou hast drawn regret from the noisy hiss.

That thyself art barred from such happiness

;

And methinks, old Moon, that thy tear is shed

In the dew of blise on the lover's head.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

Ko. VI.

Br D. E. DB LABA.

Laws—The Adminl.'stration of Justice—Adult«ry—Infanticide-The Countess
whipped by Mistake—The Gold Pens- Palace of Ice—The Ecclesiastical

Tribunal- Corruption and Venality—Nullity of the Laws— Principles of
Government as taught in the Schools—The Pohce.

Thb laws of a country are generally the growth of time, and

spring forth from the wants of society. They are, or ought to be,

modified from time to time, in order to keep pace with the changes

in the condition of society, in the mode of thought, the increase or

decrease of the population ; in a word, they must be modified or

altered according to the modifications or alterations in the politi-

cal, religious and social relations of a people. When, hcA'ever,

a people tenaciously holds by its laws, not because they are in-

trinsically good, but because they are ancient only, then these

laws gradually fall into desuetude, or are ncce.ssarily and una-

voidably violated, and violated with impunity. In almost all old

communities, we find inscribed on their statute books enactments

whose application is become impracticable, and which are really

more honored in the breach than in the observance.

It is not merely in this, nor any other country, that the "wis-

dom of our forefathers " is extolled. Russians are as proud of the

wisdom of their forefathers as the best and most loyal patriots in

any other country in the world. We shall give only one speci-

men of that wisdom as engrafted on their statute book. Any
Russian who bestows practically, but illicitly, his affections on a

Jewess, renders him.self liable to the punishment of having his

linen under garments burnt on his body.

Now, though this law may be transcendentally wise, humane and
just, it is never enforced. This would be almost impracticable

—

not only because the spirit of the age would not permit its appli-

cation, but because the Russians would be edified by a sort of

minor auto-da-fe on rather an extensive scale, inasmuch as liasofla

between Russian Christians and pretty Jewesses are far from

being rare in Russia. Yet this law is not abrogated. It is vene-

rable, and ought by all means to be preserved as one of the

noblest monuments of the wisdom of the Russian " forefathers,"

and of the humanity, enlightenment and charitableness of the holy

zealots by whom it was enacted.

There are, of course, in Russia, as elsewhere, laws both civil

and criminal. They are the growth of time; they were collected

under their respective heads in one code so for back as the year

1648, by the Czar Alexis. I use the term czar, because the czars

of Muscovy did not assume the title of emperor till the year 1721.

In 18.32, the whole of the laws then in existence were revised

and collected into one code. The archives—military, civil and
synodal—the ukase of the emperor, the judgments of the diflferent

branches of the administration, were all collected together. The
whole consists of nearly forty thousand acts, and tliis collection is

known in Russia as Sohraim'je Lakonne. The number of laws
enacted by Nicholas alone since his accession forms a very large

proportion of the whole number. Nearly fifty quarto volumes of
the Ivod, or digest, have already been published, and the work is

yet far from completion. All these old laws constitute the basis

of judicial procedure in Russia!

It is foreign to our purpose to give anything like a digest of the

Russian code of nearly fifty quarto volumes. Our readers must
not suppose, however, that all the laws arc conceived in the spirit

of that cited above. It is one of the ecclesiastical laws ; and these

generally form an exception to the rule in all countries. The
majority of the laws in Russia are, on the contrary, really wise,

just and humane. It is not, however, with the laws themselves

that we have to do, but with the manner in which they are admin-

istered. Wo may, however, observe, en passant, that however se-

vere and intolerant the ecclesiastical laws may be in Russia, the

clergy, who are charged with their interpretation and application,

are very far from being either cruel or intolerant.

Let US now relate a few occurrences to serve as instances of the

manner in which the laws are administered. Cases in which

ladies are concerned shall have the preference.

The wife of a very wealthy merchant had formed a liason with

a general. Disguised in man's clothes, she eloped with him in a

carriage provided by the general's nephew. Having reached the

frontier, they wished to cross a river, the opposite bank of which

once gained, the fugitives would be in safety. Instead, however,

of attempting to cross by the fcrpy, where they would have been

stopped, as the quasi young gentleman had no passport, they at-

tempted to bribe a peasant to procure them a boat some miles

higher up the river. The peasant, instead of fulfilling his promise,

communicated his suspicions to the police authorities of the near-

est section. Their passports were demanded ; and being unable

to produce them, they were arrested and conveyed in fetters and

on foot—the usual treatment of persons unprovided with passorts

—to St. Petersburg. The lady's husband having demanded jus-

tice of the emperor, his majesty ordered the general to be degraded

and reduced to the ranks, his nephew to be sent to Siberia, and

the lady was condemned never to appear in public, either veiled,

or in a head dress, nor in a closed carriage.

The daughter of a general had been guilty of infanticide. She

was condemned to death, unless her father could find her a hus-

band. The father could not find a nobleman to marry her ; ho

married her to a common soldier, and her life was saved.

Married women of the Jewish persuasion in Poland, Barbary,

and the Levant, do not wear their own hair ; this is cut off en-

tirely on the wedding-day. To make up for the loss of this natu-

ral and beautiful ornament, they wear wigs. Now the Jewish

women in Poland are generally swarthy, and they have the singu-

lar taste of ornamenting their heads—which had been covered

with jet black wiry hair—with wigs of a sandy or light-colored

hair, and these wigs are besmeared with black pomatum.

The observance of this custom is with these women a religious

duty ; and the girl who would refuse to submit her hair to the

scissors, could not be married ; whilst the married woman who

would allow a stray lock to meet the gaze of the wanderer, would

be launched from society, and shunned as if she was the most

abandoned nf her sex.

The emperor, wishing to compel the Jewish women to wear

their own hair, published an ukase in 1851, interdicting the use of

wigs. Some, having more zeal than discretion, defied tlie law,

and would wear wigs in spite of the emperor. The consequence

was that they were seized wherever met with, and thrashed, a-la

Russe, with rods. They bore the thrashing, took their dinner stand-

ing instead of sitting, but would not part with their yellow wigs.

There happened to be at Moscow a countess who was rather

advanced in years and of very retired liabits. This lady likewise

was in the habit of adorning her head with a yellow wig. In an

evil hour, she took a fancy to take a walk. Having been met by

two police oflBcers, who mistook her for a Jewess, they seized her^

tore the wig from her head and threw it into the mud, and dragged

her before the magistrate, who ordered her to be thoroughly

flogged. After the flogging had been duly administered, finding

that the lady persisted in her declaration that she was not a Jew-

ess but the Countess of , he inquired into the truth of her as-

severations, and found himself in a scrape. After apologizing to

the lady, he ordered one or two of his ofiicers to bring before him

the first Jewess they could lay hands upon. In a short time they

brought him, not a Jewess, but a Jew. " Now, madam, you shall

receive ample satisfaction," said the magistrate, complacently.

" Where is your wife?" addressing the Jew. "In the barracks."

"Bring her here."—"She is confined."—"I am informed she

wears a wig, and you permit her to do so. As she is absent, and

this worthy lady has unfortunately received a flogging intended

for your wife, the least satisfaction you can make to her ladyship

is to request the favor of receiving yourself the flogging intended

for your wife. In vain did the poor Jew declare his utter unwil-

lingness to receive the flogging, as being quite repugnant to his

feelings. It was of no use
;
politeness and good breeding had to

be enforced, and the poor fellow had to submit to a severe flogging

for his wife's account.

The following is, however, of a very different character. We shall

relate the facts briefly. A general enters the shop of a German
many years established at St. Petersburg, and desires some gold

pens to be shown to him. A box is placed before him, and after

some time he returns the box, declining to purchase any. Tho
shopkeeper had seen him purloin several gold pens, and politely

asked him whether he wished to pay for those he had kept, or

whether they were to be debited to liim. The general indignantly

denies having taken any. The shopkeeper apologizes for his " mis-

take." The general, however, whose dignity was ofi'ended, insisted

upon the police being called. He is searched, but no pens arc found

upon his person. He now charges the shoi)keeper with insulting

him ; the man is arrested. Two years he lingered in prison, bribing

the judge in hope of obtaining a hearing.. The general paid

higher bribes. At last, his business ruined, his faniilv reduced to

indigence, he strangled himself in prison. His wife threw herself

into the canal and was drowned; and when the writer left St.

Petersburg, their two children, girls, were in one of the asylums

of the poor.

In civil cases, he who pays the judge most gains his suit. This

is notorious. To obtain delaj's, you need only bribe the clerk of

the court, who will place the papers of your case at the bottom of

the pile ; all law proceedings are carried on in writing, there beinf

no viva voce examination. Should you wish to get a witness out

of the way, bribe the police authorities, and ho disappears, or is

not to be found when wanted. Before the evidence of a witness

is admissible, he must be able to prove that he has received tho

sacrament—in any church he pleases—within the last two years.

Should a man find a corpse, and is imprudent enough to give

information to the police, ho is detained as suspected of being

himself the murderer. The writer knew a man'who had been

kept five weeks in prison under such circumstances
; he had seen

a man washed on the beach, probably a sailor. If yon wish to

ruin a man, pay a suitable bribe to the general governor of tho

police, and the man suddenly disappears.

Should this same general governor wish to squeeze money out

of any one, he sends for him, keeps him in the office from morn-

ing till night, sends him home again, and repeats this day after

day till, to avoid the loss of his business, the merchant is but too

happy to compromise for a sum of money a matter of which he is

ignorant, and probably will remain so as long as he lives.

Enough has been said to show the absolute nullity of laws that

can he set aside at any time by an order or ukase, or a mere whim
of tho chief of the state, and violated with impunity by any public

functionary, in a country where both liberty and life are at the

mercy of a minister. This reminds us of a circumstance not

generally known out of Russia, though this circumstance led to

the erection of the famous palace built of ice on the Neva—a pal-

ace, tho walls of which were mounted with guns of solid ice,

which was brilliantly illuminated at night, and in which a ball

was given. A poor Ru,-,sian, having given some offence to Count

Biron, tho minister and favorite of Catherine, he ordered the man to

be stripped naked, and cold water to be thrown over him. The man
was frozen to death under tliis process, and was standing erect as

a statue of ice when tho empress drove past, accompanied by her

favorite, who told her that it was a statue cut out of a block of ice

!

If the organization of the army, that engine of despotism, be

as complete as absolute power can make it, the police in Russia,

that other engine of despotism, is still more so. If the army con-

sists of one million of men, the police consists virtually of ten

millions.

Every citizen is not bound to serve in the army; the so called

citizens of honor, the sons of merchants of the first guild, or class

—and we think of the second—the students at the public schools,

colleges and universities, and the ecclesiastical seminaries, and

many otliers are exempt from military service ; but every man,

whatever be his rank, station or position, is bound to assist and

support the government " to aid in the execution of the laws "

—

in other words, every man is bound to act as a police officer when

required so to do. This is perfectly right and proper; such is tho

duty of every citizen. But in Russia, he is bound to act as a

spy and informer ; for unless be denounces to the government

anything and everything, any man and every man, that may appear

to him suspicious, he runs the risk of being treated as an accom-

plice, having guilty knowledge, and of sharing in the fate of tho

really guilty party. He may be sent into exile or shot.

The emperor is in reality the chief of the police. He receive«

all the reports from the minister, and acts upon them as he thinks

proper. Upon an order from the emperor to this chief of police,

any man may be seized, imprisoned or exiled. Foreigners can

he sent out of the country ; and should any foreigner commit a

crime punishable by the laws of Russia, and likewise by those of

the country of which the criminal is a native, it rests with the

ambassador of that country at the Court of St. Petersbtu-g, to

have him punished according to the laws of the land where the

crime has been committed, or of that where the offender was born.

Should the ambassador choose the latter alternative, tho criminal is

sent in irons, either across the sea, or by land across the frontiers.

This is a mode of proceeding much more liberal than that pur-

sued by any other country, as everywhere else offenders against

the laws whose protection they enjoy, are punished by those law»

whenever they violate them.

Sometimes, however, foreigners are missing ; and some that

had been so for some time have been discovered in prison. Such

discoveries sometimes load to unpleasant correspondence between

tho ambassador and the minister. Now, Russia cares not one

straw about the remonstrances of the Austrian or Prussian am-
bassadors ; and less than a straw about those of the minor Euro-

pean powers. The subjects of Austria or Prussia meet with but

feeble protection or interference on their behalf by the representa-

tives of those sovereigns ; but it avoids coming in collision with

the British, French or American ministers.

The police is divided into two branches, altogether distinct

—

the public and the secret police. It is organized similarly to the

army; but, like a thousand-headed monster, is so ramified that its

agents are to be found, not only in every town, village, hamlet,

street and house throughout the empire, but in every metropolis

in Europe ; and we have no doubt that secret agents of Russia

are to bo found in America, particularly at New York. In Lon-

don and Paris, spies in the pay of Russia arc numerous and of

various ranks—from tho nobleman, admitted at court and the

salons of the nobility, to the mechanic mcorporated as a member

of some communist or red republican society. There is not a

member or frequenter of any political club in Paris, London, Ber-

lin, Vienna, or New York, whose name, occupation, proceedings,

personal appearance, speeches or occasional remarks, are not re-

ported iit St. Petersburg .and registered there.

Four German mechanies arrived at St. Petersburg in the sum-

mer of 1851. They were to be employed as engineers on the

works of the Duke of Lcuchtcnberg—the emperor's son-in-law,

lately deceiused. When they presented themselves to have their

passports endorsed, and to receive their permit to reside at St.
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Petersburg, thcj' met with a refusal, and were desired to quit the

country at their own expense, if they had the means. Should

they not possess thorn, they would he sent away at the expense of

the government. During their short stay they were kept under

the surveillance of the police, and were then conducted to Cron-

gtadt, and thence by steamer to London. They had been mem-

bers of the " Bildung's Verein," a communist club held at Lon-

don in Windmill Street, and hence were known at St. Petersburg.

Russians are not allowed to travel abroad without a special

permission from the emperor. This is not obtained without diffi-

culty, nor unless the party desirous to leave Russia procures two

sureties, who enter into a bond of forfeiture of, we believe, three

hundred roubles silver for the reproduction of the individual at

the end of three years—this being .the utmost time allowed to

merchants. Noblemen obtain a four years' leave of absence, but

maybe recalled at anytime. Should they not make their appear-

ance when required to do so, their estates arc liable to confisca-

tion ;
and should their persons be seized afterwards, they may be

sent to Siberia. Women are rarely allowed to leave the country.

No person, whether Russian or foreigner, can leave the country

without a passport. Nor is this granted to him, unless he can

show, by the production of the papers, that he has inserted three

advertisements in the newspapers, on different dates, notifying his

intentions to leave the countiy. The object of this regulation is

to prevent persons from leaving the country in debt ; for should

any of his creditors present himself before the police authorities

and make a declaration that the applicant for a passport is in-

debted to him, however small the amount of the debt, the pass-

port is stopped, and he is a prisoner in the town till he discharges

the debt.

To such absurd lengths is this system carried, that after the

railway between St. Petersburg and Moscow had been opened in

October, or November, 1851, persons intending to travel by it

either way had often to wait three days before they could obtain a

passport to enable them to proceed on the journey—a distance of

six hundred and seventy-eight versts, equal to some four hundred

and twenty-three miles—owing to the tedions and multiplied for-

malities attending the granting of one of these documents.

If any of our readers should wish to proceed to Russia, they

will have to apply to the diplomatic agent or consul of the place

where they reside, and inform him, not only of their object in vis-

iting Russia, of the nature of their occupation or pursuit, their

age, tiieir heiglit, the color of their hair and eyes, the shape and

length of their noses and chins, the breadth of their mouths, the

particular color or tint of their skin, of any particular mark by

which they may be distingui'-hed, but they must give the name of

some party resident at St. Petersburg, to whom they are known.

On arriving at the frontiers, or at the port of debarcation, your

passport is scrupulously examined, and the personal description,

or " signalement," carefully compared with your personal appear-

ance
;
your person is scrutinized, your luggage searched and rum-

maged—not a package remaining untouched, not a shirt unfolded,

not a pocket unsearched. Every bit of printed paper is taken

away and torn up in your presence lest it should bo part of a

newspaper, the introduction of which is strictly prohibited. Your

books, if you have any with you, are taken away, made into a

package, scaled up and forwarded by the authorities to St. Peters-

burg to go through the examination by the censors ; and it takes

often as many months as there are volumes before you get them

returned to you after an immense deal of trouble, numerous appli-

cations, and not without a bribe. Some of them you may per-

haps never see again ; assuredly not those that contain matter or

allusion of a liberal tendency in politics or religion. On your ar-

rival at St. Petersburg, you have to go through a number of for-

malities, attend hours and days at different offices before you can

obtain, in exchange for your passport, a permit to reside a twelve-

month in Russia, and for which you have to pay then, and at

every renewal, and even at every removal from one lodging to

another. You may depend upon being honored with a quick,

direct, hut penetrating glance from Count OrlofF, the general gov-

ernor of police—albeit with a very polite reception—and having

seen you once, ho never forgets you. Wherever you lodge, the

owner of the house takes possession of your passport; and he is

bound to produce you when called upon to do so. The dwamick,

or doorkeeper, who is likewise a police agent, takes a sharp look

at you ; the street keeper from his little bar at the corner takes an-

other look at you ; the commissar.- of the quarter honors you

with a visit, or requests the honor of your company to have a

good look at you, and very likely to calculate how much he can

make by you in the way of presents to keep on good terras with

him ; all his underlings likewise manage to have a good stare at

you. In short, you are watched and spied everywhere and at

every step, and you do not know by whom. Every public func-

tionary, every soldier, every employee, every police agent or offl-

cer is a spy, either openly or secretly. Should you travel without

a passport, or have lost it, you are conveyed by soldiers to the

metropolis in fetters. You neither receive nor send a letter

through the post-office that is not opened and read before it is

allowed to leave that establishment.

The police interfere in everything. A certain style of building

—the gothic, for instance—is prohibited. Cows are not allowed

to be sent to grass before a certain day in spring, nor until they

have all been sprinkled with holy water by the priest in front of

the church gate. Every occurrence, however trifling, must be

reported to the emperor in person by the minister of police, who

is never allowed to absent himself for a moment from his house

or office, and whose horses must be ready harnessed to his car-

riage day and night.

A notion has obtained that political offenders condemned

to pass part or the whole of their lives in Siberia are sent thither

as a matter of course. Nothing of the kind. They are certainly

sent off under an escort, but when they have reached half or part

the distance, they are conveyed back again and thrown into

prison. These prisons are situated on an island connected with

St. Petersburg by a bridge, and called Camini Ostroff. The cells

are subterranean, and in a fortress. At a terrible inundation

with which St. Petersburg was visited, hundreds of Polish pris-

oners of rank were drowned in those cells, whilst their families,

who had been allowed to follow them, were in vain searching for

them in the wilds of Siberia 1

The police connives at every vice, every crime, provided it re-

ceives its share of the plunder, or is bribed. The secret police must

take a solemn oath that he will denounce his nearest and dearest

relation, and not even inform them that he is a spy. This is nat-

urally productive of distrust in every family. A father dare not

speak in the presence of his son, nor a husband before his wife,

nor a brother to his brother. Every man looks upon his fellow-

man as a secret spy, who holds his property, his liberty, or his

life in his hands. This puts, of course, the greatest restraint

upon conversation, even at the family board, from which evei-y

subject that might approach, however distantly, to politics, laws,

police or government is most carefully avoided.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SAFE.

BY ALICE OAKET.

itonny wind of winter-time,

Moan wildly as you will
;

His rest you cannot trouble now,

His heart you cannot chill.

Lean to the earth, summer com,
Uefore the dim wet bla.st;

Hifl eyes have teen the golden calm

Of harvests never past.

Deep in your bosom fold, earth,

Your shining flowers away

;

His steps are in the lily-fields

Of never-ending May.

Draw your red shadows from the wall,

beauteous ember-glow ;

*

Drift cold about bis silent house,

white December snow

;

Across the sparkle of the dew
Dry dust, in whirlwinds, pour,

Hide, new moon, in the cloudy skies

—

He needs your light no more.

< ^.^ > .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MY RIVAL.

BT GILBERT LE FEVRB.

Bright and happy and peaceful was my village home, situated

in a lovely New England valley, and surrounded by a circle of

lofty blue hills that rose one above another until they were lost in

the blue distance of the horizon. Thrifty fields of golden grain

nodded in the breeze, and cheerful farm houses, and fat cattle,

and fragrant clover, and trellised honeysuckles, clinging fondly to

overhanging eaves, and an old gray school-house, and a neat white

village church, all combined to delight the senses. I was young,

vigorous, contented—ay, contented and happy, for Eannie Bray,

my schoolmate and next neighbor, who wa; just sixteen, and two

years my junior, loved me, and had told me so as plainly as those

soft, bewitching blue eyes of hers could speak.

How dearlj' I loved Fannie ; how I secretly watched her every

motion at the service in the little meeting-house each Sunday

;

how the sun would creep in through the windows, and, glancing

athwart her soft and abundant hair, glisten there as though it

loved to rest upon it. How softly her voice sounded, as she

joined in the response. And when I walked homeward with her

by my side, how sweetly she smiled, and how kindly she spoke of

every one, and how all the young fellows envied me because they

saw that Fannie loved me. And how—but why should I go on'

I was happy, too happy, and I often thought, this cannot last;

there will be some check to the smooth current of my joy, for

such is fate.

It was a forward spring, and Mayday was to be ushered in on

the morrow by a garland dance, a May-pole, the choice of a queen

of beauty to reign for the occasion ; a festive board was to be

spread, and half the village were well near crazy at the bare

anticipation of the delightful occasion. Of course, I was happy

—

ay, happy as the most enthusiastic ; for well I knew that Fannie

Bray—my Fannie—would be chosen queen of May; and tliis

delighted me as much as though I were myself to have been

elevated to .some high honor. Full of anticipation and delight, I

slept none on the previous night, and was among the first to em-

bark in the furtherance of the preparations for the festive occasion.

The hours passed on, the garlanded pole was reared on the vil-

lage green, the rustic dance was picturesque, the queen—dear

Fannie—was more lovely than ever, and even the most cynical of

the villagers gathered about the spot with interest and kindly

words. But hark ! there is the sound of a horse's hoofs, and a

gay and dashing rider draws up before the village inn, where he

dismounts, tosses the rein to the landlord, and desires refreshment

for himself and his horse. Ere long, attracted by the throng upon

the green, the stranger joins it, and full of animation enters into

the spirit of the occasion, chatting pleasantly with one and another,

and captivating all by his grace and manly beauty. Even Fannie

looked kindly upon him, and before a half hour had passed, he

led her forth in the dance!

Had an adder stung me, I should not have been more poisoned

in body than I was at once in mind. I grew dizzy, sick at heart

—I could not bear to look upon the scene, and stole quietly away

to the neighboring wood, where I threw myself upon the rank

grass in the shade of the forest, and groaned in agony of spirit.

How could she look so kindly upon the stranger t—how could she

dance with him 1 Never before had I so detested the polka as I

now did, since I had seen his arm about Fannie's waist, and her

hand resting upon his shoulder! I could not bear to recall th«

sight, and shuddered at the idea. And /if, too ; how delighted he

looked—how happy and self satisfied. I felt as though I could

strangle him, and involuntarily clutched the dead branches that

lay by my side, as though I had his throat in my grasp.

The new comer was polished, town-bred, finely dressed, and
had withal many attractions that rendered him vastly my superior

in personal appearance. This I fully realized ; and as I saw that

he was evidently struck with Fannie's beauty and gentleness, I

trembled for the result. The stay," which he had apparently in-

tended at the outset to be one of an hour or so, had already ex-

tended to a week ; nay, the second week was already entered ujion.

He was constantly with Fannie, and she seemed more than pleased

with his attentions. I was too proud to interfere, though I loved

her so dearly I wanted her not, unless she loved me the same

;

and so I was never in the way to interrupt their intercourse. He
had evidently heard of my intimacy and partial engagement with

Fannie, and now I thought when I caught his eye, that I detected

an expression of triumph there.

This was too much. I could command my jealousy so far as

Fannie was concerned, but I could not be exulted over and

sneered at; that single glance of his eye fired myspirit of revenge,

and I inwardly swore vengeance. I brooded over the idea, until

I worked my feelings up to such a pitch that I was prepared for

anything. What was life to me 1 All its charm was now gone.

She I loved was faithless ; I cared not to live. But he—he should

not have her, thotigh she was not to be mine. On this I was re-

solved ; no matter what resort was necessary, this I resolved upon

and solemnly swore to. One or two more of those looks—cither

really exulting, or at any rate so seeming to me—fixed my re-

solve, and brought it to an immediate issue. Charles Wayland
was the stranger's name, and I resolved ere another month should

pass it should be graven upon his tombstone

!

It was a dark, rainy night, scarcely a month subsequent to that

happy May morning, that I stood watching the lamp in the win-

dow of the little inn, which lighted the apartment where my rival

was now retiring to sleep. Sleej) !—I resolved that it should be

his last long sleep—the sleep of death ! All unheeding the pelt-

ing of the soaking rain, I stood and waited for hours until every

light in the village had vanished, and the silence of the grave

reigned over all. Then I stole to the backyard of the inn, noise-

lessly raised a window, leaped into the kitchen, and groped my
way through the passages to the door of my rival's room. Lock,

there was none, and I easily effected an entrance. It was fear-

fully dark, but at that moment the moon broke forth and streamed

into the room through the window, and disclosed my victim

sleeping before me, at the same time dazzling my eyes, as it was

reflected back from the shining blade of the dagger I held.

It was a fearful business, and I trembled in spite of myself.

Again the moon broke forth and lighted up his face so suddenly

and distinctly, that I thought for a moment he had awakened.

The light did cause him to move slightly, and I shrunk back be-

hind the bedposts to avoid observatiou. All was still again, and

in my stockings only I crept towards the bed. How strangely

the moon kept bursting out and pouring its intense light into the

room ! I thought I had never seen it so brilliant before—it dazzled

me fairly ; and the steel I held looked like fire, with its polished

surface thus illumined. There was no time for hesitation. I

drew hastily towards the bed, the clouds intervened between the

moon and the earth, as if to throw a veil over the deed ; I raised

my arm to strike, when the bright and dazzling light again

streamed full upon my victim's face ! I shuddered at his uncon-

sciousness ! My hand fell by my side, I could not strike.

Still I stood there resolved ; my d.ogger dropped, the ringing

noise awoke him, we grappled each other, his hot breath was upon

my face, his grasp at my throat, I struck—struck deep and true !

Not a groan escaped his lips, but as the moon once more broke

forth and lighted up the room, his eyes rested on me in recogni-

tion and reproach
;
gradually his hand rclini|uished its pressure

upon my neck, his head fell back, and he sunk heavily upon the

floor. Ho was dead

!

How my temples throbbed, how my heart beat, how my brain

reeled. I rushed forth into the cold night air, and its damp
breath revived me. But whither was I to fly? I was a murderer!

O, the terrible oppression that was weighing me down ! I could

not fly ; I could not place one foot before another—my feet seemed

to suddenly become useless. 0, how the memory of t!mt last look

of my victim haunted me ! I could not forget it for a moment;
those eyes, though closed in death, seemed still gazing upon me,

piercing my very soul, and stabbing me to the heart like daggers.

I sunk helplessly upon the ground, and lay there motionless.

At last I strove to pray. Dare I to pray after what I had just

done ? No ; my tongue clove to the roof of my mouth. I strove

to clasp my hands and lift them heavenward in supplication, even

though I spoke not—for O, how the weight of my crime bore me
down ! I could not lift my hands. Were they palsied '. Had I

lost the power of motion ? With bitter sternness of will I resolved

to con(iuer by the influence and strength of the mind the weakness

of the body. I struggled and awoke ! Is it possible ? Yes; /

was in hfd, and all this was a drram !
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VIEW OF OLDTOWN, ON THE PENOBSCOT RIVER, MAINE.

INDIAN OLDTOM'N, ME.
Oldtown, a view of wliiih we give above, is situated on the

west side of the Penobscot River, and contains a part of Martha's
Island. A steamer runs from here to the Madawamkeag River,

the heart of the bimbering country. A great amount of himber
is cut above and diiven down the river and sawed in this town.
Oldtovi'n is the principal place of embarkation and debarkation

or the lumbermen, who go up the river and camp out during
four or tive months in the winter, while engaged in cutting timber
—and having started the " drives " in the spring they return with
them. The engraving below represents the saw-mills at this

place, where much of the eastern lumber is made. There is here
a settlement of the Penobscot Indians, upon an island in the river

called " Indian Oldtown." The remnant of the tribe consists of

.ibout a hundred families, who live in a number of small, neat
dwellings upon the island. They are of the Catliolic religion, and
have a jiriest resident upon the island—and prominently in view
a colossal cross set upon the ground near the church. They sup-

port themselves by cultivating the island, which is very fertile,

by the manufacture of baskets, and by catching fish, of which
there are great numbers in the river, close to their doors.

SAW-MILLS ON THE PENOBSCOT RIVER, AT OLDTOWN, MAINE.
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VIEW OF THE TOWN HALT, NORTHAMPTOiN, MASSACHUSETTS.

TOWN HALL, NORTHAMPTON.
The view we present in the

engraving above is taken from a
drawing by Mrs. L. Ann Chand-
ler, of Boston, and is a represen-

tationof the Town Hall in North-
ampton, Mass. It is built of
brick, in the gothic style of archi-

tecture, and covered with mastic
cement in imitation of red sand-
stone. It is one hundred feet long,

by sixty wide, and was erected

in 18.51, at a cost of $20,000.
The lower story contains offices

for town clerk, selectmen, and
" Young Men's Institute," while

the upper story is a large hall,

used for town |)urposes, lectures,

agricultural fairs, etc., and is ca-

pable of seating about one thou-
sand persons. The building oc-

cupies the old site of the late

Ebcn Hunt's house, which has
been moved hack, and may be
seen in the rear. The architect

of this beautilnl building is Mr.
Williiim F Pratt, a native of
Northampton, a young man of
much promise, and who is fast

rising in his profession. To the

right of the picture there is

given us a view of the Unitarian
Church. From this hall an en-
chanting view may be had of
Mount Ilolyoke, 8.30 feet, and
Mount Tom, 1214 fret above the

river, and the verdant me.idows
on the Connecticut River, which
is one mile and a half distant.

Northampton stands unrivalled

in New England for the beauty
of its scenery, the gentle wind-
ings and graceful curves of its

beautiful drives, and the vener-
ableness of its broad old elms,
a natural specimen of wlii( h is

here given us in the foreground.
The country in the immediate
neighborhood of Northampton is

exceedingly beautiful and pic-

turesque, and has long been a
favorite resort, especially of
southern people. The neigjihor--
ing Mount Tom is quite a lion
in its way, and is annually
mounted by hundreds of tourists,

to gain a view of tlie Connecti-
cut valley where the river winds
through the plains of Iladley. TUiUB Ot THE MARTYRS, BROOKLYN, LONG ISLAND,

TOMB OF THE MARTYRS.
The engraving herewith was

drawn from nature some time
since by Mr. Lewis P. Clover,

of Now York, and one of the sur-

viving prisoners of the Dartmoor
massacre. The monument stands

adjoining the navy yard in the

city of Brooklyn, Long Island.

It was once surrounded by a rail-

ing, each section of which bore

the name of one of the original

thirteen States ; the fragment
represented h.^vs been torn away
since the drawing was made.
On the right, as shown in the

sketch, is an old willow, which
in its prime must have been
large and handsome, but it now
looks decayed, having had its

top torn from the tnink by the

violence of lightning or hurri-

cane. The piece of ground on
which the monument stands is

of triangular form ; on one side

of it is an old house, on the other

a brick wall of the navy yard,

and in front runs the public

street. Next the street the

ground is faced by a stone wall

surmounted by a broad fence.

The monument is upon a hill or
mound, about ten feet above the

street, which has been cut
through the hill in the progress of
improving the city of Brooklyn.

Tnpcription on south sidft of the rupola :

'• In the city of Now York, 1789,
Washington began the flr.st presiden-
tial career. The wi'le-spread Kaple of
Union waited the order, then in-.tant-

ly raised his flight in the heavens,
and like the orb of day flpe<>dily be-

came Ti.sible to half the globe.''—On
west side of the cupola: "lulTTSthe
confederation proclaimed tbiiti*eQ

liritish Colonies aa Uniteil States in

separat« sovereignty, in 1789 oar
grand National Convention oidaii-ed

one entire soven'ignty in strict adhe-
sion rx) the equally sacred state righta.

Such a Iteputilicn.ust endure forever."

—On north side of the cupola :
" The

t'f n.'titution of the United .State,-*, con-

si.^tiiig of two parts, the supreme sove-

reignty and the unadulterated slateg

rights, one and indivisible. These
have no panillel except the sacred lawa

of Moses, and our duties to God and
man, one and indivisible.''—On the
west side of the main body :

" Ante-
chamber to the vault", in which will

be arranged the busts or other por-

traits and insignia of the most distio-

guished military men and civilians oC

the revolution."
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MYSTERIOUS ONE.

BT J. HUNT, JR.

Mypterious One ; in whom abound

All forma divine, all power to pave

;

Whose righteous laws no change confound,

Whose word subsides the angry wave

;

Heed thou thy humble servant's theme,

Bathe thou his mind in wisdom^s beam.

Teach him to learn, in later life,

The earnest calls of living truth

;

And beep, unchanged, and free from strife,

The bright, untarnished time of youth;

When not a cloud of error threw

Its sombre shade athwart bis view.

A feeble being, formed of dust,

The sport of every change In fate,

—

To thee, he turns, with prayerful trust,

That thouMt not leave him desolate;

But grant him courage, such as bore

Through scenes of trial, men of yore.

Broadcast, in nature's wide expanse,

Unnumbered worlds, like gems are fet,

Which beam as beacons, to enhance

Some dawning glories, distant yet;

But in the scale which weighs the whole,

How far transcends one human soul!

For all those worlds must fade away,

And sink in dark, forgetful night;

But spirit, born of endless day,

Will flourish in eternal light;

Receiving there, rewards from Qim,

Who rules the highest cherubim.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE HERMIT OF THE APENNINES.

BT DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

CHAPTER I.

" In quiet retirement from the jarring, unsatisfactory scenes of

the turbulent, avaricious world I will spend the remainder of my
days, content to escape thus easily from care and anxiety. Here,

amid these rural retreats, shall I be happy, disturbed neither by

dreams of silly ambition, nor betrayed by the fickleness of some

fair but faithless mistress. What to me is the glory of knightly

achievements ? Have I not already excelled in arms, and tasted

the hollowness of the hypocritical voice of adulation f Power

and authority I no longer aspire to—and since the maiden I love

is denied me by fate, I will e'en be content to seek ray enjoyments

in this obscure spot, in profitable reflection and intellectual pur-

suits ; and soon the name of Ludovico Doria will cease to be men-

tioned in Florence, and his gallant feats no longer be remembered

by his brothers in arms. These humble walls, the varied scenei-y

around me, the surrounding mountains, all harmonize with my
present feelings and intentions ; therefore I will not complain

more of destiny nor the vicissitudes of human life. But what

noise is this I hear 1 It is not unlike the trSad of armed men.

Who comes to disturb my peaceful quietude and distract my
thoughts from profitable meditation V

" Swords and helmets ! what kind of a nest have we stumbled

upon here 1" cried a jovial voice.

At that moment an armed man appeared at the open door of

the hermitage.

" What now, rude soldier ? Why dost thou thus uncourteously

disturb the quiet of one who has given up earth and all its vani-

ties ? Depart, thou worldly man, in peace, nor divert my reflec-

tions from their proper channel," said Ludovico, in a voice of

great sanctity.

" Be not churlish, good recluse. I represent, in my own re-

doubtable person, the noblest of all professions," returned the man
in mail.

" Speak not lightly of what thou evidently knowest little

about," replied the hermit.

" Thy speech is ambiguous, holy father."

"I mean, simply, that thou speakest disparagingly of religion,"

added Ludovico.

" Far from it ; tnit a trace to words. What sort of vintage

have you V
" Vintage ! how great is thy presumption ! I came not hither

to pamper my appetite, but to do penance for my sins."

" I will wager an hundred scudi, signer hermit, that there is

choice wine within a few yards of where I stand."

" Enter and rest yourself on this rough bench, and tell me why
you are here. Let yoar companions stJiy witliout, for, in good
sooth, my poor hermitage will hold Imtfew persons with comfort."

The cavalierc readily complied with this invitation, and Ludo-
vico resumed the conversation as follows :

" And now let me ask, why you are up hero so near the Apen-
nines ">" he said.

" My tongue is so di-y that I can answer no questions, excel-

lent anchorite."

The recluse arose and took from a small cupbo.ird an ample
flask of wine and placed it, with a lar^c drinking cup, lipforc the

thirsty soldier. He took a deep draught, smacked his lips, and
gave unmistakable evidences of enjoyment.

" I have not quaffed such vintage for many a day. A rare her-

mit are you, by the mass ! Better wine cannot be found in the

Florentine republic," he said, eyeing the hermit closely. " Ah,

now I bethink me, your question remains unanswered. But, upon

my honor, I must be discreet, for I know not what party you may

feel inclined to side with."

" Do not fear, prudunt sir, I take no interest whatever in the

worldly brawls going on around me, and therefore occupy ground

neutral to all parties. So speak on without reserve."

" As you seem to be a worthy man, and as your wine is of the

best, I will tell you the cause of my being here. I am in the hon-

orable service of the Florentine republic, and I am now leading

some bold and merry fellows to subdue a stronghold perched up

here in the mountains—heaven knows where."

" The castle of a Ghibelline lord f" said Doria.

" Just so, fair sir ; and a powerful one he is represented to be."

" Fill your cup again. By what name is this lord known ?"

" Castruco, and it is said that his castle is exceedingly strong.

But what care we of the Condottieri 1 to go to battle is to go to

victory."

"Not always, not always, doughty sir; hirelings are not inva-

riably the most valiant," returned Doria, sarcastically.

" Your calling saves you from punishment, as it has your con-

freres more than once ; but as I have observed, your vintage has

such a flavor
—

"

" Si, signor, I remember that you were always a wine-bibber,

and uproarious over your cups," said Ludovico.

" Come now, my stout hermit, that is more badinage ! Pray

where did you know me V
" I used once to bo acquainted with a gasconading Condottiero,

called Francesio Vargas, but who, withal, was of gentle descent

and possessed of many good qualities," returned Doria, with a

smile.

" Ha ! now your voice begins to have a familiar sound. Look

up that I may see your face. By the ma«s ! it is the noble Lu-

dovico Doria. A strange meeting, this. In the name of my pat-

ron saint I ask what has brought you to this singular life ?" re-

joined Francesco, greatly astonished.

" The tale is too long to relate in detail. Sir Vargas, but I am
tired of the world, sated with its pleasures, and—

"

"Disappointed in love."

" You are not altogether wrong, friend Francesco, nor yet quite

right. It is true that I once saw a very beautiful maiden who

much excited my admiration, but as to saying that I was really

entrapped in the meshes of love, conscientiously I cannot."

" But why did you not take courage, noble Ludovico, and lay

siege to the fair one's heart ?"

" Ah, sir, she was a nun, and I never saw her but once, and

then in the streets of Florence. She disappeared, and I have

never been able to get any clue to the place of her residence, nor

even her name ; but I do confess that the donzella was wondrously

beautiful, and I often sigh with unfeigned regret when I reflect

that she is lost to me forever."

" Lost, noble Doria 1 why, she has never beenfound! Ah, you

are sadly stricken, I see, by the charms of the unknown damsel.

By the honor of knighthood, Italy lost a peerless knight when

the fairy charms of the lovely nun turned the head of Ludovico,"

said his visitor, in a jocular tone.

"A truce to raillery ! tell me how you expect to take the castle

of Castruco."

" By stratagem—for I have too much regard for the lives of

my men to trust myself too-near ; and it is said that Castruco is

cruel to the last degree."

" You had better abandon this enterprise and turn your arms in

another direction—for the castle is perched on the summit of a

high rock, upon which there is not room to place engines and

men enough to work them. Believe me, you will get nothing but

broken bones from this expedition."

" Listen ; I have heard that the fierce lord of Castruco has a

handsome daughter."

" By our lady ! you talk at random. What has that to do with

storming the castle 1"

" Much, for I will first lay siege to the fair one's heart. When
I have stormed that, it will be comparatively easy to get possession

of the castle."

" It is not always so light a matter to win the love of donzella,

Francesco."

" You know my success in that way, brave Ludovico," replied

Vargas, with considerable spirit.

" I know that you were always a vain fellow, vrith but a small

share of modesty, ever ready to believe that every maiden who
chanced to look at you was really in love with your plain face and

rather awkward person."

" Sheer envy on your part makes you say so. I shall take

Cavtruco by singing love songs under tlie walls, fingering a gui-

tar, winking with my eyes, and by the repetition of certain studied

speeches. Come, Sir Ludovico, join this enterprise and we will

share t u glory and the profits."

"No worldly Vargas, I must strive to forget warlike arts,

rather than to throw away my rosary to mingle in the bloody foray

and s: irm castles; and as for treacherous schemes like that you

propo e, I never prided myself in them."

" \/oll, every one to his fancy ; so stay here, if you will, and

occupy your time with silly mummery; but as for me, I will

follow in the beaten track fate has marked out for me, content to

be a condottiero. I shall conceal my men near the castle, and

then undertake this notable adventure like a sentimental trouba-

dour, with song and guitar. So adieu, most abstemious ascetic,

and bo suic to keep on hand a plentiful supjily of this choice juico

of the generous vine."

Francesco Vargas left the hermitage, and Doria soon heard

him, with his followers, riding away with as much haste as the

uneven and rocky ground would permit.

CHAPTER II.

LnDOVico sat musing a long time after his former companion

in arms had gone. Being of a frank and honorable disposition

he scorned anything that savored of treachery and deceit. He
had been in the pay of various noted nobles, and distinguished

himself by his high and manly bearing, never stooping to acts re-

quiring for their prop and support falsehood and chicanery.

When Francesco unfolded his villanous plan, it was with diffi-

culty that he could suppress his rising indignation, inasmuch as

he considered such a course of action utterly beneath an Italian

cavcdiere. Of the lord of Castruco he know in reality but littlo
;

but various reports had reached his ears concerning the boldness

with which he had hitherto kept his castle during various attacks

that had been made upon it by the Florentine republic. He was

aware that it was rumored that he was fierce and cruel, often put-

ting those, who fell into his power through the chances of war, to

death in a barbarous manner.

But deeds like these could not be wondered at (even providing

they were true;), in times like those, when thousands lived solely

by wars and fightings, and nobles maintained their castles and

power by tlie mere force of arms.

While Doria was meditating on the baseness of Vargas there

came a light and timid knock at the door.

" Enter," said Ludovico.

The door was hesitatingly pushed open, and a female figure,

whose features were concealed by a veil that reached to her waist,

was visible. Doria fixed his eyes upon this interesting object

with a long look of surprise, from which he was aroused to a

sense of his rudeness by the sound of a silvery voice.

" Devout hoi'mit, my waiting woman has had a fall from her

horse, and I have intruded upon your meditations to ask your

assisstance," she said.

" Call it not an intrusion, gentle lady—it is my calling to do

good; I will hasten to the aid of the sufferer. W^here is she t"

returned Ludovico.

" Not far, signor hermit—at your door, almost.

Doria huiTied to assist the serving woman into his dwelling,

and to offer such aid as his means afforded. Fortunately she was

more frightened than hurt, and a littlo wine and a few assuring

words soon calmed her fears.

" Is not this solitary life irksome 7" asked the lady, while her

attendant was resting and recovering her equanimity.

" I cannot say that it is, although it is possible that I occasion-

ally feel the loss of my former associates."

"I see a guitar—are you a master of the instrument ?" she

continued, in the same mellow tones.

" Not a master, but I sometimes amuse myself by touching the

strings."

" Will you oblige me "!" resumed the maiden, in a resistless

voice.

" It is not in my power to refuse," rejoined Doria, gallantly.

Tuning his instrument ho proceeded to play and sing with un-

common skill and pathos ; and the burden of the song seemed to

be his own hopeless love for a young and charming nun. In

easily flowing numbers he dwelt on the beauty of his enslaver,

and how her loveliness had ever since kept him in thrall.

Of course he did not confess in so many words that ho was tell-

ing the story of his own fruitless passion, but the earnestness

with which he sung, and the feeling manifested in every stanza,

must have told the most indifferent listener that sueh was the fact

;

and thus the veiled signorita must evidently have understood it.

Having complimented him on his singing, she remarked, in a

careless way, apparently :

"I imagined tliat I belield near your door marks indicating

that quite a body of horsemen had recently passed along. Tell

me hermit, am I right ?"

" Si, signorita," replied Doria, quite enchanted with the musi-

cal voice, and greatly desiring to have a glimpse of the lips that

gave it form.

"And might I ask whither they are going? It appears to me
there is small hope of spoil in these parts."

" To storm some castle in the mountains, I trow, lady."

" Castruco's, I'll wager !" exclaimed the maiden, lightly.

" I never meddle with these matters—but I will not gainsay

you, nor accept your wager," said Ludovico, with a smile.

" Another question, most austere hermit. Who leads this

adventure V
" A rattle-brained Condottiero—one Francesco Vargas."

" Has he an unprepossesting face, an awkward person, and

much vanity !"

" Faith, lady, you have hit it
!"

" Perhaps he has a smooth tongue ; such ugly coxsombs are

wont," resumed the maiden.

" Smooth and flattering, fair donzella."

" Pardon mo, meditative signor, but will he not rather trust to

his tongue than to his arms in this enterprise, think youl"

" Most likely—I doubt it not."

" I thank you for your courtesy, good recluse. I will remem-

ber your kindness," said the lady, arising to depart.

" But might I venture to inquire the name of one whoso voice

is so agreeable to my ears, and whose person is so pleasant to

my sight V asked Ludovico, stammering and blushing like a

youthful damsel.

" If you should ever desire to know the name of so unimpoi-

tant a person as myself I leave you to the task of seeking it out

by your own ingenuity," she answered, playfully, as Doria assist-

ed her to the saddle of her white palfrey. Botli mistress and

maid rode away, leaving our hermit quite bewildered and cap-

tivated.

By some species of magic t^he deportment of the veiled
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female had called up the remembrance of the unknown nun

whom ho had seen in the streets of Florence, followed to a chapel,

and then lost sight of in the crowd. His former passion seemed

to revive and concentrate on the unknown donzeila. He gazed

after her until she was lost to view in the mountains, aad then

sighed that he could see her no longer.

On the afternoon of the next day he threw aside his simple

habit, dressed himself like a minstrel, and taking his guitar, is-

sued from his quiet seclusion and directed his steps towards the

mountains. His design he scarcely knew himself, but inaction

made him wretched, and so he resolved to seek some adventure.

After walking a considerable time he drew near .a castle far up

a mountain, reared upon arigantic rock. From its position Ln-

dovico deemed it well nigh impregnable. Upon two sides it over-

looked a dizzy height, a third was defended by towering crags,

while the fourth alone was accessible with safety to neck and limb

—accessible to those who came with peaceable intentions.

Doria stood and gazed at the castle for several minutes, fully

persuaded that it belonged to one of those nobles obnoxious to the

Florentine republic. While absorbed in these reflections he saw

a person scramlding up the mountain in a manner in which it

had, probably, seldom been scaled.

" That must be Francesco," said Ludovico, to himself, " and

this unquestionably is the castle of Castruco. Not an easy task

is before yonder imprudent knight. Lightly the jovial soldier of

fortune values his neck, and if he gets not a fall then his good

genius powerfully protects him. Hardly would it fare with him

should one of Castruco's cross-bowmen send a shaft after him
;

for good faith, he goes without his armor in this strange embassy.

Like a simpleton 1 fear he will run his neck into a halter."

Doria sat down and watched the climber until the sun set and

the darkness hid him from sight, and then advanced toward the

castle by the ordinary way by which visitors were received, who
went thither peaeealdy disposed.

Knowing that Francesco would not commence his dangerous

game until evening was considerably advanced, he did not hasten

his footsteps up the ascent, but lingered as he proceeded to scan

the wild scenery lying in dim, dreamy obscurity around him. At
the proper time, however, he was near the spot which had excited

bis interest. He dared not approach within a certain distance

lest he should be discovered, and saluted by an arrow from some
faithful watcher on the wall.

Ludovico was not fated to wait long for the expected serenade

of Francesco. Soon a gentle prelude on his guitar was wafted

to his attentive cars ; then the player grew bolder and strummed
more energetically, and finally accompanied his instrument with

bis voice. It is not needful that we should repeat the -words of

his song—but the reader may bo assured that it abounded with

all the tropes, metajjhors and extravagances of that period.

" The rogue tongues it right gallantly," said Ludovico, " and

were it not for his ordinary looks and ungainly figure he might

e'en hope to storm the haughty lord's daughter."

The wily cavalicre ceased, and lo the lattice was opened and a

female face revealed ; but whether the features , were fair Doria

could not tell, the distance being so great and the moon so pale.

"Now a parley takes place," added our adventurer. " St. Ja-

go I what voice is that ? By my knightly word it is the veiled

lady that speaks ! O, Francesco, thou arrant knave, I have a

mind to punish thy temerity."

" Thou art a practised musician. Didst ever trill that lay

before under lady's lattice V asked the maiden.

" I never sung it until inspired by thy beauty," returned Vargas.
" That's false !" muttered Doria. " I have heard him sing it

at least a dozen times."

" And prithee tell me when beauty so poor as mine chanced to

inspire thee, signor V returned the donzeila.

" Was't ever in Florence, lady V
" Often, gentle troubadour," replied the signorita, witb a laugh-

ing voice.

" Well, it was there I saw thee, and have had no peace of mind
since," rejoined the intriguing knight.

" It is most strange that she condescends to talk thus with an

unknown person. I marvel much at it," mused Ludovico. The
indignation of our knight can hardly be conceived when he

beheld a postern opened by the fair one's own hand to admit the

false Vargas ; and this was done after only a faint show of maiden

coyness.

Full of angry and jealous feelings, Ludovico at first resolved

to walk back to the hermitage and take no further interest in one

so unworthy of his thoughts ; but his mood changed before he

had proceeded ten paces. Returning and advancing to the spot

where Francesco had employed his minstrelsy to such efi'ect, he

tried his own skill in the gentle craft.

He was an exquisite player, and nature, luckily, had endowed

him with a mellow and pleasing voice.

When he thought he had toyed long enough with the strings to

attract attention, he sang as follows :

" Lady, believe not all you hear,
rVoIessioiis are not true;

Beware! lend not a willing ear—
Dangers encompass you.

" Close thy lattice, lady fair,

Li.st not to niiustrel's lay
;

Thoughtless damsel, have a car«

—

Be warned while you may.

" Treason is near,— thy vaspals call,

Plare watchmen in each tower,
Let stout retainers man the wall,

Night is a danijerous hour.''

While Ludovico was querying whether he had not wasted his

minstrelsy on the thankless air, the following ready rejoinder was
made from the lattice.

"Minstrel, I trust not half I hear,

Professions are so vain

Tlicy fall unnotctl on my ear,

Nor are recalled again.

" 'TIs seldom that my lattice opes
To kniiilit or troubadour;

And when 1 seem to feed their hopes
'lis but to sink them lower.

*' I Icnow that treason lurking near
Seeks even lady '.^ bower

;

But woe to traitor entering here
Trusting to Cupid's power.

*' To dungeon doomed, and felon's chain,
The laithlest* troubadour

May ever t« the walls complain,
lie shall go forth no more."

The instant the song was concluded the lattice was closed, and

Doria saw the singer no more that night. He wended his .solita-

ry way to his dwelling in a more confused and bewildered state of

mind than when he went forth. That it was Castruco's daughter

who had sought his assistance at the hermitage ho could no longer

doubt ; for he felt assured that he could never forget the tones of

her voice. That Francesco was entrapped and in imminent peril

was equally apparent, unless the maiden had practised unheard-

of duplicity in the rejoinder to his well-meant warning ; but that

idea he rejected as being too unreasonable to be entertained. He
resolved not only to endeavor to save Vargas, but to aid, as much
as his newly assumed character would admit, the old lord in the

defence of his castle.

CHAPTER IIL

Ludovico was still revolving this subject in his mind, on the

ensuing morning, when a man of advanced age and venerulde as-

pect stopped at his door and asked for a draught of water. Doria

hastened to offer him not only water but wine, so struck was he

with his honest countenance and respectful tone.

" Do you live in these parts !" he asked.

" Si, signor, and more's the pity—for there's little peace now
for those who dwell in the mountains. The Florentines give the

Ghibellines no rest now-a-days," he replied.

"In whose service may you be, worthy signor?" continued

Ludovico.

" I have been in the service of the Castrucos, father and son,

for twenty years," rejoined the old man.
" I have heard that the castle is well nigh impregnable."

" Castruco has kept it thus far, but heaven only knows how
soon it may fall into the hands of the Florentines," sighed the

aged servitor.

" And why so 1 Is not the brave lord of Castruco able to

make as strong a defence as ever ?"

" Ah, sir, you little know the changes that have taken place

there. If I thought you would not betray the secret
—

"

" Speak on—I pledge my honor that 1 will in no wise preju-

dice his cause."

" Sad is the day upon which I say it, but Castntco sleeps in

the family vault with his ancBstors."

" You surprise me ; how long has he been dead?"
" For these two months or more—but we have kept it a secret

that the terror which his name inspired in the past may still bo

our protection."

" And who made the gallant defence when the castle was at-

tacked a few weeks ago by a strong party of Condottieri V
" His only daughter—Fidelia—the fairest maiden that was

ever endowed with castle and lands."

" But why does she not wed, that she may have an arm to de-

fend her rights ?" asked Doria, earnestly.

" Th.nt is a delicate point, good recluse, and you should ask her

that question yourself. But this very morning she made a vow
to the Virgin that she would offer her hand to any knight who
would make good her castle against the unjust aggressions of the

Florentine republic."

" Said '.he so ?" exclaimed Ludovico, starting to his feet.

" She did, worthy hermit, but it likes her not that it be bruited

abroad at present, because the damsel is excessively modest, and

hesitates to let her vow become public ; although if I had my
way I would bid a herald go forth and proclaim it all over Italy,

n'hen there would be such a flocking to her standard as has nev-

er before been seen within ten leagues of Florence. Farewell,

courteous recluse, and may your pious meditations be blest."

" One more question before you go—I feel an interest in this

matter. Listen ; would you make your fortune, old man, and

see good days'?"

" Only in the path of honor and integrity."

" With your honesty I would not tamper, but I wish to bo ad-

mitted to the castle and provided with a suit of your late master's

armor."

" This to me !" exclaimed the servitor, sadly. "And would

3-ou tempt me to betray my gentle mistress ?"

" Heaven forefond ! I propose to serve the peerless Fidelia, and

keep her castle against all -(vbo may have the audacity to assail it."

" Methinks one used to the missal and the rosary could scarcely

reconcile himself to a helmet, or fit his hand to a lance or pon-

derous blade. Thy ambition is inordinate, and not in keeping

with the austerily of thy calling. Let mc advise thee to stick to

thy books and thy sage meditations, thy black bread and thy

coarse jerkin."

" Be not deceived by appearances," rejoined Ludovico. " I

can do my devoir right well on horseback or on foot, with battle-

axe or with martel, witii sword or with lance."

" I know not thy degree, whether th»u art noble or ignoble,

gentle or simple, for thou art new in these parts, and even thy

hermit name Ls not known to half a-dozen persons in the moun-

tains ; nevertheless I like thy bearing and thy tone, and if thon

wilt swear by the sacred cross—symbol of our faith—to do naught

to the prejudice of my sweet mistress, I will even conduct thee

safely to her castle."

" Look ! here is the cross—I swear, and Ludovico never yet

forfeited his word."
" Follow, and I -will lead theo straight to the stronghold which

has so long defied the arms of the Florentines."

" Le.td on, and betray me not, on your peril ; and if thou hast

deceived me it shall be the worse for thee and thy employers ; for

this hand is not a novice in the art of bestowing lusty blows."

" Signor, thou talkest bravely for a hermit, and I hope thy

deeds may bear out thy sturdy speech."

Doria followed the footsteps of the servitor with his heart

swelling ardently to perform wondrous deeds of valor in behalf

of Lady Fidelia, now sole mistress of Castruco. Toiling up the

stern mountain side, the parties at length reached the grim portal

of the castle, and after a few words between his conductor and the

men-at-arms within, were admitted, and the massive gate closed

behind them with a harsh and grating sound.

" A poor place, by my troth, for muttering monks and effemi-

nate hermits !" said a stout retainer, casting contemptuous glances

at Ludovico.

" It seems to me but poor policy to admit such fellows when
there arc so many traitors abroad," added another.

" Bo content," continued a third, " for those who pass the por-

tal in seasons like this go not out again ; on this point our orders

are strict, you know."

Without heeding these significant remarks, Doria pursued his

way to the armory preceded by the old man.

"Here," said the latter, "you may select such a panoply of

mail and such weapons as may best please you."

" Select for me the armorwornby the lord of Castruco. Methinks

this should bo it, it bears such undoubted evidence to hardy blows

received in close encounter."

" Right, signor, and good service hath it done to him who will

wear it no more."

Doria quickly donned the harness of a steel-clad warrior, and

no longer looked nor acted the hermit. Closing his visor so that

his features might not be seen, he repaired immediately to the

walls and battlements to see what arrangements had been made
for defence. His appearance was hailed by some with awe, and
others with admiration ; for there were those ready to believe

that Castruco had returned to strengthen the hearts of his retain-

ers, and do battle once more for his own. Already had the

Florentine knights and men-at-arms, alarmed by the protracted

absence of their leader, Francesco Vargas, left their coverts and
began to place their engines for an assault. Although they found

it a diflicult task to make these preparations they persevered gal-

lantly, and were soon ready to try the strength of the place. A
knight came forward and demanded that Vargas should be in-

stantly delivered into their hands, safe and sound, or they would
make such a demonstration on Castruco as it had never before

experienced ; nor would they return to their employers until the

obnoxious castle was levelled with the ground.
" Swear, by your knightly word, that you will immediately go

hack to Florence, and Vargas shall be released without any injury

done to his person," said Doria, in reply.

This offer was indignantly rejected, and the Florentines com-
menced a most furious attack, which greatly intimidated many of
the defenders. One of the engines was worked with such good
effect that it threatened to make a breach in the walls.

At that crisis the beautiful Fidelia appeared on the battlements,

exhorting the men-at-arms, squires and knights to courage and
perseverance. Instantly Ludovico identified her with the lovely

nun whose charms had so stormed his heart at Florence.

Sinking on one knee at her feet, he swore to defend her castle

or perish in the attempt. Calling on his men to follow him he rushed

from the sally-ports so unexpectedly on the besiegers that they

fled in dismay, and the engines were thrown over the cliff and
dashed into pieces. This onset saved the castle ; the besiegers

retired discomfited, leaving our hero to receive from the lips of
the Lady Fideha words of acknowledgement and thanks.

"Unknown knight," she said, "thou hast not disgraced my
father's armor. Unhelm, that I may behold the countenance of
my noble defender."

He obeyed, and the mistress of Castruco blushed with pleasure

when she beheld the features of Ludovico the hermit.

" Fair lady, I am called Ludovico Doria—a name known in

Italy, and never linked with dishonor," rephed the knight, proudly.
" A noble and renowned name, indeed, and all Italy hath rung

in its praise. May I be so bold as to ask what eoula induce so
cclebratedacara^i'ere to renounce the worldand its blandishments ?"

" Your own peerless beauty," he answered, " when I saw you in

the habit of a nun, at Florence."

" And shall you return to the hermitage, Signor Ludovico ?"

" Not if you will retain me in your service," answered the

knight, again kneeling at her feet.

" Arise, brave Doiia, there is little need that yon should be a
suppliant where you can command," rejoined the maiden extend-
ing her hand with a smile and a blush.

" Never was man so fortunate !" exclaimed Ludovico, en-

thusiastically.

Subsequent events proved that Signor Doria had either sued or
" commanded " to excellent effect ; for before many months had
elapsed he was the acknowledged lord of Castruco, with one of

the fairest brides in Italy.

He made an honorable compromise -ivith the Florentine repub-

lic, and ceased to talk about the follies of the world and the hol-

lowness of its pleasures.
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THE EASTERN HELLEBORE.

During; the season of frosts, when
the earth is covered with a thick man-

tle of snow, and life seems every-

where concealed, certain plants show
themselves hero and there along the

hedges, on the skirts of woods, in

hilly places, and spread upon the soil

their broad, green and vigorous leaves,

from which rise large, greenish, white

or purple flowers. These plants are

the hellebores, which flourish in the

winter or the beginning of spring.

There are several species—that which

our engraving repre.sentR is the East-

ern hellebore. The ancients employ-

ed the hellebore as a purgative, and

moreover attributed to it an almost

certain action for the cure of mental

maladies. In the origin of the heroic

times, a certain Melampus, at once

shepherd, soothsayer and physician,

had remarked the good effect produc-

ed by this plant on his sick goats, had

extolled its use, and soon extended it

to different human maladies. He
had, among others, cured the strange

madness of the daughters of Proetus,

King of Argos, who fancied them-

selves changed into cows. The hand

of one of the princesses, and a por-

tion of the kingdom of Argos, were

the reward of his cares. Temples
were erected to him in consequence,

and from that time the hellebore be-

came celebrated. In the days of the

Romans, its medicinal virtues were

still in great vogue ; the sick went to

make use of this specific to Anticyros,

an island near Euboea, and it passed

into a proverb to send thither every

individual whose lirain did not seem

to enjoy its normal faculties. Navigat Antin/ros (Let us go to

Anticyros), says Horace, of a certain ]]Oet wliom he atta(k('<l in

his satires. Not only was the hellebore employed by the aruiints

as a powerful purgative, not only did it serve to cure nuMital

alienations, but tlie philosophers u.*ed it largely in tlieir grave oc-

cupation;, to keep their heads ele;u- and their minds active. The
hellebore thus performed the s<-rvice which our men of intc I licence

and thought seek of coffee. Now to which of the speciis of liel-

lebores known at this day, must we refer the lieUcbore extolled by

the ancients ? For a long time it was

thought to bo the black hellebore

—

commonly called in Europe, the

Christmas rose ;—but it is not so.

Mr. De Tournfort having made a

voyage to Anticyros and Mt. Olym-
pus—places formerly the most cele-

brated among those where the mar-
vellous plant was found—discovered

only one species different from the

common ones of Western Europe, to

wliich he gave the name of Eastern

hellebore. It is to be presumed that

this is the plant employed by the an-

cients. For the rest, they spoke of

two kinds of hellebore—the white hel-

lebore and the black hellebore. The
first does not belong to the genus, it

is a veratrum, the veratrum album of

modern botanists. It was specially

employed as an emetic ; the other is

a hellebore, and that now designated

as the Eastern hellebore (Helleborus

Orientiilis). Its roots were employed
as a purgative, and it was never ad-

ministered to old men, delicate wo-
men, or children. The etymology of

the name signifies " mental nourish-

ment." The action of the hellebore

on mental iitt'ections has not been con-

firmed in our days ; the plant has re-

mained simply a purgative, hut so

violent that its employment is almost
generally abandoned. The species

wliich exist in some pharmacies is not
that of the East— it is the black helle-

bore ; znoreovcr, all hellebores have
nearly similar properties. The East-

ern hellebore belongs to the family of
Hannnculaccjc, in which its genus
constitutes one of the most important
groups. Its stalk reaches to fifteen

oi- nineteen inches in height; it is

ramified only towards its upjier ex-
treiiiity. It delights in hilly and dry
couinries, and is found on all the
tihores of the Black Sea.

THE EASTERN HELLEBORE.

up as in our country ; and the trees advance upon the shore to

meet the waves, as if thiy ciimo to drink of their warm and salt

waves." Twenty-six years iifier the Venetian's voyage, the Por-
tuguese discovered fiinlier south, a little distance IVoin the marshy,
alhivial hinds of (riiiiiea, four islands which, without doubt, ov/e

th( ir exi"i ptional v( gelation to their volcanic soil. Fernntjdo Po,
tlie most northirly and the largest, has preserved the name of tlie

first Portuguese gentleman who, struck with admiration at the

sight of its wooded slopes, had at first named it, Formosa the

l'.*M).4NUS OF I'KIX E'S ISLAND.
The engra,ving herewith represents

t''(^ I'aiidanus, u most curious tree of
Prince's Island. It is recorded that

the first explorers of the African
sliorcB, after having skirted the desert
and desolate shores of Sahara, ut-

tereil a cry of admiration at the as-

))eet of the sudden change, which,
from one bank of the Scmgal to the
other, nature presented them. The
riehi st vegetation succeeds without
transition to the most complete aridi-

.ty, and men, black, large robust and
well-proportioned, replace the swarthy,
lean and stunted Arabs, the nomadic
dwellers of the desert. " I never saw
anything like it, though I have along
lime navigated the iOastern seas of
Europe," said the Venetian Cada
Mosto, in 1446, when, after having
doubled Cape Verd, he coasted the

shorts of Senegambia. " The land
here is low and covered with fine,

great trees, always green, for the new
leaves are developed before the old
ones fall ; they never fade and dry THE PANDANUiJ, OF PRINCES ISLAND.

beautiful. In the second. Prince's
Island, situated thirty hours from the
coast of Guinea, and 1" 37' north lati-

tude, is found the remarkable tree
represented in our engraving. From
a distance, the island appears like a
green point in the ocean, whence sub-
terranean fires alone could have rais-

ed these gigantic masses. Rising
from the shore by mere abrupt peaks,
they ascend from summit to summit,
and form a rounded peak, which is

lost in the clouds. 'The soil, a rich
mass of decomposed lava, a thick
debritus of vegetables incessantly re-

newed, produces the most marvellous
plants, the' most splendid trees color-
ed by the sun of the tropics. It is a
luxury of shades varied to infinity,

where are mingled innumerable tints

of verdure on which the rays of the
sun play in fluid gold. Vaporous col-

umns of smoke climb along the
slopes, and reveal the presence of a
few huts hidden in the cloud of foli-

age. Framed in imposing arches of
lofiy trees, numerous shrubs cover in

their turn multitudes of plants, un-
der which the soil disappears. The
air, compressed and heavy, is im-
)iregnated with burning perfumes.
Ill the shelter of the baobab, the co-

lossus of the vegetable reign, beneath
the giant tribes of the tropics, whose
en SIS are overtopped here and there
by the elegant parasols of the cocoa
trees, extend the darker masses of

the purple leaved coffee-tree. Arbo-
rescent ferns interweave their stems
in such a way as to form inextricable

roofs, and around the pine apples,

which rear their sharp leaves on all

sides, lilies, with sumptuous colors, elegant campanulas, graceful

convolvuluses, lobelias, and thousands of name.ess flowers, gem
the rieiiru)us mosscs which clothe the surface of this fertile land.

The iollnwiiig details respecting the curious tree represented in

our engraving, are given by an officer of the navy : " A water
course descending from the steep summits of the island, breaking
its silver slieet from rock to rock, keeps up a constant humidity in

a narrow valley where the heat of the rays darted all day long
upon the flanks of two mountains standing close to each other, is

reflected and concentrated. The warm
atmosphere due to this double cause,

nourishes in the heart of these abysses

the most vigorous vegetation. The
pandanus rises at the spot where the

gorge widens, and where, resting a
moment in the limpid basin, the wa-
ters of the current meet the wave the

ocean rolls towards them. At a quar-

ter of its height which, in Prince's

Island, is about forty-six or forty-nine

feet, the principal stem may be about

fourteen inches in diameter ; descend-

ing, it diminishes in volume, and
when it touches the surface of the

water in which it plunges, it is no
larger than a small root. This stalk

is annular, and starting from the point

of diminution, each ring gives birth

to many fibres that go off at sharp

angles, sometimes describing ogival

curves, and plunging into the bed of

the streamlet. The bundle of stays

radiating about the centre, supports

the entire tree ; the fibres, which also

fork, are about five or six inches in

circumference, and are clothed, like

the parent stalk, with a whitish bark,

but without rings. Above these sup-

ports, the tree, reared like an immense
reptile, divides at two-thirds of its

height into five or six branches, that

push ont little offshoots near their ex-

tremities. Each branch, at first con-

tracted, then swelled like the neck of

a swan, rounded at the end, is crown-

td with a bunch of leaves, long,

fleshy, and sharp, with cutting edges,

like a bundle of darts. This strange

tree, with its frail stays, with its naked

branches, whose graceful curves bend

towards the horizon to expand their

diadem of leaves, has an aerial ett'ect.

Clumps of young suckers and aquatic

plants are disposed about the panda-

nus, and are reflected on the waters

in which the tree is nourished. Add
to the charm of the picture the soli-

tude that surrounds it, and the deep

silence, disturbed only by the modu-

lated sighs of the tritons and other

batracians on the shore, or the cry of

the egret, perched on a half-submerg-

ed rock, from which she watches the

moment for darting on her prey."

These trees have been found in many
of the islands of Polynesia, in New
Zealand and New (juiiiea. 'Hie na-

tives of Oceanica weave beautiful mats

with the leaves, which they call !•<(-

roua. The title of odoriferous is duo

to the sweet and very powerful odor

exhaled by the male flowers, a single

one being sufficient to perfume a

room for a long time. The useful va-

eoua, a native of Madagascar and the

Isle of Bourbon, is cultivated in the

Isle of France and the Antilles. It

serves for fences, and with the leaves

they make baskets in which coffee,

sugars, and other articles of colonial

produce are transported to Europe.

The edible vacoua, whose fruit in

bunches yields grain good to eat, grows

spontaneously in Madagascar.
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PERSONAL MATTERS.

Our readers will bear U3 witness that we do not often introduce

our more private matters to their notice, but now and then, when

a cotemporary speaks honestly and kindly of us, we like that our

army of readers should see what is thought of our enterprise.

The following is from Hunt's Merchants' Miigazine

:

"Gleason's Pictorial" has reached its sixth volume, and hascnjoyeil an un-
precedented succes.'* from the first, having [gradually readied the limit of its

own powtr ot uiultipHcution in a weekly issue of over one hundred thnu.»jand

copies. "The Flag of our Union " has been still more productive, as it has a
circulation of seventy-three thousand, without the expense of such copious

illustrations as the " I*ictorial " Frederic Gleasou. the proprietor, has realized

a fortune by remarkable tact a.s well as industry, and is at present on a Euro-
pean tour preparing for tlie further improvement of his " Pictorial." Two
features of his publications deserve the commendation of all. One is, that
while we might desire more instruction and less amusement, he has never
catered to a vitiated taste. M. M. Ballou (the editor) has never given cur-

rency to vulgar jokes, or stories of doubtful tendency. A second thing is, that

it does one's heart good to see mechanics so delightfully situated— his one
hundred and fifty printers, engravers, binders, etc.. are lodged like princes;

and one visiting Boston cannot do a better thing than look in upon what was
once a stately uuiseum, then a hotel of great pretensions, and now a hive of
unceasing, ever-cheerful, well-rewarded industry. Mr. Ballou, the son of the
celebrated "Father Ballou," a still younger man than Mr. Q., takes pleasure

showing the manunoth establishment to intelligent strangers, and his en-

orgy, sagacity, and bonkommU have contributed iunuensely to make this one
of the most successful literary enterprises in the world. It is hardly necessary
to add, that this illustrated sheet circulates abroad as wt-ll as over the whole
United States, and that in each of the large European capitals it has a large

number of regular subscribers.

-* mmm- >

The Sixth Commandment.—A capital point was made by

one of the counsel for the prosecution at the trhtl of Matt Ward,

in answer to Tom Marshall's allusion to Matt Ward's travels and

his visit to Mount Sinai, where God delivered the law to Moses.

The counsel wondered if the prisoner, when amidst the sublimi-

ties of Sinai, where he indulged in a profusion of sacred senti-

ments, had ever read in the Decalogue, " Thou shalt not kill
!"

. < »«» >

Ditson's Edition of Standard Operas.—Oliver Ditson,

115 Washington Street, Boston, has issued in uniform and most

convenient style, the operas of " Don Giovanni," by Mozart,

"Norma," by Bellini, and "Lucrezia Borgia," by Donizetti.

Our music loving people will not fail to possess themselves of

these favorite operas in this elegant and available form.

Railroad Receipts.—The earnings of all the leading roads

in the country show a large increase.

i ^•^ »

SPLINTERS.

.... The French now excel the English in the manufacture of

carriages, and are even obtaining a superior race of horses.

.... The French Empress drives herself out in a carriage and

four horses. She handles the ribbons with great skill.

.... The greatest farce lately enacted is the accjuittal of Ward,

for the murder of Professor Butler at Louisville, Kentucky.

.... Mad dogs are still biting people. Four deaths by hydro-

phobia have occurred in this vicinity since our last.

.... There ought to be a little wholesome ojiposition as to the

manufacture of gas in this city, the price of it is quite too high.

.... Miss Iiogan proved highly successful in her engagement

at the Museum. Mr. Kimball is a good caterer for public taste.

.... The Boston Athenaeum is now open, and presents in its

picture gallery a most delightful collection of works of art.

.... Two " people's five cent savings' bunks " have been

opened in Boston, one in School St., and one in Biomfield St.

.... Our readers will remember that we send " Gleason's Pic-

torial" and the "Flag of our Union," together, for S4 a year.

.... Cholera is re-appearing at various points on the Missouri

and upper Mississippi rivers. Twelve emigrants have died.

The present debt of England is $3,862,500,904, and the

debt of France is estimated at $1,069,127,472.

.... The cost of railroads in the United Slates now built is

$480,000,000. Of this only about 850,000,000 is owned abroad.

.... It is the great privilege of poverty to be happy unenvied,

to be healthful without physic, and secure without a guard.

.... Mrs. Dennison,wife of the American consul at Acapulco,

makes her window curtains of the American flag. A true blue !

.... The Pennsylvania railroad tunnel through the Alleghany

Mountains, is three thousand six hundred and twelve feet long.

.... The expenses of the city government of Boston exceed

that of the six State governments of New England.

.... The New Orleans Bee speaks of having a stalk of sugar

cane over twelve feet long, and containing twenty-eight joints.

ATIIKN.EUM EXHIBITION.

The twenty-seventh exhibition of paintings and statuary under

the direction of the Boston Athenicum has recently been opened,

and bids fair to prove an attractive feature, both to residents

and visitors, for the ensuing season. The picture gallery con-

tains several paintings of great merit and value never before

exhibited in this city, and well worthy the study of amateurs and

artists. The series of paintings Ijy the lamented Cole, illustrat-

ing the course of empire, excites legitimate interest and admi-

ration. The savage and the pastoral states are followed by the

consummation of empire, destruction and desolation. It is a pic-

torial epic ; and if the execution be not fully commensurate with

the grandeur of the conception, still it rises far above mediocrity.

The weakest picture in the series is the "Consummation of Em-

pire." There is a great lack of aerial perspective ; the clearly

defined temples and colonnades stretching into the distance, are

not sufficiently balanced by vigor, force, and richness of coloring

in the foreground. The picture called " Desolation," with the

wild sweep of flames destroying the luxurious city, relieved by

the colossal, mutilated statue in the foreground, is much better.

The last of the series, the crumbling ruins assimilating, in the

process of decay, witli the primeval rocks, the tranciuil bay reflect-

ing the broken arclies of the bridge, witli the rising moon mellow-

ing the whole sad landscape, is exceedingly fine.

We examined with much ])leasure a couple of pictures by Wil-

liam S. Tiffany—Nos. 174 and 212 in the catalogue—the former

an illustration of Burger's thrilling ballad, " Leonora," and the

latter an Arab skii-mish outside the gates of an eastern city. In

design, drawing and coloring tliey are admirable, and give evidence

of genius and study. Mr. Tiffany is a southern gentleman, though

he graduated a few years since at Harvard University. At an

e.arly .age he g.ive evidence of artistic genius, and some of his

drawings and compositions, executed while at college, would have

done credit to a professional artist. Soon after graduating, he

went abroad to travel and to study ; and we have here proof that

he has made good use of his time and abilities, and that he will

yet make an eminent name among American artists.

There are a couple of small, well-colored landscapes by Bud-

dington—Nos. 127 and 140—entitled the "Gipsy Camp," and

" Sheep Shearing," that will well repay attentive study. They

are fine illustrations of the modern English school of landscape-

painting. No. 122 is a large picture by Joseph Vernet, entitled a

" Calm," in which the atmosidieric effects are depicted with great

truth. The loom of the vessels through the fog, the discolored

disc of the sun, give it a startling ctiect of reality. Mont's " Vio-

lin Player" (No. 119) is quite a gem in its way. Hinckley has

contributed a group of prize cattle, that look lifelike, and are un-

doubtedly clever portraits. To our unpractised eye they seemed

to be Alderneys, choice and well cared for.

These are a few of the paintings which fl.xed our attention on a

first visit to the gallery. The whole number is two hundred and

twenty four. We are glad the rooms are not hung with portraits

of gentlemen and ladies—those nuisances of exhibitions ; nor is

there the usual number of abortive efforts by aspiring amateurs

—

though there are some pictures that would make capital fireboards

in upper back chambers ! But on the whole we consider the

present the best exhibition yet offered by the directors.

In the sculpture gallery we found no novelties, but there are

groups there which the eye never wearies of contemplating.

Among the most prominent is Edward Brackett's touching and

beautiful group, the " Shipwrecked Mother and Child," a work

of which Boston has just reason to be proud. The moral and

social influence of our Athenseura is of the most healthy and

effective character, and is duly appreciated, we rejoice to know.

1 ».». >

French Soldiers.—It is said that of the three hundred thou-

sand conscripts who composed the French army class of 1851,

but fifty out of every hundred knew how to read and write. The

average height of the men was but five feet and five inches—or

about the same as the class of the preceding year. This is prob-

al)ly a less height than would be obtained in any other civilized

nation. The French army is remarked b^ all strangers to be

composetl of small men ; but they generally possess a wiry, sin-

ewy frame, are encumbered with no extra flesh, and capable of

enduring great fatigue.

< »«» »

Paixhan Guns.—In a long letter to the Paris Moniteur, Gen.

Paixhan states that the Russians, in their attack upon Sinope,

used chiefly the guns which bear his name, and that the Turkish

frigates were armed only with ordinary fifty-four-pounders. He
disapproves ^f the huge three-deckers and towering line-of-battle

ships of the French and English navy, like the " Napoleon,"

(which, by the way, has been sent back to Toulon, an utter fail-

ure), and gives a decided preference to frigates and single-decked

ships, armed witli guns of great calibre.

A Sdccesskcl Steamer.—During the last three years, the

steamer Baltic has crossed the Atlantic forty-eight times, running

more than one hundred and fifty thousand miles, equal to six

times the circumference of the world. She has averaged a trip

across the ocean every three weeks.

Personal.—The eminent poet-artist, T. Buchanan Read, has

finished cabinet portraits of the poets Brownings, husband and

wife, to order of a patron in Philadelphia, which are said to be

lifelike semblances. They are all residing in Florence, Italy.

< ^« * >

Rather Bad.—Mr. Blair, of the Washington Globe, announces

that he has sunk upwards of forty thousand dollars in reporting

and publishing the debates in Congress.

GUM ARABIC.

In Morocco, about the middle of Norembor, that is, after a

rainy season, which begins in July, a gummy juice exudes spon-

taneously from the trunk and principal branches of the acacia

tree. In about fifteen days it thickens in the furrow, down which

it runs, either in vermicular (or worm) shape, or commonly as-

suming the form of oval and rotind tears, about the size of a

pigeon's egg, of different colors, as they belong to the white or

red gum tree. About the middle of December, the Moors en-

c^imp on the border of the forest, and the harvest lasts six weeks.

The gum is packed in very large sacks of leather, and brought

on the backs of bullocks and camels to certain ports, where it is

sold to the French and English merchants. It is highly nutri-

tious. During the whole time of harvest, of the journey, and of

the fair, the Moor of the desert lives almost entirely upon it, and

experience proves that six ounces of gum are sufficient for the

support of a man twenty-four hours.

-—•••-"»-

Jenny Lind's Voice.—A correspondent of the Tribune,

writing from Vienna, says :
—" Far be it from me to criticise

what is above all criticism ; but I cannot help thinking that

Jenny Lind's voice has lost in quality what it has gained in

power. The bewitching ' Nightingale of the North ' is no longer

the Jenny Lind of earlier days. She has matured into Madame

Goldschmidt."

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Smithctt, Mr. Barnard Brown to Miss Mary Ann

Prince.

By llev. Dr. Stow, Mr. Ferdinand W. Murray, of Reading, to Miss Harriet

Bryan, formerly of Greenwich, Eng.
i)y Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. Christopher S. Prague toMissMarguerite J. Dolanne.

By Rev. Mr. Miner, .'Ur Andrew J. Oavett to Miss Susan H. Taft.

By Kev. Dr. Blagdcn, Mr. Ohver H. Floyd, of Medford, to Mrs. Lydla A.
Randall.
By Kev. Mr. Mason, John Alliston, Esq to Miss Helen A. ^V^littemore.

At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. David Lang, of Lowell, to Miss Kate

A. Whiting.
At Danvers, by Rev. Mr. Talbot, Mr. John Upton to Miss Esther B. Shove.

At Marblehcad, by Kev. Mr. Kichmoud, Mr. Wilson H. Russell to MiM
Caroline Proctor.

Kt West Medway, by Rev. Mr. Mason, Mr. Jarvis White, of Millbury, to

Miss Sarah J Grant.
At Lowell, by Kev. Mr. Moulton, Mr. Araunah B. Cleaveland to Miss Mary

E. Moore.
At Haverhill, by Rev. Mr. Hosford, Mr. Joseph Brown to Miss Hannah

Emery. By Itev. Mr. Poaifrct, Mr. James A. Fuller to Miss Martha J. Smith.
At Clinton by Rev. Mr. Proctor, Mr. Augustus K. Graves to Misi Sophia

Allen, both of Marlboro', Mass.

At North Orange, by Rev Mr. Ballou, Mr. Milton Bliss to Miss Ellen Goddard.
At FUnt, Mich., by Rev. Mr. Northup, Mr. John B. Clarke to Miss Cornelia

FUnt.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mrs. Polly Cutler, 89; Mr. John Boynton, 45; Mr. Nahum

Conaut. formerly of Acton Mass , 44 : Mr. James L. Kelley, 24 ; Mr. Alpha J
Lane, 30; Mr. Thomas Groves: Miss Fanny C, only daughter of Mr. Joseph
A. and Mrs. Caroline Gilbert, formerly of Worcester, 16.

At Charlestown. Mrs. Mary A. Harris, 26; Mr. Elisha Wilson, 72.

At Broolcline, Miss Harriet E., daughter of Mr. Jess* Bird, 16.

At Lexington, AVidow Sarah Reed, ^0.

At Swampscot, Mr. James Phillips, 74.

At Salem, Mr Peter R. Humlett, 48; Widow Lydia L. Moody, 84.

At Marblehead, Miss Priscilla Bowden, 50; Mr. Mason Harris, 80.

At Beverly, Mr. AVilliam Morgan, 51.

At Essex, Miss Abalina Bumham, 25.

At West Bridgewater, Mr. Zenas Packard, 82; Dr. Noah Whitman, 69.

At Milford, Mr. Nathan White, 57.

At Worcester, Mr. Curtis Maynard, 40; Mr. Otis Lamb, 35.

At Mansfield, Mr. Oliver Allen, 73.

At Attleboro', Mrs. Mary, wife of Dr. Lemuel FuUer, 66.

At South Plymouth, Miss Frances A. Cornish, 27.

At Fitchburg. Mr. Warren F. Farwell, 38 ; Mr. John Williams, 67.

At Westford, John Abbott, Esq., 77, a graduate of Harvard.
At Providence. R I., Widow Nancy Jillson, 87.

At Portsmouth, N. H , Maj. Henry Sheafe, 75.

At Exeter, N. H., Miss Helen Louise Totman, of Dorchester, Mass., 20.
At Portland, Me., Mr. Lemuel D. Plummer, 75.

At East Machias, Me., Dr. William Tobey, 55.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE O.IKEN TREE.

BY JAMES DK MaLE.

By a rapid, rolling river,

Wliere the waters roll forever,

Swift and strong.

Fairest of the forest daughters.

Sprang a tree beside the waters

;

And its great Creator 8aid,

*• Tree of oak! lift up thine head—
Spread thy roots within their bed

Far along I"

Then it straightway grew in might,

Fair and glorious to the sight,

Strong and tall.

Every beast within the meadow,

Lies reclining in its shadow;

There the forest song.^ters sing,

To whose notes the tree-aisles ring-

Branches broadly bourgeonins

O'er them all.

Strong it rose, and swift it grew,

Careless if the tempest blew,

Lightning armed;

But rejoicing in its power,

Dared the cloud-hid sky to lower,

Crying. " Here I stand in might,

By the lightning flashing bright.

By the thunderbolt at night,

All unharmed."

But that stately oaken tree,

That arose in majesty

Far on high,

Now in silence is decaying;

And you see the branches swaying,

Breaking, crackling, falling fast,

At the brealh of every blast;

Soon the trunk, whose strength is past,

Low must lie.

For the worm, the crawling worm,

Wriggling on with curl and squirm,

Pierced its core;

All the vital fibres sawing,

With its ruthless, ceaseless gnawing.

Now the leaves for sap complain,

Useless is the falling rain,

Heaven's dew descends in vain.

And that tree shall bloom again

Nevermore!

[Tr&nslated from the French for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE HISTORY OF A THIEF.

BT EVA MILFORD.

In spite of the high opinion which we entertain of feminine

courage in general, we must be permitted to doubt whether you

all, ladies, foel yourselves capable of imitating on a similar occa-

sion the heroine of the following little story, which we can

recommend to your attention as entirely true.

Madame Aubrey occupied witli her husband a large old house,

in the village of D— . This house stood entirely alone, at the

foot of an immense garden, far from neighbors, and had no other

occupants than Monsieur and Madame Aubrey, their son an in-

fant of twelve months, and a domestic, recently admitted into

their service.

One evening in the month of November, Madame Aubrey was

awaiting with some anxiety the return of her husband, who had

been gone since morning to a town distant a few miles from D—

.

nis business was to collect a debt, and he expected to bring home

a large sum of money, and his wife now remembered with a feel-

ing of uneasiness, that she had seen him arm himself with a pair

of pistols. It was about six o'clock, and Madame Aubrey went

to her chamber accompanied by the domestic, with the intention

of putting her little boy to bed. This apartment, large and high,

was situated on the second floor, looking into the garden. The
oaken woodwork, turned almost black with age, the old fashioned

furniture of grotesque form and gloomy color, and some family

portraits in ancient dress and severe countenances, gave to the

room somewhat of a forbidding aspect. A deep alcove, beside

which was placed the cradle of the infant, occupied nearly all the

side of the room opposite to the fire-place. The curtains were

drawn across the front, but one corner, having caught upon some

article near, was raised sulhciently to show the foot of the bed-

stead, made of the same dark wood with the rest of the furniture,

and carved in the curious figures and grotesque lines in which the

artisans of a hundred years back were wont to indulge.

The night was a true November night—black and gloomy,

with torrents of rain, which bciit continually upon the windows.

The trees of the garden, bent by the force of the wind, from time

to time, drew the finger-like ends of their branches across the glass,

making a fantastic and melancholy concert, in which mingled no

human voice—no sound which promised human aid, should the

want be never so urgent.

Madame Aubrey sat ujion a low chair in the coiner of the fire-

place, holding upon her knees tlie little boy whom she was un-

dressing, while the servant at the other end of the room executed

certain orders of her mistress. A blazing wood fire, aided by a

lamp upon the mantel shelf, threw a strong liglit upon some ob-

jects, left others in intense shadow, and upon others ai;aiii cast a

wayward and fitful glcnm, which caused ihem to assume gro-

tesque and unreal foiiiis. The baby had ceased his laughing play

and bad already closed his drowsy eyes. The mother threw her

eyes toward the cradle to assure herself that all was prepared ; at

this moment the fire blazed up suddenly and threw a strong light

upon the corner of the bed exposed by the lifted curtain. As
Madame Aubrey looked, she almost fell from her chnir ; under the

bed, close to the cradle in which she had been about to deposit

her sleeping child, she now beheld two great feet, shod in coarse

brogans. In an instant the sense of her situation flashed across

the mind of the young woman as if shown by a flash of lightning.

This hidden man no doubt was a thief, perhaps an assassin—she

was alone, without help present or soon to be expected, for her

husband was not to return until eight or nine o'clock, and it was

now but little past six. What should she do ? How should she

defend herself?

Madame Aulirey had uttered no cry—she had not even moved,

but she feared that the servant making the same discovery, might

not show the same prudence. The thief probably intended to re-

main in his present position until the middle of the night, then to

issue forth and possess himself of the sum brought home by Mon-

sieur Aubrey. But if prematurely discovered, and having no

opponents but two women, he would probably make his escape,

first securing their silence by their death. Then who knows but

the servant herself was an accomplice—suspicious circumstances,

hitherto disregarded, returned with renewed violence to the mind

of Madame Aubrey. All these thoughts passed through the

mind of the young mother in less time than I have occupied in

the telling. Before many minutes had elapsed her calmness had

entirely returned, and she had dccMed upon her part in the

terrible drama. But she must get rid of the servant.

" You know," said she, without the least faltering of her voice,

" you know the dishts which my husband prefers, and I think he

will be well pleased to find a good supper ready against his return.

I have forgotten to tell you about it before, but go now and

begin your preparations and bestow attention upon it."

"But," answered the servant, " shall you not want me here, as

usual ?"

" No, I can do everything myself. Monsieur would be dis-

pleased, I am sure, if after his long ride in such weather, he

should not find a good supper upon his return."

After some attempts at delay, which redoubled in Madame Au-

brey an uneasiness which she was obliged to conceal, the girl quit-

ted the chamber. Her footsteps died away upon the stairs, and

her mistress found herself alone with her child and those two ter-

rible feet, which, half seen in the now dying light, seemed im-

movable as the bedstead itself. She still remained sitting near

the chimney witn the baby upon her lap, addressing to him almost

mechanically, caressing words, and soothing him to sleep, while

her eyes never wandered from the menacing feet. The little fel-

low, tired of his position, began to cry for his cradle and its

soothing motion, but the cradle was close to the alcove—close to

the feet. The young mother conquered herself by a violent

eifort.

" Come then, my child," said she, and rising from her chair,

she forced her tottering steps to be firm, and went toward the al-

cove. Behold her close to the ominous feet ! She placed the

baby in the cradle, and with a voice which all her resolution could

hardly keep from trembling, she commenced to sing her usual

lullaby to the unconscious child, and as she sang, the idea was

ever in her mind that each word might be her last. At last the

boy slept soundly, and the mother returned to her seat by the

fire.

The clock strikes seven. One hour more and Madame Aubrey

may expect deliverance. A deep silence reigned in the chamber.

The infant slept peacefully. His mother, her hands convulsively

clasping each other, her lips apart, her eyes fixed upon the men-

acing feet, remained immovable as a statue. From time to time,

some noise in the garden would cause the heart of the watcher to

leap with hope,but it always proved to be the rain, the wind or

the shaken trees. It seemed to the unhappy woman that time

had stopped, and that she was alone in the world with those

haunting feet. Heavens ! They move ! Is the assassin about

to commence his fearful work ! But no—it was only a slight

movement, induced no doubt by the constrained position. He
resumes his immobility.

The half hour strikes. The anxious watcher could have almost

sworn that it was two hours since it struck last, but no ; she

knows that the clock is faithful, and there is still anotlier weary

half hour before she may expect her deliverer.

Madame Aubrey took a book of religious meditations from the

chiraney-|iiece above her head, and attempted to read. Vain ef-

fort ! Her eyes wandered continually from the page. Suddenly

a thought crossed her mind with the sharpness and suddenness of

light—if her husband should not return ! His parents lived in

the village to which he had gone ; what more natural than that

seeing the severity of the weather, M. Aubrey should allow him-

self, by fond persuasions, to be detained until morning ! She

could neither wonder at nor blame him. But then what would

become of herself and the little one dearer than herself?—her

brain reeled under the thought. Eight o'clock sounded, and no-

body had come. The supposition then was correct ; the unhappy

woman gave herself up for lost. She was about to seize her

child and fly from the room, when n noise resounded from the

gravel walk beneath the window. The eager listener dared not

trust her ears, she had been so often deceived—but now the door

rolled upon its hinges and then fell heavily back in its place. A
well-known step gayly ascended the stairs—the chamber door

opened and a man appeared—a man, handsome, strong and vig-

orous. It was he ! At this moment, had M. Aubrey been the

ugliest of men—the worst of husbands—lie would have assumed

in the eyes of his wife, all the graces, all the virtues imaginable.

He had only paused below to take off his dripping cloak

and lay down his pistols. He extended his arms and his wife

rushed into them. But immediately recovering herself, she

placed one finger on her lips, and with the other hand pointed to

the feet.

M. Aubrey would not have been worthy of such a wife, if he

had failed in decision or sangfroid. He gave a glance at his wife

which said that he understood, and said aloud :

" One moment, my darling, and I will return ; I have left my
pocket-book down stairs, and I must show you my riches."

With these words he left the room, but in a moment returned,

holding a pistol in his hand. He examined the lock, approached

the bed, stooped down and with his left hand seized one of the

tv/o feet, the finger of his right hand resting on the trigger of his

pistol.

" Resist, and you are a dead man !" exclaimed he, firmly.

The owner of the feet did not seem disposed to risk the event.

He suffered himself to be dragged by the foot into the middle of

the room, where he disclosed a most villainous face as he crouch-

ed before the pistol pointed at his head. On being searched, a

dagger was found newly sharpened. He confessed that the ser-

vant was his accomplice, and had told him of the booty which

awaited him.

Nothing remained but to deliver both to justice. Madame Au-

brey indeed begged her husband to let them escape, but the pub-

lic interest demanded the sacrifice of private lenity, and they

were delivered up. During all this time the unconscious child

slept soundly. After some little time, Madame Aubrey related

the events of the evening.

" I did not think you had been so brave," said her husband,

embracing her.

But in spite of her bravery, the events of that night brought

on a nervous fever, from wuich our little heroine did not reeovor

for some weeks.

< ».» >

[Oathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: pzrlbt poorz.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued tmm week to veck
;

exhibiting a Bchedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

MAT rOURTEENTH.

1607.—First colony established in Virginia.

1774.—Maj. Gen. Gage arrived in Boston, to "crush rebellion."

1781.—Americans, under Sumpter, victorious at Orangeburg,

South Carolina.

1810.—Lcrida taken from the Spaniards by the French.

1851.—Large fire at Stockton, California.

MAT FIFTEENTH.

1506.—Columbus died, disappointed and neglected, aged 70.

1811.—Baptism of Napoleon's son, the "King of Rome."

1832.—Baron Cuvier, an eminent French naturalist, died, aged

70 years.

1847.—Daniel O'Connel died at Genoa, aged 72.

1849.—Cholera made its appearance at New York.

MAT SIXTEENTH.

1760.—^Lord Colville destroyed French fleet off Quebec.

1771.—"Regulators" defeated at Salisbury, N. C, by British

troops, under Tryon.

1811.—Night action between the "United States" and the

"Little Belt."

1849.—Bologna surrendered to the Anstrians.

1850.—France threatened England with war.

MAY SEVENTEENTH.

1726.—Catherine of Russia died, aged 38.

1758.—Commencement of the " Old French War."

1809.—Roman States incorporated into Napoleon's empire.

1829.—John Jay, an eminent statesman, died at Bedford, New
York, aged 84.

1849.—Twenty- three steamboats and much property on shore

destroyed by fire at St. Louis.

1851.—" Gold fever" commenced in New South Wales.

MAT EIGHTEENTH.

1804.—Napoleon I. proclaimed Emperor of the French.

1839.—General Macomb made peace with the Seminoles.

1849,—Dr. Coolidge committed suicide in the Maine State

Prison.

1850.—Destructive fire at Corning, New York.

1852.—Judge Baldwin died at Staunton, Va., aged 68.

MAT NINETEENTH.

998.—Saint Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, died.

1.536.—Queen Anne Boleyn beheaded, by order of Henry the

Eighth.

1775.—North Carolina " Declaration ofIndependence " adopted

in convention.

178n._I)ark day in New England ; lights required at noon.

1850.—Lopez expedition landed at Cardenas, Cuba.

MAT TWENTIETH.

1470.—Albert Durer, an artist of universal genius, born.

1690. Rev. J. Eliot, Apostle of the Indians, died at Roxbury,

aged 80.

1799.—Balzac, the French novelist, born at Tours.

1819.—Queen Victoria born.

1834.—Lafayette died at Paris, aged 77.

1840.—D. Call, legal author, died at Richmond, Va., aged 75.
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EDITORL4L MELANGE.

The time by railroad from Pittsburg to Philadelphia is only

fifteen hours since the completion of the tunnel. Early in

June the brewers of Cincinnati contemplate having a great festi-

val, to which the brewers from nil parts of Ohio and the neigh-

boring States are invited. Francis Dick was hung at Dayton,

Ohio, on the 13th of April, for the murder of Catherine Young

and her son in August last. It is rather a startling fact, but

yet a truth, that to liquidate the existing consolidated debt of

Boston, each person who is assessed a poll tax would be obliged

to pay over about $'2(i\. S. D. JIavshall, wlio was major of

the third regiment of Illinois volunteers in the Mexican war, is

dead. It is singular what keeps flour up so. The country is

crowded to death with wheat, rye, corn and potatoes, and yet a

barrel of the best superfine cannot be had under eleven or twelve

dollars per barrel, and potatoes one dollar and twenty cents per

bushel, in this city. John A. Sutter, a California pioneer, who

was once worth his millions is now in reduced circumstances, and

has been obliged to moitgage liis fi.rm. The post-oflice at

Jackson, Miss., was recently robbed of a large sum of money by

a former clerk, who is under arrest. A piece of land in Ata-

lanta, Georgia, that four years ago was otfered for $1400, was

recently sold for upwards of $15,000, after being laid off into

building lots. In a breach of promise case, tried at Pitts

burg recently, a verdict of S1500 damages was given to a young

lady against the defendant—a man of seventy.' The steam-

boat captains in the St. Louis and New Orleans trade have agreed

not to carry the mail after the 1st of May, unless the Department

raise the compensation to S50 for each trip. G. V. Brooke is

about to leave Lon<lon for California. News was received by

the Arabia of the death of Mr. James Holford, a wealthy London

banker. The deceased had at dift'erent times resided in this coun-

try. He is supposed to have left an estate of between one and a

half and two millions sterling. Kev. II. II. Milraan, the au-

thor of the popular tragedy of Fazio, wliich was originally pro-

duced in 1817, is now Dean of St. Paul's Church in London. lie

was born in 1791. John Jennings, the thief who snatched

$600 from the expressman in E.xchange Street, a few weeks

since, has been sentenced to ten years' hard labor in the State

Prison. St. Paul, Minnesota, has now "00 houses, and 4700

inhabitants. It began to be a village in 1848. The Ohio

Legislature has passed a law, which provides for the punishment,

by fine and imprisonment, of those who sell liquor to parties in-

toxicated, or who are in the habit of getting intoxicated. It also

renders them lial)le to civil suits for damages. The city au-

thorities of Worcester have appropriated $.500 to bo expended in

planting shade trees in the streets of that city. The managers

of the Rhode Island Society for the encouragement of domestic

industry propose to hold a horse show on a grand scale. It is to

take place in the trotting course on the Pawtucket road, in the

latter part of June. A lady in New Orleans was severely

burned, and narrowly escaped death, recently, in consequence of

falling asleep while reading in bed. Eighty-three divorce

cases were before the Superior Court of New Hampshire at the

late sitting in Concord. Thirty-three separations were decreed,

seven applications were denied, and forty-three under advise-

ment. A mass of 1.50 tons of native copper has been found

in the celebrated Minnesota mine, in the Ontonagon district. The

value of this mass is nearly $100,000. Late intelligence

from Hayti says the emperor is making immense preparations for

the invasion of Dominica, putting the whole army and navy in

repair, with the intention of commenting operations. In

Windham, Conn., a small boy lately came to his death by getting

a piece of slate pencil in his throat. Wm. II. Foster, of Ports-

mouth, N. H., has patented an invention by which he says one

hand on deck can close reef and furl any sail in a ship in less

than a minute. Butchers at Wheeling are now paying $8 and

$10 per hundred for beef cattle—an exorbilsint price for that region.

illajistbe CSatljcrhiQS.

« »» »

Fkencu Postage.—It is announced that the French govern-

ment is engaged in preparing a bill relative to the postage of let-

ters. According to the terms of this bill, the postage on single

letters, prepaid, will be reduced ; every single letter circulating in

the country may be prepaid by four sous, and the charge on

those not prepaid will be raised to six sous. There will be there-

fore on the one hand a reduction of one sou on prepaid letters,

and a similar increase on those not prepaid. In Fr.ince, the weight

of a single letter is but one half that allowed in England and the

United States.

A PURE AXD VALUABLE MEDICINE.—" Wilbor's Compound
of Cod Liver Oil and Lime," is an article of wonderful efficiency

in all cases of consumption, or the symptoms which lead to that

insidious disease. The extraordinary popularity it has attained

is based solely upon its intrinsic excellence, and the endorsement

of the medical faeulty. Sold by Alexander B. Wilbor, chemist,

at 156 Court Street, Boston.

One Phase of Wau.—When the French troops embarked at

Toulon for Constantinople, an old man, who witnessed their de-

parture, exclaimed, in a mournful voice :
" There goes my only

child, to Jit/ht for a cause he does not understand, and against men

with whom he never had a difference." To how many wars, which

history records, will the remark of this aged man apply 1

The Norwalk Disaster.—Mr. Newell has obtained a ver-

dict in the Superior Court at New York, of $5600 against the

New Haven Railroad, for injuries received at Norwalk.

Milwaukie, Wisconsin, claims a population of ."55,000.

We notice that Messrs. Sanderson & Lannergan, of Cambridge,
have been enyagcd to supply Boston with fireworks at the next
celebration of our National Independence.

There are now in actual operation in the State of Indiana 1.300

miles of railroads. There are in process of construction 1592

miles more, besides 732 miles which are projected, and in good
part surveyed.

A learned professor states that for artificial propagation of fish

all that is necessary is pure water, kept from adulteration or de-

composition, and at a temperature of fifty-five or sixty. He had
by tliis simple method propagated millions of fish.

A Missouri paper tells the following fish story : It states that a

disciple of Izaak Walton caught a fish from Sac River, in that

State, measuring over six feet in length, and weighing nearly two
hundred pounds !

The probable loss of two more of the Gloucester fleet, with all

on board, is reported. One, a coaster, although engaged in fish-

ing during the summer, and tlic other a fisherman, having gone
to .*ca and never returned. They are the schooners Gold Hunter
and Lucy Pulsifer.

The question, what constitutes the personal baggage of a trav-

eller, has been decided in tlie Marine Court, New York. Gold
snulf boxes and opera glasses are excluded, while a Bible and
prayer book, and a gold letter seal, valued at fifteen dollars, are

allowed.

In Philadelphia, during a recent thunder storm, a little boy was
beating an iron hoop on llie pavement in the neigliboihood of

Clnistian and Second Streets, wlien a flash of lightning strurk and
bent it, and threw it half way into the street. The boy was not

injured.

The Worcester Transcript says that the blade of a penknife,

one and a quarter indies long, was recently taken from the hand
of Mr. Frederick E. Abbot of that city, where it had licen for

about six years. It had caused him so little inconvenience that

he was not certain it was there until the surgeon found it.

Coal of excellent quality has been found at La Salle, Illinois.

In a shaft which was bored directly on tlie banks of the steam-

boat basin, in the midst of the city, was found a stratum of coal

five feet in thickness, which would afford an inexhaustible quan-

tity of the article.

An otter, measuring four feet and eight inches from the mouth
to the tip of the tail, was killed in Hopkinton, N. II., recently.

It came up near a farm-house, and was finally shot in the face

and mouth—the tough coat of its main body having resisted four

successive shots from a gun.

JcfTcrsonville (Va.) must bo a happy place for poor people.

The price of provisions there now is as follows : bacon nine to

ten cents, butter ten cents, eggs six cents per dozen, flour two dol-

lars and a half per barrel, dried apples seventy-five cents, dried

peaches one dollar to one dollar and a half per bushel, corn fifty

cents.

Mr. Paul Guiger, while passing through a piece of woods in

Onondaga county. New York, recently, was set upon by a ruffian,

who wished to gain possession of the money in the former's pos-

session. Mr. G., however, drew his knife to defend himself, and
struck the robber a blow in the neck, causing almost instant

death.

0oni)s of ©olir.

Jbrcign Jtcms.

Afloat.—A rumor is still "afloat"—owing in a great mea-

sure, perhaps, to the immense quantity of rain that has fallen.

All the Enssian Baltic ports are formally declared under block-

ade by the allies.

The English militia are perfecting themselves in drill. One
brigade had gone into encampment for twenty-eight days.

Dost Mahomed hsis oft'ered terms of conciliation to the English,

and expresses a willingness to fight against the Russians.

Mrs. Chisholm, an English philanthropist, who has been en-

gaged for some months past in sending females to Australia, has

sailed herself for that country with 260 in number.

Barrow calculates that there are in England and Scotland

1,800,000 houses, each, on an average, containing 2000 cubic feet

of masonry.

According to the best authority the Russian army in array

against Turkey and her allies amounts to nearly 300,000 men, and
over 500 cannon.

A gigantic iron steamship is now building in England of 23,000

tons. She will be 699 feet long, about three times the height of

Bunker Hill Monument.

Lord Howdon has addressed a note to the Spanish government,
re(|uiring that it shall close its pojts against Russian privateers if

Russia issues letters of marque.

A bequest of one hundred thousand francs has been made to

the French Institute by M. Breant, as a premium for the discovery

of means of curing the Asiatic cholera, or of the cause of the

pestilence.

A great number of children and young persons have lately died

in Constantinople through tlie excessive cold and humidity, in a
city where the houses are not constructed to meet the necessities

of a severe winter.

The civic authorities of London have presented a congratula-

tory address to the queen upon the position assumed by the gov-
ernment on the war qucitiou. The lord mayor on this occasion
had the honor of kissing the queen's hand.

No Christian appellation can appear on the Turkish army list

—

and therefore, when an appointment is made, the European be-

comes " pasha " or " bey," with some distinctive name taken from
his office, his appearance, or even his dress.

A grand review of 25,000 troops recently took place in the

Champ de Mars, Paris, at which tlie Duke of Cambridge and
Lord Raglan were present. After the review the former rode
home with the empress in her carriage.

A Polish physician at Kalafat has made a curious and impor-
tant discovery of a species of camera, or optical telegraph, by
which a perfect reconnoisance could be effected at an incredible

distance. It could be used on horseback, and the Turks had as

many as four hundred persons employed in this way about them.

One mode of defending the entrance of Cronstadt is new and
dangerous. Strong iron cliests are charged with jwwder and other
combustible materials are sunk in the channel, and connected by
wires to a galvanic liatterv. Above the chest is soni'i machinerv,
which, on being touched by the keel of a passing vessel completes
the galvanic circuit and explodes the mine. A hundred of these

dangerous inventions are sunk in the narrow entry to Cronstadt.

.... Titles, the servile courtier's lean reward.

—

Rowe.

What millions died that Ca:sar might be great.

—

Campbell.

There are times when moderation must be hypocrisy.

—

Bayle St. John.

.... Titles of honor add not to his worth who is an honor to his

title.

—

Ford.

.... Good taste comes more from the judgment than from the

mind.

—

Roclicfuucauld.

.... To regret the one we love is a blessing compared to the

misery of living with one we hate.—Du Conur.

.... We wish to constitute all the hajipiness, or, if that cannot
be, the misery of the one we love.

—

La Druyure.

.... Many young persons believe themselves natural when
they are only impolite and coarse.

—

Roihefoucauld.

.... The influence of costume is incalculable ; dress a boy as

a man and he will at once change his own conception of himself.—Buyle St. ,Jolin,

.... The keen spirit seizes the prompt occasion,—makes the

thoughts start into action, and at once plans and performs, resolves

and executes.

—

Hannah More.

.... I dare say there has been more by us in some one play
laughed into wit and virtue than has been by twenty tedious lec-

tures drawn from sin.

—

Randoliili.

.... There is nothing .so ingenious as fear; it is even more in-

genious than hatred, especially when its concern is with the pres-

ervation of money.

—

Bayle St. John.

Jokcr'2 Buliget.

The orator who carried ,iway his audience is affectionately and
humanely requested to bring it ba(k.

" There's a brandy smash !" as the wag said when a drunken
man fell through a pane of glass.

The soldiers, on their way to Malta, invariably called the Gren-

eral on the Danube Got-such-a-cough.

The barber who dressed the head of a barrel has been engaged
to " fix up " the locks of a canal.

There is a ])hrenologist up town who can tell the contents of a
barrel by examining its bead.

That young man to whom the world "owes a living" has been
turned out of doors—his landlady not being willing to take tho
indebtedness of the world on her shoulders.

Buckstone, the actor, in a recent speech before the General
Theatrical Fund, at which Mr. Monckton Milnes presided, alluded

to his earlier days as " my green and salad youth."

Always look out for No. 1. It is the only figure that will ena-
ble you to cut a figure. This principle refers alike to getting a
rich wife, a pretty companion, and the first shad of the season.

"Julius, was you ever in business'?" "In course I was 1"

"What business ?" " A sugar planter !" " When was that, my
colored friend ?" " Der day I berried that old sweetheart of
mine !"

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL, BOUND.
TTe have Volumes I., IT., TH., TV., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bound in cloth, and with gilt edges; forming superb and most attractive
parlor ornaments in the shape of a series of books of 416 pages each, and
each Vol. containing nearly 1000 engravings of men, manners, and current
events all over the world ; of scenery in all parts of the globe ; of famous
cities and beautiful villages; of pageants at home and abroad; of fine mari-
time views ; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
euhjects; with title-pages and indexes.

Besides the many illustrations, they embrace in their pages a vast amount
of original talcs, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether forming an
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.
For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the

Union. 1 vol., S3; 2 vols., S5; 3 vols., $7; 4 vols., $9; and 5 vols., $10.

TUE FLAG OF OUR UNION.
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to polito literature, wit and humor, prose .ind poetic gems, and ori^-
nal t-iles, T>Titten expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian
questions, it i3 strictly neutral; therefore making it emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCO.ME VISITOR TO THE UOME CIRCLE.

It contains tho foreign and domestic news of tho day, so condensed as to
present tho greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisemcats are
admitted to tho paper, thus offering the entire sheet, -which is of

T HE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unriralled corpa
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under tho most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, forming au

®lBII©IISri\Ik: IPAIPmiB d
tho present circulation of which far exceed*, that of any other weekly paper In
the Union, with the exception of Uleason's I'ictorial.

The Flao is printed on fine white paper, with new .ind beautiful typo, and
contains 1240 square inches, being a large weekly paper of eight super-royoi
quarto pages.

TEEMS -.-INVAEIABLY IN ADVANCE.
1 subscriber, ono year, S2 00
4 subscribers, •• " •'

7 00
10 " " " .'

; 15 00

One copy of TnE FuG OF OCR Uxios. and one copy of Gixason's Pictorial,
when taken together by one person, J~4 OU per annum.

C7" No travelling agent.s are ever employed for this paper.

*• I'l" Flag can be obtninfil at any of the neics)mper depots in the Untied
Stales, and of newspaper carriers, at fIVB cents per single copy.

Published CTcry SATUROir, by

F. GLEASON,
CORSEK OF TttEMO.VT AND BrOMFIEU) STREETS, BOSTON, MAS3.

M'HOIiESALE AGENTS.
S. FREN'On, 121 Nassau Street New York.
A. WI.N'Cll, 116 Chestnut Street, riiiladelphia.
HENRY TAVI.OU. Ill lialtimore St. Baltimore.
A. C. B.VOLEV, corner of 4th and Si camore Streets, Cincinnati.
J. A. UOVS, 43 \Voodward Avenue, Detroit.
E. K. WOODUAKD, corner of4th and Chi nut Streets, St. Louis.
THOMAS LUNN, 40 E.ichange Place, New Orleans.
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ENCOUNTER WITH A SHARK.

Says John Barrow,—I do not

remember having seen, in any part

of the world, so great a quantity

of sharks as on the shores of An-
jeria (a village of Java), where
they were continually on the alert;

being attracted by the remains of

food brought down by the river

and thrown upon the beach. One
day, being in this roadstead, in tlie

Btem gallery of the ship Hindos-
tan, I launched a harpoon at one
of these voracious animals, and
came near being dragged into the

sea. As soon as tlje animal felt

the steel in his jaws he plunged
forward, dragging the line with all

his force, and that being entangled
in the outworks of the gallery,

suddenly swept off a large part of
the railing. In the rapidity with
which the cord was paid out one
end was wound round, my arm,
but just as I was about being car-

ried off, the shark, rising to the

surface, slacked it enough to allow
me to extricate my arm and save
myself. I confess 1 had been fright-

ened. A poor native, who was
approaching the stern of the vessel

in his canoe, loaded with fruits

and vegetables, appeared to be
more frightened than I was. Hig
frail skiff was in imminent danger
of being capsized by blows from
the tail and frantic movements on
the part of the shark. The efforts

he made to fly from the furious

animal, and the terror imprinted
on his features, presented a truly

dramatic spectacle. The poor
Javanese escaped the peril, and
the shark, harpooned a second
time, was lioivted on board. In his

belly were found the head of a
buffalo cow, a calf, a great num-
ber of bones and otiier fragments.
The animal was more than ten

feet long. Our engraving gives a
good view of this incident. More knowledge is now being dis-

pensed to the public touching the peculiar people of this country
than has been published in a century of past time.

CAPITAL HOUSE, MADISON.
Madison is the capital of the State of Wisconsin, and county

seat of Dane county, at which point most of the nunu-rous rail-

roads of the State centre—from Chicago, Mihvaukie, Lake Mich-
igan and the Mississippi. It is unusual in important commercial
points to find extensive business advantages combined with sur-

passing beauty of location and picturesque scenery, and at the
same time nothing to interfere with the most vigorous health and
rural enjoyments of the highest order; and more pariii-ularly

rare is it to find this combination about inland points. Madison
is peculiarly distinguished in this respect, and is emphatically
noted for this fact by all who visit the place. Its elevated, fertile

lands and beautiful groves, abounding in great variety of game,
its crystal lakes teeming with
choice fish and waterfowl, and
the splendid prairies far stretch-

ed out in every direction, af-

ford the most desirable drives

for carriage or horseback rid-

ing, among flourishing farms
and pleasant dwellings. The
hotel represented in the engrav-
ing is an elegant structure of __

'

handsome finish and spacious

dimensions, built of beautiful

straw-colored stone, nicely cut

and dressed, being of the same
kind that is used in the walls

of the capitol, the courthouse
and many fine blocks and resi-

dences. It is richly furnished,

and kept in a manner corres-

ponding with first-class hotels

m our large cities ; and being
situated near the margins of
two beautiful lakes, it is pro-

vided with good boats and oth-

er proper apparatus for fishing

and pleasure excursions for the
]

accommodation of guests; while
suitable arrangements have
been made for luxuriant bath-

ing—so that nothing is lacking
to render this one of the most
agreeable and health promo(ing
summer resorts to be found in

our country. To the acknow-
ledged superior natural attrac-

tions of the place it has been
the aim and amliition of those
interested to make the creations

of art and mechanical improve-
ment correspond, so that all

may conspire to constitute this

a truly popular and interesting

location for either temporary
resort or permanent residence

;

and now that this magnificent
hotel and all of its accomp;iny-

ing appointments are complet-

ed, it is confidently believed

that no inland town in our <

country can excel the resources

and attractions for health and
happiness to be found at Mad-
ison ; while the several rail-

roads centering and crossing

at that point render it easy of
access. The growth of Madi-
son has been rapid and its pros-

perity substantial, in common
Vfith moat western citie :

.

JAVANESE CANOE FLYING FROM A SHARK.

A STARTLING INCIDENT.
While at Mintok, Palambag and Batavia I heard many remark-

able stories of tlio agility, audacity, and especially of the super-

human strength of the ourang outang. I will trespass upon your
attention by relating one of the most extraordinary, and at

the same time one of the best attested, which 1 heard while in Ba-

tavia. Lieut. Shoch, of the Dutch East India army, was on a

march with a small ilctachnicnt of troops and coolies on the south-

eastern coast of Borneo; he had encamped, on one occasion,

during the noonday heat, on the banks of one of the small tribu-

taries of the Bangarmas^in. The lieutenant had with him his

domestic establishment, which included his dauf.diter, a phiylul

and interesting little girl of the age of thirteen. One day, while

wandering in the jungle, beyond the prescribed limits of the camp,
she excited the notice of an ourang outang, who sprang upon her

and carried her off Her piercing screams rang through the forest

to the ears of her dozing protectors, and roused every man in tlie

camp. The swift, barefooted cool-
ies were foremost in pursuit, and
now the cry rings in the agonized
father's cars that his daughter is

devoured by a binalang—again
that an ourang outang has earned
her off. Ho rushes, half-phrenzied,

with the whole company to the

thicket from whence the screams
proceeded, and there, among the

topmost limbs of an enormous
banyan, the father beholds his

daughter, naked, bleeding and
struggling irl the grasp of a pow-
erful ourang outang, who held her
tightly, yet easily, with one arm,
while he sprang lightly from limb
to limb as if wholly unencumber-
ed. It was in vain to think of

shooting the monster so agile wag
he. The Dyak coolies, knowing
the hahits of the ourang outang,

and knowing that he will always

plunge into the nearest stream
when hard pressed, began a sys-

tem of operations to drive him to

the water ; they set up a great

shout, throwing missiles of all

kinds, and agitating the under-

brush, while some proceeded to

ascend the tree. By the redoubled
exertions of the whole company
the monster was gradually driven

towards the water, yet still hold-

ing tightly to the poor victim. At
last the monster and his victim

were seen on an outstretching

limb overhanging the stream

;

the coolies, who are among the

expertest swimmers in the world,

immediately lined the banks ; the

soldiers continued the outcries and

throwing of missiles. He clasped

his prize more tightly, took a sur-

vey of the water and then of his

upward gazing enemies, and then

leaped into the flood. He had
hardly touched the water ere fifty

resolute swimmers plunged in in

pursuit ; as he rises a dozen arms
are reached towards him ; he is grasped—others lay hold upon
the insensible girl ; the ourang outang used both arms to defend

himself—and, after lacerating the bodies of some of the coolies

with his powerful nervous claws, finally succeeded in diving be-

yond the reach of his pursuers, and escaping down the stream,

while the bleeding, insensible Ledah was restored to the arms of

her fatlier and imrses, in whose hands she was ultimately restored

to consciousness, health and strength once more. This savage

version of the classic story of Pluto and Pro.-,perine is well au-

thentieated, and the girl, now a grown-up woman, is living at

Amboyna, in the Moluccas. My statement of the extraordinary

peculiarities of these apparently semi-human beings has led to the

expression of so much curiosity to know more of them by some,

and of scepticism as to the fact of their existence on the part of

others, that I have deemed it due to myself and to public curiosity

to give the above additional facts along with all the corroborative

evidence that has fallen under my observation.— Gibson's Travels.

CAPITAL HOUSE.—Madison, W
Erected 1853, by the Enterprise of Messrs. FjUrchild,

ISCONSIN.

VlI.AS & Fabwei.l.
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AGRICULTURAL MAY SCENE.

We present the reader on the page herewith one of our series

of a);ricultural New England scenes. It is an expnssive, though

simple picture, and to us recalls a myriad of our schoolboy recol-

lections in the country. The active dairy maid, with her pail

;

the "seller cattle," chewing their cud, arc pictures of peace and

plenty. The hour, too, is the closing one of day ; the farmer and

his family are about to meet around the domestic boards to par-

take together of the evening meal, and refresh tliemsidves with a

portior. of this fresh and nutritious milk. None of your chalk,

decoction or town manufactured apology for the article ; hut milk

upon which honest cream will rise—milk, pure and healthy, from

cattle fed upon green grass that has been nurtured by the sun-

shine and the refreshing dews ; not from bloated, stall-fed crea-

tures, who find a precarious living upon the refuse i^rain ot distil-

lers and the slops of town houses. The New York journals have

latch' been S|)caking out very indignantly touchin<; the "milk im-

position " practised so unblushingly upon their citizens. In Bos-

ton it is not so bad ; we do get good milk here, though rather thin

sometimes. It is the cheerful, pleasant month of May now ; the

leaves liave fairly opened in all their wealth of green and frar

grance, and the air is loaded with the flavor of ripe blossoms and

nodding flowers. Our spring has been late; but all the more

welcome now is the genial season that breathes out its softness

and ripening flowers. The citizens arc now found thronging to

the country, and fulfilling an instinct of nature, seeking the green

fields and shady aisles of the silent woods—silent, save for the

dainty warbling of birds and the grateful hum of insect life. The

town becomes apparently emptied of all save business people and

such as cannot afford to incur the expense of a change. Such as

the latter will be fond of Sund.iy afternoons, indulging iu long

pedestrian timrs into the country, just to refresli their limbs by a

ca.sual glance at nature, and revive their lungs by a breath of pure

air. We acknowledge to a large degree of weakness for the coun-

try from this date until the golden hues of autumnal beauty fade

from the forest trees. Little of it, however, falls to our share

to enjoy, early and late hours finding us here in this town-enclosel

"sanctum," laboring for the readers of our "Pictorial,"—not a

cheerless task cither, for success compensates for many depriva-

tions, and the cheering smiles and kindly-expressed feelings of our

host of corresponding subscribers, arc sunny spots iu our life, to

cheer and encourage us to duty.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

— OR, TUB

CxVriAlX OF THE SWISS GUARD.

by chaeles g. rosekbf.eg.

[continued.]

CH.VPTER VII.

UNEXPECTED COMPACT—TUB JiOMAN BHIGANDS.

Three or four hours had ah-e;\dy cUvpscil, when the fugitive at

length reached tlio Tiher. Tlie river ran on darkly in tlie night,

save here and there where the rippling eddy of its generally slug-

glish stream cauglit the light from the illuminated dome of the

mighty work of Angelo, and flashed it back in a thousand bright

sparkles. He sat down upon the ))ank, and buried liis head in

his hands ; but scarcely had ho done so, than a rough grasp was

laid upon his shoulders, and a harsh voice called out

:

" Ilallo, friend ; what brings you here l"

Guilio turned and saw a tall, wild and muscul.ir-looking figure

standing beside him. At a little distance was the mouth of an

ancient tomb, and near it three horses were tethered, devouring

the tall and coarse herbage which early spring had not yet with-

ered in the Campagna. The dress of the man who had spoken

to him, consisted of one of those large sheep-skin coats, which

are so common among the Roman peasantry. The wool, whicli

was dressed outwards, was mucli worn and frayed. A conical

and pointed hat covered his head, and aided the surrounding

gloom in completely concealing his features. On liis shoulder

was a musket, of a fashion which was little adapted to serve as

the fowling-piece of an American sportsman.

Scarcely had he spoken than two other figures, similarly attired,

emerged from the mouth of llie tomb, and stood beside 1dm.

"I need a boat," rejilied Castelli, "to carry mo across the

Tiber."

" Ha ! ha ! Carlo," said the individual who had addressed him.

V He wants a boat ; he should have brought one with him."

" Perhaps he has gold enough in his pocket to pay for tlie build-

ing of one," answered his nearer companion. Tiic three strangers

laughed.

" Night-walking is scarcely safe, signor, unless j-ou happen to be

well armed."
" See what I have !" observed the first speaker, lifting his gun

from his shoulder, and throwing aside his sheep-skin coat to point

at the pistols in bis belt.

" Yes, and here is a capital little case-knife!" jocularly said tlie

third, as he plunged his hand in his belt, and drew from it a long,

bright and sharp dagger, which he tossed up in the air and caught

with a singular dexterity by the point.

" Stick it again in your girdle, you fool !" interposed the first.

" You see the gentleman is already unconscious that you are

speaking to him."

" What is worrying him V
"How should I know?" he replied, clenching as he said this,

his broad and heavy hand on the shoulder of Guilio, who had

again relapsed into his bitter revery.

Guilio rose to his feet as he did so, and again confronted the

speaker.

" What will you V
" Give us your money, signor 1 We will keep it for you ; with

us it will be cjuite safe \"

For a moment, young Castelli looked at the man as if he was

struggling to recall himself to his senses. Then he took his purse

from his pocket, and let it drop on the ground, saying as he did

so :

" Take it ; and then kill me !"

" Kill you !" answered the man. " Why, what do you take us

for ? By the Madonna ! we are honest peasants. Come and

take a glass of wine."

So saying, he pointed to the purse, which was immediately

picked up by one of his companions, and transferred to the

breeches pocket of that individual, as ho drew Guilio into the

interior of the tomb.

A fire was burning there. Flasks of wine stood on the ground,

and some of them were empty. From one of these he filled a

horn-cup which was lying near them, and extended it to Castelli

E.igerly did the young Roman seize it, and quafied its contents

with his parched and burning lips.

"And now tell me," said the individual who bad conducted
him there, and who appeared from his manner to maintain some
species of authority over the other two peasants, " what is it that

has compelled a nobleman to begin such a journey as this in so

strange a fashion ?"

The tone of authority in which this was spoken, combined with

the wine which he had just drunken, for the hist lime brought the

consciousness of the young man back to the world in which be
still moved.

" Without a hat
; your cloak gone ; blood ujiou your dress

;

money in your pocket, and no arms to take care of it
!" continued

tlie peasant.

Guilio knit his brow; then lie stretched out his hand to the

flask, and bringing it to his lips took a long draught from it.

He then said ;

" That is my secret."

" Per Uacco !" muttered one of the two others who were stand-

ing near; " but tho young cock is a game bird !"

"Well," replied the first, "you can keep it if you will. Wo
are men of honor here, and respect a man's property !"

Guilio would have smiled—for he felt that their previous de-

mand upon him scarcely argued so profound an honesty ; but his

lip writhed as he attempted to do so.

" You wish to cross the Tiber V
"Yes."
" If you do not go with us, you may wait on its bank for a

long time."

" How can I accompany you V
" Seat yourself behind me on my horse. Swimming it will

scarcely conduce to health or comfort."

So saying, he ,';trodc out, and loosening one of the tethered

horses, mounted him. It was a strong and fiery animal. He
then bade CJuilio to mount behind him.

" Now let us go !"

He then shook the bridle of his steed, which slowly descended

the bank and advanced into tho stream. It tried every step be-

fore it took it, as though it were conscious of bearing a double

burden. Very soon did the water reach its saddle-bow, and then

the powerful animal began to battle with the rushing stream.

Tho freshness of the water and the vigorous action of tho horse,

completely restored Guilio, and when at length they reached the

opposite shore, he leaped to the ground and began to thank his

eoinpaniun.

" Why, what is this, young fooH" asked the peasant, fiercely*

" Do you imagine you are going to leave mo V
"Most certainly I am," answered Castelli.

" Hark ye, boy ! We are now in the Campagna, and our band

has long roots. Tho Holy Father has only hurt his fingers in

attempting to dig us up. You must ride with me."
" I will not

!"

" Pish, you are mad !" said the brigand, as he leaped from his

horse and closed with the young Castelli.

The struggle was a brief one, and Guilio was flung upon the

ground.

" Give nie a rope \"

It was thrown to their leader by one of his followers, who had

reined in their horses and remained laughing at the unequal strug-

gle. The hands of the Roman youth were bound tightly behind

him ; then he was tossed like a bag of feathers across the shoul-

ders of the horse by his muscular opponent, who sprang lightly

behind him. As the latter once more shook the reins, the animal

darted off, and in another moment was bounding like tho wind

across tho Campagna. The long curls of Guilio were swept

back on the breast of hia captor. They sped past the grave-

stones which spot that side of the tawny stream, on whose

banks are tlie remains of her who was the mistress of the world.

Then the moon rose as red as blood, slowly above the horizon,

while the light and damp mists, which are almost invariably play-

ing over the surface of the Campagna, veered around them.

That he had killed Federigo ; that ho was separated from the

Brigni ; that he was now lying bound in the arms of the brigand,

and speeding with him across the Campagna, seemed to Guilio

almost a dream. Why was it that he could not awaken, and feci

that those images of terror had passed from him 1 And in his

agony he closed his eyes, and felt only the bleak breezes that

came from the mountains, playing across his cheek.

" Wo shall very soon reach our hiding-place," said his captor.

" Is it not a capital horse on which you are riding 1"

Guilio did not answer him.

" What the deuce ails you ? Is it anything so very miserable

to be under my guardianship 7"

He was still silent.

" O, well, sulk away ; it's no matter! Be dumb if you choose.

However, as it begins to grow light, and we are now nearing the

hills, perchance the eyes of the amiable signor may suflfer. I will

protect them."

As he said this, the brigand unknotted a silken handkcrcliiof

from his neck, and twisted and tied it very carefully around the

eyes of Castelli.

Soon afterwards the horses began slowly to ascend. The diffi-

culty of the pathway they were now following told the prisoner

that they had already entered the mountains, and were now
piercing one of the numerous defiles with which they abound. In

less than half an hour they again descended rajiidly ; they were

among the ruins of the ancient Tusculum. Wild roses and

thorns had rooted themselves among the remains of the ruined

ampliitheatre. The entrances of the vaults, which have in van

isliod ages been cut into tho sides of the liills around it, are now
overgrown and concealed by tho rich and lu.xuriant growth of

grass, underwood and ivy. In the distance, the hill of the Ab-

ruzzi shot up athwart the valley, gray and sombre in the mists of

the early morning. A narrow deft in the mountain—almost shut

out from the sight of the casual observer who might have ob-

truded upon the apparent loneliness of the spot, by the quantity

of evergreen and every species of shrub that grew athwart it—ad-

mitted tliQ robbers to a small and winding defile. At length they

made a pause. Then Castelli heard a long and low whi.vtlc, and

immediately afterward a door in the side of the rock, which was

masked with weed and earth, slowly opened. The brigands dis-

mounted, and he who had seemed their leader, lifted Guilio from

bis horse and jdaced him on the ground. He then took him by

the arm and led him in the passage. They descended a few steps

deeper, and then the handkerchief was unknotted from the brow

of the prisoner and restored to the neck of the captor. Castelli

looked about him.

It was a spacious vault in which he was then standing. On a

long and low table, rudely fashioned from unpainted pine, which

occupied the centre of the cavern, stood two brass lamp.-i, the

fitful and yellow glare from whose wicks flashed upon the sombre
and ex])ressive countenances of the brigands—for they were ex-

pressive, although their expression was very decidedly rascallv

who sat around it. They had been playing at cards. Before

them -Stood dried boar's flesh, broken bread, cups and bottles.

Very little astonishment seemed to be excited by their arrival •

but the commander of the party, who had carried off Guilio

went and spoke a few weirds with him who seemed to be the chief

of that rude band. Both looked at the peasant. The latter then

pointed to a stool, and bade Guilio seat himself. His captor came
again to him and released his hands from the cords which still

bound him. It was no wonder that the poor boy had been unable

to resist him in their brief and violent struggle— the whole model

of tho man was as coarse and grand as that of the Farnese

Hercules.

" Who are you ?" a,skcd the chief.

" A child of the Borghese."

" What ! Federigo ?"

" No—Guilio Castelli."

" Ila ! ha !" laughed the captor ;
" tliat is lucky, though scarcely

so lucky as if you had been tho young Borghese."

"I suppose," said the captain, "fifteen hundred or two thou-

sand scudi will be all that we can ask for you'!"

" Nay," replied Guilio, gloomily, " tho only ransom which you

are likely to obtain tor mo, is tho sum which the law may award

you for my capture."

" What do you mean, boy 1"

" Simply this—that 1 have killed Federigo Borghese !"

" Killed him !" ejaculated the brigand.

" By the Virgin !—but ho is a bravo boy, after all," said his

captor.

"Yes," murmured Guilio, "I have just killed Federigo Bor-

ghese !"

" You were a fool," said the captain, turning to his lieutenant

—

as it may be presumed that Guilio's captor was, " not to have left

him where you found him."

" How, per Sancta Maria, was I to know all this V retorted the

latter. " He would toll me nothing."

" Well, it cannot be helped. However, you, Signor Castelli,

may have in Rome some maiden who would give up her watch

and jewelry to obtain your freedom."

" None !—give me up to the law, and take what the law oflFcrs

you."

" Come, conic ; that is a merry wish—that we, the law break-

ers, should profit by another breach of it ! No, no, my boy ! you

will think better of it to-morrow. Lie down and sleep, now

;

there is a bed."

So saying, he pointed to a heap of straw, which was lying

against the wall of tho cavern, and tossed Guilio a sheejj-skia

coat which was lying beside him.

" This will serve you for a covering."

The young Roman obeyed the implied command, and threw

himself upon the unwonted pillet which had been shown him

;

he closed his eyes, but he was unable to sleep.

CHAPTER VIII.

TUi: prince and tub brigand.

A wEEic had elapsed since the events recorded in our last

chapter had taken place, and wo must request our readers to ac-

company us to a chamber in the Borghese palace. It is that

which is occupied by Federigo Borghese—for the young prince is

not quite yet defunct. On the contrary, ho is sitting up in his

bed and leaning upon his arm, as if awaiting the presence of

some one who is about to enter. His chestnut hair, darkened by

the pallor of his face, and the singularly sorrowful expression

w-hich made that pallor even more striking, fell in a scantier curl

athwart his brow. His hands and wrists, which were stretched

across the quilted coverlet of his bed, were thin, even to meagre-

ness.

" Indeed, my prince," said the old servant, who was in attend-

ance upon him ;
" indeed, it is better that you should not see

him."

" I will !" was the only answer, as his eye was riveted upon the

door of the ehamlier.

Steps were "heard approaching it. One of these was a heavy

and vigorous tread, and it resounded through the ante-chamber

upon its marble floor. Then the doorway gently opened, and a

servant entered.

" The stranger is without, your highness."

" Let him enter."

<\.s ho said this, the old domestic who had seated himself near

one of the huge windows at the further end of the apartment,

uttered a sigh that came to tho ears of Federigo.

" Go, Giorgio."

" But my prince
—

"

The stranger strode into tho room.

" Go !" reiterated Federigo, raising his hand with some diffi-

culty, and pointing to tho door.

The servant gazed upon the herculean form of the singular vis-

itor, lifted his hands, looked at the face of his young master, and

then quitted the apartment. The stranger closed the door llirougli

which he had passed.

Federigo then looked at his visitor. He was indeed a strange

presence in a sick chamber ; his vast proportions and muscular

limbs made him seem shorter than he really was. On his brown

visage, the reckless life of a robber had traced itself in hard and

nnmistakeable lines ; his rough garments—though somewhat bet-

ter than tlioso ho wore when we first introduced him in Iho pre-

ceding chapter to tho notice of our readers—were still unlike the
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more civilized ffarmcnts of the ordinary Italian peasant. After a

rapid examination of him, the youn>^ Borghcse pointed to a chair,

and his visitor sank into it, stretched out his legs, and looked :it

liis host.

" You arc
—" commenced Fcderigo, as he sank back against

his pillow.

"The lieutenant of Gniseppo Scarlatti!"

"And this letter ?" asked Fedcrigo, making a faint gesture to-

wards a piece of dirty paper that was crumpled in the hand upon

which he had been previously supporting himself.

" Is from Guiscpi)e Scarlatti."

"Is it the truth what ho has written here? Is Guilio Castelli

in his hands?"

"PerBacco! yes," said the brigand. " When we heard that

Tou were living, wo bade him write to you to ransom hira. Argu-

ment and threat were alike of no avail; he would not."

" The brave boy !" muttered Borghese.

" Then Guiseppe said to me— ' You must see Fedcrigo Bor-

ghese, Andrea,' and so I am here."

" Scarlatti says that for
—

"

" Two thousand scudi he shall be placed in your hands, pro-

vided you do not mean to give him up to the tribunals of justice,

and
—

"

"Fool!" uttered Fcderigo, "is ho not my brother?"

" 0, no otFencc, my prince," said the brigand, with a grin
;

"but when two brothers love the same woman, brotherly afi'ec-

tion is somewhat too often changed into a most unbrothcrly

hate."

" What do you mean ?" asked the Borghese, impatiently.

" 0, as all Rome is talking about it, I thought there would be

no harm in mentioning it ; and then that little pistol-shot which,

had it been an inch lower, minlit have finished
—

"

"Be silent!"

"0, certainly, my prince!" replied the robber; "and now,

touching the ransom V
" One half you shall take with you ; the remainder shall bo

placed in your hands when Guilio Castelli stands within tliis

chamber free and unharmed."
" Good !" replied Andrea. " To-morrow night you may expect

him hero without fail."

" And now give mo the portfeuillo that stands upon yonder ta-

ble, with pen and ink."

The robber rose and strode across the room, and the marble

pavement echoed under his heavy stride. He then returned with

the port-fcuille, and placed it before the prince. It was with a

suppressed cry of pain that the young man again raised himself

in his bed and commenced writing. Something like admiration

broke over the face of Andrea, as ho saw the very evident physi-

cal anguish which was wasting the Borghese while he wrote ; but

as it is more important that wo should scan the letter which he

was tracing to Guilio, than that we should minutely chronicle the

emotions of the brigand, wo will take the liberty of looking over

his shoulder while he writes. Tho letter ran thus :

"Mt owk Brother :—Como back to me that I may convince

you, my own Guilio, of your strange error. I still find it impos-

sible to divine why you should for a moment have imagined that I

was in love with the Brigni. Alas ! she will not be here to smile

at your mistake, and to welcome you. But more of this when wc

meet. Come back, my dear Guilio, and at once, to your loving

brother, Federigo Borghese."

This letter was folded and directed to Castelli. The young

prince then scrawled an order upon Torlogna to pay the bearer

one thousand scudi. This he handed to Andrea, who read it

through very carefully and very slowly ; he was evidently obliged

to spell the words as he read them.

" Yes, my prince, it is (juite right," he at length said, as he

plunged it into his breeches pocket, and took up tho letter to Cas-

telli, which he consigned to the same receptacle. " To-morrow

night. Addio, my friend !"

He then turned, as if he would leave the apartment.

"Stay; I have something more to say to you," said the Bor-

ghese. " Go to the door and see that no one is listening."

The brigand crossed the apartment, and opened the door.

" Yes, my prince, there is."

"Tell him to retire into the adjoining chamber."

" Go," said Andrea, as he ])ointed to the doorway.

It may be presumed that the domestic hesitated about comply-

ing with the peremptory order, for the brigand suddenly vanished.

A short struggle was heard, and then a sharp cry for help. Fe-

derigo threw himself forward in his bed and listened ; then the

heavy step of the roljbor was heard as he strode across the ante-

chamber ; then two doors were locked, and almost immediately

afterwards Andrea reappeared. He crossed the apartment to-

wards tho bed on which Federigo had already sunken back.

" What is it you have done '!" demanded the latter.

" Gagged him, tied his hands, and locked him in !" was tho

short answer ; and the Borghese, suffering as he was, could not

refrain from a smile, as he listened to the succinct reply.

"Release him."

"When you have said what you wish, my prince. A few mo-
ments since, you wanted no listeners."

The young man seemed as if he was hesitating whether he

should speak or not. Then he raised his eyes to Andrea's face

and examined it steadily. He still appeared as if he were lost in

doubt ; but, as if witli an effort, he broke it, and said :

" I must see Guiseppe Scarlatti."

" When V
" To-morrow night."

Andrea stared at him.

" Where V he asked.

" Here."

The brigand burst into a fierco and derisive laugh.

"Here!—ha! ha! ha! You are much too good, my prince

!

Ha ! ha ! lui ! ha !—but you are a terrible jester. You really must

excuse mc. Ha ! ha ! ha !"

"Listen to me," said tlie- young Borghese. "I must see him,

and that to-morrow evening. 1 am too ill to leave this chamber.

You know that it is so. Is he afraid to come 1"

" Had you asked him that, my prince, I may doubt whether

you would have ever had the chance of putting him another ques-

tion !" retorted Andrea. " Guisej)pe Scarlatti ! and afraid !

Hark ye ! ye mean no treachery, do you ?" and he bent a scruti-

nizing glance upon tho countenance of the young Fcderigo. " I

am sure you do not," for as ho was speaking, tho crimson Idood

for the fii-st time during that interview suffused tho face of the

prince with an angry glow. " No, I am very sure that you do

not. Well, ho shall be hero !" '
•

" He can enter the palace by—" began tho Borghese.

"Trouble you not how he will enter; ho shall bo here. And
now may I go V
Tho Borghese bowed and sank back on tho couch. The exer-

tion he had made during tho interview had been too much for

him ; he bad fainted. Andrea gazed on the young man with a

curious mi.xturo of admiration and contempt graven upon his

face ; then ho strode out of tho chamber, unlocked the door of

tho ante-chamber, and in another instant returned, dragging after

him rather than leading, the shrinking domestic. He unloosed

his hands, and took the gag from his mouth, returning them to

one of his numerous pockets, and then he pointed to the bed on
which the fainting figure of Federigo Borghese was stretched.

"Attend to your master, and at once 1"

In another instant he had quitted the apartment, and wa: cross-

ing the ante-chamber. The old servant shuddered as he listened

to the heavy tramp of tho brigand, and then turned to busy him-

self above tho recumbent form of his young master.

CHAPTER IX.

THE INTERVIEW REQUESTED.

We have now to retrace our steps. After Torlogna and the

Brigni had homo tho wounded Fcderigo to tho palace of the Bor-

ghese in the banker's carriage, and he had conducted her home,

she fcjr tho first time, in tho secrecy of her own chamber, gave

way to her anguish, which was not wholly unmingled with joy.

It must be remembered that until this evening she had, very nat-

urally, doubted the love of tho young Castelli for her. His con-

stant avoidance of her presence was unmistakeable. How was it

possible for her to suppose that he had mistaken the attentions of

the young Borghese to her for a love with which ho doubted his

own power to control ? Now, all this was clear ; but supposing

that Federigo should die—Guilio would have the weight of a

brother's death upon his conscience ; he would slay himself, or if

not he would fly from the sunny shores of his own Italy to roam

as a wanderer wherever his chiding soul might prompt him.

What should she do '? She wrung her hands with aiiguikh. And
yet he loved her ; and as tho Italian thought of this, her face

brightened. She fell upon her knees, and the mingled prayers of

her joy and sorrow, climbed the stejis of heaven, and smiled and

wept before the throne of the Etern;d Father.

The next day Torlogna called on her. He had sent early to

the Borghese palace, and had received from the old prince a fa-

vorable account of tho young Borghese. The wound was by no

means a dangerous one—so, at least, said the physician. In less

than two weeks it was probable that he might again be able to see

his friends. They dared ho]>e it.

"And poor Guilio'!" asked tho Brigni, as soon as ho had

paused.

Torlogna looked inquisitively at her, and she flushed slightly

as he did so.

"In accordance with the request of Federigo himself, the prince

will not pursue him," ho continued. " Ho is a noble young man."
" He is," answered the Signora Anna.

The Roman banker had been thinking of Fedcrigo Borghese

when he said this; but the Italian vocalist had thought of Guilio

Castelli when she answered him.

"Nay, when he has perfectly recovered, I am told that the

prince, urged by the prayers of Federigo, has promised not to

pursue him. The Princess Borghese is far more bitter ; but then

she is a woman ; of course, you know that is very natural."

" O, of course !" was the answer which Anna Brigni had made

him.

The banker stared. Old as he was, he was not altogether in-

sensible to the charms of the fairer portion of creation, and the

Brigni was one of the fairest specimens of it that he had ever

seen. Ho fully anticipated a retort ; he did not get one. Con-

versation languished, and, in less than ten minutes, the Roman
banker rose, bowed, and took his leave. It was a sad mistake of

the lady's, for Torlogna was a great patron of tho opera, whoever

was the manager. He really did love music ; but when love has

once crept into the heart, it is astonishing what mistakes are made

by the mind ; the old friend is in a pitiable state when it at first

discovers the entrance of a new lover.

The intelligence which had been given her by tho banker,

greatly relieved the apprehensions of Anna. She was enabled to

continue her duties at the opera, although her doors were closed

to everybody, and consequently it was not until the fifth evening

after the report of the " attempted assassination "—such was the

name the world chose to give it—of his brother by Guilio Cas-

telli, that she met Bernardo Delia Torre. This took place in the

coulisses of the Aliberto. As she was leaving the stage at the

close of the first act, a hand was gently laid upon her arm. Al-

most instantly she shrank back from the touch ; then she turned,

ami recognized the young Genoese as she did so.

" You will excuse me, will you not, signora?" he murmured ;

" but when your house is closed against me, and I cannot bask in

your smiles beneath your own roof, I am obliged to seek your

heavenly presence wherever there is a chance of finding it
!"

It was the first time he had ever dared to address her in tho

undisguised languaufCof admiration, and she recoiled from the

homage proffered to her beauty by his lips. Why, it would per-

haps be ditli ult to say, were it not from an instinctive repugnance

to tho man which she felt that he had not openly warranted her in

showing. She accordingly bowed, smiled, and attempted to pass

him.

" The signora will not surely leave me so soon !" he continued.
" It would be too cruel to do so at the first moment in five days
when my eyes are blessed with her sight !"

The meaning in the tone struck her even more than the words.

She felt th.at he was no longer attempting to disguise the passion

which she had once or twice snspected him of feeling for her, and
with tho roiolution of a woman who really loves, and is not

ashamed to avow her passion, she determined upon replying to

him in a manner that it would be impossible for him to mistake.

" Signer," she said, " if I do not err, you are addressing mo in

the language of a compliment, too warm for truth, and—" • -'

" No, no, signora !"

" Possibly,—for I will not pretend to say but what it may be

so,—too sincere for your own happiness."

"Anna Brigni, let me—

"

"Sir!" she exclaimed, as she attempted to pass him.

Bernardo caught her hand with a firm and inflexible yet fonder

grasp, and hold her where she stood.

" Loose me !—or—

"

" Nay ! you must and you shall listen to me !"

" Here, I cannot," she said, as she caught the eyes of two or

three of the habitual frequenters of the coulisses fixed upon them.

Delia Torre smiled imperceptibly, for he felt that he had gained

his point.

"I will call upon the signora to-moiTow," ho observed. "At
what hour shall it be ?"

"At two o'clock, I will expect you," she answered, as she re-

leased her hand from his grasp, and passed on into her room.

Hero slie flung herself in a chair, and smiled bitterly as she did

so at the mistaken estimate which she imagined Delia Torre had

formed of her character.

Meanwhile the Genoese had returned to his box, and appeared

to be lost in his admiration of a French countess, who had been

for the last two months one of the reigning belles of Rome.

The clock in the saloon of the Signora Brigni had precisely

struck two on the following day, when the Piedmonteso dis-

mounted from his horse. His face was cold and stern as if it had

been cut out of Parian marble, as he strode up the steps and ad-

vanced into the house. A moment afterwards, Anna Brigni

heard his step upon the stairs ; it was heavy, marked and delib-

erate. It was not the bounding step of the young lover rushing

to the presence of her whom ho adores ; but as little was it the

step of a timid doubter about to sue for that love which he knows

will be denied him. As the servant opened the door for him to

enter the saloon, the Brigni rose to meet hira.

" The sig.nora sees that I am punctual," he said, as he advanced

to .take her hand.

She pointed to a chair. He looked at her and smiled ; then he

drew the chair towards her, and sat down.
" May I ask Signor Delia Torre," she said, " to what I am

indebted for this wish for an interview?"

" Certainly, madam ; although I had hoped that ray manner

would have already convinced you that I can only have an object.

I adore you, madam ! I adore you, Anna—

"

" Pause, sir ! Last night I intimated that this language was

unpleasant to mo. Let me now say I trust it will not be repeated,

or I shall be obliged to request the presence of my female friend,

Madame Salicetti, which I had imagined upon this occasion you

would have preferred my dispensing with !"

He bit his lips as she was speaking ; but his face neither flushed

nor changed color.

" That must be as the signora herself may chopse. If she wills

it, she is at liberty to summon her."

Anna Brigni looked at him with astonishment. The change in

his manner was so complete. But a moment before his language

had seemed to burn with youth and passion ; now it was as cold

and glacial as the ice in the higher Alps.

" You do not choose me to address you in the language of love.

Well, it shall be so. Y'ou must know what my feeltngs have

been from the first moment in which my senses were entangled in

the meshes of your loveliness. It would therefore be useless to

tell you all I have felt and suffered when I beheld you encourag-

ing another—

"

" Signor Delia Torre !" interrupted Anna.
" Let me speak, I pray you, mademoiselle ! At your request,

I forbear to shape my passion in the words itself might prompt

;

in the form that you force it to assume, you must listen to it
!"

" Pause, sir !" again commenced Anna, as she stretched out

her hand to the little ivory handled bell that was lying upon the

table. Delia Torre rose and push.:d it towards her.

[to be coxtinued
]

< »»» »

Grood or bad fortune generally pursue those who have the

greatest share of cither. The prosperous man seems as a mag-
net to attract prosperity.

—

Rochefoucauld.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.
On this and the next page
wo give a scries of Crystal

Palace views. The first is

a representation of a beau-

tiful statuette of Ino and
Bacchus, in Parian, execut-

ed by Copeland. The two
groups which follow, repre-

senting boys sporting with
goats, by Currier, are made
from Parian, a material

much resembling, and sec-

ond only to marble. They
are copies of original de-

signs, and arc exceedingly

well executed. The en-

graving at the foot of this

page is a group enihraciiig

the vintage jug and other

ornamental ariides, con-

taining some very splendid
objects. The large cup to

the left is in gold and ena-
mel ; it standi a considera-

ble height, and is most ex-
quisite in its elaborate and
delicate workmanship ; the

centre-piece is called the
" Vintage Jug," is of gold,

with the ornaments in sil-

very the combination of
the two metals, one bur-

nished and the other " mat-
ted," produrcs a brilliant

effect. The engraving at

the top of the next page is

a representation of a silver

group of Sir Roger do
Covcrly and the Gipsies, by
Angcll. The gipsies are

examining De Covcrlj's

CHILDREN SPORTING WITH GOATS.

COPELAND S STATUETTE OF INO AND BACCHUS, IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

against the eagle, which, attracted

by the hope of ])rcy, has seized, and
will speedily cany away the alarm-
ed infant. The work is characterized

by strong expression, as well as

great care in execution. There arc a
host of other splendid exhibitions of
taste, skill and usefulness here, views
of some of wliich we may hereafter

give. But, apropos of this bazaar

of art and industry at the present

moment, we see it stated that one of
its most interesting departments is

that which is assigned to lost articles

picked up by the police. Among
these are about three hundred lace

caml>ric handkerchiefs, some valued
at fifty dollars. There are also about
as many veils, a large stock of

gloves, an extensive assortment of
babies' shoes and stockings, and
some hundred articles of jewelry,

pieces of which range as hi^li as one
hundred dollars in value. Locks of

false hair are intersi)ersed wuh other
wearing apparel, and a bottle of
brandy occupies a conspicuous posi-

tion. Specimens of almost every-

thing that is capable of being lost

may be seen there. Sometimes the

articles are of much value which are

thus lost, and betray the absence of

care in the losers. At the close of
the Crystal Palace exhibition in Lon-
don, ])roperty to a large amount lost

in this way had accumulated, and
the owners were found with ditliiulty,

and sometimes were never discovered.

JAPAN.
The Boston correspon-

dent of the N. York .Jour-

nal of Commerce writes as

follows :
" From the best

sources it appears that Ja-
pan resembles Great Bri-

tain ; there being three isl-

ands— by name, Niphon,
Kiusia and Sitkof— that

correspond with England,
Scotland and Wales ; and
these islands compose Ja-
pan proper, with an esti-

mated population of nearly

2.1.000,000. There are in-

numerable dependent isl-

ands—as Yesso, nearly the

size of Ireland ; a portion

of the Kirsile Islands, the

other portion belonging to

Russia ; the LooClioo Isl-

ands, etc., that may con-

tain as many people more.
Japan is in about the lati-

tude of Southern Europe,
and yet it is as cold, or

colder than Great Britain.

The highest mountains are

covered with snow much of
the year, and snow often

lies for several days in the

country at large. Thercare
not many mountains, nor
large rivers and lakes in

the coimtry. The moun-
tains that exist are gener-

ally volcanic in their ori-

gin. Almost every acre of
the soil is made productive,

though not specially so by
nature. The hills are gen-

CHILDREN SPORTING WITH GOATS.

palm, and explain-
ing to him the course
of his future fortune.

The ornamental ta-

bles, also shown on
next page, are curi-

osities in their wav,
seldom seen. One
of them is supported
by storks, and has
a top composed of
plate glass, painted
in imitation of the

Florentine Mosaic.
The other table is

from a design fur-

nished by the Duch-
ess of Sutherland,
for whom Mr. Mo-
rant executed it.

The columns of this

table exhibit swans
and aquatic plants.

The group at the

foot of the same
page, of the Eagle
and Child, by M.
Aug. le Cliesne, the

French sculptor, and
whose woiks have
attracted much at-

tention during their

exhibition among
ns, is a powerfully-

told story, but of
somewhat too pain-

ful a kind. The
mother has fallen in

a deep and troubled
sleep in the prairie,

her irifint clings to

her side, holding an
arun Hower in his

hand, and undcavor-
ing 10 rouse her aid ORNAMLNTAL TABLE GROUP ON EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

erally cultivated to

their tops. It is ac-

knowledged to be

one of the best cul-

tivated countries in

the world. This has

become necessary in

order that so dense

a population maybe
supported ; as they

have but precious lit-

tle commciTO, they

must raise their own
food or starve. Rice

is a staple produc-

tion, and is a princi-

pal article of food.

Aside from rice, they

raise wheat, Indian

corn, vegetables, and

many other articles

that are produced in

this country. Japan

is a very wealthy

country. It abounds
with gold and silver,

copper and other val-

uable metals. Be-

sides, the people are

very industrious and
enterprising, and of-

ten remind one of

the Yankees. They
have their merchant
princes, as well as

other nations. In ed-

ucation and civiliza-

tion they are beyond

most Asiatics, and

are more like the

Europeans. TheJa-
jiancse are like the

Portuguese in their

ni)pearancc, dressing

like the Chinese."
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THE KILLER WHALE.
A short time since Lieut. Maury offered

gome remarks before the American Scientific

Association, in relation to tlie " Killer Whale."

His observations have called forth the follow-

ing description of the character and habits of

the animal from a correspondent of the Na-

tional IntelliKcncer, Capt. W. I). Porter, of

the navy :

—" The killer is the wolf of the

ocean, and hunts in packs, and their tall dorsal

fins can he constantly seen above the water.

This fi^h has always as a companion, but

swimming di epcr, the sword-fish, and now and

then can be seen a shark. On siL'htin<; their

prey, which the killer sees at a great distance,

the pack gives clla^e—the unconscious whalo

is slowly moving near the surface, and occa-

sionally spouting, as it were in sport, jets of

water above him. But he now suddeidy .sees

the sea-wolf near him. Instinct at once teach-

es him that on the surface he cannot be safe,

and, taking in a long breath, he flukes—that

is, dives. But there has been anoher enemy
watching him from the depths below, the

sword-lisli. which now darts at him with the

velocity of lightning and perforates the whale

with his long and spear-like nose. This sends

him at once to the surface ; there he again

meets with his enemy, the killer, but as yet

they are afraid to approach him. The wbalc

now begins to see the extent of his danger,

and for a time merely la.shes the water with

liis ponderous fluke. Ho soon tiies of this,

and remains for a short time at rest; the pack

now approach him, and he seeks safety in

flight. But what can he do ^ The poor wbalc

hits a liump(ni his back, and steers unsteadily,

while the killer's tail and stiff tin steadies him
on his course. Nearer and nearer approaches

the pack to their victim ; again he takes a long

breath and dives. The sword fish has.-tcadily

kept him in view. He, too has a tall fin, and

long, slender, propelling tail
;
and while it is

an eff'oit to the whnlc to increase his speed, it

is hut play to the sword fish, which ag.tin darts

and perforates his prey, and sends the wounded
whale again to the surface. The race again

commences, hut this time with diminished

speed, the killers having separated to watch

than the rest seiz-s him by the throat and
tears away the white skin and fat ; he Ojiens

his mouth and bellows with pain. This is

generally the signal for a combncd attack.

His tongue is seized and torn from his mouth ;

so are his eyes. The sword fish now rises to

the surfice, and his tall, spar-like protuberance

is seen projecting over the body of the whale;

the sharks ahso close in and feed on the fat

rejected by the killers. In this state the whale

makes a few dying struggles. The feast now
commences and continues until the fit and
sufli lent flesh is stripped off to cause the <ar-

oa-ic to become too hca\ y to float on the sur-

face, and it sinks. Tlie shark is left to enjoy
his f.w streaks of fat. while the killer pack,

accompanied by their companion, the sword-

fish, rove ag du the broad ocean to sgek an-

other leviathan of the great deep."

SIR ROGER UE COVERLY AND THE GIPSIES, AT THE CRYSTAL PAL.\.CE.

the rise of the whale, who,
finding his enemies in ev-

ery direction, courses in a
circle, and again makes a
thiid, and .sometimes a
fourth atlem|)t to escape

by diving, but is always

met by the terrible sjiikc

of the swoid fish. He at

last, weak, exhausted and
dispirited, returns to the

su face, where he again
attempts escape by flight.

Streams of blood mark his

course; his enemies still

follow steadily after him,
until he stops and begins

to lash and make the ocean
foam around him

;
but now

large streams of his life-

blood are pouring out, and
he is only increaNing his

weakness t)y the exertion,

and merely la^hing amidst
his own gore. Tired, ex-

hausted and faint, he rolls

over. The deep red streaks

of blood Honin*from large

oririccs in his white belly

can now be distinctly seen.

The hungry jraek now
close, and one more bold

A DANUEROl'S PfTT.

Mrs. Swisshelm, the editor of the Pittsburgh

Visitor, in some comments upon an article

descriptive of the American cougar, which
recently ajipeared in Chambers' Edinburgh
Jounuil, gives an interesting account of her

own ])ersonal experience in the panther line.

She savs that eleven years ago her husband
bought in Arkansas a young panther, six

months old, which had hien caught, while a
kitten, in the woods. He was brought home,
and remained there four years, until the time
of Ids death. Tom—that was his name—was
about nine fc^et in length, of a gray <'olor on
his back and sides, and nearly white on the

belly and throat. Ilis back generally was per-

fectly straight, his form symmetrical, and his

movements lithe and graceful. In the twi-

light of evening the animal was accustomed

to ])ace back and forth to the. full cxt' nt of

his limits, ever and anon uttering a short,

piercing shriek, which made the valley rever-

berate for half a mile or more in every direc-

tion. Mrs. Swisshelm says these sounds were

the shrillest, and at the same time the most
mournful she ever heard. They might, per-

haps, be likened to the scream of a woman in

an agony of terror. The natural ferocity of

ORNAMENTAL TABLE, CRYSTAL PALACE
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the panther was at length so far subdued, tliat his fair

niistrc.-s .sometimes ventured to stroke his head and feel

his paw, when he was in liood humor. On one occasion,

indeed, when he had broken his chain, and ali the men in

the house, with the exception of Mr. Swisshelm, had fled

to the barn for safety, she seized him by the collar as he

took refuge in the dining-room, and held him until her
husband took effectual measures to secure him. At
length, however, Mrs. Swisshelm was thrown from a car-

riage and so severely injured that she was confined to her

bed several weeks. She says :
—" When we appeared oa

crutches we inadvertently went quite near him, and were
warned by a lo.v growl that he was regarding us as his

prey. We turned and found him crouched within five or
six feet of us, ready to spring—his eyes green and blazing,

and the tipot his tail moving from side to side. We kept
our eye fastened on his ; there was no one within call, and
we tried to make him remember us by talking to and
uaming him. ' Tom, poor Tom I' but Tmu's eye lost

none of its fire, and the tail kejit up its r(gular motion.
Then we tried to intimidate him, as we h id often done
before, by assuming a voice of cotnniand. ' Tom, Tom!
Down, Tom !' But Tom kept his hostile attitude, and
we—in doubt as to whether his chain was long enough to

reach us, or strong enough to resist the spiiiig we saw he
intended making—kept our place and trietl to stare him
out of countenance. After what appeared to us a long
time, trusting to the power of the eye to keep him still,

we set our crutches, and -till speaking to him, threw our-

sclf backward a step. The instant we moved lie sprang;
but the chain held him, and being too short, he rebounded
against a post about eighteen inches from us." Her pet

1'om never showed the same desire to attack a man that

he did to attack a woman or child. When a child was in

sight he would pace back and fortH, loll out his tongue,

and somc'times screamed with rage, that he could not get

at it. He never purred except when caressed and in an
extra good humor. AVIien in fear he hum|jed his back,

bristled his hair, and spit like a eat. He wa;, in all re-

spects, "a large gray cat, looking on all animals as rats,

mice and birds. M.n to him were large rats whom he

thought best to let alone." The idea of fondling such a
creature seems like an act of de^iperate hardihood. Gen-
erally speaking, it is wholly untaincable, always retaining

its til rce, malevolent aspect, and perpetual, muttering
growl, and however it may se< m to yield to the inilucuce

of Uinltiess, its nature is faUe and treacherous.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

JUNIUS BRUTUS BOOTH.

BY O. C. HOWARD.

L'histoire d'une mort que j'ai deja plearee.— CorneiUe.

Ihe drama views one liunian temple fall,

Whose histrionic power at nature's call

Glowed forth electric impul.<e on the soul

Enchantinyly— our senses to control.

The listening ear would start from its repose,

As Shakfpeare's music from that organ rose,

Its swelling note and soft persuasire tone

Approving hands, admiring liearts would own,

"i^Tien gazing wildly with amazement fraught

By that mind's magic in its dome of thought.

Those blazing lights would sparkle passion's firs.

And roll in frenzied scene with maddening ire,

IVhose quivering shades, with portal of life's breath

By stern reality are locked in death.

Again, we shall not see that form erect

Trom the bright stage magnetic force eject,

"While blending sculptor's art with poet's muse,

Harmoniously inspiring thoughts infu.se;

Jfor wretched Lear, di.<tracted, wail and weep

O'er young Cordelia's everlasting sleep,

The dark and jealous Moor, on murder bent;

Or as lago, treacherously intent;

Macbeth, affrighted, con the witch's word;

Nor, desperate Cassius. falling on his sword

—

Their true embodiment upon the scene

Hath gone, where those he pictured long have been.

The greatest fault that marked his fame's career

"Was self-indifference- vice to virtue near;

The gilded trappings, which encase the vain,

"Were looked upon by him with mild disdain;

"While trembling aspirants, 'neath his command,

Keceived the cheering word and friendly hand.

Then, unassuming, he would gifts bestow

On the poor player— grieved in earnest woe.

That intellectual brow and pensive air.

The changing features' wild and ghastly stare,

"Which swayed us to and fro, that dazzling power

Instructing all so well in evening's hour.

Hath now, alas, forever passed away.

The soul to live— the body to decay.

The tragic boards that nursed his genius o'er

One generation, shall his loss deplore;

The corps dramatic drop the grateful tear.

In memory of the xtar they once stood near;

"Wtcf! graceful arms will ne'er again defy

"In daring Richard, when the combat's nigh;

Nor hands in Uamlet, Yorick's skull display,

Philosophizing Alexander's clay

;

But cold and lifeless as the bones they bore,

Mingle in changing dust for evermore.

<.»**>

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MABEL AND HER CANARY.

BT KEV. HENRT BACON.

The rich, clear, ringing song of the canaiy thrilled the air

with ecstacy never before known in that neighborhood. Despite

the putrid atmosphere, the liquid notes rang joyously, as though

the bird was determined that the sun, shining amid the dingy

dwellings, should not vanish without a song ; and the music

gushed forth as from an inexhaustible fountain. How could the

canary continue its notes, so long, so shrill, so harmonious, and

so rich with animating strains "? How could the murky atmos-

phere give such resonance to the thrilling song '! How could a

creature, made for a region of aroma and light, venture to tarry

there, to charm that region with its melodies 1 Ah, sweet canary,

unconsciously thou didst speak of the mission which the piire and

good might have amid the defiled, to win them from the grov-

elling life they arc following, to the swelling songs above !

Did anybody listen to the canary ? However that might ho,

the bird kept on singing, as from delight in its own power of song.

But orte did listen to the strange gush of melody. That hearer

was Blabel ; and if suddenly, through some of the few trees in the

distance, she had discovered the fall and dashing of a cascade, a

greater surprise could not have been felt. Yes, Mabel listened

—

intently, rapturously, as she leaned out from a low, attic window,

and saw the bird on the eaves of a neighboring house. What a

contrast to the world about them were Mabel and that canary

!

The region was one of llic gloomiest places in our great city; l)ut

sunshine and the moonlight visited it, the stars gazed down
there, and the good God sent his bird to show what a little gen-

tleness might do to win forth refinement and love from a neglected

soul. Mabel, as she looked out from that attic window, resting

her chin on the palrns of both hands, showed a face as i)urc as the

first snowdrop; her eyes shone from their crystal depths like

spring violets ;
and in the dimples, which gave a greater promi-

nence to her cherry lips, scores of fairy graces seemed to live, so

fast did their expression change, throwing a wondrous light and
beauty over her whol» face. Her hair was not so much "brown
in the shade and golden in the sun," as golden always ; for what
the sun did not do, her smiles accomplished, and imprisoned li^ht

seemed constantly -ivorking its way out from the ever flying or

dancing curls. And now her lips were jiuckered by nn uncon-

scious efl'brt at imitating the bird's song, as there, on the caves of

a house at a short distance, the canary sat and sung. The green

and gold of its beautiful wings, and full, round throat, shone glit-

teringly in the Ught of the setting sun ; and so clean, so pure, so

radiant did it look, that Mabel felt strange thoughts rising in her

soul, and she asked herself if this was not something more than

any of the caged songsters in tlie city. There it still sat, lifting

its proud head, and showing more and more of its beautiful throat,

and lifting its wings as though they were an accompaniment to

its song, till Mabel's heart began to beat fearfully lest the canary

would fly away.

But no, the bird kept on singing, and Mabel began to fear it

would kill itself with its cflbrts ; and she now found that the bird

had fixed its eyes on her, and instinctively she stretched out her

right hand towards it, "while she quietly rested her head on the

other. The bird lifted its wings and fluttered ; then alighted

again and sung ; then shook its delicate head, and its eyes glittered

as diamonds amid the curls of a maid in the dance; and then it

flew—not away, but a little nearer to Mabel, and then nearer yet,

and then, like a darting swallow, it plunged past her into her

room ! The canary now flew about the room as though fright-

ened, but in a moment it darted to a little shelf where a bowl of

water stood, dipped down and drank, and then plunged in and

had a merry bath.

Mabel was in ecstacy. Never, save in some strange dream, had

anything so pure and beautiful been near her before. She watched

every motion of her visitor. She studied all its little ways. She

felt herself mimicking them all in her thoughts, and before she

was aware of any intention to do so, she was humming over its

notes and venturing on its song. She now thought of food for

her guest, and she gathered some crumbs which she scattered on

the shelf, at the same time held somo in her left hand—and was

she not delighted when the bird came to take its food from her

hand instead of the shelf 1 She kept up her light whistle, varying

it to the notes which rung in her brain, and the little creature

bobbed its head about as it ate its food, as though beating time to

her music.

It "was now evident the canary was tired. It flew to a peg in

the wall, and there it alighted, and its head drooped. Mabel closed

her casement ; and as she did this, the loud voice of her mother

was heard from below screaming for her to come in. She thought

it was fortunate that the scream did not come before, and little

Sweety, as she called the canary, "would have been frightened

away. " Go to sleep. Sweety," she said ;
" nobody knows you

are here." And then she left the attic, and descended the rude

stairs of the house.

It was indeed a descent for Mabel. In her little, rude, rough,

unfurnished attic she had a glimpse of the sky ; and, from the lit-

tle window there, she had looked many an hour on the mystery

of the clouds and the wonder of the stars, and felt nothing but the

presence of beauty when the white lightning wrote its strange

charact£rs on the sky. The sounds of the wind, the dropping of

the rain, and tlie softened roar and murmur of the city, had also

their ministry for her, and these coniljincd to weave a strange fas-

cination around the lone attic. She would not have exchanged it

for any room in the house ; and that which was given without the

least regard to her comfort became the prime choice of her heart.

It will be time enough to tell what she had made it when she goes

back to " Sweety."

Mabel had descended to the lower rooms of the house, and her

mother's salutation was, " I suppose you have had a good sleep

this time." How could sAe be Mabel's mother ? Because nature

sometimes loves to triumph over all times and arts, and show to

the prodigal a vision of the beauty of other years, forcing the bitter

thought, " See what I was !—see from whift I have changed !"

Some of the rarest forms of humanity are found where darkest

sin holds its carnivuil ; and it cheers the heart of the reformer to

behold the sweet faces of childhood, and from them to have fresh

courage smiled into the heart.

Yes, that was Mabel's mother. How much that hard, stern

look had cost ! Disguise whatever they may, the look of the evil

reveals them. Tlicre it is, oozing up, as it were, from the sensi-

bilities through the very pores of the skin, and shimmering over

the surface with awful revelations. Mabel's mother that after-

noon had made one of her best efforts at adornment. Her glossy

hair laid smooth over a full, round, jutting forehead, and the pro-

portions of her finely-moulded form showed the symmetry of

kindly nature. You could see what she was before the indolence

and intemperance of her husband had killed her courage, and

made her "give up," to take as easily as possible the evils of her

hard lot. But adorn as she might at times, she could not remove

her look. That told she had not kept the soul triumphant with

womanly energy. It was the last thing to be reached, and it was

to be reached only by touching the spirit to finer issues.

"Be quicic, Mabel, aftd light a candle," said the mother.

It was done ; and were we to take advantage of its light to sur-

vey the room, we should see but a catalogue of remnants and

ruins, with here and there a little evidence of a purer j^resence

thwarted in its efforts to cheer tlie gloom. In the corner sat Ma-

bel's father, with his arms folded, legs crossed, and his head lean-

ing over to his right shoulder, as though asking a pillow, with

only one expression in his face—that of lazy contentment. He
was not a criminal, but "an easy soul," and was said to be ''no-

body's enemy but his own," when in fact lie was nol)ody's friend

—not even of himself. Pushed on going down hill, he would

run only because it was easier to do so than to hold back.

Against this laziness Mabel's mother labored, till she found her

passion was but as water heaving and beating against a sculptured

rock, and it rolled back to her only increased by the nonresiskance.

Preparations are now made for supper, and Mabel flits here and

there rapidly, executing, with a lighter spirit than she ever know

before, her mother's commands. She does not heed any expres-

sion of harshness, and is not troubled at anything about her. A
bird is fluttering in Mabel's heart ; a thing of beauty is living bo-

fore her thought ; a canary is singing there, and she has now
something to love, to care for, to tend, to play with, to fondle.

And while she is busy at her work, a new existence is opening iu

her soul, a new intelligence is dawning, a new memory of all the

beautiful things she has ever seen comes to her, interpreting the

meaning and glory of all pure things. The poet complained that

he could not bring home the river and the sky with the bird ; but

Mabel did better. She went, as it were, with her bird to more

than the river and the sky—she went to the homes ivhere she had

heard birds sing, and began, for the first time, to imagine what

beauty there must be where such canaries sung, and from whence,

undoubtedly, her Sweety had flown. As she had, when out a

begging, seen the birds in their fine cages, she had thought how

fine it must be to be a canary—to have so many smiles and atten-

tions, always food enough, and nothing to do but sing. But now
she had a bird of her own, and all things were changed. She

thought of all the birds she had ever heard sing, and she knew

Sweety could beat them all. She did not now dread the mor-

row's task of begging, for she meant to ask for some seed for her

bird ; and for this purpose, she resolved to listen everywhere for

the canary's song, and to go in wherever she heard it to secure

some food for Sweety.

The evening passed, and Mabel lived a double existence through

the hours ; one with those about her, and the other with the

thoughts of her bird. She was happy when she was released for

the night, and with her inch of candle she crept up to her attic

—

not lonely now. As she entered, the canary sprung up, fluttered

about, and then burst into a song. Mabel was frightened lest the

music should be heard below, and she fondled the bird to hush it.

How delighted she was to find that it seemed to love her, and she

talked to her pet as though it were an intelligent thing. While

she was learning it some little baby tricks, the candle suddenly

flashed in the socket and expired. She put the canary on its peg,

and disrobed herself in the dark, and laid down on her humble

bod.

Never had she laid so awake as then. Her fancy was roving

everywhere, her brain was full of projects, and Sweety was the

central object of all her solicitude. At length she fell asleep, and

there was poetry enough in Mabel's dreams that night to set up a

dozen new poets, and to establish them in popular favor.

The morning came, and Mabel, fresh as a true May mom, was

eager to go out on her accustomed task, for Sweety must have

some seed. And what a morning was that ! Never before had a

song saluted Mabel's rising, and she felt like another being. The

music thrilled through her heart and changed it. It sent a long-

ing for purity to every feeling.

Mabel was successful in getting the seed she wanted, though

the servant girl said to her, " You can't afford to keep a bird."

But Mabel kept her thoughts to herself, and was only stimulated

the more to look after Sweety. She said to herself, " Nobody

but rich folks have birds, and I've got one. I'm rich now." Ev-

ery day her canary's song was more dear, and the green and gold

of its plumage more bright. Whenever she got an opportunity

to see how ladies' maids attended on the birds where she entered

to beg, she always watched their proceedings with care, and thus

she obtained ideas of neatness and taste; and what she learned to

do for Sweety, she soon found was beneficial to herself She now

improved in appearance, and her manners and deportment had

more quietness and refinement, and people were more kind aud

considerate towards her. Her home showed the same change

;

and though poverty still clung there, it was a cleaner thing than

before.

One bright morning, when Mabel was ovcrflowiii^with the

remembered music of her bird, she called at a new place for food.

She had been attracted by the sound of a bird ; she stopped and

listened to it intently, and a3 she lifted her head to move on, she

said to herself, "Sweety can beat that." A lady, sitting at a

window, noticed her; and well rniglit that face attract the lady's

gaze—^so full, fresh, round and roseate was it, and so bright with

intelligence while tlio child listened to the song of the bird. A
beggar child, and so interested in music, and so aff'ected to enthu-

siasm by it, was something new to the lady, and she felt a strange

liking for the girl's face. Mabel long ago learned to read synqia-

thy whenever it shone in any face; aud with her finger to her lip,

as though she would not speak to the lady, she di-ew near the gate

and rang the bell.

So speedily was she admitted, that she took courage by thinking

the lady must have spoken to the servant to let her in. It was

so; and Mabel met the lady as she came to the door of the kitchen.

What a contrast was there ! The lady was elegantly dressed and

sat down in a chair, and Mabel, having left her basket in the

yard, came and stood, in her neat hut very humble robes, at the

door, wish one hand laid in the other, now and then lifting up her

long, drooping lashes to notice some canaries in their gay and

gilt cages. She kept thinking all the time, " Birdies, you sing

well, but you can't beat Sweety." The nearest rival was the

voice of the lady. It was the first time "a lady "had spoken

kindly to her, and she ventured to ask for some seed.

" What can you want of that 1" asked the lady, smiling at the

request.

" I have a canary, ma'am," was Mabel's reply.

" Have you f How can you keep it V said the lady.

" O, I asked people for bird seed," answered Mabel ;
" and I

find folks that keep birds are the kindest."

" But where did you get your canary ?" asked the lady.

" O, ma'am, it came to our house one day, and flew in at my

garret window. I love it dearly," said Mabel.

Mabel was frightened to see the face of the lady suddenly turn

very pale, and an undefinablo fear was at her heart, while she

answered numerous hurried inquiries as to the time the canary
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came to her attic, its color, its ways, its singing ; and to her great

sorrow she found she had entered the house from whence her

Sweety had flown. She put her hands to her face, and tried to

hide her feelings ; but the big, round tears came fast trickling

through her fingers, and she sat down on the doorstep, weeping

sadly. The servants were much moved, and the lady would Iiave

wept, had the strange feelings wliicli she possessed but allowed

her to do so.

In that house, where, on the door-step of the kitchen, Mabel

now sat and wept, was a child of her own age apparently dying.

To her mother's eye, Mabel's face had seemed the greatest con-

trast aiid what would she not liave given to impart the robust

health of the beggar-girl to her own child 1 Wlicn the child's

sickness took a fatal turn, a favorite canary flew away ; and from

a similar event preceding the death of a cousin, and a superstition

she had often heard, the young girl felt that the flight of the bird

was a token of approaching death. Many thought that only this

impression prevented her recovery; but no art could remove the

idea, no scarcliing could bring back the bird. Every new effort

to find the canary only convinced the maiden that she was right,

and her thoughts were of the skies and tlie sweet music of the

spirit-birds.

While Mabel wept, the lady entered the sick girl's room and

said, " Ella, we know where the canary is now."

"So do I, mother," answered Ella. "It is in the spirit land."

"No, daughter; a little girl of your own age is below, into

whose room it flew the day it left here," said the lady.

"It can't be. It must be another bird. Mine is where the

skies are always bright, and the beautiful is immortal," was the

reply, while tlio checks were flushed with the exciting thoughts of

the better land.

" I will have the girl come up, and you may question her," said

the mother. " I don't want to deceive you."

" Thank you, dear mother. Nobody ccm deceive me. Jly ca-

nary knows me, and nobody can teach a bird such pretty ways as

mine had. Slic may come up if you wish. I love everybody

now."

Thus saying, the invalid put her thin, transparent hands to-

gether as in prayer, and her eyes were steadily directed to one

point, as though the dove of celestial beatification was hovering

in her presence.

Mabel laid aside her hood, parted more carefully her hair, and

washing away the traces of her tears, she put on a calm, sweet

look, as she followed the lady up the stairs.

The door of the girl's room was opened, and the splendor of its

adornment dazzled the eyes of Mabel. She had never seen any-

tliing like it; and how wide the contrast with her attic where she

liad lain once with a fevered brain. The walls were covered with

the most delicate hangings—the silver figures glittered on the

white ground like the crisped surface of the snow shining in the

moonlight and flashing in the sun. In the centre of the ceiling

was an exquisitely wrought ornament, picturing cupids taking a

bath, and their merry faces looked down with a licwitching pleas-

antry. Two lofty windows, with white and blue hangings, ad-

mitted the light, while between them was a tall, oblong mirror,

swino-ing in a massive gilt frame, on the top of which was a group

of the Graces. On the toilet were antique vases, and caskets

shone with the white glitter of the polished marble ; and the curi-

ous ornaments in colors and gold, rising on the shelves a com-

plete pyramid of helps to beauty. Light and almost fr.^gile were

the chairs disposed about the room, while here and .there were

the rocking and easy-chairs, off"ering complete repose to the weary

invalid. The bed was the chief ornament to the room. The

richly-wrought, tall posts supported a gorgeous and yet delicate

canopy, forming arches on either side of the couch, from whence

drooped the lace curtains, divided from the silk and satin of the

canopy by a silver band and a crimson cord. At the foot of the

bed dropped an elaborately-wrought curtain, variegated with flow-

ers, fathered on the one side by a silver cord, from which fell an

ornament in the form of a cross, while the tassel itself had the

appearance of an open book. The drapery of tlie couch was all

snowy white, but not more so than the face of the invalid girl

—

her raven liair hung moist on the pillow, giving a bolder contrast

to the pale face ; her black eyes glittered with superhuman bril-

liancy; and a strong, energetic, and somewhat passionate spirit

gave to her countenance the expression of a mighty will. But

around her lips there was a light of tenderness, as though pure

thoughts would give a glimpse of their beauty ; and as she greeted

Mabel there was a sweet tenderness in her manner.

"Mother savs you have a canary at home," said Ella.

'• Yes, I have, and this laiy thinks it flew away from here.

You may have it again, though I love it dearly," said Mabel, and

the tears gushed out of her eyes and fell on the hand of Ella.

At once Ella felt here was sincerity to deal with, and she ten-

derly stroked the forehead of Mabel, and held her handkerchief

for her to take. But the tears went back to their fountain, and

Mabel was calm. She went on to tell the story of how she heard

the bird; how it flew into her room; its pretty tricks ; how she

loved it ; how she had begged for it food ; every color and tint of

its plumage, and every variety of its song—mimicking some of

its notes, that brought new ro?es to Ella's cheek.

" What do you call it V asked Ella.

" Sweety is the name ; and it flew right to me when I c^alled it

by that name," said Mabel.

" Mother, mother, it's my canary ! It's Sweety, sure enough !"

cried Ella, with a strength she had not known for months.

The mother knelt at the side of the bed, and the arms of her

daughter were twined around her neck. The spell was broken

;

the superstition had fled.

The afternoon of that day saw Mabel with the canary bird in

her bosom, pursuing her way to Ella's home. She was gladly

admitted to the sick chamber, and the bird was onco more in

Ella's hands. It was at first bewildered ; but its name called it

from where it was permitted to fly, and soon it showed all the lit-

tle arts Ella had learned it, and all the graces Mabel had devel-

oped. At length it perched on the head of the central figure of

the Graces over the mirror, and there it sang so loud, so gush-

ingly, and so sweet, tliat the music rang through the house. Ella

was delighted, Mabel felt strangely satisfied, and the mother un-

derstood why she was fascinated by the first sight of the beggar

girl's face.

Time pa=scd, and Ella recovered, and the canary was still

" Sweety" to more than her. Mabel was a cherished friend, the

beloved protege of Ella's mother. Kemoved from her parents

by a liberal arrangement, she was an inmate of Ella's home, rap-

idly advancing in all the adornments of education and polished

society. Iler father and mother survived only a brief time—the

one was killed by an accident, and the otlicr wasted by a fever

—

but not without the kindest attentions, and tlio changes which had

made her home something as she dreamed it would be in the

years of young hope. Mabel won other love beside Ella's ; and

they who seemed as sisters, became such by a marriage, when,

after many fine vocalists had sung, "Sweety" put in his best

cifort, and both Ella and Mabel declared—though they only whis-

pered it to each otiicr
—"Nobody can beat Sweety at singing."

-«—«»•••—-

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

IJi'AOCENCE.

BV ILMINA E. B. WALDO.

One thing alone my sad heart mourns,

Of all that have passed away
;

It is not beauty that crowneth youth,

As flowers the brow of May

:

It is not riches that purchase power,

Yet enslave the free-born mind;

Nor the light of fame that brightly burns,

But to leave a scar behind:

'lis not the friendship, though passing dear,

Which hallowed my early days;

A purer and a holier light,

From their memory round me plays

:

I would not recall dear worshipped forms

To this fading earth again;

I mourn not the sad and early blight,

That severed the golden chain.

For these hath the light of truth my Iieart

From all pain or care beguiled

—

I mourn for the peaceful innocence

Of a pure and happy child.

[Written for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

THE FIRST WIFE.

BT DR. J. H. KODINSON.

Mr. Joses—an uncommon name, reader—never discovered

that he loved his wife to distraction until the very day of her

death. When that sad event occurred, he seemed suddenly to

become conscious of the wonderful fact that he couldn't possibly

exist without her. He plunged at once into the deepest [iurgatory

of woe ; and though he groaned, wept, wrung'his hands, and tore

his hair, he regretted exceedingly that he was still unable to ex-

press his grief in a manner more adequate to the occasion. Mr.

Jones literally waded in agony, and swam in despair ; ho refused

utterly to be comforted, and touchingly requested his friends to

"bur}' him in the same grave with bis Sophroiiia."

It was a singular circumstance well known to the neighbors,

that he had never appeared sensible of his wife's virtues during

her lifetime ; but now, while she lay dead in the house, the be-

reaved husband enumerated such a catalogue of good traits and

dazzling qualities as would tire the reader to hear repeated. It

was truly astoni»hing to hear from his own lips what a marvel-

lous woman Mrs. Jones was—so kind, so afl"ectionate, so prudent,

so self-sacrificing, so industrious, and such a good mother I He
wept all the time of the funeral services, and at the churchyard

tried to throw himself into the grave, in an c.\acerbation of grief.

He returned home looking so cruslied and woe-begone, that the

neighbors said " he would never recover from the shock."

Mrs. Smith met kim, and tried to assuage the awful pangs of

sorrow which convulsed his breast. She advised him to be recon-

ciled to the will of Heaven, and not to rebel against the divine

mandates.

" Mrs. Smith," he replied, solemnly, "all my hopes of hai]pi-

ness are blasted. With Bophronia I liave buried all my earthly

prospects."

"Now, don't take on so," rejoined the good Mrs. Smith, "but

bear your bereavement patiently, for the sake of your children."

"1 really wish I was dead, Mrs. Smith—I wish I was dead and

buried with htr !" And he capered about as some of the martyrs

might have done when subjected, barefoot, to the tortures of the

heated iron floor.

" Remember that death is the common lot," added the perse-

vering lady.

" Death doesn't terrify me," returned the widower, in an im-

pressive tone. "It's being left behind."

"Believe me, neighbor Jones, time will soften your sorrow,

and God will give you strength to bear this visitation."

" Never !" he exclaimed. " I do not wish my sorrow softened,

and I don't care about strength ; in fact, I hope it may fail, and

my bodily powers decay, that I may soon follow her to the silent

tomb."

"Such feelings are sinful, Mr. Jones ; conduct yourself with

becoming fortitude, and in due time find a companion for yourself,

and a mother for your children."

Here the alllicted man had a fresh paroxysm of grief, and

struck some highly tragical attitudes, favoring his kindly disposed

neighbor with some of the most lugubrious expressions ever at-

tempted and successfully achieved, either on the stage or off.

"1 shall never, never marry again ! The sainted Mrs. Jones

has not her equal on earth ! Tlie bare idea of a second wife

seems like the rankest treason to departed worth ; but I forgive

you, Mrs. Smith, for I d-d-dare say you va-m-mean well
!"

The worthy woman now realized that such woe was altogether

out of her depth, and that she could not possibly fish up any com-

fort from the common waters of consolation ; and so with a sigh

she left the bereaved Jones to wallow alone through the mire of

aflliction.

Everybody said Jones would never get married, and the idea

was of universal prevalence—a settled question ceded by aH par-

ties by unanimous consent.

In just one month from the day of Mrs. Jones's decease, Mrs.

Smith, from a window, saw a remarkably well dressed gentleman

driving by quite gaily, with a youthful looking lady at hu side,

" Who in the world can that bo ?" she asked, turning to her

friend, Mrs. Hopkins.
" That," replied the lady, "is Mr. Jones."

"It can't be possible !" exclaimed the questioner.

"And why not?" inquired Mrs. Hopkins.

" Because his wife's deatli has broken his spirit, and he'll never

hold up his head again. But I do declare, it does look like him !"

"And do you recognize the lady with him?" resumed the other.

"It's probably his wife's aunt," said Mrs. Smith, carefully ad-

justing her glasses.

"Nothing of the kind; it is the pretty widow Perkins, whose

husband died last fall."

" Well, I never expected to see Mr. Jones look so cheerful, or

spruce up in such a way. Why, I don't remember when I've

seen a man prostrated by any bereavement as he was by the

death of Mrs. Jones. Really, I thought he would die of grief."

" You perceive it is wearing olT pretty fast. You see in the

young widow Perkins the future Mrs. Jones, probably."

"Now, Mrs. Hopkins, you arc really uncharitable. It is most

likely the poor soul has no such idea in his mind. Wlio knows

but he is going to visit his wife's gravel"

" It doesn't look much like it to me, Mrs. Smith. I should say

that he is courting his second wife."

"Hell never marry; he most solemnly assured me that ho

shouldn't," rejoined Mrs. Smith, sharply.

" Wait a while," was the laconic reply. And so they waited.

Would you believe it, reader ?—have you anticipated the an-

nouncement we are about to make? Mr. Jones was married to

the widow Perkins in precisely two months after his adored

Sophronia's departure from this world of vicissitudes. All the

neighbors talked, appeared non-plussed, and couldn't comprehend

it in the least. The crushed, broken-spirited, bereaved Jones could

not be found anywhere ; but a chceiful, somewhat dashing, care-

fully dressed person bearing that name was frequently seen walk-

ing very lovingly and cozily with a lady that sported the unmis-

takeable trappings of a bride. That serene, complacent, smiling-

looking individual must once have been the widower who forms

the subject of this sketch. People stopped and gazed after him

in the street until his rejuvenated figure was out of sight; and

this they did for a long time, until they could persuade themselves

that the man who wished to be "buried with his dear Sophronia,"

was again married.

LOVE OF FLOU'ERS.

One plca?ant feature of Paris is, that here and there, even

in the densest quarters, you may see, peeping over lofty walls, or

at the bottom of some tunnelliko archway, fragments of groves,

which, on nearer acquaintance, will be found to bo cooled by
fountains and adorned by statuary. Romancers exaggerate them
into parks, but as a rule they cover only a few square yards. In

the Faubourg St. Germain, it is true, there arc some delightful

gardens of considerable extent, where one may walk by moon-
light, and listen to the buzz of the mighty city around. The
French i»re passionately fond of flowers, which indicates a delica-

cy of taste which they must try to preserve. Those who cannot

cnjov the luxury of a plot of ground, make gardens in grecu

boxes on their window-sills, or buy pots of sweet basil, the helio-

trope, nightshade, jasmin, and mignonette, at the Qua aux Fleurs.

On certain days of the year—the Ste. Marie, for example, every

third person being called by that name—the streets of Paris re-

semble a fragrant Birnani Wood. Everybody is moving about,

bearing gigantic bouciueta or portentous pots of flowers ; for it is

the custom to make presents of this kind on such occasions. Tue
imperial flower is the violet—a singular desecration of that

modest child of the woods.

—

Purple Tints of Paris.

DE UlISC'EY.

He is one of the smallest-legged, smallest-bodied, and most at-

tenuated effigies of the human form divine that one could meet in

a crowded city during a day's walk. And if one adds to this fig-

ure clothes that are neither fashionably cut nor fastidiously .ad-

justed, he will have a tolerably rough idea of De Quinccy's outer

man. But then his brow, that pushes his obtrusive hat to the

back of his head, and his light gray eyes, that do not seem to

look out, but to be furred inwardj sounding the depths of his

imagination, and searching out the mysteries of the most abstruse

logic, are something that you would" search a week to find the

mates to, and then you would be disappointed. De Quincey now
resides at Lasswade, a romantic rural village, once the residence

of Sir Walter Scott, about seven miles from Edinburgh, where an

aftectionate daugtitcr watches over him, and where he is the won-
der of the country people for miles around.

—

Examiner.
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EASTWICKS VILLA, KINSESSING, PENNSYLVANIA.

EASTWICK'S VIIiL^.

The beautiful castellated mansion, represented above, is located

at what was formerly called Baitram's Gardens, a lovely spot

about two and a half miles from Philadelphia, on the west hank
of the Schuylkill. It presents an imposing appearance,—as the

faithful picture we have given indicates,—and is an object well

worthy of a trip in that neighborhood, not only to view this mag-
nificent structure, but to contemplate the spot where in former
times both Franklin and Washington sipped their cup of tea,

while on a visit, which they fre(|uently made, to the late Jolin

Baitram, Esq. The old mansion still stands, and during the

summer season presents a lovely appearance, smiling through the

clustering roses with which in fr.igraiit profusion it is embedded.
The su'iject of our picture was exeiuted during Major Eastivick's

absence in Russia; engaged as he was for some live or six years

in building locomotives and constructing a railroad of four hun-
dred miles in length, from St. Petersburg to Moscow, it did not
deter him from tnlrilling his engagement with the Czar, in over-
looking the plans and construc-

tion of his villa ; hut wa.s reared
and completed entirely during
his absence, under the supervis-

ion of his sons and that excel- i:r=
lent architect, Mr. Sam'l Sloan, .--;?" - '

of Philadelphia. This edifice _.^ ^:-
was constructed at a cost of —^'.'TSf:
fifty thousand dollars, and the .-.. .^
interior decorations are of the ^^^^-

riehest description in design and ^^^^^^
finish, unequalled by any other ^^
structure in the country. About _ ;:^^

the grounds, which are most
""

tastefully planned, are some fine

pieces of statuary; also several
bronze lions, brought expressly
from Hiissia to beautify the spot. f-j:

northern side. But those who have most carefully investigated

the differences of the winds have made eight of thorn, and partic-

ularly Andronicus Cyrrhestes, wlio for this purpose huilt at Athens
a tower of marble, of octagonal form, which had on each face the

image of one of the winds opposite the place where it commonly
blows. On the tower, that ended in a point, he placed a bronzed
Triton, holding a wand in his hand, and the machine was adjusted

in su -'h a manner that the Triton, turning, and always keeping op-

posite the wind which blew, indicttcd it with his wand." The
eight figures are sculptured in bas-relief; their names are engraved
beside them in large characters ; they have, moreover, attributes,

wiiich causa them to be recognized at a glance. Aiiolio cs, the

cast wind, who brings a soft rain fiivorable to vegetation, is repre-

sented by the person of a young man whose tresses float all about
him ; ho holds with both hands the hem of his mantle, full of

fruits, sheaves of corn and honeycombs. Notus, the south wind,

burning and humid, is represented emptying a water jar. Libs,

the southwest wind, that blows on Athens from tbe Saronic Gulf

TK>IPLK Ot lllh, WIINJjS.

The Temple of the Winds—

a

view of which we give here-
with—is a small edilice of white
marble, situated a little to the
north of the citadel of Athens.
Its diameter is about twenty-six
feet. On each of its eight faces.

in the upper part, is a sculptured
figure, representing one of the
piiiicipal winds. Vitruvius and
Varro give the name of the ar-

chitect who constructed this sin-

gular monument—he was called

Andronicus Cyrrhestes. "The
winds," says Viiruvius, in

the sixth chapter of bis first

book, " are, in the opinion of
some, only four in number, viz ;

Solanius (the east), which blows
from the south of the rising

e<ininoctial ; Auster (thcgi uib),

from the side of south ; Karo-
nius (the west), from tlie side

of the setting equiiioiiial ; and
Septeotrio (the north), from the THE TEMPLE OF THE WINDS, AT ATHENS, GREECE.

and the whole coast of Attica, is figured with the hull of a ves-

sel which it seems to propel before him ; it was this wind which
brought the galleys to the Pir.Tiis. The other personifications are

all in this style. Below each of the winds a sun dial was marked
out ; and it appears from the disposition of that of the south, as

well as those of the east and west, that the sides of the tower ex-
actly face the cardinal points. Finally, a clepsydra, or water-
clock, placed in the interior of the tower, took the place of the

dials when they could not operate. Thus the edifice showed the

inhabitants of Athims not only the direction of the winds, but the

hours by means of the dials in fine weather, and by the help of

the clepsydra after sunset, or during cloudy weather. Two doors
gave access to the building, one under the figure of KaikLis, or

the northeast wind, the other under Skiron, or the northwest
wind. Three marble steps support the whole ; the sight faces of
the round tower rest on a first course decorated with a heavy
mouhling, that runs around tlie monument. These faces are ver-

tical, and smooth as far as the narrow cyma, above which are

sculptured the eight figures of

the winds ; an entablature, of

-J.'
—

=

^— which the architrave is mingled
-- r --'^- ^..^^ with the upper parts of the

sculptures, crowns the whole
edifice ; in the upper moulding
are lions' heads that serve to

throw off the water from the

roof. The roofing, which is in

very good taste, represents flat

tiles, bound together by battens.

It is fini.shed at the top by a cap-

ital, surmounted by a cone, on
the extremity of wiiich revolves

ibe bronzed Triton. As a whole,

the Tcmpie of the Wmds unites

the elegance and solidiry proper
to a baildiiig of pnlilic utility.

'I'h • style of the sculptures is

misciiline; the execution, able,

without being elaborate, gives

t ! m the appearance of fine

rk iches of a bold character,

aiirl ^ufTicicntly finished for the

h. iulit they occupy above the

ground. Certain parts of the

aichitcotnrc present agreeable

proportions ; the porch befor*

one i;f tlie doors, all the details

of the rooting, the little Gothic

order that crowns the interior,

arc stamped, which approaches
tlia. of the fine epochs of Gre-

cian art. The cornice that sur-

rounds the edifice on the out-

side, is far from bringing to

mind the purity of taste found
in the monuments of Athens
mill (iiTCce in general; it is the

same \vitli that in the middle of
t le edilice inside

; they have
both, in their profiles, forms and
proportions, which seem to indi-

cate that it must date from the

centurv before the Chiistian cr«.
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TlCONDEROGA, FROM THE FOOT OF MOUNT DEFIANCE.

TICONDKROGA, FROM FOOT OF mOUNT DEFIANCF.
Al)ovc we fiivc a view of the ruins of this fort, so ccleliratcd

before and during our Revohuionary War. As we paze upon
the ruins of tlic brave and venerable Ticonderoy:a, how sliall we
deseribe our fcelintrs ! Surely if any spot has been made saercd

to the foot of man it is tbi-;, linked as it is by a " thousand inter-

esting associations to the memory of tlic past, and woven into the

very web of our coimtry's history." Tieondero;ra was erected by

the French in 175G/^n(l was called by them Carillon, and by the

Indians Cheonderoiira, an Iroquois word, sifinifyinj; soundinj; wa-

ters, on account of the outlet of Lake Gcort^e. The ruins are

situated on a peninsula, coiitainin<r about five hundred acre*, and

elevated some one hundred feet above Lake Champlain. It was

considered a very 8;\fe and secure fortress, surrounded as it is on
three sides with water, and on the

fourth by a swamp well defended

by ft breastwork ; hut alas for the

blindness of the >;od<le8s of war!
She forgot the commanding posi-

tion of Mount Defiance opposite

(six hundred and fifty feet above

the fort). Thus was it betwixt

the French and English ! It

passed into the hands of the

Americans through the bravery

of Col. Ethan Allen, on the 10th

of May, 1775, who dcmaiuled it

" in the name of the great Jeho-

vah and the Continental Con-
gress." Our view is from the

foot of Mount Defi mcc looking

across Ticonderoga Creek towards

Lake Champlain, " Mount Inde-

pendence," and " East Creek,"

with the Vermont mountains in

the extreme di-t ini'e.

ures with affright the immense extent without name, without
associations, and apparently witliout limit-;. About the year
1750, some Spaniards, wandering in tins solitude, were astounded
by the sight of iinpo^in;; bcauiy which they chaiucd upon in the

wilderness. Having reached the termination of their journey,
they spoke with admiration of what they had seen. Curio>ity led

new visitors to the place, and the ruins were soon known under
the name of " Santo Domingo drl Paleni|ue." Tlic annexed en-

graving gives a view of a fiortion of this beautiful spot. The
noise of this discovery reached Sfiain, and excited considerable

interest in that country. Two attempts at exploring them were
made under the au'^pices of the government in 1784 and 178G;
but it was not till tifiy years after tliat Charles IV. caused them
to be seriously examined. A recent French traveller thus speaks

^^^m•^^^M-^^

u t

THE FOKtsr Ot I'ALENQUE.
To the south of Tabasco ex-

tends, towards Gautcmala, the

Mcxic;in ]irovince of Chiapas, the

soil of which is diversified liy rami-

fications of the great mountain
chain which traverses Central
America. On riding from the

marshy plains watered by the

Usumasinta, at these first steps

of the Cordillera, you experience
a delicious feeling of security and
enjoyment. The keener air is

gradually purified. Still the great-

er part of the territory belongs to

the liirra caliente, and if the cli-

mate is more salubrious than at

Tabasco, in general it is hardly
cooler. Immense forests cover
nine-tenths of this province, prin-

cipally at the east and southeast
in the direction of Peteu and the
country of the Laeaudous. When
the eye rc«ts on an elevated point
in this ocean of verdure, ii meas- THE FOREST OF VAl ENQUE.

of the scenery :
" The devastated enclosure of an old palace

served us as shelter. I passed fifteen days in this solitary place

—

fifteen days that will hardly lose their place in a memory from
which so many things have passed awtiy. I hunted—I set snares
for the forest anitnals ; I gathered plants with growing weary of
admiring the splendid scenery or wandering throuirh the ruins
which keep their secret. At sunrise, the hook-beaked humining-
birils buzzed about the convolvuli that clung to the old walls;
shining butterflies, on purple or emerald win^s, glanced by in
rapid or capricious flight; clouds of gnats ascended from the cop-
pice ; all the forest was awake; it was one immense and continu-
ous chant. At noon succeeded silence and immobility; not a
Iciif stirred in the secular branches; not a movement, not a sound
troubled the repose of nature; life seemed suspended beneath the

ardor of the solar rays, notwith-
standing the impenetrable arch
which intercepted their intensity

;

rotliing was heard but the rivulet

which murmured at the base of

the ruins ; but when night came,
the ancient edifice assumed the
aspect of an enchanted palace

;

and I could account for the super-
stitious tenor of the Indians who
refu^ed to pass the night there.

At fir-it little aniinated lamps
floated in the aiiiiosphere, some-
timi s with the fla<h of a spark,
sometimes like a will-of the-wisp,

theti was lost in luminous trails

in the chaos that surrounded me.
At the same tim» undistinguish-
able voices rose from all parts of
the forest

; these murmurs were
not terrific like those which rang
on the borders of the Usuma-^inta

;

they were soft as the song of birds,

and mysterious as an unknown
tongue ; everywhere around me,
I deteited life. It seemed to be
as if the plants themselves were
animated and possessed a lan-
guage. My troubled ear followed
this strange harmony; my eyes
vainly questioned the obscurity

to di^cover the beings which thus
revealed their existence. Some-
times there was the silvery tinkle

of a little bell, or a plaintive voice

ciHini: in the distnnce; a stifled

sob in the interior of the ruins ; a
thousaid light sibillations, a thou-

sand confused murmurs, which
seemed chanting, in an immense
CO iccrt, praises of the magnifi-

cetice of night. I should Tainly

attempt to make the reader par-

ticipate in the impressions which
inundated my soul, for I myself
could hardly note them—an uu-
d I fined anxiety mingled with rev-

erential wonder."
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

TO "MARY AVAK."

BT JOHN B. GOODWIN.

I had a dream last night, Mary

—

A sweet, bright dream of thee

:

Methought I saw thee kneeling

Close by the try.«tiug tree,

Where in life'.'! morning, Mary,

Our vows of love were made

:

Tows never, never broken,

Beneath its sylvan shade.

'Tis many a long year, Mary,

Since on that day we met

;

And the flush of youth ha.'i faded,

But His green in memory yot.

And how often, led by fancy,

Together do we stray,

When the twilight hour is stealing,

To the trysting far away.

And our hearts seem very young again,

As we think of days gone by

;

But I see thy bosom throbs, Mary,

And tears! they fill thine eye.

Ah, well I know the reason

—

Our little one that died
;

God " doeth all things well," Mary,

Whatever may betide.

He took our precious darling

Up tr his home above;

0, 'tw s a sad, sad parting,

Fro I him, our only love.

'Tis V ell—our little lamb now

Is ree from sin and care,

And mid the soft green pastures,

Hell rove forever there.

It is the hour of prayer, love.

Come let us kneel and pray.

And thank the blefsed One who gave

And took our child away!

And ask him still to lead us

As he hath these many years

;

He's been our hope alone, our trust

In this the vale of tears.

I may be first to go, love.

To the dear lamb in the sky

;

But joy—you know the way that leads

To the blessed fold on high

:

And should you go before, dearest—

The first to bid adieu,

0, kiss the little one for me.

And say, " I'm coming too."

'Twill be hut very soon, Mary,

When I am left alone,

That the old churcli-bcU's tolling

Will tell that I am gone

:

When a mound beside thine own, love.

With flowers springing o'er.

And the little one between us.

Will tell that life's no more.

~t^»»m >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ALCHEMIST.
A TALE OF VENICE.

BT H. O. PARSONS.

In a dark and narrow street of Venice, in the early part of tlie

fourteenth century, stood an old and weather-beaten mansion,

grim and lofty. It had been the residence of a Venetian noble-

man, but at his death had been suflPered to decay. The arches

had mouldered away, the marble columns were broken, the foun-

tains no longer ])laycd in the courtyard, the hall was no longer

crowded by armed retainers. It had continued in this state for

years, when, to the astonishment of the neighbors, it was an-

nounced that the old palace had found a tenant. A middle-aged

man, a female servant and a chihl had taken possession of it.

Strange stories soon began to circulate concerning them. It was

noticed that the man scarcely ever left the house, and the servant

only to purchase the necessaries of life. Night after night a light

shone in a lofty window, and a thick smoke passed unceasingly

from the chimney. The curiosity of the neighbors was raised,

but could not be gratified ; the sei-vant was morose and sullen,

and refused to answer any questions concerning her master—and

when accompanied by the child never suffered it to stray from her

side. So they lived, year after year, until at the time our tale

opens, the man and servant had become old, and the child was

a beautiful woman. But still the light burnt in the lofty' room,

still the smoke poured from the chinmcy.

Let us enter the mysterious room and witness a sight never

Bcon in our day. Reclining ui)on a coucli was an old man, whose
body appeared weak and decrepit, while his eyes sparkled with a
lustre that showed his mind was still active. Before him was a
furnace raised some feet from the floor so as to be on a level with

his hand. On it were cr:icil)les and retorts, lead, gold and acids, in

fact, all the apparatus then thought to be necessary for the trans-

mutation of the baser metals into gold. The old man was an
alchemist. For years he had labored on in a never-ending task

till his whole being seemed bound Prometheus like—and from this

enthralling spell external circumstances seemed to h.ave no power
to raise him. He gazed intently at the mixture he was preparing.

" Yes, yes," he muttered, " gold, bright glittering gold will

soon be mine. A few hours and the precious secret, sought

so 1 ;ng and desired so much, will be in my power. If Al-

phonzo comes and brings me the money he has promised all will

bo well."

The noise made by the opening of his door, at this moment,

aroused him. He turned to see his visitor.

" Ah, Alphonzo, you have brought the money. Give it to me

that I may call Bianca. She will purchase all I wish. Give it to

me, give it to mc—

"

" Yes, Gueppo, I have brought the money—but before I give

it to you, you must hear my terms."

"Well, vi^cll," replied the alchemist, impatiently, "anything

you wish, I will consent to it."

" Be not too sure of that," replied the other, with a laugh
;

" hear what I have to offer. This money I will give to you

without security, if you in turn will give to me the hand of your

daughter, Irene."

"Never," cried the old man, starting from his couch, "never

will I see her so disgraced. What, wed thee, a nameless ruffian,

a bravo, a man who sells his knife for gold 1 Sooner would I see

her in her grave. 0, God, how am I reduced that he should dare

to make me such an offer
!"

Meanwhile the bravo sat gazing at the old man with an un-

moved countenance. No doubt he had expected an exiiibition of

rage, for rising, he said :

" Well, Gueppo, since the subject displeases you I will say no

more about it now. I will give you until to-morrow morning to

consider my proposal ; if you then promise me your daughter's

hand I will furnish you with all the money you may desire to

prosecute your search. If you refuse- me, beware, for I can bo a

warm friend or a bitter enemy."

The bravo left the room, and the old man fell back exhausted.

Scarcely had he departed when a gentle knock was heard upon

the door and Irene entered. To say that she was beautiful would

ill convey an idea of her surpassing loveliness. Her black hair

fell in ripples down her beautiful forehead, and in clusters of curls

rested upon her shoulders. Her eyes were black, shaded by long

silken lashes, and her whole countenance beamed with an expres-

sion of innocence and mirthfulness. She looked indeed like an

angel in that dark and gloomy room. So thought the old man
as he folded her in his arms, and smoothed her tresses with his

thin hand.

" Bianca has gone out, father, and I thought that I would see

if you wished for anything."

" Nothing, my child—but stay, yes, take this phial and paper

to the apothecary who lives upon the Piazza at the end of tliis

street. He will know what you wish."

Hastily kissing her father, she left the room, and in a few mo-

ments emerging from the house she joined the tlirong of people

who were crowding towards the Piazza di San Marco. As she

left the door of the apothecary and turned towards the street that

led to her home, she felt a hand upon her arm—she turned.

" Henri !"

" Irene !"

Before her stood a young man whom she had addressed as

Henri, handsome in person, and though dressed in a common

garb, had that expression upon his countenance which denotes

nobility of soul.

" Come, dear Irene, we will be observed here."

They entered a gondola, and as the boatmen rowed along the

canal, they, screened by tlie curtains, could indulge in conversa-

tion iindisturbed.

" My father has at length arrived, Irene," said Henri, " and I

am sure that he will consent to our union. To-morrow I shall ask

3'our father's consent, and you say that you are sure of his

approval. He is a strange man, from the reports I hear concern-

ing him. What does he do ?"

Irene looked fearfully around and whispered :
" He is an

alchemist."

"An alchemist
?"

" Yes, he has been one ever since I can remember. He has

parted with all his property to obtain the great secret, and though

his life is drawing to a close he still perseveres as eagerly as he

did many, many years ago. I sometimes think," said Irene,

musingly, " that I did not always live with him. I remember

very faintly a beautiful lady, who cried over me, and kissed me,

and called me her child, and I called her mother—and then I re-

member nothing more about her. If I ask my father how my
mother looked he never answers me, unless it is to bid me hold

my peace. But the night is drawing on, Henri, and I must hasten

to my father."

He conducted her to her door, bade her good night, and prom-

ised to meet her the next morning. Liglit-hcarted was their i)art-

ing, for little did either of them think how much misery awaited

them upon the morrow.

The morning sun was scarce two hours old, upon the "city of

the sea," when Aljihonzo tlie bravo stood within the chamber of

the alchemist.

" Have you considered my proposal 7" said he, in a loud,

harsli voice.

" I have," replied the old man.
" How will you answer it 1"

" As I did yesterday. Never shall Irene wed such a wretch as

you."
" 'Tis well ; remember my words, I can be a bitter enemy."

Turning on his heel the bravo left tho apartment. A moment

after a piercing shriek rang through the house, the splash of oars

was heard upon the canal, and all was silent. Tho old man
started.

" Surely that was not Irene's voice. Tho villain would not dare

to insult her. Bianca," he cried, " Bianca."

The old servant entered weeping and wringing her hands.
" Speak quickly," said the alchemist ;

" tell me what has hap-

pened."
" O, Irene, Irene whom I love as a child

—

"

" What of her 1 woman, would you drive me mad ? Tell me
quickly, what was that noise I heard V

" O, signor, spare me."
" Tell mc, I command it."

" I will, signor," said the sobbing servant, drying her tears. " As
Irene and I was standing by the outer door, Signor Alphonzo,

tluit dreadful man, passed us, and ascended the stairs to your

room. He had been gone but a few moments when we heard

some one rapidly descending. It w.ts tho bravo—in an instant he

stood by Irene's side, and as quick as thought ho had seized her

in his arms and rushed with her from tho house. She shrieked

aloud and I rushed forward to stop him—he struck me to the

earth. As I arose he stood by the bank of the canal—a gondola,

that had been concealed behind a turning, rowed swiftly towards

him, he sprang into it, and before I could move he was out of

sight."

" 0, God, that I have lived to see this day !" said the alche-

mist, as he bowed his face and wept.

" Weeping, Signor Gueppo 1" said a mild, sweet voice, near

him.
The alchemist sprang np and looked fearfully around.
" That voice, that voice, surely I do not dream."
" 0, no, Signor Gueppo, I am really before you."

The old man turned towards the spot where the speaker was
standing. By the doorway was a lady dressed in black. She

was apparently past the middle-age, but time had left but few fur-

rows upon her noble brow. She had evidently been beautiful, hut

her whole countenance showed marks of great suffering, mingled

with an air of resignation. Tho alchemist put back the gray hair

from his brow and gazed upon her.

" 'Tis the same face, the same voice," he muttered, " but how,

how can I tell her all ?"

" My coming has surprised you, no doubt, but you little know
how much I have longed for this day, for any day in which I can

reclaim my child."

" Your child," said the alchemist, wildly.

" Yes, Irene entrusted to your care. You surely have not for-

gotten me ?"

" No, no, I well remember you."

" Then where is Irene ? why is she not here ?"

" Gone, gone—alas ! that I should live to tell the tale."

" Gone? what mean you, man 1 Tell me, I implore you, where

is she ? She has not left you—or you have not deserted her ?"

" But last night she was in this very room."
" Then where is she now 1 Keep me no longer in suspense."

" Tell her, Bianca, for I dare not."

The lad)' turned quickly to the old servant—her face was very

pale, and her whole frame trembled with agitation.

" What is concealed from me, Bianca 1 Just Heaven, she is

not dead !"

" O, no, I think it would ho better if she were. This morning

she was carried off by the chief of tho bravos, Alphonzo, the

Spaniard."

" O, Heaven, this vengeance is too terrible," said the lady, and

she fell fainting. The servant raised her tcnalrly.

" Bear her to your room, Bianca—restore her as you can, and

then finish your fearful story."

The servant carried the lady from the room as the alchemist

fell back upon his couch, and the big tears rolled down his chesks.

Irene was the only being he had ever loved, the only one who

would shed a tear for him when he should be taken awaj-. All

his love rushed back upon him as he thought of her love and

beauty, while a cold shiver ran through his frame as he thought of

the fate that awaited her in the hands of the bravo.

What could he, an old man, do against the chief of that mur-

derous band that then infested Venice 1 He had no gold, while

Alphonzo, he knew, would use any bribe to secure to himself the

prize he had so long desired. These meditations were interrupted

by a knock at the door, he turned, as it opened, to view the in-

truder. A richly dressed gentleman stood before him—it was the

same one Irene had met the evening before.

" You are Gueppo, who lived lately in Genoa," said the young

man, in an open, hearty way.

" Signor, I am."
" You have a daughter, Irene."

" Why do you ask me ?"

" Because I come to demand her hand in marriage."

" Marry Irene V
" Yes, old man. I have known her long and well, and have

found in her virtues that would grace a throne. I have her con-

sent to ask yours for an union."

" And who are you V
"I am Henri, Viscount of. Chantry, son of the Duke of Fene-

lon," said the young man, drawing himself proudly up.

"Viscount of Chantry?"
" Yes. I wooed and won your daughter, Irene, as a poor fish-

ernjan. Last night my father arrived in this city and has gen-

erously given his consent to my union. All we now ask is yours."

" Alas ! it is impossible."

" Impossible ! what mean you V
" Irene is no longer in my dwelling."

" Not here 1 Why, how pale you look. What is the inatter

with her? She is not ill?"

" A worse fate than death awaits her."

" Worse than death ! what can that be ?"

" This morning she was forcibly seized and torn from this house

by Alphonzo the bravo ?"
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" The bravo V
" Yes—ho dared last night to offer himself to me as a suitor for

my (lang'i'cr's hand,I scornfully rejected his base advances, though

he would have bribed me with gold. In revenge he this morning

carried her off. Vou know what fate alone can await her."

" I do, I do," said Henri, in a broken voice, " would that I had

been here. But," said he, starting up, " this is no time for inac-

tion. I will save her though I perish in the attempt. Farewell,

old man. I will return before to-morrow's sun is two hours old with

your rescued daughter. Fear nothing for me."
" God speed you," said the alchemist, fervently, as the young

man dashed from the room—" but stay one moment. Ah, lie is

gone. But what avail would it be to inform him now that she is

not my daughter 1 He will find that she is not beneath him in rank

nor wealth."

Henri had rushed down the stairs, out of the door, and thrown

himself into his gondola almost without a thought. Then for the

first time the nature of the service ho was to undertake flashed

through his mind. Ho knew, as all did at that time, the terrible

nature and the fierce courage of the chief of the bravos. Ho knew

that he must have concealed Irene in one of his many secret places,

whore he would defend her with all the power of his outlawed

band. To discover the hiding place was as difficult and dangerous

as the attack upon it would be. lie knew not how to proceed.

He reached the mansion of his father and retired to his chamber.

There he resolved plan after plan in his mind, but all were dis-

missed as worthless. A servant entered his room and announced

that an ill-looking man below desired to see him instantly upon

important business. Henri gave orders for his admission; he

waited for a moment, when a tall, herculean built man entered

the room. A dark hat concealed the upper part of his face, while

round his mouth ho had tied a large handkerchief. Wlicn the

servant had withdrawn he turned to Henri.

" You are the Viscount of Chantry V
" I am."
" You love Signorina Irene, the daughter of Giieppo, the

alchemistV
" And what is that to you ?"

" Much. You would recover her V
" I would shed the last drop of my blood to rescue her V
" "lis well. She is now in the hands of Alphon/.o, the

Spaniard."

" She is."

" I am one of his band."

" You V
" Nay, start not, I came hero to serve yon. Listen. This

morning Alphonzo seized the daughter of Gueppo as she stood

by her father's door. I was one of those who rowed his large

gondola. She was taken to a most secret hiding placo ; she is

there now."
" I had supposed as much."
" As yet she has not been harmed. This day Alphonzo is

obliged to perform a service for a wealthy duke, but to-night ho

will return to accomplish his fell designs. The signorina must

be rescued to-night, or all is lost."

" But how can this be done'? How can this hiding place bo

discovered I"

" I will guide you to it."

"You?"
" Yes. This morning, for some fancied neglect of mine, Al-

phonzo struck me. I would have driven this dagger to his heait

as he stood in the midst of his band, but I thought of another

and a nobler revenge. An Italian never forgives a blow. I will

guide yon and such force as you may need to the stronghold of

Alphonzo. Once there the arm will be strong that drives the

dagger to his guilty heart. Do you trust me ?"

" I do—for there is something in your countenance that tells

me you will not deceive mc. At what time shall I bo ready f"

" An hour after sundown. We have a long row upon the canal

before we reach the den. Besides, at that time most of the band

will be absent, and will not assemble until midnight. If we are

prompt and strong we cannot fail in the conflict."

" 'Tis well. I will this afternoon make every preparation, and

shall expect you here at the time appointed. Till then farewell."

The bravo left the room.

The hour had anived and Henri stood in front of his father's

mansion waiting the arrival of the bravo. Near him, in some

large gondolas, concealed by the curtains, were a number of re-

tainers and soldiers well armed and eager for the conflict. Just as

Henri was beginning to doubt the bravo's promise he came towards

him.

" I was detained to accomplish a work of Alphonzo's," said he,

as if in apology.

" You are not late. Are you now ready V
"lam. Will you accompany mo in my small gondola? I

can guide you better in this—let the others follow us closely."

"I will accompany you—but let us hasten."

Rapidly giving his orders to his men Henri leaped into the lit-

tle boat where the bravo had already taken his station. For a long

time they rowed in silence. The shades of twilight became fainter

and fainter, while the darkness of the night increased. They

passed through the principal canals, and entered a portion of the

city unknown to Hem-i. The darkness had increased so rapidly

that he could hardly see the tall form of the bravo as he quickly

plied his oar. At length he spoke :

" Arc wo almost there V
" Not yet, signor. This is open sailing here in comparison to

what it soon will be."

" The other boats are following us V

" They are ; but I am fearful that they will find it difficult in a

few moments."

Thus saying he gradually slackened the speed of his boat.

Slowly and cautiously did he advance, scarcely dipping his oar in

the water. The boats that followed obser\'cd and imitated his

caution. The place indeed appeared to be dangerous. Parks of

the canal were obstructed by ruins that had fallen into it. Huge

piles of stone, in some places, threatened to dash the boats to

pieces—while on the bank tottering towers and columns appeared

ready to fall and crush them. Amidst all these obstructions the

bravo steered the boat as if he had long been accustomed to trav-

erse the way. Suddenly he stopped his rowing and turned tho

boat to the shore. Tho others followed his example. They

landed at what appeared to have been steps, but now so broken

as to be almost useless. With difliculty they ascended, and when

they stood upon tho firm bank Henri looked eagerly around. Be-

fore him were the ruins of an old palace. The marble walls were

almost level with the ground—it seemed indeed a confused heap

of columns and arches ; it was as silent as a tomb.

" There, signor," whispered the bravo, " there is the stronghold

of Alphonzo."
" But I see no entrance. That is only a mass of ruins."

" That was once a palace of the Cenci. Beneath it are large

and spacious vaults ; within these has Alphonzo made his fearful

home."
" How can we gain an entrance ?"

" This is my plan : Lot most of the men go to the front. I

will give them a password which will secure their admission.

They will enter the common bamiueting hall where all tho band

in the ruins will be assembled ; they must bo slain or made pris-

oners. You, signor, come with me. Wo want a few men. I

will lead you to a secret entrance that will conduct us to tho

chamber whore your destined bride is confined. Is tho plan agood

one ?"

" It is, indeed. But let us hasten, we have noi a moment to

lose."

The orders were given, and the major p.art of the band marched

to the secret entrance that led to the large hall. Let us follow

tho movements of the bravo and Henri. Rapidly marching to-

wards an angle in the wall they found themselves before a marble

column which still lifted itself as a sorrowful witness of the uni-

versal desolation. The bravo raised a trapdoor at the base of the

column and revealed a flight of steps, down which the whole

party rapidly descended. They passed through a long, vaulted

passage until they reached the end of it.

" A door opens here by a spring," whispered the bravo.

At this moment they were startled by a piercing shriek from a

woman, mingled with yells and cries at a great distance off,

which indicated that the first band had already obtained an

entrance.

" 'Tis Irene's voice," said Henri.

" Confusion ! I cannot find the spring. Hear the loud shouts

of your bravo soldiers. A moment and we are lost. Ha, 1 have

it, I have it."

The bravo threw open the door and tho party dashed into tho

room. Irene was struggling in the grasp of Alphonzo, who had

evidently paused to listen to tho noise in tho far off room. With

a scream of joy Irene tore herself from him, and threw herself in

Henri's arms.

" Who are you who dare thus attack Alphonzo, the bravo?

Beware of my vengeance."

" Ha, ha, Alphonzo," shouted the bravo, " your last hour lias

come—remember tho blow you gave me. This is an Italian's

vengeance !"

And springing forward ho pluBged his stiletto deep into the

villain's heart ; he fell without a groan.

" On, on," cried the bravo—" on, comrades, your brothers call.

Death to the followers of Alplionzo!"

They dashed through the passage way, along the vaulted hall

into the large banqueting room. The battle was dreadful. The

bravoes were more numerous than had been supposed, and fought

with desperation. They had almost gained tlie upper hand when

with loud shouts Henri's band dashed through the door and fiercely

attacked them. Well did they maintain the reputation they had

acquired in those bloody times, but it was all in vain ; their bold-

est were in a few moments slain, and the remainder of the fearful

and murderous band surrendered themselves as prisoners.

The morning sun had risen bright and glorious as Henri con-

ducted Irene to the dwelling of the alchemist. Tho night had

passed before they had been able to leave the ruins of the palace.

Now bright and cheerful they parted, with a promise on Henri's

part that they should soon meet again. Irene passed in at the

open door and softly ascended the stairs that led to her father's

room. As she jiassed Bianca's room she heard her faithful nurse

weeping and lamenting. She opened the door and entered.

Bianca started back in alarm when she saw her, but the ne.xt mo-

ment frantically clasped her in her arms.

" O, Signorina Irene, I never hoped to see you again ; how
happy you look ; I was telling your mother—

"

" My mother !" said Irene, starting.

" Yes, your mother. Speak softly, she is asleep. Holy virgin

!

she is hero."

Irene turned quickly around. Before her stood a lady whoso

eyes wore rod and swollen with weeping. Her countenance was

very pale, but bore an expression of gentleness and love. Irene

flit the room rolling before her ; she would have fallen, but Bianca

ciiught her.

"My mother!" she murmured.
" Yes, Irene, your living mother; who now, after years of sepa-

ration, claims you as her child. I do not, Irene, deserve your

love; for how have I treated you since you were bom! Listen

to my sad story, Irene, before you judge. A look of unutterable

love was in the lady's eye, as sitting opposite Irene she began

her story.

" I will not recount to you, my dear Irene, any of the events of

my life before my sixteenth year ; sufBce it to say, that I was

young and thoughtless. They told me that I was beautiful. While

travelling through Italy with my father, I first met your father.

He was the third son of the Duke of Dedington. We met, and

from the first moment we loved each other. Day after day passed,

and still we met and parted. At length ho told me of bis love,

and I made to him the same confession. AVell knowing that our

parents would bitterly oppose the match, for I had been already

promised to a wealthy baronet, we determined to be married pri-

vately. This was done, and for some time the secret was undis-

covered. At length it could bo no longer concealed. I was stay-

ing at a friend's, near Genoa, when you were born. My husband

took you but a few hours after yon first saw the light, to a jewel-

ler's wife, who had promised for a large sum to bring you up as

her own child.

Three weeks after this we left Italy. For many years we lived

separately in England. My husband's brothers died, and he be-

came the Duke of Dedington. Then our marriage was publicly

acknowledged. But our happiness was of short duration ; a fever

destroyed my husband before I had been a month a duchess. I

have passed over all the events that occurred after I left Italy

until my husband became the duke ; but I must tell you the agony

I endured in being separated from you. The goldsmith's wMb

wrote to me concerning you, but suddenly her communications

abruptly ceased, and a letter from her husband informed me that

she was dead. After this I heard no more of you. In vain I

wrote ; I received no answer to my repeated letters. I was not

rich enough then to take a journey to Italy. The time rolled

slowly away ; my husband became a duke, and I a widow. Then

the love I had chcrislied in my breast so long for you, my daugh-

ter, burst forth. I felt that I could not live without you. I came

to Genoa ; to my horror the goldsmith had left that city. I heard

that he was in Venice; I came hither, and yesterday morning I

found him in Gueppo, the alchemist, and learned that you had

been torn from him. Since that awful moment I have not slept.

I could but think of you, and picture you in my mind. My de-

sertion of you has no excuse but that of strong necessity ; can

you forgive mo?"
" My mother 1"

"Irene!"

They were clasped in each other's arms.

Above them how different was tho scene. The alchemist lay

upon his couch, gazing eagerly upon the crucible. A liquid boils

and hisses within it. Eagerly does he gaze upon it, his whole

frame trembling with emotion. " Ah, the labor of long, long

years is to be rewarded," he muttered. " Gold, gold, bright gold

is here, and will soon be mine. Burn on, fire, liquid boil, and

I will become young again." He raised himself upon his wasted

arm and looked again upon tho crucible. A ghastly pallor spread

over his countenance. He fell back upon his couch. He attempt-

ed to rise, but the motion increased the sickness ; he fet a gnawing

at his heart. " Can this be death ? O no, no, no. I am too

near the summit of my wishes to fail now." Again he raised

himself upon his w-asted arm and stirred the coals with diflBcult

energy ; for a moment he looked upon the boiling liquid ; tho

rod dropped from his nerv'elesj grasp, and he fell back upon his

couch. His eyes seemed starting from their sockets. Ho was

dead.

Henri and Irene sat together in the room where Irene had held

the interview with her mother. Again ho had asked her to wed

him, not as he asked before, as the poor fisherman, but as the

wealthy, the high-born Viscount of Chantry. He clasped her in

his arms, and while upon his breast hor head softly reposes, she

softly whispers :

" You wooed and won me as the dowerless daughter of an al-

chemist. Will I prove less dear to you as the daughter of the

Duke of Dedington?"
" The daughter of the Duke of Dedington !"

" There is my mother, she will explain it all. Deserted as I

was in childhood, I do not regret it now, as that desertion has

shown to mo the wondrous strength of a mother's love."

PARISI.IN CHILDREN.

The influence of costume is incalculable. Dress a boy as a
man, and be will at once change his own conception of himself.

Foniierly it was the fashion in France to rig out children as sol-

diers, and arm them with guns and swords. I remember seeing

a mere babe in full National Guard's costume. This, however, is

no longer the case ; but, as a rule, all boys are dressed as much
as possible like men. They are early taught, also, to ape manly
manners, and succeed to tlie admiration of the ladies, who assist

by the warmth of their praises in forcing tlic young plants into

premature blossom. It has been remarked with wit and truth,

that some affect to class man among the mammalia, and to decide

on his affinity with the bat. When they return to their father's

house during the holidays, or at the end of their time, they have
often already lost a part of tho bloom of youth. 1 hey decide
magisterially on everything ; have opinions in morals and poli-

tics : judge of what is good aud what is bad ;
pronounce on the

beauty of women, on the value of books, on tho styles of actors
;

dance with careless indifference ; boast of being already weary of

the number of their successes; and, to give a final touch to this

ridiculous and horrid picture, they sometimes commit suicide.

—

Purple Tints of Paris.

When Tarquin the proud was asked what was tho best mode of

governing a conquered city, he replied only by beating down with

his staff all the tallest poppies in his garden.

—

Livi/.
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THE TOUCAN.

This singular bird, of whicli we give a representation abore, so

remiirkable for tlie enormous size of its beak, is found exolusivplv

in the tropical parts of America. The species are numerous, and,

in their size, correspond to the raven, crow and jay. The colors

of the plumage are brilliant; but black predoramates, especially

on the upper parts. The beak is also varied with the most beautiful

tints during life; but they disap-

pear in the stuffud specimen, unless

prepared in a particular manner.
The feet are short and strong, pro-

vided with two toes before and two
behind ; the wings short and con-

cave ; the bill is long, compressed,
curved downwards towards the ex-

tremity, and has the margin of the

manilihies serrated—it makes a
formidable appearance, Imt is ex-

tremely light, weak, and of a cellu-

lar consistence. The tongue is

long and slender, and retnarkable

for its resemblance to a feather.

The toucans live in small commu-
nitie.', composed of six or eight in-

dividuals, and frequent the sum-
mits of the highest trees. They are

continually in motion, but do not

climb, notwithstanding the con-
formation of their feet. They feed

on fruits, especially bananas, in-

serts, and even young birds. They
throw their food into the air before

swallowing, in order to seize it

more favorably. They nestle in

hollow trets, and lay two eggs.

This bird is known to zoologists

as the linmphnxtof: Torn, but by the

marvel loving s lilor, he is called

the " Preaching Toucan," from the

incessant "palaver" with which
he cheers his native solitude—the

virgin forest of South America.
His plumage is of the gaudy and
striking character which so strong-

ly marks the region of his nativity,

being mad'' up of Muc and white
patches, cdgc'l h"rc and therewith
yellow and little iridescent spots
of lustrous beauty.

THE CASSOWARY OF J(EW HOLLAND.
The large bird represented below does not belong to the

species or kind known as the cassowary of the Indies. The
name of cassowary even, is wrongfully bestowed on it, for

although it presents a certain likeness in external form to

the bird so called, yet it differs from it essentially in zoologi-

cal character. Its head is not surmounted by the horny
casque noticeable in the East India cassowary ; it is destitute

of the lohed appendix or fleshy caruncles which hang from
the neck of the latter ; its beak is depressed—that is, flattened

from top to bottom, instead of being compres.sed ; it is larger

in stature ; finally, its country is very difl'crent. It is not

found, like the prei'cding, in the Indian archipelago ; it in-

habits, as the name of the species indicates, New Holland,

where it is found to be peculiar to Botany Bay and Port
Jackson. Tlie English colonists have given it the name
of cmoH, in opposition to that of fmn, by which they desig-

nated the cassowary of the East Indies, also called by them
the crested cassowary. Science will doubtless, before long
invent another name for it. The anah)j;ics of external form
between this bird and the Indian cassowary are particularly

the following :—It has the form and gait of the American
ostrich ; the toes arc three in number, the head is slightly

covered with rather ciisp feathers, which are scant upon the

throat, showing the color bluish in this ])art, and in others

purplish, the skm being jiartially caruncular. The beak is

l>la<-k, the lower part serrated on the edges ; the wings are

extremely short, even shorter than the Indian cassowary.

The plumage is a grayish brown, and composed almost uni-

formly over the bo<ly of long stems with short tufts, which
spring in pairs from the samir tube. The young are covered

with a fort of down longitudinally striped with brown and
dirty white. Little is yet known of the habits of this bird.

It feeds principally on tender fruits and fresh grapes ; it is

said, that in its native places it is veiy wild, and runs faster

than a greyhound. It was formerly hunted vigorously, for

it flesh is better than that of the emeu ; it has somewhat the

taste of beef, and the natives feed on it. The species is now
driven far beyond the mountains, and has become very rare in

localities where it formerly existed in abundance. A great value
is accordingly attached to individual specimens preserved alive in

public collections. The handsome i)air in the Jnrdin ihs Pinnies
at Paris excites the surprise of the numerous visitors of that mag-
nificent establishment. The largest of the three individual spcei-

THE HEDGE SI».4RR<>W.

This bird belongs to the order
of /'((.wrr.? (sparrows)

; tribe

—

Dcndriiatrrf. ; family 1

—

Ln^cinidm
;

sali-family, Ainntorin/r.. It is one
of the commonest English birds,

and closely resembles tlie common
sparrow in appearance. The nest
is built in holes, and contains five

blue eggs. Its song is simple and
very pleasing, anil might prompt
one to exclaim with good old
Izaac Walton, " Lord, what niu-ic
hast thou provided for the saints
in heaven, when thou aflTordest had
men such music on earth !" The
common European sparrow is al-
most domesticated in that portion
of the globe, frecjuenting the habi-
tations of man, even in the midst
of p 'pulous cities, and nc tling
under the eaves of houses, in holes
in the walls, in pots placed for
their use, etc. It is of a robust
form, and has a stouter bill than
the majority of the sparrows. In
many districts it is so numerous
as to do great injury to the grain
fields. Its voracity is extreme;
neither can its flesh or plumage be
appli.;d to any useful jjurpose.
We have numerous species of
sparrows in the United States.
They are readily distinguished
from other small hiids by the
short, conical bill, with cutting
ed^'cs, which seems peculiarly
adapted to the purpose of freciiij;

sejds of the hulls. Tin; twssowAiiv up m.w Holland.

TIIE HEDGE SPAKROW.

mens in our engraving is the male. He has been in the garden
about fourteen years

; the female has been there only three years.

This year she laid eleven or twelve eggs about two thirds the size

of ostrich eggs, of a rich deep emerald green, finely dotted with
clear gray. The mothei did not seem to take the least care of
them ; as soon as they were laid she abandoned them. The father,

on the contrary, bestowed all sort

of care on them. He carefully ar-

ranged them, as they came along,
in a large nest of straw, defended
them energetically against the ad-

vances of curious intruders, did
not leave them for a moment, and
finally hatched them out himself.

This process did not take less than
seventy days, during which, ac-

cording to the attendant to whose
watchful care they were entrusted,

he did not take the least particle

of nourishment, although the spe-

cies, under ordinary circumstances,
displays a constant voracity. Of
the nine eggs covered, three only
hat bed out. One of the three

young ones was accidentally killed

by the mother ; the two others are
very lively and growing rapidly.

Like the father and mother, they
feed on bread and small blades of
grass, a salad of which they appear
very ford. If these details are

found interesting, it is because
they relate to one of the most re-

markable species of birds known,
about which there is little exact
information, and which will one
day perhaps disappear wholly from
animiue nature before the develop-
ment of the civilized race, like the

numerous fossil species of the

same class. Two species of the

genus are well known, the com-
mon cassowary of the Indian archi-

pelago, and the New Holland cas-

sowary. It is the latter which we
have represented on this page.
The first species, called the hel-

meted cassowary, has a laterally

compressed b' ak, with a head sur-

mounted by an osseous promi-
nence, covered with a sort of horny
helmet; the skin of the head and
superior part cf the neck is naked,

of a deep blue and fiery red tint,

with pendent caruncles, similar to

those of the turk< yco< k. The os-

trich is the only tiird which sur-

passes the cassowary in size and
strcn;;th. Prom the form of its

head, and biight eyes, the cas.'^o-

wary is of a fierce and threatening

aspect. Tliis, however, is not a
tne indication of its character,

which is rathi r timorous and shy.

This bird feeds on fruits, eggs of

birds, etc., but never on grain.

It swallows its food with great vo-

racity, and, like the ostrich, bolts

down bits of iron, broken brick,

glass, etc., without injury. In fact,

such substances perform the ser-

vice, in the digestion of these

great birds, that gravel docs in that

of ordinary fowls. As mijiht be

inferred from its structure, the cas-

sowary is a swift runner, and its

mode of progression, being un-

aided by wings, is as peculiar as it

is effii lent. In running, the cas-

sowary appears to strike out pow-
erfully with one leg, so as to pro-

ject its body violently forward

with a bounding motion, far sur-

passing the speed of a horse. It

also kicks violently, when, in a

stiitc of captivity, it is provoked to

anger, and can inflict a very severe

blow. The eggs of the helmetcd

cassowary are of a grayish color.
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NIBLO'S G.\RDEN, NEW YORK.

Of all the places of public entertainment in New York city, we

have ever given Nililo's Garden the preference, especially in the

summer season, when other theatres seem lo have uphill work to

pay their way. The light, plea.sant entertainments, the cool,

breezy promenades, the spacious lobbies, the many creature com-

forts dispensed in the elegant saloons during the entre-acts—all

these have been duly appreciated by the New York public. The

house and grounds have just undergone a thorough repair and

are vastly improved thereby. The dimensions of the house have

been so much increased by the addition of a new tier of upper

boxes, that thirty-two hundred persons can now be accommodated

with seats. Thirty-six orchestra seats have also been added to

the parquet, and, from the survey of the establishment, it seems

that every merit which Mr. Niblo claimed for it has been fully cs-

tabli.-ihcd. It has the most perfect acoustic qualities, and a full

and perfect view of the stage from every part of the house ; third,

thorough ventilation ; fourth, solidity and strength in every part

of the building ; fifth, easy ingress and egress for the audience,

and comfortable seats for them while they remain in the house.

The present must prove its most prosperous season.

< — * >

The Sandwich Islands.—A census of the Sandwich Islands

published in the Polynesian, shows that the entire population in

1853 amounted to 71,019, and the foreigners to 2118, making a

total of 7."?, 1.57, showing a decrease of 7510 since 1849. The di-

miimtion is the result of the large number of deaths by measles

and small pox in 1849 and 1850.

< »» >

The Revoldtionary Fathlrs.—There were 2.31,791 sol-

diers engaged in the Revolutionary War. Of this numlicr, there

are now less than fourteen hundred living, whose ages must aver-

age nearly ninety years. Seventy-three have died during the past

year. A few years more and these venerable octogenarians will

only be known in the pages of history.

Mistakes.—To change clothing from heavy to light ; to forget

shawls and overcoats ; to sit by open windows—all because of a

little May sunshine. Disease is in league with insidious damp-

ness and vcrual agues, for all those thus thoughtless.

4 ^ • » »

SPLINTERS.

.... One of the six new war steamers, ordered by Congress

is about to be built at the Charlestown (Mass.) Navy Yard.

.... A party of whites lately encountered a party of Indians

on MeLoud River, California, and killed fifteen of them.

.... The Ravel Troupe are about to appear at the Howard

Athcnseum. They are always favorites wherever they go.

. . . Rev. Mr. Chapin's society in New York, contributed SIOOO

towards the monument to be erected to the late Ilosea Uallou.

.... According to the papers, Kate Hayes has become united

in marriage with a Captain W. E. Bushnell, in California.

.... The two most engaging powers of an author are, to make

new things /u?rti7iur, andyu»ii/iur things Hew;.

.... Malte Bruii estimates the jjopulation of China at one hun-

dred and fifty millions, and that is probably high enough.

.... A manuscript mass, in the handwriting of Haydn, has

been discovered in the royal library at Stockholm.

.... Forty-three new steamboats are now in progress of con-

struction in the yards of Pittsburg and its vicinity.

.... Sir Ch.arlcs Lycll, the eminent geologist, has just returned

to his home from a visit to Madeira and the Peak of TeMcritfr.

.... The guillotine with which Louis XVI. and Marie Antoi-

nette were executed, has been bought for a London exhibition.

. The fare between Boston and Bangor has been reduced

by the steamer Boston to one dollar, which is cheap enough.

.... Diogenes says, it seems parado.xical, but it is true, that

the latest intelligence always consists of the earliest news.

.... St. Paul, Minnesota, has now 700 houses and 4700 inhabi-

tants. It was first settled in 1848.

.... A vein of copper ore, said to yield sixty per cent of pure

copper, has been found in Bucks county, Pennsylvania.

.... In New York, furniture is manufactured new on purpose

to be sold as having belonged to some of the first lainilics.

.... The hydrophobia panic has cau.<ed the death of two-thirds

of the cani.ie population of South Boston. As it should be.

A.MERICAN SERV.4NTS.

Observe that spruce gentleman, in an elegant suit of black, who
leisurely descends the steps of a fashionable house in Beacon

Street, and wends his way, with due deliberation, to the post-

office—stopping probably some half a-dcizen times to chat with

other gentlemen in black, or more fancifully attired in velvet

waistcoats, of the newest pattern. He consults occasionally a

gold repeater, or taps, with nonchalant air, a boot of patent leath-

er. Ah, he must be the owner or lessee of that fine mansion, and

those aristocratic gentlemen with whom he exchanges the compli-

ments of the day are his fellow-members of the club. You are

entirely wrong in your conclusion. He is lucky enough to be a

servant of the gentleman who occupies that handsome house—he,

poor fellow 1 is in his counting-room or office, toiling like a slave

to keep up appearances, to make both ends meet, and to support,

in comparative ease, the half dozen servants that compose his

establishment.

My lady's maid goes finer dressed than her mistress, and the

cook, when she goes out of an afternoon, is a jierfect miracle of

taste and splendor. The linen of the gentleman's gentleman is

got up much finer than that of the gentleman himself, because

the laundress is a sweetheart of his, and takes particular pains

with his bosom, collar and wristbands. The master's (what bitter

irony in that appellation !) linen may be smutched and iron-rust-

ed, but it wont do to have John's look so. The poor lady of the

house has the worst time of it, for she lives within doors with

these domestic trials. If the chambermaid gets into a pet with

her she wont make her bed comfortable ; and if the cook is angry

she will certainly spoil the dinner ; and if the nursery maid is not

very tenderly managed Master Jacky and Miss Mary will suffer

in some way for it. Their infant minds will be poisoned with

the idea that two large Russian bears have taken up their resi-

dence under their cribs, and that some worse and wilder animal

has the freehold of the closet, and will probably devour them in

the course of the night Not because they have done anything

wrong, but because mamma has been naughty and behaved rudely

to the maid.

Now if the little people only dared to speak, what terrible secrets

could they reveal ; but they dare not, for they are completely in

the thralls of the woman who takes care of them. The mother,

father, or general reader may perhaps start and think that we ex-

aggerate, but we only place facts in a strong light. Wages are

enormous, and good servants very ditiicult to be obtained and

very difficult to be retained when got. In old times it was neces-

sary for a servant to bring good credentials, and they were at

some, little pains to get well placed, but now-adays it is the em-

ployer who must give references .and furnish certificates of char-

acter ! The master and mistress may put up with indifferent

accommodations for themselves, but they will be absolutely with-

out servants half the time if they do not provide the best of quar-

ters for their domestics. It is no exaggeration to say that many
a manservant is better off pecuniarily, at the end of the year, than

his master I

We do not expect nor require slavish submission or fawning

servility of a servant ; we do not consider service as degrading.

We cannot see why a man si ould not serve another for pay in his

domestic affairs with as much self-respect as in his counting room,

—

but we do say that there is no reason under tlie sun why domestics

should not render jiromjit and respectful obedience so long as

they are kindly treated. That insolence is the rule of conduct on

the part of modern servants and decent respect an exception, is a

sad fact that calls for reform.

4 ^•m. >

HONEST.

The London Times, speaking of the present state of affairs in

Europe, remarks :
" Let us not, after so many years' checkered

experience, fall into the folly of an overweening contempt for the

enemy with whom we are to engage. Wc entered into the last

American war with this feeling, and received a severe, and, as far

as presumption went, a well-merited castigation. The losses of

the Guerrierre and the Macedonian, and the sanguinary and dear-

bought capture of the Chesapeake, were of infinite service in

lowering our conceit, and bringing us to a just sense of our

difficulties." The English have discovered by this time that they

have no mean enemy to contend with in the great power of the

north and east. Russia—though she has no sympathy from u.s

—

is, nevertheless, at home, and there she must be attacked. We
have no doubt of the ultimate result ; but England, France and

Turkey, with their allies, have yet to pay dearly for the anticipated

victory.

t mm^ t

BioGRAPUV OF IIosEA Ballod.—A new edition of this work,

by the editor of the "Pictorial," has just been issued by the pub-

lisher. Any person by enclosing one clullar to Abel Tompkins, 38

Cornbill, Boston, will receive a copy of the biographv, embel-

lished with a fine steel engraving of Hosea Ballon, posldije free.

-4—«»•«—- .

A LONG Bridge.—Preparations are now making to erect a

bridge over the St. Lawrence, at Montreal. It is to be two miles

in length, resting on twenty-three piers and two abutments, giving

twenty-four arches, each two hundred and forty foot.

4 ^** >-

The Ladies' Man.— His life is gentle, and the elements so

mixed in him that nature might stand up and say to all the world,

this is a ladies' man.

Fr.ANiCLiN Monument.—The subscription in aid of the Frank-

lin Monument, in Boston, amounts to S 13,000.

Aphorism.—Merit has its season, as well as fruit.

A SUPKRB BOUdUET.

Dick Tinto, the sprightly Paris correspondent of the New Tork

Times, gives this account of a bouquet lately presented to the

empress :
" It was composed of ten thousand violets, arranged in

the form of a dome, surrounded by three hundred camellias ; the

violets were varied by streaks of orange-flowers, starting from the

point and coming down to the circumference. The diameter of

the bouquet was two feet and a half, and the artificial stem upon

which it was built, a yard high. The stock was enwrapped in

blue sick, ornamented with the initials of their majesties in gold.

This huge nosegay was two days on the way from Toulouse here,

packed in an octagonal box, and smelling delightfully, all alone

by itself, and wasting its sweetness in a railroad van. It was ex-

hibited at Toulouse, and twenty thousand visitors went to see it.

It amused the empress for just five minutes, when she was called

to some other equally arduous duty."

4 »•» \

Strange Proclamation.—There is a proclamation extant,

addressed by Russia to the Circassian chiefs, in 1837, in which it

is asked :
" Are you aware that if the heavens should fall, Russia

could prop them up with her bayonets ? The English may be

very good mechanic artizans, but power dwells only with Russia.

No country ever waged successful war against her. If you desire

peace, you must be convinced that there are but two powers in

existence—God in heaven and the Emperor upon earth."

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Uct. Mr. Miner, Mr. Horatio Hice, of Bsrra, to Mis> Loula»

Na-son. of Cambridge.
By liev. Mr. Skinner, Mr. FJwanl W. Pear to Miss Adeline Farrington.

By Kev. Dr. Vinton, Mr. Samuel B. Church, of New Yorlc, to Mi.ss Hettie 0.

Ma\ hew.
By P.eT. Mr. Coolidge, Mr. Isaac W. Little, of Newbury, to Abigail P.

Brown, of Newbury port.

At Charleetown, by K<!t. Mr. PUnt, Mr. Charles G. Wallace to Misi Elija M.
Dane, both of Cambridge.
At West ('iimliriilRe. by Rev. Mr. Hill, Mr. James E. Wright to Mi»« Ange-

line A. BlJtisdell. both of Lexinf^ton.

At lieverly, by Rev. Mr. Walker, Mr. Benjamin F. Bennett to Hiis Sarah
U. Briant.

At Watertown, by Uev. Mr. Davis, Mr. Edward S. Rowse to Miu Ann Kliu
Rogers.
At Salem, by Uev. Mr. Clapp, Mr. George M. Whipple to Miss Elizabeth D.

Webb. ^
At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Thayer. Mr Enoch B. Carter to Miss Mary E. Mi-

chaels: Mr. George H. Byam to Miss Ellen M. Richardson, both of Boston.

\t New Lniulon. Conn . by Rev Dr. Edwards, William Ward Cutler, M. D.,

of Boston, to Miss Mary Willianis.

At Portland. Me., by Rev. Mr. Chickcring, Jasper Strong ^Vhitlng, A. M.,
of Stockton, Cal , to Miss Mary E. Cahoon.
At Norway, Me., by Rev. Mr. Loring, Mr. John T. Judkins, of Boston, to

Miss Lucy A. Richardson.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mrs. Martha A. Merritt; Mr?. Caroline Tucker, 38; Mr. Robert

Tulhck. T4; Miss Mary Patterson, 45: Mrs. Ann K. Ilnrtlett, 67; Mrs. Sarah
A . witV of Mr. VVilliaui P Kinerson ; Capt. Charles Hunt, 65} Mrs. Uaimah
Uavward. 71; Mrs. Iluth '^Vaite, formerly of Lexington, 79.

At Koxhury. Deacon John B. Jone.<i. 71.

At Charlestown. Mrs. Susan \V Berry, 28; Mr. Samuel K. White, 24.

At Cambritlge Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Capt. S P. E.stabrook, 30.

At Lynn. Mrs. Fanny Wayland. 71; Mr. James Evans, GO.

At Su-ampscot, Mr. Williani Collins. 51.

At Newton. Mr GeOr),ce W". Hawker. 46
At North Keading, Mis. Eliza li. Howard, of Framingham, 87-

At (ilouc-e.'iter. Mi.ss Kuth It Proctor. 39.

At llainilton, Mrs. Mary A. Prince, of St Petersburg. Russia, 23.

At Taunton, Mr. Henry Crane, 70; Mrs. Abigail Carver. 76.

At Northboro'. Mrs Maria W , wife of il. G. Mayuard, 30.

At Edgarton. Miss Ellen Kipley. 18.

At Brewster. Mrn. Sarali V . wife of Mr, EU^ba Marchant, 30.

At Nantucket, Capt Daniel Bunker. 70
At Port.^inouth, N. H,. Mr, Mark dreen. 42.

At Rrattleboro'. Vt., Mr Samuel Earl. 90.

At Ea.st Bethel, Vt., IMr (iodfrey .M. Kichard.son, 96. He was a soldier of
the itevolntion. and fonglit at Bunker Hill.

At Bntnswick, Me-. Mrs. Martha B., wife of Prof Cleveland, 66.

At Hockjiort, Me , Widow Ann A'. Small, formerly of Newburyport.
At St Jago, Texas, Francis 6. Wilcox, of Providence, R. I., 20.
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[Written for CHeason'a Pictorial.]

SHADOWS.

BY GEOROB W. DEWEY.

"Within my room fefee daylight wanes,

And shadows fleck the wall,

As sunlight through the window-panes

Is creepiug over all.

It is an hour of hopes and fears^

A season which begets

A fitful dream of smiles and tears,

Of pleasures and regrets.

Each ."Swaying shade a shape assumes

Familiar to my eye,

Until amid the thickening glooms

I hear their wings go by

:

Those angels of our household love,

Returning unawares

To bless, and lead our thoughts above

This round of worldly cares.

The chairs no longer vacant stand

;

My fancy now has prest

The airy form and phantom hand

Of every silent guest!

But where are they whose fpirita keep

This tryst within my doors?

Who come and go, like forms of sleep,

Across the muffled floors!

Alas they slowly disappear,

As Night regains her throne, .

And darkness leaves the forms, most dear,

With memory i^lone.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. VII.
•

BT D. E. DE LABA.

Nobles and Serfs—Character of the Russian Noble—Extraordinary National

Feature—Tbeir Pursuit*—Treatment of the Serfs—Their Visits— Extrava-

gance, how chccl<ed— Wealthy Serfs—The Serf and his DauRliter—La«s of

Noble and Serf— Corporeal l*uai»hment—Attempts to liberate them.

Tub character of the Russian noble may be described very

briefly. Affable, polite, generous and of polished manners, gen-

tlemanly in his demeanor towards his equals, ratlier haughty to-

wards his inferiors ; but very rarely cruel, though sometimes op-

pressive on his serfs, especially when he is in want of money,

which is generally the case, as he is a great spendthrift, addicted

to play, fond of champagne, and never without one or two mis-

tresses, besides other peccadilloes. In one night some have besn

known to lose at the gaming-table the revenue of a whole year,

and some have incomes of from one to five millions of dollais

per annum. Some are even much wealthier. The majority are

almost constantly in debt, and all must serve in the army. Some

few engage in manufacturing pursuits, and even the Duke of

Lcuclitenburg, one of the emperor's sons-in-law, was at the head

of a mechanical and engineering establishment. They seldom,

however, derive much profit from their manufacturing specula-

tions, being generally cheated by their partners or superinten-

dents. This is likewise the case with the imperial manufactories,

of which there are in Russia every description, it being the em-

peror's wish—or hebby, for it is a folly to attempt the introduc-

tion of manufactures in a country rich in agricultural produce

—

to give every possible encouragement to industry. These manu-

factories co!<f'lhe government immense sums of monej', whilst the

superintendents—mostly all foreigners—grow wealthy in direct

ratio to the capital sunk in them by the state.

Tlie noble ladies are generally much more haughty and over-

bearing than the men, and treat their slaves with much greater

harshness, and not seldom with cruelty. The writer knew one

of those lovely master-pieces of creation who was in the habit of

hiring out her slaves in manufactories, and who attended rcgu-

ularly every month on pay day to re<eive their wages, whilst slie

provided them with food and clothing—such food and such cloth-

ing ! One of her slaves, whose monthly wages amounted to six

dollars, had spent one half of tliese to bury his son, and she

ordered him to be flogged !

The nobles are hospitable to a proverb. It is a common thing

for one noble family to pay a neighI)orly visit at some two, three

or four hundred miles distance, accompanied by twenty or thirty

wagons and carriages loaded with all the members of the family,

and a number of friends, besides some hundreds of retainers and
studs of horses. All these must be lodged, fed, and feasted,

sometimes for weeks together ; and on these occasions the ten-

antry must furnish provisions of all sorts. A regular foray takes

place among the farms. Every edible is seized, and woe to the

man or woman that hides a pig or cliickcn, an egg or a cabbage.

Then vast sums are retjuired for wines, pastry, wax-lights, mil-

linery and music, all of which must be brought a vast distance

from the mctroj)olis. The money to meet these enormous expen-

ses must be borrowed at a ruinous interest. The corn is sold in

the ear
;
potatoes are mortgaged ; and in order to live for a time

the host is in turn obliged on some subsp(|uent occasion to quar-

ter himself and his household on some other neighbor.

If a noble indulges in extravagance so as to create scandal, bis

estates are placed under sequestration, and trustees arc appointed

by the emperor to manage them. The owner is allowed a certain

income out of the revenue, and the residue is set aside to pay oflT

the debts. When these are liquidated, he is put in possession

again ; but it somehow or otljer happens that such estates never

produce sufficient to pay any instalment to the creditor ; the

owner never again obtains possession, whilst the trustees become

suddenly and remarkably fortunate in any speculation they under-

take ! The emperor very often becomes the purch.aser of such

estates, and such an event is a source of great and just rejoicing

to the tenants, who having thus become crown serfs, are not far

removed from the condition of freemen.

The lord has the right to employ his serfs how and when he

pleases, and for his own benefit, provided he supplies them with

food, raiment and lodgings. The first of these is sometimes so

bad and scanty that the poor people are obliged to make bread

out of the bark of the birch tree, whose sap they gather in a cup,

after making an incision in the tree ; the leaves serving them for

a brush at the bath, and the trunk at last serving them for fuel,

whilst the young twigs are tied into bundles, and serve as an in-

strument in the hands of their superiors to thrash them with

!

The owner most generally sends his serfs to work on wharves,

in manufactories, or in the mines, receiving their wages himself.

Oftener, however, the proprietor taxes every man or woman at a

certain sum per annum, say from three to twenty dollars, one

hundred dollars, or even one thousand dollars each, according to

their capaliilities, the nature of their pursuits, or their means, al-

lowing them to employ themselves as they please. Some, and

indeed most of the nobles, derive from this source their largest

revenues, while the serfs, thus situated, accumulate in very many
instances, large fortunes. There are numerous store-keepers at

St. Petersburg, Moscow, and other large cities, worth many hun-

dreds of tliousands of dollars, living in grand style, and educat-

ing their children in the best manner. Many have offered to their

owners millions to obtain manumission in vain—wealthy serfs be-

ing a subject of pride with some nobles. Slaves they are, and so

must remain during the good pleasure of their masters, who can

at any moment strip them of all their wealth, disperse their fami-

lies, and send them to work in the stables, the forest, or the

mines.

One of those wealthy serfs happened to be at a public ball, ac-

companied by his wife and three lovely daughters. A gentleman,

remarkably ugly, asked each in turn to honor him with her hand

in the dance. All three declined. Struck with a proceeding so

unnatural and so rude, he inquired of a friend the names of these

young ladies. " Do you not know them ?—they are the daugh-

ters of , of street." "How! of one of my serfs';"

He walked up to the young ladies, and inquired whether their

father was at the ball. Having been answered in the afiirmative,

he sought him out, telling him that being in want of dairymaids

he wished him to send him his three daughters to be employed on

his farm. The old man took a carriage, placed his daughters in

it, and accompanied them to the house of his lord ; having, how-

ever, first taken the precaution of providing himself with several

tens of thousands of silver roubles, in the faint hope of purchas-

ing the exemption of his daughters from servitude. The offer

was made and rejected ; the lord was inexorable. "I don't want

money ; I must have the girls !" was the only answer. They

were in the carriage, and they were sent to a farm, employed in

the meanest drudgery, and compelled to sleep on the floor among
the other serfs. At the end of three months, the nobleman had

the girls brought before him. " I have kept you on the farm, and

employed you in the meanest occupation, to remind yon of your

real station. Do not imagine that you arc ladies because you

dress well and arc well educated ; but that you are my slaves.

Now return home to your father, and receive a lesson in humility

from experience."

Sometimes the serfs arc treated with such cruelty that, reckless

of the consequences, they punish their masters summarily. Such

a circumstance occurred not long since, when the serfs in a body

attacked their owner and beat him to a mummy. They were all

sent into Siberia ; but their owner was ruined.

An owner cannot sell his serfs, though he may transfer them at

sale with the soil. Neither can he separate families, nor inflict

corporeal chastisement—the latter can only be inflicted by a mag-

istrate, on complaint of the owner, and after due investigation of

the case ; but it will be easily conjectured that the owner is always

in the right, the serf always wrong. In fact, all the laws enacted

with a view to protect the serf against acts of injustice and op-

pression on the part of the master, are easily avoided and set at

nought.

The emperor has done much to relieve the serfs and to improve

their condition—as also had done his predecessor, Alexander

;

but any attempt to liberate them would place his life in jeopardy.

The writer having asked this question :
" Were the emperor to

issue an ukase to liberate the serfs, would it be obeyed V The
answer was literally the following :

" If the emperor were to issue

such an ukaso it would undoubtedly lie obeyed ; but he could oidy

issue it from Cronstadt, and embark on board a steamer for Eng-

land ; for, were he to remain in Russia, he would be killed by the

nobles."

GOLDSMITH'S rURNlTDRE.

Some idea of Goldsmitli's early residence in a metropolis that

afterwards rang with his name, may be gathcrid from the follow-

ing extract :
" I called on Goldsmiih, at his lodginns, in March,

17.^9, and found bim writing his Inquiry, in a miserable, dirty-

looking room, in which tliere vva< but one clmir ; and when, from
civility, he resigned it to me, he himself was obliged to sit in the

window. AVhile wc were conversing togetlicr, some one tapped
gently at tlie door, and, being desired to come in, a poor, ragtred
little girl, of very becoming demeanor, entered the room, and
dropping a courtesy, said :

' My mamma sends her compliments,
and begs the favor of you to lend her a pot full of coals.' "

—

Life

of Guldsmilli.

[Gathered for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

CAIIiY RhXORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: perlet foose.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

MAY TWENTY-FIKST.

1809.—Napoleon defeated by the Austrians at Asperne—fifty

thousand men killed.

1823.—Society of British artists instituted at London.

1846.—Trinity Church, New York, consecrated.

1849.—Marie Edgworth, Irish authoress; died, aged 83.

1850.—Steamer Creole, which brought back imsucccssful Cuba

invaders, seized at Key West.

MAT TWENTY-SECOND.

1688.—Alexander Pope born in London.

1781.—Continentals, under General Greene, besieged Fort

"Ninety-Six," S. C.

1802.—Martha, widow of George Washington, died, aged TO.

1850.—Ex-President Polk's remains removed to his family vault.

1852.—Selkirk settlement nearly destroyed by an inundation.

MAT TWEXTY-iniRD.

1807.—Dantzic captured from the Austrians and Russians by

the French.

1850.—Henry Grinnell's vessels sailed from New York to

search for Sir John Franklin.

1851.—Charles L. Brace imprisoned in Hungary as a revolu-

tionary agent.

1852 —English begin to molest American fishermen.

MAY TWENTT-FODRTH.

1793.—Rev. Edward Hitchcock, D.D., born.

1833.—John Randolph, an eccentric Virginia politician, died

at Philadelphia.

1840.—William Leggett, editor and poet, died at New York.

1844.—Surgeon Thatcher, Revolutionary author, died, aged 90.

1 850.—Scotch expedition started in search of Sir John Franklin.

MAT TWENTY-riFTn.

1778.—British under Prescott ravaged Bristol, R. I.

1780.—Two Connecticut continental regiments mutinied.

1845.—Thirteen hundred lives lost by the burning of a theatre

at Canton, China.

1846.—Queen Victoria's third daughter, Helena, born.

MAY TWENTY-SIXTH.

1794.—Spaniards defeated at Collioure by the French under

Dugommier.

1820.—Park Theatre at New York burned.

1840.—Sir Sidney Smith, distinguished admiral, died, aged 76.

1840.—Savannah River rose thirty-five feet in a freshet.

1846.—Louis Napoleon escaped from prison at Ham.
1848.—John Mitchell sentenced to transportation.

MAT TWENTY-SEVENTH.

1564.—John Calvin, the reformer, died at Geneva, aged 53.

1647.—Gov. Peter Stuyvcsant arrived at New York.

1813.—Fort St. George, near Niagara, taken by the Americans.

1840.—Baron Paganini, a famous violinist, died at Nice, aged 67.

1845.—Gov. Dorr liberated from the Rhode Island State prison.

1850.—Gen. Lopez arrested by the United States authorities at

Savannah, and discharged.

THE CAREER OF G.UIIKALDI.

Born in the middling rank of life he was obliged to flee, when
still young, from !iis native city, Genoa, during a persecution of

the sect of Corbonari, of whieh he was a member. He afterwards

went to the Br;izils with the object of engaging in some commer-
cial undertaking, but, devoted to the cause of liberty, he soon

joined a small band of Italian refugees who were serving as vol-

unteers in Montevideo, defending the cause of liberty and the

republic. His courage, his prowess as a sohlier, and liis htroism,

never stained by any cruelty, made him the admiration of the

country ; and be rose to the rank of general. In 1847 he returned

to Italy. When the siege of Rome was over, and the city taken

possession of by the French, ho collceled about four thousand of

its defenders and attempted to cross Italy to the Adriatic, hoping

to make his way by sea to Venice, where the la.^t ray of Italian

lilierty still lingered. He was quiekly surrounded with Austrian

troops from Florence, Bologna and Ancona, and he reached with

diliieulty, with a jiortion of his for*, the little re])ublie of San
Marino ; here nine hundred men gave up tlieir arms to the au-

tliorities of an independent state, who proposed to make terms for

them with the Austrians. Tlicy were, however, made prisoners,

and sent to Mantua, many of them first being ignominiously

flogged. Garibaldi and about three thousand eompanions reached

the shore, and embarked during tlie niglit alioard some fishing

boats, towards Venice; as morning dawned the wind fell, and

two Austrian steamers were in sight. Some boats were taken,

others sunk, and only two reached the shore, near Kirnini ; in one

of these were Garibaldi and his wife, a lady of the Brazils, who
had insisted on accompanying her husband on his retreat from

Rome. Garibaldi and his companions sci)arated tbem.selves as

the only chance of escape—and carrying his wile in his arms, who
was unable to supjiort herself from fatigue, left the shore and went

inland. Two days afterwards he appeare<l at the cottage of a

peasant, still carrying his wife, and asked for water to be given

her, but she ex|Mred as he piit it to her lips. His companion.?

were hunted about, and most'of tbcm shot down like bea.sts of

chase. Two months later (iaribaldi arrived at Genoa, having

))asscd through the midst of the Austrian for<es, iti various dis-

guises ; and be who had always relu-ed to enrich himself by war,

who disdained self-interest, and defied all jierils in devotion to a

noble cause, now thinks it no dishonor to earn his living as the

(•.a|]|ain of a merchant vessel trading between Chili and Boston.

— Christian Freeman.
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KDlTORlAIi MELANGE.

The mortality of New York city is still at a very high mark.

The deaths of a recent week rcachcil 475. Of these CG were from

con umption and 14 from smallpox. Oneway to get on is

to put up your modesty and sell it to the lowest bidder. If no

one will buy it give it away—send it as a gift to some asylum

—

do anything with it but keep it A bill has passed the Ohio

legislature prohilniing the circulation of foreign bank notes of a

less denomination than ten <lollars. According to Black-

wood's Magazine the Grand Duke Michael predicted the'dismcm-

bermcnt of the Russian cni])ire soon after the death of the present

autocrat. Whatever may bo the claims of that prince to the

character of a prophet, it is evident that Russia is now approach-

ing a most important crisis. Uay, in some portions of Aroos-

took, is selling at forty dollars a ton, and oats at one dollar and

twenty-five cents a bushel. According to the Wheeling (ia-

zctte the Hempfield Railroad has resources amounting to $I,.'')0(),-

000, while the whole cost of the road will be something over

$.3,000,000. An immense number of new buildings are going

up in I'hiladelphia. The first duel was fought in Illinois in

1820, with rifles, between Alphonzo Stewart and Wm. Beimett.

Stewart was killed—for which Bennett was tried, convicted and

hung. This seems to have ended duelling in that State. An
old hunter says the woodcock in New Jersey have built their nests

in low, moist places, and predicate a dry summer. A man
named S. T. Price hung himself in the jail in Bradley county,

Ark., recently. He had been convicted of murder and sentenced

to thirteen years' imprisonment in the penitentiary. He was re-

manded to jail after hearing the sentence, and about two hours

after was found dead, having hung himself with a pair of suspen-

ders. The dwelling-house of Mr. Joseph Lively, near Jack-

sonville, Ala., was burnt recently, and his little child jjcrished in

the flames. Never prefer a good intention to a little good ac-

tion. If a poor friend wants a frieze coat don't let him wait in

his nakedness till you can give him a cloak of Manchester broad-

cloth. The fellow who jumped at a conclusion dislocated one

of his ankles. Mr. Elienezer Tilden dropped dead in his field

at Lebanon, Conn., while holding his plouj^h. His son was driv-

ing the oxen. The American Association of Science has come

to the conclusion that the phenomenon of " spirit rappings " is

an epidemic governed by the same natural laws as the cholera,

yellow fever, or any disease of like nature ! What is the

cure ? The Congregational Ecclesiastical Council recently

convened at Washington, was the largest body of the kind ever

assemliled in this country. Mr. Bourcicault's Miss Robertson

sends through the columns of the Herald the announcement that

she has remitted $100 to the New York firo department. The
New York Mirror calls this "advertised charity." Mr. Sim-
ple, on being advised to " file " his newspapers, proceeded at

once to Dock Square and ordered a large sized " rat-tail " in-

strument. In Europe people take otf their hats to great men
;

in America great men take off their hats to the people. Univer-

sal suffrage causes the difference. A Chinese merchant at

Sacramento city, California, advertises among other delicacies,

"dried worms for soup." St. Paul's Episcopal church, in

Baltimore, was destroyed by fire a short time since. The church

cost $42,500, upon which there was an insurance of only

$20,000. Gold has been discovered at the Cape of Good
Hope. The deposits are said to be at a locality easily accessible,

and of suflBcient richness and extent to lead to the expectation of

their proving permanently remunerative, although on these

points the details tluis far are not enough to warrant an absolute

judgment. Lieut. Strain, returned from his exploration, says

that it is no more possible to build a railroad across the Isthmus

of Darien than to the moon.

lUajisiiJc (Patljcrings.

The Arctic Expedition.—A parliamentary paper has been

printed containing the instructions issued to the commanders of

her majesty's ships now engaged in the Arctic regions in search

of Sir John Eranklin. They are to leave in the summer of 1855,

and not to wait the winter of that year. Should England be en-

gaged in hostilities with any other power, they are to take no part

in it, it being the established practice of all civilized nations to

consider vessels engaged in scientific discoveries as exempt from

the operation of war.

Russian Expedition to Jap.\n. — A letter from Malta,

speaking of the report that the Russians had signed a commercial

treaty with Japan, says :
" The Americans, it would appear,

have not been very honorably treated by the Russian squadron in

those seas, who rather cleverly succeeded in getting the treaty,

which in all justice is due to the Americans ; and this after they

had been lent coals, etc., by the Americans in China."

What next ?—The school committee of Winchester, Mass.,

lately excluded the Bible from the schools. On being asked for

the reason of such a step, they replied that they had been desired to

do so b}' some Catholic parents. This is reform with a vengeance !

Junius.—A late writer remarks that perhaps the chief interest

which posterity may take in Junius, will centre upon the fact of

the preservation of bis disguise ; and it may after all be best con-

sulting his fame to permit him quietly to wear it.

—<—«»•«—"
Sai,e.—The locality so well known as " Joy's Building," on

Washington Street, Boston, was recently sold for $151,000. Its

present rent is $10,300.

Health.—Health is the workingman's fortune, and he ought
to watch over it more than the capitalist over his investments.

The Providence Tribune says there are 400 grog shops in the

city of Providence, three-fourths of which are kept by foreigners.

Two brothers named Jones, who were ploughing in a field at

Pekin, Illinois, took shelter under a tree and were both killed by
lightning.

A San Francisco theatrical critic says, " Mr. Booth's Duke did

not strike us
;
yet he appears to have been somewhat hurt during

the " Honeymoon."

It was rumored that the scarcity of milk in New York a short

time ago was occasioned by the break in the Croton dam. The
milkmen iiulii^nantly deny the rumor.

Little Six's brother, a Sioux Indian, was killed and scalped by
a party of Cliippewas, near little Rapids, on the Minnesota river,

on the 1.3th of April.

The Bridgeport Standard says that among the many articles

which came floating down the Naugatuck river during the late

frcslict was a jiii/jnt. It lodged near one of the Bridgeport depots.

We learn from the Great Falls Journal that the manufacturing

cotnpany of that town are making active prc[)aration3 for the

erection of a new factory during the coming season.

A mob at Peru, Illinois, lately destroyed $1500 worth of liquor,

owned by a Mr. Baron, by boring holes in the cask. At Lassale,

Illinois, $500 worth was similarly destroyed.

The steamboat Isaac Newton recently carried thirteen hundred

passengers to Albany, from New York, at one trip, in addition

to an immense amount of freight.

A gray eagle was shot in Mason county, Kentucky, near Mays-
lick, on "the 16tb ult., that was three feet high, seven feet two
inches from lip to tip of his wings, and the talons eight inches

across when extended.

A boy named Bernard Cassidy tried to swallow a common
marble, "of medium size, in Albany, recently, and though every

crf'ort was made to relieve him he literally choked to death in less

than twenty-live minutes.

A young lady, says one of our exchanges, remarked to a male
friend that she feared she would make a poor sailor. The gen-

tleman i)rompily answered, " probably—but I am sure you would
make an excellent mate."

A man by the name of Levi Correy hung himself in Ashbum-
ham, 4th inst. He was found by his wife suspended by a rope in

his l)arn. He was about 45 years of age, and leaves a wife and
three children. No cause is shown for the act.

Three children of Mr. Louis A. Woodbury, of Wcstbrook,

were inoculated recently for the small pox, when from some un-

known cause they were all taken sick and the eldest died. Their

age were six, four and three respectively. The vaccine matter

was undoubtedly improper.

In 1834, but twenty years ago, the amount of coal brought to

market did not exceed a half million tons. In 1853 it was more
than five million tons ; and the consumption annually increases

about thirty per cent.

When a large comet appeared in 145G, just after the Turks had
overthrown the Greek empire, Pope Calixtus ordered ])ul)lic prayers

to exorcise both the comet and the Turks. It is not stated

whether the comet yielded to the exorcism ; certain it is that the

Turks did not.

JSoniis of ©olir.

iforfign 5t£m0.

Robert Lebumsinn, the celebrated composer, who has been suf-

fering under an abberration of intellect, is at present in an asylum
near Bonn, and there is yet hope of his ultimate cure.

The French government is very desirous to protect the growth
of cotton in Algiers, and the emperor has just offered a prize of

twenty thousand francs for the most successful cultivator.

Tlic small yacht which in 1810 was used by the Emperor Na-
poleon I. anil the Empress Maria Louisa, at Havre, has been or-

dered to be brought up to Paris to be preserved as a relic.

Tlie Baltic, notwitbstandini; its extent, has all the characteris-

tics of a great lake. No sea has, in proportion to its size, so great

an influx of fresh water—hence it contains but little salt.

The U. S. steam frigate Saranac, Captain Long, arrived at Ge-
noa ))revious to April 15th, from Naples, where she left the flag

ship Cumberland, Commodore Stringham.

The archbishop of Paris recently ordered all the clergy of his

diocese to repeat the prayer for rain every day after mass, as long
as it remained unanswered and the need of rain continued.

The news from the seat of war indicates increased vigor on the

part of the allies. A sanguinary engagement had taken place

near Kalaf.tt without decisive results.

In four days recently, a fleet of over two thousand vessels laden
with coal, wliich liad been wind bound two or three weeks, arrived

at London, and the price of coal full during the week from $16 to

$8 a chaldron.

Hydroscopia is the name of a new species of humbug introduced
into France ; it is the art of evoking phantoms by means of a pail

of water. It is quite popular in Paris, and has caused the degen-
eracy of spiritual rappings.

Lady Buhver has written another novel at her husbanl, called
" Beliind the Scenes," in which the man who figures as a Mr.
Fcrrars is described as "a solid block of vice, gnarled with vil-

lany, veneered with virtue and highly varnished with hypocrisy."

A late Paris letter says that a man in the Gironde, who under-
took to live five years without money, recently died two months
before the expiration of the five years, during all which time he
was never known to be in the possession of a single sou.

There is an estaljlishment for iiroduring li^h artificially at Hum-
inguen on the Rhine, where 200,000 of the Rhine salmon and of
the large trout of the Swiss Lakes are now in process of fecunda-
tion. About half that numl)cr, of the same description of eggs,
are also fecundated at the College dc France, in Paris.

A successful ])lan for making paper from wood has been laid

before a French scientific society. lyight white woods, such as

poplar or willow, are reduced to tiiin shavings, which alter being
soaked in water several d:iys arc dried and ground to powder.
They are then mixed with rags and manufictured in tlie ordinary
manner.

It is said that the czar has completed arrangements, by means
of a telegraph from St. Petersburg to Warsaw, connecting with
the Prussian lines, by whiih he is placed in direct communication
with the capitals of Western Europe, and intelligence of the em-
baikation of a regiment at Southampton, or the departure of a
ship from Portsmouth migiit be trausniitted to the czar before they
arc out of sight of port.

We jiardon as long as we love.

—

RurhffoucauJd.

Genuine simplicity of heart is a healing and cementing

principle.

—

Barke.

To be a great man it is necessary to turn to account all

opportunities.

—

/{ochf/oitcauld.

.... Grievances may always be found against those whom it is

wished to displace.

—

Dayle St. John.

The power is detested, and miserable is the life of him
who wishes rather to be feared than loved.— Cornelius Nepos.

.... Talent, lying in the understanding, is often inherited

;

genius, being the action of reason and imagination, rarely or

never.—6'.
'J'. Cohridrje.

.... Swinish gluttony ne'er looks to heaven amidst its gorge-

ous fca-st ; but with besotted, base ingratitude, cravens and blas-

phemes his feeder. Milton.

.... To have freedom is only to have that which is absolutely

necessary to enable us to be what we ought to be, and to possess

what we ought to possess.

—

Jiahel.

.... A gift—its kind, value and appearance ; the silence or the

pomp that attends it ; the style in which it reaches you may de-

cide the dignity or vulgarity of the giver.

—

Ixivater.

.... Had I a careful and jileasant companion that should show
me my angry face in a glass, I should not at all take it ill ; to be-

hold man's self so unnaturally disguised and dishonored, will con-

duce not a little to the impeachment of anger.

—

Plutarch.

Joker's Buiigct.

Why is a bullo'k a very obedient animal ? Because he will lie

down if you axe him.

"Are you a Christian Indian ?" asked a gentleman of one of

the Cattaraugus tribe. " No, sir," was the answer, " I whiskey
Indian."

A man saved from drowning a night or two since, in Boston,
abused the man wlio rescued him, because he did not save his

hat!

Johnson says the greatest magicians of the age, are the paper
makers. They transform the beggar's rags into sheets for editors

to lie on.

Biogenes speaks of a Turkey partizan, who is so bitter against

the enemy, that he has introduced into his kitchen oak chairs, and
turned out the rush 'uns.

Whatever we may think of woman's rights to vote and legis-

late, there can be no disputing her right to Ixire arms—and the pret-

tier the better and more irresistible. This is a right descended
from Mother Eve.

He who makes real jokes, is called a wag ; but he who makes
only heavy attempts at joking, may be termed a wagon. In our
opinion, " a slow coach " would bo a better definition in the latter

case.

" ISIy good gracious !" said Mrs. Partington, " I wonder what
they'll manufacture next out of grain. Here's an account of
making a wry face, and of another making a flowery speech ; and
then a whole column about the corn laws."
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THE ANGELS OF SLEEP.
The picture below sketches an emblematic representation of men-

tal operations during slumber. What fatal thoufiht has the dark
spirit of evil portrayed, in the engraving, as being driven oti' by
guardian angels, whispering in the ears of these sleeping children f

Who knows ? Perliaps some suggestion of Jealousy or pride,

perhaps some project the imaginary execution of which botli were
pursuing. How many times have temptations thus assumed the

form of dreams to lay their snares ! Torpid reason has not then

the strength to challenge our resolve ; the act is accomplished
without our having the responsibility ; our evil instincts seem to

essay their strength in the land of sleep in order to accustom us

to their manifestations. They present to the eyes of the soul a
thousand wild or guilty images and thus deprive it of the first as-

tonishment and first repugnance. The soul awakes yet haunted
by these dreams ; it seeks to recall them, and is involuntarily

troubled by their recollection. Fortunate is it when the guardian

angels have arrived in time to interrupt the flight of imagination

through extravagance or evil. But if their course has not been
'

ra])id enough, has not God planted within and without us guar-

dians whose voice is heard incessantly ? For him who looks on
the world seriously are there not on all the hills and in all the

valleys providential warnings 1 What fact, striking or common,
has not its si;;nificance'? What destiny docs not contain a fruitful

lesson ? All life is a great chorus to instruct; all that is required

is to know how to listen to it. And when the outward tea<-hiiig

does not seem to us sufficiently clear, have we not within ourselves

a friend to enlighten us 1 Is that internal voice common to all

times, to all nations, and all countries, which applauds him who
is self-sacrificing and benevolent, and curses hira who persecutes

and betrays, a fiction ? Are there not among men great moral
laws which regulate the movement of their feelings as physical

laws regulate the movement of bodies, and from which we cannot
deviate without sulTering in the first case and chaos in the last?

God has certainly implanted in us a sense of these twofold „vvs

or he would have made us unfit for material and social life.

MISS BURUETT COUTTS.

The portrait which we give above is that of Miss Angela Gcor-
gina Coutts, the youngest daughter of the late Sir Francis Bnr-
dett, Bart., of Bramcote, county of Warwick, M. P., for West-
minster, by Sophia, his wife, youngest daughter of Thomas
Coutts, Esq., the opulent banker of the Strand, London. Miss
Burdett Coutts was horn 2.'>th April, 1814, and assumed, by royal

license, in September, 18.37, the additional surname and arms of

Coutts, having succeeded to the vast property of her grandfather,

Mr. Coutts, under the will of that

gentleman's widow, the late Duch- _ „ _ ^a
ess of St. Alban's. The family of
Burdett, enriched by alliances with
the houses of Camville of Arrow,
Bruin of Bramcote, and Frauneeys
of Foremark, can be traced to one
of the soldiers of the conquest. In

the time of Edward IV., Thomas
Burdett, of Arrow, a person of
great note and figure in the county
of Warwick, fell a victim to his

attachment to the Duke of Clar-

ence. Having intemperately rushed
the horns of a white buck, which
he had heard that the king had
killed in his park of Arrow, in the

belly of the monarch's adviser, he
was arraigned (nominally for that

oflTence, but really on account of bis

devotion to Clarence), convicted
and executed for high treason,

A. D., 1477.

FEMALE WATER-C/VRRIER OF VENICE.

No one who has sojoumed in the storied "city of the sea " can

fail to recognize the truthfulness of the portrait we give al>ovc of

the female water-carrier. The bat is of black felt, and ornamented
with ribbons and feathers in the Tyrolean style. The sleeves of

the chemise are of coarse white cloth. The neckerchief and
apron, either plain or figured, are bright-colored, red, blue or yel-

low. The gown, which is quite short, is of black cloth. The
stockings are cut oflf just above the feet. This costume is not

Venetian. The women who sell water are the only ones who
wear it. They pass for natives of the Tyrol, but for the most
part come from the districts in the neighborhood of Venice, and
dress in this manner only from tradition. In general, they are

young, and return to their native places as soon as they have
earned money enough for a dowry. They almost all have regular

features and a serioui; expression. They are seen constantly cross-

ing the square of St. Mirk barefoot, or waiting in the courtyard

of the ducal palace till the water gets high enough in the bronze
wells to enable them to fill their pails.

H.4TCHING FISH.

A correspondent of a Glasgow
paper thus describes the hatching
of fish in the river Tav, at Perth

—

" We were furnished withoca nearly
chipped, and by means of a glass
vessel filled with water, and a few
worsted threads acting as a syphon,
enabling us to keep up a constant
supply of fresh water, we were
gratified by observing the little

creature bursting the ."ihell. As in

the hen chick, the bead is the first

part that is freed, and after a few
struggles the shell is entirely thrown
off. The appearance of the fish at
this stage of its being is very inter-

esting. What is to be the future
fish is a mere line with a large head,
having very prominent and large
eyes. Along the belly of the fish,

from the gills downward, is sus-
pended a bag of a heart shape, and
out of all proportion to the size of
the fish. This bag contains the
heart, etc., part of the yolk of the
egg (for still nourishing the fish),

and is composed of a very delicate
and quite transparent membrane.
Blood vessels arc spread like net-
work over iw surface, and the crim-
son tinge of the blood gives the fry

a reddish appearance. Every pul-
iation may be seen, and the small
pectoral fins, which are constantly
in motion. The yolk remaining in

this bag is gradually al)sorbed. In
this stage of its helplcs-incss the
little animal i.s easily preyed on by
other fish, and even by its own spe-
cies. In France tiic uvci have been
hatched in sixty days, but at Penh,
owing to the water being kept at
an even temperature, it has taken
place in fifty days." THE ANGELS OF SLEEP.

FEMALE WATER-CARRIER OF VENICE.

THE ALBATROSS.
This bird, well known in southern latitudes, is highly interest-

ing from its having afi^orded a frequent theme for poets. It is also
remarkable for its varied charactiristics. It is an enlivening ob-
ject on the expansive ocean, and the voyager can often relieve the
monotony of a sea-life by watching its" restless flight. It is re-
garded by sailors with awe and wonder, and awakens a degree of
superstition which we can scarcely realize. It is considered by

them rather as an auspicious omen.
=- This idea, as the reader may re-

_^ member, is forcibly embodied by
Coleridge in his " Ancient Mari-
ner." Some extraordinary species
of the alhatross have been seen
measuring ten feet from tip to tip

of the outspread wings, and weigh-
ing seventeen pounds. In the An-
tarctic exploring voyage Dr. Mc-
Cormick met with one weighing
twenty pounds, and twelve feet

stretch of wings. This, we believe,

is the largest on record. It never
flies high, but is almost always on
the wing. It is rarely, if ever, seen
in repose by day or night. It

cleaves the air with incredil)le swift-

ness, and glides over the waves
with inconceivable case and grace.

It flies against as well as before the
wind, and hovers around a ship at

sea, never outstripped by its speed.

It enjoys the calm, and sports in

the sunbeams on the glassy wave

—

but it revels in the storm, and darts

its arrowy way before the fury of

the gale. It seems to be then in

its element. Mocking the surges
of the mighty sea, and breasting

the tempest's blast, its flight has
not less sublimity, perhaps, than
that of the eagle darting upwards
to the skies. It is a beautiful sight

to behold this noble bird ^ailing in

the air in light and graceful move-
ments. After the first muscular ex-

ertion which gives impulse to its

flight, its wings are always e.xpand-

eil, like the sails of a ship, and
show no motion, as if it were waft-

ed on by some invisible power. It

is from this cause that it sustains

untired its long and distant flight

across the sea. It feeds on small

marine animals, mucilaginous zoo-

phytes, and the spawn of fish. Not-

withstanding its large size, the alba-

tross does not appear to be a quar-

relsome bird, but when attacked by

its enemy, the squa gull, seeks

safety in flight. It is easily cap-

tured, and was used in quantities,

boiled and roasted, by Captain

Cook and his crew, who gladly re-

galed themselves on it after being

confined for a length of time at sea

to salt food. AVIien breeding, the

fem"ilc flies to some inaccessible

rock or lonely spot of ground, lays

but one egg, and makes a nest

around it. The male watches with

tender anxiety while she is on the

nest ; and ever on the wing, brings

her the daintiest food from his pi-

ratical wanderings on the deep.

Nature affords many such instan-

ces of constancy and devotion in

animals.— WiUon.
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THE BLUE-FISH.

Below will be found one of our American sporting scenes.

The blue fish is a species of the mackerel, and sometimes passes

by that name. He has peculiar grounds in Long Island Sound,

where he sdiools from the ocean in the months of June, July and

August, after which lie returns to the sea. Who that has been a

frequenter of those liays and inlets, can ever forget the intense

excitement attending the sport of l)luc-fisliing 1 Those who de-

sire to be successful in this delightful sport, should provide them-

selves with a proper outfit, as an omi.ssion in this may result in

disappointment. The tackle in most general use i.s a squid, mude

of block tin, lead, mother-of-pearl, or white bone, of a flat, nar-

row, oval shape, say four inches long, armed on one end with a

good-sized hook, laid so that the point of the hook be perpendic-

ular to the flat side of the squid. The line should be of cotton,

large sized, and well laid, forty or sixty yards long. A thin, light

line will not answer, as In case a lai-ge fish is hooked, there is

more than an even chance that the line will part before the fish is

secured ; and should the fish begot in, the fisher's lacerated hands

will remind him that there is more comfort in trolling with the

squidding tackle than with a light, hemp line, such as we some-

times see used by the uninitiated. Being thus provided with the

tackle suitable fur this sport, you should get a good stout boat,

with an experienced bay man, who is au fait in its management,

and intimately acquainted with the habit.^ and localities of the

fish—for upon this, in a great mea-'ure, depends your chance of a

good duy's sport. With a fine breeze that will propel your boat

some four or five miles an hour, you may embark, and having

reached the whereabouts of the fish, cast over your squid with

rom fifty to one hundred feet of line, which should be tied se-

curely to the boat, as the fish sometimes strike with great force,

and neglect in fastening the line frequently results in its loss

When a school of fish is found the boatman should be particular

in crossing and re-crossing the spot where the school is, as in a

very contracted space it frequently happens that the greatest sport

is to be found. When a fish is struck, the line slioiild be hauled

in with a steady pull—not jerked. If the line is allowed to slack,

the fish is apt to throw itself off. Blue-fish are sometimes taken

from the shore, by casting the scpiid as far as possible into the

water, and hauling it in with sufficient rapidity to prevent its sink-

ing far below the snrface. This mode of fishing is attended with

a large outlay of labor, but often repays the effort,
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[continued.]

CHAPTER IX.—[continued.]

She sank back in her chair, and her eyes were fixed upon his.

He lauglied bitterly, and the sound of that ominous laugh .seemed

as it were to congeal the blood in her veins ; she could do noth-

ing but listen to him.

" I saw and knew that you loved Guilio Castelli
—

"

" Sir !" and the Brigni's eyes flashed as she rose in her seat.

" I determined to poison his mind against you, and to force you

apart
!"

She sank back again in her chair, and at once determined to

hear him to the end.

" I threw in his way the night that he accompanied you here

from the soiree at the Borghese palace, a note. He found it on

the steps when he left your presence. It was addressed to you by

the younger Borghese, and it had been opened. None else had

entered the dwelling since yoa had crossed its threshold. That

letter has had its effect
!"

" What frightful treachery to those who had never harmed

you !" muttered the Brigni.

"He has murdered his brother!"

" No ! no ! it is false !" she cried. " Torlogna has told me that

he will recover
!"

"Torlogna has deceived himself Should he die, Guilio Cas-

telli must live as an outlaw, or fly from Italv- In either case ho

will be lost to you. Such has my love been !" he continued, with

a sudden and fierce burst of passion, " and such it will be to the

end ! I adore you, Anna ! You may never love me ; but never

will I allow you to bless another with your love ! Listen to me."

And he threw himself upon his knees before her. " Only tell me
that you will endeavor to return my passion ; only tell me that

you will allow me to kneel at yoiu' feet, to worship the ground

you tread on, to
—

"

" Never !" she exclaimed, as his hand touched hers ; and spring-

ing up, she threw it from her. " May the Holy Mary no more

listen to my prayers, if ever I, willingly, hear you, or look upon

your face. Go 1"

She pointed to the door with such an imperious gesture, that he

rose to his feet and involuntarily receded towards it.

"Go!"
A malignant smile broke over his countenance as he stood there.

" If it is to be war between us, the signora may perchance re-

member hereafter that she has in this moment broken her last

chance of happiness^."

Before she had time to reply, Delia Ton-e was already gone.

What should Anna Brigni do ? If she sent to Torlogna, who
was the only friend of the two brothers, to tell him what had

passed, she could not see him until nine—for at four o'clock he

dined, and that evening there was a rehearsal of a new opera in

which she was to appear on the succeeding night. She would at

once drive to his house. The carriage was instantly ordered, and

accompanied by Madame Salicetti, whose afternoon siesta was

most ungraciously broken into, she drove towards the banker's

place of business. As she approached the gateway, she saw

Delia Torre's cabriolet standing within it. The moment after he

came out of the private counting-room of Torlogna, and the

banker was leaning upon his arm. They entered the cabriolet

together. Delia Torre's servant sprang up behind it, and in

another instant it was rolling from the court-yard in the direction

of the Borghese palace.

"I must write to him," said the Brigni, to herself, "when I

reach home and request him, if possible, to see me when the

rehearsal has concluded."

Ten minutes after she had arrived there, the note was written

and despatched, and she then endeavored to concentrate her mind

on her operatic duties. At six o'clock she drove to the Aliberto,

accompanied by Madame Salicetti.

Precisely at the hour appointed by the Brigni, Torlogna arrived

at her house. The request had been conveyed to him in such an

extremely informal manner, that on reading the note he scarcely

knew what to think of it.

"'Come to me at once!'" ho said. "Now what can tliat

mean 1 She does not want money ; she is a very economical lit^

tie body, and her salary more than suffices for all her wants.

What the deuce can it mean ? I am so old, or else I should—

"

He arose and contemplated his figure in one of the huge mir-

rors that decorated his dining-room. [It must be remembered
that this soliloquy took place after dinner.] " However, I may
fairly call myself an admirable specimen of good preservation.

I wonder whether the little jade thinks so !" An hour afterwards

he was in his carriage.

The first half-hour passed after his arrival, and Torlogna began

to grow impatient. The seconds rolled by, and he heaped all

sorts of objurgations upon theatrical managers, and the manager

of the Teatro Aliberto in particular. Another half hour rolled

on, and he began to pace up „ad down the room, imagining he

had been hoaxed. Her servant then came to him, and inquired

whether he had any idea of the reason which had induced her

mistress and Madame Salicetti to remain so late at the theatre.

" Not the slightest," said the banker. " At what hour did you

expect her return t"

" At half past eight or a quarter to nine, at the latest, signor,"

answered the buxom Italian girl, as he patted her cheek.

"»,I will drive there and see, mio cara," he tlien said ; and in

.acrordancc with this ^determination, he descended the stairs, en-

tered his carriage, and bade his vctturino drive to the stage-door

of the Aliberto.

" She has left the theatre more than two hours since !" was the

grumbling reply of the porter, who had been roused from his first

slumliers by tlie impatient inquirer.

" I have been hoaxed !" groaned Torlogna, as he sank back

once more upon the easy cushions of his carriage.

The next morning, when it was yet early, it was known all

over Rome that the Brigni was missing. Possibly that might not

be so very extraordinary ; but tlien she had run away with Mad-
ame Salicetti and her coachman. As for the carriage and the

horses, which she had been in the habit of using, they were as

usual at this hour in the coach house and stables of Monsieur

Ernest Bohay, tlie French horse dealer. They had been brought

back by the vetturiiio at half past nine. The manager was well

nigh distracted. At noon it was also discovered that Bernardo

Delia Ton-e was nowhere to be found. Nobody would h.ave cared

for that, had ho not unfortunately wound himself somewhat too

intimately around their hearts, through their pockets. As for

Torlogna, when he heard it he shook his head, looked very grave,

and said nothing. His head clerk shook his head, also, for he

knew that his master had lent the Piedmontese, yesterday after-

noon, the sum of ten thousand scudi.

CHAPTER X.

THE OLD WOMAN AND HER COMrANIONS.

It was somewhat late in the evening of the day succeeding

that on which the lieutenant of Guiseppe Scarlatti had seen Fe-

derigo, that three figures might have been observed approaching

the Borghese palace. The most remarkable of these was Andrea
himself. His vigorous make, and the whole stvle of his tread

;

his heavy swing to and fro as he stepped on, and the unusual

style of his dress, might have convinced the chance looker-on

that he was by no means of the straighter-laced denizens of that

part of the world governed by the successors of St. Peter. His

two companions were a young man, apparently, for the broad rim

of his hat was slouched over his face, dressed in a short and wide

gray capote, and an elderly woman bent almost double with age.

She had hold of the arm of the young man, and had, apparently,

much difficulty in supporting herself by means of a short stick,

on which she bent heavily.

" Ha ! ha !" chuckled the old woman, half to herself, though

partially addressing her companion. " What a fool Andrea is !

—

ha ! ha ! ha ! Some day or other when ho enters Rome in this

way—he! he!—they will pounce upon him ; and although he is a

Samson, he will be sent to the galleys."

They had now arrived at the Borghese palace, and had entered

the court-yard before the house, when a domestic in the livery of

the family advanced towards them.

"Who are you wanting, my good people'?" he asked.

" Tell him, Andrea," said the old woman.
" We wish to speak with II Principe Federigo."

" He is expecting you ; foUow me."

The servant ascended tlie steps of the mansion, passed the por-

ter who was sitting witliin the hall, and turned to the left and as-

cended a winding staircase. Tliey followed him ; and Andrea's

step as he did so, resounded through the hall.

"Where it is," said the porter, wheezing through the fat of his

capacious paunch, to get out the words, " that I have seen that

scoundrel, it would be impossible for me to say ; but some day or

other I shall expect to hear of his presence in the galleys."

It was, to say the least of it, somewhat strange that the old

woman and the double- chinned porter should have so singularly

coincided in their opinions regarding the ultimate fate of Andrea.

Let us add, as we may never again have the opportunity of doing

so, that they were very correct in their anticipations respecting it.

In the meantime, the three individuals whom we have accom-

panied, had arrived at the ante-chambor to the apartment of the

young Borghese. The servant entered the chamber, and in a

moment more he returned, accompanied by the aged Giorgio, who
cast a spiteful glance at Andrea, as his eye fell upon the hercu-

lean brigand.

" The prince will receive you," he said ; "you can enter."

" Many thanks, old boy !" replied Andrea, laying his hand so

suddenly upon the shoulder of the old domestic, that the last

nearly doubled to the marble floor beneath its weight. In another

instant all three had passed into Federigo's chamber.

The young Borghese was evidently recovering rapidly from the

effects of his wound. It is possible, also, that tbe joy he experi-

enced at the recovciy of his brother lent him more strength than

he otherwise would have had. He was sitting up in an easy

chair, supported by pillows, and he cast a wistful glance at An-

drea, who had first entered the apartment.

" I have brought them both, my prince," uttered the brigand, in

his loud, sonorous voice.

" Guilio, come to me 1"

The yonng man loosed his arm from the grasp of her who had

still hold of it, and bounded towards his brother. Sinking on his

knees before him, he buried his brow in the lap of Federigo, as he

sobbed out

:

" Can yon forgive me, my brother'?"

A tear actually stole out of the eye and rolled down the cheek

of Andrea, astonishing his beard and moustaches with its un-

wonted presence.

" He ! he !" grinned Guiseppe Scarlatti, "fit's very touching,

isn't it, Andrea!"

The prince looked up and frowned ; but Scarlatti was imper-
vious to all such mute re^jroaches. He drew a chau- towards him
sank in it, stretched himself out, and laughed long and heartily.

Recalled to himself by the laughter of Scarlatti, Guilio rose from
his kneeling position at the feet of Federigo, and the latter drew
his brother towards him and imprinted a' kiss upon his cheek.

Castelli felt that it was the kiss of forgiveness and of peace. The
young Borghese then turned to the table near which he had been
sitting, and. taking up a strip of paper, looked at it, and then ex-

tended it to Guiseppe.

" Take it, Andrea," said Scarlatti, waving his hand towards it,

"and see that it is. right."

The brigand stepped forward, received the cheek from Federio-o

and began the task which his chief had appointed him. As he

did so, his dark eye brightened, and his brown cheek flushed with

a deeper color—if that indeed were possible—than its previously

bistred hue.

" Wein" asked Scarlatti.

" It is for two thousand scudi, my prince !" uttered Andrea,

looking up at the Borghese.

" I know it is," replied Federigo.

" Then take it back, and write me another," exclaimed Gni-

seppe. "Place it on the table, Andrea!"

The latter growled out some inarticulate words, among which

the only one that might have been detected by an acute listener

was "Fool!" This, however, struck his captain as being very

disagreeably prominent.

" Rascal !" said he, "take a little heed, or haply I may crop

your ears off!"

Then he turned to Federigo, and it was somewh.at strange to

observe how singular an air of dignity passed over his features as

he addressed him. Guisappe Scarlatti was certainly intended for

an actor.

"Prince," he continued, "I have fulfilled my portion of the

agreement entered into by yourself and my lieutenant. I only

require you to fulfil yours."

" But the danger you have incurred in visiting me—" com-
menced the Borghese.

" Is nothing to the pleasure you have afforded Guiseppe Scar-

latti in permitting him to make your acquaintance."

The imperturbable air of haughty humility with which this was
said, and the strange and almost startling contrast between the

manner, the dress, and the calling of Scarlatti, proved irresistible,

and Federigo burst into a violent fit of' laughter, which was only

terminated by the pain this very unsickly exertion caused him.

For, in truth, Guiseppe Scarlatti was a remarkable man—one, per-

haps, of the most remarkable of those brigands that have for the

last two or three hundred years been the curse of modern Italy.

Originally the son of a wealthy shopkeeper in Naples, he had

been intended for the study of the law. The death of both his

parents when Guiseppe was only nineteen, had terminated his de-

sires to attain legal eminence. His last coin was squandered at

the gaming table, or in the drinking saloon,—it little matters

which,—and at the age of twenty-three, Guiseppe Scarlatti found

himself without a penny. Having a good tenor voice he went

upon the stage, and here he achieved some success ; but being

much patronized by his old companions, he destroyed his voice

by the bottle. This made him so poor that he grew quarrelsome,

and having some skill with the small-sword, wounded a Neapoli-

tan nobleman in a brawl th.tt took place in a gambling house.

Nothing more was heard of him for three years. About that

time, the nobleman he had wounded was travelling towards Rome.
It was almost nightfall ; but he was so near the great city that he

had determined on not waiting until the following morning at the

tarrying-place which he had just quitted. His carriage was

stopped, the traces cut, and a pistol held to his head. Ho got out

and was carried into the mountains. Five thousand scudi were

asked for his ransom, and they were paid. The nobleman entered

Rome, and a week afterwards it was heard throughout central

and southern Italy that the broken-down gambler and extinguished

tenor was playing the part of Fra Diavolo on a large scale in the

Roman Campagna. Let us now return to the thread of our

story.

Guiseppe had smiled politely while Federigo was laughing;

but no sooner had he terminated than he pointed to the table and

requested Federigo to rectify his mistake.

" Let me assure you it is none," said the Borghese.

" You will excuse me, prince; but it is so," responded the po-

lite brigand, with a low bow.

"But supposing that there was another service which, did you

choose to undertake it, you could render me'?"

" You see," muttered Andrea.

" 0, in that case;" answered Scarlatti, " I presume that I might

gratify you."

" Well, there is."

" Andrea, you can put that check In your pocket," said Scar-

latti. Then he looked at Federigo. "You pay handsomely,

prince. One thousand scudi as an e.ornest—and—

"

Ho paused.

" Two thousand more if you accomplish that which I wish !"

" K ou see how a matter of business is arranged between two gen-

tlemen, Andrea !" observed the captain, in the tone of a patron.

Then he turned to the Borghese. "I accept the proposition

!

Now, what is it?"

" Do you know the Signor Bernardo Delia Torre V
Guiseppe Scarlatti started, and turned round with a fierce look

at Andrea ; but the look of astonishment visible in Andrea's face,

at once re-assured him.
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" I sec jou do."

"I have heard of him," said the brigand.

"You were in Rome the niglit before last. In the second

street from the Alil)erio you stopped a carriage. Delia Torre

was with you; he entered it, and you accompanied almost as far

as the first post-house on the southern road that carriage. There

Delia Torre and his unwilling companions dismounted—for there

were two. The carriage returned to the first hostelry and baited

there; it then returned to the city."

Scarlatti stared at the young prince as he was speaking.

" The cursed vetturino ought to have his throat cut from one

ear to the other!" muttered Andrea.

Guilio laid his hand upon his brother's arm.

"Who were in that carriage^" he asked.

"You shall know all, Guilio—it belonged to the Brigni !"

"Accursed devil
!"

" Signer Scarlatti," said the prince, " if you can return that

lady to her friends, two thousand scudi more are at your service.

Should you fail to do so, I pledge my honor to root out your nest

of hornets from the Carapagna, though my last zecchin were to

be spent upon the attempt !"

Scarlatti laughed bitterly.

" Your gloves must be thick and your mask stout, when you

try to do so ! However—come here, Andrea."

He arose and walked to the window, while his lieutenant fol-

lowed him.

" And is this all true V asked CastcUi.

And as his words escaped from him, his face was burning with

the rage that drowned his soul.

" It is ; the vetturino is now in this house. The rascal, after

taking the carriage to tlie stable, got drunk. He managed to fall

down Sf. Peter's steps, and there dislocated his instep. My ser-

vant, Nicolo, was passing and heard the scoundrel groaning.

Something he said induced Nicolo to imagine that he might have

intelligence which might interest me. Ho brought him to the

palace on his back—Heaven grant he may have a lesser load of

sin on it when he knocks at its blessed gates. The wretch is now
in the room adjoining this one."

Scarcely had the Borghese concluded, than Scarlatti quitted his

companion and advanced towards him.

"Prince, I accept your ofi'jr !"

"Believe me, that you have done well," said Federigo.

" At present, I do not know where they are," continued Scar-

latti, slightly frowning. " Two of my band continued on with

the Signer Delia Torre, and to-morrow, at noon, they will have

returned. At ciglit in the evening, myself, or Andrea, will await

your brother in the tombs by the bank of the Tiber—the same
among which Andrea first had the honor of making his acquaint-

ance. Until that time I shall bid you farewell."

" Can we trust you?" asked Guilio.

"You do not knew me!" said Scarlatti, with an angry gesture,

" or you would scarcely ask me that question. Can I be trusted,

Andrea 1 Answer him."

Andrea strode heavily up to Guilio.

" Hark ye, young springald !" he said. "If Guiseppe Scarlatti

had ever promised you two inches of his knife, you wonld have

had them ere this, although you had never once quitted the pres-

ence of the Holy Father ; or knew that if he had foiled to keep

his promise, by St. Michael ! but my wrist should have kept it

for him !"

As he finished addressing Guilio, the burly ruffian turned to

Federigo.

" Listen, my prince. You I like. So fine a fellow and so true

a friend must, some day or other, turn out a capital hater. Send

for Andrea, if ever you have an enemy I"

With a strangely significant touch ou the hilt of the long knife

that was concealed in the besom of his vest, he again turned and
paced out of the chamber at the heels of Guiseppe Scarlatti.

CHAPTER XI.

FATHER AND SON.

It was with no little difiiculty that Federigo prevailed upon
their father to pardon Guilio. At first the old prince had abso-

lutely refused to see him, and he even reproached Federigo for

having permitted him to enter the palace. The younger Bor-

ghese, however, noticed that his parent did not chide him for hav-

ing ransomed Guilio from the band of Scarlatti.

" He is my son," replied the old man to the arguments of Fe-

derigo ; "but ought not that very acknowledgement of the rights

he has upon my love, to have hindered him from staining his

hands with a brother's blood 1"

"It was but an accident—a mistake—an unfortunate chance,

my father. Guilio loves me."
" An accident ! Yes, you have told mo before it was an acci-

dent. Hew can I believe you ?"

" You shall, and you must," replied the younger Berghese, as

he drew aside the curtains of the bed and, showed the old prince

his son. " See, ho is here, my father ! Dare you add to tlic

wrong which you have already dene him—the greater one, be-

cause it strikes and bruises the very heart,—my father, of deny-

ing him your blessing !" And aa he said this, he drew Castelli

nearer to his parent.

For a moment the aged prince hesitated ; he looked from one
to the other ; he traced his own youthful presence in each of those

gallant boys, and all the father's blood stirred within his bosom
;

he gazed upon the face of Guilio, and as he did so, fancy brought
back her whom he had wronged. Tears blinded the eyes of the

old man as he opened his arms to him.

" My sen I" And Guilio was once more received into the family

of the Borghcsc.

T.iat n'ght, when Federigo and his brother were once more

alone, Castelli turned to him after a long silence which neither of

them had been willing to break.

" Tell me," said the young man, " tell me, my brother, why is

it that you are so much nobler than I am t"

Federigo looked at him.

" What are you dreaming of new, Guilio?"

" It is no dream, Federigo !—it is but the simple fact. I doubted

you when you were all love for mo—doubted you on the score of

a letter which I had chanced to find, and which, had I shown it

to yourself as I should have done, would in all probability have

been traced to its writer. Then I shunned you ; and when I

again met you in my momentary delirium I wounded you and

fled. While, on the ether hand, Federigo, it is to you, and you

alone, I owe the summons which has called me back and recon-

ciled me to the only one, save yourself and Anna Brigni, who

has ever shown me ali'eclion."

"And, ray brother, shall I tell you what the reason of tliis is?"

" Yes."

" Simply, my poor boy, that you are in love, while I am not

;

and in truth, if this indeed be love, I doubt much whether I ever

have been or ever shall be. But I feel wearied, Guilio, and have

need of rest." He rose from the chair on which he was sitting,

as he said this. " Will you summon Giorgio ?"

"Nay, tonight, Federigo, let me supply the place of your ser-

vant."

The younger Borghese smiled as he accepted his brother's as-

sistance, and retired to rest. Guilio sat beside the bed as Fede-

rigo slept. A thousand strange and bitter thoughts were whirl-

ing through his brain—yet, singular as it was, his love seemed at

peace. He was now convinced that the Brigni did net love Fe-

derigo—or, rather, he was confident that Federigo did not love

her—and this comforted him. That Bernardo would attempt

—

now that he had her so entirely in his power—every means to win

her, he did not doubt ; but his soul whispered to him that she

cared not for Delia Torre. " She loves him not," he muttered,

"and she never will and never can love him. Did she do so, I,

myself, could forgive her for throwing her affections away upon

one from whom she could expect no return." Yet, as Guilio

said this, the leaven of hatred arose within him. He clenched

his hand, and rising to his feet, strode across the chamlier ; he

approached one of the lofty windows, and drew the curtain from

before it, and the broad moonlight poured in a checkered stream

along the marble floor, and as the cold yet brilliant beam fell upon

him, it stilled and calmed his heart ; he leaned upon the balus-

trade that protected the window from the garden, and as he felt

the cold wind of night sweeping across his brow, he leaned upon

his hands and for the first time in many days ho wept ; but the

tears that he shed were not tears of bitterness and sorrow—they

were rather the drops that flow from the heart when it is relieved

from the weight of anguish and despair which has so long been

oppressing it ; he felt within his soul that his sorrow had passed

away from him. Two weeks since, and he felt tliat he had been

no tnore than a mere boy ; but a now birth had taken place within

him ; his past life was new blotted out—the boy was dead, and

in his place stood the conscious, bold and daring man.

CIL\PTER Xn.

THE USE OF A LIEUTENANT.

At length the evening of the day following had arrived, and

Guilio—for whom Borghose's influence with the Pope had pro-

cured a ready pardon— quitted the side of his brother. Leave of

absence had been granted him for a week, and in that time he

hoped again to see her.

" Farewell, Federigo !" he had said. " I would not—nay, you

know that I could not—leave you, but
—

"

" That she is in peril. Go, mio caro
!"

As Guilio pressed the hand of his brother, he murmured a

blessing on him ; the instant afterwards he was gone.

The evening service was chanting in the Sistine Chapel as he

entered it, and knelt in that wondrous place of prayer. The
mighty sibyls and glorious prophets of Michael Angele stood out

upon the walls and ceilings ; they seemed in the partial gloom

that pervaded it, even grander and more august than they had

ever before appeared to him. The magnificent processions, the

beautiful groups of angels, the bold foreshortenings, the determi-

nate force with which each figure seems to breathe upon the plas-

ter, were revealed in the awe and grandeur of the gathering

gloom to his adoring soul. Often had he stood there, but never

before had this startling sublimity seemed so wonderful to him as

it did now to that kneeling man. Before him, on the background

of the chapel, was the greatest painting that dead or living artist

has ever given. Like a marvellous jewel, set in that giant-world

of art, stood out Angelo's Last Judgment. Christ stood upon the

clouds, while from his mother, and the apostles gathered around
him, rises the passionate prayer of the painter for the whole hu-

man race. The dead burst from the heavy gravestones under

which they have for ages lain ; blessed spirits break from their

cerements, and float upwards on the wings of their adoration,

whilst beneath them yawns the bottomless abyss to seize its mis-

erable victims. Despairing, they strike their brow with their

clenched hands as they sink into its depths. With a strong and
earnest hand has Angele limned in color that which Dante saw
and sung. The most wondrous painter that the world has yet

produced there asserts his right to staud in the mightiof his far-

reaching spirit beside the greatest poet to whose breath man has

ever listened—for Dante is the Isaiah of the lyre.

When Guilio at length arose, he felt that he was stronger"

The gorgeous inspiration had passed within him, and as he left

the chapel, the gathering gloom of twilight fell around him, calm

in the midst of that hope which was to him a prophecy. He
mounted his horse, tossed a coin to the boy who held hira, gal-

loped down the street, and was foon without the walls of Rome.

Two hours afterwards he had reached the spot which Scarlatti

had appointed for their meeting. There was the Tiber, darkened

by the night; the huge tomb, with its disjointed and crumbling

masonry ; the low and shiny bank near it ; and around it, dark-

ness and gloom, for not yet had the moon arisen.

Castelli dismounted. The bandit had not yet arrived. After

throwing the bridle of his horse around the branch of an arbutus

that had rooted itself between two of the fragments of fallen

stone, he felt his way into the interior of the tomb. The burnt-

out brands of a fir?, now nearly dead, were smouldering upon the

hearth, and by their still red light the whole ii t rior of the tomb
was visilile. It was, what in the preceding ages mi^ht have been

a family burying-place. The low and narrow chamber in which

he for the second time stood, was surrounded by two rows of

small niches, and some were still covered over with mosaic, de-

faced, yet still exquisitely beautiful. From others, this covering

was rudely broken away, whether for the sake of convoDience by

its chance occupants or in the search for treasure, it would be im

possible to say; nevertheless, they wire very certainly in use

now—for as Guilio cast his eyes upon them, he saw sundry bet

ties in one ; in another was a quarter of a sheep, recently killed,,

as it would appear ; and over the edge of a third, hung one of

the common sheep-skin coats worn by the Roman peasantry.

The atmosphere within the tomb was almost stifling, and he again

merged into the air. As he did so, the tramp of horses was

heard. It paused almost close to him ; he heard the click of a

pistol lock, and almost immediately after, a voice cried out :

" Who's there ? Speak, or I fire ?"

Guilio recognized the voice of Scarlatti.

" It is I—Guilio Castelli I" was his immediate answer.

" You arc punctual, signer, and I am net," said Guiseppe.

" May I crave your pardon ''."

As the brigand said this, Guilio heard the unmistakcable grin of

Andrea. The rascal seemed to enjoy the unimpeachable polite-

ness of his captain, who had, immediately after speaking, dis-

mounted from his steed. Scarlaiti then approached Guilio, and

laid his hand upon the arm of the young man.
" Come with me into the eld bone-house," he said. "I have

much to say to you."

He then felt his way into the interior of the tomb, and thrust-

ing his hand into the interior of one of the niches, to which we
have before alluded, he dragged out three or four pieces of dry

pine, which he placed upon the smouldering embers before referred

to. In a brief space, they burst into a blaze which illuminated the

whole of that strange chamber ?

" Do you yet know where she is ?" demanded Castelli.

" Wait a moment, signor. All in good time," ansvrered the

brigand, as he thrust his hand into the niche in which the quarter

of a sheep was lying, and drew from it a huge pasty. " I have

just ridden twenty-seven miles, and have touched nothing since

mid-day. You must have patience with a half starved man !"

Guilio flung himself upon the ground, impatiently, us Scarlatti

drew a bottle and cup from the other niche, and pushed them
towards hira.

"Will 3'eu drink, signer?" he asked.

Without answering him, GuiUo took the cup and filled it. Aa
for Scarlatti he was lost in the enjoyment of his senses.

The form of Andrea stood in the doorway of the tomb.

"May I not enter, captain?" he almost groaned, as he wit-

nessed the huge inroads which were being made upon the con-

tents of the pie.

" No !" answered the brigand ;
" I am engaged."

" But I am hungry."

" You will have to cook your supper," answered the chief,

pointing with one hand to the mutton, as his other was still en-

gaged in performing the duties of a fork.

Andrea retired with a groan.

" He! he ! he !" laughed Scarlatti, as he completed his repast,

and pushed the large platter, which was thoroughly empty, from
him ;

" that fellow will never learn any respect for my dignity!"

He stretched out his hand to the cup, which must have held

more than a pint, filled it, and emptied it at a single draught. He
then took out a cigar, lit it, and extended another to Castelli.

" Will the signor not smoke ?" he said, as he did so.

" I thank you, not now," replied the young Roman.
" Well, then, let us to business."

Guilio sat up opposite Scarlatti, who was leaning upon his

elbow in a half-recumbent position, at the other side of the fire.

It was a strange scene, and might have aflbrded scope for a
clover artist to embody it. The glimmering flame from the burn-

ing fire fell fitfully and brilliantly upon the low roof of the tomb.
Here it caught upon the flashing colors of a piece of mosaic that

was half concealed by the shadow thrown from the body of the

bandit, which was traced upon the wall in gigantic proportions.

There it was lost in the darkness of one of the broken cavities,

and here again it streamed through the doorway of the sepulchre

upon the fallen stones, and the branches of the straggling shrubs

which grew without it.

[to be continued.]

A contented mind is the greatest blessing a man can enjoy in
this world ; and if in the present life his happiness arises from!

the subduing of his desires, it will arise in the next from the grat-
ification of them.

—

Addison.
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SAFETY ISLANDS, FRENCH GUIANA.

SAFETY ISLANDS, FRENCH GUIANA.

French Guiana has become the penal settlement of France. A
decree of Louis Napoleon, dated December 8, 1851, says :

—"Art.
1. Every individual placed under the surveillance of the upper
police, who shall be recognized as guilty of the crime of breaking

his ban, shall be transported, as a measure of general securiry, to

Cayenne or Algiers. The duration of transportation sliall bo five

years at least, and ten years at most. Art. 2. The same measure
shall be applicable to individuals found guilty of having belonged

to a secret society." The fact that the French penal colony is

composed of persons exiled for political offences gives it a pecu-

liarly unfortunate reputation. It cannot, under the circumstunces,

expect to compete with English and Dutch Guiana. Tlie Eng-
lish and Dutch colonies prosper, while the French is the most
unfortunate in the world. Perhaps something of this is owing to

the inaptitude of the French at colonization. A Frenchman, per-

manently transported from his native soil, languishes and loses

half his energy. What then can be expected of men banished

for love of country ? The Safety Islands, represented in the en-

graving, arc a fertile group, and present a picturesque appearance

when approached from the water. French Guiana is divided into

two districts, those of Cayenne and Sinnamary ; and fourteen

communes, composing six electoral arrondisscments, and sending

sixteen deputies to the colonial council. Cayenne, the seat of

goTernment, is the only town worth notice. It is divided into the

old and new towns : the former, which is ill built, contains the

government house and the ancient Jesuit's college. It is sepa-

rated from the new town by the Place d'Armes, a large, open
space planted with orange trees. The new town is larger than

the old, and was laid out at the end of the last century ; its streets

are wide, straight, mostly paved and clean; it has a handsome
church, with some largu warehouses and good private residences.

The old town is commanded by a fort, which, with -nme low l)at-

teries, protects the tntraiice of the harbor. The latter is shallow,

but otherwise good, and well adapted for merchant vessels of
moderate size. There nre two (piays for loading and unloading.

Cayenne is the centre of the whole trade of the colony.
< »«» >

KITCHEN OF THE PETIT R.iMl'ONNEAU.
The Petit Ramponneau is a well-known restaurant, at the Bar-

rier de Roclieehouart, Paris, and we give an engraving of it as

highly characteristic, and showing how the culinary departments
of these immense eating-houses are managed. A vast number of

peojjle are seen waiting for dilferent dishes to he served out to

them. These are persons who do not dine at the establishment,

but take their meals home with them. Father Nicolet, the pro-

prietor of this eating bouse, has recently died. He was quite a
character. Twenty years ago he came to Paris from a distant

province on foot, in his wooden shoes, to seek his fortune. By
means of industry and economy, in a short time he was able to

enlarge the little wine shop he started with into a vast establish-

nnent, highly popular and liberally patronized. It was said in the

neighborhood that severtil oxen, ten calves and twenty sheep were
daily consumed by bis hungry patrons. He was in a fair way of

making avast fortune. Tlioiigh he rose tosome civic distinction,

he was never ashamed of his business, but always wore his apron,

when not performing duty as a city father or captain of the

National Guards.

THE COLORADO RIVER, TEXAS.

The whole distance the two banks present a perfect contrast
with each other, if an escarpment of the high rolling country
overhangs it on one side with its crest of oaks and precipices of
rock, the other displays a semi-circular prairie of several miles in

diameter, green as emerald, bounded by a picturesque river bank,
exhibiting next to the water various strata of rock, surrounded
by the deep, red loam rising perpendicularly thirty or forty feet,

and crested with a layer of turf and flowers, while an amphithea-
tre of high hills encloses the charming vale. The carpet of living

green is enamelled by flowers of every hue. Sometimes all

colors are mingled ; sometimes arranged in great patterns of
azure, purple and gold. Acres in one spot are covered with the

bright blue lupens ; while contiguous areas of equal extent are

decked with the snow-white tuberose, or the flax with its petals of

pink or crimson. Every month arrays these ample meads in a
different dress. At i'fitervals, elms, live oaks, or pecans stand
alone or in groups, and display their dense foliage in hemispheri-
cal domes, or globular piles of deep dark green. The hills in the

distance are so grouped as to exhibit every variety of graceful

outlines ; and appear as bare, rocky pyramids, or turreted cas-

tles hung with vines ; or huge cones of emerald, or immense hang-
ing gardens walled with Cyclopean blocks of stone, and crowned
with perennial shrubbery ; while far above the whole, the great

praiiie shows its gigantic sweeps of billows and islets—the near-

est green, the next ultra marine, the next pale blue, and the

farthest lost in the dim outline of the meeting of earth and sky.

Indeed the whole course of the river presents a scene of singular

beauty.

—

A Tourist's Journal.

KITCHEN OF THE PETIT RAMPONNEAU.
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HEW UNIFORM OF FRENCH TROOPS.
On the 15th of January last, some im-

portant changes were made in the uni-

forms of the French troops. The guides,

represented in the first engravincr, are new
uniformed as follows :—A jacket of dark

green, trimmed in front with eighteen

horizontal rows of frogs, with stripes of

yellow, and three rows of brass buttons,

eighteen in each. The full dress jacket

of the officers is adorned with gold cord.

The capote, or cloak of the officers, is of

dark green cloth. The pantaloons are of

madder-colored cloth, i;\ith stripes of dark

green. The non-commissioned officers

and soldiers have a false boot of black

leather on the lower part of the pantaloons.

The cap is of bearskin, with a " flame "

(flap) of madder-colored cloth. The cap

is surmounted by an airjrette of white

horsehair. The infantry of the National

Guard wear a blue frock witli white but-

tons and epaulettes. The cap is dark blue,

with a red lace band at the top. It is

adorned in front with an eagle in gilded

metal, and the number of the battalion.

The uniform of the cavalry of the National

Guard is blue, with a scarlet stripe on the

pantaloons, and white epaulettes. The
cap is of the Polish style, with an eagle in

front. These uniform* are, on the whole,

quite plain, but serviceable and warlike.

ANECDOTE OF WASHINGTON.
One Reuben Rouzy, of Virginia, owed

the general one thousand pounds. While
president of the United States, one of his

agents brought an action for the money,
judgment was obtained, and execution is-

sued against the body of the defendant,

who was taken to jail. He had consider-

able landed estate, but this kind of prop-

erty cannot be sold in Virginia, unless at

the discretion of the owner. He had a

large family, and for the sake of the chil-

dren preferred lying in j;\il to selling his

land. A friend liinted to him that proba-

bly Washington knew nothing of the pro-

ceeding, and advised to send him a peti-

tion, with a statement of the ciri'unistances.

He did so, and the next post from Phila-

delphia, after the arrival of his petition,

bronght him an order for his iinmcdiate

release, together with a full discharge, and
a reprimand to the agent for having so

acted. Poor Rouzy was consequently re-

stored to his family. Providence smiled

upon the labors of the grateful family, and
in a few years Rouzy enjoyed the exquis-

ite pleasure of being able to pay the money
with interest to the truly great man.
Washington reminded him that the debt

was dischnrged, and the general, to avoid

the pleasing importunity of the gnitrful

Virginian, who could not he denied, ac-

cepted the nioncy—only, however, to di-

vide it among Rouzy's children, whi<-h he
immediately did.

—

Old Colony Memorial.

NEW UNIFORM OF THE GUIDES.

LiAMARTlNE'S MOTHER
It was the fate of the father of Laraar-

tine to be mixed up with the first French
Revolution. During that stormy period

he, with a great number of his compatri-

ots, were immured in prison at Macon.
He was not there long, before his wife

with her child took lodgings opposite the

window of the cell which enclosed the re-

publican. Site drew his attention to her-

self and child, which, though he could not
speak to lier for fear of the sentinel, recon-

cilcd him in some mea«nre to his captivity,

and lessened the burden of his woei.
" My mother," says Lamartine, " carried

me every day in her arms to the garret
window, showed me to my father, gave me
nourishment before him, made me stretcli

out my little arms towards the bars of the
prison, then, pressing my forehead to her
bre.ist, almost devoured me with kisses in

the sight of the prisoner, and seemed thui
to waft him mentally all the caresses which
she lavished on me." At last she hit upon
the happy ex])edient of conveying him let-

ters in the following manner :—She pro-
cured a bow and some arrows, and tying
a letter to a thread, she shot the arrow to

which was attached the other end of the

tliread, into the window of the prisoner**

cell, in this way she sent him pens, ink
and paper. lie then, by the same ingeni-

ous expedient, sent love letters to her.

Thus the separated husband and wife wore
enabled to correspond, to cheer each oth-

er's hopes, and sustain each other in their

misfortunes. This was all done at night
time, when the scrutinizing eyes of the

sentinels remained in happy ignorance of
the medium of communication. Success
having inspired courage, the lady, with
the assistance of the arrow and thread, af-

terwards conveyed a file to the captiTc,

with which he silently filed through one of
the bars of his prison, and then restored it

to its place. On the next evening, when
there was no moonlight, a strong cord was
fastened to the thread and transmitted to

the prisoner. The rope was firmly fast-

ened on the one end to a beam in the gar-

ret of the lady, and the other end to the

bars of the cell ; then summoning courage,

the prisoner glided along the rope ; ho
crossed the street and found himself in the

arms of his wife and beside the cradle of

his child. Such an adventure required

the hero's courage and the philosopher's

caution ; and none but those who were per-

sonally interested in it can ever imagine
the feelings which must have agitated

their hearts. From time to time, when
the night was daik, ttic knotted cord
would glide from window to window, and
the j>risoncr would pass from knot to knot,

anil enjoy delightful hours of converse

with her whom he loved best on earth.—
Incidents of the French Revolution,

NEW UNIFORM OF THE Nj\T10NAL GUARD, PARIS, HORSE AND FOOT.
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[Written for Glcason'fl Pictorial.]

CHILDHOOD.

BT 3JRS. L. H. BIQOURNET.

He took a child and set him in the miJat.— St. SIark.

He set him in the midst,— that Jewish child,

—

With his clear, lustrous eye and raTcn hair,

A simple wonder on his timid brow.

Yet, by the Saviour's side content to stand,

If he might only see that holy smile.

And hear the voice divine.

He led him forth,

Regardless of the supercilious scorn

That curled the lip of boa-stful Pharisee

And wily Scribe,— that the Great Teacher's hand

Should thus invest with dignity, a child

Lowly and ignorant,— o'erlooking them

^Vho wore the '•' stand by T"" on their haughty brow.

Not the wise rabbi,— learned tn the law,

And loud in disputaiious lore, lie chose,

—

Nor even his own disciples,— for he knew

The inmost folds of man's disf^embling heart.

And how the secret seeds of ill may lurk

Darkly within,— while all around is fair.

" Of such,—my kingdom is I"

0, pomp and pride!

Bow down reproved,—and wealth that gorgeous rid'st

The golden-cre5ted wave,—and power, that dar'st

To use its might unjustly,—look on him.

The single-hearted and the meek, and fear

Le*>t all your vaunted gains on earth, but prove

Loss at the Lift.—and coming to the gate

Where Christ hath with his followers entered in.

Ye find it shut.
Behold ! the little child

Still standeth in our midst. A holy love

Casting out self,—he bringeth in his hand

For his young mother,—and she so may use

The discipline of this new principle,

—

That all her cares,— yea, all her woes, shall work

A fitness in her trusting soul for heaven.

0, gentle childhood! by a Saviour made

The pattern and exemplar unto those,

Who through this treacherous world would come to him,

—

Sweet blossom of our being I be our guide,

That mid the fever and the dust of time,

Wildered and heavy-shod, and sad at heart,

And travel-worn, we may not lose at last

Thy guileless pattern of the pure in heart

Who shall see God.

i mm^ »

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. VIII.

Br D. E. DE LABA.

Heligion— State Church—Marriages of the Clergy—Tho Head of the Church

—

Miracles—Mode of Worship—Fasts— Diet—Festivals— Blessing of the Wa-
ters- Piety of the People—The Coufessional—Proselyting— Wealth of
Convents.

In the remarks we are about to make on tlie subject of religion

we wish to confine ourselves to a mere statement of facts, abstain-

ing from all comments ; the writer being anxious to satisfy the

reader that he wishes to express neither approbation nor disap-

probation on a subject on which all men never have been and never

will be of the same mind. The religion of the state in Russia is

that taught by the Greek church. In order to attain to certain

dignities, honor or rank, even in the army, a conversion to that

church is indispensable—and as every one embracing the religion

of the state in Russia becomes a Russian subject, the government

is as anxious to make converts amongst other sects, especially if

the converts are foreigners, as these foreigners are averse to mak-

ing such a profession—the Russian institution not being of a na-

ture to induce foreigners to relinquish their allegiance to other

sovereigns or states, and to become Russian subjects—that is,

subjects to a ruler who can dispose of tlicir property, liberty and

life as he pleases.

The Greek church does not differ much, either in faith or prac-

tice, from the church of Rome. The chief points of difference

being in the vow of celibacy exacted from the clergy, and the

adoration of images, neither of which exists in the Greek church.

The clergy of the Greek church arc allowed to marry, as was
those of the church of Rome in former times. The priests are

allowed to marry only once. Should a priest lose his wife he

enters a convent and becomes a monk. In consecjucnce of this

restriction the priests generally value their wives very highly, treat-

ing tliem with as much care as the ladies treat their China teapots

—

although when he enters the convent he has a right merry life be-

fore him—riot and revelry and debauch being as assiduously prac-

tised in the convents, and probably more so, than fasts and vigils.

The clergy of the Greek church are not held in such high esteem
in Russia .ns those of the Latin church in Catholic countries.

The Greek church does not recognize the Pope of Rome, who
is considered as much a heretic as his holiness considers the arch-

bishop of Canterbury a heretic ; but it has its own patriarch, who
resides at St. Petersburg, and on whom the emperor bestows great

attention, honors, dignities, stars, ribands and crosses.

Whilst in the Roman Catholic church the adoration of graven
Images obtains, such adoration is forbidden by the Greek church,

which limits im.ige worsliip lo painlinr/s only. The churches are

crowded with them, and they are to be found in every bougie, and
in every room in the house ; and the older and darker they look

the more venerable are they. In private houses smkll lamps are

suspended before them, w i h are lit on Saturday nights for Sun-

days, and on fast and festival days.

Of these paintings those parts only are left exposed which are

generally left nakid—namely, the face, hands and feet. But

when the painter has introduced covering or drapery of any kind

the parts arc covered with gold or silver, representing such dra-

peries in alto relievo. Even the glories by which, in paintings,

the heads of saints, etc., are surrounded, are covered with brilliant

glories in gold and silver, not unfrequently studded with pearls,

diamonds and other precious stones. Amongst others there is

one of such paintings representing St. Nicholas, at the church of

" Our Lady of Kazan," at St. Petersburg, estimated at a million

of dollars, and another at Moscow worth five times more !

As the Pope of Rome, for the time being, considers himself the

head of the universal Christian ihurch, so the emperor of Russia,

in esse, considers himself the head of the true orthodox, i. e., the

Greek church, all over the world. And as such he claims as much

the right to bind and unbind upon earth and in heaven as does

bis holiness of Rome. Being, however, backed by a large array,

instead of having recourse to bulls, the only resource of his spir-

itual rival, be cinplojs bullets and even balls whenever he has an

opportunity of doing so, in order to force the unconverted, nolens

volens, through the gates of heaven. This claim of spiritual in-

terference has been made a pretext by Nicholas to seek a quarrel

with tho emperor of Turkey, a third vicegerent of God upon

earth, Nicholas claiming the right of interference in the internal

government to an extent which no independent sovereign or

power could admit without utter degradation.

But though the Greek church be that of the state, all other re-

ligions and sects are tolerated, even the Mahometan—the only ex-

ceptions are the Jews, as being non-Christians, and the Unitarians,

who are not acknowledged as such. Were a Universalist to

declare himself as such on presenting his passport on arrival, and

to insist upon being so denominated and described, he would not

be admitted. In the writer's presence, and in that of an Ameri-

can gentleman from Philadelphia, a gentleman, in reply to the

usual question, " what religion he professed V having answered

that he was a Unitarian, was told that he would not be admitted

as such, but that they would register him as a Lutheran.

We would advise any of our readers who may ever visit Rus-

sia to declare themselves Roman Catholics or Lutherans, as they

are cotnpelled by lawto be members of some Christian church. This

will save them a good deal of trouble, inconvenience and argu-

ment. Those Jews only are permitted in Russia (proper) that are

soldiers. They are allowed the free exercise of their religion and

religious ceremonies and observances within the barracks, where

they have their synagogues, their slaughterers, and separate

kitchen—they are even allowed a chief rabbi, who resides at St.

Petersburg, but who, notwithstanding his long gray beard, must

be a soldier. The emperor is a bitter enemy to the Jesuits, sev-

eral of whom were not long since unceremoniously killed, having

been detected in making converts to the church of Rome, to the

great scandal of all good and true orthodox Russians.

The Russians are firm believers in miracles, and some of those

performed by certain favorite pictures are really astounding, and

well calculated to put our faith to the test. Sometimes one or

another of these painted images indulges too freely in the perform-

ance of miracles, in which case the emperor sends it an interdict

(or to the convent or church blessed with its possession, and

which would seem to have the same effect), as in such cases the

picture invariably obeys his majesty's commands—thus evidently

exhibiting the blessing of harmony and good understanding be-

tween the rulers and the ruled. Peter the Great was the first

head of the Russian church to whom this glorious privilege was

vouchsafed by Heaven. Nicholas enjoys the same heavenly fac-

ulty of 7-egulating miracles.

The religion of the Russians consists in endless crossings, bow-

ings, genuflexions and prostrations—to these they add offerings

oivery thin wax-tapers to be lit up before the images of the virgin

and the saints in the churches ; though the price of these tapers

docs not exceed one cent each, they produce to the convent of

Alexander Newski at St. Petersburg, alone, a revenue ofsome hun-

dred thousand dollars per annum, from the sale of the wax—as

they are generally removed, after burning a few minutes, to make

room for others.

The Russians are likewise strict obsen-ers of fast*, of which

there are five, occupying altogether twenty weeks and six days in

the year, during which they rigorously abstain from animal food,

touching not even eggs, butter, nor milk, but living entirely on

black bread and a few vegetables, chiefly kajiusta or cabbage in a

state of putrefaction, better known under the name of sour-krout,

boiled in thick green hcmpsecd oil. Not a more savory dish cer-

tainly than the gaspacho, or cold water, bread and garlic salad of

the Spaniards, or tho snake and snail soups of the French—but

one gets soon accustomed to it when one can get nothing elae.

They even abstain from their favorite wodku and drink kevass, a

kind of sour beer made by the fermentation of rye bread.

They have likewise fifty-two church festivals, saints and holi-

days in the course of the year on which no work is done, so that

adding these to the same number of Sundays, they have, on an

average, two days of rest, or leisure for every week in the year.

Amongst the church festivals there is one which merits some

short notice in exhibiting the devotion and fervor of the Russi.ins.

On the 5th of .January, the clergy, headed by the patriarch,

proceed to the Neva, and after having cut a hole in the ice take a

quantity of water fro.n it, which having blessed, it is sprinkled in

all directions, and over the faithful. The emjieror, the imperial

family and all the high functionaries assist at this ceremony, which

is beheld by the emperor out of the windows of the palace. On
this day there is a grand review at which the emperor appears in

his usual lull uniform of the dragoon of the guards—though not

i
a few of the soldiers are actually frozen to death in tho ranks.

After the imperial family have departed the people crowd round

the priests to receive some more of the sprinkling. Some per-

sons, great sinners perhaps, are so devout that they actually

plunge headlong into the water—and mothers may be seen dip-

ping their infants in this holiest of holies. That many children

die after this process is not owing to the process itself, which is a

preservation against and cleanser of sin. If they die, they do so

we suppose, in spite of the refreshing properties of the water.

On festival days the lower classes indulge to excess in the use of

wadku, a kind of brandy. Tho wages of a whole month are laid

out in gallons of this spirit, and the shops are actually besieged.

Sundays and festival days offer, however, but little interruption

to trade, and none to amusements. It is, on tho contrary, on
Sundays that the theatres, concert rooms, public gardens, ball

rooms and other places of amusement, pleasure, relaxation, or

debauch are most attended.

The lower classes being very rarely able to read. Bibles or

prayer books would be useless to them—ergo, they have neither

one nor the other. Of those who can read some do possess a

Bible ; and in no country in the world is that book held in higher

estimation. No Russian would dare to touch it without first

washing his hands, crossing himself and bowing before it ; and

to hear, or rather see the father of a family read and expound the

holy volume to his hearers is really edifying. Women are not at

all times allowed to touch it.

Nothing pleases a Russian more than to see a foreigner con-

ducting himself with some respect or devotion in the presence of

one of the painted saints in the churches ; and the poor man is

quite delighted when he beholds him very solemnly putting his

hand in his pocket, take out a few cents, and as Gil Bias did to

the soldier's hat, put them one by one into the box attached to the

church or chapel door in the street, to receive the offerings of the

faithful towards candles for the saints.

Confession is often employed as a means, by the government

or police, to discover political or criminal offenders. In order to

obtain a knowledge of the confession of a suspected per.son the

following stratagem is had recourse to. As in the church of Rome
so in the Greek church, the confessor is forbidden from divulging

the matter communicated to him at confession. When the peni-

tent presents himself he is placed near the wall, which consists of

a thin canvass or wooden partition, behind which are stationed the

agents of the police, provided with writing materials to note down
every word uttered. The confessor sometimes pretends to be hard

of hearing and desires the penitent to speak louder. Questions

are asked him by the priest, and every artifice employed to crimi-

nate himself. And as under such circumstances no Russian is

supposed capable of falsehood or reservation, his confession is

always taken as truth by the authorities. Should he confess noth-

ing about the matter of which he is suspected, he will not be

troubled any farther.

The Russian clergy are very tolerant. They teach the salutary

doctrine that all good Christians may be saved, provided they are

sincere and true believers in the fundamental doctrines of trinita-

rian Christianity—though at the same time they maintain that the

Greek is the only church that teaches the pure orthodox and una-

dulterated Christian faith ; but as to non- Christians they have not

the slightest chance of ever getting into heaven.

The conduct of the clergy is not worse than that of other men.

Being married they are rather moral than otherwise. They have,

however, their vices, being somewhat too fond of the bottle and

cards. Their acquirements are nil.

By a reference to the official reports before us we find that in

the year 1847 (the latest report sent in) not less than seventy

thousand one hundred and thirty-four persons had been received

into tlie bosom of the Greek church. Prom catholics and other

sectarians 58,064, Mahometans 1002, Jews 1297, heathen 1522,

from other dissenting sects of the Russian church, namely, the

Popowchsina, the Bcspowtsehina and the Duchoborsy, 8249.

No means are too base or too infamous, no cruelty, persecution

or oppression too great, no action too mean, to gather within the

fold of the church tho stray sheep. Soldiers and their families

are treated with injustice, insult and corporal punishment, so as to

render their life one of unmitigated misery. Let them but de-

clare their wish to become members of tho church, and all

persecution ceases. They are even promoted to tho rank of cor-

})oral, their godfathfrs supply them with money, and find them

Russian wives with some fortune, likewise. Many are exempt

from military service. All children of mixed marriages are mem-
bers of the Greek church, and of course Russian subjects.

Should an unbeliever be guilty of any crime, by becoming a

member of the Greek church he is either pardoned or his jiunish-

ment will be but slight. A Tartar woman entered a store and

stole some garment. She was condemned to a flogging and im-

prisonment. She had a little daughter about thirteen years old.

The alternative was left her either to sufTcr^the sentence or to en-

ter, with her daughter, the Russian church. She chose the latter.

The churches and convents contain uncounted treasures They

are safe depositaries of wealth which the emperor can seize upon

w henover he chooses. An appeal to the clergy, a warning that

the church is in danger, that religion is threatened, or that the

Greek cross is to be planted on fresh soil, and not only will mil-

lions of men flock to his standard, but hundreds of millions of

silver roubles will be placed at his feet toequipand feed these men.

Such, then, is tho state of religion in Russia, of which, howev-

er, wo have only been enabled to give a faint outline. Wo have

strictly limited ourselves to facts—we have abstained from com-

ments—we have expressed neither assent nor dissent, leaving it

entirely with our readers to draw their own conclusions. We shall

only add that the Russian is sincere in his devotion, and thor

oughly convinced of the truths of his religion.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

STANZAS.

WTiere death has stolen the weary sigh,

And laid the etruggling bosom still,

How mournful waves the branch on high,

How plaiutive rolls the wasted rill.

See yon the gleam that sweetly rests

Upon this greenly mouldering heap?

Dew soft a saddening power invests

The pallid rays that purely sleep.

It is not that yon wasted moon

Floats in a midnight tranquil sky

:

'Tis nature's gift, her duteous boon

For those who pass, for those who die.

For such the tears of even fall,

For such the night-wind murmurs low;

And sadly silent over all

The tenderest beama of heaven flow.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TUE AiaiOW LETfER CARRIER.

BY REV. UKNKT BACON.

A RED ribbon, which seemed in the distance an out-creeping

rose, fluttered in the evening breeze at tlie h\ttice of Aunt Abi-

gail's cottage. It had significance to only one passerby, and his

eye smiled at the sight with a most delicious twinkle. Only the

night previous the " Reading Circle " of the village had met in

that cottage, and he was there, as he had been many times before.

But how different to many aunts and mothers is the presence

of a bright, glowing, sociable and affable j'oung man ajlcr it is

discovered that he has more than the sympathies of a friend, and

has shown the blossoming affections of the lover, dropping, all

unconsciously it may be, in the sight of aunty or mama, these

blooms into the hand ready to receive them. So now Aunt Abi-

gail, who had been delighted with a certain guest, who was the

life and soul of the reading circle, found strange misgivings in

the way of continuing her praise, and she became quite chary of

her compliments towards him. She managed to have her niece

go out of the parlor when the announcement of the place for the

next meeting of the Circle was made, and hoped thus to prevent

that niece's attendance there. But she had failed in one impor-

tant matter, and that was, she had not really covered up her

change of feeling, and the cause of that change was very appar-

ent to those most intimately interested. They longed for an

opportunity to speak with each other in private, for this sudden

opposition was a means of making them understand as never be-

fore, the strength of their attachment. And as this could not be

granted, Edgar whispered, "Put out a red ribbon at the lattice

when you are there, and I'll send you up a note."

They parted in great apparent glee, Edgar gallanting home, as

was his custom when Alice was not to go with him, the oldest

lady of the company who was unprovided with a beau. This had

always pleased Aunt Abigail—to see a young man $o attentive to

"the old folks."

" It looks so amiable, I like him for it," she would often say,

as she saw Edgar retreating from her cottage, with some venera-

ble matron who had accom])lisbed as much knitting as she would

have wrought had she tarried at home that evening, and be-

sides, had heard much reading to give her pleasant thoughts for

the week.

" Edgar's always handy," answered Alice, as her aunt thus

praised him, but this evening Aunt Abigail had no compliment to

offer, and Alice was still. But she was busy as ever with her

thoughts, and when the next evening shadows came, she was

busy with her hands at the lattice, tying a tiny red ribbon there,

which could be seen only from without. She waited for the issue

with trembling expectancy.

The arrow went swift from Edgar's bow to its mark, and there,

fastened to the lattice, it quivered with its burden. It was sent to

hit something that it miglit hear something there, and therefore a

little note hung pendant from it, tied to the arrow by a silken

string. As the arrow struck, the lattice shook and rattled, so that

the heart of Alice trembled lest the noise might waken her good

Aunt Abigail, so sweetly sleeping in her ample chair. Aunty

did wake.

"How the wind blows I" exclaimed Abigail. "Mercy me!
I hope we aint going to have a storm. Go and fasten the

lattice, dear."

Alice tripped swiftly to that task, but she had to unfasten the

lattice before she could obey her aunt's command, and as she did

this, she caught the letter, throwing back the arrow to report,

" Mail received."

" It wasn't the wind, aunty," said Alice, lingering at the lattice,

having put the precious letter where its tenderness, if it had any,

would bo kept warm ; "it wasn't the wind, aunty ; something was

thrown against the lattice, and that made it shake."

" O, those rogues are there again for the peaches," quickly re-

sponded her aunt. " I drove them away last night, and now,

Alice, just keep a look out there a little while, and let mo know
if you see anybody near."

"I will, aunty," replied Alice, in a tone her aunt did not un-

derstand, though she thought she did, and therefore answered :

" That's a good girl, dear."

And Alice was a good girl. Goodness brought her to this hab-

itation, far away from her parents' home. Her aunt was lonely

in her widowhood
;
she had always loved Alice, and as Alice had

had so many " good times " at her aunt's in earlier years, while

her uncle lived, she felt it would be fclfish in her not to be willing

to go thither to be company for her bereaved aunt, and Alice w:is

not a selfish girl. She left her homo as invited, and here she had

been residing more than half a year.

And what a half year was that to her—she, so full of the

freshness of young existence, and her aunt so buried in her years,

her sadness and grief ! But as a bird sings above a grave, and

carries the smothered thoughts of the mourner away in the free

air, where they shako out their wings and turn to aspirations, so

was happy, singing, humming Alice in that cottage. And now
she did keep watch as she was required, but knowing that it was
" a rogue " that her aunt had in mind when she told her to tell if

"anybody " came near, it was no part of her duty to speak of

somebody who was not a rogue. There she stood, and gazed

through the Lattice out upon the scene before her. The night was

beautiful—sacred to thought or song, but too lovely for talk.

The young moon looked out coquetishly from tlie lace cloud veil,

and the stars shone with a glitter that seemed unusual for sum-

mer, but it may be the eye was clarified unusually from obscuri-

ties ; so with the ear, for the mu<ic of the distant waterfall fell

with unwonted melody on Alice's hearing. In the range of the

moon-rays, Edgar stood—Edgar, the village sclioolmaster, whose

face had a sweetness that only intelligence, virtue and the purest

sympathies could impart, and his whole bearing had a royalty of

its own. There was no necessity that " distance should lend en-

chantment to the view," but it did increase the attraction of his

form, for Alice made up for the want of the privilege of meeting

him, by making the most of his appearance. The lights behind

her revealed her as plainly to him as the moon showed him to

her ; and, as once in a while he was somewhat obscured by the

flitting clouds crossing the moon's disk, so she was hidden by the

movement now and then, of her aunt's huge rocking-chair, that

came between the lights and Alice. This only served to make

the occasion more exciting ; and it seemed to them nothing could

be more beautiful than when the light was favorable after it hud

been eclipsed by cloud or chair.

" Do you see any of the rogues, Alice 1" asked her aunt, waking

up from a doze.

" No, aunty, there will be no rogues here to-night," replied

Alice.

As she said this, she thrumbed on the bars of the lattice, and

burst into a song :

Heigho! the maiden said,

Ttie moon is 3-ouiig and tender;

Heigliol tile da3' light's spread

With a softened splendor.

Heigho! the maiden sung,

Give me moonlight duty !

Heigho ! the moon is young,

Not UD£een her beauty.

" Alice ! Alice !" cried her aunt, " don't sing there to the moon,

come and sing to me."

" Certainly, aunty, I'll do that," answered Alice, and she

dropped a curtain over the lattice, and Edgar, of course, bade

good-by to the cottage.

Alice knew well what kind of singing her aunt required—it was

reading; and she was obliged to go into a chamber for a book,

for which she tripped off very lightly. Thus secluded, she had

an opportunity to read the letter she had received, and she took

it from her bosom to find it a warm and full confession of true

affection, assuring her that a letter had been sent to her parents,

asking permission to visit her by right, " but," wrote Edgar,

"let us be careful to conquer aunty's prejudice before we avow

our union."

Hastily an answer was written, and fortunate for Edgar was it

that Alice had to write so hurriedly, for unconsciously she poured

out the fulness of her heart, and gave him all that he could ask.

Aunty had again fallen to sleep, and Alice hastily tied the red

ribbon to the lattice and came to her chair before the sleeper

awoke. She read to her aunt as desired, but she made strange

mistakes, and many times seemed to lose the thread of the narra-

tive she was reading. The lattice shook again, and aunty sprung

from her chair, but Alice was too young for her, and exclaimed,

as she passed before her to the window, " Don't go, aunty, you
may get hurt."

" O, the plaguy boys, I wish they'd keep away," exclaimed

aunty :
" I'll go down stairs and look out of the window there

where they can't see me."

As she left, Alice leaped to the lattice, unfastened the arrow from

where it w.as suspended, fastened to it her lettei-, and sent it back

to the marksman behind the great willow. Aunty returned, ex-

ulting that just as ,she got to the window below, she saw the

rogue flying from behind the great willow, and said she didn't

believe he would come back again that night. Alice thought so

too, and said so, and then went on uninterrupted with her reading.

Through the next day, aunty was full of her wants, and Alice

had not a moment to step out of doors, but she waited patiently

for tlie evening, and when she lit the candles, she vront to the lat-

tice and fastened the red ribbon there. Just as her aunt entered

the room, the lattice rattled violently, for the arrow had struck in

the centre bar, and had not Alice sprung quickly and thrown

open the lattice, the dangling letter must have been seen.

"The rogues!" cried aunty, "have they come again ?" and

down stairs she flew, while Alice took the letter, and hid the

arrow at her side.

" Good evening, aunt Abigail," said the pleasant voice of the

schoolmaster, as he paused as though arrested by the white cap of

aunty, shining amid the darkness of the lower room.
'• Ah, is that you, Mr. Ellis V said aunty, who always before

had called him, as all the old ladies of the village did, Edgar.
" I thought you was a rogue after my peaches."

Merry was the schoolmaster's laugh, and he kept up his voice

to a good strength to let Alice know he was there ;
" I never was

so im-peached before, aunty."

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Ellis ; it's quite cool this evening";

goodnight," said aunty as she closed the window and retired,

again.

" ' Quite cool !' yes, I think it is," said the schoolmaster to

himself; " and what's all this coldness for ? It's the chill of

selfishness ; the want of a young heart to entomb itself with hers,

and deny itself the luxury of true life. I will respect no such

feelings, and if the morrow brings mc a favorable letter from

Alice's parents, I'll send the arrow home to aunty. ' Quite cool 1'

Yes, decidedly. Good-night."

But the "good-night" was only to aunty, and, behind the great

willow, Edgar sat down, to rest, it may be.

A men-y voice burst out into a melody at the lattice.

What is youth, and what exlst-ence,

But a dark and trouhled dream,

If the heart must dwell at distance

From the homo where love-lighta beam.

" Don't, don't sing so loud, Alice, you make my ears ring,"

cried aunty.

" Well, I wont then," Alice replied, and through the lattice

went the arrow with its burden to the pos^offico at the foot of the

great willow.

There was now a charm about this defeating selfishness and in-

justice, and the lovers had no great desire to be togctlier, as they

were saying to each otlier by letter more than they would have

ever dared to utter with the voice. So continued and successful

did the arrow do its work as a letter-carrier, that aunty wondered

at Alice's submission and willingness to tarry at home, and it was

not until one very warm evening, when the lattice was wide open

and an arrow came in bearing an unsealed letter, and fell on the

floor, that she suspected anything. Alice trembled, but she

caught sight of the hand-writing of the superscription, and saw

it was her mother's, and then she did not fear anything. It was

written to Edgar, and opened with " my dear Edgar," and spoke

of having known him from his youth, and, with every confidence

in his virtue, gave him full consent to win the heart and hand

of Alice, " doubting not that aunty, who had had such good

opportunities to know Edgar's goodness, would be delighted at

the union."

" 0, Alice, what work is this?" exclaimed aunty. "Now I

understand why the lattice has shaken every evening"."

" Yes, and why the rogues haven't stolen the peaches. Edgar

stood guard, with his bow and arrow, at the foot of the great

willow," said laugliing Alice.

" Well, well, I guess it's all right. I suppose I should have

done just so when I was a girl, if I had had wit enough," replied

the aunt.

Edgar was now welcomed to the cottage again, and he won
new affection from aunty every day. Kindly were his ministries

to more than the pleasures of the evening, for he led the heart of

the aged widow away from her sorrow to that life which the true

Christian may know. Ere the time of marriage drew nigh, she

had resolved on having the cottage the homo of Alice and her

chosen ; and when the happy bridal came, the lattice wa.s bril-

liantly illuminated, and adorned with many a red ribbon.

And now, if my reader should ever enter the pleasant town of

Wilmouth, in the old Bay State, he may see the sweetest cottage

possible, at the turn of the road, by the little brook that gurgles

along at the foot of Centre Hill, and near the " great willow."

Edgar has added a vast many attractions to the grounds, and

Alice is the joy within, as she sings " new songs " at the lattice,

and defends her aunty from the rogues in the time of peaches.

< » .» >

EASTER-SUNDAY IN RUSSIA.

On the eve of Easter Sunday all good Russians proceed to the
churches at sunset, and spend the entire night in devotional exer-
cises, till about four o'clock in the morning. At a signal being
given, every one lights his little taper—the only light in tho
church with the exception of a cliandelier suspended from the ceil-

ing. In front of the altar, which occupies one side of the church,
a stage is erected, to which the faithful ascend by a short flight of
stairs. On the stage appears a coffin, and within that coffin a
painting, the whole representing Christ in the grave ; the congre-
gation ascend one side, kiss the cofKn, and descend by the oppo-
site flight. This lasts from sunset till the prayers, or rather
chanting of the litanies has commenced. No women are in the
choir, nor i^ either an organ or any other musical instrument in-

troduced. The church is crowded to suffocation, and as there are
no seats, tlie congregation must cither stand or lie down on the
stones. Men and women, young and old, soldier and noble, peas-
ant and sl.ave are all huddled together. When the clock strikes

the hour of midnight, amidst illumination, the firing of guns, and
the most beautiful vocal music that can delight the ear, the patri-

arch exclaims, with a loud voice, " Krislos vus kres!"—Chria has
ri.en. " He lias risen, indeed," is the response of several thou-
sand tongues, uttered in the ecstacies of hojie and faith and thank-
fulness and deep and holy devotion. Be your religion whatever
it may you cannot witness this scene without deep emotion. Now
every man or woman, noble and slave, embraces his neighbor, and
kisses him on both cheeks, and on the lips. Every man during
easter Sunday and Monday has the right to approach any other
man or woman anywhere, and exclaiming, " Christ has risen !"

impress his three kisses on the cheeks and lips, receiving the
same compliment. Men always remain uncovered during tlii.i

ceremony. Young men display great devotion during this week,
wherever they meet pretty girls. But if you have the privilege to

kiss the pale checks and ruby lips of the young ladies, you are
expected to kiss likewise the bearded face of the Russian boor,
and his mustachioed lips redolent with hcmpseed oil, onions and
tobacco ! There is no escaping the ordeal, unless you shut your-
self up in your room ; and even there you are not safe from the
attacks of your half-drunken valet or your snuff-taking cook ! 'To

refuse is to proclaim yourself an unbeliever, an atheist, and what
not.

—

De Lara's Notes.
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ANTIOCH COLLEGE, AT YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO.

ANTIOCH COLLEGE.
Antioch College, a view of which we pire abore, is an institu-

tion founded during the last year at Yellow Springs, Greene
county, Ohio. It is mainly under the patronage of the denomina-
tion called Christians, and the design of its founders was to endow
a seminary of education that should be one of the largest and
most influential in its beneficent results of any in the country.
One peculiarity of the institution is that it affords equal educa-
tional facilities to both sexes in the varied departments of learning.
Three edi/ices compose the principal structures, two of which are
designed for dor-

mitories and stuly
rooms. The prin-

cipal building is

placed intermedi-

ate between the

two, and projects

gome seyenty feet

in front. It is 184
feet long, 75 feet in

width, surmounted
with six octagon
and two square
towers running up
from no to 137
feet from the base.

For beauty of loca-

tion, it may rank
with the most fa-

vored in the Union.
Adjoining the col-

lege plat on the

cast, is a highly
romantic and pic-

turcs(]ue ravine,

aft'oiding nil the

scenic variety of
overhanging cliffs,

waterfalls, istjlated

roiks, numerous
gnsliing spiingi,

deeply embowered
amid climbing
vines and cluMcr-

ing evergreens,

threaded wiih va-

ried walks, inviting

the pi destrian by
their cooling shade
and graceful bow-
ers. Half a mile
distant, in a n( rtli-

eastern direction,

is the fur famed
Y< How Spring, is-

Fuin): out iu a large

volume, at the rate

of rising one hun-
dr<d gallons per
minute, Iroin a
crevice in tin: lime-

stone rock, fumisli-

ing a never failing

supply of health-restoring water to the weak and debilitated in

constitution. In fine, the surrounding scenery, undulating wood-
lands, and cultivated parks, together with a neat and flourishing

village, all unite in designating this as one of the most attractive

places for the seat of Antioch College, as well as holding out

strong inducements for those either seeking a pleaBant home, or

the higher advantages of a varied and finished education. The
history and progress of the institution thus far, together with the

zeal and resources of those who still have the work in their hands,

and its interests in their hearts, is truly gratifying.

JOHN POUNDS, THE FOUNDER OF Tllli RAGGED SUUOOLS, INGLAND.

JOHN POUNDS.
The Ragged School system in England has awakened an inter-

est in the moral and intellectual culture of the multitudes of

neglected children there, which augurs well for the future welfare

of this long neglected and despised class. Charles Dickens drew

the sympathies of many a long time since by his true and touch-

ing appeals, who would never have felt the weight of statistical

accounts of the enormous amount of juvenile crime, or been

touched by the most eloquent appeals from the pulpit. But the

pioneer in this movement was the subject of our illustration.

John PornDS,
the founder of the

Ragged Schools,

England, is repre-

sented in the en-

graving herewith

in the midst of his

benevolent labors,

at the same time

that he is following

his calling as a
humble shoemak-
er. John Pounds,
the cripple and the

cobbler, yet at the

same time one of

nature's true no-

bility, was bom in

Portsmouth, Eng-
land, in 1766. His

father was a saw-

yer, employed in

t h e royal dock-

yard. At fifteen,

vormg Pounds met
wiih an accident,

whiclidisabled him
for life. During the

greater part of his

benevolent career,

he lived in a small

wcaihcr-boa rded
Icncm'-ntin St. Ma-
ry's Street, I'orts-

mouih, where he
migiit be seen ev-

ery day, Boiucd on
his stool, mending
shoes in the midst

of bis busy little

school. One of his

amusements was
tiiat of rearing
singing-birds, jays

and parrots, which

he so perfectly do-

me»ticat»d that
tlicy lived harmo-
niously with his

cats and guinea

pl;.'S. Oficii, it is

said, niifiht a ca-

nary bird be seen
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perched upon one shouldtr, and a cat

upon the other. Duiing!. the latter

part of his life, however, wlien his

scholars became so r.umeroiis, he was

able to keep fewer of these dcmeslic

creatures. Poor as he was, and en-

tirely dependent upon the hard labor

of his hands, h(\jnevcrtlicless adopted

a little crippled nephew, whom he ed-

ucated and cared for with truly pater-

nal love, and,^n the er d, established

comfortably in life. It was out of this

connexion that his attempts and suc-

cess in the work of education arose.

He thought, in the first intlaiires, that

the boy would learn belter with a com-
panion; he obtained one, llie son of a

wretchedly poor mother; then another

and another was added, and he found

60 much pleasure in his employment,

and was the means thereby of ( fleeting

so much pood, that, in the end, the

number of his scholars amounted to

forty, includinj; about a dozen little

girls. His hnniblo workshop, was
about six feet by eighteen, in the midst

of which he would sit engaged in that

labor by which he won his bread, and
attending at the same time to the

studies of the little crowd around him.

So efliiient was John Pounds's mode of

education, to say nothing about its be-

ing pcifertly gratuitous, that the can-

didates were always numerous ; he,

however, invarinbly gave the prefcr-

en<c to the worst, as well as poorest

children—to the " little blackguards,"

as ho called them. He has been known
to follow such to the town quay, and
offer them the bribe of a roasted pota-

toe, if tliiy would come to his sclool.

His influence on tlie'e degraded chil-

dren was extraordinary. As a teacher,

his manners were pleasant and face-

tious. Wo can see him, in the picture,

amusing the " little blackguards " w bile

he tauglit them. Many hundred per-

sons, now living usefully and creditably

in life, owe the whole formation of

their character to him. He gave them
" book-learning," and tanght tliem also

to cook their own victuals and mend
their shoes. He was not only fre-

quently their doctor and nurse, but

their pl.iyfellow ; no wonder was it,

therefore, that when on New Year's

Day, 1839, he suddenly died at the

age of seventy-two, the children wept
and even fainted on hearing of their

loss, and for a long time were over-

whelmed with sorrow and consterna-

tion. They indeed had lost a friend

and benefactor. Such was the noble

founder of the first Ragged School.

The schools which have already been
established in London and el.«owhere,

though conducted on a limited plan,

have shown to the people of Knglund
and other couniri(S that something
can be done for these lost ones.

THE MORMONS.
The territory of Utah is well known

as the residence of the sect called the

Mormons. This communion was first

organized in 1830, under Joseph Smith,

at Kirtland, Ohio. After a temporary
establishment here, it was removed to

Jackson county, Missouri, thence to

Caldwell county, and afterward to Illi-

nois, where they founded the city of

Nauvoo. Here they flourished for

several years, when a strong public

excitement was raised against them,
and they resolved to abandon Nauvoo,
and find an asylum elsewhere. After

various changes they finally located

themselves in the valley of the great

Salt Lake, and the nucleus was formed
by thim of the present territory of

Utah. In \S50, Brighara Young, a
portrait of whom is here given, was
appointed territorial governor by Con-
gress. Young is the present leader of
the Mormon community, and thccoun-
try is rapidly filling up with emigrants
from every part of the world, but prin-

cipally from the Welsh counties of
England, where Mormonism has made
a very deep impression. The city of
the Great Salt Lake, the headquarters
of the Mormon community, stands in

the lower valley of the Jordan, about
twenty miles from the lake. It is laid

out upon a magnificent scale, being

nearly four miles in length and three in

breadth. The municipal regulations

as to buildings and streets are of a sa-

gacious character, and if followed out,

will make the city a beautiful location.

It is surrounded by scenery of agree-

able, picturesque variety ; on the north-

ern confines a warm spring arises from
the base of the mountains, the water
from which is conducted by pipes into

the city, while an unfailing stream of
pure water flows through the city, and
is made to traverse every street.

BRIGHAM YOUNG, TUE MOR.MON PRESIDENT.

CHELSK.\ OBSKRV.iTORY.
This beautiful lookout stands on the

summit of Mount Bellingham. It is

built in the form of a Gothic tower,

stands about forty feet high from the

base, and was erected by the private

liberality of the gentlemen residing

there. It commands a most extensive

view of the coast and islands of Massa-
chusetts Bay, with old ocean rolling in

the distance. It presents to the citi-

zens of Chelsea a beautiful and an in-

teresting place of resort in the hot days
to enjoy the refreshing sea breeze. It

was first opened to the public on May
morning of last year, when the soul-

stirring music of the Chelsea Brass
Band, who were stationed on its sum-
mit, added great interest to the occa-

sion. The liberal hearted gentlemen
in the vicinity opened their houses,

and provided a bountiful repast for all.

OBSERVATORY, CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

O, GIVE 3IE ONE TRUE llEART!

BY ROSE CUFFOED.

0, give me one true heart! I crave

No other boon than this,

To know affection's tender wiles,

And all its joy and bliss

—

On some fond, faithful heart to lean

This weary head of mine,

And then forget the woes of earth,

And all its cares resign.

I do not know if in this world

There is another 80ul

Which feels the wild and wayward grief

That o'er my own doth roll

;

For even when they deem mo gay,

Because my laugh is light,

My spirit's lost within itself.

In solemn, starless night!

The young and glad I often meet

In happy, cheerful throngs,

And sometimes do I join my voice

With their free, youthful songs;

The tones are joyous— what care they

If lonely is my heart?

They cannot sympathize with all

Its hopes from them apart.

My years are few, and yet my life

Has been one lonely dream,

From which I oft awake, and strive

To bf and not to seem !

'Tis all in vain— at home, abroad,

In cottage or in mart,

I live, and move, and feel the want

Of one true, constant heart!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GENIUS IN A CELLAR.

BT ALICE CAREY.

Full, in the cloudy he.ivcns, shone the moon of June, wrap-

ping the long green meadows with its warm shadows, gilding the

sides of the new-made windrows, and glittering on the horns of

the cattle sleeping here and there in dusty hollows beside the great

gray bam of a beautifully-cultivated farm on the northern bank

of the pleasant Ohio. Tlie whippoorwills were making the river

valley musical, and the settling hush of the leaves, after their ac-

customed dance with the winds of twilight, fell soothingly and

Boftly through the intervals of song. Darkly breaking the reach

of valley-land between the riverside and the hills beyond, wooded

and topped with moonlight, stood an old-fashioned bouse of stone,

looking proud and lonesome in spite of the many broad windows

so finely illuminated by the moon. From within but one light

was shining, and that faintly, seeming veiled by window-draperies

or otherwise shaded down.

A little westward from the house, and drawn up on one side

of the river-road stood a handsome coach, to which two spirited

and impatient horses were attached, and guarded by footman and

coachman, who seemed to reflect in their persons and equipments

something of the consequence of the master.

They spoke as men in high good humor, and as if they antici-

pated some very pleasant event, for their chuckling laughter

seemed now and then to reach forward to a good time coming.

Often they glanced toward the lighted portion of the building,

and occasional yawns indicated a protracted waiting It was

eleven o'clock or thereabouts when the huge, brindled watch-dog,

stationed at the side gate, growled ominously, and rising, shook

his heavy chain. The men by the coachside started up, and one

hurried forward to unlatch the gate, while the other gathered up

the reins and opened the door of the carriage. But no one

emerged from the house as they had seemed to expect, and the

dog rearing his fore feet against the fence, and growling on, ap-

peared to excite their suspicion, for with soft steps they drew near

him, peering curiously .about.

" Hark !" said one, " I heard a voice."

" So did I," replied the other, " and yonder under that low elm

I see something white—ghosts or thieves are about—shall we
alarm the house V
At this moment two gentlemen emerged from the main en-

trance of the house—there was a fluttering of white draperies for

a moment, a few soft words, and the door closed, and the two
gentlemen, arm-in-arm, and apparently in confidential talk, ad-

vanced toward the carriage. They were soon an-ested, however,

and the suspicions of the waiting men communicated.

The elder of the two gentlemen thrust his hand through his

white hair, and swore a round oath that it was as much as any
man's life was worth to trespass upon his grounds at that time of

night without liberty, and having said so he was dashing impetu-

ously forward, when the younger and quieter person who was his

companion, drew him softly back, and after some whispered words

tlie two persons turned aside, and striking into a ravine, proceeded

noiselessly till they came opposite the elm tree indicated as the

position of the apparition. Arrived there they crept softly for-

ward in its shadow till within a dozen yards of the tree-trunk,

where, crouched out of view, they remained observing but uneb-
gerved.

The white-haired man started and doubled his fist in a threat-

ening manner when the moon broke through the clouds, for seated

on the turf before him was liis daughter, and close beside her the

lover whom he had forbidden her to love.

" Wait," whispered the young man, seeing the hostile inten-

tions of his companion; "let us hear the full extent of their

attachment."

" No, Hartley," said the girl, in tremulous tones ;
" no, we

must not thus meet again. If my father (you know his pride.

Hartley) knew of this, he would deny me sjjelter—perhaps even

disown me. I know he is wrong, and that you are all that is

kind and virtuous, but I am his child, and Mary you know is go-

ing to be married, and I must not leave him alone."

There was a long silence. " And this is your final decision,

Isabel V said the young man, speaking sadly and reproachfully,

"and have I watched and waited these long, long weeks, to have

now, and by your own decision, the last hope crushed out—I wish

I had died before—when it was not quite so dark, before your

love was all dead, Isabel." He paused, and covering bis face

with his hands, seemed exerting all the pride of manhood to sup-

press his groans.

" Be brave, my friend," said Isabel, very calmly; "there are

worse fortunes thap ours—if love be sacrificed to duty, we shall

surely find that duty some compensation. I pity you, Hartley;

and in the thought of all you will suifer, I find my own bitterest

sorrow. May Heaven keep you and bless you, and if wo never

meet—" her voice faltered and she sobbed aloud.

" Isabel, dear, sweet Isabel, " spoke the young man, clasping

her close to his bosom, " do not shut out all hope—I will wait and
work for years, till I shall be worthier of you, only say there is

hope anywhere this side of the grave."

" God knows my heart, I love you," said the girl, freeing her-

self from his embrace ;
" let this be your comfort—I cannot g ve

you more."
" One last kiss, then," and as the young man bent forward to

receive it, a heavy blow struck him to the earth, and a wrathful

voice exclaimed, " there ! so much for your presumption."
" O, my father ! O, Hartley ! you have murdered Hartley !"

cried the girl, kneeling beside the prostrate man, and wiping the

blood from his forehead with her hair.

" Isabel," called the stem voice of the father, " rise this mo-
ment, and leave the wretch to his merited fate ; rise, I say."

But the girl, for the first time in her life, regardless of her fa-

ther's voice, lifted the head of her stunned and bleeding lover

upon one knee, and calling him all tender names, kissed him over

and again.

"Outcast!" exclaimed the father, striking her delicate cheek

roughly vvith his hand, " and so you refuse to obey me ! Be it

so ; from this hour you are none of mine !" and turning on his

heel he drew the arm of his companion within his own, and with-

drew in stately and solemn indignation.

The 3'ounger man had spoken not one word, but as the old

man drew him away he seemed to hesitate, and the more when
the poor girl entreated him by all that was sacred and beautiful

in the world, by his own love and hope of happiness, to delay a

moment and tell her if poor Hartley were dead.

" Do as you please," said the old man, stopping short ; "if

you prefer the good opinion of that castaway to me, very well."

There was no further delay
;
perhaps the gentleman felt the

broad acres sliding from beneath his feet—perhaps not, for he

was already rich, but be that as it may, they walked forward to-

gether.

If the old man heard the stifled ciy of " father, father," he

seemed not to hear, and was presently making his adieus to

the person for whom the coach was waiting with all the formal

civility which was his habit.

The sun came reddening up the east, the cattle had risen from

the dusty hollows where they had slept, and turned their faces

curiously toward the negro girl and boy, who with empty tin

pails stood chattering and winking, and slyly pointing, now in

this direction and now in that. It was evident they were discuss-

ing some secret matter.

Walking about the grounds that surrounded the old stone house,

though usually not astir till an hour later, was the old man who
the previous evening renounced his gentlest and most devoted

daughter. Briskly he walked up and down, giving orders with

unusual earnestness of manner ; he was perhaps trying to persuade

himself that he was really interested in what he was doing. Be-

fore the southern window of her chamber, rocking to and fro,

with tearful eyes sat a young lady of perhaps* three-and-twenty.

Her dark hair was scarcely pu-hed away from her smooth, white

forehead—her cheek was pale from weariness or weeping, but

about the mouth, despite the general expression of languor, there

was a look of pride and scorn.

The chamber adjoining the one in which the fair weeper was

seated, remained dark and hushed.

The wind came sweet from its rippling through the orchard

flowers, and the garden beds sparkled with the dew showers just

as bright as they had done when Isabel walked among them.

The breakfast in the; lonesome old house, was a silent one.

When it was finished the father said :
" Mary, my daughter, you

will be sufiiciently considerate of my wishes, I hope, to remove

all tokens of grief for her who was your sister, and from this time

let her name never be mentioned between us." The daughter

choked back something like a sigh, and replied that her father's

will should in all respects be hers.

The old man smiled, or tried to smile, and proceeded to say

she might draw upon him, pecuniarily, to whatever amount she

should think proper for her bridal preparations—and he added

that he desired to see her the wife of Mr. Sanford Maxwell as

early as suitable preparations could be made. "His fortune is a

very handsome one," continued the father, " and he is in all re.

spects worthy of you." But the fortune was evidently the war-

ranty of the worthiness.

While father and daughter were thus breakfasting in the early
morning light, two persons might have been seen approaching
the quiet parsonage house, seven miles away. A young man and
woman, both pale and silent. At the stile they paused, and the

girl adjusted with her bare, white hand the heavy chestnut locks

which hung disordered down her forehead. Her cheek flushed as

she saw how soiled and dew-drabbled was the muslin dress she
wore.

" Ah, my pretty Isabel," said the young man, pressing the del-

icate hand to his lips, " I would not have you blush, and yet, dear-

est, it heightens your beauty. But tell me, sweet, that you have
no regrets for what has happened, else I shall never forgive my-
self. For even the joy of making you mine own forever would
be turned to misery, if it were not to you a compensation for

the—"

"Pray, dearest, do not say that I have lost a father; he will

yet be reconciled. And when we shall be prosperous in the world

—when, dear Harley, you are famous he will be so proud to call

you his son."

" But, Isabel, you take me without prosperity and without

fame. Are you sure you are quite ready to do so ?"

The tears sprang to the eyes of the girl, her lip quivered. Her
gentle nature was wotmded—that he should distrust her love.

" Forgive me love, for I am weak and distrustful of all things,

this morning. Adjust this handkerchief about my forehead, pray,

so as to conceal the blood spot. Now, dear love, lean on my arm
and let us go."

" Not so, lean upon mine," replied Isabel, " I am stronger than

you ;" and down the narrow walk, paved with sand, and bordered

with hollyhocks and gray pinks and straggling crimson burs, the

yoimg lovers passed to their bridal.

And here we must leave time to do its work, and at the taking

up of the thread of our story three years have gone by since Isabel

and Hartley were married.

For one moment only we will glance back. The old stone

house, silent and shut now, has seen a wedding and a funeral

since we were there last. A gay bridal procession has gone out
from the closed door, and the same coach which stood in the

moonlight on the evening of our story has borne away Mary, a
bride.

And again, passing slowly and solemnly, a long, dark train have
gone forth from the house, bearing foremost of all the master, in

stately repose. He died bequeathing his immense fortune to

Mary, who had married worthily, as he said, and without having
once spoken the name of Isabel, whose only fault was that she

loved a poor artist.

It is night again—the wild, windy night of mid-winter—thin,

flinty snow-specs are drifting over the frozen ground, rustling

through the dry, brown leaves of the oaks and sycamores, yet

clinging to the boughs, lodging in the closed shutters of the wm-
dows, and lying in thin, icy streaks along the yard, unbroken by
any but the tracks of wild buds. There is no smoke curling

away from the chimney—no cattle in the barnyard—and the lone-

some whistling of the winds troubles no conscience-stricken heart.

So leave we the old homestead desolate—shirt.

It is with the great commercial metropolis of our country that

we have now to do. The same wild middle of the night has dark-

ened the great city—in huts and hovels and damp cellars and
windy garrets, weary, worn-out laborers and dirty children and
lean, drunken mothers have shivered themselves asleep in un-

wholesome straw, piled together for the. sake of warmth, and
snarling spitefully even in sleep.

We will single one from the number and go in. It is literally

a cellar—the one small window, quite below ground—the wooden
stairs, dirty and unlighted, the rat-eaten door, paintless and unin-

viting. Through the window, against which a piece of newspa-

per is tacked with pins, a flickering and unsteady light comes up
now and then. The dreary aspect from without indicates correct-

ly the poverty and wretchedness within. In the rusty iron grate

a few muddy strips of boards and some broken staves are burn-

ing. A chair or two, a small table, a bed and an easel complete

the furniture. Before the burning sticks sits a young man clothed

in threadbare habiliments, bearing in a face which seems to have

once been handsome, an expression of unutterable sorrow. His
arms hang listlessly beside him, and his head is bowed on his

bosom. If he were out in the same sweet moonlight you would
scarcely recognize the Hartley of three years ago. A low moan-
ing disturbs his revery—softly he approaches the bed and bends

down with all a lover's tenderness. Can that thin, white cheek

which he kisses be that of Isabel 1 She turns and opens her eyes,

all the old love-light is there, but they are so sunken.

" My dear wife," speaks the young man, " you seem a little

better—a little cordial would revive you. Great God, if you were

only well 1 could do anything."

The wife smiles faintly and says she will swallow the cordial.

Eagerly the husband hfts the wine-glass from the table and turns

it upside down—the last drop is gone—a look of bewildered an-

guish comes ov* his face, which is quickly followed by a gleam

of something like hope. He opens tlie cupboard, and over the

shelves, bare, except for a few common dishes, the bright-eyed

mice scamper to their holes. He turns thecarthcrn pitcher to the

fire-light, a dead roach or two falls out—he returns and looks up

and down, removing bottle by bottle, and dish by dish—all is

empty, comfortless, hopeless.

" I)e.ar Hartley," says the wife, comprehending all, " I think

water will do as well."

He wipes his eyes with his hand, and turns his face away, for

he sees that, like a hungry child, she has put her fingers in her

mouth. There is no disguising it—she is dying of want, as her

baby did a month ago.
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Foi" a moment the husband stood irresolute, and the next, as

one who is gathering up his energies for some desperate stroke, he

locked his hands together and smiled such a smile as seemed to

defy all opposition. The next moment he was in the street, his

coat blown back from his bosom, and liis hair wildly about his

fiery eyes. His hands grow stiff in the piercing cold, but he knew it

not—the snow drove cuttingly against his cheeks, but he felt them

not, as he nished headlong from street to street, pausing now and

then before some more opulent establishment than the rest, and

stealthily peering about. Suddenly, from the door of what seems to

him almost a palace, a man, comfortably enveloped in cloak and

furs, emerges, forces the door round softly, and sprinj;ing into

the vehicle which awaits him drives away—he seems a physician.

Hartley, who from a shadow has been observing him, sutlers him

to go unmolested. But when the opportunity is lost, he sees, or

thinks he sees, the eyes of his dying wife look on him reproach-

fully, and with a bold tread he ascends the steps—temptation

meets temptation—the door is unlatched, and opening it he as-

cends at once the broad stairs—the warmth is grateful, but the

light almost dazzles him—ho has not been used to light of late.

The soft carpet gives no echo to his tread though ho walks boldly,

and at the first landing, finding a door slightly ajar, he enters. It

is a sick chamber, but how unlike the one he has left ; surrounded

with every appliance that luxury could devise or wealth gratify,

sits a fair, young mother by the bed of her child, asleep, just now.

On the sofa some one is lying, apparently asleep, too. The gen-

tle watcher, startled at the footfall, turns suddenly round, and

seeing the thief, as she supposes him to be, holds up one hand

entreating silence, at the same time indicating her sleeping child.

On tiptoe she approaches, and taking from her pocket a purse,

which seems well filled, places it in the man's hand, indicating by

gestures that she cares not what he takes so that he disturbs not

the child whose disease is at a crisis which demands entire repose.

The nobility of the woman's nature strikes his own, for, till

turned from his natural bent by poverty he was noble, too, and

with the old impulse rising superior to everything he threw down

the purse and retired as silent as he came.

The man who had seemed sleeping on the sofa arose and follow-

ed the robber, for the honor that was left in the remnant of his

manhood showed his own ungenerous life. Right against the

snows and right through the dark they went—one a little in the

advance of the other. But the pursuer shivered most, and walked

with a less manly tread ; even hesitating, and once or twice turn-

ing back when he saw into what a wretched and gloomy quarter

he was being taken.

Wide awake Isabel has been lying all this time, listening and

listening for the returning step, and vainly essaying to divert her

thoughts—now by watching the flames and now the spiders,

crawling in and out of their webs as if they were une.asy too. But

the light pine wood soon burnt out, and the unfed flames flickered

and died. She grew restless, and then terribly wretched. A
vague and tormenting fear haunted her like a nightmare. She

tried to raise herself on the pillow, but with each eflxjrt fell back

more and more exhausted. The air grew stifling, and it almost

seemed that death would be welcome.

" Isabel," called the voice of her husband ; in her anguish she

had not heard his approach. " Isabel, my wife, I have been gone

to rob or steal, but I could not, even for you, sweetest, and am
come back empty handed, but, thank God, innocent."

"Innocent, innocent !" repeated the wife, and with supernatu-

ral strength she sat upright, and reaching out her wasted arms

clasped her prodigal, cooing to and kissing him as if he had been

a baby. It is no wonder they did not sec the man who had thrust

his hand through the broken pane, and pushing aside the paper

curtain was gazing, awe struck, within. They did not see this,

but they heard a low rap on the door, and responsive to the fear-

less " come io," for they had nothing to lose, saw and recognized

the husband of Mary.
" Have mercy on me 1" exclaimed Ilartlej', falling prostrate.

" You see what tempted me ; and Heaven knows I did not know

it was your house I entered. I brought nothing away—you are

welcome to search."

" My brother, my own brother !" and the voice of the proud

man trembled, " do not ask me to forgive you who cannot forgive

myself. I have been feasting while you have starved—I have

been lodged in splendor and you here. Your rightful inheritance

shall bo restored, but let us not talk of that now. Isabel, I will

ask your pardon when I have done something to merit it."

I need scarcely say that something was done—that the portion

of the younger daughter was restored. The heart of Mary was

pierced to its depths by the death of her only child, after which the

sisters became more to each other than they had ever been before.

Success—professional success came speedily in the train of for-

tune, and Hartley presently became a famous artist. It was as-

tonishing to witness the growth of his genius. The demands

upon his pencil were greater than any industry could hope to fill.

And each new picture, in public estimation, exceeded the last.

" It is astonishing that he should have lived amongst us so long

unknown," said the people. " I am told he has been very poor,"

said one. " Yes," said another, "to my positive knowledge he

and his wife once lived in a single room, in this city, and that a

cellar." " Humph, it would have been such a pleasure to pat-

ronize him, if I could have known of it," replied the first. " I

think the wife beautiful." " I never saw so sweet an expression

in any face." " O, it is a perfect Madonna." And so the people

talked when there was no need of their help. Isabel's face was

just as pretty when she looked through the broken window of the

cellar, but none saw it then. The genius of Hartley was in no wise

augmented by his wealth. True, it developed itself under genial

influences, but it would have langitished and died in the cellar.

[Written for Gleasoa's Pictorial.]

"LES SOUVENinS DU PEUPLE."

TRANSLATED FllOM THE FltENCH OF BEUANOER.

BT aiDDiKog n. bauod.

His glorious story tliey eball teii,

And fadly fltitl his fate deplore

TiiouKli years have vanished by the 8cor«,

Since in his grave he ref ted well.

The villagers, at set of sun.

To some old dame shall cheerly hie;

*' Good mother, now our tasl^ is done,

Pray tell us of the times gone by.

Through him," they'll say, *'we sufffred pain;

Yet none the less his name revere,

His name revere.

Come, tell us now of him, grand'jnergy

Gome, tell us now of him."

"My children, through this very street

I saw him pa.ss, with kings in train,

Once more, when T, a youthful dame,

Began the hous<4iold duty meet.

Up yonder hill I quicldy sped

—

Twas there I met liim on his way

:

ne had the little hat on head

—

lie wore the ridiug-coat of gray;

My heart into my moutti it flow;

He said to me, " Good day, my dear!

Good day, my dear!"

" And he lias spoken to you, grand^merey

And he has spoken to you!"

"Next year, I left the little farm,

In I'aris passed a holiday,

He and his court, in full array,

They paid their vows at Notre-Dame.

His equipage it was so fine

:

And every heart with joy elate:

And every tongue cried ' Happy time

!

Heaven gives to him propitious fate!'

His smile, it waa so sweet to view

:

Ood granted him a son so fair,

A son so fair."

"0 happy day for you, grand'mere,

happy day for you!"

" When poor Champagne had fallen prey

To foreign hosts and countless arms,

Constant against their rude alarms,

Alone he held our foes at bay.

One night how fresh it now doth seem!)

I hfard a knocliing at the gate :

I optmed then : Mou Dit'u, 'twas him

!

But shorn of all liis proud estate.

He sat him in my little chair,

I heard him say, ' cruel war;

cruel war!' "

" 'Twas in your little chair, grand'mere,

'Twas in your little chair!"

" And ' I am hungry,' then he said;

I brought browu bread and sourpi^KflM.

His garments dried, he quickly ate.

And then in sleep reclined his head.

But when he woke, he saw my tears;

' Weep not,' he said, ' our boastful foofl

;

See, Paris at my call appears;

We'll vengeance take for all our woes!'

He left mo. As a precious gem
His glass I've kept with jealous care,

With jealous care."

"His gl.T^s, you have it then, grand'mere,

His ghLss, you have it then!"

" Behold!—betrayed by treacherous guile

His glorious deeds and ending found.

He whom a pope with pomp bad crowned.

Lying dead in a desert i.»;Ie.

Long time no heart would trust the tale.

' Not so,' they'd say ;
' he re-appeara :

Before his face his foes shall fail

;

From o'er the sea his course he steers.'

But ^phen at last the truth we knew,

Ah, then I shed the bitter tear,

The bitter tear!"

" Ood give his grace to you, grand'mtre,

God give his grace to you!''

-< ^'^ »—

SOLDIERS AND SHAVING.

It is quite sixty years since that Englishmen were only known
in Central Asia as eccentric and barbarians, who, wherever and
whenever they had a (hance, cut oft' horses' tails and men's
beards without mercy, for which they were held by all the " true
believers " in greater abhorrence thari the fire devotees of India,
or the Devil-worshippers of Koordistan. Some years since, in a
lucid interval, common sense and humanity cured our country-
men of their former propensity, and their noble animals were per-
mitted immunity for their " fly-flappers." This insanity for years
past has clung with determined tenacity to the old gentlemen of
the British army. No sooner is a newadjutant-genenil appointed,
than he issues a new order on " hair." The man who mounts a
horse is permitted to grow it—the man who pads the hoof is

ordered to scrape it off from the tip of his car to the tip of his
nose. Ten thou.>.and of us have accompanied forty thousand of
our brave Gallic brothers-in-arms to Turkey; and only f.incy the
fifteen thousand turnmg out every morning at gun-fire to make
faces in bits of looking-glass, whilst the other forty thousand are
cleaning their Minnie rifles and laughing at them ; for 1 grieve to
say that there still exist many martinets in the British aimy who
consider a scraned face of far greater importance than a clean
musket.

—

An Old Soldier.

4 »»» *

A man of virtue is an honor to his country, a glory to human-
ity, a satisfaction to himself, and a benefactor to the whole world

;

he is rich without oppression or dishonesty, charitable without
ostentation, courteous without deceit, and brave without vice.
Aiken.

HENRY CLAY.

We find in Putnam's Magazine for May an excellent and well

written article upon Mr. Clay as an orator, by Edward G. Tarkcr

of this city. We can find room for but a single extract.

We heard Mr. Clay speak on the day when it was announced
to Congress that Mr. Calhoun was dead. It had been known to

the city, the day before, which was Sunday, and the next day a

great crowd had gathered in the galleries and on the floor. A
solemn expectation evidently pervaded all, of hearing the most
impressive funeral elociuence, from the most celebrated compeers
of the great man who was dead. The whole scene was awe-in-

spiring. Benton was in bis place—an iron-looking man—and it

was whispered that in the new-made grave animosities would sink,

and that his voire even would rise in the chorus of eulogium. At
a short distance from him was a single senator's chair, the only
spot unoccupied in that thronged ball. On the other side of the

main aisle sat Webster, drcs.sed in the deepest mourning, his mas-
sive features set like stone, with a monumental look; seeming far

gloomier and more sepulchral than they looked, when no very
long time after, in full senatorial costume, his own dead form lay

out beneath the mighty branches of his patriarchal elm. Near
him was Mr. Clay. When the formal announcement was made
there was a profound stillness. No one seemed willing to rise

first to give voice to the sorrow of the Senate. At length Mr.
Webster turned his head toward Mr. Clay, as if he would say,

that his longer congressional career entitled him peculiarly to

open the great cadence of lamentation. Slowly and quietly he
rose. He began very gently in instinctive harmony with the uni-

versal feeling. His rare voice, beautiful though subdued, and as

it were muflled, rose gradually as he pictured the younger scenes
of his association with his friend. And as he drew a rapid view
of his domestic relations, and descanted on the virtues and agree-

able excellencies of the wife who had cheered the long campaign
of the politiial soldier, grateful recollections thickened on his

mind ; the life-blood began to push its way into his dulled mem-
ories, and his eye began to shine, and his whole form to sway
about gently and gra<efully, while the tones waxed louder, tliough

not at all vehement, but rather more and more pathetic and aftect-

ing. Never shall our ears forget the touching melody with which
he pronounced this closing period of a sorrowing climax, " he
was my junior in years,—in nothing else ;" and then he rested in

the gentle tide of his words, he turned his eyes on the empty
chair—a moment of silence intervened—then his accumulated
weight of feeling gushed forth in one brief, moving question, as

he gestured toward the chair :
" When shall that great vacancy

be filled V Forever shall those swelling word,s, " that great va-

cancy " sound and resound in our ears. Their tone was the tone
of a dirge, and of a panegyric, and a prophecy combined.

BILLIARDS IN PARIS.
Perhaps the favorite game in France is billiards. The fre-

quenters of the cafes are very expert at it, and often risk largo
sums of money. I know of a common gardener who has earned
(|uiie a fortune by his skill, and now lives near Meudon like a
gentleman. The French game is entirely one of cannons. All
new tables are without pockets ; and the old-fashioned ones have
been sent into the country. There is scarcely a village in the
provinces without its table, round which collect most of the young
men who have any money to spend on Sunday. There is a game
called La Poulc, played on the old billiard-tables in the cafes, in
which the balls increase in value as they decrease in number. A
cautious player may almost make his living by joining in this

game. He buys a ball for five sous. His object is not to win,
but to avoid losing until bolder plajers, who are seeking only for

amusement, have been driven out of the field. He keeps his ball

up against the cushion, until there arc only two or three competi-
tors left. He then aftccts to be tired, admits his want of skill, is

certain that he shall lose, and some bold player is always found
to buy his chance of winning the whole " ])oule " for two, three
or four francs. Agricole has admitied to me that, for weeks to-

gether, in certain dark moments of hi^ life, he has kept off
starvation in this way.

—

I'urjde Tints of I'aris.

TAKEN AT HIS MORI).
Cromwell was thinking of marrying his daughter to a wealthy

gentleman of Gloucestershire, when he was led to believe that one
of his own chajilains, Mr. Jeremy White, a young man of pleas-
ing manners was secretly paying his addresses to Lady Frances,
who was far from discouraging his attentions. Entering his
daughter's room one day the protector caught White on fiis knees
kissing the lady's hand. " What is the meaning of this ?" he de-
manded. " May it please your highness," replied White, with great
presence of mind, pointing to one of the lady's maids who happened
to be in the room, " I have long courted that young gentlewoman
and cannot prevail ; I was therefore praying her ladyship to inter-

cede for me." " Why do you refuse the honor Mr." White would
do you?" said Cromwell to the young woman. "He is my
friend, and I expect you should treat him as uch." " If Mr.
White intends me that honor," answered the woman, with a very
low courtesy, " 1 shall not be against him." " Sayest thou so,
niy lass ?" said Cromwell ;

" call Goodwin, this busmcss shall bo
done before 1 go out of the room." Goodwin, the chaplain, ar-
rived, and White was married on the spot to the young woman.
'—Guizot's History of Oliver Crminrdl.

4 ^w^ »

A FACT IN NATURAL HISTORY.
The researches of scientific men have shown that some species

of Crustacea, among others the ordinary barnacles that infest the
bottoms of our ships, although blind, fixed and helpless, as they
appear to us, are, m their youth, active, sharp-sighted little crea-
tures, shaped somewhat like our water-flea, with !nng antcna;,
which are provided with cujis at their extremities. Having passed
the period of youth, they begin to think of settling down steadily
in some chosen spot for the remainder of their life. By means of
sucking cups they adhere to some fixed or floating body. In this
position a long hump grows out of their backs, from the end of
which a sticky fluid is poured out, which glues them firmly to the
object to which they have attached themselves. The function of
tluir ,'ucking cups are thus rendered useless, and the little animal
glides down the declining days of its little stream of life, in quiet
enjpyment of a new phase of existence.

—

Journal of Science.
— «-^0~».»->

THE TRUE GENTLEMAN.
It is no uncommon thing to meet with men of probity ; there

are likewise a great many men of honor to he found. "Men of
courage, men of sense, and men of letters are frequent ; but a true
gentleman is what one seldom sees. He is properly a compound
of the various good qualities that embellish mankind. As the
great poet animates all the different parts of learning by the force
of his genius, and iiTadiates all the compass of his knowledge by
the brightness of his imagination ; so all the great and solid per-
fections of life appear in the finished gentleman

; everything he
says or does is accompanied with a manner that draws the admi-
ration and good will of every beholder.

—

Steele.
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QUEEN VICTORIA S ROYAL BARGE.

QUKEN VICTORIA'S BARGE.

The engraving above gives a view of the royal barge of Queen

Victoria, as it appeared not long sinoc, decked out in all the re-

galia suitable for a dav of public fustivity and celebration. The

barge itself, with all the cortege connected with it, was a tableau

of rare magnificence, and was eagerly observed by crowds of ad-

miring thousands. This splendid barge was built for Frederick,

Prince of Wales, her majesty's great grandfather, and was rowed

by twenty-two men. It had been newly gilt for the occasion, .ind

with its pavilioned poop, had a right regal appearance.

INDEPENDENCE.
There is a satisfaction in the exercise of candor and indepen-

dence, unknown to smooth hypocrites and cringing minions.

Uprightedness always proves to be better in the end than mere

expediency. In sacrificing the feelings, and in smothering con-

scientiousness, honor, just indignation, and even contempt and

scorn in order to secure a present good, a man not only commits

a folly in itself, but sins against his manhood. If any person is

to be pitied, it is he who believes that, in order to live and pros-

per, he must submit cheerfully to impositions from certain sources

—smile and smile, when his heart is perhaps full of disgust. Of

such we would ask, what is wealth when built upon the ruins of

self-respect 1—or what is bread, even, when eaten in slavery, if

not of the body, at least of the mind and suul, which is the worst

slavery For our part, we would prefer the satisfaction of ex-

pressing our frank opinion of dishonest, mean, or tyrannical

men, to their face, even if beggaiy was the confequence, to

climbing into the richest branches of the tree of prosperity, as-

sisted by a hand we loathed, but must pretend to love—a hand

we burned to opit upon, but felt compelled to kiss. Wealth is

useful, prosperity is sweet, for our few years on earth ;
but honor,

which cannot live without independence, bat which we believe

none need sacrifice, we place above every worldly blessing.

—

New
York Picayune.

THE FRENCH SCREM'-STEAMER, LARO.IIIGUERE.

On the ninth of February last, at half past four in the afternoon,

a numerous crowd of Parisians assembled on the Pont Royal and

the quay to examine the steamers which had just shot under the

bridge of La Concorde. The first was quite a small craft,—the

Omnilius,—launched at Havre, and intended to ply between Choi-

sy le Hoi and Asnieres, on the Seine. In two trial trips between

Honfleur and Havre, this pretty little boat displayed the most ex-

cellent qualities of model and machinery. The second, remark-

able for its size, was the Laroraiguere,—a representation of which

we give below,—arriving from Bordeaux with more than four

hundred tons of merchandize. Built to sail under canvass or

steam, the Laromiguere has three masts, made to lower and hoist,

and a screw machine of one hundred and fifty horse power, oper-

ating by means of two boilers. The stern and bow are of advan-

tageous form, the hull of wood, and all the inner parts of iron.

Her appearance is striking from irs strength and solidity ; her

length is about two hundred and sixteen feet; her breadth, thirty-

three feet, which give her deck a considerable extent ; and when
deeply laden her draught is not more than six feet. By the em-

ployment of such vessels, Paris, in spite of tlie shallowness of the

Seine, will become a seaport, an o'ject of the highest commercial

importance. The Laromiguere has a movable keel, by means of

which she is rendered an efticient seiboat. We have seen no de-

scription of this part of her construction, but presume it resem-

bles the centre board so common in the New York market boat.

The steamer left Bordeaux during a blow, and is said to have be-

haved admirably in a heavy seaway. Her masts were lowered at

Rouen to enable her to pass under the numerous bridges, and

were not hoisted again until she was moored .at the pier. Two
days after her arrival she was visited by Louis Napoleon, accom-

panied by the Secretary of State and the prefect of the Seine, who
gave her a thorough examination, and expressed their admiration

of her stnicture. She is, indeed, a very artistic and pleasing

model of maritime grace and bea.uty.

ORIGIN OF THE CURTSY.
It may be said of the curtsy, or courtesy, as it is otherwise

written, that its derivation from rourtoisie, courteousness, that is,

behaviour like that at court, at once shows that it was primarily

the reverence paid to a monarch. And if we call to mind that

falling upon the knees, or upon one knee, has been a common
obeisance of subjects to rulers, and is a form still gone through
to our own queen at every presentation, we may infer what the

ch.aracter of the curtsy itself suggests, that it is an abridged act

of kneeling. As the word has been contracted from covrtoist'e into

curtsy, so the motion has been contracted from a placing of the

knee on the floor to a lowering of the knee towards the flioor.

Moreover, when we compare the curtsy of a laily with the awk-
ward one a peasant girl makes, which, if continued, would bring

her down on both knees, we may see in this last a remnant of

that greater reverence required of serfs. And when, from con-

sidering that simple kneeling of the West, still represented by
the curtsy, we pass eastward, and note the attitude of the Mahom-
edan worshipper, who not only kneels but bows his head to the

ground, we may infer that the curtsy also is an evanescent form
of the aboriginal prostration. In further evidence of this, it may
be remarked that there has but recently disappeared from the salu-

tations of men an action having the same proximate derivatioQ

with the curtsy. That backward sweep of the foot with which
the conventional stage sailor accompanies his bow, a movement
that prevailed generally in past generations, when "a bow and a
scrape" went together, and which, within the memory of living

persons, was made by boys to their schoolmaster with the effect

of wearing a hole in the floor. A motion so ungainly could never
have been intentionally introduced ; even if the artificial introduc-

tion of obeisance were possible. Hence we must regard it as the

remnant of something antecedent ; and that this something ante-

cedent was hnmiliating may be inferred from the phrase, "scrap-

ing an acquaintance," whir.h implies that the scrape was con-

sidered a mark of servility.— Westminster Review.

i

t

THE FRENCH SCREW-STEAMER LAROMIGUERE.
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RAILROAD ACROSS SOUTH AMERICA.

The Albany Evening Journal says, that Allan Campbell, Esq.,

who surveyed and superintended the construction of several rail-

roads in South America, has been engaged to make a reconnois-

sance of a projected route from Mendoza, on the eastern base of

the Andes, to Montevideo, on the Atlantic. The distance is

about six hundred miles, and with the roads already built west of

the Andes, will create a railroad communication across the South

American continent, broken only by that chain of mountains. He

has commenced the survey. With a line of railroad through

North and South America and across the Isthmus, the communi-

cation between the Atlantic and Pacific will be tolerably well

provided for ; all that then would be required to perfect it would

be a ship canal across the Isthmus, a scheme which is not yet

given up by sanguine minds, notwithstanding the adverse reports

of its practicability.

I »»» >

Status of Webster.—The celebrated American sculptor,

T. Ball, has just completed at his studio in this city, a model in

plaster, of a colossal statue of the late Hon. Daniel Webster.

The figure is six feet five inches in height, and sufficiently exceeds

the size of life in its other proportions to appear lifelike when

elevated in air, or positioned in any very large room. It is in citi-

een's costume ; the left hand resting upon a pedestal—the front of

which presents a capitol, supported by an American eagle. Un-

der this are the thirteen stars, and the folds of the American flag

falling perpendicularly to the base of the pedestal.

4 ^.^ »

Cuba.—We are glad to see that the public voice is so unani-

mous touching the necessity of immediate action in relation to

this island. No reasonable person doubts that it must sooner or

later belong to this country, and the sooner our government " an-

nex " it the better.

SFLINTEES.

.... A slave in Charleston, S. C, was lately arrested and pun-

ished for quite a successful career of forgery in small checks.

.... Female society is one of the greatest influences that oper-

ate on man. More characters are formed by it tlian by any other.

.... The Czar of Russia was married in 1817 to the sister of

the present King of Prussia, and is of the age of Edward Everett.

.... It is something to go ahead ; but in going ahead it is well

to know where your head is going to.

.... It is estimated that the annual value of the silk goods ex-

ported from Lyons, France, to the city of N. York, is $2.5,000,000.

.... Mr. Haight, of Lafayette, N. Y., and his daughter, died

in consequence of using white lead bought for sala;ratus.

.... The Sunday school scholars of Philadelphia have con-

tributed a splendid block of marble to the Washington Monument.

.... Counterfeiters, wo rejoice to see, are lately being detected

wherever they attempt to practise their rascally deceptions.

.... Orders liave been received by the Brooklyn Navy Yard to

complete the construction of the sixty four gun ship, the Sabine.

.... Emigrants are flocking to this country in larger numbers

than usual. New York port statistics show heavy results.

.... Hay is so scarce in some parts of Canada that cattle have

died for want of it. It has been selling for $45 per ton.

.... The half-witted fanatics in Winchester, Mass., failed in

their attempt to reform the Bible out of the district schools.

.... In the late contests on the banks of the Danube the Turks

have shown themselves prompt, courageous, and good soldiers.

.... Santa Anna does not enjoy a very peaceable life. Wlien

he is not cock-fighting, he is engaged in a bloody civil war.

.... Five cent savings banks are being established in various

parts of Massachusetts. They should always pay sL^i per cent.

.... Captain Foote, an esteemed and deserving naval oflieer,

was recently accidentally drowned in the Baltic.

.... The government of Canada have taken the music hall at

Quebec for the use of the next silling of Parliament.

.... One of the best citizens of Liberty, Va., bus been taken

to a lunatic asylum, having been made crazy by the "rappings."

Three out of five handsome stone pillars of the PonUinJ
customhouse have been broken in their removal.

Leonard Houslct shot himself dead at Hameltown, Ohio,

because the mould in which he was running candles leaked

!

THE COURSE OF EMl'lRE.

This series of paintings, by the lamented Colo, one of the most

poetical of our landscape painters, is now on exhibition at the

Athenajum gallery in this city, comprising a portion of the series

to which we have once before alluded. The first scene is a rich

and romantic landscape. A rocky promontory, around the sum-

mit of which the clouds are playing, is washed at the base by the

dashing waves of an arm of the sea. In the foreground are rocks

and caves, shaded by primeval groves. Some half-clad hunters,

armed with primitive weapons, are pursuing beasts of the chase

—

the design of the painting evidently representing man in the sav-

age state. In the second scene civilization has advanced. Pas-

toral life has succeeded to the savage state. Flocks and herds

are browsing on the luxurious herbage, while the smoke of sacri-

fices rises from rude altars. A geometrician is drawing figures in

the sand, and a young artist making his first rude attempts at

delineation, the same rocky promontory marking the identity of

the scene.

In the third picture we have an illustration of an empire at the

zenith of its glory ; along the shores of the bay, at the base of

the well known promontory, splendid palaces and public buildings

extend their imposing colonnades of spotless marble. A stately

temple rises in majesty upon an eminence. In the cool shadows

of the cultivated trees marble statues mark the perfection of the

arts. The tranquil waters, which in the savage state bore only

rude canoes, now play beneath the gilded prows of sumptuous

galleys, whose silken sails and shivering pennons dally with the

breeze, and the arm of the sea is spanned by the gigantic arches of

a colossal bridge. It is a day of festival and banquet, and the bal-

conies of the houses are thronged with men and women gorge-

ously apparelled. Over the bridge pours a long procession of

troops, mingled with maidens, flower crowned, and bright with

all the pomp, pride and circumstance of glorious war. Victory,

wealth, luxury have heaped the cup of empire to the brim. The

scene seems too brilliant, the pageant too gorgeous to endure !

The fourth act of the great drama is supposed to pass like the

others, after an interval of years. Luxury and eff'eininacy have

done their work, and a change has come over the brilliant scene.

A barbarian army has gained possession of the city, and a fierce,

lurid sky hovers over the scene of desolation. The long line of

palaces, on the right hand of the bay, are crumbling beneath the

devouring flames of a dreadful conflagration, while a desperate

fight is going on upon the bridge, the centre of wliich is crumbling

to pieces, bearing hundreds of combatants to a watery grave. Gal-

leys on fire, men struggling in the water, women and chiklien put

to the sword, old men perishing, beautiful maidens flinging them-

selves from parapets to escape their brutal pursuers, a colossal

statue mutilated and looming up against the flames, tlie type of

destruction, make up a scene which appals the spectators

.

The fifih and last picture brings a sense of relief, sad and lonely

as it is. Long years have passed away, but we recognize the

scene by the rocky promontory, the ruined arches of the bridge,

the outline of the shore ; but man has passed away and his works

are crumbling into nothingness. A mutilated column, over which

the ivy flings its tendril, hero and there a scattered capitol, or

mouldering step, or heap of hewn stone, alone indicate that this

was once the scene of busy and ambitious life. Over all, the

calm full moon, climbing through the misty heaven, pours her

light harmoniously on the objects of the landscape, bathing them

in sad refulgence.

The story is told—the lesson imparted—the moral complete.

The perishing character of human works, the destructive nature

of human passions, the enduring character and imperishable

sublimity of God's handiwork, above all, are delineated.

Thb Washington Monument.—The work upon this struc-

ture was resumed a short time since for the season, and is slowly

progressing, there being about thirty men employed upon it. The
height of the column is now one hundred and fifty-two feet, and

probably thirty feet will be added the coming summer and fall.

The height, when finished, it will be remembered, is to be five

hundred feet, and it will be fifty-five square at the base, and thir-

ty-three at the top, with a vacuum inside for the reception of a

stair-case, etc., of twenty-five feet square. About one hundred

and ninety stones have been contributed hitherto by States, cities

and associations, of wliicli but seventy have as yet been introduced

into the work. These are arranged in such a manner as to be

visible to the visitor who ascends the staircase.

-«—•••—»-

Who would bb an Empekor 1—Louis Napoleon finds it ne-

cessary for his imperial safety to surround himself with a body-

guard. It consists of one hundred men and twenty-six oflicers.

Tlie men are noncommissioned officers in the army, must be five

feet six at least, and receive twelve hundred francs a year. Their

duties are never to ((uit the emperor for a single instant ; to watch

at his door when he sleeps, and generally to keep up a svstein of

inspection, which, to a private person, would be an annoyance.

-—•••—»-

A Warning.—Three men died at Louisville, Ohio, recently,

from drinking whi-;key, in which had been put too lar^je a portion

of strychnine, a poison used, it is taid, in order to increase the

yield by some distillers.

-*^^*m> >

Personal.—Madame Thillon, with Iludson, and Madame
Bishop, with Bochsa, are giving concerts in the up country towns
of California witli marked success.

I i**^

PERFUME OF FLOWERS.

Procure a quantity of the petals of any flower that has an

agreeable flavor ; card thin layers of cotton wool, which dip into

the Florence oil ; sprinkle a small quantity of fine salt on the

flowers, and place layers of cotton and flowers alternately until

an earthen or wide-mouthed glass vessel is quite full. Tie the

top close with a bladder, and lay the vessel in a south aspect, ex-

posed to the heat of the sun, and in fifteen days, when opened, a

fragrant oil may be squeezed away from the whole mass, little

inferior (if roses are made use of) to the dear and highly-valued

otto or odor of roses.

< »-» >

Authoritt.—John Q. Adams, in one of his diplomatic par

pers, said that it was no loss certain than it was a political neces-

sity, that Cuba's destiny should be united to the destiny of the

American Union. Edward Everett, Ex-President Fillmore, and

Caleb Cushing now endorse this sentiment, and President Pierce

gives it his countenance.

< ^*^ »

Cause and Effect.—The most expensive article yon can

wear is a coat out at the elbows. It is extraordinary the number

of odd things you never dreamt of that you will be called upon to

pay in consequence of that coat

!

MAHUIAGES.
In thi.s city, by Rev. Dr Gannett, Mr. Benjamin V. Sawyer, of Boston, to

Miss Elizabeth V. Blood, of Bucksport, Me.

By liev. Mr. Streeter. Mr Caleb S Johnson to Miss Susan B. Thomson.

By Rev. Mr kield, Mr William Beeching to Miss Caroline A. Bragdon.

By Rev. Mr. King, Mr Mark Spinney, of KitUry, Me., to Miss Mary E.

Grecnough. of Portsmouth, N. H.
By Rev. Mr. Burliugbam, Mr. Benjamin Moody, of Charlestown, to Mias

Mary A. Small.

At Dover, Mass.. by ReT Mr. Haskell, Mr. Joseph E. Baldwin, of Murtings

Va., to Miss A. Maria Bigelow. of Dover.

At Bri.^tol, by Rev. Mr. Strowt, Mr. Charles Emery, of Chelsea, to Miss Sa

rah A., daughter of James Perkins, Esq.

At Waltham, bv Rev Mr. Frost, Mr. George E. Emerson, of Assabel, TW».,

to Miss Jane M. Ilarrinmn, of Chatham, N. H.

At Braintree. by Edward Potter, Esq., Mr. Nathaniel M. Jackman to Miss

Dolly A., daughter of Daniel Potter, E«q., both of Salem.

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Eddy, Mr. Stephen 3. Bragdon, of Sidney, Me., to

Miss Anna E. Brown.
At Newburyport, by Rev. Mr. Fiske, Mr. George E. Currier to Miss Harriet

N. Hartlett.

At Haveihill. by Rev. Mr. Plummer, Mr. John C. Uoyt, of West Amesbury
to Miss S. Uodkiu.

At Providence, R. I., by Rev. Mr. Smith, Mr. John Schneider to Miss Char-

lotte K. Gates, both of Boston.

At Portland, Me., by Rev Mr. KcUogg, Mr. Henry A. Little to Miss Mary
A. Knight.

In .New York, by Rev. Mr. Taggart, Mr. William F. Archer to Miss Amanda
M. F. Weaver.

DEATHS.

Killing Time.—In the olden time we find that in a battle

between^the Turks and Templars, a dei/ and two hdylds were killed.

In this city. Mrs. Ilarriet, wife of Sargcut Severance: George Gushing, solS

of Samuel N. and Maria Dyer; Mrs. Susan B., wife of Mr. James F. Oault;

Mrs. Mary Vinton, mother of Rev. Alexander Vinton. 81 ; Widow Martha II.

Defrees. 50; Mies Kllen Voae Hunt, 23; Mrs. Elizabeth 3., wife of Charl«B 3.

Uolt. 34; Mr William Sanborn 44.

At Charlestown, Miss Mary liiordan. 60.

At Chelsea, Miss Julia Augufta Hurl»^y. 19.

At Abington, Mr Joseph VViikes, aged 76; Mr. Franklin Reed, 24.

At Lunenberg, Mr. Jotham Barry, of Charlestown, 70.

At Haverhill, Mrs. Nancy Rowe, 88.

At Nowburyport. Mi-s Sarah Woodman, 24; Mr. Moses Swett. 72.

At Worcester, Mrs. Caroline E., wife of Mr. Addison Taylor, 30.

At Upton, Mrs. Asenath L., wife of Mr. Frederic K. Lclaud, 37.

At Rutland Mr. Joseph Bigelow, 84
At Brookfield, Miss Catherine V. Crosby, 27.

At Amherst. Mr. John H. Bardwcll, 34.

At Lanesborough, Mr. Nathan Beers, 74.

At Plymouth, Capt. Lemuel Leach, 76; Mr. Adam Smith, 75.

At Taunton, Mrs. Caroline C. D , wife of Mr. George Drake, 49.

At Fall Kiver, Mr. John Rider, 41.

At Providence, R. I., Mr. William Henry Wilkinson, 43.

At Newington. N H , Mrs Elisa C, wife of Hev. Samuel Hoyt, 43.

At St. Johnsbury, Vt., Mr. Dean Jay. nephew of Judjje John Jay
At Trinidad, Cuba, Daniel Henchman. Jr , of this city, 21.

At Cairo, Egypt, Edward Erving Bigelow, of Watertown. 26.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

lilNES ON AN EARLY FLOWER.

Br T. D. WILKINS.

Frail, tiny flower, that on thy nodding stem

TJnfold'st thy budding petals to the air,

A jewel in the shining diadem.

To grace the brow of the young spring-queen fair,

Wliat called thee from thy deep and dreamy sleep ?

What wofee thee from thine earthy slumbers sound?

And bid thee from thy mother earth to creep,

And rise in beauty oVr the hardened ground,

Where yet the winter's blasts swept chillingly around?

Or didst thou hear the Spring-time's Toice afar,

Singing her songs in soft cadence? sweet.

And think to rise beneath her airy car,

And be the first thy mistress mild to greet?

Thou didst not know the whistling winds were rude,

As yet above the earth's bare breast they fly.

Ere yet the leaves have decked the mourning wood,

Or the blithe birds awoke their minstrelsy,

Thou didst not know that thou so soon wert doomed to die.

So e'en it is with our most cherished flowers,

That called by love into the world arise,

And open brightly in the morning hours.

Beneath the ratliance of youth's balmy skies.

And bloom awhile : but soon the earth grows cold,

Its chilling winds above them wildly sweep;

The fire that once their beaming eyes did hold.

Fades slowly out, and sinking into sleep,

They paiss away, gems far too bright for us to keep.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A TRAVELLING ADVENTURE.

BT FBANCIS A. DnRIVAGE.

"GLOEiors Rome!" exclaimed Miss Julia Brandon, as she

leaned back in the iravelliiig-t-airiage, beside her grouty old guar-

dian, Ebenczor Brown, Esq., alderman of the city of London, as

it slowly rolled upon its way from Terracina to Fondi, on the

route to Naples—"shall I never see thee again ?"

" Not with my consent," growled the old fellow. " Rome's a

humbug."

"What! St. Peter's'!" cried the young lady.

" Can't hold a candle to St. Paul's," grunted the alderman.

" And the Coliseum V
" Very much out of repair," said the alderman.

" The carnival V
" Nonsense !"

" The illumination V
"Stuff!"
" The pictures ?"

" Smoky daubs !"

" The artists 1"

" Pshaw ! now I know what you're thinking of—that con-

founded Claude Crayon, who was always dangling round you.

Do you know he had the impudence to ask my permission to pay

his addresses to you ?"

" And what did you tell him V inquired the young lady,

eagerly.

"I told him to go to the
—

"

" Hush !" said the young lady, putting her soft hand upon her

guardian's lips. " I'm ashamed of you."

"Pm ashamed of you/" retorted the alderman, "for thinking

twice of a shabby fellow without a penny—you who are to come
of age in tliree months and into the possession of fifty thousand

pounds."

The young lady was silent, and looked out of the carriage-

window.
" What a dark, gloomy valley this is we're passing through,"

she said, by way of changing the conversation. " It looks the

very place for brigands. I wish you'd taken an escort."

"Pshaw!" said the alderman. "I don't believe in robbers.

These stories of l)rigands are got up by the rascally, thieving Ital-

ians as an excuse for increasing the expense of travellers. But if

I am to be robbed, I'd rather be plundered by follows who make
it a regular profession, than by rogues who pick your pockets

under pretence of serving you. And the carbineers always run at

the first shot, and come l)ack when it is all over, to condole with

you and ask for driuk-money. Ilullo there ! Pietro !"

Pictro was the courier, and was riding on the box with the

coachman. On hearing his name called, he turned round promptly,

and answered, with his usual servile grin

:

"Excellency !"

" Did you load my pistols ?"

" Yes, your Iiighucss—and put them in the pockets of the

carriiige."

" All right, then. Drive on !"

But at this moment there was a crash ! and down came the car-

riage, nearly overturning in its fall. The coachman and courier

sprang up lightly, and wliile t!ie former saw to the horses, the

latter extricated the inmates of the carriage, more frightened tlian

hurt. The linch pins had come out, and two of the wheels had
rolled oft'—the harness was broken, and there was no getting on
till that lind been patclied up with ropes.

While the alderman was foaming and raving at the accident.

Miss Julia pulled out her drawing-book, and was beginning to

sketch the scene, when a shrill wliistle was heard. I'lie coachman
and courier, crying out, " the brigands !" crossed t .cmselvcs, and

fell flat upon their faces.

Four armed men in the picturesque costume the stage has made

us so familiar with, rushed from the bushes. Julia screamed.

Her guardian succeeded in getting out one of his pistols, and fired

at the foremost without hitting him. The robber knocked the

alderman's pistol from his hand and liis hat over his eyes, tripped

him up, and tied him hand and foot with a bit of rope.

He then threw his arm around Miss Brandon's waist, and fol-

lowed by his companions, hurried into the woods that clothed the

steep hill by the roadside.

" Fear nothing," he whispered ;
" it is I—Claude Crayon.

Don't you know me 1"

" Claude !" exclaimed the young lady, recognizing her lover in

spite of his disguise. "How could you do such a thing 1"

" Desperate cases require desperate remedies," replied the ar-

tist. " You were about to be lost to me forever—so my friends

and myself planned this rescue. I bribed the courier to draw the

bullets from your guardian's pistols—for I thought even v( u, ro-

mantic as you are, wouldn't wish me to hazard life and limb in

the adventure. The breaking down of the carriage was a part of

the programme. Now you shall decide my fate. If you love me,

you will fly with mo to Naples. There is a carriage waiting for

us at a turn of the road. If you cannot pardon my presumption,

say but the word—and I will restore you to your guardian."

" You knew how weak and yielding I was, and how I have suf-

fered from his imperious nature, or you wouldn't have acted as

you have done," wliispered Julia. " You knew you were par-

doned in advance. But you have spoiled all my romance—

I

thought we were attacked by real robbers, and not by masquera-

ders. Claude ! Claude !" she added, with a sudden change of

manner, " who is that 1"

Claude raised his eyes in the direction of hers, and beheld a

tall figure, in full brigand costume, advancing from the thicket,

carbine in hand, and bending his black brows upon them.

The young painter turned pale.

" Who are you V lie asked of the intruder.

" That question belongs to me, young gentleman," replied the

stranger, " since I find you wearing my livery and intruding on

my domain."

"You assume a lofty tone, sir," replied the artist. "Pray
whom have I the honor of addressing ?"

The stranger drew himself up to his full height. "Men call

mo," he replied haughtily, " men call me Fra Diavolo !"

Claude cast an agonized look at Julia, then threw his arm
around her waist, and drew a pistol from his vest-pocket.

"Put up that toy, young man !" cried the robber, in a voice of

thunder, "or I'll send a liuUet through that fool's head of yours.

Resistance is vain. Look around you."

Claude obeyed, and beheld, encircling the glade where they

stood, a number of ruflianly fellows armed to the teeth. He
dropped his pistol with a groan.

" You are free !" said the brigand, with a contemptuous smile.

" You are too poor a prize. A fairer one is ours. By forest law

this maiden is our own. It is rare that beauty's smiles begudle us

in our outlawry."

Julia turned deadly pale ; but the color mounted to the painter's

cheek, as he pressed her convulsively to his heart, and replied

:

"You must hack me to pieces before you lay a hand upon this

lady."

The brigand chief smiled—his manner and bearing were no

longer menacing
" You're a pack of cowardly humbugs !" cried a well-known

voice, as the alderman was brought into the ring by three stout

fellows, struggling and kicking. " Do you know who I am ">

I'm an Englishman—an alderman of the city of London. I'll

prosecute you ! You shall all be hung !"

Julia, forgetful of danger, flew to her guardian's side. His

captors released him, and, though short-winded and pursy, he

planted his back against a tree, and squared away in an attitude

that Tom Cribb would have envied.

" Bah !" said he, valorously, " you're a pack of cowards

!

Throw down your toasting-forks and popguns, and I'm a match

for you."

Fra Diavolo smiled and waved his hand. " Cease this foolery,

old man—and you, gentlemen, listen to me. I will show you

that Satan is not so black as he is painted. You will acknow-

ledge that you are completely in my power. Now I will mention

.the terms on which I will release you."

" I wont hear 'em !" shouted the Londoner. " There's a stat-

ute against compounding a felony."

" You, gentlemen," said the brigand to the artist and his com-

panions, " have received a warning against playing with edge-

tools. Stick to your own business in future. You, fair lady,

wished to see a real brigand. Behold him ! Outlawed from so-

ciety—a wanderer lilie the wild wolf in the forest—a man without

name, family or friends, save tliose wliose fortunes are as desper-

ate as his. When men sliall tell you of the crimes of Fra Diavolo,

remember that he restored you to love and happiness, wlicn he

might have made you his victim."

" There's something grand about the rascal, after all," cried

Mr. Brown. " Say how much you want, Mr. Diavolo, for letting

us all oil'—give it in round numbers, and you shall have a check

on my banker at Najilcs, and I'll never say a word aljout the

transaction. But I forget—you wouldn't dare to present the

check."

Fra Diavolo smiled.

" You are mistalien, signer—I have an account at a banker's

in Naples, and another in Rome."
" Humlnig!" muttered tlie alderman.

" But I'm in a generous mood, to-day," pursued tlie robber.

" Fortune h.is favored me of late, and I can afford to be so. You
sec that young fellow who has never taken his eyes off the signora.

Just now when I threatened her liberty, he was willing to lay

down his life for her."

" Was he ? I'm sorry to find him in league with you, then."

" We disavow him," said the bandit.

" It was a masquerading frolic to procure an interview with

Miss Brandon," said the artist.

" Well, signor," continued tlie brigand, "my terms are simply

these : give your consent to the marriage of this young couple.

They love each other, and it is out of your power to keep young

hearts that love asunder."

" Well—well—I consent," grumbled the alderman.

" I presume," said the chief, advancing, " that I may then con-

gratulate and salute the bride."

But Julia drew back with a shudder, and the artist's eyes

flashed fire.

For a moment an angry flush mounted to the robber's brow,

but it died away, and he said, with a melancholy smile

:

" Pardon me—I forgot myself I will impose no repulsive

conditions—and add only a prayer that none of yon will mention

a word about this interview."

He waved his hand in token of farewell, and then he and his

band vanished in the deep woods. The alderman, his ward, the

pa nter and his party, regained the carriage, which was now

righted, and they were soon en route for Naples, where the artist

and Julia were united in the presence of the British ambassador.

The adventure at Fondi was duly consigned to the bride's journal,

but it was not till Fra Diavolo's career had closed that she ven-

tured to impart it to her friends.

» ^ » »

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY BEN : PERLBt POORE.

[The following daily record of past events wiU be continued from week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the pa^t,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

MAT TWENTY-EIGHTU.

1546.—Cardinal Beaton assassinated at St. Andrews, by the

reformers.

1800.—Austrians defeated by the French at Pont du Var.

1807.—Professor Agassiz born in Switzerland.

1843.—Dr. Webster, the etymologist, died at New Haven,

aged 8.5.

18.52.—Tliomas Francis Meagher arrived at New York from

Van Diemen's Land.

MAT TWENTT-NINTH.

1660.—Restoration of Charles II., and re-establishment of the

British throne.

1736.—Patrick Henry born in Hanover county, Virginia.

1790.—Gen. Putnam died at Brooklyn, Conn., aged 72.

1814.—Josephine died at Malmaison, aged 49.

1848.—Wisconsin admitted into the Union.

MAY THIRTIETH.

1431.—Joan d'Arc, the Maid of Orleans, burnt by order of the

English.

1498.—Columbus sailed on his third voyage of discovery.

1744.—Alexander Pope, English poet, died, aged 56.

1764.—Gen. Warren commissioned Master of Massachtisetts

Grand Lodge.

1832.—Boston Masonic Temple dedicated.

MAT THIRTY-FIRST.

154.3.—Fernando de Soto died on the banks of the Mississippi.

1769.—Massachusetts Assembly protested against British ty-

ranny.

1800.—Murat conquered the Italians, at Turbigo.

1841.—Comencement of extra session of the 27th Congress.

1847.—Rev. Dr. Chalmers, a distinguished theologian, died

near Edinburgh, aged 69.

JUNE FIRST.

1666.—English fleet conquered that of Holland, under Van

Tromp.

1638.—Great earthquake throughout New England.

1792.—Kentucky ceded by Virginia and admitted into the Union.

1840.—Sir David Wilkie, Scotch artist, died at Gibraltar, aged

56 years.

18)2.—Submarine telegraph established between England and

Ireland.

JUNE SECOND.

1777.—Continental Congress planned by Samuel Adams.

1849.—Col. James Duncan died at Mobile, Ala., aged 38.

JUNE THIRD.

1840.—Steamer Unicorn an-ived at Boston, 18 days from Liv-

erpool—the "pioneer passage."

1843.—Revolution broke out in Spain.

1850.—Southern Convention met at Nashville, Tenn.

VAST SIZE OF LONDON ILLUSTR.4TED.

London extends over .an area of 78,026 acres, or 122 square

miles, and tlie number of its inhabitants rapidly increasing, was

two millions three lumdrod and si.>cly-two thousand two hundred

and thirty-six (2,362,236) on the day of tlie last census. A con-

ception of this vast mass of people may be formed by the fact

that, if the metropolis was surrounded by a wall, having a north

gate, a south gate, an cast gate, and a west gate, and each of the

four gates was of suflioient width to allow a column of persons to

pass out freely fijnr abreast, and a peremptory necessity required

the inimediiite evacuation of the city, it could not be accomplished

under fuur-aiul-twenli/ hours, by the expiration of which time the

head of each of the four columns would have advanced seventi/-Jioe

miles from their respective gates, close flle,yuiM' deep.

—

Cheslure.
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.

The loss of property on the Atlantic last year, according to

Lloyd's List, amounted to over $10,000,000. There have ar.

rived at Alexandria, Va., during the present season, upwards of

7000 tons of guano, and this supply is unequal to the demand.

It sells for about $48 to $50 per ton. James Montgomery,

the Sheffield poet, now in his eighty-third year, is editing a vol-

ume of miscellanies. The new factory at Biddeford, Me., is

to be from 400 to 500 feet in length by 80 feet in wijth, and five

stories in'height, capable of containing 50,000 spindles. It is

proposed to build the new Cambridge bridge sufficiently wide to

afl'ord room for a railroad track in addition to the usual passenger

track. A young married woman, in New York, named Sarah

O'Brien, being jealous of her husband, attempted to poison him

recently, but, failing in this, swallowed a vial of laudanum, from

the effects of which she died in a short time. A lump of pure

gold, weighing 27 pounds, has been found at Yankee Hill, near

Columbus, California, by a poor Italian. The first settlement

of the Great Miami Valley, at Dayton, Ohio, and the establish-

ment of the Richmond Enquirer, both occurred on the 10th of

Mry, fifty years ago. John Norton, formerly of Columbus,

Ga., drowned himself in Flint Kiver, near Albany, Ga., on the

15th ult. The catalogue of Harvard College for the present

term has been issued. The number of students in the various

departments is 699. Of these 329 are under-graduatcs. The

Venetian remedy for hydrophobia is vinegar. It is said that a

pint, taken morning, noon and night will cure it entirely. A
man named Fitzpatrick, who was at work in a well near Jame-

son's Mills, in Pickins county, Ala., was killed recently by the

caving in of the well. He was heard speaking an hour after the

accident, but was not got out till next day. The new iron

bridge across the Potomac, about six miles above Washington,

fell recently, and two men were killed. The private library

of W. E. Burton, actor, of New York, contains upwards of

17,000 volumes in all departments of literature, a large portion

of which are rare and choice editions and works. A gentle-

man named E. J. Meony, residing near Richmond, Va., was

killed recently by the accidental discharge of a gun in the hands

of his son. The Chinese have more sense in some respects

than they get credit for. It is considered so much a public

duty to marry and have children, that a bachelor of twenty is

treated with contempt. Diggings which pay $3 and $4 a day,

have been discevered on Russian River, California, about forty

mile? northwest of Sonora. The caloric steamer Ericsson

has been raised from the bottom and towed to the shore. She

must present the appearance of a submerged rat, but will no

doubt soon be as bright and trim as ever. Mr. Emiel Klett

committed suicide in Louisville, Ky., recently, by shooting him-

self with one of Colt's revolvers. The remains of the steamer

Erie, burned many years since on Lake Erie, will probably bo

raised. The parties who raised the U. S. steam frigate Missouri

in Gibraltar Bay have undertaken the job. It is said that the

Adams & Co. Express have over $800,000 in money uncalled for

at their diflFcrent offices. The city government of Providence

has voted to procure a steam fire engine at a cost of $7500.
'

The project for obtaining one of th9se steam fire engines for

Boston seems to have been abandoned, but for what reason the

public are not informed.

t »mm i

RELIC'S OF THE PAST.

At a shaft on Bourbon Hill, in Mariposa county, California, a

piece of charred oak wood was dug from the ground at a depth of

one hundred and ninety feet below the surface. At Albany Flat

a company at work on a side hill found, six feet below the sur-

face, directly above the ledge rock, a bowl about ten inches in

diameter, shaped like a washbowl, with a neatly fashioned handle,

the whole being carved out of a single solid piece of soft stone.

In a gulch near the Mokelumma River, some miners discovered

at a considerable depth in the ground, say some twenty feet, the

skull and jaw bone of a human being. The skull was small, and

with scarcely any forehead, the eyes being placed immediately

under the top of the skull. The jaw bone was large, and the

teeth perfect. Such records as these are all which arc left us by

which to recognize the races which thousands of years since were

born and lived and passed away, upon the shores of our western

continent.
< »•» >

CocuiTUATE AHEAD.—A committce of the City Council of

Philadelphia have lately tested the purity of the water in different

places by filtration, with a view of ascertaining tlie amount of

solid matter in a gallon. It was found that the Cochituate stands

at the head of the list of some dozen—a gallon of it containing

only 3.37 grains of solid matter (that is, vegetable and inorgan-

ic) ; of Croton, 10.93 grains ; of Schuylkill, used in Philadeljihia,

5.34 grains ; Lake Geneva, in Europe, 10. G4 grains; the Seine

at Paris, 12.74 grains ; and of the London companies', supplied

by the Thames, 21.46. It would seem from this that our Cochit-

uate is the finest water in the world.

Lake Ontario and Europe.—A Toronto journal states thsj

a mercantile house has chartered the splendid new bark Arabia

and taken 500 barrels of flour and 14,000 busiiels of wheat at To-
ronto, with which, after taking the rest of her cargo at Montreal,

she will proceed to Glasgow, Scotland. She is said to be the first

ship that has sailed for that port direct from Lake Ontario.

Duties on Sugar.—The Legislatures of Maine, Ohio, New
York and Illinois have passed resolutions recommending the re-

peal of the duties on sugar—and similar resolutions are before

the Legislature of Missouri.

tDagsibc ©atljcrlnga.

It takes 300,000 gold leaves to make an inch in thickness ; and
170,000 silver.

Advices from Turks Island state that in consequence of heavy
rains there was no salt to be had at any of the islands.

One McCall and his two sons killed Henry Rcase, with knives

and axes, because ho had broken their whiskey bottle.

An Indian woman died at Knight's Ferry, California, a short

time since, at the age of 142 years.

The elTorts to improve Truro harbor (Mass.) have been quite

successful. The channel has become deeper and narrower than

it was.

A youngster, coming home from his first terra at a boarding

school, on being asked what he had been feTl on, replied, " multi-

plication tables haslied and stowed subtraction."

The Eastern Railroad Company has leased the road now in

the course of construction between Portsmouth and Great Falls,

the stockholders to receive six per cent, on their capital stock.

The road will be completed in a few months.

There is now work enough for all. The individual who stands

idle acts from choice, not from necessity. Every man can find

something to do almost anywhere, and especially in the Western
States, 'rhere is no excuse for begging now-a days.

In that department of a newspaper, at which from time imme-
morial, it has been said tliat ladies first glance at—the record of

marriages and deaths—one of the California papers has introdu-

ced a new feature, the department being headed, " Marriages,

Deaths and Dicorces."

An attempt is to be made to remove certain rocks that now lie

a little below the Long Sault Rapids, in the St. Lawrence, and
obstruct navigation. Mr. Raastoif, who has been engaged in

blasting the rocks at Hellgate, New York, has arrived in Montreal

for the purpose.

The Fredericksburg (Va.) News says, it is universally admit-

ted that, throughout Eastern Virginia, there is the prospect and
promise of an unusually fine wlieat crop. The farmers say the

weather so far has been very much what it was in 1851, when the

crop was very large.

There is an eccentric man in Rochester, N. Y., who, although

in excellent health, has made every preparation for the disposition

of his body after death. He has procured his coffin and placed it

under his bed, to be a constant monitor on each returning night

that he is one day nearer the final goal.

A Mr. Edmonton, in McCracken county, Ky., recently, on sit-

ting down to breakfast discovered the biscuit of an unusual color;

called his cook and re(iuested her to eat one of them, which she

did very reluctantly, and died in fifteen minutes afterwards from

the effects of the poison she intended for her master and mistress.

The annual report of the Trustees of the Sate Reform School

at Westboro' represents that nearly 400 boys were inmates of that

institution at the close of the year ; 262 were committed during

the year, 239 were discharged, 3 escaped, 5 died, and 22 who had
been apprenticed to masters were returned to the school.

The Russian American Company have at San Francisco a mil-

lion of dollars, derived from sales of merchandize sent therefrom

Sitka ; there being at present no safe way of sending the money
to St. Petersburg the company are obliged to allow it to remain
on deposit in the United States.

-«—»••--

iToRign 3t£m0.

Accounts from Circassia state that the insurrection against

Russia is becoming general among all the warlike tribes of Cau-
casus.

Among the marriages which are shortly to be celebrated in Paris

is that of tlio daughter of Francis P. Corbyn, of Va., to the

Count Dampierre, of Paris.

Twelve Russian merchant ships have been captured by British

frigates; six of which have arrived in England, and the crews
liberated on parole, not to serve against England or France.

Recent letters from Tahita state that drunkenness and de-

bauchery now reign in that once beautiful island, upon which the

French "forced their priests and brandy at the cannon's mouth.

The great strike at Preston, England, has at length ended, after

continuing tliirty-six weeks. On the 1st of May the operatives

returned to their work without the increase which they had been,

contending for.

It is expected that the contribution taken up in the churches in

England on the occasion of the late national fast, in behalf of the

wives, widows and children of the soldiers and sailors in service

in the war with Russia, will amount to $500,000. About $40,000
was contributed in London.

A short time since the king and queen of Spain went through
the usual ceremony of washing the feet of twelve old men and
twelve old women, and of afterwards serving them at dinner. A
crowd of the privileged assembled at the palace to witness this

singular scene.

It is stated as a fact, that Mr. Anderson, the " Wizard of the

North," had the honor of lending to Prince Louis Napoleon in

London, when the fortunes of the latter were not in the ascen-

dant, the sum of five hundred pounds. The debt has since been
discharged with interest.

The small theatres of Paris are reaping rich har\'ests from the

Turkish war, and are nightly delighting thousands of people with
stage shows of Turkish Emirs, Cossack troops and French allies,

which last invariably turn the tide of battle and sweep the Rus-
sians from the field amid the enthusiastic plaudits of the excited

crowd.

James Montgomery, the poet, died at his residence in Sheffield,

England, on the 3!)th ult., at tho advanced age of nearly eighty-

three years. His death was sudden and unexpected. 'Two days
previous he appeared perfectly well, presided at the weekly board
of the infirmary, and walked home, a distance of more than a
mile.

The Senate of Hamburg has issued a proclamation, making
known that no privateers, without respect of the .flag or the let-

ters of marque which they may bear, whether with or without
prizes, will be admitted in Hamburg roadsteads or harbors, ex-

cept in case of distress of weather being proved. The Senate of
Lubeck has issued a similar proclamation.

A dreadful catastroi)he occurred in tho English Channel, at 2
o'clock on the morning of the 28th ult. The American barque
Hesper, of Charleston, S. C, for Antwerp, came in collision with
tho Bremen barque Favorite, Capt. Uoqueman, from Bremen for

Baltimore, with 180 passengers. At daybreak nothing was seen
of the Favorite, which, no doubt, sunk immediately with all on
board.

£ianb3 of (Kolir.

.... Mystery and innocence are not akin.

—

Ilosea Bcdlou.

Slight small injuries and they will become none at all.

—

Fuller.

.... Night—when good men rest and infants sleep.

—

Joanna

Baillie.

.... Joy is an exchange; joy flies monopolists; it calls for

two ; rich fruit ! Ilcaven-planted ! never plucked by one.— Young.

.... Many are ambitious of saying grand things, that is of be-

ing grandiloquent. Eloquence is speaking out—a quality few es-

teem and fewer aim at.

—

Hare.

The science of legislation is like that of medicine in one
respect—that it is far more easy to point out what will do harm
than what will do good.— Colton.

He who thinks he can find within himself the means of
doing without others is much mistaken ; but he who thinks that

others cannot do without him is still more mistaken.

—

La lioclie-

Jhucauld.

.... I look upon enthusiasm in all other points but that of re-

ligion, to bo a very necessary turn of mind ; as, indeed, it is a vein

which nature seems to have marked with more or less strength ia

tho tempers of most men.

—

FUzusborne.

.... The reasou why great men meet with so little pity or at-

tachment in auvcrsity, would seem to be this. The friends of a
great man were made by his fortunes, his enemies by himself,

and revenge is a much more punctual paymaster than gratitude.
— Colton.

« »» »

J'okEr's Subget.

"What are you writing such a big hand for, Patt" "Why you
see that my grandmother is dafe, and I'm writing a loud letther

to her."

Russia, enraged with Turkey for having been the cause of de-

priving her of her markets for tallow, revenges herself by stirring

up Greece I

Aunt Ploddyboddy is delighted to learn by the arrival of the

Baltic, that " the Czar refuses to treat." She thinks he will next
be joining a temperance society.

"The Turkish quarrel smells in the nostrils of Europe," says
an indignant journalist. No wonder, while one party is an Otto
man and die other a Musky wight.

Our boy, William, who believes that England and France will

eventually betray Turkey, says that they are "stuffing Turkey,"
that they may have a good feast oft" of it.

The Golden Horn is a key-bugle. The Emperor Nicholas
would like to have it just to play a tune upon ; for be must, we
should say, by this time be tolerably tired of blowing his own
trumpet.

John Randolph met a personal enemy in the street one day,
who refused to give him half the sidewalk, saying that he never
turned out for a rascal. "I do!" said Randolph, stepping aside,

and politely raising his hat; " pass on, sir, pass on, sir!"

What is a pawnbroker'? A chess-player, who checkmates soci-

ety with a " pawn." Does he give any entertainment in honor of
his business? Yes—three balls. No dinner? None—with him
it is " Lent " all the year round.

GLEASON'S PICTOEIAL, BOUND.
TVe have Tolumes I., 11., Til., IV., and V. of the Pictorial, elegantly

bound in cloth, and with gilt fxiges; forming superb and most attractive
parlor ornaments iu the shape of a series of books of 416 pages each, and
each Vol. cont-aining nearly 1000 engravings of men, manners, and current
events all over the world; of scenery in all parts of the globe; of famous
cities and beautiful villages; of pageants at home and abroad; of fine mari-
time views ; and, in short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive
subjects; with title-pages and indexes.

Besides the many illu5tration5, they embrace in their pages a va^t amount
of original tales, sketches, poems, and novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current news record of the times; altogether forming aa
exceedingly novel and elegant series for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.
For sale at our office, and at all the periodical depots throughout the

Union. 1 vol., $3; 2 vols., $5; 3 vols., $7; 4 vols., $9; and 5 vols., $10.

THE FLAG OF OUIl UNIOI^.
AX ELEGANT, MORAL AND KEFIXED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,
devoted to pnlite literature, wit and humor, prcse and poetic gems, and origi-
nal tales, written expressly for the paper. In politics, and on all sectarian
questions, it is strictly neutral; therefore making it emphatically,
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It contains tho foreign and domestic news of tho day, so condensed an to
pre-wnt the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertisements ara
admitted to the paper, thus ollcring the entire sheet, which is of

T H E MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instriiction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that eipcrlence can suggest, forming an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper In
the Uuion, with the exception of Gle.\soss 1'ictorul.
The Flao is printed on fine white paper, with new and beautiful type, and

contains 1240 squaie inches, being a large weekly paper of eight euper-royal
quarto pages.

-^ i
j

TESMS t-raVAEIABLY IN ALVAHTCE.
1 subscriber, one year, 82 00
4 subscribers, " ' ** .... "^7
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"* ' 15 00

One copy of The Flao of ocr Unio^, and one copy of Gijl4S0N'b Pictorul,
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•% ^'^ Flag can be obtnined at any of the nnrspaper depots in th* Vnited
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F. GLEASON,
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NAPOLEON'S TOMB.

The representation herewith

given illustrates the present state

of Napoleon's grave. The place

is inclosed with iron raihngs,

upon which is placed a thatched

roof, te prevent the rain from

filling the vault during the sea-

son of heavy rain. The descent

into the tomb is by a short lad-

der kept for the accommodation

of visitors, hundreds of whom
have scribbled their names upon

the stone; the sunken space at

the bottom, in which the coffin

was deposited, still remains.

The willow, beneath which Na-

poleon used often to sit, in con-

sequence of so many persons

carrying away portions of the

tree as relics, has become a leaf-

less and decayed stump. The

willow that still droops over the

opposite end of the grave is a

scion of the above tree. The

sentry-box is here, but the " beat"

of the sentinel has long been

grass-grown, and aids tlic soli-

tude and desolation of the scene.

AN OLD PARISHIONER.

The Portsmouth (N. H.) Jour-

nal, among other interesting re-

miniscences connected with the

Old North Church, a structure

recently taken down, in that city,

relates the following singular in-

stance of constancv and devotion

to the Church. Parallel cases are

rare : "Among the regular occu-

pants of pews in the gallery, we

omitted to mention the name of

Richard Fitzgerald. He says that

his parents told him that he first

went to meeting with them in

April, 1774. He was present on

the last day when the services

were performed in the church, in
, . , , , , „„„„

April 1854, in his gallery scat, from which he has scarcely ever

been absent of a Sabhatli for many years—thus oompleting eighty

years' attendance. Mr. Fitzgerald still lives in the same ho.i^c in

which he was born, and in his garden is still flourishing a damask

rose bush which he placed there himself over seventy years ago.

He has reared himself a family of six .liildrcn, nearly all of whom

arrived to maturity of age. They have all passed a^yny, and now

to use his own expressive language, ' I am like an old tree, bowed

down with age, branchless and alone.' " The old cnurch, which

for more than a century has gathered within its sacred aisles its

multitude of worshippers, has given way before the march of pro-

gress, and will probably soon be supplanted by a structure accord-

ing more with the spirit and taste of the present age.

THE TOMB OF NAPOLEON, AT ST. HELENA.

A COTTAGE SCENE.

Everv one will picture his own story on glsncir.g at t!ie very

expns-'ivc illusfiation below. The two contrasts lu the scene are

the emptv pewter mug upon the floor and tlie open Bible upon

the .iihle "from whence ihe good man has- just risen after reading

aloud to the repentant inebriate. The s.iualid appearance of this

scene will ^oon be changed, repentance will do its work rum w;ill

he banished, and no longer rule the father with a rod o '^n in-

dustrv will smile upon this humble home, and want shall Hec rom

its doors ; a hap,,v'wife and cheerful offspring shall glad the fa.ther

heart, and cheer him after the day's tod, and he w.U ^>"K '''^'^

the day when that good man came and read to him the B,-!!.-, and

showed him the straight and narrow way that leadeth to happmess.

TIIE KNOITT.

Of all punishments, the knout

is the most severe and sangui-

nary ; but it is seldom inflicted,

except for crimes of the deepest

dye. Death frequently ensues in

consequence of the pains taken

by the judicial authorities in Rus-

sia to perfect the executioners in

their horrid occupation. "The

knout is a heavy thong, as thick

as a man's wrist, and weighing

from two to three pounds ; the

lash of leather, about the breadth

of a broad tape, and narrow'mg

at the end; and the handle is

about two feet long. The place

usually chosen at St. Petersburg

for the infliction of the knout is

an open, muddy plain, near the

river Neva, and the execution is

always attended with a military

guard of Cossacks and other

troops. As soon as the culprit

arrives at the platform, a paper

is read aloud which contains a

description of his crime and the

sentence of the court before which

he has been tried. Inordinary

cases, the criminals, each in their

turn, are fastened to an inclined

post, having a ring at the top, to

which the head is so tightly fixed

by the means of a rope, as to pre-

vent the patient from crying out.

The two hands are then closely

tied on either side ; at the bottom

the feet are secured by means of

two rings, the back is then bared

to the waist, and the executioner

commences his duty. As a proof

of their dexterity, a wager was

laid by two Russian noblemen

relative to the professional talents

of two of them, and an eye wit-

ness relates the following to be

the result :
" The person who won

the bet gained it by the following

feat. He placed his companion arm's length from h'™.
^""J

"°-

dertook to strike two hundred times without '"J"^!^'
^^^^^

a. ea,li blow promising to bring away a P'eee of h'^ '
Af^terward

he actually did without even a scratch on his body- /™rwara

be lifted his weapon, and in a playful manner «PPf7„^. °
^^^^^e

slight fl,p toward^he man, without hardly
^^'^"J'^f

'° '""^y •*

body; but on inspecting it, a wound at least
^ f'>°';,7/„^,'^;'hieh

length .vas perceived, bearing an exact resemblance to one which

milht have been given by a razor or
°''?<='-j'>X

" ™",id kill

two men stated that without any remarkable effort hey coum Km

he strongest man whh o.ily three blows of this instrument^ So

expert a^e the executioners that they '^'^n handle the k^out more

readily than our coachmen their whip3.-Scen« i/i /Jas^<a-

f

A COTTAGE St;E-NE. THE BiiiLli.
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GOVERNOR .lOHIV WINTIIROP.

Below we give a portrait of one of the earliest ot our Puritan

governors, the Hon. John Winthrop. All historical accounts rep-

resent him as a man of sterling judgment and integrity of char-

acter ; whose fidelity in all the relations of social life, and faith-

ful management of his public trusts made his example one of

great influence. It is a matter of pleasant retrospect to the

descendant? of those nohlc pioneers in the cause of liberty and

independence who laid the foundations of our national character,

often to recur to them, and from time to time to portray the

prominent characteristics of that band of wortliies who in all time

will be the objects of exalted regard to their descendants, and

the memory of whom will be cherished with affection, while

thai sentiments shall hold a place in the Iiuman heart. By

some strange mistake nearly all the early historians of New
England have called Winthrop the first governor of the colony of

Massachusetts Bay ; but nothing can be more certain than that

John Endicott has the honor of first acting in that capacity.

Endicott was chosen by the company in England, before they

removed the seat of authority to . Massachusetts Bay, and Win-

throp was elected first after the transfer ; but he also was elected

in England, and Endicott served a full year before Winthrop

came to tliis country. John Winthrop was born June 12th, 1587,

in Groton, Suff'olk county, Eni;land, and received in early life

the best cdu&ition that England could afl"or^I. He was bred to

tlic law, but being religiously inclined, did not devote himself

with energy to the profession. He had become a convert to the

faith of the early Puritans, and resolved to devote his fortune to

the infant church of New England. He converted his large estate

into money, and having been elected governor of the Massachu-

setts colony, he embarked for America at tlic age of 42, and

arrived at Salem June 1 2th, 16.10, and immediately entered upon

his duties as governor. On the removal of the seat of govern-

ment to Boston, he took up his residence there until his death,

March 2Gth, 1649. Governor Winthrop came to New England

possessed of considerable wealth, but died poor ; being of a bener-

olent disposition, he gave freely, and devoted his time, intellect

and fortune to the sacred cause. In our picture below we have •

portrait of him in the centre ; on the right, a Puritan of his day in

the costume of that puriod, and on the left, an Indian, represent-

ing the two classes who peopled this country during his time, and

below, a view of an early Puritan settlement.

''H,\-^\\\J;\\iW

IN HONOR OF THE BIRTHDAY OF GOVERNOR JOHN WINTHROP, BORN JUNE 12, 1587.
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[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

^11 If111 ifjiifi©:
— OR, THE

CAPTAIN OF THE SWISS GUARD.

BY CHARLES G. KOSENBEEO.

[CONTINCED.]

CHAPTER XII.—[coxTiNUED.]

The face of Guiseppe Scarlatti, himself, caught the light more

strongly upon its outlines than did any other object, and its sin-

gular and almost grotesque character might have induced one to

believe that it wa.s the carved image of an old faun, were it not

for the roguish and maliciou.s twinkle of the eye which played

and flashed almost incessantly, while the rest of the features were

perfectly motionless.

" I have not discovered where she is."

" No !" cried Guilio, as he started to his feet; "then why did

you not send to
—

"

" Because that would have been useless, signor. Sit down and

listen to what I have to say."

Guilio obeyed the imperative motion of Scarlatti's hand, as he

continued :

" It would be better, perhaps, that you should hear it from the

men who accompanied them. Shall I call them ? They are

without."

" No," answered the Roman; "let me hear it from yourself.

But at once, I implore you."

The bandit smiled bitterly.

"How impatient love ever is !" he muttered ; and then he went

on. "At the post-house, a quarter of a mile from where he stopped,

Delia Torre procured another carriage. During his brief absence

the Signora Anna, and the old lady who had been stolen with her,

—a very curious taste he must have to steal . an old woman of

sixty," interjected Scarlatti,
—" prayed and entreated my men to

allow her to fly. She offered them her jewels, moneys-enough to

make them rich for life—would they only permit hur to escape."

" Why did they not do so ?" passionately demanded Castelli.

" Because they had no orders from me to do so," answered the

bandit ;
" because they knew that theirs would have been an ex-

tremely short shrift when I once knew it."

Ho paused, as if for Castelli to answer him ; but finding he did

not, he continued speaking :

" When Delia Torre returned with the carriage which he had

procured, they were compelled to enter it ; and for the first four

miles, the men who rode beside it heard loud voices within.

These by degrees died away, and all within the carriage was still,

and early on the following morning they arrived at Terracina.

To the astonishment of Paulo,—for the other is a fool, and is

never astonished at anything,—Delia Torre and the ladies drove

up to the principal hotel, and there he dismounted and inquired

for rooms. Certainly, they could have a magnificent parlor—all

the parlors in a hotel are magnificent—and two chambers adjoin-

ing it. Delia Torre handed the ladies out of the carriage, paid

my men the remainder of the sum which it had been stipulated

he should give me for my assistance, and then returned into the

jnn. Paulo and his companion went to an acquaintance of mine
who does business for us, and there breakfasted. Poor fellows, a

"bottle of brandy had been all they had since seven on the preced-

ing evening. Some two hours afterwards they again made up
their minds to return. One of them thought it miglit be best to

inquire whether Delia Torre intended stopping there. It was
Paulo, of course. You know that subsequent bu.siness, as indeed

it proves now, might have required that knowledge. Paulo is

essentially a man of the world ; he ought to be my lieutenant

;

but muscle is a great advantage to authority, and so the Hercules,

who is wailing for his supper, is. However, Delia Torre was

already gone, and what is more singular, the two ladies had ac-

companied him. 'And on which roadl' asked Paulo. The waiter

was an old friend of his, and ho had occasionally taken a purse or

two ; but in a contemptible way. Being a coward, he hesitated.

Paulo slipped a scudi into his hand ; the love of money overcame

him, and he chuckled ns he said, ' The road to Naples !' They
Immediately turned from the door of the hotel, and presented

themselves before me this morning, having occasion to do a little

business on their road which somewhat detained them."

Guilio had listened to the details that Scarlatti had given him
with amazement. What power could Bernardo so suddenly have
acquired over Anna Brigni f What was it whicli could have in-

duced her so suddenly to accompany him from Terracina? Did
she—but no ! that was absolutely impossible—at least, so he fan-

cied. He then looked at Scarlatti, wlio had been curiously watch-
ing the change and emotion traced upon his face.

" Well, what do you intend doing V he asked. " The soprano
would seem to have suddenly grown reconciled to the scoundrel.

He, of course, must be the ba.sso—bassi are always scoundrels,"

muttered the ex-vocalist. " Has my employment in this matter
ended V

" By no means !"

" I am glad to hear that," replied Scarlatti. " One cannot
skilful financier ns one may be—every day manage to pick up
two thousand scudi."

" We will proceed to Terracina."

"Most certainly, if you wish it."

"And that instantly."

" O, no, signor 1 Wo shall have to wait while our worthy lieu-

tenant is refreshing his inner man. Besides, Paulo, and my name-

sake, G.iiicppe, are both excellent trencher-men. You will excuse

their intrusion, I feel certain. I will take the liberty of calling

them. Hallo, Andrea \"

" Well I" roared, rather than spoke, the ferociously hungry voice

of Scarlatti's lieutenant.

" You can enter if you will."

Andrea rushed rather than strode into the tomb. He bounded

towards the empty platter, seized it, looked into it, and groaned

audibly. Paulo had sprung on the quarter of spring mutton, and

had already commenced carving huge coUops from it ; the name-

sake of Scarlatti heaped more wood upon the fire. Andrea bent

over it, and looking like a famished bear, commenced cooking the

steaks. Castelli felt oppressed by the dense and heavy atmosplierc

in the tomb—still more, perchance, by the bustle of so savage a

life as that which he saw around him ; and he rose and stole out

into the open air.

When, in half an hour, he again entered the tomb, Guiseppe

was stretched upon the floor sleeping, and the other three had fin-

ished the quarter of the sheep between them. Its bare bones were

scattered upon the rough and uneven earth, which formed the

floor of that rude chamber, and three or four emptied bottles

were strown upon the ground. They were engaged in drinking.

Paulo, who, as far as Guilio could see by the light of the fire that

had again burnt low, was a sensible-looking and handsome little

rascal, with prodigiously broad shoulders, intimated to Andrea

that he had better wake the captain.

Andrea complied with his request, and bending over him laid

his hand upon his shoulder. The latter yawned, stretched out his

arms, swore a fierce oath or two, and rose. Then he saw the

Roman gentleman standing near to him. With the bow and the

smile of the man of the world, he murmured an apology, and led

the way into the open air. In five minutes more, Guilio's horse

—

to which Andrea had administered some of that mixed provender

which is generally used by the Roman jockies—was bounding

over the Cjimpagna. They were upon the road to Terracina.

CHAPTER XIII.

THE ABDUCTION.

Wb must once more return to our heroine, Anna Brigni. Our

readers may remember that it was in the second street from the

Teatro Aliberto that the carriage h.ad been stopped. At that hour

—she had left the theaD-o it may be remembered at a quarter to

nine—this thoroughfare was but little frequented. It was in con-

sequence of this that Beraardo Delia Ton-e had selected it as the

scene of the coup de main which ho had determined upon attempt-

ing. The door of the carriage was thrown open and a cavalier

entered. Such was the darkness of the street in which they then

were, that she was unable to discern who it was. She cried out,

but the carriage was already in motion, and the clattering of the

hoofs of Scarlatti's horse, and those of his followers, joined with

the whirr of the rapid wheels in drowning the sound of her voice.

Bernardo had by a heavy bribe ensured the gates being opened to

him, and his servant had ridden on to forewarn the guard. They

swung open as he approached, and the next moment they were

beyond the walls of Rome.

Anna Brigni was now silent ; but Madame Salicetti wept and

screamed, until she was compelled by exhaustion to refrain from

doing so. Anna turned towards her captor; but the darkness

was still too intense for her to discern his form. All she could

indeed see of him was an indistinct and vague outline, which pre-

sented nothing to her memory.

One of the Colonnas had shown her some attentions ; but he

was a young man, and would scarcely have dared to commit such

an outrage on a lady who had received the patronage of the

Princess Borgheso. Could the old banker, Torlogna, have—but

no ! he had never even breathed a word of love to her. ^V^lo was

it, then ? It was strange that her thoughts never recurred to the

Piedmontese. And yet, perhaps, it was scarcely so, and the

whole proceeding was so daring in its nature, so impudently bold,

that she could never have realized to herself the fact that Bernardo

Delia Torre could have undertaken it.

Could it—must it not be Guilio ! Her heart beat as the thought

rushed llirough her brain. Yes ! yes ! it must be so. Who else

loved her as he had done ? Agonized by his separation from her,

unable to return, ho had determined to bear her oiF and fly with

her. The tumultuous blood surged heavily and quickly through

her veins. She leaned across the carriage, .and laid her hand

upon the arm of him whom she thought to be Castelli. As she

did so a hand was clasped upon hers.

" Guilio, is it youV sho murmured.
" Anna Brigni, beloved Anna, it is not I"

She wrenched her fingers from that grasp, and fell back upon

her seat. Slic covered her face with her hands as if to shut out

the sight of him—for she had recognized that voice and knew she

was ill tl:e power of Bernardo Delhi Torre.

" Anna, you now sec that my love is not lightly to be shaken

from you. Stung by your coldness, I determined that you should

listen to mo. In Rome you could close your doors upon me
;
you

could forbid mo to speak
;
you would have told to Torlogna eve-

rything. 1 decided on taking this step ; nor have I done wrong

in choosing my course."

She wrung her hands as slie heard him ; sho did not answer

him, for sho could not speak.

" You arc a brigand, and a good-for-nothing wretch !" screamed

Miidatno Salicetti, as she listened to him. " Only to think that I

at my age am e.^])osed to such an outrage ! If it luul but been the

Prince Colonna, or even the Conde di Montenegro—but Bernardo

Delia Torre ! ! O ! I shall never recover it
!"

"If it had been one of the Colonnas, madame," said Bernardo

in reply to this sudden outbreak, " it is more than probable you
might have forgiven him."

"I!—never!"

" If not at the present moment, to-morrow, or the day after ; at

least, I think so." »

There was a bitterness in his voice, which vanished from it as

he turned to Anna Brigni.

" You have not answered me ; nor do I desire that you should

now do so. Remember that you are in my power—completely in

my power, and it is at your own option how that power is to be

exercised. Should you choose, peaceably, to eontinue the road to

Naples with me ; content to pass as my sister, without revealing

the history of this night to any whom we may meet, my escort

will be at your service. I will endeavor to erase from your mind
what has gone by, with the tenderness of my passion."

She made him no answer.

" If you will not consent to this, I have but one recourse left.

Thirteen miles from Terracina, there is a lone house. It stands

apart from all others, and the nearest dwelling to it is at a dis-

tance of seven miles. It lies in the mountains, and thither shall

I bear you."

" Wretch I villain !" screamed the old lady, as she listened to

his threat.

" Madame," said Bernardo, " ths choice will be in the hands of

Signora Brigni. I will but follow her will."

As he said this, once again he relapsed into silence ; and shortly

afterwards, one of his associates, in this most daring and thus far

very successful piece of villany, rode up to the window of the car-

riage and addressed him, as the driver stopped at some distance

from a tolerably bright light that was burning before him upon the

road.

" There is the post-house," he said.

Delia Torre immediately quitted the vehicle.

" I presume," he said, as he stood by the side of the man who
had addressed him, " that you might possibly find some diflSculty

in procuring a conveyance ?"

" I should think so," answered the man, with a harsh sneer

upon his face, as he gently patted the neck of his horse. It was

felt rather than seen by the Piedmontese. " The only one that

they ever let me have was never again returned to them. As for

the body of the vetturino, why, that was found on the road be-

tween it and Terracina, and a bloody cross was drawn on its

chest
!"

Bernardo shuddered as he heard this cold-blooded confession
;

it grated confounilcdly upon his nervos. As for the driver, he

cowered and crouched upon his seat, as if he had actually felt the

edge of a knife drawn across his throat.

"You must lend me your horse, then."

" Certainly," said Paulo, who was the speaker ; and as he ut-

tered this, he dismounted.

The Piedmontese sprung upon the animal, and striking it with

his heel, bounded oft" in the direction of the post-house, while the

bandit remained standing near the carriage, and under the eyes of

Anna, who was barely able in that uncertain gloom to trace his

features.

It has been already mentioned, that no sooner had Delia Torre

left the spot, than Anna Brigni attempted to induce her captors by

every bribe within her power, to permit her return to Rome ; this

was, however, useless. When Bernardo again appeared, she was

obliged to quit the carriage, and enter that which he had preceded

back.

They then continued their journey. Now, however, he had no

necessity to complain that the Brigni did not speak to him. Re-

proach and entreaty poured from her tongue, and ho was implored

to return with her to Rome, or to permit her to return alone. To
this he was inflexible. What should she do ? She would kill

herself—at this he laughed. Then she wept—he was silent as

she did fo. Ttien sho told him that his conduct was a disgrace

to the very name of gentleman.

" It may be so," said he.

" There is no Italian that will not point at you, and call you a

lache !"

"But they will envy me," responded Bernardo.

At last, worn out with her useless supplications, and afraid to

(rust herself in his power at the solitary dwelling he had men-

tioned as the place to which he should take her if she refused to

accompany him to Naples, she swore to permit him to call her his

sister, and to make no attempt to escape from him. Then, worn

out by her fruitless supplications, she throw herself back in the

comer of the carriage, and clasping the hands of lilatlame Sali-

: cetti in her own, she attempted to sleep.

CHAPTER XIV.

AN UNEXFECTED RECOGNITION.

It was on the second morning after the details given in our

last chapter, that a travelling carriage was drawn up before the

door of the hotel, called Cicero's Villa, in Mola di Gaetji. A
])arty of travellers, who had arrived there at noon on the preced-

ing day, and had been compelled to remain there during the even-

ing in consequence of the illness of the younger lady—a woman

"bulla coin' un' angelii," said the host,—were now about to proceed

to Naples. Everything was correct. Anticipating tluit the

Brigni would rather consent to travel on with him to the loveliest

city in the world, as his sister, than remain a prisoner in the habi-

tation to which he had proposed to take her, passports had been

provided ere ho had quitted home. Bribery will do anything in

Papal or Neapolitan Italy. Tho only difficulty to a stranger is

to measure its amount. Delia Torre was a native of Genoa, and
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he had lived in Rome, consequently ho had not paid one scudi too

much for what ho wanted. At Terracina he had, moreover, taken

advantaf^e of their brief pauso to provide a sufficient amount of

haggage. At present, it is true, his trunks were filled with hav
;

but what did that matter? A liberal fee at the frontier of the

kingdom of Naples liad prevented their being ojicned, and at Na-

ples they would be filled properly. At all events, that luggage

had enabled him to avoid the suspicions which their travelling

without any would in all prob.ability have awakened.

Anna was sitting in her chamber. Slic had breakfasted thero_

and had since dressed herself at the urgent entreaties of Bc-

nardo, conveyed to her through Madame Salicctti. He wa-s more

than anxious to arrive in a large city ; not, perhaps, that he actu-

ally tcarcd pursuit, as that ho fancied—should such a pursuit take

place—it might be far more easily avoided in Naples than in such

a mere tarrying-place as Mola di Gacta.

Iler head was now leaning upon her hand as she sat near one

of the windows of her room gazing wistfully and sadly upon the

mai^nificent scene that lay beneath it. Before her were the woods of

orange and lemon trees, intermingled with the majestic cypress,

rows of which form tlic boundary of the garden. Beyond them

stretched the clear and heaven-b'.ue Mediterranean, dashing its

waves of sapphire above the broken masonry of Roman bath and

ancient temple outside the wall of that lovely spot. Boats, with

their white sails spread, in the distance, balanced themselves like

birds upon that azure and tidcless sea.

But indescribably lovely as was the scene that lay stretched be-

fore her eves, they were almost unconscious of its fairy beauty

—

Her thoughts were far away—they were with Guilio. Singular as

it may seem, her sense instinctively felt—nay, it knew that the

yonng Castelli had returned to Kome. And if it indeed were so,

what must be now think of her 1 What was there that he would

not be told of her? Should he see Torlogna, what would not the

wealthy banker impute to the vanished vocalist t And, moreover,

what by any chance could he hear that would be worse for

him to know, than the fact that she was travelling to Naples, un-

der the care and with the assumed title of the sister of Bernardo

Delia Torre. The name might be assumed ; for a while it might

hide her shame, but sooner or later it must bo known to him, and

then, where should she hide herself? Alas ! she could but die.

As these thoughts crossed her mind, Madame Salicctti rushed

into her chamber. Anna looked at her with such a woe-stricken

expression of countenance that at any other time the old lady

would have been terrified. Now she laughed, with the tears of

her joy standing in her eyes.

"Anna! mia figlia Anna ! we shall not have to goon to Na-

ples !" she cried out ; and she clapped her hands together as she

said so.

The Brigni still looked at her without speaking.

" O, it is true, my child ! Vengeance has found him out. He
had fancied he was to have it all his own way, the wretch !"

" What is it ?" said Anna Brigni, rising to her feet as she spoke.

At that moment the death of Bernardo would have caused her no

goiTOw. "Torture me not, but tell me !"

" The villain has fallen down, and his leg is broken. How I

wish it were his nock !" answered Madame Salicetti.

Nevertheless, grieved as we are to record the fact, we are obliged

to state that this was a gross exaggeration of the elderly lady's.

He had gone into the city—if, indeed, it is to be called a city—of

Gaeta, an hour since, after leaving orders for everything to bo in

readiness for their departure. Hero a misfortune had befallen

him—he had fallen and had severely sprained his ankle ; this, in-

deed, so severely that he was obliged to be borne home to the ho-

tel in the carriage of a wealthy Englishman, who happened to be

passing at the time when ho had met with the accident.

Now it so chanced that this Englishman had heard -the hotel-

keeper's report of the singular beauty of the Signor Bernardo's

sister, and, though "bella com' uti' angela" is an exceedingly com-

mon style of eulogy in that most hyperbolical of all climes

—

Italy being, like the greater portion of your travelling idlers, a

great admirer of female loveliness, the Hon. Lumley Ferrers was

extremely anxious to see her. The fact, too, that he had assisted

her brother, gave him a pretext for gaining admission to her pres-

ence. He would take the liberty of visiting her and informing

her of his accident. He accordingly committed his card to the

charge of one of the waiters, and instructed him to request the

honor of an interview of a few moments with the signora.

"Do you know him V asked the Brigni of Madame Salicetti,

showing her the card.

"I believe," said the waiter, being very anxious to forestall the

Hon. Mr. Lumley in his delivery of the intelligence, and laying

himself out to be questioned ;
" I believe that ho visits you, sig-

nora, at your brother's request."

To his astonishment, no question was put to him.

" He wishes to inform you of the accident that has happened to

the Signor Bernardo."

" I suppose that we must see him, then."

" Yes, you can admit him," said Madame Salicetti to the waiter,

who stood near with his budget of news trembling on the tip of

his tongue. Completely baffled, the man withdrew from the apart-

ment.

Now had he either said nothing, or chosen to say everything

that he knew, it is more than probable that Anna Brigni would

have declined being intruded upon, and have entrusted him with

a polite message to that effect. And had Anna Brigni done so,

it is barely possible that she might not have been discovered by

the Signor Castelli for many weeks. We merely mention this for

the sake of proving to the readers that even a travelling English-

man and his invariable curiosity may at times be converted by

chance into au actual utility.

The Honorable Mr. Lumley Ferrers was shown into the cham-

ber by the domestic, who immediately quitted it. Tho Signora

Brigni rose from her seat to receive him. Mr. Ferrers bowed and

looked curiously at the Signora Anna. He then examined Mad-

ame Salicetti. Had ho seen either of them before? Ho then

stated the accident that had befallen her brother—/ler brother!

" The Signor Bernardo de—

"

" Vorami," interposed Madame Salicetti, with a very husky

cough, as if she had resisted a very great temptation in not allow-

ing the Brigni to give utterance to his real name.
" Yes ; the Signor

—

"

" Verami !" said Madame Salicctti, as ho paused.

" True—the Signor Veramil"

He made a low bow as ho said this, and glanced inquiringly in

her face. Anna did not blush as ho did so, and she was dead to

the suspicions that were at work in the Englishman's mind.

" I trust that the effects of this accident will bo very slight for

the sake of the Signor Verami's sister 1"

He again looked at her with more curiosity.

" I trust that you will not terrify yourself about it
!"

She is neither his sister nor his lady-love, he thought, as he wit-

nessed her immobility.

" 1—in fact
—" and as no sign of acknowledgement for the in-

telligence he had given her was vouchsafed him, ho bowed once

more and took his leave.

After he had quitted the apartment of Anna Brigni, Mr. Fer-

rers retired to his own chamber. His valet was occupied in ar-

ranging his garments for the afternoon, in case his master should

take it into his head to dress for dinner. Now this valet was a

sort of human reservoir, into which his master was in the habit of

pumping all his secrets for the purpose of having them ready at

a moment's notice whenever ho might want them ; and conse-

quently no sooner had he seated himself, than he coughed slightly

and called him towards him.

The confidential domestic having folded his master's coat, and

placed it on one of tho chairs, advanced until he conceived him-

self within a respectful distance of him from whom he received

his travelling expenses and forty pounds a year.

" Yes, sir."

" What do you imagine I have discovered, William V
" I really cannot imagine, sir."

" You have seen the Signora Verami ?"

"No, sir."

" I mean the lady who is at present residing under that name

in tho hotel."

" I never saw her, sir."

"Well, that lady is—"

The ears of the domestic were wide open for the reception of

his master's secret ; but his curiosity—if, indeed, he had any,

—

wa.s not destined to be gratified, for at this moment a gentle tap

was heard on the door of the chamber.

" Now, who tho deuce is it?" ejaculated the Honorable Lumley

Ferrers, as ho caught the sound.

The valet immediately crossed the apartment, and opened the

door. In glided Madame Salicetti.

" I trust my lord will pardon," said the elderly lady, with a

profound courtesy, " my unwarrantable intrusion upon his

privacy."

"Place the Signora Verami a chair," William !" uttered his

master.

It was brought to her.

" To what am I indebted for this honor, madame ?"

The respectable Salicetti glanced at tho domestic.

" Good heavens ! is she in love with him ?" inquired tho valot

of himself.

" You can leave us, William," said Mr. Ferrers.

" Good heavens !" muttered the valet, as he looked at his mas-

ter's face ;
" he certainly cannot be in love with her !"

He then once more examined Madame Salicetti from top to

toe.

" William !"

The valet turned, 1)owed, and quitted the apartment.

" Now I am at your service, madame," uttered tho English-

man.

"Milord, I thought that I had more courage; but I find that I

am totally unable to
—

"

" I beg that you will not let my presence terrify you, Madame
Verami."

"My name, milord, is not Madame Verami. I must tell you
that it is

—

"

" Madame Salicetti !" said Ferrers, completing the unfinished

sentence for her.

" Ah ! I was certain that you knew it, milord."

" Who that has once seen the Brigni, madame, could ever for-

get her or any one that is connected with her?" uttered tho Eng-
lishman, in what he intended to be a most touching tone of voice.

As he said this, he laid his hand upon his heart.

" Milord Ferrers," replied the old lady, " I really am exceed-

ingly indebted to you
;
your kindness loosens my tongue. I have

come to implore you to relieve myself and Mademoiselle Brigni

from an extremely miserable position, iu which we are, both of

us, placed at tho present moment."

"Madame," said Mr. Ferrers, rising, and making a step to-

wards the escritoire, that stood at the further end of the apart-

ment, "may I ask how much you request ?"

With the natural instinct of his country, she had no sooner

spoken of the miserable position in which she and Mademoiselle

Brigni were placed, than he had concluded that she wanted

money.

" Sir!" uttered the old lady, with a gentle touch of indignatioa

in her voice, "you entirely mistake me."
" Then, madame, you will perhaps have the kindness to explain

yourself more clearly."

Madame Salicetti accordingly coniinenccd her explanation, tho

result of which will appear in the ensuing chapter.

[to he continded.]

< .» . ^ >-

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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Then, then to me, this world resembled beaveo,

Ecstatic bliss in copious drauglits was given;

And, as the rainbow shows in brighter form,

lU-fore the cloud, which holds the passing storm

;

As morning's sun more beauties will display,

Than when at eve he cjist^ his liogeriog ray;

As distance blends the mountains with the sky,

And moulds their shape more lovely to the eye;

As meteor lights \nth double splendor glare,

While darting through the aerial fields of air,

—

So did the sca,son of my youth unite

With every scene, .and charmed me with delight.

A STRKET SCENE.

This world is a great dice-box, and nobody can tell what will
turn " up " at the next throw. There are incident and romance
enough transpiring every day in the streets of the metropolis to
furnish material for the poet and moralist to the end of time. Yes-
terday afternoon a well dressed gentleman was passing up Broad-
way. Foreign SOILS bad evidently given to a face once fair a tinge
of bronze, and though nearly half a century might have rolled
over his head, yet it had left few traces behind it, and no eviden-
ces that the shadows were falling far to the eastward. Near Trin-
ity Church sat an old apple-woman. A tattered cloak of plaid
was thrown over her shoulders ; her eyes were dim, her hand
trembling, and the thin gray hair escaped from a cap guiltless of
lace, lay upon her cheek. The old woman was watching for pur-
chasers, and her eyes rested upon the form of a stranger as he
proceeded leisurely along, pausing now and then as he seemingly
recognized some S[iot familiar in other days, or noted some unex-
pected, and to him doubtless, painful changes. The old woman
suddenly dropped her basket, and the apples rolled hither and
thither, hut she did not heed them. " George !" slie exclaimed
as she sprang to her feet, " George !" The stranger turned in
the direction of the voice. In an instant his quiet manner van-
ished. "George!" "Mother!" and the twain were clasped in
each other's arms. Greatly did some marvel at the scene. " Has
the old woman fainted ?" cried one. " Has she been stealing ?"
asked another. Yes, she had been stealing—stealing whole years
of care from time and flinging it to tho winds. But " one touch
of nature makes the whole world kin," and there was many a
heart beat softer at the scene.

Twenty years ago George had left his home in Utica, New
York, and gone " down to the sea," and done " business upon
the great waters." After varied fortunes that brightened at last,

he had returned to find the old homestead razed to the ground, a
block of stores occupying its site, every inch of which bad been
dear to him. He found no brother, no sister, to welcome him

—

but an old man pointed out his father's grave. It was sunk-
en and without a stone to mark where he lay. Of his mother
he could obtain no trace. She had left Utica long ago to seek
her son in New York and never returned. Who can tell how she
watched, and waited, and wept for that first-born, wanderin" son ?

Who can tell by what a painful descent she went down from com-
fort and a home, to tho street, old age and poverty ? But yester-
day it was all made right. " The dead was alive again, and the lost
was found." And to-day, who thinks she would exchange places
with the most favored of fortune that dwell in mansions of mar-
ble i God grant that much joy may not break the pitcher at the
fountain, or the wheel at the cistern. God grant many such meet-
ings iu tills world of partings.

—

yew York Tribune.

t »«» » .

—

THE DAUPHIN QUESTION.

The Philadelphia Courier has a statement signed by several
distinguished medical gentlemen, giving the result of a personal
examination of the body of the Hev. Eleazer Williams, tho al-
leged dauphin. They state that they found near the joints of his
legs and arms numerous cicatrices or scars of ulcers, tho result
probably, of a disease brought on by confinement, foul a';, :11th

and poor diet. Hi.s skin, where not exposed, is that of a pure
white man, his hair of a silken fineness, and his hands, feet, wrists
and ankles of very small size, indicating an ancestry unaccus-
tomed to the laborious use of those organs. He has several scars
upon his head and face, which might be the result of such blows
as Simon, the jailor, is related to have indicted upon tho dauphin.
He has two scars, somewhat crescentic in shape, upon his left

arm, produced by inoculation. Madame dc Kamband, the dau-
phin's nurse, wrote of the dauphin more than twenty years ago,
" the dauphin has marks of inoculation which are in the form of
a crescent." And the distinguibhed physicians further say, as af-

fording important evidence of tho truth of Mr. Williams's claim,
that " his countenance and reception are peculiarly benign and
gracious." This testimony is a fair oftset to that of the individ-
ual who examined microsc-opically a lock of hair of Mr. Williams
and affirmed that it proved him to be of mixed Indian and white
blood. The question :

" Have we a dauphin among us ?" is far
from being settled.

—

Boston Journal.

Being Sitrety.—If any desire thee to be his surety, give him
a part of what thou hast to spare ; if he press thee farther, he i.s

not thy friend at all, for friendship rather chooseth harm to itself

than ofFereth it. If thou be bound for a stranger, thou art a fool

;

if for a merchant, thou puttest thy estate to learn to swim ; if for
a churchman, he hath no inheritance

; if for a lawyer, ho will find
an evasion by a syllable or word to abuse thee ; if for a poor man,
thou must pay it thyself; if for a rich man, he needs it not;
therefore from suretyship, as from a manslayer or enchanter, bless
thyself; for the best profit and return will be this—that if thou
force him for wliom thou art bound to pay, it he will become thy
enemy ; if thou use to pay it thyself, thou wilt boeomo a beggar,
—i/r Walter Raleigh.

Ihere is philosophy in the remark, that every man has in his

own life follies enough; in the performance of his duty, defieien-

ces enough; in his own mind, tiouble enough, without being curi-
ous after the affairs of others.

—

Oibdin,
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CLARK MILLS, THE SCULPTOR.
Clark Mills, the scnlptor, a portrnit of whom we herewith

givo, who designed and executed the equestrian statue of Juckson,

at Wasliintrton, a re|irescntation of which wc give on the next
page, is now ahout forty years of age. He was born near Syra-

cuse, New York, and in very early life was apprenticed to a mill-

wright in that vicinity, where he remained until twenty years of
age, when he emigrated to the south. After "jobhing" in New
Orleans for a winter, he settled permanently in Charleston, South
Carolina, where he carried on the business of a plasterer for some
nine years. About eight years ago, he commenced modelling
busts in plaster, and a year afterwards he undertook to chisel out
of marble a bust of John C. Calhoun, succeeding so well, that the

city council of Charleston awarded him a gold medal for that

work. Mr. Mills has executed another bust of Mr. Callioun, for

a citizen of Charleston, and others, of Francis P. Blair, John W.
Maury, Mayor of Washington, and his wife, for their respective

families. Mr. Mills's great work is the equestrian statue of An-
drew Jackson. The following, from the Washington Union, de-

scribes how Mr. Mills designed his noble horse :—On a vacant lot

of governmtnt ground, near the president's house, at the corner

of Fifteenth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, he erected a small
frame building for a workshop and a residence. He bought in

Virginia a horse known in the Turf Register as Olympus. This
he trained to present the attitude he wanted. This horse is well

known iu Washington now as the "model horse." He dissected

CLARK WILLS, THE SCULPTOR,

MONUMENT TO COL. JOHNSON.

A beautiful columnar monument has recent-

ly been erected to the memory of Col. Kichard

M. Johnson, in the cemetery of Frankfort,

Kentucky. We give a representation of this

structure herewith. It is in the Doric style,

which is admirably appropriate, from its firm,

clear character, to military tombs. " Like the

character of the man whose valor and virtues

itcommemorates, it is strong, solid and plain."

The pedestal is adorned with elaborate sculp-

ture, representing on one side the death of

Tecumseh, and on the other a portrait of Col.

Johnson, in basso-relievo. Above the pedestal

is a cap, or pediment, on which rises the col-

umn, which is about eight feet in height, and

wound about by the American flag. Over all,

the artist has placed the American eagle,

bearing a civic wreath. On the lower part of

the shaft, on one side, are sculptured the arms

of the United States, and on the other, those

of Kentucky, surrounded by branches of oak

and laurel. The inscriptions which the monu-
ment bears are in plain, simple terms, which

accord well with the general character of the

man, and his monument. On the one side we
have—" Richard Mentor Johnson, bom at

Bryant's Station, Kentucky, on the 17th day

of October, 1781 : died in Frankfort, Ken-

tucky, on the 15th of November, 1850." On
the other side the inscription runs—" To the

memory of Col. Richard M. Johnson, a faith-

ful public servant for nearly half a century, as

a member of the Kentucky Legislature, and
representative and senator in Congress ; author

of the Sunday mail report, and of the laws for

abolishing imprisonment for debt in Kentucky,

and in the United States. Distinguished by
his valor as colonel of a Kentucky regiment

at the battle of the Thames. For four years

vice president of the United States. Ken-
tucky, his native State, to mark her sense ot

his eminent service in the cabinet and the field,

has erected this monument in the resting-place

of her illustrious dead."

TECUMSEH.
This celebrated Indian chief was born on

the banks of the Scioto River, near Chilicothe,

Ohio. In his youth, Tecumseh was remark-

able for temperance and integrity ; but he did

not at first display the valor which afterwards

distinguished him. At the age of twenty-five

he was regarded as one of the boldest of the

Indian warriors. His enmity against the

whites was constant and bitter. In all the

terrible incursions of the savages, by which
the first settlers of Kentucky were harassed,

he was conspicuous. At length, in conjunc-
tion with his brother, the famous prophet El-

skatawa, he succeeded in effecting so extensive

a union of the savages, as to render it necessa-

ry for the government of the United States to

take decisive measures. Accordingly, General
Harrison, the governor of Ohio, commenced
cflTensive operations, and, Nov. 7, 1811, de-

feated the forces under the prophet, in the bat-

tle of Tippecanoe. At the time of the action,

Tecumseh was absent in the south, whither he
was gone for the purpose of prosecuting his

plans of union. Soon after his return, in 1812,
ne joined the British, then at war with the
United States, and received the rank of briga-

dier general in the royal army. During the

first month of the war, he was principally oc-

cupied in recruiting ; but he was also present

at the two sieges of Fort Meigs, and, May 5,

1812, commanded the co-operating savage
force. In the decisive battle of the Moravian
towns he led the right wing of the allied army

;

and it was in this battle he was killed. Col.

Johnson, who commanded the mounted in-

fantry, against which he was rushing at the

time, has been commonly designated as the
author of his death, but without^ adequate
proof.

—
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horses ; he studied the breed and character of
different kinds of horses. He selected the va-

rious points of beauty and strength from them
all, to produce the splendid bronze one he has

made. As the various points of female beauty,

never found in any one female, yet all perfectly

natural, are found in the Venus de Medicis, so

he resolved to make his horse, yet it is a per-

fect war-horse. He studied the character of
Jackson, and the best likenesses that could be
found, so as to give a faithful representation

of him. He took from the military dress of
Gen. Jackson, deposited in the patent office,

the model by which he clothed the hero. The
very sword he wore, and every minutix of the

saddle, holsters, bridle and even buckles, is

faithful to history." He had never before de-

signed or executed any work of art more diffi-

cult than a bust ; and busts only in marble.

His genius counselled him that such a work
as he desired to execute could be achieved, em-
bracing, as it did, a feature which, up to this

time, has been regarded by his profession as

utterly unattainable, though most desirable.

Thus the horse bearing his hero stands grace-

fully prancing on his nimble legs without the

slightest visible extraneous support. In this

statue the artist has boldly and successfully

relied on the truth of well-known mechanical
principles, which assured hira that by resorting

to them he might entirely dispense with every-

thing likely to interfere with the dashing effect

of his work. The whole is cast from brass

cannon taken by Andrew Jackson from his

country's enemies, and donated by Congress

to the Monument Society for the purpose. It

is cast in ten pieces—the horse being in four,

and the hero in six pieces, which are so riv-

etted and rolled together, as to present to the

closest scrutiny the appearance of being cast

entirely in mass. The weight of the work is

nearly fifteen tons ; and from the top of the

pedestal to the highest point of the figure the

height is ahout fourteen feet, while the height

of the pedestal above the surrounding ground
is about sixteen feet. At the ceremony of its

inauguration, January 8, 1852, thousands of

persons were in attendance, embracing large

detachments of the military, and persons of

leisure, taste and fashion from a distance. All

the representatives of foreign governments,

stationed at Washington, were in and around

the vast throng, their dresses making them
even more conspicuous than the military. The
President of the United States, and his cabinet

counsel, the judges of the supreme court, the

members of both houses of Congress, the cor-

porate authorities of Washington and the sur-

rounding cities and towns, the veteran Jackson

Democratic Association at Washington, who,

in fact, originated the idea of erecting the

monument, various literary, charitable, scien-

tific and political societies from far and near

were invited, as were many thousands of other

persons of all conditions, ages, and both sexes.

Indeed, so vast was the concourse witnessing

the ceremonies, that every spot from which

they could be seen was literally covered with

human figures. The statue presents the hero

just as the mass of the American people have

pictured his appearance to have been at the

battle of New Orleans in their own minds.

There is nothing of allegory or myth, no for-

eign or ancient embellishment, or allusion

woven into the composition. No feature em-

braced which might possibly prevent the most

ignorant or obtuse American f^rom hailing it at

a glance as a heart-reaching representation of

Andrew Jackson leading his countrymen to

victory at New Orleans. It is surrounded by

a highly embellished public square directly in

front of the executive mansion, on the other

side of Pennsylvania Avenue. The statue of

Jefferson points to it, apparently, as the repre-

sentation of one of the grand results of the

glorious system of our government.
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SONG.

BY PHffiBB CARET.

Come, many-colored flowers of spiing,

And make the meadows fair,

Blow ont, wild roses in the hedge,

And sweeten all the air;

Nor bloom nor light, to nie can add

New sweetness to the hours;

I know a smile more beautiful

Than sunthine over flowers!

Como back, gentle wind, and stir

The young leaves on the trees;

Bring, with their low and pleiisant hum,

The swarms of yellow bees

:

Let every summer bird return,

And sing his merry tune,

I know a voice more musical

Than all the sounds of June

!

< »•»' *

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

RUDOLPH THE BURGESS.
A LEGEND OF NOYAIS.

BY JAMES DB MILLS,

At the base of a lofty, rocky precipice, whose rugged sides

arose some Imndred feet into the air, in a cleft, made by a tre-

mendous convulsion of nature in the mountainous rocks, lay a

small town. Before it rolled the Loire, its turbid waters winding

amid sand banks and grassy borders in one place, and in others

bursting through hills, such as here stood all around. Noyais

was its name, and in situation and appearance it resembled most

towns of the feudal ages.

Its white walls and massive towers showed that its citizens

knew how to protect themselves. They spoke of strife and

bloodshed, of the violence and warring of a barbarous age. Yet

they were picturesque as they rose above the water, and gave to

the distant eye their white sheen contrasting with the dark rock,

the green trees and the turbid river. Banners waved flauntingly

from the topmost tower, and on them appeared the arms of

Noyais.

" Now, by Saint Denis !" exclaimed one of a crowd of burgess-

es who stood completely armed, over the principal gate, " by

Saint Denis ! we cannot endure much longer the oppressions of

the Count Amoiens. A week ago he intercepted the boat of

Motin, one of our chief citizens, and yesterday he stopped and

robbed a party of traders on their way here. It cannot be borne !"

" What can we do V said another.

"Do? have we not arms'? 'are not our numbers as great, our

sinews as strong, as those of the men of Amoiens ? They are,

and we can use them. The baron shall know that, although we

might submit to be vassals, yet we will not bo slaves."

" Young man," said a venerable personage, " look up at the

castle of Amoiens, then say what can we do V and he pointed

to the summit of the cliff.

There lay the castle, strong and mighty, with massive walls

all around the keep, which rose a tower of strength in the midst.

Men-at-arms stalked to and fro along the battlements, and the

gleam of their spears and armor flashed into the eyes of the

beholder. «

The youth paused and spoke nothing. He was a finely formed

man, with an expression of fearlessness and resolution in his

frank and open countenance. He retired for a space, and leaning

against the parapet he became involved in thought.

" Rudolph," cried a merry voice to him, " why so sad ? Have
you not heard the news ? There will be great festivities at

Amoiens tomorrow. So cheer up, for there will be grand re-

joicings."

" Amoiens 1 Yes, they who plunder us can well afford to give

us feasts—yet we bear all this."

"What has come over you ?" said the other, a young burgess

with an ea-sy, careless air and countenance.

" What 1 why anger at our oppressor, who, in his castle up

there, robs and murders and rules us with his iron hand."
" Pooh, man, we must not mind these things."

" Well, if you are content to endure them I am not, and I will

not endure this tyranny much longer," replied Rudolph calmly,

yet resolutely.

" Wliat will you do V
" Resist."

" What, resist our sovereign lord, our suzerain V
" Suzerain ? does he not resist wlicn oppressed ? and shall not

wc also, if we have the power '!"

" Those are bold ideas, Rudolph."
" Wc must learn to think boldly and then we can act bravely."
" You excite ine, Rudolph, by your speeches. Do not talk in

this manner, you will repent it. But hark, 'lis the announcement
of the festival. Come to the market place. What, refuse ? well,

then, I am off."

Rudolpli followed him with his eyes and then returned to his

former position. " O," he cried, lowly, " could I but find a few

men of resolution I might bring these burgesses to attack as well as

resist oppression. Why are they so fearful to venture up yonder,

when they can beat back the soldiers of Amoiens so bravely?

To morrow they will go up to the festival Will I go ? Not I,

truly. I hope enough will stay to guard the towu. Ila, there is

Eugenie, I see her dress. I will seek her and calm my troubled

feelings by her sympathy."

And the wall was left deserted.

Eugenie ran to welcome Rudolph as she saw him approach.

" Rudolph, O, I have waited so long for you. But why do you

look so gloomy ?"

" Amoiens is the cause. He has been robbing more of our

merchants and murdering them. I cannot help being enraged."

" And I can sympathize with you. Do any others feel as you

do?"
" No, nor will they till the blow strikes them more heavily. It

is coming, though, and soon will fall."

" Do you go to the feast to-morrow ?"

" No, Eugenie, not I
—

"

" Then I, too, will remain at home."
" Do so, Eugenie. For though I love to see you happy, and

to join with you in the dance, I should grieve if it were in the

ca,slle of Amoiens. And I would not trust myself there, for he

is treacherous."

" Will many go ?"

" O, I suppose a very great number—the attraction is too

strong. The town will be left almost defenceless, and that is

another reason why I remain."

" Then I am glad, Rudolph, for if there is any danger, who can

keep it off like you ?"

" I can do my share, Eugenie. Pray heaven that Amoiens

shall one day feel the force of this arm. The proud oppressor

!

he shall see to his sorrow that the burgess whom he despises can

rise and strike a terrible blow against tyranny."

The morning of the festival arrived and all was excitement in

Noyais. The burgesses came forth dressed in their holiday

garbs, and girls arrayed themselves in their gayest apparel. Flags

decorated the town in different parts, and floated on every tower

;

the bells sent forth their merry peals, and joy and gladness rested

over all.

"Will you go, Rudolph?" said Motin, an elderly man, and

one of the chief citizens.

" No—I intend to remain, for few enough will stay, it seems."

" There is no necessity that any remain."

" No necessity ? Have not you known already too much of the

treachery of Amoiens to trust him now so easily? I do, and

here I will stay. Am I wrong ?"

" No, you are right—you show your care for the city. But I

cannot think that Amoiens would harm us, or venture to injure

us in any way."
" Would it not be better to prepare for any attempt of his ?

You know not what he might do."

" No, Rudolph. Amoiens has often given these festivals, and

it would be base in us to suppose any such evil intentions now,"

and Motin departed.

Rudolph stood watching them with anxious face ; at length he

spoke to a comrade near :

" Jean, are you armed ? and are the others prepared ?"

" All, Rudolph ; they are in secluded corners where they can

watch the city. If Amoiens does intend anything, he will be

foiled, I warrant."

" As soon as every one has left, Jean, see that all the gates are

strongly barred, and speak to the men that they all are watchful.

If nothing does occur, we will at least have the consolation of

having done our duty."

" But see, Rudolph, they are beginning to depart. Come nearer

to the gate, so that we may watch the long procession."

A path ran from the city gate along the river for some distance,

and then ascended to the castle with many turns and windings

along the precipitous rock. Out of the gate the people began to

pass, and along the path and up to the castle. There were aged

men on asses and mules, slowly moving along, and troops of

youth in the gay costume of a feast day ; throngs of merry, laugh-

ing girls were there, filled with joyousness and exhilaration. The

ail resounded with the jests and loud peals of merriment as they

went on. From the city gates the beholder saw the long proces-

sion, in some parts broken, in others crowded together, and from

them ascended at times the loud notes of a horn, or the tones of

a harp, played by some accompanying minstrel. The gay colors

of the many costumes, the numerous mingled hues, struck forci-

bly the eye, animating and enlivening the scene. And around

all nature threw increased loveliness and fascination with her

beauties, for the sun shone brilliantly, the birds carolled from

every green tree, the fields were green and laughing in verdure,

the river rolled on calmly and peacefully beneath the towers of

the city.

The castle of Amoiens presented a busy scene, ^rand prepa-

rations were made by the count ; tables were spread around the

large courtyard, and loaded with all kinds of provisions ; rustic

seats were arranged for the accommodation of the weaker, and

everything was admirably adapted to the occasion.

A balcony had been erected at the upper end of the court, and

in it were placed seats for the count and his attendants. Beneath

was another for the minstrels. Around four sides rose massive

walls wita loopholes opening in the side, so arranged that if an

enemy should pierce through the outer gate the strife might still

be kept up by those within. Gorgeous flags, on which gleamed

the embroidered arms of Amoiens, floated fiom many towers and

from the summit of a huge flag-statf in the middle of the court.

Soon the time arrived ; through the gate the people came pour-

ing in, now in largo numbers, then in smaller, appearing like the

waves of an onroUing tide. Young and old, men and women and

children, youths and maidens, all came in ready for the festival.

Upon the middle scat of the balcony sat the Count d'Amoiens.

He was a tall and strongly formed man, whose figure showed

1 herculean strength. But in his rugged and stormy face was a

( mingled cxpres-sion of wickedness, craft and cruelly, which caused

one to shrink from hira. His life had been one long scene of vio.

lence. Two wives which he had, died mysteriously, and his man-
ner hai become hateful, not only to his vassals, but to all the

neighboring barons.

Amoiens arose as the last of the procession entered, and asked

in a loud voice if there were any more. The warder answered

that all were here.

" Then close the gate, and minstiels strike up the music."

Obedient to his command the portcullis fell ringingly down,

and the ponderous gates were swung heavily to ; the minstrels

beneath him tuned their rude harps, and commenced a strain.

This was soon over and the feast commenced. There were all

kinds of viands which could there be obtained,—venison and beef,

the flesh of goats and lambs
;
huge flagons of many kinds of wine

were passed around, and large piles of bread and cake and fruits

were standing on every side.

The count looked down upon the gay scene beneath him with

a scowling brow.

" Eat on," he muttered, " hogs of burgesses ! I intend to make

you pay for it. Don't be too lavish in your praises of my
generosity."

But none of that happy assemblage knew his thoughts, and the

feasting and the careless badinage of numberless jcstings went

on unceasingly and uninterruptedly, and loud laughs resounded

on every side until the feasting was over ; then the tables were

moved to one side, and the green sward was cleared to make

room for the dance.

The minstrels began a merrier strain, and then away went all

the youths and maidens into the whirl and lively motion of the

peasant dance ; the scene which had before been so gay now be-

came more so—and the merriment of those below grew louder

and more vociferous every moment.

The count still looked down though three hours had passed

away. It was a scene such as might have dispelled all gloomy

thoughts and wicked designs from any other bosom. For here in

one spot, immediately beneath, were a small troop of young girls

laughing at the jokes of young men attending, and there at a little

distance were companies of glad and light-hearted little urchins,

whose round faces shone with joy, and whose shouting struck

pleasantly upon the ear. Farther away stood a crowd of the aged

citizens, talking over the politics of Noyais, and considering pro-

posed improvements. Others met to talk over the merry times of

youth—others to talk of their neighbors. And in the midst of

all these various people appeared the joyous dancers, moving

around and around in endless wliirls to the strains of the min-

strels, and entering into all the exhilarations of the day with the

utmost eagerness.

In the midst of such a happy and thoughtless sport, while all

were so intent on pleasure and forgetful of everything else, the

count suddenly arose, and in a thundering tone of voice shouted :

" Mcnatarms, make ready !"

Instantly all was changed ; the music stopped, the dancers, the

jesters, all stopped and gazed in affright at the place whence the

voice came—their hearts sank within them. Upon the walls

around them appeared the soldiers of Amoiens, and five hundred

arrows were levelled at the startled throng.

Amoiens spoke again :

" Let the burgesses Motin, Rondeau, Formont and Carcillon,

citizens of Noyais, be brought to me."

Some attendants, passing through the astounded revellers, took

these men and brought them to the count.

" Burgesses," said he, " I am your suzerain. Too long have I

borne with your obstinate spirit, I cannot longer do so. You are

in my power, and you shall not escape without paying your lord

and master. I requite that you henceforth pay mo, yearly, one

half of your revenue—and that you do so now as a beginning by

giving the tenth of each man's property to me, Amoiens, your

suzerain."

" Lord Amoiens you have not treated us rightly."

" Dogs of burgesses ! speak you thus to me ? Reply at once 1

Will yon do what I have spoken ?"

" How can we four do it ?"

" I will keep you all here prisoners until you yield."

" Then we will die here."

" Ha, A-hat ? die here ' If in three days all is not done, you

will die here, burgesses, and such a death as you will tremble to

think of. Off! begone! retire to your kennel, down there, and

ponder over what I have said !"

" Count Amoiens, there are ten thousand men in the city of

Noyais."

"What of that?"

" They can avenge us."

" What, the coward burgesses avenge you ? They would kill

themselves rather than venture here. Off ! begone I away !" And

the count departed into the inner castle.

For three or four hours Rudolph and the others had watched

the city, and looked up occasionally to the castle as the sounds of

revelry came floating down from above. Nothing was seen to

give tham trouble, yet still they watched. The streets were filled

with workmen, and those who were too busy or too poor to attend

the feast. A large number of the inhabitants were at the castle.

The day wore on and evening came. For some hours the mu-

sic and shouting had ceased, and Rudolph, no longer hearing

them, felt oppressed by the deepest anxiety.

"Jean," he muttered, " something surely has happened, base

and treacherous. Why do we not hear the loud sounds of feast-

ing ? Why do they not begin to return '!"

Jean did not reply, for he felt too much dread lest all he had

I feared might have been done.
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Rudolph heard footsteps, and lool;ing around saw Eugenie ap-

proaching.

" Why do they not return, Rudolph ?"

" I know not. It is dark now. For hours all has been slill.

At one time I thouglit I heard the voice of Amoicns and the clat-

ter of closing gates. Alas, I fear they have fallen into a trap."

" They should have returned by sunset."

" Yes, and now it is four hours after."

" What can be done for them V
" To morrow will tell. We must wait till to-morrow—then if

they return not Noyais shall riss. Proud Amoiens will find that

he lia« ventured too far."

" What will you do to-night 1"

" I will watch, for I fear more from Amoiens. Do not be

frightened if you hear a tumult at night. I will tell you that I

expect an attack."

" Friglitcncd t no, Rudolph. I have confidence in you."

" Noble girl ! my brave Eugenie !" said he, clasping her in his

arms. " But now go, it is late. You had better return and bar-

ricade the house and prepare the servants."

Ilcr house was near the wall, and in a few minutes she was at

home and Rudolph was left alone.

He paced up and down, occasionally stopping to listen. At

length he spoke to Jean :

" \Yait here—I will go around and see that the men are watch-

ing. But tcU me, what is the state of the town now V
" All are anxious ; the detention of the people in the castle

has filled every one with alarm, and all are armed."

" Good ! and now adieu for the present."

Rudolph walked on around the walls, stopping to question and

admonish the guards at each post. He heard no sounds save the

murmur of the night wind as it sighed among the distant trees, or

the bubbling and dashing of the rolling river. Silently he walked

on his solitary way, revolving in his mind the probabilities of an

attack, and considering the chances of escape which those in

Amoiens might have.

" If you think to surprise Noyais you will be mistaken," ho

muttered, shaking his fist at the eastle which rose darkly over-

head. " We have been attacked often enough to learn to scorn

your efforts."

Suddenly there came to his ears a distant sound like the tram-

pling of a multitude. It was a stealthy tramp, but perceptible to

a quick ear as it sounded on rock and among watery brakes. He
listened silently for a moment, and then quickly ran to the near-

est guard. Preconcerted signals spread the tidings noiselessly

through the burgesses on the walls. All eyes were soon strained

toward the spot whence the sounds came. They increased, and

drew nearer to the city. At last, amid the gloom, a dark mass

like a troop of men was seen, slowly and stealthily coming down
the path toward Noyais. All the men on the walls were silent.

They gathered themselves closely in one spot, and aimed their

arrows at the approaching troop.

" Keep concealed," cried Rudolph, earnestly ;
" take sure aim,

and when they come near I will give the word."

On came tl>e troop. There did not appear to be more than five

hundred men, a small number to attack Noyais, but they expected

to surprise the city, and make it an easy prey. Nearer they came,

and still nearer ; they came to where the shadow of a high tower

hid the foremost—they drew near to the gate. But twenty yards

intervened and already the scaling ladders were made ready to be

placed against the wall.

Then in a moment the voice'of Rudolph was heard giving the

command to fire. Instantly a thousand arrows flew into the cen-

tre of the troop—instantly a shower of stones from slings, of

darts, and more dreadful weapons came pouring upon them.

Wide open sprang the city gates, immediately in front of them,

and before they could recover from the first stupor of astonish-

ment a thousand burgesses came pouring forth upon them. Then,

startled, frightened at the sudden appearance of so many foes,

they wavered and struggled feebly. Amid the uproar of the at-

tack there sounded the loud clangor of alarm bells, arousing the

whole city. Then all was uproar, for the men who sat waiting

some attack of this kind, came rushing from every house, armed

and accoutred, and poured toward the scene of conflict.

"Surround them! They fly! Prevent them 1" yelled Ru-

dolph, as he saw his foes waver.

The voice of the castcllain who led the partj- was heard en-

couraging his men. For a moment they paused, but that moment
gave time for tlie men of Noyais to pass them and intercept the

way behind them.

" On !" sounded the cry behind them, and masses of men rush-

ed upon them from every side.

" Surrender! robbers! knaves!" cried Rudolph, "you are sur-

rounded. Yield, or every one shall die !"

They paused from the attack—they saw enemies on every side

—there was no hope.

" We yield," said the old castellain, throwing down his sword.

His followers were soon disarmed, and all, to the number of four

hundred, were led in triumph into the town, where they were con-

fined as prisoners.

" Ha, Jean," said Rudolph, when all was over, " I think wo

can return the kindness of Amoiens now."
" I think there will not be much necessity for further watch to

guard against surprise."

" No—but come, let us question the old fellow who led these

knaves."

The castellain bowed low to Rudolph and his comrades as they

entered.

" I hope you will be merciful to mo, my lords
—

"

" We are not lords, and that is not the way to obtain mercy.

Be a man, and let not misfortune make you a coward. But I

wish to speak of other things. Tell me, sir castellain, what has

become of the people who went to the feast ? Answer rigluly, or

you die."

" I will speak only the truth, I swear."
" Well, be quick, answer."
" They were detained."

" What for V
" The Count Amoiens wants a larger revenue."
" How can those prisoners give it to him ?"

" The town will yield rather than let them bo tortured
—

"

'• Tortured >"

" —or die of starvation," continued the castellain.

" Starvation ! Great God in heaven ! Castellain, how many
men remain at Amoiens 1"

" Two hundred. I swear only two hundred."
" Once more. Wliich is the weakest part of the castle V
The pri>oner hesitated.

" Refuse to answer," cried Rudolph, " and you shall die !" and

he held a sword to his breast.

" The weakest side is the western—the wall is old and low, an

ordinary ladder will reach the top. There is a rude path to the

top of the diif, about half a league down the river."

" Knave, this information has saved your life—yet if you have

spoken falsely you shall die."

Rudolph and Jean departed. It was now about two hours

after midnight. Rudolph found the men still upon the wall,

awaiting further instructions. There were about a thousand,

composed of the bravest youth of Noyais.

" Burgesses," said Rudolph, as he came near to one company,

"the Count d'Amoiens has ventured too far. He whom we have

dreaded, he who has so oppressed us, is but weak compared to us.

He has had but seven hundred men, and we, who have our thou-

sands, have feared him. Only two hundred remain. Let us fol-

low up this night's work and lay low those frowning towers. Our
friends imprisoned there cry for liberty."

Shouts of applause arose, and all but a few necessary to guard

hurried together obedient to the commands of Rudolph.

" Let six hundred men under Jean march up and boldly attack

the castle in front—they may be taken by surprise. Two hun-

dred will follow me. You have your orders."

Soon the companies were formed, and Rudolph and his troop

went out of the western gate, while Jean passed through the east-

ern, up the cliff".

Amoiens had watched the attacking party from the battlements

till he could see them no longer. lie had heard the noise of the

strife, the rushing of men, the ringing of bells, and had seen that

stillness followed all. He waited in suspense for the return of the

troop, but they came not back. Two hours passed on in silence

and still he waited the issue of his expedition. Ho began to fear

that those despicable burgesses were braver and more watchful

than he supposed, and dreaded that his men were repulsed. To
think they had been taken prisoners he would have deemed absurd.

The prisoners in the courtyard below had found but little rest

or sleep. In the open air they disposed of themselves, crouching

in groups here and there, bewailing their fate. The old men bit-

terly lamented their coming, and now too late knew tlie count's

treacliery. The sounds of tumult from the city had been heard

by all, and the torment of suspense was added to their troubles.

The noise of those ascending the cliff's soon became audible to

the watchful ears of Amoiens.
" Ha ! they are returning at last. They have some boot}', if

nothing else, I hope." Saying this ho walked toward the outer

gate. To his surprise they came directly up toward it.

" Fool of a castcllain!" he cried, not seeing who they were,
" why do you not go to the north portal 1 Know you not that

the courtyard is full of people V
Jean saw at once the idea of Amoiens, and hastily turned to

the north gate. Arriving there he found it open, and Amoiens
himself standing to receive them.

" How have you fared ?" he cried, eagerly.

Jean lifted his hand to strike—in a moment Amoiens saw all.

" To arms ! to arms ! the enemy !" he screamed and darted to-

wards the open door of the keep. Jean followed, but Amoiens
was too quick for him, and the door was hastily shut and barred.

Then there came a shout from the battlements, and arrows

came down in clouds upon them.

"To the attack !" cried Jean, and all his followers placed the

ladders up at the walls.

But the men of the castle, headed by Amoiens, fought with

desperate bravery, and as soon as the men of Jean reached the

battlements they were flung to the ground—yet they rushed to

the attack, and numbers succeeded those who were slain.

But a loud shout of triumph suddenly ascending from the other

side of the castle brought a panic into the souls of the men of

Amoiens. On came the shouting men, nearer, nearer, until at

length Rudolph with his two hundred men appeared upon the

battlements.

" Victory ! victory ! yield, Amoiens 1"

" Dog !" cried the count, in a fury.

But during the pause of surprise the men of Jean had ascended,

and now thronged the battleinented summit.
" It is all over, Count d'Amoiens—yield, or you die."

Amoiens looked round, and then flung his sword to the pavement.
" There, take it."

"Amoiens," cried Rudolph, sternly, " insult not your conquer-

ors. We are the lords now, and you the serf. Our places are

changed. Bind him," said Rudolph to his men.
Amoiens was seized, and his hands were bound behind him by

the soldiers of Rudolph.

" Now open all these gates and let free those who wish. Make
known their liberty to our captive townsmen."

Morning dawned upon the land, but the arms of Amoiens no

longer appeared upon the flag which floated from the castle. In

its stead waved the flag of Noyais, and the festivities, which had

been so rudely interrupted, were prosecuted in honor ofthe victory.

Amoiens was brought up before Rudolph, and questioned by

what right he had wronged so deeply the citizens of Noyais, or

what excuse he could give for his many past acts of villany.

To aU these charges ho could say nothing. Finding that his

haughtiness could avail nothing with the stern conquerors, he

turned to fawning. He promised everything if they would restore

his castle. He would never more trouble them, but would always

honor them.

"No, Count Amoiens, all supplication is as useless with ns as

menace. Listen to your sentence. You are deprived of your

castle, but our chief citizens mercifully grant you your life."

Amoiens departed. He wandered around the land, and be-

sought assistance against his vassals from other barons. All was

useless. Even had they not hated him they would have been

unable to restore him, for each had enough to do with his own
vassals. For this was the age of the insurrection of cities of

Europe against their suzerains, and first among those who obtain-

ed freedom was Noyais.

Rudolph was hailed l)y the people as their deliverer. Married

to Eugenie he forgot the storms of his early life in the honorable

peacefulness and happiness of latter years, and all men reverenced

him who had been so great a champion for liberty.

[Gathered for Oleason's Pictorial.]

JDAIIiY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT ben: perley pookb.

[The following dally record of past events will be continued trom week to week;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data a.^ -will interest and instruct.]

JUNE FOURTH.

17.38.—George III., of England, born.

1766.—Festival at New York on repeal of the Stamp Tax.
1799.—Twelve thousand militia reviewed at London.

1820.—Henry Grattan, the eloquent M. P. from Dublin, died.

1846.—Fatal explosion of the steamer Queen City, on the Mis-

sissippi River.

JUNE FIFTH.

755.—Saint Boniface the missionary, murdered in Friesland.

1771.—Capture of Louisbourg by the N. E. troops, under Sir

W. Peppcrell.

1776.—Commodore Nicholson received the first U. S. naval

commission issued.

1780.—Captain Barney, in the Hyder Alloy, captured British

ship Gen. Monk.

1806.—Louis Bonaparte created King of Holland.

JUNE SIXTH.

1756.— Colonel Trumbull, the historical painter, born at Leba-

non, Conn.

1762.—Lord Anson, who circumnavigated the globe, died, aged

62 years.

1799.—Patrick Henry died in Charlotte county, "Virginia, aged

63 years.

1808.—Jerome Bonaparte created King of Spain.

ISdfe.—Joachim Murat (husband of Caroline Bonaparte) cre-

ated King of Naples.

1849.—Brig. Gen. Gaines died at New Orleans, aged 72.

JUNE SEVENTH.

1779.—William Warburton, bishop and author, died, aged 81.

1780.—"Connecticut Farms," N. J., ravaged by the British,

under Tryon.

1824.—Gov. Cass delivered his first message to the Legislative

Council of Michigan.

1847.—Abbot Lawrence founded the Scientific School at Cam-
bridge.

1852.—Rev. Ilosea Ballou, parent of the Universalist denomi-

nation, died, aged 80.

JUNE EIGHTH.

1783.—General Washington's fareweH circular to governors of

States.

1809.—Thomas Paine, the infidel, died at New York, aged 72.

1845.—Ex-President Jackson died at the Hermitage, aged 78.

1846.—Le Compte guillotined for attempting to shoot Louis

Philippe.

1847.—Taylor and Fillmore nominated at Philadelphia.

JUNE NINTH.

1765,—Count Zinzendorf, founder of the "Moravians," died in

England.

1772.—British armed schooner Gaspee burned at Rhode Island.

1812.—Rev. J. S. Buckminster, a Unitarian author, died, aged

28 years.

1825.—Paulino Bonaparte died at Rome, aged 23.

1843.—Washington Allston, painter and poet, died, aged 64.

JUNE TENTH.

1572.—Jean d'Albret, Queen of Navarre, died, aged 49.

1735.—Thomas Hearne, an English antiquary, died, aged 55.

1840.—Oxford, an insane man, fired two pistols at Queen Vic-

toria.

1851.—Grinnell vessels liberated, after nine months captivity in

the ice.
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TOCCONDC MOUNTAINS, AND TWIN LAKES, SALItBURY, CONNECTICUT.

SALISBURY, CONN.

The town of Salisbury, in the northwest rorncr of Connecti-

rnt, is rniiiirkalily rich in scenery and hi-tory, ns well as in the

) roduction of iron and iron intellects. Of late it is bceomiDg a

favorite resort of summer wanderers, and a fond suhject for de-

•friptiTr writers. We present the reader with srvorHl sketches,

illustrative of the town ; one, of the Tncconuf, Mountains, which

connect the Green Mountains of Massachusetts with tlie Hudson

Hifrhlands. The round, central peal;, in our picture, is called the

" Dome," and from this a vast extent of country is visilile, includ-

ing Duchess and Columbia counties in New York, Litchfield

county in Connecticut, and Berkshire in Massacliusctts, lopether

with a view of the Catskills on the west and (Jrcjiock on the

north. A ravine falls and precipiie, of amazing wildness and

grandeur, arc taken in their way by visitors who ascend the

dome, directly beneath which, as seen in the illustration, is " Sage's

Kavine," famous for fronting. In the middlepronnd of our sketch

are the twin lakes, " Wiishincc" and " Washining," separated by
a narrow strip of wooded land, and lieaulitied with islands. The
l.-.tter of the two cxliibits a phenomeiu)n which has )>uzzled scien-

tific men for thirty years past. Hocks, some of them weighing
m.Tny tons, have appeared aliove the surface of tlie hike and grad-
ually moved towards the west shori', leaving deep furrows in the

bid behind them, and piling up gravel before them. The fact is

^
1 >

SITE OF THE REVOLUTiaNARY FOUNDRY, SALISBURY, CONNECTICUT.
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most plainly manifest to every observer ; nothing has been suj;-

pcsted in cx|ilnniition, except the action of ice, and against this

theory there Rccm to be nnanswerahle olijeclions. The mystery

lends an additional enchantment to a landscape of magnificent

mountains, luxuriant farms, mossy rocks and fairy lakes, which

form a scene so perfectly ideal that no ariist could excel it in his

inventions. At the outlet of another exqui-iite lake, near what is

termed the " Furnace Village," or " Lakeville," is the site of the

foundry, t;iven on preceding page, where, in the days of the rev-

olution, cannon, shot and shells were manufactured. John Jay

and Governeur Morris often visited this spot, as agents of Congress,

to superintend the cast and proof of guns, which were fired into a

hill near the resilience of a sister of the late No;ih Webster. The
iiavv. both during and after the war, was chiefly supplied from

tlii.s" foundry ; it f'urtiislied the guns of the " Constitution," known

as "Old ironsides," and of the "Constellation," which, under

^x^v\ .,\rA,.\,^,^,,„.|,
>,*'

#^'

BLAST FURNACE.

Commodore Truxton, fought the French ships "Insurgent " and
" Vengeance." Near the foundry was a blastfurnace, of which

the famous Ethan Allen, a native of S ilisbury. was an owner in

1762. Before the revolution he removed to Vermont, and be-

came the hero of Ticonderoga and Crown Point. The first Sal-

i.vbury forge was built as early as 1734, and was supplied from
the " Davi-! ore-bed," the ore having been transported in bags on
horses. The one rejirescntcd in the engraving is at Chapinsville

;

it was built in 1825, on the site of one which was erected in 1748,

—

so that for more than a coiitury the smoke of a furnace has here

ascended. The ore, coal and flux are put in baskets of the shape

of a clamshell, and thrown into the furnace, as seen in ttie sketch
;

and, in a room belo«', the melted metal is drawn ofT and cast into

bars. A fnrnaci' g^'ucrally requires six hundred bushels of char-

coal dailv, and yields d;nly three ions of pig iron. In 1842 Sali-i-

bury h;nl four (uinaces and five refining forges. The '' Old Ore
Hill " has averaged •t.'idO tonsannu;illy, for the last twenty vcirs ; it

is owned liy the lieirs of Livingston Manor and others. The price

of the ore per ton, when got out, is two dollars and a half, of

which the proprietors receive one half and the miners the other.

There are seven ore-beds, yielding from forty to forty five per cent,

of iron. The stone is the brown hematite variety. Among the

distinguished sons of Salisbury are the Hon. Klisha Whittlesey;

Rev. Dr. Horace Hollcy, president of Transylvania University;

Myron Holley ; the late Chief Justice Ambrose Spencer ; Gen. Pe-

ter B. Porter of Niagara Falls, an actor in the last war, secretary

under John Q. Adams, and proposer of the Erie Canal ; the late

Professor Averill of Union College; the late Chief Justice Chip-

man of Vermont; Martin Chittenden and Jonas Galusha, both

governors of Vermont; besides many divines, missionaries and
statesmen. As an amusing fragment of town history, it may be

mentioned that when the " old church " (now a tavern—seem-

ingly as n judgment of heaven) was built in 1749, the town voted

towards its " raising " sixteen gallons of rum, and eight barrels

of wheat to make cakes of. In this

connection a sketch is given of a stcain

trip harnmer named " Thor," after the

Scandinavian god of thunder. It may
be found at " Ames's Works," three

miles southeast of Salisbury, near the

hciiutiful Canaan Falls, which are on
the Housatonic River, and in sight from
the railroad. The hammer, weighing
seven tons, is the largest in the world,

and is used for pounding out steamboat
shafts, and all heavy work. Notwith-

standing it is so imtncnsc, it can be set

so delicately as just to crack a walnut
or an egg. It is raised by the steam in

a cylinder above it, and falls, with its

own weight, at every ^'xpulsion of the

steam. In the same extensive estab-

lishment is other strange, Goliath ma-
chiner}', such as that for rolling and
shaping the drive-wheels of locomo-
tives. The Rev. H. W. Beechcr, who
lias spent two summer vacations in

Salisbury, and jjuhlished many letters

di-scriptive of its scenery, writes thus :

" Here you may well spend a week, for

the sake of the rides and the objects of

curiosity. The rides in all this neigli-

borhood arc very fine, and a week at

Salisbury (if the weather be fine and
yonr dispo.^ition reasonable) will be a[it

to tempt you hack again and again,"

aiid such is the impression of many
tourists who have enjoyed its romimtie and

for this establishment alone embraces nn area of four hundred

square miles, besides the township belonging to the company

—

the wliole being equal to fifteen townships. Huntcrstown was first

settled in 182.'), by Mr. Truman Kimpton, an American from

Ticonderoga, whose energy and perseverance brought the town-

ship to nearly its present state of improvement. As long ago as

ISS.'J, Mr. Wm. Parker, late of Caledonia Springs, Canada West,

became a partner in the enterprise, and retnaincd so until 18.52,

when ho became sole owner; he vigorously continued the im-

provements, exten<ling the plank road, already commenced, to-

wards the shipping port, making roiids through the forests, and

throwing a handsome wire suspension bridge across the falls, of

140 feet span. The place attracted the notice of Americans, and

several from Massachusetts and Maine visited the mills in IS-O.^,

who were struck with the magnitude and capacity of the estab-

lishment for doing a much more extensive business. Their visits

pietures(juc

-«—•••—»--

other

scenery.

MliyfERSTOHiV, CANADA.
The establishment rejircsentcd in the engraving below is situ-

ated in the township of Hntitcr>town, on Dalonp River, eigliteen

miles froTi its discharge into the St Lawrence, on the north shore

of Lake St. Peters, in the district of the Three Rivers. The es-

tablishment consists of two saw mills, a flour mill, three superior

dwelling bouses, Ibrly-four tciieaieiits lor laborers, tuc exteu.sive

barns.aiid stabling foi one hundred lior.°»s. The numberof hands

employed is three hundred. Hunteisfown comnrises over .10,000

acres of land. The farm surround ;ni; the mills consists of 500

acres in a higli state of culiiviition, ]iroduiinL; about ."jOOO bushels

of grain yearly. The mills drive one hundred and thirty saws,

besides planing, grooving, door, clapboard nrd shingle ni.ichines,

etc. The stock of Ininbcr on h.ind lor market the present season

is estimated at ;ix inilliou feet , and the supply of standing timber

STEAM TRIP HAMMER.

resulted in their becoming partners in the property; and the com-

pany now about Iieing organized, conicm|iiatc additional itnprovc-

mciits, by building steam mills at the mouth of the river. When
these are completed, it will render this location one of the most

de-irable properties as a field for profitable enterprise to be found

in British Aii.eri-a. The Americans have, for im-o or three years

past, been pushing their fortunes in the pine forests of Canada,

and securing every available jjoint where this great staple article

is to be found ; with characteristic entcrpri-e they are now about

expending more than a million of dollars in Inm^ering establish-

ments iilone. Thus the vast resources of that rising country are

being ra]iidly developed, and the day is cb>se at hand when the

Nonh .Shore Railroad and Grand Trunk Riilroal will thread the

mighty St. Lawrence, and such an iron bridge will span its wafers

at Montreal .as will excel all other works of art in Ameri -a, and

be an object of the grandest interest lo the Western World, the

internal resources of which are every year being more and more
developed and improved.

LU.\IBE1UNG ESTABLlt'HMIKT AT HUNTEBSTOWN, CANADA.
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[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

MUSINGS AT TWILIGHT.

BT JEAMETTE »E BARBE.

Tlicy're borne on every fragrant breeze

That sighs its balmy life away,

From gay parterre or forest trees—

Or ocean surge at close of day.

And come—whene'er I pluck a flower,

Dew-gemmed and fragrant, from its stem.

Exchange them? No! were mine the power,

I would not for a diadem!

They come when Sol adown the west

With setting beam gilds earth and sea,

Ere night her veil of gloom has cast,

And sleep takes place of memory

—

As slowly dying in the west,

^Vith gorgeous crimson all bedight,

The eve— in gold and azure drest

—

In cloudless splendor joins the night.

They come—when music's silver chords.

With soothiDg spell my soul hath spanned.

And minstrelsy in fitting words

Is furnished by some skilful hand.

Wlien twinkhng stars glow bright in heaven,

And half the world is lulled in sleep

;

They come—as though by angels given,

In holy calm my cares to steep.

'Tis not when lightsome forms flit round

In the dance's mazes by,

Or mirth—in a syren song hath bound

With its gladsome melody,—

They ever come at close of day,

When all around is hushed and feir.

And gently, ere they flit away.

They win my soul to prayer.__ < »mt^ >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE HAMILTONS:

AVHAT AVILL PEOPLE SAY.

BT MBS. M. E. ROBINSON.

Bertha Hamilton, a young lady of twenty, and not without

beauty, had just finished her toilet for an evening party. Her

dress, which was of rich watered silk, was very handsome and

becoming, and the complicated arrangement of her black, glossy

hair was sufficient evidence of the labor that had been expended

upon it. She seemed quite satisfied with her general appearance,

and after glancing for a moment in an opposite mirror, threw a

shawl over her arm and descended to the parlor.

" I hope you are not going to wear that dress, Mary !" she ex-

claimed, as her eye fell upon her sister, who was neatly attired in

white muslin, and looked the picture of contentment and happi-

ness combined.

"That is my intention," she quietly replied, as Bertha still

looked at her with undisguised astonishment.

"But you have already worn it three times, to my certain

knowledge," added the latter.

" It fits very well, and is not soiled in the least, my dear sister

;

why, then, should I throw it by as long as it pleases me 1" asked

Mary, quietly.

"But what will people say? You must have forgotten <Aa(,"

rejoined Bertha, emphatically. "A dress may fit well, not be

soiled, bo very becoming, and all that kind of thing, but those

are no good reasons why you should persist in wearing it so

much."
" In the matter of dress, I think every one should please them-

selves, and when that is done, they need care but little about the

opinion of others ; that is, when good taste and propriety are not

outraged," said Mary, with a good-humored smile.

"And give people an opportunity of hinting that you can't

afford anything difl^erent ! That may be your pleasure, but it's

not mine!" retorted the elder sister, giving the offensive muslin a

contemptuous look.

" Such remarks arc not worth noticing, when you are well

aware that they are not true ; besides, sensible persons would not

make observations so foolish."

" I don't care anything about their truth or falsity ; but I do

wish that you would try to realize that mi/ feelings may be hurt

by the remarks of our friends, even if you are unaffected by them,"

roioined the young lady, pettishly. " It isn't very pleasant to

overhear a person saying, ' that Mr. Hamilton must have a favor-

ite daughter, or that he is not wealthy enough to treat them both

alike ; or how very plain and old-fashioned Miss Mary is looking,

or—'

"

Bertha stopped short on perceiving the ineffectual attempts of

" Miss Mary " to suppress her laughter.

" I don't see why you need to feel so much amused," she added,

turning away indignantly.

" Forgive me, dear sister," said Mary, kindly passing her arm
affectionately around Bertha's waist. " I did not intend to laugh,

but I really could not help it. If you don't fancy my appearance

this evening, I'll just run up stairs and put on a black silk; it

wont take me many minutes. Anything to make myself agree-

able."

And the merry gipsy looked up into Bertha's frowning face

with a most re guish expression.

" That would certainly he a very great improvement, as you

have only worn black silk and white muslin, alternately, to every

party this winter," was the somewhat sarcastic rejoinder of the

young lady, as Mr. Hamilton entered the room, and announced

that the carriage was at the door.

"But it is much too early, father," said Bertha, quickly.

" Nobody goes at this hour."

" It is considerably past eight, and that is late enough to suit

me. I do not fancy the idea of making my appearance at a party

towards midnight, and remaining until near daylight, to allow my
daughters sufficient time to dance. Besides, I have a severe

headache, and should like to leave early," replied Mr. Hamilton,

drawing on his gloves.

"Everybody will be talking about it, I am sure," responded

Bertha to herself. " Father and Mary care so little about what

folks say. It makes no difference with them whether they are

considered fashionable or unfashionable."

But the young lady knew by experience that nothing she could

say would change her father's opinion on the subject, so she sub-

mitted ; but with rather a bad grace, we will allow, as she had

made up her mind to attract considerable attention by her late

entrance.

As the reader may imagine. Bertha and Mary Hamilton were

very unlike. The latter was an amiable, intelligent, unpretend-

ing girl, who held fashion and her ceaseless demands in very low

esteem. Although generally conforming to the customs of the

circles in which she moved, she could, if necessity demanded, or

inclination prompted, make a call or do shopping at hours which

her sister would have denominated " shockingly ungenteel and

frightfully unfashionable." She regarded the sentiments of in-

terested individuals so little, that she would unhesitatingly answer

the door-bell, if she happened to be in the immediate vicinity

;

and even made no objections to laying the table for tea, provided

the housekeeper or domestic were out, or otherwise engaged.

But what shocked the sensibilities of the fastidious Bertha the

most, was Mary's unalterable resolution to do her own sewing

;

and her invariably quiet and unembarrassed demeanor when sur-

prised with some useful article of wearing apparel in her hands.

" It was really astonishing to see how little care Mary had for

the honor and reputation of the family," was the young lady's

constant theme. " She was already the town's talk, and a stran-

ger would naturally suppose she did the plam sewing of the fam-

ily ; or, in other words, performed the humiliating duty of seam-

stress. She wondered why father would permit it."

Bertha Hamilton would have remained at home, in preference

to wearing a hat in the street one month out of fashion, or a dress

that was unfortunate enough to have a boddice, when Mrs. G. and

Mrs. S. (the acknowledged leaders of ton—had decided that a

belt must take its place; and she was equally unwilling to wear a

narrow collar, after seeing wide ones on the persons of the afore-

said ladies. Not that she cared, particularly, 0, no ; but " people

would talk" if she was behindhand in those matters.

With Mary it was different ; she had a superlative contempt for

fashional;le eccentricities. If a thing was right, that was sufficient,

and it mattered little to her whether her hat was in this or last

year's style ; or the pattern of her shawl a new or an old one.

Her apparel was always neat, simple and becoming, for the good

reason that her taste was faultless.

"I was really ashamed of you last evening," said Bertha to her

sister, on the morning after the party.

" Of my dress, I suppose you mean."
" There was need enough, I allow, but I did not refer to that

when I spoke
;
you were the subject of comment of both ladies

and gentlemen."

"Ah," rejoined Mary, with assumed gravity. "What did I

do to gain me such an honor?"
" Honor, indeed 1 I believe the girl don't know the difference

between praise and ridicule !"

" But what did I do V persisted Mary, in the same tone.

" You talked half the evening with a woman old enough to be

your grandmother," replied her sister, with the air of one who has

convicted another of a heinous offence.

" An enormous crime, certainly !" observed Mr. Hamilton,

drily, who entered, unobserved, at that moment, and heard the

two last remarks.

His eldest daughter colored excessively, and for an instant was

emban-assed by his entrance.

" But people were talking about it, father," she urged at length
;

"if it had been perfectly proper, they would not have noticed her.

Mrs. G. told me that Mary was not doing herself any good."

" And to offset that, my daughter, I heard a young gentleman

remark, that she showed more real and unostentatious politeness

than he had seen manifested during the evening; for she tried to

please and entertain an elderly lady, who was unable to join in

the general entertainments, and was universally slighted by all

but her hostess and Mary, whose conduct you have seen fit to

censure. True politeness, my daughter, is but seldom practised,"

said Mr. Hamilton, in a serious voice. "Mary acted perfectly

right, and I presume to say experienced sufficient reward in lis-

tening to the intelligent and refined conversation of her companion

;

for I learn that she has travelled much, and is moreover a very

talented lady."

" Indeed, 1 did," said Mary, with a grateful glance at her father.

" I was more than repaid for the slight sacrifice of pleasure, by

the interest I felt, and the instruction I obtained."

Bertha was in the minority, and said nothing fiirther on that

subject. Seating herself at the piano, she ran her fingers over the

keys with a very dissatisfied expression of coiuUen.anee.

" When are we to have a new piano, I wonder? We need one

very much," she remarked, after a pause.

" A new piano ! What is the trouble with the one yon have ?"

inquired Mr. Hamilton, looking up with surprise at this abrupt

and unexpected remark.

" It is a small one," said the young lady, nothing daunted.

" Is that the only fault ?" he added.

" On the contrary, that is the least objection ; it docs not com-

pare favorably with the other furniture. We ought to have a

nice, carved instrument, like other people with whom we associ-

ate. None of my lady friends have small, plain, square-cornered

pianos like that !" replied Bertha, and her manner indicated the

supreme contempt in which she held old-fashioned things in

general.

Something very like a frown passed over the usually pleasant

face of Mr. Hamilton. This time he was not in a mood to pass

over, without comment, his daughter's invariable reference to

" other people ;" it was a fault which he was aware had daily in-

creased in magnitude, and the indulgence of which would ulti-

mately he the cause of much sorrow to herself and friends. It

would detract from her usefulness, and unfit her for the perform-

ance of duties which might one day fall to her lot ; it would lead

her into errors from which years would not free her ; it would,

and already had, in her eyes, made right of far less consequence

than might ; it would lead her to barter the gentle whispers of an

approving conscience, for the less truthful and sincere protesta-

tions of a few persons who, in reality, eared nothing for her. As

these thoughts came up, the father became more grave, and he

looked both sorrowful and disappointed.

" Are your sister's wishes yours also ?" he asked, turning sud-

denly towards Mary ; who earnestly assured him " that not for a

moment had she felt dissatisfied with the piano they had ; and

that when Bertlia viewed the matter in its true light, she could

not but be convinced that no change was needed."

The latter contracted her brows at the last clause of Mary's

remark, and appeared rather displeased that she should venture to

make such an assertion on her own responsibility ; but her father's

serious manner checked the contradiction that was on her lips.

" I believe you, my dear Mary," continued Mr. Hamilton, "but

in regard to Bertha, I have my doubts ; for she is wholly governed,

not by her own opinions and good sense, but by the opinions of

others. This is a great error, and one which must eventually

produce much unhappincss. It is a species of slavery; she dare

not speak, she dare not act on her own responsibility, lest Mrs.

A. should ridicule her independence of character, or Mrs. B. pro-

nounce her ' unfashionable.' In regard to a piano, I should be

most happy to gratify you, had not circumstances put it absolutely

out of my power."

Bertha glanced at her father in surprise, for he had always been

very indulgent, and never spoken of the expense incurred by the

gratification of her, too often, capricious whims. Even the quiet

Mary looked up quickly at the close of his observation, as she

thought his smile sadder than usual, and his manner more serious.

" Three months ago," resumed Mr. Hamilton, as if in reply to

their inquiring glances, " I was what people call wealthy; now I

am comparatively a poor man. Do not start so. Bertha, nor turn

pale, Mary, for it is not so desperate as you may imagine.

Through the dishonesty of a professed friend, and the failure of a

bank in which I had large investments, I have lost many thou-

sands of dollars. But, by good management and the practice of

economy, we can yet have a comfortable home and our reasonable

wants satisfied. It will be a hard lesson, my daughters ; do you

think you can learn it ?" he added, earnestly.

" Do not fear for us, father," exclaimed Mary, kissing his care-

worn cheek affectionately, while Bertha remained silent, looking

intently at the carpet, which she was nervously patting with her

foot. " Do not fear for us ; wc are young and hopeful, and shall

not shrink from the duties that may devolve upon us
;
you have

lived for our interests and happiness, now we will live for j'oura.

It would be but a poor return for your kindness, to sit down in

despair when misfortune comes upon us."

" Spoken like a true-hearted giil," exclaimed Mr. Hamilton,

with a fond smile. " But Bertha is silent ; she is thinking of the

remarks of her fashionable friends. Can you not learn to he

happy in a smaller house, my child ?" he added, turning sadly

towards his eldest daughter.

" A smaller house 1 Have we got to leave this ?" she rejoined,

in a tone of alarm.

" We have several domestics now ; in a smaller house they

would not be needed, and we should have one item of expense

the less," said the parent.

" But we will do without servants," replied Bertha.

Mr. Hamilton smiled as mournfully as before ; he knew Bertha

better than she knew herself, and was well acquainted with the

inconsistency of the human heart.

" By selling this house and furniture, I can purchase a smaller

one, furnish it, and have a nice little sum to lay by for my busi-

ness, or for future wants. Will not that be better than living

here in a vastly different style from that to which we have been

accustomed, merely to keep up appearances?"

" We will dispense with all the servants but one ; I will wear

my hats longer ; I will put less sewing out; I will have fewer

dresses; 1 wont coax you for any new jewelry; I will be con-

tented with the old piano ; I will do anything to keep this house,"

exclaimed Bertha, with much earnestness.

"What do you think, Mai7?" asked Mr. Hamilton, at the

close of this emphatic appeal.

Her sentiments were in unison with his own ; for, although un-

used to exertion or the practice of economy, she saw at a glance

that her father's plan was the most wise and prudent one. True,

old associations, pleasant reminiscences, and dear memories

—

Mary thought of her dead mother—would be sacrificed, in such

an event, but the knowledge that they were living within their

means, and sparing their only parent many anxious hours, would

more than recompense her.
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She expressed her opinion on the subject, but at the same time,

with lier usual unselfish disposition, begged that Bertha might bo

gratified, if it was possible.

" She thinks more of such things than I do, and the trial for her

will be greater," she added.

" Of course it will !" rejoined the elder sister, emphatically.

" And tlien just tliink what people would say 1 I never should

hold up my head again !"

After much persuasion on the part of Bertha, and an unhesi-

tating promise that she would wait upon herself, and assist Mary

—who, as we have hinted, was more domestic in her habits—all

that lay in her power, Mr. Hamilton at last consented to make

the experiment, although he felt sure that his eldest daughter

would be the first to complain of the duties which slie had volun-

ta>ily undertaken.

" You know I play well, father, and can read music readily at

sight; now, why can I not take a few pupils?" said Mary, timidly.

" I appreciate your motives, my dear, but I am not yet so far

reduced in circumstances, as to render such a course of action

necessary," he replied.

" But it would be a great help, and you must promise to let me

do it," she continued, eoaxingly. " And Bertha understands

drawing so well, that she might give a few lessons, and then wo

should both do something. I'm sure that would be better than

spending all the time, and earning nothing."

" / give lessons in drawing !" exclaimed the young lady referred

to, with an air of profound astonishment. Why, you must be

crazy, Mary ! I would as soon go out doing housework ! Every-

body would know it in half a day, and I shouldn't expect that

one of my present acquaintances would associate with me again."

" Then their acquaintance is not worth jjossessing ; for respec-

table employment is never degrading," answered Mr. Uamilton,

somewhat sternly, as he arose to leave the room.

But Mary carried her point in regard to giving lessons, despite

the continued opposition of her sister, who declared that the piano

must be removed to the back sitting-room, for the risk of Mary's

being discovered in the act of teaching music was great. So into

the back sitting room it went, and the latter received strict in-

junctions to use the harp pedal, lest the sometimes discordant

notes might bo heard in the parlor, when visitors were present,

and thus the important secret be revealed. She persuaded her-

self that she could account for its absence satisfactorily, should

any inquiries be made respecting it.

The Hamiltons at once proceeded to lessen their family expenses,

by dismissing the housekeeper and chambermaid ; Mary consider-

ing herself competent to make good the place of the former, if

Bertha would give her the assistance she had so readily promised.

But a short trial convinced the latter that the dull routine of do-

mestic duties was not just what she had imagined ; she was not

awaro that carpets require sweeping so often, furniture so much
dusting and rubbing, plate so much cleaning, etc.; she wished she

had not said " that they could do without servants," for she never

knew their value before. The cook had quite enough to do in

the kitchen, and Mary, though always busy, could not do every-

thing ; so she found herself obliged to do something besides

lounging on a sofa, looking out of the window, running her white

fingers—which were now in imminent danger of being soiled

—

over the piano keys, and promenading the most fashionable

streets.

But the greatest fear which the young lady experienced, was

that she should be surprised while engaged in one of the before

named employments, and lose cast in consequence. Whenever

the bell rang, she invariably started with alarm, and hastened to

the mirror to be sure that her face was not flushed by exertion, or

that anything about hsr person would denote the nature of her

duties. She always took the precaution of lowering the window

shades, lest some inquisitive and curious neighbor might busy

herself in looking in upon her, and make reports injurious to her

fashionable reputation.

Not so with Mary Hamilton ; she was just as happy to receive

her friends in a becoming morning dress and neat white apron,

as when arrayed in silk and satin ; she never seemed in the least

mortified or embarrassed, and a high consciousness of doing right

imparted a dignity and self-possession of manner that won for her

the respect and admiration of all sensible and discerning people.

Bertha argued, however, that her sister was known to be very

domestic and unassuming, and nobody expected much of hei', or

were surprised at her peculiarities ; but as her own position was

different, the public would take other views of the subject.

But Bertha had another motive in keeping her father's altered

circumstances a secret. A young gentleman belonging to a

wealthy and influential family had, for some time, paid her his

addresses. He had seen but little of her in private life, and had

not discovered the main spring which governed all her actions.

Highly esteeming Mr. Hamilton, and being attracted by the

pretty face and intelligence of his eldest daughter, he had serious

thoughts, providing the consent of all parties could be obtained,

of making her his wife. The young lady, apparently, had no ob-

jections to his suit, but in reality was only fearful lest some other

fair damsel should prove more fortunate than herself. She also

was apprehensive that if he became aware that her father was less

wealthy than he had supposed, his visits would be discontinued;

as she imagined that all fashionable people were governed by the

same feelings that regulated her own conduct in matters of this

kind.

Latterly, the calls of Ralph Granger had been more frequent

;

and she trembled lest in an unguarded moment, or by some

unforeseen occurrence, he might be led to suppose that they had

been unfortunate ; a suppo.sition which Bertha was disposed to

regard in the light of a new calamity. One day when Mr.

Granger was about to take leave, he paused suddenly, and said :

"By the way, Mits Hamilton, I overheard a conversation this

morning between my mother and a girl who applied for the place

of chambermaid, and who had formerly occupied that situation in

your family; for she produced an excellent recommendation from

you. But what seemed to surprise and perplex my mother

greatly, was the circumstance that she was not able to assign any

reason for her dismissal from your service ; and she was not dis-

posed to believe that you bad dismissed a faithful domestic with-

out ample cause. But the girl persisted in her first assertion,

which was, tliat she had asked for a reason, but that you had re-

fused to give one. As my mother is much troubled to procure

good help, I thought I would take the liberty to inquire about

this applicant for a situation."

While the young man was speaking, the face of Bertha was

suli'uscd with blushes, and her embarrassment was so palpable,

that it could not escape his observation.

" Really," she stammered with increasing confusion, " really, I

do not now remember. It was some time ago, and one cannot

always charge the memory with such trifles. I believe the girl

gave very good satisfaction, and if I recommended her, that was

suflicient."

" 1 think I perceive the nature of the case," added Mr. Granger.

" Your delicacy and native goodness of character incline you to

cover up and overlook the failings of others. Believe me. Miss

Hamilton, I can appreciate such feelings. I shall not esteem you

the less for this new instance of regard for the happiness of others,

however humble their station in life."

These generous and well meant compliments of her lover only

served to increase the embarrassment of the young lady, and

heighten the color of his cheeks, brow and neck.

" You are too charitable," she rejoined, almost at a loss to

know what would be a fitting answer. " Your views of the sub-

ject do me too much credit, although I confess that if the girl had

been guilty of some little faults, I should not be the one to blazon

them abroad. If she did not quite please me at all times, I'm

sure 1 forgave her, and was willing to aid her in getting a new sit-

uation, by giving her the best recommendation I could."

" I was morally certain that the girl equivocated about the matr

ter, aud that she knew very well why she lost favor with you. I

shall mention the subj|£ct to m_y mother in this light, for it is by

her request that I make these inquiries."

Bertha perceived tliat the diJiiculty was growing worse and

worse, and she preferred to let the false impression which she had

given remain, rather than frankly to confess the whole truth

;

although she had not uttered a direct lie, or what she considered

as such, yet her words and manner were producing all the cfl'ects

of a falsehood, so far as the servant was concerned. Bertha saw

this plainly enough, but lacked the moral courage to do right.

A few days after this conversation, Ralph Granger saw Mary
Hamilton and the girl who applied to his mother for a situation,

and who had been the subject of remark between himself and

Bertha, conversing together at a corner of a street. Perceiving

that he was recognized by Mary, he joined her, and after the usual

compliments, the latter observed :

"I was just trying to comfort Ann a little as you came up.

She has had but poor success in procuring a situation, but 1 have

assured her that patience and perseverance must ultimately ac-

complish her purpose. Does not Mrs. Granger need help ? If

she does, I can cheerfully recommend Ann as a capable and

faithful girl," she added.

" If she was, then, such a valuable assistant, why did you not

retain her in your service V asked the young man, smiling.

" I will answer frankly ; the sole reason of her discharge was

because my father did not feci able to keep so many domestics as

he has heretofore done. If this were not the case, she should not

long be without a place," said the young lady, earnestly.

" Your candor is commendable," rejoined the gentleman, with

a thoughtful air, while a shade of surprise and disappointment

stole over his features at the close of her reply. " If the 3 oung
woman will call on my mother this evening," he added, " I will

interest myself in her favor."

Mary thanked him warmly, and turned away apparently as

much pleased at the prospect of success as the girl herself.

Hardly a week had elapsed before Ralph Granger again visited

Bertha Hamilton. The young lady was as social and smiling as

ever, and did not suspect the nature of the thoughts that went
floating through his brain, and of which she was the unconscious

subject. Had Bertha been a close observer, she would, undoubt-

edly, have noticed the constraint under which her visitor was
laboring. Instead of supposing that her duplicity had cooled the

ardor of his passion, she attributed his embarrassment to the pro-

found respect and admiration with which she had inspired him.
" Where is your piano 1 It does not occupy its accustomed

place 1" he asked, apparently as a last desperate eft'ort to keep up
the conversation whicli for the Ia.st few minutes had begun to flag.

" Mary practises so much that the noise became insufferably

annoying ; so I had it removed to the back sitting-room, where
she can drum away at her Italian airs without crazing anybody,"
replied Bertha, carelessly.

At this moment the subject of her remarks entered, and Granger
added, laughingly :

" Miss Hamilton, your sister says that you have taken desper-

ately to music, lately."

" Yes," rejoined Mary, innocently, supposing that Bertha had
already informed the gentleman that she was engaged in teaching,
" I have six pupils, and they do indeed keep me very busy."

" Not regular scholars, Mary !" interrupted Bertha, quickly,

crimsoning with shame and mortification. " They are only the

children of a few friends of ours."

Ralph Granger pretended to busy himself by turning over the

leaves of a book, but managed to cast stealthy glances at the

young ladies. Instead of reading, he was drawing comparisons

between them, and the event proved that they were not very

favorable to the elder sister. Simplicity, candor and truth were

three traits of character upon which he placed a very high esti-

mate, and the personal beauty of Bertha faded away like mists

before the sun, when he discovered that she was wanting in those

excellent qualities, without which the female mind loses its pow-

ers of attraction. Matters of mere worldly policy had little

weight with him. When about to do anything, he never asked,

" What will people say?" but " Is it right V If his highest con-

sciousness answered in the affirmative, he proceeded- to execute

boldly, without consulting the wills and caprices of those who
sacrificed truth and usefulness to fashion.

The superficial arts of Bertha no longer charmed him. Ho
pitied the weakness that placed her entirely at the mercy of others

for her happiness. He regarded her as the victim of a perverted

judgment—a jjerson whom nothing but the rude hand of adversity

could teach a better philosophy. To Mary—the prudent and dis-

creet Mary—he turned, as to one entirely opposite in character.

Her straightforward truthfulness, her unassuming good sense, her

regard to the welfare of others, her high standard of moral worth,

were, to him, all powerful magnets to draw him towards her; and

he felt and acknowledged their force. He ceased to pay particular

attentions to her sister, and Mary soon engrossed them all. The
former felt deeply the blow, and it caused her to shed many bitter

tears of rsmorse. Her repentance came too late to save her char-

acter for candor and a disregard for fashion, in the eyes of Ralph.

His respect for Mary daily increased, and ho married her, from a

deep conviction of her worth, without once pausing to ask, " What
will people say?"

[Written for Glca-son's Pictorial.]

lilNES FOR AN AL11U9I.

BT M. V. ST. LKOK.

An album, it is oftvn said,

Is but a foolish thing,

Not worth the reading when once read,

Nc^er failiog much alarm to bring,

When handed to your friends.

Fit only for quite stupid folks,

Or some young miss who sings and polks,

And sentimental ends.

But let ua hope a better fate

For this fair book of thine,

Than to contain the idle prate

Of all who can, or can-t string rhymo.

And to sustain its name,

Let each write better than he sees

Already here, nor wish to please

With quality the same.

If each will promise, I'll engage

That you shall have a book

tJnsulhed, fair on every page,

On which all may with pleasure look.

And now, my friend, accept

This wish—.10 brightly may it shine,

That, ne'er to Hames and ruin consigned,

It may be read and kept.

WOMEN AND FLOWERS.
Blessings on the heads of those who send flowciT' presents to

those whose energies have been desolated by disease! Flowers
impart not only fragrance and beauty to one's sick room, but they
absolutely light up the gloom that hangs around it like a dark cur-
tain, and cause cheerfulness to take the place of heaviness and
oppression of heart. Often has our soul felt exceedingly grateful
to those dear women who have considered our low estate, and sent
flowers, fresh, fragrant and beautiful, to cheer our invalidism.
Could we strew their pathway through life with flowers, how eag-
erly would our hands perform the task ! Had flowers no other
office than to minister to the pleasures of the sick, that of itself
should be reason suflicient why they should be cultivated. But
when wo remember that tlicy are not only an ever pleasant joy to
the eye, but are also true and genial teachers of moral truth and
excellence, as well as tender prompters to the higtiest as well as
the most refined sentiments, we can perceive of how great import-
ance it is that the liand and heart of woman's power is in her
loveliness, and she ought to do everything to encourage it. Her
loveliness has broken the bondage in which many a sinful man
was bound, and «hich had resiNted persuasion and force through
many a year. Let her increase her power by adding to her love-
liness, and this she will not fail to do if she gives her heart up to
the beautiful poetry of earth.

—

Louisville Journal.

' * ^m^ I _

A NUTJUEG ]>LANT.\TION.
On our return to the ship we visited a nutmeg plantation. The

trees are planted in rows, at intervals of about twenty feet. Tho
leaf is dark green and glossy, resembling that of the" laurel, and
the fruit, at a little distance, might be taken for a small russet-
colored apple. When ripe the thick husk splits in the centre,
showing a scarlet network of mace, enveloping an inner nut, black
as ebony, the kernel of which is the nutmeg of commerce. Tho
clove tree, not now in its bearing season, has some resemblance
to the nutmeg, but the leaf is smaller and the foliage more loose
and spreading. As we drove through the orchard the warm air
of noon was heavy with spice. The rich odor exhaled from tho
trees penetrated the frame with a sensation of languid and volup-
tuous repose. Perfume became an appetite, and the senses were
drugged with an overpowering feeling of luxury. Hiid 1 contin-
ued to indulge in it, I should ere long have realized the Sybarite's
complaint of his crumpled roselcaf.—5a^«r(/ Taylor.

Both our mental and moral acquisitions increase by their com-
munication to others : which gives an illustration of two truths

—

first, that we are framed to cairy out the law of love; and second,
that the pobscssions which multiply in the imparting are naturally
the most valuable.

—

Literary Floras.
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MOSQUE AND CANNON FOUNDRY AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
The arsenal of Topkhaneh, literally, the " House of Can-

nons," one of the finest military establishments of Turkey, is

situated on the sea shore, nearly at the point where the Bospho-

nis divides into two arms, of which one, extending to the east,

opens into the Sea of Marmora, while the other, inclining to the

west, forms the port formerly known as the " Golden Horn," and

joins, at the extremity of the Galata suburb, the naval arsenal of

Tcrsane. These two arms form an angle, the summit of which

is formed by the famous Seraglio Point. In the rear of Topk-

haneh the suburb of the same name rears its houses in steps on

the slope of a hill, overlooked in turn by the heights of Pera,

where the French and Russian palaces and gardens are di^icerni-

ble. Opposite, on the other side of the Bosphorus, at about a

quarter of a league's distance, you see Scutari, whose vast planes

arc formed by a curtain of dark verdure which closes the horizon
;

they are cypresses of the great graveyard, which covers more
than a superficial league. Topkhaneh is one of the most frequent-

ed landing-places in Constantinople. It is the ordinary point of

debarcation for travellers brought hither in the European packets
;

it is also the station for a multitude of caiques, which give Con-
stantinople so animated and picturesque an aspect, but the num-
ber of which has been lessened by the establishment of steam-

menians, and a few Europeans. The copper used comes from
Asia Minor—the other metsils, iron, steel and lead, from difl'erent

countries of Europe. Topkhaneh is under the direction of the

grandmaster of artillery, who has his official residence there,

whence his vulgar denomination of Topkhamh Muchiri, Muchir
(field-marshal) of Topkhaneh. This high dignitary, who takes

rank immediately, in the ministerial council, after the seraskier

ami capitan pacha, ha.s also in his dependency the fortresses, the

material of the array and most of the military establishments.

< »«— >

THE FIRST .lAPAN EXPEDITION.
Some years ago Capt. Biddle went out to Japan charged with the

duty of bringing home several Americans who had been imprisoned

by the authorities of the island. The junk of the officials of the

empire came out to him as soon as he had anchored. An Amer-
ican officer stepped on board, but in consequence of his having

violated the etiquette of that country, by boarding a government
junk before the oiTicial bell had been rung, a Japanese knocked
him overboard, and the junk returned to the shore. Now, al-

though our officer had been guilty, doubtless, of a very serious

offence in stepping on hoard before the official bell rang, he

thought himself rather badly used. An apology was demanded.
Next day the captain of our ship received a message, stating that

sir V asked the captain. " I am the interpreter," said he. " Are
yon one of the big men of this country?" asked Captain Glenn.
He answered in the negative, but told the captain that he must go
no-nearer the shore, as it was contrary to the Jajjanese l.iws to do
so. " Stranger," said the captain, "I'll go just where I please,

and I don't mean to speak to any one on the island under the
prince or governor." So onward he sailed till he came to a place
that suited him, where he dropped his anchor. Next day the
prince of the district, with a great cortege, consisting of about
fifty men in yellow robes, was seen walking along the shore.

They entered a junk and approached the ship. The yellow men
entered first, and as soon as they did so they put their heads to the
deck and kept them there. When the great functionary entered,

instead of going aft, as is the practice with us, he walked forward.

Glenn went up to him, clapped him on the shoulder, and jaid,
" Look you here, friend, you must come the other way." The
Japanese officers and men were astonished at this audacious fa-

miliarity of the American. They thought that their prince was
going to be martyred. It is customary, in Japanese state junks,

to have an elevated platform forward, and that is the place of

honor. The Japanese officer was astonished on going on the

quarter deck of our ship, to see that no platform had been provid-

ed ; and so, after looking round for the seat of honor, he went to

MOSQUE, AND CANNON fOUNHRV OF TOPKHANiai, CONSTANTINOPLE.

boats on the Bosphorus. The arsenal stands on a parallelogram

of great extent. On the longer sides it is washed liy the sea, the

other is bordered by a very fine squjirc of recent construction,

from which it in separated by a railing. This space comprises,
besides the dependencies of Topkhaneh, a superb Moorish foun-

tain of very great height, covered, like the greater part of Turkish
Imildings, by a leaden cupola, and surrounded by sixteen turrets,

surmounted by spires, an imperial mos(|UC, and a kiosk for the

sultan, (|uite recently finished. On the other side arc situated the

artillery barracks and the cannon foundry. This last establish-

ment is of Moorish architecture, directed by a lieutenant-colonel

of artillery, a.ssisted by a battali(m commander and six captains,

adjutant majori. Consists of two furnaces, casting three hun-

dred pieces, of all calibres, per annum. Connected with it is a
steam engine of twenty-five horse power. A milroad conveys

the pieces to ibe wharf, from whi< h tbey are laden on board ves-

sels. The same road connects with the arsenal. Here are two
steam engines of twenty-five and tliirty horse power, which move
fo iv-two machines usi-<l for dilVerent purposes. In IH'i'i there

were ItiUO pieces in the magazine. Tin: ar...ennl ot Topkhaneli

has been much improved under the present grand-master of ar-

tillery, Ahmed t'cllii Pacha, brother-in-law of the sultan, and dates

back no farther than the last century, lint the cannon foundry is

much more ancient, having been established in the reign of Soli-

man the Great. The workmen cmidoyed are Mussuhncn or Ar-

the Japanese who had knocked the American over the gangwiiy,

would be sent on board with his father and mother, brothers and
sisti rs, grandmother, wife and wife's sister, and that they would
all rip themselves open before the captain for bis satisf.ietion. But
the captain did not want to witness that sort of satisfaction, and
as he could not ascertain anything about the prisoners, he set sail

for home. The Japanese entertained .a very jioor opinion of the

American jn'ople in eonsc<]ucnce of the conduct of the captain on
that occasiim. A nation, tbey thought, that would not allow men
to rip thi'tnselvos open, must be a nation of cowatds. The next
expedition to Japan was conducted by Captain Glenn, who took

a more resolute course. He dctern)incd to make an example of

the Japanese. As soon as the American ship approached the

shore a junk came off to her. When the junk came near the

American ship a parchment was extended towards our officers on
a ri cd. The captain took the. pareliincnt and threw it into the

water. In ati instant four or five Japanese jumped overboard and
recovered the pareliincnt. becmise, as the ciiptain was told after-

wards, they would have been ri|i]icd open if the pardimcnt had
been lost. As the anchorage usually allotted to foreigners did not

please Captain Glenn, he moved towards a more convenient ha-

ven. Suddenly a voice in the junk shouted, " You must go no
furiler—yon must go no furder." The captain, on hearing his

own language, said to the speaker, " You are the very man I

want." He hove to and got the man on deck. " Who are you,

the helm and jierched himself on the rudder post. Glenn sen* for

a chair, and pointed to it, and in language which, if not suitible

for polite literature, was at least very perspicuous, bade him
| ut

himself into it. "Now," said he, turning to the interpro I'r,

" tell him that I" The interpreter replied ihut he could not do so,

as suih a remark from him would insure his being ripped open on
the spot. The captain told him that if he didn't obey him he

would blow his brains out. So the interpreter, as a choice of

evils, complied with his command. As soon as the prince had

seated himself the captiiin ordered a bottle of Sherry wine, of

which he offered him a glass. The interpreter said, " the ]>rince

never drinks. " He is with me now, and be mvxl drink," nplied

Glenn. The prime put the glass to bis lips but diil not drink the

li(|Uor. The captain then turned round to the interpreter .and

asked, " Will you have it t" He replied in the negative. The
captain then offered champagne. When the prince saw how it

sparkled his scruples vanished, and be ilrank it off. The captain

filled another and yet another glass, which the prince enjoyed in-

finilelv. When our ctiptain saw that he bad plcasi d the prince,

he told him through the interpieter, he had come for the American
prisoners, and they must be given up immediately. The prince

said forty days woiilil be required to send to Jeddo for them.

Glenn rej)lied, " I must sail in three days, and X must have thcni

then." After some demur, four days were granted, at which

time the prisoners were returned.

—

Sccrclunj Kennedy's Speech.
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NEW BR.\UNFEL3.

This is an interesting colony of some 3000 Germans, near San

Antonio, Texas. The first settlement was made in 1844, by

Prince Sohns Braunfels and about one thousand of his country-

men. In 1846, an additional number united, after enduring the

most frightful hardships ; in consequence, not less than sixty

orphans were, at one time, under the cure of an asylum which the

inhabitants erected for the purpose. They subsequently, as they

became older, mostly provided for themselves. The town is rep-

resented as a neat, thriving place, with schools, churches, stores,

manufacturing establishment, etc. The citizens have a number of

benevolent and social organizations ; among which are an Agri-

cultural Society, a Mechanics' Institute, a Harmonic Society, a

Society of Political Debates, and a Farmers' Society.

INTERESTING TO ENGRAVERS.

An artist of Sheffield, England, has discovered that soap is an

excellent substitute for wood in engraving. A drawing may be

executed with a hard point on a smooth piece of soap, almost as

readily, as freely, and in as short a time, as an ordinary drawing

with a lead pencil. Every touch thus produced is clear, sharp

and well defined. When the drawing is finished, a cast may be

taken from the surface in plaster ; or, better still, by pressing the

soap firmly into heated gutta percha. In gutta peicha several

impressions may be taken without injuring the soap, so as to

admit of " proofs " being taken, and corrections made—a very

valuable and practical quality in soap.

^-^-^^-4

Fish Stort.—The Peoria Lake, in Illinois, appears to abound

in fish. The News, of a recent date, stated that one thousand

pounds of fish were taken at one haul of a seine, and subsequently

a haul was made containing 14 000. The seine was hauled as

near the shore as the fish would permit, and staked down. It

took seven men three days to take them all out.

—— < ^^ »

A Miser.—There is a Madame L. living in New York city,

whose tax on real estate is $14,000, and on personal, $1 100, whose
whole property is worth 850,000—who begs in the streets, and

lives in great destitution in the garret of her own house !

SPLINTERS.

.... T. Buchanan Read, the artist poet, is now residing with

his young family in Florence, Italy, engaged in his profession.

.... A beautiful and extensive quarry of black marble has

been discovered about twelve miles from Shasta, California.

There are said to be 10,000 destitute children in the city

of New York—wretched girls and boys, who live by beggary.

.... A late letter from Havana says that a great panic exists

there. The foreign merchants are sending their families away.

.... A panther, measuring seven and a half feet from his nose

to the tip of his tail, was recently killed in Tennessee.

.... The production of silver, in Mexico, the present year, is

expected to reach the sum of $25,000,000.

.... Cholera appears to be assuming an epidemic form in

many parts of this country and Europe.

.... The Bay of St. John's is said to be the best ocean harbor

on the North American continent.

.... Mrs. Mov.'att's late engagement at the Howard Athenaium
in this city was a brilliant leave-taking of the stage.

.... W. C. E. Thomas, a printer, formerly connected with the

Galena Advertiser, has been elected first mayor of Green Bay.

.... Next week we shall give Mr. Gleason's first letter descrip-

tive of his voyage out and other matters.

.... Gold continues to pour into the eastern citiej from Cali-

fornia, and from Australia into the English maritime cities.

.... The Jews of Hartford are about building a synagogue in

•that city. There are 500,000 Jews in the United States.

.... The estimate of the annual loss of property on the Missis-

sippi and its tributaries from steamboat disasters is $3,000,000 I

All accounts agree that, with a tolerable season, the wheat
crop of California will exceed the wants of the population.

A convict, while attempting to escape from Clinton jail,

in New York State, was shot dead by one of the guards.

BOSTON COMMON.
It is in vain that art and wealth combine to rear beautiful

dwellings, build stately palaces, erect lofty columns and obelisks,

and stretch along broad streets the stately pomp of colonnades

—

one scene of nature's handiwork throws them all into the back-

ground, and asserts her sovereignty beyond challenge. How
insignificant appears the long perspective of Gothic arches in the

stateliest cathedral pile, compared to the temple formed by the

overarching trees of the green forest wrought by no human hand !

What fabric of the looms can compare with the velvet greensward

with which nature carpets our common heritage, the earth ? And
it will still be found that the most attractive scenes in the most

sumptuous of cities are those where the largest share of the

decorations has been left to nature.

These ideas occurred to us as wo strolled, a few days since,

during a brief respite from labor, across our beautiful Common

—

a feature which, more than any other, distinguishes and charac-

terizes our city. The trees were just bursting forth into the ten-

der, vigorous foliage of June, while beside the gravelled path the

grass shone in the soft, warm sunlight, a carpet ot the brightest

emerald. High in the air the snowy waters of the fountain were

piled up, a pyramid of life and light, diffusing a charming cool-

ness all around. Afar off, the green hills of the country, dotted

with innumerable dwellings, were wrapped in a silvery sheen, and

hard by, under waving trees, reposed the ashes of the dead, sanc-

tifying the resort of the living. Hundreds were abroad to enjoy

the delightful scene, and from many a group of little, fairy-like

children at play rose the pleasant sound of childish laughter; gay

and lovely creatures, just emerged from childhood and not less

innocent, strolled along engaged in conversation. There were

grave business men, forgetting for a while the " pressure " of the

money market, the aspect of stocks, and the balance of trade

;

elderly people, whose youth was revived by the views of these

combined sights.

We saw one old gentleman sitting by himself upon one of the

stones, and leaning upon his staff, whose locks were silvery white,

and whose face was wrinkled and turrowed all over by the tracks

of time. As he looks about him there, he seems to recall bygone

days, and could doubtless tell us when that venerable elmtroe

yonder, whose branches shade a circle of vast diameter, was com-

paratively but a sapling. He may have seen with his own eyes

the British camp on Fox Hill, or prompted the schoolboys when

they went to General Gage in a body to complain of the soldiers

for their interference with their coasting upon the Common. Of
course he remembers when Boston was quite a village, and when
Gov. Hancock's house stood solitary and alone, overlooking the

open fields. As the old gentleman shakes his head now, he is

doubtless thinking of the banishing of the cows from this spot,

and remembers that the Common was bequeathed to us as a pas-

ture ground for our cows, and a training field for our heroes. But
the kine are banished now, and the intersecting line of trees pro-

hibits the manoeuvring of a larger body of troops than a battalion.

Turning from the old gentleman, our eyes encounter a well

known land speculator gloating over the scene with envious,

grudging eyes. He is calculating the geometrical area of the

Common ; he is mentally dividing it into house lots—covering it

with bricks and plaster, laying out streets, planning stores, work-

shops and stables, covering every inch of ground. Thank heaven,

there is one spot which generosityand forethought have so hedged

in and guarded, that mammon cannot enter!—one oasis in the

wilderness of brick and mortar, forever tabooed to speculators,

surveyors and architects ! Boston Common will be Boston Com-
mon to the end of time !

The Reverb House.—In a somewhat large experience of

hotel life, we never visit a new city without informing ourself in

relation to its public houses. New York and Philadelphia are

justly ranked very high in this respect, but there is no hotel in the

country superior to the Revere House, Boston. The directors of

this favorite house understand one important item in hotel busi-

ness, and that is the never failing necessity for courtesy—and that

it is as much the manner of serving the public as in the matter fur-

nished wherein satisfaction is given. A more gentlemanly corps of

directors are not engaged in any establishment from Maine to Cal-

ifornia. Paran Stevens, Esq., the lessee, is a gentleman of tact

and ability, combining the many requisites of an accomplished
landlord, who has rendered the " Revere " a household word all

over the world.

< » » >

A Bbautt.—The Emperor of France said to Miss Smead, at

his recent introduction, and with more than his usual brusqueness,

" Mademoiselle, you are the handsomest woman I ever saw in my
life." Considering that the emperor piques himself on his know-
ledge of women, and horses, and dogs, this is a huge compliment.

Miss Smead is, without doubt, the handsomest woman who has

been seen at the French court in a hundred years ; she unites all

those attributes of beauty one reads of in novels, and never sees.
-4 •»»» >

In reserve.—Independent of the immense naval force Eng-
land has in actual service, there is a force in reserve at Ports-

mouth, Devonport, Chatham and Sheerness, of 161 effective ships

of the royal navy, carrying not less than 6807 guns ; and there are

39 other vessels building, which are intended to carry 2390 guns.
4 •»»» »

Genial Climate.—In the woods, only one hundred miles

north of the city of Bangor, Maine, the snow is about three feet

deep, and there is now good moose hunting in that region.

Educational.—Ex-Govcrnor Slade, of Vermont, arrived at

Chicago, lately, accompanied by fourteen school-marms, for the

West.

PASSING AWAY.

The living American poets of the elder class are few in num-

ber. Within the past twelve years death has thinned their ranks

by the removal of Woodworth, (1842,) Allston, (1843,) Ware,

(184.3,) Wilde, (1847,) and Norton, (1853.) Of those bom during

the last century who survive, James K. Paulding is first in the

order of age upon the list ; he will be seventy-five years old next

August. Pierpont stands next on the roll, having just entered

upon his seventieth year. Dana \vill be sixty-seven years old

next November ; Sprague will be sixty-three the 26th of October

next ; Bryant and John Neal have reached their sixtieth year

;

Percival and Halleck are fifty-nine; Goodrich, fifty-eight; Bishop

Doane is fifty-five. Among those born early in the present cen-

tury may be mentioned Morris, Albert G. Green, Emerson, Dawes,

Prentice, Willis and Hoffman.

Flowers.—A few, if only a very few, should be about erery

farm-house. They are pleasant to the children, and to the trav-

eller as he passes ; and it will promote your own happiness to see

others happy.
< * • » >

Theatrical.—E. L. Davenport and Miss Fanny Vining will

visit the Atlantic, Western and Southern cities, professionally, ere

long. They will arrive in this country early in August.

MARRIAGES.
In thia city, by Rct. Mr. Cilley, Mr. Sawyer McLftughlin to Miaa Merlbah

Moore.
liy Rev. Mr. Schwara, Mr. Charles Kirmse to Miss Mina Eicke.

By Kev. Mr. Cruft, Mr. Otis B. Vriend to Miss EUza J. VVhiton, both of
Roxbury.
By Kev. Mr. Porter, Mr. John U. Fairfield to Mi^P Mercy P. Mayo.
At Iloibury, by lley. Mr. Alger, Mr. James E. Dooahue to Miss Annie S.

Rider.

At Dorchester, bv Rev. Mr. Means, Mr. Williams Smithy Jr., of Worcester,
to Miss Susan W. Tolman.
At Beverly, by Rev Mr. CbafTin, of Davensport, Mr. John A. Peabody to

Miss Mary Ann Dodge.
At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Thayer, Mr. John W. Vamey to Miss Harriet U.

Foss.

At Raynham, by Rev. Mr. Carver, Mr. Henry W. Crane to Miss Amelia W.
Wilbur, of TauDton.
At Plymouth, by Rev. Dr. Kendall, Mr. Ichabod Bagnell to Miss Ellen

Devlne.
At i^pringfield, by Rev. Mr. Seeley, Mr. Sidney B. Lemon, of Ware, to Mist

Martha A. 8now, of Palmer.
At North Adams, by Rev. Mr. Miller, Mr. Edward Stratton, of Saratoga,

N. Y., to Mit<8 Jant* S. Fuller.

At Providence R. I., by Rev. Mr. Stone, Mr. Thomas Ramsey, of SomerviUe,
Me , to Mi.«s Mary Jane Miller.

At Philadelphia, by Rev. Mr. Barnes, Mr. Samuel Q. Snelling, of Boston, to
Miss Ella E. Paul.

DEATHS.
In this city, Miss Surah T. Keniick,18; Mrs. Sarah E. Cook, wife of Mr. John

Powell. 22; Miss Pliclie A. Manchester. 24.

At Cliarlestown. Mr. William Phipps, 70; Mr. Bernard Campbell, 21.
At Salem, Mr. Joshua Frost, 49: Mr. James Kelley, 23.

At Essex, Kliaa Andrews, Esq., 82.

At .Southbridge, Mr-s. Lucretia Adams, 69.

At Pittsfield, Mr. William W, Ha.«kell, 20.

At Lenox. Mrs. Desire W. Palmer, 62.

At New Vineyard, Mrs. Catherine L.. «ifo of Hon. Oeorge W. Clark, 41.
At North Bridgewnter, Mr. Robert Holbrook, 43.

At Hadley. Moses Porter. Esq.. 8G.

At Duxbury, Captjiin Cyrus Brewster, 82.

At North Spencer. Mr. Edmund Newton, 90.

At Holland, Mrs. Lucretia Adams, 84.

At Abington. Mrs. Polly, wife of Dea. Jacob Cobb, 75.
At Cohas,set, Mr. Martin L. Cushine, 20.

At Fall River, Mrs. Surah, wife of Mr. Willet M. Slocum, 36.
At Lunenburg, on his birthday. Capt. William Jones, 89.
At Providence, Mr. James Howard, 02; Mr. William Ellery Parsons, 42.
At New Hartford, Conn., Kev. Cyrus Yale. 68.

At Paris, Me., Capt. Seth Mor.se. a revolutionary soldier, 90.
At Vernon Centre, Oneida Co., N. Y., Mr. Samuel Cody, 94, a soldier of the

Revolution, and a native of Hopkiuton, Mass.
At Carthage, N. C , Mr. James Monk, a soldier of the Revolution, 103.
At Sparta, Ga., Miss Susan Maaa Swallow, of this city, 27.
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[Writtea for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MISTRESS OF MY DRE.iMS.

BT T D. WaKINS.

I hear sweet music in my dreams,

Of sweetest minstrelsy,

Like to tlie sound of liarps it seems,

Or strains that silver Luna's beams

Have carried from the sky.

And yet each soft, melodious thrill.

That bids my heart rejoice,

Seems but the faint resemblance still,

The echo of thy voice

!

I pee light, airy visions fair,

Forms beautifully bright,

That float upon the scented air,

And gently gather round me, where

I dream away the night,

And in each image that I trace,

My eyps still seem to sec

The semblance of thy modest grace,

The portraiture of thee.

The land of dreams in which I stay

Throughout night's darkened hours,

Has many a lovely, rosy way,

Through which my feet can gladly stray

Among the blooming flowers.

And there's a palace built of gold.

Enriched with jewels rare,

A beauteous queen the sceptre hoidd,

Fou thou art mistress there I

—" — — * ^^ » -- —

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. IX.

BY D. E. DE LARA.

Education—National Character of the Russians—Russian Ingenuity- Shrewd-
ness and Keenness—Their Power of Imitation— Ingenious Mode of Cheating
^Drunlcenness—Theft—Old Age of the Russians—Punishment of Theft

—

Their Cleanliness.

We have travelled over the whole of Europe, from Lisbon to

St. Petersburg, from the pillars of Hercules to the confines of

Lapland ; we have visited the shores of the Black and of the

White Sea; and experience and observation have taught us that

if we wish to ascertain the social and moral condition of a people,

we need only ascertain the nature of its politic.il institutions and

its religious system. Having ascertained these, we shall be en-

abled to predicate from thence the state of education amongst such

a people, and shall then be in a position to describe with unerring

correctness the state of morals and the national character.

Let us but cast a glance at the different European States

—

England, France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Germany, or Holland

—

and the trutli of this observation will become apparent. We need

only travel through Switzerland, and compare the social condition

of the northern and eastern with that of the western cantons, to be

convinced of the fact th.at, as wo have just nov/ obfecrved, the

political and religious systems of a country determine the state of

education in that country. In all countries, from all quarters, we
hear the cry raised, " Educate, educate !" Wc join in the cry,

heart and soul. Educate, by all means. Spread education far

and wide ; make it general, universal, gratuitous—if possible,

render it compulsory.

In the year 1848, there existed in Russia 6 universities, 1 peda-

gogic institute, so called, or normal school of a higher order, 3

lyceums, 79 gymnasia, 4.50 district upper colleges, 1050 communal

or ])arish scliools, COl private educational establishments; that is,

in all not less than 2190 educational establishments. Tlie num-
ber of teachers and professors in these institutions, exclusive of

the GDI private schools given above, amounts to 6507; and the

numl)er of students to U 1,051, exclusive further of 4 ecclesiasti-

cal seminaries, occupying 1953 teachers, and giving instruction to

60,988 students.

In the above statement are not comprised the schools estab-

lished in villages inhabited by the crown serfs, and in which chil-

dren receive elementary instruction at the expense of government,

nor those in which the children of soldiers are taught, of neither

of which returns are made; but they are very numerous—it being

estimated that not less than a million children receive instruction

in such schools.

Thus we see that in Russia education, in the usual acceptation

of the word, is not only very far from being neglected amongst
the higher and middle classes and crown serfs, but that, on the

contrary, it is promoted, and, as we shall see further on, encour-

aged by the government, which devotes vast suras to that purpose.

In many cases, education is almost, in others altogether free.

Men of talent and reputation are at the bead of the educational

establishments. Every cntour.igcmcnt is given to students ; the

deserving are rewarded commensurate with their progress—some
by exemption from military service; others by obtaining certifi-

cates, by which they are raised to the rank of " citizens of honor ;"

others obtain places of honor and trust ; some mav even be en-

nobled. In the female asylums, the young girls are brought up
according to the natural capacity they exlul)it, or the degree of

gusccptil>ility of instruction—some as domestic servants ; others

as seamstresses, dressmakers or milliners ; others as dancers, ac-

tresses or singers ; others as governesses.

In almost every family of any note you will find a private tutor

or governess ; and where there are boys and girls, you will find

both. And as these teachers are always foreigners—French, Ger-

mans or English—you will scarcely meet with a child six or seven

years old that does not speak one, two, and sometimes three lan-

guages fluently and correctly, in addition to its native Russian.

Dancing, drawing and music are assiduously cultivated—and the

Russians have a wonderfully natural taste for music
;

yet, how

does it happen that, notwithstanding all these efforts to "educate"

the people, society in Russia is so thoroughly corrupt? Have all

these colleges, these educational institutions, all that encourage-

ment given, all those rewards bestowed on zeal and talent, reduced

the number of gamblers and spendthrifts, of debauchees and

thieves, by one individual ? Has one estate been improved by it ?

Of the millions and millions of acres of fertile soil, has one acre

more been productive during the last hundred years f Is one

bottle of champagne, or one gallon of brandy less sold in the

course of the year 1 Have they reduced by one cent the amount

of peculation and corruption f Have they produced one incor-

ruptible magistrate or judge'?

The Russian women in the interior are robust and florid, healthy

and strong ; but these indications of health arc condemned by the

town ladies as indications likewise of base extraction, low origin

and humble pursuits. Ladies of birth and rank, therefore, affect

delicacy, and endeavor to appear as pale, thin, wan and languid

as possible ; and, what is not a little singular, ugly, bad teeth were

till within a very recent period considered indicative of superior

rank and of beauty. In fact, the lady who blesses you with a

smile or a chaste salute, not seldom disgusts you with the sight of

blackish, defective or irregular teeth. Nevertheless, much beauty

is to be found in the large towns, particularly at St. Petersburg,

but it exists chiefly amongst the German and Swedish portion of

the population, with a sprinkling of French.

Owing to the constant emigration of young men from Cour-

land, Livonia, and other German and Swedish provinces to the

metropolis in search of employment or in the array, the ratio of

young females in those provinces is disproportionably large. The

consequence of this is a constant influx of young females into St.

Petersburg in search of occupation likewise.

The prominent traits in the national character of the Russian

are mildness, kindness, patience under oppression and suffering,

and resignation to the will of Heaven, in obedience to which it is,

he believes, that his lord squanders in extravagance the wealth

obtained by the sweat of his brow, and remunerates him with

stripes and black bread. If he is beaten, he thanks the magis-

trate or the master by whose order suffering has been inflicted
;

but when he becomes excited, and determines to act on the influ-

ence of anger, he is as furious as a wild beast. Goaded to despe-

ration, Russian serfs have more than once seized their masters,

torn their wives and children limb from limb before the eyes of

the husband and father, and then flayed him alive or burned him

in an oven. He is, however, seldom out of temper, and in his

address he is one of nature's gentlemen. Even thieves will exer-

cise their profession in a polite manner. Three poor government

employees having watched a nobleman on leaving his club, very

politely accosted him on one of the suspension bridges across the

canal, and, hats in hand, informed him that they wanted his purse,

watch, pin and furred overcoat, unless ho preferred being tlirown

over the bridge into the canal. The nobleman having complied

with their request, they conducted him in all honor to his car-

riage, which stood waiting for him at the foot of the bridge.

Hospitality is another virtue of the Russian. The very poorest

will share his black bread and straw mattress—if he be rich

enough to have one, as they generally sleep on the bare floor

—

with the wayfarer. He is strongly attached to his religion, yet

not at all intolerant ; equally attached is he to his customs and

habits. He loves his country and his emperor.

The Russian is very ingenious ; in the use of his hatchet he

is unequalled. Furnished with this single tool, he will build a

house, a carriage, or a piece of furnitiu-e. A wager was laid at

Cronstadt between a Russian and an English ship's carpenter, as

to which should sooner make a mast out of a large pine tree.

The Englishman went about it in a proper, workmanlike manner;

the Russian had nothing but his axe. His mast wa.s finished, and

faultlessly finished before the Englishman got half way. Armed
with his axe, he will face a bear; he is intelligent and very shrewd.

Peter the Great having been advised not to admit Jews in his

dominions, as they were a shrewd people: "Let them come, by

all means," answered Peter. "My Russians are such a match

for them that they will be the cheated, instead of the cheats, if

they do not take care."

The faculty of imitation possessed by Russians is astonishing.

Whatever he sees he can imitate. His workmanship is never of

the best, but he turns out a beautiful looking article.

In the public offices, and likewise in establishments conducted

by foreigners, many Russians are employed as copyists of writings

in the Italian or German style—the Russian characters printed

and written diffeiing from both. These men—though utterly igno-

rant of the French, German or English languages, not one word

of which they can read, much less understand
; of not one character

of which they know the name or tlie souud—copy writings in

these languages with a neatness, rapidity and correctness truly

astonishing. Of course, should any letter in the original bo badly

or imperfectly formed, the same imperfection will occur in the

copy. Their copying may be called a sort of drawing, or copying

figures or hieroglyphics. And whatever the handwriting of tlio

original, the copy will resemble it. Such copyists are paid at the

rate of some six dollars a month, besides lodging, fuel and rye

flour ; and with these means they maintain a family.

Once the writer, before paying a man's bill for a sofa, was desir-

ous to have a look at the inside ; the lining was cut open, and he

beheld his sofa stuft'ed with hay, certainly, but it was quite fresh,

green and full of juice, and with plenty of fresh flowers intermixed.

The man to save the expense of hay had cut the grass from the

plat before his door and stuffed it into the sofa. As he gravelv

maintained that he had fulfilled his part of the contract, inasmuch

as all hay must first be grass, he was entitled to payment—a logi-

cal argument, which was certainly irresistible.

The besetting sins of a Russian arc drunkenness and thieving.

A working man or mechanic generally spends the greatest part

by far of his earnings in brandy—on Sundays and holidays he

ou9/i< to be drunk ; on week days he fnrfeai'ors to be so. Notwith-

standing this excessive indulgence in the use of ardent spirits, in

no country in the world do people attain to such high age as in

Russia. We sec by the official returns, that in the year 1846,

three hundred and three persons died in that country having

attained the age of from 103 to 110 years, and one had died in his

1 17th year. The writer knew a man—a. vender of fruits and veg-

etables—who made his daily rounds through the villages near

town, singing his merry ditty, cracking his jokes and playing the

gallant with the village girls. This man had attained the age of

one hundred and two years ; he was never sober, nor had he ever

been so from " time immemorial."

Theft is a national failing—almost universal. Nothing can es-

cape the grasp of a Russian, if he can possess himself of it, either

by force or stratagem. He will steal that which no thieves in

any other country in Europe would think of stealing. On the

railroads, every locomotive not in actual service is attended by a

watchman, as the workmen wrench oft' the copper and brass fix-

ings, which they sell as old metal. The very guards, conductors,

engineers and stokers are often the delinquents themselves. They

are not unfrequently the carriers of stolen property from one place

to another. A thief when detected is generally punished by a

scourging, a-/a Ziussc, with the birch. The writer hi:-3 seen this

punishment inflicted on persons of all ages—bearded old men and

little boys. Nor is stealing considered a disgrace amongst the

lower orders, who actually instruct their children to steal.

In their persons they are generally neat and clean, however poor.

The writer has seen children and women, whose clothes were

patched with pieces of different colors, but he has never seen them

in rags or dirty.

In short, the Russian unites in his character all the virtues and

vices of the Asiatic rather than of the European, to which he adds

drunkenness. Really enlightening institutions would undoubtedly

improve the national character of a people, than which there does

not exist a more intelligent or kind-hearted in the world ; but it

does not square with the views of its rulers to enlighten the people.

So far is the present emperor from wishing to introduce into his

dominions that enlightenment which is enjoyed by the greatest

and best part of Europe, he is endeavoring to extend his system

of despotism, not only towards the east, but, as we shall show in

the next number, it was not long since his wish to establish it in

the very heart of Europe. This leads us to state a few facts in

connection with the present war, and to which we shall devote

the next and concluding paper.

NEW ENGLAND CHURCHES.

After the year 1700, the meetinghouses in New England were

plain wooden structures, in most cases without steeples. The
windows were glazed with diamond-shaped glass, the walls un-

plastered, and tlie interior without any means of heating. Through

the storms of winter the congregation shivered in the cold during

public worship. About a hundred and fifty years ago, in the inte-

rior of one of these rough edifices could be seen the families of

New England. The men were dressed in the fashion of the age.

They wore broad-brimmed hats, turned up into three corners, with

loops at the side ; long coats, with large pocket folds and cuffs,

and without collars ; the buttons either plated or pure silver, and

of the size of half a dollar; shirts with bosoms and wrist ruffles,

and with gold and silver buckles at the wrist united by a link ;

the neckclotlis of fine linen, or figured stuff, embroidered with the

ends hanging loosely. Small clothes were in fashion, and only

reached to the knee, where they were ornamented with silver

buckles of large size ; the legs we're covered with long gray stock-

ings ; the boots had broad wide tops, witli tassels ; shoes were

some worn, ornamented with straps and silver buckles. The

women had black silk or satin bonnets, gowns extremely long-

waistcd, with tight sleeves, or else very short sleeves, with an

immense frill at the elbow. The ministers wore large gowns and

powdered wigs.

—

Boston Transcript.

CUNNING.

Cunning has only private selfish aims, and sticks at nothing

which may make them succeed. Discretion has large and ex-

tended views, and, like a well-formed eye, commands a whole

horizon ; cunning is a kind of short sightedness, that discovers

tlie minutest objects which arc near at hand, but is not able to

discern things at a distance. Discretion, the more it is discovered,

gives a greater authority to the person who possesses it. Dis-

cretion is the perfcclioM c . reason, and a guide to us in all tho

duties of life: cunning is a kind of instinct, that only looks out

after our immediate interest and welfare. Discretion is only found

in men of strong sense and good understandings : cunning is

often to be met with in brutes tbcmsclves, and in persons who are

but the fewest removes from them. In short, cunning is only tho

mimic of discretion, and may pass upon weak men, in the same

manner as vivacity is often' mistaken for wit, and gravity for

wisdom.

—

Addison.

LONDON.

I have often amused mvself with thinking how different a place

London is to different people. They, whose narrow minds are

contracted to the consideration of some one particular pursuit,

view it only through that medium. A politician thinks of it

merely as the scat of government in its difi'crent departments ;
a

grazier as a great m.arket for bis cattle ; a mercantile man as a

place where a prodigious deal of business is done upon 'cliange

;

a dramatic enthusiast, as the grand scene of tlioatrical entertain-

ments • a man of pleasure, as an assemblage of taverns, and the

great emporium of ladies of easy virtue. Rut the intellectunl

man is struck with it as comprehending the whole of human life

in all its variety, the contemplation of which is inexhaustible.

—

JJoswcll.
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There are now at Brooklyn Navy Yard the following vosscis :

the Independence, razee; Congress, frigate; and the steamers

Vixen and Princeton. Bcides these arc the receiving ship North

Carolina and the Brandywinc, laid up. The man who is a

stranger to the finer feelings proposes to have an introduc-

tion. A physician in one of the suhmergcd towns in Connec-

ticut writes that he visited his patients in a boat, getting in at the

chamber window and tying his boat to the bcdjiost. Abbott

Lawrence is tne largest taxpayer in Boston. He pays $8,542 40

on $460,000 of personal property and $674,000 of real cs-

tiitc. Geologists assert that (ive entire groups of animals and

plants have come into existence, lived their time, and have totally

disappeared from the earth. Man is the last of the sixth class,

and it would be interesting to know what would be coming next

after we are gone. The seal displays a taste for music ; they

will follow a boat in which any musical instrument is played, and

even a tune whistled has attractions for them. Mrs. Lyon, of

Black Kock, and her child were drowned recently in crossing the

Niagara River. A flaw of wind struck tliu boat and it capsized.

Her last words were :
" Leave me and save my child !" but the

little one perished with her. The ferryman was picked up by

another boat. Surveyors from Washington have been making

explorations for the erection of a new lighthouse on Minot's

Ledge. It will be constructed of stone. It has been calcu-

lated that no less than 2,000,000 tons of tobacco are grown annu-

ally in our globe, and no less than 199,752,646 pounds, or 83,232

tons, by the census of 1850, of that in the United States. An
eccentric old bachelor died at Hull lately, and the condition upon

which the descendant holds the property is, that he will never mar-

ry. A man of sensibility is alway either in the -attic of ecsta-

cies or the cellar of sorrow ; either jumping with joy or groaning

with grief. But pleasure and pain are like a cucumber—the ex-

tremes are good for nothing. We heard a late minister compared

to the same vegetable, " for," said the punster, " his ends are

bad." There are at the present time nearly five hundred per-

sons in the State Prison at Ctiarlestown. Ladies who have a

disposition to punish their husbands, should particularly bear in

mind that a little warm sunshine will melt the icicle much quicker

than a regular " northeaster." Kindness is more likely to pre-

vent than increase nose pulling. Thomas Casey, the young

Irishman convicted of the murder in Natick, and whose year in

the St;ite Prison has expired, will be the next prisoner for execu-

tion in this Commonwealth. There are in the United States

2,365,000 farmers ; 100,000 merchants ; 40,000 physicians ; 24,000

lawyers ; 30,000 teachers ; 27,000 clergymen ; 70,000 mariners

;

10,000 lishcrmen and 10,000 State and federal officers. Three

children have been bitten by mad dogs in Berlin and Northficld,

Vt. James Lund, who cut his throat at Hudson, N. H., had

two brothers who also committed suicide ; so did his father; and

has a sister in an insane hospital ; and another brother was killed

on a railroad. An exchange speaks of some one " having an

eye for music." One who can " C sharp " probably. A
town meeting in Wareham recently took action upon the dog

question, and according to the town records, it was voted,

" tliat all persons within the town, owning dogs, shall be muz-

zled !" The Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad received in April

last $80,015, which is $36,400 over April of last year. The

oldest native inhabitant of the city of Chicago is only twenty-two

years of age. Twenty years ago there was but one mail a week

for that city, and that was carried on horseback ; now there arc

fourteen daily mails, l)esides several weekly and tri-weekly, and

the average number of letters passing through the office is 30,000

d^ily. Grisi and Mario will arrive here in August, under an

engagement with Mr. Hackctt, who is negotiating in Paris and

London for other eminent artists. " Will you rise now, my

dear V said a broker's wife to her sleepy spouse ;
" the day broke

long ago." " I wonder," replied the somnolent financier, " if

the endorsers were secured." Professor Mapes says the pro-

duct of an .acre of quince will sell for $1400. They are usually

higher than oranges. Mr. Hosca Jones was committed to jail

in Saugerties, N. Y., recently, for wantonly beating one of his

oxen that had fallen down from exhaustion. This is just as it

should be.

Early Tastes.—Mr. Layard, of Nineveh notoriety, has, from

a child, been fund of excavations. When a baby-boy, his nurse

relates of him that he frequently lost himself in the bed-clothes,

while on exploring excursions among the feathers. When time

waned, and the child grew to be a boy, the coal-collars of his

father's mansion were his next field of operations. He was always

in search of something beneath the surface of things ;
and the bent

of his mind has at length achieved its power in the winged bulls

and eccentric monstrosities of Nineveh.

iDagsibc ©atljeringa.
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Visiting.—According to the Court Journal, London excite-

ment is divided between the war fever and the visit to England of

the young King of Portugal, a relation of "our royal family."

His little majesty will be their guest at the palace, and have a fine

time of it among his young cousins at court.

SiLVEK IN Alabama.—Groat excitement is said by the Dade-

ville Banner to exist in Tallapoosa (Ala.) in consequence of sil-

ver mines existing in the southwestern portion of that country.

The o'her day a company extracted sixteen pounds of pure metal

in a brief time.

It is stated that the insurance losses on American shipping

during the last nine months have averaged over one million of

dollars per month.

Twenty steamboats have been built in Pittsburgh and its vi-

cinity during the year ending April 5. Forty-five are now in

process of construction.

A carriage road to the summit of Mount Washington is soon

to be built. It will be about eight miles long, and have an aver-

age grade of one foot in eight.

Hay is so scarce in the midland districts of Upper Canada that

cattle arc everywhere perishing. For some time past $45 per ton

has been freely paid for the most indifferent qualities.

A woman has sued for a divorce in Indiana, on the ground that

her husband's feet were so cold it distressed her. A case of clear

incompatibility of temperament and sole.

Wni. II. Mitchell, of Brooklyn, N. Y., brother of John, has

invented a machine for composing and distributing type. It is

said to be an improvement on machines for the same purpose

hitherto patented.

Now that the warm weather has fairly set in prepare for cholera.

It has already made its appearance in the South. Cleanliness of

habits and simplicity of diet are chief safeguards against the

destroyer.

A short time since, some workmen in Poughkeepsie engaged in

sawing a locust log, whi' h was perfectly sound, and probably one
hundred years old, found a cavity in the centre containing a live

toad, seven pounds in weight.

Sir Isaac Newton is said to have worn a magnet in a ring which
was capable of lifting two hundred and fifty times its own weight.

We have seen a lover, who, when he got his magnet in a ring—

a

wedding ring—was lifted to the seventh heaven!

The gnats of Arkansas seem to bo as bad as the fabulous mos-
quitoes of that State. The Young American states that not less

than one hundred horses have been killed in Union county, iu the

vicinity of the river, by the gnats, within two or three weeks.

The U. S. officials at Norfolk have refused lately to admit to

the marine hospital sailors laboring under infectious diseases.

This is complained of by tlie people and authorities of the city as

an unlawful innovation and injurious to the public health.

Mr. Sadtler, the Secretary of the U. S. Consul at Mainhcira,

Germany, will shortly return to this country, in order to lay be-

fore the Secretary of the Treasury the proofs of divers frauds

perpetrated upon the United States Government by German
importers.

During celebration of divine service in the Roman Catliolic

Church in Erie, Pa., May 8, the gallery gave way and fell to the

floor, crushing many persons. A large number were badly in-

jured, and one individual was killed. Three of those injured are

past recovery.

The body of Mrs. Allen Davis was found, with that of her

child, recently, upon the shore at Westport Point. She drowned
herself and child last February. The body was discovered by
one of the children of the unfortunate mother. It appeared that

her child must have been tied to her when she took the fatal

plunge.

jToreign Items.

BosTONiANS A READING PivOPLE.—It is Said that there are

more books purchased and reid in Boston than any other city in

the Union.

The grape disease has again appeared in the vicinity of Lisbon,
as well as in the Dobro.

The death of Mr. Adams, a partner in the house of Baring
Brothers, is announced in the London papers.

A regular manufacture of Egyptian antiquities goes on at Bir-

mingham. They are exported to the hanks of the Nile, and sold

at a profit by the Arabs to incautious travellers.

Pirates are swarming in the Archipelago. An English brig

had drifted ashore on the Isle of Andros. There was no person
on hoard, but the cabins were drenched with blood.

The contributions to the English Wcsleyan Missionary Society,

for the year 1853, amounted to about, /(ce humlred and spwnfy-three

thousand dollars, being an increase on the preceding year of about
$45,000.

Accounts from St. Petersburg state that the emperor was at

Cronstadt personally superintending matters there, and examin-
ing the fortifications. He was filling the harbor with enormous
masses of iron covered with sharp spikes.

The state of the pope's health is still very unsatisfactory. His
chest is considered to be aflTectcd, and the enormous enlargement
of his person reveals a dropsical tendency, which is not likely to

be improved by the bleeding and Sangrado stylo of treatment
prevalent in Italy.

The Paris correspondent of the Literary Gazette writes

:

" About once a month or so a new work by Lamartine is talked

off; at this moment it is said he is writing a volume of Turkish
tales, which he intends shall form a sort of companion volume to

the ' Arabian Nights.'
"

Marshal Paskiewitseh, the commander-in-chief of the Russian
army in tlie principalities, is seventy years of age. Ho has seen
many campaigns with Fi-ance, Turkey, Persia, Poland and Hun-
gary. It is said that he pos.sesscs uninqiaired vigor of body and
mind, and the firmest and most sedate spirit.

A man named Giraud was buried in a well near Lyons (France)
for a period of three successive weeks, his life being sustained

daring that time by means of food introduced through a tube
which was lowered to him through an accidental aperture. The
sufferer was finally delivered from his prison after having been
buried nineteen days.

A most formidable force of row-boats has been organized by the
Russians to harass the invading fleet in the shallow waters ; eight

hundred armed boats are already enrolled. All the boats of the

Neva Yacht Club are placed at the disposal of the czar. A con-

siderable number of these are assembled at Sweaborg and
Cronstadt.

It is stated that a number of Turks at Constantinople have
taken measures to transport their harems to Spain ; at Cadiz and
Barcelona edifices were being liuilt with apartments adapted to

the proper accommodation of Moslem dames and nymphs—no
windows on the street—all light from a courtyard or a garden.
It is not disclosed why Spain is chosen for this removal.

The French government, noihing daunted by an expensive
war, is spending some millions of francs upon the building of
cheap Iodising houses, at Paris, for the poor. They are to be
completed in 1855, and to be rented at the lowest possible rates.

We observe also, by letters from France, based upon the census
returns, that there are fewer dependent poor people now in Paris
than during any time in twenty years, though more than in 1832.

Ba\xbs of ®oli>.

.... Learn to labor and to wait.

—

Lonr/fellow.

.... No man is hurt but by himself

—

Diorjenes.

.... Elevation is to merit what dress is to a handsome person.

La Rochefoucauld.

If thou art a master, be sometimes blind ; if a servant,

sometimes deaf.

—

Fuller.

We cannot think too highly of our nature, nor too hum-
bly of ourselves.

—

Colton.

Preserving the health by too strict a regimen is a weari-

some malady.

—

La Rochefoucauld.

Humility is a virtue all preach, none practise, and yet

everybody is content to hear.

—

Selden.

.... He that dies a martyr proves that he was not a knave ;

but by no means that he was not a fool.

—

Colton.

.... An able man shows his spirit by gentle words and reso-

lute actions; he is neither hot nor timid.

—

Chesterfield.

.... In the treatment of nervous cases, he is the best physician

who is the most ingenious inspirer of hope.

—

S. T. Coleridije.

.... Jars concealed are half reconciled ; which, if generally

known, 'tis a double task to stop the breach at home and men's

mouths abroad.

—

Fuller.

.... He who freely praises what he means to purchase, and he

who enumerates the faults of what ho means to sell, may sot up a
partnership with honesty.

—

Lavater.

Joker's Stibget.

The most "bitter" enemy of Russia—Gaul.

The order of the country dealer, who sent to tlie Traveller for

some of the "latest dates," which the paper announced as just re-

ceived, has not yet been filled.

A genius out West has just patented a machine for making
sweet potatoes. Ho is a brother of the old gentleman who put
handles on prickly pears and sold them for currycombs.

One of our exchanges says, a printer, on his death-bed, being

desired to be " composed," faintly said, " You mean ' distri-

buted ;' " his thoughts wandering, perhaps, among the ***.

Some genius recently published a work that had a great run.

It ran to the shelves of the booksellers, and thence to the auction

room. It is often the destiny of genius, like other cattle, to bo

knocked down.

"Mother, you mustn't whip me for running away from school

any more!" "Why?" "Because my school-book says that

'ants' are the most industrious beings in the world; and aint

I a 'tru-anf?'
'

Johnson says he was one of a fishing party, near Newport, and
every time a .^hark was pulled in, a lawyer, who was in the boat,

was thrown into convulsions. Whether this wa.s from sympathy
or not, Johnson can't say.

A "slow old Buffer" puts forth the following advice for tho

benefit of " the fast young man :" If you arc back-bitten and an-

noyed, take example by your boots ; which, although blackened

almost every day, shine the more brightly—and which endure
every rub without a murmur.
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THE RAJAH OF PATIALA.

The portrait of ihe late Rajali of

Patiala, given on this page, whose

name has been freiiiiently men-

tioned in accounts from India, is

copied from a native drawing, cu-

riously executed in colors, and il-

luminated with gold. His High-

ness wears his war costume, whith

is most elaborately wrought; but

in richness is rivalled by the superb

caparisoning of the charger; the

saddle-clolh, especially, is as ex-

quisitely wrought as the pnge of

an illuminated missal. Patiala is

the priucipal of the Sikh states,

and the band of the Phullian con-

federacy of Sikhs. It was the first

to seek British protection from the

grasping ambition of Uunject

Singh, in 1809. The U.ijali's ter-

ritory is extensive, both in the hills

and plains between the Junena and

the Sutlej. The hill district was a

finale of British conquests from the

Nepaulese ; but was conferred on

the Patiala chief in return for his

services rendered the British during

the war with Nepaul. The R.ijah's

revenue was about £35,000, ; and

his military force 3000 troops, al-

most all irregular, and fit only for

the duties of police. The llajah

himself, from his remarkable stat-

ure, has been called " the Modern
Porus." He always cultivated a

closer intimacy with the British

government than that of Lahore,

which, in consequence, made hira

an object of much jealousy to the

latter. But some treachery being

discovered during the late war, he

was summarily put to death by the

British troops, by hanging him on

a tree.

THE "SAVED P.ACHA" YACHT.

This splfndid craft was built at

Greenock, for his Highness Sayed
Pacha, Grand Admiral of the

Egyptian fleet, eldest son of the

reuowned Mohamed Ali, and heir

presumptive to the Viccroyalty of

Egypt. This remarkable vessel

measures 156 feet in length, by 17

feet beam, and draws 2 1-2 feet of

water, with forty hours' coals on
board. The engines, on the oscil-

lating principle, are of 80 horse

nominal power, but have worked
up to 120 horse-power. She has

feathering paddies ; and the speed

attained in still water is nearly

seventeen miles an hour. Going
down the Nile, twenty-five miles

an hour will be her probable speed.

The accommodation and general

convenience is great. The princi-

pal saloon for his Highness occu-

pies the after-part of the vessel, and measures nearly 60 feet in

length
;
possessing a very pretty companion, or round house, with

stained glass windows, and a beautiful metal staircase, leading

into the cal)in, which is fitted up with mahogany Venetian blinds

and plate-gla«s windows of a large size : the whole enclosed with
strong port doors, with bull's-eyes to be opened or closed at

pleasure. Forward of the machinery is another fine cabin, of 24
feet in length by 17 feet in wiJth, for his Highness's offi.ers and
friends, fitted up in a handsome and suitable manner. Forward

THE RAJAH OF PATIALA.

of this cabin is another of good dimensions, for the accommoda-
tion of the crew. The exterior decoration and painting are vi-ry

ta-iteful and beautiful, being ornamented with Egyptian figures

gilt, and a variety of elegant gilt scroll-work from stem to stern
;

altogether forming a splendid specimen of a royal steam yacht,

ami doing infinite credit to all parties concerned. Amongst other

roveltit-s, beside the u-^ual sti'ain-wliisile, there is a powerful trum-

pet attached to the Pteam-chest, with graduated tap?, to produce

a musical effect. She has also brass stanchions for an awning.

PEOPLE OF GREAT 15R1TA1N.
The Westminster Review, in an

interesting articlecntitled " Results
of the Census of 1851," gives some
curious statistics in relation to the
character and prominent divisions
of the British people. The census
was taken in a single night, by
forty thousand p.rsona. The re-

sult showed that out of a total

population of 21,121,957 persons,
2i),()00 were absent in France, 2783
in Russia, and 1235 in Turkey.
Aliout a quarter of a million were
at f ea or abroad. The entire pop-
ulation was nearly double that of
IHOO. According to the census,
about 115,000 persons die anm:ally
in England of preventable diseases.

In addition to this average, the
cholera, during its last visit, car-

ried oil' 72,000. As to private or
family life, some of the facts pre-

sented are strange enough. But
one solitary case was found of a
family, consisting of parents and
twelve children living together,

among 41,916 families. Celibacy
is very prevalent in England. In
the southeastern division, ofwomen
under the age of 45, the wives
were less than 170,000, and the

widows and spinsters more than
120,000. Of 67,609 households,

25,253 belonged to single men and
women. These are startling facts.

It is said, however, that now, since

the rise in wages, caused by the

influx of gold fiom California and
Australia, marriages have become
more frequent. One of the most
important fails developed by the

census was this—that the city and
country populations arc now equal-

ized—ten and a half millions foi

each. The consequence is thai

England no longer grows food

enough for her population. Shelias

ceased to be an agricultural coun-

try, and has become a manufactur-

ing and commercial one. Many
people maintain that the nation has

now reached the culminating point

and will begin to decline, for that

in all ages a preponderating town
population has sowed the sc-.rt-: of

death in kingdoms. Others, how-
ever, believe that there is space

enough in Kngland for all that can

be born for a thousand years to

come ; that agriculture has now
become a science and will increase

to a corresponding degree in pro-

ductiveness ; and when we think

how the land was once peopled in

Judea, with towns and cities almost

joining each other throughout the

land, we may well wonder that

there has been anv talk as yet of

overcrowding England.—There is

one feature in the work of gathering statistical results in Great

Britain well worth noticing. We mean the minutene-is with which

inquirv is pushed into every department of social life and employ-

ment ;" gathering every detail that can in any way subserve the

good of mankind, or furnish the means of ascertaining the precise

relation of man to his various pursuits, and their influence on his

physical, social and moral character. So that it is not a dry de-

tail of figures interesting only to the statician, but an actual analy-

sis of human life and human industry.

THE " SAYED PACHA " STEAM YACHT.
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THE MONTH OF JUNE.

Below we present one of our timely New England a<;ricultural

(ceneg appropriate to the month of June. The temperature of

Jnne is mild, though in our climate sometimes too chilly ; but

when the season is fine, this is, perhaps, the most delightful month

of the year. The hopes of spring are realized, yet the enjoyment

is but commenced : we have all summer before us ; the cuckoo's

two notes are now at what may l)C called their ripest—deep and

loud ; so is the hum of the bee ; little clouds lie in lumps of silver

about the sky, and sometimes fall to complete the growth of the

herbage
;
yet we may now lie down on the grass, or the flowery

banks, to read or write; the grasshoppers click about us in the

warming verdure, and the fields and the hedges are in full blossom

with the clover, the still more exquisite bean, the pea, the blue

and yellow nightshade, the foxglove, the mallow, white briony,

wild honeysuckle, and the flower of the hip, or wild rose, which

blushes through all the gradations of delicate red and white.

June is really, in this climate, what the poets have fabled May to

be—the most lovely month of the year, and to it may the descrip-

tive line of the " Castle of Indolence " be very aptly applied

here :
" Half-prankt with spring, with summer half embrowned."

In ordinary seasons, hov^ever, the heat this month rarely rises to

excess, or interrupts the enjoyment of those pleasures which the

scenes of nature now afford. The trees are in their fullest dress,

and a profusion of the gayest flowers is everywhere scattered

around. In the early part of the month, when every tree and

shrub seem to vie with each other in putting forth their " bright-

est, tenderest green," and the clear and glowing sun careers in

the cloudless heaven, there are days unsurpassed in beauty even

under Italian skies. Spring may now be considered as employed

in completing her toilet, and, for the first weeks of this month,

putting on those last finishing touches which an accomplished

beauty never trusts to any hand but her own. In the woods and

the groves, also, she is still clothing some of her noblest and

proudest attendants with their new annual attire. The oak until

now has been nearly bare ; and, of whatever age, has been looking

old all the winter and spring on account of its crumpled branches

and withered rind. Now, of whatever age, it looks young, ia

virtue of its new green, lighter than all the rest of the grove. Ia

fact June is one of the most agreeable months in the year, and

also one of the busiest, as the representation in the engraving be-

low, of the farmers engaged in the labor of hay-making evinces.
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CAPTAIN OF THE SWISS GUARD.

BY CHARLES G. ROSENBERG.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XV.

THE THREATENED APPEAL TO THE LEGAL AUTHORITIES.

Della Torre bore the sprain, which now confined him to

his apartment, by no means in the most exemplary or Christian-

like manner. He swore at the waiters of the hotel—for your

Italian can distend his sweet lungs in a style that would astonish

American or English cars, accustomed as tliese are to every sort

of that refined mode of amusement. He invoked the assistance

of the Pope and the Virgin Mary in a manner which astounded

even the domestics of Cicero's Villa, used as they were to the

prayers and oatlis of every nation under the sun. Then he wept,

and wept bitterly, for your real and thorough-bred Italian has no

fhame in shedding tears.

But after all, he was obliged to wait for the physician. Unfor-

tunately for him, the physician—for he was the only respectable

one in Gaeta—had a prince for a patient. He, it is true, was an

Italian one, and consequently by no means a lucrative sufferer.

Still, he was a prince, and lived four miles out of the town.

When the physician had been sent for, he was at the prince's

villa. What was to be done 1"

At length—it was more than two hours after the accident had
occurred—one of the servants of the hotel entered Delia Torre's

apartment.

"Where is the accursed physician?" roared out the savage

sufferer.

" He has not yet arrived."

" What do you want, then ?"

" Milord Ferrers wishes to speak with the signor."
" Show him in, then," said Della Torre.

The moment afterwards Lumley Ferrers was standing before

him. He was accompanied by Madame Salicetti.

Delia Torre leaped up on the sofa on which he had been lying,

forgetful of his pain and of everything else when he saw her.

He at once divined that the old lady had appealed to the English

gentleman's sense of honor, and felt that the prize, for whose
possession he had so grievously compromised himself, was irre-

trievably taken from liis hands.

" Madame," he began, but was interrupted at once by the Eng-
lishman.

"Sir," he said, "you have done a grievous injury to this lady

and the charming Mademoiselle Brigni, whom I have just left.

You have wantonly broken her engagement
; you have irretriev-

ably compromised her character. She has, by the advice of her

friend, Madame Salicetti, placed herself under my protection."
" Do you mean to tell me—" commenced Della Torre.

"Nothing but what every gentleman would feel himself called

upon to say."

"Sir!" screamed, rather than said, the Piedmontese, as he
raised himself to his full height, and sank back almost immedi-
ately, from the pain the exertion caused him, "you take the ad-

vantage of my condition to insult me !"

Ferrers bit his lip in his wrath. He had hoped that the ex-

posure might have inspired the young Italian with some sense of

shame.

" You shall answer for this when I recover !" said Delia Torre,

shaking his clenched fist at the Englishman.
" Signor," replied Lumley, drawing himself up as he looked

contemptuously upon the Genoese, " in my country, the first les-

son we are taught is never to do anything that we are either

ashamed or afraid to answer."

Delia Torre groaned ; but it was with the agony caused by his

injury, rather than his shame.

" My business here, sir, was to inform you that as the ladies,

who arrived with you at this hotel, do me the honor of placing

•themselves under my charge—

"

" Well !" sneered the helpless villain, who lay on the couch

opposite him.

" And as the Signora Brigni will not be well enough to return

to Rome—whither I propose accompanying herself and Madame
Salicetti—until the morrow, you will do me the favor of refrain-

ing from annoying tlioin, either by letter or message. Your
presence—

"

" I am unable to urge upon them. And what, sir, if I do not

choose to comply with your command 1" ejaculated the Genoese,

as a fierce glance of hatred sliot from his suakelike eyes at Lum-
ley Ferrers.

" Unfortunately, in that case, I should be obliged to make an

application to the legal authorities of Gaeta, which might, prob-

ably, somewhat inconvenience you."

Delia Torre looked and felt like a wolf that is taken in a

trap.

" Any apology which you may on reflection think fit to address

to either of these ladies, must pass through my hands."

" Madame !" cried Bernardo, bitterly, bending his savage glance

upon the Salicetti as he spoke, "admirably have you and the

Brigni kept that promise you swore to
!"

"I swore to nothing!" she replied, with a smile of triumph

upon her lips as she did so. " The Brigni proraised you, and she

has kept her promise. I was too insignificant—too worthless for

so great a man as the Signor Bernardo Della Torre to waste one

single thought upon."

Then she swept from the room, followed by Ferrers. The
pride of that moment almost plucked fifteen years from her. No
sooner were they standing in the passage, than the Englishman

turned to her.

" Madame," he said, with a slight, cold smile, "you have heard

everything which has passed. I trust you are satisfied with my
conduct."

" Milord, you must pardon me for insisting upon accompanying

you ; but
—

"

" You were so anxious to hear all that passed."

" I confess, milord, that I was."

" Because you feared that my love of notoriety might manage

to give a somewhat scandalous color to the sudden determination

of the Brigni."

" You must forgive me, milord."

" Most certainly," answered Lumley.

It was, nevertheless, with a very sour inflection of the voice

that he did so. His pride was evidently hurt by the implied

suspicion.

" Besides, milord," said the Salicetti, " I feared lest words

might have passed between you which would have provoked—

"

" A duel. Pshaw, madame !"

" Precisely."

" Madame, whatever your age may be,"—Madame Salicetti

bridled as he said tliis,
—" you can very well imagine that no man

can fight, when his ankle-bones are out of joint. While in addi-

tion to this, I had pledged myself to accompany you and the

Brigni to Rome. He was quite safe for the present whatever his

position might have been. Afterwards—

"

" You cannot mean to
—

"

" Favor him with my opinion of his conduct ; most certainly,

I do. And novv, madame, I shall place my servant at your dis-

posal for the remainder of the day. To-morrow I intend to have

my carriage in readiness to receive the Mademoiselle Anna at ten

o'clock. Will you do me the favor of telling her so t"

CHAPTER XVI.

THE DISCOVERT AND THE FLIGHT.

At ten o'clock on the following morning, the carriage of Lum-

ley Ferrers was waiting at the doorway of the hotel ; and shortly

after he led the Brigni and Madame Salicetti down the steps to-

wards it. They entered the carriage.

" Do you not accompany us V inquired the elderly lady, as

Lumley closed the door upon them.

" I do, madame."

"But howl" and she looked round as she uttered the question.

She saw a horse standing near the steps of the hotel.

Lumley pointed towards it.

" He is decidedly a gentleman," muttered the Salicetti, as she

leaned back in the carriage.

Anna Brigni had partially recovered her spirits, and as Ferrers

had looked on her for the first moment as she took his arm at the

door of her chamber to descend the staircase, he thought that he

had rarely seen any one so beautiful. Her fair hair flashed in the

morning light where it escaped from her straw bonnet; her blue

eyes swam with that mingled joy and fear which now filled her

whole being ; her cheeks were pale, but this only increased the

intellectual appearance of her head; and the faint smile that

wreathed her rosy lips added an almost indescribable loveliness

to her face. As Lumley noted all this, he felt that he, too, could

love her ; he bent towards her, and said :

" I no longer marvel, mademoiselle, that the Signor Bernardo

should have dared anything in his hopeless passion."

The Brigni's arm trembled as she withdrew it from his. For a

short space his brow clouded ; then he again bent over her, and

whispered

:

" Do not fear me, Anna Brigni ! I might have loved you ; but

I feel that it would be an insult to address you such a passion as

I could alone offer. You are secured while with me from any-

thing verging either on love or admiration."

He then relapsed into his usual phlegm—we will presume that

he called it stoicism; it is a grand name, but we will allow it in

consideration of the service that he had rendered to the soprano.

They were now rolling upon the road to Rome.
" What is the matter, mio cara," said her companion, " that

you are so silent 1 Are you not glad to have escaped from that

odious Delia Torre?"
" Very, very glad," murmured the Bolognese, as she again re-

lapsed into reverie.

She was lost in the thought of what Castelli must think of her,

for we have before said that she was convinced—although she had

no reason to imagine so—that he had returned to Rome.
" I should like to know what the management of the Aliberto

have done without you."

" You should," questioned the Brigni.

" Why, of course I should. What on earth can you be think-

ing of i Your absence must have rendered it impossible for them

to have produced Cimarosa's new opera. I shouldn't be at all

surprised if the management were to bring an action against you

for the breach of your engagement. Damages would be very in-

convenient. I feel certain that Isaac could not pay them."

The name she had mentioned recalled the Brigni to herself.

She remembered, and reproached herself severely as she did so,

that for the last few days she had seemed completely to have for-

gotten her second father. How much must he have suftered;

how bitterly it must have cut him to the heart, to fancy that she

had quitted him, without even a word or letter to bid him fare-

well. It was in vain that she now attempted to frame excuses
for her forgetfulness of what he most have suffered. " I was his
child—his only one," she murmured to herself; "and unheeding
all his kindness, I have suffered my thoughts to be wrapped up
in the love of another; not one memory of his kindness awakened
in my heart !" She drew her veil more closely over her face and
answered nothing to her companion, whose tongue was still run-
ning on as rapidly as if her only occupation in life was that of
talking.

It was early in the morning of the second day from this that

Guilio Castelli, with his three companions, arrived in Naples
At Terracina, Scarlatti and the two brigands had left GuiUo for

half an hour, while he breakfasted at the hotel. When they re-

turned to him, but for the herculean size of Andrea, he would
have scarcely recognized his companions.

Guiseppe was shaven—all but his moustache—and in his dress

and personal appearance bore very much the stamp of a stray

tenor in search of an engagement. A tinge of the disreputable

it is true, would have attached to him ; but this by no means de-

tracted from the one or the other of his professional characters.

But for the beard of Andrea, he might have seemed an English
prizefighter, who had made a fortune in his calling, and had
transmuted himself, as he imagined, into a gentleman. His blue

coat and brass buttons ; his splendid vest ; his embroidered

shirt and very dirty hands were typical of the class of life we
have alluded to. Paulo looked indisputably the most distin-

guished of the three. He might have been taken as one of those

lawyers who are to be found in all countries. In our own they

may generally be discovered lounging about the Tombs. Castelli

opened his eyes as they fell upon them.

"You see, signor," said Scarlatti, "it might scarcely have
suited you to have had us recognized. Hereafter it mio-ht have
been inconvenient to you. You might have been taken for one
of us."

Andrea grinned. He would have laughed, but Scarlatti had
strictly forbidden his giving vent to his mirth. That roar would
have been recognized wherever it had once been heard.

" And now, what have you done ? Have you questioned the

waiter?" asked Guiseppe.

"I have ; but he was unable to tell me anything."

" Or, probably, only unwilling."

" I was about to request the presence of the landlord."
" It is unnecessary."

Scarlatti thought a moment, and then said to Paulo

:

" Go down and find out the waiter who told you they had gone
to Naples. Find out the name they were travelling by. Pay him
ton scudi."

As Paulo quitted the room, ho took out a little book. It was
quite new. He entered the expense.

"It is a necessary one," he observed to Castelli.

"Yes, yes," uttered the other, impatiently.

" He may be useful again."

It need scarcely be observed that Paulo was accustomed to the

orders of his captain. He gave the waiter no more than two. It

was a clear gain to Scarlatti of eight scudi. Shortly after the

brigand reentered the apartment.

" What have you discovered, Paulo ?"

" They started for Naples, under the names of the Signor and

Signora Verami," was the reply.

Guilio started. A fierce and sudden gush of jealousy blazed

through him.

" The lady appeared entirely reconciled to him ; he, himself,

handed her into the carriage. The waiter knows nothing more."
" We will at once proceed, then," replied the captain, as he

quitted the chamber. Guilio followed him.

In five minutes more, Castelli, accompanied by the three brig-

ands, was galloping along the road to Naples. A thousand bit-

ter and passionate thoughts were whirling through the brain of

the young Roman. He could not believe that Anna Brigni had,

in truth, forgiven the crime of her abduction to Della Torre.

And yet when she was here—when she might so easily have

spoken to the people of the hotel ; when she could have demanded

the assistance of the authorities—why had she not done so ? Her
silence made him suspect everything. If, indeed, he should find

that she loved another—if he were compelled by her own free de-

cision to resign her—then Della Torre might take her; he would

not trouble him. All he prayed for was, that never again might

he be ensnared by female loveliness.

It was in the early morning, as we have elsewhere stated, that

they arrived in Naples. They passed through Mola di Gaeta be-

fore dawn. Consequently they had not been able to make the

same inquiries at Cicero's Villa which they had hitherto made

at every hotel upon the road.

The air was gray with the mist of early day when they came

within sight of the city. Neither Vesuvius nor Capri was visi-

ble ; but the corn stood juicy and green in the fields under the

tall fruit-trees and poplars, round which the wanton vines twirled

in hundreds of circling festoons and varied wreaths.

" You must make our inquiries here, signor," said Scarlatti,

pointing, as he spoke, to a guard-house. "I and Paulo are too

well known to risk too close an inspection of our persons ; and

the talents of Andrea, though great in his own line of business,

are scarcely sufiicient to fit him for the post of inquisitor-general,

were it ofl^ered him."

Castelli complied with the intimation, and rode towards the

guard-house, as they entered the city. The splendid Toledo

street lay before them. Tables, loaded with fruit, were standing

before the doors of the smaller houses ; but, except the fruit ven-

ders, who were preparing for their morning labors, there were few

stirring in this portion of the city. Before a corner-house, the
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brands of a half-extinguished fire were scattered. Beside them

lay two men, half naked. They were clad only in coarse linen

drawers. Here Scarlatti paused to await tha approach of the

young Roman.

"He is not in Naples," said Guilio, as he reined in his horse at

the spot where they stood.

"Not in Naples !" uttered Scarlatti.

"He must be !" growled Andrea, with an ominous yawn.

" We must have missed him by not pausing to inquire after

him at Gaeta," continued Castelli.

" What do you now propose doingV
" Should wo not return to Gaeta, and at once 1"

"Decidedly," responded Scarlatti, as he swerved his horse once

again round to the entrance of the Toledo.

"Look here," said Andrea, " 1 need an hour's rest. My horse

and myself are alike worn out. The Signor Verami will not run

away, if indeed ho be there."

" The Signor Verami !" squeaked out a shrill voice, as the last

words were spoken. " I should think not, indeed."

They looked round. One of the men we have noticed as lying

on the ground beside the remains of the fire, had partially risen.

His long and unshorn hair fell about his swarthy brow, unkempt

and uncarcd for, while his keen, black eyes glared from the midst

of its tangled locks with the look of a fox, who is excessively

hungrv, and begins to scent a capon.

"And what do you know about him, then V said Guiseppe, as

his eyes fell on the lazzarono.

With a carious grin, the latter looked on the brigand ; but as

he did so, the smile faded upon his countenance, and a look of

the darkest and most vindictive hatred flashed over it. He leaped

to his feet.

" Well, what have you to sayV
" What will you give me ^" inquired the man, whose counte-

nance had again relapsed into its usual apathy.

Scarlatti had loosened his rein, and was proceeding towards the

city. Guilio followed him, and in another instant was riding be-

side him.

" As soon as we reach the guard-house, dash forward 1" whis-

pered the brigand. " This fellow knows me."

He then turned to the lazzarone.

" Will a scudi pay youl" he asked, carelessly.

" Yes."

Guisepi e turned on his horse and made a sign to Paulo, who
bent across to Andrea and whispered to him.

The lazzarone saw it, and witli a sudden spring laid his hand

on the bridle of Scarlatti's horse ; at the same instant Guilio

dashed his spurs into the flanks of his horse, and bounded for-

ward, followed by Andrea and Paulo.

"Ha! ha!" shouted the lazzarone. "And so, Guiseppe Scar-

latti, you are in Naples again !"

The sentry at the guard-house saw the struggle and heard the

cry. He rushed into the room where the soldiers were getting

their soup and bread ready for their morning's meal.

" Come out!—he is here
!"

" Who ?"

"Ildiavolo Scarlatti!"

In another instant the brigand, who had dashed the lazzarone

from him, was struggling to force his way through the guard.

Guilio looked back ; the instinct of a gentleman stirrsd within

him ; he had broken bread with Scarlatti ; he could not thus leave

him ; he slackened his horse's pace.

" What are you pausing for?" asked Paulo.

"I cannot leave him !" was the short answer.

"Nonsense!" roared Andrea, "you must! It was his own
order."

" But—"
" Pshaw !—you will see him again, ere noon."
" Should he—"
" But I tell you he commanded us to accompany yon. Did he

not, Paulo V
" Well ; as you choose," replied Guilio, not, perhaps, altogether

displeased to find that in pursuing his journey hack to Gaeta he

was but complying with Scarlatti's own wish.

They were already within sight of the hotel which they had

passed that morning before dawn, when Andrea's horse, which

had been toiling heavily, fell under him. As the brigand fell

with him, a fierce curse broke from his lips.

"I knew it would come to this," he said, as he looked at the

panting beast. " That cursed Scarlatti has no pity either for

man or horse. What am I to do 1"

" Provide yourself with another, if it be possible, and then

come on to the hotel."

Castelli flung his purse upon the ground, and dashed up the

street towards the doorway of the inn.

CHAPTER XVII.

THE LANDLORD AND A NEW ARRIVAL.

The landlord hastened to the entrance of Cicero's Villa, as

Guilio Castelli dismounted from his steed ; but the usual babble

of a continental inn-keeper died upon his lips as he gazed upon
the young man. His attire, costly as it was, was stained and

frayed with his rapid travel ; a ghastly pallor sat upon his face

;

the close and matted curls of his hair hung heavily athwart his

brow—yet in spite of the general disarray of his attire, there was
something so clearly evidenced in every movement that marked
the gentleman, as to impress the landlord, who, without uttering

a word, bowed and followed him into the hall on the ground floor

of the hotel. Here, Guilio paused.

" I wish to speak with the landlord."

" He stands before you, excellenza."

" Conduct me at once into your own room."

The hotel-keeper opened his eyes. It was a traveller. Perhaps

ho wanted money. The landlord examined hiai. If so, ho had

a valuable diamond pin in his cravat ; there was a watch-chain,

too, hanging across his waistcoat—of course, there was a watch

in it. W/th a low and cringing bow, he conducted the youn^

man to his sanctum.

Castelli flung himself into a chair and examined the landlord,

who remained standing. The latter was completely puzzled

;

his penetration, acute as it usually was, found itself at fault.

The manner of hi.s singular guest was not at all that of a man
who needed money. He felt partially relieved.

" Have you a stranger, who names himself the Signor Verami,

staying with you at present '."

" Yes, excellenza !"

" He has two ladies with him ; has he not V
" No, excellenza!"

"No!" exclaimed the young Roman, impatiently. "Answer

me truly, and believe me, that the information you may give me
shall be well paid for."

A rosy smile beamed over the round and oily face of him who

ruled the spits and the warming-pans, and the waiters of Cicero's

Villa ; he no longer believed that he required cash.

" There were two ladies liere, excellenza," he replied.

" And where are they now?"
" They quitted the villa for Rome, excellenza, yesterday morn-

ing, shortly after ten o'clock."

"For Rome !" echoed Guilio ; and as the words escaped from

his lips, his gladness broke out upon his face. Then he again

looked at the landlord ; there was something in the expression of

the man's face—it was not exactly a smile—which grated un-

pleasantly upon his nerves.

" Were they alone?" he asked.

" O, dear, no, excellenza!" was the reply.. " They were accom-

panied by Milord Lumley Ferrers."

The flush of rapture faded from the countenance of Guilio ; he

had met Ferrers, and had known him but slightly. A groan es-

caped his lips ; could it be true?"

" I must see the Signor Verami," he said, rising as he spoke.

" Certainly, excellenza," and the inn-keeper immediately con-

ducted him up the broad staircase, along one of the corridors to

the apartment that was occupied by Bernardo Delia Torre.

He paused before the chamber.

" Whom shall I announce ?"

" No one," replied Guilio. " I will usher myself into his pres-

ence."

As he said this, he flung the door open and entered the room.

The landlord was about to follow him, when the door was flung

to on his astonished face. With the instinct of his race, he knelt

down and applied his ear to the key-hole.

Delia Torre was lying on the sofa, near one of the windows,

when Castelli entered the room. His sprain had been much more

severe than be had at first imagined. Moreover, the doctor had

found him on his arrival in such a violent fever—provoked by his

interview with Ferrers and Madame Salicetti—that he had in-

sisted upon bleeding him. It was in vain that Delia Torre had

argued with him. " If he would not be bled, he might dress his

sprain himself." Consequently he had been forced to submit

himself to the lancet of the practitioner, and his rage had so

greatly accelerated his pulse, that more blood had been taken

from him than was actually necessary. We have mentioned this,

not out of any interest that we take in the accident which had

befallen the Genoese, but to account in some measure for the

change that came over the feelings of the young Roman as he

gazed upon him.

As he looked on Delia Torre's extreme pallor, and saw that he

was indeed suffering, his spirit calmed down. He advanced to-

wards him. On the other hand, a flush of sudden and fierce

pride swept over the countenance of his rival. As yet too young

to be wholly lost to the sense of shame, his position with Lumley
Ferrers had galled his nature, and he had been writhing under his

shame for the past few days. When he saw Guilio, he felt that

he was in the presence of one to whom he had done a great in-

jury, and his animal instinct to repair the wrong by the only

means that the world had placed in his power, and at the same
time to revenge the insulting manner of Ferrers on his less for-

tunate rival—for as such he regarded Castelli—woke within him.

Ere the young Roman had time to address him, words broke like

a torrent from the quivering lips of the Piedmontese.
" You have come to ask me for redress. I know and feel it.

Believe me that I shall not be unwilling to aS"ord it to you in any
way you may choose to demand it, GuiUo Castelli. At present,

I cannot stand. Wait ! The first moment that I am able to do
so, shall be devoted to you. Whatever you will, you have but to

say."

"Signor!" began Castelli; but ere he had time to continue,

Delia Torre again broke in upon his words.

" I hate you, Guilio Castelli ! Yea, I hate you 1 Why, I

scarcely know. That I have dealt ill with you, I feel ; but I am
sure, also, that the Brigni loves you—

"

"Loves me!"
" Ay, and therefore my hate becomes deeper and more insati-

able ! Give me time ! give me time !—or, if yon insist upon it,

here be it
!"

As he said this, he raised himself upon the couch, and ex-

tended his hand as if to ask the Roman for a weapon. Guilio's

feelings were for the moment swept away in those words which
alone he had heard ; they were still ringing in his ears.

" Did you say that the Brigni loves me ?" he asked.

"Yes, poor idiot!" answered Delia Torre, grinding his teeth

as he spoke ; "she loved and still loves you. But I—I have torn

her from you, and now," he laughed bitterly as he spoke, and

emphasized tho words as if he sought to make each of them

pierce more deeply, " she is under the protection of an English

nobleman, a gentleman; and iu less than another week, it is

more than probable that the Brigni will have entirely forgotten

the very existence of two such miserable dolts, such contemptible

fools as you and I—her Piedmontese abductor as well as her Ro-

man lover—Bernardo Delia Torre and Guilio Castelli
!"

With a sudden spring of wrath, the young Roman sprang to

the couch on which Bernardo had raised himself, while he was

speaking. The strength and the rage of a tiger were swelling at

the moment within him; he clutched him by the shoulder; ho

caught him up from it. As he did so a fierce yell of exultation

burst from his lips ; then he swung him around in his arms and

hurled him, as a big boy would pitch a pebble, to the further end

of the room. Convulsed by his anger, he bounded towards and

stood over the breathless and panting frame of Delia Torre. It

was a picture that Fuseli alone could have touched. The Geno-

ese lay upon the ground ; his hatred still painted in his now
flushed and terror-stricken countenance. Beside him stood Cas-

telli trembling with rage, the bitter paroxysm of that sudden

access of passion literally distorting his noble and singularly-

expressive features.

" Scoundrel and liar I" His frame shook with his fierce emo-

tion OS the words were forced through his blanched and ashen

lips. " But that you had furfcited every claim which you once

had, to be considered as a gentleman ; but that I should contami-

nate myself by ridding earth of so foul a leper, I would slay you.

As it is, live—live—accursed by the memory of the wrongs you

have heaped upon that poor girl ! Die—and may Heaven shrink

and turn from you in your last hours, as I shrink and turn from

you now !"

As he said this, he crossed the apartment ; and with the words

still ringing in his ears, Delia Torre saw that he was gone.

[to be continced.]

SPEED ON RAILROADS,
Dr. Lardner adopts some ingenious arguments^ or rather illus-

trations, to show the velocity with which our express trains move.
The Great Western Express to Exeter runs at the rate of 4.3

miles an hour, including stoppages, or 53 miles, nut imluding
stoppages. To attain this rate, a speed of 60 miles an hour is

adopted midway between some of the stations ; and in certain

experimental trips, 70 miles an hour have been reached. A speed
of 70 miles an hour is equivalent to 35 yards per second, 35 yards
between two beats of a common clock. All objects near the eye
of a passenger travelling at this rate, will pass liy the eye in the

35th part of a second ; and if 35 stakes were erected at the side

of the road, a yard asunder, they would not be distinguishable

one from another; if painted red, they would appear collectively

as a continuous flash of red color. If two trains with this speed
passed each other, the relative velocity would be 70 yards per sec-

ond ; and if the trains were 70 yards long, it would flash by in a
single second. Supposing the locomotive which draws such a
train, to have driving wheels seven feet in diameter, these wheels
will revolve five times in a second. iPhe piston moves along the

cylinder tea times in a second ; but as there are two cylinders,

which act alternately, there are really twenty puff's or escapes of
sicam in a second. The locomotive can be heard to " cough "

when moving slowly, the cough being occasioned by the abrupt
admistion of waste steam up the chimney; but 20 coughs per
second cannot be separated by the ear, thtir individuality becom-
ing lost. Such a locomotive speed is equal to nearly one-fourth
that of a cannon ball ; and the momentum of a whole train, mov-
ing at such a speed, would be nearly equivalent to the aggregate
force of a number of cannon balls, equal to one-fourth the weight
of the train. That a " smash " should follow a " collision " is no
subject for marvel, if a train moving at such speed, or anything
like such speed, should meet with any obstacle to its progress.

—

Dudd's Curiosities of Industry.

< ^•^ >

THE ART OF NAVIGATION.
Navigation has given to man more knowledge than all the other

sciences crowded together. She embraces them all. She has
called forth higher and nobler courage than the din of battles or
the throbbings of patriotism. The scholars who graduate in her
schools receive their diplomas from the hand of nature. Her
soldiers win their decorations in the gigantic wars of the Titanic
elements. Her origin is divine. Her first temple was reared by
the patriarch on the peaks of Ararat, in the mountains of Arme-
nia, when the covenant of God was established with the sons of
men "for perpetual generations." But as the steps of death
make no distinction between the mansion of the rich man and the
cabin of the poor, neither do the winds or the currents of the
waters show any impartiality. They are alike inexorable in their
courses to all, from the frail argosy of the gentle Hindoo maiden,
launched at eventide on the yellow waters of the sun scorched
Ganges, to divine the fate of an absent lover, to the proud, stem,
stately war-ship,—Death's missionary and destroying angel

—

" walking the waters like a thing of life," but Dent on the busi-
ness of destruction.

—

Rode's U. 6. Review.

LOVE OF FLOAVERS.
In all countries women love flowers ; in all countries they form

nosegays of them ; but it is only in the bosom of plenty that thev
conceive the idea of embellishing their dwellings with them.
The cultivation of flowers among the peasantry indicates a revo-
lution in all their feelings. It is a delicate pleasure that makes
its way through coarse organs ; it is a creature whose eyes are
opened ; it is the sense of the beautiful, a facalty of the soul that
is awakened

; colors, forms, odors are perceived for the first time,
and these charming objects have at length spectators. Those
who have travelled in the country can testify that a rose-tree under
the window, a honeysuckle around the door of a cottage, is a good
ona n to a weary traveller. The hand that cultivates flowers is

no' closed against the supplications of the poor, nor against the
wa Its of the stranger. Flowers may be called the alphabet of
tho angels, wherewith they write on hills and plains mysterious
truihs.

—

Home Jounud.

By cultivating the beautiful, we scatter the seeds of heavenly
flowers; by doing good, we foster those already belonging to
humanity.

—

Bowa, J.
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The

THE GREAT CHARTREUSE.
On this and the next page we give a Bcries of interest-

ing views in France— representations of some of the

most picturesque scenes in the Great Chartreuse of Gren-
oble. There are many persons in France who would be

astonished if they were told that there were in that coun-

try, mountains like Mount Pelvoux, in the department of

the Upper Alps, higher than Maladetta and Mount Per-

du, the culminating points of the chain of Pyrenees,
higher than the peak of Teneriffe, than the Wetter-Horn
of Grindelwald, than the Ortler-Spitz itself, the highest

mountain of the Tyrol. They would be equally aston-

ished if they were told that the highest cascade in the

known world is believed to be the Fall of Gavarni in the

Pyrenees. There is a point in Dauphine, which rivals in

celebrity the freshest Edens, the most picturesque and
frequented parts of Switzerland. This is the Great Char-
treuse of Grenoble. Independently of its Alpine charms,
it offers travellers the sweetness of a justly-appreciated

hospitality. It would be astonishing if it were not so,

for the Great Chartreuse is one of the oldest hostelries in

Europe ; there timid, sick and wounded souls, dead to

the world, and asking nothing more of the earth but the

shelter of a day to wait for death, have gathered to pray
in silence for eight hundred years. Besides the<e pen-
sioners of eternity, the vast edifice also receives travel-

lers less weary of the world than tired of the stony roads;

more desirous of quenching their thirst, than of mortify-

ing their bodies ; and who, during a few hours of leisure,

come to amuse their careless curiosity with a twofold
spectacle—to see how, in these remote solitudes, nature is

luxuriant and vivid at the foot of the arid summit, where
she seems to perish, and how man, separated from his fel-

lows, seems to wither and die, while still appearing to live

Great Chartreuse is a store-house full of interest, thrown between
Grenoble and Chambery, between the Alps of Dauphine and
those of Savoy. The picturesque beauties of its environs are such

that they cause a new enchantment even to those who have just

been throughout Switzerland. An agreeable road brings them
thither from Geneva, through Annecy, Aixles-Bains ; by the

pretty lake of Bourget, Chambery, and the Gallery of Ladders,

pierced in the rock for an immense distance. This tunnel, com-
menced by Napoleon, was one of the marvels of human industry

before the establishment of
railroads, which have so mul-
tiplied this kind of work. ^^ _,_
From Eehelles, a direct road
leads rapidly to the village

of Saint Laurent du Pont,

whence starts one of the

great roads leading to the

Great Chartreuse. The sec-

ond, by the Sapey, goes di-

rectly to Grenoble. It is

much less interesting than
the first, but presents on ap-

proaching Grenoble, an ad-

mirable view of the valley of

Gresivaudan and its amphi-
theatre of mountains, the nu-
merous summits and succes-

sive plains of which extend
to the far horizon. Tourists

who know how to regulate

their impressions, and who
do not commit the fault of

getting the wrong way at an
assemblage of natural spec--

tacles with all their grada-

tions, should repair to the

Chartreuse by Saint Laurent.
Carriages cannot go farther

that Saint Laurent du Pont

;

here, then, travellers halt and
breakfast to prepare for the

fatigues of the journey, and
here they take guides and
mules, if their imagination is

daunted, on the faith of cer-

tain guide-books, by the pros-

pect of "horrible bridges

thrown over abysses ; narrow
roads suspended over tor-

rents," and the " frightful

din which does not allow
the bird to hear his own song, or the travellers to hear themselves
speak." Those who do not wish a guide, and are not afraid of a
three hours' tramp, have only to take the road that enters between
the mountains, and skirts the torrent of Guiers-mort, descending
from the high table-lands of the desert. They run no sort of risk,

not even that of losing the road and getting astray. Before long
you reach the gate of Fourvoirie. A building backed on the
rock, and occupying the narrow causeway won from the torrent,

here marks the entrance of the desert. The savage aspect of the
scenery, this gate, thrown between the world and its sequel,

closed in the same way at the other extremity on the side of Sa-
pey, warn the traveller to prepare for grave impres-
sions. For some time the path glides along a chan-
nelled and overhanging rock. A superior-general
of the Carthusians caused this road to be com-
menced at the beginning of the sixteenth century.
On the two banks of the torrent, the steep moun-
tains, their summits crowned with firs, forests, de-
scending in cascades to the bottom of the precipice,
give the most picturesque aspect to this part of the
route. On coming out of the forest through which
it winds, you finally perceive in the midst of a vast
meadow, at the foot of elevated mountains, crown-
ed by the peak of Grand Som, the vast construc-
tions of the monastery. When Saint Bruno—born
of noble parents at Cologne—came with a few com-
panions to establish himself here at the end of the
eleventh century, and founded the Chartreuse, they
built at first a few wooden cells, and an oratory in
a kind of grotto

; there is now situated the chapel
of St. Bruno, of which a view is given. St. Hugh,
Bishop of Grenoble, who had ceded to them his
deeds of the forests, and obtained in their favor a
similar concession from the Abbot of Chaise-Dieu,
in Auvcrgne, the proprietor of the greater part of
these mountains, had built for there more folid cells

of wood, and a few years after, a regular monas-
tery, with a church. In U33, these first constiiictions

were destroyed by an avalanche, and six monks
and a novice buried. One of these monks was ex-
tricated twelve days after from beneath the ruins.

yet still alive," says Dom Tellier simply, who relates the fact

;

" he received the last sacraments and afterwards slept in the

Lord." In the twelfth century, the foundations of the great clois-

ter were laid, and this is the principal curiosity of the Great Char-
treuse. It forms an oblong square, lighted by one hundred and
thirty windows, and six hundred and fifty feet long and ninety
wide. The house succeeded, enlarged, was burned down eight
times—the last time in 1676. At this period, under the care of
the fiftieth general of the order, aided by an architectural brother,

it was put in its present condition. The brethren were dispersed
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by the revolution of 1792; but the convent found no purchaser,

because there was no profit to be derived from its demolition in

this desert. In 1816, after an absence of twenty-four years, a few

old Carthusians, united with some other monks, came and estab-

lished themselves anew in these dismantled buildings, which, at

the end of a few years were repaired ; but they recovered neither

their ancient domain, nor their rich library, which contained five

hundred manuscripts. Thanks to donations and successive acqui-

sitions they succeeded in collecting one of more than six thou-

sand volumes. The buildings have externally a sad and severe

aspect, in harmony with the surrounding scenery. Their vast

GENERAL VIEW OF THE GREAT CHARTREUSE.

extent is a necessaiy consequence of the isolated life of
the monks, each one occupying a cell by himself These
cells, to the number of thirty-five, consist of two apart-
ments—an oratory and a study. In the lower story are
a wood-house and a wor.nhip, communicating with a little
garden, forming the separation of the cells, and which
each Carthusian cultivates himself The Carthusians are
solitaries, anchorites, who enjoy at the same time, under
certain relations, the advantages of a cenobitic life or
one in common. This reconciliation between the two
diflferent states, constitutes the peculiar character of the
order founded by Saint Bruno, modifying, in this respect
the monastic code of St. Benedict, the legislator of the
monks of the middle ages. As cenobites, they meet every
day in the church for service ; in the night, to chant m».
tins ; in the morning, for the conventual mass ; and at
three o'clock in the afternoon, for vespers. Tuesdays and
festival days they take their meals in the refectory

; bnt
they are not permitted to break silence. As solitaries

they pass the rest of their time in their cells, devoting
themselves in the intervals of the recitation of the
prayers, to the reading of pious works, to manual labor
meditation or sleep. It is not, it may well be imagined'
an asylum favorable to sleep and lying abed. If they go
to bed at six, Ihcy rise at ten, at the sound of the bell to
perform the service of the virgin in their cells ; and three-
quarter ; of an hour afterwards they repair to the church
to say their matins. Tourists, curious to receive new im-
pressions, do not fail to witness this night service from a
desk set apart for them. The monks—the professed in
white, the novices in black capes, the serving brethren
in brown—appear with lanterns in their hands and take
their places in their stalls. At a given signal the torches

are extinguished, and the lamp of the sanctuary alone, in the
midst of the darkness, throws a few rays on motionless and just
discernible figures. The service of the dead ended, the chants
suddenly cease, and absolute silence succeeds. A formidable
symbol, a pitiless and daily memento of all that ends here for
man, about him, in him, in his life, even to his thoughts and
heart. After this service, they retire to their cells, pray an-ain

and go to bed at three o'clock, to rise at five or six. The Carthu-
sians never eat meat, even in case of dangerous sickness. Dur-
ing Lent, Advent, and on all Fridays, they abstain from eggs and

milk. As if there were even

^_^ in this strict diet one sensual
superfluity to expiate, one
day in the week they feed on
bread and water alone. If
the deadly sin of gluttony
finds any corner to lurk in

here, the father of evil must
be very cuiming. They do
not use linen ; they dress in

hair cloth, and sleep upon
straw. A traveller observes :

" Human nature, oppressed
continually by these obser-
vances and restraints, takes
every innocent occasion of
indemnification that presents
itself. It was an observation
we made in the short time
during which we observed
the Carthusians at worship.
Each monk, on entering the

church, gives a pnll to the
bell, and passes the rope to

the next. If he is alone, he
continues to ring till another
brother comes in to take bis

place. We fancy we still see

a Carthusian entering, of gi-

gantic stature, a sort of

brother John of Entommeu-
res, who, endowed with an
excess of strength, that no
mortifications had subdued,
communicated a vigorous

swing to the bell, and gave
the rope, as he reached the

bottom of its course, to a

poor, little monk, attenuated

by age and macerations, who
was suddenly carried off hig

feet by grasping it too high.

He took his measure better the second pull, and no person happen-
ing to come up, continued to ring for some time, looking every

moment round to see if some other monk were not coming to re-

lieve him of a task too great for his enfeebled arms. We were
particularly astonished at the extraordinary vigor with which the

Carthusians enunciated their chants. Compelled to observe si-

lence during almost all their lives, they have only the church

chants to exercise their lungs, and they give themselves up to it

with all their hearts." One of the principal conditions required

to enter the order is the ability to be promoted to holy orders.
" For this reason they are accustomed to reaeive no person who

has not graduated as a Latin scholar, and gone
through a course of philosophy. If marks of vo-

cation are recognized in him, he is placed in a cell

;

he complies with all the observances, and is present

at all the services, in a secular dress, covered with

a mantle. At the end of a month's trial, the poilu-

late is proposed to the community for the assump-

tion of the dress. If the majority vote for his ad-

mission, he is clothed in the habit of the order, and

commences his noviciate, wliich is now of two

years duration. The nearer the time of profession

approaches, the deeper is his disposition sounded,

and when after serious examination he is believed

to have a true vocation, a month before the end of

his noviciate, he asks of all the monks assembled

in chapter, to be admitted to the profession. If he

is received, and renews the same demand at two

separate times, he pronounces his vows at the con-

ventual mass, on a festival day." The order of

Carthusians before the destruction of the monaste-

ries in the states of the emperor of Gcrniany, in

1 782, reckoned one hundred and seventy-two houses,

divided into sixteen provinces, of which seven were

in France, and nine abroad. The seven provinces

of Carthusians in France, comprised seventy-six

houses, containing about one thousand Carthusians.

The general chapter, at which the priors of all the

chartreuses of the ditt'erent countries were present,

was held every year in the Chartreuse of Grenoble.

This monastery is still the chief of the order, and
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its prior is pjeneral of the entire order. If the Chartreuse of Gre-

noble attracts visitors by the saviige beauty of its site, some other

chartreuses are celebrated by the objects of art they contain, or

by the magnificence developed in their construction—a m:i(;nifi-

ccnce little in liarmony with the penury of poor monk's. Such is

the convent of San Martino, overlooking the city of Naples, near

Fort St. Pylmo, where tourists go to enjoy one of the finest views

in the world, and admire the paintings of Lafranc and L'Kspag-

noletto. If, from the rude and severe buildings of the Cliartreuse

of Grenoble, we transport ourselves in imagination to the cloister

of San Martino, sustained by sixty marble columns of the Doric

order, with its arcades, cornices and balustrades in marble, with

its corti/e in i-ompartments enc'Iosed in balustrades of marble, and
having at each angle a sculptured death's head ; if, under the

splendor of the Neapolitan sky, which, at the moment of our

visit, illuminates this more elegant than austere court-yard, we
shall recall the dignified step and noble face of a young Carthu-

sian advancing at the extremity of the portico, this comparison
between two convents of a stylo so different, will show us in a
harsher light the aspect of the mother house, established in a
country chosen by St. Bruno himself; but wo shall easily com-
prehend this diversity produced by the influence of two climates

of two opposite skies, and the genius of two races; we shall un-

derstand this concession made to the worldly seductions of art.

The observances are doubtless the same in both the monasteries

;

still, must it not be acknowledged that this acropolis of San Mar-
tino, this sort of window, opened on the gayest and noisiest city

of Italy, is a singular post to choose for the isolation of men !

Another chartreuse, much more remarkable yet, is that of Pavia,

founded by John Galeas Visconti in 1396. The luxury of its archi-

tecture, the sumptuousness of its decorations, its pictures and mo-
saics in hard stones, the collective labor of a family of artists dur-

ing three centuries, make it one of the marvels of Italy. Its rev-

enues amount to a million for twenty-five monks only, if the num-
ber of cells be reckoned. This is a round sum to fast and make
good cheer uj)on. Why nerd they be so rich, to make themselves

so poor? So many possessions for so much self denial! This is

the way, doubthss, in which the Emperor Joscjih II. reasoned

—

or, perhaps, he did not even take the trouble of saying so,—l)ut

he confiscated these immense revenues. A few years ago, the

Chartreuse of Pavia had an allowance of only five hundred livres

to keep its uninhabited buildings in repair, but it was restored to
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the Carthusians by the Emperor of Austria, in 1843. He who
would study man engaged in this mortal struggle with himself,

with all his natural inclinations, cither from motives of penitence
or the desire of holiness, should choose the Great Chartreuse as a
post of observation. There, without doubt, he will find soldiers

the most hardened to a rude discipline—not because the obser-
vances are different, but because the world is further off, and sur-

rounding nature and the sky more serene. What sadness must
not the frosts of the long winters bring to the soul thrown upon
itself, without anything to divert it from its mournful meditations f

Still, it must he acknowledged that those who have succeeded in

conversing with Carthusians, have been astonished at fimling them
so calm, and hearing them declare they had only known hapid-
ness since their entrance into the Great Cliartreuse. This declar-

ation might appear doubtful to frivolom natures. In general, soli-

tude daunts man ; but it attracts him irresistibly; he rushes to it

voluntarily, when he is under the influence of a great passion ; to

listen to inspiration, if his genius impel bim to some intellectual

creation ; to sound the depths of his heart, when ho loves. What
intensity does this passion for solitude a'-sume, when the love that

is in man, instead of reposing on the creature—we are not quickly
cured of this, alas !—is directed towards the

Creator, with an ardor never cxtiniruisbed, bo-

cause never satisfied ! In this point of view
alone, powerful vocations are respectable, be-

cause they indicate a strength of soul, however
ill directed. But it must be a soaring and not a
sinking of the soul. Oftencr, weakness of mind,
idleness, supineness, or the narrowest egotism,

have been the sole motives of mona=;tic voca-

tions. It is also so easy to choose an inconsider-

able portion of the suin of duties imposed on
man in this su'ilunary sphere, to suppress at a
blow your duty to your fellows, and in the midst
of a world that strugyles, labors and exhausts
itself in efforts against evil, to hold one's self

apart in daily communion with God, like Adam
in the terrestrial paradise, before God had cre-

ated woman and assigned her to him. Are the

mortifications of the cloister a snfiieient ransom
for deserted duties ? In our age of ))rodigiou3

activity, the conventual lite is an anomaly that

presents too emphatic a contrast. The cloister,

for men, particularly, deserves, in a social point

of view, no interest except as a moral hospital, a
refuj;e to those who otherwise abandon their tasks

by resorting to suicide, and for men so stricken

by sorrow that they can never resume an active

life. As a school of moral improvement, the
cloister suppresses too many important vn"tues,

and the loss is not compensated liy the few ster-

ile viitues whish the monastic system only devel-

ops to excess.

FLIGHT FROM THE BABOONS.
The baboon is a large, misshapen creature, too well known to

nceil des<ription here, but still very numerous in Kaffraria. They
arc usually found in herds or troops together, varying in size and
number, and if attacked or molested, are very savage. A strange

rencontre with one of these troops once occurred to the author.

Whilst on an excursion to Perriebush, about sixteen miles from
King William's Town, he started from the village alone, for the

purpose of visiting the saw-pits, which were about a mile or more
towards the midst of the forests. Having reached these, and
transacted the business in hand, he was informed of a small rivu-

let at a little distance further on among the woods forming some
very picturesque cascades, and the banks of which were covered
over witli a rare kind of flower. He therefore started alone upon
a ramble in search of it, and succeeded at length, after some little

dillieulty, in makinj; it out. Seduced by the wild loveliness of the

scene, he advanced further on, at the other side of the stream,

along what is called a Kaffir path; but soon getting off this, he
became entangled in the bush and underwood. The foliage over-

head being s o
thick as to ex-

clude the sun, a
"iOipb,^ small pocket com-

pass was the only
guide; and, whilst

trying to adjust

this, he was sa-

luted by a volley

of broken sticks

and berries from
overhead. Never
dreaming of such
an attack, and not
being able to see

the slightest ves-

tige of animals
near, he still con-

tinued his occu-

pation, when a
second similar sa-

lute made him
gladly pocket his

compass, and go
towards the low
ground, in hopes
of finding the
stream. This he

soon reached,
and, when on its

bank, more easily

recovered the lost path. During his perplexity, however, the
clattering overhead soon betrayed the assailants to be a large
herd of baboons, whom he now thought, when dear of the thicket,
he might teaze in his turn. Accordingly, he commenced throwing
stones at such as were within reach ; when, instead of taking to
flight—as he expected they w^ouM—to his great consternation he
beheld from every tree near him five or ten of the great misshapen
creatures swinging from branch to branch, and making tow ods
himself and the ground. Having no gun and no whip with him,
he now thought it full lime to decamp; which he immediately did,
running ftster, probably, than he ever did before or since', and
pursued at full cry—if cry the dreadful noise could be termed

—

by fifiy or sixty ut;Iy, awkward wrelches, that seemed to mock at
the couracc of their adversary. At the saw pits, however, they
sounded the halt, fearinir that he would find a reinforcement there
among the sawyers. But this was not forthcoming, as they had
gon(^ to the villa^'R. He, therefore, tried to increase his speed,
and finally succeeded in getting away from them and back to
Perrie, gl.ad to escape so easily ; and his face and boots telling
]ilaiidy there, whether he had been following after the heantifiil,

01 the baboons after him.

—

Fkminy's KaJJ'ruria and its Inhabitants.

STATi:S AND THKIR VOCATIONS.
Geneva sends us watches ; Nuremberg, toys ; Trieste, rags i

and Newcastle, coals. Virgil tells us something of the same sort

but we have forgotten the quotation. The truth is that there are
localities adapted to certain branches, or else the followers of these

occupations are gretrarious. We have extracted a number of les-

sons from the census tables. One of the most imporUint contains
the number of each trade, profession and calling in the several

thirty-one States of the Union. Some of these occupations are
generally diffused, others are confined in large portions to partic-

ular States. Actors, artists, architects, auctioneers and authors
chiefly belong to New York. Maine boasts a large proportion of
aericultural instrument makers. Armorers are divided between
Massachusetts and Virginia. Pennsylvania is fond of physic, for

it outstrips New York one half in the number of its apothecaries.

There are only 1846 apprentices in the Union, and these only in

the older States. Of bankers. New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Massachusetts have the largest number. Louisiana is the par-

adise of barkeepers. New York is ahead in smiths. In boat-

builders, Pennsylvania. In boatmen. New York is far in advance,
possessing one-third of all in the Union. The same State con-
tain.s nearly one-half of all the boiler-makers. In brewers, boileri

and distillers Pennsylvania takes the lead ; and (surely there can
be no connection) in briekmakcrs. In brokers and broom-makers
the Empire State is paramount. In brush-makers the Keystone.
There are 17,73.3 butchers in the Union. Connecticut beats New
York and Pennsylvania together in button-makers. Pennsylva-
nia and Massachusetts are the calico-printing States. Of car[)en-

ters the Union holds 148,671. Texas is the cattle-dealing State.

Maine nearly equals New York, and surpasses Massachusetts, iu

the number of her caulkers. Pennsylvania contains the greatest

number of chemists. New York over one fourth of the hundred
thousand clerks of the Union. Conncclicutone-half of the clock-

makers. Massachusetts possesses more comb makers than any
other two States, and is far ahead of any other State in cord-

wainers. 31,944 ply there the awl to 130,473 in the Union. The
same State is chief in the cotton manufacture. In drovers and
dyers Pennsvlvania is ahead. In editors. New York. The farm-
ers of the Union arc 2,363,958—the great basis of the republic;

and of these New York contains 311,591. Of fishermen Maine
and Massachusetts contain nearly e(|ual numbers, and together
almost as many as the remainder of the States. In glass manu-
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factories Pennsylvania and New Jersey excel. All the grate-

makers hail from New York. The grocers of New York out-

number those of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Massachusetts com-
bined. In hardware Massachusetts has the palm. California is

the State of herdsmen—Pennsylvania of hosiers. In India-rub-

ber, Rhode Island bears the bell. In iron founders and workers,
Pennsylvania is far ahead, having more than three times as many
as New York, the next State on the list. The joiners of Maine
nearly equal those of New York. There are 909,786 laborers in

the Union. There are a few more machinists in Massachusetts
than in New York. Of marines, Maine has 13,125; Massa<-hu-
setts 16,665; New York, 11,143; Union, 70,603. In millers

and millwrights Pennsylvania leads. California boasts 57,861
miners ; Pennsylvania, 9428. New York is the musical State,

Massachusetts is the nail-making State. Pennsylvania distances

the field on her ostlers. Virginia and Maryland are the States

for oystermen, and New Jersi y follows them close. On patent
leather New Jersey is pre-eminent. In perfumery, Pennsylvania.

In philosophical instruments, New York. Kentucky is the pilot

State. Ohio is the State of plane makers, polishers and potters.

New York and Loui-iana take the lead in refeciories. In rope-

makers and sailmakers, Massachusetts and New
York. New Hampshire takes the precedence
m those small wooden articles yclept fboc pegs
—need say no more. In silk manufacture. New
Jersey. In spinners, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island. In spoons, Connecticut. In stevedores,

Louisiana and Massachusetts. The tailors in

the United States are 52,069, and one fourth of
them belong to New York. North Carolina
equals New York in toymen, and exceeds the
rest of the Union many times in turpentine.

The number of office-holders is 10,268. Ohio
beats the Union in wagon-makers, and Pennsyl-
vania has 23,340 weavers, fourfold the rest of
the Union. The woodcutters of Louisiana ex-
ceed those of any other State. And to conclude
this glance at the employments of the Union,
we find the total nutnber who work by hand or
head in the United States by the last census,

5,391,876. So says the Wall Street Journal.
The above details give quite a thorough view of
the varied pursuits and avocations of our peo-
ple. They give in some degree an idea of the

real worth of census returns ; which should be
founded on so comprehensive a study of the
customs, habits, morals, health and manners of
a people as shall approach an accurate estimate
of their condition. Such invcsiiiations are

complex, and may not be wholly correct ; but
when made with requisite care, may unfold the
principal material and main sources of national
opulence or degradation.
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THE GRANTED PRAYER.

BT 0. K. KSMION, a. 8. M.

Thou of the queenllkc brow,

Haughtily— proud,

Though thy heart's love to me
Never was bowed

;

gtill that form knelt to me,

Clamping my knees,

And tby prayer, it was answered,

Beneath those old tree*.

Thou of the angel-voice,

Heavenly—sweet,

I told thee we parted then

Never to meet

;

Btlll for my friendship.

On land or on sea,

Thou hast it, thou hast It,

Wherever I be.

Thou of the earthly form,

Sorrowing— .?ad,

I to Bupply thy wants

E'er shall be glad.

My purse and my pen

Ever ready shall be
;

But my love, ay, my love.

That belongs not to me.

t m 9» m—¥ '

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LAW OF ENTAIL.
SOMB THOUGHTS ON THE CONSEQUENCES OP ITS ABROGATION.

BY HENBT WILLIAM HERBERT.

It has always been a maxim and principle with republicans

that the law of entail is not merely inexpedient and dangerous,

but, in itself, so repugnant to the whole system and spirit of

republicanism, that the two cannot for any considerable length of

time coexist in one country. The very name and idea have

become so odious to the peojjle of the United States, that all tes-

tamentary provisions, tending, however indirectly, to the perpetua-

tion of undivided property in one descending line to the exclusion

of collateral branches, are almost certainly contested, and very

generally declared null and void ; although recourse may have

been had to trusts, or other legal alternatives, not directly adverse

to the law which forbids entail on unborn generations.

So thoroughly established is this principle or prejudice, and so

natural, if not entirely correct, is the prevailing jealousy of the

perpetuation in particular families of vast hereditary wealth, and

the opinion that its effect would be to render individuals too

potent and influential—not to say, too luxurious and arrogant

—

to continue good citizens of a republic, of which simplicity and

equality are supposed to be component j)arts, that, were the opin-

ions of the writer far more averse than they are from the truth of

these views, he would think of nothing less than the removing or

controverting them by argument.

Still, events have occurred of late, and recourse has been had

to the courts for the deci.sion of certain questions as to the extent

of this limitation of entail, which naturally induce some considera-

tion as to the soundness of the principle in itself, and yet more as

to the expediency of carrying it out to the utmost.

It is doubtless very true that the laws of entail and of primo-

geniture were originally devised for the creation of an hereditary

aristocracy, and its maintenance through future generations ; and

it is no less undoubted that without such laws hereditary aristoc-

racies cannot exist.

It is, however, far less certain that the existence of such laws

can of themselves produce hereditary aristocracies ; much more

where other, and, apparently, invincible obstacles—such as the

prohibition of distinctive rank and title, the elective system, the

brief duration of official occupancy, and above all, the dislike of

the people to anything which savors of hereditary power—stand

in the way of their creation.

There are unquestionably times and countries in which the con-

tinual subdivision of properties, and dissij)ation of ftimily wealth

into fragments so small as to be wholly valueless, may be more

really dangerous to the system and spirit of republicanism, than

any imaginable extent of consolidation. As, for instance, where

a whole community, or a large majority of that community, are

reduced to so periect an equality of poverty as to render the most
abject ignorance the prevailing rule, and to deprive that portion

of the people so equalized of all influence whatsoever in the state.

And let no one say that this is an imagi'l.^ry and impossible

rase—for it is at this moment the case throughout all the agricul-

tural di.^tricts, the consequence of causes put in operation so re-

cently as the great Revolution only, and the " Reign of Terror."

So complete has been the subdivision, not only of lands but of

the wealth arising from the lands, that throughout five sixths of

IVancc there are no small proprietors, no farmers—or such as wc
should call such—in short, no independent cultivators, but merely
a poor, helpless, ignorant, unambitious and unenterprising peas-

antry, who have no more share in the management of the affairs

of the empire, than have the negro slaves of the South in the con-

duct of the general government.

So deleterious are the effects of this equalization of poverty

ignorance and dependence, that every petty government official,

every tax-gatherer, custora-hoiiso ofiicer, postmaster, is a wealthier,

more influential, and incomparably more legardei personage,

than the most substanti il farmi r of a department ; that the rural

vote of millions is ei: rely si.bordinato and subserricnt to tbo

metropolitan and urban vote of a few hundred thousands ; and

that, in fact, as every event in her history, from the overthrow of

the Directory on the 18lh Brumaire, to the election of the Em-
peror Napoleon III. amply testifies, France lies prostrate under a

system of centralization, as thorough as that which enslaved the

countries of the Roman empire through twelve successive cen-

turies.

From this danger, however, nothing is to be apprehended in

these United States for centuries at least, and probably forever.

The almost illimitable extent of productive lands in the posses-

sion and occupation of the people, apparently defying any possible

increase or multiplication of the human race, any imaginable sub-

division of lands and wealth to reduce the equality of comfort,

well-being and intelligence, which we see daily on the increase

around us, to an equality of poverty, miseiy, ignorance and vice,

snch as we see existing in Ireland and in France—in the former

owing in some degree to the consolidation, in the latter wholly to

the subdivision and dissipation of family properties.

While it is admitted, however, that in this point of view, at the

least, no danger can arise to the well-being of the people of the

United States from the prohibition of posthumous entails, it may

also, I think, be as fully admitted that no danger could arise in

the contrary sense from their allowance.

The popular dislike to all idea of hereditary power, the univer-

sal faith in the immutable truth of republican principles, the pro-

gressive spirit of the age, and the marked jealousy of all—even

the most legitimate—personal influence, render it, to my thought,

wholly absurd to fear that absorption and accumulation of wealth

by any one family, or class of families, to any imaginable degree,

could tend to the absorption of power, or the accumulation of

offices in the hands of such family or class of families.

There does exist, it is true, and as truly to be regretted, in this

country, and especially in the large cities, among the trafficking

classes, a degree of subserviency to, and adulation of mere wealth

and its possessors in a social point of view, which is by no means

creditable to the manliness, independence, or political self-respect

of those who " crook the pregnant hinges of the knee, that thrift

may follow fawning." But, in a political point of view, so far is

this from being the case, that wc believe the very opposite were

nearer to the truth. No instance occurs to me where any citizen

of unusual or extraordinary wealth has been elected by the people

to any high trust or office. Certainly none, where such has been

the case, by reason or through the operation of his means.

On the contrary, it would seem that the jealousy, natural to

democracies, of all, even personal, superiority, would operate

against the possessor of great fortunes rather than in his favor

;

and that of two candidates for office equally qualified to fill it, he

who was endowed with the wealth of the Astors would stand a

worse chance of election, than the handicraftsman or mechanic,

whose property lies in his daily labor.

Dismissing, therefore, both these dangers, alleged to arise from

the accumulation of hereditary wealth owing to the operation of

the law of entail, and from the dissipation of all wealth owing to

the prohibition of it, as equally inapplicable to the circumstances

of this confederacy in a political point of view, we will regard

them briefly in a social light, and particularly in regard to the

new legal point, which is now calling public attention, as to the

true construction of the statutes prohibitory of entail.

Socially speaking, then, it appears that the laws of primogeni-

ture and entail are injurious, when they are injurious to individu-

als only, while the benefits which arise from them—for benefits

there certainly arc—accrue to the pubhc.

Perhaps, indeed, it might appear on long and careful examina-

tion, that the gains and losses, even of individuals under the

operation of these laws, are more equally balanced than is usually

supposed ; and that the orders or classes who are generally re-

ceived as suffering the most under their operation, arc not, in

truth, the sufferers they are held to be.

Those, to whom allusion is now made, are the cadets of fami-

lies, the wealth of which has been vast and hereditary through

ages, and who, by the provisions of these laws, are themselves

comparatively, if not absolutely, poor, and obliged to live by the

exercise of professions, while the heads of the families are vastly

and luxuriously wealthy.

Now it is true that had the hereditary wealth—from equal par-

ticipation in which these cadets are by existing laws precluded

—

been equally divided in the present generation, they of the present

geneiation would have been the gainers. But had that division

taken place ten or twenty generations ago, the present generation

^ould Be the losers ; since, instead of having received the inesti-

mable tdvantage of superior education, that of their caste, fitting

them for any profession, and such degree of means, without count-

ing family patronage, as enables them to commence their career,

they would long ago have been penniless, without patronage,

position, means or education.

The loss, therefore, even to the individual, upon this showing,

seems to be at the least questionable ; and 1 believe that—con-

trary to the received opinion on this subject as to the injustice

done by European institutions lo the younger in behalf of the

elder branches of noble and wealthy families—the cadets, could

they be generally consulted as to the continuance or abrogation of

tlie present state of things, would be opposed to any alteration.

Be this, however, as it may—and it is a matter of no moment

here—that there are social advantages to the community arising

from the laws of entail is undeniable. The first, and perhaps the

greatest of these, is the maintenance of a large class, generation

alter generation, of highly cultivated, thoroughly disciplined,

accomplished men, finished to a degree, scarcely otherwise attain-

able, in science, letters, arts, accomplishments—nay ! even graces

—by means of the hereditary wealth of their families.

And to say that the continuance of a necessary succession of
such men in a state is of no benefit to a state, is an absurdity not
meriting a reply, much less an argument to controvert it.

The second is the accumulation, in libraries and galleries more
or less accessible to the public, of the best books, the best pictures

sculptures, geological, zoological and philosophical collections

which arc invariably found in conjunction with large, hereditary

incomes and estates, and which—where such do not exist can
be found only in shape of public or national institutions.

It is the recent attempt to extend the principle of prohibition

against entail, and the accumulation of property to institutions of

this nature, and the consequences which must follow should this

recent construction be affirmed, that has led me to these consid-

erations.

At the death of the late Stephen Girard, a merchant of enor-

mous wealth in Pliiladelphia, that individual, as is well known to

almost every member of the community, left almost the whole

bulk of his gigantic estates—the revenues alone amounting to

millions, it is believed—to the city of Philadelphia in perpetuity

in trust for the creation and support of philanthropical, educa-

tional and other charitable institutions of various kind—all, be it

observed, to the prejudice of his own relations by consanguinity.

These relations have instituted proceedings against the city of

Philadelphia for the recovery of the property so bequeathed to it,

and of all the back rents and incomes thereof during a period of

many years, on the simple ground that all entailing of property

is illegal, and therefore of none effect ; and that, whereas a man is

prohibited by law, and rendered incompetent to bequeath his

property in perpetuity to the descendants unborn of the living

issue of his own body, so in no manner can he possess the right to

bequeath such property in perpetuity to any persons, or for any

other purposes whatsoever.

And it is difficult to see what reply can be put in to such a plea,

or on what ground the argument can be disputed. Indeed, it is

rumored, with I know not how much of truth, that the heirs have

already carried one point, and that, the rest being identical in

character, the issue in all must be the same.

In that case, the point at issue may be held as being already

decided adversely to all bequests in perpetuity in behalf of all

public charities, benefices, or institutions whatever. At all events,

it is very difficult to comprehend how the result under existing

laws can be otherwise.

The consequences are the immediate downfall of every hospital,

library, seminary, church, institution of whatever nature, whether

charitable, educational, theological, literary, philosophical or polit-

ical, which now exists or shall exist hereafter, founded on dota-

tions or bequests conveyed by testamentary dispositions of any

persons having heirs at law disposed to contest such provisions.

Nor is this all ; for the back rents being also at issue—rents

long since expended—the trustees of such institutions so sup-

ported are necessarily liable for the uttermost farthing. So that

to the downfall of the institutions must be added the pecuniary

ruin of all engaged in their management and support.

What the number of now flourishing institutions, spreading the

illumination of letters, of science, of human law, and of gospel

truth throughout our mighty country, wherein all—even to na-

tional existence, depends, under Providence, on the diffusion of

such illumination—may be accounted which will at once be ren-

dered inoperative and thrown into abeyance, it is not easy to con-

jecture, and the statistics from which accurately to calculate are

not easy of attainment. Probably three fourths of all the endowed

charities and institutions of the country may be counted as fallen

the instant when the decree shall g» forth annuUing the trust of

the Girard property under the donor's testament.

The Smithsonian dotation will undoubtedly be disputed, as in

that case, national soreness, no less than family jealousy and nat-

ural greed, may be presumed to be excited, and that noble insti-

tution must be abolished. The same may be predicated of the

Astor Library, in the city of New York, and of every other insti-

tution dependent for its support on incomes arising from a fund

bequeathed in perpetuity, not excluding hospitals, endowments of

schools, professorships, universities or churches.

Nor wiU even the present consent and connivance of living

heirs alter the case or secure the continuance of the objects of

endowment, since, in despite of the consent of the present heirs

and the renegation of their rights, any future heir would possess

the very same rights to resist and cancel the testament ; and under

the fearful penalty of repaying back rents, no trustees could be

found who would dare to carry on an administration which might

at any moment be successfully interrupted and brought to an end.

Nor is the present evil all that is to be anticipated ; for not

only, as it now appears, will it be impossible to continue one

fourth of the existing institutions for the promotion of law, letters,

science, charity and religion, but no visible mode exists whereby

the same may be restored, or others with the same objects, and

for the same beneficent purposes, may be set up in their places.

Few individuals are either so wealthy, or so really generous,

as to make donations while yet alive of moneys, depriving them-

selves of their position, however willing they may be to make be-

quests by which their heirs alone suffer in behalf of any object

how meritorious soever—though there ai-e highly honorable in-

stances of such true generosity, in the case of Mr. Abbott Law-

rence and other gentlemen of Boston in behalf of the observatory

and laboratory of Harvard University.

Such instances are, however, necessarily the exceptions and

not the law ; and in such a community as ours, it is difficult to

imagine how fine collections, whether of books, scientific speci-

mens, or objects of art and virlu, much less institutions requiring

the well paid services of the ablest the country furnishes, can be

maintained, except by the bequest of funds entailed in perpetuity.
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ALLIE.

BT PHCBBB CAKET.

A smile that o'er her dimrlcd face

Came like a pleafant beam of light,

A little sti;p that went untired

Through all the houte from morn till night.

A sweet yoice singing pleasant tunes,

TVith muslral and merry words

;

Coming a moment to our ears,

And fading out again like birds :

These things were ours a time ago,

Clouded by neither doubts nor fears

;

We have not any of them now.

We have not anything but tears.

A gentle, patient, grateful smile,

That answers all our loving tones,

But breaks o'er such an altered face.

It makes us sadder than her moans.

Feet that go in and out no more,

A voice that calls us faint and sad,

This is our little Allio now,

That was the little one we had.

< »» >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

NOTES OF FOREIGN TRAVEL.
No. I.

BT F. GLEASON.

Departure from Boston—Ship getting under way—Discipline—The Crew-
Daily Occupation— Two Characters—A newly married Couple'—The Commo-
dore—Icebergs—City of Liverpool— Public Buildings, etc.—Population

—

Humbler Classes—The War Spirit.

I EMBARKED on board the English mail steamship America,

Capt. Lang, on the 26th of April, for a tour of Europe
;
partly in

search of novelty, partly for the purpose of needed relaxation

from business, and partly in answer to that spirit of curiosity

which has turned the eyes of all Christendom to this part of the

world, at the present stirring period of wars and rumors of wars.

The sharp, quick tolling of the steamer's bells, fore and aft,

first awakened mc to the realizing sense that we were about to

say a long farewell to familiar faces and kind liearts, and to trust

to a voyage across the Atlantic. The scene at the wharf was a

busy one—the government mails being hurried on board ; last

words being briefly spoken between friends ; sharp, quick orders

from those in authority; the hissing of the huge steam pipe; the

occasional splash of the paddle wheels, just to make sure that the

machinery was in working order; and finally, the roUing oft" of

the heavy portable gangway which broke our connection with the

shore, all followed in quick succession.

The order to " cast off the bow lines," was followed by one to

the engineer to " back her," and we were soon floating out from

the dock into the broad waters of the harbor that lie between

East Boston and the city proper. Directly our backward motion

was checked, headway was got on the steamer, and as she gradu-

ally obeyed her helm, her head was pointed seaward ; and as her

two forecastle " bull dogs " ran their noses out at the larboard

and starboard ports, and barked a deep, hoarse farewell, I con-

fess to a quickened impulse at the heart. We leave our friends

for a long journey upon the land not without some feelings of

sensitiveness ; but when the water inta-venes, and we feel that we
are about to place a broad ocean between ourselves and home, the

sensation is far more real and tangible.

One must have crossed the Atlantic in an English or American

steamship to get a true idea of discipline. There is no bluster-

ing, no profanity—but the calm, steady order, and the prompt re-

sponse ; every man knows his duty, and the vigilant eyes of the

ofiicers sec that this duty is strictly performed. The commander
is an absolute monarch for the time being, and there is no appeal

from his will, nor dare any one question it. The routine of duty

is as regular as tlie passage of the hours—everything seeming to

be directed and controlled by some unseen spirit of order; while

the silent arm of discipline and authority is spread over and about

all things from stem to stern. Even the huge ship itself seems

impressed with a sense of its duty, and is obedient to the will of

the commander, turning its prow in quick response to the slight-

est touch of the helm, and plowing through the heavy sea with

colossal power.

The royal mail steamship America is of 2200 tons burthen, and

of 800 horse power, consuming sixty tons of coal per diem when
under way. She sits upon the water in most symmetrical and

admirable proportions, and is a picture of nautical strength and

beauty calculated to delight a seaman's eyes. The engraving

which forms the illustration to this letter represents the America
as she appeared leaving Boston harbor, and' firing her salute.

The officers and crew of the steamer consist of a captain, four

mates, a purser, surgeon, twenty-sevfn seamen, including boat-

swain and boatswain's mate, six engineers, thirty firemen, twenty-

five stewards, a stewardess, a barber, a butcher and six cooks—total

number, one hundred and four persons attached to the ship. The
daily routine of the day is as follows :—breakfast at 8 o'clock, A.M.,
luncheon at 12 o'clock, M., dinner at 4 o'clock, P. M., tea at half

past 7 o'clock, P. M., and supper at 10 o'clock. The lights in

the saloon are extinguished at half past eleven, and those in the

state rooms, by rule, at twelve, midnight. The time is passed

by the passengers in sleeping, playing cards or other games

—

such as chess, backgammon, etc., and in agreeable conversation.

Such promiscuous assemblages of strangers always afford

plenty of subjects for the student of human nature to contemplate,

and a heterogeneous compound of character is sure to be evinced.

This was particularly illu^itrated on board the America in the case

of a couple of passengers, one an American and the othir a

Scotchman, both good national specimens, great talkers, and

very positive and earnest in their rc!<pective convictions. When
these two met, on deck or in the cabin, we were prepared to see a

bout at argument between them touching the two countries and

their individual appreciation of each. Though little intended by

them, they aflbrded the rest of the passengers a rich source of

amusement by tiieir unceasing controver.'iies from morning until

night, and from the beginning to the end of the voyage. They
seemed lotli to give up their disputes, even after Liverpool was

in sight, and every one else was quietly making preparations for

landing.

Thera was among the passengers a young, newly-married

couple, who took passage from Halifax. The gentleman was an

officer in the English army, and, though married but about a

week or so, had just received orders from home to join the army

for the east. This was a sad decree for the youthful bride and

bridegroom, but it was imperative ; and now the lady was accom-

panying her husband on his way as far as London. The bride-

groom seemed to be impressed with mortal terror of a certain

Norwegian gentleman on board, who passed by the name of "The
Commodore," from the fact that he had been a ship commander,

and had visited almost all parts of the world. This man was

exceedingly entertaining with his stories and adventures, hair-

breadth escapes, etc.—and, indeed, was a universal favorite with

us. The young bride was also particularly pleased and enter-

tained by his stories ; and he, nothing loth to be appreciated, was

very urbane and polite to her, notwithstanding the scowling front

of her young and assiduous husband.

One evening the weather was a little rough, and the ship rolled

some ; and though nothing worth noticing, yet it was quite enough

to raise the fears of the young bride, who was listening to a story

from the " Commodore," while her husband sat fidgeting hard by.

"My dear," she said at length to him, "wont you go up on deck,

and ask the captain if there is any danger, the ship rolls about so

horriblyV—"Certainly, my love," was the instantaneous and

gallant answer, and the husband disappeared. He did not find

the captain, but saw the officer of the deck, who understood pretty

well how matters were in the cabin, and who had already cracked

some jokes with his mess about the couple. " I say, friend," be-

gan the bridegroom, "do you think there is any danger?" The
officer looked at him for a moment, and replied, " Why, yes, there

is some danger."—" There is ?" ejaculated the startled inquirer.

" Yes," was the reply, " but it is not on deck, it's below."—" Be-

low!" rejoined the bridegroom, "what is if!"—"Why, the

" Commodore " is kissing the bride !" The bridegroom hastened

to the scene of action with a zeal which would have done him
credit in battle.

Such little incidents, trifling in themselves, yet served to wile

away the time at sea, in connection with the interchange of a
passing acquaintance with a few icebergs, until, after an exceed-

ingly pleasant voyage of about twelve days—during which time

our comfort and necessities were cared for most liberally by the

captain and his kind assistants—we arrived in port. After driving

to our hotel, and donning shore clothing, I began at once to de-

vote myself to sight seeing, and examination of all such points of

prominent interest as suggested themselves.

Liverpool is eminently a commercial and maritime city, and
the amount of shipping which hails from here is one tenth of all

that belongs to Great Britain. Its docks, of which so much has

been written, are the greatest wonder of the town, and are really

on a most superb and liberal scale. The most important and in-

teresting buildings which I have visited here, arc the Town Hall,

Exchange Buildings, Custom House and St. George's Hall. The
Town Hall is particularly a very fine structure, surmounted by a

dome, and crowned by a statue of Britannia. The objects of art

contained within are interesting. Tlie drawing-rooms, ballrooms,
banqueting room, etc., are all on a plan of the most sumptuous
elegance. The Exchange Buildings—one of the finest specimens

of Grecian architecture I have ever seen—form three sides of a
square, in the centre of which is a group of statuary erected to the

memory of Nelson. Bold Street is the Broadway and Washing-
ton Street of Liverpool. Though the site of the city is low and
unhealthy, yet the country around it is delightful, abounding in

fine residences, among which are Knowsley Hall (Earl of Derby's),

Croxteth Park (Earl of Scfton's), and many others. I was shown
the cottage where Prince Rupert established his head quarters in

1644, when he besieged the town.

The city now contains a population of little less than 400,000,

and is the opulent depot of an enormous amount of trade. It

stands partly on flat ground bordering c" the river's course, and
partly on a gently rising acclivity. It wears to a strangf ^ s j^e a
most agreeable look of thrift and general prosperitv.-; aii^evcry-

where elegant and substantial structures show a^lf)eral and com-
mendable public spirit. The streets are broad, •well laid out and
handsome. The numerous literary establishments, churches,

chapels, cemeteries, places of public amusement, including three

fine theatres, schools and charitable institutions, would each and
all require a separate and lengthy letter to do them justice. The
population of Liverpool is very promiscuous, and largely resembles

New York—being composed of all nations, especially of Irish,

who can be so readily and cheaply transported from Dublin, that

large numbers of the lower classes come hither to seek employ-
ment on the docks, and as stevedores.

Somehow, I am sorry to say, the humbler classes of the city

seem to be miserably lodged and cared for, both by themselves

and by those in atithority. The consequence is, that when any-

thing like an epidemic breaks out here, it is fearfully destructive

in the filthy cellars, and contracted courts and lanes which the

poor inhabit. A vast number of this portion of the populace gain

a most precarious livelihood, and sustain nature mostly by petty

thieving. In the departments of mechanics, or skilled labor

—

such as carpenters, masons, smiths, etc.—the wages earned are

good, and this class of the populace present a good and comfort-

able appearance. But where tlie Iri.>h can come in competition

as laborers, of course the demand for labor is far exceeded by the

numbers of applicants from across the chanrel, and consequent

misery ensues. Liverpool, notwithstanding the matter refeiTcd to

above, is, however, generally a healthy city, as its bills of mortality

will show.

Just now in some portions of the government depots here there

is a degree of activity evinced in the fitting out and getting ready

for foreign sotvice of vessels of war. The public voice—as far as

it reaches a stranger's ears—here is in favor of the war with Rus-

sia ;
but the inactivity of the fleets already despatched is the prin-

cipal theme of much fault-finding among all Bnglishmen. The
bombardment of Odessa is thought to have been a job but half

completed ; and the evidences of inactivity evinced by the com-

bined fleets, generally, is most severely criticised by the people

of England.

To-night I shall embark in some one of the many steamers that

ply between hero and Dublin, and my next letter will thus bear

date from Ireland.

[Gathered for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CULLINGS FOR MEMORY.
Never get a reputation for a small perfection, if you are trying

for fame in a loftier area.

—

Dulwer Li/tlon.

I hold it cowardice to rest mistrustful where a noble heart hath
pawned an open hand in sign of love.

—

Shakspeare.

There is no future pang can deal that justice on the self-con-

demned he deals on his own soul.

—

Byron.

The zeal which begins with hypocrisy must conclude in treach-

ery ; at first it deceives—at last it betrays.

—

Bacon.

'Tis too much proved ; that, with devotion's visage, and pious
action, we do sugar o'er the devil himself.

—

Shakspe'ire.

Cheerfulness is always to be supported if a man is out of pain,

but mirth to a prudent man should always be accidental.

—

Steele.

Cheerfulness ought to be the viaticum vitte of their life to the

old ; age without cheerfulness, is a Lapland winter without a sun.— Coltnn.

Ceremony was devised at first to set a gloss on faint deeds, hol-

low welcomes ; but where there is true friendship, there needs
none.

—

Shakspeare.

A man should never be ashamed to own he has been in the

wrong, which is but saying, in other words, that he is wiser to-day

than he was yesterday.

—

Pope.

The world will never be in any manner of order or tranquillity,

until men are firmly convinced that conscience, honor and credit

are all in one interest.

—

Steele.

If thou wouldst be informed what God has written concerning
thee in heaven, look into thine own bosom, and see what graces

he hath there wrought in thee.

—

Fuller.

Men of great parts are often unfortunate in the management of
public business, because they are apt to go out of the common
road by the quickness of their imagination.

—

Sivijl.

Tlie mo<f reckless sinner against his own conscience has always
in the background the consolation, that ho will go on in this

course only thi^ time, or only so long, but that at such a time he
will amend.

—

Fitche.

Compliments of congratulation arc always kindly taken, and
cost one nothing but pen, ink and paper. I consider them as

draughts upon good breeding, where the exchange is always
greatly in favor of the drawer.— Chesterfield.

Christianity has carried civilization along with it, whithersoever
it has gone ; and, as if to show that the latter docs not depend on
physical causes, some of the countries the most civilized in the

days of Augustus are now in a state of hopeless barbarism.

—

Hare.

A palsy may as well shake an oak, or a fever dry up a foun-
tain, as either of them shake, dry up, or impair the delight of
conscience. For it lies vrithin, it centres in the heart, it grows
into the very substance of the soul, so that it accompanies a man
to his grave ; he never outlives it.

—

South.

The most agreeable of all companions is a simple, frank man,
without any hi2;h pretensions to an oppressive greatness : one
who loves life, and understands the use of it; obliging alike, at

all hours; above all, of a golden temper, and steadfast as an
anchor. For such an one we gladly exchange the greatest genius,

the most brilliant wit, the profoundest thinker.

—

Lessing.

< <». » I

CHtLDHOOJ).
A child is man in a small letter, yet the best copy of Adam,

before he tasted of Eve or of the apple ; and he is happy whose
small practice in the world can only write his character. His
soul is yet a white paper unscribbled with observations of the

world, wherewith, at length, it becomes a blurred note book. He
is purely happy, because he knows no evil, nor hath mnde means
by sin to bo acquainted with misery. He arrives not at the mis-
chief of being wise, nor endures evils to come, by foreseeing them.
Ho kisses and loves all, and, when the smart of the rod is past,

smiles on his beater. The elder he grows, he is a sfiiir lower
from God. He is the Christian's example, and the old man'.s re-

hpsc ; the one imitates his pureness, and the other falls into his

simplicity. Could he put off his body with his little coat, he had
got eternity without a burden, and exchanged but one heaven for

another.

—

Bishop Erie.

H.\PPI>ESS.
In the constitution both of our mind and of our body, every-

thing must go on right, and harmonize well together to make us
hapjjy. But should one thing go wrong, that is quite enough to

make us miserable ; and, although the joys of this world are vain
and short, yet its sorrows are real and lasting : for I will show
you a ton of perfect pain with greater ca.se than one ounce of
pleasure. And he knows little of himself, or of the world, who
does not think it sufficient happiness to he free from sorrow;
therefore, give a wise man health, and he will give himself every
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WARBLKHEAD, MASS.

On the preoeding paj];e we give a large representation of this

place, so lonir noted for its entorprise and interest in the fisliing

business. Marlilehcad was originally a part of Salem, anil for

some time after its settlement was called Marhle Harbor. It is

bounded on the N. by Salem Harbor, E. and S. by Massachusetts

Bay, and W. by Salem and Salem Harbor. The surface is ex-

ceedingly irrcguuir and rocky, and considerably elevated. The
harbor, in front of the town, a mile an<l a half long, and half a
mile wide, formed by a narrow neck at the S. W., which sepa-

rates it from Lynn Bay, and connects the town with Great Neck, is

deep and excellent, capable of being entered at all times by ships

of the largest size, and by a breakwater, constructed in 184.'j, for

the protection of Little Harl)or, will be rendered a safe retreat

from storms. This harbor is protected by Fort Sewall, near its

entrance. Marblehead has always been noted for the enterprise

of it.'i people in the fisheries. The village is very pleasant in

summer, and an excellent place to witness the raging of the ocean
in a storm. In our view of Marlilehcad, on the left is seen the

town, overlookmg the harbor. It extends also downwards on the

other side of the bill, and firther to the left. At the ino-'t distant

point of the town is the old fort, commanding the entrance to the

harbor, which is between the liglittiouse and the islands opposite.

The first island is called Lowell Island, and has a large hotel for

summer visitors. The second is Baker's Island, and has at. other

liglithon.se upon it. The land in the distance is Manchester and
Beverly, extending to Cape Ann. Here is also the entrance to

Salem harbor, Salem being four miles distant, behind the hills on
which Marblehead stands. The nearer lifihthouse is on the point

of a long neck of land running out from the main land at a place

half a mile behind the i-pectator. Tims Marblehead harbor is

shut in by land, all but the narrow enlrance. The schooner at

the rig'it is discharging her tish. Men are taking it to tlie shore

in small boats, where it is thrown into tlu^ water and rinsed by
men standing in the water— it is then thrown into earts and hauled

up to the Bakes to be spread, dried and packed in the li^hhonses.

The representations on this page givi-, first, a Marbleliead fisliing-

craft, and its industrious crew engaged in their toilsome, yet plea-

sant avocation; the second rcpr-scnts the method of cuiing or

drying H-^b on the flakes at Marblehead ; and the third, the pro-

cess of discharging and weighing the fisli after drying From
Marblehead the fisher}' is chiefly for cod, haddock, etc., and occu-

pies most of the cajiital and (lopuhfion of the town. The fishing

is carried on mostly at the Cirand Banks, Newfoundland and all

A MARBLEHEAD FISHING CRAFT.

PROCESS OF MAKING OR CURING FISH.

THE COLONY OF LIBERIA.
Late advices from Liberia rei)rescnt the colony to be in a most

flourishing condition. The regular receipts from taxes and cus-

toms are sufficient for the economical administration of the gov-

ernment ; the laws are obeyed with alacrity ; schools flourish, and
the health bills exhibit a mortality smaller in projiortion than
among the colored population here. The establishment of this

colony is one of the greatest movements of the age, and would
be considered such by every person, if African colonization had
not unfortunately come to be considered, by many Americans, as

inimical to the interest*; of emancipation. But the reasons why
we pronounce Liberia so momentous an afl;"air, and why we chal-

lenge for it the admiration of the world, have noibing to do with

this ((uestion. We say nothing of the fact that within a single

generation it has extirpated the slave trade from six hundred miles

of coast, substituting the more peaceful traffic in camwood, palm
oil, gold dust and dye woods. It is because it has demonstrated
the capacity of the colored man for selfgovernment that we pre-

dict so boldly for this movement the applause of future times.

Liberia has now been established for about a generation. In that

time it has converted a wild sea shore, beaten by an inhos-

pitable surf, into a thriving settlement ; has difl'ustd the influence

of civilization, the light of a Pharos, over the gloom of surroun<l-

ing tribes, and has established a republic of ci|ual laws, in which
colored men not only vote, not only legislate, not only preach
and teach, but treat in person with European courts. All candid
travellers unite to praise the good oriler observable in the colony.

American naval officers, from south as well as north, pay testi-

mony to the urbanity ami intelligence of the president, the general
prosjicrity of the people, and the regard for law exhibited by all.

One of the latest who visited Monrovia pronounces the inhabitants
to have a really better idea of self government, and to be better

fitted |>ractically to carry it out, than many of the Southern Euro-
])Can people. A century hence, when Africa shall have been civi-

lize<l to a great degree, through the iulluence of Liberia, and when
a great and free commonwealth will stretch along the western
coast and far into the interior, the services of those who founded
the colony, and the momentous character of the undertaking, will

he univ' r-J.-illv recoirnized.

—

[Jollur Newspaper.

along the Canadian coasts. It is well known how severe and
imminent are the perils to which the hardy fishermen are exposed,
and how many are prenniturely hurried fiomlife while in the pur-
suit of their business. And one cannot but remark in parsing
through the place and becoming ac(|uaiiited with the history of
the people, the many relics of widowhood and orphanage that
meet the eye, and evince the peculiar liability of the occupation
of the people suddenly to remove by death the fathers and brothers
of their families. But notwithstanding these drawbacks the en-
terprise and energy of our fi>hernu'n arc strikingly di^playcd, and
the fisheries of New England are a soiiree of value and lucrative
income, furnishing the means of livelihood for thous.mds, and
forming a large item in our coinniereial Irai.sactiotLS and resouri'cs.

It would be intcresling to riitcr into the details of the fishery bus-
iness, but we have no statisiieal material at hand al this moment,
especially bearing upon the subject. A large ]iro]Hirliou of our
shoremen, all along our coasts, are busily engagi d in this under-
taking, jienetrating inio almo.-t inaccessible seas, braving e\ery
vidssiiude, of weather, .storm and climate, in ihc pursuit of their

perilous vocation. The sea, fur thousands of miles, northward,
eastwai'd and southward, readily yields its finny revenue to the
skill endurance and hardihood of our fishing population—fiom
the vcniurcsome whaler who pursues the giant mongers to the
very heart of the northern ocean, to the humbler angler for cod-
fish and haddock on the (irand Hanks, from Caiic Aim. As be-

fore remarked the fisheries of ihis cimntry furnish no unini|iortant

part of our commercial operations. New England, and es|)ecially

eastern Massachusetts and Manic, have a large interest in this busi-

ness, and have pursued it with lighly important results. It has been
a valuable school for training an adveuiurous race of marinei-s.

Says Haynard in his Gazetteer— " With respect to the produc-
tiveness of human support and governmental revenue, no part of
the United States has experienced it mon.', and thriven more from
it, than New England, through its hardy fishermen. From the
earliest periods their occupation has been one of the first neeesiity
and greatest profit, if we take into view its various branches, and
include in them the whale fishery. But in jiursuit of that em-
ployment, not the Atlantic alone bounds their eiiterjrrising indus-
try. The bold and hazardous occupation is followed in every
ocean, sea, or strait where its subjects are to be met, and the
whalers of Americ;. are among the most daring, courageous and
expert of men." I^iSClIARGlNG AND AVEIullLNG FISIL
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KECOLLECTIONS.

BT JOHN K. HOLMES.

How goftly falls o'er hill and plain

The mellow light of parting day!

The sweet south wind comes back again,

And fa»cy steals my soul away

—

Away to lands where Mary dwells,

And gives to innocence her dreams;

Away to climes where romance tells

The tales of love by moonlight beams.

I hear her voice upon the air

—

The gentle words she spake to me,

TATien light of heart and free from care,

Our thoughts were breathed but to agree

:

I see her smiling face beneath

The tree where sprang our early love

;

Upon my cheek I feel her breath,

And see her eyes like stars above.

Memorj' ! on thy holy shrine

Remain the ofiferings boyhood cast

—

The future, where my Pteps incline,

May have no charms like many past;

For manhood's cares a lesson teach,

Of sterner thoughts and wider things;

Our fleeting days have tongues that preach

In tones wliich bold experience brings.

Yet we forget how much is due

To recollection's twilight zone,

Where first the struggling reason grew

To better shape and sweeter tone—

The half-forgotten charms us jet,

Like the faint eche in a vale.

And the warm friendships we have met,

May haunt us like a fairy tale.

4 ^m^ >

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE AMERICAN TKOOPER.

A PAGE IN THE HISTORY OF THE REVOLTITIONABY WAK.

BT JAMES DE MILLE.

CHAPTER I.

It was night upon the Hudson, and the darkness was rendered

solemn by the stillness which ruled around on every hand. The
stars shone gently in the sky above, where not a cloud was seen,

nothing but the pale streak formed by the long line of the " milky

way." The dark cliffs rose grandly as ever from out the river,

whose black flood rolling on beneath now broke against the solid

rock, and then flowing on disappeared around some sharp projec-

tion. Trees, which crowned the crest of the river's rocky shores,

cast upon the scene a deeper, a more solemn gloom. Here rose

the dark fir tree with its sombre shade—there the towering pine

stretched its mighty arms aloft. Here extended the long lines of

oaken trees, their leaves rustling quietly in the gentle breeze

—

there might be seen the dark shadows of groves and orchards

which surrounded some country dwelling. How different was all

this from the state of the land where it lay ! For war and deso-

lation were riding triumphant everywhere. The rod of the tyrant

had been lain heavily upon the people, and they had risen to fight

—to sacrifice their all—to yield their lives for freedom. Yet

though far away the sounds of tumult and battle were rising, here

it was as yet unheard, and the Hudson flowed on slumberously

—

peacefully !

Soon amid the quietness and stillness low sounds were heard,

far away, which seemed to approach gradually nearer. Yet they

were so far oft' that they could scarcely be distinguished. Amid
the darkness might also be seen a lurid light flashing distinctly

against the gloomy sky. It came from a large dwelling upon the

summit of a hill, and had long been burning, and still it blazed,

yet with the glow of a dying fire. No people were near—no cattle

could be seen—no tinkling of bells or lowing of herds—the house
was burning, but there were none to extinguish the flames.

The low sounds became gradually louder and more distinguish-

able as they approached ; they sounded like the trampling of

steeds. Soon the rattling of swords could be heard, and occa-

sionally a shout of encouragement from men and a neigh of ex-

citement from the swift horses. On they came, down a road

which passed under the side of a hill, and loud thundered the

footsteps of the horses as they passed over a bridge which crossed

a gully at the bottom ; they crossed and soon began to ascend
toward ths sammit.

There were fifty men in the troop, yet their muscular forms
and the swiftness and strength of their horses might well cause
fear in an enemy of double their number. Their leader was a
young man of not more than twenty-five. He rode a spirited

horse with admirable grace, his glance was bold and daring, and
his whole bearing proud and chivalrous. As yet they were too

far down the hill to see the burning house upon the top, but the

redness of the sky attracted their gaze and rivcttcd their attention.
" Murray," said the leader to his companion, " do you see how

red the sky is over Sandford's house V
" Ha ! what ! thunder and guns, Caston ! what can it beV
" How intensely red it is !"

" May be the forest is on fire far away."
" It is too near, though. It must be—heavens ! I tremble to

think of it."

" See, sec," exclaimed Murray, as winding around a projection

into the road they came iu full view of the Mazing ruia. " Ah
good heavens ! Sandford's house."

There it lay before them, almost consumed to the ground.

Smoke was streaming from one side as though there the flames

had been partly extinguished. From the other a lurid glare as-

cended, blazing forth fitfully—fearfully. Barns lav in ruins

around ; heaps of furniture, still smouldering, could also be seen.

Caston drew up his horse and gazed on as though he were sud-

denly turned to marble. But his heart beat fiercely within his

breast, and as the fire shone upon his face it appeared pale as

death, and from it his eyes gleamed beneath his frowning brows

like coals of fire, while his teeth were tightly pressed against his

bloodless lips. A moment he stood there, and then lashing and

spurring his horse, he rushed toward the blazing house, while all

the troop followed after.

He spoke not a word, but dismounted, and with Murray by his

side walked around. If the scene had been overwhelming to him

as he viewed it at a distance, it was now tenfold more so. Pic-

tures and curtains lay trampled on the ground, or half burnt by

smouldering embers. Ornaments and costly works of art, such

as then could seldom be seen in America, lay broken and scatter-

ed on every side. All was confusion and wild, wanton ruin.

" By all that's sacred !" cried Murray, vehemently, "whoever

did this shall pay dear. The scoundrels ! the infamous villains I"

Caston spoke not a word but walked on.

" Major, what do you think ? How many were there in this

house V
" But six, the old man and Celia, with the four servants."

" Where are they now 1 Good heavens I how came this to

pass V
A groan burst from Caston. He clenched his hands together,

and his whole frame trembled with irrepressible emotion.

" God ! O Celia !" he groaned in a hoarse voice. " Gone !

dead ! and I not near ! 'tis too much !"

" Be calm, Caston," said Murray, soothingly. " This could

not have been done more than an hour or two since. Who could

have done if! I cannot imagine. The British
—

"

" How could they have done if? No British soldiers are about

here ; they are all in New York now."

"But who else could have done it?"

Caston replied not, but walked on in silence. Walking on to-

gether the two friends searched the surrounding groves narrowly

and earnestly, hoping to find some living being who might tell

them of this horrid scene—hoping, they scarcely knew why, that

perchance they might find the unhappy Sandford. They entered

a small grove, distant about a hundred yards from the house, and

started upon entering, for the sound of low moans became audible.

" Ha, listen Murray ! do you hear ?" and Caston pressed

eagerly forward to see whence they came. A red coat met his

eye among the bushes, and a moment after he stood beside a

wounded English soldier.

" Wretch ! who are you ? how came you here ? Speak !"

" O, mercy ! mercy ! noble captain. I am not an enemy. I'll

turn. I'll be an American. I'll
—

"

" Peace ! Speak and answer me. Who are you f"

" A wounded soldier, noble sir—but —

"

" How came you here V
" I came down the river with my detachment."

" Down ? You lie, villain ! No soldiers have come down the

river."

" O, pardon me. I came up from New York, and—

"

" When ?"

" This noon."

" This noon '\ Who led you V
" Colonel Grober."

" Grober ! Grober ! heavens and earth !" cried Murray. " What,

the same who was treated so kindly by them in New York—who
was so friendly, so,—O, if I could meet him now."

" Now tell me truly, you scoundrel, or you die," cried Caston,

in a fiercer voice, " who did that ?"

" We did it. Grober led us here. The old man implored

mercy. He would give none. He carried both away. He or-

dered me to seize the girl. I attempted to do it and the old man
shot—shot—me. 0, sir, it is a dreadful wound."

Caston trembled with rage. " Where have they gone V
" By boats down to—Musby's—Ian—landing—" and with a

deep groan and half articulated words the soldier clenched his

hand, his head fell nervelessly b<ack, and all was over.

" How long f but ha—he is dead. Grober ! O, villain more

accursed and vile than any fiend. When you see me you will see

your death. Musby's landing. Murray, where is that 1"

" Five miles down."
" They are there. It is a place they have chosen in wiiich to

pass the night, I suppose."

" Just the ])lace for them. It is secret and hidden by lofty hills

and trees."

" Do jou know the road ?"

" As well as I know my own home, major. And I will lead

j'ou there as quickly and as straight as you can desire."

" It is ten miles."

" Only nine by land. We can go it in a very little time, for

the road is better than it was where we have travelled to-day."

" Murray, it maddens me to think of Grober—after receiving

such kindness from this family, to do this deed of villany. O,

Murray ! old friend ! you know—you know why I feel thus."

" I know well," he replied, grasping the hand of Caston. " I

know well, and it shall go hard with me if I do not set you soon

face to face with this scoundrel."

By this time they were back to the troop.

"Mount! mount! Hide like tlio wind to Musby's landing!"

cried Caston, in a voice of thunder. "Do you see that ruin?

The British did that ! the murderers are before us ! On !"

Loud rose the wild cheer from the enthusiastic and excited sol-

diers. " Down with the murderers !" was their cry ; and Caston

with all his men following after rode like the wind down the hill.

Again the horses' hoofs struck against the rocky ground. Again

they thundered over the bridge ; then the sounds died away in

the distance, and all was still as before.

CHAPTER II.

The hills, all rocky, rose high above the place called " Musby's

landing." It was formed by a small projection into the river, and

the little spot of ground which lay here, hidden by the neigh-

boring hills, was scarcely visible to those coming down the river.

For its secrecy it was chosen at times for an encampment. From
the hills above sentries could descry any approaching foe, and

when the alarm was given the camp could instantly be broken

up, and strongly intrenched among the hills.

Here lay a small encampment at this time. A large fire blazed

at the foot of a rock, the tents were placed near it, arms were

piled, horses put to rest, and all was ready for the night. By the

glare of the fire the forms of a few soldiers could be seen as they

walked up and down with measured steps.

Guards were placed at one tent which stood nearer the fire than

the others. Within this tent the light shone and disclosed the

form of a young girl, who sat upon the ground, her head bowed,

weeping bitterly. She was young and very beautiful, her features

possessing delicacy and gracefulness ; but her eyes were red with

weeping, and her hair was disordered.

" Father ! father !" she cried, " where are you ? Ah, heaven,

it is bitter for me to endure all this, but how much more so for

you, so old and feeble !"

" Celia," said a voice near by.

" Father !" she cried in surprise, as a dark form crept into the

tent. " 0, God ! you are alive then ?"

" Yes, Celia, my child," said he, embracing her. " But I did

not know what had become of you. I thought they had killed

you. I thought that even now the form of my daughter lay low

with those of my murdered servants."

" O, it might have been better for mo had it been so."

" Say not so, my daughter. Say not so. 0, Heaven, look

down upon us and save us—protect my daughter from this mur-

derer ! Save her ! 0, save her !"

" They came so suddenly, father."

" And the sight of Grober—Grober transformed to a villain

was too much. Where was Caston then ?"

" Caston—Henry—he will be there soon and will find us gone."

" If he had come to day it would not have been so. 0, if I

had but seen his gallant troop. If I could have heard their cry,

then all would have been well, for this would have been prevent-

ed, and the infamous Grober, the murderer and hypocrite,

would—

"

" Ah, ha, you pleasant old gentleman, so you are here, are

you ?" cried a mocking voice. "How very free you are with my
name, to be sure."

" Grober !" cried both, while the old man, making an effort to

escape, suddenly recollected that he had been heard and remained

still."

" Not so fast, my aged friend," cried Grober, coming in, " not

quite so fast. You are to wait here awhile, since you are here.

What do you suppose I stormed your castle for ? What 'i don't

know '> really."

Both remained silent.

Grober laid aside his tone of mockery and went on.

" Why was it ? It was because you were a rebel, Sandford—

a

rebel, an infamous traitor to your king
—

"

" 'Tis false ! You know that I am an old man, and desirous of

peace. What can I do ?"

" You had money, and could help the rebels."

" Did I never help a royalist 1 Did I never lend thousands of

pounds to a hypocrite—a certain Grober?"
" Ha, you my prisoner dare to talk thus to me ?" cried Grober

in fury, drawing up his huge form to its full height. " By the

Lord, sir ! I wont stand it, so don't be presumptuous. I took you

prisoners because you were a traitor, old man—and deserved to

die the death of one."

" You cannot believe so. You are speaking falsely," said

Sandford, calmly.

" What's that? Do you mean to insinuate that I lie ?" roared

Grober. " Very well ; the noose is waiting for you, and will not

long be empty."
" Do your worst—there is one that can avenge me."

" Your daughter t True, she can—"
" 1 did not speak of Celia. I spoke—

"

" Very well. Celia cannot only avenge you, but she can do

more. She can save your life, old man."
" 0, then !" she cried, falling at his feet, but shuddering as she

did so. " Grober, Colonel Grober, if you are a man and hiivo in

you any pity, 0, pity him! Have mercy on his gray hairs!

Spare him ! O, spare my father
!"

" You are beautiful," he cried, "as you kneel there. lean

sp.ire him for your sake. There is one condition."

She shrank back.

" Be mine, Celia Sandford. Am I not good enough for you?

Be mine, and your father's life shall be spared. Your home shall

be restored to you, or rather a new one shall be given you. Speak.

What, silent ?"

The fair young girl trembled and bowed her head in an .agony

of sorrow. The old man seemed overwhelmed by some blow.

" Never," he gasped, "never. Fool! do >ou think I would

beg my life ? No ! I would die a thousand deaths rather than
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live on such terms. Scoundrel ! ciin I, who have fought a hun-

dred httttlcs in my youth, fear death, or bow to you ? Kill me !

hang me ! General Sandford cannot fear death. But there are

those who will hear of this. There are friends of mine in both

armies—close friends, and my gray hairs shall not wantonly be

dishonored."

" Pooh, man !" said Grober, but he seemed somewhat affected

by what General Sandford had said. " You were a general, but

you have sold out. You are a rebel, and deserve a double death.

But all shall he forgiven if your lovely daughter will be mine."

" Who will forgive me on those terms'?"

" I."

" You ? you, a colonel of a small detachment of horic. You

forgive for treason ? By what right 1"

" I will let you go."

" And do you not know that if I am suspected I can again be

tried for the crime V
" You will not be condemned."
" And do you not know, fool and villain," cried Sandford,

more fiercely, " that I can turn on you for robbing a royalist, and

carrying him off, thus proving you to be a traitor 1"

" Bah ! old man—I am master now. Speak to your daughter

or you die."

" Never 1"

" Celia, will you be mineV
" 0, my father !" she cried, weeping, and clasping him in her

arms.

" Celia, ray life shall not be saved thus. I would not ask you,

I would die first. Celia, scorn him and let me die."

" Then Miss Sandford you shall have one hour longer in which

to think. I will return then and know. If you do not decide, I

will hang your father. Hang him ! do you hear ? and do you

know what it is to have a friend hung V'

" Perhaps the day may come," said Sandford, in a low and

hollow voice, " when you will know what it is to die thus."

" Peace, old man !" said Grober, but, as if seized with super-

stitious terror, he trembled at the boding words, and after a time

he left the tent with an oath. Suddenly he came back.

" I will leave you together. Talk over this. Old man, your

life may be saved. Girl, you may save your father's life. And
recollect, both of you, and you particularly, Miss Sandford, that

if you refuse, and thus kill your father, you will yet be in my
power."

" Wretch !" she cried, suddenly drawing up her form to her

full height, while the tears had all departed from her flushing

eyes. " Do your worst I You will know me better if you try to

overcome me."

Grober stood for a moment astonished, and then departed.

" Do not yield to him, Celia. Show a spirit such as you did

but now and you will do well. As for me I can die. But you

can never break your vows to Caston. It would be a base wrong

to him, and I would die rather than allow it. Be firm ; these are

the times to try the soul, but be firm, Celia."

"I have this with which to defend myself," said the fair girl,

and she drew a small dagger from beneath her dress. " This will

be plunged in his heart if he offers violence—and if all else fails

it shall enter mine and free me from a life of misery."

" Alas ! my Celia—my daughter."

CHAPTER III.

Nearly an hour passed and still the father and daughter sat in

the tent, she, with a beating heart and despairing soul, thinking

on his coming death—ou his ignominy, on the fiendish exultation

of Grober ; he, trembling with apprehension for the future fate of

his child. The hour would soon be up. Its last moments were

passing swiftly away, his minutes of existence were numbered,

soon time would be at an end with him.

They sat silent, for not a word was spoken by either, but each

sat involved in saddest expectation.

" Farewell ! farewell, my poor child !" he exclaimed at length.

" I hear Grober's voice. I hear him order his men to be ready.

He is coming and my fate will soon be sealed. But Celia keep

up your spirit, and do not yield to my murderer."

" Never, never !" cried Celia, with a scarcely audible voice.

" Now," ciied Grober, entering, " old man, your time is up.

Are you prepared to yield, Celia, or will you die "i"

" I am ready, lead me to death."

" I spoke not to you but to her who can save you. Answer,

Celia—shall your father die V
" He shall 1" she answered in a stern and steady voice. " Ho

shall die—but there is another world ; there is a God above, Gro-

ber, and remember there is a hell
!"

" Pshaw ! Soldiers approach, lead this traitor to the gallows.

Ah, you going ? Well, come, lean on your father ; his death may

soften you."

All was still as Sandford was borne along, with blinded eyes

and hands bound behind him. All was still, and they approached

the fatal cord which hung from the branch of a gigantic tree,

whose stately form rose beneath a hill.

" Miss Sandford, there is your father
"

She spoke not, she made no sign, but kissed her father, and

the last words of farewell were spoken.

Suddenly she started. Pier quick ears detected a sound far

away, gradually increasing, gradually approaching—she trem-

bled, her heart beat quickly, once more hope revived, for well she

knew the sounds. Such sounds always announced the coming of

Caston.

But she alone seemed to notice it, for Grober, heedless of all

things else, gave orders for Sandford's death. " Place the noose

around the traitor's neck, and be ready men to pull him up be-

tween earth and heaven." The cord was fastened round that

venerable head, whose lips moved as though breathing a prayer.

" Once more. Miss Sandford, speak."

She folded her arras and answered not a word.

" Your father in five minutes will die, and you try not to save

him. Unnatural girl ! you— it is you who are his destroyer 1"

Still not a word. She heard the sounds coming nearer. The

other soldiers heard them ; they turned toward the hills whence

they arose ; they looked fearfully toward Grober.

" Hang him ! pull him up !" yelled Grober furiously, to his

men. " Fools ! obey me—what are you staring at."

One of them pointed to the hills and said, " the rebels I" The

sound of coming horse was heard rising loudly through the air

—

the loud thunder of their tramp over a rocky road ; they were

close at hand.
" Hang this fellow first, and then meet the rebels. Fools !

Ah, fury !"

He rushed towards the camp crying, " To arms I up, soldiers !

the rebels !" and all through the camp went the startling cry of

" the rebels !"

And now came the trumpet's notes loudly, wildly, piercingly

through the air, and the rushing of the coming foes was heard, as the

soldiers hastily seized their arms and poured forth to meet them.

Through the gloom little could be seen, and Celia, finding all full

of excitement and herself unnoticed, loosened her father, and

stole fast and far away up the rocky hill. Reaching a rugged

height she paused to let her father rest, and then they both looked

down. By the blazing fire they could see all.

The British soldiers hastily leaped upon their steeds and seized

their arms. Trumpets sounded, and the voice of Grober was

heard as he cursed his soldiers and gave his commands.

Down came the troop upon them—down they rushed from the

hills with the speed and fury of a whirlwind. The long and

rough road, the former fitigue of the day, all were forgotten, and

nothing remained but the unquenchable ardor of battle and fierce

thirst for vengeance.

" Liberty ! Down with the king ! Death to the British !"

The shout rose shrilly on high as the Americans came on.

There rode the flower of their cavalry—there Celia could distin-

guish the noble form of Caston, and could hear his voice as its

deep tones cried out, " On ! upon them !"

" God save the king, and down with the rebels !" was the cry

of Grober's band as they stood to meet the enemy. This was

but for a moment. Every gun was loaded. On came the horses,

and then amid long vollejs of musketry, and dust and smoke,

shrieks of agony, and shouts of triumph, clashing of arms, and

neighing of furious horses, the troops closed.

For awhile nothing could be seen but a wild confusion of sol-

diers and horses—nothing heard but one vast outcry. Carbines

and guns could no longer be loaded ; they fought with swords and

guns used as clubs.

" Revenge !" shouted Caston. " Remember Sandford !"

" Death to the rebels !" yelled Grober. " Furies !" he screamed.

" Down with them !"

But his men, panic-stricken by the fierceness of the Americans

whom they had been taught to despise, overpowered by their in-

dividual strength, began to waver.

Then the men of Caston grew fiercer still, and their swords

darted quickly around. They drew closer to one another—they

rushed more furiously into the weakened ranks of the British.

" Fly !" cried they, as terrified they beheld the Americans once

more riding victorious among them. Caston rode amid the hot-

test of the fight, searching for Grober, whose voice was yet heard,

but more tremulous than before. He sought him out and came

up sword in hand. His pale countenance, over which hung his

raven hair in wild disorder—his compressed and colorless lips,

his blazing eyes, made him appear like some spirit, some demon.
" Grober, I have found you. Die !"

"Quarter!" cried the British soldiers, running.

" Why fight longer ? I yield. But had I true Britons instead

of these Hessians, no American could withstand me," and Gro-

ber threw down his sword.

" Coward !" cried Caston, with a hoarse voice. " You fear to

fight me."
" I do not, but I ask for quarter, rebel

!"

" What, will you insult me ?" cried Caston—and flinging away

his sword he seized Grober, and with herculean strength hurled

him from his horse to the ground.

All conflict had ceased. The British, or rather Hessians (for

this was a troop of the Hessian cavalry which England had

sent out), yielded themselves prisoners, (irober was bound and

led before Caston. The fire was replenished—the troop of Amer-

icans busied themselves in securing the prisoners and putting their

horses to rest.

From the rock above Celia had seen all—had seen her lover

triumphant, and now sitting to seal the doom of her enemy. In-

stantly the old man and his daughter went down to meet their

deliverer.

" Grober," said Caston, gazing sternly upon him, " do you know
who I am 1"

" A fiend—for none but a fiend has such a glance, or such

strength."

" Be wary how you answer. Do not tempt me. Youi- life

hangs by too brittle a thread."

"My life? How?"
" You shall be hung as a murderer of the innocent."

" What ? Dare you speak thus to a British officer f Hang—"
" Where is Mr. Sandford V
" I know not."

" You have murdered him. I have come too late to save

him."
" He was a rebel and therefore I seized him."

" Was his daughter a rebel ? Why did you seize herV
"For particular purposes."

"Why did you destroy his house, plunder it, murder the ser-

vants and the venerable man who befriended yon t Answer 1"

rejoined Caston, indignantly.

" I will answer those who have a right to question me. Take

care of me until I stand before your commander."
" I will take Ciire of you for one half hour, and then a greater

Being will judge you."

"What !"

" Is the rope ready, Murray V
" There is one upon yonder large tree with a weight attached,

all ready. The villains have used it on poor Sandford."

Gaston's eyes flashed more terribly—his face wore a more de-

spairing look—his voice was hollow.

"Where is Celia?"

Grober, who did not imagine that they would dare to put an

English officer to^death, began to tremble.

" Tell me where Celia is before you die."

" Will you surely kill me V
" I will."

" By hanging ?"

" Yes. Where is Celia Sandford 1"

" I know not—I swear I know not 1" cried Grober, snppli-

catingly.

" Scoundrel ! murderer !" cried Caston, overcome with rage

and bitter anguish—and seizing Grober, he held him by the wrist

with a grasp like that of a vice.

" She—she escaped—she did truly."

" Where has she gone >."

" I know not. Both have escaped. I do not—upon my honor

—I do not know."
" Your honor," cried Caston, bitterly. " What is

—

"

" Caston—Caston—there they are, by thunder !" cried Murray,

in a tone that made Caston turn swiftly round. Ah, what a sight.

Ah, what a sudden revulsion from despair to joy, from anguish

to bliss ! There was the old man walking toward them—and by

his side, assisting him, was Celia, all lovely, all beautiful, like

some angel suddenly come from above. How could the trans-

port of joy which rushed through Caston's bosom be described ?

the thrill of rapture with which he again welcomed Celia to his

arms !

" Celia ! Celia ! from the dead you appear to come, for I have

mourned you as dead, and there was no hope—no hope for me,

Celia."

" Ah, Henry, death I feared not. The bitterness of death with

me was passed when the rope was round my father's neck."

" What ? does he come from the dead, too ?"

"He has suffered more pain from Grober than death could

give."

" Grober ! See, there he stands."

The wretched man now saw there was no hope, for here were

those whom a short time before he had so cruelly used. Ho could

not cry for mercy—his tongue seemed incapable of motion.

" Hurry away, Celia, I have a duty to perform."

Celia and her father departed—then Caston spoke :

" Wretched man ! you have five minutes to prepare. I am your

judge here. For murder you are condemned to be hung I"

Grober spoke not. He looked around, but in the inflexible

countenances of Caston and Murray there was no ray of hope to

be gathered.

" Off with him !" said Caston. " The five minntes are up."

Two years passed away and again it was a beautiful evening

on the Hudson. But peace reigned all over the country, for the'

war was ended and America was free. The mansion of Mr.

Sandford was rebuilt, and stood proudly upon the summit of the

hill. A bright light gleamed from it, but not the hght of a con-

flagration. It was the glare of lamps which illuminated the hall,

in which five hundred guests witnessed the espousals of Henry

Caston and Celia Sandford.

FEaiAIiE SOCIETY.

You know my opinion of female society. AVithout it we should
degenerate into brutes. This observ.ation applies with tenfold

force to young men and those who are in the prime of manhood.
For, after a certain time of life, the literary man may make a shift

(a poor one I grant), to do without the society of ladies. To a
young man nothing is so important as a spirit of devotion, next
to his Creator, to some araialde woman, whose image may occu-

py his heart and guard it from pollution, which besets it on all

sides. A man ought to choose his wife as Mrs. Primrose did her
wedding gown, for qualities that " wear well." One thing, at

least, is true, that if matrimony hath its cares celibacy hath no
pleasure. A Newton or a mere scholar may find employment in

study; a man of literarv taste can receive in books a powerful
auxiliary ; but a man must have a bosom friend and children

round him to cherish and support the dreariness of old age.

—

Jul.n Randoljih.

GOLD.

A man who is furnished with arguments from the mint vrill

convince his antagonist much sooner than one who draws them
from reason and philosophy. Gold is a wonderful clearer of th«

understanding ; it dissipates every doubt and scruple in an in-

stant ; accommodates itself to the meanest capacities ; silences the

loud and clamorous, and brings over the most obstinate and in-

flexible. Philip of Macedon was a man of most invincible rea-

son this way. lie refuted by it all the wisdom of Athens, con-
founded their statesmen, struck thiir orators dumb, and at length

argued them out of all their liberties.

—

Addison.
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COLOGNE.

The ancient city of

Cologne, on the river

Rhine, named after

Colonia At:ri|i|>ina—

mother of the Roman
Emperor, Nero— is

not only famous for

its filth, its sweet-

scented toilet-water,

its eleven thousand

virgins, four hundred

or more steeples, its

unfinished cathedral

and splendid paint-

ings, but also for its

merry carnivals, simi-

lar to those of Rome
or Venice, and no-

where else to be found

in the north of Eu-

rope. The acconi-

panying engraving is

a spirited sketch of the

lively and grotesque

scene exhibited at

Shrove-tide, in the

usually sedate city of

Cologne. To give a

full description of the

festival withjts vari-

ous comicalities and

luilicrous groupings,

the mirth-piovoking

figures, and amusing
occurrences amid the

jovial, motley crew,

would far exceed our

limits. But we can-

not refrain from a

brief review of the

fantastic assemblage,

its appearance and

doings, where every

whim of fancy has
.

full play, and folly is allowed to nm not m erery variety of

pleasurable form, unche. ked by gravity or care. O, what a mul-

titude, what a jubilee is here I

' How jovously is each fresh group

greeted and applauded ! How endless the changes of this human

kaleidoscope! Here is to be seen a group of wild North Ameri-

can chiefs, with painted faces, feathers, scaljiing-knivos, etc.

There the grave figure of Abd-el-Kadcr followed by Bedouin

scheiks. The foremost car seen in our engraving is called the car

of li(;ht, beyond which ia Queen Pcmiare, with a magnificent reti-

nue.' Then follows a car, drawn by eight fine and gaily capari-

soned horses, which h.is stc|is on which repose four living sphinxes

bedizened with gilding; abo\e this is a plaiform on which there is

an immense inverted fool's cap, which is supported by four live,

allegorical reiircscntativcs of the four quarters of the !:lobe. This

cap serves for the throne of the Ptrsoi.ificaiion of Carnival, sur-

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIP AMERICA, LEAVING BOSTON.

rounded by the genii of pleasure, who entwine roses around his

' sceptre (harkquin's wand) and do him homage, whilst ho showers

down flowers en all .Mdes. The car is attended by a guard of

' honor, with colors flying and gay garlands on their heads. After

! this comes old Father Rhine in a grape-crowned grotto, and

; Apollo, enthroned in clouds, enlivened with music and little cu-

pids. Then may be seen Bacchus, with appropriate followers.

Again there is music ! It is the harsh sound of Chinese musi-

I

cians preceding the Emperor of the Celestials and suite, who ap-

: pear in the gorgeous attire of oriental splendor. The monarch is

I

enthroned on a magnificently decorated car, surrounded by female

I

slaves and mandarins. His favorites follow in sedan-chairs.

: The crown-prince, with a splendid retinue of characteristic pcr-

I sonages, rides on horseback, and a large number of Chinese fig-

i nres mounted and on foot, bring up the rear. Not the least in-

teresting, amongst the
multitudinous oddi-
ties, are the " children
of fancy," the poets
of all nations and ev-
ery age. In fact, to

cut the matter short,

humor, wit, mirth and
frivolity are on these

occasions taxed to the
ntmostofhuman pow-
ers— can we then
doubt the result? We
will now take a peep
at the evening in-door
amusement of Shrove-
Tuesday in Cologne.
At about nine o'clock

the gay world, of
maskers, repairs to

the town dancing-sa-
loon, which was com-
menced in 1441, and
completed in 1474.

This hall is 175 feet

long by 70 feet wide.

It is beautifully adorn-
ed in suitable style to

the architecture. Ac-
cording to the custom
of the middle ages, the

walls, all around the

magnificent apart-
ment, are hung with
tapestry of richest dra-

pery and liveliest

hues, on which are

reflected the rays of
some hundreds of gas-
burners and twenty-
four old fashioned, but

costly, German chan-
deliers. From the

ceiling depend fes-

toons of flowers and

beautifully painted little flags. Under the western tribune ap-

pears a fountain in the style of the Imperial Spring, at Nurem-

berg, which projects njct d'eau almost to the ceiling, imparting a

delicious coolness to the atmosphere, and in front swans spout

forth showers of real cologne water, to besprinkle the ladies who
may choose to approach the fragrant and gentle shower-bath.

The fountain is enclosed with living, blooming and superb flowers.

From the east and west sides of the hall two large and excellent

orchestras, alternately playing, keep up a vigorous discharge—but

it is overpowered by the noise of l^ve thousand jubilants passing to

and fro with exuberant mirth. Thus it is not until long past mid-

night that the spacious ball-room is suflSciently clear that the dan-

cers can find a corner for the pleasing exercise. So passes the

eve of Shrove Tuesday, and the following day given to amuse-

ment, caricature and burlesque, winds up the festivities.

[See letter on page 375]

A MASQUEKADli i-CENE AT COLOGNE, PRUSSIA.
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" The BankerV Prisoner," a story by Mr«. Caroline A Soui.K.
" Mr. Smith's Adventure," a skftcli by Francis A. Durivaqe.
" Anffel Visits " a tale by T. S. Arthur.
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Holland.
"The Story of the Stage." by Gilbert Le Fevre.
"The Mother's Grief," lines by alioe Oakbt.
"Spirit YeHrning.s," verses by Serena L Graves.
*' Transient Beauty." lines by James S. Latimrr.
•' There is Beauty everywhere," stanzas by Julia P. Wallace.

i ^•^ >

1».4LESTINE MORTGAGED.
It is said abroad tliat Palestine has been mortgaged to the

Rothschilds, as security for a loan advanced to the Sultan. The
rnmor further asserts that, among the possibilities of the future,

8 the erection of Palestine, on the conclusion of a peace, into a

Jewish kingdom, under the dynasty of the Roth.schllds. That

serious territorial alterations will grow out of the pending war, is

incontestable; and this suggestion regarding Palestine, however

visionary it may seem, is, therefore, not quite absurd. That Pal-

estine should fall into the possession of some other people than

the Turks is desirable, on many accounts. Situated, as it is, at a

distance from the central government, and liable continually to

the exactions of pachas, or the indifference of governors, it offers

no sufficient inducements for capital to settle there, or industry to

remain. It is consequently in a state of progressive decay. Agri-

culture is neglected, trade finds little to support it, and ignorance,

superstition and vice domineer over the land. From the furthest

shores of Nazareth to the southern waters of the Dead Sea, a

curse seems to hang over the country, blighting it like a pestilence,

or a flight of Egyptian locusts.

4 * •^ >

Tigers in Singapore.—It is said that the inhabitants of Sin-

gapore have been very much alarmed by the increasing boldness

and fierceness of the tigers on the island. These animals have

become more bold than ever before, and frequently carry off the

laborers employed in the jungle. One morning tlie footprints of

a large tiger were found on a vacant lot of land in the very centre

of the European part of the town, and their traces have been

found in the immediate vicinity of various residences.

« ^ ^ >

Theatrical.—We are pleased to know that Mr. Willard, of

the Howard Athcnajum, who has labored so assiduously during

the past season to afford a first class place of public amusement
to our citizens, has been pecuniarily successful. The season gen-

erally has been disastrous to public amusements, but Mr. Willard

has evinced a tact and perseverance that has fairly won the goal.

SPLINTERS.
.... If a man should come home to dinner and find nothing on

the table but a beet, what would he exclaim ? That Ijeats all.

George Bancroft has been re-elected jjresident of the

American Geographical Society at New York.

Franklin says, " a poor man must work to find meat for

his stomach ; a rich one, to find a stomach for his meat."

Good nature, like a bee, collects its honey from every herb
;

ill nature, like a spider, sucks poison from the sweetest flower.

The genius who files newspapers, lately broke his instru-

ment while operating on a " hard shell " organ.

.... Solomon took an inventory of the world and all the best

things in it; he cast up the amounts, and the sum total was vanity.

They who drink away their estate, drink the tears of their

widows, and the very blood of their impoverished children.

There would be few dinner parties, if the rule were once
made only to invite those to dinner who really were in want of one!

Mormonism makes rapid strides at the Saiidwicli Islands.

About a thousand are said to be "converted" witliiu two months.
A train left Syracuse, lately, consisiing of fifty-one ears

and one locomotive not fired up, all drawn by a single engine.

The revenue duty on sugar for the last five years, has
amounted to $.36,0OI),OO0 ; over seven millions a year.

Lt. James Holmes, of the 4ih llegiment U. S. Artillery,

died at Fort Independence, Boston harbor, on the 27th ult.

The channel in which men's thoughts run, is dredging out
so as to admit of being navigated by vessels of a larger class.

The will of Sergeant Talfourd bequeaths the whole of his

property to his wife, and appoints her sole executrix.

Rev. Robert Newton, the celebrated English Methodist
divine, is dead. He visited this country in 1840.

According to the New York Courier, tlie deposits in the
savings banks of that city are nearly $27,000,000.

Large quantities of black, white and variegated marbles
have been found in California.

A paid fire department has been put in operation in New-
ark, N. J. It is placed under the control of the city council.

THE WAR WITH RUSSIA.

Accustomed, as we arc, to prompt and decisive action in what-

ever we undertake, there is something inexplicable to us in the

slow progress which the allied powers of the West are making in

the war with Russia. Steamer after steamer arrives from Europe,

and yet no intelligence of any great action comes to hand. The

allied fleet in the Black Sea has accomplished little worthy of its

force, while that in the Baltic appears to be very deliberate in

getting ready to do something. Not that we expect any decisive

action ; no battle on sea or land waged with such a formidable

power as Russia can bo called decisive. Even a long series of

brilliant victories on the part of the allies would decide nothing,

except their ability to make head against the enemy.

The great problem to be solved is, how to cripple Russia in the

war. Is this to be effected upon the land, and by an invasion ?

The history of the past, and the character of the enemy, forbid

such an attempt. If it failed under Napoleon, with his race of

giants in 1812, it is little likely to succeed with their degenerate

successors in 1854. "When Napoleon," says an intelligent

writer, " had undertaken his campaign in 1812, he sent M. dc

Narbonno to Wilna as the bearer of his ultimatum. The Emperor

Alexander received the French envoy, and, showing him the map
of his empire, said :

' I do not deceive myself. I know how great

a general the Emperor Napoleon is, but you see that I have space

and time on my side. There is no distant point of my territory

hostile to you, to which I will not retreat; not a remote post that

I will not defend, before I consent to a disgraceful peace !' " The
same tactics, and the same advantages are now on the side of the

Emperor Nicholas.

We m.ay, therefore, expect the land operations of the Turks

and their allies to be confined to sweeping the Russians from the

municipalities ; and by keeping up so strong a line of posts, and so

large a force on foot, as will not only prevent them from gaining

a permanent foothold upon the Ottoman territory, but by degrees

drive them within their own territory. But the Russians are a

nation of soldiers, and can bear many and vast defeats without

seriously feeling it. It is to the allied fleets that the lack of seri-

ously crippling the gigantic power of Russia must be left. Land

forces may follow up the advantage thus gained; but the primary

steps must be taken on the coast.

With Peter the Great commenced the development of the policy

which has been steadily pursued by his successors—that of making

Russia a great naval power. Every one knows with what ardor,

with what toil, at the expense of what personal lalior and sacri-

fice, the Czar Peter pursued his idea—laboring in foreign dock-

yards as a journeyman, to acquire a practical acquaintance with

the art of naval construction. Peter's invasion of Sweden

;

Catherine's capture of Courland ; the annexation of Finland in

the present century, were not prompted by the desire of extend-

ing the area of Russian territory, already cumbrously large, but

to obtain the command of the Baltic; and the policy of Russia

towards Sweden and Denmark has been shaped with a view to

obtain the key to the gates that communicate between the North

Sea and the Baltic.

The movement of Russia towards the East—a persistent move-

ment, costing hundreds of thousands of lives, and millions of

treasures—is to obtain possession of the Persian Gulf, and thence

arrive at the Indian Ocean, which Peter the Great declared would
assure to him who should command it, the sovereignty of the

world. And now it is no enthusiastic ze.al, no enthusiastic desire

on the part of the autocrat, to sec the Greek cross supplant the

crescent on the minarets of St. Sophia, that impels him to brave

the indignation of the arms of Europe, but a determination to

pour his ships and sailors into the Mediterranean, and thus gradu-

ally secure the arbitration of the destinies of P^urope.

At this Russian navy, then, built up with incredible toil and
expense, the creation of long years of labor, study, and concen-

trated effort, the crippling and decisive blow of the war is to be

struck. Fortunately, as we think, it is in the power of France
and England to strike this blow. Their fleets are powerful be-

yond any that have yet raised the cross of St. George and the

tri-color upon the ocean, and they are manned with gallant and
resolute spirits, and in the present conflict cannot f.iil to deal a
fearful and fatal blow to the pride and arrogance of Nicholas.

A Providentiai, EaoArE.—A little boy, aged four years, son
of Mr. Bowker, of Charlestown, N. H., was dragging a younger
brother in a little wagon lately. He started to cross the track of

the Sullivan Railroad, and had drawn the wagon on to it, when
seeing the mail train coming, he bolted, leaving the little one in

his wagon on the track. The locomotive came at full speed, and
striking the wagon, threw the child a distance of forty feet. Not
a bone was broken, although he was somewhat bruised.

-—••——
The Sugar Pine.— The sugar pine in the Rogue River

County of Oregon attains great size, is remarkably straight,

smooth, symmetrical and riihcolorcd. Its crown is as smooth
and well shaped as if it bad the services of a barber every month.
It gets its name from yielding a rich, white sugar which is said to

answer very well for sweetening.

A Torrent of Eloquence.—During the pendency of the
Nebraska Kansas bills in the Senate and House, upwards of one
hundred and twenty-eight set speeches have been made, of which
number twenty-eight were delivered in the Senate and one hun-
dred in the House.

A Reform commenced.—The merchants of Elizabcthtown,
N. J., at a public meeting, resolved to do away with the shilling

and pence system, and adopt the decimal currency. Every town
in the land should follow the example.

THEODORE P.iRKER.

The Boston military do not deserve the vulgar and bitter sneer

cast upon them by Theodore Parker, one or two Sabbaths since,

from his pulpit, in the Music Hall. A more gentlemanly, or-

derly and thoroughly disciplined body of citizen soldiery do not

exist in the country.

The Hon. E. G. Loring, U. S. Commissioner, is not a murder-

er, as he was charged with being by Theodore Parker, on the

same occasion referred to above, from his pulpit in the Music

Hall. There is not a more honorable, just and upright man in

this community than Commissioner Loring.

The army of the United States is not composed of the " scum

of creation," as elegantly charged upon them by Theodore Par-

ker, as above referred to, in a Sabbath's discourse. They are, rank

and file, ofiicer and private, sterling men, not vain carpet knights,

who boast and use billingsgate language over the velvet casbions

of a pulpit.
1 ^*m t •

Moultrie House.—A friend writes us in glowing language

praising this fine summer resort, situated on Sullivan's Island,

Charleston, S. C , harbor. It is leased by T. J. Nicholson, Esq.,

the gentlemanly and efl[icient landlord of the famous Mills House,

Charleston.

MAURIAGES.__
Tn this olty, by Rev. Mr. Cilley, Mr Thomas Real to Miss Ellen 8. Richard-

son, both of King'fton.

By llfv. Mr. Strecter. Mr. John Grinnell to Miss Catherine Moren.
By Itev. Mr. Itliliarils, Mr. WaRliington L. Taylor, of New York, to Min

Mary Ann Teinpletim of Halifax, N. S.

Hv Hev. Mr. Wiiikley, Mr. Iteuben II. Twombly to Mi.is Susan J. Nute.
.At Hoxbury, by Rev. Mr. Alger, Mr. R. C. M. Bowles to Miss Mary W.

Brijfhiim.

At Chnrlestown, by Rev. Mr Mudgc, Mr. Daniel L. Small to Mi»8 Sarah B.
Lincoln, both of Boston.
At Stonehain, .Mr. K. Thomas Green to Miss Sarnh Jane Perry.
At I'last Lexington, Mr. Charles Munn, of Jamaica Plain, to Miss Su^an

Pierce.

At Salem, Mr. James Caliill to Miss Ann Trimble, both of Marblehead.
At Marblehead, by Rev. Mr. Lawrence, Mr. James II. Stone to Miss ilsnnah

Perry.
At Georgetown, by Rev. Mr. Braman, Mr. Andrew W. Trask, of Danven, to

Miss Su^an C. Winter.
At Newhuryport, by Rev. Mr. Fiske, Mr. Aaron Carson to Miss Mhriam

Straniimsn.
At Fitchburg, by Rev. Mr. Stebbens, Alphous P. Kimball, Esq., to MUa

Susie P. Day.
At Poughkeepsie, N. Y., by Rev. Mr. Buel, Mr. Leonard B. Sackett to HUs

Caroline B Davis.
In Seviuour, Conn., by Rev. Mr. Willard, Mr. B. G. Hildreth to Miss Martha

Childs,

DEATHS.
In this city, Mr Francis II., son of Hon. Wm. Appleton, cO; Miss Emma

Frances Dcminf;, 18 ; Widow Eliz:ibeth P. IIow, 57 ; Mis.'* Martha JI. Elklos,
40: Miss Eliziibeth Diivis, 41 ; Thomas C. Ilacon, 15; 1st Lieut. Jaim^H Hohnes,
4tli artillery U. S. A ; Mrs Mjirfha Kingsbury; Mrs. Matilda Phillips Clark,
65; Mr. Gcor^^e D. Howard, printt-r.

At Charlestown, Sti-phcn Whitmore, Jr. Esq., 45.

At Maiden, Samuel W'entworth, Es<i , 20-

At Dorchester, Mrs. Ann Tohnan, 84; Mr. Joseph Ford, 74.

At Salem. Mr. Jfeines S. Catc, (i4 ; Widow Mary Smith, 77.
At Marblehead, Mr. James liowden, 89.

At Gloucester. Mi?s Judith Millett. 89.

At Mansfield, Mi.^s Amanda M. Leonard, of this city, 22.
At Westboro', Daniel H. Forbes, Esq., 45.

At Taunton, Mrs Abitrail Sargent. 83.

At Freetown, Rev. Frederick Plunimer, formerly of Philadelphia, 67.
At Framingham. Mrs. Mary E.. wife of Mr. Gilman Fuller, 31.
At Leominster, Miss Maria C. Fessenden. 19.

At Worcester. Mrs Sarah, wife of Mr Timothy Johnson, 39.
At South Urookfield. Mr Samuel Perry, 85.

At Sunderland, llev. William A. Uawley. G6.

At Greenfield, Mrs Margaret N.. wife of Mr Jesse N. Smead. 29.
At Heath, Mrs Jane, widow of the late Dr. Stephen Bates, 88.
At Portland Mr. James L Boyd, 39; Mrs M Maria lta<lford, 38.
At Gilboa, Schoharie, N. Y., Kev. Cornelius Bogardus. UU.
At N.?w Orleans. Mr. Braddock Loring. formerly of Boston, 65.
At Key West, Mr. William C Howes, 3(J.

On the pa,«sage from Bassein, Burmah, to the United States, March 3d,Ur8.
Martha F., wife of K<;v. John S. Beechcr, missionary.
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[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THE 'liARUM BELL.

BY JEANETTE DE BARRE.

A soldier stood ou the rampart's height,

Beneath a sullen sky,

And by his side a lady bright

—

^Vhat do they there on high ?

They look upon the lake beneath,

Dark rolls its foamy tide,

Hoarse murmurs by the storm-king's breath,

Frighting that fair young bride.

The storm's dark wing like a spell had bound

The youth and lady fair,

When harkl a shrill and clanging sound

Breaks on the silence there.

Wouidst know what sound had thus the power

To charm as by magic spell,

And Etilrtle thus in that still hour!

It was ike supper bell.'

_ < — • » I

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

RUSSIA AND THE RUSSIANS.

No. X.

Br D. E. DE LARA.

THE PRESENT WAR—ITS ORIGIN AND OBJECT.

The facts we are about to state in connection with the present

war, may take the political world by surprise ; the writer can,

however, assure the reader, that though he would not wish to

take upon himself the responsibility of their correctness, he had

them from a source on which he places the utmost reliance. He

could not state the name of his informant, without seriously com-

promising the safety of a young, beautiful and titled married lady,

high in the confidence of a nobleman occupying a high office near

the person of the empress, but not always sober. The writer

noted down at the time the relation as he received it from the lips

of that lady, who, as she assured him, had it from the high per-

sonage just alluded to.

History is full of remarkable events springing from causes in-

significant and apparently unconnected with the events themselves.

The outrage committed by a young libertine upon the person of

Lucretia, led to the banishment of the Tarquins, the abolition of

royalty, and the establishment of that republic which subdued the

known world of antiquity. The attempt of the British ministry

to lay a tax in these (then) colonies, led to their independence,

and the establishment of another republic, already a giant in

power and wisdom in its infancy, and which will as surely in time

to come subdue and colonize Europe, as Europe has subdued and

colonized America. So a drunken brawl has led to the present

war, and may be productive of other wars, and of revolutions and

changes in the affairs of Europe, compared with which, those that

have preceded them are as child's play. That drunken brawl

may lead to the sudden death of the Emperor Nicholas, the im-

prisonment or death of one of his sons, a civil war in Russia, the

eventual dismemberment of that empire, and either the liberation

of Poland or Hungary, or the establishment of a new despotic

empire or kingdom in the very heart of Europe.

Under ordinary circumstances in European monarchies, the

eldest son of the reigning monarch, legitimately begotten, is the

heir apparent to the throne ; in the event of his decease prior to

that of his father, his successor is considered the heir presumptive.

The eldest son of the Emperor Nicholas was born prior to the

accession of his father to the throne, whilst his second son was

bom after that accession, and it is not quite decided which of

these two sons is by right of succession entitled to occujjy the

throne when it shall have become vacant by the demise of the

present emperor.

In all the plots against the life of the reigning monarch in Rus-

sia, the heir apparent has always been involved. The conspirii-

tors h.ive always made sure of his consent, cither tacit or active

;

and unless this were obtained, they neither did nor could attempt

anything.

The present heir apparent differs in every respect from his

younger brother, the heir presumptive. The former is mild,

good-natured, fond of a quiet life, addicted to the bottle, and lacks

both that spirit and those talents which would be requisite to up-

hold the present system in Russia. Should he ever ascend the

throne, he will be almost a nullity, and the greatest confusion in

the affairs of the state will very likely be followed by serious in-

ternal troubles, and possibly by even a dismemberment of the

Russian empire.

The younger brother is altogether of a different temperament.

Sanguine, severe, active, ambitious and passionate, considering

himself entitled to the succession l)y right, as having been born

after his father had ascended the throne, whilst his elder brother

was born prior to that event, he does not either entertain or mani-
fest towards his elder brother that respect and deference to which
tne elder considers himself entitled as his brother's future sover-

eign. Quarrels between these two princes are not of unfrequent

occurrence. More than once has the younger brother been known
to treat the elder not only with contempt, but with insult; and
though the elder has sometimes threatened the younger, he gen-

erally bore it quietly.

The emperor and his younger son were seated at a table. The
subject they had been conversing uj>on had just been exhausted,

when the news arrives of the insurrection in Hungary, and not

long after this a call for aid from the Emperor of Austria. On the

26th April, old style—corresponding with the 8th May, new style

(our readers are aware that the Russians are twelve days behind

us in the dating of time ; they likewise reckon from the creation,

7361 years)—the Emperor Nicholas issues a manifesto, stating

his intention to co-operate with Austria in the suppression of the

revolt in Hungary, and on the 17th June following the Russian

troops enter Hungary.

When the request from Austria for aid arrived, the Emperor

Nicholas, who had sat musing or brooding, suddenly started up.

" The moment is come !" he exclaims. " What moment?" asks

the younger son. The emperor stopped short. After a few mo-

ments he continued :
" Austria wants me to help him ; but he

must pay for it." " Of course," replied the younger. " Yes

;

but in what way 1" proceeded the emperor, speaking half as in

thought. " Should you like to become the ruler of a vast and

powerful kingdom ?" asked the emperor suddenly and rapidly.

" A kingdom !" answered the prince—" who knows but one day

I may be emperor ?" " Not of all the Russias," interrupted the

crown prince, who at this moment entered intoxicated. " I

should certainly govern them better than you ever could," was

the reply. " How dare you speak to me thus ? but no matter,

my time will come." " Perhaps never," replies the younger

brother. At this, the elder, unable to control himself, aims a

blow at the younger across the table ; the latter takes up a do-

canter, ready to defend himself. " What ! in my presence !" ex-

claims the emperor. " You are both under arrest, and I shall

know how to act." A degree of coolness had subsisted for some

time between the emperor and the crown-prince, and this incident

was certainly not calculated to remove it.

On the 17th May, 1849, the Emperor Nicholas proceeds to

Warsaw, and there arrives likewise on the 2lstof the same month

the Emperor of Austria. And then and there the following pro-

posal was made by Nicholas to the Emperor of Austria.

Russia was to assist Austria with men and money in suppress-

ing the revolt in Hungary, and place at'her disposal generally a

powerful army, to be paid and maintained by Russia; on the

other hand, Austria was to cede to Russia for a compensation

in money and other territories not specified, the kingdom of Hun-

gary and Liebenberger. Russia was likewise to obtain possession

of the principality of Moldavia and Wallachia, either by treaty

or by force of arms. Hungary, the principalities and Poland

were to be formed into a kingdom, under one of the sons of the

Emperor of Russia.

No wonder that a proposal like this should take the Emperor of

Austria completely by surprise. " And what if I do not agree to

this proposalV " Why, then I will not lend you any aid, and

the force of circumstances may bring about what now you do not

feel disposed to agree to. If I do not fight for you, I may have

to fight for myself, and who can tell whether I may not even have

to fight against you !" The Emperor of Austria left Warsaw the

same day, after having stayed only two days.

Nicholas is not the man to engage in any enterprise without

maturely weighing the matter in his own mind, nor without cal-

culating the advantages to be derived from it ; but having once

made up his mind, no consideration ever prevents him from carry-

ing it through—no obstacle appears to him insurmountable.

But there was one difficulty. Which of his sons was to succeed

him on the throne of Russia—which to be the ruler of this new
kingdom in petto ? This, whilst he was compelled to keep a pro-

found secret within his own breast, prevented him from prosecu-

ting his plan more openly and more boldly. There are indica-

tions sufficiently strong of his predilection generally in favor

of his younger son. Him he would have wished to appoint

as his successor. In him he would wish to see the future

emperor of all the Russias ; whilst the elder would have been

amply provided for as the sovereign of the new kingdom. By
such an arrangement Russia would be ruled by an energetic prince,

whilst the new kingdom would soon become not merely in name,

but in reality, a province of Russia. But then such an arrange-

ment would rouse the anger of the elder son, who now is acknow-

ledged by himself, and looked upon by the people, as the Cesar-

owitsch, and who can tell whether he too might not be driven

into a conspiracy to dethrone a father who wished to deprive him

of his birthright—and in Russia dethronement has already proved

to be synonymous with—strangulation ! So long as he kept his

secret, his life was safe ; but the moment he declared his inten-

tions, he would make both his sons his enemies, whilst at the

same time he would create a deadly feud between them. Each of

his sons, he knew very well, had his partizans, and a civil war

would inevitably succeed his own violent death.

Thus matters stood when Louis Napoleon declared himself the

preux chevalier of the church of Rome by demanding the protec-

torate of the Church of the Holy Se])ulchre at Jerusalem, which

as head of the Greek church, always and naturally took the side

of the monks of that church in their constant qnan-els and fights

with those of the Latin church. Here was an opening to pick

a quarrel with Turkey. By making claims which ho was well

aware Turkey neither could nor would grant, he had a pretext

for war, and a plea for entering the princiijalities, as a preliminary

step towards the conquest of Turkey, which may be made into

an empire under one of his sons, in lieu of that which he had

destined for him as stated.

This is the state of things at present. Such are the views of

Nicholas, and it cannot be denied that he has the game almost in

his own hand.s. Yet let him not be too sure. Should ho march

u])on Constantinople, which he is not unlikely to attemjit in the

spring, ho may behold it, as Napoleon beheld Moscow—in

flames.

England, apprehensive of the subjection of Turkey by Nicholas,

dare not risk her Indian possessions, which would be in danger were

that ambitious sovereign master of Constantinople, especially in the

event of an aggression on Turkey by Persia, which would lead to

an alliance offensive and defensive between the latter power and

Russia. Hence her reluctance to throw the gauntlet by openly

protecting Turkey. France has no such apprehensions. She has

nothing to fear from Russia. Bflt Russia has nothing to fear

from either England or France. The utmost that England could

do would be to destroy her fleet, and bombard a few of her sea-

ports. St. Petersburg is safe—Cronstadt is impregnable—unap-

proachable ; and she could amply compensate herself for her loss

by marching an army, aided by Persia, into India.

Such appears to us to be the present state of affairs. The re-

sult is known to Him " whose eyes are in every place, beholding

the evil and the good."

< »«» -

[Gathered for Qleason's Pictorial.]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BT BE»: PXRLEY POORI.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to week
j

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

JUNE ELEVENTH.

1292.—Roger Bacon, the philosopher, died, aged 81.

1776.—Committee appointed by Congress to draft Declaration

of Independence.

1780.—Benedict Arnold tried by court-martial for peculation.

1842.—Captain Wilkes returned from the Exploring Expe-

dition.

1849.—^Ledru Rollin attempted to impeach President Louis

Napoleon.

18.51.—Brig. Gen. Arbuckle died at Fort Smith, Ark., aged 75.

JUNE TWELFTH.

1759.—William Collin?, English poet, died, aged 37.

1798.—Malta captured by the French, under Bonaparte.

1846.—St. Johns, Newfoundland, almost entirely consumed by

fire.

1848.—French National Assembly exiled Louis Napoleon.

JUNE THIRTEENTH.

1625.—Henrietta Maria, of France, married to Charles I.

1752.—Madame d'Arblay, English authoress, born.

1840.—Turkey declared war against the revolted Egyptians.

1844.—Ithiel Town, a noted architect, died at New Haven,

aged 60.

JUNE FOURTEENTH.

1645.—Charles I. finally defeated at Naseby by the Puritans.

1777.—Stars and stripes adopted by Congress as a national flag.

1800.—Anstrians defeated at Marengo by the French, under

Bonaparte.

1804.—Traitor Benedict Arnold died at London, aged 61.

1809.—Allied Russians and Prussians defeated at Friedland by

Napoleon.

1850.—Destructive fire at San Francisco. Loss $5,000,000.

JUNE FIFTEENTH.

1775.—Washington chosen commander-in-chief.

1781.—Augusta, Ga., surrendered to the continentals.

18.36.—Arkansas and Michigan admitted into the Union.

1843.—Warden Lincoln, of the Massachusetts penitentiary,

killed by a convict.

1849.—Ex-President Polk died at Nashville, aged 53.

1852.—Brevet Major and Adj. Gen. Jones died at Washington.

JUNE SIXTEENTH.

1743.—English under George II. defeated the French at Det-

tingen.

1801.—Major. J. R. Vinton, U. S. artillery, born at Providence.

1815.—Prussians defeated at Ligny by the French, under

Napoleon.

1840.—Gren. S. Brown, State Treasurer, died at Jackson, Miss.,

aged 45.

1846.—Oregon treaty with England signed by the American

Commissioner.

JUNE SEVENTEENTH.

1719.—Joseph Addison, English essayist, died, aged 47.

1775.—Battle of Bunker Hill.

1812.—U. S. House of Representatives voted to declare war

against Great Britain.

1821.—E. T. Squier, writer on Central America, bom.

1843.—Webster's oration on completion of Bunker Hill Mona-

ment.

1850.—Steamer Griffith burned on Lake Erie—300 lives lost.

1852.—Judge Thomas Buffum died at Smithfield, R. I.

1852.—Hon. William King, first governor of Maine, died at

Bath, aged 84.

1852.—Sonora, California, nearly destroyed by fire.

LANGUAGE.

The study of languages has given a character to modern minds,

by the habits of discrimination and analysis which it requires,

and has partly contributed to the ])rese_nt advancement in science

and reasoning. To represent it a-s no'thing but a criticism of

words, or an exercise of memory, is utterly erroneous. It de-

mands no trifling per.'^picuity and jucigmont ; admits the opera-

tions even of fancy, picturing things of which words are but the

symbols ; and tends to promote (juickness and depth of appre-

hension. A good linguist is always a man of vionsiderable acute-

ness, and often of pre-eminent taste.— W. B. Cludow.
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A legal decision has been given by a court in England that a

man has a right to hiss at a theatre. Any rudo and uncivil fel-

low may therefore legally disturb an entire audience. Ho that

would be caressed by those that surround him should be content

with little esteem. A short time since a little son of Mr.

William Hall, of Strafford, N. H., while at play with a pistol,

accidentally shot himself tlirough the body and survived but a

few moments. A sporting gentleman in Mobile has offered a

premium of $500 (in the form of a bet) to any man in Alabama

who can drive six cats in harness. James K. Paulding is in

his 75th year ; Pierpont is 70 ; Dana, 67 ; Sprague, 63 ; Bryant

and John Neal, 60 ; Percival and Ualleck, 59 ; Goodrich, 58
;

and Bishop Doane, 55. Great talents have some admirers and

few friends. Dr. Henry Hampton, of Cumberland county, is

perhaps the oldest practitioner of medicine in New Jersey. He is

87 years of age, and he and his " better half" have lived together

64 years. Arsenic may be discovered by its smell ; on placing

some near the heat it will emit an odor very similar to that of

garlic A terrible earthquake recently occurred in the south-

western portion of the North American continent. At Mexico

the shock was terrific, and the citizens fled from their houses,

while San Salvador was destroyed, and 600 families buried in the

ruins ! The lower iron bridge over Rock Creek, D. C, gave

way recently, while two omnibuses were crossing it, injuring several

persons. The Canadian government have provided for the

survey of the rapids of the St. Lawrence, between Montreal and

Kingston, with a view to the removal of all obstructions to navi-

gation. The geographical society of Paris has bestowed its

gold medal on Barth, the African traveller, the first white visitor

to Timbuctoo. Dr. Gait, who recently declined to receive an

increase of $500 to his salary as superintendent of the Lunatic

Asylum, Winchester, Va , is certainly qualifying himself for an

interior birth! The Wheeling Bridge Company have resolved

to rebuild the suspension bridge at the earliest practicable

day. An important discovery has lately been made by the

chemists, and is nothing less than that the leaves of coffee are bet-

ter than the berries. In levelling a hill in Manchester, Va.,

a diamond of exquisite beauty, weighing nine carats, was thrown

up lately. Some of the grossest impositions are practised

upon flour dealers in the east by having false brands put upon the

barrels. A gentleman states that while in Janesville, Wis., a few

days since, he saw one thousand barrels of flour branded " pure

Michigan flour." The consequence will be that such mal-prac-

tice on the part of western millers will do great injury to our

market. A turtle, weighing three hundred pounds, was lately

captured oflf Hog Island, while sleeping on the surface of the

water. He was to be sent to New York. The immense carpet

factory in Thompsonville has resumed operations again. The

works, after being stopped for some two years, have now passed

into the hands of a new company, who purchased the entire in-

terest of the old company for about $300,000. Ninety-five

columns of unclaimed letters are advertised for one month, in the

Melbourne Post Office. In the Missouri lead mines, it is said,

the mineral is found in caves, which caves, when excavated, form

perfect labyrinths. They are frequently worked over five, ten, or

twenty acres, making a labyrinth so difficult to thread, that within

that small space men are sometimes lost, wandering for hours.

iDagsibj <Satl}ermga.

FACTS vs. SPECULATION.

Some very fine-spun theories respecting creation have recently

been manufactured, on the alleged fact that the fossil skeleton of

a man, of the conformation of our native Indians, was discovered

in the course of some excavations in New Orleans, at a depth of

some sixteen feet, lying below a succession of our fossil cypress

forest trees, to each of which the age of 14,000 years is given.

Agassiz is said to have accepted this idea, and based upon it his

assertion that man existed on the earth at least 150,000 years a^o.

If Agassiz has accepted this as a fact, of which we doubt, it

only proves that even the most careful speculative philosophers

are liable to be led away by a plausible statement when it coin-

cides with or supports a favorite notion. Every reader has heard

of the learned discussion in the Royal Academy, why a dead fish

weighed more than a live one. An experimentalizer, who was

for proving his facts before he established his theories, wciglied

the fish and found the alleged phenomenon to be untrue. The
fossiliferous man is in the same predicament. No such skeleton

was found, the world is no older than it ought to be, and the

speculations based upon the error have no more substance than

moonshine.
t m»m >

Safe Fiohtino.—In the account of the bombardment of Odes-

sa, given by the London Times, it is stated that the paddle wheel

steam frigates took up a position in which they " had little to ap-

prehend from the fire of the enemy," contenting themselves with

firing shot and shells at a long range. The reason given is that

it is a matter of essential consequence to the movement of the

fleet that the machinery of these vessels shall be preserved from

damage. The side wheel steamers then, are to do fighting only

on the " Bob Acres " plan, " take him at a long shot."

Ant^werp Cathedral.—The famous Cathedral of Antwerp

has a tower 466 feet in height—the upper gallery being reached

by the ascent of 622 steps. At this immense height is placed a

chime of ninety-nine bells, whose music, of a calm evening, floats

over the city like symphonies from the skies.

In Albany, 28th ult., James Wintcrficld, alias " German Stag,"

walked seven miles in 61 minutci and 41 seconds.

A California paper says that the price of camphene is " eternal

vigilance " and $3 50 per gallon.

Beef is liigher than ever at New York. A short time since the

best pieces were scarce at 25 cents per lb. In this city the best

pieces of beef steak were selling at 20 cents per lb.

There are now in progress of erection and completion in Co-
hoes, N. Y., factories of various kind^, whicli, when put in opera-

tion, will reijuire two thousand operatives.

Dr. Charles Jewctt, the temperance lecturer, has accepted a

situation in an educational institution at Bavaria county. 111., as

professor of physiology and agricultural clicniistry.

At the Supreme judicial Court in Sagadahock, lately, Marga-
ret Wormwood was divorced from T. C. Wormwood. The union

was undoubtedly one of great bitterness, which the court felt it

its duty to dry up.

The Mercantile Library Association of New York have taken

possession of their new premises in Astor Place. Their library

numbers 40,000 volumes, and nearly four thousand merchants'

clerks are connected with the association.

Dr. Walter, of Pittsburg, has removed the main bone in tlie leg

of a boy fifteen yours old, from the knee to the ankle. The pa-

tient is doing well, and tlie doctor has the utmost confidence that

a new bone will form, and the shape and length of the leg be

preserved.

The Detroit Tribune says it learns from undoubted authority,

that tlie Minnesota Copper Company have recently, ut a sing e

blast, blown out eight thousand dollars worth of pure native stiver.

Lake Superior bids fair to be as rich in silver mines as it is known
to be in copper and iron.

Information has been received by the government, from Mr. J.

Vallamit, of the discovery of immense deposits of guano on the

Gallapagos Islands, off the coast of Ecuador. These islands are

situated about half way between San Francisco and Cape Horn,
and, it is thought, might easily be acquired by purchase.

The sweet potato may be raised without difficulty in the New
England States. It will not be quite so highly flavored, nor dark
colored as the southern, but is well worthy a place in every kitch-

en garden. The vines run upon the ground like the cucumber
vine, and are very beautiful. •Plant on sandy loam and the hot-

test place you have ; the first week in June is early enough.

A terrible disaster occurred at Hoboken, N. Y., 28th ult. The
drop bridge of the ferry landing broke down while an immense
number of jieople on it were waiting for the 5 o'clock boat.

Hundreds of men, women and children were precipitated into the

water. Many were seriously injured, and some, it is believed,

drowned, though no bodies as yet have been recovered.

The construction of the great tubular iron bridge across the

St. Lawrence, opposite Montreal, has commenced. One of the

immense coffer-dams, made of timber, in which the piers are to

be built, was launched on the 25th ult., and towed to its place,

and others are in progress. Some 1500 men wUl, it is said, be

employed on the bridge the coming summer.

JSanbH of ®olb.
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Jorcign Items.

Women's Rights.—In Perry county, Illinois, says the Mon-
trose (Pa.) Democrat, a woman has been elected constable.

On the 2d of May Sulemain Bey had defeated the Russians at

Padova, not far from Krajova.

The Russians had attempted to cross the Danube at various

points, and had been repulsed with heavy loss.

The amount of tea raised in China annually is 200,000,000

pounds, of which Great Britain consumes 55,000,000 pounds.

The additional taxes imposed upon the British people alone,

for the support of the eastern war, are over fifty millions of dol-

lars a year.

A despatch from Omar Pasha, dated Schumla, May 6th, states

that Suli Pasha had, on the 28th of April, defeated the Russians
at Nicopolis, with a loss to the Russians of 1500 men.

An enormous mass of amber, two feet long, one and a half

broad, and one foot thick, the largest ever found, has been dis-

covered in Denmark.

Since Louis Napoleon became Emperor, nine line-of-battle

ships, mounting nine hundred and ten guns, have been launched
from the French dockyards.

The English steamer Tiger, of 16 guns, was stranded close to

Odessa, May 15th, and was obliged to surrender to the Russians.

Two other steamers went to her assistance and bombarded the

Russian works, but with little effect.

From Kalafat, it is reported that an engagement between si,K

squadrons of Cossacks and five of Turkish hussars had taken
place near Badona, on the 4th of May. The Cossacks were de-

feated and lost 60 horses, 2 guns, andi 138 men killed.

Mademoiselle Rachel is at Pau, in France, engaged in the pious
duty of attendance upon the sick bed of a sister. It is positively

averred that the great tragic actress has received magnificent pro-

posals from the United States, and will yield to the temptation.

The Russian government have formally denied that the furni-

ture of the British ambassador. Sir Hamilton Seymour, had been
seized ; it happened to be on board a British vessel, in port, which
had been excepted for other cause from the " free list."

A portion of the Egyptian railway has been used for the first

time, in the conveyance of the passengers from India by the last

overland mail, who came from the Nile to the canal, near Alexan-
dria, about fifty miles, by this most pleasant and more speedy
mode of transit.

A distinguished London minister in shaving one Sunday cut
his upper lip. In the excitement of preaching the cut reopened
and bled so violently tliat it was with some ditficulty he continued
his sermon ! This may be worth the notice of those who advo-
cate the retention of our natural sign of manhood.

A despatch from Constantinople of the 9th ult., announces
that Sebastopol had been cannonaded by the French and English
fleet, with guns of long range, with a view to destroy the advanced
works of the port. The allied fleet attacked one of the outer
ports of Sebastopol, and the Russians were compelled to evac-
uate it.

In Madrid on the birthday of Queen Christina of Spain, a
grand reception was held by Queen Isabella, at the palace, which
was attended by all the corps diplomatique. A letter notices that
at this ceremony the minister of the United States wore a black
velvet coat embroidered n-ith black silk ; and says that its '' ele-

gant simplicity attracted general attention, and produced a striK-

ing effect amid the brilliant uniforms by which it was surrounded."

That which we acquire with the most difficulty we retain

the longest ; as those who have earned a fortune are usually more
careful than those who have inherited one.— Cotton.

.... Paltry aflfcetation, strained allusions, and disgusting finery,

are easily attained by those who choose to wear them ; thjy are

but too frequently the badges of ignorance, or of stupidity, when-

ever it would endeavor to please.— Goldsmith.

... As those that pull down private houses adjoining to the

temples of the gods, ])ropupsuch parts as are contiguous to them,

so, in undermining bashfulness, due regard is to be had to adja-

cent modesty, good nature, and humanity.

—

Plutarch.

.... There is nothing that reciuires so strict an economy as oar
benevolence. We should husband our means as the agriculturist

his manure, which if he spread over too large a superficies pro-

duces no crop, if over too small a surface, exuberates in rank-

ness and in weeds.

—

Collon.

.... There is a certain artificial polish ; a common - place

vivacity acquired by perpetually mingling in the henu monde,

which, in the commerce of the world, supplies the place of nat-

ural suavity and good humor, but is purchased at the expense of

all original and sterling traits of character.— Washington Irving.

.... There may be, and there often is, indeed a regard for an-

cestry, which nourishes only a weak pride ; as there is also a care

for posterity, which only disguises an habitual avarice, or hides

the workings of a low and grovelling vanity. But there is also a
moral and philosophical respect for our ancestors, which elevates

the character and improves the heart.

—

Daniel Webster.
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^Joker's Buiigct.

The man who tried to sweeten his tea with one of his wife's

smiles, has " fallen back " on sugar.

The man who hooped, to enable him to contain himself, was
mistaken for a cask of liquor, and had his head stove in recently

at Bangor.

The greatest bore in the world—the three mile tunnel betweoa
Marseilles and Avignon.

The war with Russia occasioned a rise in tallow, and we have
no doubt the same event has caused the rising in Grease.

Mrs. Partington, speaking of the rapid manner in which evil

deeds are perpetrated, said that it only required two seconds to

fight a duel.

An eminent psychologist has decided that spirit rapplngs are

produced by phantom postmen engaged in the delivery of dead
letters.

Punch says that it is a favorable omen that the first Russian
prizes taken are vessels laden with salt ; the very article that wo
propose to put upon the tail of the eagle.

Nicholas has called his brother-in-law, the King of Prussia,

"An Angel of Peace." An angel, after the Russian view, has of
course two wings—one of infantry and one of artillery.

—

Punch.

They have a good joke on Dr. Egan, of Chicago ; he is a great

land operator, as well as a most successful physician. The doc-

tor prescribed some pills for a lady. She asked how they were to

be taken ? "A quarter down," said the doctor, "and the balance
in one, two and three years."
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MONUMENT OF THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA.

Herewith we present to our readers an illustration of a master-

piece of monumental art—the monument at Vienna, in memory
of Emperor Francis, by Pompeo Marchesi. So long as a nation

is liable to be called upon to mourn departed greatness, the peo-

ple will yearn for the means most suitable to a lasting display of

esteem and regret. We are happy, therefore, in being able to af-

ford so choice a specimen—as the accompanying engraving exhib-

its—to tens of thousands for their admiration, and to the promo-

tion of general good and correct taste. This monument, which

is in the Romish-Grecian style, and in form of a pyramid, is up-

wards of fifty feet in extreme height. The base is a parallelo-

gram of plain, polished granite, on which rests a second foot-pe-

destal, also of polished granite, with projecting corners and cor-

nices, the surface within which being ornamented with meander-

ing lines of bronze. On the summit of the third granite story,

are four figures intended to represent the governmental virtues of

the Emperor Francis. The figure on the left of the monument is

designed for Keligion. In one hand she holds a cross, the arms

are folded, the eyes upturned, and the countenance is earnest, sup-

plicating and pious. The Genius of Peace we perceive on the op-

posite corner. The right hand rests on the hilt of a sheathed

sword, around which sprigs of laurel arc entwined ;
with the other

she grasps an olive-branch. A wreath of cornucopia; extends

across between these well-designed reiiresentations. Of ttie cor-

responding figures, the liacks only of whicli are visible in our en-

graving, the one behind the Genius of Peace, is Justice, with

sword and scales ; the other, Power, with club resting on the

ground, and holding a shield, on which is a lion in repose. From
the centre of the triple basis, arises an octagonal column, or shaft,

around the foot of which are decorations of oak and olive leaves.

The capital is crowned with a frieze enriched with antique scrolls

and ornaments. The eight sides of this splendid shaft are embel-

lished with rich allegorical designs emblematical of ]iros])erity

and good government. These figures are about eleven feet high

;

those of the bas-relief over nine feet. In the view before us, the

piece in front represents Wisdom ; her look is lofty, dignified and

comm.anding ; her brows wear a wreath, and in her band is a

scroll, bearing the word " Eureka ;" beneath her feet appears the

inscription, " A Diis Inunortulibus Omnia Ciipiaida Primordia "

To the left of this figure is Christianity, whose diadem is sur-

mounted with a cross. It rests on a harp, and holds in the loft

hand a globe. There are also sundry other attributes of the cbar-

a<tir, which have a fine effect. We likewise may perceive a war-

rior, whose attitude and weapons denote only a defensive position.

The remainder of the series represent Agriculture and a pastoral

life, Trade, Commerce, Industry, etc., embracing an exceeding

great variety of happily chosen and admirably sculptured devices.

In the background of a merchantman appears the inscription,

" Bella extincto, Viis jjatefactis, 'Jeiyeste et Vtnetiis Partus Immuni-

tate Donatis, Commcrcium Terra Manque Drnstum,"—significantly

referring to the free trade of Trieste and Venice. Erected upon

two socles and a metal jilhith, is the statue of the Emperor, wliich

is seventeen and a half feet high (German measure, equal to about

nineteen feet of ours). It will be noticed that this figure is envel-

oped in the ample folds of a general's cloak. The head wears a

laurel crown ; in one hand is the sceptre, the other is outstretched

as in the act of speaking the memorable words inscribed below on

the pedestal in large characters :
" Aniorein Meum Po/mtis Meis !"

The opposite to which bears the dedication in equally large let-

ters :
" Imp. Fiancisco I., Pio Justo, Furti, Pacijiro, Patri PatritE,

Augusta Parenti, Ferd. /., Austr. Imp. MDCCCXXXVI." The
features of this statue beam with a life-like expression of mild-

ness, goodness and eloquence. The whole is majestic, imposing,

and magnificent, only from the square in which it is placed being

of too small dimensions for the purpose, the eye may, perhaps,

involuntarily take oHence .it the gigantic proportions. The name
of the artist,—Pompeo Marchesi,—previously held in high esteem

throughout Europe, and on this continent, was elevated by the

great work which we have, as it may almost be said, under our

eyes, in the beautiful monument represented in the engraving.

The Emperor Francis, who is the subject of the monument be-

low, was born in 1768, and crowned king in 1792. In 1804, he
assumed the title of hereditary emperor of Austria. Although
acting a prominent part in the affairs of Europe during the early

part of the present century, he is represented by his contempora-
ries as a man of little intellectual strength, but as a friend-to jus-

tice, and as possessing qualities of heart that obtained for him the

sincere regard of his subjects. The arrangements of the different

branches of the administration of government were his special

attention, and attained a high degree of perfection, both in their

regard for the welfare of the people, and their completeness of
detail, and were admirably fitted to receive the personal observa-
tion, and admit of the personal interference of the monarch in

every department, whenever circumstances required it.

NEBRASKA TERRITORY.
Nebraska is a vast region. By the late census it is estimated at

136,700 square miles, or a region larger than New England, New
York, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland. The northern part
of Nebraska is as cold as New England ; the interior as cold as
the climate of the Middle States, and the southern portion with
something of the mildness of Virginia. There is, however, this
difference ; Nebraska is more Asiatic in its climate and general
features. There are vast prairies, high table lands, thousands of
feet above the level of the sea, rivers of almost interminable
length. On the west it is bounded by the Rocky Mountains,
whose highest peaks are covered with perpetual snow. A large
portion of the great American desert is in this territory; here
many an emigrant bound for California has lain down to die, worn
out with fatigue and hunger. The soil of Nebraska is mostly fer-

tile, the geological formation being that of limestone and sand-
stone, which always indicates a good soil. It must, in the future,
become a fine farming region. Already many young farmers of
our country have their eyes upon it. But who inhabit Nebraska ?

Indians, and hardly any but Indians. It is their grandest hunting-
ground, and it is supposed that from 75,000 to 80,000, or about
one sixth part of all the Indians that yet remain in the United
States, roam over its prairies and table lands, pass their canoes
over its waters, pursue game by rivers and over mountains, and
wage war upon one another. Here are Christian Indians, so
called, such as the Delawares, Stockbridges, etc.; here are the wild
and warlike Sioux and Cheyenne Indians, that delight in scenes
of blood ; here roam the Mandons, the Crows, the Blackfoots, the
Assimbones, the Aricares and the Gros Ventres. Our civilization

has driven them beyond the Mississippi, and soon another wave
of civilization will push them westward. Hunting the buffalo is

the great pursuit of the wild Indians of Nebraska, and their great-

est source of profit. Their skins they sell to the fur traders ; hut
alas ! the buffaloes are becoming scarce under the influence of the

many rifles that are aimed at them. What will they do when
they are gone ? They must become civilized and till the soil, as

the Christian Indians now do, and with considerable success, as

will be seen from the following statistics :—These Indians, less

than three thousand in number, that live under the Fort Leaven-
worth agency, north and south of the Kansas River, cultivate

more than four thousand acres. From these acres they raised in

a single year, 80,000 bushels of com, 2690 of wheat, 12,000 of

oats, and 200,000 melons of all kinds. They have large numbers
of horses and oxen, and live like happy and independent farmers.

Of whites permanently living in Nebraska, there are but few, and
these are cither military men stationed at some of the forts, or In-

dian agents, or else missionaries sent out by various religious de-

nominations of the States. It is true there are more or less white

travellers passing to California, to Oregon, to Utah or New^ Mexi-
co, or returning from thence, which gives no inconsiderable varie-

ty to the lives of those who are confined there. Indeed, it is now
stated that a newspaper is immediately to be printed at old Fort

Kearney, and that a post-office is to be established only forty miles

from it, for the benefit of emigrants, who may write home from

that jioint, that " they have gone so far, safe and sound, or other-

wise, and that they hope to realize their golden dreams soon." A
newsjiaper and a post-office—two of the most powerful agents of

our modern civilization—are now to put forth their strength in

what is to be the great heart of America. Other wild animals,

besides buffaloes, abound in Nebraska. There are swift antelope,

elk, deer, prairie dogs, wild horses, and occasionally a grizzly

ht.ar crosses the p.ith of the traveller. The prairie dog is allied

to the marmot Tliey abound west of the Mississippi, living by

the hundreds together under ground. All accounts agree that

the prairies of this region are covered with the most beautiful

flowers ; on a clear day the prospect is truly enchanting—paradi-

saical. The rose is abundant there, as is the sunflower. This

region is not heavily timbered ; still, there is a large variety of

trees, among which .are the most that abound with ourselves.

Tlie <oitunwo<)d tree is abundant on the rivers ; the climate is dry,

yet we read of no complaints of drought.

—

Philadelphia Couriar.
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VALLEY OF WYOMING.
Among the many beautiful rivers of wliich our country can

boast, tbcre are none more truly noble than the fair and pictu-

resque Susquehanna, winding its silvery way throujjh the sweet
" Valley of Waters " immortalized in verse by the poet Campbell.
Oar sketch represents the lower end of the valley near the falls,

named after the Nauticokcs, one of a tribe of Indians, once pos-

sessors of this enchanting locality. The valley is diversified by
hill and dale, deriving its extreme richness from the extensive

flats and river bottoms, which in some places extend one or two
miles back fiom the stream. Though now generally cleared and
cultivated, to protect the soil from floods a fringe of trees is left

along each bank of the river ; the sycamore, the elm, and more
especially the black walnut. Pure streams of water come leaping
from the mountains, imparting health and pleasure in their course

;

all of them abounding with delicious trout. Among these brooks,

and in the swales, scattered through the upUinds, grow the wild

plum, and the butternut, while, whenever the hand of the white

man has spared it, the native grape may be gathered in unlimited
profusion. Such were the common scenes when the white man
first came to Wyoming. Grame of every sort was abundant. The
quail whistled in the meadow ; the pheasant nestled in its leafy

covert ; the wild" duck reared her brood, and bent the reed in every
inlet ; the red deer fed upon the hills, while in the deep forests,

within a few hours' walk, roamed the stately elk. The river

jiclded at all seasons a supply offish—the yellow perch, the pike,

catfish, bass, roach, and, in the spring, myriads of shad.

WYOMING VALLEY, AND NAUTICOOK MODNTAINS, ON THE SUSQUEHANNA.
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CAPTAIN OF THE SWISS GUARD.

BY CHARLES G. KOSENBEEO.

[OONTISfUED.]

CHAPTER XVIir.

THE TRAVELLER OVERTAKEN.

"When Guilio had left the hotel, the fire that Delia Torre had

kindled within his bosom was still blazing. He noticed not the

condition of his horse ; he saw not that neither Andrea nor Paulo

were waiting for him. Without a word to the obsequious hotcl-

keopor, who had descended the steps of the inn with him ; with-

out bestowing a coin upon the boy who liad held his horse, he

snatched the bridle from his hands, sprung upon its back, and

striking it with his spurred heel, he swept up the road to Rome.
" Why didn't he pay me V whimpered the boy.

" Just catch me again trusting to a man's promise," muttered

the host. " My intelligence was to be well paid for ! Hang him

!

" I believe that his cxcellenza is not worth a scudi
!"

The day wore on, and it drew near evening ere Castelli had

passed the frontiers of Naples. Worn out by all which he had

that day gone through ; the excitement of the morning com-

pletely blotted out in the deadening anguish that mastered him as

he thought that Anna Brigni was now lost to him forever, he no-

ticed not how greatly the animal which he was riding had suf-

fered from the exertion which his master's will had forced upon

him.
For the seventh or eighth lime in almost as many minutes, he

had raised his hand with the whip in it, to strike the jaded steed,

when the sound of hoofs rapidly striking the ground behind him,

caused him to turn his head. As he did S9, a loud voice was

heard :

" Hallo, signor !" it cried ; "but you ride fast. A pest upon it

!

but I had nearly ruined my animal in attempting to overtake

you !"

Guilio recognized the flexible accents of Guiseppe Scarlatti.

In another instant the bandit was riding beside him.

" You are here, then 1"

"Diavolo, signor ! But where are Andrea and Paulo 1"

" How did you manage to effect your escape 1"

" Have you killed Delia TorreV
Such were the first questions that broke from the two—we pre-

sume that we must not call them friends—acquaintances. Then

Scarlatti looked at Guilio's horse.

" By the rood, signor !" he exclaimed; "but your animal is

in a worse condition than mine is. The heavens be thanked that

we are no more than a mile from the next post-house ; there we

may find fresh horses."

" How did you escapeV asked Guilio.

"I bad a little fighting for it. Blood ran, and I got a scratch

in the fight we had," answered the brigand, pointing to the blood

with which a handkercliief, that was bound around his left arm,

was crimsoned. " However, I got away ; dined at a little cottage

which I know, about half a mile from the main road,'on the other

side of Gaeta, and am now here. I have told you my story, sig-

nor; I now want to hear what you have done."

In a few words Guilio told Scarlatti what had passed between

him and Delia Torre. As he described the manner in which he

had hurled him to the other end of the apartment where he had

found him, the bandit drew back and regarded the young Roman
long and scrutinizingly.

" Per Bacco ! but it is singular," he said, " what strength rage

gives a man. I could have sworn that he was big enough to eat

you for a meal, signor !—and yet you talk as coolly of having

thrown him across the room, as I could of eating a roasted capon.

Well, well, I suppose there is something in blood after all. Not
that I have ever found it so," he muttered, with a jocular laugh.

" But all men are not Scarlattis. And now, I suppose," he con-

tinued, " you are hurrying along the road to Rome, in a fever of

love and joy
—

"

" Of love and joy ?" answered Guilio.

" Certainly
; you will see the bella Brig-ni again, and—

"

" Never 1"

Guiseppe cast a quick and piercing glance at the young man as

he answered thus ; then he whistled, and looked up in the sky.

Apparently, ho did not find what he searched for there, as he

again bent his eyes upon Castelli.

"And why,—if I may take the liberty of addressing you such

a question—signor?" were the words which he uttered after the

lapse of a few moments.
" Have I not told you all that he said of her and,"—the words

almost choked him—"that man?"
" Whom V
"The Englislmian—Lumley Ferrers."
" You did."

The young man was silent ; he either could not or would not

speak. Guiseppe Scarlatti smiled.

" And is this your only reason V
" Is it not a sufiicicnt one V
The bandit laughed long and loudly as this question was put to

him ; then he bent from his seat, leaned across the space between
him and Guilio, and looked up in liis face. The Roman turned

from him. Guiseppe laughed louder than ever.

"PerB.acco! but this is too good. Ha! hal ha! signor; and

you ftctually believed the scoundrel 1"

A sudden light flashed across the mind of Castelli, and he

reined in his steed. Scarlatti did the same.

" If it was a lie—but no !—the landlord told me they had ac-

companied the Englishman."
" Of course they did, signor."

" And you think—

"

" That nothing could be more natural. The Brigni was there

alone. In all probability she was without money. She had de-

termined upon escaping from Delia Torre. How was she to do

it ? She appeals to the Englishman. Take them all in all, the

Anglo Saxon is not a very bad specimen of humanity. He is

indignant with Delia Torre, and pays him a visit. There, forget-

ting the stoicism in which every Englishman is wrapped, he tells

him that he is simply nothing more nor less than a scoundrel. Af-

ter this he takes her back to Rome. Delia Torre is, naturally

enough, in a confounded rage with him. But what can he do ?

You arrive there ; in a few moments you enter his room. He no

sooner sees you than a brilliant thought strikes him. What if he

could so arrange matters as to make you believe that Milord Lum-
ley—I think you called him Lumley—had run away with her "? A
duel, of course, must follow. After you have told the Anglo

Saxon that he is a rascal—which you would do whenever you

came across him—an apology would be out of the question. If

you put a pistol-bullet through milord, he is out of the way. If,

on the other hand, he chances to kill you—ha ! ha ! ha ! On my
word, it is a splendid bit of rascality ! I have never known a

better."

Guilio had listened to Scarlatti's rapid deduction of the amount

of truth which there was in the slander of Bernardo, with a coun-

tenance from which the clouds were rapidly clearing. As the

bandit came to an end, he said :

"What an idiot I have been !"

"Lovers always are idiots," muttered Scarlatti between his

teeth, as the Roman paused.

" Then you think that she is—"
" Counting the minutes as they roll on ; expecting you to re-

turn to Rome," was the answer.

" Let us get on to the next post-house," said Guilio, as he again

urged his steed into the attempt at a trot.

In less than quarter of an hour they had reached it. Unfortu-

nately no horses were to be procured here. Consequently they

had to delay their journey for at least two hours. Supper was

accordingly ordered. As it was preparing, Scarlatti had stepped

to the window of the low and miserable room that constituted the

only place for the reception of travellers who might chance to

alight there. Two men were riding past. The smaller of these

reined in and called the attention of the other to one of tlie horses

which were standing at the rack to the right of the house, devour-

ing their provender. This called Guiseppo's attention to them.

Immediately afterwards they dismounted and entered the cham-

ber. One of the domestics was arranging the table for supper,

and Scarlatti looked at him and then at Guilio ; the latter under-

stood him, and did not speak.

" Perhaps these gentlemen would like to sup with us '!" said the

brigand, in the blandest of tones.

" I should," was the answer. It was made in the harsh voice

of his lieutenant.

Scarcely had the domestic quitted the chamber, than Guiseppe

Scarlatti turned to Paulo. Andrea had already filled himself a

bumper of wine from one of the bottles which had been placed

upon the table.

" What is the reason," he asked, " that I did not find you with

the Signor Castelli when I overtook him V
" My horse was—" commenced Andrea, with a growl.

" I know your excuse, my little lieutenant I" laughed Scarlatti,

agreeably. " It is very lucky for you that you have such a good

one. Let Paulo answer for himself"

Paulo's brown countenance whitened very visibly under the

sneering eye of his captain. He seemed to be remarkably un-

comfortable. Guiseppe chuckled to himself.

" Well."
" The fact was, my captain, that immediately after Andrea had

provided himself with another animal—

"

" For which I had to pay a confoundedly long price !" inter-

jected Andrea, turning towards Guilio.

" Silence !" said Scarlatti.

"And just as we wore about to quit the stable, where we had

purchased him for the purpose of following the Signor Castelli, I

luckily happened to catch a sight of three of tlie Roman police,

who were turning the corner of the street."

" Three of the Roman police !" ejaculated the brigand. " You

must have been mad, Paulo !"

" So I told him," grumbled Andrea.

" You wanted me there to open your eyes for you," said his

captain, with a pleasant smile. " The eiglith of an inch taken off

each of your eyelids, would improve your sight wonderfully !"

" Perhaps so, and perhaps not," replied Paulo ; but Castelli re-

marked that his eyelids worked very uncomfortably the while he

was speaking—Scarlatti's jest evidently struck him as having too

much meaning to be very agreeable ;
" but there they wore, and

so I laid hold of Andrea's arm, and drew liim back."

"And lucky was it that you did so, for in less than another mo-

ment, I should have walked into the midst of them," burst from

the lips of Andrea.
" Poor Andrea !" murmured Scarletti, as he casta comic and

somewhat curious glance over the broad mould of his lieutenant's

lusty shoulders. " Your muscles are somewhat too necessary to

me to be altogether dispensed with ! Continue, Paulo."

" They were accompanied by three of the Neapolitan police
—

"

"Ah!—were they?"

" And a dozen or more soldiers."

" Indeed !"

" I watched them as they advanced slowly up the street. Then
I told Andrea to remain quiet, and slipped very cautiously out of
the stable, after them—

"

" Why, I ordered you to go !" uttered Andrea, striking the ta-

ble impatiently with his clenched fist as he said this. The bottles

and glasses trembled upon it, as though they had been affected

with St. Vitus's dance.

" Must I again request your silence V
As Scarlatti made the inquiry, he bent one of his significant

smiles upon his lieutenant. For a short space the latter met his

eye and glared fiercely back upon him ; then he cowered beneath

the gaze of his captain, shrank back, and his interruption occurred

no more.

"As I said," continued Paulo, " I went out and dogged them.

They followed the road that led to Cicero's Villa. I saw that

Signor Castelli was no longer there ; they entered it. Shortly

afterwards the Neapolitan sbirri left the hotel. I then managed
to get hold of one of the waiters of the inn, and—

"

" Enough—I understand it all," said Scarlatti. " Torlogna had
sent on to arrest Delia Torre."

" He had," replied Paulo.

"Torlogna?" asked Guilio.

" Yes ; he had borrowed ten thousand scudi of the old banker

the day before he had quitted Rome."
Scarlatti then looked at Paulo.

"I pardon you !" he said.

As he utt(?red this, the domestic entered the apartment ; he was

laden with the viands which had been hastily cooked for them.

They were not particularly tempting, as any of our readers will

easily divine who have ever sat down to make a meal at an Italian

post-house. However, Castelli was decidedly hungry. His con-

versation with Scarlatti had restored both his love and his appe-

tite. The bottle was the only portion of the supper that appeared

absolutely necessary to Andrea. Ho had supped with Paulo

scarcely an hour before. As for the last-named individual, his

peculiarly agreeable captain had frightened any little appetite he

might have had entirely out of him. With Guiseppe Scarlatti it

was altogether different. Nothing deprived his more purely ani-

mal portion of its natural hunger. He could eat at any time,

and he could devour anything. In five minutes more he had

cleared out a dish of fricasced fish, and was lost in the attempt to

devour a plate of maccaroni, which might have in itself sufficed

for the meal of half-a-dozen ordinary men.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE OLD JEW HE DESERVES TO BE A CHRISTIAN.

Our presence is now required in Rome. Anna Brigni had ar-

rived there under the charge of Lumley Ferrers—who had con-

ducted himself in a manner that was really exemplary upon their

journey. We will not dispute but it may have occurred to the

Englishman, that in this mode alone he might hope to create an

impression upon the mind of the fair soprano. If so, the labor

to ensure it was thrown away. Anna was too much wrapt up •

in the thought of once again seeing Guilio to suffer lierself to be

attracted by the extremely artistic reserve with which the Hon-

orable Mr. Ferrers was painting his own passion.

Scarcely had she entered the house in which she had previously

been stopping,.than her servant rushed up to her. Slie was in an

ecstasy of delight to see her mistress once more ; the tears actu-

ally rained from her eyes in torrents as she welcomed her once

more to Rome. After the Brigni had with great difficulty tamed

her into a respectable state of quietude, she desired her to take a

fiacre, and go to the Ghetto.

" There you will ask for the Rabbi Isaac."

" He has been here every day, signora ; five or six times every

day, to inquire whether anything had been heard of you."

" The poor old man !" said Madame Salicetti. " I'm sure, he

deserves to be a Christian."

" Go—and at once, Guilea."

We will not say that Guilea obeyed her mistress. She went to

the Ghetto, and there told Isaac that her lady was again in Rome.

It would perhaps be as well to mention that she never returned to

the Brigni, and that very evening Anna discovered that the girl

had carried off all her jewelry, her best dresses, together with all

the money which she could lay her hands upon. The only time

that she again saw her was two years afterwards, when she was in

Paris. She was then a figurante at the opera.

To the old man that interview was possibly one of the happiest

which he had ever had ; he loved the girl, as a childless old man

only can love the being around wliom he has wound his heart.

From a child she had been the only thing which he had to love.

When he first heard of her absence from Rome, it had been gradu-

ally broken to him by his brother—and he had not then licard the

report which had subsequently come to his ears respecting her

and Delia Torre. He could not but believe them, and as he

heard them he groaned in spirit over her who had been the soli-

tary vine-shoot in his house. Ho would willingly have perished

could ho only have saved her.

When the girl fell upon his neck, he groaned aloud and kissed

her in the anguish of his suspicion. Lumley Ferrers, who had

called on her an hour after he had restored her to her borne, was

in the room. He was scandalized at seeing Anna ret'irn the

kisses of tlie old Jew. Beginning to believe that slie might possi-

bly be necessary to his happiness, that embrace cured him. How

could he toucli the lips tiiat liad been contaminated by the touch

of a gray beard out of the Roman Ghetto ! He arose, made a

stately bow to Anna Brigni, and quitted the apartment without
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uttering another word. She looked upon him in astonishment.

Isaac pointed quietly to the door. Madame S.ilioctti understood

him, and left the chamber as he did so. Anna Brigni was now

alone with him who had been to her more than a parent could

have been. Each of them was silent. In that room, lit by the

broad and beaming light of an Italian sun, the beating of either

heart could almost have been heard, all around them was so still.

Isaac was the tirst to speak.

" Anna, my child !" he said ; and his voice was broken and

trembling as the words fell from his lips, "will you answer me—
will you toll me the truth ?"

The fair-haired girl turned her blue eyes upon him in wonder.

" Have you ever heard a lie from me, my father V
"Never!"

They were again silent.

" How am I to ask herV murmured the old Jew to himself, as

he gazed upon her marvelling face.

But, even as he looked, his courage returned to him. It seemed

to him that purity could not possibly have departed from that ra-

diant presence. The whole of that chamber seemed to be filled

with the light of her beauty and her innocence. The very rays

of that glorious Italian sun seemed deadened as they fell upon

her. She seemed to efface their glory. Her blue eyes fell upon

his ; they melted doubt and suspicion from his soul ; the old days

once more returned upon him ; he remembered the girl as he had

first known her—when he had bribed her affections with bonbons,

^^en as a mere infant she had staggered across her father's din-

^Wg room towards him, and Iiung upon his knees, and .searched

the pockets of his silken gaberdine to find tlic hidden and sugared

treasures ; and could a blight now have fallen upon that angel ?

If so, God was not all justice. Then he recalled her when he had

brought the child to his home. Her smiles had for many years

repaid him for every labor he had undergone to provide her with

additional comforts ; the girl's joyous laugh was again ringing in

his ears as it had then done when Papa Isaac—for so liad she

taught her tongue in its love to call him—brought her some pres-

ents, far more precious in her childish eyes than her after success

had been. After this, he recalled his yearnings after her, when

he had decided that she must study music, and had torn her from

him that she might fit herself for the operatic stage under one of

the greatest living te.achers that Italy has yet produced. O, no !

It was not possible that he should have squandered all of his love

upon one whom— He turned to her and opened his arms. She

sprung into them, and sank upon his bosom.

" You are pure, my own child !" he murmured in a whisper so

low that none could have divined its meaning who had been stand-

ing at three paces from him.

At first she looked up into his countenance, as if she had

scarcely comprehended his question ; then its meaning flashed

upon her ; the scarlet blood colored her cheeks and temples as

she felt what he would ask of her.

"As I was "—she replied in an even louder tone of voice than

that in which he had questioned her—" when first you folded me
in your arms, my second father, and called me your child !"

As her foce was turned up to his, a tear fell upon it. Then the

• old Jew fell upon his knees, and struggling with his joy, returned

thanks to that Father who opens his ears to all wlio call upon

him in their sorrow or in their happiness. Turk, Christian, Jew,

or Buddhist, heart-felt prayer or thanksgiving alone find an en-

trance to the palace of Mercy and of Truth.

CHAPTER XX.

THE MANAGER AND THE SOPRANO.

Fecerigo Borghese had recovered from the effects of his

wound sufficiently to leave the house. As yet he had heard noth-

ing from Guilio or Scarlatti. What his astonishment was when
he found that the Brigni had returned to Rome under tlie charge,

or in the care of Lumley Ferrers, may readily be conceived. He
possessed, however, an infinitely cooler head than Castelli, and

after pondering upon it for a few moments, drew from it a deduc-

tion far more favorable to Anna Brigni than his brother had at

first done.

If she had left Delia Torre so soon after being carried away by

him, it was evident that the compliance to proceed with the Geno-

ese had not arisen from any pardon which she had voluntarily

extended to him. It was, consequently, upon the morning suc-

ceeding her return, that he visited lier. On his way thither, he

had called at Torlogna's and had insisted upon the banker's

accompanying him.

" But," commenced Torlogna, in the apologetic tone of voice,

in which an excuse is ordinarily couched. He suddenly ceased

as he caught Federigo's eye, which was fixed upon him.

" Say nothing that sounds like an objection, let me beg of you,

or perchance I shall suspect
—

"

" What, Prince Federigo ?" asked the banker.

" Simply that you, too, were a little touched by the charms of

the Brigni, and that she had taken the opportunity for once to

say ' No ' to an inamorato."

The banker colored slightly, then laughed, and consented to

accompany hira.

" Is it possible," thought the young Borghese, " that the old

fox has actually a sweet tooth in his head V And as Torlogna

entered his cabriolet, he cast a look approximating to disgust on
the rotund body and grizzled locks of the loader of the burocracy

of Rome.

As they mounted the stairs that led to the suite of chambers

occupied by the signora, they heard loud voices, or rather a loud

voice within. Both the banker and the young prince involunta-

rily paused, and listened to what was passing. Neither must they

be blamed for so doing, for the voice was loud enough to convince

them that he, to whom it belonged, cared not who heard it. Nor

indeed did he, for he never had an idea that Torlogna was listen-

ing to him. The accents were those of the manager of the

Aliliorto.

" Mademoiselle, I insist upon it. You must remember that I

gave you the chance of appearing before the public in a leading

character when you were totally unknown. You break your en-

gagement. I can reclaim the forfeiture attached to it."

A faint murmur was heard in answer to this, but they could

not detect the words.

" O, just as you clioose, mademoiselle, just as you choose. If

you do not choose to comply with my demands, I will have you

arrested this very evening."

"But I assure you, signor
—

"

" I will not hoar another word I Two nights hence you shall

appear and sing for me through the remainder of my present

season without a single scudi of salary, or else I shall be obliged

to put you in prison for debt, on the score that you have wantonly

broken your engagement."
" What an infernal scoundrel !" said the Borghese.

Torlogna caught him by the arm which he was extending to-

wards the handle of the door, and drew hira gently back.

" Let us hear her answer," he whispered.

She spoke ; hut again the words could not be distinguished by

them. The reply which was made her was audible enough.

" I shall not think of waiting, mademoiselle ! Make your

choice, and at once !"

This time they heard her answer very clearly.

" Then, sir, I refuse !"

" Very well, mademoiselle," was the answer.

It was accompanied by a coarse oath ; then a heavy step was

heard approaching the door. It swung open, and the manager of

the Aliberto stood in the presence of the prince and the Roman
banker. As his eye caught those of Torlogna, his whole face

changed color, and he staggered back.

" Villain !" cried the Borghese, as he bounded towards the Sig-

nora Brigni, who was leaning upon the back of a chair, very pale

and very indignant.

He caught her by the hand. Then he turned upon the cring-

ing manager, and surveyed him with a look that might have

withered the unfortunate man, could he have seen any one else

than Torlogna.

" What have you been saying to her who will soon be the bride

of my brother, Guilio Castelli "?"

Anna Brigni uttered a short and sharp cry of joy, as she fell

back fainting in the arms of Federigo.

" So, sir," said the banker, " you were talking of arresting the

Signora Brigni '!"

" I—really—I—did not know—

"

" Unless she consented to sing for you the remainder of the

season without a single scudi of salary !"

The manager was very evidently in a dilemma.
" Signor, excellenza, will you listen to me'?"

"No, sir—not to a single word!" was the harsh reply of Tor-

logna.

" Let me—"
" To-morrow, at nine o'clock, you will repay me the sums that

I advanced you at the commencement of the present season. If

in half an hour afterwards the money is not in my hands, you

will be arrested
!"

" I implore the excellenza
—

"

" With interest, mind you ! Be ready, or
—

"

The manager fell on liis knees.

" You know the penalty."

" Great Heaven, I shall be ruined !"

" Of course—I intend you to be !" replied Torlogna, as he

turned his back upon him.

The manager again arose to his feet, and attempted to address

the wealthy banker.

" Will you go 1 We would be alone," said Torlogna.

Wailing like a child that has been subjected to the whip, the

manager quitted the apartment. Federigo had, meanwliile, laid

Anna Brigni upon a couch at tlie further end of the chamber.

He had then turned and rung the bell which stood on the table.

As he did so, Madame Salicetti entered the room. Scarcely had

she approached the sufferer than she began slowly to recover.

When her senses were at first restored to her, she looked round

the chamber with a wandering and unsettled glance. Her eyes

at length rested on Federigo.

" You need be under no apprehension, signora !" uttered the

banker ;
" I have dismissed that vagabond "—this was uttered

with the dignity of a man of money—" who has been mismanag-

ing the Aliberto ; he will not return to annoy you."
" I thank you, signor."

The Borghese then approached the sofa.

" Did I
—

" She paused and fastened a meaning look upon the

young prince. " Did I hear you aright ?" she asked.

" I presume, Signora Anna, that you did."

His tone more than his words convinced her that she had done

so. A heavenly smile broke over her countenance as she listened

to him. Federigo and Torlogna, both, thought that they had
never seen her look more beautiful than she did then.

" And where is Guilio ? Why is he not here V she asked.

" He followed you on the track, which he had discovered, of

your flight. He has not yet returned, signora."

Again her face brightened, and even more visibly than it had
before done. As Federigo marked the play of those flexible and
lovely features, he marvelled not at his brother's passion for her.

" And have you forgiven him f"

" For what ?" asked the young Roman.
As she lifted her eyes to his noble face, and caught its pure and

tender affection for his brother traced as if by the finger of its

Maker in every line of it, she took his hand between both of hers,

lifted it, and pressed her lips upon it.

" Prince," she said, "you have a great heart
!"

Torlogna looked from one to the other blindly, like a man
groping in the dark. He comprehended neither of them. The
young prince's forgiveness of his brother would have been de-

nounced by him as a sheer act of madness, had not he been a

prince, and therefore one of Torlogna's best friends. As for the

kiss which Anna Brigni had imprinted on the young man's hand,

he looked on it as neither more nor less than a confession of love.

Probably he would have pitied Guilio had he paused to think

about it. He was a man of money ; nay, he could have told

within a hundred scudi what would be the amount of Federigo

Borghese's fortune when his father should have received the last

consolations of religion ; but he took no note of his heart. Had
he been asked whether the young prince had a soul, he would
certainly have answered " Yes." A banker invariably recog-

nizes all the dogmas of his religion. Who ever heard of a man
of money tliat was a free thinker ? But to divine what lay hid-

den within that soul—O, that was essentially a different thing!

" But supposing that Guilio should meet with Delia Torre V
said the Brigni, and she again looked up at the prince.

" He would probably shoot him ; I should !" answered the Bor-

ghese, " with as little or less qualm of feeling than I should expe-

rience in spearing a wild boar, or shooting a wolf!"

As he ended, the banker began to speak. Here he was per-

fectly at home.
" There would be no necessity for resorting to powder and bul-

let," he said, with an agreeable chuckle. " I have provided for

that rascal. To-morrow I trust to have the pleasure of seeing

him \"

Federigo cast an inquiring glance upon the banker. The old

Roman rubbed his hands together, and chuckled to himself as he

did so.

" You do not know anything about it, I see ; and, indeed, how
should youl I never mentioned a word on this score to any one

except the police ; they are confoundedly useful fellows. The

rascal swindled me out of ten thousand scudi ; and did it, too, on

the very day on which he ran away with the Brigni."

The banker bowed to the signora as he said this.

" The police got on his track through the precaution I invari-

ably take of marking each new issue of notes dift'erently. He
had chanced to receive the cash in the first notes of my last issue.

One of them came back to my cashier the day after he had quit-

ted Rome. It was easily traced—it had only passed through two

hands—to the landlord of the principal hotel in Terracina. My
head clerk immediately went there and questioned him. He had

changed it for the Signor Vorami. Ha ! ha ! ha ! that was the

name he had taken. Eh, Signora Anna ! Three of the Roman
police were despatched after him. He had crossed the Neapolitan

frontier. That caused a little delay ; but I received a letter this

morning which announces that he will be here to-morrow."

" And what do you intend doing with him 1" asked the Signora

Brigni.

" That depends on his father."

" How does it depend on him f" inquired Federigo.

" I wrote to the old Delia Torre," replied the banker, " to ask

whether he would make good the deficit that the scoundrel had

caused in my cash-box. He answered me that since his son had

thus disgraced himself, he might rot in the galleys I We shall

see whether he changes his mind."

"And if he should not 1"

" He will certainly try that style of life," said Torlogna.

" Heaven be thanked for it !" uttered the Salicetti.

[concluded next week.]

i »mm »

SUB3L1RINE MOVEMENTS.

The great invention of the day is the submarine navigation of

Dr. Payeme, about to be put in practice at Cherbourg, the com-
pany purchasing the invention having volunteered to cleanse the

harbor, free of expense to the government. The secret consists

in the discovery of a means whereby artificial air may be pro-

duced in suflScient quantity to enable a crew of fourteen men to

breathe freely beneath the water for the space of four hours. A
curious experiment has been already made at Marseilles, where
Dr. Payerne, in company with three sailors, went to the bottom
in the presence of hundreds of spectators, and rose at a consider-

able distance, and chmbcd the port-holes of a man of war without
being perceived by the crew. Many experiments are about to be

tried of the efficacy of this novel means of attack. A submarine
fleet of small boats, each to contain a crew of twenty men, is al-

ready talked of as being about to be organized for the Black Sea.

It seems that no intimation whatever is given by the slightest ruf-

fle on the surface of the approach of one of these vessels. The
apparatus invented by Dr. Payerne enables the wearer, moreover,
to move about with perfect ease at the bottom of the sea; and
great anticipations are formed of the immense benefit to be de-

rived in submarine history from the adoption of this new method
of becoming acquainted with the hitherto unknown mystery of
the ocean. However, it is not a bad reflection on the spirit of the

age in which we live, to remark that the first application of this

tremendous power, which should take rank with the electric tele-

graph, as a proof of the wondrous perseverance and ingenuity of

man, has been made use of for the supply of oysters from Gran-
ville for the halks of Paris.

—

Parisian Letter Writer,

Contemplation.—There is no lasting pleasure but contem-
plation; all others grow flat and insipid upon frequent use ; and
when a man liath run through a set of vanities, in the declension

of his age, lie knows not what to do with himself, if he cannot
think. He saunters about from one dull business to another, to

wear out tir. e ; and hath no reason to value life but becanse be i»

afraid of deith.

—

Burntt.
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FRANCES WRIGHT D ARUSMONT.

Frances Wright d'Arasmont, whose portrait we give above, was

born in Scotland, at the town of Dundee, on the 6th of September,

A. D., 1795, of an old and wealthy family. Her father was a

highly educated gentleman, and the correspondent of Adam
Smith, Dr. CuUen, and other celebrated men. Her brother was

General William Campbell, the companion of Malcolm, the Per-

sian ambassador. While yet an infant, she was taken to England

and brought up, under the care of an aunt, as a chancery ward.

Familiar from the earliest youth with books and literary society,

with a naturally acute spirit of inquiry, derived, it is said, from

her father, she was soon well versed in many languages and

branches of philosophy, and scientific inquiry. She early showed

a very inquiring mind, and once, after asking some questions, and

being checked by a shrewd mathematician and physician, who
observed that her questions were dangerous, she replied, " Can
truth be dangerous ">"—" It is thought so," was the reply. On
that occasion, she said in her biography, she learned two things,

viz., " that truth had still to be found, and that men were afraid

of it." She remarked later in life, that the first motive which

inspired her to leave social life and friends, for the dangerous and

critical career of a public reformer, originated in the perusal, at

the early age of seventeen, of Botta's History of America. " And
from that moment," says she, " my attention became rivetted on

that country as the theatre where man might first awake to the

full knowledge and exercise of his powers. I immediately col-

lected every work which promised to throw light on the institu-

tions, character and condition of the American people ; and as lit-

tle satisfaction on these subjects could be gained in Europe, I vis-

ited this country in person. The ' Views ' then rapidly formed, I

published, on my return to England, with the single object of

awakening the attention of European reformers to the great prin-

ciples laid down in American government. Those principles had

indeed so warmed my own feelings, as to have influenced my per-

ceptions. During my first visit to

America, I seemed to hear and see

her Declaration of Independence ev-

erywhere. I saw neither princes nor
bayonets, nor a church married to the

state, and conceived, in truth, that

liberty had here quickened the hu-

man mind, until it was prepared to

act under the influence of reason, in-

stead of fear. And my second visit,

while it has exposed to my view evils

and abuses ditfering in degree rather

than in nature from those in Europe,
has rivetted me in mind and feeling

yet more strongly to a country where
are enshrined all the liberties and all

the hopes of the human race. From
a visitor, therefore, I have become a
resident and citizen." Singular as it

may seem, among the many errors

which she advocated, and the many
false steps she made, this young lady,

brought up in all the luxuries of Eu-
ropean life, was in no wise disap-
pointed with America, and her work
IS a glowing and enthusiastic tribute

to our country and its institutions.

In this country she also wrote the
celebrated tragedy of Altorf. This
was in 1820. In the following year
she visited Paris at the invitation, it

is said, of General Lafayette, whose
attention had been drawn to her work
on America. It was the examination
of the subject of slavery which first

led Madame d'Ar^mont to adopt the
career of a social reformer, a move-
ment which in its turn induced the
most startling results. She returned
to America in 1824, and, in quest of
information on the subject of slavery,

travelled over the greater part of the
United States. It was during this

journey, that her attention was first

drawn to the German colony inhabit-
ing Harmony village, on the" Wabash
River, in Indiana. It was from the
examination of this place, and Econ-
omy, that she formed the project of
regularly training uud initiating a

large number of blacks into all the mysteries of agriculture, politi-

cal economy, finance and infidelity. This primary assemblage of

colored literati, farmers and suvans was to act as a sort of propa-

ganda for the purpose of disseminating light over all the benighted

black families in America. But from the operation of divers

causes, which have never been satisfactorily explained by any of

her biographers, it was found to be impossible to teach the teach-

ers, and the cause had therefore to be abandoned. The unfortu-

nate " failures " were, at their own request, sent out to Hayti.

Her doctrines were, that " all real knowledge is derived from pos-

itive sensations." " Things unseen, can the human understand-

ing know anything about them?" Ileligion she discards, because

it is concerned with the unseen and unknown. Morals she adopts,

for they are "the rule of life drawn from the ascertained conse-

quences of human actions." " But, methinks," she says, " I hear

yon observe that religion, if not the source, may at least be the

coadjutor of virtue ; if not the parent, she maybe at least the

companion. Far be it from me to say that such may not be

—

that such never is. I have crossed in the path of life some lovely

minds and hearts, of which no harsh and narrow creed could mar
the beauty, and which could enfold in their own gentleness, and
expand with their own warmth, the chilling and censorious faith

which drove less kindly natures to angry uncharitableness or mo-
rose fanaticism." After leaving Tennessee, Mrs. Wright went to

New Harmony, Indiana, to become proprietoress of a periodical,

the " New Harmony Gazette." But it was in 1828 that her great

campaign commenced—a campaign of lecturing against church,

state and banks. These lectures were delivered in many cities,

and eventually in New York, which was, as she said, the head

seat at once of popular energj', sectarian and clerical wealth and
power, and financial and political corruption. These lectures

were sometimes gratis ; and in New York she even purchased a

large building for the purpose of delivering them. They excited

much attention, and aroused so much feeling, that the police had
to be called in to preserve order. Mrs. Wright was an earnest

advocate for Woman's Rights, belonging decidedly to the French
school of reformers, philosophers and political economists, though
she called no man master. Her other principal works are " Eng-
land the Civilizer," which she regarded as her master])iece ;

" A
few Days in Athens," a species of philosophical romance, written

at the age of twenty-seven ; an account of her life, and a work on
America, in MS., in which she predicts the destruction of this

republican government, and points out the causes of its ruin.

She wrote in a free, bold style, assumed a confident and magiste-

rial air in announcing her theories, and was, as one of her friends,

wlio well knew her, expressed it, "The great I AM to herself."

She returned in 1831 or 18.32 to Paris, where she married D'Arus-
mont, by whom she had one daughter, who still survives. She
was eventually separated from her husband. In stature she was
remarkably tall, walking perfectly erect. On her first arrival in

America, says the detailed account of her life, published in a con-

temporary, she carried her reformatory notions so far as to wear
her hair cropped like a man's. By the infidel notions she propa-
gated, and by the course she pursued, she soon lost caste in the

higher ranks of society, and associated mainly with infidels or

free thinkers. In 1829, the Working-Man's Party was organized,

and she and Robert Dale Owen managed to infuse into that hereti-

cal association anti-Christian principles and ideas. The nomina-
tions of the working men's ticket, in the autumn of 1829, in New
York, included the name of one of the advocates of her political

and religious notions, as senator, and the entire ticket of eleven

names for members of assembly. After Mrs. Wright's return to

America in 1824, owing to her intimacy with Lafayette, she be-

came intimately acquainted with General Jackson, Adams, Cal-

houn, and all the great leading characters of that time. Of late

years she did not appear much in public ; she occupied herself

more in writing. Her whole biography, if she has left one, will

no doubt be of much interest to her friends and curiosity to the

public. The mistake under which Mrs. Wright labored was that

of assuming the errors which have crept into the church, for

Christianity itself. Analyze her keenest philosophy, and we find

that she in fact attacks, in the main, abuses quite as obnoxious to

others as to herself. She simply mistakes the black and ragged
outline of the statue's shadow, for the beautiful creation itself

which rises far above her.

HEAD OF COOPER.

JAMES FENNIMORE COOPER.
The representation given above is that of the design for a mon-

ument which was to have been executed by the late Horatio

Greenough, the celebrated sculptor, who died a short time since.

The design is admirable, and has elicited warm expressions of

satisfaction from those who have seen it. It was one of the latest

productions of that eminent artist, whose death in the midst of an

honorable popularity cast a saddened shade over a large circle

of friends and devoted lovers of art. Greenough has wrought

several beautiful expositions of art in marble, and his name, with

that of Powers and other American artists, will long be cherished

as a noble evidence of native talent, which needs only to be fos-

tered to shed lustre on American genius and artistic excellence.

BIRTHPLACE OF PRESIDENT PIERCE.

The representation given below pictures the birthplace of Presi-

dent Pierce. It is situated in Hillsborough, N H.—a fine, retired

spot, giving one a pleasant idea of a calm retreat from the busy

din, and headlong life of the crowded city. No inconsiderable

amount of our greatest and noblest men have literally been bom
or have lived in humble log cabins,—a fact speaking volumes for

the truth and value of our institutions. Society may rise or fall,

erect its palaces or destroy them, but it is from the humble home
that a great original mind in a country like our own so often

springs. As contrasted with log cabins, we admit, the birthplace

of President Pierce is quite a handsome dwelling, but still, re-

garded in itself, presents no peculiarity to distinguish it from

multitudes of old-fashioned country houses found in many parts

of Yankeedora. The air of rural seelu.»ion about this old home-

stead gives it a charm to the eye. The quiet of the domicil

of early youth must appear in marked contrast to the turbulent

after life to which men on the public arena are subjected, and

which makes them often sigh for the days of lang syne, that they

may find relief from the pressure of duties and cares.

BIRTHPLACE OF PRESIDENT PIERCE, AT HILLSBOROUGH, N. H.
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THE UNITED STATES STEAM FRIGATE FULTON.

U. S. STEAM FRIGATE FUIiTON.

This frigate was built at the Brooklyn Navy Yanl in 1S36, and
was for many years used as a flnatiii<r liattery and practice ship

in the harbor. Since that period the Fuhon has urulcrfjone two
very material changes. She was originally fitted with four cop-

per boilers for generating steam ; hut it b<ing discovered that they

caused the consumption of too great an amount of fuel, two of

them were removed. After this change the Fulton made a trip

to Washington, and was very near being lost. Sul)se(]uently she

made a trip to Havana, and on her return was brought to the

navy yard and anchored in the Wallabout. Here she remaiiu'd

until the fall of 1850, when the department ordered her to he

hauled up and rebuilt. Her hull remained the same, but her up-
per works were entirely altered, and she was fitted with new ma-
chinery throughout. In January, l?.i2, when the bays and rivers

were choked with ice, the Fulton was ordered on a relief trip, to

cruise about the coast. During her absence she relieved many
vessels that were icebound and saved many lives. On returning

to the navy yard she received orders to ])roceed to the VVest In-

dies. Her gims were got on board, and after being thoroughly
fitted out she sailed according to orders. Slie afterwards returned

to New York, and shcmly proceeded to Washington. Although
the public mind has been prejudiced against the Fulton, j'et in

point of speed she is superior to any vessel in the American or

English navy. Respecting her sea qualities, some of the officers,

on returning from the West India cruise, reported her as unsea-

worthy, while others, who were of a contrary opinion, still deemed
her seaworthy. This led to some slight dispute and some of the

officers resigned. At the time the department were altering her

the second time, the chief engineer strongly urged the necessity

of raising her deck, and lengthening her, for the purpose of giving

her greater buoyancy and increasing her speed. These sugges-

tions were not noticed at the time, but will have to be carried into

effect b. fore she will be available as a comfortable cruiser. Her
dimensions are as follows : length 188 feet; breadth of beam 34

feet; depth of hold 12 feet; 1800 tons register; mean low draft

10 feet. She is fitted with one of the best

inclined engines in the world. The cylinder

is 50 inches, with ten feet four inches stroke

of piston. Her wheels are termed "dish
wheels," and are 24 feet in diameter. The
main bearing of her wheels is of a novel

character ; it consists of two large curved

cast-iron plates, bolted firmly to the sides of

the ship. On these the axis of the outer

side of the wheels revolve. The average

speed of the Fulton is eleven knots an hour,

and she consumes seventeeTi tons of coal per

day. The battery of this war vessel consists

of four .'i2 ])ound guns, and one Paixhan
gun of 08 pounds. Her total cost, with al-

terations, will not fall short of $175,000.

THE NiLW ARMORY, CORNER OF WHITE AND ELM STREETS, NEW YORK.

NEW \()KK AKMORY.
The new armory, or down-town arsenal, as

it is usually termed, a representation of which
we here give, is a building situated at the

corner of White and Elm Streets, New York
—its extent on the former being one hun-

dred and thirty-one feet, and on the latter

street eighty-one feet. Its material is blue-

stone, while the edifice itself is two stories ia

height, the lower story being thirteen feet

high, and the second thirty feet. As such

buildings, in case of emeutus or riots, are fre-

quently attacked for the sake of obtaining

arras, due precaution has been taken for its

defence. For this purpose the narrow win-

dows, only eighteen inches in width, arc ex-

tremely efficient ; since, while the stone itself

remains unbattered, fifty men could defend

the arsenal against any ordinary attacking

force. The first floor will be appropriated

to the deposit of arms, while the second is to

be used for drills, and, when required, as a
guard-room. The style of the building is

Gothic ; on each of its three comers are

placed towers—a peculiarly appropriate dec-

oration for such a building and such an ar-

chitecture. The doors, of which there are

six (five on White Street and one on Elm
Street), are m.ade of boiler iron. This beau-

tiful and stately building is to be used as a

receptacle for the Artillery of the First Divi-

sion of the New York State Militia. A large

flagstaff is erected on the centre of it, by

means of which telegraphic communications

can be sustained with the principal arsenal

uptown. The structure is a fine one, and

adds another to the myriads of beautiful

edifices that adorn the great metropolis of

the nation.
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THERE IS BEAtTY EVERYWHERE.

BT JULIA P. WALLACE.

There is beauty in an infant's smile,

And in the laugh of youth

;

There is beauty in a maiden's eye

When lit with love and truth.

There is beauty in a mother's tone,

And in a father's look

;

There is beauty, truth, and loTe divine,

Within God's holy book.

There is beauty in the sparkling drops

Which hang from tree and shrub

;

There is beauty in the open flower,

And in the tiny bud.

There is beauty in the early morn,

And in the noonday's glare;

There is beauty iu the starry eve

—

There's beauty everywhere.

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

THE TURK,
AS HE APPEARS TO THE AMERICAN.

BT KEV. F. W. HOLLAND.

The usual approach to Constantinople is fragrant with histori-

cal memories, as well as delioious with exquisite views. The

Danube is now so impeded in its navigation, and the steamboats

so miserably slow, as well as uncomfortable, nearly all the world

prefers that passage of the Dardanelles, of which a conceited trav-

eller said to some inquiring friend in America, " Seen the Dardar

nelles ? O, to be sure !—1 breakfasted with them at Paris."

Before you enter this renowned strait, the regular Trieste

steamer has carried you directly over St. Paul's course. You

have " sailed under Cyprus ;" have anchored in full sight of

Bhodes ; have passed " close to Crete ;" have felt, perhaps, that

Levant hurricane, the " Euroclydon." But older histories throng

upon Tou as you move majestically on. After Tenedos, the har-

bor of Agamemnon's fleet, comes the low coast of Troy, with the

mound commemorating Achilles ; next, tlie spot where loving

Leander swam diagonally across the Hellespont ; then, the Darda-

nelles forts, which were famous once for some guns of fabulous

size, and which require every stranger to wait awhile for permis-

sion to pass. Twelve hours more of steaming, and the most cov-

eted city of Europe bursts upon your view—a city whose outward

aspect surpasses, as its inward show disgusts beyond imagination.

The glory of the scene is partly the blending of colors, partly the

vast number and surpassing beauty of the domes and minarets.

At the spectator's feet roll the bluest waters in the world ; from

them rise the weather-stained, battlemented walls. Above these

tower hundreds of wide domes and glistening minarets—each of

the four hundred baths having several roofs like vast crowns ; each

of the leading mosques four or more minarets, to say nothing of

khans and bazaars ; and then the background is filled with the

dark green cypress forest covering acres of the city cemeteries.

Tlie " Golden Horn " deserves its name. It is the inner harbor,

separating the Christian suburb of Pera from old Stamboul, giv-

ing as perfect a shelter as a Liverpool dock to the largest ship,

and capacious enough to welcome to its bosom the commerce of

the world. Washed clean by the flowing " Sweet Waters," its

banks are lined with pavilions and palaces on the one side, with

arsenals, barracks, hospitals and government schools on the other.

On fine days a little fleet of gaily-painted canoes glide over its still

•waters, only interrupted at two points by bridges which it must

be confessed look decidedly mean. As you glide up by the Greek

quarter, by the Sultan's mother's palace, by the Holy Mosque and

burial ground of Eyoub, the arm of the sea gets narrower until

you approach the last Sultan's favorite summer-house, the graves

of his more renowned horses, and the marble kiosk where, with

a friend or two—lulled liy the gently-falling waters—he was wont
to smoke many a sultry hour away. Along these sloping banks

picnics are held, Greek parties seen at the dance, merry music

heard, the fragrant coiree inhaled, the time-killing water-pipe

tasted slowly by budding snaidens, while the gentlemen lose

themselves in the stronger " tcliibouk."

The prominent feature of Turkish life is repose. All the little

society he has, all his habits indoor and outdoor, his baths, his

bazaar, his mosque, his coffee-liouse, make a very castle of indo-

lence. There is nothing tliat amazes him so much—nothing that

strikes him as so insane, as the perpetual activity of the American,

the bustling energy of the Engli.sh. I found Turks asleep every-

where—at noonday in their open shops, at morning upon guard
duty in the lazaretto, in the mosques out of the usual prayer

time, and in the coffee-house at evening; and I believe they took

pride in the indulgence, and despi.scd our feverish vigilance.

But those whose slee|iing af.artments I shared at ditferent times

—and in the single rouni of tlie poorer inns there was no choice

of company—had never beaid of the Iri-h navigator, who, when
he slept, "paid attentiou to if Their repose was easily dis

turbed, and they awoke at unconscionably early hours ; so that

the muezzin call to prayer was no special hardship two hours

before d.iybreak.

This accounts for niucii of the ruin which stares one in the face

everywhere. The Tiiik nev( r repairs. If a mti-(|u" wall cracks,

if a minaret begins to bend, if a grave yawns op' n, if the window
glass is half broken, no matter, it was right once ; if repaired, it

will be out of order again. And so, from the palace down, and

city and country alike, you see only one word written, decay

;

and that word destroys half a traveller's comfort, and tarnishes

some of the loveliest scenes. The strongest citadels are in the

same melancholy state ; the yet unfinished mosque is crumbling

away ; the streets of Constantinople are often cumbered with neg-

lected remains of buildings ; and that most sacred cemetery upon

the Sweet Waters has not half its turbaned graves uninjured.

Does not this expl.iin its administration a little, and foretell its

future 1 Present peril may arouse it to s])asmodic action. The

outcry of the world against its spoliation may avert the last out-

rage ; but will they rebuild the crumbling throne 1—will they erect

anew this weather-beaten palace ? Visiting Turkey with some

reverence for a religion which has guided such millions for twelve

centuries ; with some hope for a jieople professedly renewing its

principal institutions, desiring to sympathize to the utmost with

the popular detestation of Russian aggression, I must still " a

plain, unvarnished tale deliver," even if it does not encourage the

most enthusiastic hopes of the crescent triumphing over the cross.

There are some virtues which the rest of the world might well

visit the Osnianlis to learn ; one of them is certainly temperance.

Wandering about freely among the common people, spending

whole days out in the open air—having at one time quite a num-
ber of persons to whom I was paying money as they asked it—

I

never saw a Turk excited by liquor ; never found any boatmen
drinking anything stronger than coffee, even in the biting air be-

fore daybreak, or on the horseback journey through a week of

storms. It is true, that a change is to be feared in this respect;

that Christians resident in Turkey set an example of indulgence;

that Sultan Mahmoud died of drunkenness ; that a well known
Boston manufactory rolls its barrels over the Smyrna quays ; still,

the general self-denial is truly wonderful. In that annual fast o*'

the Ramadan—occurring occasionally in midsummer—is it not

heroic, that the panting boatmen will touch neither food nor

drink from sunrise to sunset through the month, and at night

makes up for lost time only by an extra coffee cup, and a larger

cloud of smoke? Could a" crew of any other nation imagine such

abstinence as is the admiration of every howadji on the Nile ?

—

more than a month's voyage without an instance of excess among
a dozen common sailors ?

To be sure, "this temperance is part and parcel of his religion;"

but does that make it any easier ? Does it for us, whose gospel

lays down the same law of selfgovernment ? That religion itself

sparkles still like an unwrought Kohinoor diamond. Though
European indifference has impaired Asiatic fervor at Constanti-

nople ; though the education of so many youths of rank amid the

infidelity of Paris is a stab at the heart of Islamism ; though every

concession of Christian privileges is a temptation to apostacy,

and the common Turk believes his own religion as severe as ours

is indulgent
;

yet, nowhere is worship so constant, so hearty, so

unwavering, so unchangeable, so unabashed before strange eyes.

Several travellers assure us there is no such creature as a Mos-
lem priest. Having passed a week with fourteen of them, I can

never forget how like a file of drilled troops they took their place

every five hours among the deck crowd, and went through their

washing, bowing and chanting, as undisturbed as if unobserved.

And often have I found the shopkeeper at noon absorbed in his

devotions, his goods within my reach, no eye watching them, and

yet his lengthy service not an atom abbreviated. Sometimes it is

affecting to see a man, whose condition is as wretched as possible,

]50uring out his soul in thanksgiving amid a pelting rain, upon

the wet sand, or even under blows.

Another noble trait the sword is now carving on the scroll of

fame—and yet, the same desperate bravery which has made Kala-

fat a place in history, was shown in the first inroad into Europe,

and is a fixed fact in the national character. If the Turkish army
has sometimes retreated before an inferior, as at Adrianople, it

has been through the treachery of its leaders, or its own disgust

with the cause. Well-officered, in a fair field, and a cause dear

to Islamism, its host might be named invincible. Its recent suc-

cesses have been partly due to superior skill—Prussian, Polish

and Hungarian oificers have brought the raw material to an ad-

mirable effieiency. Their equipment is so superior to the Rus-

sians, that Nicholas himself said of a field of artillery which he

saw them working under foreign ofiicers, " That will be a hard

nut for somebody's teeth to crack." And an irresponsible des-

potism has some advantage in the choice of officers ; the Turk
has generally put the ablest general he could anywhere find at

the head of his host, instead of some blockbeadcd veteran, or

royal booby. So that, though it amuses us to see the boatman

of to day the Minister of Marine to-morrow, or the pipe-bearer

promoted to a major-general at once, yet the fear of falling back

to the same level stimulates every faculty, and often surprises the

world with masterly achievement.

Then their hospitality has passed into a [iroverb, from the time

when Charles XII. found undisturbed shelter within the Turkish

frontier, till persecuted Pole and crushed Hungarian rejoice in

this " city of refuge." Perhaps, at this distance, we do not feel

the value of this boon. If, on that bloody St. Baitholomew's

eve, one of us Protestants had found a sheltering door where the

univer.^ial massacre could be escaped, what words would measure

his gratitude ! In spite of the mutters of Austria and ihe threats

of UussIh, the Turk has kept his ho^pitable gate ojien to the exile

hunted by the hounds of tyranny through all Europe.

And this is only of a piece with his general bearing to the

stranger and the poor. Everywhere, the highest government

officer cordially welcomes the unknown traveller to the same

coffee-cup, the same amber-mouthed pipe with himself; always

expivsses interest in the country whence he has come, desires

that his journey may be pleasant, and that hu himself may be of

some service to the wanderer. Theso are mere manners to bo

sure, but then, who will pretend that it is not pleasant to be
seated familiarly by the cadi on his cushioned throne ? to be

assured by the ruling pasha that his whole business is to take care

of travellers like yourself?

In most parts of Turkey, I found that the poor were lodged and
fed gratis for a number of days in each of the country towns ; and
though we were alwajs expected to pay a trifle for the right of so

much mud-floor beneath a leaky roof in a perfect swarm of fleas

the khans are said to be- free to those who have no means; and

the poor are often housed without expense in the courts of the

mosque, and nourished from the contributions of the charitable

and faithful.

But the honesty of every Turk not in ofiice is a world's wonder.

Warrington Smyth bought something of a Turkish merchant at

the price of seventy-five piastres ; but one half of his purchase-

money was returned by the simple Mussulman, because "that

was the amount he expected to be beat down in his price."

Every one has heard of the Mosque Achmct at Constantinople,

where an unknown amount of jewels, plate and gold lies .stored

in old boxes, within the gallery of the open church. But how
few have thought this vast treasure is guarded by nothing but the

general honesty ! That, so far as you can see, no iron bars fence

in a richer trust than our bank vaults contain ; no sentinel paces

that public resort ; no lock and key bind the family wealth of

many a pasha to this consecrated spot. And more ; in all the

revolutions the city has undergone—a despot dealing death at will,

and a mob destroying where it pleased—this deposit of the living

and dead has been kept inviolate—has been guarded by the com-

mon faith and preserved by the public loyalty.

Another illustration of the same unswerving integrity occurred

to me at the Mosque Soleiman. It was not near the season of

prayer ; there were no witnesses to the bribe save my faithful

Greek servant, whose word would not have been worth a straw

in a Turkish court; no worshipper could be disturbed by my
entrance ; and there, ten times the sum that bought me admittance

to Napoleon's tomb in the Hotel des Invalids, would not tempt

the poor Turkish sexton to let me cross his church-threshold.

From the door I could gaze at pleasure upon the Persian rugs,

the lofty columns, the majestic dome, the perfectly simple interior,

where neither statuary nor painting is permitted—but a month's

wages was no temptation to this humble man to violate his fidelity

!

Now, the question naturally arises, why, with this honesty,

piety, temperance and bravery, the Turk should have been losing

ground this century ? Why should the Duke of Wellington have

declared the Ottoman empire past salvation ? Why are prophe-

cies of being obliged to desert Europe heard continually amongst

the Turks themselves ?

One alarming fact is that the " house is divided against itself."

In European Turkey not more than one in five is a genuine Turk

;

the other four-fifths—whatever may be now said to encourage the

present crusade against the cross—want nothing but union amongst

themselves to overthrow a power whose foot crushes their neck.

Is it possible that Greek or Armenian Christian can prefer a gov-

ernment which does not permit either of them to own a foot of

land in their own name ?—which, until this Russian advance, has

not suffered their testimony to be taken in a court of justice?

—

which, a year ago, would not avenge the murder of a man who
had dared to avow his conversion to Christianity ?—which, through

the country districts, loads a man with taxes as soon as he im-

proves farm or factory at all ; and makes it his interest to aban-

don his enterprise, as soon as it prospers enough to attract a

tyrannical tax-gatherer's notice ?

It is very true that they hate Russia ; that her eagle-claws will

not seize any people with that people's good will ; that her Cos-

sack hordes make the world shudder at their ruthless devastations.

But all this does not prove that their hereditary hate of the bloody

Koran is extinguished ; that they have no memories of ancient

wrongs, of confiscated property, violated homes, kidnapped

daughters, suppressed worship, for which vengeance still thirsts.

And then, a fact which few travellers mention, this dispropor-

tion between the master and the subject increases every day.

Besides the necessary result of polygamy in lessening population

through the loss of manly vigor, infanticide is a common thing in

Turkish harems ; it is nearly unknown among the Christian popu-

lation, however oppressed. In the higher families, it is because

of the confusion caused by the struggle of many sons for the in-

heritance of power ; in the lower, because of poverty of means in

connection with their lavish mode of life. So that there is no

country where the crime against infant-life is so common, so un-

punished, and so frequently destructive to the mother. Indeed,

you seldom hear around a Turkish house the merry voice of

childhood ; while some of the Greek and Jew hou.ses swarm with

little ones. The consequence is inevitable. The domineering

race is dying out; nor can its shoals of imported Nubians, or its

fresh freights of Circassian damsels turn the scales of destiny. In

Europe, at least, the waning crescent must be numbered among

the things that have been.

It may be replied that the Turk has made such vast progress

his ruin will bo arrested. I am sorry to have to say that that

progress is mostly on paper; that the colleges, factories, model

farms, bridges, and roads built by the reigning Sultan are but

"the baseless fabric of a vision." Through the country the old

pestilence s?ems everywhere at work. The streams getting

clogged, malaria broods over the swampy plains where once the

thronged city stood. Agriculture being burdened with taxes, the

richest fields in Europe lie unfenced, and often unlilled. In four

centuries, these lazy fellows never made a road, nor kept one

from going to ruin. The richest storehouse of nature seems

opened to them in vain. Minis of silver and copper lie nearly

untouched. Vineyards are abandoned to weeds ; forests ruthlessly
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burnt down
;
plantations and gardens get every day more rare

;

from Constantinople to the second city, Adrianople, is mostly a

wilderness ; the famous Euphrates banks—as Layard tells the

world—are the haunts of wild beasts and Arabs as wild as they.

A considerable show of education is made. Every mosque has

its school ; and, in some places, boys must be taught. 15ut the

business is, as far as I could ascertain, menioritp.r lessons from the

Koran. Each pupil had to get his page by heart ; and if he failed

to murmur it according to his master's sing-song, he was flogged

at once. But it is a fact, that it is extremely difficult to find a

man who can distinguish even his sovereign's sign manual upon

the firman ; and I never saw a Turk reading, except in the offices

of government ; wliile every Mussulman with whom wo had any

business, was obliged to stamp his name with a signet-ring. Nor

is the story at all improbable, that an Eau de Cologne advertise-

ment served for a traveller's passport through three quarters of

the empire. A private tutor taught his boys that Malta was the

capital of the " Ingleez ;" and we found it quite in vain to make

the common people understand the existence of America.

The saddest spectacle in the world is the face of the Turkish

Padischah, Abdul Medjid. Struggling through piles of filth and

heaps of ruins, we reached a cofl^eehouse in a suburb, where he

was to pass to prayer. It was Friday noon. Ill dressed troops

lined the street on either hand, plaintive music filled the air from

a wcU-drillcd band, a number of dark Arabian steeds without

riders were led along, and amidst a crowd of fat eunuchs and

ministers of different departments, this effeminate, sickly, droop-

ing, but benevolent face was seen. No shouts cheered the march

;

no enthusiasm seemed felt anywhere. lie went and came as

silently as an abdicated monarch, except the coughing of the sol-

diers, the prancing of the noble horses, and the Italian strains of

his favorite band. Destiny seemed to have fixed her grasp on

those drooping eyes, those feminine features, that prematurely

decrcpid form. Among all the European rulers, no face so gen-

tle, no heart so heavy, no future so clouded, no hands so embar-

rassed as this young Sultan's. If Russia advances, there is no

further hope for him ; if she is obliged to retreat—as we confi-

dently expect and earnestly hope—she leaves a hopeless debt to

this poverty-stricken court, and such a mass of extorted privileges

for the Christians, as must palsy the heart, and unnerve the arm

of Mahomedanism, and more inevitably precipitate it into the

grave.

[Gathered for Qleason's Pictorial]

DAILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: PERIET POOBE.

[The following dally record of past events will be continued firom week to week

;

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the history of the past,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

JUNE EIGHTEENTH.

1799.—^French flotilla captured in the 'Levant by Sir Sidney

Smith.

1815—Battle of Waterloo.

1835.—Wm. Cobbett, English radical, died, aged 73.

1845.—Texan Congress voted to annex their country to the

United States.

JUNE NINETEENTH.

1215.—King John forced to sign Magna Charta at Rnnnymede.

1775.—Philip Schuyler appointed 3d major general by Congress.

1786.—Major General Nath'l Greene died in Georgia, aged 46.

1820.—Sir Joseph Banks, English author, died, aged 77.

1845.—Revolution in Ecuador, deposing President Elores.

JONE TWENTIETH.

1782.—Arms of the United States adopted from a device by

W. Barton.

1837.—Queen "Victoria crowned at Westminster Abbey.

1843.—Attorney General Hugh S. Legare, of South Carolina,

died, aged 50.

1849.—Jared Sparks, LL.D., inaugurated President of Harvard

College.
JUNE TWENTY FIRST.

1764.—Commodore Byron sailed on his voyage of circumnavi-

gation.

1777.—Four hundred savages enlisted in the British army by

Gen. Burgoyne.

1813.—Battle between French and English, at Vittoria, Spain.

1846.—Cardinal Mastai Ferreti, aged 54, inaugurated as Pope

Pius IX.

JUNE TWENTY-SECOND.

1807.—British frigate Leopard wantonly fired into the Chesa-

peake, which Commodore Barron at once surrendered.

1815.—Napoleon abdicated in favor of his infant son.

1846.—B. R. Haydon, English historical painter, committed

suicide.

1851.—Sixth great fire in San Francisco, destroying five hun-

dred houses.

JUNE TWENTY'THIRD.

1763.—Josephine born at Martinique, West Indies.

1780.—Britisli took and bur:<;ed Springfield, New Jersey.

1839.—Lady Hester Stanhope died in Syria, aged 63.

1842.—Monument on Bunker Hill finished.

JUNE TWENTY-FOURTH.

1795.—Treaty with Great Britain ratified.

1803.—Alexandre Dumas, French romancer and poet, bom.

1851.—Hon. Spencer Jamigan died at Memphis, Tennessee.

1852.—Bishop C. E. Gadsden, died at Charleston, S. C, aged 68.

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

THE MOTHER'S CiUIEF.

BY ALICE CARET.

The dew is falling on the hay,

The air is cool and still,

I hear the children at their play

Across the neighboring hill.

Alas, they cannot make me glad,

Though ne'er so blithe they sing,

The pretty ways my baby had,

Come back in everything.

The harmless dove alights to pock

The crumbs I scatter down,

With rings of purple on its neck,

And eyes so sweet and brown.

Ah me, all beauty makes me sad,

In bird or flower of spring.

The pretty looks my baby had,

Come back in everything.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial]

ANGEL VISITS.

BT T. 8. ARTHUB.

Thet do not always visit us in beautiful garments, making

the air around golden with their sunny smiles. Oftener they

come disguised in sober-hued vestments, lips grief-curved, and

eyes heavy, as with weeping. But come to us when and how

they will, it is ever in love. Daily they are about our paths,

though we perceive them not with our dull bodily senses ; nor

even recognize their presence by the finer instincts of our spirits

—for " of the earth, earthy " as we are, and with affections cling-

ing to the earth, we have neither eyes nor ears for the inner sight

and inner voices that are for the pure in heart. Yes, they are

about our daily paths, smoothing and making them flowery when

they may ; but oftener piling up obstructions, and making them

rough and thorny.

" Rough and thorny 1 Piling up obstructions!" we hear from

the lips of some life-weary sufferer. " Is this a work for angels V
Beautiful the way seemed before you, in the bright morning of

early womanhood, heart-sick and life-weary one; and as your

eyes went far onward, how many lovely vistas opened, showing

blessed arcadias in the smiling distance 1 To gain them you felt

was to gain heaven ; and onward you pressed with eager foot-

steps. You did not gain them ! For a while the path was even,

and the fragrance of a hundred blossoms delighted your senses.

But all at once your feet were wounded—there were sharp ob-

structions in the way ; then tnick clouds and darkness were before

you, hiding the lovely Eden. Still, you sought to pass onward,

though the way was rough, and the sunny vistas, opening to the

land of promise, hidden from your straining vision. Then a

mountain arose suddenly, whose rocky steeps you could not

climb. Despair was in your heart; and in the bitterness of your

disappointment, you called yourself one mocked of God.

It was not so, precious immortal ! Not so, pilgrim to a better

land than the arcadia of your maiden dreams ! At the very foot

of that inaccessible mountain, a narrow path at length became

visible ; and though it looked rough and had no green margin,

beautiful with flowers, there was an emotion of thankfulness in

your heart for even this way of escape ; for, already a mortal

dread had seized upon your spirits. With hurrying footsteps you

entered this new way, and the liope that it would quickly lead

around the mountain, and bring the sunny land again in view,

repressed the fear that else had been paralyzing.

It was the hand of an angel which led you into that new way,

and kept your heart from fainting. Narrow, rough and flower-

less though it proved, it was a better way than that along which

you were passing with such buoyant steps—for it bent heaven-

ward. And think, life-weary one !—do you not feel that you are

nearer heaven now, than when the sun of this world shone from

an unclouded sky above the path of pleasure and prosperity ?

Think, and answer to yourself the question.

A heart-stricken mother sat grieving for the loss of her young-

est born, the sweetest and loveliest of her precious flock—griev-

ing and refusing to be comforted. There had been loving sym-

pathy, gentle remonstrances, and pious teaching from the lips of

the minister who had a year before touched the forehead of her

babe with the waters of baptism ; but all availed not—tlie foun-

tain of tears stayed not its waters, nor was the murmuring voice

hu hed in her rebellious spirit. At length one came to her who

had known a like sorrow, and whose heart had, even like hers,

been bowed into the very dust. She took into her own soft hand

the passive hand of the mourner, which gave not back a sign.

A little while she held it, clasping her fingers in a gentle pres-

sure ; then in a voice whose tender modulations went vibrating to

the inmost of her spirit, she said :

" You had an angel-visit last night."

An angel visit ! What did the words signify ?

" Only a year has passed since I had a like visit," continued

the friend. "I did not recognize the heavenly messenger when

she came, for my eyes were too full of tears to see her radiant

form. She came and went, bearing on her bosom as she passed

upward to the regions of eternal sunshine, the spirit of my lovely

boy!"

The hand of the mom-ner answered to the light pressure of tliat

in which it lay.

"That night," went on the comforter, "I saw in a dream—

I

call it a dream, but regard it as a revelation—my translated one

among the blessed in the upper kingdom of our Father. He was

in the arms of the angel-mother, whose love for him it was plain

to see was wise and tender, surpassing all my own deep affection,

as far as the unselfish love of an angel surpasses a weak and err-

ing creature of earth.

" ' Grieve no more !' said the heavenly being, as she came to

me. ' I have not taken this innocent one from you in anger or

cruelty, but in love—love for both the mother and child. As for

him, he is safe in his celestial home forever, and is and will be

blessed far above anything you could ask—for it hath not entered

into the heart of even a mother to conceive what transcendent

delights are in store for those who are born into heaven. Is it

not therefore better for your child ? Were I to say, take him

again into the cold, dark world of sorrow, sin and suffering,

would you bear him back ? No, grieving mother, no ! You love

this precious one too well. But how is it better for you to lose

the child in whom your heart was so bound up ? I see the ques-

tion on your lips. Tliat is always best which lifts the spirit near-

est to God—is it not so ? Think ! Not with a heavenly, but with

an earthly and selfish affection, did you love your child—such an

affection could not truly bless either you or your babe. It is now

in heaven, and as your heart follows it there, it will come into

heavenly associations, and thus be filled with aspirations for that

higher life which descends from and bears back its recipient into

heaven. Grieving one ! I came to you in mercy ; and though

tears have followed my visit, they are falling on good seeds

planted in your heart.'

" Thus spoke to me that angel-mother of my child, and ever

since her words have been my stay and comfort. Such an angel

came to you last night, grieving friend. The visit was in love,

not in anger. Then lift your eyes upward, and no longer permit

them to rest on the cold earth-form and the gloomy grave. The

spirit of your child has already arisen more beautiful in form,

and is with the angels appointed for its guardianship. The wiser

love of our good Father has removed it. Be thankful, then,

dear friend. O, be thankful !—but weep not
!"

And the heart, whiah no words of consolation had been able to

reach, felt itself swelling with a deep emotion, and lifting itself

upwards towards the All-Merciful.

" I will believe that it was an angel who came here last night

and bore away my cliild," she whispered, as with shut eyes,

fringed by tear-gemmed lashes, she bowed her head upon the

bosom of her consoler. " 0, if anything can soothe the anguish

of this bereavement, it is to think that my precious babe, for

whom I have cared so tenderly, passed from my arms to those of

an angel, and that he was thus borne safely across the dark val-

ley into which I looked down with such a heart-shudder. I bless

you for speaking such words of consolation
!"

Not alone in misfortune or bereavement do angels visit us.

They do not always make the way rough, nor always darken the

earth-fires around which wc gather. Daily they come to ns ;

hourly they seek to draw nearer and quicken our better impulses.

A thousand evils—soul-destroying evils—are warded off by them,

even though we are unconscious of their presence, and, it may be,

resist the very influences by which such priceless benefits aro

conferred.

" Ah ! if we could but open our eyes and see ; if the scale that

obstructs our inner vision could be removed ; if we could know

our celestial visitors when they come !"

We may know them ; and we may perceive their presence

Whether we are in prosperity or adversity, in joy or in sorrow,

angel-visitors are with us whenever the thought goes upward, and

the heart yearns for a better life. Their mission to the sons of

men is to draw them heavenward ; and if sorrow, affUction, or

adversity is needed for the accomplishment of this great end,

they are made subservient in the good work. But when, in their

high mission, they bow a thirsty soul to the bitter waters of

Marah, their hands hold not back the healing leaves, and a song

of rejoicing is soon heard instead of lamentation. Happy is that

.spirit to which the angels come not on their errand of mercy in

vain!
i < »»» >

THE HUNTING SPIDERS.

Amongst the spiders called the hunters, and the vagrants, some
seize their prey like the lion, or the tiger, with the aid of few or

no toils, by jumping upon them when they come within their

reach. I have often observed a white or yellowish species of crab-

spjdei-—a tribe so called because their motions resemble those o

crabs—wbicli lies in wiiit for her prey in the blossoms of unbelli-

ferous and other white-blossomed plants, and can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from ihera ; which, when a fly or other inse^a alights

upon the flower, darts upon it before she is perceived. There is a

vcrj' common black and white spider amongst the vagrants, which

mav also be seen in summer on sunny rails, window sills, etc.

When one of these spiders, which are always on the watch, spies

a fly or a gnat at the distance, lie approaches softly, step by step,

and seems to measure the interval that separates him from it with

his eve ; and, if he judges tliat he is within reach, first fi.xiiig a
thread to the spot on which he is stationed by means of his fore-

feet, which are much longer and larger than the others, he darts

upon his victim with such rapidity, and so true an aim, that be

seldom misses it. Whether his station is vertical or horizontal, is

of little consequence—ho can leap equally well from either, and
in all directions.

—

Kirhij.

Authors.—Authors have not always the power or habit of

throwing their talents into conversation. There are some very

just and well-expressed observations on tliis point in Johnson's

Life of Dryden, who was said not at all to answer in this respect

the character of his genius. I have observed that vulgar readers

almost always lose their veneration for the writings of the genius

witn whom they have had personal intercourse.

—

Sir Egerion

Brydges.
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SCENES IN JAPAN.
Upon this and the next pnge we give a scries

of representations of Japanese life and rountry

scenery. The engraTing herewith gives a view

of a Japanese residence or dwelling-house.

The sketch below represents that portion of

Tokaito which borders upon the river, at its

jnnction with the ocean. Tokaito is a place of

little note, except as being the occasional siira-

nier residences of some of the princes of the

empire, and where some of the finest country

palaces of the kingdom are to be found. The
TJew includes the principal quay, and the gar-

den walls of one of the palaces, or country

seats. At the right are seen numerous poles,

which answer the double purpose of .signal

posts, and of derricks for unloading the boats.

At the end of the quay, which is substantially

constructed of stone, is seen a lantern, which
answers the same purposes as lighthouses in

onr own harbors. The boats seen in the fore-

ground are principally used for ferriage pur-

poses to the opposite shore, and are of such

Bhe that horses and other animals are fre-

quently taken on board. Large droves of cattle

however, frequently swim across, the heads of

each being fastened to the side of the boat, and
in that manner partly supported. It is only
the better classes who can afford to pay for the "-

ferriage of their animals inside the boats. On
the left of the picture is seen a tea house—

a

class of public houses which abound through-

out the empire. These are, in Tokaito, small

country pavilions, in which tea is served up to

Tisitors, and where they meet to discuss topics of interest, as also

to enjoy the cooling breezes from the water, and admire the

beauty of the scenery. The mountain of Fudsi Jnnima, of which
the sketch on the next page gives a faithful representation, is situ-

ated in the island of Niphon, west of the bay of Ycdo, and in the

Ticinity of the hay of Tomina. The height of this remarkable
peak is between eleven and twelve thousand feet. The snow sel-

dom melts upon the summit at the present period, although it is

probable that such was not the case when this volcano was in an
active state. It appears certain that the Fudsi Jamma is now
extinct as a volcano, there being no recent eruptions, and nothing
in the present appearance indicative of such. The volcano of
Fudsi Jamma is said to have been rreated about three hundred
years before Christ, upon the occasion of an immense land slide,

by which was created the great lake of Mitsu. At this time it is

related that the great mountain of Fudsi was forced from the sur-

face to its present immense height. Of this we may rea.sonahly

entertain doubt, since Japan is generally a mountainous and hilly

country, and the northern part of Niphon is traversed by a chain
of mountains with several elevated peaks, some of which are vol-

canic either in an active or extinct state. It would appear more
probable that the Fudsi previously foimed one among the chain

A DWELLING-HOUSE IN JAPAN.

of mountains by which it is surrounded, that its eruption formed
the lake in (juestion, which also changed the character of its peak
to such an extent as to give it the name and origin of a new
mountain. In the year 800, A. D., ibis volcano was described as

the largest and most active in Jap.in. The year previously, an
eruption occurred, which lasted thirty-four days, and is said to

have been of the most terrible nature. In the years 86.3 and 864,

A. D., further eruptions occurred, more violent than any preced-

ing ones. These latter eruptions were accompanied by earth-

quakes, and by the most frightful thunder. The flames rose high

from all parts of the mountain, whicli was on fire for ten days,

until at length the lower part of the mountain burst with a most
tremendous explosion. The results were truly terrific ; the lava

ran to a distance of nearly five leagues, while the devastation

extended over an area of more than thirty leagues. In the year

1707, a severe carth(|uake wa.s again felt, and two eruptions again

took place from the crater of Fudsi. Flames burst forth to an
enormous height, immense masses of rocks and stones were hurled

upwards in a continuous cascade, and cinders fell at the distance

often leagues. An interval of two days elapsed between tbe first

and second eniptions, the last of which occupied two days. The
neighboring plain and surrounding country were covered with

large masses of rock, ashes and sand reddened
by heat. The ashes were driven to a great
distance, and fell to a depth of several inches
in the city of Jeddo. Sirayama, or the " white
mountain," is another remarkable volcano of
Japan, the peak of which is covered with per-
petual snow. It is situated in the department
of Kago, near Miaco. In 1239 and 1554, ex-
tensive eruptions took place from this volcano.
These eruptions were characterized as little

less violent than those of Fudsi Jamma, com-
; parative with the respective size of the moun-

tains. The eruptions of the volcano Asama,
near the centre of the island Niphon, are also
said to have been very destructive. An ernp-

'; tion occurred in 178.3, by which a large uum-
^ , J, ber of villages were destroyed, and an almost
iS>ii incalculable number of persons perished. The
^';^ mountain is very high, and a dense smoke coT-

l^v; ered the entire peak, which was apparently

'z'_^,-- burning from the crest half way down to the
-=*» bottom. Among the mountains, between Moo-
':r^^~^ to and Dewa, arc comprised several volcanoes.

Yake, in Maoto, is also a volcano of some note.

The greater numberof the eminences of Japan
;. are cultivated to the top, and if not cultivated,

it is most usually on account of the sterility ot

. _ the soil. Some large plains are interspersed
- among its mountains, one of which extends

from Osacca to Miaco, a distance of seventy

miles, another west of Jeddo, and another ex-

tensive plain near the shores of the bay of Mia.
The amu>^ement of hawking and hunting in

Japan, a picture of which is also given on the

next page, is only practised among the wealthy classes of Japan,

and then, upon a scale ,so puerile and effeminate, that it excites

the amusement and risiliility of any^ralional being to call it a

manly sport. Our sketch correctly represents the hunting and

hawking pastime. The grandees assemble together at the coun-

try house of one of their number, each of them accompanied by a

numerous retinue of servants and attendants. A pavilion and
enclosures have been provided for their reception, in which they

can play games of chance, take tea, or indulge in any other in-

door recreations. These are usually constructed near some lake,

or inarshy ground frequented by the Ticrra, a species of whippoor-

will, much sought after for their flavor, and which the falcons

readily attack. The servants of the party are always despatched

to do the dirty, troublesome, or dangerous part of the business.

Thev are sent to chase up the birds which, in the air, arc chased

by the falcons, and shot at with the arrows of the gentry of the

party. If a bird escapes to the distance, pursued by a falcon, a
servant is despntched on horsebnek, and his duty is understood to

be the return of the falcon, even if he takes a week to accomplish

it. As a pleasant summer recreation, this amusement is some-

times continued, in a genteel and delicate manner, for weeks to-

gether. It is commenced after a pleasant meal in the morning,

"i^f^^^-^s'm

VIEW OF TOK.UTO, A SUMMER RESIDKNCE IN JAPAN.
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THE MOUNTAIN OF FUDSI JAMMA, JAPAN.

cotitinncd so long as found diverting, and ended for the day as

soon as the game has been fairly chased to a distance. Some-
times, but rarely, these hunters subject themselves to the ineon-
renicnce of camping out where the hunt terminates, and of re-

suming; the hunt on the following morning. ]Jut such jirivations

are of short periods, and are esteemed too troublesome to be worth
repetition. The Japanese noblemen strive to make hunting a spe-

cies of delicate exercise, which is totally ineompatil>le with its

true enjoyment, according to the received ojiinions of outside bar-

barians like ourselves and European inhabitants. Much informa-
tion respecting this strange people has been eommuuicatcd within
recent years, and all accounts
fhow them to be quite in advance
of mo«t of the eastern nations in

many of the appliances of social

life. As it regards the skill and
industry of the Japanese,they will

rank equally with the Hindoos or

Chinese. The artitieers in cop-

per, iron and steel have a high

character, and the swords of Ja-

pan rank second only to those

made in Khorassan. Telescopes,

watches, clocks and thermome-
ters, of good quality, are con-

structed at Nagasaki ; and some
of the workmen possess a very
high degree of mechanical inge-

nuity. Glass is made ; but the

natives are not acquainted with

the art of glass-blowing. Print-

ing was introduced in the 13th

century, and is conducted, as in

China, by means of wooden
blocks

;
engravings also arc made,

but in a very clumsy manner.
Silk and cotton fabrics, of good
quality, are manufactured in

quantities almost sufficient for

the consumption of the po))ula-

tion. Porcelain, more highly es-

teemed even than that of China,
is formed from two peculiar kinds

of earth, called kaslin and pctun-

see. The art of lacquering fur-

niture with gold, silver, and va-

rious pigments—the secret of

which was till lately almost ex-
clusively confined to the Japan-
ese, and hence called "japan-
ning "—is practised with great

succe.<s ; and the specimens that

have been gathered from thence
exceed in excellence every other

sort of japanned wares made in

other countries. Good paper is

made from the maceration of the mulben-y and other barks, the

fibres of which are used in the manufacture of cordage. The art

of building houses is little understood ; they are almost univer-

sally eonstnieted of timber, covered on the outside with plaster,

and the insidcs consist usually of two stories, each of which when
divided is parted off into close rooms by flimsy paper partitions,

adorned, or rather disfigured, with irarish and bold paintings. Of
shi[i-liuildiiig and navigation the Japanese have very little know-
ledge ; and that is prevented from increasing by a law, which
compels the people to build tlieir ships in a particular fashion,

somewhat similar to that of the Chinese junks. They are made

HAWKING AND HUNTING IN JAPAN

of cedar, fir, or camphor-wood, and the merchant vessels average

about 70 feet in length, by 20 or 24 feet in brendth, their burden

varying from 100 to l.'iO tons. Great nunibers of ships are cm-
ployed in trading with the different i)orts of the empire—the prin-

cipal of which are Yedo, Soscki, Isinomaki, Saga, or Sakai, and
Nagasaki—and many others besides are engaged in fishing ; but

it is manifest from tlicir construction, that both hulk and rigging

are wholly unfit for sea navigation. The internal trade of Japan
is very extensive, and a varietv of regulations are in force, the

object of which is to protect and encourage home industry. The
prices of goods are not enhanced by imposts of -any kind; and

communication between the great

markets and all parts of the em-
pire is facilitated by numerous
coasting vessels and well-main-

tained roads. The shops and
markets, especially in Yedo, Mi-
ako and Nagasaki, are well pro-

vided with almost every descrip-

tion of agricultural and mana-
fiictured produce, and the great

fairs are crowded with people
from the distant parts of the

country. Foreign commerce,
however, is vigorously opposed
by the government, in conse-

quence of the attempts of the

Jesuit missionaries to Christian-

ize the people. The recent visit

of the expedition under Commo-
dore Perry to the Japanese has
had a good efieet, and the results

from his expected future re-

searches there, may be connected
with the opening of this hitherto

sealed country to the commerce
of the world. As the effect of
the officious intermeddling of the

Jesuits, some two hundred years

ago, an edict was published in

1637, which made it a capital

offence for natives to travel into

other countries ;
and even their

seamen who might be accident

ally cast on foreign shores, on
their return, have hitherto been
subjected to a rigorous examina-

tion, and often to imprisonment.

But this state of .seclusion is des-

tined to yield to the progressive

spirit of the age, and Japan can-

not much longer remain unaf-

fected by the influenees that are

penetrating all lands, and are

ui)hea\ ing all the barriers to the

socid elevation of m;>.nkind.
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[TiVritteii for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SPIRIT YE-IK^INGS.

BT BERKNA L. 0KAT£9.

Lethe! dim fable of the ancients!

How yearns my soul for draughts of thee

—

How gladly would my restless spirit

Lose in thy waves all memory

;

For now I know no happy moments,

My constant guests are grief and pain

—

0, if there's mercy in obliyion,

How would I drink, and live again!

The past! let those who've known afTection,

And all its kindred hope and joy,

Tell of the rapture of remembrance,

And thus their tuneful harps employ;

But as for me, whose life is lonely,

And ever has been since my birth,

Let vie but chant in praises only,

Of bliss beyond this joyless earth.

For I am weary—and my spirit

Would fain breathe forth this dismal plaint

—

0, for the waters of blest Lethe,

0, for a draught before I faint!

The way is desolate before me,

And dim and dark the shadows fall;

Father! forgive me if I murmur,

Lift from my soul this gloomy pall!

t-o-^^-^- »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STORY OF THE STAGE.

BT GILBERT LE FEVEE.

The origin of the drama, as my readers are well aware, was

religious, and its birthplace Greece, the land of the highest in-

tellectual culture. The tragic drama was originally a chorus sung

in honor of Dionysus, the Greek Bacchus. To this were added

successively, an Iambic monologue, a dialogue with two interlo-

cutors, and finally a plot with three actors ; and thus step by step

it took form and character. It was during the palmy days of the

Athenian democracy that dramatic genius was developed to an

extent never paralleled before nor since. The early authors who
have shed imperishable renown upon the Athenian stage were

men illustrious for gallantry and patriotism, ^schylus had fought

at Marathon and Salamis. Sophocles was a general in the expe-

dition against Samos, 440 B. C. Of the service rendered to the

world by the Athenian writers, principally dramatic writers, I

may be permitted to quote the high authority of the first of Eng-

lish critics.

" If we consider merely the subtlety of disquisition, the force

of imagination, the perfect energy and eloquence of expression

which characterize the great works of Athenian genius, we must
pronounce them intrinsically most valuable ; but what shall we
say when we reflect that from hence have sprung, directly or in-

directly, all the noblest creations of the human intellect; that

from hence were the vast accomplishments and the brilliant fancy

of Cicero ; the withering fire of Juvenal ; the plastic imagination

of Dante ; the humor of Cervantes ; the comprehension of Ba-

con ; the wit of Butler ; the supreme excellence of Sliakspeare •?

All the triumphs of truth and genius over prejudice and power,

in every country and in every ago, have been the triumphs of

Athens."

This is high praise, but who that has studied and become im-

bued with the spiiit of Greek literature will venture to pronounce

it exaggerated \

The drama was the most eloquent form of that literature, and

it exerted a preponderating influence in moulding and refining the

mind of the Athenian people. The government at first admitted

all the citizens gratuitously to witness the dramatic performances,

and the theatre at Athens is said to have accommodated thirty

thousand persons. The vast and disorderly multitude of citizens

and strangers, however, who ultimately thronged the temple of

the drama, induced tlie government to lease the theatre to a man-
ager, he contracting to bear the expense of the representations,

which had hitherto been borne by the state—and to do this was
permitted to issue tickets of admission, which were first sold at

auction, but as this had the efl^ect to exclude the poor people it

was abandoned. Moreover, two oboli were given to each citizen,

rich or poor, if they chose to apply for the same, so that no one
was excluded by poverty from ihe theatre. This regulation shows
plainly in what high repute the drama was held as a great moral
agent.

The Roman stage was borrowed from the Attic, and was never,

except in comedy, distinguished by much originality. In fact,

the fierce and warlike taste of the Romans required some excite-

ment more tangible and less ideal than the drama. For the

classic tragedy of Athens they substituted the real tragedies of
the arena—the combats of gladiators with each other, or with
wild beasts from the desert. As the drama was the national

amusement of Athens, so the gladiatorial shows were peculiar to

Rome, and the character of these amusements illustrates the dif-

ference between the two nations. Sensual enjoyments and cruel

sports alternated the hours of Rome in its decadence, till northern

barbarians overflowed the city, and a darkness like night fell

upon her high places.

The revival, like the birth of the drama, was connected with
religion. The ignorant and tasteless monks of the dark ages en-

deavored to render Scripture history attractive and intelligible by
giving dramatic representations of Biblical scenes. These rude
pieces were full of absurdities, and some of them have been pre-

served as monuments of monkish stupidity and ill taste. " I

have, myself," says Coleridge, " a piece of this kind on the edu-

cation of Eve's children, in which, after the fall and repentance

of Adam, the offended Maker condescends to visit them, and to

catechize the children, who, with a noble contempt of chronology,

are all brought together, from Adam to Noah. The yood children

say the ten commandments, the apostle's creed and the Lord's

prayer—but Cain, after ho has received a box on the ear for not

taking off his hat, and afterwards offering his left hand, is tempted

by the devil so to blunder in the Lord's prayer as to reverse the

petition and say it backwards !"

The drama was revived almost at the same time in Italy,

France, Spain and England ; in the first two countries in a classi-

cal form, and in the latter in a mixed form. In England the re-

ligious mysteries and novelties were followed by imitations of the

classic drama. Then came a class of writers, who, seeking the

suffrages of the unlearned as well as the learned, mingled poetry

with ordinary language, and the events and characters of low life

with the action of more elevated personages. This was the form

adopted by Shakspoarc—the poet of nature—the philosopher by
intuition—the great moral teacher—the most gifted human intel-

lect that ever dawned upon the world. The power of presenting

both the tragic and the comic phases of life to such a degree of

excellence was never before united in one person—and when
Shakspeare opened and wrought his gold and diamond mines of

intellect, a new era dawned upon the stage.

Erskine, it is said, remarked that in addressing juries he had
found three books, and three only, which he could always quote

with effect. Shakspeare, IMilton and the Bible. With a thorough

knowledge of these three books a man can boast of a highly cul-

tivated mind—without them, however well educated, he is poor

indeed.

The great proof of Shakspeare's unrivalled genius is the reality

of his conceptions. To us Hamlet and Mercutio, and Romeo,
Lear, Macbeth, Prospero, Othello, Juliet, Desderaona are not

imaginary characters—they affect us like persons we have seen,

and know and remember. Even his supernatural characters

—

the "dainty Ariel," the foul abortion, Caliban, the mischievous

Puck and the fau-y Titania affect us like realities. While the

English language lives, the " blasted heath " will yet be haunted

by the witches ; the forest glades yet peopled by Titania's court.

Shakspeare more than fulfilled what Madame do Stael says of

the drama :
" a tragedy which exalts the soul, a comedy which

paints manners and characters, acts upon the mind of the people

almost like a real event."

With such names to recommend the stage as Shakspeare in

England, Racine, in France, Schiller, in Germany, not to speak

of a thousand lesser lights that play as satellites around these

groat luminaries, in a system of which the Bard of Avon is the

centre and the sun, it is not difiicult to attempt the defence of the

stage, an institution which has stoutly withstood all the assaults

brought against it by bigotry, fanaticism and ignorance. When
Collier attacked the English stage it was sunk to a wretched state

;

the great dramatists of the Elizabethan era had been banished

from the boards, and in their place reigned the profligate produc-

tions of a swarm of writers whose wickedness was at least equal

to their wit. The great Dryden had stooped to pander to the

worst of tastes ; Congreve had produced pieces radiant with the

diamond sparkles of wit from the opening to the closing scenes,

but stained by the grossest immoralities.

This was a dark period for the English stage, but it was not

destined to be of long duration. The stage was at this time obey-

ing the law of reaction ; the excessive severity of the Common-
wealth produced the excessive laxity of the Restoration. This

passed away and a pure state of morals succeeded ; once more
the stage assumed its legitimate mission. Shaksjieare and his

cotemporaries were restored to favor. Garrick, the friend of the

stern and learned Johnson, trod the boards ; and what the stage

lost in wit it gained in grace. The genial and quaint humor of

Goldsmith adorned it with the most farcical of comedies. Later

yet, the genius of Sheridan endowed it with a comedy, blazing

with flashing wit in every act, scene and character. Then came
the regal Kemble family to show with what dignity the profession

of an actor can be endowed, Mrs. Siddons the illustrious, John

Kemble, " the noblest Roman of them all ;" Charles Kemble,

who yet survives, and who brought upon the stage to charm the

public, a daughter, the heiress of the family name and genius.

Cotemporary with Charles Kemble we find upon the French stage

Talma, the friend of Napoleon, whom the latter invited to play

before " a whole pitful of kings," at Erfurt. Nor must we forget

the gifted Kean, " his own worst enemy," but the most impassion-

ed actor of modern times. A fitting interpreter of Shakspeare.

The drama in this country has had a hard struggle to obtain a

foothold,—tlie prejudices of the Puritans in New England, and of

the Friends or Quakers in Philadelphia, held it aloof for a long

time, and even now there are many places in the interior where

the local magistracy are inexorable and refuse to suftcr the poor

pluycr " to strut and fret his hour upon the stage." This proscrip-

tion of an institution which has existed from remote antiquity,

fostered by the laws, enlightened by the genius, and supported by

the convictions, of the most intelligent and conscientious of all

lands, is a sorrowful commentary on the boasted intelligence of

the age.

Do these obstinate opponents of the stage know that Lord Ba-

con said that the drama was " history brought before the eyes,"

—

that D'Isracli declared the stage to be a " supplement to the pul-

pit,"—that Solon fostered it,— that it existed beneath the eyes of

our Saviour and his apostles,—that St. Paul borrowed quotations

from it,—that Dr. Watts believed that religious subjects miglit lie

treated dramatically with advantage,—that Luther was its open

advocate,—that Dr. Knox believed no " method to be more effec-

tual for softening the ferocity and improving the minds of the
lower classes,"—that Melancthon admired the wisdom of the
Greeks in encouraging the drama,—that Dr. Blair spoke of the
stage with respect,—that gentle and gallant Sir Philip Sidney sus-
tained it,—that Dr. Gregory recommended it,—that Sir Walter
Scott approved of it,—that more than two hundred English cler-

gymen have written for it,—do they know these facts and yet
deem themselves wiser than Solon, the lawgiver—than St. Paul
and the apostles,—than Bacon, Luther, Watts, Knox, Blair, Sid-

ney, Scott, and their illustrious compeers ?

Against the abuses of the stage opposition was legitimate, but
now that they have been removed, hostility to the drama is no
more rational than hostility to books and newspapers. Those
who oppose it oppose an institution whose office it is

" To wake the sou! by tender strokes of art,

To soften mauners and improve the heart."

The human mind craves for excitement, and will have it. If

intellectual excitement be not provided, sensual excitement will

be substituted. If the theatre could this moment be levelled and
destroyed, it would be in vain to attempt to anest the progress of

intemperance. The most profligate cities are those which have

felt the iron sway of a despotic and rigid social rule. By dam-
ming up a stream you swell it to a waterfall and destructive cur-

rent—by diverting it you convert it into a blessing.

The brilliant success which has attended in Boston the experi-

ment of rigidly banishing from the theatre all objectionable ad-

juncts and excrescences, shows that the stage itself has a strong

hold upon the affections of the people. This experiment was
first made by Mr. Moses Kimball, the proprietor of the Boston

Museum, and tiic public rallied to bis support. He produced an
original moral drama—night after night, for a whole season, his

establishment was overflowed, hundreds being frequently turned

away from the doors, unable to obtain admittance. This showed

that the public did not seek the stage for unholy excitement.

The circumstance attracted the attention of the clergy, some of

them boldly stepping forward and countenancing the performances

by their presence ; other houses followed this example—and other

theatres in other cities—and to this regeneration of the stage may
be largely attributed the present brilliant success and favor which

it enjoys.

What we now require to render it fully worthy of support, to

give it full power, is a national drama. Enough has been done

by our writers to show that they arc not wanting in dramatic ge-

nius. Dr. Bird, in whose recent death American literature has sus-

tained a severe loss, evinced, in the plays he wrote for our American
Forrest, a talent which only required culture for a full develop-

ment. His tragedy of the Gladiator keeps strong hold upon the

stage—and it is not merely owing to the genius of the actor who
so nobly embodies the heroic Spartacus. Judge Conrad, of Phil

adelphia, was completely successful with his tragedy of Jack Cade.

The poet Sargent produced Velasco, which met wilh entire suc-

cess. Mrs. Mowatt's Arraand and Fashion were crowned with

success. Other productions might be named, but surely here are

enough to stimulate the genius of our young authors.

Our history, our society, our scenery, afford ample material for

the stage—why are they not explored and appropriated f Give

us a healthy national drama, and the public will permit nothing

else to be played—always excepting those great masterpieces of

art which belong to no country and no time.

Of histrionic talent there is no dearth among us. The best

members of our stock companies are native born—many have

borne exportation and returned to us with the stamp of European

approval. But the time has gone by when we require that stamp
;

we can judge for ourselves and reward for ourselves. There will

never be a lack of histrionic talent—the fame of an actor is more

attractive than that reaped in almost any other profession—there

is no other kind of reputation that is so tangible as that of the

actor—he realizes his fame more clearly than any other artist.

The tears, the laughter and the applause of the audience are wit-

nessed and taken cognizance of by his senses. The works of the

painter are silently contemplated—they go from his easel to dis-

tant galleries and he only hears the echo of their praise. To him

and to the poet individual eulogies are sometimes uttered, but

the acclamations of the multitude can only reach them in fancy.

On the contrary the actor beholds his triumph—each effort is an

ovation. But if his fame be brilliant it is also transitory. It

dies with his voice, and is extinguished with himself The canvass

and marble and bronze that preserve the fame of painter and sculp-

tor, live for ages—the thoughts of poets and historians are handed

down with pious care from generation to generation, but the poor

players are children of a day. Roscius is a misty, unreal phan-

tom of the past

!

The green curtain ! what mysteries and pleasing associations

are connected with it. When the tyro sees it rise for the first

time, it seems as if fairy land was opening to his enraptured eyes

—his imagiaation outshines the gaslights, and lends tenfold lustre

to the scenery beyond. The canvass waterfalls seem to sparkle

in rainbow spray— the painted clouds appear to emulate the va-

pors that play on the horizon mid the rising sun—the foliage has

all the dewy freshness ofArmida's bowers, and the sylpliides, with

their gauze wings and gossamer skirts and delicate pink limbs,

look like beings of another world. Ho longs to be admitted to a

nearer view. He longs to wander amidst those amaranthine bow-

ers, to sit by those cool waterfall*, and disport with those gay

nymphs. He forgets

*' 'Tis diHtanee lends enchantment to the view,

And robes the mouut^iiu in its azuro hue."

And he forgets, too, that managers are thoroughly versed in the
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laws of perspective. One of these days our wilful novice will

gratify his longings with a peep behind the curtain. He will be

ushered through long, dark, cold passages, and feel more as if he

were a criminal conducted across the Bridge of Sighs, than as if he

were entering the enchanted bowers of Armcda.

A smell of gas, and oil, and orange peel will unpleasantly affect

his olfactory nerves. Once on the stage he will be surprised to

find the boards that look so nice and smooth from in front,

rough, stained, dirty and greasy. The great curtain will be up,

and the house dimly lighted by a few straggling beams of daylight

from the lobbies, falling on the grim, empty boxes, a few sleepy

fiddlers will be nodding over their instruments in the dark, well-

like orchestra. Where are the waterfalls ? Surely tho.se huge

blotches of gray paint are not the living streams he has so often

contemplated with enthusiasm ! And those red cabbages, can

they be the roses of Armcda's bower f

At a little table sits the prompter, with his hat on, for it is very

cold in fairy land. Tlie great tragedian, buttoned up in a great

coat and wearing India rubbers and a fur cap, strolls about the

stage, swinging a stick and rapidly muttering sentences from

Shakspeare. Desdemona, with a heavy shawl and black bonnet,

inumblcs out the responses, as she hems a collar. The ballet

master is drilling a troop of very clumsy girls, with their heads

covered with curl papers, and responding to his expostulations in

very bad grammar. These are the sylphides !

Sorrowfully our disenchanted visitor takes his departure. From

that hour his illusions are gone. After that he may enjoy good

acting, he may appreciate fine thoughts and fine elocution, but he

will no longer be captivated by the announcement of the splendid

scenery, and he will avoid a spectacle as he would the cholera.

After his experience he will be apt to counsel " any dear friend of

Caesar's" to keep on the hither side of the green curtain, and leave

the mysteries that lie beyond to those whose task it is to make

them appear fair and seductive to the public eye.

A deeper insight into these mysteries will show him that the

task of those who live to please is not the light and pleasant duty

it appears to the careless observer—that toil and study are requi-

site to form the actor, as well as to mould the painter and the

sculptor, the author, the musician, or the dancer. That the per-

former, imbued with a true feeling of his art, must study, and

watch, and wrestle, if he would conscientiously fulfil his mission.

And that there are times when, worn with bodily suffering, or

mental grief, he must make an heroic effort to conceal his infirmi-

ty, and hide his sorrows beneath a smiling face. His duty is im-

perative—he must struggle through to the end, and bear himself

bravely, or he bores the good circle of the unconscious public.

Self must be forgotten on the stage.

How truly it hath been said that " all the world's a stage."

Each person studies and enacts his part, while chance and fickle

fortune are the dramatic composers. Some play broad farce, some

light comedy, and some enact deep tragedy ; fools shift the scen-

ery—those thoughtless beings who form the masses. Eich men

occupy the boxes, distinguished ones the prosceniums, and poor

men fill the pit. Between the acts folly plays its loud concert in

the orchestra, and each day renews the varied scenes, until time

drops the curtain, and death closes the play !

THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT.

When Talleyrand was once asked by a lady to explain to her

the nature of the Russian government, he replied, readily, " C'est

une monarchie absolve limitee I'assassinat,"—an absolute monarchy
limited by assassination. The detinition is as memorable and ex-

pressive as it is clear. He had studied the annals of the house of

Komanoff, and spoke humorously but truly. The witticism is an

historical fact. The first and second Demetrius, the Czarovitch

Alexis (son of Peter the Great), Ivan or John the Fifth, Ptter

the Second, Peter the Third (the elder brother of Paul, a child),

and Paul himself, are suflicient examples to instruct coming gen-

erations, and to speak as a handwiiting on tlie wall to warn their

successors. It was long tliought by many that the last emperor,

Alexander, might be included in the list.' His death was myste-

rious and unexpected, which occasioned a general outcry of mur-
der throughout Europe ; but M. Schnitzler, in an able and most
interesting work, lately republished in England, has supplied

ample and authentic details to convince us that, in his case,

typhus fever anticipated the more legitimate effect of secret con-

spiracy ; and that, had not natural death intervened, he was
equally marked out, like his predecessors, for the assassin's dag-

ger. He had offended some of the high military officers and in-

fluential nobility, and after his death the plot, which was intended

to destroy bim, exploded, and was put down by Nicholas.

—

Bent-

ley's Miscdlany.

A RELIC OF PATRIOTISM.

Gen. Wooster, to whose memory a monument has recently been

erected in Uanbury, Conn., was killed at Ridgfield by an English

bullet in 1777. The surgeon at the Danbury hospital, where the

dying general was brought, probed his wounds and searched for

the bullet in vain, and the ball still remained in the body when it

was consigned to the grave. Seventy-seven years afterwards, as

we learn from the New Haven Palladium, in 1854, when it was

sought to remove the remains of Wooster, the exact spot of his

interment was uncertain. Digging near the place where a few

aged jiersons supposed the grave to have been, soon the skull and

larger bones of a man were found. Then two bunches of matted

wire were thrown out ; they were the epaulets of the dead. Next
was found a portion of a plume, and finally a lump of clay was

toss-ed up, which, on being broken by the laborer, was discovered

to contain the leaden bullet. This was conclusive proof of the

identity of the remains. The bullet was known to be of English

manufacture from its extraordinary size, being much larger than

those used by the Americans. How little the soldier who sent the

fatal messenger of death imagined that it would be held to the gaze

of a gieat concourse of people, and honored by them as a precious

relic seventy-seven years afterwards.

—

N. Y. Commercial.

In private conversation between intimate friends the wisest men
very often talk like the weakest ; for indeed the talking with a

friend is nothing else but thinking aloud.

—

Addhtv.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

TRANSIENT BEAUTY.

BT JAMES 8. LATIMEB.

The night-blooming cereus thine emblem shall be,

And joy, for a time, shall be seen in thine eye;

But, like the fair emblem I've chosen for thee,

Time was not made for thee, and beauty must die.

Too many, alas, far too many, must fade,

That now are the joy of their parents and friends;

The sweetest of fiowers that blooms iu the glade,

The soonest is withered when summer time ends.

« »»— >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

NOTES OF FOREIGN TRAVEL.
No. II.

BT F. GLEASON.

Arrival at Kingston, Ireland—Troops embarking— Route to Dublin—Country
Seats— DubUu—View from Carlisle Bridj^e—The Itiver Litfey—The Four
Courts—Trinity College—Phoenix Park— Beauty and Fashion—Military

—

Population.

I SIT down to write this epistle in the land of the shamrock and

harp. The observant traveller is constantly reminded of his

whereabouts by the countenances, brogue, and appearance gene-

rally of the people, all of whom evince the unmistakable nation-

ality which would betray them in the most distant part of the

earth. I came over from Livei-pool to Kingston in an evening

and night, on board the steamer Iron Duke, the distance being

only about 135 miles. We came into Kingston harbor with the

early morning, and viewed it with its protecting stone mole and

forest of shipping, under the very best aspect, as it was lighted up

by the morning sun. As we glided over the waters of Dublin

Bay WG observed the transport ship " War Cloud " taking on

board the troops of the 11th hussars, the corps being under orders

for the seat of war in the East. Here, as well as at Liveqiool, the

government naval depots are fully occupied iu preparation for

active service against Russia. As would be supposed, the war is

the theme of conversation with every one, and is certainly very

popular with the queen's subjects.

Kingston is a comparatively unimpoitant place except that it

answers as a packet station or deep harbor for Dublin, from which

it is distant something less than ten miles. Dublin itself has a

poor depth of water for commercial purposes, and all the heavy

ships and large packets run between Liverpool and Kingston.

Long before the break of morning, as we lay our course across

St. George's Channel, we could discern the four brilliant light-

houses that form such welcome beacons to the mariners in Dublin

Bay. That which is situated at the entrance of Kingston harbor

is, like the outer one in Boston harbor, a revolving light, but the

others are fixed. That on the extreme point of Howth peeped

at us far out in the Irish Sea.

I took the cars at Kingston for Dublin with keen anticipations

of pleasure, for we had been told of the interesting localities and

the fine rural country through which we were to pass, and our

expectations, I must confess, were fully realized. Nearly the

whole distance is lined with magnificent country residences, the

grounds adjoining which are in the highest state of cultivation, and

most picturesquely bestowed and ornamented. Here the nobility

and gentry of Dublin reside during the summer months. Let no

traveller hurry over this route by night trains, even though he

should lose a day at ICingston, for it is a trip to be enjoyed, fully

entered into, and remembered. I am sure the passage through

this beautiful route to Dublin put me in excellent conceit with the

country, and I entered the city with spirits on the qui vive, and

resolved to enjoy and to like everything.

Dublin is beyond a doubt one of the finest cities of Europe,

and is at present most thrifty and prosperous in commercial mat-

ters. The most of its streets are straight and very wide—that

known as Sackville Street is some one hundred and fiftjj feet in

width, and is the principal thoroughfare of the town. In its cen-

tre stands a Doric pillar of cut granite, one hundred and ten feet

in height, placed here in honor of Lord Nelson. On each face of

the pediment is inscribed the name of the hero's great battles,

such as Aboukir, Copenhagen, the Nile, and Trafalgar. One of

the finest views in all Dublin I obtained from the centre balus-

trade of Carlisle Bridge—the sight taking in at a comprehensive

glance a vast picture of the wealth, extent and architectural beauty

of the city. To the north stretches away the noble mall of Sack-

ville Street with the Nelson monument. To the south is seen

AVestmoreland and D'Olier Streets, beautiful in the stately sym-

metry of their architecture, and a peep at Trovot's garden and

one of the side wings of Trinity College, as well as a part of the

colonnade of the Bank of Ireland. Turning to the eastward

the eye follows the Liffey in its course to the sea ; and be-

tween the masts of the vessels rises the solid structure of the

Custom House. Westward the eye pursues the river's course

where it flows between walls of hewn granite which form the

frontage of the quays.

The " Four Courts," a series of buildings occupying a spot of

four hundred and fifty feet, facing towards the river, and crowned

with a majestic dome, was one of the first points to attract my
attention. The front of the central building has a fine portico of

six Corinthian pillars surmounted with statues representing Jus-

tice, Mercy, and other emblematical subjects. On entering the

rotunda I found myself at once in the midst of a crowd of law-

yers and those unfortunate individuals who appeared as plaintiffs

and defeudants. There are four courts holden here, as the name

n-niild indicate—and the place is a sort of lawyers' exchange.

where they meet their clients for consultation. There is no mis-

taking the lawyers from the rest of the throng, as they universally

wear a surplice and a white curly wig when in court. The four

courts were in session, and the sight afforded by the various judges

in their regalia, the lawyers in their powdered wigs and peculiar

dress, arranged in rows before the court, was curious enough to my
eye, accustomed to the sober simplicity of our American form of

legal business. The tribunals holden within the " four courts
"

are the Common Pleas, Chancery, Queen's Bench and Exchequer.

I found Trinity College buildings, also known as the University

of Ireland, of great extent and much interest. They consist of

three spacious quadrangles. I was here shown many portraits of

Ireland's most favored sons, past and present. The library is one

of the finest rooms in Europe devoted to this purpose, containing

some 110,000 volumes, and many valuable manuscripts, some of

which were shown me, dating back more than a thousand years !

The museum department is also remarkable ; among other curiosi-

ties are some skeletons of the great fossil deer of Ireland, and an
almost countless variety of Irish birds and fishes, the largest collec-

tion yet brought together. The buildings partly enclose what is

called the College Park, an open spot of some twenty acres. The
college was founded in 1592—the present number of students is

about fourteen hundred. A statue of William III. is situated in

front of the college, as represented on page 396.

One of the most delightful belongings of Dublin, to my mind,

is the Phtcni.x Park, a noble breathing spot, held sacred like the

Boston Common, or the Battery, New York—containing about one

thousand acres, or twenty times as large as our Common ! Here are

seen hundreds of noble deer, feeding quite unmolested and tame.

In this park is the residence ofthe Lord Lieutenant ofIreland,through

whose grounds I was courteously permitted to drive, sentinels be-

ing stationed at all points, and regular military government being

observed. In the park is an obelisk in honor of the Duke of

Wellington's victories. Here too is a fine Zoological Garden.

The beauty, nobility and fashion resort here to promenade—the

privacy and decorum of the place being preserved by the foot and

mounted police. I had a fine chance to see the nobility and gen-

try of Dublin all together here ; among them the Lord Lieutenant

and the Countess of St. Germans. Two military bands performed

alternately, discoursing sweet music, among which I noticed a fa-

miliar American air that recalled home as.sociations most vividly.

It will be along while before I forget the delightful scene ; the air

was fragrant with blooming flowers, and the atmosphere redolent

of sweet sounds.

I saw some admirable military evolutions and fine drilling of

troops at the royal barracks. No holiday soldiers are these, but

men who live in the service, and are occupied in handling arms and

in the soldier's duty for a lifetime. The precision of their move-

ments, the martial bearing, and the one spirit that seemed to per-

vade the whole body, appeared to operate like magic. The Eng-

lish regiments are in a high state of discipline.

There are a vast number of buildings richly worthy of exami-

nation in Dublin. Among those which I visited were the General

Post Office, the Custom House, City Hall, Bank of Ireland, etc.,

any one of which would afford sufficient matter to form an entire

letter if described in detail. Besides Phoenix Park, the city is

graced by a large number of parks and squares, varying in size,

and beautifully laid out with trees, shrubbery and flowers. They

will average eight or ten acres each, and are the charm of the

place. The Liffey, which runs through the place, is crossed by

numerous fine bridges, and thus becomes a source of great orna^

ment and picturesqueness. The city contains at present about

2G0,000 inhabitants, presenting all the phases of wealth, compe-

tence, poverty and want ; an American eye is apt to mark at

once the squalid misery of the lower classes contrasting with the

regal splendor of the wealthy and titled. Begging is a trade in

Dublin, at which thousands gain a livelihood.

After a brief but pleasant stay here, I took passage on the great

southern and western railroad for Cork ; and on the route thither

passed through some of the flnest counties in all Ireland— abound-

ing in historical interest and legendary lore. We passed through

the counties of Kildare, Queen's county. King's county, Tippera-

ry. Limerick and Cork, traversing a great portion of the great

bog of Allen—part of the bog being crossed by rails laid on a

floating bridge. The places of interest on the line of the route

were numerous and attracted my particular attention. Among
them were the ruins of the Cathedral of Kildare, the ruins of

Mallow Castle, the Devil's Bite, a small mountain, the summit of

which bears a singular appearance, which gave rise to a story that

the devil bit out a piece of the mountain and flew away with it

and dropped it on a large rock, some twenty miles from this spot,

and on this rock St. Patrick built a church. A story religiously

believed in by the simple people of the neighborheod.

A pleasant ride of one hundred and si.xty-five miles brought us

from Dublin to Cork, of which place I shall have somewhat to

say in my next letter.

THE WORLD AND CHANCE.

How often might a man, after he had jumbled a set of letters

in a bag, fling them out upon the ground before they would fall

into an exact poem, yea, or so much as make a good discourse in

prose. And may not a little book be as easily made by chance

as this great volume of the world ? How long might a man be

sprinkling colors upon canvass with a careless hand before they

could happen to make the exact picture of a man '> And is m;in

easier made by chance than his picture ? How long might twenty

thousand blind men, which should be sent out from !>everal re-

mote places in England, wander up and down before they would
meet upon Salisbury Plain and fall into rank and file in the

exact order of an army ^ And yet this is more easy to be imag-

ined than how the innumerable'blind parts of matter should ren-

dezvous themselves into a world.

—

Tillotson.
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BOOKSTORE
OF MESSRS.APPLETON.

Below we present

an interior view of the

Hew and superb book-
store Nos. 346 and
348 Broadway, N. Y.,

opened not long since

by this well known
publishing house. The
shops in New York
are both causes and
effects of its prosperi-

ty; and when luxury
and good taste are as-

sociated with industry

and bare money's
worth, as in the case

of the marble palace

of the Stewarts, and
in the new accommo-
dations of the Apple-
tons, it is a gain to all

parties. The purchas-
er will buy his book
as cheaply or (with
the extension of the

business) cheaper than
ever, and will have
his property beside in

the convenience and
elegance about him.
This is true enough
of every fine sho|)

;

but most of all of a
bookstore which is

converted at once
from amere wareroom
into a costly free pub-
lic lihrary. The book-
shelves of the Apple-
tons we consider no
unhappy continuation
of the old lihrary that

preceded them. Cer-
tainly nowhere will be found greater facilities for the knowledge
of all the most imjjotaiu (icpaitiiiiiits of literature in the new,
and especially the more valualije works of the day. The den in

which an English publisher bides himself, or the order room from
which his public ations are sohl, offers no such advantages to the
purchaser. You will find no such brilliant establishments for

books among the famous houses for wares of all other kinds in

Oxford Srrect, Regent Street, or the Boulevards. The building
now occui)ied by the Ajiplctons was originally built for the pur-

poses of the Society Library, at th(^ cost of about *90,0()0, in 18.35,

and was held for that purpose till the last year, when it was pur-
chased with the lot for a sum exceeding one huiulred thousand
dollars. The alterations to adapt it to its present uses, a work of
no little judgment, have been carried out after the architectural
plans of W. E. Worthen, Esq., and consist chiefly of the addi-

STATUE OF WILLIAM IIL, TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN.

tion of a new basement and an attic story, with the remodelling

of the great central body of the building by new floors. These
alterations, involving a large expenditure, have been accotnpanied

by other changes and additions, tending to the eonveniciu'C and
security of the premises. The whole building is heated by steam
pipes, supplied from a boiler in a vault under Catherine Lane

;

this boiler aL^o afl^ords power for the supply of water to the upper
stories, for the convenience of the occupants and the security of

the building. In order not to obstruct the entrance or sidewalk

on Broadway a separate building has been constructed on (Cathe-

rine Lane as a hoistway for goods, to which steam po%yer may be

applied. There arc other entrances on Leonard Street, which
form the northern boundary of the building, for the receipt and
delivery of goods in the book establishment. The second story

is divided into three large rooms suited to mercantile purposes.

The third and fourth

stories, comprising 14
rooms, are well adapt-

ed for engravers, ar-

chitects, engineers,

etc. The upper story

is designed exclusive-

ly for artists, having
a north light in each
of the eight rooms.
The Messrs. Apple-
ton occupy the entire

first floor and base-

ment, each 60 feet by
100, with the front

vaults and under cel-

lars. Artistic effect

has been studied in

the interior decora-

tions of the first floor

—the ceiling is sup-

ported by fourteen

Corinthian columns
in imitation of Sienna
marble. The ceiling

and walls are painted

in fresco, from de-

signs executed by
Nowland &. Kearney.

The bookcases and
shelving are of plain

oak, in length 270

feet. The basement
comprising the whole-

sale department, is

fitted up with alcoves

containing more than
500 lineal feet ofshelv-

ing, and a capacity of

10,000 cubic feet.

The warehouses of

the books in sheets,

and the materials, are

kept by the Messrs.

Appleton in various

portions of the city—an arrangement the wisdom of which the

recent deplorable loss of the Messrs. Harper makes manifest.

Messrs. Appleton's own jiublieations, of which the choice library

edition of the Spectator may be taken as an index, represents a

fair proportion of the best authors, both old and new, while their

imported stock covers the whole range of the most available li-

brary literature, " nature's irreat stereotypes," the Bacons, Swifts,

Miltons, Miicaulays, and their fellows. Of edilions de luxe their

shelves and counters are full—books which in every style and on

every subject rombine intrinsic worth with elegance. It will re-

pay our readers to examine for themselves this splendid establish-

ment. We commetHi it as a specimen of the extensive opera-

tions in this departrneiit of national enterprise now so common
in our largo cities, and as betokening evidences of great enter-

prise and sagacious outlay of means.

[See Letter, page 395.]

INTERlOll ViLW Ui' THE I'limClPAL BALEb-llUUM OE \). Al'PLETON & CO.'S BOOKSTORE, 34G AND 348, BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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COUNTERFEITING BANK BlIiLS.

Two skilful and ingenious artists of New York have devised a

new plan for making bank notes which cannot be counterfeited.

The Courier says it will present some curious and entirely novel

combinations of art and science, which will be the subject of a

patent, both in this country and Europe. The inventors, it says,

are gentlemen of large experience in the difficult Held in which

they are now exerting their talents, and in tlie production of the

plate now in their hands, will employ much arti-ttic, mechanical

and chemical knowledge. It will carry on its face the simplest

marks of recognition and identification; so simple, so plain in-

deed, that any person of the most ordinary capacity can readily,

aitd with certaiytty, determine its true character. By this arrange-

ment, every bill holder will be able to act as a detective police on

any effort at counterfeiting. The associated banks of Boston re-

cently ofl'ered a large reward for such an invention, so that if

there is anything in this supposed discovery, the inventors will

Probably be well compensated for their skill.

-A—•"•-•—-

West Point.—The recent appropriation by Congress for the

expenses of the military academy at West Point, embraces, for

pay of officers, instructors, cadets and musicians, $88,266 ; com-

mutations of subsistence, $2190; forage for officers' horses, $960;

repairs and improvements of academic and other buildings,

$29,725; additions to and expenses of the library, $1000 ; ex-

penses of the board and visitors, $3000; forage for artillery and

cavalry horses, $8640 ;
purchase of cavalry and artillery horses,

$1000; additions to hospitals for cadets, $6500 ; for a cavalry

exercise hall, $20,000. The compensation to be awarded to the

"master of the sword" is $1200 per year.

Cdrious.—A mammoth crystal, of unusual brilliancy, is on

exhibition at New Orleans, which was found on a plantation in

Montgomery county, Arkansas, about twenty feet below the sur-

face. It is twenty-two inches long, seventeen high, and about

sixteen in breadth, and weighs one hundred and seven pounds,

and has a very ragged and uneven, but picturesque surface. The

Delta says some portions of its projections vie in brightness with

diamonds of the purest water.

SPLINTERS.
.... One of the London gin-palaces now possesses a great

attraction in the person of a Hottentot barmaid.

.... Admiral Hamelin, commander-in-cliicf cf the French fleet

at the East, is an Irishman, and a resident of Louth county.

.... Gignoux, the celebrated New York artist, has just finished

his painting of Niagara Falls, ordered by Baron Rothschild.

.... A woman and two children were frightfully burned by

the explosion of a camphcne lamp at Pittsburg lately.

.... Cultivate your hearts aright, as well as your farm ; and

remember " whatsoever a man soweth that shall ho reap."

.... In Memphis, the man who gets drunk is not fined, but

put to work to clean the streets for so many days.

.... A bill to abolish capital puuishiiii-nt, deli.ated at great

length in the Ohio State Senate, was finally lost by two votes.

.... Mr. Bateninn, the father of the famous cliildrtu of that

name, offers $1000, it is said, for the best play writtt-n for them.

.... Mrs. Mowatt was married to Mr. Wm. F. Ritchie, at

Eavenswood, Long Island, 7th instant. It was a brilliant afifair.

.... By annihilating the desires, you annihilate the mind. Ev-

ery man without passions, li.ts within him no principle of action.

.... Charles Dickens has accepted the oflice of President of

the Reading Atheniieum, vacant by the death of Judge Talfourd.

The Sixth Avenue Railroad Company, in New York, have

put a car on their road for the accommodation of colored persons.

.... The citizens of Philadelphia are discussing the propriety of

establishing flower markets on the plan of those in Paris.

.... Before the French troops had been in Gallipoli three days

they named the streets, numbered the houses, established a police.

.... The Brooklyn Eagle says :
—" Mosquitoes have made

their appearance. Their engagement, it is said, is for the season."

.... The city authorities of Lowell have appropriated $1200

for firincf salutes and for fireworks on the Fourth of July.

.... Nothing is so contemptible as that affectation of wisdom,

which some display, by universal incredulity.

RIDING ON HORSEBACK.
AVe have noticed with much pleasure, that with the commence-

ment of warm weather an unu.sual taste for equestrian exercise

has manifested itself among the ladies and gentlemen of our good

city, and the charming roads in our vicinity are enlivened, morn-

ing and afternoon, by parties of ladies and gentlemen on horse-

back. There is no exercise more agreeable or beneficial than

this. The rider is not only carried along buoyantly by his active

steed, not only feels the blood dancing through his veins, and his

muscles brought into play, but the care of his horse occupies his

mind, and prevents it from running on in the habitual dreary

routine of business and care. A solitary horseman (so great a

favorite with Mr. James) is not utterly alone ; his horse is a mute

but engaging companion. A horse soon le.arns to know his rider,

and when a complete sympathy is established between them the

association is always full of pleasure.

We believe that mneh of the vigor and health of our ancestors,

male and female, arose from the fact that they took a great deal

of horseback exercise. Chaises, wagons, buggies and carriages

were almost unknown in the early days of tiie colonies. The

farmer took his corn to mill in a bag on his horse's back ; the

farmer's son took the produce to market in panniers slung on a

horse's back ; the farmer's daughters galloped their nags along

the county roads, and the farmer's wife rode behind her husband,

seated on a pillion, to meeting on Sunday, a good old dobbin

carrying the faithful couple. With the progress of luxury chaises

and close carriages came into fashion, and saddles wore at a dis-

count. At one time equestrianism seemed to be dying out in this

country. Sometime about 1832, Fanny Kemble came over from

England, and became the rage, while her bold and dashing riding

set our ladies agog to imitate her. Saddle-horses were in great

demand, and sidesaddles that had been consigned to garrets and

lumber-rooms, were got out and carefully repaired.

Now, as we have before said, it is common to encounter troops

of equestrians sallying forth from the city to enjoy the pure air of

the country. In the multiplicity of riders, while very many ride

gracefully and well, yet

" The troop contain."? some spooneyfl

Who .shame their bonny nags,
And bump upon their saddles,

Like to a miller's bag."

Not unfrequently do we see an unfortunate wight, who acts

upon the principle that horsemanship, like Dogberry's reading

and writing, "comes by nature," rushing along, John Gilpin

fashion, his legs and arms abroad, completely divorced from his

saddle, and the sport of every motion of his horse, at one time

jerked backwards over the crupper, at another flying over his

horse's neck, and only saved from measuring his length on the

roadside by a special providence. Contrast the figure he cuts

with that of an accomplished horseman, sitting close to his horse,

yet without stiffness or affectation, following instinctively the

motions of his animal, yet, having him all the while perfectly

under control—seeming less to govern him by hand, heel and

limb, than by will.

It is very easy to talk about learning to ride without a master

—

and there are books which tell you all about it, fVom Geoft'rey

Gambado and the Duke of Newcastle, down to Herschberger and

Harry Hiover ; but the quickest and surest way to get a practical

knowledge of the art, is to put yourself in the hands of a good

teacher—a man who not only understands the theory but also the

horse, and is a good rider himself. We do our readers a service

in pointing out such a teacher in Mr. D. R .Disbrow, at his eques-

trian establishment, 415 Washington Street.

London Crystal Palace.—The London Crystal Palace,

which has been re-constructed at Sydenham, was to be re-opened

at the close of last month. The "London Times" says that

" several years must elapse before the place can be seen in its full

glory; before the stately palm trees have acquired their loftiest

proportions ; before the vine branches climb upwards to the vitre-

ous roof; before the illustrations of ancient and modern art have

been completed ; before the whole hydraulic marvels in contem-

plation are fiuished ; the different families of man illustrated, and

the Flora and Fauna of the world finally and effectively arranged."

A ^•^ >

End or Volume Sixth.—One more number will complete

the present volume of the "Pictorial," when we shall commence
volume seventh with renewed endeavors to merit the extended

paironage which this journal has enjoyed from its commencement.

We have all the back numbers, and can supply any that are de-

sired at a charge of six cents each.

< ».» >

Yankee all over.—A tailoring firm in New York city adver-

tises that they will give to every patron who purchases goods to

the amount of $3 00, a sealed envelope "containing a gift of

some kind, varying in value from 25 cents to $30, which can be

opened immediately after the purchase, and the article obtained."

< —» »

Federhen & Co., 9 and 13 Court Street, have Reginald Lyle :

or the Adopted Heir, by Miss Pardoe. An e.\ceedmgly readable

book. This house have all the new works of the day on their

counters at the earliest moment of publication.

What will last.—Invincible fidelity, good-humor, and com-
placency of temper, says Dr. Johnson, outlive all the charms of a

fine face, and make the decay of it invisible.

Expensive Business.—Three million jiounds sterling have

already been expended by the British government for the trans-

port of troops destined for the Eastern war.

THE PRESS.

The St. Josephs Gazette states that a memorial has been for-

warded to Washington petitioning government for permission to

establish a newspaper at Fort Leavenworth, the designated capi-

tal of the new territory of Kansas. A coincident fact is the es-

tablishment of a smart daily newspaper at St. Paul, Minnesota,

where a territorial government has only been organized two or

three years, and where several weekly papers are now printed. It

is thus that the pen and the axe go together on a peaceful mission

of conquest in the Western wilds,^s the pen .and the sword dis-

turbed the stagnant ideas of the Mexicans during the late war

with Mexico. Americans cannot live beyond the shadow of a

printing-press.
A ^•— »-

The Fruit Trees.—The canker worm, or some other de-

structive insect, is again making sad ravages with the foliage ot

the apple trees in some i)laces in the vicinity of Boston. The

trees look as though fire had run over them. There are also

complaints that the cherries are rotting and dropping ofif, but we

do not know to what extent this evil prevails.

Congress.—The northern States are represented in Congress

by thirty-two senators and one hundred and thirty-five members

of the House ; the southern by thirty senators and ninety members.

MAHUIAGES.
In this city, by Rev Mr. Vinton, Mr. Augustus Lowell to Mins Katharine

B.. daughter of Hon. Abbott Lawrence.

By Rev Mr. Dexter, Mr. 0. (J. LoTiyoy to Mrs S. A. West.

By Rev. Mr. Cilley, Capt. Ervin Alexander, of Uichmond, Me., to Miss

Martha P. Kwer.
By Ilev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. William F Mason to 5Iiss Laurena Mcfj^an.

By Rev. Mr. Winkley, Mr. Oscar Farwell to Miss Martha K. Ilolton.

By Rer. Mr. Ellis Mr. Andrew 0. Smith to Miss Mary Ijouisa Dodd.
At Charlestown by Rev. Mr Ilutohina, Mr Daniel Grant, of Pictou, N. 8.

to Miss Helen E Knox, of Halifax, N. S
At Dorchester, by Rev. Mr. Ixjthrop, Mr. Alfred Bradlsh to Miss Mary Ann

Carlton, of Hoxbury.
At West Cambridge, by Rev. Mr. Hill, Mr. George n. Fcssenden to Miu

Eliza P. Tufts.
At Lowell, by Rev Mr. Thayer, Mr. Lowell Carr to Miss Emma A. Seaver.

At Haverhill, by Kev. Mr. Pomfret, Mr. Francis Lang, Jr. to Miss Mary E.
Fletcher, both of Hr.idford.

At Coha«8et, by Kev. Mr. Osgood, Mr. James U. Hall, of Boston, to Uiss
Louisa F. Parker.
At Fall River, by Rev. Mr. Bradford, Mr. Robert Birtwistie, of Tiverton, to

Miss Margaret Waring.
At Providence, R. 1. by Rev. Dr. Hall, Mr. Henry Huntington, of Brooklyn,

Conn . to Miss Anna D. Bond.
At Portland, Me , by Kev. Dr. Carruthers, Capt. Charles Spear, of Boston,

to Miss Harriet Weeks.

DEATHS.
In this city, Mrs. Abba Frances Houghton, 28; Mr. John Mcljiughlin,

printer. 27; Mrs Charlotte Sophia, wife of Rev. J. T. Sargent, 3?; Mrs. Han-
nah Trench. 83; Mr. Ephraim Dana, 71; Rev. .Toshua Chandler, of Andover,
Mass., 68; Miss Alice Brown, 45; Mrs. Lucy S. Barrett, 3B; Widow Jeru»h»
Trescott, 75; Widow Susannah Williams, 85; Mr. William Wilkina, 67; Misd
Harriette A. T Stodder, 3S ; Mr. Benj. F. Robinson, 30: Miss Ellen Murphy, 37.

At Charlestown. Miss Eliza Adams, 28 ; Mr. Joshua Pierce, 79.

At Cambridge, Mrs. Maria, wife of C. F. Bagley. 45
At Salem, Mr. Asa Wheeler. 54; Miss Eliza P. Millett, 21.

At Newburyport, Mr. Joseph Grcenleaf, 64.

At Quincy, Mrs. Ann, wife of Mr. Michael MalifT. 50.

At Way land, Mrs, S,%rah Batchelder, 57; Mi-s. Polly Gleuon, 77.

At Saxonville, Caroline Frances, wife of Mr. E. J. Andrews, 38.

At Plymouth, Mr. George Allen, of Sandwich, 66.

At Fairhaven. Widow Mary Stoddard, G8.

At South Hadley, Dr. Elihu Dwight.
At Pembroke, Capt. Jacob Hertey, late master of ship Hamburg, 38.

At Grafton, Bliss Lucy M., daughter of Mr. Timothy Merriam, IG.

At Leicester, Miss Deborah Jane Chamberlin, 22.

At Holden, Mr. Oliver Knowlton, 75.

At Pittsfield, Mr. Charles Kellogg 71 ; Mr. Joseph Malcolm, 47.

At Edgartown, Miss Ann, daughter of Mr. William Cumiugs, 19.

At Portland, Me., Asa V. True, Esq., 50.

At .Simsbury, Conn., Mrs. Sally, widow of the late Mjy. Gen. John Sedgwick,
of Cornwall. 96.

At Grand Salt Lake, Mr. James P. Brooks, a native of Csjitine, Me.
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[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

MR. SMITH'S ADVENTURE.

BZ FRANCIS A. DUSIVAGE.

On a very pleasant June moniing, a handsome young man of

twenty-two or thereabouts, fashionably attired, and with that pen-

sive, melancholy air, which well became his dark eyes and wavy

locks, and which marked him as a poet of the Byron school, a

rejected lover, or an unlucky gamester, or a turf defaulter, or a

briefless attorney, or whatever you will, for melancholy has many
causes and wraps her dark mantle round many shoulders in this

weary world of ours ;—a handsome, melancholy young man, we
say, interesting enough to flutter the hearts of a whole boarding

school,' was strolling along a pleasant lane in one of the rural

counties of England. He had come down by the London coach,

and, while waiting for a conveyance to take him across the coun-

try to the place of his destination, thouglit to amuse himself by a

brief ramble. He paused now and then to gather a fragrant rose,

or a bunch of hawthorn from the hedgerow ; but he tossed away
the flowers as carelessly as lie culled them.

" Heigho !" he muttered to himself. " It remains to be seen

what will be the upshot of this visit to my rich old bachelor uncle,

my only surviving relative. Is it at all likely the whimsical old

humorist, whom I have not seen since childhood, will suit me, or

that I shall suit him ? A retired man of business, how can I

exjject that he will fancy a good-for-nothing fellow, who never did

any business in his whole life 1—a poet, whose book didn't sell

;

a dramatist, whose play was a failure ; a literateur, who found no

favor with the publishers ? Will he pay my debts, and make

me his heir ? My whole London life has been a failure ; and the

only agreeable episode was my trip to Bath. Poor Sophy

Wrugglcs ! I believed she loved me sincerely. But I acted hon-

orably. When I found that my heart was engaged, I tore myself

away without an explanation. For what had I to oflFer her ?—I,

bankrupt in hope and purse V
As he mused thus mournfully, he came in sight of a handsome

villa facing a broad, smooth-shaven lawn, and backed by a pretty

garden and park of ornamental trees. As he paused to survey it

with the pleased eye of a poet, a smart servant in spruce livery

advanced along the road, and after glancing at him sharply,

touched his hat, and said respectfully :
" Mr. Smith."

" That's my name."
" Thank ye—thank ye, sir," said the fellow, grinning from ear

to ear, and turning on his heel, he ran oflf and disappeared.

"Is that fellow crazy?"

A moment afterwards a dozen or more farmers' boys, armed

with muskets, suddenly appeared in the road before him, and

setting up a loud hurrah, discharged their weapons simultaneously,

and then disappeared in the smoke.

"What the deuce is to pay here 1" thought Smith. "Is this

election day, or fair day?—or is that a lunatic asylum, and those

fellows madmenV
He walked on, curious to learn the cause of the commotion.

As he advanced, he saw a white flag flying on the lawn, and he

heard the distant sound of music. As he approached nearer to

the village, a gate in the thick hedgerow opened, and a portly

gentleman in black, with a spotless white waistcoat, very rosy

gills, and a bunch of flowers in his button-hole, suddenly appeared

with both hands extended.

" My dear boy," said he, " welcome ! You're before your

time ; but so much the better. It speaks well for your gallantry.

Bat Where's your uncle V
" I have n't seen him yet, sir ; and I hear he's unwell."

" Well, well," said the old gentleman, " I hardly expected him.

You don't look quite well yourself—a little pale, nervous. No
matter; it will soon be over—hey? Well, you don't look a bit

like the old man ; I expected to find you shorter and stouter. I

thought Sophy must have been mistaken in your appearance."

" Sophy !" exclaimed Smith, more and more bewildered.

" Ay, ay, my boy ! She's told me all—how she met you at

Bath and loved you, and how you suddenly disappeared. You
had no idea of entering into an arrangement for life without see-

ing your intended ; and faith, I don't blame you for it. When I

was of your age, I wouldn't have married a girl to please a thou-

sand uncles, till I'd satisfied myself. But you never let your

uncle know about that trip to Bath. Sly dog! But come along."

So saying, the ofiicious old gentleman seized the arm of the

bewildered Smith—who found it impossifde to believe that he was

awake—and dragged him across the lawn, and ushered him into

the drawing-room, where a fat woman in a crimson turban rushed

into his arms, and saluted him on both cheeks, and then burst

into a passionate fit of tears.

" O, dear, dear," said she, " this is the happiest and saddest

day of my life ! I'm sure you're a very nice young man, and
will take the best care of my daughter; and your uncle's a dear

good creature. But Sopliy is my all—excuse a mother's feelings,

Mr. Smith—an only child ! O, dear !"

"Mrs. Wruggles! Mrs. Wruggles, compose yourself!" said

the old gentleman.

" Sophy Wruggles is really the girl, then, after all!" thought

Smith. " My uncle is certainly an odder man than even the world

has given him credit for—to manage such a surprise for me; and

to leave me to tumble into happiness, without the least suspicion

of the felicity before me !"

But his meditations were cut short by the entrance of the fair

Sophy attired in virgin white, and looking lovely as nn angel.

Mr. and Mrs. Wruggles led her forward, and then discreetly left

the room. As she seemed overcome by emotion. Smith caught

her in his arras, and her head reclined upon his shoulder.

" My dear angel !" cried Smith. " Tell me if I owe this hap-

piness to your own free will, and not to your filial obedience ?"

" Can you ask me, William ?" replied the bride, blushing and

looking up in his foce.

Smith pressed the lips of his adored.

" What a strange courtship ours has been," said Smith, "car-

ried on in the language of the eyes alone."

"Yours were so expressive!" said Sophy. "Do you remem-
ber Bath ?"

" Can I ever forget the pump-room ?" cried the lover.

" How I trembled when I handed you your glass !"

" How I thrilled when I drank it
!"

"And the ball at the assembly rooms !" suggested Smith.
" And the waltzes and polkas !" replied the bride.

" Decidedly we were formed for each other."

" Sophy !" cried the voice of the paternal parent.

" Coming, mother!—excuse me, dearest!" cried the bride; and

tearing herself from her lover's arms, she sped out of the room.

"Of course, this is a dream!" said Smith. "But it's very

pleasant while it lasts."

" For you, sir," said the livery servant Smith had met in the

lane, entering and presenting a package and a letter on a silver

salver. Smith dismissed the man, opened the letter, and read

:

" Mr. William Smtthe :—Your uncle has begged me to write,

because he has the gout in his hand, and can't hold a pen. Ho
begs mo to say, that he wishes you all sorts of happiness, but he

can't think of being present at the ceremony. He sends you
herewith a hundred guineas, and a letter of credit on his banker

at Paris, and will expect you as soon as the honeymoon and your

tour on the continent are ended. Humbly wishing you joy, for

myself, I remain. Yours to command, Simon Slow."

"I don't know this Simon Slow," thought Smith; "but I sup-

pose he's my uncle's steward. The fellow thinks to compliment

me by spelling my name Smythe ; but plain Smith is good enough

for me. It's a respectable family, but contains too many Johns."

Of course, he pocketed the money without demur, and prepared

to go through the ceremony with the easy grace and nonchalance

of- a man of the world. He was introduced to a great many peo-

ple, and shook hands so many times, that his shoulders ached.

After breakfast, the carriage was announced. The leave-taking

was hurried through, the happy couple escaped from their friends

and took their seats, the postilions plied whip and spur in anticipa-

tion of liberal fees, and away they flew behind four spanking bays

at a rattling rate down the same road up which the unconscious

bridegroom had strolled in melancholy mood that very morning.

As he glanced out of the window, he saw a fat pedestrian in

drab gaiters, wiping his perspiring forehead, and toiling through

the dust. Smith smiled. If anything can add to the gratification

of being whirled along in an easy-running carriage, it is to con-

trast it with the toils of pedestrianism on a dusty road. But little

did Mr. Smith suspect who that unfortunate was. While Mr.

and Mrs. Smith are speeding on their bridal tour, let us follow up

the little fat pedestrian. Overcome with the heat of the weather,

and his own exertions, he sat down on a stone.

" Vot an 'orrid 'ot day !" he exclaimed, in the purest cockney

vernacular, as he mopped his crimson forehead with his thick

bandanna. " 'Ot enough to roast an 'Ottentot ! Vot a go !—to

think of that ere hengine runnin' off the rail and spillin' hall the

passengers ! Vot a hescape for me ! Vonder if I ham in the

right direction ? That looks as if it might be the 'ouse. 'Ullo,

you, sir !"

The last words were addressed to the servant in livery whom
we have before encountered, and who was now strolling along,

visibly affected by champagne before breakfast.

" Who are you speaking to ?" said ho, loftily.

" To you !" was the reply. " Whose 'ouse is that ?"

" Mr. Wruggles's."

" I thought so. He's your master, hey ?"

The servant nodded.

" Veil, you're expecting somebody, aint you now ?"

" O, no," replied the servant.

"Nobody?" asked the pedestrian, coaxingly, and placing a
" fip " in the hands of the servant.

" Vlicre's your young lady?"

"Gone off"!" exclaimed the cockney. " Vliore ? and vith

whom ?"

" With her husband ?"

" 'Er 'usband ! it aint possible !" cried the cockney.

" I tell 3'ou it is, though—I seed 'em with my own eyes," said

the servant.

" Vat's your name ?" cried the cockney.
" Sam."
" Then, Sam, show me to your master—I must see 'im hin-

stantly ! hinstantly !" cried the little cockney, with a tragic air.

There was something so imperative in his manner that the ser-

vant did not hesitate to comply with his demand. Ho took him
into the house, and ushered him into the presence of Mr. Wrug-
gles. There is nothing very jolly in parting with an only daugh-

ter, and even Mr. Wrugglcs, who was one of the heartiest of mor-

tals, left alone in his drawing room, while his wife had gone up

stairs to have a good cry, was not in the best possible humor. So
after motioning his guest to a seat, he inquired somewhat sourly :

"Pray, sir, to what am I indebted for the honor of this visit?"

" Vy, sir," replied the little cockney, with the same phrase-

ology of politeness and frigid severity of manner, " I simply came
to pay my respects, and to hinquire after the 'calth ofyour family."

" Sir, I am much otiligod to you for your solicitude," replied

Mr. Wruggles. "My family are pretty well, I thank you."

"Hincluding your daughter, I 'ope," said the cockney, bowing

"Including my daughter," said Mr. Wruggles. "You are
aware, perhaps, that she was married this morning."

" Married !" cried the cockney, starting to his feet. " Married !

I'll trouble you to repeat that expression, Mr. Wruggles."
" My daughter was married this morning," replied the bereaved

father, with a savage air, intended to say, " what's that to you?"
" Vill you 'ave the hextreme kindness, Mr. Wruggles," said

the cockney, " to hinform me whom your daughter married ?"

" Nothing can afford me greater pleasure, sir," replied the father,

bitterly. " The name of my son-in-law is William Smith."

"It is, is it?" cried the cockney, trembling violently.

" Yes, sir—William Smith," replied Mr. Wruggles, calmly.
" Smythe vith a y, and a he, or Smith vith a hi and a haitch ?"

inquired the cockney, furiously.

" What is it to you how he spells his name ?" cried Mr. Wrug-
gles, getting angry.

" Heverything !" replied the cockney, furiously thrusting a let-

ter into Mr. Wruggles's hand.

Mr. Wruggles read it and turned pale.

" From your uncle, sir," he said.

"Yes, from my uncle—whom you've been a foolin' as you've

been a foolin' me."
" O, why, why—" cried Wruggles, rising and pacing the room,

" why didn't you get here sooner ?"

" Vy !" screamed the cockney, whom we must now call by his

real name of William Smythe, " vy ! because the hingine run off

the track—and that's the reason. You're a nice man, Mr. Wrug-
gles you've gone and given your daughter to a himposter—

a

hadventurer."

" If you'd been named Jenkins or Brown, this wouldn't have

happened," said Wruggles, reproachfully.

"It's mighty easy to throwthe blame on that," retorted Smythe.

"'Ow can I 'elp my name ? Besides, I spell it with ay and a Ae."

. " My daughter was a party to the .plot—if plot there were,"

said Wruggles, thoughtfully ;
" for she knew this gentleman

—

met him at Bath. Were you ever at Bath 1"

" Never !" said the cockney.

" And you never saw her ?"

" Never !"

" Then it's very clear that at least she has married the man she

loved—and very likely that the name he claimed was a real one.

There's a mystery in this sad affair which I shall not rest till I

have probed to the bottom. You can assist me, perhaps. Will

you stay and dine with us ?"

" No, sir ! I vont rest another minit under this roof. But you
shall hear from me agin, sir—through my attorneys, sir—Chit

and Ch.affer, Lincoln's Hinn—hi'U 'ave redress if there's such a

thing as law in Hingland."

And the cockney banged away to take the next train for London.

This scene threw Mr. Wruggles into a fever of apprehension

and perplexity. His daughter had married the wrong man. Yet

she knew him—he was gentlemanly and well dressed, and as far

as person was concerned, a much fitter mate for beauty than the

vulgar Smith. He trembled to inform his wife of the mystery.

While thus harassed, his servant handed him a card, on which

he read, " William Smith !"

"Another Smith !" the world is peopled with them!" cried

poor Wruggles. Bring me no more Smiths !"

" The gentleman is waiting in his chaise at the door, sir—says

he's lame and can't get out; and will you please have the good-

ness to go to him ?"

Mr. Wruggles went out into the avenue, and there found a

portly gentleman with his legs swathed in voluminous folds of

flannel, seated in a pony chaise. He bowed low.

" Mr. Wruggles," said he, " we have never met, though I have

been in the neighborhood some weeks, having purchased Haw-
thorn Hall—a property with which you are, of course, well ac-

quainted."

Mr. Wruggles bowed.

"I hope to be better known to you, sir, for many reasons—and

the most important is that a nephew of mine, whom I have deter-

mined to adopt and make my heir (I expect him from London

today—a very fine young follow, I hear), fell deeply in love with

your daughter at Bath, and behaved very honorably, I understand
;

for, having no fortune, he did not venture to propose, and has

been endeavoring'to cure himself of his passion."

" He is in a fak way to cure himself," said Mr. Wruggles,

smiling, " for he married her this morning."

" Married her !" cried the old gentleman. "How dared the

rascal
!"

" Don't judge him too harshly," said Wruggles. "It is very

evident that there have been mistakes on both sides, owing to an

identity of names, and I have no doubt the whole affair is suscep-

tible of explanation. I have not the least doubt that in marrying

my daughter, strange as it may appear, your nephew thought he

was obeying the orders of his uncle. I like the young man's ap-

pearance much—much better, indeed, than that of my intended

son-in-law—Smythe with a y and e, who has since turned up. At

any rate, if the young folks are happy, I don't see why we should

mar their felicity, or even let them know there was any mistake

about it. I know how to satisfy Mr. Smythe senior—the uncle

—

for there are four Smiths, two nephews and two uncles, involved

in this affair, and my word for it, all will tui-n out well."

"I hope so," said Mr. Smith, as he drove away with a promise

to call again.

Mr. Smythe with a y and e was finally pacified—the money the

other Smith appropriated through mistake was made good, and

when the bride and bridegroom returned, they were received with

open arms at Hawthorn Hall, nor did either of the old people

ever let them know that their felicity was the result of a mistake.
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EDITORIAL MEL.\NGE.

The New York Observer contains the announcement of the

death of Susan Picrson, of Briiishanipton, Long Island, who

had been confi.icd to her bed by affliction upwards of fifty years,

during which time she did not set her foot upon the floor, and in

all that time did not sit upright in bed. The Setretary of the

Treasury acknowledges the receipt of $1963 50 from Liverpool,

England, on account of import duties, sent by some person un-

known to the Department. The Indiana State Sentinel gives,

fiom reliable data, the population of the principal cities and towns

of Indiana. In this statement New Albany is set down as con-

taining a population of 17,000; Indianopolis 16,000; Madison

14,000; Evansville 10,000; Lafayette 9000. Keschid Pacha

is reported to have said that he will never allow either Kossuth or

Mazzini to enter the Turkish dominions. Tiie enormous

amount of $20,000,000 is on deposit in the New York Savings

Banks. The oldest of them is the Bank for Savings, which has

between seven and eight millions on deposit"; the next in age is

the Seamen's Bank for savings, with over six millions on deposit;

the thiid is the Bowery Savings Bank, which has about three

millions of dollars on deposit. The American institute of

homoeopathy have obtained from Meissen, Germany, the birth-

place of Hahnemann, a block of sienite for the Washington Mon-

ument. In charging a jury at Lowell, Mass., Judge Metcalf

of the Supreme Court said :
" Gentlemen, this ease has evolved

some of tlie most painful manifestations of depravity which it

has ever been my lot to witness ; God only knows who lies—but

somebody does. The revenues on the New York State Ca-

nals for the month of May this year amounted to $503,634, being

nearly one hundred thousand dollai's more than the corresponding

month last year. During the late season there were produced

in Louisiana 449,324 hogsheads of sugar and 31,000,000 gallons

of molasses. Justus Squires, who was sentenced to the New

Hampshire State Prison a few months since, committed suicide on

Monday week in prison by taking poison. SeTen hundred and

thirty German emigrants lately passed through Cincinnati on their

way to Nebraska. A curious fight took place in Baltimore a

short time since between two boys. One laid down and allowed

the other to belabor him with his fist until he was tired—when he

sprung up and returned the compliment; his antagonist lying

perfectly quiet during the operation. Mrs. Gen. Gaines is

again in New Orleans, looking after her immense, and hitherto

defeated claim. A movement is on foot to build a steamsliip

for the Havre line, to supply the place of the Humboldt which

was wrecked near Halifax some time ago. C. C. Johnson,

convicted of murder at Harrisburg, Pa., has been sentenced to be

jjuug, She's beautiful, amiable, witty, refined, full of music,

poetry and feeling—but she's married. Talking of such a being

is like owning a ticket in a lottery already drawn. Two
planters of South Carolina have just contributed $500 each to the

Calhoun Monument Association. In a recent trial before the

United States District Court, Philadelphia, Judge Kane said :

" Rum has sunk more seamen than all the tempests that ever

blew I" Mrs. Daniel Webster is at present staying with Na-

thaniel Thayer, Esq., in Boston. It is estimated that about

half a million emigrants arrived in this country last year, bring-

ing with them, in the aggregate, ten millions of dollars. Beef

is about three dollars per hundred cheaper in New Orleans than

in Northern markets. McKay, of Boston, the builder of the

Great Republic, has been commissioned to build for Liverpool

capitalists to the extent of two hundred thousand pounds ster-

ling. The dealers in meats in New York have been giving

the screws another turn. Porter-house steaks cannot be purchased

under twenty-five cents per pound.

< »»» >

SERIOUS CALAMITY.

The inhabitants of Zante and Cephalonia, in the Ionian Islands,

are, at the present time, suftering all the evils of penury, war

and famine. This is the fourth year that the currant crop,

the staple production of the island, has failed, and the natural

consequence of this failure is the destitution of all classes,

high and low, rich and poor. To destitution the late troubles

in the East have added scarcity. The islands are dependent

upon Russia for grain and Turkey for provisions, and from

both these places exports are now either prohibited or rendered

impossible by the unsaliled state of the countr}', and the immense

armaments whicli absorb all available provisions. The condition

of the unfortunate people of these islands can admit of no imme-

diate relief. There is no possible escape for them. " Despair,

stares them in the face, and all they can do is to compose them-

selves and wait for death to terminate their sufferings." Their

case is deserving of sympathy and succor.

——•*—»-

Singular Occurrence.—The Philadelphia North American

says that on the 30th ult., during a storm, and just after a clap of

thunder, the centre of the street at the intersection of Sixth and

Christian Streets, caved in with a tremendous noise, leaving a

huge circular chasm over twenty feet in diameter and some thirty

feet in depth. The main water pipe was carried away by the fall

and the culvert was broken through. Several theories accounting

fur the occurrence are given, but none of them are satisfactoi-y.

tDagslbc ®atl)mng0.

The Chinese emigration to California, this year, has been quite

large, reacliing above 4000.

In Kentucky the fly is doing the business of " nasty men." It

has commenced eating up the young tobacco plants. Decidedly

green.

The Sandy Hill (N. Y.) Herald states that the Hudson Riyer

Iron Company at Fort Edward has suspended payment. Its lia-

bilities are estimated at about $100,000.

At Clarksville, "Va., on the 21st ult., a tremendous hailstorm

stripped a small forest of its leaves, destroyed tobacco plants,

wheat, and injured tlie crops generally.

Mr. William Landon, in Guilford, Ct., committed suicide re-

cently, by jumping into a well, while laboring under temporary

insanity. His age was 51, and he leaves a family.

During the month of May fifty-seven thousand five hundred and

sixty-six passengers from foreign countries arrived at New York.

Of these, 3937 were citizens of the United States, and 53,029

aliens.

Mrs. Sargent, a widow lady residing in Portland, came to a

sad death recently, by taking oxalic acid in mistake for a dose of

salts. It was taken in the morning and resulted in death about

one o'clock in the afternoon.

The first bale of cotton ever sent to Charleston from Nashville,

Tenn., was received there a short time since. The Mercury says

it indicates that Charleston has taken " a step forward and west-

ward in her commercial progress."

During the six months ending January 31, 1854, eleven emi-

grant sliips were lost at sea, eight of them being bound to the

United States or British America, and three to Australia. The
total loss of life by these disasters was eight hundred and ninety-five.

Mr. Nobles, of the Minnesota House of Representatives, has

shown that an emigrant route to California and Oregon, through

Minnesota Territory, would shorten the distance two hundred and

fifty miles, and be more comfortable to the emigrant.

It is estimated by the most experienced agriculturists in the

country that the span-worm and caterpillar damage our crops to

the amount of $100,000,000 annually. More damage is done by

these insects to America than all that the combined armies of

Europe could from April to November.

Mrs. Robinson, the " veiled woman," has been convicted at

Troy of the murder of Patrick Lannagan by poison. She re-

ceived the verdict with great boldness, and exclaimed :
" Shame

on you. Judge. You are prejudiced against mc !" She also

charged the jury with being bribed.

There are two revolutionary pensioners living in Amherst

—

Col. Thompson and Peter King. Mr. King is now in the 98th

year of his age. He entered the army in the second year of the

revolution, and was engaged in five campaigns and two engage-

ments. Mr. K. has a brother residing in Prescott who is 90 years

old, and who is also a pensioner.

A horse, driven in a buggy, by a citizen of Buffalo, a few weeks
ago, took fright during a terrible rainstorm and rushed into the

Niagara River, the driver, in the meantime, making good his es-

cape from the vehicle. What is most singular, the horse was
found on the opposite bank of the river the next morning unin-

jured, and the buggy was found in the river.

JSaniis of CSoltr.

Female Authors.—It appears that during the past year, out

of forty-seven applicants for aid from the Royal Literary Fund in

London, there were sixteen ladies. The amount of assistance

rendered was about $100 to each applicant, both male and female.

< 'mm^

Jorcign Itfins.

LiBEBiA Emigration.—Two hundred and forty-eight colored

emigrants left Savannah a few days ago, for Liberia.

Rev. Mr. Fletcher, now in his 108th year, lately preached to a
large congregation in the Primitive Methodist Chapel, at Grant-
ham, England.

Mr. Cobden stated in the House of Commons that England
has always afloat on the ocean property to the amount of four

hundred millions of dollars.

The population of the Ottoman Empire is estimated to be
35,350,000. Mahomedans, 20,550,000 ; Greeks and Armenians,
13,730,000; Roman Catholics, 900,000; Jews, 170,000.

The London Observer, alluding to the Irish Exodus, says that

if the present annual emigration continues until 1891 there will

not be a single Irishman remaining on his native soil.

The Austrians, in order to nationalize their army, use only
German words of command through the whole force, whether the

regiments are Italians, Servians, Croats, or Hungarians.

A. M. Beaumont, of Holmfirth, England, has erected at his

own cost, as a thank-offering for his success in business, a neat
church edifice, which ho has presented to the Baptist church in

that place.

The Afrato, the largest paddle-wheel steamer in the world,
made her first trip from St. "rhomas to Southampton, a distance

of 3600 miles, in 12 days and 20 hours, averaging nearly 300
miles a day.

Advices from Vienna state that negotiations looking for an ad-

justment of the present difficulties between Russia and Turkey
have been again opened, and that Austria and Prussia have taken
a decided stand against Russia.

The projected railway between Civita Vecchia and Rome has
failed. It was an iimovation upon the antiquated policy of the
government, and visitors must continue to make that tedious, and
not always safe trip, by the lumbering diligence, as heretofore.

The Bank of England has lost forty millions of dollars of its

gold the past year, and has consequently advanced the rate of
interest during that period one-half per cent, six times, so that it

is now five and a half per cent, instead of two and a half, which
was the rate at this time last year.

The English authorities have just adopted a new model for
their muskets, after three years of examination and study, and
the style is a very beautiful one, superior in some respects to the
American model, including the advantage of weighing one pound
less than the American.

The Paris Constitutionnel, alluding to the progress of the war
thus far, says :

" Before the naval campaign which is now com-
menced shall have terminated, Russia will have lost in a few
weeks the fruit of more than a century of persevering efforts, gi-

gantic labors and immense sacrifices."

It is one of the disadvantages of the cooperation of the Eng-
lish with the French troops in the East, that a sense of delicacy
compels the British to veil the regimental devices which they
earned in the great war in the Peninsula and the Netherlands les"t

they should outrage the feelings of their gallant comrades.

Piracy increases in the Archipelago. A vessel from Rhodes to
Finica, with a crew of only three men, was assailed on the 17th
of April by a tchcrnik, manned by some twelve pirates. A sum
of money, about four hundred Turkish liras, was taken, and the
crew ill treated. Several other atrocities in the neighborhood of
Myra are spoken of.

One may live as a conqueror, a king, or a magistrate

;

hut he must die as a man.— Webster.

Deference is the most complicate, the most indirect, and

the most elegant of all compliments.—6'Aens(one.

When men grow virtuous in their old age, they are merely

making a s;.crifice to God of the devil's leavings.

—

Swift.

.... My crown is in my heart, not on my head ; not decked with

diamonds "and Indian stones, nor to be seen : my crown is called

content; a crown it is that seldom kings enjoy.—5AaA;s;x!are.

Men and statues that are admired in an elevated situa-

tion, have a very different effect upon us when we approach them :

the first appear less than we imagined them, the last bigger.

—

Grevitle.

Some men are very entertaining for a first interview, but

after that they are exhausted, and run out ; on a second meeting

we shall find them very flat and monotonous : like hand-organs,

we have heard all their tunes.— Colton.

.... The point of aim for our vigilance to hold in view, is to

dwell upon the brightest parts in every prospect, to call off the

thoughts when running upon disagreeal)le objects, and strive to bo

pleased with the present circumstances surrounding us

—

Tucker.

.... Men, by associating in large masses, as in camps, and in

cities, improve their talents,"but impair their virtues, and btrengthen

their minds, but weaken their morals ; thus a retrocession in the

one, is too often the price they pay for a refinement in the other.

— Colton.
i tM »» »

3oka'3 Subgct.

The scholar who " fell into a reverie " last week, was immediate-

ly taken out, and, it is said, will recover.

Gardening is employment fit for Paradise—as Adam and Eve
were gardeners; but who believes they killed pigs and ate sau-

sages ?

" Why does father call mother 'honey ?'" asked a boy of his

eldest brother. "Can't think, 'cept it's because she has a large

comb in her head."

An English paper scmi-jocosely says that roast beef, serenity of

mind, a pretty wife, and cold water baths will make almost any

man " healthy, wealthy and wise."

Love fits into rliyme as naturally as peas in a pod; in fact,

rhyme without love in it would be pods without peas, or in other

words, mere husks without any marrow—fat.

A clergyman, when the contribution box returned with little

silver in it, said he never before understood the text, '' Alexander,

the coppersmith, did me much evil."

A college student being examined in Locke, where he speaks of

our relations to the Deity, was asked, "What relations do we most

neglecf?" He answered with much simplicity, " poor relations,

sir
!"

An exchange says, " water-proof houses, made of gntta-percha

slab, are now heingjnanufactured. There is one advantage about

this style of bouses, and that is, you can bend the chimney to

suit the wind."
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THE SAIV PEDRO ALCANTARA.
The ongraviiig below represents the wreck of the Spanish

ship of the line, San Pedro Alcantara, as it now lies in sixty

feet of water in the Carriboaa Sea, with the schooner Lamar-
tine. Captain Bradstrcet, and men at work upon her with en-

gine, diving bell and submarine armor, iriie background

represents the island of Coche, with the seaport bearing the

same name. The excellent salt mines at this port are the

most valuable on the coast. Vessels are constantly loading

with this article at this point. The amount of revenue de-

rived from this mine to the government is represented to be

300,000 pasos per annum. The projection upon the island

is called the Pulpit Rock, from which one of the finest views

is obtained that exists on the coast. The cut was made from

a sketch by Mr. James A. Whipple, of whom we give a por-

trait here, who is a native of Boston, and served his appren-

ticeship with the well-known firm of Hinckley & Drury, steam
engine builders of that city, where he acquired a thorough ed-

ucation in every branch of the business. At the expiration

of his indentures, he engaged in the investigation of the

methods, then in existence, for recovering sunken property,

and at the first exhibition he witnessed, he suggested an im-

provement which has ever since been used—an escape valve

in the helmet. Prior to that time, the method used by Tay-
lor, the only man then engaged in the business in this coun-

try, was to have two air pipes, one to carry the air down, and
the other to bring it up. The dispensing with one hose, it

will be perfectly obvious, was a great relief to the operator

below, as well as to the tender above, and in no instance has

any casualty occurred by reason of the substitution of the es-

cape valve. Upon discovering the fact that the valve would
work safely, Mr. Whipple made his first descent in Jamaica
Pond, and the experiment proved highly successful, and steps

were immediately taken for operations in the vicinity of Bos-

ton. Since that period—about eight years—Mr. Whipple
has been constantly engaged in the submarine business. He
made the only survey of the steamer Missouri, in 1849, and
in fact the whole of that service fell upon him, owing to the

sickness of Capt. Taylor. The most difficult and noticeable

operations Mr. Whipple has successfully accomplished are the

raising of the statue of Calhoun, from Fire Island Beach,

where it was embedded in four feet of quicksand, and about

seventeen feet of water. When it is remembered that this

mass of marble weighed 3200 jjounds, the nature of the work,

and the skill, energy and perseverance necessary to accomplish

such an undertaking, may be conceived. The raising of the bed

pieces of the steamship Pioneer, from ninety-seven feet of water,

to the entire satisfaction of Governor Kimble, each piece weigh-

ing about twenty tons, was successfully accomplished, although

many scientific men in New York deemed it impossible. In this

arduous undertaking, Mr. Whipple remained submerged at this

depth without coming to the surface three hours and twenty min-
utes, the longest period for so great a depth on record. Mr. W.
has also been twice to the San Pedro, and through his courtesy

and information, derived from various other reliable sources, the

following particulars relative to that wreck have been furnislied,

which may be of interest to our readers. In 1815, a fleet of about

fourteen sail was sent out by the Spanish government, with from
10,000 to 12,000 troops, under Gen. Marillo, to quell the rebellion

then existing in the Colombian territories, of which fleet the San
Pedro was the largest vessel and the most valuable. They bom-
barded and succeeded in destroying the seaport cities of Pampata
and Polama, plundering them of everything valuable. They then

marched to Assencion, the capital of Margarita, which lies about

eighteen miles inland, destroyed that city, and, as in former in-

stances, murdered a large proportion of the population, without
regard to sex or age, and committed outrages of the most cold-

blooded atrocity. They were about to proceed to the bombard-

PORTRAIT OF JAMES A. WHIPPLE.

ment of Cumana, Barcelona and Laguira—the 6th of April was
fixed for the purpose—when the ship San Pedro, which had on
board from 1500 to 2000 men—officers, civilians and crew—took
fire. The alarm was given at breakfast time ; the appalling cry

of " Fire ! fire !" rang through the ship, and such was the rapidity

of the flames that all was tumult, consternation and despair. No
orders were obeyed, or any prompt measures taken for the saving

of human life. In the height of the conflagration, a voice from a
distant canoe shouted, " Retribution ! Remember in your prayers

Margaritta Liberta !" The occupant of this canoe—one Pedro, a
black, a fruiterer of Margarita, upon whose person or family some
outrage had been perpetrated, in revenge had fired the spirit-

room. The scene that followed is represented as being one of the

most awful and sublime that ever occurred in naval history. The
fearful rapidity of the flames, and the well-known fi\ct that every

gun was loaded and shotted, prevented the approach of any of the

other vessels of the fleet to their assistance and rescue. Every
vessel sought safety in flight, leaving her and her troops, passen-

gers and crew, to their fate, dropping astern out of the range of

her large guns. The sm.aller arms and shells kept up an incessant

discharge, which was relieved at intervals by the boom of the

heavier guns as the flames reached the priming, or the metal be-

came sufficiently heated to ignite the powder, their discharge hurl-

ing destruction and death upon the boats within their reach. The

numlier that perished in her is variously stated, but is prob-
ably from eight to nine hundred. The explosion of the spirit-

room was terrific, although the fire-proof wall of the powder
magazine protected that until a greater portion of the inside
of the ship was consumed. When the magazine exploded,
such was its force that it drove the fore part of the ship one
hundred yards ahead, she being at anchor. The wreck lies in
two sections, as shown in the engraving. In addition to the
plunder of the cities before mentioned, the San Pedro had on
board a large amount of specie to meet the expenses of tho
fleet. The amount has been variously stated at from one
million five hundred thousand to three millions of dollars.

Since this disaster, numerous expeditions have been under-
taken to recover thi-< treasure. The first eff'ort made was in

the year 1827, by a Frenchman, who was unable to work the
wreck in consequence of some part of the apparatus and ma-
chinery taken from France, not answering the purpose. The
disappointment had such an effect on the mercurial tempera-
ment of the experimenter that he committed suicide. The
second effort was made in 183C, by citizens of the United
Stateg, and was partially successful, since which period seven
expeditions have been fitted out of American ports, all of
which have been more or less successful, so that no money has
ever been lost by working her. The last expedition under
Mr. Whipple was being prosecuted to advantage, when the

revolt in the country by the republicans, and the deranged
state of political affairs, rendered it imperatively necessary to

leave the further prosecution of the enterprise for a time. As
the government has now become settled, it is proposed to re-

new operations upon the wreck. Mr. Whipple is a practical

workman, and has no occasion to rely upon plausible second-
hand statements of subordinates. He has recovered with his

own hands submerged property to the amount of SS3,000
since he has been in the business, for which he has vouchers

;

and is moreover a quiet, unobtrusive gentleman, who has
never resorted to any puffing. We have understood that he
is well supplied with apparatus for the effectual prosecution
of the undertaking, and we wish him success.

IMITATIVE POWERS OF THE CHINESE.
It is generally supposed that the Chinese will not learn

anything; but no people are more ready to learn if it is likely

to be attended with advantage. They have lately been taught
to make glass, and turn out bronzed argand lamps and globes,

emblazoned with the London maker's name all complete; and
actually e.xport them to Batavia. They like putting an English
name on their commodities, and are as free with the word " pa-

tent " as any manufacturer in Germany. They exceed in the

manufacture of locks, particularly padlocks. One of my friendj

gave an order to a tradesman to varnish a box, furnished with
a Chubbs' lock, of which he had two keys, and one of these he
sent with the box, retaining the other himself When the box
came back, he found that his key would not turn the lock, though
the one he had given to the tradesman acted very well. Thinking
some trick had been played, he accused the man of having
changed the lock ; and after some evasion, he acknowledged the

fact, stating that, on examination, he had found it such an ex-

cellent one, he took it off and kept it, making another exactly

like it with the maker's name, and everjthing complete except
the original key would not open it Their mechanical contri-

vances generally have some defect of this kind. They never made
a watch that will keep time, though they greatly prize watches,
and usually carry two. If you ask them the reason for this fash-

ion, their reply is :

—" Spose one makee sick, other can walkee."

In fact, nearly all their mechanical contrivances, however much
ingenuity they display, seem to lack everything like a strictly

mathematical adjustment or adaptation of means to ends—they

are more paint than value.

—

Eastern Scenes.

OPERATIONS UPON THE WRECK OF THE SAN PEDRO ALCANTARA MAN-OF-WAR.
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TROLLING FOR KASS.

Below we give another of our sporting scenes applicable to the

month, a representation of bas.s-fisliing. Those who prefer the

more active and invigorating practice of our ncuch admired art,

will find trolling for this beautiful game fish as exciting a recrea-

tion as any that comes within the angler's reach. It has two ad-

vantages over the ordinary bridge and boat fishing. One is, that,

n the scientific pursuit of trout his scene is more changeful and

varied, being relieved from the sometimes tedious and monoto-

nous stillness ; and the other is, that the game is more likely to

be attracted by his bait from the more continual change of posi-

tion than it would be by the usual mode of castilfg and drawing

from the boat's side, bridge's he'ght, or projecting bank. The

nsoul size of the black bass is about twelve to fifteen inches in

length by two inches in thickness, and five inches broad, and is

found in abundance in most of the northern lakes and western

rivers. He is angled for in tlie usual way, and with the same ar-

rangement of tackle as the striped bass or salmon ; and with

some cntlmsiastic western sportsmen is thought to give more

amusement than either. For trolling pleasantly and comfortably

the angler should provide a movable seat which he can place

across the gunwale of his boat, in order that he may sit with his

back to the oarsman and facing the stern—thus he will have full

command of his rod and line, and not be sitting in the cramping

attitude which the lownessof the seats would cause. He should reel

off fifty to sixty, or even one hundred or more feet of line, and on

going over shallow reefs of seven or eight feet depth, two hundred

feet—as the fish feeding on the reefs usually dart aside as the boat

passes, and do not return immediately to their harboring spot

—

which is one rea-son why those who do not use the reel are not

as successful as those who employ it. After a few moments they

glide back to their favorite spot, and as the bait comes along dart

and seize it. A strong tug is felt by the angler, who has only to

draw gently and his prey is fastened. The oarsman rests on his

oars to give the angler full command of bis line. The noble fish,

after one or two runs to right and left, suddenly rises and makes

his splendid leap, and plunging again seeks the bottom, again

rises and then tries his last experiment of dashing right towards

the boat. He struggles long and vigorously, but his strength is

at last exhausted, and you trail your unresisting captive to the

landing net. Lake George is justly celebrated for its wild, pictu-

resque and varied scenery, and abounds with this fish.
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CAPTAIN OF THE SWISS GUARD.

by chakles g. kosenbero.
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CmVPTER XXI.

A SEPARATION FROM THE BANDITS.

It was late at night, after the close of the same day, that Gnilio

Castelli rode into Rome. He was alone. With a praiseworthy

regard for his personal safety, Scarlatti had separated from the

young man in the Campagna, after intimating to him that he

should, in all probability, pay him and II Principe Federigo a

visit on the succeeding evening, as he was exceedingly anxious

—in fact he was astonished to find himself so anxious—to hear

how matters might terminate between him and the Signora Anna.

Castelli smiled—^four hours since he could not have done so, as

he thought that Scarlatti's interest in his love depended upon the

passion which the brigand entertained for the chance of getting

the scudi which had not been earned.

"Do not fear, Guiscppe !" he said. " You shall be paid."

" The signer is far too generous !" answered the bandit. " To
take the money would be picking the pocket of Milord Lumley

Ferrers."

" Very well. That, as you choose !"

" However, as I intended to have seized Milord, on his return

from Naples, and have missed him, through my fidelity to you,

signor, I think I may reconcile my conscience to the scudi."

As he galloped away, he said to Andrea, "It would be a pretty

thing to have wasted three days, and not get paid for it."

Federigo Borghcso had already retired to his chamber, as

Guilio bounded up the stairs in the Borghese palace, and rushed

into the apartment.

The young prince looked round as he did so, and the brothers

were once more together.

"She is in Rome, is she not, Federigo V
" She is, my brother !"

" Have you seen her V
" Yes \"

Guilio gazed wistfully on the face of the young Borghese. He
could not speak. A thousand questions were trembling on his

lips. But he knew not how to utter them. He longed to know

whether she had spoken of him ; what she had said of him ; how

she looked when she heard that he had followed lier ; whether she

had blushed when she listened to his name breathed by his broth-

er's lips ; in one word, he wished to know whether Anna Brigni

really loved him.

The Borghese wound his arm around Guilio and drew him be-

side him, upon the couch which stood between the two windows

at the end of the apartment. " And have you, then, no more that

you would ask me, my brother V
" Yes, Federigo !" The prince smiled on him as he listened

to his tremulous accents. " You have mentioned me to her."

" I have."

"And, what? tell me, teU me all!" exclaimed Castelli, as he

bent an imploring glance upon Federigo Borghese.

" Everything 'i
" asked his brother, with a tormenting laugh

;

bnt, as he saw the pain which his manner caused Castelli, he

continued, in a more serious strain, " Well, I will."

He then told Guilio, what our readers already know, together

with much that had passed between himself and Anna Brigni,

afier Torlogna had left them together.

" Then you think that slie loves me !"

" Could you ever have doubted, Guilio, that she did V
"Federigo, you have given me a new life."

"And now let me ask you, what I deserve at your hands?

While you were at Naples or Mola de Gaeta, or wherever else

you were, I have avowed your passion, won you a wife, and, what

was a much more difficult thing, Guilio, have procured you the

consent of our father to your marriage 1"

" What 1 Has he consented t"

"He has. But not without the greatest diflScuIty. At first he

said he would disown you, unless you consented to separate your-

self from her. I told him that this was impossible. Then he

threatened to have you imprisoned in tlie castle of St. Angelo

until you forgot her. I answered that you never would. He
laughed, and said that shcrf;ould, at all events, forget you, before

the first year was over."

"Well?"
" I answered him, that, in that case, it was more than probable

that I myself might wed her."

For one moment a sudden flush of jealousy broke over the face

of the young Castelli. But even as it did so it began as rapidlv

to fade from it. " Forgive mo, my own Federigo !" he said, as he

clasped his brother's hand, and passionately pressed it in both of

his.

" He looked at me without speaking. ' I am perfectly serious,'

I said to him. ' The Brigni is a noble creature, and she would

honor the blood of the Borghese by consenting to an alliance with

it.' He looked at me, gravely, and told me that the castle of St.

Angelo might cure my madness, too. I laughed wlicn he uttered

this threat. ' The Brigni will not forget me,' I replied. ' She

would want to have the chance of putting a coronet upon her

brow.'

"

" Federigo !" inurmured the young Castelli, reproachfully.

" ' But do you not know that she is a Jewess ?' he said, after a

long pause, and raising his eyes to mine."
" She is not !" cried Guilio.

" So I told him. ' She is the daughter of the Signor Brigni, a
learned professor of Bologna.' His brow relaxed as I said this."

" No sooner had I discovered liow deeply you loved her, than I

sought out the Jew Isaac, and questioned him. You know that I

despise the prejudices that exist against that race in our nallfbn.

But the old prince feels tliem, and feels them to their fullest ex-

tent. Had she been a Jewess, you must have respected his preju-

dices, and have cancelled her image from your heart."

Guilio sighed, as he listened to his brother's words. Then he

raised his head, and looked firmly and fixedly at him. " It could

not have been. Had she been a Jewess, I must have wedded her.

Ay, though it had cost me his love ; and, what I value far more,

yours, my own Federigo."

As the young prince returned Castelli's look, a glance of affec-

tionate pride filled his dark eyes. '' You would have done right.

What right has God given, even to the parent, that he should

heap suflTering upon a child, for the gratification of his own preju-

dice? There is little more left for me to tell you. The prince

still objected. Her profession was the stage. This weighed

against her. As for yourself, were you not a son of his house ?

He had always intended that you should marry well. In a word,

he would have wedded you to some wealthy dowager, and have

seen you settled in what he calls the 'great' world. 'Prince,' I

said, ' Guilio is my brother. You have more than enough for him
and me.'

"

As those words crossed Federigo's lips, he again felt the grate-

ful pressure of his brother's hand.

"Suffice it," he continued, "that at length I conquered him.

And now, Guilio, as the morning is even now breakitig," the

young prince pointed to the light which was already reddening the

eastern sky, "you must let me sleep."

" But, Federigo ! I have yet so much to hear from, and to say

to you."

" I will neither answer you, nor listen to you," replied the

Borghese as he rose from his seat, and taking his brother by the

hand, he led him to the door of the chamber.

"Buena notte ! mio caro !" were his last words, as he flung it

open, and pushed Guilio from the room.

As Castelli took up the lamp from the table, in the ante-cham-

ber, and paced through the long corridors that intervened between

his own apartment and that of Federigo Borghese, liis soul was
drunken with the new hopes which were trembling within his

bosom.

CHAPTER XXII.

LOVE—THE WEDDING—THE END.

Love, so says the Grecian fable, brought chaos into order, and

created the world. Around every passionate and adoring heart,

creation seems, as it were, renewed. And a truth is shadowed in

that antique myth which reprints itself upon our daily life. At
least, so it was with Anna Brigni and Guilio Castelli.

It was the early morning, and he stood within her apartment.

He was waiting for the presence of her whose love filled his whole

being. The orange trees were breathing their fragrance through

the open windows of the Utile room. What was the perfume of

their pale blossoms to that of the joy which was filling his soul ?

Their leaves trembled in the rush of the sportive and wanton

breeze that was playing through the street. What was that wav-

ering tremulousness to the quivering hope that stirred within his

bosom ? What was the murmuring song of the breeze to that

deeper and more spiritual chant of pleasure which was rising

within his heart ?

At last she came.

Trembling and blushing, Anna Brigni stood in the presence of

her lover. Never had she seemed to him more beautiful. Her
golden hair shimmered and flashed in the sun-light. Her eyelids

with their long and dark lashes fell over her deep blue eyes, which

seemed as for a moment she had gazed upon him when she

entered the apartment, swimming and dancing with the light of

love. Her bosom heaved with the tumultuous tenderness which

crowded out all other thoughts than those which owned bis

empire.

"Anna !"

When those tremulous accents fell upon her ears, earth seemed

as if it danced around her. Love breathed its universal hymn of

joy upon her ears. The very murmurs from the street without

the windows seemed to join in shaping that song of love.

With a short and gladsome cry she bounded towards him.
" You love mo, Anna ?"

Slio sunk upon his bosom.

In that embrace the young Roman forgot all of his past doubts.

He had not told her that ho loved her, yet she knew and felt it in

every portion, and in each pulse of her life. She had not answer-

ed him, but he could read her answer in her eyes. He drew it

from her lips with his own.

" I have loved you," said he, " from the first moment in which

your sight filled mo with a new life. You know, and you can

feel, what an agony swept over me when, like a fool, I taught my
soul to doubt you, for you too love. This hour reveals it to me.

I drink the sweet knowledge from your lips. It fills me with the

wine of a divine gladness."

As she listened to him, her senses became steeped in the mo-

mentary intoxication of his passion. As she gazed up into his

burning eyes which were fastened upon her countenance, with all

the bewildering pleasure of the moment, slie sobbed and she trem-

bled like a chidden child upon his bosom.

" Yes ! Light of my soul ! Federigo has told me all !" he
murmured in her cars.

" He has !" But the words were so faintly whispered by the
loving girl, that even the quick ears of the lover were scarcely
able to detect them.

"From my father he has won his consent to our union. This
morning I have seen him. He smiled as he told me that when
you chose to accord me your hand, I might take it."

" Guilio I"

That word was an answer to Castelli. Never before had his

name rang so sweetly upon his ears.

" Will you not give it to me, Anna ?"

As he breathed that question—shaking with delight, like an
aspen whose leaves tremble in the breeze of summer—her cheeks
and neck crimsoned by the gush of her waking delight, she laid

her hand upon liis. It was the only answer that she could make
him.

" Bend your eyes upon me, dearest one ! Let me read in them
the answer that you will not speak."

Slowly she raised her eyes, and for a moment looked in his face.

They were radiant with love. As he gazed upon them he read
their whole meaning. It permeated his being. Did they not
reveal to him more than her lips could have told liim ? He sealed

them with a kiss. Words were useless now. Then he drew her
to a seat, and as he sat beside her his arm crept slowly around
her waist, her head sunk upon his shoulder, and with his lips al-

most touching her cheek his heart poured out to her all that he
had dreamed of, and everything which had hitherto been scaled

within his bosom.

The two sat there, and to an eye which had chanced to look
upon them would have formed a picture of unrivalled beauty.

The young Castelli was in all the glory of the spring of life. His
male and youthful splendor of person, could but have been sur-

passed by her marvellous loveliness. Never before was the Psyche
of the old Greek sculptors translated into breathing life by a
countenance more perfect in every graceful line, and each flexible

expression, than that was which was resting in its dove-like joy
upon his bosom.

For more than three hours had they been sitting together, lost

in the exuberance of their joy—for when did love ever know how
to keep count of time ?—when Federigo Borghese opened the door
of the chamber and stole into it.

Guilio started. He had been wandering with Anna Brigni in

that dreamland to which love alone holds the key, which ho en-

trusts to none save the young.

The young prince bent and kissed the brow of the Brigni.

She started as she felt a tear fall on her cheek.

"My sister!" he said, as he took her by the hand and led her

back to her seat. " Let mo be the first to welcome you into our
family!"

Then he sat down with them and chatted gaily.

None ever knew how deeply and how passionately Federigo

Borghese had loved her. Perhaps, he scarcely knew it himself

until that hour when he saw the light of her joy beaming within

her eyes, and, for the first time, saw his brother's fastened upon
her, and glowing with the ineffable delight of a returned and recip-

rocated love. His had been the noblest of sacrifices. He sub-

mitted to his misery without asking for the consolation of pity.

Within a month from that period, Anna Brigni became the

bride of Guilio Castelli. She had already retired from the opera

tic stage, for on this the old Borghese was inflexible. At first she

had declared her intention of resuming it until her marriage, but

the old prince had called upon her and explained to her his

wishes. At the entreaties of Guilio, she had complied with them.

The pardon of her lover for his absence from his duties, had been

with difficulty obtained by Federigo from the papal government.

The espousal took place in the chapel of the Borghese palace,

and the Cardinal Borghese was the officiating priest.

Federigo Borghese and Lumley Ferrers were two of the brides-

men.

As Lumley saw her standing before the altar in all the pride of

her beauty, something like his love again stirred within the icy

soul of the English gentleman; but as his eyes wandered for a

moment from her, they fell upon the Rabbi Isaac, who was stand-

ing alone in a corner of the chapel.

" May the heaven be thanked !" he muttered to himself, "that

I was sensible enough not to curse myself by a connection with

one whose lips had ever been touched by—bah !"

He turned to the altar and gazed very tranquilly upon the re-

mainder of the ceremony.

The day after it had taken place the young prince announced

to his father that he had accepted the place of First Secretary to

the Papal Legation in France.

" My son, a Secretary of Legation ! Never, boy '." was the

angry answer that fell from the lips of the old Borghese.

But Federigo had determined upon his course. He was anx-

ious by a long absence to heal the wound which ho had inflicted

upon himself, and he so resolutely persisted in his determination

that ho wrung a consent from his father.

" Go, then !" said the aged prince. " Go ! Dance in the ante-

chambers of a court ; obey orders ; work at the vocation you have

chosen. But remember that you will be the first Borghese who

has ever done so. I would rather that you yourself had married

the Brigni."

As he heard the last words of the prince, a sharp and sudden

pang shot through the bosom of the young man. Would that

have been impossible ? Perchance, had he imagined this, he

might not so readily have yielded up his love to Guilio's passion

for her. Nay I he might. But, no ! That pang confirmed his

resolution.
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Two days afterwards he started for Rome.

Anna—we had almost called her Anna Brigni—remembered

the tear which she had folt upon her cheek when his lips first

touched her brow. Was it possible that ho too had loved her ?

She recalled the touching tenderness of manner which he had ever

shown her. The more slie reflected upon it, the more she was

convinced that he had stifled his passion for Guilio's sake. One

evening she was sitting alone with her husband.

"Do you know, Guilio, that you owe Federigo, your, and now

my, brother, more than you have yet imagined V
" Do I not owe him thee, my own soul

!"

" You do, indeed, my husband !"

And then she told him all she suspected. For a time Castelli

was blind, but as he thought upon it a tliousand circumstances

convinced him that she was right. Hundreds of trivial things

which at the moment they occurred had not translated themselves

to him now arose upon his memory. Had not this brother loved

him?

He covered his eyes with his hands and wept, then he embraced

his wife. "I will write to him."

A week after Federigo received the following letter

:

" My own brother ! my noble Federigo ! You will be aston-

ished to receive this letter from me so speedily after your depar-

ture ffom us. But read it, Federigo, for it is written to you as

much from Anna as myself. 0, Federigo ! I now know all. I

divine what you have sacrificed to procure my happiness, and am
miserable to know at what a price you have purchased it for me.

You must read this letter, my own Federigo ! my more than

brother ! that you may know I feel how great your love has been

for mo. You have loved me witli more than the love of woman.

Anna is at my side and knows what I am writing. You have

abandoned to me, without a murmur, all that makes life blessed.

A word from you would have doomed me to a hopeless misery.

" Had you chosen it, I might have been at this moment an out-

lawed outcast, on the Campagna, or a wretched captive in a

Iloman prison. My love would have been hopeless. Never

could I have torn from you the bride of my soul

!

" 0, brother ! brother ! The tears come into my eyes as I trace

these lines. Anna's tears fall upon the paper, too. Did I not

know the agony of a despairing passion, I could not have taught

myself all that you must sutFcr. Yet, at my bridal, you stood at

my side. You smiled upon me as you bade me be happy. You,

in whose heart the anguish of your love was even then corroding

your inmost life! Forgive me, my brother! Had I known this.

But, no ! I feel that I could not have imitated your example.

Had I done so, I should have slain myself when I awoke to the

consciousness of my anguish. Pardon me, my brother ! I am a

selfish man. I feel it now. Anna tells me that I am not, but it

is so ; and I am unworthy to call myself your brother. May
Heaven pay you what I never can I Guilio."

We have now simply to relieve ourselves of the debts imposed

upon us by our duties, as a faithful historian, towards our friends

of the Campagna. Let us endeavor to chronicle the manner in

which they made their exit from life, as faithfully and succinctly

as possible.

Three years from the present time, Andrea was captured by a

party of the Roman police, because he had emptied the travelling

carriage of a fatlier of the church,—a cardinal, who was returning

from Naples to Rome. He made a very gallant defence, killing

two of the gens d'armes, and wounding three more. Had it not

been for the untiring exertion made in his favor by the Prince

Colonna, who had been indebted to his assistance in a transaction

similar to that which he had intimated his readiness, at any time,

to undertake for Federigo Borghese, he would have perished on

the scaffold. As it was, his muscles were devoted to public util-

ity for the remainder of his life. He spent it in the galleys.

Paulo quitted his profession at an advanced age, and became a

very respectable innkeeper. At the present time, unless he has

paid his last debt to nature, he is occupied in plundering travellers

in the hotel at Terracina.

"But, Scarlatti !" says the impatient reader, with a tremulous

yawn. " Will yon not tell us what became of him 1"

His, my friend, was a peculiarly melancholy fate. For many

years he was the post of tlie Roman Campagna. He was the

scourge appointed by Heaven to drain the pockets and empty the

valises of one half of the visitors to the Eternal City. One morn-

ing a party of the Roman police approached the tomb, which we

have twice alluded to before, in this veracious chronicle. A horse

was picketed without. They dismounted, and cautiously entered

the sepulchre. Stretched upon the ground was a figure. Beside

him was an empty flask of wine, and a dish which was amazingly

clean. He had choked himself with a bone. Ho was dead.

They carefully emptied his pockets ; laid him across his own

horse; carried him into Rome; bored a hole in his breast, on their

way, with a pistol-bullet ; obtained the reward for his capture, and

live on the reputation of that deed, at the present day.

THE END.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]
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ENGLAND AND AMERICA.

Charles Dickens, in a late number of his Household Words,
after enumerating the striking facts of cotton, says :

" Let any
social or physical convulsion visit the United States, and England
would feel the shock from Land's End to John O'Groat's. The
lives of nearly two millions of our countrymen are dependent
upon the cotton crops of America; their destiny may be said,

without any sort of hyperbole, to hang upon a thread. Should
any dire calamity befall the land of cotton, a thousand of our mer-
chant ships would rot idly in dock; ten thousand mills must stop

their busy looms, and two million mouths would starve for lack
of food to feed them."

Impreesions of Cork—Bella of Shandon—Father Mathew— Blarney Caistle

—

Kissing tlie Stone— Killarney Lakes—Kate Kearney—Gap of Dunloe—Biijtle

Kchofs—Mountjiia Dhw QlrLs—Old Weir Bridge— Belfast—The Giant's
Causeway—Its Legend.

If I were asked why, it would be difficult for me to explain,

but yet I was not favorably impressed with Cork. It is the second

city of Ireland in point of population and commercial importance,

and lies in the valley of the river Lee, being surrounded by lofty

hills on all sides. One of the points, the first which attracted my
attention, was Shandon Steeple, containing the celebrated "Bells

of Shandon," It is constructed of hewn stone from the Francis-

can Abbey, where James II. heard mass, and from the ruins of

Lord Burry's castle; but as the abbey had been built of limestone,

and the castle of rcdstone, the architect constructed three sides of

white and the fourth of red stone. My attention was called also

to a memorial in course of erection on Mount Patrick, in honor of

Father Mathew, the apostle of temperance.

The charitable and benevolent institutions of Cork are numer-

ous, and I gave to them a general cursory glance, including the

Foundling Hospital, Lunatic Asylum, Magdalen Asylum, a refuge

for destitute females. Cork has also a couple of ftrstclass thea-

tres, neither of which is at present open. The cavalry barracks,

situated upon a height above the city, are also objects of interest.

After surfeiting myself by roaming about the city, I took a guide,

and driving out of the town some five miles, found myself before

the famous ruins of Blarney Castle, a view of which I send here-

with. [See illustration on page 412,] It is a wild, old ruin.

The guide led me by a winding staircase to the very summit of

the tower—a most ghostly passage, affrighting, as we did at

nearly every step, crows, swallows, and other birds, who made
their way alarmed out of the crevices and turret openings of the

dilapidated pile. Having reached the summit, my guide pointed

out the famous "Blarney Stone." "Now, your honor must kiss

the stone three times," said the guide ; which operation I passively

performed, presuming it was a part of the usual duty of the vis-

itor. But having complied with his directions, I naturally desired

to know for what purpose it was done. My query to this effect

elicited the reply, that henceforth 1 should be endowed with such

power as to be able to accomplish every wish. At any rate, I had

kissed the stone, the accomplishment may M\ow perhaps! After

going over every part of the old moss covered pile, I was con-

ducted through the immortal Blarney Grove, and here was shown
me the "Witches' Kitchen," etc. Blarney Castle was built in the

year 1530.

All the while I was in Cork, I was impatient to visit the lakes

and mountains of Killarney, some fifty miles distant—I mean
Irish miles, which are just one quarter longer than English miles.

It was on a pleasant morning that I found myself comfortably

ensconced at the Lake House, which is situated in a beautiful

grove bordering the lower lake. My arrangements for explora-

tion were soon made. First, was despatched a boat with four

oarsmen to the waters of the Upper Lake, a distance of fourteen

miles, to meet me there, as I was to proceed to the spot for the

sake of greater variety by land. Seated in a comfortable vehicle,

with a bugler guide on the seat with the driver, and followed by

a boy upon a pony, off we started for the famous Gap of Dunloe.

Scarcely had we got under way, before my rascally guide struck

up Yankee Doodle with most deafening power upon his bugle.

On the road from the town of Killarney we passed the ruins of

Aghadoc and Dunloe castles, and after a wild and romantic trip,

we arrived at the Gap itself. Here, not being able to proceed any

further by vehicle, I mounted the pony brought for the purpose,

for a four mile ride through the Gap, and on the mountain side

—

a somewhat dangerous route, unless the horse be sure-footed. At
the entrance of the Gap stands a cottage belonging to the grand-

daughter of the celebrated Kate Kearney. She is always in wait-

ing for strangers who may visit the spot, and offering them goats'

milk and "mountain dew " (whisky). Of course, I patronized the

lass by taking a glass of goat's milk—for whisky and myself are

enemies—and this I found very refreshing after my exercise.

The all-famous Gap of Dunloe appears as if the vast range of

mountains, of which tliis most siiigular ravine is composed, were

cleft in twain by a mighty sword. The local histories connected

with this wild pass are fraught with romantic interest. There are

several views of the Gap that are truly sublime and picturesque.

Here my guide blew stout blasts upon his bugle to exhibit the

wonderful echoes that followed, which produced almost the exact

effect of a number of instruments playing at the same time. But

still more wonderful was the report of a small cannon discharged

by one of the many boys who are always to be found here for the

purpose. The report produced a crash, as if the whole pile of

rocks had been rent asunder; and the succeeding echoes resembled

a tremendous peal of thunder, echo after echo following, until it

seemed to die away like distant thunder.

In passing through the Gap, I was literally beset with a class

of hangers-on known as "Mountain Dew Girls," offering for sale

goat's milk and " mountain dew ;" also by others with wood orna-

ments, beads in the form of bracelets, etc., and beggars too nu-

merous to mention. After reaching the far end of the Gap, I

came suddenly upon a most beautiful view. Before me lay the

"Black Valley" and the "Upper Lake," and descending the

mountain side by a winding jiath of a mile or more, we found

ourselves on Lord Brandon's riounds, where my boat lay ready

to receive me. The boy, who h d followed us for the purpose,

returned with the pony, and the guide and myself were soon seated

in the boat, where had been carefully stowed awaj' refreshments

in anticipation of the appetite I now realized.

My stout boatmen bent to their oars, and we skimmed like a

bird over the deep waters of the mo intains. Having crossed the

Upper Lake, wc came upon what is known as "Long Range,"

the entrance of which is guarded by a singular promontory called

" Colman's Eye ;" this range connects the Upper Lake with the

Middle Lake, where some bold and beautiful scenery greeted us.

Eagle's Nest, so called, was pointed out to me, an almost perpen-

dicular cliflf of nearly five hundred feet in height. Then camo
" Old Weir Bridge," composed of two arches, which confine the

passage so as to make the rush and turmoil of waters to inexpe-

rienced boatmen not a little hazardous ; but our men knew their

work, and we dashed through in safety, though I held my breath

the while. We held on our way through the Middle and Lower
'Lakes, visiting O'SuUivan's Cascade, and soon hove in sight of

the hotel, when my guide once more played Yankee Doodle,

while the boatmen stood with oars upright and hats in hand, and

winding up with three cheers for America. Then dropping their

oars we were soon landed.

Taking the cars next morning, I turned my face towards Bel-

fast, by the way of Dublin. Belfast is the great manufacturing

metropolis for linen, and is really a very pleasant and interesting

city, containing about a hundred thousand inhabitants. It was

incorporated by James I. in 1613. The houses are mostly of

modern construction, and of brick ; the streets wide and airy, well

paved and flagged, lit with gas and very cleaH. Numerous steam-

boats and sailing packets ply between Belfast and the various

British ports ; the passage to Liverpool and Glasgow is made in

about fourteen hours each. The aspect of the town is in no way
aristocratic, but particularly commercial and manufacturing.

Being now within sixty miles of the Giant's Causeway—the

distance which it lies from Belfast—I took the cars thither as far

as Ballymana, and reached the Causeway by carriage after a ride

of twenty-six miles. I found but one hotel here, at which I, of

course, made my home for the time being. Taking a boat, with

an experienced crew, I was soon on the water, and visiting the

various caves, inlets and headlands in the vicinity of this great

natural wonder. In some of these caves the boatmen would strike

their oars upon the sides of the boat, and the report or ecao would

be like the report of a cannon. Some of these caves are of un-

known extent, having never been fully explored—a fact we could

readily believe as we listened to the prolonged and rumbling

echoes dying away in the far distance.

There laid the hillocks called the " Stookans "—thus denomi-

nated from their resemblance to stocked corn sheaves—from which

point the Causeway appeared in all its grandeur, its towering

rocks and half-submerged columnar headlands rising abruptly

from the ocean-depths. Colonnades of perfectly-formed basaltic

pillai-s thrown out in bold relief by the dark cliff behind the vaSt

arches and seemingly half-ruined walls, and forming strange re-

semblances to various orders of architecttu-e, animals and inani-

mate things. The " Giant's Organ " was pointed out to me, an

extraordinary specimen of basaltic formation, near which, stand-

ing on a projecting cliff, are three pillars, the tallest forty-five

feet high, and called the " Chimney Tops," said to have been

battered by the shipping of the Spanish Armada, who in the night

time mistook them for Dunlule Castle, the ruins of which are sit-

uated a few miles off.

The Giant's Causeway consists of three distinct moles, near

each other, and which lose themselves in the sea. They are dis-

tinguished as the Little, Middle and Great Causeway ; the extent

of the latter at low water being about six hundred feet ; the Little

Causeway is about four hundred feet. At the Middle Causeway

there is a curious mound of pillars called from its shape the

" Honeycomb." The number of basaltic pillars composing these

causeways has been computed at about forty thousand, varying

in dimensions from fifteen to twenty six inches, and sinking to a

depth yet unknown. Their surface presents the appearance of

a regular pavement. Each pillar is formed of several distinct

joints, closely joined. The greatest length of any of the pillars

above ground is in the range called the " Giant's Loom," the tall-

est being thirty-three feet. There is only one triangular pillar

throughout the whole extent of the three causeways, and only

three with nine sides, and not many with four or eight sides ; so

that it is safe to say, that ninety-nine out of a hundred have either

five, six, or seven sides.

The traditional account of the formation of this singular and

famous causeway is recorded in almost every grand or striking

object, as the names indicate. Here are the " Giant's Gateway,"

the " Giant's Chair," the " Giant's Loom," the " Giant's Thea-

tre," the " Giant's Organ," the " Giant's Well," at which place

an old gray-haired man sat, who offered me drink from the well,

of which I partook, and found it fresh, sweet and palatable. The
legend goes that the Giant Tion constructed this causeway to en-

able him to pass over to Scotland to annihilate his enemies in that

country. A story quite as probable as a majority of the Irish

legends, with which every hill-top and every ruin are invested.

After this peep at Ireland and its notabilities, I am looking to-

wards the land of the thistle and claymore ; and shall doubtless

date my next letter from bonnie Scotland.

The best part of human qualities is the tenderness and delicacy
of feeling in little matters, the desire to soothe and please others

—

minuiiie of the social v.rtues. Some ridicule these feminine at-

tributes, which are left out of many men's natures ; but I have
known the brave, the intellectual, the eloquent, to possess these

qualities ; the braggart, the wioak, never ! Benevolence and feel-

ing ennoble the most trifling actions.

—

Thackeray.
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SCENES IN JAVA.

On the two pages herewith we give several views illustrative of

Javan life and customs, and the following gcografihienl and his-

torical dt tail's will give interest to the scenes. In 1847, Dr. W
B. Van Hoewell, a learned and seientitic native of Holland, ten

years resident at Batavia, undertook a journey through Java, and
the adjacent Madura and Bali. The latter island has just heen

thrown open to the civilized world by the Dutch, their motive be-

ing the extermination of ihe pirates who made it a refuge Java,

it is well-known, belongs to the Dutch, and is a possession of vast

commercial importance and wealth. Dr. Hoewell's expensive

work, published in Dutch,

and not yet completed, be-

ing the most recent au-

thority, will be followed 5^-

by us in our rapid sketch- -r?"'

es. Before falling into _^--

European hands, Java had •g'?!

had its revolutions and its ,:: j

wars, and a tumultuous
and sometimes brilliant '

_

career. India, at a vague
and distant epoch ; Ara- ;_

bia, in times nearer to us,

brought it their civil and
religious institutions, ami
their half-civilization. At
this time Islami.^m reigns

there, under Dutch protec-

tion, over a population of

5,000,000souls ; but minds
have preserved an Indian

impress, and the soil is

heaped with the wrecks of

art from the shores of the

Ganges, or the coast of

Coromandel. When this

civilization was expelled

by the impetuosity of Mus-
sulman fsnaticism, it took

refuge, towards the end of

the fifteenth century, in

the island of Bali. Our
present sketches are con-

fined to Java. Mr. Van
Hoewell left Batavia on
the 6th of May, 1847. This
city, the capital of the

Dutch East Indies, has

about 120,000 inhabitants,

communicates with the

port of Anyer on tlie west-

ern coast, and with the

other extremity of the

island by a magnificent

post-road nearly three hun-
dred leaijues long—a gi-

gantic work, executed at the beginning of this century by Marshal
Daendels, whose construction, like that of the Egyptian pyra-

mids, but ditfering from them in utility, de.stroyed the lives of

thousands of laborers. You have hardly ((uitted the city, when
you see rising on the right two giant mountains, the Salak, G670
feet high, and the Gede, whose ever-smoking crater attains an
elevation of 9.326 feet. But, before reaching it, you traverse

Buitcnzorg, which encloses the sumptuous palace of the Touan
Bezar (in Malay, Grand Seignor), the governor-general of the

Dutch East Indies. Mr. Van Hoewell stopped here by invitation,

and, being a Lutheran clergyman, performed divine service in a
room of the palace—the church, built two hundred years ago, un-
dergoing repairs—in pres-

ence of a few civilians, and
the garrison composed of

a half-company of Euro-
pean soldiers. He after-

wards paid a visit to the

Kampong, or Chinese
quarter, where he was
shown, in a wooden cabin,

a batoutoults, a stone cov-

ered with inscriptions, and
two statues, the only re-

mains of the empire of

Padzadzaran, which fell

under the blows of the

Mussulman invaders.
These wrecks, and those

discovered further off, in

the plain of Bandong, con-

sist of a nandi and two
statues ; they are remark-
able as being the only
monuments of art existing

in the western partofJava,
called the Sunda country
—whence the name of Sun-
da applied to the neigh-

boring straits, and the

archipelago of which Java
forms a part—which, in-

habited by a peculiar race,

has only imperfectly felt

the influence of Indian civ-

ilization. But Mr. Hoe-
well was assured that they
were of the same style as

the sculptures, spread in

such vast numbers through
the centre and east of the

island. On leaving Buit-
enzorg, the road continued
to rise, and the carriage-

horses were changed for

six vigorous buffaloes, and
it was found necessary to

scale on foot a portion of
the slope of Megamendong (shrouded in clouds), which is not less
than 4620 feet high. This is the culminating point of the road ; a
delightful coolness succeeds to the heat of the lower regions, for-
ests nod overhead, and the eye ranges over a vast and beautiful
prospect. Tjandjor, which Mr. Van Hoewell afterwards reached,
is the chief place of one of the largest provinces or residences of
Java, that of the Preanrjir liei/ptits Chnpjien (Regencies of the Pre-
angcr or Prayhang), peopled' by 800,000 inhabitants of the Sunda
race, held in awe by a garrison of twcnlfi men at the residence of
Tomo. The description of this n«/ri (the local name for an in-

habited place of some importance), will give an idea of all the

Javanese towns. " Wc enter the town through a sort of gateway
of stone or wood, and what do we see ? Houses, of course, large

and small, and palaces, is tlie answer. Nothing of the kind ! You
find broad and straight streets {/oiironronii} paved with river

stones, and bordered on each side by pali>a'les of bamboo seven

or eight feet high. Beyond this kind of fortification, the eye re-

poses agreeably on the ever fresh verdure of trees loaded with

fruit and flowers ; but nowhere do you observe houses, or anything
like them, for the houses of the natives are conceah-d behind this

verdure." To this we must add a square in the European style,

containing the hotel of the resident, or Dutch chief of the province,

• A TEA PLANTATION AT SIMPAR.

the lodging appropriated to travellers, and the houses of a few
Christians ; then the ha'on halon, a square plain, the south side of

which is occupied by the rfa/am, or Javanese regent's house, and the

west side by the missii;hit—a local corruption of the Arabic mesd-

jid (mosque). After having been present at a soiree at the house
of the resident, at which the regent and his lady figured in dresses

much more rich than elegant ; a party at which the chief amuse-
ment consisted in a representation of the bedoi/os—female dancers

in the pay of the regent—Mr. Van Hoewell pursued his journey,

constantly busy with the physical and moral condition of tlie na-

tives, and the means of advancing the civilization of the large

population confided to the care of the Dutch government. The

HOUSE OF THE DUTCH RESIDENT AT SOURABAYA.

country abounds in natural objects of interest. Huge smoking
craters in the midst of impenetrable forests which shelter the rhi-

noceros ; rich plantations of tea or indigo, and fields of sugar cane,

or thick jungles (the Javanese name is /in/anf/halnw/), where the

tiger watches for the biillimt jjlumcd and noisy pracock ; huge
waringins (the /Tchs hidirn), and fresh rivers glancing from cas-

cade to cascade. Near Tjeribon, one of the oldest scats of the

Dutch power at Java, is to be seen a pleasure garden which be-

longed to one of the sultans of the country, a pensioner on the con-

querors since 1819, and recently dead. The garden is entirely in

the style of the celestial empire ; and a native told Mr. Hoewell

that it was laid ont two hundred years ago by a Chinese, whose
eves were afterwards put out that he might never construct one
like it. There exist also in the environs the tombs of the Sheik
Ibn Moulana, the first preacher of Islamism in the west of Java
and of the Sultan Togal Aroum, a sort of Javanese Nero. These
are places of pilgrimage. A few miles beyond Tjeribon, you
cross a bridge over the river (TjiV) Parmali, which separates the
two races, the Hendas and Javanese, and the eye embraces a vast
plain terminated by the chain of Hamat, whose principal peak at-

tains an elevation of eleven thousand feet. The sides of the
mountain are covered with plantations of tea and coffee, one of

the first of which is given

_ in our first engraving.
:'::?=-^;;;^si— a;^^^=;3irT3^:^f^;^;;^ The residence of Tagal,

^^^S=^ -where we now are, in 1846
Jra=s^; produced 70,000 pounds

^^2 of tea alone, to say noth-
' ~^ ing of sugar and coffee.

We will not halt at Sama-
rang and Sourabaya, con-
siderable ports of an Eu-
ropean appearance, and,
with Batavia, the principal

places of the island. We
will only remark, that be-

tween these ))oint8 Mr.
Hoewell fixed, from popu-
lar tradition, the seat of
the ancient kingdom of
Menlang Ivamoulan, of
which the annals and po-
ems of Java make fre-

qnent mention, but of
wliicli not even a wreck
remains. The peasants
pointoutonly, with tokens
of the most profound ven-

eration, a wood which
rises, according to them,
on the site of the ancient

kraton (palace of the sov-

ereign). The spot is

guarded, they say, by a
contemporary tiger, so old
that he cannot use his

paws, and drags himself

along upon his knees. At
Simpang, two miles from
Sourabaya, is the palace

of the resident, represent-

ed in our second engrav-
ing. The population, com-
prising that of the neigh-

boring island of Madura,
reaches 1,230,000 souls.

The resident, a political

magistrate dependent on
the governor-general, is commonly assisted, in each province, by
a secretary and some European sub-residents. He acts on the

native population only through the medium of a considerable

number of chiefs, for the most part elective, who constitute a very

ancient and strongly constructed hierarchy, an organization which
Holland has carefully respected, with the view of sheltering itself

behind it, and to soften the contact between the natives and their

masters. The fragments of Hindoo sculptures, brought hither to

ornament the park, bordered by a fresh river, the Kaliinas (golden
river), and which has for perspective the cone of Ardjouna, 10,820
feet liigh, remind us that we are in the most historical part of

I Java; that where Volney would have had the amplest field for

meditation, and whither

we must go on the track

of our zealous and intelli-

gent guide, to visit the

ruini of Modjopahit, the

Javanese empire of Hin-

doo civilization, which had
the most considerable po-

litical influence, and the

most flourishing, if not the

longest existence; for,

founded in the year 1237

of the Javanese era, which
began about 78 or 74 B. C,
it fell in 1400. These ru-

ins had met the fate of

many ruins. They have

served for stone or brick

quarries ; the road from
Sourabaya to Modjokerta

is paved with their spoils,

and the materials for the

greater part of the rich

sugar establishments in

the neighborhood have

been taken from the same
source. You reach it by
a road shaded by large

tamarind trees, which,

through rice and sugar

plantations, runs to the

southwest towards the city

of Kediri. The first mon-
ument you meet is only a

few steps from the road
;

it is an almost formless

mass, in which the eye at

last distinguishes the re-

mains of a gateway, doubt-

less that of a palace, as its

fragments, as well as its

ancient name, Gapuro
Gapi (royal gate), seem to

indicate. One of the piers

is still forty-eight feet

high, and the other is

twenty-eight feet high; while the opening is twelve feet wide.

Brick forms the principal material in all these ruins. Indeed, so

fre(iuently are what we usually deem only the results of modern

art and labor brought to view in the explorations of this island,

that one hardly realizes that they are the remains of a former

state of civilized existence. Many monuments and ruins thus

found, show that a people far in advance of most modern nations

of the East once held dominion here, or that the ancestors of the

present inhaliitants had reached a point which their descendants

have lost—a fact that tlie researi;he8 of most discoverers in the East

corroborate. In regard to the niins now under consideration,
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wo will briefly enumoratc them in the order in which Mr. "Van

Hoewell visited them. After Tjandi Pasar, come the TJandi
Brawou, (temple of dust and ashes), a pyramidal mass seventy

feet high, which presents in the interior a square hall 13 feet in

diameter ; the Dangc;ar Pamalanp;an, a confused mass of stones

with some fragments of sculpture ; the Badj^n^ Raton, a square

building .30 feet high, surmounted by a pyramid of the same di-

mensions, on which we remarked numerous heads of Siva or Kala-

hoofden, as well as a bas-relief; this buildlnc seems to have served

asanentrancetoakraton ; many tombs called Frang Woulan (light

RUINS OP MODJOPAHIT TEMPLE AT MOETERAN.

of the moon), and finally a souvenir, the little Moeteran temple

pictured in our third engraving. This drawingwas made in 1812,

and given to Mr. Van Hoewell by the artist, Mr. Wardenaar, a

Dutch official who, during the English occupation, made a com-
plete plan of the ancient city of Modjopahit, and sketched its

monuments. The whole was given to Sir W. RatTlcs for Ids great

work on Java (history of Java), and it is much to be n'gretted

that he did not make use of this precious collection, which it

would be impossible to replace now—so active has the work of

nature been since then—so many waringins and climbing plants
;

glagahs and bamboos have struck their roots deeply into the

foundations, and disjointed the

walls, which arc sinking and
crumbling into shapeless masses
of rains. As lias happened with

the immense cities of Yutacan, a
dense forest covers the site of the

ancient Hindoo Javanese ciiy,

and prevents recognition of the

dift'erent parts which composed
it. Before quitting this melan-
choly site we must halt on the

borders of the immenfc pond or

sheet of water, a thousand feet

long, six hundred broad, and
eighteen feet deep. The sides

and bottom arc of brickwork. It

does not appear that the Island

of Madura, situated near the

northeast coast of Java, and
whose population has ihc same
origin, and only differs in the

changes incidental to a long sep-

aration, contains any monument
of art. We will not follow Mr.
Van Hoewell thither, but will

start again with him from Sour.a-

baya. To the south, at Trawas,
the villa of the resident, situated

at the height of 2500 feet, on the

side of i'ennanggoungang, in

the midst of Persian and l)utch

roses, he saw various remains

of Hindoo sculptures, brought
from the neigli!)orbood, and be-

longing to the worship of Vish-

noo and Buddha. Farther on
he visited the monument of
Djelok Toundo We quote his

own words: " lire again we
find ourselves o' ! issic ground.
The Bottnk, at tl" foot of which
is situated the ihan (villa), and particularly the Pen-
nanggoiiugang, -t, 5500 feet high, rises before you, bear
yet innunieraole ^v:tr^^'^ of the worship which wa.s practised
during the Hindoo po;-iod. The slopes of this latter mountain
are heaped with an' 'i .e ruins—and, on the crest even, you S'e a

kind of altar of dr) <:"ies, around which lie defaced sculptures.

From six o'clock wi ; 1 been on horseback, and were beginning
to climb the slope ot Pcnnangpoungang. At the foot of the
mountain we took a Km. ucli led towanls the south, and trav-

ersed vast coffvf pl:r At tlic end of some time we were
obliged to dismount n. . the road on foot, through a path

obstructed by thorns, brush and bindweed, our Javanese guides

preceding us, and cutting a passage with their knives. It was a

painful tram]), which lasted more than .half an hour, though we
made but little progress in that time ; out our trouble was amply
recompensed when we suddenly discovered a masterpiece of Hin-

doo architecture, called in the country Djelok Toundo." (See

engraving.) The entire monument consists of three basins formed

in a s(|uare terrace, whose front border is furnished with a balus-

trade about two feet high. A wall 60 feet long and 16 high, ba''keil

on the mountain, juts over the basins, in which the water, brought

from a distance in subterranean conduits, discharges

through a serpent's head (naga). Mr. Van Hoewell
also visited the ruins known by the natives under the

name of Matzan Poutih (the white tiger), which seem
to have formed a part of the town of Blambangan, fortn-

erly situated a little more to the southeast on the coast.

The remains of walls seen at Matzan Poutih belonged,

without doubt, to the general enclosure. The rains arc

a complete wreck, and the process of restoration has

been largely used in tlft engraving (No. 5), which repre-

sents a temple the roof of which has disappeared, and
of which the walls only remain. It presents four fionts,

which the diisel of the sculptor has enriched with a pro-

fusion of flowers and other arabesques. The most re-

markable part of this monument is the base on which it

rests, and which is composed of a turtle entwined with

two serpents, the whole in lava. The heads of the tur-

tle and serpents unite on the western side, and lorm the

entrance of the monument. The surrounding soil is

strewn with mutilated statues, and the ruins occupy a

consideral)le space. The history of the city of wlii'h

these are the last remains is truly a melancholy one.

Founded towards the end of the 15th century, by the

fugitive inhaliitants of Modjopahit, who had just fallen

under the arms of the Mussulmen, Blambangan became
the seat of a little state, which, though Hindoo in re-

ligion and civilization, fell under the nominal sovereignty

of the powerful sultans of M.ataram, themselves vassals

of the Dutch company of the East Indies ; and it was
in a war against the company that it fell in 1770, in

consequence of an act of atrocious perfidy and cruelty,

which forms one of the saddest episodes of the colonial

history. It is a pity that the Dutch government takes

no pains cither to preserve the yet existing historical

monuments of Java, or to publish at their expense a
work contiiining correct representations of the more im-

portant and curious ruins. Aside from these more clas-

sic and romantic belongings of the island, the geograph-

ical features of Java present some interesting aspects.

The island itself is divided nearly in its whole length by
a range of mountains, running almost east and west,

and rising to their greatest elevation towards the centre
;

but the range is much broken. In several hills of the

great range of mountains are the craters of volcanoes,

which formerly raged with fury, and poured forth tor-

rents of lava ; but, at present, none are known to be in

activity, though many emit smoke after heavy rain. The
most considerable rivers are the Joana and the Sedani,

or Tangergang. On the bank or bar before Batavia the

flood rises about six feet, and higher at springtides.

High and low water occur only once in 24 hours. The
island is traversed from east to west by a great military

road, 700 miles in extent, constructed by General Daen-
dcls, a governor of the island, belorc it was taken by the English.

The year, as is usual in tropical climates, is divided into the dry
and the rainy seasons ; or into the east, which is called the good
monsoon, and the west, or the bad monsoon. Thunder storms

arc very frequent, especially towards the conclusions of the mon-
soons, when they occur almost every evening. The heat of the

climate is various. Along the sea coast it is hot and sultry. At
Batavia, from July to November, the thermometcrgenerally stands,

in the hottest part of the day, between 84 and 90 degrees, which

it rarely exceeds ; and, in tlie greatest degree of coolness in the

morning it is seldom lower than 76 degrees. In some parts, par-

in that equinoctial Climate. The various kinds of plants and
great abundance of herl)s have afforded ample scope for the re-

searches of the botanist, as flowers exhale their perfumes at all

seasons of the year, fiarden plants arc produced in great variety,

such as endives, cauliflowers, beans, cabbages, pompions, melons,

patacas or water melons, vains, potatoes, etc. Maixe or Indian

corn is a fivorite artii^le of food with the natives, who eat it roast-

ed. The natural fertility of the soil of J.iva supersedes the ne-

cessity of laborious tillage. The staple produce of the island is

rieo. Sugar, to the amount of 10,000,000 pounds annually is

RUINS OF PAMPANG MATZ.\N POUTIH.

ticularly among the hills and in many of the inland towns, it is

often so cold as to make a fire desirable. Java possesses a soil o(

extraordinary luxuriance and fertility. In the forests, especially
in those on the northeast coast, is found an abundance of lofty

trees, fit to be converted into masts, while forests of teak supply
the place of oak for building thips, adapted to all purposes.
Palfns and c coa trees are found in great variety, and are distin-

guished |py tlK'ir luxuriant growth, sometimes n'aching to the as
tonisbing heitiht of 150 feet. Fruits of all kinds are also abun
dant, many of them of ex(]uisite delicacy and flavor. In the high
ground in the interior they are found to dwindle and degenerate.

FOUNTAIN OF DJELOK TOUNDO.

also made. Pepper is produced in great abundance and perfec-

tion ; also indigo of a very superior quality. Cotton is cultivated

in almost every part of the island ; and the cofl^ee plantations are

extremely luxuriant. The soil is also very favorable to the growth
of tobacco. There are many other herbs and plants, both medi-
cinal and balsamic, that are but imperfectly known to Europeans.
Wheat and barley arc only grown in small quantities, on the hilly

tracts, chiefly in the middle parts of the island, and would be
produced in great abundance were due attention given to their

culture. The domestic animals in Java are buffaloes and cattle

of every description, and sheep, goats and pigs. Game, however,
docs not abound here so much
as in other countiies, though
hares and rabbits are pretty

common ; and deer and ante-

lopes are also plentiful. The
horses, which are very numerous
throughout the island, are small
but active. Wild hogs and
monkeys are found in all the

jungles. The forests abound
with tigers, as powerful and as

large as in Bengal. A species

of black tiger, which is often

found, is very ferocious. The
rhinoceros is sometimes met
with. Snakes are found here,

as in all other hot countries, in

great numbers, and of various
kinds. Some of these are from
twenty-five to thirty feet in

length. Lizards of all kinds,

from the variable chameleon to

the guana tribe, fre(|uent the

bushes, trees and roofs of the

houses. Scorpions and n^os-

quetoes abound in the marshes.
There arc, besides, various other

sorts of dangerous and disgust-

ing vermin. Of the numerous
feathered tribes found in Java,
we may remark the cassowary,

a very large and powerful bird.

White eagles have been seen
here ; and everj- kind of bird of
prey is continually on the wing.

The aquatic tribe is ecpially di-

versifieii, and the extensive fish-

erics along this great line of

coast are highly productive. At
the mouths of the rivers numbers
of alligators or caymans are con-

tinually lurking for their prey. In the several bays numerous
sharks swim about the ships ; and many animals, undescribed in

natural history, abound in these seas. The population of Java is

composed almost entirely of na'ives, of a variety distinct from
the Malays and other inhabitants of the- neighboring islands.

The Javanese are small, wiih a yellow complexion, flattened

nose, high cheek hones, and thin beard. Their langu.agc is en-

tirly diflViert from the Malay; their religion Mohammedanism.
Three (piariers of Java are in the power of the Dutch, whose
immediate authority and jurisdiction extend over three-fifths of
the inhabitants.
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MY OLD PIANO.

BT D. Bf. r. WAtEEB.

And znast I sell tbee, dosr old friend?

How can I let thee go?

And will thy music no more blend

In sadness with my woe?

My trembling fingers no more real,

Upon thy quivering strings,

TVlien welling up within my breast,

The long-sealed fountain springs.

Tee, I moat sell tbee, fajthfal one

—

How can I gire thee up?

And drink in this cold wm-ld alone,

life's dregged, life's bitter cup.

But go! stern poverty *0 decree

No love nor mercy knows
j

Kemeraber one heart monms for the«,

Its sorrows ne'er disclose.

And when gay fingers lightly dance,

Along thy key-board fair;

When beaming eyes with lovelit glancs

Are gazing fondly there^

Kemember her, who long ago,

Sang notes of love with thee;

And told thee all her deepest woe,

To share thy sympathy.

29ow, old piano, fare thee well!

Receire my parting touch,

To otlaer hearts thy music swell,

But none will \<f^ so much.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.}

THE YOUNG GENTLEMAN,
"WHOM NOBODY UNDERSTOOD.

BY JOnN M. GUliRNSBT.

" No one understands me—no one. There is no congenial

spirit in the whole wide world," sighed Caleb Simmons, as he

read the publisher's letter. "I was a fool," he said loftily, " to

hope that a man who makes a trade—a base trade, of the noblest

powers of the human mind, should comprehend the breathing and

burning aspiration of my soul ;" and though Caleb was really very

unhappy, he found great comfort in thinking what a low-minded

individual was the writer of the letter then before him.

Caleb Simmons was a very respectable and amiable young
man, but he had unfortunately conceived the idea that he was a

poet, because he could sometimes write verses which were not

intolerably bad, and with which he occupied, week after week, the

poet's corner of " The Jonesville Sun." Though they were never

read by any one in particular, yet they were in print, and to the

mind of their author at least furnished proof sufficient that he was

a great poet, who only needed to be known, to be appreciated and

receive the enthusiastic admiration of the public. "Fine verses

are not always poetry," says Madame de Stael, and I fear that

my hero, Caleb, very seldom went beyond tolerably endurable

ones ; but, nevertheless, he was determined, that, in his own
words, " his muse should plume her youthful song, and soar to

Parnassian heights, there to revel in the thunder-clouds of high

imagination." Caleb's verses were very much admired by his two

younger brothers. Algernon, his elder brother, was rather more
sparing of his praises, and declared that Cale would never be

worth a straw, if he kept on in that line of business, and kindly

offered him a share in his own business ; but Caleb rejected the

advice and the offer as coming from " an uncongenial spirit," and
continued to write until he had collected a quantity of mediocre
verses, enough to make a large volume, should they ever be pub-

lished. Caleb was a well-grown, rather handsome young man of

twenty, and it was full time that he should begin to think of doing

something for his own support, but he shrank from even the men-
tion of the sulyect. He could not bear to study medicine, because
" there was something intensely revolting in the very idea." He
would not become a minister, because " it would be chaining down
his free spirit to one path, and subjecting him to constantly recur-

ring annoyances ;" and he would not be a lawyer, because " all

lawyers were cheats ;" he rejected the life of a merchant with scorn

and indignation, for the thought of devoting one's mind and soul

to the petty cares of gain, was enough to drive any one mad who
possessed the least spark of imagination. He might have been
an artist—not a mere portrait painter—that he despised, if it had
not been for the trifling obstacle that he had neither taste nor tal-

ent for drawing. He might, to be sure, have set up a green-

house ;
flowers were poetical, and he was fond of them ; but he

thought it base in the extreme " to sell the fair children of nature
for paltry dross," and so he continued to be dependent upon his

father for dross ; while of his elder brothers, the one was doing a
very good business for himself in a neighboring town, and the
other was studying law with all his might in New York, and
having a turn for mechanics, had, by an ingenious little invention,

realized a considerable sum, which .served for iiis support while
pursuing his studies. Caleb was the third son; there were two
more to come after him, for Mrs. Simmons had died sixteen years
before our story opens, leaving no daughter. Mr. Simmons
wished earnestly, he said, that " Caleb would take hold and do
something." Charley and Elbert could help Iiim enough about
the farm. Charley was only seventeen, but he could do a better

day's work than his elder brother, and even Elbert, who was still

a year younger, often surpassed Caleb at harvest time. The
truth was, Caleb considered the work as below his genius, and

seldom or never worked with a hearty good will, not remembering

the words of the wise man of the olden time, "Whatsoever thy

hand findeth to do, do it with thy might."

Nevertheless the two younger boys held their brother's sup-

posed poetical talent in great veneration, though Charley did not

consider " The Lady of Grenada " Caleb's grand poem, equal to

" The Lay of the Last Minstrel," nor " The Hero of the Castle

of Esteranda," as a companion for Hamlet, in whose opinion,

however, he differed from the author.

Being a poet, Caleb had of course fallen in love ; he considered

that part of his professional duty ; but when he ventured to offer

his lady-love a poem, in which the state of his feelings was set

forth, adorned with countless adjectives, pretty Emily Wood, after

a vain effort to keep her countenance, had Imrst into a fit of irre-

pressible laughter, at the verse where she was compared to Dido,

Minerva, and Joan of Arc, all at a time ; her lover had set her

down at once as an " uncongenial spirit."

He had been deceived in his fancied ideal, he gloomily solilo-

quized, as he pursued his way home, after having resisted all

Emily's good-natured attempts to apologize for her unwonted

rudeness, and all Mrs. Wood's pressing invitations to stay to tea.

The thought of griddle-cakes after such a crashing blow, was

agonizing to his soul. He persisted in returning, and Emily,

rather vexed at the chilling manner in which her apologies had

been received, said, after his departure, that he was not half so

smart as he thought he was ; and he would never be half equal to

his brother if he didn't go to work like a man. It was all very

fine to talk of being a poet, but if it was poetical to do nothing at

all, and to let his father support him, she thought the less poetry

there was in the family the better. This misfortune, however,

only furnished new stock in trade to our youthful bard. He at

once came to the conclusion that his heart was broken, and con-

gratulated himself on being " a fellow that had had losses." He
was quite vexed to find himself hungry when he airived at home
after his return from Mr. Wood's. He sat up that night to write

four bitter effusions upon blighted hopes, crushed affections, and

so forth, and said, that " The sun of his life had sunk under the

seething billows of dark despair, which covered his storm-tossed

soul, but that he was going to hide them under a veil—a bitter and

hollow veil of delusive joy." Several rather inconsistent figures,

considered according to the usual rules of composition, but when

one is inspired, and has a broken heart, one cannot stand upon

trifles. He found that these verses, if added to his former stock,

would complete the volume, and he forthwith determined to pub-

lish. The manuscript was soon prepared, and in spite of his

father's advice, sent to a well-known publishing house in New
York. In a week it was returned, with a very polite though de-

cided letter, to the effect that the firm could not think of under-

taking to publish " The Lady of Grenada and other Poems ;" the

receipt of which ungrateful intelligence was the cause of the bitter

soliloquy quoted at the opening of my tale.

" How d' ye do, Caleb ?" cried his brother Algernon, bursting

into the room, with his whip in his hand. " Hollo ! What's the

matter f Why, you look as if you had lost every friend you have

in the world."

" You would not probably care if I should tell you," said Caleb

proudly, turning to the window. He had never confided his se-

cret to his brother, for he had once fallen fast asleep, while the

" Excursion " was being read, and was thenceforth set down as

uncongenial, and unable to comprehend the misunderstood Caleb.

" But now perhaps I shall. Come, tell me; and don't look so

disconsolate."

Though Algernon was uncongenial, there was something in the

tone of sympathy that opened Caleb's heart, and he told his

brother the whole story. "And now there is tlie end of it all,"

ho concluded, as he gave Algernon the publisher's letter, and

then—ho could not help it—he dropped his head upon the table,

and faintly cried. Poor Caleb ! The disappointment was none

the less bitter because his poems were nothing above mediocrity.

They were his, and he loved them, every one, as though they had

been his children.

" Why, brother, I'm sorry you feel so down-hearted about this,"

said Algernon. " Come, now, don't. Let me see it," continued

the elder, kindly, after a pause, during which Caleb did not raise

his head, and poor Algernon was dreadfully uncomfortable be-

tween his pity for his friend, and his conviction that the publisher

was not altogether no unreasonable. " Let me see it, wont you 1

Come."
Algernon seemed to have an idea that there was a great power

of comfort in the last word, so he asked him affectionately to

"come," again.

Caleb raised his head at last, and disconsolately pushed the

manuscript toward his brother, who opened at an efi'usion entitled :

"THE B.IRD'S LAMENT.

" A broken heart is mine, my friend,

A broken heart is mine

;

0, ask me not my brow to wreathe,

With tendrils of the vine."

" Who ever did ask you, Caleb ?" said his brother, simply.

The poet turned a ny without reply, thinking mournfully that

"no one understood him."

" 0, tliere is none in thin wide world,

To love or care for me,

And forever, and ever, and ever alone

It is my doom to be.

" There la no soul congenial,

To love and mix with mine

—

Then ask me not my brow to wreathe

Vt 1th tendrils of the vine.

*' Beneath my cold and smiling lip,

The sigh will often start;

And ! reflect, a stiffled worm
Is gnawing at my heart."

Algernon wondered that a stiffled worm should gnaw—and the

implied want of affection on the part of the family quite distressed

him.

" I am sure, Caleb," he said, "wo all care for you. What
makes you think we don't 1 Do you really think Tom, and fa-

ther, and I don't love you 1 I'm sure the boys do—don't you
think so 1."

Caleb knew they did, and he was too truthful to say no ; so he
was still silent, and his brother turned to the next page, where
was a remarkable ode on ingratitude, in which appeared the fol-

lowing lines :

" Go, call the cruel tiger kind,

And press him to thy heart;

Go nurse the lawless lion's mind,

And say, ' How good thou art.'

*' Go, say thou all that mortal may

—

Do all that mortal can

;

But 0, for mercy, never say

There's gratitude in man!"

" Look at here, now, Caleb, you don't really think that, do
you V asked the elder.

" Yes, I do," answered the younger, bitterly.

" O, no you don't," remonstrated Algernon ; " because yoa

happen to be a man yourself, you know, and I am sure you would

not set yourself up above all the rest of creation in that way."

There was something new in this view of the case, and Caleb.

was silent.

"Now I don't want to distress you, but you just read over these

verses, and tell me, candidly, what you think of them."

He had a distrustful feeling that he might not find them quite

so deep as he had at first thought them, but reluctantly enough

he complied with the request.

They were absurd, certainly. What could be the object of

complimenting a lion in that style, and so affectionately saluting

a tiger. They would probably make a base return for those fa-

vors, and what had that to do with man's ingratitude. He tried

hard not to smile, hut looking up he caught his brother's eye, and

the smile came. He turned page after page, and one passage

after another struck his eye as being weak, foolish, positively ridic-

ulous. How could he have been so blind ?

" What do you think, Caleb 1" asked his brother.

It was a hard acknowledgement to make, but Caleb was not

without sense, nor more falsely proud than other mortals.

" You are right," he said. " You are perfectly right. They

are not worth reading after all," and he turned aside, for his lip

quivered.

" That's right, manly and honorable," said Algernon, cheer-

ingly. " Now what will you do ? Because isn't it most time

you did something? It's hard work for the best writers to live

by their pens, sometimes, I'm told, and now do you think yoa

can make a living of it t because a living must be made, you

know."
" No, I cannot."

" Well, then, Caleb, wont yon take the offer I made yon a year

ago ; I should like to have yon with me right well," said the elder,

affectionately; "and you know it would please father better than

anything else in the world ;" and Algernon took his brother's

hand.

" Yes, I will, and thank you for it heartily," said Caleb, at last,

returning the pressure. "I have been very foolish," he continued,

with an effort; "but I will try and do something worth while,

hereafter." And though Caleb did not know it, there was more

poetry in these simple words than there was in the whole of " The

Lady of Grenada."

And he did try, and succeeded. " The Lady of Grenada," was

put out of sight, and, as far as possible, out of mind. He went to

work in real earnest, and did not find that he enjoyed God's beau-

tiful world the less, because he exerted himself to earn his own

support, manfully and earnestly. He quite forgave the publisher,

and entirely ignored the idea that his heart was broken. " The

best thing that ever happened to me," he said, to his brother,

" was the rejection of my book," and Algernon, was discreet

enough to refrain from saying, " I told you so."

Caleb seldom writes verses now, and still more seldom exhib-

its them. He has come to the sensible conclusion that " a poet

must be born, and not made."

< »«» »

FLOWERS AND MUSIC.

Yes, two gifts God has bestowed upon us, that have in them-

selves no guilty trait, and show an essential divineness. Music is

one of these, wliich seems as if it were never born of earth, but

lingers with us from the gates of licaven ; music, whicii hieatbes

over the gross, or sad, or doubting heart, to inspire it with a con-

sciousness of its own mysterious affinities, and to touch the chords

of its unsuspected, undeveloped life. And tlie other gift is that of

flowers, which, that though born of earth, we may well believe, if

anything of earthly soil grows in the higher realm—if any of its

methods are continued, if any of its forms are identical, they will

live on the banks of the river of life. Flowers ! that in our glad-

ness and in our sorrow are never incongruous—always appropri-

ate. Appropriate m the church, as expressive of its purest and

most social themes, and l)lending their sweetness with the incense

of prayer. ApprojiriiUe in the joy of the marriage hour, in the

loneliness of the sick room, and crowning with prophecy the fore-

heads of the dead. They give completeness to the associations of

childhood, and are appropriate even by the side of old age,

strangely as their freshness contrasts w'ith wrinkles and gray

hairs; for still they are suggestive, they are symbolical of the

soul's perpetual youth, the inward blossom of immortality, the

amaranth crown. In their presence we feel that the body shall go

forth as a winged seed.—/'7oro'ji Interpreter.

/
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HOUSE CLEANING.

BY MRS. M. B. ROBINSON.

"Do put away your sewing, Ellen ! Such close application

will bring on one of your headaches," said Mr. Morj^an, as he

entered the little parlor where his wife sat bending low over her

needlework.

" I must stitch just as long as I can see, husband, for next week

I begin house cleaning, and then I shall have no time to touch a

needle," replied Mrs. Morgan, without looking up or heeding the

persevering attempts of her youngest child to gain her attention.

" I wish house cleaning was abolished ; it is a nuisance !" ex-

claimed the first speaker, in a slightly impatient voice.

"I'm sure you have no reason to complain, for the labor all

comes upon me," retorted the wife.

" But I certainly experience a large share of the annoyances

resulting from the operation, and therefore have some interest in

the matter. I dread house cleaning nearly as much as an epi-

demic, and I dare say half the married men would join with me
in this assertion ; in fact, I have no hesitation in saying that were

the question put to vote, the majority would be on my side."

" No doubt, no doubt, Mr. Morgan ! Men are selfish creatures,

md generally look out for their own comfort first. What if you

<o have to eat a cold dinner once in a while, or get up a little

erlier for a week or two 1 Are those slight sacrifices to be com-

p»-ed to the labor of cleaning a good sized house from attic to

cekr?"

'T was not thinking particularly of my own individual sufFer-

ingsduring that tryin:, ordeal of patience and good humor, but,

on tie contrary, was calculating how many hours Nellie would

screan at the top of her lungs ; how often the children would be

late a school ; how many colds we should catch by sleeping in

damp rooms ; how many times you will lose your temper ; how
much—"

" There, that will do," interrupted Mrs. Morgan, smiling at the

long list of grievances he had narrated, although at first she felt a

little piqued at his remarks.

"But that isn't half; the subject is so fruitful, that I could go

on in that strain from now until morning. You have no idea how
eloquently I could discourse upon it ! Why not give me leave to

occupy the next hour in detailing the plain state of the case ?—

a

man always talks better about things which interest him."

" Nonsense, husband ! But to be serious, how will you make
a change for the better?" asked the wife.

" Omit house cleaning altogether."

" Omit it altogether ! What can you be thinking of, Mr. Mor-
gan'! I don't imagine you like a dirty home any better than I."

" I'm rather partial to cleanliness, I allow. But if that propo-

sal don't suit, I'll suggest another ; hire one or two able bodied

women to come in and assist you."

"Hinder me, you mean! Why, I should have every inch of

paint to clean over after them, provided they left any on, which

isn't often the case. But as to hiring, we can't afford it, and so

there's an end of the matter."

" But I'll promise beforehand to find no fault with the bills

;

surely, that is reasonable."

" I can't tliink of it, husband—a dollar a day and board ! I

should dream of the useless expense for the next three months,"

persisted Mrs. Morgan, who was one of those wise individuals

who never venture a penny to gain a pound.
" But your health, my dear 1" ventured Mr. Morgan.
" O, that wont sulfer any more than it would by runnini" after

a couple of lazy women all the time. Let me have my own way
in the matter, and then the work will be done to my mind. It

isn't everybody, Mr. Morgan, that knows how to clean paint.

Some folks will slop the water over a whole room while I'm rub-

bing a single board; others use coarse sand, which makes the

paint look very much like a nutmeg grater; and I've even known
people to take

—

"

" There's no remedy, then, little Nellie," interrupted Mr. Mor-
gan, who was not in the humor of hearing a long dissertation on
his wife's favorite employment ; for, however unromantic it may
seem, she had a great partiality for scrubbing. "There's no
remedy, my dear," he continued, lifting the child upon bis lap,

" we shall have to submit to our fate with the best grace we can
;

but the neglect you will have to put up with, and the cold dinners

I shall have to eat are sure and certain."

The gentleman saw that his wife could not be induced to

change her resolve, and he reluctantly dropped the subject, re-

gretting that he could not convince her that she subjected herself

to needless labor and trouble. As he had intimated, Mr. Mor"-an

considered the yearly house cleaning the bane of his married life.

Once in every twelve months his dwelling was turned topsy-turvy,

and made almost uninhabitable for a_ week or more. He never

enjoyed a quiet moment within doors during these periodical visi-

tations, for there was always plenty of odd jobs for him to attend

to—such as putting the children to bed, holding the baby, making
the fires, tending door-bell, and occasionally waiting on his wife,

who considered a plentiful use of soap-suds paramount to every-

thing else. No matter whether the house needed cleaning or not,

the forms must be gone through with just the same, even if dirt

could not be discovered by the aid of a microscopic glass.

Mr. Morgan's income was not large, and his wife managed to

do her own work, although, having three children, the family du-
ties were by no means light ; but she was an ambitious, industri-

ous little woman, accomplishing more than many persons who
kept help. Her worthy husband had no fault to find, except in

the matter of house cleaning, which she obstinately persisted in

doing alone, even if she made herself ill, and the whole family

uncomfortable in consequence.

Well, the important Monday morning arrived. Mrs. Morgan

was up betimes, " for there was nothing," she remarked, " like

getting a fair start." An early breakfast was prepared, which

Mr. Morgan sat down to with very little appetite ; but he looked

resigned, and sipped his cofiTee with apparent zest. The children

were waked an hour earlier than usual, and reluctantly came

down stairs, looking sleepy and cross. But the mother made no

allowan'C for their lack of interest in house cleaning, and after

giving them their bread and butter, dressed them for school im-

mediately, that she might gain time for the great undertaking be-

fore her ; then repeatedly charging them to sit still ami keep their

clothes clean, she sat down a minute to determine what next to do.

" I think I'll take the attic first, and so work down," she said

to herself." "I'll be thofcugh, for if there's anything I do de-

spise, it certainly is sham house cleaning
;
yes, I'll commence at

the top, and then
—

"

Mrs. Morgan's reflections were interrupted by her husband's

asking what he should send home from the market.

" Dinner ?—O, yes ; well, a codfish I guess, for that's the easiest

cooked of anything I know of," she replied.

Mr. Morgan sighed, for codfish was a luxury he could not ap-

preciate ; the odor of it when cooking somehow didn't prepossess

him in its favor. But knowing that an expression of this senti-

ment would not mend the matter, he wisely said nothing, resolv-

ing to fortify his stomach by a generous lunch at an eating-house.

As soon as the street door closed after him, Mrs. Morgan, with

a pail of water and the necessary accompaniments, made her way

up two pair of stairs. A large chest stood in one corner, upon

which she cast uneasy glances, as though dreading to open it;

but at length she flung back the lid, and ran her eye over the

contents.

" O, dear me, I quite forgot to put this chest to rights !" she

exclaimed, pulling out one thing after another. " These coats

are wholly ruined by the moths ! I shall have every article to

carry down into the yard, for I shouldn't enjoy cleaning a mite to

know they were heaped up here in this condition."

And so Mrs. Morgan went back and forth between the yard

and attic some five or six times, with her arms full of half-worn

clothing, which she deposited in a pile under the shed steps, to be

looked over and aired at her leisure.

She had scarcely commenced operations in good earnest, when

she happened to think that the children, Johnny and Alice, were

too still not to be in mischief; so hastily wiping her hands, she

again descended the stairs to look after them. Not finding them

in the parlor or kitchen, Mrs. Morgan looked out of the window
and saw the missing juveniles playing in a muddy pool of water,

which they had succeeded in spattering plentifully over their clean

clothes. Mrs. Morgan felt like chastising them both severely

;

but, restraining this feeling, marched them into the house, and

spent another half hour in putting them into a presentable condi-

tion, when they were despatched to school.

With zeal somewhat cooled, she returned to her task, and was

really progressing considerably, when Nellie gave ample evidence

from the chamber below—where she had been left asleep—that

she wished to be attended to forthwith. Mrs. Morgan sighed,

and again left work. It was an unpropitious beginning, but she

was not one to be easily discouraged by adverse circumstances.

The baby was taken up, fed and dressed, and made no opposi-

tion to being tied into a chair and placed at her side, who once

more attempted to go on with her work. Nellie busied herself

for some time with a few playthings ; but when they ceased to in-

terest her, she gave abundant evidence of the fact by sundry
wrigglings, contortions, and little screams, which soon proved so

annoying to the mother, that she was compelled, much against

her will, to turn all her eflTorts to pacifying her. But this did not

promise to be an easy task, for the uncomfortable Nellie was in

such a perverse state of mind, that she was quite impregnable to

the usual assuasive arts employed by maternal tenderness to allay

such unhappy symptoms. The good woman was even forced to

take her rebellious one down to the nursery, supported by the

delusive hope that a little well-timed rocking and singing would
send her to sleep. But Nellie had different ideas, and heeded her

mother's anxiety no more than she did her discarded rattle; and
Mrs. Morgan had to continue her musical and mechanical opera-

tions at least an hour without intermission, before she succeeded

in lulling her charge away to the balmy land of dreams.

She had scarcely placed her in the crib, when she heard the

grocer at the door, and the clock telling the hour of twelve. It

was now time to get her simple dinner; for be it remembered,
that a dinner, though ever so frugal, requires attention—it being
a fact well-known to housekeepers, that dinners will not cook
themselves and march on to the table, without the intervention of

hands.

Mrs. Morgan cooked her fish, put it on a plate, and as her hus-

band had not made his appearance, she thought she would run up
stairs and improve the few minutes she might have before his re-

turn. She had scrubbed but a short time, when she heard his

well-known step in the hall. When she reached the kitchen, the

fish which she had left on the stove-hearth had mysteriously van-
ished. Looking from an open window, she discovered a large cat

triumphantly dragging away the mi?sing dinner.

Mr. Morgan laughed at the flagitious theft, and was assured by
his industrious half, "that if he had been subjected to half the

annoyances which she had experienced, he would be in a less

merry mood." But in spite of this reasonable remonstrance, and
the flushed cheeks of his wife, the sight of the feline offender,

growling and gloating over his ill gotten prize, appeared to

amuse the gentleman more and more ; for to be frank, he didn't

feel as though he had been much of a sufferer by the loss.

The family having dined off bread and butter, Mr. Morgan

went whistling away, leaving the children in a less happy dispo-

sition ; for like other little folks, they were fond of good dinners.

That afternoon Johnny and Alice were kept at home to look

after the Vjaby, and our hou^e cleaner, with raised hopes, again

tried the virtues of soap and water.

Things went on very well for a time, when her misfortunes

were resumed by the discovery that her fire had gone wholly out.

Of course, when she attempted to rekindle it, the fuel stubbornly

refused to burn, and so her work was retarded by the want of hot

water.

Just as her efforts were being crowned with success, a, series of

bumps on the stairs admonished her that somebody was descend-

ing in an unnatural manner. Slie screamed, and ran into the

hall just in time to see Johnny effect a landing, having fallen from

the top to the bottom, in consequence of treading upon a piece of

soap which she had carelessly left in bis way. The poor boy was
considerably bniised, having performed all kinds of evolutions in

his downward course. It was now the duty of our heroine to

apply cold water to his bleeding nose, and a bandage to his bruised

forehead.

The train of trials thus set in motion did not relax its speed.

As soon as Johnny had ceased crying, Alice came rushing down
with the somewhat alarming information " that the baby had got

an apple core in its throat." Mrs. Morgan flew to the rescue,

and found her youngest born kicking on the floor, black in the

face through strangulation. The ill-starred baby was destined to

undergo a violent shaking and pounding before the alarmed pa-

rent had the satisfaction of removing the impediment. The
frightened and fretful child would not allow her mother to leave

her again, and in her anxiety for the sufferer, she forgot "house

cleaning " until it was too late to resume it.

Mr. Morgan looked suspiciously at Johnny's swollen head, Nel-

lie's red eyes, his wife's not very interesting dishabille, and the

confused state of things generally; but whatever might have been

his reflections, he did not express them vocally. In the morning,

after a hurried and unpalatable breakfast, he was glad to leave the

scene of operations.

It being a pleasant day, Attce was allowed to take the baby

into the open au- ; and upon going out to look after them, she

made the discovery that the pile of clothes which she had negli-

gently left exposed, had been stolen. This did not increase her

good nature, for among the articles were several good garments,

which her husband would certainly miss.

When she got back to her cleaning, the door bell rang, and

Mrs. Starch, one of her most aristocratic neighbors, presented

herself Now, our lady was in such a plight, that this " caller
"

was the last person she wished to see, and she conducted her to

the parlor, blushing with mortification, and pouring forth num-
berless apologies. Happily, she did not stay long; but being a

talkative individual, Mrs. Morgan felt assured she woiild repeat

what she had seen, with a few exaggerations of her own, by way
of embellishment.

That day Mrs. Morgan made but little progress ; everything

went wTong, and she began to regret that she had not taken her

husband's advice. Accidents, trifling in themselves, but still

annoying, kept continually occurring to interrupt her operations.

The children whom she had kept from school proved hindrances

rather than liclps, requiring as much watching as the little one.

To add to her afflictions, the ensuing night the latter gave indi-

cations of an attack of croup, which by morning became confirmed

—resulting unquestionably from her exposure to the air and cold

rooms. In addition to this misfortune, some friends from the

country came to stay a week, while the spare chamber was in a

sorry condition, the carpet being up, and the curtains down.

What now was to be done 1 Nellie could not be neglected, for

the doctor said she must have the most careful nursing and atten-

tion. As a consequence, house cleaning had to be postponed,

and Mrs. Morgan at length was forced to yield to her husband's

wish to procure competent help, feeling pretty well convinced that

his policy was the wisest. As if to demonstrate yet more plainly

her want of foresight, she was herself taken ill in consequence of

her exertions, and it was with difllculty she could attend to the

wants of her little patient. As the latter grew better, she became
worse, and was not able to leave her room for a fortnight, requir-

ing the advice of a physician.

Now, it is easy for the reader to perceive that the annoyances

and evils which have been enumerated, grew out of the want of

calculation and foresight on the part of Mrs. Morgan. To save a

few dollars, she had undertaken a labor to which her strength was
not commensurate, and which she in reality had no time to attend

to ; while there were very many poor women depending on such

employments for subsistence, and who would have been grateful

for the job, besides being far more competent to do the work
quickly and well. It is obvious that, in making a misdirected

eflfort to save money, she had incurred expenses of more than

thrice the amount, besides snft'ering so much in body and mind.

At the recurrence of the yearly house cleaning, Mr. Morgan
was not troubled again by seeing his wife toiling and fretting over

a task which she could not accorapUsh without neglecting other

imperative duties.

Love.—Love, peculiarly so called, must always centre on a
single object, because that thorough coincidence of interests and
participations of pleasures necessary to render it perfect, cannot
obtain between more than two persons. Friendship may take in
a little larger compass, but can extend only to a few chosen ob-
jects ; the friendships recorded in history have always run in pairs,
as between Theseus and Pirithous, Orestes and Pylades, Scipio
and Lelius, Cicero and Atticus.

—

Tucker.
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GLOUCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.
A few weeks since we gave a series of views, representing the

town of Marblehead, and other matters relative to the fisheries as

OArried on by that town. Herewith we give several engravings

illastrating the same business in Gloucester, another town en-

gaged, perhaps, to a greater degree in the same branch of indus-

try. Gloucester and Marblehead stand in the first class of fishing

towns, and have carried on the business for many years, with

varied success ; and though not of so rapid growth as commercial
places, yet a gradual increase is evident. Gloucester, some years

since, was very much injured by fire, which burnt a large part of

the business portion of the town ; but has recovered from the

calamity, and for ten or twelve years past has been increased and
improved continually. The fishing business increases year by
year, and the result is a steady and general prosperity; for it is

remarked that there are no very poor people, nor any very

VIEW OF GLOUCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.

wealthy, in Gloucester, all doing some paying business. There
are now engaged in fishing over two hundred schooners, averag-
ing seventy-five tons, and carrying ten men each ; built in a
finislied manner, and costing about $4000 each. Some 'of them
are like yachts in finish. They are almost all square- stern ed, the

old pink-stern having gone out of use. The principal part of the

fishing at Gloucester is for mackerel, though some vessels take

cod and other fish ; the vessels sail for the fishing grounds in the

spring, and lay up again in winter, when Gloucester, like other

fishing places, is most lively and full of people. The sketch of

the town which we give is recent, and, therefore, shows but few
vessels compared with what are seen crowded into port in winter.

The sailing of the fishing fleet is a sight well worth seeing, the

vessels, in great numbers, all decked with flags, and the crews in

high spirits. And, again, when they return with cargoes of fish,

colors flying, and "all hands" hearty and happy. The fish then

pass through various hands to become marketable, the mackerel
to be sorted, salted, and packed in barrels and kegs, ready for

sale ; the larger fish,—cod, haddock, pollock, etc., to be prepared
for the drying flakes, pass throngli the hands of three men, who
take off' the heads and fins, cleanse and salt, when they are placed
on the flakes to dry. When dried they are taken to all parts of

the land. By some people they are considered a great luxury,
when salt-water fish are to be obtained in no other condition. The
mackerel are taken in immense numbers in good seasons ; the
method was formerly to trail for them, while under sail, but is not
so much in use now as feeding. This consists in the fishermen
throwing bait overboard, which attracts the mackerel and kecpg
them about the vessels, when they are taken in great number*.
The view of Gloucester is taken from a point about a mile from
the town, and shows on the left hand side of the view the Pavilion,

a large and popular summer hotel, in front of which appears the

A GLOUCESTER FISHING SCHOONER.
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CAPTURE OF A FISHING VESSEL.

"Old Fort;" between which and the "Gas Works" Point, are

seen the several churches and puMic Imildings prominent amonj;st
the dwellinjjs of the town. To the extreme right is seen a part

of the inner harbor. The second jiicturc gives a good view of a
Gloucester fishing schooner, a trim and pretty craft, and the one
given above is a view of a British vessel of war capturing one

of the fisliing-smaoks on the fishing grounds. Gloucester was the

first spot inhabited by Kiii;lish settliirson thf". north sidj of iMis-ia-

chusetts Biiy, its hnriior having l)ien improved as a fishing station

as early as 1624. Gloucester harbor is capacious, ea<y of access

at any season of the year, and of sufficient <leptb of w.itcr for the

largest merchantmen. Nautical men pronounce it one of the best

harbors on the coast. Until the incorporation of Rockport in
1S4(), this town comprised the whole of Cape Ann, which was
named l>v Prince Cliarles out ot respect for his motlier. There
are a number of small islands at its eastern extremity, on one of
which, Thatcher's Island, are two light-houses. Gloucester is

rapidly becoming a fashionable resort in summer months.

SCHKnCK..?0

VIEW OF THE MONMOUTH B \TTLE-QRODND, NEW JERSEY, [For Jeecription, s e page 413 ]
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TO ANNETTE.

BY EUNICE BROWN.

I am lingering in the valley,

Where oft in days gone by,

We roamed at sunset's lovely hour,

My own Annette and I.

The birds fly homeward to their nests,

Juat as they used to then,

And the music of the murmuring brook

Is in my ear again.

The green trees wave above my head,

As they did in days of yore,

But to make it seem like times of old,

There is wanting something more.

I miss the music of thy voice;

And the loveHght of thine eye

Would be dearer far to me, Annette,

Than sunset's golden sky.

-_ e-*-*-*—• •

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A SUMMER ROMANCE.
BY FRANCIS A. DUBIVAGB.

On a July morniDg, many years ago, a fair-haired, good-look-

ing young man was standing at the window of the Lynn Hotel,

looking out upon the main street of the village. Wallace Elmore

had dressed himself for a walk to the beach when the sky had

become overcast, and an unseasonable cold rain set in. It was

weather to drive haymakers to despair. The street soon became

wet. In the slied opposite a couple of weather-bound buggies

were riding out the storm, while their proprietors sought refuge

in the bar-room. A be-draggled rooster stood on one leg outside

the shed, cocking up one eye to his gilded brother on the vane, as

if to see if there were any change of wind. The gloom of the

weather was reflected on the young man's countenance. Ho drum,

med rapidly on the glass with his fingers as if there were a .sympathy

between his nerves and the pattering rain-drops. Now and then

he strode up and down, and then returned to his old post at the

window and mechanically resumed the tattoo he had been beating

for an hour.

At last the wind suddenly veered ; the rain subsided into a

drizzle and then ceased entirely ; chanticleer erected himself on

both legs, flapped his wings and crowed victoriously ; the black

hostler backed out the buggies, handed the ribbons to their driv-

ers, received the customary " tip," and drove off at a slashing

gait ; a pretty girl opposite opened her window, and as she did so

a gush of sunshine bathed her light form and shed a golden glory

on the scarlet honeysuckle and climbing roses that adorned her

lattice—while, to complete the picture, across the leaden back-

ground of retiring clouds the bow of promise shot its broad and

many-tinted arc.

At this moment an elegant stanhope, drawn by two jet-black

horses, that showed blood and training, dashed up to the door of

the hotel, and from it there alighted, first, a young man, attired in

the height of fashion, and next, a natty servant in livery, quite as

black and well-bred as the horses.

A minute or two afterwards the door of Elmore's room was
thrown open and the new comer entered.

" I beg pardon," said he, " they told me this room was unoccu-

pied. What !" ho added, in a joyous tone of surprise, after a

keen glance at Elmore ; Wallace ! is it you ! What a fortunate

encounter !" And he extended his hand.

Elmore received it rather doubtfully, gazing inquiringly into

the face of the stranger.

" Years and travel and a mustache to boot must have changed
me very much, it seems," said the young man, " to have prevent-

ed Wallace Elmore from recognizing Rupert Branton."
" Rupert ! my dear boy ! I am overjoyed to see you. Well,

you are altered, indeed—but not for the worse. Fortune has

smiled on you."

" Fortune ! fickle jade ! name her not," said Rupert.
" Why not V returned Elmore. " You are young, handsome,

and have an independent fortune. Care has not traced the slight-

est furrow on your brow
; while I—but pshaw, this is a sorry

welcome to an old friend."

" Wallace, I'm the most miserable dog alive—but more of that

anon. Sit down and let's hear about yourself. How is it with

youV
" I'm under the weather, Rupert, Just about this time. Out of

pocket, out of spirits. If the weather hadn't cleared up just as it

did I think I should have committed suicide. My governor, not
appreciating that purity of taste which induced mo to prefer bill-

iards to Blackstone, and Rossini to Chitty, has declined to honor
my drafts with that cheerful alacrity which Mr. Richard Sniveller

60 much admired ; and thougli I am really repentant of my
youthful follies, he declines to credit the seriousness of my present

purposes—so I am undergoing a sort of probationary exile on
short allowance. My health needed recruiting, and I came down
here to enjoy the sea-breezes. Tliere were too many fashionables

at Nahant, and I could not keep up appearances theie. I passed
some time at Swampscot, but I have come here, where I can live,

if I like, unnoted and S'His ^cn«. My best friends are the fisher-

men
; my greatest recreation to walk the sands by moonlight

I'm too poor to drive a horse. So much for my confession. Now
for yours."

" There's a flinty hearted father in my case," said Rupert, with

a sigh ;
" though the good old gentleman is persecuting me with

the very best intentions. He wants me to marry an heiress, and

I am rich enough already."

"Ah, I understand," said Elmore. "Estates contiguous

—

boundaries in dispute—a marriage requisite as a pacific set-

tlement."

" Nothing of the sort," replied Rupert ;
" they are not neigh-

bors of ours. The general and iiis daughter are western people."

" Well, I suppose the daughter is as handsome as heiresses

generally are—that is to say, has a scraggy neck, yellow complex-

ion and squints horribly. Beauty and a million only go together

in romances."

" There you're entirely mistaken, Wallace. Miss Tracy is

beautiful as an angel."

" You have seen her then V
" Never—but I have seen her portrait."

" Pooh ! artists always flatter."

" It was a daguerreotype."

" Well, where is your rara avis ?"

" She has just come to Nahant with her father and mother.

They have taken a private cottage for the season."

" O, ho, I see," cried Elmore. " You have made up your

mind to gratify the old gentleman and marry the heiress."

" I didn't come down for any such purpose," replied Rupert.

" Well, you are a strange person, certainly," said Elmore.
" Surely the human race is born to trouble—if providence does

not kindly provide it we make it for ourselves. Here is a match,

for aught I can see, eligible in every respect, and you throw away
your chance of happiness without a why or a wherefore—unless,

indeed, you have embraced the cold and selfish philosophy which

places the stimnmm bomim in a single life."

" Pas si bele!" replied Rupert, warmly. " I have seen enough

of the world, and pondered too deeply the gravest social problems,

not to be convinced that a man ought to enter the marriage

relation."

" Then why don't you see the girl, and if you like her marry

herr'

" It is impossible," said Rupert, gravely.

" Your reasons, most learned Theban."
" I cannot give them."

" Well, Rupert, you are a strange compound of communicative-

ness and secretiveness. I don't like these half confidences."

"The worst of it is," said Rupert, thoughtfully, " the girl ex-

pects me. The old people have been in correspondence, and Be-

linda has fallen in love with my reputation. My good old governor

was posting on with me from Baltimore to present me, when, as

luck would have it, an attack of his old enemy, the gout, laid

him up at the Albion. I off'ercd to stay by him but he indignantly

refused, and commanded me to precede him. I feigned com-

pliance, and started with Tom for Lynn—but I intend to give

Nahant a wide birth, and go somewhat farther north. I am run-

ning away from an heiress
—

"

" And from happiness."

" Perhaps not."

Rupert started up, paced the room for a long time, and then

returning, sat down by his friend.

" Elmore," said lie, " an idea has just occurred to me. Wliy
don't you marry this girl V

" I, nonsense ! I have no prospects. I'm out of the gover-

nor's good graces, just now—and my reputation as an idle, good-

for-nothing would alienate any sensible people. My name is as

valueless in society as on 'change."

" You are welcome to mine," cried Rupert, gaily.

" How ridiculous !"

" Not at all. My dear fellow, it would be doing me the very great-

est service if you would take this girl oft' my hands. If she hkes

you I am sure your father would fit you out handsomely. I know
you to be a glorious fellow, and don't think any the worse of you

for disliking Blackstone."

" The scheme is utterly impracticable."

" By no means. You are known here, I suppose."

"No—I have been boarding at Swampscot—just came to the

hotel to-day, and have not registered my name."

" Very well—so far so good," said Rupert. " Remember,

then, that for the present your name is Rupert Branton, and tliat

mine is Wallace Elmore. Under my name you will approach the

heiress."

" But my wardrobe is out of order."

" You are of my size, and I have a trunk full of toggery and a

rouleau of gold. Take my horses—they are equally good under

saddle and in harness—gentle and fleet as the wind."
" I have half a mind," said Elmore.

" The aft'air is settled," said Rupert, ringing the bell. His black

servant made his appearance.

" Tom," said Rupert, "you belong to this gentleman."

" Gorry ! you haven't sold me massa?" cried the poor fellow.

" Sold you ! know, most verdant of darkies, that here there

is no buying and selling of ' cuUered pussons.' You are free to

abandon me this moment, if you like."

" Doh't you talk so, massa," said the poor fellow, with tears in

in his eyes ; "don't say um agin, please, massa."

" Well, then, understand, that for the present you are to wait

on this gentleman. And remember, that until liirther orders, you

are always to address him by my name. Ifyou dare to whisper that

he is not what he seems—to breathe a hint of the truth, I'll give

you your freedom."

" Don't say 'um again, massa, please," said the valet.

" You can go, Tom," said Rupert, dismissing him with a

smile.

" Here," he continued, handing a letter to his friend, " is an

introduction that will ensure you a favorable reception. Be bold

and successful."

" I don't half like this business," said Elmore, " the chances

of detection are numerous."

" You only need keep up the disguise for a short time. Be-

sides, the Tracys have just come down here, have no acquain-

tances, and wish for seclusion. You are not likely to meet any

one else. A very few hours will settle the question of your suc-

cess, for I hear that Bel is a romantic, impulsive girl. At any

rate, if you do not win—even if your scruples prevent you from

taking advantage of your position, you will do me an inestimable

service by giving me a little time—a few hours to me just now,

are, for reasons I will explain to you hereafter, of priceless

value."

" Well, then," replied Rupert, " I cede to the force of circum-

stances and the call of friendship, but I shall call on you at the

proper time to exonerate me from further responsibility and from

the charge of being an unprincipled adventurer."

Dressed in an elegant suit belonging to his friend Wallace,

Elmore drove oflT to the Tracys, and Rupert registered his name
at the office as Wallace Elmore, with as much nonchalance as if

it really belonged to him. He then returned to his room, but had

not been long there when a chambermaid made her appearance,

and dropping a curtesy, said :

" Please, sir, a lady wants to speak to you a minute."

" A lady," thought Rupert. " Confound it ! if it shotdd be

Miss Tracy herself!"

" I'm not at home," he said aloud.

"I don't understand you, sir," said the girl, who was so unso-

phisticated as not to appreciate a fashionable falsehood. " The
lady see you a comin' in here."

" 0, she did, eh 1 well, show me to the lady, then."

The girl ushered him to another room on the same floor.

A tall, thinnish woman in black, with staring blue eyes, render-

ed more prominent by a pair of gold-bowed glasses, rose, and in

a hoarse, sepulchral whisper, said :

" Mr, Elmore, I thank you." She extended a thin hand, half

clothed in a black lace mit, and shook his with a sort of theatrical

energy. " Be seated, I pray you."

Rupert took a chair, and the lady in black removed her glasses,

applied her handkerchief to her eyes, and tried to cough a few

tears into them. But when she removed the cambric the un-

diramed blue orbs shone out as bright as ever, contrasting with a red

spot, like a dash of vermilion, on the point of her sharp nose. Ru-

pert gazed upon her with awe and uneasiness.

" Mr. Elmore," said the lady, in a deep voice, " the name of

Pepper is of course familiar to you."

Fearing to betray his assumption of name if he professed ig-

norance, and conjecturing that the name of Pepper belonged to

some person or persons with whom his friend was, or ought to be

acquainted, he bowed affirmatively.

" Yet we have never met," said the lady. " Strange, that

hearts created for sympathy should remain apart a lifetime and

then be brought together by mere chance. Yet when the hour

comes the man appears also. You have read my poem of the

' hour and the man,' published under the name of the American

Sappho."

Rupert regretted that he had not.

The blue eyes stared wider than ever. " Pray, Mr. Elmore,

are you not interested in the progress of the age 1"

Rupert acknowledged that he was, and confessed that he had

been considered a fast man.
" Then you must know me through the medium of my ' Essay

on the Esthetic character of Opera-dancing ?' "

Rupert was compelled to confess that he had never seen the

essay in question.

" I am afraid, then," said the lady, somewhat tartly, " that I

misapprehended the character of your mind, sir ; that there exists

little sympathy between us—and that I cannot appeal to you for

aid in my distress."

Rupert assured her that he sympathized with every form of

distress.

" Then, sir," said the proprietor of the blue eyes, " I may con-

fide my griefs to you. What I have told you will give you some

idea of me. Pepper you know, too well, probably. I am all

soul—all expansion—all aspiration—he is of the earth, earthly.

I am an immediate emancipationist—he grossly and vulgarly says,

' he wishes he owned a thousand niggers.' I adore ' Uncle Tom's

Cabin '—he declares it stupid, libellous trash. I adore the dear

artists with their long beards and Reuben's hats—he wants to

know what the use of art is. I adore poetry—he relishes nothing

but ' a hunting we will go,' and ' we wont go home till morning.'

Yet, I blush to say it, this man won my virgin heart. I married

him for love. I love him yet—fondly, devotedly. Why am I

here, away from him ? Because I love him. Because I thought

if I absented myself from his house his early afi'ection would re-

turn ; ho would seek me out and welcome mc back, and not me

alone, but my great ideas. The other day he met me in Wash-

ington Street walking with a gentleman of fine talents and liberal

ideas—a colored clergyman, settled in a very respectable parish.

His bigotted ideas impelled him to the use of violence. He rudely

tore me from my friend, and in the most cowardly manner—

I

blush to say it—kicked that gentleman—when his back was turned.

That night I put into operation my plan of temporarily absenting

myself from his domicil. I certainly expected to see an adver-

tisement in tlie paper to the following efi'ect :
' If A. (my name is

Amanda, sir,) will return to the home of her disconsolate P.

(Pepper, you know), he will humbly apologize for his misconduct."

" And did it not turn out as you anticipated, madam V asked

Rupert, beginning to be amused at the revelation.
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" On the contrary, sir," replied the American Sappho, " the

Herald had the following :

" ' My wife, Amanda Pepper, having eloped from my bed and
board, without just cause, all persons arc forbiiUIen to trust her

on my account, as I shall pay no debts of her contnidin};-

Redmond Peiter.'

" Ah, Mr. Elmore, it was hard to bear. An earthly soul would

have been forever alienated by that cruel announcement—but my
mother always said I was an angel—and I am—I have forgiven

him. I long to see him again."

" And pray, how can I servo you, madam V
" You are Pepper's friend—he always borrowed money freely

of you when you had it. Go to him—tell him I love him still

—

—tell him that for his sake I—yes—yes—I will forego the advo-

cacy of human liberty. I cannot espouse the cause of the op-

pressor, but I can bo silent ; and wielding the power I possess,

even he can appreciate the extent of the sacrifice."

" I will do all in my power," said Rupert, uneasy at finding

himself involved beyond extrication.

"I knew you would, you dear, good man," cried the lady, fall-

ing on his neck and weeping copiously.

" Mem," cried the chambermaid, sharply, as she opened the

door, " there's a red-faced gentleman asking to see you."

" Show him up," cried the lady, and the chaml)ermaid retired.

" But I can't see him," cried Rupert.

" Tf ou promised to intercede with him," cried the lady, in aston-

ishment. " Are you going to desert me 1"

" At the proper time I'll speak," said Rupert, " but not now.

Zounds ! let mo go, ma'am. I'd jump out of the window if it

wasn't so high. But at any rate, I'll step into this closet till the

storm blows over."

He had hardly concealed himself when Mr. Redmond Pepper

(Red. Pepper, he was commonly called) foamed into the parlor.

" Where have you concealed him V he thundered. He was a

big man, with red whiskers.

" Whom V asked the lady.

" The villain who ran away with you !"

" I went off alone," replied the American Sappho, with a calm)

disdainful smile.

" Very good, madam—excellent !" cried Pepper. " Then

where is the gentleman the chambermaid saw you fondling and

weeping over?"
" In the China closet," said the lady, calmly. " More. I will

tell you who he is. He h your bosom friend, Wallace Elmore."

Pepper burst into a hearty laugh.

" Then I'm jealous no longer. I've told Wallace so much
about you that he would sooner run off with a hyena. Wallace,

my boy, come out and show yourself."

He opened the closet-door and pulled out Rupert.

Rage and astonishment instantly took the place of merriment

with this mercurial gentleman.

" Who are you t" he thundered.

" Wallace Elmore," replied Rupert, with a smile.

" Do you tell that to me 1" cried Pepper ;
" to me ? Do you

know who I amV
"Do II" retorted Rupert. ' Have I lost my eyesight ? Pep-

per, my boy, how are you V and he gave the choleric gentleman

a thundering slap on the back.

" Do you expect me to put up with this assertion?" asked

Pepper.

" Of course, I do," answered Rupert calmly. " For you know
me so well that you know that if you venture to dispute anything

I said I'd blow your brains out on the spot."

Rupert had fathomed Pepper at a glance. He saw that he was
an arrant coward, and made up in loud talk and bluster what he

lacked in courage. Rupert, therefore, assumed an air of savage

determination, which assured Pepper that he would carry into ex-

ecution any threat, however monstrous.

" Wallace," said he, " give us your hand, I was only joking."

Rupert griped it like a vice. Pepper trembled from head to

foot as he felt the grasp of the unknown desperado.

" Now hear me. Pepper," continued Rupert. " I met this lady

for the first time ten minutes ago, and she told me her story. She
left you in hopes of bringing you to hear reason—of curing your
absurd prejudices against her conduct and ideas. You must now
receive her—publish an explanatory card in the Herald, and be-

have like a decent man in future. Mrs. Pepper, I rely upon your
generosity to forgive him."

" I forgive him for your sake, Mr. Elmore," said the lady,

extending her hand to her repentant husband.

" I must leave you, now," said the pretended Elmore. "But
one word in patting. If he ever gives you the slightest trouble

just send for me—that's all."

Mrs. Pepper promised to call upon him in case of need, and
Rupert took leave, having triumphed over circumstances the most
embarrassing by the display of the most consummate impudence.

The happy couple returned to town in the next coach.

Meanwhile our friend Elmore drove up to the cottage where
Gen. Tracy's family resided and presented his credentials. He
met with a distinguished reception, and was soon on a footing of

familiarity with the inmates of the house. The beautiful Belinda

made an impression on him at first sight, and he, in turn, had
reason to believe that the heart of the heiress was not unmoved
by his appearance and address. That evening he made rapid

advances in her good graces. A summer moonlight evening on
a balcony overhanging the sea aided the effect of his musical
voice and romantic sentiments. The next morning Bel Tracy
and Elmore galloped together on the sands. That day and the

next passed like a dream, and he sighed to think how soon an
end must come to the illusion. It came sooner than he anticipat-

ed. On the morning of the third day a carriage drove up to the

cottage door. A portly, silver-haired old gentleman emerged

therefrom, and was received with great warmth by the Tracys.

" Where's Rupert V cried the old gentleman ; for it was Mr.

Branton, senior, after the first greetings were over. "I don't see

Rupert."

Elmore advanced at a sign from Belinda, trembling from head

to foot.

The old gentleman took no notice of him, but said to Tom,

who had posted himself behind his chair :

" Where's your young master, Tom V
" Dere, massa," said the black, pointing to Elmore.

" Your master—Rupert, I mean," cried the old man, testily.

" Dat ar's Massa Rupert, massa," cried the negro, trembling at

his audacity.

" You black dog'! I'll break every bone in your skin if you

give me any of your impudence," replied Branton senior, raising

his cane.

But in time to save the faithful fellow's bones Rupert himself

made his appearance, and an explanation was at once given and

apologies proffered by the parties to the deception. Though very

much surprised, the Tracys only required to be assured that El-

more was a gentleman and Rupert's friend, to be satisfied. Belinda,

however, was unshaken in her belief that Elmore was the prefer-

able of the two.

Mr. Branton senior alone was indignant.

" My friends may be satisfied," said he, " hut hang me if I am.

There's is something more than a mere boy's frolic at the bottom

of this."

" There is," replied Rupert, seriously. He stepped to the door

and returned immediately, leading in a very beautiful lady, who
advanced timidly with her ejes cast down, and winning sponta-

neous admiration by her lovclines.s, the elegant simplicity of her

dress, and the modesty of her demeanor.

" This lady, father," said he, " is the orphan daughter of the

late General Le Valliere, whom I met abroad. She is now Mrs.

Rupert Branton. Fearing your inveterate prejudices against for-

eigners I thought I would marry her first and ask your consent

afterwards. Yet let me tell you I deceived Louise in that respect

—for she would never have married me without your consent."

" It's no use for me to tell her I give my consent now," grum-

bled the old fellow, " she couldn't understand a word of what I

said."

" I ask your pardon, sir," said the lady. " I was educated by

an English governess, and speak a Ktt/*English," she added, with

an arch smile.

" Speak it like a native !" cried the old gentleman—and he

pressed a kiss upon her brow. " She's a lovely creature, Rupert,

and you did right to consult your inclinations. But what's to

become of my poor Bell V
" If the circumstances under which I intruded here might be

overlooked," faltered Elmore, " I think—

"

He glanced at Belinda and her cheeks crimsoned.

" All right !" cried old Branton. " You shall marry her, and
I'll dance at the wedding in spite of the doctor and the gout.

And Rupert, here, shall be married over again. I don't believe

they know how to marry folks in France."
" We have been married twice, already," answered Rupert.

" Once by the priest and once by the mayor."
" A double knot ! all right again 1" cried Mr. Branton senior.

" Well then, let's sit down to dinner. All's well that ends well."

At dinner Rupert told how, on returning from abroad, he had
placed his wife in a little cottage in Lynn, and how, after having

despatched Elmore to take his place at the Tracys, he had care-

fully watched for the arrival of his father, so as to bring his bride

upon the field in time to avert the storm he knew would follow

his appearance.

Bel Tracy accepted Elmore, to the satisfaction of the lattcr's

father. And Mr. Pepper, who, with his wife, was present at the

wedding, found out the real name of the gentleman whom ho had
encountered at Lynn.

< »•» » .

TITLES IN THE TURKISH EMPIRE.
The frequent use of the words, " Sultan," " Porte," etc., in the

newspapers pulilishing accounts of atfairs in Turkey at the pres-
ent time, are erroneously understood by many persons.

" The Sublime Porte " is the official title of the government of
the Ottoman empire and not the title of any othcer of the gov-
ernment, as many suppose it to be.

The Ottoman emperor is called Sult,in, or Grand Sultan, or
Grand Scignor, according to the tancy of the person speaking or
writing. They all mean the same thing.
Pacha is the governor of a province—and according to the im-

portance of his province he is distinguished by one, or two, or
three tails. Every pacha has his owu army in his own province,
distinct from the grand army of the empire. A pacha with three
tails has the power to punisti with death any agent who seems to
threaten the general safety. Bey is a sub-governor under the
pacha.
The Divan is the Council of State, and consists of the princi-

pal ministers.

The Reis Effendi is high chancellor of the empire, and stands
at the head of all the body of attorneys—which body is thought
to contain the best informed men of the nation.

Cadi is a sort of judge or justice of the peace. To order a
bastinado on common people, to impose a fine on a rich Greek or
European, to condemn a thief to be hanged is about all the duty
of an ordinary Cadi.

—

London Leader.

Our NEAHEST Neighbor.—The nearest fi.xed star h.as been
discovered recently to be Alpha in the constellation of the Centaur.
The sun is ninety five millions of miles from the earth, and this
star, which we feel a certain degree of friendship for because it is
our nearest neighbor, is two hundred and six thousand times
tlie distance of the sun from the earth. Light, whiclt travels one
hundred ninety-two thousand miles a second, would require more
than three years to reach us from that star.

[Writtcu for Olcason's Pictorial.]

THE IMPRISONED ROBIN.

ST HB8. BABAH £. DAWES.

I hear, 8weet robin, thy plaintive note,

As it warbles forth from thy tiuy throat,

And I long to unclose thy prison-door,

And bid thee fly to the woods once more.

Imprisoned bird, dost tliou pine to be

On some leafy branch of yon chestnut tree?

Thou watchest its waving branches long,

And sadder still seems thy plaintive song.

Thou art cared for well in thy city home,

Then wherefore now dost thou wish to roam?

Ah, there is thy sweet, sad note again,

Thine answer, metbinks, thi.s mournful strain

:

" I pine for the pure, sweet air of heaven,

That a gracious God hath isiudly given

;

I pine for the shade of the forest trees,

And the cooUng breath of the summer breeze.

" To some shady grove I long to flee,

And sing once more the song of the free

;

From these prison-doors I would take my flight,

And bathe my wiogs in the clear sunlight."

Bing on, sweet robin, till thy plaintive strain

Shall fill thy owner's heart with pain;

And spreading aloft thy pinions light,

Thou Shalt take with joy thy homeward flight.

< »»» >

THE LIFETI.UE OF MAN.

When the world was created, and all creatures assembled to

have their lifetime appointed, the ass first advanced and asked
how long he would have to live. " Thirty years," replied Na-
ture ;

" will that be agreeable to thee ?" " Alas," answered the
ass, "it is a long while. Remember wh.at a wearisome existence
will be mine ; from morning until night I shall have to bear heavy
burdens, dragging corn sacks to the mill that others may cat

bread, while I shall have no encouragement, nor be refreshed by
anything but blows and kicks. Give but a portion of that time, I
pray!" Nature was moved with compassion and presented but
eighteen years. The ass went away comforted, and the dog came
forward. " How long dost thou require to live V asked Nature.
" Thirty years were too many for the ass, but wilt thou be con-
tented with them V " Is it thy will that I should V replied the
dog. " Think how much I shall have to run about ; my feet will

not last for so long a time, and when I shall have lost my voice
for barking, and my teeih for biting, what else shall I be fit for

but to lie in a corner and growl ?" Nature thought he was right
and gave him twelve years. The ape then appeared. " Thou
wilt, doubtless, willingly live the thirty years," said Nature;
"thou wilt not have to labor as the ass and the dog. Life will be
pleasant to thee." "Ah, no," cried he, " so it may seem to oth-

ers, but it will not be. Should puddings ever rain down I shall

have no spoon. I shall play merry tricks, excite laughter by my
grimaces and then be rewarded with a sour apple. How often
sorrow lies concealed behind a jest. I shall not be able to endure
for thirty years." Nature was gracious, and he received but ten.

At last came man, healthy and strong, and asked the measure of
his days. "Will thirty years content thee?" "How short a
time !" exclaimed man. " When I shall have built a house and
kindled a fire on my own hearth ; when the trees I shall have
planted are about to bloom and besir fruit ; when life will seem to
me most desirable I shall die ! O, Nature, grant me a longer pe-
riod !" "Thou shalt have the eighteen years of the ass beside."
" That is not enough," replied man. " Take likewise the twelve
years of the dog." " It is not yet sufficient," reiterated man

;

" give me more !" " I give thee then the ten years of the ape

;

in vain wilt thou claim more !" Man departed unsatisfied. Thus
man lives seventy years. The first thirty are his human years,
and pass swiftly by. He is then healthy and happy—he labors
cheerfully and rejoices in his exi.stence. The eighteen years of
the ass come next, and burden upon burden is heaped upon him

;

he carries the corn that is to feed others ; blows and kicks are the
wages of his faithful service. The twelve years of the dog fol-

low, and he loses his teeth, and lies in the corner and growls.
When these are gone the ape's ten years form the conclusion.
Then man, weak and silly, becomes the sport of children.— Trant-
laledfrom the German.

THE RUSSIAN ARMY.
The Russian army is not intelligent. Beneath the European

costume in which it is tricked out, it still betrays its origin. Look ""•
.

at it ; it presents so heavy and singular an appearance, that tiie

least practised eye immediately recognizes the disguised peasant,
the savage tamed but yesterday, hardly knowing how to march,
and studying, to the best of his power, his part of soldier, for
which he was never intended. It is only redoubtable by its masses,
which, however, can be very efficaciously acted on by grape-shot,
as we have seen at Austerlitz, Friedland, and other places.
The Russian soldier is not easily shaken. He does not possess

that cool energy and contempt of danger, nor that powerful rea-
soning of true courage, which characterizes the French army, and
makes heroes of men ; he is merely a machine of war, v/hich
never reasons, and is cumbersome to move. His hopes, more-
over, foster him in the idea that he is invincible, and that the
bullet or the cannon ball destined to kill him, will reach him quite
as well from behind as from before ; but that, nevertheless, if he
turns his back to the enemy, and is spared by death, he will be
beaten with stick and with the knout.—Z>e Lagny's Knout and the
Russians,

< »»» >

THE VIRTUES OF VAGABONDS.
Burns tells that he "often courted the acquaintance of the part

of mankind commonly known by the ordinary phrase of bluck-
gaards ;" and that, " although disgraced by follies, nav, sometimes
stained with guilt, he had yet fuund among them, iii not a few
iristances, some of the noblest virtues—magnanimity, generosity,
disinterested friendship, and even modesty." I cannot say with
the poet that I ever courted the acquaintance of blackguards ; but
though the laboring man may select his friends, he cannot choose
his work fellows

; and so I have not unfrequently come in co:Uaet
with blackguards, and have had the opportunities of pretty
thoroughly knowing them. And my experience of the class has
been very much the reverse of that of Burns. I have usually
found their virtues of a merely theatrical cast, and their vices real

;

much assumed generosity in some instances, but a callousness of
feeling and me-anncss of spirit lying concealed beneath.

—

Ilw/h
Miller.
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TICONDEROGA.
Below we give a

representation of this

village. It is a post

town of Essex coun-

ty, New York, on the

west side of the south

end of Lake Cham-
plain, and at the north

end of Lake George.

There is a valuable

iron mine in this

township. Ticondcro-

ga fort, famous in the

history of the Ameri-
can wars, is situated

on an eminence, on
the west side of Lake
Champlain.just north

of the entrance of the

outlet from Lake
George into Lake
Champlain. It is now
in ruins. Considera-

ble remains of the for-

tifications are still to

be seen. The stono

walls of the fort, which
are now standing, are,

sORie thirty feet high.

A TERK1BL.E FOE.
Baker, in Ceylon,

states that on one oc-

casion he came across

an enormous serpent

which lay in his path.

"His "head was about

the size of a very small

cocoa-nut, divided

lengthways, and this

was raised to about

eighteen inches above
the coil. His eyes

were fixed upon us,

and the forked tongue played in and out of his mouth with a

continued hiss,—aiming at his head, 1 fired at him with a double

barrelled gun, within four puces, and blew his head to pieces.

He appeared stone dead; but upon pulling liim by the tail, to

stretch him out, he wreathed himself into convulsive coils, and

lashing himself out at full length, mowed down the grass in all

directions. This obliged me to stand clear, for his blows were

terrific, and the thickest part of his body was as thick as a man's

thigh. Cutting some sharp pointed stakes, I waited till he was

again quiet, when I suddenly pinned his tail to the ground with

my hunting knife, and thrusting the pointed stake into the hole, I

drove it deeply into the ground with the butt of my rifle. The
boa made some objection to this, and again commenced his former

RUmS OF BLARNEY CASTLE, NEAR CORK, IRELAND.

muscular contortions. I waited till they were over; and having
provided myself with some tough jungle rope (a species of creeper),

1 once more approached him, and pinning his thront to the ground,

tied the rope through the incision, and the united exertions of

myself and three men, hau'ed him out perfectly straight. I then

drove a stake through his throat, and jdnned him out. He was
fifteen feet in length ; and it required our united strength to tear

off his skin, which shone with a variety of passing colors. On
losing his bide he tore away from the stakes ; and although his

hcafl was shivered to atoms, and he had lost three feet of his neck

by the hall having cut through thU part, which sepiirafed in tear-

ing off the skin, still he lashed and writhed in frightful convul-

sions, continuing till I left him, bearing his hide as my trophy."

CUNNING ACT.
A correspondent

states that a farmer in

the State of Maine, of
his acquaintance, had
noticed at different

times for the period
of two weeks, pretty
serious combats be-
tween a large rat and
weasel in his barn,
from which encount-
ers the latter invaria-

bly came off second
best. One day, being
at work near his barn,
his attention was at-

tracted to the weasel
who seemed to be
very busily engaged
in digging a hole in a
dung heap near the

barn. He watched
the weasel until he
had " tunnelli d " the

heap ; and had made
a hole of considerable

size at the entrance
and about half-way

through the heap ; the

rest of the hole was
tapered off, so that

the place of egress

was barely of sofii-

cient size to enable the

body of the weasel to

pass through. When
the plotter had finish-

ed his hole, he went
into the barn and be-

gan to engage his

.nntagonist ratship.

Beaten, of course,

again in the encount-

er, the cunning weasel
ran, pursued by the rat, into the hole in the dung hill, the grain-

cater being a little suspicious of the snare which his craf[y enemy
had laid for him. Like many unfortunate human beings, the poor
rat was " stuck," and halted sadly between the two extremes;
while his cunning little foe emerged from the small end and
whipping around briskly to the larger end, " brought up the rear,"

and that, was soon a dead rat. Hire now was apparent a regular

plan |jid, a shrewd design carried out successfully on the part of
the weasel for destroying a foe which he hod fonnd hitherto too

much for him. It showed forethought and coniriv:incc, and these

arc very strontr svmjitoms of something more than mere instinct

—some would say it argued a characteristic of reason.

—

Conn.

Valleij Farmer.

[S«e Letter on page 403.]
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THE WRECK OF THE SAN PEDRO.

We learn tlie history of the Spanish sliip-of-war San Pedro Al-

cantara, wrecked in the Bay of Curaana, the loss of wliich ship

was mentioned in our last number, that she is to be worked by

the Boston Submiirine and Wreckinij Company, a corporation

duly incorporated in 1852, Mr. Wliipple havinfj made an arrange-

ment with said company under his contract. That operations are

to commence without delay to take out the decks and thoroughly

work the wreck, and it is believed that most of the specie and

valuables remain as they were on the day of the explosion of the

magazine of the ship, which removed only the specie between

the magazine and the stern of the sliip. All past operations have

been made in the sand at the stern of the ship, and no specie or

valuables have been found outside of the sliip anywlicre else.

The amount scattered outside of the ship is supposed to have

been about $500,000 ; the balance now remains inside of the

ship much as it was before the explcsion, little or none of the

valuables liavingyct been recovered.

It is agreed tliat the amount plundered by General Marillo, and

the amount deposited by the royalists, must have been some two

or three millions, and that not less than two millions were placed

on board at Cadiz ; that it occupied fourteen days to lake it on

board, according to the testimony of a Spaniard now living at

Cumana, who was employed to help take it on board, whose testi-

mony is unimpeachable. The great improvements made within

a few years in machinery, and the ability of this company, place

it beyond a doubt that this long lost treasure, amounting to some
three or four millions of dollars, will soon be made available

again. The San Pedro lies landlocked, protected by the islands

of Coche, Margaretta and Lagua, and a few miles distant from

each only, with a smooth and unrutlled surface, and can be worked

ten successive months without hoisting anchor, yearly.

The worms have been busy upon the wood-work of the wreck,

and it has been thoroughly perforated by them. 'l'h« specie is

found to have lost about two and a half per cent, of its value. It

has been operated upon as follows, viz : Mr. Reed, of Laguira,

obtained in 1831 about S30,000. A company from Baltimore

operated under a government contract held by a Mr. Vanilla, and

obtained some fifteen tons of copper bolt in 1840. The same

company in 1843 obtained 836,000 in specie. In 1844 and 1845,

they obtained about 840,000; in 184Gand 1847,835,000. In 1848,

$28,000; in 1849, hut $12,000, the voyage being broken up by

difficulty with the crew. Capt. N. Tower, of Cohasset, operated

successfully from 1850 to 1852, and Mr. Whipple in 1853, under

the existing contract, all of which operations have been in the

sand beyond the stern of the ship.

4 ^ ^ »

SPIINTEES.

, . . . The Ravel troupe have made a great hit at the Howard
Athentcum, lately. This troupe is a favorite everywhere.

.... Boston is proverbially, at the present moment, the health-

iest city in the entire country. This is its general characteristic.

.... The WashingtoH Monument has reached the height of

one hundred and fifty-four feet, and cost about $230,000.

.... It is stated that all foreigners in Cuba are compelled to

join the army or quit the island.

Two men were lately fined 8500, and disfranchised for 7

years, for being concerned as seconds in a duel at Marion, Ky.

.... The U. S. Senate has ratified the three important treaties

negotiated in South America by Messrs. Schenck and Pendleton.

.... Grasshoppers have appeared in swarms at Cumberland,

Md., and are doing a. vast amount of damage to vegetation.

.... In Portland, recently, Mr. Elijah Guilford was knocked

down by a freight train and had his legs broken near the ankles.

.... Our distinguished fellow-citizen, George Bancroft, has been

re-elected president of the American Geographical Society, N. Y.

.... The sugar pine in Rouge River county, Oregon, attains

great size, is remarkably straight, smooth and rich colored.

.... On his plantation, near Charleston, S. C, Mr. T. R. War-
ing raises Cashmere goats, which seem perfectly at home.

The revenue duty on sugar has amounted to more than

seven million of dollars per year for the past five years.

Oue-thirdofthepopulationofthcUnitedStatesisofAfrican

descent. Since 1840 the negroes in the south have increased 700,000.

MONIiroUTH BATriiE GROUND, NEW .JERSEY.

On page 409 we give a view of the celebrated battle ground of

Monmouth, where Gen. Washington succcs.sfully contended with

the British forces under Gen. Clinton during the Revolutionary

War. The following historical details illustrate the engraving.

The well-known battle of Monmouth was fought on the 28th of

June, 1778, during the retreat of Sir Henry Clinton through the

Jerseys—and was one of the most hotly contested in the war of

the revolution. Washington, on learning that Philadelphia was

to be evacuated by the British troops, was satisfied that Sir Henry

Clinton intended to reach New York by a march through New
Jersey, and consulted his general officers on the expediency of

attacking the enemy in their retreat ; with but two exceptions

they opposed the measure. It was determined, however, to fol-

low on the track of the enemy and .seize every opportunity of

annoying them. The British general's first intention was to go

to New York by the way of Brunswick—but on reaching Borden-

town he learned tliat Washington already occupied the high

grounds that commanded the route, and therefore turned off

through Crosswicks and Allentown,and reached Monmouth Court

House—where, having chosen a wooded hill surrounded by

swamps for his almost inaccessible encampment, he remained

several days.

Washington, in the meanwhile, had moved along the elevated

ground (thus obtaining the power of giving or withholding battle),

and annoyed the enemy in every possible way. Washington

again called a council of officers, and wished to give battle, but it

was negatived by them. Upon their deciding so much against

his wishes, he resolved to act on his own responsibility, as the

British had approached Monmouth, and twelve miles farther on

were the heights of Middletown, and if the enemy reached there

all hope of bringing him to action would be lost. The blow, if

struck at all, must be struck at once. To bring on the battle

Washington determined to strengthen his force on the enemy's

flank, and accordingly detached Wayne with a thousand men.

Lee's division lay at Englishtown, five miles from Monmouth,

where the enemy were encamped. Washington with the rear di-

vision was but three miles behind, and almost his last duty before

retiring was to send word to Lee to attack the foe as soon as they

should begin the march.

The inoriiing had scarcely dawned before the British army be-

gan their march towards New York, Knyphausen with the bag-

gage going first, and Cornwallis with the flower of the army fol-

lowing at some distance behind. Lee accordingly put his men in

motion, and marching along the heights of Freehold beheld the en-

tire British army before him, in the valley below. Lee immediately

sent Wayne forward to press on the enemy's rear and take their

attention, while he began a rapid march by a by-road to gain the

front and cut off Knyphausen's party from the enemy. But find-

ing the detachment larger than he thought, and the whole rear

division coming up to oppose him, he regarded a victory impossi-

ble. He had a morass in his rear and a disciplined army in front,

while aid was yet distant. Gen. Scott, who commanded a detach-

ment, mistaking an oblique movement of one of the American

column for a retreat, rcciosfed the morass in the rear—and Leo,

deeming a battle on the present ground abandoned, followed.

Meanwhile the American troops in the rear, hearing the cannon-

ading, were hurrying forward to reinforce the detachment.

Washington on meeting Lee with the flying troops was very much
mortified, but made a bold stand against the enemy, and after a

severe engagement all day he at length succeeded in repulsing

them.

The engraving represents that portion of the battlefield where

the crisis of the fight occurred—and what was a disgraceful flight

became a victory. The view looks north. At the back of the

spectator is where Knox with his artillery were posted ; in the

distance, between the two trees, stretching along to the left of the

picture is the ground occupied by Washington ; to the right, from

the house to the end of the view is the elevated ground where the

British were stationed. Wayne's division came to action to the

right, between Knox and the enemy. The excessive heat of the

day destroyed numbers of the men, besides those slaughtered in

the conflict. The American general intended to renew the fight

in the morning, but during the night the British secretly abandon-

ed their position and resumed their march. The killed and

wounded in this battle was not the only loss the enemy sustained
;

during their march through the Jerseys about one thousand of

their men deserted.

The American Nation.—The Westminster Review, .after

comparing the census of Great Britain and the United States,

says the whole civilized world owe respect and gratitude to the

United States for what they are doing in education. "As for

what the American nation is to become at its present rate of pro-

gress, it is really an overwhelming idea. There may be a Demo-
cratic republic of a hundred millions of citizens at the end of this

century."
< ^» »

Fashion Le Follet.—A newspaper tells us that in Paris the

latest fashions flounce dresses most amazingly. As many as

thirty-two narrow frills or flounces may be seen upon some skirts.

They are frequently of a diH"ercnt nature of texture to the robe.

We often see flounces with thick satin stripes, edged with a nar-

row fringe upon barege skirts.

< ^mm >

Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad.—The receipts on the

Ohio and Pennsylvania railroad, for May last, were $3;5,870

greater than the corresponding month the year pieviou.s. In the

last five months the receipts have exceeded the same months in

1853 the sum of $177,707.

A RAMBLE IN .TAPAN.

A writer from the American Japan squadron states that the

chaplain of the expedition. Rev. Mr. Bittinger, took occasion

during the progress of the late treaty to visit the large cities of

Kanagawa and Kasacca, situated some fifteen or twenty miles

distant from the ships. The population of Kanagawa, he says, is

from one to two hundred thousand. Immense crowds thronged

the streets as he passed, and finally a messenger was sent before

him to oblige the people to pack themselves close np to the

houses, thus leaving the centre of the road clear to our traveller.

Mr. Bittinger entered many of their houses, and found them,

though furnished in primitive style, clean, neat and comfortable,

when compared with other oriental dwellings of the same class.

He entered several temples, and was treated courteously by all.

The cities he visited were each about six miles long, with wide,

well formed streets. On his return he found that everything

which bad occurred during his excursion had been noted by tho

Japanese officials, even the number of buttons on his coat being

recorded.
* -m^m »

The Sixth Volume.—It will be observed that with the pres-

ent number of the Pictorial closes the sixth volume of the work
;

with our next number the seventh volume will be commenced.

MARRIAGES.
In this city, by Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Lewis P. Brace, of Waldoboro', Me.

,

to Mis* EUen E, Orook.
By ItfiT. Mr. Kox, Mr. Jonathan W. Olines to Miss Oabriella D. B. Glidden.
By Il«>v. Mr. Scbwars, Mr. Adam IlelfeDi^teiD to Miss Rebecca Watson, both

of Brookline.
By Rev. Mr. Huntington, Mr. Samuel S. William to Mrs. Susan A. Hutch-

inson.

By Rer. Mr. Stowe, Mr. Augustus A. Counell, of Salem, to Miss Mar^
CorTley.
At (ihelflea, by Rev. Mr. Dunbar, Mr. James Powers to Miss EUenor M.

Morley, of East Boston.
At VVatertowu, by Rev. Mr. Edwards. Mr. George N. March, of the firm of

March, Locke & Co., to Miss Harrietts H. Dunn, adopted daugbt«r of Newell
Brown, E.*q.

At Somerville. bv Rev. Mr. Mayall, Mr. Francis W. Wilder to Miss Mary P.
Emerson, both of Charlestown.
At Stont^ham, Mr. E. Tliomaa Green to Mifs Sarah Jane Perry.
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Thompson, Mr. Benjamin M. Perkins toMifis Martha

C. Very.
At Uridgewater, by Rev. Mr. Bradford, Mr. Robert E. Smith to Ml«8 Chloe

H. Ben.'^on.

At Plymouth, by Rev. Dr. Kendall, Mr. Charles L. Coleman to Miss Caro-
line Full.

At Manchester, N. II., by Rev. Mr. Tillotson, Mr. George P. Saltmarsh to
Miss Mary A. Gove, both of Weare, N. H.

DEATHS.
In tliis city, Mr. Valentine Brown, 46; Mrs. Lucy Margaret Easterbrook,

30; Mr. Kichard Hosea, 64; Capt. George W. Cottrell, 36; Miss Alice Brown,
40; Ttiompson Miller, Jr , son of Thompson Miller, Ksq., 16; Mr. Ansou W.
Woodward, 39; Mr. Charles Williams, 64; Mrs. Clarissa Purkltt Kidder, 88;
Mr. Walter H. Allison, 61 ; Henry W. Prince, 18.

At Charle.stown, Mrs. EWira Miller, 31 ; Mrs Eleanor Lloyd Doyle, 25.
At Itoxbury. Mr. Charles Bopue. 29.

At Dorchester, Edward W., son of the late Rev. Dr. Brazer, of Salem, 22.
At Watcrtown, Mr Elisha M Uall, 32.

At Coha<;f!et, Capt. Abrah.am Tower, of the lightship Brtindywine, 54.
At Danversport, Capt. William Francis, 78.

At Newburvport, Miss Anna C. Smith, 24; Mr. Willi.im M. Wiokley, 40.
At Bridgewater, Richard L. Hastings, Esq., late of New York city.

At South Scituats. Miss Mary Stetson. 90.

At Lowell. Mr S.imuel Gailand. 62; Miss Mary A. M. Trow, 15.
At Haverhill, Mi.ss Hannah Whittier, 81 ; Mrs. Aohsah M. Smith, 29.
At Hubbardston. Mi.ss Dorcas Pollard, 26; John F. Clark, Esq., 24.
At Barre, Mr. Edward B Bowker. 33
At Bath, Me , Luke Lombard, Esq . 84.
At St. Albans, Vt.. Key. Edward F. Putnam, late of Montpelier, 33.
At East rt'ind.sor. Conn.. Rev. ShubacI Bartlett. 76.

At Auburn, Nil ., Mr Oliver Miles, formerly of Boston, 36.
At New York, Mrs. Catharine Payne, late of Boston.
At Yarmouth Port, Mr. Zenas Ilallett, 87 ; Mrs. Emeline Baker, 27.
At Nantucket, Widow .Tudith Gardner, 76.

At Fall River, Miss Elizabeth A. Pcckham. 25.

At Providence, R. I., Mrs. Sarah Gould, 26; Edwin E. Janes, 39.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WHERE IS THE CREATOR?

BY 8TDNET B. CHURCH.

Where is the Creator! Can ye gaze at mom,
When the dim glow is into being born,

Lighting up heaven with its first faint ray,

Chasing the shades of gloomy night away

;

Waking the birds, whose voices all upraise,

To sing his glory in their warbling praise

;

Stirring the hearts of those who read him there,

To breathe a deep or lisp a childish prayerj

Say in your heart is there no spirit near.

That whispers to you gently, '' God is here?"

Is there no sight, nor sense, nor feeling found,

To see, or hear, or feel him all around?

Or gaze aloft in the still hours of even,

When myriad lamps light up the vault of heaven;

Can ye not see his work within the sky,

Bhiniug in hosts of glorious suns on high?

Majestic, boundless, seeming in their motion,

Yet but to him a drop within an ocean

—

To you an emblem of Almighty skill;

To him a unit of Almighty will

;

This earth an atom in his powerful hand.

One single grain amid a world of sand;

Omnipotent, eternal, glorious King,

Great in the least—subhme in everything.

Or when the shades of night have gathered round,

And silence reigns and darkness most profound;

When stars are hidden in the dark-winged cloud,

And earth o'erhung as with a sable shroud;

Or in the daytime, midst the glowing light

—

Type of his glory—infinitely bright;

Yet to that glory as the star's faint ray

To the full splendor of the orb of day

;

In every bud, and leaf, and floweret fair,

His form is seen, and whispers to you there,

To see, as in the tiniest bird that sings,

His greatest goodness in the smallest things.

unbeliever, in whose darkened mind

No ray of light as yet has ever shined

;

Whose soul is cold and dead ; whose stubborn heart

Ne'er felt the glow faith can alone impart;

Who lives midst God's best works through dreary years.

Nor sees his glory where it most appears;

Ye have no hope, no light amid the gloom,

To cheer this life, or brighten that to come.

Ye tread the gloomiest path man ever trod
;

Who say within your heart, "There is no God;"

Blinded and weak, who cannot comprehend
*' Rim first, him last, him midst, and without end."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BANKER'S PKISONER.

BY MRS. CAROLINE A. SOULB.

It was a dark, tempestuous night. The wind howled and

swept with furious blasts through the old forest, and around the

ancient castle, whose towers had withstood the storm of two cen-

turies. The snow fell thick and fast, whirling like Maelstrom

eddies, or piling up in huge and almost impassable drifts, and

everywhere wheeling with the noiseless flight of a bird, from

cloud to soil, blanching all it touched with the tints of death. It

was such a night as the doers of evil deeds delight in—its dark-

ness and storm so thick and fierce, securing them from the fear of

detection, hiding them from every eye but the All-seeing.

Gustave Gaehler, the present lord of the castle, was seated

alone in his chamber. His wife and daughters were absent in a

neighboring city ; his only son, a youth of twenty years, and the

two domestics—who, at present, constituted the rather slender

guard of the frowning battlement—had retired at an early hour,

weary with the chase that had occupied them since sunrise. Mid-

night had just been tolled by the clock. After counting the

strokes and leaning back for a moment in his luxurious chair, the

while holding his head, as though by pressure ho would dispel the

lassitude that had stolen over his senses, he bestirred himself, took

a few brisk turns across the room, and then resumed at the same

time his scat and his occupation.

He had that day late in the afternoon received a heavy gum of

money, and was l)usicd now in counting it over, intending to

deposit it early on the following morning in the bank of Kiel. It

was rather risky in those days—wliich date as far back as 174-3

—

for the owner of even so strong a hold as his, to retain long upon

his premises a golden treasure of such weight.

The thick, dark forest—on the edge of which his castle stood,

and which stretched in gloom miles beyond him—was the rendez-

vous of a daring band of brigands. But that the shadows of the

short winter day were already falling wlien the money was re-

ceived, and the escort ho could muster was so few in number, the

banker would not have suffered it to remain a single night under

his roof. But the bold chieftain, who for five years had been the

terror of the country, eluding every effort to secure him, and per-

petrating every week robberies such as might befit the fingers of

a fiend, had learned that for one night the mighty sura would be

in the banker's castle ; and knowing well, that if once secured in

the vaults of Kiel it would be beyond his power, he determined

to obtain it at once, and under cover of the darkness and storm

led his band with stealthy paces to the spot.

The silence of deatli liad reigned for some time in the old cas-

tle. Gaehler had nearly fini^lied his work, when suddenly he was

startled by a noise ; it was heard but an instant, and ceased so

suddenly he could not determine its character. A brave old man
he wa», not easily frightened ; and he concluded it must have pro-

ceeded from a mouse or some other truant animal, and proceeded

calmly to secure his treasure in the massive iron chest which had

stood for years beside his headboard.

But scarcely five minutes had elapsed ere he heard the noise

repeated, and this time it continued longer, and more distinct, too.

Hastily turning the key, he hurried to the door, and after cau-

tiously listening for a moment, became convinced it proceeded

from below. He immediately lighted a dark lantern, armed him-

self with his cutlass and double-barreled gun, and descended with

noiseless step the grand staircase, determined to ascertain the

cause of so strange a noise at that late hour. He soon found that

some one was hard at work on the outside, striving to make a

breach in the wall immediately beside the great entrance door,

which was guaraed on the inside by a strong iron bar. He per-

ceived that they were making the opening nearly on a level with

the bar, and inferred correctly that their object was to insert their

hands and thus lift the old iron sentinel quietly from its post and

eflTect an easy entrance.

Having satisfied himself that such was the state of the case, in

less time than it has taken us to tell it, he at once awakened

his son and servants, and revealed to them their peril. Without

the least noise or sign that might betray alarm to the robbers, who
still were heard proceeding cautiously with their desperate work,

they arose, armed themselves, and seeing that the windows and

side and back doors were well barricaded, and that no attempt

had been made elsewhere, Gaehler stationed one domestic in the

rear of the mansion as a sentinel, to apprise them should the

brigands divide their forces in the hopes of succeeding there more

easily. The other was sent to the armory for a strong rope, and

ordered to rejoin him and his son at the front door as soon as he

had procured it.

Silence and darkness reigned throughout the castle. The dark

lantern alone indicated to those within the progress making by

those without in their deep laid villany, as they fancied, in the

most perfect security. As soon as the banker saw that a man's

arm was thrust through the opening in the wall, and that the rob-

ber's hand sought to raise the iron bar which secured the door, he

was at once on the alert. He quickly made a running knot of his

rope, passed it around the wrist of the robber, strained it tightly,

drew the arm furtlicr through, and fastened the other end of the

rope to the iron balustrade in such a manner that the robber found

himself pinned to the inner wall, unable to stir an inch.

A breathless hush for a few moments succeeded, then a con-

fused sound from the outside, and something like the muffled

tread of men in a deep drift. Gaehler, as soon as he was satisfied

that the robbers were fleeing, directed his domestics to despatch

after them a round of gunshots. They then waited quietly awhile

longer, until fully assured of the flight of all but the pinioned

man, and then unbarred the massive door, and swung it slowly

back to seize their prisoner.

A sight to chill the blood of even those stern men greeted their

vision. Instead of a living man, struggling to be free, they saw

nothing but a naked, blood stained corpse ; and what most appalled

them, was the fact that it was a headless one. The warm red

drops of vitality were still oozing from the severed veins, gurgling

over the scarcely chilled shoulders, and down the yet unstiffened

limbs.

Inured as the old banker was to scenes of terror—for he had

passed his early years in the camp and on the battle-field—he

could not look calmly on a sight like that ; he could not ask his

servants to loosen the slip-knot that had been so fatal, and handle

the mutilated corpse. They closed the door upon it, and flinging

an old robe over the white arm and hand which hung in the

deadly noose, they hastened to an upper and distant room, and

waited with impatient hearts for the break of dawn. Slowly, te-

diously wore the hours away ; but not until the sun was quite high

in the heavens, could the four men break the spell which the last

night's horror had flung over their nerves and hearts, and proceed

to their duties. It was determined after some consultation to

despatch young Gustave with one of the old retainers to the

neighboring town, not only to call upon it for a suitable escort to

carry thither the treasure which had come nigh being fatal to

them instead of the headless prisoner, but to summon with them

a detachment of police to hold the corpse, and see if it would

give a clue by which the living villains could be detected. Leav-

ing by the back entrance, and not trusting to look back lest the

horrid sight should again appal them, the two hastened on, and

despite the drifts which everywhere impeded them, despatched

their errand.

Soon after the clock had struck the chimes of noon they re-

turned with not only those for whom they had been sent, but a

number, too, of the first citizens of the place. They entered, as

they had left, in the rear of the building, and, proceeding to the

gr.ind hall, were informed by Gaehler of the successful stratagem

he had adopted ; and the mantle being wiihdrawn, were shown

the rigid arm and hand, with the rope yet fastened on the wrist.

Then the door was opened ; each had strung his nerves to look

unblanchingly upon the sight. But the blood which had curdled

in their veins as they looked upon the fettered limb, now rushed

like a lava torrent ; and their hearts, which they had steeled to

human feeling, were in an instant vital with the keenest of pulsa-

tion, and every eye wept and every bosom sobbed.

There, upon the cold stone sill, half buried in a snowdrift,

clasping the feet of the murdered man, sat a young and lovely

woman. Her tresses, dark as the shadows of night, were un-

bound, and fell like the mantle of death over her fair bosom.

Frozen tear-drops clung to the silken lashes of her halfclosed eyes,

and her parted lips were stained witli blood, as though she had

pressed frantic kisses upon the gory hand that hung just above

her brow. She was cold in death. They buried them in one

grave—sad though it seemed, that the beautiful and the pure

should rest beside the sinning and the vile.

Two years after, the formidable band were surprised in their

stronghold, captured, and made to suff'er the vengeance of the

laws they had so long outraged. The mystery that yet hung over

the affair of the midnight attempt on the castle of Gaehler was
then elucidated. The captain, perceiving one of his men thus

imprisoned, feared that if he left him, he might reveal that which

would destroy them all. He consulted a few moments with the

rest, and hesitated an instant, whether he should cut off the arm
and strive to bear the wounded man away, or cut off the head

and leave him. Fear decided them, and he was decapitated, his

body despoiled of its clothing and left.

But wicked as the young robber was, there was a romance

about his life. He had one day secured from unmanly outrage a

young and beautiful girl, whom one of their band had captured

.

He had obtained permission of his chief to retain her as his own
and in one of those caverns of which legend tells many a story,

he had given her a secure home. There thenceforward he carried

his treasures ; there he wooed and won her.

She had been three months his bride, when he loft her on that

stormy evening to join his band on the attack upon the castle.

In vain had she urged him to refrain from going ; to stay with

her. It might not be ; he was the bravest of them all, and could

not be spared at such a time. Unknown to him, she tracked his

steps, and after watching them file off in their narrow path, crept

close to the embers that yet glowed on the broad rock which, in

the depths of the forest, had served them for a hearthstone, wait-

ing anxiously and impatiently till their return. Their hardened

hearts beat wildly for a time, as they marked her agony when she

found not amongst them her beloved. Rough, vile men, as they

were, there was not one that could tell her ho hung a headless

corpse beside the castle door. They told her only he hung there

a prisoner, and would mayhap free himself ere dawn. With the

step of a chased deer, she bounded from them, and away through

snow and storm. They dared not follow her, and only guessed,

as did those who found her on the morrow, that she had died of

horror.

The robber's grave, which, if tenanted but by himself would

have been shunned as a weird spot, because of the beautiful bride

that slept on his bosom, constant in death as in life, was a green

and a sunny place. And should the traveller, even at this distant

day, be tempted by the beauty of a summer twilight to ramble

amid the crumbling monuments of the graveyard of Kiel, and

inquire what lonely, flower-gemmed bank that was in that distant

corner, he would listen to the story of the banker's prisoner and

his frozen bride.

[Gathered for GleaBOn's Pictorial.]

D.\ILY RECORD OF THE PAST.

BY ben: PERLET FOOSl.

[The following daily record of past events will be continued from week to week
(

exhibiting a schedule of remarkable occurrences in the hiatory of the put,

with such date and data as will interest and instruct.]

JUNE TWENTY-FIFTH.

1314.—Robert Bruce defeated the English at Bannockburn.

1777.—Skirmish between English and Americans, at Newmar-

ket, New Jersey.

1798.—Washington appointed commander-in-chief.

1846.—Louis Bonaparte died at Leghorn, aged 68.

JUNE TWENTY-SIXTH.

1541.—Francis Pizarro, conqueror of Peru, assassinated.

1657.—Oliver Cromwell inaugurated Lord Protector of England.

1794.—The French, under Jourdan, conquered the allies at

Fleurus.

1839.—Col. Ashton, a Revolutionary patriot, died at Charleston.

JDNE TWENTY-SEVENTH.

1759.—Gen. Wolfe landed his troops before Quebec.

1844.—Joe Smith, the Mormon, murdered in jail at Carthage, El.

1845.—Gov. Dorr liberated by act of the legislature.

1849.—Barque Charles Bartlctt run down by steamer Ewopa
134 persons drowned.

JUNE TWENTY-ElGnril.

1776.—Unsuccessful British attack on Charleston, S. C.

1778.—English defeated at Monmouth, by Gen. Washington.

1842.—Battle of Chepatchet, Rhode Island. No bloodshed 1

1847.—Gen. Pierce, with his brigade, landed at Vera Cruz.

JCNB TWENTY-NINTH.

1678.—Grenadier corps first established in "England.

1815.—Napoleon left Paris the last time, and went to Rochcfort

1850.—Sir Robert Peel thrown from his horse and fatally injured

1852.—Henry Clay died at Washington, aged 75. •

JCNB THIRTIETH.

1785.—Gen. Oglethorpe died in England, aged 87.

1831.—Young Napoleon commissioned as Lieutenant-Colonel

in the Austrian army.

1840.—Sub-Treasury Bill passed Congress.

1852.—Gov. Calhoun, of Now Mexico, died on the prairie.

JULY FIRST,

1674.—Whipping abolished in Harvard College.

1690. Battle of the Boyne, which sealed the fate of the Smarts.

1778.—Massacre at Wyoming by the Tories and Indians.

1840.—Mahmoud II. died at Constantinople, aged 54.

1841.—Gov. Reid died near Tallahassee, Fla., aged 52
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EDITORIAL MELANGE.
Gloucester owns nearly 31,000 tons of shipping, being 500 tons

more than tlie port of Salem, and 5000 tons more than Ports-

mouth, N. H. Fifty-one vessels were built last year, being more

in number than in any district in New England, except Waldo-

boro', Bath and Boston. The vessels built at Gloucester averaged

a little more than 80 tons each. Ship building is very brisk

this season, in East Boston. The largest pane of glass that

has yet made its appearance in New York, has taken its place in

one of the windows of Taylor's Restaurant established on Broad-

way. Its dimensions are fifteen feet in height, six feet in breadth,

three-quarters of an inch in thickness ; a thousand dollars is its

cost. A farmer was killed at Buffalo, recently, by having his

head crushed between a wagon wheel and a street post, while his

team was running away. The New York Commercial, a

journal which is very careful in its statements of facts, learns from

Washington that a fishery treaty, on principles of reciprocity,

has been concluded between Secretary Marcy and the British

Minister, and that it is expected the two governments will

promptly ratify it. During the reign of Napoleon I., a book

of birds for children was suppressed because it contained the

phrase : " The cock is rather the tyrant than chieftain of the

farm-yard." The scarcity of seamen in the merchant service

is severely felt in New York, many vessels having been detained

since last Saturday. Secretary Dobbin proposes to increase the

wages of seamen in the navy, in order to increase the number of

enlistments. On the last Friday night in May, a drunken

dragoon set fire to the stable at Fort Snelling in Minnesota,

which was destroyed, with the soldier therein ; loss of property

$4000. Amongst the other advantages of a church living

offered the other day in the London Morning Herald, was that

of "service only once a week." The grain crops in New
York State promises to equal, if not excel, that of any other year.

In Monroe, Genesee, Wyoming and Livingston counties particu-

lar encouragement to harvesters is afforded. The Evansville

(Ind. ) Journal states as follows: The fruit trees along the Wa-
bash are literally loaded down. A horse is now being exhib-

ited in England, which is twenty-one hands high, and weighs

twenty-five hundred weight. He must be a monster—a full team,

as the saying is, all alone by himself. Judge Flinn, of the

Cincinnati Criminal Court, has decided the Ohio liquor law to be

unconstitutional. The play of Hamlet has been enacted in

tragic earnest at Ava, in India, according to the foreign news.

The King of Ava has poisoned his brother, seized the throne, and
married the old queen. Mr. M. L. Sullivant, of Columbus,

Ohio, owns seventy thousand acres of land in Illinois. It is located

in Champagne, Livingston and adjoining counties. Mr. Leo-

nard, the individual who was blown out of his bed-chamber by the

explosion of gas in Nashua (N. H.), last spring, has obtained

$433 33 damages from the gas company. The case was decided

by reference. Some Irishmen and a captain of a canal boat

getting into a row at Ottawa, Illinois, the latter drew a revolver

and killed six of his opponents. The New Orleans papers

contain daily the advertisements of the arrivals and departures of

between sixty and seventy ocean and river steam vessels. Rail-

road communications between Cincinnati and Louisville com-
menced on the 6th of June. The time between the cities is now
reduced to six hours. Grasshoppers have appeared in swarms
at Cumberland, Maryland, and are doing a vast amount of damage
to vegetation. William McCarroll, a young druggist of Nash-
ville, fearing that he had symptoms of cholera, lately prepared for

himself as a remedy, if he should need it during the night, a
tumbler full of laudanum, and went to sleep in the same bed with

a small lad. In the morning the entire contents of the glass were

exhausted, and the foolish man was dead. An elegant silver

tea service was presented to Mayor Gilpin of Philadelphia, a few
days since, by the police officers of that city. The occasion of

the presentation was the retiring of Mr. Gilpin from the duties of

his office as mayor. Several shipowners in New York, in

order to obviate for the future the difficulties of obtaining a supply
of seamen, have advertised for apprentices to serve a term of

years on board of their vessels, the same to bo educated profes-

sionally and otherwise, and be treated according to rules laid

down for their government.

tDagsibe (Satljcringa.

-—»»— t

Turkish Toleration to Protestants—The Sultan of

Turkey has issued a firman in which he says, that he has used all

care to secure perfect protection to each class of all its subjects,

especially that they may enjoy perfect quiet in the performance of
religious rites and services. Since the good and useful eflfects of
these measures are manifest, he orders that no improper or dis-

orderly thing shall be thoughtlessly occasioned to his Protestant

subjects, and that their privileges shall be in all respects perpetu-

ally preserved from all detriment, threatening all who disobey
with punishment.

Cranberries and Erysipelas.—The editor of the New
Haven Palladium says, that a young lady, a member of his fam-
ily, had a violent attack of erysipelas. Raw cranberries, pounded
fine, were applied, and frequently changed. In two days no trace

of the disease remained.

i » * ^

Magnificent Bridge.—The Lexington and Danville Rail-

road Company are building a wire bridge across the Kentucky
river, the most magnificent on earth (so says General Coombs),
one span of wire from clifr to cliff twelve hundred feet long.

The real " balance of power " is the balance at the banker's.

The man who " made a clean breast of it," used Brown's
Windsor Soap.

The southern crops, taken as a whole, are said never to have

appeared better.

Two hundred buildings will bo erected in Manchester, N. H.,

the coming season.

Forty or fifty Vermonters have just started from Underbill to

settle in Wisconsin.

The small pox is raging with great virulence among the Chip-

pewa Indians in Minnesota.

One hundred Scotch girls have just been imported, and set to

work in the mills of Holyoke, Mass.

There is a project on hand for the construction of an air-line

railroad from New York to Norfolk.

It is said there is not a single Jew in the United States engaged
in agriculture. Most of them are traders.

Several persons have been bitten by mad dogs during the week,

and some of the rabid animals arc still at large.

There are 100 lodges, and 20,000 Free Masons, in the city of

New York. A Masonic paper has been started there.

The trial of the Wards has been cojiied into the English papers,

and commented upon as a specimen of American law and justice.

The New York papers mention that Herr Koenig, the great

soloist in Jullien's orchestra, intends becoming a citizen of the

United States.

Gen. Trevost, a well-known and highly respected citizen of

Baltimore, was accidentally shot dead by a companion while

pigeon shooting.

An Irish boy was killed almost instantly in the Bartlett mill,

Newburyport, by attempting to clean a part of the machinery
while it was in motion.

An experienced brother editor says, in a recent letter to the

Philadelphia Register :
" At present, I am in the country, recov-

ering from fourteen years of editorial life—bad eyes, crooked
back and broken nerves, with little to show for it."

A quarry of stone has been discovered in Mt. Tom, Easthamp-
ton, suitable for making water cement. A company has been

formed, and active preparations are being made for quarrying the

cement. Most of the cement now used in this vicinity, we believe,

comes from New Jersey.

The Richmond Despatch says the funeral of Joseph Abrams, a

colored man, at the African church, was the largest that has ever

taken place in that city. The estimatid number in and about the

church was put down at 8000. Over fifty carriages followed the

corpse to the grave.

William E. Roberts, a young man of genteel appearance, from
Pennsylvania, has been convicted of arson at New Orleans, in

setting fire to his store, the contents of which were appraised at

$206, and on which he had an insurance of $4000. The punish-

ment is imprisonment in the penitentiary for life.

The Connecticut Colonization Society held its annual meeting,
lately, at New Haven. The amount of receipts paid into the

treasury and transmitted to the parent society at Washington
during last year, is $4516 87. Over $1000 more have been sub-

scribed. In contributions for this object Connecticut ranks the

fourth State in the Union.

Qavibs of (Kolb.

< »-» >

Jbreign Items.

Properly punisued.—A man has been fined $50 in Cincin-
nati for killing, with intent to sell the meat of, diseased dogs.

The American Consulate at London is a profitable appoint-

ment, being worth three thousand pounds per annum.

A barbarous law, forbidding the emigration of any pea snt lia-

ble to conscription, unless he obtains a substitute, has been re-

vived in Norway.

The London Observer, alluding to the Irish exodus, says that

if the present annual emigration continues until 1891, there will

not be a single Irishman remaining on his native soil.

The young empress of Austria is very handsome, very accom-
plished, and quite a poetess. Her father was a clever man, but
her uncle is the celebrated person who was the protector of Lola
Montez.

While the English banks are lamentably deficient in coin—the
never failing demand for silks, and satins, and bonnets, for the
ladies, has caused a recent increase in the vaults of the French
banks of twenty million of dollars in gold.

During the past year, out of forty-seven applicants for aid from
the Royal Literary Fund in London, there were sixteen ladies.

The amount of assistance rendered was about $100 to each ap-
plicant, both male and female.

A commercial circular dated Penang, April 4, states that the
crop of nutmegs will probably not exceed that of last year. A
species of disease, which prevails more or less on all the planta-
tions, is said to have attacked the tree.

The whole interior of Russia, according to Baron Von Hax-
thausen, is inhabited by one sole race, that of the Russians proper.
This Russian race alone numbers fifty million, while all the other
tribes of the empire do not exceed fifteen millions.

The established church of England has within the last twenty
years, without the assistance of state, built 2000 churches, at a
cost of £5,000,000, or $27,000,000. The church of England .also

receives enormous revenues from the state.

It is stated that the whole number of Jews in England is only
30,000, of whom 20,000 are located in London, Russia contains
ten and a quarter millions, Constantinople 80,000, and India
17,000. It is also stated that out of the 20,000 in London 2000
are baptized Christians.

A German sculptor, residing in Athens, has discovered the
quarries of those celebrated marbles, the red and green antique,
which have been sought after in vain from time immemorial. He
found the red antique on the southern part of the chain of the
Taygele, and the green on the northern side of the Island of Tinos.

The Cheltenham Examiner gives an account of a keeper of
fowls being attacked in a cellar by his own game cock, who flew
from its perch and drove one of its spurs into the unprotected
crown of its master. The spur broke, and the portion which
stuck into the man's head had to be extracted with pincers.

In the French colony of Algeria the cultivation of tobacco has
within a year increased from about 2200 acres to 4700—having
more than doubled. This tobacco is said to be of superior ([ual-
ily. In silk the quantity of cocoons in Algeria alone has in-
creased to 14,000 kilogrammes, or about one-half. The culture
of cotton is rapidly increasing there, ten times as much having
oeen sown during the present year as during the past.

.... Neither the sun nor death can be looked at steadily.

—

La
Rochefoucauld.

.... When workmen strive to do better than well they do con-

found their skill in covetousness.

—

Shahspmre.

.... Covetousness, like a candle ill-made, smothers the splen-

dor of a happy fortune in its own grease.

—

F. Osbvrn.

.... He whose first emotion, on the view of an excellent pro-

duction, is to undervalue it, will never have one of his own to

show.

—

Aiken.

. . . Hurry and cunning are the two apprentices of dispatch

and of skill ; but neither of them ever learn their masters' trade.

— Colton

.

.... I think the first virtue is to restrain the tongue ; he ap-

proaches nearest to the gods who knows how to be silent, even

though he is in the right.

—

Cato.

.... Death is the liberator of him whom freedom cannot re-

lease ; the physician of him whom medicine cannot cure; and the

comforter of him whom time cannot console.— Colton.

.... The brave man is not he who feels no fear, for that were
stupid and irrational ; but ho, whose noble soul its fear sub-

dues, and bravely dares the danger nature shrinks from.

—

Joanna
Baillie.

.... Critics are a kind of freebooters in the republic of letters

—who, like deer, goats and divers other graminivorous animals,

gain subsistence by gorging upon buds and leaves of the young
shrubs of the forest, thereby robbing them of their verdure, and
retarding their progress to maturity.— Washington Irving.

« »» >-

jfoker'a Bubgd..

Is there any harm in a. fellow's sitting down in the lapse of
ages?

Mrs. Hollyhock was presented with a plate yesterday. There
were beef and potatoes on it. No speeches were made.

The man who " took a walk " the other day brought it back
again ; but the next day he took a ride and has not since been
heard from.

When Nicholas talked of Turkey being " un homme malade,"

he knew well enough that the sultan was secretly pledged to

Schamyl, {sham ill).

The other day an old lady rushed frantically into the garden in

search of her daughter, upon being told that the young lady had
gone there with a " rake."

" I am going to the post-office, Bob, shall I inquire for jout"
" Well, yes, if you have a mind to, but I don't think you will

find me there."

To the frequently asked question, " Which side of a horse has

most hair on ?" the following answer has been received, which we
believe to be correct, namely :

" The outside !"

A man died of apoplexy, the other day, at Michigan. The
next morning the coroner held an inquest, when the following

verdict was returned :
" Died from a visitation of one beefsteak,

eight cold potatoes, and a fried pie." Sensible jury, that.

GLEASON'S PICTOKIA.L, BOUND.
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LITTLE COKDELIA HOM'ARD.
The subject of the likeness here given is the daughter of man-

ager G. C. Howard, and was born in Providence, R. I., in the

year 1848. Her mother was the once celebrated Caroline Fox,
so popular as a child throughout the New England States. The
wonderful precocity of Cordelia induced her father to have Uncle

Tom's Cabin dramatized, feeling confident that the abilities of his

child would be successful in the character of Eva. The piece

was produced at the Troy Museum in September, 1852, and played
one hundred nights with the most unbounded applause. Since then
the name of Little Cordelia has become synonymous with that of
Little Eva ; she afterwards performed the part in Albany, and
last July she appeared in New York, at the Natiomd Theatre,

under the liberal management of Capt. A. H. Purdy, where she
has performed the part of Eva three hundred and twenty-five

times, and Little Katy over fifty times. Thus, this child has
accomplished the most brilliant engagement to be found in the

history of the stage. The child's extreme youth leaves little to

speak of. She commenced to display* her wonderlul precocity in

playing children, with her mother, especially Dick in Oliver Twist,

and the child in Gran Bushes. She has received the encomiums
of the entire press of New York without a difscnting voice.

The New York Atlas says—We sh.iU not admit that we are ex-
travagant, if we avow that little Cordelia executed the part as-

signed her with wonderful taste and nature. We have little if

any faith in prodigies. Indeed, we have usually regarded them
with the contempt that was manifested by Hotspur when he re-

buked the pretension of Glendower. But we cannot refrain from
saying that the enacting of Eva by little Cordelia Howard, was
one of the most delectable snd aflecting specimens of the art

dramatique we ever beheld. This little girl apparently throws into

the character of Eva the very life and soul and s])irit that was
intended by its author. She is of course a well trained child, sul)-

jected to thorough discipline. Little Cordelia is one of those pre-

cious gems of intelligence and intellectual precocity which some-
times leap into existence to delight and astonish the world.

MISS CORDELIA HOWARD.

She has just been playing an engagement at the National Theatre
in this city, to delighted and appreciating audiences, and confirm-
ing the previous testimonials that have been given of her wonder-
ful abilities.

THE WILLOUGHBY LAKE HOUSE.
Below we present a view of the Willoughhy Lake House, at

Westmore, Vt. This is a place of summerresort with which the
travelling public are not familiar, but which from all accounts we
have had of it, we are inclined to think will soon commend itself
to general favor. Willoughhy Lake is about twenty miles above
St. Johnsbury, Vt., from which it is accessible by stage, and is

within seventeen miles of Island Pond, on the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Railroad, whence there is likewise a stage. It may
therefore, be pleasantly and conveniently reached by way of Port-
land, or by the Connecticut and Passumpsic Rivers Railroad,
The lake is a romantic and charming spot. It is situated betweeii
two mountains, which rise abruptly to the height of 2000 feet on
one side, and 1400 on the other. The lake abounds with fine
trout, and it vies with other enchanting lakes and places about
the White Mountains, in possessing an echo which answers with
at least half a dozen distinct reverberations. The place also af-
fords all the poetry with little of the fatigue of a mountain ascent—having a bridle path to the summit of Mt. Annanee, the highest
of the two mountains upon its borders. The water of the lake is

deep, clear and sparkling, and the scenery is described as being
wonderful and delightful in the extreme. A scientific visitor says
of it :

—
" There is nothing in the far-famed scenery of the White

Mountain Notch {the Old Man of the Mountains, perhaps, ex-
cepted), nor the passage of the Potomac at Harper's Ferry, nor
the deep channel of the Niagara, nor the chasm at Trenton Falls,
which produced in my own mind more vivid impressions than did
the scenery of this neglected spot." But it is no longer to be
neglected. For we hear high praise of the house, its obliging
proprietors and directors, and but one voice as to the beauty and
adaptedness ot the ^pot as a watering place. The propriftors
purpose to spare no expense or trouble to make Willoughby Lake
one of the most desirable places of fashionable summer resort in
America, a quiet and peaceful retreat from the noise and din of
busy life. The yearly increase of travel to Willoughby Lake is a
guarantee that the endeavors of the company are appreciated.

WILLOUGHBY LAKE HOUSE, WESTMORE, VERMONT.

END OF VOLUME YI.
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THE PASHIONA.BLE PILGRIMAGE.
Tbe maaaer id which the travelling season opens, gives grati-

fying indications that our Atlantic steamers will rood be able to

dispense with governrasut bounty. Our countrymen are cross-

ing the ocean ia swarms almo'^t as numercus as those in which

the Crusad-'rs invaied the Holy Laud. A trip to Europe has be-

come the lashioiialile

pummer entertain-

ment, and the steam-

ers sailing thither are

as much crowded with

passengers as the

boats and cars for-

merly were for Sara-

toga and Newport.

We hear of the Ame-
ricaas on every line

of travel in tbe old

world, and at every

prominent stopping-

place between Liver-

pool and the Ganges.

They seem to outnum-

ber the travellers

of all other nations.

We observe in a re-

cent letter of Bryant's

irom Egypt, that a

steamer which was ad-

vertised for a trip to

the upper Nile suc-

ceeded in procuring

lilteeu passengers, oi

whom nine were Ame-
rictius and six fiom all

other countries.

The eastern world

will soon be torced to

admit that we are at

all events an active

and moving, if not a

great, people. We
travel, as we do all

other thmgs, witb the

utmost possible dis-

patch, it was lor-

merly considered ue-

cetsary to tpeud two

or tbrte years ou the

continent iu order to

under staLd it tho-

roughly, but now a

wide-awake Yaukee

ransacks the whole

concern iu as many
months. A New York

lawyer, for instance,

whea the couits ad-

journ lor the summer

^ acalion, rushes Irum

the City Hall to the

uock, and jumps ou

Lo.trd a steamer

—

lands iu Liverpoul

wi.hin ten days, pro-

cures a guide-book,

flies to Loudon, Pa-

ris, i'lurcuce, Kome,

Naples, Egypt, or

C on s t an t i noplcj

wheels about, and is

back again at the Grft

call of the calerder

in the Fall. He has,

in the meantime, sun

I Westminster Ilall, the

parks and pdaces of London, Notre Dame and the Tuilleries,

pictures without number, St. Peter's, the Coliseum, Ac, and has

been absent scarcely long enough for his neighbors to miss him.

It must be admitted that this is a somewhat characteristic dis-

play of the dashing spirit of American enterprise ; but when we

endeavor to turn the matter to practical account, we find some

HRVTIT FUAVrVlNT AMn TITG nAT3cn? TTAVAT>¥\ . C* VTT%* rt **T r. .1 n.

difficulty in defining what has been gained by such a hurried

scamper. If the object be merely to satisfy the demands of

fashion, and to be able to make the empty boast that such places

have been visited and euch things seen, so much is accomplished.

If the object be pleasure, what that amounts to is graphically

described in a letter from one of our fellow citizens, who is now
trying the experi-

ment, and who takes

a common sense view

of the matter. As to

the pleasure of the

sea voyage, he saye aa

much can be obtained

at home, at any time,

by taking a few doses

of ipecac; and as to

travelling on the land

it no-how differs from

similar travel in this

country, except that

you are cheated, im-

posed upon, and

fleeced in every con-

ceivable way ; and if

there be pleasure in

that, you may enjoy

it to any extent. If

the object be to gain

a knowledge of the

countries thus run

over, or of their insti-

tutions, laws, people,

or works of art, it

must wholly fail. In

this respect more

would have been ac-

complished live times

over by taking the

guide-books, with a

good geography and

atlas, and studying

them quietly in one's

own library ; lor near-

ly all the knowledge

acquired in such a

hurried chase will be

merely geographical,

and that not so com-

prehensive or accu-

rate as iscontainedin

the books.

For those who really

seek improvement,

and are not moved by

a frivolous fancy or

idle ambition to be in

the fashion, there are

great advantages in

travelling, but they

might go about it in a

rational way. In the

first place, they must

make up their minds

to do nothing in a

hurry; otherwise they

had better not set out.

In the next place they

should learn to speak

the language of the

countries through

which they are to

pass. Then instead

of going in largi

companies of their

own countrymen, and

geekit:!; out EnsUsu
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aid American ho'els, they should rather choofo to go among iho

paople whoso chancier and woiks tliy tre fctudjing, and

should live with them for the time being. The courts of'justice,

the institutions ol Uarning, the libraries, the galkrles of art,

and the places of public worship should be visited and examined

with studious deliberation, with calm and patient reflection.

Among the throng who are novv invading Europe, wc hope

that some, at least, will improve our aiggi.'Stiou:', and travel in

the manner which we have icdicated as the proper one. By so

doing, they will obtain vast stores of knowledge, which are cot

to be had iu any other way, and will come back, not silly imiti-

tors of foreign fashions, but American tchoUrs, adorned with the

jewels of wisdom and learning which they have found abroad-

American gcntlem'U, who have endeavored to improve their

manners by all that they have seen of real dignity and gtaje—

American patriots, the fire ofwhose republicanism has been made

to burn with increased brilliancy by seeing the contrast between

the political institutions of the old world and the new.

OGLOU'S ONSLAuanr.
Tcbassan O^lou i-i oa, Tcliasian Oglju is on !

An'l with him the F.u;Ufiil to bittle are goue.

Allali, il Allah : the Umhour 13 rung I

Into hi3 war saddle ea !h Spahi hatU swuDg ;

—

Now the blast of the desert sKvep.s over the land,

And the pale fires of heaven gleaia ia each damask brand.

Allah, ilJUah!

Tohassan Oglou is on, Tchnssan Oglou is on 1

Abroad on the winis all his horse-tails are thr< wn.

'Tis the rush of the ea^lo dDwn c'.eaviog through air

—

'Tis tiiC bound of the lion when roused from Lis lair—

Ha I fiercer and wilder and madatr by far.

On thunders the might of the Moslemite war.

Allah, il Allah !

Allah, il Allah I Tohassan Ogbu is oa I

O'er the infiJel breast hath his fiery barb gone.

The bullets rain 00 him—ihey (all thick ai hiil I

And lances crash round him like reed^ iu the ffale
;

But onward, still onward, for God and Lis law,

Through the dark s'.rifa of death bursts the gallant Pacha I

Allah, il Allah !

In the wake of his might, iu the path of the wind,

I'our the sons of the Faithful careering behind :

And bending to battle o'er each high saddle-bow.

With tho sword of Azrael they sneep down the foe.

Allah, il Allih : 'tis O^-Iou that cries.

In the breath of his nostrd the infidel dies.

FOR TUE 1IJ.0ST1;aTED NEWS.

TUB BROKEN CUP.
FROM T II a F II E .\ C U OF K U « E .N E U C I X O T.

There w^ia never a waiting maid in a comedy who was
livelier, spicier, or wittier than Miss Julie. She always had a

wide-awake, brilliant expres-ion in her beautiful eye.-', and a

kind smile on her lips—differing greatly iu this from Madame
Blainval, her mistrosj, who was Hil^nt. melancholy, and .sombre

.—as all ladies ought to be during the first months of their

widowhood.
Standing in the m'dlle of the hall, .Julie hold in one hand a

feather, aiid in the other an iinroUled note. We need not fay

with which of these objects she was most occupied. The note

contained a very tender declaration, which tiie pret'y ma'.d

read for the tenth time, whiskiitg, meanwhile, the feather

about in the mo^c unthinking mtuner imaginable. Imprudence
like this, my young friend.-i, is doably culpable, wlieu it results

from too much attc'iitioa on one h.intl, and too much ncgugeuoe
on tlie other ! Double negligence like this will, in all probabi-

lity, in luce two evils. A'l unguarded whisp of the fea'hcr

knocks over a splendiil porcelain cup, which rolls, fails, ai;d

scatters in brillia:it fragments over the carpet. Here is oae un-

fortunate refult—that of cirelcfsaerS with the feather—the

oth'T accidtrnt will come off .some other time—perhaps ne.ft Sun-
day !

Rudely awakened from the delicious ravcrlns which Iho inte-

resting 6i7/ei-//«'(j^ li.vd caused. Miss Julie gazed aghast on the

disast,-r caused liy hi.T carelessness. What woii/ijh.v lady tay V

A spleadid breakfast set of costly Sevres china sp'iiled ! Add v.-ht,t

made the matter wor.se was, that this set had been given to

Madame Blainval by her late'y deceased husband ; and .Julie

well knew how dear to her lady was every oSjixt which recalled

the deceased.
" I shill bj scolded—perhaps dismis.sed"'—ci'joth tho pretty

«o«6rrf<ft—who hid lo5t for an instant har soft, sweet mu le.

But nature aU-ays returns, like water to its level, or like a

lover to his lady. In le.-s than three mlnutHS Julie had picked

up har spirits—a bri;;ht g>y smile beamed froui eyes and lips,

and she luci rily cried :

*' I hafc got an idei I"

Now, with mch girls as Julie, thougbis and deeds are twin'.

It WHS bat a minute's work to run down to the garden, pick up
a hloii*", run up stairs, and lay it ia the midst of the fraamenls

of the cup.

It jader—you ^nrZ-f, don't yon? She wanted her lady to be-

lieve that ihe cup and window had been simultaaeou-ly smxshed
by a single stone.

But—people don't break windows for mere wa'iton pi- asiire

—at lea-t thi^y don't in Frince—and Madame lUaiiival had p-;-

jietrat'.ou enough to suspect su;h a triek, cuiiuiiisr ss it was.

Thernlbr.?, a certain dygru.' of finish was still ri'iiiiisite to per-

fect the ide.a. The .stone was worth no'.h ng iu itself—it still

required a mounting

!

•' Well '—herii is Fomothiu^j to clothe it with," thought
Jul'e. (She still lii-ld in her hand the fatal loiter.) The bihet
bal neither ficnature lur address—it was an impassioned decla

ral'Oti, but vague and general. Julie could afford to sicrilice a
letter wuich slis knew by heart. The stone wa.s acfforJiiigly ar-

rayed in its pip T garment, and the iulelligeiit young lady'ne.w

felt herself d-:readed t>y a coini>Uc.itiou of corroborative circum-
stances, which assured her of sucieis.

All had besn airaiged for hall an hour, when Madame lila'n-

val entered, solitary a'ld fal as u-iiul. She woic l<.ng sweeping-

mourning robe-—which were, however, so made as to hide none
of Ih ! beauty of her ligiir.- or ffit!. .-Vt the llr.'t Klaiic% she haw
the mischief—but the grief which the broken cup inspired was
Boon lo-t in the augi-r resulting Ironi reading the noti!

'Can it be po-'sible that anyone could liure to write me
wioh a letter'? (Of course it is for me—since I find it here in

my hoii-c !")

What ve.ied her most in this letter or note, (call it what you
will, reader— it's all one to me,) was the inipcrtinen''e of the

Btyle. It was, indeed, free and ei«y, coiilid'-nl and assuming, to

a remarkably high degre>e. Written iu other language it would
have elfected he'r far lo's. A Udy of rank and style attaikid

like a fmart servant giil ! I ! No—such an olfence could not be

pas'ed by with indiflercDce or ai^daiu. Come what might, and

cost vhat it might, she would at once discover the wretch

who
But," reflected Madame Blainval, "it must have been a

ueighbor !"

The window through which the billet had come opened on

several gardens. Directly opposite was a large fine house, the_

inhabitants of which had never as yet attracted the attention of

Madame Blainval. For the first time, the young widow posted

herself behind a curtain, and began to review and ttudy her op-

posite ntighbor.s.

For tlie yir.^i time !— what a wonderful woman !

On the ground floor lired an English widow, with her two
daughiers, solitary and secluded.

On the seeonil.lloor was an old general, who had long since

renounced war and weapons, storm and strifsJ.

On the third the saw an honest family, consisting of father,

moiher, and seven children.

The fourth story was to rent.

The lirih—who could live iu the fifth ? Madame Blainval had
never thought of looking so h'gh before

!

Ail at o'lce one of the fif h story windows opened, and a young
man looked out. JIadame h'd herself amid the curtains, but the

young nian did not look towards h"r. For, after leaning his

elbows on the sill, he gazed up at the deep blue heaven.
' All d simulation," thought thewidoiv, ''in a few minutes

he will look in another direction I trow !"'

But tiio young man kept gazing on the heaven?, and a quarter
of an hour passed thus. Madame Blainval would have regarded
this abseno! of niiud less singular, hdd she known tha*; the

gentleman was seeking for a rhyme, for he was a poet,

^es, a poet, and nothing more ; a poor poet, named Adalbert,
unknown to every one. Madame Blainval had abundant time
to study his face, which was wonderfully handsome, and full cf
e.Ypression and intelligence. And then—either because he had
Ciught his rhyme, or else despaired of fioding it in the Hrina-
meut above, he retired without casting a single glance at tde

window where a pa'r of beautiful eyes were studying him, as if

he had been a Saint Sebastian or an Apollo.
" Strange, veri/ strange," thought Madame Blainval, slightly

forgetting her auper.
She waited another e^uarter of an hcur. The spirit of inspira-

tion was working

!

•' And yet," she reflected, •' it must have been he. I have no
other neighbor capable of .'uck—terrible conduct."
On examining ihe window and the position of the stone,

madinie scientilically conckidel that it ?>iust have come from an
upper story opposite. She was in the eleventh month of her
widowhood. It was a propitious time for somebody. In the
midst of all her grief and aiTliction one small corner was st'll

lelt open for cousoUtion. Happy the first comer, if ha only
knew bow to avail himself of his advantages!

Chance, which had done everything in this business, brought
Adalbert out of Lis window at the right instant. Everything
Served him as a passport, from the impudence of the letter to

his neglect of heiselt^-which latter failing iLspired the feeling of

some mystery which the widow determined should 1)9 folved.

A common adorer, who came by tiio beaten track, would
speedily have received the iiailten. He luight have proved him-
self a paragon of uuparalleleel perfection as regarded amiability
and delicati attentioLS. But a gentleman who declared love by
throwing larg'? slones aul smashing windows and breaking porce-
lain—sujh a lover requii-etl some retleation.

And then there was another contradiction which afuled

piquancy to the adventure. This was the extreme contrast
which she found between the gentle expression of the young
man and the dashing toneof hi.s letter. Nor could she reconcile

its impudence with his quiet condcct. iio had not ventured
even a furtive glance at her window, after sending almost at

her head a biUet-dou.f throiigh the windov,'.

Aelalbert was not altogether a dweller in the clouds. He
knew that inspiration could be often found on earth below, and
this thought occurred with greatest Ibrce whenever he behelel

his beautiful neij:libor. ' There," thought he, " is just the muse
whom I would fain invoke! But would she listen to me—poor
unknown rhymer that I am ! There is such a distance between
u-!'' And, saddened by these rclloctions, he ascended once
more to the clouels.

Now, if ho had only known how much nearer he was to his

neighbor than he imagined !

Madame Blainval had her piano drawn near the window.
Spring had come, and tho window reinainod open. The young
Widow ttjere pissed long hours, and, soinetimeH out of patience,

close 1 th',' curtain", aud did not reappear for one or two day.s.

Adilhertkiiew nothing of all theio arrangements—ol these pout-
iugs—or of these encouragemeul?.
Every time that Madame de Blainval entered her parlor, she

looked fur anolher broken cup ; but Julie took such care that
the accident never occurreel again.

About this time Madame was obliged to suddenly quit Paris
for Baden. The physicitin recommendcel a change of air for her
health, and lor her grief, Tlic fpriugs of Baden work wonders
with young and pretty widows. She departed.

The ejay on which she loft, Adalbert, who w,ts ve^'y little

grieved at her leaving, received a visit from a strange gentleman.
'• Sir," said the latter, '• you are a poetV
'•I have tried to be one," modestly replied .Adalbert.
' I kiio'.v your talent—I e-stfom it—and the proof is that I

come to you for ver.s'-9. Yes, sir, I am an editor, and wish to

publish a weuk to be entitled, ' Buden aiiel its Environs.' Itw'ill

consist of poetry anl engravings ; and one of our first artists has
been cngage>d for th'i engraving.s—will i/nu take charge of the

poetic department. If you accei)t there is no time to lose
;
you

luu-t leave! til's very day lor Baden-Baden ; but 1 have provideel

for everything. Here are two thousand francs for your ex|)en-

ses, aud you will receive four thousand more wheu tho work is

Gnislu^el."

.•Vdalbert accepted, but, while making his hasty preparations,

could not help wondering how the poems which lay in bis port-

folio c mid ever have b'.'come known. How, indeed, could he
know that the secret of this lepulation was hidden iu a broken
colfei'.-cup.

Here was a. glorious opportunity to rise to fame ! A splendid
illustrated book, aud he the author. Now he could spread his

wings and fiy

!

" i'es! ' he cried, '• T will burst forth on the world—gb ry aud
fortune will come—and perliaps some day I shall meet the muse
whom my lieai-t demands.

His poetic meilitations wore out of plice in Baden. All Eu-
rope was there with ils noise, bustle, dancing, gaming, and
liirfing. Adalbert wished himself away. Two or threw days
sullicod him to sec Baden, and to take his notes. Meantime lie

dwelt in a secluded spot, whence he issued fiom time to time to

admire the many b^autie^s of the place.

MadJine lUainval perceived her young neighbor one evening
at a bill. He passed by her without observing her, and van-
is'ied like a shaelow. v

He returned to I'aris, and afier six months of hard work com-
pleted hia poems, aud read them aloud It) a select circle of friends,

liy whom tliey were enthusiasticHlly applauded. I'roud and
happy, he tlicu went to find his employer.

This gentlemaa did not recogui/.e him, and asked him what
was his pleasiii .'.

" I bring you my manuscript," replied Adalbert,
" A manuscript—ah sir, business is bad just now—very bad."
" I think, however, that you will be perfectly eatisfied with

my poems."
" Poems, did you say ?"

" Yes—the description of Baden and of its environs,"
" And what would you have me do with them !"

" Print them, of course, in your illustrated work which you
are about to publish,"

"In my album! !—poetry ! ! Why, sir, I only publish law-
books,"

" For all that 1 am not mistaken. It was you, sir, who came
to me and paid me in advance two thousand francs."

" Ah—you are right—I beg your pardon—I forgot myself"

—

said the bookseller, vvho all at once remembered the commission
with which he had been charged deiring the precediLg month of

May.
The manuscript was delivered and paid for. The work was

soon published—without engravings—and was brilliantly suc-

cessful. The bookseller, to his greatest possible astonishment,

made a great deal of money by it. Enct)uraged by this lir.st

dawn of glory, Adalbert dared to think sometimes of the young
and beautiful widow, who was at present, since lier return from
Badon Baden, visible at her window quite as olten as b'Ibie,

But the silly boy never guessed at anything—he had even begun
to think of quitting his fifth-story accommodation for a more
respectable establishment.

Madame Blainval, who now wore a very light half-mourning,

gwe a ball to a lady who was related to her. Adalbert was
taken there. In regarding more closely the very beautiful

widow, and in observing her evident agitation when he addressed
her, the poet said :

' Perhaps this may be the muse whom I have so long
sought 1"

Led away by this sweet fancy, he became earnest, gallant,

tender, and impassioned. Strange as it may seem, he met with
such encouragement that in a very few hours he had gone the

whole distance which Madame Blainval wished that he had gone
many months ago.

• .it last," she thought, " he has spoken. Oh how I love

him !"

And she replied to his declaration by a soft sweet avowal ol

love—which startled him. He had not anticipated suclt prompt
and ready happiness—aud he was alarmed at it.

' H'm !—we must see about this and get some information.

Perhaps there may be a trifie of imprudence in mariymg a

widow who glides so quickly and smoothly down the incliued

plane of sentiment!''

But he had begged permission to call on her the next elay.

He was expected, Miidame Blainval was alone,

Adalbert, saluting her, approached a little table on which
were carefully placed several artic.es of porcelain, which were
brushed, as he passed, by his coat,

'• Take care !" ^aid the charming widow, smiling, " you will

break another of my cups,"
" Another of your cups';" answered Adalbert, astonished,
'• Of course—-didn't you know that you have already broken

one '!"

'• I do not underst.and you at all, madame,"
'• Try to recollect. It is now six months since you were so

imjiudeut as to thi'ow a letter at me through the glass of that

wiiielow,"

The explanation which ensued showeel that there had been a
misunderstanding. The letter was not in Adalbert's handwrit-

iug, aud Julie was no longer there to confess her sbare iu

the mischief. For tho piquant soubrette, not desirous of Ibllow-

ing h--r mistress to Baden, hail nvuritd. But why need we
speak further of the cup or of the biUet-dou.x. The two hearts

had spoken, and had understood each otli'-r, j\ Jalbert received

all the benefit of the error, aud a second husband soon replaced

ihe broken cup !

AN HONEST DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.
A SOBEK, middle-aged gentleman, with a good-looking woman,

probably his wife, hanging on his arm, was passing along Wash-
ington-street a day or two since, when the Isdy, wiih a smile of

admiration and delight, directed the attention of her companion
to a lady's dress, marked SldO, wQch a|)peartcl con.-picuously

iu a shop winelow, " Only look, my dear! Is it not r.eh—uiag-

uincent—a pfrfect lose of a dress';" 'J h'i bus' aiet looked,

winced as if stung by a wasp, and instinctively pressing his baud
on the poclcet containing his wallet, turneei away, muttering the

significant term, •humbug!"

MY FIPvST " LOVE AFFAIR,"
At about seventeen years of age, (on ^V'ednesday aftrrnocns,)

I attended a school where ttc mystery of the " light laniaslic

toe" was taught.

Tlie school was large, and the scholars were the daughters

and sjus of the merchants of one of our most populous sea-

ports.

There were some exceed ingly pretty >^ iris iiincng them ; and the

town was noted for the beauty of its l<males. There was one
ro.sy-cheekcd miss, rather older than myself, w'liose danciug wag
pa'licularly spirited and graceful. She was not tall, but finely

formed, and her eyes were of great beauty and brilliancy. Her

j

temper was very lively, and her e>ouversatioii jio ithed and
1 humorous. All these (lualiiies were very attractive to a lad
' who seemed to live only for " fun" and enjoyment. Whcticver
an opportunity oll'tred, 1 selected her for my partner in the dance.

She seemed •• nothing loth," and we were most happy. But I

could not talk to lier, for my lashlulness was extreme. 1 wiuld
have given one eif my arms to have been able to say to her the

tender things which croweled upon my heart.

But I found it in vain ; anil was forced to content myself with

only looking •' unutterable emotiems."
Some mouths passed in this Ijlissful intercourse. Slie treated

me as if I was "a promising boy," \\lio might grow to some-
thing. In thi.s shc! did not show much judgiLCUt ;

lor, al'hough

young in years, I bel.'eve I was as capable of an e.xalttd aud
soul-subduing pii.ssion as at any subsceient pciiod of my lite.

And I proved it, by wasliug away and lo.-ing all my hilarity of

spirits in the sober meditations of a liist attaelimi 111.

There was, durii'g the winter, '• a party" of young people of

both sexes, at my uncle's. The young dancer (into my adec-

tious) was one of the invited. I met her there, lor the first time,

where emr intercourse could be iiurt strained.

I succeeded, alter di>ers elf rts whieli sent the prespiration in

streams to my forehead, in seating myself sit her s de ; and alter

stammering attempts, at last subdued into an intereetiug eon-

vernation.

Tlie evening passed off delightfully, and the pirfy rose to go
home. Then watching my cpportunity, I asked leave to attend

my fair one to her dwelling.

She smilinjily consented. We walked slowly along the quiet

streets of the tovn, apart from the rest of the party, aud now
and then putting and answering some question ot trivial inte-

rest.

The walk, although near a mile, seeineeT not more than a few

steps. Her stately eoifice appeared in view. ] walked still slower.

We reached the steps of the front door. There was ji light ou
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the kilclieu-heartb, which announced that all the family had re-

tired for the nip;ht.

She ascended ths door-step, and stopped. The bright moon
shone full upon her radiant face as she raised her blue eyes to

that patroness of lover.-'.

1 seized her luiid. She inado no effort to t;ike it away. I

lookel up into her f.ice, and she look-'d down at me, ami (I

can't say how it is done !) our lips came logetlur—warm, blush-

ing, tremblin;? with emotion. 1 took— I b(>llcve—only one kiss

;

but that was s-ul'licient for that ecstatic moaient.

The spring; within tlio door, saying, '' Good night !'' in tones

which Bounded Ij my ear like the softest and sweetest breath-

inc of an yEolian harp ; and the d jor closed upoa her charms.

Tiiit was the lirsl love-kiss I ever gave and received 1

I walkfd .slowly towards my own honi , I believe, on the tips

of my to.s. I stopped after a few step?, to get breath. I looked

lip at the unclouded moon, and she seemed to wink at me
roguishly, and say :

•• 1 saw you, jon rogue 1"

And then, leaning on ths bars of a railing, near a green pas-

ture, I raunnured

:

" Ho V delicious ths,t was '.''

Wa-i ever rose-leaf softer and sweeter than h^r lips ! Did ever

flute sound such genlle nolo.s, as the sounds that ll-U frotn her

tongue. That ''Good n'ght;'" All! if an ang'd had leaned

from yon clond—whicii looks as if it was tt'e chariot nl' tlie

moon—h? could not huve whispered '• ptaeo" in move ravishing

strains than tliat '-^ood night." A!i. .Jark ! ycirrc a Iiil-IvV

fellow ! Jlillio'.is of lil-s-iug-i descend a d rest upon her home 1

Thus solilaiinising, 1 reached my lather's dwelling. I entered

ho kitchen do.»r, soitly aad slyly. AH tiie lights were extinct.

I locked the dosr, and ( ript towards ihe pailor. '• How nie^-.'

thouglit I,
'• that r.U had gone to 1> 'd. Not one soul up, to break

in upon the heaven of my IVeling^ 1"'

I opened, very foltly. "the parlor door. Thunder and earth-

quakes !—tiiere sat my father ! He was dozing in his arm-chair,

but my enlranco rou.=ed him.
'•This is pretty doings, for a boy ! Wliat upon earth have

you been doing '. Tell me, sir. where you have been so late ':''

•• Only w liting upon the ladies home from tiie party, sir
!"'

' Ladies.''' h*e e.vcUiined, with a snse'r. ''How long since

they learned to go alone and left oCt tlieir sucking-liottles and
dolls? Mere children! Go to bed, fir. And v.nen you can

leel that yonr ciiin begius to be rough, you may consider

yourself cap'abl-j of gallanting t!ii ladies, and perhaps of feeling

a preference for on'i amoii.; their numbei'. At present, you are

about as fit for a beau, as au old cat is for a coach-horse."

I sneaked olf to bed ; and thould have fallen into a fit of yel-

low despondency, had i not suddenly remembered the lines of

Shakspeare :

' The course of true love never yet ran smooth.'* '

So I hugged myself with the reflection, and dreamed of t/tat

blessed kisn .'

-*<*-«-

rOR TIIK lU-l-SmATED NEWS.

MY NEIGHBOR LUCIA.
BV ANTIXOLS BRIGGS.

TuEUE was my neighbor opposite ; she did not love me nor

did I love hrr ; but somehow, 1, who was one day sitting at my
window, remarked that she was sitting at hers ; at the same

time she seemed to become aware of my presence. I raised my
handkerchief to my lips, she raised hers; I pulled a rose from

the little monthly-tlowering bush, which stood on my bachelor's

window-sill, and kissed it ; she pulled one from somewhere, God
knows where, and did the same.

Then I looked steadfastly at her, and saw—for our street is a

very narrow one—that she had eyes of intense beauty. And
while I was looking so earnestly at her, she suddenly turned her

back, and I saw such rich clusters of dark hair, twisted, braided,

ringletted, woven—ah, your nerves would have quivered to

touch it.

One day, she came to the window with a rose in her hand, and

showed it to me, and I knelt down before my casement, and

lifted up my hands in a ijraying attitude. Then she touched

the rose to her lips, and thook it at me, and I seized my hat, ran

oat, and crossing the street some distance below her house,

walked past, and the windo^v opened softly as I passed, nml the

rose fell at my foot. I took it up, turned round, laughing, saw

ner lirge eyes beaming from above, pressed the rose to my heart,

then kissed it and slipped it into my bosom. She grew crimson,

and turned away. Hut that did not mean anything. We were

only jesting.
' Well, I was busy for a week or so, and I had no time to go to

the window ; but one d^y I went there, and there sat this pirl.

with her sweet, still fiice, looking over hfrc. So I pulled out

ray hankerchicf and she did the fame, and we flirted viith tliosc

awhile, indeed, tiH the night fell ; and so, every afternoon, fur

some weeks ; it was a capital jest.

Then I began to notice that the was always at the drawing-

room window when I went out : and we used to make signs at

each other until I got to the cora'-v.

One day I came down stairs and went out, and some j^ards up

there cam« out a woman screaming, and a niaii followed her,

beating her. I knocked the fellow down upon the side-walk,

kicked him into the gutter, and thtu spat upon him. As 1

raised my head, the dark-eyed girl was looking at me, and she

raised a little white hand to her lips, and blew me a kiss.

I made believe to sink my knae in » half revtrence, returned

the kiss, and so went on, always making signs ; and so we jested

with each ether for weei:-.

One night as I came home about eleven o'clock—an exquisite

summer night, with a heaven all full of stars, and an earth all

full of repose, 1 saw her Bitting at the open window, and I stop-

ped, and looking not at her, but str.iight before me, said,

' How beautiful God makes his night
!''

And her silver voice came out from the window saying,

' I knew you must love it."

I turned and leaned against the railing of the area.

" How did you know so '.'''

" I have watched you writing. You are a poet."

"No—only a maker of verses."

" Be that as it may. your heart is a poet's.

" Yes, most beautiful, in one thing."

"Andthitis?"
" My adoration for you."

Silence for a moment. Then

—

" What did you do with that rose which I threw to you ?"

J
"I laid its petals in my notebook, and its memory in my

heart."

" Did you care for it ?"

" More than for my life."

'• Is the moon visible
'.''''

" Yes ; if you were to come upon the front stoop you could

see her.

'• Well, I will come."
•' May I stay here V
"Yes."

Then she came out ; and I went nearer to her, and we talked

about poetry, and I repeated to her the poems 1 loved best,

acd sate down and scribbled her some verses by the moonlight.

How she trembled and shied from me ; and after some time,

when fh"! was going in, I took her hand and kneeled upon one

knf c and kissed it, and said to her.

'• Lady, in thine orisons this night remember me."

Tills occurred three or four times, for we carried on our jest.

I did not see my pretty neighbor for a week or two. I had

become acquainted with a ycung Spaniard, Manuel Gonzalez,

and we had sworn friendship.

I took him up to see my betrothed, and as I was going to be

marri-d shortly, I had no time for flirting, and forgot my beauty

opposite, as she had probably forgotten me. Only once I threw

her, as she sat at the window, a cluster of violets, with a rose-

bud in the centre.

I had made Manuel promise to be my groomsman, and we were

within a week of my marriage, when one day he came to me in

the sire ;t.

I'o ir or five of my friends were with me, and I noticed that

Manuel looked very sad.

'• I have something to tell you," he said.

'• Well, come and see me to-night." And I gave him my ad-

dress ; for until this monent we had always seen each other at

tlie club.

And at night he came to me, and said :

' Briau, I cannot be your groomsman."
'• Why not';''

' My sister is just dead !" and he burst into tears. '• There

she lies— in that room—^^just cpjiosite
;
for I live in that house,

over the way there. It is just tea days since I wont home, and

told her that I was to be your groomsman. She fell ill just after-

wards, and we found her this morning in her bed, dead. She
had in her hand a cluster of withered violets, with a rosebud in

the centre."

I told Mary, and she sa'd tliat poiliaps we had better not

be married. She is a sister of charity now, and I ara in so-

ciety ; and when my friends say to me, ' Why, Brian, there is no

fun in you
;
go make love to one of those women, if it be but in

jest," then I know that my heart is broken and I sit down
and put my fice in msy hand.'', and ery—not only for Mary,

whoK I have lost, but for Lucia Gonzales, who lived opposite.

« '^*

WEDDING BROKERS.
Those who have reaJ Bulwer's " Night and Morning" will

remember that one of the characters, when all other resources

fail, opens a marriage broker's shop, or a matrimonial agency,

or whatever It may be termed. The manner in which this sort

of business is occasionally managed in Paris may be fjafhcred

from the following not uninteresting story, which we extract

from the foreign corresponden:o of a coteirporary :

" I ara sure I don't know," replied the young man, " a count,

perhaps, or a mirquis, or, a least, a man of fortune."
" Not at all," replied the other, '' I am in business, and my

business is to draw just such young men as you out of such dif-

ficulties as you are in."
" How V"
' By marrying them to some rich heiress."

If the young provincial was slow in comprehending his friend's

meaning, you will not be, Mr. Editor, nor will the greater por-

tion of your readers, for it is will known that there exIH iu

Paris immense numbers cf establi.iliments where the sole bufi-

ness carried on consists iu providing husbands and wives to

those who desire theni. These establishments are often fitted up
with tlie greatest elegance and luxury ; parties and balls are

given there, and the dillerent parties are brought together iu

this way. 'The ct nductors of these establishments are always
men who, by force of intr'gue, co.''.«ip, and scandal, get to the

knowledge of the fortunes of nil the marriigeable ladies and
gentlemen of Paris, and often make excellent speculations, jiai-

ticulary with the o!d maids who are willing to buy yojug hus-

bands, or old men who give their fortunes for a pretty ytung
wife. Many a marriKgo is made through these spculators in

Franco, but as some scandalous tilings have occurred in their

houses lately, the police are now trying to put them down.
To return to our provincial, who listened most attentively

while the speculator explained the business to him.
" Now," said the latter, " v.hat is your father's fortune?"
" A fortune in landed property mostly, but representing a

value of at least 400,I)UO fiauc.=."

'• My dear sir," e.vclaimed the marriage-maker, "youbavia
right to a first-class dowry. Let us see, \\ho have I to give

you ? Do you like blondes';"

"PpEsionately."
"That's perfect ; I have your affair ''

" Well, present mo to the young lady."

"No, no, yoang man, you no too fas- 1. We do not compro-
mise families in that way. You muft Erst give me five hundred
francs to pay for the negotiations, without which the whole affair

will fail."

" Five hundred francs ! I could not give you five sous if my
life depended upon it!'' exclaimed the young man.

" But," rejoined the other, " you cin write lo yonr father, tell

him that you are about marrying a young lady with a dowry of
three hundred thousand francs, and d( uble that when her father

dies; that the father is apoplectic and the mother dropsical.

You see the affair is superb."

Afier a little more discussion, the young man, overcome by
the plausible discourse of his new acquiiulance, sat down, and
wrote a letter to his father, a letter which was quite calculated

to impose upon the old gentleman; fo perfect was its success,

in fact, that by the return of post the son received a forgive-

ness for all pa;t d'sobedience, and a bank note of a thousand
francs. The marriage-maker wa< at once informed of thic and
the same evening he conducted his dupe to the optra. where he
promised lie should meet his future bride, and judge of her
personal attractions. The orchestra had ja?t finished the

overture, wlien a bov, directly in front of our credulouj youth,

was opened, and a fair haired young girl of great beauty entered,

p.ccompauied by au elderly lady and an ollicer in undress uni-

form.
'• There she is with her father and mother," said the match-

maker, '• look at her ; what do you say ?''

"Bcautiiul! beautiful!'' returned the other, already despe-
rately smitten, "but does she know that I am here?"'

" Of course, for I have m^ce all the nece-sary propositions

and advnnces for you ; and if joa suit the young laOy as well as
she seems to'pltase you, the affair is arranged at once."
"But fin; does not appear to notice mc at all," remarked the

young man aittr a tiiui'.

" She not ces you without your seeing it," replied the other
;

" but wait a moment, 1 will go and find out the impression you
have produced."
And, in fact, iK'tween the acts, the match-maker went to theA great crowd was collected, on the 2lt!h March, before the

doers of the church of the Madeleine, to see a wedding party I oflicer's box, spoke a few moments with the old gentleman, and
^,.. (i,„ v„.:,i« i,..;.,„ t!,„ .1 ,,<„.. _i' I-., i ,.

iiumcfiialely returned ti) Ills ccmpanion.
" Well," said he, iu reply to the impatient look with which he

was received. " they are all very well pleased with you. Thfj

come out, the bride being the daughter of one of the most dls-

tinguised ofticers of the French army, and as- remarkable for her
great beauty as for her immense fortune, (he It-paey of an old
aunt. What rendfred the crowd Diore curinns than anything

|

parents tay you are a serious 'lo()king' young man^ and ihc
el>e, was the secret of the manner iu which the marriage btd
been made, which had got cut, iu suite cf Uie clforts to keep it

in, and which had formed the subject of gossip in all the saloons
of Paris ti V some day.'.

A few months fiyo, a young man of fine pcrfoiial and menial
advantages, but without a dollar iu his pocket, arrived in Pari=,
from one of the provincial towns, and rented a poor little room in
the sixifi story of a house in the Latin quarter. His parents and
friends had ea.«t him off, given him up entirely, because of his
distaste for commerce, and his obstinate preference for literary
pursuifs. Ilis father had given lini twenty-five francs, and had
then cIosimI the patciiial deors upon him. Our young rcRn
tliaiiked his father, shouldered his bundle, wi..)ch contained some
half a dozen unedited novels, as many volumes of poetry, and
with a liijht heirt turned his steps towards Paris. Poor fellow

!

he was like hundreds of others who think they have only fo en-
t';r Paris to be apprecii'.ted. How bitterly do" they often awake
from tiieir illu?ion, ulhI by what hard lessons do tlicv, too soon,
learn what unobserved mites '.hey are in the great swarms of
the mefropolis

!

The youth, whose story we are relating, was not without good
scniC. but he was (rank and coDfiding. and utterly ignorant of
• he many traps set in Paris lo catch stranger.';. The day after
hi< arrival, he went and oii'ered one of his manuscripts to an
editor, wiio glanced over it and returned it to liim with a smile.
He tried successively four or ti>o editors, wiih the same suc-
cess, and returned to his liumble lodging with his literary ardor
somewhat cooled. Still he was not iefaiiy discouraged

; he
thought he knew his own genius, and determined fo 'inake a
fi-fsh trial the neAt day. But. after a week spent in fruitlefs
eflbrts to convince 'Imt incredulous, hard-hearted set of men,
called (ditors, cf hi^ merit, and finding that his twenty five
francs had become reduced t3 four sous, he determined to do one
of two desperate things : throw himself in'o the Seine, or write
a penitent letter to h's falln r. lie clapped his hat on his head
and noat out fo take a walk upon one of (he I ridges where he
could ra^ke his decision whili! looking at the water. D. was a
liv'irht, sunshiny afternoon, and, arrived upon the I'ont Neuf, he
sat down u;>on a bench, and. lean'iig over the parapet, contem-
plated the Lethe u liich could make him lorget his troubles. He
had no', s.it there long wiien a geiitlemai.ly looking man sat
down by IiIh side, and, n markirg liis melancholy, kindly asked
him the cause. The young man. deceived by the friendly air of
t! e straii;;-er, frankly told him his position, and the fatal design
he was meditating. After a few adroit questions, which led the
stranger to the knowledge that the young man's family was one
of the wealthiest in the province, he arose, and taking him by
the arm. saM :

" Com" V. ith mo
; I will soon put you in a way to efcape from

all your difilcultie.-."

The young man accepted his new friend's invitation, and fol-
lowed him to one of the most elegant rest.aurants of the quarter,
where he wa^ soon seated before a luxurious dinner. When the
dessert was placed upon the table, the new friend asked :

t do von taikii irie tn hp ?"

daughter asked me one or two questions which augur well. Buf,
enough for this evening. Come to-moriow to my bureau, and
we will make some further pvogre,-?.

The young ncaa v%as exact at the rendezvous, liop'ng to bo
presuatcd to the young l.tuy. The mateh-maker fccgan ly ask-
ing him for the jirice of the opera box which the lady and hir
parents lad occupied, j relending that he had presented them
the tickets in the young man's i.ame, and that this v.as the uii-

vcrjal V. ay of proceedirg in such matteis. But < ur proviiu ial

began to tiave his suspiciens exc'.ted against llie loyalty ol' th's

raau of businfss, and after putting some very close questions lo

him which cmbarraxsed him greatly, the young miiu ielt him,
and, CiUiviiiced ihat lie had been duped in totue tiiriblc u;atiL(r

which ho could liot explain, he went to c"ol bis agitation by a
Tva'k in the gardens of the Tuilleries. There, (ne of the lh>t

groups ho saw was Lis promised bride, accompanied in the fame
way as the evening before. As we have said, the young provin-

e'al was not wautaig in good sense. He contemplated this

family picture, and the mere he reflected, the more certain he
became that he 1 ad fallen into the clutches of a rascal

; and that
his ignorance of Parisian manners and cusioms had been .'shame-

fully taken advantage of. Ilis mind, however, was soon made
up bs to the cour.=e te ought to pursue, tioing up to the old
otticcr he begged a moment's private conversaliou, and when he
had taken him islde, he said :

" Pardon me, sir ; but you were at the opera last u'ght?"'

"Yes, fir."

"Are you particularly acquaiated with the Individual who
entered your box and .spoke to you between the second and third
acts;''

•• 1 don't know him at all," replied the oflicf r. " He caine lo
ask me if I was nut the Count d'E-tries, and if I had not scr\ ed
in the late king's bcdy-guard. Upon my replying in the nega-
tive, he excused hiuiseif, and went away. But why do ycu
ask ?'

" Oh ! sir, there are some great rogues in ycur city of Paris,"
"Certainly, sir

;
but why that lemark which is as little con-

soling as it is possible to be,"
" Sir," said the young man resolutely, "would you believe

that that man, who entered your box last night, proposed your
dauehter's hand to m-'-, with her dowry and your fortune, lor a
certain sum of mont-y ':"

Th" old man's face became red with anger as le heard tlsis,

anc", the nrxt day, tccompanied by the young provincial, he
called upon ihe match-maker. 1 lie two vi.sitms were each
armed with a heavy caiie, and the old man was quite dispo.'ed to

open the vi:it by exercising his weapon upon the imp(rinent
marriago maker's shoulders. But the latter apologised, begged
and prayed so earnestly, that the father, to avoid a s;aiulal,

contented hisiself with a severe remonstrance. Appreciating.
however, tiie servies that the young man had rendered him, 1 u

invited hira to his house ; and there, without paying, and with-
out neg3tia»!on, by Ihe sole effect of tlie symjaiby of two
hearts, a 1):

- ... as Lai.py as
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THE LATE ACCIDENT ON THE N. H. RAILROAD.
(Continued from page 320.)

ducti^n to a terrible scene. Peath haJ con^e .so suddenly upon a great num-
ber tf the victims tfcat Iheir countenances still preserved the expression which
they had worn when dying, and this, combined with the terrible suffering of

riiiHIO>;S Fl'KNTSHED BY im. OKOKUK Bl.ODlL—M.W YCKK iUMlLl.A AM' tlOAK STll K, TiT CANAL AND CS l.lsrt.\ArD-ST.

many of the bystanders who recognised among the victims those who were dear
to them, lent an icdescribable painfulness to the scene. We trusty that this
last and most shocking of ILe calumities rs^uUing Irom carelessness which we
have of late been called upon to chronicle, may have the effect of arou.'^iug our
Legislatures. to imposing come tli^ht checks upf n the criminal caieles^ness
which' has hitherto cbaiacterited the management cf the means of transit in
our country. In justice to our artist, to whose promptness we are so much
ibdebted, we take the liberty, in conclusion, of referring to the accompanying
illustrations, as affording truthful and spirited representations of the fccene.

LIST or THE DEAD.
Dr. Samuel Beach, Bridgeport, Conn.; Oliver Barr, supposed to be an agent

of Antioch College, 0.; Ellen S. Baron, Boxbury, Mass.; Dr. Josiah Bartlett,
Maesachusettfl; Isaac C. Colbath, Richmond, Me. ; Mary Carigan, New York;
Mri. A. L. DesauKue, rhiladelphia; D. W. Dimmock, Marshfield, Conn.; W. C.
Dwight, Brookl^-n; Walter French, Manchester, N. H. ; KUen Foss or Goss,
Poughkeepsie ; Mrs. J. M. Fluent; Dr. John Gray, Spring6eld, Mass.; J. M- Hut
chinsoo, boston; Mrs. Han.<*on or Hanna, 18th street, New York; J. B. Hotch-
kias, New Haven; Nathaniel King, Junr., Athens, O. ; Pev. John Henry Luhers,
Wilhamaburg; Anna B.Lang: Mrs. Lenders (supposed) Baltimore; B F. Lozierr;
John Moor»-e or Mo5fi, Gardiner, Me.; Miss Mitchell. Hartford; David R. Newell,
Newport, R I.; D. N. Oppendeck or Opendyke, Worcester, Mass.; Mrs. I'arker,
Woodbury. Ct. ; Beverly Faike.^i, Yorkville;" Mrs. Susan Tomeroy; Abel L. Pier-
son. Palem, Mass.; Mary E. Robblns, Lenox, Mass.; Miss M. E Kobbina (daugh-
ter), Lenox, Mass. ; Francis W. Sales, of the firm of Sales and Merriam, Koston;
Dr. J. M. Smith, Springfield, Mass ; Sampson Smith, Bellows Falls, Vt ;

Mrs.
G. R. Shankey or Sparks, PittsfielJ, Mass.; Jacob G. Van Deventer, 23d ttreet,
New York; W. L Vandewater, Newark; Dr. Welch, Hartford. To these we may
add the bodies of two men, a boy, and bix females, not recognised.

LIST OF THE INJURKD.
Peter Adderly, Gardiner, Me., contused, but able to walk ; Elizabeth Burke,

Tenn.; Eli Bushley, much hurt
; Dr. Bemis, Charlestown, Mas?., injuries not

aeriouR ; Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Brown, If^swicb, Ma**?,, sliglitly ; John Colbath,
shoulder dislocated, (his brother is among the killed) ; Charles Comsfock, con-
ductor of the train, severely contused and wiist dislocated; Margaret tarri

tan, X. Y., (sister killed); Mrs. S. Day, Broughton, Mavs., injured seriouch
;

John M. Fluent, not severely, (wife killed); Miss Griswold, N. Y., (daughter of

Dr. Rufus W. Griswold,) nearly drowned, but recovered—state very critical
;

Mrs. Griswold. slightly injured ; Levy Grant, Richmnnd, Va., taceinjared ; Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Harvey, N. Y.; Thomas Hicks, N. Y. ; Dr. John A. Hopper,
Dickertown, N. J., injured in the face; Miss King, N. Y.; Catherine Mayer,
N'ew Brunswick, N. J.; Warren S. Newell, Georgia, ancle broken; Rev Mt.
Bucken, injured in htad and leg ; Charlotte Parv-es, Yorkville slightly hurt,
(father killed); Rev. Andrew Teobrook, N. Y., slightly injured; John Trotter,

N. Y., President of Board of Assistant Aldermen; Thomas White, jr., Marlbo-
rough, N. H. Mr. Edward Peck, of the firm o( J. k J. H. Peck, of Burlington,
Vt., accompanied by Miss Helen Clark, of Philadelphia, his wife's sister,

were in the cars. The young lady was slightly injured, but both were able to

take the return train for New York.
THE LATEST.

The latent advices fi'om the scene of ihe accident, at the timft our paper goes
to press, report that no more bodies have been recovertfd, thfi wounded aie do-

ing well—most of them will leave on Monday. The inquest adjauroed to Mon-
day without making a report. The Legislature appointed a committee of

scientific and [practical men to come here on Monday and fully investigate.

-./C^'TTi^,

MALTESE TALMA.

Tie whole matter will be tlioruu^l It i-iftfrt. Fifteen birties remained at th«
station Lc-use llie roUi)«ing were r c gr.istd : Martin I^ng ami »ile, of West
Iwenty flftb Btrfit: Mr. Dwiglit, of (Inton street Brooklyn; B. F. Ijiriar, of
Tundee, Canada West. Tne wre-ls is beinj cleared out, and i» thrown upon 'the
fliore The loconiotive is tnibeddeil in the mud and water, bslow the aurlace
at low tide. The bri Jge was not injured.

FASHIONS FCKNISHED BT MB. GEORGE BDLPIN, PBOPRIETOB OF THE MANTILLA EMPOKICM, 361 BROADWAT.

" EMPRESS EUGENIE"
Is chiefly In rich Poult de Soie or Moire, with a novel trinuniug of same ma-

terial, and heavy fringe.

THE MAvrrxp;? •xoTOnA'
Is also in rich srreen silk, wilh a deep flouncing of Tulle, inlaid with several

rows of figured Chenille
; a most grareful dv ign.

"ZICUA "

A very light and graceful enve'o] e, in TuUt- ; rt ith rowp of lich colored cut

velvet, and massive tassel fringe, ad«i ted to warm weather.

' OKORGHNA"
It of rather large size, but comlort&ble and of good appearaoca.

"D'ALEXCON."
A styll-^h and most attractive garment in gie^^n TalTetA, with a Vandyke edge

of black velvet and lace.

THE " .M.IIN'TE.N'O.V"

Is also matronly in its size, setting high on the shoulders, with an ed^^ ot

Dointed velvet, and dnftn. hei^vv frinco-
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THE LATE FIRE IX ROOIESTER, X. T.—TIEW OF TIIK UL I\H.

[From a Daguerreotype hy Appleby
J

FIRE IN ROCHESTER.
The bu Mirg dpstrnxei was known as the "Rochester House." Four

domeHticH, three women, and oae boy, lo^t their liveB. There were about
120 p(•r^ons in the hotel, many of them fdmiliep, who were bcarderH, and the
fcene of confusion and dismay which occurred is iuconceivable. Xothinfl^ re-
mained of those who pprished but a few charred bone^, bufficient to enable the
surtreoti to designate them. We learn only the names of Catharine Conlan,
aged about forty years, and Jamps I'heeney, fouriecn years old. The building
was rpceally purchased by J. M. French, for $'-'5,000, and was insured for
$10,000. li wan kept by Bryan, Cone, & Co., as a temperance house. About
two-thirds of the building, and a large amount of ps-rsonal property was de-
stroyed. The fire originated in the cooking and drying room.

THE LATTING OBSERVATORY
Is lo-'Ated on the Sixth avenue, between 43d and -i^th strepts. In our sketch

of the Crystal Palace, in its present state, will be observed U\e /(Mndalion of

this tower, which is designed to be the highest pinnacle ever erected on this

continent. The separate sketch represents the tower as it will appear on com-
pletion. It was' projected by Waring I^tiing, Esq , and is being built by

Mr. W. Naugle. When completed, it will reach the height of 350 feet. It is

of an octagon form, with a base 75 feet in diameter, and it will be capable of

accommodating 2,000 persons at one time on its various landings. Recently,

this tower was visited by the grand jury, who reported upon it in their pre-

sentment, a. doubt havii-g been expressed of its safety when raised to its ex

treme height. The grand jury report that a number of their members being

practical builders, it wa^ submitted more particularly to their judgment, and
the opinion of all of them was, that the tower ia being erected upon correct

principles, and will be perfectly safe for the purposes for which it is designed.

At the request of the jury, a skillful architect also inspected the tower, and
fully concurred with them in th^ir opinion of its safety. This tower will be

one of the chief nuriosilie^ of the city. Its height is within twelve feet of that

of St. Paul's Cathedral, measuring to the top of the cross.

THK LATTlXfi ORSKItVATOUT—NKAP. TIIK Cr.TSTAI. PALACE.

^

BiTTUB uamum^rr. baltkhobc

PRESENCE OF MIND.
It !* recijrded of Ix)rd Berkly. that he was suddenly awakeoel at night in hU

carriage, by a liighwaymim. who, ramming a pistol through the win<low, an.l

presenting it clo^e to hi.^ lordiihip'rt breast, demanded hi-* money, exclaiming,
at the same lime, that he had heard that his lordship had bo'asted that h«
never wouM be robbe<1 by
a single liijjhwaymau, but
tliat he frliould now be
taught the contrary. His
lordship, putting bis hand
in hiM pncket, replied :

" Neither would I be
robbed if it was not for

that feMow who is looking
over }our shoulder."
The higliwayman turned

round h'n heail, when his

lordship, wlio lad drawn
a pistol from his pocket
insttad of hi.s purse, abut
hiin on the spot.

R. S. V. P.
^'iMtcnMB in 1806, an old

t-'hiooed couple received
8 'I invitation tj dinner
f om acquaintances young-
ei and gayer than they
w^re. At the bottom of the
c.M'd was the then ae^v R
i" V. P. Thej weie puzzled
b**ynr,d mea.-iure. It would
l'r-..baMy puzzleniany now.
it; luraut with the Kri-nch
' tt^pondizs^xt vuitsplait "

( uswer, il jou
I
I'a. e )

1 e old genileu,au. >till

1- -n lering the matter, fell

a Uep. Hehadnot eujoyed
l.i.-H rest long bef re his
ht-lpmate aroused him with
a nervous shabe of the
shoulder, exclaiming, " Aiy

dear I I have found it out.
R. S. V. P meanA

—

reTtum-

itr six, very jiunctuoUj^.

"

STEAMSHIP ALBATROSS.
The ship Albatross left here on the 31st of March, for Vera Cruz, aod«r com-

mand of Capt. Greene, and was lost on her outward passage. .She was built in
Phdadelphia, by Capt. Ixiper. and was at first employed, we believe, ia th«
Southern trade from I'liiladelphia. fc^he afterwards was placed on a new Una

between Xew York, Halifax, Quebec, and other cities in
•the British provinces, in which she made two trips last
iNummer. It was contemplated at the time to keep up &
[bi-monthly communication between Xew York and those
citiei by means of the Albatross and another steamer to
be built for the purpo.se, bat the idea was abandoned,
and the Albatro-s withdr.iwn. .Her next vojage waa
from this city to Veia Cruz and back, in the new route
to the Pacific, by way of Acapulco, and on her return
passage bmught the news houi .San i'rancisco in the short
space of eighteeu days. The Albatross was valued at
about $00,000 to *7o,00J, aud is stated to be fully cover-
ed by insurance. Tue news of the loss of the Albatrost
was received at Xew Orleans by the steamship Texas.
Later advices state that the Albatross went ashore on

Cabezas reel on the 18; h April, ten milej from the
shore, and twenty-six from Vera Cruz. The steamship
Texas immediately went to Her relief, but found the
paisengers had all landed and gone to \era Cruz, and
the steamer slipped ud the reef aud nearly out of sight.

BATTLE MONUMENT, BALTIMORE,
Is built of whit«3 marble, and consiatfl of a square

bise, on which rests a pele-'ital. ornamented on each
ciide with a gnflio. A facial column rises in the centre,
no the bands uf which are in?tcribed the nam«s of thoee
who M\ defending the cly when attacked by the British,
under Ro-;s, in .St^pt. IS14. The column is ornamented
by a figuie, T^ ft*et high, represeniing the genius of Bal-
timore, holding in her right hand a laurel crown, her
I'ft hand r**siing on an antique rudder, emblematic of
romtnercrt. The monument is 45 feet high, and 52^ feet

to tlie top of the figure, which last waa sculptarbd hy
Capellanu, an Italian artist.

»^^-^»^m^
Thr products of the imperial m uiufactoi-ieR of Sevres, Beaa-

vais. and the Gubt^hns, which are to be seut lo »i.p New Vnrk and Dublin Ex-
hibitions, have been on private view a' fh- ntli-iMi r** idm^e ot M. KouM.
ThQ Sevres collection consists of splendid larg ) u%al vadeti, besides nuioerooa
minor article*.

SRiHSBIP ALBlXBOBSt BICENTX.T WRKGKSI|<
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PAWNBROKER'S SllOrS.

The maxim that the bast government is that which governs

least, has, in our country, been carried out with a degree of se-

verity, which occasionally makes us wish that in certain matters

soma deviations from its infiaxibility could be at times par-

raitted. That government, whether municipal or national, go-

verns by far too little which merely punishes with severity the

offender, and neglects those precautionary measures by which

he might have been kept from transgressing. And that govern-

ment governs too little, which, iu its strict observance ol law,

neglects equity to Buch a degree, as to punish one class of

knaves while another is permitted to flourish under cover of old

custom, or some quibbling construction ofa statute. Such was the

position, until recently, of those mock-auction thieves, who, with

unbUnhiag assurance, drove their infamous business in the most

crowded thoroughfare?, and such is the present real condition of

the very great majority of pawnbrokers iu our city. There can

be but little doubt that pawnbrokers—ignorantly or knowingly

—are, as a class, receivers of stolen goods, and are individuals

placed by the law on a level with the criminals, whom Ihey en-

courage and form. It is said that pawnbroking shops—or at

least, facilities for the ready conversion of personal property

into money, are absolutely requisite in every largo community.

Some unexpected disaster frequently compals individuals to

raise money on collateral security. It is but reasonable that

the person advancing money under such circumstances, should

be allowed a rate of interest exceeding that usually known as

legal, but the harpies in whosj hands the business is at present

manafed, form their ow^n estiraites, and, in rjality, take advan-

tage of the ignorance, shame, or inexperience of their victims, to

gst their own prices. If any doubt can exist in any rational mind

that the present pawnbroker .system is anything better than a

general legalized receivership of stolen goods, let him glance

over the reports of criminal trials :
" He took the goods and

pawned them."' Such is the almost invariable accompaniment

of some report of burglary or highv.-ay robbery. '• Hut the

pawnbrokers are not espectod to know where everything comes

from." Oh, no !—of course, the)/, honest souls, never drfam of

goods being stolen. Does any one believe that a man who, for

years, drives such a business—one which familiarizes him day by

day with the reckless, the improvident, and the criminal, never

learns to kaow them, or to draw inferences from the goods which

they bring to him.

Yes—if pawnbrokering must be recognised as a social neces-

sily. let it be under control of the city authorities, or of the

police, and not in the hands of an irresponsib'.e set of encoura-

gcrs of thievery and of thieves. In th's particular we may learn

a valuable lesson from other countries. The Mo-nt de Pictd of

Paris is a vast pawnbroking establishment, managed entirely by

government, or by government officers, where poor persons can,

at a moderate interest, pledge articles of every nature. Incur

city such an establishment might appropriately be under charge

of the head of the police, and if well managed it would, beyond

a doubt, even prove a prolilic source of revenue. The advanta-

ges resulting from it are manifold. The depositor would feel a

far greater degree of security than he now experiences, as to the

safety of his goods. It is not generally known, but is neverthe-

less true, that pawnbrokers hire out dresses which they hold as

security, to individuals desirous of siiiuing for a single evening,

or daring Sunday, in fine clothes. These birda of borrowed

plumage, by the way, are very frequently, if not generally,

negroes—a somewhat careless class of persons—so that if the

garment remain any length of time in pawn, it is cot unfre-

quently worn out or soiled. All of this would be avoided, or at

least would be far less likely to happen in a municipal mont dc

picti. The depositor would obtain money at a moderate in-

terest—a matter of vital consideration, when we remember that

the majority of depositors are poor. Thieves would experience

far greater dilSculty in disposing of their plunder, and thievery

would in consequence be diminished. If tliese arguments be not

sufficient to induce our energetic philanthopists to put their

shoulder to this wheel of reform, we are greatly mistaken. All

of the good which we have described, and indirectly much which
we have not touched upon, would be the immediate result,

while the only sufferers would be a heartless pack of swindlers,

who would fmd no difficulty in getting a living, familiar as

they now are with llic tricks and resources of their stealing and
burning associates and victim.?.

»».».
BAD. BOOKS.

Aiioxo other items of recent European intelligence, we learn

that the Minister of Police in Paris has prohibited the hawking
about of tracts of histories of robbers, as such narrations are
" calculated to exercise an evil influence on the minds of the

lower classes." A better regulation was never framed, and it;-

cxcellence appears more appuentwhen we reflect that Paris has

for years been the great factory whence bad books emanate to all

parts of the world. But, appropriate as it may seem, it is not th?

less true that all American cities, and New York in particular,

have far greater need of such a law.

We remember to have heard an intelligent foreigner who was
well acquainted with the world and its ways, fpeak with h'gb

praise of the American staLdard of morality, but conclude hi?

remarks by declaring that Eo degree of purity could ever long

resist the immense influx of corrupt literature which ho had
here observed. Not only (he lives of robbers, thieves, forger.s.

and murderers are printed and sold openly and in immense quan-
tities, but even books detailing, in the form of novels, the mode
and minutia: of committing every imaginable crime, are to l)c

seen in the windows of comparatively respectable dealers. And
there are few travellers—certainly very few young travellers

—

who have not been beset in railroad cars and on steamboats to

buy works of the most infamous character. These books are not

unfrequently offered at Buch moderate ratcB, as to almost Induce

the belief that there are persons who print and circulate them,

indaced by a wanton love of miBChief.

The memory of a bad book le as iueradioablo, and a» evil in

its effects as a bad deed. It enters into the soul, it deadens the

influence of noble and generous fcolings, and sometimes impels

excitable minds by a strange morbid sympathy to the commis-

sion of any crime. And v.len tbo impulsive character cf the

American is considered—when we reflect that the young, when
at that age which makes a bad book a deadly foe, are more
thrown on themselves with u? than in any other country in the

world, we cannot but wish that such a law could be enibrccd

with unparalleled stringency. It is ridiculous to say that such

a law is at present in action when a vast amount of litera-

ture, which ill atiy country in the world would be deemed in-

dictablo, is literally poked under the nose of every traveller

who looks as if he might be induced to purchase. It is really to

be reprretted, when we regard tie pitch which this evil has at-

tained, that WG have not a cen?or.*hip whoie object shouhl be the

prohibition of publication of glaringly vile book.s. As it ii=,

many thousands of oljoc'ionable books are annually printed in

riiiladclpira. New York, and Cincinnati. And how are tlioy

printed, and l)y whom? Secretly ? by ol)scure infimous wretches?

No
;
but openly and b}- publishers of a rtlative degree cf re-

spectability, or, at least, of business standing. As the commis-
sion of crime is easier in a new country like America, and as the

early formation of a high standard of moral cliaracter is (if com-
parison be admifsible on such a subject) of fur greater impor-
tance with us than with rthors, we trust that some speedy ngi-

talion of this 6ul)jcct will take place. AVe ask for a thorough
revision of tlie pamphlet literature of the day, for the indict-

ment of those persons who supply newsboys with objectionable

books, and Cnaliy, a greater care on the part of really honest

vendors, who not unfreciuently purciiase and sell bookj witliout

ever being aware of the true nature or tendency of their con-

tents.

Yes, we cannot but regard this prohibition by the French
minister of police of "histories of robbers," as an excellent ordi-

nance. Were such works accompanied by moral exhortation

—

had they any counteracting influence within themselves—were
they really deterring exempla viliorum, or instances of crimes,

such a law would be needles?. Such, however, is not the case

with these chronicles of crime, which are principally mere
fictions, in which coarse and vulgar crime is set forth iu an
appealing form to all the worst sympathies of the reader. Lot

us hope at least that something will soon be done, and that this

incessant public, and widely extended peddling ofcriminal trash,

will ere long be unknown among us.

.STREET MUSIC.
Street music hag at all times been most abundantly abused.

Hogarth has caricatured it ; Holmes, the poet, reviles it, and a

resent writer in Household Words settles the matter, by de-

claring that, after a long and careful investigation, he was

unable to find a single street musician of any real merit. There

are certain neighborhoods in Paris which enjoy a municipal im-

munity from all street music—a privilege of which they are

remarkably proud, placarding it all about the vicinity. In such

quiet places rents are higher. Such is the Cite Trevise—a short

street with an iron gate, within which no hand-organist dare

show his head, since his mere appearance there serves as warrant

of arrest.

And yet, despite this universal detestation of street music, we

are not sure but that it is productive of more real pleasure than

all the operas and concerts in existence. The gloved exquisite

and the lorgnetted young lady may fancy themselves in a deli-

rium of delight if they will, when a favorite tenor gives the

" last agony" as Edgardo

—

" Ne con—giun—^a, ah ! oh !—numi in cUl—
/— —ii—i—.te

—

QUO I oh

!

oh I
!"

—but they can never realize one-tenth of the soul-absorbing

happiness which may be observed in a group of street juveniles

as they stand in mute admiration at some hard-featured German
girl who solemnly turns away at a cranky old organ, while her

companion, with an unutterably expressionlefs face, bangs a

tamborine, and roars

—

" Igomefrom A'apama mit mincpanjo on my Imn '.

I yoneio Loutdaha miiK drue luj'e mr to sec."

We know of nothing so irresistibly droll as the row of up-turned

attentive little faces which surround these musicians, and form

the majority of the audience of what is popularly known as the

" Irish Opera." Whether a certain amount of gratiflcation is

not derived from the fact that the entertainment is gratis, we

will not pretend to say. It is evident that uoae enjoy it half so

well as that raggeder portion of the group from wiiom it would

be preposterous to expect a penny. They have no cares on their

minds, and when the hat goes round, no soul-vexing pause is

made before them. Very difl'erent, indeed, is the case of the

lady within doors, before whoso house all this masical din is

going on. ,Sh3 may b3 out of change—she may be writing or

entertaining company—and sliG may, moreover, have acquired

to perfection, au aversion for all street music in general, and

Dutch hand-organists in parli'ular. But the doleful sounds

still continue, and tlio C'rclo of little faces still linger to gaze

—

aided by occasional additions of older outsiders.

When to the music the additional melo-dramalic attractions

of a monkey are added, or a collection of miniature automata,

the excitement amid the vagrant population of the vicinity is

not unfrequeully inlcnss. The monkey is the germ of the bufib-

Italian opera, juit as llie collection of little puppets is the first

principle of genteel comedy. There is far b ss difference be-

tween the tricks of a lively monkey and certain performances

which we have witnessed of Don Pasquale, Don Magnilico, and

Don Basilic, than our fa^-liioMablo readers are aware of. Indeed,

if we take the buffo of auy Italian opera troupe as a standard of

high musical and dramatic art, we ought to admit that the poor

children who patronize the " Irish opera," and admire the

monkey, are lull of true taste and refinement. A very curious

book might bo written on the hand-organ puppets. They vary

in costume and character, but the great majority of such collec-

tions embrace a lady in a scarlet robe, playing the piauo,—

(which she does d la pump-handle, invariably hitting one note)

—while to the subterranean music of the organ two or more

couples spin crazily around, in what the author of Hypatia

terms " the world-old German waltz." Tho seeker into curious
causes will at once perceive that we here have the beginning of
the ballet—but this is merely a fuggestion.

It is a pity that anything so generally popular as street musio
should have a darker side—but such is the case. The little

Italian boys who run around with white mice and hand-organs,

are almost invariably and literally slaves to cruel masters, who
buy them in droves, bring them to this country, starve them,
beat them, keep thera herded together in dirty dens, and finally

abandon them—that is, if they outlive the terra of servitude,

which they seldom do. Vigorous measures, which were taken
at one time on this subject, have greatly leisened the evil, and
we consequently see fewer children euployed as itinerant musi-

cians. Could women be entirely excluded from such debasing

occupation, another reform would be effected, which would prove
a source of gratification to all -wiio have pitied their unfortunate

condition.

AUSTR.1LIA.
Tub fjllowmg extracts from the Dublin JVation are possessed

of peculiar interest for American readers, and for all who sym-

piihize warmly with the extension of free principles and of

political independence. It i3 not, of course, probable that

a colony so large as Australia, and so distant fiom the

mother country, should long remain a dependency when ad-

vancsl to a state of great prosperity ; but it teems, from cer-

tain causes of dispute, prominent among which is the " convict

question," that the period cf her independence is near at h<nd :

" Five joung stara of freedom begin to gleam, like the em-
bryo planets ol a nebuU. at ih; Antartic. Slowly comes it

cour.sing round the earth to U'', the news that the Tasmanian
Repul)Uo is in the throes of I'irtb. -Tis a f>lad sight for God and
man, the rise of this new nation. Balinrat ieyieldingmore goM
than the crth has seen since .S'donion's Temple was built— jlac-

quarie"s slopes are maTiicd with myriad flocks ; but nuggets of
dusky gold, aid silky clrovss of sheep, and broad, plentilul lands
—they ate only for the domry of (his young virgin dauthter of
Liberty. Fair the vi.sion of her. garbed in her golden fleece, as
she springs forth to scourge cr'me and tyranny together from
her shores, with the diadem of stars on her pure brow, gliittr-

ing liko-the Southern Cross iu her skie.s, .Stiall we not read this

device from a coin of the JMeHwurne mint yet before we die ?

"July the Fifth of last year was, as it aiwajs wa?, and long
may it be, a gala day through tiie wide American Union. From
the first gleam of the sun until (he dewy midsummer midnight,

the eternal clatter of fire-arms roared across the continent from
ocean shore to shore. Every village luog with martial musio
and the tramp of the militia paialc From window and steeple

waved those famous ' stars and biripes 'low hich every year ad-'s

another gleaming State, another bar of union. Orators expand-
ed and embroidered the ine.Khau'^tible theme «f Ameiicuu inde-

pendouoe. For thus our friends ever make national holiday over
tbo declaration of tieir freeiom. As the morning dawned on
the PlioL'nix of cities, San Fr.incisco, a gaudy show of bunting
soared amid multifarious salvos into the air. Over the Govern-
ment Office swung oat, decked for the c'ay, ih"" grard contteila-

tion banner of the Unio.i itseif. And then the sister flags of
Jlexico and the South American Republics unfurled. Our Harp
fluintf d, green and gold, over chapel and parade, like the Ark,
amid its own people thoush not in its own land. Trieolors in

exile piid votive homage to the home cf (Veedom. The eagles
of the European autocrats hung over (he doors of thfir contul^,

scowling at (lie ftronger eagle under who.'e eyrie (hey had
perched. From vessels in (he bay, red as the blood of Bunker's
Hill, hung the Union Jack ol Engiacd, .Sometimes they turned
it with the stars of the ^tate3—as if .stars in a lurid eky ever be-

tokened aught unless t-mpest and carnage. But as the eyes of
the crowd upon the battery scanned the panoply of streamers
(hat hung over the bay. one y mng Dag shone out which mari-
ner or soldier there had never known on land or sea before. A
free young flag of five stara blazoned in gold. " None could
tell." the San Francisco Herald says, •• what it represented, or
to what nation it belonged ; no one had ever seen anything like

it before." Was it tbo bannf ret of soaao bold buccaneer still

haunting the fair islands of the Pacfij? Was it t!ie ensign of
some unknown people whom di.=covery had never yet approached?
None could t;ll—but a score of boats were soon cutting towards
(he Golden Gate—sooa hoarding the bai k of tho five stars. And
buccinecr or Brobtiignag was not so pI' asant a marvel for an
"ladependeDce L'ay " ifi S\a Franci.'co, as the (ale that spoke
in their fjiuntiog cbeer as they re wed back hy the English ban-

ner again. Hurrah! they shotted, (or the United Sta(e.« of Aus-
tralia! Five cheerti for the fire stars and the five colonies of
New South Wales. Australia, Vic'oria, New Zealand, and Van
Diema.n's Land ! For the flag upon the good brig Alert was iu-

deei (he flag cf the Ausralian Slates, for the firctiime unfurled
in American waters."

Tao same mail which brought this intelligence brought likewise

the most startling prosfs of the wealth and resources of the

Land of Gold ; but it contained also other doc'iment?.

" They co:isi.st of two loiters addressed to Sir John Pakin.'rton,

and a sol;mn protcs'; annexed to the letters. Documents of the

same (o.'npcr came to England onceuponatimc, eighty years ago,
when Boston Bay was turned into a tea-urn. Then, as now, (he

tkies v.cre laboring with a birth of stars ; and all Downing-street
fatuously believed them to be only of (he falling fpccies.

•' What the taxation question was at Boston, (he convict ques-

tion is at Hohart town. For half a century, England has made
a sewer of this I'lir land, to disembogue all the crime of her jails

upon. Botany Bay, Norfollc Island, Van Dicman's Land, have
come to sound like the galleys and the morgue in (he cars of the

world. Worse llian this, tlie hardy virtues and the manly inno-

cence that beseem the children of a young colony, run close and
conslaiit danger of coutamiualicn from the touch of a popula-
tion, stained with all the morbid vices of civilization. A deep,

intense feeling of disatfection has for years been growing up.

Fir.'t, the English government yielded to it, and attempted to

quarter a cargo of criminals upon the Cape of Good Hope. The
hictory of that effort has not been forgotten. AVhen it ignomini-

oiisly Vailed, Van Dieman's Land was again doomed for polhi-

tiew).

"But there is a noble resistance there growing daily stronger.

It is not alone the colonists speech making and petitioning—it

is the legislative council threatening to stop the' supplies, and
tho very officials of the government refusing-to' support its acts.

The fir'crt of the letters of the league talks of ' the feelings of

loyalty wliich the colonists desire (o cherish towards a" beloved

sovereign.' This is of the 28th October. In six weeks at'tcr-

war-d, liiey declared their conviction that ' the crown is no long-

er bound by promises. From henceforth, the colonists will look

to their own resources alone.'
" England is seldom popular by her proconsuls ; but a blinder,

more heartless, or tyranuical savage never, we believe, ruled

an English dependency than Sir W. Denison. He is not like the

Clive or Camden class, brutal, bloody, and daring, but of the

aame genus as Clareodon and Hudson Lowe—the polioemen la
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high phicPO. ThU ofll.iial's woitliy aiijiittnt ia no los^ a porson-
Bj,'ij than Joha Doiunllai Billit, ibu spy of Lord Clarendon in

'•IH, now assistant comptrol or of convicts, aud editor of the Uo-
b.xrt Town AJuerlispr.

This ptr-on has trinspli.titod ihe tactique of his Irish em-
ployers, with iniprov(;meut<, to the anti])oJop. In the hist letter
of the Oourioil of llie Lea;^no lo Sir John Packinj>toa, he is

charged by name as the edit.jr of ' Ilis Excellency's puper, which,
by thj bariest slanders and misrepresentations, has loap; labored
to stir up the must mali>rnant passions of one clasi against an-
ot'ier.' It was said thit Lord Clarendon oontrlbuted more than
hints to his organs in '-18. Sir \V. Denison is known as a writer
in Mr I!al(e".s p:ii)."r. ' The mannsoript of oae of liis excellency's
letter-" which appeared in that jonrnal, and was dirooted against
the s'ill pending land claim of Mr. Abbot (a magistrate) and
against whose rights his excellency had, in his official capacity,
decided, gU into ihj hands of that gentleman, who saw, more-
over, many other contrilmtions in Sir W. T. Denisou's hand-
wiiting in the .lilncrli.'er oflice.' Dut tte case between the
governor and the people assumes a more infamous eomplex'on
still. It is a struggle between the legi-lative authoiit>es and
col()ni.*t< of the country upon one side. Sir William l)enison,Mr.
IJilfe, and the convicts, upon the other. A meeting to peti-

tion a:riinst the transportation was convened in Ilobart Town
last Nnvembcr, The chair was taken by the speaker of the
T.egi>litive Council. Before the meeting a clerk of the convict
dejjartrncat, nam 'd Gray, irtued, signed wiih his name, a feroci-

ous pliunl, instigating the convict i)rifon(rs against free colo-

nists. I},ilf(! echoed all h's incentives in the Advertiser. And.
aacompanied by aao'hor coavict official, Captain VVillelt, of the
government hulk. Gray cimo openly leading a mob of despera-
does from the chain gangs intj this meeting, aud broke it up
by force. This atrocity appears almost incredible, but it is the
solemn statement of i\\i officer of a public body, of which the

Bishop of Tasmania, the majority of the Legislative Council, and
ti)e most wealthy and public-spirited cjloni-'s of the Australian
pi'ltlement are memboTs, given in a public despatch to the

British Colonial Secretary. The addres.5 counter to this met- 1-

iug was not alone signed by the clerk* of th-; convict depart-
ment. Th'! names of several of the most respectable colonists

were fjrged to it. To nnother address, the siunature of the
Bishop was surreptitiously obtained. He and others were
obliged, publicly, to apply for the ora'ure of their names. Peti-

tions to the Queen, condemnatory of S'.r W. Denison's gOTern-
ment, lie crowded with the most indepindent aad re pectable
n ii'aos of '.?;e colony. But cvouts have come to such a pass that
it is very doubtful whether. they will be forwarded at all. The
last mill lefc the council stopping the supplies.

SECOND-R.VTE AND FIRST-RATE.
Tub following is a very amasing specimen of Thackeray's

humnr. lie advocates in it the claims of second-class beauties

and poets, with a heartiness which ought to reconcile either to

not l)eiQg " first among the great." But we fear that the prin-

ciple is not susieptiblo of a very general application. There

are e^gs, for iastanie. AVe well remember an elderly friend,

who, when at an English tavern in some rural district, was

asked, in ordering boiled eggs for breakfast, if he would have

them of the first, sejond, or third qualities. " Good Heavens !

!"

he replied, "who ever heard of ordering a second-rate egg !"

And though Mr. Thackeray dashes so off-handedly into the

praise of second-rate beauty, we fancy that none of his belles

would thank him for classing them among the tiooes. But here

is the extrajt referred to :

I have alway.s had a taste for the second-rate in life. Second-
rate poetry, for instance, is an uncommon deal pleasanter to my
fancy thai your great thundering first-rate epic poems. Your
Milton and Dantes are magnificent—but a bore ; whereas an
ode of Horace, or a song of Tommy Moore, is always fresh,

sparkling, and welcome.
.Second-rate claret, again, is no'oriously better than flrst-rate

wine
;
you get the former genuine, whereas the latter is a load

and artificial composition that cloys the palate and bothers the

reason.

Second-rate beauty in women is likewise, I maintain, more
ngrecablc than first-rate charms. Your first rate beauty is

grand, fevere, awlul—a faultless, fiigid angel of five feet nine

—

superb to behold at church, or in ttij park, or at a drawing-
room—but ah ! hov/ inferior to a sweet little second-rate nez re-

troufisi, with which you fall in love in a minute.

Si!eond-rate novels I also assort to be .superior to the bpst

works of fiction. They give you no trouble to read, excite no
painful emotions—you go through them with a gentle, languid,

agreeabl'j interest. Jlr. Jamos' romances are perfect in this

way. The ?ic />/Mi u/?ra of indolen;e maybe enjoyed during
their perusal.

FISHING WITH A PIN.

TiiEitE is a quaint idea, not badly set forth in the following

extract, entitled " Fiching with a Pin.'' There are many who
fish with pins in this world—some because they are too poor to

bay hooks, aud others because they are too lazy to obtain them.

Th.\t man or woman fishes with a pin who " g"es the wrong way

to work," or employs incorrect or insufficient means to effect

an object. In company with the pin-hook angler, we may class

the fisher with a golden hook, or the man who applies great

means to efl'ect very small results. The man who plays at games

which are not worth the candle, and shoots birds not worth the

powder, is a sworn ally of the golden-hook fisherman. But to

the extract.
" Ob I wl\9.t are the prizes we cli^rish to win,

Vo the tirst little sbiner we caught with a pin."

Didst thou never, when a little child, tie mother's lost apron
string to a willow rod, attach to the string a crooked pin, and
then sally forth in pompous dignity to "catch big fish in the

river." and sit patiently long hours, watching and wondering
why the fish don't come and bite

!

When the kind sister came with the inquiry, what luck, " not

one fish," replies the tearful angler, " they won't bite." No,
thoy won't bite the bad hook, you must have some bait, a grass-

hopper will do, if worms are not to be found, then, how in child-

ish innocence you pitied the poor worm, and turned your head
aside while it was being fastened upon the pin-hook, and again

jo\i cast in the line. What is your reward'? not the perch, or

spreckled front you dreamed of, but you return triumphantly
with a little shiner poised upon a string.

Did'st thou never think in after years, how like life was thy

first essay in angling, " fishing with a pin ?" When school days
came, aud you mingled in the little world of miniature men and
women, where many were striving for precedence, yet unwilling

to tike the necessary step to gain the desired end, fancying that

by some rare fortune they should become wi«e and great with-

out mental efTjrt, did'st never think they were fishing with a

pin. and without bait ?

Did'st never Bee a student aiming for distinction, pilfering

from Sbakespeare, Byron, Miltoa, and Tom Moore, to embelUi^

his e8=ay, and f^urnlsli prassy percratUmis? Well mey you laugh,
for he has ^tolen his liait. and is fishing with a pin

!

See that merchant handing down goods, adroitly piling up
sugared words the while to win customers, who are better
p'eased with simple truth, and honesty ;

he, too, is fishing with a
pin.

Mark that politician bowing and smiling, and trying lo win
favots by pretended fi'iendship from tho-e whom, after election,
he would not recognise. Ah! crafty, but short-sighted meeker
for office, you are UshiuL' with a pin and unsavory bii'.

Look at that aspiring youth, with a large stock of impndcDce,
and a small share of brains, whose gn'atest strcigih is like Sam-
sou's, in his hair upon head, uppsr lip, and chin, wlio.'^e great-
est feat is a lib'ral display of cash, earned no matter how. See
him swell and srut, smoke cigars in peoples' face-i, drink brandy
and sherry cobbler.s, and utter loud oaths, yet expect to win
favors from all who know him. Poor silly ape ! he is fishing for
whales with a pin.

Dost see that nice i/num; man, fresh from the hinds of the
tailor and barber. Lis fashionably curlid hiir, slick and shining.
his hat and cane a la mode, lesjdeiident with the glory of new
beaver, and patent leather, elaborately coining honeyed words,
and soft sentences, to pour into the ears of the fashionable Miss
Blank.
Hast marked ihat young lady, all dress and jewelry, a man-

tna maker, and milliner's making advertisement, tripping Ihe
streets bowing and smiling, lending a viilling car to the flat-

teries of her dandy beau, peeping from under lier eyelids to see
what hhe has effected by her manoeuvres ar.d flirtations'? This
charming pair are both anglers in the sea of matrimouy. They
will be equally succepsful, for thty will each catch a shiner and
nothing more.

COURTSHIP AFTER MARRIAGE.
One evening, in a giy party at Mr. Irving's, the fubject

turned upon female beauty, and a gentleman of tiie company as-
serted that the yijungest daughter of the Mr. Smith— a blonde

—

was the most Ijetmtilul girl in the city. I instantly resolved to
satisfy myself upon the subject, without loss cf time, and
slipping out of the room, I went straight to Mr. Smith's
house and rang the bell.

The door was opened by the youngest daughter herself, who
explained the unusual circuinstanie by saying that it happened
that there was no one in the house e.xcept her parents and
herself.

I looked earnestly at the maiden, and found her beautiful and
graceful beyond all description

; so, without hesitation, I asked
her, there, on the threshold, if she would be my wife.

" Why not ?" answered she ;
" but come in and see my pa-

rents."

We parted late in the evening, with a tender embrace—all

was settled between us.

In that city, on the ISth of January, we were married, in a
go;d. simple fashion, and late in the evening the bride stepped
into my carriage, sit her father's door, and went with me to my
old house.

I soon found that it was easier for a man to become a bride-
groom than a wise husband. Wo plagued each other constantly
in the beginning, out of pure love, till from continued vexa-
tion, a coldness en.sued, which we both felt, but could not ac-
count for.

Yesterday, my little lady would not allow me to leave her
side, and to-day she found it good to visit her brother, ten miles
in the country, without bidding me adieu, or naming the time
of lur return.

Two days after this, hasty messengers came, one after another
—I must come— I should come—without me she could have no
peace.

I went, and the joy of re-union seemed as if it never could
end. On the following day, I was again a burden. I left her
again with a cold partini,', and that selfsame night came the re-

pcntf nee by an extra post—she could not live without me—

I

must hasten back.

This certainly would not do—in this way all my identity would
be destroyed.

Since the day of my marriage with ray beautiful wife, I had
been the submissive slave to her will, but now that it was plain
she had a will of her own, I must follow some other plan. I sat

down to consider, atd after some reflection, determined what to

do.

Since my marriage, my old employments and pursaits had
been altogether ntgltcttd ; but I now resumed them, aud as

much as possible returned to my bachelor life.

My wife every day sent letters full of tears, but I paid no at-

tention to them outwardly, although they touched niv heart
sorely. At length I wrote her a long, serious letter, in which
t said that as we had been married without any previous court-
ship, it was not strange that, being unacquainted with each
other's charact'^r we could not ha'monize together, and I pro-
posed that she should remain at her father's house at present,

j

and that with her permission, I would visit her two or three
times a week, and spend an evening with her in conversation,

until we were ac(|uainted with each oth-r, and after that, if she
should like mo well encugh, I would take her home to be my
wife—but if she found she could not be sat sfied with my habits,

manners, and character, I would leave her under her father's

roof, and give up all claims upon her.

This plan did not please her much ; but she appeared to

think it would not bo becoming in her to bring up any objec-

t-on.

Well—to cut a long story .short, after a formal courtship ofro
very great length, I once more took her home, and she made me
one of the best little wives in the world.

— .».» .

YOUR CHANGE, SIR.

One of those nondescript specimens of humanity called dan-
dies, travelling in Connecticut a few days since, in his own, or in

a borrowed conveyance, v>as brought up with a " round turn"
at a toll-gate, which ho designed to have passed without paying
the usual fee. When he found himself in limbo, from which he
could not escape without " forking over,'' he in(iuired of a
young lady who was in attendance at the gate, how much he had
to pay b-ifore he could pass the formidable barrier.

" Three cents, sir, for bingle wagons,'' replied the young
lady.

" Three cents is a threepence, the half of a sixpence, one of the

smallest bits of silver in use, eh, young woman—am I right?"
said the dandy, feeling in his pocket for the change.

" Three cents, sir, if you please," said the larty.

" W^ll, young woman, you seem to bo highway/na« here—so

take my money, and shovel out the change as quick as you can
trot for it," said the dandy, at the same time purposely dropping
a shilling-'picce into the mud beneath his wagon, " Ah ! there
it is in the mud, I declare—I wouldn't dirty my fingers for

twenty of there."

The young lady took the shilling from the mud where he had
dropped it, ;Tent into the house, and returned with nine cents,

which she placed immediately under the wheel, where she had
taken up the shilling,

" Hillo, hillo, young woman, what is it you mean ?" said the

dandy. " Why don't you put that coin into my hand, eh ?"

The girl archly r plied, " Sir, I fo'ir.d your money under (he

v/cgon ; third you find joir change-," and as the lurneil into

tb(! house, the gave llif fellow a most significant unile, and
added, " I wouldn't dirty my fingers lor tn ( nly of them I—wruld
joii, Mr. dandymuH ? ila, ha, ba !—there'e jour change, sir,"

aud she closed the door.

The (;knti.i:m\n dismounted—picked up his "coppers," ar.d

was off at full spi ed, im[)atient to get out of sight and hearing.

If he sfiould ever happen in that cu\iiitry again, he will take care
how he makes change with Yankee gir.s.

FATHER IS COMING.
Wr think Fanny Fern never wrote a better pair of paragraphs

than the following, from the Olive Branch :

" Look ox tui.s rt Triti-;, .s.sv> tiikx ox that.—' Father is com-
ing!' aud little round fa- es prow long, and merry voices are
hushed, and tojs ai'e hiistkd into th,' closet, and mamma planers
nervously at the door, and baby is brib d with a lump of sugi-.r

to keen ttje peace
; and father'.s face r laxos not a mu-cle ; and

the little group huddle like timid sheep in a corner, anel tea ia

despatched as silently as if speaking were prohibited l.y the
statute book, and the children creep like cu prits to bed marvel-
ling that baby dare crow so loud, now that Father l:ai< come.'
"'Father is coming!' and brighn eyes spaikle for Joy, and

linv feet dance with glee, and eager fucs vrcss agalu-t Iho
window-pane, and a bevy of rosy lips claim kistes at the door,
and picture-books lie unrebuk'-d (u the tabh", aid tops, and
balls, aud dolls and kites are discussed, and little Su.sy lajs her
soft cheek against the paternal whi-kers with the most fearle>s
•abandon,' and Charley gets a love-pat fur his -medal,' and
mamma's face grows radiant, and the evcLing paper is read
(not silently but aloud,) and tea anel toast, and time vanish with
equal celerity, for jubilee has arrived, and • Father has come ^ "

VARIETIES.
"1 oxcT, dreamed," sa'd Pat, '•

1 was with the Pope, and he
axM roe wvi*! 1 driuli ? Thiukti 1, wuiafluck s^tim'^—ao't ^eein{; tniiifhoAfn.
and the leiuoDS, aud the flu^ar ou tlie .s-deboord. I t'mid him 1 didu't ctie tl I

t'liv a dhrop iv punch. ' Cuwld or hot ? ' axtd the Tape. 'lliiC, ^fr lndiiiess;*

and ba that he htepped d'>wa into the kitchin lor Ihe bilin' wallier; and befuro
he got back I woke btraigUt up,—an' now it't> distiis&in' me that 1 dicn'c iakeil
couild."

BOW 10 WKITE Jk SPLENDIFEROUS POEM
Br A. nAFADAWRFS HAFASALLEGATEK.

Go roll a pr^iire np lihe clotb,

Drink Mi'i>is.-,ippi diy.

Put Aile«l»aDy in your Lat,

A steamboat in jour eie.

And for jour breakfast, buiTalo,

Some tive and twenty fry.

Go kill the whole Camanehe tiibe,

Some day belore you dine
;

Pick o-it, to m.il:c your walking stick,

A California pine ;

And then turn round, and frown so dark
The 8un won't dare to t>Line.

Go. whip a ton of grizzly bears
With nothing but a fan;

And prove yourstlf, by ail these feata,

To be a we^tera man;
And you can wr.te a potm grand

If anybody can.

"I XEVEii knowed anything gained by being in too much of a
hurry," paid Mri. I'artinijtou. " Wfca nic nua my dear I'aul was married, he
was in such a tnpidalion that he came n«ar uiarryicg one of tl;e bndebmaidi
instead of me. by mistake. He wassuch a qn^er man I" hhe continued ; "why,
he joineii the (ire d'-p^irtinent; and one ni^liI in his hurry he put his boota on
hind pait fafore, anl av he ran along: evtrybody behind hiio got tripped up.
The papers was full of tro-vner's qnes'-s on ijrokeu !,;(?« aud limlw lor a week av-
terwards"—and she reltpsi'd into an abilrnction on the ups and dowcs of Ue.
A MDOX-STRucic wooer, one day last summer, presented a ross

to » lady, accjmpanied with the lollowing iin^s:

Ac-ept, dpar maid, this beauteous rose,
To deck thy breast mo.it lair;

Observe itt, hue, nor v oudtr why
It blushes to be there !

AN'i^VIT:,

I will accept thy bertut-'f-us ro«e,

And on my tin ast enclave it:

But shout 1 It t'l iSh, I shc'Mld suppose
Tid lor the tool who ;^.ive it !

"Aix't Done Notiiixo."—"'What's the matter. John?'' "I
ain't done nothing, fattier.-' *' Well, wh-'t ate you crying for. you lubber?"
"1 wasafrailjou would whiprae." --What! tvhipyou when ynu havn'i done
fliiything."' '-Yes, sir" * Go into the house you booI)y." John felt ijnite
relieved, and went into the house, and his fatlier went down to the farm. Very
so'»n his father came ba<-k in a ^a^e, and lading a cowhide ov;'r the uroliin's
back. Kaid, '- l>id I not t*»llyi'U wh-n I went away, to hoe that corn?" '-Yes
sir—but you tol,l me ju-^t no^ you i^o-il-ln t wlr p me if 1 hadn't done nothing.'*
P'oitunately John's wit dicn t save him the whipping.

WIFE SELI.I.\(:.

What punistment would you devise
For him who s-1 .s a wife ?

I'd give her back to l.im again,

—

A punishmenl for hfe 1

Love BEFORE Fikst SionT.—"Did you ever hear how that
musical ge'-iu.s, ,Iuliu», came to be married?" '-No!" "I'll tell youthen,
.ti.lius was in a conceit, seated next to a ftian^^er lady, who-e fa< e he had m t

even beheld. The music escileil iu him th« teuderest and most sent mental
emotions, and forgetting everythiEg. he pre.-sed her band, and passioua' ely
exclaimed, -nearest!'—to which she, covered with blushes, modestly replied,
'G-go and ask—mam ma I'

"

Ciii.vK.sE AVisDo.M.—Dr. Bowring translates the following,
which our leaders are ic^uebted to practise in huglish:

If every man would see

To hi^ own refoimation
;

IIow very easily

You u,ight reform a nation.

A man must never talk about
What pas.ses his own home within

Aivi fer a wainan 'tis a sin

To speak of what takes place without.

JrncE a man by his actions—a poet by his eye—an idler by
bis finders—a lAw>er by his leer—a player by hi^ strut— a boxer by his sinewa—^o Irishman by his bwagi^er— an Englishuian by his rotundity—a Scotchman
by his shrue—a .tustice t>y h's frown—a great man by his modesty—an editor
by his coat—a tailor by hi.s agility—a fiddler by hia elbow—and a woman by her
neatness.

TtiK BE-trrrrn..

Methinks it ^honl 1 have t?ecn impossible,

Not to love all things in a world so fair;

Wliere the breeze warVl»-s, and the mute, still air,

Is Music slumbering rn hei instrument !

—

Collridgs.

A FF.r.Low who was being led to execution, told the officers
they must not take him-through a certain stiett, lest a merchant viho resided
there, should arrest him for an oM debt.

DAY AXD NTC!I!T.

Sing no mor* in mournful numbers
Vt the loneliness of niyht 1

No, these hours, too good lor slumbers,
Souls to sweeter' bliss invite.

As to mun' was woman given,
I^irestKhalf of liim to be;

Night with day divides the heaven,
And the fairest Lalf is she.

Therefore, in the long to-morrow,
Think upon it, ray love

;

Every dny doth bring its sorrow.
Every night ihine stars above.

A HrxTER OF Kentucky.—^The correspondent of the Evans-
TiUe /ourna? writes ss f- Hows about a Kentucky hunter: -'WatEckman— it

would do you ;rood lo see him—has followed hunting for a hvelihood since the
year IP.*?!, i^ioce that i eriod he says he has killed 38 bears, 984 w< Ives, 3,847
e"ons, 9fO foxes, 761 wild geese, 2,040 vheasants. 44 grc und hogs, 80 wildcals
14 polecats, 2(t0 minks, besides squirrel, quail, and other small gaire btyoLa
his power to calculate. The sum he has realized from his game, skius, &o.,
IkUs but little short of twelve thousanil dollars."
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RUSSELL JARVIS.

OtJS sketch of Mr. .larTh h oopiei from a portrait in oil, taken iereral years

«io(je, and the only likeoes! mw extant. It was then deemed strikingly cor-

rect and the feature? had not materially chan»ed at the time of his death.

Hia death occurred in this city a short time since, at the age of sixty two. Mr.

Jarvis was conspicuous as a newspaper writer of more than ordinary ability,

and, as such, was extensively known.

tj K 'n Rfist^n. In hii infancy his father moved to his estate at

f'lr'p^X r^rlmint ^'-^ Hvno^hire. Mr, .Tarvis entered the sophomore

?^^l r. n.rtm\,Xr.oil''g' *' »" unusually e.rly age. and graduated with dis-
dassatnartm|^.thr-oi B

^r sixteen Ha afterwards studied law at the

?-rhS 1, r^rSnho ,1 He c03,.nenoel the prictice of his profession at Clare-

ml^t V^J fTam^shir. After the death of his Erst wife, the only chUd of the

late .T"''^*' Pana. of HiaI-

Fea. VpTHiont. be moTpd
to Bo-iton. nvd resumed
the pTMftire of lii-^ rTf^**'^-

§ion. Purine h'o resMence
in that rity. be mflTied

his pernnd i^ife. dawpbter
of Thomas Cor'lios, Fpo.,

wbo«^e melnncboly fate,

together with that of h^r
two <1anph*ers. will be
fresh in the rremnry of

our citizens, w^o remem-
ber the bnrnine of the

I>>xineton on l.ona: Island

Sound, many years since.

Mr. .TurviH commerced
hi« editorial career as pro-

prietor of a Pemooratic
paper in Boston. His next

remove was to 'Washinr-

ton, where he was co-edi-

trr with Puff Green, of

the Pemocratic orjran.

He nfterwarf^s returned
to Boston, pnd for a few
years was engraged in mer-
cantile nffairs.

At the commencement
of the p> blication of the
rhiIft'lelphtaPub7M'/^d(7<*r,

he chanced to be in that
city rn other business.

when he became acriden
tally acquainted with the
propTietors of that papfr,

and lent his aid, as its

principal e<^itor: and, with

the e-sception of a short

interval, ha» furDit^hed its

leadinjf articles till the
time of his death.
The university educa-

tion of Mr. Jarvis was
but a slight exponent of

bis unusual fund of in-

formation n poD all sub-
jects. Besides his classi-

cal knowledtfe, he was an
accomplished linguist in

four of tie languagei of

modem Europe, nh leas a
philoh gist few out rai ked
him. In ethics he had a
phi loon ph leal and Chrii-

tihn expansivenpfis, rhile
io the coni'uct of his life

he waswi'hont reproach.
He was warm-hearted and
»elf sacrificing in his at-

tachments, while hi* sense
of justice impelled him to
pursue the wrong doer to
lei^th* w'lich his bunerolpnce as oftea checked ; and. under all circumstances,

Bfltting opirxion at nnu^lit, he waa tlie uafliQ^biag friend of the frieadlesi and
defen-ler of tbe weak.

Mr. Jarvis was a man of reSnel anl cultivated taste, and of unsparing gene
ro^ity of hetrt aal parse— v Cliriaciau geoLleoiaQ in the rao^t hbertl sense of

t^e t-irna Hi hn pa^sel the last few years of lii^ life in thi^ city, with his

only rem lining chit 1. a diu.?btHr of hi^ drst wife, whue eduiation has been
hi^ f>Tiirite ociupati-m ; and .^he, it U anle^^t>'>i. will bereifter givrt to the
world a fuller reori than thin slight sketch afTorda, of toe parent who ha^
b^en h-^r iQt^lU;tull lyiileaal stanlirl. Hi-* renting were iuterrel in the
family cemetery at Glen Park. Clareraont. New Qamphire.

«—»*!
If the be'^t rnaaN faults were written on his forehead, it would

make liim poU hiM b^t orsr hid eyei.

RUSSELL JiJlTTS.

RAILROAD ACCIDENT NEAR CHICAGO.
OiTR attentive correspondent, at Chicago, promptly ha*5tened to

the scene of this mist appalling accident, and has transmitted an
accurate sketch of the railroad crossing'—^of the ruin^—and of the
sadoccup%tioQ of the passengers—as they all appeared shortly after

the collision The express train, on the Michigan southern railroad,
which left Chicago on the night of the 25th uU.. came into colli-

sion at the cro-fsing of the central road, with the emigrant up-
train, by whi-ih the locomotive and bageage-oar of +he exnress
train were destroyed, resulting m serious losq of llf^ and nrnnertr^
The place at which the collision occurred W flat and swrmnT

and wa. .lighUy covered with wate^ a few inches dee n TT^eToco-
motir. and ^ra that w-t or. ,,, ZlZr^.^-.r, l^elZtr
??^ f" i, n C^ hJn i^ ''J"

^^^'^^y ^^ recovered until
these ihaU have been removed. rh^' locomotive of the

express train st'"nck the
Bixth car. filled with pas-
sengers, and in a moment
the locomotive, tender,
bacrgage car, and one se-

cond cla's car of the-.ex-,
press train.. together with
three emigrant cars of the
Mi^'higan Central train,

were a heap of rnina On
the northerly side of the
Central track, one first

class pasf^enger car was
thrown upon its side.

Groans and cries assailed

the ears ot those who
hastened from the rest of
the first class cars, which
retained their position.
Those in this car were
aided to escape from the
confusion, and from the
danger of suffocation, and
it was found that none
were -dangerously injured,

though several received
severe bruises.

The scene which pre-
pented its»»lf on the other
side of the Central track
cannot be fully deocribed,
and time will not efface the
memory of that terrible

and >>eart rending spec-

tacle from the mind of the
unwilling beholder. A
heap of ruins, from be-
neath which shrieked out
upon the midnight air,

cries for help, mingled in

strong discord with the
deeper toned groans of the
dying. One by one. those
who were able crawled out
from th* rubbish, while
the uninjured were fully

employed in rendering as-

sistance to tho^e unable to
extricate them^^elves.

Each moment the scene
became, if possible, more
heart-ren'^ing. H^'re sat
a poor woman with a
broken limb, and her little

daughter stood by her
side, weeping and begging
for assistance. There lay
a young Ge'-man, dead,
his sister by his side,

wringing her hands, and
crying '* Mein bruder, mein
bruder " Here a child

crving " my f*tber."
There a woman waging for the loss of her infant. A woman dead,
her mangled features b'lt partially conceal-^d by a cl -ak, and at
her site only a faithful do^ Three chillraa, from three to tea
years of age, W'ire taken fr->m the wtter. and placed side by side.
At the bead of one sat the bereaved father. No one came near
to claim th=^ o-.her twi. An infant wa^ picked out of the ruins un-
harmed, but no mother cou'd be found for it. Oue p'lor woman,
with both her legs bro'ien, lar with a deid child in her arms, and
two little ones, uninjurel. clinging to her. A young woman stood
by the deal bodies of her father, mother, and brother, shrieking
like a maniai. Three children, from eight to ten years of age, were
taken out. and recognised by their father, who i^ left alone Be-
neath the edtje of a car appeared the bal I heal and hand of an old
man, a leg of one. and the mingled bodv of another.
The scene at the depot was awful in the extreme. When the re-

FK1T3 AT THE HIPPODROME—LA PERCHE EQUIPOISB

mains were brought In
the floor was covered with
blood, and a heap of limbs
gathered together in a cor-
ner, while many b'^reaved
ones were searching for
lost friends or relatives.

TUB DEAD.
Thomas Tawber, Irish

boy; Goodli Wagoner. Ger-
man

; Joannah Sildolph,
German woman; Herman
Sildolph, her Fon; John
Hunter Earl. American
boy ; an Irishiuan, un-
known

; German chill,
name unknown

; Susan
S-'ott. of Little Falls. N.Y.;
Stephen D. Gray, of Wbee-
lock, Vt , aged 37 years

;

Edward Misener, about
16 to 18 years of age; man,
unknown, with $71,45 iu
his pockets; boy, name un-
known; woman, unknown,
S3'2.81 found in her pocket;
German man, unknown;
\y. W. Haines, a German
child about two years old.

In all 16.

Stephen D. Gray, of
W^heelock, Vt., had m his
pockets $320.21. We did
not ascertain on which of
the trains he was.
Edward Misener had in

his pocket a draft from
Adams & Co , San Fran-
cisco, for $200. payable in

New York, and some small
change. He bad a letter in

his pocket dated at Vfinne-

Bota City, Feb. 28, 1853,
signed S. F. Kellogg
As might be supposed,

thi'* terrible accident cre-

ated an intense excitement
at Cliicago- The papers as-

sisted in the exposure of

all particulars, and called
for full investigations,

which shortly after took
place. The evidence of all

parties connected with the
management of both the
trains wan taken, and a
coroner'-* jury found that
the accident was caused by
the gro-is carelessness and
neglect of Moses M. Tyler,
conductor on the Michigin
Central Rail'oad

; and
Th'^mas Rackbam, engi-
neer on the Michigan Cen-
tral Railroad ; al«o, Her-
bert L Whiting, conductor
on the Michigan Southern
Railroad, and Ed*arl Da-
vis, engioeer on .sni-l Michi-
gan So 'it hern Railroad.
The jury considere*! tbeni
guilty ofirross cai elessness,
and hel I thera as the
csu>e of the death of the
abo-e named persons.

'they likevri-e held Mr.
Jerraiit auperintendant of

the machine shop, at
Michigan city, to the pub-
lic, as (censurable, in not
furQi-<hioar the engineer of
the freight or emigrant
train ot the Central Rail-

road with prober materials
for lights on his engine, and
deenifd him unfit for the
staiion he occupies. Tae
part.ie-i implicated were
c immitted to await the re-

sult of the verdict The citi-

zens of Chi tago mat, and
insisted that snid roads
should immediately have
the crossing bri'lged, and
that one road should

p M ;
(fit ir^ 11'4'iMt^S^S§

RAILiKOAA ^OOUHtm NCUl OUIOXUO.
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iMffiRtOR VIEW OP THE NEW TORK HIPPODROME—OPENINO NIOHT.

bo mideto run orer the other at th« crossing, previous to which bfinsf don©.

tint a watch shouMbe comtuntly set at the cro^'^iD^, to prevent accidents, anti

plftdgin^ thom^elvea to procure a Uw p\33<»l lo this effect by the next Legisla-

tur«fi of lUinoia and Icliaaa. This step will, apparently, be promptly carried

out.

THE HIPPODROME.
Sfttral weekn since we published an exterior view of the Hippodrome. The

building has now been completed, and opened to the public, and our present

sketch represents the. interipr of the Hippodrome, on the opening night, to-

gether with a portion ofthe performances on' that ereniDg. The sketch of Mr.

Henri Franconi, and his horse Biyard, on our first page, as aho " La Perche
Equipoise," on the adjoining page, are aUo portions of ibe performances of the
opening night.

The Hippodrome is located in the vicinity of Madiwn-sqaare and Fifth-
avenue, in this city, and formi a striking o'^ject of a'.tentijn even in its ezte-

FRK^VT irPRARANQ*. OT XJIS^ g&TJ<TA^. ^M- kC^.—^nH>.HKSi. OX KMT Tl<a*
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tiar, from ttg Urgo propopU> Bi. It la lutoDdftd for a CirouB, to oxbibit (ouia of

hor^amansbip, ffymuaf;tIof), and otbur similur amua^cneDU, on a grantor foA\e

than hns avor b^fore been attempted Id Am^'rica. Tbe exterior ol the building

is very plain. oonniiftiDg fiiuipJy of a wall ol brick, about iwenty feet bigh, wiih

two towers on the side facing Rroadwav. A wooden lof.f extends frcm tbls

wall imtnediately over tbe seats in tbe iuterior, wbicb wiil defend tbe sjjecta-

t<irs from exposure t-> tbe weathtr, but tbe rooficg mainly consists o( canva-,

wbicb covers an area of 90 000 square feet, and is supported by five poles, eacb

eighty itft bi^b. Som-? idea of it^ wiza may be formed wben we state that it is

carable of containio'^ 0,000 peri'on').

Tbe interior, which is of an ov»l shape, i.^ liiree hundred ftet lonfij, by t^o
hundred wide, and tae course is about one sixth of a miie round. The middle

of this vast area is laiJ out in beautiful parterres, the verdure of which pre-

pentd an admirable and s'riking contrast 1o tbe dull brown ol tbe coane.

The-e parterres are ornamented with iduminared fountains and hao'lsome

flower va-ei. The stadium, which contains these attractions, is separated

from the coarse by a f-lt^ht fen -e, and is entered hy four gates. The cour^e

itself U about seventy feet wide, and is covered over with loose e^rtb. The
whole interior is imposing iu appearance, and when illuminated by its one

thousand gafl Itghtfl, the spectacle it prt .senta is very brilliant.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
OtTR sketch this week presents the Crystal Palace in its present condition.

That it will, wben opened, prove a very fair average exhibition o! the industry

of all nations, niaj' be inferred from the fact, that on the part of the American
fxbibitors, appdcation has already been made f>r twice the space allotte 1 to

them, whild to accommodate the foreign contributions there must be " tight

squeezing." Adlition-f have, liowever, been made io the original building,

which will be of some assistance in this particular. Tlie adlition of which we
Bpeak. or the machine arcade, i^ four hundred feet in length, varying from
twenty-four to fifty-one feet in width, and contains two stories, each about
twenty-six feet high.

The more recent contributions received are from Scandinavia or Norway and
Sweden, and from the German Zollvcrein htatea. Among tbe former we fi id:

Iroi ores, steel, wrought iron for gun barrels, stearine candles, nickel, cobalt,

copper, geological specimens, snow shoss, Vasa rye, reindeer antlers, a j>sal-

modicon (musical instrument), wood carvings, by Norwegian peasants, and f-ir

which they are celebrated, a kcri'il, or carriage of the country, with f^tuf^ed

Bpecimens of aniinaU. From tbe Zo Ivercin states there is a curious variety of

objects, tbe most interesticg among which, howevtjr, are the woik? of art,

principally paintings. The first artists of molern Germany have conliibuted

to this part of tbe collection, and in such quantitiea, that we have no hesita-

tion in declariog thit this part of tbe collection alone will far surpass antici-

pation. Amonij the names we observe those of Huebner, Achenbach, dchleich,

Bich (chiom^Uthographist), Fleischmann. Louis Blanc (of France), Uasen-
clever, Mailer, Elsasser, Oppenheimer, and from Vienna, Waldmuiler and
Sffoboda.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.
We continue our reference to the exhibition of the academy, by appending

the criticism of our correspondent, who is at&leuted artiit of this city.

The fui\ length portrait of Ex-President Fillmore, by Carpenter, is a picture

of merit in many recpects. The held is well drawn and painted; the figure

dignified, and the expansive forehead denotes inteUeclual capacity; but the

hands are too small, and detract from manliness. It is a mistake to suppose
disproportionate hands and feet are beautiful in a picture, as if disproportion

could ever be otherwise than a defect; with this exception, the portrait is

good, and being of historic interest, its value will increase with age.

No. 1. Forest Scenery, by D. Huntingdon, is a spirited composition in imita-

tion of Salvator Ro.sa, with much of his romance and wild grandeur. The
effect would, however, have been increased by sacrificing a portion of the large

(lead tree in the foreground, the light on which is too continuous, and carries

the eye from tbe point of interest.

Tbe Montmorency Falls, near Quebec, presents some magnificent scenery,

such as artists would make a pilgrimage to Switzerland or Norway to obtain.

The picture is wrought with great caro and legard to the truth of nature, and
is by the pencil of Julius Kuuier, a Germ?.D.

13. The Departure of the Pilgrims at Delft Haven, by Edwin White, i-i a
pathetic subject, touchingly portrayed. Mr. Brewster on bis knees, with hia

companions, is receiving the parting beneiictiou of he Pastor Robinson. The
fervor and devotion of the little company are finely shown in the principal

group, which ifi highly successful. Tbe background figures are kept in excel-

lent subordination; and tbe tone of the ficlure is well suited to the melan-
choly scene. This vock i.s of great merit, as well as natiomtl interest, and is

of a class eo rare in the present cxhibilion, that one laments it stands almost
alone.

26. A Costume Picture, by J. E Freeman, N. A., of a student sketching a
child on a do»r ttcp, in a village near Rome* an everyday scene during the sum-
mer months. The pictaro is striking for its power of color, reminding us of

the Ven<»tian schools. Freeman was consul for Ancona, and vice-consul for

Rome during the late siege there; and at the close of the defence for freedom,

when the French troops entered the city, Father Gavazzi sought protection

under the American flag, which Freemin was able and willing to alTord bins.

He remained in Freeman s house three days and nights, when, with an Ameri-
can passport carefully signed by all the consuls in Rome, he travelled safely

to England. Father t>avaz7i alluded to this circumstance in liis first addiess

in New York, when hft mentioned that he was indebted for his life to an Ameri-
can, J. E. Freeman; for had he been taken by the ecclesiastical authorities, he
would have been consigned to torture and death, as was th.o unfortunate tlgo

Bassi, chaplain to Garibaldi.

31. Progress. A landscape, by Durand, P. N. A. (This picture has been
illustrated in a previous number of our paper.) Indians looking upon the

change that has Iranefomied their hunting-grounds, and the wilds of the pri-

mitive forest, into the busy haunts of civiliz^^tion The cityand villages have
arisen; agriculture ha.s made the long grass to give place to wheat; commerce
and navigation, hand in hand, have brought into activity mechanical and
chemical scienie; the whole scene is one of movement and well depicted pro-

gress—it is a poem on canvass—a history seen at a glance. 'The artist has
labored carefully, and fuU success has crowned his eflforti. His own progress
is marked, while tracing that of bis country.

429. Is another picture by the same hand, of great power and beauty, with
a very appropriate effect of a coming storm.

37. A L^td Storm, by G. Jaraei^, is the best work of tbe painter. The warm
gleam ol sunshine, la the mid*t of a blast of wind Ihit threatens devastation

to all around, is finely conceived, and carried through with a masterly execu-
tion. This youn^ »rtist pos-^esses talent that merits encouragement, and his
pictures will increase in valu**.

41. Winter. Americin scenery, by Regis Gignoux. This Is a fin© snow
piece, rendered poetical b7 the judicious treatment and good taste of the pain-

ter. It is a succes'iful and cba''ming picture.

49. A L'iTge Land-*cape, by T. F. lieosett. The English Turner would have
admired this painting, for it was one afier his own heart. The beautilul aerial

cumbliug, transpareucy. and spirited touches, show the master hand: but if

fae Indians bad o^cupi^^d the pbce of the deer in tbe foreground, tbe mterest
and elTect woul 1 have been greatly enhanced. Mr. Charles Gould, tbe posses-

sor, mast cfjrtaiuly b'i a gentleman of great taste, as well as judgment, for we
perceive thnt Duranl'S large picture, and Gignoux's snow piece, have aUo been
purchased by him.
Niagara Fatl^, by J. F. Cropsey. U full of spirit "and genius. Tlie rainbow

forms an excellent point uf attraction, and contra-^ts well with the roaring and
foamin.; waters. I'be subject is always a difficult one, but is here success-
fully achieved.

324. Newport, Rhode Island, also by Cropsey, is skillfully treated.

Several pictures, by ('huroh, are faithful transcripts of nature, as Mount
Ktaadn. and the .Natural Bridge in Virginia The Valley of iladawasca is of a
beautiful silvfry toae, »iiil this, as weU as the former, is an advance upon the
previous works of tbe arti-t.

380. Queen Eleanor presenting to Fair Rosamond the poignard and poison
from which to choose her death. Kugenio Latilla. We saw an interesting
child much excited by tbis picture She enquired what choice was made, and
on hearing it was the poison, she observed that Kosamond should have suffer-

ed hert^elf to be killed without making a choice, as that was committing suici'le.

The child reasoned well. History is iood to the mind, and always contains I-^s-

flons. It is to be regretted there are so few of tbis class in the exhibition.
Latille is from Italy, and i,s one who has well studied his art.

401. Romfri» a head, by tbe wime artist, is painted much in the atyle of
Leonardo da Vinci, and is very dignified in expression,

386. Norwegian Scene, by Gud«, of a wild romantic cascade. The bear and
cubs are fit inhabitants of tbe region.

3S1. Landscape, by Franceschinl, with many points of merit in composition;
but wanting in aerial perpp**clive.

346. L'lndscape. J. W. Casilcar, N. A. The scenery and silvery effects

of this talented artist are very charming, and are to the eye like suit music
to the ear.

114 antl 118. lAndscapes of glowing color, by Richards, with great richness
and depth of tune. -^'-»

FOREIGJV IjVTELLIGEJYCE.

Rev, Mr Williams, a missionary at Canton, speaking of the
Chinche emiij;ralion, says that emigration is takin.E the form of a transSer of
Chinet-e laborers to the We-<t Indies, lemarara, Lima, and Havana, in a con-
tract of five years' labor, alter which the parties do as they please, few ol

the coolies, however, will ever return to Cliina. If there could be any security
fur good treatment, the plan would be a £ood one ; but the Spanish peo^de are
nut the mont trustworthy in such matters. The Knglish government has an
agent here to make the attt-nipt to introduce Chinese laborers into Trinidad.
l-ree emigration to California has nearly ceased; but it is likwly to revive. Pro-
bably three or four thousand have returned within twelve months paht. The
world seems to be mixing up again, and its various famLhes are becoming
acquainted with each other. Japan, Coiaa, Aonam, Uadagascar, Thibet, Man-
ohuria, Ac, mast al^o come in.

SoLAVoAnANu, Greeks, Wallackians, Arnauts—twelve millloiiB
bf ma %st% aU hald in labtaiuloa b/ oa* uiUion of XorkA

Tkk London Time$ Rtatoa that, upon IntfeUijfenoo received by
tho i-eorota-y of Slato,w-and the L'^ndua ptdloe U:;vtf(r kopt watch for some
lime to find'prouf tlmt would eiiiuiiiuty Ko'isuih in tl.b tiigli^h courts—early

on tlie II orning of the 14th, KtB^ut'i's house in London wjs seaiched hy the

p(dice, acti(i!5 under a >icrtMaiy of State's wan.'iit. A large store of aims,

Sc' . \v:is discovered. Cu ihe following day in the Hou^o of Commons, L<ird

Piiliiierston stated that a wanaut was i^-ued (o search a house at Kotbcrhilhe

(this is in quite a diflerent j»art if London frcm whtre Kossuth resides,) but not

occupied t-y Kossuth, and iu it m-re Imnd ^e^ (.-ral thousand war rccLeti, 'J,000

unloaded shells, an 1 five hundrt-l weiglit of gunpowder. ^V!io the^e luuui-

iio::S beionircd to, he (rulmcrst/ui) wou'd not uii'ifrta'iu t-> say. No assutnncc

had been given to any foreign power beyond that given to i'ailianient, tliat the

refugees sJiould not lie allowed to abuse the hospitality of ihc country. It was
then stated by Mr. Dune unbe that the place where these munitions were
found W!is a rocket facu ry, *' and tliat Lord Palnjeis'on well knew that these

munitions had been oiTered for s^U to government " Mr. Hriglit inquired of

i'alincrsl'in if Kossuth r_':illy had anythuig t.o d-j with these rockets ; and Lord
Dudley' Stuart cliarged goveronient with t<^tting up a false charge agaiu-it Kos-
suth, who denied all knowledge of the matter.

A Bkulin correspondent says, that Fritze & Co., of Bremen,
j
are about to comjete with the Washington and Hermann steamers, by running
moutlily between RiCmen and New York the s:eamships ilansa, ot :;,000 ton-t^

and 1,000 horsH power ;
and the Germania, of 1,000 tons, and tOO horse power.

IJoth 1 es-cls weic recently purchased fiom the Gciniau fleet, and the cabin f.re

is t'l be al'ont S'.''X

Mu:^. Stowe was welcooaeJ at the landi:ig at Liverpool on the
lOth ult., by a large crowd as-embled on the whaif, and proceeded to the house
of a friend, Mr. Edsvard Cropper. On filonday morning she met a select circle

at breakfast, when Vr. McNeale presented ai addiess of welcome. On \\ed-

nosd.'iy f=)ie mtrt th<j memb^is of lh>* Liverpool Xegro's Socieiy ; alhO attended

the British and Foreign liible Society, and was presented with £loO by 2,"--09

sub.<cnbfM*s. On the same day Mis. Stowe lefi for Glasgow.

Sthin'gent regulations a3 to political refiipjees in France are
promulgated. None will heperm.t^edioresicoat Lyons, Marseilles, or tbe Depart-
ments ol the S'eiue, without special authorization. Spanish rtfugee^ must not
approach within one hundred miles cf the Spanish frontier; Germans must
keep the same distance from Germany, and Italians fr.»m Italy.

TiiKitB is some talk of voting a jointure to the French empress,
and of I'Cnsiouing tbe heirs of Gerard, the French inventor of spinning lii-en

thread by iriachiuery.

A NKW manitesto from Mazzini is reported to have appeared
at Turin. It i.s now said that Mazzini and some of his agents have crossed
from Malta to Sicily. Eighty prisoners have been arrested at Catania and
Messina.

DOMESTIC lA'^TELLIGE^VCE.

The ship Champion, Captain Ripl^^y, which arrived at Mar-
tha's Vineyard on tbe 16th ulc, after an absence of only nineteen months
and eight dajs, has brought home, it is supp»sed 2/JtM) bbU of oil and
cOOOO lbs of bDne; and wiil pay a profit to her owners, alter paying in^uran'-e

of over SL.OOO per moiitn during her entire absenc**. In addition to tiie oil

and boD« which the Champion brings, Captain Rii,ley sold on the voyage
$2 000 worth of outfits. Slie «.iso brings home an entire new fuit of sails, noLe
of wtiich have yet teen ."^ervice.

Vice-Pkesident Kino, it is said, own?d an estate of 2 000
flcres of rich laud iu Dallas County, Ala, and ICO slavts It i.s also staled

tnat he has left the bulk of his property to the poorest of his relations, though
all are comfortably t rovided for.

The qnestion who owns Lake Michigan has sprung up in the
Illinois Courts. The pt;r^ous owning lands along the shore ot ttie Lake claim
to own the middle of the Lake, wbila a railroad company that wi.Jhes to run a
roid along the shore, claim that all out of bigh water mark belongs to the
stale

TiiK Albion gays that Mr. Thackeray had netted by his lec-
ture* in the United States the sum nf $l:i,Oiu; that he has no in'enliou of

publishing his obseTvations in this country; and that his return home was not
i decidt-d upon until the morning of bis departure-

The Litchfield, Conn., i{^7)7/6/icn» gays that Henry Ward, a
comn'.»>itor in the office of that p^per, wrote the heautilul hymn rommencing,
" I would not live aLf ays." It has been attributed to Bi:»hop Heber.

\Ve saw, recently, says the Auburn MdoertUer, at b\ Kichard-
si^n's grocery and provision estubltibment, on ihe State street bridge, a collec-

tion ol some sis or eight bundled toads, all ''altve andkickiLg,'' iu a bin, in

the bas^ement The oil of t^iem i«, we undeistand, one of the iuijTedients of a
new rheuinfitJc oiulnient

On the 27tU ult., a visit was paid to the Boston State Ilouse
by Mr. Jauies I'eebles, fiom (Jxford, Xe.v Harashire, who entered uj,oq hia

lOlst year on the tir.-t day of September lawt. Mr. I'eeb'es was bDrn in New
Salem in this state, and has been in Uie ranks of usefnl laboring citizens from
a p'-ri'^d dating before the American Revolution. He is a blacksmith l)y trade,

and works regularly at that cccurati"»n. I^ist Saturday he walked LO miles,

and shod a pair of oxen and a horse. The old gentleman looks hale and
henriy, and his memory and mentjil faculties gcoeraily seem as active as if he
was only three score years. Several gentlemt-n expressed .», curiosity to know
whether or uo Iilr. I'eebles was a temperance man. Hd said he wa'j of that
df^nominiti 'U, when one of the gentlemen present, with some exultAtion iu

his tone, paid—*• I knew it; no rum drinker could reach such an age." '*0h,"
quickly put in the old man, ' I never abused liquor; but ."-ince I came to luy

The rebellion in China was reported as progressing at BUCh a
;
majoii'ty I have drank at least one glass of spirits every morning, Mr

rate, that preparations had been made lor the defence ol Nankin
CoxsTANTiNOPLK accounts of March 31st state that the negotia-

tion.-i between the Divan and I'rince Mens hiUolI progress amicably. Meuachi-
]

kolf requires the conlerence to be conducted without submitting the cories-

pondence to the French or EngU.-th minister-'. To this the I'orte a'-sent-'. Ibe
question of Montenegrin independence, the destitution of the Gretk Fatriarch,

I

and the ill treatment of ChriMtians, have not been entered on. I'rinc© Ghika !

was, on the 2d iualant, to resume the government of Moldavia. '

Fkance produces 900.000,000 gallons of wiue, Portugal I

1,500,000 gallons, and Spain and Oermauy a much smaller quantity. In Faris i

people consume annually at the rate of 21S boltl^^s a head, or rather a
stomach ; in the Hans Towns 28 bi^ttles, but in Great Uritain only a bottle and
a third. TwoDty-live millions of Hugll&hmen consume no more wine now than !

did thirteen millions sixty years ago. '

TuE present strict bv^tem of passport regulations in Austria
;

appears to be far more annoying to Austrian hotel-keepers and tradesmen than
{

to English or American tourists.
j

QuEEX YicTouiA is rapidly regaining her health. The *' addi-
\

tion" is flouriihin;;'.

One of the items of expense in tbe ball given by the French
|

legislative As.sembiy, in honor of the marriage of the Emperor, was $25,000 for

flowers to decorate the .^aioons ulu passages.
i

Americans arc to Ite found in responsible situations in almost
every country on the globe. Cue is harbor master at Shaujihai, in China, at

j

present. He sends home a very interesting repoit cf the business of that dis-
i

tant place. U appears that l!ie American tonnage exceeds that of any other
I

nation. The numli^r of British vessels entered during the year 1S52, was 10-, i

with a tonnaga of 3:1,700, while the Amer.can vessels were 71, with a tonnage 1

of 40,oPo. Tue total was 70,900 tons, and tbe vessels 1S7 ; there b-iagamongfrt '

tho-e, besides English and American, French; Danish, Hamburg, Spanish, }l%- !

waiian, and Dutch. The tea exported from the port during lb52 amounted to
'

57,i)'.-*5 pounds,
|

The Vienna correspondent of the Frankfort Post Gazette
i

writes, *' It is now confirmed that the Prussian police were most efficiently as-
sisted in the late political arrests at Berlin and elsewhere, by repeated com-

|

munications from tha police of London, without wMi.h many of their disco-
[

veries might not have heen niado. Iu this we see a proof of the good failh '

of the British government, whfn, tUrough I>ord Westmoreland, it a^*sured the
|

cabtLPt that it would waicti over the conduct of the refugees. It also appears
that the London police nas for some time kept lists of all the fugitives residini;

there, and watches over their communications with the continent."' The deli-

very of pol.tical refugees to continental governments will probably be the next
thing we sliail h^ar of

Fct^oles' presence created a good deal of interest among members \Ve are

informed fiat he buried his wU'e about a month ago. She was 93 years of aj^e

when «he died,

The Kmperor of France has extended an invitation to the
Ennaparte family, of Baltimor*, to pay a vi-sit to the imperial domiaious.
Yoiing Jerome Bonaparte, who now belongs to the U S. Ai'iny, has oljtainei

an abheuce of six mouths, and will soon leave for France. He is a grandson
of I he brother of Napoleon I.

We see by the reports of the police courts of the city of Louis-
ville, that Jucge Joyes instructed the police to arrert all boys perambala'iag
the streets at a Wo hour at night, unless they can show caube lor being
ou^.

The statistics of the horse market of Cincinnati show that the
Falcs of horses iu that city average fifty j,er day, or about fifteen thousaud six

hundred and fifty per annum.
Among other curiosities which are to be exliibitcd at the coming

Woill's Fair, is an i:e monkey. This acimal was found in the Arctic ie,,^iond

by Dr. Harvey, a gentleman who has been engaged for some time iu hunting
fe.il.«, When found, his raonkeyship appeared to be enjoying the blifr.sfulness

of his situation by dodging about, m the manner ^o pecu'.ar to the tribe,

among amdry ice bergs frozen in the ice. Tbe monkey, so far as has been
elocidated, lives entiiely on the ice, subsisting on fish, and lo lel-eve the mo-
no' '>ny of his quiet liie, he socially communes with the many walrus.-es and
seals that occa.iioually poke their notes out of the water and siruggle about.

A SMALL boy, a eon of Mr. Riddle, mayor of Pittsburgh, while
firiog at a mark, on the 2Ub. ult , shot a hoy at. work iu a field, kidmg him
instantly. The deceased was concealed by the target.

The recent eeal fishery season iu >^ew Foundlacd, has been
the most succBi^fuI ever known. Over a quarter ofa niiiliou of these ammab
have been taken.

ilECEXT papers announce the murd-er of a womai, in Cieve-
l«nd, and another in Ulster county. The ircouency of these revolting ciimes
woald aUr.o^t warrant the supposition that the man a for murderii^g lemaJes ii

contagious,

Tub Grand Jury, of Philadelphia, on the 29th ult., made a
preKontmeiit.''astemng the Rink murder upon Spiing. and recommending thedis-

cCarge of Jerome Eckert, whom they believe innocent. Sentence of death was
parsed, by the court, upon John Lapio and Carson Eramos, convicted of the
murder ot Soohan.

Tut: llochester Daily Union, of the 27th ult., states that the
Feamstie.-sesmet in large numbers in Coriuthiua iiall, on the day previous.

The comniitloe, to which the report made at tbe previous meeting was recom-

n-„„ ,.«, i:>^« «„ *„ n ^ j. i u. ^ i. ji. ,. milted, reported, instead cf the graduated scale of prices, a resolution tor an
l"?.*l^.^^^i?.^_*^li^:„*'l^®._™^^^^^^^^

be taken by the several advance or twenty-five percent, whicti was unanimously adopLed. An .x-
German governments against Switzerland, will come before the iHet shortly.

It is not intended that the blockade should be ioimediate, but only in the event
of her refueing to comply with the demands urged against her.

TuE crusade against the proscribed Calabrlan hat is extend-
ing to many states in Germany, aud i-i bt-ing prosecuted with great vigor. At
Cas.sel no lewer than a cartful were captured t»y thg police. At Munich the
hatters made an inehectual appeal against the proscription.

A co.vTKNT of Jesuits is about being established at Cologne.
Premises have been taken for the purpose

In the Encumbered Estates Court (Ireland), the celebrated deii^^htfuicity.

house in Merriou Square, once the property of the late Mr. Daniel O Conncll, is

about to be sold.

TuE Palace of Industry, in cour.se of erection in the Charap3
Elystes, Paris, is to be composed of a. hall 1D2 metres in length and -iS

m«tres wide. It will be surrounded by a double gallf-ry 24 metres ^^ide. The
roof is lo be supported by light columns, and the whole length of the budding
will be 25-4 metres, and the width lOo metre.s. The height is to be ;i5 metres.

The last number of the London Times contaiu'j the following
adverti.sement :

• Haunted Houses—I'ernii&f^ion is i-tquired to .sleep lor one
night iu any dwelling bearing th»» above unpopular chaiacttr. The object is

to teftt the alleged powers ol clairv* yauce."

'

Tue atleulion of the Eaglith press, of every shade of party,
isanxious-ly directed to tho coasidcratioo of vthat may be the futuie policy of
the cabinet of (ien. Fierce.

The Palis Patrie states that letters have been received in
Palis from Morocco, which repre.>eut the Kmpeiorto b"* in a very bal state of
health, au-l that as he is of an advanced age, his illne-s inspires gre t uue:*.'-i-

ness, and it was feared that his death wo-ld bring a lamentable cri.->is on the
country.

The Loudon Daily A''ew8 ha? an elaborate article upon *• The
Banks of New York,"' elicited by the late Wall-sttect i)aiiic, caused in couse-
queuc- ol the demand !«'r temporary aii made by the Hanover Bank, and the
suspension of pa3*ment by two other concerns, 'it argues that our monetary
movements are too fast ;" that a levcrlsh tlcsire for specul.Uion has produced
an indilierence lo insolvency amongst our financiers, and tliat the constant
chaugo of purs;jit, resultin:^ fiom the hame cause, has prevented our banking
houses from acqui>iu^ that stability which distinguishes the establishments of
London, Hamburg, and Amsterdam ; or that trauitionary experience whit-h is

handed down from father to ton all over Europe. The wri;er believes that the
condilijn <f tlie Nl-w York banks may excite a little anxiety, without any de-

'

sire on the j)art of the tcop'*?) to foresee a onUimity.
'

|

A iiECE.NT number of the London Morning Herald says, in
\speakingof sUvery in America, enl cf annexation, that there aro two weak
|

points m General I'ierce's adures.s—the olo, his attempt to falve over the
;

plague sp3t 01 slavery as a part of tl^ Araerican Constitution, a i though any
j

constituiioa coull give t-anction to such an enormity; and the other, his
attempt to prove that Euiupy ha.-, no right to in'.crfero' in tran-atlanl c cjues-

j

li'.'U'i.
j

A LADY, who lately advertised in the London T'imes for a

'

hous»vkeex)er, received, in the course of four posts, upwards of two tJiouband I

replies.

Captalv Mayne Reio has addrcseed another letter to the
Timti in defence of Kossuih. It is bomba>tic and inllaie<i us regard* stylo, but \

is honest and energetic wiihal. Widiaui Hale, non of tho propiit;tor ot" the re-
cently bearched Kocket factojy, publit-he-s h declaration that Kos-uth had no-
thing whatever to do wi'h the business, that not an ounce of gunpowder was
found on the premises, that the factory was a Ijoiuifule ehtabliahmeut carrying
on a parent busiteas, and that the o*ner iaiend,^ to proseculo lii« govern-
ment lor daruagi's. Vheie are te\eral other stories—none of th*-ra worth any-
thing. In the i.ieanlmie, the rockets are earned olf to \Vool«i<-l:.

Fkance has applied to Au.stria for tlie remaius of Nafoleo.v IL
Tue Frcucli (jrovernnietit has decreed pensions of tkvelre

thou^and fiaucs eacb, to tbe widows ol Mar^hals Oudiuot and Ekelmanns.

pii'.'Hioj was had in favor of a I'rotective Union, and a commitiu aj pointed to

prepare a draft ofa conbtitulion. A rcfcolation against the recopliun of due
biil* was adopted.

TiiK grand jury of Tazewell county, Virginia, have presented
the late General Assembly of the state as a nuisance, for their various derelic-

tions and misdemeanors. 'Ihe indictment is puhlisLed in tbe JelJeisouville Ve-
viocrot of April 16ih, over the tames of tho jmors.

TitE Cairo correspondent of the Kvansville Journal says that
mo-iquitoes, the size of lull grown wash's, have made their appearance at that

Mil Bayauo, Charge at Brussels, will soon be relieved by S.
D. Lillaye, E.-q , of New York. Mr. Liilaye has been counsel for the govern-
ment in tlje tiials and other proceedings against the losistance of the fugitive
slave law at fryracube, where he rewides.

AccoRDLNG to the London Times, the recent suspension of the
SpaniHh Cortes was owing to Qi^n. Conoha's iutentioD to majke an exposure of
some curious transaction relative to the Cuban alar* trade, In which it would
b* shown that a '* certain pettooafe" (the QaMa DoWftfar) had b««ii deeply
laterested for iome time.

On the IGth ult , says the Plattsburg Rtpublican, tbe tracks
of an aoimal, suppostd at orst to be a bear, waa Gi>cuvercd iix the hnow in the
woods near iJannemora, in ihis county. Mr. Stephen Turner, an experituced.
shiewd hun'er, took the trail, ani ia the afterufoa the animal, a pautbei, «a9
'• treea' by his dog about three miles iiorlh of Lfinton Irisou. Ihe ball jrom
* SteveV unerring riUe brought him to ilie ground. He measuied, fromttp to
tip, 8 feettT^ inclies, and wc-ghed 100 pounds.

A FIRE \i\ Laurence, Massachusetts, on the SOlhult, destroyed
the Essex <'ompany's mill, and Hulchin^oa and Company's sabb and blind lac-

tory, together with a Urifo quantity cf lumber intended for the /xew I'aciac
milh. Lc.s-, about $10,000, panly in.^urtd.

A couKESPONOENT of Fkeo. Louglass'.s paper says that Rev.
.lofciah HeubOHj a colortd prencber and fugitive slave, who reoides at Lawn,
Canada West, is the real I'ncU Tom repreaeuted m Mrs. fctowe's buok.

TiiEKE are now eight hundred and thirty-four students in the
seveial deparln.entii ot Uberiin co'dtge.

Fuo.u the 1st of May to the 1st of November, all persons in
our city are forbidden to ute the Cioton water lor washing streets, side walks,
steps, or buiUings, after eight o'clock a.m., and it is the duty of pohcemt:n to
set: that thi4 oi'uinance is ftrlorced.

A TEnTioN is now before the Mayor, eigned by many of our
pr«»ininent Citi/ens, for the entire refusal to groceries oi liceuaes to bell liquor,

and their conliaen^eat to stores and hotels, the price to be paid theiefor to be
$oO instead of*10.

Tue Constitutional Convention of Delaware has decided, six-
teea to ten, that judges shiill henceforth bo chosen by the people, i^alarit^

—

Chief justice, $1,5U0; chancellor and associate justict's, $1,0U0 each. The con-
vention voted that no clergyman, while ofticiuliug as such, shall be elected to
any political oflice

;
aLo that uo bank charter h\iA\\ be. granted by any future

legi.slature until alter three munlhs' notice of application shall hnve been pub-
licly auverU^ed.

The late dreadful suiTocation of four men in the Tombs of
our city is not altogether without a parallel as r?,f;arda biutal ncjjlect ou the
part oi JHiJers. The I'hiladelphia iiulldin, of ilay :i.l, stales that a man,
nanu'd M'illiam Kane, who wts recently c 'mmitttd to Moyamensing I'li.-on

—

last night, whrlt) under the inSueuce of tiiuJhia a pota, became vi<d''ut while
in an apaitmtnt iu the prison, known as •' purgaiory." borne other prison-
ers, to tubduo the madman, turow him down and irampUd upon his htah
Thi3 course had the des^ircd eftcct, lor the roan died. The corner held an in-

quest, but the verdict ot tbe jn^y wa3 postponed until a posl nvrtem, exauiua-
tion is made. Such transactions aa the aoore will give that piison asbada
characUr as that borne by tho tombs in New York. Killing men because tney
are mad is not exactly in accordance with the tpirit ot the age.

The population ot Wilmington, Del., at the present time, ia
16,103. Of tbe.te 6.&S7 are while males, 7,G89 white femalo^. U^^Ocolored males,
atd 1,257 colored femiles; or, 1U,070 white persons, and 2,157 coloied.

Mi^v instances are adduced by the Western' papers to show
thit whiokey, given iu lirge quantities, is a cure lor tne i>ito of a latfle-

\
soako.

I

The convention for revising, the constitution, at Dover, has
! passed the following buctioa of the new constitution, by a voteof uiuetcjuyeara
i
to fight nays : "Jso tree negro or mulatto, not now uu iuhabilaut of the t»iate,

or wtio wha'jl leave tho state with iuttnt lo change his residence, >hall, afcer
the adoption of this constitutitu, settle in this biaie, or ccme into and remain
within the state niorts than leu days. All coutracls maje with anv iree netrro
or mulatto coming int.j the stale contrary to the pruviAions of this section,
ahall he void

;
and any perjca who shall employ such free negro or muhitlo,

or otherwise encourage him to -emain in tho state, shall be fined in a sum not
less than twenty nor more than uve hundied doliars." About one-fifth of the
present population is colored,

Dfl. WoiiTHusoToN, a son of Judjje Wortudsoton, of Balti-
taore, ohArfed with marder, hai beeu aoqcUtUd on the groond or Ifiuudte.
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OUR DELIA— A LAMENT.
PT RtlJrN LOCLSB fTJAXDLEH.

(BEfiPECTFULLY I.SSCRinLD TO HON. C. T. CL&VELjUtD AND LADT.)

"Ittit thoiiifh oiiv liwsnrc lilllc ilrODS,

Welled from th« hitliiiie tnuiit above,
Oiir deaths aie hut the ravslic stopH

In ihe Kitial inelotiy ol'lovu '."—Miss Caret.

Dim, struggling sunbeams of the dawn

Keep with the clouds a funeral '.ryst;

A long blue line lies slant across

The whiteness of the morning's mist;

With solemn monodies of birds,

The air is tremulous the while,

As when, from hollow organ pipes,

A moan floats through the old church aisle I

And 'mid thick boughs of branching trees,

"Where spring buds cannot struggle tbrough|

I tread beneath my listless feet,

The crisp crass beaded o'er with dew.

A dirge, as of unnumbered bells,

Is singing painful in ray ears;

Around my hourt, in choking tide,

Surge sullen, baptism-waves of tears.

What time the sweet spring days grew long.

Beneath the last year's mtllow rays.

Our fond hearts echoed back her song,

Our voices trembled to her praise.

When starlight* from her meek brown eyes

Illumined all our spirit's night,

Our pains, like crowns of thorns, fell down.

And hopes sprang up from hopeless blight

What time she braided up her hair,

With suram?r buds anl bands of flowers,

It was as if a saint bad ahfd,

Heaven's light on this dim world of oiirfl;

An! kneeling where her feet had trod,

We watched to see the glory break,

When angel fingers at the dawn,

Heaven's portals opened for her sake I

She was too good, we said, and fair,

To dwell in this cold world of pain,

And ye'', we never dared to think

Her own might beckon her again.

All the pole-winter that is gone, "

Our life knew neither shade nor fear,

'Twas bathed in love's serenest light.

From those brown eyes, so heavenly dear.

But in the twilights of the spring,

The angeU whispered to her soul

—

In sweet and pleasant symphony,

She heard heaven's tide of anthems roU;

And putting from her forehead pale.

The scarcely faded bridal crown,

la the dim silence of white death

The young day of her life went down.

And grief sits brooding in our hearts,

For sweet spring time, or summer heat,

Or autumn winds that viewless tread

The hill side wi^h their homeless feet;

But breathe to us of sweet hopes changed.

Of fond hearts breiiking—young life fled;

And earth seems but a mighty grave,

"Where lonesome voices wail the dead I

Eui-WOOD CoTFAGF, I'omfret, Conn.

RELIGIOUS IJVTELLIGEJ\''CE,

In San Francisco, the following eburch edilicea are in pro-

gre^^ : The Unitarian Society are building a large and handsome Church on

Stockton street, between Citv ami ."acramento streets. The Congrejfatinnul

Church, under the chartre of Ibe Rev. T. Dvvight Hunt, i\re raakiug rapid ]»ro-

(rress with their fine large brick church. The \ irst Presbyterian Church, under

the pa-*t4)ral charge of Hev. Albert Williams, have secured a spacious lot on the

corner of Stockton and Wa.fhiDgtou street^, where they purpo.-*e erecting a

splendid church the coming season, tho mate-rial to be of rubble stone from

An;'el Island. The Episcopal Chureli, under the charge of the Kev. Un. Wyatt,

artTcompelled to enlarge their iron church (tiiuce its arrival) to nearly double

its former capacity, in urdt-r to acc<inimodate the crowd flocking to hear him

on the "'abbntli. The First Biptist Cburch purpose erecting a Uige brick edi-

fice on the site of their woo en churcli, the present season, for the accommo-
dation of their large and constiiutly incre;i.-iug congregation, under the minis-

tration of Kev. Mr. Brie.'Jly. Mr. Rollia->on"s Baptist Society, have already

eul.trged his ch'irch to nearly double its former capacity.

TuE Fourth Uuiver.-^ali>t ISociety in this city, at its annual
meeting, last wetk, advanced the salary of its pastor, Rev. E. H. Chapin, to

S4 r>oo.

The new church of the Holy loAOcents, under the charge o!

Rev. J. ^ Klmciidorf commenced services on Broadway, between 35th ^nu 36th

street'*, on the ITlh inst.

The Unitarian Society at Syracaae, of which Rev. Samuel J.

May is pa^tu^, have j'lst completed ilie erection of a new and commodious
rluirch on thi^ site of the old on**, wiiich ^^ totally demoUrshed by the pros-

tration of the tort'er in a ;:alj Tlie building was dedicated, with appropriate

services, on Tluirsday, the 14th inst.

The New York and Brooklyn Association, at its late meeting,
licensed seven yuunjc men as pr'^achers of the (;os[iel. The third Pre.'ibytery ol

Xew Yolk, wliiCh held it-* ^edtion about thesame luue, also licensed eight, and

the Fourth Prc.-bytcry five.

Rkv. S. liEMixGro.v, of Geneva, has received and accepted
fln invitation to become pastor cf the Univer.salist Society at Binghampton,
yp V York.

GoxciinNiXG A. J. Davis* " Rihle Convention" at Hartrord, the
Chiistinn Ani^<i?fador (Universalist) remarks: *'The Scriptures have been

attacked h«retot"ore by scholars and philoaopherf, ot a grade as much superior

tit the cUss who will assemble at Harlfird, as can weU be imagined, and to

the hAine effect that would ensue shuutd a musquito attempt to tunnel the

Rocky MouataJEs.'^

A Catuoijc college is to be established at Galveston, Texas,
of BuIUcieut dimensions and tndowmeuts to make it an institution of the high

est order.

HOUSTON', Texas, with an American population of about 1,500

souls, pays about three thousand dollars per year towards the support of the

Gospel.

Hon. Cuas. Tueo. Russell, Hon. H. S. Wallet, and Rev. Dr.
Alex. H Vi.nton have been delegated to attend the annual meetings of the

Young Men's Christian Association at Locdon, Eng., and Geneva, Sivitserland,

in May nest.

The Bleecker- street church is closed. The congregation is to

occupy as a temporary place of worship, the fine lecture room of the Medical

cklegft in 14th strfet, neardd-avenue, until the erection of their new editice at

the corner of '12d street and 4th-avfenue.

TuE Cincinnati Journal and Messenger sbjs : "Wo do not
bilieve the salaries of Bapti-t ministers in Ohio and Indiana average, in the

ao-ffregate, over S200 to SoOO, if as much. Scores do not receive over $100.

''Tub edifice in process of erection for the West 23d-street

Presbyterian church, it is expected, will be ready A.r occupancy next Decem-

ber. Until its completion the congregation will continue in West 20th-atxeet,

as heretofore. The building i^ to be of brown stone in front, in Romanesque
style, presenting a front ou the street of seventy threj feet, with two towers,

one surmounted with a spire rising one hundred and seventy five ftet from

the grounL
The Emperor of France has sent to tbe Israelite committee

of charity at Lyons, for its lottery, two magnificent eerpices of plate, bearing

the imperial inittais.

By an error of the press, Rev. Dr Poxd, of Maine, was recent-

ly represented as denounc ng theology int,tead of phrenology.

Rev. Mr. Howe was iastalled minister of the Presbyterian
church, Sixth street, near Second avenue, on the 1st inst. The sermon was
preached by th« pastor of the Mercer>8treet church—Rev. Mr. Prentiss, a
brother of the late Hon. S. S. Prentiss, of Mississippi.

The exhibition for the beae&t of the new oburchj for the deaf
Mid dtuab) r«aliMd $714,

Ox Tuesday, Ihe 3d inst.. at twelve o'clock, an addroee, ac-

oooipanied with h memorial of renieot, wan preiwfnted to tho Archbishop o^

Bogota, in Metropolitan Hall, on the part of the Catholic clergy and hiity of

tnis city.

The new Methodist Episcopal church, in Sixty-seventh street,

was dfdicatod oq S:iturday iit-t. It is in the care of Rev. J. N. Pba(T««r.

The Cliildren's Aid Society ask for old clothes, tD be sent to
their ofiice, at the new Bible House.

The Baptists are erecting a new college, at Fairfax, Franklin
county, Vt. A pror^sporship of agriculture is to be estiiblibhed therem, with

an endowment ot J^O.dOO.

Rev. Andrew GivEX CiitOTHBRs, was installed over the new
Fifth Presbyterian church, of Washington city, on the "Oth ult.—discourse by
Kev. W. T. Eva.

Tex or twelve missionaries are wanted immediately to

organize Ur.ion Sunday Schools, in Texas.

The Reformed Dutch church, in Seventh avenue, near Twelfth
street, was dedicated on the Gth inst.—Rev. W. It. Gordon is pastor. Rev. Dr.

Ferri.s after miuibtering to the Market-street church for sixteen years, has re-

signed his charge.

The New York Magdalen Society are endeavoring to raise
fun'lH to build a new Asylum. Donations can be sent to Mrs. Thus. Hastings,

61 Amity Street,

The unixibiishcd manuscripts of President Joxathax Edwards
are in the hands of a descendant o( his, at New London. Amonj? them are a
series of sermons on the Beatitudes, a work on Revelation, a large Commentary
on the Bible, and a doctiinal compend of prodigious learning. Also, note-books
made up of such odds and ends as backs of letters, margins of newspapers, and
waste patterns of women's caps.

Tuis year's receipts of the benevolent societies exceed those
of last year by the following amounts, in round numbers : Tract Pociety, $42,-

000; Bible Society, $20,000; Homo Missions, $9,000; Foreign and Christian

Cnion (ProteRtant cause). $8,000; the Foreign Mission (A. B. C. F. M.) fall.^

short at; the rate of $20,000.

Ix Auburn, New York, for every dollar of taxes paid by Ca-
'tbolica, tbey have received $12 tor their poor in return ; and for every dollar

paid by them into the school fund, they have received $6.60 in the instruction

of their children.

Last year Ihe South Australia Legislature declared against
all state grants for rel'gious purposos. The bifcbop, in his pastoral address,

recently said that, "notwithstanding all the present disturbing causes, the
voluntary system has more than equalled the amounts paid by the state

Rev. N. L. Rice, D.D., of Cincinnati, has accepted a call to

the Second Presbyteii*n Church in St Loiiifl.

The trustees of the will of Miss Hardwick, daughter of a
wholesale chemist in London, have distributed £22,000 amongst the London
charities. During her lifetime, she lived in a pmall cottage in Derbyshire, and
upon her establi^hment she cid not expend a hundred a year.

The American Board has sent about thirty missionaries dur-
ing the year. The report of the American Home Missionary Society shows an
increase of twenty-one laborers. The operations of th<» Coloo'zation Society

have also beeu largely extended. Tbe intelligence from Liberia i.s of a cheering

character. Belgium has recently rccogniz"! the independence of Liberia,

making the fifth monarchical government that has taken this step. The Ame-
rican Bible Society has increased its distribution about 100,000 during tho

icar.

The Turkish government respects and encourages the Pro-
testant converts in every way ;

protecting them from the pertecution of the

Mahommedan priesthood, and allowing their book depot to be eptablished in a
quarter of Constantinople, where no Franks were hitherto permitted to reside,

with tbe express understanding that Protestant books alone are to bo sold

there.

Hon W. Marsh, our ambassador at Constantinople, made a
report of two hundred foolscap pages to the Secretary of State, concerning the

grievances of Dr. King, the misbionary in Greece. The result, it is beheved,
will pecure the indemniScation and protection of Dr. King, who is laboring at

Athens, cheered by some signs of >.atore%t among the Greek lai(y and priest-

hood.

Through the liberality of a prominent citizen of Havana,
N. y., a handsome Episcopal church is in progress cf erection in that village.

At ''orning, a new cburch is about to be erected during the ensuing summer.
AtFImira, a lot ha* been purchased, and a parsonage erected, and a large church
is shortly 1o bo commenced.

The Missionary Society for seamen (Episcopal) reports thirty-

nix confirmations in its two chapeh, and tbe distribution of 5S7 Bibkfl, 673
prayer bo'-ks, 5404 bound volumes, and over 150.000 pages of tracts.

The New Jersey Methodist Episcopal Conference is composed
of more than two hundred preachers, occupying chiefly the comparatively small

state of New Jers'^y, with Staten Island, and a foiv other appointments in the
State of New York. There were reported of members in feociety 31,754; pro-

bationers, 5,819—making, in the aggregate, 37,573; and an increate over the

report of Ubt year of 3,720. There was raised for mLssionary purposes latt

year $9,693.
* •' ^ *

RECEJVT DEATHS.

EPEfl Sahoext, Esq., died recently at his reeldonoe In RoxburVi
from an apoplectic attack, whioh oaniod him off >n a f(#w hours. Hm was tn»

fatlior of CUB of the editors of tbe WaflhiDifum Jit^mhJic, and of the late ediior

of the Boston Transcri2>t. For many years he omnianCeda ship out of thi«

pf>rt, and for Ibe latter portion of hij prolonged Ule he was engaged in mercan
tile enlfrprii^es.

AuMHtAL Feixowes, aged seventy-five, died recently at Dor-
set Kn^'land.

Rev. David P. Bailey- died at Aurora, Tllinoie, on the 151h
ult. Ho had been tbe pastor of the Universalist Church in Aurora but a few
months.

Rev. Fatheu Dk IIanx, formerly of St. Joseph's Church, New
Orleans, died a few days since.

Jcdge Bubxet, of Ohio, died at his residence, in Cincinnati,
on the 27th iuflt., aged about ei;xhty-two j-ears. He was a native of New
York, and a son of tho late Dr. WiHiam Burnet, who served throughout tho
war of tho revolution. He graduated at Nassau Hall, Princeton; completed
his legal duties with tho late Judge Boudinot, of lliis city, and was admitted
to the bar in Hi^O. He immediattly proceeded to Cincinnati, then a mere col-

lection of 1 ig cabins, and commenced the practice of his profession, wliich he
pur-*ued with great success and usefulness, and his commanding influence acd
\v»*aUh appear to have kept pace with the luxuriant growth of the remarkable
jieople with whose hi.story lii^ subsequent l.fo was identified. Ho was, for

uiauy years, a Judge of the Supreme Court of Ohio, servt-d part of a term in

the United State-! Senate, and declined are election. He was a senatorial dele-

gare to tbe Hainsburg Convention, having been chiefly instrumental in secur-

ing tbe nouiioation by that bodv, of President Harrison, who was his early

friend, and S) continued ti'l the time of his death.

Dr. Ira C'ikwix, of Southold, Suftblk county, died, aged about
sevnty .years, at his home, after a very brief illness, on the 7tb of April. H;
had practised medicine succe.st-fully in that vicinity for some forty years. He
was a man of sterling sense, exoehent judf^ment, trusty, and in all respects

honest. Humbug iu or out of h-a profes^iou was his particular horror. Hf*

Jltacti^ed no deceit towards his patients; but when questioned owned up tbe
truth fls to tlieir condition. Yet his genial cheerfulness was not unlikely to

ennourage a si^k man, where words of comfort could not honestly be uttered.

No one, f-ays tbe "* ew York Tines, ever called bim in to receive a fashionable
name for a hypochondriac diseat-e. and young physicians, who asked him in

council, were gen^-raUy advit^ed to threw to the dogs their iodides and bro-

mide-', and use aloes, rhubarb, or picra in^-^t^ad. If ayoucgman got lost in the
mazes of his own oferabundaut raedcal knowledge. Dr. C.\s old-fashioned

cominoo-sea-'ifal prescriptions were just the things to bring him btck to his

bearings. Medically, he was an old fashioned '-regular;" religiously, a Uni.

versalist ; spirit niUy, he was ojjposed to all v^ms.

Ebkxezku Hilt,, a patriot of the Revolution, died at Wat e-

fioU, N. H., a few d;iys since. Mr. H. was at the battle of Bennington, and
while stationed at West Point, was one of the guard over Major Andr« the
night previous to his execution.

Recently, at Nottingham Square, England, aged sixty-five,

Lieut. W. S. Stratford, R. N., It-How of the Royal Socitty and the Astroni-

mical Society, and upnards of twenty jears Superintendent of the Nautical
Almanac.

Cat'Tain Thomas Davis, of Greene county, Va., the largest
man that ever sat in the house of delegates, cuthis throat recently withara2or
while sufTering from aa attack of gout.

The New Bedford Standard says, that Violet Proctor died
at the alms-house in that city, on the •ii4th ult., at the advanced age of 108
yenrs.

The remains of Mr James Racveiu, a veteran soldier of the
waroflSl2, were interred, wi-h military honors, by his surviving comrades,
on the 2d ult. He was buried in Cypress Hills Cemetery.

LiKUT. Joseph Berry, a soldier of the revolution, aad the
father of twenty children, died at South Thomaston, Me., on the 18th April,

aged ninety-sir year.''.

Manmus S. Clarke, a distinguished member of the Sufiblk
bar. lately died in Boston, aged thirty-six years.

Mrs. Mary L. Randolph Cu.stis, wife of George "Washington
Parke Custis, Esq., died at the family residence, at Arlington, Viri^inia, on tbe
Potomac, opposiie Washington city, on Saturday tbe 231 ult., after a brief ill-

ness. Her age was nearly fceventy years, and hhe leaves but one child—Mrs.

l^ee, wife of Colonel Robert Edward Lee, of the United States Army (now at
West Point), and son of General Henry I.ee, of Virginia, a distinguished officer

of the revolution, who died in 1S12. Colonel l^ee has an interesting family of
seven childrco. ilrs. Curtis was of the family of Dandolph, a name conspicu-

ous in the annal:^ of Virginia. Phc married Mr. Custis in early life, and her as-

sociates were in the leading circles of the tide water counties of Virginia. Her
prominent traits of ctiaracter were those of kindness, court-iey, andho.^pitality.

She was inclined to favor the emancipation of slaves, as opportunities were
presented, and her hu'-band's views in promoting the objects of the Coloniza-

tion Society, it is believed, met with her cordial approbation. The Castis
family are the connecting link wrth the family of Washingum. The only sur-
viving male of the name of Custis, we believe, is Gejrge W. P. Custis, Esq.

It will be rocollectf-d that he is tbe grandson of Mrs. Washington, and was one
of tbe family circle at Mount Vernon when the General died, in December 1799.

Mr. Custis waei then about eighteen years of age. He has attended the Id-

auguiAtioDs of all tho prealdeats of the United States, from Wa^hini^ton down
to our timet.

MUSIC AJ^D THE DRAMA.
The first serif's of tho Alboui troupe being ended, we have a

paupe, during which tbe preparation of several new grand operas keejs the
public in suspenye. No troupe which ban ever vi.'-ited or been formed in Ame-
rica ever equalled this in united excellercies. and we have been living in Iho

hope of steing many operas given by it in full and perfect itjle. 1* (irand

Smith has shown himself p'>st-essed of enterprise in untlertaking such a project,

and we trust that bis efforts may be crowned with success.

Mme. IIenuietta Sontag's success in Boslon has been of the
most remarkable character even surpa^iKing, it is paid, that which at'ended
her operatic debut in New York. The extjuiNite refinement of her htyle. and
t)ie purity and spirit of her dramatic correijtions could not but make her a
favorite in that home of cUs.-ic mu^ic Her latest representation of Lucia was,
we are informed, a splendid performance. The quartette at the end of tbe
second act was en'husiastically applauded, and its repetition was inr-i^ted upon;
and the leading performers were several times called before ihe curtain.

The Funeral Mass, composed by Cherubini in his 77th year,
was recently performed in the Church del Carmine, at Turin, by a chorus of 120
and an orchestra of 80.

Dwigut's ./owrna/ of Music says: "The city of Milwaukie,
in Wisconsin, is in possession ol a musical privilege enjoyed at present by no
osher city in the Union—namely, a German opera, with full orchestra, chorus,

and principal dingers. y»nd what is more, it ii* likely to be domesticated there,

since the performers arc all resident Milwaukians.

A London paper say:* : Tbe musical season proposes to be a
wet one, to judge by the fodowin? liht of wa^erworks : Evening Ddw, Osborre

;

Morning Mi«t, Calcolt ; Water ."^pray, Sloper ; Cascade, Szt-ltely : AVasser fall,

Vogel ; ditto, Pauer ; Rippling Sireara, bi-indler : WaUr Music, Uandel ; \a
Source, Blumenttal ; Rivulet, Bartholdy ; 1/I'jiu Dormante, ditto ; Raindrop,
Gabri?'; A Raioy Summers' Day, Szekely; Mountain Streamlet, do. In meicy
to snflering mortality, will no good and musical soul write an '* Umbrella'' as

a protection again.st ihe above.

Robert Ueller continues to a^tonifh our promenaders with
ecccntr'c phicards, and his auditors wi<h not lets fcceniric tricks. I^egerde-

main always wesa curious science. In the dajs of the jongleurs^ it imprested
in'o its rsnk^ poets .ind musicianfl, and tuch is even jet the case, if we may
judrfO from H—ler, who ha^ claims to rank in both departments.

AVallack's LvciiUM has prcfented of late a choice selection of
standard comedies and excellent af'.or pieces, which invariably draw cron^ded
and highly respectable audiences.

Miss Fanny Fkazieu, a highly talented musician and vocalist,
is at present, meetiLg in Boston with the most extraordinary succeHS as a
teacher, numbering among her pupils many m**mbera of the most influeotial

lamilies of that city. While pl-ased at cbronicling lier success, we cannot but
regret that il should be the cause of her quilting the concerts, and thus
depriving riiany amateurs of tbe pleasure of listenirg to her attractive per-

formances.

Barni/m's Mcskum.—Anniversary week seems to be additional
capital for this pretty and genteel place of alflU!.em^nt. The highly diverting,

yet highly correct perlormances presented here, both in the afternoon and
evening, bave a pec-iliaf attraction for the more fastidious \ initors to our city

during these great annual convocations of rebgiun and morblily. The museum
is ciov.'ded with ad-^hghicd raulUtudc day and night, and no better proof could

bs given of the pure and wlioJePcme taste of the general public.

John Owen's Ascent ofMont BUt7iCj or a European Trip, is

one of tho mn.st attractive .lul amuFing exhibitions in our city, ihe title

under which it is 'innouccd gives a very »nadfriuato idea of its nature, since it

embraces not otily an excellent diorama of scenes of travel, but ah.o an agree-

at>Io melange of music, songs and anecdote of a very varied nature.

The Bkoadw.vy Tukatrk has recently brought out Macbeth in
what may very soberly b?- termed a style cf remarkable splendor. Mr. For-

rf'st whose entrageraent is as remarkable for its length as lor the multitudes
which it has nightly attracted, takes, of course the leading character. The
highly arlibtic beauty of the Bcetery is worthy of special commendation. Our
theatres are too generally deficient in this panicular, as regards effect or chro-
nological accuracy.

The Bridal Schottisch, by C. MrELUsn, for the piano. [New
York: Firth ^c Poud, No. 1 Franhlin Square.] A spirited and cany composi-
tion. We have also from the snme composers the Ruby Schottisch, composed
by i!. Kleber, dwiicaledto Miss Mel usina (or MeUicent) Henny—a composition of
great beauty, and well-adapted either for the ball room or for merely pijiuo

perfoimaECf-.

Miss Emma Bi^vngini, a young lady of whom report speaks
mo:.t favorably, joio^ the St«£bnone troupe at Charleston, S. C, where she is

engaged to perform second to Steffanoni-,

Dr. Abbot's Museum of Egyptian Antiquities, G59 Broadway,
still continues to present its attraciive relics of the olden time to the wonder or
study of numerous visitors. We could wisn to see this exhibition made a per-
manent nucleus for a vast oriental museum.
Banvaud's Georama, No. 596 Broadway, is as well worthy a

visit as any exhibition in our city. <_,{ Ute years the East—that home of mys-
terious and picturesque beauty—has attracted unwouted attention trom tbe
accounts of travtllers, and Mr. Bonvard's pictures and explarations are weil
adapted to render lamiUar and intelligible all that any may have read or heard
on this fcubject.

At recent operas of Madame Sontag in Boston, tickets sold aa
high as $5 each.

Mr. Gilbekt has reopened his piano-forte saloon, greatly en-
larged and improved, at Xo. ^33 Broadway.

THE FIjVE arts.

MoxsiEiu Felix Pyat, speaking of the painter, Valentine,
says, *• He took nature in btr everyday garb, exactly as (>he pie.-en'ed be^^elf.

In his works there were no Veouses, but gyp^ie* ; no fiowiDg drapery, but rags;

no coui-ecrated foroos, no tiadititnal lines, but th- Jo:ra of the lirst ci*nit>r, and
the arms and legs of the patscr-by. No more gcds or deuji g tdw, but itinerant

mu?icIaop, soldiers, topers, smokers', and beptrars with garments full of holes

an 1 patches ; the mos-t ordinary scenes cho^en by riitre chance ; the strarge,

motley, disorderly, but always IJarmonious and Hlways joeiic pri.-ru of extreme
TfaUty." If, as has been asserted, American art is to become a great origirjal

srhotl, c^erivJDg its insi iration.**, "nt-t from the works of old maf-ttr."*, but from
nature itself, we should imagine that our artists would woik gomewhal in the
spirit which inspired ih's |;a;nter.

A LETTER from Boston, state's that an appropriation of ten
thousand doihirs, 1o bp exf ended on a mnrble ttatve to Mr. ^Vebster, has been
reported in tlie legislature. Double the sum will be requirtd to pioci^re a
statue worthy of the state and of the mao; but it would not have bfen wise.

in view of the fact that we wre to have a folate tax, to have rep*)rted a larger

appropriation for the purpose. The rest will come by and by, when wanted.

We can hardly believe that our citizens are aware of the rral
excellence of the Wasliington Galltrry collection of painting's at present exhibit-

ing in our city, or we tluLld s^e it conntaotly and invariably crowded with visi-

tors. There is a celebrated female h*ad, by Huntington—the o iginal of the
plate formerly engraved by the New York Art Union—which it is worth twice

the price of admission to ^ee.

The Studio Cwrio^o still continues its quaint attractions at
62^ Broadway. A Hebrew SIS. in this collection presents some extraordinary
specimens of calligraphy.

CURIO SO.

INAGRAir.
' Ned is a toper."
« « « »« ^ « # « ««

'* What made Ned a toper ?"

"Pesperation."
« « # «c * « ^. *** *

A PAUSE between your words, the parts of which will form a
word, is frequently necessary to mark tbe .'sen'^e. "Send me in that eet of
China." paid a geotlemin to a dealer. *' It wants two pieres," said the dealer.

''That is a pity," replied the othfr. "Stall I send them incomplete, sir?"
*'Ye8, send them in complete." Whose was tbe misconstruction?

*'Old Fogy," a word that comes from the Latin " fugor,"
meaning driven away—one who is done for—it is a gone case with him, and
time he should be off. So says an exchange. We think it quite as likely

that it simply comes from foggy. A regular old fogy is always bedooded and
in a mist.

PiioGRESs OF Firearms.—The percussion lock, it appears,
was invented by an English clergyman—Rev. M. Forsyth—in the year 1807.

The origin of the word " honeymoon" is from a custom of the
Teutones, an ancient people of Germany, who drank mead or metliegliA, ft

beverage made with honey, for thirty days after every weddiof

.

No phyaician was erer made a peer In finglatid.
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STEAMER "'.EL PAKAGUAT.'

STE.VMER EL PARAGUAY.
We gi7e a sketch of this s'oiratr, a? she appeared on her departure from our

waters. She has recently stoppei at Kingston, to take in coal. At which
timp ererythiog was all right. She had on board tweDty-fiFe passengers Sbe

is intended to carry on a regular trade between Montevideo and Ascencion—one

thousand oae hundred miles—-on the Rio de la Plata and Paraguay riTern, and

U the first vessel tor that destioation from any American or European port.

We append the rpmarks of a correspondent upon thit* field for commeroe, re-

csntlj open to the Americans :

**The expedition of a c«to nercial C( mpany of New York to the upper partjof
one of the large rivers m South
America, has something in it of
higher importance than the success
of a few Atneiicin merchants. We
published, a few weeks s-ince, the
decree of the B«divian g^'venraent,
opening lo the free navigation <.f

the world all the grea.' rivers in the
republic of Bolivia. Th»se .streams,

abounding wiili llie mo^t inex-
haustible wealth that the mine, the
plain, and the- forest afford, is one
of the greatest fields for cnmmercial
enterprise ever offered to the world.
In Bolivia, capital is scarce, and
population scanty. What way,
then, so ready lo teach her own
people, make them wealthy, and
spread abroad the arm of industry
and enterprise, as to throw these
comparatively unworked fields open
to the woild. The mines of coal,

iron, copper, lead, silver, and gold,
and particularly of diamonds, not
only presents a field where the
capitalist csn make food invest-
ments, but by the additioual indus-
trial and pecuniary re'^ou^ce^. will
moHt surely add vastly to the wealth
of the state and eventually raise
Bolivia to a high position arnong the
Daiions of the earth. How diffe-

rent the c^urrte of >hort-sighted mo-
narchical Brazil. Like the cur who
laid on the hay. and would neither
eat nor allow the ox to do bo,

Brazd plants forts and cannon at
the mouths of her rivers, and Tir-
lually says to the world, *' No, we
are tew and poor, without capital
or men to work our inexhaustible
mines, subdue our forests, or culti-

vate our laud, yet none but Bra-
zilians nhall tread our soil." Mexi-
co has long had export duties on
silver and other products of the
country. The k-ogdotu of the two
Sicilien charges a high duty on all

work< of art, and other products
txpr)rted from the country. Mexi-
co tia* gone to the wall, and Naples
and tjicily bart^ly sustain them-
pfclves. Great Britain and the
United States, wiih frt-e trade, have
more commerce than all the leat of
the world. Had Hulivians no mo-
tive whatever except to advance
toelr own in'ere-'tH as a nation, we
cannot sec how th»-y could actother-
w'8-» than as they have. Th*"ir
valnaVde timber, their inexhausti-
ble mines, and their imnicuHe agri-
cultural atid C'lnmercinl resources
will, by thi.s «te|). be turned into
avaiUble and 1an.;ible wealth.

Mtiny of the large-it tributaries of
the Amazon and ihe La I'tatte rise in

Bolivia, but on ilie mont of thette

fctreara'* the puff of the steamer ban
ii-ver been he«rd. Ten thousand
diillars in cash, fiom one to twelve
aqudre leagues of land, free entry
and departure at all por's, and an
iiiirestricted commerce, i« a ra-

ther temptiog pritc for Vmlees.
ThMie in a jingle t<> it ihat in ()_ liie

palpable. WitJpn ivhat ImundH t-an

the ioia^inatHm rf-.t, when we con-
template the UQOoanded <:'Miit«erce

thdl rme hundred years will brine
ao'>ut in the valleyn ot the Min.-iti-

Bippi, vhe Ainazoa, and ihe La
PUtt«. In theM Btre&ma and their
tiibatariM the n&Tig&bU waiera
UMMut to not 1»M th&A lOO.OO*

Ia almoct •vy pext «ff tk*

Talleys of these rivers the land possesses the greatest fertility. The climate

ani prodnrlions ronoprehend every variety found between the poles and
equator. The products, to*^, of these immense regions can make the western

continent almost, if not quite, independent of the eastern. Every species of

gTsiu and fru't. cotton, rice, tobacco, sugar, coffee, tea, gold, silver, and
precious stones, and nearly all of the spices and gums of the East can here far

" Ontshine the wealth of Ormni and of Iiid."

This wealth can becreo^'d by the magical strength represented in two words:
labor and capital We hope the day is not far d'stant when not only one but
a doKen steamers will follow vhe fcl Paraguay, and that the enterprising com-
p-ny who are thus the pioneer* in this great field will be rewarded with all

tbg profit which their progressive spirit so well entitles them to.

ffe cannot but think that when tne good results of the eiample of Bolivia

appear, that Brazil, Buenos Ayres, Paraguay, and others of thej"" great
South American States will follow the path ho wisely markel out. The United
State-i Congress will open the Mississippi, the Hudson, and all others of our
rivers in the same way. While we are seeking fields for our capital and enter-

prize, and applauding the public spirit of BoUvia and the activity of our mer-
chants that embark in that trade, need we be afraid of any competition that
may run up any of our rivers along with our own steamers How much
floorer we should be, if a Brazilian or a Bolivian steairer were to bring a
oad of coffee and cochineal to Memphis or St. Louis, return to New Orleans
with^freight and passengers, discharge therej and load with our products for

the homeward voyage. Yes, let us open our rivers to other nations, and navi-

gate their streams in return, following after the example of the gallant Utile

.South American Republic. All praise to Bolivia."

Dmaioa tdbw^ot twb jwrat stkaooou*, ctjwton-CTw

TABLE-MOVING IN
GERMANY.

Table MOVING is all the go in the

Kud of philosophy and rationalism.

We find accounts of experiments in

many parts of that country, and
every journal has soraethincj to say

about it. The Vossische Zrifwng, of

Berlin, publishes a statement, sign-

ed by Dr. Meyer, C. Voi^^t, and F.

Vv'ulliow, the head of a high school,

publicly testifying to successful ta

bular operations, accompanied by
sensations in the arras and head
similar to those of electricity. In

some places, the moving is accom-
panied by knocking-*; at others not.

A. Beckmann gives an account of a

table which cut very queer capern,

accompanied by veritable rat a tats,

answering questions, and manifest-

ing intelligence. In some of the

German papers, "Spirit Rappings"'

has become a regular caption, un-

der which the rep'^rts of supernatu-

ral or infernal pecfonuances in vari-

ous localities are collected. On tbe

other band, Mr. Angelbert Siebert,

a distinguished artist, writes to the
AUgemfiJii Zei/uii/; that he has been
familiar with the process of table-

moving for thirty years, and that it

ia done by a slight but unconscious
pressure of the hands on the table,

without any magnetism at all. Tbe
ghostly side of the question, Mr.

Siebert does not condescend to no-

tice. What is certain in the mat-
ter is. that the Germans are launch-

ed into a great excitement, and we
may look for a controversy as in-

terminable as one of the many
speeches in Congress. The subject

is as worthy, of it as many which
have engaged the genius of the Teu-

tonic philosophers, and we mean to

look on and applaud the battle,

whichever way it wags. (Jreat are

the ghosts and luminous the ghost-

seen I

THE NEW SYNAGOGUE.
Wi gave in our last number an

exterior view of the new Clinton

street Synagogue. Our pitsenl

number contaius a sketch of the in

terior. In this synagogue, the read-

ing desk, which is usually ia tbe

centre, li placed at the end. Tbe
aea'a aUo usually run parallel to

the galWie^—here th^y are trans-

vert^ely arranged. Th-s is the thir-

teenth Ri nagogue established in dur
city, the uloefit bein? that in Crix*-

by-st' eet, which was ci tgiiially

founded \A the early part cf the

seventeenth century Tbe larfyi'st

pyuBirogue, which is also < ne of the

Idi'gest places of worship in the city,

is in Norfulk-«trfet The Cerman
Israelites of N^w York have two
rab'ds (same as hi-.hop-'). There

are among th» Hebre^vs no mini-*-

Ifrs, but the l^ail ys and expound
ers. The principal portion of their

service is chanted— one of the essen-

tial qualifications of a leader being

a thorough knowledge of mu*'ic,

which art i^t probably more enltJl*

vated amoD^ tbe Jaws th-uk am4jlli(

any other rae* in the world.
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gTr^Jii-Kir Pii.itK VHN

STEAMSHIP PARKER VEIN.
Otm sketch represents the steam profellcr Parker Vein, the pioneer of fifteen

Teesels now in cimrseor building by Cant. R. F. Ixiper, of Philadelphia, for the
Parker Vrin Coal Companv. Tlieyarc 500 tons capacity each, and are expected
to make an average rate of s^eert of about nine miles an hour, being designed
to run between this city and Baltimore, bringin<; frmn the latter city the pro-
duct of the company H mines (a superior article of bitummous coal) and light
freight, returning with g"od8 for the Vfest, to be transported over the moun-
tains by the gieat Ohio railn ad. Four of these steamers are already launch»d
and ready for sea, and the remainder are in various states of progress, atd
when completed, will form one of the most valuable coastwise marine the me-
tropolitan city of the Union possesses forming a daily line between the above
ports. The mercantile community cannot fail to appreciate the laudable enter-
prife of the Parker Vein Coal Company in thus opening so important an avenue
for freight transit. The boats are all of beautiful models and proporti'.ns,
as well as superior motive power, for which tiiis distinguished architect is

famous, and are well worth a visit at Pier No. 13, X. R.

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE IN BOSTON.
Ot.-R sketch represents the ruins ol the recent fire in Boston, which broke

out in a wood'^n building, occ'pied as a blacksmi'h shop, in Endicott ttreet,
r early oppo-ite the Catholic church, which was entirely destroyed, together
with several buildings adjoining. The Ere extended to the right and left,

neaily destroting a hloik of two and a htlf .story brick dwelling hou.ses on
Pond strPft. Place, occupied br numer.ius families on the one side, and a large
wroJei builliog, Vo. 1,30 Endicott street, occupied by Ebenezer \^'ater«, grocer,
»nd several others on the other, and extending, in the rear, to the buildings

on -North Margin-street, "nearly destroying a three story brick dweUing house,
opposite Baldwin place, the bakery, dwelling, and s'sble, of J. E. Stevenson'
and a block of wooden dweUing houses. The fire raged with great fury for »
considerable time, the cinders passing in large quantities over the north part
of the city, communicating fire to the roof of Christ Church, in Palem street,
which was connderably injured. Some forty or fifty Irish families were ren-
dered houseless by the conflagration.

>^,.«.«>.^

A CITY ON THE TOPS OF TREES.
It is not easy to give the reader an idea of this remarkab'e city (Amster-

dam) cros.sed snd recrossed by canals in all directions—a city half water and
half land—in which the canals ate the Ftreets and highways, leading towards
the open sea, which seems to hold the city in its arms. It is only by means of
expensive and most substantial dikes and fluices. elaborately con>tructed and
carefully repaired, and puarded. that the sea is kept back—and but for these,
tlis city, containing upwards c f two hundred thousand inhabitants, would in-
evitablv be submerged and destroyed. Four great canals run across the city
in psrlllel curved lines, sn" crofFing these, are a series of other canals, con-
verging in the harbor like the lines of a fan. I.arge basins occur here and
there at interval?. The buildings in the best part of the city are magnificent—many of them of greit age, bearing rich and grotesque ornamental work on
their fronts. You would scarcely believe that the .soil under these majestic
buildings was only loose sand and so't mud ! Yet it is so; and it is only by
means of piles of wood driven far down through the sand into the solid stratum
beneath, that a foundation has bten gained. Hence, Erasmus said of Amster-
dam, that the inhabitants, like crows, lived on the topsof trees. Any one who
merely pays a passing visit to Amsterdam, as I did, cannot fail to be thrown
into a state of perplexity and maie by the apparent inextricable complicity of

the city, its innumerable brioges, its endless succession oi canals and inter

minable brick streets. The canil bridges so much resemble each other, tb.it

the stranger without a guide feels as if he were wandering in a labyrinth ; he
loses all recolkction of the points of the compass; and, as I did, he will pcon,

probably, lose his way. The most interesting public building in Anist*'rdam.

is the Sladthou^e. formerly occupied by the famous bank of Ainsteidam, and
now used as a rojal palace. The great feature of its interior is its grsnd hall.

lined with white Italian marble, faid t> be the finest ball of the kind in the

world. The .Miialler apartments in the palace contain some fine modern Dutch
paintings, to which the public aie freely admitted. One painting, represent-

ing the hero. Van Ppejk. applying the match to blow up his vessel, at Ant-
werp, rather than allow it to be taken by the Belgians, is one that lives long in

the memory of him who has seen it. To those who have leisure, themuseum,
or National Picture Gallery, is well worthy of a visit. Bat pictures can be

seen at home, and are no novelty.

I m i%i m I

BOYS, TAKE YOUR FUN.
Nothing equals a boy ; except a girl. The frolicking, harum scaruro, high

plee limes of boyhood, happy they were. I'erbapR you never broke steers and
colts, rever slid down hills, over fences, across the ice on the meadow, never
skated amon(f huge fires on the ten acre pond, on a clear winter's night, draw-
ing the prettiest girl in all the town after you, holding on a stick. If you
never have, jou never was a boy ! How many years does a man have to live

to pile up as much happiness as jumps out of a boy in a Ring le old lasbioLed. gin-
eerbread, molasses candy, wrestline, bat and ball playing, town meeting day ?

Bring out your sleds and skates, roll up your .snowballs as huge as Atlas, play
*' tag," and make the most of your legs I " Go it while you're young I"

TTKTir C\W fav orrrx-c tw i»rrf » m
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V.1RIETIES.

A Dash of Cold Watkr.—A celebrated writer
of vAurteviUes, being caught in a show-r, took refuge under

a portiKO. A very pretty iierson soon llftyd the window,

anJ alter lookiog at him attentively for a moment, sent a

servant out to Liin with an umbrelU. Tbe next day the

delighteJ author dressed himself up to his last result of the

proolem of what was becomiui;, and, as tbe umbrella wa.s

an old one, laid it a^iae as a souvenir, and purchasing a

new cue of the costliest taste, called on the lady to return

h^r flattering loan. She received the new umbrella evi-

dently without remarking tbe change, and, after listening,

with curious gravity, tjlhe rather pres-*iug tenderness of

the dramatis. 's acknowledgments, .«he suddenly compro-

hended that be was eaamored of her, and forthwith

naively explained, that us he I ad stood iu the way of a
gftntleuaan who wished to come to see her, unobserved, she

had sent him the umbrella to get him off tftefront steps !

covritAiaLTiia.

Many a nice young man leads a naughty life,

Many a nice younij maid makes a sorry wiie;

Many a siogle man is anxious to wed,

Many a married man wishes his spouse dead;

Many a near kiusoiaii is but little akin,

Many a pious parsju fulls into sin;

Many a good doctor cures less tLan he kills,

Many an honest lawyer cheats in Jiis bills;

Many a rich merchant spend i more than he gets,

Many a millionaire will never pay his debts;

Many a tine bard cannot sing his own songs,

Many a just judge cannot write his own wrongs;

Many a despot is to othwrs a bij.r^,

Many a great coward in trifles is brave;

Many a great hero is liable to faint,

Many a good christian is less t''an a taint;

Many a lucky tradesman loses his all,

Many a rising statesman meets with a fall;

Many a mean mii^^r gives alms to the poor,

ilany a fine genlleman is worse lUan a boor;

Many a great Itlon is httle to b'auic.

Many a proud rul r is worthy of i hame.

A COUNTRY clergymau was one day riding

along, when he was obxived by two ]aw>ers. Hiding up,

one on each side, tb-*) a.-kei him how it happ^med that

gentlemen of his cToth ma<ie such sftd mistakes. "X was

present," says one, "not Icm^ sin-e. when n clergymau,

instead of sa>ing ' O^e, king of Bushan,' said ' Hog, king of

Bicon.'" '-Oh," Slid the old gentleman, *'we are like

all of our fellow beinp:s, subject to mistakes. I mt^aot my-
self to say. nttt long ^ince, that 'the Devil was the father

of liars,' and said that he was 'the father of lawyers.'"

*' Are you a fool or a knave ?'• faid one of them. ''1 be-

lieve, gentlemen," said he, "that I am bdwecn bo'h "

A SOUTH- WESTKKX poet indulges in the follovf-

ing stram :

Gone—gone forever are the hope

In which so long I've trusted;

For t^liy Ann ha» taken slope,

And I'm done up and busied.

We suppose that many of our readers have at

one time or another .'^een the foilowing prater of the Queen
o*^cot8. It is well knosn that the fair and unfortunate

Mary was aa talented as she was beautiful, and that he
was mistress of many known and unknown tongues. The
Gi.thic Latin of the mi Uils ages is adapted sweetly to thu*

plaintive aupplicativ^n :

O Domine Deus

!

Speravi in te ;

care me, Jesu 1

Nunc libera me
la diiia catena.

In inif.era ptena,

Desidero te.

Languendo—gemendo—
Et genuflectendo,

Adoro, imploro.

Ct liberas mel

A oelebrated clergyman was spending a
Sunday at Greenport not long smce, and, of course,

preached a strmon. Returning from church, he passed a

iiumber of specimens of " Young America," amusing Ihtm-
fielves with a game of marbles, rather intimately mixed
with fancy swearing. '' My boy," said the Rev., to an in-

teresting youth of eight yeaiF, "My boy, I am quite

frightened." " Are jou?" answered Buttons, quite naive-

ly; " why the d— 1 don't jou run then."

KEKX LOVH.

My love is young—my love is fair,

Her footstep soft as summer air;

Such beauty well my soul might move,
And yet 'tis not for this 1 love.

My love is young—but p.^ssiDg wise,

She reads my hrst thoughts in my eyes:

When I in hers will rea<ler be,

Oh, naught but love 1 theie can see.

And this I mark, and this I fenow,

She learns my deeds where'er 1 go;

And this I, too, can well descry,

That she is sharper far than I.

Oh, happy should the lover be.

Whose sweetheart has more pease than he:
The soul of love he ne'er has known
Who loves for beauty's sake alone.

The Lantern^ in its Ust number, gives llie

followiDg specimen of tbe way in which the "fast" news-
boys in New Yoik, cry their "bextras :" Ragged Kews-
bo}', (speaking very rapidly, .vo as to impart his " bufiget"
in one breath).— * KxtraLeraldmarmarrivalofchebalticde-
clineincotlonerrea t fight inaustriarevolutioninirflandanawful
earthquake initalyseventylhou.sandandoneliveslostonly two
centsbuytheextramarm?'"

niTV dos't he fv)M*.

Why don't he com'' y lie promised me
lie surely would be here

;

An4 pa and ma are out to tea,

For once the coast is clear,

I wonder what he wants to say?
When last his leave he look,

He asrked me twice at home to flt»y,

I wonder how I look Y

Oh I why I'm almot>t out of breath I

Suppose he asks ! What then ?

I'll certainly be scared to death,
I'm so afraid of men I

I think 111 answer do !

For many a giil by hurrying fast

Outstrips ter tardy beau I

! here be comes—his step I hear

—

And now he'll soon begin;
1 would not fur the world appear

In hante to let him in.

One of our ritizens. having no great claim to
politeness or common civility, having been recently ap-
pointed to a rl^'^e under t'overnmeut, invi.ed his friend
or rather neighb-)r, a queer old codger, to dine with him
*' With all m/ heart 1" Hays the old man. "Tm not hun-
gry or dr^— I can't eat or drink; but as this is your first
known attempt at civiUty, you shall be encouragej yes
I'll diue with you."

'

C R S T I C .—
Mexican McsT.^Nf, f.isurExr—
Kvery land ivis I.;ul6«t with
Xim-y tliis pn-i'mnlicn. wliofi©
liitriiiiiiic nit-ii'..-< has iiitiTi>|iic(xl Ilfl

(;iirative i*owci->i lo il»- iif.tice of lli^ whole
Ainerifjin people. KhciiriiiiUMn 'ir Iuiik duration,
Nt'uraljjitt, wilb ibi torluic-, hji\e yielded lo ila

Miffical influence ; cnncem. contorfed ioints,
Vleertitc'l and swollen limtm ilini have
Sutteicd lor ye;irN

Turn, by ilsnpplicji

A rem&iy oI'mi !!
i-

Newneshol'Heiidii ,

UUndttuf (be hum. ilv^M;-. 1^ \

^ fjfdi'st"!."*,

''« niid health.
' ihul run restore

ti rveji, iirlerio* and
Uiy of hitfh praiAO.

I«t tiie rlienmnlir. halt, lame and pnlnled
Inv»ilide\nminfi its .jiitlnj.-s, nryl ihcy will
Noi be di^appoimc). Yi-u'v „l Miidy nnd
Invesiiuiiti' II tiuve eTiftbliNl ihf prnpriotont of the
Mtixi-.m MuMauK I,ininifiit to tnrnifth ii remedj'.
J- xtuioirl-.narv in iin power over disease)*.
No muttct ot how Inti^ Miindint:—sold by
Tbeiieciit^ iu ail [innsoftfio Uuion.

AN ACT FURTHER TO AMEND THE
CnARTER OF THE CITY OK NKW YOKE.-Pasacd
April 12. 1863.

The people of tbe Sta!e of New York, represented In Senate and As-
sembly, do enact as follows ;

? 1. The Legislative Powers of the Corporation of the City of New
York slutU be vested in a Board of Aldeinen and a Boerd ot CouucU-
men, who, together, shall fonn the Common Council of the city.

The Board of Aldeniien slmll consist of ono Aldernmn from each
Ward, who shall be electe^l i)y the people of the rtspective Wardy. for

two years. The iSoard of Cuuiicilnun bhaUcons!i.t of sixty m-nnbers,

to t)e"elected froio as many districts, ^ ho t-Iiall be sw i^^ru inio ottice on
the tii-sc Monday in January next, .'nicceedia^ their election, and shall

hold their ofliees for one yoar, and shall receive Ihu fcame compensa-
tion as the Aldermen.

§ 2. Tbe members of the board of Aldermen first elected under this

act ihall be classified r.s follows ;—On or before tlie first Tuesday in

December succeedicc (be next p;aeml eletiiun, thtj Clerk cf tl;e eity

and county cfNcw York suwll, m the presence of lli3 Slayor. lieeor-

d'jr, nnii t ;oiiiptroIkT, or a majorijy thereof, draw from a box, i ) ha
proiided lor the puipoic, in whicli iwobiiHots sbsU have beondepo-
biled, biuTDS thereon, I'espcctivi-ly. eilJiur the word "odd "or tbu

word " even." one ballot ; jf the ballot Eo drawTi shall hivve thereon

the word "odd" then iho teimof ofiice of the Aldarmen chosen from
W.irds having an odd numerical des'ti'W'on, shall expire on the first

Monday of January, one thoubaud eight Innidred and htiy-tire. and in

cA.ve of the ballot having thereon lite v/ord "even," shall be drawn,
ibun the term of office of tho Aldermen hnving on even numerical
deiifftiAtion shall C-Kpire on tho first Mot^diiy of January, onethou&and
eight hundred and fifty-inx. At til Bubsequent elections. Aldermen
shall be elected for the fidl term of two years.

5 3. For the elecbfin of Coiincilmen, tho said city shall be divided

into sixty districts of contiguous territory, ftnd 83 near ba may be of
equul popuhition. each of which bhall choo:^e ono Councilman. Tho
Cuminon Council shall so divide the city ivJto such districts on or bo-

fore the first Monday in September tikxI. nnd thereatter, T^-ithiii one
year after the Stale and National census shall have been compiled, tlie

Common Council fiball in Uko man:i-.i re-dibtriet the city.

? <. Kvery act, re.soiution or ordmraice, appropriatiiiy: money or in-

Tolvin«;tho espenditureof monoy not rcodi-red imperative under p:o-

visioniiof any state law, bhall originate iu die Boaidnf Councilnieii,

but the Board of Aldermen may propose or concur with amendmeuLi
(1*1 in olbei casen.

? r.. A vote oi two-thirds of all the members elected to each Board
shall be necessan' to pass any act, ordinance or rrHulution of the ('uin-

moil {'oimcU, which shall have bcun returned by the Mayor witli hii

objeciions.
'<} 6. No Alderman shall hei-eafter set, or act aa Judge, in the Court

of Oyer and Terminer, or in the Courts of Gonerai or Special Sessions,

in theCitj' and County of New York; but this section shall not pi event
his exercising the power of a magi^lra[e on the amest. coimnitnicnt,

or baihng of offenders, except that be cannot let the bail or discharge
a p^rrsou arrested or commiif-'l by another niauistrute.

i 7. All ferries, docks, pien'. and slip?', shall i>e leased, and all leases

and Sides of public protwrly and t*i-ancbisc3 (other Ibiiu grants of land
under water, to wlucb the owner of l!io tipland f^hall have a pre-emp-
tion right,) shall be made by public aueliou. and lo tho highest bidder
wliowdlpive adequaio seciu-ity, (no lea.«e hereatter ^jj^'en, except_as

the same may be reguired by covenant of the torporatiou already exist-

in;: t-hiUl be for a longer period tbim ten yeai-s,) and nil terry leases

shall be revocable by the Common Council for mismanagement or
ueglfct to pro\idc adequate accommodaliun. All persons requiring
any ferry lea^e or franchise, under the provihiounot thiy act. snail be
leguired lo purchase, at a fair appraised vahiation, the boats, build-

ings, aud other property ot the former lessees actually necessary for the
purpose-'i of such feny. Previous notice of all sales relciTod to in this

section, shall be given under the direction of the ComptroUeJ-. tlar lliirty

days, in the new.spapcrs employed by the corporation.

i 8. No bids shall be accepted from, or contract awarded to any per-

Rou who is in arre;u"S to the corporation, upon debt or contrac'^, or who
is a delaulter, as a &ecuriiy or otherwise, upou any obligation to the
corporation.

$ y. No money shall be expended by the corporation for any cele-

bratiou. procession, or entertauimeut ot any kind, or on any occasion,
except for the celcbi-ation of the anniversary of the National ln(le[icn-

dence, the 25th of November, KvacuaUon Day, and the anniverseiry of
the Birthday of Washington, unless by the vole of three-lourlhs of ail

tlie members elected in each Board of tlie Common t'ouncil.

i 10. No additioLal all:)wance, beyond llie lejjal claim mider any con-
tnict with tbe corporadon, or for any service on its account, or to its

employment, shall be allowod.

$ 11. The ofticei-s of the police and policemen shall hereat^.er ba ftp-

pointed bv a Board of Commissionei£, consisting of the Mayor, Kecor-
uer, aud City Judge.

$ I,'. All work to be done, and all suppUea to be famisiicd for the
corfMii-ation, involving aa exoenditure ol two hundred and tJl'iyd'illH's,

shall l>e by contract, tounded on sealed bids, or on proposals nuyJe lu
compliance with the public notice, for the full iienou of ten day.-; and
all Kucli contracts, wiieu given, hhall be given lo the lowest bidder
wilh adequate secmity. All such bids or jnoposala bhall be opened hy
thehrtidsof departments advertising for them, in the presence of the
Oimptroher and such of the pai-t.es making ihcm aa desire lo be pre-
sent.

i 13. There shall be a bureau in the Department of Finance, to Ijc

called the " Auihiiog Bureau," and the chief oEticer thereof ihall bo
"Auditor ol Accounts." U sbrJI rp\ibe. audit, and settle all accounts
on wldch the city is concerned as debtor or creditor; it shall keep an
account for each chum fjr or against the coiTporaiion, and of the su!n
aUowed npou each, and cerdly the same, wilh rej;&on3 therefor, to

the Comptroller. The Ojmptroller khall rej>ort to the Common Coau-
cU once in ninety day:>, the name and decisit>n of the auditor upon the
same, toother with the finsU dciiou of tbe Comptroller ihcrcou. All
moneys arav;:i from the city treasury sliall be upon vouchers lor ih-a

expenditure thereof, examined and allowed by Uio Auoitor, and ap-
proved by the ComptroUtr.

i 14. tvcry iiere^Q who shall promise, offer, or giTC, or cause, or
aid, or abet in causing to be pronusod, offered, or given, or furnish, or
atn'ce to furnish, in whole or m part, to be promised, ofiered. or given
to nr,y member of the Common Council, or to auy officer of Uie Cor-
poration alter his election as si'ch member, or beibre or after he shall
have quahDed and lakeu his se»t any money, goods, right or action,

r other property, cr anjihing of value, or f.ny pecuniary advantage,
prc.'^ent, or prospective, with mleut to inUuenoa his vote, opinion,
iudjonent, or acuon, on any question, matter, cause, or proceeding,
which may then be pending, or may by law be brougut before him in
his official capacity, shall upon conviction be iniprisonc-d in a state

I)ri?(in, lor a term cot excee<iiug ten years, or shall be fined not ex-
ceeding live thousand dollars, or huili, a; tbe discretion of tbe couit.
ICvfry oflicer in thi3 section enumerated, who f-hall accept any sucli
gift, or .any promise, or naderstaading, to make the same under auy
agieemenl or understanding that his vote, opinion, ^judgment, or ac-
tion slmll be inliueiiced thereby, or sbail be given m auy iKirticular
manner, or upon any particuijir ^idoof auy question, matter, cause,
or proceeding then peniiing Or which may by law L>e brought bcfuie
liini in hLS olncial capacity, shall, upon conviction, be disqualitied from
hoMingpubhcofSce tniir.orapivoinimciit. under the charier of the city
of New York, and shall tbiieii his oflico. aud shall be punished by im-
prisoumeut in a state pri^>n not exceeding ten yeara. or by a fine not
excee<Uug five tll0u^a^J dollars, or both in tbe discretion of the court.
K\eiy person offeudiiij; a;:aJnsl (dther of the pro\'isious of this section,
shall he a competent witness against any other person otliending in the
same ii-aasattiun, and may be compelled to appear aud give evidence
l>t:;lur(' ;iiiy Criiud .Jury, or in any I'ourt, ja the same manner as oilier
pcrNuii.H, tut the testimony so given shall not ba used in any pi'osecu-
tion or proceeding, civil or criniinal. Hgriinst the pei"^on so te:5tllying.

{ r.. jNi> cuniract hy iheSuperviiovs shall be valid, unless express-
ly auihorizeil by die statute, and Kuch as are authorized must be made
iu the manner provided iu the twelith section of this acL

^]-.. AM ordinary appropriatious fur the support aud government
of tin) Alms-House depanment, hhuil before the sjime are tinaily
nifiile, be Mihmiueil to the ffOvcrnor of tho Alm.s-llouse, to a board of
comuii^^iuner-s.,

Pre:^ident olthe
of <;ouncilmen. If tb.e said commissioners approve of the appropria-
tions, they shall immediately rcprirc the same to the Board of Super-
\'iH.tr3; it" Uiey shall disiipprovu of the ."^me, they shall returu them,
with their oojeclious, to the Governors of Uio Aims-IJouse for recon-
sidt,ration ; and iu case the .said governord slmll, uiion a ii-cousidera-
liMii, Hdhere, by a v-te of two-ttiirds of all ine guvem'.rs the- in

(jllicc, to the orifriiial appropriution.s they blinil rc-iuni tljcm to the
1 'ommissioners, whose duty it shall be to repoit to the Boaid of Super-
\Tsor.-;.

^ i:. The Board of Education shall also submit, in like manner-
all appropriations required by ihvrti, to tbe cunimi&sioners uamci
iu lliir iJist precL-iling scclion ; and kaid appropriations shall be subject
to tdl the provisions of Raid section, bo far as Uui same may be appli-
cable.

ii IU. All such ijarts of the charter of the city of New York, nnd the
seveialacts of ibe legislalui'c amending the same, or In any manner
allecling the same as are inconsislent with this act, are hereby rc-

p^-Alfd ; but so much and such parts thereof as arc not ineon.-j'itfnt

with the pioviNJoiisol th:.-.law, shall -not be considered as repealed, al-

tered or modified in any form atlected tliercby, but bhall continue and
remain in full force and elfecl.

§ ly. Tbe jjowers now vested in the Mayor, Aldermen, and Assist-
atit Aldennen in granting and revoking taveni licenses, together
wilh all other powers and excise commi»^ione^s, shall be henceforth
\ested in the >iayov, with the aldermen and councilmen represeulin^
the dist ! ict in which the premises of the party hceused or to be licensed
may be located,

5 :o. This act sbHil be Kuhmiffed to the approval of the electors of
the city anil county of New York, at an eicirtion to beheld in said
ciiyon the Tuesday next succeeding tho firbt .Monday in .Iinie, one
thousjmd eight hundred and hltj-lhrcc. The tickets which hlmll bt*

polled at such election, shall contain either the words " In tavor of
amendmenls to charier," or "agaiiiKt amendments to charter;" and
if a Di!i,)'irity of all the persons voting thereon at such eieciion shall

vote the ticket " in lavor of amendment« to cluuler," (his act shall be
void.

i^-jl. The Ojmnion Council are thereby aulhori/(^ and directed to

make all necessary arrangements by ordinance or olherwisc, for the
coudiirt and regulation of all elections autliorizeti under the provi-
tioiis of Ibis act, and in conibiinity. as lar a« ruay be, to the general
election laws.

feTATK OF NKW YORK.

)

SECliETARY'S UFFIOC )

T have compared the precedent; with tho original law on Ble in this
ofh'i?. and do hereby certiiy the siime to l>e a correct transcript theie-
from. and of the whok of t«;dd original law.

<;iv(-n under my hand and swil rif ofhcc, at the city of Albany, Uils

sixteenth day of .Vp;il, one ihoiLsaiid eight hundred aud fifty-three.

ARCUJ). CAMPBELL.
Dep. Soc'y of State.

The foregoing net vras directed to l>o published, once a week. In all
tho Daily ami \VeekIy Newspapers oi' ihc city, unul tho ;ih day of
J unc. By order of the Conmiun ( uuncii.

1). T. VALENLINE. Clerk. C. C.
New York, April oj, iRr,3.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

, cousisliii;^ of tlie Ma>or, Ktcordcr, Comptroller, Ihe
B Board ol Aldermen*, and the Piesidontof thj Board

SEWING MACHINES. — The
Creat invention of tl-.i time is SINCKJi'S STRAICIIT

NKKDiJ-: .-iKVVlNC MACIIIXK. Kver>- kind of matorials, coai-se
or hii", clt.ih or IcHtber. can be --cwcd by thtv-e uinchiueNmoro perfectly
(tiiiii i! i" itfiwible to do it by Iiand. 'I he clear annual protit from the
use of each mucliine, (cos'iiig ^i-2r,,J is at lenst $.solj. These unequallLMl
roachiiiea may al all time-s Sjc freely seen In opci iition at,onr offices, No.
;{-2;j liroidway, N. Y. ; No. 'i.M Wiishingfou htreet, Boston; ,No. hJ.

South Konrdi suest Philadelphia ; No. i:>9 BulUmore Ktreet, Jialil-

more; and No. 197 LImistrect, Cincinnati.—L M. SINGKR Jc CO.

s MITH'S GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES.
DANIRL BUKGESS A CO.,

No. GO John STHEET, New York,
ITave just Issued from the press new editions, revised aod improved
with last census, of KoswtLL C. Ssutu's vci-j- popular Geographical
work?, consialinfj of

SMITH'S FIRST BOOK: OR PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY,
Being a perfect Child's Geo|?raphy, compile in itself. No «Ifort or
e\-pcni.o luis been spared to give it an elc^^ant and inviting nnpi-Hrance.
Tbe type is large and open, iucloKed iu bordered pa^i-iS. It conlaJiis
one unndretl and twenty-six £i;ii wood enL;ravings, aud twenty
colored maps—all executed in the highest stj-Ie" of an. and ren'ing ia
every case a chrectly practical and "appropriate purp-.-se. Piscaniing
the plan of Ptory telhiig, it relies for its interest on a tlwir and winning
exposition of its subject. T: Is, ui all resjwcts, ihc most attractive work
of the kind beibre the pubiij.

RMITli'S SECOND BOOK OR QUARTO GEOGRAPFIY,
Combines map^ r.nd to.t LiOQks in one. It contains thirty-two niaps
from sleel engravings, handsomely colored, andseveral illustrations on
wood. It is on tue same plmn as the Kii-st Book, equally inviting iu
ttyle and appearance, and conCned strictly to the subject it professca
to teach. By a system of cmbWins end abbreviahoijs, consisting of
stars, crosses, boats, stearaboats, Ac., the g-ovcnimcnt. relitrion, i.;ate

of society, population, navigation, .Vc.. of iiiipoiLint countries, become
apparent at a glance, and thus hx the impression on the mind. It ia

complete in iisi;!!".

SMITirS THIRD BOOK OF GEOORAPHY ON TIIE PRO-
DUCTIVE SYSTK.M,

WITH A LARGE A.S"0 V.'.LCABLE JCCOilPA.WING ATLAS.
This Geography has been too many yeirs before the public, and has

passed through too many editions to re<juire much comment. I^ike the
others by which it is preceded, it is complete in itself. Its flr^-t part
givcsexplanatiruisof tbe terms of thesciencc, with a full Fct of ques-
tions on the inrips; its Second part explains the gC'imetry of ihe science,
together with an account of tlij race,-, religions, the jif-d-.-^^ cf progress
of the hmnan family, from the sjtvage to the most leJined state. Its
third part embrace descripdvc. physical and pi-litical Geography, wi'h
ft sufticienl blending of History. Besides the ilir.Mrations in ihe Text
Book, it is accompanied by an Atlas of Colo.-td Maps, from Steel Fhi-
gravin^s, superior in numlier aud execution.
The above works have been carefully revised, with the lale census

a:id new map?.
For mile by booksellers generally, throughout the United States.

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL—A popu-
l.ir Health Journal, published monthly, illustrated wiili

engravings, exhibiting the structure, anatomy, and physiology of ihe
human body, with familiar iubtructious to learners. It isempluili-
cally ft Jounial of Health, designed to be a complete family guide in
all cases and in nil dista.x8.
TermB—Only one <lollar a year. Please addi-e^*'. post paid,

FOWLERS A \7ELLS. No. ) Ji Natsau St., N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN AGENCY,
City of Washington, under the direciton of Aaron liaight Pal-

mer, Counsellor of the Supreme Court of the United States, for tho
prosecution and recovery of Claims on the United States, before
Congress, the Executive I)epartments, and Boards of Conunibsioners
sitting in Washington, and settlement of aoeouut.s with tbe Executive
Departments, and oblaining remission of tines, penalties, and fnrftit-

ures, for alleged violations of the revcnnw, or other laws of the United
States; recovery of debts, lei^ncie?, and uiberitances iu the United
States and foreign countries; investments in United States and State
securities, collections generally, remittances a;id other money busi-
ness; purchftfe of government land for foreign eniigianLs, itc. The
undersigned has efficient and reliable corre^iK)ndeuts in the several
States and Territories of the Union, and will K've Ids prompt and
faithful attention to r.11 busincs.s confided to the agency. I/_tters must
be postpaid, O^ice, south corner of Fifteenth street, opriosiio tho
Treasury Depiutment. AARON B. J'.VL.MER.

Director and Consul General of Ecuador for the U. S.
Washington, I)ecemi>er. li^.sj.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL
AND iMAKE .AIONF.Y.—On receipt of One Dollar fpostnge

paid) the advertiser will send to any address tbe art of mHuufacturing
\\\o articles, which any jjerson caii manufacture, and will pay from
three to five hundred per ctnt. Said articles are wanted b>- every
man and woman in the United States. To a young man of eneriry
who would like to tiavel, this is an opijortunity seldom met wiili.

tiuu a month has aud can be made by the sale of them. Address,
Bo.x 67.1, Savannah, Goo.

'' qURGAM" 1802.—THE PHILOLEXIAN
kJ SUCIRTY will celebvateits Fi/ty-6rst Anniversary on Tues-

day evening, the 17th inst., at Meiropolitan Hall ; the exercises to
commence at 7 o'clock.

GEORGE C. PENNELL, A.B., President
Thomas Mi:CiRTT. )
Kdw.vkd \V. LAi(;nT, I Committee of
Da.miel Eununr, Jii. f Aaangements.
UssuY C. Mabvi>, j

KNIGHT & QUERU, PERFUMERS
AND CHEMISTS, M.VNUFACTURKRS OF BKST PER-

FUMERY AND SOAPS, :hi BROADWAY, NEW YORK.-E.
CJUKRU. having been for many years the managrr of the lur^iesi house
in I'arii* Ibr the manulacturing of Pefl'umei'v, Colci^nc and I^ubin's
Extract! warrants the verj- best griality of tiitif Pj' lowing articles;

—

Balsamic Toilet Vinegar, Kau ds Cologne de.s Fleni-s. Lnbin'-* I'^x-

tract, Athenian Tonic HairWnfch, OninQuina Tonic Pomatrm, White
Vanilla Pomatum, Ex'rait de Lys for the complexion, Philocomes,
Extract of Soap, "N'inaitfrede Rouge, l-^ily White.

THE COMPOSITE IRON RAILING made
ly the ATLANTIC RAILING WORKS, combines gieat

Of.u.tT". Strength, and chearines-s. It is made by conneclii/g a
^vrouiiht iron framework witu cman3eutal cast iron ties, melted on to
the structure itself. It-mny h^ made light aud giaceiul. liUy ibe wire
raJlioL', or hea^T and solid, like ihe cast iron ; but i-; far more durable
than either, or than tlie ordinal y wrought iron railing, .\lmost any
deslr.d ornament can be introduced, at a slightly increased coat, such,
for iLxampIe, i;s coals of arms cr other euiriieniatic dcaigns. Prices
rant'd tiom Forly Cents to Five Dollars per lincul foot,

Rai/intfs lor Public Grounds, Cemeteries. Streets, Steps, Stoops,
Offices, <ic., Veiaudrth'*. Bwlcooies, for sale by

(JIOORl.'E FOSTER. 2[^s Broadway, cor. Walker, N. Y.,
Who 13 XtH' only one aiiIhort>tJ lo sell tiii.s Patent Railing.

J2IUSEMENTS.

WJ. HANINGTON, GLASS STAINER,
• AND DECORATIVE PAINTER. 3W BROADWAY,

New York. Fiit^t Premiums.—Prize Medals of the Amt-rican Institute
have been awarded to W. J. II. .several successi\e years lor be.st

SiainP^l Glass Church Work, .'.ud other S[n!cmiens. Dcsigiu for
Chuychcsand Dwelling Houses furnishoii at liie shortest nouce.

FAIRBANKS' PLATFORM SCALES—
LO.NQ KNOWN, eP.VEKELT TESTED, ALWAYS RICUT—THE AC-

KNOWLEGED STANPAn'^'.
FAlRIiANKS A CO-. N'. PI Water flret't. N. Y.

EJ. SAUSt; SILVER PLATER, and
• Sheet Silver Door ITata Mauulacturcr. ii6 Fulton street. Sun

Buildinirs, New York.

FOWLERS AND WELLS, PHRENOLO-
(ilSTS AMI) rUlILIS-ilEHS.—Oaice of Iha Water One nnd

Piirenolo^icrtl Juunauls. Exiuaiiiat rns drty nnrl evening. Tiie
Miisoum is a:\7nysopen nnil tree to \iMtors.—CIJNTON LlAliL. lit
NASSAU SI REF.T, N. Y.

CUMMING'S SCHOOL OF DESIGN.—

A

Studio for the Professinurtl and Amateur Artlht.

DIETZ, BROTHER .t CO., No. 134
WILLIAM PTREET. NKW YORK, Manul'acturersofeveiy

vaiicly of Lumps, Ch.'mdeliera, Caudelabras, GiruudoleK, Hall Liio-
terTi-', i'ui-^- Vi\\ urc^. .*.'.

THE NEW YORK GOLD PEN MANU-
PACTURIXa COMPANY, Salesroom, 193 OKEENWICII

RTREKT, near Dey ftrcf-t, and opposite ihe pacific Hotel, New
York. iuatmlacturersor<;<>M Pens, and Gold aiid Sihcr Pen nnrj Pen-
cil Casc-s, wbolf snle and re:;iil. Cold Pens and. Pencil Cases repaired.
All (.tMjds sfiid at ihia e>ita))li>hment are warranted as repicscnlc*!, and
Willi lower than «"v<ioltcrL-d by iho trade. Business done on ihe ono
prii'e and nnfU'vralinn s\s'oni.

SAFES, ^-c.

DEFIANCE SALAMANDER SAFES.—
r. J, GAYM*!rS patent.—ROBERT M. PATRICK,

No, ifi2 Pearl street, one door lielow JIaiden linne. formerly Nn. 9o
John streets ih tiio F-du Manufiutnrer, in the United States, of the
above orit:inal and only reliable Salamanders, both as reirardfi security
upainst fire and bnrtrlars. Even,- safe sold at tliis Establi^hnlent is

munuf.ictnre<l under the personal superintendence of Mr. C J. tijiiicr,

whose experieui-e of twentysi.x yeam as a Safe Maker, totrethcr wilh
many severe tests which Sjde.s oi his manufacture ha\e Iriumphantly
witlistnix). ill this nnd oiI<t:r citie»i. warrant llie Subscriber in recom-
meruiinu ihem a-s snpo-ior to any in urc.

They lire :lie ordy mUcs to which Mr. F. C. GoPfin'B now Patent
IMPl'.NKTR.MiLE DKKIANCt; LOCK is, or can ho applie<l. A
larire number of thc-se I.ocks are already in Utse bv Ranks. Hrokem,
Mcichanls. Jcwclcis and others; and from the (lerlecl security which
thev aliord a^,'!tin^I itie eHort.s of the most skiltul burijlars, either by
i(nu[)Owder, lube keys pivk3, or drillM, tui^ciher with Iheir conveni-
ence. sinn,lirity, and nurahdilv combined. Are rajiiiily increasinif iu

public i-slunation, and are (onfidenlly oUored aS euual, if not superior

to ANV LO<:k tN lUE WOKLl).
Kales o( all bixe-^, suiuble for Merchants, Bankets, Jewelorri. Record

OtticcH. Steandioatrt, Ac; Firo and Thief I'roof liaiik Vault DooiB,
Plnte ('hc>its lor private families, Ac., on hand for sale, and made to

oriier, at the Depot. 19J l*e!u-l sheet, one door below Maiden T^ane.
ROUERT M. PATRICK.

wILDKR'S PATENT SALAMANDER
SAKKS. WITH RICH'S ISfPROVEMENT. -These celo-

triilcd Safe, enn t>e \mr\ onlv of ih© miinTif'acturerH.

SlFARNS A HARVIN, No. 146 Water street, N. T.,

tbe sole owiiurs ol Hlcli'^ iki;rut.

BANYARD'S GEORAMA.—The stupend-
ons Ruins of Bnalbcc. the City of Bevroot, MosQufe o Sidou

wi.h other new and iiu.'icstiiitr :'tt.-i'e.-. are added to the PII/iRIM*.AGE TO THE HOLY LAND, beiuL' an addition of ]2,o,k, fc.Yua,o
feet ot canvass. Every L\enint: at h, Wednesday a,id Sauirday afier-
r.oom cd 3 o'clock. ExlubiLhi;^ ;it 596 Broadway. Admiaiign, so
ceub ; cbiidicn, half price.

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES—NOW EX-
hibiiinKUttheStujTcsant Institute. No. 6o9 Broadway. The

rare and vidur.l)le collection of Pharonio and Ptolemaic remains juht
imi>ortcd direct from Ep>|)t, and laimc-d, at jcreat expense, by Dr
AJiBOTT, dnriiifi a i esidencc of upwaifi of iweulv ; ears in the east

Tlu's ilu'-ctnnha^ been vLsite<l and lii;:hlyt.pokeu of bv ail Oiiental
trnveleiis ami s;ivaus, and espcviallv by Ridit Uev. Bishop Wainwright
Kev. Dr. Ilawhs. Prof. J. \ . C. Smiih. Sir (J.irdiner Wilkinson, Bayle
St. John, Ksti; Stewart Poole, Esy., m ihe Revue Archieologinue, JI.
Ajnpcre, .tc, Ac.

Ailmi^.^ion, ro cents ; children half-price. Catalogues for sale in the
rooms. Open duripir Ihe day and evtnin^'.

JOHN OWEN'S MONT BLANC,
M t!>0 CHI.VKSE SALOON, '39 r.KO.\D\VAY, EVKRY

E\T!MN(J.-i51tIl.LIANr SUC(.K^;S.-O^erao^rin^' audfashion-
aUcauiiii'iicesniKiiilysrett MR. J(JHN OWKN'S

AI.l'JXK K.UUil.KS, AMJ) A!~CKN'T OF MOMT BI.ANC.
Unaiiiuiousir pionoiinred l-y all, Tui: most OKiGi.NjiL akd magsifi-
CENT r!:0DUCTlO.N OfTHn M.NETEE.NTnCE.S'TCr.V.
Admission, 60 cents. Doors open :it 7 ; commeDce at a quarter be-

fore s. Carriages may be ordered at 10. Ticket ctEce open daily
KRKDK.lv. liURttl'y.S. At-ei.t.Iroin J I til! 4,

ATIONAL ACADEMY OF DESIGN.—
N'.w (>pcn, atthetiallerie-s, t,G3 BROADWAY, opposite Bond

[Treit, from <) A.M. tu io P.M., daily, IJio Twenty-Kiyhih Annual
K\i;ibition, coiiia;iiintj nearly .-iX) orijjrinal works, in Painting and
SUituary, never before exhibited, by living artiste. Single admission.
Lr- ceuis ; season lickel«. ."".o cenw.

TUDIO C U R 1 S 0—Contains curi-
cus Mechani.'TTi, Precious Stones, Sculpture, Paintings and

.Si^ccimeus of Art and Ingtuuity not surptisaed by any palace in iho
\\('rhl- WM. C. MOON.
N.B.—Open eveiy Day aud Ni^ht ot No. 6-29 Broadway.

ADAME HENRIETTE SONTAG In-
.

tentls (after the close of the present seaaon in Boitou) to visit
and li'ive Cooceri-i iu Ihe following ciues :—

N-

S

M
rROVtOENCE, R. I. SCHEyECTADY.
SAT.KM. OoVVHGO.
].OWi'.(,r,. hUFFALO.
HARltoKD. CT. NESV BEDFORD.
TKiiV. SPRINGFIELD.
SVRACC.SE. PORTLAND, ME.
KtK'UKSTKR. ALBANY.
TAl'jNTON. UTICA.
WORCESTER. AUBURN.
(XhNCOF.ll, N, 11. EL.MIRA.
NEW HAVEN, C7'.

DRY GOODS.

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS AT THE
CELEBRATED. L.VRGEST, and CHEAPEST
CARPKT ESTABLISHMENT

IN THE UNITED STATES,

No. 99 BOWERY, NEW YORK.
niRAM ANDERSON.

Eiifht Spacious Sales Rooms, \VliolesaIe and RetiuL

SALES nooM, NO. 1,

Contains the most exteniive, fashionable, and handsome assortment
of Hare's celebrated English and American Floor Oil Cloihs, of the
uewe&t style, satin Dniih, mai ble, Italian, Iresco, and ecroll paintings,
ever otfered in ilus city, from is. bd. to $i the square yard of one to
eiehl yards wide.

SALES ROOM, HO. 2.

There are two hundred and lifiy pieces of the choicest, most beauti-
ful, aud desirable patterns ot English and American Ingrain Carpet-
in^s, at uiii«irallelcd low prices, from 5s. to 6s. 6d. per yard. Mauu-
laotmed for oiu* city side:'.

SALES nOOlTj NO. 3,

Contains three hundred pieces of Eufflii-h and American Imperial
Three Ply (.'arpetint,'. of mai,'niticent scroll and Gothic Dgures. im-
ported and maunfaetured (o order, some of which cannot be loimd at
»ny other establiahment in the Urited States.

SALILS ROOM, NO. *,

Contains one hundred and iif>y pieces of line Ingrain Carpeting, ol
splendid new ptttierns, at actonibhintf low prices : -is., 2s. t)d., ;^., 39.

Cd., aud 4s. per yaid.
SALES i:OOM. NO. fi.

D'sploys A wonderful variety of Ent:li^h Dkcggets, four yards wide.
,V!so a.tXJO yuidsof Drujrgeti, one mid a half, two, and ihree >arda
wide, at 36., 'is. 6., and i,s. per yard. Also, magniticent Mosaic aud
AjuniuSter lleanh Ru^'t^. nnd ]0u Tufted Rugs, jit ius.

SALES KOOU, NO. n.

Is fully stocked wilh eveiy variety ofMrip&d and ficiired Stair and
Hall CABfETiNO, at ;;s., :s. t,., ;w,, to uy. per yaid. Also Eiigliish

Tapestry, BrusseU, aud Velvet Siair Carpet, at Ts., 8s., 9b., and lua.
per yard.

sales ROOM, NO. 7.

Royal Velvet, Axminsftr, 'Jap&iry, aud Drnssels Carpeting, im-
ported from the celebrated Eutiliih manufactories of John CroV-^ly &
Hon, and Ilenderfon's. expre-'^bly for our city trade. Al-^o, Mosaic
ciirpfel5 of one entire piece, the size 16 feet by 'M, and li feet 8 iuchea
by 17 let-t, worth ^.aoe.

SALE.? ROOIP NO. R,

Are. the Patent Tapjistky Ingkain Carpets, exhibited at the
World's Fair, and lo be exhibited al the New York Crj-stal Palace.
AI»o, Window Shades, atL^.. ^s., and 12., ita., and -jus. per pair. Table
Covers, Piaired and IJrass stair Rods, Knulibh Sheepskiu. Adelaide
and Tufted Parlor Door M.tts. Alao, 'white aud cht-cked Maiiinp,
4-4, SH. aud 1)-^. anil Coco.i .Maltinp. All lheabo\e ijcodswill be sold
'20 per cent, less than auy other i-sluhii.-Junent in the L'niled Stales
N. ii.—Families an<i mt-rcbanis vLsiiiug the git-iit melto|>oU8 will

Cud it niucb to their advaiilHj,e to examine this ennrmous ttock.

XTRAORDfNARY BARGATKS IN DRY
GOODS, at the iSOWKRY SAVINGS STORE, No. 126

iJowery, New York. On Moudnj uiondrg, May 2, iswa, we shall offer
to the public o\ er

liirAOOO WORTH OK FRESH GOODS.
PRICES AM, -MARKKD IN DISIIN'CT FIGURES FROM

WIllCIl iHI':RK IS NO DEVIATION,
*v;0,0(iO bemtf of recent jmrchase nnd Uuporlatioo.
8^^0,0(10 having bet-ii In ui;h[ al auction witlun a few days.
t^i\<^i) of our .'^iiriug ^iwU.
( )iir Importation wo thall sell at importer's prices.
Our Aucti^m Goods ntatiction prices.

Our older stock we Im\ c marked tlown very low.
AMONG OUR OFFERINGS AKl-:

3,5tiO most clecuut Crape Shawls, embrttidered, $u lo $-20.

4,000 heavy deep frinKc'l plain do., ft; to $n.
'fbc5e rue marked n.uch lower than they c;m be bought elseirhere

in thoCi'y.
Tlurty c/;?es French nnd Eiifelich Jaconets and Lawns, at is. to If.

(,C.. A belter bargain ne\cr wasidveniscJ,
Thirty c;^^;)^ I i'lt-i;. i'^iiaae Diiliuiies, at is.—really as handsome

and a? goodi' : jj. i '1.

Silks, Ponii , :uid a ^-ariety nfother Dress Good*.
(Cloths, i\t.'~ .1 iiiuer weai'for men and boys, at pi ices far

below theoi.j.i...i.v lu.ur .1 \.ii<.^-}..

Lin^n Good**, Diapers, ikjmiju-ft. Towels, Lawn-s.
Tnhle Cloths—H splendid asxjrtuieut, mostly t'lom auction, and all

selliug cheap.
For the<f», and hundreds of other bargains, apply to

THE P.OWt.RY S.VVINGS hXORE.
F. "W'. GiI,[.T:V, \V. F. Glt,Ll':V, T. MciLLHON,

Proprietors. Miniagt^irs. aud Directoi?.

"T N D I A RUBBER GLOVES—
JL F'orgaiTlcn ig-, house-cleaning, di'iviufj, or any out of door work
tl at £oiUthi- hill ifi. Tlieyaio Diaiie ail h-uglhs, lb protect the wrists
iin I anus from exposurt", and bv wta'.ing uuike ihehandssoft aud
wliitc. I.VDIKS' I'.l.y. \CU1NG MIITS.
to be worn while tewing or yiircpitg.

For side at Itcrrijin'.s, frii Rioadwiiy, N. Y.; by I.dghton, 94 Wash-
ington street, Boston^ '1 liuiiiify, lol (^iiesiuut street, Philadelphia;
Puu'icison A Co., lialtimnrr ; Sl.itTer, ('hai iesiou ; Welx-^lcr A liellows,

Alliiiii)'- dames H. Darrinv, 'i'roy ; burnuni .& Sous, L'lica ; Mjnon
Strong, Ilorlu'sler; Purl .V MinUco.K, CiiiViniiatij <;ill *t llroilKr, St.

Louis : and by all rubber (ic:ii.'!^;aiM countiy nKichauls geneially.

E

YV INDOVV SHADES ! LACE AND AlUS-
Iin Cntains! Siiliri tin I.aitU'S I Gilt Cmuicc.'^. <tc., whole

snle and rttail. 'Ihe Buhsciihei^, inantifurlurers of Wintlnw Shades
aud importers of I-ice and Mn.-lin Curtains, .te. ; are pujwued to oiler

purcliasei-K of the abo\e goods iuduccments and baigiuus not to he
found iu any other establishment. t>nr Mock i>. the largest in New
Vork. KEI.IY .t FERGUSON,

SsjiH Hioadway and ;>; Reade street.

ARPETI NO!—PETERSON & HUM-
PliUEY, S79 Broadway (comer of White street. New York),

having made large aiUhtinu to then farmer spacious store, are now
l>repare<l to olfer their friL-nd.-< and the public one ol the mosi exitai-

biveand clcgiint Rsso^nloIU.^ of

RICH AND MAGNIFICENT C.VRPETINGS

ever before iu Ibis country. Sneriid care ha.'' been taken in the selec-

tiou of Stock, and being ordereo t nd rix-eived in advance of the recent

rise iu Ctu'petb, we are prvpaied to otter our

WHOLE STOCK
fnll Ten per cent. less than those purchasing at tlie present rate*.

Our Stock consis1s(d"

I'.ifb Mosaic Carpt.ts, in one entire piece;
I;ich Medai-I.ion du . hlieil to any sized room;
Rich Veia'et a MILTON, and A.x,winsteu Carpets;
Rich TiiBEK Pt.Y Si;pi:RF!NKan(l Sni'EK iNrtKALN ;

Rich Goou Ukavy, Au. Wool, ut 4s. per .yiud.

OIL CLOTHS
From three to twenty-four feet wide, of RDpcrior fini.sh and de-

si(fii, patterns entirely iiuw. and brilliant colors. Mattings, 3-4,

4-i. 6^, a'ld fi-4, while, checked, hailcquin. Ac. Tari-E and I'lANO
Covers. Rugs, Mats. Ac., Ac, Ac, and <.iher gooda foimd in car-

pet Btorv's. for sale on Ihe most reiisonablo ic-iui.s.

a ^ Mi
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PIANO-FORTES. MUSIC, ^c.

TG
• WA

ILBERT & CO;S PIANO-FORTE
, _ DARKROOMS, 2ii Brojidwfty, corner ol' Authony-etreet,

(sefond Hour.)
Pitinos with and wilhout the celebmted ./Rolian, at wholesale and

retail. lioiniuir or (^ottatte l*r«.no8 ; corivoiik'nt lor sumll ruome. Also,

SfcoiirJ-hnii'l Pianos. l*i iiice .t Carhurt'b Mt^lo-ktms. I'mnoa wiih

aud without the Aloliau to vcut. UOIvACK \VATKK.S.
Sole Agtat.

[The followinif is from the New York Evangelist.]

jEolian I'iANo-K(ii:TKa.^We can relVr our itiaiiers with preat

ConUdwncc and plwLMiie. to the «<ivcr[i!*fmoiit of Mes,si-s, T. Gilbert A
Co., ol" ihfir Ji'liriiiaide .'Eoliati Pi.iuo ^|)|•1.•^ Ixjut; lomiliai-ily with
tliuse insiriiniL'iils t-tiable us to s.-x'uk \v\\\\ n dofrree ot' conlidence that

we could not otherwi.Mj claiui. n-vnectintf their (freat merit, and the

beauly and adiiptcdiifis-^ ol" the ii^ofian aliachmeiit to some of the bi;st

nuru«>ws 10 whii-h a musk-al iiisiruineiit servf.s in a t;hri^^ian lamily.

Tlie liislninii;nl.s are veiy lirnily hitilr, n-'iairin-: less t\iiiiuK than any
others Wf know of. iiud possess n-inaikahly swe^Jiiiess of tone. Withio
a lew yearn, jrn^ii inijaoveiniMitfi have Ijeen made in their manufacture,

by whirh a much stron^fr and more hrillijinl tone is secured. In ;)Oint

of depdi and vuhnnc, t-.tt wvU as Ui evt-iuiosol' tone throutrhout Iho

eiUire register, and el:i.»licity of touch, wc know not whose manufac-
Itne is suneriur to Gili>erl'«. 'J'hose who liuvy ^K^(•r tried them, will

he surpii-Mu 'o tinn sncli attatinneniB niudo. The /Kolian jb solX and
deiic'Hie, and us well adapted for the voice and !br sacred miibic, «-s

the nrtiim itself. In ihi^^e also, Mr. CilU^vt has he:?n making marked
imi'n'veiiienis wiiliin a few yen is, so tliat a delin'itfid delicacy and
puiliy of tone has been secured. As an accompanimeut to the voice,

partii-ulaily in the exerut'on of ^ac^ed nni&ic, \vi: know nothintf

hweeier or inoie uselul ftid applicrtbli; Ihttii ihe-si; .Tvolians. A little n;e

make.-* them .n-tiiitensaMe tu the laniily wlio lake jileasure in sacred

liuii^inj;. hor omseKes. we nitaeh no liitjli R moral value to inftu-

enee.' of this sort, that we eomnieiid tlu—j in&trumenl^ with great

lordialitv. We are i;l.id lo fuid Uiem ItcgiuniiiK to he so well appre-

ciated. 'Vhishouhu h»s apj.lied about two thousand ot Ihe .f'^oli.ms

in ihe inst eiirht yein.s. Tliuy jue now applyin^i ten a week, and
with ihat are unable to supi^ly the d.'nuni<l. Ihey are furnished at

New Vt'ik lit .he s;i\ui; pnee.s a& at die mauiitartory, and the buyer
may te-l Hwnr-d of luir d'-aliiiir and itni'i.'lii tieHimeiiL

ESSRS. LIGHTE & NEWTON, MANU-
factory it Wareroonis No. i^ t^anal street, in consennence of

. . increased demand and unrivalliKl pupulaiity o! their 1*I.\N()-

KoKfKS, liitve extended their business und are now prepared to

oiler lo ilieir friendt, and iho>e wishin;^ a superior insiimnent, an
eMcnitive a«soriment, in plain and ornamented cases, of modein style,

from >i^-2 to 7.^.1 octave. Seeund-hand I'iuiios taken Ui exclianiie.

IJidadwav Waien-oins, N*o. •l.'i.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tl/r A R B L E I Z E D IRON

M

GKO. IIKWS' CKLKBUATED AMERI-
CAN PAT1':SI' AtTfOX I'lANl^J FOKTKS.—The increased

|H>i» ilariry nftliese in^tninieniN (widi and without the J-^oUan) ha.>i

itMiiK'ed ilie maker lo extend his husinet..s, wiLh the view of meeting
lh<- t^reai ik-m;uiil, A Inie ass.irtineut, tOL'etlier with Uoaidintn .V

tlniyV (w th and wilhotit the l>oleet;om puna attachment) conslainly
on hand, iiouduir aud i^vcoiid-h'ind pianos for sale a<>d to let.

N. IV H. clMtflSS. 447 liroadway.

A^EOLIAN PIANO FORTES, WITH
111 SiisjiL-iisiun Hiiiltji', and Xew Acliim, o! trient ptiwcr and

d»*iiciry ol loncli. with il liir;;c «ysi>r:nii-ut ol' new tu: I .stffond hand
l'an« lor tiUu low. 4)1 l!io»ilwi..v. LINCOLN .t TIIOMl'SON.

MANO FORTE EMI'ORIUM.—ThePIAINW I'UKIK tiVJl'UlUUAl.— llie un
dei>iiriied. Manufacturers and DeakMS, wholesale and retail,

ill l'ii*no Kuites, de-sire to cjUI alient^on lo their eie^^ant a.s,sor'.nient ol

I'laiios. C(>iisi>iint; i»f aim t-st any variety of style, trom b-i>etave up-
ward, varying' in piiee from ,*;i:>iili» $1.JJJ each. I'osseSsiu;; fjullitics

niisurpissed Ijy any i-thei inainifiicinrer, we are prepared to otfev in-

ducemeiitN to purclia.>-era not eUewliere to he found. All our Jnstin-

uienls fidly warranted (o 5(aiid any climate. Secoud-hiutd Pianos
taken in e.\chan^e for new one'.

JiKN.\M:TT .t (XV, :i,n Broadway,
One rloor above Thompson's Saloon.

/;j.REAT BARGAINS IN PIANOFORTES,
VX Mld.onKDXS, til'lTAKS, MfSlC AND MUSICAL
Wt^RKS— \T VVIHH,i:S\!,K AN'I) UKTA.IU

WARKUOOMS-No, :!.: URlJAUWAY, NEW YORK.
I am a^ent for llie eelebialed I'iano h'oites ^^ ith and without the

MiVVLV iMi'KOvr.n .^:()I.IAN attachhent. made hy Hai.li;tt, Davis
A: ' <)., whose Piano.s ha\e utiined a n pntation seiund to none, and ttl^o

fi>r Lkmuix (III r.L;i:r's l'ATf:NT iJounuiK PuNtjS tor smalt roiims—
which Miuid in lujie eipial to llie sijiiare I'ia!io.s. My w<u"eiooius also

conta.n otiier Pia.ios hy celebrated niakcis—wi h a lartre iissoriment

of second hand I'iauos from Hu to i\:M. Also, Piaj^os MiW and old
TO Li: r.

Orders from the country attended to by myself, and if the inslru-

mont.s aller trial are not satisfactory, they can be retm"ued and the
moiu-y vcfindcl.

item;; extensively eufCflKed in the publication of Musicantl MUSICAL
WouKS, and hav ii,:,' an exehangv ac'^oniu wih all the larj^e ptib-

li>hers in the Uiiion. I am prep;iri:d lo l"urnij*h Dealeus, Teacueus,
a^dStcuiNAKih::}, ut the lowest vuliis.

T. S. ItKIUtV. eg? Broadway.

US IC—INSTRUCTION UPON THE
PIANO Kt)RTK. AND IX SIXCTXO. hy a La-iy. Temis

ale. ApplicAtion to l)e made at Mi:-, m. .^I!l^k'^ place, »th street.

MANTLES,
_ COI.U.MNS. PKOHsfALS, TARLK TOPS, *C., Ac, Ac-

1 he .Salamander \iaiblc Company invite the alteiilion of the i'ublic to

Iheir Marbleized Iron le^ one of die trreaiest iliscovei ies of the atre, and
lor whicli they received the ifohl tneJal al liie last Fair of the Anieii-

c;.n In>lilnte, and also the medal af ihe Kair of the MelroiJoUum
M.-ch.nncs Institute, held recendy at \Vashin;,1'''n.

This m.ittrial, bavinj; a meialhc hiLsis, ii more durable nn<l cheriper

than marble : iis ieprescnt;uions of precious stone-* and the clioiccst

marbles, in more than sixty ditlerent varieties, aie exact ai'd surrii'S-^-

iuiily beautiful ; it is capable of resi-stiu'r a i,'rea'er de^ec of lie^it. and
ii cannot beiniurtd hy the action of acids or ol.-!.

SILAS C. HKRlUN'd.
The mannfactnrini; department of this Company is under the supev-

intendenee of it. F. A .J. P. WUd.IAMS. the inventors of the>yMem.
and the hnancial and ffcneral husinesa department undtr that of

Joiui Huston, to whom all coinmimications nniy be addressed, at the

prineii»al waie:0!mis yn llioadwav. New York^

THE STOWELL EVER GREEN SWEET
OOitN.—A Quantity of this new ami valuable variety. fi()m

8 'el raved hy Profe.ssor J. J. Mapea, LL D.for ade. Peroashel, .?i;i:

pejk, $.; half peck, $:i ; (iniirl, 91 ; sent bv i-xpie.-h or mad to any
p,ui ol the couiilry. on reciiiil of the moi.ey hy post. IhU is hi.-)oud

all doubt tile best and mo.,1 piohtic kiirl of Sweet Coni ever yrown.
No Fanner blioidd hn wiihoiit it, \\ iih ordinary euro it will repay

co»t a hundred limes over ibe liiat reason.

DIRECTIONS.
A nnart of the seed will plant one-tenth of an acre, four to five

kernels to the hill. Prepare ^Tound well, ('idtivate like common
corn. It may be pliuilod any time before the middle of June ; earlier

belter.
[From the Working Farmer.]

"We have long been convinced ihat sweet coin would prove su-

perior as green fodder to any other ; and the only objection urged
against its use has been the smaller yield per iicreeompaied with oi her
kinder. We are now prepared to leeonimend the use of Slowell's

fiver-grevn corn for this i>inpose. The stalks are neai ly at. hwect as

thotse of sngar-cane, and noi'iti.K Tiit m;ANriTV can he grown to the

acre, lo that resulting from ordinary sweet coin."

.\notlier adsantago claimed for ihi.s corn hy Prof. Mapes. though
the snb>.iiber docs not endorse it, is, thai when desired, it may be
ken! (iiihEN A.sn fkksh aix Tiit: ykaii koum'.

[Piof. Mupes. in the " Working Fannei," jfives the following di

reciiniib for pie-crving the Slowed l'>cru'ic-en Sweet (oiit:-l
*' Ihe eais .sliotild be gatlieied when fully ripe, and the husk should

be tied ai the nose (silkeudj. to prevent dr.\iiig, when Tin-; cohn wii-L

KEKi' SOFT. WHITE, ANo I'l.fiH' Foi; ^nll!^; uia.s a vi-.Air, if in a diy
and cool pi. lee. At the dinner ol' tlie Mimagers ol the Fiiir of the

Aineii an In>;i:ute, Ix-t year, we pie-enlid tUem i\itli Udsconi of two
hncce.^^l^e years' growth, boiled, ami iheie wa-. no percepdble diller-

ence Letween the two. This year we sent to the Fair one st-dk con-

t;tin.iig eiglit fuM and fair ears, and could have bent many himdred
ii:alks of M.\e:nsea«h."
The same eminent uulhority says of this corn, in the April, lar.:),

nninher ol his pai^;r, that it can he nnide lo "yield FOtJft llUKS fUF.

Bui:in:.N I'tr: ackk that ca.n bk haisep of KXii-isii iiai, und of

F,yi;AL VALUE per pound a'* fodder tor cows. 'I'his corn, whens«twn
broadcast or closely in dril s, and so thickly as lo prevent its fi niiing,

gives a larger burden of sialks than asy OTHElt COKN. 1 hey an
extremely sweet and cure easily. Wiitn cut tind 6wolleu by hoi

water in the winter, cow« preler ihem 'othe heft hay.

Many other reconnncndaiui y notices might be given.

All orders jnoniiilly Bupplied. Addiess. po.si-paid. ALFRED E.
liKACIl. Whin- riauiK. v\ esichesler Co.. N. Y.

I^:
RON BEDSTE/VD WAREROOMS AND
HKAPSPHINi; MATTUKSS AND liKDDIN{i DKPOT.

iron Ued^teads. all sizes and patterns, prices iM to $7. Also, the

hcallhy Spring .Mailres>, and Spring Paliiasiers, uii new and ini-

proved plfms. now known to lie the hest as well as che*ii)est beds

eter made ;
price *5 lO i»-ri. Old Mattresses altered to comlortHble

spring beds, from <i:, to li-l'i. N. P..- Private dwellings, Ihaels

Bleaniljoals. .Cfminarics, Ac, luniiKhed on lilieitd tetuis. Please call

and exaiihne lit r..'>:l liioadway. aliove Spring st!u.-t

I.«iiei-s. orders. ,Vc., post paid, wdl l>e prom[.ily ttt'ended to, and
i-ent to any purt of ihe conntr,\' or Slatc.^.

rjpi

M
MISCELLANEOUS.

A USTRALIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
PuKT PHIUP, MKldlOURXi:, AND SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA,

The CumpanyV M:igniticent New SteanLship
"(iUl.DKN AtiK."— ;',(X)() tons.

WIH be despatched for the above pons alwnt the irith May. This
steiimshin is oi' the size and strength, and in every wayei^ual to the
" Collins^ lino of &teamoi's"~l!einB 300 feet in length. « leet beam,
and .-*; feel hold. Sheisthti-jonally hracc-d with iron bars; and every
imp.ovemeni that experience and science can huy;gest has been
adopted.
Rer ;*-commodatinns for first. Recoil d. and third class passengers,

are believed to he superior to any steamer ever built.

her model is une<iualled. an l it is contiiienily expected that she
will make the trip trom New York to Ausliatiji willnn Fifty days,
stopping Only at ihe t^ape of iJood Hope to coiJ.

PassciiL'eis in;i,v rely liiat every atteniioii will lie paid to their wants,
and thai the ship' will' he ld)erally supplied with every comfort. An

geoti will heatni'-ned to the ship.«\pe«"ienceil
Hal uf Pare— First t^abiu, Ladies' toalooD, $375"

l-pper " 3'iT

Second, do Lower " 575
Thirfl Cl;is3, Forward " iuO

(^lildren tmder twelve yejtrsof ai:e half price.

Eight cubic leei of baggage allowed aich full passenger, not to ex-
ceed :ikj11)s. weight.
The htxiks aie now open—a remittance of one half the nraonnt will

Bcciiie a berth—balance Lo he paid within ihn'ty days before time ot

kailiiig.

For freight or passage, apply at the office of the company,
J. HOWARD .t mjN, Agent, M liioad'way.

/;i.ENTEEL AND LUCRATIVE
\_A OCt'L'PA'i'luN.—The advertiser continues to communicate
to l.kdie.sor gunllenif-n t'.inteil liisinictions in three distinct Art.", as

pracMsed in I'liris and Loudoii, trom which he averages .?i;J weekly,
and orters the >i\'.n>: oppoi-timiiy to others desirous of a light, pleasing,

aiidhigiilv leiiianerativeoerTipulion. rcjuiiing no previous knowledj^e,
tritliirg ooOuy, and proihicing altuu-live articles of uiiliiy, laiw ex-
tensively imiwtled. and in constant deniaial ihronuhont the I'nioii.

On leeetii; of one dollar, post it lid. the whole will he ibrwardcd \kt
P-lurii ol..mait. Add.-ss. 1'. L. .1 RPNKll' iMMK. Itoches'er. N. Y .

PF.ATING, ENGRAVING, AND
[.\NCIXi; EST.\BLlSiIMF,\T, rw,-2 iSROADWAY,

New York.— Door and Number p]a:e>, lietl Polls. Pew, Steamboat
and Carriage Pl.-iljs ; IJells iuiiig and Speaking Tubes put up. .tc.

Jicc. ; \'isiiing, Wedding, vVddr. s., au.l At liome t.'ards, Knvetopes,
Seals 'Vc., Ac. Store and Window Plates engraved, with Fancy
Letieiiug. Please ca'.Lmd examine the speeimens.

WIMdA.M A. lUlI.KY. r.is-2 Rrnadwny.

QILVER
KJ liKLI- 11

A

PRINTEUS' AND BfNDERS' WARE-
UorSK, :'i .t rti (;old> STRKKT—Manufactory on Broome,

Sherilfiuid Commbia slreeus. New York.
R. iIi)K .t CO.,

offer for pale, of their own mannfiictnre. Cylinder Printlnp Macbincjt,

for Xewspiqii-i. Hook, and .It.b Woik ; Washington and Smith Iland-

PrCNses Self Inkinir Machiut-t, ChkI Printing Machine*, I'roof

Presses. Ihdiauhv Pivvs^'S. with wrought iron Cylinders, tic. They
ntN^ keep consiaoily on hand evciyaitiele necessary for a complete

p. int.m; olliiv.
, , . .

,\ ( 'malo-iie of Prices, contaiidng en's and descriptions or many ot

the in lehiues. will be furnished on application, together with eslimate

fur p.i.ning ollice or bindery, in delail. ild' sired. 'I hey also manuluc-

tiireCa-sl .Steel. I'ircnhu-, Mill. Pit. and Cross Cut Saw-, Ac.

An assortment of superior i;op>mg Presses for sale ax tueirware-
ronniv,

iLUABLE PROPERTY FOR SALE near
irk. For stde, a traei of line I'ncidtnred Litid. situated

..1 ihe townofFjutniti^d.de. Ix^iiu' Island, :\j mdeslrom die Railroad.

The iracl enil)rtices an aiea ol c.vn litiudred itnd tifiy acies. and is

mostly eo^eled with NOcond glow ui limber, valuable chicll> for tiie-

wood. Fanniugd.dc Depo: is .io miles from New York, and only an
hour and a Iml! s i .de tiom Ihooklyn, by radrnad. About eight traiits

of cars pa.ss daily, slopping il this depot. The near vieinitv of ihia

pro]K:riy to the nieat city of New Yoi k lendeis it desirable, while its

value is rapidly incrcjisiug. 'fins propeiiy will be sold al the vei y

low sum ot *;{ii per acre, in lots to suit piirehiisers, A laige proporlJou

M' the motujy will remain ou tiond and nioiantgc. Apply ui

M. S. lilifc:\Vt?rER, Aitoroer.
T.-i Na.v,mi-Street

HE BEST WEEKLY PAPER—SPLEN-
DID KNGRAVINt;S.

It in nearly sixteen years since the pro.leetoiu uf the Daily Sun con-

ceiveil tlie idc4» of fmnishing the country popidaiion with taich a
weekly newspaper as shonUl suit not only the mtui of husinews, bin l>e

an a^-ceptiibie visitor to every family circle. Empluilicidly Ihe
" I'eople's Paper," iKJiuid hy no ties ot pat ly, ami sh^cily indepen-

dent on all snlijecta, the ye;»r isiiri gav« birth to the brst mnnlicr of

THE WEEKLY SL'N,
the (Irst cheap country newspait.h ever seen. Althongh followed by
a host of imitators, iis course has been onward, until, at ihe present

time, it has a suKscriplion list of many iboustmd sidiscriliers. 'flio

elements of his fiiiecevn have been—Ihe regnlai iiy with winch it is

mailed, and the entire freedom ol its coliinin.-< trom lengthy ailvertise-

ments, long-c:ontinnoiis Uile,s. or any objectiouable mailer. Itacki-d,

as it is. by all the immense resources of the Sun eMablishment, whosO
Mt>NSTER STEAM PRESSES

chronicle the evenl-S of lite to neaily one hmalred thousand daily

readers, much ol the talent, labor and outlay to oljtain the most re-

liable intelligence, is tlnown itilo the nianagenient of the weekly
issue; lima insuring not only the occurrences oi' eveiy pint of ibe

world, as they are collecteii hy the united aid of steiun. hghmhig, and
private oliservalions, but a mass o'" original Coriespoiideiice. good
Tales, Inventions, Prices Current. Markets, KociiKis, Ac, Jlc, unat-

tainable by less e.^tensive opi)ortiinitics.

Encouraged hy [ml^i s.iccesses. ihe proprietor commeoces, the New
Year—l8oJ—by giving in ench ntindjer

Pir-TORIAL EMliELLISHMENT.S,
executed in the first style of art, while the subscription price—paj-able
in advance—will bo hut

OND DOLLAR A-VEAR.
or where more than one copy is ordered, the following ore the

CLira KATES

:

Cluhorecopiea t^
Club of u copieH *io
Chd) of v*n copic-s ^l.**

The Weeklv Sun for 18M will most emphatically prove an
ILI.USTRATKD NEWS OF THE WORLD

—invaluable for amusement, reference, and instruction.

All snh.'^ciipiions shonhl be sent by oiail direct lo liie Publishet as

no tra\elling agents are eni|jloyed.

Any iieison may obtain tlie paper by simply enclosing one dollar ir.

a letter, writing in it his name and the name of the nearest post otlicf.

and of tho county and State where he resides, and (lltecling Jl lo

Moses S. Heacii. Sun Olhce, New York.
Specimen copies sent criftiis to Postmasters when desired.

The Postage on tho Weekly Sun is as follows : To any Po<it Office

within the <.;otinty of New York. FllEE ; lo any Post Ottice within the

State of New York, 13 cents per year, payable qtiarteily t:i'i ceutv) in

advance ; to any Po.st Office out of the ^^tale of New Yoik, but within

the I'l.iled Stales, 2(i cents per yenr. payable ouaiterly iu^--; ceiit^) iu

udvaoce. .MOSES S. BEAClI. Publisher.

Sole Proprietor of the Snn Rstablislimeat, comer of Nuseuu and Ful-

ton streets. N. Y.

THE DAILY SUN.—This popular paper,
ciiTuIatlng upwards of One Hundred Thousand Copcs<iaily.

is mailed to Country Subscribers, in seiison lor the early trains, at 44
per ywu". or $1 per (luartcr, payable in advance.

POSfA(;E ON THE DAILY.
To any Post Office in the Slate of New York. 78 cents per year,

pavable quarterly {i(i!^cenni) tu advance.
To any Posi ttffice out ot the Siale of New York, but within the

United Stales, $1 jjijc. per vear payable on>irit^" 'y (->9 centh) in ad-

vance. M*LSESS. BEACH. Publisher.

Sole Proprietor of the Snn Kstahlishment,
tJonie'- of Nassau and Fnlion sts.. N. Y.

wEW PAPER HANGINGS.—FRANCIS
PARES A CO., Manufacturers and Importers. No. -.9 Cham-

bers street, (next but one to Stewart s, corner IJroadway.) are receiv-

ing t'loni l)elicotn'l, /Either, and other most eminent manulacimci> ol

Paris, all the nyw desigiis ol 'he lieht st s'yle of
DECORATIVE FRENtMi PAl'ER IL\NC.TXG5.

which they oiler to merchants and otlien*. at tiie very lowest price*.

Their cufitomers may rely on having every style of Decorative I'apei

Hanging doiiff by the mo-t skilful workmen.

THE BROOKLYN FIRE INSURANCE
CO.—€haktkked in 1924.—Otfices. No. 43 Fulton street,

Brook 1 >^l ; No. ij Mi-rchauts' Exchange, Wall street. New Yoi k :

have their caplial, as also a handsome surplus, iii\e.stfd in the nios!

tnidonbted securities ; and cniitiinie to Insure linilding^, Merchandisp,
Ftn-nituie, and other personal psoperiy, \"es.'.els in Port, and thtir

Cargoeit, upon m favorable terms as any other similar iustituUoa.

William Ellsworth,
Phineas T. ltanmm»
Daniel 1). Howard,
Calebs. Woodhnll
Chas. T. <'romwell,
Anastnsiits Nichola5|
Richard L. Allen.

DlfiECTORS.
William Miles,

George tiilhllan,

R. P. Townsend,
John Eadie. Jr.,

,Ioi.d S. Ontman.
RolHirt (;. Bell.

John

MEDICAL.

IS TH

R. S. P. TOVVNSEND'S COMPOUND
EXTRACT OF SAKS VPARIEI.A

HE GP.EAT SPl:lNi; AND SUMMER MKDICINE, THE
ONLY RKNOVaTKR OK THE Rl.ooD. AND IHE

soverki.;n remedy for eruptions
ok the skin. ci.cerated .sores.
and all forms of cutane-

ous j'iskases.
When the Blood becomes lih-less aial stagnant, either from the

efTects of Spring weatherj chanL'e of climate, want of exerciBC or the
use of a uhifbini SHhheiliet. ; this i;onii)tund ICxtnud of Sarsaparilla

will iiE.NEW the DLOOD, cimyotf the putrid humors, cleaxse the

5T0.MACH,
KEGur,ATB THE POWF.I>i,

and impart a tone of ^igor to the whole boily.

Femaleswlio.se habits are sedentaiy, and who, from the nature of
their occnpinion. cxeici.-o hut liille o^it of doorw, and sit in a siooping
postuie. (.timpim; the chest and Itmgs whde al work, must have me-
dicid assistance, or natuie will give way. Tliey need a streiigtbener

<if the consiitution—something ihat wilfsustain the vilid forcvs ; and
Dr. S. P. Townsend's Kxuaci of SarsapJiiiila will at oii-e produce
this etfect

Tins SARSAPARILLA WA.S ESTAni.IsllKD IN THE CITY OF NF.W YORK,
LN ltv«U, A>1) Li TUE O.M.V (^KNUl.NE 1)K. TOWNSE.ND'S

SA]i.SAr.\lEll.l.A.

DR. JAMES n. ClilETON,
The moist celehrnte 1 t bemisi iu the Uniied Stateii, has had charge of

the Manntacioiv sin-v Febniaiy. isiii. and has made muny nnp'ir-

taiit iinp.ovcineoi^ in tin- Medicine. Fiom one to iwo tahle-siwonfuis

of die iinpiovcd Sarsi-p'irilla is all lliiit is rcijiiired for a dose. Dr.

Chd;on"s iiiuuL' t.-. snie'v lii.il Ibeeleinenls ol lbs K\tiact are com-
hined in llic nio-.i coircct aud scienlilie iniihiier. mid ibal it is adapted

to the waiilsol the iiuidid, wiilt tiic highest piofcssional ah lity, iJiiy

none without the ceitilicale of 'James R.t uh,To.n", .M. D.. i;iicmi.'.t,"

printed on green piper, and pasted on the outside wTapper, as also

the Signa.uie of "S. P. 'low>SEM*" on the engia\ed label of each
bo. lie.

ALL OTHERS ARE COUNTERFEITS,
Principal Retail Depot. H2 Nassau street, .N>w York ; and for Rale

at the Facto: y. coinei uf Fiont and Wathaigtoii-slrecls ; and by Mrs.
Ha\s. i:;, f'rd;on-stixvt. Brooklyn.

FORI
MH.N'I

T U N E S.—KELLINGER'S LINI-
r. 'fherti arc many toi tunes to be made in Ihcpaleofit

in every city in the Union, tndcis, [ifly lo one of any foimer yeair, are

tent in fican all i«irts of the globe. No other in-ticle, in llie Ijislory of

mwlicine. has made so many friends ant keni ihcni. Its hrst friends

aie its best. It ib decidedly the mosl agtceiilde and cinahlc medicine
ever ort'eied to ihe public— ihc patient is del;gh;ed and sticnglheiied liy

the houi—the diseJiM! cntirel> eiadicaled souk k never rctniiis, and the

.syHicmisnol left I'tdl of imisoiioiis diug>, lo bieak out in alter ycai-s in

tiudiBome ulcers. Xo loiUier what die aclie, pain, or weakness in

either seN, it is as ceilain to cine us it is used. S>ld in veiy large

beanliiiil toilet bottlcTs at il ; ty a dozen, cash. So commission at

lioiiicor abioal, bul veiy large inducenienls will la: given lo Iraveliin;

and foiei;;n meicliantsfor CasTl.

N.B.-ilis Hone Liniment cures the Heaves, and all manner of

sores, cuts, strains, hiuises. hard swellings, nnd llie lioisc may be

worked daily ; in large hollies, at -»«.; if i r^: a do/en. 'flic princiiml de-

pots ate .'iM Peai I. Iiigeisol.t Field. 'Ihe ih.'s great ceiitiid depot is

4:1; liroadway, between tjiand and Broome sticcts, white tioni ; don't

tail to c.i'd

A.STOUNDIXG PIStXiVERY.—SEA SICKNIOS.'=.—Dr. Kel-
U.NGEU'Siece'it discovery to prevent and cure this gieat dicad of the
Ocwni will not fail in ten thousiUKl tiiah. A^o tueveuts jtiid ctuts

Cholera, Disentaiy. Diarihua. all >i>.i>modic tiouiiles; pieveiils dis-

eases as ceitain as trial is made. '1 hese glad lidiiigs vrdl Im; spread
nbioadover the face of the caiih; lens of ihonsjindsof lives will be
saved in fo:eign parts. Sold al il each ; $ti o- dv/A^a \ cash 1^^ per
g'Os-;.

PURE VEGETABLE EXTRACT.
]'R. Mo!>K'S

TNVIGORATING COP.DLVL.— PROFES-
i SOR .MORSE'S INVIGORATING ELIXIR or COKI>IAl>—

THE EI(;HTH wonder of the BOTANIC WORM).
The vvondeifid vegetable pro'tM.-i f \\ Un-ti lhi^ medicine is com

pijscd. h:u* engaged ihemedi'Ji' 1
don Paiis, and thechiet

cities of Europe. Its virtue 1 i-nd proclaimici by ihe

highest names in the faculty i>i ' "d le-'.im'Uiials have Ijeen

presenti-d to its diMoveier, hy tb-- V ;ek-ii"e^ if Ui- Heine of I>indon,

Edinbtirtdi Paris. Ut-rliii, and Vienna. I'he Imoe ot Pr<tte>s<a .Moi^e

is t.ni well known in th'! sciendl:c world to re-iuif* niiy <ulo;:y here.

N'» in;ni ha- done more to advance the useiul and Ift^aiiiful tcieiiCe to

which his life has Wen devoted linn tie has done. He has made ihe
circuit of the woi 1 1 iu jiro-ecutjng liis re-eaiches in the vegi-'ahle

knigfloin: the Uitaiii-nd nr'Mluctiotisof ihefio/A-n ietr'*>"» Ol the .Soilb,

Ihe woiidt-ilid 1 i:in> and heri,s ot ihe t^ist. and of ihe gieat soudiern
eoiitiiii'ot of Aii-ii;itia, wiiii i;s )id>icent i.'laiid-. are alike fannliar to

liiui; he has intiodu'--.*! new re-^niices into ihe mcJiciU art, and prolm-

hly done nioie :o promole ihe la;jd>h and iueiease the happine><« of

mankind liian any odier living num.

CURE OF NERA'OUS DISKASE.S.
No language can convey an aiiefjuale idea of ihe Immediate and

almost niiraculon.s change which it oec.ij'ions in the diseased, debili-

tated, and shattered nervous sj>tfcm. Wlie'.her broken dowubye-t-
cc.ss, weak by nature, or impaired by sickntsy, diy unstrung anil re-

la.ved organization is at one re-uiacetl, revivilied, and buill up. The
niciilid iind physical symptoms of nervous ui.M-a'-e vanish together
tnidcr its influence. The stooping, trcinbliag victim of depression and
debililv, becomes a new num. Ill; stands eiect, he moves with a Uim
steji; Ins mind, which ua>< previotusly sunk in giuoin. of an altiiosl

idiotic apaihy, Ix-corues bright, buyont and acliv e ; and he goes fonb
retic.-he<l, regenerated, and conscioitsof new vigor, to his iicciislomed
occupations. Nor is the ertti't temixirary. On the contraiy, the re-

lief is [(cimanent, for the coi<Ual properties of the medicine reach the
constiiulion itself, and restore it to its uoimal condition. Well nuiy tli«

piemiraiiun he called the
.MEDICAL WONDER

of the Nineteenth Centuiy. It is, «.* the liist scientific men in the old
world have admitted, that miracle of medicine hetetotbie supposed to

have no existence.

A STIMULANT Tn.\T ENTAH^S .VO REACTION.
Its fore; is never e\pende<i. as i» the ca»e with opium, alcoholic pre-

paintions, aud nil other excitants. 'Ihe ettt'i'i of int?«e is l)riet. and il

umy well be said nf him who lakes them, '"llie la^t slate of llial man
is woive than the lirst." But the Elixir is an exhdaiant withoul a
single draw back—sal'e in its oj>eraiion^ijeii»eliial in its happy inlJtienco

upon the nerves, the mind and iheenine oigani/aliou.

THK MEDICAL JOURNALS
have not, in a single instance that has been jiiuhenlicated, given the'r
sanction to any other ptet>;u'aiion fur the alx>\c complaints. It lias, iti

many violent luid des[H.'tiile ca'-es ellecied itnbcjil cuius allcr patients
had l»evu abandoned and llicir condilion protiniineed hopeless by me*ii-
cal practiiioncis ofhiudi professional chanictc;.

.\iy olhce having been in a stole vvheie this Cordial was kept for Mdt',

foro^er thiec vears, and my o|»i)Oiiuiiiiie.s of judging of its ellects

soniewlijit numeious. the vas:Iy_ nicieJLsing demiuid, and that without
a single adverliseiiient, lells tor itself. I luive seen a case of wuikness
which h;id lesisied all irentmenl for over Hve year.s, both in this place
and Phdadetpiiiii, aud the per><oii a fair candidate fia- suicide, radically
cuiwl with one doicn lio;iles. He had sjtciit hmidreds wiihoul icl.ef.

and wait cuied with iwenty-fbiu* dollais' v\oilh of Dr. .Mor.se's C'oidial.

A. KENDALL. M.U.
A GREAT MEDICINE.

The unparalleled elTecisof this great resioi alive, in all compIainU
incident to lemales. mark a new era in the annals of nu'dicine. 'I'hoii-

sJiiuNofslimuiaiils have bwn invented—thousamls of iiiviguumts con-
cocted—all puij)oi ling to he sjn'ciiied in the vaiiotis diseases and de-
ranu'.iiieiils to whi<'b the drlica'v: conlinnalion of woman render her
liabli'. The result Ims beietofoie been iinilb: m. 'I hese nostrums have
Indeed inipaiied a momenlmy vivacity Ui Ihe nervous system, a
transient and delusive vigor to die muscles ; bul ihis iltish of jelief has
been succeedeti by a depression and piostralion gicalcr than before,
and the end has too otlen been utleri^ lopaialyze llio ieeu[>eialive
power of ihe nerves and the \ilul organization, and linally to destroy
the inihajtpy jMticid.

An appeal is made to

EVERY WOMAN OF SENSE
who suITers from weakness, derangeniynt, iicivoiisnes)", tremors, paiu
in the back, or any other di.-ordcr, wlieilier iM'cidiar lo her be.\ or com-
mon to both se.xcs, logive the Invigoiating CoiUial a trial.

LET PACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
Woia hsa:H, June 1. 1648.

Deak Silt,—It arives me pleasure to intiam yon that one of my

SANDS'
UOTTI.ES.

SAR3APARILLA.—IN QUART

VALUAI

d AARD ENG HAVING AND STATIONERY.
\_y _^\t <;I.\1RRF.I>E'S can be loimd a complete nssodment cf
Di: LA RUK'S FINE PAPEPSaiid ENVELOPES cousiMing of
Alhamhm and Dam:isk Wave, Plain l«lid. Vellum and Violet. N'oiq

and l.e;!*^ I'iiikts, wish Envelopes to ,fn;irch aieh (juality and size,

whidi will ho clamped to order, with iniLials or crestv, in (luautities to

''"N.Yt'.'-^'lnsi "received a fine article of TriTN" LETTER PAPER,
suitable for foreign correspondence; also, a new sijlc of Mourning
Noic Paper and Envelopes.

Wedding, \isitmg. Invitation and Itusincss CARD.^, chu^viGed in

specimen Uioks for the convenience of customers dcsiious-of leaivin

prdors for either. ,
GLMBREDK, Engraver and Prime,GIMBREDK, Engraver an 1 Pi

a MvtroDolitau lIoteL

Hon. Quackenboss,
Justus S. Rediicld,
J. W. .\merinan,
For<lyc« Hitchcock,
JohiiC. Smith,
Jos. M. (Jreenwood,
Suoi'on I^ebnid.

WILLIAM ELLSWORTH, President
ALrRED CI. STF.rF.NS. Se<Teniry.

NITED STATES TVPE AND STEREO-
TYPE FOUNDRY. No. -29 Beckman -street. New York,

'the snbM'rilHTS ate prepared to siipj>iy. of the reiy 'a"-' gnulity,

every article neceKsaiy for Complete I'nntintr Esiablishments.
JAMES CONNER A SON.

N. B.—The Tj-pes, Ac. on which this sheet is printed, are from the
a>)ove Found! V

U^

EUROPEAN FANCY GOODS, Etc.

GEORGE W. TUTTLE, Importer of
Kuropeau Fancy Goods. Novelties and To>^. .m."> LROAD-

WaY. Opeia (rliuvscs Rich Fans. Work Hoxes, Dre-sing Cases.
MnsK Boxes. Porte Monnaie-, .Mantel Ornamcnls, Au , Ac, Ac;
Toysand Dolls. C'hildien's Games. Biiliy .Innipers.

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD, AND FOB THE CURE OF
ScnOFUi-A, Mki;cui;ial DisKAyts, Riikl'matism, Cl'Ta.neous
EkUITIO.XS. StUBHOH.N UuKltS., LiVEIt COVII'J^INT, l)VSfF,F-

81A, Huu-Ncimis, Salt Rhkiim, Consumption, Flver
SORE.S, Female Cumplaint!*. Ekvsii'Elas. Loss or

VfI-KTITE. PiMP1.es. lJH,ES.(iENtU.Vl. l)KHU.lTy.i»»C

The value ot" this medicine is now wiilely known, and every day the
field of iis u-elulniss is e\!enucd. It has U'ctt .so fully ttsit-d, not
only by jiatieiiis Ibt^n^elves. but also hy physietans, tlmt it ha« re-

ceive I iheir iiiK] lahtied iccomtnenoatious and ihc appioiiation of the
puijlic; and has es:ablished on its own merits a lepuuiiion lor vidue
lu id crticacy far superior to the various compounds U-aring the name
ofSaisapariila. 'i he tollowing tesiimoiiiiil is >eUc;e<l fioin ainoiig the
nuiltilude of those weaiedady receivin.r ; and f'>r tmthcr contnma-
tioti. ihe reader is referied to the Family Iit:cii e imd .MediciU Ahnanac,
linnishcdgiai.miou»ly by nil om hu> oi-.

AsToNL<iiiN(; vviu:.
New Oklevns, La., Scj.t. 23, 19'.9.

Mcser*. A. B. AD. Sands—Gentlemen ; Having i-ctcived so much
beiiclit fiom the use of your Sais-ipasilla, I caunoi lefiain from a<iding

my tesl.inonihi lo those >ou bive idnady leceived. l''or ah(ail six
yeai-s ! sitllered much from Hiseiise of llie l.itiigs, w hicii at limes was
so >fveie ilial it was Willi ditlieiilty thiu I coiil 1 congli or cx]icc;o;alc.

I w a', attended by one of the lno^t celehtiiled physicnuLS of New Or-
leiin-, whilioallj deciaredinycu.se hojiclevs, and tiiat 1 had taily to

vMi:i I'm dtait). M'lcv tliis, one of my Irieiuls wdio hud n.'ed your in-

\ahiabie S;n v-.ptiiilla. advised me to try il. I pnicured six hottle-s

tiom your agent iu Ihis city, v\lneh 1 tO'^k with ilecided hencht. and
afier "using it for ihree momus, 1 wie> ladically ciucd. I 1 eimiin yours,

very tiuty, Eigene Lemome.
rrepmed and sold, wholesale and retail, by A. 1^ A 1). SANDS,

Druggisis and ('hcmi.sts, nm Fnhon *iitvt. corner of William. New
Voik. Sold also by Druggisis gciieiully ibroiiuhoiit the United State*

aud l>inadas. Price, 5.1 per boulc ; si.\ IkhiIcs tor $.1.

YON'S CRYSTAL PALACE MEDAL.
Justice is done.
The prize, well won.

At last has come to hand.
J.YO.N can show
lli.s medil now.

From Britain's distant land.

Sent to the Fair,

His powder theio
Whole hordes of insects slew,
John Rnll, luii i/.cd,

His I'vebuiws ud-ed,
And now gives boiur due.

LYON'S medal from the World's F.iii may be seen at the Depot.

4:4 Broadway, where the Miignelic Powiler and Pills, may be pio-

cme-l, pr ce twenij -live cents pi-r Hask or box^^

Bv liCtters Patent secured in isjn.

ULVERMACHERS PATENT HYDRO-
ELECIRIC VOLTAIC (HAIN.S. constmrled to be worn

ler tie g.n-nieiiis. are die most vvoiideiful discoveiy in Medicine and
Lleciiicily ot the piesent day. They relieve, without pain or shoe'k
insnmianeoirslv, acute neivoiis puns, sticli iis Head. Vmv, and Tooih-
acbe, Rhiumaiic I'auis, 'lie Doloreus. Xi-.; aid by their mild tail con-
liniioiis and peiceptibic action on the I'Ody. diseases of jcaiV siand-

in-.;, such as i Jout. Loe.d Patid.v?!-, .N'crvou'* Copiplain'-, Liver Dis-

e.i ts' Ac, disiippciir as it by n iiiiiacie. ') hey have been applieil.with

the grea'.c't success in ail lliorc diviidti.l diseases in children, coin-

moitly Cidled convulsions, as also in chscs ol teething under dif-

Ucuhic.<. iuid disoidei^ of ihe boweis. 'Ihey prec.pitale metals froni

iheir sohiiions, decompose vvaier. deflect the magnetic nt'iilc; in

shoit, sliow all the plienonienoii of a powerful Vohaie pile, ihe iu-

strumciiis producing liiese ehe^-is w(i::li aliout iwo oinicc;: can ho
folded np inn iKickei book, aie rtivva.w rendy tor instantaneous u.se,

and will last a m.ui his lite inio lor liimxclf. family aiid friends, Ac,
ai:ainsi tim: number ofdiseascs-ind complaints In which mild streaming
cr_cirici.y i^ a {leif-^lly s;Hte, cenahi. and wondeifid spa-dy remedi*.

The price of a coniple;e chain is from*! lo if.'*; lialieries. .tin— -V-'-i r>u-

lucre iible as may seeiu the above facts, nnv iierson cmi eiisily con-
vince himself ijeibiehiinfi, ui the dciwt. of iheir iruth. Tlie iiiii>or-

tance of ilie inveniitai has liceiiacknowle'l^e'l in America by the Aca-
deiiiv of .Medii'i.c nj Now Yoik. and il.c Idiains have b-ceu applietl

w lii'gieai s a\-evs in die .Medicid Colleges the (;iiy. Bellevue. and
\\'iird s Lland llospiials, IJittoklin l.'iiy llospind. Ac. in Europe, by
the Royai t olby^o of Physicians and Svirge-ons iu London; by the
A<-a h in:e XtUioiuile ile Xledi;:n at Paiis ; by iliu Impytial Fiu;ulty

Viciuia; hy ihe Uoyal ! acid y at ISeilin, and o h. r scicniilic in-

stitutions of the highest order, iuchiding Lite principal Hospitals in

luirope.
' he proprie'ors arc in possession of testimonials lo ihc same clfent,

trom uU ihe above hislinn ions in America and I'.urope, as well as ol ihe
mo>t cuiiiicni. and di.stinguishe-l mi.iiit)ersof the piolchsiou iu both
in udsli[3c es. and inviie ihe public 10 examine ilicm.

I'od unit iiinsi:aied de-scnipdons— one for personal use, and one for

sc-;t;iiiiic men- -With cojiies ul icsiimomals and a number of casis
cole I i;i New Yoik and Euioi'C, may In,- ol)l;iined giati.'' at the ollice.

'I I icy will b- fo. warded, fiu: of I«l.^lage, to any pail ot the L'liiled

Siiii-s. in answer lo piepiiid iiiijunies, conlainiim tlncc eciiis i«oiiage

SlMuip>. J. STEIN KUT. No. r>us Broadway, coi ncr of Prince st.

pi

pnlients. while in Boston, pua-ured some of your Cordial, which he
he hits taken two weeks, and that he is enliii'ly ciiied. Ho

abwidy l.-oks like a new jrei-son, who a short time since looked so
njile Jiiid ihni and was scarcely able to criiwl around. I thought it

hardly i«i.--sible for him ever to region his full stienglh and fm-tiTlies ;

lli^ ca^e was an extremely bad one. I presciibfd the usual medieine
u-sed ill such ciLses ill the Hospital, but llicy weieof no etlect. In the
nicaniime n!>- palient bud piocurcfl t-mw of >onr Coidiiil, which ef-
tecie*! a cure I luu satisiiwl no oilier medicine could have done. I shall
evLi' wainily recommend it whenever an oppoilniiily occurs. The in-
ventor. Ill my younger days Uwell lememlx-r, as being considered one of
the most sl.iltid nby-iiciims in the United Slaies, ;md liad heard U\»
cordial very highly spoken of, but was one of ihe incrcdul(Mis as to itA

merits, mild I was so unexpcctclly and 'aiistacltaily convinced to llie
'jiinliiny. 1 1 must be a great consolati(ai lo jou to ihiiik w bat a vast
amount of human mi-very your t Cordial is alleviating. With my
wannest w islies tor vour health, happiness, and continued sncccvs.

1 lemain Uuly, youis, 11. A. WOOD, .M. 1).

Prepared by M. MORSE, M. D.: and for sale by CILVS. H. RTNi :.
General Ageut, 192 Broadway, New York, lo w horn all orders must ho
luUh-essciL

AGENTS.
Bofllon. W. V. Spencer, 12s \Viishingion Ftrect, and Fctridge ft Co.

Spinigfieltl, PdiNS, .t Havfii. Worcester, M. Ii. Green. Lowell, John
Maynanl. ihotlbrd. .loiin Piikins. P.o\idc:ice, R. I., J. iialch A
Sun. Pliila lelpliia, <;. W. Dyoit A Sons, and F. .>!. Wood, 4 Hat inony
t'ourt. Ballimoie, Rogers A Brothers and S. S. Hance. Wiu^hhar-
ton, Z. D. (iihnan. Albany. X. Y., \v. ,V. Jant.son, 5HI Broadway.
Btillalo, N. Y., .lohn L. Coleman. 'I'oronto. i;aiiatia, LyniiUi Bio-
theisACo. And Cities, as advertise<l, thitaighout the Union, It is

put up, highly concenliaicii. in Pint Bottles, with the name blown in
thegiiiss, and sold for

MPEU BOTri.E—6 FOR $1-2—$2i THE DOZEN.
CAUTION.

Thegrealer Ihe value of any di.scovery. the higher it is held in the
esti-em by thy public, and so much in pmjwninn is thai public liable lo
be imi)05eil u|»on hy the spurioui imitalioiis of ignorant, designing, and
dislione.>t men, who, like thedione in die hive, Imve neiiher the ability
nor inclination to provide tor ihemsehes, but liiiive tual iu.\inia!e oil
the CJiniiogt. of ilic deserving. 'Ihis is to caulion the public against
ptnchasirig any other ihiin liiat ha\-ing the wiillen signature of .M.
>ll)R.SE, and C. ii. RiNti'S signatuie pas.se«I over the cork of each
bollir.

TT IS A HISTORICAL FACT that the
JL. rairble litiaded liuecu Eiizidjeth w onld sit alone in the daik,
in fOrr.Avand in iCArs. An a-cieni liisloiian as-erts iIhI she waH
longing for a bo.\ of RUSSIA SALVE, wheiewiih in use in cases of
huriis '

' '
"

A.
S niw.

iriis, scalds, .sores, froslefl limb?, piles, cancers, nlcets^ Ac. SoM hy
. Ii. A D. SAND.S, New Yotk, and all Druggists in the United

A

DAGUERREOrYPES.

GURNEVS MAGNIFICENT GALLERY.
The cdlection of Drtiruerieotj*pes at (itirncis Gallery. No.

ai9 B^>adwav, isumiueMionabJy the line-t ami the nHi>i cMensivc in

America. The walls of his siuicioiis e.\hibitiou moms aie hieratly

covt-red with first class i>iclmcs taken hy hiinselt", and i mhricint; sn-di a
lepavH-'ntddon of the celcbtules of ibis and otliei coui;liie>, as never
belore was grouped in any national exhibiiion. ^Ii^ in>itiinieiils and
other apparatus aie( f the mo'-l pertec' and costly kind, and the coin-

piimeiu with which the American InaiiUilc aceonip.mied lii-j Goid
nieilal awarded to him at llie late Fair, was but the echo of laiblic

opinion. Ilc produces faiUJess portraits in all weather, and at all

hours of the day.

D A G U E R R E T Y P E S Citizens

1

__ and stmngcrs are most respectfully inviie I lo Hsit ihe Rooms,
:i8l BROADWAY, and view his luimeiouscolli-clioii of the "human
hi'e divine." imd e^pc-eiiUly the fiain*. of 'j'! pi lures exhibited at ihe
World's Fair in London. uionotL^ced the i>esl in ibe exhibiiion, !un\

awarded Mr. LAWitENXE Ibe Vum. premium, the prize mCtlal.

GREAT AND LMPORTANT END
AccoMPLTsm-:n.—cREv hair chan<;ed' and a .

Nf.vV (;R(>\\T11 IMPROVKH.-lhe introduction of VaX DEL'-
^E\S UMPliOVED WaHPENE, tV r chimg.ng grey hair lo its

piioiilive color, h.is be^rii attended wilh the most siiniMl and im-
deiiiuble succia^s. Ii.s vegetable proiK-rties emlfr ice those niairish-
ing lui.l germinating stiinnlHnts winch ae'.s on ihc biilljs and
i;eims, causing lhcrepixidii(^;on of a new growtli, often ol>slrncicd by
sickly ami decaycti Indr, and toimirg that dciio'-iic of coloring inalter
necessary to cftect a change of grey hair to i:-« natinal ii>peei. It is a
purL-ly vegetable picpaiation, tree fioui all iiilmi.Mure uf mineral
acids, alcoholic liguith, and those d>'e stiitts ijectijtar lo the novel in-',

ventions of the day. Sate and pleasml in its application, it is one of
'

the most Hgieeabie prepaiaiions ibr the loih-I ; it allays nervous lieiid-

aches. as Well rts lemoves dandruff and all ciilancuni eru'-lions from'
the iieiid. >old at the l>cpot Booims, K'.; i hambers strec'. Ne\v
York : F. Brown, Plnla. ; S. S. Ilni.lv, Haltimoic; W. IL Oilman.
Washinirlon, 1). C.; P. M. Cohen A Co., Chatlc-lon. S. C.i J. Wright
A Co.. New Orleans; Weeks A Poller. iJos;oii : F. A. Kidder. Chi.

a^HE S
X FitLTX

SURPRISING VIRTUES OF DR.

fo. tli-reiiovKlof i>impl'fs. tan, freckUs, sunburn, and di-roloratioii

from Ihe skill, are iinivct>jdi)- known ; ynd a peiteci l!o hI of ceniti-

''ts, in att*<l'tlion of its e.\C( Hence, are rec'i- tsl d lilv from all parts

of 1)1*' coiotiy. DE;. G lURAUIt'S POUDKLS SUR 1 ILKS aie
ciliirt|lycelebr'»!CCl fir their ma*.ic'il properiie.^ in c-aoicaiing suivr-
fbions h,vir Lorn any part of the body. DR. G 'S LbjUlD IIAIR
DVh;, for colorine liair. Ims coniplelr'y superseded all tie old and
d.tleleiotts nrfpaintinns for th'it pini-o-'e. 'I'he great demand fur

GoUR.-.UD'S LU>UII> VKGKTaISLE ROUGE, for tinting cheeks
and lip^ vv'lh an indeliijlt; nse c'lor, is ihe best pi unf of the eslinia-

tidn in which it is held. The LILY Will f E maile liy Uo Doctor
is, by co'inaon can-senl. alhfwed to be ihe ino-«t e\efll nt ftrliele for

henijt'fjiiig the complex on that 1 ver grticed a l-d^ or gentleman's
toiUt. The^« snperlaiive co«meiics together w itii a Kirgo stock of
clu)ice'tiertiimefy mid tiiJ:cy ardeles, to b; had <;vj(_i;i.vi.: o.nly at Dr.
V. Gouraud's Derot, one door from Bioadway. in Wnlker s'reel

;

(""allcnuer. >*.< !-"onlh flnrd strec. Pliila ; Bate-, ijo Wiishington slrett,

liviion ; BJis.-i, Spiiiighvld ; Green, Worce-ter . .McNany A Brick,
H.uU'uid : CamexvjD, tfiiiiicepfliit ; Sixuideit, New Haven ; aud Drus-
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BARNUM AND BEACHS' PAPER,

ILLUSTRATED NEWS.
SIS CENTS PER COPY.

P. T. BARNUM. Special Partner. H. D. ft A. E. BKACH,
Ger.eral Pannen--.

The ILIA'STRATED NEWS is published weekly, and contaiuB
(-ixieen lati;e ]>ayes, filled with a ineat variety of mieiestiiar reading
nuuier Mud unmeior.s large and handsome engravings. It is intended
that ihis p;»ii»-r siiall he a FAiTiil-LL and be-M'TIFUL PicTOalAt*
HisTOKV OF THE WoitLP, in wdiich scenes and evenl^ in ihis and
Other cr>iintrie»!, sketches and views in all parts of the Globe, Portraits
of Puhl'c Men, Scenes in our .N'aiional <'apito], Anlographs and lii-

ogiapliiesof Kminent Characiei-s, and all iiiaiicrs of ;,'enei"Ml interest

to theCounnuiiily. wiUbefounil puoMi'Tiv illusthated. Dumitten-
tion will be iwnd to the itEU(iiuus, SciK.NTirif, and Agiucultukai.
hileiTsts ofdie I '-oiinti v.

A larue ano handsome enc".aving will he prcsvntcd to '•nbscriber*.

At the ctiiiclusion of ejicb voinuie a handsome title pai:e aiiti index
will be graiuiiously luruished by the pniJishers. '1 he pnblisherB will

p o ure, at low rates, the imitorm bimliug of the vohimes. when
da-'ii'^d

llie "Illnstrattd Xews" ana "Home Joumid, ' will be siipphed

to mail butjsci ibei's one ye&r ior tour dollar 3.

MAIL SUBSCRIPTION PRICES.
TWO VOLCMI'S IW OUT. VEAK.

Ore Copy, per volume, (ofsix monihs) $1 60
Four Copies, do. do. fi (ki

leu do. do. do. lo 00
Payable. In all casts, io aavnov-e

Id consequence ot the very i>»w price at which Ihis pa[>er is placed,

no gratuitous copiet can be allbraed, beyond the numbers speciliea
aoove.

(hi receipt of orders for back numbers, those back nundicrs which
are on hund will be immediately sen', and nns!iiiig number.s supplied
as soon thereAtter as puS£>iUd. i'he biicU numbers of the hiM volume
will be supplied.

jA^tiers, pcsi-paid, should be ad(Jie.ssed, "Ulustm'ed News," New
Yoik.

P. T. B.VRNUM, Special Partner.

U. D. A A. 1;. liE.u'ii. (;eneud Partners.
lijut'uhonstieet. New York.

*f * Sketches of accidents and incidents, \ncws of interosling seen*
ery, Ac, Ac , iuall parts ofthe United Stales, and oihercouiiuies, are
invited, which, when U'ied, will be paid for at current price*.
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THE LATE RAILWAY CALAMITY AT N R W A L K, COXX

V

"-Mm^̂

'-^z/£

THE NOR^ALK RAILROAD CALAMITV.
A^roTHCTi of tbo^e ^railroa*! ' a*,''.i(leQtH," or. rather, acci<iental mMWi-rrett,

which h%re of late h^ry>me so fearfully frequent, oc^urre^l on the mtjro'wir of

the Pith innt , on the New Haven Kailroa'l, at Norwalk, Tonn. Thf; morning ex-
press train was a'Wancing at full «pef L the drawbridge irhf;re the calastrophft
occurred, was opeaei to admit the j.aMa|^e of the steamboat Pacific, and the
siifoal wan accordingly lowe-ed Of this Ihe eDginef-r took no notice, and con-
n^HuftnXly the engine, the ba|^ga;?e car, and two of Ihe passenger cars di-hel
hfsdlon^ into the riTer, which wan there twelve fe«t deep. So ^reat was their
speed, ti.at the engine struck against the abutmeat on lh« oppouile iide, li'.e-

jally making a leap of ab 'ut i-ixty feet I

The Rcene whic^ tosued wa^ on© of incredible horror, Upwan^rf of

fifty live-i wero almost imonedialely destroye^l, by Tiolent concussion
or by drowning;. Bat hix or seven escaped of those who were in the cars

;

among these several contrived to beat their way out after they were submerged,
Tlie bfjttom of the tliird car (there were five in all) broke in two, its fragments
haogmg over the edge, and several of it« pastfengeri weie thrown into the
stream.

TUH CATASTKOIUX.

The bUme appeari to have attachedl to the engineer, since it is ^•liffi

cult to imagine any palliation for impelimg a train of car^ rapidly at any
time over a drawbridge; while the engineer Ia said to have been unqualified by
exp'Tience for ihe pont which he occupied. Among tho 'lea^i i< Mrn. I-Tuent

—

a lady who ha/1 been married only the cay before. She died in her bridal

rt be^. Her husband escaped with siight injure'l. M\sa Kyjii.y tii'.i-^wou', a
daughter of the Rrv, Rrrr'-i U'. CiRismtouk is reported injure!. Credit in due
the citizens Of Norwalk for their prompt and energetic efforts to refcae the
sufferers. Through thHr exertiona many lives were saved. Many of thone
rescued were 'dangerou-«dy wounded, among whom was Jo.vathax THf/TTEV.

Esq., of thin city,

Several of the ViUfed^wtre physicians returning from th« medical convention.
The history of the hairbreadth e.sca[>eH effecte*! by different personf* on this

occaaioD. would form a volume. A gentleman who hapj^eoed to be looking out
foresaw the aoc dent in time to throw bia wife and two children from the win-

dow of the car, and to e.icape with them, sufTering only slight bruises. The
express agent was sitting io the baggage car, bat succeederi in b*eaking bis

way through the roo'. Dr. Ives and fJr. Carter also went down umUr vxiUr in

the b^tgga^e car. but fHcaped in the same manner. A newsboy in the broken
car e*caffed unhurt. 'Jomstock. the c»uduc'rr, was io the second passenger
csr : hi.-i furft caught in the rubbish, and lie was three times submerged in the
water, but finall/ eitrica'pd himneU, and he was able to crawl out of a win-
tiojv f.verhead. ft was noti -^dss a singular fact, that man/ of the killed were
wounded in the left lemple, as if the shock had caf-t them all in the tame di-

rection. The wounied were at once distributed through the town, and eretj
portfible care tak^n of ihem. The ladiet of Xorwalk on this occasion rendered
most pffi-^ient a trvice. ''ning ail'in their power to alieviate the terrible suffer-

ing"! of the woun'ied and the aoguifch «T Ih"* bereaved.

When our artist reached the spot, the eicitement which prevailed was in-

Uxxsa. The news spread like wllifire, wnd the town was spfedily filled by the
relitivei and friend< of thope who had b?en in tiie cars. While the c«/roner*s

jury were, at a liter hour, viewing the dead bodies, many asfemble-j round the
houKe where the bvlies were, and in * ^tate of fr*arful exciiement. Tney had
arrived from neiguboriog citie=>. ani were desirous c.f termiualiog the terrible

sufpense io which they were^laced. The opening of the door was the iotro-

(C<-ntinued oa page 308 J0
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r Sondry imtebested PAHTiEa are pufflnK another Pictorial at the expense of the News, by
iDtimatinK that it lia-s reduced tlie number of its en^rnivinifs, and that 1 have sold my interest

in the enterprise, l>otb of which Ktatements are wholly untrue.

It is easy to publish in this country a large sheet, filled with inferior pictures, picked up
from any and every source, no matter what, if cheaply obtained, to publish second-hand en-
Kravings heretofore used by English, French, and Ger-

man newbpupers, and nut adapted or calculated for this

cou'Ury,to get up pictures of landscapes, which allow

months of time lor preparation, to insert paid pictorial

advertisvtneiits, and pietiure handbills, with which to.fiU

the column.-*, to practice a thousand contrivances by

which expenditures for excellence can be saved, and {ho

assistance of able artists avoided, and to thus throw to-

gcUier the odds and ends of e\cry print shop iu Ku-

rope and America, and sell the collccliou at a tow price,

under the name uf an Xuehica.ii fiLTORiAL. Ihis ia

the modw upon wiiich ttiis rival pictorial has been con-

ducted since its eoimnencemeut— without enterprise and
without improvenient~a source of no eneotuagemeut to

artisUi, and no credit to the community—but this is not

the species ot enterprise designed by the publishers of the

Ui.U3TKAT£D ^EWS.
Its pubhsbers have sought to found a Natiohil Pia-

TOUlAL. and to publish an iUusti'ated newspaper which

should be a \sorthy represeutanve of the arUi of design

and engru\ lug in tliis couutry. They have devoted lib-

eral expcndiluies fur the encouragement of native lalent,

aiid nut sought to eeouomjse by the purchase of cheap

toreigii piuiuies. Ihey have employed the best Ameri-

can laknt, without regaid to price, and have iliustrated

current ubjecu of inieiest in ail parts ol the comiuy, by

engravings executed especially fur ttus paper, and uot

txansteried liom seme other book, newspaper, or period-

ical. 'I'hey have illustrated occur lences, and objects ol

uiterest, with a reasonable degree ot promptitude, with-

out allowing several weeks debry tielweeu the event and

the appearance of the pubhcatiou.

Couunencing under many mechanical and artistica

difhcuiues, \v lliioul udcijuale prlnling lacihues, without

requisite macbiueiy tor prepuriug and bolting wood

blocks, wilhoui a competent torce of the best engravers,

and labuimg against many other obstacles only kuuwu

to the luittuted, it was luund d.Uicult at the outset to pre-

beni djat fS.irtLC£ uj.LslKAls.n M:.wSfAi'l!:K wiiich it id

the deieiiinnauuu ot the i'ublishers to produce. Not-

withslanouig all these uilhcuities, which aie now being

rapidiy u^ercome, the iu.ps'laATs:u ^kws has attained

in mx mouths a rauk, ciiculatiun, and intlueuce unsur-

passed by any weekly newspaper iu America, and Ha

Publishers dely any one to oveicume the same obstacles

and piesent us good an Uiusuated newspaper in as short

a peiiud 01 ume.

lielieviug tne excellence and variety of its engravings

to be ihe legiumale object and sphcie ol this journal, its

Pubtishers have excluded lui auvertisiug pages, and

some uiiunpoiuuii type pages, the expenuitiues upon

which tue added to the cosLoL us eiigiuviugs, which will

appeal in gieaier number, vaiiciy, sue and beauty than

evei beioie. iiatge and elegaui engiavmgs, coveruig

One auu two entire pages ol tlus paper, devoted to subjecu

01 pubnc utieiest, c-cn oue ol whicu will be intriijsieuily

worm a yeai-'s suosciipuon, will txi lietiueutly publishett

A GUAluilous l^msiALPAnAtt cUfrni.iili.M isissued

tins Meek, giving a lull uescripuou and lUusuauous of

thaiceieoiaied suuciuie. AnoLUer AlAtiMliCfcM PKK-

8ki^TAllu^ li<M;itAVl>G, the largest ever issued in Aiue-

riea, wilt shorUy be pubbshed and pieseuled gratuitously

to subsciibeis. ^e\er uus greater enterprise beeu used to

impievc the paper, aud never has its subscription list

stood higher, toubsenbers will receive, iu real merit

ot fcjUgiavmgs, and m aupplemenui and olherwiee, lour-

fold the value ot any other pieloiial paper issued in this

counuy, tuid not less than bus hltheiio been received

by iheun 1*0 eboiu, or means are spared to make

the lL.i.t;sIKATi.p >t.ws' e&uiblisbm,.nt the most perlect

of ibi kmd 111 ihis touiitry. ^ew and improved printing

presses have commenced ruiining—the engraving de-

paiiment Las been doubled in its loice—the most able

American artists are engngcd upon this paper, aud the

Publishers are conhdent that the pietent volume will

surpass any similar newspaper here, and be excelled by

none abroad, lbs Publishers KMOW MO SUCH WOBD A3

FAiLl

My interest in the " News " cajoot be booobi for

ANY I'UICE. The means, abilities, and enterprise of its

pubhsheis, will eventually produce a paiier unrivalled in

the world for its mechanical and artislical beauty, con-

fidently awaiting winch, the attacks of these INTEBESTED

I'AHTiE.s cannot injure an enterprise founded and con-

ducted for the improvement ot American talent, and

generously supported by an American community.

P. T. BARNUM.
. . »>.— .

AMERICANIZATION.
Originally, the American people were

composed of the representatives of various

countries in the old world, principally of the

English, French, and Dutch. Some seventy-

seven years since their descendants, neces-

gari'iy imbued to some extent with conflicting

traditionary influence, commenced the ex-

periment of a self-constituted anil indepen-

dent government. In religion and philoso-

phy there were irreconcilable difiercnces

among them; only in the sentiments of a

common hostility to oppression were they united. They assei-tcd then:

independence, and achieved it. They were then fairly committed to the

attempt to illustrate the capacity of the people for self-government.

They would necessarily meet with many ol)stacles—many from without,

more from within. They had driven then: national enemy .from the

STATUE OF JOHN C. CALHODN, CHARLESTON, S. C.—PAQB 32.

field—the foe which Inrked by the hearthstone was still nnconquered.

Probably no people who ever a-sserted their freedom were more worthy

of it, or were better prepared to enjoy and maintain it. And yet

for more than twenty-five years after the memorable declaration of inde-

pendence there was nothing really and essentially American. Free-

dom had been wrenched from the hand o

tyranny; the confederacy had been estab

lished and sanctioned ; but yet there was

DO clear and effective realization by the

American people of the American idea.

They were distinguished by the indecision,

the absence of character in the individual or

the nation, peculiar to infancy and youth.

Such, to a greater or less degree, must be

the history of every nation or society in the

outset of its career.

There are those who distinctly remember

the political itspect of things at the com-

mencement of the present century, ii was

one of the most remarkable epochs in mo-

deru history. Events of the most thrilling

interest were transpiring in Europe. Ameri-

can allkirs of moment were directly aflected

and mea-surably controlled by them. The

papers of that period were filled with the

growing history of the lad of Corsica in

France, who was opening a tremendous

play upon the theatre of life, and who.se sub-

sequent career was one of the most striking

which history records His rapid strides

to contitiest and power, the constema-

tiou into which the nations were thrown,

the enormous sacrifice ot blood he occar

sioiied, were sufKcient to awaken the pro-

louude-st interest wherever the tidings might

spread. Like his examplar, Alexander the

Ureat, he sought to gra-sp the reiua of uni-

versal empire. Every leading American

mind regarded his progress with the liveli

est interest. Men who gathered around the

Neutrality proclamation principle of Wash-

ington, were appreliensive that alter accom-

plishing his ends in Europe, he would

hesitate to stifle the eflorts of a young peo-

ple for freedom upon a distant soil. The

sympathies of Jeflersou were with the new

movement. At this point men divided, and

many became partizans who were not

before. There were Federalists on the one

side, and Jacobins on the other; and of the

latter, Jctlerson was the chief. English

Toryism aud French Jacobinism abounded.

These were the colors under which men

were arrayed. Thus, nothing was Ameri-

canized—there were no Americans. Some

were for France, others were for England;

for America, there were none. The state

of Europe absorbed universal attention.

Political zeal foimd a theatre lor its activi-

ties abroad— it could do nothing for the

smaller interests at home. Fifteen years of

blood followed; aud it was not until after

the second war of independence that men
fairly began to forget their European preju-

dices, and to feel a more vilal interest, as

Americans, in American affairs. It was

then that our iiLstitutions began to receive a

character peculiarly our own. Our countiy

came to the fuller realization of its position

and mission. It not only became American,

but had successfully engaged in the work o(

Americanization.

But, even at the present day, Ameiicao

influence exercises its sway principally at

home. It is not ably represented amonj?

national councils abroad. At no very dis-

tant period its advancement in the scale of

nations will doubtless win for itself a proud

and comntanding position, and its vote and

voice receive the respect of its cotemporaries.

Here, that influence should end. Beyond

the expression of opinion and argument

nothing should tempt the active exercise oi

American influence upon any continent but
"^id^-r^JI
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LABOR.

When the general speculating mania prevailed some years ago, tnere

were whole acres, and even whole farms, sold in the State of Maine at

exorbitant prices, simply because they were productive in granite.

Granite became a popular article of traffic, and much money was made

and more was lost, by this substantial kind of commerce. It afterwards

became a prevalent doctrine that granite of itself possessed no intrinsic

value—that it was only the labor expended upon it which made its use

or purchase desirable.

Some writers have been very profuse in their admiration of labor, and

have wasted a great deal of philanthropy in professing sympathy for the

laborer. The dignity of labor is a very fruitful theme, and there are

many persons who, with this for a text, can become very eloquent in

their declamation. The following remarks from an exchange are very

just : " The majority of articles which we have read on the dignity of

labor are calculated to deceive our working people ; it is for them they

are intended, and tlieir tendency is injurious. Idleness is an evil, and

industry, as its counterpart, is a righteous duty; but, at the same time,

mtense labor in auy cause, or at any business, whereby evU is done,

caimot dignify the actor, however assiduously he may toil to accomplish

his infamous ends. Mechauical and mental toil are honorable and dig-

nified only because of the aims and olyects of the laborers; the noble

man (not titled) confers dignity upon the labor in which he is engaged

—the i'lbor cannot conler dignity upon him. We know it is no uncom-

mon leeling among all classes of rich and poor, to make wide distinc-

tions, one looking down or up to another because of its particular pro-

fession or trade. Great excellence in mechanism, skill of hand, and

mental ability will always command admiration, but the feeling we

would desire to see generally cidtivatcd, is respect for all wise and honest

men irrespective of their kind of labor. At the same time let us say that

this feeling is more prevalent than some frothy philanthropists would

have ns believe. The great difficulty with many men is to make them

respect themselves—they have not the correct idea of true dignity. A
man cannot always choose his trade or profession, but he certainly can

c'loose his character. It is as ensj for a mechanic to be a gentleman,

and work amid oil, steam, and iron every day, as it is for a man who is

worth his tens of thousands . It is also as mcumbent upon every Ameri-

can mechanic to be a gentleman, as if he were a minister or a professor;

there is no excuse for any of our mechanics being less than gentlemen,

and certainly some of them are much finer gentlemen than many who

ride in their- carriages. " "Tis worth that makes the man," and nothing

else. Every man should live in such an atmosphere as to feel indepen-

dent of his kind of labor; his dignity lies m his character—the man. To

every working man we would say, look upon yourself with respect; be

intelligent, honest, industrious, with grace in your speech and conduct;

and never give yourself a thought about the dignity of labor. If you are

poor, mme but fools will look down upon you as wanting in dignity be-

cause of your kind of labor. If a man is poor, not by his own fault, it is

his misfortune; he cannot help that. A man may also be very illiterate

from the lack of opportunities to improve his mind; that is also not his

fault. If he .strives to do well, he labors with a diguilied aim; and for this

he should be respected. In civilized communities, intelligent aud moral

worth exert the greatest influence; it is a law of the mind, that the civil

qualities command respect, and for this reason, we often, as part of our

duty, have to direct the attention of many of our readers to those quali-

ties which dignity the man, in order that they may not be led astray

from the true path of duty. At the present day there is no excuse for

ignorance on the part of any young man in America, whatever his occu-

pation may be—whether a mechanic or a merchant; if he is not intelli-

gent, he is wanting in an essential element of true dignity.

In the Mass. Constitutional Convention there was some debate on the

" enacting style," as it U termed. The phraseology as required by the

[ircsent constitution was thought to be exceptionable, and shoidd be

ohanged. It was proposed to amend by substituting, " Be it enacted

by the people, represented in the General Court." It was suggested

finally, by some of the e.xperienced members, that " Be it enacted by

the lobby membci's'' would express the fact, in relation to some laws,

as clearly as auy other form of language. We think if the character

and extent of lobljy influence were generally understood, there would be

a very great decrease of respect on the part of the people for the laws

of the land. They would be greatly surjjrised, we imagine, did they

know precisely what ]iroportion of their huvs were executed by the

legislation ol tlie " third house." The evil is one which is rapaidly in-

creasing from year to year. As the various interests of the country

gather strength, such a.s the manufacturing, railroad, bank, or other

interests, so are our legislatures made to (eel the force of this kind of

outside pressure, .and their action must in many cases be more or less

premature or partial.

" Mother,"' said a girl of some four or live summers, on viewing the

eUborate magnilicence of Taylor's Saloon, " mother, do folks pray

here?" "No," replied the mother, "they come here to eat." "I

should think," said the girl, " that God would like to have this for a

Church."

GENERAL SUMMARY OP NEW&
RELIGIOUS.

A writer in one of the Portland papers has shown that public wor-

ship was established in the Province of Maine by the followers of Sir F.

Gorges, according to the ritual of the Church of England, as early as

16:'.T. This fact is fatal to the claim of the King's Chapel, Boston, as

being the first Episcopal Society in New England. Clergymen of

various persuasions participated in the funeral services of the late Dr.

Sharp of Boston The "Christian Intelligencer" says that street

preaching has been commenced in Brooklyn, with encouraging results.

The Protestant PLcformed Dutch Church in Harlem was dedicated

on the 2Sth ult., sermon by Rev. Dr. Bethune. President Pierce, it is

said, regularly keeps up family worship in his household The Hous-

ton street Pre'sbyterian.c,Ohurch, of this city, has presented to the late pas-

tor, Rev. R. S. Storrs Dickinson, now of the First Presbyterian Church,

of Philadelphia, six handsome pieces of silver as a testimonial of their

continued regard Rev. Mr. Wheeler, in writing from San Francisco,

says he has never seen a hirder task than to get a man to look through

a lump of gold into eternity A Bible Revision Convention just held

in Missouri, alter endorsing the American Bible Union, resolved "that

a revised version of the English Bible is required, to meet the religious

characteristics of the age in which we live." The Empress of China
is said to be a (Christian, the daughter of a Christian, and the Emperor
himself more than half a convert The General Association of Mass.

recentlj' held its annual session in Yarmouth. It is proposed to build

a Methodist Tabernacle in New Orleans, at a cost of $1-50,000 It is

said that the settlement of California is to have a powerful influence on

the ev.ingelization of Asia.- The Rev. James Caruahan, who has been
President of Princeton College for thirty years, has teijdcred his resigna-

tion to the Board of Trustees. St. Peter's (Episcopal) Church, in

Salem, Mass., has invited the Rev. Mr. Leeds of Utica to become its

Rector. A refreshing season inj-eligious things has lieeu enjoyed by
the Bapti-st congregation in East Brookfield, Mass., of which Rev. S. W.
Marston is pastor-. Six converts have been added to the church, and
others give good evidence of a divine change An iuteresting revival

has occurred in Parma of this State. Thirty-six have united with the

Bapti.st church in that place within the last three uiontlis. An inte-

resting work of grace is now enjoyed by the Congregational church in

Harwich, Mass., under the pastoral care of Mr. Wilder. Some thirty

cases of hopeful conversion have occurred since the 1st of .lanuary.

Rev. S. Snyder, pastor of the Second Baptist Church in WillianislHirg,

died of disease of the heart, at his residence, corner of Leonard and
Ainslie streets, on Saturday forenoon, at 10 o'clock Mr. James T.

Hyde, of New Haven, Conn., was erdained to the work of the gospel

ministry on the 22d ult., as colleague with the venerable Dr. Fiske, of

New Braintree, Mass It gives us great pleasure to note in the En-
glish papers that Bishop Mcllvaine has been received with everv mark
of attention, and especially at O.xford. X new Presbyterian church,

called the " South Presbyterian Church," has l)een organized liy a com-
mittee of the Presbytery of Baltimore, (0. S.) at Wasliingtou, i). C, in

a part of the city called the Island. The General ( 'onvention of Con-
gregational Ministers and Churches in Vermont met at Windsor, on the

21.st ult., opening sermon by Rev. Silas Aiken, D.D. The Rhode
Island Baptist State Convention held its twenty-eighth anniversary at

Providence, on the 21st and 22ud ults The corner-stone of the first

Protestant church in New Mexico was laid at Santa Fc on the 2 1st of

May. Father Gavazzi objects to Protestant American ladies wearing
articles of jewelry in the shape of a cross. In a lecture recently, he

said : " This is not becoming to American Protestants ; wear in its

stead your .American eagle, and put over it the star of your country

—

and have upon it a figure of lightning striking down Catholicism."

A meeting of the State Convention of Universali.sts was held in HalK>-

well. Me., on the 28th and 29th ult. There wei-e thirty-nine ministers

—

all from our own State—present Rev. Mr. l.ynian has resigned tin-

rectorship of the Episcopal church at Columlfia. The ("hristiaus ii[

Turkey are said to be daily increasing in wealth, power, knowledge, and
enterprise. The Catholics have purchased an estate of four or live

acres in Roxbury, on which they contemplate Ijuilding a. new seminary.

Rev. Dr. Wayland has ^^Titten a memoir of Rev. Ur. Judnon The
Rhode Island Baptist State Convention at Providence resolved, that the

churches of the state be requested to spend the last Sabliath evening in

October in prayer, for an increased pouring out of the Holy Spirit

Rev. Daniel H. Babcock was installed over the Second Congregational
Church and Society in Plj-mouth, June 16. The Baptist church in

Peterborough, N. H., has invited Rev. S. R. Herrick, of PepperelI,Mass.,

to become their pastor Rev. C. H. Fay, of New York, has received

an invitation to take the pastoral charge of the Universalist society in

Nashua, N. H. The Rev. Henry D. Moore, formerly of Philadelphia,

was recently installed pastor of the old North church in Portsnioutli.

The King's Chapel, Boston, will be closed through the sumnu-r months.
Rev. Dr. Dewey has dissolved his connection with the Unitarian

church in Washington.
RECENT DEATHS.

Hon. feamuel Putnam, for many years one of the Justices of the Su-
preme Judicial Court of^ Mass., died on the 2d inst The wife of the

Hon. W. C. Preston died on the '2,5th ult Dr. Nathaniel Chapman,
one of the most celebrated physicians of the United States, died on the

1st inst., at his residence in Philadelphia, at the advanced age of 74

years. Died at Newjiort, Rhode Island, on the 2Hth ult., Mr. Nathan
Munro, aged 99 years, 11 months, 21 days, a member of the Society of

Friends. He had seven children, seventy-seven grand-children, one
hundred and forty great-grand-children, and fifty-two great-great-grand-

children. Hon. Arthur Livermore, formerly Chief Justice of New
Hampshire, died on the 2d inst., aged H7. Miij. David Bradish died

in Portland, Me., on the .'id inst Henry M. Western, Esq., one of the
oldest and most esteemed members of the New York Bar, died at his

residence in this city on Wednesday, Gth ult The death of Mr. Mau-
rice O'Coimell, M. P., the eldest son of the great Daniel, is aimounced
by the Hermann's news. Mr. O'Connell died suddenly, on the 17th
Jinie, at his apartments in London. The Hamburg journals announce
the sudden death of Mr. William Behrens, head of the we-.ilthy conmier-

cial house of L. Behrens & Sons, which house has long been connected
with Manchester, Glasgow, &c M. Dumont, deputy for Calvados to

the first National Convention, died on Saturday, June 11, near Vassy,
in his S8th year We regret to learn of the death of the Rev. Mr.
Chase, for many years pastor of the Mariner's Church in this city,

which event took place on the 23d ult., caused by paralysis. Mr.
(;hase was 63 years of age. Nathan Holmes, .Jr., aged twenty-two
years, died in Plymouth, Mass., a few days ago, from bleeding at the
gums, m con.sequence of the extraction of a tooth two years ago A
few days since, John M. Tranger, a respectable citizen of Nockamixon
township, in Bucks County, Pa., committed suicide by hanging himself
to a small cherry tree on his own farm Francis Madiai is dead^ It

was he who it was alleged was imprisoned for "simply reading' the

Bible." His wile is still in prison.

HUMOROrS.
As the Turks g«t drunk, play at billiards, and take advantage of the

money market, a recent traveller has sagaciously inferred tliat they are
rapidly advancing in civilization. An exchange gravely remarks
that it is surprising how much is gained by eaily rising There is a
use for everything. In China, when a pair of uumeniionables are no
longer serviceable, they are stuffed with minced meat and sold for saus-
ages. The cultivators of Young Hyson are ingenious. " Sir, I enter-
tain a different opinion,"' was the remark of a lawyer to a witness whose
testimony bore rather hard against the former's client. The reply was,
" I dare say you do—you are paid for it." " My heart is full of phi-
lanthropy,'' as the woman said when she held two umbrellas over a pet
horse The chief who heads the rebellion in China, calls himself
Great TraiK/uiliti/! There niKxl be something in a name. A doctor
and a poet quarreled; an indifferent person was applied to, to settle the
dispute, when the latter made the following reply :

" "i'ou are faulty,
both; do penance for your crimes : bard, take his phy.sic—doctor, read
his rhymes.'' One of the most celebrated members of the Paris
bar was lately consulted by a younger practitioner upon an obscure
point of law. " I cannot give you positive answer, young man," replied
the advocate ;

" I have pleaded once one way, and once the other, and
I gained my suit each time." Foote, being annoyed by a poor fid-

dling fellow, straining harsh discord under his window, sent him out a
shilling, with a request that he would play elsewhere, as orw- scraper at
the door was suffiritnt. A grim bachelor-editor once retorted upon a
rival's diatribe, that " it shoidd be wiitten in letters of salt on a board
fence, for cows to lick it." " Mr. Jones, you say that Mr. Rozin is a
composer. Does the court understand from that, that he is a writer of
music ?" " No, siree; he's called a composer because he never preaches
to a man without putting him to sleep." " Crier, call tiie next witness."

" Grandfather,'' said a saucy little imp the other day, " how old are
you?'' The old gentleman, who had been a soldier in the Revolution,
and was mucli under the ordinary size, took the child between his knees
and said :

" My dear boy, I am ninety-live years old," and then com-
menced to anuise the lad with some of the incidents in the history of

his life—at the conclusion of which he addressed the youngster. " But
my son, wii)' did youasksucha<|uestion'^" When the little fellow, with
all the importance ot a Napoleon, strutted off, and hitching up the first

pair of pants he ever wore, after the approved -sailor fashion, replied :

" Well it appears to me tliat you are darned small of your age I" There
is none of the right kind of bu-ch growing rouiul in sulficieut quantities

where such boj's are raised. Two gentlemen, in one of the southern
States, owned a slave together. He was a very valuable servant—

a

smart, industrious, aud withal a genuine-witted darkey. One of the
owners, bec^oming straightened in circumstances, was obliged to sell his

share in the aforesaid individual, whose name was Tom. He was accord-
mgly set up at auction, and after some attemiits to sell him, Tom made
a bid on his own hook, and the auctioneer kno,;ked him off, (or rather
/la//' of him,) to himself. Tom, evidently very well -satisfied with his

bargain, stepped down from the auction block, when one of the by-
-standers accosted him: "Tom, what did you Ijuy yourself for?—the
other hair lielongsto somebody else, and you'll be ju-st as much a slave

as ever." -' Oil." says Tom. with a grin, " pretty good nigger—thought
I'd h.ive an interest in him."

We see it stated that Professor Sllliman, of Yale College, will shortly

favor the public with a detailed a'xount of his recent foreign travels.

The work will be <ine of great value, a.s it will contain the results of his

geological examinations in the volcanic regions of Italy.>».
A Sabbath In New York, after havln;,' been whirled through its six

days of Babel confusion, conveys the mo>t effective experience of a day

of rc-st of anything we have Viefore witnessed We had thought, as in

Revolutionary times, that there could here be no Sabbath. But to us,

the change from the secular to the sa<rod was never before so striking.

Tlicre was no doubt more or less Sunday desecration, more or less row

dyism abroad, but it did not chance to come under our notice. There

were thousands of jicoplc in the streets, but they could not be the same

whom we saw the day before, for they were better dressed, and more or-

derly and thoughtful. They were not now chasing the vision of a dol-

lar ; they came out for a little exercise, and fresh air, and free converse,

and we have no doubt such Saljbath freedom would have its hallowing

efl'ect upon their hearts, and leave there its Sabbath blessing.

FORKIfiN.

At the recent installation of the Earl of Derby as Chancellor of Ox-
ford University, honorary degrees were conferred on .Jos. Ingersoll, Ex-

President Van liuren, Bislioj) Mcllvaine, and Judge Haliliurton, in

company with Macaulay and Alison Charles Island, of the (Jallipa-

gos group, has been sold to the Mormons. It is to be entirely indepen-

dent of Ecuador, and will probably declare for a new republic. The
health of the French Em|ieror excites much an.\iety among nis friends.

Chas. Kean h-as produceil Byron's Sardanapahis at the Princess's

Theatre. The French Emperor has decreed that no member of the

Bonaparte family shall go more than 7.5 leagues from home without per-

mission. The rebellion in China was still successful at the last dates.

The Edinburgh and Ghvsgow Railroad Co. have b en fined £2, for

the non-ttnfbrcement of the rule against siuoliing in the cars A pub-

lic meeting was held m the 'JOtli ult. at Aliiiaik's, in London, to aid

Berkley Negro College, at lierniuda. Moiiseigneur Garabaldi, the

I'ope'a Nuncio, was buried with great 'iiomp-all the foreign Ministers

aasisted. Some changes are aiuiounccd in the ministry. The state-

ment from St I'eler.sburg of the fith uft., that no final resolution re-

specting the occupation of the Dan-iiie will be taken till the answer
from the Porte, refiwing finally, lie leceived, leaves liussian matters in

|u-otracte(l suspense. A colossal --tatue of Napijeon is to be erected

at the Barrierc dti Trone, in Paris. lOiglity thousand francs have been
spent for the models alone. Prince .M'f«'it has just loutribiited. on

hia own account, to the World's F.iir in .Sew York, a very line painting.

DOMESTIC.

Mrs. Stowe has been residing for a short time in Paris, incognita it is

said. It is said that the new library room of Congress will be ready

lor occupancy this month. Mr. Blossom, well known as the editor of

the " Hingham Gazette," was seriously injured on the 4th inst., by the

premature di.scharge of a cannon Mr. Crampton, the English Minister,

has left Washington for Halifax. It is thought that his action there

will have a favorable effect upon the Fishery question. The Astor

Library is expected to be finished in September The Latting Obser-

vatory, near the Crystal Palace is now nearly completed. It is 300 feet

high. An immense Druramond Light is to be placed upon its extreme

top. (reneral Almonte, the new Mexican Minister, has presented his

credentials to the President His speech augurs well for the settlement

of the Boundary dispute. There are no less than eight candidates for

the (iovernorship of Texas. Their claims are to be passed upon by the

people in August. The canvass must be extremely " lively and gossip-

ing." A burglar in Ciucinnat= accomplished his theft by administer-

ing chloroform to the gentleman and lady whose house he robbed

An affray recently occurred between two ladies in Kentucky, in which

one of the combatants was killed. The following sentiment, in honor

of the Federal Senate, was proposed, at the celebration on the 4th inst,

in Boston : " Tlie Semite of the United States—When ever it (Everett)

speaks, discord and disunion shall hide their heads." A\1iereupon Mr.

Everit did speak A disastrous tire occurred in Oswego on the 5th

inst., which occasioned the loss of nearly $800,000 worth of property.

-Steps have been taken to call a convention of the Editors and Pub-

lishers of Ohio. The citizens of California have been feasting them-

selves on fresh halibut, brought from Sitka, in the Russian settlements,

packed in ice. Charies L.' Schlatter has recently resigned the Super-

intendency of the Ogdensburg Railroad, much to the regret of the em-

pluyes on the road, who have assured him of their personal regard and

esteem, by presenting him with a service of silver plate Several of

the appointees of the Postmaster General are ladies. In one of the east-

em districts of Maine, a lady has been regularly elected to the office of

Registrar of Deeds. This seems to be a practical advocacy of the rights

of woman. Hon. George Brigrs has been fined $50 and costs for

striking Postmaster General Hubbard, last winter Miss Taylor,

whose clothes took fire while she was performing at Franconi's Hippo-

drome, in New York, about a week since, died on Wednesday night at

the Hospital. A gentleman named Mortimer N. Wakemau, who had

just arrived from Waterbury, Conn., and was not aware of the tricks

practised upon " greenhorns," was swindled out of $190 on Wednesday,

in West street, by two men in the" patent safe bu.sines.s." This, we

believe, is a game played with a small box, inside of which the sharpers

place a piece of paper; and although they let the victim see the paper,

they f>et he cannot tell where it is after the box is closed. In this way

Mr. Wakeman lost his money. We regret to learn that Wm. Paine,

Kaq., late United States' Marshal, met with a serious accident on the

4th, at his residence in this city. While on a ladder picking cherries, a

rung broke, and he fell to the ground, striking a severe blow on the back

of his neck, injuring the spine severely. The arrivals la-st week at

Saratoga Springs are estimated at thii-teen hundred. The United

States Hotel is completely filled. Union Hall is most frequented by

Bostonians. The Bostonians have the luxury of music on the Com-

mon at the expense of the city. Hon. Lynn Boyd has been nominated

for Congress by a Convention in the First District, in '^''"•'''Kv-—-»
is stated that Mr. Doi-n, of South Carolina, hao been oflered $2,000,000

for his gold mine in that State. A young man by the name of Webb

fell from the steeple in South Prospect, Me., last week, a clear distance

of seventy feet to the ground, and escaped without any serious injury.

The arrangements in contemplation by Mr. Mills lor erecting an-

other equestrian statue of Jackson at New Orleans, are now neariy. if

not quite completed. He is to have $;«),000 for the work, to be paid by

the city which he so gallantly defended—Cushing * Hobbs Jewelry

Store Portland, was robbed recently of all its contents. Iheanioiuit

stolen is valued at $5,000. Grant Thorburn, better known as " l.aonc

Todd," has just married again, at the age of eighfy-two years. Uie

bride is twenty-seven. The yield of grain in Soiifhern California i»

enormous; in San Joaquin valley wheat will average from fifty to si.vlv

bushels an acre. Gen. Villarmill. Cliarge at Washington, has etlectcU

a sale of Charles Island one of tlie Callipagns (Iroupe, to flic Mormons.

Hester, who was shot in Washington by Morrison, is slowly rec-o\cr-

ino- There was a grand Masonic celebration in St. Paul, Minnesota,

on"the 24th ult. Mrs. Day, of Stewart.stown, N. II., gave Inrth to two

sons aud a daughter, on the 1-st iust.^-all d.iiug well. 1 he bones of a

mastadon have been discovered in the vjcuiity (.1 Gold Spnug, Lab-

The fourth .annual report of the Female Meilical College, of 1 eiiusyJva-

nia. exhibits the institution as being in a nourishing condition. A gene-

ral dispensary has been establislied in connection with it
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PROGRESS OF THE BATTERY ENLARGEMEKT—ITS PRESENT CONDITION'.

TuE Esi.AKiiKMKNT OK TiiK Battekv.—The Battery has alwaya been
regarded with reelings ol' a just and commendable pride by the denizens
of the PImpire t'ity. Aside Ironi the advantages it possesses as a plea-

sant i)!a(e of jiroinenade and reereatiou, it has historical interests to

T.'hich no New Yorker can well be inditl'erent.

The subject ol the eidargenient of the Battery has been long esteemed,
by a large projiortion of our population, as an improvement that would
greatly increase the attractions of thin locality, and render it a still

more ornamental characteristic of New York. In 1H48, the subject was
brought before the (,'onmion Council for their consideration; and on the
2Kth of September the Board of Assistant Aldermen adopted a resolu-

tion appointing a special committee to report npon the esjiediency and
probable e.xpense of such contemi)lated enlargement. Assistant Alder-
raen Schullz, Miller, and Hibbard, constituted this committee. They
.subsequently made a unanimous report in favor of the immediate com-
mencement of the work. A general idea of the character of the pro-

posed improvement may be gathered Irom the statement of the com-
mittee, that " the line of enlargement, in accordance with this plan,
commences at the westerly side of West-street, and thence runs in a
direct line until it strikes the north-westerly angle of the block on which
Castb Garden is erected: thence along the block to its westerly angle;
and thence in a curve Kne, until it strikes the new pier No. 1, East
River, at a point two hundred feet distant from the southern exterior of

the Battery, adding thereby eleven acres, three roods and thirty-two
poles, exclusive of the aforesaid block, which contains one acre and
sixteen poles, and making the Battery thus enlarged to contain twenty-
four acres, being more than twice its present area, which is ten acres,

three roods and thirty-two poles, and increasing its river front from
sixteen hundred and twenty to two thousand one hundred and twenty
feet.''

The necessary surveys and .soundings were caused to be made, and
the estimated cost of the whole improvement, in accordance with the
estimates made by the snrveyor, was placed at about $38,000; while at

the same time the committee expressed the opinion, derived from satis-

factory information, that the extension could be efl'ected at a trifiing, if

not without any increase of expense on the part of the city. Th? Board
of Assistant Aldermen adopted this report, affixing only an amendment
to the accompanying resolution, that the work should be done without
cost to the city. The Board of Aldermen now concurred with this ac-

tion, referred the subject to a committee of three, and Aldermen May-
nard, (iray, and Adams were appointed. And this committee, after

consideral)le delay, reported adversely to the enlargement. Sutise-

qnently tlie whole matter came under the careful revision of another

committee, who, after a carel'ul examination with a particular view to

the expediency and i)r()bable e.xpense of the enterjirise, recommended
that the work should be commenced without delay. The cost of the

construction and completion of the necessary extent of bulkhead and
stone wall is stated at $U(J,OOU. It is thought that the immense quan-

tities of material Tor tilling afforded by coal ashes, street rulibish. re-

building of stores, repairing streets, constructing .sewers, &c.. would be

sufficient to fill in the projxised extension in the course of two years.

These materials have now to be removed without the limits of the city,

and some portions of them at the exjiense of the city; and it is computed
that the whole amount of the cost of this removal would, in the space

of ten years, be quite sufficient to jiay for the building of the bulkhead

and walls. We cannot but regard "it as most highly desirable that a

work which promises so many and common advantages, and which may
be attained at such a .slight sacrifice of expense, should be carried for-

ward to an early completion. When linished, it will justly claim the

tuhanced admiratiim of the in-

habitants of New Y'ork, and will

minister to the health and hap-

piness of the stranger who may
seek to inhale its invigorating

sir, and enjoy the varied scenery

it will present. In the language

of the historian of our city, it

will become " the private walk
of declining age, the beautiful

resort of the feeble invalid , the

Sunday refreshment of the dusty

tradesman, the comfort of the

citizen, and the i)ride of the

lovely Island of Manhattan."

It ought, perhaps, to be stated

in this connection, that permis-

sion was given to C. Vanderbilt,

Esq-, by the Common Council

in May la.st, to make certain

additions to jjier No. 1, nnder

the direction of the street com-

missioner; and that Comptroller

A. C. Flagg protests against this

ivction as a violation of the legis-

lative grants by which the Ba^
tery was secured to the city.

Mr. F. concludes with the assur-

ance that, " whatever can be

done legally by the finance de-

partment, under the ordinance

of 1844, in defending the real

estate of the corporation, will

be done to prevent this encroach-

ment on the Battery."

" What shall 1 help you to?"

inquired the daughter of a land-

lady, of a modest youth at the

tea-table. " A wife" replied

the youth, meekly. The young

lady blushed, perhaps indig-

rumtly, and it is said the kindly

offices of a neighboring clcrgy-

rian were requisite to reconcile

ibr parties.

A Georgia Weddino.—The preacher was prevented from taking his

part in the ceremony ; and a newly-created justice of the peace, who
chanced to be present, was called upon to officiate in his place. The
good man's knees began to tremble, for he had never tied the knot,

and did not know where to begin. He had no " Georgia .Justice," or

any other book from which to read the marriage service. The company
was arranged in a semi-circle, each one bearing a tallow candle. He
thought over everything he had ever learned, even to—" Thirty days

hath September, April, June, and November," but all in vain; he could

recollect nothing that suited the occasion. A suppressed titter all over

the room admonished him that he must proceed with something, and in

an agony of desperation he began—" Know all men by these presents,

that I"—here he paused, and looked up to the ceiling, while a voice in

the corner of the room was heard to say—" He is drawing a deed for a

tract of land," and they all laughed. " In the name of God, amen!"
he began again, only to hear another voice in a loud whisper say— '• He
is making his will; I thought he couldn't live long, he looks so power-
fully bad.'' " Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray " was the next
essay, when some erudite gentleman remarked—" He is not dead, but

sleeneth.'' "Oh yes! oh yes !'' continued the squire. A voice replied:
" On no ! oh no ! don't let's." Some person out of doors sung out,
" Come into court !'' and the laughter was general. The bride was
near fainting—the squire was not far from it; but being an indefatiga-

ble man, he began again—" To all and singular, the sher " " Let's

run, he is going to levy on us," said two or three at once. Here a gleam
of light flashed across the squire's face; he ordered the bride and bride-

groom to hold up their hands, and in a solemn voice, said—" Y'ou, each
of you, do solemnly swear in the presence of the present company, that

you will perform towards each other, all and singular, the functions of

man and wife, iis the case may be, to the best of your knowledge and
ability, so help you God." " Good as wheat !" exclaimed the father of

the bride.

..^.^.^,~,

A Pkettt Stoky by Lamaktine.—In the tribe of Neggdeh, there

wa.s a horse, whose fame was spread far and near, and a Bedouin of

another tribe, by name Daher, desired extremely to possess it. Having
ofl'ered in vain for it his camels and his whole wealth, he hit at length

upon the following device, by which he hoped t« gain the olijecl of his

desire. He resolved to stainhis face with the juice of an herb, to clothe

himself in rags, to tie his legs and neck together, .so as to appear like a

lame beggar. 'Thus equipped, he went to wait for Naber, the owner of

the horse, who he knew was to pa.ss that way. When he saw Naber
a]ii>roaching on his beautiful steed, he cried out in a weak voice, " I am
a )>oor stranger, for three days I have been unable to move trcjm this

spot to seek for food. I am dying, help me, and Heaven will reward
you.'' The Bedouin kindly ofl'eied to take him up on his horse and
carry him home; but the rogue replied, " I cannot rise; 1 have no
strength left.'' Naber, touched with pity, dismounted, led his horse to

the spot, and, with great difficulty set the seeming beggar on its back.
But no sooner did Daher feel himself in the saddle, than he set spurs to

the horse and galloped off, calling out as he did so. " It is I. Daher. I

have got the horse, and am off with it." Naber called after him to stop

and listen. Certain of not being pursued , he turned, and halted at a
short distance from Naber, who was armed with a spear. " You have
taken my horse." said the latter. " Since Heaven has willed it, I wish
you joy of it; but 1 do conjnre you never to tell any one how you ob-

tained it." ".\nd why nof^'' .said Daher. "Because," siiid the noble
Arab, "another man might be really ill, and men would fear to help

him. You would be the cause of many refusing to jjerform an act ot

charity, for fear o( being duped as I have been.'' Struck with shame
at these words, Daher was silent for a moment, then springing from the

horse, returned it to its owner, embracing him. Naber made him ac-

company him to his tent, where they spent a few days together and
became fast friends for life.

,^.^.m~. .

A TnRiLLiNG Scene.—A young man in a .state of intoxication step-

ped into a confectionary establishment on Water-street, a few evenings

since, and called for a " gla-ss of beer." Noticing his condition the

proprietor refused to sell him any, remarking that he " had already

more than proper for him.'' " Oh,'' answered the young man, " I've

been trjiug to keep sober all day and I can't." " Well, I can't sell you
any beer, and you need not ask for it again." " Only one glass, come,
here's your money.'' " Not one.'' " 1 am so thirsty—.so dry." "Well,
there's a gla.ss of cold water, drink.'' Stumbling up to the counter the

poor inebriate drank a couple of glasses of water, and then turning

around said, " you are the first man that has refused me liquor to-day

—

I wish to Heaven they all had." He put his luind into liis vest jjocket,

and pulled tremblingly out a small miniature, opened it, and ga/.cd

upon it for some moments—it was a daguerreotype of an elderly lady,

upon whose face were strongly marked lines of care and sorrow—pale,

almost marble, the coimtenance, and the eye seemed to search his soul,

and speak with sad and gentle reproof to her sou. " Oli, my mother,"
he said, " how much sorrow, trouble, and luihappiue.ss 1 have caused

thee." His emotion was very gi'eat—at la-st tears came to his relief -

he wept like a child, while upon the countenances of those around were
depicted sympathy and commi-seration. At length he said, " I'm child-

ish, foolish, weak." He compressed his quivering lijis, closed she

miniature, put it in hi.s pocket, and turned, tottered out and said, " you
won't give me a glass of beer, a glass to drown all." He paused.
" No," was the answer. He was gone. " Had I many such customers,"

observed the proprietor, to those around him, "
I would take my beer

pump and iiitch it into the middle of the street; I wish the Maine Liquor

Law would be submitted to us—I, yes I, who derive a large profit from
the sale of my beer, would vote for it, and that too, freely, willingly,

haiipily." " 1 came," remarked a bystander, " to get a glass of beer,

but this fellow has so sickened my taste that more bitter firm gall would
be the stimulant should I drink it. Henceforth, since habit grows upon
us unawares, and .since habit is second nature, 1 will ilesi.st from taking

my occasional gla.ss." Reader, to this little incident, transpiring in oiu-

own city, may Ije added hundreds of tliou.sands daily occurring in our
liroad s|)read country. Mothers heail-liroken—sisters bowed down to

the dust with shame—wives subjected to all manner of misery and
wretchednes.s—the father in the county jail—the sou born only to lead

a brief life of misery, and .sink into a premature grave. The evil is

known—the remedy is found—root it out, eradicate it, or look to liehold

your own kin, your own child, perhaps lo.st by the iufatnating madden-
ing gulf of certain and sure destruction. There is no other alternative

—man cannot control his own tastes and passions. Wc have seen it in

the past—tlie brightest, noblest, most intellectual of our laud have
been victims. We see it daily, sensible to our sight as the vault of

Heaven. Let us not see it in the future ! We have the sword of the
Redeemer, let it fall ! Let us redeem those already nigh gone, and
avert the evil that else will surely fall on those to come.

T
scor

OIAQRAM OP THE BATTERY, 3H0WINO THE PROPOSED ENLAROEMENT.

HREE Score and Ten.—When I was a boy I u.sed to think three

e and ten years a very sufficient spell of this world. 1 wondered
how anybody could grumble at

BO liberal an allowance of life;

and, indeed, for iny own share, I

wonld no more have hesitated to

give up my claim to the odd ten

years, than the gold sellers do
at the diggings to throw the odd
ounces into the bargain. That,

I say, was in my boyhood, when
I was too far oil' from what I

wa-s dealing so generously with,

to be' able to miderstand any-

thing about it. 1 know better

now. Three score and ten might
have suited the Israelites very

well when they were wandering
in the wilderness: but I am de-

cidedly of opinion that Moses,
when stating the limit, in his

praver printed in the book of

I'salms, made no allusion to us.

In fact, the period in itself is

objectionable, inasmuch as it is

not a period at all, bnt more like

a semicolon. It is not even an
even number— which is odd;

resembling more ii halfway
house than a final resting place.

It makes me unconifoituble to

hear peoj)le talkmg ol three

score and ten, as if they thought

it improper to fly u the face of

Moses.

A WOODMAN from the interior

of Arkansas, who had never
been on board of a steamboat,

had occasion to go to St. Louis,

a short time since. He hailed

I .ie from the bank of the rivir

with, " Captain, what's the fare

to St. Louis'?" "What partijf

the boat do you wish to go on.

'

asked the Captain, " cabin or

deck." "Dam your cabin. I

live in a cabin at hnnic -giv^

jne the best yo've got."'
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Archbishop Hughes Archbishop Hnghes is

a native of Ireland, and was bom near the com-
mencement of the present century. He has arisen

from humble life to one of the most prominent posi-

tions in the Church of which he is a member. He
came to this country in 1817, and was educated at

St. Mary's Oollej^e, Kmmetsburs, Md. In IS'i.'i he
receiv<'(l the rite of ordination. Not lonf; after, he

was p!-tiililishcd in the jjriestly office, over a parish

in Philadelphia. In 18:57 he "was i pjiointed coad-

jutcr to Bishop Du Bois, of the diocese of New
York. He was consecrated in St. Patrick's Cathe-

dral, Jan. 7, 1838, He immediately put the allairs

of the diocese under a new and more rigid admin-
istration. He established St. John's College, at

Fordham, and introduced various other institutions

for ))ur2)oses of education; and among others, the

Ladies of the Sacred Heart, at Manhattanville,

which was incorporated by the State Legislature,

and soon became a large and flourishing school.

In 1R41 the Bishop became somewhat engaged in

tiie discussion of the State School question, which
excited so much attention throughout the country.

At this time he labored zealously to defeat the pro-

ject, on the ground that Catholics ought not to be

compelled to contribute towards any schools ex-

cept such a« were established under the Catholic

faith. But his opposition was without avail, and
the law was pas.sed by an immense majority. The
Archbisliop has since endeavored to cause the pas-

sage of an additional clause, by which a portion of

the present school funds shall be withdrawn and
ap|)ropriated to the Roman Catholic denomination,

to be used for educational purposes in the manner
they may best judge; the amount of money to be
regulated and paid over in proportion to the

Roman Catholic population. More recently he has

thought to obtain the passage of a bill Irom the

present New York Legislature, by which all the
property of tlie various Catholic churches in the

State shall be taken from them, and vested exclus-

ively in the Bishops of the respective dioceses.

Through his instrumentality, a theological semin-

ary was established in 184."> at Fordham, in con-

nection with the College. The Sisters of Mercy,
for visitation of the poor, were instituted in 1846.

In 1850, Pope Pius iX. conferred upon him the

office of Archbishop of New York. A similar ap-

pointment in England created a vast amount
of agitation ; here, there was no excitement.

Archl>ishop Hughes has always been zealous and
indelatigaljle in the fulfilment of the duties of his

station. He has several times visited Europe. At
home or abroad he has everywhere shown the

wannest attachment to his church, and has en-

gaged with great readiness and assiduity in the

promotion of her interests. He is the fourth Catho-

lic Bisliop of New York. The Archbishop is now
in the litty-filth year ol his ape, though in jiersonal

appearance lie looks at least ten years ycainger.

AVlieu speaking, his figure is noble and command-
ing, and his oratory [jowerful and thrilling. His
voice jiossestes a remarkable clarity, and his utter-

ance is i)eculiarly distinct, though just si.Hiciently

tinged with the ' rich Irish act cut "as to denote
his origin and convey additional interest to the
Lfiiier. Upon his iij,ht l^and hewcarsa larjeaud
brilliant diiinuir.d ring, whiih, Leioic an evening
asuniLly, gli.'lms ] ci>pici ci.s-ly. 'this liiig is a
M f:i et ( t ( fliie, as i.cccssaiy in his (flicial costi me
as his cross or robes. \Vhensi;caking, he removes
the cap from his head, and jiassesitto au attendant.
Our engraving is from an excellent daguerreotj'pe by'Barues, recently
taken at the Archbishop's residence in this city.

St. Pathick's Cathf.dral Our cngravui|.'s present two views of this

widely celebrated structure, one a small e.xfei or view, and the otiicr a
large interior picture. Seen fnmi the outside, this edifice appears un-

worthy of the name of Cathedral, for it is anytliing bi;l grand or
impressive. Witliin, however, it is far dilleiciit. The erection of the
building was coiunicnced in IsOii.and linisbed in lsl;'i,iind it is the most
.spacious Roman Catholic Church of any in New York. Since its erec-

ou an enlarg erne t of 32 feet has been made, until now its whole length

isloGfeet'i.\ 8O111 l.readtl,

It fronts oil Molt i-trcel.

corner of Prince, coverin.:

the wlinles]iace ii"iii Mol;

to Mi.lljeny stieci-. 'Ihe

front is Iji.ilt of lii.e free-

stone, presenting a -iiiooio

surface, bavin;.' 1 line door~

but no wu;d>'\vs ..u Mi;l

berry street. I'luui the

to)) of the roof, at each of

the two frniit corners,

rises a scpiare tuwer of

stone to a height of Li

feet, while between the
towers there rises a

sn.a'l awkward looking

steeple, surmounted by
a cross. Over tlie .side

doors in front are two
niches fitted to receive

images, and in the rear

are others for the same
purpose; as yet, how-
ever, they are unfilled.

The rear of the church
Is, if anything, more
ornamented than the
front. '1 he side walls

and rear are built of

rough granite, rising
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4o Ifeet in;.height, witiiout any buttresses. The interior of the church,

as will be seen by reference to our l.irge page en-

graving, presents quite au imposing appearance.

Our sketch leiu-eseuts the celebration of high mass.

Archbishop Hughes olhciating. The image of

Christ hanging on the cross is ^aid to be exceed-

ingly well done. There are no galleries within,

excejit an orgau lolt on the eastern end. Theioof
is supported by twelve large jiillai-s, standing each

alone, and running Irom the lloor to the ceiling,

which is very high. The windows are of plain

common gl iss. witli painted blinds inside. K.\cept

t!ie gre.it st.iiried vviiulow and tlie surroundings of

the altar there are te'.v nruaincuts. The house

contains about 'iUO jiews capalile of accouunod.itiiig

about 'id'')i) persons. Archbishop Hughes resides

near the Cathedral, and very fiequcutly preaches

tlicre (Ml Suud.iy; though since his appiautineiita;

Ai'clibi^ho|i. the regul.irity of liis discourses with-

iu its walls has been cnusideralily interrupted. We
i|Uote the fnUowiug extract Inun the New York
ti.izctte of May .), islj ;

•' Yesterday the elegant

new Catlie<bal (Jhiirch in Prince street was cousc-

cr ited by the l!t. Rev. Bishop Cheverus, attended

by ui.iiiy of the clergy belmiging to tlie Cathollu

C'liiu-ch. His Honor tlie Mriyor and Aldermen, and
the trustees of the church, attended the pnnessiou.

.Vbout haU'-past nine o'clock the church was
crowded. It is supposed the church coutaiiieil be-

tween three and lour thousand per.-j)iis. Many
were disappointed."

< ^# m

Arts of the Ancients The Roman walls

were built without mortar, and yet so nicely joined

th.;". you could not get a peukuife between them.

One ol' the obelisks tlial were taken to I'rance was
worked upon by an engraver for three weeks, and
after spoiling several cases of his best tools, he

could only engrave two lines. These would imply
uistruineuls siipeniM to our own. II Champolion
can be trusted, the Damaseus blades of the crusad-

ing times cannot be rivalled. They could be bent
double without breaking. Allusions to the cold

blast may be found in the Hindoo writings of seven

hundred years ago, where it is said that a chieltain

who had no sword, and waiting for one to be forged

grew so impatient that he seized it trom the anvil while yet red hot, and
ru.sbed up a mounUiin side to join the fray, when the cold air temiicicd it

before iie met the foe. Every one who has read Sir Walter Scott's

works, knows the description of a banquet-meeting between Richard
C<cur de Lion and Saladin, where each tested the character of his

Weapon; Richard cut an ircm bar at a blow, but Saladin severed a light

cushion at a touch ; and throwing up a kerchief so light that it llo.itcd

away on the air, drew his blade across it without any disturbance of its

ea-sy motion, dividing it i:-; two pieces.

PuiiSENTiNfi Arms to a Di'KK One of the heaviest of the heavy
German soldiers had the duty of mounting guard at one of the ducal

huiiliiig seats; and, not to perplex the poor fellow, one sin.'jle notion,

and no more, was rammed into his noddle—namely, that he must pre-

sent arms to the duke, should his highness jiass that way. He was thea
lelt to his cogitations, wliu:h, we need hardly saj-, were of that class

described by Uibden in his song, who, we ar'^ told, was thinking of mith-

ing, of nothing at all. 'lired of his transcendeutal monotony, the man
had recourse to the universal Herman .solace—his sausage and his

sclinaiis. The better to enjoy these, he laid his firelock on the grasi,

and lolling against a tree, discussed his creature comloi'ts with due vora-

lity. Wliile thus engaged, he saw an unpretending person approach,
dressed in the common Oerinan hiinting dress, a sort of a green smock
frock, leathers, and continuations. " liood appetite to you!'' said the
new comer; ' what are you eating':"'' " Uuessl" griilUy answeiej the

peasant soldier. "Oh, perliaps a Rothwurst 'i"" said the dike (lor the
sportsman was no less a personage.) " No, something better th.ui that."
" Probably l.eburwur.st." "No, something belter tli.iii that." "Pro-
bably Melterwiirst.'' Rotliwurst, Leliurwiirst, and Metterwurst may he
culled the positive, companitive, anil superlative degrees of the (Jennan
sausage. " Yea; and now you know all about my sau.sage, pi'.iy who
are you ; "(Jucss!" said the duke. " Oh. perhaps you re one ol the

duke's pages'?" " No, something better than that.'' " Then you may
be one of his aide-de-camps in dis;juise !'' " No, something better thao
that." " Perhaps you are the duke himself '?" " Yes." " Indeed, are
you '! Just hold my sausage for a moment, for my orders are to present
arms to you." »»
PoriNO THE QtTESTiON.—A young lady said to her bean, after five

years' courtship, " Charles, 1 am going out of town to-morrow."
" Where':"' "

1 don't know." " When are you coming back'?" "Ne-
ver." " What are you going for?" " I am going to look after some-
thing which you have not, never had, and yet can give me without any
loss to yourself." "You are welcome to it; hut what is it'?" "A.
husband !" " Why, you might have had that five years ago, if you had
only said the word; bnt I was afraid to begin."
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Thb Manhattan Gas Works are situated at the

foot of Seventeenth street, near the Hudson river.

A visit to them has given us an Interest in gas

which we never before felt. The process of manu-

facturing this article is exceedingly curious and in-

Btructive, and yet in regard to which the general

idea is no doubt crude and incorreit. We this week
present six illustrations ot dillerent portions of these

works, a brief description of which will show, in

some slight degree, the mode of manufacturing an

article of such indispensable importance to tlie

whole city.

The Retort House is a long and somewhat narrow
brick building, in which the making of the gas is

commenced. It contains 84 ovens or beds, and

each bed contains live retorts. The retort is made
of cast iron, is some six feet in length, about eighteen

inches in widtli, is flat at the bottom, and semicir-

cular on the top. Five of these muffles or retorts

are pljiced in one oven, at equal distances apart,

and closely bricked up, with the exception of cer-

tain iuterstices, which are left for the free passage

of the heat. There are 420 of these retorts. One
plate represents the men engnged in inserting coal

into the retorts. The retort is tilled, or charged, as

it is termed, with a scoop or shovel, which will con-

tain about l.iO pounds of coal. After being charged

with coal, the retort is clo.scd at the mouth with an

iron door: the door is fastened with a horizontal,

lever-handled screw, and it is also luted or plastered

up at the edge with lire-clay, for the purpose if

making the .joint perfectly air-tight. A tire is kept

buiTiing underneath the retorts in each oven, so hot

as to keep the cast-iron muffle or retort in a cherry-

red color. This degree of heat ignites the coal

sealed up in the muffle, aud extracts from it the

gas and certain other properties. The gas passes

up the stand pipes, a row of which is seen in front

of and over the retorts, and then down a short dis-

tance, through what are called the dip pipes, into

the hydraulic main. This main lies back of the

gtand pipes, and extends cross-wise over the whole

connected series of ovens. In this hydraidic main,

the tar and ammoniacal water extracted from the

coal are deposited, and the gas escapes through the

outrlet pipes on the top of the hydraulic main, and
passes thence into the oondeusei-s. The condensers

are comj)osed of a scries of pipes placed in a verti-

cal position. They are sixteen inches each in dia-

meter, and thirty-two pipes in a range, making
sixteen double cohunns. Through the centre of

each i)ipe extends a small open pipe or tube, for the

free pa-ssage of the air, aud the gas is thus solidified

by tlie exposure of the coudenscrs to the action of

the atmosphere externally aud through the middle,

the gas pas.sing down and up two pipes alternately.

It is then drawn, by the aid of a steam-engine, into

the Exhausters, and is forced from tlience into the

Scrubbei's or Washers—a portion of one of which is

seen on the right side of the plate representmg the
Station Metei's. The washei's are ca^t-u'on tubes,

ten feet in diameter, and twenty-five feet in height. They are divided
horizontally, by bars of iron, into separate apartments, each of which is

nearly filled with coke, the refuse of coal after extracting the gas.
From the top of the washer, water plays upon the coke by means of a
pipe filled with small jets. The gas, entering from the bottom of the
washer, forces its way up through the coke, and is in this manner par-
tially freed from the tar and anunonia. It then passes into the Purifier.
The purifier is composed of a set of four square boxes of cast-iron, with
covers of sheet-iron, which are elevated and lowered by means of pullies.

Within each box there are placed, at equi-distances, five courses of per-

Mi-VUiTTAN OA3 WORKS—TUE EXHAUSTERS .

forated sheet-iron plates, upon which ia spread a coat of iime one inch
thick. The gas entei's the purifier at the mlet pipe attached to the bot-

tom, and pa-sses through these several layers of lime. This process ex-

tracts the residue of sulphur from the gas. The gas then goes into the

station metres, of which there are three. The largest is fourteen feet in

diameter, and registers 150.000 cubic feet each twenty-four hours. The
object of the metre is, of course, the measurement of the quantity manu-
factured. Passing from the metre the gas goes into tne Holders, of

which there are six. The largest of the.se holders will contain 2(;.5 ,000

cubic feet. The gas is now ready for distribution. The holders, which

are immense double tubs—the upper one of which
is inverted, are made of sheet-iron. Each holder
has a frame, in which there are six ca.st-iron col-

umns, not solid, but sufficiently so to be strong and
enduring. Each column is about three feet in dia-
meter at the base, and is fifty-two feet in height. It
weighs .Sfi,000 pounds. The girders conuecting the
• 'ps of the columns are also castriron, and weigh
-').000 pounds each. The columns are said to be
tlie largest castings ever made. When their weight
was reported in England, experienced iron founders
discredited the statement. They were made by an
enterprising firm in this city.

An Heiress in Jeopabdt It was one day when
I was about seven years old, after an unusual bustle

in the family mansion, and my being arrayed in a
black frock, much to my inconvenience in the hot
month of August, that I was told my asthmatic old
uncle had gone off like a lamb, and that I was heir-

ess to ten thousand pounds per annum. This infor-

mation, given with an air of importance, made no
very great impression upon me at the time ; and in

spite of the circumstance being regularly dwelt on
by my French governess at Camden House after

every heinous misdemeanor, I had thought little or
nothing of the subject, till at the age of eighteen I

was called on to bid adieu to Levizac and pirouettes,

and hear my uncle's will read by my guardian. It

furnished me with ample materials for thinking. It

appeared that my father and uncle, though broth-

ers, had wrangled and jangled through life; aud
that the only subject on which they ever agreed, was
to support the dignity of the Vavasour family. That
in a moment of unprecedented unison they had de-

tei-mined that, as tne title fell to my cousin Edgar,
and the estates to me, to keep both united in the

family, we should marry. And it seemed whichever
violated these precious conditions was actually de-

pendent on the other for bread and butter. When
1 first heard of this pious arrangement I blessed my-
self, and Sir Edgar cursed himself. A passionate,

overbearing, dissolute young man, thought I, for a
husband—for a husband of an orphan; of a girl that

has not a nearer relation than himself in the world;
wlio has no father to advise her, no mother to sup-

port her. A profound rake, too; who wiU merely
view me as an incumbrance on his estate; who will

tliink no love, no confidence, no respect due to me;
who will insult my feelings, deride my sentiments,

and wither with unkindness the best aH'ection of my
nature ! No—I concluded—I have the greatest

possible respect for guardians, revere their office,

and tremble at their authority; but to make myself
wretched merely to please them, no, no—I positive-

ly cannot think of it. Well—Time, who is no re-

specter of persons, went on. The gentleman was
within a few months of being twenty-one; and on
the day of his attaining age, he was to say whether
it was his pleasure to fulfil the arrangement. My
opinion, I found, was not to be asked. A rich and

titled husband was' procured for me, and I was to take him and be

thankful. I was thus musing, when a singular thought struck me. Can I

not see him, and judge of his character, unsuspected by himself? This

is a season when he pays an annual visit to my god-mother,—why not

persuade her to let me visit her incog ? The idea, strange as it was, was
instantly acted on, and a week saw me at Vale Royal, without carriage,

without horses, without servants, to all appearance a girl of no preten-

sions or expectations, unavowedly dependent on a distant relation. To
this hour I remember my heart beating audibly as I descended to the

dining-room, where I was to see, for the first time, the arbiter of my
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fate; and I ne\ v shall loi-RPt my start (if surprise

when a pale, gentlemaiilVi and rather reserve

yoang man, in apparent ill health, was introduce

to me as the noisy, dissolute, distracting and dia-

tracted baronet. Preciously have T been hoaxed,
thought 1, as. niter .:, long and rather interesting

conversation v/itli Sir Eilgar, I, with the other
ladies, left tht- mom. ]>ays rolled on in saccession.

enhance continually brought us together, and pru-

dence began to \vhis|icr, " You had better return

home." Still I lingered—till one evening, towards
the close of a long tele-ii-tete conversation, on my
saying, " that 1 never I'onsidercd money and hap-
piness synonymous terms, and thought it very pos-

sible to live on five hundred a year,'' he replied,
" one admission more—could you live on it with
me '! You are doubtless acquainted," he continued,

with increasing emotion, " with my unhappy situa-

tion; b\it not perhai)s aware, that revolting from a

union with Jlijis Vavasour, 1 have resolved on tak-

ing orders, and accepting a living from a friend.

If, foregoing more brilliant ])rospects, yon would
condescend to slinre my retirements- .'' His

manner, the moment, the lovely scene which sur-

rounded us, all combined against me; and Heaven
knows what answer 1 might have been hurried in-

to, had I not got out. with a gaiety foreign to my
heart, " I «in say nothing to you, till you have, in

person, explained your sentiments to Miss Vava-
sour. See her at once." " But why?" he ex-

claimed. " Could seeing her again and again ever

reconcile me to her manners, habits, and senti-

ments ? or any sum of money, however large, induce

ne to place at the head of my table a hump-backed
oas-blue, in green spectacles ?" " Hump-backed V"
' Yes, from her cradle. But you color. Do you
know her?" "Intimately. She's my mcst parti- =

cular friend!" "I sincerely beg your pardon.
What an unlucky dog I am. I hope you are not
offended?" " Offended 1 Oh, no—not oflended.

Hump-backed !—good heavens !—not the least of-

fended. Humpbacked !—of all things in the world !"' and I Involuntarily
gave a glance toward the gla.ss. " I had no conceptions," he resumed,
as soon as he could collect himself, " that there was any acquaintance."
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' The most intimate possible," I returned; " and I can assure you that
you have been represented to her as the most dissolute, passionate, awk-
ward, ill-disposed young man breathing." "The devil!" "Don't

swear, but hear me. See your cousin. You will find
yourself mistaken. Further, at present, this deponent
sayeth not;'' and with a face ludicrously distorted with
an attempt to smile, when I was mousirously inclined
to cry, I escaped to my own room. We did not meet
again; for the next morning, in no very enviable frame
of mind, I returned honied Not many weeks after

wards. Sir Edgar came of age. The bells were ringing
blithely in the breeze—the tenants were carousing on
the lawn—wheu he drove uj) to the door. My cue was
taken. With a large pair of green spectacles on my
nose, in a darkened room, near a table covered with
ponderous volumes, I prepared for this tremendous in-

terview. After hems and hahs innumerable, and with
confusion the mo.st distressing to himself, and the
most amusing to me, he gave me to understand he
could not fulfil the engagement made for him , and re-

gretted it had ever been contemplated. " No, no,"
said I, in a voice that made him start, and drawing up
the blinds, " No, no, it is preposterous to suppose Sir

Edgar Vavasour would ever connect himself with an
ill-bred, awkward , hump-backed girl." Explanations
on explanations, laughter and raillery—intermingled
with more serious feelings—followed ; but the result

of it all was, that—that—that we were married.

(ireentree got up, and i)fo<;uring a I'.ght wok his

pistol and sallied fort.h; at the same moment he
&eard his name called by the butcher, who begged
that the light should be brought, as the Cayotes
were killing his dog. As he entered the shop he
discovered the dog, whj was a very large and
powerful animal, grappled by an immense Califor-

nia lion. On the light appearing, the monster
loosened himself from the grip of the dog, and
seizing a piece of beef, made for the door. It was
then for the first time that a shot could be risked.

The butchcraimed athi3head,but,belbre he could

fire, a dog outside had seized the lion by the leg.

The infuriated beast turned and despatched him
in an instant, tearing open his bowels and laying
him dead at the door. The butcher now fired, and
his ball struck in the neck. The lion instantly

turned about, and sprang towards the butcher,

but he was met by a heavy blow from an axe ia

the hands of young Greeutrcc, which felled him,
and he was then soon despatched. The lion , when
measured, proved to be six feet six inches long
from tip to end; and his weight was near three

bundled pounds." ••»»
George Bancroft, in a lecture before the New

York Historical Society, pays an eloquent tribute

to the philosopher :
" Not half of Franklin's merits

have been told. He was the true father of the
American Union. It wa.s he who went forth toloy
the foundation of that great design at Albany, and
in New York he lifted up his voice. Here among
us he appeared as the apostle of the Union. Jt

was Frauklin who suggested the Congress oflVVd;
and but for his wisdom, and the confidfncf) that
wisdom inspired, it is a matter of clOllbt whether
that Congress would have taken elftiit. It TrSfl

Franklin who suggested the bond Of the Union
which binds these States from Florida to Maine.
Franklin was the greatest diplomatist of the
eighteenth century. He never spoke a word too

soon; he ntiver spoke a word too much; he never failed to speak the
right word at the right season." He was also a man of great punctu-
ality.
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Fight with.a California Lion.—The following^i'i

an account of a conflict, in which a young brother of

G. J. Greentree of San Francisco, living at Jackson
ville, encountered and killed a California lion, one of

the most fonnidable beasts of the mountains The
occurrence took place recently.

One night, while the comrade of Greentree, who
is only 19 years old. was absent, hearing a barking and
yelling about his cabin after he had retired, he arose,

and discovered that the noise proceeded from j but-

e.her's shop, and was produced by a wild beast. Mr MANHATTAN OiS WORKS—THE PmUFIBRS.
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City of Havana.—The Island of Cuba, of which Havana is the

capital, was discovered by Columbus during his first voyage, on the 28th

of October, 1492. The city of Havana is situated on the northern coast

of the island. Buildings were first erected on the south side of the

island, by Velasquez and Las Casas, in 1515, at which time it was call-

ed Puerto de las Carenas. The French pirates pillaged the place in

1536, when it was so iasignificant as to be redeemed from fire for only

$700. Enormous sums have been expended on its fortifications, com-

mensurate with the politi-

cal importance of its si-

tuation. The earliest work >

of defence built was the

Town Fort, finished in

1554. The Moro Castle,

the principal defence, is

Bituated on the east point

of the entrance to the har-

bor. It is of an irregular

form, built upon a rock,

and flanked by bastions.

The Moro was completed

in 1584. The fortress of

San Salvador de la Puerta

was constructed at the

game time, on the oppo-

site side of the channel,

which is thus, with the

outworks of these works,

bristling with heavy artil-

lery. This channel is only

half a mile in length, and

BO nan-ow, that but a

Bingle vessel can enter at

a time. The redoubts of

Coximar and Clenera

were built in 1646; the

castles of San Carlos, of

the Cabana, and of St.

Domingo, were commenc-

ed in 1763, after the res-

toration of Havana to

Spain. In 1744 were laid

the foundations of the

Prince's redoubt on Mount
Arrostegui. The city is

entirely surrounded with

walls, the building of

which was commenced in

1633. The port of Havana
is one of the best harbors

in the world, being of suffi-

cient depth lor ships ot

the largest class, and ca-

pable of receiving at once a

thousand vessels, which

lie land-locked within tlie

bay. The site of Havana is

very pleasant; the shape

of the city is semi-circular,

the diameter bemg formed

by the shore. Two gates,

one of entrance and one of

departure, aBbrd commu-
nication between the town

and the suburbs. The
public buildings are nu-

merous, and though not

erected in the first style of

architecture, are neat and

commodious. They con-

sist of eleven churches, all

richly ornamented, several

monasteries and convents,

a foundling and three oth-

er hospitals, two public

seminaries, a large tobacco

depot and factory, a spa-

cious building used as the

post office, one of the best

pieces of architecture in

the whole island, a hand-

some theatre, the superb

palace of the captain-gene-

ral, a medical school, and

certain prisons. Havana
also contains a botanical

garden, established some
years since, and we believe

as yet not hardly com-
pleted. There are two
public promenades, aque-

ducts constantly supplied,

and a market abundantly
furnished with all the pro-

ducts of the West Indies.

The houses are of stone,

not very high, nor remark-
able for their architecture

;

but in the interior, spa-
cious and well arranged,
with court-yards and piaz-

zas, to which the apart-
ments open ; many ot llieni

are spleudidly lurnished;
and there is to be found
an appearance of opulence
and well-being, not gene-
rally realized in Spanish
colonies. The luxury of

this city has perhaps ar-

rived at its greatest height,
and, aided by all the re-

laxations of a warm cli-

mate, a momentary chann
is spread arouud it in the
eyes of the young travel-

ler; but the absence ol

European cleauliuess, ad-
ded to the malignant el-

fects of tropical levers,
render Havana unhealth-
ful to the stranger.

14 Kailwav Curves
The Charleston Mercury,
in a late article on railway
curves, discuiifces the sub-
ject with much Ibrce and
perspicuity. After review-
lug some of the late acci-

dents which have occur-
red, and ..>liowing Ihcm to

have been the result in a
great degree, if not en-
tirely, of abrupt or sluul
curves,wliere otiuiglit hues
would have beeu much
more projierly adopted,
adds the lullowing:

" lu Uie low and middle
couuiry ol ibe boulh, these
mischievous meandering
Of railroads arc quite inein,„„..»:ui. im. ,

limit eUecls they lorm on?^ Z?^'^' ,^}'^Z.",^
°^''^"' necessary, and in

woitiug of the road-s. i,,?' ,
™.?* •^^"j"^"' sources of expense in the

cau.,e a loss of time to ^J^''^ '?"S^',',f," *>?« '•"nning distance, and thus

speed. The curved CV^''""-
iieyn^ease this loss by checking

wrenches the rolliu"
"

,

wears out much laster, and it tears and

ceaauir the track bJT-
^'^- ^'^'^ ^° *•""• ^'"^'^^ abrupt curve, by con-

bihty in the ordinarv""^'' * *™P '<" »''« '•*''^''' *"<! «"11, in all proba-ouay, in lue ordinary
i,,^ of a charter, cost the company three times

as much in repairs and accidents as was saved in the first construction.
We have folt that at this time, when so many railroads .an; in progress
in our own and the neighboring states, this point could not be too
strongly pressed on the attention of the managers. Bailroads are not
temporary expedients; they are meant for the use of all future genera-
tions, and are expected to be the most endurable as well as grandest
monuments of the enterprise and forecast of our age. Let them be built

in a manner worthy of their destined office, as the great arterial system

of the industrial world, the bond of union, and tlie bcueficciit minister
to the wants of the races of men. These statements are further corro-
borative ol' the position which we recently endeavored to impress—to
v\rit: the paramount importance of able engineers, even though at sala-

ries which may appear very high."
-..••.,

There's" a man down East so fond of liberty that he won't wear a
crown to his hat.

Statue op John C. Calhoun.—In the year 1849, the citizens ol
Charleston, influenced by the most patriotic motives, voted and sub-
scrilied funds, with the countenance and co-operation of the board of
common council, to obtain a statuary representation of their illustrious
United States senator, John C. Calhoun. Directly after, an order was
sent to the celebrated American sculptor. Powers, in Italy, to provide
and foiTvard a full sized statue, from the bust in his possession, at his
own price, which was, we believe, six thousand dollars. After a year's

labor, the work was com-
pleted. It was shipped
to Charleston, via New
York, by the ship Eliza-
beth, captain Husly, from
Leghorn. During the pas-
sage the captain died.
The vessel proceeded on
her voyage under the
charge of the mate. Un-
fortunately she did not
reach her place of destinar
tion. She was totally
wrecked on Long Island
shore, near Fire Island
Light House. The pas-
sengers, save one lady and
most of the crew, were
lost, and among them was
the lamented Madame Os-
soli, better known to Ame-
rican readers .as the au-
thoress, Margaret Fuller.
Mr. Maxwell, collector of
the port of New York,
despatched the revenue
cutter Morris to the scene
of the wreck. A Iter much
labor on the part of Capt.
Waldron aud other offi-

cers, and the crew of the
cutter,Mr.John J. Sproull,
agent of the insurance
company, Mr. Johnson, of
Islip, Long Island, and
others, the statue, with a
single arm broken, was at
length recovered. It was
immediately shipped to
Charleston, and delivered
to the city authorities. It
now stands in the large
room of the City Hall,
open to the examination
of all visitors.

It was at first thought
advisable, under the cir-

cumstances, to let the
statue remain in its muti-
lated condition, it having
been broken, it will be re-

membered, when great
fears were entertained that
the constitution of the
United States, which that
same arm had ever up-
held, would be shorn of

its authority over the
states. Happily those
fears were dispelled, aud
the omen proved ground-
less. On further retiection,

the city authorities direct-

ed Mr. Powers to duplicate
the arm, and thus restore

the original perfection of
the design.

A Reason for Noisy
Praying A worthy phy-
sician of Baltimore, amem-
ber of the Society of
Friends, has a favorite

negro coachman, who hap-
pens to be a Methodist.
Not only is " Sam'' a Me-
thodist, but he is as bright
and shining a light in the
church as is possible for

such a piece of ebony to

be. You know, I presume,
how the blacks conduct
their devotions. Well,
Sam was in the habit of
selecting his master's kit-

chen as the scene of the
devotions which he led;

and these religious servi

ces were not conducted
entirely on a plan which
a Quaker would altogether

approve. The doctor,

however, is famous for his

good nature, and he en-

dured the boisterous piety

of his servant with won-
derful equanimity. One
night, however, when they
had been unusu.ally " pow-
erful in prayer," the doc-

tor thought proper to ad-

minister a gentle reproof.

So the meeting over, the

zealous coachman was
summoned before his mas-

ter. " Sam," said the old

gentleman, " why does

thee make so much noise

in prayer? Doesn't thee

know that the Almighty
is not far off. but nigh un-

to thee; neither is his ear
deaf that it cannot hear

!

He can hear thee as well

when thee whispers as

when thee roars." " Massa
Doctor," replied Sam, full

of confidence in bis supe-

rior theological lore, "you
isn't read de Scriptures

wid no kind ob 'teution."
" How so, Sam ?" " Why
you done forget, 'pears to

me, how it says dar, ' Hol-

lered be dy name !' The
doctor gave ,Sam up in

despair, for there was no
answering that aigument,

The Beauties op Floo-
oiNa,— About the best

comment on the custom
of " licking" children for

light oflences that we

have heard of, lately, was a remark made by a '["le gi.j, who was told

by her mother to retire to bed. She was usually cha.sti»ed each day

about .sundown, but on this occa-sion her mischievous pranks lad bee .

unaccountably.overlookcd. Accordingly, when her mother told hei to

go to bed, she lingered. " ^^n^y don't you go toj?"7\" "^«^'
^^^ f„'„

Isked the parent? " Why, mother," said the ch'^. '"tSL"" '"'iV^r

I

'q

a
n

parent. .

.

arch expression, " you Itaven't whijiped me yet

!

a kiss instead of a blow, that night.

The mother gave her

fi
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ANCIENT AND MODERN PAIRS.

In the early periods of social organization the principal part of the

commerce between different nations, and even between difierent por-

tions of the same country, was maintained through the medium of occa-

sional or stated fairs and markets. Markets were the more common and

frequent, as designed for

the sale or exchange of

the productions of the

vicinity where held. In

Athens the markets

were numerous and di-

versified, as each trade

had its appropriate mar-

ket, and its separate

hours for the traasac-

tion of business. The

[
philosophy of trade has

I
changed with the ad-

vances of civilization.

Formerly, the retailer

and the wholesale dealer

were merged in the same

person. There were of-

ten occasions, such, for

instance, as the founda-

tion of a city, for the

establishment of a festi-

val. At such times, and

at the subsequent ob- •

servance of these festi-

vals, when larg? num-

bers of people were ga-

thered, more or less

traffic was occasioned.

The merchant purchased

commodities at one fair

which he retailed at

another. He was con-

sequently the retailer

and the importer; and

[the present distinction

'did not exist until busi-

ness talent had become

more diversified, and a

more refined state of

society had increased its

demands upon trade.

These public marts were

fostered and encouraged

by legislative enact-

ments. A regulation of

the Israelites required

the attendance of all the

male persons at Jerusa-

lem three times a year.

Religious woi-ship was

the primary necessity

for this custom, and yet

there is no doubt that it

was also designed to

contribute to the social

and commercial inter-

ests of the country. In

like manner the gather-

ings of the Musselmen at

Mecca were diitinguish-

ed by the same peculiar

ity. In a similar manner

were the festivals of the

Greeks, Arabians, Egyp-

tians, and other natioas

instituted and observed.

There are, in fact, very

frequent allusions in the

sacred Scriptm-es to such

religico-commercial con-

ventions, and the recog-

nition of the principle

that traffic was one of

their legitimate and invariable objects. The present manner of arrang-

ing industrial effects for public pleasure and examination may be traced

in a great measure, it is said, to the Orientals—to the Persians, Indians,

and Turks. The bazaars of the East are well known as aflbrding the

earliest intimations of this method of display of commodities for pur-

dSS'S STATUE or THIS AMAZON—AT THB ORYSTAXi PALAOS.

poses of sale or show. This system, as well as many other practices,

has been transferred from the Ea-st to the Western States of Europe
Probably, so far as the expositions of London, Dublin, and New York
are concerned, France deservedly holds the most prominent station in

the work of systematically assorting and arranging the products of a

peaceful industry. The
earliest fair of distinc-

tion held by the French

was about the period

of their first revolution.

The peculiar taste and

skill evinced by them in

the manufacture of ar-

ticles of elegance, have

generally enabled them
to distance competition

in all that pertains to the

light, fanciful, and or-

namental, while the Sax-

on race has generally

borne off the palm in al

that pertains to the pon-

derous and useful.

Tub Amazo.v At
TUE CkYSTAI, PALACE.

—Our artist has present-

ed a view of Kiss's Sta-

tue of the Amazon, ex-

hibiting at tlie Crystal

Palace. Tliis celebrated

work of art was exhibit-

ed at the London Crys-

tal Palace in 1851, and

now adorns our own ex-

hibition. Its proportions

are colossal. It shows

startling energy in its

conception, and unequal-

led boldness in its exe-

cution. The Amazon is

represented as thrown

back, out of her ordina-

ry seat, in order to get

out of the reach of the

tiger, whose claws are

already deep dug in the

neck and fianks of the

horse. She takes delib-

erate aim for a single

and critical blow at the

head of the savage mon-

ster. The expression of

the face, exhibiting ter-

ror and determination,

is of itself a study suffi-

cient for an entire work

in sculpture. The horse

and tiger are both excel-

lent, but more than di-

vide the interest with

the human subject. It

has been a dogma of

some modern writers,

that a piece of sculpture

ought to have eight dis-

tinct points of view.

Whether this be so or

not, this sculpture may
lie looked at with con-

stantly increasing admi-

ration, from two or three

diflerent positions, pre-

senting each time a new
picture. This sculpture

is a copy from the origi-

nal, in bronze, erected

before the museum, at

Berlin.
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THK ('ItY.STAIi PALACE.
OrR artists have been biwily ensaged for snine weeks past in taking

•equisite sketches for tlie illustration of this i-elcliratcd strneture, anil

this week we present to oiiv readers a variety o!' illustrations eoiuiceted

therewith. The results of the artists' labors will nioip fully appear in

lubsequent numbers of our paper, wliereiii will Ije illustrated the o])en-

ing ceremonies, and, from time to time, all objects of interest exhibited

in the building, as also portions of the buildiii.u; ilself not now complete.
Tiu: Brii.iuNT,.

It is probably well known that the only essential materials which

enter into the constrnetion of the cdijice. are iron and slass. This fea-

ture consequently constitutes of itself a rare novelty. Tlie ground plan

of the building is in the form of a Creek cro-^s. t!ie diameter oi which is

three hundred and si.xty-live feet live iuches. There are tliree entrances

into the main building, eaeh of them of similar stnieture and workman-

shh). These entrances are on Sixth Avenue, ou Fortieth ami on Forty-

Becond-streets. Kach entrance has a bi-eadth of Ibrty-seven fi'rf. Tlie

one on the Sixth Avenue is reached liy a series of eiirh't steps. The arch

of the nave is semi-ciroular, fii!'l ha- a fan-light forty-one feel in widlh,

and tweuty-oue feet in height.

coiTesponding with the nave

arch. The extent of each cr< >ss-

arm in breadth is one hundred

and forty-nine feet; ofthis there

is comprised two aisles and a

central nave, of which the lirst

are lifty-four feet in width each,

and the latter forty oi\e feet

wide. The centre, or u;ue

portion, is elevated six-ty-seven

feet, and the half-oircular andi

extending over it is in width

forty-one feet. It will lie thus

Been that each entrance is

adorned with twoarched naves,

intersecting each other at right

angles. They are in breadth

forty-one feet, in height to the

center of the arch sfxty seven

feet, and in length three hun-

dred and sLxty-live feet. On
each side of tire central m\r,

as already stated, extends an

aisle fifty-four feet wide, ani

reaching to a height of forty-

five feet. The ridgeway of the

nave, on the exterior, measures,

seventy-one feet. Over each

aisle extends a gallery its equa:

in width, and which is elevated

twenty-four feet above the

floor. The crowning feature

of the wliole edifice is the

dome. It is in diameter one

hundred feet. From the floor

to the commencement of the

work, it is sixty-eight feet, ana

from the floor to the crown, i;

is one hundred and eighteen

feet, and on tlie outside, includ-

ing the lantern, one hundred and forty-nine fee", "'he anglea made by
the cross-lorm, on the exterior of the building, ai-£ fiil.'d with triangular

additions, which rise twenty-four feet in height, and they give the shape
of an octagon to the building. A tower of the same shape rises at each

angle, being eight feet in diameter, and seventy-five feet in height.

Upon these towers are elected llag-staffs for the display of national

colors. The gallery is reached by ten large stair-cases; and there are

also eight winding staircases; connecting with the three Iralconies over

the entrance ways, there is ample room furnished for llowers and other

attractions. Tlie larger stairways are divided into two flights of steps,

having also corresponding platforms or landing-places. They have
balustrades of light and tasteful iron-work. The winding stairways are

in the towers, conducting to small lialconies on their top, and also to the

roof of the edifice. The structure oc<'.upies, on the ground, a space of

111,000 square feet; the galleries, which are fifty-four feet wide, spread
over an additional sjiace of 02,000 sipiare feet, making in all the total ex-

tent of 173,000 square feet—an area .sniliciently large, it would seem, to

answer the jiurposes of the great exi>osition. Thus the ground floor

covers a trifle over two acres and a half; the galleries a trifle less than
one acre and a half, comprising, togetlicr, a totd of almo.st four acres.

There are distriljuted through the

interior, on the ground floor, one
hundred and ninety columa. They
are made of cast-iron, octagonal in

shape, and are eight inches in dia-

meter. They rise twenty-one feet

above the floor. Girders made of

the same material are placed upon
the tojis of these columns, which
BCivc to support the galleries and
the roof, and bind together the en-

tire building. These girders are

twenty-six feet long, and three feel

Ml wiilth. They are united with

the columns below, as also with

the columns in the .second story,

by additional pieces corresponding

In form with the columns, and
which arc three feet four iuclies

high. They have the usual flan-

ges, and arc made secure by bolts.

In the first Ht«ry there are two
hundred and fifty-two of tliese gir-

ders, besides twelve additional ones

made of wrought-iron of the same
Bi'/.c, and spanning, in some in-

stances, a distance of forty-one Icet.

In the second stiuy there are one

hundred and forty-eight pillars,

in form the same as those below.

They are seventeen feet seven in-

ches high. On.thesc coluiuus rest

another set of girders, one hundred
and sixty in number, and are de-

Rigned for the upholding of the

roofs of the aisles—the nave having extended over them sixteen sem
circular arches of cast-iron, each made up of foui- separate pieces. Ex-
ternally, the dome is the most striking feature of the buildmg. I: is

supported on the inside by twenty-four columns, which rise above the

second story floor sixty-two feet, and which sustain a series of wTOUght-

iron arches and girders. Upon these latter rests a bed-plate of cast

iron, which is so formed as to receive tlie thirty-two ribs of the dome.
The dome is lighted through the lantern which suiTnounts it, and also

through the windows extending around its sides. Here may be seen

thirty-two escutcheons, in colored glass, exhibiting the arms of the Fe-

deral Union, and, respectively, of the sisterhood of states which com-
pose the Union. Combined also in the appropriate decoration may be

seen various national figures and emblems. The amount of iron con-

sumed in the building will not vary far from twelve hundred and fifty

tons. The roof of the structure sjirer.ds over an extent of one hundred
and forty-four thousand square feet. The glass used in the building is

equal to "thirty-nine thousand square feet.

THE CRYSTAL I'ALACJ! COMPANY.
Some remarks in reference to the commencement of this enterprise

will be found of interest. The remarkable success which attended the

London Exhibition in 1851 directed the attention of the industrial com-
raimity to the cx|)ediency of reproducing that effort in various parts of

the Old World. Thus Dulilin has been favored with one, of which we
present an illustration in another column, and incipient steps have al-

ready been t;iken to organize another on a very extensive plan in Paris

in \ioi. The instinctive foresight of the American people could not
fail to perceive the peculiarly available and useful character of exhibi-

tions of this kind; and there was accordingly entertained at an early

date the idea of securing the advantages which might accrue from such
an organization. But it was at the same time seen that our political

structure was of such a complexion that an enterprise of this kind,

whUe it could not.well secure the governmental cnuntenance which was
promptly rendered to the I^ondon Exhibition, it would at the same time
l)c siiiject to the jealousy which a more exclusively individual effort is

liable to encounter. Disregarding all embarrassments of this nature,

however, the managers decided to proceed in their purpose, and secure

in the meanwliile all the assistance they could consistently solicit from
the public authorities. In casting around for a location, it seemed ne-

cessary to give the preference to New York, as being the most con-

veniently accessible to European products. New York was consequently
chosen, and ou the 2d day of January, 18.53, the city authorities granted
a lease of Reservoir Square, for the purpose, for the term of five years,

stiiiulating only that the Imildmg should be constructed of iron and
gla^ss, and that the entrance fee for a single admission should not exceed
fifty cents. Application was then made to the legislature, and on the

11th of March an Act of Incorporation was obtained, authorizing and
constituting the " Association lor the E.xhibition of the Industry of all

Nations." The capital stock was fixed at two hundred thousand dol-

lars, in shares of (me hu-idied dollars each, with leave to increase the

sum to three hundred thousand dollars.

The Board of Directors met on the 17th of March, and proceeded to

organise by the election of Theodore Sedgwick, Esq., President; and im-

mediately thereafter a general statement of the design of the Association

was issued in circular form; and accompanying this document there

was a call for subscriptions to the capital .stock of the company. The
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(No person cmi pass the ficip'ster \nthont being (x)iinte(j.)

Charles 'W. Foster, Theodore -Sedgwick, William W. Stone, William
Whetten, .lohn Dunham, William Kent, Watts Sherman, P. W. Edmonds;
Theodore Sedgwick, President; Wm. Whetten, Vice President, Treasu-
rer, and Secretary; L. C. Stuart, A.ssistant Secretary; Superintending
Arciiitect and Engineer, C. E. Detmold; Consulting Engineer, Horatio
Allen; Architects. George J. B. Carstensen and Charles Gildemeister;
Consulting Architect, Edmund Hurry; in charge of the Pattern Shop,
Chas. J. Shepard and .John Purvis; Superintendent at Reservoir Square,
G. W. Staunton; in charge of the oiRce at Reservoir Square, Henry M.
Vaughan.
These gentlemen have organized their department as follows :—J. M.

Batchelder, Secretary of the Superintendent; Samuel Webber, Arrange-
ment of Space and Classification; Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., Mineralogy and
Chemistry; B. P. Johnson, .Agricultural Implements; Joseph E. Holmes,
Machinery; Edward Vincent, Tex-tile Fabrics; Felix Piatti, Sculpture.
We take great pleasure in according to Mr. Sedgwick, the President

of the Company, eminent fitness for the station he hol(3s. Singularly
well (pialilied for the arduous task he has undertaken, he has relaxed n i

energy which might contribute to the efficient fulfilment of his duties.

No man in the commimity
could have better understood
what was wanted in his sphere,
or have been more successful
in the adoption of the requisite

">-_ means for its attainment. Mr.
Batchelder, also, has given un-
remitting attention to his de-

partment ; and all parties, in
tact, are ileserving of earnest
commendation.

OSYSTil. PALACE—RAILING
BTANDABO.

CRYSTAL PALACE—STAIItCASE KEAR THK ENTRAKOK.

stock was finally taken, and it was found to be distributed among up-

wards of one hundred and fifty individuals and firms. Application was
made to the General Government for its co-operation, and Mr. Maxwell,
Collector of the Port of New York, informed the President of the Asso-
ciation, on the 24th of May, that the building, when erected, would be
constituted a bonded warehouse, in order that foreign goods designed
for exhibition, might be received free of duty. To enhance the Europe-
an interests of the Association, Mr. Charles Buschek, of London, was
authorized to act as agent in securing (jontributions from manufacturers
and others in Europe. It then became' necessary to organize a compe-
tent and effective ooi-ps of architects and engineers; and subsequently
Mr. C. E. Detmold was chosen Superintendent Architect and Engineer;
Mr. Horatio Allen, Consulting Engineer; and Mr. Edmond Hnrrj-, Con-
sulting Architect. On the 12th of July the President issued another
circular of explanations and instructions; and the replies received from
several of the Representatives of some of the leading Powers of the Old
World, indicated a cordial interest in the undertaking. Several foreign

journals spoke in favorable terms of the enterprize. In the meanwhile
it became necessary to select a suitable iilan for the contemplated edifice.

Amid the variety presented, it was finally decided to adopt the one sub-

mitted by Messrs. Car.stensen and Gildemeister. The plan was deter-

mined upon on the 2Gth of August, and the work directly put under
contract. On the 4tli of September, the masonry was csutracted for

with Messrs. Smith & Stewart, and Mr. Lorenzo Moses. The foundation

was to be completed on the 21bt of October, and at the same date the

delivery of the castings was to begin. The contracts for the ca.st-iron

work were distributed among Messrs. Jack.son , Stillman, Allen & Co.,

Hogg <fe Delamater, Buckup & Pugh. and F. S. Cla.xton, of New York ;

Blatcr & Steel, of Jer.-ey City; the Matteawan Company, of Fishkill;

tlit^Mcssi-s. Templius, ol'Easton. Penn.; Belts, Pusey, Jones <& Seal, of

Wilmington, Del.; Miller .t Williamson, of Albany.
Having secured a plan for the structure, and arranged for the execu-

tion of the heaviest portions of the work, the Associati(m again turned

its attention to eliciting the interest of the business part of the commu-
nity in the objects they had before them; and accordingly, on the 28th

of September, a circular was issued in English, German, French and
Spanish, directed to a large number of importing houses, and which
proved highly useful. This was soon followed by another, addressed
more particularly to the producing classes. The late lamented Daniel

Welister looked favorably upon the cause, and sought to aid it by his

infiuence.

The ceremony of raising the first column took place on the 30th of

October. The occasion drew together large numbers of citizens. Gov.
Hunt was present—was addressed by the Piesident, and made a very
encouraging address in reply. 8ubse(iueutly , committees were appointed
in various jiarls, to aid in fonvarding the objects of the Association.
Flattering letters were received from various foreign LegatioiLs and Con-
sulates, while the euteiprisc was favorably mentioned by, some of the
State (ioveiTKjrs in their annual messages. ,'

The following are the present Ofiicei-s and Managers Of the Associa-
tion :—Directors : Mortimer LivingKtone, Alfred PeU, August Belmont,
Alexander Hamilton. Jr., George L. Schuyler, Elbert J. Anderson,
Henry R. Dunham, W. C. H. Waddell, .lacob A. Wcstervelt, .James A.
BamUton, Samuel Nicholsoa < Philip Uurrowes, Johnston Livingston,

An Insulted Witness
Considerable amusement was
created in a Grand Jury room
the other day, by an Irishman,
who was called on to give tes-

timouj- on a bill of indictment
for keeping a tipjiling house,
then before the jury. A Juror :

" State, sir, whether you know
the house of Mrs. , and
if it be not situated in the city
of Pittsburg, Alleghany Co.''

Witness, (bolding hat in
one hand, whilst ho kept the
other engaged in nipping the
tornerot a law book conveni-
ent) :

" Faith, an' it's mesclf
that do know the house, yer
honor; an' why 'udn't I know
it, I ax 3"e, an' I hi the habit
iv visitiu" it iveiy day iv my
life fur the last tin years?"
Juror : " Is it in Alleghany
County?" Witness :" What
the plague 'ud I be afther

knowin' about AUeghinney
County? 'TisinHardscrabble
share enough; an' that's all I

know!" Juror: "Tell us

what you saw there." Witness :
" Well, bedad, that's a purty compre-

hensive question you're axin' me. Tell you what I .saw there? why,
that 'ud take me the live long day. I saw gamblin' there.'' District

Attorney :
' You have only to tell us whether you .saw liquor sold there,

in less quantities than a quart?" Winesa :
" Well, I guess I did; I took

many an' many a drink there myself, an' bad shtuff it was, too, by my
sowi" Here the witness was told he might leave, and, with a bow and

a scrape, he made for the door ; he was, however, called back by a

juror, who contended that the oB'ence complained of was not properly

proven, inasmuch iis the witness might have used a quart at a single

drink! Mr. Flanigen :
" The jury want to know how much you gene-

rally take at a driuK.
:"" Witness :

" Faith, an' that's what I hardly

know. Sometimes I take a good drink, an' sometimes not so good.

'

Juror :
" Would you take a quart at a time ?'' Witness :

" Would I

take what ? Try me wid it, jn' you'll .see. But anyhow, why do you

ax me such a question for ? 1 thought

ye's were all gentlemen, but now 1 see

ye's are the manest and inquisitivist

spalpeens I ever met wid—so I'll tell the

Aes iv yez no more !" Here he left the

room in a passion, mentally cursing the

impertinence of those who would pry in-

to the size of his potations. The indict^

ment was, we believe, ignored.

A judge persisted in swearing a chemist

into the jury, who vehemently begged to

be excused, but finally resigned liiiuself

to his fate, and looking upward, said with

melanchely voice, " Very well, your
honor; there will be murder before this

trial's over, that's all. Swear me, if you

f
lease. I merely wanted to observe that

've left nobody but an errand boy in my
store. He is a very nice boy, but he is

not acquainted with drugs; and I know
that the prevailing impression on his

mind is, that Epsom salts means oxalic

acid : and syrup of senna, laudanum.
That s all, your honor." The lugubrious

expression of the chemist's face proved

too much for the gravity of the Court.

He was excused amid laughter from all

sides—his face brightening up tremen-

dously as he left the court room.

CRYSTAL FALACK-
cbh;b"'

\' he", an English lady, at whose house

111. .Iciliu-iMi w.is dining one day, asked

him it he ilul not thuik her pudding very

good. " Yes," growled the /peat moral-

ist. " it is very good for hogs. '
" Shall I

lielp you to another plateful, then ?" said

the polite hostess.
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Past Stobt— An English-

man was brapgiDK of the speed

of Enghsh railroads to a Yankee
traveller seated at his side, in

one of the cars of a " fast train''

in England. The engine hell

was rung as the train neared a

station. It suggested to the

Yankee an opportunity of " tak-

ing down" his companion a peg
or more. " What's that noise 'f

innocently inquired the Yankee.
" We are approaching a town,''

said the Englishman. " They
have to commence ringing about

ten miles before they get to ;i

station, or else the train would
run by it before the bell could

be heard. Wonderful, ain't it 'i'

They hain't invented bells in

America yet, Isuppose?" "WTiy,
yes," replied the Yankee, " we
nave got belLs, but can't u.se 'em
on our railroads. We run so

tamal fast, the train always
keeps ahead of the sound. No
use whatever, the sound never
gets into a village, until after

the train gets by !'' " Indeed
!''

exclaimed the Englishman. " Fact, ' said the Yankee—" had to give
up bells—then tried steam-whistles—wouldn't answer either. I was on
board of a locomotive when the whistle was tried. We were going at

a trem.cndous rate. Hm-ricanes were no whar. Had to hold my iiair

on. We saw a two horse wagon crossing the track about live miles
ahead, and the engineer let the whistle on, swearing like a trooper. It

screamed awfully, but it warn't no use. Ne.vt thing I knew, 1 was pirk-

ing myself out of a pond, by the road side.,iniid the fragments of tlie

locomotive, dead hor.ses, broken wagon, and dead engineer, lying beside

me. Just then the sound of the whistle came along, nii.\ed n|) with some
frightful oaths I had heard the engineer use when he first saw the hor-

ses. Poor fellow ! he was dead before his voice got to him. After that
we tried lights, supposing these would travel faster than sound. We
got lights BO powerful, that the chickens woke up along the road, when
we came along in the night, supposing it to lie morning. But the loco-

motive kept ahead of it still, and was in darkness with the light close
on behind. The inhabitants petitioned against it—they couldn't sleep

well witli so much light in the night time. Finally, we had to station

electric telegi'aphs along the road, with signal men to telegraph when
the train was in sight; and I have heard that some of the fast trains

beat the lightning fifteen minutes every forty miles, but I can't say
that's true—the rest I know In tie so." The Englishman expressed a
deteiTnination never to travel in America, and remained dumb with
astonishment.
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TuK Dead Wife—In comparison with the loss of a wife, all other
earthly bereavements are trifling. The wile ! she who fills .so large a

space in the domestic heaven—she who is so busied, so unwearied, labor-

ing for the precious ones around her—bitter, bitter is the tear that falls

on her cold clay! You stand beside her coffin, and think of the past.

It seems an amber-colored pathway, where the sun shone upon beauti-

ful flowers, or the stars hung glittering overhead. Fain would the soul
linger there. No tliorns are rememiiercd above that sweet clay, save
those which your own hand may unwittingly have planted. Her noble,
tender heart lies open to your inmost sight. You think of her now as

all gentleness, all beauty, all puritj'—Ijiit she is dead! The dear head
that rested on your bosom rests in the sfiU darkness, upon a pillow of

clay. The hands that have ministered so untiringly are folded, white
and cold, beneath the gloomy portals. The heart, whose every beat
measured an eternity of love, lies under your feet. The flowers she bent
over with smiles, bend now above her with tears, shaking the dew from
their petals, that the verdure which surrounds her may"be kept green
and beautiful. Many a husband can read this in the silence of a broken
home. There is no white arm over your shoulder—no trembling lips to

murmur, " 0, it is so sad !" The little one whose nest death has rifled

gazes in wonder at your solemn face, puts up his tiny hand to stay the
tears, and then nestles back again to his father's bosom, half conscious
that the wing which sheltered it most fondly is broken. There is so

strange a hush in every room ! No light footstep passing around. No
smile to greet you at nightfall. And the old clock ticks and strikes, and
strikes and ticks—it was such music when she heard it ! Now it seems
to knell only the hours through which you watched the dark shadows
of death gathering upon'her sweet face. It strikes one—the fatal time
when the death warrant rang out, "There is no hopel" Two! She
lies placidly still—.sometimes smiling faintly, sometimes grieving a little,

for slie is young to tread the valley of the shadow of death. Three

!

The babe has been brought in, and its little face laid on her bosom for

the last time. Four! Her breath comes fainter, but a heavenly joy
irradiates her brow. Five! There is a slight favorable change—Oh,
that she miglit live ! Father, spare her !

" Thy will be done I" It was
her soft broken accents. Yes, Heavenly Father, who gavest her to bless

me, "Thy will be done!" Six! There are footsteps near—weeping
friends around. She bids them farewell, as she muimurs, " Meet me in

Heaven!" The damp drops have gathered upon her pallid features ?

You feel—Oh, how often, that the grave cannot keep her'? You know
that she is in a happier world; yet that sometimes she is even by your
side—an angel presence ! You think of yom- innocent babe, and deem
that a seraph is guarding it! Cherish these emotions, they will make
you happier. Let her presence be as a charm to keep you from evil.

Never forget that she has loved you. Be tender of her memory—so

may you meet her with a soul unstained—a bright and beautiful spirit-

bride—where no one shall say

anv more forever, '

' She is dead !

'

Enchanted Mountain in

Te.\as.— They have strange
things in Texas as well as wick-

ed doings. The following ar-

covmt of a great natural curiosity

in thatcotmtry is from the Te^L-a,^

rdci^raph. This singular moun-
tain, or hill, is situated on the

head waters of the Sellec—

a

small tributary of the Colorado,

about eighty miles from Bostrop

,

in a north-westerly direction. It

is about 300 feet high, and ap-

pears to be an enormous ov;d

rock, partly imbedded in tiie

earth. When the sunshines, the

light is reflected from its polished

surface an from an immense mir-

ror, and the whole moimtaiu
glows with, such dazzling radi-

ance, that the beholder wh(j

views it, even from a distance of

four or five miles, is unable to

gaze upon it without experiem-
ing a painful sensation, similar

to that which is felt when look-

ing upon the rising sun. The
ascent of the hill is so very gra-

dual that persons can easily walk
up to the top; but the rock is so

sinootli and slippery that those

who mal;e the attempt are com-
pelled to wear moccasins or

stockings instead of shoes. This

act, together with the name of

the place, Holy Mountain, re-

minds the visitant very foreibly

of the cammand made to Moses
at Mount Horcb, " Put ofl' thy
shoes from off thy feet." The
Camanches regard this hiU with
rehgious veneration, and the In-

dian pilgrims frequently assem-
ble from the remotest borders of

rhe tribe to peiform their Paniju

tites upon its summit.

How Balloonists sek us—The Dutchman e\ti«cia from " Crotchets in the
Air," by John Pooler, the following admirable description of the e»rth'R ap-
pearance to voyagers in the aerial regions.

" I do not de.spi<)e you," says he, "for talking about a balloon goincr <m' '••r

it is an error which you share in common with some millions of your it-luiv

creatures ; and I, in the days ofmy ignorance, thought with the rest of you. I

know better now. The fact is, we do not go up at all ; but at about five min-
utes past six on the evening of Friday, the 18th of September, 1838—at about
that time, Vauxhall Gardens, with all llie people in them, wenl doum .'" What
follows is excellent. " I cannot have been deeeived," says he

;
" I speak from the

evidence of my senses, founded upon repetition of the fact. Upon each of the
three or four experimental trials of the powers of the balloon to enable the
people to glide away from us with safety to themselves—down they all went
about thirty feet !—then, up they came again, and so on. There we sat
quietly all the while, in our wicker buck-basket, utterly UDConscious of mo-
tion : till, at length, Mr. Green, snapping a little iron, and thus letting loose
the rope by which ^/tc earth iras !!USf)inded to u^—like Atropos, cutting the con-
nection between us with a pair of shears—down it went, with everything on it;

and your poor paltry little Dutch toy of a town, (your great metropolis, as you
insolently call it,) having been placed on castors for the occasion—I am satisfied

of tfiat—was gently rolled away from under us.
'' So much for what you (irst feel ; and now what is the firet thing you do ?

In this case everybody ii* alike We all do the same thing. We look over the
side of the car. We do tliis very cautiously—keeping a firm seat, as though
we clung there by a certain attraction of cohesion—and then, holding on
by the edge, we carefully protrude the peak of our travelling cap, and then the
tip of the no?e, over the edge of the car, upon which we rest our mouth.
Everything below is* seen in so new a form, so flat, compressed, and simultane-
ously—so much too-much-at-a-time—that the first look is hardly so satis&c-
tory as could be desired. But soon we thrust the chin fairly over tlie edge, and
take a gooci stare downwards ; and this repays us much better. Objects appear
under very novel circumstances from this vertical position, and ascending,
retreat from them, (though it is the;/ that appear to sink and retreat from us.)

They are stunted and fore-shortened, 'and rapidly flattened to a map-like ap-
pearance ; they get smaller and smaller, and clearer and clearer. An idea,

says Monck Mason, involuntarily seizes upon the mind, that the earth, with all

its inhabitants, had, by some unaccountable efforts of nature, been suddenly
precipitated from its hold, and was in the act of slipping away from be-
neath the a-ronaut's feet into the murky recesses of some unfathomable abyss
below. Everything, in fact, but himself, seems to have been suddenly endowed
with motion. Away goes the earth with all its objects—sinking lower and
lower, and everything becoming less and less, but getting more and more dis-

tinct and defined, as they diminish in ize.
" But, be.side.^ the retreat towards minuteness, the phantasmagoria flattens
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as it lessens—men and women are of five iuch*.s high, then of four, three, two,
one inch, and now a spec'^ ; the Great Western is a narrow strip of parch-
ment, and upon it you see*.* number of little trunks running away with each
other, while the great metropolis itself is a board set out with toys ; its public
edifices turned into ' baby-houses, and pepper-castors, and extinguishers, and
chessmen, with here and there a dish-cover—things which are called domes,
and spires, and t^teeples.' As for the father of rivers, he becomes a dusky-
grey, winding streamlet, and his largest ships are no more than flat pale decks,
all the rigging being fore-shortened to nothing. We soon come now to the
shadowy, the intlistinct ; and then all is lost in air. Floating clouds fill up
the space beneath. Lovely colors spread themselves, ever-varying in tone,
and in their forms or outlines—now sweeping in broad line^, now rolling
and heaving in huge, richly, yet softly-tinted billows ; while sometimes,
through a great opening, rift, or brtak, you see a level expanse of grey or blue
fields at an indefinite depth below. An<l all this time there is a noiseless ca-
taract of snowy cloud-robes falling around you—falling swiftly on all sides of
the car, m great fleecy masses, in small snow-white and glistening fragments,
and immense compound masses, all white and soft, and swiftly rushing past
you, giddily, and incessantly, down, down, and alfwilh the silence of a dream

—

strange, lustrous, majestic, incomprehensible. '

HewECY FOR BfM)N(S3T)B.—,\ writer in the Baltimore Sun, who has been af-

flicted severely in his family by that appaling disease, bronchitis, has foand
relief from the following remedy:
"Take honey in the comb, squeeze it out, and dilute with a little wafer,

and wet the lips and mouth occasionally with it."
It has never been known to fail in cases even where children bad throats so

swollen as to be unable to swallow. It is certainly a simple remedy, and may
be a very eflicacious one.

CRYSTAL rAI.ACK-
COLUMN CAl'ITAL

.\ C.ooD Sroiiv.—Inimitably well done is an
article in J'uluam, entitled " General Ogle, a

Character.'' It refreshes the soul like a moun-
tain breeze. The General was one ofthose strong,

.lear headed, self instructed, dexterous, efficient,

i!ivincible men, who. taking up the ta.sk ot civil-

izing the country where the backwoodsmen left

it . carried the work forward to the era of the I'uil-

rouds and telegraphs, then consigned it to men
<il' the Morse, Collins, I,uw, Fremont, and (iiiu-

ncil stamp. He lived and died among the Allc-

ghanic". in I'enusylvaiiia. He used to proclaim,

and with jicrfeit trufli, " I'm the father of the
country. For forty years I've done all its think-

ing, aiid managed all its business. 1 projected

your public roads, and every gieat improvement
m the policy of the cmnnunity. I have m.tde

voii happy at home, and icsjjected abroad. I

know every man of ym, IVom the acorns uji to

the sorubs'that you are. I know more law th.iii

your liiwyers, and more divinity than your
preachers. I can teach your merchants in their

own business, and there isn't one in a dozen of
you that doesn't owe your good luck to my advi:e, and }'0ur misfortunes
to neglecting it. I am the oldest Major-General in the United States,
except (ieneral .lackson. 1 want notliing from you; I belong to myself;
but 1 want you to know what is for yonr own good, percizely."
The (.leneral was liy no means a book-leanied man. On the contrary,

quite the reverse. And upon this circumstance is founded the capital
story we are are alioiit to co])y. Here it is :—

" Probably," says thu writer, " not one man in a hundred can learn
to write his own iiaiHc. spell Feijniaiy, or to hit the cases of the per-
sonal pronouns, after Iculy yearsofage. The (ieneral suffered .something
by his lack of formal trainiiig in his youth, which ear-marked his ityle
of speech and composition while he" lived. An amu.sing instance will

illustrate a slight defect of this sort, and his ma.sterly skill in extricating
himself, which never deserted him in any such exigency. Immediately
after Madison's second election, the General called iijion (hivernor Find-
lay, then holding the otiicc of State Treasurer, with tlie manuscript of a
long letter which he had written to the President, covering the whole
ground of our foreign and domestic policy, and principally the jirincijiles

and measures of the democratic party. Mr. Findlay lieard, with not a
little admiration, of its merits, botji as to matter and manner; but,

glancing at the paper, he observed that the (ieneral had, in some seve-

ral instances, written the pronoun /in litfle, with a pop over it; and
sincerely for the writer's sake, and fin- the effect that it ought to have,
but impressed also with his .sensitivene.ss to criticism which, in anyway,
impeached his capabilities, he coaxingly sug'/esfed the much required
correction alter this hi-hion :

" .\n exccllent'lcticr, GcneraL A sorrdd
lotfer, sir; fall oi uiost c,i|iit:il advice, which Mr. Madison will be glad
and proud to receive, and thoroughly democratic in every senthnent. A
J.etter, General, fhaf any man might be proud to write. Views, sir, that
will make the administration equal to .letferson's, if they are fuUy
adopted. But, (ieneral, they hav« a court custom at Wa.shington, a
small matter, such as you and I arc not apt to treat tvith much conside-
ration—an indill'crent "little piece of etiquette—a—" Here Mr. Findlay
began to stammer. The General's keen eye was on him, and he felt it.

"Percizely! What is it'r"

" Oh, notliing,'' looking over the paper as if it were hard to find.
" Nothing at all, and yet it would be easily altered. A stroke of the pen
here and there, merely.

"

" Pine-blank," said the (ieneral; " what is it, Mr. Findlay?"
" Wliy, General, it has become the custom lately at Washington to

write the pronoun I with a capital letter.''

The (ieneral wtts caught, and he knew how he was caught, too; and
he mast recover himself.

" Percizely, Mr. I'indlay ; all right. Most assuredly—I know—pine
blank—you're right. No question of it." By this time he wa.s ready.
" Look here, my dear sir," laying his hand on "Mr. Findlay's shoulder, as
if to re-a.ssure him, for the embarrassment was till on the one side now;
" you sec, ny dear fellow, I had a design in it. When I write to a small
pattern of a man, 1 make my capital I's two inches long; when I write
to my equal fellow-citizens, such as yourself, for instance, I make them
the usual length; but, sir, when I address myself to as great a man as
Mr. .lefferson, 1 always make them as small as possible, with a pop over
them, percizely."

" I need hardly say that the General walked straight to his room, and
raised every U-ftcr of them to tlR' dignity required by the rules of grais-
mar and tiie eticpietfe of Wa-^hingtou'city, before he dcspatcbet! the
eiiistle.

K«.«.•>«

TiiK Motiikh's Last Lesson "Will you please ceacn me my ver.se,

mamma, and kiss me, and bid nic good liight'r" .said little Roger I
,

as he opened the d')or and peeped cautiously into the chamber of his sick

mollier; " I-aiu very .^leepy, but no luie ha^ heard me say my prayer.s.''

Mrs. L. was very ill"; indeed her attendants believed her dying. She sat

propped u]) with her ]iillows. and sfrii.ggliiig for breath; her lips were
while; her eyes were growing dull and glazed. She was a widow, and
litfle Koger was her only, her d.irling cliild. Ever^ night he had been
in llie liabit i<( coming into her room, and silting in her lap, or kneeling
by her side, while she rejieatcd jiassages from God's holy Word, or re-

lated to him stories of the wise and good men spoken of in its pages.
' Hush! hu.-li !" .said a lady who was watching beside her couch. "Your
dear mother is too ill to hear yr>u to-night !" As .she said this, she came
forw.ird and laid her hatid ucutly upon his arm, as if she would lead him
away from the rcKUu. Itoger licL'an to sob as if his litfle heart would
break. " 1 cannot go to bed without saying my prayers—indeed I can-
not." The ear of the dying mother caught the sound. Although she
had been nearly insen.sible to everything transpiring around her, the sobs
of her darling aroused her stupor, and turning to a friend, she. desired
hor to bring her little .son and lay him on her bosom. Her request was

granted, and her child's rosy
«heek and golden head nestled
beside the pale, cold face of the
dying mother. " Koger, my son

,

niy darling child," said the dy-
ing woman, " repeat this ver.se

after me and never forget it:

' \\'hen my father and mother
forsake me, the Lord will take
me up." " The child repeated it

two or three times distinctly, and
said his little prayer. Then he
kissed the cold, almost frigid

features before him, and went
(liiietly to his little couch. The
ne.\t morning he sought as u.sual

his mother, but fmind her stiff

and cold. This was her last les-

.soii. He has never forgotten it;

he probably never will. He has
.urown to be a man, a good man,
and now occupies a post of much
honor and jn-ofit in Massachu-
:-etts. 1 never could look on him
without thinking about the faifh

so beautifully exhibited by his

dying mother.

CBT8TAX, FALACE—BOUBLE STAIRCASE UNDiiR TITK DOiLH.

Ikkitable Cuki.stians The
fiillowing is commended to Chris-
tians of irritable temperament:
Tiiere was an old clergyman who
often became quite vexed at find-

ing his little grand children in

his study. One day one of these
children was standing by his
mother's side, and she was talk-

ing to him of Heaven. " Ma, I

don't waut to go to Heaven,"
said he. " Hon't want fo go to
Heaven, my son';'' "No, ma,
I'm sure I don't.'' " Why not.
my sou ;" " \Y]\y, grandpa will

be there, won't he'/ Well, just
as soon as he sees hs, he will

come scolding along, and say :

'Whew, whew! what ai-,^ those
boys here tor V So 1 don't want
to go, Ma."
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Thb Dublin Indctstbial Exhibition Our artist in
Ireland haa transmitted an accurate sketch of the great
Dublin Exhibition building, recently opened to the public.
The Lord-Lieutenant took a prominent part in the inaugu-
ration ceremonies, which excited general attention. It will
be observed that the buildings consist of a main building,
known as Central Hall, and two adjoining buildings, known
as the Southern Hall and Picture Gallery, between which
the intervening space is covered in.

'

The building of the Dublin Fair is of the Oriental style,
with semicircular roof, and oval in form, the central or larg-
est hall being 425 feet long, 100 wide, and 105 feet high.
The cost of the building is estimated at £80,000, and within
its walls are displayed the contributions from all the princi-
pal nations of the earth. Dublin at present swai-ms with
visitors, and the proceeds for the sale of season tickets, be-
fore the opening of the ExhiVjition, amounted to £10,000.
Among the many interesting olyects exibited are a

fountain temple in silver, by Queen Victoria, Chinese arti-

cles, woolen fabrics, Japanese curiosities, Japanese temple,
Berlin porcelain vase, casket of Irish bog-oak, flower stands,
Parian flower vase, statues of boy aud dog, girl and dote,

terra cotta articles, curious marble image of the iul'aut uild

dolphin, Belgiiin bell, &c., &c.
Prussia is represented by some fine castings in iron , cop-

per, and zinc, and a few superior articles of real bronze
(most of these from the royal foundry) ; also the "Alex-
ander vase," cast at the royal iron foundry at Berlin, and
the frieze on the exterior represents the triimiphant eutry
of Alexander into Babylon, after Thonvaldsen.
The most interesting portion of the French department

consists of the Exposition ik la Viiile Monta^nc, the emi-
nent zinc founders. Several large counters, rising in steps,

are covered over with articles—some useftd, some ornamen-
tal, but generally combining both requisites. The zinc
castings are either " bronze, dore, or argente;" and, by a
combination of gilding and bronzing, a beautiful ell'ect is

often produced. The specimens vary considerably in size

and excellence. There are admirable busts of Napoleon the
Great and the present Emperor of France; and scvei'al very
beautiful clocks of diflerent designs.

In the Belgian department there are many objects ol

merit; one ol'the most interesting being the marble chimney-
piece which was manufactured by J. Le Clercq, of Brussels,

for the king.

The King of Holland has liberally sent a fine collection ol

Japanese produce. A complete case of native Japanese
types, made of wood, takes back om- mind to former ages,
when printing, with all its attendant blessings, was unknown
among us, and when it is probable the art existed among
the Japanese in tlie same state exactly as it exists at present.

Whilst with us all the wonderful powers of the steam engine
can scarcely multiply our prmted works fast enough, the
native printer of Japan, holding the wooden types in his

hand, stamps each letter slowly and carefully, by the same
tedious process his ancestors used many centuries ago.

Near this department is Lord Gough's collection of In-

dian and Chinese rarities. This is one of the finest contri-

butions from any private individual, in the building. It

consists of rarities and specimens of skill and ingenuity c<il-

lected in India aud China during the wars in which his

Lordship held tlio important post of commander-in-chief.

Among these, tlie most interesting, for many reasons, are

several beautiful Sikh gims. These comprise two twelvc-

poimd brass howitzers and carriages complete, forming a
portion of the guns taken by Lord Gough in the action of

Bobraon, in the year 1846, and subsequently presented to

him by the government of India. Also a six-pound and a

twelve-pound howitzer, taken by his Lordship in the battle

of Gofyerat, aud presented to him by the governor-general

of India. All tliese guns were cast by the Siklis, and, as

specimens of perfect castings, cannot be surpassed. One of

the guns has been slightly marked by the bursting of a shell

immediately above it ; but the others present a surface as

free from defects as it is possible to be. The carnages are

beautifully inlaid mth brass gilt, in fanciful devices, .and all

the metal work is either of brass gilt or of polished teel.

In this style of finish they far surpass the English guns and
they arc, we believe, fair specimens of the guns used against

them in the Sutlej campaign.
Another gun in the same collection suggests an invidious

comparison between the Sikhs and Chinese enemies his

Lordship encountered. It is a Chinese gun, taken in battle.

It is about three feet long, and is wrapped round (probably
to preserve it from iujmy) with Chmese matting ; it has
four handles, two at each side, and was can-ied in battle by
two soldiers ; when fired it had to be laid upon the ground
and elevated to the proper angle by placing earth or stones

under it. We have little hesitation in sajing that the ma-
jority would much prefer being the enemy against whom
this gun was directed, to being the Chinese artilleryman

who served and fired it off.

We have enumerated but a few of the most striking ob-

jects exhibited. Of course, on every side there is a thou-

sand specimens of art and manufacture, each worthy of no-

tice, but of which, \vant of space prevents mention. The
buildings have continued to be very well attended. The ex-

hibition, on the whole, has proved highly creditable to the

country, and profitable to the originators.

-^^.^..m-,

VARIETIES.

A youngster asked his papa if sailors were not very httle

men. The father inf|uired why he supposed they should be.

" Because," the urchin replied, " I read of one going to sleep

in his watch."
" A pretty time of night to come home," exclaimed Mrs.

Potts, in high dudgeon !
" Where have you been, you

drunken brute," enquired she of her husband, who was
practising the cork-screw waltz on the stau-oase. " Been"—
(hie) said he—" been to temperance meeting aud eat— (hie)

—tuo much lemonade." "Eat what?" asked SaUy Potts.

" Yes— (hie)—mZ Ouit too .'" was the reply, and a heavy

sque/th announced the downfall of the head of the Potts

family.
" Where's the driver of this 'ere team? ' inquired a down-

caster, with a s<'ared look, as he issued from the door of a

passenger car at a railway station. He was evidently in the

last stages of mortal apprehension. "^Vilat's wanted?"

a-ked several passengers, eagerly. "Why— I'll be darned

to thunder if he hasn't gone off and left his hm-se standmg

right in tlie middle of the road without hitching, and the

fir>t thing we know, off he'll start, and take us to kmgdom
come (lu'icker'n lightning! You needn't hirf— I saw the

driver go into the house yonder—call hun quick, some-

body.'' ...
\ youn" chap, fresh from college, was explammg to an

iged rclatTve the wonders of the microscope. The listener

.seemed sceptical, and coutinued munching a piece ofchee.se

which he held. The youth snatched it from hiii hand and

nhiced it under the magnifier, pointing triumphantly at the

wrii'gling auimalculie—he thought that settled the question

!

What was his horror to see his relative take another bite

from the detested cheese. " Don't, imcle—don't eat it^

don't you .see 'era squirm and wriggle?" '-Let 'em ivrig-

<'li'
" rctdied the uncle, quietly, " titfy've got the worst on't

;

ff thty l-in stand it f kin," and he finished the cheese with

mild resignation.
. ,,,.„, „

A young lady was told to exercise. " I will do so," was

the iei)ly.
" 1 ^vill jump at the first offer, and rwn a race

Tith the consequences."

Why is a man climbmg a volcano, like an Irishman tiy-

iug to kiss a pretty girl? Because he wants to get at the

crater's mouth. „ .^ ^ , . i
•

'
I don't want you any longer," said a store-keeper to his

surprised clerk, who thought he was givmg his employer

perfect satisfaction. " Why not," asked the clerk, with a

st'M longer countenance. " Because I think you are long

enough," said his employer. The young man's face sensibly

shortened.

-:<
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SIXOEIIS SEWKO UACHINB PACTOBr—alACHLNB^ ON BXHUilTlON AT CKTSTAL PALACK.

cRYSTAL PALACE EXHIBITORS ARE INFORMED
tlmt the fiuliscrftiei's are pi-ennred to eutrmve and publish, at their own ex^nne. and

t'lee of all expense to exhibitors, al' the imt«"riait contribntions lo the (ireat Exbi'oition. ap-
propriaie for illustration in the lUustraied Kect.vfl H.nd Ofticial (.'nwlojrue of the Kshibiiiou ot
Itidiistiy. These papers wilt be pnnted in lartre tditlins in the CiTntaT TaUice,

Kshibilot-3 who can fin-ni>h drawintrs of their tonti'ibutjons, or give nccess to them before
theopetiinff, woulrl much faciliiaie f.iwriitioi.H, and would secure t'''KHter accuracy and per-
fection in the eu^ra\ ing^. by mnkiiiH inimediato application to

a. P. PUTNAM A C0„ in Park Place, or
I'rof. SILLLMAN'S Officie, Crystal ralace.

nxUSTRATED RE(^ORD OF THE INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONS, NEW
YORK KXHlBTTION-^Mited by Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.. aided by eminent writers in each
department ol Science and Art. Published in the Ciystal Palace by G. P. PUTNAM & Co..
No. 10 Park Place.
This Journal, as its name implies, will record the history, progress, and results of the New

York Industrial Exhibition.
The Literary portion of the paper will be prepared under comuetent editorial supervision, by

the ablest literavy, scientific, and pnictical men, and will include essays, descnptioue. and
criticisms in the lollowing departments :

I.—Natural Science—Raw Materials, &c.
IT.—Machinery.
in.—Manufactures—in Subdivisions.
IV.—Fine Arts.

General Essays may be expecte*! on the condition and results of the several departments, on
the natural resoiu'ces of our country, and on ilie methods by wliich they may be made most
available to American Art. and to artistic and industrial mannfactui-es. Other articles of a
more genenU .scope, on topics nHtiirally sncj^ested by the Exhibition, will be occasionally ad-
mitted._ It is intended thai .ii| the descriptions and criticisin.s shall be accurate, and strictly
Imnariial and independent. The esstj-s will >)« as free as possible from mere tecbnicalilies,
and every effort ^vill be made lo rt'udijr lliem attractive and interestiitK lo [jeueral readers.
The Letterpress will be illll.^l^ulvd by eiik'ravings of themost beaulifid, iuterestiiiif. and snt;-

gestive of the various obicis exhibited. Including, a-s far as possible, all such us may Kraliiy
and instruct. The Record \\iU Unis supply sources of instruction to artisans and manufactnr-
ecs of every class, and rend'T ilie Exhi Jilion pcnuanently and practiciilly useful, long after
tlie oontcnis have I>eendispcrsed.
The Illustrated Record will be issuo'l wtvklv from the opening to the close of the Exhiui-

tioii. and will he coinplcled in tweiil> -six innnlH-rR. Itfside* a proljahle supplement.
Kach nninbi'v will consist of lour (loubltj-tnliirnne i uajfes of letter-press, four pages of Ulus-

tratinns, and four pages devoted to the fiu-iiUrn ol' Kxhibitors.
N.B.—Na*!. 1 and -2 will bw i-ssned together as a double No., early In July. It will com-

piise about Ihuty superior engravings uf interest and value. Price for this double uumbei
i'l eent.s.

*T* Orders from tlie trade should be forwarded «t once to sec are early delivery.
G. P. PLTXAM & Co., No. lo Park Place, New York.

Interior of I. M. Singer & Co.'s Sewing Machine Manufacto-
ry—Our illustration pre.^ents an interior view of the principal manufac-
toi7, corner of Centre and Elm sts., where so much of the work Ja done
as requires the use of 'steam power. The shop comprises two well light-

ed rooms, each one hundred and ten feet in length, and twenty-five feet

wide, which are densely filled with machinery of the most perfect des-
cription. About one hundred men are constantly employed. Besides
this factory, Messrs. Singer and Co. have thi'ee rooms, each twenty-five
feet wide and ninety-five feet in length,' over their ofdce in Broadway,
which they use for the purpose of finishing, boxing^ and packing ma-
chines. A manufactory of silk twist for the use ot their machines, is

maintained in Massachusetts, and a separato and distinct shop is em-
ployed constantly in making machine needles. The number of persons
employed in using these machines, and in various ways dependent upon
them, has already reached many thousands, and is rapidly increasing.

-— *»'

The " Swiney" Cup—at the Crystal Palace.—The London Society
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, have transmitted for exhibition
in the Crystal Palace, the Swinev Cup, by the hands of Mr. C. ^yent-
worth Dilke, vice-president of the Society. This elegant Cup, manufac-
tured by the Messrs. Garrard, of London, after the designs of Mr. Mac-
Use, R, A., is to be awarded in accordance with the will of the late Dr.
Swiney, with the sum of £100 to the author of the " best published work
on jurisprudence" which shall have appeared before 1854. This prize is

open to all nations.

THE OFFICIAL DRSCRIPTIVK AND ANNOTATKD CATALOGUE OP THE
P.XHIBITION. will be printed uniformly with the " Illustrated Record." in one quarto vol.,
which cjiu be sent by post as ;t supplement to the " Record ' at the close of the volume.
->* This caialotrue will contain a complete account of ail tlie articles exhibited up to the

closeol the Kxhibition—with full descriptions of the most interesting and important objects
;

himotations by professional and practical men, and occasional diaKrams and other illustrations
not included in the " Recnid.'

N. B.—The Illustrated Record and the Annotated Catalogue can thus be bound together in
one handsome ipiarto volume, with alwut 4oo Illustrations in the first style of art. Terms for
boUi works complete, postpaid, $^. The Record separately. W. The Annotated Catalogue, (
(Tji. Subscribers reinutnig j;:, promptly in advance, will be furnished gratis with a handsome
c loth cover for binding the volume. G, p. PUTNAM & CO.

2I?0LIAN PIANOS—MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRU-
^-^''^WF'^r'H'JB.XCK WATERS, .m Broiiilway, comer orAnthony^t.. New York,
publisliei- of Music anri MiiMc liuoks, denier in M.isicnl lustnimenls of all Viiids, exclusive
l*:eiitlort icMleofl. Cilliert.V: Co.'s celebmled Pianofortes, with and wilhout Ibe much ad-
rnirwl Aolian, and lor Iheir Houdoir or Cotm^e Pianos for ^mall rooms. These instrumenw
a 1 have ilie raeuillic frame, aii'l will stand any climate. T. (J. Ji Co., are also the owners
oltheyKolian patent riulil, and in<; prepared lo furnish a more perfect iustrumenl and at a
lower price llian any other house. Tliey need no better evidence of the popularity of their in-
struments than the lact that they are a|iplyiug leu .-Eolians per week, and can scarcely till all
tlieir orders.

k . j .

An exteiisive assortment ot secou'l hand Pianos from $2.-, to »I=.o. Also, exclusive aircnt
lor Martina unrivalled (iuilars and Smith's Mflodeons, superior to any in use.

All orders lor the alxive will hn pM.iiiii ly .mended lo, and every instrument warranted to
give enUre satislaetion or i-x.liaiiKvd. witliout expense to the buyer.
Ihe nndeifiiiued has also ;.niehii.vl the entire stocks of Music Plates and Copj-riitbts ofJames MJac.iues, C. I,. (.Iinsiniini. P. 11. DotiKhty. CumraiuBS, and others, aiij ivith hisown publications IS prepared lo oiler one of the nio«t complete catalogues of music in the

united Males, He has al.so made arranucments with T. Franklin BasslortI and other pop-
ular artists and comrioser.s, both in ibis c.juntry and in Europe, for theu- compositions. aIsonew .Music from all pans ol tlie I nited Stales, as .soon as pubUthtKl.

Dealers, Teachers and .Seminaries supplied at llie lowest prices,^ H'l^IAl'h WATKRS, :i.» Kroadway, cor. Anthony St., N. Y.

ARBLEIZED IRON MANTLES, COLUMNS, PE-
>!,„ ,.„ ?-'^'"*'^',^,'-^'p''','V'"-'' 7'-"'S- 'K'^ '^,-\ •''"Tl'e .-Salamander .Marble Company invite
the atlenlion ol the Public lo iheir Marbleiwd Iron as one of llie neatest discoveries of tlie age
and lor winch lliey received the gold medal at the last Fair of Ihe American lastilute and
also the medal at the Fair of ilie Metropolitan .Mechanics Institute, held recenily al Wash-
ington. 1 his material, having a inelallie basis, is hk.ic iliirable and clieaper than marble its
rejiresenlations ol precious stom-s and the cli..ieest nmrliles, in more than sixty ditTeient vari-
eties, are exact and suriiassinglj lieaiiiiful ; it is capable ol resisting a greater degree of bent
"Mitcannotbemiured by the action, ,r,i,-idsoroiN. ,SI1,.\S (! HEKRINC '

\he manulacturing dei.arluieiii of this rompaiiy i.s under the siiperiutendeuce of R F &J
f. WILLIAMS, the inventors ul t)ies.\.sti-iii, ind ibc financial and general business depart-ment imder tliat of Joliii Kuslon, to wliom all commtmications maybe addressed at tli«
principal warerooms 81:! liroadwav. New Vork.

M

GEORGE W. TUTTLE, Importer of European Fancy
Goods, NovelHes and Toys .»-^ P.ROADVFAY. (liiera Glasses, Rich Fans, 'Wor'kBoxes, Dressing Ca-ses, .Music Boxes, I'orte Monnnies, Mantel Ornaments, 4c . ic. 4cToys and Dolls, Ohildien's Games. I!ab^ ,Iiimpers.

August 1st, will be published Part f-^irst

pASSELL'S NATURAL HISTORY.—This Natural His-Vy tory, for variety, beauty, ai'.d conipleteiievs. will claim to lie con^-incred as a first classwork upon this most interesiiiig sulyeet. The work will Iw comi.leted in three handsome vol-

"yim- The first volume will be devoted to the fi'atheked tiiibes, illush-ated bv upwards
01 Ihree Hundred Engravings, in the first slyle of art. Each volume will be completcl in
Iwelve Monthly Parts, at r. ceiils each. The preliminaiT chapters, relating to the Slrncture
Incubation Migration, nud Clas.silication of Hnds, will be followed by a full account of the
Kapacioiis Birds; the Perching Birds; the Climbing Birds; Uie Gallinaceous Birds; the Wa-
(ung Birds, and the Swimming Birds.

HISTORY OF HUNGARY,— In Monthly Parts, super
royal octavo, price 12V; cents t.j subscribers, to 1«? completed in eight Monlhlv PartsTHE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HtJNCAltV AM, THE .M.VGVARS, from llie earliest perili tO the

ffS-^rr?fw""i' A'- T''?"i"-'l"",''?^™
'""*"' The work will la? ilhisirMed with up-

5^r,li. P? ."o^c"? n''
'"el;'>'fi!»'h«l Engravings, including representations ot the principS^ttles Portraits of Ihe early kings and of the Statesmen and Generals wbofigmwilnSeWar ot Independence

; Costumes of the Peasantry, *c. ; Views of the ChSf 'fiwns. JV»J
tresses 4c.

;
with an accurate description of the Manners and Customs of th- '-^li^

'

bo 1^ Commerce, Arts, 4o. Hie »oluina, when completed will b* Irait*-'
-'•-1 completed will b* Iraa. fcilinnitili

THS " SWL- THE CB78TAI. FALUM,

PROFESSOR MORSES INVIGORATING ELIXIR Oit
CqRDIAr.--THE EWHTH WONDER of the BOTANIC WORLD. The wonder-

lui vegetable production of which this medicine is composed, has engaged the medical savaiis
ol London, Pans, and the chiet cities of Knmpc. Its lirhie lias been tested, imd proclaiine.1
by the hishest names in the faculty ,.t those eiiies, aiul lesiimoiiials liavc b,.-en presented to il»
discoverer, bv the Academies ot Medicine of lAindon, Edinburgh, I'ari.s, Berlin, aii.i Vienna.
I he tame ot Professor Morse is too well known in the scientilic world to require any eulogy
here, ^o man ba~ done more to a.lvance the useful an<l licautifol science to which his life hie.
been devoted Ihaii be has done. He has made the circuit of llic world in prosecuting bis
rreenrcbes in the vegetable kingdom; Ihe botanical pioductions ofthefiozen regions oT Ibo
North, the wonderful planl.s and herbs ot the East, and oniiogiesil .southern continent o;
Australia wuth Its ad.1acent islands are alike familiar to him; he has mtrodaced new resour-
ces iiilo the medical art and pt«bably done more lo promote the health and increase thehappmcba ot mankind than any other living man.

,, ,
C'bRE OF NKRVOUS DBEASES.

1.0 language can convey an adeouute idea of the ininiethale and almost miracnions changewhich It occasions in the diseased, debilitated, and shuttered nervous system. Whether bro-
ken do\vn by excess, weak by naliiie, or impaired by hickne-s-s Ihe luistrung and relaxed or-
ganization is at one re-biaceil rc-vivified, and built up. The menial and physical symploms
ot cervmis ihsea-sii vanish togellter undei- its inHiience. The stooping, trembhng victim of de-pre^on anil debility, bccomeii a new man. He .stands erect, he moves with a firm step ; his
imnd, which was preiiously sunk in gloom, of an ahnost idiotic apathy, becomes briehL
buoyant and active; and he goes forth refreshed, regcneialed, and conscious of new vigor, to
his aceiLstometl occtipauona. f,or is Ihe eUect temporary, (hi the contrary, the reliefls dei'-
nianent, for the cordial properties o! Ihe medicine reach the consUltition itacU', and restorelt
to Its iiotmal condition, TiiK MEDICAL .lOURN.UJj

.»u"iwio.o.i

have not, in a single instance that has been authenticated, given their sanction to any other
prepai-anon lor the alxjve coinplainls. It has, in many violent and desperate cases eflected
radical cures aller patients had been abandoned and their condiUou pronounced hopeless bymedical practitioners ol high professional cliui-acter.

i^^ «= "j

..ly office htiying been ill a .store where tliis Coi dial was kept for sale, for over three years, and
?. »PP?"V"""» of .iiidgmg ot Its ellects somewhat numerous, the vu.s|IyincreasinK'demand.

ain^ that without a single advertisement, tells for ilscir. I have seen a casb of weakiSss wbiclihad resisted al treatment lor over live years, both in this place and Pbiliulelphia, and the per-
iwn a tair candidate lor .suicide, radiciilly cured vilh one dozen bottles. He had spent hun-
di-eds without relief, and was cured Willi twcnly-fbur dollais' worth of Dr. .Morse's Cordial

TV n I J » . ,,.. A <JRE.V1' MEDICINE. A. Kendall, M.DIhe unparalleled effects of this great rcstoialive. iu all complaints incident to females maik
a new era m the annals of medicine. Thousands of sHmuIanls have been invented-thou.sandil
ot mvlgorants concocted—aU pui-portiiig lo be .sTKcilied in the various diseases and derange-
ments to which the ilehcate coiiloiTOallon of woman render her liable. The result has hereto-
lore been unilorm. These noslnims have indeed imiiarled a moinenlaiy vivacity to the ner-
vous system, a transient and delusive vigor lo the muscles ; but this fliush of relief ha» been
succeeded by a deiiiesston and prostration greater than betbre, and Ihe end has too oftenbeen ullerly to paralyM Ihe recu|«iative power of the nervesimd the vital organization, and
finally to destroy the imhappy patienl.

' ^
An appeal is made lo E\EKY WOMAN OF SENSE

who sutlers trom weakness, derangement, nervoiisiie.s«, lieniors, pains In the back, or any other
disort^er, whether peculiar to her sex or common to both sexes, to give the InyigoraUug Cordial
"•"al- -^ET KACl.S SPEAK FOR TIlEMbl-.LVES.

k v^ "«»

,J2.f;t'',i ^'^rlV '^™ ?" ^'f™,^? ,10, into"" you that one ol'ray paiLlit-N' whilTfn'BSton,
procured some of your Cortfial which he tells me he has taken two weJks, and that he Is
endrely cured. He already looks like a new person, who a short lime since looked so pale

ta „™?n !'i ."?f
«"''':; y "W-; to crawl around, /ihonglit it hiudiy |«ssible for him iver

^J^.^S r'"" '^"'I't''"' »V'' f"'"
'"''V '','? '">''- """ "" e-Miemeiy bad one. I prescribed

the usual merhcme used m such ca.ses in the Hospital, but they were ot'no eOecl. In the mean-nme my patient had procured some ol your liirdial, wliicli elleeted a cure I am saUslied no
nc^f,™ "^n '"?

™"'l''
^'"^ *"" ' ''",'" =\" Y»™''>' recmmcnd it whenever an opportmiity

mm' „i,
'."'<="!'"•," "ff >;?"i'«r'' ''"J" lAvell 1 ememher, n.s being considered one oUhe mostskilful physicians m the Liiiled Stales, and had heaitl his cordial very highly spoken of, batwas one oi llie incredulous as toils merits, until I was so urexpecledly and salislaclorily con-vinced to Uie contrary. It ni list he a peat consolation to you to think what a vast ainounl

hLw^ misery your Cordia. is allevialinp. With my warmest wishes for your health,happiness, and continued success. I remain truly, yoLrs, H. A. WOOIl" M. D.

Prepared by M. .MORSE, M. p.; and for sale by CHAS. H. RING, General Agent, 1«Broadway, New \ork, to whom all orders must he addressed
>>-«,« .agcus im

Age— - . - — -

New 1

Washings
Lowell, Joiiii ...aynani: .^aain 1 iiiiiaiier ,v Co. : Aew Bedford, D. Thornton: FaU River.
^; ^- ^!!l'™l>J..,*'r/;..'.''l',"''T.' ':» '."'™<^^.-..-'.- .""'^^I'.a ^oV-

.
Connecticut-New Haven,

t;i "',."•„";,";• •"<*',""— "i>-i;'"i"iu, ueuueu « iieers, 1-^5 Mam street. Oh o—C n-c nnad, B H. Meakins .t Vo MIchigan-belroit, E. G. Desnoyers : Laper, J. JJ Hart.
fc.eorgia---Savannali A. A. iM.loiu.a.s .t Co. : Augusta, Havilttnd, RLsley /co. South Car-olma-Charleslou, Havilnnd, Hanoi .t Co. I.ou(siana-.\ew Or cans, flohn Wright A CoCanada-Toronto Lyman, Bro.hers .t Co.; and cities, as advertised, th,oi.ghoi"§ieUnioS;

?^r''»?"p'er"Eu'riti'j.s",^r5:;rliie"d,',s
'"""^'- "'"> ""' """•' '''-» - "" ^i- »Va

olS'^^'^iilfSSSfa^^^rigSfc;;! ffi^.^^f'i^gs^e^S^^ " "" °'»*'"

.k'''^';T""*'r''"'"'''T"-"^'' ""' ^!''"«.<;f any discover}-, the higher it is held m esteem bv^e pubhc, aiid so mucli in proportion s that piihhc liadielo beunnosed upon bythlSioStanlalioaso ignorant, desitfning, and dislionesl men, who, like Ihe ffone iuThe Ave hive uS
mgs ot the deserving. '1 his is lo eaulion the public against purchasing any other Ihwi that

Sor™?r^h'ume."^''"""''
"' •' •"*'^*'^' »"" ^' ^' '"-"^"'S »iKh"SSlS ov?r tEe

T7"0WLERS & WELLS, PHRENOLOGISTS AND PUB-
dd S!^"'-^e"Mal,'^^fa'^;;.J.s";L?r'ir,''K;eT\"o*^^

E.«mh,ations day

t'MNTON MALL, l:il NASSAU STREET, N. Y.

r;< URNEY'S MAGNIFICENT GALLERY.—The coUec-
\JI Uoii ijf Daguerreotj-Jies at Oumey's Gallery, No. :H0 Broadway, is nnonestionably the
finest and lh« most extensive m America, The walls of his spatioits exhibition rooms are
literally covered with hist class pictures taken by himself, and embracing such a representation
of the celehrale;8 ol this and other countries, as never before was grouped in any national «x-
Wbilion. His mslrumeiitaand other apparatus are of ibe most perfect and costly kind, and
the compliiiient with which the .\raencan Institute accompanied the Gold medal awarded
to him at the late Fair, w.is but the echo of pubUc opinion. He prodacea faulUees i»r-
traits ID all weather, and at all hours of the day.

WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED NEWS-SIX CENTS, PER COPY.

( One copj;, per volume, (sis months,/ $1 Ml Payable
6 oo> in
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MaU i„ .....

SnbsCTiptioiu. iff""'
">?'««

^ (Ten copies
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THE PKESIDENT'S VISIT.

WnoEVER lias placed his foot on European soil, has been struck with

the air of apprehension that seems to girt around the presence and

haunt the footpath of sovereign authority. In France, in Austria, in

Prussia, in Spain, in Italy, in every continental State of Europe, to see

a monarch unattended by his guards would indeed be a peculiar novelty.

The flashing of swords; the clanking of cavalry spurs and horses' hoofs,

the gleaming of the musket and Ihe hoarse cry of the authorities in ad-

vance, ever wait upon the slightest motion of the Ruler among the

Ruled, as though it were an instinct of Power to fear the hatred of those

whom it professed to protect, and anticipate the hostility of those whose

happiness it affects to seek at the sacrifice of its own tranquility.

In England we lose sight of much of this parade of the sceptre.

Power is not less dominant there, and not less prompt ; but it is saga-

ciously made less obtrusive. It is not less practical in its nature, not

less arbitrary in its facts; but the danger of resistance is wisely dimi-

nished by a show of security; the bold exhibition of confidence disarms

discontent, and

quiet is the result

of conscious pre-

paration for its ad-

versary. Thus we
have seen the

Queen ride out in

her private car-

riage, without the

usual parapherna-

lia of military in-

vestiture, but the

barracks were al-

ways close at hand

,

and a force , though

invisible to the

public eye, was

ever on the qui

vive for instant ap-

plication. The sha-

dow of liberty has

so far the efl'ect of

its substance, in

Great Britain, that

the popular will

scents to be con-

sulted, and the

population seems

to be trusted. It

is ouly in this

quarter of the

globe, however,

where The People

are truly sove-

reign, where "self-

povcrnmcut," in a

national sense, ac-

tually has its illus-

tration, that this

seeming truthful-

ness becomes reali-

ty. It is ouly here,

where popular in-

stitutions are popu-

lar in truth, that

the Ruler can

walk forth un-

armed among the

Ruled ; where no

weapon rears its

murderous fi-ont to

strike down " the

anointed ;" where

the loud shout of

the multitude is un-

purchased, and the

air is vocal with

the identification

of loyalty and pa-

triotism.

The visit of the

President of the

United States to

this city, and its

attendant circum-

stances, place with

singular distinct-

ness this gratifying

truth before our memory. When the Crystal Palacefat London was in-

augnrated under royal au.spices, the writer of this was one among the

lumdrcd tliousand people who, inside and outside of that beautiful struc-

ture, watched with eager eye the approach of her Majesty to open the

imposing ceremonies of the occasion. We cannot forget the long line

of armed policemen—the dense ma.ss of gorgeously costumed soldiery

—

the brilliant array of coronetted vehicles—the overaweing display of

pomp and power that surrounded the feeble woman who represented,

liy " right divine," the Supreme Authority of that mighty nation. When
the Crystal Palace was inaugurated, in this city, we stood amid the gaz-

ing crowd in Broadway, and we shall ever remember the plainly dressed

gentleman, who, witli hat in hand, rode in advance of the procession,

and bowed his grateful acknowledgments as the popular emotion broke

forth in cheers of enthusiastic welcome. What a comparison the two

scenes presented ! How like and yet how unlike, their similar dissimi-

larities ! How picturesque and startUng a commentary on the political

history of the people, with one common origin, one common language.

nfAUSCRATIOV OP THE CRTSTAl, PAIAOT— PRATER BT BTSHOP WMyT^-nTrnT.
[Frnra a Po-jicrj--.! i"",]

INADGURATION OP THE CRT8TAL PALACE RUSH AT THE ENTRANCE.TTW II II I til

one common faith, and one common theory of human hopes and human

immunities

!

What could be a more cogent argument in favor of the moral strength

of free institutions than the simple fact that the President of the Ameri-

can Union cantered from one extreme of this vast empire to the other,

guarded by no emblems of power, and safe in the consciousness of his

position in the judgments of the people? What could more sublimely

reach the stern simplicity of man's better nature, than the view of a

government whose acknowledged head moved amongst the assembled

millions not ouly without fear, but with honest gratification—occupying

the same .seat, the same car, the same level with the multitude, yet im-

posing no dread and losing no respect by the association ? Can the old

world, from the Euphrates to the Thames, parallel such a picture? Can

it pretend to disparage its beauty, or cavil with its illustration of human

perfectibility ?

As Americans, we are taunted abroad with a habit of boaetlng of the

fniits of our independence. There is, perhaps, some reason for this ac-

cusation. But have

we no reason for

indulging in a

little superfluous

self-gratulation ?

—

Would not our ac-

cusers boast much
more than we un-

der similarly in-

spiring circum-

stances? Have we
not reduced to a

practical everyday

fact, the very poli-

tical theory that

history for centu-

ries has menda-

ciously pronounc-

ed a dazzling ro-

mance, and phi-

losophy had only

dwelt upon as a

splendid fiction ?

Have we not ac-

complished in 70

years what Rome,
with all her great-

ness, could not

achieve in 300, and

Greece, with all

her glory , only

attempted in her

dreams 1 Cicero

himself never

walked among the

people his elo-

quence fascinated,

with half such a

sense ofsecurity us

President Pierce

enjoyed last Thurs-

day week, amidst

the human throng

that only knew
liim a-s the repre-

sentative of the

sovereign autho-

rity. The Ca!sa s

never ventured up-

on such an experi-

ment. Aristides,

" the Just,'' would

have smiled at its

want of wisdom.

We may well exhi-

bit, then, some

pride in our suc-

cess; and if Fame
has immortalized

the ancient sculp-

tor, who, gazing

at the results

of his own handi-

work, died with

joy at its perfec-

tion, we may be

entitled to reason-

able exultation.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
The piiWishere'present lliis week a lart'e In o page eiiKraviug of Ihe Crystal Palace Inaugn.

ration Ceremonies, beinjr a.view unilertlie Grand Dome. This engraving is the largest one
of the kind ever issued in .\nierica, and is pronounced by competent Judges to be the best.

Entirely produced by Americair artists, it ranks second to none of the best specimens of En-
glish or.French engraving.

It is engraved lipon thirty four small blocks, each one of which is bolted to another

on its four sides, the whole forming a large, compact wood block of the size here giv ( : i

being engraved, eixch one of (he c pieces is i>laced in the hands of a dilferent engraver, and
nearly the whole force of the Xkws Engraving Establishme.nt, now the laugest one in

TUE United States, is placed upon it. In this manner the engraving is turned out pekfect,

in THKEE days, whereas, in the old manner, it would have required FOUR MONTHS time I

By still n her improvements In electrotyplng and printing, shortly to be introduced, the

Publisherj^ .i iticlpatc reducing the time retpiircd for printing their large edition, from ten

daj-s now taken, to TWO DATS only, when the enterprise above alluded to will be better ap"

precialed, a-id engravings of events will appear with far greater promptitude, and by which

will be overcome also many disfigurements of engravings on account of the warping and

cracking of wood blocks.

The Publishers call attention to these .fact', few evidences out of many, of their progress

in overcoming mechanical diflicuhies. and desire to assure their readers tliat no exertions will

be spared to render the Illvstuated News Establishment, as rapidly as possilile. the

MOST PEitFFCT OF ITS KIND m tlic wonLD. It will support strougly the best of Ameri-

can Taient. belie\ iug that no other country can excel oiu: own when due encouragement

is given to native ability.

GEXERAL SU.MAIARY OF THE WEEK.
The chief events since our last issue have been the reception of the

President in this city and the opening of ihe Crystal Palace. These

took place on the 14tli in-it., and passed n in the mo.st brilliant manner.

Since tie days of Washington, no President ever received a more gene-

ral and enthusiastic reception than was accorded to our honored Chief

Magistrate, Franklin Pierce. The details of his arrival, and of the cere-

monies observed at the formal inauguration of the Great Exhibition,

will have been spread all over the country by the electric telegraph and

the daily press, long ere this issue meets the public eye. It therefore

only remains for us to describe, with the magic pen of art, some of the

scenes o'. this long to-be- remembered day. The large engraving on pages

44,45, probably conveys a far more vivid idea of the grandeur of the

opening scene than any words of written language, however eloquent,

could describe.

The President having arrived from Newark, N. J., in a steamboat, at

the Castle Garden, was Introduced to the Mayor of New York, who, in

a few appropriate words, cordially welcomed him to the metropolis of

the New World. The former replied in an elegant and highly compli-

mentary address, which was most enthusiastically received by the as-

sembled multitude. After this, the President, accompanied by many

distinguished persons, left the Castle and passed out to the Battery,

where, moimting upon a sj/lendid black charger, he reviewed the troops

there drawn up, numbering in all nearly six thousand. The military

then broke into column, and the march up Bi-oadway to the Crystal

Palace, a distance of four miles, began.

Our illustration on page 48 presents the President as he appeared

during his progress towards the Palace. The sides of the streets, and

the doors, windows, and roofsof adjacent buildings throughout the whole

route were densely crowded with human beings, whose cheers and joy-

ous acclamation, as the Chief moved along before them, rent the air

continually. We might mention as an incident, that during the march

a blight shower of rain came suddenly np; whereupon there was a gene-

ral rush of the President's friends to umbrella him. At lirst the Presi-

dent refused to accept one, remarking, " I am not sugar, I shall not

melt; 1 can stand the rain as well as any of you;" and it was only at the

earnest solicitation of General Sandlbrd that he consented to hold it up_

The umbrella, however, was but of little service, as the President was

aUeady wet.

The procession arrived in front of the Palace about 2 P. M., where

was assembled one of the most extensive multitudes of people that it has

ever been our lot to behold. The enthusiasm they manifested must have

deeply touched the heart of their illustrious guest. With difficulty the

troops fell into double ranks, to shield oil' the crowd, when the President

passed through and euttred the noble building. Upon a large platform

placed in the north nave, beneath a beautiful canopy composed of the

national ensign, were gathered together a host of distinguished persons,

from all parts of the world—Lords, and Counts, and Knights, and Uons,

and highly titled ladies, from abroad—together with all our most honor-

able reijublican functionaries and personages. The naves, galleries, and

every available space was crowded with spectators, to whom the entrance

of the President was a signal for the most general and hearty applause,

in token of sincere welcome.

The President and suite came up the east nave, and having been con-

ducted to the platform, the lormer immediately took his seat in an ele-

gant chair provided for the occasion, the band meanwhile playing

" Uail Columbia " and " Yankee Doodle." After a brief interval, the

inauguration ceremonies began by the reading of an appropriate prayer

by Bi^hop Waiuwright, which scene forms the subject of illustration on

our hrst page. This concluded, Mr. Sedgwick, Chairman of the Crysttil

Palace Association, arose and addressed the President of the United

States in a short .speech explanatory of the enterprise they were then

inaugurating, and expressive ol the high gratiUcation all present expe-

rienced in seeing beiore them the highest representative of their govern-

ment. " To-day," said Mr. S. in conclusion, " my voice is of little

moment, except for the echo and response which it is fortunately des-

tined to awaktn. Permit me tlieu, sir, to ask you to let your voice be

heard beneath our dome, and to leque.^t that you will by words, a-s well

as by your presence, iuauguralc this Exhibition of the Industi-y of All

Nations."

General Pierce then rose, amidst shouts of applause, and, turning to-

vards Mr. Sedgwick, delivered a short appropriate address.

The scene which the interior of the building presented during Mr.

Sedgwick's address fonmi the subject of the large engraving occupying

I)ages 44 and 4i.

The audience dispersed about the building as soon as the President

bad Unislied, and commenced the examination of the various articles

displayed.

The day following the opening of the Cry.stal Palace, President Pierce

availed him>elf of the hospitalities of the Corjioratiun and merchants of

New York, in visiting the various public buildings, the harbor, iVc. In

the evening he attended a grand bantiuet given him by the Exhibition

^jBociation, at Metropolitan llotel, an event that is portrayed by the

beautiful engraving on page 47 of onr present number. It is almost

needless to add that the guests present included all the most distin-

guished persons in the country. Lord EUesmere was detained by sick-

ness. Before the entertainment concluded. President Pierce withdrew,

and, in company with a few friends, visited the Opera at Castle Garden.

Madame Sontag was performing. On Saturday the President and

Cabinet returned to Washington.

Another steamboat exjilosion and accident on the Hudson River is

the subject of tmiversal comment in this part of the country. About two
o'clock on the morning of the 16th, the steamboat Empire, which left

Troy at seven o'clock on the previous evening, lor New York, came in

collision with a sloop near Poughkeepsie. Both boats were running with
full speed, and the shock of the collision was consequently fearful. The
sloop 3 bowsprit entered the steamboat immediately before the wheel,
on the larboard side, breaking into the fireroom, and causing a terrific

explosion of the boiler. The smoke pipes were blown over, the deck
and state-rooms between the boilers torn away, as also the heavy frame-
work known as the hog-frame, and a frame of great thickness; iron

braces of two inche-i in diameter were twisted over and broken, and the
other iron rods snapped like twigs. The boiler dropped into the river,

and the vessel careened over on the .starboard side. There were about
one hundred passengers on board, all of whom, with one or Iwo excep-
.ions, were in their berths and state-rooms asleep. At the instant of
the explosion they rushed from the saloons and cabins, in dismay, to the
lower deck, aud it is thought that several persons in their fright jumped
overboard and were drowned. Seven persons were killed, twenty more
scalded, and seven others are missing—supposed to have jumped over-
board. So far as we can judge from the testimony adduced on the
coroner's inquest, this accident was the result of gross carelessness on
the part of those having charge of the sloop. The night was sufficiently

clear to enable those on board to see at the distance of a mile-and-a-half.

The pilot of the steamboat states that when within one hundred yards,
the schooner iufled up to the wind, sheering west, and before he could
avoid her, came in collision. The pilot of the sloop swears that he saw
a light two or three miles, but didn't know whether it was a steamljoat
or not; didn't see the steamer again till within fifty feet of her; didn't
know which was the larboaid or starboard side when going up river;

didn't hear any signal on our boat. The captain of the sloop testified to

a very significant fact, as follows :
" I was in the cabin at the time; a

man named Caspar Yan Hoigan had charge of the wheel; he was not
the regular pilot; he had been in my employ about eight or ten days;
I think he is a good helmsman, when there' is a good man forward; I

had a good man forward, whose name was Scott, (who was badly scalded
while on the bow of the sloop;) Scott has been in my employment about
two months; I call him a trustworthy man; think his habits are a little

loose; he was not in liquor at the time; he is in the habit of drinking;
could not say whether he drank in New York before leaving, or not; he
was on and off the boat, previous to leaving, several times ; there v/as

liquor on board at the time of the accident, but it was not drank until

after the accident." But for the the oath of the captain that the liquor

was not drank till after the accident, we should suspect that rum was
the entire cause of the terrible disaster.

In addition to the foregoing, we have accounts from Havana detailing

the occurrence there of another lamentable casualty. A horse race was
to come oil on the ililitary Parade Ground, just outside the city walls;

for the accommodation of the spectators temporary seats were erected,

some of them twenty feet high. Just as the Captain General entered
and the sports were about to commence, a portion of the seats gave way,
precipitating some five hundred persons below—about forty or fifty were
either killed or wounded, comprising all ages and sexes.

Three American sailors belonging to the bark Jaspar (which vessel

recently landed a cargo of slaves on the island of Cuba,) have been im-
prisoned in the Moro. They say they shipped in New York, and when
the nature of the trade the vessel was to be engaged in was made known
to them—after leaving New York—they endeavored to get away from
her, but were prevented by the other part of the crew, consisting of

Spaniards and Portuguese. After the slaves were landed, they at-

tempted to escape in an open boat, but were picked up and confined.

The American built ship Lady Sufiblk was before referred to as having,
after landing a large cargo of slaves, been sunk. This, it now appears,
was not the case, as she went to one of the small ports on the .^outh side

of the island, where she was taken possession of by the British man-of-
war brig Daring.
The steamer El Paraguay, fitted out some time since from this city

for the purpose of navigating the La Plata river, and of securing the

prize of $10,000 offered by the Bolivian government to the first steam-
vessel reaching any one of her ports on the La Plata or Amazon, has
been lost. She failed to secure the prize. An engraving of the El
Paraguay appeared in our last volume.

DOMESTIC.
Under the new steamboat law all boilers are to be tested by the hy-

drostatic ptmip, which has already, it is believed, prevented several
explosions. A recent case is mentioned—that of the steamer Summit at
Cincinnati, loading for Arkansas. The flue was thirteen and a half
inches in diameter, and made of iron three-sixteenths of an inch in
thickness. It gave out at one hundred and seventy pounds pressure. The
Inspector says that an accident would have been unavoidable in this
case had not the pump been applied. The Annual Commencement
of Rochester University took place on the 12th. The exercises went off
with the accustomed vigor and interest. The following honorary de-
grees were conferred: D. D., Rev. John H. Hill, Athens, Greece; Rev.
E. L. Magoon, New York City The commencement exercises of
Hobart Free College at Geneva, took place on the 21st inst The
Geneva " Gazette " refers to a pleasant affair which came off at (ieneva
on the occasion of the return of Dr. Hale, the worthy President of Ho-
bart College, who has been spending the last six months in Europe, and
who returned on Thursday. The College buildings were illtmiinated, a
beautiful display of fireworlts was exhibited, and a.serenade given to the
worthy Doctor by the Geneva Brass Band A few days since. Miss
Prince, a lunatic at the McLean Asylum, eluded her attendants and
drowned herself in a cistern. Although there was but a few inches of
water, she succeeded in effecting her destruction. Charles Jackson
Gary, brother of Hon. Wm. Carg, of Saratoga County, was drowned in
Saratoga Lake on Saturday la.'it, while bathing. A boy named She-
nan, was sent to the House of Refuge at Rochester, for being concerned
with the Penny boy in robbing Washburn's store, and other like enter-
prises. His mother pretended he had gone to Canada, whereas she had
dressed him in female ap])arel, and kept him at his old vocation. It is

stated that the boy gave his mother several dollars which he had .stolen;

and while she was drunk he had robbed her, and had the pleasure of
spending the fruit of his own labor ! The farm known as " Clay
Spring." in Hanover County, Virginia, and upon which the orator and
statesman, Henry Clay was born, is ofli?red for sale Messrs. Bishop
& Co., contractors on the Lake Shore Railroad, have concluded an ar-
rangement with the parties interested in the Illinois portion of the line,

whereby the completion of the entire route, from Milwaukee to Chicago,
is effectually secured. The road is to be built and ready for bu.siness,

through its whole length, by the first day of July next We learn
that brick, timber, and building materials of all sores, cover the district

swept by the late Oswego fire. Tlie business men hardly waited for their
walls to tumble down before arrangements were made to rebuild.
Miss Laura Shields, of Cincinnati, recently repaired to her room to dress
for a ball, being in perfect health. When called for by the gentleman
who was to accompany her, after considerable delay, not having ap-
peared, her mother found her dead in her room, nearly dressed. She
was buried in her ball dress .\I. Maillefort, who successfully removed
the rock obstructions al Hell Gate, near New York, is now engaged in

a similar work in New Haven harbor ^Ole Bull has prohibited the
sale of spirituous liquors at his colony in Penn.sylvauia. The popula-
tion of the Australian Colonies is estimated at seven hundred thousand.

A stray Japanese sailor has been picked up at sea by an American
ship, the Emma Packer, and carried into San Francisco. He was taken
from the Japanese junk Yathamaroo, aud was the last survivor of the
crew. His name is Deeye-no-skee, and he is about twenty-two years
old. When found, he had sunk down in a state of torpor from exhaustion,
in consequence of the suflerings and privations he had endured. The
culture of the grape around Cincinnati is said to be progressing favor-

ably The virus of the disease of hydrophobia is said to preserve
bodies from decomposition. A body exhumed in Pari,-, after being
buried thirty years, was found in perfect preservation. The suljject had
died from this disease. Immense quantities of dead fish have been
recently washed iuto a basin at Baltimore. Warm weather is the sup-

posed cause of mortality. By later adrices from Mexico, we learn

that Senor Salazar maintains the incontestible rights of Mexico to the
Mesilla Valley, and threatens to resign if the least concession is made to

General Lane. The " Trait Union " doubts whether Mexico will enter-

tain any proposition for the purchase of Mesilla. The dishonoring of

the Sloo dralts has created great distrust in Mexico, and it is said that
Senor O'Larte despairs of carrying out the project The isthmus of

Tehuantepec ha:^ been declared a separate territory. Minatillan is to be
the capittil President Pierce and Company arrived at Washington
by special train at 10 P.AI. on the IGth, and quietly proceeded to their

homes The notorious Dr. Hiues. recently convicted in Georgia of

opening letters, has been pardoned by President Pierce. John Ran-
dolph Quin has been appointed Secretary of State for Maryland, by
Governor Lowe, vice O'Neal, resigned. The Charleston (S. C.)
" Courier " says that heavy showers fell throughout that State during
the early part of last week. Thompson, the counterfeiter, who
escaped from the Norfolk jail recently, has been arrested in this city.

Hon. A. M. Clayton, our new Consul to Cuba, sailed from Mobile in

the Black Wai'rior lor Havana The Gardiner Commission to Mexico,
which, by calculation, was to have been back here by the 15th lust., has
not been" heard from since the party left Tampico on the way to Laguin-

illas. The trial will probably be indefinitely delayed Archbishop
Hughes has just laid the corner stone of a new Catholic Church at

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. It is to be called the " Church of St. Peter."

On the llith a party of gentlemen went on a moonlight excursion in New
York Bay, in a small boat, which capsized. One of them, a Mr. Mor-
rison, was drowned The Vanderbilt steam yacht. North Star,

remained at St. Petersburgh 25th ult., where she had excited the admi-

ration of the nobility for her many excellent qualities. The Grand Duke
Constantino had made her a visit, and examined the vessel very minutely.

The North Star, in the pas.sage up from Southampton, frequently made
fifteen knots per hour. The Germans of Cincinnati lately held a

meeting, in reference to a Dr. Junghaus, for some time past a resident

there, aud a supposed spy of the King of Wurtemberg. jiuch indigna-

tion was manifested, and Junghaus, who has fled the city, was burnt in

effigy.

FOBISIGN.

Professor Faraday of London has lately published, in the London
" Times," an account of a series of experiments made by him for the

purpose of ascertaining the real causes of the table-moving operation,

which has become so general. He found that electricity and magnetism

had nothing whatever to do with it, and proves to a certainty that the

tables are moved mechanically by the hands of the persons engaged, but

to them unknowingly. In short, that their hands moved without their

being mentally conscious of the fact. By the steamer Franklin we
have four days' later and highly important news from Etirope. The

Russian forces have entered the Turkish dominions, so that war between

these two nations may now be considered to have commenced. The
Emperor of Russia has issued a manifesto, in which he says :

" Having

exhausted all means of conviction, and having in vain tried all the

means by which our just claims could be peaceably adjusted, we have

deemed it indispensable to move our armies iuto the provinces on the

Danube, in order that the Porte may see to what her stubbornness may
lead. But even now, we have no intention of commencing war; in oc-

cupying those provinces we wish to hold a sufficient pledge to guaran-

tee lor ourselves the re-establishment of our rights under any circum-

stances whatever. We do not seek for conquests. Russia does not re-

quire them. We seek to vindicate those rights which have been so

openly violated. We are even yet ready to stop the movements of our

ai-mies if the Ottoman Porte will bmd itself solemnly to respect the in-

violability of the orthodox church ; but if obstinacy and blindness will

it otherwise, then, calling God to our aid, we leave it to him to decide

our quarrel, and in lidl confidence in the right hand of the Almighty we
shall move forward on behalf of the orthodox faith—Given at Peteihotf

on the 14th (2iith) day of June, in the year of the birth of Christ, l«5;i,

and of our reign the 2B'th The clipper ship Sovereign of the Seas had

arrived in the Mersey in thirteen days from New York—the quickest

passage ever yet made by a sailing craft. This stupendous vessel had

excited great attention in Liver|ioul. Vanderbilfs yacht. North Star,

was entering Havre, returned irom Russia, as the Franklin left.

RKCKNT DKATII.S.

Dr. Charies Caldwell died at Louisville, Ky., on the 9th mst., at an

advanced age. The Boston "Post" records the death of Samuel

Appleton, at live o'clock on Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Appleton was one

ot our oldest and most respected merchants, aud was distinguished lor

great generosity of character; and tlie remembrance of his charities, and

of tlie liljeralily which characterised his life, will form an enduring

monument to his memory. A Halifax paper announces the decease

of Rebecca, relict of tlie late Dr. W. J. Almon, at the age of 90 years.

She was the daughter of Rev. Mather Byles, of Boston memory, aud was

great grand niece of Dr. Cotton Mather, whose father was the lirst Presi-

dent of Harvard College. She was born in New London, in 1702, and

with her fattier quitted Bo.ston, at the time of its evacuation by the

British troops, for Nova Scotia. Mr. J. Davidson Tatem, died at Lo-

well, Mass., on the 9th inst. He had been for two or three years past

engaged as principal designer and draftsman lor the proprietors of the

Lowell macliinc sfiop, in the locomotive department. Hon. George

R. Young, of Nova scotia, died recently at Halifax. Mr.s. Mary At-

wood died in Boston a few days since, aged b4. She was the mother of

Mrs. Harriet Newell, the celebrated pioneer missionary Rev. Henry

Elwell, of tlie Protestant Epi.scopal Churcli, died at Vorkville,

the 24th inst. Mr. Chas. J. Mitchell, editor of the
.

Victoria ';_Advo-
|

r;;'*^^;,^'-;^-
-ii-^-^i.- .teamer; and being asked why, said she

HUMOROUS.
A person returned from New York was asked if he didn't think some

of the new hotels there rather imposing edifices'? He said, " 'ites; but

to his mind a truly im/msing spciinde was a mock auction." A store

keeper liought some butter from an Irishwoman, tlie pound lumps of

which fell short in weight. " Sure it's ye'r own fault," said Biddy, "for

wasn't it a pound iv soap I bought here meself that was in the other ind

iv the scales when I weighed 'em !" This settled the matter. " Does

the court understand you to say, Mrs. Smith, that you are married to

this defendant V" "in course it does," was the rejily. "Have you a

marriage certificate ?" " Yes, your Honor, three on 'em—two gals and

a boy." A modest young gentleman, in a dining party, init the fol-

lowing conundrum: "Why are most people, who eat tttikies, like

babies '''' No reply. The modest man blushed, and would have backed

out, but finally gave the reason :
" Because they are fond of tlie breast."

Two middle-aged young ladies fainted, the remains of the young man
were carried out by the coroner, and three married ladies clapped their

handkerchiefs to tiieir mouths, in convulsions—tooth-ache of murse !

An Irish lad who was sent to grease a wagon, came back and repotted

it creased all over, except the little irons that the wheels run on. A
school-master, excusing the use of the birch, urged that it was the only

way to make a boy .smart. The question, " Where a fire goes to when

it goes out'/" has been dismissed, and a new one \u\s arisen : " When a

house is on fire, does it burn up, or does it burn down .'" A new title

out west stands thus: Oliadiah Comstuck, P. B.—perfect bruk.

" What makes Pa kiss you';'' inquired a little one of his mother. " Be-

cause he loves me," was the smiling reply. " How much he must love

the cook then," continued the youngster, " for 1 sec him kiss her more n

forty times last Sunday, when you was gone to meeting. ' A western

S. C. on
!
editor piililished an entire chapter from the Bible, adding that he sup-

L
" Advo- posed it would be ihhv to most of his rcader.s. A Yankee said his

caie," died at Lavaca, Texas, on the 27th ult., from injuries m attempt-

ing to dive from the wharf where it waa too shallow.
]

had a wonderful talent at blowing up
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Rail-Roadivo on the Sixth Avenue—The Inauguration day of

the frrcat Exhibition nuist have (iroved a glorimis harvest to the stock-

holders of the Sixth Avenue Kail-Road. Their track extends from ttie

lower part of New York to the very doors of the Palace. From early

morn until late at night on that celebrated day, their ears were crammed
to the utmost capacity, as our s-ketches show, with people going or re-

turning from the Exliihition, while thousands who wanted to patronise

the cars were lelt on the sides of the street to find other conveyances.

Unlike the New York omnibusses, which, uo matter how many passen-

gers crowd in, are never " full," the Sixth Avenue cars were on the day
mentioned absolutely jammed.

< m «#i m >

Ticket Office, Crystal Palace.—It can easily be imagined that

there was an immense crowd of applicants for tickets of admission at the

doors of the Crystal Palace on the morning of opening. None but sea-

son tickets, costing each ten dollars, would admit to the inauguration

ceremonies; notwithstanding the high price, however, several thousands

must have been sold, bringing in a handsome revenue to the c<jmpany.

Ticket bought, the holder entered the palace through one of several doors,

according as the color of his ticket was yellow, red, green, or blue, and
stowed himself in a given part of the building appropriated to his pur-

chased color. A t each door there is a revolving iron gate, which records

the entrance of every individual, indicating at the close of the day in

plain figures how many people have passed in.

>.m:^.~m~.

The Safest Seat in a I!aii.-Ro\d Cah The frequency of collis-

ions on rail-roads has raised the queslion, which is the place of greatest
security in a railroad train ? The Rail-road ./ou;-/i«/ gives the following
as an answer :

" It is very well known tluit the car nearest the engine
is exposed to the least dust, and tliat the rear car of a train is generally
Paler than the front car. 'J he safest is probably the last car but one, in

a train of L'.ore than two cars ; that is, there are fewer chances of acci-

INAUGCRATION OF THE CRYSTAL PAI.ACE-

AVEXUE CAR.

-INTEUIOR OF SIXTH

dents to this than any other. If it is a way train at moderate speed, or
any train standing still, a collision is possible from another train in the
rear, in which case the last car receives the first shock. Again, an en-
gine and the front cars of a train will often go over a broken rail, or a
cow, or stone, without derangement, while the last car, having nothing

to draw it into the line

of the train, is free to
leave the track. Ne.xt
to the forward car the
rear car is jirobaljly the
most uu.safe in the train.

The safest seat is proba-
bly near the centre of
the last car but one, and
in a very long train in

the centres of the la.st

two or three cars next
to the last."

The Census of Great
Britain in 1R51, has just

been published in two
thick volumes. The num-
ber of ])Cople returned
were 2 1,12 1,967, ofwhom
10,3SC,048 were males,
10,7:i5,916, females, thus
giving the ladies the ad-

vantage. On the night
of the census, 12,924
were sleeping on barges,
(vessels,) 9,972 in bams,
and 8,277 in the open
air or under tents. The
numljer of families in

(jreat Britain were •!,•

.'il2,:iN><; inhabited hous-
es, 3,()48,:U7; the towns,
villages, &c., in Great
Britain, 17,150; the Bri-

tish isles 500; inhabited,

175. (}reat Britain ha.s

IXAUGCBATION OP THE CRYSTAL PALACE—EXTERIOR OF SIXTH ATENTJE CAR.

upwards of 21,000,000, and Ireland upwards of G,000,000 of souls. An- 1 of one individual by poverty or want is a rare occurrence, while in India
glesey, .lersey, and the Isle of Man have 50,000, and (iucrnsey, Lewis, ' thousands and tens of thousands are swept away every few yeara."" "'^ ' •"

1 Startling pictures like these are calculated to make us appreciate ourSkyc', and Shetland, over 20.000. These numbers, however, rapidly de-

.scend in the remaining islands from 10,000 1,000, 500. 400, 100, 40, 20,

10 ; and finally, at Inchcolm, an appanage of Fife, there is an island

with only one man on it.

•-«.%.«.«

Chinese Snir Hamilton.—This vessel entered at the Custom House
at San Francisco recently, with a Vhinrse liri^i.sler. which is an unique
document, resembling (exceitt that it is much larger.) a package of the

genuine " Souchong" or " Young Hyson." This is the fii-st instance of

the kind that has ever occurred at that port, and probably in the world,

where a vessel has entered with a Chinese register, and is an unmistake-
ablc evidence of the progress of conmierce, and its attendant sister, civ-

ilization. The Hamilton was purchased from her American owners by
two citizens of the Celestial empire, respectable merchants of San Fran-
cisco, Messrs. Tuau Weng & Chon Kei—and arrived there consigned to

A. Hing, Esq. She is commanded by an American, for whom the Ce-
lestials seem to have a partiality, and brings a valuable cargo. A hand-
some collation was spread on board the vessel after her arrival, and a
salute of twenty-one guns fired in honor of the American flag.

»'•— '

Famine in India—Wholesale Mortality.—A late number of the

Bombay " Times" says :
•' We have famines occurring almost decenni-

ally, some of which, within our time, have swept their millions away.
In 1833, 50,000 persons in the month of September in Lucknow ; at

Khanpoor 1,200 died of want; and £.500,000 sterling were subscribed by
the bountiful to relieve tlie destitute. In Gtmtoor, 150,000 human be-

ings, 74,000 bu. locks, 159,000 rnilcli cattle, and 300,000 sheep and goats,

died of starvation, i'itty thousand people perished in Marwar ; and in

the northwest provinces 50,000 human lives are supijoscd to have been
lost. The living preyed upon the dead; mothers devoured their chilc-

ren; and the human imagination could scarcely picture the scenes of

horror that ])ervadcd the land. In 20 months' time 1,500,000 persons
must nave died of hunger or of its immediate consequences. The direct

pecuniary loss to the government by this single visitation exceeded
£5,000,000 sterling—a sum which would have gone far to avert the ca-

lamity from which it arose, had it been expended in constructing
thoroughlares to connect the interior with the sea coast, or districts

where scarcity prevailed with those where human food was to be had in

abundance: or on camels to bear forth to the soil, thirsty and barren for

want of moisture, the unbounded supplies our rivers carry to the ocean."
What a fearful picture; and in what broad contrast is our own happy
country. How many reasons have we to be grateful ! Here, the death

position and our many blessings.

An Iro.n Ship The Evangeline, an iron .ship, has annved at New
Orleans from Liverpool. Her entire hull, with the exception of some
deck planking and some ceilings, is of iron. The ship timbers, as well
as .he sheathing, are entirely of iron. The knee timbers are all of iron,
not thicker than one's thumb, and .so narrow and graceful as to lo. k
more like ornanicnts than the solid substances they are to so immense a
fabric. The lower deck has, in consequence, a vast increase of light and
space, which it is difCcult to appreciate without seeing it. The main
and foremasts, also, are of iron up to the crosstrees, the topmasts, &c.,
being wood. These masts are hollow, and so .spacious that a man can
pass up in the inside. Tliey are used as ventilators for keepiii'; the air

below fresh and pure. The water tanks of the ship are also of iron, and
are situated in the keelson; they are capable of carrying 3,000 gallons,

and are divided into three separate air-tight com])artraents, each of
which is communicated with by a separate pump. The whole arrange-
ment is unique, and the economy of space for burden is very great. The
ship measures 1,000 tons, and cost $100,000.

Dk. Gianetti has recently made experiments at Paris with a new in-

vention, which promises immense results, whether for raising all sorts

of heavy bodies from the bottom of waters, hindering ships from sinking,

&c., by instantaneously tilling with gas a submerged balloon. The ex-
periments were made in the presence of numerous savants, and with
perfect success; to the small balloon was adapted a receiver with two
compartments, of which one contained bicarbonate of soda and the other
chlorhydric acid; the whole was attached to a weight of 200 pounds, and
sunk to the bottom of the Seine. The doctor then pulled a string that

turned acock opening a communication between the two reservoirs, and
thus permitting a mixture of the .salt and the acid; as soon as the car-

bonic acid was produced the balloon became inflated and rose to the sur-

face of the water with the two hundred pounds weight attached.

A homed lizard was recently found alive, completely entombed in a
large solid block of limestone, near Santa Fe, Mexico. It died soon
alter being liberated. This species of lizard has been known to live two
years, in a close wooden box, without food of any kind. In this instance

it must have been in the rock since the commencement of its fornaa-

tion.

INAUGURATION OP THE CBTSTAi PALACE BUSH AT THE ENTEAKCE.
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patent. Mr. Julius W. Adams presented one of a great octagonal vault or

dome, supported by rlhs made of fasces or clusters of gas pipes. Seve-

ral other plans were offered, of gie it beauty and originality. The task

of selection w.ns difluult and delicate; the Board, however, after much
consultation, finally determined on one submitted by Messrs. Carstensen

and (iildenieister.

From a c niparison and examination of some of the most prominent
plans presented, we do not know why they should long have hesitated,

for the superiority of the design adopted is evident at a glance. All

honor, we say, to the Architects of the Crystal Palace.

ARCHITECT OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE—CH.i.RLES GILDEMEISTER.

The Architects op the Crystal Palce.—The American public

and the world in general, we believe, has unanimously accorded to the

New York Crystal Palace Associatiim, the credit of having erected a

building of more beautiful appearance and more exquisite prouortions

than aiiy of the four structures previously designed for the similar pur-

poses in other countries. We allude to the Loudon Crystal Palace, the

German at Leipsic, the Irish at Dublin, and the French at Paris.

We, among l.irge numbers
of others, have been surprised

that no public notice or dis-

tinction has as yet been ac-

corded to the talented young
men, the autnurs of our noble

edifice, whose portraits grace

our columns above. Neither

at the opening ceremonies of

the Exhibition was any seat

of honor assigned them, nor

in the remarks of the Chair-

man on that or any other

occasion, has any notice or

acknowledgment of their sex--

vices been made by the Com-
pany. We do not know tliat

there has been any intention

to pass over or slight the

value of their design, but, to

say the lea-st, it looks bad on
the part of the Ass' ciation to

have done so. The fact that

the Crystal Palace Associa-

tion adopted their design is

of itself highly creditable.

But when we refer to the

names of some of their com-
petitors, the merit displayed

by these young gentlemen in

tneir art becomes more strik-

ing, and the honor that be-

longs to them greater and
mote apparent.

Reservoir Square, on which
the building is erected, liesat

the northern extrem.ty of the

City of New York, west of

the Croton distributing reser-

voir, and between tnat vast

erection and the Sixth Av-
enue. This piece of ground
is nearly square. The shape
ia uufavoraljle lor architectu-

ral pu. poses. In other re-

spects, no bettei; spot for the

purpose could be found in the

city. The Sixth Avciuie

Kailroad runs directly past

it ; the Fourth Avenue Kail-

road runs near it ; and it

lies immediately in the vici-

nity of the Fourth, Fifth, and
Sixth .\venues— the main
thoroughfares of that part of

the city.

Early steps were taken to

obtain a proper plan for the
building to be erected. And
here serious diHicidties had
presented themselves. The
matter of iron construction
on a large .scale was, and is,

almost entirely new in this

country. No edifice entirely

of iron yet existed in the
United States, and the want
of experience on the pail of
both architects andeugineera

iircsented serious oljstacles,

Jany ingenious iiUns were
ollered. Sir Josejih Paxton,
with great liberality, fur-

nished one of singular Ijcauty,

but the iieculiar shape of the
ground to be occiqiied ren-

dered it iinpossiljle to use it.

The late lamented Mr. Uowil-
ing—a name dear to this

country—offered anollier of

Btriking ingenuity, but this

was also excluded by the

terms of tiie grant from the
city, wliicli, as has been said,

peremptorily reipiired that

the building should be e.vhi-

fcively of iron and glass. Mr.
I-eopold Eidlitz presented a
plan with a su^^pension roof,

intended to obviate the difli-

ciilty of spanning great widths
by arches. Mr. .James llo-

gardus submitted one of a
circular building, consisting

of Hucces.sive colonnades,

placed one over the other,

Bomevvhal re<eral)ling the
Colosseum at Home, and in-

volving a new mode of joining
'ir which he haa obtained a

GROr-ND Plan op the Crystal Palace.—Letters E P H P repre-

sent the four principal sections of the Building. Letters K and N at

the entrances designate the ticket offices, and the letters N the stair

near the entrances. The semi-circles near the letters E P H F repre-

sent the double staircases under the dome. The numerical letters des-

ignate the subdivisions of the four great sections. Section E.—Raw
materials and Produce, embracing classes: 1. Minerals, Mining and
Metallurgy, and Geological and Mining Plans and Sections. 2. Chem-
ical and Pharmaceutical Products and Processes. 3. Substances used

as food. 4. Vegetable and Animal Substances employed in Manufac-
tures. Section P Machinery for Agricultural, Manufacturing, Engi-

neering, and other purposes, and Mechanical Inventions illustrative of

the agents brought to bear by human ingenuity on natural products
;

embracing eliisses : 5. Machines for direct use, including Steam, Hv-
drinlic, and Pneumatic Engines, and Railway and other Carriages. G.

Machinery and Tools for Manufacturing purposes. 7. Civil Engineer-

ing, Architectural and Building Contrivances. 8. Naval Architecture,

Military lOngineering, Ordnance, Armor and Accoutrements. I). Agri-

cultural, Horticultural, and Dairy Implements and Machines. 10. Phi-

losophical Instruments, and Products resulting from their use, (c g.,

Daguerreotypes, &c.,) Maps and Charts. 10a. Horology. lOn. Surgi-

cal Instruments and appliances. Section F Manufactures—the re-

sult of human industry on natural products; embracing classes: 11.

Manufactures of Cotton. 12. Manufactures of wool. Vi. Manufactures
of Silk. 14. Manufactures of Flax and Hemp. 15. Mixed Fabrics,

Shawls, Vestings, &c. 16. Leather, Furs, and Hair, and their Manufac-
tures. 17. Paper and Stationery, Types, Printing, and Bookbinding.
18. Dyed and Printed Fabrics, shown as such. 1!J. Tapestry, including

Carpets and Floor Cloths, Lace, Embroidery, Trimmings, and Fancy
Needlework. 20. Wearing Apparel. 21. Cutlery and Edge Tools. 22.

Iron, Brass. Pewter, and General Hardware, including Lamps, Chande-
liers, and Kitchen Furniture. 2:i. Work in Precious Metals and their

Imitations, Jewelry and other Personal Ornaments, Bronzes, and arti-

cles of Vertu generally. 24. Glass Manufactures. 2.5. Porcelain and
other Ceramic Manufactures. 2(5. Decorative B'uniiture and Upholstery,

including Papier Mache, Paper Hangings, and Japanned Goods. 27.

ARCUITECT OF THE CKYSrAL PALACE—GEORGE .1. B. CARSTENSH"''
\\ '
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Manufactures in Marble, Slate, and other Ornamental Stones, Cement,
Ac, for Construction and Decoration. 28. Manufactures from Animal
and Vegetable Substances, not woven or felted, or otherwise specified.
21). Miscellaneous Manufactures and Small Wares, Perfumery, Cimfeo-
tionery. Toys, Ta.xidermy, kr.. 30. Musical Instrument?. Section H —
Class 31—Fine Arts. .Sculpture, Painting, Engravings, &c. An addi-
tional Class was added to the London list, in consequence of the impor-
tant branch of industry carried on, e.specially in this country, in the
manufacture of Musical Instruments—a class which will present one of
the finest features of the Exhibilicn.

CROTON RESERVOIR

w c

SIXTH AVENUE
GROUND PLAN OF TUB CRYSTAL PALACE.
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OKAND CRYSTAL PALACE BANQUET TO THE I'UESIDENT OF TIIK U.MTi.l) STATES—AT THE METKoroLITAN HOTEL, NEW YOHK.

Police of the Crystal Palace The appointment of a special

police force »or tlie purpose of guarding the property, and i)reservlng

order in art about the Crystal Pahice, was deemed necessary and im-

portant byj he authorities of New York. Selections were tlicrefc re

made byjy icious ollicers, of such individuals whose previous charaler

warranted) ue belief that they were fully qualilied tor such delicate and
importanB losts. The pro])erty there thrown open to exhibition s of

the most/ loice and costly character. No massive walls of stone, or

doors of/ lick iron rise up to protect the treasures within, but the

whole is' .eely spread out, and whoever chooses to enter may do so. In

such immense gatherings of people as there daily assemble, it is as-

sumed; as a matter of course, that knaves of every hue will likewise

congregate, ready to take advantage of any auspicious moment that

may turn up to rob and disturb. Heuce the necessity of a strong and
strict police.

Our engraving represents a group of the Crystal Pa.ace Police in

their regimental costume. Taken as a body they are a fine looking set

of men, all of them being tall and strongly built. Their uuitorm con-

sists of dark blue frock coats, with silvered buttons, on which is the
word " Police,'' and the figure of justice ; blue i)ants with dark stripe

down the side ; shoulder and body-belt of patent leather, with pocket in

the latter for their baton ; caps, helmet, skull inside made of leather.

and covered with oil-silk, with the wurds " Crystal Palace Police," and
the number of each man. On their left they wear a brass starTwith
the Palace represented in relief, and the words " Crystal Palace Police."

The officers have gilt buttons on their coat, and a small epaulette, ac-

cording to rank, on the shoulder ; cloth caps, gold trimmiug, and a sil-

ver star on the left breast. The coitume has a military appearance
about it, and is better adajited for such a puqiose than anything of the
kind we have yet seen. The baton, which is made of box-wood, is very
heavy, and about eighteen or twenty inches long. In a close fight, such
an instrument when wielded by a stout arm, must prove very eHective,

and where once applied will make a rather marked imiiression. The
caps are like the fatigue cajis worn by the military, and are strengthen-
ed on the inside by a cascpie, composed of thick leather. This i.s an ex-
cellent protection for the head, and we should think would be preferred
to the weak defence atlbrded by the ordinary stove-pipe hats now worn
by the police. Upward of thirty of this force were in the regiment of
New York Volunteers, Co. A., in Mexico ; these wear in addition to the
star, the silver medal jiresented them by the Common Council of New
York, on returning from the scene of their gallant achievements. The
barracks of tlie Crystal Palace Police are located at the corner of 42d
St. and the 5th Avenue, where are sleeping apartments for the privates
and officers, an office, and a prison. They are under the command of
the Chief of Police. The discipline is very strict. The wages are the
same as that received by the city ]>olicc—twelve dollars a week, the offi-

cers being paid according to their rank. The Association pays their sal-

ary, and their term of office expires with the termination of the Kxlii-
bition.

« ^^^^ »

VARIETIES.

An Alderman in England being about to depart this life, called t >

gether all persons to whom he was indebted, and said :
" Centlemcn, I

am going to die, and my death will inconvenience you, because it will
be some time before you can get your accounts settled. No«-, if you will
allow me a handsome discount, I will settle tliem myself, at'ouce

!''

They assented, and the old alderman turned his death into nine hundred
pounds pruht.
A woman is a good deal like ivy—the more yon are ruined, the closer

she chngs. A wife's love don't begin to show itself till a sheriff is after
you.

No two things differ more than Iiurry and dispatch : huiTy is the mark
of a weak miud—dispatch of a strong one.
iashion has been described as the race of the rich to get away from

the poor, who follow as fast they can !

At Modeua, in Italy, within a circle of four miles around the city. Ar-
tesian wells seem indigenous. Whenever the earth is dug and the work-
men arrive at a distance of eighty-three feet, they come to a bed of
chalk, which they bore with an auger rtve feet deep. They then with-
draw from the pit before the auger is removed; and upon its retraction
the water bursts up with great violence, and cpiickly fills the well thusmade—the supply of water being neither aUectcd liy rains nor droughts.
At the depth of fourteen feet are found the ruins of an ancient city,
houses, paved streets, and mason work. Below this again is a layer of
earth, and at twenty-six feet walnut-trees are tbund entire, with leaves
and walnuts upon them. At twenty-six feel soft chalk is foimd, and be-
low this vegetables and trees.

il'you wish to make a good-looking girl take to intellectual pursuits,
push lier down stau-s some day and break her nose. Girls don't take to

^

Algebra till boaax cease to take to them.

I

Make otliei men's shipwrecks sea-marks to yourself.

The Italian farmers still plough with the same rude implements that

were in use before the (Christian era. Sometimes two cows, sometimes
a horse and cow, are yoked to a long pole, which is tied crosswise to a

crooked bough or trunk of a tree, the fork of whicli, or the rudest piece

of iron, serves the purpose of a coulter.

Englisu Postal Anomalies Postage on a letter from England to

India, via Marseilles, is 7s. !>d ! on a newspaper, same route, 3d—manu-
script matter paying fl'2,000 per ton, printed matter £400 per ton!

From Channel Islands to the remotest Shetland group, distance 1,000

miles, postage Id. From Dover to Calais, almost in sight of each other.

Is. .3d ! From London to New York, Is—from London to San Francis-

co, tija New York, Is. '2d; being but '2d. more for the additional (!,000

miles. From Texas to Maine, :J,000 miles, l^d—from Dover to Calais,

30 miles. Is. 3d I Universal ocean peimy po.stage is wanted, and,

sooner or later, will be established.

A trader in Wisconsin married off his eleven daughters in six months.
A neighbor of his, having several single daughters, called ujion him
to obtain the secret; when the latter informed him he had made it a

rule, after a young man had paid his attentions to one of his girls a
fortnight, to call upon him with a revolver, and request him to choose

between death and matrimony. " You can imagine,'' continued he,
" which of the two they jireferrcd.''

Cietting is a chance, but keeping a virtue.

Hope is a sentiment exhibited in the wag of a dog's tail, when he's

waiting for a bone.
In the window of a public honse in Islington, England, m.ay be seen

the following announcement :
" A glass of ale and a galvanic shock

for two-pence.''

NEfV P UBLICATION'S.
We have received from Bangs Brothers & Co., a new edition of the

excellent and standard work of De Lolmc, on the English Constiti;-
TioN, with a Life and Notes, by John Macgregor, M. P. Also, the
CiiuoNicLE 01-' Henky 01" IIi'NTiNGTON, onc of the earliest English
historians. Although portions of his book are compiled from Bede and
the Saxon Chronicles, other pnrts of it, relating to the reigns of Henry 1.

and King Steiihen, have the merit of being written by a cotemporary,
and one whose general voracity appears to be well voucued. These vol-

umes are published in the neat and compact form which characterize all

Bohn's Library editions, and we may do some of our readers a favor by
informing them that Messrs Bangs Brothers and Co. are agents for the
entire series oi these libraries, Standard' Classical, Illustrated, and An-
tiquarian, comprising the cheapest and most valuable .set of books ever
put before the public, and enabling one to stock his shelves with a com-
plete range of English and ancient literature.

OiK Ikon Hoaus, their History, Construction, and Social InHuences,
by Frederick S. Williams. [Lndon; Ingram, Cooke & (,'o. New York:
Bangs Brothers it Co.] All who would study the real romance of
the age and the changes produced and yet to be wrought by the mighty
agency of steam, will bei uterested in this elegantly printed and illus-

traed volume.
TuE Israel of the Alps, a History of the Persecution of the Wal-

denses. [London; Ingram, Cooke & Co.] This is an illu.si rated trans-
lation from the French, by Maylitt, of the history of a people whose
suflerings for conscience sake ciaim the sympathies of mankind, and
whose appeal to those sympathies goes down to all ages in Milton's no-
ble sonnet.

A Manual of Elementary Geology, by Sir Charles Lyell. [New-
York : D. Appletou & Co.] This is a new and entirely revised edition
of a book that is too well known to require commendation froui us. We
would merely say that for the low price of one dollar and three quarters
may be purchased a neatly jninted, copiously illustrated copy of one of
the most instructive works of the age.
The Course of E.vieiKE, Voyage of Life, and other pictures ot

Thomas Cole, N..V., with selections from his Letters and Writings, illus-

trative of his Life, Character, and Genius; by Louis L. Noble. [New
York: Cornish, Lamport & Co.] A quiet, unpretending volume, that
we have read with deep and uuaflected interest. As an artist. Cole will

be remembered as having given to the world something with a gleam of
immortality. As a man, his reverend friend the compiler of the work
before us compels us to regard him with kindly affection. The book is

by no means startling, nor is the life here portrayed of the gifted painter
one likely to astonish us or the world. Both, however, serve an liouest

and a useful purpose, and may be commended on that account to the
intelligent reader.

Kitty Buown and her City Cousins—Kitty Brown and her
Bible Verses—Kitty Buown and her Little Scuooi three small
volumes for little cliildreu, published by the American Sunday School
Union. We have glanced over them with much satisfaction. They seem
to be admirably calculated to arrest the juvenile attention, and to leave
indeliljle impressions upon the youthful mind of the most salutary cha-
racter.

La Ruche Litteraire Illustkee ; a periodical published in Mon-
treal, and purporting to be a sort of resting place for the fugitive
poetry, original .stories, &c., of the French portion of the Canadas. It
is tolerably well printed, and .some of its articles have a certain share of
merit. A French version of " Uncle Tom's Cabin" occupies most of
the present number.

Giuii, MunoB & Co.,—a comedy by Lucas Hirst. [Phila.: Stokes &
Bro.] Mr. Hirst is, we think, a brother of Henry B. llirst, whose cele-

brity as a poet is, in our opinion, well merited. Judging by this
" comedy," Lucas and Henry, however, have little genius in common.
" Grub, Madge >t Co." is essentially fiat, dull, spiritless, and common-
place. Its language is vulgar, its wit stale, its jilot feeble, its incidents
extravagant and unreal, its whole development vapid and uninteresting.
The Practical Draughtsman. P;ut 1 and '2. [Stringer & Towns-

end.] A very useful translation from the French, with copious original
additions by Wm. Johnson. It seems to us that this work should be ou
every man's talile whose taste or whose profession inclines to the use of
the pencil. These initial parts are, of coui-se, purely elementary. We
warmly commend them to general attention.

WEEIvLV illustrated NKWS-SIX CENTS PER COPY.

.Mail iOne copy, per votume, (six muuUis,)
Four co(jie3 "
fen copies " "

$1 FO)
6 (Kl>

ID be)

Payable
in

Advance.

UNTFORM OF THE CRYSTAL PALACK POLICE.

Sketches of incidents and scenery in the United States, and other countries, are invited,
which, when used, will he paid tor at current mte^.
Engravings which appear in Ibis paper can be ptirchafied on reasonable terma.

P. T. Barnuh. Spec . anner,
HSHBT D. Ueacu (ienerai Partner and Fnblisber.

132 Fultou-street, Mew York. m
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